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SEASONABLE ARTICLES.
THE

OTQR
Largest Circulation

[OTOR BICYCIXS - SIDECARS - CYCLE CARS
Price Id.

Published Weekly.

You will find THE IDEAL XMAS ^,^— ^__^ tt^k,

li^P' __^,i«.***' And the list we are issuing

to-day makes the way easy lor you and

every buyer. It Includes

^\ h.p. 1013 3-5p. Rover & Rover s'car £57 10

^'K 5 h.p. 191: 2-speea Kerry & Kerry 5'cr £50
Variety. Keenest 3J bp. Quadrant and sidecar £15

Values. Most Utreral 3i b.p. 1913 2-sp. Twin Motosacoche

FsehanPM and sidecar 5^ .."Eicnanges.
^^ ^^ ^^^^ ,^p Alldays and sidecar £32 10

.. • ^ 8 h.p. 1910 Twin Minerva and sidecar £27 10
Easiest

g J, ^ ', ^ j.sp chater Lea & sidecar £50
of Easy j-sbp. Rudge Multi and sidecar £57 10

,9f^^^^B Terms. 3J h.p. 1913 2-speed Premier and s'car £45

8 h p. 1913 3-sp. Chater and Chater

_-i™ coach-biiilt sidear *I2 -S7^-^^^ 6 h.p. J911 2-speed Clyno and sidecar £32 10

O-Z-^ 3J h.p. igi3-3-sp.Triumph &Swans'car £52 10
*

Write for the Full List.

9, SHOE LANE, FLEET STREET. LONDON, E.G.

Telegrams :
" Opificer, LondoQ." 'Phone: Holbom 5777-

aMONTGOMERY" SIDECARS.
A'ew Moddt tor 191i ;

—

Patent undcrslung sidecar chassis; perfectly strong, perfectly

simple. Coach bodies of higher class, both in design, workman-

ship, and finish, than ever fitted to sidecars before.

The " Montgomery Duette " 5 h.p. horizontal opposed engine,

specially made for sidecar work.

W. MONTGOMERY & CO., manTf!2?u"^Ihs COVENTRY.

THE EXPERTS CHOICE

GIVE HIM AN XL-ALL SADDLE.
THE

MOTORIST'S
IDEAL
XMAS

PRESENT 25/-, 28/6. 30/

It will add to
his ease and
comfort all
the year, and
he will bless
you after
every ride.

XL-ALL, LTD., HALL GREEN, BIRMINGHAM.

THE PERFECT
MOTOR CYCLE

— IS THE-

Doti^as
— FOR -

ALL RIDERS AND
ALL WEATHERS.

Partlculan of all Models on request.

DOUGLAS BROS., Kingswood, Bristol, Glos.

LOND)NDQN:V 39. Newmivn Street. W. PARIS : 1 90. Boulevard Pereire.

nMotor Bicycle Catalogae
Post Free from

RUDGE-WHITWORTH, Ltd..

COVENTRY.

"Badge Wrinkles"
Post Free from

RDDGE-WHITWORTH, Ltd.

COVENTRY.
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TheBDDKDFTHE DAVISON INVENTIDNS
FULL OF INVENTIONS THAT IMPROVE EFFICIENCY, ECONOMISING OIL AND PETROL, AND MAKING IMOTOR CYCLING

PLEASURE MORE PERFECT. WRITE FOR A COPY.

THE DAVISON TANK. THE DAVISON OILER.

^ The most perfect Tank yet invented,

perfectly manufactured, and fitted with the universally

adopted Davison Oil and Petrol GaHges made by the

Inventor.

THE WARNING TAP, WITH BYEPASS.

Warns the rider when his stock of Petrol is getting
low.

Transparent UnbreakaMe Stopper.

Hinged or Screw. In a range of

sizes to fit every machine. Enables
the rider whose Tank is not fitted

with a gauge to see the contents
without opening.

Write for Catftlcpiie that cives full detaiU
of these and many other useful interestiiiK

motorcycle inventions.

Provides continuous visible drip feed ^

lubrication, which can be increased or reduced at will

while riding.

I
The SHttT-OFF DRIP FEED HIBBICATOR.^

Allows supply of lubricant to be shut ofi without
I' disturbing ^^eedle Valve.

A. C. DAViSpiM./,163,;3aynpg*P>'' 'Bt>^«^r'.0amden Town, Lc^WPOW, M.W.

SPEEDOMETER^
ANOTHER GOLD MEDAL AWARDED -TURIN EXHIBITION.

The very latest Unsoliciied Testimonial.A Speedometer that is not accurate is an abomina-
tion ; it is more, it is dangerous. The opportunities

of testing such instruments for accuracy are not
usually available. Expert use of the stop %vatch

and measured distances are not easily assured.

Buy the instrument \vhich above all others ha.s

demonstrated its qualities again
and again. " The Jones " is a
purely mechanical instrument
constructed on a principle of

unvarj-ing natural law. Its
accuracy of reading was the most
important feature to decide the
verdict of the R.A.C. Highest
Award and Gold Medal in the only
competitive olficial Speed Trials.

Mr. Gilbert M.
Duprez, of Diglis

Close, Addlestone,

writes—I have had
great satisfaction

from 3'our Speedo-
meter, and at all

speeds the needle
is always steady, a
remark that applies

to few makes at

present on the
market.

PRICES FROM 3 GUINEAS.

MARKT & CO. (London)

Write for Lists.

Ltd., 98-100, Clerkenwell Rd., E.G. y

THE LONG HORN

Price 50/-

Purely Mechanical.

A Unique Alarm.

NO WIRES!
NO BATTERIES!!
NO BULBS ! !

!

NOTROUBLE!!!!

THE BEST SADDLE O EARTH
THE TRADE NOW GENERALLY ACKNOWLEDGE THIS, AND NO LESS THAN 40 FIRMS ARE FITTING IT AS

STANDARD OR FREE OF EXTRA CHARGE IN 1914 MODELS .

XL
SEND FOR irKV.E BOOKLET, The Scientific Saddle, t9 XL-ALL CompMy, HALL QREEN, BIRMk > ' * re to have it htted to voui motcc.

In aniin riii'i ilifse a(lrf>'ii.":m':ai.' "' ' ' ' o mchtif.' u- Ciide."
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Subscription Rates : Home, 63. 6d. ; Canada, 8s. 8d. ; Foreign, 17s. 4d. per annum.
('OLONIAL AND FOREIGN AGENTS ;

United States.—The International News Aeency. New York. Canada.—Gordon and Gotch, Ltd.. 132. Bay Street, Toronto

AusTEALiA.-Uotdon and Gotcb. Ltd.; Melbourne (Victoria), Sydney (.^I.S.W.I, Brisbane (Queensland), Adelaide (S.A.I, Perth (W.A.). and Launoestoa
(Tasmania).

New Zealand.-Gordon and Gotch, Ltd.; Wellington, .-Vuclrland. Christchurch, and Dunedio
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Innovations of the Six Days' Trial.

ELSEWHERE in this issue w'e reproduce a sum-

mary of the Auto Cycle Union Six Days' Trial

regulation's. This year it will be noticed that

the trial will be in the nature of a prolonged

test, and not a series of daily trials. This is

quite an innovation, and we think quite a desirable

one, which has been brought about by reducing the

amount of time spent on the maciiines to a minimum.
Now the idea of this is not to prove how little atten-

,

tion the modern motor cycle requires, but to encourage
development, to render motor cycles mudproof and
weatherproof, to improve the lubrication and, incident-

ally, to ensure that the lubricant given is retained for a

reasonable period, and to encourage manufacturers to

design machines which can stand long distances under
arduous conditions without an excessive amount -of

' tinkering, but jiiost emphatically not to lead, the

i general public to believe that their machines- will run
' day after day without being properly looked after.

,
Every intelligent user of a macliine: must laiow that,

flike all other machinery, a motor cycle needs care, but-

''what the A.C.U. desires to do is to reduce that

,
amount of care required to the lowest point. Other

' innovations embodied are—(i) a flexibility test, (2) a

speed test, and (,^) that during the trial notice will be-

r taken of the appearance of the machine and rider. Now
!f in the case of No. i, as we pointed out in a recent

? leaderette, the flexibility of engines is a point which
has been so far somewhat neglected by manufacturers.
Here is a chance for the makers of automatic carl)u-

' retters to ilemonstrale that these accessories may give
sufficient flexibility to satisfy the judges, enough power
to enable tiie machines to surmount the test hills, and
a r(jas(>nal)le degree of economy. (2:.) The speed
tests, which, it is assumed, livill b& held at the conclu-
sion of the trial, will show how the machines have stood

.
up during their four days' hard work. Excessive speeds
ha\e not been demanded, but it will rightly be expected
that reasonable speeds will be attained. (3.)
This is a most important item, and manufacturers of
clean engines may depend on their riders having a
chance of keeping themselves in a similarly spotless
condhion. Not the least interesting feature of the
trial will be its international aspect, as this year's com-
petition

_
is the one chosen by the newly-formed

Federation Internationale dcs Clubj. Motocyclistes. to.

revive international competitions between tlic various
motor cycle bodies which form the Federation. It is

earnestly hoped that the countries represented in the

I'ederation will send their teams. Canada and
America are anxious to compete, and it remains for

France, Belgium, Holland, Germany, Italy, Austria,

Denmark, and other nations on whose roads motor
cycling is possible, to send their representatives.

New Features of the Trial.

AS
regards the rules, we note with pleasure that

spare wheels may be carried, and that riders

must not include in their personal apparel any
article of clothing or adornment which might
be considered a self or trade advertisement, which

will exclude those grotesque headgears which have ren-

dered certain competitors ridiculous and brought dis-

credit on the A.C.U. on previous occasions. Another
new feature, and alSo an excellent one, is that spares
must be declared and packed in separate toolbags
which will be sealed, and that " legitimate " spares,

such as tyres, repair outfits, belts, fasteners, chain
huk parts and plugs, do not come under this category.
It will be noted that gear ratios must be declared on
the entry forms. The schedule time will be calcu-

lated at 30 m.p.h., but extra time will be allowed
when the. exigencies of the road demand it. Motor
bic}-cles will be allowed eight minutes' grace late or
early, and passenger machines ten minutes at any
point on the route, while to enforce the set limit being
adhered to. the undesirable but unavoidable secret

check will be instituted. Other innovations to which
we may call attention are to the effect that on certain
days the route is to be covered "non-stop"; that
those who have withdrawn may not drive o\'er the
route with ot?: near any competitor, and a violation of
this regulation renders the offender liable to suspen-
sion or the competitor he accompanies liable to dis-

qualification. j\s regards the classes, an innovation is

that for monocars (Jcsigned to carry one person, while
it will be noticed- that the .system of marking according
to classes is excellent, and that the single-seated
\-eiiicles referretl to above are expected to earn the
same percentage of marks to gain a gold medal a3
motor cycles in Division i. The trial will not be a long
one but different from those of pie\-ious years—it will
consist of five hard days, and the sixth devoted Jo a
thorough and careful examination of the machines. It

may be recollected that last year we suggested a speed
test in.connection wiU: the.se trials on tiie sixth day, and
recommended Brooklands, as it would prove so con-
venient for the examiners. /r\ -> 1 "V
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Group of motor cyclists at Cullander after their arrival [or the Scottish inter club meeting which was marred by bad weather.
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A Two Day Reliability Trial at the Cape.

A OUT and home trial of 150 miles, with an over-

night ^stay at Villiersdorp—a typical country

village' in the Western Province—took place

at the end of May. T. E. Davis (31^ h.p.

Clyde), after passing Belville, collided with a

trap, and found himself pinned underneath

his machine ; W. Trefz, on a similar machine,
who was close behind him, also fell. They were,

however, able to continue their journey. F. H.
Fritchley (3^/^ h.p. P. and ,M.) made a particularly

good ascent of Sir Lowry Pass, as did J. -McCallum

(3^3 h.p. King Dick sidecar) and W. H. Eastoe (7 h.p.

Indian sidecar).

The River Zonder End—four miles from Villiers-

dorp—had to be forded, and, as the water was high,

J. Kirkup (3^4 h.p. B.S.A. and sidecar) had his

magneto fouled midstream. . Mrs. Kirkup, who occu-

pied the sidecar, in despair climbed on her seat and
shouted for help ! But as no help came along the

rider had to take off his boots, roll up his trousers, and',

work his way across. Kirkup lost fifty minutes before

reaching Sir Lowry Pass, while W. J. Thompson

(1)F. H. Fritchley
(P. & M. Ion Vilgoe Pass.

f2) On the road to
V i 1 1 i e r s dorp. W.H.
Eastoe (7 h.p. Indian
sidecar) has to slow
down for an obstruc-
tion.

(3) T. E. Davis (3! h.p.
Clyde) c h ar g es ti-.e

watcrsplash at speed.

TWO-DAY RELIABILITY TRIAL AT THE CAPE.

(6 h.p. Clyde sidecar)

had to retire ' owing lo a

collision with one of the

many gates encountered

en 7'onte.

Only the following com-
petitors were up to time at

each control and lost no
'marks: T. E. Davis (3^^
h.p. Clyde), F. H. Fritch-

ley (sjl h.p. P. and M.),

J. McCallum (3^^ h.p.

King Dick and sidecar),

and W. Trefz (3^^ h.p.

Clyde).
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COMMENTS
My Quest for a Waterproof Glove.

1 can now add the names of two more waterproof

gluves to that of the stiff, heavy, Asbestol hide, which

stood by itself in my first note on the subject. One
of these has a waterproof back, and is made by John
Glover Nicol, Ltd., Worcester. This glove has a soft

leather front and a backing composed of a stiff water-

proof hide. It serves its purpose well, and its only

weakness is that the two grades of skin do not comliine

ijpecially well together, the heavier grade showing a

tendency to part from the lighter grade at the seams

in very prolonged wear ; of course, the front of the

palm and fingers are liable to get wet during repairs

by the roadside in the rain.

The other glove is covered on the back with a

waterproof fur, known in the trade as " hair-seal,"

and is costly— >js. per pair—but it is probably the

.nearest approach to a really comfortable rainproof

glove on the market.

Tyre Holes under Patches.

I was talking last week to one of those economical

I warts who retain the same machine 'for several

\cars, and run their tyres to destruction. He aston-

ished me considerably by finding fault with the super-

excellent patches and solutions which have come into

vQgue of recent years, and enable a motor cyclist to

effect repairs by the roadside which are almost as

satisfactory as vulcanisation; in fact, he implored me
to warn men w'ho, like himself, keep a machine for

several years, from using these first-class tyre repair

kits.

His experience is that the original puncture splits

and stretches and extends under the tightly fixed patch

until it reaches the edge of the patch, when a fresh

egress of air takes place. The original patch is so

closely incorporated with the tube that its removal is

next to impossible, and it is very difficult to affix one

patch on the top nf another so as to obtain an air-

tight joint.

1 ventilate this surprising criticism without preju-

dice. I do not keep my machines long enough to

possess the exact kind of experience requisite for a

sound opinion, and my work precludes my using tyres

I cannot trust. I can go with him in voicing the

extreme difiicultv of removing a modern patch. Lift-

ing an edge with petrol, and gradually pulling off the

patch by sciuirtlng petrol into a gap opened between
it and the tube, usually results in a ripped tube—so

miK-h is certain. But I do not see why the original

hole should split and stretch under the patch, if the

patch is projierly applied. I can understand its doing

so if only the outer portions of the patch are united

with the tube, but I have often made such repairs, and
later on cut the tube clean through the patch to dis-

cover that tube anrl patch were practically' coagulated
into one solid mass of ruijbcr.

"1XIONI"

1 am strongly inclined to suggest that my triend

does not affix his patches over their whole area, but

perhaps a few readers who habitually run tubes to

destruction will send their experiences to the Editor?

American v. English Machines.
One of our readers endorses my comment on the

dominant position of British machines, but counters

with a request for a frank admission that British

machines are hopelessly out of date in point of speci-

fication. He is evidently an enthusiast for the red

Indian, for he demands to know why none ' of the

leading British machines possess 28in. x 3in. tyres,

mechanical oiling, rear sprung frames, etc., etc, The
answer, is quite simple. The Hendee Co. produce a

very expensive machine, and hold strong and peculiai

views on the question of the ideal specification. The
average British maker produces a cheaper machine
and holds quite different views on the subject of an

ideal specification. Popular as the Indian is, it makes
no pretence to oust our leading machines from theit

present and increasing popularity, which shows that

many British users are content with hand oiling, 2j4^in.

tyres, and rigid rear frames. There is plenty of room
for all the existing types. My regular readers are

aware that I completely agree with the Hendee Co.

in believing ~that every first-class machine should be

rear sprung and mechanically lubricated, but I per-

sonally do not consider large tyres an advance ; I

would rather have a strong 2^-4in. tyre than a 3in.

any day. In fact, I should imagine that the 3in.

tyres of 'the Indian must be ascribed rather to the

extreme badness of the .American roads, for which

the machine was primarily designed, than to any

genuine advantage on such roads as ours.

R. Bowniss on one ol Ihe new T.T. model seml-flroppeJ-lrame Matolile&i

machines wnich allow an exlremely low saddle position. The new control lever

lor tlie Armstrong three-speed tear is plainly shown.
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Socasional Commen's.

Noisy Exhausts and their Cause.

I confess to" being rather thick-headed. A ssries

of long trials has brought me a dawning compre-

hension of the real reason why some motor cycles

are so noisy. The bark of a semi-silencsd exhaust

is necessary to drown 'a smother of minor mechanical

noises arising from faults in design. These noises

would be intolerable to the rider if they were allowed

to be separately audible. I made my tardy discovery

by tilting a tirst-class silencer to one of the worst

offenders^ I converted its exhaust into comparative

silence, and found there was no perceptible back

pressure ; but, per contra, my offended ears were

saluted by. a perpetual mutter of minor clackings

from the timing gear and valve rockers, and a kind

of hoarse grinding from the change-speed gear box.

The clea. bark of the exhaust was infinitely preferable

to the other noises, and I think I shall remove the

efficient, silencer, unless I can trace the real cause of

the valve and gear noises and ehminate them first.

Belt Drive for Speedometers.

Some weeks ago I commented on the new American
model of the Stewart speedometer, which has 'a belt

drive from the front hub to a small pulley mounted
on a special bracket bolted or brazed to tiie front

fork, and a similar belt from the counter-shaft to the

speedometer itself.

The belts are made of coiled steel piano wire, and
they run on steel and fibre pulleys. It is claimed that

the abolition of gearing reduces noise, that the fric

tion of a flexible shaft running within a sheathing is

.abolished, and that the drive automatically adjusts

itself to every vibration and road inequality. A test

would be necessary to convince me that the change is

an improvement, but I admit that the existing speed-

ometer transmissions entail more friction, sustain more

wear, and create more noise; yet I should think that

the encased shaft drive is the more accurate.

The Trumpet Valve.

I must leave " L. M.M.J.'' to reprint any portions

of his letter referring to the size and material of his

" trumpet " design for an overhead valve, for his

lerters have long since gone into the w.p.b. I hope I

have not misrepresented him, but am unable to judge

unless he produces his copy of the letter in question.

On the main question as to the merits of the design

we must evidently agree to differ, and it is a point in

my favour that the firms who experimented with a less

extreme form of the principle appear to have aban-

doned it. It would be interesting to hear what firms,

if any, are persisting with it? " L.M.M.Jj*" and Mr.
Walford,, who approves the valve, are both engineers

of high standing, and a mere layman naturally feels

some diffidence in contesting a point with them ; but

my dislike of the valve would be converted into deep
interest if the head were not open, Manufacturirg

difficulties would obviously have to be reckoned with,

especially in. view of its small size as applied to motor

cycle engines; but, omitting for the moment manufac-

turing considerations, a valve of this type possesses all

the possibiHties of "L.M.M.J.'s" original design,

and is strong just where the original Valve is weak.

Hovever, if the design has been found wanting in a

modi!ied form, there is little use in protracting a dis-

cussion about it.

->—<»s«

A CAR

A SOMEWHAT unusual type of two-wheeler com-
bining a rmmber of ingenious devices is that

built by a resident of Los Angeles and illus-

trated on this page.

The machine has a steel frame, sprung fore and

'

aft. Wheel steering is employed, to the pillai of

which is fitted a detachable wind screen. A clever

device f"i bnlnncing the vehicle when not in use is

fixed underneath the footboards. This consists of two

CYCLE.
skids, one on either side, which, as soon as the driver

takes his seat and starts off, are gradually raised by

pressure on the steering wheel.

The motive power is by two 4 h.p. two-stroke single-

cylinder engines, (bore and stroke 3in. x 3in.), from

whicli the power is transmitted to the rear wheel

through a multiple disc clutch and two-speed gear.

We understand that another seat or luggage carrier

may be fitted over the rear wheel if desired.

'^Ji^pSliitll,HI],, ,^..,. --*/

.jyfiH

A NOVEL AMERICAN MOTOR CYCLE—ALMOST A CAR ON TWO WHEELS.

„a7
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SUMMARY OF PRELIMINARY REGULATIONS.
Main Innovations : Flexibility and Speed Tests.

A Five Days' Prolonged Trial of 700 Miles. "Non-stop " Days. Spare Parts to ba Sealed.

THE basic idea underlying the conditions of this trial

is that it shall be a prolonged test and a demonstration
of reliability aird efficiency, and not, as has been tlie

case annually since 1903, a series of daily tests. That
is to say, if it were not, impossible on account of the
physical limitations of the drivers and the fact that the
trial could not be run altogether in daylight, the proposal
would be to cover the whole distance of the trial without
any voluntary stops.

General Conditions.
The trial proper will occupy five days, the sixth day being

devoted to a technical examination of the competing machines.
Certain of the five days will be "non-stop." That is to

say, stop.s will not be permitted except at the official controls.

On these days a short period of time will be allowed in the
morning during whicli competitors may lubricate or adjust
their machines, but on other days no snch time will be
allowed, and if in certain cases such preparation is unavoid-
able the time so occupied will count against the competitor.
Any-spare parts considered necessary must be carried through-
out tlie trial, and arrangements will be made whereby, if

nse is made of such parts, the fact will be recorded and" will

count against the competitor.
Flexibility and speed tests will be held during the course

of the trial.

Component parts will not be specially tested this year as
was the case last year with tyres and belts, but careful
I xamination will be made at the end of the trial of the
competing machines, and notice will be taken during the
trial of tlie appearance both of machine and rider.
L,ady competitors will be barred. Manufacturers will be

limited to three entries each.

The District.
The country selected for these trials is comprised within

a radius of 100 miles of Carlisle, and embraces what is un-
doubtedly the most beautiful and the most hilly district to
be found in England. In selecting the routes "cai'e will be
tJiken to provide as 'varied conditions as possible, but hill-

roads having an abnormal surface, or where the road is not
of reasonable width or is dangerous, will not be included.
The routes will start from and return to Carhsle each day,
but the daily mileage will be somewhat less than in previous
years, and the total mileage will probably not exceed 700
miles. On one afternoon the competing machines will be
reipiired to cover a certain distance on a jirivate road, at
speeds in excess of 20 miles per hour, different speeds being
set for each class of machine. The actual routes will be
pnblislied during the first week in August.

* International Touring Trial.
Tlie Federation Internationale des Clubs ilutocyclists,

Jiaving decided to promote annually a coni|jetition amongst
the various countries composing the Federation, have chosen
this trial as the liret of the series,

1 he members of "the teams entered for 'the International
Trial will be subject to all the regulations that govern in-
divirlual competitors. The number of teams that may be
entered by each country is limited to one, and such team
shall consist of tliree competitors, e;ich of whom must be a
subject of the country represented. Each team shall com-
prise one passenger machine (either a motor bicycle not
e.xcoeding 1,000 c.c, with sidecar, or a three-wheeled cycle
car not exceeding 1,000 c.c, or a four-wheeled cycle car not
oxeeeding 1,100 c.c.),- and either two 500 c.c. motor cycles,
or one 600 c c. motor cycle and one 350 c.c. motor cycle.

£6 6s. each entry

£4 4s. each entry

£3 3s. each entry

£5

The entrants of the winning team in the International
Touring Trial will be entitled to hold for one year, under
terms of an agreement, the International Trophy presented
by the Cyele and Motor Cycle Manufacturers and Traders
Union, Ltd. This trophy consists of a handsome silver cup,
value 200 guineas.

Entries.
Entries will be received by the Union at 89, Pall Mall,

London, S.W., up to mid-day Wednesday, August 6th.

Schedule of Entry Fees.
Entries from manufacturers and riders in

their employ
Entries from agents and riders in their

employ
Other entrants
For a nomination of a team in the Inter-

national Touring Trial, open only to
the representative clubs of countries
in the F.I.C.M

De.xaration- to be Sign-ed by axl Enibanis at tkb
£3 3s. SCiixE.

" I hereby declare that I am not now, and shall not be
at the date of the proposed trial, either (a) a manufacturer
of, agent for, or dealer in motor cycles, (6) in the employ
or pay of anjf such persoii or company as described in (o)

and defined in preliminary regulation No. 3."

Classification and Equipment.
A motor bicycle is defined as a vehicle comprising a frame,

two wheels, and suitable engine. Motor vehicles with more
than two wheels and weighing without body work less than
300 kg. (660 lbs.), or in the case of those vehicles the body
of which is not separable from the chassis, less than 350
kg. (771 lbs.) complete, are included within the term motor
cycle.

All motor cycles talking part in these trials must conform
to, and will be classified under, the following divisions and
classes :

DI^^SIOx 1.—Motor bicyclea.

Miiiimnm dinnictcrof lyre
(cover and iimcr tube

separate and detacliable).

40 kg. (88 lbs.) 45 mm. (IJin.)

60 „ (110 lbs.) 50 „ (2in.) e"?
60 „ (132 lbs. 55 „ (2iin.)

70 „ (154 lbs.) 60 ,, (2|in.)

80 „ (176 lbs.) 65 „ [2f^\n:,

Division 2.—Motor cycles with tlu-ee wheels (motor bicycles
and sidecars and three-wheeled cvcle cars).

F 350 c.c. 80 kg. (176 lbs.) 50 mm. (2in.) 1 S^„
C4 500 „ 100 „ (220 lbs.) 55 ., ,(2;in.) 1

E-^'^

H 750 .„ 110 ,. (242 lbs.) 60 „ (2iin.)
I 1,000 „ 120 „ (264 lbs.) 65 „ (2-,'5in.)

All vehicles in Division 2 must be fitted with a clutch.

Division 5.—Motor cycles with four wheels (four-wheeled
tycle cars).

J 750 c.c. 150 kg. (330 lbs.) 50 mm. (2in.)

K 1,100 „ 175 „ (385 lbs.) 60 „ (2iin.)

Si'EciAL Class.—Single-seated motor cycles with three oi
four wheels.

1. 1,000 c.c. Three-wheel smgle-seated cycle ears.
2. 1,100 c.c. Four-wheel single-seated cycle cars.
All vehicles in Division 3 must be fitted with a variable

speed gear.

A31

c.c.

Cylinder
Class, capacity not

e.\L'eedjiig

250
350
500
750

1,000

Minimnm weight
without oil or fuel.
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The A.C.U. Six Days' Trial.—

All vehicles in tlie Special Class must be fitted witli a
variable speed gear.

AH vehicles in Divisions 2 and 3 must be built to carry

two passengers, and both seats must be occupied throughout
tlie trial. The minimum weight of each driver or passenger

in these vehicles is fix-ed at 60 kg. (132 lbs.). This weight
may, if necessary, be made up with ballast.

All veliicles must be equipped as follows : Two independent
bralies, a set of tools and receptacle therefor, mudguards
projecting at least 10 mm. (t^in.) on each side of the tyres

and covering at least 120 degrees of the circumference of the
wheels, one or more petrol tanks with a minimum capacity
of 5 litres (8.8 pts.) one or more oil tanks with a minimum
capacity of 1 litre (1.75 pts.) and a complete set of lamps.
In addition to tiie above, motor bicycles must be fitted

with a stand and luggage carrier, the latter having an avail-

able surface of at least 600 square centimetres (93 sq. in.).

Spare parts must be packed in a separate receptacle, and
the contents thereof declared in writing on forms tliat will

be supplied for the purpose. Tliese receptacles will be sealed.

All competing machines will be weighed, and the frames,
engines, and gear boxes will be sealed

Tlie diameter of tlie driving wheels and the gear ratios of

every motor cj'cle shall be stated on the entry form, and will

be published. Should the ratios be indefinite, as in tlie case

of motor cycles fitted with adjustable pulleys, the highest
and lowest ratios obtainable sliall be stated.

Number plates, facing forward and vertical, must be fixed
to the front of tlie machine, on a special bracket to be pro-
vided by the entrant to enable the number plate to be set in

such a position as to be clear of all front obstructions, The
plates, which will measure 7^in. x ' 6in. deep, will also be
supplied to each competitor, and competitors will be held
responsible for the numbers being properly fixed at all times.

Motor bicj'cles or cycles entered for the International Tour-
ing Trial must be equipped as follows :

(aj Front number plate (in accordance with the above).

(b) Coloured disc displaying the colours allotted to the
respective competitors (in accordance with the rules of the
F.I.C.M.).

Organisation and Control.
In the flexibility and speed tests the maximum number

of marks will be one hundred.
On thosa days on \yhich the route is to he covered " non-

stop," stops will be permissible in certain sections and con-
trols only. A stop at any other point on these days will

involve a loss of four marks.
A maximum of ten marks may be lost on account of the

defective condition of any competing machine as may be
decided by the Judges during the final examination
The order of starting on the first day shall be decided by

ballot, *ind on subsequent days the order shall be varied so
that the average position of each competitor at the start
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of each day's run shall be so far as possibly the same.

No cleaning, repairing, or adjustment may be effected in

controls. Replenishments of petrol, oil and water may be
made only at the official starting depot or during the

luncheon interval.

Motor cycles must be driven under their own power only
throughout the trial. All pedalling or running alongside is

prohioited, as is kicliing on the ground for the purpose of

propulsion. Passengers must remain seated in a normal
manner throughout the trial.

Awards.
A certificate will be awarded to the entrant and a gold

medal to the driver of all tliose motor cycles whicli gain a

total number of marks as follows : '

Division 1.—iSlinety per cent, of the total marks and
over.

Division 2.—Eighty-five per cent, ditto.

Division 3.—Eighty per cent, ditto.

Special Class.—Ninety per cent, ditto.

A certificate will be awarded to the entrant and a silver

medal to the drivers of all those motor cycles which gain

a total number of marks as follows :

Division 1.—Seventy-five per cent, and not more tlian

eighty-nine per cent, of total marks.
Division 2.—Seventy 'per cent, and not more tlian

eighty-nine per cent, ditto.

Division '3.—Sixty-five per cent, and not more than
seventy-nine per cent, ditto.

Special Class.—Seventy-five per cent, and not more
than eighty-nine per cent, ditto.

A bronze medal will be awarded to each driver who 'does

not obtain any otlier award but who- completes the trial

eiich day witliin one and a half hours of the schedule time
with his machine in good condition, and who has otlierwise

fulfilled all the conditions of the, trial.

THE IHIRD INTERNATIONAL ROAD CONGRESS.
The Third International Road Congress opened in London

last week. The A.C.U, representatives are Mr, A, Sharp,
A,M,I.M.E., and Mr. F. Straight.

The following resolutions propo,=ed by Rrof, Adshead, of

Liverpool University, are of interest to motor cyclists :

New main roads should pass outside rather tlian

through towns.
Gradients should be limited to 1 in 20,

An unobstructed view of 100 yards should be provided
in the case of curves.

Main traffic roads to be so designed that fast and
slow traffic can proceed without interniixiiig.

Some initiative should rest with a central State
authority which could supervise local authorities,

Mr. John Brodie, chief engineer erf Liverpool, suggested
that where houses were hot built the roads should be of not
less than 120ft. in width

MORE LADIES WHO MOTOR CYCLE.

(1) Mis. Wilson and her 3.V h.p. Brough sidecar. The passenger is Mrs. W. E. Brougli of Nottingham. (2) Miss Kornig ol Joliannesburg and lier 750 c.c. Rudge
sidecar which she handles with ease, (3) Miss Ella Wright (Dougiasl, a cross-country rider in all weathers between Ingham, near Bury St. Edmunds, and Appleton, a

distance of fourteen miles.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and on one

side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

RuDDing on Paraflln.

^ When running a modern motor" cycle on paraffin, is it necessary

-IJ to lower the compression ?

—

W.J.W.
It is not necessary to lower the com-
pression, but it is necessary to use a

device which will enable the engine to

be started on petrol. After the engine

is warm, it can be run with paraffin.

Bfrmingham to Kilmaraock.

I should be glad if you could

advise me regarding the best

route to take from Birmingham
to Kilmarnock (N.B.) Our
mounts are free engine Triumphs.

—Two SPAIIKS.

The route would be as follows : Birming-

ham. Sutton Coldfield, Lichfield, Rugeley,
Weston, Stone^ Pipe Gate, Nantwich,
Tarporley, Warrington, then by the road
signposted by the R.A.C. via Rainhill,

Prescot, Rainford, Ormskirk, Rufford, to

Preston, Kendal, Penrith, Carlisle ; then
go through Dumfries, Thornhill, Sanqu-
har, Cumnock, to Kilmarnock.

Valve Setting.

I shall be greatly obliged by
your answers to the following

questions : (1.) What setting of

the valves gives the highest speed?

(2.) What is a fast timing for

the magneto? (3.) If a lighter piston

is fitted temporarily, is it necessary to

drill the flywheels to preserve the

balance of the engine? My machine is

a Triumph.—B.H.H.
(1.) There is no hard and fast rule for

valve setting
;

practically every maker's
setting is different. With your particular
engine, the inlet should be set to open
when the piston is about T^in. down on
the suction stroke. The exhaust should
be set to commence to open from three-
fifths to T^ths from the end of the tiring

stroke, and should be dead on its seat
at the completion of the e.xhaust stroke.

(2.) We do not think you will improve
on the following setting for the magneto.
With contact maker fully retarded and
piston on dead centre of firing and com-
pression stroke, the contact points should
be just about to separate. (3.) To obtain
the very best results if a lighter piston
be fitted, some slight alteration would be
necessary in the balancing of the flywheels
to preserve the balance of the engine
If you only want to make an experiment,
it would not be advisable to interfere with
the flywheels, but to try the lighter
piston alone.

Calculating Gear Batios.

Would you kindly answer the
following questions : {!.) Do
you recommend fitting a steel

piston to an old 2J h.p. engine;
is it likely to give any trouble

in any way? (2.) Is there any advant-
age in fitting an oil well for the piston
to dip ill every time it descends in the
cylinder? (3.) I propose fitting a chain
drive to my machine. How can I cal-

- culate the gear ratio, so as to order
the diiferent sprockets with the right
number of teeth to get a certain gear?
The drive is from the engine-shaft to

the cUitcli, then from the counter-shaft
sprocket to the rear wheel. (4.) I have
been advised to have the engine bushed
with Stone's bearings, the same as

used on railway locomotives. Is this

the best phosphor bronze obtainable

;

do you recommend it?—A.B.
(1.) Provided the work is properly done
and the steel piston made by a reliable

firm, it will not give any trouble, and
may increase the speed of the engine
owing to its lighter weight. (2.) The oil

well IS certainly an advantage, and should
not be cut away if already fitted to the
engine. (3.) Tlie following rule will give

you the gear ratio. Jlultiply the number might stop the night at Towcester.

of teeth on the driven sprockets ; also

multiply the number of teeth on the

driving sprockets, and divide the smaller

figure into the larger, Avhich will give

you the ratio. ,For instance, with 8 teeth

on the engine sprocket and 8 on the

counter-shaft = 54 ; 16 on counter-shaft

and 16 on rear hub = 256. Gear-ratio,

4 to 1. (4.) We have no practical experi-

ence of the bearing metal mentioned in

your letter, but phosphor bronze suitable

for bushing bearings of motor cycle

engines can be obtained from various

firms.

Portsmouth to Harrogate.'

Will yovi kindly teU me the best
^ route from Portsmouth to Harro-

gate (without touching London)?
As I wish to take two days, which
is the best place to st6p : the

night?—G.L.O.
Your best route would be as follows :

Portsmouth, by ferry to Gosport, Fare-
ham, then through Winchester, Newbury,
East Ilsley, Oxford, Brackley, Towcester,
Northampton, Kettering, Stamford,
Grantham, Newark, Tuxtord, Retford,
Doncaster, Ferrybridge, Aberford,
Wetherby, Spofforth, Harrogate. You

A group of members of the motor cycle section of the Derbyshire Imperial Yeomanry, In camp at

Haidwicke, Derbyshire.
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Cubic Capacity Formula.

^Yould you kindly let me
know how to calculate the
cubic capacity of an engine?

—

W.C.H.
The formula for cubic capacity is D" x S
X .7854. The dimensions must be in

centimetres, not millimetres. You can
obtain from The Motor Cycle a table

giving the cubical capacity of engines
up to '90 X 100 mm., price 3d.

A Ncisy Engine.

I have an 8 h.p. two-speed
"^Tj sidecar. My trouble is this

:

^ The engine pulls Avell, but makes
-iJ a terrific noise even when

pedalled to start. I have taken
it down and find that the connecting
rods have been running against the fly-

wheels, and that the gudgeon pin
bushes have a lot of side play, and the
valve rockers have been touching one
another and the inside of timing case.

Also, the rockers have some ridges

worn on the working faces. The main
bushes and timing bushes are all right,

except that there is some side play in

main shaft. I can move the shaft and
flywheels, etc., about ;f^in. from side

to side, and this clatters when running
down hill with throttle closed. Should
I washer it up? Also, inside the
cylinders, at bottom of stroke, there is

a slight ridge formed. . Would this

account for the noise ; and shall I scrape

this? Compression is good. Also, there

is a slight ridge at the top of the stroke
;

does this matter, as I do not think it

bad enough for new pistons to be fitted,

since engine pulls well? I have sent

flywheels, rods, and pistons to be re-

bushed'; although gudgeon bushes were
not bad, there was a lot of rocking play

in big end bush. The front cylinder is

inclined to overheat, so I am cutting

away the front baffle plates from the

crank case, so that more oil can work
into the cylinder. I use Price's

Motorine, with a Best and Lloyd lubri-

cator sight feed. I can hardly de-

scribe the noise. It is generally noisy

and almost so loud as to enable me to

dispense with a horn. Altogether it

seems to have a shaky, loose noise, as

if every part was loose ; but the bushes
are all right in timing case, and the
cam gears do not mesh too tightly.

—

R.E.B.

Certainly it matters if the connecting

rods are rubbing up against the flywheels,

and you should take the machine to the

makers and have it put right without
delay. Side play in the gudgeon pins

does not matter at all. It does not seem
right, however, that the valve rockers

should touch one another and the sides of

the crank case, or that there should be
any ridges worn on them. Side play

do€s not matter at all ; it is vertical play

that you liave to look for. If the ridges

at top and bottom of the cylinders are

bad, the cylinders should be ground out

and new pistons fitted. These ridges

frequently cause engine knocks which are

not easily accounted for. It would have

been better if you had sent the whole
engine back to the makers, as they would
then have seen that it was assembled
correctly. You are certainly wise to cut

away the front baffle plates a little from
(.he crank '- •

> a!i to let more oil work
into the cylinder.

B4

Petrol Level at the Jet,

Would you kindly advise me
as to the correct level of petrol

in the Amac carburetter (five-

hole sprayer pattern) ? My
machine, a 5 h.p. twin-cylinder,

would check every few yards when
running at slow speed. After trying
everything else, I looked at the level

of tile petrol in the jet, and found it

overflowed freely, as set by the makers.
I lowered the float as far as it can
safely go, but without stopping the

overflow, and find there is loss of

power. The books all say that the
petrol should not overflow at the jet.

Does this make of carburetter require

a special setting?—A.A.G.

In the Amac carburetter, it is correct

for the petrol to overflow the main jet,

but not the five spraying holes. The
Amac Co. supplies a special test jet with
every carburetter for testing the level.

Probably the cause of the checking to

which you refer is an air leak in the

induction pipe, or perhaps you are giving

too much air at slow speed.

Horse-power and Hill-climbing.

There is a question I should
like to ask you with regard to

the power of motor cycles. Take
a hill, say, one mile in length,

with a total rise of 100 feet.

Now take a lightweight motor cycle,

2^ h.p., weighing, say, 150 lbs., and
its rider at, say, 150 lbs., making a
total of 300 lbs. Now take this cycle

and its rider up this hill at 30 ra.p.h.

and see what norse-power is required

. , ,, . , 300 X 100 .r. ,

*° '^° ^^^ ^°^-
33,000x2 = -^^^ ^-P"

say, i h.p. Allow, say, another 100%
for wind resistance, transmission losses,

etc., which brings the total h.p. re-

quired up to 1 h.p. What becomes of

the other 1^ h.p. ? Have I missed an
important factor in my calculations?—
G.E.

The hill in your example is a very slight

one, being only about 1 in 53. Your
figures are quite correct as far as hill-

climbing is concerned. If you refer to

our issue for March 27th, you will find

the air- resistance given for 30 m.p.h. at

13i lbs. ; this consumes another 1.08 h.p.

. Road resistance at 60 lbs. per ton (whigh
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it would be on a good dry road) accounts

for another .64 h.p., giving 2.17 h.p. in

all. So the engine should be working
well within itself, and unless running at

its critical speed should be capable of

some further acceleration.

Speed Limit tor Military Motor Cyclists.

I am a military motor cyclist,

^Tl and was on duty recently when
<5 I was accosted by a constable,

_LJ who said that I was exceeding
the limit. I pointed out to him

that there was no limit when in

uniform, but he denied it. He then
said that he could have me up for

driving to the danger of the public. I

again pointed out that I was on duty,
and passed on. Now, I shall be very
much obliged if you can give me the

definite ruling on this point, as of

course I do not want any unpleasant
cii'cumstances to arise when on duty.

—H.V.T.
There is just a possibility that when your
case comes up before the magistrate, he
will let you off on the plea of extenua,t-

ing circumstances, especially if your
commanding officer had ordered you to

travel as quickly as possible between one
town and another. The mere fact that
you were in uniform does not absolve
you from keeping within the speed limit.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"H.R.S." (Stroud).—Lincoln-Elk two-

speed; efficiency and reliability with and
without sidecar.

"W.L." '(Edinburgh).—Bowden two-
speed gear fitted to 4 h.p. single-cylinder

ihachine for sidecar ,and solo work ; wear
of mechanism, etc.

"E.R.P." (Manchester). — Mabon
variable gear and free engine ; ease of

manipulation, reliability, and wear.
" Puzzled" (Forest Hill).—A.J.S. 6 h.p.

and sidecar, also 5-6 h.p. F.N. and side-

car ; reliability, hill-climbing, and con-

sumption.
"W.S.W." (Enfield).—2| h.p. 1911

Forward ; hill-climbing, steadiness on
grease, traffic riding, and reliability.

"H.S." (Kidderminster).—A. B.C. twin
engine ; reliability, hill-climbing, and
speed.
"H.P.M." (Ballymena). — Shippey's

decarboniser for air-cooled engines.

The 8 h.p. twin-cylinder Yale-an American mount owned by W. E. Ayrei °f Manchester. We are told by

the owner that the machine is most comfortable, especially at high speeds. >=—=>«»" r.arburetter. Cham

drive, and 28in. x Sin. tyres are fittings worthy of notice.

Senspray carburetter, chain



Slowing Down the Senior
Tourist Trophy, ^y » « navies.

THERE is a considerable divergency of opinion as

to whetlier steps should be taken to reduce the

speeds in the 1914 Senior T.T. The idea was
nuxitcd before the competitors and officials left the

jlsle of Man after this year's race, and it has since

ireccived considerable attention in the sporting papers.

There is a vague but widespread impression that the

race is becoming too dangerous, and that restrictions

are desirable in the interests of safety.

Proposed Restrictions.

The various suggestions made include the following:

1. The elimination of the less skilful riders by

making the race an " invitation '" event. (This would
have little effect on the actual race, but would reduce

the number of casualties during the preliminary

practising.)

2. The reduction of the present cylinder capacity

limit of 500 c.c. to some smaller figure. (This would
certainly be a blunder, as the 500 c.c. engine is the

most popular type at present, and it should be the

function of the premier speed competition to develop

the dominant types of engine.)

3. The insistence upon all competitors covering a

certified number of laps in the preliminary practice,

the number of laps to depend upon their past experi-

ence. (This would probably have a very limited effect

upon the safety of the actual race. I have seldom
heard of one rider steering to the danger of another

during the race itself. Nor would it eliminate the usual

crop of minor smashes, due to riders who are fresh

to the course travelling too fast on their initial practice

laps. But it would be of some service, in that it would
ciisure all ritlers acquiring a fair acquaintance with the

course.)

4. A fresh course. (A shorter course is imprac^-

ticable with large entries, and the men themselves
prefer the variety of a long course to the hypnotic
monotony of a short course. If the course is long, it

will be safer in proportion as it is famihar.)

5. Safeguarding the present course. (The institu-

tion of slow speed controls is obviously impracticable.

Dangerous points would be safer if the warnings coii-

sistcd of broad coloured streaks of tar or paint across
the road. When a competitor is crouching and watch-
ing a ri\al ahead, he may miss the overhead banner.
It hasjjeen suggested that riders should be encouraged
to use speedometers, and to note in practice the precise

speeds at which dangerous corners are negotiable. It

is a well-known fact that few men can judge .speed

when they are slowing down from racing gait ; 25
m.p.h. feels like 5 m.p.h. when you have just been
doing 60 m.p.h.)

6. The reinstitution of a fixed petrol allowance,
calculated to prevent 500 c.c. engines being run at

their full efficiency. (This is certainly the only prac-

ticable method of securing a slower race for 500 c.c.

engines.)

I am personally inclined to question whether any
reasonable revision of the regulations can appreciably

increase: the factor of safety. As a matter of fact,

tlie speed of this race is not increasing to any per-

ceptible degree. Applebee's five laps in 1912 occu-

pied four minutes less time than Wood's first five laps

of 1913; and Applebee averaged 48.69 m.p.h. over

five laps, as against Wood's 48.28 m.p.h. over seven

laps. The winner's speed in the Junior event was a

good 4 m.p.h. faster this year than last, a gain which
is largely explained by the better road and weather
conditions. Figures seem to show that the limits of

speed fixed by the roads and by the engine dimensions
have already been reached in the Senior e^ent.

. Speed and Safety.

If the Senior event, is more dangerous than it was
in 1912, the increased danger arises from the tendency

of the various machines to be levelled up, largely

ascribable to the work done at Brooklands; to the

fiercer competition due to the large entry obtained

when the trade support the race ; and to the increased

liability -to tyre troubles resulting from an extension

of the distance. Not one of these conceivable danger
factors will be perceptibly affected by

,

petrol restric-

tions. Indeed, the time margins between the leading

men alter the opening laps are likely to be even

smaller if the supply of fuel is limited, for it is much
easier to procure petrol economy than to coax an

extra 300 effective revolutions out of an engine. If

the danger has increased, the rhiff factors are surely

as follows :

(r.) Closer racing.

(2.) A larger entry.

(3.) - Increased tyre strains'.

I cannot see that petrol restrictions will affect thc.--e

points at all materially.

THE FIRST CYCLE CAH FOR NEWFOUNDLAND.
An 8 h.p. Humberette which is to be nsed in St. John's by the Rev. G. R.

Godden who anticipates It will be of great service to him In his duties, as well

as for shootlne and Ushing expeditions.
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Slowing Down the Senior Tourist Trophy.
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The close racing cannot be avoided, nor would any

sportsman wish to see it avoided. The large entry

might be reduced by making the race an invitation

affair; this system would place the responsible officials

in a very invidious position. \Vlio is to decide whether

any given individual is a qualified T.T. jockey? The
T.T. is not on all fours with Brooklands, and some
of the best track men are outclassed on the Manx
course, while others, who have shone in the island,

jislike Brooklands. Moreover, on any system of dis-

criminating between entrants, both Bateman and

Surridge, the only two men whose deaths were
incurred through the T.T., would certainly have been
admitted because they were crack Brooklands jockeys.

E-aising the entry fees is the simplest method of

reducing the number of starters ; an alternative

method would be to forbid any maker to be repre-

sented in the race by more than three or four

machines, and to allow him to decide whether any

amateurs, and if so, which amateurs, should ride for

him.

Tyres—A Suggestion.

The increased tyre "strains, to Which the one

fatality of 1913 and several of the minor accidents

were directly due, will be much easier to deal with.

We camiot ensure that the tyres employed shall be

burst-proof, but we can make regulations as to tyre

sizes and weights. If we .compel entrants to use a

really strong and heavy casing in conjunction with

security bolts as suggested by The Motor Cycle, it will

be to their own interest to fit the best. Alternatively,

it would not be difficult to cc-mpel all riders who
survive the first day's racing to fit new tubes and
covers for the concluding laps. ' If the two days'

racing are separated by a twenty-four hours' interval

in 1914, we could trust Mr. Loughborough to organise

matters so that the tyre fitters- could change the tyres

without anything else on the machines being touched.

The end and conclusion of the whole matter is

that motor cycle racing is a dangerous game, and that,

whatever the regulations, and however careful the

surveillance, there is bound to be a certain sinall per-

centage of serious accidents. The percentage is very

little larger than that of hunting or football or push-

bicycle racing or any other dangerous sport. Any
motor cyclist who exceeds fifty miles an hour under

any cuTumstances is taking his life in his hands, and
complete safety is not practicable. The compulsory

use of pneumatic helmets is certainly desirable.

These notes are intended to show that there is no
justification for panic, that the T.T. Races are about

as safe as ever they were, and to indicate one or two
directions in which the margin of safety might be
fractionally increased. .

->—•«•-:<-

The Anglo-Dutch Trial.

To the English mind an international trial conveys

the idea of English riders competing on the

Continent, but in this case it is the reverse.

Continental riders are coming over to England, and
considering especially the excellent manner in which
the English team were entertained by the Dutch in

their own country last year, it behoves us to entertain

our Dutch confreres to the best of our ability. Sub-
scriptions to the entertainment fund are coming in

well, but more money will be needed, and contribu-

'.ions, however small, will be gratefully received by the

hon. secretary of the trial.

Observers for the trial are also wanted. The ser-

\"ices of Boy Scouts will be probably requisitioned, but

motor cyclists who will render the A.C.U. assistance

should send in their names at an early date. Their

help will be much appreciated, and they will have the

opportunity of viewing an exceedingly interesting com-
petition.

An Inspection of Brooklands.

The Dutch competitors, after being entertained to

breakfast at Harwich, will be conveyed to Brooklands,

where lunch will be ser\'ed. Here they will inspect

the track at the invitation of Major Lloyd, and store

their machines there in special lock-ups. They leave

'Veybridge at 5.25, arrive at Waterloo at 6 p.m., and
ti.en proceed to the Imperial Hotel, Russell Square,

where their luggage will await them. At 7.30 p.m.
they repair to the Royal Automobile Club, where they

will be received by Mr. J. R. Nisbet, who will preside

at the banquet which will be held at 8 p.m. On the

Sunday morning they leave Waterloo at 8.50 by
the train arriving at Weybridge at 9.38, and then pro-

ceed to Oxford by road by way of Windsor. All the

mac'iines must be in Morris's Garage by 7 p.m. The

official hotel in Oxford is the Clarendon, Cornmarket

.Street.

On Tuesday, the competitors start for Coventry,

via Banbury (48 miles), where they are expected at

about noon. Their machines will be garaged iii the

Rudge running shed, and at r p.m. the international

competitors will be entertained to lunch by Rudge-
Whitworth, Ltd., and each one will receive, by the

kindness of the directors, a souvenir of the occasion.

Other Arrangements.

The afternoon will be spent looking over the largest

works in Coventry, although, unfortunately, it being

holiday time, there will be no workmen engaged. In

the evening the competitors will be the guests of the

Coventry and WarwicksUre Motor Club, who will

entertain thenr to dinner. Later a cinema picture of

the trial may be arranged at one of the halls.

Rear Admiral Sir R. K. Arbuthnot regrets that he
will be unable to form one of the British team, as he
will be away on manoeuvres. In his place A. R.
Abbott has been invited to ride his Rudge.
The Rudge Co. have contributed ^£2 2s. to the fund

to entertain the Dutch riders.

The trials hon. secretary is Mr. W. Cooper, Elm-
croft, Pinner Road, Harrow.

A simple form of carburetter used on a racing Ettdge. Observe the "stralgbt
through " pipe which is all the carburetter consists of in addition to tlie

float chamber.
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Garages.

Sir,— 1 notice in your issue of June 19th Mr. M. G.

Tweedie ' complains about garages generally not giving a

receipt for motors left with tliem.

Jlight I ask you to spare enough space to state that we
have always made a practice of giving a receipt for any
motor left with us, and moreover insist on delivering a car

or cycle, as the case may be, only on production of that

receipt. Personally I fail to see how business could be

conducted without, as this garage is open day and night,

and therefore necessitates a double staff. With regard to the

charge for cycle cars, I might add our standard rate is 6d.

per day and night of twenty-four hours—3s. 6d. per week.
ARTHUR G. FORSTER.

The North London Garage.

Benzole.

Sir,—I Ijave read with great interest from time to time

.the correspondence in Tht Molar Cijch for and against the

use of benzole for motor cycles. I felt a little prejudiced

iigainst it for some time, but I am at last a convert. I

have only used it for a month, but I am satisfied that there

is more power from it than from petrol.

My object in writing you is to know what I am to do

after reading your correspondent's letter, " Doncaster," in

The Motor Ci/ch of June 19th, where he particularly

emphasises the use of plenty of air. Now my experience of

benzole is, of course, only short, but I find with my machine
(1913 3i Trimiiph and sidecar) that I cannot use so much
air with benzole as with petrol; if 1 open out the air the

result is not so good.

Is it because the jet is too smull for benzole? If I were to

have a larger jet so as to admit more air, would it be

henelicial in any way? At present, when liill-clinibing, 1

have to be particuhir about the air question ; if the hill is

ver\' stiff I have to retard the air lever much more than 1

did" with petrol; this is my only trouble, if it can be called

such, and I shall be glad to hear others' experience on this

matter.

I should ulso be glad to luiow whether it is at all beneficial

til use a vapour jet or atomi.'ier. HULL.

The Transmission Que s .ion.

Sir,—I have been interested in the controversy over the

transmission question, and have felt sorry for those who only

get 200 to 300 miles per rubber belt. I am glad to see there

are still a few riders of belt-driven machines who support
" Ixion " in his allegiance to that form of transmission. 1

have been a daily rider, in all weathers, of a 3^ h.p. Triumph
since the beginning of 1911, and during that time have got

never less than 2,000 miles out of a rubber belt. Only once

have I been delayed with belt troubles on the road, and that

was mv fault, for I left home with the belt almost pulled

througn. The belt was a Lyso, which had covered 2,926

miles. Seeing that this climate has a bad effect on rubber
goods, I think that was a pretty good life. On my present

machine, a 1912 Triumph, the original telt is still bein;^ used,

a Jin. Dunlop with .smooth-rounded top, and has only been
shortened twice in 2,500 miles. It looks good for some dis-

tance yet. I ride solo, so perhaps if I tried to make my machine
do duty as a car by loading it with a 3J cwt. sidecar, twelve
.stone passenger and luggage, I might also have to indulge in

200 to 300 mile bells. As it is, I am a well satisfied user of

rubber belt transmission. I have never tried chain trans-

mission, but why should I? NO DAWDLER.
Singapore.

Hill-climbing Formulae.
C X f-

Sir,—In the ordinary hill-climb the formula ^ C,

"

is fairly

satisfactory for motor cycles, but in the case of cycle cars

the conditions are very much more variable, and the use of

such a formula w'ould simply mean that a certain machine
would be always bonnd to win on a certain liill, and it is

quite clear that it would only need an adjustment of weight
to secure this result, assuming it to be running fairly well.

As it is verv important to encourage all kinds of machines,
and especially all kinds of drivers, it is desirable that

machines shoiild compete on an even basis, and as the factors

in the formula are relatively variable by the length and
gradient of the liill and the points at which the time-

keepers stand, it is ridiculous to let each factor have the

same weight on different kinds of hills. We are, therefore,

using a formula with variable constants which enables this

correction to be made, and Aviiich does not alw'aj-s mean that

unless the hill is extremely short the time squared will

become the controlling factor, thus giving a racing and
stripped machine the whole event without the least chance

of any other cycle car winning, as the weights of bodies vary

so much more than do the corresponding weights of motor
cycles.

This formula, wliich I have been at some pains to work
out, will be found to produce very just results, and it gives

W
amateurs a good chance. It is ,p ,^, ,T,p K and p are

constants, -usually 200 and 1.75 respectivelv.

A. W. LOW, A.C.G.L, D.Sc, etc.

A Narrow Escape.

Sir,—I should be pleased if you would find a little space

in your journal for this letter and the enclosed diagram. I

wish to show how recently I very nearly got smashed up on
the main road Ijetween Highgate and East Fincliley. 1 was
driving a 3^ h.p. Premier and sidecar, and was proceeding
up the hill behind a tramcar. I had noticed another tram
coming down the hill, and ako a large pair of head lights

behind the tram. I knew my path lay on the near side of

To Barnet-,

Plan of road—to Illustrate letter 'rom Mr. L. Welhs.

the tram in front of mc, and just as I turned in to pass the
,

tram a large motor car, the same which I had just seen up ,'

the hiU shot out past me on my near side, causing me to^

swerve in and hit the back of the tram. I blew my police

whistle to have the car stopped, but it was away in a flash.

On looking round I found I was fortunate in only sustaining

very slight damage—twisted handle-bars and bent mud-
guard. Several witnesses remarked what a narrow escape I

had had. I cannot make out what induced the car driver

to come right over the road. If any reader saw the affair

and managed to get the number of the car I should like to

have five minutes with that driver.

L. WEIHS, LII 19971

B I
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Cycle Cars minus Differential Gears.

Sir,—I notice that " Ixion " suggests a solid baclc axle

with no diiferential for cycle cars. I have been using one

£or the last six months, so perhaps my experience may be

of value. The cycle car is a Vioktte single-cylinder. 80x140,
weight about 7 cwts., friction disc and chain drive, speed

on the level 20-25 m.p.h. ; roads, fair surface as a rule, but

bad in some places. The tyres are Michelin 650x65, " rein-

forced " on back wheels and "light" on front wheels. After

2,000 miles (about) the right back tyre was unsafe, so I

put in an Atlas band and used it for another 600; there

was then a hole right through, not a cut. I then pitt on

a new cover, with the result that the steering became very

heavy, the car pulling hard to the left. This I put right

by fitting a new cover to the left back wheel and changing

the old cover, which was nearly worn out, to one of the

front wheels.

As regards easy steering and steadiness in grease, there

is no objection to a solid axle so long as the two tyres are

the same size, and this, I find, means changing both back

tyres together; for the difference in diameter of old and

new tyres may be as much as half an inch. But,^ as you

will see from the figures I give, tyre wear is distinctly

heavy. REGINALD FISHER.

An Enthusiast's specially fitted up Machine.

Sir,—I enclose some photographs of a machine which I

have brought quite up to date in nearly every respect

details of which might interest other N.S.U. riders and

readers of your paper.
. . „

The machine is a 1912 3i h.p. N.S.U. , fitted originally

with the automatic carburetter. Not being satisfied with

results or power, at considerable expense I adapted a vari-

able jet, B. and B., with marked improvement. Tlus year

I fitted the standard dual control N.S.U.

carburetter, with even superior results.

The great feature of this carburetter is the

admission of the petrol at the top of the

float chamber and all air below the jet. It

is an excellent carburetter, and deserves

much wider recognition. Then I added the

following

:

1. Bowden control lever in place of

N.S.U. More handy.

2. Enots automatic lubricator. A most

reliable fitment.

3. B.S.A. pattern carrier, as I often

use the pillion seat, and the N.S.U. carrier

was not sufficiently strong or rigid enough

for this purpose.

4. Xl'AH saddle. Most flexible and

comfortable.

5. Clayton decompressor. To ensure

easy starting on the low gear. I also re-

moved the pedals as they interfered with

straddliflg over the maoliine when seated,

and are nowadays unnecessary.

6. Square-shaped number plates. The
front, one Lucas V shaped.

7. Chase silencer, as the cut-out is

now" forbidden, and I can testify -from -
experience that my machine is distinctly faster than t was

with the old silencer fitted, even with' cut-out open.

8. Bowden handle-bar control to the magneto.

Other alterations and additions have, been : (1) Dunlop

belt, (2) Lucas horn, (3) Nebo watch, (4) College mud shield,

(5) Clad Eye electric lamp, and (6) a Lucifer dynamo (not

yet sufficiently tested).
•.

The machine suffers from weight, but it is built to last,

and for reliability, especially as regards the engine. I am
more than satisfied. This is the foui-th N.S.U. I have had,

and it is incomparably superior to any previous model.

There are two points I would like yet to adopt—(1) chain

drive, and (2) more efficient mudguarding on both wheels.

For about 500 miles I have been running on benzole. I

find (1) a little more difficulty in starting, (2) certainly more
power with less consumption, and (3) not the slightest

suspicion of knocking on any occasion. No alteration has

been necessary in the carburetter.

I am very proud of my improved machine.

J. WHITTINGTON.

JULY 3rd, igij.

Cost of Running an 8 h.p. Cycle Car.

Sir;—I noticed in your issue of June 19th an account show-
ing the expenses per mile of running an Humberette = fths
of a penny. Tliinking that your readers might be interested

in the cost per mile of a G.W.K. over the same distance, I

venture to append the following figures :

Petrol at 41 m.p.g. average £2 16 6
Oil and grease 9
Repairs ... ... ... ... ... ... 5

Total (1,360 miles) £3 19 6

= Jd. per mile approximately.
The repairs consist of one puncture and a bent axle, set

straight after having run into a tramcar. The tyres are

MicheUn, and, bar the one puncture, have given no trouble

at all. The car runs well, is comfortable, and does the work
previously done by a 15 h.p. car at about one-eighth the cost.

Usual disclaimer. REGINALD C. STONE.

Tyres and Accessories in the T.T.

Sir,—With reference to the letter appearing in the issue of

June 19th from the Palatine Tyre Co., we can assure your
correspondents that it is quite a recognised thing for co.m-

petitors in these important events to receive remuneration
for using the various accessories necessary for the event, or at
all events receiving a considerable sum in case the competitor
was successful. We received a large number of applications

from riders in the T.T., saying they would like to use our
carburetters provided we would agree' to their terms. In
every case, we wrote to these gentlemen asking what terms
other makers had offered them, and on receipt of this

information we carefully considered the question, but as

the T.T. event was purely a speed contest, in which any
carburetter which had a big enough choke tube, and a big

The 1912 pattern 31 h.p. N.S.U. machine, which has been equipped with many new

and up-to-date fitments. (See' accompanying letter).

enough jet, would do all that was required, the opportunity
seemed of little value to us, and we thought the money
would be better invested in advertising onr carburetters in
this journal, although if we had been makine accessories .such

as tyres, the quality of which a race of this description would
undoubtedly show up, we should not grumble in paying
riders who were prepared to take such serious risks. ,

We sincerely hope that next year's T.T. race will not be
confined to speed test only, but that a very small proportion

of the race, especially in the most dangerous portions, wiU
be devoted to , half a mile dead slow running without mis-

fii'ing, with, say, half a dozen walking starts within this

half mile. This would then show the buying public that a
machine was not only exceedingly fast and reliable, but that

it was capable of running really slowly without misfiring, and
also capable of being started by pushirig it along at a walking
pace. If conditions such as these were imposed, the

race would, in our opinion, be much more valuable from
a buyer's point of view, and under such circumstances we
should not think it a hardship to remunerate the users of

our carburetters. CHAS. BINKS.
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Sir.—As a motor cyclist of ten years' experience T am
]jie;used to see the letter from the Palatine 'lyre Co. It is

surely time that steps were taken by tli;,' Cycle and Motor
Cycle Mauiilacturers' and Trader.^i' U-nion, Ltd., and the

uiotoring press to put a stop to practices which not only mis-

lead motorists, but are in themselves pernicious.

A certain tyre firm offers £150 to the winner and 6d. per

mile to all starters. Tlus is countered l>y an opposition firm

offering double tor all starters on their tyres. A magneto
manufacturer gives £25 to the winner if his fittings are

used. Carburetter manufacturers vie with each other in

. offers of £50 for a win, £25 for second, £15 for tlurd place,

and from £5 to £10 for all starters. Oil merchants, petrol

vendors, plug niaUcrs, and tribes of others follow with
bewildering offers until it becomes a handsomely paying job

to start, and a win secures a fortune.

Can anytiiing be more vicious? What chance has llie

maker of better fittings if he he unable or unwilling to join

the riot and "go the pace"? What chance have motor cycle

manufacturers of seeing their tested fittings proved in co^i-

petitive trial when tlieir riders "improve" their mounts
accordiirg to the best offer they receive.

]iad as the above practices are, they are jilaced in the
shade by riders—professional and otherwise—who brazenly
ask fittings makers not only for goods "for trial," but for

"retainers" for using their specialities during the season.

Now, sir, these practices can be stopped, and surely it is'

lugh time that steps were taken. May I advance the follow-

ing suggestion: .

1. That publishers should omit in their accounts of
winners' machines " So and So's carburetters, Somebody's
tyres, Blank's uiagneto, and Dash's plugs, etc.

2. That the Cycle and Jlotor Cycle Manufacturers'
and Traders' Union, Ltd., should issue a Black List
among their members, who would agree not to use the
productions of offending firms it tliey could substitute
others.

5. That such a Black List should be supplied to
publishers on the understanding that they should not
accept from such firms advertisements giving accounts of

their wins and records.

Bv tlie.se means I believe the trade could be purified, and
merit rather than the. longest purse take the premier position.

H.a.L.

Sir,—The letter of the Palatine Tyre Co. in your i.ssue of
June 19th begins to shed some light on the enquiry made by
" Interested " on June 12th. It has been agitating the
minds of many more readers besides "Interested," but with
the above exception no satisfactory response has been made.
I have heard, on good authority, that one of the winners
received a matter of £400 from a certain tyre firm. If that
is a fact, it is a direct incentive to a competitor to take the
risk and chance of breaking his neck for the sake of the
money offered. Some men would use any tyre,- no matter
how poor in quality, if the inducements were large enough.
What readers are asking tli nisi4ves is: Who pays for this?

The answer is apparent. No firm can afford to do this sort
of thing and at the same time put full value in the goods they
sell to the public. Either they are philanthropists or
purchasers of their goods pay for quality and material they^
do not get. There are dozens of various makes of British
tyres of far better value to the ordinary user than the foreign
ones whose reputation is obtained bv those ficticious means

FUKTHEll INTERESTED.

The Motor Cycle Jcr Basicess Piirposes.

Sii',—^Replying to "Traveller's" remarks in The Mninr
Cycle of June 26th. this gentleman emphasises the fact that
he does know, and, at thesametiine, wishes me to enlighten
him. The be.^t advice my patience will allow me to give
him is to advise him to wait till he has had a season o£
20,0(X) miles, then count every cost (as he should do), and 1

am willing to wager he will find my figures correct.. My
experience is that you have to double every maker's estimate
of running cost to be near enough, and. "if he will do this,
he will again find confirmation of the fact that it cannot be
done on ^d. a mile. Jly firm run two 3^ h.p. sidecai's, Id. a
mile, one twin 5 h.p. sidecar, l^d., besides my cycle car, so
you see I am not guessing, but giving auditors' facts.

Replying to "B.H.T.A.," he cannot run the combination
he mentions for 15,000 miles for £78. I take it he is to buy

the machine—then he will have to include £5 interest on
outlay—increase his depreciation to 33^—reckoning 5,000
miles [XT average tyre— he will have to double cost of extra
bought tyres—re'pairs, etc., will Ijc double the amount he
mentions—he does not mention garage (lucky chap). There
are exceptions to every rule, and the facts I have mentio'ied
are only as I have met them. Nobody will deny time saved
on journeys when you are not on main" line, but I still adhere
to my btatem.'iit //• hiiiij business journeys, train, is more
comfortable and cheaper.

ANOTHER TRAVELLER X 1140.

An Unstretchable Belt.

Sir,— I should like to noint out that tho belt illustrated
in your issue of June Zbih is not new. I believe that
several belt makers have tried it, and I know one who dis-

'carded it some six years ago. I have a piece of this some-
where. I also have a belt with the middle layer of leather
interwoven with fine wire, but, in my opinion, a belt that
will not stretch is not worth having. J.T.B.

The Transmission Question.

Sir,—Mr. P. J. Foster presents such a distorted view of
the facts of the above question that I feel compelled to
cross pens with him.
He refers to the time taken during the A.C.U. trial of

an Ai'iel motor cycle and sidecar to adjust belts, but omits
to state that the belts used were experimental ones, and
that the machine was found to be considerably out of
alignment at the termination of the trial. Under such con-
ditions chains would not have run on the sprockets for
five miles.

In cases where the best of both types of transmission
are used there is nothing to choose between them as far
as reliability is concerned. I have recently had two in-
stances under my notice of long distances being covered
by belt-driven passenger machines without adjustment.
One was George Brough's 6 h.p. sidecar machine, which
ran from Nottingham to London, through the London-
Edinburgh-London trial, and back to Nottingham, without
adjustment to the belt.—a distance of about 1,040 miles.
The other instance is of a 3^ Rover and coachbuilt sidecar,
which ran over 1,700 miles with one adjustment ; this being
necessary only because the belt was sagging enough to
touch the belt guard.

A point where the belt scores in a way that the chain
never can is in cases where the machine "is used for both
passenger and solo riding. The gear can be lowered or
raised according to conditions in two or three minutes by
using the adjustable pulley and a spare link ; but variation
on chain-driven machines takes a considerable time, is a
dirty job, and can only be made within certain limitations.

I can recall discu.ssions on this question over the last
ten years, and it is still where it was ten years ago; that
the best of each type is as good as anyone "wants, and that
each man claims to have that which is best.

HAROLD KARSLAKE.

Sir,—Your correspondent, Mr. P. J. Foster states w-illi

regard to the A.C.U. certificate of performance of the Ariel
motor cycle and sidecar, "This alone should prove- to the
prospective buyer which method of transmission will gi\"e

him the most satisfaction." In my opinion, the test proves
nothing at all, since the average life of belts used was under
700 miles—a figure which no belt user would accept as a
normal mileage.

I should be pleased to accept Mr. Foster's belt v. chain
challenge, though I fail to see how this trial can be carried
out, unless we are to ride in each other's company for the
wliole distance. Perhaps Mr. Foster wiU also state what
conditions he wishes to impose. I would suggest a loss of a
mark per minute for any time spent in adjustments.

I should use a Jolm Bull belt, as I am now rearing 1,000
miles with one of these belts without any adjustment having
lieen made. The belt tension appears exactly the same as
when the new belt was fitted, and since there has been no
appreciable stretch in 800 miles I am hoping to get 2,000
without any other shortening than changing a link in the
fastener. About 350 miles of the distance has been with
sidecar. The machine is a three-speed Triumph, and I have
no interest in the John Bull Co. F. L. BASSETT.

CI
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J. Cocker (31 h.p. Singer) at the first bend, which is immediately above the starting banner.

CLAPTON-IN-GORDANO was once again the venue of

the Bristol Bicycle and ilotor Club for their anniml
open hill-climb. The hill has an average gradient of

1 in 7.22 for approximately two-thirds of a mile, and
is sufficiently straight to make a fine hill for test purposes.

Tlie arrangements were excellent, and the competitors
followed each other with commendable promptitude. The
course was well marshalled, and between each class an
ofKcial rode up the hill with a placard stating in red letters

that the class was over. After competitors had returned to

the hill foot he rode down exhibiting a notice in white letters

stating that the course was again closed for the next class.

Absentees.
F. W. Barnes was one of the few absentees, and HoUoway

was, unfortunately, unable to ride owing to an accident in

the morning. He was driving his big sidecar machine up
the slope which precedes the hill with A. J. Orde in the
sidecar and P. Grout on the carrier, when, owing to another
machine being in the way, he was unable to take the sharp
right-handed corner and crashed into the wall. He cut his

knee badly, and damaged both wrists and his elbow, but,

fortunately, no bones were broken. The sidecar bodj' left

the chassis, and Orde damaged both knees and his. chest,

but he was able to ride. Grout escaped unhurt.
Class I., for single-cylinder machines up to 350 c.c, drew

so few entries that the expert and general classes were run
off together.

H. K. Davies (2| Sunbeam) made an exceptionally fine

climb, followed by J. Cocker (2| Singer), whose performance
was almost as good. Heaton's A.J.S. was obviously off colour,

but WUliams, on a similar mount, came up fast. E. A.
Davies, on a 2^ single-geared Premier, failed to reach the
top, saying that he was obstructed by the crowd at the
bottom corner. Results

:

Rider and macliine. Time. Rider and machine. Formula.

H. R. Davies (2J Sun-
beam) 2.188

J. Cocker {2| Singer) 2,345
C. Williams (2J A.J.S.) 2,409

H. R. Davies (2| Sun-
beam) 43§

J. Cocker (2J Singer) ... 46J,-

C. Williams (2J A.J.S.) 47

For some reason which was not apparent Williams cut out
on the curves, thus probably losing second place.

Class II.—Twin cylinders up to 350 c.c.

This class was entirely composed of Douglas and Humber
machines. Kickham's Douglas appeared to be the fastest,
but he had trouble with the ruts at the foot of the hiJl.

C2

liloore's Humber was also obviously fast. Nearly all the
machines made good climbs, but F. C. Wasley, P. Phillips,

and W. D. Giles, all on Douglases, and M. Anderson
(Humber) were probably the most meritorious. Results :

Time,
sees,

E. Kickham (2J Douglas) 42
W. Moore (2| Humber) 43|
P. Phillips (2| Douglas) 49

(2|

Formula.

Hum-
.. 2,181

2,263

E. Kickham
Douglas)

W. Moore (2-|

ber) ...'

P. Phillips (2|

Douglas , 2,617

H. Blocljsidge, the late secretary, lost much valuable
time by changing up into top on the lower stretch cf the hill.

Cla.ss III.—Single-cylinder engines above 350 c.c. and up
to 500 c.c.

Cocker (3^- Singer) was the fastest in the expert class,

whilst Dixon, on a similar machine, was alro fast. His 14

THE FINISHING BANNER.
P. H. A. Mathews (Budge), who with J. Coclisr (Singer) shared eleven flrst prizes.
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stone, however, told somowliat on his time. S. Crawley
(Triumph) n;ade a particularly fine climb, buti C. T. New-
some, though going well, was not at the top of his form.
Results :

Time
sees.

,1. Cooker (3i Singer) ... 37|
S. Crawley (3,', Truimiili) 39^
A. J. l)i.\on "(3i Singer) 42^

Di.v

Formula.
Singer) 2,211

(5i-

(3i

2,249

2,366

J. Cockir (3

A. J
Singer)

S. Crawley
Ti'iuinph)

Cocker's time is a record for the hill.

In the general section, Jlathews, Orde, Kellar, and
Ilaiildns appeared to make the best performance, and C. H.
Fry ^Rudge) was fast, but, with H. G. Liefelt on a similar
machine, he was disqualified by the judges for riding too
noisy a mount. Results ;

1'. H. A. Mathews (3^
Rudge) 38|

il. . A. J. Orde {3i
Rover) ' ... 441

J. B. Kellaa- (3^ B.S.A.) 45

P. H. A. Mathews (3^
Rudge) 2,092

E. P. Haskins (3.J

Singer) 2,710
J. B. Kellar (3i
B.S.A.) ; 2,971

The increased speed in this class showed the surface of
the hill to be bumpy in parts, and also that the top curve
is worse than it appears.

A Good Recovery.
Class IV.—Singles up to 500 c.c.

Among the experts, H. R. Davies, Cocker, Newsome,
Dixon, and Craw'ley all came up in fine style, Davies's little

Sunbeam making a particularly meritorious ascent. Craw-
ley unfortunately hit the bank at the top curve, but made
a splendid recovery, and got oft lightly with only a bruised
leg and a bent footrest. Results ;

J. Cocker (3^ Singer) 38 l
I H. R. Davies (2| Sun-

C. T. Newsome (3^
Rover) 41|

A. J. Dixon (3-^ Singer) 41.

2.011beam)
A. J. Dixon (34

Singer) 2,186
J. Cocker (3J Singer) 2,282

Mathews •was easily the fastest in the general class, but
Tubbs (34 Huraber) did very well, and 'Williams, Rowland-
son (Rudge), Orde, Clement, and Haskins were all fast.
Results :

P. H. A. :\Iathews (3^
Rudge) 39|

S. Tubbs (3i Humber) 42^
F. ('. Clement (3^

Triumph) ... 43|

P. H. A. Mathews
(3i Rudge) 2,179

C. Williams (2|

A.J.S.) ... .... 2,389
S. Tubbs (3i Humber) 2,544

W. H. Sheldon (31 Eegal Precision) negolialing the Drsl bend

H. R. Davies (2J h.p. Sunbeam) at the flist bend. Several competitors wobbled
badly in the rut at this point. Davies was one of the best cornerists ol the day and
again won on formula.

Cla.ss V.—Racing machines up to 1,000 c.c, rider to weigh
not less than 11 stone.

» Experts only were allowed to ride in this event, and the
tim'es were very good and close. Results :

sees.

J. Cocker (3^^ Singer) 38*
C. T. Newsome (3^ Rover) 39
S. Crawley (3-L Triumph) 391

As will be seen from the above times, |s. covered the first

three men. Cocker's machine carried three bricks to make
weight, neatly packed in tool bags.

Class VI.—Three-wheeled passenger machines up to

1,000 c.c.

• There were only three competitors in the expert class,

but all made good times. Wade on a Zenith-Green showed
up very well, while Griffith (7 Zenith) made easily the
fastest climb. Results :

G. Griffith (7 Zenith
sc.) 4BJ

C. T. Newsome (3J,

Rover sc.) 57^
A. B. Wade (3^ Zenith-
Green sc.) 61i-

A. B. Wade (3i
Zenith-Green sc.) ... 2,8i'.4

C. T. Newsome (3|^-

Rover sc.) 2,915
G. Griffith (7 Zenith

sc.) 3,601

As will be seen from the results of Classes V. and VI.,
Newsome (Rover) had made up for his moderate perform-
ance earlier in the day.

Quite one of the finest performances of the day was put
up in the general section by W. W. Douglas, who brought
up his little 2J mount with sidecar and 10 stone passenger
at a good pace, and easily won on formula. Chapman
(Zenith) made a good climb, as also did R.owlandson, whoso
belt broke as he crossed the finishing line. Result :

W. W. Douglas (2J
58 Douglas sc.) ... 3,549

E. Chapman (6 Zenith
70L sc.) 4,022

S. A. Rowlandson (3^

711 Rudge sc.) ... . ... 4,067

E, Chapman' (6 Zenith
sc.)

S. A. Rowlandson (3J,

(3^

Rudge sc.)

E. A. Davies
Premier sc.) ...

Class VII. was for racing single-cylinders up to 500 c.c,
and the expert class brought forth much the same results
as Class v., except that Newsome and Crawley changed
places. Result :

.T. Cocker (3i Singer) 38^
S. Crawley (3^ Triumph) 39
C. T. Newsome (3i Rover) 39|
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Among the generals, Mathews and Rowlandson again

shone, while Clement, Haskins, and Rloxley (B.S.A.),

whose stand was dragging, all came up well. Results :

sees.

P. H. A. Mathews (34 Ruda;e) ... 411

S. A. Rowlandson (5^ Rudge) 43

F. C. Clement (3^ Triumph) 44^

Cl.\ss VIII.—For singles up to 500 c.c. and twins up to

650 c.c. Experts barred.

This class produced the largest entry of the day, and it

was hard to pick a winner between Mathews, Rowlandson,

AVilliams, Kickham, Moore, and Haskins. Ra-^nlts ;

C. -Williams (2|

A.J.S.) 2,150

P. H. A. Mathews (3^

Rudge) 2,157

E. P. Haskins (2|

Sunbeam) 2,215

P. H. A. JMathews (3^

Rudge) 391

S. A. Rowlandson (Sj

Rudge) ... ... 401

E. Kickham (2|

Douglas) 42|

Where the "Generals" beat the "Experts."
Class IX.—For singles up to 50O c.c. and twins to 650 c.c.

This event took tiie form of a stopping and starting test

on a steep part of the hill. Unfortunately it was not the

success it might have been, owing probably to the fact

that no one knew where the test was to take place till they

were actually at the tape. Only three started in the expert

class, and of these Heaton and Edraond both got away
fairlv well, and Wade broke a belt Just after getting going.

W. Heaton (2| A.J.S.) 64| 1 W. Heaton (2J A.J.S.) 4,654

F. G. Edmond (2J Hum- F. G. Edmond (2i
ber) 74'| I , Hnmber) 6,133

There was a better entry in the general class, and H.
Hutchinson (3^- Budge) got away quite smartly, and Haskins,

Moore, E. A. Davies (3^ Premier), and Giles all

did well. Several having no free engines stopped and pushed'
off again ; no easy work on a 1 in 7 gradient. Results

:

H. Hutchinson (3^-

Rudge) 58

W. Moore (2i Humber) 59|
W. Giles (2| Douglas) ... 61-|

E. P. Haskins (2| Sun-
beam) 3,801

W. Moore (2| Humber) 4,190
H. Hutchinson (3|^

Rudge) 4,271

\ Organisation.
The club is to be congratulated on the organisation of

the event. The hill was perhaps a bit too twisty for the

faster machines, but it was quite as safe as most climbs.

Among the finest performers Cocker and Dixon (Singer) were
particularly noticeable, though Mathews (Rudge) rode very

well and obtained a number of firsts. H. R. Davies (Sun-

beam) was another very successful conipetitor, and S. Craw-
ley (Triumph) and C. T. Newsome (Rover) both shone at

times. Kickham (Douglas) did extremely well in Class II.,

and in the sidecar class W. W. Douglas (2J Douglas sc.) put
up an extraordinary performance. The climb was well

attended by the public, and machines of aU descriptions

were represented ' at the start.

The dust on the roads near Bristol was terrible, and re-

turning from the climb everj'one appeared to have a wdiite

cloak.

W. Rowan (6 h.p. Swift) on Pinlry Hill.

THE annual open trial promoted by the Glasgow Motor
Cycle Club was full of incidents and accidents, and
will long be remembered by the participants. A
slight variation in the i-oute was made, because the

road from Gairlocliliead to Arrochar is at present closed

to excessive traffic, and in some places is rather dangerous,

and the course was as follows : Canniesbiirn Toll, Bearsden,

Bowling, Alexandria, Luss, Tarbet, Arrochar (first con-

trol). Rest and be Thankful, Inveraray, Dalmally (second

control), Tyndrum, KiUin (lunch control), Kenmore, Aber-

feldy, Amulroe, Crieff (fourth control), Dunblane, Doune,

Thornhill, Kippen Station (fifth control), Fintry, Lennox-

town, Blanefield, and finish at Bearsden. The following

were the observed hills : Little Rest, Rest and be Thank-

ful and Fintry. Failure to make a clean ascent meant
the loss of a medal.

The Start.

An excellent entry of fifty riders, including motor cycles,

sidecars, and a Swift cycle car, had been received, and of

this number forty-two started, the others no doubt con-

sidering the weather conditions none too promising, and

deciding not to attempt the journey. E. Hunter [2^ A.J.S.)

had a sidecar attached to his lightweight, and arrived at

Arrochar to time, but was not heard of afterwards.

CD

SCOTTISH
OPEN
TWELVE
HOURS'
TRIAL.

Eventful Day in the

West Highlands.

Competitors were despatched in couples at minute

intervals. A great many of the men appeared to have

difficulty in getting away at the start, excejitions being

those mounted on Douglas machines, which were easily

paddled off by their riders. Shortly after the start, the

weather, which had appeared threatening, broke down
completely ; there was, however, but little belt trouble

under conditions far from favourable.

Unfavourable Conditions.
The run" up Lochlomond side was completely spoiled by

the j-ain and the atrocious road surface between Inverbeg

and Tarbet. Widening operations are being carried out it

this point, and in consequence the surface is one mass of

liquid mud, in places quite six inches deep. The majority

arrived at Arrochar to time, and then commenced the most

severe part of the route—the ascent of the Rest. This

was rendered more difficult than usual owing to the par-

ticularly strong wind which blew right down the hi.ll

through Glen Croe. Although the road is now cut through

the recent landslide, the surface here is still not what

it was.
The Little Rest gave the competitors a foretaste of what

they might expect at the hill itself. While a fair number

of the solo riders managed to reach the top unassisted, a
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D. Bell (6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar) and A. J. C. Linjsay (Douglas) stop tor pelrol

at the Tarbet Hotel.
Scene at the start. Competitors setting their watches to

oIQjial time.

good matiy, however, failed in addition to all the passenger
vehicles, except three 5-6 A.J.S. machines and sidecars and
the Swift cycle car, which had throughout the whole
trial been running excellently. It is significant that,

although it is said that a 3J, h.p. machine will take a
sidecar anywhere, all passenger machines of this power
failed on both the Rests. The best perfoi'mance of a Sj
and sidecar on the big Rest was that of J. L. Smith (3-^-

Xiiuinph sc), who would have reached the summit had he
not taken the corner too . fast and finished in the ditch.

This fault was common, and the older hands, who know
the hill well, gave the best displays. One or two of the
rideis had rather nasty falls at the last bend.

A Chapter of Accidents.
The run down to Cairndow was without incident, R. M.

McCulloch (5-5 A.J.S. sc. ) being the only competitor
noticed in trouble, which appeared to be due to a burnt
clutch. This must have been serious enough, as he was
not seen afterwards. The road from Inveraray to Dalmally
is nothing but a series of corkscrew bends and sharp
gradients, and many of the riders have cause to remember
this stretch. T. A. McCreadie (2-| Sunbeam) was found
by two fellow competitors lying across the road stunned,
his machine alongside. After he came round he was unable
to account for the accident, but plitckily resumed ; he
retired, however, at Killiii. .1. E. Chisholm (3^ Ariel 'sc.)

also experienced trouble. Rounding a corner rather fast

in an endeavour to make up lost time, the sidecar tyre came
off, the wheel buckling badly. The rider was, however,
able to pull up the combination, so that there were no
personal injuries. The remains of the sidecar being des-

pat<;hed home by train, Chisholnx resumed the trial with
his passenger on the back carrier, arriving in Killiu about
an hour and a half late. D. S. Paterson (3-^- Rudge Multi)

had rather a severe fall on this same road, and after resum-
ing met with further trouble in the shape of a broken belt,

which delayed him so much that he retired.

From KiUin to Crieff, the next check, the only noteworthy
incident was rather of a distressing nature, due to one
competitor running into another from behind and sustaining

a very bad injury to his face.

Yery few appeared to have difficulty in the negotiation

oE the Fintry HiU, and all those who had survived to this

point arrived at the finish at Bearsden as follows : G. W.
Orr (3J- Ariel), A. R. Fraser (3i Rudge Multi), D. S.

Baddeley (3-L P. and M.), W. Hood m Rudge .Mi.Ui),

W. Deans (6 Hazlewood), A. J. C. Lindsav (2| Douglas),
W. Hutchison (2|- Douglas), G. Taylor (6 iBrough), R. D.
Fleming (3^ Triumph), R. W. Reid (3^ Bradburv), J. W.
Binnie (5 Hazlewood), F. Galbraith (7 Indian), 'W. Ale.K-

andor (7 Indian sc), G. Thompson (6 A.J.S. sc.), H. M.-

Stich (3| Scott sc), D. Bell (6 A.J.S. sc), B. Paterson

(5 Clyno sc), W. Rowan (6 Swift cycle car), G. Wilson ijj

Rex sc), J. L. Smith (3^ Triumph sc), D. N. Johnston
(8 Matchless sc), and J. Cameron (3g Ariel).

FIRST CYCLE CAR HILL-CLIM3 AT SOUTH HARTING.

A. Nash (G.N. runabouti, winner of the best-supported class.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
July 3rd 9.18 p.m.

5th ... ... 9.17

7tli ... ... 9.16

9th ... ... 9.14

Racing on the Sands.

At West Sands, St. Andrews, on
Thursday, the 24th inst., point-to-point

motor cycle and cycle car races will

be held, eight classes being included, the

distances varying from one to eight

miles.

Cockney Wit.

A cycle car chassis was recently being

driven to the body builders through the

streets of London when a passing taxi-

cab driver accosted the man at the wheel,
" What have you got there, cocky, an

eight-day clock ?

"

Cycle Cars at Clipstone.

There was a class for cycle cars at the

Notts A.C. speed trials' at Chpstone,

near IMansfield, on Saturday last, but

only two entries were received and one

of these was a non-starter. The car

which ran, the little 8-9 h.p. four-cylinder

Calthorpe, therefore had a walk over,

but it also ran in the car classes, and
out of three runs down the course (slightly

downhill), its best time for the Hying

kilometre equalled a speed of 55.37 miljs

an hour.

John-o'-Groat's to Land's End.

In defiance of the Auto Cycle Union
ban of road records in excess of the legal

limit, Ivan B. Hart Davies, of Rugby
(often confused with our contributor Rev.

B. H. Davies, of Northampton), last week
journeyed from John-o'-Groat's to Land's

End en a 10 h.p. Singer light car in

54h. 39m., equalling an average speed of

25.57 m.p.h. This is a wonderful achieve-

ment, and no less striking as a demon-
stration of reliability of the car as of the

endurance of the driver. We gathered

from Hart Davies when he called at our

offices with the Singer last week that he

was lucky to finish, for he experienced

some trouble with his back axle iu the

neighbourhood of the Land's End. This

is almost a repetition of liis Triumph
motor bicycle record, when, only a few
miles to go, engine troubles almost put

a final stop to the ride. It will be re-

membered that after that memorable run,

the A.C.U. suspended Hart Davies for

some months, and we refrain from giving

further details of the latest performance,

as we are entirely at one with the Auto
Cycle Union in its endeavour to sup-

press road records when the legal limit

is so constantly exceeded, and that by a

large margin.

An Impossible (?) Hill.

In the 1913 Michehn Guide, British
Isles, p. 387, Llangollen, appears Clyn
5 " Impossible hill for motors." We
wonder if this ascent is known and if

it has been climbed, as motor cyclists

are usually ready to try their prowess on
any hill termed "impossible."

Horse-power—Nominal and Actual.

The /desirability of a standard horse-

power rating for motor cycles, which has
been advocated before in our columns, is

very plainly shown by the following
story_

:

" On the 1st ult., a road race for

motor cycles over a distance of one verst

was held in the vicinity of St. Peters-

_ burg. F. Holdeu, an English rider,

arrived on the course with a 3J h.p.

Zenith, 90x77^ (493 c.c.) The machine
was equipped with full touring outfit,

' and weighed 241 English pounds. On
asking to be allowed to enter the 3^ h.p.

class, permission was brusquely refused,

on the plea that the machine was one
of 4 h.p., but he was ultimately allowed

to participate, and made fastest time
(44|s.), the second being Beyling, a

Russian rider, _on a T.T. Triumph
(499 c.c), weighing 169 English pounds,
entered as a full touring model (time,

45|s.) The Russian rider appealed

against the judges' decision, on the plea

that the winner's machine was one of

4 h.p., and Holden was disqualified. He
has, however, appealed to the organiser

of the race, but, as things move slowly

in Russia, the case is still •?»& judice."

SPECIAL FEATURES;

INNOVATIONS
IN THE SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

SLOWING DOWN THE SENIOR T.T.

The Bath Road.

A considerable portion of the Bath
Road between Hayes and Colubrook,
Middlesex, is being resurfaced - by the

Limmer Asphalte Paving Co., Ltd.

Six Hours' Race at Erooklands.

The open six hours' race of the British

Motor Cj'Cle Racing Club at Erooklands
on Wednesday, July 16th, is creating an
exceptional amount of interest. Racing
men of note are preparing for the event,

and some keen racing—in fact, a Tourist

Trophy re-union—is the promise. A long .

distance race such as this is a very severe

trial for the rider. There is a good
deal of speculation as to the distances

which will be covered in tlie . six hours,

and many predict that records will go.

Sam Wright will make another attempt
to be the first to cram 60 miles into

the hour on his twin Hurober. G. E.

Stanley may ride a 2| h.p. Singer with
the same idea, and Howard Newman
might also accomplish the feat on his

little Ivy-Green. J. R. Haswell wilf be
seen- in "the 500 c.c. event after a long

rest. His Triumph is said to be very

fast. Altogether the next B.M.C.R.C.
meeting promises to be an event of

particular interest.

I. B. Hart DaTies on the Singer cycle car at the conclusion of hs unofflcial run Irom John-o'-Groat's to Lantl'3

End in 34 hours 39 minutes.
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H. Riddell, who, mounted on a 31 h.p. Zenith-

G-een sidecar, broke records up to four hours at

Brookiands, as reported in our last issue.

Sparking Ping Adapters.

Since we published tlie tip of a spark-

ing plug adapter to prevent oiling up on
V type twins, we have received many
enquiries as to where the adapters may
be obtained. Almost any large garage
or accessory house can supply such a

fitment. Incidentally w-e have covered
another 500 miles on our Humberette
and have not had occasion to remove
tlie plugs.

English-Dutch Trials.

Additional subscriptions to the fund
to entertain the Datcii motor cyclists

when they visit England next month are

jiven below :

Hendee Manufacturing Co.

Rudge Whitworth
Edward Lycett
H. Collier and Son.s ...

Temple Press
C. R. Collier

VV. CI. McJIiunies
E. J[. P Boileau
B;nnett Mitchell

A regiment of Boy Scouts to assist in

the trial on August Bank Holiday Has
been arranged by Mr. R. A. Bishop, of

Oxford. The assistance of neighbouring
club members as marshals is also re-

fH'-csted.

Penalty for Using Noisy Machines.

The Leamington police are still taking
action as regards noisy machines. Already
there have been several summonses issued
against the riders of noisy motor cycles,

and while the Bench dismissed the cases
on payment of costs, it was annonnced
that, in dealing thus leniently with these
cases, a precedent was not being estab-

lished, and future offenders would not
be treated w-ith such leniency. As the
police in Leamington have always been
favourably disposed tovyards motorists,
it is hoped that motor cyclists will be
careful to run as quietly and silently
as possible througlr the town.

In several parts of the country the
police are very active in taking steps
against the riders of noi.sy machines.
No fewer than a dozen riders were con-
victed and fined lOs. and costs, amounting
to about 18s. in all, in Birmingham the
other dav. The police are working in
the vicinity of Nortldield and Rubery on
;he Bristol Road, near Birmingham. It

is not generally known that, although a
cut-out between the exhaust port and
silencer is illegal, a rider may be sum-
moned under tlie new regulation even if

the gases first pass through an expan-
sion chamber before issuing into the
open air if a police oflicer considers the
machine is noisy. It is a matter of ear
test alone.

A Curious Case.

The other day an Uxbridge resident

who had bought a cheap motor bicycle

redesigned the Iranie and fitted an engine
in a w'orkshop adjoing an hotel yard.
When the alterations w-ere complete he
tried the machine in the yard at a time
when a local taxation licence officer was
passing. The latter asked the owner if

h6 hacl paid the £1 tax, which the latter

said, of course, he had not. and there
were not even numbers on the motor

FUTURE EVENTS.

July 5.—M.C C. Meeting at Brookiands.

„ 5.—Herts County A.C. Open hill-climb

at Kop.
5.—North-Eastern A.A. Open Hill-

climb.

„ 5-—M(r>ey M.C. Open Speed Trials at

Colwvn Bav.
, 13.—GRAND PRIX RACE. Meter

Cvcles, Sidecars.and Cycle Ccti.

., 14.—:M.C.U.I. Irish End to End Open
Trial.

„ 21-26.—Scottish Si.\ Da^'s' Trials.

„ 26.—B.M.C.R.C. Race 'Meeting.

Aug. 2-3.— International Cup Race in France.

„ 2-3.—Hertfordshire M.C.C. Open Half-
Day Trial.

„ 2-4.— M.C.C. Devon Trial.

„ 4.^English-Dutch International Trial.

^^ g.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

„ 18-23.—A.C. U. Six Days* Trials.

tC;:rlisle as Centre).

cycle. Shortly afterwards the owner
received summonses for not taking out
the local taxation licence and for riding

Sl7

an unlicensed machine. Fortunately', lie

was defended by the .Auto Cycle Lnion,
and the magi.-itrales dismissed the case.

Hill-climbiag.

Some weeks ago a correspondent en-

quired whether any motor cyclist had
climbed the stec|) hill out of Branscombe
--between Sidniouth and Seaton. We
now hear that \V. H. Carson hab made
the ascent on an Excelsior w ith sidecar

and a 13 stone passenger.

More Unofficial Records.

Last week we noticed threading his

way through the traffic of Coventry a
sidecarist whom we recognised from

.
photographs as W. J. Clarke, of Horn-
castle. On the back of the sidecar was a

notice regarding some record, and as we
predicted, a day or two later, a claim

to have beaten the six days' sidecar

'record" reached us. The mileage
given is exactly 1.800, and the hours

taken to cover tliat distance 116i. Clarke
rods a 4^ h.p. Precision engined Monarch
with sidecar pattern P>oc two-speed gear.

Selecting the Six Days' Trials Course.

The chairman of the A.C.U. Competi-
tions Committee, Rev. E. P. Greenhill,

and the secretary, Mr. Lougborough, have

just spent a busy week in Lakeland sur

veying the course for the Six Days' Trials

in August. Carlisle, it will be remem-
bered, is the centre, and the daily routes

all radiate southwards. We are pleased

to be able to state that practicallv all

the acclivities dealt with in Mr, G. D.
Abraham's articles in y/ie Motor Cijdf,
' Hill Hunting in Lakeland," have been
visited and selected for inclusion in the

trial, with the exception of Wrynose Pass
and Hard Knott, the surfaces of w-hich

are too poor-. Messrs. Abraham and W.
B. Little accompanied the A.C.U. repre-

sentatives (m their journeys, and with
their knowledge of the roads were able

to render great assistance.

INSPECTING THE COURSE FOR THE SIX DAYS TRIALS IN LAKELAND..
T. W. Loughborough (A.C.U. Secretary) on a Douglas and the Rev. E. P. Greenhill (Chairman ol comFetltlons

Committee A.C.U.) on a Premier climbing the 1 is 6 aadlenl ol Whiolaiter Pass.

C\%
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^ THE A.C.F.
GRAND PRIX.

THE FIRST DAY OF PRACTICE. (By Our Special Correspondent).

As has already been mentioned, tli4

Circuit de Picardie over which the'

Motor Cycle Grand Prix Avill be run
measures 17 km. 500 m. Motor

bicycles cover the course twenty times,

making a total distance of 350 km. =2177^

miles ; sidecars and cycle cars cover the

course Jitteen times, making a total dis-

tance of. 252 km. £00 m. It is compara-
tively tiat, with many straight stretches,

but the corners are bad. Tribunes, or

grand stands, will be placed at the apex
of tlie triangle formed by the corner round
which the vehicles turn coming from the"

direction of Compiegue^ and turn back
on the road to Koye. The grand stands
have been built parallel to the corner,
and spectators will see the competitors
arrive, turn, and depart, while the
replenisliQient depots are placed in the

inside of the corner. The numbered
seats reserved for the public are placed
on both sides of the course, while in the
centre is a huge official enclosure and the
press enclosure. In front of the grand
stand and beyond the replenishment
depots two weighing-in places are
situated, communicating with one another
by a subway under the road. Beliind

the grand stand is a large refreshment
room, post office connected to the grand
stand by telegraph and telephone wires,

and with Paris, London, Lille, and
Amiens, the offices of the A.C.F., garages
in which the cars will be locked up after

the engines, etc., have been verified, a

hospital, tobacco kiosks, newspaper stalls,

and a huge garage. The prices of ad-

mission to the official stand for the Grand
Prix Race are as follows : Boxes to hold
six 30 francs ; reserved single seats 3

francs ; admission to enclosure surround-
ing the stands 2 francs.

Admission to the .weighing enclosure
on the day previous to the races is 2^
francs.

Machines may be stored in the official

garage on July 11th and 13th for 2 fr.,

and on July 12th for 3 fr. The course
has been improved, widened, and repaired,

and the cross roads and corners have been
treated with tarmac, trees which have
been thought dangerous have been taken
down, and the whole of the course w"iH

be treated with calcium chloride.

Excursions to Amiens.

The South-Sastern and Chatham Rail-

way will run the following excursions

to Amiens on July 10th, lltii, and 12th,

available by the 10 a.m. and 2.5 p.m.
service from Charing Cross via Boulogne,
and the 9.20 p.m. via Calais, and return-

ing from Amiens at 9.20 a.m., 4.53 p.m.
I'ia Boulogne, and 11 p.m. via Calais.

These tickets will be available for fifteen

days, at the following fares : First class

42s. 6d., second class 30s. 6d.

First Day of Pi-actice.

Practising began at 3 o'clock on Mon-
day morning. The course was well guarded
by gendarmes, and there was a large

crowd of spectators. Competitors, how-
ever, were few and far between. We
noticed a Ronteix and two Bedelias. On
Sundaj' afternoon three Violet-Bogeys
went round the course and then returned
to Paris. Not a single sidecar combination
has yet turned up, but among the motor
bicycle rideis we noticed Fenlon (Clement),

Paul (Clement), Cisey (N.S.U.), Lombard
(Clement), Woodhouse (B.S.A.), Bloch
(Rene-Gillet), and Closs (N.S.U.). On
Monday the Ronteix made five circuits,

covering the distance 17 km. 500 m. in

16m. 30s. to 17m. It took the corners
well, but did not give much impression
of speed. The Bedelias accomplished
barely one lap. Fenton is riding a new
350 c.c. Clement with overhead valves

and a huge tank. He made two circuits,

but each time returned slowly to the
starting point. Woodhouse, who was
riding a 4J0O c.c. Clement during practice

oiili/, covered a lap > in 13m. 50s.,

w'hich works out at 78 km. an hour.

Paul and Lombard went- round at

touring speed. Bloch (Rene-Gillet, a

standard machine on which he will race

at Amiens) made a good lap in 16m..

Closs and Cisey (N.S.U.) each covered
two laps, the former at an easy speed.

I have just covered the course on my
Rudge-muiti. I found it very dusty after

. the car practice, but M. Sautin, of the

A.C.F. , assures methat after being treated

with calcium chloride, the dust will no
longer exist. That part of the course

which forms a portion of the Noyon Road
is quite straight and very fast. The by-

road which divides the Noyon from the

Moreuil roads is very narrow, and. though
it is wide enough for motor bicycles,

sidecar combinations, and cycle cars, will

The course for the motor cycle Grand Prix Race
on the 13th inst.

have difficulty in passing. Tlie right
angle turn has been treated with tarmac
by M. Sautin, and the motor cyclists may
take it and those at Boves at high speed.

I do not tliink the fastest machine Avill

average more than 85 km. an hour. It is

quite absurd that only three days of prac-
tice should be allowed, and these a fort-

night before the race. What chance do
the British competitors stand under these
circumstances ?

A corner on the Grand Prix course as viewed from the grand stand, showing the subway.

We learn that J. W. Woodhouse, who
made the fastest time in the Grand Prix
de Fontainebleau, may be ridingaB.S.A.
instead of Hodden, while the other
B.S.A. riders Avill be Isodi and Fenn.
The Clement team will consist of Fenton
riding a 2| h.p. Clement, and Sproston
a 500 c.c. of the same make.
The official distribution of the prizes

gained by the English competitors in the
Paris-Nice Trial will be made at Amiens
on the evening of the Grand Pri.x, July
12th, on the occasion of a reception
organised by L'Aero.
The Grand Prix Clyno sidecar was on

the road last -vs'eek and is reported to be
very fast. We hear that Frank Smith is

contemplating an attempt on some of the
present track records.
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A distinctive Bal-Jap sidecar com-
bination owned by a Beckenham reader.
The disc wheels and the projectile sldeca.'

body are very sirlking. whilst the method
ol carrying a spare cover Is

very neat. The sidecar, it

may be added, was home
made.

879

so cannot chop off, and the expanding
leatlier waslKT fits llio Ijinly .to closely
as to prevent any possiliility of leakage,
while half a tnrn of the lid is sufficient
to open the filler

Best and IJoyd, f.,tcl., Canibray Works,
Handsworlh, Birmingham.

A FRENCH RACE.
In onr rejinrt of the Circuit de Fon-

tainebleau it was mentioned that W. A.
Davis, on a Douglas sidecar combination,
"had a class to himself." When it is

realised that the 2% h.p. Douglas is not
exactly a sidecar machine, and that tliis is

FORMULA RESULTS OF
CYCLE CAR HILL-CLIMB.
The formula results of the Cycle Car

Club's open hill-climb (described on
pages '885 and 886) are distinctly inter-

esting. They show that J. F. Bucking-
ham on a snigle-cylinder Chota put up
by far the best performance on formula
irrespective of class, though A. W.
Lambert on a single-seated Morgan made
fastest time of the day.

Cl.vss I.

Fig. of merit.

A. W. r.ambert (2-cyl. Morgan)... .3206

Class HI.
F. Buckingham (1 Cliota)

E. Parnacott (4 Cycar)
K. Kreitmeyer (1 Zebra)

Class' IV.

W. 0. MeJIiunies (2 Grand V\\s.

ilorgan)

L. W. Spencer (2 Morgan)
A. W. Lambert (2 Morgan)

2.096
.7836

.2817

.4647
.258-"-

.2510

Class V.

Martin (4 Singer) ... .3596

T. Wood (2 G.W.K.) 3407

C:. F. Nash (2 G.N.) 3247

Ohater-Lea (2 Chater-Lea) ... .2436

P. Bradley (2 Duo) 2255

H. Armstrong (2 Armstrong)... .2014

N. Navlor (2 G.N.) 1917

C. M. "Whitehead (2 G.N.) ... .1792

C. X. Higgs (2 (;.N.) 1786

The Speeds Accomplislied.

The measured distance of the climb is

1,500 yards, and it" is interesting to note
that the fastest speed was 32.2 m.p.h.,

accomplished by A. W. Lambert on his

singl('-seater Morgan. The slowest cycle

car averaged 9.4 m.p.h.

We give the speeds of the fastest in

each class for reference purposes :

Class I.—A. W. Lambert (.Morgan),
32.2 m.p.h

Class III
20.5 m.p.h.

Class IV.—

W

29.8 m.p.h.

Class v.—A.
m.p.h.

J. F.

. G.

G.

Buckingham (Chota),

ikOilinnics (Morgan),

F. Nash (G.N.), 27.6

A NEW FILLER CAP.
A quick opening filler cap which has

been used successfully in the T.T. Races
may be considered to have undergone :?3

stiff a test as is necessary for such a

fitir.ent. This is the case with a simple
little device whicli we have Just received.
The cap consists of a leather ring which
is expanded or contracted by a half turn
of the lid. The lid is hinged' to the body,

the first occasion in which so small a side-

car combination has ever taken part in a
long distance race, it must be acknow-
ledged that the performance was a re-

markably good one. With a human
freight of 23 stones it succeeded in aver-
aging a speed of 26 m.p.h. throughout
the whole race, which extended over 225
miles. Davis's wonderfully regular run-
ning throughout the long race evoked
general comment among the spectators.

A group ot Ceylon motor cyclists, who met at Kadugamiaws rook (under which (he road passes)
at the beginning of last month.

CI9
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Thousauds of spectators witched a procession of decoratei cars ani sidecars in Coventry on Alexandra Day. Our photograph shows the three sidecars and a

cycle car entered. Left to right: C. H. Bovili's winning Matchless ; ''Miss" H. W. Hand's Williamson ; G. Smith's Humberette, and "Miss Hough's Scott sidecar.

THE SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
The following additional entries have been received for

the Scottish Six Days' Trials, bringing the total to eighty-
three. The trials start on July 21st from Perth, and the
course is a very sporting one over a distance of about 980
miles.

First B.4llot.

G. A. Greirsr.n (5-S Bat]
K. M. Stail.;bra,ss i6V. N S.TJ. sc.)
H. Tlioiiif^nn -'S^-. Kviioi;]!)

J. A. Houlf IW- Miitciilesfi)

J. R. BlaL-kbourn iloigan c.c.)

W. J. K. Gullanrl [ZV, B.S.A.l
G. Taylor (3'A Biidsc)

'

F. 1. Bassctt ,'2il Viiliers)
E. H. Littledal* (3'/. Ariel)
James O.rcle Co. (3Vi JauiPsl
T. Lakei (2!!^ Elswici)
D. S. Ale.xaudei' ;\Villiani<;on sc.)

W. Hands 'Williamson sc.l

J. G. Beveridire (3V. Eudge)
J. E. Alexander (7 Indian)
B. Alan Hill (7 Indian)
G. Armstrong (Gordon c.c.)

E. M. Oliver !5-6 Hazlenood)
J. Olipliant (31;. Premier)
A W. Walden (SV. Premier)
G. C. Proctor (31/2 "Singer)

George Nott (
)

Mi^s JVI. Eeid (314 Brougl!)
F. Finlay (3V- .Ta'mes sc.)

D. Bell (6 a:j.S. .sc.)

E. E. Guest (8 Matclrlefs sc.)

C. E. Collier (8 Matclilejs sc.)

J. B. Eobertson (
)

L. E. Caes (Trump-Jap)
A. D Scott (TrinmpL)
T. Silver IQuadrant)
C. Q. Eobei-ts (6 ZenitW
L. Scalev (B.S.A.i
H. M. Jameson 'Enflold)
G. T. Gray (S'/, Eudsc'
Hnrrrber. Ltd. (3i/, Humbcr)
iSam Wright (Humberette)
F. G. Edmond (2=/, Hnnrber)
S. Tubb (3V, Hnmberl
G. Wray (Clyno sc.)

J. Steel (B.S.A.)

The second ballot has not yet been held.

Burton-on-Trent and District M.C.C.

A hill-climbing competition was held at Marchington C'liif

on the 25th ult. The course was half a mile in length and
included a 1 in 6 gradient at a difficult bend. The leading
performances were as follows :

Lightweights.—E. Abrahams (2^ Singer), 70s. ; G. William-
son (2| New Hudson), 70s.; A. Moorcroft (3 Singer), 70.s.

;

tied for first prize.

3i h.p. Touring Singles.—1, E. Mellor (Rudge) 37s. aT?d S.

Williams (Wilhams) 37s. tied; 3, E. Payne (Rudge), 38s.

1910 and Earlier Models.—1, A. Moorcroft (3 Singer),
6O5. ; 2, F. Read (3i Triumph), 64s. ; 3, H. Hardwick (3^
Triumph), 65s.

Sidecar Class.—1, A Moorcroft (4^ Singer sc), 89s. ; 2, J.
Jordan (4-^ O.K. -Precision sc), 112s.

Tyldesley and District Tf.C.

A hill-climb took place on the 11th ult. The results

were worked out on The Motor Cycle formula.
Solo Class.—1, A. Hobson (B.S.A.) ; 2, J. Bullough (8 Dot).
Sidecar Class.—J. Bullough (8 Dot).
A reliability trial was held on the 22nd ult. to Windermere

and back, a distance of 150 miles, with "two secret checks.
Rssult: 1, N. Nay (6 Clyno sc.) ; 2, F. Newton (3* B.S.A.):
F. Gore (3| Scott); 4, E. Prestwick (6 Enfield sc).

THE GRAND PRIX G.N. (See page 8S1).

(1) Showing arrangement ol gears and engine position. (2) Rear view sliowing tliree-speed gear and general design.

C20
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THE GRAND PRIX DUO.
WE recently lia<l an opptirtunity of

inspecting the cliassis of tlio

Uuu Grand Prix cycle cars at

the company's works at Evelyn
Street, Deptford. Two will be entered,

.'lie litted with a 90° J. A.P. engine,

3x95 mm., with a cliassis of novel con-

. unction, consisting as it does of a dnplex
:iili frame witli tie rods of spring steel

Ijoltfd in between the upper and lower
poi'tions. The engine, as mentioned
above, is the well known 90° J.A.P. fired

l>v !V Bosch magneto (car type) neatly

placed between the two cylinders. A
yolex carburctt-er is fitted to each cylinder,

and tbese are controlled by an accelerator

jiedal. The transmission is unaltered

from the standard model, and standaril

-ize chains and belts are fitted. The hub
>leeves are fitted with combined roller

iind thrust bearings, and al-o donble
Skefko bearings, while the back wheels
arfe fitted witli 3in. Palmer cord tyres.

Shock absorbers are fitted to all wheels.
These are interesting as they consist

.1 an arm pivoted on the spring shackle,

the after end of which forms a disc,

which is kept in tension by laminated
springs with a Ferrodo disc attached to

the frame. The back wheel brakes are
a "novelty, as they, are of the duplex
type, consisting of an internal expanding
and an external contracting brake acting
on the same T^in. drum. Both brakes
are Ferrodo lined

Fuel Supply.

Two petrol tanks are carried, one of

the usual cylindrical type above the
engine, containing two gallons, and a

Chassis ot the Grand Prix Duo which has a 90° engine set in line with fiame.

six gallon tank underneath the floor

boards. The petrol is transferred by
pressure from the big tank to the small
one, and thence by gravity to the carbu-

retter. The machine io controlled by
three pedals, the accelerator and two
brake pedals. There are two side levers,

as in the standard model, one for ex-

panding the pulley and the other for

taking up the slack of the belt, by moving
the back wheel forward or backward.
In the case of the Grand Prix riiodel the
spring does not slide, as in the case of

the standard model, but remains station-

ary, and the adjustment is brought about
by pivoting the wheel on to a special

shackle, which system is clearly shown
in the accompanying illustration. The

Shock absorber on the Grand Prix Duo. Braking arrangement and new method of mounting
the rear axle.

lubricating tank is also carried underneath
the floor board, and the oil is fed through
two Best and Lloyd drip feed lubricators
on the dashboard, which convey it to the
front cylinder and to the crank case.

The end of the peti-ol tank comes through
the dashboard and is provided with a
petrol gauge, which clearly shows the
level of the fuel, wliile also fitted to the
dashboard are a clock and speedometer.

A Water-cooled Model.

The second Duo is somewhat similar in

most details to the model we have just

described. It is, however, the first

Avater-cooled machine of this make to be
turned out, being fitted with the new
overhead valve, water-cooled J.A.P.

engine, 90 x 77.5, which
is supplied with gas by

1 means of a Stewart-Precisiou

carburetter. The radiator is

of a distinctly attractive ap-

pearance. The only other point

in which tliis machine differs

from the air-cooled model is

that the pulleys are provided
with springs to keep the gear
normally in top, and to do
away with all end thrust while

the vehicle is running in top

gear. At tlie time of our visit

the water-cooled model was in-

complete. The bodies fitted

will be of steel built on to
hoops of angle iron.

THE RACING G.N.
.Messrs. G.N., Ltd., The Burroughs,

Hendon, N.W., have entered two cycle

cars for the Grand Prix, one of which
will be driven by A. G. Fraser-Nash
and the other by C. JM. Whitehead. In
most respects these two vehicles resemble
the standard models of the latest type
G. N., and we take this opportunity of
referring to these briefly. The twin-
cylinder • air-cooled engine, fitted with
overhead inlet valves, is fixed trans-

versely in the frame, and drives througli
a Raybestos and steel disc clutch through
a propeller-shaft to the primary counter-
shaft, to which the power is conveyed
through bevel gearing. Chains transmit
the power to a secondary counter-shaft.

on which is a simple form of dog clutch

gear giving two speeds, and on this

shaft pulleys are mounted, the final drive

being conveyed to the rear wheels by
means of rubber belts. Tiie chassis is

of ash, suitably strengthened and sus-

pended on quarter elliptical springs fore

and aft. The carburetter is a B. and
B., and the magneto is an Eisemann.
The steering is on tlie usual wire and
drum principle, and the brakes, which are

of the slioe type, act one on the inside

and the other on the exterior of the

belt rims. The Grand Prix cycle car

driven by Nash has the engine three-

point suspended, and three speeds are

fitted, so that the vehicle can be acceler-

ated at a more rapid rate. It must be
understood that this is not a standard

fitment, but has only been introduced

specially for the race. An extra large

pressure-fed petrol tank holding five

gallons has been fitted to the rear

of tlie vehicle, and also a large oil

tank, and in the race Continental

tyres will be used. Whitehead's cycle

car is similar to the above, except that

he is using a Solex carburetter and
Dunlop tyres. Of the two vehicles above
described, the gear ratios of the former
are 3, 4J;, and 6 to 1, and those of the

latter, to which only two speeds are

fitted, 3i and 5 to 1. A good deal is

expected of the racing G.N.'s.

C2.\
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
Electrical Terminals.

To ensure efficiency it is essential that
all electrical connections sliould be well

made, neat in appearance, and easily

fitted. The Chater-Lea patent tei-minal

which we illustrate is of tubular form,
supporting the rubber cable, and it will

be appreciated that there is no strain

on the stranded copper inner wire. To

Chater-Lca lerminal.

fit the terminal the insulation should be
stripped off in the usual manner, and
the wire inserted mto the tubular slot

formed for tlie purpose ; the slot should
then be flattened in a vice or with a
hammer. The flattening spreads the
copper strandr through the holes with
the result that the job is absolutely
permanent. Ten sizes can be supplied
for cables varying from 4 mm. to 17 mm.
diameter and at prices varying from Is.

to 2s. 8d. per dozen.—Chater-Lea, Ltd.,
74-84, Banner Street (Golden Lane), E.G.

A Quick Petrol Filler.

Our illustration shows a very neat
device for enabling a petrol can to be
emptied directly into the tank without
spilling the fiquid. The funnel-shapfd
end fits over the nozzle of the can, and
while the spring arms hold it up to its

Aflas Empty Quick petrol filler,

work a rubber washer fits round the
thread and prevents leakage. The petrol

leaves the filler for the tank through
several large gauze-covered slots, thus
being thoroughly filtered. A tubular cover,
flanged at its upper end, co-vers the
gauzes in the normal position, but when

it is recjuired to

transfer the petrol
to the tank it is

only necessary to

invert the can, ,

placing the flange

on the top of the
tank. The weight
of the can then
automatically un-
covers the gauzes,

against the pres-

sure of an enclosed
spring. A slight

turn of the flange

. , ^ will keep the ports
An atomizing let by ', i-i xu

Jackson and Co The mcovered until the

cap has '^'a tiny holes. last drop of petrol

C24

is emptied The filler is known as the
Atlas Empty Quick, and is sold by the
Atlas Non-puncture Inner Gase Syndi-
cate, Ltd.. 124 High uStreet, Kensington.

A Steel and Leather Belt.

We have received a section of a new
_.

belt of unusual construction which should i

prove interesting to those who complain
of belt stretch.

The belt is composed of a light chain

made up of V section steel links, connected

by steel rivets, all wearing parts being

carefully hardened. This chain is em-
bedded in a raw hide cover, which has

small pieces cut out between the liiiis tcj

A sidecar by the Premier Motor Co., with
child's seat in front.

A Simple Child's Seat.

The illustration shows a model of the
P.M.C. sidecar in which a child's seat

is incorporated. The seat is made of a
strip of mild steel, and is supported
from the sidecar by two strong bolts. It

is neatly upholstered in Pegamoid, and
part of the front of the body is cut away
to give a comfortable support for the
child's back. The seat may be swung
into, or out of, position.

The Premier ilotor Co., Ltd., Aston
Road, Birminghain.

prevent oucKiiiig

when the belt passes

round the small
pulley. Stout leather

blocks are riveted to

the bottom of each
link and relieve the
links from much of

the side strain. Thiee
double hole ad-

justing links are provided with each belt,

each hole giving a ^-in. adjustment. The
fastening is a simple form of pin and-
cotter, tlms no belt punch or fastener is

required. The belt is known as the
Morriss American belt, and it is claimed
to have done over 30,000 miles on the
road without trouble. Its price is 4s. 9d.
per foot, and it is being handled by Fi-ank
Morriss, 169, Queen's Road, Finsbury
Park, London, N.

A striking snapshot ot sidecars racing on the beach at Porthoawl. The wet sands showed up the releetijns

almost perfectly, some of the photographic results being very effective.
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Progress at the T.A.C. Works.
THE Wilkinson T..M.C. Co., i.ld., Oakley ^Vorks,

Souihlield Road, Acton, W., are now turning;

out a new 7-9 h.p. motor bicycle, sjiccially dc-

sii;ncd for sidecar work. The bore and .stroke ot' the

eni;ine are 65 x 75 mm. instead of 60 x 75, and the

latest cylinders are flush -sided, which greatly adds to

their appearance. The company are also busv manufac-
turing cycle cars wliich are fitted with engines of the

same dimensions as above. The chassis has been con-

siderably altered since it \vas last exhibited at Olympia.
and the following details will be of interest. For
example, the latest type of engine is used, and both to

the cycle car engine and to that fitted to the motor

bicycle a Claudcl carburetter is supplied. The valves of

the cycle car engine are now enclosed, and fibre-ended

tappets are fitted to deaded noise. The water pump and
magneto arc carried across the front of the engine,

while the oil inimp is below the crank case. There
is a universal joint between engine and gear bo.x, and
the brakes are compensated. The front axle is of the

curved tubular type. The change-speed gear is in a

gate similar to that formerly employed on Rover cars.

The ends of the threequarter ellijitical springs are now
held in a special casting bolted to the sides of the

chassis, and the engine and gear box are carried on a

channel steel under-frame.

THE LATEST WILKINSON T.M.C. FOUR-CYLINDER CYCLE CAR.
(2)_ oa sile view showing mi;neto position. (3) Front view. Tiie distinctive type of ra jiator will te nctej.

(5) Broaisiile view cl ciiassis.

(1) T.'-.e engine from the valve side.

(4) Rear view of c.'iassis. TJie siiaft drive, engine position, anj'goasr'al arrangement are gathered from this view

YORKSHIRE CLUBS' TWO-DAY RELIABILITY TRIAL.
'J'jie uniiiuil two days" reliability trial of tlie lIarrog;ite ai;c!

District Motor Cycle Club was held last week-end
over tlie following course : Harrogate, Pateley liridgc,

Gi'eenhow Hill (oVwerved), Grassington, Kidslones Pa.s.s

(observed). Hawes, Kendal, and Amiileside, stopping place
for tlie iiiglit. On the following day Kirkstone Pass, includ-
ing The Struggle, was observed, and then the course ran by
Lake Ullswatcr to I'cnrith, Hartside Pass (observed), Barnard
Castle, lUchmond, Aysgarth, Kidstones I'ass (ob.'!crved),

Pateley, Yorkes Folly or tJuy's Clitf (observed), Otley. Xor-
vvbod Edge (observed) to Harrogate. Distance, about 260
miles. Numerous checks were arranged and no adjustments

- were allowed in any of the controls. Results :

Class I., for any Machines.—Lost no marks; \V. Fawcett
(6 A..J.S. EC), W."B. Atkinson (2J Douglas), and P. Strafford

(3i Triumph).

E. Maynard (o-^ Triumph), lost ten marks, failed on
Kirkstone; E. Hawkes (3^ Rudge-nmlti), lost twenty
marks, tyre trouble; R. Swift {5^ Bradbury), lost sL\ly
marks, failed Kirkstone, Hartside, and Yorkes Folly ; G. E.
Hawkins (3^ Eudge), retired.

Class II., not sufticieut entries.

Class III., for Passenger Combinations below 600 c.c.—H.
W. Fortune (3J,- Premier sc), lost no marks; F. Wray (34
James sc), failed Kirkstone and Hartside. and retired; \\.
E. Grange (Sj Bradbury sc), failed on Kirkstone and retired.
The remainder of the entrants either did not .start or

expre.ssed their determination of stopping the second day in

Lakeland. F. Strafford wins a special medal for climbing ad
observed kills on a fixed gear machine, and H. W. Fortuuf
wins a special medal for climbing all observed hills on a 3^
h.p, sidecar combination.
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Liverpool to Edinburgh and Back.
Rain Renders the Night Journey Very Trying.

AT 9 p.m. on Friday iiigltt a large crowd assembled

at the Sefton Arms, Aintree, which is just outside

the Liverpool City boundary, to see the Mersey Club
start their twenty-four liours trial. The hotel, like

all others in this part of Lancasliire (outside the city), was
closed at 2 p.m. on account of the farm labourers' strike. Of
the fifty entries forty started, composed of twenty singles,

sixteen sidecars, and four cycle cars. The night was cool

ind dull, and the crowd excited and bright. They showed
their confidence in the riders' skill by only allowing them a

passage a yard wide to ride through for the first couple of

hundred yards. Prompt to time, the first man, S. Carty,

was despatched, followed ai minute ,
intervals by the rest.

The police were of considerable assistance, being stationed

at all the turns 'to control the traffic.

The first mishap was past Garstang, about forty miles fi'om

the start, when H. W. Coopland (Indian so.) went too fa.st

round a corner, ran into a hedge, twisted his frame, and
had to retire. He says he was following the curve of the

telegraph wires and poles, as it was too dark to see the

curve of the road property. At this spot the wires took a
" short cut " in place of following the road.

A Long Period of Rain.
While we were having supper at Kendal it commenced to

rain, and this continued all the 'way to Edinburgh, making
it unpleasant and greasy ; many tyre troubles "were reported.
The test on the observed liill in the non-stop section of

Haysyke. about forty miles past Carlisle, was the cause of a

lot of grumbling. Many say they did not realise the sharp
turn till past it and so had to dismount.

The return journey provided more excitement. Dr. Mont-
gomery turned his 8 Morgan upside down at Longton and
smashed a wh«el. Fortunately, he was not hurt. W. Davis,
on the smallest machine in the trial, a 2^ Victoria, hit a
cow on the nose with his shoulder witliout coming off. W.
E. Smith (4 Hobart) had his exhaust lifter wire pull out of

the nipple, and to start had to put a washer between the
tappet and valve each time. So he fastened the washer on a
wire and pulled it clear after it had acted as a decompresor.
We heard a rumour that L. V. Barton (6 Rex) returned
without any piston rings and on two borrowed covers. A.
C. Naylor (2| Douglas), near Penrith, in avoiding another
competitor, was run into by W. H. Youd. M Pvimmer (Sj

Zenith) had four punctures, and his butted tubes rubbed their

butts oft', E, F, Jenkins (Morgan) had trouble, and H
Gibson (3^ Bradbury) had to attend to plug and belt.

At the finish the first man to arrive was S. W. Carty
(3i Ariel), followed by N. H. Brown (7 Indian) and L.

Mogridge (5} Mead-Precision). The 8 h.p. Crouch cycle car

would not be started witli the handle, so had to be pushed
oft' each time. It was driven by J. A. Yeoman, and gained

a silver medal on its first trial. The crowd at the finiijh

blocked the_ road, wide as it is at this point, and the police

had great difficulty in keeping a track open wide enough for

tha sidecars to finish.

The results show that of the twenty singles to start eleven

gained gold medals and sis silver. Of the sixteen sidecais

five obtained gold medals and three sUver. Two .cycle cars

get silver medals. After the timekeepers had gone through
the checks, they awarded (subject to stewards' confirmation

later) the T'imson Cup to H. Gibson (3^ Bradbury). Results :

Gold Medals.
[f. Gibson (3i Bradbury)
S. W. Carty (3^ Ariel)

N. H. Brown (7 Indian)

Ij. Mogridge (3|- Mead-
Preci5,ion)

G, A. Gregson (5 Bat)

N. Howarth (3^ Bradburv)
C. M. "O'Connor (5 Rudget'c.)

J. J. Day (3-^ Bradbury sc.)

A. C. Xaylor (21 Douglas)
W. H. Yond (3-i Matchle.=s)

W. H. Kelly (8 Rex-Jap)
W. H. Longton (3^ Allday.s

sc.)

W. Davies (2^ Victoria)

J. McG. Lamb (6 Clyno .=c.)

L. R. Pearson (6 Clyno sc.)

C. V. Freeman (6 Clyno .«c.)

Silver Medals.
L. V. Barton (6 Rex)
F. C. Jones (10 Singer c.c.)

J. A. Y'^eoman (8 Crouch c.c.)

A. G. Cocks (2^ Connaught)
G. Wray (6 Clyno sc.)

A. Marston (6 Dot)

A. Cadwallader (3^ Humber)
A. J. Jenkins (3^ New Hud-

son sc.)

IT. J. Beal (4 L.M.C.)
M. Rimmer (3^ Zenith)
G. Nott (6 Clyno se.)

. W. Carty (3! h.p. Ariel) and N. H. Brown (7 h.p. Indiin) stop lor a cup of

tea near the finish of the Marsey M.C. open 24. hours' trial.

: OPEN SIX HOURS' RACE.

THE next event to be held on" Brooklands by the
B.M.C.R.C. will be an open six hours' race for j'

,, motor bicycles, sidecar combinations, and cycle cars, >
starting at 11 a.m. on Wednesday, July 16th. The

,

idea is that in tliis race everyone shall have an opportunity
of breaking a record. The stewards of tlie meeting are Co!.

H. C. L, Holden, R.A., C.B., F.R.S. (president of the -

B.M.C.R.C), Admiral Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Bart., and the .'

Rev. E. P. Greenhill. The entry fee is £2 2s. for non- "

members and £1 Is. for members.- Entries close at mid-day
on Tuesday next, 8th inst.

The usual motor bicycle class ratings will be used, while
sidecar machines will be divided into classes up to 350, 500,

750, and 1,000 c.c, and four-wheeled cycle cars into two .

classes, up to 750 and 1,100 c.c. Machines are classified

as follows: Division I., motor bicycles; Division. II., sidecar,
combinations and three-wheeled cycle cars; Division ID..
four-wheeled cycle cars. All vehicles in ^Division II. and
III. must be built to carry two passengers, and both seats

must be occupied tliroughout the race. The minimum weight'
of driver and passenger is fixed at 140 lbs.

The start and finish are at the Fork, where, also, replenish-

ment depots will be established. Each competitor will be
entitled to have one assistant only,

A handsome silver cup, presented by Mr, H. ,H. Collier,

will be awarded for the best performance in Division I.

The B.M.C.R.C. standard silver cup will be awarded for t

the best perfoi-mance in each of Divisions II. and III.

A gold medal will be awarded for the best performance
in each class, a silver medal for the second, and a bronze
medal for the third.

AU competing motor bicycles must be fitted with the h

regulation round disc number-plate, and also suitable

brackets and screws for the attachment of front liumber-
plates, which must be -fVin. thick, Sin. long, and 7in. broad,
with a tVin. hole in each corner lin. from each edge. These
brackets must be fitted so that there will be a clear and

^

uninterrupted view of the plate from the front. Any
machine not equiped with numbers as required will be dis-

qualified at the start.

C28
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First Open Cycle Car Hill-climb.
Good Speeds Accomplished at the Cyc'e Car Club's Event. Long Drawn-out Proceedings.

TlIK Public Schools M.C.C. luwl oi-gaiiist\l a run to

South Hniliug on S:itnr(hiy hist to witness the Cycle
Cai- Club's open hiil-ulinib at South Jlarting, so we
joined thcni at the Bear Hotel, Esher, and after a

few minutes' chat we left for Petersfield.. There was
iuite a good gathering (about fifteen or twenty), among
'.horn we noticed C. Q. Koberts and his brother, G. C.

r.arton, E. L. Moxey, C. Burney and his brother, and Clive

t'reen. It was a merry little party, and we made good
time to the top of Hind Head, where we all stopped to

admire the view. We reached i'eterstield just betore lumh
and, visiting the station, found Dr. Low, Jlessrs. Westall
and Selwyn just finishing their labours, which consisted of

weighing in the competing vehicles.

The official hotel was the Dolphin, whose proprietor, not

having been warned of the event by the club, was hard
put to it to cater for the somewhat large crowd. His efforts

were not rewarded with great success, but that was not his

fault, and he did his best. After lunch we proceeded to

the hill, which is just out of South Harting, a pretty Susse.x:

village. The hill, which has a maximum gradient of 1 in

7, winds up the flanks of the Sussex Downs, and has a some-
what loose surface. It has .been the scene of many hill-

< limbs, of which, perhaps, the most famous was one organised
by the R.A.C. in 1905.

The Modus Operandi.
The competing vehicles were all marshalled at the foot of

the hill and sent up when the signaller at the top made
known that the cycle car just started had reached the summit.
No vehicle was allowed to start till its predecessor had
finished the climb, and so the time taken to cend the
competitors up the hill was considerable. The flagging was
elficiently carried out by members of the Public Schools
M.C.C. The first competitor was due to start at 3 p.m.,
but it was 3.23 before any one reached tlie steepest portion
half-way up the hill. This was- A. W. Lambert in Class IV.,
who came up at a terrific speed on his Grand Prix Jlorgan,
the front wing of which was loose and blown back vertically
by the wind. His was an excellent performance. Parnacott
in Class III. came next, making a good ascent, considering
the small size of his engine.

A Machine on Fire.
Meanwhile news came to hand that Welhani had failed

just after the start, and Holzapfel's macliine had caught fire

J. F. Buckingham (Chota) tiavelllnj well in tlie 750 c.c. class, whicli he won.

A. W. Lambert (8 h.p. Morgan) flnishinj with one of his front mudjuards flyinj,

an incident which might have robbed the driver of fasteit ascent of the day.

before starting, and after the flames had beeir extinguished

he failed to get going. Buckingham (Chota) made a' fine

climb, but his exhaust was abnormally noisy. Kreitmeyer
(Zebra) came up well, but slowly. Nest came SIcMinnieB on
a Grand Prix Morgan at a splendid speed. " His inner tube
as he passed the steepest portion swelled out like a balloon

as part of the tyre left the rim, and did not burst till he
was out of sight, but in spite of this he made a capit.il per-

formance. Spencer (Morgan) traveUed well, but there seemed
to be a good deal of back wheel slip on the loose surface.

Lambert (Morgan) iu Civss IV. came up well, and so did
Martin (Singer), whose engine seemed in excellent tune, and
emitted a healthy hum. Armstrong's (Arimstrong) a.'cent

may be described as fair. Bradley (Duo) did well, Naylor
(G.N.) made a fair ascent, and Wood and Lieut. L. Hook,
E.N. (G.W.K.s) came up in excellent form. Halsall's Wilton
ran splendidly till some way past the steepest portion,
and then stopped. Nash (G.N.) came up fast, but his
exhaust was much too noisy. Whitehead, on a similar
njachine, came up nicely, but was apparently over-geared.
The two G.N.'s were those entered for the Grand Prix.
Chater-Lea, jun., showed up well on the Chater-Lea, and so
did Higgs (G.N.). Among the unfortunates, Vallat (V.C.)
broke his counter-shaft at the start, Tunicr (Truner) broke
his chain, Purneaux (Swift) failed owing to a tooted plug,
Lord Exmouth (G.N.) stopped at the" second bend, and
Barrett (Crouch) failed owing to the carburetter running dry.
Holzapfel again made an attempt to t:tart and his machino
again caught fire.

The Intervals.
The chief failure in the organisation was the allowance

of too long an interval between the competitors, which
sorely tried the patience of the spectators as well as the
honorary officials who flagged the hill, llie following are
the times made by the successful competitors :

CL.'\SS I.

—

Single-seated Cycle Cars up to 1,100 c.c. (three or four wheels ;
awards on formula only).

No. of Cyis. Bore and Weight of Weight of
Name. and Car. Stroke. IVIachine. Passengers. Time,

mm. c. q. lb. St. lb. m. s.

A.W.Lambert.. 2 Morgan.. 90 x 77.5 5 o ij ij ; i 35}

C3I
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First Open Cycle Car Hill-cUmb.

—

CLASS III.—Four-wheeled Cycle Cars up to 75° c.c. (-two-seated).

T.F.Buckingham 1 Chota ... 89 . x 120 6 i 10 11 10 2 20|

A. E. PariMcott . . 4 Parnacott 5-5 X 57 630 2t 10 4 48

li. Kreitmeyer . . i Zebra ... 8S x 106 930 2r 6 5 2oj

CL.iVSS IV.—Three-wheeled Cycle Cars up to i.ioo c.c. (two-seatud).

W. G. lIcMinnies 2 Morgan . . 90 x 77-5 520 2.\ % i 43

A. W. Lajnbert . . 2 Morgan . . 90 x 77-5 500 21 7 2 0.4

S.W.Spencer ... 2 Morgan .. 90 x S5 600 21 4 2 7i

CL.ASS v.—FouR-wnEELEC Cycle Cars up to 1,100 c.c. (two-seated).

A. G. F. Nash . .

.

L. Martin
J.T.Wood
CM. Whitehead
G- N. Hi.ggs

E. H. .Annstron^
j\'. Naylor
j. Chater-Lea, juii

.•\. P. Bradley . .

.

Lt. L. Hook, R.N

2 G.N
.1 Singer . .

.

2 G.W.K. ..

2 G.N
2 G.N
2 Armstrong
2 G.N
"2 Chater-Lea
2 Duo
2 G.W.K.

84
63
8b
84
84 X gS

6 o
II I

X 92

85 X 85
85 X 85

X 9286

2 7
I li

1 7
2 It

3 o
I o

21 I

21 13
21 4}
20 o
22 8

21 1^

1 50I
2 14
2 J4t
2 41
2 5b3
2 56a
2 5SJ

3 o

3 19

3 39

In Qasses lli!, 'lV.,'aud v'. the awards arc granted on both time and formula.

The latter was as follows :

W W= Weight.
C = Cubic capacity.

(C— K) T p K and = p Constants for length and gradient-

The jads^es were Dv. A. M. Low, D.Sc, and Mr. Glyn

Rowden. We made the journey both ways on one of the

new 3i h.p. Motosacoches, ^vhic'il ran magnificently and had

an excellent turn of speed.

After leaving Petersfield, a number of meicbers of the

Cycle Car Club left for Selsea, while the Public School

M.C.C. went to Havant for the night.

->-

Sc3ne at the loot 0! South Harting Hill near Petersfleld. Lord Exmouth at tha
wheel of his G.N. At the left of the picture is the Garden.

CLUB NEWS.
Eist Essex M.C.C.

A reliability trial was held on the 21st ult. The course

was as follows : Colchester, Ipswich, Stowmarket, Thetford,

Bury St. Edmunds, Sudbury, Halstead, Colchester. The
results are as follows ; 1, J. C. Bland, junr. (2J Douglas),

93%; 2, D. H. Morgan (7 Indian), 87% ,- 3, A. Gardner (2|

Douglas), 85%; 4, W. F. Pemberton (3^ Triumph), 80%.

Middlesbrough and District M.C.C.

There were t\yelve competitors in the 2C0 miles reliability

1 liji for the Gjers Cup on the 25th ult. The route, com-
mencing at Marton Bungalow, was rifi Guisborough, Whitby,
Scarborough, Malton, York, Tadcaster, Harrogate, Ripley,

Ripon, Pateley Bridge, Leyburn, Northallerton, Leven
Bridge, and finished at the Bu-ngalow, Marton. C. W.
Smith (83 marks) secured the Gjers Cup and gold medal,

H. V. Taylor being second, and P. Dixon third.

Airdrie and Coatbridge M.C.C.

A flexibility hill-climb was held on the 25th ult., resulting

as follows :

Single-cylinder class.—1, J. Jefferson (4^ Excelsior), fast

climb 45|s.. slow 2m. 40s., figure of merit 3.4; 2, W. D.
Craig (3i T.T. Triumph), fast 41|s., slow 2m. Sfs., figure

of merit 3.0; 3, J. Darroch (Sj Rudge), fast 40s., slow
Im. 46|s., figure of merit 2.6.

Twin class.—1, B. Boyle (8 Matchless), fast 43|s., slow

2m. 53-^s., figure of merit 3.9; 2, D. Crimson (8 Matchless),

fast 42Js., slow Im. 55|s., "figure of mo'it 2.7.

Surrey M.C.C.

The annual trial from Guildford to Exeter and back took

place on the 17th and 18th ult., there being thirteen

starters, including four sidecars. Several others accom-

panied the run, although not competing. The return

journey was made by way of Lyme Regis and Dorchester.

Owing to a bridge being under repair near Seaton, a ditour

had to be made on to the beach to reach Lyme. The roads

throughout were in a very loose condition owing to the dry
weather, and tyre trouble was frequent. The following

finished within one hour of schedule time : 1, S. Holbrook

Crow (8 Chater-Lea sc.) ; 2, P. ilitchell (3^ Premier);

3. L. A. Lymposs (3^- Triumph). The above scored non-

stops, and were within the time margin at all controls.

4. T. G. Meeten (3^ Rudge) ; 5, C. Acheson Crow ;2i

Singer) ; 6, H. J. Gates (3^ Singer) ; 7, H. P. Burch (3J-

P. and M.) The above scored non-stops, but were early or

late at controls. 8, E. Cox (6 Zenith sc.) ; 9, C. J. Feeny

(3^ Triumph) ; 10, H. Mitchell (3^ Premier).

There will be a speed trial at Clandon Park, near Guild-

ford, on the 16th inst. . .
.

C.^2 ,

Cheltenham M.C.P.

A petrol consumption trial was held on the lltli ult. ovei

a hilly course which resulted as follows :

Class I. (For solo machines).— 1, W. B. Gibb (2|

'

Douglas), 170 in.p.g. ; 2, E. Colwell1;3i- Triumph).
Class II. (For sidecars and cycle cars).—1, Jlrs. E. M.

Baker (6 Zenith sc.)

A Royal Enfield Reliability Trial.

On Wednesday last week, a trial for amateur owners of

Royal Enfield motor cycles was held, a special permit having
been granted by Mr. A. I. Greenwood for the event. The
course was to Aysgarth and back, a distance of 110 miles,

Kidstofle Pass (a steep hill in the 1911 A.C.XJ. Six Days' .

Trial) being included. The winner proved to be Hy. Hodge,^
of Leeds, who was mounted on a 5 h.p. sidecar combination.
He was awarded t'lf t^v .nt-- guinea- silver challenge cup for.

one vear and a gold medtil.

Ready to start from the- City Square, Leeds, in tiie Royal Enfield reliability trial.
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Club News.

—

Wimbledon M.C.C.

The result of the second club trial is as follows : 1, R. C.

Martin (Triunipli) ; 2, H, W. Bull (Triumph) ; 3, C. Staccy
(Douglas).

The Brookdale Club, Catford.

The night trial Jield on tlie 21st ult. resulted in a win
u.r H. A. CooiJer (d^ Bradbury sc.), with S. Gibson (6 Enfield
se.) and F. Kcnnarfl 16 ilnU'liless) second and third.

She£9eld and Hallamshire M.C.C.

On the 21st ult. there was a 500 miles reliability trial to

Carlisle and back for the Bisby Trophy, presented by tlie

president. For some unaccountable reason only six competi-
tors faced the starter. Results: 1, D. Bradbury (3i Rudge),
winner of the trophy and prize, lost 1 mark ; 2, Sawer (3g
Premier), lost 4 marks ; 3, Swan (3i Rover), lost 11 marks.

Leeds M.C.C.

The final run off of the Beulah hill-climb took place on
the 21st ult. Result : 1, C. Foster (3i h.p. Bradbury sc),
51|s. ; 2. C. Benn (54 h.p. Triumph). 41|s. After this event
a minor speed-judging competition was held, with the follow-
ing results :

Sidecars.
Time Actual Differ-

1 allotted. time. ence.

A. Lees (6 Dot) 65s. 69is. 4|s.— Green (3i Kudge) 67s. 72-^s. 5is.
A. T. Jenkins (3^ Triumph) ... 97s.

Solos.
103i. 6s.

R. Cawthorne (5i Cawthorne) ... 75s. 75J3S. •ss.

R. Kirk {3i Triumph) 54s. 52|s. . lis.

C. Benn (3i Triumph) 56s. 53|s. 2is.

Hamilton and District M.C.C.

A speed test was held on the 21st ult. over half a mile on
the Carlisle Road. Results :

500 c.c. Class.—1, J. Darroch (3^ Radge), 31s.; 2, R.
Torrance (3^ Premier), 33ss. ; 3, J. Clelland (3^ Rudge),
55is.

b50 c.c. Class.—1, Dr. Totheringham (3i Bradbury), 30|s. ;

2. J. Darroch (3^ Rudge), 30is. ; 3, R. Walker (5-6 A.J.S.),
57 -'-s

T.T. Glass.—1, J. Darroch (3i Rudge), 28|s. ; 2, R.
Torrance (3^- Premier), Slfs. ; 3, \Vm. Rodger (3^ TriumpTi),
33s.

Ant Catacity Class.—1, J. Sword (8 Matchless), 26s. ;

2, J. Browii (7 Indian), 29s. ; 3, J. Darroch (3^ Rudge),
30is. . , .

The results of a petrol consumption contest wliich was run
off on the llth ult. on formula were as follows : 1, T. Gibson
(7 Indiaji); 2, Wm. Scott (5 Indian); 3, R. W. Brown (7

Indian) ; ,4, J. Low (3-^- Triumph) ; 5, Wm. Rodger (3i
Triumpli) ; 6, Dr. Totheringham (3^ Bradbury).

Armstrong College M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held by tliis newly formed cluli recently
near Rothbury. Result : Handicap! 1, Jackson (Dene-
Precision) ; 2, H. Hunter (Dene-Precision); 3, Stoad (2J
Douglas). Scratch Race : 1, Philip (Matchless) ; 2, Lynch
(N.li.T.)

Belfast and North of Ireland M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held on tlie 14th ull. at Carnmoney.
Result :

Class I.—1, Francis Willochs (3^ Jap) ; 2, R. McKibben
(3i O.K. Precision) ; 2, John Robb (3^- Jap).

Cl.\ss II. (Flexibility.)—1, .James Miller (3^- Campion-
Jap) ; 2. John Robb (3J- Jap) ; 3, Francis Willochs (3^ Jap).
A reliability trial ot 200 miles will be held on July 12th.

Manchester Hundred M.C.

The Manchester Hundred Motor Club were favoured witli

glorious weather for their 100 miles novices' open reliability

trial for motor cycles, sidecars, and cycle cars. The com-
petition was confined to amateurs who had never won a prize

in any open reliability trial, and an entry of forty was
obtained, thirty-six of whom faced the starter at the Ram's
Head Hotel, Disley. The results were as follows : 1, A.
E. Dearnaley (3^- B.S.A. sc); 2, S. P. Dawson (3i Kynoch)

;

3, E. Robson (G.W.K. cycle car). The winner, A. E.
Dearnaley, was enthusiastically chaired by his colleagues
round the hotel grounds.

Newcastle and District M.C.C.
A hill-climb has been held on Lakeside near Rothbury.

Results:
350 c.c. class.—R. Scoon (N.U.T.) beat G. Raper (A.J.S.)

500 c.c. class.—W. Atkinson (Rudge) beat R. B. Smith
(B.S.A.)
775 c.c. class.—R. Scoon (6 Nut) beat C. Armstrong (Ivy-

Precision).

1,000 c.c. class.—H. N. Hull (6 Matchless) beat J. Hodg-
son (6 Matchless).
Passenger class.—R. Bradford (8 Matchless) beat F. Oliver

(8 Chater-Lea).

Oxford M.C.C.
A hill-climb took place at Whit«leaf Hill, iMonks Ris-

borough, on the 19th ult., in connection with the Mid-Bucks
M.C.C. Results :

Class A (under 350 c.c).—1, H. G. Hill (2i Calcott),

Oxon ; 2, C. Dickinson (2^ Singer), Bucks.
Class B. (under 500 c.c.).—1, H. G. Hill (2i- Calcott),

Oxon; 2, G. W. Russell (3^ Rover), Bucks.
Class C. (under 500 c.c, variable gears).—1, H. L. Turner

"(3i Rudge), Bucks; 2, C. B. C. Loxley (3-^ Triumph), Oxon.
Class D. (passenger machines).—1, H. R. Annis (Sj New

Hudson), Oxon; 2, A. James (5 Zenith), Oxon.
The Oxford M.C.C. won four events to nil.

Fastest time of the day.—1, G. W. Russell (3i Rover),

57is. ; 2, H. G. Hill (2i Calcott), 57is.

HERTFORDSHIRE M.C.C. SPEED TRIALS IN LDTON HOG PARK.
H. G. Hill and E, H. Lees examining tlie four-cylinder Henderson, which

machine caused a good deal o( intere.'it

A. J. Dixon (Singer) and W. F. Newsome (Douglasj who shared a number
ol premier awards.
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The Eazlewood Counter-sliaft Gear.

A three-speed hub A, such as the
Armstrong, is mounted in a bracket B
on the frame. The drive is by chain
from the engine to the sprocket C, and

P^

from the hub shell to the rear wheel by
means of the pulley D. Adjustment of

the chain is effected by providing the

hub with an eccentric mounting E,

which can be locked in the correct posi-

tion by a clamping bolt E'.—Hazlewoods,
Ltd., and A. Walsgrove, No. 22,585,

1912.

New Telephone Number.

The telephone number of The. Motor
Cycle publishing offices in London has

bsen changed t-p City 2848 (five lines).

New Address.

Kemps' Yidcanising Depot, of 19, Hard-
man Street, Manchester, the tyre

repairers, have opened a branch at 125,

Devonshire Street, Sheffield.'

"The Autocar Handbook."

The fifth edition of The Autocar Hand-
book includes special chapters on cycle

cars and miniature cars, which are likely

to be of special interest to our readers.

The whole of the text has been recently

revised, and seventy pages of matter

added. The chapter on " Ignition

"

includes large detailed illustrations

explaining the working . and construction

of a magneto in the simplest possible

manner. The price of the book is Is. 9d.,

post free, from Iliffe and Sons, Ltd., 20,

Tudor Street, London, E.G.

A New Series of Maps.

The proprietors of Horlicks malted
milk have just issued a set of most excel-

Itnt motoring maps, scale twelve miles to

the inch, of England and Wales, Scotland
and Ireland. They are beautifully clear

and show distinctly first, second-class, and
other roads, while the distances between
towns are also given. Each map will be

sent to anj' motor cyclists who forwards
3d. in stamps to Horlicks Malte<l Milk
Co., Slough, Bncks, or the whole set of

three may be obtained for the modest
sum of , 8d.

B14

(hrlcW WdJFord

A Driving Belt.

This is an articulated transmitter com-
posed of blocks of leather A B arranged
vertically and overlapping one another.

.IT>.^

Bowden Wire Attachment.

The inventor of this lever is endeavour-
ing to produce a more substantial con-

struction with easy detachment of the

wires. The lever A has a circular plate

B in the periphery of which is cut a
groove C for the reception of the Bowden
inner cable D. This cable is provided
with a stop E which can be passed
through a reduced aperture into a cavity

F. When inserted in this cavity the

pull on the wire turns the stop E into

such a position that it cannot pass out

being connected by screws 0. Inter-
vening plates D of metal serve to
strengthen the belt and prevent stretch.

—W. R. Sleigh, No. 9,088, 1912.

A Steam Motor Bicycle.

On this machine the engine A is

arranged between the chain stays, which
are widened out near the crank bra.cket

to accommodate the . engine. The boiler

or generator is arranged at B, and is

supplied with water from the tank C,
whilst the burner receives fuel under

through the reduced aperture and it is

accordingly held securely. Detachment
can be effected by slacking the wire so

that the stop can turn round and pass

out of the cavity.—A. A. Scott, No.
27,418, 1912.

pressure from the tank D. It is also
suggested that the tank C inside the
frame should be divided into two com-
partments, one for water, and the other
for petrol or other fuel used.—H. Pearson
and P. Cox, of Pearson- and Cox, Ltd.,
No. 20,522, 1912.

Belt Successes.

The successes of Pedley belts continue

week by week. This week's list includes

four firsts in Herts Open Speed Trials,

both firsts at B.A.R.Cr. and eight new
sidecar records from the km. to four

hours at Brooklands.

Walthamstow Carnival.

Mr. G. Best, 91, Forest Eoad,
Walthamstow, organising secretary for

the carnival at Walthamstow, in aid of

the Waltliamstow and Tottenham Hos-
pitals, to be held on Saturday, July 26th.

will be glad to hear from motor cyclist?

who may care to take part in this event.

Maps and Guides.

An excellent map, pi'inted with Messrs.
Bartholomew's customary clearness and
accuracy, is the Contour -Motor *Map of

the British Isles, showing clearly the main
through roads and the altitudes of

different parts of the country. This
map also shows plans of the cities of

London, Manchester, Edinburgh, Glas-
gow, and Dublin, on a sufficiently large

scale to enable the motor cyclist to find

his way in or out.

Reviews.
" The Motor and Gas Power Pocket

Book." International Correspondence
Schools, Limited, Kingsway, London,
W.C, 5s. A useful handbook for
engineers, giving formulje, mathematical
tables, and a host -of most useful in-

formation.

An Italian Order.
After tests extending over some months

the Italian Government have just placed
an order for a large number of motor

,

cycles for its army, Italian makes being
the ones favoured. English carburetters,

;

however, were preferred, the British-

made Amac being specified.

Luton Hoo Speed Trials.

In our report of the speed trials . at

Luton Hoo, it was stated that C. M.
Down's Enfield would not run properly.

We learn that the reason of this was
an unfortunate collision before the event •

wliich caused damage that could not be
rectified in time, and was in no way due
to the machine itself, which, we under-
stand, was the same that ran so steadily

in the T.T. :

Catalogues Received.
Chater-Lea, Ltd., 74-84, Banner Street,

Golden Lane, E.G. (Chater-Lea cycle

cars) ; Continental Tyre and Rubber Co.,

Ltd,, Thurloe Place, London, S.W.,
(" Successes 1912." A booklet portraying :

scenes from tlie various events in whicli -

Continental tyres have proved successful)

;

The Hendee Mfg. Co., Ltd., 178, Great
Portland Street, London, N.W. -(Indian

motor cycle parts for 1909 to 1913.)
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THE ONLY ONE
Sidecar Machine m IRISH 24

Hours' Trial (over 400 miles)

to carry Sidecar and Passenger

throughout the whole journey

—succeeding on the DONEGAL

Hills—^finishing exactly to time

and gaining Maximum Marks

was the

Out of 21 entries 17 were

sidecar machines, or sold as such.

You cannot do better than

invest in the RELIABLE

for your sidecar combination.

The One That Can Do The Work.

A. J. Stevens & Co., Ltd.,

Retreat Street, Wolverhampton.

LONDON : H. Taylor & Co., Ltd.,

21a, Store Street,

Tottenham &>urt Road, W.C,

DUBLIN : Wallen's, 6-7, Nassau Street.

Still

MORE
STERNOL
Successes

STERNOl

Elite Oil for Motor Cycles.

Brooklands.

The British Automobile Racing Club
Midsummer Meeting, 21st June, 1913—

Fifteenth Short Motor Cycle Race.

C. G. Pullin .. Rudge .. FIRST .. Cop.

G. E. Stanley . . SiDger . . THIRD . . Cup.

" Daily Express" Motor Cycle Benzol Race :

G. E. Stanley . . Singer . . FIRST . . Cup.

(Aversge.speed 69 J m.p.h., the fastest time ever done by a 500
CO. in a race of this distance.)

C. G. Pullin . . Rudge . . SECOND

Hertfordshire M.C.C.

Luton Hoo Open Speed Trials — 2 1 st June, 1913.

Class Ic. Racing Single Cylinder to 300 c.c.

A. J. Dixon . . Singer . . FIRST.

Class 3 c. Racing Single Cylinder to 500 c.c.

A. J. Dixon . . Singer . . FIRST
Fastest time of the day Single Cylinders on Sternol.

§ All these riders ased " Sternol

"

Elite Oil, as offered in our Price

List and supplied to tlie Public. It

was not a special preparation. It

was *' Sternol " Elite Oil, just as you
can obtain it from any motor agent.

^ If you want to get the best results

from your engine you must use
" Sternol " Elite Oil.

ORDER A TIN TO-DAY.

p^TERNOlji

One tin is suflScient. Ask

your dealer for it, and

insist on getting it. Refuse

all substitutes. In any casa

of difficulty wTite to us.

STERNOL
(stern Sonneborn Oil Co.. Ltd.).

56, Royal London House, Finsbury Square, London, E.G.

J II aiiaiccrivrj tlivf nrlvrrlifeiiicnts it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cijde." B17
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The KEY to the
Lighting Problem
you'll fiud in " The P. & H."—that's the LAMP you need to

satisfactorily settle the question -of "efficient lighting"—its

powerful penetrating light, and uniformly perfect service,

enables you to travel by night in perfect safely absolutely
trouble-free.

OUR MODEL 127C
Has Extra Large PROJECTOR, 6.Vin. Front

;
powerful sin.

Real Mangin Reflector ; Bray " RONI " Burner—which cannot
crack lens or mirror—-fitted into a perfect arrangement for

adjusting; 55-in. Plate Glass Convex Lens; Special GENER-
ATOR can be easilv cleaned and re-charged ; and adjustable
stamped steel DOUBLE CARRIER, of exceptional strength,
complete with best qxiality Rubber Connection, easily fitted qn •

handle-bar stem or lamp bracket.

Price : Nickel or Ebony Finish .... 36/6-
—This Model offers the highest Lamp value on the market

—

examine it' at your Agents, and note its marked superiority. -

Ask for our "Lamp Booklet."

m

m

Powell
Chester

& Ha nm e r , Ltd.,
Street, Birmingham.

i*-:;^

m

J. B. JACQUEMIN BROS.
COLLAPSIBLE "CHLOROPHYLLE " EYE PROTECTORS.
(aITCHISON'S PATKKT ) EEGD.

THE PERFECT GOGGLE. SCIENTIFICALLY ACCURATE.
Chlorophylle Lenses positively protect the eyes from all bright light, sun

^are, motor head lights, etc. Specially adapted for use at night.

' RECORD' HOLDERS say—PERFECT in all WEATHERS.
PRICE from 4/9 CHLOROPHYLLE LENSES, 3/6 PLAIN (Postage 2d.)

Write—CHAPPELL i CO., 11. H.iTTON 6AEDEN, LONDON.
Sole Manufacturers

—

J. B. JACQUEMIN BROS., LTD., 65, Hatton Garden, London.

Books forMotorcyclists
Tracing Troubles.

Motor Cycle Faults : Their identification and
their remedies simply and fully explained.
Wri tten in simple language by a motor cyclist of
long experience. Price 1/- net. By Post 1/2.

Hints and Tips for Motor
Cyclists.

Full of useful "wrinkles " with regard to the
care and management of motorcycles. Fourth
edition. Price 1 /. net. By Post 1/2.

The Motor Cycle Route Book.
Contains best routes for the whole of the
British Isles, 45 maps and speed limits.

Price 1/6 net. By Post 1/9.

Obtainable (with remittance) from ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
20, Tudor Street. LONDON. E.C., also from all Booksellera.

M for Motor Cycles y
H Sidecars J

Cycle Cars g^ Registration Letters ^=
^ ... and Numbers, . . . ^E
^ . . Monograms, etc. . . ^E
=s Artislically Designed and Neatly Printed. SSSS

' Makers and agents requiring Transfers are requested to send .;" *"

'1 particulars of wording required, upon receipt of which we will
"

^_^^ submit, free of charge, a specially prepared design. SITIIS

When asking for gratis design please s^ate

the colour of the background upon which
the transfers will be affixed.

ani^irrrwrf

p ILIFFE & SONS LTD., m^ TRANSFER SPECIALISTS. COVENTRY. =
^^ London : 20, Tudor St., E.G. s:=

Xiilllllllllillilliliiililillliiliilllliliiltiltl^^

(irsirahle to mciitinn " T/ie Motor C'i/i-!i\"
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BRITISH MADE
THROUGHOUT.

Telegrams—" Aplanatic, London."

Telephones—8834-8835 Gerxard.

The most efficient method of illuminating the
path of a MDtor Cycle, Cycle Car, or Tricar
is by means of RUSHMORE ACETYLENE
LAMPS and GENERATORS. The Sin. Lamp
projects a powerful beam of light a minimum of
300 feet, whilst the 4in. Lamp projects 200 feet.

The former is priced at £1 15 and the latter

at £1 7 6. The gas is generated in a simple
and strongly constructed generator, on much
the same lines as the popular Rushmore Motor
Car Generator.

The new pocket catalogue should be in the
hands of every motor cyclist, and a copy will be
sent immediately on receipt of a postcard.
Please mention "The Motor Cycle."

Iv'-''--^'"'

RUSHMORE LAMPS LTD.,
,-, 53„^ 46, Brewer St., Piccadilly Circus, LONDON, W.

/vi>=$:m&A

g

I

MODEL
No. 7.

t^^O.,^.r::^.^M:^iMii

MONTGOMERY SIDECAR
Patent Nos., 26893/

1

0, 26894/

1

0, 26895/ 1 0. Prov. Patent, 24482.

Regd. Nos., 610486, 610485.

X

W. MONTGOMERY & Co., ^:r«Ve"l COVENTRY.
CAPE TOWN. S.A. : Messrs. T. Cook and Sons. 18, Strand Street.
ITALY : Sisnor Piana-Lazzari. Via della Do^ana C, Florence.
FRANCE : Societe Francais des Cycles. Clement and Gladiator. Grand Rue 76.

Pre St. Gervais (Seine).

CANADA : W. Porter. 5, Brunswick Avenue, Toronto, Ont.
For the AUSTRALASIAN TRADE all enquiries to Bennett and Wood, 284 and 6,

Pitt Street, Sydney, N.S.W.

This is an entirely new model, produced in response
to numerous enquiries for a sidecar of light construc-
tion for use with the standard 3^ h.p. motor cycle, but
strong enough for hardest work, and which can be
driven with confidence at the highest speed. Our
registered design frame has enabled us to do this, and
we strongly recommend it.

SPECIFICATION.—Code Word, "STATING."
CHASSIS.—New model registered design (girder frame,

giving a wide mar^n of strength for use with
machines capable ot high speeds. Made of finest
quaUty weldless steel tubing. Extended at back
for luggage.

SPRINGS.—Double leaf "C" springs, finely tempered
and enamelled black. Front of body supported
on our well-known patent transverse foot spring,

BODY.—New pattern best quality, wicker, with deep
seat and ample leg room, providing most com-
fortable riding. Upholstered, in best style and
material, red, green, or tan to order. Complete
with cushion and coverall apron in motor twill.

WHEEL.—26x2.}in., black enamelled rim, specially
strong dustproof hub, axle turned from the bar.
Michelin beaded-edge motor cycle tyre, or to order.

MUDGUARD.—Large size, brciRht well down over the
wheel, and firmly secured to the frame.

ATTACHMENTS.—New patent quick-detachable attach.
ments, provided with double security locks and our
latest type of back fitting, which enables the axle to
be adjusted in perfect alignment with the ground.

LAMP BRACKET.—Fitted on frame in front of mud-
guard.

FINISH.—Best black enamel, or colour to order. Usual
parts heavily plated

WEIGHT.—About 78 lbs. WIDTH.—3710. overall, but
will pass through 34in. doorway.

Price £12 O O as Specification.

„ £15 5 O with Coach-buiit Body.

„ £ 15 5 O with Art Cane Body.
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only complete when

the Lightning Grease Solvent is included.

This liquid toilet soap will remove almost instantly that

black grease and dirt which ordinary soap won't touch.

PRICE PER TIN

5d. and 9id.

AT ALL
THEIR
550

BRANCHES

BEACON OILSKINS
Keep ^on dry—they'll do it or
you get your money bacK.

"Ixion," in "The Motor Cycle" of 17fh
April, 1913, says of his *' Beacon

"

Oilskins :

"
I found I could ride my 200 miles

trial in a steady downpour, ... sit on
wet banks when wearied, and get in at

night bone dry."

SO CAN YOU.—

BftRBOURS

Get a Suit today. Jackets
of fine, light-weight oilskin,
double all through, wind-
cuffs, double-breasted, two
roomy pockets. Black or
Yellow 13/6

Leggings shaped and
semi-buttoned 7/6
Suit complete 21 /-

In Tan or Grey

—

Jackets .. -- 17/6
Leggings .. .. S/6
Suit complete 25/-

\

'^ Trouser Overalls
Clasp Fasteners,
Black or Yellow 15/6
Tan or Grey • . 17/6
Without seat. Black
or Yellow . .

14-/-

Tan or Grey . - 15/6

Write 'or call for
Patterns and the
Beacon Booklet.

J. BARBOUR & SONS, LTD., "g' South Shields

ROTAX MOTOfi CYCLE SPECIALITIES.

Length, 16in.

Diameter ol Bell, SJin.

ROTAX CLARIONETTE HORN.
Compact design. The tube passes through the bell o£ the

horn instead of by the side oj it. Nickel plated. Fitted with
dust cap', and best quality rubber bulb.

From your agent, 18/9

ROTAX MOTOR
cycle: MIRROR.
Niolsel iilated. Fitted
best quality convex
glass, ftod and glass
adjustabi'^,nan die-bar
chp, fitted rubber pro-

tector.

From yourAgent, S/3
No. 4687

ROTAX BELT DRILL.
To take bolts up to one inch. Drills a neat
clean hole. Best finish. From your Agent, 1 /3

Complete list post free.

No. 3S08

ROTAX MOTOR ACCESSORIES CO.,

43/45, Great Eastern Street, LONDON, E.G.

CIRCUIT DE
FONTAINEBLEAU
280 miles at 50 m.p.hr.

The fastest single-cylinder

machine, a TRIUMPH,
was ridden by REX
MUNDY, who used

HUILE DE LUXE
Huile de Luxe thus

repeats its brilliant success

in high speed events

in France, also it was

used by the winner of

the Paris - Nice Trial.

Write for H.L. Dterature and 1913 Lists to

—

PRICES' COMPANY LIMITED
/PRICE'S PATENT CANDLE COMPANY LJ]VaTED\
\ Lubricating Oil Departmtint /

BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

in answering these advertisements H ts desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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MACHINES.
Our Sliowrooms contain

the widest range of all

types of motor cycles.

Any machine adver-

tised in this paper can

best be purchased

through us.

for:

ACCESSORIES.
We have the Largest

Stocks, and can give

Prompt Delivery of

everything for use on

a motor cycle. All the

best novelties and fit-

ments are available for

our customers.

CLOTHING.
We are Specialists in

Motor Cyclists' Cloth-

ing, and can fit you out

from top to toe with

Smart, Serviceable

goods. Exclusive

designs by practical

riders.

^

WE OFFtR YOU every facility for obtaining everything you want in

connection with motor cycling : the BEST goods, the LATEST novelties,

the GREATEST value, and at the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. We
have produced, at very great expense, the MOST
COMPREHENSIVE LIST of everything apper-

taining to motor cycles and their use : it contains in

260 pages full details, with hundreds of illustrations

of MACHINES, ACCESSORIES, and CLOTHING.
We shall be pleased to send a copy quite free and

post paid to any bona-fide motor cyclist. All we ask

in return is that you give us a trial order, which will

have our PROMPT and CAREFUL ATTENTION. J
NOTE THE ADDRESS NOW :

THE SERVICE CO., LTD.
29 2-293, HIGH

Wires—"Admittcd'y, LonJoii.'
'Phone—260 Cintral.

HO LBOR N,

LONDON, W.C.

THE RELIABLE QUADRANT.

8-9 h.p. Twin, Chain Drive, Two Speeds and Free Engine, Sidecar Combination. Chassis with four point
attachment, lugs integral with frame.

PRICE £84, or deferred payments. Delivery 14 days.

QUADRANT, I.AWLEY STREET, BIRMINGHAM.
In answering these advcrtisementa it is desirable to mention " TIte Motor Cijch. A^3
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FOR EASY STARTINC
FIT THE

E.[, g. DECOMPRESSOR

ENGINE RUNS
AT

WALKIN3 PACE
IF

REQUIRED.

EFFICIENT
AND

RELIABLE.

ADJUSTABLE
VALVES.

I BOON
;ycles and

cycle car
USERS.

PRgQE S/@
WILL NOT INTERFERE WITH MIXTURE.

Dept.c, Electric Ignition Co. (1913), Ltd.,

SAMPSON ROAD NORTH, BIRMINGHAM.

mAL WBV

We manufacture 6 models of Motor Cycles from 3J h.p.

Single-cylinder to 8 h.p. Twin-cylinder, all fitted with

the well-known J.A.P. Engines ; also Sturmey-Archer

3-speed, Roc 2-speed, or Villier's Free Engine Hubs.

Every well-known fitment is used throughout, and the

workmanship and finish cannot be excelled. Our works
are up-to-date in every detail, and are well worth your

inspection. If you cannot call, write for particulars.

Everything of the Highest Possible Grade.

fil-inufactnred by

THE ROYAL RUBY CYCLE CO.,
RUBY WORKS,

Cannel Street, ANCOATS, MANCHESTER.

MONOPOLE MOTOR
CYCLES.

HSGH GRADE IN EVERY DETAIL.
3i h.p. three-speed model.
2| h.p. free engine model. II

Write NOW for list and
fall particulars.

The Monopole Cycle Co., Ltd., COVENTRY.
ESTABLISHED 1S91.

London: E. S. THOMAS & CO., 154B, Great Titcbfield Streert, W.

4« All the Winners."

r 'E7''r^tfV'Sv^/<^^ "I'be Same asEngines You can Buy.'

IPBKJSIQNt

Please write for particulars to

—

F. E. BAKER,
LTD.,

Precision Works, Moorsom Street,

Birmingham.
Wholesale Distributing Agents for Australia : Messrs. A.
G. Healing & Co., 354-356, Post Office Place, Melbourne.
Agent for South Africa. Rhodesia, and Portuguese East
Africa : Victor S. Wellsford. P.O. Box 883. Durban.
Agents for New Zealand : Messrs. J. B. Clarkson & Co,
120, Victoria Street, Wellington.

Aj4 In miswermg these advertisements it is desirable to ment^^n *' The Motor Cyd
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Comfortable in Travel.

Artistic in Construction.

Coronet Sidecars are a harmonious com-
bination of all that expert workmanship
and latest improvements can make them.

They are .'afe and sure on greasy roads.

Apply tor list, which is sent Free.

MODEL 1

at)le ;

-High-class canoe front body, qiiicic detacli-

£ti 6S.

MODEL 9.—Underslung frame, body fitted with iide door,

sides and floor lined to exclude draughts. " Coronet "

detachable joints. £7 7s.

MODEL B.—Underslung frame, high-class reed cane body
sides and floor lined to exclude draughts. " Coronet

''

detachable j )iuts. £8 17s. Bd.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
-|012 3'Ah p. ItovLT. stundaril. new; list nieo £19,
Xt7 „uis'f38.

1012 3".li.p. KovcT. 3-sliecd, new; list price £61/12.
i-O ours £48.

1iai2 3',''h.p. B.S.jV.. etandnrd. new; list prico £50.
Xi/ ours £39.

T013 7-9h.p. Indian and
i-O £88/18. ours £77.

GJoria Sidecar: list price

19
T

iUiove ore t'luirnutt^cd brand new

T.T., Trench grey; first

,
T.T., diip feed; first

13 2',i;li.p. Cok-ott LiglitweieTit ; list £35, oura £29.

ICfclS 2^:111. p. Ivy-Pieeieion,
J- 1/ L-hcqvio £33.

-| 013 3V.li. p. Ivy-Preci:-ion,

J-«J tlK'(jue £39.

Bargain Talk that

Makes You Talk.
We receive letters daily, the writers e.xpressing aonbt

as to whether our ofler to supply a brand neu 1913
£d2 10s. riiacliinc for £35 lOs. 1 possible. We gi' jantea
to supply machine a^ specitied below, until tocL is

cleared, which is getting very ow.

HE Above ilacliines arc absolute bargains, beine

all quite upw nt second-lumd puces. — Hartley

ClBgB, Ltd.. 6. St. James St., Burnley., [0321

.'VLI'-PEIOE.—1912 Clyno, lesu sidecar; £35; .<..-h,

approval.-Golby, Batley. [8305

ALF-PEIC15.— 1912 rremier twin, S-speed; £35;

cuKli. approval.— GoUiy, Batley. .8306

ALF-PEIOE.-1912 Eex twin. 2-srced macliine

£35: \-Mh approval.—Golby, Batley.

H
HALF-l'EICE -Matchless twin,- 2-speed:

approvul.-Golby, Batley.

3 111. p. Indian, late 1911. sidecar, spares

2 condition.— Lea..'e, Bnildon.

1 O06 Trinjuph

£35;

Bo-eh mag., good runnini

M.arsh Lane, l'ret*t..n.

[8307

ash,
[8308

£40 : good
tX797

order; £16.
[S479

NEW 1913 3i h.o. A.S.L.—PRECISION
.St;indird innclune, as turned out by makers, btted

with ^'i h.p. Precision engine, M.O.V., Best and
Lloyd lubricator, l-lutclunson rubber-studded tyr»s,

Bosch weather-proot magneto, handle-bar control,

spring forks, stand, carrier, toolbag, and aumbcr-
plates. Listed £52 los. Our Price, E3i 10s.

E.xchanges or easy payments, subject to being

unsold.

T7NFIELD. 1910.
Jli neare.it £15.-9.

cco<I condition, just

Blenheim tig., Leeds.

OFFERS WANTED FOR THE FOLLOWIiMG:-
8 h.p. BAT J. A. P., 1013 model, onlv run 500 miles,

Cham drive, 2 speeds, with £11 coach-bmlt
sidecar; cost £36 £75

3V h.p. HUMBER, H)i3, 3-speeJ model, done about
200 miles, coin[)lete with sidecar £^3

3J h.p. BRADBJRY, igiz, chain drive, aspeed
model, run 200 miles £47 10

4 n.p. N.S.U,, if)ioA, big single-cylinder model
overhauled: 2-speed gear, complete with sidecar £30

[S7S4
2j h.pi WOLF Lightweight, roll, macneto £15

£8.-Wilkin- 2* h.p. GRAKDEX-PRcCIS ON, I1J12 £19 10

[X591 3i' h.p. A.S.L., 1 rand new, 1013 model £35 10

-Carnf itth 35 ''P- PREMIER, 1913 model, 3 speeds, only run

[8150 " 500 miles £46 10

,.,, 6 h.p. BAT, 1913, chain drive, like new £a8 10
Premier. 1911 model, snigle gear, good mil- ,1

|, fj j y (^^g |,„„|„g 5p|e„(|j(] ^rder £23 10
£27.-CarnIorth Cycle and Motor Go

,j i,.p QUADRANT, "i.joS, magneto £15 10
Cari.forth. ^"'"^

jj h.p. REX, loof, spring forks, magneto £16 10

1913 model, "early new: £37/10; ex. 31 ii.p ci. .^. A., 1012, j-speed model £3/ 1^
" ^xchnnges entertained.- Carn- 2" h p. MOTOSACOOHE tote, magneto J15

-
' "'"" £27 10

£13 10

HrMBEE. 3V2h.p.. ,_

sou. Kiddal Hall, Barwiik-iu-Elmet
good running order;— jet.

£12/10.-3ih.p. Kelecnm. mag. ignition

:

2 Cycle and Motor Co.. Carnforth.

31h.p.
2 ilimber:

Qih.p. Torpedo. 1913 ni

hJ^ aniination invited; ..

fc rth Cycle and Mi.tor Co., Carnforth.

rpEIUMPH. 2.spped (1912). tyres good.

3'/.>h,p..

£15/10.-

dar
l.^'^* 3S h.p. TRIUMPH, iciio', Ireecugiiie ..

EIUMPH 2-spfed (1912). tvres good, new belt; £35. ,4.1 h.p. Twin 1Y1IN£RVA, iiiagnelo. . .

.

— Leatherbarrow, Crosnens," Southport. [S689 MORGAN Runabout, 1012, screen, hood, site tool

,, , , * J „„..,i I
boxes, new lin. tyre 69 GnS.

^r^iiaSr'p^^tom '"'[^SS
5j !;;p; '^i^^rc '!'^:^:^^^.T!^:.v.v. %i W

nOTT 1913 brand new, not unpacked; casn oflers; 3.V h.p. QUADRANT, magneto, spring forks £11 10

must sell.-20. Kiln St., Beeston Hill. Leeds. [X783 jj h.p. REX £4 15

1Q11 Enfleld. £18; 1912 S.speed Indian, 33gnB. ; 1,09 l-^^H C^CLK., ...VKEN I N R.v:CHANuE.

1^'\^Za M., £26.-95, Tire Moor. Sheffield. [1833
PRECISION ENGINES

-pkOUGLAS. 1913, latest model, never been ridden:] PRECI&IUFJ fc.W8alWfc5».

U taeritiie f 48.-Wilding. NookUmas, Preston.
LX47D 1

COTT 1912 ridden 1800 miles, full aceessone^. ex-

ceU nt condilitn; £53.-HinJ--. Tboinchfli-.

IQOS Eex,
X *y order

;

s

s*^

We are Special Agents lor these High-class Engines,

and keep a large stock. We are prepared to take your
1 lorwen. present engine in exchange, and give prompt delivery,

fX.738 w'e are also in the position to supply THE TR.-\DE.

late 1911. SVch.p. free enKin6;^£30. or.

MATCHLESS,
liable; £30;

T-RIT'MPH -. -.---.„T , i,, •„,
,

near oiler: any trial.-ll. Windsor Ed., Chorley,

S'i.h.p., 1911 model, no (anlt>. re-

seen any time.—Chadborn, Ilkley.

tJINGFK 3r!.h.p., 1911. free engine, adjustable pulley.

i3 in excellent condition.— Pearson, Marton.lP_Mrior.

Eipon.

and M., S'/jh.p.. 1913, just arrived

fX9142
list prii'p

P' Bd'tiST'Cycle'ci., 'LtT, i 'and 3, Berry St., Liver-

pool.

thcrouglily rverhaulnd

[X635

makerTRITTMPH, 3y,.h.p. -,-.• „ -, „
£30. close oiJer; any trial.—Ualby, Eavenscar. Scar

borough. tX688

BINKS' CARBURETTERS.
Let us take your carburetter m exchange for a Binks.

and increase your power, run more miles to the gallon, and
enable your engine to run slower in traffic.

MISCELLANEOUS.
rgrs Armstrong Mark VI. j-spced Gears, de-

livery from stock. Trade supplied.

S'ew Bosch D.A.V. Twin Magnetos, any angl--

or rotation £2 19 6

igi2 Ariiislrnng 3-spee(l Gear, new £4 15

3i h.p. Torriceli Engine, M.O.V £3

Sli.p. Uarracq. water-cooled £8 10

T,. Triumph. ^^^i,^^i^^^-:^^t^r^^!^^^X^::::::: "i^l

[S735 3 h.p. Twin Berkeley biigine £3 b II

„ . „ ,_ _ , „ Sidecar, cane body, side doors ; cost £8 8s £3 15
-1012 3>/..h.p. Torpedo Engine, Bosch mag. H^ ™1 B^

Bosch D.A.V. Twin Magneto £.! C
1J> ..arhurctter, silencer: £14.-Wllde, 26, Cl.icenell

^-^^ ,, ^.p, |.A.P. Engine, with magneto £14 10
St.. Nelson. L-^ New Amac Carburetter, v( h.p. r Imhtweight .

.

If/o

13 SVeh.p. A.S.L., splendid condition; any trial _ . .. .
.. .

1 Q12'/2
X tJ .speedometer,

South port.

19' by iippui
New Coaclibuilt Sidecar Rndy, side door.

ntment; £27/10 cash.—Grceeon, Se>'''i_J'»r jGx^I New Rubber-stiiddfid Cover, best make

;

^ iiciinllv^ C-J _....- ....a

£4

MODEL 7. —Underslung frame,, coach-built body, tool-

box under front, also under scat. A real high-class

sidecar £10 15s.

SENT LARKIAGE PAID. TRADE SUPI'LIED.

BOOTH'S IVIOTORIES,
Keighley Mills,

,

Bedford Street North,

HALIFAX.
Telephone 1062.

St.. Chnrley

TEHTMPH 1910. F.E., little used, perfect order,

kiiun, horn, and all accessories; £30.— Dr. Gill.

Paik Ed.. Halifax. fX649

THIUMPH. 1910. variable gear, new Continentiil bin It,

nicker «idccar, genuine: £33.—Wright. 3, Q"V™^
Buildings, Chorley. lX6o3

DOL'GLAS. 1911, etandard. good condition; £26.—
Whitehead. BrooUd.ale. Burnage Lane, Lciiiis-

hulme. .M.>u. better. [8399

OVKK, 3'.vn p. 19121'-. 3-^|.ecd. low frame, pparo

tube, belts, condition esccUenti £40. -Kew-

6 weetflago, equa. to
J

R' i'( ver. ._ -

Madgecroft Mufleld.

1013 3-Bpced Triumph, new _

X.'J new: bought U-f.ghis: bnrguin, £53: any trial

usually £2 23/6
Braiiil .New Sinims 1913 i win i\Iagneto £3 li d

Good Wicker Sidecar Body 11/3

Nearlv new rigid Sidecar £3 17 J

Milllord /, 12 Spring Wheel Sidecar £3 15

.\'e'\ Sidecar Body, side door £' 1- 9

Splendid rigid Siilccar £2 7 J

Booth's Motorics,
Kcighley Mills,

Bedlorj Street <)ri:i,

HALIFAX.
here—Evan-s. 50. Market St., Wican.

three

rX805 Telephone lofi2

DOITGI,.\S Motor Cyclefl -- „
£22. £24.—T. Parish. Doilghw, Bradbury, Premie

"wond-hand: £20.
. "-r

and Sunbeam agent, 81, Finhergate, Picstou. tX798

All letters leLnting to advertisements should quote the number nt the end of each .ndvertiscmcnt, and the date _^I. the i^sSjUf^, fjtf-

^
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We Specialise

in 1i13

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE. YOU ARE ASKED

n-
REX SIDETTES.

6 h.p., 2 speeds, handle start, cantilever seat,

cane de luxe tj^pe Sidecar. The best value iu

tlie market in sidecar combinations.

£75 : :

Ready for riding away.

ALL
ON.

D-

G.W.H. CYCLE CARS.
8 h.p., 2-cylinder, water-cooled, 4 speeds and
reverse, live axle, do 40 miles per gallon. The
true cycle car. Honestly recommended. With
lamps, tools, hood, screen, pump, horn, etc.

Ready to drive away.

Complete £150 all on.
One 1Q13 model, only u^ed 100 miles for

demonstrations, £t40.

SCOTTS.

5 : Complete.

RUE>GES.

£69 : :

B.vr. 1913, Slj.p.. 2
sideciir. not done

machine; listed £105

tJAT, 1912, Si.p., 2-speed,

-n

CLTNO, 1913, -with 3in. PuhUfir tyres, demonstration
machine, not done 1,500 mites; hist over £100,

nett cash £80 —Below.

pefil, with Gloria Projectile
1.000 uiilefs, demonsl ration

nett cash £85.—Below.
|

with Gloria £22 eidecar,
demonstration macliine; listed £97, nett casli £70.

and AJ.S..
Mancliester.

[8415
POTTER, Leicester Grove, Elaekmaii Lane,
Leedii (Tel. : 4046). invites your enquiry or in.-

epeution and can deliver to-day:

CLTNOS. 3 speeds, plate chiteh, intercliangeable and
instantly detachable wheels, titted witli new Clyno

ensrine, faster, etrouger, than, the old one, notliing" better.

CLYNO iSuperb Sidecars, in several mcdels, from .£15;
fits the machine 4-point unhrpjjkable attachments.

TO CONSIDER THE UNDERMENTIONED L!ST OF

RELIABLE, OVERHAULED SECOND-HAND
MACHINES, EQUAL TO NEW.

1
QOLE Manchester Agents, Bat. Ciyno,
j»3 L. P. Harvey and. Co... 227. Dean^?ate,

'C.

tw

D

NOTE THE LOW PRICES..

1513 HAZLEWOOD, 3ih.p., twin, 3 speeds, not
ridden above 300 mites, and like new

1913 RUDGE, 3ih.p., T.T., multi, Whittle belt,

tyres like new, dropped bais. e.^ceUent order ,. £50'

1913 ZENiTH, 3I h.p., complete with underslung
cane sidecar, Gradua gear £52

1913 REX 6 h.p. De Luxe, ideal com-
bination with special Portland sidecar.

Very fast, Gold Medal winner. Perfect, i

£65. •

IPOTTER has also Morgan Eunaboiite, sporting and
standard models, from 85 gns.

:
delivery a* .S^'l- r9i2 ZENITH, 6 h.p., combination, with canoelet

-r. . r.TiTT-r..(r ^, / , 1 j. -, n i .% J!

'--^'°':
. sldccar. CQual to new, lamp, horn, etc *£60

B-iDBITET. 3>/2h.p., late 1912. Jree engine and i^.-.u^lp^o s k „ ., snpwls ViVad lamr, and
hitcOi, lamp, hwn, tools, and spares, very little

igi^^lWATCHLESsS, 6 h.p., 2 speeds, head lamp, and

used : f32.-BroadbenT and Ellis, Didsbury. [X799
B^
NDIAN 5h.p. Twin, free entwine, clutch, accessories

and spares, in perfect order; £28.—Broadbent and
!is. Didsbury. [XSOO

OIJGSON is sole Bradford and district agent for

Sunbeams, Excelsioit^, and rreinieri : all inndels

iu stock.— 10. Horton Rd-. Bradford. Tel.: 5361. f.4958

1 tfcll Triumph. Zenith Gradua gear, Oowey speed-

H
ometer, Lucas

condition ; best , offer.

lamp, horn, accessories, i^plpndid

-Taylor, Oakwood, Batley. [8371

HUMBER Lightweight,
tyres, not run 50 miles this last IS months, epare^

bargain, £18.

LINCOLN-ELK
h.p.. 2-speed,

IQlOVo
. . .•$ this r

-Ernest Holdsworth,

good order,
8 m(

Chevet,

good

hnrn, cane sidecar, excellent combination £58 I

1912 REX, 6 h.p., x:ombination, Portland jfii iis.
J

- sidecar, spring forks, 2 speeds, head lamp, Cowey, i

and horn ; special value £56
|

r9i2 CLYNO, 6 h.p., complete combination, coach- 11

built sidecar, excellent order £60
1912 RUDGE. 3i h.p., multi, good tyres, enamelling

and plating as new £47
1912 PIERCE, 5-G h.p., 4-cylinder, mechanical lubri-

cation, shaft drive, M.O.V., only done 500 miles

igi2 ROVER, 3^ h.p., free-engine model, good tyres,

excellent order and condition

1912 BRADBURY, 3* h.p., chain drive, 2 speeds, free

engine, kick start, suit sidecar

1912 BRADBURY, 3A h.p., 2-speed, belt drive,

Cowev, complete with sidecar
I TRIUmPH, 3ih.p.. dutch model, lamp and
horn, coachbuilt sidecar *£55

£55

£39

£4fl.

£5S

3-} h.p., 2-cylinder, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, kick
start, chain drive. Remember T.T. results.

The machine with the perfect gear. The 3J h.p.

Multi T.T- model is " IT " for results. Specially
recommended.

ALL
ON.

Wakefield.
[X226

Motor C^ele« offer real value.— 4^,^

pa-^sengef model-^, £46; easy pay- in^
ments, immediate delivery.—Sole agents, Cooke'-s, Long-
sight. [8073

TRIXTMPH, free engine. 1911; Rover, free engine, -iq-jo RIIT ft tl n Qririntr frnmi^ JAP
1912- Triumph, standard, 1910; Triumph, free 1»1 Bft I , O in.p., Spring TramC, J.M.r.

1909; all in excellent running order.-StnjJidale^,
ei^gjne^ eXCCSfent Offier, £^0.

5 h.p., 2 speeds, Truffanlt forks, perial
j

tTitciiPns T+H start,'good tyres, French grey, finish, suit sidecar £21
iiitcnens, x-m^

^^^^ PREMIER, 3^ h.p., spring forks; magneto, free- '

engine clutch ^ . . . *£2!

1910 PREMIER, 3J h.p., twin B. and B. carburetter,

spring forks, magneto *£2S

1910 ENFIELD, 2I h.p., twin, lightweight, fimshed

khaki, magneto £2(

TRIUMPH, 3* h.p., T.T. roadster, IVI.O.V.,

Lytham. [X8797

WE are in a position to supply, on good trade terms, ya
Scr.tt motor cycles to Stjott agent-^- nnd in+n dir.- "J^^ ."•*'

tiic-ts wnere not already represented.—
T.tt motor
wiiere not

Morecanibe.

cash.

1910
spring forks excellent order

,
£2r

1 Q13 Zenitlie; immediate delivery any model
J-i/ exchange, or del'ened tcrui:^ ; state amount
wanted for youv old machine in first letter.—Hitchen's.

Ltd., Morecambe., [7570

1Q13 2-'j:jh.p. Precision. Bosch. B. and B.. Diuids.
Xt/ 214 Hutf.hinsou. Brooks, tot Is, lamp, etc. ; A^st
£40. sacrifice £35; unridden. must eell.-.Jowitt 106 190S MotOSACOCHE. 2i h.p., Druid forks, nu ^ ,Lawrence St., York. fX627

^^^^^^- ^^^ ^^^^-^^^ excellent order £14
10|13 3y2h.p. Bradbury. 2-speed, chain drive, brand igo? MOTOSACOCHE, 2 h.p., Watawata belt, ma'g-
X«7 new. only been ridden 5 miles; private reasons netn ienition, spring forks fill
for eelling; cost £62 ^eLept £50 tor quick sale^l6, ^ ^^^ ^^ - -j^^,, j^^^ ^^^^. m.o.V.,

"

Cloth Hall St.. Huddersfield. [X234
vertical e'ngme. good order ! £12

"1 013 New Enfield Combination for immediate delivery, . - .

Xt? be^t offer-:; 1913 3Vdi.p. 2-.speed chain driven

Bradbury for immediate delivery.—Bambers, 19, Liver-

ZENITHS.
si h.p. model with the Gradua
naodel with the Gradua gear.

gear; 6 h.p.

Prices £55 : 13 : and
1

£70 : 7 : all on.
Kick start, £7 7 ex tra.

.-pool Ud"., tirkdale, Southport. [8242

Send tis your cheque and we deliver right away.
Deferred Payments, 2% e.xtra. E.xchanges

arranged.
Also DOUGLAS, ENFIELD, CLYNO, TRIUMPH,

B.S.A.'s, NEW HUDS0N3, MATCHLESS,
N.S.U.'s, etc., etc.

P.S.—Wherever possible we supply on deferred

terms at 2% extra, but in some isolated

cases the makers fix a gradual payment
price, in which case we have to charge this

amount.

Maude's Motor Mart
136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
Phone— 55^ Mayfair.

'Grai/ii

*S8

Abdicate, Wesdo, London,

All letters lel.'.ling to adveitisemtnts should quote the number

Oilh.p. F.N. Motor Cvcle. running order, new belt, good
/W4, tyri's. tubes, eti'. ; must sell: £6/10, otters; also

pair of Treniier spring forks, 15/-, worth double.—G.

I'arlier, 35, Clarendon Ed., Blackpool. [8255

P.
and M., Scott, 1913 models in stock, immediate de-

livery; 1913 Scott, not run 600 miles, absolutely

a< new £62; 1913 Douglas N, in iiew condition, £37;
1912 Eudge Multi, new, £48.—Everingham, Pocklington.

Goon Lightweight Motosacoehe, Bosch mag., Druid
spring forks, "Whittle belt, good Liunlop tyrrs, per-

i>. t order, good condition; £12: good gent's cycle p;irt

cxuhange.—18, Magdala St., Smithdown Ed., Liveip ol^

IQll 2"4h.p. D.iuglas, 2-speea and clutch, Hutchinson
Xe? tyres, practically new, Duulop belt, practically

new 'Iv A.B. (spring scat-pillar, kit of tools, etc., inaehine

in perfect condition: £32.-4, Wclbeck Ed., Birkdale,

Southport. [8241

bought ,
9th June,-:.' with

best Lucas lauip and horn.—Herschell, IJaneshey, Meols,

Cheshire. On yiew Harrisons, 73, Bold St., liytrprol.
[X-636

13 Rudge Multi-speed, free engine, Lucas lamp,
horn tools, perfect condition, a bargain, £45

;

1912 Royal Enfield, 2-speed. free engine, as new, £36.

-Fibhic Bros., Motor Agents. Fylde Ed., Preston.
[X770

13 Victoria. SV-h.p. Precision engine, Bosch mag.,
Druid forks, 'Dnnlop tvres and belt. B. and B.

carburetter. Sturmey-Areljcr 3-speed ; £47. complete,-

grand sidecar machine —Fitchie Bros-. District Agents,

Fylde Rd., Preston. [X769

C^
REAT Bargains, must be eold.—1911 Douglas, like

X new, £24- 1912 free engine B.S.A.. £38: 5-6h.p.

twin Rex. 1909, free engine, new condition, £20;
5-6h.p. twin Rex and sidecar. 1911. 2-specd, free en-

fine, £32: 1912 Premier and sidecar, 3^','ih.p., twin-cyl.,

-speed gear. £45: written warranty given with each
machine; offers wanted.— J. . Onttenberg, The Moor,
Shefneld. [0288

igo6 REX, 6 h.p., twin, spring forks, cantilever seat,

good tyres take sidecar -. £16

Deferred payments 5% extra.

LEA-FEANCIS, 1913, 3i..',h.p,,

£71/7/6, only done 20 njUes. perfect condition^

_

19'

19'

S -11(1 for descriptive Catalntius.

FiiHer siiecificatious ot any or all mat-hiiies upon rtQuest to

—

Maude's Motor Mart
136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W,
'Grams-
•phone-

" Abdicate. V\'esdo, London."
=552; Mayfair.

at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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IIOC GEARS
For Solo use,

,, Sidecar use,

„ Hills,

,, Traffic,

ROC gears easily main-
tain their supremacy
over all motor cycle

gears. For powerful
engines of 6, 8, 10 h.p.,

and more

aOC GEARS
are now provided with
a big diameter clutch

that grips and does not
slip.

ROC gears are " fool-

proof," and have the
greatest efficiency.

The latest 1913 improved
pattern have a double
action adjustment, giving

twice the movement.

ROC gears suit all

makes.

ROC GEARS
are built on the live

axle patent with hand.
starting.

ROC gears are silent

running, perfectlysmooth
in action, and absolutely

dependable.

The price, including fit-

ting, is only

TEN GUINEAS.
There is no waiting.

Write and tell us the

make and h.p. of your
machine. The adoption
of this gear will free you
from all gear worries.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
DIUMINGHAII and Leicester.

C'fOI.MORE Depots. 31. Cohnore Row. Iliriiiinslinm ;

> 19, .Tolm BrigUt St.. Birminuliom: and 62, Hicli
St.. Leicester.

NE\\' anJ 2ii(l-linna at the leading depots for the
Midlands: a;,-cnts lor Mcii^rlas. Scott. Alatclikvi..

Enfield. Triniupli. Premier. Hat. Zenilli, Clyiio, Ciiater.
etc. etc.. also A,C\ and Mur^'ai) Runabouts.—Cohiicic
Depots. Biruiin;,'liaui and Leicester. [X6047

/^0LiI0EE.-1911 S'.ili.p. Humbcr. free engine: £29,

r^OLMORE.-191-l 2"ih,p. New Hudson, 3-specd: £25.

ROC GEAR Co.
HAY MILLS: : BIRMINGHAM.

.OOLMORE.-1912 Douglas, model K: £37.

ctOLMOEE.-1912 '/ilt-P. Campion-Jap; £34.

3.3peed,COLMORE.—1912 3'/.h.p. Precision,
sidecar: £39.

r^OLMOEE.—1912 Scott, splendid condition: £56.

C^

c^

OLMORE.-1913 New Hudson, Vila., and Canoelet
tt't sidecar; t^ost £73/10, price £60.

^OLMOK^ Motor Cyrle Derot 31. Colmore Row.
and 49. Johu Bri;4lJt St.. Birmiugbum. [X720

jQll Free" Engine Triumph; £29. grand value.

12 Eex Sidette. 6li p,. 2-^peed, free engine; £43,
complete.

11 Douglas: very great bargain, £24.

19

119

il9
12 Humber. 2^1i.p.. 3-spei?d: £34; only ivauts see-

TCIll Singer, bonght August. 1912; £53; any trial
J-O given,

"|012 Macbeth. SVi^li-p., 3-speed: £38; competition
-**? %vinner.

TO 12 Rudge, free engine; £40; perfect.

19
19
19
1t)12 Free Engine B.SA.; £38.

1Q13 2-speed Kitk-stait Douglae, only ridden 200
At/ miles: £46.

1 'X\ 13 Cart\\Ti?ht-Precislon. Sturmey-ArcUcr 3-speed,
XtF Si/ih.p. ; £35.

"|012 6Ji.p. Matclilese, 2-specd, free engine; £49.

tester. [6437

12 6h.p. Zenith, fitted with £15/15 sidecar, and
accessoried : £65.

12 Scott, fitted with £19/19 new Myers sidecar;
£56.

11 Standard B.S.A. : £33.

r^OLMORE Depot, 62, High St.

F.?J., 2Vi;h.p.. new. perfect, raedal 120 miles non-stop;
eaeh, £42, or nearest.—Pautifex. King's Rd., Hay

Milk. fX852

DOnGLAS. Motosaroche. and Excelsiors; immediate
delivery.—Midland Cvcle Depot. 15, Hales St..

Coventry. [X508

31 h.p. Triumph. rebu5lied. new lamp, tyre, tubes, belt
2 bargain. £22/10.—Moor "' '

Leicetfterabire.
Station Rd., Qiiurn.

rX791

IQll Bradbury. 2-fii)eed hub. Cowey, FJl.S., nearly
-Li/ new tyret? and belt, spares;
versity. Edgbaston, Birmingham.

Purser. Uni
[S863

3 111, p. Triumph, Oct., 1911, jur^t overhauled Triumph
2 worki^, clutch, Luca^ King Road lamp; £37/10

3.576. ThQ Motor Cycle Offltes, Coventry. [X584

"IQ13 Rover, clutch, done 400 miles, Lucaij lamp,
A-^y horn, A.C.U. inauranco policy; bargain, £48
H;iit',i, pawnbroker, Victor St.. Urimsby. [X219

SUNBEAM, also Campion, latent J.A.P., 2-speed. new
(?ee Exchan;?e coluniu) ; twin Entield, little uwed,

cheai'.—Watt^on, Tuxford and Retford. rX785

TRIUMPH, free engine, 191'2V:;, as new, Lucas £3
lamp, and all spares; £42; owner going abroad

—Fred. Mawer. 34. Tentercroft St.. Lincoln. [X804

Sih.p. Humbcr, Sturmey-Archer 3-specd. not unpacked,
2 owner cannot take delivery; £54 cash, usual price

£57'10,~RicJiardson, Motor Garage. Northampton.
rX653

BARGAINS.-l^^'ih.p. F.N., Bo^ch, B. and B., low, re-

liable, £12: 2-ih.p. Min-rva, B. and B., battery,
faat, powerful, reliable, £11.—Sibson, E^nd St., Leit ttiter.

[X822
3ih.p. Rover, perfect condition, free engine, Cowey

2 speedometer, ac.ccsf^ories, and eparets ; 40 gH--^., or
nearest; ca?di wanted.—59, Abington St., Northampton.

:\82i
, "|OlO Triumph, engine as new, new tyre and Dunlop
i-l-t/ belt, every accessory; real bargain, £26. or ex-
! change free engine machine—B-ogerti. Bungalow, Stcih-
jford. fX921

31h.p. Roc, Mabon clutch, mag,, just overhauled and
2 reburihed. Ivies r<treud<d; sacriftio. £12. or pedal

cycle and cash.—A. Ravtu, 218, Kuux ltd., Welling-
borough. [X651

THE

VICTORIOUS BRAOeURY
Wo specialize In excnanges on these splenold machines.

Let us quote you.

Tourists' Models, £48 ; Two or Thre- Speeds, »60.

liosy l'a,yinents at £10 deposit.

PASSENGER COMBINATIONS.
5! h.p. Twin N.S.U., 2 speeds, and Sidecar. . £31

U}12 A.C. SQCiAiiLE, erand condition is9 10

iQi: 3I li.p. 3-sifrcl HUMBER and sidecar.. £42 10

1908 3j h.p. TRIUMPH ami Sidecar £31

1912 b h.p, REX dc lAixe and new sidecar 1.51 10

5i h.p. Magneto Twin REX de LuNe aiic!

rigid Sidecar £22 10

1912 3A h.p. :^-SDee<l KYNOCH and sidecar Ml 10

5j h.p.'2-spced REX de Luxe and sidecar . . £28 10

1909 5 h.p. 2-speed Twin REX de Lu.xe, and
new rigid sidecar £34 10

I9r2 3-speed BRADBURY and sidecar 150

1913 4 h.p. Chain Drive REX de Luxe and
torpedo sidecar, only done 500 miles .... £54 ID

J9r3 6 h.p. REX de Lu.Ke and ii2 r2S. Mont-
gomery sidecar, only done Goo miles .... £59 10

Maizes your old machine up-to-date by fitting a

^ p0 -d /V ^'^^' ARMSTRONG 3-spced Gear
4^ r~ B J ft

Brand New, and complete svilh

"w" 1^ HsI belt rim and controls.

.Zjal III Mark II., £5 10 0.

W^xJ AxJ Mark 111., for p.assengcr work,
£6 2 6. Usual price 10 gns.cS; 12 gns.

WHY W-^rr ? Despatch irom stock.

GENUINE
VALUE.

£5 5s.
MODEL 2.

COLLIER'S "POPULAR" SIDECAR.
With all latest improvements.

1913 REX 01- REX-J.A.P.
I9r3 6 h.p. 2-spced REX £32 10
r9i3 6 li.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive £67 la
I9r3 6 h.p. 2-specd REX-J.A.P £71 3
1013 8 h.p. 2-speed REX- I.A.P f.Ji 10

I9ri-r2 Twin 2-speed REX do Luxe, NEW £43 10

Callers receive special lixchan:.ie n'lotauons.

SECOND-HAND.
£32 10 rgi2 4 R3X
lib IC JJ M.a^. Rex
£14 10 3* Rex
£29 10 6 Bat-Jap
£27 10 5» 2-spicd N.3.U.
£17 10 3! NS.U.
£27 10 3* Tnumcn, 1908
£19 10 5.1 Rex di Luxe.
£19 10 3I Premier
£32 10 31 Precision

Every one guara.itcej.

'r; 3-sp. Bradbury £47 10
191: Motosacoche £21
loii liF.F.. I.A.P. £34 10
3% Mag. Minerva £15 10

, 5} Rex tlo 10
igri Rex de Lnxe £38 10
'i I 2-sii. iiUh.be; 134 10

3J Light Rex ... £11 10
rgro 3.V James . . £17 10
Twill luoio-Kcva 1.13 10

£38 10 12 I.E. Quadrant 3i Minerva £12 10
£8 10 3 Humber 4* Twni Minerva £1^11
£12 10 2j Minerva 2? 2-speed Bat.. £9 15
£39 10 '12 2-sp. Humner 2i Princeps £8

Easy Payments from one-quarter deposit and
Twelve Monthly Payments.

Twin, .

I9r2 6 h.p. 2-speed Twin CLYNO £46 10

6 h.p. M.U.V. J.A.P., tree engine £34 10

5i h.p. 2-specd N.S.U »27 10,

6 h.p. Twin BAT-J.A.P., spring Iraine £29 10

1913 6 h.p. REX de Luxe, specially good . . £a4 10

JO09 s h.' . I"in KEXilcLuxe, 2 pec.l.* £29 la

J913 WILLIAMSON A.C, done 750 miles . . £63 10

I9r2 6 h.p. REX do Luxe, soiled £51 10

igr3 Ch.iin Ltri%'e Twin Rex de Luxr, ^l^ed

about 100 miles, guaranteed perfect .... £59 IC

Collier's iviotories,
Westeate, Halifax, England.

t

1
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue. A4I
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ROBERTSONS
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY OF
THE WONDERFUL 8 H.P. 4-CYl..

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALF,

HENDERSON
MOTOR CYCLE: 70 GUINEAS

AL.SO
CLYNO
B.S.A.

DOUGLAS
WILLIAMSON
MONOPOLE

B.A.T.
INDIAN

ZENITH-GREEN
TRIUMPH

IMP
ZENITH

MATCHLESS
EDMUND
STAR

ENFIELD
LADY'S IVY

OPEN UNTIL

FOEWAEDS -to Clear.-T.T. model, 15 ms.; ;B12
new frame with old engine. 21 gns. ; 1912 t /and

new, 29 gns.' ; bargains.—Forward, Summer Eow. Bir-
minglam. 8444

HUMBEE, 1912V>, SVoh.p., free engine, 2-6peei gear,

handle storting, only rnn 2,000 " miles ; bargain,,

£34.—Drapery Stores, 64. Tilton Ed., Small Heatb, Bir-
mingham. [X597

TRIUMPH, 1909, in good condition, new Michclin,
tvre on back wheel, new piston and cylinder just

fitted: accept £24, or best aSer.—rancourt, St. Paul's
St., Stamford. [8178

1 Oil TT. Premier, new back tyre and belt, front
X ij coyer in good condition, new cylinder and piston,
complete with horn and lamp ; a bargain, £28.—Simpson,
72, High St., Leicester. [X861

MOTOSACOOHE, 2h.p., 1910, Druids, mag.. Whittle
(new). B. and B., Michelin (new), requires slight

repairs; £14, or best ofier.—Saiindere, Bishops Ed.,
Sutton Coldfteld. Warwicks. . [8161

ENFIELD, 2^4b-p., 1911, single speed, overhauled and
engine modernised last August, splendid condition,

lamp, horn, tools ; £24, or with Cowey £26.—No. 3,590,
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coyentry. - [X847

SCOTT, 1913. used few times only, speedometer,
Lucas horn, minor, watch, F.E.S. lamp, dissolved

acetylene, spare tube, tyre: cost £90. sacrifice £68;
owner buying car.—Dr. Blaok, Park Eow, Nottingham.

rX747
NORTON, 5-6h.p. Twin, Bosch, Amac, Brooks 170,

back rest, P. and M. gear, engine re-bushed, every-

thing else .new, fine condition, very fast and slow. Mill-
ford large wicker sidecar. Leamington passenger spring
seat, £45; exchange small car or A.C—Mays, 123, Ox-
ford Ed., Acocks Green. [X712

PLASTOW, Grimsby, has the following 1913 models
in stock: 1913 Triumph 3-speed. 1913 Bradbury

3-speed, 1913 Huiuber 3-speed, 1913 Premier 2-Epeed
(counter-shaft). 1913 Douglas model E. 1913 B.S.A. 2-

spoed (chain drive); also 1912 Multi Eudge £39. 1911
Indian £39. 1909 Triumph £25. 1908 Triumph £21.
1911 Huraber lightweight £17/10. 1910 twin Enfteld
£16/10; exchanges and offers entertained. [S734

ROOERTSONi
BARGAI
SEGOND-HAN

MOTOR CYCLE
ALL THOROUGHLY OVERHAULI
(not merely with the carta-

deposit scraped out) AND

G U AR A NTEEI

9-30 P.M.

EVERY NIGHT
EXCEPT SATURDAY (1 P.IVI

PHONE : IVIAYFAIR 5767

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

IMMEDIATE Delivery of A.J.S., Singer, or James
from district agents, John Aldrich and Co., Diss.

[7873

"I Q12 Eudge Multi, Lucas 3iing of the Eoad "lamp
Xiy cost £65, take £43.—Foil, surveyor, Woburn
Sands. [8264

RTJDGE. 1912. free engine, lamp and horn, condition
as new; £35.—W. Watkinson, 36a, Lowther St.,

Newmarket.
,
[X218

NEW Free Engine Ariel Motor Cycle, spring seat
pillar; £47. cost £63/15.-Lufl. Oharsfleld, Wick-

ham Market. [X63

ENFIELD, 2%h.p., 1912, 2-6Ee«d and free, lamp,
horn, enamel as new; £32.—Watson, 34, Beatrice

Ed., Norwich.
'

[8148

1 Q13 3V2h.p. Standard Bradbury, absolutely brand new.
J-t/ but slightly shop-soiled; £42,—Parker and Son,
St. Ives, Hunts. [8219

3ih.p. Moto-Eeve Twin, mag., Druids, fast, powerful,
4 reliable; £12/10; appointment.—36, Northumber-

land Av., Wanstead. [Xa61

-|Q12 F.E. Triumph, 1911 standard Triumph, SMih.p.
it/ variable gear Ariel, 2V2h.p. Premier, in splendid
condition.—Feaviour, Harleston. [8135

ONE N.S.U.. -S'Ah.p., 2-6peed, free engine, B. and B.,

machine in splendid order: "bargain, £18/10.—S.

Goode, Duke St., Haughley, Suiljlk. [8246

TEIUMPH, 1910. SVoh.p., free engine, new 1912
cylinder just fitt&i, everything good; bargain,

£24.-Percy Smith, Wherstead E4., Ipswich. [X704

DOUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.—All 1913 models in

stock for iimnediate delivery. Let me book your
order at once.—Flanders' Motjr Cycle Depots, Norvich
and Yarmouth. [0308

1 12 3Vih.p. Triumph, standard model, ridden 1.500
JLJ miles, perfect, £33, cost £48/15; or 1913 3i,yi.p.

T.T. Triumph roadster, decompressor, ride and- start

walking pace, new month ago, ridden 200 miles, fault-

less, £44.—Myers, Rous Ed., Newmarket [8316

SECTION VI.

Worcesfersliire, Herefordsliire, I^adnor, Breck-
nock, Monmoutli, til.aniorgan, Carmartlien,

Cardigan, and Pembroke.

5-6h.p. Rex, fine order: £12/12; bought B.S..\.-
Wills, chemist, Merthyr. [8344

ilh.p. Wolf,' mag., in good condition; £9, or nearest

1142. - igrr BRADBURY, 3i h.p

r2r6. igir ZENITH, 6 h.p.

1239. 1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p

1241. 1911 REX de Luxe, 4 h.p., 2-speed

r265. 1912 BRADBURY, 3* h.p

1276. I9r2 ZENITH, 6 h.p

1283. 1912 ZENITH, 3* h.p

1284. r9r2 CLYNO, 6 h.p., 2-speed

r285. 1912 CLYN0,'6 h.p., 2-speed

1286. 1911-12 MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., 2-speed, and
Matchless Sidecar

I29r. r9r2 BRADBURY, 3! h.p.,-%-speed

1^95. 1912 CHATER-J.A.P., S h.p., free engine .

.

1302. 1911 ZENITH, 3.Vh.p

1318. 1912 ZENITH, 3i h.p

1321. r9i2 F.N., 5-6 h.p., 2-speed

1327. 1912 BRADBURY, 3i h.p

r332. 1911 ZENITH, 6h.p

1334. 1912 SINGER, 4 h.p,, 2-speed'

1338. 1912 BRADBURY, 3i h.p., free engine

1341. 1912 ZENITH, 61i.p

1342. 1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p

r352. I9ir REX de Luxe, 5 h.p., 2-speed

1354. 1912 TRIUMPH, si h.p., free engine

1357. igio PREMIER, 3J h.p., twin cylinder

13585. 5-6 h.p. F.N., 4-cylinder, clutch model
1362. 1912 RUDGE, 3^ h.p., free engine

1363. 1912 RUDGE, 3^ h.p., free engine

1368S., rgrr F.N., 4-cylinder, z-speed

1370. 1912 QUADRANT, 4J h.p., 3-speed

1373S. igr2 F.N., 4-cylinder, free engine 1

r375S. igir MOTO-REVE, 2 h.p i

1378S. ig 1 2 F.N. , 4-cylinder, free engine i

1384. Model " A " HENDERSON, 4-cyl., 7 h.p., F.E. 1

13S7S. igi2 RUDGE Multi, 3^ h.p., and wicker S'car i

r3goS. 1912 SCOTT, 3^ h.p.,.2-stroke, 2-speed, wafer-
cooled, and wicker Sidecar . . . . ; i

1393. Model " A " HENDERSON, 4-cyl., 7 h.p., F.E. 1

r394S. RUDGE Multi, 3i h.p I

13958. r9r2 J.A.P.-CHATER, 6 h.p., free engiiie, and
wicker Sidecar, with child's seat i

13968. 1912 HUMBER, 3* h.p., 2-speed I

1397- 1912 DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., z-speed, kick starter i

r396S. rgi2 (Late) F.N., zjh.p., 2-speed I

offer.—Mace, Teulmry. (X647

L'EVIS 2'Ah.p., absolutely new and unused; cash
offers wanted—Daniel, Tioedyrhiw. [X780

SCOTT, 1910-11. 2-speed, new pistons, new wiring,

perfect ; £28.-2, Albany Ed., CarditS. [X592

A&2

PHONE : MAYFAIR 576

l57»GRtATPORTLAND STREf .1 ,

V

All letters relating lo advertisements should quote the number .at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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A liberal CASH DISCOUNT
allowed i-f machines are bougl
as they stand without beir

overhauled, in this case.how >v€

our Guarantee DOES NOT a^pl

EASY PAYMENT
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Carburetters and Flexibility.

ENGINE flexibility is a matter worthy of more
serious attention. In our leaderette of June
19th we suggested that the secret of slow run-

ning on top gear lies chiefly in the use of an
automatic carburetter. This suggestion is

hrust upon the public by the fact that the automatic
arburetter is employed almost exclusively on cars for

lOth touring and racing purposes, though, of course,

lulti-cylinder engines render the problem of the

utomatic carburetter much more simple. One has
nly to take a ride in a car of large horse-power and
'atch the driver picking his way through traffic on top
ear merely by the use of one pedal, to appreciate

illy the use of an automatic carburetter. We should
ery much like to see more attention paid to this most
nportant factor of a sweetly running engine con-
ollable at all speeds,

Accordingly we feel that some encouragement is

ecessary, and with this end in view we give it as our
pinion that the A.C.U. would confer a great benefit

pon the motor cycle public by organising a special

ial either on Brooklands or preferably in a touring
ial such as the forthcoming six days' event in Lake-
ind, in order thoroughly to test the automatic carbu-
:tter. The first prize should be awarded to the

lanufacturer whose carburetter gives (i) the fastest

)eed. (_') the slowest speed, and (3) greatest economy.
We are fully aware that pilot jets are here and there
standard fitting, and carburetters provided with this

avice are a distinct advance on the ordinary type.

uch a carburetter practically conforms with our
leals, but unfortunately the British manufacturer
as' not interested himself to any great extent in this

tting. To meet the demands of those who desire to

se single-geared machines in traflic, manufacturers
ive devoted more time to the perfecting of the decom-
ressor before seriously considering the undoubted
Ivantage of a pilot jet device. One of the advantages
lat a pilot jet has over the decompressor is that,

herfeas a decompressor proper (this does not refer to

le variable compression device) allows a large portion
the gas to escape, the pilot jet allows the engine to

in on an infinitesimal amount of gas. In this way,
lere is a considerable saving in fuel.

In conclusion, we would again draw attention to the
,ct that the average motor cyclist would gladly undcr-
3 the pain of a decrease in speed by one or two miles
1 hcur, provided he could obtain: (i) genuine

economy without any decrease in power, (2) slow run-

ning on top gear and complete controllability even with
the clutch out, and (3) good acceleration without
misfiring.

Win, Tie, or Wrangle !

WE
notice with regret a growing tendency, on the

part of some few competitors in motor cycle

competitions, to indulge in unsportsmanlike
grumbles whenever they fail to win.

Now, in our opinion, one of the great

advantages of sport, in the best sense, as practised in

this country, is that a man learns to lose like a gentle-

man, and a true sportsman would rather lose a good
game than win by any means which can be described
as " not cricket"; it is, therefore, hard to compre-
hend the moral outlook of the man, who claims to

have made a non-stop when such is not the case. We
hope that there are not many such, but we are afraid

that numerous riders allow themselves to make criti-

cisms and complaints of trivial happenings when they
are unsuccessful.

It should be remembered that nearly all the work
in connection with club events is done by honorary
officials, many of whom are business men, and conse-
quently have only their spare time to give to the
arrangements; this they do gladly, and no one who
has not experienced it knows how much work the
arrangement of a successful trial involves. To say
the least, it is, then, somewhat ungracious to grumble,
and we know many an enthusiastic worker who has
been checked or disgusted by the petty quarrels. It

is within our recollection that really good men, who
at one time did an immense amount of work to for-
ward the movement, have now dropped out altogether,
and their names would be almost unknown to new
converts. We can account to some extent for their

retirement from motor cycling circles. Quite recently
a writer accused the observers in a certain trial of
unfairness—not to say dishonesty. (We think of
having a w.p.b. of large size for communications of
this sort and a bonfire every other day.) Such an
accusation is, of course, preposterous.
The spirit which we wish to foster is one of emula-

tion and scrupulous fairness. A man should win if

he can, of course by fair means, and leave no stone
unturned to secure the best possible result ; but if he
is beaten—it may be by bad luck—he should take his
beating like a Briton and not indulge in petty and
unsportsmanlike recriminations.
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RECENTLY took delivery of a new engine (500
c.c), which was geared 4^ to i by its makers
on the top ratio of its Sturmey-Archer hub. The

first mile of open road showed that the machine would
require a great deal qf " running in," for it would
barely touch 40 m.p.h., which meant an engine speed

of less than 2,300 r.p.m. The only noticeable defect

was that it would not take much extra air with the

throttle full open on a very hot day. Examination

showed that the carburetter was provided with a

32 jet and full-sized air cone; also that the float was
half full of petrol. I substituted a new float, and a

38 jet, removing the air cone altogether. This made
110 difference to the running, though it considerably

reduced the petrol consumption (from 55 m.p.g. to

80 m.p.g.) The next experiment was to advance the

ignition timing a little, to drill six large extra air holes

j^in. in diameter, and to double the frequency of the

lubrication.

Too High a Gear.

As a natural consequence the speed increased a

little, but the gear seemed rather too high, for the

machine would touch 45 m.p.h. on top gear (2,600
r.p.m.), whereas on the second gear of 6.6 to i it

would do 42 tn.p.h. (about 3,550 r.p.m.) I took the

opportunity provided by every secluded mile of straight

road to drive the engine all out on second gear (thus

shortening the " running in " period by compressing
the maximum number of engine revolutions into a

minimum road distance), oiUng it furiously all the

time, and emptying the crank case of oil at every

stoppage to avoid carbonisation. These experiments
showed that the engine was almost equally fast on
gears of 4^ and 6.6 to i, a fact which indicated that

higher speeds would be obtainable by lowering the

top gear ratio; 4% to i was too high, and on a ii.(> to

I the buzz of the exhaust was too like a huge angry
bee. So the next step was to substitute an automatic
carburetter, which I will not name, because it is not

on the market, and to lower the top gear to 5 to i.

The reduced gear proved a great advantage. On the

4^2 gear the machine would have been unusable but
for its three-speed hub ; it picked up from a slow when
hot very reluctantly indeed, and knocked most sinfully,

so that I had been fain to change down on many quite

insignificant hills no worse than i in 14 or so. But
the 5 to I gear transformed the machine, which was
now capable of 55 m.p.h. on top (about 3,500 r.p.m.,

which is splendid for top gear), while on its propor-
tionately reduced second gear of 7.32 to i, it could
touch very nearly 4,000 r.p.m. when warm and well
lubricated (between 40 and 45 "m.p.h.) The great tip

in tuning up is to test all adjustments singly, and to

test them on second gear, at which the top pace is not

unsafe on a deserted public road.

' The Advantages of the Automatic Carburetter.
The next step was to make comparative tests of

the standard two-lever carburetter and the automatic
substitute, and with one important exception the two
vaporisers produced identical results. Each car-

buretter gave a top speed of about 55 m.p!h. and a
consumption of about 80 m.p.g. with the 38 jet and
without an air cone. On each the machine could be
driven at about 9 m.p.h. on top speed, though it was
much easier to get smooth slow speed running with

the single lever device. The factor which has led me
to retain the automatic carburetter is that when it is

fitted t]ie engine never knocks, whereas with the two-
lever device there is a cruel knock whenever the hot
engine is picking up from 10 m.p.h., whenever I

attempt to accelerate on a moderate gradient, and
_whenever I reopen the throttle after, temporarily
closing it Jor braking purposes. This indicates that

the knocking 07i this particular engine is solely ascribaile

to imperfect mixture, the, error being in the direction

of weakness or excess of air ; but, however careful I

am in the setting of the two-lever device, I am unable

to prevent a certain amount of knocking ; and a novice

would suffer from it more than I did. ..

A Forecast.

I know this particular make of engine pretty well,

and 1 nm able to prophesy about its future history.

When I have covered 2,000 miles I shall have the

entire engine down, clean away the accumulations of

carbon, change the exhaust valve and spring, and
rais^ ihc geai to 4;^ to i. By this time every part

will have bedded down nicely, and I shall expect to

get 60 m.p.h. or a little over on the higher gear, i.e.,

I shall get a higher road speed at 3,200 r.p.m. than I

now get at 3,500 or 3,600 r.p.m. Similarly, I shall

get a higher road speed on second gear;- whereas I

now get over 40 m.p.h. on a 7.32 gear, say 4,000
r.p.m., I shall then get nearly 50 m-.p'.h. oh a 6.23
gear—say 3,900 r.p.m., and the acceleration on tii.

bottom gear of 814 to i will be so certain and terrilic

that I could climb the worst freak hill with absolute

ease, knowing that full engine power will leap smoothly

into operation the instant the valve is dropped after

rounding an acute hairpin. At present I should funk

a bad freak hill even with my present bottom gear of

10.3 to r, for the engine would probably knock
fiercely after a hairpin, instead of expanding into an

ear-splitting hum ; it might not knock with the auto-

matic carburetter. I have- not tested the combination

on an Amulree as yet, but it would certainly knock its

heart out on either side of Amulree with the standard

carburetter. After another thousand miles 1 wounl

guarantee to climb either side of Amulree with a red

hot engine and the standard carburetter on a gear of

8.75, whereas now I should fail with a gear of 10.3.
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Looking down Buttermere Hause from the uppor 1 in 41 bonl. Tiiis will

August 18th
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prove 0718 of the most trying hills during the A.C.U. Six Diys" Trials,

to 23rd.

Bv Gjiirge D. .fjrMjui, author of " Tin ComplAe Mjunljineer." " Moiiiitjin Adi'.-nlnres al Home and Abroad," eic, etc.

ACCORDING to the immortal bard,

" Hills draw like heaven and stronger sometimes . . .

To pull you from the vile flats up to them."

But SO far as motor cyclists are concerned the pull

is prone to be in the opposite direction. In other

words, during the forthcoming trials in the Lake

Country it is the hills that will count, and the rider

who most realises this fact is the one who will
'

'
come

out on top " in more ways than one.

If variety is charming surely never such a beautiful

array of hills has been brought before the glutton in

gradients. For the Trials '' freaks " have been alto-

gether eliminated. Surfaces are, as a rule, remark-

ably good, and nothing of the " Hard Knotty " nature

remains: even Blea Tarn Hill has been excluded,

Honister is left alone, and no competitor will pull a

wry face because Wrynose is " not in it."

Still there will be long hills and short hills, hills

straight and hills curly en<nigh To demand not only

3very scrap of power from standard machines, but also

every iota of skill on the part of the riders and drivers.

The" writer's strongest impression during the hill-hunt-

ing expeditions has been what a splendid opportunity

these six days' trials will afford the makers to keep

up with the modern trend of motoring. We have all

tasted of the speed craze, but this stage of motor

enthusiasm palls, and the powers that be assist far

too frequently and expensively in the disillusionment.

The Charm of Hill Hunting,

Nowadays there is a greatly growing tendency to

explore and appreciate the byways and beauties of

our land. The mountain regions of Lakeland, as well

as Wales and the Highlands, afford an almost inex-

haustible source of enjoyment for the explorer on

whom the dusty delights of the trunli roads pall. For

siK^h there is 'coEnfort in the knowledge that the mount

ol his choice can go anywhere. The Six Days'

Trials in Lakeland next August will show exactly the

ma<:hines that can do this.

Another recent hill-climbing expedition has con-

firmed the writer's opinion that the mjst dillicult

jn-oblems for the Trials will be found amongst the

hills of Southern Lakeland. Coniston was to be^ the

meeting place, and again the motor cycling enthusiasts

added to their reputation as late-comers. In fact, the

special Carlisle contingent failed altogether to

materialise. However, the time of waiting was not

wasted, for the notorious hill above Coniston railway

station was yet virgin ground so far as motor cyclists

are concerned, and its conquest followed in due

course.
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New Hills for the Six Days' Trials.—

Mr. T. W. Loughborough, the secretary of the

A.C.U., \va.s with us. He had come up to choose the

hills and routes for the Trials, and the plan was to

show him something spicy in the way of gradients.

The Station Hill, with its rugged and lofty rise up

to the breast of Coniston Old Man, proved too severe

and rough in his opinion, and will scarcely be included

in the Trials' list.

The First Ascent of a New Hill.

As usual. Little, who came from the West Coast,

was late, and to Harrison on his Swift fell the honour

of making the first ascent of the notorious hill. He
found it possible to strike straight up across the

corners on the lower turns over gradients of ] in 3)^
and I in 3%l, and on the upper part some opportune

advice enabled him to dodge a deep wrinkle in the

roadway which upset some of his followers. To us

on the heights there came up from the foliage-screened

hollow much noise and roar of engines. Cr. \V.

Braithwaite, on his single-geared Rudge, was struggling

valiantly but ineffectually with gravitation and a

refractory belt. Finally, Hutchinson on his Zenith

shot upwards out of the wooded shade on the rough

open of the mountain side. Unfortunately, the water-

course diverted his flight. It was a stirring experience,

especially for the rider. The machine developed

aerial tendencies and came to eartli on the mountain
side, but no harm was done. Li the end. Little, on his

JULY wilt, 1913.

Premier, was the only other climber to surmount the

hill, which, later on, will doubtless afford some record-

breaking enthusiast an approach to the upper heights

on the top of Coniston Old Man itself.

However, on the present occasion, Mr. Lough-
borough was an-sious to see some of the new trial hills

in the neighbourhood. Unluckily for all concerned

he was mounted on a comfortable and speedy car.

Suggestions to . visit first a new hill noticed by the

writer, but described by a Coniston authority as all

" bog at t'bottom," were not received with enthu-

siasm. As usual, native knowledge was utterly wrong,

and quite unaware of the new portion of road at the

foot of Vew Tree Kill. Later in the day our party,

much thinned in numbers, found it to be almost Lhe

most fascinating hill that will be included in the Trials.

The Secretary Lost. I
But at the outset we followed Mr. Loughborough

to Hawkshead over High Cross, -though incidentally

one enthusiast managed to make the divergence by
Yew Tree Hill. Aftfer a considerable wait at the

quaint little village where Wordsworth went to school

this wanderer arrived short of breath, but full of talk

about a " gem of a hairpin bend."
Meanwhile plans had been made to explore the hill

which leads from Hawkshead over into Grizedale, and
the secretary departed on his car with instructions to

wait for the ' small fry " on the top of the hill.

Alas ! the ways of hill hunters are hard to understand

A group of li!il hunteis on tbe top ot Yew Tree Hill, Coniston. Leit to right : H. Hutchinson (Zenith), G. W, BralUiwaitc (Budge),

W. B. Little (Premier), J. Bandall (Sunbeam), and H. Harrison (Swilt).
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New Hills for the Six Days' Trials.

—

and follow. Sad to say, we never saw him again that

day. But, mounted on his two-speed Douglas, he

followed our route on a later day. Besides other

things, he learned on that occasion that providence

takes special care of motor cyclists who are pitched

head over iieels down a mountain side. Many a

mountaineer has found a rock in his way on a smaller

fall : an experience which is prone to preclude all

further interest in old age pensions.

However, re\'erting to our last hill hunt, it may be

memioned that Uie main partv turned to the right at

O.xen Park in Grizedale. Thence we crossed iixex

into the Crake Valley below Coniston Lake by Oxen
Hill, to descend finally near Lowick Bridge by a

delightful hill known locally as Bessie Brow.

Seven Corners in Half a Mile.

During the trials this hill will be taken in the oppo-

site direction, thus during our first visit it had to be

ascended also, and the woodland echoes were soon

stirred with the music of well-tuned engines. The
whole incline was nearly half a mile in length, and
possessed of seven engrossing turns. The middle one

had gradients of i in 3^ and i in 3^4. The other

corners were' mostly i in 45^ and i in 5, but all were
sharp and awkward of approach, though the surface

was perfect. Most of the machines climbed Bessie

Brow splendidly. The Zenith was fast, and a 2 34^

li.p. Sunbeam (three-speed) ridden by an Ulverston

expert came up smoothlv and sweetly.

Even in this lonely spot a crowd gathered quickly

Id watch the first motor cycles go up Bessie Brow.

One keen dalesman, from whom enquiries had been
made, followed us on foot from Grizedale, three miles

away. TJltle made a spei'ially thrilling ascent for the

S9J

lopping Uie rise on Tarn Hows Hill at Coniston. Some of tiie nncsi views i

the Trials will Oo allordej to the competitors from this point. Coniston Lalio
seen in the background.

Showing the positions of the various noted hills referred to in the
accompanying letterpress,

edification of the late comers. There was somewhat
of a stampede when he dashed round the half-way

bend only to miss a descending machine and the spec-

tators by inches.

Beautiful Coniston.

Then we turned northwards along the shore of

Coniston Lake. For miles the road, beautifully

foliage-fringed, wound close by the water's edge with

wonderful views in front of the Old Man, gathering in

grandeur at every turn. The view from near Raskin's

home at Brantwood was one which many a " Trials
"

rider must surely appreciate, for there are few fairer

in all Br'.i.oin. At Waterhead we hurried into the

mountain gateway of Yewdale, and a mile and a half

from Coniston village a sharp upward turn to the

right marked the beginning of Yew Tree Hill. Slill

farther on, only a few yards away, was the old water-

logged approach to the hill, and as on the day of the

Trials, the climb will be approached from Ambleside,
some care will be required to take the right road.

This will be the second of the two turns.

Some of us, three motor cyclists and a car, tackled

the climb at once. We soc«i had a sample of the

.gradient, for before reaching the gateway that led up
to tlie mountain side there was a twenty yard strelcli

of I in 3^4. Then through the gate there came a

long, steep rise for about two hundred yards of i in

4jj and i in 43:j!. The surface was not as smooth
as a main road, but yet quite free from any slippery

tendency. However, the riders of the Sunbeam ar<I
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Climbing tlie mountain road up to Kirby Moor—an excellently surfaced gradient ot 1 in 4i, fully 2J miles

in leng,tii. Tnis new route will te followed in the trials.

the Rudge soon had an opportunity of reconsidering

a restart by the gateway, while the little lo h.p. car

sped merrily up past them to the " hairpin." This

proves the corner to be somewhat unusual, for during

.the crossing of Hard Knott and \Vi)nose the previpus

week no such manceuvie had been needed.

the rocky right hand bank. The
Zenith failed to miss contact here,

and despite our persuasion to

try again finally "retired hurt,"

but only to the extent of a bent
footrest. The Sunbeam and the

Rudge arrived as much by man-
power as horse-power. There was
general regret that G. W. Braith-

waite was not riding his own
machine, for this kind of work is

his special forte, and we should

have been treated with a fine ex-

hibition of skilful cornering.

Then Little showed us how to

take the " hairpin " to 'perfection,

and still later, at high speed again,

missed the turn and sajed himself

by a straight dash up the bracken-
covered mountain side. A few yards

higher the ferny covering hid a

ditch, and in this rider and machine
disappeared suddenly. The Premier
has had many hard knocks of late,

and it seemed no worse for this last

proof of its hardihood'.

After measuring the gradient on
this remarkable " hairpin " bend
—r in 3 ^^—we turned upwards

from Yew Tree Hill and mounted over some con-

tinuous r in 5 to the larchy heights of Tarn Hows.
There was steady climbing for fully a quarter of a

Cornering at Speed.

Shortly afterwards the Swift, carefully handled and
" footed " on the turn, came up giandly. Little

tra^elled too fast at Iris first attempt. He finishei

ungracefully, and in his stiuggling narrowly escaped

Through the pine woods by Tarn Hows, Conlston—one of the prettiest parts

of the 1913 Six Davs' Trials rniito.

Negotiating the sixth corner on Towtop. This is undoubtedly the

toughest hill to be included in the Trials.

b6
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New Hills for the Six Days' Trials.—

mile iiiitil this famous Lakeland beauty spot, with iis

heather-encircled sheet of water, lay below. Then,

when some smaller hills in the vicinity of Hawkshcad

had been inspected, we all turned homewards witli

memories of another glorious day on the heights.

The Question of Speed Trials.

Turning to topographical details reganling the

forthcoming Trials, it may be mentioned that very

probably the real test day will be that on which the

speed events are to be run. They are likely to be

held at Lowther Park, Lord Lonsdale's estate near

Penrith. A suitable road for this purpose has been

diflicult to discover. The private way to Eskdale,

through Muncaster Park, was considered, but it was

not straight enough. After the Lowther speed tests

the way will most probably lie over Shap to Kendal,

and a local hill, probably JBrigsteer, will be ascended.

Thence the serious day's work begins with Towtop,

followed by Gummershow, which will be reached by

the village of Higher Newton. Gummershow—not as

so often misspelt Gunnershow—is at present in an

Climbing Station Hill, Conislon. This hill has gradients ot 1 In %l, and leads up
to Conislon Old Hill. II will not be included in the trials owing to II roush

surlaco. Mr. T. W. Loughborough may be seen standing nearest the lowest

motor cycliaU

unpleasantly rough state. Though the work will be

linished before the Trials begin, timber felling is now
in progress, and the heavy loads are taken down to

1 .akesitle on Windermere, or to Winster.

Then, after lunch, a siiecial hill-round may be

made. Foolstep, near Skehvith Bridge, will very

likely be negotiated before taking the way over Oxen-

fell to reach Yew Tree Hill in Yewdale, near Coniston.

Tho.se who e.xtricate themselves from the "hairpin"

will proceed happily up over Tarn Hows summit, and

soon, turning to the right, proceed down the left or

east shore of Coniston Water to visit Bessie Brow..

Over the crest of the Brow there are several trying

" steps " ere Grizedale Valley is crossed, and Rusland

Vale entered near Thwaite Head. From this latter

village there is an interesting hill, curly and as steep

as I in 4^, which was missed on our final hill-hunting

day, but later on visited by Mr. Loughborough.

From the top of Thwaite Head Hill the road drops

steeply to the west shore of Windermere. An interest-

ing return may be made to Ambleside by following

the road which keeps most closely by the shore line

almost as far as the Ferry Hotel. On the way there

are two awkward downward dipping corners to nego-

tiate before the long climb of the Ferry Hill on the

main road begins. Beyond this, and through the

village of Hawkshead, it is simply an ordinary undu-

lating Lake Country road to Ambleside. The back-

ward journey to Carlisle will probably be made over

Kirkstone Pass, taking Dacre Bank, or Underwood

Hill to \Vatermillock Hause, on the way. Such will

doubtless be a typical day during the Trials.

No Secret Hills.

There was an idea, amongst local enthusiasts at

least, of including some secret hills in the routes,

but this has not been approved officially. The two

important gradients suggested for this purpose were

the Higher Lath Hill above Ulverston and Crossdalc

Hill near Et 1 erdale. The former leads up past

Newbiggin Farm to the tarn of Knott Hollow on

Osmotherly Moor. Past the tarn the Gawthwaite

Road m.ay be reached through Hawkswell.

The features of Crossdale Hill are its four ihteresthig

bends with gradients of i in 4 and i in 4^. This

climb will be most conveniently visited on the north-

ward way after crossing Cold Fell. The approach

lies through Ennerdale Bridge, and after avoiding the

right-hand turn to Anglers' Inn, Crossdale village is

reached two miles further on. A sharp turn to ihe

left just before reaching the houses gives the approacii

to the hill, from the crest of which Lamplugh is

gained after passing Knockmurton Mines.

In one of the circuits in the northerly district a

new hill-round w.hich leads -from Lorton to Mosser

will doubtless be included, and the short but steep rise

to Scale Hill Hotel w^nild be ascended during the

return to Keswick by Buttermere Hause and Guther-

scales Hill on the west margin of Derwentwater.

On the whole, the Trials riders, many of whom
come from abroad, and their followers will travel

through the most beautiful scenery that our country

can show, and, what with grandeur and gradients, the

Six Days' Trials in Lakeland will undoubtedly garner

memories and pleasant recollections which must last

a lifetime.
39
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The Springing of Cycle Cars.
THE RANGER.

A
CYCLE CAR, the springing of which might

have been dealt with among the other descrip-

tions, is the Ranger. In this case, as sliown in

the accompanying drawings, grasshopper springs are

jsed fore and aft, and in each case are supplemented

Dy radius rods. The rod which takes the drive in the

back axle is arranged so as to be adjustable at its front

end, so that the tension of the driving can be adjusted,

Quarter elliptic springs at rear end of Ranger chassis.

whilst the use of a shackle at the end of the spring

allows the adjustment to be carried out without affect-

ing the spring in any way.

I much regret that in my article in the issue of

The Motor Cycle for June 26th, I should have made
statements which have brought corrections from

Messrs. Morgan and Co., and fsom G.W.K., Ltd.

With regard to the Morgan springing, all I can say

is that at the 01ympia>Show, at which the notes for

this article were principally taken, the attendant on.

the Morgan stand, in reply to my questions as to the

additional subsidiary springs, told me that the nuts

below the springs were screwed up so tight as to pre-

vent all but the very slightest amount of give, and

that, to all intents and purposes, the E,nng platforms

were rigid. I find I made a note about this poMt at

the time in my sketch book, and I further satisfied

myself by putting all my weight on the back of the

chassis and finding that the subsidiary springs were un-

affected. It looks to me as though the particular

chassis which I inspected had had the springs wrongly

set up, and it is' obvious that I was misinformed by

the stand attendant. In any case, I tender my apolo-

gies to Messrs. Morgan. Much the same remarks

ap])ly to the G.W.K. description. This was taken

from their polished chassis at Olympia, and if they

have altered their design since then it is merely my mis-

fortune not to have got wind of it. W. G. Aston.

A CORRECTION.
The following are the letters to which I refer.

The G.W.K.
Sir,—In Mr. Aston's article dealing with cycle car springs

'

reference is made to our car, and we regret to have to point

out that this description is wrong. If tlie springs were made
sufficiently stiff to take the torque strains, as your corre-

spondent says they do, the springing would be much too

harsh to be comfortable. As a matter of fact, torque rods

are provided on our cars to iake this strain.

Tliese torque rods hang on a swinging link in line with .

the front universal joint. The springs are not anchored
directly over the centre of the axle, as your illustration

depicts, but are anchored behind the centre of tlie back axle

so tirat two or more leaves can be brought over the centre-

of the axle, allowing a much more flexible spring to be used
than would be the case if they were fixed as in. your illustra-

tion. This probably is taken from one of our early cars in

whicli they were so fixed, but this was found to be unsatis-

factory. For G.W.K., Ltd.,

J. T. Wood, Director.

The Morgan Runabout.
Sir,—The writer of the article on the springing of

cycle cars is misinformed in regard to the springing of the

iUorgan, and he is evidently without first hand knowledge
of our car. He compares the springing unfavourably with
that "of the Autotrix. As a matter of fact, the principle i.5

precisely the same. Tlie centre of the radius forks is in a

direct line between the counter-shaft and the back wheel (and
not below it as in his description and sketch), and only oin.

behind the counter-shaft. Therefore, there is no strain

whatever on the chains.

Angle Irons Bolted

To Gear Box nJ Rubber Washer

Arrangement of Morgan back forlis and springing

Another important point of the springing he has not
noticed at all, viz., the strong spiral spring which comes into

action under severe shock. We have fitted this ever since

the Show, but possibly the writer's information is taken
from an early 1912 model.

We enclose a sketch which makes our meaning clea*, and
can be compared with the sketch in the article referred tc.

The Mck'jan Co., LiD.

Front sprlDTing of the Ranger.

COMPLIMENTARY DINNER TO "TIM" WOOD.
The members of the Bradford IMotor Cycle Club have^

given a dinner to "Tim" Wood and Mr. A. A. Scott, a
tlie designer of the winning machine. The chair was taken

by Mr. S. Johnson, the president of the club. The Trophy V

was placed on the centre table draped witli tlie Scott
"

colours, i.e., dark purple. Wood, in a suitable speech,

responded to the hearty toast proposed by JJr Felix Scriven.

j\lr. Bullus, in proposing the health of Mr. Scott, recalled

how, a good many years ago, he had been present at a

certain hill-climb held by the Bradford Club. He was com-
peting on wliat was then sijpposed to be a -^ery powerful .

twin, but being no feather weight, had several attempts '

at the hill, and always conked out at the same spot. .

Pi'esently, to his great astonishment, a light-looking machine
with a most peculiar hum came steadily up the gradient

with no signs of conking, and, furthermore, this machine
had a passenger seated on the carrier—a very rare sight in.

those days. Tlie rider was no other than Mr. Scott, who
was testing one of the first Scott machines made.

EIO
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My Annual Toss.

Like manv motor cvcliiijj; journalists I reckon to

have at least one good toss per annum. It gener-

allv comes during one's work on the big reliability

trials. If vou have to watch 100 riders climb a test

hill, and then overhaul the tielil again before the after-

ntKin test hill, you have to keep up a high average

speed over roads which are generally dangerous and
often unknown. One' or two skids or mistakes at blind

coriiers are probable in a season's work.- However,
my first good tumble this year was unconnected witii

my work. I was "scrapping" merrily along at 45
m.p.h. as a private individual when a bolting horse,

frightened by a steam mowing machine, compelleil a

lightning brake stoppage,' and a loose road, produc-

ing a dry skid of the lurid order, completed my dis-

comtilure. I picked myself up ruefully, and thanked
the providence which watches over us mad motor
cyclists for ^reserving the 'ard 'igh road for my
"machine, and depositing me gently on some softish

turf. The peculiar thing about mv small injuries was
that my Burberry overalls emerged scathless, but my
tweeds and underclothing were almost as badlv cut

as my cuticle. My right ijoot was minus any heel,

and my lamp and footrests were in a parlous condi-

tion. Now I mav point some morals, as follows :

.1. When you perceive that a tumble is inevitable.'

tuck your head into your stomach, let yourself curl up
into a ball, and roll. To stiffen yourself and throw
out your arms is to ask for concussion and fractures.

2 Tlie lamp always comes off worst in a tumble;
and three-guinea acetylene outfits should be eschewed
by the speed merchant. I do not know whether some
genius can invent a lamp mounting which shall be

tumble-proof. The lamp, of course, has to be set

in a vulnerable position, but a spring swivel under its

bracket might conceivably ease the blows it must
receive.

,^. I'lie footrests—well, what I have to say on this

subject is sufficiently lengthy to deserve a separate

paragraph.

Footrests and FalU.

Take the two machines in my garage as examples.

One has its front footrests mounted on a /iyin. steel

rod, which also acts as a frame bolt. This rod is

supported by the frame for its central 3in., and pro-

jects for 5in. on each side to carry rubber footpads.

The whole affair is a dead tight driving fit—nuts,

washers, hollow footrest spindles, frame-holes,

aluminium packing tubes, etc., etc.—there is no clear-

ance anywhere. The consequence is that quite a small

blow on the .steel spindle upsets the whole contraption.

If removed, it cannot be replaced—one kink is fatal;

and the steeb spindle is too stiff to be straightened

unless it is heated led-hot, and very carefully

hammered out on a surface plate, after which the screw

threads at each end must be re-tapped—an atrocious

piece of detail design. My other machine is

theoretically superior. Its footre.sts are carried on
L-shaped steel pieces, adjustable for angle by toothed

ratchets. The central mounting which carries them
is unaffected by falls. You ha\e merely to take off a

nut, when the short L-shaped carrier drops into your

hand, ready to be trued up. 'But even here there has

been a blunder. The steel of the L-shaped part is

far too good. It is difficult to get it straightened, e\en

if you use a huge vice and a two-foot wrenching lever.

Let such designers take a hint from the Ford cars.

Many of the Ford parts—front axle, wing stays,

steering connections, etc.—are made of a special

sanadium steel, no more costly than the steel emjjloved

by the short-sighted British designers of whom I speak

;

and this vanadium steel can be twisted about ad lib.

without heating, and does not crystallise under the

process. If a similar steel were employed for these

L-shaped footrest carriers, they could be trued up by

a couple of kicks. But as it is, it is difficult to true

them, even if a fully equipped workshop is available.

Flexibility.

Our leaderette of June 19th was undoubtedly cor-

rect in emphasising the need of automatic carburetters

if the average motor bicycle is to equal the flexibility

UNOFFICIAL SIX DAYS' SIDECAR BECORD.
W. 3. Clarke (3! h.p. Monarch and Compeer sidecar) who, as we mentioned in cur
last issue, Is credited witli covering 1,800 miles in six days. His dnily distances
were as follows :

Monday 378 miles in 221 hourr.
Tuesday 268 ,, ,, 18V ,,

Wednesday 332 ,, ,,
20" „

Tiiursday 2£8 ,, „ 19 ,,

Friday 283 „ „ igj „
Saturday .. „ .. .. 271 „ „ 19

1,800 miles 11S| houn.
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Occasional Comnents.
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of such cars as can travel at any speed from 4 to 50

m.p.h. on top gear ratio. I can only recall a single

formal flexibility test of motor bicycles in which Frank

Hulbert bettered the above figures on quite an early

model Triumph. But . such ..performances arc only

possible when an expert is handling a specially tuned

..ijcinne. J he ordniary 3;^i h.p., as dehvered to the

general public, can seldom show better figures than,

say, 10-45 m-p-h- on one gear. Our leader writer

lard -the main emphasis on carburation, and he is so

far right that few men can handle the air control of a

two-lever carburetter with sufficient dehcacy to secure

the potential maximum of flexibility; its position may
vary with the temperature, the gradient, the specific

gravity of the spirit, and the tunc of the machine,

wliereas a first-class automatic carburetter may—and

sometimes does—rise superior to all these variable

conditions. When I ride my pet 1913 machine, I

liever try to keep on top gear at less. than 15 m.p.h.

if my two-lever carburetter is attached;, for the air

lever is so tricky at speeds under 15 m.p.h. that it is

simpler to drop to second gear than to be continuously

tap twiddling on top gear; with an automatic carbu-

retter I only, change down when the speed drops to

10 m.p:h.'or so, for the automaticity is perfect be-

tween.- 15 rand 10 m.p.h.
.

I think our leader writer

should have drawn attention to the fact that no single-

cylinder car- shows a flexibility range of 4-50 m.p.h.;

indeed, I do not suppose that any twin-cylinder car

has touched these figures. . Flexibihty is, of course,

a : much simpler ideal to attain with a four-cylinder

engine. The impulses almost overlap, and no matter

how feeble they are, they keep the flywheel on the

move, and maintain carburation; whereas with the

single-cylinder engine at present chaiacteiistic of the

motor bicycle, a weak impulse is followed by a long

wait for a second weak impulse, and there is hardly

sufficient suction to vaporise a tiny puff of explosive

mixture. -There i« a further point— -how far are exces-

sively slow speeds desirable on a motor bicycle? I

- find steerage b-alance difficult when the speed drops

below ro m.p.h. on a two-wheeler, and 7 question how
far the lower end of a 4-50 m.p.h. range is worth hav-

ing. I should say that a 10-50 m.p.h. range supplies^

all that is really desirable, especially when a second

gear is available for brief traffic emergencies.

The Right Side for Speedometers.
It seems to me that there are two good reasons why

the ideal side for the speedometer is the near side.

Most men use their left hand for single-handed steer-

ing, and operate their hooters with the right hand.

The right-hand side of the handle-bar is already

normally encumbered .with the front brake lever, t\vo

carburetter levers, and a hooter, whereas the left-

hand side of the handle-bar often carries nothing but

the valve lifter, and occasionally a magneto lever as

well. In other words, there is much more room for

the speedometer dial on the left-hand side of the bar.

Furthermore, if all the accessories are mounted on the

right-hand side, as is customary, the balance of tlie

machine is upset. I could ride both my 1913 machines
" hands-off," as delivered, at any speed from 15-45

m.p.h. on a decent road, and the trick is handy when
gloves have to be adjusted, or a wind vesta applied to

the bowl of one's pipe; but since the acetssories were

bolted in their fore-ordained places, the machines have

lost this easy balance, and " hands-off " riding has

become very tricky work, even on the best of surfaces.

Why should not the left-hand side of the bar be

recognised as the standard place for the speedometer

dial ?

(1) TheRonfeixin full flight.

CYCLE CARS ON THE GRAND PRIX COURSE.
(2) Two Ronteix cycle cars after a spin round the course.

->—^•^•-<-

(3) A Spbinx trsTelling well.

WEAR OF BIG
An article under the above heading, signed

"A.M.I.C.E." touches on a most important point.

It will be generally admitted that the most unsatisfac-

tory part of the modern motor cycle is the big end
bearing. " A.M.I.C.E." states that few 85 mm. cylin-

ders have big ends of more than rin. x ijsj^in.—few
indeed, the majority are smaller than this, and twins

are usually worst offenders. Bearings of this size miisi

have proper lubrication if they are to give reasonable

service, and this is just exactly what they do not get.

With the present design it is marvellous that the big

E14

END BEARINGS.
ends last as long as they do, for the flywheels throw the

oil directly away from the bearing, while the over-

hanging rims protect it from any oil which might other-

wise drip on it. There seems to be a general impres-

sion that the big end dips in oil every revolution, but

this cannot be, as the flywheels throw the oil round

the crank case. It is, however, just possible that a

ring of oil is whirled round between the rims, and that

this is occasionally deep enough to reach the crank

pin. Positive oil feed to the bearings is a most cry-

ing need. Ubique.
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GRAND PRIXofFRANCE.
Distance : 360 Kilometres.

RUN ON 22nd JUNE,

WON—
by W. DAVIS, riding a

Douglas
2f h.p. Motor Cycle C^9 with Sidecar.

Averag^ing: 25 miles per hour.

Translation from the journal "L'AUTO," 23rd June. 1913.

"While I am writing about the lightweights, I would like to

point out the grand performance of the DOUGLAS only 350
c.c; it drew the Sidecar with marvellous regularity, and
averaged 25 miles per hour for 225 miles. Davis,the driver, and
the passenger weighed over 23 stone; I need add nothing to

this, figures speak for themselves."

Translation from the journal " L'AERO," 23rd June, 1913.

"Davis, on his DOUGLAS 2| and Sidecar, did one of the best

performances of the day."

Although the "DOUGLAS" is not recommended or sold for

sidecar work, the above performance proves the wonderful

power and reliability of the machine.

DOUGLAS BROS., Kingswood, BRISTOL.
LONDON—336, Gosweil Road, E.G. PARIS—190 Boulevard Pereire.

In answering this advertisement it is dejtirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." ei5
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An Echo of the T.T. Races

:

"
I think the fact that I did not have the slightest

trace of tyre trouble speaks volumes for your

tyres in view of the great speed attained."

So writes O. C. Godfrey of the

T.T. Pattern Tyres
le usied.

We give a further extract from his letter :

"P.S.—It may interest you to know that I took

my machine over for the French motor cycle

Grand Prix Race at Fontainebleau on Sunday
last fitted with exactly the same tyres as

those supplied for the T.T. Race.

I may say that I gained leading position

very shortly after the start of the race and held

the lead up until I had covered 260 miles, when
I was then leading by 6^ minutes."

Compare this with the experience
of riders who used other makes.

B16 In answering thi. advertisement it is desirable to mention " Tke Motor Cycle."
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The Editor does not hold himseli responsible for the opinions o£ his correspondents. '

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20. Tudor Street, E.C., and should ba accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Slowing Down the T.T.—A Suggestion.

Sir,—As a suggestion for reducing the speed in future

l.T. Races, I throw out the following idaa for Dr. Low or

some otlier brilliant inventor to w-ork out. that a wheel or

fan be made, Kxed to and driven by the engine, witli the

spokes of fan made flat and of a size large enough <to offer a

resistance of about 2 h.p. or so, thus keeping the speed down
to the necessary limit. Some such idea as is used by some
makers for a bench test would do. CIj 806.

Puncture Stops.

Sir,—I have lately had occasion to make a chemical
examination of several so-called " puncture stops " which
have been from time to time put on tlie m.irket, and have
been very much struck with the diversity of character of

the various substances put forward.
One—a German compound—appeared to be a mixture of

molasses and bran,, while another was a milky fluid said to

be the juice of an African plant and closely resembled the

latex of a rubber tree. Most of them were of a sticky

nature and gave a tenacious film on drying ; but the one that

has puzzled me most, and for which the makers have recently

been claiming great things, appears to be a simple suspension
of chalk in water. 1 should like to hear in- what way such a

mixture would be likely to act in order to be of use' in

stopping a puncture. Perhaps someone can enlighten me on

this point. PERCIVAL J. LYCETT.

Drip Feed Lubricatojs.

Sii-,—With reference to the drip feed lubricators fitted to

Messrs. Jacobs and Le Grand's Singers illustrated in yoirr

issue of June 26th, I may say that these were fitted in

accordance with my advice to the gentlemen interested, and
the lubricators are of our standard pattern, and that we
carried out the attachment. It is interesting to note that

simply flooding the engines with oil has improved their pace.

If you would mention these tacts on the " jMbnam, qui
meruit, ferat" principle it v, ;il be esteemed a favour by

A. C. DAVISON.

style of that fitted to Douglas motor cycles, complete with

all necessary attachments, built, of course, on the simplest

lines, cotild" I am sure, be brought far below that of the

present lightweight machines. Problems such as the most

suitable form of transmission, speed gear (if any), etc.,

would, of course, require some thought, but should not

present any great difficidty. Such a machine should main-

tain at least a speed, say, .of 14 to 15 m.p.h. on ordinai'y give

and take roads, and take any fairly sharp rise with assistance

by pedalling.

It would be interesting and most helpful to hear the

opinion of motor cvcle manufacturers in this really important

ntatter.
'

H. DIXON.

Spring Footboards and Twin Lamps.
Sir,—I think it would be of interest to the many thousand

Trmmph riders if you will allow- me to add a few lines of

explanation to the excellent picture you published recently

of my 1913 Triumph. The spring footboard.? can be fitted

without alteration to the 1913 Triumph, and are adjustable
in every direction without interfering in the least with the

pedal gear, the advantages of which are thus preserved. I

think it would be impossible to exaggerate the comfort they
confer on the rider.

The twin lamps also supply what many hundreds besides

myself have felt to be a real w-ant, and enable me to keep
up my daylight average at night. They are small car lamps
with Sin. Mangins and 17 litre burners; they are attached
by a special bracket, consisting of two arras of solid steel,

the two lamps being locked together in the middle. They
are exceedingly satisfactory in use. and at forty miles show
less vibration than most smgle lamps at twenty miles. The
lamps and footboards were fitted to mv' design, and are not

expensive. (REV.) Jt'lHX E. FIICHER.

Ultra-lightweight Motor Cycles.

Sir,—I was much interested in "A.W.D.'s" letter in your
iaaue for June 19th. I must say "A.W.D." has opened up
a subject of the utmost interest. The cost, for instance, of a

I h.p. twin-cylinder horizontally opposed engine «ft«r th»

NEW HILL FOR THE SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

Underwood Hlli—leading to Watermlllock Hawes. This gradient ot 1 in 4 wli.

to included In the trials on the toad between Carlisle and over Klrkstone Pass to

Ambleside. It Is one of the severer hiiii, but except In one place the surface It good.
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Substitutes for Petrol.

Sir,—Whatever may be said of fuel mixtures, I notice very
little remark upon the mileages obtainable. Very few say
what make of engine or carburetter they use. Ihave not,
so far, ventured any experiment.'!, but " should be glad of

riders' experiences with Douglas 1913 T.T. engine fitted

with Amac carbui'etter. I recently came from Ballyhaunis
to Armagh, a distance of 140 miles, averagnig over 20 m.p.h.
My tank holds one gallon and. one pint, and I had a quart
and half-pint left on reaching Armagh without any replenish-

ment. This works out at 172.3 ni.p.g. The petrol used was
second-grade Shell.

The usual disclaimers apply. BI 117.

^OT^ILE JULY loth, 1913.

Sir,—As a motor cyclist, I should very much like to add
my experience of benzole.

I have a 6 h.p. Royal Enfield motor and sidecar. My
passenger and I weigh 22 stones. Recently I commenced a

journey of 10.4 miles with eleven pints of benzole in my tank,

and on completing the journey I had left two and a half

pints. So 104 miles were travelled on eight and a half pints

of benzole, which, I think, is very good. I may add that the

journey was partly over the Yorkshire Wolds. I have been

using benzole for about six months, and I find, on examining
my cylinders and plugs, that they are extremely clean and
free from any carbon deposit. As far as I I'emember my
mileage was 75 m.p.g., so I consider there is a great saving

in the new fuel. I trust that others will try benzole and
give us their experience. T.J.G.

The Motor Cycle for Business Purposes.

Sir,—1 was somewliat amused at " T.H.B,A.'s " estimate

of cost of rimning a 5-6 h.p. machine and sideqar for 15,000

miles, particularly the gigantic sum of £7 7s. 4d. allotted for

tyres during that period.

If he multiplies these

ligures by three he will

doubtless be somewhat
nearer the, mark.
My own brilliant

record for tyres on a

4 h.p. .single, no sidecar,

foi 5,000-6,000 miles^ is

as follows : First cover,

2^in. heavy ruliber-

studded tyre, une of the
best makes and marked
" heavy." burst under
1,000 miles. This might .• ^ Ij^fBr^tfi
have been bad luck if fsMlS, ~

*'

the cover had not

pegged out entirely in

three or four pilaces in

the next 500 miles. \o

satisfaction from the
useless vulcanising,

and lighter, and
at the bead long
to obtain a very
off cost of new

makers, and over £1 spent in

The next cover was a bit cheaper .

lasted longer, but this one went
before it was worn out. I managed
fair allowance from the manufacturers
one. !My next was another extra

heavy rubber-studded cover of different make. This lasted

about 1,500 miles before going at the bead, long before the

studs were worn out. I spent 10s, on repairs, and ran it Oii

the front wheel for about 1,000 miles. Besides the above
covers I bought two cheap covers, primarily for the front

wheel, though I was compelled to use them on the back
occasionally when the "heavy'' covers gave out, I must
say I obtained more value for money with these cheajjer

tyres, I even went to the trouble of obtaining the makers'
own rim for one of the back covers I had. I am running
now what looks to be a really good medium priced tyre on
the back wheel, and after 1,300 miles it looks, still good. I

may be in luck at last.

I find I am by no means alone as regards tyre trouble, my
brother having used up seven or eight covers in about 11.000

miles. He runs heavy S^in. covers on a light weight, ilost

of our covef's give up the glrost long before being worn out.

I have ridden motor cycles- for seven years, and from my
own and friends' experience have come to the conclusion

that the medium weight tyre is better value for money than
the heavier covers, many of the latter being too heavy for

the strength of the walls and bead. Some of these should

be marked "extra rotten," instead of "extra heavv."
C. E. TTTRNER. _

Foreign Motor Cycle Tour.

Sir,— I and a friend are arianging a trip to the Con-
tinent this summer for the fiist two weeks in August. We

propose going from
Dover to Ostend, thence

. - to Ghent (exhibition)^,

on to Brussels, thence
to Berlin rid Dusseldorl
and Frankfort, and back
to H a ui b u r g and
Bremen, thence by water
to Harwich. - Would any
fellow readers who have
made such a trip be pre-

pared to volunteer their

experiences together
with the best roads and
hotels? Also would it

be cheaper to make the

trip by means of one
motor cycle and sidecar

or two motor cvcles?

A. P.'I,0NC4.

PRACTISING FOR THE GRAND PRIX, TO BE HELD ON THE 13tli INST,

(li A group outside tlie Grand Stand In the early hours of the morning.
iS) DubosI (Rent Gllleti at speed pas! the replenishment depots. (31 One of the competitors on the banlilng near the Grand Stand.
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GEARS-and the TcT. RACES
I

Remarkable vindication of the " HUB " Three Speed Gear.

F any doubt were entertained regarding the absolute efificiency of the

"HUB" Three-Speed Gear it should be conclusively dispelled by the

great success of "The ARMSTRONG" 3-speed MOTOGEAR achieved in

the JUNIOR and SENIOR T.T. RACES.

— The popularity of " The ARMSTRONG" amongst expert riders — its signal efficiency and

absolute dependability under the most severe running conditions — abundant proof that this

Three-Speed Hub Gear does not slow the machine— that it accomplishes that which two-speeds

cannot — that it gives no trouble — is the simplest, most rehable and altogether best fomi of

variable gear in the world— and that its selection as the supreme exponent of the Hub form of

Three-Speed Gearing was well justified, is evidenced in the following facts:

(i.) THAT more than 40 competitors used
ARMSTRONG Gears in the two events.

RESULT THAT the Junior T.T: Race was won
bv Mr. Hus;h Mason on a machine fitted

w'ith the .ARMSTRONG Gear.

(2.) THAT in the Junior Race, ARM-
STRONG Gears were ist, 6th, 8th,

12th and I5tli.

PLACES TH.\T in the Senior Race, ARM-
STRONG Gears were 8th, gth, nth,
12th and 23rd.

,

"

THAT in both tlie Senior and Junior
events, 4 .ARMSTRONG Gears finished

in the first 12 home in each Race.

(3.) THAT in addition to the Junior Tourist

GOLD Trophy, 3 Gold Medals were awarded
MEDALS to the riders of .\RMSTRONG Gears.

(4.) TH.\T the Fastest Lap ever accom-
SPEED plished in the Junior T.T. Race was

this year done by the %vinner on an
ARMSTRONG Gear. This is a most
important point, because people who
use Bracket Gears continually state that

Hub Gears slow the macliine. The
- - above result proves the opposite.

(5.) TH.\T far more ARMSTRONG Gears
. . - -were used in the races 'than any other

make of gear. This must indicate that

the ARMSTRONG Gear is considered

by expert riders as being the best gear
obtamable for 'this exceptionally severe

strain.

if).) THyVT of machines fitted with -other.

makes of 3-Speed hub gears, none
finished in either Junior or Senior Race

. (see- " THE MOTOR CYCLE," June
I2th, pages 776-785).

(Although other gears are advertised as having

" given no trouble," it is a noteworthy fact that

NONE of these finished the race ! It is particularly

noteworthy here — and a fact to be well borne in

mind — that 10 machines fitted with "The
ARMSTRONG" MOTOGEAR finished the race!!

— and in no instance was any other make of hub

3-Speed Gear successful ! !l

(7.) THAT " THE MOTOR CYCLE," June 12th,

page 777, states :
" Mason, with his middle

ratio, was able to elude Newsorae at Creg
Will}'," whilst " on the mountain THREE-
SPEEDERS scored more decisively still."

THAT " THE C.T.C. GAZETTE," July, page
278, states :

" Mason's machine was driven

by a special Twin J.A.P. motor through an
ARMSTRONG 3-Speed Gear, the extra gear

giving him some advantage over the 2-speeded

Douglases."

This indicates the advantage of THREE-SPEED
over TWO-SPEED GEARS
(8.) THAT throughout the race ARMSTRONG

Gears gave every satisfaction, thus demon-
strating the superiority of the Hub form of

gearing, even in a punishing competition like

the T.T.

THAT the result obtained proves very pUilnly

that the Gear was more 'reliable than many
other mechanical parts of the Motor Cycles,

for on reading the Press reports it will be
noticed that out of the many riders knocked
out of the race through mechanical troubles,

• none were due to fault in the ARM.STRONG
Gear.

{9.) THAT although so many ARMSTRONG Gears
were used in this e.xcessively severe test,

in no case did an ARMSTRONG Gear prevent
a rider from finishing.

These points considered, clearly demonstrate two vitaUy important facts :

—

(a) THAT the 3-Spepd Gear is the best form of gearing for Motor Bicycles invented up to date.

(b) TH.AT the .\RMSTROXG is immeasurably superior to any rival form of 3-Speed Gear.

— Specify "The ARMSTRONG MOTOGEAR" — the rroved BEST Three-speed Gear!

The ARMSTRONG 3-SPEED GEAR Co., Ltd., BIRMINGHAM

^

In an'^wcring //i(\s adccrfiscmcnt it is dcsUalile to i/nnfion "'/'Ac Muioi Ci/r/c'

J
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YOU WANT ACCESSORIES
Ttl! Dunhill HEADLIGHT

The Lamp of exiraordinory povcer

Price ;20p

WE HAVE THEM
IN GREAT VARIETY

SIDECAR SPECIALISTS
Largest Stock in London.

LAMPS & GENERATORS.
DUNHILL'S.

POWELL & HANMER.
MILLER'S. F.R.S. LUCAS'.

TYRES.
DUNLOP. MICHELIN.

CONTINENTAL.
ENGLEBERT. KEMPSHALL.

PETER UNION.

BELTS.
DUNLOP. LYSO.

WHITTLE. CONTINENTAL.
PEDLEY, ETC.

HORNS.
BULB, ELECTRIC, ETC.

OILS, GREASE, PETROL,
ALL MAKES IN STOCK.

DECOMPRESSORS.
HANDLE-BAR MIRRORS

SPEEDOMETERS,
ALL MAKES IN STOCK.

VALVE GRINDERS.
LIFTERS.
TRUERS.

TOOLS OF GREAT VARIETY.

Specialists in Motor Cyclists' Clothing, Racing Equipment, Etc.

Ounhill's
359, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

42 44, LOMBARD ST., LONDON. E.C.

88, CROSS STREET, MANCHESTER.

72, ST. VINCENT ST., GLASGOW

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Climbing Bianscombe Hill.

Sir,—With reference to the paragrapli on page 877 of

your issue of July 3rd, which would seem to give Mr. Car-

son credit for being the first to climb Vicarage Hill, Brans-

combe. No date is given, so perhaps Mr. Carson would be
interested to know that I climbed the hill on August Bank
Holiday, ia.st year, with two passengers, uu my 6 Fi.p. Royal
Enfield and sidecar; the gears used were standard, about

8i to 1 on low. H. MELLOR JAMESON.

Tyre Holes nnder Patches.

Sir,—As one who habitually rides liis tyres to destruction,

1 should like to give you my opinion of repairing them.
At one time I had much bitter experience with punctures and
tried a great many different makes of repair outfits. I

have now. definitely decided to keep to one, viz., Patch-
iliiicks, which 1 swear by. Tlie great point is to use a large

ienougli patch and to aHix it properly. After doing so it

is extremely rare to have the slightest trouble with it again

I

as long as the tyre lasts. I would venture to suggest that
Ithe experience of '' Ixipn's " friend is almost unique. Does
he use tyres of inferior quality? And has he ever had a
[latch blow off? I have, and. in my opinion, it is one of

the most trying things that could happen to a motor cyclist.

V.A.

Hill-climbing Formulae.

Sir,—Dr. Low's formula described in your issue of July
3rd is most ingenious; but if it is correct the ordinary

W
formula ^ „^ is something worse than incorrect. The

following is a rough comparison of the two fastest passenger
.machines and the two best on formula at South Harting on
Dr. Low's formula and on the old formula :

Dr. Low's Old
Car formula formula
Chota 2m. 29s. ... 209 ... 60
Cycar 4m. 4s. ... 78 ... 36
Morgan ... Im. 43s. ... 46 ... 92
G.N Im. 50s. ... 32 ... 74

Surely there is something wrong somewhere?
H. GEORGE MORGAN.

Sir.—Referring to Dr. Low's letter in last week's issue,

it is unfortunate that the results of the first public use of his
formula appear in the same number, because one is tempted

,

to investigate whether the "very just residts" claimed are
actually obtained in practice. The outstanding feature of the
results on formula is the figure of merit attributed "to the
Cliota, with a score of no less than 2.096; the second highest
is .7836, and the third best is .4647, followed by a string'
of .3, .2, and .I's. Assuming- the accuracy of the published
figures, and taking account of the 1.75 index, it is clear that
the Chota could have taken 70% longer and still have been
first, or have taken 130% longer and come out second on
formula. Again, to equal the Chota's figure of merit the
speed of the fastest Morgan would have to be increased to
94 m.p.h. up the hill.

Tmning to the theoretical aspect, if a competitor uses a
small engine, of which the cubic capacity is equal to K
(which is understood to be taken as 200 c.c. in tins case), the
denominator will contain zero as one factor, consequently
the time taken may be anything less than infinite, and still

this competitor must come out on top. Again, if the engine
is smaller than this figure (K), the factor will become nega-
tive, with a result wdiich is absurd in the mathematical
sense. It would appear, therefore, that the use of the factor
iC^K) is wrong both in practice and in theory.

In spite of Dr. Low's remarks about the greater divergence
of weight in C3'cle cars than in motor cycles, he employs no
other than the customary factor W ; that is to say, the actual
weight of machine and passengers.
The use of a variable index to the time factor is certainly

a good point, because it is known that the T" formula does
nut suit all hills equally well. But could not the variation
in this factiu' be adjusted automatically, so that the selection
of an index would not be left to the judgment of overworked
officials?

The best test of the fairness of a formula is to take the
figures of merit of the first few competitors and to note the

differences; if machines of varying type can be taken, the

better the test. Applying this to the published results of

the South Harting climb. Dr. Low's lormula gives very

widely separated figures, and to that extent also it is a dis-

appointment. CYRIL J. FEENY, A.M.I.Meuh.E.

[We publish our correspondent's letter :is it is interesting,

but we would pohit out tliat the ofiicial figures of the

Cyclecar Club hill-clinib are not correct, lis will be seen

by reference to page 9U5. Respecting the constant K, this

is chosen with relerence to the c.c. of the competing

machines, so the case imagined by our correspondent could

never arise.

—

Ed.

Tyres and Accessories in the T.T.

Sir,—Your correspondent " Interested " directly invites

the views of tyre manufacturers upon Jus letter. His sug-

gestion is that tyre firms compete in order to secure the

Sse of their tyres by the Hkely winners of motor cycling

events He also submits that, if this is so, the public are

beino- deceived and the winning tyre is not necessarily the

best tyre, but the tyre that carries the biggest subsidy.

If I reply that your correspondent is very close to the

truth, it is not necessarily in protest against the methods

of advertising which other tyre makers prefer to adopt

They have their own business interests to look after, and

have perfect liberty to spend their money in subsidies to

riders or in any other legitimate way that appeals to them.

1 do not blame the riders who accept the subsidies. They

have their living to get; and so long as they can command

free tyres and a cash payment for making themselves running

advertisements of particular goods, they cannot be blamed

for their share in the transaction. After all they have to

make reasonably sure that the commodity they are paid to

use is a fair average commodity, because, if it were less

than average, it would let them down.

At the same time, from the public point of view, there

is an element of deception in the practice. For a very

important event, special tyres might be prepared. If that

make of tyre wins, the public who buy the stock tyres under

the impression they are the same quality are deceived.

Again, a competition with an international interest like

the T.T. is important enough as an advertisement for the

winning tyres, for tyre firms to spend very large sums.

The one with the largest resources might make a win for

its tyres practically inevitable by covering the whole of the.

first-class riders.

Again, and most important of all, from the consumer's

point of view, the firm whose resources were not equal to

the subsidies demanded by the likeUest riders, or who
objected to that method of advertisement, might have an

infinitely better lyre than the winner ufed, a motor
cycle tyre of far greater utility, durability, and
economy, yet that fact would be obscured by the publicity

given to the winner. That is a direct loss to the consumer.

Sooner or later the better tyre will win in the market on

its merits—if the organisation behind it can hang on until

success comes. If, however, it has no resources to hang on

with, it must go under The public are losers in the first

case in the immediate sense, and losers in the second place

all the time. The important point is that the winner of a
big race may not be shod with the best tyre, but, on the con-

trary, shod with comparative shoddy. If that is not so, if

there is so much virtue in the win, then the tyres which do
not win, or meet witli mishaps, like punctures or hursts, are

much less virtuous. In that case the names fhould be made
public, in the public interest, as tyres to avoid. It that
were done, we should find that the virtuous winning make
was also an unviituous losing make.

Certainly, I think the public should be made aware ot the

fact that subsidies are given to first-class riders—indeed
subsidies are demanded. Also, I think it should be
made clear that tyres which win races are not necessarily

the best tyres for the utility work of the road. A tyre that
collapses under the exceptional stre.sses of road racing
might easily outlive by thousands of miles the ordinary road
life of the winning tyre. The value of a win in such an
event is, therefore, a very dubious ipiantity from the con-

sumer's point of view, and, tor the reasons given, likely to

be very misleading. W. YAHVVORTH JONES,
Managing Director Victor I'yre Co., ltd.

C3.
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SPEED TRIALS AT COLWYN BAY.
Fastest Speed : 761 m.p.h. by J. J. Cookson

SPEED trials, reminiscent of the events held at Southport

and Blackpool some years ago, were arranged by the J
IMersey (Liverpool) Motor Club at Colwyn Bay last

Saturday. The Mersey Club is a comiiaratively new
organisation, and consequently deserves much credit for the

successful handling of such an important meeting. The club

was rewarded with nearly 250 entries of cars and motor

cycles, but it must be recorded that there was an extra

ordinary number of non-starters. About 5,000 people

witnessed the tests, which were, however, only moderately

interesting, for the sight of a solitary motor cyclist speeding

along at about a mile a minute, and continued for about

five hours, is not calculated to enthuse even the keenest

sportsmen. To make matters worse, some of the competitors

were entered in a number of classes and were seen many
times, and, further, the timekeepers, for some unknown
reason, withheld the times until 8 p.m., so that nobody really

knew what was happening or who were likely winners.

Against Records.
The wind was blowing rather strongly in the faces of

the competitors when at noon a commencement was made
with the cars. Practising had been indulged in during the

morning, and many interesting machines were exposed
^
to

public view, the eight-valve Indian with its direct chain drive

to the rear wheel attracting the most attention, whilst there

was quite a fleet of Matchless big twins. In the motor
cycle classes, competitors were started in pairs, the times

in the kilometre events being taken from a standing start,

whilst in the half-mile sprints a good distance was allowed

in which to get up speed. Occasionally spectators were
treated to a duel, but runaway wins were the order.

G. E. Stanley was, as usual, in form with his Singers. He
was always quick off the mark, his perfectly tuned engines

responding with alacrity, and once- under way few could

hold him. It is some time since Stanley found his match
on 2| h.p. or 3^ h.p-, but Edmond, on a twin Humber, de-

veloped an astonishing turn of speed, and was able, for ones

in a way, to check Stanley's career by averaging exactly 60

m.p.h., and this with mudguards. It has come to. be re-

garded as an achievement to beat Stanley at his own game,

and the Humber exponent should be encouraged to further

<Jeeds. Charlie Collier, on his neat and prim T.T. Match-
less, once or twice gave Stanley a close run, but Collier

liimself was once well beaten by J. H. Fox, an amaterir

rider of a Matchless-Jap. There were other lesser known
men who exhibited great promise, including H. J. L. Great-

wick, who used a twin Blumfield engine, Gilbert Hall (Scale-

Jap), and F. C. Topham (Dot).

(Aatchless). Continued Singer Successes.

J. p. Nicholson (Zenith) and C. R. Collier (Match'.ess) on the sSartinj line.

Another Singer rider who won several firsts and was
always well up was J. Cocker, so with the success of their

cycle car, which equalled the time of the famous 20 h.p.

Vauxhall car. Singer and Co., Ltd., may be said to have

had another field day.
The wind was the cause of a surprising number of stray

hats about the course ; it was quite a common sight to see

competitors returning on foot for their headgear. Several

wisely wore pneumatic racing helmets for safety. Stanley

also had T.T. garb and even elastic bands around his riding

breeches to cut down windage! _ -

Few. of the passenger machines in the racing class- event

were stripped, their owners preferring to enter them in

the touring class also.

12 stone Rider of a Lightweight.

Busby was riding a strange mount to him, a Sunbeam,
but did splendidly, despite his twelve stones weight. D.
C. Bolton, on a very light Riidge with A.S.L. fittings.

Scene at the

starting line

showing Hugh
Gibson (3} h.p.

Bradbury side-

car) who won
two events. In

the p let ure
may b e seen

S, W. Carty
( Secretary o I

the meeting),

Mr. T . W

.

L oughborough

(A.C.U. Secre-

tary), and at

the right Mr.

A. G. Reynolds

(timekeeper).
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Speed Trials at Colwyn Bay.

—

impressed one by his speed, and was, in fact, only bettered
by tlie redoubtables—Stanley and Collief.

Kdniond lost one event by gathering his carburetter con-
trol which had slipped ronnd the bar and thereby closing

the throttle, for Wliitworth, whose Douglas was going re-

markably well, beat liini by ^s. Whitw-orth used a two-
speed Douglas and was usually well ahead of his opponent
in less than 100 yards.
The events of the day were Classes 8 and 14 for

machines up to 1.000 c.c, the high speeds attained greatly
pleasing the bored spectators. .J. J, Cookson's success was
well deserved, though Harry Reed pressed him to within
|s. It was some consolation to the latter that his Dot
machines were successful in other classes. George's eight-
valve Indian did not get away well at the start, H. Mars-
den, on a Matchless, beating him. Marsden and Brewen (8

Zenith) actually tied for time on two occasions. Hugh
Gibson was often in the picture. He was once well beaten
by D. C. Bolton when close to the finishing line, but
his Bradbury had no equal in the sidecar class.
The times were remarkably close, the slight advantage of

the 3i h.p.'s over the best "lightweights calling for special
comment. The complete tabulated results, times, and speeds
are given hereunder for comparison;

Standing Kilometre.
Class 6.—Racing motor cycles up to 500 c.c.

S6CS m X} h
1. G. E, Stanley (3-^ Singer) ... 43^' 51.75'

2. C. R. Collier (3i twin Matchless) 431 51.27
3. J. Cocker (3^ Singer) 44| 50.12

Class 5.—Racing motor cycles up to 350 c.c.

1. G. E. Stanley (25 Singer) ... 47| 47.16
2. V. Busby (2| Sunbeam) 50^ 44.53

, /T. C. de'la Hav (2-5 Sunbeam) ...\ „, ., ,^
^- \F. S. Whitworth (23- Douglas) .../

^^5 ^'^.Iti

Class 10.—T.T. machines up to 500 c.c.

1. J. Cocker (3i Singer) 441 49.89

2. C. R. Collier (3^ .Matchless) ... 46 48.60

3. G. Hall (3i Scale-Jap) 48 46.57

Class 18.—Racing passenger motor cycles and cycle cars

up to 1.100 c.c.

1. B. Heywood (10 Singer c.c.) ... 441 50.12

2. E. Longden (8 Dot-Jap sc.) ... 61| 36.55

3. G. de Planta (10 Singer c.c.) ... 62| 36

Class 1.—Standard racing motor cycles up to 350 c.c.

1. V. Busbv {2J Sunbeam) 51| 45.69

2. F. S. Whitworth (2-J Douglas) ... 53 42.20

3. R. E. Grice (2| Sunbeam) ... 56| 39.80

Class 4.—Standard touring motor cycles up to 1,100 c.c.

1. H. J. L. Greatwich (5 twin
Wright-Blumfield) 46 48.63*

2. N. H. Brown (7 Indian) 50^- 44.74

3. W. H. Kelly (8 Rex-Jap) ... 54^ 41.43
_^

'Disqualified as machine was not "standard touring."

Class 7.—Racing motor cycles up to 750 c.c.

1. G. E. Stanley (3J, Singer) 43^ 51.75

2 J H. Fox (5 twin Matchless-Jap) 44| 50.35

3. C. K. Collier (3i twin Matchless) 45 49.68

Class 9.—T.T. motor cycles up to 350 c.c.

1 K. S. Whitworth (2| twin Douglas) 48 46.57

2 F G. Edmond (23 twin Humber) 48^ 46.37

3. V. Busby (21 Sunbeam) 511 43.49

Class 15.—For standard touring passenger machines up to

600 c.c.

1. Hugh' Gibson (3^ Bradbury) ... 57| 38.67

2: V. E. Horsman (3^ Singer) ... 61^ 36.43

3. M. Rimmer (3i Zenith) 6&i 33.69

Class 8.—For racing motor cycles up to 1,000 c.c.

1. J. J. Cookson (8 twin Matchless-

Jap) 38| 58.52

„ (A. J. Brewin (8 Zenith) ( ^ j., .-
'^- in. Marsden (8 Matchless) .../ ^^^ °°-^°

4. H. Reed (8 Dot-Jap) 41 54.52

Class 2.—Standard touring motor cycles up to 600 c.c.

1. J. Cocker (3^ Singer) 46 48.60
2. H. Gibson (3^ Bradbury)
3. V. Horsman (3^ Singer) ...

471
48

47.16
46.57

Class 3.—Standard touring machines up to 775 c.c.

sees, m.p.h.
1. J. Cocker (3i Singer) 441 50.35
2. V. Horsman (3^- Singer) 481 46.19
3. A. J. Dixon (3^ Singer) 49| 45.07

Class 16.—Standard touring passenger machines up to
1,100 c.c.

1. F. C. Topham (8 twin Dot-Jap sc.) 57i 39.08
2 E. Longden (8 twin Dot-Jap sc.) 58' 38.41

3. G. de Planta (10 4-cyl. Singer c.c.) 641 34.84

Cl.\ss 17.—Racing passenger machines up to 750 c.c.

1. Hugh Gibson (3i Bradbury) ... 59 37.88
2. V. E. Horsman (3i Singer) ... 64^ 34.95.

Flying Half-mile.
Class 11.—Racing motor cycles up to 350 c.c.

1. F. G. Edmond (2| twin Humber) 30 60
2. G. E. Stanley (2| Singer) 301 58.82
3. F. S. Whitworth (23 twin Douglas) 32| 54.87

Class 12.—Flying half-mile up to 500 c.c.

1. G. E. Stanley (3^ Singer) 261 68.18
2. C. R. Collier (3^ twin Matchless) 27f 64.75

3. D. C. Bolton (3^ Rudge-A.S.L.) 28| 62.50

Class 13.—Flying half-mile up to 750 c.c.

1. G. E. Stanley (3^^ Singer) ... 26| 67.67

2. C. R. Collier (3-L twin Matchless) 27| 65.21

3. J. H. Fox (5 twin Matchless) ... 28^ 63.83

Class 14.—Up to 1,000 c.c.

1. J. J. Cookson (8 Matchless-Jap) ... 23|
2. H. Reed (8 Dot-Japl 23|

7 /H. Marsden (8 Matchless) ... ...) „.,
•^- Ia. J. Brewin (8 Zenith) /

'^^^

The Handicap Events.
Class 19.—Standing kilo., open only to residents of twelve
months or more within a five-mile radius of Colwyn Bay.

1. R. E. Grice (2a Sunbeam) ... • 51-ls.

2. N. J. Hall (3J- Ixion) 571s.

3. H. Lancaster (2§ Douglas) 721s.

Class 20. —Standing kilo, for the championship of North
Wales. Open only to residents of twelve months or more

in North Wales.

1. J. H. Fox (Matchless) 42ts.

2. R. E. Grice (Sunbeam) 531s.

3. R. F. James (N.S.U.) 52|s.

The winner of the Reliance Cup for the best aggregate
performance is awarded to G. E. Stanley.

Observations.
It is now the custom in speed events to inspect carefully

tyres and the type adopted—wired on or beaded edge. The
popularity of each type could be fairly said to be divided,

and we were particularly pleased to notice that security

baits were almost general in the case of beaded edge tyres.

The fear of the cover creeping when travelling at speed and
ripping the valve out of the tube is now too well known.
We got a useful tip from W. H. Wells which had been
adopted by the Indian riders as well as C. R. Collier.

; Mr. WMls has a weakness tor shellac, his T.T. Indians are

always swathed in tape and shellac, his latest use for the
commodity is to spread it on the rims and edges of the
cover and so stick them on.

J. J. Cookson's 8 h.p. Matchless had a J. A. P. engine of

90 mm. bore by 77.5 mm. stroke, and we noticed that he
had fitted his Amac carburetter with an inverted needle
working inside the jet to give a variable opening. He
used a gear of 3 to 1.

The results of the different classes were announced at

8 p.m. on Saturday to an impatient crowd who could see no
reason for the delay in the absence of a formula. As a

matter of fact some of the positions were amended later.

CUMBERLAND COUNTY M.C.C.

A twenty-seven hours' reliability trial was held on the
28th and 29th ult. The course was from Carlisle, via

Preston, Warrington, Lichfield, to Birmingham, and the
return journey rid Derby, Sheffield, Doncastor, Barnard
Castle, and Appleby. There were seventeen starters. The
results were—Solos : 1, J. Robinson (2? N.U.T.); 2, W. B.

Little (3i Premier) ; 3, B. Jefferys (7-9 Zenith). Sidecars :

1, T. B. Westmorland (5-6 Machless) ; 2, T. Wilkinson (5-6

Clyno).
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Second English-Dutch International Trial.

THE respective teams for the above trial, which
starts from Oxford on August Bank Holiday
JMonday, have now been chosen, and we gix'e

their names hereunder :

Private Owners.
ENGLISH TEAJI. DUTCH TEAM.

. 550 c.c.

A. L, Verdiiys (2^ l-c>].

Eysink)
J. H. Nieuwenliiiys (2^ 1-

cyl. Vulkaan)
3. van Frankenhiiyscn (2|

2-cyl. Douglas)
Fir!<l Beserve : G. Hogeii-

kamp (2| 2-cyl. Roval En-
field).

500 c.c.

Joh. Ferweida (5-6 4-cvl.

F.N.)
J. M. Bergmans (4 1-cyl.

Simplex)
A. Citroen (3i 1-cvl. Rudgf-

ilulti), capf.

First Beserve: E. R. t<ie

Laer (4 1-cyl. Simplex).
Semhd Bfnerie ; N. Rnvtcr
m 1-cyl N.S.U.).

1.000 c.c.

Geoffrey Smith (2| Hnmber)

\V. Cooper (2| Huniber)

F. A. Hardy (2|- Donglas)

Reserve : CJlyn Rowden (25

Douglas).

I

F. Dover (3^ Premier), capt.

C. Lester (3i P. and M.)

A. E. Abbott (3i Rudge)

Beserut: W. B. Little (3J

Premier).

E. G. Charleswortli (6

Zenith)

C. W. Wilson (Morgan)
E. E. Guest (8 Matchless sc.)

Iteserve : C. W. Meredith

m Bradburv), P. Newbold
(6 Z.enith).

A. B. C. van Dongen (7 2-

cyl. Indian)
S. Eweg (Y 2-cvl. Indian)
J. A. V. c. Garde (5-6 2-cvl.

Clyno sc.)

First Bescri'e : "Pseud,
Eddy" (4 1-cyI. Simplex).

Scc-oibd Besci've : P. H. J.

van Wav<?ren (7 2-cyl.

Indian).

S. Wright (2| Humber)

Eeg. Holloway (2^ Premier'

W. B. Gibb (2| Douglas)

Besircf: J. S. Holroyd

(2J Motosr.coche).

Trade Riders.
350 c.c.

L. J. Knoops (2i 1-cyl. Ey-
- sink)

D. V. d. Mark f2| 1-cyl.

F.N.)
Jos. Kerstens (2^ 1-cyl. Vul

kaan)

Bescrve : H. de Vos Mid-
denweg (2^ 1-cyl. Puch)

500 c.c.

AV. Pratt (3i P. and M.),

capt.

W. F. Newsome {Z^ Triumph)
F. C. North (3i Ariel)

Besfrves : Eex G. Mundy
(5^ Triumph); D. H. Noble
(3i^ Rover).

1,000 c.(

J. C. Neurdenburg (3j 1-cyl.

Eudge-ilulti)
A. Eysink (3 l-cyl. Eysink)
P. N'. Jelsma (3 l-cvl. Ey-

sink)

C. E. Collier (6 Matchless)

F. W^. Barnes (6 Zenith)
F. Smith (5-6 Clyno sc.)

licscrr' : D. Arter (James

C. Wit.teveen (557 c.c. 1-

cyl. M. James)
P. Nieman (5-6 2-cj'l. Sijn-

plex)

J. L. Geidt (6 2-eyl. Cyclon-
ette, three-wheeled cycle-

car)

Last year, in Holland, the Dutch team scored a

surprise victory. Should they win again this year,

the trophy presented by Messrs. Ferwerda and Citmeii

becomes their property, but in the event of a British

success the final will be contested in Holland ne:;t

year.

Mr. Nico Jannuik is the new president of the

Dutch, M. C.C.

Official cars are being lent by Messrs. Humber,
Ltd., and. Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd.

BEADFORD-LONDON-BRADFORD RUN LAST SATURDAY. Scene in the hotel jard at Grantham.
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A. E. Parnccott climbing South Harting on his cycle car. In the amended results, his was the best floUre of merit.

IX
September. 191 1, we discussed the question of

hill-climbing formulae at some length, and after

considering the advantages of several formulse,

decided to recommend to our readers as the best com-
promise between simplicity and accuracy that formula

which has since become known as The Motor Cycle

formula, viz., —^77— or, as it can be written ror

those who have not The Motor Cycle cubic capacity

J)2 X S X N X /-

lahle, ^rf '- in which C = cubic capacity in

c.cm., D = bore, S = stroke, N = number of cylinders,

/ = time (in seconds), and W = weight of machine and
rider.

Several correspondents wrote to us on the subject

and suggested more complicated formulre, but we were

able to show that die differences in the results given

were infinitesimal, and The Motor Cycle formula has

proved very satisfactorv for all the usual hill-climbs

in which motor cycles take part, that is to say, in

hill-climbs where the fastest time is anything from
thirty seconds to one minute, or thereabouts. At the

same time, we are quite willing to admit that, on a

very long hill or for slower' vehicles, the time, if

squared, may become the determining factor, and too

little importance may be given to weight and capacity.

For this reason £)r. Low has worked out the follow-

ing interesting formula specially for cycle car com

-

W
petitions : -77^ pt5

—7^~' ^^'. C, and / are the samc^
((., — K)^ X i^.

as before, while K and f are constants depending
upon the capacity of the machines entered and the

length and gradient of the hill. For South Hariing
K = 2oo and p= 1.75, and these-are the usual values.

]'"or our ]iurpo.ses, however, the presence of constants

varying for different competitions is undesirable, and
in comparing the results at Soudi Harting given by
Dr. Low's formula and The Motor Cycle formula,
which we do simply as a matter of interest and not

as an argument for or against either formula, it must
be remembered that the ascent of the hill would ha\e

been made by motor cycles in from fifty to seventy

seconds, and thus the time figure would not have

become so prominent.

Corrected Results.

Immediately last week's issue had gone to press we
discovered that the official results were inaccurate. It

so happened that we obtained the official times and

weights with the object of comparing results on The

Motor Cycle formula, being so interested in this ques-

tion, and in checking the " ofTicial " results discovered

the errors, which we at once pointed out to the

cfticials, and an amended list becomes necessary.

JIacliine and
Class.

Morgan (I.)

Chota fill.)

Cycar (III.) .

Zebra (III.)

.Morgan (IV.) .

Morgan (IV.) .

Morgan (IV.) .

Singer (V.) .

G.N. (V.)

G.W.K. (V.) .

The figures given under- Dr. Low's formula are

offk-ial, with the exception of the Chota figure, which

was oiiviously wrong; using the weight and time given

officially, we make this figure .5274 instead of 2.096,

thus Mr. Parnacott's Cycar becomes the winning

machine and with a figure of .7854 (this, by the way,

is calculated on a wrong cajiacity, the F.N. engine

is not 499 c.c).

^Ve put this matter liefore Dr. Low, and since

writing the above we have heard from him that the

pulilished times and weights are wrong, that his book

contains weights, etc., quite different from those pub-

lished, and that he has been told that " the ofjicial

weights cannot be found at the moment." This being

the case, both Dr. Low and ourselves have been put

'o a great deal of unnecessary trouble, but the table

given is still of some interest for purposes of com-

parison. We cannot, however, vouch for any of these

'figures in Ihe unfortunate absence of reliable data.

Weight. Time. The Motor
lbs. m. s. Dr. Low. Cycle.

703 .. 1 351 .. .3206 ... 7855

1014 2 29? .. .5274 ... 6083

1060 .. 4 4| .. .7836 ... 3571

1392 5 261 .. .2817 ... 2026

956 .. 1 43 .. .4647 ... 9143

970 .. 2 7L
.. .2584 ... 5536

861 .. 2 6i . .. .2310 ... 5606

1527 .. 2 14 ,. .3595 ... 7750

962^ .. 1 50J .. .3247 ... 7220

1372 .. 2 14| .. .3407 ... 7078
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
July lOtli 9.14 p.m.

12th ... ... 9.12

14tli ... ... 9.10

16th ... ... 9.8

Kop Hill Open Climb Postponed.

Owing to the delay in sending out

application forms, the Herts County A.

and A.C. has postponed its hill-climb

until August 9th. Entries will be re-

ceived until the 26th inst.

Speed of the T.T. Winner.

We notice that a correspondent in our

Scottish contemporary is questioning the

official speed of 50,87 m.p.h. which, we
believe, 'was published in all papers but

The Motar Cycle. The correct figure

being approximately 48-^ m.p.h., we have
taken this matter up with the A.C.U.
with a view to getting this mistake
officially corrected, and it has, in turn,

been referred to the official time-keepers.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

Si'ECiAL Egad Notice.—The Associa-

tion has been asked to lend its assistance •

towards inducing motorists to moderate
their speed when passing Dringhouses (I5

miles from York, on the York to Tad-
caster Eoad). The local authorities are

now prosecuting for driving to the danger
of the public, and the resulting fines

are invariably heavy. To make matters
worse, the residents are irritated against

motorists, who have killed valuable dogs
and driven on without stoppmg.
Central Teamwat Standards.—In

view of the danger and inconvenience
caused by obstructions of this type, the
A. A. and M.U. has been in com-
munication with the Board of Trade
urging that the Boai'd should oppose the

erection of central standards and other

jjermanent obstructions on the carriage
way.

Warnings.

We are informed that the Glamorgan-
shire police are busy in the following
districts : Dynas Powis, Eastbrook, Cogan,
Llandouch, Seckwith, and Wenvoe,
through from Cardiff to Barry.
We hear that, in consequence of com-

plaints of excessive speed through the
village of Radcliffe-on-Trent, it is likely

that a number of police traps will be
put into operation. We urge our readers
to ride with more care and circumspec-
tion in this district—^in fact, in all dis-

tricts. In many parts of the country the
police are not hostile to motor traffic

unless compelled to be so by the rashness
of the drivers themselves. Eiders of a
certain class—about 1% of the whole,
we imagine—do more to prejudice the
interests of motorists than the remain-
ing 99%.
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FUTURE EVENTS.

July 13.—GRAND PRIX RACE. Motor
Cycles, Sidecars, and Cycle Cars.

—M.C.U.I. Irisli End to End Open
Trial.

—Herts M.C.C. Open Half-Day
Trial

-Scottish Six Days' Trials.

-B.IVI.C.R.C. Race Meeting.
-International Cup Race in France.

;.—Hertfordshire M.C.C. Open Halt-
Day ^Trial.

h—M.C.C. Devon Trial

\.—Eng]i5h-Dutch International Trial.

4.—B.A.R.C. Meeting at Brooklands.
3.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.
3,—A.C.U. Six Days' Trials.

D.—Herts M.CC. Open Half-Day Trial
).—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

Annual Open Hill Climb.
3.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

14.

19.-

;-?6..

26..

, 18-

S'ept.

"

SPECIAL FEATURES:

HILL-CLIMBING FORMULA.

NEW HILLS FOR THE SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

GRAND PRIX NEWS.

International Cup Eace.

This trial, to take place on the 2nd
and 3rd of August, is of considerable

importance, and consists of two parts.

There are 200 kilometres to be covered
under touring conditions, and then a
speed contest follows, in which 400 kilo-

metres have to be covered. The course

for the speed trial will be guarded by
1,200 men, and will be enclosed and pro-

vided with foot bridges."-

OflScial Figures at South Harting.

As we took the precaution of obtain-

ing so far as possible the times, weights,

and other figures of the competing cycle

cars, we are able to draw attention to

discrepancies in the official figures, bui

we cannot at present furnish reliable

results. A.. W, Lambert writes to

say that his Morgan (two-seater) had an
engine of 85x85 mm., 964 c.c. This will

alter his figure to .3104 under Dr. Low's
formula and 5606 according to The Motor
Cycle formula, which gives him second
place in Class IV.

Rear Lights.

\yhilst a motor cyclist, accompanied
by a lady in a pannier seat, was riding

in the neighbourhood of Paris recently

he was run into by a motor car from the
rear. In the subsequent court pro-,

oeedings, the judge remarked that the
motor cyclist ought to have had a rear

light, and gave a verdict for the motor
car driver. On appeal, the plaintiff was
awarded £24 damages.

TENNIS CHAMPIONS AS MOTOR CVCLlSTi.

A. F. Wilding last week retained his title as the All England tcnnlc champion by defeating M. McLoughl;n.

He is seated in G. W. Hillyard's Zenith-Gradua sidecar, the special features of which, including the Milllord side-

car, have already been referred to in these columns. The engine is a special cycle car J.A.P. o£ 90 mm. bore bj

85 mm. stroke, lO'S h.p.
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Ihe Grand Prix.

-Members of our staff are now in France

in connection with tlie Motor Cycle and
Cycle Car Grand Prix Races on Sunday.

A descriptive report, with many iDustra-

tions, will appear in next Thursday's
issue.

A Warning.

At the Kingston-on-Tliames County
Police Court on Thursday last week the

Chairman (Lieut. -Colonel" F. C. Turner)
announced that, owing to the many com-
plaints received as to excessive speed the

tines imposed on motor cyclists would in

future be the same as for motorists.

£5 Reward Jor Stolen Triumph.

Mr. Smith Whiting, 13, Carlton Road,
Southampton, has had the misfortune to

liave had his 1913 thi-ee-speed Triumph
stolen from the Stoneham Golf Club,
Southampton, on July 4th. The machine
number is 212.366, engine number 25,786,
and it was lavishly equipped with acces-

sories. Mr. Smith Whiting informs us
that he is prepared to pay a reward of

£5 for the recovery of the machine.

No Twin Ritdge.

.Ihe other day we were assured by an
acquaintance that he had seen a twin-
cylinder Rudge motor bicycle on the
road. It must have been an optical

illusion, for we now have before us a
letter from Rndge-Whitworth, Ltd.,

stating that the firm is not experimenting
with, or even considering, any twin or

other multi-cylinder motor cycle. The
manufacture of the Rudge cycle car has
not been continued owing to the extreme
pressure in the works.

Motor Cyclists and the Army.

The Secretary of the War Office

announces that any persons wishing to

i'oin the Motor Cyclist Section of the

loyal Engineers (Special Reserve) should
apply to the member of the Motor Cyclist

Reserve- Committee in the neighbourhood
of their places of residence. All in-

formation regarding enlistment, etc., is

contained in Army Orders, dated June
1st, 1913, which can be purchased
through any bookseller

A Twin-cylinder Bradbui'y.

Hugh Gibson told us at Colwyn last

week-end that he hopes to be mounted
on the new 750 c.c. twin-cylinder chain-

driven Bradbury with sidecar attachment
in the English Six Days' Trials. The
advent of this machine is eagerly looked

forward to. Messrs. Bradbury and Co.,

Ltd., have had it in hand for some
months, and it is sure to be an attractive

mount from a firm with such a unique
e.xperiencc in the uinntifarture of motor
cycles.

Racing at Cambridge.

On July 3rd .some successful motor
cycle races were incorporated among the
events at the charity sports on tlie

Amalgamation Cricket Ground at Cam-
bridge. Some well-known riders took
part, including the redoubtable Harry
Martin. Considering that the grass track
was unbanked, the speeds were fairly

high. In the three miles scratch race the

result was: 1, Martin ; 2, Barker. So keen
was the struggle that the pair continued
for several laps after the race was de-

r[d<>d !

An Impossible (?) Hill.

Last week we referred to a hill near

Llangollen which is described by " Biben-

dum " as an " impossible hill for motors."

We now hear Irom a reader that he

climbed this hill on the 22nd ult., ridhig

a 1910 F.E. Triumph geared 6| to 1.

Fatal Accident at Portmarnock.

The race meeting at Portmarnock was
abandoned owing to a sad accident which
occurred during the practise before the

races. Two riders, J. Barrett and F.

W. IParker, both of Dublin, came into

collision, practically end on, when travel-

ling at high speed, with the result that

the former was killed on the spot and

the latter so seriously injured that his

recovery is doubtful. This is the first

serious accident that has occurred at

Portmarnocli.

GEO. E. STANIEV

AND HIS SIHGER
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The Six Days' Reliability Trials.

A fortnight ago we published photo-
graphs of the Scottish Trials course.

This week we publish the first pliotographs
of hills to bo included in the English
Six Days' TviaKs iiext .^ugu.'^t.

Irish End-to-end Trial.

Next Monday the annual lri.sh End-to-

end Trial starts from Goleen immediately
after the stroke of twelve on Sunday,
The Palmer Tropliy is the chief award.

G. E. Stanley, the well known Singer expo.^ent who
gained five firsts at the Colwyn Bay Speed Trials last

Saturday. Stanley Is left handed and always

mounts by the rijlit footrest ol his machine.

A Proposed Scottish T.X.

After the recent very successful race

meeting promoted by the East of Fife

M.C.C. on the sands at St. Andrews,

some discussion arose as to the prospect

• of holding an open meeting over a

distance of, say, twenty miles on ' the

seashore. Several of the more prominent

Edinburgh, East of Fife, and Glasgow
racing men have expressed themselves as

entirely favourable to the idea, and

there can be little doubt that the event

will materialise. There are, of course,

objections to such a meeting, such as the

large number of turns on the course, and

the possibility of a wet day, which

would render the event null and void,

but, given a fair day, thei'e is no reason

whv the event should not be a success.

A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

THE Six Days' Trials tliis year will,

we are coiifident, eclipse those of

last year in point of severity, as

not only will the course be more
strenuous, but, as will have been seen by

the summary of the regulations published

in our last week's issue, the conditions

will be far more stringent.

Mr. Loughborough, the A.C.U. secre-

tary, has just returned after nearly a

fortnight's absence at Carlisle, where he

has gone into the smallest details with

the local authorities and the Cumberland
County M.C.C. The official hotel will be

The Central," where competitors will be

lodged at 7s. 5d. a day, while the twelve

senior officials of the trial will stay at

the Crown and Mitre. Other hotels are

the County and Red Lion, while there

are numerous hotels and boarding houses

about the
,

town. Intending competitors

are advised to book their rooms early.

Dnrbam in the Six Days' Trials.

The routes will be published early in

August, probably just after the entries

close on August 6th. Mr. Loughborough
recommends the Competitions Committee
to adopt a series of routes, which corn-

prise three days in Lakeland, one in

North Yorkshire, and one in Durham.
He considers the day's route in Durham
will prove the most severe of tlie lot. In

the course of the trial the highest public

house in England, on the summit of Tan
Hill, will be passed. It is really

the highest inn. as it stands 1,727

feet above sea level. It is interest-

ing to note also that Alston, the highest

town in England, will also be traversed

during the trials. Mr. Loughborough,

who was accompanied by Mr. Greenhill,

chairman of the Competitions Committee,

received the greatest assistance from

Mr. G. P. Abraham, the well-known

mountaineer and Tho. Motor Ci/cle corre-

spondent in the North-west of England.

Mr. Abraham has a wonderful model of

the country round the Lakes which

Occupies a whole room, and affords an

interesting study for those who have the

opportunity of seeing it«

The speed trials will probably be held

in LoMther Park, the seat of Lord

Lonsdale, near Penrith.

It is interesting to have to record that

the Cliief Constable of Carlisle is a motw
cyclist.

Jlr. Loughborough is very well pleased

with the result of his visit, and received

plenty of encouragement from the local

residents. Local motor cyclists and those

staying in the Lake District who would

care to help the A.C.U. are requested to

communicate with the secretary at 89,

Pall Mall, S.W.

C13
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Bradford M.C.C. inter-team trial to London and back. Through rain and narrow streets in Stamford Town.

BRADFORD-LONDON AND BACK.
. The long distance reliability trial .for the Bysoir trophy
was held by the Bradford M.C.C. last week-end. Invitations
were extended to different clubs to send teams to compete,
and the start was on Friday evening. Rain was experienced
on. and off throughout the. trip, and the competition proved
much more severe as a result. Owing to, the rain, the club
decided to finish the ride some five miles away from the
intended place. The results are not available for this
issue.

WINNER OF A DUTCH MILITARY CROSS-COUNTRY RIDE.

H. Meyer, Editor of a Dutch motor cycle paper, on his 23 h.p. twin
Humber. He won (he Vermeil metlal offered by the Territorials in a 50
miles cross-country ride lor military motor cyclists last month. There
were 46 competitors. Queen Welhelmina and the Prince Consort wit-
nessed part of the contest.

A.C.U. SILENCER TRIALS.
JUDGES' SUPPLEMENTARY REPORT.
A supplementary report has been issued by the judges on

the recent A.C.U. silencer trials. In this it is stated .that

the standard silencer being taken as a basis, the markings
were given as follows : (a) Degree of noisiness as compared
with standard; (J) weight; (c) volume; (rf) general
practicability.

Various criticisms o! the first report have appeared in The
Motor Cycle, especially on account of the non-publication of

back pressure figures. The judges, however, point out that
these were withheld on account of the misunderstandings
which they were likely to cause. It must be remembered
that a silencer which is particularly good in some respects
may fail lamentably in others, thus the marking was ren-

dered particularly clifficult.

The tabulated results published herewith will show the
results obtained, the marking liaving been agreed to by the
committee. It is claimed that nothing could be gained by
publishing further data.

M.-\R KINGS.
Back Pressure of Sfand.^rd SILE^XER, .53 and .8 lb. to the Square Inch.

Engine Revolutions with Standard Silencer, 1,815 and 965.

+ is noise
Slow Fast - Back Total less than

Name engine engine . pressure, Marlis of all standard ?

of speed. speed, lb. per for marks — is noise
silencer. bench

test.

liench

test.

square incti. noisiness. allotted. worse thaiT
standard ?

r.p.m. r.p.m.
Worby 960 1,830 .15 .58 5^5 2i^5 —
A.B.C. 950 1,830 .25 • 54 6.1 26.2 —
LyeU 970 1,840 • 35 • 73 5^4 19.9 —
Lyell 950 1,840 .27 .68

- 9-2 26.4 Equal
Davis 960 1,840 • 35 • 73 7-5 24.5 Equal
Hiitton 960 1,810 .41 .96 9.6 30^J -1-

Hiitton 970 1,810 .60 1. 10 8.1 26.7
Dawson 950 1,780 • 73 1.44 9.9 29.-8

Sharpe 920 1,720 8.0 8.0 7.3 21.6 —
Sharpe 9.10 1,750 7^5 10. 3.0 13.0 —

.

Ryrler 970 1,870 4^5 4.5 4^3 14 • 6 —
Chase 970 1.870 •33 • 56 9^6 3,^^2 Equal
!i>un!op 970 l,Soo .64 1,14 7^o 24.0 Equal
Rover 950 1,860 • 31 .77 10.4 33-3 -1-

ivudge 990 1,900 .19 • 25 4^1 25.3 —
i^iid^e 990 1,840 • 49 I.O ^•7 25^4 —
(.yell 990 1,900 • 37 • 73 6.6 21.2 —
From the results obtained the following conclusions may

be drawn : (1.) The gases should have a free entrance to "a

large expansion chamber. (2.) If a large chamber is not
possible, deflecting blades are desirable. (3.) When reduced
in pressure and temperature, the gases should be passed
through a pipe or other device to damp out pressure varia-
tions. (4.) Silencers should be built solidlv.

CIJ
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SPEEDS IN THE GRAND PRIX.
As it iiKiv be intoii'sliiig fni- spectaturs to be able to read

(iff tile S|ieed,ot' the eoMipetitui's in miles per lioiir from
the lap times, we give a table showing the speed wlien the
hip (17i km.) is completed in any time (varying by lialf-

minutes) from ten minutes to twenty minutes per h'lp :

severe liills near, the finish. These will be observed ai;d
special marks awarded for clean ascents. In this way it

is hoped to divide the survivors. Last year the winner -of
the Palmer trophy had but a few seconds less variation from
standaid time than the runner up; the new arrangements
will make the awards less of a lottery than in the pa.st.

mins. per lap. m.p.h. mins. per lap.

i4 ...

m.p.h
10 .. ... 65.22 ... 42.12

10^ ...
•

... 62.14 16 ... ... 40.82
U ... ... 59.33 16i ... ... 39.52

Hi ... ... 56.78 17' ... ... 38.56
12 ... ... 54.45 17 L ... ... 37.27

12i ... ... 52.27 18 ... ... 36.25
lo ... ... 50.16 18i ... ... 35.28

15i ... ... 48.31 19 ... ... 34.35
14 ... ... 46.60 1% ... ... 35.'45

14i ... ... 45.00 20 ... .. 32.61
15 ... ... 43.52

IRISH END-TO-END TRIAL.
The Irish End-to-end Run on the 14th inst, promises to

be quite rf big affair this year. Entries did not close until
yesterday (Wednesday) morning, but those received up till

I'uesday night ensured a suceessfiil event. It is tlie only
Irish trial recognised by the Manufacturers' Union, and
consequently the trade has supported the event very liber-
ally, the linglish trade being well represented. The trial

will be run from south to north as usual, and will start
from Goleen one minute after midnight next Sunday. The
route is much the same as in former years, as also are the
regulations. The riders will follow the main road to Cork
and Dublin, where new arrangements as to checking
will be made to obviate the possibility of those Tvho are
behind time travelling too fast through the city. The
northern end of the course has been altered to take in some

Kri^^S

SOME LATE CLUB RESULTS.
Cambusslang M.C.C.

A petrol consumption test took place recently. Results

:

1, T. E. Roberts (2% ilumber), ligure of merit 12.1;
2, 0. Sproul (3i Triumph), 11.4; 3, A. Doig (2% Douglas).

Southampton and District M.C.C.
The annual hill-climb took place on the 2nd inst. at Dean

Hill, near Salisbury. The hill is over lialf a mile in length
and fairly steep. Results: Solo class. 1, W. H. Winck-
wurth (4^ Sun-Precision), 51s. ; 2, F. Tappenden (3^ Premier)

;

61s. Passenger class. 1, F. Tuffin (3^ New Hudson sc.)

;

2, J. W. Silvey (3| Sun-1'recision sc). Miss B. Sims ex-
perienced hard luck, her belt breaking when half way up.

Helensburgh M.C.C.
The results of the petrol consumption test over a. distance

of twenty miles are as follows, the formula used being —p—
W = weight of rider and machine, P = petrol in ounces, and

capacity— 20C

17600
-H.

1. J. H. Murray (23 A.J.S.) .;.

2. H. W. Ballardie (5 Hazlewood)
3. D. F. Macnab (3^ Quadrant)

Fig of Merit.
21.15
14.85
13.25

CYCLE CARS IN THE GRAND PRIX RACE.
(1) The Grand Prix Bedelia.

i3j Front view ol the wind cutting Bedelia.
(2) The long racy looking AulomoDllelte. propelleJ by a 'our-cylinder jdKlns.
'+) The Bedelia Iwln-cyllnder power unit. Observe Ihe short eiliiust pipes,

CI9
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THE GRAND PRIX.
English Lack of Knowledge of Itie Course. Tfie Competing Macliines.

Latest twin Peugeot engine wliicli lias side by side mechanically operated valves. New Anzani en

Some French Speed Ideas.

A study of many of the competing
machines hailing from the other side of

the Channelj both cycle and motor cycle,

shows an interesting combination of past

and possibly future ideas.

At last, after years of faithful adher-

ence to the atmospheric valve, the

Peugeot firm have fitted their motor
cycle engines witli mechanically operated
valves of the side by side pattern, but
they still doubt the excellence of the

rub'ber belt. The Truffault spring

forks are fitted. An enormous car

type carburetter is used, the float

chamber apparently holding about a pint

of petrol I Our illustrations give an
admirably clear view of the details of

both this and several other machines. It

is interesting to note that the French
machines have at least one English fit-

ting—the Brooks saddles.

The Anzani engine fitted to the racing

Alcyon is an interesting production. Its

general design is exceptionally neat, but
the inlet valve is automatic, and ap-

parently it is necessary to remove the
cylinder to replace the valve.

One of the most interesting power
plants is found in tlie Clement. This is

the M.A.G. motor, and is precisely similar

to the engine used in the T.T., when we
fully described it. An Enfield two-speed
gear and chain drive are fitted, and it

is confidently expected that it will give

a very good account of itself.

The Astonishing Cycle Cars.

For real outri ideas one must study the

Bedelia. Here we have a belt-driven

machine, the belt of which measures about
20ft. , the drive being direct from the

engine to the road wheels. In order to

reduce or raise the gear, pulleys, ap-

parently working on the Philipson prin-

ciple, are employed, and tlie engine is

shifted backwards and forwards on a bed
by means of a worm gear worked by the

driver to slacken and tighten the belt.

Tlie Automobilette is interesting

because it is a remarkable mixture of

true car and true motor cycle practice.

A water-cooled four-cylinder motor is

employed, and the belt pulleys are driven

by a shaft from the engine clutch to the

gear box placed in the middle of the

chassis. . The front suspension is a la

Bedelia.

The Super is the only tandem-seated
machine in which the driver sits in front

of his passenger, and thus has a clear

view of the road ahead.

L. Messervy, who was to have driven

one of the Grand Prix Duos, collided

with a taxicab and injured his arm so

badly that he will be unable to drive.

Excursions to the Race.

The South-Eastern and Chatham Rail-

way will run the following excursions to

Amiens on July 10th, 11th, and 12th,

available by the 10 a.m. and 2.5 p.m.
service from Charing Cross, via Boulogne,

and the 9.30 p.m. via Calais, and return-

ing from Amiens at 9.20 a.m. and 4.55

p.m. via Boulogne and 11 p.m. via

Calais. These tickets will be available

for fifteen days at the following fares :

First class, 42s. 6d. ; second class, 30s. 6d.

The List of Competitors.

Below is a complete list of entries

given in the order of starting. It will

be seen that the British motor cycle

industry is well represented by B.S.A.,

Clyno, Douglas, Premier, Regal-Green,

Rudge, Triumph, and Zenith, and British

cycle cars by G.N.'s, Duo, Morgan, Marl-

borough, and Bolton-Precision, though
we hear the last-named is not sufficiently

advanced to come to the starling line.

MoTOB Bicycles.

Class 1.—350 c.c.

1. Clement. 9. Alcyon.

2. Gladiator. 10. Alcyon.

3. Peugeot. 11. Douglas.

4. Peugeot. 12. Douglas.

5. Terrot. 13. Douglas.

6. Terrot. 14. Motosacoche
7. Alcyon. 15. Motosacoche
8. Alcyon.

Class 2.—500 c.c.

1. B.S.A. 7 Peugeot.

2. B.S.A. . 8. Terrot.

3. B.S.A. 9. Terrot.

4. Clement. 10. Triumph.
5. Gladiator. 11. Triumph.
6. Peugeot 12. Triumph.

;ine on the Alcyon'Grand Prix

Class 2.—500 c.

13. Motosacoche.
14. Motosacoche.
15. Automoto.
16. Rene-Gillet.

17. Rene-Gillet.
18. Zenith.
19. Zenith.

20. Zenith.

21. Zenith.

Sidecars and Theee
Class 1.-

1. B.S.A.

Class 2.-

1. Clyno.

Class 3.—

:

1. Morgan.
2. Morgan.
3. Morgan.

Cycle
Class 2.—:

1. Bedelia.

2. Bedelia.

3. Bedelia.

4. Violet-Bogey.
5. Violet-Bogey.
6. Mathis.
7. Ronteix.
8. L. Noel.

9. Du Guesclin.

10. Automobilette
11. Super.
12. Violet-Bogey.

Practising Notes.

Matters have been very dull for the

spectators who turned out during the

limited practising hours, for, singularly,

few of the competitors have been able to

take the opportunity of acquiring a know-
ledge of- the course. Of the cycle cars, the

only ones to put in an appearance during

the very limited period provided for

practising have been the French makes.
None of the English machines have been

seen on the course at all, nor has any-

thing been heard of the Mathis from
Strasbourg. The Mathis is probably more
feared by the French than any other

foreigner in the race, and for that reason

everyone has been looking forward to

seeing it put through its paces round the

course. But Strasbourg is a long way

machine.

c. (Contiinied).

22. Premier.
23. Premier.
24. Rudge.
25. Rudge.
26. Rudge.
27. N.S.U.
28. N.S.U.
29. Premier.
30. Dot.

WHEELED RuN-ABOUTS.

-500 C.C.

2. Regal-Green.

-750 C.C.

1,000 c.c.

4. Morgan.
5. Rene-Gillet.

6. N.S.U.

Caes.

1,100 c.c.

13. La Roulette.

14. Bolton-Precisia
15. G.N.
16. G.N.
17. Duo.
18. Duo.
19. La Roulette.

20. Globe.
21. Automobilette.
22. Marlborough,
23. Ronteix.
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1 he Triumpn Icam in the Grand Prix race next bunilay ; A. Clayton, W. F. Newsome, and E. W. Cheshire.

from Amiens, and it is absurd to expect
makers to travel an immense distance for

what amounted to four and a half hours'
practising nearly a fortnight before tlie

race, and then when the course was closed
to go home and come again to Amiens for

the contest.

English Unpreparedness.
The case is much the same with our

own competitors, for altliough it is quite

a simple and inexpensive matter to run
over to Amiens from London, it is im-
possible to do so at a moment's notice,

and this is what would have been neces-

sary, for the authorities gave no notice
of the time allowed for practice, and,
owing to tlie obstinacy of the local

authorities, it was found that a meagre
one and a half hours early in the morn-
ings of July let. 2iid, and 3rd was all

that could be arranged for. No effort

seems to have been made by the racing
authorities to communicate Avith any com-
petitors except the Frenclimen, a proceed-

ing very unfair to all foreigners, and
great indignation is felt in many quarters.

It is all very well to argue that we
have Brooklands on which to tune up the,

competing machines. No place is finer

for the purpose, we admit, but what
is wanted to win a race is a road driver
as well as a road machine, and quick
corner work, not to be learned at Brook-
lauds, will play an important part in

securing a win in J?rance.
The French, of course, have availed

themselves of the restricted period for
practising, and two each of the liontcix,
Violet-Bogey, Bedelia, and Sphinx among
the cycle cars have been hard at work
on the course. The last-named is tlie

French edition of the English Globij.

The Violet has covered a lap at a speed
of nearly 53 m.p.h. This is bound to
tell its t^ale in tha race, for there will

be no further opportunity of acquiring
a knowledge of the course before the
race itself, unless the regulations are

Two aspects of the Pilathis, entered for the Grand Prix, which has been built

on strictly ca, lines, having a [our-cyiinder water-cooled engine, and gear

box pbced amidships. Ti:ere is only one Baby Mathis in the cycle car event

relaxed, which appears unlikely. With
regard to the motor cycles our position
is not so serious, as most of our riders
have had more experience on the road
in the Isle of Man than the French have
had, and probably the English machines
are faster—though it would not be well
to pin too much faith on this surmise, as
the Kene-Gillet, Peugeot, and Terrot
machines are reported to be very fast.

By the way, H. Lamb, one of the" firm's
testers, will ride a Premier in place of

Keg. Holloway, who has not yet suffi-

ciently recovered from his recent acci-

dent.

Arrangements for the Race.

Depots are being established in the

neighbourhuud of the course by various
firms, and w-e learn that Jlussrs. Rudge-
Wliitworth have secured quarters at the
Cafe du Commerce, Boves, about five miles
from Amiens and practically abutting on
the course. The first machine in the 350
c.c. class will be sent away at 6 a.m. on
the 13th inst., but owing to the con-

siderable number of the entries and the

shortness of the circuit, 17^ km., it is

quite likely that the riders will be started

in rows of three or four at a time. The
500 f.c. class will start next, while the

sidecars and cycle cars will decide their

struggle on the afternoon of the same
day. One of the most interesting vehicles

is the little Mathis cycle car. or baby
car would be a better term, fur it is a
perfectly proportioned car in miniature,

and has nothing of the cycle about it

except that it comes under the A.C.U.
definition for cycle cars. It is fitted with
a four-cylinder water-coolecl engine of

58 bore x 100 stroke, and is driven through
a three-speed and reverse gear box by a

cardan-shaft and live axle. 650x65 mm.
tyres are fitted to wood detacliable wheels.

Its weight is approxiiiiately 6 cwt. 3 qrs.

It will be interesting to see how this car

type of cycle car will fare under racing

conditions opposed to the belt-driven

type. The speedy Morgans are relegated

to the sidecar class ow'ing to their being
three-wheelers, but as they are competing
at the same time as the cycle cars, we
shall get interesting evidence as to thj

speed and reliability of the car type, the

belt-driven type, and the three-wheeler

type as opposed to the sidecar and mctiiv

cycles.
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n.C.C. Fifth Annual Race Aeetin^ at Brooklands.
A. LARGE AND SUCCESSFUL PROGRAMME.

THE JMotor Cycling Club's annual Brooklands meeting

is always a bright and interesting event, and this

year's programme proved no exception. A large

number of well-known riders took part in the various

races, and, though the onlookers were not numerous, this

could hardly be expected, as there were 'many other week-

end open events to act as counter-attractions.

The weather was kind, and though the sky was clouded

throughout the meeting only a light rain fell, and this was

not sufficient to spoil the racing. All the events started

and finished at the fork, and it was here that the

spectators gathered to watch the proceedings.

Event I.

llacing started at lAb p.m. with a two-lap' handicap event

for snachines with engines up to 350 c.c. Of the fourteen

entrants, all .started, the Douglas machines getting away

quickest almost without exception ; in fact, several riders

of this make paddled off, and were soon going at a good,

pace. At the end of the first lap, Percival (Douglas) was

leading, followed by Sir R. K. Arbuthnot, Purchase

(Douglas), A .V. Sumner (2| Zenith), Le Grand and Jacobs

(Singers), Wilberforce (Douglas), and Seed (Douglas). On
the next lap, Jacobs and Le Grand picked up in fine form,

the former winning by about 25 yards, with Sir R. K.

Arbuthnot second, and' Le Grand third. The last-mentioned

would probably have run into second place, but was con-

siderably slowe'd by a flat front tyre. The next to finish

were Percival, Sam Wright, and Seed, whose stand was

trailing. 'Wilberforce finished with a flat back tyre. "W.

Coope? (2| Humber) caused some amusement by riding

with his shoes protected from oil by rag. Results :

s. m. 6. m.p.h.

'W. A. Jacobs (1-cyl. Singer) ... 69x93 8 5 51 = 55.72

Rear Admiral Sir R. K. Arbuthnot

(2 Douglas) • 61x60 30

J. P. Le Grand (1 Singer) 69x93 8

Event II.

The second event was another two-lap handicap race for

machines with engines exceeding 350 c.c, but not exceeding

560 c.c. C. 'W. Meredith (Bradbury), who is better known

in long-distance trials than on the track, unfortunately got

up a wobble and fell, but was not seriously hurt. Shaw

(P. and M.) got away very well, and appeared very fast,

and 0. C. Godfrey went away better than anyone ; he was

ridin'T the single-cylinder Indian which he used in the T.T.

and the Grand Prix de Fontainebleau, but it seemed rather

low -geared for track work. De Lissa's Jtotosacoche was

fitted with his patent exhaust valve, but this machine also

was geared too low. At the end of the first lap, Newsome
(Rover) had worked his way to the front, and was riding

magnificently. He was followed by Shaw, Meredith, Noble
(Rover), R. E. Guest (Matchless), H. A. ColKer, and S. F.

Garrett (Regal-Green), who had lost some time by a slow

start. Colliver, on a single-cylinder Indian, was suffering

from' float chamber trouble, but was fast when going

properly. • Collier was going grandly, and soon picked up
the field, winning comfortably, with Guest in the second

place, and Shaw lying third. Newsome came fourth, having
dropped back owing to plug trouble, which dogged him
throughout the day. Results :

H. A. Collier (2-cyl. Matchless) 64x77
R. E. Guest (1 Matchless) ... 90x77.5

s. m.s. m p.h.

8 5 11=6287
14

P. Shaw (1 P. and M.) 85x88.9 42

Event III.

Scratch race of three laps, up to 350 c.c. As usual, the
Douglases were first away, but they were overhauled by
Jacobs, Le Grand, and Sam 'Wright, who stuck together

throughout the first lap. Sir-R. K. Arbuthnot came next,

but it was obvious that, except for« accidents, one of the

three leaders must win. Jacobs was still in front at the

end of the second lap, but Wright was pressing him hard
less than a length behind. The Admiral had run into

third place, as Le Grand had had his belt come off. He
passed sixth, gaining ground quickly, but shortly afterwards
the same thing happened again, effectually putting him out

of the race. This left Jacobs and Wright to fight for first

place, and the former succeeded in pulling off the race by
a small margin. In each scratch race the first five to finish

were eligible to start for the club championship for the
Harry Smith gold challenge cup, which event took place last

of all. Results :

m. s. m.p.h.
8 46= £5.72W. A. Jacobs (1-cvl. Singer) ... 69 x93

S. Wright (2 Humber) - 60.7x60
Sir R. !<;. Arbuthnot (2 Douglas) 61 x60
V. Wilberforce (2 Douglas) ... 60.5x60
J. P. Le Grand (1 Singer) ... 69 x 93

Event IV.
Three-lap scratch race for machines above 350 c.c. and up

to 560 c.c. There was a good entry for this event, but.
unfortunately six were non-starters. Nearly everyone got
away well with the exception of N. 0. Soresby, who had
quite a struggle. Collier assumed the lead at once, followed
by Newsome, Guest, Pullin. and" Godfrey. This order was
unchanged at the end of the first lap.

H. A. Collier (31 h.p. Matchle>si, who has returned to lorm and won three

races on Saturday at Brooklands.
W. A. Jacobs (2i ta.p. Singer) winner of two events.

C22
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M.C.C. Fifth Annual Race Meeting—

During the second lap Cullier increased his lead, and

Guest was running second followed by UowUmdson, whose

Kudge was missing slightly owing to phig trouble, and

Pullin. Newsome's Rover was obviously slowing up, and

Soresby suffered both belt and plug trouble. Collier romped

home an easy winner, with Pidliu second and Rowlandsoii

third. Results:

11, A. Collier (2-cvl. Matcliless)

r. J. Pullin (1 Rudge)
S. A. Rowlandson (1 Rudge)
U. E. Guest (1 INIatchless)

J). H. Noble (1 Rover) ... GSx88

ni. li. ni.p.h.

64x77 . . 7 58t = 61.;.u

85x88
85x88

64x77 ... 5 234-60 a

6

85x88
85x88

pruvijcd )iy l!ie A..\.

Event V.
A three-lap scratch race tor machines over' 750 c,c. .-iiid up

to 1,000 c.c. This race drew only three entries. Mariani

(Indian) got away well, but Collier was slow cif the iliaih.

Sumner (Zenith) led at the end of the first lap with, Coliicr

pressing him and shortly afterwards passing him and finishing

an ea.sy winner. Sumner's machine "as rather new a.iid ai t

to dry" up. Mariani was sufi'ering from missing, apparently

due to over hibrication. Results ;

H. A. Collier (2-cyl. Matchless) 90 x77i ... 7 15 = 67,18

A. V. Sumner (2 Zenill:! .,. 90 x77A
A. Mariani (2 Indian) S2ix0.3

Event VI.
Twodap scratch race fm- motor cycles not, exceeding 650 c.c,

to run on benzole. First prize presented by Mrs. Jarrott,

Rjiin started to fall just l>efore this race, but fortunately it

was not heavy enough to spcii the proceedings. CcjUicr

again proved an easy winner. At the end of the first lap

he was followed by Pidlin, Newsome, Puowlandson, iSoreshy,

and Garrett. Newsome, however, picked up and ran i)itii

second place, being chased home by Rowlandson and Pullin,

Results :

H. A. Collier (2-cyL Matthlos.s)

C. T. Newsome (1 Rover)
S. A. Rowlandson (1 Rudge)

The benzole used in this I'ace "as
and M.U.

Event VII.
This race was a handicap for any type of car, distance

three laps. Two cycle cars competed, a Chater-Lea driven

by W. Chater-Lea and a fonr-cy'inder Wilton driven by C.

F. Halsall, the latter proved the winner at a speed of 52.10

m.p.h. 'I'he Wilton came in for a lot of favourable comment.
Its engine has a most healthy buzz.

Event VIII.

A two-lap handicap sidecar raee for single-cylinder

machines. Harold Karslake (Rover sc.) v/as .started off the

limit mark and got away very well ; he came in for a good
deal of good natured chaff over the pink sweater he was
wearing-. Newsome also got away in fine style, but C!;\rrett's

passenger, who assisted in pushing off, caused some amuse-
ment liy his method of getting into the sidecar, Karslake
still led at the end of the first lap, but Nevysome passed him
before tliey were o\it of sight, his combination going in

jiarticularly good form. Garrett also was going very well

and rapidly overhauling Watson (Swift). A. V. Sumner
(Zenith-Green) travelled well, but was not quite fast enough
to pick up his handicap. Newsome appe.ircd to be an easy

winner on the last lap, but Ids engine suddenly slowed once
again, and just liefore the fini,sh Garrett shot past and won
by about forty yards. Results :

S" F. Garrett" (1 Regal-Green sc.) scr. 85x88 7 48 = 47.96

C. T. Newsome (1 Rover sc.) ... 16s, 85x88
H. Karslake (1 Rover sc.) ,,. bOa. 85x88

Event IX.
Two-lap handicap for twins and sidecars. Only three

entries wei'e received, de Lissa (3^ Motosacoche sc) and
Hell (F.N. scj receiving Im. 38s. start from Sumner (8

Zenith sc). This handicap did not prove sufficient, for

Sumner soon took the lead, and won with great ease. de
liissa was second, having run very steadily and fast for the
size of his engine. Bell caused some amusement by slowing

9^3

up as he passed and enquiring if there was any chance of the

otliers breaking down. Results :

A. V. Sumner (2-cyl. Zenith)

0. L. de Lissa (2 Jlotosaeoche) ,

90x77^- scr.

64x77i 1 38
6 17=52.0

Event X,

This was a ten-lap handicap for cars tor the Albert Brown
(Miallenge Trophy. Once again Halsall drove his little

Wilton to victory at an average speed of 54.31 ra.p.h. The
machine ran with the utmost regularity, and made a very

fine performance.

Event XI.

Club Cliampionsliip for the Harry Smith. Gold Clia!ienc,_e

Cup. Distance, ten lap.s iiandicap, Stariers : Scratch, A. \'.

Sumner; Im. 10s., H. A, Collier, C. G. Pullin, S. A.

Rowlandson and D, H. Noble; 4m. oOs,, W. A. Jacobs, S.

Wright, V. Wilberforce, and J. P. Le Grand, This race,

v,'as looked upon as the most important of the day Every-

one got away fairly well, but Sumner wa.s parlicuhirly smait.

The smaller" machines completed well over a lap befoi'c the

scratch man started. Jacobs, Le Grand, .-iiid Wriyht being

all in a bunch. I'uUin dropped out of t!io race in the fourth

lap, the order at the end of the fiilh hip being Ja<;obs,

Wright, Le Grand. Collier, Rowlandson, aiid_ Sumner.

Collier was rapidly picking up, and looked like a w-iuucr. In

the 7th lap Saur" Wright was dropping back, lie appea-vcd

to be sntfering from belt slip, and to be using his foot as a

jockey pulley. In the eighth lap Collier tnr>k the lead, ,-md

iSnmiier, who was making a game light, pirkeil up two more
places. .Jacobs was lying second, ajid Le Grand third, 'iliis

order was maintained till the last lap, though Collier

gradually increased his lead. In the last lap Jac^ibs and Lo
Grand changed places, after riding most cnnsislenlly througli-

ont. Their little Singers and Wright's Huuioer were easily

the fastest lightweights of the day, and had matters their

own way. Results

:

mm. .H'cap, Time, m,p,h,

n. A, C'olier (2-cvl. Matchless) 64x77 1 10 25.0 ^-65,22

,1, P, Le Grand (1 Singer) ... 69x93 4 50

W. A. Jacobs (1 Singer) ... 69x93 4 50

Sunnier came in fourth, and Rowlandson fiftli.

Thus ended a very enjoyable day's sport. The organisation

was excellent throughout! and there were no delays exce[>t

for a short wait while one competitor attached a sidecar In

his machine. H. A. Collier's riding was prnl)ably the feature

of the day, for he won every race in which he entered

—

five in all.

S. F. Garrett (31 li.p. Rejal-Green) winner of tlie sIngle-cyUnder

Sidecar event.

Ci.i
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A NOVEL CYCLE CAR.
THE 8h.p. NORTON WITH

ONE of the most ingenious light four-wheelers we have
ever seen appeared in the Midlands last week and
attracted a considerable amount of attention. On
enquiries it turned out to be an experimental model

constructed by Mr. Tom Norton, of Llandnndod Wells. On
the model we in-

spected, the power
unit consisted of an
8 h.p. twin Precision,

transmitting power
through a Roc two-
speed (giving a 40%
reduction) and reverse
gear box enclosed in

an aluminium box,
thence through a pro-

peller-shaft to the
differential on a live

rear axle. The whole
was mounted on a
strong tubular frame
and carried by a single

cross spring in front

and a pair of quarter
eliptic springs behind.
The steering is Acker-
man type and effected

by a wheel geared
down to the main column in a similar manner to that em-
ployed on the Ford. From the foot of the column the steering

is direct. All four wheels are fitted with wooden rims, and
the passengers are protected from mud by wide guards fitted

TWO SIDECAR BODIES.

Specially wide dome mudguards and wooden
rims.

BHi
with sensible side

wings. The front

guards are so mounted
as to swivel with the

wheels on turning
corners. The body is

extremely curious, and
consists of two coach
built sidecar bodies
mounted side by side.

' Between them lie a

side brake lever,

which is of the usual
motor cycle V rim
type, and a lubricating
tank. The petrol is

carried in a tank under
the front of the
passengers' seat and
supplies the fuel by
gravity. Behind the
body is mounted a
large box which con-

tains a generator, accumulators (for tail light), and
provides ample accommodation for tools and spares, while
the outside serves as a number-plate. Further details are

as follows : Amac carburetter (two lever), wheelbase 6ft.

6in., track 3ft. lOiin., full length 9ft., full width 4ft. 6in'.",

weight 6 cwt. all on and filled up with petrol and oil, tyres

650x65 mm., capacity of tank 4-^ " gallons, When the

arrangements are complete a large number of these cars will

be manufactured.

Steering bead and spring attachment on the
Norton cycle car.

TWO ASPECTS OF THE NEW NORTON CYCLE CAR.

Front view showing engme and the two sidecar bodies. Broadside view.

->-•••—«-
T.T. EFFECT ON TOURING OUTLINE.

The influence of racing is seen in many ways beyond the
question of engine design being affected. One of the most •

notable departures from long accepted ideas is to be seen in

the gradual disappearance of the old-fashioned up-swept and
back-swept handle-bars, giving " an easy and graceful riding
position," as the catalogues used to put it so nicely. As a

matter of fact, they did give neither, and it was very notice-

able last year in the Six Days' Trials to see the large numbers
of riders, both private and trade, whose machines were fitted

with handle-bars of a wide and almost flat pattern.

The hardened tourist and long distance rider will know
that this is the most useful and comfortable design, and
there is more than mere speed in the T.T. models listed by
so many makers that is attractive. There is also a deal of

comfort for long distance work. The exact width and height
of such bars is a matter for the rider, but, generally speak-
ing, about 24in. wide and the grips an inch or two higher than
the peak of the saddle is a good average position.

C26

RESULTS OF SCOTTISH EVENTS.

Glasgow M.C.C. Open Twelve Hours' Trial.

The results of the reliability trial are as follows.: Rudge-
Whitworth cup for best performance on solo machines, W-
Hood (3i Rudge-multi) ; 2, D. S. Baddeley (3i P. and M.)

;

Indian medal for the best performance of a passenger machine,
Geo. Thomson (6 A.J.S. sc); Gow cup, trade rider putting
,up the best performance, W. Deans (5-6 Hazlewood).

South Ayrshire M.C.C.

A reliability trial of 300 miles was held last week," the
route being as follows : Maybole, Girvan, Stranraer, Cree-

town. Castle Douglas, and home via Dumfries. Five com-
petitors completed the course to schedule, securing gold

medals. They were A. Reeve (3^ Triumph), Richard Kennedy

(3i Bradbury), J. Riddel (3^ Zenith), J. Tweedie (3^ P. and
M.), and T. Hunter (3^ Triumph).
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N.E.A.A. Hill-climb at Legs Cross.
The motor cycle section of the N.E.A.A. held a hill-climb

nil Saturday at Legs Cross, a section of the Great North

Road between Piercebridge and West Auckland. This hill,

which is tliree-quarters of a mile long, has an exceptionally

good surface and an average gradient of about 1 in 7 to ti,

and being absolutely straight, is well adapted for a venue
for climbs.

The event had been advertised as an open one, but owing
to the counter attractions on Saturday such a poor outside

entry had been obtained that the open classes were aban-

doned, and an event open only to the ten clubs contained

.in the association held. This made the number of the

entrants si.xty-flve, and is a record for an association event.

The proceedings were most successful, there being a good
number of spectators and no accidents. There were no
long waits, and the results were available shortly after the

events were run off, which reflects great credit on the

various officials concerned.

Class 1 was won by Norman Toovey, riding Hugh
Mason's 2J Nut-Jap, R." Scoon on a similar machine being

second. In Class 2 F. Turvey, jnn. (3^ B.S.A.) made the

best figure of merit during the afternoon, and the fastest

time was put up by 0. W. Smith (5-6 Bat), who also won
the class for passenger machines. The following is a com-
plete list of results :

A. N. Toovey (winner of Class II starting. He rode tlie 23 li.p. Nut-Jap on
whioli Husli Mason won tlie Junior T.T. Race.

NORTH-EASTERN A.A. HILL-CLIMB.

F. Turvey (B.S.A.) and Rowley (Rex-Jap) weigUng-in after tlie finish.

Turvey won Class 2.

1. A.
2. R.
3. A.

1. F.

2. F.

3. C.

1. R.
2. A.
3. R.

1. C.
2. F.

3. H

C. W
Z. P.

Cl.\ss 1.—Up to 350 CO.

N. Toovey (2| Nut-Jap)
Scoon {2| Nut-Jap)
E. Townsend (2§ Douglas)

Cl.\ss 2.—Singles over 250 c.c.

Turvev, jun. (3"^ B.S.A.)

C. Wake (3^ Rudge)
Bone (3^ Smith-Precision)

Class 3.—Twins.

J. Spencer (3^ Matchless-Jap).

N. Toovey (2J Nut-Jap).
Scoon (2| Nut-Jap).

Class 4.—Any machine, time only.

W. Smith (5-6 Bat)

Dixon (7 Indian)

N. Hull (8 Matchless)
'Fastest time of day.

Class 5.—Passenger machines.

Smith (5-6 Bat-Jap).
Forster (5-6 Bat-Jap).

Fie of merit.

174
202
223

170
191
206

38is.'
391s.

401s.

AT THE FIHISBING POINT. F. C. Topbam (3 h.p. Dot-Jap sidecar), winner ol the class lor standard touring passenger macMnes.
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SCOTTISH SIX
DAYS' TRIAL.

^^fi-^j,,-^
LIST OF ENTRIES AND

' OFFICIAL NUMBERS. i
The following are the entries received for the Scottish

Six Days' Trials, July 21st to 26th :

10.

11.

12.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26
27.

28
29.

30
31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39,

40.

41.

42

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

48.

49.

50.

51,

52.

53.

54.

55.

56.

57.

58,

59,

60,

61.

62,

63.

64

65,

66-

67.

C. W. Meredith (3^ Bradbury)
W. Westwood (3^ Triumph)
Hal Harrison (3^ Swift)
N. W. Downie (3^ Lea-Francis)
J. E. Chisholm (^ Ariel)

S. J. K. Thomson (7-8 Bat so.)

R. S. Morrison (5-6 Bat)
J. Chater-Lea, jun. (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

A. F. Downie (6 A.J.S. sc.)

G. L. Fletcher (2| Douglas)
S. T. Tessier (5-6 Bat)
C. H. Ingall (5^ Lea-Francis)
D. H. Noble (3i Rover)
Hugh Gibson (3J- Bradbury sc.)

A. U. R. Downie (2| A.J.S,)
J. F. Morrison (2| Douglas)
G. Featherstonhaugh (3^ Rover)
J. H. Begg (3i Rudge)
E. A. Colliver (7 Indian)
E. B. Keiller {^i, Rudge)
C, M. Keiller (9.2 G W.K, c,c.)

Victor Wilberforce (9.2. G.W.K. c.c.)

0. T. Newsome (3^ Rover)
Mrs. Ba.xter (6 Rex)
J. T. Wood (9.2. G.W.K. cc)
A. W. Brittain (3^ Bradbury)

Pratt (3^ P. and JI.)

A. McCreadie (2| Sunbeam)
E. F. Baxter (6 Rex)
K. A. MacDonald (3^ Singer)

E. Cuffe (3i Premier)
B. Gibb (2J Douglas)

0. D, Wright (3i Humber)
G. I, Francis (3| Lea-Francis)
Rev, R. M, Bankes-Jones (3i P, and M.)
R. HoUoway (7 Premier sc.)

W, Hands (8 Williamson sc)
C, Proctor (8 New Imperial sc.)

B Wade (8 New Imperial sc.)

Gass (6 Triimp-Jap)
Littledale (3i Ariel)

Stallebra,ss (6i N.S,U so.)

Macrae (3^ L,M.C.)
Pearson (5-6 Clyno sc)
Freeman (5-6 Clyno sc)
L, Bassett (2| Sun Villiers)
Brou;^h (6 Brough)
Boddington
Cocker (3^ Singer)
A, Gregson (5-6 Bat)
W, Walden (3^- Premier)
G, Beveridge (3^ Rudge)

Humber, Ltd. (3^ Humber)
F. C. North (3i Ariel)

T. T, Laker (3| Elswick-
V. Busby {3i Ariel)

H. Thompson (3^ Kynoch)
(}. Nott (5-6 Clvno .sc.)

W. Cramb (3^ Elswick)
D. Bell (6 A.J.S. sc)
J, B, Robertson (2| Douglas)
B. A. Hill (7 Indian)
A. D, Scott m Triumph)
Mrs, Hardee (3"i P and M,)
J. R. Blackburn (8 Morgan cc.)
N. A. Ayres (2| Suii-Vilhcrs)

W.
T.

G.
W.

H,
G,
A,
L. E.
E, H
R, M
R, S.

R.
C.

F.

G.

J.

G.
A,

J.

58, Gordon Armstrong (Gordon c.c)
69. A. G. Fenn (3-i B,S,A,)
70. D. Alexander (8 Williamson ec.

)

71. G. T. Grav (5 Rudge)
72. W. J. K. "Gulland (3i B.S.A.)
73. J. Donaldson
74. J. Olipliant (3^ Premier)
75. J. R. Alexander (7 Indian)

76. A. G. Cocks (2^ Connaught)
77. C. Q. Roberts (6 Zenith)

78. J. A. Hoult (34 Matchless)

79. A. J. Dixon (3^ Singer)

80. L. Sealey (3i B.S.A.) .

81. E. M, Oliver (5-6 Hazlewood)
82. T. Pollock (3^ James sc.)

83. F. G. Edmond (23 Humber)
84. H. M. Jameson (3 Royal Enfield)

85. G. Taylor (3i Rudge)
86. J. F. Selous Jones (2| Douglas)
87. G. Wray (5-6 Clyno Sc)
88. T. Finlay (3^ James sc.)

89. R. G. aiundy (
)

90. W. C. Brandauer (7-9 Indian)
91. P. D. Walker (10 Summers and Harding c.c.)

92. F. Smith (5-6 Clyno sc)
93. S. Tubb (3i Humber)
94. L. Newey (3^ Ariel)

95. J, Steel (3^ B,S,A,)
96. Miss R, Hammett (2j Douglas)
97. R, E. Guest (7-8 Matchless so.)

98. Miss Reid (3^ Brough)
99. S. Wright (8 Humberette c.c.)

100, C, R, Collier (7-8 JMatchless sc)
101, T. Knowles (2| Humber)
102, T. Silver (3^ Quadrant)
103, R. G. MacGibbon (3^ Edmund)

A few late entries have been received since the ballot
for numbers took place.

Nottingham and District M.C.C. reliability trial. Scene at the start trora

Trent side on Saturday.

I
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South Birmiagham M.C.C.

Tlip results of the ])aperchase held on the 5th iiist. are

as follows : 1, J. Huntington (3^ Triumph) ; 2, J. Percox

(3i Alldays) ; 3, J. J. W'uodgate (3| Singer). The hares

were given an hour's start, and laid a trail of forty miles.

The winner reached the finishing point twenty-five minutes
after the arrival of the hares.

Cork and District M.C.C.
An afternoon trial over a secret course was held on the

2nd inst. Result

:

Solo Class.—1, J. Atkinson (Itudge) ; 2, R. Atkinson
(Triumph) ; 3, il. English (2| Humber) and E. B. Russell
(Triumph) tied.

Passenger Class.—1, H. C. Johnson (Indian) ; 2, John
Healy (Enfield); 3, Wm. Sheely (TBradburv).

Essex M.C.

The gymkhana organised by this club jointly with the
Walthamstow M.C. wa.s held on the 5th inst. A new event
was a hockey race. Each competitor was provided with a
hockey stick, and had to drive his ball from, the starting

line to the goal posts over a course of about 150 yards.

Competitors were allowed to turn about as they pleased, so

long as their feet did not touch the ground. As the course
was only about thirty feet wide, this turning was productive
of many hairbreadth escapes.

The meeting was held at High Beech, near Loughton.

Belfast V. Dublin.

The results of the inter-city reliability trial between the

Southern and Ulster Centres of the ilotor Cycle Union of

Ireland, which was held on the 28th ult., were announced
last week. The contest was decided on the best si.\ scopes

on each side, and as the Dublin men were found to have
eight men with maximum marks (100) they secured an easy
victory. The markings were as follows : G. Roche (3^
Rover), ICO marks; T. t). Weir (7 Indian), 100; R. McDonnell
(2| Douglas), 100; T. E. Greene (3i Rudge), 100; P. H.
Hurse (3^ Calthorpe), 100; J. Browne (23 Douglas). 100; J.

Doleman (2| Douglas), 100; W. J. Henderson (3^ Rudge), 100.

The best markings in the Belfast team were : W. .J.

Chambers (3^- B.S.A.), 100 niarks ; A. Cann (3^ Ariel), 99;
J, Laverv (oi Ariel), 99; J .Stewart (2^ Douglas), S9; S. P.
Corry (3i B.S.A.), 98.

Portadown and District M.C.C.

An open liill-climb in conjunction witli a couple of confined
events was held on the 3rd inst. at Rathfriland, Co. Down.
The local people put up a trophy for the open event, known
as the Rathfriland Cup, which was won by J. Jones (3g
B.S.A.) It has to be won twice before becoming the pro-
perty of the winner. Results

:

Sidecar Class.—1, Hewitt (6 Enfield), 3s.; 2, Paul (6

Enfii'lH) 3s. ; 3, Kearney (5-6 Rudge), scratch.

Club Class.—1, Boyd (3^ B.S.A.), "a. ; 2, Wilson (5^

Triumph) 8s. ; 3, Stevenson (6 Rex), 5s.

Open Class.—1. James (3^ B.S.A.), 4s. ; 2, Bovd (3i
B.S.A.), 8s. ; 3, Parker (5i Rudge), Is.

Doncaster A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

The second competition in the President's Cup trials

took the form of a reliability run to Nottingham and back.
There was a good turn out. Result : 1, CJoult, sec. (Rudge)
and Ablett (Rudge) losing no marks. Dunston (Rndgf)
and Smith (Bradbury) also tied with a loss of one point each.

Malvern and District M.C.C.
A speed trial was held on the 2Bth ult. at Aladresfiekl

Court (by kind permission of Lord Beauchamp) on the private

drive. The distance was half a mile with quarter of a mile

for flying start and three-quarters of a mile to finish in.

All the classes were well filled with the exception of the

350 c.c. class. H. F. S. Morgan was driving his Grand
Prix model, and there were some good times put up.

Class I.—Up to 350 c.c. on time, distance half a mile.

1. E. C. Heis (2| Douglas) 34
2. J. H. Marsden (2| Douglas) 39

Class II.—500 c.c on time, T.T. machines.
1. R. E. Surman (3^ Alldays) 28

28|
281

„ /W. Walker (3i Triumph)
^- IF. W. Giles (3i Triumph)

Class III.—Touring machines up to 500 c.c. on time.

1. H. W. Wynn (3^ Rudge) 31|

5, fR. Ravenhill (3^ Rover) 32
"^^ 1b. Bladder (3i Rudge-multi) 32

Class IV.—Up to 1,000 c.c. on formula.

Time. Fig. of merit.
1. T. B. G. Vale (3^ Rover) ... 27 ... 895
2. W. R. Jones (3^ Ixion) ... 27 ^ ... 980
3. R. E. Surman (3i Alldays) ... 28^ ... 1,043

Class IV.—Fastest time.

1. "H. J. L. Greatwick (6 Wright-Blumfield) ... 26
2. T. B. G. Vale (3^ Rover) 27
3. J. Pennington (5 Bat) 27

*Fastest time of the day.

Class V.—Sidecars and cycle cars up to 1,100 c.c. on formida.

1. W. R. Jones (3^ Ixion sc.) ... 33 ... 958
2. H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan) 31 ... 977
3. F. Leeke (6 Enfield sc.) ... 33 ... 1,101

Class V.—Fastest times.

1. H. F. S. Jlorgan (8 Morgan) 31
2. H. J. L. Greatwick (6 Wright Blumfield sc.) 32^
3. W. R. Jones (3^ Ixion sc.) 33

Class VI. (Up to 1,000 c.c, knock-out handicap in pairs).

—1, E. C. Heis (11 Douglas); 2, B. Bladder (3^ Rudge-multi).
Tlif Mnlnr I'l/flr furnnila was used.

i

f ?

Z*.J^T.4t

Group ol competitors in the Plymouth and District M.C.C. Hill-cHmb at Moorshap Hill, Tavistock.
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Club News.—

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

The Stevens cup trial to Bai'moiith took place at tlie end
of last month. Result : 1, W. H. Bishop (3i T.T. K-udge),

cup and medal; 2, S. P. Murrell (6 Bat so.); 3, E. T. Hart
(2| h.p. A.J.S.). Amateur prize other than prize winners,

R. Tonks (2| A.J.S.).

Westmorland M.C.C.

A petrol consumption trial took" place on the 26th ult. over

a fairly stiff course about thirtv miles long. Results :' 1,

H. L. Mason (3^ Bradbury)_, 38.5; 2, 'N. Abbat (3^ Rover),

36.2; 3, J. Braithwaite (J^- Braithwaite), 36.1 R. M.
Chaplow on a lightweight Humber consumed the least petrol

and averaged nearly 200 miles per gallon.

North Birmingham A.C.

A club hill-climb was held at Hipton Hill, near Evesham,
on the 28th ult. Results:

Rider and machine.
N. Fairley (2^ Ivy-Precision)

H. " ~- 'Newey (2| Levis)

H. J. Moseley (2i Levis)

w. ~ ' .. ~ ~ .

R.
H.

Britton (3i T.T. Triumph)
Lovegrove (3^- T.T. Singer)

Fairley (3i T.T. Rover)

rime. Formula.
26»s. ... 5,566
192s. ... 5.689

314s. ... 6.305
20is. ... 6,512

20s. ... 6,336

19is. ... 6,517

There will be a flexibility hill-climb on the 12th inst.

Essex M.C.

The hill-climb for members only was held at Lippitt's Hill,

near High Beech, on the 21st ult. Results :

Class L (any single-cylinder solo machine).—1, L. G.
Brown (Corah-Jap); 2, J. A. Campbell (Regal-Green).

Class II. (any multi-cylinder solo machine).—1, G. L.

Fletcher (Douglas); 2, Miss Hammett (Douglas).

Class III. (solo machines up to 350 c.c).—1, G. L. Fletcher
(Douglas).

Class IV. (passenger machines).—1, Rav Abbott (Bradbury
sc); 2, G. Griffith (Zenith sc).

Fastest time of the day.—G. Griffith (Zenith).

Streatham and District M.C.C.

The committee have awarded silver medals to the follow-

ing members who made non-stops in the recent M.C.C.
Inter-team Triah R. G. Mundy, S, T. Tessier, F.

L. Bassett, J. C. Bateson, and C. F. Halsall.

The next members' competition is a night trial on the
12th inst.. the premier award being a cup presented by
Messrs. Dobson. The course of 120 miles consists chiefly

01 main roads with six observed hills, and an average of

twenty miles an hour must be maintained over each of the

two observed sections from 9.50 p.m. to 12.30 a.m., and
from 2 a.m. to 5 a.ni. Watches and speedometers are barred.

The club's annual open hill climb will be held on 50th
August.

JULY will, igij.

HertSordshire M.C.C.

In Division A. Class III., of the speed trials recently held

in Luton Hoo Park, the second man should be G. W. Miller

(5-^- Grandex).
Taunton and District M.C.C.

A non-stop run was held from Williton to the top of

Porlock Hill on the 21st ult. Ihe medal was won by C.

Forrest {2| Douglas).

The Motor Cycling Club.

A slow and fast hill-climb, together with a restarting test

incorporated in the one ascent, will be held on July 19th.

This event will be run on the principle of one rider one

machine-, as such an event gives the ordinary private

. owner a fair chance. An endeavour has been made to ,

arrange for the use of a hill within twenty miles of London.
,

Public Schools M.C.

Owing to the absence of so many members in the Isle of

Man for the Tourist Trophy Races,' the general meeting and
first annual dinner, arranged for Jlay 3Uth, was postponed,,

and will now take place at the Grand Hotel, Birmingham',

at 7.30 p.m. on the 12th inst. Those wishing to attend at

the dinner are requested to advise the hon. sec. (Mr. A. M.
C. Scott) Public Schools Motor Club, Grand Hotel, Birming-

liam, not later than the 9th inst.

A
Results

1.

2.

Barton-on-Humhet and District M.C.C.

hill-climb was held at West Halton on the 21st ult

1.

2.

t;

"Ci..iss I.—Lightweights, on formula,

John H.- Furniss (2^ Elswick)

0. Atkinson (2J Elswick)

G. W. Driu-y (2| Elswick)

CL.iss II.—Touring machines

T. T. Laker (3| Elswick) ...

F. Hopper, jun. (5^ Torpedo)
A. Smith (3i Triumph)

Class III.—Passenger machines,

F. Hopper, jun. (3^ Torpedo) ... " .

W. E. Slack (3| Elswick)

W. G. Cordock (6 Clyno)

Class IV.—T.T. machines, on time

Frank G. Howard (3i B.S.A.) ...

0. Spavin (3^ B.S.A.)

F. Hopper, iunr. (Si Torpedo) ...

Class V.—Unlimited, on time.

Hopper, junr. (3J Torpedo) ...

Spavin (3i B.S.A.)

45.2
57.05

64.82

on formula.

30.0

34.08
44.93

formula.
- ... 29.94

... 39.55

... 44.87

24s.

25s.

25is.

F.

0..

1.

2

3. Frank" G. Howard (3^ B.S.A
Fastest time of day, made bv Frank

B S A ), 24s

G.

.. 24is;

.. 25s.

.. 25is.
Howard (34

Some ot the competitors in the North-East Derbyshire ItI.C.C. Hill-climb at Amber Hill, near Matlock Bank.

C32
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[Single Control Carburetter "For Big Twins"

Gentlemen,

After careful testing and fitting I have got the most excellent

results out of your carburetter, and have decided to keep it. Its great

merit seems to be that it gives nice, even, quiet running with great power

when required. Most of the modern carburetters have the power, but

very often accompanied by such an "angry" pick up that it is torture to

use them on a powerful twin, at any rate for long distances. To anybody
who likes a powerful engine combined with comfort, 1 think the LUKIN
is a real "Godsend."'

Kidcrs of high-powered twins^cannot follow a wiser course- than fit the Lukin carburetter. It co[npletc-

ly transforms the running of the <iiyine and entin-ly eiiuiinales the drawbacks of the old double

control system.

to a Motor Cycle-
or write to :

It imparts the flexibility of a Car
Apply to your local agent for particulars,

LUKIN, Ltd., The Rids, Newcomen St., Borough, London, S.E.
* .Aulocarbur, Scdist, '.ondnn.' Telrphnnc-ioi? Hn|,

III nn.^tr*ring the^e 4[di'frfi<-^:^iiienfs it ig disirahh to iiieyttion " T/u' Moiir Cycle.**
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Nows the: TIME
to fit Clinchers, tohavea surBI^^IFlciirg free

from tyre-troubles, tobe folbwecRjy many more
summers, springs,autumns & winters, free from

this annoyance.

Specify "A WON" Rubber Studded Cover, Beaded, 26x2i ..

"DE LUXE" Special Rubber Studded Cover, Beaded, 26x2f, to

fit 21 Rim .

.

37/9

45/6

MOTORCYCLE TYRES
G^e Gyres thatare Superior

THE NORTH BRITISH RUBBER CO., Ltd.,
T«lepboni^—Gerrard 8578, Gerrard ^-^rn. Tele^ams—" Nohritire. London.''

In wnswering this advertisemeni it if desirable to meiUion " T/ie Motor Cycle."

Tyre Sales Department

.

CUNCHEB HOUSE, Great Portiand Street, London, W.
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SUESnTiS

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and on one

side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-band corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Swindon to Ncrwicl:.

Will you please tell me the

best route' between Swindon
(Wilts.) and Norwich?—F.M.

best route would be as follows ;

Faringdon, Oxford, Bicester,
Your
ijwindon,
buckiiigliam, Newport Pagn^U, Bedford,

Cambridge, Newmarket, Ihetford, Attle-

borough, Wymondliam, to Norwich.

Removing Pullev ; Clutch Slip.

Jly machine is a 2| h.p

Huniber with Armstrong three-

speed gear. (1.) On taking

down my engine, I found it quite

impossible to remove the pulley

oft the shaft, though I tried soaking it

with paraffin and forcing it oft with
three wooden wedges. What would
you suggest as the best means of re-

moving the pulley? (2.) What is the

best remedy for a slipping clutch? It

suddenly started slipping the other

day ; in fact, so badly that it would not

turn the engine i-ound with the exhaust
valves raised. What would you
suggest as tlie cause?—C.P.JI.

(1.) We should advise you to use a
special pulley extractor. This will- re-

move the pulley without any risk of

damaging the shaft. (2.) Possibly the

clutch requires to be cleaned out.

You might wash it out with paraffin

and then inject thin clutch oil. If no
improvement an adjustment is obviously
required.

Power without Speed.

I have a 1912 25 h.p. Enfield

^T] machine, fitted with Amac car-

^ buretter with 24 jet. On the
-LJ level I cannot obtain a speed of

more than 30 m.p.h., yet it will

take me up quite considerable inclines

at this pace on top gear. Compression
is good, and, as tar as I can see, there

is nothing wrong, as I have thoroughly
overhauled the engine, ground in valves,

removed carbon deposit, etc. (1.) To
what do you attribute this failure to

attain speed? (2.) Would a smaller
jet be better.?—II.V.L.

(1.) There cannot be much the matter
with your machine if it will take quite
considerable inclines at thirty miles an
hour. To obtain more speed on the level
we shnulil iidvise you to time the spark
a little faster. (2.) A smaller jet will
not give greater speed, but a larger one
with an increased air supply might do
scj. The 24 jet you are using _|s about
right for ordinary riding. ' ~

The Power of Water-cooled Engines.

Will you kindly tell me—(1.)

Whether I might expect to obtain

much more power from a 5^ li.p.

Zenith-Green than from a 2^ h.p.

Zenith-Jap for solo riding? (2.)

The advantages and disadvantages of

overliead valves as compared with side

by side valves? (3.) Whether a Zenith-
Green would be likely to be more
expensive to run? (4.) Whether any
Zenith-Greens have performed in big
reliability and speed trials and hill-

climbs, and, if so, with what results ?

(5.) Does the water-cooled engine with
overhead valves requu-e much more
attention and care, and is it less

trouble to keep clean?—C.R.F.

(1.) Y'ou should obtain slightly more
power from a water-cooled engine,

especially on long runs. (2.) Overhead
valves are thought to be slightly more
efficient, but they render the engine less

compact, and if the valve head breaks
off and falls into the cylinder it may
cause serious damage. This, however, is

a fairly rare occurrence. (3.) The Zenith-
Green should not be more expensive to

run than an air-cooled engine. (4.) Tire

Zenith-Greens have performed well, and

at present hold the hour and other records

for sidecars. (5.) There is certainly a

little more to look after, but, on the

other hand, it is not so frequently nece;;-

sary to take off the cylinder to clean out

the carbon, Altogether it is a matter of

personal choice.

Wear ot Exhaust Can.

(1.) I ride a 3i h.p. two-speed
machine. I have removed the

carbon deposit from the piston

and cylinder, and yet I find that

the engine overheats after run-

ning five or six miles. I use a .031 jet

in a B. and B. carburetter. (2.) Pleatc

tell me how to clean and dress a

Whittle belt.—A. S.

(1.) It is quite possible that the exhaust
valve cam is worn, and this prevents the

valve from lifting properly. Also see that

the valve spring is sufficiently strong.

Either a weak spring or a valve which
did not lift properly would cause over-

heating. (2.) With regard to your belt,

you, have to scrape each link separately

with a knife and dress it with one of the

w-ell-known belt dressings, obtainable

from any motor cycle dealer.

LADIES AND THE MOTOR CYCLE.

Miss Lottie Beiend) who has now become a lider of a 7 h.p. Indian sidecar. Mrs. W. B. Wells Is the lady

seated on the 3^ h.p. sidecar machine of the same malie*

B17
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sua Engine.

I bought some time ago a
^Tl second-hand (nearly unused)

Y N.S.U., 5J- h.p., 1911, m.o.i.v.,

-SJ one lever controlled carburetter.

When riding with sidecar, (I

never ride solo) the engine often sticks,

and the front cylinder seems to over-

heat very much. I cleaned the piston

and cylinder, examined the timing of

both inlet and exhaust, set the mag-
- neto, and tried the sliding' of the
piston into the cylinder ; the cylinder
wall is bright and polished, the rings
are perfect, compression fairly good
cold and warm, valve springs are new
—all seems in good order. I must
say also that when the engine sticks

the belt slips over the motor pulley,

but the engine revolves again immedi-
ately. Sometimes that sticking occurs
three or four times in succession, and
then during five kilometres it runs
perfectly. I supposed it was pre-

ignition due to carbon deposit, but
after cleaning it is the same. I tried

different kinds of oil and petrol,

always with the same result. Where
is the fault?—A.S. (Brussels).

It is very difficult indeed to diagnose
your trouble without a personal
examination of the engine, but we
should be inclined to think that there is

a tightness somewhere, mdst probably in

the piston or piston rings. When you
next remove the cylinder, we should
advise you to examine the rings and
piston very carefully, to see if there is

any bright part at any point which
shows undue friction. This bright por-

tion should then be slightly reduced by
emery-clothing it down. It is also pos-

sible that you may not give the engine

sufficient oil, and we should certainly

advise you whenever you feel it sticking

in the way j'on suggest, to inject an extra

eupply.

Anchor Plates tor Hub Gears.

I purchased this year a new
^ri 3i h.p. motor cycle fitted with" Armstrong JMark VI. gear, which
_LJ has given considerable trouble

tlirough the axle revolving.

Eventually the ends fitted by the

builders of the cycle broke away at

the lugs under the strain. I have had
new and heavier ends fitted in which
the spindle, although not revolving,

moves backwards and forwards, pro-

bably to the extent of one-twelfth of

an inch, and sufficiently to dislocate

the gear and clutch. I am at a loss

to know what to do. The nuts are

properly secured. (1.) Is there any
danger through riding the machine
under the circumstances? (2.) How
can I get the axle securely fixed? (3.)

Is there any pattern of fork-ends made
specially for these gears? (4.) WiU the
axle eventually wear its way round,
seeing that it has forced a certain

amount of play?—G.E.G.

(1.) The danger is that the fork-ends will

open and allow the spindle to turn, when,
of course, the gear is rendered useless

on the lower speeds, or on any but the
direct drive. (3.) You can only get the
axle securely fixed by employing fork-

ends of very substantial proportions

with securing washers and nuts, on the

lines of the New Hudson motor bicycle.

(3.) Fork-ends such as you require can
be obtained from Messrs. Chater-Lea,
Ltd., Golden Lane, London, E.G. (4.)

Yes, the axle, owing to severe strain,

will eventually wear its way round and
out at the fork-end. In other words, it

will force the jaw open, unless the latter

is sufficiently strong to resist. Another
method of locking the axle, which you
might try, is to have a stay made on the
lines of those fitted to coaster brake
hubs. This fits over a square on the

axle, and is attached to the main stay

JULY roth, igi3.

of the motor cycle, some 6in. away from
the fork-end. The Armstrong Three-
speed Gear Co., Icknield Street, Bir-

mingham, can supply these. They are
called anchor plates.

Benzole.

Can you tell me how I could
use benzole in my machine, a
2| h.p. Minerva with ilinerva
carburetter? I tried benzole a
few days back without success.

I then warmed the engine up on
petrol ; this time it fired fairly well,

but knocked like a riveting machine
and would not climb over a shadow
on the road.—ENQtJiKER.

There is no reason why you should not use
benzole, as your machine does not differ

from others in its construction. We should
be inclined to think that you are obtain-

ing a rather poor quality of benzole, as

most readers seem to get good results

from it. Probably you will find that the

float will want weighting a little, and the
extra air inlet may possibly require to be

;

enlarged. Beyond that, there is nothing,

i

else you can do to make the machine \

more suitable for benzole.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
''F.AV.C." (Sydenham).—A.C. Sociable;:

reliability, consumption, hill-climbing, 1

gear, starting, and tyre wear.
"W.E.K." (Broughton).—Wall tri-

carriage.
" D.G." (Kimberley).—8 h.p. air or j

water-cooled for heavy sidecar work ; |

wear of cylinders, valves, and general

'

reliability.

"F.P.Ii." (London).—Folding or collap-

-

sible sidecars.

"C.W.T.L." (North China).—4 h.p.

Norton, 4-5 h.p. Excelsior, and 2^ h.p.

Douglas. With and without sidecars.

"J.M." (Ealing).—2i h.p. F.N., shaft

drive, two-speed. Average speed, hill-

climbing, consumption, general comfort.

I

A few 0. the competitors In the Enfield RellabUify Trial in

Yorkshire at the Aysgarth control. (See page 886.)

Bl8
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STRENUOUS WORK
as opposed to "sprint" records, can only be accomplished by a machine in which
every part has been carefully designed and constructed to stand maximum stresses

for long periods. The still unbeaten record standing to the credit of the

I UNAPPROACHABLENORTON

i

3h h.p. long stroke 490 c.c. | ^H V V H n H V V I ^1 €
(T.T. MODEL £50) __^__

150 MILES IN 140 MINUTES
could only have been made by the Norton. No other engine even in the
751) c.c. class has ever done anything like it. Think it over and write lor 1913
Catalogue (2nd Edition now in the Press).

NORTON MOTORS,
Sampson Road North.

BIRMINGHAM. ''^!k^^^^^^'' Jh t
Telephone—481 Victoria. ' O" -^ '^'••^^^^ .1

Telegrams—"NORTOMO, BIRMINGHAM." ^

^%/%^^/%^>'^^:r^^'^^/%^^/^^^^/^%^^^^/^/^^/%/%/^^/^^/^/%/^^%/%^%^^%^/%^/^^

At the beginning of the year we advised you to keep your eye on the

MOTOSACOCHE
The On the 23rd June, 1913, IT WON
GRAND PRIX of FRANCE, FONTAINBLEAU.

280 MILES.
Chain Drjve and 2 speeds.

496 c.c. M.A.G. engine).It was a 3i h.p. Twin Machine '"'"

It won by 20 minutes ! Comment is needless.

' THIS MAGNIFICENT VICTORY
proving for ALL TIME the superiority and irreproachable regularity of the

Motosacoche with M.A.G. Engine.

MOTOSACOCHE, Ltd., Kcnmont Works, College Park, WILLESDEN JUNCTION, N.W.

in answering these adveiiu/cinents it is d'.sirciUe to /ncntiun "The Mutur C'l/ete.' Bi j
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Thauflbol-bax
is incomplete.

IT JUST
LACKS

the lightning grease solvent, the

liquid soap which will clean your

hands so easily and quickly.

5d. and 9|d. per tin.

n
D

THE

ORIGINAL
AND STILL BY FAR THE BEST

LADFS OPEN FRAME
MOTOR CYCLE.

The machine with a name for
RELIABILITY—

46BROUGH."
Write for particulars.

W. E. BROUGH ^ CO.,
NOTTIXGHAM.

The ENDRICK
decompressor!

(GUEST'S PATENT.)

A supplied by

us to Messrs,

Triumph Co., Ltd.

Bradbury Co., Ltd.

Chater Lea, Ltd,

Kudge-Wbil worth,
Ltd.

Alldays & Onions,
Ltd.

New Imperial C.C.

Humber, Ltd.

East London R. Co,

Kynochs Ltd.

Norton Mfg. Co.

S. A. Newman.

New Hudson Co.

Etc., etc.

12/6^
Postage 3ci<

Made in two patterns

:

No. 1 for Triumph, J.A.P., and
recessed valve caps. No. 2» as ill-

ustrated, 'for R u d g: e a. n d
B rad bury.

For Singles and Twins.

Screwed standard sparking plug
thread. Valve cap? bored and screwed
1/- each, returned sameday. and Y
adapters for plugs and decompresscr
2/6 each.- For N.S.U. and A.O.LV.

__ Engines

HUNDREDS OF TESTIMONIALS.
F. W. Egerton, Winter Gltrdens, Bournemouth, writes :

"1 have fitted to my 1912 Bradbury, one of your
decompressors, and cannot speak too highly off its results."

We can now supply HANDLES to suit DISC
TYPE DECOMPRESSORS. These are smart
in appearance and easily fitted in a few
seconds. 1/3 each, post free.

ALL AGENTS CAN SUPPLY.

WRITE FOR LIST giving
particularsof our Decompressors
Sidecars, and Motor Cycles.

The Endrick 3^^ h p. Touring
Model, Fafnir Engine, with
Decompressor, £38 15 O

THE ENDRICK ENGINEERING CO.,

Warwick Road, Olton, Birmingham.

NEW SIDECAR RECORDS
were set up on a Zenith Precision fitted with

U.H.
MAGNETO
by Mr. H. Eiddell, with Bramble Sidecar
and Passenger, at Brooklands, June 23rd.

Classes C & D,

FLYING
KILOMETRE.
FLYING
MILE.

Class C.

100 MILES,
TWO HOURS.

Class C.

THREE HOURS
New Records.

FLYING FIVE
MILES.

150 AilLES.
FOUR Houns.

Remember the Junior T.T., 1913, was won
by Mr. Hugh Mason on a NUT, manufac-
tured by Sir W. Angus Sanderson & Co.,

Ltd., fitted with the U.H. MAGNETO.
S. WOLF 81 Co., Ltd.,

115, Southwark St., London, S.E.
Teleiiliono: 6172 Central, 2134 Hop.
Telecrams :

" Widerstand. LoBiloH.'

In annwering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Cycle.'
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SELFRIDGE'S
SALE OF MOTOR CYCLES AND SIDECARS.

SPECIALS FROM
THE SALE.
The following Motor Cycles are slightly
sh^p-soilod, but are this seasons goods.

' O.K." MOTOR CYCLES.
"O.K." 33 h.p. Precision engine, single-cyl-

inder, 3-specd gear.

Usually £54. NOW £49 10s.

James, 3.^ h.p., 3-spced countershaft gear,

chain drive.

Usually £63. NOW £58 5s.
Lea Francis, 3J h.p., twin-cylinder, 2-speed

countershaft gear, chain drive.

Usually £68 8S. NOW £63.
New Hudson, 3.I h.p., 3-speed, belt drive.

Usually £60 18s. NOW £56 5s.
Sunbeam, cl h.p., 2-speed.

Usually £63. NOW £58 5s.
Martin-Jap, 8 h.p., fitted with speedometer.

Usually £64 6s. NOW £59 lOs.

MORGAN CYCLE CAR.
Morgan, with "Selfridge" de Luxe Body

;

Hood Screen, special non-skid Tyre on back
wheel, Lukin Carburetter, and Best and Lloyd
Lubricator.

Usually £110 10s. 6d. NOW £100.

SALE OF SIDECARS.

SIDECAR (as sketch), Cane Torpedo Side-
entrance body. Upholstered in dark green
leatlicr ; strong underslung chassis ; fitted

with Michelin tyre.

Usually £10 -4 -6 NOW £8-17-6
Cane Torpedo Side-entrance body SIDECAR
Upholstered in red pegamoid. Well sprung
chassis ; luggage rail at back.

Usually £12 10 NOW £9 15s,
Wicker and Rush Torpedo body SIDECAR,
with side-entrance. Upholstered dark red

;

strong and well sprung chassis ; Michelin t\Te.

Usually £7 12 6 NOW £6 12 6
SELFRIDGE & CO,, LTD.,

Oxford Street, W.

SALE OF MOTOR CYCLES,

You can have immediate po.ssession of

any of the Motor Cycles listed below

on jiaynicnt of a fifth of its cost.

Payment of the balance can be ex-

tended over a year. For this added

convenience we charge 2^ per cent, on

the balance only.

THE EXTRA IS ONLY
2 PER CENT. OR LESS
ON THE ENTIRE COST
OF YOUR MACHINE.

The greater your original deposit the

less your machine costs in proportion.

DOUGLAS, =3 h.p., i-speed, Model R.... £52
TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., 3-speed,.... £59 15
ZENirn, 6 h.p., oradua £78 la

REX, 6 h.p . 2-speed £62 10
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., 2-spced chain drive.. £73 10
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed, Model O . . £48
A.J.S., 6 h.p., 3-speed £72 9
INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2-speed £70
ROVER, 3* h.p., 3-speed £58
SINGER, 2i h.p., fl.\ed engine £39
ARI EL, 3i h.p., 3-speed £59 10
B.S.A., 3i h.p., 2-speed £60

SPORTING MODEL.

7fin. Front.

6in. Mangin L£ns,

1,200 feet Beam.

6 hour Generator.

Adjustable in eoery part.

Price 72/6.

There is no lamp on the road which gives more than
HAE.F the POWER of this one.

LAMPS ANDGENERATORS

.

PERSHORE ST.- -BlRiniNGri>\i«fl.

Special Agents—Service Co., High Holborn,
London, W.C. Taylor Sc Co., 21a, Store St.,

Tottenham Court Road, London, W.C.
Robtrt=on's Agency, 157, Great Portland
Stri-et, London, W.

Scottish Wholesale Agents — North British
Machine Co., Glasgow.

Edinburgh Retail Agents—Rossleiffh, Ltd,

Send for new list of

Sets, from

37/6 to 78/6.

In answering these advcrCtsements il is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycie." B23 .
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GENUINE REDUCTIONS

Motor Cyclists'

DUST OVERALLS

K324. Fawn Drill double-breasted
jack- ts aud seatless Kaiter trousers

'.as alteti'h, sliower iiioof).. Usual
price iO/- SALE PRICE 18/-

KJ25. Olive Heavy Twill Drill

double breiisted jat^kets. and aeat-

less k'aiter trousers ilieiivily rain-

I-roofed.U'su 1 iirice-S/- SALE
PKJCE 23/6 bizesBtodttid, 3G to

^1 clicst.

K.TSO, F;n%'n Drill sliower proof

scatless t' iter trousers. Usual
price 7/6 pair SALE PRICE
6/6 pair. Postat;e 3d.

KJ31. Ditto saitar lecijiues Unual
price 5/6 SALE PJtClOE 5/3.
Postage 3d.

KJ32, 01=ve Heavy Twill
Drill seatle-^s nailer trou-

sers. Usual Price 9/6.

SAI E PR1C2 8/8.
Postage id.

KJ3;l. Ditto gaiter leg-

giiiKs, s;iat fronts. Usaal
price 7/6.

PRICE 7/2.
Rd

8ALB
Postage

Our FamoETS " Ideal " Waterproof

Motor Suif.

Made with Donble-breasted Jacket S6in. long

wind cuff-, tfibs on sleeves, storm collar and
square pockets and 1 pair shaped thigh leg-

gings with clips aud gusset at leg. Made in

double texture fawn Paramatta. Suit com-

plete. SALE PRICE 23/11. 120 pairs

Stron'-' Fawn Twill Motor Leggings, made
in a sizes of leg, 28, 30, 32. Usual Price 7/6.

SALE PRICE 4/11. Postage on

leegiugs 3d.

180 pairs J.P. Drifoot Motover Boots

(All sizes). This article supplies a
long-felt want of every Motor Cyclist,

being absolutely waterproof and
weatherproof. Brown Waterproof
Canvas, Studded Soles. Sale Price, 6/3
per pair. Postage 5d.

JULY SALE.
Send for List No. 149

117-118 Cheapsidc,
And MILK STREET,

LONDON, E.C.

Special Clearing Lines

that cannot be refreiteil.

We are motorists ourselves

and understand your require-
ments.

KJ26. Holland dust jackets,

strong and will wash welt.

Postage 4d. Usual Price 6/6.

Sale Price 5/11. 36 to 44
chest.

KJ27. Holland Gaiter Over-
all Trousers with seat. Post-
age ^d. Usual Price 4/11.
Sale Price 4/6.

KJ2S. Holland Gaiter Leg-
gings. Postage 3d. Usual
Price 3/ ir. Sale Price 3/-.

KJ29. Super Quality Crash
Dust Jackets. Usual Price

10/6.

Sa.e Price

9/3.

36 to 44
Chest

Postage 4d.

SUPREME SIDECAR.
SAFE, ELEGANT, COMFORTABLE,

•'Supi-eme in e«erv c*etai
CAN GIVE IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Fitted with the Supreme lightning connection
with which you can in one rninute convert your
Sidecar combination into a solo mount, yet main
tainine all the strength and liaidity so necessary
with Sidecar Couolings. Patent No. 14347. 1912.

Complete with tyre, from £'1 15s.

The Supreme Sidecar Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

14, Gt, Hampton Street, Birmingham.

London Showroom—108, City Road, E.G.

GODIVA SIDECARS

— — TRAOE PRICES — —
Cylinders Rebored up to 70 mm., with Pistons, Rings

and Pin, 14/6
Specialists in Engine, lUatjneto, and Welding Repairs.

WE ARE the ACTUAL MAKERS of REPLACEMENTS
Plsloiis. t'.inK'3, Hods, shafts, BuhIich. Gearg. ValveH. PuUcys,

fclc. Price Lint on Api'lmation,

..-HKS you CO.ME TO I.ONDO.V, '-ARAGF. AT

NOBI.E & CO., AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERS,
9& It, Surrey Row, & 115, Blacklriars Rd., London, S.E

Prices from
£7 7

Write the Actual Makers,
THE GODIVA SIDECAR CO.,

Spon Street Works, Coventry.

THE Li.lVI.C.
LONDON GENERAL AGENCY.

ALFRED WASTNAGE,
3, Park Crescant Mews East, Great Portland St., W.

TRIAL RUNS ARRANGED.

[The MotoretteJ^B WATER-COOLED ^
7 H.P. TWO-SPEEDS.

PRICE £80.

PREMIER MOTOR CO., LTD.,

BIRMINGHAM.

BARGAINS FOR DELIGHTFUL
MOTOR CYCLING HOLIDAYS
are shown
In great
array

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, LONDON.

WAUCHOPE'S,

READY-BUILT GARAGES.
Complete ill Seot'ous.

Treated PreseV'Utive. Double Doora.

tiaised Damp-proof Floor.

7 ft. X 5 Et. X 7 ft. Iiitrh £3 16
S ft. X 6 ft. N 7 ft. .. £3 19 O

12 ft. X 8 ft. X 7A (t. „ £6 15 O
Carriace P«id.

Eemains Tenant's I'roperty.

belivery from Stock.
New List foal Free.

EntiTUice Gangway Saves Lifting,

fi24-

i;HIPMAN'S, Ltd., 41, Kingston Rd., Staines, phone

m

In answcrina fhcae advertisements it w desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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MACHINES.
Our Showrooms contain

the widest range of all

types of motor cycles.

Any machine adver-

tised in this paper can

best be purchased

through us.

[SWO(gl
:for:

ACCESSORIES.
We have the Largest

Stocks, and can give

Prompt Delivery of

everything for use on

a motor cycle. All the

best novelties and fit-

ments are available tor

our customers.

CLOTHING.
We are Specialists in

Motor Cyclists' Cloth-

ing, and can fit you out

from top to toe with

Smart, Serviceable

goods. Exclusive

designs by practical

riders.

^

WE OFFER YOU every facility for obtaining everything you want in

connection with motor cycling : the BEST goods, the Ij^TEST novelties,

the GREATEST value, and at the LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. We
have produced, at very great expense, the MOST
COMPREHENSIVE LIST of everj-thing apper-

taining to motor cycles and their use : it contains in

260 pages full details, with hundreds of illustrations

of MACHINES, ACCESSORIES, and CLOTHING.
We shall be pleased to send a copy quite free and

post paid to any bona-fide motor cyclist. All we ask

m return is that you give us a trial order, which will

have our PROMPT and CAREFUL ATTENTION.

NOTE THE ADDRESS NOW:

THE SERVICE CO., LTD.

J
292-293, HIGH

Wires—"Admittedly, LonOon,'
'Phuiie—2G0 Ckintral.

H O LBORN,
LONDON, W.C.

LONDON®MIDLAND
Insurance Co, Ltd, ( 1559 )

the oldest and largest independent

Fire Office in the British Empire,

has issued a

NEW MOTOR POLICY

for Cars, Cycle-cars, and Motor-

Cycles, which is the

most comprehensive

ever offered. It provides for all

known contingencies at

MODERATE RATES

Write to-day for Prospectus No, 322.

/Ort^a-A-^A^^

Managing Director.

39,40'S)41,NcwBroadSt.,London,E.C

HUILE DE LUXE
was used by a

certain famous

rider who
covered a

certain classic

route in the
shortest space

of time on a

well-known
Cycle Car.

Further particulars and H.L. Literature and 19!3 Lists

may be obtained from

PRICES' COMPANY LIMITED
BATTERSEA. LONDON, S.W.

In answuring lliesc advertisemenls it is desiralilc to mention " The Motor Cycle." U27
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E. I. C.
Standard Motor Cycle Plug.

FIT IT IN

YOUR

ENGINE

STOCKED

BY ALL i^'--

l«' AND THEN

FORGET IT.

DEPT. P, ^
Electric Ignition Co. (1913), Ltd.
Sampson Road North, Birmingham.

MAC nOBY

We manufacture 6 models of Motor Cycles from 3J h.p.

Single-cylinder to 8 h.p. Twin-cylinder, all fitted with

the well-known J.A.P. Engines ; also Sturmey-Archer

3-speed, Roc 2-speed, or Villier's Free Engine Hubs.

Every well-known fitment is used throughout, and the

workmanship and finish cannot be excelled. Our works

are up-to-date in every detail, and are well worth your

inspection. If you cannot call, write for particulars.

Everything of tbe Highest Possible Grade.

Manufaotured by

THE ROYAL RUBY CYCLE CO.,
RUBY WORKS.

Cannel Street, ANCOATS, MANCHESTER.

THE "GONNAUGHT"
21 h.p. TWO-STROKE

THE SIDECAR LIGHTWEIGHT.
ANOTHER SUCCESS.

Mr. A, G. COCKS, RiDING THE
ONLY FIXED GEAR TO finish

IN THE LIVERPOOL-EDINBURGH TRIAL,
OBTAINED A SILVER MEDAL.

SIIVIF>I.ICITY AND R£ILSABIl-ITY.
3,000 M.P.G. OF OIL and 120 M.P.G. OF PETROL.

PRICES
FIXED GEAR ' - £33 10 O
3-SPEED - £44 10 O

Made bif
—

BORDESLEY ENGINEERING Co., Ltd.,
BIRMINGHAM.

LONDON agents: the SERVICE CO., Ltd.,

E2S

Moto-Reve

4 h.p. Twin, chain drive, two speeds,

clutch, 58 guineas.

2| h.p. single, 3 speeds, clutch, 43 guineas.

2 h.p. single, free engine . . 32 guineas.

GRAND PRIX DE TURIN, 500 c.c. class.

4 h.p. MOTO-REVE 1st,

Average Speed 52.5 m.p.h.

MOTO-DEVE CO., Ltd., Alpcrton, Middlesex.
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When you
buy a
Sidecar-
SEE that it is a CORONET.

There is such a difference

between these and other
makes Coronet Sidecars are

scientifically designed and built.

Isvery particle sparkles with quality

—every detail is as perfect as

human skill and knowledge can
make it. Equipped as we are with
the finest machinery' and taols, we
are able to produce these cars at

truly competitive prices Our new
booklet fully describes them in

every detail. M i>' we send you
a free copy ?

MODEL 9.—Under^IuiiK frame, body litted

with side door, sides and floor tinod to exclude
draiiglits. *' Coronet " detacliable joints.' £7 7s.

fVIODELS.—Undersluns frame, liigli-c ass ree.l

I .nie body, sides and fijor lined to exclude
Craugllls. " Coroi.et " detachable foints.

M 17S. of.

MODEL 7.—Undershmg frame, coaci-i-hnilt

bitdv, iool-bo.\ under frnnl. also under si at.

A real llisli-cla« sidecar £10 15s.

SENT C.\t«Kl.\t;E I'.MU.

TK.\UH SUl'l'LlED.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
Keighley Mills,

Bedford Street North,

H AI.I FAX.
TelepiioQC 1062,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

Ltd.. 74, Bold St.

Apeute. Hitchinsfi'

LiTerpooI.

Ltd., sole icpre-

There's No Nonsense

About This Offer.

L.
ILTITCHINnS'.

MATCHLESS
fientatives.

TUIUMPH. Jaiuee, and Veloce motor eyries. Swift

.

and Crescent cycle cars. Montpouiery, Gloria, and ^^^^"^~""^^"^~^'^""
Gondola sidecars; sole URents.—Piompt deliveries and I Subject to benig unsold, we guarantee to supply a
abt^ohite .satisfaction guaranteed by ,ilitcliiug6', Ltd.. brand new standard machine as turned out by ma'icrs,
74, Hold St.. the firm of Kood repute. [1725. of the highest possible quality, as shown at Olympia,

HALF-PEICE—1912 Clyno, less sidecar; £35; cash, and listed at (52 los., for £35 IDs. \Vby pay more for

approval —Golby, Batley. [8305 a risky second-hand machine ?

£35HALF-1'EICE.-1912 rreraier twin,
cash, apiiroval.— Golby, iJatley.

approval,— Golby, Batley

2-speed
[8306

HALy-rEICE.—1912 Ecs twin, 2-Bpeed machine;
£35: cash auproval.-Golby, Batley. [8307

HALF-PEICE.—Malchless twin, 2-sreed ; £35; cash,

approval.-Qolby, Batley. [8308

31h.r. Kelecom. mag. ianition: £12/10.—Carnfrth
2 Cycle and lUotor Co.. Carut'orth. [8150

3ih.p. rrcmier. 1911 model, single gear, Eood hill-

2 climber; £27.—Oarntorth Cycle and Motor Co.,

Caruforth. [8.52

Qih.p. Torpedo. 1913 model, nearly new; £27/10: i x-

'W 2 aniination invited: e.'cchanges entertained.—Cain-
forth Cycle and Motor Co., Carnfoith. [8154

1Q13 T.T. Eover. 300 miles, perfect; £36.—Shaw. 32.
i-V Pealter Lane, Shelfleld. [X8738

3 Eover. T.T., 300 miles, perfect; £36.—Shaw,
Beld. [X1581

h.p. Dot, J.A.P. engine, 3-3peed. Armstrong mark
VI.. chain and belt drive, and sidecar ; £48.

NEW 1913 3i h.o. A.S.L.—PRECISION
Standard machme, as turned out by makers, fitted

with 3i h.p. Precision engine, M.O.V., Best and
Lloyd lubricator, Hutchmson rubber-studded tyres,

Bosch weather-proof magneto, handle-bar control,

spring forks, stand, carrier, toolbag, and number-
plates. Listed £52 los. Our Price, £35 lOJ.

Exchanges or easy payments. Subject to being

unsold.

19"

8
8 h.p. No. 7 Cliater-Lea, J.A.P engine,

,s new ; £65.

PREMIER, 2-spced, and sidecar; £42.—E. Gilyard and
Co., 76. BarKeiend Rd., Bradiord. [X1073

19
19^

19
5

liy, F.E. Triumph: bargain, £32,
Milner's, T:dbot Ed. Garage, Blackpool.

oilers.-
[X1709

2 Motosacoche, 2V.h.p.. Palmer tyres, lamp, horn,

as new; £28.-27, Ashton Grove, Leeds. [8748

11 Enfield. £18; 1912 2-speed Indian. 33gns. ; 1909
P and M.. £26.-95, The Moor, Sheffield. [1833

h.p. Twin Re.^, free engine, spring forks, arid forecar;

£15, oHer^

|lli/j L.M.C

•Wilkinson, Yokettect, Howden. [8787

-jQllV' L.M.C, variable pulley, perfect ecnditijn;
Xtf best offer.—Buckley, Salter Row, i'ontefract.

[S8970
^-6h.p. Twin Eex, overhauled and enamelled; £16,
O lowest.—Particulars, F. Axup, Clay St.. Sheffield.

[X1785

P.
and M., 3V>h.p., 1913, just arrived; list price.—
British Cycle Co., Ltd., 1 and 3, Berry St., Liver-

pool. [X635

OFFERS WANTED FOR THE FOLLOWING :-
h.p. BAT J.A.P., if;r3 model, only run 500 miles,

Cham drive, 2 speeds, with £ii coach-built

sidecar; cost £86 *"
3I h.p. HUlflBER, 19x3, 3-spced model, done about

200 miles, complete with sidecar £'!»

8 h.p. G.W.K., 1912 model, not much used £110

4 h.p. N.S.U., igioi, big single-cylinder model,

2-speed gear, complete with sidecar £30

2i h p. WOLF Lightweight, I'jiJ, maeneto £13 10

2i h.p. GRANDEX-PRECiSION, 1912 £19 10

33 h.p. A.S.L., Lrand new, 19x3 model £35 10

34 h.p. PREMIER, 1913 model, 3 speeds, only run

soomdes "f "
6 h.p. BAT, 1913, chain drive, like new

f?? Ix
3i h.p. N.S.U., free engine, splendid order £23 10

34 h.p. QUADRANT; 190S, magneto f'5 )?
3J h.p. REX, 1908, spring forks, magneto *

, „
3l h.p, B.S.A., r9l2, 2-speed model £3J

10
2' h.p. MOTOSACOCHE. 191c, magneto "'x .

3* h.p. TRIUMPH, 1910, free engine f„i li
SCOTT, 1909, 2 speeds, nice condition £23 10

MORGAN Runabout, 1912, screen, hood, side tool

bo.^es, new 3in. tyre 60 Gns.

3 h p N.S.U., magneto, splendid order £12 10

2j h.p..EXCELSIOR "IS
3* h.p. QUADRANT, magneto, spring forks £11 10

3I h.p. REX ,*
PtlSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANCb.

1 qi3 P,
-JL t/ new, dune

19'

19'

JAMES,
£45;

£4 15

and M. and 'Wicker Sidecar, absolutely like

500 mil&s; £63. — Cross, Oewolier,
[X1717

CROSS for Motors in Rotherliam.—Triumplis. Brad-
bury.s, Mat<:hle'-3, and Douelas, in stock. [X1719

1 Q12^ Bradbury, 2-speed, latest 1913 improvements,
J-«7 perfectly new; cash approval; £45. — Golby,
Jiiitl.y. [8777

123.4 Premier, 2-6peea, latest 1913 improvements,
new ; saenfiiju £44 ; approval.— Golby, Batley.

[8778

1 Q12'':t Enfield, passenger turnout, new. Intent 1913
XJ/ iiiiprovomijut.s; ai-pruval; 70 gns.—Golby, Batley

[8779
12'''i Hazlewood Twin, 3-epeec]. new. late--t 1913

ipruvcmcut- ; £55 ; approval.—Golby, Batlev
r8780

1 013 Clyno, eliop-soiied only, every improvement
XtF t'lis model; £65; appruva!.—Golby. Batley. [8781

chain drive, 2-speecI, kick start, olmct^t new;
approval.—Golby, Batley. [8782

TO 12 oVsli.p. B.S.A., free engine model, iieiv condi'
XJ7 tion^ execlk'Ut running order; £35.-65, Hil'len

n.. IMton. [Xie44

"IQ12 3i/'.h.p. Singer, free engine, excellent rendition.
_L«J (inly" used lew months this year.-Stepliensou.
Garage. Driffi.'ld. [8766

TRIUMPH, 19H. new Jau., 1912, KE. motkl, lamp.
iKirn, otc, in gocd condition; £35.—Dr Rr^s,

Cliapt-1 St., Lt'igh.
'

[X1556

LLOYD'S 2^'f(h.p., B.B. carburetter, now cover, new
Itrmlnp l)p:t; £S, oilers.-Horkley, i'lantatirn Av.,

DinniuKtnu. Yorks. [X1624

MANCHESTER.—rrcmirr sidecar machine^, immcdi-
;ite deliverv : spuiialitv, ' easy payments.—Agent-^,

Co.-ke's, Lon?sight. [8074

tf>3.1i-P. Minerva, t^plendid goer; accept £4 and good
j^'4 <-vth;, or KriiinapiiOue: after 7 p.m.—M. Mauck.
35 Porter St.. Ilnll. [8650

Bradbury. 1909 (1913 piston and riage). per-

Ip.' t iiiiinintr condititju ; £15 nett.—Broadbank.
0.\!oid St., Harrogate. rX1690

IQI^I Triumph, perfect rnndition, new Punlop belt.

L9J Uivr- piTl'^it. all accessories; £29/10.—llaic-h.

King St., HuddPTpfield. [8763

1Q12 Bradbury, good rondition. good tyrea. btlt.

Ji*y u.snal aice^Hfirics; £30. offers.—ILaycock, Nether-
side. Bolton Rd.. Bradford. [8590

PRECISION ENGINES.

We arc Special Agents for these High-class Engines,

and keep a large stock. We arc prepared to take your

present engine in exchange, and give prompt delivery.

We arc also in the position to supply THE TRADE.

SINKS' CARBURETTERS.
Let us take your carburetter in exchange for a Binks,

and increase your power, run more miles to the gallon, and

enable your engine to run slower in traffic.

MISCELLANEOUS.
1913 Armstrong Mark VI. 3-speod Gears, de-

livery from slock. Trade supplied.

N'ew Bosch D.A.V. Twin Magnetos, any angle

or rotation £2 19

rc)i2 .'\rmsrrong 3-speed Gear, new £4 15

3J h.p. Torriceli Engine, M.O.V £3

S'h.p. Darracq, water-cooled £8 10

Darracq 3-sreed nd reverse Gear Bo.\

Fitall 2-speed Gear, fit 1007 twin Re.x

4 h.p. Roc Engine, M.O.V.

6

37/6
40/-

£5 10

3^'-^

^^idecar cane bodv, side doors ; cost j^S bs £3 15

Bosch IJ.A.V. Twin Magneto £2

New 4 h.p. 1. A. l\ Kugine, with magneto £14 10

New A mar "Carburetter, .i4 h.p. or lightweight .. 1//8

New Coachbuilt Sidec.ir Body, side door £4 5

26x2i New Rubber-studded Cover, best make
;

usually £2 23/9

Brand New Siinnis 1913 Twin Magneto £3 II 6

Good Wicker .Sidecar Body 10/ 8

Nearly new rigid Sidecar £3 17 3

.Millfiird (12 Spring Wheel Sidecar £3 15

.\'ew Sidecar Body side door £1 12

Splendid rieid Sidecar
,

£2 7

Practically new PilUon £6 Car £2 17

New 1013 4h.p. J.A.P. Engine, M.O.V £11 10

Strong Handle-bars, well plated, lin 5

Binks' 2-jet Carburetter 17

Aniac C.irliuretter. h.b. control 13

Loni^eeiuare Carburetter 2

Booth's Motories,
Kcighley Mills, Bedford Street North,

HALIFAX.
Telephone T062.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the Issue. B31
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D-
REX SIDETTES.

6h.p., 2 speeds, handle start, cantilever seat,

cane de luxe type Sidecar. The best value in
the market in sidecar combinations.

£75 :0 : Sn."-

Ready for riding away.

-n

n-

D- -D
ENFIELD COMBINATIONS.

6 h.p., 2 speeds, J.A. P. engine, handle start, cane
sidecar.

80 Guineas.
Coach-built sidecar

82 Guineas. All on.

D- -C]

SC0TTS.
3f b-P-j 2-cylinderj 2-stroke, 2 speeds, kick
start, chain drive. Remember T.T. results.

£68 : 5 : Complete.

RUDGES.
The machine with the perfect gear. The 3^ h.p.

Multi T.T. model is " IT " for results. Specially
recommended.

£6D : : Sn""

ZENITHS.
3I h.p. model with the Gradua gear ; 6 h.p.

model with the Gradua gecir.

Prices £55 : 13 : and

£70 : 7 : all on.
Kick start, £7 7 extra.

MOTO
stro

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR 3ALE.

C POTTER, Leicester Grove, Blaekman Lane,
• Leeds ^Te!. : 4046), invites your enquiry or in-

spection and can deliver to-day':

CLTNOS. 3 speede. plate clutch, interchangeable and
instantly detachable wheels," fitted with new 'Clyno

engine, faster, stronger, than the old one, notliing better.

CLYNO Superb Sidecars, in several mcdels. from £15;
"fits the machine 4-point unbreakable attachments.

1 Q 13 Clyno, 3 speeds, iKed solo only by myeelf as
Jl*J sample machine, run 1,000 the outside, ae new
in every respect; £62, cash only.

POTTER has also Morgan Runabouts, sporting and
etandard models, from 85 gns. ; delivery at cal).

rs:i64i
MATCHLESS, April. 1915. S^^h.p. twin. 3-epced. ( nst

£63, all aeces^ories : . take £53. or nearest.—Sel-
kirk. 489, Rice 'Lane, -Liverpool. [8640

1 Q 13 3^:ih.p. T.T. Ivy-Precision, 8 weeks old, and un-
j-iy u^ed, owing to illness; must sell, doctor's orders.

—

18 and 20, Thomas St., Mancheciter. [8537

5-6h.p. diater-Lea Tuin, 1310, free engine, Bcf;ch.

Blown and Bsirlow, Lniaranteed, £28; 2'Vih.p. Min
£7.—A. PuUeyn, Wig'giaton, York.' [8677

NORTON Twin, P. and M. 2-speed, Binks. new tyres,
accessories, sideuar, spares, climb anything: £35.

near ofler.-Wood, Beckett St.. Batley. [51779

BRADBURY', 19121/?, not done 1.200 miles, perfect
condition, accessories; geuuiiie bargain, £55

Gilimau.-Polefield, Blackley. Manchester. [8713

HODGSON is sole Bradford and district agent fcir

SunbeaiUfl. Excelsiors, and Premiers ; all models
in stock.— 10. Horton Rd-, Bradford. Tel.: 5361. [4958

TRIUMPH, clutch, late 1910, perfect. l:.w mileage,
new Kempshall rear, £29 ; nearly hew light side-

car, £5/15,—Rodgers, 14, Eroomfield Grove, Rotherham.
[X1595

1Q12 7-9h.p. Blue Indian, free engine, kick starter,
JLt/ take 3 persons anywhere, absolutely " perfect

;

£40.—Jagger, 148. Southtield Lane, Horton, Bradford.
[8629

LINCOLN-ELK Motor Cycles olTer real value.-4i4
h.p., 2-speed. passenger model-, £46 : easy pay-;

ments, immediate delivery.—Sole agents, Cooke's, Long-'
sight. - [8073,

TRIUMPH, free engine. 1911; Rover, free engine,,

1912: Triumph, standard, 1910; Triumph,- free'

engine, 1909; all in excellent running order.—Stnrkdale.
Lythara. [X8797

OTO-REVE 2^ih.p, Twin, mechanical valve-;. Arm-
ear, low frame; full partii.'ukir.s and photo;

no faults; £20, for quick .sale.— \V.. Oakworth M;iuor,
Eeighley. [8768;

WE are in a position to supply, on good trade term^
Scott motor cycles to Siott agents, -and iuto dis-

tricts wiiere not already represented.-Kitchens, ' Ltd .

Morecanibe. [8458

1 (Q12 Si'ott, perfect running order, witli Canoelet side-
-L*/ car, lamp, horn, apron, spares, new tyre: £55:
trial given; getting new one.—Webb, jeweller, Stocks-
bridge, Sheffield. [X1545

"IQIIV2 Scott, 2-5pced, little used, 1912 improvements,
J-tJ guaranteed absolutely as new, any trial, £38, or
near offer; canoe cane spring wheel sidecar, £9.-105,
Milnrow Rd., Rochdale. [8538

"IQ12 7h.p. Indian, perfect, kick starter, free engine,
Xt/ done 3,000; £45. or exchange SV^h.p. single, 2
or 3 speeds gear and clutch, cash adjustment.—Broad-
bank, decorator. Harrogate. 1 J51689
BETTER than second-hand is a new uniiddeu Brad-

bury £36: 2-sreed £42: 3V>h.p. Zenith, £43;
Douglas, £34; 6h.p. Matchless -£45.—W.F. and Co., 5,
Cheltenham Parade, Hariogate. [XI688

A.J.S. Lightweight. 46 gns. : A.J.S. combination, extra
apron, etc.. £94 ; immediate delivery. Write for

cash or deferred terms anv make motor cycle or cycle
car.-Hitchens, Ltd., Morecambe. [8492

P.
and M., sidecar or solo models, £65. Write for
cash or deferred terms any make of motor cycle

or cycle car.—Hitchens, Ltd., .Morecambe. [8494

SC0TT3 in stofk, guaranteed delivery : no waiting

;

£68/5. Write for cash or deferred terms any;
make of motor cycle or cycle car.—HitcJiens, Ltd., M re-

cambe. [8495;

3-SPEED Triumph, di^livciy ;;u.i .;inteed, in stock, no
waiting, £59/15. Write for cn.^h o^ deferred terms

any make of motor cycle or cycle car.—Kitchen's, Ltd.,

Morecambe. [8496

8h.p. Chain Drive Matchless, also belt drive, and
Matchless sidecars, combinations 85 gns. Write

for cash or deferred terms for any make of motor cycle

or cycle car.—Kitchens, Ltd., Mjrecambe. [8497

DOUGLAS Motor Cycles; every model in stock, im-
mediate delivery, no waiting ; prices from £42 to

£52. Write for cash or deferred terms for any make of
motor cycle or cycle cars.—Hitcheus, Ltd., jSiorc<nnii>p.

[8498

CLYNO Motor Cycle, immediate delivery, £75. Wute
at once for cash or deferred terme for any make of

motor cycle or cycle car.—Kitchens, Ltd., Morer- '

[8502

Id 12 F.E. Rudge. absolutely new, unused; u.-.l-iI

±*y £55/10. will sell £39 cash, a bargain.—Hiti''r"s,
Ltd., Morecambe. [8503

1 Q09 Triumph, in fine order, good tyrefl, belt and
Xiy general condition: prepared sell for £22 cash.—
Eitchena. Ltd., Morecambe. [8504

OH i SAY ! !

WHAT VALUE.

WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON OUR PRICES

BEING THE LOWEST IN THE TRADE.
WHILST OUR GUARANTEE IS UNDOUBTED

NOTE THE UNDERMENTI.ONEa/
not1913 HAZLEWOOD, 3i h.p., twin, 3 spe^s

cidden above 300 miles, and" like new . .-.-

1913 RUDGE, 34 h.p., T.T., multi. Whittle belt,

tyres like new, dropped bars^ excellent ortter ..

1913 ZENITH, 3*^ h.p., complete with und'^rslung
- cane sidecar, Gradua gear

1912 BAT, 6 b;p., spring frame, J. A. P. engine,

cxrelieht order

1913 REX, 6 h.p., combination, Jones' speedometer,
F.R-S. lamp, 3" rear tyre, ready for road

1913 REX, 6 h.p., special model, very fastj complete
with 13 guinea sidecar , . £65

r9i2 ZENITH, '6 h.p., combination, with canoelet

sidecar, equal to new," lamp, horn, etc *£60

1912 MATCHLESS, 6 h.p., 2 speeds, head lamp, apd
b'^rn, cane sideciT, excellent combioation

igi2 REX, 6 h.p., combination, Portland £11 lis.

sidecar, spring forks, 2 speeds, head lamp, Cowey,
and horn ; special value

tgi2 tLYNO, 6 h.p., complete combination, coach-
built sidecar, excellent order , ,

1912 RUDGE, 34 h.p., multi, good tyres, enamelling
and plating as new

1912 PIERCE, 5-G h.p., 4-cylinder, mechanical lubri-

cation, shaft drive, M.O.V., only done 500 miles

1912 ROVER, 3^ h.p., free-engiue model, good tyres,

excellent order and condition

1912 BRADBURY, 3^ h.p., chain drive, 2 speeds, free

engine, kick start, suit sidecar ,. ,

.

1912 BRADBURY, 3A h.p., a-speed, belt drive,

Cowey, complete with sidecar

1912 TRIUMPH, 3* h.p., clutch model, lamp and
horn, coachbuilt sidecar ."

1911 INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2 speeds, Millford ^16 i6s. side-

car, speedometer." horn, lainp,' etc., complete
outftt :

1910 V.S., 5 h.p., 2 speeds, Truffault forks, pedi-1

start, good tyres, 1-rencb grey, finish, suit sidecar

1910 PREMIER, 3i h.p., spring forks, magneto, free-

engine clutch

iqio PREWilER, 3I h.p., twin B. and B. carburetter'

spring forks, magneto *£22

1910 ENFIELD, 2\ h.p., twiu, lightweight, finished

khaki, magneto £20

rgio TRIUMPH, si h.p., T.T. roadster, M.O.V.,
spring forks excellent order £28

1908 IWOTOSACOCHE, 2I h.p., Druid f.-)rks, magneto,
stand, and carrier, excellent order ; . . . £14

igo6 REX, 6 h.p., twin, spring forks, cantilever seat,

good tyres, take sidecar £T|

Deferred payments 5% extra.

£4D

£50

£52

£43

£64

£58

£5S

£60

£47

£55

£33

£48

£55

*£5S

£48

£27

£M

Send us your cheque and we deliver right away.
Deferred Payments, 2% extra. Exchanges

arranged.
Also DOUGLAS, ENFIELD, CLYN9, TRIUMPH,

B.S.A.'S, NEW HUDSONS, MATCHLESS,
N.S.U.'s, etc, etc.

P,S.—Wherever possible we supply on deferred

terms at 2% extra, but in some isolated

cases the makers fix a gradual payment
price, in which case we have to charge this

amount.

Maude's Motor Mart
136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
Phone— 552 Mayfair.

'Grams- "Abdicate, Wesdo, Loudon."

B32 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Send for descrhitive Catalogna.

Fuller siiecificatioDE of any or all mticliiues upon request to—

Maude's Motor Mart
136, Great Portlana Street^

LONDON, W.
'Grams

—"Abdicate, Wesdo, London."
•Phone—552, Mayfair.
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Whatever
the SPEED
—whatever the road conditions,

whatever the btrain imp ised

—

"The DRUID" never fails to

svcce'islullv perform that special

service for which it is made.

—Here's striking testimony to

the STRENGTH and EFFICI-
ENCY of this famous Spring

Fork— notn it now :

—

JUNiOS T.T. RACE
J.O.M.. June 4-6, 1013)-

The winning machine
—the 23 h.p. N.U.T. ridden by
Hugh Mason—was

FITTED WITH
* DRUID "

Sring Forks
— Indisputable proof of the
" DRUIDS" supremacy !

—See thai your moimt
is ' DRUID-equippcd

'

—this Fork eliminates
aJi vibration, bouncing
and road shock.

Wriicfor "DRUID"
Booklet describing.

A DREW & Co«
C< nj tere Street*
BlKMiNGHAM

COMFORT,

AWHEEL '//

IN-

|-| 012 Rex Sidette,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
T>Ii;MlN(ilI.\M niid Leicester.

C^Or.MOUK Pfpi.ts. 31. Coiinore Row. BirniiiiKhtiiii
^ A9. Jolm Eri-„*lit St,. JJirmiiipbain ; and 62. Hik'V

St., l-eicc*;ter.

K\\ ami 2iid-lmiid at the leading depots for the
|

ami- : a>;eiils iur l)('U;;la.s. Siuti, Maliljltvi-,

Kuflc'ia. Triumiili. Pieuiier Bat. /puitli. Clviiu, Uiiatei,

etc.. etc.. also A.C. ami iliriraii ItuLuLiOuls.— Ct-limn'
Dep'itd. Biriuiui-'liain ami Leiicster. [X 60*1

7

"lOll Vree Engine Triumith ; £28; grand value.

Bh.p., 2 tspeed, free engine; £42.
complete.

IIQII IJimglas; very groat bargain, £23.

ilOlS Humbpr, 2^4h.p., 3-speed

;

-LU ins-

£37 : competition

perfect.

£33 ; only wants see-

"IQll Singer, bought August, 1912; £32.

1Q12 Macbeth, 3'/2h.p.. 3-speed
-I. t/ Tvimier.

1Ckl2 Rudge, free engine; £39

19
1
1 Oil Standard B.S.A.; £32.

11^112 Free Engine B.S.A.; £37.

"IIJIS 2-Rpped Kick Start Douglas, onlj- ridden 20*^

JiV miles; £45.

Sturmey-Archer 3-6peed,

free engine; £48.

12 6h.p. Zenith, fitted with £15/15 sidecai. and
act ^-series : £64.

"I iffc 1 3 Cartwrieht-Preciision,
J-t/ 3'jh.p., £34.

"I012 6h.p. Matchless, 2-6peed,

"I1QI2 Model K Douglas, had very little wear

Leicester.

£36.

r^OLMORE Depot. 62, High St. [857;

1912, Bh.p. mcdc-I enamel, platintrREX-J.A.P.,
belt and tyrea like new; £35.—Below

ENFIELD 6h,p. Combination, in esoellent condition,
owner toe nervous to ride; £75.—Below.

B.S.A., 1913. 2-«peed.
machine as new; £50

chain drive.
Below.

kick starter.

ZENITH. 1912. 3'Ah.p., Gradua gear, just overhauJod,
pcftd tyres; £34—Below.

ZENITH. 1912, 3'/,>l.p
,

shoTK'^oiied only; £45.-
Gratlua gear,
Below.

HU-MBFR. 1912 2h.n,. brand new. carries makers'
guarantee; £23.—Jtelcw.

TRIUMPH. 1913. 3-?peed. epare^i, ridden few miles
ouiv excellent order ; £52.—Below.

ENFIELD 6h.n. 1912 Combination, coach side.ar,
grand condition : £55.—Below.

1912. 2 speeds, and coach sidecar, just
ondition excellent: £42.—Below.

BAT-JAP.. 1913. 3Vob.p., 3-epeed and free engine,
like new; £45.—P. J. Evans. John Brifrht St..

Birniiiisham. fX1733

1913 model, only run 50
Garage, Rugby. [8634

peed, 1913 mrdel, net yet run 100
miles; £50.—Robbins' Garage, Rugby. [6635

COTT, late.'^t 1913 model in stick; no waiting —The
Premier Mctor Co.. Aston Rd., Birmingham, [0315

1912. 6h.p. De Luxe model; list

bargain, £48.—The Premier Mrjnr
Birmingham. [0516

HUMBER
overhauled.

TRIUMPH, free engine,
miles ; £50.—Robbins'

pREMIER. 3-^

S^
REX, brand new.

price £62/10
Co.. AstoD nd,, '

TEII'MPHS-
di^itf. d-livT

Raro 1913 mrdels in i=tnr-k for imnie-
.^-iwpil T T. Roadster fM/15, free

ensine T T. Rra<lstfr £55/10. also standard 3-specd and
free en^'ine modela.—The Premier Motor Co., Aeton Bd.,
Birminsljani. -.

' [0303

1Q13 Ariel, 3V?lr.P-. 3-ppeed rardel.
JLtJ liardly soiled, luxurious machine

1012 Siueer, V'jhv

ii.'k
£42.-

.=tnrter,

-Below

grand condition
3-speed model, very powerful.
£56.—Below.

Supreme
for Solo
and Sidecar
machines.

foil Premier. 3l^h.p., clntch model, complete withIV lamp, horn, etc.: £25/10.—BeLw.

"I (1 10 Hnmber, 3',..h.p., 2-speed, free engine model,XV Bosch, rjruid.>, etc.; £22.—Helow.

LL above overhauled and reads'
i- Holland, Clari.ndf.n St , Coventry.

for the mad.—

A

(X1592

'I013 SV.h.p. Hover, clutch model, only ridden 50
LV miles: ftT.-Ilox 3,616, The Motor Cycle Otlices,

Cc.v.ntry. [X1821

DOf'OI.AS. Mntosacoche. ant] E.\cel6ior8: immediate
di-livery.-llidland Cvcle Depot. 15, Halts St..

Coventry. [X508

31h.p. 1912 rromier, free enirine, pinte clutch, in
2 new condition; £30.-9, Hifrhlaud Fd,, Karl"

don, Coventry. [X1819

NEW I' and St., ready at work.s, unable to take de-
livery : accept £59.—Suulter, 54, Russell Terra

Lcamiugtun. [X1672

HUSTLE SOME
and m;kc us a c:^«h offer wllh
your olJ oui-ct-iaLe tor a new

1913 BRADBURY.

Tourists' M(;dtls, £48 ; Two or Three Speeds, «60.

l'.'is\ Pavmcnts .-il tio deposit.

PASSENGER COrABINATIONS.
1912 RUDGE MuUi and Sidecar £47 10

1911 Coachbuilt Twin REX Sidetto £47 10

3J h.p. rgo3 TRIUMPH and Sidecar £31
I9r2 T-.vin CLYNO anel Sidecar £o9 10

5i h.p. Twin N.S.U., 2 speeds, and Sielecar.. £31
iyi2 3.', h.p. 2-SDC-el KtrtOoH and sidecar i,'*\ 10
5I h.p. "2-spced REX lie Luxe and sidecar .. £28 10
igog 5 h.p. 2-spccd Twin REX de Lu.\e, and
new rigid sidecar £34 10

1912 3-speed BRADBURY and sidecar 150
I9r3 4 h.p. Ch:iin Drive REX de Lu.xe and

torpedo sidecar, only done 500 miles .... £54 10

1913 6 h.p. RliX de Luxe anel 1^12 r2s. Mont-
gomery sidecar, only done 600 miles ... . £59 10

Make your old machine up-to-date by fitting a

r9i2 ARMSTROKQ 3-5pccd Gear
Brand New, and complete with
belt rim and controls.

Mark II. , £5 10 O,
Mark 111., for passenger work,

£6 2 6, Usual price 10 gns.Si 12gns.
WHY WAIT ? Despatch from stock.

£510
SECOND-HAND.

£32 10 r9r2 4 Rex
ti6 IC -•! M.ag. Rex
£12 10 3i Rex
£2'J 10 6 Bat-Jap

Every one guaranteed.

2} Mag. Minerva £14
3} Mag. IViincrva £15 10
'r2 3-s.p. Braoatry 47 10

191: ivtotosacoche i21
£27 10 «i :-spee<i N.3.U. li)ir 6 I'.E. J.A,P. £34 10

£19 10 3i N.S.U. 5 5 Rex £15 10
£57 10 3i Triiii ph, 1008 2^ Princcps £8
£14 10 ij F.N. Magneto. Twin moiO-Revo £13 10

£32 10 3* Precision 3* Minerva £12 10
£38 10 '12 l-.b. iji;3drant4.t Iwn IViincrva Eli 10

t8 1ft 3 Hurbrr 2.\ Minerva £8 10
£15 10 4-cylinder F.N. r9i2 Rudge Multi £45
£54 10 J9r3 2-sp. B.S.A. '12 F.E. Triumph £46 10

Easy Payinents from one-quarter dcpnsit aud
r.velvc Monrlilv Payments,

TWI.<S.
1912 Twin CLYNO £52 10

6 11. p. M.IJ.V. J.A.P., free engine £34 10

jt h.p, 2-speed N.S.U £2/ 10

6'h.p. Twin BAT-J.A.P.,spnn? (raine £29 IJ

1913 6 li.p. REX dc Luxe, specially good . . £o4 10

looc) s h.' . le-HiREXd, I.MNe, 2;oPcds .. £29 I J

I9rr-i2 2-speed Twin REX de Lu\-e, NEW £47 10

1912 6 h.p. REX dc Lu.\e, brand new £61 10

1913 Chain L'rive Twin Rex de Luxe, used

ab 'lit snr miles, gii.iruiti'od perfect .... £59 10

1913R£XorREX°JAP

1913 6 h.p. 2-specd REX £62 10

1913 6 h.p. 2-specd REX, chain drive £67 15

1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX-J.A.P £71 8

1913 8 h.p. 2-spced REX-J.A.P £73 10

Callers receive special Exchange quotation^.

Collier's Motorles,
Westgate, Halifax, England.
MIMiilHHHIHMHIiHBBai^H

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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ROBERTSONS
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY OF
THE WONDERFUL 8 H.P. 4-CYL,

HENDERSON
MOTOR CYCLE: 70 GUINEAS

sole' LONDON
: AGENTS FOR :

MONTGOMERY
:& BRAMBLE:
SIDECARS
AkL. MODELiS IN STOCK

SIDECARS
TO SUIT Akl. MACHINES

SIDECARS
TO SUIT AUU WEIGHTS

6 oTn St'oC K

OPEN UNTIL

9-0 P.M.

EVERY NIGHT
EXCEPT SATURDAY (1 P.iV!.)

PHONE : MAYFAIR 5767

l57.GRtAT PORTLAND STRfCT.W

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IQlS^ B.S.A., free engine, done about 800 miles;
J- 1/ sacrifice £59, cost £56/10 laft Sept.; any trial.—
Dyson. Docks. BoetoiL rxi523

MOTOSACOCHE, 2VjTi.p., 1911. £5 "Rrorth of extras,
£16. genuine bargain.—Caretaker, George St. West

Sciiool. Birmingham. [XI 652

SUNBEAM. 2^4i.p., not run 800, with acce&jones:
£58; t;an be seen by appointment.—Donald Dingley,

330, Hagley Ed., Birmingbam. [X1476

P.
and M., 1911, SV^h.p., 2-6peed. Kempshall tyres,
all accessories, spares, splendid condition; £33 —

25. Eothesay Av., Nottingham. [X1668

3JL3i.p. Ees, accumulator ignition, epare belt and head
2 light, good condition, recently overhauled ; £10.—

T. T. Eaithley, Burgh, E.S.O., Lines. [XIOBB

1Q13 F.E, Eover, done 400 miles, perfect condition,
LnJ Lucae lamp, horn, spares: bargain. 42 gna.—
Haitb. pawnbroker, Victor St,, Grimsby. rX.1758

ROVER, SVah.p., Armstrong 3^peed, late 1912 with
1913 improvements, perfect order, Lucaa horn

lamp; £45.-95, Willes Rd., Leamington. [X1832

1 OlO Minerva, in perfect running order, 2S-41i.P-j 1913
J-t' B. and B. carburetter; approval, deposit, will-

ingly; £9 cash.—Hunter, Amber Hill, Boston. [8474

TRIUMPH, 1911, excellent condition; £28; guaran-
teed in thorough good order.—Wmchurch Bros.,

Edgbaston Garage, Sandon Ei, Birmingham. [X1637

TRIUMPH, 1910, standard, excellent condition, lamp,
horn, mirror, watch, epare valve, plug, and watch;

£28.-W. A. Smith, Queen St.. Market Easen. [X1636

3ih.p. Rex, thoroughly overhauled, engine re-bushed,
4 dropped frame, h.bc, new accumulator, guar-

anteed perfect; £6/10.—Toms, Catherine St., Leicester.
[X1638

1 Q13 3-speed Triumphs, Douglas, Kynoch, Scctt,
-l-*y Matchless. Martin, Eradburys, Eudge, Humber-
ettes, G.W.K., Ford cars; immediate delivery.—Clifford,
Motories, Eastwood, Notts. [8726

JUST Arrived, latest 1913 models Scott, New Hud-
son, and Enfield sidecar combinations ; cash or easy

terms; with or without sidecars; exchange entertained.
—West's Garage, Lincoln. [X1599

31h.p. 1913 Model Humbex, new at Kaeter, Sturmey-
2 Archer 3-speed gear, standard model throughout,

liddt^n only 1,000 miles; inspection, trial.—Cash offer'*

to Box No. 3,649, The Motor Cycle Otiices, Coventry.
[X1S23

6h.p. Rex, Eoc clutch, new adjustable pulley. Bosch,
B.B., new Dunlop belt, tyres good, engine thor-

oughly overhauled, all in excellent condition; cash
wanted: real bargain, £19.-2, Grantham St., Coventry.

[X1829
1 Q12^4 Chater-Jap, 6h.p.. Druids, waterproof Busch,
Xtf Senspray, heavy Eempshall, Dunlop, do 60 easily,

climb anything, only done 1,500 miles, perfect condi-
tion; £39; will ride 50 miles to cu.stomer; photos.—B.
Pattensjn, Prince's Gardens, Peterborough. [8559

PLASTOW. Grimsby, has the following 1913 models
in stock: 1913 Triumph 3-€peed. 1913 Bradbury

3-speed, 1913 Dumber S-speed, 1913 Premier 2-speed
(counter-shaft). 191? Douglas model R. 1913 B S.A 2-

f^eed lehain drive); a\m 1912 Multi RudEe £39 1911
Indian £39. 1909 Triumph £25 1908 Triumph £21.
1911 Humber lightweight £17/10. 1910 twin Enfield
£16/10; exchanges and offers entertained. [X1728

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

ZENITH, 3V'h.p., new September, 1912, accessories
and spare.?; £40.—S. Eix, Beccles. [8545

~|012 Himiber 2-«peed. only used 1912 season, LucasX^ h^ad laiup ; real bargain, £30.—Marshall. 3,

Guynne Ttrrace, Newmarket. [8613

PREMIER, SV^h.p.. 1911. just overhauled, verv fast,
tyres good, new belt, accessories ; £22.—Crisswell.

Willoughby House. Newmarket.
_

[XI 782
TRIUMPH 3-speed, like new, with horn, used for

week-end oniy; offers.-Box L2,106, The Motor
Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [8785

PREMIER, 3V2h.p., F.E., condition throughout a.

new; genuine bargain. £30; trial.—Box L2.104.
TJie Motor Cycle Oflaces, 20, Tudor St., E.G. [8783

DOUGLAS, T.T.. in stock, £48; Douglas, 1913, T.T.,
done 200 miles, £44; Douglas, 1913. model B,

mileage 300, £48.—Leavis, Downham. 'Phone: 33. [8619

TRIUMPHS, 1912 clutch, mileage 500, as new, £42;
1911 clutch, 1913 cylinder, piston, and connecting

rod just fitted, £30; 1910 T.T. and standard models
£25: 1912 Calcott, £18, perfect.-Leavi<*, Downham
Phone: 33. [8620

BOVERS, all models, immediate delivery; 1913 3-speed
Eover, used 1 week only; accept f 50.~Leavis.

Downham. 'Phone 33. [8621

DOUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.-All 1913 models in
stock fcr immediate delivery. Let me book your

order at once—Flanders' Motor Cycle Depots, Norwich
and Yarmouth. [030^

MAT We Send Your our latest li.st of second-hand
motor cycles, giving full description and low prices

for cash? We have a large stock of all the leading
makes; every machine is guaranteed. Being the end of
term, all are greatly reduced. Please send a postcard
for list to King and Harper, Bridge St.^ Cambridge.

[X1362

Q05EI2TSONS
BARGAINS
SECOND-HAND
MOTOR CYCLES
ALL THOROUGHLY OVERHAULED
(not merely with the carbon

deposit scraped out) AND

G U AR A NTEED
1142. 1911 BRADBURY, 3* h.p £31
1216. 1911 ZENITH, 6 h.p 148
1239. 1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p £54
1241. 1911 REX de Luxe, 4 h;p., 2-speed £30
1265. Igi2 BRADBURY, 3J h.p £36
1276. 1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p £S».

1283. 1912 ZENITH, 3} h.p £43
1284. Igi2 CLYNO, 6 h.p., 2-speed £4S
1285. 1912 CLYNO, 6 h.p., 2-speed £48
12S6. 1911-12 MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., 2-speed, and

Matchless Sidecar £62
1291. 1912 BRADBURY, 3* h.p., s-speed £42
1302. 1911 ZENITH, 3* h.p £33
1318. 1912 ZENITH, 3i h.p £45
1321. 1912 F.N., 5-6 h.p., 2-speed £45
1327. 1912 BRADBURY, 3* h.p. £36
1332. 1911 ZENITH, 6h.p £44
1334. igi2 SINGER, 4 h.p., 2-speed £46
1338. 1912 BRADBURY, 3} h.p., free engine £3>
1341. 1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p £52
1342. 1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p £53

1337. 1910 PREMIER, 3} h.p., twin cylinder £27
1362. 1912 RUDGE, sk h.p., free engine £38
1363. 1912 RUDGE, 3^ h.p., free engine £39
1370. 1912 QUADRANT, 4j h.p., 3-speed £39
13S4. Model •' A " HENDERSON, 4-cyl., 7 h.p., F.E. £56
13S-S. 1912 RUDGE Multi, 3j h.p., and w-iclier S'car £44
1390S. 1912 SCOTT, 3I h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, water-

- cooled, and wicker Sidecar £52
1393. Model " A •• HENDERSON, 4-cyl., 7 h.p., F.E. £55
1394S. RUDGE Multi, 3* h.p ., . . £42
13958. 1912 J.A.P.-CHATER, 6 h.p., free engine, and

wicker Sidecar, with child's seat £45
1398S. 1912 (Late) F.N., 2-} h.p., 2-speed £35
1400. 1912 DOUGLAS, Model G £32
1402S. 1912 BAT, No. 3, and sidecar £6?
1403. HENDERSON, 4-cyl., 8 h.p.. Model B., F.E. £62
1404. 1912 DOUGLAS, Model K £42
1405. 1912 NORTON, 3* h.p '.

£32
1406S. 1912 A.1I.S., 6 b.p., 2-speed, & Bramble sidecar £69
1407S. 1912 ZENITH, 3i h.p., like new £44
1408. 1912 P. 81 M., 3i h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar . . £56

A liberal CASH DISCOUNT is

allowed i-f machines are boug^ht
as they stand without being
overhauled. In this case.however,
our Guarantee DOES NOT apply.

EASY PAYMENTS
'PHONE : MAYFAIR 576T

I57.GREAT PORTLAND STRfCT ,W.
A2S All letters relating to advertisements should- quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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Competitions in Beauty Spots.

IN
this issue we publi.sh a correspon(ient's letter

resenting the holding of the A.C.U. Six Days'

Trials iiv the Lake District this year. The
writer bases his complaint solely on the grounds

that the Lake District is one of exceptional

beauty, and that the presence of so many motor cycles

will tend to disfigure the landscape and to upset the

hitherto hallowed calm of Wordsworth's country.

On the question of a motor cycle as an sesthetic

object we decline to be drawn, we prefer to leave

such a theme to other minds ; but we do not think

any unbiased person can truthfully call the modern
machine ugly or ofifensive to the eye. Our corre-

spondent evidently thinks a great rattle and smoke
will be created, but as regards the former he would
be well advised to keep up to date, as he says he is a

motor cyclist himself, and recall the fact that efficient

silencers are now compulsory by \avr, and the local

police have power to stop anv rider who, in their

opinion, is not complying with the law. Smoky
exhausts are only momentary on a motor cycle ; if

continued the sparking plug would soon cease to

function properly.

Wliile on the subject of appearance we would 'remind

our correspondent that the A.C.U. has this year

forbidden what may be termed " freak " dresses for

the' riders, or dresses which savour of advertisement of

themselves or any goods. Furthermore, not more
than three days out of the week will be spent among the

Lakes, and as the passajje of the competitors can-

not cause inconvenience/ to any person for more
than an hour or so at mos and as all the competitors

return to Carlisle, which . not in the Lake District,

every night, we think t,),; alarm of e\en the most
fastidious person that his peace will be disturbeil

is entirely unfounded.

Our correspondent has also apparently fallen into

the common error of imagining that a reliability trial

is a race. Can we, o"^nce and for all, scotch this idea ?

A maximum speed of 20 m.p.h. is fixed l)y law and
rigidly enforced by the A.C.U., and there is abso-
lutely no need for excessive speed. It is a curious fact
that many persons always imagine a race is in progress
if they see a number of motor cyclists congregateil
together. One might as well argue that a regiment
of soldiers marching through a village betokens that
we are at war.

Twin-cylinder Engines.

THE
modern tendency towards twin-cylinder

engines gives rise to se\eral interesting ques-
tions. Undoubtedly the small twin is more
comfortable tlian a single cylinder of equal
capacity, especially if the t^vin be of the hori-

zcjntally opposed type. Against this must be set the
slight extra complications and the small moving parts.

As regards power and pace, there is Httle to choose
between the two types. Until recently the greatest

trouble with V twin-cylinder engines has been in con-
nection with the big end bearings and valve gear.

The first problem can be easily cured by better lubri-

cation, but the second requires more thought. .It can,
however, be arranged satisfactorily, and on some
few machines has been well carried out. Lubrication
of the front cylinder has proved a stumbling block to
many, but the trouble is easily solved by forced oil

circulation. In the matter of lubrication there is

still much to be learned, though twin-cylinder engines
are not the only offenders in this respect. Besides the
extra comfort, the multi-cylinder engine scores in
acceleration, and consequently it is often more con-
venient in traffic. There seems to be a general im-
pression that twins will not run slowly, and though
this may be the case with a few un(ier-flywheeled
machines, it is quite a fallacy to imagine that slow
running cannot be obtained, as we have seen two-
cylinder engines running as slowly as any single.

The increase in twins and multi-cylinder engines is a
move in the right direction, for it will give us smoother
running, greater flexibility, and greater silence, but
lubrication must be attended to and noisy vahe gear
eliminated before the single can be ousted, while
the inaccessibility of certain nuts should receive the
attention of designers, for there is no need that the
twin should be more inaccessiiile than the single,
though it must, of course, be rather more trouble to

dismantle. If there be a drawback to the horizontal
tyi)e of engine, it lies ni the direction of dismantling
cylinders. The design of the engine necessitates a
special type of frame, and it is a dlllicult matter to
design it so that sufficient space is left for taking off

the cylinders without removing the engine. Doubtless
even this objection will be eliminated in the near
future, for more than one designer is at work on
engiiies of this type for motor cycle use, and when a
multiplicity of designs of one type are on the market
improvement is always very rapid.

J.7.1
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SIMPLE TIPS FOR
AMATEURS.

Taking Down an Engine.

THE hints given in the accompany-
ing notes may be useful to such

riders who are not accustomed to

handling the inside of a motor

cycle engine, and for that reason have

qualms about stripping their engine for

inspection or cleaning purposes.

The -Importance of Hethod.

It is hoped "that they may prove use-

ful in saving time and preventing

damage. The most important factor in

saving time in doing work of this kind

is to start methodically. The following

oi-der is that in which the writer almost

invariably proceeds. A box, or boxes,

should be at hand, into which all parts,

luits, bolts, etc., should be put directly

they are removed from their places, and

it is important to see that the bo.xes are

empty in the first instance. There is in

the writer's mind an instance of a novice

who, after re-erecting his engine, found

he had a few nuts and washers over.

He promptly took his engine down
again, and, 'with much difficulty, suc-

BY UBIQUE.

sert over the valve a wooden plug or

piece of cycle tube cut to such a length
that the cap may be replaced, and,
through the plug, prevent the valve
from rising. The spring collar may now
be levered up and the cotter removed.

'

A forked lever should be kept for this

purpose, but a useful substitute is

iczzn

and in such cases a shaped washer
sWould be used (as shown in sketch).

It must not be imagined that all engines
suffer from the above defects,, but in

many cases inaccessibility is an all-too-

common feature.

Removing the Cylinder.

When the nuts have all been removed
the cylinder may be lifted off. It may"
be stuck to the crank case, in which
event a blow with the palm of the hand
will usually loosen it. As soon as the
cylinder is slightly raised, the pulley
should be turned till the piston is almost
at the bottom of its stroke. The cylin-

der may then be tilted over and com-
pletely withdrawn.
As soon as the cylinder has been re-

moved, the inside of the piston should
be filled with clean rag, in such a way-

Fii. 1.—To loosen a stuck exhaust pipe nut.

cecded in making use of the remaining
items, though they did not belong to the

engine, and had been placed in the box
by a jocular friend.

First of all, detach the high-tension

wire and sparking plug, then remove the

petrol pipe, carburetter, and exhaust
pipe. If the exhaust pipe nut will not

turn it has probably rusted on, and the

quickest method of removing it is to

apply a mixture of petrol and lubricating

oil to the thread and give the faces of

the nut a few sharp taps with a hammer.
Care must be taken to hit the face of

the nut fairly so as to prevent damage,

-

and the blows must not be heavy for

fear the casting should be cracked. This
treatment almost invariably succeeds after

a very short time, though it is sometimes
easier if the engine is still hot.

A Valve-removing Tip.

The next process is to remove the
valves, as this operation is generally

easier with the cylinder in position.

Should no special valve-removing tool

be handy, the following tips will prove
us3ful. Eemove the valve cap and in-

Fi-. 2.—A method of holding
down valve with wood blocli while
reraovini a stubborn v^l.e cjltei.

afforded by placing a nut or piece of

wood on the timing case. Failing this,

the spring may usually be raised with a
screw-driver. If the cotter should be
"burred," a most difficult and un-

pleasant job is necessary, for the spring
must be raised and the cotter filed down

_tiir it i-'an be withdrawn.

Awkwardly-placed Nu's.

After both valves have been removed
the holding down bolts of the cylinder

may be taKen off. These are often in-

accessible, and, on many engines, only a
very small movement of the spanner is

possible, so that before replacing these

nuts a tew alterations should be made.
Where there is no space between the
cylinder and the nut, the nut should be
filed down or smaller nuts obtained with
a similar thread. A short box spanner
should be made, or obtained, to suit

these nuts, and with these slight altera-

tions the work will be considerably

simplified for future occasions. Some-
times the corners of the nuts catch tiie

radius on the bottom of the cylinder.

Fig. 3.—Cylinder holding down bolts. Showing
uie ot shaped washer and special nut lo nermit ol

the use of a box fjuuner.

Fig. 4.— After removing cylinder DU the
p"s*on witn rig to prevent damage, and
cover the top cf the cr.mk case in order to
oxaadu ..Lst or dirt.

as to prevent it from being damaged by
the connecting rod ; also the top of the
crank case should be covered to stop
dirt or nuts from dropping inside.

Cleaning.

The piston head may now be carefully
scraped and cleaned, the surface of the
head being polished as much as possible.

If the piston rings do not move freely
they must be removed and the carbon
scraped from the grooves ; if they are
free and in good condition, they are
best left alone, for they are easily

broken.

Should it be necessary to remove the
rings, a good method is to insert a single

piece of stiff wire (a fine knitting needle
suits the purpose admirably) behind the
ring, and gradually to work it round.
At the same time, the end first lifted

should be kept slightly above the groove.

This method is very simple, and if
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Simple Tips for Amateurs.

—

.'fiilly canii'd nut will never canse
ikage. Next the ejliiulei- heads and
ve ports should be caiefully cleaned
i for this purpose a piece of gin. bar'
i]ied like a chisel, is vei-y useful. It
iild be of suftioient leni,'th to reaoh
bottom of the cylinder and still
i.le a Comfortable "grip. Care must

^^^Qeiui g2T

I"ir. 5.—How to remove a piston ring
with single wire.

be taken to remove the ring of cafbon
which sometimes forms on the cylinder
walls just above the piston travel, as this
IS a common source of knocks.

Valve Grinding Hints.
After thoroughly scraping the cylinder

head the valves may be ground in.
This operation is simple, and too well
known to require de.scription, but the
following tips may be found useful as
time-savers.

Before grinding the .e.\-liaust valve use
emery cloth to loosen the scale. For
grinding purposes, use the best fine

Fij. 6.— A spring under tlie valve
head grciily Iiicilitates valvo
grinding.

carbo'rtmdum powder, and finish with
flower of emery, or knife polish. Keep
plenty of pai-afiin on the faces, and
bofore starling to grind place a light
spring under the valve, head (see
ski'tcn), as after every two or three
tmns of the screwdriver this will auto-
matically raise th>i valve and prevent
ringing. A final polish can be given
with knife powder and oil. One well-
known rider even uses Globe polish.

If there are ridges formed on either
valve face or seating, these should be
machined off by the nearest person who
Knows hr.w to use a lathe. Now
thoroughly wa.sh the cylinder with
petrol or paraffin, and wipe out veiy
carefully with clean soft rag. Ne.x't
wash oat crank case with paraffin.

Cleaning the Crank Case.
To do this, first drain out any used

oil through the plug provided at the
bottom of the crank case, -replace plug.

and- pour about a teacupful of paraffin
into the crank case, and revoK'e the
engine gently, taking eai'e not to damage
the piston on the connecting rod or
crank case studs. After this, the crank
case may be drained and a fresh supply
of oil injected.

Cutting Paper Washers.
Carefully clean the face of the crank

case and cylinder, and see if the paper
joint is intact; if not, another must
be made. To do this, get a sheet of
stout brown paper and hold it over
the mouth of the cylinder, gently.,
tapping it round the edge of the mouth
with a light riveting hammer till a
complete circle is cut out. Now smear
the face of the cylinder with boiled
linseed oil or seccotine, and press the
paper into pcsition. The remainder of
the paper may now be cut off in a
similar m.anner, and the holes for the
studs cut out. The other side of the

til 7.—How to cat paper WaShers.

paper is then oiled or "glued, and the
cyiinder is then ready for replacement.
Before going further, however, see
that the slots in the piston rings are
not in fine, and rub some oil round the
sides of the piston. The writer uses
Vasol for this purpose.
The cylinder may now bo slid on,

care being taken that the rings enter
properly.

Bolt down the cylinder, fairly, tighten-
ing the nuts at opposite corners evenly.

Replacing Studs.

It is possible that one or more of
the studs may have come out of the
crank case in the process of dis-
mantling. If this is the case, they must
be replaced before putting on the
cylinder. The best method of doing
this is to free the nut on the thread
and then place two nuts on it. Now
screw the stud
back in the
crank case,
screwing down
by tile top uHt
only. When the
stud is right
home, unlock
the two nuts
with a second
spanner, and' the
stud will remain
in place.

To replace the valves, follow

Fi.;. 8.—How to replaco a
loose stud.

the
mstractions for removing in the reverse
order.

Before replacing the valve caps, see
that the faces are quite clean and
emootli.

Air Leaks.
The replacement of the remaining

parts is simple, but care must be taken
to prevent air leaks in the inlet pipe,
especially on twin or multi cylinder
machines. The wi-iter lags the inlet pipe
of his twin with asbestos string and
insulating tape.

flg. 9—A simple universal sprocket withdrawing
tool.

On some engines no tappet adjustments
are employed, and there is no room for
such fitments. In such cases a simple
device on the" lines of sketch can often
be fitted. The end of the valve stem
IS screwed with a fine thread for about
ijin., the spring cap is then put on, next
a lock nut, and lastly a deep nut into the
base of which a fibre plug is pressed.
Both nut and lock nut should fit rather
loosely on the st^jm. A smaJl hole in the
valve stem, into which a spoke can be
inserted, will prevent the valve from
turning during adjustments'.
A sketch is shown of a simple sprocket

withdrawer, for use when special tools
are not available. The heads of the
two long bolts usually have to be cut
down somewhat, as many sprockets are
in awkward positions.

Fig. 10.—A simple subslltute for a tappet
adjustment.

To remove a refractory engine pulley,
a. special fool is advisable, though even
this should be manipulated gently, as
th(^ flanges are usually cast iron and
easily broken.

A Detachable Hook Fastener.

The accompanying sketch shows the
Challenge detachable hook belt fasterer
made by the Challenge Manufacturing
Co., 19, Sand Street. Birmingham. A

The Challcnje detachable hooli fasienor.

elightlj aiiterent pattern is also sold pro-
vided with hooks of different sizes.
These fasteners are exceedingly raoderat*
in price.

i27
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Sidecar BraKes.

The last show contained one or two sidecar outfits

with formidable brakes on the side wheel; yet one of

the latest trade catalogues denounces these brakes in

unmeasured terms. Isn't it about time some authori-

tative experiences were coming to hand? There are

plenty of insufficiently-braked sidecar outfits on the

road, aye, and cycle cars too. If the sidecar brake

can be made safe and effective, why should we not all

have the benefit of it? At present there are many
cases per week where the tremendous lock and power-

ful helm of a sidecar have to atone for a certain in-

adequacy in its brakes. It is not a bad plan to adjust

the front wheel brake of a motor bicycle for excessive

power when a sidecar is attached ; as everybody

knows, makers frequently arrange these brakes to be

mildly ineffective, in case a no\ice should apply them
violently on corners.

Lost Filler Caps.

My log (tells me that in the last two years I have lost

five petrol filler caps, a record which shows that I

occasionally indulge in a soulless " blind." and that

there is a faulty detail on my machine. Some
machines have either hinged or chained caps. I do

not propose to sell my machine because of this very

minor—though irritating—failing; in fact, I think I

see a, cure. Within both filler caps there lies a

tubular gauze strainer, and I propose to anchor the

filler cap to the strainer by a few inches of the chain

sol9 with toy watches. I questioii whether, even when
my nose is' at its lowest elevation, I could miss the

spectacle of a filler cap, chain and gauze strainer flying

through the air en route to the nearest clump of

nettles. But here we have identified a congenital

defect of the British manufacturer. The spares sale

list and the running shed's requisitions must annually

include a ridiculous number of filler-cap replacements

;

yet many firms contentedly fit the ordinary type of cap.

Another Detail.

How many front brakes have %m. nuts (or there-

abouts) by which the brake shoes are locked to the

spindles ? I will not ask how many machines are

annuL-Uy minus a front brake shoe at the conclusion qi

a six day trial, but rather how many competitors mav
be seen furtively receiving small packages with a

Midland postmark at the paste restante during the six

days of the great and anxious week. In my resigna-

tion and folly I used to fancy that all front brakes

embodied these tiny nuts, and shed their shoes at the

rate of three or four a season ; but last week I saw a

machine—arid it didn't hail from the Midlands—which
had no .small or rickety notions embodied in its front

brake. It was three years old, and had never shed a

A.28
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brake shoe in its life ; moreover, when I wanted to

dislodge its shoes in order to change a front cover, I

had to use quite a strong spanner and quite a medium
mallet. Si sic omnes ; which is Sanskrit for " all

makers please copy!
"

Exhaust Whistles.
Chequered are the experiences of the motor cyclist

who buys an exhaust whistle of the ordinary brands.

For the first 500 miles he is in raptures ; he can waken
and shift the usual surly, sleepy carter at a range of

a mile or so. After 500 miles the horn is resuscitated

from its disgrace, and remounted in a place of honour
on the handle-bar, for the whistle has commenced to

jam with carbon, and is giving trouble. During the

next 500 miles the erstwhile gleeful owner wears a

haggard but determined expression, for he is striving

to perfect the' very imperfect accessory for^which he
paid much good coin of the realm. If he follows my
own history, he notices that the control valve of the
whistle continues to open when he operates the lever

or pedal, but that it won't shut, because its slide or

spindle is foul with deposits of burnt oil. Perhaps he
notices—like myself—that a coiled spring is provided
to close the slide, and bid the exhaust cease its cheery
and insistent yodelling; further, that the spring is

about strong enough to return an electric bell-push.

So—just as I have done, for great minds think alike—
he fits an enormous spring—one of Terry's most terrific

productions ; and for a time he can wake the landscape
or startle a hemisphere, secure in the consciousness
that the ear-splitting din will cease when his fore-

iinger quits the trigger. Then—for a good hundred
miles—there is peace, the haggard lines smooth out,

A secret check at Rossington In the Doncaster and District M.C.C. Trial. Tiie
driver ot the Rudgo sidecar was dead on time, but the other too early.
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Occasional Comments.—

and all seems well. Finally the strain on the whistle,

compounded of the sturdy pull of its lever, the retuia

pull of the giant spring, and the binding carbon,

causes its numerous tiny screws and weeny threads to

disintegrate, and it is scrapped sine die. I know oue

big finii in Coventry who planned to supply a ready-

fitted exhaust whistle as part of their standard

specitication for 1912. In 1911 they got samples of

everv whistle on the market, and made several of

their own design. Now they only sell and recommend
hooters. I dare not say that my criticisms apply to

eveiV whistle on the market by any means; but they

are true of. all I have tried ; so I would recommend
purchasers to see that any whistle thev think of buy-

uig has a substantial return spring to its control vahe,

and that it is not assembled widi microscopic threads

and pettv screwlets. There is not the least reason

whv a sound substantial article should not be made
and sold at a moderate price; but the market, con-

tains plenty of rubbish at present. The only consola-

tion is that many motor car whistles are quite as bad,

and they cost more

!

A Punctured Float.

I have waited well o\ex ten years—if memory serves

aright—for my first punctured float. I took out a

new trade, machine, which refused to run decently

and showed no Hking for its extra air. Presently I

discovered that the float chamber was leaking freely

through its flood hole, and examination of the needle

discovered no derangement. Out came the float, and

a gentle shake showed that it was full of petrol. I

rode on to the next village, and dived into a watch-

maker's, where 1 soon learnt that the cure of this

trouble is less simple than the books imply. We
warmed the float and expected a hiss of escaping gas

to tell us where the invisible puncture was. We heard
no hiss, and the watchmaker's magnifying lens failed

to tell us where the orifice lay. All we could trace

was an almost imperceptible dampness round the top
edge, covering perhaps an area %m. stiuarc. A far

more powerful lens than the shop contained would
have been necessary to lind the microscopic hofe

through which the penetrating si)irit was entering. I

covered the whole damp area with a thin skin of solder

and polished it off again, h(jping a wee grain of solder

would abide in the hole. N(j luck. I put the float'

back in its chamber, and turned on the petrol ; whe-i

the float had filled it again, once more I expelled the
fluid by heat. The same spot was indicate-.], and
again 1 filmed it with solder, and poli.slied it off. This
time a grain lodged in the hole, for the float ceased to

leak, though the lens was too weak to show where the

place was.

A Partitioned Toolbag.
I have just encountered one of those tiny refine-

ments which add so disproportionately to our comfort.

There are such a lot of small flat objects to lie

housed in the left-hand pannier bag (I take it for

granted that most people carry their heavy tools in

the right-hand bag—for some unknown reason).

There are belt punches, and sparking plugs, and tyre

repair kits, and spare fasteners. We mostly keep in

the same bag a huge roll of rag, in whicli are

ensconced a couple of spare valves, maybe; and
when we pull out the roll, all the little flat things

tumble out on the road. But I have struck a pannier

bag—and standard, too, at that—which has the

rippingest little shelf about an inch from the top

;

and the tyre' repair kit, cased sparking plug, cased

fastener, and belt punch, fit on to the shelf beauti-

fully, and do not fall out.

I,

Group of competitors outside the headquarters at the start

of the Donoaster and District M.C.C. Reliability Run.

A3I
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Something Like a Hill-climb.

No one who is unacquainted witli Alpine *OQds
can form any idea of such a hill-climb as that

which will be held on August 3rd on the Mont
Cenis Pass by the Socieia Sportiva di Torino Via
Cuneo 3, Turin. The event starts from a point just

outside Susa, on the main road over the Mont Cenis
Pass into France at 9 a.m., and the course >winds over

ioUe dot M^»ccn
2031

,540 "'P'

Contour section and plan showing gradienis of Mont Cenis Pass.

/-J

5 km.
anil 2 of I in 1 2 y^

,

the mountain for rather more than 14 miles (22 km.
800 metres), rising in that distance 4,708 feet (1,^35
metres). For the first 6 km. the gradient is i in

izj-i, then follows 1 km. of only i in 66, then follow

i2j''2, 3 of' I in 1454^, I of I in 50,
the latter being the zigzag known

as Lc Scale—the stairs. The fiiral stage is only j in

40, and the finish at the Hospice on level ground.

According to the survey there is nothing more than i

in 12 '2, but we believe that the maximum gradient is

I in ]o, and, of course, owing to its great length the

hill is very trying. The worst turns occur at Giaglione,

Moiaretto (Italian Customs), Bard, and Le Scale,

where there are five hairpins.

The classes will be as follows: A up to 350 c.c.
B up to 500 c.c, C private owners up to 500 c.c.

Machines must conform to the usual A.C.U. regula-

tions. Entries close at ordinary fees on the 24th inst.,

and at double lees up to the 3rst inst. The entry fees

are as follows : Classes A and B 40 francs one machine,

75 francs two machines, 100 francs three machines,

and 20 francs for every successi\'e machine. Class C
10 francs (8s. about) per machine.

A special gold medal has been offered by Queen
Margherita, which w'ill be awarded to trade entrants.

Both the 350 and 500 c.c. machines are eligible for

this prize. Other prizes will be as follows : The
winners in each class of trade riders, a silver shield

;

to the manufacturers of the team of three machines
which gain the best total time in the first class, a

silver challenge cup, given by the " Stampa Sportiva.'

There is also a silver cup for the senior class called

the " Coppa Moncenlsio."

A32

The Susa Mont Cenis hill-climb has been held for

ten successive years, and an English machine has
never yet won. The journey would be a delightful

one, and full of interest, consisting of a- fast run across

France and beautiful sceiiecy among the French and^

Italian Alps. The cost need not be excessive. The
Auto Cycle Union would be glad to help intending

competitors as regards the route and formalities, and
as the w'riter will* be spending his holidays in the dis-

trict, he will gladly assist intending competitors to

the best of his ability. The regulations are not
stringent, and practising is allowed up till 8 a.m. o-'i

the day of the contest. Intending entrants should send
in their names to the Societa Sportiva di Torino, and
also to The Motor Cycle at an early date.

o
YALE MOTOR CYCLE.
the features of the Yale, a leading

THE
NE of

American machine, is its comfort and wcnder-.

fully light steci-ing, which are brought about
by the design of the spring forks and the weight
distril>u-tion.

The engine is of very interesting design, and has
very large bearing surfaces and ten-inch flywheels.

Helical gearing is employed in the cam gear and'

magneto drive, and a worm-driv£n plunger pump
supplies oil to the front cylinder "and cam gear.

Considered thvougli English spectacles, the engine,
with its horizontal radiating fins, is very well thought
out, but the design of the exhaust pipes would hardly
find favour, not only cu account of the

,
possibility

of the front cylinder getting hotter than necessary,

but also as the rear pipe renders the front exhaust
valve and spring very inaccessible.

The (win-cylinder engine St the S b.p, Yale sbowing tbe valve arrangement.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.. and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing
legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner o£ envelope, and should be kept distinct frorn
questions bearing on technical subiects.

Rubber Bells.

I should be obliged if you
tould give me your opinion of
the enclosed section of rubber
belt. The core seems to me to

be too much on one side—O.R.
The canvas core of any belt should be
in the centre of tlie rubber, and not to

one side. We therefore consider that
the sample section is faulty in this

respect.

Leeds to Exmouth.

Will you be so kind as to
give me the best route from
Leeds to Exmouth (Devonshire)
and approximate mileage?—H.W.

Your best route would be as follows

:

Leeds, Pontefract, Uoncaster, Worksop,
Nottingham, Castle Donnington. Hinckley,
Coventry, Kenilworth. Warwick, iStow-

on-tlie-Wold. Cirencester, Tetbury, Did-
marton, Bath, Chewton Jlendip, Wells,
Glastonbury, Taunton, Wellington, Col-

hunptun, Exeter, Exmouth. The distance
is iipproximately 300 miles.

DiOlculty in Starting.

I have great trouble in start-

ing up. The engine is a 5 h.p.

water - cooled M.M.C., and
started with starting handle ; B.
and B. carburettev with 32 jet,

Lodge three or four-point plugs witli

points set to gauge supplied, accumu-
lator ignition, make and break contact,

spark is very good at points wheii. plug
is laid on top of cylinder; compres-
sion very good, aud spark takes place

about nine-tenths up the compression
stroke ; if I advance further it back-
fires. I have tried injecting petrol,

but it only seems to fire about three
or four times. Thei'e is plenty of
petrol .at jet.—W.J.

As originally made the engine you de-
.scribe has an atmospheric valve, and
this is probably the cau-se of the
trouble. If the seat is oily the valve
may be sticiring. and fail to come off the
seating at such low speeds as those
attained by hand starting. The platinum
]ioints sliould be flat and ele.an and the
accumulator well charged, as otherwise
only a weak spark will occur under coui-
pression, even though it appear good
when the plug is exposed. The fact that
the engine fires a few times after petrol
injection points to inlet valve or carbu-
retter trouble. Possibly the inlet pipe is

a very long one. This sometimes affects
starting.

Decompressors and Easy Starting.

What is your opinion of
decompressors? I had an Amac
on a 2^ h.p. lightweight, but
with it I could not get the engine
to fire more than two or three

times, and then very feebly. I have a

3i h.p. Hobart with free engine, Binks
carburetter, jets 3 and 6, and find it

difhcult to start with back wheel on
ground, as one kick on pedals rarely
starts engine, although on stand it is

much easier. Would a decompressor
improve matters?—W.^JLP.

On a lightweight machine we do not think
a decompressor necessary, but in the case
of a 3j h.p. engine a decompressor would
probably be exceedingly useful. Li fact,
if a suitable instrument be fitted, the
machine should start at a walking pace,
and quite ^easily with a stroke of the
pedals. The reason your engine starts
more

_
easily on the stand is because you

can pedal the engine round at a higher
rate of revolutions than is the case wdien
using one crank and pedal as a kick
starter.

Touring Advice.

I am contemplating a three or
four days' tour in August with
a sidecar, and shall be very
pleased if you can tell me of
a good route. I with to go

north, and to keep in the country and
avoid main roads as much as possible.
I should also be glad of information as
to firms hiring out tents, etc., and
picnic appliances.—H.A.D.

If you want a tour mapped out for you
it is best to join the Auto Cycle Union,
89, Pall Mall, S.W., as a touring
member (5s.), or the Automobile Associa-
tion and Motor Union, Fanum House,
Whitcombe Street, W., and apply to
their Touring Department and get" this
done for you. The " Motor Cycle Route
Book," post free Is. 9d., Uiffe and Sons,
Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, E.G., will also
prove very useful. Particulars of camp-
ing outfits were given in our issue of
April 17th, pages 484-485. The secre-
tary of the Cyclists' Camping Apsocia-
tion, Mr. A. l\ Moeller, 6, Duke Street,
Adelphi, W.C, may also assist you.

A teaturo or a run along tlie Greal North Roatl is ihe number ol level crossings wliich are encoiimered.
Our photograph shows a group of motor oycUsts held up al Sutton Crossing, near Rettord.

B3
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From Water-cooling to Air-cooling.

I possess an Ormonde tricar of

uncertain age, of which the

cylinder is cracked. The cylin-

der is water-cooled, and I wish

to fit a new air-cooled cylinder.

The particulars are as follows ; Bore

85 mm., stroke 85 mm., both valves

(mechanical) are on one side. Do you

know of any maker from whom I could

purchase an air-cooled cylinder of above

size that could be adapted to my
engine? I think it possible that one of

the well-known makers may have

cylinders of this size.—T.F.B.

There is just a possibility that you may
be able to obtain what you require from

the Crypto Jilotor Co., 14, Mortimer

Street W., or from the Service Co.,

Ltd., 292-293, High Holborn, W.C.

Valve Grinding and Cylinder Cleaning.

I should be extremely obliged

if you will advise me as to the

use of the Cylclean process of

removing the carbon deposits

from motor cycle cylinders. I

say I am quite a novice, and

know very . little of mechanics. I have

a 1913 Sunbeam, and had the cylinder

down after 1,300 miles, and found it

rather a job to get the deposit out,

especially round the valves ; in fact, I

finished up by getting someone to finish

it off for me. ' Is it necessary to grind

in the valves each time the cylinder

is taken down?—E.L.B.
The Cylclean process is entirely satis-

factory, but it seems to work better

when the engine is really dirty than when
there is only a slight deposit. It is very

quickly done, and does no harm at all to

any part of the engine. It is not neces-

sary to grind in the valves every time

the" cylinder is taken off, but only when
the surfaces become pitted and the com-

pression in consequence becomes weak.

Still, it is a good plan, because it is so

much easier to grind the valves when
you have the cylinder on the bench. Do
not, however, grind them more than is

necessary at any time.

may

Mysterious Less of Compression.

I shall be glad of your advice

re the loss of compression in

my engine when climbing after

having run ten or twenty miles.

It runs splendidly on the level,

and climbs well when cool, but when
hot, ttie compressed charge escapes

past the piston rings and comes out of

the ciank. case release and out of the

tappet guides, and after that it climbs

very badly. Sometimes during a long

cli.nb the compression will suddenly

come back for a few hundred yards,

but usually does not last. The
cylinder has been reground and new
piston fitted. -The original piston had
about eight half^inch holes drilled

through it, but the new piston was
solid ; so thinking the fault might be

cau.sed by lack 'of lubrication, I had
the piston drilled and holes drilled in

thr^ b.iffie-plates of the ci-ank case, but
the tiouble still continues. Can it be

due to unequal expansion of the

cylinders, or would the piston rings

being too tight a fit in the slots cause

it, by binding when hot?—R.S.
Wc should imagine that the trouble is

far more likely to be due to a lengthened

exhaust valve stem, unless, of course, tho
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piston rings get in line, but this is very

rare. If the clearance is' too small

between the tappet and the bottom of

the exhaust valve stem, the heat causes

the stem to expand and the valve does

not close properly, and there is no com-

pression.

Somerset to Cumbenaai^

Can you oblige me by giving a

route with approximate mil?.age

from Castle Cary to Wigton,
Cumberland? Please give the

best direct route, also an alter-

native one, including Hebden Bridge

(near Halifax). Mj machine is a 1911

3i Bradbury with two-speed gear. I

would also like to know of a few
journeys from Wigton into the Lake
District.—R.W.M.

Your best route would be as follows

:

Castle Cary, Bruton, Frome, Beckington,
Bradford, ' Bath, Nailsworth, Stroud,

Gloucester, Tewkesbury, Worcester,
Kidderminster, Bridgnorth, Wellington,

Hodnet, Whitchurch, Tarporley, War-
rington, Wigan, Preston, Garstang,

Lancaster, Kendal, Windermere, Amble-
side, Keswick, Bothel, to Wigton. The
distance is approximately 310 miles. This

route takes you through the Lakes. We
cannot give you a satisfactory route

through Hebden Bridge. What we should

recommend you to do if you want to go
there is to go to Preston and take the

train ; otherwise it means going through

an unpleasant and 'uninteresting manu-
facturing district thronged with big

towns.

Tool for Be-cutting Valve Seatings.

Having read yom- book '' Motor
^Tl Cycles and How to

,
Manage

^ Them," I find in it that there is

* I a special tool on the market for

grinding valve seatings. I have
a 1905 3 h.p. Triumph, which runs

well, also pulls well when cool, but
after climbing a long hill it gets very

hot and starts knocking, and then
suddenly stops. It has good compres-
sion, valves have been ground in, tim-

ing correct, carburetter in perfect

order, and tappets correctly adjusted.

I have also had cylinder ground and
new piston fitted. So, after reading

the book, I find that my exhaust valve

seating is worn down quite -^in., and
came to the conclusion that was ray

trouble. Could this grinding be done
personally '!—C.H.D.

The tool you mention can be obtained

from Southern Automobiles, Ltd., W"est-

combe Park, S.E. There is also a similar

one sold by the Service Co., Ltd., 292-293,

High Hofborn, W.C. You might try

lubricating a little more frequently.

LOST AND FOUND.
We receive many letters regard-

ing accessories, etc., both " Lost
and Found," whicti v/e are unable
to find space for. As these particu-
lar matters are of interest to two
persons only, viz., tlie finder and
the loser, we have decided to keep
a list of such articles, and all that
are notified to us will be Inserted in
this list. Should we receive a letter

from the finder which corresponds
to the article lost, the two persons
will be put into communication,
but it must clearly be understood
that we cannot enter into corres-
pondence on the matter beyond
this.

/ULY 17th, 1913.

Certainly the valve seating might be

re-cut. The matter is one which may
be carried out by an expert amateur, but

it is not a job for a novice.

Bedford to the Lake District.

Will you kindly give me the

TTj best route to the Lake District" from Bedford with ::n alternate

Jj return?—A.J. G.
Your best route would be as follows

:

Bedford, Eaton Socon, St. Neots, Stilton,

Stamford, Grantham, Newark, Tuxford,

Setford, Doncaster, Ferrybridge, Aber-

ford, Bcsk.-f. S-p-, Harewood, -Otley,

Skipton, Settle, Kirkby Lonsdale, Kendal,
to Windermere. An alternative return

route wonld be vid Penrith, Bowes,
Brough, Barnard Castle, Scotch Corner,

and southwards via, Boroughbridge and
outward route.

Dry Batteries and Speed.

I have a 2 h.p. motor cycle

^TI with dry battery, from which I

<^ wish to obtain a higher speed.

_lJ The battery I have had tested

and it registers nearly 4 volts.

If I get a new battery, 4-^ volts, will

that alter the speed? I only get about
60 miles to a gallon of petrol, and I

believe I should obtain from 100 to

120 miles to the gallon. What altera-

tion shall I have to make?—H.W.
The strength of the battery would not

alter the speed appreciably. However,
you do not test a dry battery with a

voltmeter, but with an ammeter. Cer-
tainly you ought to get 100 miles to the

gallon with a 2 h.p. machine. We should
recommend you to try a smaller jet.

Also take pains to find out if the inlet

pipe has no leak in it and tliat it is a
gas-tight fit at the union with the

cylinder.

READERS' REPLIES.
Portsmouth to Harrogate.

On page 865 of your issue of the ord
inst., in reply to "G.L.G.," regarding a

route from Portsmouth to Harrogate, you
advise through Winchester, Kewbury,
and East Ilsley to Oxford. I have
recently been by this route twice,

and find the road from Winchester to

Newbury to be in a dreadfully loose

state, with very sharp flints, which did

considerable damage to my rear tyre on
a Model A Douglas. I would strongly

advise your correspondent to cut out the

Winchester-Newbury Road to Oxford and
substitute the road from Winchester vid
Basingstoke and Reading to Oxford.

This will add about eight miles to the
total journey, but the road is far prefer-

able to the "one suggested, if the question

of tyres is to be considered.—CR 1566.

Lack of Reliability.

If " Clement," who enquires re 2{
Clement-Garrard machine in your issue

of The Motor Cycle of June 19th, cares

to write to me, c/o the Editor, giving

his address, I can give liim information
of a practical kind on the points he
mentions, as I have been using a similar

machine for the past six years.—Wii.
Reupath.

EXPERIENCE WANTED.
" Barry " (Manchester). — 5-6 h.p.

Rudge-malti with sidecar. Consumption
reliability, slow running in traffic.
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A New Head Light,

Tho acconip^inyiiig illustration shows
an elec-ti-K: hoail light and illuminated

number plate combined, brought out by

The Sheffield
electric head lamp
and method o£
lllamiDattng the front
number plate.

the Sheffield Patents Co., Times Build-
ings, Sheffield. The device shouJd cer-

tainly be handy for riding during dusk
and in towns.

Novel Waterproof Cap.

We recently paid a visit to the
premises of Messrs. John Piggott, Ltd.,
117, C'heapside, K.C., where much of

interest to motor cyclists is always to be
found. Among their specialities for this

vear is a 2^ h.p. lightweight motor
Dicycle, single-cylinder, 70 x 75 mm.,
wliich is e,\cellent value for the price

asked for it, fitted with footboards and
.pedals, U.H. magneto, B. and B. carbu-
retter and an Armstrong gear or Albio.i

clutcli may be htted as an extra. As

regards accessories. Jlessrs. Piggott have
introduced a simple form of motor cycle
horn, sold at a very moderate price.

;It has a gauze-coverecl mouth and givts
'a clear and audible note of warning.
Being simply designed it is most easy to
clean. In connection with clothing,
the Double-purpo.'e cap illustrated is most
interesting. It will be seen by fig. 1

Motor cycle lamp sold by Messrs. Piggott.

that the cap, under ordinary conditions,

is exactly hlce any other. Figs. 2 and
3 show how it. can be converted into a
.•ost effective waterproof cap. Such a

cap as this should be invaluable to those

who take long tours, and yet desire to

be independent of the weather. It is

one of the most ingeniously designed
caps w* have ever seen, Messrs. Piggott
have also lately introduced a motor cycle

boot, wliich has a very thick sole, water-
proof tongue, and
long iijjpers, which
is absolutely water
and d u s t p ro f

.

These are but a few
of the specialities

Messrs. John Pig-

gott, Ltd., sell fur

motor cyclists.

A Neat Switch.
The accompanying

illustration shows a

handy little cut-out

switch made by the
Aston Motor Acces-
sories Co., Birming-
ham. It is very
well designed and
impervious to wet.

A Four Biaded Screwdriver.

Messrs. Herbert Terry and Sons are,

above all, specialists in the manufacture of

F/c.J

springs, but besides this branch of their

business they manufacture many articles

useful to motor
cyclists. We illus-

trate a pocket
screwdriver which
has four blades

for various sizes

of screws, and
also a double clip

which holds a

petrol and oil

squirt on any con-

venient part of

the frame without any possibility of rattle.

Route card holders, valve removing tools,

spiral vaporisers to fit over jets, ter-

minals, and flexible cable are among the

many articles listed by the company.

—

Herbert Terry and Sons, Redditch.

-.irJ

A Simple Form of Foot-starter.

.•\. simple form of foot-starting device,

which the illustration renders self-ex-

planatory, has been introduced by the
Lirandex Cycle Co., 85, Grays Inn Road,
W.C. JIany pedalless machines cannot
be started on the stand, and in such
cases this device would be of great

A simple form of kick starter sold by the Grandox
Cycle Co.

service. Moreover, the Grandex starter

might take the place of pedals in tho

case of a three-speed clutch machine

;

room would then be left for footboards.

Beldam Motoi Cycle Tyres.

Quite an iuterestinf^- tyre is the Beldam
motor cycle tyre, manufactured by tlie

Beldam Tyre Co., Ltd., Brentford." The
feature of this tyre is the shape of the
tread, which provides an ample thickne.5S

of rubber, while its non-skidding pro-

perties are due to the V-shaped projec-

tions, which serve a double purpose.
They provide an additional radiating

surface to the tyre to keep it cool, and
secondlv act as efficient non-skids, jlore-

over, they allow lateral displacement of

the rubber as opposed to circumferential
displacement. Lr the case of circumfer-
ential displacement it is held that the

rubber heaps up .in front of any object
it may strike, and that the object is

therefore driven into it ; consequently, a

puncture is the result. In the case of

lateral displacement, however, this does
not happen, and a firm grip of the road
is obtained. This tyre has onlv recently

been placed on the market, ano since its

introduction has been further improved
by the addition of transverse grooses. It

is beautifully made by the same firm

which produced the car tvres that «ime
through a 5,000 miles R!A.C.' test last

year with great success.

We liavc now run one of these tyr^s

on the back wheel of a 6 h.p. motor cycle

for about 800 udles, half the distance

being w-ith a sidecar. The tyre has stood

up weO, and there is plenty of lubber
left on the tread.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents^

Ail letters shonld be addressed to the Editor, " The Uotor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Unstretchable Belts.

Sir,—In reply to "J.T.B.,"' I beg to say that I do not
tliink that he or anyone else has ever seen a belt of exactly
similar construction to the one I am introducing. If they
have, no doubt the Controller of Patents would be pleased to

hear their objection to the sealing of my patent. "J.T.B."
says he knows one maker who discarded a similar belt six
years ago. I sliould like to tell him that I know two, one of

them a very influential man in the belt trade, who tiave told
me that they have been experimenting with this class of belt

for a long time, but were unable to bring out a suitable
fastener. As to " J.T.B. 's" opinion that a belt that will not
stretch is not worth having, all I can say is that his opinion

,

is verv different from that of any motor cyclist I have spoken
to on" the matter.

"

A. PERKINS.

The £100 Cycle Car.

Sir,—In your description of the new single-cylinder A.C!
four-wheeler in your issue of June 25th, you hail it as a

definite step towards the £100 four-wheeled cycle car. But
this desideratum has already been actually accomplished
witli success by the maker of the L.iNI. macliine, whose
specification includes a twin-cylinder 8 h.p. engine with
chain drive to live axle, driving both wlieels through a

balance gear, at a price of £99 15s.

I do not drive an L.M. or any otlrer cycle car, and have
no interest in any, and I may possibly be mistaken in the
above specification, but believe that I am right ; and in any
case the L.M. should have the credit of being the first £100
four-wheeled cjxle car. C.F.W.

A Protest.

Sir,—I should like to protest against this year's Six Days'
Trials being held in the Lake District. As a matter of

fact, I think it quite unnecessary to hold them at all,

especially if they are to take place in a part of the country
frequented by holiday-makers. If motor cyclists must have
a test of this sort, cannot they find some spot well away
from civilisation and beauty, where they will not disturb the
peace, quiet, and pleasure of tourists ; or else distribute
their route in such a way that it covers a far larger area,
and by so doing minimise tlie discomfort and annoyance
they undoubtedly cause to people in a particular district?

It would be a thousand pities to have the peace and
quiet of our Lake District spoiled for some time by motor
cyclists racing past its beauties, round its corners, up its

hills—and its mountains too—ignoring everything except the
pace of their machines.
What will the district be like for some weeks? To those

of us who are used to spending our holidays there (and
I am one of some twenty or so friends on whose behalf,
as well as my own, I am writing) it will be absolutely
unbearable! People who come to Keswick and the sur-
rounding parts come there for that peace and quiet whicli
in England only the Lake District affords. As a well-known
resident of Keswick has said in a letter to me on the sub-
ject, "For every one person this sort of thing attracts it

will drive twenty away"; and this I feel to be true.
I only hope that this protest will be taken up in the spirit

in which it is written—that of protecting from all such
disturbances the most sublime piece of country we have.

I might add that I am a keen motor cyclist mvself.

HOWARD PEED.
[We like to give all points of view, so we publish the above

letter and deal with it in our leaderette.^Ei>.]

b8

A Revolutionary Suggestion.

Sir,
—"L.M.M.J." has courteously forwarded me copies

of the letters, the contents of which he considers me to have
misrepresented. There are several passages in these relating

to the "dimensions" of his proposed trumpet valve, and in

view of our controversy as to whether his valve was more
or less frangible than the standard solid type, I consider it

was perfectly legitimate to interpret these as meaning an
increase upon the normal dimensions. His letters do not,

hov/ever, appear to have claimed that the use of special

materials was possible, and on that point my comments
were unfair to him, for which I am naturally regretful. I

received several other letters on the subject, and in this

detail I must have fathered somebody else's notion upon him.
IXION.

Sir,—As .stated in my previous letter, a valve of almost
identical shape to that suggested by " L.M.M.J." has been
successfully used on racing cars. It is a very good shape,
particularly for the inlet valve, as the underside of the valve
is approximately of what might be termed "streamline"
form. That is to say, it gradually changes the course of

the gas. Thinking that the thickened neck rendered such
a valve particularly suitable for motor cycles, I suggested
this construction to a designer of a large firm, and showed
a ^sketch which is quite as extreme as the illustration put
forward by "L.M.M.J." I was told that these valves
elongated slightly and decreased in diameter accordingly.
I cannot help agreeing with "L M.M.J." that "Ixion's"
criticism was unmerited. ERIC W. WALFORD.

The Transmission Question.

Sir,—I have closely followed the transmission question
as shown in varied personal' experiences recounted through
your columns and, perhaps, may be permitted to add another
mere experience.

For four years I had belt drive on ray Triumph and was
satisfied—because I knew no other.

This year I have "gone over" to chain transmission on
my Indian; and by comparison I realise now fully how
much labour was seemingly unnecessarily expended in con-
stant attention to keep the belt in proper condition.

I have completed over 2,000 miles without the slightest
trouble with the chains. The two adjustments have taken
such a little time that the sum is negligible. A mere twist
with a wrench on the spindle nut and five seconds at each
adjuster at the fork ends and the nut reHghtened and the
whole job is completed.
At 2,000 miles, when the chains were given a soaking a

close examination proved both faultless. No sign of wear
whatsoever was shown, although my chains are not enclosed.

I can only say that I have found, with a properly work-
ing clutch, chain drive "velvet" under all conditions; and
I am certain never to return to belt di'ive.

C. R. WADMAN.

Where to Stay.
Sir,—A correspondent, "AL2162," approaches you on this

much vexed question, and your reply refers him to the
A.C.U., or the A.A. and M.U., although he distinctly states
that his pocket runs to about 5s. for tea, bed, and breakfast.
Now this is about my own figure when on the move, and I
think extremely few places to meet it will be found on either
of the above lists.

The Cyclists' Touring Club caters for the maff of limited
means, and as the council of this body have recently shown
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. plainly their determination to cater for motor cycling;

I iiiliei's by refusing to give publicity to the fulminations of

ii vv hot-headed back numbers, motor cydisls might as well

111 themselves of the very excellent handbook of hotels,

/(. boarding hoiuses, and farm houses issued by the Club.
Another body issuing a guide book of economical hotels

—

lilv temperance— is the Commercial Travellers' Christian
Hiation, of Aldorsgato Street, E.C. They liave a small
ithly. called Oowl Lines, at 2d., which incorporates a

, good list of hotels,

trust this may help a tew of your readers who 6nd it

•ssai-y to watch carefully the "bawbees."
AL2162" will be well advised to take his holiday hi

or September if he fancies the Yorkshire coast.

J STUART-WHITE.

A Lightweight in New Zealand.

Mr.—As readers of your journal, Tlr: Moiur Ci/rle (to

ivlii. Ii, we may say, we always look forward, although
icicived seven weeks after publication), and noting several

remarkable performances by motor cycles of various makes,
we thought perhaps you would be interested to know how
the l^evis motor cycle is faring in the colonies. We may say
we have given this motor cycle a most severe testing, and it

comes out with flying colours, IJoth in hill-climbing and
i'elial>il:ty it has quite surprised us, although so small a

machine. We hare kiiowi) it to take hills which an ordinai'y

3i h.p. would not climb. We entered it -in the- New Brighton.

beach race (eight miles) on April 24th ; it was the smallest
motor cycle entered, llesult, Levis 1st. On May 24th wo
again enter«"l one machine against tw;enty-one. all power-
ful machines up to 7-8 twins. Result. Levis 1st ; the only
machine to make a non-stop run, and the smallest power
entered, one tirm alone putting ten ^j h.p. machines in the
race against one Levis. We consider that we are safe in

recommending the Levis to anyone.
Christchurch. New Zealand.

"

PITCHER B1U)8.

Carburetters and Flexibility.

Sir.—All motor cyclists will agree with your leaderettes

as far as the necessity for greater flexibility is concerned.
also that the lack, of it is principally due to. the type cf
carburetter at present in vogue ; but I imagine very many
will shake their heads at the suggestion that the solution
lies in the automatic carburetter.

. A truly automatic carburetter (if there is such a thing)
should give a uniform mixture at all engine speeds ; but
no alteration can be made whilst riding to compensate for

variations in the temperature of the engine or the atmos-
phere, or for whether the engine is running under heavy
load or light. Imagine a machine facing a long steep hill

that is just within its power ; there are very few good riders
who will go the whole way up without altering the air lever,

tlnuiu'h the throttle may not be touched, and the speed of
the engine may be practically uniform.
Compromise in this, as in- so many othei motor matters.

Beeni.s to me the best solution. As you point out. the need
for the automatic carburetter is most felt in traffic, and if

with a two-lever carburetter the engine- can be made to tick;

aloiiK at 5 or 6 m.p.h. on top, and open up to 18 or 20 m.p.h.
by movinir the tliiottle only, very few riders will object to-

manipulating the air lever a little, above the latter speed ;

in fact, oil the oixen load this adjustment adds zest and
interest to the riding. This desirable result can be obtained
by fitting some form of by-pass or pilot jet.

The poor running at low speed of the average motor cycij
cariuiretter is due to the follcftving : As the throttle i ;.

closed down, the rush of air round the jet is greatly reduced
and iiisutticient petrol is drawn out ; at the same time the
nuction in the inlet pipe greatly increases, because the engine
is trying to draw mixture -past the closed throttle; this
causes air to leak in at. any faulty joint. on the pipe and
lip worn inlet vai've guides, but if a by-pass or pilot jet be
fitted, the increased suction in the inlet pipe will draw ,i

suHliient quamity of rich mixture from it to counterait
the.^e defects. As the throttle is opened and the suction
on the main jet increases, the suction in the inlet pipe is

reduced and draws lesa of the rich mixture from the by-pass.
This balancing action will maintain the quality of the
riuxture at the lowest speed. My experience has shown
that with one of these devices fitted the air lever never
needs closing below the best position for about 20 m.p.h.

FRED BADCOCK.

£30,000.

Sir,—Being in want of something to do one evening, it

occurred to me that it would be mteresting to know the
total value of all second-hand machines adverti.sed in T/ie
Malar C'l/rle. The result surprised me very mucn, as,

excluding new and sliop-soiled machines, also sidecars and
miscellaneous articles and machines for which offeTS were
wanted, but including cars and cycle cars, the figures were
over £30,000. These figures should' prove the value of T/ir,

Mvlor Cijrlc as an advertising medium, bearing in mind that
there would be several more thousands to add if everything
was included. B. 0. HARVEY

Wear of Bearings.

Sir,—^I'he article on " Wear ot Bearings " in your iss'ie

of 'June 26th was most interesting, if only on account of

the inference by "A.M.T.C.E." that practically any alloy,

or even a lead bearing, would give the satisfactory results

looked for, if efficiently lubricated. In this I cannot belie> e

that he is serious. iNIav I suggest that, .so far as the bsa,'-

ing itself is concerned, it is most important to use the allo^f

of phosphor bronze or white metals most suited to the pin -

pose required, and to cast this in such a. ""^nner as will
eliminate segregation ; that is, give a close even grain to th?
bearing structure. Such bearings are now being produeei'
and used .nost successfully in the motor industry. Still

the point is that we must lubcicate and lubcicate efficiently,

and in regard to that I am glad to have the opportunity
of ertdorsing all the remarks of your coiitrib.utor.

A.M.I.MECH.E.

Is the Three-wheeler a Cycle CarP
Sir,—^It would be interesting to know whether the A.C.U.

definition is to be maintained and whether the three-wheeler
will, continue to compete with cycle cars. The A.C.U.
definition explicitly includes three-wheelers. The C.C.O. in-

its hill-climb excluded them. The B.M.C.R.C. also

excludes them in the Six Hours' Trial—the consolation race
for cycle cars which have not entered for the Grand Prix.
The latter club has gone a step further and does not allow
three-wheelers over 1,000 c.c. to. compete at all. On the
other hand, the Cycle Car Cup for the hour record and all

records at Brooklands are open to cycle cars which come
under the A.C.U. definition. So al.so were the Hereford
Cup, the Shelsley Hill-climb, and the Porthcawl Speed
Trials—all won by three-w'heelers.

The term "cycle car" was invented to denote a. light,

inexpensive machine—the missing link between the cycle and
the small car. If the lightest and least expensive type be
excluded the term becomes meaTiingless.

We have always maintained thav the three-wneeier
possesses advantages which the four-wheeler does not share
in an equal degree. We are glad that this is now acknow-
ledged by the admission that (we quote Tlia Motor Ci/cli]

"it is only natural that a three-wheeler should beat a four
wheeler of equal power"—and therefore natural, perhaps,
that some -manufacturers of four-wheelers should wish tc

have a little class all to themselves. H. F. S. MORGAN.

One ol Ihw latest model wat&r-cool^d Chaiur-Lea cycie cars on me Sa.sex Down;
near Br ghlon
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Tyres and Accessories in the T.T.

Sir,—Replying to the letter from "Further Interested"
in the issue of July 7th, 1 think the following may help to

enlighten this gentleman on the points he raises. In the

first place, as a racing competitor of some experience, I can
give the denial direct to the statement that men would use

any tyre, no matter how poor the quality, provided the

inducements offered were sufficiently large. This must
appear ridiculous to anyone who knows anything about the

game, because the prizes offered by manufacturers are

only given in the event of the competitor being successful.

Therefore unless the rider knows something of the quality

and reliability of the tyres he is asked to ride, he is certainly

not going to risk his neck for a remote chance of success

under any consideration. If "Further Interested" has
ever taken part in any of the big racing events, such as

the T.T., he will have some idea of the huge expense com-
petitors are put to, and undoubtedly, were it not for the

support given by manufacturers, many of the most brilliant

riders would be unable to compete.

With regard to the last paragraph of his letter, I think
your correspondent shows considerable bias. He states that

there are "dozens" of various makes of British tyres on

the market of far better value than the foreign ones. I

think pretty nearly every British and foreign make of tyre

was represented in the T.T. race, and had equal chances,

and I have yet to be shown how cash prizes offered by
tyre manufacturers can affect the performance set up by
their tyres in competitions. As to who ultimately pays for

these prizes, I think that is a question which can best be
answered by the manufacturers themselves, but the same
question could be asked with regard to the large amounts
spent annually in press advertising by every British and
foreign tyre company, and without which their goods would
have a very poor chance of getting on the market.

With regard to the remark that foreign makes of tyres

have gained their reputations by fictitious means, I should

like "Further Interested" to explain himself more fully

on this point. In the interests of fair play, I must say

that I have never come across an instance of this. "Live
and let live" is a motto which "Further Interested " might
well take to heart. GORDON L. FLETCHER.

Rear Springing.

Sir,—I notice that in The Motor Ci/cle " Ixion " again

discusses the topic of rear springing. I am therefore enclosing

a sketch of a laminated
rear springing device

which I have pro-

visionally patented.

As you will see from
the sketch, a set of

quarter elliptic lami-

nated springs is

attached to each of

the back down stays

and fixed by their

lower extremities to a

special lug situated

at the junction of the

seat tube and the

hoiizontal stays. This
lug also carries the

swivelling device for

the last mentioned
stays. An additional stay, wliich is suitably fixed to the seat

tube, passes between the two sets of springs, and is then

secured to the special lug. I might say that I shall be pleased

to hear from anyone interested in the invention.

G. S. PATRICK.

Carburetters and Flexibility.

Sir,—I read with much interst your leading article on
"Engine Flexibility" in your issue of July 10th, and feel

tliat 1 must give your readers my experience of the Amac
carburetter. My "engine is a 6 h.p. a.o.i.v. twin, and my
great difficulty, when first I had it, was to get good results

from the carburetter then fitted, which was a well-known

two-lever pattern. I was at last- persuaded to get a

carburetter of the automatic type, and I must say it would run
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slowly, but sudden opening of the throttle choked, and on

slowing uphill the engine knocked badly and the absence

of air control became apparent, insomuch that I was
obliged to change down to keep going. My next purchase

was an Amac, and the result has been remarkable

I always run with a sidecar, and my gear is a P. and M.
4^ and 8^ to 1. With an iniection I can start in threa

yards every time perfectly cold, change up and throw my
air right open, where I leave it, very often running twenty
or thirty miles only using the gas lever. When I come to

a bad hill. I can plug along on top gear for a long time

by slowly closing my air. I can average with sidecar 28

m.p.h. for, say, fifty miles ; ray health prevents me keeping

it up. I can run on top gear for miles at about 6-8 m.p.h.,

and on low gear slower than a telephone call. My consump-
tion is about 50 m.p.g.

I know the Amac people do not claim their carburetter

to be automatic, but personally, as a practical motor cyclist,

I can tell your readers it is automatic in the best sense of

the word, i.e. having always your air lever to fall back on

in emergencies.

I need hardly say I have no interest whatever in the firm,

ERNEST MAYS.

Win, Tie, or Wrangle !

Sir,—I trust that you have not yet purchased the extra

large w.p.b. alluded to in the leading article of last week,

and that you will do me the favour to publish the enclosed

letter. I have already addressed it to the editor of The
Field, but to my very great surprise it has not been

published.
" I see that in your report of the Wessex and Loanshire

match that you state that I was bowled by Colin Barnes.

This is, I consider, an aspersion upon my cricketing ability,

and I should therefore be glad to see the following explana-

tion in print.

In the first place, I was not ready and never saw the ball-

at all, nor did I attempt to play it. Secondly, it was plain

to anyone that the ball was a yorker which broke both ways
and would have bowled the best batsman. (This I think

should have been stated in your report.)' Thirdly, the sun

being in my eyes, I mistook the ball for a half volley and

tried to drive it past second slip. Fourthly, the umpire,

who gave me out, .was an obvious partisan and was not

looking at the game, but at a girl amongst the audience. I

noticed tliis just before shutting my eyes to hit. In view

of this explanation, I trust the committee vrill see their way
to grant me a non-stop certificate and a gold medal—I mean
a centui-y not out, instead" of what is vulgarly called a
'blob.' " A. R. ABBIT.

Benzole.

Sir.—Perhaps some- of your readers will be interested to

hear my experiences with benzole. I hav.e now used it

for some months ok my 1911 P. and M. with sidecar for

most runs.

At Whitsuntide we toured the Lakes. Total weight waa
about 24 stones (we carried all luggage and spare benzole)

;

total mileage, 300 exactly ; consumption, 3^ gallons ! This"

result has not been faked in any respect by slow driving,

as we have pegged on merrily most of the time.

I am confident that on fairly level country I could get

120 m.p.g. if I never exceeded the limit.

Now, as regards to power, it has converted my 3^ h.p.

into 5-6. as 1 have passed most outfits on hills and on

level. My engine knocks badly when using petrol, when
changiHg to high gear, or on climbing hills, but I can drive

all day long and never have to retard the ignition.

I have a Binks carburetter on my machine, to which I

have fitted an extra air inlet (this before using benzole), as

I thought it extravagant when running solo, as one never

gets off the pilot jet except on hills, and the pilot jet is

admitting a rich mixture according to Mr. Binks. My
air inlet will allow extra air to engine on both pilot and
main jet. I find that if I am going nicely on level at, say,

20 m.p.h on pilot jet, I can get 25 m.p.h. by admitting

more air, which proves conclusively that the pilot is

extravagant. A. ROBINSON.
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A.C.U. Silencer Trials—Judges' Supplementary Report.

Sir.— \Vi' are ple;ised to note that the A.C.U. have at
^1. published some data obtained at the bench test, but a

ni.sal of these daUi, we feel sui'e, cannot but add confusion,
IS the judges, anticipate, on account of the somewhat cou-

I !\uiictory nature of the report.
The nuestion is sure to be asked how it is that back
'ssure and engine speed are opposed instead of being in

lation to each other. For instance, the third Clair silencer

liich we entered obtained the highest engine speed in the
sts both on the slow and fast test, and yet against this

icnoer is recorded 0.57 lb, per square inch back pressure.
Our second Clair silencer obtained a somewhat less speed

J

oa both tests, but the back pressure recorded against it is

only 0.27 lb. per square inch.

The Chase silencer failed to obtain such a high engine
speed as our No. 5 Clair silencer, but it is credited with less

back pressure. There is evidently no doubt of the correct

recording of the engine speed, which, in other words, is

engine power, and it appears to us that if the back pressure
measuring instrument were also infallible the results recorded
are against all text book theory and the general acknow-
ledged principle, and, basing one's argument on the data of

this report, one could say that back pressure tends to increase
engine speed rather than decrease it.

This report of the bench test also opens up the point of the
reliability of placing too much importance on the track test

portion of the trials. In the tracJk test it -will be remem-
bered that the Chase and Hutton silencers were credited with
an increase of speed with their silencers fitted, whereas our
No. 3 silencer was debited with a loss of 0.39 m.p.h,, yet on
the bench test this Clair silencer obtains a considerably higher
speed tlian either of these other two silencers, and even less

back pressure than the Hutton,
The judges have undoubtedly had a most difficult task in

view of what cannot be considered other than contradictory
data, and we think it is a pity that thej' have not seen fit to

include in this supplementary report the proportion of marks
allotted under diiferent heads. For instance, what propor-
tion of the marks were allotted to the track test, and what
proportion to the bench test, and how were the data, obtained
at both tests, reconciled with each other in view of the
discrepancy which we have pointed out?
Now that the data are published "vve should like to mention

publicly that the second and third Clair silencers which we
entered were of identical constrxiHioii in every possihle detail,

and we purposely entered these two identical silencers with
a view of proving, for our own infomiation, the reliability of

the data, and we cannot but confess that we are startled at

the considerable difference in the data reported for these two
silencers alike as regard the engine speed, the back pressure,
the marks for noisiness, and the total marks allotted.

From the commercial point of view we are quite satisfied,

especially as the Clair silencer heads the list for power ; but
we looked to these tests to furnish us with what would have
been valuable information for our workshop use had the
results been, in our opinion, reliable.

J. C. LYELL AND CO., LTD,,
Fred G. Gauntlett, Manager,

Belfast V. Dublin.

Sir,—I notice in The Motor Cycle of the 10th inst. that
particulars of the above event, held a fortnight ago, are
published, and that, in common with other papers, you have
been supplied with a report of an important contest, the
actual results of which, up to the present date (the 11th
inst.) have not been officially verified or announced.
The onus of making arrangements for this year's run lay

with the Southern Centre (M.C.U,!.), as Dublin was the
starting point, and it was understood, as per custom, that the
last pair of riders would collect and bring with tliem the
returns of the secret and open checking stations ; but as the
returns from those stations controlled by the Southern Centre
were not forthcoming, when the run terminated at Belfast,
it was found impossible to hold a joint meeting of Ulster
and Southern Centre representatives to examine and check
the returns by which the result would be known; it was
jtherefore left to the acting secretary of the Southern Centre
'to furnish the check sheets of the controls under his juris-

diction, but as these, fur some reason, are still withheld, the
actual result of the inter-city contest still remains in
abeyance, and will do so until the Ulster Centre Committtee
is afforded an opportunity of going over the returns, etc.

irons

newspaper published an account of the run, giving times and
figures so manifestly one-sided as to leave no doubt that the

Southern Centre riders had virtually a walk-over. Later on
The Irish Molar Oi/disl, in a more modified article, claimed
victory fur the Dublin men. No notice was taken of tliese

statements by the Ulster Centre Committee pending the receipt

of tile checking returns frgm the acting secretary of tlie

Southern Centre, who, though written to several times, has
not replied. When, however, The Motor Cycle, the leading
journal of motor cycling matters, has been furnished with
particulars, etc, that ,stin require full and projier verifica-

tion, I feel it incumbent, as head of the Ulster Centre,
and on behalf of its committee, to write and give yuu the
actual facts, and also a contradiction of what has already
appeared in the press. Until the'committee of the Ulster

Centre have had before them all the documents or records
of the run for their inspection and satisfaction, the result

cannot be pronounced ; in this case a victory has been claimed,
but as yet the proofs that it was one are still wanting.
Trusting to vour courtesy and impartiality to give publicity

to this letter in your next issue, and thanking you in antici-

pation, B, G, LINDSAY,
President of the Ulster Centre M,C,U,I.

Hill-climbing Formulse.

Sir,—I trust you will be able to find space for the follow-

ing letter, although it is rendered perhaps unnecessary by
your editorial comments, which certainly show that my
formula gives valuable results, and by your remarks in

regard to incorrect data. In the first instance, Mr, Morgan's
letter is, of 'course, very reasonable, as he has been misled by
the printing of wrong figures, and he is quite right in point-

ing this fact out. I would remind him that if the constants

are chosen correctly, and it is quite easy to produce an
equation to give these constants if necessary, the formula
gives very satisfactory figures indeed. It Would appear that

Mr. Feeny has also taken the wrong figures for granted,
and, I am afraid, it is excusable, because he had no other

figures to see; but it is surely fairly obvious that, when tins

inaccuracy is removed and the correct figures taken for the
Chota, the results are very regular, and, to a great extent,
what one would expect by using commonsense. As regards
what Mr, Feeny is pleased to call the theoretical aspect', I

would point out that he has not read my original letter,

which was not published in full as it happens, as it was
written in the first instance to correct an error which stated
that The Motor Cycle formula was to be used for the hill

climb. It is perfectly easy to regulate the constants by
means of another formula, but this is really quite unneces-
sary, because it is distinctly stated that the constants are

chosen to suit the capacities of the machines and the length
of the hill. May I suggest that, if Mr, Feeny would choose
K equal to 200, then he is not a suitable person to select

constants for formulae ; of course, I do not mean this seri-

ously, but I just want to show how ridiculous it is to make
comparisons based on entirely incorrect assumptions.

In your interesting article on formula on another page you
point out that the time factor depends on the average speed
of the machines, which is yet another argument in favour of

my formula. Again, your contributors both talk about big
differences, but, considering the dift'erences on my formula
are actually less than those with the old farmvla, I think
that this statement will speak for itself. The results on my
formula are distinctly interesting, and if they are plotted
against calculated horse-power they provide some most valu-

able data. On the old formula Morgan machines would have
won all through ; but, in spite of the, excellence of this make,
I do not think that it can be denied that the order of relative

merit as seen from the formula used is perfectly just. It is

ridiculous in the extreme to use the same formula for long
hills as for short, so that the time factor is allowed to con-

trol absolutely everytliing, and it is equally absurd to neglect
the fact that a small capacity engine making not sucli a very
much slower climb than one of more tlian double the capacity
certainly deserves to score on formula.

I must honestly say that as tlie comments appearing on
this subject are based on absolutely wrong figures it is only
to be expected that they would be somewhat wide of the

mark, and their writers are more than justified in drawing
attention to this fact. Apart from this, they provide very
excellent proof of the correctness of my formula.

A. W. LOW, A. C.G.I,, D,Sc,, etc.

BIS
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THE MOTOR CYCLIST RESERVE.

THE recent communique, from the War Office, piiblislicd

in The Molar Vyde a few issues agi>, roughly out-

lined the scheme under which motor cyclists may join

the army, but we are now enabled to give details

regarding the matter.

As regards the London district, officers have been
appointed to form the JMotor Cyclist Reserve Committee.

Alternatives.
There are two schemes under which motor cyclists may

serve their country.
Class 1.—Muior cyclists required for duty with unit.j of

the Army Signal Service, Expeditionary Force.

Class IX.—Motor cyclists required for service with units of

the Territorial Force. While, in addition to the above, .i

motor cyclists' section (special reserve) has been formed of

the Royal Engineers.
Before going into details representing each of these three

classes, it is necessary to deal with the matter generally.

In order to provide the necessary organisation for fiuding the
personnel required, it has been decided to form committees
in the different commands in Great Britain and Ireland.

Twelve committees will he formed, one in each Territorial

Divisional Area in England and Wales. In Scotland there
will be three committees. In Ireland two committees will

be formed. The committees are to be composed of one or

more military officers appointed by the general officer com-
manding-in-chief, preference being given where possible to

officers having a knowledge of motor cycles ; representatives
of the principal motor cycle unions or associations in the
districts, and, where necessary, representatives of the county
associations. A military member and representative of a
county association (if serving) will act as joint secretaries.

Special Requirements.
Candidates desirous of joining must have their motor

cycles inspected and fill in the required certificate on an
Army form. The certificate will then be passed in the case

of a candidate for the Special Reserve to the officer in

charge of the Royal Engineer Records, and in the case

of a candidate for the Territorial Force to an officer of the
Territorial Force Association of the committee. In the
case of a special reservist the candidate must be medically
examined.
As regards the Eoyal Engineers, Special Reserve, Motor

Cyclist Section, the following arrangements have been
approved.

In peace each detachment is attached to a unit of the
Army Signal Service. For the purpos'e of administration and
mobilisation the Motor Cyclist Section will be under the
officer in command of the Royal Engineer Records. . Officers

will not be promoted above the rank of lieutenant.

Terms of Service.
The conditions and terms of service for officers will be

similar to those laid down for Royal Engineers, Special
Reserve. Their probationary training will consist of fifteen

days' continuous training, to include pistol exercises and
practices, with the regular signal unit to which they are
attached. The annual training will consist of fifteen con-
secutive days' training, while officers may, in addition, with
their own consent, be employed on military duty with the
unit to which they are attached, or with any regular Special
Reserve or Territorial Force unit. Tlie officers will wear
uniform of the Royal Engineers' pattern, and, in addition,
will provide themselves with drab waterproof overalls, brown
gauntlets, and goggles of a suitable description for use with
motor cycles. They will be armed and equipped as mounted
officers of the Royal Engineers with the exception of sword,
saddlery, and spurs. The pay during training for special

Bi6

service will be the same as an officer in tbeir rank in the

Royal Engineers, Special Reserve. They will also draw the

motor cycle allowance and travelling allowance under certain

conditions. A certificate of proficiency at their trade" will

be required of men before their enlistment to fill vacancies

as motor cycle artificer-corporals. Recruit training will be not
less than seven nor more than fifteen days' continuous
training. Tlie annual training will be the same as for

officers. Non-commissioned officers of the Motor Cyclists'

Section, when training or on special service, will draw the
same allowance as non-commissioned officers of corresponding
rank in other branches of the Royal Engineers. Motor cycle

artifioer-cbiporal's will receive pay at the rate of three
shillings, per day.

Expenses. T
To cover the cost of petrol and wear and tear, and air?

liability for damage, an allowance of 8s. per day will be
granted. Travelling allowance : Motor cyclists when joining

for annual training or other military duty will, if they pro-

ceed bj' motor cycle, receive an allowance at the rate of Ijd.

per mile, provided they travel by the shortest route and that

the allowance does not exceed the expenses, first-class for

officers and third-class for a man, wliich would have been
incurred had they proceeded with their motor cycles by rail.

Officers and other ranks will be required to submit their

motor cycles for .inspection before being permitted to join

the JMotor iCyclists' Section of the Royal Engineers, Special

Reserve, and a. further annual inspection will be carried out
in the spring of each year. "These inspections will be
arranged for by the Motor Cyclist Reserve Committee of the
district inwhich the motor cyclist resides. Penalties have
been instituted for those who fail to turn up for inspection

with their machines, or if the macliines are not in a service-

able condition when inspected. - .
.

Mobilisation.
On receiving an order to mobilise," motor cyclists "will

report where ordered, bringing with them their machines
fully equipped. Each motor cycle will then be inspected by
the officer to whom the motor cyclist has had orders to report

himself, who may, take'.it over at a valuation or replace it by
a new one. The motor cyclist must state the original price

of the machine and the date of purchase, and produce a
receipt, etc. On- the "motor cycle being taken over by "the

Government a reduction of 10% "of the original cost will be
made for the first year since. purchase, and a further reduc-
tion of the original cost for each subsequent half-year or part
thereof. TTie price paid will not be less than 30% of the

t

original cost of the motor cycle.

Half the above equipment will be provided by the War
Department and the rest must be provided by the motor
cyclist liimself.

Types of Machine.
Motor cj'cles must be of a well-tried and approved make,

of which adequate stocks of spare parts are available in the
country. They must be fitted with variable speed gear and
magi"ieto ignition. The wheels mUst be 26in. in diameter,

with not less than 2iin. tyres, for macliines with engines. of

500 c.c, and not less than 2in. tyres for machines with
engines of 350 c.c. Engines to be single-c,Ylinder of about
£00 c.c, with dimensions of not less than 84 mm. bore and
84 mm. stroke. A certain number of horizontal twin-cylinder

machines will be accepted. The magneto must be efficiently

)")rotected from the wet, and preferably of the waterproof
type. The magnetos should, where possible, 'have inter-

changeable base and drive. Spring forks must be fitted, and
the screw threads used should be standardised as far -as

possible. Lamps and generator to be fitted with brackets
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The Motor Cyciist Reserve.
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fur attaclinicnt tn tlie mufliiites. If, a belt is used it should
liavc llie standard angle and section of Jin. or lin. Spare
parts nilist be carried, and tbe niacliine must be fitted with
:i suitable, valise or bag for carrying •B'>vsonal kit. The
niacliines must be effectively silenced.

The list of spare parts lo be cnrricu for annual training is

as follows :

One valve, complete with spring, washer, and cotter.

One sparking plug.

Tyre repair outfit, including spares for valve.

Spare inner tube.

Spare belt and fasteners if belt-driven.

Spare links if chain-driven.

S;.'lection of nuts and washers.

Two valve cap washers.
Any special spare parts required for partii'ular tyjje of

machine.
Complct-c set of tocls.

Two gaiters for tyre repair, and, when on war service,

a complete set of spares for magneto and spare chain where
chain-driven. A spare outer tyre cover for each motor cycle
will be carried by signal units.

Arrangement of Detachments.
With regaid to Class 1, the section will in peace be

formed in detachments attached to a unit of Army Signal
Service.

As regards Class 2, recruits on final approval will at once
be appointed lance-corporals (unpaid), and will be eligible

for subsequent promotion to the rank of corporal and
sergeant.

The regulations for the Teiritorial Force as applied to

the arm of -service into which the motor cyclists are enlisted

will apply to them with the following modifications:
Recruit drills will be confined to twenty drills, including

pistol exercises and practices.

Annual drills will be confined to the annual course in

pistol practice
Motor cyclists will be armed with a pistol, and equipped

with a brown leather belt, holster and pouch.
Motor cyclists will be allowed 8s. a day during training

or other spejial duty, but not during di'ills.

In aid of the cost of conveyance to and from tin; placo
of annual training, the following grants are made:

s. d.

For motor' cycles, not exceeding 12 niihs . 1

K.xceeding 12 but not exceeding 25 miles ... 1 6
E.\ceeding 25 but not exceeding £0 miles ... 2
Exceeding 50 but not exceeding 75 miles ... 3
Exceeding 75 but not exceeding 100 miles ... 4
For each additional 50 miles or portion thereof 1

Motor cyclist artificer lance-corporals will be paid in the
following way: s. d.

Yeomanry and Royal Engineers 2
Cyclist Battalions ... 1 9

Territorial Motor Cyclistr.

During peace motor cyclists will be required to provide
and maintain their niacliines in order, and on joining must
present their machines for inspection. Motor cyclists on
coming up for annual training w'ill be required to pi'oduce.

their machines in a serviceable condition. The same arrange-
ments exist as regards the valuation of motor cycles and
providing new ones.

The establishment cf motor cyclists allotted to units of

the Tei'ritorial Force is interesting. It is arranged as

follows :

Regiments of Yeomanry allotted to mounted
brigades ... ... ... ... ... ... 8

Divisional Telegraph Company 8

Wireless ... ... ... ... ... ... 4
Cable ... 5

Air-line ... ... ... ... ... ... 3
Cyclist Battalion ... ... ... ... ... 17

The regulations with regard to the standardisation of

motor cycles are the same as tor the Royal Engineers'
(Special Reserve) Motor Cyclist Section, except that motor'
cyclists of the Territorial Force may join with machines of
twin-cylinders and with greater capacity. The list of spares

are the same, except that a piston ring must form part of

the equipment. Motor cyclists are to be supplied with
thirty-six rounds of ball ammunition, the allowance for prac-

tice being a hundred rounds for the first year and fifty for

the second.

Suggested Coventry Testing Track.

A
MOVEMENT has been set on foot in Coventry by
a committee of the Motor Cycle Manufacturers'
Union to bring into being a track for the general
use of the trade. It is proposed that the track be

constructed about forty feet wide and to the scale of one
mile to the lap. and that it be entirely managed and uted
for the benefit of the various companies engaged in the
manufacture of motor vehicles.

It is not intended to use the proposed track in any way
for racing, nor is it at present proposed to construct it for
public use. Therefore, the movement is of no direct interest

• to the motor cyclist of the " nut " variety. But we need
hardly point cut that such a scheme would ultimately prove
of enormous benefit to the great body of motor c.vclists.

At the present time it is necessary for a firm situated in

the Midlands, where the majority of motor c.vcle manufac-
' tarers are to be found, to adopt one of two methods for

; trying out any new ideas they wish to incorporate in their
models. Or.e is to go to great expense by utilising Brook-
lands, which is too far from their base of operations, the other

.to put the material under trial into the hands of their testers
and allow them to take it out on to the public roads, and
act eventually on the iiiformaliun which can be gleaned from
their reports.

The Difficulty of Adequate Testing.
Given a really capable, conscientious tester, this method

is satisfactory, but such testers are not to be found in
- abundance, and each factory may count itself lucky if it

', possess one such Admirable Crichton. The test caniK't
..^always, under .such conditions, be carried out under the
- eye of the works manager or designer, and the presence of
sncli a testing track as projjosed would be perfectly ideal
for the purpose of the acquisition of knowledge about any
alteration of design. Each firm would have its own little

depot on the track, and 'the testers would be immediately
under the eye and control of a responsible official .deputed
by the factory for that purpose. Such a plan would also

free the Midland roads of a swarm of motor cycles which,
to speak plainly, are not invariably ridden with all the
care they might be. The comparative absence of accidents'
in the Coventry, Birmingham, and Wolverhampton districts

is probably due more to the wonderfully clever handling of

the machines by the testers than to the fact lh:it any great
care is shown.

The Financial Aspect.
A great saving of time in placing new ideas in the hands

of the riding public would be effected if the tests could be
carried out on a special trai'k, and the small inventor would
have a far rosier chance of his ideas being tested if the
trial could be made quickly under the superintendent's eyes
on the testing' track.

The financial aspect in this project is, as in most other
schemes, the crucial matter. We understand that adont
£20,000 would be rei]uircd to launch the scheme satisfac-
torily. It is proposed to form a limited company, the
shares to be subscribed by interested manufacturers. Those
using the track would, of course, pay a pru ratti sum accord-
ing to the number of machines which were tested. Pro-
vided these matters can be fairly adjusted, and a suitable
site secured, there is little doubt that such a project would
be to the ultimate benefit of both the. manufacturer and
the private user.

A similar project is on foot in Wnlverhampton, two
schemes having been suggested, one similar to the pro-
posal at Coventry, at an estimated cost of £13.000, :ind

a more ambitious idea on the lines of Brooklands to cost
about £150,OOJ, where, of course, race meetings and com-
pelilicjiis would be held.
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The Grancf Prix races were run off on Sunday last on the triangular course near Amiens. The feature of the day's

racing was the overwhelming victory of the British machines and riders. In the 500 c.c. class the success of our

products was extraordinarily complete, the French only getting one machine home among the first eight. In the class

for sidecars and cycle cars, a British victory was also achieved, while in the motor cycle class for machines not exceeding

350 c.c, Britain was fourth but the winning French machine in this class was ridden by an Englishman.

Length of course : io"86 miles
/ Motor Cycles: 20 laps = 21 7'2 miles.

\ Sidecars and Cycle Cars : 15 laps = 163 miles.

THE prelirainary stages of the race

proper began on Friday last

when the weighing and exami-
nation of machines took place.

The Grand Prix cars, as well as the
motor cjcles, were attended to, conse-

quently there was a big crowd present.

Kacing is done thoroughly well in France.
Several fields were specially chartered, in

which were erected special lock-up cages
for the machines, a telegraph office, tele-

phones, tents, restaurants, lavatories, and
lour hig stands.

In front <it the stands a special road of

concrete surface had been made, and
depots for replenishment arranged imme-
diately in front.

The chief trouble in the inspection of

the n.otor cycles was the removal of

cylinders to check bore and stroke, but
all were found according to entry, and
weights were added in the case of those

not up to the minimum. Several late

arrivals duly reported themselves,' in-

cluding Esser and his Mathis, llundy's

Morgan propelled by a twin Green-
Precision engine, and Nash's G.N., the

trio of Triumpb-r, and Alexander's
Douglas all these not having practised

on the course. r'aul (Clement) that

morning suffered " - bad fall owing to

taking iiis. hands HO. the bars to show a

friend how easily his macldne steered.

Harry Reed was using a Swiss engine,

and had the misfortune to damage the
timing gear, and he was unable to get

spares in time. The competing machines
looked a workmanlike lot, and gave
promise of a good race. The four-cylinder
.Marlborough had some difficulty in get-

ting within the weight limit.

START OF THE RACE.
The motor cycle race started at 6 a.m.

in glorious weather. Both classes were
sent off together in groups of four. The
French have clearly done us the com-
pliment of following as far as possible

the Auto Cycle Union system of organis-

ing the start of a motor cycle race.

Each man wore a coloured waistcoat with
liis number on tlie back. These were the
international coloui's : England, green;
France, blue ; Switzerland, red. There
was not quite the same perfect order as
at Douglas, but the organisation was
good, and there is no doubt that such
experienced officials as the Chevalier
Hene de Knyff, Comte de Clerc, and M.

Longuemare certainly handled the start

well. jNIost got away in good style.

From tlie press stand one got a splendid
view of the start and the first half-mile

of the course. The cornering, too, at

each end of the connecting " legs " of

the course, which is cemented and banked
slightly, was most interesting to watch.
The interior is banked with a cinder

heap of coal slack so that in case of

accident practically no damage can ensue.

Each " leg " of the triangular course

(17,50 kilometres) is in good order and has
not suffered much from the car race.

That on the north is best, but the
westerly connecting road is narrow and
not too smooth, and the corners at each
end are bad. As regards tlie home
stretch the turns entering and 4eaving
Boves are tricky, and the surface in the

village ve?-y rough. After all tlie riders

had been despatched Alexander (Douglas),

first to appear, took the bend without
cutting out, a performance whicli few

others dared emulate. In fact the cars

found these corners far more diflicult

than tlie motor cvcles. Dacier (Alcyon)

came by slowly, followed by a group who
were travelling well, consisting of Kick-
ham (Douglas), Fenton (Clement), VuUi-
amy (Motosacoche), Fenn (B.S.'A.), Ball

(Douglas), and IMillaud (Motosacoche).

Griffith (Zenith) then appeared, passing

Lamb opposite the stands, Pelissier

then came in to effect an adjustment to

his magneto, Cisey (N,S,tj,) had a

narrow escape from a fall, Lehmann
(Alcyon) and Cuzeau (Terrot) stopped,

through tyre troubles, Dacier's Alcyon
was squeaking somewhat as it passed
the Tribunes,
When the times were put up it was seen

that Fenton (Clement) was leading in the
350 c.c, class, and Lavancby (Motosacoche)

at the head of the 500 c.c. riders, Fenton
had averaged 87.500 kilometres an hour.

As soon as the first lap times were posted
there was made an anouncement that the

leaders' times onlv would be published
and the number of laps accomplished by
the others. It is interesting to note that

the arrival of each competitor was
announced by soldiers mounted on a watch
tower by means of a bugle.

i:ir^

A. G. Fenn (B.S.A.) and Baudry (GrlSon) passins the stands.
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A. R. Abbott (Rudge) and A. Claylon (Triumph) passing throujh Boves. The raads were
very uneven hereabouts.

Ihc lii?t lap order and times were as
fiillow :

350 c.c. Class.
m. s.

1. Fenton (Clement) 12 41
2. VuUiamy (Motosacoclie) ... 12 47
3. .Alexander (Douglas) 13 28

500 c.c. C'L.tss.

1. LavaiicliT (ilotosacoclie) ... 12 14
2. Perrin (Peugeot) 12 22
3. Sproston (Clement) 12 35

In tlie 350 c.c. class]. Ball (Douglas)
was running sixth and Kickham (Douglas)
ninth. In the 600 c.c. class. Greene
(Rudge) was fourth, .Abbott (Kudge) fifth,

Uayelli (Premier) .*ixth. and Chesliire

(triumph) seventh. On his third lap,

Pean. the hnpe of tlie Peugeot team, had
his front ivheel come adrift at the corner,
which, of course, threw liim. but without
causing damage to himself. Naturally,
after this he retired. The canse of this

trouble was a broken spindle. Cisey, who
had a narrow shave from falling on liis

first lap. managed to tumble prupevly on
his fourth, this time at the left-hand
corner near the grand stand. Sprnston
(Clement), who held a leading position,

unfortunately broke a chain. Ijavanchy
up to his sixth lap had averaged 87 kilo-

metres an hour. Abbott was soon again
in trouble with his tyres, and stopped
opposite the depot and took his wheel out.
Lehniann (Aicyon) also had tyre trouble.».

Lamb, the Premier rider, who had taken
Jlolloway's place, suffered a burst tank.
In the fifth lap the order stood as below :

At quarter distance.

500 c.c. Cl.\ss.

1. Lavanchy (Motosacoclie) ... 1 51

2. Greene (Rudge) 1 4 44

0. Cheshire (Triumph) ... 1 5 13

Of the other Knglish competitors in the

sa-.all cla.'s, Ball (Douglas) was sixth,
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Alexander seventh, and Kickham eighth.
In the 500 c.c. class. Fenn (H.S.A.) was
filth, Woodhouse sixth, and Isodi seventli,

also on B.y..\.'s; Llavton (Iriumph) was
eighth. Gritlith (Zenith), Newsoine (Tri-

uri.pli), and Darmont (Zenith) were low
down in the list.

During the racing several aeroplane
pilots soared above the course, and
e.xucuted some splendid flights. Row-
landson (Rudge) stopped several times
owing to plug and valve troubles, while
Lavanchy (whose ' splendidly running
Jlotosacoche appeaJ'cd to bo bringing him
to certain victory) siiddenly developed
valve gear trouble, and though he worked
hard and long before the depots he ulti-

mately had to give up the race.

An interested spectator, who is still

tremendously keen on motor cycle racing,

tliough he no longer rides a two-wbeelej",

was the Austrian, Count Kolowrat. He
spent a long time conversing with Davis,
the Douglas agent in Paris, and was
talking of buying an engine from him
to put in a cycle car.

When the tenth lap times were pub-
lished Fenton was again well ahead, and
the following ' was the order of the
leaders ; but in the 500 c.c. class Greene
(Rudge) was now leading :

350 c.c. Class.

1. G. Fenton (Clement)
2. VuUiamy (Motcsacoche) .

3. Millaud (Motosacoche) .

350 c.c. Cr.A.-s.

h.

h. m. s.

2 10 44
2 17 11

2 19 22

500 c.c. Class.

1. Greene (Rudge) 2 10 17

2. VuUiamy (Motosacoche) ... 2 17 11

3. Perrin (Peugeot) 2 13 33

In the 350 c.c. class, Ball (Douglas)

was running fourth, and Kickham sixth.

In the large class, Cheshire took fourth

221 Fenton (Clement) 1 5
'/ Itoyer (Clement) 1 7 5

\'ulliamy (Motosacoclie) ... 1 7 39 J. W. Woodkouso (B.S.A.) overtaking Hillaud (Hotosacoche) at ttae risht aD|;Io turn at Ttiezy.
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Sproston (Clemenl), Rave;ii (Premier;, anl F/^nquebaKna (Teuot) racing past the grand stand.

place, Clayton (Triumph) fifth, and

fclproston (Clement) sixth. Fenn (B.S.A.)

diopped back to seventh place, while

Sowlandsou was running ele\'enth and
JMewsome twelfth.

Tyre troubles were pretty frequent.

Newsome started quite early with this

e.xasperating type of jjonne, and changed
his cover. Fenn, who had been running
well in the early part of the race, and
appeared to have a good chance of

winning, twice had to change a valve

owing to loss of compression. Alexander
had to retire owing to valve trouble : he

was also suffering from difficulty with a

new type of adjustable pulley, which
continttally caused the belt to bottom.

By the time the fifteenth lap times were

piiblished a good many men had fallen

out, and among those reported as retired

were Alexander, Loubier (Debeaune),

Naas .(Griffon), and the ill-fated

LavancSy. The following table shows

the progress of the race at the end of the-

fifteenth lap :

350 c.c. Cla.ss.

1. Fenton (Clement)

2. Viilliamy (ilotosacoche)

3. ]\Iillaud" (Motosacoche)

li. m.
18 57
25 59
30 13

5U0 c.c. Cl.\ss.

1. Greene (Rudge) 3 16 49
2. Fenn (B.S.A.) 3 22 5

3. Cheshire (Triumph) ... 3 22 23

As regards the other English competi-

tors in this lap, Clayton (Triumph) was
fourth, Isodi, who, though French,
was riding a B.S.A., 5th, Abbott (Rudge)
6th, Woodhouse (B.S.A.) 8th, and Row-
landson (Rudge) 9th. It was drawing
near the end now, and though the
English machines were quite out of the

running in the 350 class they were doing
exceedingly well in the 500 category.

Fenton. who had completed the course

"with only one stop, ran along the special

track at the finish after his magnificent
ride, but Gi'eene, who had not been
signalled to and did not know the ropes,

pulled up at the depot. It was a fine

race, keenly contested, and a great British

tritiinph.

Result.

350 c.c. Cl.^ss.

1. Fenton (Clement) ...

2. Millaud (Motosacoche)
3. Vulliamy (Motosacoche)
4. Ball (Douglas) ...

5. Verpault (Terrot) ...

h. m. s.

4 27 41

4 38
4 41 31
4 54 56
5 2 25

'500 c.c. CL.4.SS.

1. Green (Rudge) 4 22 55

2. Cheshire (Triiunph) ... 4 26 29

3. Fenn (B.S.A.) 4 30 58

Clayton (Triumph) ... 4 34 5

Perrin (Peugeot) 4 41 9

Isodi (B.S.A.) 4 45 19

Abbott (Rudge) 4 59 4

Rowlandson (Rudge) ... 5 2 23

Cisey (N.S.U.) 5 10

Bau^ry (Griffon) 5 13 55
Newsome (Triumph) ... 5 19 16

Griffith (Zenith) 5 25 42

Woodhouse (B.S.A.), who was well

up in the sixteenth lap had to retire

owing to a broken piston ring. Sproston's

withdrawal was caused by a broken valve.

The riders had not impressed the

spectators by their speed capabilities,

about a mile a minute seeming to repre-

sent the best top speed of any com-
petitor, which is difficult to explain as the

roads generally were excellent and quite

straight, and owing to the absence of hills

a high gear was used by most riders.

Some put it down to the heat. It should

be added that the 350 c.c. machines were
up to their usual form.

The first five riders in order of speed

were British.

THE TWO WINNERS IN

11) T. E. Greene (3! h.p. Rudse), leader ot Class II. for 600 c.c. machines.

THE GRAND PRIX MOTOR CYCLE RACE. •>-_.

(2) Greame Fenton (2| h.p. Clement), winner of Class I. and third fastest ot the day.

I
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Isodi (B.S.A.) at speed.

IN THE DEPOT.

Tlie replenisliment depot is the s[K)t for

incidents during a race, and in the French
Grand I'ris one can see everything and
follow the race closelr, as the scoring

board is arranged immediately behind

the pits from wliich the attendants handed
competitors all they require. Newsome was
amongst the first to stop, reporting a

burst tyre, as a result of which he waj
hurled "into tlie ditch. He took tlie pre-

caution to change. The course being to

short, the riders were continually round,
and the trumpeter had quite a busy time
announcing by continual blasts the ap-

proach of a competitor. Pean (Peugeot)

and Lavancliy were very fast, but the

surprise of the day was Greanie Fenton's
Clement, with M.A.G. twin engine, which
ran splendidly. Alexander, who started

first, was going strong, and kept his lead

for a f-ew laps, when trouble assailed him.
It appep.rs that he was using a new adjust-

able pulley, which continually opened out

and lowered the gear considerably and
caused his belt to slip. Punctures were a

bugbear : several had to stop for spaie
tubes. Xliere had been talk overnight of

steel studs being scattered over the course
from the car races of the Saturday. Pean's
spill near the grand stand owing to a

broken front spindle miglit have been
more disastrous ; it was very bad luck,

seeing tliat his new side by side valve
twin Peugeot was pulling splendidly.

French Methods of Riding.

Some of the Frencli riders adopted queer
attitudes—one foot on the pedal and one
on the footrest was quite usual. They
showed signs of excitement on the
corners, when they often used their feet

tn brake instead of the lirake pedal.

Several times three or four would pas.s

the depot in a bunch. In one of these

Clayton (Triumph) showed up well.

Greene, the ultimate winner, stopped on
his seventh lap for petrol and oil, and
the next time round led from Fenton Itv

half a minute. The speed of the 350 c.c.

Clement was the talk of the day, and
more than one quaked lest it .should head
the 500 c.c. machines.

The Frenchmen were taking the race
very seriously, and practically all had
a system of signalling to and from their

attendants. Griffith was riding steadily

on the Zenith, but had to stop for oil

and also changed a belt. He complained
of his engine drying vip on the level.

Lavanchv (Motosacochc), who won the

last French race, was in trouble, for his

engine would only fii'e on one cylinder.

He sluiok liis head ruefully as he over-

hauled each |)art in an endeavour to right

matters. Abbott's Rudge did not appear
up to his usual form—he told us it varied

in speed most unaccountably. Rowland

-

sfin had to change his \^\\\" more than
oiiee. Gradually Greene (Kudge) drew
away from Fenton, but the latter, who
resides in France, was a great favourite

and always caiye in for a cheer from
the crowd". The B.S.A.'s and Triumphs
were close on their heels, and only -one

stop was wanted to alter all the posi-

tions. Fenn replaced an exhaust valve
in the depot. Woodhonse (B.S.A.) and
Cheshire (Trinriiph) in particular were
riding in promising style ; 3m. 25s. separ-

ated Greene and Fenton at the completion
of the fourteenth lap. Vulliaray (Moto-
sacochc) had, however, crept nearer to

Fenton, but still had 5m. leeway to make
up. The crowd was much larger towards
the finish, and it was now plain that a

decisive British victoiy would be the
outcome.
Timing gear trouble caused Pelissicr's

(Motosacoche) retirement. The positions

were little altered in the later stages. At
the seventh lap three minutes only
separated the leaders of 350 c.c. and
500 c.c. classes. Both got a cheer as they
entered upon their last lap, Fenton
getting home first, Greene half a mile

behind, though actually faster time, as he
started after Fenton.

THE WINNERS.
The winner of the 500 c.c. class, Thomas

F. Greene, of Dublin, rode in the T.T.
tie enjoyed a non-stop run throughout,

and stopped twice only for petrol and oil.

His T.T. Rudge had a 4 to 1 fixed gear.

Asked what he thought of the course, he
replied that he considered the corners at

the end of the by-road were most tryinij.

The bumpy road . surfaces—in Boves, for

^

Greame Fenton, an English rider of a Clement-
M.A.G. rounding a bend.

iristance—he continued, did not concern
him. as he is so accustomed to the roujjii

roads of Ireland. His ride was devoul
of incident, though he told us of sevend
"scraps''' he liad with fellow competitors.

Grea.Tic Fenton is an Englishman by
biith, but has lived in France many
years, his father being a manager of the
Clement. - Gladiator Company. Like
Greene, Fenton had no occasion to stop
throughout the run, and only pulled up
once for petrol and oil. He was able
to pass several 500 c.c. machines in

speed bursts, his twin Clement running
faultlessly throughout. On his last lap
the high speed

, chain broke and dis-

appeared, but he had such a comfortable
lead that he was able to continue on
the lower ratio for the last five miles,

the ratio being such that the Cleme'ii.':

were capable of 45 ni.p.h. on the low,

Fenton used a new Longuemare handle-
bar controlled carburetter with adjust-

able jet. He made use of the latter for

rapid acceleration at the start, and spoko
very highly of the carburetter generally.

The bridge and S bend npar Boves showing two competitois about to commence to climb ttie steepest

liiU on the course—about 1 in 16 gradient.
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The Sidecar and Cycle Gar Race.

AT THE START OF THE SIDECAR AND CYCLE CAR RACE.
W. G. McMinnies (Morgan Runabout) and Touchct (Regal-Green sidecar) get away together. The former won his class, and made the fastest time

of all the passenger machines.

The passenger motor cycles were started

at noon in a broiling sun. -Frank Smith
was a notable absentee owing to throat

a.nd chest troubles, and JMesservy's place

was taken by de Peyrecave. There were
a uu"mber of other non-starters. There
was a lot of interest taken in the little

machines. The cycle cars outnumbered
the sidecars 4 to 1, and, unfortunately,
neither class had a really representative

British entry. The first t)'io away caused
great amusement by the passengers imme-
diately clambering over the carriers to

assist in cornering, whilst several
passengers pushed and sprang over the
back like cats. The foreign journalists

in our vicinity yelled with delight as

each group were given the word to go
and crawled- off the line. Bonviile
stopped his engine. There was a splendid
view of a straight half-mile from the
grandstand, and it was noticed that a
B.S.A. £c. led the first batch, whilst
the three water-cooled Morgans in par-

ticular accelerated very rapidly. Barnes
(8 Zenith sc.) started with a Rene Gillet

and left a trail of smoke to guide the
driver of the latter. Hawkes's passenger
pushed the Dew ., cycle car and then
jumped aboard ; whilst the sight of three
tandem seaters crawling off the line

raised another derisive laugh. Once
under way, however, they went well.

Sidecar and cycle car. racing was some-
thing entirely new to .the crowd, and
they seemed to enjoy the gymnastic
methods of cornering, and screamed when
two passengers on different vehicles,

leaned outwards instead of inwards to
keep the inside wheel down. The long,
racy-looking Automobilette was slow off

the mark, but once on the move sliowed
a real turn of speed. The last pair.

Sphinx and Bogey, kept practically

together until nut of sight.
• A few minutes' wait, and JIcMinnies
turned up, cornering fast, thanks to the
low buikl and wide track of his Morgan.
A minute later and another Morcan.

jMundy up, appearea. He took the first

corner wide at about 35 m.p.h. and the
offside front wheel was seen practically to

double up under the strain. At the
eecond bend it was on the point of col-

lapsing, but Mundy managed to pull up
safely. This was a quick finish to a
third fastest lap and unfortunate, as a
new Green-Precision V-type engine was
being used for the first time. It pulled
finely. Bourbeau's Bedelia had made a
good circuit, also the smart-looking
Alathis with its white and red coating. The
Marlborough carried the only lady pas
senger, and she soon became a favourite
and was cheered every circuit. Nash's
G.N. was second fastest. There vfas

some consternation at the non-appearance
of H. F. S. Morgan, due, it was subse-
quently learned, to the breakage of a
connecting rod but three miles from the
start. ' A Violet, dexterously driven by
the designer and maker, surprised many
by its speed. A single-cylinder air-cooled

Globe was new to competition work and
got along at a fine bat.

A Sidecar Leads the Field.

There was a wait ere the leaders on
the second lap appeared, when it was seen
that Touchet (Regal-Green) was leading
McMinnies by threequarters of a mile,

the latter having had to change a plug.

The Ronteix, like the IMathis and llarl-

borough, has a four-cylinder engine, and
is, in fact, a car in miniature. Francis
(Duo) skilfully _

shot past Nash (G.N.),
who had stopped on the corner to dis-

pense with the bonnet. This, however,
was not permissible, and the officials

called him back. He stopped again in a

hundred yards owing to misfiring. Esser
(Matliis) steered the larger Grand Prix
car the day pceviously, and much was
expected of him. His engine emitted
a fine buzz. The Marlborough was im-

proving, but already intervals were
occurring. Touchet (Regal-Green) in-

creased his second lap, lead, and was

apparently the fastest sidecarist, except-
ing Barnes (Zenith). The latter was
missing in the second lap due, it was
subsequently learned, to engine troubles.
Five riders had only done one lap when
the leaders finished three. The Ronteix
drives on to a single wheel by chain, and
we were interested to observe that there
was no apparent diflierence in cornering
or sjjeed. The Marlborough driver
treated the spectators to an interesting
exhibition when it passed two French
cycle cars at speed. jMcMinnies came in

very late, and stopped for a spare tube,
his front tyre having picked up a nail,

notwitlistanding that he used an 80 mm.
section. When Nash (G.N.) next ap-
peared his passenger was carrj-ing the
engine bonnet under his arm.
On the third lap a friction-driven

Violet-Bogey led, with two Bedelias in

close attendance, and the Regal-Green
sidecar fourth. Samuelson (Marlborough)
stopped for water, his engine having
boiled the radiator almost empty. Thret
trumpet calls announced the approach ol

competitors, and there was quite a fight

for the leading positio.i, with the Regal-
Circen sandwiched between two Bedelias.
On the completion of the fourth lap

the order and times of Imth classes were:
m. s.

1. Bonviile (Bedelia) 61 59
2. Esser (Mathis) 62 35
3. Samuelson (Marlborough) ... 63 28
4. Touchet (Regal-Green) .,. 63 ?4
6. Canouel (Sphinx-Globe) .,. 53 49
6. Violet (Violet-Bogey) - ... 65 55
Two cycle cars close up were Peyrc-

cave's Dno and Leveque's Supex. Both
were running very steadily, and their
driv.ers took no risks. The Dew passed
with the tail end considerably sagged.
It was withdrawn later with a broken tie

rod. Ronteix stopped a few seconds to
pick up an oil gun. Samuelson again
stopped for water, and his fair passenger
'was noticed drying her smarting face,

boiling water having spurted throush
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Violel en Ihe Violel-Eogey and C. M. Whitehead (G.N.) at speed alonj the home straijhl.

le radiator owing to the loss of the filki

ip. After imijiovising aiiothei- cap and

(jleiiishiiig. he was away again, a

ighty cheer lending encouragement.

Sixth Lap Leaders.

Peyrecave (Duo) easily beat the

;.S.U. sidecar, whilst Bonville (Bedelia)

xecuted a dangerous swerve in corner-

ig. The race was interesting to watch,

3 it v.-as of such an open charact-er, and

lie vehicles so new to speed work.

'here was little change among the

•ade'rs, however

:

h. m. s.

. Bonville (Bedelia) 1 31 48

. Esser (Mathis) 1 33 10

. Violet (Violet-Bogey) ... 1 34 54

Canouel (Sphinx-Globe), Ronteix, and

oucliet (Regal) followed in the order

amed. Mc.Minnies had now settled

owi again, and from the way he sped

uwii the straight stretch towards

loreuil promised to be among the leaders

i> the end.

The Marlborough, now relieved of its

loniiet. managed another lap without

tupping for water. A puncture on the

Nlathis caused a few minutes delay to

hange wlieels. The Bedelia and Violet

Irivers continued to fight out their duel,

and when Bonville dashed into control

and his excited helpers ran to him with
petrol and oil, they were promptly
ordered into the pit again. A little knot
of Englishmen were urging our men to

victory, and certuinly they were putting

up a good fight despite their handicap
of a lack of knowledge of the course.

The passenger on Leveque's Super
actually replaced a belt wliich had jumped
off the pullevs while travelling along at

30 to 40 m.p"h.

Eighth Lap Positions.

1. Bonville (Bedelia)

2. Violet (Violet-Bogey)
5. Runteix (Ronteix) ...

4. Esser (Mathis)
^

..

5. Bourbeau (Bedelia)

6. Leveque (Super) ...

The sidecars were faring badly, a Rene
Gillet and B.S.A. retired, leaving but

four in the running. McMinnies had
gained the lead in this section and was
now 11m. 13s. beliind the leading four-

wheeler with just over half the race to

go. The Violet driver brought in a

mudguard and handed it to an attendant,

but it w'as promptly returned by an
official to be carried on the car through-

h. m. s.

?. 31 3b
2 34 58
2 41 14
2 41 28
2 45 23

2 47 3

1. m. s.

2 1 36

2 3 2

2 6 46

2 6 54

2 8 44
2 12 38

out. At this point eight competitors

were officially reported retired. By the

tenth lap the order was:

1. Bonville (Bedelia)

2. Violet (Violet-Bogey)

3. McMinnies (Morgan)
4. Bourbeau (Bedelia)

5. Leveque (Super) ...

6. De Peyrecave (Duo)

Now a curious incident occurred,

Touchet (Regal-Green) was signalled to

stop, and informed by an official that as

a mudguard was noticed missing from his

machine he must discontinue the race.

Surely this was harsh ruling for a com-

petitor lying second in his class. Why
not have let him finish at any rate?

Naturally, there was great discontent

over this ruling, especially as the bumpy
road surfaces had resulted in several

cycle cars having shed their mudguards.
The Violet attendants were doing all in

their power to urge their representatives

on by signals and gestures. By this time
th* runners had dwindled down very

considerably—only four in Class I. and
nine in Class II. remaining.

Bonville lost his lead in this lap owing
to his macliine catching fire, his pas-

senger being slightly burnt in stemming
the flames.

Another view ol the S bend, showing Bourbean's winning Belelia overtaking the Rene Gillet sidecar. There Is a sharp b'snd to the lelt alter passing under the Midgo.

CI.?
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change of positions. Th2 leaders on the

twelfth lap stood as follows :

P^O^ILH JULY ijth, 1013.

1. m. s.

,T 2 50
,•> 9 23

10 48
7> 18 49
3 19 31

3 23 20

Violet (Violet-Bogey)

McMinnies (Morgan)
Bourbeau (Bedelia)

Canouel (Sphinx-Globe)

De Peyrecave (Duo)
Lereque (Super) ...

With luck the Morgan had a chance to

overhaul the leader in the final laps, and
after seeing the regular running of tha

car subse-juent to the tyre trouble it was
expected that McSIinnies would finisli

first. Near the end he stopped for petrol

and to secure a broken front tie rod. The
Violet attendants overdid the signalling

business, and when they excitedly

jumped about as the last lap was entered

upon the driver misunderstood their

meaning, and actually stopped beyond
the stand to enc^uire, losing quite a

minute thereby, wliicli unluckily lost him
first place, Bourbeau beating him by
8s. McMinnies, on the Morgan, was
first home and received a great cheer on
registering the third British victory

that day- Bourbeau followed a minute or

two later. Meanwhile the stragglers,

Avho had several laps still to cover, con-

tinued to career round the coiu'se, the

final positions of the survivors being :

FINAL RESULT.
I'HREE-VV'ilEELEllS.

II.

1. -McMinnies (Morgan) ... 3

2. Meuriot (Rene-Gillet) ...

3. Pellud (N.S.U.)

CrciE Cars.

1. Bourbeau (Bedelia) ... 3
2. Violet (Violet-Bogey) ... 3

3. Capouel (Sphinx-Globe) ... 4

4. Ronteix (Ronteix) ... 4
5. De Peyrecave (Duo) ... 4
6. Leveqiie (Super) ... ... 4
7. Pouliez (Violet- Bogev) ... 4
8. Esser (Mathis)) ...

'
... 4

9. Jolibois (Ronteix) 4

m.
53

One ol the four-cylinder Ronteix about to take a beni. There were two of this make in the race

and both flnished.

THE SIDECAR AND CYCLE CAR RACE FROM BOVES.

55 54
£6 2

5 11
11 16
12 24
12 32
16 ¥1
19 17

30 15

By means of a very fair by-road and
aided by courteous and intelligent

gendarmes, we reached Boves without
difficulty, and arrived quite near the
bridge, which is approached by the
famous S bend. The Rene Gillet, like

most of the sidecar machines, took the
corner quietly, as also did a Duo. The
Mathis came up fast, with a healthy
buzz, and took the corner ' splendidly.
The point where we were stationed was
where Delpierre went over the bank on

Saturday. This point was kept clear

by soldiers and gendarmes, but the

brassard given us by il. Longueniare
on Friday worked wonders, and con-

siderable assistance was rendered by a

caporal, who understood English, and

forthwith swore to become a subscriber

to Tha Motor Cycle as soon as he knew
we were connected with such a paper.

One of the Violet-Bogeys skidded as

it turned. Nash came by going well,

but his mechanic held the bonnet in his

hand. The Super also skidded slightly

as it took the bend. The Marlborough
came round beautifully, and was heartily

ch.jered, as it carried a lady as- mecha-
nician. The Dew came round with its

occupants leaning well over. The next

time the Rene Gillet sidecar came along

we noticed the occupants were leaning out

on the wrong side as it took the corner.

A little farther down the road we
had a good impression of the cycle cars

at speed. Nash came by at a good rate,

ivaving his hand when he saw us.

Bourbeau (Bedelia) was travelling well,

and best of all as regards steady running

was the Mathis, whose engine continued

to give forth a healthy note.

THE WINNERS SPEEDS COMPARED.
It is instructive and

compare the times of

interesting to

the winning
machines in the motor cycle and cycle car

races, taking the fifteenth, lap times and
speeds for the motor bicycles. We give

them below :

Officul Times foe Fifteen Laps.

The frirtint- tiriven Violet Bogey, which finished eight seconds behind the Bedelia, but was disqualifled

owing to a mudguard coming adrift.

Average speed.

h. m. s. m.p.h.

Fenton (2| Clement) ... 3 18 57 . . 49.4

Green (3-^ Rudge) ... 3 16 49 . . 49.7

McMinnies (8 Morgan) 3 53 9 . . 41.9

Bourbeau (8 Bedelia) 3 55 54 . . 41.4

CI4
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ACTUAL SPEEDS IN THE GRAND PRIX.
Times specially taken for " The Motor Cycle" by A. V. Ebblewhite and A. G. Reynolds.

The avi'iage speed
little to the ordinary

11 a race conveys
reader who does

not know the corners and how much the
pace was reduced to negotiate them, and
lor that reason we commissioned Messrs.

A. \'. Ebblewhite and A. G. Reynolds
to take specially for The Motor Ci/ch
the times over a kilometre on the fastest

stretch of the course, viz., between the
^rand stand and the turning before
Aloreuil. The figures given below in

order of merit form an interesting com-

iMoion Cycles.—500 c.c. class.

Selected five best runs over measured

parison both aint>ng the motor cy< les

alone and with the cycle cars. It will

be observed that the opinion expressed

in our report of the race that the speeds
were not strikingly high is borne out by
the published figures, ihe fastest speed
attained was 61.79 m.p.h. by A. 11.

Abbott (Rudge), but the most regular

speed w'as maintained by E. W. Cheshire
(Triumph). The winning Morgan was
only five or six miles per hour slower
than the motor cycles.

Xo.
38.

43.

19.

37.

35.

47.

22.

17.

23.

24.

13.

15.

14.

11.

13.

32.

17.

25.

58.

20.

37.

26.

15.

28.

21.

4.

12.

1.

Mac/line and rider.

Triumph (Cheshire)

Rudge (Abbott)
U.S.A. (Fenn)
Rudge (Greene)
Peugeot IV. (Perrin)

Triimiph (Clayton) ...

Triumph (Newsome)
B.S.A. (Isodi)

Rudge (Rowlandson)
Zenith (Griffith)

Clement (Fenton)
Motosacoche (Millaud)
Douglas (Ball)

Motosacoche (Vulliamy)

Motor

Bedelia (Bourbeau)
Bedelia (Bonville)

Violet-Bogey I. (Violet)

Ronteix (Ronteix) ...

Violet-Bogey III. (Pouliez)

Matliis I. "(Esser)

Sphinx-Globe II. (Canouel)
Ronteix II. (Jolibois)

Duo Car I. (Peyrecave)
Marlborough I. (Samuelson)
Super I. (JJeveque) ...

Sidecars
Morgan (McJIinnies)
Rene GLlIet V. (Meuriot)
N.S.U. III. (Pellud)

IRISH END-TO-END

m.p.h.
... 60.46

... 61.79

... 61.12

... 60.46
... 59.49

... 58.25

... 59.49

... 56.78

... 54.83

... 51.31

Cycles.—350
... 57.65

... 58.25

... 53.52

... 53.52

Cycle Cars,
... 54.29

... 52.27

... 52.27

... 50.16

... 48.42

... 49.71

... 48.84

... 47.80

... 46.80

... 46.60

... 47.39

m.p.h.
60.46
61.12
60.79
58.87
58.87
58.25
58.56
56.49
54.29
51.07

c.c. class.

56.20
56.49
53.26
52.51

53.52
51.78
52.02
49.06
48.21
49.27
48.21

47.19
46.60

46.41
45.65

kilo.

m.p.h.
60.13

60.46
60.46
58.56
57.36
57.65
58.25
55.92
54.03
50.38

56.20
55.37
53.26
52.51

53.26
51.54
51.07
48.42
47.80
47.39
47.19
47.19
46.22
45.47
44.92

m.p.h.
60.13
58.56
60.13
58.25
57.36
56.78
55.92
54.29
53.77
50.38

55.92
55.10
52.27

52.27

52.76
51.07
50.61
47.80
47.59

46.99
46.99
46.60
45.84
45.47
44.03

m.p.h.
59.49
58.56
58.87
57.95
56.49
56.78
55.65
54.03
53.01
48.84

55.65
54.56
52.02
52.02

53.01
50.16
49.93
46.99
47.19
45.28
46.80
46.22
44.03
45.28

43.35

\ND Runabouts.
55.37 55.37
41.58 ,40.67

37.66 37.53

THE annual reliability trial from
End-to-end of Ireland, under the
auspices of the Ulster Centre of
the Motor Cycle Union of Ireland,

took place on Monday, the event as usual
Ijeing run from south to north. The
start was an hour earlier than a year
ago ; this gave more night driving, and,
despite the better roads, the first section
of the course was the severe.st of the 590
miles. Added to this was the fact that
at one part of the road between Goleen
and SchuU, fifteen miles from the start,

obstructions appear to have been de-
liberately placed on the road, and several
riders cailie to grief. Gib.'ion (Bradbury)
had a naiTOw escape, the wheel of his
sidecar striking a log of wood, and
auother Bradbury rider, Wilhelmj,' broke
his fork. Wasley (Douglas) was in

trouble early. The key of his sprocket
became loose in the first hundred yards

;

he spent a lot of time repairing in the
dark, and was over an hour late at Cork
(81 miles), but continued. Another
Douglas rider who met W'ith' early
trouble was Towell, who broke the
spindle of his back wheel in the first ten
miles and had to retire. Shaw (5 Rudge)
went astray by following Pvoche (Rover),
the pair not discovering their mistake till

near Glengariff, and consequently retired.

53.77 52.27 51.78
40.38 40.38 40.23

37.41 35.73 36.67

TRIAL.
Knox (Forward) had a lot of tyre

troubles before reaching Cork, but went
on an hour to the bad, as also did
Walsh (Bradbury and Dudley (2i- Hobart).
Sweeney (P. niul M.) savi' up at fork

with tyre and plug troubles, and Ilcaly

(6 Enfield) broke a control wire, and was
out in the first fifty miles. Marjihy
(Douglas) had trouble with his pump, but
made up time before Cork, and Alooney
(P. and M.), after having tyre troubles,

ran short of petrol just as he arrived in

sight of the control on time. Doleman
(5 Rudge) was among those who fell over
the obstructions near Schull, but he did
no damage beyond breaking off a footre^t.

Atkinson (3^ Rudge) and Rickerby (5

Kudge) were troubled with tyres on the

first section, and did not go beyond Cork.
Many riders dropped out between Cork

and Dublin, and of the forty riders wlio

left Cork only twenty-nine reached Dublin
in time to give them hope of awards.
Amongst these O'Sullivan (3^ Hiimbtr)
had lost eight marks at Mitchelstown
control through losing his way. Mooncy
(P. and M.) was on time, despite fourteen
punctures; Panner (6 A.J.S.), Dooley (3^

Ariel), and Martin (Triumph) suffered in

the same way. Walsh (Bradbury) retired

near Goleen, and Farrell (Triumph) had a
fall near Urlingford, which resulted in a
broken finger, but he continued.

After Dublin was passed the weather
broke up, and a thunder shower was
encountered. From Dublin to Antrim
Panner had an avalanche of punctures,
and retired at Banbridge. Gibson re-

paired nine, the last being dealt with
just before Cushendall, but he still

managed to keep to schedule, and made
a perfect ascent of both observed hills

;

his was the only sidecar to finish.

The following were officially observed
on the two hills : Stewart (Douglas),

Delahay (Sunbeam), Murphy (Douglas),

Wasley (Douglas), Russell (Douglas),

M'Cann (Triumph), Thompson (B.S.A.),

Sullivan (3^ Humber), Chambers (B.S.A.),

Fenn (Triumph), Mooney (P. and M.),
Porritt (Douglas), Brown (3^ Rudge),
Lavery (Ariel), Newey (Ariel), Lucy
(Triumph), Farrell (Triumph), Martin
(Triumph), Gibson (Bradbury), O'Cal-
laghan (Bradbury), Mallon (Sunbeam),
Noble (Rover), McManus (Sunbeam),
Woods (P. and M.). and Dooley
(Ariel). The winner will probably be
found among the following : Thompson
(B.S.A.), Delahav (Sunbeam), Newey
(Ariel), Gibson (Bradbury), O'Sullivan
(3,', Humber), and Farn'll (Ti'iuninli).

Two competitors OD the road between Rook Island coastguard statloi: and Goleen.

CIO
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Ju\j 17th 9.7 p.m.

19th ... ... 9.5

21st ... ... 9.0

25rd ... ... 9.0

The Unlucky (?) Number 13.

Here is a poser for the supei'stitioiis

!

The Motor C'j'cle Grand Prix Races were
run on July 13th, 1913. Fenton, who
ivon the 350 c.c. class, was allotted Ko.
13, and singularly enough Bombeau also

carried that number to victory on his

Bedelia in the cycle car class.

Unsportsmanlike Behaviour.

F. W. Barnes's retirement in the second
Jap of the Grand Prix was due to the

fact that some evilly-disposed person liad

wilfully wrecked his engine. Such is the

verdict of Zenith Motors, Ltd., who have
since carefully examined the engine. On
being dismantled the crank case was
found to contain a quantity of clear

sand, which had worked up and scored

the cylinders very seriously. This kind
of practice is, fortunately, practically

extinct in these days, and it is regret-

table to have to record such an instance

at so important an event as the' Grand
Pri.K.

Spanish Road Race.

A number of Grand Prix competitors
are making a move to Bilboa this week
for a road lace on Sunday to San
Sebastian and back. The Douglas,
TriLunpli, Rudge. and Humber teams, are
among the entries.

Six Days' Trials in Lakeland.

Among the earliest entries for the

A.C.U. Six Days' Trials next month are:

F. Dover (3^ Premier).

T. J. Ross (Triumph).
G. D. Hardee (Triumph).
W. J. Spoule (P. and M.).

J. D. Morrison (Bat).

J. Pippins (5 Rudge)

Motor Cyclists and the Navy.

Although we do not suppose motor
cycles will actually form part of the
equipment of future Dreadnoughts, it is

interesting to notice that the Admiralty
are availing themselves of the use of

motor cycles in connection with the
naval maucenvres in August in the North
Sea. The Yorkshire coast will" be
watched during the "battles" by small
parties of motor cyclists, who will keep
in rapid communication with infantry
units stationed in the neighhoiii'liood.

SPECIAL FEATURES:

THE GRANl> PRIX RACES.

iRI5H END-TO-END TRIAL.

HINTS TO AMATEURS.

THE GRAND PRjX. Do Peyrecave (Duol negotiating the S bend under a railway bridge outside Boves.
'fiiis section was inciudei in tne car course. Do Peyrecave ran very regularly throughout and (liiishcd D[tb

Anglo-Dntch Trial.

The Dutch motor cyclists will be met
at Harwich by members of the A.C.U.
and also members of the Ipswich and
District M.C.C., who have offered to

pilot them out of the district.

At a committee meeting in London
last week, the price of tickets at the
official dinner at the R.A. C. was fixed

at 12s. 6d. Evening dress will be worn.

Latest Scottish Trials Entries.

We are informed by Mr. Campbell
McGregor, the hon. secretary, of the
Edinburgh and District Motor Club,
under wliose auspices the Scottish trials

are promoted, that H. F. S. Morgan
(iMorgan runabout), Lovegrove (3^
P.aglan), and L. Martin (Singer cc.)

have sent in their entiies for the trials.

This brings the total number of com-
petitors to 106.

The Grand Prix Races.

From a spectacular point of view, the
car race last Saturday was by far the
most interesting of the three races,

the tremendotisly high speeds, both on
the level and in cornering, which
usually resulted in huge skids, rendering
the race really exciting. It is interest-

ing to note that the winning car, which
averaged 72^ m.p.h., attained a speed
of 97 m.p.h. over a measured kilo-

nietre, according to. The Autocar time-
keepers.

Singles V. Twins at Brooklands.

The B.M.C.R.C. meeting yesterday,
when the sis hours' race Avas run off, was
one of the most important racing events
of the year on the track. A study of the
entries revealed some rather interesting
details as to the type of speed machine
now in vogue. Among the "junior"
machines of the 350 c.c. v/as an enormous
preponderance of twin over single
cylinders, no fewer than ten out of fifteen

entries being fitted with two-cylinder
motors. But when the entry list of the
" seniors;" or 500 c.c. class, was studied,
the exact reverse was found to be the
case, only four machines out of eighteen
entries being so equipped. The Scotts
were entered for the first time in a long
distance track event. The Colliers pinned
their faith in a 494 c.c. twin, but the 499
c.c. singles were in an overwhelming
majority. When vje get to the big, class,

twins again reigned supreme, therefore
it appears that at the present time twins
hold the field as far as the very smaJl
and verv large classes are concerned.
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Sanction Withdrawn,

Tliu liiailfuid Motor Cycle Club had
aii'aii|;('d to hold an open hiU-elinib on
July 19th. but we are now advised tliat

tlie' police permission, after being granted

has been withdrawn, and the climb lias

therefore had to be abandoned.

English-Dutch Trial.

With reference to the (orlheoming

English-Dutch motor cycle trial, we are

informed that the new president of the

Dutch Association, the Xedcrlandsclie

Jlotorwielrijders Vereeniging, Mr. Nico

Jannink, will be unalile to come over to

Kngland with his compatriots. Mr. R.

R. toe Laer. the late president of the

Association, will, however, come over as

first reserve rider.

A.C.TJ. News.

Permits have been granted to the

Hertfordshire JM.C.C. to hold a half-day

i>eliability trial on July 19th. to the

Mersey M.C.C. to hold a hill climb on
Pen-yball Hill on Aug. 2nd, and to the

Liveipool A.C. to hold a reliability tiial

(date not settledj.

An Unofjfici.41, Trial.—As lie was
driving a vehicie not under the juris-

diction of the A.C.U. owing to its being

overweight, the case of Mr. I. ]>. Hart-
Davies. who recently took part in an
unoihcial trial, has been handed over tt>

the Royal Automobile Club to be

considered.

Bad Road Avoided.

A correspondent writes us to say he
has discovered an alternative route from
tVirwen to Cerrig-y-Druidion avoiding the

bad surfaced road between these two
places. He went from Corwen to Bala
via Llandrillo, which he considers the
better of the two routes, and thence on
to Cerrig-y-Druidion. There are no
severe hills on this run.

Anglo-Dutch Trial Fund.

\Ve have pleasure in recording the fol-

lowing additions to the fund towards the

expenses of this trial

:

£ s. d.

Mr. J. R. Xisbet ... 1 1

Bowdcn Wire Ltd. ... 1 1

Mr. W. B. Gibb ... 10 6
Mr C. K. Charle.^^worth 10 6

The Portmarnock ^Fatality.

\Ye regret to announce that W. F.
Parker, who was so seriously injured in

the collision in which M. J. Barrett was
killed at Portmarnock recently, has died
after lingering on for a few davs. Parker
was an Knglishman who was engaged in

the motor cycle traJe in Dublin, and was
only nineteen years of age.

WeU! Well:!

Quite evidently Skegness does not want
nii.tor cyclists, and it would api^ear tiiat

a set of laws, different from our u.sual

code, prevails in Hliat part of Kngland

;

for if the chairman of the local magis-
trates is correctly reported, he recently
said, in fining two motor cyclists for

dangerous driving, that " there was no
djnying the fact that, even when they
kept to the letter of the law, motor
cyclists were a public nuisance. They
frighter 1 horses and created a stinli,

and really they had no right to use the
public highway at all," Well, we must
be thankful to breathe at all after this 1

Illuminating Front Numbers.
Last week a motor cyclist was sum-

moned at the tiuildhall, Loudon, for

alleged negligence in lighting the front

number plate. The machine was examined
in a darkened room. The inuiibers ap-

peared to be perfectly lighted, and it is

reported that the jiollce said the number
plate had been moved since the suuimons
had been issued. This wa^ proved to be
absurd, as the lamp bracket was rigid

with the forks, and the plates perma-
nently fixed to the mudguard. In the

FUTURE EVENTS.

lulv 10.—Hirts M.C.C. Open Half T.iy
Tri.ii.

,. .-i-2r>.—SCOTTISH SIX DAY.S'
TRl.^LS. Starting Point Pcrlli

.Ang 2-3.—Intcrn.itional Cup Race in

France.

,, 2-3.—Hertfordsliire M.C.C. Open Half-

Day Trial.

—W.C.C. Devon Trial.

-ENGLISH-DUTCH
INTIiRN.VnON.M, TRt.\L.
Starting Point Oxford.

-B.A.K.C. Meeting at Brool'lands
-B.M.C.K.C. Race Meeting.
-A.C.U. SI.X DAYS' TRIALS.

Carlisle as Centre.

-Herts M.C.C. Open Half-Day
Trial.

-Cov. and Warwickstiire ^I.C.

Annual Cp-Mi Hill Climb.
-B.M.C.K.C. Race Meeting.

--+.-

•(•-

<>-

--3--

Sept. S—

I

end the case was dismissed on payment
of costs, but this case shows that n;otor

cyclists should take pains to satisfy them-
selves that they go out at night so

equipped that the law can take no
exception.

England's Lead.

Tlie restdts of the Grand Prix have
set the seal on the superiority of English
machines. The T.T. Races indicated

this happy state of affairs previously, but
although they were international in

character, the British riders greatly pre-

ponderated over the foreigners, and thus
one might reasonably look for success.

In France, however, the reverse was the

case. The French were on their native

heath, and had had the advantage? of

t practising on the course, but all the same
they were outclassed when it came to

.racing, and, despite their lack of practice,

the Uiitish riders were too good for our
neighbours. It is said that a boom in

motor cycling is pending in France, but

with all due respect to their mechanical
knowledge, the French designers will have
to learn that such things as autoii;atic

inlet valves, for instance, are now out of

date.

Next Week in Scotland.

On Monday next 103 competitors will

be sent oft' from Perth on the Scottish

Trials. These, as regards the route, are

by far the most severe test to which
any motor cycle is subjected ; for,

although the regulations in the English
Six Days' Trials are stricter, the total

distance is less, and bad as the hills in

the Lake District, where the trials are

being held ne.xt month, will be found to

be, there is nothing to compare with the
Spital of Glenshee or the frightful

ascent and descent from ApplecrocS to

TK>rnapress and back. We shall give fully

illustrated reports of these trials in our
next two issuer

Inexpert Speed Judging.

The Sheffield and Hallamshire JI.C.C.

are to be congratulated on the non-success

of the judges' efforts in their recent speed-

judging competition. We s;iy "noti-

success " adviscHlly, because the result

sho^\'s the extraordinary difficulty of

. estimating speed, Jlembers of the general

public were asked to judge the pace of

competing motor cycles, and only two
out of a large number of gtiesses were
near being correct. It was a curious fact

that the noisier the machine the faster

the speed was adjudged to be—a matter
that has probably niitled many a member
of the force in the past. Perhiips now
the silencer regulations are in full swing
and being rigidly applied we shall be
judged by the powers in blue to be going
slower than we really are. 'The interestirg

question arises ho\\' many noisy exhausts

in the past have been responsible fur

hues?

Winners of the loam prize in the Nottingham and District M.C.C. Reliability Trial (or the Campion Cup,
From left to right they are G. Brough, W. A. HcKeggle, and T. RIgley, all ol whom rode.61i.p.

Brough machines.

C23
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NEXT WEEK'S SCOTTISH TRIALS.
A Strenuous Course involving Precipitous Hills.

ON Saturilny next inotov cyclists wjll b<; pouring into

Pp.rth, the starting place of this year's Scottish Trials,

and on July 20th all competitors are obliged to present

themselves and their machines at the garage of Messrs.

Fergasson and Batchelor at 11 a.m. in order that their

mactiines may be examined and sealed. After the seal's

have been aflixed.. no competitor may make any further

adjustments.
The total distance of the trials is approximately 980 miles,

the longest day's run being the fifth, when about 200 miles

will have to be covered.

Two niglits' will be spent at Strathpeffer, but a different

stopping place will be utilised all other nights. For the

benefit of our northern readers we repeat the various halts

during the week, which are—first day, Inverness, second,

Thurso, third and fourth, Strathpefi:er, fifth, Grantown,

and sixth, Edinburgh. A full list of entrants, with the

machines they will ride, has already appeared in our columns.

While the" route is, generally speaking, of far greater

severity than that of, say, last year's English Six Days'

Trials," there is a certain freedom allowed to the competitors

that makes the run rather easier from a mental point of

view than its English prototype, although harder physically.

We allude to the total absence of secret checks. Unless the

committee considers tluit undue scorching takes place, it is

quite sufficient for a rider to get to his evening's destination

up to time, but if it be considered that reckless riding takes

place, the committee reserves the power to enforce secret

checks upon due notice being given to the riders.

But thoss who know the routes will readily agree that it

is not very likely that any undue speed work will be indulged

in, "or even the hardiest scorcher soon tires of thinking

he i« riding a T.T. when every hour's run is replete with ups

and downs and lurid hairpins that put Porlock and Craig-

na-baa completely in the shade.

Ups and Do^vns.

The riders will not have any time to acclimatise them-

selves to the mountaineering game, for in the first twenty-five

miles comes Amulree, followed later in the day by the

notorious Spital of Glenshee, which includes the wicked

D-svil's Elbow. There is practically a fifteen miles climb

ull the way up to the summit, the road rising from about

800lt. to 2.200it. above the sea, in that distance. The worst

part of this ascent is that the stiffest part of the climb

comes at the end, and has to be faced with 'overheated

and tired engines, while the surface is as a rule exceptionally

rough.
This mountain has to be traversed from the reverse

direction on the last day, but, although a bad climb, it is

by no means such a terrifying experience as from the Kirk-

michael side. While the whole route abounds with sheer

precipice-like rises and falls, the Spital is the severest

difiicnlty in the first half of the trials, but the fourth day

provides a perfect nightmare of hills, the climax being the

ascent from both sides in succession, of Applecross. From

Starting the first competitor—W. Bruce Hodgson {3.V h.p. Torpedo)—in the Hull

and East Riding A.C.C. Reliability Trial tor the Rudge Cup.

Tcrnapress the road rises sheer for six miles from practically

sea- level to 2,100ft., and drops equally abruptly to Apple-

cross. Those competitors who get over this mountain have
to return immediately over their tracks to Tornapress, the

climb from the Applecross side being .slightly the steeper

of the two. ' The road is cut zigzag up the hill, but the

surface is reported to be atrociously stony
,
and rough. It

can safely be said that any motor cycle which can be coaxed

over this mountain road under its own power is capable

of going anywhere. Apart from the satisfaction of a success-

ful elirab, the competitors will enjoy the finest and wildest

scenery of the Western Higlilands on this day's run. It

must not be forgotten that power of the brakes is quite as

important as brake-horse-power in this part of the world,

and both will have to be equally vigorously applied to their

respective tasks.

After negotiating these obstacles such trifles as the Shiel

Inn HUl, about five miles of from 1 in 8 to 1 in 10 on the

fifth day, and Kenmore on the last day, do not present much
difficulty, severe though they be.

Several machines are making their debut in long distance

trial work, the most notable newcomers being, perhaps,
the 3i Lea-Fnuicis, 8 Williamson, and the 3^ Edmund.
Quite a number of lightweight machines are entered, among
them 2| Douglas, 2| Sun-Villiers, and 3 Enfield, while

George Brough is again attempting to emulate his last year's

success by riding a single-gear 6 h.p. Brough through the

trial. If he succeeds we shall not know which to admire
most, the flexibility of the motor or the pluck and skill

of the driver.

Scene i n the

Sheffield and
Hallam shire
M.C.C. speed-

judging con-
test, in which
the spectators

and not the

motor cyclists

had to judge
the speeds.
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B.M.C.R.C. Six Hours' Race.
AN OPEN EVENT FOR MOTOR BICYCLES. SIDECARS. AND CYCLE CARS.

'llu' fullowiiig is tlie '"omijlcte list of entries for the Brook-
lamls meeting, whieli took place yesterday. Considerable
interest centred in triis nieetinf;. and sume competitors had
been preparing their machines for a long time past.

DIVISION I.

Class A. (Cylinder capacity not exceeding 275 e.c.)

liiikT. Miiiliino. iiud CubiiMl
Ciipiuity.

•Riiler, M-irliine. and Cubical
Cal'aiity.

II. Jlnrtill (l-cvl. llartin, 268 c.c.)

Cl.\ss li. (Cylinder capacity not exceeding 350 c.c.)

.'f. T. Bu.s|mll (2^.-.\i. Di.ugl.ie, 349 c.v.\

M. Ilfinxcl ;2h-j1. N.S.CT.)
K J. Boll (2-L'.vl. N.S.U:)
E. E. E!»ell (2-(t1. Dtuiilas, 350 o.ij

HlUrli Masi.ii (2-cyl. N.U.T.. 350 r.c.

V. X.'wb.ilil (1-cvl. Zouitb, 345 c.ij
S. Wtigbt i2-iyl. Hninber. 350 cm-.)

F" G. Kdmond (2-tyl. Hmubir,
350 c.i-.l

S If. Duwc'Oa (1-cyl. Huiiibcr, 348
i-.c.l

W. K. Steel (1h.t1- Sunbeam. 350 c.c.l

A. Baslioll (2-cyl. Douglas, 349 c.c.)

E. Jliluer (2-cyI. Douslaf, 350
(i. E. Staulev (iK-yl. Siut,'cr. 349 c.c.)

T. Tlioiupson (2-cyl. DouElas. 350 c.)
H. H. Clark (1-cyl. Comb, 350 c.c.)

C^.-vss C. (Cylinder capacity not exceeding 500 c.c'

fi Baker (1-i'yl. rcCTlcs-i, 499 c.c.)

L. Ciwhrnan 'l-cyl. N.L.tj.)

O. O. Pullcu (Eudse. 499 c.c.)

C. B. C(.llicr (2-cyl. Miitchless. 494
•c.c.)

D. R. O'Donovan (1-cyI. Norton, 490

W. G. Howard (2-iyl. Matcblees, 496
c.c.)

H. Rcwl '1-cyl. Dot. 499 c.<-.)

K. H. Victor (1-cyl. Siupcr. 499 c.c.)

0. C. Godfrey (1-cyl. ludiau, 497 c.c.)

.T. Cocker (1-cvl. Sinjer, 499 c.c.)

F. A. Applcbce (2-cyl. Scott. 486 c.c.)

A. J. Dixon (l-cv). Siuger. 499 c.c.)

H. O. Wood (2.cyl. Scott, 486 c.c.)

P. Brewster (1-cyl. Norton. 490 c.e)
J. I*. E. Emerson U-eyl. Norton.

490 c.c.)

S. A. Boulandson (1-cyl. Eudge. 499
e.c.)

R. Bowuass (1-oyI. Matehles.t 499 c.c
)

E. B. Eweus (1-cyl. Eudfe, 499 c.e)

t'l.Ass U. (C'yiiiider capacity not exceeding 750 c.c.)

3. E. Axtord (2-cyl. Martin. 738 c.c) I
!'. A. McNub (2-cyl. Tiuiup-Jali,

I 745 c.c.)

Class E. (Cylinder capacity not exceeding l.OOO c.c.)

II. Reed (2-cy|. Dot. 986 c.c) | A. A Knisbt (2.cyl. Zenitb)
E. Gwynne (2-cyi. Indian. S98 cc.l I J. He)luby (2-cvl. Indian, 994 i.^ )

DIVISION II.

Class U. (Cylinder capacity not exceeding 500 c.c.)

It. Le Vack (2-cyl. MoUsacocbc. 496
I

11. C. Wells (1-cyl. Zcnitli-Greeu.

'

c.c.)
I

499 C.I'
I

J S. Holroyd (2-cyl. Motcisacoclie. Howard Kiddell (Zeuitb-Pretiiiii u.

-)
I

499 C.I

S. Holroyd (2-cyl. Motcuacoclic. I Howard Kiddell
496 c.c.) I 499 c.c,

(Cylinder capacity not exceeding 750 o.c.)

\\
I

k. B. Ware :2-cyl. Zcuitb. 750 c c.)

Class H.
R E. Gnesf ;2-cyl. Matcbless. 742 .

II. Oib.:oli (1-cyl. Bradbury. 554

1

Class I. (Cylinder capacity not exceeding 1.000 c.c.)

S. T._ Tcssier (2<t1. But)
_

^

l' N. V. HoWer (2-cyl. Morsuu, 9E6 c.c.)

F. W. Barnes [2-cyl. Zenitb!

DIVISION III.

(Cylinder capacity nut exceeding 750 c.c.)Class -I.

J. .F. Buckingliam (1-cyl. Cbota. 746 c.c.)

Class K. (Cylinder capacity not exceeding 1,000 c.c.)

L. Martin {4-cyl. Singer. 1.096 e.c.) I "a. Francis (2-cyl. Duo. 1.075 c.c.i

L. F. de Pcyrecave (2-cyl. r Duo. C. F. Halaall (4-cyl. Wilton)
985 cc.) I

< As will be seen from the above, ^idecai-s and three-wlicclcd

cycle car.s were run in the same class.

->—•••-<-

A Sturdy American Three-wheeler.

THE Harley Davitlson Motor Co., a firm of high

repute in America, Itave recognised that there

is a big future for the light three-vvheeleii

parcels delivery machine, and have evolved a most

.satisfactory looking design for the work. The chassis

is designed to carry 600 lbs., and is constructed of

pressed steel, very stoutly fixed

to a special motor cycle frame.

The big twin engine drives

through a two speed and free

en,gine to the rear wheel, the

^ran.^mission being Viy chain. .\

spring saddle-pillar is lifted, and

an automatic carburetter. Ihe
engine and gears are practically

fool-proof, and are very soundly

constructed. The petrol con-

sumption with load works out at

about ,32 m.p.g.

The gear is of the counter-shalt

type, and although wheels are

always in mesh the shafts do not

revolve except v/hen the low gear

is. in operation. The engine may
be starteil witli the wheel on the

ground, and the pedals used for

this purpose also apply a power-
lul huh brake if their motion be

reversed. An additional lirake

.pedal is convenient to the driver's

right foot, and is held by a

ratchet, thus allowing the machine
to be left standing on a slope.

28in. X 3in. tyres are used
throughout, and the front of the

vehicle is suspended on quarter
elliptic springs, which are fixed

below the axle ' tubes. Gear ratios of 5 to i and

10 to I are employed, whilst the vehicle has a track

of 56in. and a wheelbase of 76111. We hear that many
of these machines are alreadx in use and giving

satisfaction in all weathers and under all con-

ditions.

An American light three-wbecloj parcels delivery machine. It ii cQiislructed by the Harley Davidson Motor Co.,

and has a twin-cylinder engine and two speed gear. The carrier frame is of pressed steel.

C2;
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LATEST PERRY DETAILS,

WE recently had an opportunity of seeing one

of the latest Perry cycle cars, which is sold

in London by Cars and Motor Sundries,

T.td., 175, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C. Since the

chassis was iirst exhibited at the

Show and described in these pages,

the Pei-ry has undergone some slight

alterations, though the main features

are kept the same. The engine is

now fitted with a Zenith carburetter,

which gives plenty of power and yet

permits of slow running. The final

drive is by bevel instead of by worm
as -originally fitted. The body is of

pleasing appearance, and is most com
fortable, while the sloping dashboard,

under which the petrol and oil tanL<-

are carried, is quite graceful. The
car is supplied complete for 130

guineas,' with five detachable wheels

and shock absorbers to the back

springs. These springs are carried

underneath the axle. The five wheels are provided

with brake drums which are detachable with the wheels,

and in the case of the front, wheels these drums act

as an adequate protection for the steering joints. The
>—

steering on this little vehicle is direct. The whole

design shows careful forethought, and such refinements

as sheet steel valances between the steps and the body,

and inner shields to the handsome dome mudguards

Side view of tlie 10 li.p. twin-cylinder Peiry light car.

are provided. Messrs. Cars and Motor Sundries,

Ltd., are now able to deliver a limited number of

these attractive little vehicles, which should find a

ready market.

CYCLE CAR TIPS.
DON'T fold up -your hood till it is dry.

Don't leave a machine standing on an incline
,

with only a brake to hold it.

Don't forget to engage a low gear and close the

throttle before descending dangerous hills.

Don't forget to oil and grease your machine regu-

larly. The leaves of the springs should receive occa-

sional attention in this respect.

To make the best use of your head lamps, fix th.;m

fairly low down; see that both lamps and brackets are

securelv fastened

Fiont view ot the Ferry showing neat appearance and general lines.

Tar stains are best removed with benzine though

petrol is a fair substitute. The tar should be softened

first by applying a grea.sy substance, such as butter,

to the stains.

Springs after hard use are apt to lose their temper,

or "to take a set," another leaf will often put

things right. If not, they should be returned to the

makers.

A few spare minutes may be A^ell spent filling cuts M
in tyres; this will_ often prevent long stoppages on the

*
road, besides increasing the life of the tyres.

Keep your engine clean and use good lubricating

oil. - Good lubrication means long life and economy.

If a rattle develops, see to it at once or it may result

in a 'broken mudguard stay or some other part.

Keep your brakes well adjusted; your life and that

of your passenger often depend on them.

Don't overload your cycle car. It is alh very well

to take four up certain hills, but the machine was not

built for it, and you are doing it no good.

Keep your magneto points clean and well adjusted

;

this and absence of air leaks in the intake .system will

ensure easy starting.

Whether you have, a differential or not, drive reason-

ably round corners. Fast cornering, besides being

dangerous to yourself and others, is bad for tyres,

wheels, axles, and transmission.

If rain spots get on to freshly painted coachwork
these should be removed by copious washing with

plenty (jf water at the earliest moment. A few spots

' of rain will make more marks on new paint than a

deluge. This is particularly the case with the bonnet,

the heat of the engine drying up spofs from a light

shower very quickly.
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A Featherweight Attachment.
THERE arc many riiU'i-s at tlie present time ivlio

possess macliines of 5^ li.p., or less, who would oft'.'n

be glad to take an occasional passenger, and who,
wisely, do not care to use tlieir carriers for the

puiixise or to attach a heavy sidecar to a lightweight or

siiiple-geared 3^. To such as these the attachment nuinufac-

tured by the Tennant Engineeijng Company will come as

a solution to the pnzzle. It consists of a strongly built

sidecar chassis of somewhat special construction, on which
is mounted, in lieu of tlie nsual body, a large Brooks saddle
with back rest; a pair of handle-bars are clipped to the

seat post and project in an inverted position on each side

of the passenger. A 26x2^ Continental tyre is fitted, and a

stout domed mudguard covers the wheel. At first sight

tlie outfit looks bare and uncomfortable, but a trial run
showed that this was not by any means the case, and though,
of course, the luxury of the modern sidecar chair is absent,

the machine was really wonderfully comfortable.

Decreased Windage.
The strains on the motor cycle frame are considerably

decreased as the complete sidecar, with quick detacJiable

fittings, weighs less than 40 lbs., and there is no heavy body
to sway outwards and cause side pull ; added to this the
windage is slightly decreased. In the case of bad weather
a waterproof sheet can be sup|)lied at a small extra cost,

which passes from the axle round the outside of the foot-

boards and upwards over the passenger's legs to the handle-
bars. The footboards are not shown in our photograph, but
lie directly behind the front cross stay. Without saddle and
handle-bars the machine weighs only 30 lbs., and in this

stale can oe used as an outrigger to prevent skidding on
gi'casy roads. Dc^liveries can be made in seven days, and
the price is £5 iOs. There should be quite a future f<n' the

device, especially among the sporting brigade. The T'eiinant

Engineering Company, whose address is Pershore Street,

Birmingham, have also recently taken over the manufacture
and sale of the Glad Eye electric motor cycle lamp, which
they will shortly be able to deliver in (|iiantities. This
lamp was described and illustrated in T]u' Mninr ('i/r/r of

February 13th last. It has a swivelling bracket which enables

the light to be tlinuvn on the nuichiue for repairs.

A lijhtweijht pass^n^er attachment maje oy lae leonaat nu^.nierins Co.

-^t^tBOm: <

Bonuses in Competitions.

AT a meeting of the Manufacturers' Union, held last

week, the question of the payment of competition

riders for using various accessories, such as car-

buretters, tyres, belts, etc., in races and hill-climbs,

was fully discussed. Readers will remember that we pub-
lished an article on the same subject in the issue of JNIarch

6th last.

Two Important Resolutions.

The outcome of the discussion at the meetuig was that

a committee was appointed, consisting of four members
from each section, "to consider the advisability of taking

steps to regulate, or to put an end to the existing practice

of offering bonuses, retainers, and the like, to trade and
private motor cycle competition riders." Another resolution

that was passed at the same meeting was, " That in the

opinion of the meeting, the time is now opportune for the

whole question of competitions to be considered in all its

aspects, and that four members of each manufacturers' sec-

tion be invited to form a sub-committee for that purpose."
Both the above resolutions were unanimously carried.

The payment of competition riders for the use of various

accessories has become such an abuse that, instead of a

manufacturer fixing the specification of his machine, the

<ompetition riders do it for him. This is brought about as

follows. Presuming that a manufacturer decides on a. cer-

tain specification, and delivers a machine to a competition
rider, who is financially interested in two or three different

makes of accessories, if he does not find the standard speci-

fication includes these items, he removes the standard equip-
ment, and substitutes for it articles for which he receives
a bonus from the manufacturers in the event of a win.
Many makers claim that this prevents their finding out what
is the best equipment for any particular machine, and their
conclusions become involved, owing to the fact that the
articles used by many competition riders are not employed
because of thei^ merit, but on. account of the bonuses paid
for successes. Manufacturers of complete machines are of
the opinion that if the accessory makers wish to contribute
towards the expenses of racing, it would be far better for
them to do so openly, instead of offering retainers to the
riders. One suggestion made was that any bonuses offered
by accessory firms should be offered to tihe maker of the
machine, as by so doing, the accessory maker would contri-

bute towards the cost of racing.

Heavy Cost of Racing.
.The Union contends that it is uncommercial for bonuses and

retainers to be offered to the rider of the machine, but that
if they were offered to the maker, the particular article in

question would only be used provided it was of real merit,

and the bonuses so provided would help towards the heavy
cost of supportiug race meetings and competitions.

Whether the Union will be able to put an end to the
practice of presenting bonuses is very much open to question,

but the fact that they have considered it advisable to attempt
to regulate the matter is one which will be welcomed by
the majority of our readers.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
The following figures show the imports of motor cycles

and parts have increased steadily, the chief increase in

patts being accounted for by tyres:

Month ended June 30th.

1912. 1913.

Number. Value. Number. Value.
124 £3.803 ... 243

£14,886
Six months ending .June 30th.

793 £24,828 ... 1,161

£57,292

Motor
Parts

evcles

Motor cycles

Parts

£8.323
£19,362

£39,484
£107,318

The export of motor cycljs has increased in roughly the

same proportions as the imports, but the numbers and
values are much greater.

Month ended June 30th.

1912. 1913.

Nnmber. Value. Number. Value.
Motor cvcles ... 559 £23,115 ... 1,419 £62.416
P,-)rts £9,878 ... £21,437

Six months ended ,Iune 30th.

Motor cycles ... 4,931 £195.311 ... 8,677 £369.655
Paris £74,1G7 ... £119,031
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CLUB NEWS.
..v'j^aJiiJjg^asir-Ssa^A^i'iiisasB^

SLcuing the two lines of spectators in the SlieOieid and Hallamshire M.C.C.
ccmfttitlon judging tlie speed of a passing motor cyclist.

Sheifield and Hallamshire M.C.C.

A novel competition was held on the 12th inst,, which
consisted of speed-judging by the general public. The
speeds varied from 7 to 45 m.p.h., and, as might have been
expected, the estimates were, in many cases, very wide
of the mark, especially so in the case of the higher speeds,

which were much over-estimated when the machine was
noisy or geared low. 'I'lie winner gave only two correct

results.

Bishop Auckland, Darlington, and District M.C.C.

A liill-climb took place at Legs Cross, near Piercebridge, on
the 9th inst. llesults : \V. Swan (5-6 Zenith), 10s. start; J.

V. Foster (5-6 Bat-Jap), scratch.

Middlfesbrough and District M.C.C.

There was a sidecar trial on the 9th inst. over a forty-five

mile course via jNIarton Bungalow, fitokesley, Kasby, Ayton,
Guisborough, Ormesby. Result: 1. R. Sorrell. lost 4m. 5s.;

2, H. B. Beckwith, lost 4m. 10s.; 3, G. W. Liddle, lost 4m.
25s.

Scottish Border M.C.C.

-The club held an open hill-climb at Lanton Hill on tlio

12th inst. Results : Class V. Generals. Lightweights up
to 350 c.c—1, J. Balfour-Robei-tson (2| Douglas), 64.3s. ;

2, A. N. Toovey (2| N.U.T.), 71.2s.; 3, G. L. Carmichael

(2i Singer), 79s. Class VII. Open, any machine.—1, J.

P.. Alexander (7 Indian), 50s. ; 2, D. S. Alexander (7 Indian),

50.3s. ; 3, G. Armstrong (7 Indian), 54.3s. : 4, A. J. C.
Lindsay (3^- Rover), 55.1s. Class VIII. Generals; any
machine,—1, J, B. Innes (5-5 Bat), 52.1s. ; 2, J. B. Robert-
son (7 Indian), 54.1s. Class IX. (lienerals ; m'achines up to

600 c.c—1, E. McGibbon (3-i Norton), 54s. ; 2, J. B. Lain,g

(3^ Triumph), 57s.

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

'I'he results of the Campion Challenge Cup trial arc as

follows :

Bradiord M.C.C.
A twenty-four hour reliability trial to London and back

took place on the 5th inst. Six clubs sent teams, Crossgates

jNl.C.L'. proving to be tlie winners. T, G, Bulliss (3z P. and

M.) won the trophy.

CusnbBTland Connty M.C.C.

Fifteen members took part in 'the twenty-four hours'

reliability trial to Birmingham and back. Results—Solo

machines : 1, J, Robinson (2| N,U,T,) ; 2, W. B. Little (3^

Premier); 3, W. B. Jeffreys (8 Zenith). Sidecars: 1, T. B.

Westmorland (6 Matchless); 2, T. Wilkinson (5-6 Clyno).

North Birmingham A.C.
A tiexibility hill-climb was held on the 12th inst. Result:

1, Howard Newey (2? Levis) ; 2, Harry J, Moseley (3^

Wearings-Jap) ; 3, Roy Lovegrove (3i Singer) ; 4, Gerald
Lovegrove (3^- Raglan); 5. E. H. Bayliss (8 Chater-Le'a sc);

6, A, W, Thrush (Triumph).

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.
A reliability trial was run off on the 12th inst. over a

course which included the famous hills of Staxon and
Garrowby. The following made non-stops : Bruce Hodgson

(3i Torpedo), T. T. Laker (3^ Torpedo T.T.), B. Rhodes

(3i three-speed Rover), H. Taylor (o-^ B.S.A,), .Hughes

(3i B,S.A,), J. Padgett (3^ Ariel), and J, Harland (5-6

Clyno and se.)

Lincolnshire M.C.C.
The results of the hill-climb held at Scamblesby oh the

5th inst, on the luiock-out principle are as fallows :

Class 1,-1, C, 0. Hayward (2| Douglas) ; 2, Ward (2|

Douglas).

Class II.—.1, Drakes (3^ B.S.A.) : 2, J. H. Brookes (3^

Rudge).
Cla^s III.—1, B. Rhodes (8 Zenith); 2, S. E. Sanders (7

Indian).

Walthamstow M.C.
The annual Dinner Cup Competition was held from London

to Manchester and back as a non-stop and speed-judgipg

competition, watches and speedometers '
being barred.

Results : Silver cup and gold medal, G. Wilson (2^

S.I.A.M.T.), error lin. 8s. Silver medals—6. West
(5 A.C), error Im. 31s. ; W, S, Low (3-| Scott), 2m.

,

26s. ; A. T, Peppercorn (3^ Bradbury), error 8m. 3s. ; C.

Lankshear (3i James), error 8m, 3s. ; H, J. Beal (4 L.M.C.),

error 9m. 20s. ; A. J. Pe^ppercorn (3^ Bradbury), error 9m,.

35s.; F. Cudden (3i Ariel), error 10m. 57s.; J, Henbrey
(8 Chater-Lea sc), en-or 13m.; R. J. Holt (15 Darracq),

error 13m, 18s, ; and — , Price (3^ Humber), error 14m. 3s.

Rider and machine. !Markslost, Total
m.

1. C, C. Elborne (Triumph) ... ... 3 54
2. George Brough (Brough) ... ... 4 13

3. Harold ilarshall (Campion) ... ... 5 14

4. H. S. Dawson (Bradburv) ... ..'. 5 37
5. Jliss Richards (Sun) ..' ... 5 48
6. J. Richards (Sun) ... ... ... 8

Te.4M Prize.
1. Brough team—Geo, Brough, W. A. jMcKeggie, and T,

Jiigley.
.

• -

2. S.m team,—Miss Richards, J, Richards, and J. Fi.'lier.

3. 'J'riumpli team,—C, ,C. Elborne, R, B. Glovei- and i.

-Mitcheil.
Ccmpclitors in the Bradford M.C.C. trial to London and back crossing the

hridge over the Trent near Newark.
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A New Edition
of this Popular
book on Motor Cycles.

Carefully revised throughout

and brought up to date by

the staff of "The Motor Cycle."

50 extra pages

and nearly 100

new illustrations.

The chapters dealing with the

Carburetter.Transmission and

Gearing, have been greatly

enlarged and are a most im-

portant feature of the edition.

TWTOTOR CYCLES AND HOW TO MANAGE
IVX XHEM '

' is unquestionably the best and

most complete handbook on motor cycles, their care

and management. The sixteenth edition (now on

sale) is a great improvement on its predecessors, and

will be found invaluable to beginners, and both use-

ful and instructive to more experienced riders. It

deals with a multitude of subjects relating to all

types of motor cycles, and new matter is included

dealing with cycle cars.

The buyer of a second-hani machine will find the

book equally useful, as it describes old type car-

buretters, ignition systems, etc., in a special

chapter on second-hand motor cycles.

Obtainable from

Iliffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street,

London, E.C. And all booksellers.

In answering this adrrrtispinrnl. it is drsirahlc (o tncnnon " Tha Motor Cycle." B17
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Carburetter Bl ^^ S/f"^^^

PERFECTLY 1 H^ji I
TOURING

ATOMIZES \ ^fer^ JI
*"^

the petrol. %^ ^^ ^.^ RACING.

SENSPRAY
CARBURETTER.

BRISTOL B. & M.C. OPEN HlLL-CLlMB
(Clapton-in-Gor^ano)

17 FIRSTS
19 SECONDS
9 THIRDS

MERSEY (uvE,P»«L, M.C. SPEED TRIALS
(Colwyn Bay.)

11 FIRSTS
6 SECONDS
3 THIRDS

In addition, Mr. G. E. Stanley won the RELIANCE SPEED CHALLENGE CUP. The

BOSCH CUP, and 3 FIRST Amateur PRIZES were also won by SENSPRAY users.

AND FIRST IN THE GRAND PRIX.

Send for illuslraied hooklei to the Patentees & Makers

:

—
CHAS. H. PUGH, Ltd., - - Whitworth Works, - - BIRMINGHAM.

B18 In cmswering this advertisement it is desirallc to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Club News.—
Bristol M.C.C.

A picnic was indulged in on tlie 5th inst. Tlic next event

of importance is a 24-hour run on the 25th and 26tli inst.

to either Land's End or Llandudno and back.

Herts. M.C.C.

The third half-day open sporting trial will take place on

the 19th inst., starting from the George Hotel, Entield, at

2.30 [i.ni., and finishing at the Salisbury Hotel, Barnet.

The trial will consist of non-stop runs, speed trials, and
a hill-climb.

Leeds M.C.C.

An interesting and amusing gvmkhana was held on the

2nd inst. in the pretty village of Harewood. The weather
was somewhat threatening, although it managed to keep
fine. The competitors and spectators, of whom a large

number were of the fair sex, entered into the fun with zest.

Merionethshire M.C.C.

A petrol consumption test took place on the 2nd inst. A
hilly rout* of twenty-four miles was selected. Results:

1. 0. P. Hughes (Turner light car) ... 36 m.p.g.

2. A. Williams (3i Triumph) 147 m.p.g.
3. B. Edwards (3i B.S.A.) 122 m.p.g.

Liverpool A.C.C.

The postponed Buxton reliability trial was held last week.

E. F. Baxter (6 Rex) was the winner, with L. V. Barton

(6 Rex) second.

The open reliability trial has been postponed from July
26th to August 9th. Particulars and entry forms from the

hon. sec., Mr. S. W. Phillpott, 1, Oakdale Road, Jlossley

Hill, Liverpool.

Burton-on-Trent and District M.C.C.

A thirty -five mile reliabilitv trial, under novel conditions,

was held on the 9th inst. The route was kept secret, and
each competitor was directed to proceed to Lichfield, where
"sealed orders" were distributed. From Lichfield the

party had to return by a round-about course passing through
Handsacre and Abbots Bromley. Results : 1, C. Mansfield

(21 Douglas), loss of time 4m. 45s. ; 2. W. Williams (3^

Williams sc), loss Ym. 40s. ; 3, E. Payne (3^ Rudge), loss

7m. 41s.'; 4, R. P. Robinson (3i Rex), loss 8m. 25s. ; 5, W.
V. Harrad (5-6 Clyno'sc). loss llni. 45s.; 6. H. Hardwick
(3^ 'J'riumph), loss 16m. 10s. ; 7, Jones (3^ Ivy-Precision),

loss 18m. 42s. ; 8, W. Dunkerley (35 Triumph sc). loss 28m.
50s. ; 9, Harold Hardwick (3i Rudge-multi sc), loss 33m. 10s.

;

10, U. A. Bivens (3 Fafnir), loss 99m. 5s.

>-
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Cape Peninsula M.C.C.

A hill-climb for sidecars took place recently on the road
to the Kloof-nek. There were two hairpin bends with
gradients of 1 in 4 and 1 in 3. Winners: Class I. (Under
560 cc.).-^. Thornton (3i P. and M.). Class IL (Over
550 c.c).—D. Garlick (6 Enfield), who also made fastest

time of the day.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The annual club reliability trial to Edinburgh and back
will take place on August 2nd and 4th. The start will be
at 2 a.m. from Messrs. Sarson and Duke's Garage, Birchfield

Road, near I'erry Barr. Assistance cii rmi/r will lead to

disqualification, but small spares may be purchased. Route:
Sutton Coldfiekl, Nottingham, Doncaster, Boroughbridge,
Carlisle, Edinburgh ; return, Carlisle, Shap, Preston, War-
rington, Tarporley, Whitchurch, Newport, Brownhills, and
finish at the Parson and Clerk. Application by intending
entrants should be made to Mr. S. C. Peri-yman, 29, Albert
Street, Birmingham.

Westmorland M.C.C.

By the kind permission of Lord Lonsdale, the above club

held their annual speed trials in Lowther Park on the 5th
inst. The event was also open to members of the Cumber-
land Club. The course was half-a-mile in length and a Hy-
ing start allowed. Four classes were run, the first three

on time and the fourth on formula. Results :

Cl.^ss I.—Up to 350 c.c.

H. Mason (2i N.U.T.)
W. Westwood (25 Douglas)
P. Gilbanks (2J Douglas)

Class II.—Up to 560 c.c.

H. Taylor (3^ Bradbury)
J. E. Dean (3^ Singer)

J. Braithwaite (3^- Braithwaite)

Class III.—Up to 1,000 c.c

B. Jefferys (8 Zenith)

A. L Moffat (6 Zenith)

H. Taylor (3^ Bradbury)

Class IV.—Sidecars.

G. W.- Braithwaite (3^- Zenith)

H. Taylor (3i Bradbury)
E. Burras (3^ Zenith)

Fig.

Time.
30i,s.

35s.

39ts.

30|s.

31*s.

32-s.

27s.

28|s.

50-ts.

of merit.

1,577
1,668
2,015

•0»—<-

BANK HOLIDAY AT BROOKLANDS.
On August Bank Holiday Monday (August 4th), there will

be three races for motor cycles and one for cycle cars,

together with a "winner's" handicap for winners in the

motor cycle, cycle car, and car races. One of the motor cycle

events will be for machines fitted with sidecars. Entries

close July 21st, and are 10s. 5d. per event, except the
'

winners' handicap, entrance for this being free. Racing
commences at 12 noon. The events are as follows :

The Sixteenth Sliort Motor Cycle Race. (A handicap.) For
all classes of motor bicycles. Distance, aloout 5| miles.

The Thirteenth Long Motor Cycle Race. (A handicap.)

For all classes of motor bicycles. Distance, about 8^ miles.

The Second Cycle Car Handicap. Distance, about 5| miles.

The August Sidecar Handicap. Distance, about 5^ miles.

A Winners' Handicap. For all winners in above events.

Distance, about 5| miles.

CONTROL FOR PHILIPSON PULLEY.
Now that the Philipson pulley is becoming so popular and

some riders are spending much time in devising cf)ntrols

for the same, a ready-made handle-bar control is being turned
out by Bowden Wire, Ltd., Pratt Street, Camden Town.
The Philipson pulley, as most of our readers know, will act

automatically according to the load on the engine and the

gradient of the hill, but some think that it is an advantage
to have a separate control. As will be seen from our illustra-

tion a fibre faced band brake is mounted on a stout bracket
which can be attached to the crank case bolts, and on this

bracket is mounted the stop for the wire control.

On the handle-bar is mounted a lever of the usual brake
or exhaust lifter type connected to the brake band through

the medium of Bowden wire
and an enclosed spring on
the lines of the well-known
handle-bar spark control.

The whole is very neat and
light, and a delicate manipu-
lation can be obtained.

Method of controlling Philipson pulleys
from the handlebar Introduced by the
Bowden Wire, Lid.

STEEU BAND

TELESCOPIC TUBE

B13
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Records at Brooklands.

Oleo plugs were used in the recent

record-breaking ride made by Howard
Riddell at Brooklands.

Benzole in Oxford.

We learn that the Midland Motor
Compiny, Oxford, stock benzole, and

understand that they are the only people

in the University city' to do so.

Hints for F.N. Riders.

Messrs. F.N. (England), Ltd., 106,

Great Portland Street, W., have brought

out a little booklet entitled "Hints and

Tips for the 5 h.p. Four-cylinder F.N." .

Tliis publication should be of inestimable

value to users of this machine. It will

be sent post free on receipt of a post-

card to any F.N. rider.

Palatine Tyres.

Palatine motor cycle tyres, whicli

recently underwent a 3,000 niiles test

under the observation of the A.C.U.,-

from which they emerged with great

success, are proving themselves eiiually

satisfactory in the hands of private users.

We learn that J. J. Day, of Blackpool,

gained a guld medal on these tyres, which

were Htted to his 3i li.p. Bradbury and
.iidecar in the recent Liverpool to Edin-

liingh and back. twenty-four hours' run.

" Continental '
' Insurance Scheme.

I'he Continental Tyre Co. have a

scheme by which all workmen who have

S!-rved the company for ten years receive

a life insurance policy of £75, and
similar arrangements are made for certain

of the clerical staff. Over 300 workmen
and 100 of the oftice statf have been

awarded this benefit. Every year bonuses

are diptributed, and the amount given to

workmen in 1912 totalled £2,500 in addi-

tion to a further. £1,000 for contributions

in aid of the widows and orphans of

deceased workmen.

New Edition of "Motor Cycles and How
to Manage Them."

A new and enlarged edition of

"Mofor Cycles and- How to JIanage

Them " is now ready for circulation.

Tliis useful and popular work has been

brought right up-to-date, and several new
fiatnres are included among them chapters

on cycle cars, decompressors, spring

frames, etc. All such important details

as carburetters, magnetos, lubricating

devices, etc., are dealt with in separate

chapters, and the number of illustrations

has been greatly increased. The cubical

capacity tabls is not the least instructive

feature. It has been compiled by T/ie

iUotar CSj<yte staff, and may be obtained,

price Is., from our publishing offices at

20, Tudor Street, Ijondon, E.G.

Dunlop S-iccesses.

Users of Dunlop tyres and belts have

o£ late been wonderfully successful.

W. J. Clarke, who has recently estab-

li.shed an unofficial sidecar record week's

ride on a 4i h.p. Monarch-Precision,

fitted with a Roc gear, used Dunlop
tyres and belt on his combination with

excellent results, covering 1.800 miles^ in

118i hours' actual riding time. The
recent "Benzole" race at Brooklands was

won by G, E. Stanley on a Dunlop-tyred

and lielted Singer, and other successes

on similarly equipped machines have

lately beenrirumerous.

Eld

Victor Motor Cycle Tyres.

At the recent cycle car hill-climo at

South Harting Hill, near Petersfield, Lord

Exmouth, driving his G.N. cycle car used

Victor motor cycle covers, a make he has

favoured for some little time, with, we
understand, excellent results.

A Handy Book.
" The Motor Mechanic Handbook :

"

F. Heron-Rogers and G. W. Watts;

Cassell and Company, Limited. A useful

book for motor vehicle owners and

mechanics, and all those interested m
internal combustion engineering.

Notice of Removal.

Owing to the extraordinary increase in

their Seottish trade the Avon Indiarubber

Co., Ltd., have found it necessary to re-

move their Glasgow branch from 197,

Buchanan Street, to larger and more

commodious premises situated at 250,

Buchanan Street

Change of Address.

The Dunlop Rubber Co. are now in

new premises at 63, Bath Street, Glasgow,

where all communications relating to

Scottish business should be addressed.

The repair works are located at 60, North

AVallace Street, Glasgow.

Rom Heavy Tyres.

The Rom Tyre Company are making

a special point of catering for sidecar

owners and for those who have heavy

twin machines. The 650x65 Rom com-

bination cover has a tread of 17 mm.
thickness, and is so manufactured that

a skid is practically impossible on any

kind of surface, wet or dry. The Rom
Co. also make a heavy tread cover 26x5
to fit 2i rims, and 26x2^ to fit a 2i rim.

British Successes in Canada.

Represented by the single-cylinder

Triumph, England -^ cohrpeted against

America very successfully at a race

meeting at Toronto. In the hill-climb

for sidecars, in which machiires up to 4

h.p. were eligible, H. Greenwood, on a

Triuniplr, won in 38s., and P. Barnes, on

a Triumph, was second in 44|s. In the

class for 4 h.p. machines, Bastedo, on a

Triumph, only failed to win by the

fraction of a second, and there Were five

Triumphs in the first nine. Special prizes

for flexibility were awarded Greenwood

and II. Burgess both on Triumphs.

®
®

The Motorcycle" Photographs.

Biiplicntes of photocraphn arpeariDfi hi " THE
MOTOR CYCLE" will bG suiJpped at OiG Idllow-

ink' rates—Uiimniinted iirintM. half plato l/6iJ0Ht

free-mountotl. l/fi poRt free. This refers to photo-

graplis taken by "Tuji Motor Cycle."

Onlere which ninst be nccompanied with remit-

lance RlioiiUlbo .nldressed to the Photoi^'mplm'

Department — Iliffe and SoD3 Limited. 20. Tudor

Street, London, E.C

JULY 17th, igij.

"Lyso" Belts Victorious.

We learn that H. Collier, who ran up

such a remarkable sequence of five wins

at Brooklands on the 5th inst., including

the Harry Smith Gold Cup, on his

Matchless i-acer, used Lyso belts in all

the events.

"Le Guide Miehelin."

"The Miehelin Guide to France."

This indispensable work to those who
tour on the Continent has been still fur-

ther improved for 1913. Maps on a

smaller scale have been added and the

book is thinner and a little longer.

Road Maps of Ireland.

Messrs. G. W. Bacon and Co., 127,

Strand, W.C., have sent us a case of

motor road maps of Ireland. These maps

are five miles to the inch and are supplied

in a neat case. Each map is particularly

clear and is mounted on Ihien and cut

into sections.

A.C. Financial Success.

We understand that tlie directors of

Messrs. Auto-Carriers (1911)^ Ltd., as a

result of the year's trading ending

February 28th last, have recommended

. the payment of a dividend of 6% on the

preference shares and a 6% dividend on

the deferred shares. We are .
informed

that the amount of profit c.arried forward

is nearly double that of last yeaT.

Success on an Old Machine.

We learn that in our report . of the

Mersey Motor Club's twenty-four hours'

trial to Edinburgh and back. we should

have stated that A. Marston, who
gained a silver medal, rode a 3^ h.p.

T^'iumph, 1910 pattern, fitted with a

single gear.

Motor Cycles in the City.

W. H. Elce, who will be remembered

as a very successful rider of Rudge
machines at Brooklands and in trials,

has opened a branch of his Romford
business in motor cycles at 15, Bishops-

gate Avenue, London, E.C. This should

prove of great convenience to those

chents who are at business in the City.

For London Owners of Enflelds.

It will be of interest to Royal Enleld

motor cycle users in London and the

surrounding district to hear that the

Enheld Cycle Co. have special arrarigs-

ments for carrying out repairs to their

machines at their depot, 48, Holborn

Viaduct. So convenient have these

arrangements proved that the company
are contemplating making extensive addi-

tions to their workshop and staff.

Clynos as Prizes.

The County Chemical Co., Ltd., as

already announced in these pages, are

running a competition for users of

Robbialac, a high-class enamel, which,

if carefully applied," gives a result almosi

equal to' stoving. All a competitor has

to do to gain one of the" valuable piizes

is to buy a tin of Robbialac from a motor

cycle or accessory dealer and paint some

article or accessory with it. The best

pieces of work 'will be rewarded by . a

prize of a 6 h.p. Clyno three-speed side-

car combination, 1913 model, of which

there will be ten put up as prizes. The
Editors of The Motor Ci/ch and The
Ciide- aiid Motor ,Cjcle J'.radcr. have

been asked to officiate as judges.
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BEACON OILSKINS
feeep you dry—they'll do it or
you get your money back.

"Ixion," in "The Motor Cycle" of 17th
April, 1913, says of his "Beacon"
Oilskins

:

"
I found I could ride my 200 miles

trial in a steady downpour, ... sit on
wet banks when wearied, and get in at

night bone dry."

SO CAN YOU.

Get a Suit today. Jackets
of fine, lightweight oilskin,
double all through, wind-
cufTs, double-breasted, two
oomy pockets. Black or

Yellow .. 13/6

Leggings shaped and
semi buttoned 7/6
Suit complete 21/-

In Tan or Grey

—

Jackets .. .. 17/6
Leggings .. .. 8/6
Suit complete 25/-

Trouser Overalls
Clasp Fasteners,
Blacker Yellow15/6
Tan or Grey . • 17/6
Without seat, Black
or Yellow . . 14-/-

Tan or Grey - . 15/6

Write or call for
Patterns and the
Beacon Booklet.

J. BARBOUR & SONS, LTD., %"' South Shields

"THE SWAN."

The: Swan
*which floats"

If yoii were p\irchasing a car to enjoy the travelling- of many
miles on the open road and to appreciate the dehs:lits of tour-
ing under all conditions, would you not first seek that which
afforded comfort and protection, and tlien tliat car which
was graceful and charmed other road users ?—this would he
the genuine touring car.

Woiild not tlie same occur to you in the purchase of a
sidecar ? The Swan is genuinely comfortable, does really
give protection, is sensibly roomy—and yet still retains a
most charming appearance. It is a thorough touring attach-
ment.

Price of car is £13 : lO : O.
Catalogues from

MIDLAND MOTOR Co., OXFORD.
Sole London Agent

:

A. P. REY, Great Portland Street, W.

No. 735.—TERRY'S tyre lever
sets. High-grade quality. Tyres
are very easily manipulated by
their aid.

Motor Cycle size 1 /6 per set.

If difficult to get, order from us,

giving dealer's name.

TERRY
SPECIALITIES
are of proved effici

ency—they do save
time—money—and
labour. Write now
for our list, and see
what tiiey do.

Always specify

TERRY'S Springs."

HERBERT TERRY & SONS,
The Spring Specialists,

REDDITCH. ENGLAND.

AMAC AMAC
BEUT FASTENER.

No. 555.—TERRY'S route card
clip5. Just the thing for the
tourist or racing man. With
wing bolt and nuts making
attachment easy.

1 /6 each.

Order from uSj giving dealer's
oame, if difficult to get.

ONE YEAKS GCAEANTEE. MADE OUT OF SOLID STEEL EAES.
HAEDENED—UNBKEAKAELE.

ASTON IVIOTOR ACCESSORIES Co. Ltd.
97, Aston Road North, BIRIVIINGHAIVI.

AMAC AMAC

No. 557-—TERRY'S registered motor
cycle oil and petrol can clips. Very
good quality tempered steel clips.

Complete with cans, 2/3 per set.

"The Motor Cycle Journal of Canada," for

April, 1913, says:

—

COVENTRY CHAINS
'* A large number of the racing machines in the States are fitted

with COVENTRY chains. One rider, Ray Peck, used this chain

on his mount all last summer and

DID NOT SUFFER A SINGLE BREAK
in any of his many races.

"THE COVENTRY" CHAIN CO., LTD.,

COVENTRY, England.

El8 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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lesson from the Isle of Man T.T. Races
y Motor Cyclists

The deserved success of the N.U.T. in the
classic event of the year is as great a tribute to

the determination of the man as to the proved
efficiency of the maeliine which he piloted to

victory.

Mr. Hugh Jrason, far from being welt, had
unshaken confidence in the power and speed of

the N.U.T. to acquit itself creditably in the

competition, and his faith proved correct, for the

NEWCASTLE. TYNE,

WON THE JUNIOR RACE
AND ESTABLISHED ITS CLAIM AS THE
MOTOR CYCLE OF UNEQUALLED EFFICIENCY.

Speed and enduring leliability arc marked
features of the N.U.T., and on this account it

will assuredly render you a consistent

service and complete satisfaction—always",

SIB WM. ANGUS, SANDERSON & CO., LTD.,

NEWCASTLEON-TYNE.

BURBERRY
TIELOCKEN COAT.
Illustrated

Catalogue

and
Patterns of

Gabardine
Post Free

When buying
Burberry
see that—
The label says

Burberry

'

—
The bill says

Burberry.'

OURBERRYS LATEST INVENTION for. the Motor
^^ Cyclist or Motor Boatist—a double-breasted, button-
less coat, designed to provide unequalled security and
comfort under the severest conditions.

DURBERRY WEAVE-PROOF GABARDINE, Uned with^ proofed wool or cam el -fleece, makes the Tielocken
Coat a perfect safeguard agriinst driving rain, chilling

wind, dust, or spray.

I IGHTWEIGHT, YET WARM, Burberry Gabardine
*-* provides efficient protection against the worst
weather vicissitudes, yet ventilates like ordinary cloth,

thus preventing all danger of overheating or chill.

THE TIELOCKEN COAT, fastened with single strap-and
* -buckle, is easily put on or taken off. Worn with
Trouserettes of Gabardine and Tielocken Gaiters, it

supplies the finest protection available against the ill

effects of exposure to wet or cold.

TIELOCKEN DUPLEX PROTEICTORS, an application of
* the same principle, provide a four-fold yet airy

safeguard of proofed Gabardine and proofed wool for

keeping the knees and thighs dry in the heaviest rain.

PRICES : Tielocken Coat in Gabardine, linut proofed
wool, 63 /- , Gabardine 2'rcuserittes, 31 /6 .• Protectors.
1-5 /- , Motor Cycle Cap, which can be readily transformed
into a snug-fitting helmet, 15/-.

BURBERRYS
8 and 10 Ed. Malesberbes, PARIS, and Provincial Agents.

H ay market,

LONDON;
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12 months' Credit
without interest.
That's Friswells' system of easy payments

for Motor Cycles and Cycle-cars.

You pay 5- of the amount down and the

balance by 1 2 equal monthly payments
free of interest .

Supposing you purchase a motor cycle cost-

ing £60. All you would have to pay
down is £ 1 5 when you take delivery of the

machine and the balance by 1 2 monthly
payments of £3 15s.

Thus you purchase a motor cycle on the

mstalment system at cash price.

All the leadmg makes of Motor Cycles and
Cycle-cars in stock and ready for immediate

dehvery. Write to-day.

FRISWELLS
ALBANY STREET,
REGENT'S PARK.N.W.
Telephone: 21 15 North.
Telegrams:Friswell, London.

FOR PROTECTING TYRES AGAINST
THE DEADLY ATTACKS OF RUST.
Leather defies rust as stoutly as it resists wear. The bead of the

Cann Tyre is encased \iith the finest chrome leather in such a
manner that not only is it proof against lust, but the rim is also

rendered watertight.
The chrome leatner bead increases the strength of the wall'; of the

tyre as well, and with the high quality of the material employed in

manufacture in addition, together with the thoroughness of work-
manship which characterises Cann methods it will be readily ap-

preciated that the Cann Tyre may be depended upon to render

better service, longer mileage and greater satisfaction than any
other make of motor cycle tyre. And it does,

PRICES: 26x3]in., 48/-; 26 x 2Un., 52/-.

Send your broken beads to us. Retreading from 12/6. Rubber studded

Further particulars and descriptive booklet post free from

TOM CANN, LTD., Applegate St., LEICESTER.
Ttle^'rains— " Tom Can,n, Leicester," Telerlione—2073 (2 lines).

«i All the Winners."
»»i

recision
Engines

IPBEaSIONS

"The Same as

You can Bay."

Please write for particulars to—

F. E. BAKER,
LTD.,

Precision Works, Moorsom Street,

Birmingham.
London Stockists for "Precision" Engines and Spare Parts:
Messrs. E. S. Thomas & Co., 154b, Gt: Titchfield St., W.C.

Wholesale Distributing Agents for Australia : Messrs. A.
G. Healing & Co.. 354-356, Post Office Place, Melbourne.
Agent for South Africa. Rhodesia, and Portuguese East
Africa : Victor S. Wellsford. P.O. Box 883, Durban.
Agents for New Zealand : Messrs. J. B. Clarkson & Co..

120, Victoria Street, Wellington.

SHERBOURNE
ON EASY TERMS. SIDECARS .

25 lbs.
ONLY.

Second-hand Cars

taken in part

paymen to

Write for Catalogue 10 Models-
Manufacturers—THE SHERBOURNE SIDECAR CO.,

100, Holyhead Road, COVENTRY.

R
ETREftOIHB
MOTOR

CYCLE COVERS.
—o

—

We have specialised in all

kinds of TYRE REPAIRS
FOR 15 YEARS.

— o- -

Send 'or Section.': and all

particulars to—

The Excelsior Tyre
and Rubber Co.,

Hurst St, BIRMINGHAM.

In ansioering these advertisements it is defirabl'! to mintion " The Motor Cycle.'
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NOW
is your opportunity to secure

a really high-class

Motor Cycle
and Sidecar
at a favourable price at

HARRO
The whole of the present stock to

be cleared before the hoHdays.

Do not miss this great opportunity.

DEFERRED TERMS (IF DESIRED).

N.B.—Complete lists cannot be sent as the stock changes too rapidiy.

If you cannot call, write your requirements and we will quote you
by return, and reserve our quotation for 24 hours.

HARRODS Ltd. ^^^^^-5:i« LONDON, S.W.
Queen).

RICHARD BURBIDGE, Managing Director.

In amwerinf/ Ihis advcrliscinent it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A33
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers wUl be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To insure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices ot

" The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (30,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into

dKtricts, 'as many readers like to know what inachines

are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before

going further afield.

Plan showing divUion of England into Sections.

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and West-
morland.

3ECTI0N IL
"York and Lancashire.

SECTION III,

Carnai-von, Denbigh, Klint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshne, Montgo.mery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Isottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warv.-ick.

SECTION V.
Npriolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

.Gloucester, O.-cford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,
- " Cliannel Islands.

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Susse.i.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.
SECTION X.

Scotland.
SECTION -XL

Ircland and Isle of Man.

A34 All letters relating to advertisements

iJJCHO^ff^^ FOR

J^" BARGAINS ^Im7^^ OF QUALITY.
The House for Newest Models of all best makes,

with latest up-to-date improvements ;
and

Second-hands perfectly repaired, with all neces-

sary replacements made, and put in thoroughly

reliable riding order. Every machine fully guar-

anteed, and offered at lowest price for cash or in

WAUCHOPE'S EASY WAY—
J DOWN& 11 EASY EQUAL PAYMENTS

Order Form, full details, and to-day's Bargain

List sent free on request.

7-''ii "9 h.p. IQ12 standard DOUGLAS.. £30

72^s. 8 h.p. 1912 2-speed MATCHLESS
' ^^

and Sidecar £67 10

72S6. slh.p. 1912 F.E. TRIUMPH £40

v4o ^l h.p. 1912 3-speed PREMIER . . £37 10

7'76. 2I h.p. 1913 lady's DOUGLAS ... £44

7277 2» h.p. loil Standard DOUGLAS. . £25

7279 2 h.p. J911 lady'sM0T0SAC0CHE£19
7281. ih h.p. J910 2-speed P. & M £32 10

7282. 8 h.p. igi2 2-spced MATCHLESS
' and Sidecar £57 10

728+. aih.p. 1912F.E. TRIUMPH £40
7-'9r

6" h.p. 1910 2-sp. ROC and Sidecar £30
7-9' 8 h.p. 1913 2-5p.CAMPiONandSc.£60

6 h.p. igi2 REX Sidette £55

ssqS. li h.p. loro KERRY ABINGDON £27

S621. 2I h.p, 1912 3-speed HUMBER ... £34

5742. 34 h.p. 1910T.T. TRIUMPH £29

6082. 3" h.p. 1908 V.S.

5i6r. sih.p. r9l2 F.E. RUDGE £38

6170. si h.p. 1911 REX tourist £28

6176. 3J h.p. 1912 free-engine RUDGE . . £35

617Q 3" h.p. 1912 2-speed N.S.U £30

6276. 8 h.p. 1912 ZENITH £55

6296. 3-V h.p. 1912 F.E. KYNOCH ...... £35

6343. 8 h.p. J911 3-speed CHATER-LEA
and Sidecar £58 0;

6378. 6 h.p. 1911 ZENITH and Sidecar £50 0'

6397. 8 h.p. 19x2 3-speed CHATER-LEA
and Sidecar £65

64^1. 3l h.p. 1908 MINERVA £18

0510. 8' h.p. 1911 3-speed CHATER-LEA £47 10

6543. 3V h.p. 191 1 2-speed ALLDAYS
and Sidecar £35

6584 2.5 h.p. 1911 2-specd DOUGLAS .. £30

O646. 5-6 h.p. 1911 A.O. SOCIABLE £52 10

6799. 7 h.p. 2-speed and F.E. INDIAN £40

6834. 5-6 h.p. F.N. and Sidecar £23 10

6837. 3ih.p. 1911 F.E. RUDGE £35

6857. 5-6 h.p. 1910 A.C. SOCIABLE £55

6863. 3ih.p. 1910 BAT £27

6900. 3l h.p. 1912 F.E. ROVER £38

7043 tv h.p. 1912 ZENITH-GRADUA . . £38

7055. 2I h.p. 1911 DOUGLAS £25

7000. 8 h.p. 1912 MORGAN £75

6079. 3I h.p. 1910 TRUMP, Mabon gear £32 10
7080. 6" h.p. 1912 CLYNO and Sidecar.. £55

7081. 3* h.p. 1909 2-speed TRIUMPH
and Sidecar £32 10

7oq8 3V h.p. 1911 ZENITH and Sidecar £37 10
7108. 3" h.p. GIVAUOAN £20
7110 lih.p. 1909 MOTOSACOCHE .... £14
7116 3^ h.p. 1912 2-spced BRADBURY £39

7124! 3I h.p. 1911 T.T. BRADBURY ... £30
7iii. 2? h.p. 1912 2-speed ENFIELD ... £35
7l8s 2 h.p. 1910 MOTO-REVE £14
7186 4I h.p. 1913 2-sp. LINCOLN ELK £35 0.

7191. 7 h.p. 1913 F.E. INDIAN £47 10

7107. 3?. h.p. 1910 tourist REX £22 10

6' h.p. 1910 2-spced MATCH LESS
and Sidecar £45

Telegrams

:

" Opificer, London,'

Telephone

;

5777
Holborn.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at 'The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent

for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear lu

the advertisement. Replies should bd addressed, ' No.

000 c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry " or if "London"

is added to the adckess, then to the number given, c/o
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

3)«-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by avaiUng themselves ot our

Deposit System. If tlie money be deposited v.'ith the

Motor Cycle, ' both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is ehected we remit the

amount to the seller, hut il not we return the amount

to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays

carriage one way. For all transactions exceeaing £10 in

value, a deposit fee of 2s. (id. is charged, when under

/lo tiie fee is IS. All deposit matters are dealt witl, at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made

payable to Ilille & Sons Lunitcd.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to adverlisemente and teceive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

sUenee as an indication that the goods advertised have

atecady been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries ttot it is quite iinpossiMe to leply to each

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberlaud, Cumberland, Durham, and
Westmorland.

NEW Douglas, model E. in stock, can deliver imme-
diatelj-.-Walker, Fishbuin, Ferryhill. [X2708

TWO 1911 P -and M.',s, 2-siJecd," £38: 1911 SVAp. '

free engine Premier, £27: 1911 Douglas, utandard
model £24- 1910 T.T. Triumph. £26: 1912 Scctt. per-

fect, '£45.-Walker. Fishburn, FerryMII. rX2709

TURVEY and Co. have the following new 1913 model
motor cycles in stock for immediate delivery

:

31h.p. 3-speed Triumph, £59/15; SVoh.p. 3-speed Hura-
2 her. £57/10; SV.h.p. 2-.speed B.S.A., £60; 3'/.

h.p.- 2-speed B.S.A,, £60,
' chain drive : 3\Ui.p. 3-speed

Rover, £58; 5h.p. 3-.speed twin Hazlewood. 65 gns.
;

3',i,h.p. 3-^peed Humber and sidecar, £63/16: 5h.p. 3-

apeed twin Hazlewood and sidecar, £78/10; Humberette
iind Perry cvcle cars.—Write, wire, or 'phone, Turvey

.ind Co , The Motor Hou^c. Sunderland. [X2309

TURVEY and Co. have the following second-hand -

motor cycles and sidecorts in stock:

1 009 3V'h.p. Triumph, re-plated and enamelled; per-

J-V fect'running order. £22; 1911 SVsh.p. Triumph,
clutch model, lot of 'extra.?, £32; 1912 SWh.p. Ariel,

practically new, £33; 1913 3',!*. p. Humber, ridden 135
miles, cu.4onier bought Humberette, £50 ; 7h.p. Vindec
Special, 2 speeds, 1911 model, and sidecar, £40; 8h.p.

Chater-Lea twin, 3 speeds, coachbuilt sidecar, 700x80
car tyre on hack wheel, as good as new, £55 ; two seoond-

iiaud care, £3 and £4 each: 3',Ah.p. Excelsior, Roc 2.

speeds, coachbuilt si<lecar, £33.—Turvey and Co.. TI16

Motor House, Sunderland. , v -[S12310

ARIEL, S'ih.p., 1912, decompressor, excellent ma-
chine; sacrifice £29.—Cediie Palmer, Wooley,

Crook. CS.2438a
^

NEW Hudson. 2'Ah.r., 1911. Armstrong 3-speed gear;

£24.—Cedric Palmer, Wooley, Crook. -, 1^X2433

TRIUMPH, 1907, new cyHnder, pistou, tyre, and belt,

first-clatis order; £18.—W. Holme, Kirkhy-Lons-

ilale. [X2567

31h.p. Triumph, practically new tyres and tnbes. 2
2 beltT^ most reliable: £14. or exchange Liglicr

power.—Taylor, Blackford. Carlisle. [8952

TRIUMPH, late 1910, splendid order, tyres good, belt

new: on approval; £26, a bargain.—Box No. 3,578,

The Uolur Cijole OlBies.. Coventry. [X601

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

H^'OHINGS'. Ltd.," 74, Bold St., Liverpool.

shoufd quote the number at the end ol each

MATCHLESS Agents, Hitchingfi', Ltd., sole lepre-

eentatives.

TRIUMPH, Jamee, and Veloce motor cycles.. Swift

and Crescent cycle cars, Montgomery, Gloria, and
Gondola sidecars; sole agents.-Piompt deliveries and

absolute eatisfaction guaranteed by Hitchinge
,

Ltd.,

74, Bold St., the firm of good repute. U72S

a'jvertlsement, and the date ol the issue.
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GOING STRONG.
Wi have a tow Brand New 1912 Rexes (very lata

deliveries), and offer a discount of 10 to 15
per cent, from them together with a generous
allowance for your old machine. We also consider

any re.isonablc suggestion re purchase which you
place before us. CASH OFFERS WANTED.
SOLD UNDER IVIAKERS' GUARANTEE.

11)1:: 4 h. p. Tourist, b.ti x Qi £46
I')i2 h.|), 2-spci'd Twin lie Luxe £62 10
Mil 6 h.p. Twin, 77jX()5 £50

Easy Payme'nts from £10 deposit.

NEW 1913's
TRIUIVIPH; 3* li.p., vspeed Sturmev £59 15
REX, 6 h.p., 2-specci, de luxe £62 10
REX, b h.p., 2-spceti, de luxe, chain drive . . £67 15

REX, 4 h.p., 2-speed, de lu.xe £56
DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., 2-speed £48
BRADBURY, 3-speed £60
BRADBURY, 2-speed, l;icl( starter £60
REX-J.A.P., 6 h.p., 2-speed £71 S

REX-J.A.P., S h.p., 2-speed _. £73 10
B.S.A., 2-sp(^cd, free engine £60
WILLIAMSON, S h.p., L75, \vater=cooIed .

.

£82 10
WILLIAMSON. « h.p.. w.c. and sidec.ir £97 10

"PERFECTION"
SIDECARS

HAVE NO
EQUAI..

Quicli detachable fittings, upholstered body, and
oinplulc with tyre. NOTE PRICE, £5 5s.

IVIISCELLANEOUS IMACHINES.
Cash or Exchange.

B. S.A., 1913, 2-speed, 2Mn. tyres, 750 miles . £49 10
SCOTT, water-cooled, 2 speeds, 1910 £29 10
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3V h.p., plate clutch £44 10
RUDGE Multi, 1912, and sidecar £47 10
REX, 4 h.p., 1912, the Big Single (NEW) . . £39
REX, 1 h.p., 1911-12, 2 speed, NEW... 47 Gns
KYNOGH, 1912. 3j h.p., 2 soeeds, free engine £38 10
CALTHORPE, 1912, 2-speed, chain-belt ... £44 10
PRECISION (Ivy), Druids, h.b. control £32 10
REX, 1913, (ih.p., 2-spccd, twin £54 10
ROVER, 1911, clutch model; cost £55.. Offers
N.S.U., 5i h.p., 2-speed. and Sidecar .'

£31
JAMES, 1910, sh h.p. magneto £19 10
REX, 5 h.p., 1909, 2-spced. de luxe £29 10
P. & M., 3* h.p., 2-speea, and Sidecar £25 10
ZENITH, 19I1. 3* h.p., and Sidecar £39 10
CLYNO, 1912, and spt-cial cane Sidecar .... £59 10
N.8.U., 3} h.p.. 2-speed, spring forks £27 10
PEUGEOT, 35 h.p., magneto, 2 speeds £22 10
REX, 1913, 4 h.p., 2-speed, de Luxe, chain

drive, nearly new £49 1

REX, 1911, 2-speed, twin, de luxe £38 10
PREMIER, 19H, 3i h.p., variable gear £32 10
REX, ^.'. h.p., twin, spring forks £15 10
TRIUMPH, igoS, 3.V h.p., and Sidecar £31
TRIUMPH, 1903, 3* h.p £27 10-
J. A. P. 6 h.p.. M.O. v., free engine, spring fks £34 10
MOTO-REVE, twin, lightweight, runs well.. £13 10
BAT-J.A.P., 6 h.p.. spring frame and forks £29 10
BRADBURY, 1913, 3-spced Sturmev £47 10
QUADRANT, 191a, free engine ....' £35 10
REX, 1911, twin, de luxe, and new £10 los.

Sidecar, specially good condition £45 10
REX, 3T h.p.. magneto, spring forks, 190S . . £1.9 10
REX, 25 h.p.. magneto, lightweight, h.b.c. . £15 10
MINERVA, 4i h.p., twin, M.O.V £15 10
MINERVA, 3* h.p., magneto, very low . . . £15 10
MINERVA, 2i' h.p., magneto, smart £14
REX, 3.1 h.p., spring forks £12 10
;;. li.p. PRINCEPS, vertical engine £8
REX, 2A h.p., 190S, magneto, wants attention £9 10
2I h.p. 2-spcoil BAT £8 10
F.N,, magneto, lightweight £14 10
^ew 1912 ARMSTRONG Gear and Controls—

M.irk II., £5 10 0; Mark III., £626;
Mark VI., 19

1 3, £10 10 0. Trade supplied.
Easy Payments on ANY Machine.

The Halifax Motor Exchange
Largest Rex Dealers,

116, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone yf>6. Telegrams :

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
p. Rl'X, j'u piTfort niunine order, Bi>^'h, B.B,.
P. !iud H. lamp, spare belt, mirror, watvli ; fluccpt

£12/10 for niiiL-l: siile, no oflois: dopor4t, editor-— l-'red

Uuptoii. 60. Eldon St. Noitli. Itiiriitsley. fX2635

LATK 1912 Sii.p. Ucx-Jiip, 2-spped gear, handle start-

inj:. tipocd(niiott^r, lamp, eeuerator, horn, all ttmU
|;uid spare part", ridden 1,500 miles; jn^^pei-tiou invited;
prite £60.— Storey, Urock House, Fre<;lifield, near Liver-
puol.

' [X1551

TETrMl'H, pood condition, practically now tvres.

1912 N.S.U 2-^pir.l. new Binkri ciirhiirrlt'T, new
lamp and lidrn ; £30 i a.sli ; fnltTtain t-xelianKt- and i-a-li

ii>r Ki'"d malte, Donglas preferred.-Evans, 50. Miirl.-i^t

8t.. Wignu. [X2495
TItlUlul'H. 1911^, free engine, Lucas lamp, horn,

Cowey speedometer, spnre heavy Continental tyre.

11 aceesworitw ; cost Seyt., 1911, £65/14/6; guarant 1

Ur. R. B. SepMoD, Cnliiielii.

[X2391
Ofi new. used only for demonstiaticn

purposes. £63j P. and SI., 1913. jiwt delivered:

Tlie noted firm. Establislied in the Motor Trade's! nco
190O, anrl I'.iiown throughout the country for quickest
dclivtry of ain- Mi:)lur Cycle or Cycli.- Car.

us new ; priie 39 gns,
near Warrington.

QCOTT. 1913

UouKluf^, nio<lel' N", juyt delivered;
l-'ebruary. 1913. exrelieut condition.
Evorjuijham Bros., Poeklinglou.

{^ REAT Bargains.
\y new. £24: 1912

A.C.. delivered
4 lamps, £75.—

[8908

DOUGLAS. 1911. done 2.000. new tyres and belt.
lamp, linrn, t'tc, j^uaranti-fd new condition. £26

:

;ilf-o 1906 TriuniiJh. spring forks, perl>;>t rendition.
£12/10; 2"':,h.p. Ii^'htweight. mag.. B. ami B., exeelipnl
londition, £15.—Walton. Dawson Sq.. Burnley. rX2728

must be pold.- 1911 D( ugias. like
2 tree ensine B.S.A.. £38: 5-6b-p.

twin Itex. 1909. free engine, new tondition, £20

;

5-61i.p. twin Hex and eideear. 1911. 2-speed, free en-
L'ine, £32: 1912 Premier and sidet-ar, 3^'ib.p.. twin-cyl.,
5-speed gear. £45 : written warranty given -with caclj
mat bine; offers wanted.—J. Gutteuberg, The Moor,
Slipflleld. f0288

NEW March last and little used. Aiiel 3',di.p.. 3
speed, kiek-starter, eoaeli-huilt eideear, with wind

screen. Cape cart hood and i^ide eurtaiufi, all acce^sorie.^
speedometer, spare belt, buvinR ear. any reasonable
offer; also 1912 Enfield twin lightweight. 2-speed, free
insfine. little and carefully used, cost £55. accept £35,
new condition.—Hey. Normantcn. [9029
MANUFACTXTiERS' Agent having secured the fol

lowing nioti r eyi'le.s. he invites ca-^h olTer.^, nothing
reasonable refused: Riidge Mnlti. £60: New Hudson,
model Vila., £63: Singer, 3V'h.p., 3-f:peed. £58/15;
Clyno. 5-61i.p., £75; James. 3'A.b,p.. Canoeiet .sidecar.
£76/13; Douglae. modeir> O and R. £48 and £52;
Premier, 3M.'b.p.. 2-3peed. counter-<^haft. £56; all guaran-
teed new 1913 mode].*, must sell.—Letters only, Harrison,
33, Williams Rd., Burnley. [9016

SECTION in.

Carnarvon, Denbij^Ii, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

PHFLO-V and Mnore. 1913 models
Depot, Black Heath, Slaft.>.

1913 MACHINES
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

CLYNO, 5-5 ti. p.

CORAH, lo days.
DOUGLAS, any model.
BAT, 2-speed and 3-speed.
ZENITH, any model.
MATCHLESS, :i-speed.

BRADBURY, any model.
TRIUMPH, F.U. and 3-sp.

INDIAN, 7 h.p. 3-speed.
SCOTT, 2-speed W.C.
NORTON, T.T. 3i li.p.

HUMBER, 3-speed.
ROVER.
WILLIAMSON, A.C. 8 h.p.

WILLIAMSON, W.C. 8 h.p.

B.S.A., 2-spced.
B.S.A., chain drive.

RUDGE, 7soc.c^ mnUI.
SINGER, t.T. 3-speed and

4i h.p.

NEW IMPERIAL, 6 h.p.

3-specd.
ENFiELD, 6 h.p. 2-specd.
NEW HUDSON, 3i h.p.

3-speed.

LINCOLN-ELK, 2-specd.
LEVIS, 2j and 2i h.p.

ZENITH-GREEN.
JAMES.
F.N., any model.

Cycle Cars for Immediate Delivery :

MORGANS in Stock. { HUMBERETTES.
G.W.K. „ FORD CARS.
A.C. ..

I SINGER.

stock.— Mntoi
[X982q

TRItJJII'HS. all m-dpls; immediate delivery.-Motni
Depot, Blaek Heath, Stafl^. [X9825

B.S A:h, 2-speed, chain or belt drive.—Motor Depot
High St., Black Heath. Staffs. [X9826

3^1 h.p. Precision, not (foiled; tal:e be-st cash ol?eT over
4 £34—77, Mackliii St., Derby. (X2722

TEimrH, S'.ih.V; 1908. in good condition; f20,
Bert .Stubbs. 91. St, ~' - - -itjue IM., Stafford. [X2479

TEITT.Ml'H. 1909. perfect condition, very little used.
-TVade, 97, Trent Yallcy Rd., Lichfield. [X2388

1Q13 Special Competition T.T. Ecd Eudge, new:
-Lit £42.-5Iotori.st. 12. Spring Ed. Wrexham. [S2654

TEIUMPn. 1908. Mahon var. gear, footboards: £17.
—Hackett. 437. Uempshaw Lane. Stockport.

rX2685
alEIDMPH, 3Wl.p.. 1913 model, type O Eoadstcr, 3

fpeeds; £59/15 : iu stock.—Bailey's Garage. Staf-
ford, rx •. 683

ROVEE. 3Voh.p., 1912 model, with Triumph fre., en-
gine clutch. sliCTi--"oiled; list £55, accept /'50 —

Bailev'H Garage, Stafford. 1X1684
MOTOSACOCHE, I'lhp.. shop-soiled: list £36.

accept £25.-Bailcr's Garage. Stafford. rX1685

ENFIELD. 2',.'ih.p., late 1910, little used, perf,"t
order, lamp, and spaics; £21.—E. Brown, Strctti>n.

Stafford. (X2483
3 Ih.p. Eex. excellent condition: £12. bargain. — F

2 Moore, Spriugvulc House. Ettingshall, Wolver-
hampton. rX2726
RILEY, 3'{;li.o , everything new except engine, frame

minus Druids: photo: £15.—Uutter, Hotel. Calve-
Icj', Che-iliire. [8482

QAhp. Zedel. h.b.c. B. and B., mag.. Whittle, lamp.
^4: low, powerful, reliable; £11.-53, Park St. South,
Wolverhampton. [X2484

would
Edwin

[X2497

SPECIAU THIS WEEK.
Brand New P. & IVI £53

The "REY" Sidecars
Wicker .. £5 5 to £7
Coach-built £9 10
Cane (2 models) .. .. £10 10

TRADE
SUPPLIED WITH
VARIOUS MAKES,
AT LIBERAL DISCOUNTS.

SECOND-HAND.
£25. F.N. 4-cylindcr igro
£28. F.N. 4-cylindcr 1911
£6. 'Montgomery Sc. 1912
£38. Scott ir)II

£23. std. Douglas ... iqro
£30. Triumph std. , . 1909
£22. twin Moto-Reve

(laiiy's) rgro
£45. 6 h.p. Zenith and

Siticcar ion
£35. 3! h.p. Zenith. . 1912
£34. 2-5peed Douglas 1912
£33. 4i h.p. Lincoln-

Elk 1913
£42. 3-speed Rover.. 1912
£33. 5-6 h.p. T.T. Bat,

overhead valves
£30. std. Triumph .. 1910

£125 8-10 Marlborough Chassis 1913, Racing Body.

Deferred Payments on New or Second-hand Cars, Cycle
Cars, Motor Cycles, or Sidecars.

£33. F.E. Rudge.,.. 1012
£28. F.E. Singer 191

1

£17. std. Triumph .

.

lOriO

121. i h.p. V.S 191-'

£32. Rex-Jap I9I J

£33. 3'. h.p. Trump-
Jap 191 J

£40. 6 h.p. Zenitli .

.

]1I t

£34. 3V T.T. Corah.. lnl_*

£65. 8 h.p. Zenith an<
Millfordco.ichbuill
Sidecar I'lr 1

£53. 3I, h.p. P. & M.
and Montgomery Sc. 1913

£50. 3! h.p. twin
Matchless ton

£54. 4h.p. Singer, new I9I-:

Sole London Agrcnts -for

—

Caneolet Sidecars from.. .. £12 12
Swan Sidecars from .. £13 13
Also Folding Sidecars for Immediate Delivery.

EASY 27 P/VYMT8.

O EXTRA.

F.N., 4-eyI,. mag., 1910. good running order,
take sidecar easily: £15. or first best offer.-

S:aitli, Bakewcll.

1Q12 6h.p. Clyno, c.'icellent condition, £40: Mont-
Xt/ t.^oinery sidecar, £5; together or separate.—84

[8800

- 1912, little used, in per-
2 feet londition: £42/10 cash.—Jenks. Golthorne

Ed,, Wolverlianiiiton. [X1984
II, I9IIV2, T.T., Ions exhaust. Lucas lamp,

any trial; £29, bargain.-Den

Sutton Ed, ^yalsall

Oih.p. End|,'e Mnlti, June,

TEir.MI
llanl. ,

•I ilatlocU Hath, Ikrbyshire.
whistle

5, Heath Si, Hampstead, N.W.

;

and 173, Gt. Portland St., W.
Telephones: 2678, P.O., Hampstead ; and 1070, Regent.

1^2608
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MAKE NO MISTAKE
Be sure you get the genuine

FARLOW SIDECARS
Your agent will supply.

If not, we will send direct.

WE CAN DELIVER ANY MODEL FROM STOCK.

Model 4,

Undersliing chassisfpatent 5070),

body, spring cushion, two ~lool

10 guineas.

light coachbuilt

boxes fitted.

Model t.

Wicker body, canoe front, side door, upholstered
and lined inside right dowo to the toe.

£6 5$. Od.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
PHELON-MOORE. late 1911. 2 t^peeds. free, fine

sidecar machine, complete, splendid condition; £40.
or near.—Shone, 70. Watergate St.. Chester. [8881

1 Q 12 F.E. Triumph, lamp. Lorn, tools, not riddeii
J-*y winter, splendid condition: owner boij^ht 6h.iJ.

;

£42. bargain,—Pierce, Bryngwran, Anglesey. [S2680

"IQll 2Vih.p. Enfield Twin Lightweight, perfect con-
J-^y dition, just overhauled bv makers, Palmer tyre:
new Whittle belt; ~-

- -
-

Bank, Congletun.

Model 3.

Keed cane body with roil top, thickly upholstered
and lined ri^^lit down to the toe.

£B 10s. Od.

Models Nos. i and 3 can be fitted with our under-
slung chassis (patent 5070/12) for 10s. extra.

All Carriage Paid, and complete with mat.
stand, quick detachable joints, and Michelin
Motor Cycle Tyres, Trade supplied.

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
We have a quantity of liames by well-ltnowu maker.

Two styles to choose from.
PRICE 3Z/6 EACH.

Rigid forks, 7/6 exir.i. Druid forks, 45/- extra.

Enamelled and plated in first-class style.

ODD BARGAINS.
Cowey Speedometer, done 3,000 £3
Sidecar Aprons 7/6
Cowey Speedometer, done 100, perfect .,,.. £3 10
Nc'v Rubber-studded Covers, 26x2!, beaded 17/fl

Trinrnph f'attern Handle-bar, new 6/6
New Prested Trembler Coil 15/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19. 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane.

™^?r'HALIFAX (Two minutes
from G.P.O.)

buying car.— Standeven, Swan
i:X2595

T>OVER, 3Vjh.p., clutch model, new Xmas, 1912,
-tV done 800 mile=, Lucae lamp, horn, - tooie.
everything as new; £39,
110. Wolverhampton Ed.,

or 1'' 'est, cash,-

only
. etc.,

Pilkington,
[X2649

A.J.5., ai^h.p.,

3,000 miles.

A.J,S. Motor Cycles,—We are one of the largest con-
tracting agents for thefie famous machiaes. and

can give immediate delivery of either models; ex-
changes considered.—The Walsa)i Garage, Walsall.

rs:i773PHELON and Moore, 1911, colonial model, delivered
1912, Jan., in bru^d new condition, 1912 improve-

ments ; only wants seeinir ; £42 lowest, or exchange Sun-
beam or 1912 clutch Triumph.—Hhosvi lie, Ehos Ed..
Rh06-on-Sea. [X2582

B.S.A.. 1912X, a-speed, free engine, P. and H. King
of the Eoad lamp, Lucas (18/6} horn, and back

ruby reflector, new last November, complete, and ready
for iminediate use, in perfect condition.—Pierce, Briar
Villa, Grove Park, Cohvyn Bay.' [X2401

new September, 1912, not yet done
, carefully kept and ridden, in perfect

cou-iition, chain drive, 2-speed."gear, kick start, horn,
3 gn. Luca^ King of the Eoad lamp, Jones trip speedo-
meter; price £35; any reasonable trial.—Ferndale, Upton
Heath, Chester. ^ rs;2555

YELLOW Peril.-1913 syah-p, T.T. New Hudson, 3
speeds, free engine, kick-starter, big Lucas lamp

,^et and horn, new Kempshall tyres, complete "with Mont-
iiomery sporting sidecar, combination new April, finished
yellow, winner several competitionis. perfect condition
£65,—Gilbert Hall, Dale Ed., Matlock, rX2584
IMMEDIATE "Delivery, Phelon and Moore, Triumphs,

B.S.A.. Eudge Multi, Enfield 6h,p. Douglas, .side-
cars: torpedo, side door, £6/17/6; best value yet offered:
also' £5/5 models; Auto-Wheels ; several second-hand
umohine<;; largest stock spare part?, tyres, belts, lamps,
etc.—William Jones, Anglesey Motor Mart. IJanfair-
P^WIgwyngylL [X1983

'eliver immediately
^ Douglas, u-odel O,

£48; 1913 23^h.p. A.J.S,, £4S/6 : 1913 Bradbury, F.E.,
£55; 1913 A.8.L,, £45; 1913 Esceliior, 5-speed, £65;
1913 3V2h.p. N.S.U., 2.6peed, and kick .-tarter, £55;
1913 2V2h.p. Singer, £39; 2-stroke Connaught. £33/10;
1913 F.E. Eudge, £55; Humberette, complete, £125.
Second-hand bargains: 1912 F.N., 2-speed. elutrh model
beautiful order, £40; 1912 Zenith and Mill,s-Fulford
sidecar, £45; 1912 T.T. Corah, SV-h.n., red, £35; 1910
Douglas, overhauled, £20; 1912 3h.p. N.S.tT., 2-6peed,
and sidecar, £35; 1911 7-9h.p, Indian, F.E., just been
overhauled, very fast, £40; 1912 F.E Kudge and side-
ear, speedometer, and lamps, £45; 1912 Clyno aud side-
car, complete, with Lucas 'lamps, Jones speedometer, and
horn, cost over £100. had very little wear, a sacrifice,
£65, or exchange; 1908 Eover icream), hood, screen,
and Stepney, tyres like new, car in perfect condition,
6h.p,, lamps and accessories, a Rift at the trice, 50 juile.s

trial. £45: 3y2h.p, Centaur, mag., B.E„ footboard^, £16;
exchanges a speciality.—The North V*- ales Motor Ex-
change. Holt St.. Wrexham, Tel.: 283. [X2664

SECTION IV.

Nottinjlham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonsliire, and Warwickshire.

J^EEAT Bargains.

6h.p., shop-soiled'

ACTTJALLT in Stock.~We can
the following machines: 1913

ZENITH-GEADUA,
Below

£56.-

N.S.U., 1912,
Below.

3Vjh.p,, 2^peed, ehop-eoiled; £40.-

SCOTT, latest 1913 model in stock; discount for cash.
—Below

TEXUMPHS.-1913 SVoh.p. 3-speGd £55. 1913 S'Mi.p.
T.T. Eoadster £45; used few times for demonstra-

tion, carry full guarantee.—P"!,-^"^

TEIUMPHS.-Erand np-n 1913 models, 3-speGd. free
en-ijine, and T.T. Etcid^ter. in stock, for immediate

delivery.—Otiicia 1 agents for Birmingham dit;trict. The
Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Ed., Birmingham.

[0316"DIRMINGHAM and Leiceeter.

Binningham

:

and 62, High
COLMOEE Depots. 31. Cobnore Eow,

49. John Bright St., Birmingham;
St., Leicester,

and 2ad-hand at the leading depots for the
il lands ; agents for I^onglas. Si-'ott. Matchless.

Enfield. Triumph, Premier. Bat, Zenith. Clyno, Chater.
etc.. etc.. also A.O. and Morgan Euuabouts.—Colmiore
Depot,'. Birmingham and Leicester. tX6047
3h.p. Lineoln-Elk, 1913, free engine, in perfect order;

£26.—Baily, Kirkgate, Newark. [X2426

Ll Mill

TEIUMPH, free engine,
miles ; £50.—Robbins'

PEEMIEE, 3-speed,,

miles ; £50.—Eobbins'

1913 model, only
Garage, Eugby.

1913 model, not yet
Garage, Eugby.

run 50
[8634

run 100
[8635

FARRAR'S

ANNUAL SALE
By discount to cash buyers.

The following are complete with sidecars :

—

1913 8 h.p. ZENITH and 15 guineas Sidecar £63
igio 3^ h.p. P. & M., 2 speeds, and sidecar £33
8 h.p. BLUMFIELD Cycle Car, 2 speeds. ... £40
1912 6 h.p. CLYNO and Sidecar £45
1912 6 h.p. BEX and Sidette Sidecar 645
igil 8 h.p. MATCHLESS 2 speeds, and Sc. 650
1912 3* h.p. 3-speed SINGER and Sidecar . . E48
191 r 4" h.p. 2-sp. QUADRANT and Sidecar £33
1911 5 h.p. REX de Luxe and Sidecar .... £33
1909 5 h.p. REX de Luxe and Sidecar .... £30
1908 5 h.p. REX de Luxe and Sidecar £28
1908 5 h.p. BEX, Roc, 2 speeds, and S'car £25
igio 5 h.p. 2-specd VINDEC and Sidecar . . £30
1910 3j h.p. 2-speed SCOTT and Sidecar . . £30
4 h.p. 2-speed N.S.U. and Sidecar £23
19085 h.p. REX, clutch model, and Sidecar £23

All have variable gears except the last-named.

We will sell any machine without sidecar.

We have the following New 1913 Machines in

Stock

:

6 h.p. A.J.S., 3 speeds, kick starter 69 Gns
3} h.p. PHELON & MOORE, kick starter . . £65
1913 3J h.p. 3-speed HUMBEB £53
1913 3i h.p. RUDGE.standardraodel £45
1913 2j h.p. SUNBEAM, 2 speeds £63
1913 44 h.p. SINGER, 2 speeds 60 Gns
1913 3j h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds 58 Gns

F.asy terms quoted. Discount for Cash.

MORGAN CYCLE CARS.
8 h.p. J.A.P. engine, best of everything.

85 s^uineas.
Delivery from stock.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
1911 3} h.p. ARIEL SWIFT, free engine ..£24
1912 6 h.p. CLYNO, 2 speeds, kick Etiuter.. M2
1912 6 h.p. REX Sidette, 2 speeds £45
1910 5-6 h.p. VINDEC, 2 speeds i27
r909 5-6 h.p. REX de Luxe £28
5-6 h.p. REX de Luxe, 2 speeds, etc £27
4 h.p. N.S.U., Bosch, N.S.U. two speeds ..£20
3} h.p. 1912 SINGER, ^ speeds £45

3J h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, magneto, spring fks. £23
One Ditto, very good £24
One Ditto, extra good £25
4h.p. Tgri OUADRANT. Roc 2 speeds £30
5-6 h.p. Twin REX, magneio and clutch . .

£19'

3) h.p. 1909 REX Tourist, good £21

3i h.p. iQoS REX Tourist. 1909 engine .... £19
3tb.p. iQio REX, fine goer £23
3-6 h.p. REX de Luxe, looS. 2-5peed model £25

We have a jew -Brand New Clearance Clincher
Rubber-studded 26x25 Covers to lit 26x2J Rims.

Usual price 45/6 each.

Our price 25/- each.
Approval willingly.

£7 DOWN
3i 1^-P-

1908 REX £19
1909 REX £21

SECURES ANY OF THESE.
BALANCE £1 MONTH.

I

,1 h.p. 2-speed N.S.U. £20
I

3^ h.p. 1910 REX .. £23

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Clincher Clearance 36 x zl'w., Rubstud Covers 25/-

New Bosch Twin Magnetos D.A.V., any
angle or rotation, tullv guaranteed ,. £2 t9 6

New Bosch magneto, stiit \'. twin engine .. 59/6
New Bosch magneto, suit singlc-cyl. engine £3
A I Mudscreen, good .* 7/6
Farlow Sidecar, good £3 10
Wicker Sidecar Body , . 7/6
26 X 2,h Kub-stud Continental Cover, new ,. 3/' /-

Rex Pattern Foot Brake, new 7/6
New Motor Cycle Frame 32/6

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23. 25, Hopwood Lane.
Telephone HALIFAX '^'JS. G.P.oT

lettsis relating to adves ticemtrits should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
|

13 2spei**l B.S.A.. ii^wl 4 days only, with large

head lisht and horu. cfxst £64. absolutely equal
\\ : £53, wundevlul buryuiii.—Parker aqd Son.

1? 3-iipeed Trinmi>li. ii^ed 4 days only, head liplit

and liorn, rot^t £63. I'oual to new: saerilii.e. £53.
' lifQiic decurecs.—Parker and Son, St, Ives, Huuts,

r8956
AVIS.—The beet house for motor tyilo8.—Iiuiue-
liiiite delivery all motor eyries and t-yele ears; ex-

I, ri: iiiniiiries invited —LetiTit^. Dowuhaiu. 'Phone:
[8930

OTOIt Bargains.— Clutih Triumphs from £30 up-
warri.^: 1913 3-8peed Rover, as new, £50; 1913
Hnuiber. mileage 300. complete with all acvw-
£43 : 1912 CaKott. £18; standard and T,T. h

Lcavis; Downlunu.irom £20. upward,
33. [8929

D(_)I'(iLA.S. Douiilaa. DouKlas.—All 1913 models in

f^tock iiT immediate delivery. Let nie book your
nil r it cure.— Flanders' Motor Cycle Depots, Norwicli

;n.l Vannouth. [0308

( il K VUANCE Sale. 1912 free engine Bradbury. 1910.U 1911. and 1912 Triumphs, 1911 and 1912 B.S.A..

:i,.V .Imiiuy .Tap. Bedford flier. 1912 and 1913 Rovers.

rti V Indian.—Murkett Bros., Motor Cycle Garage. Bed-
,,,[,1. [8487

£"-4. AIlday.^-Matchle'^s. 1912i.j, 2 speeds and free, like

ii.-w perfect condition; £14, Lloyds, 2v4h.p., very
inLtTt. B.B.. up-to-date model; £18, 4-eyl. J-'.N., covers

1 ,rlv new, fa-^t, 1913 B. and B. ; £22, 6h.p. Peugeot.
iMrv.ilcin^. machine faultle.-!j=, ene;ine. tine tiidecar tool;

t7 7. Mnut^ouierv, No. 5, co-'it £13/13. very good order.

-Dawscus". 197. Mill Ed.. Cambridge. [X1981

SECTION VI.
Worcestershire, Herelordsliire, Radnor, Breck-
nock. .Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

tt. nnerated. delivered to
£63.—Jfuks, Bewdk-y.

'.ate for <ustomer

;

[9021
1Q13 Sy'v
L*J price

1 Q12 Fne Engine B.S.A.. jut^t overhauled bv makers;
Lt/ priie £35.—Jenks. Bewdley. [9022

1Q13 Sunbeam, ridden 10 miles only, otherwise a;
J-«/ new; £57.—Weale, Leominster,

31j.p. irotor Cy.ie. 1

ExHt.T Rd.. Mail

5 Uumber. 3'l.li

60ile-l: bargain, £47/10.— Howell, Hereford. [X849

[X2647

912: £25 or near cfft-r.—AIsop,
Maiudee, Newport, Mon. [X2502

"I 1 5 Uumber. 3' -.li.p., 3-^pefd. ver^- slightly phop-
It/ 60ile-l: bargain, £47/1" " — • -

perfect condition, complete
Eldridge, 93, Rvelandfi

[X2511

TRirilVn. J912, F.E
with arces«ori«; £59/10,

St., Herefcrd.

B.S.A., 3V-l'h.p., Iree engine, lamp, horn, spare tyre,
belt, tribe, sundries, splendid condition; bargain.

£35.—Huins, Montrose, Redditch. [X2659

SrXBKAM. 1913, new, cmly ridden 20 miles for

d^.ii' n-trati. n. 2-r;peed : £63, o"ffered 50 gns.. baj-

s-aiu ; esehantje eutertained.—Tillev, MctorcJ, Ledbury.
[X2318

TRIl'MI'H, free engine, late 1911, in perfect condi-
tion, lamp, generator, horn, tools, Xl'all saddle;

£32/10, (.r nearest offer.—Owuin Thomas, HaveTford-
weet. [8863

F.X. Liglitweipht, 1913 model, uped few ."^hort runs
only, completely eauippcd. Stewart -iiieedorapter,

head lamp. Imrn, wntcli, not .^tntihed ; £45. 1 onjplcte.—
Box No. 3.652, The Motor Cycle Oltices, Coventry. (X1986

1 Q 12*4 Rover, 3-speed. brand new, cash offers aud
A«7 exchange.^ entertained: lightweight, iltted with
J.A.P. twin 3hjt., Druid forks. Dunlopei. Bctch maf,'..

etc., very Ja:?t. £22.—Trigg, Oruoilin, Mou. [9023

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

SCOTT. 1913. brand new, sbop-<^oilfd oiiiv : £60. bar-

gain.- (liug'T, Mntors, Banbury. rX2552

ZEXTTH Gradua. 6h.p. ; £38; any examination and
trial nm.—J. J. Eduey. Fareham. [8909

PIIEI.ON and Mrorc. Awz.. 1912. ni new, done under
1.000: £45. lowe.-t—Buruc*, Newbnry. [8954

6h.n., little

[X2317

new evl., gnod order;
on. Wantage. [8862

MATCHL'-:SS. 1912. free engine, 2-sperd,
ummI; £55.-Stank-y Wilce, Cinderford.

TRIUMIMI. 1910. .'Standard.

£25/10. no offer.— Hender.-

QrADR ANT, 3h.p., Bn.ech. B. and B,. tvres good;
£13, or exchange.—Forden. Berkelcv. Uios.

rX2575
1 Ql2 3'"h.p. Triumph, free engine, gond order, .sparer

;

A €7 £38.-l'arrton.s, 35. Cuetle St., Salisbury. [X2527i

1 Q13 Douglas, model O, ;i-speen and free, new 6 weets,
-i-«^ perfect; £41.—Browne, 10, York Rd., Mnid'n
bead. , . [8841

3-4h.p. Peuseot. twin, B.B.. 1913, Bo<=rh, perfer-t
condition; £25.—Tapin, "Gazette" Office, Basing

stoke. [X2633

LAYTONS'.-Doutriufl. mrdel 0, 2-speed. 1913: de-
livery from sttiek; £4C- exchanges, easy payment,')

—Laytous'. Bicester. Oxon , [8987

LAYTOX.S'.—Triumph. 1913. 3-Hpeed model, used 20
miles only, and i^ new in every ret-peet ; cost £59/15

prii.e £54.— Lavton.?'. Birester. O.von. [8988

ii

COULT>
YOU
DO
WITH A
6 H.P.

3 Speeds
1913 Model

Clyno''
MOTOR
CYCLE

r 7 r CASH
dL / ^ VjiLUE.

;) ;) 3
• • •

IIV are offering

I (J THEM
in one of the easiest, simplest, and

fairest competitions yet devised.

This is worth investigating.

Write, Rohbialac Compelilion Dept.

COUNTY CHEMICAL CO., Ltd.,

— Chemico Works, Birmingham. —

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
PHELON* and McHire. 1913 inoili'ls fnr immediate J'-

liTery.—Solo district ayeut, The Morris Gnragm,'
Ortord. [0203

WILLIAMSON. 1913. Slip., 2-«[)eed. air-cooled, abso-
lutely as new. not run 50 inilw. Iniup, geaeralor.*

and horn ; £62.—Tlio ilorrib Garages, Oxford. [0205

MATCHLESS. 1913 models for ininiwlinto delivery-
Solo O-xfordsbire agente, The Morrii tiarages, Ox-

ford. r0313

SECOND-HAND Motor Cyeles.-We linvc a large stock
of mnchinea in excellent condition at very low

prices to clear: send ns your retitijreiuentri and we will

guarantee to sntirify you.—Tlio Morris G^^ragcd. Oxfitrd.

r0314

T BAKER nnd Sons. Friar St.. Heading, have the
. following irigb-grade motor cycles in stock, all

ready to ride away

:

JAMES, 3'^h.p., 3-speeil. with Cnnnelet coiuViinatiCn.
used 300 miles only, full etjuipmcnt ; cjst £82,

price £62.

clutch, in use few-

all accc^jsotit-p.

1911 medcl, eiiual to new; £30.

SUNBEAM, 2^5b.p., 2-spee<L di
weeks; co^t £62, price £50.

'TtUIUMPH, 3iyi.p.. clutch model
'. perfect condition ; £35.

pitEMIEE, 3',yi.p.,

PREMIER. S'.Mi.p., 2-speed gear, just been ovcrluiuhV
by luaners; £32.

DOtJGLAS, 2-?'ih.p., twin-cyl., t.plcndid running ordii
.

£25.

D*^
TyrOTOSACOCHE, genfs. 1912 model, piifi

MOTOSACOCHE, g

ning order: £20.

imilur to above ; £20.

t: £;3.

cnfs. jn>t overhauled, good run-

Ty/TOTOSACOCHE, genf.s good order; £16-

"VTOTO EEVE. twin-cyl., just overhauled; £15.

T INCOLN Elk, 3i,.:.h.p., just overhauled: £20.

'C'OR Further rarticujar.sof above machines
Baker and Sons, Eeadiug.

LAYTONS'.-Sunbeam. 1913.
starter, used 20 miles only

Laj-tons'. Bicester. Oxon.

LATTONS'.-S
overhauled.

Bicester, Oxon.

:tt. lafo 1911
lamp, horn.

apply to
[8823

2^'ih.p.. 2-speefl, kli II

;
cost £63, price £55-

(X1735

gr-cd condition, engiu,-

etc. ; £35.-La>-toii.'
[X1736

LAYTONS'.—Triumph, 1913. delivery of two 3-speed

models from stock: £59/15: exchanges, easy pay-

ments.—Laytonti', Bicester. 0:ion. 1X1739

LAYTONS'.—Scott. 1913. one lujohine iu,*t reepivcd:

65 gns. ; exchanged, ea^y payments.-Lavtou.s"
Bicester, Oxon. . [X1740

1 012 Bradbury Mabon free engine <]ut'h, new tyres

i^Xf and belt: £29. or nearest offer.— 24, Soilthamii

ton Buildings, Lymington. [X2422

belt, tyn--

gond condition: £33, or near offer.-Evans, 1,

! Berkeley Place, Cheltenham. (860:;

"JQIO Triumph, free engine, hnup.

ROYAL Enfield, 2Vih.p. twin. 1908.

Iiominv. 39. Jewry St., Winchester.

-r:ihucr tyrer^,

B.'IO.-
[8970

MOTOSACOCHE, 2Uh,p,. 1911-12. bought May, vari-

abie gear, free engine, new back tyre aud condi-

and Douglas !i'.ient,J: also agents for Swift cycle
" anbury, Rurford. and Chipping N..rlon.

tion : £22.-Neal, Micheldever Station. [B933

HAETWELLS' Garage. Chipping Norton —Triumph
and Dough

c;ir for Banbury

TRIT"MPH 3-^pced. 3' Mi. p.. free engine, clutch; in

stock: £59/15. -Ilartwells'.

DOUGLAS model O, £48: in sto:k model E, £52.

— Hartwells'.

I?NFIELD AntoLtte in fctock, £138. — O-Xfordehire

-J agents Hartwells'.

TRIUMPH. 1912. tree engine, in fine order through-

out, new lin. Dunlop belt, lamp, horn, and Tools;

£39,-Hartwell6'. ri786

TT. Ilouglus, 1913, 2-6pced. new, just delivered, un-

picked; must sell, private reasons; cost £48 "
ipt produee,!} ; nearest oU'er £45,

The ilolvr C'jcic Offices, Coventiy.
Box No. 3,683,

rX2599

RUDGE. October, '1911, fitnndflrd roadster. 'not don-

4.000 miles, perfect condition, accessories; £?''

Strickland. 7, New Rd.. Reading. IhS>85

TRIUMPH 1911 F.K,, recently ovorhauhHl. carcfullr

kept, perli-et, excellent Dunlop, Pedlcy; 33 glw.-
Vi, kers. 'iVychwood. Bournemouth. f£03£

"|Q12';i Ivy-Precision, 2?ih.p., varioble gear, free en
L^ glue, in splendid condition, new Dunlop bell

' :.niip, horn, tools etc.. complete. — Westflcld Hoiis,'

hVestert! Rd.. Wolverton. Bucks. r90C4

All letters ielntir..1 to ndveitirenicnts should quote the number at the end of each ad\erti!ement. nnd the d.ite of the issue. ,\4i
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

TOAETLETTS have in stock Levis motor cycles.

"DAHTLETTS have in stock Martin motor cycles.

"DARTLETTS have in stock Arno motor cycles.

"DAETLETTS have in stock Humber motor cycles

"DARTLETT'S have in stock Rudge motor cycles.

BARTLETTS have in stock 40 second-hand motor
cycles.

BARTLETT'S for cash, deferred, or exchanges.—
2 and 3, Parade, Kilburn. 'Phone ; 4807,

Hampstead. [9050

17 AGLES.—Rover, late 1912, free engine model, new
-i condition; £37.

EAGLES.—Centaur, 3VLih.p., 1913, new last month,
latest model, Armstrong heavy type 3-speed gear,

kick starter, footboards, with Millford sidecar; £47/10.

EAGLES.—Zenith-Gradua, S'/^h.p. J.A.P. engine, fine
condition, all accessories ; £29/10.

EAGLES.-N.S.U. 4h.p. twin,
Bosch ]

4h-p. twin, T.T. model,
enamelled grey; £19/10.

proved spring forks, lin. belt, adjustable pulley

EAGLES.—Rudge 1912 T.T. Model, fact machine, ex-
cellent condition; £31.

"piAGLES.—N.S.tJ. _3y2h.p._ Popular, new last year, im.

£23.

EAGLES.—Minerva 5h.p. twin, late model, Bosch,
m.o- valvefi, spring forks, torpedo tanks, enamelled

grev: £21/10

EAGLES.—N.S.TJ. SVJi.p. Popular, mag., adjustable
pulley, lin. belt; £16.

EAGLES.—L.M.C., S'ih.p.. 1910, Bosch mag., spring
forks, variable pulley, rubber studded tyres; £22

EAGLES.-N.S.U., ey^h.p. 19121/, .fwin, latest im
provements, spring frame, 2-6peed gear, free en-

gine; £42.

piAGLES.—Rover, 1913, 3-Epeed model, as new; £50.

EAGLES.—P.N. , 2>4h.p., 1910, 2 speeds, free engine,
shaft drive, little used; £19/10.

EAGLES.-N.S.U. 4h.p. twin, m.o.v., Bosch, 2 speedii

free engine, little used; £25.

EAGLES.—Swift, SVsh.p., new last year, fine condi-
tion, variable gear; free engine, decompressor for

easy starting; £27/10.

EAGLES.—We have a few brand new SVah.p. 19111/,
N.S.U. (85x88) Model de Luxe, just delivered, fine

niacbinea for sidecar work, Bosch mag., 1913 sprin;;

forks, other improvements, finished in latest style, com-
plete with stand, carrier, tool case, full set of tools

:

£37; N.S.U. 2-Epeed gear £5/15 extra; exchanges enter
tained.

EAGLES.—Any of the above can be purchased by
deferred payments, one quarter of amount down.'

113 Bradburs
Triumph, auo

N.S.U. TTesI

ESTABLISH ED 20 YEARS "IN "IME nEART OF THLTRAU£-

EAGLES for prompt delivery of 1913 Bradbury
Douglas. N.S-U., Rover. Siuger.

other makes; best excllunge term*.

EAGLES and Co., High St.. Acton
London District Agency. Tel.: 556 Chiswick

[X2611
"O.S-A.^ late 1912^ clutch, pan seat, new conditmn

£37.-36, Eye Lane.

"I
0121/2 Si.L.h.p. T.T. Singer, fast;

JLt/ ham Yale, New Cross.

[8700

£31.-Bird, Amers-
[X199E

T TTF. Speedy Douglas.—Latest T.T. model in stock.—
Bedford, -High Ed., Lee. [888E

£26.-
[889',

2h.p. Humber Lightweight, new March, 1913;
Sankey, High St., Ashford.

£18/10.— 3'/.h.p. Trump, mng., fast; offers.—8, Howard
Rd., New Maiden, Surrey. [896?

4h.p.. mag., free engine, variable speeds; £25.—19.
Deerbrook Ed., Heme Hill. [9040

MOTO-REVE, 2y2h.p. twin engine, in good condition;
£12 —Bastone's i^ee below)

TRIUMPH. 1912%, free engine, not done 500 miles,
hardly soiled; £46.—Bastone'e.

REX de Luxe, 1913, 4 h.p., free engine, 2 speeds,
soiltd; £47.—Bastone's.

REX de Luxe, brand new, 1913, 4h.p. free engine, 2
speeds; £56; any make taken in part payment.—

Jia.=tone's.

REX de Luxe. 1913, brand new, 6h.p. twin, 2 speeds;
£62.—Bastone'i " ' " ~"

Clows. L'>ndoa. N.
228,

'Plione

;

PentonviUe
2481.

Ed., King's
[X274E

TRIUMI'H. in good condition: £20, bargain.—Turner.
2, High St., Harlesden, N.W. •[X2477

BEADBUEY 3-speed Models are Perlection.-
Agent.=, Bright and Hayles, Camberwell.

BRADBURY Spare Parts and Repairs, speciality.

—

Bright and Hayles, 73, Church St, ~ '

Pbone : Hop 50.
Camberwell,

[8941

IT MAY AS

WELL BE NOW.
To-morrow may be too late. Next week will be
too late. To make room for other stock, we are

clearing nearly loo Second-hand and Shop-soiled

Machines at revolutionary prices.

1907 TRIUMPH, free engine £15
1910 ARNO, 2f h.p £15

1910 2jh.p. ENFIELD £14
1911 3h hp. ZENITH £24
1912 z^^h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3-spee.d £25

1911 3^- li'P- SINGER, free engine £27

1912 3i h.p. HUMBER, 2-speed £29
1912 TRIUMPH, free engine £37

1912 L.M.C. and Sidecar £34
igi2 ROVER, free erigine £37

1913 3^ h.p. BAT, 3-speed £45

1913 3ili.p. PREMIER, 3-speed £47
1912 7 h.p. INDIAN, 2-speed, and Sidecar . . £47

1913 DOUGLAS P, T.T £43
1913 NEW HUDSON VII.a, 3-speed, chain-

belt driven, and coachbuilt Sidecar, nearly

brand new £60

Nearly new 1913 SCOTT and luxurious coach-
built Sidecar ; £70.

1913 MORGAN Runabout, standard model . . £75
1913 A.C. SOCIABLE de Luxe £65
1913 ENFIELD Autolette, hood, screen, lamps £125

and numerous other cycles, etc. State your wants
and the price you wish to pay, and we can fix you
up immediateiy to your fullest satisfaction.

All the above machines have been thoroughly
overhauled and tested in our own workshops before

being- offered for sale, and some of them are prac-

tically new machines. They are being offered at

very much reduced prices, and m most cases we
can accept deferred payments for same.

dOLMORE
DEPOTS

:

31f Colmore Row, BirminsTham.
49, John Brig:ht St. „
261, Desinssate, Ma.nohcster.
31, Renshstw Street, Liverpool.
62, Higrh Street, Leicester.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MORGAN and Maxwell, The Motoriee, 80. High St,

Streatham.—Keen prices
; Quick delivery.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Sunbeam, 1913, 2%h.p., oil
bath, 2-speed; £50.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Bradbniya '(two), 1912, £30;
with sidecar, £35.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Triumph, 1913, standard, 3.
speed, uncrated; list price.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Matchless, 6h.p., 191J,
Hutchinsons, Gradua ; £62.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Ivy-Precision, 3=/4h.p., 1911,
free engine, Dunlops, Bosch ; £28.

MORGAN and Ma.xwell.—Two 1911 Rudges and Mont-
gomeries, free engines both : £35.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Two 1910 standard Tri-
umphs, fine condition; £28

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Humber. 3V2h.p., 191H4,.
Eoc 2-speed, Bosch, spares ; £30.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—L.M.C, 3V2h.p.. late 1912,

-Two 1911 MotosacQchea,MORGAN and Maxweli.-
aV^h.p. ; £20.

COME Over Here I To Morgan and Maxwell, 80. High
B-d., Streatham, for J.A.P.'s, Eeses, Bradburys,

Indians, speedometers, lamps, new and used accessories;
'

cheapest hou^e in the trade. [X,2553

TRIUMPHS, 1913, 3-speed models in stoct; immedi-
ate delivery; £59/15.—Mj-lam.

NEW Hudson. 4h.p., Colonial model, with sidecar, and
all accessories ; bought 5 months ago ; cotit £82,.

sacrifice £54.—Mylam.

MINERTAS.—Several 2^+ to 3V:;h.p., from £10.-
Mylam.

DEAL from the old firm.—H. Mylam and Co.. 354,
High Rd., Streatham, London. Large garage.'

Motor cycles Is., sidecar combinations 1/6, cycle cars'
21- per week garage. Night garage. " [8928

£8/10. offer.-SVsh.p. De Dion-Chater; trial.—140,
Becklow Rd-, Shepherd's Biish. [8963

BROWN, 3Vi'h.p., B. and B.. h.b.c., spring forks; £12.
—71, Coleridge Rd., Crouch End. [8989

3 h.p. Bradbury; £5, or nearest offer.—D. Slade, 51,
Cobham Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [9017

TRIUMPH, 1909, N.S.U. 2-speed. free engine, ex-
cellent condition, spares; trial; £26.

SIDECAR, Mills-Fulford, castor wheel, canoe front,
waterproof apron, new Hutchinson tyre, very

comfy, new August, 1912
Sandy Hill Rd., Plumstead,

£ 6.—Davies and Son,
[9036

3 h.p. Singer, brand new; £22 to clear, no offers.—
57, Lakedale Rd., Plumstead, E:ent. [9037

, mag., handle starting. Whittle belt;
-51, Stanton St., Peckham. [8942

REX, 5-6h.i
£18/10.-

Oh.p. Clement, recently overhauled; £5/5, bargain.—
/W King, c/o Barnes, engineer, Godalming. [8837

£8/10. or offer:
[9035

3ih.p. Rex, h.b.c, ready drive away
2 must sell.-lie. Major Rd.. Stratford.

3h.p. Werner, fine machine, fast and powerful; £6/15,
bargain.—Speechley, 45, Church Rd., Aeton. [9013

DOUGLASES, all 1913 models, from £48, or 55/-,
monthly ; exchanges entertained.-Lamh'^s, below.

'

B.S.A.'s, all models, from £48/10, or 70/- monthly;!
exchanges.—Lamb's, below. -j

HUMBERS, all models, from £35, or 40/- monthlyj'
deferred payments no extra. Exchanges enter«^

tained.—Lamb"6, below.

JAMES, all models, from £48. or 50/- monthly; de-^
ferred payments, no extra; exchanges.—Lamb's,]

below.

ENFIELDS. all models, from 50 gns., or 60/- monthjy;-
exchanges ; no exifa for easy i)ayments.—Lamb's*^

below.

NEW Hudsons, all models, from. 47 gns., or 55/-'

monthly ; no extra for deferred payments.—Lamb's,
below.

ARIELS, all models, from £47/10, or 60/- monthly;
deferred payments, no extra; exchanges.—Lamb's,

below.

TRIUMPHS, all models, from £49/5, or £3/5 monthly;
exchanges entertained.—Lamb's, below.

MOTO-REVE. April (1913} model. 2M:h.p., 3-speed, as
new; £35; deferred paj-ments.-Lamb's, below.

BROWN, 1912, 2V2h.p.. Quite new; reduced to £33.
—Lamb's, below.

BROWN, 1913, S'/sh.p. twin. 3-speed. and sidecar,
£48 ; deferred payments.—Lamb's, below.

NEW Hudson, 1912. 4h.p., 3-speed, shop-soiled only
with Canoelet sidecar ---''•

Lamb's, below.

HUMBER. 1913, 2%h.p.,
£47.—Lamb's below.

£65 deferred payments.—

3-speed, ehop-soiled only;

ARIEL. 1915, SlQi.-i)., 3-speed.' spring seat, decom-
pre,^sor. shop-«oiled only; £56.—Lamb's", below.

pOTAL Enfield. 19121/2, 2-i5peed, F.E.. footboards,
J~^ French grey finish; £38/10; deferred payments.—
Lamb's, below.

SINGER. X912M>- 2V2h.p., smart machine: £35: de-
feired payments.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltham-

stow. 'I'hone : 169 Walthamstow. [8846

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number nt the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Motor Omnibus Services.

IN
the daily papers last week there appeared pro-

spectuses of a company entitled Greater Omnibus
Services, Ltd., which is to be founded with the

idea of running motor omnibus services in

diflferent parts of England. The map issued with

jthc prospectus shows the whole of the country divided

lap into circles of which large towns form the

iieiitres. It is proposed that these services should be
liin to the seaside, on populous routes, and between
1 'ii; towns, and it is anticipated that London to Man-

' iic.'iter, or London to Brighton, will be possible by
easy stages when the scheme is in working order. Now
til.- motor omnibus is a very excellent vehicle. At the

1
11

1
sent stage of its existence it is as mechanically per-

I. I as the motor car, it is no obstructor of traffic Hke
tram, nor does it run over greasy lines dealing
th or destruction to riders of two-wheeled vehicles

;

s in consequence an altogether desirable means
-1 transport for the masses. It has, however, a very
seiious fault which all who have made its acquaint-
ance on country roads know full well, and that is, it is

a terrible, destroyer of road surface. The reason for

diis is the weight of the vehicle, which causes tre-

mendous pressure on the surface of the road.
The pressure is more than the foundation of the road
can stand, and soon numerous depressions are made.
These cause tlie vehicle to rise ant] fall, and the result

is that curious regular series of waves so frequently
seen on a motor 'bus route, which correspond exactly
to the periodicity of the springs. Unless steps are
taken by those in authority the roads of England,
which are now the best in the world, will be ruined,
the motor car and motor cj'cle trades will dwindle anci

possibly almost vanish, as no self-respecting private
individual will drive his car continually over bad sur-

faces. The question is one of the most vital import-
ance to the motor cycle industry, as motor cycles are
more susceptible to bumps than other mechanically-
propelled vehicles, and the motor cycle more than tlie

well sprung car needs good roads. The motor omnibus
at present runs on cheap petrol and pays a reduced
petrol tax, and all else it pays is the registration and
local taxation licences, anti perhaps also a licence to
ply for hire. It is the local taxation licence which is

inadequate, and in the case of vehicles of such weight
as to cause serious damage to the roads the taxation
should be arranged on a ton mileage basis, as this

appears to be the only fair method. The present

state of affairs is quite unjust, and it is quite un-
reasonable that vehicles' which do excessive damage
to the road surface should not pay their fair share
towards road upkeep.

Racing Conditions.

IN
pondering over our descriptions of the Grand
Prix Race and the Six Hours' Race at Brook-
lands, the novice may be ltd to believe that motor
cycles have not reached the state of perfection to
which he has been led to imagine, and he may

be pardoned for such a belief in view of the extra-

ordinary amount of trouble experienced, especially in

the Six Hours' Race aforesaid. Such a strenuous test,

however, has not been held for some considerable
time, and when it is considered that the race itself

extended over a longer period than the memorable
Tourist Trophy Race, the arduous nature of the test

may be imagined. Brooklands stands out pre-

eminently as the most gruelling test to which an engine
may be put, and especially does this apply to an event
extending over such a long period as six hours. It

became tedious to the spectators to watch, but what
it was to the engines which were forced along at their

utmost speed from the moment of the start can best

be imagined. In other words, the test was an
abnormal one, aiid consequently what might be termed
abnormal design and devices were pressed into ser-

vice to obtain the maximum possible speed. It was
largely in connection with this abnormal design that
trouble was experienced. We refer to the extremely
high compression ratios used on racing engines, which
accounted for cylinder troubles in one or two cases,

and plug troubles in others. Again, the retirement of
one or two was due to the breakage of a piston ring.

It is well-known that on racing machines in order to
reduce friction to a minimum seldom more than a
single ring is used, and the strain upon that ring be-
comes very great. The more one considers racing
results from an instructive standpoint, the more one is

convinced that an engine which can stand a long-
distance record-breaking test, on Brooklands in par-
ticular, is one of absolutely proven reliability. Those
who entered and w^ere not successful will undoubtedly
have learned a great deal by their experience. It is

a remarkable fact that an engine which will continue
to gi\'e satisfactory service under ordinary touring
conditions for thousands of miles will not stand up
under the strain of a loiiK-distgnce race at Brooklands.
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Fighting Consumption with Motor Cycles.

As a result of an experiment made in Wisconsin
last summer bv the Wisconsin Anti-tuberculosis

Association, motor cycles are employed in that

State to good advantage in the crusade against the

Great White Plague. A rural campaign has been
started by the use of a motor cycle whicli is perhaps
the most novel venture of its kind ever attempted.

Two health crusaders, a lecturer and an assistant,

work together. Thev would compare with a knight

and his squire of olden times, except that they both
ride on one steed—a petrol-fed steed—and differ from
the knight of old. in that they are independent of the

hospitality of castles or monasteries, for they carry a

complete camping equipment, and do their own
cookincr. '

-

The work consists of placarding the coiinti7 with

health signs and giving talks at creameries, countrv

cross roads, and .small villages ; in fact", wherever a

crowd can be assembled. A -pillage is usually chosen

for an illustrated lecture in the evening. Stereopticwi
,,

views are a feature of this talk, which is usually given

out of doors. The stereopticon is operated from the

luggage carrier of the motor cycle, being connected

with the generator which supplies the head light. The
expense of this w ork is comparatively small, since hotel

bills are eliminated. The ground can be covered

rapidly, and no time is wasted waiting for trains. As-

many people can be reached in the country in

this manner as by the ordinary lecture tour through

cities.

The lecturers mounted on their Harley-Davidson machines. Note tne

amount oi camping outfit on the carriers.

Ecene in camp.

POINTS ABOUT CYCLE CARS AND
FIRST we may di\ide cycle cars into two classes

irrespecti\e of the number of wheels: (r) the

m(jtor-cycle-rar (to coin a v.ord) and. (2) the

small car, for that is reallv v.hat 'the more ambitiotis

vehicles of this class are.

Now" in my opinion and experience, if a man has

graduated on a motor bicycle, he can buy with safety

and successfully run one of the former class or the

motor-cycle-car. In construction and method of

handling it resembles a motor bicycle, with its

belt drive, air-cooled engine, etc. It requires care-

ful driving and looking after, and though it provides

more comfort in position and weatherproofing than

a motor cycle, yet it is not so nice to drive on

rough roads as the latter, nor will it stand careless

handling and constant speed work. My experience of a

good make of this class wasirhat, after a time, vibra-

tion loosened everything on the machine, and the

amount of tinkering and overhauling necessai-y to keep
it in safe condition was very great indeed. This is

partly due to the light weight.

The second class .of vehicle, or what I ha\-e called

"small car" type, is a -va.st improvement on the

other, but, and here is the rub, if makers turn out a

vehicle costing- up- to ^160 to /^ 180, -.surely it is quite

A26

FURTHER HINTS FOR BUYERS.
wrong to class this with cars costing ^125 at dio

outside ? There are several small cars on the market,
with engines under j,ioo c.c. but the A.G.U. do not

recognise them all as cycle cars since they base their

definition partly on weight. This weight question

is very important. A vehicle weighing 7 cwts., e.g..

is very much more comfortable to ride in than one

of 4 cwts., but Ls naturally more expensi\e to run,

petrol and tyre bills being heavier.

It comes to this, then. A man when buving a

cycle car has to decide whether he wants luxury with

more expense but far less time spent in tinkering, etc.,

or whether.he will be content with an elaborated motor
bicycle in which he can keep clean, but which will

not give him the average speed of a sidecar com-
bination. ' As regards the number of wheels : four

means big tax but low tyre upkeep ; three means big

tyre upkeep and small tax. If his yearly mileage is

small, a three-wheeler will serve him well, and he will

save on it. If his mileage is big he will have a big

tyre bill. I drive a 7 cwt. three-wheeler, and my
back tyre gives up the ghost at 1,000 miles, but can

he retreaded. Tw-o more points for buyers: for pre-

ference do not \\a\e a sheet iron bodv, it rattles ; not

external contracting brakes. Mugwump, M.B.-
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REFLECTIONS on the

GRAND PRIX.

STAND
\

PRACTICALLY everyone who crossed the

Channel to witness the Grand Prix saw both

the car and motor cycle races, the two events

heiiig arranged so conveniently on successive days.

There is ho doubt that racing, particularly motor

racing, is taken up most thoroughly by the French.

Hundreds of pounds must have been spent on the

stands, the barricading of villages, the special sheds,

and the building of special roads, to say nothing- of

the treatment of the whole of the road surface with

calcium chloride to prevent dust. No time is taken

up in swearing in the police ; the troops are simply

ordered out, and they guard the course with fixed

bayonets—and they do it thoroughly, as the writer

can testify. French roads are ideal for speed work,

and proliably better adapted for the- purpose than

Brooklands even. At any rate, the waves which set'

up the Brooklands wobble are non-existent. But why
do they start races so early on the other side ? Closing

the roads at 4 a.m. meant rising before three o'clock

to those quartered in Amiens. The cafes and

restaurants kept'open all night for those who did not

relish the idea of paying twenty francs for three or

four hours in bed. Sleep was almost out of the

question, for there was a continual stream of cais

passing througli Amiens, and the favourite car in

France is a .sporting model of about 40 h.p., and
a silencer is a thing almost unknown. To add to the

din, the noisiest of electric horns and syrens contri-

bute their part. Strangely enough, exhaust whistles

do not appear to be favoured. The official enclosure

for cars cost ten francs, and by the time the race

commenced there was a collection of cars probably

never equalled. There was a goodly number of motor

cyclists among the procession, which formed one long

line of five miles from Longneau to Amiens, but they

were not hajjpy on their machines, for the ride entailed

200 of 300 re.starts. A great many car owners slept in

the backs of thsir cars ; I was told that there were
dozens of fires burning all night at different points of

the cour.se.

It was generally agreed that the car races were the

more exciting, most probably on account of the high

speeds attained and the lurid corner work. As a cycle

car owner, I was most particularly interested in the

Sunbeams with their solid rear axles, and I must
confess that from my observations on corner work the

absence of a differential does not appeal to me
strongly. It was patent to the eye that the Sunbeams
skidded round the corners more violently than any of

the other competing cars, excepting, perhaps, the

Italas, which were obviously too lightly sprung. It

will be interesting to see if the Sunbeam Co. continue

to dispense with the use of differentials on their

racing cars.

The Motor Cycle Race.
One would have liked to have seen a Scott among

the motor cycles, for, with ordinary luck, its pleasing

running would have created a lasting impression on

the spectators, representing many nationalities, who
witnessed the racing. Besides, the long straight

stretches gave a chance to the fleetest machines, there

l>eing far fewer corners than in the Isle of Man.
The French competitors generally favoured overhead

valves, and I noticed that each time a stop was made
for petrol and oil a handful of grease was applied

to the outside valve mechanism. Still wa^find leather

belts favoured, and as for mudguards, stands, and
luggage carriers, they are not the staunch and rigid

kind which Englishmen would demand. The jNI.A.G.

engines were admittedly the fleetest on the course;

their riders' only fear was as to their ability to stand

up for so long a distance at full speed.

Towards the end of the motor cycle yace one could

have imagined one was in the Isle of Man, so strong

was the British elenient in noting down the leaders.

The Rudge, Triumph, and B.S.A. contingents had a

magnificent three-cornered duel, with ah occa.sional

anxious glance at Fenton on the marvellous 350 c.c.

Clement-M.A.G., which could hold its own with any

machine on the course. It must be said that the

Rudge victory was a popular one, dc^ipite that it was

A2g
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M. Bourbeau, maker and diiver of the winning
Eedelia in the Grand Prix Race.

Reflections on the Grand Prix.—

accomplished on foreign soil. By the way, the

A.C.U. might well copy the idea of having a slip

road for the finishers ; this would stop the attendants

running on to the

course, and the

temptation to press

photographers to

rush out and take

snapshots. Now' I

come to tliink of

it, Wood and
Abbott automati-

cally made the

straight at the top

of Bray Hill the

slip road in this

year's T.T., and I

doubt if a better

spot could be

found.

Another, point is

the arrangement of

a single depot in

front of the grand-

stand. If specta-

tors can see all

that is happening, and can follow the race closely,

they do not object to paying a good price for a com-

fortable seat in the stand.

- The scoring board was very neatly arranged.

Instead of a painter obscuring figures whilst he put

others up, the Frenchmen slipped cardboard numbers

into slots, and merely spun the board round on its

spindle as each new lap time was

known. •

The Cycle Cars.

Tne fun there was when the long,

low siiit-firers set off '. Strangely
'

enough, none were quick off the

mark, but after turning the corner

they disappeared at a rattling pace.

jNIundy had very hard luck in

crumpling up a front wheel ; Harry

Reed was his passenger, and they

both thought they were going to

make history, as the twin Green

engine was going great guns. Mor-

gan himself put in a lot of time

and trouble for nothing ; the bril-

liant success of McMinnies consoled

him, however. Nash, in setting up
second fastest lap on his G.N.,- did

wonderfully well, as he had no
knowledge of the course, for he

crossed with us only two days

before the race. I liked the Mathis
and the RonttSx in particular; The
former had a four-cylinder mono-
bloc engine with valves all on one

side, their heads no bigger than a

shilling. The detachable wheels

came in handily when tyre troubles

occurred. The Bedelias with their

90° engines were the real surprise

packet, for when Bonville caught

A30

fire Bourbeau was ready to take his place. The Violet

friction-driven car had a fine turn of speed ; but what a
;

lesson it will be to attendants not to jump about and i

wave their arms as if they had gone dotty, for it mayl
be recollected that the long-bearded Violet on his lastl!

lap stopped to enquire what was wrong, and thereby'!

lost first place by eight seconds. He was, however,

the moral winner of the race. Both the Violet anij;

the Ronteix had solid axles and chain drive, but they

were Inclined to skid on corners.

A Representative British Entry Wanted.
I have never been a firm believer in belt drive on '

passenger machines, but it must be confessed that the J

belts stood up remarkably well in the Grand Prix.

It would not, however, do to say. that the strain couliJi

have been borne much longer. I saw one leading caii

at the finish with a belt missing, and the' other hac

turned over in the pulleys and had long whiskers oi

rubber, so evidently another lap would have spel'

trouble.

Let us hope that next year the entry will be mnrf

representative, as British victories abroad cannot fai

to do good. In particular we should like to see some

of our speedy sidecar men. The sidecarists did ver)

badly. After the Regal-Green's ridiculous disquali

fication owing to a missing mudguard, and Barnes';

wretched luck, the sidecars "were " out of it," thongl

two, a Rene-Gillet and an N.S.U., did succeed ii

completing the course. Of course, officially, th;

Morgan ran as a sidecar, but all the same the ,gre_a

mass of spectators refused to look upofi it as belong

ing to that category; and certainly there was ver;

little of the sidecar, as usually understood, about thesi

speedy httle runabouts.
'

G.S.

Tiie Gi-and Prix Clyno which Frank Smith was to have driven on the Picardie Ci-cuit, hui cou!d not do

so owing to illness.
" The sidecar is arranged lor the passenger to lie flat. The machine has been

specially lightened where possible and is very licet. We should not be surprised if records were attempted

on it very shortly.
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OCCASIONAI^
COMMENTS

Q^y- i:x:ioisL

The Future of Counter^shaft Drive.

Same of my readers have been enquiring whetlier

ave lost, my enthusiasnx for the counter-shaft drive.

ey sav that a few years ago it played King Charles's

id to mv Mr. Dick, and that lately I have been

j'Dt about it. Well, I have not been false to my
e. The plain fact is that the two-step chain-cum-

t drive reduces belt troubles and increases the belt

as much as ever it did; but it was a little. rash

imagine that it could be transferred from the hori-

ital twin-cylinders of 350 c.c. (which created the

nanil for- it) to the 500 c.c. single without necessitat-

modificatioDS. Well as this drive serves on the

itle twins, it is inconceivably harsh on a 5P0 c.c.

i;le- unless a slipping device is fitted on the crank-

ift. In \iew of its undoubted advantages, one may
pardoned for expecting the 500 c.c. single-cvlinder

i^ade to produce cushioned engine sprockets with all

i.sihie speed, but they seem to find the difficulties

lier more prodigious than one would imagine. How-
r, some of them are taking to the two-step, and we
le the others will toe the line one by one. In the

antirae. why do not they do the next best thing, and
ip the y%\r\. belt in favour of the lin. ? The lin.

t has no obvious drawbacks, barring a fractional

rease in cost, and the contrast between it and the

m. is quite ridiculously large in use.

Factory Repairs versus Agency TinRerings.

I he average amateur does not seem to have sense

3ugh to comprehend that in ordinary cases an agency
ly lie a good place whereat to purchase easily fitted

ares—exhaust valves, for instance, but that the

riory is par excellence the right location for real

pairs. An agency probably keeps one or two
;chamcs, who in some cases have no special know-
Ige of the machine they must handle ; they repre-

nl floating labour—here to-day and gone to-morrow.
It if a repair job is sent to the factory, it is dealt

th by men who are permanently employed on that

irticular make, and it is tested before despatch by
en who live on similar machines; moreover, the

ctory take a permanent interest in their clients,

lereus an agent may change his contract every year
iless he has got hold of something very first-class.

Ills reasoning actually applies to some of the

London depots " as well. A friend of mine took
s machine to the London depot of quite a decent
m. He left it with them for no more than eight
lurs, and the only material they used cost about 2s.

holesale, but the bill was 28s., and the machine re-

developed its old faults within fifty miles of town.
"hen I was called to the rescue I found it possible U,

dismantle the faulty portion of the mechanism in ten

minutes—it took me more than that the first time, by

a good margin, but as soon as I knew how it dove-

tailed together, I could whip it on and off in a very

few minutes. Certain new parts were obviously

advisable, and so I detached the mechanism for him,

and this time he sent it by post to the factory.

Riders find themselves in rather a cruel dilemma when
the entire machine has to be sent somewhere, and the

agency is down the street, while the factory is anything

from 100 to 5, 000 miles aw^ay—pity the poor colonial.

But when recourse to the factory is possible, I vote

for the factory every time ; and in most cases the fac-

tory charges will be lower than the agent's, which is

a genuine consideration.

Belt=driven Speedometers.
The Stewart speedometer people wish me to explair

that the belt-driven model, to which I referred recently,

is made 'for the American market only, and is not im-

ported into Great Britain. I drew attention to it

.simply as a remarkable innovation of some public

interest, and am glad to make this explanation. I

suspect it owes its origin to the well known difficulty

of fitting shaft-driven speedometers to certain types of

spring forks which are very popular in the States, but

this solution of its origin only occurred to me last

week, when I happened to study the complex mount-
ings necessary to adapt a well known British instru-

ment to an Indian machine.

Motor Bicycle Footrests.

The trade are not too pleased with ray strictures on
sundry types of footrests, which struck me as far from
perfect, but the resulting correspondence only contained

one statement of any real defensive value. One
designer told me that the outer section of his two-piece

adjustable rest was made tough to prevent more vital

portions of the mechanism receiving serious injury in

the event of a fall. I think I can answer him. A
friend of mine put one of these machines in one of

those strenuous trials where a bent footrest at the

finish spells a loss of " condition " marks. He is one
of those clumsy individuals who takes a toss at one of

every ten unfamiliar blind comers, and whose foot-

rests are invariably in a bent and twisted condition.

As there are four footrests on the machine in question,

he foresaw that he would lose twenty " condition
"'

marks in the trial in question, and that his gold medal
was past praying for unless he took some strenuous
action, so he made one outer section for each of his four

rests prior to the start of the trial, and he saw^ that

each rest was made of specially bendable steel. He
took about his usual percentage of to.s.ses in the croin-se

m
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3ccasional Commpnts.

—

Supplementary oil and petrol tank neatly Qxed in the sidecar of F. W. Barnes's
Grand Prix Zenith. Pressure is supplied by two tyre pumps situated one on eacli

side of the sidecar and operated by the passenger.

of the event, but was able to kick the rests sufficiently

straight to pass the judges without penalty. I think

the facts are really as follows : In the case of a

genuinely serious tumble, the strongest rests will

scarcely avail to reduce the injuries the machine is

likely to receive, but at least 75% of our tumbles are

of the very gentle and minor order; in these a very

.light and bendable end to the footrest will suffice ad-

mirably to defend more vital parts, and .retain the

advantage of being easily straightened. ' Hence I con-

tinue to plump for a strong central footrest carrier with

good frame bearing, and to clamour for light outer

extensions of a very simple design, carried out in

flexible steel ; by " flexible," I mean, of course,
' flexible cold."

The Lubrication of Three=speed Hubs.
Makers of three-speed hubs are insistent in their

warnings that only a thin push-bicycle lubricant should

be used for oiling their gears ; but many riders and

mechanics, who ought to know better, are in the liabit

of squirting in a dose of the first oil that comes to

hand. It is a sound notion to oil these hubs with the

engine running and the clutch out. It ensures the oil

penetrating into all the corners of the mechanism, and

avoids those subsequent drippings which disfigure the

rear part of a machine, and are so destructive to tyres.

The thing to remember in oiling these gears is that the

maxim, " little and often " is the ideal policy, a tea-

spoonful daily is the right dose.

The Three=inch Tyre.
I have received some letters which I regard as

rather nonsensical, alleging that a 3in. tyre sustains

many more punctures in a given mileage than a 2^in.

because it covers more of- the road, and so mops up

more tacks and nails and bits of wire. Although the

correspondents in question claim more road experience

with 3in. tyres on bicycles than I can boast, I venture

to question their conclusions. A 3in. tyre covers very

little more road than a 2^in., and this extra contact

area should be more than cancelled by the additional

thickness of the covers. Let us put it this way. Car

practice has proved beyond question that the larger

the tyres the fewer the punctures. (I know a car

which suffered horribly from punctures on 90 mn
tyres for its first two years ; it was then put on 1

100 mm. tyres, and has not sustained a puncture ft

two years.) Well, the .7 h.p. Indian was not peci

liarly susceptible to punctures in the days when it w;

shod with 2-iin. tyres ; and it is counter to all exper

ence to' suppose that it could conceivably be mo'

liable to punctures now that it has 3in. tyres. M
correspondents must form a very tiny percentage

Indian users : the probability is that they are draw

from the unlucky percentage whose tyre luck happei

to be dead out this year ; or that they have got hoi

of a dud set of tyres. At any rate, I will guaranti

that the increase in tyre sizes has nothing whatevi

to do with the frequent punctures of which thi

complain.

Holes Splitting under Tyre Patches.

I alluded recently to a suspicion that mode
patches and solutions were almost too good for ii

type of rider who is a " tramp on tyres," and rid

a pair to destruction. An experienced informant to

me that he found the original hole widened and sp

beneath the patch, and that it was next to impossib

to remove the patch. I retorted that it was hard

see why the hole should widen if the patch were ma^

to adhere over its whole surface. I have had a lar

and confusing medley of opinions on the point fn

many correspondents, and it is clear to my mind th

it all depends on the quality of the tube. Sevei

readers say that I have exactly voiced their o\

experiences: while one tells me of a Rich tube whi

bore the honourable scars of no less than thirty-ni

patches after 20,000 miles, all of which were succe-

fully removed, and revealed the fact that the origii

holes still retained their pristine dimensions. Evideni

if the rubber is cooked to a turn in manufacture,

does not evince this tendency to split. I dou

whether the average private rider resorts to heat t

the removal of old patches; heat, of course, is coi

monly employed for the purpose in tyre repaiii

works.

One ol the Bedelias in the Grand Prix had a water-cooled engine, though an

air-cooled car won. Our photographer shows the neat method of mounting the

radiators, pannier lashion.
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PAY AS YOU RIDE.
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How Running Expenses are Increased in North Wales.

THE motor cyclisi in the Mersey district is well

advised to see that his outfit of spare parts

includes an assortment of copper and silver coin

of the realm, and that the supply is carried in an

acccssil)lc place, unless he wishes to be continually

undoing his overalls to produce that necessity for the

safe passage of toll bridges and ferries which abound

in this neighbourhootl.

Should lie decide that a run ro Holyhead and back

is his objective he will very soon begin the distribution

of his small change. We recently had occasion to

journey over this route with a sidecar outfit, and for

a start we were mulcted 8d. for the sidecar's convey-

ance to Birkenhead by the ferry. We proceeded
without further outlay till we reached Queensferry

bridge, where we were bereft of gd., after which the

mere 3d. demanded by the toll authorities ai Conway
bridge seeijied a trifle of no consecjuence, but we were
reminded of the existence of costs on the higher scale

on our arrival at the Menai Straits suspension bridge,

where 6d. more of our capital was collected.

This brought our little run to Holyhead to a cost

of 2s. 2d., in addition to usual running expenses.

If one returns to Liverpool the same day free passage

on the return journey is allowed at the various tolls

and britlges, but if, as in our case, the night is spent

at Hiilvhead, a fresh dislnirscmcnt on the morrow is

demanded We also committed the financial indis-

cretion of returning 'w/a the Marine Drive at Colwyn
Bay, for which pleasure we were charged 6d. By the

time, therefore, we had returned to Liverpool our little

jouniey had cost us 4s. 8d. In tolls and ferries.

No one would object to paying a reasonable sum
towards the upkeep of these bridges, but as a motor
cycle certainly does as little damage to their structure

as a cycle, more leniency in the charges might reason-

ably be expected. In addition, the majority of the

roads in this part of North Wales are in a shocking

condition, and about the only satisfaction the motor
cyclist wayfarer gets hereabouts for his money is a

magnificent view/. Though it is possible that one may
pay too dearly for even this privilege.

Praise for Military Motor Cyclists.

THE motor scouts of the Sherwood Rangers
Yeomanry have just finished their annual train-

ing with the regiment at Coddington Camp,
Newark. They are a comparatively new feature of a

Veomanrv regiment, but experience has already, set

the question of their utility beyond all doubt. Capt.

J. D. F. Wodehouse, in writing of their services sub-

sequently, says :

'

' Since we have now become used to

motor cyclist scouts we feel them to be absolutely

indispensable."

Several extended field days were carried out, notably

one in a scheme against, the South Notts Hussars in

the Southwell direction, and another m. conjunction

with the South Notts. Hussars against the Derbyshire

Yeomanry; and there were other regimental days. On
all these occasions the available motor cyclists were
jealously divided up between . the regimental and
various squadron commanders and were made use of

to the verv fullest extent. Behind the screen of horse-

men of patrols and covering troops, motor cyclists

hummed backwards and forwards between the Com-

manders, carrying messages and orders. The
Regimental Commander could keep in touch with 'Iris

farthest squadron, and knew what was happening to it

almost as soon as the squadron leader himself. It was
described as being almost like sitting at a desk with

a telephone receiver at the ear.

This service of despatch riding was carried out very

w-ell indeed. The motor scouts seldom seemed to take

a wrong road or lose their way, and the capture of

one of them by the enemy was a very exceptional

occurrence. If they w'ere e\'er! captured it was due

to the misuse of them, for though we have gone a long

way towards understanding what is their proper sphere,

the lesson that they cannot be used for purely scouting

purposes has not yet been quite perfectly learned.

Apart from the field days the mu<:or scouts were

most useful at camp, one being always detailed for

duty at Orderly Room, to take messages and telegrams,

etc., and plenty of use was made of them in this way.

Corporal Allison Clark is to be congratulated on

the Sherwood Rangers Motor Scout Section.

A 3! h.p. Bradbuiy and sidecar which proved

?ery useful al the Yeomanry camp at Folkestone

recently.
, , , ,

Motor cyclists ot the Sherwood Rangers Yeomanry. Leit to right : Cpl. Allison Clark (B.S.A.), Pte. Jackson

(Douglas), Pte. Richmond (Bradbury), Pte. Ford (N.S.U.), Pte. Wordsworth (Triumph), Pte. Broadburry

(Enfield;, and Pte. Coney (Enfleld).
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THREE NEW LIGHT CARS.
THE ARMSTRONG. THE WINCO, AND THE GORDON.

The 8 h.p. Armstrong, a belt driven cycle car from Birmingham.

ANEW cycle car of the belt-driven

variety has lately made its appearance

on the market, and is known as the

Armstrong. The power is supplied by an

8 h.p. twin-cylinder air-cooled . Precision

engine of 964 c.c, and the drive is trans-

mitted to a two-speed Chater-Lea gear box

by chain, and thence to the back wheels by

two belts of the usual V section. A
plate clutch, self - lubricated from the

engine, is fitted, and the mixture is fired by

a Bc«ch magneto, while a choice is given of

either a B. and B. or Amac carburetter.

Quarter elliptic springing is utilised fore and

aft, and the makers claim a speed on the

level of about 40 m.p.h. and a petrol con-

sumption of about 48 m.p.g.
' In our opinion, the first of these little

vehicles is rather overbodied, and although

it is well to. offer the purchaser as much
comfort and protection as possible, it is

highly desirable that vehicles of this de-

scription should have as light a load as

possible thrust upon them. The mudguards
are excellent, being stiffly built and fitted with

lips and valances. The price is £,gS-

The 8 h.p. Water-cooled Winco.
MESSRS. Stringer and Co. (Sheffield),. Ltd., who

have for many years specialised in the produc-

tion of crankshafts, connecting rods, and other

steel parts used in the construction of cars and motor
cycles, have now turned their attention to the produc-
tion of a cycle car on car lines.

Our illustration gives an excellent

idea of the lines of this little

machine, the carrosserie of which
is quite admirably carried out, par-

ticularly sound mudguarding being
furnished, a point which' is well

worth mention, as the low build

of most little .cars of this type

renders it imperative that the pas-

sengers should be well protected

from splashes. The presence of

long footboards, between which
and the frame valances are fitted,

will be appreciated.

The power unit is a twin-cylinder

vertical water-cooled motor, 85
mm. bore x 93 mm. stroke (i,oSo

CO.). The crankshaft runs in

phosphor bronze bearings, and the

solid camshaft is chain-driven from the crankshaft, as

in the latest car piactice.

Automatic lubrication by pump, driven from the

camshaft, is employed, and an automatic carburetter

is fitted, which is claimed to afford about forty-five

miles per gallon of petrol. Thermo-syphon circula-

tion of the water is relied upon.

The three-speed and reverse gear box is bolted

direct to the rear axle casing, as is now the case with

several other cars, both large and small. The makers

claim that their gears are absolutely to be relied on,

even under the hardest tests, and as the firm have

The new Winco light car, which is being manufactured in Sheffield. It is particularly well turned
out as regards equipment,

been producing gear wheels for the trade for a number
of years, their great experience in this branch of

manufacture should stand them in good stead. Ball

bearings are employed throughout the transmission

system.

The steering is of the irreversible worm and nut

type. The springing of this little car has been very

I
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iree New Light Cars.—

irefully thouglit out, and this is a most important

jint, for it is difficult to make cycle cars keep the road

jmfortablv at their best speeds owing to their light

eight and speed. With this idea in view the

-signers of the Winco have employed semi-elliptic

(rings. Both front and rear axles slide on the

ids of the spring, which are pivoted centrally on

le steel-strengthened ash frame, while at the other

957

end of the springs shackles are fitted. Radius rods

are utilised for both front and rear axles.

Altogether the design has been carefully studied,

and although not among the cheapest in its class, for

it costs ;£i65 completely equippeil as illustrated, with

the addition of two head lamps, it .should prove exxel-

lent value. We have not yet had the opportunity of

trving the "Winco" on the road, Imt look forward

ti> putting it through its paces.

!„..„„
which Is situated behind the seats and drives by

chain to the back axle.

The Air-cooled 90° Gordon.

(2) Broadside view. Mr. Gordon Armstrong, the dssi^ner

and maker, at the wheel.

EFFICIEN'CY in transmission has been the aim

of the designer of the new model Gordon loo

guinea cycle car. manufactured by the East

<iding Engineering Works, Beverley, Yorkshire.

A'ith this end in view, the makers have placed the

lower unit, which consists of a 90° twin 9 h.p. J. A. P.

I'ngine. close to the rear axle, the drive being carried

ly a single chain to the live axle through a two-speed

ind reverse epicyclic gear. This arrangement has the

urtlicr advantage of keeping the weight well on the

lack wheels, a highly desirable trait in these light

/ehicles, as it reduces tyre wear and increases comfort

)y preventing bouncing. Both brakes operate upon
i:he rear wheel drums.

i

In one way this little vehicle is aiming at being
Very up-to-date, in that it is fitted with a self-.starter.

(3) Front view showing distinctive appearance.

or, more strictly speaking, a device is iitted by which

the engine may be started from the driver's seat.. This

should prove a great boon, especially in wet weather.

Speeds of 45 m.p.h. are claimed, and the directness

of the drive is stated to produce great fuel economy,

as much as sixty miles on one gallon being possible,

tlie makers inform us. One of these machines is

ccmpeling in the Scottish Trials this week.

N O T I C E.

The Editor disclaims all legal responsibility in anv way (or

loss ol copy in the form of manuscript, drawings, or photographs

submitted to him. Rejected manuscript, drawings, and photo-

graphs will only be returned provided a stamped addressed

envelope is enclosed for the purpose.
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I.BTTERS
The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents^

All letters shoald tie addressed to the Editor, " The Uotor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, B.C., acd should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Cycle Cars v. Sidecars.
Sir,—Some time ago a contributor to your paper playfully

remarked that he did not wish to be cruel, but he would
like to know how the Morgans fancied competing against
the sidecars in the Grand Prix. We could have replied
that we were perfectly satisfied and not at all alarmed a,t the
prospect. No-w that the race is over we certainly have no
reason to be dissatisfied, for, apart from the fact that we
made faster time tha'n any cycle car, we won the race over
a course which not a single sidecar was able to survive.
Our answer to your contributor is late, but we trust con-
clusive. We waited for results.

MOEGAN MOTOR CO., LTD.

Climbing Bianscombe Hill.

Sir,—Referring'to Mr. H. Mellor Jameson's letter in your
issue of July 10th, in the first place the paragraph referred
to by him does not state that I claim to be the first to
climb Vicarage Hill. I am not very well acquainted with
the part of the country in which this hill is situate, and
have therefore communicated with the member of the Exeter
Motor Club who was my passeager on the occasion when I
climbed Branscombe Lane, and he informs me that Vicarage
Hill is not the same as the one I refer to. I understand that
Vicarage Hill is on the lower road, whilst Branscombe Lane
is a very steep, narrow, stony lane on the upper road,
farthest from the coast. The date I climbed the hill was
Saturday, June 21st, of this year.

WILLIAM H. CARSON.

How I Made a New Engine "Rev."
Sir,—It is with great fear and trembling that I dare to

offer slight criticism on the article by "Road Rider" in
your issue of the 10th inst., and may I be forgiven for
asking the following questions :

Won't "Road Rider," aftei- so much second gear work
and liberal oiling, clean away the accumulation of carbon
before 2,000 miles are covered ? And won't the big and little

ends, etc., after taking the opportunity provided by every
secluded mile of straight road to drive the engine all out
on a 6.6 to 1 .gear, be run ovt instead of run in, under the
present system of splash or splosh lubrication?

I have generally found that, after carefully tuning up to
this mileage, it is getting perilously near the time to upset
many of my adjustments by having the whole contraption
down for replacements ; and twins—oh, my word !—the front
cylinder gudgeon pin goes home in—well, the less said about
it the better.

It is positively awful to the mechanical mind that such
a splendid piece of engineering as an up-to-date motor cycle
engine should be lubricated by such a dot-and-carry-one
method with enclosed flywheels.

Mechanical force feed to all main bearings is what is

wanted, such as the W.D. (for whom I hold no brief), not
mechanical -to crank case and then by splosh.
When this day arrives, which will not be general until

motor cycles stop selling like hot cakes, one motor cyclist

will be able to say to another: "My bearings are in lovely
condition—just run in."

No. 2: "Oh! What's the mileage?"
No. 1: "2,000." H.U.

Lady Motor Cyclists.

Sir,—^I shall be grateful if you will allow me to seel

through your columns the advice of your readers who hav

had experience in riding a lady's motor cycle.

As school nurse, spending five or six hours per day i

visiting over an extensive district (one quarter of Cheshiii.

on a pedal cycle, almost daily, five days per week, ele\>

months of the year, I feel impelled to get a motor cytlt

but I want first to get some idea of the probable cost <j

upkeep, etc.

I have less than £30 per annum to cover cost of motij

cycle and upkeep. I lead a busy life, and hare neither tiiiii

ability, nor inclination to keep the machine in order, so eve

small repairs and cleaning would have to 'be reckoned in.

I am not keen on speed, but want to cover the grouii

and face nearly all kinds of weather with the least amount
trouble and expense. If any readers will give experieii<

of annual cost of upkeep, and any hints likely to be usefii

they will have the gratitude of

A WOULD-BE LADY MOTOR CYCLIST.

The Motor Cycle for Business Purposes.

Sir,—Although I agree with your correspondent, Mr. (

E. Turner, that "T.H.B.A." has considerably unde
estimated the tyre expenditure on a 6 h.p. sidecar combin;
tion, I cannot but think that his (Mr. Turner's) unfortunal
experience with tyres is largely due to his choice of tli

wrong makes. I have covered 10,000 miles, over every kin

of road, on my 5 h.p. Zenith, used practically always wit

a sidecar, and have tried numerous makes of tyres. Som
of them have given very satisfactory results. For exampl<

I am still using a 26x2^ T.T. Hutchinson cover on ra

front wheel which has covered 5,350 miles and cost 37:

On the sidecar, I have just taken off a 16s. Michelin wliit

has done almost 5,000 miles. The driving nheel natural!

uses up tyres sooner, but a 2iin. Michelin-Semelle cove

costing 46s., gave a mileage of nearly 3,000. At present

am running a Stelastic cover, costing 56s., on this \\\v

and it looks little worn after nearly 1,800 miles. I hope an

intending recruit to the ranks of motor cyclists who Iki

been alarmed by Mr. Turner's letter will be reassured 1>

my more fortunate experience. There is no doubt that tJ!

best of makers sometimes turn out a faulty tyre, but ni

experience is that they are usually quite willing to " mali

good." Since I am so impartial in my choice of tyres,

need hardly add the usual disclaimer. LA 1877.

Fair Treatment.
Sir,—One hears and reads so much nowadays about dela

in execution of repairs or despatch of spare parts when
machine has the misfortune to require attention at tli

hands of the makers that I am prompted to relate my late>

experience in this direction for the benefit of the lari;

number of other Rudge riders.

Briefly, the facts are as follows : I purchased a 3-^- h]
multi-speed model from the Rudge depot in Liverpool "

September 17th last, and the machine ran with the greates

possible satisfaction until a fortnight ago, when the oute

flange of belt rim suddenly refused either to open or to clos

l^roperly, although correctly coupled to the gate chang

lever on the left side of the tank. I therefore ran hom
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VOTE:
FOR

Votes for Victor are votes for efficiency.

The efficient motor cycle tyre of to-day must
combine qualities of endurance, speed,
strength of wall and bead, with—economy.

By any test Victor wins in every department,
Victor is the thousand mile better tyre. It
presents the motor cyclist with a thousand
miles of tyre life free.

Test it once. Victor has revolutionised motor
cycle tyre practice.

Test it once. You cannot lose. More miles
in a sovereign's worth of Victor than in any
other tyre. More satisfaction in every mile
of Victor than in any other tyre mile.

The Victor Tyre Co., Ltd.,
Prjprietors of The Challenge Rubber Mills, Eagle Wharf Rd., City Rd., London, N.

Telegrams
:
" Signature, Hox, London." Telephone ; 3497 Nor'.h (3 lines ).

y I.J !i.. -jji"- ,. ''' "I

In answering this adverlhemcni it is dc^iralU to mention " The. Motor C>ide.'
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Another Grand Victory !

Machines
fitted with B(I*iV*Gr« ENGINES

1st, 2nd, and 3rd in

THE GRAND PRIX OF FRANCE
(350 c.c. Class).

An M.A.G.-engined machine also won the

Grand Prix of Fontainebleau last month.

Comment is needless, but they are the

BEST IN THE WORLD.
— M.A.G. ENGINE CO.,

M.A.G. Works, Harrow Rd., Willesden Junction, London, N.W.
» , ^—» » ~«—

—

*-
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MOTOR*CYCLE
TYRES

PALMLR

PALMER CORD MOTORCYCLE TYRES
are infinitely more reliable under the strains of motor'

cycle work than any. tyre with a canvas foundation;

they wear longer, give regular, satisfactory service,

and are practically immune from punctures.
Write for Motorcycle Tyre Booklet,

THE PALMER TYRE, LTD.,
119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.

Motorcycle Tyre Dept. :

103, St. John. Street. Clerkenwell. London, E-C.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/de.'
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on Uxtd isear witliuiit difficulty, and on dismnntliiig th back

wheel later, found that the sliding carrier had become

jammed on the gpindle, causing the movable telescnpic

il»eve in the hub to remain stationary.

The defective parts were forwarded to the works nl

Coventry late one Monday evening, and by first post

on the following Wednesday a letter was received from

Messra. Rudge-Whilworth, Ltd., that the defects would ho

remedied and returned same day entirely free of clnirgc,

although the usual three months' period of guarantpc h;i(l

expired last December. On enquiry at tlieir Liverpool depot

two days later, I found that the defective parts had not

merely Been returned as advised, but a brand new complfle

back wheel had been forwarded ; which is, I believe, priced

in the catalogue at about £4 5s. This was built into the

machine in less than five minutes, and all assembled again

ready for the road within five working days.

I might also add that I have for some months past been

regularly running on about 33% petrol and 66% paraffin for

solo riding and, say, 50% of each for sidecar work: and,

provided one is content to ride for "pleasure " on slightly

retarded ignition at not over 25 m.p.h., this mixture, with

a Senspray carburetter, seems to Be quite satisfactory in

every respect. Benzole and paraffin in approximately the

same proportions appear to give similar results, but 1 cannot

speak from sufficiently lengthy experience thereof.

F. J. KELSHAW CONWAY.

A Revolutionary Suggestion.

Sir,—I have read with interest the wordy warfare between
" I.tion " and " L. M.M.J." on the subject of trumpet shaped

valves. The idea has always appealed to me, and, in 1911,

I constructed a modified form of trumpet valve and used it

for a considerable distance. I was puzzled for some time by

the constant necessity of filing bits off the stem, which

appeared to lengthen "indefinitely, but I subsequently found

this was due to the valve curling up at the edges. It was
in use in the inlet pocket, so the presumption is that if it

had been used as an exhaust

^valve the results would have
been less satisfactory. Further-
more, the cone was not nearly

deep enough, the depth being
about liu. for a valve

diameter of l|in. It is quite

possible that if a longer cone
was used the closing-up effect

would be less pronounced.
The obvious disadvantages
are : (1.) The compression is

lowered. (2.) Difficulty of

providing means of grinding
in. (3.) Increased heating
surface. I believe this type
of valve would be succc-isful

if the top could be closed in with a disc either " spun " in

or screwed to an extension of the valve stem (see sketch).

The advantages of this type of valve are so obvious that it

seems worthy of a thorough trial.

JOHN KENNEDY, .Jun.

Carburetter Experiments.
Bir,—Some of yunr readers may be interested in the follow-

ing improvements to a 1910 standard Douglas. As I was not
satisfied with the original carburetter, I fitted a 1913 Amac,
which had to be fixed with the air inlet pointing sideways.
After this, misfiring in the back cylinder at slow speeds

' stopped. During a 750 miles tour in Dorset and South
I Devon the machine averaged 104 m.p.g. of Shell 11. spirit
I with a 24 jet. I may here mention that the only objection I

have to the Amac carburetter is that the jets are not always
by any means the .size thev are stamped, but usually larger,

'< so that my 24 jet was really more like 27 or 28. I noticed

I

that petrol blew back considerably, and finding the inlet

valves opened too far I reduced the lift to a bare Ain.

Though an improvement, it was not a cure, and I therefore
lowered the petrol level, and made the jet smaller, so that a
^rand of Bowden cable would be a loose fit. I then made
an extra air pipe 6in. long, which was bent at right angles
close to the carburetter so as to point forward on the injector
principle. »It was slightly funnel shaped, and had coarse
gauze over the end, Severed by two layers of linen. The
air gauze in the carburetterwas removed. On a trial run nf

959

seventy-three miles on Shell IT. I averaged 128 m.p.g., at an
average speed of 18-23 m.p.h.

I next tried 90% benzole, and with the same setting of the

carburetter as before I now average just 160 m.p.g., which
is as good as one can eipect. Since using benzole 1 find thr

engine starts and runs as easily as with petrol, and a previ

ous frequent knock on steep hills has been cured. I have not

taken the engine down since using benzole so cannot say

anything about deposit. .-V. J. K. DREW.

Tyre Holes under Patches.

Sir,—Responding to " Ixion's " invitation of July 3rd,

1 am one of those riders who habitually run tyres, etc., to

destruction, and experience the difficulty of so affixing the
patch as to prevent the puncture splitting. 1 use one of •

the best-known patches, together with the special solution

recommended, but time after time the puncture has split

until it reaches the edge of the patch.

The best remedy I have found as yet is to cut a perfectly

circular hole, at each end of the split, with a small punch,
such as is used by experimenting chemists for punching bob s

in corks, but even this is not aJtogetlier satisfuctory.

I have been recommended to make a cut across each em I

at right angles to tlie split, and shall try this next time.

I have always found it easy to remove the old patch witli

benzoline. In 1,500 miles I have had only one puncture ami
at least a dozen splits as described above.

H. DARLINGTON.

Automatic Carburetters.

Sir,—I was somewhat taken aback to find in your issue

of July 10th a combined psean of glorification 1 f the auto-

matic carburetter on the part of the writer of • our leading

article, ''Road Rider," arid " Ixion," as my own experieme
has pointed strongly in favour of the non-automatic instru-

ment if power, coupled with flexibility and extreme economy,
is desired. Personally, for the last two seasons, I have

used the new variable jet B. and B., and the experience

has been so satisfactory that it is hard to understand why
this model has failed to " catch on," unless it be from
mere ignorance of the users. It may be for this reason that

the makers have been compelled to alter some of its best

features.

This type has all the advantages of the fixed two-jet

carburetter, and can do all that an automatic vaporiser

can. As regards flexibility I find no difficulty ' in running
from seven to fifty-seven or sixty by speedometer on a fixed

gear of 4^ to 1 ; for the former speed all that is necessary

is to close the jet lever a trifle, and close up the bottom
air holes by the sliding shutter provided in the 1912 model.

Of course the tiny jet opening thus obtained in conjunction
with the absence of bottom air really acts as a pilot jet

when the throttle and air pistons are nearly shut ; hence
extreme flexibility and remarkably easy and gentle start-

ing. In traffic it is quite easy to attain the much-belandeil
automaticity by setting the adjustments (aU done from the
saddle) in such a maimer that speeds from ten to thii'ty-five

are given by moving the throttle alone ; the actual setting
depends on what gunnery experts would call the " eiTor of

the day."
Economy. My own machine (a T.T. James), without any

special adjustments, regularly covers 130 to 140 on the
gallon on good roads, averaging about 25 m.p.h., and I am
convinced that even 160-170 could be done under favourable
conditions, provided speed were no object. (Benzole has
not been tried yet.) Such results could not possibly be
achieved by a fixed jet carburetter unless power were sacri-

ficed ; witt the universal B. and B. the rider merely moves
the jet lever a shade when a hill comes into sight, closing
it off as he clears the top. In coasting the jet can be shut
right off, thus further saving fuel ; and if the exhaust lever
be dropped, and the air and throttle levers opened wide,
cold air is sucked through the engine, plus a useful braking
effect unaccompanied by explosions in the silencer.

The sole defect in the two-lever variable jet type is

naturally that it demands more skilled and " sympathetic "

handling;, but this "defect" adds enormously to the pleasure
of driving, especially as all adjustments are affected from
the saddle, even at fairly high speeds.

Finally, its simplicity is its great feature: it certairlv
cumes nearest the idea! "hole in a [lipe "— which i» .all >,

good carboietter need he

I add the usual disclaimer .AUTOBORE.
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SK HOURS' RACE AT BBOOKLANDS. H. 0. Wood (Soott), winner of the T.T. anij 0. C. Godlrey (Indian), passing A. Francis (Duo).

Belfast V. Dublin.

Sir,—With reference to tlie letter of Mr. R. G. Lindsayj

the president of the Ulster Centre of the jUotor Cycle
Union of Ireland, regarding the result of the inter-centre

contest between the Ulster and Southern Centres, which
appeared in your issue of the 10th inst., I would like, in

justice to myself, to say that the figures were given to me
by the acting hon. secretary of the Southern Centre with
permission to publish them. He mentioned they were
subject to confirmation by the Ulster Centre of the Union,
and this fact was stated in the manuscript sent to you,
but owing, I presume, to the exigencies of space, the

paragraph was deleted. YOUR CORRESPONDENT.

Is the Three-wheeler a Cycle Car?

Sir,—With reference to the letter in your issue of July
17tli, from Mr. H. F. S. Morgan, ip wliich he says, " The
C.C.C. in its hill-climb excluded them (three-wheeled cycle
cars)." If by these initials he intends to refer to the
Cyclecar Club, permit me to point out that three-wheelers
svere not debarred, but that, on the other hand, in two
classes gained awards. If, further, he implies tliat the
Morgan cycle car had not an opportunity of demonstrating
its superiority over every other type of machine, he has
apparently overlooked the special prize for the best figure

of merit irrespective of class, which was won by Mi\
Parnacott on his three-wheeled Cycar.

A. C. ARMSTRONG,
For the Hon. Secretary, Cyclecar CUib.

[Mr, ^Morgan's letter was not intended to go into details,

but apparently he was excluded from Classes III. and V.
This' is probably what he means. Is the Cycar a three-
wheeler as the writer states? We believe not.

—

Ed.]

Wear of Big End Bearings.

Sir,—(Jur friend ".Ubique," on page 898, appears to be
" flogging a dead horse." There certainly are very few 85
mm. bore engines liaving big ends of lin.'x l-^in., 'the more
popular size being |!n. (or even a little less diameter) by lin.

wicie, but why worry about plain bearings and forced lubri-
cation when a roller beai'ing gets you out of all this trouble,
"killing two birds with one stone," for not only does the
roller bearing revolve far more freely than a plain one, but

it is absolutely self-lubrii.at;ng. Every drop of oil which
gets in contact W'ith a roller is immediately transferred to

the neighliouring rollers, and also to the crank pin and the

big end.

It is this automatic lubrication which makes it advisable tq

fit roller bearings to the small end also, and the rollers seem
to behave quite as well with the oscillating movement of the

connecting rod at small end as they do with firll rotation of

the crank pin.

As to the oil reaching the big end, the idea of the connect-
ing rod dipping in a pool of oil has been put to sleep long
since, but modern motor cycle engines usually have the feed
pipe so arranged that the oil falls between the flywheels

A double-sealed sidecar described by IMr. W. J. Walter.

The latest model Waii tricarriagc with business body. The fact that Wail
three-wheelers may be obtained with interchangeable bodies adaptable either for

plea.'jUre or business purposes is responsible for a brisk demand.

immediately on to the connecting rod, which, therefore, gets
the first puil at the oil.

One leading firm of engineers who have developed very
high revolutions (and consequent horse-power) by experiments
against the air brake, whicli have extended over years, find

that the roller bearing connecting rods are ab.o'lutely the
last thing £o give any trouble. They will stand full load
without appreciable wear longer than the ball bearings to
the main shaft, which is saying a good deal, while the plain
bushes have seized up repeatedly with less than one hour's

continuous run. ' JiIOBIQUE. .

A Two-seated Sidecar.

Sir,—I am sending you photographs of my
double-seated sidecar. It is locally made, being
built with three-ply birch and' bound with
aluminium. The child's seat folds up under '

the front of car when not in use. This body
i

is quite as light a_s a good many cane ones.
'

The machine -is an 8 h.p. Bat, 1911, which,
combined with the P. and M. gear, is ideal
for sidecar work. The sidecar chassis is, I
believe, a Chater-Lea. It has five connections,
which gives a feeling of safety to the driver. :

1 shall be pleased to give the name of the
maker of this bodv ^ to any reader whw-
desired it.

"

W. J. WALTER.
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The
C.A.V. - Ruthardt Magneto

for Motor Cycles.

Totally enclosed.

Waterproof.
Dustproof.
Foolproof.
Minimum weight.
Maximum efficiency.

Another Sweeping Success.
At Colwyn Bay, Stanley on his Singer
machine fitted with the C.A.V.-Ruthardt
Magneto, secures in one day flvs 1st and
one 2nd and Special Cup.

Grdillll I

^y<^'^ ^31* Race, Bedelia.' 1st

PriY I

Motor Bicycle „ 'Rndge,' 1st

July
13th.

Both machines were fitted with

" C.A.V.-Rathardt Magnetos."

r

Facts speak for themselves.

Booklet and full particulars gratis.

€. A. VANDERVELL & CO.,
Electrical Engineers

WARPLE WAY, ACTON VALE, LONDON, W.
Telegrams: *' \'anteria, London." Telephone: 1234 Chiswick (5 lines).

North of England Depot : 12» Victoria Buildings, St. Mary's Gate, Manchester.

m\\m HaGntTo^

^

Both Sides
Brief Specification of B.A..T.

Model 2 (Lig;ht Roadster), J.A.P. Engine 5-6 h.p., low built frame, ball bearing

spring forks, Kempshall 26 x 2h Tyres, foot-operated clutch, Armstrong Mark
VI. gear, Bosch high tension magneto. Amac carburetter, handle-bars as illus-

trated, T.T., a roadster type to order, finished in superior French grey enamel.

of the Game
Practically every follower of motor cycling,

without being essentially a speedman, desires

at various times to participate in club com-
petitions and open triaK.

The Bat model No. 2 has been specially designed
to meet the demand of the all-round rider.

It is a machine which he can use with every
confidence in hill-climbing and speed tests, and
for sidecar and solo work on the road.

Designed on speedy, graceful lines, a good
looking racy mount in every respect.

A postcard will bring you the latest edition

of the Book of the Bat, post free.

BAT MANUFACTURING
CO..

PENCE, LONDON, S.E.

In answering these advertisements it is desirnhle to mention "The Motor C;/r/e."
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ANOTHER
IMPORTANT

In the

Irish End-to-End Reliability Trial
the

won outright the

PALMER TROPHY
and

GOLD MEDAL
also

the two ARIEL riders received

SILVER MEDALS.
Write for Art Catalogue to

ARIEL WORKS (Dept. 2), i?R'^M^.?ig?gS{f'

In nn.twerina this orlrrr/.ixpmmt it IS desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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Carburetters and Flexibility.

Sir,—I was very glad to see your leading article on " Auto-

matic Carburetters," and particularly in reference to the

pilot jet, and I am quite sure that the pilot jet is an absolute

essential in an automatic carburetter it really slow flexible

pulling is to be obtained with great economy. Many carbu-

retters will pull slowly and Hexibly, and be automatic, but at

the expense of fuel ; the tiny pilot jet gives you a very little

mixture, but of the right sort.

Regarding your suggestion for a trial for flexibility, speed,

and economy," I sincerely trust that this will be arranged. I

quite agree with you tliat there is no rea.son whatever \vhy a

motor bicycle should not be driven like a car with practically

the same amount of flexibility without having two levevs to

fiddle about.

Referring to Jir. Robinson's statement that he can obtain

120 miles to the gallon with my carburetter on benzole, I am
quite sure he can do this, as I am constantly hearing froux

clients who say they get more than this.

The real difficulty in getting automatic two-jet carburetters

adopted by the trade largely is the price. They cannot be

sold at the same price as an ordinary carburetter, because

there is more work in them, and they require touch

more accurate making. The fitting and grinding in of the

throttle of my two-jet automatic carburetters costs more than

making the rest of the carburetter, and if the throttle is not

a good fit, then the efficiency is impaired, and the petrol con-

sumption increases, and where a manufacturer can sell the

whole of his output with carburetters which cost half as

much money he is not likely to change. Several manufac-
turers whom I have called on have told me they quite

recognise my claims, but as long as the price was twice as

uiucn as they were paying they were not interested.

When the supply of motor cycles is well equal to the

demand, and purchasers a little more particular, and insist

on certain conditions of flexibility, speed, and economy, then
will the manufacturer of the automatic carburetter come into

Ilia own. One of the last manufacturers I called on said,

"I am making 3,000 motor bicycles during this year. The
price you are asking for your carburetters is exactly 15s.

more than what I am paying, consequently, I should make
an actual loss of £2,250." I suggested that cu.stoniers would
probably be willing to pay the 15s. extra, and he told me in

some cases they might, but it would cause disorganisation

and all kinds of worries and delays.

No ! It is up to the rider to insist on a certain gi>aranteed

performance, and if he sees a carburetter advertised with

tills he has a right to have it. I do not think it will be
long before the manufacturers recognise this, as it is certainly
a hardship for a man to pay £60 or £60 for a machine and
then immediately to have to buy another carburetter which
will give him what he requires. CHARLES lUN'KS.

Wear oJ Bearings.
Sir,—A correspondent in your issue of July 17th comments

on my article under the above heading appearing in the
issue of June 26th.

I should like to say that I was perfectly serious when
I stated that common lead made a satisfactory bearing
metal and had a low friction coefficient. No technical com-
munication is of any value if it is not to be taken seriously,

so that it is rather peculiar that " A.M.I.M.E. " should give

the article credit for being of interest and yet doubt whether
it can be taken as serious.

The point I wished to make was that there wa.s nothing
to choose between common lead or any alloy of lead in

the form of any of the well-known bearing metals. .As

"A.M.I.M.E." points out, it is important that the alloy

be chosen to give a close homogeneous metal, but beyond
this, provided that pi'oper lubrication is maintained, no One
alloy can be got to give results materially superior to others.

In Goodman's tests of bearing metals, up to 1,500 r.p.m.

and 10 tons load on a 6in. axle, it was found that "ordinary
commercial lead gave excellent results under moderate pres-

sure "
: the friction was lower than that of any other metal

tested, and, provided the pressure did not greatly exceed
300 lbs. per square inch, the wear was not excessive.

Of course, the heavy bearing pressures and inadequate
lubrication prevailing on almost all motor cycle engines pre-

clude the possibility of using anything but hard metal for

the bushes

—

with the result that hotJi. the 2}i7}s and the

bw-hes wear. The adoption of ball and roller bearings does
not go to the root of the trouble, and adds further objec-

tions. Motor car designers have abandoned them owing to

their noisy and harsh running ; they show a slight saving
in weight and space, and do not require much lubrication,

but in these days when the width of engines is not limited

by the old conventions, it would be far preferable to have
^jlahi bearings a7id adequate lubrication.

It is certainly astonishing, when we cortsider the progress
that has been made in motor car construction, to find the
ordinary motor cycle engine as noisy and as crudely lubri-

cated as it was ten years ago. The best place tor ball aort

roller bearings is under conditions of steady load—as in the

gear box. A.M.I. C.E.

Sketches by our artist at the Brooklands Six Hours' Race.

Csllhort'e
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Racing without Spare Parts.

WE had a chat last week with E. W. Cheshire,

the Triumph rider, who, it will be remem-
bered, finished second in" the motor cycle

Grand Prix Race, less than four -

minutes behind T. E. Greene. The
Grand Prix was Cheshire's first road

race, and, seeing that the Triumph
riders were very much handicapped
by not, having practised on the

course, Cheshire and Clayton can be
said to have performed extremely

well by finishing second and fourth

respectively. The only chance they

had of seeing the corners W'as on
push bicycles, and one afternoon the

Triumph team (consisting of Che-
shire, Clayton, and Newsome)
thoroughly enjoyed themselves racing

round the track on push-bicycles—but

one lap was quite enough ! It was
a fact well known on the Picardie

Circuit that the Triumph riders had
no spares whatever ; the supply which
liad been sent over by the firm having
been detained in the Customs. This
would not have caused the riders so

much concern had they not been
using a new valve. It says something for the reliability

of their engines that no spares were required. Young
Clayton had chronic toothache all night before .the

race, and two hours before the start had his gums

E. W. Cheshire and his Triumph.

lanced ; his face was terribly swollen, the poor fellow

being in great agony throughout the race.

The Triumphs were geared 4 to i, and Cheshire and

Clayton used ordinary Clincher

beaded-edge touring tyres 26in. x

_ 2^8in. The Triumph Co. wisely

stipulated that their riders should use

security bolts and should wear pneu-

matic helmets. It will be remem-
bered that we urged the desirability

of this becoming an A.C.U. rule in

future T.T. Races.

Cheshire had five stops ; two for

replenishments, another because he

imagined he had a puncture, another

due to an air lock in the petrol

supply, and the last because the

compression momentarily disap-

peared, no doubt due to a particle

of carbon under the valve seating.

Cheshire considers that a foot-oiler

on a racing machine is practically

indispensable. He could not, for

instance, have left hold of the

handle-bars when passing over the

uneven road in Bo'^•es to oil the

engine. He used a Silvertown rubber

and canvas belt, which was untouched throughout and

was quite taut at the finish. Incidentally, this belt

may «hortly be fitted to Triumph rfiachines as standard

under their own name.

->-^©Cs^-<-

CYCLE CAR CLUB'S OPEN HILL-CLIMB AT SOUTH HARTING.
REVISED OFFICIAL RESULTS.

WE are now able to publish the revised

official results of the South Harting Hill-

climb, which took place on June 28th. It

will be observed that these differ from the original

figures—to the inaccuracies in which we at once drew

attention—in no less than twenty-three places. The
order of merit is altered in two cases, and we offer our

sympathy to those who find fhemselves displaced from
positions which they had reason to think they had won.
The original Chota figure was as high as 2.096.

Entrant.
Figure Place Place

Capa- Weight. TiniB. of on on
city. Merit. Merit. Time.

CO. lbs. m. s.

1082 693 1 33f .3174 1 -

746 1004 2 29| ..5275 2 1

494 1060 4 4f .8106 1 2

644 1392 5 26s .2817 3 3

986 956 1 43 .4647 1 1

965 875 2 6i .3147 2 2
1082 970 2 71 .2588 3 3

1085 902J 1 .501 .3247 2 1

1097 1555 2 14 .3662 - -

1069 1372 2 14| .3407 1 2

1085 1021 2 41 .1791 7 3

1085 11 94J 2 56f .1786 8 4
965 1008 2 .561 .2013 5 5
985 1019 2 58J .1891 6 6

965 126U 3 .2437 3 7
965- 1409 3 191: .-2280 4 8 -

CLASS I.

A. W. Lambert Morgan

CLASS in.
J. F. Buckingham
A. E. Parnacott .

.

K. Kreitmeyer . .

.

CLASS IV.

W. G. McMiunics
A. W. Lambert .

.

L. W. Spencer .

.

CLASS V.
A. G. r. Nash . .

.

L. Martin
J. T. Wood
C. M. Whitehead
G. N. Higgs
E. H. Armstrong
H. Naylor
J. Chater Lea . .

.

A. P. Bradley ..

Chota
Cycar
Zebra

G.P. Morgan
Morgan
Morgan

G.N
Singer ....

G.W.K. ..

G.N
G.N
Armstrong
G.N
Chater-Lea
Duo

Silver plaque

Silver plaque
Silver plaque and special cup*

Silver plaque
Bronze meda'

Silver plaque
DisquHlilied

Silver plaque

' Offered bv Hon. Trials Secretary, Mr. A. H. Selw3'a, for higtie,?t figure of meiii.

C.J
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OPEN HALF-DAY TRIAL.
THIRD OF THE HERTFORDSHIRE M.C.C. SERIES.

SATUROAY last was the date fixed for tlic third open
hulf-<lay trial organised by the Hertfordshire M.C.C,
but the morning was so wet that at one time the event

was in danger of postponement. Ho^^ever, at 1.50,

just an hour before the start, the rain cleared oft', and
Kiinpetitors began to assemble at the George Hotel, Enfield.

.Vniong the earliest arrivals was S. Crawley, the energetic

triumph rider, who had ridden do«n from Coventry, and
was to return by road the same evening. Miss Walker

;2i Hobart) and Miss Mary Ellis, handling a big 8 Matchless
and sidecar, formed the ladies' brigade, for Miss Cooke,
though entered, was unable to turn up. The entry of

thirty-seven was considerably spoiled by the weather, and
oidy about thirty started.

The First Speed Trial.

The route led through Potters Bar and South ^limms
to North Mimms, where a speed trial was held over a
short stretch of road in a private park. The test was
somewhat marred by the loose surface, which made it almost
iuipossible for the faster machines to keep on the road,

and U. W. Perry (Rudge) and C. C. Cooke (Triumph),
who were very fast in the early stretches, both fell. Miss
Mary Ellis made a fine performance, and Miss Walker,
H. VV. Vernon (5^ twin Matchless). F. Abbiss (3^ Triumph),
S. Hall (6 Rex), A. H. Wright (6 A.J.S. sc), S. Crawley,,

I
Triumph), and F. A. McNab (5 Trump) were all going well,

Crawley and McKab seeming to be the fastest pair. A.
H. Wright nearly left the road while at speed. Bedford
(5 Hazlewood) was very quiet. The little Wilton cycle

car, driven by C. F. Halsall, arrived very late at the start,

but was running splendidly. Shortly after the start it

picked up a stranded motor cyclist, and continued with
three up. The course led through Hatfield and Welwyn
to Hitchin, where competitors checked in at the post office,

thence via Lilley, Hesiton and Barton to Sundon.

Loose Surface.
The roads in places were treacherous. The surface of

Sundon Hill was too bad to allow of many fast ascents, but
there were few failures. The road from Sundon to Dun-
stable is uninteresting, but shortly after the last-mentioned
town Crawley took a wrong road.

The Tring Road was followed over the Ivmghoe Downs,
but avoiding Tring Town. Competitors were led into the
Aylesbury Road, and thence to Aston Clinton Hill. This hill

in too well-known and too easy to cause much trouble, and
A. E. Walker was the only rider who had to dismount. G.
Hferry (3^ Precision) had a slipping belt owing to his pulley

Miss Hay Walker i2i h.p. Hoban) negotiating the sharp bend on Sundon Bill.

Miss Walker obtained second place in Class A.

flange unscrewing, but got up by using his foot as a jockey
pullev. As this was not a timed hill there were no really

fast climbs. D. W. Perry, C. C. Cooke, H. W. "S^ernon,

S. Hall, and F. A. McNab all came up very well. A. H.
Wright was driving his A.J.S. and sidecar sitting side saddle,

being apparently tired of the more iisital position. The first

arrival at the hill was E. C. Jarvis (.3^ Singer), who made a
good ascent, but seemed to be in a hurry, for he was some
way ahead of the rest. Narrow, twisty lanes followed, lead-

ing through St. Leonards and Bellingden to Cheshani, where
a fifteen minutes' stop was allowed for tea. Now came a

short section, which was rather sparsely arrowed, leading to

a little known, hill near Chesham Bois.

A TricKy Hill.
Fortunately, most of the competitors knew their way, and

all the survivors safely reached the rather tricky little hill.

A right-hand bend brings one on to the steepest part of the

1

: ^^^^^ lies'

CLIIMBING SUNDON HILL IN THE HERTFORDSHIRE M.C.C. OPEN TRIAL.
A. R. flare (6 h.p. Enfield sidecar) passing Ihe timekeeper. C. F. Halsall i8-10 h.p. Wilton c.vdn car) on the same hill.

C7
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Open Half-day Trial.—

hill, the siu-face of which was rather greasy. However, all

those who reached the hill made clean ascents except T.

Smith and G. Berry, whose belt failed him. F. Abbiss (3i
Triumph) is reported to have failed near the bottom, but we
saw him finish in good form, apparently after a restart,

tiood climbs were made by Miss Mary Ellis, C. C. Cooke, H.
W. Vernon, S. Hall, A. H. Wright, A. R. Hare (6 Enfield

sc), H. Haines (3^ Premier) sc). S. Halsall (2| Veloce), C.

F. Halsall (Wilton cycle car), and Bedford (5 Hazlewood).

Tlie route continued through Amersham, Kickmajisworth,

Croxley Green, W'atford, to St Albans, by Holywell Hill,

which," though a favourite local test, is not steep enough
to worry a macliine in good trim.

The Second Speed Test.
The London Road was followed to Bell Lane, where a.

left-hand turn leads to North Mimms and the second speed

test. The surface in this test is much better and some
good speeds were made, the most conspicuous performances
being those of D. W. Perry, R. T. and H. W. Vernon,

S. Halsall and C. F. Halsall," G. Berry and i\Iiss Mary Ellis.

Thence through the park tiil the main road is reached and
on to Barnet there is little of interest to record.

C. 0. Cooke, being the secretary of the event, is unable
to take the prize in Class B ; it therefore goes to D. W.
Perry. Both the winners in the passenger class made

meritorious performances,
runs :

R. T. Vernon (6 Matchless)
C. F. Halsall {10 Wilton

cycle car)

S. Halsall (2i Veloce)
F. Wolfe (^ Rudge Multi)
E. C. Jarvis (3^ Singer)
H. Haines (3^ Premier sc.)

Final results :

Class A
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The following made non-stop

A. H. Wright (6 A.J.S. sc.)

Arthur Ellis (3^ Rudge)
Miss Walker (2i Hobart)
S. F. Nickolds {3i Kerry-
Abingdon)

W. H. Bedford (5 Hazle-
wood)

"Up to 350 c.c.

Nop-stop Sptjedtest Hill-climb Posi-
80. 40. 30. tion_

. 30 39 30 1

,. 30 36 24 2

ider and macbine.

S. Halsall (2^ Veloce)
Miss Walker (2^ Hobart)

Class B. Betvfeen 350 and 517 c.c.

C. C. Cooke (3^ Triumph) 20 38 25
D. W. Perry (3i Rudge) ... 20 40
E. C. Jarvis (3^ Singer) ... 30 11

Class C. Up to 1,000 c.c

F. A. McNab (5 Trump-Jap) 20 40
S. Hall (6 Rex) 20 38
W. H. Bedford (5 Hazlewood) 30 23

Class D. Passenger machines.

C. F. Halsall (10 Wilton) ... 30 40 27

H. Haines (3^ Premier) ... 30 32 21

20
4

30
19

21

Tola
99
90

83
80
45

90
77

74

97
83

->—•©•-<-

Results of Irish End-to-End Run.

Group of competitors in the annual Irish End-to-End Run for the Palmer trophy. (See page 939 last week).

The results of the End-to-end of Ireland Reliability Trial,

under the auspices of the Ulster Centre of the Motor Cycle
Union of Ireland, have been announced as under.
The scores given below represent the net figiu'es after

deducting marks where such penalty was imposed in conse-
quence of the ascent of either liill not being clean at the
hiAt attempt

:

1. L. J^ewey, Birmingham (3-^- Ariel), open controls, 120
marks ; secret controls, 220 seconds variation.

2. J. Thompson, Belfast (3^- B.S.A.), open, 120 marks;
secret variation, 240 seconds.

3. H. Gibson, Southport (3^ Bradbury sc), open, 120
marks ; secret variation, 330 seconds.

4. T. De la Hay, Stourbridge (2J Sunbeam), open, 118
marks.

5. W. J. Chambers, Belfast (Z^ B.S.A.), open, 115 marks;
secret variation, 5 seconds.

6. James Stewart, Belfast (2| Douglas), open, 115 marks

;

secret variation, 7 seconds.

7. D. H. Noble, Coventry (3^ Rover), open, 115 marks
;

secret variation, 230 seconds.

8. T. Woods, Dublin (3^ P. and M.), open, 115 marks;
secret variation, 235 seconds.

The following are also entitled to silver medals : C. E.

Murphy,. F. C. Wasley, R. S.- Russell, J. A. McCann, R.

c8

Fenn, J. Brown, J. Lavery, D. Lucv, V. J. Farrell, C.

Martin, W. 0. Callaghan, T. Mallon, "B. M'Manus, and F.

L. Dooley.

The Palmer Tyre trophy goes to L. Newey, the j\Iotor

Traders' prize to J. R. Thompson, the four guinea prize

and special prize to Hugh Gibson, the two guinea prize to

T. De la Hay, and the one _guinea prize to W. J. Chambers.
The team prize goes to the Sunbeam team—Messrs. De la

Hay, JNlallon, and M'Manu.s—whose point total exceeded any
of the other teams finishing.

HOLIDAY HILL-CLIMBING TRIAL.
The INIotor Cycling Club will hold a standard reliability

and hill-climbing trial, open to all types of standard touring
bicycles, sidecar machines, and cycle cars, on August 2nd
.and 4th. The start will be at 8.30 a.m. Route—Outwards :

Newbury, Marlborough, Radstock, Wells, Bridgwater, Mine-
head, Porlock, Lynton, Barbrook Mill, Watfersmeet, and
Lynmouth, 135 miles (approx.). Homewards: Lynmouth,
Porlock, and route as above, but in the reverse direction,

129 miles (approx.).

For the purpose of the hill-climb machines will be divided
into three classes, with certain set minimum speeds.
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Perth, Sunday.

WE are writing on tlie eve of the

Scottish Six Days' Trials, which
promise to be by far the greatest

success of any of the series.

Tlic entries constitute a record in point

of numbers, over one hundred being on

the spot, and among them are three

ladies. Opinions seem divided as to

whether tliey will get through, but every-

one admires their sporting spirit in

making the effort to do so. Mrs. Mabel
Hardee will ride a 3i P. and M., Miss
Reid a. 3^ Brough, and Miss R. Ham-
mett will again try her luck in a long

distance trial on her 2| Douglas. Every-

one hopes she will get better fortune

with tyres than she had last year.

Perth was absolutely congested on
Saturday' night when we arrived, and
the presence of so many motor cyclists

seemed of great interest to the populace.

Not only was hot*l accommodation at a
premium, but it was rather like solving

a jig-saw puzzle to get our machine into

a garage. However, the proprietor of the

Royal George Hotel, directly he knew we
were connected with The Motor Cycle,

set to work and cleared a space in the
packed hotel garage for our machine, and
turned the billiard room into a bedroom.

A Strenuous Trial.

We were met almost the moment we
arrived by Geo. Brough, anxious to have
our seals fixed to his machine, for he
purposes to ride a further twenty miles
at the conclusion of the trials under
our observation, so as to complete 1,000
miles in all on his single-geared 5 h.p.

Brough without using a tool. He is very
cheery and will not hear of defeat, and is

quite confident that he can repeat last

year's successful journey.

Rex Mundy, who was entered to drive

a Morgan, changed his mind at the last

moment, and is riding an 8 h.p. William-
son, air-cooled, as a solo mount. A good
many critics aver he will find such a

large and heavy mount very difficult to

manage on some of the twisty mountain
roads, but the maker of the machine is

confident that this motor cycle, heavy as

it is, is quite a manageable solo mount.

Roads and the Weather.

Conflicting reports as to the state of

the roads reach us—some saying that
they are bad, others that they are good,
especially in the extreme North. Any-
way, there has been practically no rain
in this part of Britain for nearly a
month, and at the moment of writing
the weather is glorious, but as barometric
conditions in the Highlands vary with
startling rapidity, we must not bargain
on too sunny a trip. A large number of

competitors who arrived early spent
Saturday in trying out their machines
on Amulree, twenty miles from the
start, and, as far as we can hear, every-
one got up, but several attempts were
necessary in some cases. Generally speak-
ing, the lighter machines seem to have
acquitted themselves to the most ad-
vantage in this informal trial, owing to

their handiness at the corners. Our
photographer made two clean and easy
ascents on his Douglas, so we may take
it that if there are any failures to-morrow
at this spot they will be due to bad
driving. We assume that all machines
entered are fit, so the motors should not
be blamed if they do not succeed.

We are informed that one of the side-

car combinations contain a young couple
on their honeymoon !

A good number of machines new to

six days' events are making their dfbiit

in this competition, and the Armstrong
and Summers and Harding cycle cars are

also new-comers.
the Edmund, Williamson, Sunbeam,

Enfield, Sun-Villiers, and Lea-Francis are

notable new-comers to this class of work.
Special gear ratios of 6 to 1 and 12 to 1

are fitted to the Lea-Francis machines,
and the one ridden by G. I. Francis,

No. 35, is fitted with an interesting new
carburetter—the Evere,st. This is an
automatic one-lever carburetter, and is a
miniature replica of the carburetter fitted

to the Maudslay cars. It has seven jets,

and great economy in fuel consumption is

claimed for it. It is stated that a six-

cylinder car, 90x130 mm., has been driven

at 30 m.p.h. on a consumption of sixteen

miles to the gallon with a heavy body
and four passengers, and the results, when
the instrument is transferred to a motor
cycle, are said to be equally satisfactory.

A very neat little lever is fitted at the

top of the carburetter at the point where
the Bowden wire control enters to vary
the amount of air ; but this is not moved
in running, and is only used to get the

correct setting for any violent atmospheric
change. A curious point about the 3^ h.p.

Lea-Francis machines is, so we are in-

formed by Francis, that they are actually

faster on the average when fitted with
the lower ratios of gearing than with the

standard 5 to 1 top. It is evident that

the J.A.P. engines, with which they are

fitted, are designed for a high number
of r.p.m. They are very workmanlike
machines, and each cai'ries a spai'e cover

fixed very neatly to the side of the

machine, a block of wood curved to fit

the inside curve of the cover being fitted

on the side of the carrier and the cover
secured over it and then strapped tightly

to the back stays.

T.io Motor Cycle " representative sealln? the 6 h.p. single geared Brou^b
which George Broogh Is endeavouring to ride 1,000 miles without

maliinj any adjuslmeat.

An 8 fa.p. air-cooicd Wiliiamson which is being ridden

by Rex G. Mundy.
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The air-cooled Summers and Harding Cycle

The Sealing.

At eleven o'clock on Sunday the com-
petitors presented themselves at the

garage of Messrs. Fergusson. The garage,

spacious as it is, was absolutely con-

gested, and the proceedings of checking .

the spaces, sealing, etc., were strung out

to an interminable degree. This was
partly due to the way in wliich entirely

unauthorised persons were allowed to

roam about the garage at their own sweet
will, and half the juvenile population of

Perth seemed to be treating , themselves
to a miniature Olympia Show, with the
result that it was a matter of acrobatic

agility to find one's way between the
closely packed machines. Our first duty
was to seal up Geo. Brough's machine on
behalf of The Motor Cycle, and this was
done very thoroughly, even the tool-bag
being sealed. Brough came in for a lot

of chafi from other riders while his

machine was in our hands, and a wag
caused much amusement by asking us to

seal the rider's feet to the footrests !• A
threat to go on in advance and seal the
doors of the bars at the luncheon and
night stops was the only thing to cause
Brough consternation, for, in the event
of any hiU being too much for his single

gear of 4 to 1, he imagined the thirst he
would develop would cause such seals to
be rudely broken

!

Mr. victor Holroyd put in an un-
expected visit, and explained that he
had started on a holiday trip to Norway,
but was unable to get there as the ship
on which he had booked his berth had
been wrecked, so he decided that a 'bus-

man's holiday was evidently destined for

liim by fate, so here he is on a 750 c.c.

Kudge and sidecar, and he will accompany
the riders round part of the course.

A Few Details.

The majority of the machines were
worKmanlike looking productions, and de-
partures from standard were conspicuous
by their absence, but C. R. Collier's

sidecar combination was fitted with a new
type of gear box giving three speeds.

Tho drive from the engine to the gear
box is by enclosed Renold silent chain
and thence to- the rear wheel, which is

car wliich is being driven by P. D. Walker.

shod with a Sin. Palmer, by iin. pitch

roller chain. Attached to the gear box

is a massive kick starter on the Douglas
principle, but Collier explained to us

that the adoption of this gear will not

be decided upon for 1914 until aft;er the

trials, and that it is now undergoing its

first severe public test.

A great many riders have attached
" wire cooling " devices to their cylinder

heads, and this idea may be a good one,

but it looks uglv.

T. Knowles's t.T. 2| Humber attracted

a great deal of attention, and it was
enamelled bright red with spick and span

black and gold lining, and plated silencer.

We should imagine that he will find

dropped handle-bars rather fatiguing,

especially on long descents.

W. Pratt, who always has some 'cute

ideas on his P. and M., has fitted large

mesh chain nail catchers on his tyres,

as has also Mrs. Hardee, and Pratt hopes

that his proverbial good luck Avith tyres

will be his lot again this year.
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A neat little machine, making its first

essay in a big trial, is the 2-^ Connaught
two stroke. It is fitted with a G.H. two-

speed gear and very heavy driving

chains, and a perfect bun'':h of wire round
the cylinder head for exti a cooling effect.

We were rather token with the rear

springing of the Edmund, ridden by a

private rider, R. G. MacGibbon. Some
of the competitors were very sparsely sup-

plied with spares, and although it is

well on a trial of this description to ride

as light as possible, we fear some of these

men will have cause to rue their optimism
before many days are over.

The Cycle Cars.

Taken altogether, the cycle cars did

not attract a vast deal of attention, but
the Singer is practically a racing model
with a fish-tail body and pointed
radiator.

A curious looking four-wheeler is the

Summers and Hai'dmg cycle car. It is

fitted with a 90° J.A. P. engine and fixed

Eisemann ignition, and, sloping from the

dashboard to the front of the car, is a

broad wooden board, giving it the

appearance something like a Renault.

On the board is painted a big GoUy-wog.
The. change-speed lever is mounted by
the steering column very much in the

manner of the early De Dion quads, and
the drive is by shaft from the engine
to the three-speed sliding type gear box,

and thence to the back Avheels by belts.

All four wheels are sprung on vertical

coiled springs. P. D. Walker, the driver,

assured us that it was very fast and
would climb anything.
Everyone is hoping for a continuation

of the present fine weather, as to-morrow's
run is a severe one, a start being made
at 8 a.m., the lunch stop being fixed at

Braemar, where we are due at 12.41. A
certain amount of grumbling has been

caused by several of the sidecars being

started early in the list, as it is feared

that some of them may fail on Amulree
and block the narrow road, but we
believe that these fears will prove ground-

less, in the great majority of cases at all

events. Fifteen minutes each morning
are allowed for work on machines.

The Singer cycle car driven by h. Martin. As may be seen it is ntted with a new type of flsh-.jjlea body

and special weuse-suapeii raaiaiur.
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FIRST DAY.—Perth, Amulree, Glenquaich,

Kenmore, Aberfeldy Ballinluig, Pitlochry,

Kirkmichael. Spital of Glenshee, Braemar,

Cockbridge. Tomintoul, Grantown, Carr

Bridge, Inverness. 173 miles.

The start of tlie Trial was made
in lovely weather on Monday, the

first conipetitoi- Lieing despatclied at 8

a.m. The non-starters included G. E.

CiiBo (Premier), C D. Wright (Hnniber),

F. G. Boddington (Xlorgan), A. D. Scott

(Triiunph). E. SI. Oliver (Hazlewood),

Miss Reid (Brough), and T. Silver

(Quadrant). Oliver was prevented from
starting owing to illness. There was a

gi-eat crowd at the start, and the ladies

in particular came in for much cheering

OS they were given the word " Go " at

the commencement of their long and
strenuous trip.

Amulree the First Test.

The first real test was the notorious

Amulree with its S bend. Observations

thereon were as under : Following good

—

Thonmon (Bat sc), Morrison (Bat),

Downie (A.J.S. sc.) ; Fletcher (Douglas),

Tessier (Bat), and Gibson (Bradbury)
splendid ; Pratt (P. and M.) failed

;

Keiller and AVilberforce (G.W.K.'s), both
excellent ; Wood (G.W.K.), good ; Mrs.
Baxter (Rex), failed at the second bend.
Chisholm (Ariel), failed. Bevoridge
(Rudge) took the ditch, but recovered
finely ; Wade (Xew Imperial sc), Warren
(Premier), and Hands (Williamson sc),

good ; Proctor, poor ; Chater-Lea, good.
J. R. Blackburn (Morgan) punctured

9^7

Rex Mundy (8 h.p. Williamson) and an Ariel rider roonSing the Devil's Eltow.

a front tyre near Aberfeldy, but soon

repaired it. Cramb (Elswick) broke his

pulley in avoiding another competitor,

and was obliged to retire.

The ascent of the Devil's Elbow on the

Spital of Glenshee provided a number of

sensations. Our observations on the
Elbow were as follows : Heath, good

;

S. Wright (Humberette), very good.

Chisholm (Ariel) ran into the gutter

and fell heavily without injury. Begg
(Rudge) came a cropper at the same
spot; but CoUiver, on the 7 Indian,

made a beautiful ascent. The Rover and

Lea-Francis teams to a man wei-e excel-

lent, as also Berwick (3i Humber) and

Beveridge (Rudge). Brough, on his single

geared 6 h.p. Brough. climbed the hill

with ridiculous ease, but the P. and M.

team were not happy, though Mrs.

LIST OF STARTERS WITH OFFICIAL NUMBERS AND DETAILS OF COMPETING MACHINES.
Name of Rider and Machine, Bore and

\
Name of Rider and Machine. Bore and

No. and No. of Cylinders. Variable Gear. Stroke. 1 No. and No. of Cylinders. Variable Gear.

X C. W. Meredith (3* Bradbiirj', i-cyl.) S.-A. 3-sp. hub .

mir
89 X 8q 54 •H. Berwick (3! Humber, i-cyl.) S.-A. 3-sp. hub .

mm.
84 X 90

s W. Westwood {3,1 Triumph, i-cyl.) S.-A. 3-sp. hub . i5 X 88 55 •F. C. North (3* Ariel, i-cyl.) Armst'g 3-sp. hub

Armst'g 3-sp. bub
t Lea-Francis 2-sp.

86 X
60 X

85
76

56
57

•T. T. Laker (3? Elswicll, l-cyl.)

•V. Busby {i\ Ariel, i-cyl.)

Armst'g 3-sp. hub
Armst'g 3-sp. hub4 •N. W. Downie (3} Lea-Francis, 2-cyl.) . .

.

86. 4X 85

"i J. E. Chisholm (3! Ariel, i-cyl.) Armst'g 3-sp. hub i6.4X 85 58 •H. Thompson (3* Kynoch, i-cyl.) S.-A. 3-sp. hub . 85 X 85

6 S. J. K. Thomson (7-8 Bat sc, 2-cyl.) Bat 2-sp >.S X 85 59 G. Nott (5-6 Clvno sc, 2-cyl.) Clyno 3-sp

:Annst'g 3-sp hub
Chater-Lea 3-sp..

76 X
8=; X

85
85

60
61

,irmst'g3-sp.hub
.4..J.S. 3-sp8 •j. Chater-Lea, jun. {8 Chater-Lea sc, 2-cvLj •D. Bell (6 A.J.S. sc, 2-cyl.) 74 X 81

9 •-v. F. Doivnie (6 A.J.S. sc, 2-cvl.) A.J.S. 3-sp 74 X 81 62 J. B. Robertson (23 Douglas, 2-cyl.) rDouglas 2-sp. .

.

xo •G. L. Fletcher (23 Dougla-i, 2-cvl.) -Douglas 2-sp. .

.

5o.5x 60 63 •B. A. Hill (7 Indian, 2-cyl.) Indian 2-sp 82. 5X 93

IX •S. T. Tessier (5-6 Bat 2-cvl.) Annst'g 3-sp. hub
t Lea-Francis 2-sp.

7b X
60 X

85
76

65
66

Mrs. Hardee (3* P. & M., i-cyl.)

J. R. Blackburn (8 Morgan cc, 2-cyl.) . .

.

P. & M. 2-sp. . .

.

Morgan 4-sp. . .

.

12 •C. H. Ingall (3J Lea-Frani:is, 2-cyl.) 85 X 85

14 •D. H. Noble (3* Rover, i-cvl.) Armst'g 3-sp. hub ^5 X 88 67 •N. A. Ayres (2J Sun- Villiers, i-cyl.) [Villiers 2-sp. ... 74.5 X 80

».s *Hugh Gibson (3.^ Bradbury' sc, i-cyl.) . .

.

S.-A. 3-sp. hub . 89 X 89 68 •Gordon Armstrong (Gordon cc, 2-cyl.) . .

.

Gordon 2-sp 85 X 95

>b •A. U. R. Downie (25 A.T.S., i-cyl.) A.J.S. 3-sp 74 X 81 69 •A. G. Fenn (3* B.S.A., i-cyl.)

J7 J. F. Morrison (2^ Douglas, 2-cyl.) [Douglas 2-sp. ,

.

60 X 61 70 •D. Alexander (8 Williamson sc, 2-cyl.) . . . [Douglas 2-sp. .

.

85 X 85

lis •G. Featherslonliaugh (3i Rover, l-cyl.) . .

.

Armst'g 3-sp. hub Si X 88 71 •G. T. Gray (s Rudge. i-cyl.) Rudge Multi var.

19 J. H. Begg (3J Rudge, i-cyl.) Rudge Rluiti var. S5 X 88 72 W. J. K. Guiland (3.V B.S.A., l-cyl.) Bat 2-sp 85 X 88

•E. A. CoUiver (7-9 Indian, 2-cvl.)

E. B. Keiilcr (3! Rudge, l-cvl.)

t Indian 2-sp. ...

^S.-A. 3-sp. hub .

82. 5X
8=i X

93
88

73
7421 •J. Oliphant (3?. Piemicr, l-cyl.) Armst'y 3-sp. hub 85 X 88

32 •C. M. Keiller (9.2 G.W.K. cc. 2-cyl.) .... G.W.K. var. ... 86 X 92 75 *J. R. Alexander (7 Indian, 2-cyl.) Indian 2-sp 82. 5X 93

21 •Victor VVilberforce (9.2 G.W.K. cc, 2-cyl.) G.W.K. var. . . . 86 X 92 76 •A. G. Cocks (2i Connaught, i-cyl.) G. & H. 2-sp. . .

.

73 X 70

24 •C. T. Newsome (3i Rover, i-cyl.) S.-A. 3-sp. hub . S'i X 88 77 C. Q. Roberts (8 Zenith, 2-cyl.) Zenith-Graduava. 85 X 85

35 Mrs. Baxter (6 Re.x, 2-cyl.) . . 77.5 X 95 78 J. A. Hoult (3! Matchless, 2-cyl.) Annst'g 3-sp. hub 70 X 64.5
26 •J. T. Wood (0.2 G.W.K. cc, 2-svl.) G.W.K. var. . .

.

86 X 92 79 A. J. Di.xon (3J Singer, l-cyl.) Singer 2-sp. . .

.

85 X 88

H A. W. Briltain (3 J Bradbury, i-cyl.) S.-A. 3-sp. hub . 89 X 89 80 •L, Sealev (3J B.S.A., i-cyl.) B.S.A. 2-sp. . .

.

28 •W. Pratt (3II P. & M., i-cvL) P. & M. 2-sp. .

.

84. 5X 88.9- 82 •T. Pollock (3i James sc, i-cyl.) lames 3-5p

20 T. A. .M'Creadie (23 Sunbeam, i cyl.) .... Sunbeam 2 sp. .

.

75 X 79 83 *F. G. Edmond (25 Humber, 2-cvl.) .Armst'g 3-sp. hub
30 E. F. Ba.\ler (6 Rex. 2 cvl.) }N.S.U.2Sp. ... 77.5 X 95 84 H. M. Jameson (3 Royal Enfield, 2-cyl.) . t Enfield 2-sp. ..

.

60 X 75

K. A. MacDonakl (3A Singer, i cyl.)

•\V. B. Gibb (;} Douglas, 2 cyl.)

S. A. 3 sp. hub .

tDouglas 2 sp. .

.

85 X
61 X

85
86w 60 J. F. Selous Jones (2.f Douglas, 2-cyl.) .... Douglas 2-sp. . . . 60. 5X 60

35 •G. I. Francis (3^ Lea Francis, 2 cyl.) tLen Francis 2 sp. 60 X 76 87 •G. Wrav (5-6 Clvno sc, i-cyl.) Clyno 3-sp

.lt> Rev. R. M. Bankes Tones (3* P. & M., i cyl.) P. & M. 2 sp 84. 5X 88.9 88 T. Finlav (h* James sc, i-cyl.) James 3-sp

W 'Cyril Walden {7 Premier sc, a-cyl.) . . Premier 2 sp. ... 85 X 88 89 R. G. Mundv (8 Morgan cc, 2-cyl.) Morgan 4-sp. . .

.

85 X 85

38 •H. W. Hands (8 Wilbamson sc, i-cyl.) .

.

tDouglas 2 sp. .

.

85 X 85 90 W. C. Brandauer (7-9 Indian, 2-cyl.) tindian 2-sp. ... 82. 5X 93

39 •G. C. Proctor
Jardine 2 sp. ... 90 X 77.5

91 P. D. Walker (10 Summers & Harding cc,
2-cvl.)

French make .

.

85 X 95
«o •A. B. Wade (8 New hnpcrial sc, 2-cyl.) .

.

76 X 8241 'L. E. Cass {6 Trump-Jap, 2-cyl.) Jardine 2 speed . 70 X 85 92 •T. Heath (5-6 Clvno sc, i-cyl.) Clyno 3-sp

42 E. H. Liltledale (3* Ariel, i-cyl.) Armst'g 3-sp. hub 86. 4X 85 93 •S. Tubb (35 Humber, i-cyi.) S.-A. 3-sp. hub .

43 R. M. Staltebrass (6i N.S.U. sc, 2-cyl.) .

.

tN.S.U. 2-sp. ant 75 X 94 94 *L. Newey (3^ Ariel, l-cyl.) Armst'g 3-sp. hub
.\nnst'g 3-sp. hub 95 I. Steel (3J B.S.A. , l-cyl.) —

44 •R. S. Macrae {3J L.M.C., I-cyl.) S.-A. 3-sp. hub . 85 X 88 .96 Miss R. Hammett (23 Douglas, 2-cvl.) tDouglas 2-sp. .

.

4.5 •R. Pearsons (5-6 Clvno sc, 2-cyl.) Clyno 3-5P 76 X 82 97 R. E. Guest (7-8 Matchless sc, 2-cyL) . .

.

Matchless 3-sp. . 85 X 85

46 •C. Freeman {5-6 Clyno sc, 2-cyl.) Clyno 3-5P 76 X 82 99 •S. Wright (8 Humberette cc, 2 cyl.) tHumber 3-sp. . . 84 X 90

47 F. L. Bassctt (2 J Sun Villiers, i-cyl.) Villiers 2-sp. . .

.

7'(.5X 80 100 •C. R. ColUei (7-8 Matchless sc, 2-cyl.) . . .

.

Matchless 3-sp. . 85 X 85

4>* *G. Brough {6 Brough, 2-cyl.) Fixed 77 X
85 X

88
88

101

103

'1'. Knowles (23 Humber, 2-cyl.)

R. G. MacGibbon (3* Edmund, 2-cyl.) . .

.

Armst'g 3-sp. hub
.\rmst'g 3-sp. huL

60 X 60

V> *J. Cocker {3* Singer, i-cyl.) Singer 3-sp 70 X 64.;

.SI G. A. Grcgson (5-6 Bat, 2-cyl.) .Armst'g 3-sp. hub 76 X 85 104 •H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan cc, 2-cyl.) .

.

Matchless 4-sp. 85 X 85

.is •A. W. Walden (3» Premier, 2-cvl.) Premier 2-sp. .

.

S'i X 88 105 •G. A. Lovegrove (3* Raglan, i-cyl.) S.-A. 3-sp. hub
53 J. G. Beveridge (3I Rudge, l-cyl.) Rudge Multi var 85 X 88 106 •L. Martin do Singer cc, 4-cyl.) tSineer 3-sp. . . . |ti3 x PO

• Denotes trade rider. t Lower than standard. J Higher than standard. § Not standard.
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Hardee did well. Miss Hammett
(Douglas) fell, Uicliily without serious

damage. The Villiers machines made
beautiful climbs. Mrs. Ba.xter (Rex) was
loudly cheered as she managed her heavy
twin magnificently. Hoult (Matcliless)

made an extraordinai'y recovery. He
charged the bank, climbed up 1 in 2, slid

down backwards, and went on without
dismounting. Naturally, he was loudly

cheered for his exhibition. The best per-

formance among the sidecarists was easily

that of Hands, vi'hose passenger came up
smoking comfortably in quite his normal
position in contradistinction to the other
sidecar passengers, who mostly performed
acrobatic feats over the carriers.

Charles R. Collier (Matchless sc.) was
very good. Guest (Matchless) fast, and
Cocks (Connaught) made a fine' climb.

Pollock (James sc.) was good, with
passenger leaning well over. Several

competitors assisted at the bend by foot

slogging, and thereby managed to get

round.
The surface of the road was appalling,

being inches deep in loose sand and big

stones, whilst the descent from the

I Jevil's Elbow to Braemar may be de-

scribed as the worst road in Britain.

Southerners can have no idea of the

roughness. On one occasion competitors

had to push for half a mile over huge un-

rolled granite

Great interest was evinced in the trial

all along the route, even labourers carry-

ing programmes. ...

The sensation of the day was the
burning, by the Devil's Elbow, of Victor
Wilberforce's G.W.K. How the fire

originated is a mystery, but the petrol

tank burst, and instantly the whole
machine burst into flames, and was soon
a total wreck. Luckily the driver and
passenger jumped clear. GuUand (B.S.A.)
had to retire at Braemar. His back
tyre was wrenched off in climbing Amul-
ree, and a bad fall . gashed his head. A
doctor refused to allow him to proceed.

After lunch, at Braemar, the roads
improved awhile, but at the end of six

miles the competitors were suddenly
directed off the main Aberdeen Road on
to a succession of precipitous ups and
downs across the hills towards Cock-
bi'idge. Arriving there, we were faced
with a terrific climb for several miles

over a frightful surface, loose boulders
on 1 in 6 gradients being quite usual

features of the road. Generally speak-
ing, there were not many failures

through inability to climb, but tyre

troubles were prevalent. Before reach-

ing Cockbridge the silencer on Thomp-
son's Kynoch hit a projecting rock, and
was smashed, causing him to retire, as

the machine made a terrible noise. All

the ladies made clean ascents of Cock-
bridge Ladder. The descent to Gran-
town was the worst piece of the journey.

There were deep galleys every hundred
yards, and a great strain was imposed
on front forks and brakes. A false

move on the part of the rider would

AMULREE, THE FIRST TEST HaL.

(1> Ai the second bend. A. W.
Walden (8 h.p. Fiemier sidecar) and
H. W. Hands iWilllamson sidecar).

(2) C. T. Newsome {ii a.p. Rover).

(3) S. J. K. Thomson (7-8 a.p. Bat
sidecar) rounding the first acute bend,

his passenger on the carrier,

have been fatal, as on the left there

was a deep precipice, and the road
was very narrow and winding. A
large number ' of competitors were
missing at Inverness, but up to a

late hour no official list of catas-

trophes was published. It was
reported that Taylor (Rudge) had had
a bad smash on Amulree. One report

says that a car ran into him, another
that a stone lodged in his multi gear

and threw him heavily. Cocker also had
an accident to his Singer, and was brought
into Inverness in the official car. The
Humberette made splendid performances
on all hills. It is now said that the fire

on Wilberforce's G.W.K. was caused

through using rubber petrol pipes, which
came adrift.

Everyone was glad to see Inverness

and all agree that it has been an excep-

tionally heavy day, especially tor ps

senger machines. The Matchless sidecars

ran beautifully, the J. A. P. engines

being in perfect tune. Brougli continued

to play with hills, his performance being

remarkable, especially on Cockbridge.
The following have retired : Keiller

(Rudge), Wilberforce (G.W.K,)' Stalle-

brass (N.S.U.), Cramb (Elswick), Bell

(A.J.S.), Gulland (B.S.A.), Di.xon

(Singer), and Martin (Singer c.c). Also

nine men have lost marks.

Friday's and Saturday's Routes.

FIFTH DAY. — Strathpeffer, Beauly,
Drum nadrochit, Invermorriston,
Cluanie Shell Inn, Glenelg, Cluanie,

Tomdoun, Fort Augustus Craggie
Inn, Carr Bridge, Grantown—1^"

miles.

SIXTH DAY.—Grantown, Cockbridge,
Braemar, Spital of Glenshee, Kinc-
michael, Pitlochry, Balliuluig, Aber-

feldv, Kenmore, Glenquoich, Crieff,

Stirling, Falkirk, Edinburgh—184
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS
July 24th

,. 26tli

,, 28tli

., oOth

8.59 p.m.
8.i:6 „
8.63 .,

8.50 „

English-Dutch Trial.

Additional subscriptions to. the fund

in connection with the Dutch motor
cyclists' visit next month are

Glvn Eowden ...

J. W. G. Brooker
K. R. Fletcher

d.

10 6
10 6

10 6

A Severe Tiial.

Fourteen test hills, each having single

figure gradients, have been crammed
into a one-day reliability trial of the

Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club
to be held on Saturday. The course in-

cludes the gradients embodied in the

open reliability trial in May with several

additions, and the chief award is the

Manviile trophy, valued at forty guineas.

Perry's Private Testing Track.

The makers of the Perry light car are

constructing a private testing track at

their works at Tyseley, near Birming-

ham. The track when completed will be

about half a mile in circumference, but

it is not circular. Last week we inspected

the test hill, which is a short ascent and
descent of 1 in 5, and saw a Perry car

driven o\er it from a standing start on

the second gear ; descending the hill and
returning over the rough uncompleted

track, the little car went over the hill

on top gear. All cars, which are now
being delivered in regular numbers,

have to stop on the 1 in 5 hill and restart

on second speed before being passed.

Arbitrary Speed Limits.

We are glad to learn, on the authority

of the JXiiIji Mail, that the practice of

trapping motorists on the open road is

to. be discouraged by the order of the

Home Secretary, Mr. ' R. McKenna.
Speed traps will be set at places only

where 'spued is really dangerous, and at

the .same time all reckless drivers will

be rigorously dealt with. This is as it

should be. We have alwaj's been of the

opinion that an arbitrary speed limit was
quite unnecessary, provided that the

police used unsparingly, but with due
consideratirin and fairness, the powers
they already had for the suppression of

dangerous driving of all sorts—not of

motors only, for these are not the only
offenders. We may say that? we entirely

agree with the TJaUy Mail, which puts
the case very fairly and adequately.

Dnfortunately the Home Office deny all

knowledge of the matter.

A Cycle Car Challenge.

We understand that Violet, the driver

of the Violet-Bogey, has issued a

challenge against Bourbeau, who came in

first in his class in the Grand Prix. He
declares himself ready to compete against

Bourbeau on the track or on the road,

under such conditions as Bourbeau shall

fix. The race will be run in two heats,

so as to eliminate the element of luck

as far as possible.

Bank Holiday Run in Hampshire.

A reliability trial open to Hampshire
clubs will take place on the August
Bank Holiday. The start will be from
the New Inn, Drayton. The luncheon

stop will be at JNIidhurst, where com-
petitors must hand over their machines
to the official in charge, and no adjust-

ments will be allowed. There will be
tW'O non-stop sections and three observed

hills. The machines will be divided

into three classes : I., solo machines,
any capacity; II., sidecars under
560 c.c. ; III., sidecars over 560 c.c.

and cycle cars. lintries will be received

. up to the 25th inst.

A.C.U. Notes.

Membership.—The membership of the

Auto Cycle Union continues to increase

in the most satisfactory manner. During
the last four weeks no less than 452

new members were elected.

The Conference of Ro.^d Users.—
At this conference, at which the Royal
Automobile Club and the Auto Cycle

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
THE START.

THREE NEW CYCLE CARS.

SIX HOURS' RACE AT BROOKLANDS.

Union were represented, the following

are a few of the proposals put forward

by the R.A.C., which, if they should

be ultimately adopted, will prove of

'inestimable benefit to automobilists and
motor cyclists alike : That side roads

should be signposted at points just

before they join main roads ; that the

camber of roads should be restricted

;

that horns and hooters should be the

warning signs used on all mechanically-

propelled ' vehicles, and bells should be

confined to pedal cycles ; that sheep or

cattle driven along the highway after

dark should be accompanied by a man
carrying a light visible in all directions.

A.C.B. Contributions to the Royal
Automobile and Associated Clubs.—
The Auto Cycle Union has decided to

give the following donations to the

R.A.C. and associated clubs : £150 to

the legal department ; £100 to the road

guides ; and £100 to the touring depart-

ment. It is especially gratifying to

note that the A.C.U. is now able to

pay its fair share towards the supnort

of those branches of the R.A.C. which
confer such valuable benefits on motor
cyclists.

THE SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

J. R. Alexander |7 h.p; Indian) and Mrs. Hardee (P. and M.) on the Devil's Elbow.

C19
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A Sidecax up Iks Nailswoith Ladder.

A telegram announces that at the be-

ginning of this week, W. H. Carson, of

Coventry, driving a 5-6 h.p. Excelsior

sidecar, succeeded in climbing the Nails-

Tvorth Ladder, the low gear ratio being

113 to 1.

Result of Spanish Road Race.

The Bilbao-San Sebastian-Bilbao Road
Race, on Sunday last, was supported by
a number of English entrants. The hilly

and winding course caused great trouble

to the competitors, and falls were fre-

quent. Nevertheless, British victories

were again recorded, the result being
that in the 350 c.c. class Douglas
machines scored a decisive victory, being
first, second, and third. In the 500 c.c.

class tlie result was : 1, F. A. Applebee
(Scott) ; 2, Torriegulta (Triumph) ; 3, T.

E. Greene (Rudge).

New Petrol Substitute.

The Petrol Substitutes Joint Committee,
which is composed of representatives

from the Royal Automobile Club, the

Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders, and the Jiutomobile Association

and Motor Union, has lately visited the
Frankett works at Acton, and inspected a
special plant for the treatment of peat

under a process invented and patented

by Herr Franke, one of the chief by-

products being motor spirit. The mem-
bers of the Committee had a short run
in a F.I.A.T. car driven on the motor
spirit thus produced.

La Coupe Internationale.

On the 4th and 5th of August La
Coupe Internationale des Motocyclettes
et Motorcycles will be competed for

over the Circuit du Mans. The course

measures 324 kilometres for motor cycles,

and 270 kilometres for sidecars and cycle

cars. There is already an entry of four-

teen well-known French motor cyclists

and eight cycle car drivers ; the latter

include nearly all those who did well

in the recent Grand Prix. While at

Amiens, many English riders promised
their entries, and we have been asked

FUTURE EVENTS.

Aug. 2-3.—International Cup Race in

France.

„ 2._Hertfordshire M.C.C. Open Half-

Day Trial.

I..
—IVI.C.C. Devon Trial.

-ENGLISH-DUTCH
INTERNATIONAL TRIAL.
Starting Point Oxford.

„ 4.—B.A.R.C. Meeting at Brooklands.
9.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting,
g.—Liverpool A.C.C. Open Trial.

„ 18-23.-A.C.U. SIX DAY'S TRIALS. -

Carlisle as Centre.

„ 30.—Streatham and District M.C.C.
Annual Open Hill Climb.

„ 30.^H«rtfordshire M.C.C. Open Half-
Day Trial.

Sept. 6.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
Annual Open Hill Climb.

„ 13—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

2-4.-

4.-

to solicit entries from others. The ar-

rangements, we hear, are excellent, and
1,200 soldiers will be employed to guard
the course.

Speed Test in the Six Days' Trial.

The vemi^e of the speed trials in con-

nection with the A.C.U. Six Days' Trials

next month has been altered. It was
found impossible to secure Lowther Park
for the day desired, and it has now been
arranged to hold them at Underley Hall,

Kirkby-Lonsdale, where there is a good
mile stretch of private road available.

A.A. and M.U. and Cycle Cars.

At the annual general meeting of the
A.A. and M.U., which was held on the
14th, at the Hotel Cecil, London, Mr.
Chas. Jarrott, who occupied the chair, in

the absence through illness of the chair-

man, Mr. W. Joynson-Hicks, M.P.,
announced that 22,000 motorists had
joined the Association during the past
year, and that the total membership was
now 55,000. A matter of special interest

dealt with was the cycle car movement,
and the Chairman announced that a cycle

car committee is in course of formation
to deal with matters particularly affecting

JULY 24.1)1, igij.

this branch of motoring, and nominations

for this committee are being invited from
those particularly interested in the cycle

car movement.

The Grand Prix.

Several readers have called our atten-

tion to the fact that two well-known
markers of lubricating oil are claiming that

their particular oil was used by T. E.

Greene on his Rudge when he won the

Grand Prix. Our information obtained

on the spot was to the effect that Price's

oil was used.

Road Race in Italy.

Last week there was run a motor cycle

race, called the Circuito Umbro, over a

distance of 350 km., over a very moun-
tainous course in Central Italy, organised

by the Moto Club Terni. The entries

were numerous, and the results are given

hereunder :

350 c.c. Class.—1, Malvisi (Motosa-

coche), 6h. 38m. 4s. ; 2, Merlo (Frera),

6h. 41m. 9s. ;
" 3, Pozzi (Douglas), (b.

48m. 41s.

500 c.c. Class.—1, Bordino (Motosa..

coche). 6h. 11m. 10s. ; 2, Feliciani (Ariel),

6h. 24m. 52s. ; 3, Gambini (New Hud-
son), 6h. 43m. 52s.

Not one rider made a non-stop run,

punctures being very numerous.

Lightweight and Sidecar Climb Birdlip. ,

How many lightweights have hauled a
sidecar and passenger successfully to the

top of Birdlip? The question is prompted
by a letter we have received from Mr.
W. R. D. Page, Tupsley, Hereford, who
states that on the 5th of this month he
drove a 2J h.p. Douglas, fitted with a
sidecar, and carrying a passenger up this

well-known Gloucestershire hill. The
combined weight is stated to have
amounted to 22 stones, and the low gear

ratio to have been 12^ to 1. We cannot
say that we approve of the practice of

thus overloading these small engines, but
as an exajnple of what they are capable
of doing when put to the test, the feat is

interesting.

C. R. Collier (8 b.p. Matchless sidecar} on the first bend
ol Amulree.

THE SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

Mrs. Baxter (6 h.p. Rex) at the second corner on Amulree. The first bend may be discerned

in the background.
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THE OPEN SIX HOURS' RACE.
The Only Event at the Fifth Monthly Meeting of the B.M.C.R.C.

«J

THE RACE IN PROGRESS.—T. Wood (3i h.p. ScDtt), 0. C. Godfrey (SV h.p.

Stanley {2\ h.p. Sini

THE above, which was the only event at last week's

meeting, was quite an interesting affair, though, ot

course, somewhat tedious to watch, especially at the

beginning. The entry was wonderfully good, amount-

ing to no less than sixty-four. The rules were simple, and

the competition was divided into the usual classes. Division

I.—For motor bicycles ; Classes A. to E. inclusive. Divi-

sion 2.—Jlotor bicycles with sidecars and three-wheeled

cycle cars; Classes F. to I. inclusive, i.e., 350 to l.COO c.c.

Division 3.—Cycle cars; Classes J. and K., i.e., 750 and
1,100 c.c. respectively. Eeplenishment depots were established

near the fork, and at these places only could the machines
he tilled up. Each competitor was allowed two attendants,

which rule, however, was honoured more frequently in the

breach than in the observance. The object of the race was
to afford the entrants a fair chance of breaking . records

without going to the e.xpense of special timing, and, as will

be seen from the latter part of this report, several important
records were broken.

The weather was hot and sultry, and there was no wind.
Fifty starters in all, lined up in two rows, faced Major

Lloyd at 11.30, and a most imposing group they made
Walking down the lines we noticed several interesting fit-

ments. Applebee and Wood were using special magnetos
(Bosch) on their Scotts, exactly like four-cylinder car mag-
netos. Haswell used a B.S.A. carburetter on his Triumph,
and a special pad on the top tube, against which he could lean
while lying in racing position, and an extra release valve,
consisting of a long pipe issuing from a union fixed in the
centre of the timing gear case. Barnes was using his Grand
Prix sidecar combination, but fitted with a new and un-
tried engine.' He brought the cylinder and piston he used
in the French race, and we must say we have never seen
anything so badly scored.

Fifty Healthy Engines.
When Major Lloyd gave the word to go at 11.38 a.m. the

start was a most impressive one. The two orderly lines of
competitors became a confused tangle out of which it seemed
no unravelment was possible. The. air thundered with the
crackle of fsrty-eight exhausts, and in less time than it takes
to write tliey were all away. Two only failed to start, and
these were K, J. Bell (N.S."U.) owing to carburetter trouble,
and Riddell (Zenith sc.) In a few minutes the procession
came round. C'ookson (MatclJess) leading by many lengths,
while Cocker. Godfrey. Stanley, Howard, and Wood also
composed the vanguard. To note the others was an impossi-
bility, and for several hours until the killing speed had weeded
out the weaklings there was an endless procession round
tile track, and the welkin rang with a deafening and ceaseless
din. People like Stanley, Wood, Mason, and Cookson could
be spotted as travelling well, but in what order tlie rest were
running was beyond the power of man to discern. Tlie first

man to stop was Ehvell (Douglas) in his fifth lap, which was
owina to a stretched valve, which caused him a fair amount
of delay. The exhaust of Applebee's Scott emitted a beauti-
ful note. Axford (Martin) had time to glance at the scoring
board as he passed. - Holden's mechanic was making an
adjustment to the engine as liis Morgan sped by. Although
it was early for trouble to be experienced, several men
stopped at this stage. Axford chan;rcr] hi? hr]t. ir l.is seventh

Indiani, A. Francis (8 h.p. Duo), W. 0. Howard (3i h.p. Matchless), and G. E.

>er), at fun speel.

lap. Bell (N.S.U.) stopped for oil. Newman (Ivy) stopped

to fix his silencer and change a belt. Halsall (Veloce) was

the first to retire with a burst cylinder, w^hich cracked at

the bottom. Newbold (Zenith) stopped with a flat front tyre

in his eighth lap, and then Elwell came in again for a brief

spell. Barnes, still unfortunate, was the next man to drop

out, owing to a cracked cylinder. Sumner (Zenith-Green) was
then placed on the retired list owing to the flywheels coming
loo e.

During a brief respite we had a chance of watching the

system some of the nrms employed in their depots. Some
had none at all and very few spare parts, but by far t;he

most elaborate was the Singer Co., who had a table with

three stop-watches and a staff of about four men working

a complicated chart, the watches, and making signals to

the Singer competitors. The fun was now fast and furious.

Knight (Zenith) came in with a rush, violently applied his

brake, skidded, and before one had time to realise what had
happened his machine was ablaze. Quick as thought, some-

one applied a powder fire extinguisher, the contents of which
were divided equally between the flames and Mr. Albert's

coat. The extinguisher, however, got the best of it, and the

fire was speedily put out. The maclune was then surrounded

by willing helpers, who washed away the powder, and in

about ten minutes' time the luckless Knight was on the road

again. Godfrey retired in his tenth lap owing to a broken

piston, and then the Calthorpe came in and changed both

rear wheels, which were detachable, and conld be removed
by undoing three bolts, in remarkably quick time. H.
j'lartin retired in his sixteenth lap owing to a burst cylinder,

E. E. Elwell (Douglas) ana F. A. McNab (6 h.p. Trump-Jap) pa;3:nj De
Peyrecave's Duo, which had a broken chain.
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The Open Six TTours' Race.

—

while his machine had also been on fire near the aeroplane

sheds, and there again an extinguisher prevented the motor

from being destroyed.

One of the features of the meeting was the announced-

intention of breaking records, some riders being sufficiently

confident to talk openly of annexing all up to six hours. It

was, however, anticipated, with the vast improvement in

350 c.c. engines of late, that Sam Wright's long standing

twin Humber records would go, and that for the first time

on record sixty miles would be covered in sixty minutes

on one of these tiny engines. Events proved that the

forecasts were not short of the mark, for the wizard engine

tuner, G. E. Stanley, covered 62 miles 920 yards in the

first hour on a 2-| h.p. Singer, incidentally annexing the fifty

mile record, and Hugh Mason was only a few seconds slower.

Robbed by Stanley of the first record, he made amends by

collaring the two, three, four, five, and six hours.

Leaders at the End of the First Hour.
Class B.—Stanley (Singer), 26 laps; Mason (N.U.T.), 25

laps; Colver and Greaves (Enfields), 24 laps.

Cl.\ss C—Haswell (Triumph), "27 laps; Wood (Scott)

and PuUen (Rudge), 26 laps.

Cl.\ss D.—Axford (Martin), 24 laps ; McNab (Trump), 17.

Class E.—Cookson (Matchless), 25 laps; Knight (Zenith),

23 laps ; Gwynne (Indian), 20 laps.

Cla,ss G.—Holroyd (Motosacoche sc), 17 laps ; Le Vack
(Motosacoche sc), 16 laps; Eiddell (Zenith), 15 laps. In

this class Sumner (Zenith) had retired.

Class H.—E. B. Ware (Zenith sc), 20 laps; II. Gibson

(Bradbury sc), 18 laps.

Class I.—Holder (Morgan), 21 laps.

Class K. (cycle cars).—Hands (Calthorpe), 23 laps;

Francis (Duo), 21 laps; De Peyrecave (Duo), 20 laps.

Wood came in with a flat back tyre, and for some_ moments

could not find the tube, which had become tightly wound

round the hub. Mr. Scott came to his help. Knight was

now going well, but soon his troubles arrived^ and a burst

cylinder put him out of the running. Guest (iVlatchless sc.)-

retired owing to a broken inlet valve rocker. The regular

running of the little Calthorpe cycle car was no-w a matter

of general talk. Francis (Duo) stopped to have a valvt

spring replaced, whilst De Peyrecave broke a chain. New
man (Ivy) screwed up a leaky water union, and later Has-

well, now leading on his forty-fifth lap, stopped to replace

a flat back tyre. Brewster (Norton) broke a piston ring.

Stanley gave up after covering fifty-eight laps owing to bis

tyre being worn down and to having "had enough." The

next to retire was Applebee (Scott) in his thirty-sixth lap

owing to his petrol tap union coming out of the tank.

Baker (Peerless) stopped and wound string round his engine

shaft to prevent oil leaking out of the bearing on to his

belt. Howard (Matchless) retired owing to his exhaust

valve breaking and falling into the cylinder. The leaders at

the end of the second hour were :

Class B.—Mason (Nut), 43 laps; Stanley (Singer), 43

laps; Greaves (Enfield), 40 laps.

CL.iss C—Haswell (Triumph), 45 laps; PuUen (Rudge), 44

laps ; Howard (Matchless), 44 laps.

Class D.—Axford (Martin), 41 laps; McNab (Trump), 34.

Class E.—Cookson (Matchless), 41 laps ; Knight (Zenith),

38 laps; Gwynne (Indian), 37 laps.

Class G.—Holroyd (Motosacoche sc), 30 laps ; Riddell

(Zenith sc), 29 laps; Le Tack (Motosacoche sc), 19 laps.

Class H.—Ware (Zenith sc), 35 laps ; Gibson (Bradburj

sc), 31 laps.

Class I.—Holder (Morgan),- 35 laps.

Cycle Cabs.
Cl.ass K.—Hands (Calthorpe), 41 laps; Francis (Dao), 33

laps ; De Peyrecave (Duo), 30 laps.

2Z23Sr

Tie start of the race. The sight, as may he gatnerea, sat a most impressive one, as the 50 competitors moved oil together in two long iin«.

Inset, 3. S. ilsswell, the winner.
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The Open Six Hours' Race.

—

A desci-iptivf headline foi- the report of this race would
be, "Great Battle: Fearful Slaughter." The competition

was keen enough, but the number of " killed and wounded "

tremendous. Hardly for a moment were the de[)ots empty.
True many of the stops were for such trivial adjustments
as wiping belts of oil or changing them and replacing valves

and plugs, but there were too many of such tioubles. After
tifty laps pink scoring cards were used. Holder, when
dashing down the railway straight, dropped his low speed
chain, which wriggled along the track at express speed like

a rattlesnake. I'he Motosacoche driven by Holroyd was
going e.NCeeJingly well, but the driver was continually raising

the valve lifter, probably to get oil on to the rings.

At one point Hugh Mason and his wonderful little N.U.T.
led the « hole field. J he sight of him riding alongside an

973

Stanley caught up with M.ison at the fifty. fifth lap, and
kept with him to the fifty-eighth lap. Everyone imagined
that there was to be a ding-dong struggle for first place,

but when Stanley stopped to replenish he disappointed
everybody by stcjpping for good.

At the end of the third hour the race stood as follows :

Cl.\..ss B.—Mason (N.U.T.), 64 laps; Culver (Eiifield), 58
laps ; Greaves (Enfield), 57 laps.

Class C.—Haswell (Triumph), 68 laps; Pullen (Rudge),
68 laps; Horsman (Singer), 63 laps.

Cl.\ss D.—A.\ford (ilartin), 61 laps; McNab (Trump),
54 laps.

Class E.—Cookson (Matclilcss), 55 laps ; Gwynne (Indian),

53 laps.

Class G.—Riddell (Zenith sc), 45 laps; Holroyd (Moto-
sacoche sc), 43 laps; he Vack (Motosacoche sc), 22 taps.

(4) E. B. Ware (6 h.p. Zenith Gradua-Jap sidecar), who won
the clasi [or sidecars up lo /6U c.c. and incidentally brolio

Dine records.

(3) The Enflcld team
which finished complete,
H. V. Colver second, E.
Keyte t h i r d, a n d H.
Greaves fourth. This
photoj^raph is particularly

interesting, as it includes
Mr. R. W. Smith, man-
aging director; Mr.
Patcnett, general man-
ager ; a n d Mr. H a r e,

London manager.
(5) H. Rlddell (3* h.p. Zenith Green), winner of 500 c.c.

sidecar class. In addition hQ broke three records.

8 h.p. mount and holding him for speed was most uncanny.
The first to complete fifty laps was C. G. Pullin on a Rudge-
multi, who had been closely pressing the leaders all along.
-Mason followed, and Haswell next. When Mason developed
plug trouble he let up Haswell to second position. Edmond's
retirement was caused by a stone breaking the glass barrel
of his hihricalijr. Wood, the T.T. winner, was not at all

happy, and stopped several times. Haswell took the lead on
his fifty-third lap, and thereafter he led the field, though he
had to stop to tie his carburetter in position. Thompson's
Douglas .suffered from overheating, so was withdrawn.
Horsman, on the only remaining .Singer, was travelling in
first-rate style, and was always among the leaders. Corker
had retired owing to a fire. Mason stopped in his seventieth
lap to adjust his tappets and fill up, whilst Gwynne took
down his carburetter.

Class H.—Ware (Zenith sc), 51 laps; Gibson (Bradbury),
48 laps.

Class I.—Holden (Morgan), 53 laps.

Class K. (Cycle Cars).—Hands (Calthorpe), 60 laps; De
Peyrecave (Duo), 47 laps; Francis (Duo), 44 laps.

It was now lialf-time, and the field was considerably
thinned.

Riddell's front tyre blew clean oft the rim, yet he actually

continued to the depot at 20 m.p.h., which appeared to be
a risky proceeding.
Horsman got anead of Mason in the seventy-fourth lap.

Newman retired, as he could not prevent oil getting on to

the belt, which he had to change several times.
At the end of the fourth houi the positions were :

Class li.

—

-Vias^.ii (.Mil). 8j laps ; (-"oficr (Eiificld), 75 laps;
Greaves (Enfield), 74 laps; Iveyte (Enfield), 70 laps.
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The Open Six Hours' Baee.

—

Class C.—Haswell (Triumph), 89 laps; Pullen (Rudge),

86 laps ; Victor (Singer)^, 83 laps.

Class D.—Axford (Martin), 72 laps; McNab (Trump), 67.

Cl.ass E.—Cookson (Matchless), 76 laps; Gwynne (Indian),

60 laps.

Class G.—Eiddell (Zenith), 59 laps; Holroyd (Motcsa-

coclie), 56 laps; Le Vack (Jlotosacoche sc), 35 laps.

Class H.—Ware (Zenith sc), 67 laps; Gibson (Bradbury
sc), 58 laps.

Class I.—Holden (Morgan), 64 laps.

Cycle Caks.

Class K.—Hands (Calthorpe), 80 laps; De Peyrecave
(Duo), 62 laps ; Francis (Duo), 51 laps.

It is interesting to note that the 'Motosacoche driven by
Le Vack was fitted with Mr. De Lissa's' patent valve. Le
Vack had two bursts early in the race, and yet, despite this

fact, he was able to pick up lost time, and when the race

was over his engine was remarkably cool. After 100 laps

the numbers were posted on green cards by the lap scorers.

In his sixty-ninth lap Riddell stopped to fill up, and it was
noticed that the racing bo'dy of his sidecar was coming to

pieces. Mason at this stage had several stops owing to the

central electrode of the back plug coming loose.

Class C—Haswell (Triumph), 109 laps.

Class B.—Mason (N.U.T.), 104 laps.

Class C—Pullen (Rudge), 104 laps.

Class K.—Hands (Calthorpe), 97 laps.

Class C.—Horsman (Singer), 96 laps.

Class E.—Cookson (Matchless), 93 laps.

Mason and Haswell, who, by the way, had accomplished

record distances in their respective classes, now stopped for

replenishments. Mason was away first, as Haswell had to

change a wheel again.

Near the end. Wood, thought it advisable to reamer out

nis jet on the eighty-iunth lap, whilst Haswell pulled up in

his 124th lap for a few seconds owing to the carburetter

becoming loose again. Mason stopped to replace a missing

valv« cotter in his 118th lap.

The Six Hours' Race Results.

Class B.—Up to 350 c.c.

Rider and machine.

1. H. Mason (2-cyl. Nut-Jap) ...

2. H. Colver (2 Enfield)

3. E. Keyte (2 Enfield)

H. Greaves (2 Enfield)

P. Newbold (1 Zenith)

M. Heinzel (2 N.S.U.)
W. R. Steele (1 Sunbeam) ...

Class C.—Up to

1. J. R. Haswell (l-cyl. Triumph)
2. C. G. Pollen (1 Rudge)
3. E. H. Victor (1 Singer)

R. B. Ewen (1 Rudge)
H. O. Wood (2 Scott)

G. Griffith (1 Zenith) ... _ ...

L. Cushman (1 N.L.G.)
G. Baker (1 Peerless',

Class D.—Up to 750 c.c,

F. A. McNab (2-cyl. Trump-Jap)

Class E.—Up to 1,000 c.c.

J. J. Cookson (2-cyl. Matchless) ... 90x77.5

Class G.—Sidecar combinations up to 500 c.c,

1. H. Riddell (l-cyl. Zenith-Green-
Precision) 85x88 499

2. J. Holroyd (2 Motosacoche) ... 64x77 496
3. H. Le Vack (2 Motosacoche) ... 64x77 496

Class H.—Sidecar combinations up to 750

1. E. B. Ware (2-cyl. Zenith) ... 76x82 750
2. H. Gibson (1 Bradbury) ... 89

x

Class I.—Up to 1,000 c.c.

1. N. F. Holder (2-cyl. Morgan
cycle car, Blumfield engine) 81.5x95

Class K.—Cycle cars up to 1,100 c.c.

G. Hands (4 Calthorpe) ... 59x100 1,096
A. Francis (2 Duo) 85x95 1,075
L de Payrecave (2 Duo) ... 90 x 77.5 985

^roiojciLE

mm. c.c. mis. yds.

60 x61 350 325 1,092

60 x61 350 301 951

60 x61 350 285 560

60 x61 350 279 648

85 x60 345 99 laps

54 x75 349 90 „
75 x79 350 88 „

85x88 499 351 1,315

85x88 499 334 1,660

85x88 499 311 1,640

85x88 499 298 495

70x63.5 486 297 1,025
291 485

86x85 482 259 430

85x88 499 184 1,440

750 c.c.

74.5x85 745 282 725

986 298 1,180

247
220
178

331
237
20

<89 554

c.c.

265 274
226 1,420

1.

2.

3.

C26

986 76 laps

310 1,214
248 1,577

219 790

iLE JULY 24th, igi3.

Records Beaten and New Records.
Records beaten by G. E. Stanley (Si nger, Class B). ...

- mis. yds. m.p.h.

One hour ... ... 62- 920 = 62.52

50 miles 46m. 8s. = 63.8£

Records beaten by //. Mason (Class BJ.
Two hours 117 1,481 = 58.92

Tliree hours 173 1,510 = 57.97

Four hours 225 1,423 = 56.46

Five hours 285 1,388 = 57.16

Six hours 325 1,092 = 62.42

100 miles ... Ih. 36m. 7s. = 62.4f

150 miles 2h. 34m. 51s. = 58.12

200 miles 3h. 28m. 47is. = 57.41

250 miles 4h. 24m. llfs. = 56.7f

300 miles 5h. 17m. 46s. =56.6J

Records beaten by J. R. Haswell (Class C).

mis. yds. m.p.h.
Five hours ... 296 1,005 = 59.32
Six hours ... 351 1,315 = 58.62
250 miles ... 4h. 13m. 28s. = 59.18

300 miles . . 5h. 6m. 59|s. = 58.63

New records by H. Riddell (Class G).

mis. yds m.p.h.
Five hours ... 203 962 = 40.71
Six hours 247 331 = 41.20

200 miles ... ... 4h. 55m. 6Js. = 40.6

New records by E. B. Ware (Class H).

mis. yds. m.p.h.
Two hours ... 93 1,120 = 46.82

Three hours ... 137 1,676 = 45.98
Four hours ... 179 1,556 = 44.97

Five hours ... 224 140 = 44.81

Six hours ... 265 274 = 44.19

100 miles ... .. 2h. 9m. 31s. = 46.33

150 miles ... 3h. 20m. 25s. = 44.91

200 miles ' ... ... 4h. 27m. 58is. = 44.78

250 miles .. 5h. 37m, 22|s. = 44.45

Records beaten by G W. Hands (Class K).

mis. yds. m.p.h.
Four hours ... 214 273 = 53.54

Five hours ... 263 1,497 = 52.77

Six hours ... 310 1,214 = 51.78

200 miles ... 3h. 44m. 53is. = 53.36

250 miles ... 4h. 44m. 3l|s. = 52.72

300 miles ... 5h. 46m. llfs. = 51.99

T'WSWl'TTS'V
-

J
\ ^^^^^^

Tlie lacliT Scotts, ridden by Wood and Applebee, were fitted with special Boscli

magflet js, giving two sparks per cylinder. The wiring arrangement Is shown above.
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The Public Schools M.C.C.

A hill-climb on Kop Hill, in conjunction with the Herts

County open hill-climb, will take place on August 9th.

Bradford M.C.C.

The reliability trial to Edinburgh and back will start on
August 9th. The awards will include the P. and M. cup,

the George Merrick trophy, and gold medals.

Newcastle and District M.C.

A reliability trial was held last week over a severe course

of 179 miles. Results : 1, W. S. Dodds (3^ Singer), error

16s. ; 2, G. W. llaper (3^ Ariel), 20s. ; first amateur, J.

Cooper (3i Ariel), 61s. ; first novice, T. J. Parry (3i Rudge).

Liverpool A.C.C.

A novel competition was held last week when teams ot

twins competed against teams of singles. A team of singles

scored the greatest number of points, and therefore J. Ball

(3i Meade), H. Marsden (3^ Zenith), W. Sedgewick {3i

Kudge), and J. W. Morland take the club prizes.

The open trial arranged for August has now been postponed

to September, owing to the A.C.U. refusing a permit for

August 9th.

Oxiord M.C.C.

The following competitors have been awarded medals in

connection with the reliability trial from Oxford to Lhin-

diidno and back.

Gold medals.—C. B. C. Loxley (3i Triumph), F. L. K.
Loxley (3^- Triumph), R. C. Davis (Clyno sc), and W. A.

Mathews {Morris-Oxford light car).

Silver medals tor single journey.—J. C. Bellamy.

A special award presented by the B.S.A. Co. was won
by H. G. W.'itson.

A speed-judging competition will take place on the 31st

inst.

Inverness and District M.C.C.

A hill-climb took place at Farley Hill, Beauly, on the 12th

inst. The hill is about a mile long, exceedingly steep in

parts, and, in addition to having two shai-p corners, it has
no fewer than eight miniature watercourses. The fastest

time of the day (83s.) was made by F. H. M. Macintyre (8

U.S.F.-Jap). 'the results on formula are as follows:

Class 1. Machines up to 350.—J. Grant (2| Douglas),

169is.

Class II. Over 350 up to 500.—J. Macdonald (3i B.S.A. ),

38|s.

Class ni. Over 500 up to 1,000.—R. C. Maxwell (8

\latchless-Jap), 88s.

Class IV.—Any machine up to 1,000.—J. Macdonald (3^-

B.S.A.), 92|s.

Banbury and District M.C.C.

A members' hill-climb recently took place at Irondown
Hill, IJeddington. Over forty entries were received

Uesults

:

Class 1 (any type of motor cycle up to 500 c.c.) : Time—

•

1, R. H. Viggers (2^ Calcott) ; 2, H. S. Askew (3i Singer)
;

3, W. H. Fowler (3^ Triumph). Formula—1, R. H. Viggers

(2i Calrott) : 2, J. W. Tollody (2^ Singer) ; 3, H. A. Beard

(3i Premier).

Cl.\ss 3 (unlimited capacitv) : 1, F. Wood (2^ Singer)
;

2, W. H. Tuckey (3 Hazlewood) ; 3, A. E. Pargeter (3^
Triumph).
Class 4 (sidecars and cvcle cars) : 1, W. T. Jackson (3^

New Hudson); 2, H. S." Askew (3i Triumph); 3, H. A.
Beard (3^ Premier).

Class 5 (unlimited capacity; award, " Fortescue " Silver

Cup for fastest time) : 1, A. .James (6 Zenith) ; 2, C. Bid-
ii.>';.d (5 Biduiead-JaiJl : 3. K. H. Viggers (2^ Cakolt).

Northallerton and District M.C.C.

This club has just been formed, with headquarters at

Northallerton, and arrangements are being made with a

view to affiliation with the A.C.U. Full particulars may
be obtained from the hon. sec., Mr. W. Y. Stead, Hign
Street, Northallerton.

Leeds M.C.C.

An open gymkhana was held on the 2nd inst. at tha

Harewood Arms. This was must successful. Tlie results

were as follows :

Sidecars.

Adam and Eve Race : R. Cawthorne (3^ Cawthorne).
Balloon-bursting Race : F. K. Langton (4 Bradbury).
Tent-pegging : A. Lees (6 Dot).

Potato Race : V. Gash (3^ P. and M.).

Solo Machines.
Turk's Head : F. K. Langton (2J Ariel).

Skilful Driving (obstacles) : R. Cawthorne (3i Cawthorne).
Whistling Competition : J. Izett (2J Singer).

About 100 attended.

Mersey (Liverpool) M.C.

The official awards in the open trial to Edinburgh and
back are as follows :

Tinison Challenge Cup.—H. Gibson (3^ Bradbury), error

3m. 39s.

Ariel Medal tor First Amateur.—S. W. Carty (3i Ariel),

error 5m. 51s.

GoW Medals.—S. W. Carty (3^ Ariel), N. H. Brown (7

Indian), L. Mogridge (3-J Mead), G. A. Gregson (5 Bat),

N. Howarth (3i Bradbury), H. Gibson (3^- Bradbury), A. 0.

Navlor (2| Douglas), W. H. Youd (3>^ Matchless), W. H.
Kelly (8 Rex-Jap), C. M. O'Connor (5 Rudge sc), J. J. Day

(3i ijradbury sc.), W. H. Longton (3^- Alldays sc), J. McG.
Lamb, (6 Clyno sc), L. R. Pearson (6 Clyno sc), C. V.
Freeman (6 Clyno sc), and P. C. Jones (10 Singer cc).

Silver Medals.—T. V. Barton (6 Rex), J. Sedgwick (5

Rudge), A. G. Cocks (2i Connaught). A. Marston (6 Dot),

H. J. Beal (4 L.M.C.), JI. Rimmer (3^ Zenith), G. Nott (6

Clyno sc). A. J. Jenkins (3^ Now Hudson sc), J. W. Mere-
dith (6 Clyno sc), G. Wray (6 Clyno sc), N. C. Sclater (8

Matchless sc), and J. A. Y'eoman (8 Crouch cc).

Ti".c Cross -.iite Team, -v.iiuiejs ui thu iiuuation si ifild an-J siandarj g&ld medals
in the Bradford HI.C.C. Inter team trial to London and back. The three riders aro
J. Siuirl White, H. E. Hasuell and J. Ta'.lorsall, all ot whom rode 3!Ii.p.

BraJUurys.
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H. R. Davies ( 2) h.p. Sunbeam) first on Cormula in Class I. for 350 c.c. machines in the Sutton Coldfield A.C. hill-climb. He is about to cross the tape at the start.

Salisbury (Rhodesia) M.C.

A club has now been formed here with title as above.

The joint hou. -secretaries are Messrs. A. R. W. Davies and
B. Wright.

Sutton Coldfield and Mid-Warwickshire A.C.

The members' hill-climb was held -near Cropredy, in Ox-
fordshire, last Saturday, on a gradient of about 1 in 14.

The club had been refused jjermission for a hill in five

different counties. Eesults

:

Class I.—350 c.c.

F. S. Whitworth (Douglas) ..'.43|s.

H. R. Davies (Sunbeam) ... 44s.

H. Newey (Levis) 45|s.

Class II.—351 to 520 c.c.

R. H. Edwards (Triumph) ... 43|s.

C. A. Gould (Corah-Jap) ... 48s.

Cla.ss III.—351 to 520 c.c. Trade or amateur.
D. JI. Brown (Rover) ... 41|s. ... First on formula.

R. H. Edwards (Triumph) ... 44is.
F. Sangster (Ariel) 47s.

Class IV.—Singles and twins over 521 c.c.

H. R. Lane (8 Rex-Jap) ... 485S. ... First on formula.

... First on formula.

Amateurs.
... First on formula.

Classes V. and VI.—Sidecars.

H. Riddell (3i Zenith-Green) 57is. ... First on formula.

H. R. Lane (8 Rex-Jap) ... 58s.

F. S. Whitworth (2| Douglas) 63is.

Class VII.—Cycle cars.

W. D. South (Morgan) ... 75s. ... First on formula.

The Motor Cycle, formula was used both in the motor
cycle and car classes.

Dublin and District M.C.C.

The above club held an open reliability trial on the 19tli

inst. over a circular course of about seventy-two miles, tin-

ascent of Sugar Loaf being the only difficult piece of countiv.

Out of twenty-four entries, twenty-two riders faced tlii

starter, Mr. R. J. Dodd. The following were on time at tli.

open controls : J. Browne (3^ Rudge), C. B. Franklin (7 Indi

sc), W. J. Henderson (3^ Rudge), R. McDonnell (2| Douglu.-

T. D. Rollins (5-6 Clyno sc), S. L. Wilson (3^ Rover se.,.

A. W. Mdoney (3^ P. and M. sc), G. "Roche (3^ Rover so.
J. H. Taylor (5-6 Rudge sc), J. Levins (3i Rudge), P. 0,

Sullivan (3^ Humber), C. M. Guinness (3^ Rudge). T. Wootls

(3i P. and M.), J. PhiDips (3i Rover sc), G. P. Harrison

(6i Rudge), and F. M. Summerfield (3^ New Hudson sc).

NEW MACHINES IN THE SCOTTISH TRIALS.

Ine Charles Edmund spring frame machine ihe latest model Lea-Francis ridden by C, T. Francis,
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.

977

To Prevent Creeping.

W« have been doing our best to im-

press upon riders the necessity of using

security bolts to prevent their tyres

creeping in races. We herewitli illus-

trate an invention whicli is designed to

A substitute (or

teourlly bolts
with beaded edge

tyres, Introduced

by H. Taylor
«nd Co.

supersede security

bolts. The tyre it-

self is furnished with
projections, whicli

may be made of any-

suitable material,

upon that part of

the bead wliicli lies

next the rim. 'i'hese

p r oj e c t i o n s are

forced, when the
tyre is i nfl a t e d ,

firmly into holes in the rim formed to

receive them, and thus the tyre is pre-

vented from creeping. This method has"

been protected by the inventors, Messrs.

Thacker and Lawrence.

A Reliable Mileage Recorier.

Jlessrs. :^Iarkt and Co., Ltd., 98-lCO,

Clerkenwell Road, E.G., are responsible

for the introduction of an accessory which

tlA;\|V

Messrs. Markt and Co.*s gear driven Veeder trip

odometer.

should specially appeal to motor cyclists.

This is a gear-driven Veeder trip odo-

meter, specially designed for motor cycle

work. It is fitted to brackets Which are

adjustable in any direction, and it will

readily adapt itself to any machine on the

market. The instrument is neat, compact,
and absolutely accurate. Some method of

taking the mileage is especially necessary

on a motor cycle, and by its means one
can check the tyre wear, petrol consump-
tion, etc., and "also cost of running per
mile. Naturally, in momiting the instru-

ment care should be taken tliat the wheels
do not mesh too deeply, and that tlie

driving rings are absolutely true and
central.

A Well Made Inflator.

The motor cycle inflator w* illustrate is

the production" of ilessrs. Dover, Ltd., of

INorthanipton and Coventry. Its special

feature lies in the direction of the Exonite

barrel, which is so treated that it is

practically as stiff as a metal barrel, but

of course it retains the advantage of great

lightness.

The foot extension lias been improved,

and a good feature which is often absent

from pump connections is the swivel for

attachment to the valve. In many
instances the swivel will not turn without

twisting the tubular connection ; the

Dov«r pump connection is quite free and

revolves very easily, and when it is

screwed hom'e on the valve thread the

joint is quite airtight.

Dover hand or toot

operated celluloid

inflator.

Jlr. A. E. Dover showed us an arrange-

ment for connecting lamps to generators

which will interest cycle car owners. He
has utilised a set of inflator connections 011

his car in place of the usual push-on
rubber tubing. The metal tubes extend-

ing along the sides of the frame are fitted

with screwed ends like a tyre valve, and
the lamps and generator are similarly

provided. When the lamps are requisi-

tioned the inflator connections are screwed
on, and as the joints are airtight they
take the place of the push-on rubber
tubing, which if not specially made with
thickened ends invariably gives trouble

sooner or later by splitting. The inflator

connections are also much neater than the
average tubing, and the braided tube can
usually be purchased to match the colour

of the car.

A Neat Tube Case.

Messrs. Maude's Motor Jlart, 135,

Great Portland Street, \V., have' just

introduced an exceedingly nice form ot

inner tube case, made in soft leather,

and with straps fixed on to it for attach-

Leatlier case tor carrying spare inner tubes.

ing to any convenient portion of the

machine. The case is about one foot

long and four inches wide. The end is

provided with a flap, in which there is

a hole through which the valve passes.

The flap is then fastened down with the

aid of spring fasteners. When the tube

is in position it can be inflated slightly,

to obviate any chance of chafing.

A Dashboard Watch.

Cycle car owners will be interested
^
to

hear that a very neat and inexpensive

dashboard watch is now on the market.

The watch may be had in a brass or

plated case fitted at a convenient angle.

It is keyless in action, and the hands
may be set from the winder without

ope'ning the case. All parts are strongly

made to withstand vibration, and the

watch has a lever movement and is non-

magnetic ; the whole may be obtained

for the modest sum of 6s. 9d. from
Hransom Kent and Co., Ltd., 40, Great

Eastern Street, London, E.G.

A Brazeless Sidecar Chassis.

We have recently seen a sidecar chassis

which embodies some rather curious

features. The entire chassis contains i.ot

a single brazed joint, all the members
being held together by clips. Extra

strength is claimed for this construction,

as the tubes are not burned or damaged
in brazing, f-hese clips allow the cross-

bars and fixings to be slid into any
position, and lining up becomes a simple

job. The C springs are reversed, as will

be seen from our illustration, and a

diagonal fi.xing joins the seat tube con-

nection to ;,he front of the side member.
The front 01 the body is carried on coil

springs, and a luggage grid is fitted.

Terry's link belt (astener.

Tlie Ccunly Sidecar Co.s
Perlecla sidecar, showing
dropped frame and method 01

flxing mudguard.

~1 ^K^iMnBBBBBaa

The County Sidecar Co.'s brazeless sidecar cnassis.
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quej'T^jotOs

^ R^P>1^JEJ-
A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legaT questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Balance.Lancaster to-Birminghani.

Will you kindly oblige me with
the fastest road from Lancaster

to Birmingham, .entering the

latter city by Walsall and
Handswarth Wo(Dd?-^S.PiL.

The shortest ro ate. is .as foliowsy. hut the
Wigan-Warringt-on-- section -is trying :

-

Lancaster, Prestori,' Wigari, 'Warrington,
Northwich, Middlewicli, Sandbach, New-
castle, Stone, Stafford, Perfkridge, Can-
nock, Walsall, Birniingham.; A' pleasanter

road is: Preston; Ormskirk, ' St. Helens,

Warrington, Tarporley, Whitchurch,
Mewport, Watling Street, Galley, Wyrley,
Bloxwich, and Walsall.

Electric Lighting Outflts.

Can you give me the addresses

of makers of electric self-

generating motor cycle head
light oixtfits? Also, can you tell

me if there is an oil lamp suit-

able for a motor cycle, to be used for

short distances?—F.B.R.
We do not know of an oil lamp suitable

for a motor cycle, but there are several

self-generating electric outfits on the

market, such as the " Berko," sold by
the Service' Co., Ltd., 292-293, High
Holborn, W.C, and that sold by Weill
Bros., Hatton Garden, E.G.

?
As the cylinder of my 1911 3^

h.p. machine is rather worn, I

am thinking of fitting a steel

piston. I presume that the
difference in weight between a

cast-iron and a steel piston would
necessitate drilling holes in tlie peri-

phery of the flywheel. I should be
glad if you would give me your opinion
in the matter, as a well-known trade
rider tells me that I need not touch
the flywheels, and that the extra
weight on one side will make the
engine turn over more readily at high
speeds.—C.H.G.

We should imagine that your engine
would vibrate at liigh speeds. Possibly
it might not. Your best plan would be
to test it for vibraiion, and if the vibra-
tion is bad, to drill metal out of the
periphery of the flywheels till the balance
is' better. The best method is as follows:
Stand the flywheels . beside weighing
scales. Place the piston on the pan,
keeping connecting rod horizontal ; this

gives reciprocating mass. Opposite the
•crank pin and at the same radius, hang
a weight equal to half that of the
reciprocating mass, by means of a small
hole drilled in the flywheel and a bent

IXIE GRAND PRIX. One o{ tlie fastest stretches of the course. The leader is advising the driver in

tbe rear of his approach to a corner.

wire. Nest, place the whole upon two

level rods with a main shaft on each

rod, and test for balance. The flywheels

should remain in any position ; if thej

do not, drill out metal from the heavj

side until the balance is perfect. It is

essential to drill the same amount of

metal out of each flywheel.

Removing Tar Stains.

I have' purchased a second-

hand grey coach-built canoelet

sidecar. It is slightly soiled

with small tar splashes. Is there

any means of removing this with-

out spoilmg the varnish work? Also,

what is the cause of a gas lamp con-

tinually jumping and very often going

out when travelling on a rough road?

What carbide do you recommend to

get the best results?—W.P.
If the tar has been allowed to set really

hard it would be diificult to remove it,

but you might try a gentle application

of Chemico car polish, applied with a

piece of wadding. The trouble with

the lamp is probably due to water in the

gas pipe. Any make of carbide will do.

The carbide, however, should be pre-

ferably of a small size.

Overheating and Carbonising.

I have an 8 h.p. twin J.A.P.

Last season it ran quite cool,

but in the autumn I had a new
big-end bush put in. which
made it run very stiffly for the

.start, but it soon became free again. I

have also fitted three new rings, but

I cannot run without overheating very

quickly. I have tried oiling more and

less, but find no difference. I take

the cylinders off after about 150 miles,

and there is a thick hard deposit in

the cylinder top. The rings are quite

bright all round, although I believe

the cylinder has worn slightly oval

sideways, and the crank case gets very

hot.—C.-J.C. . ,

"

We should imagine that you are running

on rather too strong a mixture, and
possibly the rings require a little longer

running in. It is quite possible that

when the new big end was fitted the

oilways were not cut correctly, and this

may account for the overheating

-symptoms of which you complain. The

fact that the crank case gets very hot

and that the cylinder has worn oval

appears to show that the charge is

getting past the rings, though the heat

may be due only to conduction, in which

case it is -of no consequence.

C32
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Everybody Knows that a

specially tuned machine by a good maker, ridden by a picked rider,

whose business in life is to do nothing else, can accomplish a good

performance in a hill -climb or race, but there is only one make of motor

cycle that, taken from stock exactly as supplied to the public, will equal

the performance mentioned in the following extracts from a customer's

letters. That machine is, of course,

The UNAPPROACHABLE

POWER

SCOTTISH BORDER

M-C.G. OPEN HILL CHIVIB, July 12th (3i h.p. long stroke, 490 c.c.)

FASTEST SINGLE CYLINDER , beating 6 &

8

h .p . twins easUy

Extracts from customer's letters :
—

July 10.

I am riding at Hawick on Saturday, but am not

going to do any special tuning, as I want to see what
a machine as received from the makers can do.

Yours faithfully, ROV C. MACGIHBOX.
Jvily i::th.

As 1 mentioned in my last letter I rode out to Jed-
burgh on Saturday, and took part in the hillclimb
organised by the Scottish Horder M.C.C .... The results

you will see in " The Motor Cycle," but for your infor-

mation 1 may say I \von class 4 (openl and class

(general) making 'fastest single-cylinder time of the day.
Voiurs faithfully, ROV G. MAC<iIBBON.

I may say that I adhered to my plan of not
touching the engine which shows that one firm

at li\ist send out their machines properly tuned
up and run in. *

NORTON
and
plenty
of it!

NORTON MOTORS
Sampson Road North,

BIRMINGHAM.
Telegrams—** NORTOMO."
Telephone—481 Victoria.

All Hills
'"^ all Roads
are the same
when you fit the invincible Gaulois Tyres, Built to withstand the roughest surface and greatest

degree of sidestrain, these are the tyres you need for enjoyable rides free from punctures and bursts.

" Gaulois on "

means

"Troubles off."

iv answcr'ntr/ fhese fidrt rlifnunl- i( ihs\ral>lp to mention " Tht Motor Cycle.
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FIRST
ON ROAD AND ON TRACK

Following upon its brilliant victory in the JUNIOR T.T. RACE
the N.U.T. has established.

10 NEW WORLD'S RECORDS.
BROOKLANDS 6 H

Distance

OURS RACE. JULY 16th

Time

. . CLASS B
Avrrage Speeil

100 MILES

150 MILES

200 MILES

250 MILKS

300 MILES

1 Hour 36 Mins. 7 Sees.
Previous best—Oct. 26/11.

r hour 45 mins. 31 sees.

2 Hours 34 Mins. 51 Sees.
Previous best—Sept. 14/12.
2 hours 49 miir;. 45 sees.

3 Hours 28 Mins. 47 Sees.
Previous best—Nov. 19/12.
4 hours 30 mins. 22 sees.

4 Hours 24 Mins. 11 Sees.
Previous best—Nov. 19/12.

5 Hours 17 Mins. 46 Sees.
No previous record established for this distance in 6 hours

62.42 M.P.H.

58.12 M.P.H.

57.47 M.P.H.

56.78 M.P.H.

56.65 M.P.H.

Time Distance Average Speed

2 HOURS

3 HOURS

4 HOURS

5 HOURS

6 HOURS

117 MILES 1,481 YARDS.
Previous best Oct. 26/11.
109 miles 980 yards.

173 MILES 1,610 YARDS.
Previous best—?ept. 14/12

159 miles 990 yards.

225 MILES 1,423 YARDS.
rre\ ions best—A?arch 19/12.

173 iniles 786 yards.

285 MILES 1,388 YARDS.
Previous best—March 19/12.

223 miles 864 yards.

325 MILES 1,092 YARDS.
Previous best—March 19/12.

264 miles 216 yards.

58.92 M.P.H.

57.97 M.P.H.

56.45 M.P.H.

57.16 M.P.H.

54.27 M.P.H.

The magnificence of the

performance will be at

once appreciated by the

wide margin that separ-

ates the previous records

and the new ones, set up
by Mr.Masonon the N.U.T.

This record breaking achieve-

ment is of great significance,

following so closely on the

Isle of Man triumph. It demon-
strates the phenomenal efficiency

of the machine both on the road
and on the track. It proves also

that a motor cycle capable of

such speed and endurance must
be one of the front rank emin-
ence— in design, construction,

material, and workmanship.

Our catalogue fully describes the

N.U.T. Please write for a copy.

SIR WM. ANGUS, SANDERSON & CO., LIMITED, NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

In miswering this aduerllsement it u duirable to iiieiition " Tht. Motor Cycle."
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From (be Midlands to the Nortb.

Will yon iA\ me the best route

rZJi horn 'J'liia|istim to Warkworth

Y (Nortluimljei'land). avoiding as

LU imieli of the Great Nortli Koad
as possible? I am aware that

tile Great North Koad is the best and

nioat direct route, but I have been

along it so many times that I am
getting tired of it. I should like to

avoid all big towns. I intend riding

IJ days.—G.H.P.
our best route would be as follows :

hra|jstou. dundle, Peterborough. Bourn,

leaford, l,incoln. Brigg, New Holland,

lull, Beverley, Market Weighton, York,

hirsk, Yarm, Stockton, Durham, New-
istle, Morpeth, to Warkworth. It is

uite impossible to avoid all large towns

11 this trip.

A Carburetter Difllculty.

I have a 5^ h.p. machine fitted

^T] with a Loiiguemare carburetter.

Y When the engine is running all

_LI seems well, but when it stops

petrol drops very freely from
the bottom of the carburetter. Is the

petrol level at fault? If so, how arn

1 to remedy same? Would you also

explain the difference between the

ortjinary engine and the two-stroke

engine as used on the Scott machines?
—H.E.D.

.'here is probably a piece of grit under
he needle valve seating. Lift up the

eedle valve between the finger and
huinb and turn it round in the seating.

t would take too long to explain

dequately the difference in working an
rdinary engine and a two-stroke engine,

f, however, you purchase a copy of

Motor Cycles and How to Manage
'hem," which can be obtained from any
ookstall, or from these offices, price

s. 2d. post free, you will find the sub-

ect fully explained therein.

Lack of Flexibility.

My mount is a 5-6 h.p. two-

[^ speed 1911 Bex with overhead in-

> let valves. I use the machine con-

LLJ tinually with heavy sidecar, and
it is a very powerful machine on

hills. My trouble is the machine does
about 20 "to 30 m.p.h. and will not do
more than 30 or less than 20 m.p.h.
When in free engine the machine seems
to run practically the same speed, and
will not get up to very high speed, and
also will not throttle down to run
slowly. B. and B. carburetter. Jet
28. Is this about the right size? The
inlet valve springs do not seem very
strong; should they be? There are no
air leaks about unions to cylinders.

With 4i to 1 gear, how fast should this

machine go with sidecar, and about
what is the slowest running I should
expect on the same top gear with both
cylinders firing?—F.F.

The trouble appears to be simply one of

carburetter adjustment. Get into com-
munication with the makers of your car-
Imrctter, Messrs. Brown and Barlow,
Ltd., Westwood Road, Witton, Birming-
ham, and put your trouble before them.
The inlet valves should not open when
shaken violently by hand. The machine
should do about 40 m.p.h. on a 4^ to 1
gear, and should be capable of being
throttled down to about 8 m.p.h., or less,

if the carburetter is adjusted for slow
running.

^^IL®
The Question of Balance.

My loiig stroke single-cylinder

^iT] engine has always given off a lot

^ of vibration at speeds over 25
SA m.p.h. and has given off a ring-

ing knock, which I have been
quite unable to locate. I am of

opinion that the heavy flywheels are

too heavy ou the rim and this upsets
the balance of the engine at speed.

Am I correct in stating that the heavy
end of the flywheels should exactly

balance the piston? W'hen I hold my
piston up at the top of its stroke the

flywheels will immediately bring it

down fast on releasing it. Should this

be correct? It not, wuiat is the correct

method of testing balance? The engine
runs well otherwise at all speeds under
25 m.p.h., and climbs well. The bushes
are all right.—C'.E.T.

It is very difficult indeed to give any
decisive reason as to the knocking you
complain of unless one can examine the
machine. A " ringing knock," of w'hich

you complain, may be due to a variety

979

tioD ..on complain of is necessarily caused

b', imperfect balance. Probably, it is

due to some other cause, such as a slightly

slack piston or play in the connecting

rod bearings ; but it is impossible to say
definitely witli the details as supplied.

W"e advise you to get a first-class motor
cycle timer to examine your engine.

Marlow to Ashbourne and Penrith.

Can you recommenc' route^ avoiding tbe Black Country or

^ any uninteresting places, etc.

—

-JJ Marlow to Ashbourne, Derby-
shire (for Izaak W'alton Hotel,

Dovedale) ; thence to Temple Sowerby,
near Penrith (through West Riding if

possible), and another way back to

Marlow?—A.J.G.
Your best routes will be as follows :

—

Marlow to Aslibourne : High Wycombe,
Aylesbury, Buckingham, Towcester,
Weedon, Daventry (turn to the right at
foot of hill in town), along Watling
Street, to Bed Gate Inn, near Ather-
stone, turn right, Tywcross, Ashby-de-Ia-

M. Canouel on the Sphinx-Globe cycle car which finished third among the cycle cars, less than ten minutes

behind the leader. This car had an air-cooled single-cylinder engine and is very fast.

of causes, imperfect lubrication of a bear-

ing being the most likely reason. With
regard to the balancing question, this is

an exceedingly intricate matter, and un-

less you are a skilled motor engineer we
should not advise you to tamper with the

flywheels at all. Remem'ber that it is

reasonable to suppose that the maker of

the engine has -worked this matter out to

Ids satisfaction, and that the balance of

the motor as supplied to yourself is the
result of careful calculation and design.

Broadly speaking, the balance weight on
the flywheels should equal the weight of

the big ends, plus half the weight of the

connecting rod and piston. In the issate

of October 10th last, this matter was
dealt with in " Queries." See also

previous page. With regard to your
remarks re holding the piston at the

top of its stroke and then releasing it, on
which it falls rapidly, we presume you
mean that you have the cylinder off, as

otherwise tlie closing of the valves W'ould

stop progress of the piston on its travel.

From what you say, we should imagine
that the balance weights on your fly-

wheels are heavier in proportion to the

weight of the reciprocating parts than
the proportion we have indicated above,

and as the question of balancing is not

one of rule of thumb, but one about
which designers hold slightly different

opinions, we do not think that the vibra-
''\„w c> .".,<.•.,? i > ': ' -• •t:-y\'\-\:r, -,:

Zouch, Melbourne, Derby, to Ashbourne.
Ashbourne to Penrith : Ashbourne, Mat-

lock, Chesterfield, Worksop, Tickliill

Doncaster, Ferrybridge, Boroughbridge,

Catterick, Scotch Corner. Barnard Castle,

Bowes, Brough, Appleby, to Penrith.

Alternative route home : Penrith, Kendal,
Kii-kby Lonsdale, Singleton, Skipton,

Ilkley, Otley, Harewood (join Great
North Road near Boston), Doncaster,

Retford, Newark, Stamford, Grantham,
St. Neots, Bedford, Ampthill, Dunstable,
Tring, Beaconsfield, to ]\Iarlow.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

below should be addressed c/o The Editor.

" G.B." (Dublin).—Wear and non-skid
properties of Stelastic tyres.

"Feat Not" (Burnley).—5-6 h.p. F.N.
General reliability.

" J.S." (Wolverhampton).—Reliability

of kick starters.

"A.H." (Leeds).—Other carburetters

compared with standard on 1912 Clyno.

Economy, flexibility, and hill-climbing.

"S.R." (Stockport). — 1913 7 h.p.

Indian two-speed (solo). Reliability,

weight, and su'^-^Jiility of 3in. tyres for

cornering.
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A Two-speed Countershaft Gear.

As will be seen this gear is of the typ«
in -which two chains take the drive from
the engine to the gear, a single chain
transmitting the motion to the driving
wheel. The engine sprockets are shown
at A B, and transmit the drive to the
sprockets C D respectively. AVithin the
sleeve carrying these sprockets are ex-

panding clutch members E, which are

coned on their inner faces as illustrated,

and engaged by wedge bars F of

corresponding shape. Operation of the

wedge bars is effected through a rod G
passing through the bottom bracket H
and provided at J with ball bearings
around which is a sleeve K on which the
wedges are mounted. The sliding of the
rod G is brought about by a pedal L
having a screw thread connection there-

with as shown at iM. It will be seen
that the total travel of the wedge bars
from either extreme end provides first one
gear, then an intermediate position in
wliich neither clutch E is engaged, and

(prlcWml/ord
.z-p.^

finally brings the other gear into engage-

ment. N is the sprocket transmitting
the final drive, and is a sprocket en-

gaged by a kick-starter of any suitable

kind.—A. J. Rigby and H. B. Bates,

No. 11,724, 1912.

The Lindum Variable Pulley.

In the construction, illustrated, possibly
the limit of simplicity, coupled with
etiiciency, has been reached, the whole
pulley comprising merely three parts

—

JULY 24ili, igij.

the fixed flange A, the movable flange B,

and the locking nut C. The movable
flange is keyed, as shown at D, on the

boss of the fixed flange, so that it can

slide but not rotate thereon. The lock-

ing nut C screws upon the fixed bij

and the engagement between the mit

and the movable flange B is effected

undulating surfaces E cut on the t

members. Wheii adjusted to the desii

position the belt is put in place, and

will be clear that the keys D prevent t

movable flange rotating, whilst the i,

dulating surfaces prevent rotation of t

locking nut C, so that all is held secu.._

until the belt is removed, when simple

rotation of the nut allows the adjustment

to be varied.—R. S., A. E., W. H., and

M. A. Osborne, No. 22,396, 1912.

Clutch Opei-ating Mechanism,
The plan view shows a link system :

ivhereby the actual clutch actuating

element' A (which takes the form of a

yoke engaging trunnions B on the mov-
1

able clutch member) is caused always to
:

move in the true axial line of the

clutch. The yoke A has a slotted con-

nection to the frame at C, and at the

other end has a slot D engaged by a

peg E on a bar. F pivoted at G. This

bar F is connected up to the clutch

pedal bj' a rod H, and the disposition

of the slots and pivots provides the

desired result.—H. R. Purchase and the

Rolfe Mfg. Co., Ltd., Nd; 7,648, 1912.

Grand Prix Equipment.

The Rudge machine on which T. E.
Greene secured first place in the Grand
Prix at Amiens was fitted with a C.A.V.-
Ruthardt magneto, as was the case with
the winning Bedelia cycle car. Con-
tinental tyres were also fitted to Greene's
Rudge, and to the Bedelia.

Brooklands Successes.

It is interesting to note that jNIason's

Nut-Jap, which made such a super excel-

lent performance in the B.M.C.R.C. race,

had a XJ.H. magneto. RiddeU (Zenith
sc), who also gained a new set of records,
favoured a similar magneto.

Tyres in the Grand Prix.

Dunlop tyres and belts were very con-
spicuous in the French motor cycle, side-

car, and cycle car events at the Grand
Prix meeting at Amiens. Seven out of

fifteen competitors who finished used
Dunlop belts, almost 60%, while the
tyres were fitted to various makes, in-

cluding the Clement on vrhich Fenton
won the race in the 350 c.c. class.

Triumph Success in New Zealand.

At a recent hill climb in New Zealand
up Faskakariki, which is said to carry
with it the hill-climbing championship of

that country, Triumph machines were re-

markably successful. G. B. Brown was
the winner, and beat the record for the
hill by 85S., his time being 4m. ll|s. The
special prize for p.'-.iateur.-j was won by
A. B. Collins, on a Triumph, who made
second fastest time.

SMRK*
LETJ,

Clincher Successes.
In the recent cycle car race for the

Yorkshire Auto Club cycle car challenge
cup, the Wineo car, recently placed on
the market by Messrs. Stringer and Co.,

of Sheffield, fitted with Clincher tyres

as standard, proved the winner. This,

in addition to the many other recent

successes, show that the North British

C]inch.=r tyres are in every way sati.=-

factory.

An Excellent Lightweight.
The N.U.T. motor cycle is not only a

speed machine, hut has also been prov-
ing itself lately an excellent touring
mount as well. In the recent Cumber-
land County M.C.C. twenty-four hours'
reliability run on the 28th and 29th ult.

we learn that the 2J N.U.T. ridden by
J. Robinson was the only solo machine
to make a non-stop run, lose no marks,
and finish dead on time. For this excel-
lent performance it was awarded the
Christopher Lowther Challenge Cup and
|;ol,d .ingdaL

,

, ,.,^, ;,.,,,.

The Robbialac Competition.
ilessrs. The County Chemical Co., Ltd.,

Bradford Street, Birmingham, inform us

that they have received a large number
of applications from persons desirous, of

entering this competition who have not

their addresses to their applications. It

will be remembered that this firm are

offering ten Clyno sidecar outfits for the

best pieces of enamelling sent in done

with Robbialac.

Appreciation of Victor Tyres.
Ray Abbott, vrho ran second by a very

narrow margin in the Senior T.T. this

year, is a rider whose opinion of a tyre

should be worth consideration. He has

expressed himself as delighted with the

Victor tyres fitted to his sidecar combi-

nation just previous to the last London-
Edinburgh run. He says that he has now
completed nearly 3,000 miles, including

a victory in the Essex Motor Club's hill-

climb (Passenger Class), and the tyres are

still in excellent condition.

British Success in Spain.
Messrs. Brown Brothers, Ltd., have just

heard of an interesting win on one. of

their 3^ h.p. machines, ridden by Senor
Marceliano Cuesta in the motor cycle race

at Mieres (Asturias) on the 25th ult. The
machine was a standard 3^ h.p. single-

cylinder Brown, and was the only machine
which completed the whole course, which i

was an exceedingly difiicult one. It

consisted of a circuit of 47 km. over very
hilly country, in which sharp curves and
steep gradients abounded. Cuesta mad«
two ;eom!p lift e circuits m 2 hrs. 35 mius.
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B.MX.R.C. SIX HOURS^
RACE MEETING

SWEEPS the BOARD in TWO CLASSES.
Class G. 500 c.c. and Sidecar—ZENITH FIRST.
Class H. 750 c.c. and Sidecar—ZENITH FIRST.

FOUR ZENITHS
in all, completed the

FULL SIX HOURS
A SPLENDID PROOF
of ENDURANCE
coupled with SPEED.

To THE RIDER who contemplates

owning a Passenger Machine, the

above, coupled with the fact that

the ZENITH holds all the Sidecar Records

(except two in Classes C and D) must

appeal strongly. To put it briefly

—

if you want the BEST SIDECAR
MACHINE you must have a ZENITH.
Catalogue sent with pleasure.

The following NEW TIMES were
put up en route and, subject to

confirmation by the A.C.U., rank
as RECORDS.

Class C, with Sidecar and Passenger.
5 hours. 203 miles 962 yards . . =40.71 m.p.h.

6 „ 247 „ 331 „ .. =41.20 m.p.h.

200 miles in 4 hours 55 mins. 6| sees. =40.66 m.p.h.

Class D, with Sidecar and Passenger
2 hours. 93 miles 1120 yards .. =46.82 m.p.h.

3 „ 137 ,, 1676 „ .. =45.98 m.p.h.

4 „ 179 „ 1556 „ .. =44.97 m.p.h.

5 „ 224 „ 140 „ .. =44.81 m.p.h.

6 „ 265 „ 274 „ .. =44.19 m.p.h.

100 miles in 2 hours 9 mins. 31 sees. =46.33 m.p.h.

150 „ , 3 „ 20 „ 25 „ =44.91 m.p.h.

200 „ , 4 „ 27 „ 58f „ =44.78 m.p.h.

250 „ , 5 „ 37 „ . 22J „ =44.46 m.p.h.

Class E, with Sidecar and Passenger.
3 hours. 137 miles 1676 yards .. =45.98 m.p.h.

4 „ 179 „ 1556 „ .. =44.97 m.p.h.

5 „ 224 „ 140 „ .. =44.81 m.p.h.

6 .. 265 „ 274 „ .. =44.19 m.p.h.

150 miles in 3 hours 20 mins. 25 sees. =44.91 m.p.h.

200 ,, ,,4 „ 27 „ 58t „ =44.78 m.p.h.

250 „ , 5 „ 37 „ 22J „ =44.46 m.p.h.

Spares slocl-ej in London by Robertson's, 157, Grfjl PorlUnd Street, IV.

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD., ®
WEYBRIDGE, SURREY.

2 Ml-,

't answering this advcrlisenient it is desirable to mention ^'
'J'he Motor Cyclt."
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^»

The "EXCELSIOR
Big Single.

The Motor Cycle with Hill

Climbing Capabilities-
AND WITHOUT FREAK GEARS.

A Few Climbs standing to its Credit :

ARMS HILL, Henley-on-Thames.
KIRKSTONE PASS, Ambleside.
BLEATARN PASS, Lakeland.
WYCHE CUTTING OLD ROAD, Gt. Malvern.
WORCESTERSHIRE BEACON, Gt. Malvern.
SALCOMBE HILL, Sidmouth.
BRANSCOMBE LANE, Branscombe,
LYME REGIS.
PEAK HILL, Lyme Regis.
PORLOCK, North Devon.
LYNTON, Lynmouth to Lynton.
STATION HILL, Lynton. Etc. Etc.

Ash the Owner of an
" Ex c elsior " forMs opinion.

MOTOR CYi

' Excelsicr " 5-6 h.p. Model, 2-speed IVTile lot List.

BAYLISS THOMAS & CO.,
Excelsior Works

(Founded 1874),

Coventry.
Liverpool—F. 0. Jones & Co., 3, Redcrosa
Street. Sheffield—H. Eggmton, 23, Com.
monside. DONCASTEE—The Donoaster Auto-

cars and Cycles, Ltd. Nortbampton-G.
Loveday & Co., 2, Kingsley Park Terrace.

Manchester — Manchester Motor l!.x-

change, 32. Downing Street. Eseteb—
P.Pike, St. Thomas Garage. Distributing
Agents for SOUTH Africa—The Raleigh
Cycle Agency, Cape Town, P.O. Box 656.

Johannesburg, P.O. Box 4912.

Moto-Reve

4 h.p. Twin, chain drive, two speeds,,

clutch, 58 guineas.

21 h.p. single, 3 speeds, clutch, 43 guineas.

2 h.p. single, free engine . . 32 guineas.

GRAND PRIX DE TURIN, 500 c.c. class.

q. h.p. MOTO-REVE 1st,

Average Speed 52.5 m.p.h.

MOTO-REVE CO., Ltd., Alpcrton, Middlesex.

A MARVEL OF RELIABILITY
AND COMFORT,

AND IDEAL FOR TOURING.

Send for specification,

il is bound to interest you.

THE STAR CYCLE CO..
Proprietors :

The Star Engineering Co., Ltd.,

WOLVERHAMPTON.
London and District Agents :

E. S. Thomas & Co., 1 54b, Gt. Tilchfield St

,

London, W.

Bl6 In answering these advertisements it is dtsiiabh to mention "The Motor CtjcU"
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Grand Prix
with

Gold Medal
awarded at Vercelli Exhibition to

Beldam Tyres

MOTORCTCLE
ALL-RUBBER
NON-SKID

CASED MOTOR CTCLE COFEH PRICES.

Size.
Extra Extra Special

3-plv. 4-ply.

2bin. X 2in.

26in. X 2yn.
26/n. X 2\in.

341-
381-
431-

3916
451-
50 j-

Retreading*
Send us your old tyres 0/ any make for repairs ani retreading.

Beldam Workmanship and Materials, Protnpt Delivery.

Prices :

Extra Heavy Tread, 13/6 per cover.
Medium Tread ... 1 1/6 ,, ,,

Patching, Bursts, etc., according to requirements.

Write fur the Beldam Motor Cycle Tyre List, post free on request*

The Beldam Tyre Co,y
Limited,

Brentford, ,^f^^ Middlesex.

You get top
speeds and
cool engines

with
-Itv i'rM

STERNOl

Elite Oil for Motor Cycles.
If you watch the results of motor
cycling events, you will see that the
majority are won by users of Sternol
Elite Oil of standard quality—the same
as your dealer sells to you. The reason
for this is that Sternol Elite gives perfect
lubrication, and enables you to get
utmost power from your engine.

RECENT STERNOL SUCCESSES .

Colwyn Bay : Mersey M.C. Open Trials

—

G. E. Stanley, Singer, FIVE FIRSTS, ONE SECOND, and SPECIAL
CUP for best aggregate performance.

J. Cocker, Singer, THREE FIRSTS and ONE THIRD.
V. Horsman, Singer, THREE SECONDS and ONE THIRD ; also

the Bosch Cup and three other prizes for the best amateur
performance.

24 Hours Reliability Run from Carlisle to Birminehann and back
on 28th ult.

25 h.p. N.U.T FIRST
Bristol Hill Climb.

Singer, FIVE FIRSTS, TWO SECONDS, and ONEJ. Cocker,
THIRD, and Fastest Time of the Day.

They ALL USED STERNOL ELITE OIL.
Try a Tin of Sternol now—from your
dealer—and see that you eet Sternol,

gSTERNOl^

STERNOL
(Stern Sonnebom Oil Co., Ltd.),

56, Royal London House, Finsbury Sq., London, E.G.

/»> answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cijcle." Big
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M.O. Valves
World's 6 f ays' Side-
car liecord broken

with the
" FORWARD "

adjustable- belt
fastener,

1,800 Miles.

The Forward Giant li

an exceplionaily strong
fastener for I J belts
with large le screws

2/- everywhere.

Standard 39 guineas

There is no Lightweight more suitable

for Amateurs than the " FORWARD,"
COLWViN BAY SPEED TRIALS, JULY 5ih,

Class II. Amateur Prize G, HILL (amateur) on " Forward."

Immediate Delivery of limited number.
LISTS FREE.

FORWARS MOTOR CO., Summer Row, B'ham.

Open Frame 42 Guineas.

tt All the Winners.>

"Precision
V "W^W^^^W^a^O "I'he Same

IPBEG5ION8

Engines as

Yon can Buy.'

Please write for particulars to

—

F. E. BAKER,
LTD.,

Precision Works, Moorspm Street,

Birmingham.
London Stockists for "Precision" Engines and Spare Parts :

Messrs. E. S. Thomas & Co., !54b. Gt. Titchfield St., W.C.

Wholesale Uistributing Agents for Australia : Messrs. A.
G. Healing & Co.. 354;356, Post Office Place, Melbourne.
Agent for South Africa, Rhodesia* and Portuguese East
Africa : Victor S. Wellsford, P.O. Box 883. Durban.
Agents for New Zealand : Messrs, J, B. Clarkson & Co.,
120, Victoria Street, Wellington.

(( LINCOLN ELK" New Models, 1913.

Manufactured Completely by

J. RIRBY,
Broadgate, LINCOLN.
Telephone: Telegrams :

484. "ELK," LINCOLN.

Wholesale Agents for Scotland ;

The North British Machine Co., Ltd.,

56 & 58, Great Clyde Street, Glasgow.

4} b.p. 2-speed Model £46
3^ h.p. Standard „ £35
3 h.p. „ „ „ £31 10

2i h.p. „ „ „ £29 10

All Models fitted with Palmer
Tyres, Bosch Magneto, and
Footrests. " Druid " Spring

Forks.

Sole London Agrent;

R E Y,
Heath Street Motor Works,

5, Heath Street,

Hampstead, London, N.W.

^20
J4)"^i{'.^SWi^^'^^^.<i94s&W'i'!!<S'' '-'• ^^ '^^'f'^'M^ '''{^^•l^°^'i^^^^^^^
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A CLASSY
PE R FOR MAN C E

in CLASS E

of the

BRITISH MOTOR CYCLE RACING CLUB'S

SIX HOURS' RACE
July 16th

was made by the

MOTOR CYCLE

Wc pay carriage

throughout British

Isles. SELFRIDGE'S Letter Orders care-

fully and promptly

fiUed.

Motor Cycles on our

Extended Payment Plan.

You can have immediate possession of

any of the Motor Cycles listed below on

payment of a fifth of its cost.

Payment of the balance can be extended

ovet a year. For this added convenience

ue charge 21% on the balance only.

Ttie extra is only 2%, or less, on the

entire cost ol your machine. The greate r

your original deposit, the less your machine

costs in proportion.

DOUGLAS, Model O, =} h.p., 2sp. £48

DOUGLAS, Model R, 2} h.p., 2-sp. £52

DOUGLAS, Model P, 2j h.p., 2-sp. £48

TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., s-speed £59 15

REX, 6 h.p., 2-spced £62 10

A.J.8., 6 h.p., 3-speed £72 9

INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2speed £70

SINGER, 2} h.p., fixed engine £39

ARIEL, 3J h.p., 3-5pecd £59 10

B.8.A., 3l h.p., 2speed £60

TRIUMPH, INDIAN, & B.S.A. Motor Cycles

supplied on makers' terms.

INEXPENSIVE ACCESSORIES.

The " Sovereign " MOTOR
CYCLE SET, Lamp,
Generator, and Bracket.

Special price, complete, 20/-.

JACK t3r Sidecar (as sketch),

very light in weight, and

convenient for travelling,

taking up very little space.

3/6.

All Bristle Combined SPOKE
and CHAIN BRUSH, with

polished handle. Length,

i5ins. ; each, 1/-.

SELFRIDQE & CO., LTD., OXFORD ST., W.

Store-soiled Motor Cycles

at Reduced Prices.
Usual Reduced
Price. to

Zenith, 3i h.p., Gradua
gear, kick starter . . . £63 o o £S0

Zenith, 6 h.p., Gradua
gear, kick starter ... £78 15 o £75

Rover, 3} h.p., 3-speed £58 00 £56
Matchless, S h.p., 2-sp.,

chain drive £73 10 o £70

James, 3^ h.p., 3-speed
countershaft gear,
chain drive £63 o o £58 5

Lea -Francis, si h.p.,

tmn - cylinder, 2-sp.
countershaft gear,
chain drive £63 5 0' £63

New Hudson, 3^ h.p.,

3-speed, belt drive . . ;r6o 18 o £56 5

Sunbeam, 2} h.p.,

countershaft gear,
2-sp £63 00 £58 5

Martin-Jap, 8 h.p., fitted

with speedometer... £64 6 o £59 10

Morgan Cycle Car, with "Selfridge"
de Luxe body, hood, screen,

special non-skid tyre on back
wheel, Lukin carburetter, and
Best and Lloyd lubricator ; List
Price, ^iio 10 6,

Reduced to £100

Carriage Paid throughout the British Isles.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Mului Cyclt.' B33
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THE

ORIGINAL
AND STILL BY FAR THE BEST

LADY'S OPEN FRAME
MOTOR CY€LE.

The machine with a name for
RELIABILITY—

UBROUGH 99

Write for particulars,

W. E. BROUGM ik CO.,
NOTTINGHAM.

THE WATSOMIAN PATENT FOLDING SIDECAB.

THIS invention has

been brought about

to minimise space, com-
bined with solidity and
durability of a rigid built

car. It is built up with

material introduced by
the best of experts.

Steel pins, which form

its hinged joints, are fitted

with castellated nuts and
cottered, which creates a

solid and sound construc-

tion which is equal arid

superior to many rigid

built cars.

The great Storage
Problem has been
solved by this inven"
tion.

The motor cyclist

whose garage accommo-
dation is limited, can save

expense, worry, and
trouble by purchasing our

Folding Sidecar.

It will pass through a

2ft. Sin. doorway attached

to the machine.

It has been through

most of the Midland

reliability trials since last

November without a

mishap, and we give a 12

months' guarantee with

each car.

The Patent Collapsitle Sidecar Co., Limited,
129, Conybere Street, BIRMINGHAM.

Telephone No— 1531 Midland.

Telegrams—" Flexibility, Birmingham,"

MOTOK@CUSTS|

A Useful Little Pocket Companion.
Every motor cyclist should make use of this book. It is brimful of sound advice

respecting the care, management, and repair of motor cycles. Every hint and tip is

numbered, and reference is made very simple by a very exhaustive alphabetical index.

Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Now Ready.
Obla'malle from—

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.,

and all Booksellers and Bookstalls.

Price 1/- net.
By post 1/2.

SHERBOURNE
ON EASY TERMS. SIDECARS,

25 lbs.
ONI.Y.

Second-hand Cars

taken in part

paymenti

10 Models.Write for Catalogue.
Manutaclurera—THE 8HERB0URNE SIDECAB CO.,

100, Holyhead Road, COVENTRY.

MOTOR
CYCLE COVERS.

.—

o

We have specialised in all

kinds of TYRE REPAIRS
FOR 15 YEARS.

—o

—

Send for Sections and all

particulars to

—

The Excelsior Tyre
and Rubber Co.,

Hurst St., BIRMINGHAM.

824 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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can you get such a

large variety of

SMART and USE-
FUL fittings for

tyour Motor Cycle.

NOWHERE ELSE
can you get such

prompt attention to

your orders.

NOWHERE ELSE
is there such large

stocks as we hold.

E VERYTH I NG
from a split pin to

a motor cycle is

IMMEDIATELY
obtainable at the

LOWEST PRICE
from the

FOOT MOTOR BELLS,
Very loud. Superior quality, and suitable

for hard wear.

No. 1 10. 6" dome, nickel (very stronglv

made) 17/j

No. 100. 5i" dome, nickel (very strongly

made) .

.

. . . . . 12,6

No. 90. 4i" dome, nickel (very strongly

made) ,

.

. . . . . . 10,'-

THE SERVICE PULLEY
REMOVER.

Just the thing for removing Douglas fly-

wheels, A simple, strong, business-like

Tool for removing motor engine pulleys

easily and quickly without risk of damag-
ing pulley or shaft. The screw is a square
thread, and all other parts are designed
to last for years.

No. 2 . . . . . . . . 7/6

New t'attern Self-contained
SIDECAR LAMP.

A.B.C. VALVE GRINDER.
No. 2.

I

Can be used on every make of Motor

I

Valve. No loose parts. Neatly boxed,

,'ith valve lifting spring . . .

.

6/6

Solidly made and well finished. Generator
completely detached from lamp by unscrewing
winged nut. thereby facilitating charging and
cleaning, and can be used as an inspection

lamp. Reliable and efficient.

No. 1. 12/- No. 2. Black Finish. 14/-

RIM ENAMEL (Black).

Prevents rust forming on the insidtr and
edges of the tyre rim with subsequent
rotting of the beads of the tyre.

Can also be used round the heads of the

ipokes to prevent water entering, and on
detachable rims.

Will not chip off like stove and spirit

.namels 1,'-

SERVICE VALVE TAPPET
ADJUSTERS.

This is a new and very useful device

which we have brough; out for taking up
the varying degrees of wear in the valve

tappets.

They are made of fine hardened steel

and can be instantly fitted over end of

valve stem.

Made in following thicknesses : .048, ,036,

.028. .022.

No. 1, 3d, each or 9d. per set of 4.

Special Agents for F.R.S. Lamps,
Service Belt, and large stocks of

bags, lamps, etc.

Phone

=29^,, HIGH MOILBOIP^Hp

260 Central. Wires; "Admittedly, London.'

are the outcome of the unique experience of

a first-grade English watch manufactur-
ing firm, established in London 1839.

Motor Cycle Speedometer and Watch.

o

Speedomefens
The First MOTOR CYCi-E SPEEDOMETER

to enter and pass an oftlciali>- observed

AUTO CYCI.E UNION 3,000 IVIIkES TEST.
MOTOR CYCLISTS—PLEASE NOTE ! ! !

COPY OF LETTER. Masonic Hall, Barton-on-H umber;

Gentlemen, June 29th, lyi.).

The £1-4-0 model speedometer which I had from you a few months
ago has just registered 5,000 miles without any renewals or trouble, and
has never varied in its accuracy.

It has enabled me to reach a given destination to time, and with its

help I can keep to time as accurately as a crack train.

To my mind it is perfect, and those of my friends who have been

persuaded to go in for one, all agree it is the best on the market.

Wishiner ^'ou every success,
j remain, yours faithfully, (Signed) TREVOR T. L.^KER.

EXTRACT FROM A LETTER FROM RONALD W. PICKERING.
Julv Sth, Pil 5.

"
I have had Speedometers of three other makes, but not one of

them is an equal with jours. The price is as low, and the instrument

far better value, i.e., the hand is perfectly still at all speeds on yours,

vut on all otiers I've tried, the opposite is the case."

Write for Citalogue to—NICOLE, NIELSEN & CO.. LTD.,
luventors aiul ratu»te-,-i of the ClirniioKrapli, 1H(12 ; Split SuiMiuts. IftTl : and

Hi.wiliitn,jr<.T. 'ini

THE WATFORD SPEEDOMETER WORKS.
London Showrooms—14, SOHO SQUARE, W.

Tflfphone— -.J'S;;; Ccmrii:. Tflfi-'ramH-.NicoiiieU-o, Lon.lnn.

T\pe ;nn-39<) £S 6
Speedometer with trip and ma.ximum speed hand

combined with jO-hour watch 399.

Tvpe 702-399 £5 5 O
Speedometer with total and trip mileage counter

combined with 30-hour watch 399.

Type 706-399 £* * O
Speedometer with total mile-

age counter onl>- combined
with 30-Iiour watch

399.

Without Watch,
£1-1-0

la ansuitring Ihe.te advertisenienl.'i it ia dcsiraljlii to mention " The Motor Ci/cle.' A35
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First in

1898.

14 YEARS'

I

CYCLE

3/6

Best in

1913.

BECORD.

PLUG.
Electric Ignition

Co. (1913), Ltd.,

Sampson Rd. North,

Birmingham.

BEACON OILSKINS
for ladies' and gentlemen's wear.

Men's Lightweight Storm-proof Suits, black or yellow, 21/-
Jackets only, 13/6. Suits, in tan or grey-green, 25/"

Ladies' 17=ounce pure sUk Oilskin Coats, many shades, 42/-
"Erin" Motor Bonnet to match, stormproof, weightless, lined

silk. 21/-
l.et "The Only Way" put you on the path to weather comfort.

A copy awaits your~ word. Write now.

J. BARBOUR & SONS, Ltd. (Dep<. d.). So. Shields.

At Brooklands,

June 23rd, Mr. H.
Riddell, on a Zenith

Precision with

Bramble sidecar and
passenger, set up

12 SIDECAR
RECORDS

using the

S. Wolf
& Co., Ltd.,

IIS, Southwark 1

Street,

LONDON,
S.E.

THE WINNER
of the

JUNIOR T.T.

Telephone

;

5172 Cantral,

2734 Hop.

Telegrams :

' Widirstand,

London."

Mr. Hugh Mason, riding

a 21 h.p. 'Nut,' manu-
factured by Sir W.
Argus Sanderson &
Co., Ltd., used this

famous magneto.

12 months Credit

without interest.
That's Friswells' system of easy payments

for Motor Cycles and Cycle-cars.

You pay 5- of the amount down and the

balance by 1 2 equal monthly payments

free of interest .

Supposing you purchase a motor cycle cost-

ing £60. All you would have to pay

down is £15 when you take delivery of the

machine and the balance by 1 2 monthly

payments of £3 15s.

Thus you purchase a motor cycle on the

instalment system at cash price.

All the leading makes of Motor Cycles and
Cycle-cars in stock and ready for immediate

delivery. Write to-day.

FRISWELLS
ALBANY STREET,
REGENT'S PARK,N.W.
Telephone: 2115 North.
Telegrams iFriswell, London.

A36 In answering these advertisements 'it is desirable to mention "The Motor' Cycle.'
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Here's a Really

Reliable Sidecar!
Matlo from quality materials by a firm

01 repute, the Coronet Sidecars arc
excellent in ever)' way. Built upon the
ri_i.;id principle, they are safe and sure

on greasy roads—comfortable in

travel—artistic in construction.

MODEL 1.—High-cla?s canoe front body, quick
(iclachabie ioints, £6 65.

MODEL 9.—UiKlersIuns; frame, boily littt-d

uith side door, sides and floor lined to cxchide
drjiighls. " Coronet " detachable joints. £7 7s.

MODELS.—I'nderalting frame, high-cia?-^ re?d
cane body, sides and floor lined to cxriude
drauclits. " Coronet " detachable joints.
£8 17s. 6d.

MODEL 7,—Underslung frame, coachbuilt
body, lool-bQ:^ under front, also under seat.

A real high-class sidecar. £10 15s.

SENT CAKRI.\GE PAID.
TRADE bUPPElED.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
Keighley Mills,

Bedford Street North,
HALIFAX.

Telephone 1062.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
"O V.\. 3' .ii.p.. iKLHiimlatiir, pockI running nrdor

;

XV ilO'lO.-ApiiIy, 37, Uosehon St., Blytli, Nnrth-
iimbtTluna. [X3222

Sl'KCIAL l'\N., 4-ryl., low build, shnft drive, free en-
pint', fart; photo; £27/10, or be;jt offer.-Oaktrop.

Acomb. llcxlmiu. [X3447

I^OR Imniodiate Delivery, A.J.S. 6h.p., Trimiiiih 3-

^in-i'il. Triumph free engine, also Suubetim.—J. H.
Min.nni. Ltd., IV-nrith. [X3518

1Q12 ilniti Rudfe, 1912 Huniber 2-*:poed, 1912 Brad-
Xi/ hury 2-siiL'cd ; all in excellent ton4litinn, and at
bargain iirii_Ls.—J. B. Alilburu, Ltd.. iVnrith. [X3519

1Q12 l-'iee Engine Triumph, with X.S.U. gear fitted.
X«^ siilfndid eondilion; £40; exehungea arran^rd.—
Xixnn. Bramiitou, Cumberland. rX3555

1 012 8I1 p. Zenith, excellent order, heavy eovere;
X«7 ri-asnii ttir ^tlling at £46, buying cycle car.—

. llibby. KUrtrie Works, Morpeth. [X3694

NEW Hudson. 1912, 3'i'b.p., 3-ppeed gear, lamp, horn,
ti^iiis, c^parc'^. in perfcL-t tirder; owner bougiit car;

£40.—Arm^on; Eurest Hou.se, IVuritk. i;X2944

5 -eh. p. Pen{,'eot, Hosch, B. and B., P. and M., 2-

speed. 2'A.iii- Horn tyres; £20, or offer.—Thmue,
Mautlund St.. Houghtou-le-Spring, Co. Uiuham. [X3354

BRADBURY, hit.' 1911, 2-^peed gear, faultless; £33:
expert fxaniination invited; oidecar also if de-

sired.-Crossley, 73, Woodlands Terrace, Darlington.
[9188

3ih.p. Ru-dpe. N-S-U. 2-speed and free engine, uew
2 tyre.- and belt, rereutly overhauled by makerb,

powerful nmchine. s]>lendid condition, with accessoriit^

:

£53, or nearest.—Wallace. 23, Otto Terrace, Sundeiliind.

fX3602
1Q13 Zenith-Giecn. 3'/!>h.p.. £50. in new conditiiu:
Xt/ 1912 Singer. 3\'-jh.p., new condition. £33; 1912
I 'lyno and coach sidecar, 6h.p.. 2-fipeed. perfect condi-
ti.ni. £50. ~ All particnlan., G. W. Braitliwaite, £4.
fliyhgate, Kendal. [X3537

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

T IVERPOOL, BiikeiLliead, and Manchester.

COLMORE Depots, 31, Renshaw St., Liverpool, and
261. Deaup^^ale, Mant^liester.—J^'ew and 2n<ldialio

at the leading depots for the north. Colmore Depots;
ii,-entii for Dougiad, Scott, Matchless, Bat. Clynn
Premier. Chater-Lea. New Hudson, etc., etc-, also A.'C.
and Morgan Runabouts.—Colmore Depots, 51, Rent^haw
St., Liverpool, anj 261, Deansgate, Manchester. [•X.6046

TRirMPU. 1909. and »<idciar, engine and tyres ex
cell'-nt, guod climber; trial any time; £28.

BRADBURY. 1912. chain drive, 2-Epecd, kick
startfi, ami Mdlfcrd rigid sidecar, Ai condilion

tlirnughout : £45.

BAT, 8h.p., 2-specd. 1912, onlv u^^ed ome. perfeit

:

cost £72, sell for £50.

-iTH-ILLTAMSON, 1912. Sh.p., air-cooled, like' new,
VV tyr'f and enamel uuscratched, only run u few

milci; £55. - -

NEW Hudson, 1913. Si'i-h.p., S-speed conntersJiaft
drive, and coachbuilt sidecar, only used once, taken

in exchange of a cycle car: a genuine bargain "coiit

£75/12; must he cleared: offers invited; £60, (r cw.
-Colmore Depot, 31, Rcnshaw St.. Liverpcob [X3632

Booth's Biggest Bargain

£52 10 for £35 10
We offer a brand new standard 1013 niachinc at £17

less than list price. Exactly as shown at Olympia. The
following specification comprises the best of everything:

NEW 1913 3i h.p. A.S.L,—F»FeECISIOrsi
Standard machine, as turned out by makers, htted
with 3i h.p. Precision engine, M.O.V., Best and
Lloyd lubricator, Hutchinson rubber-studded tyres,

Bosch weather-proof magneto, handle-bar control,

spring forks, stand, carrier, toolbag, and number-
plates. Listed f^52 los. Our Price, £35 10s.

Exchanges or easy payments. Subject, to being
unsold.

OFFERS WANTED FOR THE FOLLOWING:—
Nearly new 1913 SCOTT, fitted with Scott patent

;(^i6 i6s. Sidecar, only run about 1,000 miles £62

3i h.p. NUMBER, 1913, 3-speed model, done about
200 miles, complete with sidecar £45

8 h.p. G.W.K., 1912 model, not much used £110
4 h.p. N.S.U., 1910^, big single-cylinder model,

2-speed gear, complete with sidecar £30

2i h.p. WOLF Lightweight, 1911, magneto £13 10

2^ h.p. GRANDEX-PREGISION, 1912 £19 10

33 h.p. A.S.L., brand new, 19x3 model £35 10

3i h.p. PREMIER, 1913 model, 3 speeds, only run
500 miles 246 1

6 h.p. BAT, 1913, chain drive, like new £^8 10

3i h.p. N.S.U., free engine, splendid order £23 10

3^ h.p. QUADRANT, 1908, magneto £15 10

3 j h.p. REX, 1908, sprmg forks, magneto £16 10

3i h.p. B.S.A., iqr J, ::-speed model £3/ 10
2 h.p. MOTOSACOCHE. 1910, magneto S15
3^ h.p. REX, 1910 model £17 10

£COTT, 1909, 2 speeds, nice condition £23 10
MORGAN Runabout, 1912, screen, hood, side tool

boxes, new 3in. tyre 69 Gns.

5 h.p. N.S.U,, magneto, splendid order . £12 10

2i h.p. EXCELSIOR £4 15

3i h.p. QUADRANT, magneto, spring forks £11 10

3i h.p. REX £4 15

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

PRECISION ENGINES.
We are Special Agents tor these High-class Engines,

and keep a large stock. We are prepared to take your
present engine in exchange, and give prompt flelivery.

We are also in the position to supply THE TRADE.

BINKS' CARBURETTERS.
Let us take your carburetter in exchange for a Binks,

and increase your power, run more miles to the gallon, and
enable your engine to run slower in traftic.

L.

H ITCniXG-S*. Ltd.. 74, Bold St.. Liverpool.

MATCHLESS Agente. Hitchinss'. Ltd., sole rcpre
t^eiitatives.

TRIITMPH, Jame*!, and Velnce motor eyries. Swift
and Crescent cycle cars, Montgouicry, Gloiia, am)

Gondolii sidecars; sole aifcnts.-Piompt deliveries and
iihsoiuto [Satisfaction snaranteed bv Hitchiugts", Ltd

,

74, Bold St.. the firm of good rcpiite. [1"25

1Q12 3',L-b.p. Rover, standard.
-«^ ours £38,

new; list price £49.

12 3',l.h.p. Rover. 3-.-ipeed. new; list price £61/U'
ours £48.

12 3'2hp. B.S.A.. standard, new; list price £50,
ours £59.

19
19
]Q 13- 7-9h,p. Indian and Gloria Sidecar; list pri* <^ £88/18. ours £77-

A LL tlie Above are guaranteed brand new

1Q13 2"'jh.p. Ivy-Pieci^ion, T.T., French grey; first
*^ cheque £33.

1Q13 3":..h.p. Ivy-Preciiion, T.T., drip feed; flrst
A *^ cheque £39.

J
013 2'.i;h.p. Calcott Lightweight; list £35, ours £29

THE Above Maehiues are absolute bargjfins, being
;dl quite new at second-hand prices. — Hart lev

C'leirg, Ltd., 6. St. James St.. Burnley. [0321

1013 F.E. Triumph,' perfectly new; £48.—Snape.
Xi7 Wt'thtrby, Yorks. [X3231

NEW 3'-jh.p. Rpver, 3-t^peed ; lake £52 quick, snip. --

Bowiaud.-*. Southpor-t. [X3598

13 Brand New Scott, complete; £68; in stock.—
Ewbank, Ca^tloford. [X3384

MISCELLANEOUS.
1913 Armstrong Mark Vt. 3-speed Gears, de-

livery Iroin slock Trade supplied.

Nearly new 19:3 Armstrong Mark VL Gear .... £5

3! h.p. Torriccli Engine, M.O.V £3
ij h.p. Darracq, water-cooled £8
Darracq 3-speed r.nd reverse Gear Box
26 X 2.'. Front Wheel, with Dunlop tyre £1

4 h.p. "Roc Engine, M.O.V £5
Sidecar, cane body, side doors ; cost £8 8s £3
New Bosch Twin Magneto £2
New 4 h.p. J. A. P. Engine, wiih magueio £14
Splendid Forccar, cane body ,

New Coac'ibuilt Sidecar i3ody, side door £4
26 X 2i New Rubber-studded Cover, best make';

usually £2
Brand New Sinuns 1913 Twin Magneto £3
Nenrlv new rigid Sidecar t3

MilKo'rd Sidecar, cane body £J
New Sidecar Body, side door £1

New 5 h.p. Electric Motor, 460 volts ; £20, or

take motor cycle.

Practically new Pillion £6 Car £2
New 1913 4li-p. J.A.P. Engine. M.C.V £11
BariK-s 4Ain. Screw-cutting Lathe ; £16, or cxcban,

I Binks' 2-Jct Carburetter

I
Amac Carburetter, h.b. control

i

Longucmare Carburetter

15
U

10
31 6

10 u
15
12 6
10

27/6
5

23 /J

II

17 6
10
12 6

17 a
10
RC.

17 u
13 ti

2 11

19

Booth's Motories,
Kcighley Mills, Bedford Street North,

HALIFAX.
Telephone 1062.

Ail letters lelating to advertisements should auote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue, a.^
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We Specialise

in 1913

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
delivery,

D- —

D

REX SSDETTES.

D-

n-

6 b.p., 2 speeds, handle start, cantilever seat,

cane tJe luxe type Sidecar. The best value 10

the mxrket in sidecar combinaLions.

£75 : : SJi.'

Ready for riding away,

EX STOCK.

immediate delivery, no waiting.—

1

Wigan. [X3501

1913; iuiniediate delivery, no -waiting.—

Wigan. [X3502

Ojlli.p. Enfield Lightweight, excellent condition, per-

^4 lect order, 2-speed gear, chain drive; £28/10. a

bargain.—Timberlake, Wigan. [X3504

HOP-SOILED Machines to be cleared cheap, large

variety, larger reductions.—Timberialte, Wigan
[X3505

1012 T.T. Eudge, very fast; £29; first cheque gets

±U it.-U. Gill, Castleford. [X33S6

13 Hover, T.T., 300 miles, perfect; £36.—SiaTv,
32. Psalter Lane. SheBifld. [X158]

EX 1908. SV'h.p.. Bosch, new cylinder, piston:

£15.-68. Eriargate, Preston. rX3595

and M.'e in stock; £65.—Fenton. cycle agent,

81. Clarendon Kd., Morecambe. [X3417

"IQ12 T.T. Sh.p. Matchless, in fine order, complete;
i.iJ' £41.—Cross, Jeweller, Eotherham. [X3659a

SCOTT, 1913
Timberlake,

A.J.S., 6hp.,
Timberlake,

1

]_913P

COME OVER HERE

L

D-

ENFIELD COMBINATIONS.
6 h.p., 2 speeds, J.A. P. engine, handle start, ca

sidecar.

80 Guineas.
Coach-built sidecar

Guineas. All on.

EX STOCK.

~D

82

19^
bam

C.

condition

-D

SCOTTS.
3J h.p., 2-cylinder, 2-stroke, 2 speeds, kick

start, chain drive. Remember T.T. results.

£68 : 5 : Complete.
EX STOCK.

£41.—Cross, Jeweller, Eotherham.

10 Triumph, new tyres, £28; 1911 free engine
Triumph, £40 (like new).—Cross, Agent, Eother-

ham. [X3659

POTTEE. Leiceister Grove, Blackman Lane, Leeds
(Tel. : 4046), can deliver to-day

C'lLTNOtS and Olyuo Sidecars; special prices for the
V holidays, why delay?

13 Clyno, 3 speeds, used solo only by myself
sample machine, heiivy tyres fitted,

worth your inspection and enquiry; £58.

POTTEE has also Morgans, first in the Grand Prix,

first and foremost for the business man. sportsman,
md the tourist; your enquiry and inspection invited;

from 85 gns; the rush is just commencing, have one

o-day. [X3539

11 Humber, 3VJi.p., good condition; what oflers?

Hewitt, Alexandra St., Bradford. .[X3444

EW 1913 P. and M., unerated. going abroad; £62.—
Smith. 5, Carlton Terrace, Halifax. [9124

3ih.p. Eex, new belt, tyres, etc.. in good condition;
a £12.—roude. Princes St.. tflverston. 1X3557

£3;iO.-H.
[X3534

-W. Evcrs.

FOR BARGAINS.
WE PRIDE OURSELVES ON OUR PRICES
BEING THE LOWEST IN THE TRADE,
WHILST OUR GUARANTEE IS UNDOUBTED.

NOTE THE UNDERMENTIONED.

SPECIAL SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

tor3 REX Sidette, 6 h.p.. cane sidecar de Luxe,

Iones£5 5s. meter, aU spares, ready for mstant use £80

'•013 REX de Luxe, 6 h.p., Portland <;i3 rjs. sidecar,

London-Edinburgh Gold Medal winner «2
HAZLEWOOD, 3* h.p., twin, 3 speeds uoi

ridden above 300 miles, and like new »">

RUDGE 3I h.p.. multi. Whittle belt, tvres

hke new, excellent order

rgrj ZENITH, 3* h.p., complete, Gradua gear, equal

throughout to new •

ZENITH, 6 h.p., combination, with canoelet

19'

19'

1913

1913
tiO

146

'{•0

RUDGES.
The machine with the perfect gear. The 3* h.p.

Multi T.T. model is " IT " for results. Spe. iaiiy

recommended.
ALU
ON.£60

EX
:

STOCK.

Clafeville, Kenilworth Av., HariOgate. [X3491

! Clyno. 5
ofters— 106,
Clyno 5-6h.p., unpacked; cannot take delivery

'

Ribbleton Lane, Preston. [X35g7

Sh.p. Motor Cycle, good running order;

Jowett, 41, Falmouth Av., Bradford.

1 QlO-^^'^sl^P- I^cx; £20; ride any^istance.

1Q13
At/
1 til3 Eudge
JLtl' 48 gas.

19
19'

eih
.2 order; £7/10

1 Qll Enfield. £1

ZENITHS.
6 h.p.

3i h.p. model with the Gradua gear

;

model with the Gradua gear.

Prices £55 : 13 : and
£70 : 7 : all on.

Kick start, £7 7 extra.

EX STOCK.

Multi. only shop-soiled; first applicant
secures.— Golby. Agent. Batley. L9334

13 Premier. 2-speed. shop-soiled only; first 40 gns.

secures.— Golby, Batley. 19333

Clvno. only shop-soiled: first remittance 60 gns.

secures.— Golby. Agent. Batley. [9332

Kelecom, B. and B. carburetter, all in good
7. Maud St.. Koehdale. [X3436

i.p.

P. and M.,
1912 2-speed Indian, 33gn6. ; 1909

£26.-95, The Moor, Sheffield. [1833

1012 -.

sidecar, equal to new, lamp, horn, etc

IQI2 MATCHLESS, 6 h.p., 2 speeds, head lamp, and

horn, cane sidecar, excellent combination .....

igi2 REX, 6 h.p., combination, Portland £ri ris.

sidecar, spring forks, 2 speeds, head lamp, Cowey,

and horn ;
special value • •

19:2 RUDGE, 3i b.p., multi, good tyres, enamelling

and plating as new
;
.•,;

'v'.'

igr2 PIERCE, 5-6 b.p., 4-cylinder, mechanical lubri-

cation, shaft drive, M.O.V., only c'Die 500 miles

1912 BRADBURY, 3* n.p., chain drive, 2 speeds, free

engine, kick start, suit sidecar . . . . . . . . •••.•••

I9r2 BRADBURY, 3* h.p.. 2-speed, belt dnve,

Cowey, complete with sidecar , • • •

1912 BAT, 6 h.p., spring frame, Bosch magneto, J.A.f.

engine, very fast .
;

rgrr INDIAN, sh.p., blue finish, free engme, good
^^

igri ^INDIAN,'; h.p!,' 2 speeds,' Mi'llford fr6 i6s. side-

car speedometer, horn, lamp, etc., complete

outfit.: • •; "'
roro V.S., 5 h.p., 2 speeds, Truffault forks, pedal

start, good tvres, French groy, finish, siut sidecar

igro PREMIER, "ji h.p., spring forks, magneto, free-

engine clutch ,;.•••,''
i; "

*

igro PREMIER, 3J h.p., twin B. and B. carburetter,

spring iorks, magneto ; .•',-• *.•,:* j
rgio ENFIELD, 2} h.p., twin, lightweight, finished

khaki, magneto
; V'liViu'

TRIUMPH, 3lh-P.. T.T. roadster, M.O.V.,

spring forlis excellent order '-'

1908 MOTOSACOCKE, 2i h.p., Druid forks, magneto,

stand, and carrier, excellent rider •

1906 REX, 6 b.p., twin, spring forks, cantilever seat.

TRIUMPH, clutch, late 1910. under 5.000 mile;

£28.—Eodgers, Broouifleld Grove. Eotherham.

1Q13 B.S.A.. 2-speed.
i-U 100 miles; £52,

rgro

(SI

147

I5S

t4f

£5S

£3S

£27

•£2S

•222

£20

iU

[X3603
new, only run
Waterloo St.,

[X3223

.lieste

Send us your cheque and we deliver right away.

Deterred Payments, 2% extra. Exchanges

Also DOUGLAS, ENFIELD, CLYNO, TRIUMPH,
B.S.A.'S, NEW HUDSONS, MATCHLESS,
W.S.U.'S, etc., etc. j , ,

p S. Wherever possible we supply on deferred

terms at 2% extra, but in some isolated

cases the makers fix a gradual payment

price, in which case we have to charge this

amount.

Maude's Motor Mart
136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
-552 Mayfaix.

All letters relating to

St. :

19'
Ltd..

Oleve

19'^

St.

[X3527

Ter
[X3434

chain drive, as

cost £61.-172
olton.

.\ND New 4h.p. 1912 Rex; sacrifice, immediate
sale, £32.—Anderson, Goreehill. Stretford. Man-

hester. [X3496

tTMBER. 19121A. 3'/.h.p., 2 speeds, lamp, spares,

Whittle, new condition; £56.-11, Ehodes
Halifax.

1 Oil Triumph, F.E. model, excellent running m.achine.

Xtf splendid condition throughout; £28.-65. Hilden

St.. Bolton. rX3548

3ih.p. Triumph, lamp, generator, spare eover. excellent

2 condition; bargain, £18.—Clark, Balshaw
race, Leyland.

31 h.p. Minerva, in jolly good order. 1912 IS. aud B
2 carburetter, spring forks; £9/10.-H. Arthur,

jeweller. Eoehdale. [X34^5

TV/TANCHESTEE.—I'remier sidecar machines, immedi-

ate delivery; specittlity, easy payments.-Agents.

Cooke's, Longsight. [8074

LINCOLN Elk and Moto-Keve Motor Cycles in stock;

immediate deliverie,? ; easy payments arranged,

moderate terms; catalogues.—Sole agents, Cooke 3, Long-

sight. [9007

PREMIER. 3-specd. ideal sidecar machine, unsoiled;

customer unable accept delivery: £56 model, for-

feit deposit £5.—Cooke's. Longsight. Manchester. [9008

39 —1913 SVili.p. Ivy-lVecision, Armstrong 3-6peed.

kempshall. Whittle; cMeis.-Griffin, Gordon Villa,

St. Helens. £9245

12 F.E. Eudge. absolutely new. unused; listed

£55/10. will sell £39 cash, a bargain.-Hitcheiis.

Ltd.. Morecambe. 18503

OTOSACOCHB. 1911%. 2yoh,p.. free engine, per-

fect condition, accessories; £21.-Dr. PenKtan
Oleveleys. Blackpool. [X3574

3 A S.L.. Precision engine, only done 500 as

new; any trial; will accept £25 for quick sale.-

1, Eibblesdale Place, Chorley. 19234

good tvres t,-iU? sidecar v;
,

MOTO-REVE, 2 h.p. twin, magneto, Druid

forks, free engine :
;

ALCYON, 5 h.p., twin, spring forks, suit sioecar,

very fast - ,"
"

'

;

'
-,'- e-in

single, M.O. v., good tyres low built SIOKELECOM, 4 h.p..

Deferred payments 5% extra.

bend foi descruitive Cataiotiie

iuller siiecificiLtlolu, oE any ol all maclunes uion leaatsl to—

Maude's Motor Mart
136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
'Grams-
'Phone-

-" Abdicate, Wesdo, Loadon."

-552 Maylaii.
Abdicate, ^^'esdo, London."

advertisements .hould Quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the is.u..
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The Scottish Six Days' Trials.

LAST
week's Scottish Trials proved a most gruelling

test, and the fact that such a large proportion of

machines got through successfully is a striking

proof of the absolute dependability of the present

day motor cycle. But trouble was not absent

;

far from it. Apart from the usual crop of troubles

which can generally be traced to machines having been
hurriedly assembled and prepared for the event, not a

few retirements have been caused by the inability of
the riders themselves to continue, though their mounts
have been in almost perfect order. Falls have been
far too frequent, and this can mainly be put down to

the freakish corners and stony surfaces, combined with
the strange roads, and also to the fact that an average
of 20 m.p.h. had to be maintained. If the trials pro-

moters have erred, we consider that it is in setting a
comparatively high average speed. Such an average is

all very well on ordinary roads, but on an exceptionally

hilly course such as was used for the Scottish Trials,

abounding in corners that tried the rider's skill to tlie

utmost, loose sandy surfaces, and then again boulder-
strewn tracks, it must be agreed that a lower average
speed is certainly desirable. In pointing out the

strenuous nature of the trial, however, we are throwing
into high relief the wonderful performances of those
who obtained full marks. It may reasonably be
argued that what one rider and one machine can do,
the remainder should be able to do also. But one is

inclined to overlook the personal element in these trials,

which counts for a great deal. Passenger machines
have fared well considering the arduous nature of the
test, seven sidecars proving their ability to follow the
solo mounts anywhere and keep up with them in

average speed. The cycle car drivers were not so for-

tunate, only two being gold medal winners.

Petrol Prices and Substitutes.

OUR
readers will remember that, some time ago,

the Royal Automobile Club offered a large sum
of money as a prize to the producer of the best
substitute for petrol, such a substitute being
desired on account of the inflated price of the

standard fuel. It was hoped that the increased cost
of petrol would be only temporary, but at present
there seems to be no indication of any reduction in
the near future—unless some other fuel can be pro-
duced in sufficiently large quantities to become a serious
rival. It is, therefore, interesting to note that the

Petrol Substitutes Joint, Committee, composed of
representatives from the R.A.C., the S.M.M.T., and
the A. A. and M.U., has lately made some tests of
a motor spirit which is produced from peat.

Valuable prizes have also been offered on the Con-
tinent with the same object in view, and we trust

that the efforts which are being made will meet with
success, and that quickly. The continued high price
of fuel is likely to have an adverse effect upon the
sale of motor cycles, for it is a most important point
to the man with a shallow purse who has carefully
to consider ways and means. It is probable, too,

that it will interfere largely with the sale of second-
hand machines, and thus again check the sale of new
ones. Therefore, it is a matter into which it behoves
the trade societies to enquire very thoroughly.

Benzole, of course, is now a well-tried and very
satisfactory substitute, but it is not always easy to

obtain, and tliere are some unsatisfactory brands on
the market which do not give the good results obtained
by the .standard 90% benzole; these vary very con-
siderably in their chemical composition and specific

gravity, both important points. The price of benzole,
too, is not much less than present petrol prices, and
much in excess of the amount charged a few years ago.

Many of our readers successfully use 'mixtures of
petrol and paraflfin, in which the amount of paraffin

may be anything from 20% to 75% of the whole.
A. 20% mixture will give quite easy starting, except
in very cold weather, and the engine will pull well
on hills—some engines pull better on this mixture than
on petrol alone—but the saving in cost is slight until

the mixture is at least half paraffin, when starting

becomes more difficult, and it is advisable to empty
the carburetter at the end of each journey and fill up
with petrol only, unless the re-start can be made while
the engine is still warm.

There are now upon the market several carburetters
designed for use with paraffin alone, or paraffin and
petrol from separate jets, mixing in the vaporising
chamber, the amount of each fuel being under the

control of the rider. Also, it is possible to purchase
devices the object of which is to enable a start to be
made on petrol only, without the trouble of emptying
the float chamber of the paraffin or mixture from the
main supply.

In fine, this fuel question is one of great import-
ance, and we heartily wish success to the work of the

trade and automobile societies.
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
The A.G. Converter.

A simple device, by means of which it

is possible to run any motor cycle on

paraiSn has just been placed on the

market, and is known as the A.G. con-

verter. The usual petrol tank is filled

vv-ith paraffin, and a small D shaped tank

The A.G. converter in use.

"is strapped to the outside. This tank
contains petrol for starting purposes, and
is fitted with a needle valve to regulate

tlie supply. A short adapter is fitted be-

tween the engine and carburetter, and
contains a bent tubular nozzle through
which petrol and a small amount of air

are allowed to pass for starting purposes,

the usual carburetter forming an addi-

tional ail supply. As soon as the engine
has warmed up enough to enable the

paraffin supply to come into action the
petrol may be turned off and the heavy
fuel alone used. _A. Gibbs, 44, Avondale
Road, Birmingham.

A Combination Rubber and Leather Belt.

Lyeett's Rawido Belt Co., Bromley
Street, Birmingham, have introduced a

combination rubber and canvas belt

called the Reliable, which is giving excel-

lent results. The idea is that the leather

tongues which are riveted separately to

the rubber, slide over one another when
the belt passes over the small pulley, and

Lyeett's " Reliable " rubber-oanvas-Ieather belt,

no swelling with its consequent wear
occurs at the sides of" the belt. The
rubber portion is shallower than the usual

all rubber and canvas belt, the depth
being made up by the leather tongues.

At eetch end of the Reliable belt are
Four or five fastener .screws with nuts,

these being in position when the belt is

sent out. Drilling of holes is avoided,

and a new screw is always in readiness

should the old one be worn or rusty.

We are informed that on a dynamometer
test to destruction, this belt stood over
twice as long as an ordinary rubber and
canvas belt.

The Supreme Sidecar.

A very neat and well finished sidecar

is being manufactured by the Supreme
Sidecar Co. The model illustrated is

specially made to suit the spring frame

The quickly detachable Dttings.

Indian, and we hear that it is meeting
with considerable success. The frame
and fittings are all extremely soundly
carried out and a quick detachable joint

of a very simple and efficient type is

used. This consists of a shouldered joint

pin which drops into the connecting jaws

A model supreme sidecar made to suit the spring

frame Indian.

and is held in position by a spring slide.

To detach the sidecar it is only necessary

to push back the slide and pull out the

pin.

New Lodge Plugs.

Two new models of the well-known
Lodge plug are now on the market. The
design has undergone considerable altera-

tion, and the insulator is now composed
of unbreakable steatite welded to the

central electrode and main plug body
with a patent enamel on similar lines to

those employed by the Mascot Co., with
whom Messrs. Lodge Bros, are now amal-
gamated. The model C plug has several

interesting features. The central elec-

trode is constructed very heavily with
the idea of conducting the heat awaj'

rapidly. The fact that the joints are

perfectly gastight prevents overheating
through " blow past," and owing to these

features and the very short section of

electrode exposed to the gases, it is

claimed that the exhaust valve will cause
pre-ignition before the pkig..

Another model is the self-cooling plug,

which is manufactured on similar lines,

but has a single gap, the central electrode

having air-cooling ribs formed on its

exposed uppei' end. Ribs are also turned
on the body of the plug, which assist in

the cooling process. It is pointed out

that, though this plug is recommended for

engines which work at very high

temperatures, the cooling of the standard

plug is good enough for practically all

cases.

A new design
Lodge plug has
radiating 11ns
tor cooling.

Section of the new
Lodge plug.

A Well-designed Rear Light Reflector.
The advantage of a tail light for night

driving on any vehicle is now universally
admitted, and the enormous sales of the
well-known type of red reflex rear lights
for cycles and motor cycles prove that
the riding public are fully awake to the
safety such devices afford. But such
lights suffer from the disadvantage that
they have to rely on the lights from an
overtaking vehicle falling upon them
before they give off a warning reflection,
and on motor cycles, which may be ridden
on a bumpy or twisty road, it is highly
desirable that the rear light should : be
permanently burning. Evidently thia
feature has been appreciated by the
Priory Accessories Co., Coventry, for they
have just brought out an attachment
fitted to a head lamp, by which tjjis

diificnlty appears to have been completely
overcome.

...-•>!

A new lamp and generator set with red
warning light.

A glance at our illustration will render
the nature of this attachment clear, and,

briefly the nature ot the invention is

that a tube is attached to the right-hand"

side of~.the lamp down which a ray of

light is allowed to pass, and at the end
of the tube is a reflector directing thiS"

ray through an ordinary red reflex type
mirror. A constant liglit, so long as the

head lamp is burning, is tluis thrown to

the rear, and the tube is carried far:

enough to the right to clear the driver.

When not in use the tube is carried neatly

in a special fitting attached to the

generator. ,
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Waterproof Gloves.

A Canailian reader tells me that magnificent storm-

proof gloves can be purchased in Winnipeg at a \ery

low price ; it is obvious that outdoor workers must

require decent protection as the Canadian winter draws

on, and I am sending for samples in the hopes of dis-

covering a good line which some English maker may
take up.

Toolbag LocKs.
At the risk of aj^pearing as an -inveterate grumbler,

I must register yet another complaint. The old strap-

on toolbag has practically ,disappeared in favour of

two small pannier bags, bolted to steel frames on the

carrier, and these pannier bags are almost invariably

provided with locks, as commonsense must suggest.

But the locks without exaggeration represent a regular

source of income for the repairer. They are extremely

miniatui'e in character, and what with the side strains

imposed by the bulge of the \-ariable size of the kit

behind the flap, and the dust that infallibly enters, and
the flimsy nature of the keys, and the chances of losing

the keys or leaving them at home, the bags are oftener

under repair than not. Can no genius invent a bag
with a simple and substantial locking arrangement ?

The commonest trouble is the jamming of the lock

by the entrance of dust. The next time a tool is

wanted the key refuses to turn, and the irritated owner
uses a little more wrist torque than usual, with the

natural consequence that the wards of the key shear

clean off. I keep four keys, and always have one in

my sovereign purse, but twice this year I have had to

gouge the lock off the bag with a screwdriver, because

grit had jammed it, and injections of paraffin had
failed to wash out the obstruction.

BY

"1XIONI'

Mending a Leaky Float
Many readers, some of whom appear to puncture

their floats at frequent inter^•als, have recommended
the obvious tip of immersing the float in boiling water

and tracking the hole by the bubbles. One writer

says, with sense, that as soon as the hole has thus been
traced and marked by a scratch, it will save time to

enlarge the orifice and get the petrol out quickly.

Another reader says that in repair work he expels most
of the petrol by heat, and then applies a light to the

last few spurts of escaping gas, when the flame

indicates the hole to the eye, and marks it on the float

by carbon stains. The boiling water dodge is obviously

the best.

An Interesting Lubrication System.
I wonder how many motor cyclists are familiar with

the lubrication system employed on the Connaught
two-stroke motor bicycle. It is probably the simplest

in' the world, consisting merely of a small metal
measure, holding -pg-th of a pint ; this measure is

carried screwed to the draw-off tap of the oil tank,

and one measure full of oil is mixed with each quart

of the petrol used in the fuel tank. The oil is then

sucked into the engine with the petrol (of course, the

explosive mixture on this engine fjasses through the

crank case). The lubrication thus bears exact relation

to the petrol consumption, which is, of course, ideal.

A Connaught enthusiast has been asking me why the

same system is not applied to the standard four-stroke

machine, as its advantages from the rider's point of

view need no emphasising. The first difKculty lies in

the fact that an engine provided with valves almost
invariably possesses a side pocket, with shafts and
bushes which require lubrication, and it is not certain

HILL CLIMBING EXTRAORDINARY. W. H. Carson, who, as we reported last week, cllmbcil the Nailsworlh Ladder on a 5-6 h.p. Excelsior and
sidecar. This ascent is the Drst by a single-cylinder sidecar outnt and tlio third to date. The approximate length ol the hill is said to be 300 yards, and th«
gradient from 1 In 4 to 1 in 2. The gear was 13 to I.
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SCOITISH SIX DAYS TRIALS. OUTSIDE
H. S. Macrae (3.1 h.p. L.M.C.), G. C. Proctor (31 h.p. Singer), L. E. Cass (6 h.p.
Trump-Jap), W. B. Gibb (2:] Doujlas), and J. G. Beveridse {31 h.p. Budge Multi).

that an oil fog would wander out into a timing gear

case with suflicientFy dogged penetration to enter the

narrow clearances between the pinion spindles and
bushes (for the liquid oil, it must be remembered, is

introduced by holes drilled towards the centres of the

shafts). A further difficulty lies in the fact that the

pressure on the bearings of a high efficiency four-

stroke engine is extraordinarily heavy, and is inter-

mittent ; but in the case of a two-stroke engine the

explosion stresses never touch so high a maximum, and
are practically constant in character. It is, of course,

possible that this simple system might be applied to

a four-stroke engine, but I do not feel certain that

the connecting rod and crankshaft bearings would re-

ceive an adequate supply of oil when the engine was
working really hard ; and I rather' suspect that the

timing gear case might have to l^e shut off from the

crank case and lubricated by liquid oil, fed through

a plug at its highest ])oint. This could easily be

arranged to last for very long distances if the cover

were made genuinely oil-tight. If my mernory is not

at fault, I fancy that one of the old brigade used to

feed his lubricant through the carburetter on a pre-

historic Clement-Garrar(j of 1^ h.p. If he did, the

experiment does not afford sufficient data for dogma-
tising about the modern ultra-efficient 500 c.c. engine.

It would be interesting to hear from any practical

engineer who has made experiments with the system,

and from any theorist who perceives possibilities or

impossibilities in it Peisonallv. I <lo not belie\e

THE KIRKIMICHAEL CONTROL.

G. C. Proctor (31 h.p. Singer) and A. B. Wade (3 h.p. New Imperial sidecar)

signing in at the Amulree checli.

that this or any other modification of the present

system can -long delay the universal adoption of

mechanical oiling. Will any Connaught users tell

us whether the system makes it necessary to clean out

the carburetter oftener than is customary with ordinary

machines ?

Starting T.T. Models.

Yet once again ha\e I taken delivery of a T.T.
m.odel which is frightfully difficult to start. The
difficulty depends on two factors : the first is the

tightness of a new engine in all its parts—this will

disappear as the engine gets run in—and the other

is the carburetter adjustment, which is planned to

supplv a perfect mixture at high speeds, whereas the

touring carburetters are adjusted on a system cf com-
promise.

It is real work to get it going. My .complaint is

to the effect that a simple shutter on the main air

supply would render this machine as docile in starting

as any touring, model; such a shutter could be

operated by a small knob on the carburetter itself,

and would not increase the manufacturing cost by

sixpence.

Every racing carburetter should possess one of

these simple fitments ; in fact, while there are always

novices with us, I regard shutters as rather desirable

adjuncts to the standard touring carburetter. They
make it possible to start a verv gummy engine at the

fiist push, and cancel the handicap of air leaks.

EFFECTING ADJUSTMENTS WHILE WAITING OUTSIDE A CONTROL.

(1) C. H. Ingall and his Lea Francis. (2; Scene outside Evarton checli. (3) D. H. Noble at worlt on his 31 h.p. Rover.

A24
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A STUDY IN CARBURETTER DESIGN.
Three New Carburetters possessing Automatic Air Supply.

THE LATEST LONGUEMARE WITH VARIABLE JET.

As we mentioned in our report, the winner of the 350 c.c.

class in the Grand Prix, G. Fenton (Clement), used
one of the new automatic Longuemare carburetters,
with adjustable jet opening. We have obtained a

sketch and particulars oi tliis device from Jlessrs. E. J.

Hardy and Co., Queen Victoria Eoad, Coventry, wlio are
the sole agents in tliis counti-y. The first Frenchman to
cimiplete the course in the 500 c.c. class, Pevrin (Peugeot),
al.so used one of these devices. . The carburetter is an
adaptation for motor cycle use of the F. B. Longuemare
car carburetter.

The carburetter is so constructed that a very rich mixturs
is giveii automatically every

"

time when the engine is doing
real hard work, such as accelera-
ting or polling slowly uphill.

When rurr.iing at liigh speed
the mixture automatically be-

comes of a lighter nature, and
the carburetter is therefore
highly economical. Tliis result
is obtained by a reserve chamber
which automatically fills and
empties itself of 'petrol under
the varying conditions. The
details will be followed by re-

ferring to the annexed drawing.
The float chamber, which is

of the ordinary toggle lever pat-
tern, connects to the reserve
chamber by the canal A, and
the spirit flows from the bottom
of the reserve chamber through
the canal B. The amount of
petrol which passes through I>

is regulated by the needle valve
C, which can be adjusted by the
milled thumbscrew D, and tliis

adjustment can be altered by
tlie rider from the saddle. The
reserve chamber E is "connected with the bottom canal F
by a small diameter passage H. The petrol thus flows fronj
the float chamber through A and B into F and rises in the
•eserve chamber through H, the displaced air in the reserve
chamber passing through the small port J.

In the vaporising cliamber there is a pilot jet K and a
series of jets L. The jets L are somewhat similar to the
old type Longuemare carburetter so familiar to old motor
cycUsts, except that they are of larger diameter than is

really necessary, and will thus pass whatever amount of
petrol flows past the regulating needle D. The throttle is

of the barrel type, and when in the closed position as shown,
a small hole N is situated exactly over the pilot jet K.

When the engine is started up the throttle should be iii

the closed position, and the engine will revolve very slowly

upon the petrol drawn solely from the pilot jet. When
running slowly, less petrol is required than will be supphed
by the passage B, consequently the petrol in the reserve

chamber is not touched. Immediately, however, that the

throttle is opened, the ordinary jets L will come into action

and the engine will then require more petrol than will pass

through the canal B. It consequently begins to draw on the

reserve thi'ough the passage H, and from tliere it obtains the

rich mixture which is necessary for quick acceleration^ As
soon as the engine has a-ccelerated, the reserve chamber will

become exhausted, and then air

will commence to flow through
the port J into the reserve

chamber, and from there through
the passage H into the canal F.

In this manner the petrol is

aerated before it reaches the

vaporising chamber, and con-

sequently a. very economical

mixture is produced for high
speeds. This continues so long

as the high speed is maintained.
As soon, however, as a hill is

encountered and, the engine
revolutions decrease, then auto-

matically the reserve will fill

up', and the supply of air from
the reserve chamber will cease,

and once more a richer mixture
is produced suitable for the
harder work. An ingenious de-

vice is fitted to overcome any
stoppage in the pilot jet. A
very fine wire runs through
the centre of the pilot jet, and
should any obstruction take

place, owing to dirt, all that is

necessary is to press the spring

plunger P. when the pilot jet will be automatically cleaned.

A choke tube Q_ is fitted round the jets and varying sizes

of choke tubes are supplied, so that the best adjustment

to suit various sized engines may be obtained. The throttle

is actuated by a small lever which can be connected by a

Bowden wire "to the usual handle-bar control, being returned

to its closed position by a spring.

Greame Fenton, after the race, said that his success was
largely due to the Longuemare carburetter, which ena_bled

him to get a rich mixture for starting from cold in the chilly

early morning, and this was demonstrated by the manner he

nbta'ined a substantial lead in the early portion of the

THE EVEREST AUTOMATIC CARBURETTER.
WHEN dealing with the various machines entered

for the Scottish Six Days' Trials, we mentioned
the fact that one of the Lea-Francis machines was
fitted with a new automatic carburetter. By per-

mission of Jlr. Everest, of the Maudslay Motor Co., we are
now able to describe and illustrate the device which, as before
staled, is a modification of the carburetter used with great
success on Maudslay cars. The petrol enters through a float

chamber of the usual type wliich calls for no special com-
ment. It is then led to the base of a tall vertical jet

member A, which is drilled with a number of horizontal
jets to suit the requirements of the engine. This jet mem-
ber has a flat on either side, and is covered by a saddle
piece B, having a .spring section C let in on the flat opposite
to that on which the jets are drilled, which holds the .saddle

up to its work and prevents leakage from the jets still

covered. The petrol level is slightly below the lowest jet,

so that no liquid can flow over. The saddle piece is capable

of being raised by means of a Bowden wire, and is cast with

two projecting arms D, one of which is clearly visible in

our illustration. The.se arms engage with the under-side of

a ring cast in the throttle barrel E, and thus the throttle

is raised v/ith the saddle piece, both being returned to the

shut position by the spring.

The Method of Working.
The. principle on which the carburetter works may now

easily be followed, for it Will be seen that when the saddle-

piece is raised a jet is uncovered and the throttle and air

partly opened by the same movement. As the tlirottle is

further opened more jets are uncovered and more air allowed

to pass, thus by spacing and proportioning the jets correctly

a steady flow of correctly proportioned mixture is obtained

at all speeds: For obtaining the correct air supply a

very simple and accessible device has been introduced.

It will be seen that two groove'* are cut in the outer

A2»
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periphery of the throttle barrel E ; into these grooves fit

tjie two prongs K of the fiang«-shaped top L. The arms of

this flange lie in the cut away portions of the top of the

carburetter 'body M,
and by means of the

lever may be par-

tially rotated, - thus
altering the position

of the lower profiled

face of E in relation

to the main air orifice.

If a specially strong
mixture be desired
the throttle barrel

may he reversed, rhus

bringing tire profiled

face opposite the gas
outlet port and the
plain face opposite the
air inlet. The nipple
P fits over the top of

the jet member and
forms tlie take-off for

the " Bowden cable.

All parts of the car-

buretter are very ac-

cessible and simple,
and, if necessary,
can be handled and
cleaned by the merest

Everest carburetter with gauze removed, novice A pilot iet
showing profiled back of throttle barrel by havino- an niiHet nbnvn
means ol which the air adjustment is

navmg an outlet aoove
obtained. the saddle piece and

being cut out of action as soon as the main jets come into

play, is a refinement which will be fitted to future models.
The nipple P and the flange top L are both formed with

JUT.Y jist, igij.

conical faces, which" effectually prevent air "leakages, and a

special inlet pipe fixing will be supplied to prevent leakage

at the carburetter joint.

Component parts of Everest carburetter showing curious
arrangement of jets.

THE CLAUDEL AUTOMATIC CARBURETTER.
PROBABLY no man has devoted so much time and

attention, with such marked success resulting" from his

eft'orts, to tire question of carburation as M. Cla^rdel.

His status in the carburetter world is shown by the
fact tliat^out of the twenty starters for the recent car Grand
Prix all the French and English cars were fitted with this

firm's device for their gas supply, and for two years in

succession tire winners of this race have successfully relied

on M. Claudel in this department. Fuel economy, combined
with power, is the ideal in carburation, and, at all events, in

is the provision of a hot water warming jacket, which can be
used when fitted to a water-cooled engine. The water can be
turned on and off by a tap as the temperature demands.
A glance at our sketch reveals very clearly the general

principles of this carburetter, which approaches very nearly

to the ideal of simplicity, a jet in a tube. This carburetter
is claimed to be so automatic in its action that it is quite

independent of barometric dift'erences, because the whole
action of the carburetter is governed by the amount of air

entering, and the amount of air which can enter is governed
by the requirements of the motor at the moment of admission.
Therefore, it is impossible to upset the mixture by the admis-
sion of two much or too little air. This carburetter is "sold

by H. M. Hobson, Ltd., 29, Vauxhall Bridge Road, London,
S.W.-

INLET TO HOT
WATER JACKET

Plug for
removing jet

The Claudel motor cycle and cycle car carburetter.

fitting his instruments to cars, the inventor has abundantly
proved that he can reach the ideal indicated. Now a new
model carburetter by M. Claudel is being put on the market

.

specially designed for motor cycles and cycle cars. This is

marketed in three types for different sized engines. It is

automatic in its action, and is entirely devoid of any devices
or complications for adding extra air at high speeds, or
to give alterations to the jet. A feature of the carburetter
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THE SIDECAR IN BELGIUM.

Messrs. J. W. Meier and H. C. Coates of Brussels louring on their four-cylinder

F.N. with Millford sidecar. M. Meier is the manager of the Hotel de la Poste and

is an enthusiastic reader of this journal.
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A description and photographs of the first day's run appeared in our last issue. (See pages 965-8).

SECOND DAY.—Inverness, Dingwall, Bonar
Bridge, Lairg, Tongue, Bettyhill, Thurso.

140 miles.

Evtnyone was glad of the late start

this morning from Inverness, and at 9.30

in beautiful weatlter tlie first man was
sent off. After the rough going yester-

day, which Sam Wright described as the

worst for passenger Tchicles he had ,ever

experienced in any trial, it was delightful

to bowl along over almost perfect roads
for the' first forty miles to Bonar Bridge.
Very pot-holey surface followed to Lairg,

where the lunch control was situated.

All fittings and accessories are being put
to a tremendous test by the road shocks,

but, despite the hardness of the trial

up to the present, everyone agrees that
it is most sporting, and the officials

manage everything splendidly.

Although the morning's run was quits
uneventful, and, in fact, just a pleasant
trip over sixty miles of perfect roads,
everyone had a rude shock when a move
was made after lunch towards Thurso,
some eighty miles distant. The easy
nature of the morning's run, combined
with the lovely weather, had raised the
riders' spirits after the alnK>st inde-
scribable nightmare of the first day's
run. But in some ways this afternoon's
run has proved even worse than yester-
day's, and a formidable list of casualties
has been the result of a passage over
roads so bad that it was a real physical
strain to sit one's machine at all. All
who arrived at Thurso were dead tired,

and a good deal of grumbling was heard
among the English entrants at being
asked to take their machines over such
villainous surfaces as we have had to
traverse this afternoon. All the same,
the contention of the officials, that a
machine that will not stand this treat-

ment is no good for Scotland, has a lot

of reason behind it, and the jolly sport-
ing go-as-you-please nature of these trials

ahnost makes a pleasure of the toil.

Almost immediately after leaving Lairg
we found oui'selves literally pitching and
rolling on a horrible loose stony track,
which continued, partly bad, partly
execrable, to within fourteen miles of
Thurso, where we were treated to a

^^'.:r ^-rs^---

F. L. Bassett {2i h.p. Sun-Villiers). Observe the
method of carrying a spare tyre. Several com-
petitors deemed it necessary to carry spare covers
during the trials.

perfectly straight level road, upon which
a miniature T.T. was straightway held,
everyone being deliglited to be able to
open the throttle and let the motor roar
for a short burst.

No one \\\\o w"ent over it Mill readily

forget the horrors of the switchback
road from Lairg to Altnahana. Great
flinty boulders strewed the path, and
every now ai:<l then we struck a piece

of road under repair, whicli njeant per-

haps 200 to 400 yards over huge unrolled

granite, the worst feature being that the

repaired surface was always at least eight

or ten inches above the rest of the road-

way. One simply had to charge the

obstruction, grip the bars fiercely, and
crash over the obstruction in a series of

terrific wobbles, amid the cheers of the

road-menders.
Lots of falls naturally occurred, and

some of -them were serious. G. A. Love-
grove, on a Raglan, had a bad toss and
wars disco\'ered by an official in a dazed
condition. It is believed that he has
broken a rib, but details are meagre at

the time of writing. His smash occurred

near Altnaharra. Hands broke the frame
of the sidecar on his Williamson and had
to take his passenger into Thurso, some
twenty miles, on the carrier of his

machine, but he told us at dinner he
intends to continue solo if the judges
will allow him to do so. Ingall riding a

Lea-Francis suffered a bad fall. His
front wheel got into a deep rut on tlie

road near Borgie after leaving the Tongue
check, and he was thrown heavily,

damaging his knee, and had to be tfought
in on the official car. Edmond, on the

2J Humber, broke his spring forks on one
of the ridges where road repairing was
going on near BettyhiU, and Cyril Walden
had to be towed in, as the flywheels of

his twin Premier came adrift. Pollock,
driving a 500 c.c. single-cylinder James
and sidecar, was put out of action between
Altnaharra and 'Tongue. An ej'e witness
told us that his tyre burst and tlie driving
wheel collapsed, wliile the steering gear
on the Summers and Harding cycle car
snapped, and the vehicre ran into the
ditch and w-as disabled. Early in the

LEA FRANCIS TEAM.—C. H. Ingall, N. W. Downie, and G. !. Francis. MATCHLESS TEAM.—R. E. Guest (3 h.p. and sidecar), J. A. HoiUt (3J h.p. twin),

and C. R. Colli«r (8 h.p. and sidecar.)

*3I
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Great interest has been taken in the trial ali along the route. Our photographs showhow competitors have had to ride- through lines of spectators

in many of the large towns. .:',.,.

duy a curious accident occurred as West-
wood and ileredith, riding Xos, 1 and 2,

on a Triump<i and B;-adbury respectively,

collided throngh their front wheels getting
into ruts, and Westwood had to retire

owing to his front wheel being smashed.
It is also sard that the back wheel of

Bell's A.J.S. collapsed on the first day at

Amulree, causing his retirement. We
have just been informed by Hands that
the judges have refused to allow him
to continue solo on the Williamson, so

he is getting the village blacksmith to

see if he can brace up the broken side-

car frame iu order to keep going.

The Unseen Scenery.

There is little doubt that the roads we
have covered up to date are not a fair

test for motor cycles unless ridden at an
average speed of under 20 m.p.U. The
writer got his iMatcliless through all

safely, except that the front fork spring

suffered, and the clutch on the hub gear
gave out. But v.'e can certainly say from

our own e.xperience that, the straiu of

driving is terrible when one has to grip

the bars tightly for hour after hour oa
end, and keep one's eyes glued to the road
the whole time. We are infcrmed that we
passed through- scenery of unparalleled
splendour, but no one had the remotest
chance of seeing it. The only view was
millions of loose stones on a rutty pot-
holey road-

C. R. Collier stated very definitely to-

niglit that he would absolutely refuse to
ride again in these trials unless better
roads were selected. The gradients to-day
were contemptible, but we would rather
go on climbing Porlock all day than
bounce and ricochet over the abominations
miscalled roads we have been over during
the last forty-eight hours.

The Lady Riders.

The ladies acquitted themselves splen-

didly, though the strain of driving must
have been very severe. Miss Hammett
(Douglas) has shown herself to be a most

dashing rider, 'while Mrs. Hardee (P. and
M.) and Mrs. Baxter (Rex) keep slogging

along in a most determined manner. Just
after passing Tongue this afternoon we
came suddenly upon a very sharp hairpin

on quite a respectable gradient, so acute,

in fact, that several riders missed the

turn, but JMrs. Baxter made a particularly
- good climb, although her heavy machine
with open frame cannot be an easy hand-
ful for a lady to manage as a solo mount.

Not so good as Whiskey.

The dust has been appalling, and we,
in company with many others; - have
suffered from throat soreness from hours
of swallowing bits of pulverised granite

—

' iiot a pleasant beverage.
The officials are a cheery lot, and give

us all the help thej' can, and profess to

pooh-pooh the difficulties of the road, but
the mere list of casii'alties show that thi5

trial is something far in excess of English
Six Days so far as difficulties are con-

. cerned.

.

Picturesque scene at th3 1 uncheon stop at Lair^.
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C. M. Keiller (G.W.K.) overtaking one ot " The Motor Cycle " representatives during the long ascent

of AppIegUI HUl.

One thing stands out prominently

;

that is, that anyone who gets a machine
through at all has performed a very fine

feat, and any manufacturer who can put

:a successful team through this test is a

constructor of great merit, and fully

deserves every bit of prestige with which
Buch a performance invests him, and
Southerners must cover these roads them-
selves at an average of twenty miles an
hour to form an adequate idea of their

severity.

The following retired on the second

dav : Ingall (Lea-Francis), C. H. Walden
.(Premier), W. H. Hands (Williamson),

Thompson (Kynoch), Pollock (James),

Edmond (2| h.p. Humber), and Love-
grove (Raglan).

The following lost marks : G. I. Francis
(Lea-Francis), Mellor Jameson (3 h.p.

Enfield), Tom Knowles (3^ Humber),
Selous-Jones (Douglas), and G. C. Proc-

tor, Laker (3| h.p. Elswick) and Busby
(Ariel) returned no cards.

THIRD DAY.—Thurso, John-o'-Groat's,

Wick, Berriedale, Helmsdale, Lairg. Bonar
Bridge, Dingwall, Strathpeffer. 146 mibs.

An absolutely perfect summer morning,
developing into a blazing day, perfect

roads and gorgeous scenery, has been our
lot to-day. If yesterday was a nightmai'e.

to-dt^}- has been a dream, for anything
more magnificent than our trip could
not^ be imagined. The scenery beggars
description, and the southerners dis-

covered that Scotland fins roads, a belief

that was almost shattered yesterday.
At 8.30 we drew out of the little northern
town Thurso, and sped along to John-
o'Groat's, where there was a check and
a fifteen minutes' halt, and then on by
the coast road over part of the familiar
End-to-end road. Despite the perfect
going trouble was encountered quite early,

fur we passed F. L. Bassett (2J Sun-

Villiers) stranded. His flywheels, it

seemed, had come right adrift five miles

north of Wick, while at Helmsdale,
Downie (Lea-Francis) suffered engine

troub'e and had to withdraw. Jlention

of thi.i make reminds us that Ingall left

by train for the south from Thurso this

morning, looking very shaky after his

heavy fall yesterday. His Lea-Francis

was in perfect running order, as we had
ocular demonstration. It is a pity that

these interesting machines have had such
bad luck, but yesteiday's run subjected
every machine, and every rider as well,

to a terriftic bucketing. It now trans-

pires that Lovegrove, who was thrown
iieavily yesterday from his Kaglan, ha.s

not broken a rib, but his side is very
badly bruised.

Berriedale Easily Ascended.
Berriedale was taken from the easy

side and everyone roared up—the surface

being excellent. In fact, the going all

the way through Brora, (lolspie, and on
to lunch at Lairg, where we stopped
yesterday for tlie same purpose, was per-

fect, and everyone thoroughly enjoyed
scorching along at high speed. The dust
was a nuisance, but no one minded that

—the relief of being able to travel with-
out clutching one's bars was worth a
Sahara sandstorm. There was not a
hill on the course to-day worth noting,

Dunbeath being the worst, as it con-

tained a bad corner with a sharp right

bend, and here we watched the cornering
methods of some of the riders. Some
came round quite easily without effort,

others scraped round, while a few nearly
"conked" to a standstill. The following
solo riders all made good climbs, Mere-
dith (Bradbury), Harrison (Swift),

Downie (6 A.J.S.), Fletcher (Douglas),
Tessier (5-5 Bat), Featherstonhaugh
(Rover). Colliver (7 Indian), Newsome
(Rover), Chisholm (Ariel), ilrs. Baxter
(5 Rex), McCreadie (Sunbeam), Hugh
Gibson (Bradbury sc), and two Chater-
Lea riders.

Punctures and bursts have been almost
universal. Mellor Jameson (3 Enfield)

had two stops this morning, ajid the

A. B. Wade (8 h.p. New Imperial sidecar) cIlmblD; Appoglll Hill.
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second ' time found four punctures in a
cluster near the valve, and had to ride
two miles on the rim before he reached
•water in, which to test his tube, whil
Keiller wrenched one of the tyres off his
U.'W.K. on Dunbeath Hill, and after
replacing it got a puncture. It is really
a great testimony to the excellence of the
tyres that they have stood up as well as
tliey have done, but we have not been
much struck by the behaviour of tile

ultra-large covers, for they seem prone
to roll and bounce excessively on the
rough roads.

Hints and Punctures.

I'he main North Road from John-o'-
Groat's, while being of infinitely superior
surface to any yet covered, was particu-
larly flinty, this sharp material being

C. R. Collier on the

1914 pattern Matchless-

Jap with three-speed

count ;r-shaft gear and

kick starter.

Sam Wright (Humberette) rounding the Devil'; Elbow.

responsible for most of the trouble.
Probably the unluckiest rider in this
respect was Graham Taylor (3^ h p.
Rudge), who had no less than five punc-
tures. These occurred, however, in the
long checks, and he was able to repair
and maintain his schedule. Shortly after
leaving Thurso we passed D. H. Noble
(Rover), who was troubled with his plug.
This did not, however, cause him much
delay, as he passed us later, travelling
at a good speed.

Clouds of Dust.
The majority arrived at John-

o'-Groat's well ahead -of time, and
seized the opportunity of doing a few
adjustments. ' Hal Harrison (Swift)
punctured when near the control, but
.arrived to time. J. H. Begg (3i h.p.
Rudge) was rather unfortunate/ taking
an awkward toss near John-o'-Groat's.
The only member of the Downie family
to escape trouble was A. U. R., his two
brothers' both being delayed—N. W., as
previously mentioned, with engine
trouble, and A. F. with two punctures.
Near Dingwall this' evening we came

across about three hundred yards of road
some four inches deep in loose floury
dust, and front wheel skids were com-
mon, while the whyle countryside was

obscured- by a dense cloud, and to make
matters worse a car dashed by at the
same moment.
The smaller machines are doing splen-

didly, and the Gnome-like beat of the
Douglases when all out on low gear
seems to impress the natives. The
energy and courtesy of the officials can-
not be too highly praised, and thert; is

a feeling and spirit of hon tamaradtrie
between competitors and officials that
makes these trials a jolly trip, in spite

of the hard work incurred.

The following have retired to-day : N,
W. Downie (Lea-Francis), E. L. Bassett
(Sun-Villiers), J. F. Selous Jones
(Douglas), and S. Tubb (3^ Humber). '.

The following have lost marks : J.
Cocker (34 Singer), G. A. Gregson (5-6

Bat), B. Alan Hill (7 Indian), H. Mellor
Jameson (3 Enfield), and "P. D. Walker
(10 Summers and Harding c.c).

Seventy-six riders are still left in.

George Brough (6 h.p. Brough) on the DeviPs Elbow. The performance of George Brough riding a
single-geared machine on some of the steepest hills in the Scottish Trials has proved an eye-opener to
many. He is seen above on the second bend o( the Devil's Elbow.
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FOURTH DAY.—Strathpefler, Kinlochewe.
Achnashellach, Lochcarron, Tornapress,

Applecross, Tornapress, Lochcarron,
Achnasheen, Garve, Strathpeller. 137

miles.

Perfectly magnificent weatlier has been
our lot to-day ; in fact, it lias been one
of the hottest days we have had this

year. A great many competitors had
got in last night with their tyres in a

more or loss precarious condition, and
there was a regular tyre-changing com-
petition against time in the ofticial

garage- before to-day's start. Sidecar
(irivers .suffered most, and one of the
first we saw was Guest inserting a new
tiibe in his three-inch Palmer cord on
•the Jlatchless sidecar. He got a huge
nail like a bolt through yesterday, and
had a good deal of difficulty in getting
it out, and evidently he was not satis-

fied with his repair of yesterday, as he
put in a new tube this morning. Selous
Jones turned up on his Douglas, but
he was officially declared out of the
running yesterday, as he broke a cone
in his back wheel—a most unusual and
unlikely accident to any machine. G.
Taylor and J. G. Beveridge, both on
3i Eudge-multis fitted new back
covers, and G. T. Gray put a new belt
on his long stroke 5 Eudge. He explained
to us that he was running in three or four
belts in readiness for the English Six
Days' Trials nest month.

The Ladies Assist.

Mrs. Morgan and Mrs. J. R. Alexander
were both working as hard as Grand
Prix mechanics, assisting their respective
drivers to change the big three-inch tyres
on the back wheels of their Jlorgan and
Williamson sidecar respectively, and the
cheery way the ladies accept and help
to overcome troubles makes us mere men
feel rather small. We confess we do not
like the trouble of even shortening a

belt, but taking out back wheels from
chain-driven machines seems quite a little

morning ^diversion to some o£ the fair

se.\ taking part in the trials.

A good many engines are very gummy
in the mornings, probably due to over-
oiling. Brough's single gear 6 Brough

NEW MACHINES IN THE SCOTTISH TRIALS.
The two-stroK« Connanght engine, a'so showing new carburetter and G. H. gear with chain drive.

is reallv a remarkable machine. It starts
with almost the ease of a lightweight,
and noUiing in the way of hills seems to
worry it o rthe driver. Sam Wright's
Humberette has run very well up to half-

way, and so far neither he nor the two
G.W.K.'s driven by Keiller and Wood
have lost any marks. The two Morgans
have clean sheets up to half-way, except
that one of Blackburn's checking cards is

said to be incomplete for Monday's run.
The cycle cars, therefore, have done
extremely well so far, and although it

lost forty-four marks up to Wednesday
night, the Summers and Harding cycle
car is still getting along gamely. 'Xlie

Gordon cycle car, except for an incomplete
checking card, has lost no marks up to
half-time. By the way, this machine
turned up and started with, trade
numbers, but has since attached private
registration numbers as well. It is a

curious looking machine, but we can per-
sonally testify as to its speed, for we
followed it for some miles over a horrible
road on Tuesday, and rather envied the
occupants, for it seemed to hold the road
well.

A Curious Experience.

H. Thompson has turned up to-day
with his 3^ h.p. Kynoch, and a remark-
able tale to tell. It seems that by
some means part of a tappet got into his

engine, and he had to take the whole
engine to pieces outside Thurso, miles

from anywlwre. He spent all yesterday
doing this, and eventually slept on the
mountain side, where he was eventually
discovered by a local doctor, who is a
motor cyclist, and who took in the un-
fortunate Thompson, repaired his engine,

and generally played the part of good
Samaritan. One of the things that

TWO VIEWS OF THE SAME BEND AT THE MOST NORTH-WESTERLY POINT OF THE TRIAL.
R. S. Morrison (Bat sidecari on the hairpin outside Tongue. Douglas, A.J.S., and Lea Francis riders on the same corner.

7
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Scottish Six Days' Trials.

—

strike one most forcibly is the extreme

kindliness and hospitality of these

northern Scots, nothing being too much
trouble for them when the recipient of

their kindness is some unfortvmate

stranded motor cyclist. One sj)ortsman

has hired a car specially to start after

the last competitor and drive round with

the sole intention of rendering assistance

to any stranded victim of the Trials he
maj' come across. He brought in Nott
to-day after his collision with a level

crossing S;ate to which we refer later on.

Fine Scenery.

From the scenic standpoint nothing
could be finer than that of to-day, and
the majority of the competitors wished
that they had had more time to study
the beauties of the Western Highlands.

Twenty miles per hour does not appear

a great speed, but to average this over

the roads of to-day's route required

careful driving on the corners and very

fast scorching on the favourable

stretches. Up to the first check at

Achnasheen the surface was fairly good,

although loose in places. Thereafter it

deteriorated very much, and- up the

hill to Applecross it was frightful, larga

stones and loose gravel causing the com-

petitors a great deal of uneasiness, and
rendering the steering of the macliines a

matter of great difficulty.

The easy nature of the road to Ach-
nasheen is easily estimated from the fact

that all the riders arrived here with

plenty of time to spare, and employed

this in making adjustments to their

mounts. One or two suffered from tyre

trouble, and we passed A. F. Downie

(6 h.p. A.J.S.) with his back tyre off.

After having twice had tyre troubles

yesterday it was rather hard luck to

have to repair immediately after the

start to-day. T. A. McCreadie (2| Sun-

beam) was even more unfortunate, get-

ting into a rut and coniing a nasty

cropper, and buckling his front wheel

arid frame. He luckily was able to get

this repaired at a blacksmith's near at

hand, and resumed his journey, only to

meet with further trouble later. The
tumble had evidently cracked his handle-

bar, since he had not proceeded very

far before that part of the bar contain-

ing the control levers came adrift en-

tirely, making the driving of the

machine anything but an easy matter,

and he wisely decided to retire.

Applecross Climb.

Discussion amongst the riders, of

course, centred in the ascent of Apple-

cross, and at the various checks before

this point the talk was entirely on this

new introduction in the way of hills.

Leaving Jeantown, the road strikes due

•west over the hills, after which there is

a long descent into Tornapress, whence
the dreaded ascent begins. At iirst

this appeared not appreciably steep,

but gradually winding round the hill-

side, the road can be seen disappearing

in the distance between two precipitous

crags. It is at this point that the various

hairpin bends occur, and coming as they

do after the long climb, the engines are

very much inclined to conk badly.

The most difficult bend to negotiate

was the first, and many of the cycle

cars had to reverse to get round. We

observed most of the competitors here,

and, although the majority got round,

a great many nearly came to grief. The
sidecars being, of course, on three wheels

had an aavantage over tiie snigle

trackers, and, using low gear, made quite

good pea-formances. Special mention

must be made of Hugh Gibson and his

3i h.p. Bradbury sidecar, the manner in

which he came up to the bend and got

round exciting the applause of the few

observers. Unlike what might be ex-

pected of a single-cylinder with sidecar

attached, this combination possesses a

very fine turn of speed, and climbed the

long gradient to the bend at an excellent

pace. G. L. Fletcher (2| h.p. Douglas)

got round beautifully, picking up the

whole way. Mrs. Baxter was un-

lucky, coming to grief. She, however,

restarted and got away well. C. M.
Keiller (CW.K.) reversed into the cor-

ner, but started quite easily. J. F.

Morrison (2J h.p. Douglas) failed, as

also did J. H. Begg (3-^- h.p. Rudge-
multi), who cannot obtain a low enough
gear for corner work. W. B. Gibb (2J

h.p. Douglas) was in trouble all day with

his ignition, and stopped on the hill,

getting away after some delay. C. R.
Collier (8 h.p. Matchless sc.) seemed to

have a great reserve of power, since after

rounding the bend he \Yent away at a

fine pace.

Good Ascents.

The following were all good : S. J. K.
Thomson (7-8 Bat sc), J. Chater-Lea
(8 Chater-Lea sc), A. U. R. Downie

(2J A.J.S.), Rev. R. M. Banks-Jones
(P and M), G. Brough (6 Brough), F. C.

North (Ariel), B. A. Hill (7 Indian),

:Mrs. Hardee (P and M), J. B. Eober-
ston (Douglas), G. T. Gray (5 Rudge),
H. F. S. Morgan (Morgan cycle car),

and Miss Hammett (Douglas). P. D.
Walker (Sum^mers and Harding cycle

car) took the bend too close in and
charged the bank, buckling his front wheel

JULY 31st, igi3.

and finishing his chances. Although
officially retired, Lionel Martin (Singer

cycle car) is still taking a keen interest

in the event. The splendid hill-climbing

ability of his little car was well tested.

Accidents.

G. Nott (6 h.p. Clyno sc.) was unfor-

tunate enough to run into a level-cross-

ing shortly after the start, where the

road takes a complete S bend across the

rails. It would have been advisable had

the committee placed a warning sign at

this point, since there appeared to be

only the ordinary warning triangle

erected.

D. S. Alexander (8 h.p. Williamson

sc.) nearly ran into the closed gates of

this same crossing, only pulling up with

his front wheel touching the bars.

Graham Taylor fell over the edge of

the precipice coming down Applecross

and damaged his front wheel.

Lunch was served on the seashore at

Applecross in blazing sunshine, and a

large number of riders spent half an hour
'

paddling and catching limpets while their
;

engines cooled themselves preparatory to

the return climb. The run back was un-

eventf iQ, but everyone was behind time

more or less. And for once in a way the

whole crowd was unanimous on one point

—they had come across a real hill that

afternoon. Applecross is more than a

hill—it is a precipice.

Tlie following retired to-day : T. A. -

jrCreadie (Sunbeam), G. A. Gregson (5-6

Bat), J. D. Beveridge (3i Rudge), G.

Nott (6 Clyno sc), G. Taylor (3i Rudge),

T. Finlav (4 James sc), and P. D.
Walker (Sammers and Harding cc).
The following lost marks : W. B. Gibb

(Doudas). T. i'. Laker (3^ Elswick), J.

R. Blackburn (8 Morgan), D. Alexander

(8 WilUamson sc), T. Heath (6 Clyno), J.

Steel (3^ B.S.A.), Miss Hammett (2a

Douglas), C. R. Collier (6 Matchless sc),

and T. Knowles (2| Humber).
Sixty-nine runners were left in to start

on Friday morning.

V. Busby (3J h.p. Ariel) climbing the Devil's Elbow.
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The 26 X 2

No. 1 TYRE

For 650 X 65 Rims.

PRICE :

Specially made fcr
the driving wheel
of high - powered
Motor Cyclest and
for Cycle Cars.

Special Heavy Cover, beaded edge

fj „ Tube, endless only
Bates No. 1 Pattern Tyres are also made in the following sizes

:

Beaded Edge, 26x2, 26x2i, 26x2| for 2i rims, and
Wired Edge: 26x2i
The

65s. Od.
15s. 3d,

26 x 2^.

BELT.
Unequalled for gripping and wearing qualities.

Lengths Stocked.

Per foot. 7ft. 6in. 8ft. Gin. 8ft. 6in. 9ft. Oin.

s. d. s. d. s. d. s. d. S. d.

i'mch section. 1 4 10 10 8 — —
T If >i 1 7 11 10 12 8 13 5 —

1 9 13 1 14 14 10 —
2 3 16 10 18 19 1 20 3

n,. 2 9 20 7 22 23 4 24 9

.•• Cut off
/* Coupon,

..•* paste on
.-*' post card

/' and send
. W. & A. BATES,

LU.,

SL Mary's Mills,

Leicester.

Every Motorcyclist should be in possession ofoar latest batch of

leaflets and the interesting booklet, " The Truth about Tyres."

W. & A. BATES, Ltd., St. Mary's Mills, LEICESTER.
Depots: LONDON, GLASGOW, and NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

..•-° Please Mail me Free,

/ Copy of your Booklet,
" The Truth about Tyres."

Address

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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THE SUNBEAM AGAIN.
FINE SUCCESSES IN IRISH
END-TO-END TRIALS.

ONLY three Sunbeams were entered—ALL three finished—ALL three were awarded Medals.

mx r\r\l'T'¥|^'\r these three Sunbeams won the team prize, and one was

C\.L^L/*- * l^*-'!™ awarded a Medal for the best performance for a Lightweight.

Does any other 2| stand a chance when the Sunbeam is running ?

I
THE WEATHERPROOF SUNBEAM ENGINE WITH ITS COUNTERSHAFT
GEAR AND ENCLOSED CHAIN TRANSMISSION IS YEARS' AHEAD OF

ANYTHING ON THE MARKET. And for absolute reliability you cannot beat the Sunbeam.

Send for Illustrated List and Booklet of the

Sunbeam Motor Bicycle free on application to—
JOHN MARSTON, Ltd., 11, Sunbeamland, WOLVERHAMPTON.

London Showrooms—
57 Holborn Viaduct, E.C., and 157, Sloane Street (close by Sloane Square), S.W.

JOHN PIGGOTT,
HOUIDAY REQUIREMENTS
FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS AT

LTD. JULY SALE.
Send for List No. 149

LAST WEEK OF SALE.

SAUE PRICES.
Our well-appoir.tsil 'Manx' Waterproof Motor Cyclist Suit.

This suit, with its apron front trouser, and full skirted

jacket, gives ample protection to the vital parts of the

body, and can be used as a complete safeguard against

wind, dust, and rain.

Made in strong durable texture fawn or olive Paramatta.

All seams sewn, cemented, and taped.

We are able to offer during this month at the e.Kception-

aUy low price of 28/3 suit complete. RJ9X01

Our Famous 'Ideal' Motor Suit.

Made with Double-breasted Jacket 35in. long, wind cufis,

tabs on sleeves, storm collar and square pockets, and

1 pair shaped thigh leggings with clips and gusset at leg.

Made in double te.vture fawn I'aramatta. Suit complete,

SALE PRICE 23/11. RJ9X02

Strong Fawn Twill Motor Leggings.

Made in 3 sizes of leg, 28, 30, 32. Usual price 7/6.

SALE PRICE 4./II. RJ9X06
Motor Cyclists' Gloves.

KJ3+. 27 pau-s Tan Cape Gloves, unlined soft Gauntlet.

Sizes 8, Si. 9 only. Worth4/iipr. SALE PRICE 3/11.

117-118, Gheapside,
And MILK STREET,

LONDON, E.C.

Genuine Reductions Mofor Cyclists' DUST OVERALLS.

KJ24. Fawn Drill clouble-breasted jackets and seatless gaiter tiouEerB (as Bketch

shower proof). Usual price 20/- SAI-E PRICE 18/-

KJ25. Olive Heavy Twill Drill double breasted jackets, and seatlesa gaiter

trousers (heavily rain proofed.r Usual price 18/- SALE PBXC£ 23/6 Sizea

Btoclied, 3G to 44 obest.

KJSO. Fawn Prill shower.proof seatless gaiter trouseJ^. UBaal price 7/G pair.

SALE PRICE 6/6 pair. Postaj;e3d.

K,7;il. Ditto caiterleHRins3. Usual price 6/e. SALE PRICE 5/3. Postage 3d.

KJS2. Olive Heavy Twill Drill aeatless gaiter trousers. Usual Price 9/6. SALE
PRICE 8/8. Postage 4d.

]v.T33. Ditto gaiter leggings, spat fronts. Usual price 7/G. SALE PRICE 7/2.

Postage 3d.

K,T-26. Holland Dnst Jackets, strong and will wash well. Postage id. Usual

pricG 6/G. SALE PRICE 5/11. SG to 44 chest.

KJ27 Holland Gaitor Overall Trousers with seat. Postage Sd. Usual price

4/11. SALE PRICE 4/6.

KJiB. Holland Gaiter Leggings. Postage 3d. Usual price S/Il. SALE
PRICE 3/ .

K.T29. Super Quality Crash Dust Jackets. Usual price 10/6. SALE PRICE
9/3. .S8 chest only. Postage 4d,

BARGAINS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS.

THE *J.P.' 3,000 MILE MOTOR CYCLE COVER,
' The Cover that HAS stood the test.'

Sizes Stocked.—26in. by zin., 26in. by 2im., 26ia. by 2Mn. Beaded

Edfi[e Only. This Cover is made on the same principle as a heavy-

Motor Car Tyre, viz,, under hydraulic pressure and not as the usual

Motor Cycle Covers which are usually a glorified cycle tyre. It is

composed of the best Para Rubber, and "fitted with a new Non-skid

Tread which has been thoroughly tested and found to be an absolute

preventive of sUidding. We are so confident of the wearing properties

of this tyre that we are guaranteeing it for 3,000 miles. John PIggott't

Special Price 30/- Write for Free Section. •

In answering these udvertisements it ia desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Sam Wright (8 h.p. Humbereilo) rounding ihe hairpin on Applecross Hill, which ascent was considered to be

FIFTH DA Y.—Strathpeffer, B e a u 1 y,
Drumnadrochit, Invermorriston, Cluanle,

Shell Inn, Glenelg, Cluanie, Tomdoun,
Fort Augustus, Craggie Inn, Carr Bridge,

Grantown, 199 miles approximately.

We ai'e now iieai'ly at the end o£ our
journey, for to-mon'ow night will see the
survivors in Edinburgh. The start this

Horning was an early one—seven o'clock

—

in view of the long distance to be covered
Tom Strathpeffer to the Western High-
ands, and thence back again to Gran
;own, only about thirty miles as the
;row flies from the moiiiiiig's starting
ilace. For the first time this week we
bought the weather was g'ling to fail us.

or tile morning was dull and cold, but
ibout ten o'clock the sun broke through,
md afterwards it was a day- of blazing
leat and the usual smothering dust,
iVhich is very gritty up here, and highly
rritating to the throat

The cru.x of the day was the passage
>f a very sharp hill called Mam Halachan..
I few miles before Glenelg, the luncheon
stop. The contour gives it as 1 in 7,
3Ut that is ap|iaiently the aveiage
gradient, and it is a real little teaser
ivith a bit of something very near 1 in 3.

hMellor Jameson had .some ^printinf,
e-iercise with his little Enfield, but,
generally speaking, there were few who
:^.xperieuced anv difficulty. C. R. Collier
'ttndr a splendid ascent' on his 6 Match

less sidecar, and so did Hugh Gibson
(3-i Bradbury sc.). If we were asked to
pick out any one performei m the
Trials deserving of special merit we should
select this rider. His hill-clinibing
powers are really extraordinary, and up
to the time of writing he has made a
clean ascent of every hill and lost no
marks. His sidecar is quite a heavy sub-
stantially built one, and his passenger^
loy no means light.

His climb up the long, tiring Glendoe,
with its miles of collar work and tricky,
une.xpected little stiff incline right at the
end, was really amazing. He tells us he
has only used his first speed, 15^ to 1, on
two occasions— once on Araulree and once
on Applecross. There has been a' great
deal of grief and woe to-day, and as we
are writing this, late at night, stragglei's
are still coming into Grantown. Luckily,
it keeps light up here till after ten
o'clock, which is a great boon, for
nearly everyone is equipped with the
tiniest outfits in lamps and generators.
We are sorry to say that Mrs. Hardee

has had a very nasty fall, which has
caused her retirement wlien she practi-
cally had a gold medal in her grasp.
She informed us this evening that she
took a wrong turning on the way home
from Fort Augustus, and did not dis-
cover her mistake till she had traversed
live miles or so. Then she put on speed
to make up time, and when she was

the worst in the trial, being six to seven miles long.

travelling ail out on iier F. and M. the
rear tyre burst and she was thrown with
great force, and lay on the ground for
some time, when two ladies picked her
up. She was brought in by Sam Wright
on his Humberette Luckilv. no bones
were broken, but she liaturallv suffered
from shock, ami her macliine was
smashed.

The Tale of Woe.
Donaldson was towed in late on his

Quadrant with timing gear troubles.
One of the officials, Mr. Aitken, towed
him in from Craggie Inn.
Gordon F'letcher sma.«litd the frame of

his Douglas on the way up Glenelg when
crossing a donkey-bncfc bridge at speed,
and came in with the brake fastened
up with straps, and Uoberts broke the
carrier on his Zenith at the same spot.

_
Miss Hammett had a day of trouble.

The driving chain of her Douglas broke
and, becoming entangled in the sprocket,
locked the wheel, and she was thrown

;

and then she had great difficulty in lil-

ting the spare owing to its being too
short. Douglas Alexander stripped the
second speed wheel in the gear box of
his Williamson sidecar, and had to put
it on the train for Inverness and retire
from the Trial between Craggie Inn and
Glendoe, and Macrae fell • heavilv near
Fort Aiigii.>!tus and smn.'ih^d flu- front
wheel of his L.M.C. too badlv to con-
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Rm Muntty (8 h.p. Williamson) on the Applecross Hairpin. The Scottish Trials was Mundy's Orat

experience ot a Williamson, yet he again obtained a gold medal.

tinue. U. H. Collier had the misfortunt

to fracture the left back fork stay on his

8 Matihless sidecar, but strapped it up
and gut in to time without loss ot marks,

but whether it will hold together over

tomorrow is rather doubtful. However,
Collier is as e.xpert a driver in a trial as

he is 'n a race, and we should not be sur-

prised to see him carry off a gold medal

after all. Cocker tried to continue his

climb up Glendoe on a flat tyre, with the

result that his belt was pulled off three

times and as he had such trouble with

punctures and got in so late, he decided

to give up nptievally speaking the re-

maining machines did well, and no praise

is too high for any man, woman, or

machine that survives this tremendous
ordeal. We have no hesitation in des-

cribing these Trials as infinitely harder

for machines and riders than the average

English Six Days. The roads are in

many places in sugh atrocious condition

that it is impossible to make up any time

even after the delay of a puncture.

There has been considerable dissatis-

faction to-night concerning the official

watches at the luncheon stop at Glenelg,

it being alleged that they were five

minutes in error.
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It has been a very tiring day, and
everyone was glad to see Grantown, and

we fancy Edinburgh will be the

pleasantest view to-morrow night that

most of the riders have seen for a week.

Late at night news has come in that

Thompson has had .a smash on his Bat,

but hopes to continue. Chater-Lea has

also broken his sidecar frame.
The cycle cars left in are going strong.

The Humberette,' Morgans, and

G.W.K.s have certainly proved them-

selves thoroughly roadworthy machines.

The following have retired to-day :

L. E. Cass (Trump-Jap), R. S. Macrae
(L.M.C.), J. Cocker (Singer), Mrs. Hardee
(P. and M.), D. Alexander (Williamson

sc), J. Donaldson (Quadrant), and T.

Knowles (2| Humber).
The following lost marks ;

W. H. Gibb (2i Douglas) and Mies

Hammett (2| Douglas).

SIXTH DAY.—Grantown, Cockbr.dge,
Braemar, Spital oi Glenshee, Kirk-
michael, Pitlochry, Ballinluig, Aberfeldj,

Kenmore,. Glenquaich, CrieQ, Stirling,

Falltirk, Edinburgh. 184 miles.

The magnificent weather, which has

been one of the features of these Trials,

held up to the end, and it was a per-

fectly glorious morning at Grantown,
when at 7 o'clock the first man was sent

off on the last stage of the Trials.
^
Mrs.

Hardee was out and about, the recipient

of a great deal of sympathy for her

smash overnight, and was bought on by

an official car, which, by the way, was

not quite so punctual as her P. and M.

had invariably been, for tyre troubles

galore overtook it, and it made a very

late arrival in Edinburgh. Evil fate

also overtook Mr. MacMillan's official

Belsize car, for when only a few miles

from the finish it tried conclusions with

a commercial car, and came ofl' very

much second best, and had to be left

derelict at the roadside. W. G.

McMinnies, driving, a Grand Prix

Morgan, also had a remarkable escape,

for when travelling at high speed his

steering failed, a;nd the vehicle dashed
|

into a telegraph pole, and was totaliy
|

wrecked. The driver escaped without

«) J. Chater-Leo (Chat«r-l.ea) and 2) R. E. Guest (Matchless sidecar) at the hairpin hend which was the crucial test on Applecross Hill.
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Scottish Six Days' Trials.—

•

injury, but Johnny Gibson, his passen-
ger, sustained injuries tu his side, and
it was feared some ribs were brolcen.

It will bo recalled that Gibson was
badly hurt in the Islo of iMan last year.
The last day's route was a severe one,

for soon after the start the Cockbridgo
Ladder had to be climbed the reverse
way to Jlonday's run, and the numerous
gullies across the road made it an
abominably uncomfortable ascent, and
steering was very difficult. A mistake
would have proved dangerous, as a
precipice was on the right-hand side, and
the road is very narrow.

Cases of Hard Luck on the Last Day.

Prior to reaching the hill, Sam Wright,
whose Hnniberette had been going
splendidly all the week, had the bad
luck to be run into by a cart, the result

of which was a broken front spring,
VVriijht managed to make an excellent
repair, but tlie delay cost him marks,
and was fatal to his chances of a gold
medal. It was a piece of real bad luck,
and Wriglit would not be consoled.

Prior to the lunch check at Pitlochry,
Morgan's steering gear went wrong, and
he injured a front wheel and had to
withdraw. Brittain (Bradbury) who was
going well at Kenmore, also retired after
ue.scending Annilree, but. no account is

available at the time of writing as to the
nature of his mishap. MacGibbon (3^
Edniond) and A, W, Walden (3i
Premier) also retii-ed on the last day,

Neai'ly everyone was early at Pit-
lochry, despite the Cockbridge climb,
and the street of the little town was
filled with men and machines killing time
till they could check in. After Pit-
lochry the road was splendid for twenty
miles till Kenmore was reached. Rid-
ing on in front of the men, we came
across Lionel Martin, who had got his
Singer light car running well again, and
he gave a fine impromptu hill-climbing
e.\hibition up Kenmore Hill, This
gradient is the opposite side of Amulree,
and is more severe. It is quite two ancl
a half miles long, and contains seven
corners, four of them being acute hair-
pins with precipitous gradients and loose,

993

G. I. Francis (Loa-Francis) and K. A, MacDonald (Singer) on the Bridge of Brown Hi;;
This pair gained goid medals.

TomintoTil,

sandy, stony surface. We observed this
hill very closely, because not only was
it a very severe hill—some riders think
it the worst of the trial—but, coming as
it did on the last day and in the last
si.vty miles, it might well be thought
that the engines would be showing signs
of weakness.
Taken as a whole, the result was re-

markably good, and we only saw three
actual failures.

Hoult (3^ h.p. Matchless) failed at the
last bend but one, Begg (3^ h.p. Rudge)

slipped up, and W. Pratt (P, and M)
failed at the first hairpin. All three,
however, made good restarts, and they
got up well. The G,W,K,s and Black-
burn's Morgan made splendid climbs,
and C. R, Collier played with the hill

on his big JIatchless sc, while the
Clynos rah up easily,

. The star per-
formance was made by Hugh Gibson on
his 3i h.p, Bradbury sc. He climbed
magnificently without the slightest sig 1

of knocking on a 12 to 1 gear. Many "of

the solos, although climbing successfully.

D. B. Noble (Rover}.

TWO ASPECTS OF DUNBEATH CORNER.

H. Hanlson (SwUt) and C. W. Meredltb (Bradbury).
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IN INDIAN FILE. A Lea-Francis lider leading a string of competitors
Dear SiralhpeOer.

E. A. Colliver (Indian) G. Featherstoniiaugh (3J h.p. Eoveri, and A. U. F.

Eownie (2'i h.p. A.J.S.) This trio are among tlie gold medal winm is.

knocked frightfully at the hairpins. The
little Connaught two-stroke went up
beautifully, and the Indians, Rovers,

and Bats were admirable, while the five

Ariels were all splendidly handled, and
got up easily.

Mrs. Baxter on her big Rex and Miss
Hanimett also made capital ascents..

Once over the hill, the descent of Amul-
ree required great caution, as the surface

was appalling; but soon after the main

Crieff road was reached, and on a magni-
ficent surface we rode home through
Crieff and Stirling tc the Peebles motor
garage, where the machines were placed
for their examination by the officials.

FiJty-nine Survivors.

Firty-nine actually finished, and most
of the machines were in really wonderful
condition after the tremendous gruelling
they had undergone. Everyone was burnt

brown by the six days of blazing sun-

shine, and, despite the hard work, all

voted the trial a most sporting event.
The officials were splendid throughout,

and the organisation wonderful, evtiy-

thing going without a hitch from the

start. The enthusiasm displayed by the

officials was delightful, and they were one
and all ever ready to answer any ques-

tions put to them at any time with
perfect good humour.

L. !;ealey (two-speed B.S.A.) negotiating tlie S bend on Mam Ratachan Hill,
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(1) A group of competitors at Thurso.

(2) Compitilo s at Jolin-o'-Groa!s House on Wednesday.

(3) Miss Hammett (Douglas) on Applecross Hill. The photograph gives same Idea oJ the gorgeous scenery.
(4) Ml't Hammett (2J h.p. Douglas) on the narrow ascent ol Kenmore Hill. (5) A Clyno slderv sklilinj round the second bend of Kenmore Hill.
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OFFICIAL LIST OF

GOLD MEDAL WINNERS
AND DETAILS OF MACHINES.

Competitors coming over tlie Brow of Glendoe.

MOTOR CYCLES.
MOTOR CYCLES {continued).

16
17
18

19
20
24
28

30
31

35
36
42
48
54
SI

Name of Rider and Macnme,
and No. of Cylinders.

C. W. Mereditii (si Bradbury, i-cyi.>

Hal liarrison (ji Swift, l-cyl.)

J. E. Cliistiolm (3i Ariel, i-cyl.)

*R. S. Morrison (5-6 Bat, 2-cyl.)

•G. L. Fletcher (2j Douglas, 2-cyl.)

*S. T. Tessier (v6 Bat, 2-cyl.)

*D. H. Noble (31 Ro\er, j-cyl.)

A. J. K. Downie (2f A.J.S., i-cyl.) .'

J. F. Morrison (2J Douglas, 2-cyl.)

G. Featherstonhaugh (3* Rover, i-cyl.) . .

.

J. H. Begg (3.1 Rudge, i-cyl.)

E. A. Colliver (7-9 Indian, 2-cyl.)

C. T. Newsome (3^ Rover, i-cyl.)

«W. Pratt (3* P. & M. ,r-cyl.)

E. F. Ba.vter (6 Rex, 2 cyl.)

K. A. MacDonald (3* Singer, i cyl.)

*G. 1. Francis (3J Lea Francis, 2 cyl.) . . . .

.

Rev. R. M. Bankes Jones (3.V P. & M.,i cyl.)

E. H. Littledale (3J Ariel, i-cyl.)

*G. Brough (6 Brough, 2-cyl.)

*H. Berwick (3* Humber. i-cyl.)

*F. C. North (3"i- Ariel. T-r.yl )

Variable Gear.

S.-A. 3-sp. huh .

Armst'g3-sp.hub
Armst'g 3-sp. hub
JArmst'g 3-sp hub
t Douglas 2-sp. ,.

.Armst'g 3-sp. hub
.Armst'g 3-; p. hub
A.J.S. 3-sp. .

fDouglas r-sp. .

.

Armst'g 3-sp. hub
Rudge "Multi var

t Indian 2-sp. ...

S.-.A. 3-sp. hub .

P. & M. 2-sp. .,

JN.S.U. 2 sp. ...

S. A. 3 sp. hub .

fLea Francis 2 sp

P. & M. 2 sp. . .

.

Armst'g 3-sp. hub
Fixed
S.-A. 3-sp. hub .

Armst'g j-sp. hub

Bore and
Stroke.

-4X
76 X

5X
76 X
35 X
74 X
60 X
85 X
85 X
12. 5X
85 X

5X
77-5X
85 X
60 X

.5X
86.4 X

77 X
84 X
86..fX

85
85
85
60
85

76
88..

&i
88

90
85

63
69
71
74
77
78
80
89
90

94

6

9
rj

45
46
87
100

Name of Rider and Machuie,

and No. of Cylinders.

B. A. Hill (7 Indian, 2-cyt.)

A. G. Fenn (3.V B.S.A., i-cyl.)

*G. T. Gray (3 Rudge, l-cyl.)

I. Oliphant (3.« Piemior, l-cyl.)

C. Q. Roberts '(8 Zenith, 2-cyl.)

T A. Hoult (3,1 Matchless, 2-cyl.)

L. Sealey (3J i3.S. A., l-cvl.)

R. G. Mundv (Williamson) 2-cyI

W. C. Brandauer (7-9 Indian, 2-cyi.)

L. Newey (3i Ariel, l-cyl.)

SIDECARS.
S. 1. K. Thomson (7-8 Bat sc, 2-cyl.) . .

.

'A. F. Downie (6 A.J.S. sc, 2-cyl. 1

Hugh Gibson (3J Bradbury sc, i-cyl.) .

.

R. Pearsons (5-6 Clyno sc, 2-cyl.)

C. Freeman (5-6 Clyno sc. 2-cyl.)

G. Wray (5-6 Clyno sc, i-cyl.) . . ^.

(.. R. CoUiei (7-8 Matchless sc, 2-cvl.) . .

.

CYCLE CARS.
C. M. KeiUer (9.2 G.W.K. c.c. 2-cyl.)

1. T. Wooo lq.2 G.W.K. c.c, 2-cvl. I

Variable Gear.

Bore and
Stroke.

Indian 2-sp

B.S.A. 2-sp. ....

Rudge Multi var,

Armst'y3-sp. hub
Zenith-Graduava.
.Armst'g 3-sp.. hub
B.S.A. 2-sv. ...

Williamson 2-sp

. t Indian 2-sp. . .

.

.[.Armst'g 3-sp. hub

mm.
5X 93

X 132
aa

85
64.5

85
5X 93

86. 4X 85

tBat 2-sp

A.J.S. 3-sp

S.-A. 3-sp. hub .

Clyno 3-sp

Clvno 3-sp
Clyno 3-sp
Matchless 3-sp. .

I G.W.K. var.

G.W.K. var.

.186

.86

X 85
X 8l
X 89
X 82

X 82
X 82

X 85

X 92
X 92

Denotes trade ridei t Lower than standard. t Higher than stan lard i! Not standard.

Mr and Mis. Baxter (Rexes) and E. A. Colliver (Indian) and others ahead ol

time waiting outside a control.

J. Chater-Lea, Jun. (8 h.p. Chater-Lea sidecar) being checked 'nat Evarton.

neat method ol allUxing a large headUght to the sidecar will be noted.

The

c6
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CLUB NEWS.
997

Newton-Stewart and Distiict M.C.C.

TliL' first aimiial trial tor the PicUen
Trophy was held on the 16th inst.

Koutc ; New Galloway, I'enpont, Craw--

foril, Abiiijjton, Biggar, Broughton,
MoRat, Bi'altock, Dumfries, Maxwell-
town, Castle Douglas. Gatehouse, to

Newton-Stewart. The result was a tie

between B. .Jtsson (3| h.p. Scott sc.)

and J. Dunn (3i h.p. Triumph), who
each obtained full marks. A. Young
15 h.p. F.N.) was third.

Western District M.C. (London).

.'V reliability trial was held on the
20th inst. for the Triumph Cup, from
Kaling to Daventry and book, result-

ing as follows :

1. B. F. G. Fowke (Triumph), non-stop
2. R. F. Addey (Triumph), non-stop...

3. G. Hinds (Douglas)

Members of the Newto:

m. s.

1 2 early

1 33-i early
1 25 early

Surrey M.C.C.

The results of the members' speed trial at Claiidon Park
were as follows

:

Cl.\ss l.-l. C. A. Crow (2i Singer), 47s.. 309. silver

medal; 2, S. H. Crow (23 Douglas), 48s., 387, bronze medal

,

3, H. Butterworth (2| Doualas), 51. 6s.,' 480.

Cl.vss II.—1, E. JI. Wood (3i Zenith), 40s.. 314, silver
medal; 2, T. G. Meeten (3-^- Riidge), 40.DS.. '335, bronze
medal; 3, H. Mitchell (3i Premier), 44.8s., 450.

Ci..^s.s III.— 1, S. H. Grow (2-1 Douglas), 42.6s., 271 silver

medal; 2, E. M. Wood (3i Zenith), 39.2s.. 294, bronze medal;
3, T. G. Meet<>n (3J, Rudge), 39s.. 296.'

Cl.\ss IV.—1, T.'G. Jleeteu (3i Rudge sc), 51.2s., 670,
silver medal ; 2. S. H. Crow (3^ Ariel sc), 56.23., 885. bronze
medal; 3, P. Mitchell (3l Premier sc), 56.6s., 807.

All classes were decided on the foimula CT'. In Classes
I., II., and IV., the figures given include the penalties for
T.T. machines.
The silver medal for best performance by non-trade cora-

petit<n- and the bronze medal for the sealed handicap were
both won by £. JI. Wood.

Middlesex M.C.C.

The annual Stratford-on-Avon trial took place on the loth
inst. The following were notable performances on Sunrising
Hill, the only real gradient on the course, and included in
a non-stop section : Miss Hammett (Douglas), excellent :

AMULREE IN THE SCOTTISH TRIALS. N. W. Downie iLea-Francis) on ihe second benfl.

-Stewart M.C.C. on the occasion ot the recent trial tor the Plclien trophy.

Tustin (Indian sc), very good ; Fletcher (Williamson sc.)

displayed remarkable acceleration and .Jennings (Precision
sc) did well to bring up the only single and sidecar;
McNab, on a 6 h.p. Trump-Jap, came up very fast. Results :

Gold medals : H. C. Mills (Premier) and H. Karslake (Rover).
Silver medals: E. R. Hare (Enfield sc), E. R. Cass

(Trump-Jap sc). Miss R. Hammett (Douglas), W. P. lippett
(Humber), W. Price (Rudge), A. C. Adley (Premier), P. C.
Austin (Indian sc), T. A. S. Brcnvn (J. A. P.), C. Pearson
(Douglas), A. Jennings (Precision sc), G. Nott (Clyno sc),
and F. A. JIcNab (Trump-Jap).
Bronze medal : Victor Garland (Chater-Lea sc).

North West London M.C.C.
The results of the members' hill-climb are as foUow's

:

CL.A.SS I.—1. Purchase (Douglas); 2213., figure of merit 217;
2, Goddard (Douglas), 24is., 230.
Class II.—Buchanan (New-Imperial-Jap), 153.

Class III.—C. Rose (Indian), 171s.
Class IV. (Passenger).—1, Dreydel (Ivy-Jap sc), 24|s.,

figure of merit 259; 2, Wilniot (Jlorgan), 28^8. , 297.
Fastest Time Classes.

Class VI.—1, Rowden (Douglas), 21is. ; 2, Purchase
(Douglas), 22^5.

Class VII.—1, Buchanan, 16|s. ; 2, C. Rose and
Gwynne, 17s.

Class IX.—1, Dreydel (Ivy-Jap), 24|s. ; 2, Down, 25s.

HERTS. COUNTY OPEN HILL-CLIMB.
The open hill-climb has been postponed until August 9th,

and will take place at Kop Hill. The following aro the
classes :

Experts Only.— (1) Machines not
exceading 350 .c.c : (2) machines over
350 c.c and under 500 c.c ; (3) any
machine

; (4) passenger machines up
to 1,100 cc.

General.— (5) Touring machines up
to 350 c.c

; (6) touring machines over
350 c.c. and under 600 c.c ; (7) T.T.
machines up to 500 cc. ; (8) any
machines up to 1.000 c.c.

; (9) passenger
machines up to 1,100 cc

Classes 5, 6, and 9 will be decided

by The Motor CijcU formula, ^^ ''

The rest will be decided on time only.

NOTTINGHAM CLUB'S
OPEN TRIAL.

On August 9th the Nottingham ana
District M.C.C. has arranged to hold a
one day open reliability trial, the event
being one to which the Manufacturers'
Union decided to give their support.
The first competitor will be despatched
at 9 a.m., the remainder at intervals of
thirty seconds. Entries close to-morrow
(Friclay) at ordinary fees.

eg
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BRITISH SUCCESSES IN THE BILBAO-SAN SEBASTIAN-BILBAO ROAD RACE.

(4) Sce:ie at the finishing point showing portion of the large crowd of spectators.

UN aplauso; un aplavso es x^oco! The Spanish road

race the results of which we gave last weel<, lias

been a areat success and a notable victory tor

British niakers, foi' in the 350 c.c. class all the

machines which got through came from V'i^^^™"*^^' ^"'*
,f

'

three leading -riders were British. In the larger class

an Indian took fifth place, and the rest of the machines were

CLASS I.

—

CyTjINDer Capacity t-TP to 350 c.c

p, Appletee and Sonijuieta, first and sscjnd, lifted shoulier rjih.

Ent'lish. In fact, the English machines so predominated in

the entry that it would ha^^'e been strange indeed if they

had not'taken a prominent place in the results. AU tlie

British riders took part in the T.T. and Grand Prix race»

The four foreign riders who were placed were mounted on

Forward, Triumph, Rudge, and Bat. The course was 255

kilometres (158^ miles). Applebees speed averaged 43.1 m.p.h.

Order.

1
2
3
4
5-

6
7
8

rader.

A. H. Alexander
F. G. Ball
K. Kickham . . .

.

G. Pradera

Nationality.

Scotch .

English
English
Spanish

Machine.

Douglas ,

Douglas
Douglas ,

Forward

Time ol Outward
Journey.

m.
53
1
4

44

2t
24
5f

CLASS II.—CYLINDER Capacity, 350 c.c. to 500 c.c.

English
Spanish
Irish . . . .

English
English
English

^^^ „ _ Spanish
Arana I

Spanish

F. A. Applebee .— Sorriguieta .

T. E. Greene . . .

W. F. Newsome
J. F. Sirette . .

.

.1. N. Longfleld .— Cardenal
L

Scott . . .

Triumph
Rndge . .

Triumph
Indian . .

Scott . .

.

Rudge . .

Bat

Time ot Kelurn
Journey.

h.
1

4S) 50i 1

M) 6t| 1
."iS 3i 1

.iS 32
\

.S2 33 2

.-^4 27 2

M\ 19i 2

2 •6 39i 2

50
62
5S
37

30
37

371
37

391
31!

41J
491
45
13J
29i
19 i

.Tota' Time.

h.
3
4
4
6

m.
50
4

10
1

40
43
63
67
1
3

26
41

39t
1

25
15t

291
301
45
21i
8

40f
481
28f
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Impressions of the Scottish Trials.
The great outstanding loature of this

year's Bi.X' Days' Scottish Trials, wliich

came to a conclusion last Saturday
was the magniricent weather. Seldom, if

ever, can a lull week of such tropical

sunshine bo experienced in the High-
lands and, despite the dust, there was
not a rider whose spirits were not cheered

by the sight of the sun morning after

morning. I suppose the wonderful
clearness of the atmosphere away in the

north, (ar from all chimneys and indus-

trial centres, makes the sun far more
felt than in the south,

.
and nearly

everyone might have been spending a

weet in the Tropics, judging by the

sunburnt comple.xions which arrived at

the Peebles Garage, Edinburgh, on
Saturday evening. Everyone was glad,

after a gruelling week, to see Edinburgh,
and surely that exquisite city has
never looked fairer than it did on that

perfect summer evening. The absence

of trams from the streets, due to a

strike of the drivers, rather helped to

set off the wonderful vista down Princes
Street. Taxicabs were in great re-

quest, as everyone was too tired to walk
the mile or so to the official hotel.

Scottish Keenness.

Our daily reports of the trials, written

at considerable pressure nightly after a

long arduous day with the competitors,

were necessarily bound to be somewhat
sketchy, and looking back at the last

week it is now possible to view events
and performances in their proper per-

spective. I was enormously impressed
with a number of facts re motor cycling

in the North generally, and was greatly

struck by the tremendous keenness of

R. S. Macrae (L.M.C.) and R. Pearsons (Clyno sidecar) on Berredale Corner.

the Scottish riders all over the country. Edinburgh club had got these into the

The interest was. of the keenest, even in remote Northern and Western Highlands
the remote North and the number of is a mystery, but nearly everyone seemed
people all over the route who were armed
with the admirably got-up official pro-

grammes was remarkable. How the

H. F. S. Morgan (8 h.p. Morgan mnabont) and R. E. Guest Matchless sIdecarHn Glendoe

to have a copy, and every policeman we
met was busy privately checking off the

riders as they passed. I could not help

thinking what a boon a good machine
would be to the police in some of the

rural districts. A southerner cannot

understand the remoteness from anywhere
of some of the places we visited, and I

was told that at Applecross the police-

man's beat extended for forty miles ! To
show the isolation of this spot I may
mention that the post goes out once

,
a

week ! Indeed, many of us wondered
what the inhabitants would do with the

considerable sum they collected for lunch
in this wild spot, for there seemed ho
possible means of spending it there.

Scottish Roads.
With regard to the roads we covered,

many miles were terribly rough, and
some of the trade riders complained
bitterly of being asked to take their

machines over such villainous surfaces.

On the other hand, all the amateurs and
some of the trade riders described the

course as most sporting, "Rover" New-
some expressing himself as thoroughly
pleased with it. I do not think that the

various breakages which happened to

some of the sidecar frames need be taken
too seriously, and the sufferers in the
trade will have gained a lot of valuable

data for the construction of their colonial

models. The English Six Days' Trials

pale beside this test, and I think that a
gold medal won in the Scottish Trials is

v?orth a gi'eat deal more than one' gained
in England—a point which buyers should
bear in mind when ordering their mounts
for 1914.

I am certain that the greatest perform-
ance was that of Hugh Gibson with his
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Impressions of the Scottish Trials.—

3^ Bradbury and sidecar. Not only did

Gibson score a clean sheet, but he took
his combination intact up every liill on
the course without shedding his passen-
ger, and I never even heard liis engine
knock, though I observed him very care-

fully on all the real hills. Gibson stands
in a class by himself at this sort of work,
and I doubt if there is another man in

England who could duplicate his perform-
ance. His machine was in perfect con-
dition at the finish, and he drove with
the greatest skill througliout.

I w-as impressed very forcibly with
Crcorge Brough's handling of his big
single-geared twin. Brough is a perfect
rider, but, nevertheless, it was a remark-
ably fine performance to go through with-
out the aid of a gear box, and not only
did he climb all the hills, but he did so
with consummate ease. Indeed, I rather
think that he made the ascent of the
Devil's Elbow on the Spital of Glenshee
on tlie first day with greater ease than
any other competitor. He simply toyed
with the climb, and his engine must be

f|©T«geL]i
runs on paraffin, and the spirit and oil

are poured into the same tank. The Rev.
K. l\I. Bankes-Jones did very well in
losing no marks, as this was his first

trial, and his P. and M. was only geared
9 to 1 on low gear. Kex Mundy handled
the b'g Williamson solo with great
address on the acute hairpins which
abounded throughout the week, and the
very easy starting of this machine greatly
impressed me, a couple of steps at a
walking pace sufficing even when cold.
His tyres showed not a scratch at the
finish. Large tyres were wisely fitted by
a great many competitors, the three-inch
Palmers and Kempshalls being popular.

The Lady Riders,
The ladies did well. ]\Irs. Baxter's

handling of her big Rex, one of the
heaviest machines running, was most
masterly, and she was the only lady to
gain a gold medal, though Mrs. Hardee
lia'd lost no marks on her P. and M.
up to Friday afternoon, when she was
the victim of a bad fall througli her back
tyre bursting when travelling at speed.
Miss Hamraett seems destined to find

JULY 3ist, igij.

all right. Sam Wright handled his

Humberette with great skill, and the
Morgans were fast, but I thought
tougher steering design was wanted for
such rough work.

, M.S.

SPECIAL AWARDS.
The special awards were not decided

upon until Monday evening, and were
officially announced on Tuesday morning.
We give them below :

Lightweight Class.—J. F. Morri'son/

(2J Douglas).
- Passengek Class.—J. T. Wood
(G.W.K. cycle carL
Club Award.—The Motor Cycling

Club, represented by D. H. Noble,-C.
T. Newsome, and G. Featherstonhaugh,
all 3-^ Rovers.
Manufacturers' Team.—Components,

Ltd., F. C. North, L. Newey, and V.
Busby, all 3^ Ariels (subject to one time
card being correct). -

Agent's Nominee.—F. C. North (3i

Ariel) and S. T. Tessier (5-6 Bat) tied.

Private Owners.—W. C. Brandauer
(7-9 Indian).

G. Ar.T)s;rong on the 8 h.p. Gorjon climbins Applecross Hill. Another as.iect of the same hairpin showing a G.W.K. almost round the corner.

a marvel of flexibility. His, machine was
also in beautiful condition at the end,
and I particularly noticed that his valve
caps were not even discoloured.
After the Trials I accompanied him a

further twenty miles, and thus observed
him for a full thousand miles over the
severest test roads that can be found in

the British Isles. His John Bull tyres
never punctured, and his machine had
no other attention than filling up with
petrol and oil. He carried two belts

—

one gave a gear ratio of 3| to 1, and the
other about 4|^ to 1. He used the latter
on Amulree, Applecross, and Kenmorc,
but when it is remembered that even
users of the largest twins were glad to
use their lowest ratios on these hills, his
performance will be seen to have been
remarkable.

The Smallest Engine.

The. little 2^^ two-stroke Connaught, the
.smallest engine in the Trials, ran won-
deifuDy well, and carried a heavy rider
through without a hitch. Although using
petrol in Scotland,. this machine normally

C14

trouble in big six-day events, and
although she finished she lost marks, and
failed to annex a gold medal. Person-
ally, I think these sort of events are
too strenuous for ladies, and there is

always the chance of a male competitor
finding one of them stranded and losing
his own gold medal in stopping to render
assistance, which chivalry naturally
demands in their case, though I daresay
the ladies are quite skilful enough to
effect their own -repaii's. But I know,
from my own experience, that the strain
of driving these big distances up to
time over these dreadful surfaces is

severe enough for a man.

The Cycle Cars.

Among the cycle cars, the G.W.K. 's

did well, and but for the unfortunate
burning of Wilberforce's little car on
the first day would probably have
finished a complete team. Wood made
a mistake in driving at the last hairpin
on Kenmore, changing up instead of
down, and caused his engine to knock
badly as he passed me, but he got up

ENGLISH-DUTCH TRIAL.
Although the route tor the above trial

on August Bank Holiday remains a secret,

we are able, for the benefit of motor

cyclists who desire to see the trial, to

give the following brief time-table :

Start from Oxford ... 9 a.m.,

Pangbourne ... ... 10 ,,

High Wycombe ... 11 24 „
Tring (luncheon) ... 12 30 ,,

Aylesbury 4 p.m.

A certain number of tickets are avail-

able for the official banquet at the R.A.C.
on Saturday evening. We are asked to

state that readers desiring to attend,

may, by advising the trials secretary,

Mr. W. Cooper, Elmcroft, Pinner Road,
Harrow, by to-morrow (Friday) morning,
enclosing 12s. 6d., obtain a ticket.

In connection with the prize fund, an
interesting donation is that of Mr. I.

Van Zwieten, of 56 52, Skinner Street,

Pretoria, for £1 Is. Mr. Van Zwieten
represents the Netherlands M.C.O. in
South Africa, and has followed the trial

through the medium of these pages.
'
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CYCLE CARS AT LEICESTERSHIRE
A.C. HILL-CLIMB.

On Saturday last the above club held a hill-climb at

Beacon Hill, Wondhouse Eaves, in which one class was for

cars up to 200 guineas and one for cycle cars up to 1,100
i-.c. 'Ihe positions on formula and time were :

Time.
1. W. E. Bullock (10 Singer) Im. 12is.
2. J. E. Lester (10 Salmon) 2m. 24^s.

.\ml in the class for cycle cars :

1. W. E. Bullock (10 Singer) Im. ll|s.

2. T. H. Wathes (Morris-U.xford) ... Im. 58|s.
3. J. F. Buckingham (Chota) Im. 57s.

In each event an objection was lodged against the winner.

ENTRIES FOR BROOKLANDS BANK
HOLIDAY MEETING.

AT the Bank Holiday Meeting at Brooklands there will

be two races for motor cycles and one each for side-
cars and cycle cars, particulars of which are given
below. Uacing commences at noon with one of the

Beveral car races on the programme.
12.25.—The August Sidecar Handicap. About 5-| miles.

Prizes—Cups, value £5, £3, and £2. For all classes of motor
bicycles, the capacity of the engines of which does not
exceed 1,000 c.c:, furnished with sidecars and carrying one
male passenger, weighing not less than 9^ stones.
Kenneth Holdea (1-cyl. B.S.A.)
A. J. Luce (^-eyl. ZenitliJ
(i. E. Stauley U-cyl. Siuser)
H. Jepsou (1-cyl. Zeuitli)
H. A. Collier (2-cs-l. M:itclile«i)
J. Baxter (1-cyI. Armstronff-Villieis)

A. J. Brewin '2-cyl. Zenitlj)
F. W. Barnes (l-ivl. Zenitli)
S. F. Garrett (1-iyl. Zenitli-Greeu)
E. L.'Moxey (2^'yl. Zenith)
V. E. Horsman (1-eyl. yinger)

2.5.—The Second Cycle Car Handicap. About 5J miles.
Prizes—Cups, value £5, £3, and £2. For cycle cars, as
defined by the Royal Automobile Club and Auto Cycle
Union, carrying one male passenger at option.
J. T. Wood (2-iTl. G.W.K.I
H. E. Dew (2-eyl. D.E.W.)
G. W. _pand3. (4-cyl. Caltljorre)
F. H. Ronksley (2-cyl. G.N.)
J. F. Buckingham (1-cvl. Cliotu)
J. C. Strinuer 2-<-yl. Winco)
B. Heywooil (4-cyl. Singer)

A. E. J. Collins, E.E. (1-cyl. Clicta)
R. Y. Patterson (l-cyl. Chotaj
J. V. Garden (1-eyl. Garden)
Cecil M. Wluteliead (2-cyl. G.N.)
G. L. Holz.ipt'el (1-cyl. Garden)
E. .Joiiot (2-cyt. -Super)
D. C. Bolton (2-(v]. Bolton-Precision)

2.50.—The Thirteenth Long Motor Cycle Race. A handi-
cap. About 8^ miles. Prizes—£10, £5, £3, or cups at
option. For all classes of motor bicycles.
F. G. Edniond (2-cvl. Humber)
6. Tano (1-cyl. Triumph)
L, G. Bn.iTn (1-cyl. Corah)

• E. L. Keller (1-cyl. Triumph)
J. 'A. Manners-Smith (1-cyl. Tri-

uinpli)

Kenneth Holden (1-cvl. B.S.A.)
W. H. Wells (2-cyl. Indian)
F. C. Arcry-WriKiJt (2-cvl. Douglas)
Geor!,'e Roberta (1-cyI. Rudfcre)
J. A. B. Hellaby (2-cyl. Indian)
L. Hill (iHvl. Endirel
A. J. MacDonagh (l-cyl Eudee)
G. W. Miller (1-cyl. Grandex-Pie-

fision)

J. L. E. Emerson (1-cyl. Norton)
J. E. Haswejl 'l-cyl. Triumph)
E. E. El well ; 2-cyl. Douglas)
E. Bownass (1-cyI. Matthless)
W. V Jacobs (1-cyl. Sin?er)
J. P. Le Grand (1-cyl. Singerl
G. E. Stanley (1-eyl. Singer)
J. Cocker (l-cyl. Singer)

J. W. Tolladr (1-cyl. Singer)
H. G. Partridge (2-cyl. N.s:u.)
E. B. Pullin (1-eyl. Eudge)
E. G. Parker (2-cyl. Humberl
V. E. Horsman (1-cyl. Singer)
S. Halsall (1-cyl. Veloce)
F. W, Barnes i 2-cyl. Zenith)
Noel H. Blown (l-cyl. Indian)
F. H. Arnott (1-cvl. KndKc)
H. HoUmanu '2-cyl. N.S.U.)
H. HoSmann (2-cyl. N.S.U.l
H. Hofliuann (1-cyl. N.S.U.)
O. G. Pullin (1-cyl. Eudge),
E. N. Openshaw (1-cyl. Triumph)
J. P. Nicholson (1-cyl. Zenith)
A. J. Brewin (2-cy]. Zenith)
H. A. Collier (2-cyl. Matchless)
H. Martin (2-cyl. Martin)
E. Eemington {2-cyl. Matchlessj
Percy Butler (2-cyl. Scott)
];. L. Moxey (2-cyl. Zenith)
J. W. Tollady (1-oyl. Norton)

4.5.—The Sixteenth Short Motor Cycle Race. A handicap.
About 53 miles. Prizes—£10. £5, and £3, or cups at option.
For all classes of motor bicycles.
F. G. Edmond (2-cyl. number)
J. L«^c livan- ',1-iyl. Singer)
8. Yano (1-cyl. Triumph)
li. G. Brown (1-cyl. Corah)
J. A. M.inncrs-Smith (1-cvl- Triumph)
W. H. Wills (2-cyl. Indian)
Kenneth Holden (1-oyl. B.S.A.)
F. C. Avcry-Wright (2-cvl. Douglas)
George Eoberts (1-<t1. Endge)
J. A. B. ncllnhy (2.cyl. Indian)
L. Hill (1-iyl. Eudge)
A. ,7. McDoujigh (i-cyl. Rudge)
G. W. Miller (1-cyL Graudc.v-Pre-

ci^ion)

J. L. E, Emerson (l-cyl. Norton)
J. E. Hn,iwell (l-cyl. Triumpli)
E. E. Elwell (2-cyl. Dougias)
5. Bownass (1-cyl. Matchless)
W. A. .Tacobs (1-cyl. Singer)
J. P. Le Grand (1-cyl. Singer)
G. E. Stanley (l-cyL Singer)
J. Cocker (l-cyl. Singer)
J. W. Tollady (l-cyl. Singer)
H. (i. Partridge (2-cvl. N.S.U.)
H. Jepson (1-cyl. Zenith)
W. J. Stnrtin fe-oyl. Ivy)

S. Halsall (1-oyl. Veloce)
I-'. W. Barnes (2-cyl. Zenith)
Noel H. Brown (1-cyl. Indian)
F. H. Arnott (1-cyl. Eudge)
Ecg. G. Parker (2-cyl. Humber)
H. Hoffmann (2-cyl. N.S.D.)
H. Hoaiiiann (2-cyl. N.S.U.)
H. Holfmann (1-cvl. N.S.U.)
E. B. Puliin (l-cvl. Eudge)
W. H. Biukeridge (2-eyl. Douglas)
O. G. Pullin (1-cyl. Eudge)
George Graff |2-cyl. Douglas)
E. N. Openshaw (1-cyl. Triumph)
G. Ia Haydon (1-cyl. Calthor'pe)
.7. P. Nicholson (l-cyl. Zenith)
G. S. Woodman (2-cyl. Doughiol
.7. E. Bird (1-cyl. Siuger)
A. J. Brewin (2-cyl. Zenith)
II. A, Collier (2-cvl. Matchless)
H. Martin (2-cyl. Maitin)
E. L. Buchanan (2-cyl. New Imperial)
Percy Butler (2-iyl. Scott)
H. A. Busk (1-cyl. Motosacoche)
E. L. Woxey (2-cvl. Zenith)
V. E. Horsoian (1-cyl. Singer)

SIX DAYS' TRIALS. I9I3.
Entries for the A.C.U. annual Six Days' Reliability Trials

in Lakeland up to date are given hereunder ;

C. B. Moss-Blundcll (Preci-
sion)

F. E. Bartlett (Endurance)
C. H. Norriiigton (Enfield

"C.)

T. Stevens (James sc.)

M. C. Breese (B.S.A.).
P. Grout (A.J.S.)
VV. e. Drake (P. and M.)
P. Shaw (P. and M.)
W. Pratt (P. and M.)
F. Crosthwaite (Matchless)
H. F. S. Morgan (Morgan)
Ri. C. Davis ((Jlyno sc.

)

I. P. McDonald" (Norton)
J. A. Neumann (Rudge)

F. \V. Ajiplobee (B.SA.)
S. Sawer (Premier)
A. E. Catt (Triumph)
P. D. Walker (Summers and
Harding)

J. D. Morrison (Bat)

J. Tippens (Rudge Multi)
J. H. Kerr (N.S.U.)
F. Dover (Premier)
T. J. Ross (Triumph)
G. D. Hardee (Triumph)
W. J. M. Sproulls (P. and
M.)

F. K. Portway (Paragon
cycle car)

A PROLONGED HILL-CLIMBING TEST.

ON Saturday last the Coventry and Warwickshire
Motor Club held the annual trial for the Manville
Trophy, presented by Mr. Edward iManville, J. P.

The course, which measured 145 miles, was particu-

larly severe, embodying no fewer than fourteen hills having
gradients approaching 1 in 6. In short, all tlie noted
acclivities on the Edge Hill and Cotswold ranges were in-

cluded. There were thirty-one competitors on all types of

motor vehicles, except cycle cars, which class received no
support. Naturally with such gradients to contend with,
it was not long before there was a tliinning of ranks, anci

by the time the luncheon stop at the top of Birdlip was
reached seven or eight were out of the running. As times
were taken at the very summit of the hill, competitors
found considerable difficulty in gauging their time accu-
rately, as to slow down on a 1 in 5 gradient was not within
the capacity of most. S. A. Rowlandson adeptly manipu-
lated his Rudge-multi, and was practically dead' on time.
The return journey was equally severe, including a second
climb up Sudeley. The three smallest powered machines

—

a Hobart and two Humbers.^showed up particularly well
on the hills, as also J. R. Haswell's Triumph sidecar. The
trial erred in one direction only, and that was the intricate
nature of the course, which it was impossible to follow witli
certainty by means of a route card only. As a result many
left the route. The finish was at the Round Tower at the
summit of Edge Hill.

The results were declared on the riders' ability to climb
every hili and run to schedule, a secret check being intro-
duced. S. A. Rowiandson (Rudge) easily came out top with
a total deviation from the 20 m.p.h. schedule of Im. 26s. In
the sidecar class J. R. Haswell (Triumph sidecar), who lately
openly expressed his pronounced disapproval of time checks
to decide winners (and we must say we agree with him),
proved himself a, more expert timekeeper than his fellow
competitors, his error only being 3m. 8s.

The list of survivors and their errors are appended :

MoTOK Cycles.

Error.
Rider and machine. m. s.

S. A. Rowlandson (3^ Rudge-multi)
A. N. Barratt (3^ Rudge-multi)
H. G. Liefieldt (3^- Rudge-multi) ...

D. Elson (6 Rex)
J. H. Pcuntney (3^ Rover)
Geoffrey Smitli [2% Humber)
C. W. Graham (3J, Triumph)
W. G. Blatch (5-6 Rudge)
L. A. BoUack (3^ Singer)
M. Anderson (2 J Humber)
J. Dudley (2i Hobart)

Sidecars
J. R. Haswell (3^ Triumph)
F. H. Brown (6 Rex)
W. H. Egginton (6 Enfield)
W. H. Carson (5-6 Excelsior)
C. T. Lloyd (6 Rex)

C19

1 26
3 6
3 9

4 41

5 55
6 33
8 11

9 8
9 17

9 20
9 46

3 8

7 17

15 45
20 21
21 58
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
July 31st 8.49 p.m.
Aug. 2nd 8.46 „
„ 4th 8.42 „
„ 6tli 8.39 „

The New AiSliation Scheme.
The committee of, the Coventry and

Warwickshire Motor Club has decided to
aflSliate to the Auto Cyd^ Union under
the new five shilling scheme, no extra
subscription being charged to members.

The Scottish Trials.

The excellent photographs of the
Scottish Trials reproduced in this issue

w6re taken by one of our staff photo-
graphers, who accompanied the competi-
tors throughout on his 2| h.p. Douglas.
The final results of the Trial were

issued on Tuesday morning, and appear
in this issue.

Oils and Accessories.

Reverting to the paragraph in our last

issue concerning oil used by the Grand
Prix winner, T. E. Greene, we have re-

ceived a letter from Messrs. C. C. Wake-
field and Co. enclosing a copy of a letter

received from the rider in question,
stating that he used Castrol " C " ex-
clusively in the Grand Prix and in the
Spanish race. We give it up at this

!

Scottish Border Hill-climb.

The winners of the first four classes

are as follows

:

Class I., Fgemtjla, Open (Lightweights
up to 350 c.c.—Jas. Steele, Edinburgh
(2| Douglas), 56s., 508 formula.
Class II., Formula, Novice (Singles

over 350 c.c.)—K. J. P. Laing, Hawick
(3^ Triumph), 59s., 669 formula.
Class III., Formula, Novice (Twins

over 350 c.c.)—J. Balfour Robertson,
Edinburgh (3^ Indian), 66^3., 708 formula.
Class IV., Formula, Open (Singles

over 350 c.c.) — A. J. C. Lindsay,
S.B.M.C.C. m Rover), 57s., 593 formula.

Olympia Space All Let.

All the space available for the Motor
Cycle Show is over applied for, and at
this early date there is not an inch to
let anywhere in Olympia. Over eighty
firms who exhibited last year will be
unable to show this time, as, not being
members of the Union, their applications
for space could not be entertained, in
view of the fact that about sixty new
members have joined. All the exhibitors
next November are members of the
Motor Cycle Manufacturers' Union. To
make room for some of the tyre firms,

the exhibitors' office space in the annexe
has been curtailed, but tyres only will

be on view there.

Another New Club.

The latest club is the West Hants
M.C.C., for motor cyclists in the neigh-
bourhood of Wimborne; Affiliation is

being sought to the A.C.U.

The Colwyn Bay Speed Trials.

In connection with the Colwyn Bay
speed trials, the Mersey M.C. reports a

correction. W. Heaton (2| A.J.S.)
gained the second place in the 350 c.c.

class and not V. Busby. In writing,
Mr. Carty incidentally mentions that the
prize fund amounted to the big sum of

£160, and the MerSey M.C, having now
settled all the accounts, find that it

is a matter of a couple of pounds on
the adverse side. But there is more than
this amount to the credit of such a young
organisation for its successful handling
of the event.

Brooklands Six Hoars' Eace.
The official times for the recent Brook-

lands six hours' race (350 c.c. class) show
that the first 3 h.p. Enfield actually
covered a distance in excess of that first

recorded. The exact figures are : 302
miles 1,521 yards. The Enfield perform-
ance in running into second, third, and
fourth positions was considered so meri-
torious by the B.M.C.R.C. that three
gold medals are being specially awarded
to the Enfield riders. This is an un-
precedented feature of a six hours' race,

and bears testimony to the wonderfully
regular running of the Enfield team.

Mrs. Ramus of Maida

Vale, who is a recent

convert to the ranks ot

motor cyclists, and rides

a 4- h.p. twin-cylinder

Moto-Reve. The ideally

practical costume Mrs.

Ramus is wearing is a

Burberry.

SPECIAL FEATURES:

OFFICIAL ROUTES AND MAPS OF
THE A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

CONTINUATION OF SCOTTISH
TRIALS REPORT.

A STUDY IN CARBURETTER DESIGN.

Mont Ventoux Hill-climb.

' 'The date of the Mont Ventoux hill-

climb has been altered from August 9th

and 10th to August 23rd and 24th. This

is to allow competitors in the French
International Cup Race at Le Mans who
will also compete in the climb to have

time to get to Mont Ventoux and make
their trial ascents before the date of the

event.

The Next B.M.C.R.C. Meeting.

The sixth members' meeting will tak«

place on August 9th. The programme is

:

Event 1.—The 350 c.c. 10 mile Recoid
Race and .Jaaled Handicap, for motor
cycles of Class A or B.

Event 2.—The 500 c.c. 10 mile Record
Race and Sealed Handicap, for motor
cycles of Class C.

Event 3.—The 1,000 c.c. 10 mile

Record Race and Sealed Handicap, for

motor cycles of Class D or E.

The above three races will provide an
opportunity for establishing a ten-mile

standing start record- in each class.

Awards of gold, silver, and bronze

medals will also be offered in each class,

both as scratch race and as a handicap.

Event 4.—An Allcomers' Three-lap
Handicap.

Entries close first post, Tuesday,
August 5th.
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Another Motor Cycle Club.

It is proposed to form ;i club for riders

living in the neighbourhood of Belsize

Park, N.W. Those interested should

apply to Mr. G. U. Duggan, 11. Belsize

l^i'k tiardcns, Hampstead, N.W.

International Cup Race.

Forty-four entries ha\'e been received

for the Coupe Internationale des Moto-
eyclettes and Motoeyeles, organised by
the Automobile Club de Sarthe, which
will be held on August 4th on the

Circuit du Mans. Motor cycles will

race over 324 kilometres and cycle cars

and sidecars 270 kilometres. The entries

are evenly divided between the solo and
passenger machines. The classes will be

divided as follows : Jlotor bicycles.

250, 350, and 500 c.c. ; sidecars or tricars,

350, 500. 750. and 1,000 c.c. ; cycle cars,

750 and 1.100 c.c. Competition will be
keen between the Peugeot, Clement,
Aloyon, and Griffon firms in the motor
bicycle class. In the cycle car class, the

Singer Co. has entered one of the four-

lylinder cycle cars, and Peugeot Freres
will race with three of the four-cylinder

Baby Peugeots. which will be their first

apjiearance in an important race. Among

FUTURE EVENTS.

Avig. 2-4.—M.C.C. Dcvoa Trial.

4.

—

English-Dutch Intepnavional
Trj.\l. Starting Point OxiorJ.

4.—U.A.R.C. Meeting at BrooldanJs .

9.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

,, y.—Liverpool A.C.C. Open Trial.

,, 9.—Kottingliam and District M.C.C
Ofcn One Day Trial.

„ 9.—Herts. County A.C. Open Hill-

climb at Kop Hill.

„ iS-23.—A.C.U. Six Davs* Trials. Carlisle

as Centre.

., 30.—Strcatbam .'^.nd District M.C.C.
Annual Open Hill-climb.

,, 30.—Hertfordshire M.C.C. Open Trial.

Sept. 6.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
Annual Open Hill Climb.

13.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

other four-wheelers will be a Belgian-
made Fif, four cylinders, 59x100 mm.,
a vehicle new to British readers. In
this race the competitors in each class

will be started together, commencing
with the speediest, so that spectators
will be able to follow the results better.
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Inter-club Team Trial.

For the inter-club team trial, organised
by the Brookdale club for August
9th, the following have promi.sed teams

:

Streatham and District, Woolwich, I'luni-

stead and District, I'uiley and District;
and the following are likrly entrants:
Surrey, Cardiff, and Tunbridge Wells.
The promoting club will, of course, also

put up a team. The course is a
thoroughly sporting one, with a number
of severe hills, and there are no secret
checks, as it is anticipated that no team
will finish complete. Teams consist of

six, at least one of which must be a
passenger machine.

Tourist Trophy Car Race in 1914.

A Tourist Trophy Race for cars is to

be organised by the Royal Automobile
Club, and will be held in the Isle of
Mrn in June, 1914. The regulations will

be issued at the end of ne.xt week. The
Society of Motor Jlanufacturers anc
Traders and the R.A.C. are in entiri

accord concerning the regulations. Th(
race will be a two-day event, for can
fitted with four-cylinder internal com
bustion engines, about three hundrec
miles being run each day.

SCOTTISH TRIALS. Hdeh Gibson (34 Bradbury sidscari -ollowed bi a Bal a'deoar on Cle.idoe Hill.
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OFFICIAL MAPS AND CONTOUR SECTIONS OF THE ROUTE FOR THE

A.C.U. SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIALS.
This week we are able to give the official routes and daily distances of the annual Six Days' Trials of the Auto Cycle

Union, to be held chiefly in Lakeland, from Monday, August i8th, to Saturday, the 23rd. This year the first five days

only will be devoted to testing the machines, and in that period a total of 783 miles will be covered. The sixth day

will be devoted to a minute inspection of the machines, and marks awarded accordingly.

The description of the route, as well as the maps, are exclusive to "The Motor Cycle." The double lines on the

maps refer to non-stop sections.

Docray, which passes near Aira Force. Kirkstone Pass,

from the UUswater side, is a long steady climb, the steepest

grade of 1 in 4| being near the top. This is followed by the

steep descent to Ambleside. Foolstcp

MONDAY (124 miles).

ROUTE: Carlisle, Cotehill, Armathwaite, Kirkoswald,

Lazonby, Penrith, North End of UUswater, Water-
millock, Jlatterdale, UUswater, Patterdale, Kirkstone

Pass, Ambleside, Foolstep Hill, Red Bank, Grasmere,
Dunmail Raise, Whitburn, Thirlmere, Keswich (lunelr

Braithwaite, Whinlatter Pass, Low Lorton, Whinlell,

Mosser, Loweswater, Criimmock Water, Buttermere,

Butterniere Hause, Newlands,
Stair, flutherscales Hill, Grange,
Derwent Water, Keswick, Bassen-

thwaite, Uldale, Aughertree
Fell, Walton, Dalsfcon, and
Carlisle.

Monday will be spent entirely

among the lakes and hills of Cumber-
land. Until UUswater is reached

the road presents no difficulties, aiid

the first climb will be Underwood
Hill to Watermillock Hause, nearly

a mile and a' quarter in length, the

upper portion, which contains three

sharp turns, being the most difficult.

The steepest pitch has a gradient of

1 in 4^ At Matterdale there is a
turn to the left, and the lake is re-

gained by descending the hill from

IS a short hill, but it contains a
sharp double turn near the top with
a gradient of 1 in 3-^, DunmaU
Raise, should present no difficulty

to the modern machine with its

straightforward rise and good surface,

1 in 7 being the steepest grade. Then
follows a beautiful run past Thirlmere
to Keswick, over Whinlatter Pass,

which rises nearly 720 feet in two
miles, with two steep pitches (the

worst being 1 in 65) in the lower
part. On the other side of Lorton
Valley Whinfell (1 in ^) has to be
crossed. The road by Crummock
Water to Buttermere is charming'.

Here a sharp turn to the left brings

the riders on to Buttermere Hause,
one of the stiffest hills in the Trialsi

There is a rise of 700 feet in less

than a mile and a half, there are

corners on a 1 in 4^ grade, eight deep
vater channels cut across the road.

31 316
20m.p.h.

3-4.8P.M.

»
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TUESDAY (164 miles).

ROUTE: Carlisle, Upperbv.
Wreny, Soutlnvaite, Oaltk-

waite, Penrith, King's Mea-
biirn, Crosby Eavenswortli,

Orton, Tebav, tiravrigg,

Kendal, Sedbergh, l)ent,

White Shaw Moss, Ingkton
(lunch), Newby Head,
Hawes, Butter Tubs Pass,

Keld, Stonesdale Hill, Tan
Hill Inn, Urough, A|ipleby,

Long .\laiton, .Milburn,

Skiiwith, Glassonby, Kirk-
oswald, Ainstable, CUim-
whiUon, Warwick, Carlisle.

On Tuesday the road lies

througli several counties and
touclies the Pennines as well as

the Cumbrian hills. As before

there is little of note until

after passing Penrith, which is

reached by byroads. Beyond
Crosby Kavensworth there is a
two and a half mile climb on
moorland roads over the fell,

followed by a drop to Orton
and a second to the Kiver Lune,
near which the road lies for

8onie miles till, with a right-

Fand turn, the ascent past

Urayngg Common commences,
followed by about five miles of

billy road to Kendal. In Ken-
dal a turn is made eastward
and the ascent to Park Head,
a rise of 500 feet in about a
mile, begins ainiost immediately.
Then follows a switchback road over the fells,

turns and sharp rises to Sedbergh (known for

with many
its school).

roo5

At Sedbergh a sharp tuin i.<!

made to the right and tlie road
through ililnthorpc is taken up
Dentdale and Deepdale. The
road has been rising for some
miles, but there is much more
to come, as the pass over White
Shaw Moss, between Whcrnside
and Foul Moss has to bu
crossed. This is about 1,700
feet above sea level, more than
200 feet higher than Kirkstone
Pass, and contains an S bend
on a steep grade above Gastack
Beck. Thence there is a long
descent past Long Oill and
Kingsdale Beck to Ingleton and
the lunch stop. The afternoon's
run begins with a long pull to

''^ Scar Close, a short drop to

Piibble Head, and another long

rise to Newby Head, after

which therte is a descent of five

miles or so down Widdalft to

Hawes. Crossing Wensley
Dale the riders at once ht gin
the ascent of the Butter Tubs

"" Pass, which was described fully

in our issue of Nov. Ytli, 1912,

and then, drop into Swale
Dale, and makmg tor Kold and
West Stones Dale face the long

ascent to Tan Hill Inn, about
it II 7 1,700 feet above sea level. The

I
W y road now turns to Che left over

r// /^ Causey Moss, maintaining a
high level until the five-mile

descent to Brough is reached.
The more severe hills are

now past, but there is much more minor climbing in the

lanes between Appleby and Carlisle.

25 35 40

iiii»rn"'
80 Lfiadersfime 8-15
^Rate tjFSpeed
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WEDNESDAY (147 miles).

ROUTE: Carlisle, Dalston, Welton,

AVarnell Fell, Caldhez-.k, Hesket
Newtaarket, Mungrisdale, Threlkeld,

Wytliburn, Dunniail Raise, Gras-
mere, Red Bank, Skelwith Br.,

Coniston, Torver, Blawith, Lowick,
Kirkby Moor, Beckside, XJlverston,

(lunch). Higher Lath, Grizebeck,

Broughtou-in-Furivess, Ulpba, Kiln

Bank, Broughtou Mills, Broughton-

in-Furness, Ulpha, The Seat, Esk-

dale Gn., Gosforth. C'alder Br.,

Co^d Fell, Ennerdale Bridge, Cross-

dale, Laniplugh, jNlockerkiii, Cocker-

mouth, Bothel, iMealsgate, Red Dial,

Thursby, and Carlisle.

On Wednesday, the second day
amongst the Lakeland hills Red Bank
will be the first interesting climb. It

will be reached by Caldbeck, St. John's

Vale, and the easy side of Dunmail
Raise. Red Bank usually troubles some

or other of a company of riders. The
furface is splendid and the corners are

not troublesome ; simple steepness is the

feature of this well-known hill. The
middle section is the most trying of all,

the steepest gradient being 1 in 3|.

Oxenfell is a main road hill which
will be crossed on the way over to the

Coniston Valky from SkeJwith Bridge.

It is nearly half a mile long, and has

two hidden corners and a gradient on the upper part of

1 in 5.

After a pleasant run bv Coniston Water
valley to Lowick, where a turn is made

and down I he

to the right.

Kirkby Moor has to be crossed to Beck-
side and the fells recrossed to Ulver-
ston.

Kirkby Moor Hill is practically two
miles in length. Though not exces-

sively steep it is a trying test for air-

cooled engines. There are long stretches

of 1 in 4^ and 1 in 5 during the ascent

from practically sea level to a height

of nearly 900 feet. The surface is good.

The. same may be said of Higher Lath
Hill, which will be climbed at the out-

set on the return Journey northward
from XJlverston.. The latter hill, is

decidedly curly, and an upper sharp

turn to the left, where a farmhouse
stands on the right, will prove

a problem to many. The middle
part of the hill has a gradient of 1

in 3|.

Dudden Dale is now ascended to

Ulpha, where a circuit wiU be made
to include Kiln Park Brow., This is a

long, engrossing climb, full of sharp

turns, abounding with gradients of 1 in

4^. The surface is good. The fells are

then crossed to Eskdale, and a pretty

road is followed to Calder Abbey, where
the ascent of Cold Fell begins. The
surface is good, but there are about fifty

water courses cut across the road.

About 1 in 5 is the steepest gradient.

The last climb is Crossdale Hill, near

Ennerdale, with four turns and a

gradient of 1 in 4 at the steepest

part. Then follow some pretty but twisty lanes through

t.amplugh to Cockermouth, a little town on the Derwent,

Avhence the main road over Moota Common leads to

Carlisle.

3-4I

2Cm.p.h—

C28
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THURSDAY (170 miles.)

ROUTE : Carlisle, Warwick, Carlatton,

Ci'ogliii, Rcnwick, Hartside, Alston,

Neiithead, Slate Hill, Wear Head, St.

.Tolm's Cliapt'l, Westgate, White Edge,
liolls Burn, ytanhope. Horseshoe Hill,

Kdmundbycrs, Lanchoster, Wittou Gil-

bfrt, Durham (lunch), Brancepeth, Tow
Iiaw, Wolsingham, Stanhope, Eggles-

hnpe, Middleton-in-Teesdale, Newbiggin,
Grcenhilis, Grass Hill, Alston, Knars-
dale, Midgeholme, ilallbank Gate,
Talkin, Warwick, detour to Wetheral,
end Carlisle.

Thursday's work begins with a long rise

from Carlatton and short drop into Croglin.
"1 the other side of Renwick a three-mile

of about 1,100 feet will be encountered
ij Hartside, the top of which is 1,886 feet

ibove the sea ; then follows a long drop
;o Alston—nearly 1,000 feet in five miles.

Moorland roads are traversed to Nenthead
)ver Slate Hill, 2,056 feet above sea level,

.he highest point reached in the trials,

hrough Wear Head and into Wear Dale,

vhich is followed to Westgate, where a left

urn again brings the riders on to moorland
oads, and face to face with a severe

iscent past Crook's Altar and over White
-.d(5e, 1,769 feet above the sea, to Bolts

?urn. Wear Dale is regained at Stanhope,
lut a turn northwards is there made, and
nore climbing indulged in over Stanhope

looy

and IMuggleswick Commons and Horseshoe
Hill. From Edmundbyers the road is hilly .

to Lanchester, but easier to Durham, the
lunch stop. In the afternoon a rise of
about 670 feet from Brancepeth to Tow
Law will have to be climbed, followed by a
drop to Wolsingham and a run up Wear
Dale to Stanhope, where a turn to the left

again brings the competitors on to the
moorland roads, of which they will by this
time have had much experience. A
400ft. rise is first encountered ; the road
then drops to a ford, rising again over
Bollibope Common to a height of 1,678 feet
above sea level, and dropping through
Eggleshope to Middleton-in-Teesdale. From
this place the road gradually rises to Grass
Hill, whence it rises and tails, principally
the latter, to Alston. The worst is now
over for the day, and the valley is followed
through Knarsdale, and so to Midgeholme,
Talkin (the end of the fell road), and
Wai'wick, where a detour is made to
Wetheral and Carlisle. The feature of this
day's run will be the moorland roads at high
altitudes and of indifferent surface over
the Pennine Range, known as the backbone
of England.

The Auto Cycle Union invite the assistance
of helpers at different points on the course.
Readers willini to assist should write to the
A, CXI. Seeretarv. Mr. T. W. Loughborough,
89, Pall Mall, S.W.
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FRIDAY (178 miles).

ROUTE: Carlisle, Carieton, Low Hes-
ket, Higb Hesket, Pluiupton Wall,

I'eiinth, Clifton, Hacklhorpe,
'J'h> mliiy, Shdp, i'orest Hall, Ken-
dal, Brigsteer, Brigsteer Brow,
JNatand, Uuderley Hall (speed

trials), Casterton, KirUby Lonsdale,
Lupton Sampool Bridge, High New-
ton, Staveley, Gummer's How,
W luster, Bowness (liincli). Low
Wood Hotel, Skelwithj HoUin Bank,
Coniston Vv'ater, High Nibthwaite,
Oi'en Park, Thwaite Head, Devil's

Gallop- Satterthwaite, Hawkeshead,
Ambleside, Kirkstone Pass, Patter-

dale, Ullswater, Waterfoot, Dacre
Bank, Greystoke, Skelton, Ivegill,

and Carlisle.

The first ascent of any note is Brig-

steer Brow, for although Shap Fell has
to be crossed before Kendal is reached,
this is no longer the problem that it

used to be. The speed trials, which
take place on this day at Underley
Hall, will be interesting and instructive

in view of the hill climbing and other
hard work to which the machines have
been put. Though still somewhat
rough, the surface of Tow Top has re-

cently been improved. Thus many of

the twelve corners have lost much of

their difficulty, of which the ninth is

probably the most awkward of all.

The steepest gradients on the hill are 1 in 3J.
Passing the foot of Windermere, the riders tackle

Gummer's How, which, in contradistinction to twisting

Tow Top, is a straightforward hill, with a lumpy surface

but few loose stones. It rises almost 550 feet in a mile. The

steepness is felt almost immediately, for

there is a gradient of 1 in 4| quite low
down. The lake is regained through
Winster, and the stop for lunch is made
on its shores at Bowness. The after-

noon's run begins with a run along the

lake side to Low Wood, after which
HoUin Bank is crossed to Coniston
Water, the shore of which is followed

to High Nibthwaite, and the fells are

crossed to O.xen Park. At Thwaite
Head there is a ma.ximum gradient of

1 in 4j. The road then returns almost

to Windermere, when it bends north-

ward to Devil's Gallop, near Esthwaite
Water, southward to Satterthwaite,

and again northward to Hawkeshead.
JNibthwaUe to feailerthwaite, being a

non-stop section, will require care, the
steepest side of Kirkstone Pass is tht

next climb to be negotiated, namely,
the precipitous rise from Ambleside.
There is a rise of 1,300 feet in two
miles seven furlongs. The surface is

good as a rule in spite of the coach
traflic, but the coaches do not as a

rule descend this way and cut up the

road with their skids. .The steepest

gradient- is 1 in 4^. This is a stifl

proposition, as the Americans say, at

the end of 700 miles or so..

After the beautiful ride along the

shores of Ullswater, Dacre Bank will be

.„, the last of ths Lakeland hills to be

climbed. It >3 Ihreequarters of a mile

in length, and in that distance rises nearly 400 feet, finish-

ing with a rise of 1 in 4. The surface is good, and from

the crest of the Bank- there is a magnificent last outlook

over the mountains of Lakeland, whose heights and intrica-

cies will be remembered by the Trials riders for many a day.

^—ZOm.pl-^r<rlim.ph:-'r<

C If. Sarjw I Co. Ltd.. 127Strand, bxidan.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents*

All letters should be addressed te the Editor, " The Uotot Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., auA shouU be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Is the Three-wheeler a Cycle CarP

flir,—The reference to Mr. Paruacott's Cycar as a

three-wheeled machine in my letter published July 24th
is obviously a typist's error, as the machine is well known
to be B four-wheeled machine.

For the Hon. Sec. of the Cyclecar Club,
A. C. ARMSTRONG.

Audible Warning.

Sir,—I have just been reading a paragraph by " Ixion
'

in Tht Motor Cijcle tor July 17th, referring to "Ex-
haust Whistles," which, although written in a humorous
strain, is unfortunately the grim truth with regard to most
)f such fitments, and this was the reason why the Klaxon
Co., Ltd., e.xperimented for two years with the idea of
ipplying the well-known principles of the patented Klaxon
.varning signals to a mechanically operated device for the
ise of motor cj'clists, with the result that last June the
.'ycle Kla.xoii was placed upon the market.
The Cycle KIa.\on is a particularly neat aluminium instru-

iient. fitting on to the girders of the front fork, and con-
rolled by a small Bowden thumb lever and wire.

In operation a friction disc is brought into contact with
he rim of the front wheel, causing a ratchet or toothed
vheel to revolve at a very high speed within the instrument,
naking contact with a button riveted to the centre of a
hrome vanadium steel diaphragm, the vibration of which
;ives a prompt, impressive, and penetrating note which can
.t speed be heard upwards of a mile.

STEPHEN SHERMAN.
The Klaxon Co , Lj-d.

A 10 h.p, singer making tasiest lime in Class D ol Ihe Leicestershire A.C.
hlll-climb last Saturil!>y.

The Irish End-to-end Trial.

Sir,—In your account of the Irish End-to-end Trial 1

notice you state I was knocked out through tyre trouble ;

this is not correct. What happened was, I had the mis-
fortune to run into the stones that were deliberately placed
on the road during the night, and was thrown off the
machine, injuring my lamp in the fall. I had, therefore, to
travel very slowly for about two hours in the dark and could
not reach Cork in schedule time. J. ATKINSON.

Formula Results of the Cyclecar Club's Hill-climb.

Sir,—1 am surprised to see in your issue of .July 24tli

that you put the results of this club's hill-climb at South
Harting under the heading of " Rtcued Official Results."
Owing to the cubical capacity of some engines being
erroneously stated on the entry forms, and having to be
verified, and there were also chassis weights to be tested, it

w^as not possible to issue immediately after the hill-climb
anything but preliminary results. I beg to call your atten-
tion to a letter sent you on June 30th, enclosing these
results, in which it was distinctly stated that "these
results are provisional, and have not yet been passed by
the judges."
The results which we had the courtesy to send you last

week are the first official results that "have been issued.
The only competitor who apparently has been displaced,
apart from the entrant whose machine was disqualified, is

.Mr. J. F. Buckingham, and he knew before the preliminary
resiUts were published that he had not the highest figure
of merit, the former result being a fairly obvious eri'or.

F,^r the Hon. Sec. of the Cyclecar Club.
A. C5. ARM.STRONG.

[Our correspondent is in error. As we pointed out on
page 952 last week, in addition to Mr. Buckingham's
position being altered from first to second in Class 3,

Messrs. Lambert and Spencer change positions in Class 4.

—Ed.]

Fair Treatment.

Sir,—Having been a subscriber to your valuable paper for
.several years now. and seeing lately the comment on fair

treatment, I should like to say that recently I had a sidecar
connection break, which I returned to the "Gloria Cycle Co.,
Coventry, and asked them to send me a new one to replace.
This they forwarded free of charge and by return of post.

f". C. ANSTEY.

Sir,— Recently, whilst on a tour in the South of England,
I had the misfortune to experience a breakage in a vital

part of my XI'AII saddle, a fracture I must put down to
my being a novice with a turn for .speed, and running over
a bad bump when my speedometer was indicating a velocity
well above the limit of the law Further progress was out
of the quest.! n until the saddle had been repaired, so I

uent without loss of time to the agents of the XI'AII in
London. Messrs. E. S. Thomas and Co. At their- hands
I received the most ccurteous treatment, as they, without
referring to the head office, where the saddle had originally
come from, repaired it free of charge whilst 1 waited. I

may add that I have no interest in the firm. '

H. E WORTHAM.
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Simple Tip for Amateurs.

Sir,—Referring to the article by " Ubique," the one
showing the making of paper washers for crank case and
cylinder, although extensively practised, is not to be recom-
mended, particularly to begiiiners who do not realise the force

of a hammer blow.

I have actually come across several cases of the flanges

being burred up so that the addition of the washer would not

form an oil-tight joint owing to the cylinder being prevented

from seating correctly. A sharp tap with the hammer pene^

trating the paper soon burrs up the sharp edge, and, for this

reason, to use a file and erase the paper, although probably

taking off the corner slightly, is far preferable.

While on the subject of tips, 1 would like to mention one

which has proved useful on several occasions ; it is a com-

paratively common occurrence for the nipples on the exhaust

cable to come adrift through the chafing of the wire next

the nipple. This has happened to me, and I mended it ir

the following manner : Cutting the ends of the inner wire

ckan and taking about half an inch off the outer covering

I tied a piece of wire round the iiuier cable, about a quartei

of an inch from the end, and then doubled over the.strandr

and again tied the wire round, twisting it fairly tight will

the pliers. This made a really good nipple, so good tlia'

1 have not taken the trouble to alter it. A. BULL, 11

C. Gonsalves, of Pershawar, India, on tiis 3^ h.p. two-speed Humber sidecar on
wUch he recently climbed the Khyber Pass. Tlie approach to the pass is by a road
24 miles in iengtti wliich rises 1,700 feet. We understand that this is the flrst 3^
h.p. motor cycle and sidecar to make the ascent.

Glengesh Hill.

Sir,—In view of the photograph of Glengesh Hill, Co.

Donegal, which appears in The Motor Cycle of the 17th

inst. , the enclosed drawing may interest your readers. The
hill was included in both this year's and last year's Irish

Open 24 Hours' Trial, and coming as it does in ,the wee -

sma' oors of the morning, after a long night's gruelling

it really forms an exceedingly stiff test. I

was unfortunately not able to be present this
^

year, but last year I went over to the hill

to see the competitors go up. The night was
very stormy and wet, and most of the riders

arrived at the hill in an exhausted state, and

only three or four succeeded in climbing it,

Healy's performance on a single-geared 3^

h.p. Rudge was a perfectly marvellous exhi-

bition of skilful riding ; he took the two S
bends without falter. I was too far away
to hear if he cut out, but, judging from the

speed at which he came round, I should

say not. The steepest portion of the hill is

shown in your photograph—it is the part

just coming up to the lower hairpin bend,
and is 1 in 3.6. Just at the bend on the

inside, it is, of course, much steeper.

To my niibd, however, the most meritorious

performance on the hill was that of Hugh
Gibson with a 3^ h.p. Bradbury and side-

car with passenger, fitted, I believe, with
Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear (the bicycle

of course I mean, not the passenger). He
almost made a perfect climb, took the hair-

pins in fine style, but just when about 150
yards from the top his engine showed sign.«

of faltering, and he had to hop off and run
alongside for about twenty yards until the
engine pick.ed up again, after which he sailed

merrily to the top. After this the rank and
file began to arrive with conking engines, and had to be

assisted to the top. It is no light task to shove a 3^ h.p.

single-geared machine up.l in 5.

One incident of the day I have not seen mentioned in

any account of the run. The doctor in Ardara most kindly
sent his man to the top of the hill armed with a large bottle

of the "juice of the country," and this was very much
appreciated by both competitors and assistants after pushing
machines up the hill.

The climb itself took place in more or less fine weather,

but soon afterwards the rain came on again heavily, and
those competitors who went on and completed the run
certainly earned their medals. IH 94.

Sir,

Dr. Low's Formula.

-Dr. Low has replied to his critics. As mistakes wer
made in working out the results some of the criticism wa
unfair, and as one of the critics I apologise. But surel;

the fact that such mistakes occurred and were not at one

detected condemns the formula as too complicated for every

day use. A formula not easily understood by the people

or even by the majority of club secretaries, labours under
grave disadvantage. The man in the street should be abl

to verifv results for himself. He will not always trust th li

.SECTION n>(iT,CTPByH- Hnr. ..
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experts. Also, 1 should like to ask Di. Low this questiqnj

Suppose that the G.N. (I won't mention the Morgan) hai

taken 98 lbs. ballast to equalise weights, in what time ransi

it have climbed South Harting hill in order to beat th

'

Cycar? The time taken by the Cycar was, roughly, fou

minutes, and, after subtracting the constant 200. th

cylinder capacity of the G.N. was about three times tha

of the Cycar. Therefore, if T = time required, the eqiKitin

W W .

71

—

Ti 75 ~T2

—

41 75
'^i'l give the answer. My matheniatu

are rusty, but I make the answer to be about 68 secoiid.-

which is obviously impossible. Can Dr. Low correct tlies

figures appreciably? H. GEORGE MORGAN
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Family Sidecar Outfits in the West Country.

Sir,—1 lierewith send you a pliotograpli allowing the way
exes are used as waggonottos in tlie liilly West Country-
he four Kcx Sicicttes shown carried thirteen people, in-

^^^lUS loog

uding tent and camping ontfits. H. HOLMES.

Photograph accompanying Mr. H. Holmes' letter.

Benzole.
sir,—Mr. Robinson's letter in your issue of July 17th
jnakes my mouth water."
1300 miles with sidecar on 3^ gallons of benzole sounds
imderful. I also was touring at Whitsuntide out in N.
'lies. My consumption of Shell for 370 miles was nine

vs. with sidecar of course, but only nineteen stone of
:i:,'ers- Would benzole show to such an advantage ou
stroke as it apparently does on a P. and iM. ?

C- S. BIRT.
cannot e.\pect to improve your consumption more thau

, by the use of benzole.

—

Ed.]

. Mr,-

i tell

—In reply to your correspondent "B1117," I write
him and other users of Douglas machines that I have
lenzole and find that on exactly one measured gallon

fuel I cover 172 miles at an average speed of 23
. and that under only fair atmospheric conditions;
MS on a two-speed 1913 model with a Douglas car-
r. I have been told that with benzole the engine is

d to overheat ; my experience is that it does not over-
1 engine any more than petrol. I have fitted a smaller
benzole, and with this the engine will take a little

lir than with a medium jet and petrol. With benzole
L,'ine will start, when w'arm, quite as easily as Tilth
but when cold one has to walk about six steps instead

If any user of a Douglas ever suffers from misfiring
ler cylinder, and if all four tappet rods and all four
stems are working freely in their guides, tlie trouble
ist certain to be an air leakage at the induction pipe.
"uld then wrap each end with insulating tape, and
is a hundred to one that the misfiring will be cured.

A THREE YEARS DOUGLAS RIDER.

Tyres and Accessories in the T.T. Races.
-I should like to reply to ilr. Gordon L. Fletcher's

IL-, in your issue of -July 17th.
-.ike " H.G.L." on July 3rd, I was interested in the letter
the Palatine Rubber Co., and felt that the question so

ucerned the ordinary rider, that no harm could be done
V hearing all sides through the columns of your interesting

:ii afraid Mr. Fletcher has missed my point. If he
to my letter he will note I distinctly'stated "some"
It is not to be supposed for a moment every, com-

r would be so foolish, but the fact that a few would
if the inducements were tempting enough, introduces

i:e race a grave element of danger, not to themselves
I'Ut to other competitors. I am not finding fault with
manufacturers who offer -prizes to the winners using
productions—that is perfectly legitimate and fair,
•mplaint is the w/iolusale suh.^irlixinq of com [Ktitor.<

,

nous ways, whether they win or lose.

I am as fully aware as ;\lr. Fletcher of the huge expense
any entrant for the T.T. has to face, and cannot blame, in
a sense, any competitor who obtains assistance if lie can.
It is a serious problem, and one which will have to be faced.

I cannot agree with the remark that I show considerable
bias in my preference for British made tyres ; I said there
i\'ere many British covers of far better quality' than foreign
I 'lies, and I am prepared to prove it, and because I prefer
to be patriotic I fail to see where bias comes in. I differ

with him when he states that other makes had an equal
chance. They would have, if the makers were prepared
to subsidise competitors in the same manner as the foreign
firms in question.

;\ly ixjint is, that it a firm of tyre manufacturers is able,

by monetary inducements, to get the majority of competitors
in a race to use its goods, any result it obtains is fictitious.

That is my personal opinion, and is shared by others.

I may say I am not interested in any tyre company, or

motor cycle business, beyond being an enthusiastic motor
cyclist of thirteen years' expewence, and one who has
attended all the T.T. races for pleasure and sporting pur-

poses only. . FURTHER INTERESTED.

Falls and Footrestr.

Sir,—I read " Ixion's " remarks in TJie Motor Cycle of

10th July, re his annual tumble, with interest, more
especially as I was suffering from the effects of one taken
on the 5th inst. When I descend from my machine hurriedly

over the handle-bars I always try to roll. On the 5th I

succeeded nicely, and should have escaped damage, but un-

fortunately I was carrying a couple of spare bells, and had
stupidly coiled them round my waist. These belts seem to

have been crossed behind my back, for as I rolled they
hit me across the small of the back, getting well home with
a beautiful "kidney punch" every time. I believe this

punch is now illegal in boxing and am not surprised.

Owing doubtless to the fact that a well known rider,

who should have known better, carried in the T.T. race,

tools, etc., round his waist, tliis practice seems to be fairly

common, and I think you might draw attention to the

danger or annoyance it may cause.
" l.xion's " remarks re footrests were also excellent. There

is one point, however, he did not mention. That is the
absurdity of attaching controls, brakes, etc., to footrests.

Every experienced rider knows the advisability of having his

rear brake control clear of the footrests and manufacturers
should know also. The actual T.T. machines are made with
controls attached separately, but there are numerous 1913
machines with rear brake pedal attached to footrest. Climb-
ing Amulree in a recent competition, I skidded on the first

bend ; my inside footrests struck the ground, but I somehow
managed to keep going and found my wee 2| Douglas had
averaged over 30 ni.p.h. I did not think anything about
it; but while descending I found my rear brake useless, and
had difficulty in slowing sufficiently by braking with my
feet on the ground, to get round the corners. I would like

to suggest that the A.C.U. should debar all 1914 machines
with controls attached to footrests from taking part in any
competitioii held under its rules. If; this were done 7w'w
manufacturers would have no excuse in 1914. A.B.

The Armstrong—a standard design of motor cycle, embodvin:; the

2^ h.p. Villiers power unit.

Br3
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should.be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and on one

side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner o£ envelope, and should be kept distinct from

questions bearing on technical subjects.

Adapting Carburetter lor Benzole.

1 am thinking of using benzole

on my 1913 6 h.p. A.J.S.

Would you kindly answer the

following questions? (1.) Would
the carburetter (Amac) require to

be especiallv adjusted; if so, liow?

(2.) What sized jet should be used?

—

J.S.O.

(1.) You might have to weight the float

sUghtly. (2.) This can only be found
out bv experiment. Probably you will

find that the machine will run without

any alteration at all. On the other hand,
you may, in addition to weighting the

float, have to get an extra air inlet.

Machine Catching Fire.

I have a 3^ h.p. motor cycle

which caught fire. Can you tell

me the cause? It caught fire as

I wa.s attempting to start it on
the stand. There has been a

leakage of petrol into the lubricating

oil ; would this have caused it ? I
faUed to put the fire out with water,
and in case I have a similar occurrence,

which is the best way to put it out?
—J.D.

Probably the fire occurred through the
inlet valve sticking up and the charge
blowing back through the carburetter.

It could not well be caused by a leakage
of petrol into the lubricating oil. The
only thing to do with a petrol fire is to

smother the flames, either with a cap,

cloth, sand, or use a chemical extin--

guisher. Do not, of course, use sand if
~

you can possibly help it.

steering with Sidecar.

I have a motor cycle with
sidecar attached (rigid type), but,

although' it is apparently con-

nected up with both bicycle and
sidecar wheels perpendicular and

parallel, I find the greatest possible

difiiculty in turning a corner to the
left. The apparent tendency to fall

outwards is such as to make turning
corners or passing other vehicles when
there is any camber at all on the road
a veritable nightmare. I should be
very glad if you could give me any
hints as to the best method of getting
over this trouble.—E.S.

Without actually seeing the machine it

is almost impossible for us to tell what
is the matter with it. You should care-
fully test the alignment with the aid

of a straight piece of wood and a vertical

setting of both motor cycle and sidecar
with a plumb line. Provided the align-

B14
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ment is correct and the sidecar is properly

attached to the machine, there should
be no appreciable tendency to lean out-

wards. Take the macliine to your local

dealer and he will probably fix it" up for

jo.i in a few minutes.

A Question ot Wear.

(1.) Hov>r far should an engine
run, with roller bearings to both
ends of the connecting rod, with-

out attention to connecting rod
bearings (with sidecar)? (2.)^

What is the usual life of the gear
wheels driving the magneto from the
engine? (3.) Which end of the con-

necting rod should be the quicker to

wear ? (4. ) Are pistons with one ring

at the top only satisfactory?—J.F.D.
It is difficult to give you any approxi-
mate idea how long the roller bearings
will wear. Properly lubricated, they
should not need any attention for ten or

fifteen thousand miles. The life of gear
wheels driving a magneto can be safely

taken as being equal to the life of the
engine. The small end of a connecting
rod is most likely to wear first, as it

,

may not get such good lubrication as the
big end. The piston you mention can
be taken as satisfactory, though two
rings will probahly give better service.

?

than

A Taxation Question.

I should appreciate replies

the following queries : (1.) I ha

bought a motor cycle (parts) a :

assembled madiine, but not
;

succeeded in making it go mc
.;

a few yards on a private ro; ,i

Ought I to register and pay the t:

seeing I may eventually fail and ha

to scrap it? (2.) I fancy a 2| h.p. oj

frame Douglas ; would this be up
thirteen stone? (3.) I prefer to en]

scenery and throttle down to 12 a

15 m.p.h. for long stretches,

this slow running harmful? (

Believing large belts to be m
economical, is there any harm in fitti ;-

a 2|- h.p. with pulley and belt rim ;

lin. or l^in. ?

—

Opoponax.

(1.) The point is a knotty one^ but t

believe that you need have no licei

until you leave the private road,

however, there is a public right of B
over the road, this will probably al 1

the case. (2.) The machine you ment:

would be quite suitable for you.
There is no harm in running slowly. (

1

lin. and l^in. belts would waste a lot

power on so small a machine. We woi

not recommend anything above Jin.

the machnie m question.

MARRIED COUPLES WHO MOTOR CYCLE.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Rumens o( Cranbrooli, Kent, and their mounts — a 3.V h.p. Zenith and a 2} h.p. three-

speed Premier. Incidentally Mr. Rumens mentioned in a letter that he has never missed a number ot " The

Motor Cycle" since 1903.
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The Law and Licences.

1 sliould be much obliged if 5;ou

couUl answer the following

questions; (1.) Can a policeman

stop you to ask to see your

licence? (2.) Is he entitled to

lo any more tjian just see you have

nc i.f., can he take it out and examine
;?'(3.) For what oll'ences can your

cence be endorsed?—A.vS.G.

A policeman in uniform is entitled

stop a motorist at any time at his

•retioii, and ask to see your licence.

ih you are bound to produce on

land. (2.) The law does not compel

to hand your licence into the hands

the policeman, nor is he entitled to

mine whether it has any endorsements

the back ; but it is sufficient that he

; that you have it, and that its date

tes it valid. (3.) Your licence can

endorsed for any offejice for -which

are convicted under the Motor Car

of 1903. except for exceeding the

d limit—first offence—and for not

ing a tail lamp alight.

Touring in France.

I should be glad of the follow-
" ing information : An outline of

my way from Southport to

London ; main towns en route.

will suffice. London to Dover

id time of boats to Calais ; and Calais

Paris and mileage. Are there any

xes to pay, and has petrol to be

ken out of the tank at Dover? Any
Ivice vou can give will be most accept-

ile.—W.T.

r best route would be as follows :

hport, Ormskirk, Preston, Eainhill,

cot, Rainford, Warrington, Tar-

sy, Nantwich, Woore, Pipe Gate,

e", Weston, Eugeley, Lichfield, along

ling Street, through Atherstone,

Mitry, Weedon, Towcester, Fenny
:ford, Dunstable, St. Albans, London,
not take your machine from Dover
Calais, but from Folkestone to

(igiie, as they are more accustomed
\ndling motor bicycles by this route,

the sea journey is only half an hour
r. Boats leave Folkestone at 11.55

and 4.10 p.m. All petrol has to

f|^S(^ILt
be emptied out of the tanks. You have
to take out an international pass, which
is obtainable from the Royal Automobile
Club (89, Pall Mall, S.W.), or the Auto-
mobile Association and Motor Union
(Fanum House, Whitcombe Street, W.).
It would be advisable for you to become
a touring member of tlie Auto-Cycle
Union (89, Pall Mall, S.W.), which costs
but 5s., and they will obtain this pass
for you through the R.A.C., and help
you considerably as regards your tour.
They also issue a special customs card
admitting the machine into France free
of duty.

T iking Macliine lo Australia.

I am anxious to Uike a second-
hand motor cycle from England
to Australia. Will you kindly
advise me— (1.) If it can be
shipped as personal effects. (2.)

If the machine must be freighted and
the cost of same. (3.) Are second-hand
motor cycles admitted into Australia,
duly free? (4.) How long must a
motor cycle have been used to be re-

garded as second-hand? (5.) If there
is any duty on second-hand machines,
what percentage on value is charged
for same? (6.) What is the duty on
new machines imported into Australia?

(7.) What would be the best and
cheapest method of packing and trans-
mission of a motor cycle from Stockton-
on-Tees to London and thence to
Australia?—S.S.A.

(1.) No, we do not think motor bicycles
can be shipped as personal effects. (2.)

The cost of collecting, packing, and
sending the machines to Australia from
London would be about £2 7s. (3.)

Second-hand machines pay duty accord-
ing to their value. (4.) If you use the
machine for a week or two, we should
say it would count as a second-hand after-

wards. (5 and 6.) The duty is reckoned
at 25% on the value if of British manu-
facture ; 30% if of foreign manufacture.
(7.) We should recommend you to get
into communication with Messrs. Davies,
Turner and Co., Ltd., International
Carriers, 52, Lime Street, E.G. Y'ou had
better send the machine by rail and
get it collected at the station.

very
fact,

lOIT

Loss of Power.

I have a second-hand 1910 SJ

^^ h.p. Quadrant, magneto ignition.

^ It has lately shown a marked
falling off in power when hills

arc reached. The machine gets
hot over the exhaust valve ; ia
red hot after a good run. When

I stop, after a run of, say, eight miles,

smoke issues from the crank case,

coming out around the pulley and the
joints ; it also blows out a little when
going. Even when I get off and run
with it there seems scarcely enough
power to take the machine up the hill

;

this is after it has been running for
a few miles. There are practically no
signs of it firing past the piston, but
I can put the cylinder over the piston
rings without pressing them in their
grooves at all. I have a No. 30 jet on,
and can give more air than throttle

when on the level.—W.M.
The trouble is probably due to too weak
an exhaust valve spring, or the exhaust
valve not having sufficient lift. Also
see that the cylinder head and piston
are clear of carbon deposit. If the
engine is suffering badly from over-
heating you should immediately take
steps to discover the cause. From what
you say about the piston rings, it seems
as if these ought to be renewed. Tlis
carburetter adjustment seems to be about
right.

READER'S REPLY.
Decompressors and Easy Starting.

I notice "W.M.P.'s" query n decom-
pressor on 3i h.p. Hobart. I have a
3^ h.p. Hobart 1912 three-speed and side-

car, and find an Endrick decompressor
a great advantage, being abl^ to take
the machine out and start up at a walk
when cold. I think "W.M.P." would
not regret fitting one.—J.H.C.

If -H.H.W./' "F.N.G.," "E.F.,"
"E.F.W.," "6.D.," "G.W.L.,"
"W.H.W.," "A.E.K.," and "R.E.M.,"
will conform to our regulations and send
a stamped addressed envelope, they will

receive a reply to their questions.

AN INCIDENT OF A LONG DISTANCE RELIABILITY TRIAL.

ComiHtltors, loo early, are waiting outside a ciiecli. Tlie village is Coisterwortii, near Grantliam, and tlie competition the Bradlori H.C.C. team trial from
Bradford to London and bacii.

BI7
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An Expanding Pulley Gear.

This gear is of the type in which the

engine crankshaft A has fixed to it one

pulley flange B, whilst the other C can

be adjusted towards or away from the

flange B to vary the effective pulley

diameter. This is brought about by
moving angularly the screwed sleeve I)

by means of a control lever arranged at

the side of the machine. At E is a ball

BCHS
Eric, w Walford.fupa

A Countershaft Gear.
The change speed gear is of the lay

shaft type, and the dog clutch A is moved
to the left for the top speed and to tne

Tight for the reduction. Outside the gear

box is arranged a plate clutch B which
normally cliitches the sprocket C (by

which the power is transmitted from the

engine) to the driving-shaft D. By
moving the rod E to the left the casing

F and clutch spring are also moved to the

bearing ring, upon which the belt rests

when the pulley is fully expanded, so

that the engine may then run free.- To
take up the slack of the belt the rear

pulley is caused automatically to con-

tract. The flange F of the rear pulley is

fixed, but the flange G can move away
from the flange F when the belt becomes
tight. When the belt is slack the pulley

flanges move towards one another by the

action of the springs H.—F. W. Peter-

son, No. 25,901, 1912.

Benzole in Oxford.
We are informed" that benzole may be

obtained in O.xford at the Morris Garage,

Ixjngwall Street. The proprietor of this

garage Mr. W. E. Morris is well-known
in connection with the Morris-Oxford
light car.

Mabon's New Address.
-' Messrs. Mabon Motor Works, makers,
of the Mabon Controllable Pulley, have
changed their address from 34, High Rd.,
North Finchley to 29a Woodside Gardens,
Bruce Grove, Tottenham, N.

Gears for Cycle Cars.

Messrs. A. W. Wall, Ltd., Hay Mills,

Birmingham, whose Roc gear on motor
cycles has been so well known for a

number of years, have now produced a

gear on the epicyclic principle, embodying
two speeds forward and a reverse, which
IS built specially for cycle cars. The gear
set can be supplied either in conjunction
with a differential back axle and shaft

drive, or for use with a combined chain
and belt drive, and should prove a useful

set for cycle car makers in want of this

particular type of gears.

A Trip by Cycle Car.
Mr. P. Maas, of the Swift Co., has

recently accomplished a journey of 3,235
miles on a Swift cycle car without any
mechanical ti'ouble. His rout"?- was from
Coventry, through London, Folkestone,
Calais, Lille, Amiens, Dieppe, Havre,
Trouville, Caen (where a steep hill was
climbed witliout a falter), Cherbourg, St.

Brieuc, Brest, Paris, Brussels, Utrecht,
Amsterdam, Arnhem, Rotterdam, Hull,

and back to Coventry. The longest day's

run was 156. Both the Swift cycle car

and its Dunlop tyres, we are assured,

were in perfect condition at the end of

the trip.

Bi8
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E at a point where this has a non-circul

action with the driving-shaft D.
, Tl

chain sprocket on the engine-shaft
i

driven through a slip device.—E. Jardi!

and E. Watchorn, No. 11,529, 1912.

A Two-speed Gear and Clutch.

The gearing is of the bevel type,_c6J

prising a sun pinion A, planet pnm
B carried by the hub shell, and a drivi

pinion C attached to the driving sleei

which carries the belt pulley which

left and the clutch is released. This is

effected by moving the arm, which is

fixed to a screw device through which
passes a short starting-handle shaft G,
which engages the clutch-actuating rod

attached to the disc D, and also t

pedalling chain sprocket. When the pi;

clutch E is engaged the gear revolves

a solid mass, but by drawing the rod

to the left the clutch is disengaged a

the disc G is also moved to the le

giving the free engine position,

further movement of the rod F to t

left the conical surfaces at H are broup

into engagement with one another so t'l

the sun pinion A is held stationary

the hub driven through the gean

L, Lamblin, No. 25,285, 1912.

Gears in the T.T.

Messrs. Philipson and Co., the makers
of the Philipson automatic governor
pulley, desire us to state that the only

machines fitted with their standard type
pulley in the Tourist Trophy Race were
the three Rovers which won the team
prize.

Tyre Successes.
Li the Spanish Tourist Trophy Race,

the result of which was published in our

last issue, the winner, F. A. Applebee
(Scott), and T. E. Greene . (Rudge), who
was third, both used Continental tyres.

C. F. Halsall's 8-10 h.p. Wilton light

car, which won Class D (powerful motor
cvcles and sidecars and cycle cars) in the

Hertfordshire M.C.C. 100 miles half^day

reliability trial, speed test and hill-climb,

July IQtii, was fitted with Clincher tyres.

An Echo of the Grand Prix.

It is interesting to note that the first

three riders in the 350 class in the Gi'and

Prix used M.A.Ct. engines, and also

Enfield gears, which ai'e now being

placed on the market to be sold as a

separate fitting. Enfield gears, whose
worth has long been known, certainly

scored a signal success in this the most
important motor cycle road race held in

France.

Brisk Demand for Sidecars.

Another indicatioji of the prospen;

the sidecar trade is the experienr

IMessrs. ilead and De^kin. Two
;

ago they wei'e making one sidecar

week ; now they have their fine new \

at Tyselej', are employing ninety han

and this year's output will exceed 5,()

A New York motor cyclist who wisl

" to take off his hat to England and t

great British producers of the Ar

motor cycle " writes that he sent for so:

spare parts for his Ariel, which,

arrival, fitted perfectly. He also sa

that he is able to run away from mot

cycles of higher power than his own.

• Popularity of Xl'All Saddles.
The new premises of Xl'All, Ltd., H

Green Woi-ks, Birmingham, \Yhich \v;

talvcn over last week, are an instance

the popularity of this original type

saddle. Five hundred saddles are t

E
resent weekly output of the com
ut as the sales of 1913 are 1,200

advance of 1911, readers can apprtn.

the need for the works extensions.

Featherweight Pistons.

Whatever the merits of steel as c

posed to cast iron for pistons for ordi

ary use, there is little doubt th;;

racing or fast riding, when a very

and strong piston is required, steel 1

a great deal to recommend it. T

Oxygen Welding Works, Ltd., Suinir

Lane, Birmingham, make a speciality

supplying steel pistons for motor cy^'l

and we learn that the recent suci

obtained by A. B. Wade at Caeri -

and Porthcawl on his Zenith wtj

achieved with the use of steel pis'"

supplied by this firm. These pistons a

known as the Simplex patent featw

weight steel pistons.; • '.
'

^
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ENDURING

RELIABILITY
OR

PROHIBITED SPEED
Reliability is the first and last essential of a

touring motor cycle. It is, coupled with eli&ciency,

the first and last demand of the great majority
of motor cyclists. The greater its reliability and
efficiency, the more desirable the machine.

Speed is a secondary factor with motor cyclists

who ride for pleasure. As long as the engine is

capable of developing a good turn of speed when
desired, power on hills and enduring reUability
are the first and principal need.

A motor cycle built more for speed is quite
unsuited to hard road conditions. It cannot
Avithstand the severe strain for any length of

time. Such a machine is too " highly strung "

—

the mechanism is too delicate—it requires skilful

handling and constant attention in order to be free

from endless trouble. And it is efficient in one
respect only—roaring speed, which serves no
practical purpose, is dangerous to life and limb,

and is prohibited on the broad highway.

Again, like a speed machine, the sensation of

mercurial travelling is short-Uved ; hence the
limited demand for this class of machine. We
say " limited demand " advisedly, because cer-

tain manufacturers have mistaken the public
demand, and have heavy stocks of motor cycles

on hand for which there are few buyers, and
which are offered at reduced prices.

We have concentrated our knowledge and attention in pro-
ducing a motor cycle fit for all roads and conditions—home and
colonial—with power to take the stifiest hiUs, strength to with-
stand the hardest usage, efficiency and reliability to render a com-
pletely satisfactory service without hesitancy.

Our efforts have been rewarded with unqualified success

—

evidenced by the unbroken successes of the L.M.C. in hill-climbing
contests, in endurance trials, in petrol consumption tests, and,
finally, in the greatest of all tests—the service of the private
owners, all of which express their delight and appreciation of the
splendid behaviour of the L.M.C. on all occasions.

[Ihe Motorcycle.of.Pra^ED Greatest Reliability

Write for a copy of illustrated art catalogue to-day, post free, from

LLOYD MOTOR ENGINEERING Co., Ld.

132, MONUMENT RD., BIRMINGHAM.
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Waterproof
RAWS

&? SONS - Clothing.

standard Suit.

(Rubber-proofed.)
In grey-green or fawn double texture

dotli. Guaranteed absolutely water-

proof.

JACKET. Double-breasted, deep storm
collar and throat tab. Inside and out-
side wind cuffs. Pockets lined.

Price 131-
LEGGINGS, Leather boot straps. Gussets
and dome fasteners to exclude wind,
rain, and dust. Price 8/-

Complete Suit - 25/°
Belts 2/6 extra.

Absolutely reliable and the Best Quality only.

TERMS— Nett Cash with Order. Goods despatched

promptly, carriage paid, and returnable it not approved

of, and money rtfunded in full.

Illustrated catalogue and patterns sent free on application to

G.RAWS & SONS, LTD., if'.SI^TkA^N^v^gtgS^L'II^ISIiV^^^T^: LIVERPOOL.

Dust-shower-proof

Suit.

No Rubber.
Fawn cloth. Guaranteed Showerproof,

but stands any amount of rain. Very
light in weight, but strong in texture.

An ideal summer costume, neat fitting.

JACKETS, double-breasted, wind .cuffs,

etc. Eelt. NEW DESIGN TROUSERS
to prevent sitting on wet saddles.

Complete Suit - 21/-
BxceUent Value.

Send chest measurement over ordinary Jacket and
length desired. Also inside leg measurement lor
Leggings.

l ll l l ll l ilUIMIIillllllllll ll lUMIIIim i MIHII I II

TERRY'S SPRING LIN]

absorbs road shocks
It is a wonderful auxiliary to motor cycle frc

fork springing—taking up all the shocks unev

road surfaces create and imparting to the moi

cycle the comfortable easy gliding motion of the ci

Vibration is reduced to a minimum—and, of cour

great economy in running costs is effecti

It can be fitted to any front fork of link tyi

For 3 h.p. machines 10/-, 6 h.p. 12/6 perpa

Write now for descriptive leaflet— It is post fr< .

HERBERT TERRY & SON
The Spring Specialists, REDDITCH, Eli>

Jn answering tliesc adit)tticiianti tt is dcs-irahlt to mention "The Motor Ci/cle.
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nV pay
carriage

tltrou^hot'.t

British

Isles. SELFRIDGES
The Ideal Store for Motor Cyclists.

teller

Orders
carcjully

and pnnnpl'y
filled.

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
I'siial Reduced

ZENITH, v'. h.p., GiaJua I'ricc to

j^ear. kick starter C6i £60
ZENITH, 6 h.p„- Gradua

gi-ar. l.ick starter C7S 15 £75
ROVER. !Jh.p.,3-specd.. ftS £56

MATCHLESS, S U.d., 2-sp.,

chain drive C7i 10 £70

SPARE BELT & TUBE CASE.

In solid leather, G^in. diameter,
3Jiu. deep . , 6/9.

All Bristle Combined SPOKE
and CHAIN BRUSH, with
polished handle. Length i5in.,

each" 1/-

r
IMMEDIATE possession of any

of these Motor Cycles on pay-
ment of a J of its cost.

Payment of the balance can be
extended over a year. For this

added convenience we charge 2.'.%

on the balance only.

The extra is only 2°;,, or less, on the entire

cost of your machine. The greater yeur original

deposit, the less your machine costs in proportion.

DOUGLA~, Model O, 2J h.p., 2-specd £48
DOUGLAS, Model R, aj h.p., 2-speed £52
DOUGLAS, Model P, 2| h.p., 2-speed £48
TRIUIHPH, 3j h.p., 3-spccd £59 15
REX, 6 h.p., 2-speed £62 10
INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2-speed £70
SINGER, 2* h.p., a,\ed engine £39
ARIEL, 3* h.p., '3-speed £59 10
B.S.A., 3! h.p.. 2 speed £60

TRIUMPH, INDIAN, and B.S.A. 'IMotor Cycles
supplied on Makers' terms.

SELFRIDGE & CO., Ltd., OXFORD ST., W.

LEA-FRANCIS, 3I h.p.. Usual
twiu-c>-liuder, 2-speed, l^ice
countershaft gear,
chain dri\'e fG8 5 c

NEW HUDSON, 3* h.p., '

l-spced, belt drive f/10 iS
SUNBEAM, countershaft

lic^v, 2^ li.p., 2-spccd . . f6-i o
MARTIN-JAP, 8 h.p., fit-

ted with speedometer . . ^64 6

REPAIRLITE. A portable light for
use on the road. Can be fitted to any
acetylene generator, and i packed up
neatly in a flat circular tin . . 1/9.

JACK for Sidecar (as sketch), very
light in weight .and convenient for
travelling, taking up little space, 3/6.

1

SPECIAL BARGAINS.
Reduced

to

o £C3

o £56 5

o £58 5

o £{9 I0 V

MODEL
No. 7.

MONTGOMERY SIDECAR
Pakni Nos., 26893/10, 26894/10, 26895/10. Prov. Paimt, 24482.

Regd. Nos., 610486, 610485.

This is an entirely new model, produced in response
to numerous enquiries for a sidecar of light construc-
tion for use wfth the standard 3*- h.p. motor cycle, but
strong enough for hardest work, and wliich can be
driven with confidence at the highest speed. Oixr
registered design frame has enabled us to do this, and
we strongly recommend it.

SPECIFICATION.—Code Word, " STATING."
CHASSIS.—New model register design girder frame,

giving a wide margin of strength for use with
machines capable of hi^h speeds. Made of finest

quality weldless steel tubing. Extended at back
for luggage.

SPRINGS.—Double leaf "C" springs, finely tempered
and enamelled black. Front of body supported
on oar well-known patent transverse foot spring.

BODY.^New pattern best quality wicker, with deep
seat and ample leg room, providing most com-
furtable riding. Upholstered, in best style and
material, red, green, or tau to order. Complete
with cushion and coverall apron in motor twill.

WHEEL.—::6 .\ 2jin., black enamelled rim, specially
siroHt,' dustproof hub, a.xle turned from the" bar.
Mirji- iin beaded-edge motor cycle t>Te, or to order.

MUDGUARD.—Large size, brought well down over the
whiel, and firmly secured to the frame.

ATTACHMENTS.—New patent quick-dctaehabic attach-
ments, provided with double seciirity locks and bur
latest type of back ruling, which enables the axle to
be adjiislcd in perfect alignment with the jo'ound,

LAMP BRACKET.—Fitted on frame in front of mud-
f^uard.

FINISH.—Best black enamel, or colour to order. Usual
parts heavily plated.

WEIGHT.—About 78 lbs. WIOtH.—37in. overall, but
will pass through 34in. doorway.

Price £12 O O as Specification.

£15 5 O with Coach.built Body.

„ £ 1 5 5 O with Art Cane Body.

W. MONTGOMERY & Co., i^l*,\ln?r,t COVENTRY.
CAPE TOWN. S A. : Messrs. T. Cook and Sons. 1 8. Strand Street.
ITALY ; Siffnor Piana-Lazzari, Via della Dogana C. Florence.
FRANCE : Societe Francais des Cycles. Clement and Gladiator. Grand Rue 76,

Pre St. Gervais (Seine).
CANADA : W. Porter. 5, Brunswicit Avenue, Toronto, Ont.
For tlie AUSTRALASIAN TRADE all enquiries to Bennett and Wood, 284

Pitt Street, Sydney, N.S.W.
nd 6,

In answering these advertisements is dcfiruhle lo mrnlion "The Mulur Ctjele." A33
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mAL WBV
Fitted with the well-known J.A.P. Engrines.

Copy of Unsolicited Testinnonia.1.

The Manchester Wheelers' Club,

June 20th, 1913.

Dear Sirs,
" In January last, I purchased from you one of your Royal Ruby

6 h.p. Models, with Coach-built Sidecar. I have now run consideiably

over 7,000 miles with this, and should like you to know how extremely

pleased I am with it. 1 have never had a mechanical stop on the road,

and could almost say never a misfire. It is the finest machine I have

ever had the good fortune to ride, and I may say I have been ridings

motor cycles for over twelve years. If speed is wanted, well 1 50 with

sidecar and passenger, and 65 ^olo should be enough for most people, it

is for me, and I can drop to 5 miles per hour on the top gear if necessary.

It will be a pleasure to me to recommend your machines to any friend

of mine, and if this letter is of any use to you, you have my permission

to make what use of it you like. Thanking you for your courtesy to me
in all our dealings, I am, Yours faithfully,

F. CURRIE."
Manufactured by

THE ROYAL RUBY CYCLE CO.,
RUBY WORKS.

Cannel Street, ANCOATS, MANCHESTER.

"THE SWAN."

The: Swan
"which tloats"

Because you have purchased a motor cycle with a good name, this does

not necessarily iustify your looking to the makers of that machine for your
sidecar attachment . The desigm and construction^ of that motor cycle

monopolised their every effort, their craft

—

their sidecar was an after though t

with them— its construction a secondary consideration.

Does it not stand to reason, therefore, that we, who have, devoted our

whole time and though t to the production of the one thing—a perfect

attachment—can in turn give you a sidecar that carries with it as good a
name as does their motor cycle ?— but the " Swan " bears out the truth of

this statement.

Price of Sidecar £13 - ID - O.

Catalogues from Midland Motor Co., Oxford

Sole London Agent: A. P. REY, 173, Great Portland St., W.

ROTAX MOTOR CYCLE SPECIALITIES.

Length, ICin.

Diameter of Bell, 3Jin.

ROTAX CLARIONETTE HORN.
Compact design. The tube passes through the bell of the

horn instead of by the side of it. Nickel plated. Fitted with
dust cap,, and best quality rubber bulb.

From your asent, 18/9

ROTAX MOTOR
CYCLE MIRROR.
Nickel plated. Fitted
best quality convex
glass. Rod and glass
adjustable,handle-bar
clip, Dtted rubber pro-

tector.

From your Agent, 5/3
No. 4687

ROTAX BELT DRILL.
To take bolts up to one inch. Drills a neat
clean hole. Best finish. From your Agent, 1 /3

Complete list post free.

ROTAX MOTOR ACCESSORIES CO.,

No. aSo8 *3IK, Great Eastern Street, LONDON, E.G.

"The Motor Cycle Journal of Canada," for

April, 1913, says:

—

COVENTRY CHAINS
" A large number of the racing machines in the States are fitted

with COVENTRY chains. One rider, Ray Peck, used this chain

on his mount all last summer and

DID NOT SUFFER A SINGLE BREAK,
in any of his many races,

THE COVENTRY" CHAIN CO., LTD.,

COVENTRY, England.

((

R
ETBEftOIHe
IVIOTOR

CYCLEOOVERS.
— —

We' have specialised in all

kinds 0! TYRE REPAIRS
FOR 15 YEARS.

—o

—

Send for Sections and all

particulars to—

The Excelsior Tyre

and Rubber Co.,

Hurst St., BIRMINGHAM.

In answering Ihese adveriisemenls il is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Cycle."
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BURBERRY
TIELOCKEN COAT.
Illustrated

Catalogue

and
Patterns of

Gabardine
Post Free.

When buying
Bttrberry

see that—
The label sayS
' Burberry

'

—
The bill says
' Burberry.'

OURBERRYS LATEST INVENTION .ior the Motor
*^ Cyclist or Motor Boatlst—a double-breasted, button-
less coat, designed to provide unequalled security and
comfort under the severest conditions.

DURBERRY WEAVE-PROOF GABARDINE, lined with
proofed wool or camel-fleece, makes the Tielocken

Coat a perfect safeguard against driving rain, chilling

wind, dust, or spray.

I IGHTWEIGHT, YET WARM, Burberry Gabardine
provides efficient protection against the worst

weather vicissitudes, yet ventiljites like ordinary cloth,

thus preventing all danger of overheating or chill.

THE TIELOCKEN COAT, fastened with single strap-and
-buckle, is easily put on or taken off. Worn with

Trouserettes of Gabardine and Tielocken Gaiters, it

supplies the finest protection available against the ill

effects of exposure to wet or cold.

TIELOCKEN DUPLEX PROTECTORS, an application of
the same principle, provide a four-fold yet airy

safeguard of proofed Gabardine and proofed wool for

keeping the knees and thighs dry in the heaviest rain.

PRICES: Ticlnclceti Coat in Gabardine, lint-d proofed
U'ooly G3 1- ; Gabardine Trcusercties, 31/6.* Protcrlors.
15 /- ; Motor C'lfclc Cap, which can be readily transformed
into a snitg-ftUina helmet, 15/-.

Hay market,

LONDON;BURBERRYS
8 and 10 Bd. Malesherbes, PARIS, and Provincial Agents.

Iji answering these adveriisenients it is

EVERY NUT
ON THE N.U.T.
RECEIVES THE SAME CARE
AND ATTENTION IN CON-
STRUCTION AS THE MOST

VITAL PART.

Hence its remarkable efficiency,

speed prowess, and endurance
powers—as proved by its triumph
in the classic event of the year,

when the

NEWCASTLE TyN£

WON THE JUNIOR T.T. RACE.

The
;
and

IsIe-of-Man Race proved
endurance of the N.U.T.

and the

the
on

efficiency

the road.

TEN WORLD'S RECORDS
created on

BROOHLANDS TRACK
on the ISth proved it. reserve

speed capabilities.
of power and

SIR WM. ANGUS. SANDERSON & CO., LTD.
St. Thomas* Street,

Tele;ranis—' PliaetoQ."

NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.
Telcpboiii— inn Central

e:
AGENTS WANTED.

]
desiniljle to mentwn " The Motor Cifrlc." A37
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES. I

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

^First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All adveniseroents in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The IHotor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To insure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

" The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into

districts, as many readers like fo know what machines

are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before

going further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and West-
morland.

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, FMnt, Chesbiire, Derby, Stafford,
Sliropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Kottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.
Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.
SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.
So.Tierset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland.

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.

£l» BARGAINS ^^
^^^ SATISFY !/^^ EVERYBODY ^
Because in every case they are Bargains that

offer most reliable quality at lowest price, latest

models of newest machines and the most satisfac-

tory second-hands that can be purchased, all

thoroughly overhauled, repaired and fully

guaranteed. Any machine new or second-hand '

sold in

WAUCHOPE'S EASY WAY—
iDOWN&ll EASY EQUALPAYMENTS

Write for full particulars, order form, and
to-day's bargain list, which includes :

—

7327 sFh.p. 1911 2-speed CALTHORPE £30 *

7332 8'h.p. 1913 HUWIBERETTE £105
7336 2h.p, 1912 HUMBER £24

7339 3^ h.p. 1913 3-speed TRIUMPH .. £48
7302. 3ih.p. 1909 TRIUMPH £25
7307. 3ih.p. 1912 2-speed HUMBER ... £38
73ir. 6' h.p. 1912 2-sp. BAT and Sidecar £60
7312. 3j h.p. 19 1 3 SCOTT £55

6 h.p. ANTOINE £15
2jh.p. 1912 2-speed ENFIELD ... £35

2f h.p. 1912 3-speed HUMBER ... £36
7253. 8 h.p. 1912 2-speedMATCHLESS

and Sidecar £67 10
7256. 3J h.p. 1912 F.E. TRIUMPH £40
7281. 3i h.p. 1910 2-speed P. & M £32 10
7282. S" h.p. 1912 2-speedMATCHLESS

and Sidecar £57 10
7284. 3I h.p. 1912 F.E. TRIUMPH £40
3596. 3<t h.p. 1910 KERRY ABINGDON £27
5621. 2I h.p. 1912 3-speed HUMBER ... £34
5742. 3* h.p. igioT.T. TRIUMPH £29 D
6082. 5 h.p. 1908 V.S.

6161. 3ih.p. I9r2 F.E. RUDGE £38
6170. 3I h.p. 1911 REX tourist £28
6176. si h.p. I9r2 free-engine RUDGE .. £35
6179. 3 h.p. 1912 2-speed N.S.U £30
6276. 8 h.p. 1912 ZENITH £55
6296. 3jh.p. 1912 F.E. KYNOCH £35
6343. 8 h.p. 1911 3-speed CHATER-LEA

and Sidecar £58
6378. 6 h.p. rgii ZENITH and Sidecar £50
6397. 8 h.p. 1912 3-speed CHATER-LEA

and Sidecar £65 0<

6421. 3I h.p. 1908 MINERVA £18
6516. 8' h.p. 1911 3 speed CHATER-LEA £47 10
6543- 3i Ii.P- 19^^ 2-speed ALLDAYS

and Sidecar £35
6584. 2.3 h.p. 1911 2-speed DOUGLAS .. £30
6646. s-eb.p. 1911 A.C. SOCIABLE £52 10
6799. 7 h.p. 2-speed and F.E. INDIAN £40
6834. 5-6 h.p. F.N. and Sidecar £23 10
6837. 3J-h.p. 1911 F.E. RUDGE £35
6857. 5-6 h.p. 1910 A.C. SOCIABLE £55
6863. 3lh.p. 1910 BAT £27
6900. 3} h.p. t9i2 F.E. ROVER £38
7043. sih.p. 1912 ZENITH-GRADUA .. £38
6079. 3ih.p. 1910 TRUMP, Mabon gear £32 10
7080. 6 h.p. 1912 CLYNO and Sidecar. . £55
7081. 3lh.p. 1909 2-specd TRIUMPH

and Sidecar £32 10
7098. 3* h.p. 1911 ZENITH and Sidecar £37 10
7108. 3" h.p. GIVAUDAN £20
71TO. li h.p. 1909 MOTOSACOCHE £14
7116. 3* h.p. 1912 2-speed BRADBURY £39
7124. 3* h.p. 1911 T.T. BRADBURY ... £30
7181. zjh.p. 1912 3-speed ENFIELD ... £35
7185. 2 h.p. igio MOTO-REVE £14
7186. 4i h.p. 1913 2-sp. LINCOLN ELK £35

6 h.p. 1910 2-speed MATCHLESS
and Sidecar £45

Telegrams t

' Opificer, London."

Telephone

:

y^A^
5777

Holborn.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Owing to August Bank Holiday,

the issue of "The IVlotor Cycle"
for August 7tli must be closed

for press earlier than usual,

All copy and instructions for

paragraph advertisements in that

issue must therefore be in our

hands not later than first post on

Thursday, July 31st.

NUMBERED ADDBESSES.
i

For the convenience- of advertisers, ^letters maib!

addressed to numbers at 'The Motor Cycle" '

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for le'-i

and three stamped and addressed envelopes mu:L

for forwarding replies. Only the number will a

the advertisement. Replies should be addressi?

000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle," Coventry " • or if " J

is added to the address, then to the number gu^i
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

»-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown pc k

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves c v,

Deposit System. If the money lie deposited mth In

Motor Cycle, ' both parties are advised; of this rec;

The time allowed for a decision after receipt

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we n

amount to the seller, but il not we return th(

to the depositor, and each party to the transact: :i

carriage one way. For aU, transactions exceedin:; 1 11

value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged, when ci

fio the fee is rs. AU deposit matters are dea t im 1

Coventry, and cheques and money orders shoiUd be Ji

payable to Ilie6.& Sons Limited. _

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and rccci ni

answer to their enquiries are requested to regar *

silence as an indication that the goods adverUsed iV

already been disposed ol. Advertisers often recer

»

many enquiries ttot it IS quite unpossiWe tO reply tc .1

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, u

Westmorland.
3ih.p. Bradbury, new, shop-soiled, 1912 modi 1

:

2 £38.

3ih.p. Bradbury, new, ehop-soiled, 1912 model. 2 :

2 gear; pnce £43.

aJLh.p. Motneacoche, new, shop-soiled, 1912 itil

2 price £i2.

2 h.p. Lady's-t Motoiacoche, new, shop-soiled,

model; price £36.

APPLY, Angus, Sanderson, and Co., Ltd.. St. Tl
St., Haymarket, Newcastle-on-Tyne,

'

Id 13 Douglas. T.T. model, excellent order; f
At/ Jack<;0n, New Ed., Kendal, [S

NEW Douglas, model E, in stock, can deliver ii

diately.-Walker. Fishbum, Ferryhill. [XJp

TWO 1911 P. and M.'s, 2-speed, £38: 1911 3'tl

free engine Premier, £27: 1911 Douglas, fitafi

model, £24: 1910 T.T. Triumph. £25: 1912 Scott. 1

feet, £45.—Walker, Fishbnrn, Ferryhill. [S 1

EX, 3y2ii.p., accumulator, B. and B., Triumpli
J

adjustable pulley, splendid order; bargain, £lttR
Also

Kh.p. Air-cooled Sarolea Twin, in good order
[SI

*^8 A'* letters relating to advertisemtntB should quote the number at the end of each

Piitton, Woodhorn Ed., Ashington.

TUEVEY and Co. have the folloiving new 1913 i '

motor cycles in stock for immediate delivery

31h.p. 3-speed Triumph, -£59/15: SVsh.p. 3-speed 11

2 ber, £57/10; 3V.ll.p. 2-speed B.S.A.. £60:

h.p. 2-speed B.S.A., £60, chain drive; 3y2h,p. i'

Euver, £5B ; 5h.p- 3-speed twin Hazlewood, 65

3'-^,h.p. 3-(;peed Humber and sidecar, £63/16: 5ti.

speed twin Hazlewood and sidecar, £78/10; Humta
and Perry cycle cars.—Write, wire. Or 'phone, 1

j

g| and Co , The Motor House. Sunderland. -lij!

advertisement, and the date of the issue.

I
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NTEREST YOU?
!ran.lNV\vioi::6h.p. ::-sp. REX JeT.uxc £62 10

15% cash discount 9 7 6

£53 2 6

illowance for your igi2 2-sp. Douglas or

similar typo of machiue £38 2 6

Cash required £15

NEW 1913's
RIUMPH, 3* h.p., 3-speed Sturmey £59 15

;EX, 6 h.p., z-speed, de luxe £62 10
:EX, 6 h.p., 2-3pced. de luxe, chain drive .. £67 15

!EX, 1 h.p., 2-speed, de luxe £56
-OUGLAS. -'i h.p., 2-speed £48
RADBURY, 3-speed £60
RADBURY, 2-speed, kick starter £60
:EX-J.A.P., 6h.p., 2-speed £71 8
:EX-J.A.P., 8 h.p., 2-speed £73 10
..S.A., --.[K ,,h]. free engine £60
WILLIAMSON, 8h.p., L75, water-cooled .. £82 10
WILLIAMSON, f* h.p., \v.c..and?idecar £97 10

Easy Payments from £10_(leposit.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES.
Cash, Exchange, or Easy Payments.

.8.A., 1013, 2-spoed, 2Mn. tyres, 750 "lilts . £49 10
COTT, water-cooled, z speeds, 1910 £29 10
RIUMPH, igi2, 3^.h.p., plate clutch £44 10
:UDGE Multi, 1912. and sidecar £47 10
EX, A h.p.. 1012. the Big Single (NEW) . . £39
EX, sh.P.. 1011-12, 2-specd, NEW 47 Gns
RANDEX-PRECISION, 1912, 3J h.p.,

Mumiey-Archer 3-speed gear £35 10
COTT, loio, 2 speeds, recently overhauled £29 10
RECISION, (Ivy), Druids, h.b. control £32 10
EX, I'jii, (> h.p., 2-specd, t%\in £54 10
OVER, 1911, clutch model ; cost jf5 5 .... Offers.
AMES, 1910, 34 h.p. magneto £19 10
EX, s h.p.. 1909, 2-speed. de luxe £29 10

. & M., 3i h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £25 10
ENITH, 1911. 3^h.p., and Sidecar £39 10
LYNO, 1Q12, and special cone Sidecar .... £49 10
EUGEOT, 3i h.p., magneto, 2 speeds £22 10
EX, 1913. 4 h.p., 2-specd, de Luxe, chain
ilrive. ne^irlv new £49 10
EW HUDSON, late 1911, 3^ h.p., 3-speed £37 10
EX, ion, 2-speed, twin, de luxe £38 10
RIUMPH, 3i h.p., 1910, 3 speeds £36 10
EX, sV h.p., twin, spring forks £15 10
RIUMPH, 1908, 3I h.p.. and Sidecar £31
RIUMPH, icjoS. 3* h.p £27 10
A. P., f> h.p., M.O.V., free engine, spring fks.£34 10
OTO-REVE, twin, lightweight, runs well.. £13 10
INCOLN-ELK, 3', h.p., 1912, F.E. engine . . £26 10
INCOLN-ELK, 3! h.p., 1911, F.E,, as new . £29 10
INCOLN-ELK, 3.\ h.p., 1913, 2-speed £35 10
rtADBURV. 1913'. it-?peed Stunney £47 10
UADRANT, 1912 free engine £35 10
EX, I'jii, twin, de luxe, and new £10 los.
^(ii-car, specially good condition £45 10

EX, il h.p., magneto, spring forks, igo8., £19 10
EX, ;J h.p., magneto, lightweight, h.b.c... £15 10
.S.U., 3i h.p., magneto £17 10
.S.U., 1911, 3 h.p., 2-5pecd £29 10
-S.U., 55 h.p., twin, 2-speed £27 10
•S.U., 51 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £31
EX. \K h.p,. spring forks £12 10
' p. PRINCEPS, vertical engine £8
h.p. 2-speed BAT, wants attention £6 6
UMBER, 2 h.p., wants attention £4 10
H., hghtwL-ight,. battery ignition £8 10
N., !ii;i^neto lightweight £14 10
M.ikc yuiir old machine ap-tO"-date by fittmg a

I -^ A ^^^^ ARMSTRONG 3-5peed Gear,

^ I i i Ki^and New, and complete with
'^ III ^^'1 ^'>^ ^^^ controls,

J»l 111 Mark II., £5 10 0.'v JL\J Mark III., £6 2 6.

1913 Mark VI.. £10 10 0.

Usual price 10 gns..and 12 gns.
AIT ? Despatch from stock. Trade suppUed.

SUNDRIES.
: Monacar Chassis with body,
U, steering, and Bowden 2-sp. gear £4 10
.U.S. Standard 800ft. Lamp, with

^i.u generator; usual price, 53/6;
clearance price 35
jwAvon (Druid) 26x 2 Non-skid Covers 12 11
ycr*s Motor Cycle Stand 3 3
jw 26x 2 and 26X 2I AvonTubes 5 9
iderick Decompressor latest type .

.

8 6— Otf Speedometer £2 12 6
Triumph Pattern Horns 3j- and 3 9

fheHalifax Motor Exchange

.

Largest Rex Dealers,

WESTGATit, I^ALIFAX.
me yf.o. Tcleerams : " Perfection."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

SECTION HI.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

Tranil'H. free enfrino. 1910, new Itiuilop Ijelt ajiJ
tyl- ; £32.-Below.

TlilUMl'H, frne eiiBine, 1911. ilimc nnlv 2.000;
£35 lO.-UtUnv.

ROC nlHl Sidocnr, 4l''ili.p., 2--ii.-i(l. new 'Wliittk-;
il.S.'lO.-Bckiw.

F.N,, 4-eyl., 1909, just overhauIcU, iie-tt" Talmor cord
on bail;; £16.-Bdo\v.

IQll Rex eh.p. Twin. 2.i*peed. ond roacLbuilt sidecar,
J-t/ splendid condition; £43.—Below.

/TiHIUMPH. 1912. free engine, £40.-Below.

I Q13 New Orton, 2«lli.p., not been ridden: £29/10.-
Xt/ lJ;ivis^ Garase, Tanjworth. [X4401

1Q13 B..3.A.. 2-speed. belt drive, dene 500 luile.s;
it? £48.—Scott. Shardlolv, Derby. [X4286

ROYAL Enfteld, 2iili.p., late 1910, perfect order;
£20.-'n". Fryer. Llale Abbey, near Ilkeston. tX4368

BAKGAIN, £9; 3h.p. Quadrant, perfect Condition,
must sell.—F. Lightfoot, Winsford, Clieshire.

[X3879
1 Q08 Triumph. 1912 cylinder and piston, perfect, do
-^*y 50 m.p.h.; £21.—Johnson, Furnisher, W'Jiit-
church. C^4465

TlilUMPH, good condition, Mabon clutch, 1910
fittings; £16.—Hackett, 487, Hempsliaw Lane,

Stockport. [X4348

TRIUMPH. 1911, P.E., Cowey, Lncas, tools, horn,
carefully kept; best offer over £32.—Viekers, New-

port, Salop. [9415

PHELON and Moore, 3>/oh.p., September, 1911, 2
-speeds, grand condition; £35 cash.-Shone. 70.

Watergate, Chester. [9451

CLEMENT-GARRARD, 2h.p., handle starting, chain
drive, Bosch, perfect; £16.—Marie, Woodbank,

(ireat Boughton, Chester. [9429

TRIUMPH, 3-speed. Phelon and Moore, Scott. Wil-
li;imson. and Bat, new 1913 models, in stock;

trade supplied.-Moss, "Wem. [X4351

~f Qll 23^ih.p. A.J.S., in good running order, excellent
jLiJ condition, tyres nearly new, all aece^soiies ; bar-
gain, £20.-Laverton, Uttoxcter. [X3837

4ih.p. Excelsior Sidecar Machine, new Stunney 3-
ii speed gear, free engine. Palmer studded tyres

;

price £65/12/6: immediate delivery.

6 h.p. Rex, accumulator ignition, machine jut:t over-
hauled, and sidecar: price £20.—The Crescent

Motor and Cycle Co., Shotton, [X3880a

A CLEAN, straight deal is what you want, and what
you get. if you buy from The North Wales Motor

Exchange, Holt St., Wrexham. Tel.: 283.

IF your Own Experience is too limited to guide you,
let us assist -you; we guarantee you satisfaction.

Exchanges a .speciality.

WE have the following new and second-hand machines
in stock, and "invite vour inspection: 1913

Dnnelag. Model O, £48: 1913 A..T.S., Model B, £48/6.
1913 6h.p. Rex de Luxe, and Swan sidecar, complete
with speedometer and lamp, ridden 50 miles, £72/10:
1913 3h.p. N.S.U.. single-cvl., f43'10: 1913 2',:, h.p.
Singer tourist. £39: 1913 A.S.L., 3',!.h.p. Precision,
£45: 1913 3','"h.p. N.S.U. 2-speed, kick starter, £55:
1913 Rudge Mnlti, £60; 1913 Bradbury, free engiae,
£54/10: 1913 2¥4h.p. Humber twin, T.T., £43/10; 1913
Rover, free engine. £55.

1 Qll 8h.p. Matchless, 2-specd, and sidecar, just been
A.U overhauled by makers, £55; 1912 Eudge Mnlti
and sidecjir. absolutely like new,- £12 sidecar, £55: 1912
2',;_.h.p. T.T. Singer, hat stuff. £30; 1912 CIvno and
r^idecar, £65; 1912 free engine Rudge and sidecar,
complete with speedometer and lamp, £45, a snip; 1910
twin Enfield, mag., etc., £18 ; twin Moto-Reve, iiiag.,

£12; 3h.p. Rover, accumulator, a good honest bus, £9;
canoe-shaped sidei-ars, in stock, £7/7. Let us have
your enquiries; prompt attention to every detail. [X4447

1Q12 Scott, August, run under 2,000 iuile-5, Cowey
JL*/ speedometer, horn, perfect condition; £46.—
Apply. 95. Dailington. St., Wolverhampton. [9516

TRIUMPH. 1912, free engine, nn.scratcJicd, £40;
with StfWart speedometer, Lui-as lamp, horn,

spares, £45.-104, Birmingham Ed., Walsall. [9528

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 6h.p., 1912, 2-spced, new
tyres; any trial: £52. offers; or CKchange for

1913 Triumph.-Burton, 40, Stafford St., Derby. [939S

TRIUMPH, T.T., 1911. special, any reasonable
guarantee, just thoroughly overhauled, complete

horn, lamp, etc.; £33,-0. Mellor. Eariowcroft. Hale
Ed.. Hale, Altrinchnm. [X4339

B.S.A., as new with 2-speed. complete. £45; 5 to 6i
h.p, twin Rex, overhauled tlirougliout, bargain.

£18; new Xl'all saddle, £1; new refreaded Duulop
<(ivi:r, 12/-; exchange entertained.—W. Elackshaw, 198.
Bond St., Maccle^fleld. [X4250

The noted firm. Established in the Motor

Trade .since 1900 and known throtighout the

country for quickest delivery of any Jlotor

Cycle or Cycle Car.

5, Heath St., Hampstead, N.W.

;

and 173, Gt. Portland St., W.
Telephones; 2678, P.O., Ilampstcad ; and rg7o, Regcnl

Oiearance Sale

of shop-soiled

Machines and
Sidecars.

exceptional bargains
maV now be secured.

Motor Cycles

and Sidecars
for Hire-

TERMS ON APPLICATION.

Sole London Agrcnts for

—

Canoelet Sidecars from.. .. £12 12

Swan Sidecars from .. £13 13

Also Folding Sidecars for Immediate Delivery.

PAY"T^s-

O EXTRA.

5, Heath St., Hampstead, N.W.

;

and 173, Gt. Portland St., W.
Telephones : 2678, P.O., Hampstead ; and 1970, Regent

All letters relating to advcrtiscmeats should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a4I
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LIGHT & STRONG

!

FARLOW SIDECARS
are noted for their beauty, comfort, security,

and perfect springing.

Our booldet is free for the asking.

WE CAN DELIVER ANY MODEL FROM STOCK,

Model 4.

Underslung chassis (patent 5070), light coachbuilt

body, spring cusliion, two tool boxes fitted. -

10 guineas.

Model i.

Wicker body, canoe Jront, side door, upholstered
and iiaed inside right dowa to the toe.

£6 5s. Od.

Model 3.
Kecd cane body with roil top, thickly upholstered

^and lined rigbt down to the toe.

£8 10s. Od.

Models Nos. i and 3 can be fitted with our under-
slung chassis (patent 5070/12) for 10s. extra.

All Carriage Paid, and complete with mat,
stand, quick detachable joints, and Michelin
Motor Cycle Tyres. Trade supplied.

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
We have a quantity of frames by wetl-knowu maker.

Two styles to clioose from.
PRICE 32/6 EACH.

Rigid forks, 7/6 extra. Druid forks, 45/- extra.
Enamelled and plated in first-class style.

ODD BARGAINS.
Cowey Speedometer, done 3,000 £3
Sidecar Aprons 7/6
Cowey Speedometer, done 100, perfect £3 10
Kew Rubber-studded Covers, 26x ai, beaded 17/6
Triumph Pattern Handle-bar, new 6/6
New Prested Trembler Coil 16/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,
Telephone MAI' TITAX *-^*'' '"'?''*"

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,

Norttiamptonsliire, and Warwickshire.

B
COLMORE Depots. 31. Colmore Row, Birmiugham;

49. Joha Bright St., Birmiagham; and 62, High
St.. Leicester.

NEW and 2nd-haud at the leading depots for the
Midlands; agents for Douglas. Scott, Hat-chl^:^,

Enfield. Triumph. Premier. Bat. Zenith, Clyno, Ohater.
etc., etc.. also A.C. and Morgan Runabouts.—Colmcre
Depots. Birmingham and Leicester, [X6047

SCOTT, 1913, 3?!ih.p., 2-3troke, 2-6peed, and -water-

cooled; this maL-hine cost £68 a month ago, o-wner

buying big t^vin so will accept £55.—Colinore Depot, 49,

John Bright St., Birailugham. [S4460

"IQ13 3V'h.p. Premier, fitted with 3-3peed, free engine,
J-t? etc." and only done 400 miles, a, splendid sidecar

machine: £46.—Colmore Dfpot, 49. John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [X4461

DOUGLAS, 2';4h.r., 1912, 2-epeed, free engine, etc.,

just overhauled and tested, etc. : £37.—Cohuore
Depot, 49, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X4462

TRIUMPH, 1912, SV-zh-V; free engrae, etc., just

overhauled and tested, a thorough good machine

;

£35 to clear.-Cohuore Depot, 49, John. Bright St.,

Birmingham. [X4463

SECOND-HAND Baigains.

TKIDMPH, 1911. S'/jli.p. free engine, 1912 spring
fork, perfect condition ; £32.—Below.

MATCHLESS-J.A.P.. 4h.p., 2-spei:d, mag., B. and B.
carburetter, Wliittle belt; flS.-Below.

DOUGLAS, 1911. 2^4h.p., open frame (ladies' model);
£26.—Below.

TJEX, 1909, 6h,p. de luxe model, 2-speed,; £18.-Below.

MATCHLESS-J.A.P., 1912, Sli.p., 2-speea, epeeial

aidei:ar maciiine; £45.—Below.

REX-J.A.P., 1912, 8h,p. de luxe, 2-6peed; £46.—
Below.

HUMBEB, 1911, Ji/ili.p., 2-speed, and sidecar; £34.
-Below.

BEADBTJEY, 1912, S'Ah.p., 2-sse6d, and torpedo
coaclibuilt sidecar; £38.—Below.

ANY of the above machines sent on approval agaiuBt
deposit. Full detailed list of nearly 50 madaines

free on application.—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd.,

Aston Bd., Birmingham. [0316

WEST'S Garage, Lincoln.—1913 Scott, latest model;
just arrived.

WEST'S Garage, Lincoln.—1913 Enflcld 6h.p. com-
bination, latest model :

just arrived.

WEST'S Garage, Lincoln.—1913 B.S.A.. chain drive,

demonstration model; £10 oft list.

WEST'S Garage, Lincoln.—1913 Ariel, 3-speed.

demonstration model; £10 oft list. [X4454

TRIUMPH, free engine, 1913 model, only run 50
miles; £50.—Bobbins Garage, Engby. [9210

B.S.A.. 2-speed. 1913 model, not yet run 50 miles;
£65.—Bobbins, Garage, Eugby. £9211

HUiilBEB, 1911«,. 3y,h.p.. mag., 2-speed: £23.-
Gilbeit. 112, High St., King's Heath. [X4387

TBIUMPH. standard. 3-speed Sturmey, just delivered

from works.—39, Constitution Hill, Birmingham.
[X4457

4-CYL. F.N., as new, a bargain ; immediate delivery

of 4-cyl. models.—Heath, Salford Priors, Warwick-
shire. > [X41'J9

IQIO Triumph, practically unscratciied, new belt,

X«? tyres; £24.—Jeftreye, Metropolitan Bank. Bir-
mingham. [X438'9

1 013 Lincoln Elk, 3V'h.p., clutch model, accessories,
i.iJ all new; £28.—Wingad, 6, Bowyer Bd., Saltley,

Birmingham^. [X389'4

Sih.p. Fafnir. saddle, tank, new, mag. ; £14,
4 Hextall, Fern Rise, Garden Suburb, Hmuber-

stone, Leicester. [X3901

SUNBEAM and Campion, 4h.p. J.A.P., chain drive,

2-speed gear box, new ; oilers ; exchange and cash.
-Watson. Tuxford. [X4366

PHELON-MOOEE, 1912, perfect, little wear
£46/10; Canoelet, separate.-90, Linden Bd.

Bournville, Birmingham. [X436,7

4h.p. Singer, 2-specd (countershaft}, new, slightly shop
soiled, 62 gns., or with new cane or coachbuilt

sidecar 62 gns.—Below.

Oih.p. Singer, 1912, clutch model; 30 gns.—Below.

3h.p. Humber Lady's 3-speed, in nearly new condition

;

30 gns.-Below.

33.h.p. Douglas, 1910, iu good condition; £18.—Main,
4 36, Parade, Learning-ton. [X3424

MOTOSACOOHE, 1910. I'/ih.p., Bosch, Wlittle belt,'

Druid forks, take any -hill, excellent condition;
£13.-Sibsou, Bond St., Leicester. [X4381

FARRAR'S

ANNUAL sal:
DISCOUNT TO CASH BUYERS.,

The following are complete with sidecars :j

1913 8 h.p. ZENITH and 15 guineas Sidecar £|

1910 34 h.p, P. & M., 2 speeds and Sidecar £
r9i2 6 h.p. CLYNO and Sidecar £|

i9r2 6 h.p. REX and Sidette Sidecar £1

I9ri 8 h.p, MATCHLESS, 2 speeds, and Sc. £l 1

1912 ^i h.p. 3-speed SINGER and Sidecar .. £|

7 h.p. ROC, 2 speeds, and Sidecar £|

1911 4 h.p. 2-sp. QUADRANT and Sidecar £|

rgog 5 h.p. REX de Luxe and Sidecar .... £1

1908 5 h.p. REX de Luxe and Sidecar £

1908 5 h.p. REX, Roc, 2 speeds, and S'car £|

19105 h.pf 2-speed VINDEC and Sidecar .. £

1910 3f h.p. 2-speed SCOTT and Sidecar .. £

4 h^p. 2-speed N.S.U. and Sidecar £

1908 5 h.p. REX, clutch model, and Sidecar £

All have variable gears except the last-na d.

We will sell any machine without sideca

!

CYCLE CARS.
8 hp. BLUMFIELD, 2 speeds, etc I

1913 CHOTA, a beauty ., i

1913 MORGAN, lot of extras i

We have the following New 1913 Machine
Stock

:

6 h.p. AJ.S., 3 speeds, kick starter C Ir

3i h.p. PHELON & MOORE, kick starter . . S

1913 3i h-P- 3-speed HUMBER i

i9r3 2j h.p. SUNBEAM, 2 speeds 'i

1913 Sih.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds .... 5

Easy terms quoted. Discount for Cash.
|

MORGAN CYCLE CARS.
8 h.p» J.A.P. engine, best of everytljE

85 £:uineas.
Delivery from stock.—
THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.

igii 3i h.p. ARIEL SWIFT, free engine ,. i

igi2 6 h.p. CLYNO, 2 speeds, kick starter. . 1

1912 6 h.p. REX Sidette, 2 speeds i

1910 5-6 h.p. VINDEC, 2 speeds I

1909 5-6 h.p. REX de Luxe i

5-6 h.p. REX de Luxe, 2 speeds, etc. i

4 h.p. N.S.U., Bosch, N.S.U. two speeds .. I

Sl b.p. I9r2 SINGER, 3 speeds i

si h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, magneto, springfks. £

One Ditto,, very good £

4h.p, 1911 QUADRANT, Roc 2 speeds..., i

5-6 h.p. Twin REX, magneto and clutch ,. J

Sii h.p. 1909 REX Tourist, good I

3i h.p. 1908 REX Tourist, 1909 engine .... £

3^ h.p. iQio REX, fine goer. i

5-6 h.p, REX de Luxe, 1908, 2-speed model £

We have a few Brand New Clearance CL

Rubber-studded 26 x 2| Covers to fit 26 X 21

Usual price 45/6 each.

Our price 25/- each.
Approval willingly.

.07 nAlAfN- SECURES ANY OF Til

Xfi i yUWn BALANCE 30/- M0^

3i h.p. 1908 REX £19 I 4 h.p. 2-speed N.S.L '.

3i h.p. 1909 REX £21
I 3* h.p. 1910 REX .

'•

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Roc Back Wheel with Clutch
Clincher Clearance 26 x 2iin. Rubstud Covers

New Bosch Twin Magnetos D.A.V., any
angle or rotation, fully guaranteed . . £2

New Bosch magneto, suit V. twin engine .

.

New Bosch magneto, suit single-cyl. engine

Ai Mudscreen, good
Fai'low Sidecar, good c. '

Wicker Sidecar Body * • •

26 X 2i Rub-stud Continental Cover, new .

Rex Pattern Foot Brake, new ,»»

New Motor Cycle Frame , . = «

Farrar's Motor Exchaii

19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lai,
Telephone HALIFAX ^^ZTl'.

919. m.m.^^..m^m.m. .M^-^m. from G.P.O.)

A42 AH letters relating lo adverllsements should quote the number at the end of each advertlsemetit, and the date of the issue.
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rOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1\ nnil Mm.rc, Aiwuit, 1912. r'TI'evt fondi-

bwt oU« ovur £40; bought 1913.-Iinru-<,

Xonbuiy. tX4354

•! "Jill. II.. bought June, never need; cost

i.t nearest offer.—Taylor, 129, Bartholo-

,„„..
• PC4355

:• -'ifl, raodel O, 2.speed, 1913; de-
1.

' £48 • exchanges, easy puyminits.

.ixou. [8987

,.-aiji..am, 1913. S^ih.p.. 2-»re6d. kick

-tl 20 uiiled only; cost £63. price £55.—
i..r. Oxon. rX1735

Scott. late 1911. good condition, engine
.1 lump, liorn, etc. : £35.—Lartonc^'.

rX1736

-Triaraph, 1913. deliTCry of two 3.6peed

uiu stock: £59,'15: exchanges, easy pay-

;,,.', Hict*ter. Oxon. tX1739

N-'. —Scott. 1913, one machine jnet receircd:'

i' • excJuingcd, eaey payments.-Lanons'.
,".

„a'. [X1740

Malti. — Oeliveries from stock; trial runs
i-xchiinge..! entertained ; trade supplied.-
Barnre, Slough. [9139

].. Huuiber. 2-spccd. free, new cylinder,

lyrci pcml, little used, accessories; £25.—
.. Sontlianipton St.. Reading. [9510

1..S' Garage. Chipping Norton.—Triumph
i.,-!a« ai,'cut«; also agents for Swift cycle
.aiy, Burford, and Chipping Norton.

I IPH. S-speed. 31^'h.p.. free engine, clutch; in

k: fsg/lS-nartwells".

US model O, £48; in stock model R, £52.

j
urtwells'.

I
:Ln Autolette in stock, £138. — Oxfordshire
ul« Hartwells'.

I
IPH, 1912. free engine, in fine order through-
new lin. Dunlop belt, lamp, horn, and tools;

rlielte'. [1786

IPH. tSll. free engine,- 6.plendid condition.

1. lamp, tools, man.v spares, overalls; £37.—
,. icbtoubutst, Waverley Rd.. Bournemouth.

[X4246
1913, 3',4h.P., T.T. model, picked engine,

T'Tjf from <<tocK : price £50 : maximum allow
-econd-baud machine.—Laj-tons', Bicester, Oxon.

[X4358
r,r. Road.ster Triumph, with decompressor, in
Itadid condition, not ridden 1.000 miles;
iiBiiin. 45 gns.-Eicketts. The Beeches, Whit-
flinmcs. [X4257
Kngine Rudge. 1912, run few hundred miles,
. platitig. and enamelling as new : expert
in invited: saeritice £57.—Box 3,751. The
••l< Offices, Coventry. [X3882

Sint(er, map., h.b.c, 1912 variable jet carbu-
tt'.r, splendid condition. Palmer tyres : any
Hi^pection • ride 50 miles to intending pur-

|tl2.-Godfrcy, 13. Park Ter., Swindon. [4312

. 1913 3',Mi.p-, 3-speed model (Armstrong Mark
bnb}, kick (.tarter, decompressor, spring seat
a bicb tyre, very tine- sidecar macbinCj perfect
KMnpIft'- with lump and horn;' cost £63.

U.-Mladv, Bicester, Oxon. [X4357

SECTION VIII.

Vi, Essex, Middlese.x, Surrey, Kent,
M <u.<sex.

IS Have Levis Motor Cycles in stock,

S Have Arno Motor Cycles in stock,

i
I T'S Have Humher Motor Cycles in stock.

i s Have Rudge Motor Cycles in stock,

£36,

2V2b.p., 2-

1 S.-1911 Triumph, V.E.: £35.

I 1-1911 Kcrry-Abingdou, 3l.;h.p.: £26-

i .-:.-1911 I'.N., 2',.ib.p., 2-speed; £22/10.

I .S.-19I2 Fafnir-Chater-Lea, perfect;

liKTrS.-1910 Knfleld lightweight, twin: £17.

J^W'S.-mo Quadrant. 4i!.h.p., 2-specd gear;

"^'^S'-lSla 3V-jh.p. S-spced Arno and side-

I.ETT'8.-1911 Bat and sidecar, 6h.p. ; £45.

iKTTS.— 1911 Zenith and sidecar, fine order;

H,ETT-S_ 2 and 3. Parade, High Rd.. Eilhuru.

i S.-1912 SlAh.p. shop-soiled Arno;
10,

s,— 1912 Grandcx-Precision.

COULD YOU
DO WITH A
6 H.p. 3 Speeds
COMBINATION MODEL

CLYNO'
: MOTOR

:

BICYCLE
JS LISTED AT £75

FOR
NOTHING

9
IVe are offering no less than

10
SUCH MACHINES as

Prizes in one of the easiest,

simplest, and fairest Competi-

tions ever run.

Ask your local cycle or motor dealer

for the particulars ; if he has not got

them, tell him he is missing the chance

of a lifetime, and then write us.

" Robbialac" Competition Dept.,

COUNTY CHEMICAL CO., LTD.,

CHEMICO WORKS.
:: BIRMINGHAM. .:

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
REX, iij;ii,'iiifn : £16; cj'fle inirt eXfliniib't'.—Surridpo,

UngJir. Ertsc'K. [9650

REX. SV-Sh.i).. battery ipnition, good ridinj? onl(;r;
i;6; bicycle irnrt.—SurridBc. Ougar, Essex. [9651

MOTOSACOCHK. magneto ; £10; take cycle part ox-
fbuDKe— Siirridge. Ouear, Essex. [9652

2ih.p. F.N., buttery ignition, belt drive, excellent run-
2 nins order; take cycle

Ongar, E^ex.
part exchange.—Surridwe.

(9653

1 Q07 Triumpli. new cylinder and piston oud over-
X»/ liniiled; £20; take cycle part cxcliange.—Surridge,
Oagar, Essex- [9654

TEIUMl'fr. late 1909. perfect; £27/10.—Pettv. 3,
Norlmry Parade, S.W. [9401

MINERVA, 3i^b.p., B.B.. h.b.c. very low, perfect,
new tyres: £11. -Petty. 3, Norbury Parade, S.W.*

[9402

TRIUMPH, free engine, brand new, horn, lamp, tools;
£47, a bargain.—Below.

J.E.S. Auxiliary Set (12 pn^;.) and complete madiinea
(19 eufi.) : immediate delivery of limited number,

new and second-band ; fit any push bike.—Demonstra-
tion machine at Olympia Mart, Addition Bridge Place.
Kensington. W. [9529

MODEL R Douglas, in £tock, new.— Morris^, 139,
Einchley Rd., N.W. [X3874

3ih.p. Rex, mag., tyres and belt nearly new; £16.—
2 94. Adelaide Ed.. Leyton. [X4480

4 h.p. Roe, free engine, mag., rariable speeds.—19,
Deerbrook Rd., Heme Hill. [9544

1 Q12 Brown, _ 3'/i.'b.p_;^ perfect condition, spares; £25.—
81. Drakefell Rd., New Cross. [9643

REX, good condition, ideal machine for learner; £10
—27, Hercules Place, Holloway. - [X4451

3ih.p. Excelsior, powerful, and mo.st reliable; £6/10.
2 -40. Carlton Rd., East Sheen. [9574

SCOTT, late type, w.c. 2 speeds, all complete; accept
£22/10.-16. Hampstead Rd.. N.W. [9638

INDIAN. 5h.p.. good condition; £35, cost £60.—
Scott Abbey Mill Lane. St. Albans. [X4304

BRADBURY 3-speed Models are perfection.—Agents,
Bright and Huylei^, Camberwcll.

BRADBURY Spares and Repair.'?.—Agents, Bright
and Hayles, Church St., Camberwcll. 'Phone

:

Hop 50. [9519

A.J.S. 6h.p. and 2%h.p. 3-3peeders in stock.—Crow
Bros., 190, High St., Guildford. [9202

DOUGLAS, 1913, Model P, slightly used, excep-
tionally fast, speed trial winner; £41.—190,

High St., Guildford. [9203

EAGLES.—Bradbury. 1912, N.S.U. 2-6peed gear, free
engine, had little use; £35.

EAGLES.-Matchletfs 1911 6h.p. twin, J.A.P. engine,
N.S.U. 1913 2-tfpeed gi-'ar, free engine, with side .

car, tine condition; any trial; £47/10.

EAGLES.-Enfield 2^41i-P. twin. late 1912. 2 speeds,
free engine, chain drive, handle starting, foot-

boards, nearly new; £31.

I^^AGLES.-Rover, late 1912. free engine model, new
-J condition ; £57.

EAGLES.—Zenith-Gradua, SV^h.p. J.A.P. engine, fine

condition, all accessories; £29/10.

EAGLES.-N.S.U. 4h.p. twin, T.T. model, m.o.v.,
Bosch mag., enamelled grey; £19/10.

EAGLES.-Rudpe 1912 T.T. Model, faet madiine, ex-
cellent coadition; £31.

EAGLES.-N.S.U. 3Vyh.p. Popular, new last year, im-
proved spring forks, lin. belt, adjustable pulley;

£23.

EAGLES.-N.S.U. SVob.p. Poimlnr, mag., adjustable
pulley, lin. belt; £16.

EAGLES.—L.M.C., SV^h.p.. 1910, Bosch mag., spring
forks, variable pulley, rubber studded tyres; £22.

EAGLES.-N.S.U., GV^h.v. 1912^2 tw'in, latest im-
provements, spring frame, 2-6peed gear, free en-

gine ; £42.

TjiAGLES.—Rover, 19Z3, 3-speed model, as new; £50.

EAGLES.—Swift, 31/jh.p., new last year, fine condi-
tion, variable gear, free engine, decompressor for

ea.5y starting; £27/10.

EAGLES,—Any of the abore can be purchased by
deferred payments, one quaner of amount down.

EAGLES for prompt delivery of 1913 Bradbury,
Douglas. iN.S.U., Rover. Singur, Triumph, and

other make* ; beet exchaufee terms.

I^iAGLES and Co.. High St.. Acton.-N.S.U. West
J L:.iJdon District Agency. Teh; 556 Chiswii-k.

rX4411
Qhp. Mototfacoclie '910 gJitweitrni. mag., epring^ forks, gland condition ; £15.—BeIo«.

3h.p. Kerry, mag., low buiM handle control, good con-
dition : £10/10.—Below

i^ah.v. Royal Enfield T^igbtwcight 1911, twin cn-
'^4 gine. new condition; £l?l— IJelow

31.h.p. Triumph, mag., spring torke, tttand •arrier,

2 lamp, generator, new condition; £24, H gain.—
Murray's. 37a. Gharlee St., Button Garden, U'JboTn.

[4425

III leltcrt relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of ench advertisement, nnd the date of the issue.
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or 55;.

below.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
DOUGLASES, all 1913 moflels, Irom £48,

moDtlily eSL'liauses entertained.—Lamb'e

B.S.A.'s, all models, from £48/10, ci 70/- monthly
exchanges.—Lamb's, below.

HrilEEES. all models, liom £35, or 40/- monthly,
deferred pavments no extra. Exchanges errter-

tained.—Lamb's, below-

JAMES, all models, from £48, or 50/- monthly
feired jiaymenta, no extra; exchanges.—Lamb's,

below.

ENPIELDS. all models, from 50 gns., or 60/- monthly;
exchanges: ho extra for easy payments.-Lamb's,

below.

NEW HudsoDS, all models, from 47 gns., or 55/-

monthly: no extra for deferred payments.—Lamb's,
below.

ABIELS. all models, from £47/10, or 60/- monthly:
deferred payments, no extra; excTianges.—Lamb's,

below.

TEIUMPHS. all models, from £49/5, or £3/5 monthly

;

exchanges entertained.— Lamb's, below.

MOTO-EEVE. April (1913) model, 2V2h.p., 3-speea, as
new; £55; deferred payments.-Lamb's, below.

BEOWN, 1912, ^.oh.p.. qnite^new; reduced to £33.
—Lamb's, below.

BEOWN, 1913, 3V2h.p. twin, 3-.'3peea, and sidecar,

£48; deferred payments.—Lamb's, below.

NE'vV Hudson, 1912, 4h.p., 3-6peed, shop-eoiled only;
with Canoelet sidecar; £65; deferred payments.—

Lamb's, below.

HUMBEE. 1913, 2%h.p., 3-speed, etop-soiled only;
£47.—Lamb's, below.

ARIEL. 1913, 3Vjh.p., 3-speed, spring seat, decom
pressor, shop-eoiled only ; £56.—Lamb's, below.

ROTAL Enfleld. 19121/2, 2-6peed, F.E., footboards,
French grey finish ; £38/10 ; deferred payments.—

Lamb's, below.

SINGBE. I912V2. 2M>h.p„ smart machine; £35; de
iened payments.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Waltham

stow. 'Phone: 169 Walthamstow. (8846

DOUGLAS, special T.T., 1912, splendid condition
and fast: £36/10.-14. Barnsbury Gioxe, N. 19576

MINTIRVA, 3V.h.p.. m.o.T.. h.b.c,
tyres; £10.-23. Stafford Kd..

low, powerful, new
East Ham. [9575

£10.-3l/2h.p
, _ ,

Lacoct, 52, Lausanne Kd., Hornsey. [9632

£6/10
feet order.—2, Penge Ed.

COKNAUGHTS. in stock.
Hampstead Bd., N.W.

NEW Hudson, 3 speeds, 1912. brand new.
Hampstead Ed., N.W.

M.M.O., mag., 26in. wheels; cheap^-
2, Lausanne E "

"^

31.h.p. Mag. Minerva; £13/10, ofEers, cash wanted.-
2 4, Tne Broadway, Addiscombe, Croydon. [9486

Kb. p. Twin Tindec Special. Bosch mag., good runnin;:O order: £15.-E:night, Church St., Eeigate. [9561

Motor cycle, 2%h.p., B. and B., h.b.c, per
- "' - Upton Park, E. [9444

BEADBUEY. 1912, SWi.p., T.T. model, in good
order; £27/10.-118. Hampstead Ed., N.W. [9655

immediate deliyery.- 118
i;965£

- 118,
[9660

3h,p. Werner, fine machine, fast and powerful : bar-
gain, £6/15.—Speeehley, 45, Church Ed., Acton.

[9501
"IQ13 2^peed Douglas, T.T., Model V, equal to new,
-LV all spares; £45.-14, Somerby Ed., Barking.

[X4346
TEIUMPH, 1911, F.E. clutch, excellent condition,

accessories: 32 gns.—91, Birkhall Ed., Catfcud-
[9554

ENFIELD Lightweight. 2iih.p., 1910, perfect; £20;
weekdays only.—290, Milkwood Ed., Heme HilL

[8771
DOUGLAS, 19121/2, standard, perfect condition, mile-

age under 3,000; £26.-13, Pembuiy Ed., Hackney,
N.E. 19577

MOTO-EEVE. 2yh.p., 1910 model; bargain to clear,
splendid condition, £15,-16, Hampstead Ed.,

N.W. [9637

LEVIS 2-stTO-ke, the ideal lightweight, quiok delivery;
postcard.—Harry Walker. The Garage, Musweli

Hill. [X1996

ENFIELD Twin Lightweight. 1911, just tlioionghly
overhauled; what oiJersr'—4, Elmcroft Av., Goldcr's

Green. [X4283

TEIUMPH, 1912, clntcTi model, good condition, per-
fect order; £40.— 191e, U.xbridge Ed., Shepherd's

[X42E0
twin, good condition, also tyres

;

Devonshire St,, Colebrooke Eow,
1X4456

1913 Senspray,
35, Tasman Ed..

Stockwell. [X4494

TRIUMPH, 1911, free engine, splendid condition,
only used week-ends; £32-—36, Rye Lane,

Peckham. [9580

ZENITH, 1912, eh.-p. pijcked engine, new " condition
£52. oflcrs.-O. Thomas, St. Bartholomew's Hos-

pital, E.G. [9550

1910V>, clutch. Cower, accessories, exrel-
£30, neat ofler.—265, Coventry

[X4423

31h.p. Werner,
2 £12/10.-5,

SINGEE 3i/2h.p., clutch model,
sppedometer, done 2,200; £37.-

TEIUMPH
lent condition

lid., lUord.

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS "tl^ THE HEART Of THE TRADE;

XOLMOREDEPOr~ BlR/WINGHA/W — r

You Cannot

Do Better
than place your requirements in the hands of the

house that specialises in those machines that

do thin.i^s, and keeps a lar^e stock of them always,

and hands them on to you on the best terms, to

your best advantage.

The ENFIELD COMBINATION with lu-xurious
sidecar, 80 Guineas. The Sidecar Outfit de Luxe.

DOUGLAS, SCOTT,
MATCHLESS, BAT,
PREMIER, CHATER LEA,
CLYNO, NEW HUDSON,

etc., and the Featherweight witli a big heart—the
Valveless LEVIS.

The Aristocratic P. & M.
in Stock £65.

CVCtE CARS.
The Grand Prix Sensation, the MORGAN, 85 gns.

The A.C. Sociable, at £75.

The Bijou car, the ENFIELD AUTOLETTE, £138.

The PREMIER, 100 gns. and tlie new 4-wheeler
A.C., £100.

EXCHANGES. DEFERRED PAYMENTS
SECOND-HANDS.

£10 iE65.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SAE
MOEGAN and Maxwell. The Motories. 80. E. i

Streatham.—Keen prices, quick deliyery,

MOEGAN and Marwell.—Bat-Jap, 8h.p.,
ford, nearly new : £70.

MOEGAN" and Miixwell.—Bradbury, 1912, „ .

car; £36.

MOEGAN and Maxwell.—Olyno, 5-6h.p., 19
coach-built sidecar, 2-speed, Binks; £50.

MOEGAN and Ma.xwell.—Eoyal Enfleld, I9i;61
2-speed; £68. '

'

j\^OEGAN aud Maswell.-F.N., 2«4h.p., 1910. cs

MOEGAN and Maxwell.—Humber, late 1911 ux
speeds; £30.

MOEGAN and Maxwell.—Indian, latest 19I;51i
and sidecar; £75.

TyrOEGAN and Max-well.

MOEGAN and Maxwell.—lyy-Preci^ion, latela
free engine, 3';.ih.p.; £28.

MOEGAN and MaxwelL-L.M.C, 1913. Arms 01

speeds; £46.

MOEGAN and Maxwell—Matchless, 6h.p,.l9
Giadua 6 speeds; £65.

MOEGAN and Maxwell.—Motosacoches, two, io«

1912: £20.

"R/rOEGAN aud Maxwell.-N.S.U., 1908. mag, ;h

MOEGAN snd Maxwell.—Peugeot, 7-9h.p., in
Auiac; £20.

j

MOEGAN and Maxwell.—Bexes, two, S'Ab-V-tt
£25. I

MOEGAN and Maxwell.-Eudges. two, 1911 M
free engines, with or without sidecars; ±vengines,

TyrOEGAN and Maxwell Singers (2). one IS
1913, aioh.p., free engines: £30 and £3:

MOEGAN and Maxwell.-Triumpb, T.T. mode ,9

eemi-racing, special fittings : £34.

-Two 191-0 standa

COLMORE
r- n -^ , ,. „, , , i . w AEIEL, 3y2h.p., B. and B., h.b.c., low, jus «

Call, write or 'phone. We can supply what you want. Jfja- hauled; £7/15; after 8 o'clock.—24, SidniJ

Forest Gate. 1''

Oih.p. Premier, 1912, enamelling uuscratchei ;:

>W2 good, new belt; £20.—Benfleld, Vine
'

Wateiingbury. I

3ih.p. A.J.S., 1911, belt, fully eciuipped. e:]!

2 condition; £18/10.—Tayloi's, Store St.,

ham Court Ed.

ZENITH, 6h.p., in splendid condition, speed ^
all accessories; £38.—Bowes, 39. Albany Ki

Kent Ed., S.E. "

£27/10.—A.S.L.-Precision, 3%h.p., shop-soiled, jf

machine: correspondence ignored.— 16, Hai t

Hill, Hampstead. '

TVTINEEVA, 2=Sh.p., vertical, V.S.. spring fori l<

ItX perfect machine; £8/10. oflers.—Cioft, 63, <

dale Ed.. Nunhead. .'- >

TEIUMPH, 1911, free engine, all accessories, |S

lent condition; wliat otters?—Eeith Kennardjs

Farleigh, Maidstone. I

31, COLMORE ROW, BIRMINGHAM.
49, JOHN BRIGHT STREET „
261, DE^^NSGATE, MANCHESTER.
31, RENSHAW STREET, LIVERPOOL.
62, HIGH STREET, LEICESTER.

MOEGAN and Maxwell
umphs : £26.

MOEGAN and Maxwell.—One new 1913 fr- i;

Triumph; £59/15.

COME Over Here! To Morgan and Maxwell
Ed., "Streatham, for J.A.P.'s, Eexe?,

Indians, speedometers, lamps, new and used •

large stock, cheapest and best of all.

WANDSWOETH Motor Exciange.-Great 1 r;

sale; no reasonable otiers refused; iiiu; e

Below.

WANDSWOETH.-Zenith, latest 1912, ; 11

mag., Gradua gear, nice order; £36.—Be]

WANDSWOETH.-Eex, latest 1911%, 7-9h. t

m-o.v., mag., nearly new; £35.—Below.

WANDSWOETH.—Indian (late), 5-6h.p. twin ;.'

mag., re-enamelled, made new; £29/15.— J

WANBSWOETH.-N.S.U., 1910, 3V2-4h.p., .1

mug., 2 speeds, perfect; cheap, £19/10.- ii

WANDSWOETH.—Eoc (latest), 6-7h.p. twin j

mag., 2 speeds, beautiful; £33/10.—Belo

WANDSWOETH.-P.N., 4i,-2-5h.p., 4-cyl., n

h.b.c, spring forks, runs well; £12/15.— .
11

WANDSWOETH.—N.S.U. Lightweight, 21.ij .«

new tyres, nice little machine; £11/15.— j ill

WANDSWOETH.—Singer, oVah.p., Bosch n ,

and B., good order, runs splendidly: £ '

Below,

TI/'ANDSWOETH.-Clyde, 3'^h.p., mag.,
tine tyres, le-enamelled, made new

;

WANDSWOETH.—Bat-Jap, 1911, 3%-4h.p.. .1

mag., drip feed; bargain, £27/10.—Beluw

WANDSWOETH.-J.A.P., 2=4h.p., mag; £8/
changes.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, i

St., WandswoitJi Station. *

IF Tou Want Bargains in 2nd-liand motor cyc[;

can get them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lain,'

St., London. ''

A46 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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The Question of Hub Gears.
I^HE question of a change-speed device on motor

cycles is one of paramount interest, and finality

in design of this part of their construction is

certainly far distant. Probably the most popu-

lar type in point of numbers fitted is the epicyclic

ir in the hub. These gears really came into promi-

ice after the T.T. Race and Six Days' Trials of

II, where they came out, generally speaking, with
"» colours, and ever since in the hands of the

they have continued to give fairly satisfactory

||ir own experiences with hub gears not having

''f the most satisfactory kind, we have made it

ccial business in past reliability trials to observe

critically the similar fitments on competitors'

les. We have found out that nearly all experi-

riders carefully abstain from using their clutches

\Vc have several times been informed that this

salvation of the gears, and, although in the
-ii Trials just concluded fifteen machines so fitted

' gold medals, it must not be assumed that the

...... had every cause to apply unstinted praise to their

ange-speed hubs. One of their greatest drawbacks
the time involved in- withdrawing the wheel when
ertaken by back tyre trouble, and this is a serious

isance indeed. It should be quite possible to

sign frames and gears so that this difficulty is over-

me. And it is also necessary to strengthen the

pping power of the average rear fork end, or trouble

e to twisting gear.i will inevitably come sooner or

er.

The alleged drawback due to bouncing owing to the

:ight in the rear hub is, we think, exaggerated in the
.se of a touring machine. In racing the objection
doubtedly applies. The gear striking rod and toggle
int should in almost every case be made stronger,
id should be kept as short as possible. These are
e drawbacks of this type of gear. The advantages
e that with an adjustable pulley very wide gear
tios may be obtained, and this gear can be fitted to

isting machines fairly easily, and, owing to their

neficial effect, many an old T,h h.p. machine is now
oudly drawing a sidecar with comparative ease.
Ail things considered, we are inclined to the belief
at a counter-shaft gear is the more likely type to
rvive, and that it will embody not less than three
leeds, but in the meantime the hub gear will continue

to hold sway. We believe that if the question of quick
detachability of the rear wheel fitted with this type of
gear were seriously tackled its popularity would receive

an enormous fillip. And we also incline to the belief

that the clutches fitted to the majority of hub gears
are of insuflicient surface for the loads they are often

called upon to take up.

The Twin-cylinder Tendency.

IT
is sufficient proof that our recent remarks con-

cerning the growing popularity of multi-cylinder

machines were not far short of the mark to refer

readers to the current issue in which we describe

two new twin-cylinder motor cycle engines by

leading firms in the industry. We could go further

at this moment and give names of other firms who
are either experimenting or have under consideration

the production of a multi-cylinder engined machine
for 1 91 4. Personally, we welcome the move as a

tendency in the right direction. The old theory that

double the number of working parts means a dupli-

cation of troubles with engines is now spent, and,

though a rider rtiay expect to have to devote a little

extra attention to a twin machine, the benefits to be

derived are, to most owners' minds, more than com-
pensated for by the much smoother running, the

fascination of an engine which " purrs," and the

seeming absence of effort so noticeable with a multi-

c\linder engine.

In connection with this multi-cylinder tendency, we
notice with much satisfaction the originality which is

being displayed in design. The copyist is always a

year behind the times, and we do commend those

designers who have the courage to depart from

orthodox lines. The motor .cycle engine has not yet

reached that happy stage that it cannot be improved

upmr. In particular the life of bearings must be
lengthened, and. the question of lubrication opens up
channels for improvement. Just as 1912 was a side-

car year, next year bids fair to be a twin-cylinder year.

. We have always been of the opinion that not enough
attention has been devoted by the big manufacturers

to multi-cylinder engines, and have held the opinion

for a long time that some day or other they would
come into their own. At any rate, between now and

the date of the Olympia Show, readers may expect to

learn of a number of new multi-cylinder machines, in-

cluding not a few with horizontal engines.

B5l
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SIDECARING FOR LADIES.
A NOVITIATE'S EXPERIENCES.

SOME little lime ago I was consumed -with a desire

to drive a motor cycle, which, on the arrival

of a 5-6 h.p. Clyno and sidecar,, developed into

a burning passion.

As a perfect novice, without any particular inherent

faculty for matters mechanical, my heart ebbed rather

low at the possibility of handling this fearsome-

looking machine with, to me, such an apparent nest

of complications. After one or two rides in the

sidecar, when in the open country, I was persuaded to

enter on my first drive.

Having been initiated into the mysteries of tickling

the carburetter, I succeeded, after one or two attempts,

in starting the engine by means of the kick-starter

and was agreeably surprised and

not a little proud of myself to hear .• ^ _ _

the engine purring gently, and

metaphorically champing at the

bit, ready for the actual start.

I must confess that it was with

great trepidation that I pushed

down '

the ' low gear pedal^^my

feelings -at the moment might well

be compared with those of a

person compelled to press the

button for electrocuting himself

—but, contrary to expectation,

nothing happened save that the

combination glided away like a

voung Rolls-Royce, and, after

changing into high gear, we soon

])icked up speed, and I experi-

enced that thrilling leeling of hav-

ing managed it.

Getting Used to It.

For some miles I was quite rem

lent to run with the gas ]v\v\- abmil

a quarter open and spark le\er

lialf advanced, which gave us

•djout twenty-five miles per hour, r^^^^

as the roads were winding, and I

I fid not want to stain my reputation with a spill on die

lirst ride.

Never before had I realised the real pleasure of

having a throbbing fount of energy under one's control

ready to respond to the smallest touch of a lever, and

capable of doing a good forty miles per hour, or

slowing down to an ordinary walking pace with such a

range of control that makes one feel perfectly safe

under all conditions.

Gradually I am afi]uiring the reason why of various

things, and have obtained much useful advice by

studying The Molor Cycle week l)y week, which T

now look forward to with the fjleasure known only to

the devotees of a hobby.

It must be confessed that it took me some while to

appreciate the necessity of retarding the spark when
the machine slowed down up a steep hill, the paradox
ro me being that you advanced the spark for more
power and more speed, and yet at the very time you
wanted mo.st power you had to retard. This problem
caused me to enquire in my own mind what retarding

b6

and advancing are, and why they are necessarv ? A
solution- of which made matters quite clear.

Six Horse=power Quite Easy to Handle.

There was a time when I thought a lady could never

tackle a heavy sidecar machine of nearly six horse-

power, e\'en if she could ride a lightweight, on account

of it being so much more difficult to handle, but I

am now quite convinced that a sidecar machine is

easier for a lady, as she does not have to balance or

do the hobby horse trick when starting and rounding

greasv corners, and a heavier machine is steadier on

bumpy roads. Again, I can arrange my skirt, then

start the engine, and the machine glides off like a car.

Mrs. Montgomary Saxby, owner-driver of a 6 h.p. Clyno sidecar.

without performing a lot of gymnastic feats whichj

w-hile being perhaps graceful in' the male sex, are not

exactlv ideal from the feminiPie point of view'.

A Suitable Costume.

A word as regards dress—exclusive to lady readers-,',

of course. So far I have found flie most, satisfactory

dress is a tweed costume which I had for push cycling,

the skirt of which has a front panel. 'This panel T

split on the left-hand side for about twelve inches,

which allows the. .skirt to hang at each side nearly down

to the ankle, well covering the cloth gaiters which I

wear for warmth. 'When I leave the machine I fasten

the split by means of buttons and button holes, .which

converts it into an ordinary skirt. A tight fitting

bontiel with ends to tie imdcr the chin completes the

outfit.

1 should very much, like to see more ladies driving,

as I feel sure they would enjoy their outings a ioj

more, and in the case of a sidecar machine they have

every opportunity of being initiated into the gentle art.
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Adjustable Belt Fasteners.
I womlcr liow many sidecar owners ha\e formed the

habit of using two adjustable fasteners in each belt ?

I have been lucky enough to find an absolutely reliable

belt fastener in the Forward, of which I ha\e only

broken one sample in several years of hard work.
These fasteners have three .adjustable links, and the
rliange from the longest to the shortest link permits

mc to \-ary my gear from 4 to 5 to i without touching
the belt itself ; I simply lower the pulley and change
the fastener link. A tourist who is using a ^j4 h.p.

machine with a sidecar often requires a lower normal
gear than 5 to 1, whether he has a three-speed gear.
or not. If he is content to use one fastener, he must
rut the belt or change it for another belt to obtain

his lowest ratio ; but if he fits two adjustable fasteners

in the belt, he can drop from 4 to 6, or even 6j'2 to i,

by simply lowering his pulley and exchanging the two
long fastener links for two short ones. The only

demerit in the practice is connected with the carriage

of spare belts ; a belt with two fasteners in it is evei>

more awkw'ard to furl up and pack away than a belt

with one fastener—and that is saying something.

Fio:it Wheel Carriers.

A well-lua,ded motor bicycle is not a pretty object,

mir is it specially comfortable to ride. . When a rider

starts on a long- tour, his. rear carrier is loaded up to

the height of the EiffeT Tower, and if he is one of the

old-fashioned brigade who regard a kick start, with or
without the use of the stand, as the mark of a novice,

he is apt to v.iult a trifle low at times in his jump
mounts, since he is not accustomed to the huge
pack astern. I cannot help thinking that there would
1)0 a certain demand for front carriers, designed to

hold the toolkit, at anv rate ; such an innovation would
keep the toolliags a great deal cleaner than they are

at present. Under the present systeni we are bound
to get our hands into a filthv condition, even if we do

no more than get out a spare plug and a spanner from
the aft locker, for the bag and its straps are covered-
with mud or dust after thirty miles. Supposing that a
small platform were mounted sturdily above the front

wheel, the entire mechanical outlit of tools and spare
luirts could be packed there in a suitable bag, and
W'CAild keep fairly clean, while the long distance tourist

wouffl have the rear of his machine left free for a flat

case on the carrier, and two deep pannier bags, which
would hold all his re<iuirements for a longish jaunt.

This w'ould incidentally cure the existing troubles
wliich arise so frequently when dust jams the lock of

a small rear pannier bag.

The Durability of Cycle Cars.
As cycle cars are at present in the callow stage

inseparable fr(3m the youth of every species of animal
or motor, truth has often compelled me to make harsh
and critical remarks about certain features of the in-

dustry as a whole, and indivii.lual products in particu-

lar. I am the more pleased that a recent experience
empowers me to pay a very high tribute to a certain

cycle car. While I was in the Isle of Man this

summer, a unique opportunity came my way. I went
out on a cycle car which had covered no less. a distance

than 15,000 miles; it was one of the very first Morgan
runabouts. Its owner challenged wie to put it to any
test I could devise, and we instantly headed for Sulby
Glen. This climb is a reef-scarred, boulder-.strewn

by-lane, a kind of a backstairs to the summit of Snae-
fell; the collar work continues for three miles or more,
and commences, with some very ripe gradient indeed

—

it is probably all of i in 3 on the inside of the two
worst hairpuis, which are so abrupt and narrow that

all cars have to reverse to round them, and that only

a very clever motor cyclist can make a clean ascent

uiider Queenberry rules, i.e., without using his inside

leg as a pivot to haul his machine round on. We first

took the Morgan down the precipice to see how its

SCOTTISH TRIALS. Mrs Baxter on ihe way to Applecross. This laJy hanilled her 6 h.p. Iwin Rex verv dexterously.

Bg
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Occasional Cainments.—
brakes were wearing, and it was always well in hand,

though occasionally squeaking showed that the hning

was worn down far enough for the rivets to scrape on

the drums. Then we turned it round and gave the big

T.A.P. engine Its head on bottom gear. I was more

"than a httle doubtful of success, because this particu-

lar Morgan was fitted with racing gears, as all self-

respecting machines should be in the T.T. week, and

the lowest ratio was no less than 7^ to i . \\t bounced

up with the engine revving into a scream ; in fact, we

were going a little too fast for at the second and worst

hairpin we made too much vertical progress, and not

enough horizontal sweep, with the result that we had

to jam the brakes on to avoid collision with the wall.

So we let the, machine slide back t^?o pr three yards,

caught it on the clutch, and put it at the awesome

bend afresh, restarting Avith ease from rest on the evil

grade. This time we went at the hairpin more cannily,

and scraped round with about two inches of steerage

room to spare. Even thus it was conceivable we

might meet our Watsrloo higher up, fur on the worst

knuckle of the steep gradient, where tlie heavenward

ascent touches its steepest, there is a gulley a foot

deep to rest the weary horse ; and it was scarcely

policy to rush this on a low, light cycle car, so we
dropped gently into the gulley with the clutch out,

and then smashed the throttle open for the poor engine

to re-gather its revs, on its racing gear—and it did so.

Evidentlv the Morgan is a staunch example of a

durable cycle car. I have driven others which would

not tackle this particular climb in that brief prime

which occurs when a motor has been well run in. and

vet has not had' time to wear.

Reflex Mirrors Becoming Compulsory.

Now that some of the local authorities have made

red refle.x mirrors compulsory within their jurisdiction,

it would appear that the trade should supply these

fitments as part of the standard specification for 1914.

Those who have to purchase them should tread warily..

Eluding myself in one of the compulsory areas -last

week, I went to the principal motor bicycle agent,

and asked for a red mirror. He produced one, but

my half-crown was scarcely in his till before I began to

grumble ; he reassured me by pointing out upon it

the trade mark of a firm deser\'edly honoured and

trusted throughout the industry, and I strolled back

to my hotel, musing. When I came to fit it, my mis-

gixings Avere more than justified. Its spring clip was

even weaker than it looked, and after I opened it

enough to get it round the carrier tube, what' little

temper if ever possessed was obviously lost for ever.

Noting its flimsy construction, I was careful only_ to

utihse upon it one of those handy little two-inch King

Dick'spanners, but the tiny torque of this wee imple-

ment was more than enough to loosen the stud in its

stem ;' and when; after nightfall, I rode out of the

town, the miserable little contraption tumbled off, and

I was stopped by the police. Hastily mustering to my
memory a few stray reminiscences of amateur

theatricals, I played simple Giles to perfection. As 1

absent-mindedly lit a weed, I caught a glistening eye

beneath the helmet, and Robert was invited to have

a smoke—Flor Cabbageo, from the left-hand side of

the case, reserved for cabbies and men I wish to injure.

He told me there was a shop in the next town, where

they sold red' mirrors, and I avoided that town by an

BIO

ingenious detour, and cleared the dangerous area in

safety. Now I am enquiring for a really substantial'

red mirror, mounted in a flanged ring, designed to

be riveted to the tail of my back mudguard. _

Exhaust Whistles.

My recent criticisms of exhaust whistles were w.-.i

based on an exhaustive test of every whistle on the

market—life is too short for my writing to be bascil

on a comprehensive deduction. So those inventor^

and makers who have written angrily to me may save

their ''hot air;' as the Yankees call it. I merelyj

described my experience with a few leading makes,

|

because those experiences brought into high relief

certain principles which may guide the sanguine

amateur in his purchases, and save, him good coin of

the realm. I have just succeeded in making my last

expensive whistle work well. Its main weakness wa^

the fact that carbon deposits, accumulating at a dis-

tance of nearly three feet from the engine, well back

along a lengthy rear pipe, prevented the valve shut

ting, since the return spring w.as ridiculously weak.

I made the whistle work by getting, a nice Terry

spring, in shape and dimensions resembling a Zeppelii

airship, and substituting this for the wee coil supr)Hei

liy the A-endors The valve cannot resist this spring

but, per contra, my poor fingers can scarcely get tht

valve open against its drag, and I am now looking tm

a trigger with a greater leverage wherewith to operati

the tiresome beastie. In all humihty I suggest tha

so long as motor cycles unfortunately retain pre

.historic lutirication systems, with their inevitable con

"sequence of a dirty exhaust, the ideal exhaust whistL

should be set as far from the engine as possible, aiK

, should be mounted in a by-pass from the main exhaus

pipe, so that its working parts do not suffer frorii :

perpetual deposit. Otherwise they should certaiyl;

include an easily removable gauze filter, such as wa

employed on motor cars under the old method r

feeding petrol by exhaust pressure.

Mrs. A. T. Jenkins, who, with Miss Spinli as passenger, trove through the i

Leeds M.C.C. reliability trial to Eainturgh and back last month. . Tiie;/ •

received a great reception on arriving at the finish. The machine is a

1913 three-speed Triumph with Gloria sidecar.
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A TWIN-CYLINDER TRIUMPH.
FEATURES: Side by side vertical engine of 41 h. p. ; valves fore and aH ; outside

flywheel. To be adapted to a machine with chain and belt drive and three-

speed counter-shaft gear.

i LTHOUGH it has been known
f for some time past that the

j,. "rriumph Cycle Co., Ltd.,
' Coventry, were experimenting

i- a twin-iyhiider engine ot tlieir own
tt 11 and manufacture, it was not

:..,l that an animuncement would
until towards show time ; but

k we are able to place before

IS an exclusive description and
us of a wonderfully clever

irial type • of multi-cylinder

•ich the company in question

..,,..ued.

' have long been cognisant of the

< that those responsible for the

in of the Triumph have always

fctii a stniHg penchant for the vertical
' luin-cylinder engine with double

Experience with cars extend-

long distances has cultured

: consequently one may not be
; that this is the new type of

vde engine, which has now
a long series of bench tests

mI. and has emerged with great

The next stage of its progress

exhaustive tests on the road.

B of the maim advantages of the

|l al type of twin engine is that

k e bearings of ample size may be

1 and this is • an important point,

f ; that even in these days, after

a years of experience with V type

H
ea, the big end bearing is the most

2 rable point. Side by side vertical

r, are not new to motor cycle prac-

Old readers of this journal may
ect the Werner and the Berkeley,
thnse engines had enclosed fly-

Side and end views of ttie new 4} Ii.t'. ver'icai twin-cylinder Triumph, with outside flywheel and valves

fore and aft. The left hand illustration ciearly shows tlie neat valve lifter.

But not only are the Triumph bearings

of large dimensions,' but th»v are fi-r'-'-^'r

adjustable, and can be readily got at by
removing the lower half of the crank
case,- as in many patterns of up-to-date

\^'i^l/J I

W»?i

fls ot t'^& new Triumph twin. The top row of

* enl aspejls; bottom row, the flywheel with lead

illusLrations shows the sinsle piece casting from
inserts, and too and bottom halt ol base chamber.

cars. A motor cycle possessing this

feature, however, will score over the
car, for in case of necessity it would
be possible to turn the whole machine
upside down, and thus expose the
crankshaft and its bearings as clearly as

If they were orj a bench. The engine
is rated at 4^ h-p-, and, of course,

mechanically-operated valves are used,

situated fore and aft, the exhaust valves,

naturally, being in the coolest position

in front. The valves are operated by a
single shaft placed in line with the
frame, and driven by skew gearing from
the crankshaft. The shaft itself has
four cams (two at each end), the whole
being cut from the solid. The central

skew on the cranksh.aft is readily adjust-

able as to its position, so allowing an
alteration of the valve timing,- if need
be. The magneto, which is driven by
another skew gear from the rear end of

the camshaft, is independently adjust-

able. Adjustable tappets are used, witli

fibre insertions in the top to reduce
clatter. Ball bearings are used through-
out the engine, with the exception of

the small and big ends, which are of

the plain bearing type. The crankshaft
is formed out ot a .solid piece, the skew
gear in the centre necessit.ating very
accurate machining. The valves, which
have heads measuring li^jin. diameter,

are of the ordinary type, and standard
3-^- h.p. valve springs and cups are used.

The cylinder is cast in one piece, and is

as excellent a .specimen of the foundry-
worker's art as the standard 3^- h.p.

cylinder, which is saying great deal.

The radiating fins have bean carefully
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A Twin-cylinder Triiunph.

—

proportioned botli as to the valve pockets
and around the cylinders, and, of course,
every opportunity has been taken to pro-

vide air passages between the cylinders
to assist cooling.

On the first engine produced (which
we examined in detail last week), the
pistons rise and fall alternately, so that

the firing is not absolutely even. This
practice is adopted on many high-class

cars, though one would imagine on first

consideration that an engine which fired

at equal intervals would give the smooth-
est running. One can, however, rely
upon the 'I'riumph engineers satisfying

themselves before the new twin is mar-
keted which system is tlie better. The
lubrication of the bearings has received
very careful consideration ; not only are
oil scoops provided at the bottom ends
of the connecting rods, but channels are
formed in the rod itself to conduct oil

to the vital point. The pistons are of

the flat-topped pattern, and are provided
with a step cut ring top and bottom.
The outside flywheel is of stamped steel

with lead inserts. The valve lifting

mechanism is of exceedingly neat design,

the two levers being interconnected and
having a beautifully smooth operation.

As will be gathered from the illustration

showing the square crank case with its

horizontal division and the outside fly-

wheel, advantage has been taken of the
best car practice. In fact, briefly, the
Triumph twin " may be termed the em-
bodiment of all that is good in a twin-
cylinder car engine but with aii'-cooled

cylinders. It is surely an attractive

point to know that by removing the
gudgeon pins and undoing the four nuts
which hold the lower half of the crank
case in position the crankshaft and con-

necting rods can be rernoved from the
engine, leaving the top half in situ, the

cylinders having first been removed.

The engine having two cylinders facing

the direction of travel necessitates a

pnecial design of frame. The engine,

U^^i^lLE
however, is so neat and compact that it

does not look unduly wide. The new
twin will, be tested in conjunction with
a new Triumph three-speed counter-shaft
gear with chain drive from engine to

counter-shaft and belt drive by large

diameter pulley thereafter.

Tlie twin-cylinder connecting rods and

crankstiaft.

At present, we are requested not to

divulge the engine dimensions.

The advent of the Triumph twin
engine will undoubtedly be hailed with
delight ; many are the letters we have
received from readers imploring the Tri-
umph Uycle Co. to produce a twin-cylinder
engine of the same exquisite workman-
ship which is embodied in their world-
famous Z^ h.p. single-cylinder machine.
Readers may rely upon our keeping them
in touch with developments in connec-
tion with this interesting and praise-

Avorthy design, the originality of which
will appeal to novice and expert alike.
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SCOTTISH TRIAL ECHOE:
, VV. Pratt's aluminium ombossed ntimb
plates were grccitly admired. He al

had his t.a.nk cnamclied a deliaile niau

tint, and the general finish of his P. a

M. was superb.

The little 2^ Connaught, which w
fitted with a G.H. gear box, used ve

heavy driving chains. Cocks admitted,;-
us that they were quite unnecessar:'

heavy, but he meant to make certain

being free from transmission troubli

The iTuming of this miniature two-stro
engine was one of the surprises of t

week.

Tile number of belts used up w
appalling, and really could not have be'

necessary. One rider of a big varial;

geared mount fitted a new belt neaii

every day ! He said he was runnii

th^m in preparatory to the English f

Days' Trial. But why so many?

Hub gears came in (or a good deal
abuse. Apart from frequeni, adjustme
being necessary, hub gears, for impoit;
trials run to time schedules, have
disadvantage that they take a consideia
time to refix the wheel after tyre troubl

The P. and M. riders' habits of cle

ing up before entering controls was c t

tagious, nearly everybody following th
example. "Not that we want to."
one rider said to us, "but we look
joliy shabby in comparison if we don'

IV

W. C. Brandauer, who won the spei f-

prize for private owners, is an Aiistri |i

He described the course as very 1

that which he is accustomed to aroi 'it,

Vienna. He is a real enthusiast, i

has owned several Indians. Althoi
able to speak five languages fluently,

could not master Gaelic in the short ti

at his disposal.

One excellent featm-e of the Trials i if

the way the officials themselves u ;.

motor cycles to go round. The secret

l

covered the whole route on his Bat, ;
'.

the oflScial cars were reduced to an al

lute minimum. This is as it should
for the dust was bad enough willi

cars to make it worse. Besides, nio

cycles were far better able to get
course than cars were, in many of j.

sections.

i
We rather fancy that a far gre;i

number would have got through
ordinarily careful driving had been
served. A great many riders were
too prone to rely on impetus on tb

climbs rather than on a low gear rai

Impetus rather fails as an assistant

1 ill 3 hairpins I

Underside ot top lialf of crank case showins crankshaft driving the camshaft by skew gearing.

Observe the adjustable big enj bearings and oil scoops.

Lionel Martin's impromptu hill-clii

ing. exhibitions on the Singer c}

car during the last few days of

Trials were quite a feature. He repai

his axle trouble by Wednesday, and i

Thursday gave a fine exhibition jl

Applecross, climbing the hill w'
three up. On Saturday he took fi

'

up Kenmore. Anyone who knows eit

liill will appreciate what this means.

BI4
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U'liii-li was the cycle cm- wliicli shed
< |)iii|ieller-shaft rlosccndiiig a strop

: tluc'Ugh the driver .>ppl_ving his rear
kcs so hai-d that the sluift slippcti
sard out of the axle? And was it

a very sinait rei)air that enahled
;
to check ill concctlv without lusiii.'

:)k3r

riie law coiiceniing cut-outs is evi-
itly imt much observed in Scotland.

attempt to seal tliem was niade^
I nearly evei'yone made the fullest

of Iheni. But in s,.nie of the

I'emotcv parts of th.' jouniev the
crackle was positive coinpaiiv.

"

Our
machine was not fitted with a cut-out
and we otteii wislied it was. s„ strange
was the Highland silence at times

-V slight amount of misuiideistandin.'
has been caused hi some quarters by it
ha\iiig been aiinouiiced that certain
riders had gained gold medals, altliougli
published as having lost marks durin.r
the week. As a matter of fact there
were cases during the trials where riderswho eventually won gold medals were
posted at night as halving lost marks,

JOIf)

[mt .)n investigation later by tile offi.-ials,
these marks were restored "to the riders
on their entering a protest and sustain-
"ig it.

As theio IS no hotel at Applecross,
competitors were treated to an o/fn-.,-',
meal by the seashore, but as the weather
w^as tropical ,t was pleasant to be out
ot doors. One rather wonders how .suffi-
cient food for over one hundred hnngrv
travellers was conveyed to this desolate
spot, but there It was all right- another
feather in the cap of the managing com-
mittee. - "^

(1) J. H. Be;K (3', h.p. Rud el,
J. Clia(er-Lea (Clinter-Lea sidecar)
and another corapelitor passin»
throujh Dinjwall.

(2) G. Feitherstonhaueh .-"nd
D, H. Noble, botli ridinjS'. h,i).
Rovers, on Glendoe.

(3) A. U. R. Downio ;2,' h.p.
A.J.S.) on the Eride of Brown.
Tomintoul.

(<!) H F. S. Mor:an (8. h.p.
Mcrjin) cliniliing Ma.n Ratican.
GlencI^.

(5) S. Wrii'lit (Humterelle) in
Glenclj.

EI?
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A NEW BLUMFIELD CYCLE CAR ENGINE.
ONE of the latest additions to the series of engines

made by Bhimfield, Ltd., of Lower Essex
Street, Birmingham, is the 8-10 li.p. water-

cooled cycle car engine. This is of the V twin" type,

with cylinders 8ii x 95 mm. bore and stro'ke = 991
c.c. The water outlets are clearly seen at the top of

the cylinders, but they can also be taken from the

sides if desired. The magneto platform is cast in one

piece with the timing gear cover, and the armature is

tlriven by be\"el gearing from tlie half-time shaft. The
crankshaft is extended in the

front to take a starting handle,

and, in addition to the inside

bearing, is further supported

in a long- gun metal bearing

bolted to the timing case. At
the clutch end the crank case

webs are lengthened and
strengthened, and a bush in-

side the bearing takes the end
thrust of the clutch when it is

withdrawn.

The engine is supplied with

or without an exhaust valve

lifter, and when furnished

minus the lifter the valve

tappets are adjustable. The
connection for the carburetter

is a reversible T piece, which
enables the carburetter to be

jitted either in front of or behind the cylinders.

The cone clutch is of the internal leather-to-metal

type, and is provided with a Hoffmann ball bearing

to take the end thrust of the clutch when the latter is

withdrawn. Chrome leather is used to cover the

clutch cone, and, owing to the nature of this kind

of leather, it is said to run satisfactorily without con-

thus tightening or loosening the spring according t

requirements.

As illustrated, the engine is intended for shaft dri\i

but it is equally suitable for chain transmission, i

which case it is fitted with a chain sprocket on a

extension of the clutchshaft. One or two ' recei

improvements have been made to the 5-6 h.p. twin ai

cooled Blumfield engine, such as a new magnet
platform, new silencer and arrangement of e\hau-

l)ipes; these we illustrate. The magneto chain com

Two types of Blumlield engine,

to the magneto and cone clutch.

On the le!t is the twin-cylinder, water-cooled cycle car type with bevel gea drive

Right, the t win-cylinder air-cooled motor cycle engine with chain-driven magneto.

is divided iiorizontallv in the cen.tre, hinged at the re;

end, and fastened at the front by a hinged bolt an

kiuirlc<l nut. The top half can be instantaneous

lilted up and hinged back. A cone Formed on tl:

timing cover and a corresponding cone in the ca^

where it fits over the driving sprocket renders the ca'

secure and prevents it from working sideways. Mcssi

Blumfield, Ltd., are also at work on a four-cyHni;li.

cycle car engine, the dimensions of which are 62x9
mm. = i,oS8 c.c, which is expected to give aboi

JO h.p. on test. From our inspection of the part^

this promises to be a fine piece of work indeed. W
shaU refer to the engine again very shortly. Incidei

tally, we may mention it is the usual practice of Messr
Blumfield, Ltd., to file a record of the b.h.p. tests c

every engine sent out, and none is allowed to pas

without developing about; double the nominal horse

power at which the particular engine is listed.

The design of internal leather to metal clutch flllej to the new
water-cooled Blumfield cycle car engine.

stant dressing. The lever for operating the clutrh

is of hardened steel, and bears against the back end
of the thimble shown, which is also hardened, steel.

To adjust the clutch spring without dismantling the

clutch, a slot is. cut in the thimble, through which is

passed a cotter to prevent the adjusting nut from
turning; the clutch is then turned while the nut is held.

A COUNTERSHAFT GEAR AND BALL CLUTCH.
The above is a section of the gear lilted to the novel sociable described

on page 1021.
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A Novel Sociable,
(1) Renr view showing how ihe enflne and rear wheel move around
3 ceplral column In sleerlng. (2) Side view. A two-speed eeai is

flded In the counter shalt.

j^

i J, \\ . ia_\ .5 a_^o \vc came across a veiy unusual

^ type of sociable built by Mr. J. Dixon, of 43,
'

* Xortliumbei'land Road, Coventry, to his own
as. Prolxibly the feature which first strikes the

:erver is that, though the machine is driven by a

'le rear wheel, it is steered also entirely by the

same wheel. Cer-
tain obvious ad-

vantages are in-

separable with this

system. For one
thing, a very wide
lock can lie ob-
tained, and, the

front wheels being
fixed, the full width
between them can
be used for bcdy-
w(3rk. To obtain

these advantages ;,

good deal of in-

genuity was re-

(]uired, but the

difliculties have
;i! successfully o\-ercome and some other interesting
tures included. The engine, a 4>-5 h.p. Condor,
ves a two-.speed epicyclic gear by means of a chain,
1 another chain conveys the power to the rear
eel. Tlie whole power unit is mounted on a frame
ich als') carries the rear wheel, and is pivoted on
tay which slopes backwards and downwards. This
r frame is connected by means of a tie rod to the
eriug gear, which consists of a pair of bevels oper-
<1 by the usual hand wheel and giving a reduction
.^ to I. The effect of the pivot being set on the
pe is to cant slightly the top of the wheel inwards
corners, a good point which we have never seen
orporatcd in any previous design,
The gear is chiefly interesting in that it includes a
tch operation patented by Mr. Dixon, and which is
arly visible in the drawing on page 1020. It will be

Novel method of springing the front
wheels.

.-.cen that a taper pin when drawn outwards loixes a

series of steel balls outwards, and by means of in-

clined planes wedges the clutch members apart. Our
photograph gives a good idea of the rear springing

device. Both front wheels are carried in tubular

frames pivoted to the front frame member and sus-

pended on coil springs at the rear end, giving the
machine a very easy motion on the road. V rim
brakes are fitted to each front wheel and operated by
a hand lever between the seats, which also engages the-

high gear. Tv.o pedals control the low gear and the

rear band brake and exhaust lift respectively. - The
seats are placed side by side w:th a child's seat be-
tween, and are protected by a screen which opens out-

wards from the centre. The petrol and oil tank is

carried over the rear wheel. The machine is well
built and cleverly designed, and we spent quite an
interesting hour examining its novel features.

Access to the seals is obtained from the Iront. A neat child's seat is Qited
in the middle.

U2J
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A NEW TWIN JAMES.
FEATURES:—500 c.c. Three-speed Gear Box and Chain Drive Throughout.

II'
is fairly well known that tlie single-cylinder James
motor cycle is chiefly used for passenger wi.rk,

and the makers, the James Cycle Co., Ltd.,

Greet, near Birmingham, ha\ e found that in con-

sequence a solo rider barely considers this model
when on the look out for a new mount. They have,

therefore, introduced a lighter machine with a newly
designed twin-cylinder engine which posses.ses se\eral

interesting features. Tliree of these new models will

be entered for the A.C.U. Six Days' Trials, ridden

by I. Pollock, P. O. S. Brown, and H. Graham
Dixon, and these three riders will compete for the

team prize. Two sidecars, driven by A. D. Arter and
T. Stevens, will also take jiart.

The Engine and Gear Box.
The new machine, which we inspected a few days

ago, has a twin V engine- with cylinders at 55"^, and
a bore and stroke of 64 x 77 mm. = 446 c.c. A
three-speed gear box, with multiple plate clutch, is

fitted on the counter-shaft, and the transmission is

by chain throughout, the chains being enclosed in

metal cases. The gear box, clutch, kick starter, etc.,

although closely following the lines of those on the

large single, are reduced in dimensions, and therefore

are ligliter ; they arc, however, lightened only in

proportion to the reduced power of the engine, and
only the highest grade steel procurable is used in the

production of these parts. In the big single, the gear

box is x'ertically placed, but the now twin has the gear

box horizontal. The change speed quadrant is

attaclied to the bottom tube, and a gate change is

provided with a small Ie\cr like a car. The gear
ratios are 5, 8J-3. and \;i^4 to i. The frame has a

dropped top tube, triangulated front members, and
flat section steel cantle supports the engine, gear box,

footrests, and foot brake attachments, the magneto
being mounted on a lug above the gear box. The
distance from top of saddle to ground is ^gin.

A Symmetrical Design.
_A feature of the design is that the front c\linder

and down tube are parallel, also the rear cylinder and
seat tube, so that fi symmetrical appearaince is

obtained.

The mudguards arc fi.ur inches wiile, and ha\'e

side extensions front and rear. The wheels and tyres

are 26 x zj^., and s])iiiig footboards are fitted. The
silen-cer is placed in front of the engine, and a long
exhaust pipe extends from it on the left side of the

machine to a point near the rear wheel centre. Other
usual James features are incorporated, such as

celluloid covered handle-bars, etc.

The V twin engine is neatly designed, and, as will

be seen on reference to the sectional drawing, the

inlet valve ports are cast at the same angle as the

exhaust ports, which gives a wide and ea.sy passage
for the flow of the gases. The inlet pipe is curved
downwards to allow it to accommodate itself to the

somewhat unusual angle of the inlet passages. In the

cylinder casting air passages are, arranged between
exhaust and inlet ports, as well as between the vahe
chamber and the cvlindcr, the aim being to secure

iinifi)rmity in the casting and_ equal expansion ol

metal. The radiators are staggered around
cylinder—now a recognised James feature.

An Easily Cleaned Tinning Case.
The timing gear for each cylinder is arranged \v

1

one cam wheel, on wlr.ch are two cam contf

engaging rocking arms for- inlet and exhaust val\

The exhaust lifter mechanism is also enclosed in c

same case, and no lever protrudes, the cable and \\
'

lieing led direct to an opening on top of the t.

The timing cover and rear portion of magneto ib

case are one casting, and oil flc-.vs into the chain 1

so keeping it well lubricated. The valve tappet.s

adjustable, and the external portion of the tini ^

case is quite smooth. The steel flywheels are m
'

with the shafts. The pistons have two rings al)

the gudgeon pin and the pin is slightly tapered, ; I

secured by a third ring. Lubrication is by spl

and the usual hand pump.

Novel Magneto Timing Device. '

An interesting item is the adjustment pro\idcd \

tlie magneto timing. - The chain wheel on the c'

shaft is slotted radially at two points, and attacheil

a boss on the shaft enrl In nuts wliich screw 01

-OfDw

The new 500 c.c. twin James engine in part section.

[lins projecting from the boss and passing thim

tiie .slots. This arrangement allows the chain wheel

be tightened relative to its shaft at any point wit '

the range pro\'idecl by the slots, which is go". i

chain ^vheel on the magneto armature spindle is Ir

on a cone, but need not fie disturbed for rc-tini ;

the spark:

L:cidentally, we learnt that the introduction of I

fiew model will not interfere with the rapid product

of the passenger machine, as the James Co. are

stalling new electrically-driven plant of about r5o h

and extending the shops in the rear of their pre^

premises, where there is ample space for a buiM

of;r8,ooo square feet area. The big single-cyiin

model already referred to has proved so satisfacl

this year that very little alteration will be made in >

design for rgr4.
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I

C.A.V. R\ithardt Magneto
GRAND PRIX (500 c.c.)

do. do. (Cycle Car Class).

COLWYN BAY.
At Colwyn Bay, Stanley, on a Singer Motor Cycle,

fitted with the C.A.V. Ruthardt Magneto, secured in

one day five firsts and one second, in addition to a

Special Cup.

The C.A.V. Ruthardt satisfies every magneto demand.
We should like to send you our Motor Cycle Booklet

with full details—May we ?

IROOKLANDS, July 16th

!} Miles and HOUR RECORD
(CLASS B)

62 Miles 920 Yards by G. E. Stanley on Singer.

C. A. VANDERVELL & CO.
Electrical Engineers,

Warple Way, Acton Vale, LONDON, W.
Teleeraras : " Vanteria. London."
Telephone : 1234 Cbiswick (5 lines).

North of Enjbnl Dspot :

12, Victoria Buildings,

St. Mary's Gale,

iUanciiester.

A. J.S
SCOTTISH SIX DAYy RELIABILITY TMIALS

provided another instance of the reliability of the

WHICH
GAINED

2| h.p.

e^

A.J. Stevens & Co.,
LTD.,

Retreat Street,

WOLVERHAMPTON.

6 h.p.
Sidecar Combination.

Gq)M Medal

LONDON:
H.Taylor & Co.. Ltd. 21a. Store St.,

Tottenham Court Rd.. WC.
EDINBURGH:

Andrew Downie, Haymarlcet.

GLASGOW :

Be'.l Bros.. Great Western Road

In fin.-'werini/ these ad lertisemenl.t it is desirable lo iiienfion " 'J'hc Molar Cy/e.'

/

B23
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Clinchers are

^ pronouncedO.K."

Jbyeveryone who

has fittedthem.

±
aTre Oupe-rior''

means
Satisfaction.
\WON RUBBER STUD

BEADED COVER,
26 X 21 37/9.

AWON PLAIN RIBBED
BEADED COVER,

26 X 21 31 /T.

Ifl,^ .::.::::::l:::;-v:;'-:V.....:i

The NORTH BRITISH
RUBBER CO., Lid.,

Tyre Sales Department :

Clincher House, Gt. Portland
Street, LONDON, W.

Thones : Gerrard ii578 and 8579.
Grams ;

" Nobritire, London."

In answering this advertisement it is cifsirahle ic mi.n'.on " Tit Motor Cycle
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
The Rodham Pulley.

A sini|)lf toolless niljustable pulley is

in article which will always find a leady

iiiai-ki't, and such a device has just

come til our notice. Our illusU'ation is

Rodham adjustable puliey.

self-explanatory, and it is only necessary

10 state that a steel jaw drops into two
long slots and forms a sensibly stront;

locking device to prevent the two flai>ges

rotating on each other. The pulley is

ivell and solidly made, and may be

ubtained from W. H. Rodham and Co.,

hong Street. Stratford Road, Bir-

rningliam.

Speedier Ait Inlet.

A noveltv recently introduced bv
.\Ies.srs. Markt and Co., Ltd., of 98-100,

Clerkenwell Koad, E.G., is the Speedier,

a small air inlet which is particularly

well designed, and intended to be fitted

in the case of a twin-cylinder, at any
rate, in the induction pipe branch. It

consists of a pipe with a he.xagon at

the top end. This pipe has six rjws of

seven holes each. The top of the nut
is drilled and provided with a^flat valve.

The idea is that the air is injected through
the small h^les into the centre of the
mixture, lliereby assisting vaporisation.

Messrs. Itfarkt and Go's *' Speedier " extra
air inlet.

enabling one to obtain a more perfect
mixture, and also acting as a cooling de-
vice, as when a hill is descended the
driver can close the throttle, open the
lir valve and lake cold air into the
i-ngine, at the same time using the engim-
IS a biake. The spindle on which tin-

valve tnrns is hollow, and is provided

with a ca|i, and with the outfit is supplied
a rubber tube When it is thought
necessary to decarbonise the engine this

tube is fitted on to the end of tlie

spindle, after the cap has been removed,
the other end of the tube being allowed
to dip into a cup of paraffin. The engine
is then started up and paraffin is drawn
up into the engine. This, the makers
claim, will decarbonise the engine. The
device sliould especially appeal to useri
of automatic carburetters who are not
quite sure of obtaining sufficient air at
high speeds. This is certainly a useful
device which should find a ready sale.

An improvement, however, might be
made in tlie design of the control

A New John Bull Tyre.

We illustrate herewith the latest pro-
duction of the Leicester Rubber Co.,
of the Granby Rubber Works. Leicester,
which will be" known as the ".John Bull
Rib-Stud 'I'yre," from the long rib-like
.studs of extra depth which compose
the non-slipping tread. This tyre is

_ Jolin Bull Rib-Stud Tyre.

made in one size, 26x2| inches, to Ht
21 incli rims, and is of the same highly
compressed quality as the John Bull
Cross Groove. The tyre is very sub-
stantial, but at the same _ time very
flexible. We are about to make a test
of one of the.se tyi'es and anticipate very
satisfactory results, jndging from it's

appearance and :iie "feel" of the rubber
of which it is composed. The '.John Bull
tyres used Irv (.ieorge Brough were in

perfect roiidition at the end of the
Scottish Trials.

The Excelsior Plug.

This is a new form of plug which has
b&eii introduced bv Mr. J. Henderson
Meyer. 12, Lime Street, B.C.
As will be seen from the
accompanying illustration, the
centre is hollow and in it is

a ball valve. This ball allows
a certain amount of air to be
drawn into the cylinder, there-

by keeping the plug clean and
improving the mixture. Jlore
over, the top of the spindle
is covered with gauze su that
while dust cannot be drawn
through, petrol can be in

jected at this point. In

the case of tlie air drawn
through the plug, causing the mixture
lu be too weak, the carliui'etter air inlet

may be closed slightly.

The Ba'iy Hood.

A novel accessf)ry for the additional

comfort of the sidecar passenger is the

baby hood, which consistls, as the name
implies, of a small hood, and is fitted

with a celluloid screen. The little hood

A storm-proof hood.

is made to fit over the passenger's head,
and in cases where a storm apron is

u.sed it forms a complete protection.

—

H. R. Starke-Jones, Park House, Halifax.

The Jericho Horn
T'he device which we illustrate shows

a new warning device known as the
Jericho motor cycle horn, and sold by
Messrs. G. H. Smith and Co. (J^ondon),

Ltd., 12. Mortimer St., Great Portland
Street. W. It is a very well made
article, finished in aluminium, the admis-
sion of the exhaust gas to the whistle
being governed by a valve.

The Jericho motor cycle alarip
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents^

Ail letters should be addressei] to tlie Editor, " Tbe Motor Cycle," 20, Tulor Street, E.C., and sbould be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Caps for Motor Cyclists.
Sir,—Why is it thdt suitable headgear has not yet been

evolved for the motoi cyclist? The ug)y makeshift of turning
one's cap tlie reveise way is handy for accommodating one's
goggles, and offers les? wind resistance, but it seems to me
that the old type of close-fitting cap, similar to the cricket

cap, only slightly fuller, is not only more suitable but even
looks much better than the hideous, bulging modern affair.

1 fear we are hidebound by convention, even in the motor
cycHng world. M.R.C.S.

Cycle Cars v. Sidecars.
Sir,

—

Un the letter appearing in Tim Mutur Cycle
..if July 24th from Jlessrs. Morgan Motor Co., Ltd.,
although not the original contributor of the letter they
speak of, I, too, am firmly of the belief that had Barnes's
Zenith been more fairly treated there would have been a
different tale to tell. In other words, I do not believe the
cycle car is as good as a first-class sidecar outfit in its

present form, although I think' it will come into its own
later on. At present I plump for a sidecar combination all

the time.

J. ROWLAND-ROUSE.

Are Three-wheelers Cycle Cars P

Sir,—Mr. Armstrong misunderstands me, and I must
apologise to him for not having made my meaning more
clear. I admit that in the C.C.O. hill-climb three-wheelers

were allowed to compete among themselves. I grant that,

as all times were published, they had the opportunity (of

which they fully availed themselves, being first, second,

fourth, and fifth) of showing their superiority on time. They
had also the opportunity, as Mr. Armstrong reminds me, of

winning the special award on Dr. Low's formula, provided
that they could have attained about twice the speed of the

fastest four-wheeler, a superiority which I am too modest to

claim for the Morgan. The question of awards does not

interest me, but, as a matter of principle, I wish to uphold

the broad definition of the A.C.U. in the spirit as well as in

the letter. H. F. S. MORGAN.

Fair Treatment.
iSir,—As a regular reader of your paper I have noticed

many letters acknowledging generous treatment at the hands
of motor cycle manufacturers. I should like to let you know
my experience with tlje Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd. I purchased

a 1912 second-hand sidecar machine this year, and, unfortu-

nately, broke the spindle of my two-speed gear and cone of

the front wheel on separate occasions, and on sending same
to them had parts returned to me repaired free of charge

within the week.
I think this was more than fair treatment, as I had no

claim at all. I am quite satisfied with the combination, and

add the usual disclaimer. C. -H. KING.

Sir,—1 am writing to give you particulars of a case which

J think is worthy of publication under the above heading.

About eighteen months ago 1 purchased a Cnwey speedo-

mete)-, whieh a short time ago got damaged in a fall due

to a buist tyre. I sent the instrument to the makers and
advised them of the circumstances, when to my great sur-

prise I received it back (carriage paid) in a few days,

with a new driving flex and wheel, etc., the invoice benig

marked "No charge." I might add that I have no interest

whatever in the firm beyond being a satisfied user.

A. E. SHO'WELL.

Nailsworth Ladder.
Sir,—Your mention in the issue of July 24th of the ascent

by an Excelsior of the above-named villainous climb on Mon-
day, July 21st, suggests to the writer that your readers may
be interested to learn that 5-5 A..J.S. with sidecar and pas-

senger made the ascent on the previous day (Sunday). I was
one of the party of seven (as a passenger), and the machine
in question was driven directly ott' the village High Street

and swarmed to the top of the ladder without a stop. '1 he
driver of the successful machine had not previously seen tlii.s

"freak" hill, and he was closely attended by two sclu rider.-<

of the party, also on A.J.S. niacliines, all of which riLslied

the hill in fine style. The gradient, we nndersta.id. is 1 in

2-^, and we believe tliis is the first standard machine with

sidecar and passenger to have conquered tlie "ladder."
According to the natives, many have called, but have not

left their card^at the top of the ladder. J.W.

Wear of Bearings.
Sir,—Taking the article written by " A.M.I.C.E." to apply

particularly to bearings as used in motor car and mot-m' <-yclc

engines, I questioned his seriousness in quoting lead as a

suitable metal under atu/ conditions of lubrication.

The letter hi your issue of July 24th, in which he qualilies

that statement, brings us into line.

What I would point out is that a hard metal may lie

most satisfactorilv used, if cast so as to render it perfectly

hoinogeneous, and without fear of undue wear on either tlie

pin or the bush.

It is to a large extent the hard and soft olaces, caused
by segregation in the casting process of an ordinary busli.

which causes this trouble, together in many cases with in

efficient lubrication.

The remarks as to roller and ball bearings are certainly
justified, and thev can be no help in the solution of tlir

trouble.
"

A.l\f.I.:\r.J'].

A TRIUMPH KICK-STARTER.
- We noticed the above new kic'.>:tirling apparatus ou a works Tilumph last

week. Observe the absence of chains oi small parts li'tely to need adjustment
or attention.
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machines score heavily in the

SCOTTISH TRIALS
gaining 3 GOI^D ME^DAI^S
and tieing for SPECIAL TRADE PRIZE

FOR BEST PERFORMANCE
The Trial proved to be one of the most severe ever held, and afforded an excellent

test of the calibre of the machines engaged. The three Bats below all finished

with a perfectly clean sheet, climbing every hill and running with conspicuous

regularity throughout the whole trial.

Official Results

—

S. J. K. Thomson (Model 3 Bat and sidecar) . . . . GAINED GOLD MEDAL.

R. S. Morrison (Model 2 Bat) GAINED GOLD MEDAL.

S. T. Tessier TIED FOR SPECIAL TRADE PRIZE AND GAINED GOLD MEDAL.

Bat No. 3 (Sidecar Model).

5-6 h.p. or 7-8 h.p. J.A P. Engine, fitted with the

famous Spring Frame, chain transmission, an ideal

machine for passenger work.

Bat No. 2 (Sporting Model).

5-6 h.p. J..4.P. Engine, low built (rame, described

as " The Smartest and Fastest machine on the Road.'

BAT MOTOR MANUFACTURING CO., PENCE, LONDON, S.E.
C.D.C.

In amuiering this ndverlu''-meiit it w disirnhh to mention' '' Tlie Motor Cijcli."
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500 C.C.

ERCHANTS

!

1

AND DON'T FORGET, is the power of the

TWIN-TWO SPEED-CHAIN DRIVE

MOTOSACOCHE
(HOLD ON BEFORE YOU OPEN THE THROTTLE OR YOU'LL BE LEFT)

THEY ARE MADE.

OTOSACOCHE, LTD.,
Kenmont Works, Collegre Park, Willesden Junction, N.W-

Telegrams: " Motosacoche, London.' TelepliDne ; 5439 Holborn

Motor Cyclists' Dust Clothing. Showerproof.
Qual K14. Jackets, Double Breasted 12/6 ea.

Scatless Gaiter.

„ Ki-jA. Trousers 7/6 pair.

,, K14B, Legginjj;s 5/6 pair.

„ K15. Ditto, Superior quality
Jaclcets, Double Breasted,
Heavy Drill 18/6 each

„ K15A. Seat! ess Gaiter
Trousers 9/6 pair.

„ K15B. Leggings 7/6 pair.

36 to 44 Chest, Stocked.

32 to 40 Waist, 31 and
j

33 leg to each Waist,
Stocked.

(Write for Patterns.)

LONDON,

Motor Cyclists'

Dust Clothing etc.

Kig. Kio. The
Rood. J a c k e t

and Leggings.
QiiaLKi/ Strong
"U'ashable H o 1 -

land Jackets 6/6
Ditto ditto, Leggings 3/3
(^Hial. Ki7\. Overall
Tioiisers, Spat fronts with seat
4/11 Qual. Ki8, Superior
quality Crash Jackets 10/6

Superior quality Crash. Leggings 5/6
Qual. Ki8a. Ditto Overall Trousers, Spat

Fronts, with Seat 7/6
Sizes stocked, Jackets 36 to 44.in. chest.

Leggmgs, Longs legs and shorts legs.

Ovr-rall Trousers 32 to 40 waisl, 31 and 33 leg to

each waist.

Tiie Ideal Double-Breasted Motor SJit.

Comprising Double-breasted Motor
Jacket {36in. long, fitted with wind
cuffs, (k-ep storm collar, tabs on
sleeves, etc.), i pair shaped thigh
leggings. The above are made in

l3ouble texture fawn paramatta,

25/- complete.

PiGCOTT V^
117. 118. CHEAPSiDE

The " Deluge" Suit. Qual. K16.
For Motor Grcliats. Made from Triple-proofed Twill.
Free tram Rubber or Oil, Porous and Hygienic.

(Write for patterns.)

The Coat is double-breasted, smartly cut, and
forms a four-fold co\'eriTig on the chest. A
Seamless whole-piece yoke or saddle protects
the back and shoulders, and acts as a shield to
cover the opening where coat fastens. The
points of yoke and collar button down to
prevent flapping in the face when riding.

I

LK ST.

SEND FOR
ILLUSTRATED
MOTOR CYCLE
LIST No 147

POST FREE.

Sleeves are of bishop pattern,fastening

at the cuff with spring buttons, forming
the finest wind and weather cufi' e\-er

invented. A belt of the best quality

harness leather adds to the smart
appearance.

The Overalls are scatless,
and come well up in front
to protect the body.
Made with fly side openings, having
water insulators, which fasten up with
strong spring buttons and terminate! 'i'j'l'

a? a neat fitting gaiter. A reinforced] ' n'^

waterproof pigskin instep strap com ^
pletes the smartest and most durable
sporting suit in the world.
John Piggotl's Special Price . . 50/-

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention *' Th^ Motor Cycle."'
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The Motor Cycle for Business Purposes.

Sir,—For many years I have been amused ;iiid amazed by

the ridiculuus statements made by novices botli in letters in

the iiiot<-iring press and to tlieir friends and acquaintances as

to llie cost of running both motor bicycles and motor cars.

1 niontion the latter because, except for the same tendency

to put the cost per mile of running these also far too low,

the public might overlook the advantage of the motor bicycle

fixuu the point of view of cost.

I have now been running different motor bicycles and side-

I

cars for many years (my present one, an 8 h.p. Zenith, in a

few months only 5,000 miles ; the one before, a Triumph witli

Zenith gear, in two years 25,000 miles ; the previous one, a

Triumph with JIabon clutch, 24,000 miles in two years), and
1 have taken the trouble to keep an accurate detailed cost

per mile of running, but (and it is a very big but) I have
inchided everything. On each machine I sold well, and
avoided heavy depreciation (I got £45 for the Triumph-
(Jradua and sidecar after 25,000 miles over two years).

Now "Traveller" would have us believe that a Clyno and
sidecar, whicli is one of the heaviest motor cycle combi-
nations, can be run 196 miles for 5s. or just over .3d, per

mile. The fact is that even with the uuich lighter and less

expensive combinations Teferred to above, the actual cost is

from Ijd. to l^d. per mile, using exactly the same extra

I'almer cord tyres to which he refers, and that includes

doing all my own running repairs and nevei' employing a

local garage, because if I cannot do the job myself it means
the local man also lias to go to the makers.
The figures of "Another Traveller" for a powerful twin

are tertainly not over-estimated. It cannot be run at less

<han 2d, a mile. Taking "T,H,B,A.'s" figures, his estimate

is on the low side in many respects. Take liis first item.

He values his outfit at £100, and allows £15 depreciation in

one year over 15,000 miles. I should like to know how many
answers he would get if he advertised the outfit in your
colnmns at £85 (no lower offers), I have an 8 h,p. 1913
Zenitli with all the latest improvements, with the most
exjwnsive sidecar and accessories en the market and coach-
built body, and it has only run 5,000 miles, and it cost well
"^T £100. I will now take the first offer of £85, and be

1 to get it. Then petrol ; he might get fifty on a gallon
li careful driving on a fixed run, but over a year this will

reduced to at least 40% or 20% more.
lyres. In actual practice the driving tyre will run on the

Best average 2,000 miles, and if a good make -will retread
and go a similar distance, the front wheel 4,000 and the
same after retread. The sidecar tyre, if castor wheel, should
Wn the 15,000 without retread ; if not castor wheel the same
as front wheel tyre. The inner tubes with one spare would,
rf a good make, run the whole distance, or twice as far, so
that "T,H.B.A." will have to bring his tyre cost over 15,000
miles up to £12 at least. He says belts (with luck) four, I
should think so, too. Four belts in 15,000 miles, winter and

10 Z

snnnner, or 3,750 miles jxjr belt. If "T,J1.I!,A," doubles this
he might do it (also, with luck), but he uuist buy tlie right
belts. Repairs, rejjlacements, and spares, £5, This aUo
wants doubling in 15,000 miles. The best 5-6 h.p. machine
in the world run with a sidecar will want at least two com-
plete overhauls at the maker's works, which will cost more
than the amount stated, w^ithout home or local repairs; and,
to be on the safe side, "T,H,B,A," should make his penny
a mile twopence a mile at least to cover cleaning, ligliting,

s])ecial clothing and a hundied other small items whicii

mount up.

i liiel a man only recently who tried to persuade me, as ho
had persuaded himself, that His motor car costing £480 cost

him 2d. a mile to run all in. I pointed out that, taking the
low figure of 20% depreciation, the cost of running for this

item only over 12,000 miles was practically 2d. a mile. The .

fact still remains that a motor oar to d(^ the distance and
work of a motor cycle and sidecar will cost from 5d. to Od
a mile, or if you employ a chaufl'eur it easily goes up to Is.

a mile, while a powerful motor cycle and sidecar can with
cai'e be run at 2d. a mile, and is then much the cheapest
form of taking two people about the country, and is even
cheaper for one, taking into consideration the amount of

time saved over railway travelling from door to door, except
over long fixed distances on main lines when the business is

transacted near the station and there is no business to be
picked up on the way or back. E. S. NEW.

Bon Camaraderie

!

Sir,—On June 22nd, near High Wycombe, I pulled up to

assist a fellow motor cyclist riding a Matchless and sidecar

going to Slough, about twelve miles off. One of his plugs
was hors de combat. As he had no spare, of course I lent

him mine. He took my address, promising to forward the
plug in the morning. It seemed to me hardly necessary to

ask for his card. However, I have never heard from him
since. My only conclusion is I must have met with a

wrong 'un. C. WARE.

Benzole.
Sir,—I am very much interested in the various letters

dealing with benzole. I can get 90 m.p.g. out of my 1913
Triumph and sidecar with no alteration of carburetter and
geared 5| to 11| to 1.

In reference to " Hull's " letter of the 3rd ult., I have noticed

that I use about the same or less air than with petrol. It

struck me the other day that this might be that when using

benzole the level is lower in the jet, and, therefore, with the

same position of the gas lever you are really using less gas,

as it would take more suction to draw it out of the jet, and,

therefore, with the air lever in the same position as with
petrol you are really using more. I would not go back to

petrol "for any money. H. L, GRAHAM.

SCOTTISH TRIALS.

(1) A Singer rider on the way to Slrathpefler. (2) D. S. Alexander (3 h.p. Williamson sidecar) on the
first portion of Appiecross.

(3) F. C. North, one o! the winnlnj Ariel

team In Glendoe.
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Sir,—I also have been interested in reading the various

opinions given in your valuable journal re benzole. I was
also prejudiced against the use of it, but, like your corre-

spondent " Hull," I am at last a convert. I happen to

know the Doncaster correspondent, and he personally told

me that benzole required 'more air than petrol. 1 did not

find much difference, but of course my experience up to

the present has been very limited. However, I will give

you my experience. On Thursday, July 3rd, we had a

reliability trial to Nottinghain and back, and I determined
to fill my tank with benzole and give it a trial on the

above run, and I may say at once that I was agreeably

impressed by its very flexible, sweet-running properties

on the outward journey (seventy odd miles), which I accom-

plished on about half a gallon. I had noticed that some
of your correspondents could not make their engines knock,

and" I tried all I knew to make inine knock, but without

success, fortunately, not that my engine is given to this

failing. But under exceptional circumstances it was pos-

sible ; however, not on this occasion. On the return journey,

not being able to obtain benzole, I filled up with half a

gallon of Shell (not that there was any need to do this, as

I had over half a gallon of benzole left). This gave a

mixture of half and half, and I found the difference in

running most marked, not nearly so good, and a friend

riding a 3^ h.p. Rover, who also used bencole for the first

time and mixed it with petrol, had the same experience

as myself exactly. Now, with regard to the more air

theory, T think I am in a position to give an opinion,

AUGUST 7ih, igi3.

object in formula is to give an idea of the actual efficiency of
each machine in lifting itself up the hill. Now I cannot help
saying that if the particular machine referred to by Mr.
Morgan had the efficiency for this particular job of the
Cycar it would probably have climbed the hill pretty well
as fast as he states. If one works out the propelling eflici-

encies on a few rough assumptions which there is no need fo
go into, it will be found that this is the case, and that, there-
fore, the formula represents effectiveness with reasonable
accuracy. If Mr. Morgan thinks that it is better to include
more points, such as general wear, then I must agree with
him, and in this case one would naturally reduce the value
of K ; but in a hill-climb this is not fair, as one has to di|-

tinguish in the particular work the machine is asked to do.

Let it by no means be thought that I am saying that one
machine is better than the other of the two he mentioned

;

far from it, and, as an example, let me say that I myself have
a car whose engine gives just under 135 h.p. on the brake, anil

that the pleasure of driving this car is out of all proportiok
to its undoubtedly very small over-all effectiveness

A. W. LOW, A.C.G.L, D.Sc, etc.

Factory Repairs and Agency Tinkerings.

Sir,—Tlie remarks of " Ixion " in your issue of July 24th

on this subject are rather too sweeping, though possibly not

too severe when applied to some particular agents. All sheep
in a flock are not black, and there are on the other side

some agents who can do repairs as well as any manufacturer

MOTOR CYCLISTS IN THE MANCEUVRE3 EXTENDING ALL ALONG THE YORKSHIRE COAST.

A machine gun and motor cycle team attached to the 5th East Yorks. Cyclists' Corps. The motor bicycle not only takes a sidecir but tows the

gun carriage also.

inasmuch as I used one of my new twelve-jet cai'buretters,

which you so kindly illustrated and described a short time
ago. You will perhaps remember that the jets are opened
one by one from the handle-bar control, and I found that,

as with petrol, to run dead slowly, about seven to eight

miles an hour, I had one or two jets open and very little

air, and by opening out the air I could accelerate up to

twenty miles an hour or so as required. Again, a friend

riding a 6 h.p. twin Matchless (myself the 5 h.p. overhead)
casually said to me as we were starting from a secret check,

"Have a little flutter." I gave the nod, and off we went.
I opened out all the twelve jets and full air, and my
machine simply bounded away, leaving my opponent as if

he was almost standing still, and he told me afterwards
that he was doing over sixty himself. Poor chap ! the result

was a broken inlet valve, and as no spare was in evidence
I had very reluctantly to leave him. As to the practically

no carbon theory, I am not as yet quite convinced, but
hope to find it less than on petrol. "

J. H. WILKINSON.

Dr. Low's Formula.

Sir,—I notice in last week's issue a letter referring to my
formula, but ilr. Morgan writes so nicely that I scarcely like

to worry you with another letter. I fear that if I replied
at any length I might be accused of being interested in the
Cycar, but this is bj' no means the case. In a hill-climb one's

(except perhaps in so far as concerns the manufacture or
supply of some new part).

We ourselves claim to do repairs quite efficiently, to any of

the known makes of machines. We have taken pains to

collect mechanics of the first order, both as reg;irds skill ami
thoroughness, and in several cases our mechanics have beri

men selected for us from among their own workmen by th<

manufacturers whose agencies we represent. For instance,

we have in our shops a qualified and recommended man from
the Scott Engineering Co., and we have another one similarly

selected and sent to us by the Matchless people. Again, wr
claim to have a Douglas mechanic in whose hands Messr.-.

Douglas Bros, would not be ashamed to put one of their

machines for tuning-up.

In addition to picking the personnel of our workshops, we
claim to use a correct system of getting work through, and
of charging it on a just and equitable basis. We cannot
guarantee to turn old machines into new ones, neither can

a manufacturer, but we will undertake to guarantee that each

job is done well, and, what is more, tar quicker than is

possible from the big works.

In justice to the white sheep of the agency flock we trust

you will print this letter as a protest against " Ixion 's

"

sweeping generalisation.

THE COLMORE DEPOT,
Per Frank S. Whitwokth, Manager.
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Great Success of

STURMEY-ARCHER
5-SPE>E>D GE^ARS

5 GOLD MEDALS
won with Sturmey-Archer gears, once again proving the reliability and efficiency of

the S.A. gear under the most exacting conditions.

The "Star" performance of the whole trial was accomplished by Mr, Hugh Gibson's

3J h.p. Bradbury and sidecar with a Sturmey-Archer gear.

New booklet from

—

STURMEY-ARCHER GEARS, LTD., NOTTINGHAM.

In answering this adverlUement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle,' C3
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A SUCCESSFUL COMPETITOR IN THE SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIALS writes:

"I successfully gained full marks in the Scottish Six Days' Trials and qualified for a Gold Medal,

using your ' Puncture-Seal.' I may say I have a high opinion of same. I went through the whole

Trial without the slightest tyre trouble whatevfer."—L. Sealey.

NOT A ^^nfTTfsnrrrjWTT^^ not a
SOLID^ [d ' Kli^t -'US^ T BI ^r ^^'^^'^
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ORIGINAL
AND STILL BY FAR THE BEST

LADY'S OPEN FRAME
MOTOR CYCLE.

The machine with a name for RELIABILITY.

"BROUGH."
Write for particulari.

W. E. BROUGH & CO., Nottingham.

E^
First in Mk Best in

1898. ^^ 1913.

14 YEARS' HBHL RECOfiD.

Electric Ignition

Co. (1913), Ltd.,

Sampson Rd. North,

Birmingham.
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THE second internatjonal English-
Jiutch reliabilitv trial was held on
August Bank Holiday, exactly a
year since the date of the first

trial held in Holland. It may be recalled

that the inauguration of "this popular
international event was due primarily to

the visit of a party of Dutch riders to

the Isle of Man two years ago, and later

to Messrs. A. Citroen and Ferwerda, of

the Dutch Motor Cycle Club, offering a
silver cup for international competition.
At the request of the Dutch M.C.C.

last year The Motor Cycle, received the
British entries for the event, and there
were so many that subsequently com-
mittees of clubs throughout the United
Kingdom were appealed to to assist in

selecting the eighteen riders (nine each
amateur and trade) who should do duty
for England. The visit to Holland proved
most enjoyable, and one and all came
away impressed for a lifetime with tlie

liospitality and sportsmanship of the
Dutchmen. The trial resulted in a sur-
prise victory for Holland, owing mainly
to an untimely trouble with an English
rider's magneto.

Tliough, according to the rules, the
second trial should have been h^ld in the
country which .xyon on the first occasion,
it was clear that the Dutchmen were
bent upon a visit to England, and,
therefore it was arranged that the 1913
event should be held in this country, and
in case of a British victory, the final event

for the silver trophy would be contested
in the Netherlands next year.

The organisation of the 1913 trial

devolved cliiefly upon Mr. W. Cooper
(Mr. Loughborough being too busily
engaged in the work of organisation in

connection with the A.C.U. Six Days'
Trials). It must be said that Mr. Cooper
has worked most enthusiastically, and
the fact that his arduous duties resulted
in such a successful event as last Mon-
day's proved to be must be some recom-
pense to him.

The British riders were most anxious to
give their Dutch guests a right royal
welcome in part return for the kindness
and attention received last year, and
accordingly a subscription list was opened
to entertain the Dutchmen, and thei'e

was an excellent response.

The proceedings opened on Saturday
last, when, in the early hours, our visitors
arrived at Harwich fron#the Hook, and,
after breakfast, were escorted by members
of the British teams and of the Ipswich
and District M.C.C. to Brooklands. The
journey proved a long and trying one,
the Dutchmen not appreciating the twists
in the road, besides which they especially
complained of the dust and the tar, which
made their eyes smart.

The B.A.R.C. had kindly invited the
international teams to Brooklands, and
it was not long before they were career-
ing round the track. One or two ex-

pressed their astonishment at the immen-
sity of the track. Many of the wary
ones did not seem anxious to try their
paces, preferring, apparently, to keep
the tune in their engines. Therefore
the action of the Rev. E. P. Greenhill,
on his Gr.W.K., and iMessrs. Bower and
Barnes, on Zenith sidecars, in taking
the Dutchmen round the track in turns
was greatly appreciated.

BanoLuet at the R.A.C.

The next move was to the Imperial
Hotel by train, and afterwards to the
Royal Automobile Club for the official

banquet, at which Mr. J. R. Nisbefc

presided. The speech-making was neces-
sarily limited by reason of the late hour
of arrival of the Dutch riders. After
the usual loyal toasts the Chairman pro-

posed "The motor cyclists of Holland,"
to which Mr. R. Toe Laer responded. '

Th^ captains of the British teams, W.
Pratt and F. Dover, followed with "The
Dutch teams," their remarks causing
considerable laughter, ilr. Citroen trans-
lated Mr. Dover's remarks for the benefit
of those of his countrymen who did not
understand English. Messrs. Citroen and
Ferwerda (captains of the Dutch teams)
proposed the English teams, Jlr. Citroen's
enthusiasm for the motor cycle being
plainly evident when he pointed out that
their suggestion of the international trial

was mainly to develop the ideal machine.
He wanted the event to become a per-

Some 01 the Dj;ch Team at Brooklands, wbich ihcy inspccleil last Saturday, bj Lnvilatlon ol the B.A.H.C.

CS
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THE F.RST MEN OFF. W. Cooper (2i i.p. Humberj and A. L. Verslmjs (2] h.p. Eijsink) starting.

petual one, and if England did some
day will the trophy, then another must
be found. He mentioned that he had
brought the trophy merely to "show"
the ii,uglisiimeu—a remark which caused
some amusement.

In subsequent remarks Mr. Citroen
paid a high tribute to the work of the
Auto Cycle Union. He gave it as his

opinion that the good work of the A.C.U.
had a world wide effect upon the motor
cycle, and the boom which Avas only
beginning in Holland owed its origin

mainly to the spade work of the A.C.U.
Be added that he believed that last

year's Dutch trial was the forerunner of

the Federation Internationale des Clubs
Motocyclistes. The Dutch Club now
had 700 members.

The Eoyal Dutch M.C.C.

In Responding, Mr. Loughborough re-

turned thanks for Mr. Citroen's flattering

remarks, which he considered significant

and sufficient incentive to Englishmen to
support the A.C.U. in every way that
lay in their power. He had been
told that in Holland "Iloyal" was about
to be applied to the Dutch M.C.C, so

that at any rate Holland led in this

respect. He assured the Dutch teams

that they need not be afraid of the
hairpins and the course which had been
mentioned by the English captains.

ilr. Otto Thomas followed with the
toast of "The Chairman," and spoke in
flattering terms of the untiring energy
of jMr. Nisbet in his work in developing
not only motor cycles, but cycles and
motor cars also. It was typical of Mr.
Nisbet's work that whatever he did, he
carried out thoroughly and without fuss.

He devoted himself to sports in general
from purely sporting motives, and his
work was appreciated on all hands.
Mr. Nisbet briefly responded, and

assured those present that it was suf-

fficie.nt re^vard for his labours that his
work was appreciated. He had con-
nected himself with all forms of sport,

cricket, football, swimming, cycling,
motor cycling, and the car world. He
referred to the good work of Mr. Lough-
borough, and contended that the efficiency

of his department accounted for the in-

crease in the A.C.U. membership of 60
per month. Finally he gave away a

manufacturer's "secret" in mentioning
that at a meeting of the Manufacturers'
Union, regarding .competitions, it was
unanimously agreed that the time was
not ripe to abolish competitions, and.

m short, th^ makers generally would
support all events which the A.C.U., in

its wisdom, thought fit to promote.
On Sunday the Dutch party trained

to Brooklands to pick up their machines,
their bags being looked after by W. A'.

Sale and W. Cooper. A late start was
made, but nevertheless the run to Oxford
was much enjoyed. Lunch was taken at

the White Hart Hotel, Windsor, and tea
at Henley. The Dutchmen expressed'
great admiration of the scenery along the
Thames Valley. In the evening all th©
machines were stored at the Morris
Garage, Oxford, and the finishing touches '

were made.

The Day of the Trial.

Monday opened dull and overcast, but
the threatened rain fortunately did not
materialise. The start was made at 9
a.m., quite a good crowd being present.

Mr. Alec Ross acted in his usual capacity

as starter, and Mr. J. H. Burley took
the times. The teams, with their official

numbers, are given hereunder

:

E. 1. W. Cooper (2% Humber).
H. 2. A.. L. Versluijs (2^ Eijsink).
E. 3. F. A. Hardy [2% Driiglas).

H. 4. J. H. Nieuwcnhuijs (2^ Vulkaan)
E. 5. Geoffrey Smith (2| Humber).
H. 6. J. van ' Franke-ahuijsen {2|

Douglas)
E. 7. F. Dover (3-i Premier).
H. 8. Joh. Ferwerda (5-6 F.N.).
E. 9. C. Lester (3i P. and M.).
H. 10. J. M. Bergmans (4 Simplex).
E. 11. A. Pw. Abbott (3i Rudge).
H. 12. A. Citroen, Kzn. (3i Rudgi

Multi).

E. 13. C. W. Wilson (Morgan).
H. 14. Pseud "Eddy" (4 Simplex).
E. 15. R. G. Charlesworth (6 Zenith).

H. 16. S. Eweg (7 Indian).

E. 17. R. E. Guest (Matchless and sc.

H. 18. A. B. C. van Dongen (7 Indiai

and sc.)

E. 19. S. Wright (2| Humber).
H. 20. L. J. Knoops (2i Eijsink).

E. 21. Reg. HoUoway (2^ Premier).

H. 22. D. v.d. Mark (2| F.N.).
E. 23. W. B. Gibb {2-| Douglas).
H. 24. Ijos Kerstens (2^ Vulkaan).
E. 25. W. Pratt (3i P. and M.).

H. 26. J. 0. Neurdenburg (3^ RudK>
Multi).

E. 27. W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph).

Competitors on Whitchurch Hill, C. W. Wilson (Morgan) leading.

C6



). M. Bergmans (4lLp. Simplex), followed by Ijos Kersiens (Vulkaini and F. C. North (Ariel), on
Station Hill, Wycombe.

. 28. A. Eijsink (3 Eijsink).

29. F. C. North {3i Ariel).

. 30. P. N. Jelsma (3 Eijsink).
51. C. R. Collier (6 Matchless).

. 32. C. Witteveen (4i James).
53. F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith).

, 54. P. Nieman (5-6 Simplex).
35. F. Smith (5-6 Clyno and sc).
36. J. L. Geidt (6 Cyclonette three-

wheeled cycle car).

Every chosen rider, according to pro-

irame, was present at the start, and as
i teams had been fixed some weeks pre-
jusly, this fact alone says something
• the keenness with which the trial

was fought out. Messrs. Cooper and
Versluijs led off the ball on their Hum-
ber and Eijsink machines respectively,
followed at minute intervals by the re-

mainder. It was easily possible to dis-
tinguish the machines, as those from
Holland carried orange number plates
with black lettering, and the English
machines carried green plates with white
letters; a national tlag also betokened
the country of their origin. The route
cards, which had been handed out the
previous evening, did not disclose the
true nature of the test, as reference to
the test hills w-as carefully avoided.

losg

First striking out to Shillingford,
tlirough Wallingford to Streatley and
Pangbourne, the first hill was encountered,
which is a long winding a.scent. Here
live Dutch competitors came to grief,
making the sixth out to this point, as
Van Dongen (7 Indian so.) had to slop,
to make some t'-ivial adjustment. The
roads were frightfully dusty, and, owing
to the continued drought, were extremely
loose ; in fact, the stones at certain points
on the route made riding very difficult,
and tested the skill of the Dutch riders,
who were not used to this sort of work,
to the utmost.

Failures at Nap and Kop Hills.

A long ascent out of High Wycombe
and Nap Hill proved two teasers, "especi-
ally to the Dutchmen. The last-mentioned
hill was covered with loose stones, and ia

a narrow and winding ascent of single
figure gradient. Here ilr. T. W. Lough-
borough, the clerk of the course, was busy
noting down failures, and a long list he,
was able to compile, though only one wa^
an English competitor, viz., A. R. Abbott,
vvho was suffering from a slipping clutch.
Kop Hill, Princes Risborough, was the
test of the day, and here Mr. J. H.
Nisbet, the judge, was stationed. No
fewer than ten of the Dutchmen found it

too stiff for their machines, Mr. Geidt's
cycle car having to be pushed nearly all

the way. As Pink Hill was descended,
it further meant negotiating the half bend
at the hill foot, and as it had to be taken
on the run a great many heaved a sigh of
relief when the top of Kop Hill was
reached. We observed that the surface
of the hill had deteriorated. The poor
performances of the Dutch riders on
the test hills was the result of
not being geared low enough, and also
not having had enough experience in the
successful manipulation of the air lever in
hill climbing. We noticed that quite a",

good number did not know what to do
when their machines started to slow.

F. W. Burses (6 lup. Zenith), (ollowed by J. C. Nenrdenburg (31 h.n.
Budge), on Kop Hilt

A. ElJslnk (3 b.p. Qjsink), the only Dutcb rider to gain a gold medaJ.

CS
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Tecond Intjrnational Reliability Trial.

—

down. They get no practice on steep hills

in Holland. " A. Eijsink, on a machine of his

own make, with outside flywheel, made a

splendid ascent, and J. C. Neurdenburg

(34 Riidge) also shone conspicuously. A.

Citroen liad very bad luck in getting on

to the very top of the hill over the worst

gradient, "and then being obliged to di.s-

iiioiuit. A. B. C. Van Dongen's 7 Indian sc.

was clnnbnig the hill at a splendid bat

ivhen it ran' cut of petrol. It appears

that he had missed the course at one

point, but how this was possible it is

diificult to explain, as we can testify to

the excellent marking of the route by

Mr. W. A. Sale and another. Scores of

arrows were used, and just as a reminder

cards bearing "Links Houden" (Keep to

the left) were constantly encountered.

The loose stony surfaces were telling a

tale upon the tyres, for quite a number
experienced troubles. The Englishmen
w-ere riding most consistently, and were

climbing the hills in first-rate style. R.

E. Guest had to stop to fasten the lock-

nut of his clutch, but the most serious

trouble to the English team was when
W. Cooper retired at the foot of Kop
Hill, owing to the axle of his Mark 6

Armstrong gear twisting and breaking

the fork end. Cooper had had the new
type of gear fitted to an old frame, and
the necessary anchor plates had unfor-

tunately been omitted. This cost the

British team eighty marks.

British Victory Assured.

The final stage of the morning run

was through Wendover to Tnng. Lunch
-was taken at the Rose and Crown Hotel,

and there was some very close running
to. the time schedule at this point. One
did not need to discuss experiences long

to come to the conclusion that a British

victory was practically assured, this year,

at any rate. After an hour-and-a-half's

wait, the competitors were sent off in

the same order as at the start, the first

hill being Ivinghoe, which was a
stumbling block to those who had found
previous hiils too mucli for them. The
course lay. through Dunstable, Hocklifte,

Leighton Buzzard, occasional up-grades

and sharp bends being encountered, but
there was little from this point to the
finish, which was -vid Aylesbury and
Thame, to worry any of the riders, and
on the afternoon's run, except for one
hill, the Dutch riders gained a good idea

of the average English road. J. H.
Nieuwenhuijs was .^ riding along very
comfortably on his V^ulcaan-Terrot in front

of us when his pulley dropped in the
roadway ; Fred Dover and ourselves only

just missed running over it.

Owing to the fact that the course had
been kept secret, there were not a great

many spectators to witness the trial.

Frank Smith had to ride forty miles

witlr a flat back tyre, whilst the rear

cylind^ plug of Geoffrey Smith's 2| h.p.

Humber ceased sparking on two or three
occasions, and the rider had perforce to

burn away the carbon as he rode along
by making a spark gap between the end
of the wire and the top of the plug. As
it happened, this proved a valuable tip

for him, for on time he was the nearest
of all the competitors with lOJs. error,

and gained several awards. When the
results were made known at 7.30 p.m.,
after all the officials had met, it was
found that the English victory was a
pronounced one, the home team losing

ninety-one marks compared to the Dutch
team's 545.

BRITISH TEAM*
Gold Medal Winners.

F. A. Hardy (2| Douglas).

Geoffrey Smith (2| Humber).
F. Dover (3i Premier).

C. Lester (3^ P. and M.)
C. W. Wilson (Morgan).
R. G. Charlesworth (Zenith).

S. Wright (2% Humber).
Reg. Holloway (2| Premier).

Scene in tbe ;ard ol the Rose and Crown Hotel, Trlng.

W. B. Gibb (2| Douglas).
W. Pratt (3i P. and M.)
W. F. Newsome (3^ Triumph).
F. C. North (3^ Ariel).

C. R. Collier (6 Matchless).

F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith).

Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno sc]

Silver Medal Winners.
A. R. Abbott (3-L Rudge).
R. E. Guest (8 Matchless sc.)

DUTCH TEAM.
Gold Med.-vl Winner.

A. Eijsink (3 Eijsink).

Silver Med.\l Winners.
A. L. Versluijs (2^ Eijsink).
Joh. Ferwerda (5 6 F.N.)
A. Citroen (3^ Rudge lilulti).

I'. J. Knoops (2y Eijsink).
D. v. d. Mark (2| F.N.)
J. C. Neurdenburg (3-^- Rudge Multi)
P. Nieman (5-6 Simplex).

RESERVES.
'Silver Medals eor Non-stop Feb

foema'nce.

W. B. Little (3i Premier). •

P. Newbold (6 Zenith).
Rex G. Mundy (34 Triumph).
D. H. Noble (3i Rover).
D. Arter (3^ James).

The complete results ar€ as follow ;

SPECIAL AWARDS.
Silver Cup, presented by The Moto

Cycle, for the best performance by
trade rider, Dutch or English, W. 1;

Gibb (2| h.p. Douglas).
Silver Trophy, presented by th

Cycle and Motor Cycle Manufacturer:
and Traders' Union, for the best pei

formance by an English private ownei
Geoffrey Smith (2| h.p. . Humber).
Silver Ctjp, presented by Mr. H. A

Boom, for best performance by a Dutc
rider A. Eijsink (3 Eijsink).
Silver N.M.V. PlaqtjE D'HoNNin

for best performance by an Englis
private owner, Geoffrey Smith (2| Hun
ber).

Bronze N.M.V. Plaque D'HoNNEn
for best performance by an Englis
trade rider, W. B. Gibb m Douglas).
Silver N.M.V. Medal d'Honhki'i

for the best performance by a Dutc
private owner, A. Citroen (3i Rudgi
Multi).

Bronze N.M.V. Medal d'Honnefi
for the best performance by a Dutc
trade rider, A. Eijsink (3 Eijsink).
Silver jMedal, presented by Mr. A

Citroen, for best performance by a

English rider, Geoffrey Smith (Humber
Silver jMedal, for best performance h

a Dutch rider on a Dutch machine, j)

Eijsink (3 Eijsink).

On Tuesday the riders visited Coventi
(travelling via Stratford and Warwicl
at the invitation of the Coventry an
Warwickshire T.Iotor Club, and Jlessr;

Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd., at the saffi

time invited the teams to luncheon. Tl
Mayor of Coventry (Col. Wyley, V.D
took -the chair at the dinner, and subsi

quently a move was made to the Empii
'Theatre to see a film of the pi-evious day
trial. The Rudge and 'Triumph cor

panics added to the batch of souvenii
received the previous day. On Wedne:
day morning the final stage was entere

upon, the Dutch riders being escorted t

Harwich, and given a hearty send off, a

voting the trip a most enjoyable one.
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w
TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.

Aug. 7th 8.37 p.m.
9th
11th
13th

8.33

8.30
8.26

Object" or Policeman.

The following amusing paragraph has
been sent to ns by a reader residing in

Natal : Charged with riding at an ex-

cessive speed, and asked wiiy he had not
stopped when ordered to by a policeman,
1 motor cyclist told the Court that "he
saw an 'object' as he passed, bat did
QOt Imow it was a policeman."

lew Racing Lightweight.

We hear that a racing F.N. light-

veight will shortly be seen on the track.

50 many fine performances have recently
leen put up with engines of small
yhnder capacity that it will be inter-

sting to se« how this shaft-driven
nachine fares against its rivals in the
150 c.c. class. The cubic capacity of

he F.N. is only 296 c.c.

[ill-climb in the Midlands.

An open hill-climb will be held by
he Sutton Coldfield and Mid-Warwick-
hire A.C. on the same date (in

ktober) as the open reliability trial.

he principal award will be the Levis
;up, kindly presented by Messrs.
tutterfield Bros. There will be a fast
nd. slow climb and a special prize for
he slowest time of the day. It is

loped to make this event as popular
s' the Colmore Cup trial organised by
he same club.

pecial Prizes in Six Days' Trials.

The following special prizes have been
'ffered, to qualify for any of which a
ompetitor must have completed tl\e trial:
(A.) A prize for the best performance

ly a team of three entered or nominated
ly a manufacturer, provided at least five
earns are nominated.
(B.) A prize, otfered by His Worship

he ifayor of Carlisle, for the best per-
oraiance by a team nominated by and
iiembers of an affiliated club, provided
t least five teams are nominated.
(C.j A prize to each member of the

"muing team in the International Tourine
rial.

ID.) A prize, offered by the Gnmber-
ind and County M.C.C., for the best
•erformance in Division I. (Jlotor
icyc-les).

(E.) A prize, offered by Mr. J. Wheat-
.'V, for the best performance in Division
1- (Sidecars and three-wheeled cycle
ars.)

,
l£l-) A prize, offered by the Electrical

engineering and Motoring Co., Carlisle,
jr the best performance in Division III
Four-wheeled cycle cars.)

t FUTURE EVENTS.
X -=-^<=-

i Aug. 9.—B.M.C.K.C. Race Meeting. <*

; „ 9.—Brookdale M.C.C. One Day Trial >* for Club Teams.

J* ., 9-—Liverpool A.C.C. Open Trial.

. 9.— N'ottiugham and District M.C.C. J
X Open One Day Trials.V „ 9.—Herts. County A.C. Open Hill- .J.
J» climb at Kop Hill. ,,A „ 18-23.—A.C.U. Si.x Days' Trials. •

Carlisle as Centre. **

,. 30.—Streatham and District M.C.C. !>
Annual Open Hill-clinib. .\

J» " 3°-—Hertfordshire M.C.C. Open Trial. !
^^ Sept. 6.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. **

.Annual Open Hill-climb. V
„ 13.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting. ,

J» „ 20.—Streatham M.C.C. Open Speed ^J,

Trials at Brighton.::<::::..
Reliability Trial in Italy.

The Circuito del Colle di Sestrieres
took place last week, a distance of
310 kilometres being covered over
various passes of the Alps near Turin.
Bai Badino's performance was very
meritorious. The following finished to
schedule time : Pierino Alberto (3^
Borgo), Meldi (3i Borgo), Cossu (3^
Triumph), Borgo (3^ Borgo), Fea Paolo
(3^ Triumph), Tarlarini Enrico (3^
Sarolea), Bai Badino (2| Douglas), Scales
(8 Zenith sc), Bechis (3J- Singer), and
Pregliasco (3^ Aetos).

SPECIAL FEATURES:

ANGLO DUTCH TRIAL.
VICTORY OF BRITISH TEAM.

TWO NEW TWIN ENGINES.

ENTRIES FOR SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

Anglo-Dutch Trials.

The following additional subscriptions
have been received :

£ s. d.

Rev. E. P. Greenhill .'.. 10
Mr. R. Lord 10 6

Dutch Trial Souvenirs.

Our visitors from Holland have returned
with many souvenirs of their trip, thanks
to the initiative of Mr Frank Hardy and
the kindness of the firms he approached.
The following gave souvenirs :

The Anglo-American Oil Co., Ltd.
Horlick's IMalted Milk Co.
Hutchinson Tyre Co.
R. Surridge and Co.
Stanley Belt Fastener Co.
F. E. Baker, Ltd.
Butterfield's (Levis)
Zenith Motors, Ltd.
British Petroleum Co., Ltd.
Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd.
Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.
Bowden Wire Ltd.

ANGLO-DUTCH TRIAL C. Lester (3i lup. P. and M.), lollowed by a Simplex rider, on ShUlinglord Bridge.
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M.C.C.

Standard

Reliability

and
Hill-climbing

Trial.

THIS event was run oil

on Saturday and Mon-
day last, starting and
finishing at Hunger-

ford, on the Bath Road. Of
an entry of twenty-nine, there
were three non-starters, and
of these E. B. Clark haid the
misfortune to collide with a

tramcar on the way to the
start and break his thigh.

The starters were

:

Gear and
Eider and Maclimc. No. of Speeds.

L. A. Baddcley (3i h.p. P. and M.) P. and M. 2-speed.
S. Tliarp (3V h.p. Triumph) Sturmey 3-speed.
R. F. L. Crossuian, K.N. (S h.p. Zeuitli) . .

.

Zenith-Gradua.
G. T. Gray (5 h.p. Rudge) .

.' Rudge Multi.
K. A. MacDonald (34 h.p. Singer) Sturmey 3-speed.
B. A. Hill (7 h.p. Indian) Indian 2-speed.
E. A. CoUiver (7 h.p. Indian) Indian 2-speed.
C. Perciyal (2 J h.p. Douglas) Douglas 2-speed.
C. Jlacbeth (2} h.p. Douglas) Douglas 2-speed.
S. G. Frost (2J h.p. Douglas) Douglas 2-speed.
D. W. PoppleweU (3* h.p. Trimnpli) Sturmey 3-speed.
H. A. Cooper (3i h.p. Bradbury) Sturmey 3-speod.
J. D. Drysdale (5 h.p. Hazlewood) Armstrong 3-speed.
A. T. Stanton (3.^ h.p. Bradbury) Sturmey 2-speed.
M. C. Breese (31 h.p. B.S.A.) B.S.A. 2-speed.
R. M. Marians (31 h.p. P. and M.) P. and M. 2-speed.
H. Karslake (31 h.p. Rover) Armstrong 3-speed.
H. F. Edwards (6 h.p. Enfleld) Enfleld 2-speed.
L. A. Bees (4 h.p. L.M.C.) L.M.C. 2-speed.
W. P. Tippett (31 h.p. Humber) Sturmey 3-speed.
E. Kiekham (2i h.p. Douglas) Douglas 2-speed.
G. H. S. Letchworth (5 h.p. Rudge Sidecar) Rudge Multi.
R. C. Davis (5-6 h.p. Clyno Sidecar) CljTio 3-speed.
H. G. R. SUngo (5-G h.p. Clyno Sidecar) Clyno 3-speed.
A. J. Dixon (31 h.p. Singer) Sturmey 2-speed.
L. jNIartin (10 h.p. Singer Car) Singer 3-speed.

The rules were exceedingly simple, being in effect that

to make a standard performance a machine had to climb
Porlock Hill at not less than a given speed and make a

clean *ascent of this hill, also Lynmouth, Barbrook, and
Coiintisbury hills,

Saturday's Outward Route.
The ro&te for Saturday was from Hungerford to Bridg-

water, Minehead, Porlock, Lynmouth, Barbrook Jlill,

Watersmeet, and back to Lynniouth. The return journey
was made vici Lynmouth to Porlock, and then following

the outward route, but in the reverse direction.

On the way down Baddeley had a nasty skid in Trow-
bridge, and Grossman suffered continuous tyre troubles,

which eventually put him out of the running. In the

neighbourhood of Philip St. Norton the dust was appalling.

End everyone was soon looking like a miller.

After an excellent lunch at the Bristol Hotel, Bridg-
water, a move was made for Porlock Hill, and competitors
were timed on the run, .over about 1,400 yards of the

steepest poition.

Observations on Porlock Hill.

Observations showed that Baddeley assisted at the first

corner, and Tharp assisted s,t both corners. Colliver fell

at the first corner and was helped away. MacDonald fell, '

C14

W. P. Tippett (31 h.p. Humber) an4 L. A. Bees (4 h.p. L.M.C.) on the lower bend of Porlock.

and made a clean ascent afterwards, being particularly

good at the second corner. Percival fell, and afterwards

legged heavily at the second corner. Alan Hill was very

good. Macbeth failed at the first corner. PoppleweU
was good. • Frost was splendid, and was easily fastest of the

smaller machines. Drysdale fell. Stanton assisted with

foot at the first corner, and was slow on the second

corner. Breese legged, and failed on the second corner.

Gray was fast. Marians stopped on both corners. Karslake

was good. Edwards assisted at the first corner, and was
\-ery good at the second corner. Bees was baulked by

Tippett on the first corner. Kiekham was quite fast.

Letchworth failed below the first bend with one mighty

conk. Davis passed Martin on the first corner. Coopt-r

skidded, but made a clean ascent. Slingo was good, but cut

the second corner close. Dixon was good, and Jlartin w:

very good. At the top of- the hill Breese experienced tyi

trouble, and was late at Lynmouth.
After tea at Lynmouth, the hill had to be taken with

cool engines, and all made good ascents excepting Macbeth
who ran alongside, above the first corner. Frost and Brec-s

were very fine. The hill was in very good conditio)

which perhaps accounted for so many making clean ascent-

A move was then made for Barbrook Hill, near whiii

Edwards broke a chain

iiarbrook Hill.

On this hill Baddeley skidded in the stones halfway v:

and fell. Sharp, Gray, MacDonald, Alan Hill, Colliver, an

Percival were good, Macbeth ran. Frost skidded aft'

climbing the steepest part and ran up the bank, Poppl

well, Cooper, Drysdale, and Stanton were good, Breeso

nearly got up when his belt commenced to slip and he had

to assist with his feet, Marians was slow, Edwards and

Bees good, Dixon was fast, Tippett good, Kiekham easily

fastest and steady, Davis was not happy but his machine

was going very well, Slingo good but not so fast as Davis.

and Martin very fine.

Everyone then went on to Lynmouth. for the finish "'

the day. Sunday was spent in visiting and admiring td

local beauty spots, and all were in high spirits. Th

competition was voted a great success, and the idea that

the event should combine a holiday and a competition w.is

being carried out to perfection. The weather experiencoil

was perfect throughout, and with the details carefully

thought out by L. A. Baddeley, who had charge of the

Irial, everything was quite successful. This was the third

year of the standard trial and hill-climb and the first time
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H. G. B. Slingo (5 Clyno sc.) on tie second bend of Porlock.

fine weather has been experienced. Instead of deep mud,
thick dust and stones were the order of the day on hills.

Monday morning was cloudy and a young gale was blow-

ing down Countisbury Hill. To decide the winners of the

cups this hill had to be climbed at varying speeds, accord-

ing to the classes in which the riders were entered. The
time errors in seconds were

Baddeley, 26is, fast

Tharp, 24-^-s. slow
Grossman, 22|s. fast

Gray, 3s slow
MacDonald, 545S. fast

Alan Hill, 53-|s. slow
CoUiver, 3^s. slow

Percival, 102s. fast

Macbeth, 9s. slow
Frost, 33|s. fast

Popplewell, 645S. slow
Cooper, 20s. slow

Stanton, lOfs. fast

Breese, 30s. fast

Marians, 9|s. fast

Edwards, 5|s. slow
Bees, 35^-s. slow
Tippett, 6|s. fast

Kickham, 16|s. fast

Davis, 8|s. fast

Slingo, 2|s. fast

Dixon, 22|s. slow
Martin, 0|s. slow
Karslake, 0|s. slow

Drysdale, 38|s. slow

The distance timed was one mile of the steepest portion,

with an average gradient of about 1 in 7. The run over

Exmoor was trying, in consequence of the high wind, but

it was soon over and forgotten. After leaving Minehead,

punctures came thick and fast. Gray, Alan Hill, Davis,
Kickham, and Martin, all foil victims, and to vary the
monotony Hill had a choked carburetter. After leaving
Bridgwater, Macbi:th and Pcrcjval experienced trouble with
tlieir engines quite dose together, but got gcing again
after some delay. Then some speed was put on to gut time
in hand for a cup of tea at Trowbridge, and again Grossman
fell a victim to the puncture fiend, a hefty three-inch nail

doing the trick.

Finishing to Schedule Time.
After Marlborough, and quite close to the finish, Breese

had anotlier puncture, and rode the last iwo miles on the
The following completed thenm so as to finish to time.

course in time for an award
L. A. Baddeley (P. and M.)
S. Sharp (Triumph)
G. T. Gray (Rndge)
K. A. MapDonald (Singer)

B. Alan Hill [Indian)

E. A. CoUiver (Indian)

C. Percival (Douglas)

G. Macbeth (Douglas)

S. G. Frost (Douglas)
D. V/. PoppleweU (Triumph)
H. A. Cooper (Bradbury)
J. D. Drysdale (Hazlewood)

A. T\ Stanton (Bradbury)
M. C. Breese (B.S.A.)
R. M. Marians (P. and M.)
H. Karslake (Rover)

H. F. Edwards (Enfield)

L. A. Bees (L..M.C.)

W. P. Tippett (Humber)
E. Kickham (Douglas)

R. C. Davis (Clvno sc.)

H. G. R. Slingo"(Clyno sc.)

A. J. Dixon (Singer)

L. Martin (Singer c.c.)

In addition to the above lue following finished to time, but

had not completed the course ; R. F. L. Grossman, R.N.
(Zenith) and G. H. S. Letchworth (Rudge sc). Subject to

confirmation by the committee, the silver cup tor the best

performance on a solo mount goes to H. Karslake (3^ Rover).

In consequence of the passenger class not attracting sufii-

cient entries the cup for this class falls through, the best

performance being made by L. iNlartin (10 h.p. Singer).

SPEED TRIALS AT WIMBORNE.
The Bournemouth and District M.C.C. will hold theii

second annual open speed trials at Canford Park, Wimborne,
on Wednesday, September 3rd, commencing at 1 p.m.

There will be the following classes :

Glass I.—To 350 c.c.

Glass n.^51 to 600 c.c.

Glass in.—351 to 600 c.c, for riders who have never won
an award in a motor cycle race.

Class IV.—To 1,000 c.c

Class V.—Sidecars to 650 c.c.

Class VI.—Sidecars and three-wheeled cycle oars to 1,000

c.c, and four-wheeled cycle cars to 1,100 c.c.

The competition will be run off on the knock-out principle.

The latest date for entries is August 25th, or at double fees

August 27th

W. B. Tippett (Humber) and L. A. Bees (L.M.C.) further round the llrst corner (see previous pise). The former, as will be seen, Is In the act 0! skUding.
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Final Regulations for the
The Condilions for

THE A.C.XJ. have issued the final regulations for the

Six Days' Trials which commence at Carlisle on

August 18th. They state that ; 1. All machines

entered for the trial, with their drivers and passengers,

must be at the official storage depot, the Skating Rink,

Carlisle, not later than 9 a.m., Sunday, August 17th. Late

arrivals may be disqualified. The competing machines will

then be examined for compliance with the regulations as to

classification, equipment and numbering; drivers, pas.sengers,

and machines, will be weighed, and frames, engines, and

gear boxes sealed. Spare parts, packed in a separate re-

ceptacle, must be declared on the form that will be provided,

and the receptacles will be sealed. Petrol and oil tanks

should be filled prior to presentation of the machine.

2. Engines may not be started at any time during the

trial within the storage depot, nor may any replenishment

of oil or petrol be made therein,

Competitors are earnestly requested to take every possible

precaution against damaging the floor of the Skating Rink
either by leakage of oil or otherwise.

3. Competitors only will be allowed to enter' tie storage

depot
;
passengers, friends, attendants, or trade representa-

tives are expressly excluded at all times. A competitor will

not be allowed to enter the storage depot until fifteen

minutes before his time to start, when any adjustment should

be made within the building, and the machine then wheeled

outside into the order of starting for the day.

AUGUST 7th, 1913.

A.C.U. Six Days' Trials.

the Flexibility Test.

How the speeds in the hill-climbing Cexibility test will be measured.

4. Drive considerately in Carlisle. The schedule times

are each day calculated from and to a point indicated by a

notice board outside the town of Carlisle. Three minutes,

both morning and evening, will be allowed between this

point and the depot. Therefore,' at the start of each day's

run, competitors will be despatched three minutes in front

of schedule time, and, at the finish of each day, they should

arrive at the above point at scheduled finishing time, and
at the depot three minutes later.

5. Spare parts, as defined in Prelim. Reg. 15, must
not be made use of unless carried on the macliine from the

commencement of the .trial. A breach of this regulation

may involve disqualification.

6. Any competitor who may be prosecuted at law for

excessive speed may, if the stewards are satisfied that he
did drive at an excessive speed, be disqualified.

7. Harks will be awarded for the Flexibility and Speed
Trials as follows :

The total number of marks that can be- earned for the

Flexibility and Speed Tests is 100. The Flexibility Trial

will give a measure of Acceleration (25 marks), and, in

conjunction with the Speed Trial, will also give measui'es

of FlexibiUti/ (25 marks) and General Utility (25 marks).

The Speed 'Trial alone -Cvill give a measure of Speed (25

marks).
The maximum number of marks of 25 under each of the

above four headings is to be gained by driving over the

slow portion of the Flexibility Trial at, at most, 7.2 m.p.h.,

and the fast portion at, at least, 18 m.p.h., and by attain-

ing an average speed in the Speed Trial in accordance with

the following table ;

Drv. r.

Motor Cycles.

B D

Drv. 2.

Sidecars and Three-
wheeled Cycle Cars.

H I

Div. 3.

Four-
wheeled
Cycle Cars.

J KClass A
Engine capa-

city, c.c. . . . 275 350 500 750 rooo 350 5G0 750 1000 750 iioo

Speed, m.p.h. 25 33.33 35.7 38.5 41.7 22.7 27.8 31-25 35.7 27.8 33-33

The length of the Speed Trial will be one kilometre,

flying start.

The relation between Acceleration, Flexibility, General

Utility, and Speed is expressed by the following formula,

in which Tj is the average speed in the Speed Trial, T^ in

the slow portion, T, in the fast poi-tion of the Flexibility

Trial :

Max.
Marks.

= T, 25
T

A. Speed

B. Acceleration

C. Flexibility

D. General Utility=-^1

25

25

25

100

A competitor who fails in

the Flexibility Trial or ob-

tains less than the follow-

ing minima will be credited

) with marks as follows for

B, C, and D combined :

Div. 1, a min'm of 60 mks.

)> 2, „ ,, 55 ,,

„ 3, „ „ ,50 „

In the Flexibility Trial nothing is to be gained by
driving at an average speed slower than 5 m.p.h., or faster

than 20 m.p.h., in the slow and fast portions respectively.

If a competitor stop in the Flexibility Trial, he will be

allowed one more attempt ; touching the ground with the

feet will constitute a stop. .

8. Marks will be deducted as follows:

(A.) Deviation from Schedule.

For starting late either in the morning or after the

luncheon interval^one mark for every minute or part of a

minute.'

For passing any point of the route, eight minutes in the

case of motor bicycles, or ten minutes in the ease of passenger
machines, in advance of or behind schedule time for that
point—one mark for each of the said eight or ten minutes,
and one mark per minute or part of a minute in excess of'

the said eight or ten minutes
;

provided that a deduction of

marks under this regulation shall not be made more than once
for any competitor in any morning or afternoon's run, and
the maximnm loss of marks due to deviation from schedule-

shall be limited to twenty in any one day.

(B.) Stopping in a Nmi-sfop Section.

For stopping in a non-stop section—each stop four marks.
The non-stop-sections are indicated on the profile and sketch
maps, and will also be indicated on the road by means of

notice boards. The road wheels coming to rest, except fori

exigencies of traffic, duly reported, or any breach of Prelim.

Reg. 29, constitutes a stop.

(C.) Use of Spare Paris.

For each spare part taken from the spare parts receptacle

—

one mark.
(D.) Appearance.

For an excessively dirty or untidy macliine or driver—one
mark each day.

(E.) Defective Condition.

On account of the defective condition of any corhpeting

machine—not exceeding ten marks.
9. All official notices will be posted at the Central Hotel,

Carlisle.

Entries
Percival (2| Douglas)

B. Sproston (2| Sunbeam)
. G. Cocks (2^ Connaught)
. Phillips (2| Douglas)

G. Edmond (2J Humber)
Gutgemann (2f 'Veloce)

C. de la Hay (2| Sun-
beam)

W. R. Steel (2| Sunbeam)

to Date.
W. J. M. Sproulle (3^ P.

and M.)
G. D. Hardee (34 Triumph)
T. J. Ross (3^ Triumph)
Fred Dover (3^ Premier)
J. H. Kerr (3^ N.S.U.)
A. E. Catt (3i Triumph)
S. Sawer (3^ Premier)
F. W. Applebee (3^ B.S.A.,
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—

W. C. Drake (P. and ii.)
|

P. Sliaw (P. and M.)
W. Pratt (P. and i\l.)

M. C. Bieese (5i B.S.A.)
F. E. J. iiartlett (4 Blum-

field)

C. B. Moss Blundell (3i )

H. v. L'olv.i (o Enfield)

E. Keyte (3 Enfield)

fl. Graham Dixon (3^ James)
J. Ingham (3^ Velucf)

S. Tubb (3i Hnmber)
T. B. G. Vale (3^ Rover)
G. E. Cuffo (3; Premier)
W. E. Cook (3^- A.S.L.)
S. Browne (3^ James)
J. A. Neumann (5-6 Eudge)
I. P. Macdonald (4^ Norton)
G. T. Gray (5-6 Riidge)

J. Douglas Morrison (5-6

Bat)

H. H. Hutchinson (6 Trump-
Jap)

E. A. Colliver (7 Indian)
B. Alan Hill (7 Indian)

^(^IL® ^035

S. T. Tessier (5-6 Bat)
R. C. Davis (5-6 Ulyno sc.)

Philip Grout (6 A.J.S. sc.)

T. Stevens (3i James sc.)

Cecil Dnploch'(6 A.J.S. sc.)

C. H. 11. Nurrington (6 En-
field sc.)

II. Chcaves (6 Enfield sc.)

W. H. Egginton (6 Enfield
sc.)

Fred Crosthwaite (8 Match-
less sc.)

F. K. Portway (9 Paragon
c.c.)

P. D. Walker (10 Harding
and Summers)

C. M. KeiUer (8 G.W.K. c.c.)

J. R. Alexander, jun. (7

Indian)
A. Sumner (8 Zenith)

J. Haslam (6 Zenith)

G. Griffiths (8 Zenith)

H. F. S. Morgan (8 iMorgan)

Ellison Hawkes (3A Rudge)

The Mont Cenis liill-cUmb took place on the 3rd inst., and
resulted as below. A description and contour section of

the Mont Cenis Pass were given in the issue of July 17th.

The hill is over fourteen miles in length, with a maximum
gradient of 1 in 10.

Touring Cl.^ss.—Iguera (Borgo), 22m. 58|s.

Racing Cl.vss.—250 c.c. : Semeria (S.I.A.M.T., 28m. 27J-s.

350 c.c. : Riva (Motosacoche), 24m. lis. 500 c.c. : Ponti
(Motosacoche), 22m. 34|s. (fastest time of the day).

THE SCOTTISH TRIALS.
JUDGES' REPORT.

The report of the judges on the Scottish Trials has now
been issued, and it contains the names of four add)tional
gold medal winners. These are V. Busby (3^ h.p. Ariel),

Jlrs. Baxter (6 h.p. Rex), T. T. Laker '^% h.p. Elswick),

and J. Steel (3^ h.p. B.S.A. ). The judges are of opinion
that a very much larger number of competitors would
have won gold medals had they all adopted a more
careful style of driving, especially on the numerous hairpin
corners. They lay emphasis on the fact that broken frames
were far too common, and suggest that in future it should
be made impossible for a competitor to gain a gold medal
if he finishes with a broken frame. Sidecar chassis also

come in for castigation on account of weakness, but they
point out that it was the newcomers to these trials who
were the chief sufferers, as those who had been through
before were able to anticipate weak spots and guard against

them. They also point out that the twisting about and
gymnastic performances of the passengers on hills should
not be necessary, and contrast it with the normal position

assumed by riders in the cycle cars.

The judges state that of the finishers only four changed
their exhaust valves, which they characterise as a great

improvement on past years, and they also find a word
of praise for the really admirable behaviour of the com-
petitors throughout the trials.

We have received a letter from Mrs. Hardee saying thai

she would like to convey her thanks to Sam Wright for his

kindness in bringing her into Grantown on the last day
but one of the trials after her bad smash caused by the
bursting of her rear tyre. Many readers will be glad to

hear that Mrs. Hardee has suffered no bad effects from her

faU.

INTERNATIONAL CUP RACE IN FRANCE.
The race organised by the Automobile Club de la Sarthe

for motor bicj'cles, sidecars, and cycle cars was held on
Monday last, the day preceding the car event. The motor
bicycles liad to cover 201:| miles, six circuits of the course,
and the sidecars and cycle cars 167^ miles. There were
three classes lor motor bicycles—250, 350, and 500 c.c.—two
for sidecars—500 and 1,000 c.c.—and the awards were a cup
for best time of the day, two challenge cups (one for motor
bicycles and one for sidecars and cycle cars), and a silver
medal for the winner of each class. There were forty-nine
entries, and the whole of the competitors in each class wore
different coloured armlets, and were started together from
8.3p a.m. onwards. The start of the circuit was situated
on the main road from Mans to Tours at Hunaudieres, and
here were the grand stands and replenishment depots, where
all petrol, oil, and replacement parts had to be taken up,
and at no other part of the course.

Woodhouse, an Englishman, on a Clement, 500 c.c, led oif

the ball at 8.50 a.m., and the only other English rider was
-Greame Fenton, also on a Clement, in the 350 c.c. class.

Woodhouse won liis class, and the 500 c.c. sidecar class was
won by a French rider of a B.S.A. The results were:

Motor Bicycles.
650 c.c, Guilloreau (Terrot) ; 500 c.c, Woodhouse

(Clement).

Sidecars.
500 c.c, Delaune (3^ h.p. B.S.A.); 1,000 cc, Vanella (7

h.p. Indian).

Cycle Cars.
1,100 c.c, weight limited, Violet-Bogey; 1,100 c.c, weight

unlimited, Ronteix.
It will be noticed that the French divide the cycle cars

into two classes by weight, the limited class being 350
kilos = 770 lbs.

(1) A group ol compelitors starting. (31 J. W. Woodhouse (3i h.p. Clement-M..'\.G.), who
won the 500 c.c. event.
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BROOKLANDS AUGUST MEETING.
Two solo jiotor cycle events, a sidecar race, and a

cycle car race, all handicaps, were included in the

Brooklands Racing Club's August Bank Holiday
programme and, as usual, the two former were

characterised by enormous fields. The Thirteenth Long
Motor Cycle Handicap attracted no less than forty-one

entries, of which thirty-three faced the starter, whilst in

the Short Race thirty-seven out of fifty came forward.

With so many machines on the track, it was naturally

quite impossible accurately to trace the give and take of

the races. A feature of the meeting was the congestion in

the paddock and the large crowd on the test hill ; the public

appeared to greatly enjoy the racing, which was favoured by
brilliant weather.

THE THIRTEENTH LONG MOTOR CYCLE HANDI-
CAP. Distance, 8g miles. Runners : . _

Rider and machine.
Sidney George (2-cyl. Indian)

E. Remington (2 Matchless)

G. E. Stanley {1 Singer>

A. J. Brewin (2 Zenith)

L. Hill (1 Rudge)
A. J. McDonagh (1 Rudge)
C. G. PuUin (1 Rudge)
H. A. Collier (2 Matchless)
Percy Butler (2 Scott)

J. Cocker (1 Singer)

L. G. Brown (1 Corah)
Kenneth Holden (1 B.S.A.)

J. R. Haswell (1 Triumph)
S. Yano (1 Triumph)
J. A. Manners-Smith (1 Triumph) ...

George Roberts (1 Rudge)
G. W. Miller (1 Grandex-Precision)

J. W. ToUady (1 Singer)

R. B. Pullin (1 Rudgel
V. E. Horsman (1 Singer)

P. Brewster (2 Zenith)

Noel H. Brown (1 Indian)

E. N. Openshaw (1 Triumph)
F. G. Edmond (2 Humber)
W. A. Jacobs (1 Singer)

J. P. Le Grand (1 Singer)

H. Martin (2 Martin)

S. Halsall (1 Veloce)

M. Heinzel (2 N.S.U.)
E. E. Elwell (2 Douglas)

C. Starace (2 N.S.U.)
R. J. Bell (1 N.S.U.)

This resulted in an easy win by forty yards for Elwell

(Douglas), who averaged a speed of 53^ m.p.h. Second, V.

E. Horsman (Singer) ; third, P. Brewster (Zenith). H.
Collier retired with a broken valve.

H 'cap.

mm. c.c. m. s.

82^ x93 994 scr.

90 x77i 986 12
85 x88 499 39
90 X77i 986 39
85 x88 499 48
85 x88 499 48
85 x88 499 48
64 x77 496 54

2r X 2i" 486 54
85 x88 499 1 3
90 x77i 493 1 24
85 x88 499 1 24
85 x88 499 1 24
85 x88 499 1 36
85 x88 499 1 36
85 x88 499 1 36
85 x88 499 1 36

85 x88 499 1 36
85 x88 499 1 36
85 x88 499 1 36

70 x54i 419 1 36

82i x93 497 1 36
85 x88 499 1 36

60 x60 340 2 6

69 x93 348 2 6

69 x93 348 2 6

60 x61 344 2 6

76 x76 345 2 33
54.^ x75 349 2 33

61 x60 350 3 3
52 x75 318 3 3

58 x72 190 3 54

THE SIXTEENTH SHORT MOTOR CYCLE HANDI-
CAP. Distance, b| miles. Runners:

Rider and machine.
Sidney George (2-cyl. Indian)

G. E. Stanley (1 Singer)

A. J. Brewin (2 Zenith)

L. Hill (i Rudge) ...

A. J. McDonagh (1 Rudge) ...

H. A. Collier (2 Matchless)

J. Cocker (1 Singer) ...

L. G. Brown (1 Corah)
Kenneth Holden (1 B.S.A.)
J. R. Haswell (1 Triumph)
S. Yano (1 Triumph) ...

J. A. Manners-Smith (1 Triumph) .,

George Roberts (1 Rudge)
G. W. Miller (1 Grandex-Precision) .

J. W. ToUady (1 Singer) ...

H. Jepson (1 Zenith)

W. J. Startin (2 Ivy) ,

P. Brewster (2 Zenith)

R. B. Pullin (1 Rudge)
E. N. Openshaw (1 Triumph)
G. L. Haydon (1 Calthorpe) ...

J. E. Bird (1 Singer)

V. E. Horsman (1 Singer)

F. G. Edmond (2 Humber)
W. A. Jacobs. (1 Singer)

J. P. Le Grand (1 Singer) ...

H. Martin (2 Martin)
G. Syme (1 Triumph)
S. Halsall (1 Veloce)

Max Heinzel (2 N.S.U.)
C. Starace (2 N.S.U)
E. E. Elwell (2 Douglas)
W. H. Buckeridge (2 Douglas) ...

George Graff (2 Douglas)

G. S. Woodman (2 Douglas) ...

R. J. Bell (1 N.S.U.)

The result was a runaway win for Holden (B.S.A.), who
was first home by 150 yards from A. J. Brewin (Zenith),

and J. W. ToUady (Singer), the two latter Being neck and
neck ; Stanley fourth and Jepson a close fifth. Speed, 65^
m.p.h. Buckeridge (Douglas) broke a driving chain.

THE AUGUST SIDECAR HANDICAP. Eunners :

A. J. Luce (2-cyl. Zenith)

A. J. Brewin (2-cyl. Zenith) ...

G. E. Stanley (1-cyl. Singer) ...

Kenneth Holden (1-cyl. B.S.A)
H. Jepson (1-cyi. Zenith)

A. Sumner (1-cyl. Zenith)

S. F. Garratt (1-cyl. Zenith) ...

V. E. Horsman (1-cyl. Singer) ...

J. Baxter (1-cyl. Armstrong-Villiers)

H "cap.

mm. c.c. m. B.

82^ x93 994 scr.

85 x88 499 26

90 x77i 986 26
85 x88 499 32

85 x88 499 032
64 x77 496 36
85 x88 499 42
90 x77i 493 56
85 x88 499 56

85 x88 499 056
85 x88 499 1 4

85 x88 499 1 4

85 x88 499 1 4
85 x88 499 1 4

85 x88 499 1 4
90 x77i 493 1 4
60 x76 430 1 4
70 x54i 419 1 4
85 x88 499 1 4

85 x88 499 1 4
70 x90 346 1 4
85 x88 499 1 4
85 x88 499 1 4
60 x60 340 1 24
69 x93 348 124
69 x93 348 1 24
60 x61 344 1 24
85 x88 -499 124
76 x76 345 1 42

54.4x75 349 142
52 x75 318 2 2
61 x60 350 2 2
61 x60 350 2 2
61 x60 350 2 2
61 x60 350 2 2
58 x72 190 2 36

90 x77i 986
90 x77i 986
85 x88 499 8
85 x88 499 36
90 x77i 493 040
85 x88 499 040
85 x88 499 040
85 X88 499 40

74, x80 348 1 38

A. Sumner (Zenith sidecar), winner of the sidecar handicap. E. E. Elwell (2J h.p. Douglas), who won on the 13th motor cycle event.
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The Dew, runabout which won the second cycle car handicap.

Before many minut«s' running the result of this race was
a foregone conclusion, as Sumner's Zenith was obviously the
fastest machine and Jepson's the next. These two finished

in that order, separated by 150 yards, witli 300 yards between
Becond and Kenneth Holden' (B.S.A.) third ; fourth, Luce
(Zenith); fifth, Stanley (Singer); sixth, Garrett (Zenith).
Baxter (Armstrong- Villiers) had trouble which caused him to
stop in the second lap. Speed, 51^ m.p.h. Some of the.

sidecar's were laughable, one being a mere skeleton framework
with a board for the passenger to sit on and a tubular footrtst.

THE SECOND CYCLE CAR HANDICAP. Distance,

5J miles. Starters

:

B. Haywood (Singer) 63 x 88 1,096 scr.

G. W. Hands (Calthorpe* ... 62x 90 1,088 6

J. T. Wood (G.W.K.) 86x 92 1.058 18

. C. Bolton on a new cycle car o[ his own construction with water-cooled
Precision engiub.

D. C. 3olton (Bolton)

G. Bullock (Winco)
F. H. Ronksley (G.N.)
C. M. Whitehead (G.N.)
J. F. Buckingham (Chota)
A. E. T. Collins (Chota)
R V. Patterson (Chota) ...

H. E. Dew (D.E.W.)
The D.E.W. proved a very speedy

held the lead from start to finish, the
showing any signs of challenging it being

1. H. E. Dew (D.E.W.).
2. B. Haywood (Singer).

3. J T. Wood (G.W.K.).
Speed, 5Si m.p.h.

85 X 96 1,090 18
. 86 X 93 l.ORO 24
. 81 X 88 1,086 32
. 84x 98 1.085 40

89x120 747 1 16
89x120 747 1 16
89x120 747 1 16

85 X 85 964 1 20

little machine, and
only other machine
the Singer. Result :

BIRMINGHAM TO EDINBURGH AND BACK RUN.
Twenty-five members of the Birnringham Club started for

Edinburgh at two o'clock Saturday morning. Thick fogs

and intense <:old were the only objectionable features of the

night ride. The course taken for the outward journey was
(Bi'a Nottingham and Worksop, joining the usual London-
Edinburgh course at Doncaster; total mileage of the outward
journey, 329 miles. Breakfast and luncheon stops were made
at Doucaster and Appleby respectiveJy, and it speaks well

for the reliability of present day machines that all twenty-
five reached Edinburgh inside the gold medal margin.
The only cycle car was the AUdays JMidget, which per-

formed creditably. There were seven sidecar turnouts and
all finished well "up to time at Edinburgh, rnere were no
incidents of importance.
At 2 a.m. on August 4th, the first competitor was

started from the Rossleigh C^arage on the return journey of

295 miles, and as competitors were not allowed to touch
their machines until half an hour
bttore the start, many had a diffi-

culty in getting away, and were seen
scattered along the streets of Edin-
burgh makini; adjustments.
The morning was fine, and no

fogs were encountered, the only draw-
back being the succession of acute
bends between Edinburgh and C)ala-

shiels, which are dangerous in the
dark. The breakfast stop was at
Carlisle, where nearly all the riders
arrived on time. The going was
good the whole way, but on Shap
T. Pollock (.James) was encountered
with his engine out of the frame,
and T. Blumfield (Kerry-Abingdon)
pushing his machine into Kendal;
Dinner was taken at Warrington,

and competitors were glad to have
passed through Preston and Wigan,
with the awful paving and bumpy
streets. The finish of the competition
was at Streetly, and the following

finished within tlie time stipulated to qualify for a gold medal :

T. Silver (3-^- Quadrant sc.

H. Silver (3^- Quadrant so.)

H. Ball (31 Triumph)
,

S. C. Perryman (3^

Quadrant)
D. Brown (3^ Rover)
S. A. Rowlandson (3^

Rudge)
A. Young (3^ Abingdon)
E. H. Baker (3^ Jlonarch)
R. W. Duke (3i Rover)
T. Pollock (31 James)

Wilson (3^- Quadrant)
T. Peck (31 Ivy)

J. AUdays (AUdays-Midget)
A. W. Sarsons (3^- Sun)
rl. Hopkins (3^ Abingdon)
G. Dixon (3i James sc.)

W. Lovegrove (3^

Raglan)
E. Longton (3^ AUdays sc.)

G. A. Lovegrove (3^

Raglan)
G. N. Norris (3i Raghmi

Thi'ee teams finished complete, viz., the James, Quadrant,
and Raglan.

D. Brown (Rover) rode for five hundred miles with his

frame broken, and did remarkably well to get through.

An example of the Peerless cycle car which has a water-cooled engine.
Motor Company, Birmingham.

If Is made by the Peerless
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Haverstock M.C.C.
A garden party will be held at the ]\Iitre, Barnet, on the

14th inst., when all motor cyclists will be welcome. Admis-
sion free.

Westmorland M.C.C.
The hill-climb which was to have taken place on the 21st

inst. has, owing to the A.C.U. Six Days' Ti'ials, been
postponed till the 28th inst.

Essex M.C.
The twenty-four hours' ride from Woodford to York and

back will take place on August 29th and 30th, starting
from Snaresbrook at 7 p.m.
The route will be the same as in previous years, via

Eppmg, Cambridge, and Alconbury Hill, where the Great
North Road is joined, and then on tlirough Grantham. Don-
caster, and TTerrybridge to York.
Entry forms and full particulars may be obtained upon

application to the hon. secretary, Mr. Harold Fuller, 51,
Pulteney Road, South Woodford.

Ripon and District M.C.C.
Speed trials were held on the 26th ult. Results

:

Single-cylinders {on formula).—1, A. S. Wells (3i h.p.
Rudge); 2, N. Barker (3^ h.p. Humber) ; 3, J. H. Taylor
(3i h.p. Triumph). Winner's speed, SQj m.p.h.
Unlimited (on time).—1, A. S. Wells {3i h.p. Rudge); 2,

F. W. Taylor (3i h.p. Rudge); 3, J. H. Taylor (3i h.p.
Triumph). Winner's speed, 60 m.p.h.

Passenger Class (on formula).—1, F. W. Taylor (3^ h.p.
Rudge) ; 2, J. H. Taylor (3i h.p. Triumph) ; 3, C. Kay
(35 h.p. Bradbury). Winner's speed, 43^ m.p.h.

Colchester and District M.C.
The results of the speed event held at Dedham on the

24th ult. were as follows, distance half-mile, flying start :

Tourist Trophy Class.—Mark Head (3l h.p. T.T. Zenith),
29|s. ; R. F. Richards (3i h.p. T.T. Rudge), 30|s. ; F.
Braithwaite (3^ h.p. T.T. Rudge), 30|s.

Roadster Class.—R. F. Richards (3i Rudge Multi), 375S. ;

R. Armes (3^ h.p. Swift), SSss. ; Crosby (3^ h.p. Swift),
39ss.

Any machine up to 1,000 c.c—Mark Head (3^ h.p. -T.T.
Zenith), 28is. ; D. W. Popplewell (3^ h.p. T.T. Singer),
30s. ; F. Braithwaite (3i h.p. T.T. Rudge), 30s.

Exeter and District M.C.C.
A twenty-four hour reliability trial took place from

Exeter to London, from London to Plymouth (via Exeter),
and from Plymouth back to Exeter, a distance of four
hundred miles, on the 25th and 26th ult., for a cup and gold
medal presented by Mr. E. Gould.
A very good entry was obtained, and eighteen competitors

started from the London Inn Square, Exeter, at 8.30 on
the Friday night. I'he riders experienced grand weather
until within about twenty miles of Staines, where they
encountered a heavy mist.

Mr. Gwynne (of the Motor Cycling Club) checked the
times of the competitors on Staines Bridge, where thirteen
arrived to time. After a wait of an hour and a. quarter
at the Bridge House Hotel a fresh start was made for the
West. Twelve competitors arrived at Plymouth punctually.
Twelve competitors finished to time. Results ;

1. S. Saunders (Rudge), error 7m. 25s. Gould cup.
;

2, L. JNlogridge (iMead -Precision), error 10m. 54s. Gold '

medal.
;

On the 23th and 30th of this month the club are holding
[

another twenty-four hour reliability trial for a cup pre-
sented by Mr. E. J. Hancock, of Exeter. The course will
be round the coast of Devon and Cornwall.
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Dublin and Disfxict M.C.C.

The open reliability trial from Dublin to Glengarriffe and
back took place on Saturday and Monday. The start took
place from Inchicore Bridge at 6.30 a.m. on Saturday.

Oxford M.C.C.

The results of the reliability trial to Llandudno and
back, which took place on the 5th and 7th ult., are now
available : Winner of the bridge set, presented by the Bir-

mingham Small Arms Co., Ltd., H. G. Watson, total

error 5m. 2s. ; gold medals, W. A. Mathews, F. L. K.
Loxley, C. B. C. Lo-tley, and R. C. Davis ; silver medal,

C. J. Bellamy.

Public School M.C.C.
There was a run from London to Brighton and back

recently. The members who joined the run should be com-
mended for the punctuality of their attendance and arrival

at Brighton. The running of Mr. Max Cremetti's light-

weight Hazlewood was worthy of special note. He appeared
to have no difficulty in maintaining the pace set by the big

twin cycles and the performance of his machine was ia

every way praiseworthy.

York County M.C.C.

The second quarterly trials arranged by the above club

were held recently. The course was via Harewood,
Harrogate, Ripley, Pateley Bridge, Greenhow Bank, Grass-

ington, Cracoe, Winterburn, and Malham, where competitors
had an hour's stop for tea. The return journey was via

Eshton, Skipton, Addingham, Otley, Harewood, and Moor-
town. The weather was fine, and two-thirds of the com-
petitors completed the course to schedule time and without

an, involuntary stop. No mechanical breakdowns were
reported, punctures being the main cause of failures. The
roads in places were extremely rough.

Neville Newton (Budge), winner of the Chesterlleld M.C.C. Speed ItiaUJ
last Saturday.
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Club News.—
Islington and District M.C.C.

The result of the above club's iiou-stop reliability run,

which took place on the 20th ult., was as follows: 1, H.

Ward (4^ Precision so.), error 5 marks; 2, A. Uglow (2J

Douglas), 7; 3, A. G. Peppercorn (3i Bradbury); 10; 4, H.
Thomas (3i Triumph sc); 5, A. A. Frith (6 Zenitli) ; 6, F.

Heck (3i Ariel sc).

Cumberland County M.C.C.

On July 26th a hiil-climb was held on Whinlatt«r Pass.

Results :

Singles.—1, W. B. Little (3^ Premier); 2, J. W. Moffet

(3i Singer) ; 3, W. T. Tiften (3i B.S.A.)

Twins.— 1, K. M. Ghaplow (2J Humber) ; 2, J. Glaister

(5-6 Matchless) ; 3, W. Wilkinson (5-6 Clyno).

Fastest time of the day, W. B. Little (3J Premier).

The annual trial to Harrogate and back took place on

the 27lh ult. The journey was made rid' Kendal, Settle,

and Skipton in glorious weather. The Hilton Robinson
Challenge Cup for solo machines was won by W. B. Little

(3i Premier) ; 2, J. W. Moffet (3i Singer) ;"
3, E. F. Gil-

banks (3^ Rover). Other machines to lose no marks except

on time were : G. Rutherford (2§ Sunbeam), J. Robinson

(2i N.U.T.), and J. Glaistex (3^ Bradbury). The captain's

cup for sidecar machines was won by W. Wilkinson
(5-6 Clyno).

North Staffordshire M.C.

The reliability run for the President's Trophy Cup, given

by Mr. James Cadman, was held on the 27th ult., over a

course of approximately 180 miles.

Starting from Whitmore, the course lay through Market
Drayton, Shrewsbury, Welshpool, Llanfair, Dinas Mawddwy,
BaJa (lunch stop). Lake Vyrnwy, Llanfylin, Oswestry, EUes-
mere, Whitchurch, Audleni, Woore, and Whitmore.
The trial was run on the " go as you please " principle,

there being no penalty for stops ; but an average of 20 m.p.h.,

based on the shortest distance, had to be kept up. This was
Tendered most difficult, especially between Dinas Mawddwy
and Bala, and from Bala to Lake Vyrnwy. The tracks

ridden over could not be called roads ; but, nevertheless,

they were excellent tests for any motor cycle ; every hundred
yards between Bala and Lake Vyrnwy, gulleys were met
ranging about six inches in depth.
. Winners : H. Madeley (5-5 Rudge Multi), J. Sproston

(2i Sunbeam), F. Tagg '(3J Scott), "G. Tagg (2| Douglas),

and H. W. "Teeton (3^ James).

will take place on
Essex M.C.

The annual ride to York and back
August 29th and 30th.

Cheltenham M.C.C.

The second of a series of reliability trials in conneciion
with the Williams C'ujj was held on the 18tli inst. Results :

Full marks (silver award).—A. W. Golesworthv (3^
Triumph sc), W. 15. Gibb (2% Douglas), and T. R. Trotter

(3i B.S.A.).
Non-stops were made by R. Moxon (2J Sunbeam), T. E.

Farmer (2J Calthorpe), S. A. Sperry (3^ S. A. S. -Precision
sc), and V. Aguss ^5 Rex sc).

Walthamstow M.C.

A reliability trial of 250 miles was held from London
to Yarmouth and back. The following competitors com-
pleted the distance to schedule and qualified for awards :

J. W. Percival (8 Chater-Lea sc), W. A. Briggs (8 Chater-
Lea sc), D. Fairhead (7 Indian sc), T. Danalier (4 Indian
sc), J. H. Kerr (6 N.S.U. ,sc.), H. J. Beal (4 L.M.C.), F.
W. Applebee (3^ B.S.A.), and A. T. Peppercorn (3^ Brad-
bury).

Leicester and District M.C.C.

A very successful hill-climb was held at Nevile Holt Hill,

near Market Harborough, on the 24th ult. The following
is a list of the results :

Touring Class (up to 550 cc).—1, F. Snowden (3^ Rudge
Multi) ; 2, H. W. ITowkes (3^ Green-Precision),
T.T. Class (up to 560 cc.),—1, M. H, Simpson (3^

Rudge); 2, T. Nedham (3^ Martin-Jap) ; 3, J. J,- Simpson

(3i Rudge).
Open Cla«s (up to 1,000 cc.).—1, T. Nedham (3i Martin-

Jap) ; 2, W. J. Glover (3i Rover) ; 3, R. Wainwright (3i
Campion-Precision).
Sidecar Class.—1, H, W. Fowkes (S^ Green-Precision)

;

2, W. H. Chapman (5-6 A.J.S.); 3, F. Snowden (3i Rudge
Multi).
Handicap Class,—1, W, J. Glover (3^ Rover) ; 2, R.

Wainwright (3^ Campion-Precision) ; 3, E, Folwell (3i-

B.S.A.).
The fastest time of the day was made by M, H, Simpson,

on a 3i T.T. Rudge.
A reliability trial was held on the 17th inst. over a secret

course of fifty-five miles. No watches or speedometers were
allowed. The results were : 1, R. Wainwright (3^ Campiwi-
Precision); 2, E, Folwell (3i B.S.A,); 3, Harold Petty
(3^ Singer).

A group o( competitors leaving Thurso in the Scottish Trials. Among others may be seen C. I. Fletcher (Douglas), S. T. Testier ^Bal) A. U. B. Downle (A.J.S.),

Mrs. Baxter (Rex) and W. Peatt (P. and H,)
C2<)
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HOW A
CENTRIFUGAL
SPEEDOMETER

WORKS.

FOR the past two years I have been using a

Watford speedometer, made by Nicole, Nielsen

and Co. As it was one of their earliest motor
cycle models, they wrote to me the other day and

asked me to call at their works in Watford and have

it tested. My visit proved so interesting that I am
' recording some of my impressions. Some of our

readers may be ignorant of the very simple principle

on which centrifugal speedometers work. The first

sketch shows the heart of the mechanism, namely, a

centrifugal governor. The long spindle has a

socket and cotter hole at its thick end by which it

is attached to the driving-shaft. The lower cone

runs in a ball bearing, and the upper point is also

the cone of a ball bearing, which is less than 9-32in.

in diameter, i.e., much smaller than a threepenny

bit ; this cone is hardly larger than the tip of -a car-

buretter float needle. Midway up the spindle, a

heavy white metal disc is swung on two pins ; one side

of it is anchored by a tiny flat link to the sliding collar.

A small spring threaded over the spindle normally

presses this collar up towards the top of the spindle ;

the collar thus hauls on the link joining it to the

white metal disc, and causes this disc to assume a

tilted_ .position when the mechanism is at rest, as

shown below. But when the gears on the front

hub set the driving-shaft spinning, the spindle

Centrifugal governor, ana

rack whioh actnates
needle of Watfoid
Speedometer.

spins too, being rigidly connected to the driving-shaft

;

and the faster the spindle spins, the more the white

metal disc tends to assume a horizontal position, see

second sketch, for centrifugal force acts upon it,

just as it does on the stone tied to a string which the

village urchin swings round his head. Thus the collar

D rises and falls in e.xact proportion to the speed of

the machine. Its changes of position are easily

registered by the needle on the dial by means of the

small rack, illustrated, which is bolted inside

the speedometer casing. This consists of a bracket

carrying a spindle - on which a toothed rack is

eccentrically mounted ; and the toothed rack carries

C30

a rod^ which lies between the flanges of the sliding

collar. Thus the vertical motion of the centrifugal

governor is converted into an oscillaiitig motion,

capable of being registered by a needle on a dial. The
mileage discs, whether " trip " or " season," are

operated by clock work from the tiny pinion just

below the tip of the spindle, which drives clock

wheels geared with figured dials, of which one digit

shows through the orifices cut in the face of the

instrument. It is interesting to notice that the reduc-

tion between the driving spindle and the mileage

dials read by the rider is no less than 3,720 to i, and
is obtained by two worm and two toothed reductions.

Testing the Speedometer.
The whole of the myriad tiny parts utilised in the

instruments are made at the Watford works, the

bearing balls being the only detail bought ready

made. The parts are counted for store and issuing

purposes by a counting machine, and are assembled

by girls. After assembling, the instruments go into

the inspectors' room, where they are closely scrutinised

before calibration. The testing stand is most interest-

ing. It consists of a huge stand, on which is mounted
a number of master speedometers and extra driving-

shafts, all driven at exactly the same speed, while

steel friction discs afford the necessary reductions for

testing an instrument's accuracy at any speed from
I to 100 m.p.h. The readings of these master dials

are tested daily against the best stop watches. As
each instrument passes the mechanical inspector, it

is coupled up to the calibrating stand, and run against

the master dials. If it shows the least deviation from

their readings, or if its needle waggles, it is sent back.

I was given a first-class stop watch, and the run of

the room, with permission to select any freshly

assembled speedometer I saw on the trays, couple it

to the running shafts, and test it both against the

watch and the master dials. I soon found that there

could be no question of inaccuracy, other than that

arising from the tyres of motor bicycles being of in-

correct diameter.

The equipment of machines required to manufacture
such a small accessory would astonish any inexperi-

enced visitor. For instance, the grinding machines are

as large and heavy as those used for grinding the

crankshaft of a six-cylinder engine. The vibration

arising from smaller and lighter machines would render

it impossible to work down to the accurate limits

required for such delicate work. Two men are com-

pletely occupied in making and tempering the tiny

springs supporting the governor collars, so large is

the output. Some interesting side lines emanating

from the same factory included a colossal electric

syren for dock use, and a taximeter designed to defeat

the ingenuity of any " cabby." Ixion.
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Still WINNING!
^the HUB GEAR scores every time'
We like competitions because every
one means still another RECORD
for the World-famons

"ARMSTRONG"
—Expert riders always choose The ARMSTRONG—results

tell WHY !—Note these results in the

SC0TTISH6 DAYS' TRIALS
fl. Of the ii-i entries, 10 machioes were fitted with
ARMSTRONG 3-specd GEARS, and out of these

11 GAINED GOLD MEDALS ! !

0, The machines fitted with ARMSTRONG MOTOGEARS
gaining GOLD .MEDALS were

MORE THAN DOUBLE ANY OTHER MAKE!
—WTiicb means—^THAT for every 0}te machine fitted with any
olhiT make of gear winning a GOLD MEDAL, there wtre
TWO FITTED WITH ARMSTRONG GEARS that gamed
GOLD MEDALS ! !

—and NOW these recent

Wonderful ARMSTRONG Successes:
T.T. RACES. Over 40 competitors use "The ARM-
STRONG" !—the WIXNIXG machine in the JUNIOR RACE
was fitted with the ARMSTRONG ! !

IRISH END-to END RACE
Won on an Arie! machine fitted witb "The
Armstrong " MOTOGEAR ! ! —Hows that for
efficiency and reliability ? Keep yonr eyes
on the English 6 Days' Trials t 1

Bow^den
Two-spccd Gear

Enthusiastic Users.
It may be that the fact that the Bowden Gear has

not been very prominently used in competitions,

and that, comparatively, there are few met with on

the road, has been detrimentally construed by the

motor cycling public. The simple truth is that

our chief business is the manufacture of

BOWDEN CONTROLS, and the magnitude of

this business is such as to practically monopohse

the manufacturing facilities at our command.

The Gear itself, in conception, design, and

construction is really excellent, and the testimony

below is a sample of very many received from

users of the Gear.

Bishops Auckland,

19/7/13.

Dear Sirs,

I must say in the whole of my motor

cycling experience I have never before met with such prompt
and generous treatment. As regards the gear, 1 think it is

perfection, and whilst being very simple m construction, it

is very effective and very strong. 1 am recommending it

to my friends. Yours faithfully,

F.H.

The gear fits to existing machines ; in the chain-

belt transmission, an 8in. pulley is embodied

;

and the price is £10 10 0. Complete gears,

with special brackets for fitting to Triumph,

Bradbury, B.b.A., etc., with engine sprocket

bored, at £11.

Bowden Wire Ltd.,
Pratl Street,

Camden Town, London.

In answering these advertisements it is dcs'irabtc to mention " T/u Motor Cycle. r.-ii
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and- whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing
le?:al questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Petrol Consumption FormuU.

I shall be obliged if you will

^T] send me a formula for working

^ out the petrol consumption test

-Sj for sidecar and solo machines
running together. The weight

of machine and rider and the distance

covered are known, and all machines
were served with the same quantity of

petrol.—J.J.C.

We recommend the following formula

(the A.C.U.):
W X M X X

P
W - total weight ; M = miles covered

;

C— 200
P =- petrol (in ozs.) ; X = —iZnfT + ^ !

cubic capacity.

1600

Correct Mtthod of Driving.

I am an interested reader of^ your paper, and shall be much
^ obliged if you will answer me
-iJ the following questions : (1.)

What jet in a B. and B. car-

buretter would you recommend for an
85x85 single-cylinder 4 h.p. J. A. P.
engine? (2.) My machine starts better

and quicker when I do not flood the
carburetter than when I do. What is

the reason of this, and is there some-
thing wrong? (3.) lly engine is in-

clined to knock when starting and when
slowing down for corners. 1 have put
a new belt on, and it is a bit tight.

Will this be the reason? (4.) Which
method do you recommend for steady-
ing down to turn bad corners, to lift

the e.xhaust valve or use the magneto
switch?—G.W.T.

(1.) The best size jet for all-round work
for the engine you mention is No. 32,

(2.) The probable reason why your
machine starts better when you do not

flood the carburetter is that you have
probably too rich a mi.xture when it is

flooded, and require more air. (3.) Your
belt being too tight is quite a likely

rea3on for the engine knocking after

slowing down. It is not necessary to run

a rubber belt as tight as a leather one,

and it is better for the belt and the

engine to have a certain amount of

slackness, provided no slip takes place.

(4.) The correct way to drive in slowing
down at a corner is to shut your throttle

and avoid using the exhaust lifter as

much as possible, as the valves last

infinitely longer when this course is

adopted.

Crossing London.

I. shall be obliged if you will

g^l
kindly send me (1) the best way

> from Colwyn Bay to Lambeth,
-iJ S.E., and (2) the same from

Cheadle, Staffs, in both cases
avoiding all possible traffic, especially

in London.—C.W.S.S.
Your best routes would be as follows

:

(1.) Colwyn Bay, St. Asaph, Wrexham,
Whitchurch, Wellington, Bridgnorth,
Ividderminster, Bromsgrove, Headless
Cross, Alcester, Stratford-on-Avon, Ban-
bury, Buckingham, Aylesbury, Amersham,
Uxbridge, continue towards London as far

as the G.W.R. bridge beyond Southall,-
and here turn right, following the road
marked in blue on the R.A.C. Official

Jlap of Recommended Routes Round Lon-
don (which can be obtained from these
offices, price Is. Yd., post free) until you
get to Kingston. Go up Kingston Hill
and continue absolutely straight on
through Wandsworth, Clapham, and Ken-
nington to Lambeth. There is a deal of

traffic from Clapham onwards which is

not avoidable. (2.) To get from Lambeth
to Cheadle, make your exit by the same
route by which you entered London, and
follow the blue road as far as Barnet,
then go through St. Albans, Dunstable,
Towcester. Weedon, Daventry. along
Watling Street till you reach a point just

beyond the village of Weeford, lu.i

Lichfield, then go through Abbni-

Bromley, Uttoxeter, and Cheadle.

Engine Running Hot.

I would be glad if you could

diagnose a trouble which I have

experienced recently with my 21

twin 1913 motor cycle. It has

done about 1,600 "miles, and 1

had it dismantled for the purpose cil

removing what carbon deposit theit

might be. On re-assembling it I find

that it heats right over the crank casi

and timing gear, and even the magneti

and inlet pipes become very warnj.

The carburetter is certainly giving toi

rich a mixture, and I am having thi^

remedied, but the peculiar thnig h

that the heat seems to generate in tin

front cylinder and work backwards.

-

SC0TSM.4N.
Unless the engine is actually overheat

ing there is no cause for you to worry

The heat in the crank case may be solel;

through conduction. It may be due

however, to the piston rings not fittiir

properly and allowing the charge to le;i

into the crank case. We presume, i*

course, that the engine is not losiii;

power on hills. This is really the onl;

overheating which need worry you

E.xamine the fit of the piston rings caie

fully.

Tlie above reproduction is Irom a postcard tecewed last week whicli bears the lollowing inserlpiion oo

tlie back : " With the compliments of the Motor Cluh of S. Joao d'EI Rey, Minas Geraes, Braj'l."
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NOHILLrLNQRTnN
on any road— '^RIP ^" ^ a^^ I I \^ I M

AND SIDECAR.
POWER AND PL.ENTY OF IT.

The
only

machine
for real

sidecar

touring;.

Fitted with long strolie (636 c.c), 82 x 120 mm. engine. Thjee speeds, handle starter, 2i^in. tyres, and long footboards

Price £62 - - 0.

NORTON MOTORS, Sampson Road North, Birmingham. '>'°''°'"^
" Nortomo.

Telephone'.
481 Victori a

ONE
ONE

WON

rhe ZENITH
t equipped

vilh THE GEAR
rHAT NEVER
•'AILS.

ONE

ONLY Competed in the
SCOTTISH TRIALS
and that ONE gained a

GOLD MEDAL.
ONE more proof of its sterling worth.

Sand for the Catalogue.

ZENITH MOTORS, Ltd.,

WEYBRIDGE, SURREY.
WON

In answering these advertitttnenU it U desiraiU to mention " 7'lc Motoi Ot/ch."
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Country Life is Country Life

OlJfitfTRY lift
Cigarettes

(MEDIUM STRENGTH)

Manufactured from Pure Virginia

Tobacco.

1 o 'or a^"-

50 t" If-
JOHN PLAYER & SONS, Nottingham.

Branch of the Imperial Tobaooo Co. (of Gt. Britain and Ireland), Ltd.

Another
GOLD
MEDAL

!

The Essex M.C. Club's Run
from London to Yarmouth
provided another opportunity

for the N.S.U. to prove its

reliability, Mr. J. C. Kerr,

riding a 6^ h.p. Twin-cylinder

N.S.U. and Sidecar, securing a

GOLD MEDAL.
MODELS^:

2 h.p. Single cylinder, with
adjustable pulley £34

3 h.p. ditto ditto £43

3 h.p. Twin cylinder, with

adjustable pulley £45

6i h.p. ditto ditto £58

The N.S.U. TWO - SPEED
GEAR AND FREE ENGINE
PULLEY is ideal for sidecarand

hill work. Ask one who knows!

Fits almost any machine.

THE N.S.U. MOTOR CO., Ltd.

Offices and ShowroomE :

186, Gt. Portland St., LONDON, W.

Goods and Repairs :

83-85. Bolsover Street, London. W

In annwaring t/iese advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Oycle."
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Stephen Raynes, winner of the Hutton shield.

In t..e Sheflleld and Hallamshire M.C.C. reiiability

tlial to Holyhead and back, a distance of 316^
miles. He roile a 1910 pattern Triumph and
floisbed without losing a slnile mark.

Pie-l^nition and Oil Leakage,

I am in trouble with my 3i^ h.p. 1910 Rex. This machine
^ will go up a long hill at a good
-LJ pace, but suddenly stops. I

have the feeling dui'inf< this

stopping that something is sticking in

the engine. The queer part is that it

will start away again all right with-
iiut waiting more than one minute.
This is repeated at each long hill.

Tlie crank case leaks oil freely, but
the trouble manifests itself even with
the exhaust smoking badly. I have
had the engine down to try and cure
the oil leakage. I put the engine
together hurriedly again, and it did not
stop all that day. Before fitting the
cylinder again on this occasion I filed

the end of the piston rings slightly;
even then they caused some trouble
in getting them into the cylinder. I

am now disappointed to find that, after

taking down again to pack the crank
case and cylinder joint, it develops
this stopping trouble again. The
engine does not overheat to any serious
extent. Gear about 5 to 1 : bcnriugs
in good order. The machine . does
about 25 m.p.h. on the level, with a
slight opening of the throttle and
thrae-parts air. Can you advise me
.on this?. Would you suggest further
filing of the rings? The coimectiiig
rod hius been recently straightened
correctly. Another trouble is that I

cannot cure oil leaking at the cylinder
joint. Repairers have tried without
success. The lip of the cylinder has
too small chips front and rear of
cylinder.—D.A.R.

Without examination it is almost im-
possible to locate your trouble, but in all

probability it is caused by pre-ignition.
A particle of carbon or small shaip metal
edge will often become incandescent when
the throttle i.i opened for any distance,
and will caiiie a stoppage very like a
seize, though of cour.se the engine will
still bo free. Clean out the cylindi'i-
head, valve pockets, and pitfon." If

you suspect a partial seizure, a bearing
may be too tight. Try liberal lubrica-

tion. It is possible, but unlikely,

that the rings are too tight. The chi])s

out of the cylinder base would probably
account for the oil leakage. However,
if the base of the cylinder and top

of crank case are quite fiat a paper
and gold size joint should prevent leakage.

The trouble may be due to too much
pressure in the crank case owing tt) a
faulty or small release valve.

Crossing to Germany.

I am anticipating spending a

^T] week's holiday on a motor cycle

^ t«ur in Germany, travelling rid

-LI Harwich to the Hook of Holland.
Noticing that you give some e.x-

cellent replies to readers, I shall be
glad if you could advise me; (1.) What
would be the cost of conveying a motor
cycle from Harwich to the Hook of

Holland? I am nob a member of the

A.A. and M.U. or A.C.U. Also, how
can one procure a licence, number
plates, etc., when travelling on the
Continent? (2.) What is the etiquette

of the road for Holland and Germany?
(3.) Could you suggest a reliable guide
book, or books, for use in Holland
and Rhineland?—S. J. H.

'J'he Hook of Holland is certainly one of

the best routes for reaching Germany.
Motor cycles are taken across for 4s. 6d.,

or 10s. 6d. with sidecar attached. • (1.)

We should strongly advise you to become
a member of the A.C.U. (89, Pall Mall,

S.W.), or the A. A. and M.U. (Fanum
House, Whitcombe Street, W.), and get

the touring department of one of these
institutions to work out your route for

you. They will also arrange about your
licence. (2.) In' Holland and Germany
all vehicles keep to the right. (3.)

Baedekers are about the best guides yon
can purchase.

Licences for Petrol Storage.

I have taken out an Excise
licence for the sale of petrol.

The Excise authorities approve of

the place of storage, and the
iSanitary Inspector for the local

authority also approves of the storage
arrangements but claims that I ought
to t;ike out a licence to store petrol

under the Petroleum Act, 1871. Will
you kindly tell me if it is necessary to

take out a 5s. licence from the local

district council for the storage of petrol?

The locality in which 1 reside is a
scattered village of 1,200 people, and
I have less than sixty g;i lions stored iu

two-gallon tins.—J.S.

We have submitted your letter to our
legal adviser, who replies as follows :

" I

gather that your correspondent sells

petrol. If this is so, then in addition

to the Excise licence for the sale of petrol

he must take out a licence from the local

authority. The fact that be docs nut

store more than sixty gallons and that

these are stored in two-galkui tins makes
no difference, as the regulations exempt-
ing persons from the necessity of taking

out a licence from the local authority do
not apply where the petrol is kept wholly

or partlj- for sale."

EXPERrE^"CES WANTED.
"E.G." (^Erdington).—Weai- of Clincher

DeLuxe tyres, No. 258.

"Colonial" (Surrey).—Levis two-stroke,

and its suitability for South African roads.
" W.H.J.' (Bagshot).—3 h.p. Royal

Enfield. Lubrication and firmness of

cylinder holding down bolts.

"J.H." (Petersfield).—F.N. or similar

English machine. 4-5 h.p. for sidecar or

solo work. Reliability, consumption, etc.

If "D.H.B." and "W.F.E." will com-
ply with our regidations and forward
stamped addressed envelope they will re-

ceive auowers to tlieir questions.

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIALS
WooJ (S Ii.p. G.W.K.) on the first bond of Amulree. Mr, Wood was awarded the spechl prire

for the best performance on a passenger motor cycle.
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A Composite Driving Belt.

Xlio cliief objection to chain-drive as

employed on motor cycles is its lack of

elasticity, and the same failing arises in

those composite transmitters which are

built up on a chain foundation. The
inventors of the constructions shown stiite

that this difliculty is overcome, in a

motor belt, if this is made in three parts

connected together by springs.
_
Accord-

ingly they employ a roller chain A, to

which are attached friction surfaces B,

the rivets C for which pass betwetn the

chain links. Three lengths are em-

ployed, connected together by spnngs D,

the chain preventing stretch and fracture,

«hilst one spring connection is always

available to absorb the engine shocks.—

A E. Lowenthal and T. Bettney, No.

13,172, 1912.

A Sprang Sidecar Axle.

The axle A is pivoted at B to the rear

lug C fixed to the frame of the machme.

It is therefore free to rise and fall in

relation to the latter, and this move-

ment takes place under the restraint of

springs U and E. A diagonal stay F is

l.,rovided, which is pivoted at G to the

machine at one end, and at the other end

is attached to a link H having a pivotal

connection with, the axle A. The springs

J)E are attached to frame nienibers of tlie

sidecar and can slide through a lug J

0:1 a collar K fixed to the diagonal stay

AUGUST 7///, ,'p7j,

tappet, whilst the lower end engages the

exhaust cam, and the other halt of each
rocking lever is curved at the extreme
ends engaging inlet valve cam, whilst at

about mid point of their length they

]?. On the axle lifting, the link H yields

to the movement, and the spring E, being
stretched, absorbs the shock, the spring

1) absorbing the jar in the reverse

direction.—T. D. Sinclair, No. 10,033,

1912.

Valve Operating Mechanism.
For twin-cylinder engines a single inlet

and a single exhaust cam are lused. and
there are employed a pair of forked
rockers pivoted at A and B. The outer
half of each ' rocker is T-headed, the
upper, end engaging the exhaust valve

engage the inlet valve tappets E. Com-
presbion release mechanism is also com-
bined with the valve mechanism, and for

lifting the exhaust valve the cam F is

rotated, engaging the noses. G on tlie

rockers.—J. A. Prestwich, No. 22,135.

1912.

Notice of Eemoval.
We are inlormed by Messrs. Crescent

Motors, Ltd., that they have now moved

to larger works, and that now all commu-
nications should be addressed to them to

Britannia Works, Eolfe Street, Smeth-

vdck, Birmingham.

Cycle Car Agency.
Messrs. Averies-Ponette, Ltd , Engle-

field Green, Surrey, inform us that tuey

are anxious to appoint a selling agency

for the London district for their cycle

cars. Any firm interested should write

Messrs. Averies-Ponette, Ltd.

Records and Tyres.

\Vhen E. B. Ware broke eight records

in the recent six hours' race at Brook-

Jands on his Zenith and sidecar, he was

riding on Clincher "Dreadnought"
tyres, which, despite the severe strain

t'j which they were subjected, gave no

trouble.

Rubber Goods for Motor Cyclists.

A visit to the works of Messrs. Alfred

Roberts and Sons, Ltd., St. Mary's Row,

Birmingham, a few days ago was full of

interest. This firm is putting up boxes of

rubber washers for motor cycle generators

moulded to suit Lucas, P. and H., and

other lamp generators. The Roberts

moulded tyre cover with compressed

tread is a well-made article. The casing

is impregnated with rubber in every fibre

and moulded under great pressure. It is

supplied in 26 x 2| and 2J sizes only.

The same firm supplies an excellent

butted air tube, and a big variety of

rubber goods' suitable for the motor

cyclist's use.

B26

Record-breaking Sidecar,
The sidecar attached to E. B. Ware's

Zenith at Brooklands on July 16th was a

filiddleton. It was purchased more tiian

a year ago, from Middleton's Motor
Works, Stroud Green Road, Finsbury
Park, N., and was an ordinary model.

A Variable Decompressor.
We hear that Messrs. G. H. Smith

and Co. (London), Ltd., 12, Mortimer
Street, Great Portland Street, W., have
been appointed sole London distributers

of the Clayton adjustable decompresso-'

and valve cap. This is a very neat

fitment, and should prove of use on early

pattern motor cycles.

For Premier Riders.
The Premier Cycle Co., Ltd., organised

a run for riders of Premier motor cycles

on a recent Sunday from Catford to

Eastbourne and back, lunch being taken
at Eastbourne, the party being the firm's

guests. Forty-four Premier machines
turned out, and the majority of them
were fitted with sidecars, some of these

combinations carrying as many as four

passengers. The outing proved a great

success in every way.

Tyres ii Irish End-to-end. -

We are informed by the Hutchinson
Tyre Co. that in the recent Irish End-
to-end run over fifty per cent, of the

finishers rode machines fitted with this

make of tyre. Between them, riders of

Hutchinsons secured the President's

prize, team prize, C. and BI.M. and T.
prize, and twelve medals.

Tube Bags.
We recently illustrated in our " Acces-

sories " columns a very useful fitment

in the shape of a leather bag for carrying

spare tubes. We then mentioned that

this had been introduced by Messrs.

Maude's Motor jMart. We are now in-

formed by the St. Edmund Motor Co.,

Northampton, that the provisional patent

for this device is their prnpertv, and

that Messrs. Bramson, Kent and Co. are

appointed wholesale distributing agents.

Catalogues Received.
The latest leaflet published by Auto-

Carriers, Ferry Works, Thames Ditton,

entitled "The £100 Cycle Car."
Brown Eros., Ltd., Great Eastern

Street, E.C., send us a most comprehen-
sive list of tools and accessories. The
exact weight of the paper used in prhit-

ing the 1913 issue was 64 tons 14 cwts.

V'illiers Eng. Co., Ltd., Blakenhall,

Wolverhampton (The Villiers power unit

for motor cycles); The Service Co., Ltd.,

292-293, High Holborn, E.G. (13th edition

of "The ilotor Cyclists' Buyers' Guide."

This book has 102 illustrations of various

accessories) ; The Priory Accessories Co.,

Priory Mill, Coventry (motor cyclt

accessories).
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SCOTTISH SIX DAYS TRIALS
The winners of

Qyi GOUD MEDALS Jt O
^^M mtMrn a of BlH .^r

and the following Special awards-TEAM PRIZE, LIGHTWEIGHT PRIZE,
PRIVATE OWNERS' PRIZE & TRADE RIDERS' PRIZE (TIED),

used

WAKEFIELD
CASTROL

12 and 50 MILES
OPEN RACES
at Tramore Strand were

won by Mr. T. E. Greene

on a Rudge using 'Castrol.'

Regrd.

C. C. WAKEFIELD & Co.,

Wakefield House,

Cheapside, E.C.

O.D.O.

,l/"/u/- C>/c'.' B27
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INDISPENSABLE TO EVERY OWNER
of Cycle Car, Motor Cycle, or Autocar, who has a

thought for the appearance of his machine.

BLUME'S
"PETROL-PROOF"

ENAMEL.
HARD and DURABLE. Retains its lustre under the

action of Petrol. For renovating and touching-up there

is nothing just like it.

Resists Petrol from the day following its
. . application . .

Sold in 9d. (.5 ozs.) and 1/3 (10 ozs.) tins.

Colour Card on application.

UNEQUALLED— the verdict of all who have thoroughly
tried my

METALLIC RUSTPROOF
PRIMING (Stoving).

Extremely tough, and effectually resists rust and lifting

of the Enamel, even after long exposure to all weathers
and rough usage.

Output of Black Stoving Cycle Enamel about 85,000
gallons per annum.

Write for Booklet and List of TeKtimonials.

d^TXASi nr 'DY TTltTET Varnisli, Japan, andCUA.^. II . BUJJSltL, Enamel Works.
MITCHAM. Surrey.

6 HOURS' RAGE
BROOKLANDS, July 16th, 1913.

GIVES THEma
MAGNETO

another opportunity to prove its wonderful
dependability.

Class B—Mr. Hugh Mason, on a 2} h-p. " NUT."

FIRST, setting up
NEW RECORDS -for 2, 3, 4, 5, snti G
hours. 100, 150, 200, 250, and 300 mis.
Class C (Sidecai')—Mr. H. RiddeM,on a Zenith Green-

Precision,

FBRST, setting up
NEW RECORDS for 5 and 6 hours
and 200 miles.
Thel'.H. gives filially good results under ordinary riding couditions'

Why not try for yourself '?

S.WOLF&Co.Ltd.
115, Southwa.rk St., London, S.E.

Teleplione—5172 Central. 2734 Hop.

Teletjiams
—
"Widerstaud. London. '

'

Engines
" The Same as You can Buy."81

The Record Breakers.

F. E. Baker, Ltcl.,K!i°:^trt Birmingham.

London Stockists for " Precision " Engines and Spare Paris :

Messrs. E. S. Thomas & Co., 154b. Gt. Titchfield St., W.C.

Wholesale Distributing Agents for Australia : Messrs. A.
G. Healing & Co.. 354^356, Post Office Place, Melbourne.
Agent for South Africa, Rhodesia, and Portuguese East
Africa : Victor S. Wellsford, P.O. Box 883. Durban.
Agents for New Zealand : Messrs. J. B. Clarkson & Co.,

120, Victoria Street, Wellington.

GRAVES
MILLFORD 1913
MODEL SIDE-CARS
On Monthly Payment Terms.

Every Miitor Cytlisl should write at once (ur
our illuslrviled Catalogue of the' latest model
MilfordSidc-c.irs. Contains photo illiislrations

and full ftpeciiication'ioi c.^^s to fit every make
of cycle. Tliis inteic«(ina book is full of infor-
mation, with praciical tips and wrinkles I'car-

in4 on the sporJ. Lowest rockboltom prices
are quoteJ ihrouitliout. and full particulars as
to ordering iuid delivery arc given m "he
clearest m^sihtc way. WB DELIVER
aiiy model carriage paid to approved orders
i.ti reiieipl ot a sinjit p:iymeni with order. The
balance beiiiu payable in monthly payments
after deTisery, il riirch:tser i* entirciv satisfied

Mth Ujetar whtr, fully «:;(;imined at his liotiie.

J. G. GRAVES

CLINCHER TYRES
At CASH PRICES on TASY TERMS.
The CLINCHER B .Mui..r Cy^ie TyrL-

with beaded ed^e. Cover nnlv.

20x2 ,. .. 21/- .V.-| Mmilhly.
26X 2i .. .. a//6 4// Moiilhly.

The CLINCHER' A won Motor Cycle
'lyre. Headed edije. Cover only.

26x2 ,. .. 28 3- 4/'! ^Tonthly.

26x2i .. .. 31/7 5/3 Monthly,
26x21 .. .. -36/2 6/-M..iithiy.

The CLINCHER' De Luxe Kubhei
Studded Non-Skid Motor C>c]e 'I'jre. made
with beaded e Jije only. S)n:.ile Covers supplied
in the following sizes :

—

26 X 2^ .. .. 39/- (.Ih Monlhtv.
26 X 23 (to fit rj rim) 45/6 7/7 M h,y.

26x21 .. .. 47/6 7/,l Munthly.
Wrnri.. lok Cm ai.mgi'i:. fusT l-HtE.

Ltd. SHEFFtELD.

Books forMotorcyclists
Tracing Troubles.

Motor Cycle Faults : Their identification and
tlieir remedies simply and fully explained,
Wri tten in simple langiiage by a motor cyclist of

long experieuce. Price l/-net. By Post 1/2.

Hints and Tips for Motor
Cyclists.

Full of useful " wrinkles " with regard to the
cire and management of motor cycles. Fourth
edition. Price 1 /- net. iiy Post 1/2.

The Motor Cycle Route Book.
Contains best routes tor the whoL of the

liriLish Isles. 45 maps and speed limits.

Price 1/6 net. By Post 1/9.

Obtainable (with remittance) from ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
20, ludor Street. LONDON. E.C., also from all Booksellers.

B23 Jn rinAWdmg ihe.'ie, ad ir^rtlsonents it iV desirable to mention '' The Motor Ci/ile.'*
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Other makes absorb shocks in one direction

only—generally vertical

In the Brampton Bi-

flex Fork the girder

is attached to the

bottom of the steer-

ing column b}' links,

and a pair of springs

absorb vertical
shocks. The top of

the girder is not

held by links, but

cushioned between

two sets of rubber

bulTers, and moves
backwards or
forwards under hori-

zontal shocks. These

t \v o m o \' e m e n t s

taking place simul-

taneously absorb all

shocks, the buffers

damping out ain-

tendency to bounce.

The bearing surfaces

are large, and adjust-

ment is provided to

take up \vcar in the

links.

This fork gives a high degree of comfort
unobtainable by any other make, whilst

two years of continuous testing have proved
its reliabiUty and durability.

Descriptive pamphlet jrcc on request.

B RAMPTON BROS: LTD.,

0liver5t:Wprks,Birmii\gKan\,

If
You want to break records—if you want to

win competitions, or if you would be free

of all lubrication troubles when touring

use

STERNOU

Elite Oil
The Ideal Motor Cycle Oil.

Stemol Elite Oil enables you to get every ounce of power

from the motor by lubricating perfectly—completely : it does

not gum or soot up—is economical in use and unaffected

by temperature variations.

Ask for Stemol Elite and insist on getting it.

C'TC'UJ^QI 56, Royal London Houss,

(Siern-Sonncbom Oil Co.. Lid.) Finsbury Sq., London, E.C.

" About five months ago my repairers, Messrs.

Skeel, of Cambridge, fitted an Endrick Decom-
pressor to my 1912 Bradbury, with the result

that I have almost forgotten—sometimes I do

forget -that the machine has such a thing as an

exhaust lifter on the handle-bar. I always run

with a sidecar on my round and the comfort of

your Decompressor has to be known to be

realised. I have started with 34 stone up at a

sharp walking pace by means of your Decom-
pressor, and am but a novice at riding."

(Signed), L. Gwillim Davies, M.D.,

Lavernock, Histon, Cambridge. June 19/1913.

IS THAT CONVINCING ?
PRICE

'jrfirr: •12/6
Postage 3<i.

Made in two patterns :

No. 1 for Triumph, J.A.P., and
recessed \'ahe caps. No. 2j as ill-

ii^tr.aed fur Rudee and
B ra.d bury.

For Sin?Ies and Twins.

Screwed standard sparking plug
thread. Valvp- caps bored and screwed
1 /- each, returned same day nnd Y
rfdaptcT-i for plui^s and decompres'icr
2/6 each. ForN.S.U. aod A.O.I. V.
lin.Liines,

Wo inniTiw^ imply
HANDLES (0
suit DISC TYPE
DECOfWPRES-
SORS. alu-^caro
Hiiiiirt ill ii|i|i(.'iir-

iiii.-i* miii cnsily fit

li <i inn ftw !^ocond3
1 3..iu>li.M.^tfir<*.

WRITE FOR
LIST k-iviiit; p;ir-

ticulars of our
PfCUlll prossoFB
S i (I L- p ft r s . and
Miitor Cycles,

The Kiuliick Sj

li i>.Touriiin Mode!
Kiifnir V. n w i n o,

with Di'coiniin-^inr

138 15 O
ALL AGENTS
CAN SUPPLY

The ENDRICK engineering
CO.

Warwick Road, Olton, Birmingham.
In answering iJiesc advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor C.i/cle." 031
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J

MOTOR CYCLE TRAHE .

SALESMEN REQUIRED.

Real live, enthusiastic Salesmen required

for Showroom, and also Expert

Correspondent. Keen knowledge of

Motor Cycles necessary. Regular

employment. No genlleman of leisure

required, but one who has his hvmg to

earn, and who is not afraid of work.

COLMORE DEPOTS:

Liverpool.

Manchester.

Leicester.

Birmingham.

Head OfRce : 31 , Colmore Row, Birmingham.

"a

LONDON®MIDLAND
Insurance Co. Ltd. <^iS9^>

the oldest and largest independent

P'ire Office in the British Empire,

has issued a

NEW MOTOR POLICY

for Cars, Cycle-cars, and Motor-

Cycles, which is the

most comprehensive

ever offered. It provides for all

known contingencies at

MODERATE RATES

Write to-day for Prospectus No. 322.

^rt^as.>U?<^»^

Managing Directot.

39,40® 41,NewBroad St.,London,E.C

(C i-BSyCOI-IM EL,K " New Models, 1913
Manufactured Completely by

J. RIRBY,
Broadgate, LINCOLN.
Telephone :

484.
Telegrams :

' ELK," LINCOLN.

Wholesale Agents for Scotland:

The North British Machine Co., Ltd.,

56 & 58, Great Clyde Street. Glasgow.

4J h.p. 2-speed Model £46
31 h.p. Standard ,, £35
3 h.p. „ „ „ £31 10

2ih.p. „ ,, „ £29 10

All Models fitted with Palmer
Tyres, Bosch Magneto, and
Footrests. " Druid " Spring

Forks.

Sole London Asent:
R E Y,

Heath Street Motor Works,
5, Heath Street,

Hampstead, London, N.W.

fOUUI'l LbUIOtt

MotorgcusTS

dsr:

A Useful Little Pocket Companion.
Every motor cyclist should make use of this book. It is brimful of sound advice

respecting the care, management, and repair of motor cycles Every hint and tip is

numbered, and reference is made very simple by a very exhaustive alphabetical index.

Fourth Edition^ Revised and Enlarged, Now Ready.
Obtainable from—

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G..

and all Booksellers and Bookstalls.

Price 1/- net.

By post 1/2.

Ill aii.-uxriiiij lh'-6C ad i-irtifniicntf il /.' rlfsiraliir- in mf.nttcin "'j'ln Mi4i.i Ciide.'
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SNIPS.
These'marhines have been taken in exchange for new models. All thoroughly overhauled and tested.EXTENDED PAYMENTS can be arranged. We can deal with you through the po:t quite as well
as if you paid us a visit.

INDIAN. 7 h.p. 2 speeds, free engine £42 10
17 NEW-HUDSON, 1912, 3i. J speeds, like new .. . . £40

167 PEUGEOT, o h.p.. Bosch. 2 speeds, Whittle belt . . £16
966 1912 RUDGE, tree engine £36
379 1912 RUDGE, free engine, .NEW £45

- :91.3 RUDGE-MULTI, almost new . £49
451 PREMIER, 3,i, 1912. free engine £35
354 SERVICE, 3J>RECISI0N, soiled 35 Gs
276 SCOTT, 3J, 1912, 2-speeri £44

SCOTT, 3J. 1911, 2-specd £40

404 ARNO, 1912, 2} £22
875 BAT, 1912, 3',. 2-speed £35
3.SI BAT, 8 h.p. /.A.P. free engine £29
375 BRADBURV, 1911, 3.V, with speedometer £29

CLYNO, 1911, 6 h.p.. 2-speed, Clyno cane sidecar .. £43
273 DOUGLAS, 1911, 2-speed, footboards £28
132c 5 h.p. ELAND-PEUGEOT, Bosch, Druids £16
4C2 2 h.p. HUMBER, Lady's, new £34
232 HUMBER, 1912, 3.1, .2-speed £39
147 HUMBER, 1911 £28

Etc., etc. Send for full list of Bargains post tree.

Most 1913 Models in Stock for Immediate Delivery. Exchanges and Extended Payments
arranged. Send for list of SHOP-SOILED machines at reduced prices.

TO SIDECARISTS.
THE CLYNO STILL LEADS AND FILLS THE BILL.

Immediate delivery from Stock.

We are sole LONDON (except S.W.) Agents. THE TRADE SUPPLIED.

The Service Co I td 289-292-293, High Holborn, London, W.C.A lie iJCI Vice \^U,, 1-iU., Phope-Central 26c. Wire. :" Admittedly. Lo.d.-

'

N.B.—TUia Form must accoinpaDj any Inquiry respecting this Telegram. «

POST OFFICE TELEGRAPHS.
swrniwDnDrt'd Lond If the Rcroivcr ot an In!iiu<i Tcl'ipr.im doubts its atcuraci-, he miiy have it repeated on paymeal of half the

hiiimmt originull/ pnid for ii^ iraD'^iiiissioo, au\ fraction of Ul less tl;nn 'iL bcJos teckoncd as Id., and if it be found ibnt tljcic was aay
innccaracy. the :tnioitiii j^aid for rppciition »ill hp ri'funded bpecial oondiiions arc tjiplicabie to the repciiiiou of Foreign Telegram?.

Ollice of Origin and Service InstrucOoui L
Charges 1

TWJlXo urcrH:^
Charges 1

to 'pay j

Office Staiui..

trH/7^- "}Q gg

MOTORcrciES

Manufacturers
of Excelsiors,

BAYLISS, THOMAS
& CO.,

EXCELSIOR WORKS. COVENTRY-

In. answering these advertisnments it is dcsirahU lo mention " The Motor Cycle.' Eti
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A.A\.A.C CARBURETTERS.

A RECORD in WORLD S RECORDS
IN ONE DAY

AT BROOKLANDS (16th JULY), NO LESS THAN

WORLB'S REOORDS
WERE OBTAINED ON MACHINES FITTED WITH

A.IVI.A.C. CARBURETTERS.
The ASTON MOTOR ACCESSORIES CO., Ltd., aston cross.

BIRMINGHAM

fV!angin Lens .

.

. . 4in. \

Beam .. 500ft.

Lamp Body .

.

. • 4iin.

Front Door .

.

. . 6iin.

BEST DRIP GENERATOR.
ADJUSTABLE Side Sockets
for Lamp and Generator.

37/6

LAMPS ANDGENERA.TORS

,

PERSHORE ST.

'

. BIRMINGHAM.
(Service Co High Holborn, London, W.C.

Taylor & Co., 2fa, Store St., Tottenham Court Rd.,London,W.C.

Robertson's Agency 1 57. Gt. Portland Street, London, W.

Scottish Wholesale Agents : North British Machine Co., Glasgow.

Edinburgh Retail Agents : Rossleigh, Ltd.

Moto-Reve

4 h.p. Twin, chain drive, two speeds,

clutch, 58 guineas.

2| h.p. single, 3 speeds, clutch, 43 guineas.

2 h.p. single, free engine . . 32 guineas.

GRAND PRIX DE TURIN, 500 c.c. class.

^ h.p. MOTO-REVE 1st,

Average Speed 52.5 m.p.h.

MOTO-REVE CO., Ltd., Alpcrton, Middlesex

B36 ]n answering these advertisements it Is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/ele."
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io the acme of perfection. Perfect in

^rinsing. Mnavt in appearance, good in

' 1-, loni; in ' fc, and, above all, low in

, they will appeal to you. We
ive prepared an interesting and
strucliv- booklet dealing with them
detail. We shall be very pleased to

nd you a free copy— may we ?

0DEL1.— Hiij'h-clas.s c.iiioc front body, (piick

Uchable ioints, £6 63.

ODEL 9.—Undcrslimg frame, body fitted

It; door, sides and floor lined to exclude
iis.

* Coronet " detachable joints. £7 7s.

ODEL 8.—Ihiderslung frame, liigh-class reed
l">dy, sides and floor lined to exclude
t-. "Coronet" detachable joints,

i 17s. 61I.

ODEL 7.—I'liderslun;: frame, coacbbuilt
-Hly, tool-box under Ironl. al o under scat,
real high-class sid'.'car £10 1?s.

Sr^NT CAl^KlAGli !• >1D.
TKAbli SClM'Lllil,

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
I

Keighley Mills,
Bedford Street North,HALIFAX.
elepLone

rOTTER. Loiecste:
(Tel,; 40411, hoa

' MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ri. IMJTTER. Loiecster Grove. Illiieknmu Lone, Leeds

19
19

ppci iiil13 Clyiio uml Clyiio coaclibuilt AiXf

13 Clymi. used solo oulj-. like U'-w ; iSB; witb now
Clyno sid.ciir, £65

MdKUAX Iliiuiibrmt Cyrlr Cm*i cnii be itswl all tlio

y<';ir round; .-^imrting modt-ls in stnt-li, witli or witJj-

I
init linnd^ iiuii .•;i-r> i-ii- : ^rinl ruiio ; tuitiuii frcf : r.nll

[Uiid iii-;pirt.— I'nttiT. ayut. Leeds. [X5023
' 1 OH Kntitdd. £18: 1912 2-&i)ced Indian. 33en6. ; 1909
||it/ r. and M., £26,-95. Tl:e Moor, Slieffiuld. 11833

MIXKBVA. Si-h r-.
1910ij. vngim- nt.-wly ov.-rbanU'd,

fl'k'Udid t^uWiir uiatbine; £18.— Cioiubiiult, Hxdl.
[X4966

TKirMTH. rhiti-b. lute 1910, iindf-r 5.000 juilcri;

£28.—Rodgers, Broomfleld Urove, Kotberbam.
[S5078

P.
ami M., 1913, 3'-.h.p., porfoct order, only lun 150
iiiil.'i; £62/10.—British Cycle Co., 1, Berrv St.,

Liv.TixiuI, [S:5048

"IQ12 Bradbury and Sidecar, 2-.-«peod. cbain drive,
J-*-/ cluti-b, speedometer; £40.—Watson, 71, Cbester
Rd . Halifax. [X5073

GEXt'IXE Ligbtweigbt, 2b.p., new tyres and belt,
ex<i ll-'ut louditiou; £12.—Slingsbv, 20, Tedders

Lime. Jflaeki.ool. [9691

1 Q08 Trimnpb ;3^jb.p.l, Mabon clutch, mag., new
J-t' rylindcr: must eell; going abroad; £22.—Q. F.
Ri.linrdMiu. ThoruHby. [9686

TltH'MPH. 1911. F.E., and Montgomery sidecar, per-
te t rundition. all acee.'S.-'orieri : £37.—Amustrong.

10. tiifudon Ay., Uldhaiii. fS4959
SCOTT, late 1911. 1'. and H. lamp, Jone^ speedo-

iiit'ter. all aceesdories, in excellent londition

:

£35.-Blincoe. Mavison St.. Middlesbrough. [X4353
TRIUMPH, free engine. 1911: Rover, free engine,

19J2: Triumph, standard, 1910: Triumph, tree
engine. 1909; all in eseelleut running order.—Stnrlcdalp.
Lythani. [XS797
BRAXn Xiw 6h.ii. Rpx-Jap de Luxe, cannot take

delivery owing to tiuaufial diffli-ulties; Qniuk sale,
accept 10% oft price.—3.742. The Motor Cycle Offlre^,
Coventry. |;X3646

WE are in a position to sripply, on good trad<- term-.

,

Scott motor eyrlps to Scott agents, and into di,--

trict^ where not already leprescnte*!.—Hitcbens. I^t^l..'

Moreeainbe. [974C
\

SCOTT. Julv. 1912. 2,000 miles, speedometer, lamp,!
buru, valise, engine, machine ,iu.st thoroughly over-

hauled, perfect condition ; £48, no offers.-Miller 19.
Saunders St., Sonthport. [X5019
3h.p. Clydt , perieet. B.B., new waterproof Eoseh, ITun-

lop studded and Continental, 26in., gnod tubes,
belt: ride 50 miles to buyer; £13: must sell; cft'ers.—
C. Tarker. 55, Clarendon Ed., Blackpool. [9796
1Q12'.j VremiiT, 2i/oh.p-. 3 ^^pecds and clutch, ineJud-
-LiJ ing 4 slightly used spare covtTd, spare belt and
tube. lamp. horn, and all tcols, equal to^new; £28/10.
^ai rifire.~Box L2.325. The Motor Cvcle Otfic.s. 20,
Tudor St.. B.C. * " [9772

GREAT Bargains, must be sold.— 1911 Douglas, like
new. £22; 1912 B.S.A.. 3'.jh.p.. free engine.

£32; 1909 Rex twin, free engine, 5-6ii.p., new condi-
tion, £20; 1911 Enfield, £17; 1912 Zenith, £32,
Gradua gear.—J. Guttenberg, The Moor. Sheffield.

[0288
NORTHERN- Depot. Ltd.. Ever>-thiiig Motori.-h, Leece

St.,' Liverpool.—Rex-.Tap eelebrateJ machines in
^tiick; sennnti-hand 4h.p. Ivy-Precision. 1912, in splen-
did eonditiiai. £24. Big selfctiou sidecars, including
Millford Heralds, Corvettes, Premier, etc., also bodies.
AC. Soeialili-s. Wall Tricarriages; ehop-soiled 1913
AUdiys Midt-'i-t r;ir, what otters for this? Exchange
depot I^.A. eyliuders. Lukin carburetters, biggest exhi-
bition aeee^>oiie^ in the north at popular prices. N.D.L.
motor cycle ^uit. 21/6. Cull and examine our stock,
lio obligation to purchase. [X5045

SECTION III.

;
Carnarvon, Denbij^h, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,

Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
I Merioneth.

£9 DOWN AND
12 Monthly Payments of £2 5s.

SECURES A BRAND NEW

1913 £52 10s. MACHINE.
Titled with 3'J h.p. l'reci?;ion cugiiu', Bosch wcatherproo
magneto, I3cst and Lloyd drip feed lubricator, Hutchinson
nibber-studdcd tyres, handle-bar control, and comphi
with stand, carrier, number-plates, toolbag, and spai-

spring. Limited number only. If yon arc a cash biiji-r

ALLOW A DISCOUNT.

We will take yuur jirescnt inacbiiic in exchange if

required. We wiit supply 2-?jnTd m-ixr and free cngio':

for £5 15s. extra. n(trrt miss tliis hiir;-'ain.

OFFERS WANTED FOR THE FOLLOWING :

New 1913 v^peed ^'. h.p. HUMBER.
8 h.p. BAT-J.A.P., P. and M. 2-speed £35 TO

2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, 1910 £13 .0

4 h.p. Twin N.S.U. on Rex frame, magneto £13 lu

sni.p. PREMIER, 1911L B.S.A. 2-speed £32 10

3J h.p. HUMBER, 1913, 3-speed model, done about
200 miles, complete with sidecar £4S

5 h.p. G.W.K., rqi2 model, not much used £98
2^ h.p. GRANDEX-PRECISIGN, 1912 £19 10

si h.p. A.S.L., brand new, 1913 model £35 10

3i h.p. PREMIER, 1913 model, 3 sjieeds, onl;' run
500 miles £46 1

6 h.p. BAT, 1913, cham dri\'e, like new £58 10

3i h.p. N.S.U. , free engine, splendid order £19 10

3i h.p. QUADRANT, 1908, magneto £15 10
3,1 h.p. REX, 190S, spring forks, magneto £16 10

2' n.p. MOTOSACOCHE igic, magneto £15
3i h.p. REX, 1910 model £17 10

SCOTT, r909, 2 speeds, nice condition £23 10

MORGAN I<unabout, 1912, screen, hood, side too!

boxes, new 3in. tyre 69 Gns
3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, splendid order £12 10

3i h.p. QUADRANT, magneto, spring forks £11 10

3i h.p. REX £4 1i

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE,

PRECiSION ENGINES,

We are Special Agents for these High-class Engines,

and keep a large stock. Wc are prepared to take youc
present engine in exchange, and give prompt delivery.

We arc also in tie position to supply THE TRADE.

SINKS* CARBURETTERS.
Let us take your carburetter in excliangc for a Bink-;

and increase your power, rnn more miles to the gallon, and
enable :,our engine to run slower in tralfic.

you want, and what
Ncjrth Wales Motor

'I.: 283.
A CLEAN, straight deal is wluit

you get. if you buy from The
Exi.hauge, Holt St.. Wrexliam. T^

IF your Own Experience is too limited to guide you,
let us as><ist you; we guarantee you.eatiefaction.

Es'-liauge> a .speciality.-

'l^T'E have the following new and pecond-haud
V> maehini'.s in stoek. and invite your inspec-

tion: 1913 iJcuslas, model N; a 1912 standard
Bradbury, at £55; 1913 A.J.S.. model B. £48/6.
1913 6h.p. Rl-x de Lusp. and Swan .'jideear, complete
with spi-edometer and lamp, ridden 50 miles, £72/10;
1913 3h.p. N.S.U., siugle-eyl., £43/10: 1913 2V.h.p.
Singei tourist. £39- 1913 A.S.L.. 3V"h.p. Precision,
£45: 1913 3'Ah.p. N.S.U.. 2-spwI, kick (^tarter, £55 ;

|

1913 Rudcc Multi, £60; 1913 Bradbiirv. free engine,
£54'10: 1913 2^4h.p. Hmnber twin, T.T., £43/10; 1913
Rover, free engine, £55.

1Q11 8h.p. Matchlest;, 2-?peed, and widi'ear, jnst been
Xt/ overhauled bv makers. £55; 1912 Rudep Multi
and sidiear. alv^olutely like new. £12 .sidecar, £55; 1912
free engine Riidge and t^idivar. lo-'u'ete v it!i -d-
oiuptir iind lamp, £45. a sniii ; 1910 twin Enfield,
mag., etc.. £18: twin Moto-Reve. nuitr., £12; p.

Rover, itecumuhitor, a gof^i honest bu.s, £9; canoe-shaped

I

sidecars, in (itoek, £7''7. Ler us havu your euuuirie.<:

1 prompt attention tu every detail. [X5084

MISCELLANEOUS.
Z^h.p. Minei-\'a, with ni;i;in t'>. M.U.V £5
3 ' h.p. .Mcvon Engine, with >iIiim cr £117 6

4 h p. Hoc. M.O.V'.. wiih Iree engine £4 17 6

3 h.p. Trivunph, M.O.V £4 10

Mabon Free Eng'iie, fit 3! h.p. Minerva £110
New 1913 Sinnns 'iwin £5 r2s. 6d. Magneto ... £3 6 G

New Bosch Twin D A V Magneto £2 19 6

N.S.U. Forccar, cane body £1 2 6

New Sidecar Body 19,6
New ditto, side door 29,6
Nearly new Pillion Car- £2 5

Nearly new B. and B. Carburetter 15 6

26X 2.\ Front Wheel, with Dunlop tyre 17 6

Mills-Fulford Castor Wlicel Sidecar .' £3 15

Mills-l'uUord Rigid Sidecar, side <loor £4 5

Mills- Fidford Rigid Sidecar, cane bojy £3 5

Good Standard Sidecar i3 C

26 X 2\ New Clincher Kubber-studded Cover ... 23 b

New 28 X 2 Wired Cover, best make 9 6

New 1913 Armstrong Mark VL 3-spccd Gears. Delivery

from stock. Trade supplied.

Nearly new Mark. VI. 3-specd Gear £5 15

New Coachbviilt Sidecar Body, side door £4 15

New Mirror Lens Lamp and Generator 13,9

Good Powell and Haniuer ^7/6 Lamp
, 17/9

Massive Horns, ebony finish 9/G

New Lamp, with generator and bracket 18/9

Booth's Motories,
Kcigliley Mills, Bedlord Street North,

HALIFAX.
Trifphone 106::.

All letters relating to advertisements slwulU quote the number at tiie end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. B3
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We have made special arrangements to supply brand

Kew J913 REX Combinations, 6 h.p., with PORTLAND
Lounge Body Sidecars, at tlie ridiculous price of

£T0 - "
All brand new and fully guaranteed. Complete combina

tion. Send for full specifications. It WiU pay you.

Easy Payment Terms, £17 10s. with order, and twelve

equal monthly payments of £4 7s. 6d, No extra charge

Call and inspect.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.

1913 REX de Luxe, 6 h.p., Portland /13 13s. Side-
car. Lon:lon-Edinturgh Gold Medai Winner . , £62

1913 HAZLiWOOD, 3^ h.p., twin, 3 speeds, not
ridden above 300 miles, and like new £39

J913 RUDGE, 3ih.p., multi. Whittle belt, tyres
like new, excellent order £45

n)i2 Z£NITH, 6 h.p., combination, with Canoelct
Sid' car, equal to new, lamp, horn, etc £50

1912 DOUGLA:=, ?.lh.p.. Model K, 2 speeds, kick
starter, excellent crJer £43

J912 CLYN3, 6 h.p., 2 speeds, kick starter, complete
combination £53

191:; RiX, 6 h.p., coinlMnnf ion, Poi-tland fji lis.

Sidecar, Sjjrin^ forks, 2 speeds, head lamp,
Cowe>', and hnrn. Spec al vMuie £56

i9i::.RU0G£, 3^. U.p,. iniilti, good tyre?, euaiuelling
and platin- :i^ new, with Sidecar £4C

1912 PIERCE, 3-'i_h.p-, -|-cylinder, mechanical hibri-

cation, shaft drive. M.O.V., only done 500 miles £5ii

1912 BRAD3URY, 3! h.o., chain drive, 2 speeds,
free en :inr^. kick starter, suit sidecar £37

3912 BRADBURY, 3^ h.p., 2-specd, belt drive,
Cowev, coniplete with Sidecar £55

2912 BAT, 6 h.p., spring frame, Bosch magneto,
T. A. P. cneinc. \crv fast £3S

i9ii"SN)iAW, 7h-P-. ^ speeds, Millford ^16 i6s.
Sider^r. speedometer, horn, lamp, etc., co:n-
ylete outfi^ £4g

1911 V.S., 7-9 h.p., 2 speeds, condition as new, brand
new £11 IIS. Hopper Sidecar, fine combination £40

191 1 F.N., 2| h.p., 2 speeds, spring forks, very line

lightweight, speedometer, and lamp £28
ziyio V.^., 5 h.p., 2 speeds, Truffault forks, pednl

. start, good tyres, French grev finish, suit sidecar £27
1910 ENFIELD, 2.1 h.p., twin, lightweight, finished

Ichakr, magneto £20
1906 REX, 6 h.p., twin, spring forks, cantilever seat,

good tyres, take sidecar £16
MOTO-REVE, 2 h.p., twin, magneto, Druid forks,

frf-R engine £15
A'. YO'-f, 5 h.p., twin, spring forks, suit sidecar,

^er fast : £13
KCLECOM, 4 h.p., single, M.O.V., good tyres, low

i-"' U £10

De-fet-red payments 5% extra.

Maudes
MOTOR MART
136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
Grams: Abdicate, We^do, London. 'Phone: 552 Mavfair

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SCOTT. 1913 model, never been used, sliop-soiled only

;

£59/10. great bargain.-Mo^r;, Wem. [X5083|

P
gate.

p. Humber,
2 order

1910, perfect tyros, excellent running
£17/10.—iisher, Witton, NorthTvich.

rX5025
and M.. September, 1911, perfect condition: £35
cash bars:aiu ; any inspectiou.—Shone, 70, Waler-
Cheater.

"

[9784

RES-J.A.P., 1912. 4h.p., 2-speed, lamp. etc.. £54:
akp 2V2h.p 1911 J.A.P.-CJiater-Lea, £16; both

snips.—C. AJeuck, Jeweller. Shre^vshnry

SFXTION IV.

Lincoln, Leicester,

[X6127

Nottingham,
Nortlianiptonsliire,

B
C~(OI.MORE D(-riots

' 19. John Erisli-

St., Leieeisler

NKW aiin

and
Rutland,

Warwickshire.

51.
lit St.

Colinore Row. BJr!iiiiiKii;iiii

BirminKiiam : aud 62, Hit,'

2iifi-lian(1 at tlie ieadinf; depots for tlie

u'pitts for JH'ii'-'la,';. Si'Ott, Mat<.liler.-

Enfield. Triiiiupli. Piemier. Eat, Zenith, Clyno, Cliater,

eti., ttc. also A U. and Mui^'an Uuuabouls.— Colnioii'

Depot.-, Biiinin^'luun aud Leicester. 1X6047

DODHLAS, New Hndspn, Clj-M. Matrhless, Zenith,
Levis motor eycles and Morgan runabout;?

models in stock
;
quid

High St., Leicester.
deliveries.—Colmore llepot. 62,

[9769

speed, rontpetition Aviuner

;

QECOXn-HAND Motcr 'Cj-ele Bargain-

1 qi2 Ecx Sidette; f43,

"(012 Free Engine Eudee. Si.ali.p.; £38.

1Q12 Sinjer and Sideear ; £44,

1 f»12 T,T. Douglas; £34.

1911

19";
TQ-11 Standard Douglas; £23,

pOLMOEE Depo-t. 62, IKgh St.. Lcioerter.

pOLMOEE,-I,ady's Dongla;

B,S,A., 3V-h,p.:

Model a Douglas, demonstration model ; £45,

C-artwiiglit-Precision,
t^turuiey-Areher.

3',4h,p„ £32; 3-speed

pOLMaEE,-1913
<^ 3iiodel. perfect

;

pOLMORE.-O ( rdi r and condit

Levis
.€29/10.

[9770

, 2-tfpeed aud eluteh ; £26.

Valvcless, 2Vih.p. Baby

1911 Matchless.
£28.

3',;;h.p., thorough gccd

c OLJIORE.—1912 Aiiel aud sideear, a good, reliable

pOLMOEE.-^ luaeliiue

;

19i:
£37.

Tiiumph, free engine, a splendid

pOLMOEE,-1913 Seott .and coaeh-bnilt tider,

<^ p'-rieet and stylish combination: £68.

c OLMORE :Motor Cycle Depot, Second-hand Depart-

lobn
.eut. 51' Colmore Row, Birmingham,
Bright St,, Binuingham.

ma 49
[9742

QjECGJN'D-IIAND Bargains,

TBIl'MPIT, 1911, 3i/.h.n. free eu.sine, 1912 spring
fork, perfect condition; £32,— Below.

MATOHLESS J A P , 4h,p., 2-speed, mag., B. aud B.
carburetter. Whittle belt; £18.-Below.

D0TJ6L.i.S. 1911,
£26.—Melow.

2^]h.p., open frame (ladies' model)

;

T>EX. 1909, 5h.p. de luxe model, 2-5peed; £18.—Below.

2-speed, special

2-speed

;

ATCIILESS-J.A,!?., 1912, Sh.p.

ur juaehine; £45.—Below.

1912. 8h.p, de luxe. £45,-

M
REX-.T.A.P.

I'.elow.

HUMTIEK, 1911. 3V''b.P'. 2-jpGed, and sidecar; £54.

BEADBXJPvT. 1912, 3iAh.r., 2-speed, and torpedo
cGanbbuLit sideear; £38.—Below

ANY of tlie above macliines .-etit on approval agaiupt
depof-it- -Full detailed list of nearly 50 machines

' "" Preniic-r Motor Co.,*- Ltd.,
[0516

free on application.—The
Aston Ii<l., Birmingham.

1910 Uoufilas, fixed "cu^jine ; £20.
Clrantham.

ONE 3V-b.p. 1910 B.R A., fi.xcd engine; £30.-
GolUn. jUotor liuu-e, Graiitham.

ONE 2V,hp
Motor aou-e,

ONE 3'/-h.p. N.S.U., mag
H.;a.--e. Grantham.

ONE 41i.p. 1912 Sinjrer, free engine. 2-.specd

Apply. Gollin. Motor House, Grantham.

Apply.
[9698

-Gollin,
[9699

Apply, Gollin, Motor
[9700

£45.-
[9701

g SPECIALS.
1

4 h-P.|1913 SCOTT, 3
twin, complete with

— Portland lounge bod}

-

S cane sidecar. S

^ Special price, 72 guineas.^

JI1913 R U DGli, 5 h.p.j

multi, 750 c.c, witbj
Portland £13 13s. side-

5

car. J
Special price, 75 guineas. I

two-51913 B.S.A., 3ihp- ^^' ^

S
speed, chain drive, kick

^ start, with Portland^
j" Dutch clog sidecar. J
^ Special price, 565.

Jj

BI1913 ZENITH, 6h.p. kick!

E

start, Graduagear, with!
Portland coach - built S
sidecar. t

Special price, 85 guineas.

9

1913 PREMIER, 3i- h.p.

I

countershaft two-|

speed, complete with »

Portland Dutch clogi

sidecar. |

Special price, £65.
|

1913 REX, 2,1 h.p. de luxc,|

two speeds, handle t

start, complete with

Portland de luxe sidecar
Special price, £60.

1913 REX, 6 h.p. two-

speed de luxe, all latest

improvements, with
;^I3 13s. Portland side-

car. I

Special price, £70. I

DO THESE SUIT? I

Please compare these prices with'

those of the SO-CALLED cheap store

prices.

DEFERRED PAYMENTS alTanged at

Maude's Motor Mar
136, Great Portland Stree

LONDON, W
Pnone—552 Mavfair.
'Grams-^"Abdicate, Wesdo, London."

i

B40 All lette-s el !ting to advertisements should quote the number at the end oS each advertisement, and the date o{ the issue.
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SCOTT'S
VICTORrA MOTOR HOUSE,

Powell Street, Halifax.

Telephone : 433.

Telegrams: SCUTI'S, Powell St., Halifax.

WE CAN SUPPLY ANY MAKE OF NEW
MACHINE FROM STOCK.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

Hupmobile and N.S.U. Runabouts.

p. & M., I'ii j mnik-l, now, ill stock £65

P. & M., 101- model, bad very little use,

like m\v £50
RUDGE Mtilti, like uew, 1912, not done

1 .«Mx» miles £46
RUDGE -Multi, very, suoil order £42
ZENITH, 6 h.p., igli £55
RUDGE, .Uandard, 191:; £34
N.S.U. , h.p., z speeds, free ciieiue, and

Sidecar £30
TRIUMPH, 1911, clutch model £31
REX, 3'. h.p., 1911, clutch model £30
P. & M., 1909. A beauty £27 ID
N.S.U. , .( h.p., 1910, 2 speeds, free engine,

and Sidecar £32 10
REX de Luxe, 5 h.p., 1910, 2 speeds,

M.O.I.V £30
REX Si)eed King, 1911, M.O.I.V.S., very

Hood order '. £27
N.8.U., 3^ h.p., very good condition, z

speeds. Sidecar " £27 10
N.8.U., 4J h.p., 1909 model, 2 speeds, etc. £27 10

£5 down and 5 - weekly
secures any of Ihe following

:

MOTO-REVE, iiio £18
BRADBURY, 3 h.p., Uosch magneto, B.

and li., h.lj.c £16
TORPEDO-FAFNIR, 3.4 h.p., Maboii,

li"~d,, B. and B £20
QUADRANT, 3* h.p., Bosch, B. and B.

.\ h.auty £18
ANTOINE, 5 h.p., B. and B., magneto

ignition £15
F.N., -i-cvlinder, take sidecar £15
REX, il h.]).. B. and B.,(itted with Sidecar £13
MINERVA, 23 h.p., splendid hill-climber.. £10
AUTO MOTOR, 3 h.p., good hill-climber. . £8
REX, 3i h.p., Mabon clutch, fitted with

l-'orccar ; £12
OE DION, 2 h.p. .i^ beauty £7 10
CLEMENT-GARRARD £6 10

lul-hand /S k^. Sid. car for £3 10

Sidecars from £5 to £14. Value unequalled.

Boat-Shaped Sidecar, as illustrated.

Luxuriously Upholstered,

£10 10s.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUES. TRADE SUPPLIED.

y O 11 GEARS, suitable (or any
naWall* make of motor cycle.

Delivery from stock.
«ritr for Booklet and let us quote you.

(Trade supplied.)

P

P

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3ALMEU'S (.JarnKC. Tooiiiig.—The pre-cmincol i)Uicc

for purrlmsius.

)AI.,:MKU'S Giiiauc. Tofitiiiff.—Tiie rec<iBinVed mart
t«r motor cyclop; iiuitum fitiles uvery tartniglit.

.VI-MER'S Garnso, TootioR.—JCost tlin>Q snlei

Aiiiriist 2OU1. .Sept. 3ra, and Sept 17tli, ut 2
ioi'k.

PALMER'S Ufiraco. Toctiui,'.—^VIite for auction tiita-

lugue uud illiistratcfl prico list, coutaiiiiue P»r-
titiilarfl over 100 autumubncs ami numeroiL" atceseory
liiirKuinis.

1PALMER'S Uaviipo. Tootiug.—Tlio followint: mof r

<yi-lr.'i iiiimeiliiit*? iivailahtc Tlict^e unsold l)y

Aiihriist 20tli will be fft't-r-d by auction on tluit d;iy,

PALMER'S Garagf, Tootins.-SV-jh.p. 1912 Triumph.
V.E., lilci' uew; baigjiin. £32/10.

PALMER'S U-avnvio, Tcotin^^-3',^h.l). 1912 Triumpli,
Hxnl -fUgine, liuc L-onditiou; £30,

PALMER'S Garage. Tootiner.-4Vih.p. Hobart, 1913,
with Armstroug S-spewl ami .sid>jcar; £37/10.

PALMER'S Garapb, Tooting.-2Vih.p. Royul Knfield.
late typo liehtweifrht, magneto; £16.

PALMER^'S Garngo. Tnoting.—7-9h.p. twin Vindcc
SpiTiiil ami .-iidcrar. 2-^peed; gifat bargain, £30.

PALMER'S Garage. Ttiotiug.—3'/ai.p. LM.C 1913,
1*'.E., Iirand new, uiui.sed; cleJiraucc, £47/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tocting.—S'/jh.p. Midc'^t Eicar,
baud, tomlortiible machine ; bargain. £25-

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting. —3^-ib. p. Scoit. water
loclcd, 2 speeds, kiek starter, splendid iot; £35.

PALMER'S Gaiagp. Tooting.— a'/ih. p. Precision. 1912,
with Uini 2-spL'e.l; wonderful value. £22/10.

PALMER'S Garage, TniBting.— 2^41i.p. Clvle. £12;
2Uh.p. i'.X. lightweight. £10.

TDALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2^h.p. Minerva, nice
low machine; clearance price £10.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 5- 6h.p. F.N. 4-cyI., 2
iu'eds. F.E.. with sidecar: £27/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Troting.—All above and many
(.titers in stock. — Sole addretss, L. N. Palmer's

(iara.Lje. Merton Tram Terminuc^. Tooting (20 mins. Vie-
tnria. 10 mins, Wimbledon). 'Phone: 208 Streatham.
.Mnlnr 'buse,-^. 48. 49. 66. - rX5124
QCOTT, 1912 (August), in splendid condition, ivith

iciM's^ories ; £42. --Below.

SCOTT. 1911. just thoroughly overhau>ed, new Pal-
mer eoTfl tyre to back, large I''.R.S. lamp and

Ri'iierator, speedometer, ptc.. new torpedo sideear just
fitted: the complete outfit £39.—Below.

TRIUMPH, 3-speo<l Annetrong gear, and free en-
cine, deeomprc.'jsor. sight feed oil drip, in splendid

(.iiinlition throughout; £38, bargain.—Below.

MOTOSACOCHE Lightweight, 2V-h.p.. free o«*iue,
h.b.e., late 1911 maehine, in t^plendid order; £20.

-IJclOW.

RES de Luxe. 1913 Sidette Combination, brand new.
as delivered, 2-speed, tree cjigine, handle starting:

£53.—Below.

RniGE. 1912, T.T. roadster, in new condition, Luca^
lamp, horn, etc.- £32.—Below.

T\7"- H- ELCE and Co. guarantee all the ab:vc inn-» ehin.'s to be in good running order: any ma-
1 liine ^ent on approval against ca?ii.—16, Bi^hop^rafe
Av.. Camomile St., E.G. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [9792

EAGLES.—Bradbury, 1912, N.S.U. 2-6peed pear, free
engine, bad little ur^e : £35.

EAGLES.-Matcbless 1911 6h.p. twin, J.A.P. engine
N.S.U. 1913 3-spoed gear, free engine, witli side-

car, tine condition; any trial; £47/10.

EAGLES.-Enfield 2r,b.p. twin, late 1912. 2 epeeds,
free engine, chain drive, handle starting, foot-

boards, nearly new; £31.

I?AGLES.—Eover, late 1912, free engine model, new
-J condition; £37.

EAGLES.-Zenith-Grndua. S'.vh.p. ,T.A.P. engine, fine
condition, all iicceysories; £29/10.

EAGLES.-N.S.U. 4b, p. twin. T.T. nmdel, m.o.v.,
Bosch mag., enamelled grt^y ; £19/10.

EAGLES.-Rudgo 1912 T.T. Model, faet macbiue, ex-
cellent condition: £31.

EAGLES.—N.S.U. 3'/..b.p. Popular, new last year, im-
proved spring forks, lin. belt, adjustable pulley;

£23.

EAGLE-S.-N.S.U. 3U.b.p. Popular, mag., adjustable
pulley, lin. belt; £16.

EAGLES.-L.MC.. 3'l.h.p.. 1910. Bc-seh mag., spring
forks, variable, pulley, rubber etudded tjies; £22

EAGLES.-NS.U., S'/oh.p. 1912V2 twin, latest im-
proveiuents, t^pring frame, 2-6peed gear, free en-

L'inr; £42.

EAGLES.—X.S.U. 31i.p. Popular, new 1911. magneto,
sprint; Jnikc?, b.b.i-.. line condition; £17

EAGLES.—Any of the above ran be purchased by
deferred payments, oae quarter of amount down.

EAGLES for prompt delivery of 1913 Bradbury.
JJouclaa In.S.LT.. Rover. Singer, Xriumpli, and

ether makes; bctit exchange terms.

EAGLES and Co.. High St.. Aetnn.-N.S.TJ. West
L.udon Distri. t Agenry. Tcl. : 556 Chiwicl,

All letters rcl;iting to advertisement:

1X5079

should quote the number at the tind of each adv

THEBICSINCLE

£46 FOR £35.
To make a fiual clearance of this model, we offer

a Brand New loi? 4 h.p. Tourist REX, 84^x89,
with Bosch magneto, B. and B. carburetter push
pump and feed lubrication, spring forks, Cantilevoi
seat, ::('tX2} non-skid tyres, stand, ciirier, toolbag,
number-plates, puinp, and tools, at £35. Malcers*
price of this niodel is /yi6.

"PERFECTION
SIDECARS

MODEL D.
£10 : 10 : O.

We arc Sole Wholesale Agents tor PERFECTION

Sidecars (6 models). Trade supplied on liberal terms.

SINGLES.

1013 2 or 3-speed BRADBURY, new £60
1513 3l h.p. :-specd LINCOLN-ELK £35 10
1912 f.E. TRIUMPH £44 10
1912 F.E. LINCOLN-ELK, almost as new .. £29 10
J912 RUDGE Multi and Sidedar £47 10
ion late niodel 3* h.p. NEW HUDSON ... £37 10
1912 r'.E. QUADRANT, 3! h.p £35 10
1912 3-spccd BRADBURY £47 10
1912 IVY-PRECISION £32 10
1911 2 h.p. SINGER Lightweight £19 19
1911 2 h.p. M.O.V. MOTOSAIIOCKE £19 10
1910 3-speed j.Vh.p. TRIUMPH £36 10
1012 3i h.p. 3-speed PRECISION £35 tO
1912 4 h.p. Tourist Rex, soiled £31 10
1911 3i h.p. F.E. ROVER £32 10
1908 3J h.p. TRIUMPH £27 10
190S 3i h.p. Magneto REX £17 10
190S 3i h.p. Magneto QUADRANT £17 10

NEW 1913 REX OR REX-J.A.P.

1013 6 h.p. 2-speed REX £62 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive £67 15
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX-J.AJ> £71 8
19J3 8 h.p. 2-speed REX-J.A.P £73 ID
1911-12 Twin 2-specd REX de Luxe, NEW £46 IS

Calleis receive special r^.xchangc quotations.

PASSENGER COMBINATIONS.
it)i3 2-speed B.S.A., as new, and Sidecar . . £58 10
1913 8 h.p. WILLIAMSON and " Wilham-

son " Sidecar, NEW £90 10
New Twin REXdc Luxe and New lo-guiuea

Sidcr.ir, spot cnsh, R.nrgain £55
1912 3-spced BRADBURY and Sidecar £50
iot2 RUDGE Miilli and Sidecar £47 10
igraTwin CLYNO md Sidecar £49 10
1909 5 h.p. 2-speed Twin REX de Luxe and

new rigid Sideear £24 10
1911 Twin REX 2-speed Sidette, chain drive,

ver>' smart £47 10
1913 6 h.p. REX deLuxe and £12 12s. Mont-

gomerv Sidecar, only done 600 miles .. £59 10

TWINS.
1909 Magneto MOTO-REVE Lightweight .. £13 10
1912 New 2-specd Free engine 6 h.p. REX Otters
6 h.p. M.O.V. J.A.P., free engine £34 10
Sih.p 2Spced N.S.U £27 10
1911 Twin REX de Luxe, 2-speed, M.O.V. . . £38 10
1910 Late Model SCOTT, 2-speed £29 10
1913 6 h.p. REX de f-uxe, specially good . . £49 10
1909 5 h.p. Twin REX de Luxe. 2 speeds . . £29 10
1913 WILLIAMSON (NEW) £75

[
Collier's Motories,
Westeate, Halifax, England.]

erttsement, mid the date ol the Issue. Bd^
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BOPEBTSONS
STOCK-TAKING

SALE
BRAND NEW

8011-E0
MOTOR CYCi-ES
AND SBOECARS.
1912-1913 NORTON, 31 li.p £39 10

1913 Lady's IVY, 3i h.p., 3-speed «44 10

J913 ALCYON, sVh.p S37 lO

3913 EDMUND-J.A.P., 4h.p £42 10

JWOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
£7, or oSer.—178,

[X4979

belt diive-lO,
[X.5022

F.N.. splendid <?onditioQ, studded tyres;
127, Hoe St., Waltliauistoiv.

£7/15.
(9730

LIGHTWEIGHT Machine, last
Old Rd. "West, Giavesend.

3-SPEED Bradbury, unused, 48 gns.
Oaiiel Villas, E. Barnet, N.

2|.>,P.

BEADUUEY, 2-6peed, belt drive, unridden ; 46 gns.-
HolinMood, Oapel Ed., B. Barnet, N. [X4957

PEUGEOT. SVib.P- twin, Boech, powerful; £15, oflers,

-Burnham, 38, Westfleld Bd., Surbiton. [X4609

1 Q13 Triumph, accessories; cost May £58, cash offers.

-!-«/ —Hedgcock, St. Margaret's, Rochester. [9720

RtJDGE, 1912'j',, P.E., little used: bargain, £33;
seen any time.— 5. DoUis Ed., Knchlcy. [9717

"1 012 4h.p. J.A.P., mad., B. and B., Druids, 2 speeds,
Xtf like new; £28.—Sinclair, East Molesey. [X5106

MOEGAN and Maxwell. The Motories. 80. High Ed.,
Streatham.—Keen prices, quick delivery.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-Bat-Jap, 8h.p., and Mill-
ford, nearly new; £70.

MOEGAN and
car; £36.

Maxwell.—Bradbury, 1912, and' side-

MOEGAN and Maxwell.-Clyno. 5-6h.p., 1912,
coach-built sidecar, 2-3peed, Binks; £50.

and

MOEGAN and Maxwell.-
2-speed; £68.

"lyfOEGAN and Maxwell.-

MOEGAN and Maxwell.-
speeds; £30.

MOEGAN and Maxwell.—Indian,
and sidecar: £75.

Tft/rOEGAN and Maxwell.

-Eoyal Enfield, 1913, 6h.p.,

F.N., 2J4h.p., 1910, Bosch;

-Eumber, late 1911, Eoo 2

latest 1913, 5h.p.,

ROBERTSONS

STOCK-TAKING

SALE
SECOND-HAND
MOTOR CYCLES
AND SIDECARS.

MONTGOMERY Torpedo, sport £12 10

MONTGOMERY, No. 5, London body £13 15

MONTGOMERY, No. 7, Exeter body, hood, and
screen £18 10

NiONTGOMERY, Standara 87 10
IV!ILI.?ORD Corvette, storm apron, mat, and luggage

bo,ird £12
MILLFORD Spring wheel, No. 4 chair £12 10
MILLrORO Risid, No. 4 chair £9 17 6

MILLFORD Rigid, No. 4 chair £9 17 6

MILLFORD Rigid, No. r4 chair £12 10

MILLFORD Rigid, No. 3 chair £12 10

BRAMBLE de Lu.xe £13 13
BRAMBLE, No. 6 £iO 15

BRAMBLE, No. 2 £10 15

BRAMBLE, No. 4 £11 15

PILOT, No. 7, Patent safety chassis, coach body ..£iO

PILOT, No. 7, Hammock chassis, coach body £10 10
PILOT, No. 4, Reed cane, child's seat, luggage grid £8 10
PILO'T, Xo. 5, VicUer canoe, cantilever cha-Sis .... £7 7

PILOT, No. :: £5

NEW MOTOR CYCLES.

DOUGLAS, O, P, R,

TRIUSVIPH, S-speed.
ZENITH, 6 h.p. Clutch.
HENDERSON, B.S.A., BAT,

MOEGAN and
free engine.

MORGAN and Ma.xwell.-
speeds; £45.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-
Gradua 6 .speeds; £65.

Maxwell.—Ivy-Precision,
3%h.p. ; £28.

L.M.O., 1913, Armstrong 3

Matchless, 6h.p., 1913,

rOEGAN
L £20.

and Maxwell.—Mjto-Eeve, 2y2h.p., 1911

Etc., Etc.,

OPEN UNTIL
9-0 P.M.

EVERY NIGHT
DURING STOCK-TAKING SALE.

EXCEPT SATURDAY (1 P.m.)

'PHONE : MAYFAIR SZST

l57»GRtATPORTLAND STRFET.W

MORGAN and
1912; £20.

Maxwell.—Motosacoehes, two, Bcsch,

OEGAN and Maxwell.—New Hudson, 1912, 3-speed,
Iv-l as new {' £40.

'

TtTOEGAN and Maxwell.- -N.S.U., 1908. mag., 3h.p.

MOEGAN and
A.iuac; £20.

IVrOEGAJST and

Maxwell.—Peugeot, 7-9h.p., Bosch,

Maxwell.—Eexes, two, 3V-h.p.. 1911

;

MOEGAN and Maxwell.—Eudges, two. 1911 models,
free engines, with or without sidecars; £30.

MOEGAN and Maxwell.—Singers (2|, one 1912, one
1913, 2',.,h.p., free engines; £30 and £32.

MOEGAN and Maxwell.—Triumph, T.T. model, 1911,
semi-racing, special fittings; £34.

MOEGAN and Maxwell.-Two 1910 standard Tri-

umphs; £26.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—One new 1913 free engine
Triumph; £59/15.

OME Over Here I To Morgan and Maxwell, 80, High
Streathatn, for J.A.l'.'s, Eexes, Bradhurys.

Indians, speedometers, lamps, new and used accessories:

large stock, cheapest and best of all. [X5052

IQIS B.S.A., 2-speed, chain drive, soiled; £63/10,^
J-iJ Egbert Spearmau, Bi.shoji'a Stortford. [9743

C^

2'4h.p., 1910, perfect; £18;
Milkwood Ed., Heme Hill.

[8771

"fQ13 Scott, standard, 2-speed, only done 20 miles;
-Ltf £65.—Scott, 9, Albert Mansions, Crouch Hill, N

[9799

LEVIS 2-stroke, the ideal lightweight, quick delivery

postcard.—Harry Walker. The Garage, Mnswel
Hill. [X1996

ENFIELD Lightweight,
weekdays only.—290,

TWIN Werner, faultless,

flier, £10/10

D'^

£7/10; Rex, 3M;h.p
oflers.-Sanders, 49,

.p., Bosch
High St..

Kingston. [X4608

IF You Want Bargains in 2nd-hand motor cycles you
can get tlieni at Waiichope's, 9, Shoe Lane, l-'lcct

St., London. [59705

B IIION, Chaier-Lea, 2'/lh.p., h.b.c., excellent con
ditinn throughout; £14/10.—P., 50, Albert Ed.

Norwcod. [9708

3ih.p. B.S.A.. clutch, 1912V:!, Stewart, Palmers,
2 King's Own lamp, as new; £48.-36, Gillingham

St., Victoria. [9687

S'u.p.
Minerva Cycle, Boseh mag., 1913 B.B., lamp.

Pillion seat; £12, or near oUer.—97, Malvern Ed..
Kilburn, N.W. [9780

3 h.p. Motor Cycle, mag., low, new belt and tyres, foot
boards; £14; after 6 p.m.—Ballard, 175, Archway

lid,, Highgate.

Ih.p. Eex, B. and B
c

ton St.. Earlsfield.
O 2""orde'r;' appointment ;"£12.—0. Baker, 48

r2i6.

1265.

76.

82.

1283.

1285.

1286.

r302.

rjiS.

1327.

t332.

1334.

'338.

r34r.

1342.

1357.

1362.

i-to3.

1408.

r4l5

1417
1418

1419

r420.

r42r. rgr

igir ZENITH, 6 h.p 145

igr2 BRADBURY, 3i h.p £3«

r9r2 ZENITH, 6 h.p £62

1910 BROUGH, 5 h.p £25

igi2 ZENITH, ii h.p <38

r9i2 CLYNO, 6 h.p., 2-speed M6
r9rr-r2 MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., 2-speed, and

Matchless Sidecar £53

1911 ZENITH, 3i h.p £3!

r9i2 ZENITH, 3! h.p £3f

igr2 BRADBURY, 3* h.p £3;

igrr ZENITH, 6 h.p £4;

1912 SINGER, 4 h.p.. 2-speed 14i

1912 BRADBURY, 3I h.p., free engine £31

r9i2 ZENITH, 6 h.p £4!

1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p £5i

igio PREMIER, 3j h.p., twin cylinder £2'

u)i2 RUDGE, 3* h.p., free engine t3i

HENDERSON, 4-cyl., 8 h.p., Model B., F.E, £5!

r9i2 P, & M., 3.^ h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar ,. £51

jgir D0UGLA8,'Model D £2'

igr2 PREMIES, ii h.p., 3-specd £3'

rcii2 BRADBURY, 3! h.p. F.E. and sidecar ... £3!

1913 NEW HUDSON, 3* h.p., 3-speed and
cane sidecar £4<

rgir BRADBURY, with 1913 3-speed Sturmey
gear and comfortable wicker sidecar'

with child's seat MI

N.S.U., 3 h.p. twin-cyUnder, 2-speed . , £3:

We are open to consider reasouableofieis for the follo\\

g machines, which we aie selhnK lor \arious clienls;

12 CHATER-J.A.P., 6 h.p., Mabon clutch and wicker

sidecar with child's seat £4

ti2 BAT, 5 h.p., 2-spccd, chain drive, r,20cft. F.R.S.,

Cowey speedometer, post horn, valise and

Millford radial castor spring wheel sidecar with
'

wic!:er canoe body, side door, and Lucas lamp,

ridden 1 300 miles £6

A.J.S., .s-6 h.p., large P. & H. lamp, Jones

speedometer, post horn, watch, mirror, spares

and tools.. M!
I9r2 BRADBURY, 3.V h.p., 2-speed belt drive, and ;

Bradbury wicker sidecar f

I9r2 HOBART, 2] h.p., Miller lamp, serpentine bom, *

tools *2

1012 TRIUMPH, 3I h.p , free engine, Cowey speedo-

meter, post horn. Black 1,000 ft. F.R.S., belt and
;

and tube case with spare belt and tube, tools • • **
,

r9i2 B.S.A., 2-^pced, lamp, horn, and tools , .,^

rgi

NOTE.
—

'We cannot make exchanges on motor cycles sol

at sale prices, neither do they carry our usual guarantc

'PHONE : MAYFAIR 578

B44 .^11 letters relatinfi to advertisements should quote the number

[X5044

good tyres and belt, perfect
- - - -- Littlc-

[9711jl

at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

l57.GRtAT PORTLAND STRfET ,W
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Flexibility.
[" is reporfed that a famous actor, on being asked

to spell Shakespsare, promptly replied " R-u-i-n."

To paraphrase his remark, we might assert that

Klexibilitv spells Perfection. This is true, because
the perfectly flexible engine is yet to seek, and

I My so long as motor cycle engines are in the

onfined to the two and one cylinder varieties,

Pj
lection is a long way off. When it is called to

id that car designers have gone to six and even
.It cylinders to attain the ideal of flexibility, it will

dily be seen how difficult is the task of the motor
le engine designer to produce in his limited space

even turning motor under variations of load. It is

sufficient to produce an engine that will turn as

as two hundred and as high as five thousand
olutions a minute. This does not constitute flexi-

ty, though some people appear to think it does.

I lat is wanted is the motor that will give out ample
.ver at widely different speeds.

The assistance of a variable change of gear goes
,reat way to assist a well-designed engine to attain

s ideal, but even the use of a low ratio of gearing

i its limitations, and then the balance of the engine

1 the method of its feeding with gas begins to

int. Indeed, it is probably more a question of good

"

buration than balance to get a motor to run really

wly and at the same time propel a load, and it is

y gratifying to see that the question of carburation
motor cycle engines is now recei\'ing an amount of

ention that it has until lately sadly lacked.

Recognising the need for encouragement in this

action, the A.C.U. has inaugurated a radical de-

rture in the Six Days' Trials to be held in the
irth next week. This is none other than a flexibility

t, pure and simple, over 250 yards of road with
upward gradient averaging i in 10. The machines
1 be expected to cover the first fifty yards at a

.^ed not exceeding 7.2 m.p.h., and the remaining
yards at not less than 18 m.p.h.
M first sight these tests may not appear easy to
rform on the up gradient selected, but we write with
knowledge that officials of the A.C.U. have them-

ves pas.sed these tests on a well-known 2|^ h.p.

in machine and a single-geared 6 h.p. twin. We
->ul(l like to emphasise to the full our approval of
:h tests, as we know they are of a nature to improve
;

_
breed of motor cycles far more than the mere

ting of them to cliinb prodigious gradients.

British Supremacy.

IN
studying the results of recent important com-

petitions at home and abroad, one cannot fail

to be struck by the undoubted supremacy of.

British motor cycle's. In this counti7, with but
r few exceptions, the homes-made machine is

univeijal. This also is the case with respect to
most of the colonies, Canada being the exception,
and the British machine is rapidly gaining popularity
on the Continent. It was only natural that the
British machine should predominate in the Manx
Tourist Trophy Races the—"blue riband" of the
motor cycling world, and, that being the case, it was
to be expected that the winners of these races should
be found amongst the home products. In the Senior
Race, only one make of machine that was not British

is found amongst those who got through, that being
a machine which has been for years on the British

market. In the Junior Race, one continental machine
again appears in addition to the British makes.
Turning now to the races which have been recently

held on the Continent, it is gratifying to find that much
the same state of things prevails, and we notice that

not British riders only, but the continental cracks pin

their faith to the English machine to a very large

extent. Undoubtedly the most important of these

races is the Grand Prix, recently held on the Picardie

Circuit. Here, in the 500 c.c. class, British occupied
the first four places, and there were in fact but three

foreign machines in the first twelve. In the gmaller

class, 350 c.c, the English machines were not so
prominent as usual, taking the fourth place only, but
the first three machines were partly of Briti.sh design.

More recently still, the Spanish T.T. Race, as it

has been called, from Bilbao to San Sebastian and
back, has furnished ample proof of British superiority,

all the finishing machines in both classes with but one
exception being Enghsh. The Spaniards to a man in

the 500 c.c. class were upon English mounts. And
last of all the English-Dutch Trial has ended in an
overwhelming victory for Britain and British machines.

This, so far as it goes, is eminentlv satisfactory, and
great credit is due to our English designers and work-
men ; but they must not rest on their laurels if they

are to retain this position. The rear springing question

will have to be gone into very carefully in the neat
future ; lubrication must be made more certain and
more effective, and should depend less upon the skill

of the rider.

AI7
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An Experience of a New Cycle Car.

invited us to

T T is some time since we had the pleasure of a run

t on a Crouch Carette, and Mr. J. W. F. Crouch,
^ jun., last week, having two finished models ready

for delivery to customers, kindly

sample their run-

ning. Both were
exceedingly sniart-

lookmg cars, fitted

up complete, one
finished in ver-

milion red and the

other in French
grey. The first

car w a s built

specially to the

order of Mr. Tay-

. lor, of Messrs. E.

S. Thomas and
Co., Great Titch-

field Street, Lon-

don, and was

named the " Pink

Cat." We drove

the last-mentioned

"car on the outward
run, which was a

short trip to Kenil-

worth, thence to

Stoneleigh Hill,

and what im-

pressed us most

particularly was
the absence of

noise, due to the

engine being placed

at the rear of the seats. Owner-drivers of cars with

engines in front become accustomed to a certain

amount of clatter from the valve tappets, but in the

Crouch and G.W.K. this is strikingly absent. To
those, therefore,

who do not object

to the seats being

placed well for-

ward to enable

the engine to be

disposed behind
the seats, this

construction pos-

sesses . a decided

advantage. Ex-

cept for a little

clutch slip, due

to the newness

of the cars, the

two Crouches be-

haved themselves

admirablv, start-

ing easily and

pulling well on

hills. Even on

the lowest gear,

engine vibration

was noticeably

absent.

Two new Crouch Carettes ready to be delivered to customers,

Showing tlie extreme accessibility of the Crouch. One minute suffloes to told up the seat and remove

. the rear portion, so exposing the engine, gear-box, and transmission,

The comfort of the car left little to be desired, anc

the steering is very Hght indeed, giving even a strangei

to a Crouch a feeling of confidence from the start

We changed driving seats on the return journey, tht

French grey car

which had had ;

week's running

proving slightl'

the faster and th(

better pulling ca,

of the two. Amonj
the features of th(

Crouch Carette i

the door on eithe

side, so that th(

driver may get ou

of the car withou

disturbing the pas

Sanger, and als

the folding seat t

render the engint

gear box, an

transmissio
readily accessibl

It is the work (

a couple of minut;

to open the doo

and fold up tt

driving seats c

their hinges, ai

then remove • tl

tailboard and tb

expose the who

of the w'orkii

parts. The siiig

chain drive provides a very smooth transmission.

By the way, Mr. Crouch, having read our remar

on the need for differential gears for cycle cai

decided to dispense with these as an experimei

and accordinj;

locked " up tl

axle so that it n

solidly. He te

us that he foui

no evil effei

from the use

the solid axl

in fact, it w

almost impossii

to detect that t

differential efff

on corners w

absent. He
however, of t

opinion that

reversing ai

turning corni

sharply tyre wf

would be liki

to be excessi^

and for tl

reason he v

continue to,

differentials.
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Remarkable
Reliability of the

TRIUMPH

Mr. T. Evans, Winner of

GOLD MEDAL,
in the Aberavon, Port Talbot,

230 Miles' Reliability Trial,

on his 3-i Triumph.

Mr. Stephen Raynes, winner of

the Sheffield to Holyhead and
back. Reliability Trial for the

Hutton Shield, 316 miles, on
his 34 Triumph, without loss

of a single mark.

Anglo - Dutch TriaL
W. F. Newsome, 3i Triumph GOLD MEDAL.
R. G. Mundy, 3i Triumph . SILVER MEDAL.
Highest possible Awards, only Two Triumphs competing.

Remember J. R. Haswell's, (the Amateur)

FOUR FAMOUS RECORDS
5 HOURS-6 HOURS—2SO MI LES-300 M I L E S,

Averaging nearly a Mile - a - minute.

TRIUMPH CYCLE Co., Ltd., COVENTRY.
In answering this advertisement it is desirable iv mention "The Motor Cycle" A19
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Are you riding on Kempshalls ? Their safety on treacherous i;rca,st; antl the wondcrtul resistance (hey ofter to the puncture fiend are '.

appreciated by all who know them. Complete list of all t_\pes sent free on receipt of a postcard.

TYRE CO. Co-F Europe), L-tcl. , 9r-98, Long: Aore, W.C
New ZRnlnnd—Goldinpham & Ticckett, Ltd., Palmereton.N.,
I. 2-t'l Gerrard <'i lincp). 'J'rlrtMftmg

—
"StudleflB. London."

—RcK'nfttd G. r*TTest. 71, Lionel i-trtet. Par'B—John Sheen, 46, Eue Bt. Cbaili f

Kew Zealand. Scotland— Terci'iil E. Pole, 27, Jamnicn Pfrret. GIiihrcw. Tt^lrrhr
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OCCAS

The Variable Jet Carburetter.

I fee) I'onsiderablc sympathy with the contents of

Autoborc's ''
eulo},'islic letter anent the variable jet

volever carburetter, as opposed -to the genuine

iromatic type. He must plainly understand that

le welfare of the industry depends upon the 99% of

otor cyclists who are duffers, rather than upon the

,"„ who are engineers arid driving experts. I have
dden thousaniJs of miles with such a carburetter as

r describes, and. ranking myself as a driver of some
:ill and experience, I prefer it to most types. Here
the reason wh\ 1 took my last sample of this type

f ray machine : 1 was driving a different carburetter

ery week, often on different engines, and I found
at the '' mixture "—to revive a term of much meaning
the era of the surface carburetter—was excessively

cky. It varied not a little with the diverse jet

iCrtures—perhaps more so then than with the 1913
)del, which I ha\e not had time to test. In my
irk of reporting trials as a journalist, or of com-

i

ting in them in my private capacity on occasions,

i'ound it a great nuisance to be uncertain as to where
1 air lever should be set for anv given emergencv,

d so off came the variable jet two-lever in favour

a fixed jet two-lever, which was fractionally more
icient than any genuine automatic which I have
ed. . All this applies a fortiori to the raw novice,

'whom the first machine at any rate cannot possibly

too- simple. But I find that, except when I am in

? mood for trying to do something difficult rather

11, I prefer the automatic t\pe for my own riding.

this present moment I am snatching a brief vacation

a verj,- crowded and hilly holiday resort. I brought
nrbu tetters with me, a fixed jet two-lever and an

BY
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automatic. Rithesco referens—if you like ; but I find

that for lazily dodging the inebriated tripper, and the

nut, who peers into the face of his flapper, the world

forgetting and by the world forgot, 1 infinitely prefer

the single lexer type.

Engine "Revving" and Bearing Wear.

I am quite as discontented as " H.U." (page 958
in the issue of July 24th) with our present system

of engine lubrication ; but I think he is guilty of

gross exaggeration when he insinuates that the average

engine requires new big end and gudgeon pin bearings,

after so short a distance as 2,000 miles. A year or

two ago," I found an engine of well-known make which
certainly wanted a new big end bearing after every

2,000 miles spell, but it was a new engine, and it

was the design of the bearing, rather" than the system

of lubrication, which made such early replacements
advisable. I should say that, even in clumsy hands,

the high-class modern engine is capable of doing a

good 6,000 miles before the big end bearing gsts

noticeably sloppy. His insinuation, added to certain

other complaints of a similar nature, led me to seek

out two novice owners in my vicinity who bought
leading ^% h.p. machines early in 1912 and are still

running them after mileages of about ir,ooo and
13,000 miles respecti\'ely. We took these engines

down completely, and in neither case was a new big

end urgently necessary. In one case, the gudgeon
pin bush was perfect ; in the other, by a curious factor

of which I am ignorant, the oilways had acted as a

matrix, and had engraved themselves on the opposing
surfaces. I confess that I cannot understand all this

talk of worn gudgeon pin bushes, for mv own eX-

UEMBERS OF THE ENGLISH TEAM CLIMBING KOP HUL.

^^xaiggaj^at^gr: Sja:?aa:g«aa5g".::& *;,j^3g^i?^Sg

R. E. Guest (Matchless sidecar).

W. F. Newsome (3i h.p. Tilumph with Phlllpson pulley) about to pass a Dutch r.'der.
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Occasional Comments.

—

perience is that the little end is the last part of an

engine to show appreciable wear. Some years ago

I bought a light 5 b.p. twin for a novice friend, and
within 100 miles of taking it over,,he seized it so badly

that the looped ends of the connecting rods, into which
the big end bushes are driven, had pulled out oval,

and the bushes themselves were recovered in the form
of powder from the crank case ; yet the gudgeon pin

bushes were in such good order that we replaced them
in situ when we repaired the engine. I should

estimate, therefore, that the average life of a big end
bearing is well over 6,000 miles, and that the little

end bush is good for two seasons at least. In spite

of this, I am, of course, an enthusiast for the W.D.
or other sound system of forced lubrication. Has
not mv next door neighbour an inexpensive car which
has done five years' hard work without asking for any
of its engine bushes to be attended to at all ? This
may be due to a variety of causes, but certainly one

of these causes is the more satisfactory s) stem of lubri-

cation which obtains on cars.

Tyre Holes Under Patches.

Trying for once to assume a purely judicial and
dispassionate attitude, notoriously a difficult matter

for us Irishmen, I must confess that my correspon-

dents have made out an excellent plea for a verdict of

guilty. There appears to be little room for doubt that

holes do" "gape and split and widen under patches in

prolonged wear, until a further air leak is set up as

the hole e.xtends towards the edge of the patch. ' We
commit the future to the tyre makers and menders—
they must try to make this impossible, if they can.

In the meantime, we must take temporary measures

in two directions : first, we must try to make our

patches adhere evenly throughout their entire contact

area ; we must solution every square millimetre of that

portion of the wounded tube which comes under the

patch, and we must use one of the handy little spring

presses now sold for holding patches in position while

they are drying out; if such a press is employed,

great care must be taken to prevent any surplus solu-

tion from trickling through into the interior of the

tube. Secondly, we must study the best ways of re-

moving an old patch, under which a puncture hole has

split and extended. Benzole is .not recommended;
petrol is good ; benzoline is apparently better : but

above all a little judicious application of heat is very

helpful. The heat may be obtained from the iron ol

the guidwife in the nearest cottage, but is usually tt

be obtained from the finless waist of the cylir.dei

b.irrel. There we must lea>'e the matter for the

moment. It is a weakness of little moment to nier

who do not run their tubes to destruction, for m\

enquiries have not revealed a single instance of a hok

splitting to overlap a .patch within three months of it;

application thereto.

The Best Carrier Straps.

From the littered condition of highroads at holida\

times, and _ from various lists and advertisements ol

articles lost or found, it is obvious that many motoi

cyclists do not know how to attach luggage to a carriei

in a secure fashion. In my time I have lost nearh

every imaginable part of my machine, excluding tht

engine, but at last I have learnt how to tour in cpiji

fort W'ithout continually twisting my wrist behind ui.

to discover if my kit is still safely aboard. I liav.

utterly abandoned the long narrow straps sold by mos

dealers and used by most riders, and I have adoplci

what is practically a leather belt as a carrier strap

I use two, or even three, long, broad, flat straps

usually as much as 3in. wide, and only thin enougl

to enable them to pass between the tops of thi

pannier toolbags and the tubular sidebars of th'

carrier. I own a proper punch, with which I stam|

clean round holes along the whole length of the be!

or strap ; if this is not done at the outset, a knife i

sure to be used sooner or later, and with disastrou

results. Two of these ^ belt-straps will grip a srtial

handbag and a suit of oilies as in a vice.

EXAMPLES OF ENGLISH AND DUTCH MOTOR CYCLES.

J. M. Bergmans. 4 h.p. Simplex the hjge handle-bars of which are a feature. R. G. CI arlesworlh, who succesifully rode a new pattern Zenllh

with e h.p. M.A.G. engine.
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There is no mistaking the

power of the Silent Red

it is where it should be—right in the engine.

Riders of Indian motor cycles have that

confidence which conies froxn possessing

a machine of absolute dependability.

Indian credentials are not mythical, but

consist of brilliant performances and the

annexing of innumerable records the

world over. Investigate the Indian.

Indian machines comprise 'i\ h.p. Single

and 7 h.p. Twin models. Both are fitted

with the well-known chain transmission.

<«-T-H'&^IL€fJT-™iANii^l^

THE HENDEE MFG. CO., 178, Great Portland Street, LONDON, W.
Goods and Small Repairs : 89, BOLSOVER STREET, LONDON, W.

Bulky Repairs and Complete Motor Cycles : 9, HALLAM MEWS, GREAT PORTLAND ST., LONDON, W.
'Phone. 1749 Mayfatr. 'Grams: " Hendian. London."

La aiii^wcrintj I/lU adct^rti-^einent it is desirable to mriinun " T/ic Motor Cijdc. A2a

i
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THE

31 h p ROVE
EVER SUCCESSFUL.

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS* TRIAL.

Three Rovers entered and all obtain Gold Medals.

THE TEAM PRIZE also won on 3| h.p. Rovers.

ANGLO-DUTCH INTER-TEAM TRIAL.

W. D. H. Noble, on 3i h.p. Rover, obtains Silver Medal.

M.C.C. TRIAL in DEVON.
W. H. Karslake, on 3J h.p. Rover, first in Class B,

Countisbury Hill.

HAMPSHIRE M.C. UNION.

Mr. Matthew^s, on 3| h.p. Rover, obtains first award

in sidecar class.

The Rover Co., Ltd., Coventry.

A24 In answering this advertisement it in desir'Me lu mention " The L\ioior Oyde."
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A NOVEL SIDECAR,
WTE recently had a short but

^Li pleasant run in one ol'

» * the latest Bramble side-

•This has practically no
Mb in the usual acceptation

,c term, the necessary channel

I frame being entirely hidden

\ I he sidecar body. This frame
- underslung, in the rear by

1^3 such as that shown sepa-

\\ in the lower photograph,

,|i the front by two small spiral

nriiigs. Four-point suspension

iiiployed. The sidecar is well

ilslered and comfortable, it

.1 roomy box below the seat,

Mil the combination steers very

iell,
it being possible to drive

ithout touching the handles,

'he machine to which the sidecar

las attached consisted of a ;
-

llatchless frame to which was ^
"

tted one of the latest 8 h.p. Precision engines.

'his engine is distinctly powerful and runs very

: after some miles at a fair speed H. Riddell,

'Iriver, was able to hold his hand against the

lylinder without discomfort. The exhaust valve

fter is very neat. The sidecar is patented (No.

,;/, 1913), and possesses many advantages in

. '.vay of easy cleaning and neat appearance,

and the weight is not in

excess of other coachbuilt

sidecars of the same type.

We understand that the

combination will compete
in the A.C.U. Six Days'

Trials.

(1) Front view o( tlie new Bramble
chassis-less sidecar showing melliod

of springing (lie front portion.

(2) Side view. In tlic left hand
bottom corner is seen (he type of leal

springs on which tho sidecar is slung.

2,000 Miles on an A.J.S. Sidecar.
r was early in March last when we took delivery

of a 6 h.p. A.J.S. and Millford sidecar, and

ha\ing ridden this combination over 2,000 miles

ire in a position to give our experiences regarding

1 lehavionr. Few motor _ cyclists are unfamiliar

the A.J.S. twin engine, and its three-speed gear

and methcxl of transmission, as details of these

.eatures have been published in The Motor Cycle on

uore than one occasion. The machine we ordered

vas a standard one in all particulars except tyres,

he latter being 650 x 65 mm. Roms,
he sidecar having a 26in. x aj^in.

Continental. The day we fetched the

:ombinalion from the works at Wolver-

larapton was about as bad a day as it

.as possible to have for motor cycling.

Alternate frost and thaw had loosened

he road surface, and it rained nearly

ill the way home, so we were therefore

]uick to recognise the advantages of en-

closed chain transmission, and the

bffirient mudguarding which kept the

engine, magneto, gear box, and all vital

jparts practically dry and free from mud.

Little Attention Needed.
The mileage accomplished up-to-date

:omprises undulating Midland roads, the

-otswold hills, the loose and gritty sur-

aces of Hampshire and the New Forest,
'' tour along the South Coast from

Bournemouth as far as Plymouth, and from Plymouth

to North Devon over Dartmoor. When we say

that beyond adjusting the chains and front wheel

bearing we have done absolutely nothing to the

machine, and nothing to the engine except grinding

the exhaust valves, readers will possibly conjecture

that we must be somewhat careless, but there has

been nothing in the way of mechanical troubles so far,

and we do not think any motor vehicle could possibly

be more reliable.

A standard G h.p. A. J.", three-speed sidecar ouilii.
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2,000 Miles on an A.J.S. Sidecar.

—

The sidecar seat is of cane, and fitted on one of the

191 3 Millford Cabrio dropped chassis; it is beauti-

fully sprung, and the passenger considers it far more
comfortable to ride in than the rear seat of the average

small car •which she has tried.

The advantages of the A.J.S. twin are a smooth

running, quiet engine which never overheats, a three-

speed gear which changes readily and without noise

or jar, its lowest ratio being capable of taking the

combination with driver and passenger and a reason-

able amount of luggage up any hill—in fact, it will

>-a
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do this with the second sjpeed in use on -all but the
severest hills in the country. - The clutch acts sweetly,

and being hand-controlled can be manipulated with
great delicacy; the brakes are adequate for any hill,

and, with one or two exceptions in Devon, the power-
ful rear hub brake, which is internal expanding metal-
to-metal like' a car brake, is more than .sufficient to

hold the weight of the combination when required.

The R.O.M. 650 x 65 mm. tyres fitted to the motor
cycle and the 26in. x s^^in. Continental on the side-

car wheel have gi^-en admirable results in the Uvc
thousand miles they have covered.

A Mechanical and Electrical Timing Device.

As the intricacies and cost (not to mention the

failure at a critical moment) of electrical timing

for hill-climbs and speed competitions seem to

hav^e been abandoned in favour of flag timing or the

telephone method—in both of which the
'

'
personal

equation" is bound to enter^absolute accuracy being

impossible, the following description of a simple, cer-

tain, and " fool-proof " method may be of interest.

Referring to the photograph, it will be seen that

when the thread stretched across the road, attached to

the spring bar marked "Start," is

broken (the watch, etc., are fixed ,"

at the starting end of the course),

the bar, in springing back, im-

pinges on the armature of the

electro-magnet, releasing the spring

bar over the watch, thus starting

it. (So far no current is used.)

All the operator has to do is simply

to lift the bar back on to the catch

on the armature. At the finishing

ends, the thread is also stretched

across the road (or contact strips

may be laid on the road), holding

back a spring bar or switch, which
simply makes the circuit on being

released. A weak current flows

along the line (owing to its re-

sistance) just sufficient to mo^•e

the very light armature shown in

the photograph (though not \t\\

distinctly) on the right-hand end
of the electro-magnet (which acts

as its own relay). This cuts out

the whole of the live wire, directing

the current in full round the

magnet, which pulls the main
armature, releasing the flat bar and stopping the watch.

The watch is held in rubber-covered buffers, and
the flat bar also has a piece of rubber attached

where it comes in contact with the watch, to prevent

any jar or injury to it. In falling, this bar breaks

the circuit, so that the only current used is for the

very small fraction of a second taken in moving the

main armature.

At both the watch end and finishing switch two
plug holes are suitably connected, into which it is

merely necessary to insert the plug of each hand tele-

phone, speech being quite easy and distinct with

ordinary metaphone instruments over a kilometre (the

onty distance the writer has been able to try it, though

BI

he has not the slightest doubt it would be quite as

good over a mile course).

The current used is very small, one of the dry cells

used in hand flash-lamps, and sold at 5d. each, being

sufficient to work the whole apparatus for a dozen

competitions ; and there are no switches to be put on

or off (and probably forgotten at the wrong moment).

On a two-line cable (18 S.W.G.) the telephone can-

not be used while the machine is running between the

two points, but as soon as the motor has passed the

Simpls and inexpensive, mechanical and electric timing dsvice. suitable for use in hill-climbs and speed tests.

finish the plugs are inserted for speech. On a three-

line cable the telephone could, of course, be used quite

independently of the watch apparatus, using one liiu

common to both circuits.

The size of the whole aff'air can be judged in com-'!

parison with the watch. Including the mahogany 1

lock-up case, the outside measurements are 7 x 4f x
"

2 inches over all, and the weight, including tele^

phones, watch, cell, and finishing switch (everything

excepting live wire), is under 6 lbs. When the livt

wire is laid it is only necessary to attach the two en(l>

to their respective terminals at each end, put the cell

in position, wind up the watch, and, beyond liftinf

un the bar after the start, the instrument does the rest
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Road shocks and-YOU.

After all, the road shock and your touring pleasure

never quite agree.

There is nothing more responsible for the fatigue

that spoils that pleasure than the road's irregularities,

and nothing that will more successfully nullify that

baneful influence than a saddle scientifically con-

structed.

A saddle which will spring without bouncing, be

entirely free from roll or side-swing and form a steady

stable seat at all speeds and under all conditions.

Such is the

BROOKS B
220-

the most successful "go-between" between "Road

shocks and—you."

B220—the ideal high-speed

touring Saddle, giving an

exceptionally low-riding posi-

tion ; seat is suspended on a

patented form of laminated

springs which, while allowing

free movement in a vertical

direction, and absorbing all shocks arising

from an indifferent road surface, eradicated all

tendency to roll, bounce, or side-swing. Price 30/

Ask. for the BROOKS BOOK.

J. B. BROOKS
& Co., Ltd.,

49, Criterion Wks.,
BIRMINGHAM.

Note that a lull range ot Hit BROOKS Cycle and

Motor CycU Specialities may be seen at our London

Showrooms— Criterion House, 11, Grape Street, Shaftesbury

Avenue, W.C. {Oxford Street end).

I
Tn nm^ifi^nnrf fhi<' odverfij'fnirtif if is Op.'^irahlcio vinifion "The Mofor Ci/'If.^*
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FOR PASSENGER MACHINES.
You pay more for a heavy
machine than a light one,

and must expend more
on adequate tyres. Our

Combination.
Covers

are specially made for "big"
work, uniting great strength

with prevention of

skidding.

Undoubtedly the finest

"All-rubber" Non-skid for

use with the heaviest types

of passenger machines is

the

Autobi
Cover

for Voitiirette Rims only.

Sizes :

650 X 65 mm.

650 X 75 mm.

Made in Sizes : 26 x 2J, 26 x 2^, 26 x 3.

For " Indian" Machines, 28 x 2* x 2|-, 28 x 3.

For Voiturette Rims, 650 x So mm., 700 x 80 mm.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.

CONTINENTAL TYRE & RUBBER CO. (Gl. Britain), LTD.,

3/4. THUrLoE place, LONDON, S.W.
D334

B4 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'



fl) J. van Iran'.enhuijsen (Douplas) leaving Pangbourne. (2) A. B. C. van Dongen (7 h.p. mdian sidecar) on the hill leading out of Fangboi-rne.

(S) W. F. Newsome ITriumpli) at the top of Beacon Hill. (4| A Dutch competitor being assisted up Kop Hill by another fallen comradf

(SJ R. G. Mundy (Triumph) and D. H. Noble (Rover) climbing Kop Hill side by side. (6) .1. L. Geidt on the 6 h.p. Cyclonelte, which is a thoroughly
reliable machine, and attracted much interest throughout the trial.
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Dispensing with

the Differential Gear.
By ERIC W. WALFORD.

THE designer of the cycle car who endeavours to

produce a satisfactory vehicle within the ^100
limit is at present almost bound to avoid the

conventional motor car live axle construction, and

for the most part one of two alternatives is adopted.

In the one case one wheel alone is driven, whilst in

the other the axle transmits its tcn'que to both road

wheels through over-running clutches.

There is, however, a third construction which is,

perhaps, more satisfactory, which is simply to dis-

pense with the differential and drive through both

wheels, but none of these acrangements are, of course,

novel, having been employed in the early days of

motor cars. .

^ .

There are many arguments for and against dispens-

ing with the differential gear, but the most potent is

probably the saving of cost. It seems strange, how-
ever, that differential gears cannot be purchased on

the open market in this country in the same way as

they can in America. In that country there are large

manufacturing concerns who specialise in particular

parts of a motor car, such as the universal joints and
the differential gear, with the consequence that a

sound differential can be bought at a very low figure,

and it would seem that if a manufacturing firm laid

itself out to produce inexpensive differential gears this

could be done at a very low cost.

A Notable Case.
On the Sunbeam Grand Prix racing cars for 1913

the differential gear was dispensed with altogether,

the road wheels being bolted directly to a single lire

axle shaft. The conditions to which this car was
exposed were not, however, c]uite the same as with a

cycle car. A racing car is driven at a high speed, and
when taking a corner it heels outwards considerably,

and there is but little weight on the inside wheels, with

the consequence that the inner back wheel is free to

slip without doing much damage to itself. The main
object of dispensing with the differential gear in this

case was to reduce as much as possible the unsprung
weight, and also to prevent loss of power due to the

wheels spinning freely in the air. In the ordinary

case when one wheel leaves the ground it .is, owing
to the presence of the differential gear, free to^spin at

a higher velocity than the wheel on the ground. When
it comes down on to the ground again, not only is

power lost but the tyre also skids considerably.

From the short experience of these racing cars up
to date, tyre wear does not seem to be greater than
ordinarily obtains, but doubtless such an arrangement
would not be suitable for, say, a taxicab. Immedi-
ately after the Grand Prix Race I asked Mr. Coatalen
his experience of the type of back axle which he used.

and he informed me that it was very satisfactory, and

that he found the car would hold the road better than

if a differential were fitted. While driving, the

absence of the differential could not be detected.

Dispensing with a differential gear in this way also

possesses certain advantages with regard to braking

and side-slip.

The Advantages of Single Wheel Drive.

In cases where a single road wheel only is driven,

there is an advantage that such a vehicle is very little

liable to side-slip. It is well-known now, and was

originally pointed out by the Editor of The Autocar in

March, 1906, that if one wheel at each end of the car is

allowed to run free, i.e., is neither driven nor braked,

the car will not easily side-slip. It is for this reason

that a motor bicycle with sidecar is so stable, . and I

am informed by a cycle car manufacturer that this

theory is borne out in the machines of his make in

which a single back wheel provides^ the propulsion.

Wlien the road wheels are fitted on over-running

clutches the brakes must, of course, be arranged on

the wheels themsehes, and if provision for reversing
;

is made, the over-running clutch system must be more
1

or less complicated, so it is debatable whether the cost

of production is reduced. Again, with this arrange-

ment the engine cannot be started by letting in the

clutch when the vehicle is moving.

Automatic Clutch Gear.
In the third alternative each road wheel is driven

from the shaft through a friction clutch, and the clutch

forks are so connected with the steering that when
turning to the right, say, the right hand clutch is with-

drawn, propulsion being always by the outside wheel.

This overcomes the chief objection to the single wheel

drive, namely, that when turning a corner with the

driving wheel on the inside the gear ratio is greatly
,

increased. For instance, with a cycle car of this type

climbing Sunrising Hill it might be that the gradient !.

in itself is well within the scope of the car's ability, 1

but the right hand turn will so raise the gear ratio that :

the machine will fail if it was at that time driving

through the right hand wheel. Of course, it is only

on a sharp bend that this effect is of much importance,
[

but it is on many of the ?teepest hills that the sharpest

of bends are to be found.

There is, of course, another alternative in which the

rear wheels are driven by separate belts through a

counter-shaft, no differential being used, the sup-

position being that the belts slip, and possibly this is

a very good construction, as it would seem to give the

advantages of the differential-less arrangement with-

out the disadvantages of a single wheel drive.
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Avon Motor Cycle Ty
Suitable for all climates.

TRICAR.

2410,, 26in., and
28in. diams.

26 X 2jin. to fit 2]in.

rim . . . . 4-5 :'-

26 X 3111. to fit 2lin.

rim .. .. 50/-

STONEHENGE.

i\\n., 26in., and
28in. diams.

2in 25/-
Uin 26/9
2iin 28'6
26 X 2jin. to fit 2lin.

rim . . . . 31/-

Extra strong casing.

Lightweight A.

24in., 26in., and
2Sin; diams.

Also 26in. X
i^in. .. .^ 16/9

As .1 cheap cover this

cannot be beateo.

COMBINATION.

I 2.]in., 26in., and

28in. diams.

2in 42/3
zlin 4.4 /-

24in 45/9
Also 26 X 3in. 49/3

Steel and rubber
studs : an ideal all-

weather non-skid.

SUNSTONE.

6in. only,

''(m section,

45/-
2Un „ 50/-

l\Iade by our
new Electro-
H\draulic
process, which
ensures uniform-
it\ m casing and
tread, and pro-
duces a superb
finish.

BICAR.

24in., 26in., and
28in. diams.

2lin 32/6
2iin 34/3
26 X 2! in. lo fit

2lin. rim . . 36/9
26 X 3in. to fit 2.Un.
rim .. .. 41/9

Suitable for 3I to
5-G h.p. machine.

TUBES
(fitted with Motor Cycle Valves).

24in., 26in., and 2Sin. diameters.

AVON Quality (Red). NOVA Quality (Red).

i3ia 8/- i^in 6/9
2 in S/9 2in 7/6
2iin 9/6 ajis. 8/3

All motorcycle tubes can be fitted with the Avon
Dome Ends at 2/- each extra.

AVON DOME ENDS.

Easily fitted. Easily detached.

Registered No. 572,420.

AVON MOTOR CYCLE BELTS.
Sin 1/4 per foot. gin. .. l/lOperfoot.

iin 1/7 „ „ lin. .. 2/2 „ „
ijin 2/7 per foot.

RETREADING (any make of Cover).

26in. or 28in.x2in., 2iin., or 2jin.

Extra heavy tread, Round Stud or 7-ridge

pattern 12/6

Medium heavy tread, Round Stud or 7-iidgc

pattern 10/6
Combination tread 22/6
Steel-studded tread.. 28/-

DRUID.

24JQ., 26in.. and
28in. diams.

2iin 22/9

Also 2Gin. X
^^in 19/3

Suitable for i\ to
3ib.p. and Sidecar

wheels.

Lightweight B.

24in., 26in., and
sSio. diams.

15/6
16/3

A special pxade at a
special price.

Steel-Studded.

24in., 36in., and

28in. diams.

2in 45/9
2] in 47 6
2jin 49/3
Also26x3in. 52/9

Specially constructed
studs, large base.

THE AVON INDIA RUBBER CO., LIMITED, MELKSHAM, WILTS,
ENGLAND.

Iclegrams :
" Rubber, Melksham." Codes : A.B.C. 5th Editioa Lieber's and Western Union. Telephone : No. 2 Melkshatn (3 lines).

LONDON : 19, Newman St., Oxford St., W. BIRMINGHAM : 202-4, Corporation St. GLASGOW : 2SO, Buchanan St.

BRISTOL: Bristol Bridee. MANCHESTER: 229, Dcanseatc. PARIS: 88, Avenue dcs Tcrncs

Large Stocks kept at all oar Branches. Also at most High-class Motor Cycle Depots.

Whattevei- macHine you ride, see tHa.t -the Tyr-es Eii-e AVONS. ^^B9

In ansiccring thix advertisctnent il is desirable to mention " 'I'hr Mijnr C\jeie."
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Scottish

6 Days'

Trial.

.^

Sensational Performance
by Mr. Hugh Gibson
on 3|- Bradbury-Sidecar with

STURMEY-ARCHER
3-SPE>E^D GE^AR.

Mr. Hugh Gibson writes us : "I have succeeded in cHmbing every hill on the

course (all observed)—gaining full marks and gold medal.

Applecross, Amulree, Spittal of Glenshee, Berriedale, Glendoe, etc., etc. All these

giant hills were conquered by the aid of the Sturmey-Archer Gear, and you could

have no finer advertisement of the reliability of the gear."

Speakmg of Mr. Gibsons ascent of Applecross, "Motor Cycling" says: "Before

the performance most of the competitors would have said that it was an

impossibility for it to be accomplished."

New booklet post free from

—

STURMEY-ARCHEfi GEARS, LTD., NOTTINGHAM.

B6 In answering this adverltsemcni it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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STAR IMPROVEMENTS,
THE Star Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Wolverhampton, have made
several important improvements
to the 4 h.p. Star, which is a

single-cylinder cliain-driven model with

three-speed counter-shaft gear suitable

for sidecar touring.

The original gear-changing levers have

been discarded, and are now replaced by

a quadrant and lever on car lines, the

former being attached to the bottom

rail under the tank. The lever ter-

minates in a round knob, and is fitted

compressor has been added. This is

entirely enclosed in the timing gear
bci, and is operated from the handle-
bar by a lever, which, on being moved
to its fullest extent, operates an exhaust
valve lifter mechanism, which is com-
bined with the decompre.ssnr. Large coil

springs are fitted under the footboards,
which are hinged in front.

tiiiinili'li'i

The Star silencer, showing Internal arrangement.

with a spring catch. The tout 'n.-^rinbh

is neat and workmanlike. The cone
leather-covered clutch on the engine-

shaft is pedal operated, the levers have
been made neater, and the pedal placed

in a more convenient position.

, A Clean Crank Case.

A slipping clutch is provided on the
countershaft chain wheel. A fibre disc

forms the slipping medium, and is held

by a strong coil spring between two steel

plates. This is intended to absorb any
sudden shock which might, owing to

careless driving, have a tendency to

break the chains. The right half of the
crank case, timing gear box, and mag-
neto cliain case are all formed in one
cj>«ting, thus preventing any possibility

of oil leakage. The opening for insert-

ing the magneto chain is on the top of

the case, and at this point there is a
cover and joint, but this and the
timing gear box cover are the only
places where oil could possibly exude

;

the result is a clean crank case, A de-

Details of the Star method o£ lubrication.

Left flywheel and connecting rod. Ught
section of flywheel and rod showing oil path.

A.A., oil trough.

The silencer has been enlarged, and
now consists of one long e.xpansion
chamber divided by a circular partition
into two compartments. The exhau.st
pipe runs through tlic centre, and is

stopped midway. . Holes drilled in the
first haif of the pipe allow the gases to
expand into the first compartment,
thence they flow into the second com-
partment through holes in the par-
tition, and again exp.and, entering tlie

final exhaust pipe through another
series of holes.

The subject of lubrication is a vexed
one, but the Star Cycle Co. claim to

have solved all oiling troubles with their

system, which functions by centrifugal

force.

Centrifugal Lubrication.

On the tank is a sight drip feed, and
the oil flows from this to the timing
gear case. On the side of the flywheel
next to the timing case is cast a trough,
which extends right round except at the

boss for the crank pin. The oil is led
from the timing case by holes, so that
it falls into the trough, and when the
engine is running centrifugal force
drives the oil from the trough along
holes which comhiunicate with the crank
pin bearing. From this point it is con-

veyed up a copper pipe secured to the
recessed side of the connecting rod and
to the gudgeon pin bearing. The
gudgeon pin is hollow, and after the oil

has lubricated this bearing it is driven
along the hollow pin to each side of the

piston, where it lubricates the cylinder
wall and falls into the crank case.

Mr. Bradford, of the Star Co., in-

formed us that this lubricating system
has given entire satisfaction, and we
had ocular proof that the oil so circu-

lated reaches every part of the engine.

>—•••»—<-

AMONG THE ACCESSORIES,
A Substantial Cover.

What appears to be a substantial
cover is one sent us for inspection by
Messrs. Armstrong and Co., 24, Gold-
hawk Road. Shepherd's Bush, London,
W. It is known as the 26x2^-in. Armour
lirade 1 heavy three-ribbed cover, and

The Clayton Decompressor.
Tliis decompressor is in the form of a

two-way tap fitted with a non-return ball

valve. The ball is kept in position by a

spring, the tension of wliich can be varied

so as to obtain any desired variation of

compression of the cylinder. The operat-
ing lever has three positions, the first

making the decompressor serve the purpose

The Clayton decompressor
marketed by the Adams
Motor y^ccessory Company,
10, Korthumberland Road,
Newcas le-upon-Tyne.

of an ordinary compression tap, the second
bringing tlie decompressor into operation,

and the third being the off position.

The article appears to be well made, and
is well finished.

A Useful Implement.
We illustrate a neat tool which com-

bines the offices of a valve lifter and tyre

lever. Its action is clearly shown by our

the quality and finish of the tyre appear
to be excellent. Readers having power-
ful machines would do well to inspect
this make of tyre.

drawing, and the instrument is strongly

made and well finished. Its price is

2s. 6d. black or 3s. 6d. nickel-plated, and
it may be obtained from the Service Co.,

Ltd. ,"292. High Holborn, W.C.
'

Bl6
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BENZOL AND HOW
TO USE IT.

THE following are extracts from an interesting

booklet issued by the Petrol Substitutes Joint

Committee, which can be obtained by motorists

on application to the secretary, Mr. Stenson Cooke,

Fanum House, Whitcomb Street, London

:

Benzol is a colourless, volatile, and highly inflam-

mabie liquid of the hydro-carbon series. In appear-

ance it is very similar to petrol, but chemically there

is considerable difference, and it can be divided into

various series, e.g., paraffin, olefinss, and benzines.

Speaking generally, the majority of benzoles are mix-

tures of the three, series mentioned in varying propor-

tions, and they are obtained either by extraction from

coal gas, or.recovered from the distillation of tar.

It is essential that good quality spirit only should

be used. An imwashed or insufficiently washed spirit

cannot pro'^'e successful. If in appearance the spirit

is of water-white colour it is probably of good quality.

A yellowish appearance argues caution, although

under certain circumstances it, may be quite suitable.

The only safe way to prove whether a spirit be suit-

able or unsuitable is by means of a chemical test

which indicates the extent of the presence of

coumarine.

Coumarine is a dark, sticky, oily-looking substance,

which, if present in the spirit, deposits itself on the

valve stems near the heads, trickles down into the

guides, and after a time " gums up " the valves, pre-

\ents their prompt return to their seats under spring

pressure, and so renders the engine inefficient.

How to Use Benzol.

With the majority of carburetters benzol may be

used equally as well as petrol. AVhen first using it,

do riot alter the carburetter. After about a twenty

mile run, notice if there is any sign of extra heating

about the engine generally, or if the exhaust gases

are extra hot. If extra heat is observed, adjustment

of the carburetter is needed. In carrying out any

adjustment of this nature, although somewhat para-

doxical, it is a practical truism that benzol gi\es

better results on the less-benzol-to-the-same-air .
idea

than it does on the same amount of spirit with more

air. This is an argument, therefore, for reduction of

iet orifk'e.

After a run of about fifty miles, remove, say, a plug

in one of the front cylinders and a valve cap in one

of the rear ones. If there is anything in the nature

of a sooty deposit, reduce the size of )et orifice. At

the end of the next loo miles do the same, and so

on until su:h time as the right proportion has been

obtained and the car runs widrout any deposit of soot

at all. These succes.sive jet reductions should be very

slight.

BIO

As benzol is a stronger solvent than petrol, tem-

porary troubles may be caused by painf (from the

inside' of the tank), small pieces of rubber, etc., which

were innocuous in petrol being carried into the jet by

benzol. If such troubles should occur, fill the tank

with benzol overnight, and empty it in the morning,

through a strainer. Particular care should be taken

not to spill benzol on the coach work of cars, as it

may attack the paint or tarnish.

No Engine Knocking and its Lesson.
Another feature is that the use of benzol will stop

knocking in practically all cases where engines are

inclined to knock on petrol. The motorist, therefore,

must bear this fact in mind and not "hang on"
unduly to the top gear on hills just because he notices

that the engine does not knock, otherwise excessive

strain is being put upon the bearings, gudgeon

pins, etc.

The prevalent idea that an extra air vahe is needed

with benzol is not correct. With the older type 'of

carburetter, an extra air inlet may prove advantageous,

but it is preferable to go on the lines of jet reduction

with the same air inlet than to try to use the same

quantity of spirit' with additional air.

In addition to reducing the size of jet orifice, it is

also desirable to raise the level of the spirit in the

jet in order that it will flow more easiy, thereby

facilitating efficient carburation. ' This can be done in

a number of ways, one of the simplest being to add tn

the weight of the float by placing a w'asher on top.

More Power and Mileage.

From 12% to 15% more power is obtainable when

using benzol, arid an increase of something in the

nature of 20% more mileage per gallon. This latter

fact should be borne in mind in regard to the question

of price. Really good benzol commands a fairly good

price at present, and undoubtedly there are a large

number of benzoles obtainable at the moment on the

open market which are superior to petrol. If, after

trying benzol and attending to the points enumeratail

in these notes, the motorist does not get good results,
''

then it is time to put a query through to some authority
|

on the subject and try and find out the reason.

LOST AND FOUND.
We receive many lett ts regarding accessories, etc., both

" Lost" and "Found," which we are unable to lind .space for.

As these particular matters are of interest to two persons

only, viz., the finder and the loser, we keep a list of such

articles, and, should we receive a letter from the finder

which coreesponds to the article lost, the two persons are

put into coniniunicatioB.
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You can rely upon Palatine Tyres as you would upon a '''pal.

They are specially made to relieye the motorcycUst of all anxieties

of tyre troubles. Punctures, cuts, skids, or bursts are no longer

to be feared when "Pqlatines" are iitted. In every respect

—

strength, durabiiitv', resilience, mileage and speed—they are perfect.

Alone amongst motorcycle tyres they have received the A.C.U.

Reliability Certificate. This is the hall-mark of excellence.

And "Palatines" cost no more than ordinary tyres.

20, Gorse Road, Blackpool, July 29th/ 1 3.

Dear Sir,

I have much pleasure in informing you that I was successful in

winning the Cup for the best performance with a sidecar combination in the

Annual Reliability Trial of the Blackpool and Fylde M.C.C. held on Sunday, July 27th.

My machine, a 31 h.p. Bradbury with sidecar, was shod with

26x23- Palatine Tyres, and on examining these I find them in splendid condition

without a cut in either front or back and the pattern still showing, although they

have covered 1,600 miles in all ; entirely with the sidecar, and including the

Liverpool—Edinburgh run. They are still unpunctured, and since fitting I have
never had occasion to use my pump, and during the whole of the distance they

have not caused me a moment's anxiety or trouble.

I am, yours truly,

JOSHUA J. DAY.
PRICES :

26in.x2Jin., to fit 2Jin. rim . . 47/6 26in.x2iin., to fit 22in. rim . . 56/-

Inner Tube (with valve) . . 10/6 Inner Tube (with valve) . . 12/6
Light Car Tyre (extra thick Iread) 650x70 to fit 650x65 rim . . 63/-

Learn the reasons for the pre-eminence of Palatine Tsnres by reading
the illustrated booklet describing them, which is sent free on application.

THE PALATINE TYRE CO.
(Branch of the Leyland and Birmingham Rubber Co. Ltd.),

SAUL STREET, PRESTON.
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JUI7iri6«'1913
the iOhp. CalthorpeMinorCar, driVenby
A^GW.ffands, fitted vtfith

CYCI^E CAR. TYRES
•Won the 6HoursCyck-CarRace,avera^mg

dheci'i

MllSES
PBRHOUR

forthewhole6 hours
breaking "the fbllo\vin^ records :-

200,250<^500mil€5,4,5-£6 hours.

THE C^UHORPEMOTOR CO.LTD. SaytOUS-

"C/AeCar Was fittedM^ithyour tyresd
wearepleasedtoinformjou theyffaVe

^us complete satisfaction
"

'&e XSyresjlt/iafiareSupez^k^

THE NORTH BRITISH RUBBER Co., Ltd.,
Tyre Sales Department

:

CLINCHER HOUSE. GT. PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.

'Phones: Gerrard 8578 and 8579. 'Grams: " Nobritire, London."

In anawering this adcertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents^

All letters shonlJ be addressed ta tje Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and addres;.

Military Motor Cyclists.

Sir,— I should be iiiiK-h (.)bliged if you would allow me to

uforni auy motor cyclist desirous of eulisting iu the

ipecial Reserve or in the Territorial Force that he
ail obtain full information as to the term of service by
.pplying to me. I would point out that a motor cyclist

ulisting as sucli into the Special Reserve is granted the

ank of corporal in the Royal Engineers, and becomes a
iicmber of the sergeants' mess from the first day of joining.

"he annual training is performed with the regular unit to

irliich the man is attached and lasts for fifteen days.
R. C. APLEBIE (Capt. R.A.).

Seftoii Barracks, Upper Warwick Street, Liverpool.

Lulirication.

Sir,—I see you are asking for opinions of users of Con-
aught motor cycles on their ingenious lubricating system, so

avmg ridden one 2,000 miles this summer, will give you
line.

The system works perfectly well I find, its only drawback
eing tliat it is rather messy. The oil and petrol find their

'ay through the filler cap, and the oil gradually collects on
he tank and must be wiped ofi' fronj time to time. Similarly,

lie exterior of the carburetter gets covered with oil and dust,
hough I do not 'find the interior needs cleaning out at all

ften.

With regard to " Ixion's " notes on the subject, I should
ot expect this system to work in the ordinary four-stroke
ngine at all, as surely most of the oil which entered the
inibustion chamber would be burnt and cause smoking. In
:ie two-stroke 1 take it most of the oil-fog is condensed on
le bearings and in the crank case during the compression
1 the latter, and only the petrol vapour flows through the
•ansfer port into the cylinder. J. H. C. BIGGS.

The Scottish Six Days' Trials.

Sir,—You will, we are sure, allow us to correct a slight
rror in your excellent account of the Six Days* Trials. The
lishap which caused the retirement of ilr. H. F. S. ilorgan,
ot 100 miles from the finish (up to which point he had lost

o marks), was due to a faulty cone wliich split in the front
ub, not to the steering gear, which at the end of the run
•as in perfect condition. We have learnt that for such
2vere tests cup and cone bearings are too uncertain.

MORGAN MOTOR CO.

Sir,—Your report of this event is very interesting and
mtains perhaos as much information as one could reason
blv e.xpect, naving regard to the circumstances under
'hich it was written, and it is indeed doubtful whether
lore useful particulars could be given unless an analysis
luld be prepared of each individual competitor's per
'jimanee.

In the ab.sence of such analysis the trials are not much
uide to a purchaser and, indeed, may mislead him. Take
he cycle cars. Three G.W.K. machines were entered and
wo were awarded gold medals, one gaining a special award,

other "Rycle cars gaining any award.
There were two Morgans a Singer, a Harding and

•iimmers, and a Humberette entered, about which little is

isid, and one might suppose the G.W.K. is the best cycle
jar on the market, but on investigation one finds that on
he very last day the Humberette was run into and put
ut of action, .and the time spent in repairing the damage
as fatal to this car obtaining a gold medal. The official

esults do not take cognisance of misfortunes which are

not the fault eith/cr of the machines or, as appears in the

case of the Humberette, the driver, and do not therefore

afford any clear indication which is the best of the cycle

cars ; nor" is there any indication that the cycle cars which

competed were in the condition which an ordinary tourist

would use. The G.W.K.s and Humberette struck me as

coming within this description, but some of the other cars

were certainly not.

From the sidecars it is even more difficult to select the

best. The Bradbury is the only 3^ h.p. to gain a gold

medal, but we are told, and I can well believe, that the

driver "stands in a class by himself," but there must be

many who would like to know what a 3^ h.p. machine with

a sidecar can do in ordinary hands.

As to solo machines, those which gained gold medals vary

in horse-power from 2? to 9, and are of various makes,

from which it may be assumed that any machines by the

best known makers are reliable for a test of this kind.

As a capital w;ay to spend a holiday and a test for a new
make of machine and some kind of advertisement for all,

these trials are excellent, and it would be a pity if they

were to cease, but there are so many causes of success or

failure not connected with the machine itself—as the per-

sonality of the rider, his skill in driving and in executing

repairs, and unavoidable misfortunes of punctures, acci-

dents, and so forth—that at present it is difficult to

ascertain what would be the result if these causes could be

eliminated. CHARLES D. WRIGHT.

Belfast V. Dublir.

Sir,—I have read Mr. R. G. Lindsay's letter published in

your issue of the 17th ult., and as the "official responsible tor

the working of this competition, I would ask you to publish

the true facts of the case in yom- next issue.

At a conference of the Motor Cycle Union of Ireland, re-

presenting all centres, held at Dundalk some months ago, it

was agreed that the inter-city contest should be run this year

under the auspices of the Dublin and District Motor Cycle

Club, as the starting point was within their district. Each
side had ample notice of the date fixed, and over ten days

before the event I wrote to the secretary of the Ulster

Centre to forward me the names of the competitors who were

to represent them. No reply was received, and although

everything was ready, I had (two days before the event) to

telephone to Belfast" and ask again for the names, at the

same time pointing out that the delay was serious, inasmuch

as route cards had to be posted. I was then informed that

the committee of the Ulster Centre were very busy arranging

for the End-to-end contest, and that they had a difficulty in

getting anybody to compete, but at their request I arranged

to leave the matter over till the next day. I telephoned

again, and got the names, and arranged with the secretary

to send checking sheets, etc., to him by that evening's mail,

and leave the route cards for the Ulster men at their hotel

in Dublin.
It is quite wrong for iMr. Lindsay to say that " it was

understood, as per custom, that the last pair of riders would

collect and bring the returns of the secret and open checking

stations with them to the finish."

The contest was run under the strict rules of the Dublin

and District M.C.G.. and no rider in any competition inter-

feres with the checking sheets. Our mrthod is to appoint

one person (a non-competitor) to arrange the checks, and he

is furnished with a set of the sheets dtily filled iu with

names, etc. These are collected by him and returned to the

responsible official who works out the results.

eye
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In this particular contest my club arranged for two seci-et

checks and the Ulster Centre officials lor tlu-ee, one to be

taken by Mr. Lindsay, who duly turned up, but for reasons

best known to himself his timesheet has not yet been sent in,

and, therefore, delay was caused in sending- up the results.

Such results as were published were meant really as the

result of a competition run by the Dublin and District M.C.C.
solely for their own members in conjunction with the inter-

city contest.

We feel quite satisfied that even if Mr. Lindsay's time-

sheet were forthcoming at this moment it would be found

that the victory would lie with us.

JOS. L. WALSHE,
Acting Hon. Sec. Southern Centre M. C.U.I.

Carburetter Experieaces.

Sir,—Mr. E. Mays's letter in your issue of last week,

giving his experience with the Amac, interested me greatly.

I ride a 1912 B.S.A. fitted with one of these carburetters.

Tlie engine starts as soon as the valve is dropped on quarter

throttle, when the air lever is immediately opened to its

full extent and kept there for the whole of any journey.

Whiai declutching it is only necessary quickly to pull back

the throttle, and the engnie will turn over quietly and

without fuss at about 80 r.p.m. Geared a little lower than

4^ to 1, I can actually run at from 7 to 50 m.p.h. on the

throttle only. Regarding petrol consumption, I recently

rode from Wadebridge, Cornwall, to Clevedon, Somerset,

a distance of 142 miles, on exactly a gallon of this expensive

fuel. My weight is nearly twelve stones, and the machine

was laden with luggage.

Personally, I ask for nothing better, and I .do not for

one moment think that .the supposed single lever automatic

carburetter would give it. I am entirely unknown to the

Amac people. FRANK C0:\1ER.

The Freemasonry of the Road.

Sir,—During the last, four weeks I have been calling on

the trade in the home counties domonstratnig a patent side-

car on behalf of one cf the large West End fisms. On
the 24th iilt. I finished up at Dunstable, and was antici-

pating a pleasant run home. But alas ! a mile or two only

of the way had been accomplished when the head of my
exhaust valve parted company from its stem and I was

stranded. The worst of it was that my wife, who is not

strong, was with me. I pushed the outfit for a time until

a sliglit rise in the road compelled my wife to. get out.

At this point a gentleman drfving a Humberette stopped

and, on hearing the trouble, kindly volunteered to call at

a certain well-known garage in St. Albans and get a man
sent out to meet me with a J. A. P. valve.

^
Further, he

offered to take my wife v/ith him, with the idea that she

should await my arrival at the above-mentioned garage, and

thus be spared a nine mile walk—a feat^ of which she is

utterly incapable.

Left to myself, I pushed on comparatively cheerfully for

another mile or two, when I was overtaken by a gentleman

driving a sidecar outfit. Without the slightest hesitation

—

although he had only been driving for a fortnight—he
volunteered to tow me into St. Albans. On ari'iving at that

ancient city with a light heart and a more or less paralysed

loft hand and arm, I was astonished to see my wife waiting

nut.side the Langley Garage at the foot of the hill, for 1

had expected to see her at quite another garage at the foot

of another hill elsewhere in St. Albans. She explained to

me that Mr. Gibbons-Ropley (the driver of the Humberette)
had gone straight to the garage we had agreed upon and
had met with a most curt refusal to send the valve. He
had then turned round and called at practically every garage
in the town in unavailing attempts to get a valve sent to

me. Finally he found a firm (the Langley Garage) willing

to do their best, and, not having a J. A. P. valve in stock,

turned up a temporary one. Not till then did Mr. Gibbons-
Piopley proceed on his way. Who says the fi'eemasonry of

the road is dead? We represented rival establishments, and
wero Absolutely unknown to each other.

By the way, when I was fixing my belt to the carrier

of the unknown gentleman who towed me, I unfortunately
left by the wayside an attache case containing many spares,

maps, a book of caOs, a vacuum flask, etc., the contents of

which I sball be-happy to describe fully to anyone who may
have picked the case up. E. MELVILLE BROWN.

An Explanation.

Sir,—As there seems to be some misconception regarding
the oil I used in the Grand Prix and Spanish motor cycle

race, I would ask you to mention in your valuable paper
that I used Wakefield's Castrol C exclusively.

T. E. GREENE.

Fair Treatment.

Sir,—Having heard so much lately about delay in replace-

ments by manufacturers, I feel that I should write and
let you know my experience.
On July 25th, outside Llangollen, I broke a spring on

my front forks. I wired to jNlessrs. Newman, of the~~ Ivy

Cycle Co., Birmingham, at 7.20 p.m. On the following

morning the springs were here by 7.30, and I was ready

to continue my tour by 8.20 a.m. Such promptitude is

indeed rare and refreshing. OSCAR U. DE JONG.

Sir,—In January I got delivery of a 1913 machine. In the

tool-bag was a note saying that certain accessories which
appear in the specification would be sent as soon as received

from the works. It is now June 25th and I am still lamenting

the absence of these accessories. As all the later machines are

being sent out complete (and several of the earlier ones were]

I am becoming somewhat sceptical of the assurances that

these articles will be forwarded as soon as possible. I think

you will admit I have a grievance, and shoiild be -glad if yon

could give me any other advice than the historic- " wait and

see." MICAWBER II.

'

[We suggest that our correspondent puts his trouble before

the makers.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—I have seen a good many references to fair treatnient

in your columns and would like you to mention the following

:

Last year I insured a Minerva motor cycle with the North
Western Insurance Co. A few weeks ago I had a bad smash,

and when I came to claim from the above company I found
that I liad forgotten to get my policy endorsed for my new
machine ; thus I could not legally claim a fa.\-thing. I wrote

the insurance company and explained what I liad done (or

left undone), and they, like bricks, accepted full responsi-

bility, in spite of the fact that they had paid me a claim a

few montlis ago for breaking a shop window, to the value

of £13. WILLIAM LEES.

The surface of Porlock Hill, on tlie Somerset and DevonsWre border line n
now covered with two or three inches of dust, which, as may be imagined,

mates skidding as prevalent as on muddy roads. The rider in the photograph

is E. A. Colllver (7 h.p. Indian), competing in the M.C.C. West Country Tour.
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UTCHIi
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES.

On Top in every Event,
LATEST RESULTS.

Anglo-Dutch Trial, August 4, 1913.
"THE MOTOR CYCLE" CUP. Winner. W. B. Gibb, Douglas.

PLAQUE d'HONNEUR. Winner, W. B. Gibb, Douglas.

GOLD MEDAL. F. A Hardy .. .. Douglas.

GOLD MEDAL. W. B. Gibb .. .. Douglas.

GOLD MEDAL. C. R. CoUier .. .. Matchless.

GOLD MEDAL. F. W. Barnes .. .. Zenith.

SILVER MEDAL. R. E. Guest .. .. Matchless.

SILVER MEDAL. A. R. Abbott.. .. Rudge.

Coventry and Warwickshire Motor Club Trial (July 26).

HIGHEST AWARD—the IVIANVIUL.E
TROPHY, won by S. A. Rowlandson on a Rudge
fitted with HUTCHINSON TYRES.

Send for latest Handbook—
HUTCHINSON TYRE CO.. 70, BASINGHALL STREET, LONDON, E.C.

We especially invite inspection of our works by prospective customers. If you cannot visit us write for illustrated booklet.

Engine.

5-6 h.p., 76ra. x 85m.
Precision.

Ignition.

Magneto.

Speeds.

2 by chains through metal
to metal clutches.

Carburetter.

A.M.A.C.

Wheels.

26in. X 2Mn.
Interchangeable.

Tyres.

Michelin.

Mudguards.

8i!n. wide, with leather

shields.

O E>
THE

TRUE CYCLE CARH-

SINGLE Sl^ATEl?.

Brakes.

2. Footbrake acting on
countershaft.

Side brake acting on
belt rims compensated.

Belts.

Jin.. X 11 ft. 6in. long.

Lubrication.

Sight drip and pump.

Petrol Tank.

3 gallons 1 quart.

Oil Tank.

3 quarts.

Clearance.

I lins.

Wheelbase.
7ft. Oins.

Track.
2ft. 9ins.

Over all width.

3ft. Sins.

COMPLETE WITH LAMPS, TOOLS, Etc.

PRICE £85 '^'^TT.

We have still a few agencies open. Write at once.

THE DEW ENGINEERING COMPY.. EYNSFORD, KENT, ENGLAND.

In answering Ihe-'^a arhrrtlscmrnf.^ it is dr>'u-ohli.' io iin-ndon '' The Moior Cijrle. C3
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IN ADDITION to all the wins

we told you about last, we now have

to report that the

MOTOSACOCHE
with M.A.G. Engine,

WON 1st £t 2nd places
in the Great Italian Hill-climb up Mount Cenis,

3 veELfS in sajccession.

THEY ARE MADE.

OTOSACOCHE, I.TD.,
Kenmont Works, Coilegfe Park, Willesden Junction, N.W.

Telephone : Willesden 1092. Telegrams :
" Motosacoche, London."

ANOTHERHORLICK OFFER.

To be £>.-t-fca.checl -to -the FirsLmG.

I

I A LEATHER CASE WITH FLASK OF HORLICK'S LUNCH TABLETS

I

I

BY POST
COMPLETE

THE
LEATHER CASE
illustrated is strongly

made in solid, 1 igbt

brown leatiicr, and is

excellently finished. 1

1

may be attached to the

handle-bars or frame in

a couvenient position,

so that the Flask may
be removed for use

at a moment's notice

without dismounting.

Also a New and Accurate Road Map of ENGLAND & WALES
in Leatherette Case, with Roads shown in Colours and

Classified, will be sent FREE with this Case and Flask.

Horlick's
Lunch Tablets

\ contain all tlie valuable nutri-

'• ment of full cream milk and

choice malted grain in a con

venient tablet form. A few

dissolved in the mouth from

time to time will supply the

necessary nutriment to maia-

tai^i strength and vigour, ana

restore energy when Touring

or Racing, and are useful a t

11 times.

%*iL. .

PRICES: IN GLASS FLASKS TO FIT CYCLE CASES—ONE SHILLING EACH,
and in Sterilized Glass Bottles, from which these may be refilled, 1/6, 2/6, and 11/-, at all Chemists and Stores.

Send Postal Order to—HORLICK'S MALTED MILK CO., SLOUGH, BUCKS.

Il^^ll l^iP^I^^II lll^l III (^
In answering these advertisements it is desirable io mention " The Motor Cycle.
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Nailsworth Ladder.

Sir.—In your issue of August 7th is a letter signed

J.W." with regard to an A.J.S. climbing the Nailsworth

jOdder. We should lil^e to point out that we claim that

m 8 li.p. Williamson was the first passenger machine to

limb lliis hill, Mr. Thornhill on one of our 8 h.p. air-

-ooled machines having been successful in March this year.

The machine 011 which he climbed tlie r.adder was absolutely

tandard. and there ale many witnesses who could cor-

•oborate the climb.
THE WILLIAMSON MOTOR CO., LTD.

Bon C.xmarade ie !

Sir.—I have seen uuuiv letters in Th; Motor Ci/i-lc telling

Iulp rendered by n.otcr cyclists, but I Ehoiild like to

i..n tlie help given to me 0.1 Sunday by a rider of an
lary push cycle, who spent from 11.30 till 5 o'clock

:iig uie to dismantle and mere or less repair a three-speed

.lu the road. I might mention that neither of us had
: seen inside one of these things before, but Ave managed

t it from a state of being entirely jammed to work on
iiid middle gears, but never again will I touch it 0:1 the

I if I can help it. I consider that, for a working man
ive nearly six hours of his one free day to such a job

was one of the most sporting things of which I have heard.

J. C. JIILLS.

Hub and Counter-shaft Gears.

Sir,—You are quite correct, hub gears are not perfection

,'et. I rode a 2^ h.p. lightweight last year, and the three-

ipeed hub gear gave no trouble dui'ing about five thousand
nilcs. This year I have had a S^ h.p. machine with three-
.11. •I'd hub gear, and it has been a constant source of trouble.

ne had a new gear fitted, but the result has been the
I ;i "trouble." Clutch slip has been the most prominent,

luJ, as you say, it is best not to use the clutch ; in fact, I

lave been riding without any clutch rod at all. As the

'ngine has a decompressor, no clutch is needed. The con-

.'lusion I have come to is that hub gears are all right for liglit-

rt'eights, but will not stand the kick of a healthy 3i h.p.

AN 1231

Sir,
—' Ixion " mentions that some of his readers have

,ieen enquiring whether he has lost his enthusiasm for the

:oanter-shaft drive. We, personally, are not surprised if this

is true.

The growing interest in the countershaft drive, brought
about by variable gears, not of the hub type, led us to

experiment with the counter-shaft three-speed gear in

order to determine which was the best form of gearing. We
have fitted a number of macliines with counter-shaft gears,

and alter many thousands of miles our own opinion coincides

with that of other experts who have tried both the hub
gear and the counter-shaft gear, which is that the hub
gear is far superior to the counter-shaft. To sum up, in

the counter-shaft gear we find the following objections :

The gear runs at high speed and considerable noise is

created.

The small chain from engine to counter-shaft adds to

the noise, and jnoreover wears out in about 1,500 miles
or !e.ss, even when constantly lubricated (which is absolutely
pssential).

The drive is fiercer and wears the back tyre out much
more quickly.

The vibration at all speeds is nio.st noticeable, and very
objectionable when engine is running slowly.

Tbe ordy point in its favour is that the back wheel
cin be removed more quickly for tyre repairs, but this

advantage, of course, would only apply to the novice.
With the- hub three-speed gear, of which about 14,COO

Sturmuy-Archers are now running, we find by comparison
the following advantages

:

No vibration.

No noise.

An clastic drive; therefore less wear and tear on all

working parts, and normal tyre wear.
No driving chain to lubricate, adjust and look after.

Recent trials, such as the Scottish Six Days, have proved
that hnb gears are improving rapidly, and we feel sure
that the man who has tried first a counter-shaft and then
a bub gear, would never think of making the counter-shaft
his choice.

J0S7

Theoretically the counter-shaft gear sounds the right
thing, and we believe that is why the idea has found favour
with quite a large number of people, who in pnutice would
find that it is not nearly so satisfactory as the hub gear.

It would be interesting to hear the opinions of others
who have practical experience of both counter-shaft and
hub gears. STURMEY-ARCHRR GEARS, LIMITED.

Harold Bowdcn, Director.

Dangerous Driving.

Sir,—There was a bad specimen of the road hog between
Virginia Water and Stai;ies on the evening of August 4th.

I have the number of the car, a grey two-seater, with
the chauffeur sprawling on the tailboard, and if I can get

some more witnesses I am prepared to summon him.

Will the driver and passenger on the sidecar which he
was preventing from passing please communicate with

me, c/o the Editor, and also the driver of the Brooklands
racing car with whom he nearly collided ?

One expects a certain amount of bad driving from
amateurs and inebriates on Bank Holidays, but maliciously

bad driving must be stopped.
E. STANLEY HARPHAM.

A Bird in the Horn.

Sir,—I should like to know if any of your readers have
ever had an experience like the following : One day recently

whilst driving I suddenly noticed that the note of my Lucas

horn became very faint, but imagined that some dust had
lodged in the tongue of the reed and did not trouble to

examine the horn. The same condition was apparent the

next day, ~ and I examined the horn, and found a house

sparrow firmly wedged head first into the mouth of it. It

must have tiown in as I met it along the road. The mouth

of the Lucas horn is, as you know, very deep, and this

accounts for my not perceiving it at once. Of course, the

bird was dead when I removed it. Tliis is a solid fact, and

can be vouched for by the proprietor of the garage I uie,

whom I called to examine the horn before removing the bird.

J. C. PRIOR.

Automatic Carburetters.

^ Sir,—I was considerably interested in " Autobore's

"

letter, in your issue of the 24th ult., re the B. and B.

variable jet carburetter, as I have used them for the last

two years with results considerably above the average.

My present machine is a standard touring 1911 Norton,

82x94 mm., with a compression space of about 127.5 c.c,

and on a run from Derby to the east coast and back I

actually covered 209 miles "on 1.42 gallons of benzole, which

equals 147 m.p.g.

I have fitted up an extra lever on handle-bar, and Bowden
wire to operate the variable jet, so that I can easily make

a tine adjustment of the jet area while riding at any speed,

and I use this lever a good deal. It is to this, in conjunction

with the B. and B. carburetter, that I attribute the remark-

ably low consumption. The carburetter also has the virtue

of extreme flexibility, as I can throttle down to 5 m.p.h. on

level, or walk by tlie machine tiring regularly on a 3J gear.

This carburetter is well named the Universal model as it

can be instantly set for maximum speed and power, mini-

mum consumption, or ideal slow running with a rapid acceler-

ation. It is, in fact, a carburetter .which can be made large

or small at will, with the jet and throat areas always bear-

ing a correct relation to one another. W'ith a carburetter

having a fixed size of jot and throat (or choke), the velocity

of air past the jet when going dead slow is too low to

ensure proper atomization, unless far too small to enable the

engine to develop full power at high speeds. I mav add

that I liave no interest in the B. and B. N.R.C.

N O T I C E.

The Editor disclaims ail Ie?al responsibility in any way for

loss of copy in tlie form of manuscript, drawings, or piiotopraphs

submitted to liim. Rejected manuscript, drawini;s, and plioto-

graplis will only be returned provided a stamped addressed
envplope is enclosed for ttie purpose.

Ci
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Herts. County and
Public Schools

Club Hill-climb,

B. C. Barton (6 h.p. Hazlewood)

.IE hill-climb organised by th« Herts County Auto-

mobile and Aero Club and the P.ublic Schools Motor

Cycle Club at Kop Hill, Princes Eisborough, on

Saturday last, was not quite the success it should

have been, partly owing to the vagaries of the -weather

and partly to the paucity of entries.

In the Public Schools events there were but five com-

petitors in the 600 c c. class and seven in that open to

any machine, while those who competed had entered also

in the Herts County events. Thus the event was spoiled

from the spectators point of view, as the same machines

competed in each class, and the absence of any sensational-

climb, coupled with occasional showers of rain, sent most of

the spectators home before all the classes had been run off.

In the 600 c.c. class for the Public Schools entry, Selby,

who lead off. brought his water-cooled Regal-Green up the hill

at a gocd pace. Keller (Triumph), who made fa:stest tmie

nearing the finishing banner.

in his class, came up splendidly, the engine "revving" in

a surprising manner, even on the steeper gradients at the

summit. The Hazlewood seemed slow, but probably obtained

third place by reason of a good start. The unfortunate

Roberts brought his Rover up to the first bend at a good

pace rounded it well, and then was stopped with a broken

belt-fastener. A. Q. Roberts ran his 2| T.T. Douglas in

this class, as there were insufficient 350 c.c. entries to allow

of a separate class. The Douglas appeared to be over-

geared for the hill.

In the open class Kennedy's V.S. got away at a great

pace, leading Getting's 8 Bat, while, as usual, the Zenith

made a fine "climb. Luce giving an exhibition of clever gear

changing.
, ,, , - • t

The 350 c.c. Herts County event resulted m a win tor

the little Humber ridden by Anderson. Knowles (Torpedo)

rode very steadily but appeared much slower.

.^1

L
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erls County and Public Schools Club Hill-climb.

—

There being very few starters in the 500 c.c. class this

as not particularly interesting, the only incident being

iiused by the Grandex, which failed to start, owing, it

as said, to the air gauges being still in place and the

achine being adjusted to start without them. G. L.

V'ilks, who was placed second, did not appear in the

rograinme, which caused some confusion.

A Nasty Fall.
Brewin's 8 Zenith, freed from its sidecar, literally flew up

lie hill in the fa.stest time of the day. while Kennecly started

3 fast, but ran off the road at the first bend. For a second

!ie machine plunged wildly, wliat time the spectators bolted

ir cover ; then, with a huge swerve, it struck the opposite

ank, leaped and bounded for perhaps a second or more, and,

'.vinging round on to the road, turned over with a terrific

rash. Before the dust had rolled away a dozen people were
elping Kennedy up, to find that he was cut about the hand
ather badly, liad one knee of his breeches torn, but was un-

iirt otherwise. The machine was slightly damaged-, one
lotrest and the brake pedal being badly twisted, and the oil

limp plunger bent. The accident seemed to be due to the

elective condition of the e.xhaust valve lifter.

As the passenger class had but one starter, it was a walk
ver for Brewin's Zenith, and the general class resulted in

nother success for Anderson's Humber. The results were
5 follows :

f059

Public Schools.—Class I., not exceeding

1. R.
2. ,T.

3. B.

1. J.

2. A.
3. E.

1. U.
?.. H.
3. M

1. .T.

2. G.
3. M

1. A.
2. J.

3. M

1. M,
2. H.
3. —

L. Keller (3i Triumph)
C. Selby (3^ Regal-Green)

C. Barton (5 H,azlewood)

Public Schools.—Class 2, open.

Kennedy (8 V.S.)

J. Luce (8 Zenith)

T. Getting (8 B.A.T.)

Herts County.—350 c.c.

Anderson (2| Humber)
S. Knowles (2^ Torpedo)
Heinzel (3 N.S.U.)

Herts County.—500 c.c.

Cocker (3| Singer)

L. Wilks (3i Triumph)
Heinzel (3^ N.S.U.)

Herts County.—Open.
J. Brewin (8 Zenith) ...

Cocker (3-^- Singer)

Heinzel (3-^ N.S.U.)

Herts County.—Passenger machines
J. Brewin (8 Zenith)

Herts County.—i^ormula class.

Anderson (2J Humber)
S. Knowles (2^ Torpedo)
Hall (8 Matchless)

600 c.c.

Time.
55tH.
594s.

49?a.

49ia.

60^3.

72s.

75is.

50is.

63is.

. 48is.

. 55^s.

. 57|s.

4145.63
5562.79
7140.95

->—•••«—<-

THE SPECIAL RESERVE (ROYAL ENGINEEKS) : Conditions of Service.

We give below some brief particulars concerning the con-

itioiis of service which will be of interest to motor cyclists

ho contemplate joining the special reserve.

AoE OF Enlistment.—18 to 30 years.
pEiiiOD.—For four years.

Recruits on final approval will be promoted to the rank of

irporal. They will thus become members of the sergeants'
e^s from the first day of joining.

TR.iiNiNG.—Recruit training not less than seven days or
ore than fifteen. To include pistol practice.

ANNU.iL Te.vinixo.—Fifteen days with regular signal unit
1 which they are attached.
Pay AND Allowances.—Pay and allowances during the

(1 of training will be received as- follows : Regimental
2s. 6d. per diem ; messing allowance, 3d. per diem

;

ration allowance, 5d. per diem ; clothing allowance, 6d. per
diem ; motor cycle allowance, 8s. per diem.

iMaeried Men.—Separation allowance. If separated, for

wife Is. Id. ; children, 2d. each.

Bounties.—Training : £1 received at end of training.

Non-training ; £1, October 1st ; £1, December 1st ; £1,
February 1st; total, £4. The issue of bounties will be
subject to the cycle of the non-commissioned officer coming
up to tlie required specification at the annual inspection.
Tr.wellixg Allowance.—Motor cyclists will receive

travelling allowance at the rate of IJd. per n^ilp for the
shortest suitable route between their homes and the place
of training.

Applications should be made to Capt. R. C. Aplebie, R.A.,
Sefton Barracks, Upper Warwick Street, Liverpool.

J. Bates (22 b.D. Dou2lasi at the corner on Cudham Ch irch Hill in ttie South-eastern Club's inter-team trial.

C7
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The B.n.CR.C. Sixth 1913 Monthly Meeting.

start ot tlie 500 c.c. race

THE above event, which was held in dull and rather
cool weather last Satnrday afternoon, was both
bright and interesting. The programme was a short
one, but quite entertaining, and there was a very fair

attendance. The chief features of the meeting were the
three sealed handicap races, which were an innovation.
Event No. 1 was the 350 c.c. Ten Mile Record Eace and

Sealed Handicap. The prizes were gold, silver, and bronze
medals, which were awarded both on the time and handicap
results. The competitors were started from scratch at the
beginning of the railway straight and passed the fork
four times.
The first bim3 past the fork. Mason, Stanley and Williams

csme past in a _
group, while after an interval the rest

came by in the following order : Newman. Colver, Iron,
and Newbold.
In the next lap the invincible Stanley led by a good

distance, while Maton and Williams were having a tussle

for second iilace. ilartin retired with a faulty magneto in

the first lap, and in the second Newbold dropped out. In
the third lap Stanley greatly increased his lea-d,- Mason was
second, and Williams third. In the last lap Stanley rolled

in with his engine shut off before the others were even in

sight. The results given on both time and handicap were
as follows :

Time.
Eider and machine.

1. G. E. Stanley (l-cyl. Singer)
2. H. Mason (2 Nut-jap)
3. C. Williams (1 A.J.S.)
4. H. Newman (1. Ivy-Precision)

Handicap.
Rider and machine.

1. C. Williams (l-cyl. A.J.S.)
2. G. E. Stanley (1 Singer)
3. D. Iron (2 Enfield) ...

H. Newman (1 Ivy-Precision) 70x90 346 29 10 351

^
Event 2 was the 500 c.c. Ten Miles Record Race and

Sealed Handicap 'which was run under the same conditions
and for the same prizes as the above.
The first time past the fork the order was as follows

:

Stanley, Brewstei-, Victor, Hill, McDonagh, Cushman, Le
Vack, Baker, and Nicholson.

In the second lap Stanley .rtill kept his lead, while Victor
and Hill came in second aiid third.

In the third lap Stanley greatly increased his lead, but the
first and second remained as before. In the final Stanley
again shut off and glided in well ahead of everyone else.

Time.
Eider and machine.

mm. c.c. m. s. m.p.h.
75x79 349 9 541 60.56

60x61 350 10 36f
74x81 348 10 47|
70x90 346 11 4|

Start.
mm. c.c. m. s. m. s.

74x81 348 1 54 8 53|
75x79 349 scr. 9 54?

54x74 343 1 54 10 35

mm. c.c. m. s. m.p.h.
G. E. Stanley (l-cyl. Singer) 85x88 499 9 5^ 66.27

2. L. Hill (1 Rudge)
3. E. H. Victor (1 Singer)

HANDItAr.
Eider and machine. mm.

1. E. H. Victor (1-eyl. Singer) 85x8:
2. G. E. Stanley (1 Singer) ... 85x8
3. P. Bre\vster'(l Zenith-.Jap) 95x77.5498 37
Event 3 was the 1,000 c.c. Ten Mile Record Race and

Sealed Handicap, lun under the same conditions and for the

C3

85x88 499 9 25-|

85x88 499 9 29

Start.

m. s.

1 5
scr.

c.c.

499
499

m. s.

8 26
9 3^-

9 20

iron the raJway straight.

same prizes as the above. At the start, Jlartin had the bad

luck to slip as he was mounting his machine, and, falling

heavily on the track, injured his hip somewhat severely.

The first time past the fork Eemington led, followed by
George, Howard, Baldwin, and Baragwanath.

In the second lap Eemington forged ahead, Howard ran

second, and George third.

In the third lap Remington increased his lead still further,

Howard came second, and Baragwanath third. George re-

tired first and Baldwin later in this lap. The result was

an easy win for Remington.

Time.
mm c.c. m. s

90x77.5 986 8 6s

90x58 738 8 541

90x77.5 986 9 6?

1. E. Remington (2 Matchless-Jap) ...

Speed, 74.04 m.p.h.
2. W. G. Howard (2 Matchless-Jap)
3 E. C. E. Baragwanath (2 Match-

less-Jap)

It will be noticed that the Matchless machines swept th(

board, and it is interesting to note that Eeniington's fastest

Uip was accomplished at the excellent speed of 80.45 miles

an hour. " -

In each of the foregoing races the times are better thar

record, though the speeds must have been higher in existing

fifty mile records. The question of accepting the times as

record is being considered by the A.G.U.

H-IKDICAP.

Eider and machine
W. G. Howard (2 Match-

less-Jap) . ... 90x58

Start,

c.c. m. s. m. s.

738 1 6 7 48;

An impression oi G, E, Stanley (Singer) at speed. He won tlie Hist two races.
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AUTOMATIC
CARBURETTORS

(SINKS SYSTEM^
REPRINT FROM THE AUTOCYCLE.

AUTOMATIC CARBURATION.

May I, as a very satisfied user of the " Binks carburettor," just

say a few words to Sir. Turner ? In my opinion, he does not under-

stand how the "Binks carburettor" works. The air lever on a

two-Ievcr carburettor does not control the power given out by the

engine ; it is the enjone speeds that indirectly control the air lever ;

and I wish to try and pouit out to him how it is possible to do
this automatically.

With a " Binks two-jet carburettor," if the engine is running

slowly, it is possible to climb any ordinary hill on the pilot jet,

that the motor cycle will climb at the same pace wth a two-lever

carburetter.

Owing to the fact that the pilot jet has a very small choke tube,

it is possible to run much slower and get much more power running

slowlv than with a two-lever carburettor. Likewise, the main jet

having a very large choke tut>e, it is possible to get much higher

speeds, and all the air passes straight across the jet, thereby vapor-

ising the petrol more thoroughly.

Bv opening the throttle of the Binks, one gets a perfectly smooth
acceleration, as with a car, because the mixture is absolutely correct

at all speeds.

Suppose, for the sake of argument. Mr. Turner is out with his

two-lever carburettor, and I am out with my Binks—
(i.) We are running on the level slowly. He has his

extra throttle almost shut, and the extra air completely shut.

I am running with the pilot jet, and even that is shut down
a bit. This would be a much smaller jet than bis, thereby

saving petrol, yet it gives the same mixture as his, because

my choke tute is so much smaller.

{2.) We are running at 50 m.p.h. all out on the level.

He has his throttle and air full open. I just move the one
lever to fully open the main jet, and when the machine has
gained speed sufficiently I move the lever a little further

open, and this opens an extra port, thereby getting the

perfect mixture for high speeds.

(3.) We come to a hill, and Mr. Turner has to close his

extra air slightly as the engine speed decreases. I close my
throttle lever a little, and this shuts off the extra air port,

but does not move far enough to throttle the engine at all.

(4.) As to his slow climb, I have already said that a
machine will climb just as slowly and give more power at

slow speeds on the pilot jet of a Binks than with a two-lever
carburettor. I know this by experiment.

As to other automatic carburett-^rs, I quite agree with Mr.
Turner, they are useless. The only automatic carburettor that
gives the correct mixture at all speeds is the two-jet carburettor.

I have no interest in Mr. Binks or his splendid carburettor, except
as a very satisfied user, aud 1 should like to say that Mr. Binks
gave me great assistance by post in regard to tuning it up to suit

my machine. My advice to Mr. Turner is, " Buy a Binks, test it,

aod then give us his opinion of the two-jet automatic cirburettor."

A. G. STORY.

I am greatly obliged to Mr. Story, who
1 do not know in the least, for his letter.

Mr. TIPPET, the well-known Tourist,
writes :

—

Received carburettor safely, and in the recent

Devonslure hill-cliinbing tour it gave plenty of

power on the test hills, and the petrol consumption
on the whole 440 miles was only 3.V gallons. On
ordinary roads I am sure to get quite 130 miles

to the gallon on my 3 J Humber.

WHY NOT YOU DO LIKEWISE.
YOP CAN'T DO IT WITH ANY OTHER CARBURETTOR

C BINKS, Ltd , ECCLES.

17,871,000
EXPLOSIONS
WITHOUT MISFIRE,

WITHOUT
SOOT.

LEO
RIPAULT
& CO.,
e4a, Poland Street,

LONDON, W.

DID IT

,Writo for catalogue
of thess

wonderful
pluss.

TYPE 6D.

4/-.

TERRY'S SPRING LINK
absorbs road shocks.
It is a wonderful auxiliary to motor cycle front

fork springing—taking up all the shocks uneven

road surfaces create and imparting to the moior

cycle the comfortable easy gliding motion of the car.

Vibration is reduced to a minimum—and, of course,

great economy in running costs is effected.

It can be fitted to any front fork of link type.

For 3 h.p. machines 10/-, 6 h.p. 12/6 per pair .

Write now for descriptive leaflet— It is post free .

HERBERT TERRY & SONS,
The Spring Specialists, RED6ITCH, Enj.

Jn answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The Important Event of the Year.
In the

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIALS
the

secured

THE TEAM RACE, 5 GOLD MEDALS
(5 ENTRIES) and tied for the

TRADE RIDERS FIRST AWARD
thus demonstrating that for RELIABILITY, THE ARIEL is

THE MOTOR BICYCLE OFTHEYEAR.

Write for Art Catalogue to:

ARIEL WORKS (Dept. 2), ROURNBROOK, RIRMINGHAM.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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he B.M.C.R.C. Sixth 1913 Monthly Meeting.

—

E. Kfiniiigtoii (2 Jlatcli-

less-Jap)

E. C E. Baragwanath (2

MatclilessJap)
Event 4 was the All Conuns'

ifiiiinston, Vioto.', and Williams had wun previous races,

lii'U- handicaps were altered accordingly. All got off the
"k well, e.xcept Baker and Baragwanath.

wbold came by at the end of the first lap before the
-cratch men had started. He was followed by Iron,

ViUianis, Colvcr, Greenfell, Cushman, Barnes, Newman,
)'l)onovar>. Stanley, Nicholson, Victor, Le Vack, Hill,

Irewster. Baragwanath, Baldwin, Uemington, George, and
inker. McDonagh retired

In the second lap the order was, Newbold, Williams,
ron, Stanley, Greenfell, Victor, Barnes, O'Donovan, Colver,

'ushnian, Newman, Brewster, Baragwanath, Hill, Reming-
on, Le Vack, George, Baldwin, and Baker. Nicholson
etired. Newbold made the best of his long stai't, and came
II an easy winner, but Remington had travelled magnifi-
;ently, and came in second, with Stanley a good third.

^ewboM's speed was 52.60 m.p.h., while Remington's fastest

ap was 76.31 m.p.h.

^^(^ILE ic6i

The order nf linisli-ing was as follows ;

1. P. Newbold (1-cyl. Zenith)
2. E. Remington (2 Matchless)...

3. G. E. Stanley (1 Singer) ...

E. C. E. Baragwanath (2

Matchless)

C. Williams (1 A.J.S.)

S. George (2 Indian. 8 valve)
E. H. Victor (1 Singer)
P. Brewster (2 Zenith)

J. U. Greenfell (1 Norton) ...

D. R. O'Donovan (1 Norton)
L. Hill (1 Rudge)
L. Cushman (1 N.L.G.) ...

D. Iron (2 Enfield)

S. A. Newman (1 Ivy)
H. V. Colver (2 Enfield) ...

H. Le Vack (2 JMotosacoche)
F. W. Barnes (2 Zenith so.)

0. M. Baldwin (2 Bat)
G. W. Baker (1 Peerh

Start.

mill. c.c. m. s.

85 X 60 345 2 51
90 X 77.5 986 9
75 X 79 349 1 18

90 X 77.5 986 54
74 X 81 348 1 54
82.5 X 93 994 scr.

85 X 88 499 1 9
76 X 82 744
82. X 94 496 1 42
79 xlOO 496 1 30
85 X 88 499 54
85 X 88 499 1 42
54 X 74 343 2 51
70 X 90 346 1 42
60.5 X 60 350 2 3
64 X 77 496 1 30
90 X 77.5 986 1 33
90 X 77.5 986 54
85 X 88 499 1 42

-> « a 1^ <"

FORTHCOniNG OPEN EVENTS.
Coventry Club's Eighth Annual Hill-climb.

The eighth annual hill-climb of the Coventry and War-
ickshire Jlotor Club will be held at a secret venue on

;
laturday, September 6th. All classes of machines will be

fjatered for.

Speed Trials in Lincolnshire.

The East Midland Centre of the A.C.U. will hold an
pen speed trial at Thonock Park, Gainsborough, on Sept.
ith. There will be "expert" and "general" classes for

nachines up to 350 c.c, 500 c.c, 1,000 c.c, sidecars and
ycle cars, and half mile flying start (any capacity). Also
lie East Midland Challenge Trophy for teams of three
iders. Entry forms and full particulars from Mr. J.

Cing, 42, Radcliffe Road, Nottingham.

Speed Trials at Weston-super-Mare.
The Bristol M.C.C. intend holding open speed trials at

Veston-super-Mare on October 4th. Si.x; open and three
lub classes have been arranged, also a match between a
irooklands rider and a club member driving a racing
itraker-Squire.

Scottish Open Speed Championships.
The Scottish Auto-cycle Union will, hold the Scottish

iiotor cycle speed championships on the West Sands, St.

Vndrews, on Saturday. September 5th, at 1 p.m. (Eliminat-
ng heats, if neces.=ary, from 11 a.m.) There will be nine
lasses, si.x of which will be open to all-comers, the last

hree being "expert barred." Gold, silver, and bronze
nedals will be awarded to the first, second, and third re-

[lectively in each class, the gold medal in the case of the
' open " classes carrying with it the title of " champion of

Scotland." Entry forms are obtainable from all club secre-
aries and at garages, or from the secretarv of the Scottish
.\uto-cycle Union, Mr. James S. Fulton, 131, West Regent
Street, Glasgow. Entries close on August 27th.

Open Eve>jts.
1. Scottish Lightweight Championship for motor cycles

lot e.\ceeding i50 c.c. Distance, twenty miles
2. Scottish Medium-weight Championship for motor cycles
xceeding 350 c.c. and not exceeding 560 c.c. Distance,
iwenty miles.

3. Scottish Heavyweight Championship for motor cycles
exceeding 560 c.c. and not exceeding 1,000 c.c. Distance,
twenty miles.

4. Sidecar race for motor cvcles not exceeding 560 c.c.
Distance, one mile.

5. Sidecar race for motor cycles exceeding 560 c.c. and
not exceeding 1,000 c.c. Distance, one mile.

6. Cycle car race for machines not exceeding 1,100 c.c.
iiid 7 cwt. unladen. Distance, one mile.

" Expert B.tRRED " Eve.nt.s.
7. Three-lap race for motor cvcles not exceeding 350 c.c.

Approximate distance, 6^ miles.
'

8. lliree-lap race tor motor cycles exceeding 350 c.c. and
not exceeding 560 c.c. Approximate distance, 6j miles.

9. Three-lap race for motor cycles exceeding 560 c.c. and
not exceeding 1,000 c.c. Approximate distance, 6^ mUes.
The sands at St. Andrews have been found to be excellent

for the purposes of motor cycle racing. There is ample
room for a perfectly safe "oval" circuit with wide ends,
the sides of which will each measure a mile, the circuit
further providing ample room for starting, palling up in the
mile sprints, and turning. The surface is exceptionally hard.

RANGOON M.C.C. RELIABILITY
ThIAL.

The first run took the form of a reliability trial from the
Pegu Club to the junction of the Pegu and Prome roads and
back (about twenty-two miles each way). Results : 1, C.
Fouracres (Triumph) ; 2, P. Vieland (Ruige). The following
made scores of over 200 : JI. Burnett (Triumph), R. Charles-
wood (Rover), J. Anderson (P. and M.), R. Best (Triumph
sc), F. Mann (21 F.N.), W. Turner (Ariel), M. Rorke
(Rover), R. Wenning (Rover sc), and C. Johnstone (2

Humber).

SETTING OFF FOR A WEEK-END CAMP IN NORTH WALES.
W. Bascley and familv, of Alvcchurch, Birmingham, on their 6 h.p. Royal

Enf.eid sidecar combination. \a amount of camping outfit, as may be seen, Is
beini! carried, as well as a large bashet on the luggage carrier and further
luggage in the fore part of the sidecar.

«I.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.

Aug. 14th 8.24 p.m.

16th
18th
20th

i.20

8.16

8.12

An Abandoned Midland Event.

The Nottingham Club's open trial last^

Saturday had to be abandoned owing to

lack of entries. One of the reasons

advanced to the organising secretary by
manufacturers for withholding support

was that " the press do not give

prominence to Nottingham trials."

Durham Road Closed.

The North-Eastern Automobile Asso-

ciation is officially informed by the

Durham Rural District Council that the

road past Neville's Cross, used as a short

cut by through traffic to avoid Durham
city, will be closed from August 11th

to September 11th for improvement work.

Motor cyclists, therefore, will be obliged

to pass through Durham city, and are

urged to drive with special caution

through the narrow streets of the town.

Interesting Road Census.

The following facts of motor traffic on
one main road, London to Worthing, on

Saturday, Sunday, and Monday (August
Bank Holiday) are interesting :

Motor Cycle
Cycles (solo). Sidecars. Cars.

Saturday - ... 185 ... 345 ... 10

Sunday ... 140 ... 195 ... 37
Monday ... 180 ... 250 ... 10

TotaJ ... 505 ... 790 ... 57

These were all taken by observers

'specially placed and each one. checking
only one sort of motor vehicle. 'Buses,

engines, vans, etc., were not checked.
Time, 8 a.m. to 8.30 p.m. All were
taken on the same point of the road,
namely. West Grinstead, on the main
road.

If-

The Scottish Dialect—with Apologies to

the Scotch.

-Two competitors in the recently held

Scottish Trials who were endeavouring to

imitate the Scottish dialect which they

heard- on ail sides, are alleged to have

had the following conversation on the

morning of the first day

;

First rider: How are ye the noo?
Second ditto : Am-ul-ree-t

!

However, he forgot the hairpin on
Amulree and was soon Axn-ul-wrong

!

[pyiroj^ i^ismrs

THE LANCASTER PAGEANT.
A warrior of old on his wailiorse of modern times.

Aug. 18-23.—A.C.U. SIX DAY3' TRIAI-S
Carlisle as Centre.

„ 30.—Streatham and District M.C.C.

„ 30.—Hertfordshire IVf.C.C. Ope: frial

Sept 6.—Coventry and Warwickshire
M.C. Annual Open Hill climb,^

„ 6.—A.C.U. East Midland Centre
Speed Trials.

„ 13.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.

„ 20.—Streatham M.C.C. Open Speed
Trials at Brighton.

„ 24.—A.C.U, Open One Day Trial.

27.—B.A.R.C. Brooklands Meeting.

The Circuit de la Sarthe.

I'he. Grand Prix Race has tauglit

French manufacturers of cycle cars many
a . useful lesson. It was noticed that in

the International Cup Race at Le Mans
that the competing machines kept going

with wonderful regularity. One cycle

car, however, with centre steering front

axle lost this important fitting while

travelling at full speed. The sidecars

were not equal to the cycle cars in speed.

In the motor bicycle races J. W.
Woodhouse rode finely and deserved his

success. Greame Fenton's retirement was
due to running off the road at the first

bend on the initial circuit.

A Flying Meeting for Motor Cyclists.

The proprietors of the London Aero-

drome, Hendon, N.W., have arranged to

hold a special flying meeting, in which
some of the most famous aviators will

compete, on Thursday, August 28th,

beginning at 3.30 p.m. and continuing

until dusk (aboiit 8 p.m.) This meeting
is intended specially for motor cyclists, and
will be held under the patronage of the

Auto Cycle Union. All attending the

Aerodrome- on motor cycles, cycle cars,

sidecars, etc., will be admitted at haU-
price to the Is. and 2s. 6d. enclosures on
presentation of their membership cards.

Free passenger flights are offered to

readers of The. Motor Cycle. The card

of membership to the club to which motor
cyclists belong should be presented.

SPECIAL FEATURES:

A MECHANICAL TIMING DEVICE.

EXPERIENCES WITH PASSENGER
MACHINES.

ENTRIES AND ROUTE MAP FOR THE
SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

A Dutch Three Days' Trial.

Starting on Tuesday from Amsterdam,,

Sam Wright is driving a Humberette in a

three days' reliability trial over indifferent

roads. It is unlikely that he can get back

in time to compete i'n the Six Days' Trials

next week.

Hotels during the Six Days' Trials.

The following is a list of the hotels at

which lunch will be taken during the

A.C.U. Six Days' Trials: Monday, Royal

Hotel, Keswick; Tuesday, Ingleborough

Hotel, Ingleton ; Wednesday, Drill Hall,_

Ulverston; Thursday, Rose and Crown

Hotel, Durham ; Friday, Stag's Head,

Bowness. Official headquarters. Central

Hotel, Carlisle.

Corwen-Cerrig Road.
At tills season of the year the mam

Holyhead Road is used by so many motor

cyclists on the way to the North Welsh

coast that those contemplating a journey

which includes the section from Corwen

to Cerrig-y:druidion will be glad to hear

that the surface has much improved. In

May there were very deep ruts and

ridges of mud churned up by the steam

traction engines which run between

Corwen Station and the Liverpool Water-

works at Cerrig. JMost of these ruts have

been filled in and steam rolled, and the

mud ridges shovelled to the roadside,

where they lie in heaps. Although the

road for three or four miles from C«rwen

is still bad, it was (when we rode over it

last week) no longer a danger to traffic.

The worst section is in Merionethshire,

which county is left 3 miles 6 furlongs

from Corwen.

F

Another well-known character at the Lan-iaster

Pageant. They rode into Lancaster on their motor
cycles, and were in themselves an excellent adver-

tisement for the pageant.
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THE STAFFORD PAGEANT.

A. Garoer as Fichard II. takin; Queen Elizabeth
(Vrs. burckhardt) to the Staaord Pageant on his

31 h.p. Triumph and sidecir.

"lap Hm in the Datch Triil.

A. R. Abbott writes to say that his

4<jjj on Nap Hill in the Aiiglo-Dutch
I'nal was due to being baulked by the
J^vclonette. He restarted with the aid

A the clutch, and was subsequently
iwarded full marks on reporting the cir-

'umstances to the judges.

V Real Hill.

Kosedale Abbey Bank, near Pickering,

Vorks, has just been climbed on a two-
ipeed B.S.A. by H. Taylor, junr., of
M M-rley, though 6 h.p. twins among
'i party failed. The bank is about a
iiilc long and is as bad as Stoupe Brow,
lear Robin Hood's Bay. Previously, it

lad only been climbed by F. Philipp
Ml a Scott and J. W. F. Tranmer on
I 10 h.p. Stoewer car geared 24 to 1.

I Strenuous Holiday.

Our contributor " Mercury " has
•rowded as much motor cycling into his

loliday as it is possible to imagine. In
wenty-seven davs lie has covered 2,490
niles, and included in this distance were
)80 miles of the Scottish Trials, in which
le gained a gold medal. He rode up
.0 Perth from Berkshire, then followed
-he trials, and the day after the finish he
started off on his P. and M. for South
Wales. "Mercury" asserts that the
;orner work encountered in the Scottish
Trials improved his cornering 50%, and
ive can well believe him from our own
xnerience. During his trip down from
Rciinburgh he took the opportunity of

trying one or two of the test hills selected
for the A.C.U.'s Six Days' • Trials.

Vdventures in Scotland.
" Mercury " had several exciting and

nt*resting moments in Scotland during
the Trials. He was on the spot at the
precise moment when tbe G.W.K. burst
into flames a few hundred yards above
the Devil's Elbow on the Spital of Glen-
shec. aud noticed a puff of smoke and
Hamc shoot out as he was following it. A
moment later it was all ablaze. " Jler-
'urj' " himself escaped trouble during" the
trials, but as soon as they were over
minor misfortunes fell upon him. Such is

luck ! His machine should know its way
up the hills of Britain, as during the past
iiionth it has climbed Porlock, Kirkstone,
Shap, Lynmouth, Birdlip, Ballymacrow,
Amulree, Kenmore, Applecross, and Mam
Uataclian.

A French Road Race.

The Licge-Paris-Liege Road Race is to

take place on the 15th and 17th insts.

On Friday there will be a speed trial,

and a hill-climb during the return

journey to Liege. There wei-e three

succc-isful British riders last year.

A Splendid Record.

The performance of the English trade

team in the Anglo-Dutch triiil was really

wonderful. Each of the nine repre-

sentatives accomplished a non-stop run
and arrived home within schedule time,

thereby gaining gold medals. Frank
Smith's non-stop was only achieved by
riding the last thirty miles on a flat

driving tyre.

Auto Cycle Union Notes.

The lNTEKN.\Tiox.-kL Touring Trial.—
It is a little disappointing that this the

fir.-t competition suggested by the recently

resuscitated F.I.C.JI., which should be
the most important international event of

the year, should find only tw'O teams to

compete in the international touring trial

held in conjunction with the A.C.U. Six

Days'. These teams are as follows

:

England—350 c.c. class, W. B. Gibb (2|

Douglas); 500 c.c. class, W. B. Little

(3^ Premier) ; passenger class, C. R.

(Jollier (8 Matchless sc.) France

—

Guillereau (Clement-Gladiator) ; Gabriel

(Clement-Gladiator)
;

passenger class, L.

Bourbeau (Bedelia cj'cle car). It is not

yet known in which classes the Clement
riders will enter. Countries entering are

entitled to enter either two 500 c.c.

machines, or one of 500 and the other

of 350 c.c.

Permits.—The A.C.U. has granted
permits for the following competitions

:

Stockport and District M.C.C. open hill-

climb, August 30th, and the East Midland
Centre A.C.U. speed trials, Sept. 6th.

'Ware Flints.

A correspondent tells us that the
Flintshire County Council intend to apply
for powers to fix a ten-mile-an-hour speed
limit for motors over the whole county.
Comment is needless !

A New Three-speed Gear.
.Mr. Pederscn, the inventor of the three-

speed hub gear for pedal cycles, has
patented a three-speed gear for motor
cycles which can be fitted in the hub or

bottom bracket. It has been tested on a
3^ h.p. motor cj^cle, and is about to be
tried on a 2% h.p. sidecar combinatio]\.

The gear will be niaiuifactured in Dursley
bv the Pedersen-Alpass Three-speed Motor
tfub and Gear Co.

Stolen Machines.
A 1913 model chain-driven B.S.A. with

sidecar were stolen from Bridlington on
Wednesday last week. The frame number
is 3926, and the engine 4228.

A 1913 Triumph, only a month old,

engine No. 216,016, was stolen from
outside Stratheden, Eaton Crescent,

Clifton, the other day. The owner is

Mr. S. Brown.

The Gordon in Scotland.

The performances of some of the

machines in the Scottish Trials, which
finished but did not gain premier awards,
w^ere, perhaps, rather overshadowed by
the doings of the gold medal winners.
One of the less fortunate was the
Gordon cycle car, inasmuch as it finished

the 980 miles without trouble, but did

not qualify for a gold medal, as the

average speed of twenty miles an hour
over the severe course was rather more
than its driver cared to maintain on a

standard geared two-speed cycle cai\

Nevertheless, it finished in good fettle,

and for its first performance in a bi{

trial did remarkably well.

SOUTH-EASTERN COUNTIES INTER-CLUB TEAM TRIAL.

Two competilors ascending Salt Box Hill In a cloud ot smoke.
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Climbing Comparisons on Porlock.
THE ACTUAL SPEEDS ATTAINED DURING THE M.C.C. TEST.

SOilE interesting comparisons in regard to hill-climbing

powers of various types of motor cycles, sidecars, and
cycle cars can be gleaned from the perusal of the

official results of the climb of Porlock on the recent

Bank Holiday run of the Motor Cycling Club to the west

of England. Last week we published a full account of

this run, together with the official figures relating to the

Countisbury climb, and now we are enabled to give the

figures for "Porlock. The competitors were divided into three

classes, A, B, and C, according to the machines they rode.

A represented 350 c.c, B 500 c.c, and C the unlimited

class. Minimum speeds up Porlock were arranged as follows

for the tliree classes ; A 10, B 12, and C 14 m.p.h. Naturally

enough the fastest speeds were obtained by the big machines,

the highest being accomplished by G. T. Gray (5-6 Eudge-
Multi), who got up at an average speed of no les sthan 19.72

m.p.h., closely followed by B. A. Hill (7 Indian) an<i_^. J.

Dixon (3j^ Singer) in 19.69 and 19.01 respectively. The
latter performance is very remarkable. Dixon's machine
was fitted with a Sturmey hub gear, and it demonstrates
very forcibly that, given intelligent handling, the 3^ powered
machine is capable of anything in reason for touring. The
surface of the hill was bad. being deep in a thick sandy
covering, making the cornering difficult. L. A. Baddeley
(3^ P. and M.) and H. F. Edwards (6 Enfield) also exceeded
18 m.p.h. The slowest clean ascent was that of D. W.
Popplewell (3^ Triumph), who climbed at a mean speed of

13.01 m.p.h., and as this, in itself, is an admirable perform-
ance, it shows how wonderfully the other machines negoti-

ated this severe ascent.

Sidecars versus Cycle Cars.
Three sidecar combinations and one' cycle car competed.

Of these one of the sidecars failed to get up inside the limit,

but the other two, both 5-6 Clynos, had a rare tussle with
the 10 Singer cycle car for supremacy. Honours just went
to the Singer, driven by Lionel Martin, whose average speed
was 14.57 m.p.h., against 14.54 m.p.h. by R. C. Davis on
the Clyno, while H. G. R. Slingo, also on a Clyno, averaged
13.67.

It would, therefore, appear that for severe climbing the
best sidecars and cycle cars have little to choose between
them if well driven, but their speeds were materially bettered
bv a couple of Douglases, ridden by S. G. Frost and E."

MM. Guilloreau and Gabriel (Clements) two of the French International

team in the Six Days* Trials, accompanied by Greame Fenton and A. i.

Sproston. The third team member is Bourbean (Bedelia).

Kickham, who averaged respectively 15.78 and 15.20 ni.p.li.,

a really splendid feat. Probably the handiness of these little

machines on the bad corners had something to do with their

success, though good driving probably played its part, as

two others in the 35D c.c. class failed to ascend at the re-

quired average speed. But taken as a whole the various
performances show" that all classes from 350 c.c. to 1,100
c.c. provide adequate touring mounts of the go-anywhere
order. - ^"^

The winnin? Woolwich, Plumstead ana District M.C.C. Team in the Brooidale M.C. Inter-club team trial. From left to right they are: J. W. Wood
Enliejd sidecar), R. E. Guest (8 h.p. Matchless sidecar), H. A. Collier {3J h.p. Matchless), C. R. Collier (8 h.p. Matchless sidecar), T. J. Ross (St h.p. Triumph)
and G. D hardee (31 h.p. Triumph).

v a r r

SPEED JUDGING COMPETinON.
The Woolwich, Plumstead and District M.C.C. recently

held a reliability and speed judging test to Hythe and
back to Puuxley. Result

:

14

1. F. I. Ellis {3i Matchless)
2. J. W. Wood (Enfield sc.)

3. S. W. Gibson (Enfield)

error

16s.

22s.

121s.
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THE FRENCH TEAM IN THE
INTERNATIONAL TRIAL.

Oil Monday afternoon la^t Messrs. Greanie Fenton
Gabriel, and Guilloreau arrived at 3.25 at Charing Cross
togetlier with tlieir Clement Gladiator machines, and were
welcomed on arrival by a representative of 2'hii Motor Cijch-
They spent tlie night in London, and then proceeded to
Carlisle by train on Tuesday to explore the country and get
an idea of the English gradients. Neither Gabriel nor Guil-
loreau has been in England before, so they will be entirely
new to the conditions prevailing over here. "Fenton is, unfor-
tunately, unable to ride, as m the recent race at Le Mans
he met with a rather serious accident, dislocating his
shoulder, knocking out a tooth, and sustaining serious
bruises. Sproston is therefore riding in his place Bour-
bcau, who IS riding a Bedelia, did not arrive with the
party. The Clement Gladiator machines are practically the
same as those entered in the Paris-Nice Trial. They are
finished m French grey and fitted with M.A.G. engines and
outwardly stiongly resemble the Jlotosacoche. The machine
Guilloreau is ndmg is a twin of 350 c.c, but Gabriel's mount
has a larger engine, bore and stroke 64x77= 498 c.c. Two-
speed counter-shaft gears and chain drive are standard
features. The performances of the belt-driven Bedelia will
be watched with particular interest on such a severe course.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS OF
MOTOR CYCLES.

Th-e British imports and exports of motor cycles and parts
are stiU on the increase and show a vast difference from
the amount for the corresponding periods of 1912. We quote
figures culled from the latest Board of Trade returns for the
month of July :

IlirOKTS.
For month ended July 31st.

,r * .. ,
^^1^- 1912. 1913.

Motorcycles £2,971 ... £4,857 ... £2 640
Parts thereof 7,267 ... 13,444 ... 16,204

Total £10,238 £18,301 £18,844

British Exports.
For month ended July 31st.

1911. 1912. 1913
Motor Cycles £24,411 ... £43,148 . . £71,287
Parts thereof 5,249 ... 13,051 . . 23,737

Total £29,660 £56,199 £95,024

r,7}}'^.
exports for the seven months ended July 31st totalled

£165,646.

It h» » H»„),l. . . ,

* SPECIMEN A.C.U. SIX DAYi' TRIAL TEST HILL, INCLUDED IN TUESDAY'S ROUTE

CI9
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NEXT WEEK'S A.C.U. TRIALS,
Complete List of Entries with Official Numl>ers. Tlie Main Features.

NEXT week the roads of Lakelajid
will be alive with motor cycles,

for the annual -A.C.U. Six Days'
(or rather five days) Trials will

take place in that district, with Carlisle
as a centre. There will probably lie not
short of 150 actually competing.
The official maps and routes were pub-

lished in our issue of July 31st last,

also the contour sections of the roads,
from which it would be seen that the
hill-climbing tests set the riders will form
the chief feature of the trial. But,
although the gradients selected are un-
doubtedly severe, and many of the corneru
acute, the surfaces are, in the main, good,
and provided the machines are up to the
mark and sensibly ridden, there ought
not to be any very great difficulty in
surmounting all the numerous test
hills.

An innovation has been introduced this

year in the shape of the flexibility test,

and in addition to this a speed trial wfll

be held over a kilometre at Underley
Hall, Kirkby Lonfidale, on Friday, a
flying start being allowed.
The introduction of a flexibility test is,

perhaps, the most interesting innovation
by the A.C.U. for some time, and is

undoubtedly a step an the right direction.

We deal with this matter in our leaderette
this week.

Suffice it to say here that the test will

take place up a gradient averaging one
in ten 250 yards in length, the first fifty

yards being a slow and the last 200 yards
a fast run. 7.2 m.p.h. maximum and 5
m.p.h. minimum are S'et for the slow test,

and 18 m.p.h. minimum and 20 m.p.h.
maximum for the fast part of the run.
Nothing is to be gained by slower or

faster running respectively. We feel

sure that an immense amount of interest

will be aroused by these tests, especially

by the slow portion. No stopping the

engine or leg assistance will be permitted.

The general running conditions are strict

ajid a very close adherence to schedule

will be necessary to qualify for a gold

medal. We published last week a full

list of penalties and marks to be lost

through incurring them. An interesting

point to be noticed is the penalising by

one mark each day of any excessively

dirty or untidy machine or driver. Here
again we think the A.C.U. is acting

wisely and in the best interests of the

pastime. One last word ; competitors

and all others attending the trials are

particularly requested to drive with the

utmost consideration through Carlisle!

each morning and night.

DIVISION I.—MOTOR BICYCLES.
Class B.—350 c.c.

23-

24-

25-
26.

27.

28.

29-

30.

31.

32-

33-

34-

35.

36.

37-

33.

39-
40.

41.

42.

43-

44.

45-

46.

47.

83.

84.

85.

86.

87.
88.

89.

90.

91.

103.

104.
105.
106.

107.
108.

109.
no.

C20

C. Percival (2J Douglas).
Jas. B. Sproston (2^ Sunbeam).
k. G. Cocks f2i Connaught).
P. Phillips (2f Douglas).
F. G. Edmond {23 Humber).
E. Gutqemann {2^ Veloce).
T. C. de la Hay (2 J Sunbeam).
W. R. Steel (2$ Sunbeam).
F. G. Ball (2J Dou(,las).

Class C
W. J. M. Sproulle (3! P. & M.)
G. D. Hardee (3^ Triumph).
T. J. Ross (3* Triumph).
Fred Dover (3^- Premier).

J. H. Kerr (si'N.S.U.)
Albert E. Catt (3! Triumph).
S. Sawer (3.V Premier).
F. W. Apple'bee (^J B.S.A.)
W. C. Drake (3* P". & M.)
P. Shaw (3* P."& M.)
Harry Moore (3! P. & M:)
Maurice C. Breese (3^ B.S..-^.)

F. E. J. Bartlett (4-5Enclurance)

e. B. Moss-BIundell (3I Green-
Precision).

H. V. Colver (3 Enfield).

E. Keyte (3 Enfield).

H. Graham Di.xon (3! James).

J. Ingham (3^ Veloce).

S. Tubb (3.V Humber).
T. B. G. Vale (31 Rover).
G. E. Cuffe (3.V 'Premier).

W. E. Cooke (3'! A.S.L.)
S. Browne (3^ James).
Ellison Hawkes (3! Rudgc).
F. C. North (3.V Ariel).

J. M. Ritchie (3J Rudge).
Herbert Bali (3^ Triumph),-

J. Oliphaut (3^ Premier).

J. S. Holroyd (3?. Motosacoche).
W. B. Little (3* Premier).

C. Q. Roberfs (3J Blackburn).
W. H. Longton (3I Alldays)

Class D.

J. A. Neumann (5-6 Rudge).
Ian P. Macdonald (4^ Norton).
G. T. Gray (5-6 Rudge).
H. W. Tecton (3* James).
H. E. Ashley (4 L.M.C.)
Dan Bradbury {4 Norton).
Ray. Drinkall (4.V Quadrant).

J. J. Day (3i Bradbury).
Gordon Castognoli (4 L.M.C.)
L. A. Bees (.rL.M.C.)
Fred W. Roberts (5-6 Rudge).

Class E.-

J. Douglas Morrison {5-6 Bat).
H. H. Hutchinson [6 Trump).
E. a. CoUiver (7 Indian).

B. Alan Hill (7 Indian).
S. T. Tessier (5-6 Bal).

J. R. Alexander, jun. (7 Indian).

G. A. Gregson (6 Bat).

J. V. Edge (6 Brough).

10. Tom Knowles (2f Humber).
ir. F. L. Bassett (2? Sun-Villiers).

12. Albert Milner (2I Levis).

13. Howard Newey (2^ Levis).

14. P. W. Moffat (2j Douglas).

15. W. B. Gibb (2} Douglas).
16. M. GuiUoreau {2% Clement).
17. A. J. Sproston (3^ Clement).

-500 c.c.

50. H. F.Edwards.(3i B.S.A.)
51. L. Newey (gi- Ariel).

52. K. A. Macdonald (3^ Singer).

53. W. Maurice Greenwood (3^ New
Imperial).

54. H. Taylor, jun. (31 B.S.A.)

55. A. C. F. Andrews (3A Ariel).

56. Vernon Busby (3^ Ariel).

57. R. S. Scoon (3 N.U.T.)
58. G. E. Keel fs N.U.T.)
50. James Robinson (3 N.U.T.)
60. J. Hoult (3i Matchless).

6r. H. Berwick (3^ Hampton).
62. T B. Westmorland(3l Premier).

63. H. C. Mills (3i Zenith-Green).
64. Sydney J. Hine (3^ Humber).
65. D. M. Brown 13* Rover).
66. G. J. Francis (3I Lea-Francis).
67. Norman Lea {3^ Lea-Francis).
68. L. Sealey (3.V B.S.A.)
69. A. G. Fenn (3i B.S.A.)
70. D. H. Noble (3* Rover).
71. G. Featherstonhaugh (3^ Rover)
72. C. T. Newsome (3i Rover).
73. T. Pollock (3J- James).
71. C. Lester (3* P. & M.)
75. M. Gabriel (3* Clement).
76. Rex G. Mundy (3i Triumph).
yy. G. I. Shemans (3.V Triumph).
78. W.'VVcstwood (3 j Triumph).
79. C. E. Murphy (3.^ Triumph).
80. A. W. Walden (3J Premier).

92. H. Blamire (5-6 Hazlewood).
93. F. H. May (5 A.J.S.)

94. A. W. Brittain (3* Bradbiu-v).

93. G.W. Braithwaite (5-6 Rudge).
96. P. Piatt (3* Bradbury).
97. H. E. Haswell (3^ Bradbiu-y).

98. George Hunt (5-6 Campion).
99. H. J. Beal (4 L.M.C.)

100. J. Richard (4} Sun-Precision),
loi. J. D. Drysdale (5-6 Hazlewood)_
102. A. T, Stanton (3^ Bradbury).

"

-i.oooc.c.

in. A. Sumner (8 Zenith).
112. J. Haslara (6 Zenith).

113. H. Jepson (8 Zenith).

114. C. W. Smith (5-5 Bat).
115. Reay S. Morrison (.s-6 Bat).
116. R. E. Townshend (6 Trump).
117. E. H. Lees (8 Zenith).
118. M. Hands (8 Williamson).

SION 2.—SIDECAR COMBINATIONS OR 3-WHEELED CYCLE CARS.

Class G.—500 c.c.

H. C. Marston (3I Triumph). 1

122.

123.
124.

125.
126.

127.

136.

137.

138.

139-
140.

141.

142.

154.

155.

156.

157.

Class H
Jesse Baker (3-^ Scott).

Hugh Gibson {34 Bradbury).
A. J. Stevens (6'A.J.S.)
D. Bell (6 A.J.S.)
F. A. Applebee (3$ Scott).

J. Norman Long&eld (3^ Scott).

R. C. Davis (5-6 Clyno).
Philip Grout (6 A.J.S.)

Class L-
C. H. R. Norrington {6 Enheld).
H. Greaves (6 Eniiekl).

W. H, Eggington (6 Enfield).

Fred Crosthwaite (8 Matdhless),

J. Chater-Lea, jun. {8 Chater-
Lea).

E. B. Glisson (8 Wall tricar).

Denis Buckley (8 Matchless-
Precision).

Fred Turvey, jun. (6 Enfield).

—750 c.c.

12S. Thomas Stevens (3* James).
129. Cecil Duploc^i (6 A.J.S.)

130. "Rex Pearson (5-6 Clyno).

231. Claude Freeman {5-6 Clyno).

132. J. A. Poxon (3^ Bradbury),

133. George Wray {5-6 Clyno).

134. George Nott (5-6 Clyno).

130. A. D. Arter {4^ James).

L.ooo ex.

144. Victor Garland (8 Chater-Lea).

145. T. Silver (7 Quadrant).
146. W. Land Dibb (6 Rex).
147. C. R. Collier (7-8 Matchless).

148. R. E. Guest (7-8 Matchless).

149. T. Rutherford (7-8 Matchless).
15-'. H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan).
15c Doug. Alexander (8 Williamson)

152. J. B. Blackboum (8 Morgan).

153. R. A. Rhodes (6 Wulfruna).

DIVISION 3.—CYCLE CARS.
Class K.—1,100 c.c.

F. K. Portway {9 Paragon).
P. D. Walker (10 Harding and

Summers).
C. M. KeiUer (8 G.W.K.)
W. Chater-Lea (8 Chater-Lea).

158. Alan T. Tamplin (8 G.W.K.)
rgg. Lionel Martin (10 Singer).

160. n. B. Slater (8 J.B.S.)
161. R. Bourbeau (8 Bedelia).

162. W. Cooper (8 Humberette).

The Leaders.

The starting order in the Six Days' Trials will be varied

as last year, so that those who finish late on the first day
will be much earlier on succeeding days. The leaders on

the five trials days fall as follows :

Monday : 116, R. E. Townshend (6 Trump-Jap).
Tuesday : 42, F. C. North (3i Ariel).

Wednesday : 45, J. Oliphant (3-J, Premier).
Thursday :- 5, F. G. Edmond (2| Humber).
Friday : 50, H. F. Edwards 3^ B.S.A.)
The start is at 8.0 a.m. each morning, except Friday,

when the start is timed for 7.0 a.m.

The International Teams.
In the International Trial France's colour is blue and

the British team green.

The details of the machines are as under :

No.
Gke.it Britain.

mm.
60.SX 60

85 X 88
85 X 85

15. W. B. Gibb (2| Douglas) ...

47. W. B. Little (3^ Premier) ...

147. C. R. Collier (8 Matchless sc.)

France.
16. M. GuiUoreau (2-| Clement-Gladiator) 54 x 75
75. M. Gabriel (4 Clement-Gladiator) ... 64 x 77

161, M. Bourbeau (8 Bedelia c.c.)

c.c.

349

499

964

350

498

82 xlOO 1,100
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J. T. Wood (G.W.K.) ascending Cudham Church BiU.

THE Soutli-Eastevn Counties' Inter-club Team Trial

was held last Saturday, the first man being de-

spatched from the Crown Hotel, Leaves Green, at

teji o'clock. The rules stated that any man stopping
automatically retired from the trial, and should two or more
teams finish with an equal number of men left in, the
winning team would be decided on the lunch and finishing

time checks.
The route for the greater part of the journey lay through

twisty lanes, and included the ascent of Chalk Pit, Pol-
steeple, Crown Ash (usually called Salt Box), and Cudham
Church Hills. There were also several acute hairpin
corners which required very careful negotiation. This
course had to be covered twice, once in the morning and
again after lunch, and it was agreed by all that it was a
very tricky route. Three officials w^ent round before the
start arid posted aiTows, but, unfortunately, there is a great
deal of ill-feeling towards motor cyclists in this district.

and some mischievous persons had removed some of tlie

arrows, which caused a great many of the competitors a
lot of trouble to find their way.
About two miles from the start we passed Gibson, who

had suffered a puncture. _ The first hill, Cudham, accounted
for Smith on an Enfield and sidecar, who failed to climb
it. Chalk Pit Hill was dry, but full of bumps, which made
it very awkward to take the bends, and here Henfrey
(Ariel) failed on the bottom corner, while just before reach-
ing this hill IMeredith (Bradbury sidecar) had the misfortune
to break his belt. Polsteeple was climbed easily by all.

Crown Ash was undoubtedly the worst hill of the day, it

being in a vei'y bad condition, and the gradient is quite
severe enough at the best of times, but in addition to
this it was covered with loose stones. However, on the
whole, the performances were quite good, although Bel-
sham's 3i Rudge-Multi emitted some ominous konks.
Sydenliam (Clyno) met his Waterloo, while Graham Price
managed to reach the top when his belt broke, truly hard
luck. Some very good performances were put up on
Cudham Church Hi)l, amongst these being Hardee, Collier,

and Mundy. The next hill of any note was Hog Trough,
where most of the competitors npvforiiVrl !'rlinir:'l-i'v. -"-"'iit

here Breeze (B.S.A.) punctured and Taylor (2^ A.J.S.),
who stujjped hi.i eiigius gonig downhill witJi ui... cluiiu
out, was unable to get it to fire again in time before reach-
ing a bad corner.

Twisty lanes brought us to the start again ; but many
went wrong about one mile out owing to a missing arrow.
After lunch the men were started on their second circuit,'

and Willoughby retired. Only Charlesworth and he were
left in the Purley team, and up to this point they had both
made non-stop runs. Charlesworth. who was riding his

Zenith with M.A,G. engine, as in the Anglo-Dutoh trials,

decided to withdraw, and Mitchell, who had had- the word

to start and had gone only a few yards when his tyre

went flat. Belsham, although managing to make a clean

ascent in the morning, failed on the bottom bend of Chalk
Pit in the afternoon. Wood (Enfield sc.) had to stop

on Cudham Church Hill to clean a plug, and Meeten (3^

Rudge) was reported for footslogging on the bottom corner

of Crown Ash, but was allowed to claim a non-stop.

Edwards was piit out by trouble with his hub gear,

and C. Collier, who punctured a few miles out, retired.

Harry Collier was riding a 3^ twin Matchless with chain

drive to the counter-shaft and thence a belt to an Armstrong
hub gear, and was only slowed by Crown Ash. Mitchell
stopped about fifty yards from the finish trying to run
slowly, as he was too early. A few miles from the finish

was a hairpin corner, and to prove how acute this was,

Wood had to reverse, on both, rounds with his G.W.K.
A word must be said for the big twin Premier handled

by Oliphant, for this .machine climbed in splendid style,

;ilthough the driver told us that he found it necessary to

keep his engine turning round fairly fast.

Officials Astray.

A. G. Reynolds was on the programme as timekeeper, but

we were informed that the A.C.U. had in some way failed

to communicate with hrm, and so Mr. F. J. Ellis, of the

Woolwich Club, had to undertake his duties. The Rev. £.

P. Greenhill, the A.C.U. representative, arrived rather late

in the afternoon, this time on a three-speed James. The
result was that the Woolwich Club beat the Brookdale Club
by Im. 24-^s., both with iam- finishers, the Surrey Club being

third with three finishers, and the Streatham Club fourth.

The Purley Club had none to finish.

We must congratulate the officials on the smart waj' in

which they announced the results, H, A. Cooper in pai-

ticular being responsible for some very hard work. The
following made non-stops :

Woolwich Club.

G. 1). Hardee (3^ Triumph) I H. A. Collier (3-i Matchless)
R. E. Guest (8 .Matchless sc.)

I
T. J. Ross (3J- Triumph)

Bkookd..^le Clue.

J. O. OHphant (8 Premier sc.) I E. H. Fuller (34 Premier)
J. D. Drysdale (6 Hazlewood)

|
W. F. Guiver (3i Ariel).

SuRERY Club.

J. T. Wood (G.W.K. c.c.) I T. Meeten (3^ Rudge)
H. i>ow (3i Ariel)

|

S-rKE.iTH.AM Club.

J, Batpson (2| Douglas) I Rex G. Mundv (3^ Triumph).

W. L. Barratt (2| Douglas) I

The members of the winning team to make non-stop runs

will each receive a gold medal
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Coupe Internationale des Moto-

cyclettes, Circuit de la Sarthe.

500 c.c. class—Woodhouse (Clement) first on

DUNLOP TYRES
BEATING ALL RECORDS. , ,. oh^ , r . a j 1^ In the 350 cc. class, first and second places were

gained by Guillereau (Terrot) and Lacroix (Peugeot)

with —

;

: : DUNLOP BELTS.

The DUNLOP RUBBER Co., Ltd.,
Aston Cross, Birmingham ; Alma Street, Coventry.

Branches— London, Notlingham, Manchester, Newcastle,

Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast.

THE ENGLISH DUTCH DUEL yielded these striking wins:

Plaque d'Honneur and Silver Medal tor best performance by an

English rider. Manufacturers' trophy for best performance by an

English private owner. Prize for best performance by a Dutch

private owner, four gold medals and seven silver medals— all with

DUNLOP TYRES OR BELTS.

3 for Motor Cycles ^
Sidecars
Cycle Cars
Registration Letters
. . . and Numbers, . . .

. . Monograms, etc. . .

= Artistically Designed and Neatly Printed. '—

'

^^ Makers and aeents requiring Transfers arc requested to send mi. -

== particulars of wording required, upon receipt of which we will
' \ '

.

- submit, free of charge, a specially prepared design. '

—- fT "''"^n Hiking tor gratis design please slate ZZSS
^S 11 the colour ot the background upon which . , .,

- the transfers will be affixed. h.. .

M ILIFFE & SONS LTD., MS TRANSFER SPECIALISTS, COVENTRY. ^S London : 20, Tudor St., E.G. ^=

IK

DAMAGED TYRES
The "Correct^' Treatment.

You, as a motor C3'clist, will appreciate the
advantage of always carrying a Simms
Universal Vulcanizcr when awheel, as

by its aid you can repair, quite as well as the
most experienced tyre-maker, any damaged
cover or tube. All you have to do is to apply

SIMMS UNIVERSAL VULCANIZES
to the cut, puncture, or burst, light up and
wait. In 15 minutes the cover or tube is

restored to health, sound in every way, as good
as new. The cost per repair is but one penny.
Aslc your dealer to show you this little device,

or call and see it demonstrated.

Price complete, ready for instant use, 10/6
Smaller size for inner tubes only . . 16/-

Descriptive literature free on request.

DEMONSTR.\TIONS DAILY.

SIMMS MOTOR UNITS, LTd.

191, WARDOUR ST., LONDON, W.

In answering these advertisements it is desirahle to mention " The Motor Cijrh. C23
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A BANK-HOLIDAY CROWD
of wins on

Motor Cycle Tyres,
Bank Holiday Meeting,

Brooklands, 4th Aug., 1913.

AUGUST SIDECAR HANDICAP.

FIRST A. Sumner (Zenith) on Continentals.

3rd Kenneth Holden (B.S.A.) „ Continentals.

13th LONG MOTOR CYCLE HANDICAP .

FIRST E. E. Elwell (Douglas) on Continentals.

2nd V. E. Horsman (Singer) „ Continentals.

3rd P. Brewster (Zenith) „ Continentals.

i6th SHORT MOTOR CYCLE HANDICAP .

FIRST Kenneth Holden (B.S.A.) on Continentals.

2nd V. E. Horsman (Singer) ,, Continentals.

WINNERS' HANDICAP
.

FIRST. . . . . .E. E. Elwell (Douglas) on Continentals.

Thus every Motor Cycle Race
was won on Continentals.

C24

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' TRIALS

Perfect satisfaction

and
FIVE GOLD MEDALS

on Continentals.

Try Continental Belts.

CONTINENTAL TYRE & RUBBER CO.
(GT. BRITAIN), LTD.,

3/4, THURLOE PLACE, LONDON, S.W.

D-:)33

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Car Praciice Applied to Aotor Cycles.
THE two-<:)iinder engine produced by the

Triumph Co., whicli we illustrated last week,
is interesting inasmuch as it marks a distinct

Step towards merging the design of power units of cars

and motor cycles into closer harmony. Some few

years ago cars were notoriously a jumble in the way
the necessary component parts were assembled, but

gradually out of disorder has come compactness, and
now the best practice affords a neat unit-giving engine,

clutch and gear box in one compact whole.

It is now universally acknowledged that a change-

speed device giving preferably, at least, three speeds

should be employed, and what could be better, lighter,

or stronger than that the engine base chamber and
gear box should be in one piece, so arranged that the

whole can be removed bodily from the frame by the

i-emoval of two or three bolts at the most.

The final drive could be arranged either by shaft,

chain, or belt, and the accessibility of the back wheel
would be unimpaired. Weight would be centred at

the point where it is most wanted, and cleaning would
be enormously simplified. Already engines are on
the market with the gear box integral with the engine,

and they are gi\'ing satisfaction. The difficulties in

evolving a successful design are not enormous, and if it

were possible to lift out the unit containing engine,

gears, clutch, magneto, .and carburetter, and transfer it

to the bench, overhauls and adjustments would become

a matter of case, and reassemhling an o])eration of

absolute .simplicity. This desideratiun has been reached
in quile inexpensive cars—we believe it to be only a

(]uestion of time before the ingenious designer applies

the same skill to the design of motor cycles.

PEERLESS CYCLE CAR AODELS.
A few days ago we paid a visit to the works of Peer-

less Motors, Ltd., Bradford Street, Birmingham, and

inspected a very neat little ^ single-seated cycle car

fitted with a 3^^ h.p. Green water-cooled engine with

water tank and petrol reservoir placed under the

scuttle dash. The Green water-coohng system being

embodied with the cylinder the bonnet of this little

car is pointed in shape, and provided with openings

through which the air can reach the radiators of the

cylinder.

This firm has taken over the Rollo designs, and is

now occupied in turning out a water-cooled model
under the title of the Peerless. An 8 h.p. water-

cooled engine is employed, this being placed under a

taper bonnet with pointed radiator.

The -Peerless Co. are also at work on an entirely

new model cycle car which will be ready for exhibi-

tion at Olympia. The engine and gear box will form
one unit, two speeds and reverse being fitted, while the

transmission will be by propeller-shaft and differential.

SCENES IN THE BROOKDALE M.C. SOUTH EASTERN COUNTIES INTER-CLUB TEAM TRIAL.

C2'i
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The Adventures ol a Novice in the Scottish Highlands.

MUCH has been written about the Scottish Six

Days' Trials, but possibly the experiences of

an absolute novice during that very strenuous

and exciting week in the Highlands may prove of

interest.

Originally my intention had been to cover the route

as the passenger in a competing sidecar, but circum-

stances arose which made it imperative that I should

go round on my own. My experience of motor cycling

was limited, and before the trial I had covered at the

most only 200 miles on a petrol-driven machine. Thus
the prospect of tackling a thousand miles in one week
over the most severe road in the land o'cakeg did
not appear too alluring, and caused many a qualm of

uneasiness before even the start from the fair city of

Perth. The sympathetic remarks of my friends were
also not calculated to elevate my somewhat low spirits,

and judging by their concern regarding my welfare,

the majority had visions of my early return to the city

on the Clyde—if I returned at all

—

via one of the
many luxurious express trains from the North.
" Nothing venture nothing win," however, is particu-

larly applicable to all sports,, and especially so' in

relation to motor cycling, and loaded with as little

luggage as possible on the carrier, my camera on my
back, and tons and tons of advice, I started upon the

most memorable week which it has been my luck to

experience.

A few words as to my mount will not be amiss. This
was a 1913 ^J's h.p. Rover, fitted with Armstrong
three-speed gear, which had covered about 500 miles

before it came into my hands. As a special precaution
against tyre trouble, I fitted a pair of Bates special

heavy 2^in.. tyres and tubes, and it may be stated

here that, with the exception of one small puncture
repaired in the garage in Edinburgh at the conclusion
of the trial, they caused me no trouble from start to

finish. Undoubtedly a splendid tribute to their wear-
ing and puncture-resisting qualities.

Wriggling Up Amulree.
Amulree was my objective on the first day, and the

famous hill was reached without trouble. Like a good
many one-time test hills it does not now possess the

terror it once did, and although one or two very
strained expressions were seen during its ascent, the

majority of the competitors rounded its hairpins with
an abandon and sangfroid which would have been
entirely absent a few years ago. My own ascent I

will never forget, and neither will the spectators who
derived so much amusement from my tortuous efforts.

The first hairpin was rounded quite easily, and so was
the second. Then the fun began. With a violent

wobble of the front wheel I charged first the right

C26

bank, then swung across to the left, then back to the
right, finally finishing with a straight dash up the hill.

Despite my antics, however, I climbed the hill on my
first attempt, without coming off, and was pardonably
pleased at my success. As if to cure me of my pride,

however, I had not proceeded far on the road to Ken-
more when in crossing some loose surface I parted
company with the machine, incidentally losing my left

pedal.

My Second Spill.

Nothing further happened until the long climb up
the Spital of Glenshee, which culminates in the bends
of the Devil's Elbow. Too much oil was the trouble,

the plug sooting up. Here occurred my second fall,

the loose sand on the second bend bringing me to

earth, greatly to the delight of a few personal friends

on the hill. Like good sportsmen, though,, they

assisted to set things aright, and with their best

wishes I went on for Braemar, where I arrived without

further mishap.
Lunch fortified me for the journey over the " worst

road in Scotland," and after aji uneventful trip I

arrived in Inverness with the last of the competitors.

The afternoon's itinerary did not appeal to me as

being as severe as it was painted, and were it not for

the atrocious surface, the majority of the hills would

be easily chmbable. The bracing air and the unaccus-

tomed mode of travelling made me feel rather fatigued,

and it was with a feeling of relief that I threaded my
way through the narrow streets of the northern capital,

having covered more miles in one day than I had
previously done altogether.

Looking back in calmer reflection upon this first

day, no incident stands out pre-eminently, and if any

one thought remains in my memory more than another,

it is of the execrable road surface. In many places

the trip resembled an obstacle race, the loose metal

being strewn all over the so-called roads. Of the

magnificent scenery through which we passed I saw

little. My whole time was occupied in keeping watch

over the front wheel and preventing its many tendencies

to go off 'on its own.

Days Too Long and Nights Too Short.

The few hours abed on the Monday evening were

all too short, and the following morning found me
disinclined to start, and, in common with a few fellow

spirits, wishing the Trials anywhere. I really think

an event of this type should be one day trial and one

day rest. Perhaps the officials will make a note of

this suggestion for future occasions !

In a week such as this one day is very apt to

resemble another, hence we have rough roads and hills

or hills and rough roads. Of one thing we can be
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On the Track of the Trials.

certain, ami that is tliat good surfaces are uncommon
in Scotland. It' asked to give my opinion as to the

worst, 1 should plump for the stretch between Tongue
and Melvich. 1 know that not many of the com-
petitors will agree with me, but I have vi\-id recollec-

tions of the journey to Thurso, and shall never forget

the sigh of relief which I heaved on coming to the

last twelve miles of road into this town, which is really

excellent.

Wednesday was the most enjoyable day of all. a

glorious "blind" from beginning to end. With the

machine going splendidly, the road excellent, and
the scenery magnificent, what more could one want?
No wonder a feeling of exhilaration coursed through

my veins. The mighty billows of the North Sea
dashing upon the rocky coast of Caithness was a

picture worthy the brush of an artist, and I was
tempted to linger with the camera and obtain views

of the seething foam. But this was no time to tarrv,

and, with the smell of the sea in my nostrils, the call

was On ! On ! On ! The charms of the panorama of

loveliness ihrough which I passed were, however, not
lost. On the left, as far as the eye could see, stretched

the wind swept ocean. On the right, the undulating
moors vanished in tlie haze, out of Avhich the rugged
Sutherland peaks towered like sentinels guarding the
lands beyond.

The North=west Highlands.
Strathpeffer, the spa of the Highlands, beautifully

situated in a hollow in the hills, was a delightful
stopping place after so glorious a day. The journeys

to the West, Ajjplecross, Mam Ratachan, Glcnelg, and
Glentloe, were again a test of tyres and frames. With
Applccross, 1 confess to being a little disappointed.
Were it not for the bad surface, there would be no
difhc'ulty in the climb, and the same holds gocxl re-

garding Mam Ratachan. The chief difficulty of the
hills lies in their length and the test of overheating.
From the scenic standpoint, both are magnificent ; the
views from the summits stretching for miles in a
panorama of hill and loch.

A Word for the Machine.
So much for the Thursday and Friday. The last

day very much resembled the first, and a recital of the

various hills and road surfaces covered, would serve no.
usjful purpose. Edinburgh was reached in the evening
without mishap, and so finished a week brimful of

incident.

From start to finish the Rover had done splendidly,

and, e\'en in my novice hands, the only trouble was a
sooting of the plug, due, as before mentioned, to over
oiling. With the exception that I opened my toolbag
for the purpose of removing the plug, I never required
a spanner for anything else. The engine possessed
plenty of power and climbed all the hills encountered
quite easily. As to the Armstrong gear, this was only
adjusted twice during the week, and never failed on
any gradient. At the time when we hear so much
about the failure of hub gears, I would like to "state

m\- absolute freedom from trouble during this strenuous
week, which should go to prove the reliability of this

type of gear.

J.L.G.

A REMARKABLE RUN.
Round Scotland on a Single Gear

IN
these days, when nearly everyone considers t«o
or three speeds essential fitments to a motor cycle,

it is remarkable to find anyone with the temerity
to take a single-geared

George Brough ot Notlingham, and
the 6 h.p. Brough which he rode
through Ihe recent Scottish Six Days'
Trial on a single gear.

machine throutrh a six

days' trial, and when the

trial selected was the late

Scottish Six Days, it is a
really wonderful perform-
ance to carry out. George
Brough, mounted on a
6 h.p twin Brough of his

own manufacture, has per-

formed this feat, and as
*'i" route of the Scottish

lis fell twenty miles
snort of the round thou-
sand, " he asked iis to
accompany him a further
twenty miles to complete
that distance. Brough
believes in moderate
weight and plenty of

power, and he quite

eschews low gears. By far the greater portion of

the run was accomplished on a 3 J'^ to i gear ratio;

only on Amulree, Applecross, and Kenmore did he
fit a smaller section belt which gave him a ratio of

4^4 to I. Anyone who has had e.xperience of these

roads will appreciate Brough's performance to

the full, for even allowing for great skill in the hand-
ling of the machine, it re-

quires an engine of re-

markable flexibility and
suppleness to tackle these

acute Scotch hairpins on
any gear of a single figure

ratio. While applauding
the skill of the rider and
the excellence of his

motor, it must not be

imagined that we look

with favour on the single-

geared machine for tour-

ing. We do not, nor dc

we suppose does Brough,

but he set out to pro\e

that he can build a twin

engine capable of extra-

ordinary performance, and
in that he amply succeeded.

Fitted with a change-
speed device, such a machine as this should be capable

of taking a sidecar and full load anywhere under any
conditions, while the moderate compression employed
renders it a most comfortable mount to ride.

C--7
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Tyldesley and District M.C.C.

The annual reliability trial was concluded on Bank
Holiday. The course was via Leigh, Dinas Mawddwy,
Aberystmth, Newtown, Knighton, and TarpWley. Result:

1. A. Peters (3i Triumph)
2. A. Hobson (3^ B.S.A.)
3 C. Newton (3^ B.S.A.)

Aberavon, Port Talbot and District M.C.C.

The following are the results of the reliability trials held
on the 3rd and 4th inst. to Aberystwith and back : Winner
of the Deere Challenge Cup and gold medal, G. Clarke (3^
Zenith), 3m. error ; 2, F. Abbott (3^ James), 4m. error.

Gold medals : G. Clarke, T. Evans, F. Abbott, H. Davies,
and L. Davies. Silver medals : J. Davies and B. Wheeler.

The PubUc Schools M.C.
Two runs will be held, starting from Birmingham, to give

members an opportunity of meeting one another. The first

run will start from the Grand Hotel at 2 p.m. on Saturday,
August 16th, for Llangollen, ind Wellington, Shrewsbury,
Chirk, to put up at the Hand Hotel, Llangollen. The second
run will take place on Saturday, August 30th, starting
from the Grand Hotel, Birmingham, at 2 p.m., for Henley--
on-Thames, via Stratford-on-Avon, Shipton, and Oxford, and
putting up St the Lion at Henley.

Liverpool Amateur M.C.C.

A 140 miles reliability trial was held in North Wales
on August Bank Holiday. The course was a fairly stiff one,
and eliminated a number of the competitors. The following
are the winners in the order named : 1, C. Stuart Ashcroft
(Rudge-multi) ; 2, E. V. Taylor (Bradbury); 3, W. D.
Williams, jun. (Douglas) ; 4, J. Wood (Clyno).
The committee have now issued the result of the hill-climb

recently- held at Halkyn Mountain : 1, George Flinn (6
Brough) ; 2, W. D. WiUiams, jun. (Douglas) ; 3, C. H.
Dalmer (6 Royal Eneeld).

Finsbury Park C.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

A flexibility test, consisting of fast and slow hill climbs
was held on the 4th inst. near Pangbourne. The same
gear had to be used for both climbs and the machines
could not be altered in any way, so that the results
depended entirely on the real flexibility of the engine and
the riders' skill. Tlie hill was threequarters of a mile long,
having an average gradient of about 1 in 8 with two corners.

TJie Motor Cycle formulae were used, -A ffv7 for the

W X T
fast, and ,

qqq p for the slow, the results being as follows :

Fast.

1. C. F. Revelle (3^ B.S.A.) 186

2. C. W. Cooke m Triumph) 174
3. R. Gordon Barrett (3i Motosacoche) ... .166

*4. J. Evans (5-6 Bay 164
Fastest time.

Slow.
R. Gordon Barrett (3^ Motosacoche)1. .229

.153

.122

2. C. W Cooke (3^- Triumph)
3. J. Evans (5-6 Bat)

The Touche Challenge Cup and gold medal is presented
this year to the member gaining the best aggregate in

all competitions held by the club, of which the above were
the first two this season, and the resultant score to date
is as follows

:

1. R. Gordon Barrett (Motosacoche) ... .395

2. C. W. Cooke (TriumiJh) 327
3. J. Evans (Bat) 286

cz8

Cape Peninsula M.C.C.

A novices' flexibility hill-climb was recently held near
Camps Bay. In the fast climb C. Baard (3^ Triumph),
reaching the hairpin bend, misjudged his speed, mounted
the bank with both wheels, but got back to the road and
continued his ascent. Results : 1, C. Baard (3^ Triumph)

;

2, M-. N. Clarke (4 James) ; 3, T. Grady (3^ Triumph).

Maesteg and District M.C.C.

A slow hill-climb took place on the 30th ult. Results:
Class I.—Single-geared machines : 1, G. Thomas (4

J.A.P.); 2, H. Tamblyn (3^ Triumph).
Class II.—Variable gears : 1, W. Thomas (2J Douglas)

;

2, W. John (3i Bradbury).
Class in.—Sidecars and cycle cars : 1, W. ThoHias (2|

Douglas) ; 2, H. Anderson (3^ Premier).
Class IV.—Open : 1, W. Thomas (2-| Douglas) ; 2, W.

John (3^ Bradbury).

Ballymena M.U.
A hill-climb was held at Roguery HiU on the 6th inst.

The Motor Cycle formula was used. Results :

Cl,a.ss II., 500 C.C and upwards.—1, W. Cameron
(Triumph) ; 2,. D. Hanter (B.S.A.).

Cl.\ss III.. Sidecar.—1, J. Stewart (Douglas); 2, W..

Cameron (Triumph).

The Ladies' M.C.C.

It is proposed to form a motor cycle club for ladies only

—

motor cyclists and drivers of cycle cars. Men will not be
barred from all competitions ; on the contrary, they will be
welcome to take part in some of the events. The head-
quarters of the club will be in London, and the trials held
will be within easy distance of tlie Metropolis. Those inter-

ested should write Miss Mary Ellis, 35, Portland Place,

London, W.
Westmorland M.C.C.

A two days' reliability trial was run off on the 3rd and 4tfr

insts. for Mr. S. Watson Weatherburn's challenge bowk
Route : Mint Bridge, Kendal, Shap Fell, Carlisle, Lockerbie,,

Crawford, Stirling, and Dunfermline to Dysart, in Fifeshire,

the home of Mr. Watson Weatherburn, who entertained the

competitors on tlieir arrival. The return journey was made
by Queensferry, Edinburgh, Galashiels, Hawick, Carlisle, and
Kendal. The total distance travelled by the competitors was
about 370 miles. Results ;

Solo Machines.—W. •Hutclunson (6 Zenith) and W. West-
wood (34 Triumph) tied for first place.

Sidecars.—1, B. Jefferys (8 Zenith) ; 2, G. W. Braitliwaite

(5-6 Clyno).

WMmsimm »i.ii.i.. I ?? iii.iiiiaTii.rii.imiiinF

A specimen of an Austrian cycle car which sells for £110;
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A " Big

Performance

"

—-by a

Big Man—
on a

BIG
BELT!

M:ssrs. Lycett's,

"The Saddlery," Birmingham.

Dear Sir,

" Just a line to let you know how delighted I am with the

new Lycett's ** RELIABLE" Belt. Last week I got the

following successes all on one Belt, viz :—

N.W. Middlesex M.C.C., 12 hours 200 Miles Trial. NON-STOP and Highest Award, SILVER
MEDAL. B.M C.R.C. Open 6 Hours Race. WON the 750 CLASS.

Herts. County M.C. Half Day Open Trial. Won the 1,000 c.c. Class, and made FASTEST
TIME in Speed Trials and Hill Climb.

— and that without having to shorten it once. Any gear alteration I got by using

different fastener links. The way this Belt grips in wet weather on a powerful Twin

I

is an eye opener."

F. A. McNAB, Golders Green, London, N.W.

" You will no doubt be interested to hear how your belts behaved on my wife's and my own machines in the Scottish Trials, in

which we each gained Gold Medal. Well, 1 put both belts on absolutely new for the Trials, and had not time to run them even a few

mibs, so naturally on the second day I took about an inch out of each, and thereafter, during the whole Trial, the belts did not give

I a second's trouble, did not slip or pull through. We were both delighted with their behaviour, and both belts are good for at least

I

another 1,000 miles, which, considering the power of the machines, I consider to be excellent. I do not think it possible to obtain a

j

stronger or more flexible belt than yours."— E. F. BAXTER, 5, Blantyre Road, Sefton Park, Liverpool. July 31st, 1913.

I— also note the NORTON successes on Lycett's " RELIABLE " Belt :
—

_ SCOTTISH BORDER M.C.C. OPEN HILL CLIMB, July 12th.

I

— Mr. Roy MacGibbon on a Norton fitted with "LYSO" won Class 4 (Open), and Class 9

(Genera!)—and made FASTEST single cylinder time of the day !

LYCETT'S, "The Saddlery," Bromley St., Birmingham.

In answering this advoriistmcnt it is desirable to mcntiun " 'The Motor Cijclc'

K.H.s
C29
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BARGAINS IN SIDECARS
Visitors to London, and all motor

cycle users, should make a point of call-

ing at Dunhill's Showrooms at 359-361,

Euston Road, to inspect the really

magnificent selection of Sidecars on view.

These Sidecars are splendid examples of

the new Autumn models, and are pre-

sented in a variety of elegant designs.NOTE jnr- 1 c n
THE 3^5 - 15 - U
PRICE Compute.

Among the Sidecars to be seen at Dunhill's are a few late Summer models of excellent

workmanship and design. These must be cleared to make room for a more extensive stock

of Autumn models, and hence they are OFFERED AT CONSIDERABLY REDUCED PRICES.

Here is a good opportunity for you to benefit by the inter-season change of stock.

- Dunhill's Sidecars are unrivalled for

value and reliability. The chassis is thor-

oughly tested, strong', and well-sprung,

and is fitted with first quality tyres. The

body is wrought in durable wicker, or

coach built, with plenty of storing space,

and can be upholstered to suit the

requirements of the purchaser.

WRITE FOR OUR NEW MOTOR CYCLE CATALOGUE

£4- 15-0 NOTE

Complete, PRICE

Ounhiirs
359-361, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

CITY ADDRESS: 42-43, LOMBARD STREET, E.G.

MANCHESTER : 88, Cross Street. GLASGOW : 72, St. Vincent Street.

C30 In answering tliis advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle-"
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Time
error.

ni. s.

2 45
9 25

J. Day

a course

Club News.—

Blackpool and Fylde M.C.C.

'Tlie annual reliability trial was held on the 27th ult.

Uonte : Blackpool, Laiuasler, Ingleton, Hawes, Sedbergh,
Kendal, iSliap, Penrith, I'alterdale, Kirkstone Pass, Winder-
iiiero. Newliy Bridge, Milnthorpe. Lancaster, Blackpool,

8 total distance of 210 miles. Result:
Marks
lost.

r

1. F. N.iylor (7 Indian)
2. S. 0. Taylor {3-J Scott)

5. VV. R. Furlong (5^ Bradbrry) ... 7

Special Prizj for Best Sidecar Performance.—J.

(3i Bradbury sc), 0, Om. 45s.

Hampshire M.C.U.

A reliability trial took place on the 4th inst. over

gf 106 miles, including many well-known hills—Soath
Harting. Uuncton, Down Place, and Hyden Wood. Two of

these were observed, and the other two were in non-stop
sections. The following clubs took part : Portsmouth and
District M.C.C. (the organising club). Bournemouth M.C.C,
So'.ithampton A.C., Southampton and District JI.C., Fleet

M.C., and Winchester M.C. The following gained first-class

awards :

Class I.—H. Adams (5^ Matchless), W. P. Brandon (ovj-

Triuniph). F. Tappenden (3^ Premier), J. Edney (3^ James),

C. Bennett (3^ Rover), C. Jeffries (2' Humber), and J. Tuifin

(3i Kudge).
Class II.—R. 0. Pearson (3i Premier sc.) and S. C.

Matthews (3^ Rover sc).

Class III.—C. H. R. Norrington (6 Royal Enfield sc), W.
J. Fleetwood (8 Matchless sc), and D. Druitt (6 Royal
Enfield sc).

Burma Motor Arsociation.

A fast half-mile and a flexibility trial were held at the
JIandalay (Upper Burma) centro on July 6th, the events
being on handicap, cars and cycles competing together.

Results :

Half-mile : 1, JIaung Snliman (2j Humber) : 2, Engr.-
Lieut. C. Constable. R.I.M. (25 Overland) ; 3, Cap't. C. E.
Dease. 91st Punjabis (7-8 Bat) ; 4, L. Stewart (3^ P. and
M.); 5, H. Walton, P.W.D. (3i Rudge Mnlti) ; 6, G. Calo-
greedy (3^ Triumph) ; fastest time of the day, Capt. C. E.
Dease (7-8 Bat), 63 m.p.h. Six cars and nine cycles ran.

Flexibility : 1, Engr.-Lieiit. C. Constable, R.I.M. (25
Overland); 2, L. Stewart (3^ P. and M.) ; 3, Major H. A.
Williams, I.M.S; (16-18 Bedford) ; 4, J. Morrison. P.W.D.
I3i Triumph) ; Gapt. C. E. Dease, 91st Punjabis (7-8 Bat)

;

6, Capt. P. K. Tarapore, I.M.S. (12 Renault). Eii cars

and nine cycles competed.

It is nroposod to hold a six days' trial in November over

a very difficult course, comprising no less than fourteen hill-

cliinbs u\. unwafd.s of 2.500l't.

H. R. Lane (8 h.p. Rex-Jap sidecar) fastest time and first on formula In Class IV.

at the Sutton Coldfleld and Mid-Warwlclisliire A.C. members hili climb.

" The Motor Cycle " Diary of Week-end Club Events.

Aug. 16th. East Essex M.C.C. Hill-climb.

Dublin and District I\I.C.C. Slow hill-climb at

GlencuUen Bridge.

,, Liverpool A.C.C. Social run to the Lake
District.

,, Banbury and District M.C.C. Run to Bicester,

Brill, and Oxford.

,, Bristol Sports Club. Run to Congresbury.

,, Leicester and District M.C.C. Run to Derby.

,, Purley and District jM.C.C. Annual hill-climb.

,, South-Eastern Counties Inter-club Team Trials

for Woolwich Club's cup.

Surrey M.C.C. Penalty run.

,, Walthamstow M.C. Run to Harlow.

,, Stirling and District JLC'.C. Gymkhana at

Bridge-of-AUan.

->—«>•«

INTERNATIONAL CUP RACE
IN FRANCE.

I lie above event, which was briefly reported in our last
iic, was held at Le ilans, and resulted in a fine race in the

."^'"O class between Cu/.eau (TeiTot) and Woodhouse (Clement).
•iiljriel (Triumph) was third, less than a minute behind the

"nd man, and another British machine, a B.S.A., ridden
Isodi was fifth.

iie distance was 201i miles, a.id below we give tlie times
!ie first four riders :

Rider and I^lachine. 1

1. Woodhouse (Clement)
2. Cuzeau (Terrot)
3. Gabriel (Triumph) ...

4. Isodi (B.S.A.) ...

1 lie 350 CO. class was rather tame, as only three out of

total entry completed tlie distance, and five only finished
^- second round. Guilloreau (Terrot) won in 5h. Ilni. 24s.,

I.rlmiann (.\lcvon) being second in 5h. 23m. 46s. ; Lacroix
l'''ugcot), 5h."32m. 49s.
In the sidecar cliisses (167^ miles) Delaune's B.S.A. v,-as the

inly competing machine in the 500 cc (lass, and he had a
walk over.

I

'ITie times for the 1,000 cc. class were

:

Rider and machine. h. m. s.

1. Vanella (7 Indian) 4 33 9
2. Besnier (Premier) 5 6 2

1. IC. ^^.

3 47 54
4 13 18

4 14 l.i

5 7 5

The cycle cars were much faster than the sidecars, and out

of a total entry of twenty in the two classes (1,100 cc. weight
limited and 1,100 cc. weight unlimited) the Violet-Bogey,

driven by il. Violet, and the Ronteix driven by M. Muraour,
were first in their respective classes. The times and po.dtions

uf the first three were :

h. m. s.Rider and machine.

Muraour (Kouteix)

Violet (Violet-Bogey) ...

Bas (Baby Peugeot)

37 23

38 ,'•4

39 32

STREATHAM OPEN HILL-CLIMB.
The Streatham and District M.C.C will hold their fourth

open hill-climb on the 30th inst. The locality of the hill will

be announced on the day of tlie climb at the Crown and
Sceptre Hotel, Streatham" Hill, and the White Hart, South
Harting, where weighing in will take place between twelve
and two o'clock. There will be ten classes decided on time
and formula, divided in "open" and "expert barred." Thi:

Mfilnr Cjirh formula will be used except in one case where
the A.C.U. formula is thought to be more suitable. The
awards will consist of the Tilley Challenge Cup and gold and
silver medals. In the case of sidecars and cycle cars, com-
petitors must obtain the weight of their macliines. rider,

and passenger, and bring the weighbridge ticket with them
to hand to the Clerk of the Scales. Winners' weights in

these classes will be checked after the competition.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and on one

side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand comer of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Overloading on Hills.

I should be obliged if you
~Zrt would answer the following

^ questions : Why my 1911 Kerry-
_1J Abingdon with sidecar, when

ascending hills, if I give more
than about half throttle, loses speed
instead of gaining ? I have fitted

caps to- take up clearance between the
tappet and the valve lifts i^^bs.

Should I get more power on hills if I

time magneto a little late ? The
points, are about to break when the
piston is at the top of the stroke. I

have to retard quite half when
ascending hills. What is the best way
to get the magneto chain wheel off 1

I have tried, but cannot move it.

—

H.D.

You do not state in your letter whether
you have a change speed gear fitted to

your machine, but from the symptoms
we imagine you have'not; and, if not,

it is probably a case of overloading your
engine. If instead of opening the
throttle wider on hills you tried closing

down the air instead, you will probably
get better ' results. The tappet and
magneto adjustment are probably correct,

as mentioned in your letter. As a

genei'al rule, it is not advisable to take
the wheel off the magneto at all, but if ~

it is essential that you remove it, it

should be quite easy to take it oft if.

after removing the holding nut, you give

it a few light taps with a copper-headed
hammer, and at the same time hold a

piece of wood firmly behind the .
wheel,

so as to help to wedge it off ; but we
strongly advise you to leave this wheel
alone.

Yorkshire to Cornwall.

Will you kindly give me the

best route from Sheffield to

Mevagissey, Cornwall? Please

give distance and a route suit-

able for 35 h.p. three-speed and .

sidecar. I should like good scenery
and roads, preferably missing the large

towns. I find if you miss lai'ge towns,
in which I generally get lost, it in.

creases the net speed for the journey
considerably. I suppose you would
consider the above journey too much
for a long day's riding ? I believe the
Bath-Cheltenham Eoad is bad.

—

P. H.D.

Your best route is Sheffield, Chester-
field, Eipley, Derby, Burton, .\shby-de-
la-Zouch, Nuneaton, Coventry, Wnr-
wick, Stratford, Evesham, Tewkesbury,
Gloucester, Bristol, Red Hill, Bridg-
water, Taunton, Wellington, Cullonipton,
Exeter, Okehampton, Tavistock, Cal-
lington, Liskeard, Lostwithiel, St.

Austell, to Mevagissey. The run would
certainly be too far in one day in com-
fort, and we would suggest Bristol as a

Moior cyclist University students at the Officers' Training Corps Camp at Ilkley, Yorkshire.

stopping-place for the night. It is im-

possible to make this journey to ' avoid

all towns, but we have drawn it up to

enable you to miss Birmingham, and the

only town on this route that is at all-

difficult to negotiate is Bristol. This

town also can be avoided by turning to

the right at Filton, where the Bristol-

trams are met, and going over Clifton

Downs and the new bridge over the
Avon.

A Question ot Uability.

I should be greatly obliged

"ZTi by your legal expert's advice

^ in the following "case : My
_LJ brother was lately driving a

sidecar outfit with empty side-

car, and overtook a motor char-a-.banc,

which, after duly hooting, he

attempted to pass. He apparently

cleared the back wheels of the vehicle,-

and was abreast of the front wheel,

when the, driver turned sharply to

the right and caught the sidecar with'

his wheel or guard. The outfit over-

turned and was badly smashed, and

my brother is now in bed suffering

from cuts, bruises, and shock. My
brother says that he had passed the

rear wheels when the char-a-banc

swerved, and he could not avoid the

collision, as the pavement was too

high to mount. (1.) Was my brother

entitled to pass? (2.) Can he claim

for damages and injuries sustained?

(3.) Was the char-a-banc entitled to,

turn without due warning and care?

—

Hampden.

We have submitted your letter to out

legal adviser, who replies as follows

:

" If the Court is satisfied that the infor-

mation he gives is correct, I think ypttT:

correspondent's brother has a good claim

against the owner of the motor char-a-

banc. I therefore answer the three

questions as follows ; (1.) Yes. (2.)

Yes, but he ought to have some witness

to support ' his " o^vn evidence before

actually commencing proceedings. (3.).

No. I notice nothing is said as to the

rate at which your correspondent's

brother was going. Of course, if he

was going at too fast a . speed, he -was

guilty of contributory negligence, and

this would debar him of any right he

would otherwise have to claim damages.
As before mentioned, I cannot recom-

mend proceedings unless there is some
independent evidence to support the

claim."
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COMFORT Is one of the outstanding

features of the unapppoacliable

NORTON
^ot only the comfortable riding position
ifTorded by the exceptionally long wheelbase,
jomfortable footboards, and entire absence
)f vibration due to perfect balance, but the
jomfort due to the knowledge that under-

—^^—^^^^^———

—

leath you there is POWER and PLENTY OF OT, that nothing will go wrong or
iome adrift, that you are certain of climbing any hill on any road anywhere.

That is what is meant by the
combination of the word In

"COMFORT" with the
unapproachable NORTON.

WRITE FOR 1913 CATA-
LOGUE (2nd Edition).

NORTON MOTORS,
Sainpson Road North,

BIRMINGHAM.
Telephone

;

481 Victoria.

In answering n,,:sc rulvcrtisc:^ :,^!^ it is -i.-ir-hh lo tiieiUioii ^'Thc Mulor CucU.' D13
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r MOTOR>CYOLE
TYRES

PALMER

PALMER CORD MOTORCYCLE TYRES
are infinitely more reliable under the strains of motor-

cycle work than any tyre with a canvas foundation

;

they wear longer, give regular, satisfactory service,

and are practically immune from punctures.
Write for Motorcycle Tyre Booklet.

THE PALMER TYRE, LTD.,
119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C.

Motorcycle Tyre Dept. :

1^3, St, John. Street. Clerkenwell. London^ E-C.

FOR SIDE-CARWORK
THE &h H.P.

fitted with the N.S.U. two-speed gear and free engine, and
our special sidecar, is a combination guaranteee to give the

utmost satisfaction. The overhead inlet valve type of

engine employed on these machines is not only extremely

economical and efficient but keeps remarkably cool even

when run for a long period on the low gear.

The lessons of eleven year's experience embodied in these

motor cycles are as invaluable to you as they are to us, and
it will prove a machine, the choice of which you will never

regret.

MODELS (with adjustable pulley) :

2 h.p. Single cylinder, £34. 3 h.p. Twin cylinder, £45.
3h.p. .. £43. 6^ h.p. „ £58.

The N.S.U. two-speed gear and free engine can be fitted

to practically any make of machine. It is simple, reliable,

and above all, extremely light.

With fixed pulley, £7. With adjustable pulley, £8.

Write for further particulars.

THE N.S.U. MOTOR CO., LTD.
Offices and Showrooms : 186, Great Portland Street, London, W.
Goods and Repairs : SS-SS^ Bolsover Street, London, W.

Wholesale i London : Eagles & Co., 275. High street, Acton, W.
nictrihnHntr J WKEXHAM : North, Wales Motor Exchange, Holt Street

/Ti„/'
" ^ 1 WALES ; J. Eould Ltd , 138. City Road, Cardiff,

tenires . ^ IEELAND : H. S. Huet. 6. South Anne St., Dublin.
SCOTLAND : North Critisli Machine Co., Ltd., 56, Great
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Buying a Magnoio.

I liavea ti-icar fitted with accu-^ iiuihitor isjnitioii. and I wisli to

^ convert it to magneto in pla^e of

_1J the aci'iinuilator and coil, as tlie

latter are a constant nuisance.

I have been on tlie point of purcliasing

several second-hand magneto.?, but feel

that I want some advice, as I have
never had any experience with tliis

lorm of ignition, e.xcept what 1 have
read about it. Will you kindly inform
me how I sliould test a second-hand
magneto before purchasing, and if out
of order can 1 get it repaired, and, if

so, is such a repair expensive? Does
the magneto have to be timed to suit

the engine';—A.F.

fo purchase a good second-band magneto
requires experience. To test it fit a
special spanner on to the high-tension
.erminal, or connect a piece of wire from
he terminal, and adjust either the mag-
leto or the wire so that there is a gap of

ibout the tliickness of a visiting card
letween it and the magnets, rotate the
iiagneto spindle with the hand sharply
n the correct direction, and if there is a

;ood spark, as- far as can be told the
Iiagneto is in order. Do not attempt to

)Uy one which is out of order. Magnetos
ast almost indefinitely. They are fairly

xpensive, however, to be repaired. You
lave to time the magneto to suit the
ngine, and, generally speaking, the
irger sized magnetos afford easier

tarting.

A Carburetter Difficulty.

\A'ould you be good enough to

~^ advise me on the following
<r points : I have a new 1913
-LI Douglas to which I have fitted

an Aniac carburetter. It will

not run slowly, and if I throttle down
it misfires, 'and if I throttle down
further it fires only on one cylinder,
and then stops. No dodging about
with the air lever rectifies this. In
addition to this it pops and spits

violently in the carburetter if the ex-
haust valve is raised. At a fast pace
it travels well, tliough the machine is

not as good at hills on top gear as it

should be. Consumption is roughly
100 miles to the gallon, which I con-
sider bad. I also consider the new
mudshields overheat the front cylinder
badly. There is no air lea.k to car-
buretter.—H.T.JM., M.D.

.t the present moment we are using a
h.p. Motosacoche fitted with an

lenticai carburetter, which, however,
as a 26 jet. In this machine it is

lisolutely automatic. One starts with
le air lever half open and leaves it there
le whole day long; it will run slowly
nd behaves perfectly. Probably it is a
ttle bit more extravagajit adjusted in
lis manner, but the machine is such a
leasure to drive that we should not
link of altering it. Perhaps the fitting
f a pimilar jet might help matters. We

not tliink 100 miles to the gallon is
t all bad, and probably any alteration
1 your carburette-.- or ' change of car-
uretter will make this consumption a
)od deal worse. The Amac carburetter
perfect- when correctly adjusted, and

e advise you to try different jets till
')U get perfect combustion, and do not
orry if your miles per gallon fall to
mety or so.

Benzole and Rust.

I should est<'i'ni it a favour if

you can sui)}ijy mo with the
following information : (1.) Quite
recently I gave a trial to benzole,
and found it gave a IO7;; increase

in mileage and also a distinct advant-
age over petrol on hills. Ho^vever, I
am given to und-erstand that its use
will rust the tank if its specific gravity
is more than .7c0, owing to the larger
percentage of impurities in a heavier
spirit, and should this be the case I
consider the advantages are more than
counterbalanced. (2.) Can vou recom-
mend me the best standard works
dealing witji the theory and construc-
tion of petrol internal combustion
engines as applied to cars and motor
cycles?—H.G.W,

(1.) We have never heard that benzole
will rust the tank, and arc unaware that
it will do any Iiarm to the engine if
the mixture is anywhere near correct.
Benzol does, however, damage the enamel.
(2.) The best-known work on the subject
IS that by W. Worby Beaumont, entitled
" i\lotor Vehicles and Motors," Vols. I.
and II., price £2 2s. each.

KEADERS REPI.IES.
Steerin; with Sidecar.

I have the same experience in round-
ing left-hand coiners (at any fast speed)
as "E.S.," and I presume it is general,
with a rigid type of sidecar wheel. 1
do not pose as an authority, but would
ask w-hether the tendency of the com-
bination to run straight" on, and the
sidecar wheel to leave the ground, is not
due to the speed being too great to
allow of the sidecar wheel to act as a
pivot for the cycle to turn on? I suggest
that such is the case, and if "E.S."
will adopt the simple expedient of slowing
down at corners, he need have no more
nightmares.—R. Q. S. Buckl.vnb.

Taking Machine to Australia.

I noticed a letter in The. Motor Cycle
of July 31st asking for information
on this subject, and as I have some
knowledge of Australian Customs, I give
the following facts; (1.) Twelve months'

^075

possession (proved by production of regis-
tration and original invoice, etc.) entitles
the machine. to be classed as personal
effects" free of duty. (2.) \ovv estimate
of cost, packing, etc., seems ratlier low,
and the extra cost of having it shipped
per mail steamer is worth tho extra, as
there is more system exercised in dis-

charging small shipments. (3.) Duty on
second-hand machines is according to tlie

Customs valuation, which is generally in

the vicinity of the original whiile.sale

price. (4.) It makes no dittercnce to the
percentage of the duty whether the
machine is new or- secondhand. (5 and 6.)

'ITie duties of 25 and 30% are charged on
the value, plus packing and forwarding
to steamer (except actual cost of case),
and to this is added 10%, and duty
charged on the whole. Documents sup-
porting these charges must be produced
to the Customs. ilost of the leading
makes, such as Rudge, Bradbury.
Triumph, F.N., Zenith, Douglas, New
Hudson, Humber, and many locally built
J. A. P. and Precision-engined machines,
can be obtained in any of the Australian
cities, and prices for both new and
second-hand average about 30% above
London figures. Personally, I should
never think of again taking a machine
out. As it happened, I was saved much
trouble bv my machine being burned at
sea on the voyage in another boat. I

have since been in the trade in \\'estern
Austi-alia, and my experience with the
Customs has convinced me that it is

cheaper in the long run to buy a second-
hand macliine locally. It should also be
borne in mind that, whilst the private
owner pays duty on the retail price, the
local importer in the trade pavs on the
wholesale value.—F. L. Parsons.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" J.H.L." (Edinburgh). — Automatic

oiling arrangement of the Enfield.
'G.R.S.B." (liideford).—Whittle and

Wood-^Milne steel-rubber belts. and
Stanley link. Size of belt used on Rudge
JMulti with sidecar.

"E.W.G." (Birmingham).—'Wall Atito-
wheel. General reliability and wearing
nroperties.

THE INCREASING USE OF MOTOR CYCLES IN THE ARMY.
Motor cyclist members of the London Scottish Regiment in camp at Aberga;venny. Their idlts give

one the impression that they fliid motor cycling the coolest pastime extant.

BI5
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Spare Tube Cases.
Messrs. Bransom, Kent and Co., have

"neen appointed distributing "agents for the
i^eat leather spare tube bag, illuftrated on
]iage 977 of our issue of July 24th.

Sidecars in Scotland.

J. Chater-Lea, juiu'., writes to inform
us that it was the sidecar springs that
broke in tlie Scottish Trials on his 7
Chater-Lea sidecar, and not the frame
as reported. .

A Puncture Preventer.

L. L. vSealey, who won a gold medal
in the recent Scottish Six Days' Trials,

has, we hear, expressed his appreciation
of Puncture Seal, which, he says, enabled
liim to get through the week's strenuous
work without the slightest trouble.

A Successful Tyre.

In the Scottish Trials Kempshall tyres

iv.ore awarded si.xteen gold medals and
special prize for best performance of a
private owner, in addition to which Jlr.

S. 1'. Tessier, using these tyres, tied for

special trade prize.

Oil in Scotland.

We understand that out of forty-one

gold medal winners in the recent
Scottish Trials, thirty-four used Castrol

motor oil, and that the winners of the
team prize, the lightweight prize,

jirivate owners' prize, and trade riders

prize also used this brand of lubri-

'•ating eil.

To Manufacture a Cycle Car.

W'e are informed by Messrs. Marshall
Arter and Co., Beavor Lane, Hammer-
smith, W., that the concern lias just been
legistered as a limited liability company.
^Messrs. Marshall Arter, Ltd., will con-

tinue to specialise in the production of

the well-known cycle car bearing their

name.

Frank Philipp, the Scoit rider, who will be a
notable absentee from the Six Days' Trials. He
has lately been able to ride to and from the Scott
works to his home.

Big Australian Order.

We are informed that a consignment
of Puncture Seal to the value of £1,000
has been -despatched to Australia.

Tyres at Brooklands.

Four winning machines at the Brook-
lands August Bank Holiday meeting were
fitted with Continental tyres, in addition
to which riders using these tyres aho
secured two second places.

A Correction.

In our report of the reliability trial

of the Islington and District M.C.C.,
which took place on the 20th ult., we
mentioned that H. Ward, the winner,
rode a 4^ Precision sidecar. This should
have been stated to be a 4^ Grandex-
Precision sidecar.

A Successful Belt.

Lyso belts have performed well in
recent trials. In the Scottish Six Days'
Trials Mr. and Mrs. Baxter, J. Mor-
rison, and J. A. Hoult were successful
users, while in the Dutch Trials, R.
Hoiloway and Sam Wright gained gold
medals on machines fitted witli this
make of belt.

Tyres for Six Days' Eiders.

We are asked to state that Messrs.
J. Pedley. and Son, Ltd., will have
a supply of their tyres and belts at

the Electrical Engineering and Motor
Co.'s gar-age at Carlisle during the
forthcoming Six Days' Trials, for the
-benefit of competitors who desii-e lo fit

these goods.

A Comprehensive Stock.

Messrs. Palmer's Garage, Tooting,
S.W., send us a very comprehensive
catalogue of the machines and accessories

in which tliey deal. The list is .idpiirably

illustrated, and really a very interesting

production, a copy of which may be
obtained by any reader of The Motor
Cycle on request to Jlessrs. Palmer's
Gar.age. A large nunxber of cycle cars,

motor cycles, and usefiil accessories are
illustrated.

Catalogues Received.

J. Pedley and Son, Ltd., Oxford
Works, Great Charles Street, Birming-
ham (Pedley tyres and belts) ; The
City Ignition Co., 359, Goswell Road,
E.G. (Cicoy-Fein magnetos, accessories,

and - fittings) ; John Piggott, Ltd.,

117, Cheapside, E.G. (July sale catalogue,

containing much of interest to motor
cyclists) ; F. C. Armstrong, 507-9, Harrow
Road, London, N. (Armstrong motor
cycles. These machines are made with
2| h.p. two-speed ViUiers motor unit)

;

Terry and Co., Redditch ("A Few of

Terry's Motor Specialities ") ; Norton
and Co., Sampson Road North, Birming-
ham (1913 Norton).

AUGUST i4i/i, iQrj.

Bowden Success at Ghent.

We learn that Messrs. Bowden Wire,
Ltd., London, and its associated con-

cerns in Paris, Berlin, Milan, and
Brussels, have been awarded the Diplome
d'Honneur for their joint e.xhibit of

Bowden articles at the International

Exhibition at Ghent.

A Rear Mud Flap.

The Cycle Necessities Manufacturing
Co., of Vine Street, Birmingham, are now
making their Pivotal Mud Stop, recently

illustrated in these pages, for attachment
to the cross stay of the rear stand. This
attachment will fit any motor cycle,

and stops all mud flung from the rear

wheel. When ordering, the diameter and
width .of the cross stay on the stand
should be given ; the price is 4s. 6d.

A Useful Lathe.

Particulars of a new design of Drum-'
mond lathe have been sent us from Drum-
mond Bros., Ltd., Rydes Hill, Guildford.
This well-designed tool should form an
essential part of every amateur's work-
shop, since this particular make of lathe

is noted for accuracy, even after a long
period of work. ,

The bed is of heavy pattern with . a
short gap mounted on a cast iron tool

tray and standards. There is a back-
geared headstock with steel hollow
mandrel bored from the solid and running
in adjustable gunmetal bearings. The
advantage of a hollow mandrel is, of

course, that material may be fed through
it. The saddle is self-acting, sliding and
traversing. The lead screw (full length

of bed) is'fitted with hand and automatic
throw-out action, and is provided with a

handwheel. All gears are cut from the
solid.

We hear from Messrs. Drummond that

a 3.^ h.p. motor cycle engine was actually

made on one of the new 3^in. Centre
lathes. This is certainly a proof of the

suitability of this lathe for the more intri-

cate work, and for jobs on a larger scale

than are ordinarily undertaken.
The length of this lathe is 3ft. ,ind

breadtli 1ft; 9in. The net weight is 365
lbs., and the length of bed is 2ft. 6in.

A rseful type of Drun-.raond lathe.

*0
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" The Proved Best Sidecar Machine.

q
May we have tlie pleasure of posting yoic

our 50 page A rt Catalogue, together with

experiences of PRIVATE OWNERS?

The Premier Motor Co., Ltd.

Aston Road, Birmingham.

*i*

^*^v^̂
'''j.***^

V**

GODFREY & APPLEBEE,
87. Gt. Portland St., London, W, ltd.,

|

'Phone: Mayfair 4350. 'Grams: "Golrabike, Luud-Ji."

:yAv:

SPANISH TOURIST TROPHY RACE
Bilbao to San Sebastian and back, 1581 miles. A

'FORWARD " Lightweight 1st, V Twin.

SdnJcrd 39 Guineas. _ ,- J:"v:rr'

ONLY ONE STANDARD (same as you can buy)

"FORWARD" entered, by G. Pradera (Spanish rider).

Send at once for 1913 Lists.

1 FORWARD MOTOR CO., Summer Row, B'HAM.

" FORWARD " the World's BEST FASTENER
captured

WORLD'S
RECORDS

IN ONE PAY.

Brooklands,
July 16th.

World's Six Days' Sideear Record brolcen

with a Forward Fastener, 1,800 miles.

SPANiSH TOURIST TROPHY RACE.
Class II. 1st. BELT-DRIVEN machine.
Class I. 1st. V Twin machine, fitted with

"FORWARD" Reliable Fasteners.

I

For Lasting Satisfaction

buy a BRITISH ' FORWARD ' PLUG
made entirely in our own factory

by British workmen for British

riders.

FORWARD Patent Detachable,

An absolutely gaslight Plug tl-

can be instantly
taken apai't fop
cleaning. There
is no asbestos
packing, and no
pppssure on In-

sulator, which

therefore can-
not crack ov
break.

Everlasting Wear,

3/6
other Forward Plugs

from 2/-

I

In ansxcering these advcrt'isemenls it is desii-abh to mention " Tlie Motor Cycle.' BI/
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4in.

500ft.

4Jin.

Mangin Lens .

.

Beam
Lamp Body
Front Door . . . . 6^in.

BEST DRIP GENERATOR,
ADJUSTABLE Side Sockets
for Lamp and Generator.

37/6

LAMPS ANDGENERATORS

,

PERSHORE ST.

.

' BIRMINGHAM.
Svecial

(Service Co High Holborn, London, W.C.
Taylor & Co., 21a, Store St., Tottenham Court Rd.,London,W.C.
Robertson's Agency 1 57. Gt. Portland atreet, London, W.

Scottish Wholesale Agents : North British Machine Co., Glasgow.
.
Edinburgh Retail Agents : Rossleigh, Ltd.

FOR EASY STARTING
FIT THE

E.I.C. DECOMPRESSOR

ENGINE RUNS

AT
WALKING PACE

ADJUSTABLE
VALVES.

EFFICIENT
AND

RELIABLE.

A BOON
FOR CYCLES AND

CYCLE CAR
USERS.

PRICE 8/6
WILL NOT INTERFERE WITH MIXTURE.

Dept. c, Electric Ignition Co. (1913), Ltd.,

SAMPSON ROAD NORTH, BIRMINGHAM.

"ftecision
* f The Rec^nrH T^

Engines
"The Same as You can Buy."

The Record Breakers.

F. E. Baker, Ltd., Ksom "°?.V Birmingham.

London Stockists for " Precision " Engines and Spare Parts :

Messrs. E. S. Thomas & Co., 154b. Gt. Titchfield St., W.C.

Wholesale Distributing Agents for Australia : Messrs. A.
G. Healing & Co.. 354;356, Post Office Place, Melbourne.
Agent for South Africa, Rhodesia, and Portuguese East

Africa : Victor S. Wellsford. P.O. Box 883. Durban.
Agents for New Zealand ; Messrs. J. B. Clarkson & Co.,

120, Victoria Street, Wellington.

CRAVES
MILLFORD 1913
MODEL SIDE-CARS
On Monthly Payment Terms.

E;<^y Motor Cyclist should write at once for
our iJli;?lrat(;iJ Catalogue of the liitesl model
WjlfordSiiJf-".irs, Contains photo illuBlralions

».i^ (ull specifical-c'isof cars lo fit everj; niahe
ofcycic ''his interesting book is futi of inior-
malion. will- g-ictical tij-r vid WTinkles bear-
ing on the .spor- towest tc^V^ottoni prices
arc Quoted tUroughou*. -Kid tii\, particulars as
lo ordering and deliver-' arc fiiven in (he
ctearcat possible way. Wfl DBLIVER
any model carriage paid to .ipfj.^j-vd orders
on receipt of a Email payment with order. The
balance being payable in monthly payments
after delivery, if purch;jser is enliiely satiRficd
Willi the car when fully examined at his home.

J. G. GRAVES

CLINCHER TYRES
At CASH PRICES on EASY TERMS.
The CLINCHER' B Motor Cycle Tyre
witli beaded edfje. Cover only.
26x2 .. .. 21/- 3/6 Monthly.
26x2i .. .. 27/6 4/7 Monthly.
The 'CLINCHER' A won Motor Cycle
Tyre. licaded edge. Cover only.
26x2 .. .. 28/3 4/9 Monthly,

-

26s2i .. .. 31/7 5/3 Monthly.
26x24 .. .. 36/2 6/- Monthly.
The CLINCHER' De Luxe Rubber
Studded Non-Skid Motor Cycle Tyre, made
with beaded cdne only. Sini^le Covers supplied
in the fullowinfi sizes :

—

26x2-f .. ., 39/. 6/6 Monthly.
26 X 2g [to fit 2} rim) 45/6 7/7 Monthly.
26x3i .. .. 47/6 7/11 Monthly.

Write for Catalogue, Post free.

Ltd. SHEFFIELD.

AMAC AMAC
BE1.T FASTENER.

ONE TEAK'S GUARANTEE. MADE OUT OF SOLID STEEL EABS.
HARDENED—UNEIiEAKABLE.

ASTON MOTOR ACCESSORIES Co. .«€!.
97, Aston RoELd North, BIRMINGHAIVI.

AMAC AMAC
ai8 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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8
Point

about the

Brampton
Variable Gear

1. It gives seven speeds

2. And a free engine.

3. It IS light and compact.

4. Simple and easily operated.

5. Gives a positive drive in all weathers.

Never slips, even on bottom speed.

It enables a low or medium powered machine to do the

work of one double its h.p., and is therefore an economy.

It can be fitted to praclicaMy all engines where the boss

does not necessitate a recess in pulley flange of more
than 7/16ih in. deep.

Proof of efficiency is shown ^
by the following letter— *
typical of many.

Seloiis Siree!,

Blackburn,

Dear Sirs, -jth July, 1913.
The Brampton Gear fitted to my

3i ii.p- Rudge has given me erfry
satisfaction, and I consider it equal
to J 6 h.p. machine wi'h fixed
pulley, in fad, on a previous run
I remember a 6 h.p. stuck half way
up a very steep gradient, which I
took at low gear wi.houi trouble,
vith a 14 stone passenger.

Yours truly,

(Signed) T. ENGLAND.

Frice:3ih.p.£4-4

^Piice:2^ h.p. £3-10

Write for full

particulars to

—

Brampton
Bros., Ltd.,

Oliver Street,

Birmingham.

POWER
ON THE ROAD

OR

SPEED ON THE TRACK.
High speeds attained in competition over specified
distances on the trade or road is not a true test of
the capabilities of a motor cjxle under every day-
touring conditions.

Machines competing in speed events are, like race
horses, tuned up to just stay the distance. Their
constructional defects quickly become apparent
when subjected to hard road work, yet under the
guise of widely advertised speed successes potential
motor cyclists are lured into buying such a frail

piece of mechanism in the belief that it will
render them an efficient and reliable road ser\'ice.

The public, however, are realizing more fully day
by day that purely speed successes are simply an
astute business device for creating demand and
influencing sales. Like motor cyclists who know,
they pertinently ask "What kind of road seridce
will such a machine render?" and then with
greater compunction turn to the consideration for
choice of mount to a motor cj'cle that has given
a good account of itself on all roads under all
conditions all over the world.

The L.M.C. has never failed to acquit itself

creditably in any land
;
proved by its consistent

success in road trials and confirmed by the
testimony of owners, whose opinions are quoted
at length in our art catalogue.

Here is an extract of a recent letter eulogising tlie power and
reliability of the L.M.C.

'' Ine machine has never given me any trouble. I can climb
-any hill in Anplesca with two on the motor, and have so far never
met with any hill which I have failed to climb. My machine is
now nearly three years old and 1 can always rely upon it,

H.C.H. 12/7/13."

LMC
'The Motorcycle oiPROVED Greatest Reliability!

Write for a copy of illustrated art catalogue to-day, post free, from

LLOYD MOTOR ENGINEERING Co., Ld.

132, MONUMENT RD., BIRMINGHAM.

Agencc pour la France

:

Farry & Co., 28, Rue Scdainc, Paris.

In am-wcrinQ these advertisements it is desirable, lo ineiUion " 2'he Mulur Cmi. Big
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FUTURE CLUB EVENTS.

EAST MIDLAND CENTRE A.C.U.

Open SPEED Trials
At THONOCK PARK. GAINSBOROUGH

(By hind permission 0/ Sir Hickman Bacon),

On SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 6th.
EIGHT EVENTS (One Cycle Car).

Entry Forms and full particulars Hon. Secretary

—

J. King, 42, Radclifle Road, Nottingham.

NOTIOE OF SPEED TRIAL
Under A.C.U. Rules.

Ca.nfbrd Park, Wimborne, Dorset
Bournemouth and District M.C.C. Second Annual
Speed Trial, Wednesday, September 3rd,

commencing at i o'clock.

-

All competitors ride in pa.irs.

Entries close August 25tb.

Trials Hon. Sec: E. L. Herring, 54, Seamoor Rd.,
Bournemouth West.

FOR QUALITY

ESTABLISHED 1860. WORKS COVER 5 ACRES.
6ft. x4ft. x7ft.-high £2 2 6

7ft. X 5ft. X 7ft,

8ft. X 5ft. X 7ft.

8ft. X 6ft. X 7ft.

9ft. X 7H. X 7ft.

10ft. xSft. X 7ft.

12ft. xSft. X7ift.
Double doors 2/6 extra.

Prices areonrail Staines Station.
These houses are tenants'

fixtures, and can be bolted
to5:etber in a few minutes. They are made of sound,
well-seasoned matchboard, and complete with floor.

Window in any desired position. Roofs of Stonitlex

Felt. We treat each house with Brown Sideroleum.
Cdtaloguee with particulars of other sizes Free.

THE " S F "

PUNCTURE-STOP

Filibuster
PATENT.

A wonderful Puncture Sealing
Composition for hermetically
sealing small and nail-hole
punctures in all kinds of
Pneumatic Inner Tubes.

This preparation is not in any way
of a sticky nature and in the event
of a bad burst, the inner tube can
be patched and repaired in the
ordinary way.

Invaluable for Porous
Inner Tubes.

Cycle Size (One Wheel) 9d. each.
Motor Cycle „ „ 1/6 each.

Steedman St., Walworth, London.

MANCHESTER
BAT, CLYNO & A.J.S.

SOLE AGENTS:
L. F. HARVEY & CO.,

227, Deansgate, MANCHESTER.

STAG ENGINES
4i h.p. go X 95
5 h.p. 90 X 120

Successful Big Singles for

Sidecar and Cycle Cars.

Magnificent engines, beautifully

finished, and giving enthusiastic
satisfacticJn to numerous users.

STAG CO., LTD.,
Sherwood, Nottingham,

CYLINDER
GRINDING

with guaranteed accuracy.

J. C. DALMAN & SONS,
BIRMINGHAM.

'^•••''•^'•''''''''•'•^•^'•'''••^''^'''•'^'"''^^^^

SPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE OFFERS
IN NEW AND SECONDHAND HACHINES,
FOR CASH OR

WAUCHOPE'S

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., LONDON, E.Ci

Quality and Cheapness Combine
Immediate diai'n:

of Cycle Houses ft

£2-7-6.
Send to-day lor i

aloeae, or coil i

Inspect for 910

Telephons: Pnti

786.

South Western Timber Co., fulham,"w

LULHtM^
BEPAlRSEi

Sold on
FIRST DAY
I I I I I I

Maybank Cottage,

Shirehampton,
Bristol, 1 9-6- 1 3.

Dear Sirs,— I feel it only right to

inform you of the successful sale of

my sidecar, which was disposed of

the same day that the issue of "The

Motor Cycle " containing advertise-

ment was published 1 !

Wishing your paper every success,

Yours faithfully,

R. G. HALLETT.

IF you wish to dispose quickly
of a machine, a sidecar,

or accessories, try a small
advertisement in "The Motor
Cycle." Amongst its vast army
of readers you are practically

sare to find a ready purchaser.

LARGE & SMALL IN PURE & HARDENED

^ :^K ROBERT, W.COANrf,!i,XS,'.,
"S 2l9,OOSWELL R°, LONDON. E.C •

IRON CYLINDERS ALSO REPAIRED.

NOTE THIS- WE GUARANTEE
ALL PtTROLTANKS made by us

J902PERFECT
r7'HfW^MlS."TURWIUL*B'HAM.

ySPAREPETDOLI
fflPKS «E H >. TANKS It

^qt/A/?TS/Z£ 6/-\

rvtfi

RCLIAMCE WORKS,
GREEN SI BIRMIMGMM

n SWING
HANDLE.
Brass,

Nickel Plated.

1913 MOTOR CYCLE INFLATORS
From all Ueiilers. or Poet Free from Makers.

5/6 Uar-s'Q. 4/6 Smeill

SWING
FOOT.

Braided
Connections.

If not aatisfied with imniy return within
heven days and cash shall bu lefumicd.

VEVO WORKS, Park Lane. BIRUINGHAd.

EVERY

Motor Cyclist
who uses a camera

should reail

Edited by R. CHILD BAYLEY.

Helpful to every camera worker.

Splendidly illustrated by half-tone

reproductions of the best work of the

day. Pithy and practical paragraphs.

Lessens for beginners. Numerous

competitions.

Published every Tuesday; Price Id.

Of all Newsagents,

Published by

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.

20, Tudor Street, London, E.C
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YOUR
OPPORTUNITY

of completing your holiday
outfit at a big saving in cost.

GREAT STOCKTAKING SAUE.

' Clea.t-a.nce B^rgr^irts in -

IVIo-feo»- CycliS'ts' Ou-t-Fi-fc-fcinsr-

BEST VALUE EVER OFFERED. UNEQUALLED BARGAINS.

LEATHER CLOTHING.

Elack Leather Waistcoats, lined Hannel 15

Double-breasted Black Leather Waistcoats, with

Grey Chamois Leather Waistcoats, single-breasted

Tan Leather Waistcoats, with sleeves i

Ladies' Leather Waistcoat, grey chamois leather i

Ladies' Leather Waistcoats, chrome leather . . . i

Ladies' Small Waistcoats, without sleeves ....

Tan Leather Undercoats, 3oin. long, double-

bre.istcd, all sizes 2

Service Leather Overboots and Leggings com-
bined, tan or black

Quantity of Black Leather Breeches, all sizes . . i

Tan Leather Throat and Chest Protectors, extra

lir;;e, linetl lambs' wonl

Small Leather Throat and Chest Protectors

Woollen Neck Wraps, brown and grey

Jaeger Throat and Chest Protectors, all wool,

s'iL'htly soiled
OILSKINS.

Double-breasted Silver Grey Oilskin Jacket and
Leggings, ver%' light in weight I

Double-breasted Black Oilskin Jacket and Ljg-

gings, sui t complete I

Jackets only
Overalls only
black Oilskin Leggings, straight legs

Special Service Oilskin Cape t'V sidecar pas=en-

gers, t^in. long, will completely cover side-

car, and also has detachable hood
Ladies' Oilskin Coats, in sily.r grey, with velvet

collar r

Oiiskin Ponchos, with sleeves

Oilskin Sou'wester Caps

Usual Sale
Price. Price.

C s. d. £ s. d.

15 6 11 3

7 6 18 11

15 6 12 11

15 1 5 11

15 1 7 6

19 9 1 9 11

10 6 8 11

1 5 11

14 6
1 2 9

10 9
2 9
2 9

1 6

1 1

I

10 11

6 9
3 11

2 10

7 10

1", 11
7 11

1 n

V

:-™s4>

SERVICE DUST SUITS for prasint W33r.

Light Double - breasted

Jackets and Leggings,
suit complete 12 6 811

Brown Casement Cloth
Jackets and Leggings . . 13 6 10 11

New Shade Grey Cotton
Jacket and Leg^fings,

fitted with belt, suit

complete I r o 17 6

5 only Shop-so'led Jackets
and Leggings 13 /6 to i3 /- 6 9

20 only Long Dust Coats,
best quality 10 6 7 11

40 Ladies' Grey and Ecru
Dust Goats. Sleeves
require altering. Must
be cleared r I o 7 6

Several, pairs of separate
Leggings 6 9

ALL-WEATHER WATERPROOF GARMENTS.
A tew slight Shop-soiled Suits 25/- to 30/-
All-weather Suits, Jackets, and Leggings complete i ; o
Double-texture Waterproof Suits, superior qual. i I's o
Service 3-flap Suits, rLcoaiiiicnded (or winter

'duig J 12 6
Special line of 3-flap Suits, with woollen lining,

extra strong 2' 5 o
Service Belted Suits, 4oin. long, double-breasted i 15 o
Best Quality Waterproof Suits, untearabie

maton.Tl, double-breasted jackets and overalls 2 5 o
Double-breasted Jackets, extra strong double-

lex lure material, fitted with windcuffs and
detachable fleece lining I 10 o

Separate Leggings 9 6
Ladies' tflackintoshes, specially made for lady

'^Iccari "

1 3 11

1 17
1 8

1 17 6

Gent's Mackintoshes, .|6in. long .

„. I 17 6

'Phone
: 2 60 Central. Wires : Admittedly. London.

I"^ SERVICE c«^ S
289-292-293. HIGH HOLBORN,

LONDON, W.C.
In' answering Ihcse adveriisements it is

BURBERRY
TIELOCKEN COAT.
Illustrated

Catalogue
and
Patterns of

Gabardine
Post Free.

When buying
Burberry
see that—
The label says
' Burberry

'

—
The bill says
' Burberry.'

DURBERRYS LATEST INVENTION for the Motor
*-* Cyclist or Motor Boatist—a double-breasted, button-
less coat, designed to provide unequalled security and
comlort under the severest conditions.

DURBERRY WEAVE-PROOF GABARDINE, lined with
'^ proofed wool or camel-fleece, makes the Tielocken
Coat a perfect safeguard aguinst driving rain, chilling

wind, dust, or spray.

I IGHTWEIGHT, YET WARM, Burberry Gabardine
'~' provides efficient protection against the worst
weather vicissitudes, yet ventilates like ordinary cloth,

thus preventing all danger of overheating or chill.

THE TIELOCKEN COAT, fastened with single strap-and
* -buckle, is easily put on or taken off. Worn with
Trouserettes of Gabardine and Tielocken Gaiters, it

supplies the finest protection available against the ill

effects of exposure to wet or cold.

TIELOCKEN DUPLEX PROTECTORS, an application o*
* the same principle, provide a four-fold yet airy
safeguard of proofed Gabardine and proofed wool for
keeping the knees and thighs dry in the heaviest rain.

PRICES: TicJorhcn Coat in Gabardine, liiiKd proofed
rvooU 63/-,* Gabardine 2'rcuscreHcs, 31 /G ,- Protcelors, *

1-5 /- , Motor Cycle Capy rvhich can be readily transformed
into a snug-fdting helmcl. 15 /-.

BURBERRYS Hay market.

LONDON

J

8 and 10 Bd. Males herbes, PARIS, and Provincial Agen ts_

desirable to mention, " Tlie Motor Cycle." b2i
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.

"THE SWAN."

The: Swan'
"which floats"

Is !t not a most important point that you should know the

genuine makers of the sidecar of your choice, and thus then be

able to judge for yourself what class of material would be likely

to be used in the construction thereof?

We can fairly claim that we do, from start to finish, make the

"Swan "—the rough material coming in, and the finished article

going out—and thus are we able to see that the very best is used

in its making and construction—and thus also are we able to

control the skilled work that turns such material to advantage.

Such finely finished work as is entailed in the " Swan " would

be soiled in other hands but our own.

PRICE OF CAR iE13 lOs.

Catalogues of Midland Motor Co., Oxford.
Sole London Agent: A. P. REY, 173, Great Portland St., W.

EYE RISK.
Do not risk injury to your eyes by using common and ordinary tinted

glasses in your gosgles this holiday, vrhen

C H l-O ROF> H YI.I.E I.ENSES,
scientifically worked and optically correct, afford perfect protection

aeainst all bright light, sun and road glare, motor head lights, etc

"RECORD" HOLDERS say—PERFECT in all WEATHERS.
PRICE from 4/9 CHLOROPHYLLE LEWSES, 3/6 PLAIN (Postage 2d.)

. Write—CHAI'PELI; A CO., 11, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON.
Sole Mnnulactureis

—

.1. B. JACQUEMIN BROS., LTD., 65, Hatton Garden, London.

MOTOR
CYCLE COVERS.

—
We have specialised in all

kinds of TYRE REPAIRS
FOR 15 YEARS.

—o —

Send for Sections and all

particulars to

—

The Excelsior Tyre
and Rubber Co.,

Hurst SL, BIRMINGHAM.

Second Edition

NOW READYHAND
CAMERAS

A book for amateur photographers

By R. Child Bayley

{Editor "Photography and Focus")

^HIS new edition has been

very fully revised, and many
alterations made in order to

bring it up to date in all

details.

A number of new plates have

been also included.
Price 1/6 net. By Post 1/9

Indispensable to the amateur Worker,

iBB

map

obtainable from

—

Iliffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C,

And all leading: booksellers.

SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIALS.

Important Notice.

MOTOR cyclist? will find that the Garage most
convenient for the Trials is right opposite the
Official Garage at the foot of LOWTHER ST.,

CARLISLE, and the ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
AND MOTOR CO., LTD., are holding large stocks of
tyres, belts, and other spare parts which may be
required, suitable for every machine on the market.
They are also providing a clubroom for the motorists
during the trials, and will be pleased to attend to
every requirement.

THE GARAGE IS OPEN DAY AND mGHT, AND CAN
EASILY BE DISTINGUISHED BY THE LARGE FLAG

ON THE ROOF.

" The Motor Cycle Journal of Canada," for

April, 1913, says:

—

COVENTRY CHAINS
" A large number of the racing machines in the States are fitted

with COVENTRY chains. One rider, Ray Peck, used this chain

on his mount all last summer and

DID NOT SUFFER A SINGLE BREAK
in any of His many races.

"THE COVENTRY" CHAIN CO., LTD.,

COVENTRY, England.

In answering these advertisements it is dp.^iralle to mention "The Motor. C'l/de."
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SELFRIDGE'S
The Ideal Store for Motor Cyclists.

YOU can have immediate
possession of any of the
Motor Cycles listed below

on payment of a fifth of its cost.

Paynjent of the balance can be
extended over a year. For this

added convenience we charge
2i"o on the balance only.

The extra is only 2%, or less,

on the entire cost of your
machine. The greater your
original deposit, the less your
machine costs in proportion.

Motor Cycles in Stock.
1913 Models.

A.J.8., 6 h.p., 3-speed £72 9

DOUGLAS, Model O, 2} h.p., 2-speed . £48
DOUGLAS, Model R, 2j h.p., 2-speed . £52
DOUGLAS, Model P, 2j h.p., 2-speed . £48
TRIUMPH, ^J h.p., 3-speed £59 15
REX, r, h.p., 2-5peed £62 10

SINGER, 2j h.p., fi.\ed engine £39
ARIEL, 3i h.p., 3-speed £59 10
B.8.A., 3j h.p., 2-speed ; £60

Certain makes of Motor Cycles
supplied on makers' term3

Soverfi?" " MOTOR CYCLE 1 _
Lamp, GcQcrator, and Bracket,
Special price, complete . . 20/'

JACK For Sidecar ^as sketcn;,
very light in weight and con-
veniect

. for travelliog, taking
ap little space .. ., 3/6

BILLIKER MASCOT, will fit

l Si. lin. bar. Nickel finish, 5/6

SPARE INNER TUBE CASE in

Nut brown leather, Circuiar,6jia.

diameter, sAin. deep, with straps
for attaching each 5/.

SELFRIDGE & CO.. Ltd.. OXFORD ST..

Slightly Store-Soiled

Motor Cycles, all

1913 Models.

Usual Reduced
Price. to

LEA-FRANCIS, ii h.p.,

twin-cylinder, 2-speed,

countershaft gear, chain

drive £68 5 £63

NEW HUDSON, 3^ h.p.,

3-speed, belt drive £60 18 £56 5

SUNBEAM, 23 h.p., 2-speed

countershaft gear £63 o £53 5

MARTIN-J.A.P., Sh.p., fit-

ted with speedometer .... £64 6 £59 10

ZENITH, 3.V h.p., Gradua

gear, kick starter £63 o £59 1^

ZENITH, 6 h.p., Gradua

gear, kick starter £78 15 £75

RDVER, 3 1 h.p., 3-speed .. £58 o £56

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., 2-speed,

cnain drive £7^ 10 £70

""^^s^^x:^

Fit your mount
with the popular
— ihe "perfect service" Headlight— you
will then have " NO TROUBLE " with
your lighting equipment.

—THIS Lamp is British-Made and Highest-Grade through-
out, and can be depended upon to give a powerful, penetrating
light always. Note its practical and desirable features :

—

OUR MODEL 127C. projector ot extra larg,.siz=.

has 6Jin, Front with lame Hood Reflector
; very powerful best quality 5in.

real lyianein Mirror Reflector; Bray "RONI" Burner, which cannot

i'l- k!" °', ''""'"' fit'ed 1"'° s perfect arramement for adjuslln" ; and
5lln. Plateglass Convex Lens. Soecial GENEFIATOR can be easily

f-'AClDlc-D
'"''"S':'' :

with adjustable stamped steel DOUBLECAKKIER of new desiyn and exceptional strength to withstand
excessive vibration, complete with best grey Rubber Connection. Can
be easily fitted on bandle-bar stem, or lamp bracket.

Price: Nickel or Ebony Finish, complete 36/6

—Examine I his Model at your Agents—and note its superior
Quality and Value. Ask for " Lamp Booklet " describing
all our latest Models.

Powell & Hanmer, Ltd., Chester St., Birmingham.

^

In answcrinij the-se advertisements it is desirahlc to mention. " The Molar Cycle." U21
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To insure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the nimiber which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers . of second-hand

motor cycles, the * advertisements are classified into

districts, as manv readers like to .know what machines

are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before

going further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

SECTION I.

Northiunberiand, Cumberland, Durham, and West-
morland.

SECTION II

York and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, FUnt, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, And Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.

Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,
Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Bucldnqham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.
SECTION vni.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.
SECTION X.

Scotland, , _„
SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.

^gS% BARGAINS ^^^
^^ ALWAYS 4W^^ SATISFY. "
Our system ensures it. We carry tlie largest stock

in the Kingdom giving greatest variety of choice.

Every machine new or second-hand delivered

perfect in all details ready for riding, and fully

guaranteed. Lowest cash prices on' any

machines sold in

WAUCHOPE'S EASY WAY
^DOWN&ll EASY EQUAL PAYMENTS.

Write for full details, Order Form, and to-day's

Bargain List, including

—

7376. 3* h.p. igi2 2-speed CENTAUR
and Sidecar £37 10

7380. 3i h.p. igir F.E. TRIUMPH ....£34
7383. 23 h.p. I!)r2 3-5peed HUIWBER £34 0,

7385. 6 h.p. 1913 2-speed MATCHLESS £57 10

7395. 2j h.p. igri 2-speed F.N £28
6 h.p. 1910 2-speed MATCHLESS

and Sidecar £45
734^. 6 h.p 2-speed N.S.U, and Sidecar. . £30

7344: 3^ h.p. igo9 T.T. TRIUMPH .... £36

7345. 3* h.p. 1911 2-speed P. & M £36

7350. 3I h.p. 1912 free-engine TRIUMPH £38

7356. 6h.p. 1912 REX Sidette £50
7360. zi h.p. I9r2 2-speed DOUGLAS . . £35
7372. 3i h.p. 1013 T.T. Roadster free-

engine TRIUMPH £45

7332 8 h.p. 1913 HUMBERETTE £105

7336 2h.p.i9i2 NUMBER £24

7302. 3lh.p. 1909 TRIUMPH £25

7307. 31!- h.p. 1912 2-speed HUMBER ... £38
73rr. 6' h.p. 191 2 2-sp. BAT and Sidecar £60

6 h.p. ANTOINE £15

2I h.p. I9r2 2-speed ENFIELD ... £35
7281. 3* h.p. igro 2-speed P. & M £32 10

7284. 3J h.p. igr2 F.E. TRIUMPH £40

5596. 3* h.p. igro KERRY ABINGDON £27
S621. 2? h.p. igi2 3-speed HUMBER ... £34
5742. 3* h.p. jgio T.T. TRIUMPH £29
6082. 5 h.p. 1908 V.S £17 10
6161. 3ih.p. rgi2 F.E. RUDGE £38
6170. 3* h.p. igii REX tourist £28
6176. 3I h.p. igi2 free-engine RUDGE .. £35
6179. 3 h.p. rgl2 2-speed N.S.U £30
6276. 8 h.p. r9i2 ZENITH £55
6296. 3i h.p. igi2 F.E. KYNOCH £35
6343. 8 h.p. 1911 3-speed GHATER-LEA

and Sidecar £58
6378. 6 h.p. igri ZENITH and Sidecar £50
6397. 8 h.p. 1912 3-speed CHATER-LEA

and Sidecar £65
642r. 3* h.p. igo8 MINERVA £18
65t6. 8 h.p. 1911 3 speed CHATER-LEA £47 10
6343. 3J h.p. 1911 2-speed ALLDAYS

and Sidecar £35
6646. 5-6h.p. igri A.G. SOCIABLE £52 10
6799. 7 h.p. 2-speed and F.E. INDIAN £40
6834. 5-6 h.p. F.N. and Sidecar £23 10
6837. 3i h.p. rgri F.E. RUDGE £35
68.57. 5-6 h.p. 1910 A.C. SOCIABLE £39
6863. 3ih.p. igro BAT £27
6900. 3* h.p. 1912 F.E. ROVER £38
7043. 3ih.p. 1912 ZENITH-GRADUA .. £38
7080. 6 h.p. 1912.CLYNO and Sidec.ir. . £55
7081. 3jh.p. 1909 2-speed TRIUMPH

' and Sidecar £32 10
7098. 3i h.p. 1911 ZENITK and Sidecar £37 10
7108. 3 h.p. GIVAUDAN £20
7rro. lih.p. igog MOTOSACOCHE £14
7116. 3I h.p. 1912 2-speed BRADBURY £39

Telegrams 1

' Opiticer, London."

Telephone : >^tf•
5777

Holborn.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at *The Motor Cycle" Office

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be seni

for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear it

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, " No
000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry " or if " London'

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

J»>DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown person;

may-deal in perfect safety by avaiUng themselves of oui

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " Thi

Motor Cycle, ' both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of ihf

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit thi

amount to the seller, but it not we return the amount

to the depositor, and each party to the transaction I/ay;

carriage one way. For all transactions cxceedini; £m ii

value, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged, when undej

jfio the fee Is is. All deposit matters are dealt with ai

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be madi

payable to lUfie & Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive ni

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard Ih'

silence as an indication that the goods adverlised tai'

already been disposed ol. Advertisers often receive »

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eacl

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE. '

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham,' nmj

Westmorland.

ONE Motor Cycle. S'ih.p. Ariel, 1910, splendid cm
dition.—MeEride and Brown, Sa, Warwick fid

Carlisle. [X461

1 Cfcll Hoto-Reve, engine just overhauled, mag., B.E
JLt/ carburetter: £12, or nearest.—Brown. 6. Ee(:

biink Terrace, Carlisle. [X575'

JQIO 31/^h.p. Escel^ior. good order, very ieliabl(

Xft/ with Philipsou governor pulley, £25; without

£22; offers; photo.—Howie. Gillingate, Kendal. 1X563

PEEMIEH. 19121/2, 2y2h.r.. recently overhauled, m-
belt. Dunlop tyres, appearance new. lamp, hon

spares; 24 gns.—Box 3,865, The Motor Cycle Offlof:

Coventry. 1X668

SECTION II.

Yorh and Lancashire.

HITCHINGS'. Ltd., 74, Bold St.. Liverpool.

MATCHLESS Asente, Hitchings'. Ltd., lole lepn

eentatives.

TRIUMPH. Jamee. and Teloce motor eyolel, StH
and Crescent cycle cars, Montgomery, Gioiia, at

Gondola sidecars; sole agents.—Prompt deliveries an

absolute Satisfaction guaranteed bv Hitchiugs', Ltd

74, Bold St., the firm oi good repute. [172

T IVEEPOOL, Bitkenliead, and Muuchester.

COLMOEE ncpots, 31, Ecnshaw St., Liverpool, an

261. Deansf^ate, Mancliester.—New and 2ud-han

at the leadiui; depots for the north, Coimoie DepoU
usentfi for Douglas. Scott. Matchless, Bat, Clyw

Premier. Cbater-Lea, New Hudson, etc., etc.. also A.I

and Morgan Eunabouts.-Colmore Depots, 31, Eensto

St., Liverpool, ana 261, Deansgate, Manchester. [XoOfl

SCOTTS, 1913, immediate delivery.— Seal and Bill

Southport.

-pKlUMPH, fr«e engine, 1911, in very fine conditio

i- and order; £30.—Seal and Ball, Southport.

C POTTEE. Leice.^ter Grove, lilaclonan Lane, L«d
(Tel.: 40411, has

1 Q13 Clyno and Clyno coachbuilt sidecar; what oboi

J-V the Clynofi in the Scottish Trials on top ogam

special price to-day.

MOEGAN Eunabout Cycle Cars con be used all tli

year round; sporting and standard models in stocE

trial runs; tuition Iree; call and inspect.—Potter, «|™
Leeds. 1S"4

NEW Fixed Engine Hudge; £40.-Eedfern^ Oa'f'
Westgate, Eotlierham. lA'""

6 h.p. A.J.S., just arrived; £72/9.-Eedlern'3 GavaP

Eotherham. rX566,

O-SPEED and F.E. N.S.tr.. in good order: fl2-:|

/*. Eedlern's Garage. Eotherham. fX^w^

B2.t All letters relating to advertisements should auote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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are the acme of perfection. Perfect in

springing, smart in appearance, good in

use, long in I te, and, above all, low in

price, they will appeal to you. W'c
have prepared an interesting and
instructive booklet dealing with them
in detail. We shall be very pleased to
send j-ou a free copy—may we ?

MODEL 1.—High-class cauoc front body, quick
detachable joints, £6 63.

MODEL 9.—Undershmg frame, body fitted
with side door, sides and floor lined to exclude
draughts. " Coronet " detachable joints. £7 7s.

MODEL 8.—Underslung frame, high-class reed
cane body, sides and floor lined to exclude
draushts. " Coronet " detachable joints.
£8 17i. 6i.

MODEL 7,— Underslung frame, coachbuilt
body, tool-bo.\ under front, also under seat.
A real high-class sidecar, £10 15s.

SENT CARRIAGE PAID.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
Keighley Mills,

Bedford Street North,HAH FAX.
Telephone 1062.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
C*3C -1912 Premier flinfrle, with 3-8peed gear
3^ api.r.>ul — Golby. Uatley.

enph.

r999E

-iitfh. approval.—tjoiby.
£35, Pheloj
BuUe.v. I9?5'

perfet-t order : £55. -

lid., St. Helens. [9935

order; £8.-Hit
[X5217

cheap.—G.
[X5245

no wnitinp.
[X5708

i~|0^^ Scrtt. absolutely as new,
!
-It' 152. North ~ ' "

Oh. p. (imulnint, mug., good rimuinf;" ton, 72, Fo.\hall Rd., likickpuol.

8h.n. Winiinn.-;on, 1913. done 800 miles;
Boebnck. Somerset Ed., Huddrrstield.

A.J.S.. 6h.p., i^idorar mai-hine, in stuck;
- Tiniberliike, Wigau.

1Q13 rromier. 3'L-h.p., 3-spced, Arm.itrnng, perfeitly
--«.' nciv, £46; alt^o 3'...h.p. 2-fipeed countershaft nniiiel.
sann; orite.—Timbcrlake, Wigan. [X5709

1 013 Sinser, S'-ih.p., 3-«peed, Armstrong mark VI.,
-Lt/ pirJuutly new; £49/10.—Tiuibcrlake, Wigan.

[X5830
1Q13 Fnfli i.l 3b. p. Lightweight, 2-speed, chain drive,
-»-»/ si'lf-actin? lubricati:>n, shop-soiled; only £44.—
Timberluk^'. Wigan. [X5711

IQIS Rover, 3Vjh.p., 3-speed, Armstrong mark VI.,
-- «-' perfectly new, sbop-^oiled ; £49.—Timberlake,
Wigan. [X683]

1 Q13 Triumph. 3 speerl«. in stock; immediate delivery;
--•-' no waiting.—Timberlake, Wigan, [X5712

"I
Q13 Si'ott ; iimuediiite delivery; no waiting.—Timber-

-•-1/ lake. Wigan. |;X57I3

ROBINSON and Price, 39, Whiteehapel, Liverpool,
biivo in stock . for immediate delivery

:

PREMIER. 1913,
price £56.

PREMIER, 1913,
price £42.

PREMIER, 1913. 3y2h.p., 2-speed, countershaft model,
only ridden 200 miles; rare bjirgain, £48.

sy^h.p., 2-speed, countershaft model

;

2^^^h.p., free engine, lightweight

;

INDIAN, Sh.p. model, 1912, second-hand,
bargain, £22.

1 Q13 Clyno, 5-6h.p.. unpacked; cannot take delivery;
A.t7 offers.— 106. Ribbleton Lane, Preo-ton. rX5691

Sh.p. Quadrant, perfect. B. and B.. low; £8/10 quick
sale.—England, Station Ed., Blackpool. 1X5621

TNDIAN, red,
-•- £37.-149,

in 12 6h.p.
-« if Chater

5h.p., clutch,
Stockport Ed.,

equal new;
[X5667

in beautiful condition

;

Levenshulme. [9890

Clyno. excellent conditi.^n, £38 ; with
sidecar, £42.-45, Low Ed., Leeds. [0590

£9 DOWN AND
12 Monthly Payments of £2 5s.

SECURES A BRAND NEW

1913 £52 10s. MACHINE.
Fitted with, 3.? h.p. Precision engine, Bosrh weathcrproo!
magneto, Best aud Lloyd drip feed lubricator, Hutchimon
rubber-studded tyres, handle-bar control, and complete
with stand, carrier, number-plates, toolbag, and spare
spring. Limited number only. If you arc a cash buvcr
we will

ALLOW A DISCOUNT.

We will take your present machine in exchange if

required. VVe will supply 2-5pccd gear and free cnj^ine
for £5 15s. extra. Don't miss this bargain.

OFFERS WANTED FOR THE FOLLOWING :

New 1913 3-speed 3.^ h.p. NUMBER.
8 h.p. BAT-J.A.P., P. and M. 2-spccd £35 10

h.p. MOTO-REVE, igro £13 10
4 h.p. Twill N.S.U. on Rex frame, magneto £13 10
3ih.p. PREMIER, igiii, B.S.A. 2-spced £32 10
3S b.p, NUMBER, 1913, 3-speed model, done about

200 miles, complete with sidecar £48
8 h.p. G.W.K., 1012 model, not much used £98
2i h.p. GRANDEX-PRECISION, rgra £19 10
33 h.p. A.S.L., brand new, 1913 model £35 10
3J h.p. PREMIER, 1913 model, 3 speeds, only run

500 miles £46 1

6 h.p. BAT, 1913, chain drive, like new £58 10
3i h.p. N.S.U. , free engine, splendid order £19 10
3i h.p. QUADRANT, 1908, magneto £15 10
3I h.p. REX, igoy, spring forks, magneto £16 10
2 h.p. MOTOSACOCNE. rgic, magneto S15
3J h.p. R EX, ig ro model £17 10
SCOTT, igog, 2 speeds, nice condition £23 10
MORGAN Runabout, I9r2, screen, hood, side tool

boxes, new 3in. tyre 69 Gns.
3 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, splendid order £12 10
3} b.p. QUADRANT, magneto, spring forks £11 10
3i h.p. REX £4 15

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.
CHATBE-FAPNIR, bought 1911; £17/10; exchange

Douglas, F.N.—40, Andover St., Sheffield. [X5236

31h.p. T.T. Norton, perfect condition, epeedometer,
2 and lamp; illness reason for celling.-Below.

LATEST Model lOh.p. Singer Light Car, in stock,
standard green.—Above at Cunliffe's Garage, South-

port. [X5602
1 on Enaeld. £18; 1912 2-5peed Indian. 33gn6. ; 1909
-•-" P. and M., £26.—95, The Moor, Sheffield. [183J

DOUGLAS, late 1910, good running order; £16. bar-
gain.—Carter, Mines, Ooni.5ton, Lancashire. [9947

TEIUMI'H, 12/12/08. new cyhnder and piston, every-
thmg perfect; £26.-18, Lincoln Rd., Blackpool.

[X5244
BEADBURY, 1912, enamel and plating very good;

sacrifice £28.-41, South Castle St., Liverpool.4CX5585
h.p. Roc, free engme. sidecar, good order- onlv wants

seeing; £15.—Banks, Bewsey St.. Warrington
rX5632

and B.. Brwh mag., Druids, good
Thompson. Beckett St., Barnsley.

3VL'h.p- Bradbury, excellent condition; £29.—
Gibson, 120, Victoria Ed., Stretford, Manchpsti-r

[X2927
Sih.p. Singer. Bosch. Palmers, Lyco. splendid cnndi

2 tion; £13.-Barton. 47, Oakland St.,

Sh.p. Kerry. B
order £12.-

19

-|Q12"4 Rex, SVih.p., ridden 900.
ii' bargain, £28/10.-

Widup
rX5670

. ucccfj^ories, spar^^

;

- . Manager, Picturodrome, Earhy.
Oolnc. [X5248
1Q11 Triumph, new tyres, £28: 1913 F.E. Triumph.-Lt/ done 1,500 miles. £<l5.-Cro(,s. Jsweller. Eothcr-
'""" 1X5755
TNDIAN, S'Ah.p., 2-speed, 1912M:, done 2,500, runs
-•- well, good condition; £38.—Dakcyne, Monks Hall.
Ecdes. [X5643
r^ALCOTT Lightweight, with 3-6pccd gear, unriddcn.
v-^ hop-soiled only; first cheijue £34.-Seal and Balk
.Southport, [X5213

P. and M., 1913, 3"/;;h.p., perfect order, only run 150
miles; £62/10.—British Cycle Co., 1, Berry St

Liverpool. . (X5048
Hohart Tivin. 2-speed, perfe<'t condition.

,3 „ _^
--.-.--..; £38. offeie.-Heald. Park

Southport. ''X5769

jQ12 4h.p. .

i-*J full ai-cedsories, spares:
Rd.

T>EX, 3V2h.p., excellent condition, fast, reliable, new
-»-«' tyre, re-enamelled; £12.-GiegBon Bros., Thornton-
le-Fylde. Lanes.

1 Q13 Zenith-Gradua, 3'/2h.p., perfect condition
^*^ fast, i-Umb anything, spares; £46.-61, C

All letters reUiting to advertieeme.its

St., St. Helens.

should quote the number

[X5644

very
Church
[9826

PRECISION ENGINES.
We are Special Agents for ttiese High-class Engines,

and keep a large stoclc. We are prepared to take yoiir

present engine in exchange, and give prompt delivery.
We are also in the position to supply THE TRADE.

BINKS' CARBURETTERS.
Let us take your carburetter in exchange for a Binks

and increase your power, run more miles to the gallon, and
enable your engine to run slower in traltic.

MISCELLANEOUS.
3J h.p. Minerva, with niagnetOj M.O.V £5
3 h.p. Alcyon Engine, with silencer £117 6
4 h.p. Roc, M.O.V., with free engine £4 17 6
3 h.p. Triumph, M.O.V £4 10
Mabon Free Engine, ht 3} h.p. Minerva £110
New 1913 Simms Twin £% 12s. 6d. Magneto ... £3 6 6
New Bosch Twin D A V Magneto £2 19 6
N.S.U. Forecar, cane body £1 2 6
New Sidecar Body 19/6
New ditto, side door 29/6
Nearly new Pillion Car £2 5
Nearly new B. and B. Carburetter 15/6
6x 2\ Front Wheel, with Dunlop tyre 17/6

Mills- Fulford Castor Wheel Sidecar £3 15
Mills-Fulford Rigid Sidecar, side door £4 5
Mills-Fiilford Rigid Sidecar, cane body £3 5
Good Standard Sidecar £3
26 X .;j New Clincher Rubber-studded Cover . .

.

23/6
New 28 X 2 Wired Cover, best make 9/6
New 1Q13 Armstrong Mark \'I. 3-speed Gears. Delivery

from stock. Trade supplied.

Neai \y new Mark VI. 3-speed Gear £5 15
New Coaclibuilt Sidecar Body, side door £4 15
New Mirror Lens Lanip and Generator 13/9
Good Powell and Haumer 27/6 Lamp 17/9
Massive Horns, ebony finish 9/6
New Lamp, with generator and bracket 18/9

Booth's Motorics,
Kcigh:ey Mills, Bedford Street North,

HALIFAX.
Telephone 1062.

at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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fmW 5

We bave made special arrangements to sap- ^H
|f3 ply brand New 1913 REX Combinations, 6 li.p., J^
fm with PORTLAND Lounge Body Sidecars, at

fj^^M the ridiculous price of ^m

j£70-0-0|
fg

All brand new and fully guaranteed.

V. combination.
Complete ^^

Send for full specifications. It ^9
M will pay you,

k Easy Payment Terms, £17 10s. with order,

\
Si

E

I

E

and twelve equal monthly payments of £4 7s. 6d.

No extra charge. Call and inspect.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
1913 REX de Luxe, 6 h.p., Portland £13 13s.

Sidecar. London-Edinburgh Gold Medal
Winner £62

1913 HAZLEWOOD, 3^ h.p., twin, 3 speeds,
not ridden above 300 miles, and like new £39

1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p., combination, with
Canoelet Sidecar, equal to new, lamp,
horn, etc £50

igi2 DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., Model K, 2 speeds,
kick starter, excellent order £40

1912 CLYNO, 6 h.p., 2 speeds, kick starter,

complete combination £53
1912 REX, 6 h.p., combination, Portland

jTii IIS. Sidecar, spring forks, 2 speeds,
head lamp, Cowey, and horn. Special value £56

1912 RUDGE, 3i h.p., multi, good tyres,

enamelling St plating as new, with Sidecar £49
1912 PIERCE, 5-6 h.p.. 4-cyIinder, mechani-

cal lubrication, shaft drive, M.O.V., only
done 500 miles £55

1912 BRADBURY, 3* h.p., chain drive,

2 speeds, free engine, kick starter, suit

sidecar £37
1912 BRADBURY, 3^ h.p., 2-speed, belt

drive, Cowey, compfete with Sidecar. ... £55
1912 BAT, 6 h.p., spring frame, Bosch
magneto, J. A. P. engine, very fast £36

1911 INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2 speeds, Millford
^16 16s. Sidecar, speedometer, horn,
lamp, etc., complete outfit £43

1911 V.S., 7-9 h.p., 2 speeds, "condition as
new, brand new £11 us. Hopper Sidecar,
fine combination £40

191 1 F.N., 2} h.p., 2 speeds, spring forks,

very fine lightweight, speedometer, and
lamp £28

1910 V.8., 5 h.p.. 2 speeds, Truffault forks,

pedal start, good tyres, French grey finish,

suit sidecar £27
1910 ENFIELD, 2J h.p., twin, lightweight,

finished khaki, magneto £20
1906 REX, 6 h.p., twin, spring forks, canti-

lever seat, good tyres, take sidecar .... £16
MOTO-REVE, 2 h.p., twin, magneto, Druid

forks, free engine £15
ALCYON, 5 h.p., twin, spring forks, suit

sidecar, very fast £13
KELECOM, 4 h.p., single, M.O.V., good

tyres, low built £10
Deferred Payments 5% extra.

>2

U

E

1

Maudes
MOTOR MART
136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
'Grams: Abdicate, Wesdo, London. 'Phone: 552 Mayfair

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
NEW Hudson. 3V->h.p., 1912 Colonial model; cost

£63; run 700 miles only; £40.—Sagai, Elmfield
Terrace, Halifax. [X5513

B.S.A., 1912, clutch, just purchased new, ridden 400
miles -only ; any examination ; £36.—Openshaw,

Brooklands, Bury. [X5686

3 h.p. Rex. h.b.c, perfect -working order, £8; i^^h.p.
Minerva, h.b.c, ditto. £6 ; room wanted.— 117,

Caunce St., Blackpool. [5:5216

70 11 F.E. Triumph, good tyres, and splendid running
J-*^ order, £29; 1913 Millford sidecar, as new, £6.
— 15. Bradford St. West, Bolton. [X5798
"1Q12-13 Motosacoche, Whittle belt, FJE., only done
J- 1/ 1,000 miles: £27, or near ofler.-J., 53. Birch-
fields Ed.. Eusholme, Manchester. [X5718

F,N. Lightweight, undergeared pulley, Bosch, new belt,

lamp, horn, .spares, guaranteed ; £11 .—Beesley,
Charlestown, Blackley, Manchester, fX5669

SLAUGHTER, 1913 3y4h.p. Ivy-Precision. Armstrong
3-speed, Senspray, heavy Kempshall, decompre?~or.

-Griffin, Gordon Villa, St. Helens. [9849

PHELON and Moore, Millford sidecar, all accessories
and spares, perfect, new order, 1912 Utted ; £42.—

Rawlintions, Ltd., Eiriietall Rd., Leedii. [X5235

DOUGLAS, K, 1912, clutch, kick start, 2 speeds, good
condition, and fast; £33/10; send for lull par-

tiuulurtJ.—Raymond Read, tailor, Malton. [9.889

1 (QI2V2 Hmubei, SV^h.p., 2-spet;d. free engine. Whittle,
J-iJ lamp, spares, hand starting, new condition, and
faultless; £33.-11. Rhodes St., Halifax. [X5645

SCOTT, 1913, perfectly new, never ridden; unable to
accept delivery; would sacrifice depoisit of 10% lor

quick sale.—Griffon, 52. Barnsley St., Wigan. [X5714

SCOTT, late 1912, 1913 improvements, absolutely un-
ecratched, complete with all spares, etc. ; £46

;

only wants seeing.—Sixsmith, Rossmore, Wigan. [9980

DOUGLAS. T.T., 1913 competition model, ae new,
very fast, has won hill-clinibe ; accept £40, .a bar-

gain.—Park, The Hawthorns, Swinley Rd., Wigan. [X5715

"1 Q13 Scott, done 500 mile^ only, like new; property
-i-*^ of doctor, bought car; £54; Yorkshire district.—
Box 3.868, The Motor Cycle Offices, CoveJitry. [X5752

MAT We Suggest that if your local agent has not the
motor cycle or cycle car that you are wanting, yrm

ask him to write to Hitchens'. Ltd., Morecambe, for
same. [0331

TO Scott Agents, and to agents in districts where not
represented.-We can deliver Scott machines from

stock on good trade terms. Write lor our list at once.
—Hitehens. Ltd., Morecambe. [0333

PREMIER. 1913. 3-speed, SVsh.p., sidecar machine,
used for show, slightly shop-soiled; list £56, accept

£50 quick disposal.—Cooke's, Longsight, Mancher^ter.
[9977

1 Q12 Calthorpe-Precision. 4y.h.p., 2 speeds, free en-
-*-*' gine, chain and belt drive, under 2,000 miles,
perfect condition; £38.-51. The Avenue, MiddlesbioUnh.

fX5784-
"I Qll Triumph, faultless condition, new Kempshall
J- «7 tyre; new Dunlop belt, aecest^ories. and. spares

;

nearest £27/10.—Haigh, 52. King St.. Huddersfield.
[X5737

T.T. Triumph, late 1911, Lucas, whistle, horn, spares,
new belt, very fast, just overhauled; £27/10; per-

fect throughout.-W. S. Life, Cumberland Rd., Sonth-
port. [X5570

TRIUMPH, free engine. 1911 ; Rover, free engine,
1912 ; Triumph, standard, 1910 ; Triumph, free

engine. 1909; all in excellent running order.—Stockdale,
Lytham. [X8797

BRADBURY, late 1912, and £12 sidecar, chain
drive, 2 speeds; cost £70. bargain, £42; perfect

condition.—Holding, Scarisbrick Rd., Levenshulme. Man-
chester. [X5238

StX Only, brand new 5-6h.p. twin Fafnirs, latest 1914
air-sprung lorks and saddle, Sturmey-Archer 3-

«peed ; £56 cash.—Reynolds, 32, Downing St., M;in-
chester. [X5719

31h.p. Kelecom, 1912 Brown and Barlow carburetter,
2 h.b^., Watawta belt, low saddle position, long

lootboards; given away at £7/9/11. — H. Arthur,
Jeweller, Rochdale. [X5720

PREMIER, 3y2h.p.. 1913 model. 2-speed, free engine,
and countershaft, new last May. only ridden 700

miles, all perfect; cost £62, accept £38/10.—Dawes, 62,
Park St^. Farnworth Bolton. [X5581

T.T. Triumph, 1913, special model, speedometer,
spares, 4 tyres, 4 tubes, 2 belts, 2 lamps, • wheel,

valves, plugs, etc.. does 1,500 ; £50 lot, dirt cheap.—
Robinson, Royal Mills, Halifax. [9979

,

ABSURD Prices.-New unridden 1912 Bradbury, £34;
2-<^peed ditto. £40 ; James. Armstrong 3-speed,

£42: 6h.p. Matchless, £42; Douglas, £32; 3Vjh.p.
Zenith, £41.-5. Cheltenham Parade, Harrogate. [X5659

1Q12 7h.p. Indian, speedometer, whistle, lamp, full
JL *y accessories, new condition

;
giving up riding

;

ride 100 miles to prospective buyei ; first reasonable
cash offer accepted.-14, Watson Rd., Sheffield. [X5450

GREAT Bargains, must be sold.—1911 Douglas, like
new, £22; 1912 B.S.A., 3^/2h.p., free engine,

£32; 1909 Rex twin, free engine, 5-6h.p., new condi-
tion, £20; 1911 Enfield, £17; 1912 Zenith, £32,
Gradua gear.—J. Guttenberg, The Moor, Sheffield.

[0288

fi

1913 SCOTT, 3|- h.p.jjj

twin, complete withB
Portland lounge bodyrti

cane sidecar. M
Special price, 72 guineas.^

1913 RUDGE, 5 h.p.

i

multi, 750 CO., withfc

Portland ;^i3 13s. side-B
car.

i SPECIALS. I

3

3

E

E

1

Special price, 75 guineas.

1913 B.S.A., 31 h.p. two-l
speed, chain drive, kickJ

. start, with PortlandS
Dutch clog sidecar.

Special price, £65.

1913 ZENITH, 6 h.p. kickjj

start, Gradua gear, withm
Portland coach - built |P

sidecar.
||

Special price, 85 guineas,p
1913 PREMIER, 3ih.p.|

countershaft
speed, complete
Portland Dutch
sidecar.

Special price, £65.

1913 REX, 3^ h.p. deluxe,
Jj

two speeds, handled
start, complete with^
Portland de luxe sidecar I

]

Special price, £60. m
1913 REX, 6 h.p. two-i

speed de luxe, all latest ||

improvements, w i t h §
£13 13s. Portland side-

J

car. I
Special price, £70. I

~ TIT? i

two-fc

with5
clogR

i

DO THESE sun*? g
Please compare these prices with J
those of the SO-CALLED cheap storek

prices. I
DEFERRED PAYMENTS arranged at f

Maudes
MOTOR MART
136, GREAT PORTLAND ST.

LONDON, W.
'Phone—552 Mayfaii.

*Grams— "Abdicate, Wesdo, London."

.\:?.6 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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HOW'S THIS?
BcandNewior;6h.p. 3-sp. REXdeLuxe £62 10

15% casi discount t. ...,.,_.„„ . 9 7 6

£53 2 6
All'^wance for your 1912 2-sp. Douglas or

siuiibl ty[:cot machine £38 2 6

Cash required £15

NEW 1913's
TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., 3-spcoJSturincy £59 15
REX, 6 h.p., 2-spee(l, de luxe £62 10
REX, 6 h.p., 2-sitced, de luxe, chain drive .. £67 IS
REX, 4 h.p.. 2-speed, d( lu.xe £56
DOUGLAS, -J h.p.. 2-speed £48
BRADBURY, 3-speed £60
BRADBURY, 2-speed, kick starter £60
REX-J.A.P., 6 h.p., 2-speed £71 8
REX-J.A.P., 8 h.p., 2-speed £73 10
B.8.A., 2-speed, free engine £60
WILLIAMSON, S h.p., L75, water-cooled .. £82 10
WILklAMSON, 3 h.p.. w.c. and sidecar £97 10

Easy Paymenb from £10 deposit.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES.
Cash, Exchange, or Easy Paymenls.

B.S.A., loi 3, 2-speed, 2.Un. tvres. 750 miles . £49 10
TRIUMPH, 1912, 3i h.p., piate clutch £44 10
RUDSE Multi, 1912. and sidecar £47 10
REX, 4 h.p., 1912, the Big Single (NEW) . . £39
REX, i h p.. I0II-13, 2-speed, iNEW 47 Gns
GRANDEX-PRECISION, 1912, 3J h.p.,

Sturraey-.\rcher 3-SDeed gear £35 10
REX, u>i3, 6 h.p.; 2-spced, twm £54 10
ROVER, 1911, clutch model ; cost i55 .... Offers.
JAMES, 1910, 3i h.p. maijneto £19 10
REX, 5 h.p.. 1909. 2-speed, de luxe £29 10
P. & M., 3^ h.p., 2-speed. and Sidecir ...... £25 10
ZENITH, if)ir, 3i h.p., and Sidecar £39 10
CLYNO, 1912. and special cone Sidccu- .... £49 10
PEUSEOT, 3i h.p., magneto, 2 speeds £19 10
REX, 1913, 4 h.p., 2-speed, de Luxe, chain

drive, nearly new £49 10
REX, rgri, 2-speed, twm, de luse £38 10
TRIUMPH, 3I h.p., 1910, 3 speeds £36 10
REX, ii h.p., twin, spring f .»rks £15 10
J.A.P., 6 h.p., M.O,v., irec engine, spring fks.£34 10
MOTO-REVE, twin, lightweight, runs well.. £13 10
LINCOLN-ELK, 3*n.p., 1913, 2-specd £35 10
BRAOdU .Y, 1Q13. 3-fpeed bturmey £47 10
QUADRANT, 1912 free engine £35 10
REX, 1911. twin, de luxe, and new ^lo los.

Sidecar, specially good condition £45 10
REX, 3^ h.p., magneto, spring forks. 1908.. £19 10
REX, zi h.p., magneto, lightweight, h.b.c. . £15 10
N.S.U., 3i h.p., magneto £17 10
N.8.U., 1911, 3 h.p., 2-spced £29 10
N.S.U., 5} h.p., twin, 2-specd £27 10
N.8.U. 5* h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £31
REX. ;i b.p., spring iiTks £12 10
F.N., magneto lightweight £14 10

So'e Manufacturers of

PERFECTION" SIDECARS.

Msdcl F, £10 Oj. Od,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
[

LATE 1912 6h.p. Ee.x-Jap, 2^reed sear, handle Bturt-
iuk'. speedometer, lomp aud Keuerator, horn, and

all touls and spare parts, ridden 1,800 miles:
invited: price £50.—Storey, Brock House,
near Liverpool.

inspei'tici

FreshneW,'
[9821

FOR Sale, ehe.^p.—1912 3',''h,p. 3-spced Premier,
£32/10: 1912 Sijli.p. 2-epeed Premier, £34: 1912

2i-;.h.p. 2-speed lady's J^nlield, .£35: all ahove had very i

little use: 1912 sinKle-geiired Itudge. £30. in flue con-

1

ditiou: in stock. 1913 Douftlas. 2-sreed, £48: and'«,••.,„__, „ <-i,_„„„i,„,,4 ii,<.
1913 3-6peed Triumph. f59!i5: cash ofier,3 wanted.- Trade Since 1900 and known throughout the
Pickles. Motor Agent. Keighley.

The noted firm. Established in the Motor

SUNDRIES.
-*rong 3-specd Gear and Free Engine,

.-ilhhelt rim and con Iro's, brand new,
M.Trk 11., £510. ; Mark III £6 2 6

1913 .Mark \I., .Xrnistrong Gear. Trad^ supplied.
|New_F.K.S. Standard tioolt. Lamp, with

grid generator; usual price, 53/6;
clearance price 35

Miller's Lamp Set, 29H 37 6
Sew .-Uon (Uruid) 26 X 2 Non-skid Covers 13 6
Wycr's Motor Cycle Stand 3 3
jNew 26 X 2 and 26 x 2^ Avon Tubes 5 9
lEodcrtck Decompressor latest type .

.

8 6
Wew Car Speedometer £2 12 6
IXcw Triumph Pat tern Horns". 3y- and 3 9

The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

6, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

fX5800 country for quickest delivery of any Motor
Gli.p. Bat-Jill). Whit*iuntide, T.T. touring model, mil.- „ , ^ , „

age i.600, all at'ces^orics, includinff Lucas liKlit- Cycle or Cycle Car.
inp set, Cowey speedometer, tools, tspare-j, etc., fitted i

with deiomprerisGrs and autoumtie lubrication, new 2'AiD-'

extra heary i-overH. both wheels, new Duiilop belt. very|
D'liif.irtable, uud choice of any f^peed- to 70 ru.p.h.

;

cfpit comi'Iete over £70. accept £50; deposit system.—
Box 3.846. The Motor Cycle Office.':, Coveutrj'- [X8233

NORTHERN Depot. Ltd.. Everj-thinf; Motorish, Leece
St-. Liverpool—Rex-Jap celebrated machines in

^tock. Big selection fiideears, including Millford
H-eralda. Con'ettes. Premier,, et'C.. also bodie*^.
A.C. Sociables. Wall Tricarnages; ehop-soiled 1913
Alliliyg Midget car. what oflers for this? Excban^e
diput D.A. cylinders. Lukin carburetters, biggest exhi-
bition acceseorien in tlie north nt popular prices. N.D.L.
motor cycle suit, 21/6." Call and examine our stock,
no obligation to purchase. [X5739

SECTION HI.

[Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

lOll 3f-.b.p. Triumph: £30.

Triuuiph3V-h-r. F.E.
Stafford.

Hu6?ey. Vine
tX570219 "rt

1 Q12 (October) 5h.p. A.J.S., 2-spped. box, always cou-X «7 cert pitch,. 650x65 voituiette tyre, rim, and
-Hueifey, Vine St.,

CX5703
spokes : £50 ; any trial

;

Staflord.
aleo sidecar.-

Minerva. twin ;

St.. Macclesfield.
£12/10.-Benuett,

QUADRAKT.
Gbucester Ed., Chestertield.

B.S.A.. 1912. 2.sp6ed. as new;
worthy. King St.,. Alfreton.

EXFIELIJ Lightweight, only done 1,000 miles,
less; i;20.-Spenee, Little Eaton, IJeib.r.

39. Cross
rX5761

3h.p., only £6. engine as new.—Brown.
~" ~ [0591

2.fip6ed. as new; accept £42. — Ken-
rX5722

MOTOSACOCHE, IV.h.p.. "Whittle, mag., spring forks,
perfect; £10.—Fourdjinier, Tixall, Stafford. [X6181

fault-
[9828

perfect

:

[9937
S.n., Bosch.
Baxter Ed.,

everythin>r
Sale.

OHh.p. 1910 Twin N
/W4, £15.—'SVcodville,

"|-dl2',', 2%li.p. 3-speed New Hud.^nu. like new; real
l-tf bargain, £30.—H. S. Purcell, Audlem, Chea. [9938

1912, accessories; bargain, £53,
Siddle. Gt. Fnderbauk, Stockport.

[9841
. new April, money urgently

accept best oner.— i'. Owen, Ircnbridse.
Salop. [9836

SEVERAL Second-hand Motor Cycles for sale, cheap

;

write for particulars.—Ey;mti Garage, Newport^

^EIUMPH Eoadster,
. worth £38

DOUGLAS, T.T. model,
needed

:

5, Heath St., Hampstead, N.W.

;

and 173, Gt. Portland St., W.
Telephones : 2678, P.O., Hampstead ; and 1970, Regent

Clearance Sale
of shop-soiled
Machines new

and
second-hand.

EXCEPTIONAL BARGAINS
MAY NOW BE SECURED.

FOR HIRE,

Motor Cycles
and Sidecars.
TERMS ON APPLICATION.

Salop. [X5705

REX
perfect ; £35

;

M^ISI!^^'

De Luxe, 1911, 7-9h.p.. sidecar, little used,
accept solo part.—75. Newton St.,

MaccleBfleld. 1X5771

. 3'/.h.p., 1910, B. and B.. Bcsch, spring
|

torpedo tank, overhauled: £10.—H;dl. Jiule

Matlock. [X5189

ALTHOEPE. 4i.',h.p., 2-speed, kick ftiirter, free en-
gine combination, nearly new; £49.—Slack's Gar-
Stockport. (9861

valves iul-j

I'ielder, Byrkley.
[X5232

Sept., 1912, perfect con-
Stantju, Finchlield Rd.,

(9840

Sole London Agrcnts -foi—
Canoelet Sidecars from .

.

Swan Sidecars from .

.

C

£12 12
£13 13

Also Folding Siiiecars for Iinmediate Delivery.

TRADE SUPPLIED.
1 007-8 Minerva, cylinder 85x85. enund,
At/ material ; approval, deposit.—A.
Tiiirton-ou-Trent.

INDIAN. 71i.p., free engine,
dition: £42.-Details.

^yolverbampt(•n

adjustable pnllor. good eon-
£14/10 for quick 6aIe.-59. St.

Helen's St. Clietiterfield. [i5626

2-fipced. kii'k starter,

used, perfect eondition; £38.— Swindell.
Buxton Ed,. Tideswell. Buxton- fX5642

UDGE Multi, S'/i.h.p.. lute 1912, new Kempshall
back. horn. tool«, ete., splendid condition, idt^Jil

'ideiar machine: £39.-Ed;:e, Wilm-low. [X5587

RUDGE. 1912. free entrine, nnw tyres, belt, l;im^,

whistle, splendid condition : £30.—Mosuntus, Fair

2 h.p. 1911 Mctosacoche,
dition ; ueartvt

1(Q12V2 Bradbury, chain drive.
M.U carefuUv

EASY
FROM 27,

PAY^TS.

ON
O E>

BALANCE.

w
View, Cross St.. Bride'town. Canuoek. [9852

P.
and M., 1912',2. little used, absolutely no new, Luoas
hnrn. Cowfv, valve, pit^tou rinps, etc.; cost nearly

5, Heath St., Hampstead, N.W.

;

and 173, Gt. Portland St., W.
Telephones : 2678, P.O., Hampstead ; and 1970. Regent.

£70.—Motsey. \Vliitehouse, AldiTley Edge, [0613

REX Free Engine Twin very pond eonditiou thrnugh-
out. sound tvrert. Pivllev belt, with fiecesaoriea com-

1

(plete: £10.-35. Richer St.. ^yolverlmml»tou. rX5668i
! Oib.p. Triumph, new tyref, Dunlop be]t._ uiakers just
_ _ overliaufed,

ffi[ljgbtweight--Wats(j,
cwt £5: saeriflee. £22.
Eyeero't, Ripley, Derby.

excbiiuge
,

rX5728l

All letters relating to auveiti?ements snouia quote the number at the end of cricj advertisement, and the date of the issue. a^7
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Mr.SideoarMan!!
Has it ever struck you that with the advent of the

FAR L.OW
a good, round, and el(?gant sideciir can be purchased

at a mo-t modtTate fi^'ure ?

Send for our price list and be convinced.

W£ CAN DELIVER ANY MODEL FROM STOCK.

Model 4.

Undcrslung cbnssisfpateiit 5070), light coachbuilt
body, spring cushion, two tool bo-\es fitted.

10 guineas.

Model i.

Wicker body, canoe front, side door, upholstered
and lined inside right down to the toe.

£6 5s. Od.

Model 3.

Reed cane body with roll top, illicitly uphblsteied
and lined right down to Ihe toe.

£8 10s. Od.

ModeU Nos. 1 and 3 can be fitted with our uiuler-

slung chassis (patent 5070/12) for lOs. extra.

All Carriage PaitI, and complete with mat,
stand, quick detacliable joints, and IVIichelin
Motor Cycle Tyre-^. Ti-ade suoplied.

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
We liave a quantity of frames by well-known maker.

Two styles to choose from.
PRICE 32/6 EACH.

Rigid forks, 7/6 e.^ctra. Druid forks, 45/- extra.

Enamelled an:) plated in first-class style.

ODD BARGAINS.
Cowcy Speedometer, done 3,000 £3
Sidcrnr Afirons . , 7/8
Cowey Speedometer, done lOfi, perfect £3 10

Ne^' Rubber-studded Covcf;, 26x2^, bead'^d 17/6
Triumph J attern Handle-bar, new 6/6
New Prested Trembler Coil 15/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane.

''%tr HALIFAX 'JZ eiJ'lio

A2-^ A" letters relating to adveitisements

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
RUDGB, T.T., late 1912, in excellent condition, very

fast, just overhauled; £37, no reasonable offer

refused.—Full particulars, Gardner, Lletty. Mostyn.
[9984

GENtllNE Bargain.—Scott, late 1910. new condi-
tion, 2-sp('ed, kick starter, just overhauled Scott

\Vorks : 25 gns, caeh.-Hallam. Rosedale. Dove Holes.
Buxton- ,- [X5758

NEVER Again.—5h.p. Dot-Peugeot, 2-speed. free en-
gine, kick starter, Bcsch mag., take sidecar any-

where; first cheque for £17 secures.—Millard's, drapers.
Chesterfield. rX5740

TRIUMPH. F.E.. new November, 1912, perfect con-
dition, not done 2.500, tsight feed lubrication,

omplete with tools and spares; £40.—Barlow, Bank-
field. Winsford. rX5634

ii>ih.p. N.S.U.. Twin-cyl. Lightweight. 1911 model, in
1-^2 perfect condition, complete lamp, horn, and tools;
£15, or near: any trial; must sell this week.— Green-
lious. Bishop's Castle- [X5768

JQ12 Humber. 2h.p., good running order and condi
X«? tion. £19/10, lowest; 1912 Douglas. 2^;4h.p., free
engine, and kick starter, in excellent, condition, £38/10
-322, Shobnall St.. Buxton-on-Trent. [X5689

TRIUMPH, 1910, Mabon free engine, clutch, with
sidecar, only used week-ends in dry weather, lovely

;'onditiQn ; expert examination; £35; write for particu-
lare.-Wynne, 124, Richmond Rd., Crewe. [X5654

ZENITH-GRADUA. 3V2h.p.. 1912^4 model, a beauti
ful machine, with lamp and generator. P. and H.,

brand new Dunlop belt. 2 spare rubber belts, 1 Whittle
belt done 150 Tuiles. 1 leather done 200, 4 spare jets;
the lot for quick cash t^ale £33.—Rhosville, Rho«-on-
Sea, Colwyn Bay. [9932

IMMEDIATE Delivery, Phelon and Moore, Triumphs,
B.S.A., Rudge Multi. Enfield 6h.p. Douglas, side-

cars; torpedo, side door, £6/17/6; best value yet cfTered

;

ako £5/5 models; Auto-Wheels'; several second-hand
nachines; large-^it stock spare parts, tyrep!, belts, lampS;
etc.—William Jones, Anglesey Motor Mart, Llanfair
pwllgwyngyll. [9884

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln^ Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

B
Cohnore Row, Birmingham:
Eirminfrliam ; and 62. HirIi

NEW
Midlands:

COLMORE Depots. 31.
49. .Tohn Bright St.,

St.. Leicester.

and 2ud-hand at the leading depots for the
ents for Douglas. Scott, Matchleer^.

Enfield, Triumph. Premier. Bat. Zenith, Clyno, Chafer;
i^tc. etc.. also A.C. and Morgan Runabouts.—Colniiore

Uopota, Birrainsham and Leicester. [X6047

COLMORE.-1910 Zenith-Gradua, SVoh.p. .LAP.,
sturdy and economical, sidecar machine ; £24.

COLMORE.—1913 2i/(h.p. Levis, valvelesg, very nearly
new machine ; £30.

COLMORE.—1912 3V'h.p. Ariel and sidecar, a real
gocd pas-;enger combination; £38.

COLMORE.—1913 3V'h.p. Premier, 3-speed, has been
very little used ; £49.

COLMORE.-1913 twin-cyl. Matchless,
,speed, only run 200 miles; £53.

3i/2h.p.. 3
[X1366

ECOND-HAND Motor 'Cycle Bargains

:

S^

1 Q12 Macbetli, 3M;li.P-. 3-.speed. competition winner;

1012 Rex Sidette; £43.

1012 Free Engine Eudge, 3%i.p. ; £38

1Q12 Singer and Sidecar; £44.

iqi2 T.T. Douglas; £34.

iqil B.S.A., 3y2h.p.; £32.

1Q13 Model U Douglas, demonetration model; £45.

"IQ13 Cartwright-Precision,
-I-«^ Sturmey.Atelier.

3V2I1.P., £32 : S.gpeed

19" standard Douglas; £23.

r^OLMOEE Depot, 62, High St.,

3-speed, £59/15.

[9770

1912-13. free engine; £48.

31h.p. TriuraplJ,
2

Olh.p. Triumpb,

3 ill. p. Triumph, 1912, free engine, perfect;
2 Stamford Garage, Stamford.

N.S.U., IVih.p.t Bosch, B. and B., Druids;
Grocock, 48, High St., Boston.

PKEMIEE. lute 1912, 3y.h.p, 2-speed, not done 300';

£40.—Arnatt, 14. Jordan Well. Coventry. rS5692

PREMIER, 2'Ah.p. new Ea.ster, lamp, horn, ahso-

lutelr perfect; 1. irgain, £28/10.—English, Newark.
rX5514

£37/10.-
[X5697

£10/10.-
K6775

SPECrAL.
A CYCLE CAR FOR £40.

We have a 4-wheeled GycEe Car, new,7-9 h.p;

Blumfield engine, Bosch magneto, Amac
carburetter, chain i£rsve, 2 speeds, free

engine, handle starting, 2-seater body,

given away ^r^O ^'^^" ^^^"i-

The foUovifing are complete with sidecars :

—

igT3 8 h.p. ZENITH and 15 guineas Sidecar £65

TO09 ^i h.p. P. & M., 2 speeds and Sidecar £29
1912 6' h.p. CLYNO and Sidecar £45
rgT2 6 h.p. REX and Sidette Sidecar £45
lorr 8 h.p. MATCHLESS 2 speeds, and Sc. £50
7 h.p. ROC, 2 speeds, and Sidecar £29
1911 4 h.p. 2-sp. QUADRANT and Sidecar £33
nog 5 h.p. REX de Luxe and Sidecar £30
1908 5 H.p. REX de Luxe and Sidecar £28
1908 5 h.p. REX, Roc, 2 speeds, and S'car £25

1910 5 h.p. 2-specd VINDEC and Sidecar . . £30
igio 3J h.p. .2-speed CCOTT and Sidecar .. £30
1908 5 h.p. REX, dutch model, and Sidecar £23

Ail have variable gears except the last-named.
We will sell any machine without sidecar.

We have the following New 1913 Machines in

Stock :

6 h.p. A.J.S., 3 speeds, kick starter 69 Qn«

3i h.p. PHELON & MOORE, kick starter . . £65

1913 3t h.p. 3-speed HUMBER £53

1913 3I h.p. RUDGE, standard model £45
ni3 2i h.p. SUNBEAM, 2 speeds £63
I9r3 4ft h.p. SINGER, z speeds 60 Gni

1913 si h.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds . . . . 58 Gnt

Easy terms quoted. Discount for Cash.

MORGAN CYCLE CARS.
8 h.p. J.A.P. engine, best of everything.

85 guineas.
Delivery from stocl<.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
3* h.p. ENFIELD REX, M.O.V «0
z| h.p. J.A.P., Druid forks £7

igir 3* h.p. ARIEL SWIFT, free engine . . £24

1912 6"h.p. CLYNO, 2 speeds, kick starter. . £42
1912 6 h.p REX Sidette, 2 speeds £4S

1910 5-6 h.p. VINDEC, 2 speeds £27

1909 5-6 h.p. REX de Luxe £28
5-6 h.p. REX de Luxe. 2 speeds, etc. . . £27

3} h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, magneto, spring fks. £23

One Ditto, very good £24

4 h.p. tgrr QUADRANT Roc 2 speeds £30

.•i-6 h.p. Twiii REX, mapneto and clutch . . £19

3^ h.p. 1909 REX Tourist, good £21

3i h.p. 1908 REX Tourist. 1909 engine .... £19

3i L.p. roio REX, fine goer £23

5-6 h.p. REX de Luxe, 1908. 2-speed model £25

We have a few Brand New Clearance Clincher

Rubber-studded 26 x 21 Covers to fit 26 x 21 Kims.

Usual price 45/6 each.

Our price 25/- each.
Approval willingly.

£7 DOWN
3J h.p. igoS REX £19

3* h.p. r909 REX £21

SECURES ANY OF THESE.
BALANCE 30/- MONTH.
I 5 h.p. REX, magneto £19

I 34 h.p. 1910 REX .. t23

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Bosch Twin lM<\i;n^-ur , D.A.I.V., mj angle

.or rotation, new and guur.^.nieed .... £2 19 6

New Bosch magneto, suit V. twin engine .. 59/6

New liosch magneto, suit single-cyl. engine ti

Ai Mudscreen good V"
Farlow Sidecar, good ^

,c

Wicker Sidecar Body
J/°

26x2} Rub-stud Continental Cover, new .. 30/-

Kcx Pattern Foot Brake, new ^ y*
New Motor Cycle Frame "31/6

Farrar's Motor Exchange

19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane.

HALIFAX ']r;^t9T^
Telephone

919.

should quote the number at the end o! each advertisemf nt, and the date ol the issue.
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SCOTT'S
VICTORIA MOTOR HOUSE,

Powell Street, Halifax.

Telephone : 433.

Telegrams : SCOTT'S, Powell St., Halifax.

WE CAN SUPPLY ANY MAKE OF NEW
MACHINE FROM STOCK.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

Hupmobile and N.S.U. Runabouts.

p. & M.p 191 3 model, new, in stock £65
P. & M., 1912 model, had very little ube,

like new £50
RUDGE Multi, Uke new, 1912, not done

1 .1 -oo miles £46
RUDGE Multi, vcrj' good order £42
ZENITH, 6 h.p., 1912 £55
RUDGE, standard, 1912 £34
N.S.U., 6 h.p., 2 speo<ls, free engine, and

Sidecar £30
TRIUMPH, 1911, clutch model £31
REX, 3I h.p., 1911, clutch model ,.,.:.. £30
P. & M., 1909. A beauty 127 10
N.S.U., 4 h.p., 1910, 2 speeds, free engine,

and Sidecar £32 10
REX de Luxe, 5 h.p., 1910, 2 speeds,

M.O.I.V £30
REX Speed King, igri, M.O.LV.S., very

good order £27
N.8.U., 3J h.p., very good condition, 2

speeds, Sidecar £27 10
N.S.U., 4i h.p., 1909 model, 2 speeds, etc. £27 10

£5 down and 5/- weekly
secures any of the following

:

MOTO-REVE, 1910 £18
BRADBURY, 3 h.p., Bosch magneto, B.

and U., h.h.c £16
TORPEDO-FAFNIR, 3.'. h.p., Mabon,

Bosch, B. and B £20
QUADRANT, 3i h.p., Bosch, B. and B.

A beauty £13
ANTOINE, 5 h.p., B. and B., magneto

ignition £15
F.N., .t-cvlinder, take sidecar £15
REX, il h.p., B. and B.,fittcd with Sidecar £13
MINERVA, 23 h.p., splendid bill-climber.. £10
AUTO MOTOR, 3 b.p., good hill-cbmber.. £3
REX, 3I h.p., Mabon clutch, fitted with

Forecar £12
DE DION, 2 h.p. A beautv £7 10
CLEMENT-GARRARD £610
^cc.nd-hand £3 Ss. Sidecar for £3 10

Sidecars from £5 to £14. Value unequalled.

Boat-shaped Sidecar, as illustrated.

Luxuriously Upholstered,

£10 10s.
WRITE FOR CATALOGUES. TRADE SUPPLIED.

y C II
GEARS, .suitable for any"^w« make of motor cycle.

Delivery from stock.
Write for Booklet and let us quoie you.

(Trade supplied.)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

A
"DARCiAINS.

"VTEW Marhincs at .So;"ond-liand Prices :

rpniUMPII, 1913. 31..I1.P.. 3-speed. soiled; £54.

TRIUMPH. 1913. 3i':;h.p., T.T., free encinc.
soiled: £49.

7ENITH-GRADUA, 6I1.P., twin-eyl.; £56.

"\r..S.U., 3',-jh.p., 2-speed, single-cyl. ; £40.

REX-J.A.P., 1912, Sh.p. de Luxe: list £73/10.
£60.

REX-.T.A.P.. 1912, eh.p> do Luxe; list £78/10,
£62.

TVf.V. 2>.:..li.Ii. LiBlitwciBlit.- list £35. £24.

eCOTT, latest model, slightly soiled: £62.

CECOND-HAND Bargains :

I^EIUMPII, 1912, 3i/::h.p., tree engine; £33.

fTlRIU-AIPH, 1911, S'-jh.p., free engine; £30.

TRIUIMPH, 1913, 3i2h.p., S-speed, and Supreme
sideear; £5.5.

BR.\DBURY, 1912, 3V»h.p., 2-speed, and torpedo
coachbuilt sidcjar; £36.

HU-AIBER, 1911, 3'.yi.p., 2-speed. ^d torpedo
sidecar: £32.

"p.lt.C. 2-stroke, 1910, S'^h.p., single-cyl.: £17.

MATCHLESS, 1910, 4h.p., 2-speed, single-eyl.;

£13.

ANY oi the Above Machines sent on approval: full

detailed list of over 50 new and second-hand
machines free on aiiplication.—The I'remiei Motor
Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0316

Q0OEN (Jarage (Leicester), Ltd.. 178. Belgraro Gate.
Leitester.

"1012 Murtin-Jap, SV-h.p. ; £40.-Above.

|([il2 Forward, 2^;41i.p.. twin, demon.strution model;
-LiJ £33.—Above.

IQia Humber. 3V2h.p., 2-speed: £35.—Above.

"1(Q13 Ariel. 3V'h.i).. 3-speed. demonstration model:
-IJ' £55.-.4.bove.

"I 012 Indian. 7J1.1)., free engine: £45.-Above.

1Q12 Eudgi', 3',.>h-P.. free en.^ine, and sidecar: £42.—
JL" Above.

TBADESMAJf'S Box Siileear. suit 3V-h.p. machine,
new condition: f 6/10.—Above. [0692

Sih.i). Chater-Lea. Bosch, B- and B.. Kempshall, L)un-
2 li

... --_... _ . .

new condition: f 6/10.—Above. [0692

Llun
lop, perfect order: £13.—Gray, Leadenham. Lin

coin. [X5237

4-CYL. F.N"., a« new. a bargain ; immediate delivery
of 4-cyl. nmdels.—Heatli, Salford Priors, Warwick,

shire. , [X4149

OFFERS for new 3"-.h.j>. 2-?nPed B.S.A., never been
on road.-Iiox 3,330, The Motor Cycle Offices, Cov-

entry. ;X4896

EVANS.—Scott, 1913, 3''.',h.p., 2 Kpeeds, kick starter,
nearly new; £58.-P. J. Evans, Jchn iJright ,St.,

Birmingham.

EVANS.-Enfti'ld, 1S13. 6h.p., coacli eombimrtion, done
20 miles only; £72.—Below.

EVANS.-Humhcr, 1913. 3'«i.p.,3-.sperd, kicl; starter,
and cauoeU't sidecar : .£60.—Below.

EVANS.-Bradburv. 1913, 3>:.h,p., 3 speeds, used few
niiUw only: fSO.-Bcli.w.

'

EVANS.-EnHcld, 3h.p.. 1913. 2 speeds, kick starter,
just nvcrhauled; f42.-Bclow.

EVAXS.-B.S.A.. 31/2I1.P., 2-siiepd, chain drive, kick
-starter, condition as new: £48.—Below.

ETAN.S.—Lcii-Franiis. 1913, 3>lh.p.. 2 sliced^, kick
starter, cx' cUcut order ; £55.—Below.

I
^VAN.S.— Zenith. 1913, 3':.h.p., free engine, Gradua
-l f.a. Mill.-l''idfora..sidLcar: £55.-Below.

EVANS.— llniiiber, 1913. 2b.p., owner bought sidecar
TMuunt. Ji:t<l very cateful u-c; £24.—Below.

EVAMS.-Kmlgc Multi. 1912. with 1913 engine, belt
and tyres ffocd ; £38.— Below.

EVANS.—Willi:un-nn, 1912. 8h.D . 1913 improvemente.
just o.vrbaulc'l hy lUilkiTs; £58.—Below.

EVANS.— Enrtejil, 1912. 6h.p. combination, ccach side-
car, hoed, screen :. £55.—Below.

EVAN.S.— B;it. 1913, S'/.h.p.. 3 specdn. run few miles:
only £45-1'. .T. Evans, John Bright St., Birming-

ham. [0622)

THEBICSINCLE

£46 FOR £35.
Tm niakp .T final clearance of thi? mnflcl, we offer

a Brand New nna -i
li.p. Tourist REX, 84^x^0,

with Bosch riiaRiieto, B. and B. carbiirelter push
pump and feed lulincation, spring forks, Cantiievei
seat, 26x2^ non-akid tyrc3, stand, carrier, tooJb.ig,

niiniber-plates, purnp, and tools, at £35. Makers'
price of this model is /„46'.

"PERFECTION" SIDECARS,

MODEL D.

£10 : 10 : O.

We are Sole Wholesale Agents for PERFECTION
Sidecars (6 models). Trade supplied on liberal terms.

SINGLES.

t9i3 : or 3-speed BRADBURY, new £60
igi3 3.Vh.p. 2-speed LINCOLN-ELK £35 10
1912 F.F.. TRIUMPH £44 10
1912 RUDGE iMulti £44 TO
igir late model 3J h.p. NEW HUDSON ... £37 10
1912 F.E. QUADRANT, 3i h.p £35 10
r9r2 3-speed BRADBURY' £47 10
igll 3.1 h.p. ARIEL, >priiifi seat £25
J911 2"h.p. SINGER Lightweight £19 19
1911 2 h.p. M.O.V. MOTOSACOCHE £19 10
rgio 3-spced ajh.p. TRIUMPH £36 10
1012 3} h.p. 3-speed PRECISION £35 10
19124 h.p. Tourist REX, soiled £31 10
1911 i>, h.p. F.E. ROVER £32 10
1910 M'agneto MOTOSACOCHE £15
1909 3* h.p. 2-specd HUMBER £25
rgoS 35 h.p. ILrgncto REX £17 10
1908 3I h.p. Magneto QUADRANT £17 10

NEW 1913 REX OR REX-J.A.P.

1913 6 h.p. 2-specd REX £62 10

1913 6 h.p. 2-specd REX, chain drive £67 15

19136 h.p. 2-speed REX-J.A.P £71 8

1913 8 h.p. 2-speed REX-J.A.P £73 10
1911-12 Twin 2-speed REX de Luxe, NEW £46 ID

Callers receive special Exchange Quotations.

PASSENGER COMBINATIONS.

1913 2-specd B.S.A., as new, and Sidcc^tr . . £58 10

1913 8 ii.p W.-C. WrLLIAMSON and
"Williamson" Sidecar, NEW £97 10

New Twin REX de Luxe and New ro-guinea

SidecTC, spot cash. Bargain £52 ID

1912 3-s,»rd BRADBURY and Sidecar £60

1912 RUDGE Multi and Sidecar £47 ID

J912 Twill CLYNOand Sidecar £49 10

1909 5 li.p. 2-speed Twin REX de Lu.\'c and
new rigid Sklecar £34 ID

lyll Twin REX 2-speed Sidette, ch.ain drive £47 10

1913 6 h.p. REX doLuxe and £12 12s. .Mont-

gomery Sidecar, only done 600 miles .. £59 10

1912 2-spced WALL Tri-carriage £49 10

TWINS.

1909 Magneto MOTO-REVE Lightweight .

.

1912 New 2-spced 1-ree engine 6 h.p. REX
6 h.p. M.O.V. J.A.P., free engine

5! h.p. 2-speed N.S.U

lOil Twin REX, 2-sp'd. M.O.V., chain drive

5j h.p. 2-speed Twin REX de Luxe

1913 6 h.p. REX de Luxe, specially good .

.

1909 5 h.p. Twin REX de Luxe 2 speeds .,

1913 WILLIAMSON (NEW), water-cooled..

£13 ID
Offers

£34 10
£27 10
£39 10
£22 ID
£49 ID
£29 10
182 10

Collier's Motories,
Westeate, Halifax, England.1

All Utters relating to advertisenients ahould quote the ni:iiihcr it the en-J ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A29
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ROBERTSONS
SPECIFICATION

OF
THE WONDERFUL 8 H.P. 4-CYL.

HENDERSON
ENGINE

IGNITION
SILENCER

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE. |

Ot.p. 1910 Motosacoche, mag., Dmids, joctey pulley,
-W Wliittle; £11 :

guaranteed perfect.—Toms, Catherine
]

St., Leicester. [X5690

"I C|08 Triumph, 1910 piston and cylinder, good tyres
J-«? and belt; bargain, i20.—Wing. 33, West St.,

Strat£ord-on-ATOn. . [X5571

LATEST Demonstration Models, equal to new: S^^la.p.

Scott and eh. p. Entield combination ; special prices
for cash.—West's Garage, Lincoln. rX5760
tf?7. bargain.—3h. p. motor cycle, new mag., h.b.c, good^ tyrefl. overhauled, enamelled, new belt, fast, low.—
Roland Chappel], Sketchley,

KEEEY-ABINGDON, 1911, SVoh.p., free
horn, lamp, speedometer, perfect condition

;

190, Hamstead Ed., Handsworth. Birmingham.

3ih.p. Eudge Multi, 1913. standard, t;o>,
2 condition ; £49, or nearct^t

:

car, £8.—E.M.O., ~ '
' '

4-cvlinder, 8 h.p., 2| X S'n. bore and

stroke M.O.V., overhead inlet valves,

adjustable tappets, white metal big

ends, folding starting handle.

CARBURETTER Schebler, automatic, with bye-pass.

Operated by SINGLE steel^wire from

handle-bar.

Bosch D.U.4 (car size).

Sealed-up ioints, no back pressure, and

practically noiseless.

LUBRICATION Sight feed drip.

TRANSMISSION | x iin. chain through " Eclipse " clutch.

TANK . . Petrol capacity, 3 gallons ;
oil capacity,

i gallon.

FRAME . . li'in. X rjG, top tube sloped away at

rear, triple-stem type head, and very

ef&cient spring fork.

WHEELBASE 65in.

WHEELS. . 28 X sin., 40 heavy gauge spokes.

GUARDS. . With valances all round, front and rear

BRAKES . Foot-operated (twin pedals for R. or L.

foot) external band brake ;
hand-

operated powerful Bowden front rim

brake.

FOOTBOARDS Aluminium, with heel rests and rubber

pads.

STAND . . Strong kick-up type.

SADDLE . . Comfortable padded-top Mi'.ldlemore.

TOOLBAG . Large leather top tube type, with com
plete set of tools.

CARRIER . Very strong tubular, with rear number-
plate attached.

FINISH . . Dark Royal blue, aluminium, and white

SPEED . . 4 to 70 m. p.h. without declutching.

PRICE . . 70 guineas complete.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

COME AND HAVE A

TRIAL RUN.

WE STILL HAVE A GOOD
SELECTION OF SECOND-
HAND MOTOR CYCLES AND
ALSO FOUR GRAND NEW
SHOP-SOILED MOTOR
CYCLES, AND 20 BRAND
NEW SHOP-SOILED SIDE-
CARS.

'PHONE : MAYFAIR 5T67

Hinckley. [X5579

engine,
£30.-

[X6656

. . . splendid
new coach-built side-

Bagthcrpe Infirmary, Nottingham.
[X4626

LATE 1911 6h.p. Eex, 2H5peed, free engine, with side-

car, Kcarcelv used: £45; will exchange with 1913
T.T.-E. Pulford, Brinkley, Southwell, Nottingham.

[X5701
1Q1-2 Triumph, F.E., complete with accessories,
-I- *J engine recently overhauled, perfect condition

;

£38.—Stockley, 27, Regent Grove, Leamington.
[X6839

B.S.A., 3M;h.p., 1912, free engine, with Armstrong 3-

speed gear, fitted 1913, and accessories, not much
used; £45.—Apply, Shaw, 209, Sherlock St., Birming-
ham. [X5663

TEIUMPH, clutch model, 1911%, £34, new tyres and
belt, excellent condition, all accessories ; Premier

ddecar fit above, £2/12/6.—Robertson, Oadby, Leicester-

shire. [X5698

DOUGLAS, 191214 model K, 2-«peed, clutch, kick
starter, etc., good condition, cheap ; also two good

2-cyl. magneto cars.

Long, Crowle.
2 and 4-seater, to clear 'heap.

[X565£

DOUGLAS, New Hudson, Clyno, Matchless,
Levis motor cycles and Morgan runabouts:

Zenith,
all

models in stock : quick deliveries.—Colmore Depot, 62,

High St., Leicester. [9769

MARTIN-J.A.P., 23,4h.p., racer, overhead valves,

A.S.L. fork, Armstrong gear, perfect throughout,
won many awards: giving up racing; bargain, £40.—F.
Halford. Edwalton, Notts. [9859

1013 3-speed Triumphs, Douglas, Kynoch, Scott,
-1-t/ Matchle,^, Martin, Bradburys. Eudge, Humber-
ettes, G.W.K.. Ford cars; immediate delivery.—Clifford,
Motorics, Eastwood, Notts. [9564

1012 Singer, 3'/2h.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear,

l-*y in fine condition throughout; worth £45, take

£32/10 for quick sale, absolute bargain

;

Geo. Smith, 67, Albany Ed., Coventry.

Hutchinsons,
climbs anything

approval'.

[X5772

"1013 Triumph Motor Cycle, 3 speeds, free engine,
Xt/ perfectly new, still in crate, unable to use, going

abroad ; £55, or nearest offer ; must be sold at once.—
Wilkes. Hiir Crest, Great Barr, Birmingham. [X5225

NEALL-PEECISION. new, model A.S.A., 2lAh.p.,

Sturu'ey-Archer 3-6peed gear, free engine, Amac,
' Saxon fork, Lyso belt, handiest machine,

£35.—Neall Brothers, Ltd:, Daventry.
[9744

13 Bradbury, 3^peed gear. £49; 1913 Humher,
3"/,h.p.. 3-6peed gear, £47/10; 1913 Premier,

3i.«i.p., 2-speed, and countershaft. £46; 1912 Multi
Eudge, run 2.000 miles, £37/10: 1911 Indian, 7h.p.,

new 1913 clutch, new tyres. £58/10; 1911 Humber
lightweight, gouu condition, £17 ; 1910 twin Enfield,

belt drive, good order, £16.—das. Plastow, Osborne St.,

Grimsby. [0619

19^

SECTION V»
Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdoo,Norfolk

and Bedford

OJlh.p. Singer, low, Amac, Lyeo, torpedo ;- first £6/10.—
/* 2 —Walpole Eectory, Wisbech. [XS801

TEIUMPH, 19101/,, standard, very little used; £28.—
Musgrove, 3, Aylestone Ed., Cambridge. [9809

1013 B.S.A., 2-speed, chain drive, soiled; £53/10.—
A-O Egbert Spearman, Bishop's Stortford. [9743

MOTOSACOCHE, 2i/>h.p., brand new, never ridden.

F.B. ; £25, bargain.—38, Gatacre Ed., Ipswich,
[9931

1Q13 3'Ah.p. Standard Bradbury, absolutely brand
-Lt/ new, but slightly shop-soiled; £40.—Parker and
Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [9816

12 3i/.,h.p. Free Engine Quadrant, not ridden more
" " '" usur'

' """

£32, Parker and
[9817

it/ than 600 miles, IJunlop tyres, usual accessories

any examination ; absolute bargain.

Son, St. Ives, Himts.

1QI2 S'Ah.p. 2-speed Humber, excellent condition
X«/ throughout, new back tyres, horn, pmup, tcols,

etc.: any examination or reasonable trial allowed; £32.
-Parker and Son, St. Ives, Hunts. [9818

1 Q13 T.T. Roadster Triumph, Lucas horn, only ridden
X*J 250 miles: £38; bought Scott; approval, deposit

-Mitson, Mabille House, Newmarket.

2-8peed, 1912,

[0503

engine and gearsHUMBER, 3l/2h.p.. _ .

perfect, Dunlop belt, Clair silencer, watch and
other extras; £35.-60, St. John's, Bedford. [X5693

DOUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.—All 1913 models in

stock fT immediate delivery,

order at once.-
and Yarmouth.

_. .. , Let me book your
Flanders' Motor Cycle Depots, Norwich

[0308

SOMETHINO

TO

CROW

ABOUT

WELL TRIED AND
WELL SPOKEN OF.

A few opinions taken haphazard
from a sheaf of testimonials—
"The belt has now done 1,700

miles. Since I used it I have not

had a single stop on the road

for transmission troubles."

"My experience is, the Wata-
wata belt NEVER SLIPS."

"A remarkably efficient belt.

"At Matlock Bridge I rode up

the famous Bank and down again,

and being told there was another

hill that no motor cyclist had ever

succeeded in getting to the top of,

1 at once rode up that also. I have

used most belts on the market
but yours is streets ahead of the

lot."

YOU CAN DO WONDERS WITH
A WATAWATA.

Send for illustrated booklet.

0. & W. ORMEROD, Ltd.,

Railway Leather Works,

ROCHDALE.
London :

HARDING & SUMMERS,
Old Oak Lane.

Willesden Junction, N.W.

I57.GREAT PORTLAND STRFET.W
Ml letters relating 4o adveitisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue

A30
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
iRir.Mrir. SV-li.p.. free eupinc. lato 1910. splendid

i-i.litlitioii. Ifttlo ust'J. i'aliiii'ra, lump, huru: bar-

lU, i29.-Vnr.'. 18. Riiihv.iy Itil.. King'o Lynn. [9941

fOTOSAl'DCHE Lielitntielit, free engine, 1913, only
.1..11.' 500 unh<. £20. gniUHnteed fftultloss: a\^o

and U'« 1913 Mutosacoclie, clear at £24.—P. Smitli.

r-t.Mil Ril., Ip^n-iih. [X5790
Q

,1I{. 1913. 2'-Ml.p., special Tourist Trophy model,
s. (Irlivered lust week; owner not allowed to ride

[nii'*<: .£34.-r!os;

.0, Tudor St., E.C.
X2.371, The Motor Cycle

C0625

Itnidhury, 1911. Amit^tione 3-speed, just over-

iiiled anil puitmelled, new Kempshall tyre, spare

.i;nl tulie in ease: £26/10.—Atkinson, Woburn j^s-

im.Mital l*"aon, Aspley Guise, Beds. [9815

KI-'KKS wanted for f^liop-soiled 1913 Matcllees. 6

liP., 2.siHHd: 1913 Itover, 3',[.h.p. T.T., free en-

K: 1913 Bradbury. S'.ili.p., 3-speed; 1913 N.S.U.,
tli'p.. 2-tipeed: 1913 torpedo, 2V'lr.p., flee entrine.-

lUlllott Bios., Norwich. [0329

SECTION VL
I'orcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

912 3'-'.li.p. Bradbury, 3 speeds, free engine, perfect
condition ; nearest otter to £44.

911 SVjh.p. Bradbury. 2 speeds, free engine, good
iiiacbiue; nearest to £33.

911 6h.p. Zenitl], Binks earbtnetter. Worn coTcr:
nearest to £45.

910 3t.jlj p. Bradbury, standard: nearest to £26; all

alMive are guaranteed.

I'BRELLI, Ltd., 2, Albany Ed., Cnrdifl. [9880

^irMPH. 3h.p.. fir,:t-cla^:s condition, new tyres ; any
trial; £18.—Harris, Astwojd Bank, Kedditclr.

tX5449
lElriinl. 1911. free engine, new cylinder and piston,

rxcellcat condition: what offers?—Morris, 48, High
Kington. [9885

913 3',.jh.p. Zenith Green, ivater-cooled, splendid
order, wonderful puller; £54.-181, Mackintosh

ace. Cardifi. [9879

I
EX, 3'L.h.p., 1911, tyres practically new, machine
excellent condition; any trial; £24/10.-Davies,

ster House, Aberystwyth. [9839

I'JLh-p. Bradbury. 2.speed. free engine, new N'ovember,
'2 1912 splendid condition, lamp, accessories.—
jilrray, Treberth. Baundcrsfoot. rX5725

[ICOTT, 1910-11, new engine, new mag., new carbur-
' etter, tyres, fraruc, and wiring excellent; a bargain.

I

7.-181. Mackintosh I'lace, CardiS. [S;5582

<HATEH-LEA, 1913, special water-cooled chassis,
" unite new; list price £120, what offers? owner
Dght car.—Harrey Loynes, Kidderminster. [Z5454

[INGER, 2i,jh'.p., 1912V-;, new condition, run about
' 500. splendid machine, very fast : bargain.
!8/10.—J. E. Hiles, 39, Eign St., H&eford. [X1074

SECTION VII,

loucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

.COTT, 1913, brand new. shap-soiled;
' gain.— Ginger, Motors, Banbury.

only £58, bar-
[3:5076

SPEED 3',!:h.p. Brown. 1912. done 500;
r Ljndhurst. Ridgway Hill Ed., Farnham.

£30.-
[9865

i>-S.A., 1912 (Nov.). 2-speed. 1913 fittings, condition
;» as new: £42.-83, Sonthnioor Ed.. Oxford. rS5744
•>ES. 2^ih.p.. Bosch, B. and B., thoroughly oyer-
I hauled; £12.—Rogers, 20, I'athi rson Ed., Beading.

,^ [9908
\0rGLAS. 1911. excellent condition, all accessories;

£22.—Jones, Midland Bank Chambers, Gloucester.

YI.E9 and Eyles, Garage, O.'rford.—Eat. 5-6h.p.. and
.'idccar, 2-speed, 1912. only run 200 miles; £65.

!-..„.„ [X5590
^TLES and Eyles, Oxf,ird.-7-8h.p. Indian, 1912, 2-
J speed, with best cane sidecar. 50/- Lucas lamp,
aes. horn, spare tyre.and tubes; 50 gns. . i;X5591

p\'LES and Eyles. Oxford.— 5-6h.p. Zenith, sidecar.
Jones, lamp, kick starter; 50 gns. [XS592

ILES and Eyles, Cxford.—1910 Douglas, £15; 1911
H Douglas, £22; Kerry-Abingdon, S'ih.p., £24.

,i.T„„
"

[X558a
i"»LES and Eyles. O.tford.—5-6h.p. T.T. Bat, £30:1
^ all these are bargains, and good ; allowance given
' raatbino takeu in exchange; 1915 models in stock.
laced prices. [X5589
f-^-TOHLE.SS. 1013 models for immediate delivery.—* Solo Oitordshiro agents. The Morris Garages, Ox-
'"•_ [0313
^X., 4.CF1., 5.6h.p., 1911 model, 2-speed gear, good

condition and running order: £25.—Strick, New-ton,
»»«»• [S5671
HIELON and Moore. 1913 models for immediate de-

.j
'''•"" ° district agent. The Morris Garages,

[0203
:loid.

BiSRGAINS ^"h", motor CYCLIST

TYRES.
FRAMES.
TANKS.
PISTON RINGS.
HANOLE-BARS.
VALVES.

SPARKING PLUGS.
WASHERS.
REPAIR OUTFITS.
MAGNETO SPARES.
IVIUDGUARDS.
CARBURETTERS.

SWISS-MADE
WATCH.

Splendid timekeeper-
Made to fit any size bar.

Watch and holder
complete, 3/9-

Or with superior watch,
made specially

for us, with prominent and
reversed dial, 4/9,
Holder only^ 1/9,

Our
"SPECIAL"
SPARKING
PLUG.

Fully guaranteed. Won't soot

2/9 each
or 3 for 8/-

Equal to any plug at double
the price.

Most reliable plug made.

MOTOR
CLOTHING.

Double Texture, single-

breasted, complete with
Overalls 23/6 suit

' RELIO," Double lex-
ture, heavy quality, D.B,
Coat, Trouser Overalls,

27/6 suit.

" RELIANCE" Rainproof
Suit, free from rubber,
D.B. Coat wiih wind cuffs,

Trouser Overalls, 29/6
suit.

''RELIANCE," best
quality, with Belt, <2/-
suit.

Waist Belts, 1 /11 each.

Trade List

on Application.

RUBBER GOGGLES,
lOJd. pair.

LARGEST STOCK. LOWEST PRICES.

Reliance Great Motor Stores,
29/33, Manchester Street,

LIVERPOOL.
Wires " Mascot, Liverpool." 'Phone 6822 Centr

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HrilllKU. tSlO S'.'li.p.. 2.spee,l. li:.i.ill.> ^tnrtinff,

goud order : ±;20 cu>U.—Do.sw<-li. i'lii.\ll«I<l, Bii.-in^-

ftckc. • (X5657

I7.E. Trinmrli, Dec, 1911, beantifnlly kept: sell or
exchange ligbtweiglit and ca=ii.— Seaiimrk, New

Milton, Hants. [X5247

4L.p. N.S.U.. mnir., Bprini: fork». Whittle, a<3jn«tabl8

pnllej-. good tjres: £16, bargain.-134, OM"i'l
RlL, Eeadini;.

31h.p. Hex. 1911''i,
2 lion,
P

Offlei

19^ £18.-
[9813

LATTON3'.-Scott. 1913. brand
list price £68/5, offers wanted:

changee.—Laytona'. Bicester, Oxen.

LATTONS'.-IOIS S^peed Ti-iumph.
as new: £52.—Laj-tons'. Biee^iter,

[0570

handle starting, good condi-
arrcs.sorie.' : £30.—Lane. Honeystr«:et,

near Pewsey, Wilts. [0564

UDGR Mnlti. — Delivprfps from stock : trial nm»
given: exchange.^ entertained; trade supplied.—

OlUeial otrent. Bum™. Slongli. [9159

11 3V>b.p. Trnnip-.lnp. all aeeesoriea, good rnnning
orflcr: trial Bun kenhiir^t any time;

Tillyer, M ir.-tnn (jftte, BToek,-nhur.-t.

~|Q12 New Hiul-rn, S-fipeerl, and sidecar, 2 lanipsi,

J.^ excellent condition, spares : £45, or reusonablc

offer.—W., 2, Faulkner Ed., Newport. [X57el

new, soiled oidy

:

easy payments, ex-
[0816

used once and
Oxon. [0517

LAXTONS'.—1912 Scott, complete with lamp, horn,

i=ppfi\ indicator, spare chains, etc., used 800 miles
only, almost as new, perfect throughout; £52.—Laytons'.
Bicester. Oxon. [0518

LATTONS'.—Sunbeam. 1913. 2^41.P.. tick starter, 2-

6peed: catalogue price £63, offer* wanted.-Lay-
tons', Bicester, Oxon. ro519

LATTONS'.—Douglas, model 0. 2-spced, just arrived:

£48 ; exchanges, eaey payments. — Laytons'

Bicester. Oxon. [0520

LAYTONS*.—Triumph. 1913. 3^;peed model, just de-

livered; £59/15: exchanges, easy payments.-Lay-
tons'. Bicester, Oxon. [0521

LAYTONS'.-B.S.A. 1913 T.T. Boadster, L.O.M. en-

gine and ftttings. quite new; £45: exchanges.—
Laytonrf. Bicester, Oxon. [0522

HAETWBLLS' Garage, Chipping Norton. — Triumph
and Douglas agents: ako agents for Switt cycle

car for Banbury, Burford, and Chipping Norton.

TEIUMrH 3-speed, S'/'h.p., Iree engine, clutch: in

stock; £59/15.—Hartwells'.

DOUGLAS model O, £48; in stock model E. £52.
—Hartwells'.

stock, £138.—OxfordshireENFIELD Autolette
agente, Hartwells'.

TKIUMPH, 1912, free engine, in fine order througb-
out, new lin. Dunlop belt, lamp, horn, and tools;

£39.—Hartwells'.

I

rpKIUMPH. 3V.h.p.. 3-speed, delivered end of July,

I -L with Mills-i?ulford torpedo sidecar, wind screen,

hood, horn, lampe, miiror, and every accessory, beautiful

order, and all of the bf^t. as new: cost £83, no reason-

able offer refused.—Hartwells'. [1786

1 Q13 4'/ih.p. Linc.iIn-EIk. 2-speed. kick starter, etewart
-Li/ spei;dometer, T.T. and touring bars, lamp and
horn, splendid condition; offers.-G., 44, West St.,

Maidenhead. [3918

1Q12% F.E. Triumph. May. 1913. only ridden 800
-1- *y miles, guarantee perfect throughout, like new

;

£39/10. an exceptionally genuine bargain. — Vigger.s,

Warwick Rd.. Banbury. [X5658

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles.—We have a large stock

of machines in excellent condition at very low

prices to clear ; send us your reiiuirenients and we w ill

guarantee to satisfy you.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.
(0314

1013 Premier, 3','>h.p., Armstrong, new, £48: 1912
i-V Premier, clutch mtidel. £40, new; 1911 (October)

A.C.. in splendid order. ho«Td, carrier, and lamps, £50

;

6h.p. Rover, hood, screen, lamps, pump, and jack, £30

;

special bargains.— Grimes, Bracknell, Berks. [X5453

Hertford,
and Sussex

SECTION VIII.

Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,

F.N,. 2h.p., perfect order, new covers;
Park Ed.. Brixton.

ENFIELD, 3h.p., in stock, no waiting.-

118, Hampstead Rd.

£6'S.-

1912.
Rd.

87 New
[9992

The Agents,
[0599

shop-soiled only; £33.-118,
[0601

BRADBURY, 3'(.h.p., T.T. model, 1912, in good
order; £27/10.— 118, Hampstead Rd. [C603

stock.- 118,
[0604

MOTOR Cycle for sale, cheap, in good going order.-
13, Worldigc St., Hammersmith. [X5561

NEW Hudson,
Hampstead

CONN.\UOHT, 2-stroke; £33/10;
Hampstead Rd.

ZENITH. May. 1913, 3',t.h.p.,

cash £44.—Thorn, Maiden,

ryEIlEL,
ZJ £29/15,-7, Tiewint St.,

TJunnB MulH. 1912'
-Tt beat offer.—Rose's

perfect,
Kent.

hardlv pniled

:

[9856

1912, 7.9h.p.. twin, mag., 2 speeds, as new:
" " - -

Earlsfleld. [X5688
'1. in line condition Ihrr nghout

:

Garage, Uxbridtse. (0505

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number nt the entl of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
DAETLETrs Have Levis Motor Cycles in stock.

"DAETLETT'S Have Arno Motor Cycles in etock.

"DAETLETT'S Have Humber Motor Cycles in stock,

"DAETLETT'S Have Rudge Motor Cycles in stock.

BAETLBTT'S.-1912 314I1.P. elop-eoiled Arno; £36,
list £47/10.

BAETLBTrS.—1912 Grandex-Precision, 2yoh.p., 2-
speed: £25.

T>AETLETT'S.-1911 Triumph. F.E.; £35.

TDAETLETT'S.-1911 Keny-Abingdon, 3y2ll.p.; £26.

"DAETLETT'S.—1911 F.N., 2l4]l.p., 2-spced; £22/10.

perfect

;

Fafnir-Chater-Lea,BARTLETT'S.—1912
£24/10.

"DAETLETT'S.—1910 Enfleld liglitweigM, twin;

Humber, free engine,

£17.

andBAETLEirS.-Siih.p.
sidecar; £11/10.

BARTLETT'S.—1912 3>Ah.p. 3-speed Arno and eide-

car; £38.

"DAETLETT'S.—1911 Bat and sidecar, 6h.p. ; £45.

BAETLETT'S.—3VA.P. Fatnir, Cliater-Lea, perfect;
£17/10.

BAETLETT'S.—1911 Zenith and sidecar, fine order;
£36.

BAETLETT'S. 2 and 3. Parade, High Kd., Kilburn.
'Phone: 4807. [9871

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—The pre-eminent place

for purchasing.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—Tlie recognised mart
for motor cycles ; auction sales every fortnight.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Next three Bales,

August 20th, Sept. 3rd. and Sept. . 17th, at 2
o'clock.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Write for auction cata-
logue and illustrated price list, containing par-

ticulars over 100 automobiles and numerous accessory

bargains.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-The following motor
cycles immediate available. Those unsold by

August 20th will be offered by auction on that day.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3%h.B. 1912 Triumph,
fixed engine, fine condition; £30.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.— 4i/;h.p. Hobart. 1913,
with Armstrong 3-Epeed and sidecar; £37/10.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting— 2i4h.p. Royal Enfield,

late type lightweight, magneto; £16.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—3l4h.p. Precision, 1912,
single, mag.. T.T. bars, h.b.c, as^new; £35.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-3V2h.p. L.M.O.. 1913,
F.E., brand new, unused; clearance, £47/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—SVjh.p. Midget Bicar,
hand, comiortable maclune ; bargain, £25.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3%h.p. Scott, water-
cooled. 2 speeds, kick starter, splendid lot; £35.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-4i4h.p. Precision, 1912,
with Roc 2-speed; wonderful value, £22/10.

PALMEE'S Garage. Tooting.-2%li.p. Clyde. £12;
21/lli.p. F.N. lightweight. £10.

pALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—2%h.p. Minerva, nice
low machine; clearance price £10.

lLMBR'S Garage. Tooting.— 5-6h. p. :

speeds. F.B.. with sidecar; £27/10.
"pALMBR'S_ Garage, Tooting.-S-eh.p^ F.N., 4-cyl., 2

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—All above and many
others in stock. — Sole address, L. N. Palmer's

Garage. Merton Tram Terminus. Tooting (20 mins. 'Vic-

toria. 10 mins. Wimbledon). 'Phone:. 208 Streatham.
Motor 'buses, 48. 49, 66. [X6835

TRIUMPH. 1910. perfect condition, new belt; bar-
gain. £26/10.-129, High St.. Croydon. rX5731

TRIUMPH, 19121/-, r.E., perfect; £36. offers, bar-
gain.—Moulton, 50, Oakington Rd., W. [9963

TRIUMPH, 1911, clutch, excellent condition; nearest
offer £30.-188, Queen's Ed., Peckham. [9928

offers wanted
[0585

31.h.p., guaranteed perfect; ride away; nearest £15.
2 46, Clock House Rd., Beckenham. [0579

3Xh-p. Ariel, h.b.c, B. and B., good going order
2 £7/15.-34, Vicarage Lane, Stratford. [0689

. reliable, overhauled: £5/10. offer
-H. Almond, Bheppertoh, Middlesex. [0574

Peugeot, B. and B. carburetter, in running
order; £8/10.—Knight, Church St., Reigate. [9862

REX, 3V2I1.P.. mag., B. and B.. Mabon clutch, pood
order ; £20.—Leverrier, Hendon, Aerodrome. [X5558

"pvOUGLAS. 1911, 2-spced, and clutch, lamp, horn
iJ spares; £29.—M., 45, Stanbury Ed., I'eckhiiiii.

"IQ13 3-speed Triumph, hardly soiled;
JL^ —Bryan, 24, Aldgate, London.

03.h.p. Kerry, low,

3|h.p.

ESTABLISHED 20 YEAR HEART OF THE TRADE*

COLMOREDEPOT— BIRMINGHAM —

HE WHO HESITATES
Here, in the very thick of the busiest season of the
year, the COLMORE can, as usual, deliver all the
bargains which you have tried to get elsewhere.
Apart from this, we can supply you with anv

make of Motor Cycle or Light Car.

TRIUMPH, Stand.ird £49 5

TRIUMPH, free engine £55 10

TRIUMPH, 3-speed £59 15

SCOTT,33 65gns.

LEK1S,2i, valveless £33 10

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., 2-speed, chain drive .. TOgns.

MATCHLESS, Twin, 3i h.p., 3-speed 60 gns.

ENFIELD Combination, 6 h.p SOgns.

ENFIELD, 3 h.p 50 gns.

NEW HUDSON, 2i h.p., 3-speed 47 gns.

NEW HUDSON, 31 h.p., 3-speed 55 gns.

DOUGLAS R., 2-speed .and clutch £52

DOUGLAS 0, 2-speed £48

DOUGLAS P, T.T. model £48
CLYNO, 6 h.p., 3-speed £75

PREMIER, 3i h.p., 3-speed ; £56

P.& M £65

1911 LADY'S DOUGLAS, 2-speed, £25

1913 LEVIS (faultless) £23

1912 ARIEL and sidecar £37

1913 TRIUMPH, 3-speed £52
1913 MATCHLESS, 3 speed, 3 J twin £54

1913 3-speed NEW HUDSON, faultless

and spotless, taken in exchange, for

big twin, not run 150 miles £50

Also a very large number of first-class

SECOND-HANDS,
all overhauled and tested before being offered for

sale.

19 1 3 ENFIELD COMBINATION,
absolutely faultless, indistinguishable

from new, only been on road 3 days.

£75

MORGANS, A.C.'s (3 or 4 wheelers), HUMBER-
ETTES, ENFIELD AUTOLETTES, FORD CARS.

1913 ENFIELD AUTOLETTE, good
as new, cost /140 £110

1913 A.C. SOCIABLE, faultless

condition, smart appearance (painted

dark green) £58

EXCHANGES. DEFERRED TERMS.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
EAQLES.-Bat-Jap. 1912. 3«,h.p., spring frame T

handle-bar, very fast ; £27.

"PIAGLES.-N.S.U., Si/oh.p.. model de luxe (85x8i
-•-' 1911, 2 speeds, tree engine, fine condition; £2711

EAGLES.-Bradbury, 1912. N.S.TJ. 2-6peed gear, 1
engine, had little uee ; £35.

EAGLES.—Matchless 1911 6h.p. twin, J.A.P. cngil
N.S.U. 1913 2-speed gear, tree engine, with ki

car, fine condition; any trial; £47/10.

EAGLES.-Enfleld 2S4h.p. twin, late 1912, 2 epeei
free engine, chain drive, handle starting, io,

boards, nearly new; £31.

I71AGLES.—Rover, late 1912, free engine model, tii

^ condition; £35.

EAGLES.-Zenith-Gradna, 3i./~h.p. J.A.P. engine, fi

condition, all accessories ;_ £29/10.

EAGLES.—N.S.tr. 3y3h.p, Popular, new la.=t year, I

proved spring forks, lin. belt, adjustable nuUt
£23.

EAGLES.—N.S.tr. Si/oh.p. Popular, mag, adiurtal
pulley, lin. belt; £16.

EAGLES.—L.M.C., SVth.p.. 1910, Bosch mag., Bpri
forks, variable pulley, rubber etudded lyres; £1

EAGLES.—N.S.F. 3h.p. Popular, new 1911. uiagne
spring folks, h.b.c, fine condition; £.,7

EAGLES.—Any of the above can be purthajied
deferred payments, one quarter of amount dow:

EAGLES for prompt delivery of 1913 Bradbu
Douglas, Iv.ci.U., Rover, Singer, Tiiumpli, a

other makes ; best exchange terms.

EAGLES and Co., High St., Acton.-NS.TJ. W
LDudon District Agency. Tel. ; 556 Chi>wink.

r£57MORGAN and Maxwell. The Motorics. 80. Hish E
Streatham.-Keen prices. Quick delivery

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Auto-wheel (WalJ). nitl
speed Lea-Francis cycle ; £25.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-Bat-Jap. 8h.p.. and M
car; £36.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Clyno. 5-6h.p., 1912, i

coach-built sidecar, 2-speed, Binhs; £50.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Eoyal Enfield, 1913, 6h
2-sDeed: £68.2-speed; £68.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-
£14.

-F.N., 2l4h.p., 1910. Bos

COLMORE
DEPOTS:

31, COLMORE ROW, BIRMINGHAM.
49, JOHN BRIGHT STREET „
261, DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER.
31, RENSHAW STREET, LIVERPOOL.
62, HIGH STREET, LEICESTER.

^^2

[9808

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number

MORGAN and Maxwell.-N.S.U.,
ford sidecar; £32.

MORGAN and Maxwell,
Amac; £20.

"VrORG-AN and Ma-Xwell.—Humber, late 1911, Eo^
XTJ. speeds; £30.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Indian, latest 1913, 51

and sidecar; £75.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-Ivy-Precision, late 1!
free engine, 3-j4h.p. ; £28.

]\J"OBGAN and Maxwell.-J.A.P., 2i/2h,p.
; £7.

MORGAN and Max-well.-X.M.C., 1913. ArmstlOD
speeds; £45.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Matehleee, 6h.p.. 1!

Gradua 6 speeds; £65.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-Moto-Eeve, 2'/,h.p., 19

£20.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-Motosacoclies, two, -Bo
1912; £20.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-lVo New Hudsons, li

3-speed. as new ; £40.

2-speed, witil 3

TyrORGAN and Ma.xwell.-N.S.U., 1908. mag., 3b

Peugeot, 7-9h.p., Bo

TVTORGAN and Maxwell.-Rudge, 1911 ; £30.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Singers (2). one 1912,
'

1913, 2i,i,h.p.. free engines; £30 and £32,
|;

MORGAN and Maxwell.-Triumph, T.T. model, II
^

semi-racing, special" fittings; £34.

MORGAN and Ma.xwell.—One new 1913 tie" •"

Triumph; £59/15.

COME Over Here! To Morgan and Maxwell, 80, I

Rd., Streatham, for J.A.P.'s. Rexes. Bnidbi '.

Indians, speedometers, lamps, new. and used accessoi

large stock, cheapest and best of all.

MORGAN and Maxwell's Miscellany.-A ST,.

pillar, as new, 21/-- Binks 2-jet carburetter, ;

N.S.U. gear, with adjustable pulley, as new. £5.

£8; Cowey and Smith speedometers, almost new lai;

etc. ; -write us.—Morgan and Maxwell. 80. Kipli^ .

Streatham, London. fX-

1O10 2i4h.p. F.N., tyres in good condition; b«n,i

X-iJ £17.—Manning, 85, South End Rd., Hompsl-

3ih.p. A.J.S., 1911, excellent condition; £18/10)
2 ofleis.-lll, Canterbury St., Gillingham, IJ;

^

TRIUMPH. 1911, clutch, bought new 1912, tlile'I

condition; £32/10.—38a. Gunnersbnry Lane, A<

;

["

TOll Triumph, free engine, splendid crnditicn. 7
JlV used week-ends; £32.-36, Eye Lane, le''«jj

It the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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tor Cyclists and National Defence.
FTEk lurnlng an indifferent ear to the \alue

of the motor cycle as an adjunct to troops to

be used as a rapid means of communication

\ and for scouting puq^oses, tlie War Office have

now gone to the other extreme and are actively

luraging motor cyclists to enlist in a special motor
sts' corps under the various Territorial divisions.

decision of the authorities has been arrived at

le re.sult of experiments carried out some time back
teaching motor cyclists to the Royal Engineers as

atch bearers and scouts. The experiments were
lenllv satisfactory, and a definite scheme has now
evolved by the War Office for the enrolment and
meration of riders.

hile we are naturally gratified at the recognition

le authorities of the merits and usefulness of the

>r cycle, we cannot but think that the terms offered

none too alluring. They will probably attract

s, but, what is even more important than obtaining

nen, will they retain them? It is obvious that for

smooth working of the scheme it is es.sential that

ame men—of at least a large proportion of them

—

Id be availal^le year after year. Otherwise, with

very limited period of yearly training allowed for

r the scheme, a mere eight days minimum or

;n days maximum, it will be most difficult to keep
constant stream of well instructed and properly

plined men.
cannot he said that the terms offered err on the
of generosity. The machines must come up to a
: high standard of efficiency and equipment, and
allowances, all told, amount to a mere 8s. a day
:>ver the cost of petrol and oil and depreciation.
ain small messing allowances are also given, but
1 It IS remembereci that on training and manoeuvres
ines must necessarily suffer far greater deprecia-
than even under the hardest private use, we

lit the sums mentioned are insufficient. We think
'Var Office should allow los. a day for depreciation
also provide petrol and oil. A certain amount of.
isin has been levelled at the decision of the
orities to insist on the use of a change-speed
-'e, but here we are sure they are perfectly correct,
he T.T. machine is not the type likely to be the
suitable for the purpose required. The War

c also reserve to themselves the right to purchase
^machines in the event of war, a certain fixed rate
spreciation being deducted from the original price.

Some otherwise would-be volunteers think the prices

offered insufficient, but after all it must be borne in

mind that a man who volunteers to serve his country .

must be prepared to make sacrifices, and we welcome
'

the scheme as put forward by the War Office.

A Popular Error.

A
LEADERETTE writer in a daily paper pub-
lished last week drew attention to the delights

of pedal cycling, and in his enthusiasm for his

favourite pastime bewailed the fact that the

popularity of motoring in general and motor
cycling in particular had robbed the pedal cycle ranks

of many old adherents. We have no quarrel with

him concerning the pleasures derived from the use of

a bicycle, as we have experienced the utility, economy,
and general handiness of a pedal cycle for many pur-

poses where a motor cycle or car would not be so con-
venient. However, in one of his comparisons be-

tween the push cycle and the motor cycle the writer
[

of the article in question is a trifle misleading, and
appears to labour under the delusion that a motor-,

propelled vehicle is not so rehable as it might be. For
instance, he says, " The motor cycle is the imperious
master of man, the push cycle is his ever-ready
servant." . EIow many motor cyclists in these days
will agree with this dictum? Very few indeed, we
think, because a motor cyclist is never satisfied until

he has mastered every detail of his machine and
knows what every part is doing when it is at work, and
why it does it. The reliability of the pedal cycle and
motor cycle cannot now be compared to the detriment
of the latter.

The same writer falls into the usual error of imagin-
ing that speed and distance are the aim and goal of

every motorist. It is true a big proportion vvorship

at the feet of Mercury, but a still, larger number take

up the pastime for the reason that they can reach
beauty spots far from home in so short a time as com-
pared with pedalling; once on their favourite touring

ground they are content to dawdle about and enjoy
the sights, and because they ride a motor cycle are

not ever on scorching bent. A large number also

make use of a motor cycle for business purposes
solely. In a few years something else will attract the
public eye to a greater extent, and then motoring will

bei'ome like pedal c\ cling, almost entirely utilitarian,

and writers in the dailies will not imagine that all who
ride motor cycles are speed maniacs.
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The ruins of the olJ castle at Newark which is just oS the Fosseway.

SO^IE few months ago there was considerable dis-

cussion as to the advisability of bringing up to

date that fine Roman road, the Fosseway, The
R A.C. took an interest in the matter, and eventually

the work was proceeded with bv the Road Board,
who are finding the whole of the money, though the
Notts County Council is doing the work. The
most important roads of the Roman system M'ere

the ''' Royal Roads," or, as they are generally called
in medipeval records, the " Four Ways," which in

the laws of Edward the Confessor are given as Watling
Street, the Fosse, Ernrine Street, and Icknield Street,

and of which it is said that two ran lengthways and
two across the Ivingdom. The Fosseway, according
to Geoffrey of Monmouth, extended from Totnes to
Caithness. Though, until the advent of the Road
Board, it had lost coiisiderably in importance, the
Warwickshire portion being mostly a grass grown
track, it could still be followed for many miles, but
the impro-s'ement made of late applies to the section
extending from Six Hills to the junction of _ the main
Nottingham-Grantham Road, the continuation of the

THE OLD ROAD AND THE NEW.
/.n example of the manner in whicii the new road has been specially cut near Six Hills,

Fosse leading to Newark and Lincoln. We sampl.

this new road last week, and observed with pleasu

that several steam rollers belonging to the Oxfo

Steam Ploughing tompany were busily engagi

putting finishing touches to a beautifully .smooth grani

and 1 armac road which has gi\en place to the gra

grown track. P'urther, the road is being signposti

with up-to-date posts, the fingers of which do ii

obscure one another. The milestones are at prese

fixed in the hedgerows, the hedges not ha\ing be

cleared away, but in spreading the directions over t

complete semi-circle the designer of the stones h

erred, as it is impossible to read the mileage on o

side from the roadway-
The new stretch of road, which measures twelve a

and half miles, is entirely in the County of Nottinghai

and when it is considered, that three vears ago tl

stretch was a mere cart track, exactly like the presc

sides of the road, one can realise the. progress mat
Many portions of the ' way "'

were found to be in

\ery soft condition and were almost boglike. T
method of construction of the new road has been

excavate to the required dep

to receive the new materi;

'and the base cambered to ^/J
j

in J ft. with side drai

wherever possible to drain t

surface water from the ro

bed. Tarmac is being us

throughout. Where the rr)
I

is metalled, it is proposed
[

put only a strip, 9ft. in widu

up the centre, but where tf

road has not previously he

metalled, it is proposed
make the road the full witl,

of 15ft, in Tarmac. The toil

cost when completed
estimated to be ^:! 1,4^8. ;i

it is anticipated by Mr.

Purnell Hoolev, the com
sur\-eyor, who kindly furnisli

us with most of the foregoi

details, that the work will
[

completed at Christmas v.x t
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i Fosseway Up-to-date.—

sprinj;. The rate of progress at present is about

;rds per day.

Roman Road=builders' Directness.
ii:.iiii characlL'ristic i_-.t Roman roads is their

lUiess, and this feature is very obvious to the

I the Fosseway. It has been said that no part

entire length is more than six miles' from an
:ely, straigiit line. Roman er.gineers, we read
Highways and Byways of England," avoided

. and instead of going round a liill, morass, or

iih;Lar!o wiUi a half-circle, swerved gradually

side or other and picked up their line again

I he ditlicult spot was passed. Not only is the

liles stretch of road from Lincoln tO' Leicester

'.vark absolutely straight, but there is a remark-
I'sence of villages along the route; consequently
II exceedingly fast road, and when the sections

are at present
,
soitiewhat loose have been

V d to, and the widening process been completed,

id is bound to become a papular one.

..IS been the habit of motorists travelling from
roster, to Newark (on the Great North Road) and
icoln to journey via Mountsorrel, Loughborough,
I Nottingham, but the Fosseway provides a much
ttier alternative through route, devoid of towns r.nd

ages as we have already mentioned. Moral—don't

I out of petrol! There are one or two cross-roads

ere special caution is necessary, but if motorists

drive sensibly the danger signs whicn Oirduubtedly
have been over-done on other roads, and which arc
so far non-existent on the Fos.seway, will still

be conspicuous by their absence. One cannot but
admire the I-loman system cf making roads, for when
travelling on the Fossew-ay one can sec a white ribbon
of road extending far ahead.

A Deserted Highway.
Traxelling from Lincoln to Leicester there are but

three hills which call for a change of gear, and user.s

cannot fail to be impressed by the road being deserted.

During our trip we met only three cars and two motor
cycles, so that evidently the route, which has only

recently been passable with comfort, is not yet gener-
ally known. In modernising the road we were sorry

to note that the Nottinghamshire County Council had
arranged a rather ste^p and narrow bridge over the
canal, as it is impossible to see ahead, ai;d the acci-

dents which have occurred at such points are proof that
the danger would be best wiped out altngether. We
can imagine that the new Fosseway is likely to prove
ex( eedingly popular among Midland motorists. From
Leicester to .Saxondale (where the road cresses the
main Nottingham-Grantham road), the distance is 235f
miles, and the mileages from this point to the follow-
ing iDlaces are : Radchffe-on-Trent 2 3,4 miles, East
Bridgford 3 miles, Bottesford 814 miles, Nottingham
8 -'4 miles, Newark 1 1

1/4 miles, Grantham i^^ miles,
and Lincoln 27I4 miles.

If iJ il
^ °'" "'"^ham at which the Fosseway crosses the miin Notlingham-Sranthara Road . (b) A One straight stretch on the new Fosseway.

Ai^ »iH kL°'"u°l"'"'* °" ""' raodernisea Fosseway. (d) Kear leicesler, showing one ol the few houses on the road, (e) Good work by the Road Beard.

b«iiii»„.M.,^lt°"V.'*°l""S.°J°"'' ^'"' Hlnciley on the Coventry-Lelceiter Road which was rendered dangerous by Its narrowness; the road has now»«n considerably widened. The Humberetle and stones show tte original width.
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An Unusual Noise.

A noA'ice brought his machine to roe last week witli

the complaint that the engine ran poorly, especially

on hills, and that he was conscious of a constant

grinding noise, which formed an under-current of

sound below the clack of the valves and the bark of

the exhaust. Several local experts had tackled the

problem unsuccessfuly, and a hasty call at the factory

had proved equally futile. More by luck than judg-

ment I hit on the origin of his trouble in a quarter of

a mile spin. The magneto chain was adjusted exces-

sn-elv taut. As soon as it was given the proper

amount of slack the engine accelerated well, climbed

like a Trojan, and lest the obscure grinding sound.

Another Record.
Straws show which way the wind is blowing. Last

year 1 was in the habit of feverishly verifying the

adjustment of my three-speed hub controls after very

long rides, and it was not an, unknown occurrence for

me to dismount and reset the adjusters on the road,

because the gears did not engage readily, or would
iKjt engage at all This vear is already more than

half past, and my hub is, innocent of any too!, unless

the oilcan must' rank as a tool, and the adjustment is

still perfect. Incidentallv 1 must pay a tribute to the

larger tyres. My machine is fitted with the 2-)'8in.

size roadster pattern, and the rear cover has shown
itself capable of an infinitely greater mileage than the

2l^\n. size has fa-\-ourcd me with for many a long

year. In the early spring I questioned whether the

increase in tyre sizes had gcme far enough, but I must

admit that I have been very pleasantly surprised,

though I grant there is a lot of luck in such matters.

The NeviT Triumph Engine.
The Triumph vertical twin has been whispered

about c^er since a Bercley engine was seen fitted in a

Triumph frame many years ago, and I take a special

interest in it because a .similar 4 h.p. engine, built by

Werner Freres, was one of the finest little power units

I ever owned. It suffered from the disabilities

common to its day, for its carburetter was a terror,

i(s ignition was as flimsy as a paper chrysanthemum,

and the .spares, which were so freque.ntly required,

were seldom found to fit. Do I nci remember watch-

ing a man who is now a leading light, trying to reduce

an exhaust \alve for one of these engines to its proper

bevel angle by the roadside with no other tool than

a small hand file. Howbeit, that 4 h.p. Werner was
a terrific power producer on the rare occasions when
it was in tune, and accomplished feats in the way of

speed and hill-climbing which would not disgrace any

single-geared machine of to-day. O. C. Godfrey first

came to the frciit on such a machine. So we shall

expect gieat things of the Triumph twin, the more so

as we know it to be the product of years of experi-

ment, and to have received the preference over

another type of engine which is greatly fancied by the

cognoscenti.

A20

Caps for Motor Cyclists.

I find myself in hearty accord with the grumble

who can find no cap which is really suited to a'moto

cvclist. The heather tweed pudding basin hats are ver

nice while they are new and quite wearable on a sti

day after use has made their brim more pliable; bi

they flap into one's eyes -at speed or in windy weathci

The fashionable cap of the day looks ghastly after

hundred miles, for it is cut with a very full bulg

immediately above the peak, and this bulge is secure

to the peak by a single poiot stitching or press butloi

consequently the bulge soon assumes a kind of Trilh

dent, which looks abominalile. Some riders solve th

problem by re\'ersing the cap for riding purposes, bi

many of us like the shelter of a peak over our eye:

especially in sun or rain.' Ten years ago fashior

were different, and I owned an ordinary '33. 6d. tvvee

cap, which was literally ideal for motor cycling,

had a very long stiff jockey peak, and the cap proi)i

was cut as tight as a skullcap, being entirely devoi

of bulge. It looked a trifle horsey—maybe. I woi

it until its neat black and white chequers were staiiic

to a dirty greeny-grey, and, failing to obtain a dupl

cate, I had it cleaned se\eral times, until a real soakii

at length caused its brim to melt. I should sugge

that the ideal motor cycling cap should be cut vci

tight, with something of a streamline run from psak 1

crown, and no sign of a bulge; that the peak shoul

be excessively long and stiff, perhaps built up on a

aluminium base, and that the peak base, no mattf

what it be made of, should be cur\-ed across from t.

to ear to prevent its turning over backwards at speei

as I ha^-e known a leather peak do before now. Tl

pudding basin or modified s'.imbrcro hat.s—1 do w
know their trade designation—rt-ciuire stiffer brims.

MORE MARMED COUPLES WHO MOTOR CYCLE.
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Longden and their 2? h.p. Douglases. Mr. Longjen

is minager al the Pier Pavilion, Southport. His wife, teing a horse-

woman, prefers riding breeches with gaiters and a white dust-coat.
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\n American Handle-bar Security Device.

There have been many instances of failure on the

ft of the ordinary handle-liar locking device, more
siei'ialiy in sidecar work. Neither the expander
ig system nor the more conventional locking clip

invariably proof against the wrench of rounduig a

rpin beii<i at speed, and an American designer has

night out an interesting alternative. His handle-

has two tubes protruding downwards from it, and
V fit into the twin girder trusses of the front forks,

that shifting is impossible. I presume that l.p.a.

icly so-called—-has become a thing of the past, and
r nobody is any longer in danger of pulling his

idle-bar upwards out of its stem? This plan should
I V suitable for sidecar machines, but it is to be
.ited on solo machines, for it would effectually

1 vent the bar slipping round when the rider had a
[', and the unfortunate wight might have to ride

hie with half a crumpled bar, which is no fun at

t
—ex^-crto (rede.

I

Fly-a'way Tank Stoppers.
' ^ correspondent endorses my suggestion that the

i T caps of some 191^ machines are designed to

vide a frequent source of income to the stores

lartment of the factory. His machine is fitted with

ing stoppers, listed at is. 3d. each, and one .or both
:hem flics off whenever he rides over a particularly

1 bump. He was loath to face anv substantial

erial alterations, such as sweating a hinged tvpa of

:r cap into his tank, and he has escaped from his

ndar\- in a fairly simple and efficient manner, which
hall imitate for my own economy. He took two
'es of rounded wood, half an inch in diameter, and

! he greatest length which if was possible to insinuate

> the tank. Each piece was nicked amidships, and
iece of twine tied round the nick at one end and
ened to the spring cap at the other end. The
ng is too short to permit the stick to get endways
1 the tank filler hole, but there is plenty of string

the cap to be removed and hung out sideways
ing replenishment. He states that the bits of stick

It on the oil and petrol respectively and make no
se,- while they anchor the caps quite successfully.

KJi^

loSi

It is surely obvious that all filler caps should he hinged
or otherwise permanently attached to tile machine.

Truing a Crept Tube.
In a recent trial I saw two trade riders restore a

creeping tulie to its proper register in rather a novel
fashion. The valve had ceased to be in true radial

register by at least 30" and time was pressing. The
two men were riding in concert, and noticing the threat

of calamity at a check, they put the front wheel stand
down, and one man got in the saddle and applied the

well-adjusted front brake with all his might. Tlie

other knelt in frcKit of the machine and pulled the
cover rouni.l easily, after letting out a breath or so of

air from the tube. When the \alve was true again,

its owner exclaimed defiantly, " Bumps or no bumps,"
and inflated the tyre board hard. The whole affair did

not occupy a couple of minutes. With an unobservant
and unresourceful duffer in the saddle, this machine
might have needed a new tulie before the day was over,

'f'hat is an illustration of the difference in quality
' between the trade rider and the raw amateur. But
what price standardised rims ?

Penetrating Alarms.
I cannot help thinking that the long distance alarm

of the future is likely to be operated by electricity.

From my experience—large, if incomplete—of exhaust

whistles, I am inclined to think thev require a very

sturdy return spring, which renders them unsuitable

for -hand-control, and foot control is already be-

coming a trifle impossible now that mc-rA of us have
brakes and clutch pedals to operate, and most me-n are

limited to two legs. The motor cycle Klaxon should

be easily operated, and may fill the bill: but the hands
are wanted already for the steering, the throttle, and
the valve lifter, which seems to make an additional

lever somewhat of an incubus on many machines.

The ideal is a small electric push-button, which could

lie mounted near the valve lifter, and depressed by <;iie

finger of the hand which lifts the \alve. Moreover,

the empty space on top of the front mudguard and in

front of the fork is simply gaping for an electric hern,

and there, is usually plenty of room for a dry battery

somewhere in the region of the saddle-pillar tube. I

will experiment with 'diverse small electric hooter sets

and report later. I saw a mount so fitted a. few weeks
ago, and the rider was delighted with the device.

TWO EXAMPLES OF AMERICAN CYCLE CARS.
(I) The TwomWy tandem-seater, which Is ntfed with an air-cooled engine, chain drive and three-speed gear. These, however, will sHortly be replaced hy
loiLD.fior-cvllnder water-cooled engine and cardan, shaft drive. 121 The 10 h.p. California sociable four-wheeler, which is said to turn the scale at lour cwt.

A.M
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A Wonderful Two-wheeler.

Side view of the eight-cylinder 35 h.p. Biautogo showing front and rear springing, radiators, three-seated body, and general appearance.

MR. JAMES S. BOOTH, a journalist of Detroit,

U.S.A. J is clearly dissatisfied with the many
automobile products of the American Cov-

eiitn. And as befits one who writes for the edifica-

tion and instruction of the public in the columns of

the press, he does not let his talents lie smouldering

under a bushel, but has brought them into the light

of day, and evolved an entirely new bi-car—we nearly

wrote cycle car, but fear the A.C.U. would hardly

pass the " Biautogo," as it is named, into the cycle

car category.

But on the principle of a car having four wheels,

ar.d a motor cycle two, and furthermore as no

ridiculous and arbitrary weight limit is fixed to hinder

the efforts of designers of motor cycles, we feel we
are in order in -claiming the " Biautogo " as a motor

cycle, and we hail the arrival of this newest infant to

our ranks with enthusiasm. It certainly " ought-to-

go " if marketed. The scorcher who complains

of inadequate power is catered for by the provision

of 1 neat -little engine of 35 h.p. embodying eight

c\linders set V-shape. , The nervous rider in traffic ur

round hairpins should be reassured by the presence of

a four-speed gear box, by means of which e\en such

hills as Porlock or Amulree should lose their terrors,

and clean ascents of Applecross might become a

matter of no great moment on this smart little mount.

Careful provision has been made by Mr. Booth

against annoving tyre troubles by the fitting of

035 X :35 mm. tyres. Doubtless, the designer recog-

nises that the removal of the wheels for tyre repair is

scarcely a wayside job for an expert, let alone a novice.

Recognising that a lun.ning stait might prove a

TWO ASPECTS OF THE EIAUTOGO
(1) Three quarter rear view showing underslung frame and suppor:ing side wheels. (2) Front view showing radiators and overall width.

4.2d
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A Wonderful Two-wheeler.—

little fatiguing to all but the most robust, for the

" Biautogo " weighs a trifle of 28c\vt., the designer

has thoughtfully provided balance wheels which are

let down from the driver's seat, by means of which the

machine is kept on an even keel, what time the engine

is started. The driver then takes his seat in front of

his passengers, for the machine is considered up to

the task of taking three persons in all, and lets in his

clutch and sails away. On attaining a speed of 20

m.p.h. the side anchors are hauled up and the craft

left to balance itself.

The sensation of a skid we leave to the imagination

1083

ol our readers, but we feel rather unhappy at the

thought of the control. On a four-cylinder motor
cycle well-known in England it was found advisable
to substitute handle-bars for wheel steering, and if this

course were pursued on the " Biautogo " we think the

maker would produce a very racy and powerful little

mount.
To the dileianie in engineering the study of this

machine repays attention. The details are beautifully

carried out, and the whole construction reflects credit'

on the designer and maker. But whether the vehicle

can be taken seriously as a roadworthy machine
remains to be proved. " Sparks."

ILLOSTRATING THE GROWING USE OF THE MOTOR CYCLE IN THE ARMY.
11 A ?roup of despatch riders oI the Artists Rifles at Abergavenny. (21 A despatch rider, C. Cecil Gates, who has covered 20,265 miles since 1911 on

his Matchless in connection with the Army. (3) Members of the Lincolnshire Yeomanry at their Annual Camp at Grimsthorpe Parit. The machines
are a Matchless, Ivy-Precision, Campion-Jap, and Zenith. (4) The motor cycle section of the " East Lancashire Divisional Signalling Corps Royal
Engineers" at their annuil training at Ilkley, Yorkshire. (5) Capt. Coales (O.C.) and Lt. Swithenbank of the Hull unit of the Legion of Frontiersmen,
re.eiving despatches from a scoiit who has ]ust returned to camp.

B3
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THE CUMBRIA CYCLE CAR.
Features : Air-cooled engine, Central chain drive, Ash frame.

Side view ot the chaii>~diiven model showing hood, etc.

A CYCLE car of quite new and taking design

has been produced by Cumbria Motors, Ltd.,

Cockermouth, the sale of which is handled
from 13, London Road, Coventry.

Patent suspension for the 8 h.p. engine ot the Cumhria cycle car.

Observe the transverse leaf spring.

It is made in two types. One is a simple machine
fitted with final drive by Whittle belt to a novel design
of back axle. There is no differential, but two plates
in the back axle take the drive and are allowed to
slip slightly when turning corners. The
power is taken frorn the engine by a
chain to a Sturmey three-speed gear,

situated midway in the chassis. The
power unit is a Coventry made twin
air-cooled 6 h.p. engine.

The larger machine is more
ambitious. The power is obtained
from an 8 h.p. J.A.P. air-cooled twin
motor, and thence to a three-speed
and reverse gear box on car lines, on
to which is bolted the large Ferodo-
lined clutch, which is connected to the
primary shaft and operated by a pedal.

Thence the drive is taken by chain to
the rear axle, which is supplied with a
differential gear. The chains used are
Coventry Silent chains. A cushioning
device is used to soften the shock of

r4

Three-qaarter front view.

the drive, the engine being allowed nearly or

full revolution before it actually commences its woi

of driving the car. The frame is of ash, supporte

with steel plates, and should prove light, strong, ar

supple. Inverted grasshopper springs are employee

and the general details of the steering gear are we

carried out. A very neatly finished celluloid-covert

steering wheel is fitted.

A curious feature of this cycle car is the method
mounting the engine. The fore part is attachi

rigidly to the front axle, and the rear end is sprui

to allow it to move up and down with the axle. Tl

method is simple, but it obviously relies on the radi

rods to the axle standing up to their work.

All mechanism is thoroughly protected by an amp
underscreen, and the whole machine, fitted with a ne

two-seated body, two side lamps, tail lamp, generate

horn, jack, and tool kit, is priced at 122 guineas,

is stated that this car has been tested over FaTigs Brc

in the Lake District, close to Loweswater. This h

has a gradient of approximately i in 6. On tl

level it has attained a speed of close on fifty mil

per hour. We are assured that the car has had
severe testing in Lakeland, and has emerged mc

'

satisfactorily.

Flan view ot chassis o( the 8 h.p. Cambria, showing chain drive, countershaft gear, and
general arrangement.
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
A Pillion Seat.

Pillion riding seems to be gaining in

favour. A neat seat for ^tting to the

carrier o> a motor
cycle is that ilUis-

trated on this page.
It consists of an
Uijholstered cusliion

attached to tlie

cp.rrier bv means of

four clips. Sns-
pended from the
fore end. on either

side of the cushion,
is an iron footrest.

the length of which
may be ad-jtisted to

suit the passenger.
I'or lady passengers
the tootrests may
be detached and
placed both on the
same side with a

mall footboard bolted between the two.

t is made by Frank Ashby and Co., Etna
Vorks, Princip Street, Birmingham.

Speedometer Improvements.
Several improvements have recently

een made to the Isochronous speedometer
nd distance recorder by its inventor,

Ir. Bonniksen. Norfolk Street. Coventry.
lie driving gear lias been doubled in

trength as compared with the first model,
nd the flexible tube containing the driv-

iig cable is now all metal ; the earlier

nes had a rubber lining, but this caused
he tube to shrink and placed a buckling
train on the cable.

The friction metliod of connecting the
able to the drive and the indicator has
•een sup.-r.'eded by a key and keyway
levice which is a positive form of traris-

nis-sion and a great advance over tlie

Ider type.

To e.\clude water and dirt from the
learing of the driving gear a neat cup-
haped leather washer is attached to the
Irivcn wheel by a metal ring and three

s. The cu|)phig of the washer is

:illy provided to enable the hole to
as the bearing wears and tlie washer
lis. It will readily be seen that

^•jning a cup-shaped washer has a
endency to close the washer on to any
•art which the hole fits over.
Very shortly a trip mechanism will be
itroduced for this speedometer, wliich

•vill consist of two extra dial openings,

one to register ten miles in a ;ircle and
the other 100 miles in a circle. A button
at the side of the instrument will enable
both trip hands to be turned back to zero
like the hands of a keyless wat"ch.

Luggage and Tool Cases.
A handy week-end luggage-case is tliat

made h\- Loma.x, Ltd., William Street,
Uirmingliam. This case is collapsible,

and made of special trunk material cover-
ing three-ply boards. The size is 16in.

long by lOin. wide, and when closed 6in.

deep; it will, however, extend' to 12in.

deep. The straps are so arranged that
the case can be removed bodily from the
carrier without disturbing the fastenings
which secure the top and bottom halves.

The Lomax Extensible Valise.

The case is very light, and it can be
supplied in any colour to match the frame
of the machine. The same firm makes a
large number of articles in -leather for

motor cyclists' use, among them a flexible

waist belt which can be shortened or

lengthened by removing or replacing
sections of the leather used in its con-
struction, a waist belt to be worn by
motor cyclists when carrying a passenger
on the carrier, sparking plug cases, spare
belt cases, and tool cases.

A Novel Sidecar.

The Oakleigh Motor Co., 65a, Rosen-
dale Road, West Dulwich, S.E., has

just produced a very striking looking

The Oakleigh wind cutter sidecar.

cutting front with a higli dash, together

with a novel metliod of suspension, are

the features of this production. They
are exceptionally light, being made
throughout of ^in. three ply wood, for

which lightness, combined with strength,

is claimed. The' upholstery is padded
with a patent composition, rendering coil

springs unnecessary. It is claimed that
the concave dash renders a wind screen
unnecessary. To ensure great rigidity

liio door is provided to the standard side-

car, but one can be fitted if required
at an e.xtra charge of fifteen shillings.

The price of the complete sidecar and
tyre is £9, and it can be painted any
colour to order.

A Novel Belt.

The Zilla Patent BcJt Co., 82, Gt.
Western Street, Moss Side, Manchester,
has produced an ingenious belt that
should be particularly applicable to high-
powered machines or for sidecar use.

The centre of the belt is composed of

an endless steel chain, with the ends
of each link formed as a hook, so that

sections of the chain may be attached

One of the Kew York molr.r cyclist police ofllcers

wilh his 7 h.p. Indian. He is stationed at the

entrance to one ol the famous East River bridges.

A combination chain belt.

or removed if it is desired to lengthen
or shorten the belt. On this chain are
forced leather pieces like thick washers
cut at an angle of 28° and placed close

togethei-, but at the same time are made
a sufficiently slack fit to allow flexibility.

When it is desired to shorten the belt

one merely pulls off a few of these leather

washers and takes out a link and the

job is done. The belt appears to possess

great strength.
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A New Model 4 h.p. Twin Moto-Reve Engine.

WE are able to illustrate an entirely new model

from the well-known Swiss factory. This is

a 4 h.p. twin of 63 mm. bore by 85 mm.
stroke, giving a capacity of 530 c.c. The general

appearance of the engine is extremely attractive, and

it is characterised by high-class finish and remarkable

lightness, being, in fact, almost exactly 50 lbs. in

weight, complete with magneto and carburetter.

The' crankshaft is carried on phosphor bronze bear-

ings of good length, and the pistons are flat topped

with three rings. The gudgeon pins are secured in a

liming gear side of the latest 530 c.c. twin Koto-F.eve.

somewhat unusual manner, the pin being carried

trunnions close up to. the under side of the piston hea

and the securing

bolts passing
tlirough the piston

and being secured

on the top side by

lacking nuts.

A new departure

in Moto- - Reve
practice is the use

of mechanically-

operated overhead

inlet valves. These
are very neatly

carried out, and
have quick detach-

able operating rods

on adjustable
tappets, return

springs being em-
ployed to prevent

noise through bounc-
ing. The plugs are placed in the cylinder heai

The magneto fitted is of the Moto-Reve Co.'s 01

manufacture, and is gear- driven. It is carried on

platform cast integral with the crank case, and t

advance and retard movement is governed by a Bowd

wire working against an enclosed spring. A m
feature of the Moto-Reve magneto is the carrying

the contact breaker cover on two balls to ensure er

movement and prevent binding.

Another feature is the neat way in which the exhai

pipes are attached to the engine. Instead of t

casting being threaded externally to take the exhai

pipe union, it is threaded internally and a small c:

iron union is threaded into the cylinder, and on to tl

union is attached the union on the exhaust pipe.

Altogether, the engine is a notable addition to t

l)roducts of the Geneva factorv.

~'
. .-aa^r.

Pulley side of the 4 h.p. twin M.-R. en|in(

showing valve springs, adjustable tappets

and overhead valve operating mechauisir

-^—«••—<-

A Rear-springing Device.
THE illustrations depict an invention in connec-

tion with the spring suspension of the rear por-

tions of the frames of all motor cycles. The
device can be fitted to existing machines with little

alteration and at a low cost. It has been thoroughly

tested and found to be comfortable, strong, and reli-

able. The tension of the belt remains the same in

all positions, by reason of the fact that the radius of

the spring back fork is large, and that the centres of

the engine pulley, spring fork pin, and rear wheel are

.all in line. Lateral movement is prevented by the

wide and rigid hinge at the engine, by the heavy gauge

tubing of spring forks, and the three joint shackles at

rear extremities of forks. The central joints of the

shackles are made of large diameter, and may be

tightened or slackened to- adjust, the flexibility of

springs as required to suit the road conditions. The
designer is Mr. W. B. Burnet, works manager for

Messrs. Bennett and Wood, Ltd., Speedwell Cycle

and Motor Manufacturers and Importers, Pitt and

Bathurst Streets, Sydney.

b8

A novel metnod of rear springing.
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The Senspray Air Intake.

No carburetter can be considered

)erfeet whicli does not eflfectively tilter

;he air before its passage to the engine.

Irdinary gauze discs soon become
'hoked with dust, but the construction

llustrated affords a large area for the Grlcl^ WdJ/ord
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tion the plates screwed to the belt are
connected by crossed pivoted bars C, and
a flexible extension piece 1) is employed

)assage of air, so that this difficulty is

ivercome. The intake comprises a barrel

V of skeleton form which is of sufficient

ength and lined internally with gauze
IS shown at B. The barrel screws upon
,he carburetter body C, and the air

>assing to the engine is most effectively

atered.—C. H. Pugh, Ltd., and E. W.
JUrkey, No. 13,064, 1912.

P.D.A. Cycle Car Suspension.
With the object of providing a simple

ind efficient construction, the engine

^O. / 7?>^

as a torque tube. The engine frame is

provided with a wide bearing at the front
on a shaft E, below which is arranged
the single transverse front spring F.

The main frame members G are also

mounted upon the shaft E, and it will

be clear that, as the back axle rises and
falls, the engine frame A will oscillate

freely on its shaft.—F. W. Hulse, and
Pickering. Darby, and Allday, Ltd., No.
16,217, 1912.

Belt Fasteners.

The 'iUustrations show two forms of belt
fastener, both of which are designed to
provide great flexibility and to give a
central pull on the belt. The first con-
struction comprises merely two strips of

tempered steel A B, one of which passes
through an aperture in the other to give,

a central pull. In the second construc-

whicli straightens out as the belt passes
round the pulley and takes some of the
strain.—C. H. Gray, No. 19,860.

Friction Gearing.

In tliis frictional gear a large internal
cone A provides one frictional surface,
the other comprising a smaller external
cone B. When the two cones are in the
position illustrated in the larger view a

frame A is connected to the back axle
R by telescopic members C D, which act

direct drive is afforded, but when either

member is moved to bring them into the
relationship illustrated in the smaller
view a variable speed drive results.—F.
W. Mead, No. 17,808, 1912.

GAME SHOOTING WITH A SIDECAR AT THE CAPE.
(li Sample of the rosd with which the riders met. (2) One of the 6 h.p. Enfleld sidecars loaded with some of the spoil of 3 day's shooting. Mr. H.

Dreyer Is the rider. (3) H. Dreier and D. Garlic'^, of Cape Town, on the way out. The sidecar passenger look the photograph. The second sidecar carried
the baggage, guns, etc. The start was made alter three days heavy rain, and part of the road traversed alter dusk consisted ol ploughed Delds which the
EnDelds look with all aboard.

m
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
Ail letters shouia be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, B.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's tull name and address.

Garage Charges.
Sir,—Knowing that you are always ready to take up the

cudgels, when excessive charges are made to motor cyclists,

I beg to bring to your notice the tariff obtaining for garage
at the Great Western Hotel at Fishguard.
The charges, printed on their tariff, read thus :

" Motor
Cars and Motor Cycles, 2s. per day, 10s. per week."
That no distinction should be made between a 60 . h.p.

car and a lightweight motor cycle is preposterous, and
even for my bicycle and sidecar I considered the , charge
excessive, and refused to pay more than a shilling for one
day's garage.

The garage in question is not artificially lighted in any
way, and is merely a galvanised iron erection.

P. E. HOOPER.

A Warning.

_
Sir,—May I through your hospitable columns issue a

timely warning to motor cyclists who may during the
holiday season have occasion to pass through the lethargic
city of Hereford ?

Of late there has been experienced a burst of phenomenal
activity on the part of the police, and sympathetic magis-
trates have joined in the general conspiracy of persecution
against the motorist. Recent cases at court have been
supported by the most entertaining evidence, which would
be indeed, humorous were it not so effectual in securing
convictions. One witness quite recently uniquely gauged
the speed of a motorist by saying that his pony could go
at ten miles per hour, and the defendant, he declared, was
travelling four times as fast. One marvels not so much at
the^ hypothetical arithmetic as at the magistrates, who
seriously regarded such testimony. A first oifender was, a
week or two ago, mulcted of £3 on such evidence as this.

C. J. HUGHES.

Fair Treatment.
Sir,-—It makes me smile to see the letters on this subject

sometimes published in your paper. My experience has been
just the reverse. One of the firms mentioned has kept me
waiting six weeks to replace a faulty bearing on a new
machine. I am still without my machine, and am likely to
be, as letters only bring me insulting replies. Most of my
friends also agree that these "fair treatment" stories are the
exception. HAD SOME.

Sir,—There has been recently some correspondence in
your valuable journal from readers, some discontented and
some otherwise, concerning the treatment accorded them
at the hands of manufacturers in the matter of spare parts
and repairs. I should be glad if you would extend me the
hospitality of your columns to mention my experience with
Messrs. Singer and Co., Ltd. Recently, while travelling
to Wolverhampton, the inside flange of my pulley broke
away from the centre. I effected a temporary repair by
having the two pieces riveted together, and wrote for a new
pulley to be sent me, c/o post office, Wolverhampton. This
I received by return of post. Within fifty miles this went
exactly the same way. I therefore got the machine to the
works, where it was found that the frame had been pulled
out of line. They relined the frame and fitted another
pulley, and I was able to proceed after a wait of about
three hours. More recently my cylinder blew off, smashing
the piston, bending the connecting rod, and driving the
sparking plug through the tank. Here was a pretty wreck.
I sent the machine off to Coventry on Tuesday, prepared
to possess my soul in patience for some time without it,

BI2

but, to my surprise and delight, I received it back on

Thursday night fitted with new tank, cylinder, piston,

connecting rod, and plug. All these repairs were done
entirely free of expense to me. While writing, I should

like to express my appreciation of their 4^ h.p. model for

sidecar work. The usual disclaimer, of course, applies.

W. F. DOWSETT (AD 3171).

Sir,—Having often read letters in T/te Motor Cycle from

correspondents complaining of the treatment they have re-

ceived at the hands of some manuJacturers in the matter oi

repairs and obtaining spare pans, i should like to give vou

the following instances of the way Messrs. Phelon and

Moore treat their customers. A .tw weeks ago it becaaj-

necessary to rebuild my back wheel, and I wrote to Messrs.

P. and M. telling them that it was necessary for me to \m
my machine every day, and asiang how long they wonlc

be <loing the repairs. They replied two daj's. I sent thf

whuol off nn Sunday evening and received it back on thf

following Wednesday. In rebuilding the wheel they founc

that the brnkc drum was faulty and this the;/ replaced fre(

of charge, although my machine is two years old. Last weeli

I had to send my two-speed gear to be overhauled, it having

done upwards of 10,000 miles. I sent this off on a Mondaj
and it was thoroughly overhauled and returned t-o me on th(

Wednesday evening following; so that whatever the experience,

of others may be, for myself I cannot speak too highly of th<

treatment I have received from this firm. The usual dis

claimer. A. BEGBIE.

A Cycle Car with a Business Body.
Sir,—I am enclosing a photograph of my G.W.K. show

ing special back box for business purposes. This is tin

second G.W.K. I have used in this manner. On my las;

I did 23,000 miles in twelve months, which speaks for itself

KT 117.

A G.W.K. provided with a box at the rear (or carrying goods.

(See letter from KT 117.)
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Genuine Accessories.

Sir,—There is one real giievanee, vvhicli has never been

iro|)erly ventilated in your jonrnal, namely, the tenileney

)f substituting accessories, etc., for the sake of an extra

iroHt. The most bare-faced imposition was practiced on me
I few days ago when 1 stopped my cycle in fi'ont of a

jrosperoiis, well-stocke<l cycle store in a town of 150,C0O

uliabitants. I asked for a tin of Robbialac of a standard

iiloiir for the purpose of retouching my sidecar on the

ulmination of my holiday. I was obstinate in insisting on
iobbialac, my sidecar having originally been painted with

his enamel. This commei-cial pirate pledged me lys family's

lonour that the enamel he was forcing upon me at a saving

if 6d. was made by the same firm for them, and was actually

he same stuff. Since then he and I know better. It would
le a great boon to all motorists if manufacturers of repute

vould take the trouble to convince such catchpenny brigands

hat it docs not pay to substitute nondescript quality for

.veil-known accessories, and I trust my fellow sufferers will

o-operate with me in gently and firmly refusing to be a
witty to such a most reprehensible practice, which, to my
atiow, is getting more and more prevalent amongst accessory

iealers. MARTIN HUMBERT.

Military Motor Cyclists.

Sir,—As a Territorial and a keen motor cyclist, I should
ike to draw attention to sevei-al obvious flaws in the War
Jifice scheme for Territorial motor cyclists.

In the first case, in their great anxiety to get men, the
luthorities are making the training of the motor cyclist a
nere farce. It is quite impossible to teach a motor cyclist

)ne-fiftiefli part of his work during twenty recruit drills and
)nly one drill per year afterwards, with the exception of the
innual training. In addition, ai'ming a man with a revolver
'nly. and giving liim twelve rounds to fire every year with it

:
-six with each hand—is absolutely ridiculous. Personally,

I

believe that the motor cyclist is of verv much less use than

I
le might be if he does not carry a rifle ; but if the authorities
re to pin their faith to the revolver, then at least the motor
yclist should have a considerable amount of practice with
bis weapon, as it is admittedly a most difficult job to become
iroficient in revolver shooting.

The motor cyclist should have a knowledge of signallingj a'
' horough- knowledge of scouting, and many other interesting
uilitary duties. Twenty drills the first year and none after-

i
vards will not make him proficient, or even give him the

i
aintest smattering of these necessary parts of his duty.
To my mind, it is obviously unfair that the Territorial

notor cyclist should have to provide his own machine during
raining, and then when war breaks out and there is a chance
if earning a little money, take his machine from him at an
idmittedly low valuation, and pay him only Is. 9d. per day.
everyone who has been on military duties, on manoeuvres
md such like work, will agree that 8s. per day does not
>egin to cover out-of-pocket expenses. Wear on tyres, belts,

xpensive spills, and so forth, to say nothing of the macliine
standing ont in all w-eathers quite unprotected from the
'lenients, makes it quite impossible to do anything but lose

leavily over each annual training. Why, on the outbreak
)f war, the motor cyclist should not be allowed to earn a

iecent rate of pay for the comparatively short time he would
ive to draw it only the authorities know.
Turning now to the question of the type of motor cycle

.yhieh will be officially approved. The class of man that is

ikely to be interested in military motor cycling usually rides
1 T.T. machine.. He may strongly object to having to fit a

'

i:'.;e speed gear to please tlie War Office. If the authorities
i'ling to insist on variably geared machines surely they

. -'.Ud also insist on the rear wheel being accessible. I have
tnown motor cycles to be used on military work which were
lot fitted with either a front or rear stand, the rear wheel of

vbich weighed over 90 lbs., and which would take three men
it Ifast three hours on the road to fit a fresh tyi'e to the
ear wheel and refit. This is not as it should be.

I am glad to notice that the old accuniidator 'bus will no
'•"ZPT be eligible to draw more tlian its actual value for a

night's messhig about within a two miles radius of camp.
- will, at any rate, remove a great grievance among keen

men. who have in the past found that out-of-date worthless
machines, which never did an honest day's work during the
training, drew from the authorities as much as their own

up-to-date machines, which, in many cases, would be working
night and day.

T'o .sum up, I think

—

1. That tlie training of the men is absolutely inadequate.

2. That the machine, in case of war, should remain the

property of the owner, and that he should draw from the

Governinent the 8s. a day which he would get on annual
training, and be supplied with tyres, belts and petrol free.

3. The regulations should insist on accessibility of all

parts, which is at least as necessary as the fitting of many
types of change speed geai-s, which' certainly could never sur-

vive a campaign. MOTOR CYCLE SERGT. T.F.

Rear Springing.
Sir,—I am sending herewith a drawing of a provisionally

protected system of rear springing for motor cycles.

The disadvantage of all existing forms of fear springing,

to my mind, is that the distance between the centres of

the engine pulley and the rear wheel respectively is always
varying. In those systems where the rear wheel oscillates

at the end of a link, the radius of the link motion is not

equal to that between the engine pulley and the rear wheel,

but generally shorter, some systems, in fact, employing a
1 . very short link. When travelling over an uneven surface,

I
therefore, the oscillating motion of the back wheel must

' be alternately loosening and tightening the driving belt or

chain. The same effect obtains in tliose systems where
the wheel moves in vertical guides at the end of the forks.

The rear spring frame referred to by E. W. Chalkley

This action, I think, occurring perhaps hundreds of times

per m.inute, must have a detrimental effect oa the trans-

mission.
In this improved system, the' disadvantage referred to

has been done away w-ith, owing to the fact that the

radius of the motion of the link carrying the back wheel

is exactly equal to that between the centre of the engine

pulley and the centre of the back wheel.

For those machines having counter-shaft speed gears, the

frame or link would be fitted between the centres of the

fuial drive. The system is adaptable to springing by either

leaf or spiral springs placed above or below the hub of the

rear wheel. E. W. CHALKLEY.

The Twin-cylinder Triumph.
vSir,—With reference to the description which has appeared

in The Motor Cycle relative to the twin-cylinder Triumph,
the Triumph Co. wish it to be understood tliat this particular

engii\e is as yet in the experimental stage. The results of

tliese experiments do not warrant the company publishing a

definite statement as regards their policy for next season.

It is well-known that the policy of tliis company is such

that any new idea has to undergo prolonged and strenuous

testing before general adoption, and the rider can rest

assured that all possible safeguards are embraced before anv
departure from their present manufacturing policy is adopted.

The Triumph Co. have ji;.: .'d their faith, up to the

present, in the single-cvlinder machine, which type has
proved itself to be one of the most efficient, and which they
have successfully brought to the pitch of perfection. How-
ever, not being satisfied to rest on their laurels, experiments
are continuous and diverging in all directions, in order to

present eventually to the public the most perfect type of-

machine. TRIUMPH CYCLE CO., L'TD.
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Hub and Counter-shaft Gears.

Sir,—In your issue of August 14th a letter appears from
Mr. Harold Bowden, of the Sturmey-Archer Gears, Ltd.,

in which the writer states (after criticising the counter-

shaft gear as opposed to the hub gear) that it would be
interesting to hear the opinions of others who have had
experience of both.
Among other objections to the counter-shaft gear the

writer states that the small chain from engine to counter-
shaft " wears out after 1,500 miles or less, even when con-

stantly lubricated." Now, on my own machine (a 2| h.p.

Enfield), I have ridden well over 4,000 miles without having
ever removed the small chains or e.ven cleaned them. A
half-pump of oil every 250 miles keeps both chains and gear
well lubricated, and during the whole 4,000 miles it has
only been necessary to adjust the chains once (not a two
minutes' job).

The 4,000 mile.s that I iiave already done (and I hope to

double this figure without new chains) compares more than
favourably witlr the 1,500 or less which Mr. Bowden gives
as the life of the small chain, and it would be interesting
to know how he arrived at this figure.

I may add that I have not the slightest interest in the
gear of which I have given my experience, and there must
be thousands of riders of machines with counter-shaft gear
who will laugh at the idea of 1,500 miles being the life of
the small chain A. W. EVANS.

Sii',^As a lider who has had some thousands of miles
experience of both types of gear, I should like space to
answer the letter from Mr. Harold Bowden in your last
issue. Of course, Mr. Bowden writes as an interested party,
and thus is naturally anxious to put his own case forward
to the best advantage. But does Mr. Bowden ride a motor
cycle himself, and, if so, has he ridden any considerable _

distance on gears other than his own manufacture ?

Let us take his arguments seriatim.

I will allow him the benefit of silence, until the lower
speeds get worn, when the noise of the Balkan States is

eclipsed.

The small chain from the engine to the counter-shaft is

much more likely to last anything from 5,000 to 10,000
miles if reasonable attention is paid to it. T. should like

to hear Messrs. Hans Eenolds' comments on Mr. Bowden's
statement that it wears out in 1,500 miles or less. I have
obtained over 3,000 miles from the practically exposed
chain on a Douglas, and it was ,good for a long way
further when sold. I- was a competitor in the Scottish
Trials, and only saw one case of chain trouble, and that
was caused by the rider running the high speed chain
ridiculously slack. Messrs. Phelon and Moore have used
this drive for over twelve years, and apparently are still

satisfied with it, and so it would seem are the public, for
the P. and M. is much sought after, with a high value new
and second-haiid. Chain-driven counter-shaft gears are
also Used with peifect success on the Indian, Enfield Lea
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Francis, James, A.J.S., Sunbeam, and Scott, to mention
but a few, and the transmission on these machines is as
reliable as any belt-driven, hub-geared machine to be found.

The drive is only fiercer if a proper clutch is un-
provided.

There is no more vibration. The Scott and Indian are
both notably smooth in their drive. Has Mr. Bowden
ridden either ?

The fact of the matter is that the hub gear was brought
into prominence solely because of the necessity of providing
a change speed gear for belt drive. So long as belt drive

is the fashion there will be a market for hub gears. Given
careful use and constant but slight attention and frequent
lubrication, they will do their work fairly well, but under
severe use they are apt to complain. I have had sorry

experience of them when real hard work has been- required,

but for an occasional help up a bad hill they are quite

admirable.

Curiously enough, Mr. Bowden neglects to state the real

value and strong point of the hub gear, in that it allows

a high belt speed to be maintained. For this reason this

type of gear is better in the hub than when put in the

bottom bracket.

I should like, sir, to see the views expressed by any
riders who have used hub gears and belt drive and chain-

driven counter-shaft geared machines, and to hear which

type they prefer.

In conclusion, let me state that I have absolutely no

financial interest in either type. I have tried both types

extensively with an open mind, and I know, from what I

have seen and experienced, that the all chain drive counter-

shaft gear has it every time. THROUGH THE MILL.

Flexibility.

Sir,--rThe concluding sentence of your leader on "Flexi-

bility " strikes the keynote of what has long been the great

outstanding desire of the vast majority -of motor cyclists.

Freak hill climbs and the desire to travel at double or treble

111© legal limit, with a selfish disregard of other road users,

only interests a small proportion of the fraternity, chiefly

the genus "K-nut."

I have been a motor cyclist from the beginning, and have

ever been at a loss to understand the consummate longing

for the vain glory of beating someone else by the traction

of a second, or conquering a freak hill through an unholy

exercise of gymnastics.

Surely motor cycles were not built for these things, and

1 firmly believe if manufacturers had paid more attention

to the wants of the great touring class, their best clientele.

we should have had long ago the perfected lightweight,

variably geared, thoroughly reliable silent motor cj'cle—such

a machine to go fast or dead slow, as occasion arise.s.

I am perfectly sensible of the good that has been achieved

through racing but surely now we have sufficient data t(

tmn to good account W H. STIRLING.

A NEW MODEL HAZLEWOOD WITH HUB GEAR IN THE SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

This machine Is being ridden by T. D. Dcysdale in the six days' trials. It has a new J.A.P. ensine of 70 x 85 mm. bore and stroke, and Is rated at 5-6 h,t-

An Armstrong marli VI. gear Is placed in the rear wheel and a chain driven countershaft is employed.
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ai;e again to the front

—

with a NEW improved

BELT— one that, by its

originality in design and

exclusive practical features,

completely eclipses anything

else ever placed on the market.

— This Belt is built of RUBBER
and LEATHER and has been

expressly designed to afford

greater grip, flexibility, strength,

speed, long life, absolute RELIA-
BILITY under all conditions, and
particularly for use on SIDECAR
and high-powered machines— The new

44

RELIABLE"BELT
(Rubber and

Leather)
has already proved that it well merits the name of " RELIABLE "—for although it has so far been used by only a few

riders — its behaviour has created quite a sensation 1
'

— Here are some notable achievements already established, marking the EXTREME RELIABILITY of Lycett's Reliable

Belt — proof of possession of that qualitj' which its name implies.

SCOTTISH fi DAYS' TRIALS : Mrs. Baxter, E. F, Baxter, J. A. Hoult, and J. F. Morrison,

gained GOLD MEDALS— and each used ONLY one " RELIABLE " Belt throughout the race, which gave no Iraiible

M.C.C. STANDARD RELIABILITY and HILL-CLIMBING TRIAL, AUG. 2nd.
A. T. Stanton on 31 h.p. Bradbury, finished to SCHEDULE TIME — used "RELIABLE" Belt unkuched tliroughout

the run,

ENGLISH- DUTCH RELIABILITY TRIAL. AUG. 4th: s Hoiioway, r g.

Charlesworth, and F. W. Barnes, gained GOLD MEDALS. P. Newbold, riding in the reserve team gained SILVER
MEDAL. ALL used " RELIABLE" Bells, which gave no trouble whatever.

B HAM to EDINBURGH and BACK RUN. AUG. 2-4th : h, Hopkins

on 3.J h.p. Abinffdon, trained GOLD MEDAL— using- "RELIABLE" Belt uuior.ched throughout the jcirrney,

— and this is what one of the above compelilois says of the " RELIABLE " :
—

" You u^iU no doubJ be interisfed

to hear liow your belts behaved on my wife's and my own viachjnes in Oie Scottish Trials in uhich we each

gained Cold Medals. Well, I put both belts on absolutely new for the Trials and had not time to run them even a

few miles, so naturally on the second day, I took about an inch cut of ecch, and thereafter during the whole trial

the belts did not give a second's trouble, did not slip or pull through. We -acre both delighted with their behavicur

and both belts are good for at least another 1,0CO miles, which considering the power of the machines / consider

to be excellent. I do not think it possible to obtain a stronger or more flexible belt- than yours." E. F,

Baxter, 5, Blantyre Road, Sefton Park, Liverpool, 3\st, July, 1913.

—NOTE ;—The '* RELIABLE " Belt is guarnnleed for 2.000 n-.iles minimum— on our belt-testing machine

it has run ff.ur times ire distance of any ether rubber belt en the market I

Try Lycett's " RELIABLE "— the guaranteed Beit !

^- This Belt may cost more, but on account of its wondeiful wear-resisting qualities it will out-

last several of the ordinarj' kind of belts I Write for our new folder " A Better Belt way '

which gives full particulars of this remarkable Belt.

LYCETT'S, "The Saddlery,"

BIRMINGHAM.

In answering this advertisement it m dmirahle to mention "The lif^for Cycle."



S6 AnVEKTISEMENTS. THE MOTOR CYCLE. August 2ist, 1913.

The MOTOR PAPERS say that the TWIN IS COMING-some of

them are—but the 500 C.C. 3|- h.p.

MOTOSACOCHE
Sgi '"""jl "gj "gTI and to those who have not had the good fortune

^^ AASllMmA^ IQ ggg and try this production—it has been since

last November, and it is UNDOUBTEDLY the finest motor cycle that

has yet been made. It has the WONDERFUL M.A.G. engine—the

vanquisher of all makes—the winner of" the GRAND PRIX of France.

The product of a factory which has made over 30,000 engines.

THINK OF IT—and have one.

MOTOSACOCHE Ltd., Kenmont Works, College Park, Wlllesden Junction.
Telephone—1092 Willesden. Telegrams—" Motosacoche, London."

For the conven-
ience of tourists

the size of the

book has been
made suitable

for the pocket
or valise.

Route Book
^Know your road

before you start.

It will save much time and discomfort.

" The Motor Cycle " Route Book
contains carefully selected routes

for the whole of the British Isles,

with distances clearly shown

;

45 Sectional Maps and Index

Map (by Bartholomew), Speed
Limits, and a copious index.

In every case the BEST route—and not

necessarily the shortest—has been chosen.

Large towns, congested districts, and bad

roads are avoided.

Before commencing a tour every motor

cyclist should study this book carefully. He will be well repaid

by the added enjoyment which comes of freedom from worry.

Price 1/6 net. By Post 1/9.
Obiamable from ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, LONDON, E,

And from all Booksellers and Bookstalls. {Remittance should accompany orders sent by post.)

C4 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

/
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A Grumble.
Sir,— I liave noticed in your paper lately letters regarding

genefous treatment received from moUu' cycle nianufiX'turcis,

by motoi' cyclists ; my experience is just tire reverse. I have
had my motor cycle laid up for over three weeks at the
motor cycle depot of one of the best known liruis in the
trade, and all that it wants is a new pair of handle-bars.
Also, a friend of mine has forwarded plates from free engine
cintoh to another well-known firm for repairs, but is unable
to obtain any acknowledgment of their receipt by the firm.

Such treatment is in direct contrast to that cited by your
other correspondents, and is calculated to do the trade greet
harm. J. H. nOW.E.

Tlie Carburetter for Seotts.

Sir,—The continual enquiry in your columns for experi-
ence of the Binks carburetter fitted to the two-stroke Scott,
and the great amount of satisfaction I am deriving from
such a fitting, prompts me to write yon on the subject, and
by publishing my letter you will receive the thanks of more
than one rider of this fascinating machine—of that I feel

sure.

I have owned and ridden 19U, 1912, and (now) 1913
Seotts, and can, therefore, lay claim to at least an ordinary
knowledge without presuming to be an expert. It is not my
intention to "air" what I consider are the "shortcomings"
of the Scott carburetter. Scott riders are fully alive to what
they can and cannot do, and will gatlier from the following
details whether the Binks effects any improvement.

Starting is infinitely easier, usually the third kick when
cold—always the first and lightest of digs when warm.
The note of the exhaust is crisper, though quieter.
In free position, on the pilot jet (No. 3), the engine can

be throttled down to a mere "tick over," equal to any four-
cylinder car ; counting the explosions is a simple matter.

Traffic can be negotiated at a walking pace without the
slightest-sign of a misfire and the consequent explosion in the
.silencer ; in fact, one can ride so slowly thiit balancing

ij becomes a difficult matter.
With an empty sidecar attached I can. circle continuously

with the steering fully locked inside a 10ft. circle—this with
the sidecar inside and the engine firing perfectly evenly.
On opening to the main jet (No. , 4) the engine' instantly

rlerates and answers to every minute movement of the
'lie—there is, however, no racing away on the level for

;i|>|)arent reason—the speed remains constant.
There is no loss of power, petrol consumption 50-60 m.p.g.

solo, engine runs cooler, and much more under control.
Since fitting the Binks I have enjoyed my Scott consider-

ably more than before, and have ridden solo more during
the past three months than the last three years put together,
."iiniply because I now drive the machine instead of the
machine driving me. I have no interest in the firm of C.
Binks, Ltd., but have always found them most attentive
and obliging. R. F. G. KELLY.

logi

Cycle Cars in New Zealand.
Sir,—Having been a regular reader of Tlic Motor Ci/rlc--

for some long time past, I should like to mention that the
hints and tips which The Motor Cyrh always contains are
very helpful to the motorists in New Zealand.

An 8 h.p. Humberette in Wellington (New Zealand) where it .s attracting
considerable attention. See letter from H. w. Abbo.t.

The enclosed photograph, which was taken recently in
Wellington, gives you some idea how interested the general
public are in the Humberette cycle car, which seems to be
getting a good hearing in New Zealand.

Wellington, New Zealand. H. W. ABBOTT.

On Friday last His Highness the Kabaka of Buganda, who is on a holiday in

inf.,'°''!l"il'
""*'' ' " "'^''^ "^ "« Triunip-i Cycle Co., accomoanied by hisinwr and three member; of his suite. His highness mentioned mat he knew

ine irmmph maci.lnes very well, as a \it;,n number of ihem are in use In his
country. Our photograph s of His Highness and suite and Messrs. M. J.
ooouiie and C. W. Hathaway, taken on arrival at the works.

Beazole and Plug Points.

Sir,—I have recently taken to using benzole. I found
that after about 600 miles the knife edges of the electrodes
of my Bosch plug were quite burnt away. The same plug
had previously given long and excellent service on petrol,
with no sign of burning, and a previous plug of the same
make was only twice out of the cylinder in 2,500 miles, also
on petrol. Further, two of my friends, one on a Douglas
and the other on a B.S.A., have had exactly the same
trouble with the same knife-edged plug, running on the same
benzole. Perhaps some of your readers could suggest from
their experience whether the fault lies in the plug or the
benzole. I ride a Rudge, with 1913 Senspray, and have
not been bothered with overheating since trying" the benzole.

C.R.J.

Tyres and Tyre;.

Sir,—I was much interested in a letter appearing in a
recent issue from a correspondent who appears to have
been most unfortunate in his tyre luck, the more so as his
experience is the exact opposite of mine. With a friend
riding pillion I have recentlv covered about 2.050 miles,
mostly in Scotland, and a good bit on the West Coast. Our
total weight with luggage (afiixed behind the pillion seat)
was 604 lbs., -which put a pretty good strain on the back
tyre (a heavy Dunlop non-skid). We only changed covers
from precautionary mot^es about 150 miles from London on
our return, as we were rather pressed for time. The tyro had
previous to this ride run about l.OOO miles, nearly all with a
pillion passenger,.. I must say I feel very satisfied, as the
condition of the West of Scotland roads has to be seen to be
believed, and, moreover, we managed to strike the Pass of
Glencoe a few days after a very severe storm.
A word in praise ot our mount, a 1913 5^ h.p. James, belt

drive with Sturmey hub, which never faltered over the whole
2.000 milos, although taken over some pretty stiff hills, in-
cluding Berriedale (in Caithness), (ilen Afl'aric to Glen
I'rquhart (on the borders of Ross and Inverness, a most
lovely district, that deserves to \>e better known), and Red
Bank between Grasmcre and Langdale in the Lake Dittrirt ,

thi.s last the worst hill we had.
By-the-by, I used benzole in the Lake District, oriainatirig^

I believe, from Maryport. and found it delightful to drive on.
it being impossible to make the engine knock. The engiim
would not, however, take as much air as with petrol.

WELL CONTENT.
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A New Water-cooled Cycle Car Engine.
MESSRS. Johnson, Hurley, and Martin, of Gos-

ford Street, Coventry, whose name is already

well-known as engine manufacturers, have

recently designed and built a very simple and well-con-

structed cycle car engine. It has two vertical cyhn-

ders cast together

having a bore and
stroke of just under
86 mm. x 95 mm.
respectively, giving

a capacity of 1,099.

The casting is a

very neat one, and
comprises, beside

the water jacketing,

both inlet and ex-

haust pipes. The
valves are disposed all on Bne side,' and are carefully

enclosed in an aluminium cover plate, the tappets

are adjustable and operated through rollers. On
the opposite side to the valves is -.mounted a

Bosch high tension magneto driven by an enclosed

silent chain. Lubrication is by splash, the oil

being fed in through the timing gear, and inclined

baffle plates cast below the cylinders carry away

the surplus oil. One of the most noticeable

features of the engine is the simple and workmanlike

design from a constructional point of view. The
two-throw crankshaft is inserted through the rear end of

the case and carried in die-cast white metal bearings.

Method of securlns valve guides on
the Alpha engine.

A flanged fitting is employed for the flywheel, and to

enable this feature to be retained with the peculiar

crank case design the rear end-plate of the case is

made in two parts. A Solex carburetter is supplied,

and the unit complete without flywheel weighs 105 lbs.,

the standard flywheel weighing 41 lbs.

New Alpha twin-cylinder cycle car eogme.

Leaders' Times in the Six Days' Trials.

THE times at which the leaders may be expected

at various points on the last two days, Thurs-

day and Friday, will doubtless be of interest

to our Northern readers who may be on the look-out

for the men at the various points of vantage.

To-day the leader leaves the Drill Hall, Carlisle, at

.8 a.m., and is due at the lunch stop at Durham at

12.10. The first man should pass Carlatton at 8.30

and be at the top of Hartside between 9 and 9.15,

Alston 9.30, St. John's Chapel 10.15, Stanhope

10.40, and Lanchester 11.40, will see the leaders on

their way to Durham. After lunch, the first man will

leave at 1.40, and after passing Wolsingham at 2.25

should arrive at Stanhope 2.40, where a thirteen mile

non-stop section is entered upon, terminating at

Middleton-in-Teesdale at 3.19. Alston should be

reached at 4.25, and at 5.13 the leaders run into a

non-stop section commencing at Hallbank gate and

extending to the finish at Carlisle, where the first man
should check in at 6 o'clock, followed by the others

at half-minute intervals.

To-morrow (Friday) is the last day of actual riding

in the. Trials, and as it is the longest as regards mile-

age of the whole week an early start will be made, the

first man being sent off at 7 from Carhsle. At 7.50

he should be at Penrith and at 8.20 on Shap, and

9.10 should see the commencement of the run through

Kendal. Underley Hall, where the speed trials are

to be held, ought to be reached at 10.0, and at 11. 10

a non-stop run is begun from Sampool Bridge to the

summit of Cummer's How Top, 11.40. The leader

is due on Kirkstone Pass just before four o'clock. After

climbing Dacre Bank (4.45) Carlisle should be reached

at 5.50. It must be remembered that the times given

are for the first man, and the whole procession niav

take nearly an hour and a half to pass any given point.

NON-STOP RELIABILITY TRIAL IN
HOLLAND.

The above event, organised by the Dutch A.C. fur

cycle cars and small cars, started on Tuesday, August

1 2th from Amsterdam, the first stop being Hertogen-

bosch for luncli. This part of the journey Avas over vew
bumpy and rough roads. Thence" the route lay :

Maastricht, the riders having to cross canals and river

in ferry boats. The last twenty miles of the day's run

was on a very good and absolutely straight and flal

Toad, making a total distance for the day of 150 miles.

The second day's run consisted of a .hill-climbing

tour through Limberg and up to the highest point in

Holland. The hills were of moderate gradients, but

long, and did not cause much trouble. The journey

was 100 miles.

The third day's run was from Maastricht to

Scheveningen, via Venlo, Nizmegen, Arnheim, Apel-

doorn, Utrecht, Leiden, and Den Hague. The distance

was 208 miles ; rather much for one day with roads for

about 160 miles all setts and very rough. This was a

very severe trial for chassis and springs. The best

performances were put up by the following: Hutn-

berette, Morris Oxford, Singer, Baby Peugeot, and

Eijsink.



THE EXAMINATION AND SEALING AT THE SKATING RINK.
Work began at 9 a.m. on the morning

{ the 17th inst., when the skating rink
.as opened. The building makes a
apital garage. It is well lighted and
nomy, the only drawback being the valu-
ble maple floor, which is some cause of
iixioty to the A.C.U. officials, as they
le responsible for any damage which

^»f'^'SijMM^.mf)^

may happen to it. To obviate this heaps
of sawdust are placed under each machine
together with two trays to catch any
drops of oil which may fall. Every
machine had its allotted place, so that
there was rto confusion. Outside there is

a large open space, and as the building
Jies just off the main road the position is

altogether ideal. As the machines arrived
they were wheeled into a shed open at
both ends where petrol was served out to
the drivers. The men then proceeded to
the weighbridge hard by where thty
lined up and were weighed one at "a

time, machine first and driver afterwards.
The arduous duties of weighing marshal

iCordd. on page 1095.)

(1) The new Iwin cvUnder James w^lh chain drive and Ihree-speed countershalt (2) One o£ (he Nut-Japs wllh slJe by ilde valve ename.

C7
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The scene in the Skating Rink^ Carlisle, on Sunday, during the examination and sealing of machines.

COMPLETE LIST OF STARTERS.

Below we -give a complete list of starters. It will be

noticed that the numbers do not in all cases run consecu-

tively. This is because some of the competitors have made
alterations in the specifications of their mounts or are not

riding the machines originally entered, and these changes

have put them in a fresh category, whilst retaining their

original allotted number. No. 28 did not start.

DIVISION I.—MOTOR BICYCLES.
ClaSs B.—350 c.c.

C. Percival (2J Dougia?).

Jas. B. Sprost.ou (2^ Sunbeam).
A. G. Cocks i2i Coniiaught).
P. Phillips (2f Douglas).
F. G. Edmond {-I Humber).
E. Gutgemann (2^ Veloce).

T. C. de la Hay (2^ Sunbeam).
W. R. Steel (2? Sunbeam).
F. G. Bali (22 Doufelas).

Tom Know'es {2% Humber).
F. L. Bassett (2J Sun-Villiers).

Albert Milner {2^ Levis).

Howard Newev (23 Levis).

P. W. Moffat M Douglas).
W. B. Gibb (2\ Douglas).
M. Guilloreau (2% Clement).
A. T. Sproston [2^ Cli^ment).

C. E. Murphy (2% Douglas).

Class C.—300 c.c.

W. J. M. Sproulle (3^ P. & M.) 50.

G. D. Hardee (3^ Triumph). 51.

T. J. Ross {s\ Tri'imph). 52.

Fied Dover (sj- Premier). 53.

j. H. Kerr (3^ N.S.U.)
Albert E. Catt (3! Triumph). 54.

S. Sawer (3.^ Premier). St.

F. W. Apple^bee (•->* B.S.A.) 50.

W. C. Drake (3^ P. & M.) =i7.

P. Shaw (3.> P. & M.) 58.

Maurice C. Breese {i^ B.S.A.) f^o.

F. E.G. Bartlett (4-5 Endurance) 60.

C. B. Moss-Blundell (3
J- Grceii- 61.

Precision). 62.

H. V. Colver (3 Enfield). 63.

E. Keyte (3 Enfield). 64.

H. Graham Dixon (3^ James). 65.

f. Ingham (3J Veioce). ,66.

S. Tubb {3A Humber). 67.

T, B. G. Vale (3A Rover). 68.

G. E. Cufle (3^ Premier). 6<i.

W. E. Cooke (3"* A.S.L.) 70.

S. Browne (3J James). yi.

F. C. North t3i Aiiel). 72.

J. M. Ritchie (3^ Rudge). 73.
Hftruert Bal (3J Triumph)- 74,

J. Unv^ani 'j?! Premier). 73.

l.S. Holroyd (3§ l>Iv.'*"'=acoche). 76.

\V. B. Little (3i Premier). 77.

C. Q. Roberts (3^ Blackhum). I 70.

W. ii. Louf,'ton [3i AlldaysJ ' 80.

H. F. Edwards (3^ B.S.A.)

L. Newey {3A Ariel).

K. A. Macdonald (3^^ Singer).

\V. Maurice Greenwood (3.^ New
Imperial),

ti. Taylor, jun. {3^ B.S.A.)

A. C. F. Andrews (3V Ariel).

Vernon Busby (3.^ Ariel).

R. S. Scoon (3 N.U.T.)
G. E. Keel i^ N.U.T.)
lames Robinson (3 N.U.T.)

J. Hoult (3i Matchless).

H. Berwick (3^ Hampton),
T. B.\Vestmofland(3-^ Premier).

H. C. MiUs (3J ZeniTh-Green).
Sydney J. Hine (3.^ Humber).
D. M. Brown (3^ Rover).

G. J. Francis (3J Lea-Francis).

Norman Lea {3;J Lea- Francis).

L. Seaiey (^h B.S.A.)

A. G. Fenn (3* B.S.A.)
D. H. Noble (3^ Rover).
G. Featherstonhaugh (sh Rover)
C. T. Newsoine (3!' Rover).
T. Pollock (i* James).
C, Lester (3rP. & M.)
M. Gabriel (3^ Clement).
Rex G. Mundy {3^ Triumph).
G. J. Shemans (3A Tiiumph).
'tV*. W?stwood (34 Triumph).
A. W. Walaeii (5^ Premier).

41. Ellison Hawkes (5-6 Rudfie).

81. J. A. Neumann ^5-6 Kudf,'e).

S2. Ian P. Macdonald (4.V Norton).'

83. G. T. Gray (5-6 Rudge).
84. H. W. Teeton (3I James).
85. H. E. Ashley (4 L.M.C.)
86. Dan Bradbury {4 Norton)^
87. Ray. Drinkall (4^ Quadrant).
88. J. J. Day (3* Bradbury).
89. Gordon Castognoli (4 L.M.C.)
90. L. A. Bees (4 L.M.C.)
gi. Fred W. Roberts {^-6 Rudge).

92. H. BlairJre (5-6 Hazlewood).

Class E.-

103. J. Douglas Morrison (5-6 Bat).

104. H. H. Hutchinson (6 Trump),
105. E. A. Colliver (7 Indian).

106. B. Alan Hill (7 Indian).

107. S, T. Tessier (5-6 Bat).

108. J. R. Alexander, jun. (7 Indian).

109. G. A. Gregson (6 Bat),
no. J. V. Edge (6 Brough).

-750 c.

93-

94.
Q5-

96.

97.

98.

99-
100.

lOI.

102.

120.

124.

125.

F. H. May (5 A.J.S.)
A. W. Brittain (3^ Bradburv).

G, W. Braitbwaite (5-6 Rudge).
P. Piatt (3i Bradbury).
H. E. Haswell (3^ Bradbury).
George Hunt {5-6 Campion).
H. J. Beal (4 L.M.C.)

J. Richard (4J Sun-Precision).

J. D. Drysdale (5-6 Hazlewood).

A. T. Stanton (3^ Bradbury).

Jesse Baker (^J Scott).

F. A. Applebee (3I Scott).

J. Norman Longfield (35 Scott)

-1,000c .c.

111. A. Sumner (8 Zenith).

112. J. Haslam (6 Zenith),

113. H. Jepson (8 Zenith).

114. C. W. Smith (5-6 Bat).

115. L F. Morrison (>-6 Bat).

116. R. E. Townshend (6 Trump).
117. E. H. Lees (S Zenith).

iiS. M. Hands (8 Williamson).

DIVISION 2.- -SIDECAR COMBINATIONS or 3-WHEELED CYCLE OAKS
Class G.—500 c.c.

119. H. C. Marston (3* Triumph).

121. Hugh Gibson (3! Bradbury).
122. A. J. Stevens (6 A.J.S.)

123. D. Beir(6 A.J.S.)

126. R. C. Davis (5-6 Clyno).

127. Philip Grout (6 A.J.S.)
i::8. Thoma^ Stevens (3.^ jamesj.
129. Cecil Duploc.i (6 A.J.S.)

Class L-

13C'. C. H. R. Norrington (6 Enfield).

137. H, Greaves (6 Enfield).

138. W. H. Eggington (6 Enfield).

139. Fred Crosthwaite {8 Matchless).

140. J. Chater-Lea, jun. (8 Chater-
Lea).

141. E. B. Glisson (8 Wall tricar).

142. Denis Buckley (8 Matchless-
Precision).

143. Fred Turvey, jun, (6 Enfield).

DIVISION 3.-

Class K.-

154. F. K. Portway (g Paragon).

155. P. D. Walker (ro Harding and
Summers).

15G. C. M. Keiller (8 G.W.K.)
137. W. Chater-Lea (8 Chater-Lea).

Class H.—750 c.c.

130. Rex Pearson (5-6 Clyno).

131. Claude Freeman (5-6 Ci>'no).

132. J. A, Po.\on (3^ Bradbury).

133. George Wray {5-6 Clyno).

134. George Nott (5-6 Clyno).

135. A, D. Arter (4J James).

1,000 c.c.

144. Victor Garland (8 Chater-Lea).

145. T. Silver (7 Quaxlrant).
146. W. Laud Dibb (6 Rex).

147. C. R. Collier (7-8 Matchless).

1 48. R. E. Guest (7-8 Matchless).

149. T. Rutherford (7-8 Matchless).

15. H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan).
15. Doug. Alexander (8 Williamson)

i=i2. J. B. Blackbourn (8 .Morgan).

153. R. A. Rhodes (6 WuUruna).

-CYCLE CARS.
-1,100 c.c.

158. Alan T. TampUn (8 G.W.K.)
159. Lionel Martin (10 Singer).

160. b. B. Slater (8 J.B.S.)
161. R. Bourbeau (S Bedelia).

162. W. Cooper (8 Humberetie).

es
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CO. Six Days' Reliability Trials.

.re undertaken by Mr. S. W. Philpott,
lio worked extremely liard. When this
eration was over tlie men went liaek to
. skating rink and there took up their
ilotted positions, which were indicated
. them Dy Mr. Otto Thomas.

The Sealing.

The sealing then took place. Seals
ore placed on tlie frames, gear boxes,
(I engines. The wires were placed in

sition by the competitors and then
. seals were affixed by the officials.

u' only difticidty was the sealing of
,iii gears ajs the t. and M., Enfield, and
.'tosacoche, and where these could not

satisfactorily dealt with some im-
rtant integral part, such as a wheel,
IS sealed. Each man had a card, and

• each operation was performed it was
;iied by the official in charge. The
Ills marked thereon were, sealing,
ighing, etc., and when all was complete'

>• whole was signed by Capt. Davidson,
.( only judge who had" turned up at the
me of writing. Inside the skating rink
^ite cards, luncheon ticket coupons for
! whole week, celluloid ruote card pro-

^^(^mi logs

THE P. & M. TEAM.-Left to right, Sproule, Sliaw, and Drake.

A new EnOeltl sidecar combination witli undersiung sidecar frame and spring liandlebars.
It is Ije.ng driven by H. Greaves.

tons, numhers, and armlets were doled
I by Mr, H. P. Beaslcv, who was ably
-isted by Jlr. F. Davies.

Spare Parts.

.\lessrs. Ebblewhite and Glazebrook
1 rormed the duties of customs officials
examining tool bags for spare parts.
genuine spares, such as valves,

liers, cams, timing wheels, etc., had-
i>e declared, and sealed up in packets,
Mch will be examined at the condu-

it''" of the trial. Sjjare tubes, plugs,
•It fasteners, and such parts as were

actually component parts of the
hme, wei'e allowed. Some of the
rs had a w-onderfully complete a.ssort-
"t, and in one ca«e we saw a com-

L' spare magneto, and in another we
" heard of a spare connecting rod,

•;le as a contrast others carried no
ijiares at all. It is interesting to note
iliat this year Mr. Ebblewhite has worked
'" the times on the route cards for each
-vidual competitor, thereby saving

II man much trouble and" anxietv.
••'n in these earlv staees the organi.ca

tion has been excellent, and the oqly
dissatisfaction has been about the weigh-
ing, when there were grumbles at the
figures given out by the man in charge
of the public weigli-bridge, who, certain
people considered, had made errors on
the heavy side.

A Comparison.

Out of a grand total of 162 entries
only one absentee was noted on Sunday
afternoon, so that the number of starters
is a record. This is nearly forty more
tlian last year at Taunton, and" let us
hope that the ranks will not be sensibly
diminished before the week is out. The
route is considerably more severe than
last year, and, if a better proportion
finish, it will denote real advance in con-
struction and design. Though the skating
rink is excellent for the motor bicycles,
it is a little awkward for the cycle" cars
as the exits^ are narrow, and care has
to be exercised by the drivers of the
passenger machines in going out and
returning.

A two-strolie Levis with two-speed countershaft cear and auxiliary chain gear enclosed In case, givinsthree speeds in all. II is being ridden bv H. Newev. " " '" "•""• 6'»'>i5

CH
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A.C.TJ. Six Days' Reliability Trials

AUGUST 2ist, igij.

(1 ) General view ot the competing passenger maenioes. In the foreground

isC M. Keiller'sG.W.K.

(3.) The new tomhined Belt and tyre rim fitted to the Rudge-multi.

(5. One of thi French team lor the International Touring Trial.

m, Bourboau at the wheel ot tus Bedelia, which has a two-speefl

CI2 conntershan gear as well as expanding pulleys.

la.j t. fC Collier 5 Matemess sidecar.

(4.) One of the P. & M. team mach.nes, which have a neat genoratoi

Oxlng and cast aluminium number plates.

(6.) The A.C.U. booking office in the slianng rink. H. C. Mills ana

J. S. Hoiroyd registering their machines.
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STARTING THE COMPETITORS FROM THE SKATING RINK, CARLISLE.
1 C B. Collier (7-8 h.p. Matchless sidecar) and F. C. ie la Hay (2J h.p. Sunbeam). F. A. Applebee (2:J h.p. Scott).

RST DAY: 124 miles. Carlisle, Cotehill,

Kirkoswald, Penrith, WATERMILLOCK,
Ullswater, KIRKSTONE PASS, Amble-
side, FOOLSTEP HILL, RED BANK,
Crasmere, DUNMAIL RAISE, Keswick
(lunch), Braithwaite, WHINLATTER
PASS, WHINFELL, Mosser, Buttermere,
BUTTERMERE KAUSE, Derwent
Water, Keswick, Bassenthwaite, UL-
DALE, AUGHERTREE FELL, Dalston,

and Carlisle.

The weather, and the weather plays

iiiiportant part in these long distance

vas perfectly glorious on the open-
iv, and what is indeed good news

that the forecasts are extraordinarily
' jpitious. The A.C.U. officials were
•iry strict, and no one was allowed inside

1|? skating rink except the officials.

isson (Wall tricar) arrived too late last

1 !ht to be examined, and so he was
^ ighed and sealed before the start. The
ier of starting on the first day was

\
cidcd by ballot, and the numbers of

r 3 competitors were called out by Mr.
iss in order, by batches, to be allowed
look alter their machines for fifteen

nutes, and, as each man started, his
mber was crossed off a board, just as

jl
s done last year. A very fair crowd

ijiembled towards 8 a.m. to witness the
'• and among those present we

Mr. Brooks, a Carlisle resident,
me years agoxwas a keen competi-
A.C.U. competitions. Messrs.

- arrived in the new water-cooled
'.'M cycle car.

The Start,

times at the start were taken by
C. P. Glazebrook and A. G.

"is. The first man to be dispatched
- lownshend (Trump), followed by •

iN.S. U.) The way out of Carlisle
•arly indicated by boy scouts and'

ii'-n, and, fortunately, there was
U'- traffic. After following the London
ijid for a sliort distance, an arrow
j.iited to the left, and we may mention
lj."e that the arrowing, which was in the
Ijirge of ilr. C. L. Scott, of Messrs.
Jlney Weatall, Ltd., was excellently
«ie. Before the actual turn cards bear-

J;
the words "left" or "right" gave

J'
competitors due warning that a devia-

t" would be made.

For the first few miles the road surface
was very rough and several steep pitches
were encountered. The hill at Armath-
waite, which only a few years ago would
have been considered exceptionally severe,
came quite as a surprise, but the \^anguard
took it in excellent form- Another sur-
prise came at Kirkoswald, but these were
but a foretaste of what was to come.
Then came a magnificent descent to Pen-
ritli, through glorious country, and after
leaving this town the men liad to pass
tln-ough two gates at each end of which,
cap in hand, stood two children, but we
fear that though the traffic exceeded their
wildest hopes the revenue derived there-
from was, to say the least of it, dis-

appointing. We next came upon the
foot of Ullswater lake, which looked
particularly beautiful, and at this point
a notice board was passed which marked
the beginning of the first non-stop section.
Watermillock, one of the chief tests of

the morning, was very long and about
1 in 5 near the top. On the w-hole the
performances on the hill were excellent,
but many made the all too common mis-
take of changing down too late.

The unfortunates who failed were
Teeton (James), Guilloreau. ((Element),
Dibb (Rex sc). Walker (Harding and
Summers Cycle car), Sproston (Clement),
Brown (Rover), who assisted with Iris

feet , Bassett (Sun-Villiers), who was
using too small a jet; Morrison (5-6
Bat), one eybnder firing ; Poxon (Brad-
bury sc). Garland (Chater-Lea sc),
Edmond (Humber), Lea (Lea-Francis),
Rutherford (Matchless sc), Greenwood
(Imperial), Cocks (Connaught), Cross-
thwaite (8 Matchless sc). Day (Brad-
bury) fell, and Slater (J.B.S. cycle car)
missed gear. Alexander (Williamson
sc) suffered from water boiling. Andrews
(Ariel), Buckley (Matchless- Precision
sc), and Gabriel (Clement) failed near

Lionel MarUn jlO li.p. Singer cyole car) on Watermillock Hause. This hill is 1} miles In ien<ih.
with three sharp turns and a steepest gradient ol 1 in 4J.
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A.C.U. Six Days' Beliability Trials.—

the summit. Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite was
taking the time check at tlie summit.
The competitors then proceeded to Kirk-

stone Pass.
The first competitor we saw in trouble

was Dr. Moss Blundell with a puncture

;

late;- Ellison Hawkes suffered in the

. same way. The Paragon cycle car early

retired ;
'
it was reported that a horse

was seen towing it only forty miles from

the start.

Kirkstone Pass.

Kirkstone Pass from Patterdale ought

not 'o have troubled the riders in

view of what is in store, yet nine

found the gradient too much for them.

These w€re Keyte (Enfield), Green-

wood (New Imperial), Hoult (Matchless),

Norman Lea (Lea-Francis), and the

whole French team, Guilloreau and
Gabriel on the Clements, and Bourbeau
(Bedelia), Pearson (Clyno sidecar), and
Buckley (Matchless-Precision). Cross-

thwaite ran alongside his Matchless, and
so succeeded in reaching the top.

Through Ambleside the riders - were
directed to Foolstep Hill, which was the

steepest gradient in Monday's route, and
to make matters worse the stiff portion

is on an S bend.

Observations on Foolstep.

We saw tliirty riders come to grief here,

including Milner (Levis), Ball (Douglas),

Eitchie "(Rudge), who were followed by
many successful riders of whom we noticed

Phillips (Douglas), Cooke (A.S.L.), the

Singer cycle car. and Little (Premier),

making excellent ascents. Holroyd (Moto-

sacochs) was kept in check by a William-
. son sidecar, but go* up well nevertheless

;

Noble (Rover) only just changed down
in time. Tamplin's G.W.K. baulk-ed

Colliver on the narrow road, but the

Indian rider managed to crawl along

behind the cycle car in very impressive

style. H. C. Marston can claim to have

made one of the best performances of the

A grSup of competitors and their machines at Carlisle.

day on his 5^- Triumph sidecar. While

many 3^ h.p. solo mounts and even twins

failed, Marston showed the spectators

how, with careful manipulation, a good

machine can accomplish more than it

was evei designed to perform. Lester

treated the spectators to a fine skidding

exhibition on his P. and M. The enmne
had ample power, but the back wheel

first slewed to one side of the loose and

stony road then to the other, but he got

up under power all the same. The twin

Jameses did well, except Dixon, who
changed into neutral by mistake. Pear-

son (Clyno sc.) this tiine did splendidly.

On the road near Penrith. H. Berwick (3! h.p. Hampton) and G. J. Shemans (8i h.p. Triumph i.

The driver of the Harding and Summer
,

cycle car knew he would fail .am

signalled to observers to assist him befon I

actually coming to a standstill. Sproston'

low gear, as we imagined, was not lo\

enough for exceptional hills. The Ant

team to a man snowed up well, also tli

Triumphs, though Mundy was baulked th

first time by three fallen competitors

including the Chater-Lea cycle cai

Young (Chater-Lea) got up finely on tlr

sidecar. Dan Bradbury's Norton has an;

amount of power, for he can switch ol

at bends when he wishes, and his engin

takes up the drive, again without protest

Stevens (A.J.S. sc.) actually left changing

down urtil he was half-way up the 1 ii

4 stretch. Hutchinson (Trump-Jap

skidded,' but made a fine recovery. Gar

land (Chater-Lea) and Applebee, seiu

(B.S.A.), stopped on the very crest of thi

hill, the latter due to a broken fastener

Gray (Rudge) hit a boulder at the road

side" and came down heavily, but on tli;

next try made a perfect climb. Hiigl

Gibson had got his throttle open t™

far, for on the bend his sidecar skid'ici

bodily across the road into the haul

and burst a front tyre. The Bat ride.^

did very well,. Tessier in particular.

Beauties oJ Thirlmere.

The following made creditable ascents

Silver (Quadrant sc), Davis (Clyno sc),

Hardee (Triumph), Edmond and Knowles

(Humbers), Morgan (Moigan runabout)

Hands (Williamson), and lastly, tin

Bedelia, which Bourbeau drove in lx

cellent fashion.

The route now lay down Red Bank

and Grasmere, through Wythburn to

Keswick, and the beauties of the ride

alongside Thirlmere should long remain

in the memories of the competitors, foi

the atmosphere was clear and the hill

tops sharply defined against a blue sky.^

At Keswick w© learned from Cattl

(Triumph) that his hub gear had got

C14
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^*'. Portland
Street,
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RIDERS WITH THE J.A.P. ENGINE
continue to win highest awards at home

and abroad.

SCOTTISH SIX DAYS' RELIABILITY TRIALS.

G. I. Francis, on Lea-Francis with J.A.P. Engine.

GOLD MEDAL.

GRAND PRIX
W. G. McMinnies (Morgan Cycle Car).

I A p 1 ST /also 4th in the\
* ' * * VCyc'.e Car Race./

THE "J.A.P." PLUG.

All J.A.P. Ensines should bo fllled

wllh a "J.A.P.' Sparking Plug.
J. A. PRESTWICH & Co., Northumberland Park,

Lower Tottenham, London, N. Telephone: Tottenham .6.2 (3 lines).

J.A.P. Engines can be obtained from stock from Robertson's Motor Agency, 157 Gt. Portland St., W.

In answering these adi-ertisements it is desirable to mention " '/'he Af-'or Cycle." CIS
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Having , in the course of

four detailed announce-
ments, told you much about
New-Hudson Three-Speed
Motor Cycles, we now come
to a few points of great im-
portance, that cannot be
illustrated. It is essential

that their existence be fully

appreciated by you. We
refer particularly to the

system of

Lock-nuts,

Spring washers and split pins

Etted to every part of New-
Hudson Three-Speed Motor
Cycles likely to be affected by
vibration.

This practice is unique, although the Motor Cycle

Press has frequently urged tne jiecessity of a lavish

use of lock-nuts, spring washers, and split pins. We
claim that no manufacturers have given more atten-

tion to these details than we have.

Finish.

New-Hudson finish is also

exceptional. The plating is

very thick and retains its

lustre through a long life.

The general scheme of fiuisli on all New-Hudsons is

as follows : Black frame, forks lined brown and green,

brown tank with claret panels, lined in black and
green. Gold lettering. Grey finish, with lining in

black, is optional.

The Tests.

New-Hudson's receive their

road tests under conditions

similar to but much more
severe than those arising in

ordinary use.

The course shewn in the plan below—over thirty

miles of difficult roads and steep hills—is traversed by

every machine before its final inspection and adjust-

ment. It is only when the machine has completed

this course to the satisfaction of our expert testers

—

men able to detect little faults in running whose

existence you would never suspect—and found, on its

return to our works, to be perfect in every part, that

it is pa?scd as ready for the road. As a consequence

of this rigid system of testing, combined with our

careful manufacture, New-Hudsons run with the

consistenl reliability of the Scotch Express.

«i6 In answtring thi

SUM
The flexible New-Hudson jr

The sturdy New-Hudson far

The many New-Hudson xm

New-Hudson attention to let;

New-Hudson sole manufatu

totJ

and this total h'l

Homogeneity.

We could not allow these

details to pass without some

reference to the direct associa-

tion of the component parts

of N
Moto

Ever>-

Hudson

workraci^

quality I

always b

advertisement it is desirable to 7ncntion " The Motor Cycle.'
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UP!
atning .... POW^EK
.ing . . STRENGTH
imeaning. COMFORT
ining .... S/\fETi

ing . . ECONOMY

JILIABILITY

each and every

iteed

in the New-
li«l British

upon the

on should

lactwics

of the New-Hudson Cycle Corapanj'^, where every

process is carried out upon a large, economical scale,

and the most rigid tests made to ensure your perfect

safety and comfort. Only the direct association of

component parts—absolute homogeneity—can assure

you absolute rtliability. , And have we not proved

many times that New-Hudson Three-speed Motor

Cycles are consistently reliable, even in the hands of

unskilled riders ?

T .^'-%'. H0R1"nt\°. X̂
^o%a

In answering this adverlisemcnt it is desirable to

And now—
we have told you a good deal ribout

New-Hudson Three-Speed Motor

Cycles—enough to make you realise

how much better they are. We have

given details of the New-Hudson engines,

magneto, carburetter, Armstrong three-

speed hub, front stand, kick-starter, back

carrier, adjustable pulley, tank, aluminium

footboards, silencer, foot brake, front

brake, countershaft drive, wheels, mud-

guards, tool set, pannier bags, and front

forks.

All these features are made so well as

to provide New-Hudson reliability—

the kind any novice can realise. And

then, after receiving a beautiful finish,

they are built-in, one with the other, and,

after the final tests are successfully passed,

are known as New-Hudson Three-speed

Motor Cycles—the " World's Best Value."

The whole story, under one

cover, made far easier to refer to

than is possible within these

announcements, and illustrated

with topical photographs of real

interest, is contained in the New-
Hudson Motor Cycle Catalogue.

Before doing anything else, you

should write for your copy . Send

a postcard now and make sure of

it. A book of instruction for the

novice, and of reference for the

expert.

Invitation.

Come for a pleasant ride

with us—in a comfortable

sidecar—and with a New-

Hudson by your side, see

for yourself how sweetly

it runs, how easy it is to

drive. Write as' about

this now.

New-Hudson Cycle Co., Ltd..

Works—Parade Mills, Birmingham.

LONDON—43 & 45, Gray's Inn Road,

Holborn, W.C.
MANCHESTER.—245 and 205, Deantgate.

HULL. 58, Aniaby Road.
LEEDS.—16, Briggate.

PARIS.— 5, Rue do Sablonvllle, Neullly.

GLASGOW.—250, Buchanan Street.

BRIGHTON. -6, Westsrn Road. Hove.

MILAN.- Via Vin;enz(i Min.i 16.

BELFAST.— 103, Ann jtrcet.

DliBLIN.—29, Bachelor's Walk.

Agrents or branches everywhere.

mention "The Motor Cj/rle." CI?
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Victor Garland (S ta.p. Chater-Lea sidecar).

KIHiiSTONE PASS.

H. Blamire (5-S h.p. Hazlewood) and Norman Lea (3| h.p, Lea-Francis).

deranged, the middle gear only being
ivorkable, Hawks '(Rudge) had had three
punctures, Browne (James) was troubled
with tank sediment collecting in the jet
Cuffe (Premier) arrived very late for
lunch, having had to remove his back
wheel twice, owing to tyre troubles. He
elected to continue without stopping for

lunch.

A Rough Mountain Track.

After an excellent lunch at Keswick,
where we heard that Sawer (Premier) had
suffered a puncture, we pushed on up
Whinlatter Pass, which, though rather
better engineered than many of the Lake-
land roads, possesses a couple of fairly

steep pitches, and is on the main route
from Keswick to Cockermouth. Some miles
down the Pass the main road was left,

and the route winds to the bottom of the

valley through Low Lorton village.

Fortunately, the long descent cooled the
competitors' engines. The hill is

approached by a fairly steep ascent and
a very sharp corner, followed by more
steep pitches and a very rough surface
interspersed with water courses and end-
ing in a grass track, which caused some
grumbling, the performances up this
hill were excellent, and we only noted
two failures, those of Guillorean and
Sproston, among about eighty we observed.

On Buttermere Hause.

The performances on Buttermere Hanse
were much Detter than anticipated, a
splendid percentage successfully reaching
the top of this long tiring climb which
peters out into a grass-grown track.
There were six failures, comprising those

"'T2KiT'^'^="

S. Browne (3^ h.p. twin Jamesj approachinii one of Die bends on Foolstep.

who found Foolstep too much for them.
F. W. Roberts (5-5 Rudge) wa« credited
with the fastest ascent, though -speed
on such a road abounding in water
courses was risky, and most preferred to

peg away slowly on their low gears.

Hairpin Bends.

After Newlands Hause there w-js a
magnificent run round Derwent Water,
commencing with a climb known as Cat
Bells, which is not excessively steep, but
includes two bad hairpin bends. The
cornering in some cases was not to be
adrnired, several riders being obviously
nervous and shaky. Others went round
as coolly as it was possible. Incidentally,
there are a lot of novices in the event,
and we vow they will return home with
a profound respect for Lakeland acclivi-

ties, for Mr. Loughborough assures as
that Monday's run is the easiest of the
five. It is difficult t-o avoid bunching
with so many competitors, but many owe
their failures to being hampered.

Passing through Keswick a second
time, the route home was via Chapel
Beck and Aughertree FeE. At the
former place we encountered L. Martin
inspecting the cause of a noise in tis
cycle car engine, and subsequently traced
it to a burnt out big end bearing.

Many Failures at the Rake.
The Rake was the next test hill, and

there were over two dozen failures. It
was not so much due to the gradient
as the loose stony surface, which cut up
badly on the right angle bend of 1 in

5 or so. Steel (Sunbeam) charged up a

bank and squandered the spectators. Ing-
ham (Veloce) was baulked by Drake (P.

and M.), but did well next time. It

was the turn for B.S.A. riders to show
up well here. S. L. Sealey came along
when two riders who had failed occupied
nearly all the road, but he neatly rode
between them, and received applause.
Fenu also made a sure climb. Newey
(Ariel) made a good climb, also his

brother on a Levis. Mundy almost
stopped, but his Triumph kept going.

Hands managed his Williamson with
great skill, and steered a perfect course.

Cli'
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The G.W.K.'s and the Mori^ans were
' again among the successful ones.

j

Greaves (Eniield sc.) has ample power;
I
his only difficulty is to hold liis com-

' binslion on the corners. Rutherford's
failure on an 8 h.p. Matchless sc. was
simply owing to trying to "o fast, and
consequently skidding bodily into the

ditch. Cocks is suffering from a slipping

clutch on his Connaught, and Lea (Lea-

Spring handlebars and doub'.e spring forks fitted to

the EnBeld side.'ar ridden by H. Greaves.

EVancis) complains of overheating,

.hough his confrere, Francis, had a no-

rouble run.

On the run home we overtook Green-
vood (Imperial) who had plug trouble,

ilater (J.B.S. c.c.) who lost a footboard,

nd Silver (Quadrant sc.) who ran out

f petrol only three miles from the finish.

Jucst (Matchless) broke a sidecar stay,

nd .among the absentees may be men-
ioncd Glisson (Wall tricar), who was
lOt seen after the start, and Bourbeau
Bedelia), who disappeared ' after lunch.
unong the day's incidents may be men-
i"icd the case of Dover, who ran over

-' and fell in the second non-stop
. 11.

It was the general opinion at the end
f the day's run that a 20 m.p.h. average
ver such twisty and narrow roads is

.tcessive, especially in view of the
radients, which naturally mean increas-
ig the pace afterwards to make up time.
hi Monday evening Hugh Gibson handed
1 a protest to the officials signed by the
idecar drivers protesting against such a
igh average speed in view of the state
lid nature of the roads.
C. B. Moss-Blundell went over a wall
escending Kirkstone and damaged the
•.iter_ connections, but continued. The
illowing were the ten retirements in

londay's nm : W. Cooper (Humberette)
ngine trouble, W. Land Dibb (6 Rc.\
:.) burnt out low gear brake band, F.
.. Portway (9 Paragon c.c.) seized
ngine, T. Rutherford "(8 Matchless sc.)
icared magneto sprocket, H. Berwick
>J Hampton) gear trouble, E. B. Glis-
in (8 Wall tricar) big end bearing, W.
hater-Lea (8 Chater-Lea c.c.), R. Bour-
ean (8 Bedelia c.c.), and 0. Duplock (6
..J.S. 8c.) It will be seen that there
avo been five retirements of the twelve
k'cle cars entered.

SECOND DAY: 164 miles. Carlisle. Wreay,
Penrith, Orton, Grayrigg, Kendal, Sed-

bergh, WHITE SHAW MOSS. Ingleton

(lunch). NEWSY HEAD, Hawes, BUT-
TER TUBS PASS, STONESDALE HILL,
TAN HILL INN, Brough, Appleby,

Skirwith, Glassonby, Kirkoswald,
Gumwhitton, Warwick, Carlisle.

Tuesday morning proved another
glorious day, though dull at the com-
mencement. The first section was rough,
but improved later, and there were no
difficulties in the route till some miles
after Penrith. The main road was then
left and a terribly rough surface en-

countered followed by a wabersplash si.x

or eight inches deep, causing several
riders to stop. Mills, whom we had
passed previously repairing his belt,

dropped his route card in the middle of
the stream and had to wade in to re-

cover it.

A Hill which Caused a Protest.

Next followed a giass-grown surface
with deep ruts, which served no other
useful purpose than to test the three
track cycle cars. After Kendal Grey-
hound Hil' nad to be climbed, and -though
there were many spectators to see the
long line of riders, there were very few
faihu-es to interest them. The real test
of the morning was Gastack Beck, seventy
miles from the start, and beyond Dent";
it was approached by an awkward
hairpin, followed shortly after by another,
after which came a stiif ascent With
rough surface, with about a 1 in 4
gradient, which was really difficult and
accounted for many failures. Excellent
climbs were made by D. M. Brown (3^
Rover), P. Grout (6 A. J.S. sc), F. C.
North (3^' Ariel), H. 0. Mills (3^^ Zenith-
Green), S. Tubb (3i Humber). J. Hoult
(3i Matchless), R. Pearson (6 Clvno sc).
C. M. Keiller and A. T. Tamplin on
G.W.K.'s, while H. Newry (2} Levis)
made a most creditable performance. J.
Oliphant (3i Premier), though impeded by

rp99

a fallen competitor, made a fine climb, and
R. K. Guest (8 Matchless sc.) went up
excellently, and so did A. J. Stevens
(6 A. .J.S. sc), and G. A. Gregson (6 Bal)
also climbed well.

G.J. Francis (3^ L.F.) came up silently,
but he had just to give one dig
with his foot, and Norman I^ea (3i L.F.)
did even better. T. Silver (7 Quadrant
sc), the veteran, was among the best.

A competitor passed H. Blaniire (5-6

Hazlewood) on the gradient, and they
hamperea one another, while Richard (4^
Sun-Precision), G. Hunt (6.^Campioii),
and F. E. J. Bartlett (4 Endurance) came
up well, but the last named had to avoid
the Harding and .Summers cycle car. F.
Dover (3^ Premier) and F. W. Applebee,
senr. (3^ B.S.A.), both of them veterans,
made splendid ascents, the latter being
very fast. A. E. Catt (3^ Triumph)
went up shouting with joy, and J. Chater-
Lea, junr. (8 Chater-L^a sc) came up in

good form. G. T. Gray (5-6 Rudge)
skidded all over the road and had to
assist with his feet, and A. C. Andrews
m Ariel) skilfully avoided R. Mundy (3i
Triumph). F. G. Ball (2| Douglas) had
to crawl behind the J.B.S. cycle car. W.
Westwood (3.^ Triumph), a local rider,

was heartily applauded, whUe W. H.
Longton (3i Alldays) and Morrison (5-6

Bat) made excellent ascents.

The surface of the hill was appallingly
bad, and the ascent terminated in a final

steep pitch almost as acute as the first

piece. Gastack Beck is undoubtedly an
abnormal bill with an abnormal surface.
At mid-day to-day, the following are

reported to have retired : P. Grout
(25 Douglas), gear trouble; R. C. Davis
(5-6 Clyno), engine trouble ; Thos.
Stevens (42 James sc), chain trouble.
A. D. Arter (4i James sc), is overdue.
One hundred and twenty of the com-

petitors who took part in to-day's run
signed - protest against the hill above
Gastack Beck being included in the trials.

This hill is the one on which the above
observations were made.

H. C. Marston (3i h.p. Triumpb sidecar;, the only 500 c.c. aidecir comoinattOD in the rriais, anj
W. Land Dlbb (6 h.p. Rex sidecar) on Watermlllook Hause. Note the state ot the suttaoo.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Aua;. 21st 8.10 p.m.

„ 23rd ...- ... 8.6 „
„ 25th 8.1 „
;, 27th 7.57 „

Methods of Lubrication.
" The lubricant in his silencer was

beginning to run low, and he feared that

shortly the humming of his machine

would betray his presence." From "The
Flying Detective." Let us continue !-

"Therefore he hurriedly dismantled the

armature and cleaned it with a piece of

Brooks soap, jettisoned his carburetter,

and put another handful of the finest

sand into his crank case. He then pro-

ceeded calmly and silently on his

nefarious errand."

Liege-Paris Trial.

Tlie above event was held on the 15fh,

16th, and 17th inst., and comprised a

journey from Liege to Paris and back

at various speeds, according to the

horse-power of the machines, a speed

trial at Spa, and a hill-climb. Every
competitor who did not lose more than

a minute at any' of the twelve controls

receives a gold medal, and a silver cup

for the best team performance, and each

member of the team a' special award.

Prizes were also offered for first and

second on time and formula in the speed

trial and hill-climb.

The following British riders finished :

A. J. Dixon (3i Singer) and S. A. Row-
landson (3-^ E-udge), and the following

Continental riders completed the journey

on British machines : Kummers (3-^-

Singer), Kutegens (3^ Singer), Pacquay

(3i Smger), Lemont (3^ Rover), Cocria-

mont (3-i-
Premier), Taymans (3 Royal

Enfield), and Lewis (4 James), while

Mengold finished on a 7-9 Indian. The
awards will be announced at a later date.

Rosedale Abbey Bank.

We are informed that this hill has been

recently ascended by F. E. , S. Tow'nsend

on a -3^ h.p. Ivy-Precision fitted with

one hairpin bend. The steepest gradient

is approximately 1 in 3.

Good Ears or a Long Bpw.

When a motor cyclist was fined 10s.

- and costs at Bromyard recently for using

a cut-out on a motor cycle, the police

constable stated that he could hear the

noise of the exhaust for fifteen minutes

THE NOT-J.A.P. TKAM. All of the machines are fitted with 3 h.p. engines, belt drive, and huh g«ars.

Left to right the riders are R. S. Sooon, G. E. Keel, and J. Robinson.

Sturmey-Archer tlrree-speed, gear ratios

4.75, 6!96, and 9.78 to 1. He made the

climb at the fourth attempt. It is believed

that this is the third successful attempt.

This hill is situated between the village

of Rosedale Abbey and Kirkby Moorside.
There ai'e several gullies and more than

before the rider reached him. Estimating

the speed at 20 m.p.h. the explosions were

heard five miles away ! After this we
need no longer appeal to " Friends,

Pvomans, Countrymen '

' _ for a useful loan,

it will be more profitable to " Ask a

Policeman."

PASSENGER MACHINES ON FOOLSTEP.

(1) H. F. S. Morgan and Mrs. Morgan (8 h.p. Morgan runabout) tollowed

by E. Keyte i3 h.p. Endeld).

THE STEEPEST GRADE iS 1 IN 45.

(2) The passenger representative of the Ftench team,

R. Bourbeau (8 h.p. Bedelia o.c.)

cao
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Mont Ventoux Hill-climb.

The fii'st sidecar to be entered for

this important Freiuh hill-climb is a

('lyno. which, of course, will be driven
by Frank Smith.

Stolen Machines.

A new Doufilas was stolen in Guildford
on the 9tli inst. The engine number is

10,183, and tlie owner, Jlr. G. Kinneir,
is offering £10 reward for its recovery
and the conviction of the thief.

A 3i b.p. Sunbeam.

A larger single-cylinder Sunbeam has
just been introduced. Though in outward
appearance it exactly resembles tlie now
popular 2.^ h.p. model, the 3i h.p, engine
lias a bore and stroke of 85 x 88 mm.
and a three-speed countershaft gear
exactly similar to the one fitted to the
5 h.p. twin which we dealt with some
weeks ago. The gear change is operated
lliro'.igh a gate. Tlie engine is note-
worthy for its large diameter valves,
wliich measure l^in. across the head. A
slipping clutch of the same design as on
the 2^ h.p. is used, and, of course, oil

bath chain cases.

Proposed Speed Limit foi Wallsend.

Motorists generally, and especially

those residing in the North of England.
are asked to note that the Wallsend
Borough Council on Tyneside, having
made application to the Local Govern-
ment Board for a reduced speed limit

on the main road tluough Wallsend,
have, at the request of the North-eastern
Automobile Association also represent-
ing the Roy.ol Automobile Club and the
Automobile Association, agreed to with-
draw their application for twelve months.
This withdrawal is conditional upon the
North-eastern Automobile Association
providing special signs, and the object
of this note is to request all motorists
using the road, which is part of the
main road from Newcastle to Tynemouth,
to use special care in driving through
Wallsend.

mt mil

.\iiB. -Strcatham and District M.C.C.
Aunuat Open Hill-climb.

-Hertforclstiiro M.C.C.Opon Half
l-)ay Trial.

Boiirncmoutli & District M.C.C.
Open Spccti Trials.

—Scottish .-^.C.U. Speed
Ctiampionships at
St. .Andrews.

Coventrv and Warwiclishire
M.C. .\niiual Open Hill-

climb.
A.C.U. East Midland Centre
Speed Trials.

—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.
—Streatham M.C.C. Open Speed

Trials at Brighton.
—A.C.U. Open One Day Trial.

—B.A.IS.C. Brooklands Meeting.

Unknown Garages.

We liave received a complaint from
a leader that, Avhen his machine was
left at a garage in Blackpool, it was
ridden in his absence and damaged. We
hop'8 that such proceedings are uncom-
mon, but still, it is a wise precaution
when leaving a valuable machine in the
charge of unknown persons to put a
suitable padlock on it. The reader in

question was unable to obtain any satis-

faction from the proprietor.

Hill-climbing in the Alps.

Sixteen competitors took part in a two
days' reliability trial and liill-climbing

competition from iMarseilles to Lyons on
the 15th and 16th inst. Altogether five

important mountain passes were crossed,

the greatest height reached above the sea
being 7,800 feet. The only competitor to

reach Lyons without loss of marks was
the rider of a 7 h.p. Indian, who won the
1,000 c.c. class. Frank Smith, on a Clyno
(32 points) won the 750 c.c. sidecar class.

The 500 c.c. bicycle class was won on a
Clement, as was the 350 c.c, and the 500
c.c. sidecar class on a Jlotosacoche.

TIOI

A Forthcoming Open Trial.

Among the ptizea in the open relia-

bilitv trial on October 4th, organised by
the "Sutton Coldlidd A.C., will be the
1'. J. Evans'.s cycle car trophy, which
will be awarded, "with a gold medal, for

the best pgrfurinance in the cycle car

class. The trophy must I.e won three

times to be won outright.

B.M.C.R.C. September Meeting.

The next meeting of the B.M.C.R.C
is to be held on Saturday, September
13th. The events in the preliminary

announcement are as under :

jMorning.—Time trials.

Afternoon.—2 p.m. : One Lap •Sprint,

Classes A. and B. 2.10 p.m. : One Hour
Team Race, Classes A .and B. 3.15

p.m. : One Lap Sprint, Class C. 3.25

p.m. : One Hour Team Race, Class C.

4.30 p.m. : One Lap Sprint Race, Classes

D and E. 4.40 p.m. : The Sidecar Relay
Race. 5 p.m. : Ten Miles Scratch Race
and Sealed Handicap for Cycle Cars and
Sidecars.

The team races are open to teams of

three of any single make
;
greatest aggre-

gate distance wins. .In the Sidecar
Relay Race one of the machines must be
of Class C.

A.A. and M.U. Note.

Cattle on Highways after Darx.—
The Executive Committee of the Asso-
ciation has granted a sum towards the
costs of contesting an appeal by the
owner of three sheep killed by a car.

The County Court judge held that the
negligence was entirely on the, part of

the owner of the sheep, one hundred
of which were being taken along the
road on a pitch dark niglit without
lights or anything to indicate their

presence to other road users, and non-
suited him. In view, therefore, of the
importance of this case to motorists,

the Association decided financially to

assist the motorist involved in contesting
the appeal.

BKlTliH MACHINES IN THE PARlS-LlEGE TRIAL. Leu—Klders 01 a Singer and Triumph wainne 10 enier a conlrol. Rlgbt—A Canoolel slOecat.
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An Afternoon's Run in Picturesque Airedale.

IF
you do not already know the capital of Craven,

namely, Skipton, the oldest chartered market town

in Airedale, and probably the oldest in Yorkshire,

itis high time you did, for, apart from being a splendid

centre for a number of trips, it is full of interest itself,

possessing a famous castle, believed to date back to the

reign of William I., and an ancient parish church. How-

ever, it is not the writer's intention to probe very deeplv

into history, but rathei to

have a pleasant jaunt, and

therefore we will leave the

castle and run down to the

bottom of the maiket

place, where a signpost

points to Clitheroe, and

this is the road we wul

follow for about three and

a half miles to Broughton,

having a good view of the

hall grounds on our left as

we approach the village.

We leave the main road nt

this place by turning to the

right and passing through

the village proper by

Airton, we soon drop dow-n into Kirkby Malham, where

the old church contains references to the afore-

mentioned general; but the next village, Malham, being

the chief object of our trip, we go straight on and soon

arrive there.

Fine Vie'ws and Steep Hills.

Now Malham itself is only a tiny little place, but

for all that it seems an

easy matter to obtain suffi-

cient fuel, and of excellent

quality, for the inner man,

but on no 'account is it ad-

\isable to run short of petrol.

No one in this vicinity seems

to keep this necessary com-

modity.

After refreshments, we go

over the little bridge, and

by proceeding straight on

over very bumpy and narrow

roads and down a stiff hill,

we obtain a grand view of the

famous 'Gordale Scar in the

distance.. We make for this

A TRIP IN AIREDALE

:

(1) Showing the entrance to Gordale Scar. (2) A pretty scene

somewhat narrow but very pretty roads, run on to Gar-

grave, a iiice little place which, tradition says, originally

had seven churches, six of which were destroyed in

some Scottish raid, the remaining one being spared

because it was dedicated to the Scottish patron saint.

On entering Gargrave, we proceed over the river

bridge and then immediately turn left as if for Settle

;

about two miles on at the village of Coniston Cold

we turn right and proceed through lovely lane.s to

Bell Busk, Vjut, instead of running down to the station,

^take the turn to the right over the river bridge and

continue straight on to Airton, where close by is Calton

Hall, the birthplace and one time residence of General

Lambert, wd! known ~in connection with Cromwell

during the Civil' Wars. Conrinuing straight through

PICTURESQUE "MAI,HAM."

near the village ot Malham. (3) View of the falls in Gordale Scar.

by dismounting and wandering through a few fields.

The Scar is probably the finest view of its kind

obtainable in Great Britain, it takes the form of tw© •

giant limestone cliffs gradually closing in on each,

-other, at the end of which, from a considerable!

height, flows a stream. Although I call the waterfall the
j

" end "
it is not really so,. for by tricky driving we can

i

surmount -the first obstacle and so climb to the top of
|

the cliffs, but if one is not careful overheating may

intervene. P'rom the top it is possible to walk a Tcaie

or so to Malham Cove, but remembering that_tfie

machines are still within a respectable distance, it is

better for us to return and ride back to the village,

and, on entering, take the road to the right and byi

means of a very stiff hill with numerous water cuts
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An Afternoon's Run in Picturesque Airedale.—
running across proceed a mile or so to the Tarn.

Tiiis road gradually gets worse and worse, and un-

lortunately for us the Tarn is private property. This

Tarn is the largest natural lake in Yorkshire, the

water goes to ground at the Water Sinks, and eventu-

ally reappears at the Co\'e, which we reach by return-

ing to the village and taking a short walk up the road

Irt the left and through a few fields.

The Cove is a gram! and peculiarly formed limestone

cliff of crescent fornialion nearly '300 feet in height.

Here the ri\-er i\ire commences its life, being a bright

and cheerful stream, and no onfe who has seen this

river passing through the City of Leeds would ever

for one moment associate it with such a glorious birth-

place as the one under review.

A Delightful Round.
Geologists, botanists, hill-climbers, and rough-

riders will find plenty to interest them round this dis-

trict, but seeing that we are only ordinary tourists we
will pack up our traps and away from this paradise,

returning by the way we came to a mile the other side

)f Airton, and here turning left over the bridge make
for Eshton, passing on our way through the grounds
_)f Eshton Hall, the home of Sir Matthew Wilson, in

ivhose house, I believe, are a number of very fine

jaintings.

Running through this pretty spot we notice some
ine Alderney cattle gazing at us with limpid eyes, but
mfnrtunately we soon leave this delightful place be-
lind, and half a mile before Gargrave turn left, and

.1103

another h;df-niile furtb.cr on left again, thus joining
the Skipton-Settle main road and so run on to

Skijjton. At the time of panning these notes, the
surface of this section is the worst we have struck.

This trip is one' of the best 1 know, the roads on
the whole are good, except that in parts they are

somewhat narrow, and care should be exercised round
tlie corners. The distance is not great, only about
thirty miles, so that anyone not living near Skipton
need not fear the jaunt, but they must remember it

lakes a considerable time to view the beauties of

Malham, only the chief of which I have mentioned.
H.W.F.

AUSTRIAN MOUNTAIN CIRCUIT.
INFLUENCE OF RACING UPON DESIGN.

The Mountain Circuit Reliability Trial of the

Austrian Allgem. Motorfahrer Verband was held on
the 13th inst. and drew over fifty entries of motor
cycles, sidecars, and cycle cars. The sport is be-

ginning to have its renaissance in Austria. Recently
an enterprising motor cyclist has started an agency for

Indian and Douglas machines in Vienna. The trial

was a distinct success, only six riders failing to get

through within the time limit. Conspicuous among
the competitors were the Puch representatives, who
had gained much valuable information from their par-

ticipation in the Tourist Trophy, and had adopted
numbers of English " notions " on the Puchs, such as

three lever Bowden control, Armstrong three-speed
gears, XL'All saddles, B. and B. carburetters. The
gears e'xcited great interest and no little comment
among the Austrian motor cyclists, who, to a great ex-

tent, still know the use of a clutch only from hearsay.
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A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
A Look Round the Competing Machines.

AN examination of the machines in

this week's trial, which were
grouped in rows in tlie Skating
Kink, Carlisle, on Sunday, revealed

nothing startling in the way of design.

A new design Amac carburetter on several

competing machines. The stiield at ttie back

is to collect blown bacX petrol so tiiat it may
be drawn into the engine again.

The Six Days' Trial is usually the test

selected by manufacturers, in -wliich to

put their new models, or, at any rate, new
features of design to their final test.

Of innovations there are plenty, but in

the main the machines are of a thoroughly
workmanlike character with nothing
experimental about them. Indeed, many
of the machines are absolutely standard
throughout, notably the Triumphs,
Premiers, Rovers, Scotts, Douglases,
Enfields, Bradburys, A.J.S., Humbers,
and B.S.A.s.
As might be expected, there is not ' a

single-geared niacliine among the 150 odd
in the trial, and most have gears with
low ratios in the region, of 12 to 1, whilst

some go as low as 18 to 1.

One of the highest geared machines is

E. H. Lees's 8 h.p. Zenith, with ratios of

3-^ to 5g to 1. Lees is an amateur, and
is carrying no spares though his macliine

has run 4,000 miles. It will be interesting

to see how his 99 x 77^ J.A. P. twin fares

on the hairpin bends with which the

course abounds.
Among the new mounts making their

debut are three James twins, such as we
described a fortnight ago. They have 3^

h.p. J. A. P. engines, three-speed counter-

shaft gears on the same lines as the well-

, tried gear on the- larger mount, but
smaller and lighter, and chain drive

throughout. Their weight (exceeding

220 lbs.) caused some astonishment, but
several 3^ h.p. machines scaled 270 lbs.,

and doubt is being cast on the accuracy of

the weighbridge used. Three Nuts with
J.A. P. engines similar to the James and
Lea-Francis are also out in competition
for the first time. These machines have
belt drive and Armstrong gears, with
kick starters. Berwick is riding a Hamp-
ton with T.D.C. engine and Armstrong
mark VII. hub gear. He is not over-

confident, seeing that his machine was
only assembled last week, and is practi-

cally untested. The gear is the latest

Armstrong, the only one in the trial, and
has a large and improved change-speed
lever-

Among the passenger machines, the
Bedelia is a newcomer to six day events,

and there is a great deal of speculation
as to what it will do. It was seen
hung up on Kirkstone Pass on the way
to Carlisle on Saturday, but the driver
told us that his baggage accounted for

this, and with luck he hoped to get
round. The 82 x 100 mm. twin engine,

A neat gate change speed lever on
C. R. Collier's Matonless sidecar

combination.

Brake, gate chanie-speed, and reverce levers

on theJ.b.S. cycle car.

with cylinders at 90 degrees, is geared
4 to 1 on top, and by means of a double
counter-shaft and chains a low gear of

12 to 1 is obtained', which should see it

up the steepest hills with such a hefty
engine and a light vehicle. The expand-
ing pulleys work on the automatic
governor principle. The b h.p. Enfield

sidecar machine, handled by Greaves, is a
forerunner of the 1914 model, having an
underslung frame sidecar, spring handle-
bars, giving a, four-inch movement by
means of three enclosed spiral springs,

double springs to the front forks, and
spring footboai'ds. These devices should
go to make the Enfield sidecar much
more comfortable, there never was any
doubt about its reliability; as instance'

of this, there are four in the trial. In-

cidentallj', Greaves's machines has a new
Amac carburetter, of which there are
four or five in the trial.

Charlie Collier has still further im-
proved his Matchless sidecar. A neat
little gate change on the top tube is

used to operate the three-speed gear,

and the lubrication is arranged so that
oil is first fed' to the back of the front

cylinder, and another pipe conveys r,

to the driving chains. The supply lb tl

latter case is governed by a tap. Fittt

with a smart coachbuilt sidecar tl

Matchless is among the prettiest sideca

in the trial.

Speedometer attached to the top tube ot

E. A. Colliver's 7 h.p. Indian. It is a Corbia

and Brown, driven Irom tbe rear wheel.

A Four-speeded Cycle Car.

The J.B.S. cycle car is a newconi
to trials work, and should do well, f

it is designed on well-tried principli

liaving an 8-10 h.p. J.A.P. fan-cool
j

engine, tubular frame and shaft drive

a particularly strong looking rear ^:

with strengthening webs cast integr

It is chiefly notable for its four-spe

and reverse gear box, the top ratio bei '

4i to 1 and the low 14 to 1. T
'

Harding and Summers cycle car la I

same that participated in the Scotl

Trials, likewise the Singer, driven by
Martin, which has received much attf

tion in drilling to reduce weight to t

required limit. The Paragon is air-cool '

and is notable for its extremely lo

belt drive.

In examining the machines we ma
a point of enquiring for gear ratios, a.

it is strange how different the feeli.

is in respect of gears.

Sproston's Clement has ratios of 7 a

10^ to 1, ratios too low for top and t

high for bottom in our judgment, b

-practically all the lightweights have 6

1 top gears. The Sunbeams and Lf

Francis are on equal terms with 6 a

12 to 1 ratios. The two latter, by t

way, have the Everest autumatic c;

buretter, which we described recently.

At the last moment the trials wt

robbed of interest by the non-appearan
of the three three-speed Scotts with sic

cars. Mr. A. A. Scott told us th.

owing to an unforeseen occurrence,
was found impossible to finish the iv

A useful pine: cover on s Bau
It is sold by Hunts.

C2D
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3ET NOW
SINKS
AUTOMATIC
SARBURETTOR.
IE SURE IT IS A BINKS
,S I SEE THAT SOME OF
/lY COMPETITORS ARE
JOW COPYING THE PI LOT
ET OF WHICH I AM THE
IRST INVENTOR.

HESE INSTRUMENTS GIVE

\ TICK ROUND
VHEN IN FREE.

i SLOW PULL IN TRAFFIC.

lOLENT ACCELERATION.

UTMOST POWER.

GREAT ECONOMY.

iSE BENZOL or PARAFFIN.

IT ANY MACHINE
NO GIVE MARVELLOUS RESULTS

ON THE BIG TWINS

>OUGLAS or SCOTT.

ENT ON APPROVAL & TRIAL.

THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS,
SEND FOR BOOK. ALSO MY

REATISE ON CARBURATION.
London,

August 2nd, 1913.
ear Sir,

I am simply delighted with the carburettor.
is wonderful the way you can crawl along in

affic, and then slam the lever open, and then
.mply leap ahead by the movement of one lever.

jy friends were very sceptical at first. One of
|em is ordering one to-day.

RIGINAL CAN BE SHEWN AT
ORKS, ALLOWANCE MADE FOR
LD CARBURETTORS.

. SINKS, Ltd., ECCLES.

!•*•**
«
j»j»*•J** ***•J**• •J*

****j»***«***•*
«;

t

BOWDEN
I HANDLE-BAB CONTROL
; lor

PHILIPSON PULLEY.

«

^^.c^^;^*^^ ">r/i

Ji;

STEEL BAND (c)

TELESCOPIC TUBE (a)

The only efficient control

The only efficient control for the

Philipson pulley is from the

handle-bar. It is obviously im-

possible to retain accurately any

desired gear by means of foot

control, for the reason that roads

are not billiard tables.

The Bowden Control takes the

form of a band brake, which
operates on the collar of the

pulley.

When ordering, state make and year of

machine and diameter of handle-bar.

Prices :

With bracket complete, ready for

fitment ..--.--17 6

With short straight plate, ready for

fitment 15

(Special brackets for Triumph, Rover, and Bradbury

only).

BOWDEN WIRE, LTD.,
Pratt Street, Camden Town,

LONDON.

>

I ;

V

•:::•:>><>;;.A•• »t.%A »>-

In answering these advertisement:^ U is desirable lo mention " The Mutur Ci/dc.' C27

i
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A REVUE!
A.C.U. 6 DAYS'
Kempshalls won

Gold Medals.

Kempshalls won
Gold Medals.

Kempshalls won
Gold Medals.

Kempshalls won
Gold Medals.

N.B.—'This year's results are not to hand at the
lime of going to press with this advertisement.

1909

1910

1911

1912

S' TRIALS.
the Team Prize and

the Team Prize and

the Team Prize and

the Team Prize and

SCOTTISH 6 DAYS* TRIALS.
1910 Kempshalls gain numerous Gold, Silver

' and Bronze Medals.

1911 Kempshalls gain numerous Gold, Silver

and Bronze Medals.

1912 Kempshalls , gain numerous Gold, Silver

and Bronze Medals.

1913 Kempshalls gain 16 Gold Medals and
Special Prizes for private owner and
trade rider.

The remarkable contmuity of these successes can only

point to one thing, viz.:—The overwhelming

superiority of Kempshalls. Have you fitted them yet ?

Copy of our latest list will be sent-free on request.

THE KEMPSHALL TYRE CO. (of Europe), LIMITED,
Telephone-No. 244 Gerrard (2 linesi. 97, 98, LONG ACRE, W.C TeleKmms—"Shidless, Lonaoii."
Birmiueham—Heginald G. Priest, 71, Lionel St. Paris—John Sheen, J6, I^hu St. Charlfs. New Zealind—Goldingham and

Beckett Ltd., Pahnefston, N. New /Sealand. Scotland—Perci vol E Pule, 27, Jam .licii Street, Glasgow. — _. ^
CD.C.

t^-'X'M*-"^.'^^^^^^-^'^•''iAi *^"^^'--^''^^^^ rF.Y.R-E .S
In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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A Look Round the Competing Machine's.

—

gear in time, so the riders held a

Kiifried council of war, and elected to

dispense with their sidecars and ride the

standard two-speeders as solo mounts.

Tlie Douglases have low gears of about

12 to 1, and appear to be standard

itlit-rwise in every detail. G. E. Jlurphy.

the way, is riding a Douglas, and not

machine Hrst named. The 7 hp.
Mirlians of Colliver and Alan Hill attract

aiimtion, not only by their vivid red
iiiisli, but by their absolute con-

liability. On the low gear the riders

crawl along around obstacles in a

i;ianner that compels appreciation. The
Uiars are 4 and 7 to 1 with 2Sin. wheels

—

Water tank on the top tube of Dr. Moss
Blundell's Green Precision.

11 it low in vie^\' of the prevalency of

.single-figure gradients and acute bends.

Hitl's silencer has been named "the
Octopus," as it has two pipes at the fore-

most end, and three others of different

diameters extending rearwards.

A Tyre Riveted to the Rim.

O. T. Gray is riding a 5-6 h.p. Rudge,
and so certain is he of immunity from
tyie troubles with his Kempshalls that

lie has riveted the covers to his rims to

)ii event creeping. We shall see ! The
P. and JI.'s are always attractive com-
petition mounts. Those in the trial are

of exquisite finish with black and green
tanks and plated carriers. This latter

move is sure to be copied, for what
tourist has not rendered his black

finished carrier unsightly owing to the

straps chafing? The P! and JI.'s also

have aluminium cast number plates and

Mud screen and shield over the air inlet of

ienspray carburetter on a Connaught.

an acetylene generator fastened by_ a

bracket, to the crank case with plated pipe

connection for the lamp affixed to

the tank tube. C- Q. Roberts's

Blackburn and Dr. Moss
^
Blundell's

Green respectively have special handle-

bar controlled clntches to their hu))

gears. H. W. Hands' Williamson is

a water-cooled model, and the rider

hopes to do as well as JNIundy did in

Scotland on an air-cooled mount of the

same make. The four L.M.C.'s possess

no departure from standard practice.

The two-stroke lightweight brigade are

represented by the Levis and the Con-

naught, though, if rumour prove true,

Separate mounting of clutch pedal on F. C.

North's Ariel to avoid damage in the event ot the

footrest being bent.

next year will see many additions to the
type. Newey's Levis has a three-speed

gear, a two-speed countershaft gear, and
the lowest gear is brought into operation
when required by simply moving the

ordinary gear lever into the " neutral

"

position. Cock's Connaught is the same
he used so successfully in the Scottish

trials, with G.H. gear and |in. pitch

Latest pattern silencer on the Premier
single-cylinder machine.

chains throughout. The Bats look very

spick and span with their round tanks

and all finished in French grey. Mills

is still faithful to the Green water-

cooled engine on his Zenith. Wide
dropped handlebars are fitted to the

Motosacoche of J. S. Holroyd, and also

to the three Nut-Japs already referred

Exhaust cap on the 31 h.p. Blackburn,

to. The Clyno sidecar machines are

absolutely standard mounts, though
Frank Smith is not among the drivers,

as he is in France for the Jlont Ventoux
hill-climb. 6.S.

MEW MACHINES IN THE TBIAL. (1) H. Berwick and the 31 h.p. Hampton, with T.D.C. engine and new Armstrong Mark VH. joar. reserve tie change

speei lever. (2) C. Q. Roberts on the 31 h.p. Blackburn, with outside flywheel.

C=9
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CLUB NEWS.
St. Helens and District M.C.

The first reliability trial of this newly-formed club took
olace recently over a severe course in North Wales. Result :

Marks.
1. J. iMiddlehurst (6 Zenith) lost 3

2. A. M'Tean (3^ Rudge-Multi) „ 51
3. T. A. Moulds (3i Zenith) „ 54
4. M. P. Killie .(2| Douglas) , 56
5. S. E. Bold (23 Douglas) „ 57

Stirling and District M.C.C.

A gymkhana was held at Bridge of Allan on Saturday last.

Results :—The cigarette race, A. McNab (3^ Zenith). Glass
of water race : R. McAlpine (3^ Humber sc.) Slow race :

r. Brown (3^ Triumph). Appearance event for sidecars; R.
McAlpine (S^ Humber, Bramble sc.) The suffragette event :

The wimier, Miss Maitland, should have no difficulty in

qualifying for Holloway, as she smashed all the windows
provided. See-saw and apple bobbing : H. Brown (2J
Douglas). Heads and posts : A. McNab (3^- Zenith). Bun
tussle : J. Muir (3^ Triumph). Medley : A. McNab (3^
Zenith).

Ayr and District M.C.C.

A long distance reliability trial of 233 miles was run off

on Wednesday of last week over roads in the South of

Scotland. Of the ten starters seven completed the course,

although three of these were late at one of the controls.

Route : DalmeUington, Carsphairn, Dumfries, Annan,
Longtown. Langholm, Hawick, Selkirk, Peebles, Biggar,
Lanark, iMuirkirk, Ochiltree, and Ayr. W. P'aterson (3^

Rudge multi) had two punctures in the first check, and in

consequence was late at Dumfries. T. Hill (2f Douglas)
also had trouble on this stretch, and did not put in ,an

appearance at the control. J. Gilchrist (3^ Triumph) broke
a valve, but managed to arrive to time. Miss Alay Senior

(2| Douglas) had plug trouble near Hawick, and afterwards
the engine gave trouble. She ultimately finished the route

on the back carrier of the 6 h.p. Edmund ridden by A. G.
McGibbon. W. Munro (2| Douglas) had rather an unfor-

tunate accident, the frame of his machine breaking and
throwing him heavily,- necessitating his finishing the journey
by train. The following lost no marks : H. Clark (3-^-

Triumph), J. Gilchrist (3^ Triumph), W. Allan (31

Triumph), J. Meredith (3^ P. and M.), and A. G.
McGibbon (6 Edmund-Jap). T. McComb (6 Edmund-Jap)
lost no marks until the last check, when a burst tyre caused
him to be a few minutes late.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The following are the official results of the Birmingham
to Edinburgh run : Winner of P. J. Evans trophy, awarded
for best performance by solo rider, S. C. Ferryman (3^-

Quadrant) ; winner of Sarsons and Duke trophy . for best

performance by amateur, H. Ball (3-^ Triumph) ; winner
of P. J. Evans rose bowl for best performance by sidecar

machine, W. H. Longton (3^ AUdays) ; team prize for best

performance by team of three riders, the Quadrant team
(Messrs. S. C. Perryman, T.' Silver, and H. Silver). The
James team were placed second and Raglan team third.

Gold medals were awarded to the following : T. Silver

m Quadrant), H. Salver (3i Quadrant), H. Ball (3^
Triumph), J. Stevens (3^ James), S. 0. Perryman (3^
Quadrant), D. Brown (3^ Rover), A. Young (3-^ Abingdon),
E. H. Baker (3^ Monarch), R. W. Duke (3^ Rover), T.
Pollock [5-^ James), C. Wilson (3-^- Quadrant), S. A. Row-
landson (3i Rudge), T. Peck (31 Ivy), J. AUday (AUdays
Midget car), F. C. Sangster (3^ Ariel), A. W. Sarsons

(2j Sun-Precision), H. Hopkins (3^ Abingdon), H. G. Dixon
(3-^ .James), and G. N. Norris (3-^- Raglan).

Silver medal awarded to R. W. Lovegroye (3-^- Raglan).
Bronze medals awarded to J. Gray (3^ Abingdon) and

T. F. Blmnfield (3i Abingdon).

"The Motor Cycle" Diary of Week-end Clnb Events.

23rd.—Ipswich and District M.C.C. Inter-club com-
petition, Colchester.

23rd.—Cumberland County M.C.C. Knock-out hiU-

climb. Cold Fell.

23rd.—North Birmingham A.C. Run to Broadway.
23rd.—Mersey Liverpool M.C. Reliability, trial.

23rd.—Mid-Bucks M.C.C. Hill-cHmb.

23rd.—Walthamstow M.C. Run to, Eastbourne.
23rd.—Lincolnshire A.C. Reliability trial.

23rd.—South Birmingham M.CC. Speed-judging com-

petition.

FORTHCOMING OPEN EVENTS.

Aug

Herts County A.C.

will hold an open half-day trial onThe above clnb

August 30th.

Aberdare and District M.C.C.

A hill-climb will be held up Graig iNIountain on September
4th. This will include two open and three club events.

The Streatham and District M.C.C.

The Streatham Club's open hill-climb is down to be held

on August 30th.

Stockport and District M.C.C.
An open hill-climb will t^e place at Buxton on the 30th

inst. There will be classes for standard touring, racing, T.T.,

and passenger machines'. Cycle cars are eligible in the

last-mentioned class. Entries close on the 25th inst. to

Mr. H. Marsden, The Ash, Florist Street, Stockport.

Bournemouth and District M.C.C.
Open speed trials will be held at Canford Park, Wimborne,

on September 3rd. There will be six classes ; bicycles to

350 c.c, 350 to 500 c.c, ditto for riders who have never won
an award, to 1,000 c.c. ; sidecars to 650 c.c, sidecars and

three-wheeled cycle cars to 1,000 c.c, and four-wheeled

cycle cars to 1,100 c.c. Entries (to Mr. E. L. Herring, 54,

Seamoor Road, Bournemouth West), close on the 25th, or

at double fees on the 27th.

C30

TWO HEW CYCLE CARS
(1) The C-10 h.p, lour-speoil shaft-dilven J.B.S. eyc;e car.

IM THE SIX DAYS' TRIALS,

(2) The Paragon, which has an aii-coo!ed engine and long bAt drive.
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COMFORT is one of the outstanding

features of the unapproaGhable

NORTON
Not only the comfortable riding position
afforded by the exceptionally long wheelbase,
comfortable footboards, and entire absence
of vibration due to perfect balance, but the
comfort due to the knowledge that under-

-^^^^^—^—^—^—^^
neath you there is POWER and PLENTY OF IT, that nothing will go wrong or
come adrift, that you are certain of climbing any hill on any road anywhere.

That is what is meant by the
combination of the word In

"COMFORT" with the
unapproachable NORTON,

WRITE FOR 1913 CATA-
LOGUE (2nd Edition).

NORTON MOTORS,
Sampson Road North,

BIRMINGHAM.
Telegrams :

" NORTOMO.'
Telephone :

481 Victoria.

jgr^^i MOTOR.

PALMLR

PALMER CORD MOTORCYCLE TYRES
are infinitely more reliable under the strains of motor'
cycle work than any tyre with a canvas foundation;

they wear longer, give regular, satisfactory service,

and are practically immune from punctures.
Write for Motorcych Tyre Booklet.

THE PALMER. TYRE, LTD.,
119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.C,

Motorcycle Tyre Dept. ;

103, St. John. Street. Clerkenwell, London. E.C.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mtn/ion "
'J'hc Motor Cyde. C3I
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AWARNING
Ask for a 1/6 tin of

ROBBIALAC
AND TRY YOUR SKILL FOR A 3 = SPEED

1913 CLYNO MOTOR CYCLE.

We are giving away ^ ^V of these, and you

can laugh at speed limits.

Value

MODELS (with adjustable pulley):

2 h.p. Single-cylinder, £34. 3 h.p Twin-cylinder, £45.

3t,.p. ,. £43. 6Jh.p. £58

C32 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention, " The Motor Cycle."
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing
legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

London to Edinburgh.

Would you kindly inform
me which would be the best

route to take to go from London
to Edinburgh?—H.B.

The route from London to Edinburgh is

absolutely direct along the Great Morth
Road. You leave London via High-
gate and proceed to Hatfield, Biggles-
wade, Norman's Cross, Grantham, Don-
caster, and so on through Newcastle,
Berwick, to Edinburgh. It is quite
impossible to miss the way, as it is sign-

posted tlie whole distance. It is approxi-
mately 400 miles.

Sidecar Steering Dilliculty.

I have a Vindec motor cycle

?'
I

which is difficult to steer with
sidecar attached, the front wheel

-2J wobbling badly when I remove
one hand from the bar. Turn-

ing corners is not difficult, but it is

easier to turn to the right. The sidecar
(rigid) is properly fitted with wheels
in line. My own idea is that the
trouble is caused by the spring of
the Truifault forks being too weak.

—

C.W.F.
Your solution as to the trouble ex-
perienced in steering your sidecar is

probably correct. W« advise you to
;,'') over all the fittings of the Truffault
liirks to see whether you can find play,
and have the looseness adjusted.

Fitting Nail Catctiers.

I should be much obliged if

^1 you would tell me what is the

> best method of catching nails
-IJ picked up by the tyre. I have

tried the ordinary nail catchers,
made with a piece of thick wire, but
lind that stones are picked up and lock
llie wheel, or tear off the nail catcher.
Tliis has happened four times in about
ten days, and once the front mudguard
was badly damaged, the nail catclier
I'l-ing attached to its stays. On this
'icraaon I tried running without nail
I ateliers and each time punctured within
ten miles. I ride a 1913 Scott.—P. T.

A very good form of nail, etc., extractni
1 ;illed "The Bulldog," an.d is sold by

I
• iniages. It consists of a small piece

' i tuib chain mesh such as is used for
•iiring purposes. The method of

ii'.ting is to place it over your tyre,
lilting the front one towards the front
<if the mudguard, so that it is trail-

ing liglitly on the tyre, and the rear one
fairly close to the bottom bracket.

Fast on Level: Slow on Bills.

I have a 1907 Sg Quadrant
which goes well on the level and
starts first turn of tlie pedals,

but will not climb the least rise.

It is fitted with a 1912 B. and B.
carburetter and latest pattern Bosch
magneto. The compression is excellent.

It has automatic inlet .valve, and it

goes well on the stand and on the
level, but on the slightest rise tlie

power dies away entirely.—E.G."
It is very difficult to advise you as to
what is tlie matter with your machine
without seeing it, but the indications
point to the inlet spring being too strong.
A strong spring on an automatic inlet
valve is all right for high speeds and
Tunning fast, but immediately the motor
slows down the suction is not sufficient
to open the valve. We advise you to
try a slightly v,/eaker spring, and see if

you get better results.

An Unsatisfactory Sale.

Can you inform me the best
way to get the money owing to
me from the sale of a motor
cycle? I live in Blackpool, and
sold it several weeks ago to a

London dealer for £24. He gave me
£5 down, and promised the balance in
a few days. He keeps putting me off

with excuses, but does not deny tlie

debt. The only thing is to take legal
proceedings. Should I employ a local
Blackpool solicitor, or will it be better
to have a London one?—J.D.

It depends upon where you effected the
deal. If the machine was sold through

the post and you were in Blackpool at the

time, it is quite sufficient for jou to issue

a summons from Blackpool, in wluch case

it is not necessary tor you to employ a
solicitor at all, though, if you take the

matter into court, it would be necessary

for either yourself, or a solicitor on your
behalf, to attend, otherwise the case

might go against you by default. If you
called at the tradesman's establishment in

London, and the deal was done there, it

is necessary for the summons to be issued

in London.

Repairing Craclied Cylinder.

I have detected a very slight

_| crack across the exhaust valve

> seating of my 2| 1907 Minerva.
-2J It runs transversely across and

scarcely extends right across the
seating. As I am planning a rather
long tour, I shall be glad of your
opinion as to whether I need apprehend
any serious trouble or consequences
through this.—W.J. A.

We should not advise you to go out for

a long tour with the seating of the
exhaust valve cracked. It is quite pos-
sible that it may run for a considerable
distance without giving trouble, but it

will be far better to have this seen to.

It can easily be remedied by electrical

welding. There are several firms who
specialise in this work, whose names
and addresses you will find in our mis-
cellaneous advertisement columns. It
would be advisable to a.sk their opinion
concerning such a repair before pro-
ceeding.

Tliree 5-3 h.p. Rudge multl G.P.O. combinations supplied to the South African Union Government
as par.el carriers lor use in Johanaesbure.
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Combined Roc and FMIlpson.

I have a 1911 Humber with

^^ two-speed Roc gear and sidecar.
>* Could I fit the Philipson pulley
-I-l to my machine, and use it in

conjunction with my two-speed
gear ? Would my footboards inter-

fere with its control, which I under-
stand is by foot? I am a regular reader

of your paper, and notice that several

competitors used the pulley in the T.T.

|j^m(^ILE

-G.J.R.

There is no objection to you fitting a

Philipson pulley to your two-speed
Humber, if you wish to do so, except
that you may have to alter the left-

hand footboard, and you would, of

course, be able to get a lower gear ratio

than you can at present.

Lireri-ool to Portsmouth.

I should be much obliged if

you would advise me of a good
route from Liverpool to Ports-
mouth, avoiding the large towns.
I should like to pass through

Oxford en route..—A.R.H.

Your best route would be as follows

:

Liverpool, by ferry to Birkenhead, then
through Whitchurch, Wellington, Bridg-
nerth, Kidderminster, Worcester, Chelten-
ham, Cirencester, Cricklade, Swindon,
Pewsey, Upavon, Amesbury, Salisbury,
Southampton, Fareliam, to Portsmouth.
This is the most direct route. If you
wish to go through Oxford, you will have
to branch off at Kidderminster and go
through Alcester, Stratford-on-Avon,
Shipston-on-Stour, Enstone, and Wood-
stock to Oxford, continuing to Portsmouth
through Dorchester, Wallingford, Read-
ing, Odiham, Alton, Petersfield, and
Cosham.

Correct Way o£ Descending Hiils.

I have a 1912 two-speed B.S.A.

qI motor cycle. I am only a

> beginner, and so far have had
-iJ no time to examine much of the

interior of the machine. I must
explain that I always run "free
engine" down any hill of considerable
length, to avoid .the injury to the
exhaust valve which I understand
results from frequent lifting. My
habit has been on leaching the bottom
of the hill to raise the exhaust valve
and press the foot control lever into

low gear, and then to drop the exhaust.
On riding the machine lately I

noticed that when I pressed the foot
lever after running down a hill there
was a grinding sound in the hub, which
I liad never heard before. Ought
I to have started the engine on high
gear? And, if so, am I likely to
have caused any damage by putting
in the low gear when the engine would
have started all right in high gear?

—

M.C.E.

Your method of driving downhill is partly

correct. If you run downhill with the
engine free and not revolving, you should
restart the engine by raising exhaust and
gradually engaging the high gear. This
should be done before reaching the foot

of the hill ; in this way you will liave

the engine revolving and ready to take
up the drive when required. Putting
in the low gear fir,st might cause damage
to the transmission owing to the greater
strain imposed, especially if it were done
at. all suddenly.

Excessive VHiration.

I have a 1911 3^ machine on
which the engine vibration seems
excessive. On opening throttle

on a hill the cylinder rocks

backwards and forwards tre-

mendously until I have picked up to

a good speed, and then becomes fairly

steady as long as the pace is kept.

I should be much obliged if you can
tell if this can be remedied, as it plays

havoc with parts of the machine,
especially the petrol pipe union, which
I have had soldered three times during
last month.—D.C.C.

It is quite impossible for the cylinder to

rock about "tremendously" provided the

frame does not whip and the holding down
bolts are secure. If it is as bad as you
say, it sounds a case of having the engine

and frame seen to. If you have trouble

with the petrol pipe breaking, why not

try a flexible petrol pipe, which you
could obtain from any large dealer.

Engine Losing Power.

I have a 1910 Douglas motor
cycle which has developed the
following symptoms. It will

take very little air at full

throttle and speed has dropped
It starts all right, but gets hot

after three or four miles, slows down,
and then develops a knock. The
ignition is set right and the jet is

clean. Pistons and cylinders also

clean, and engine gets plenty of oil.

Inlet pipe and fittings all gas tight.

If you could give me any advice re.

the above I shall be glad.—W.R.E.
All the symptoms -you mention in your
engine point to carbonisation of the
cylinder, and the vaJves not being gas-

tiglit, with the further probability that
the piston rings have got carbon behind
them. Take your engine down, and pay
special attention to cleaning the carbon
from behind the rings. It is possible

that new rings are required. In any
case, after three years, there is bound to

be an advantage in fitting them- See

that the valves are perfectly clean, and
closing correctly on the seating.

AUGUST list, igi3.

READERS' REPLIES,
steering witb Sidecar.

Your correspondent, "E.S.," is

having the same trouble as I had, and

the following are the causes : (1.) The
front tube, where sidecar lug is attached,

gets pulled over, and will not allow

the front wheel to be in centre. (2.)

Back wheel gets pulled over by the'

driving belt, which causes the wheel

to be running out of line with the

front one ; the same applies if the

front wheel is not in the centre of the

forks.—F. GoFF.

Taking Second-hand Machines to Australia.

I noticed recently in The Motor

Cycle a query with regard to taking

second-hand machines to Australia. I

took a second-hand machine to New
Zealand a year ago, and was able to

pass it into the country without paying

duty on assuring the officials that it

was for my personal use. They were

particular as to its being of British

manufacture. The custom laws in

Australia are, I believe, the same as in i

New Zealand.

—

Chakles K. Wicbam.

oft.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various mot;r cycles cr access:ries must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may- be forwarded. Answers to the queries

below should be addressed c/o The Editor.

"B.G." (Folkestone). — Laurin and

Klement twin with low-tension magneto. (

"R.B." (Barrow).—1913 Scott, sole

riding ; consumption, reliability, aiici

flexibility. Also 3 h.p. twin Enfield

;

flexibility and silence.

"R.M.D." (Dundee).—1913 Douglas

with carburetter other -than standard.

Economy, efficiency, and flexibility. •

"A.A.G." (India).^Efficiency, relia

bility, and economy of retreading back

covers.
" W.H.B." (Newbury).—Four-cylindei

F.N. for sidecar work, compared with 3j

h.p. single-cylinder machines. Relia-

bility, hill-climbing, and consumption.
" W.D.M." (Glasgow).—Henderson and

sidecar. Hill-climbing, speed, reliability;

and consumption.

MOTOR CYCLISTS AT THE FORTH BRIDGE.

A group of Westmorland M.C.C. riders waiting to be ferried across the Firth ol Forth at Queensterry,

during the reliability trial to Kirkcaldy and back.
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SINGLE—
the Single-cylinder which

CAN Climb Hills,
—do it continuously—and without freak gears.

Look at these few creditable climbs, and then investigate,

for the Excelsior Big Single IS the machine for YOU.
ARMS HILL, Henley-on-Thames.
KIRKSTONE PASS, Ambleside.

BLEATARN PASS, Lakeland.

WYCHE CUTTING OLD ROAD, Gt. Malvern
WORCESTERSHIRE BEACON, Gt. Malvem.
SALCOME HILL, Sidmouih.

BRANSCOMBE HILL, Branscombe.
LYME REGIS.
PEAK HILL, Lyme Regis.

PORLOCK, North Devon.
LYNTON, Lynmouth to Lynton.

STATION HILL, Lynton.

"NAILSWORTH LADDER," Nailsworth.

BUSHCOMBE HILL, near Cheltenham, etc., etc.

BAYLISS THOMAS & CO.,
Excelsior Works - (Founded i874). - Coventry.
Liverpool—F. C. Jones iV Co., .1. Redcrosa
Street. shf^FFIeld—H. EuKinton. 23,
Comraonside. DONCASTElt—The Doncaster
AoiocaiB & Cycles, Ltd> Northampton—
G. L<oved.iy it Co., 2, Kiugsley Park Terrace.

Manchestfr — Manchester Motor Ex-
chant:e. S2, Downing Street. DifltriljutinK

Aiients for South Aphioa—The Raloii-li

Cycle AKcncy. Cape Town, P.O. Box 636.
JohannesbuTK, P.O. Box 4912.

Absorbs both vertical

and horizontal shocks
other makes absorb shocks in one direction

only—generally vertically.

In the Brampton Bi-

flex Fork the girder

is attached to the

bottom of the steer-

ing column by links,

and a pair of springs

absorb vertical
shocks. The top of

the girder is not

held by links, but

cushioned between

two sets of rubber

buffers, and moves
backwards or
forwards under hori-

zontal shocks. These

two movements
taking place simul-

taneously absorb all

shocks, the buffers

damping out any

tendency to bounce.

The bearing surfaces

are large, and adjust-

ment is provided to

ta,ke up wear in the

links.

This fork gives a high degree of comfort

unobtainable by any other make, whilst

two years of continuous testing have proved

its reliability and durability.

Descriptive pamphlet free on request. I

0liver5t: Works,Birmlf\gKan\.

Ill answering Ihcxe advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ovde.'
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MORE RECORDS
Fall to the users of the famous

STERNOl

Sternol Elite Motor Cycle Oil.

At the Brooklands M.CR.C. Meeting, August 9th. in the 35pcc.lO

Miles Race. G. E. Stanley (Singer), who always uses Sternol h-lite.

made new record for distance, and was first in scratch race and second in

sealed handicap. In the 500 10 Miles Race G. E. Stanley (Smser) beat

record, and was first in scratch race. and second in sealed handicap. In

the latter event another Sternol user, E. H Victor (Singer), was first

in handicap and third in scratch race. G. W. Baker (3i h.p. Peerless),

using Sternol, had previously beaten the 10 Mile record by 34 4 i sees.

Another Sternol user, M. Anderson, scored successes at the Herts County

Meeting; and A.T. Dixon (3i Singer) gained Gold Medal in M.C.C.

Trial, N. Devon, besides making fastest time of class up Porlock Hill.

For speed, for hill-climbing, for economy,
" Sternol Elite " Oil is IT.

All leading dealers stock H-Get some and test it for yourselj.

In case of difficulty write to us.

STERNOL
fStern-Sonneborn Oil Co., Ltd.^

56, Boyal London House,

Finsbury Sq., London, E.C.

^RECENT SUCCESSES^
t a-chieved on the I

'I

\

EEBMAGNETO
SIX HOURS RACE.

'•\

\

\
Brooklands, 16th July. 1913.

Class B. Mr. Hugh Mason on a 2} h.p. N.U.T. FIRST
Setting up new records for 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 hours,

100, 150, 200, 250 and 300 miles.

Class C (Sidecar). Mr. H. Riddel on a Zenith-Green

Precision FIRST
Setting up new records for 5 &6 hours &200 miles

12 SIDECAR RECORDS were set up at Brook-

lands, 23rd June, 1913, by Mr. H. Riddel, on a
Zenith-Precision, with Bramble Sidecar and
Passenger,

JUNIOR T.T., 1913,
was won by Mr. Hugh Mason on a 23 h.p. N.U.T.

MERSEY MOTOR CLUB SPEED
TRIALS, Colwyn Bay, 5th July, 1913.

Mr. B. Heywood, driving a 10 h.p. Singer, equals
fastestoar timeof theday (44? sees.) Average
speed 501 6 miles per hour.

Full particulars post free on request

:

S. Wolf& Co., Ltd., 115, Southwark Street, LONDON, S.E.

TelelihoTie.4 : 5172 Central, 2734 Hop. TeleHramH :
" Wideriitand, London."

I

I

Pb-kW.".?

Cwir^J"-'JV----i^^-rir-^j--w»-vvr--»-J--i-^^ I

THE ORIGINAL
AND STILL BY FAR THE BEST

LADY'S OPEN FRAME
MOTOR CYCLE.

The machine with a name for RELIABILITY

BROUGH.'
Write for particulars-

W. E. BROUGH & CO., Nottingham.

Moto-Revb

4 h.p. Twin, chain drive, two speeds,

clutch, 58 guineas.

21 h.p. single, 3 speeds, clutch, 43 guineas.

2 h.p. single, free engine . . 32 guineas.

GRAND PRIX DE TURIN, 500 c.c. class.

4 h.p. IViOTO-REVE 1st,

Average Speed 52.5 m.p.h.

Bl8 In answerinri these advertisements, it is desirable to mention " The Motor Oi/cle."
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i

SELFRIDGES
The Ideal Store for Motor Cyclists.

^OR V^th of its cost you
|i can have immediate

possession of any of

the Motor Cycles listed in

this announcement.

Payment of the balance can be
extended over a year. For this
added convenience we charge
2i% on the balance only.

The extra is only 2%, or less,
on the entire cost of your
machine. The greater your
original deposit, the less your
machine costs in proportion.

Motor Cycles in Stock.
1913 Models.

A.J.S., 6 h.p., 3-speed £72 9
DOUGLAS, Model O, ij h.p., 2-5p€ed . £43
DOUGLAS, Model R, 2} h.p., 2-5peed . £52
DOUGLAS, Model P, :} h.p., 2-5peed . £43
TRIUMPH, 3J h.p., 3-5peed £59 15
REX, 6 h.p., 2-specd £62 10
ARIEL, }i h.p., 3-speed £59 10
B.S.A., 3i h.p., 2speed £50

Certain makes of Motor Cycle*
supplied on makers' terms.

Dcuble twisi
Motor Cycle
Horn, liowerful
deep note
nickel, with adjtiBUble clip EoBteninr, 9 IQ

Spare Belt and Tube Case. In-,.
8nlid lenrlier, C'Jiii. diameter, iliin, deep.^/*'
All Bristle Combined Spoke and Chain
Brush, witli polisliea handle. .. ,

LoiiBth lain. .. .. eachl/"*
Jack for Sidecar (a.^ sketch), very light in
weiifht and convenient lor 4 /.
travellinB. taking up little space, « /

SELFRIDGE & CO„ Ltd.. OXFORD ST.. W.

Slightly Store-Soiled

Motor Cycles, all

1913 IVIodels.

^
Usual Reduced
l-'rice. to

LEA-FRANCIS, 3i h.p.,

twin-cylinder, 2-speed,

countershaft gear, chain

drive ^68 5 £63

NEW HUDSON, 3} h.p.,

3-speed, bell drive £60 iS £56 S

SUNBEAM, 2! h.p., 2-speed

countershaft gear £63 o £58 5

MARTIN-J.A.P., Sh.p., fit-

ted with speedometer .... £64 6 £59 10

ZENITH, 3ih.p., Gradua

gear, kick starter .£63 o £59 17

ZENITH, 6 h.p., Gradua

gear, kick starter £7815 M5

ROVER, 3i h.p., 3-speed .. £58 o £58

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p.. 2-speed,

chain drive ....„ £73 10 £70

D!0 T
MOTOR CYCLES.

R
O
u
B

Speedy. Silent. Reliable.

Notice what our Standard Touring Combinations did at

COLWYN BAY SPEHD TRIALS:
CLASS 16—
F. G. Topham
E. Longden

CLASS 18

—

E. Longden

CLASS 14—
H. REED

- 8 h.p. DOT and Sidecar - FIRST.
- 8 h.p. DOT and Sidecar - SECOND.

- 8 h.p. DOT and Sidecar - SECOND.
. Only beaten by 10 h.p. Cycle Car

8 h.p. DOT -

Full particulars from—
SECOND.

H. REED & CO.,
38, Ellestnere St., Hulme, Manchester.

Telephone: 2125 Central.

n

HARRODS
FOR

Motor Cycle and

Sidecar Combinations

ASTOUNDING VALUES.

Send for our selected list, and particulars of

Deferred Terms
HARRODS LTD., ^.fJi^Hn^'^^Hl.

Brompton Road, London, S.W.

RICHARD BURBIDGE, Managing Director.

THE BEST HOUSE IN LONDON
'

'

!

In answering these advertisements it is desirable lo mention "The Motor Cijcle."
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragiaph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the ofDees of "The IHotor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To insure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

" The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared*

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care Is taken
to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY^
For th'i convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into

districts, as many readers like to know what machines
are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before
going further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections,-

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and West-
morland.

3ECTI0N II.
Vork and Lancashire.

SECTION III.

Carnai:von, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford
Sliropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

'

SECTION IV.
Kottingham, Lincoki, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton

Warwick.
'

SECTION V.
Korfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pemljroke.

SECTION VII.
Gloucester.'Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.
SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Susses,

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland......

j

SECTION XI. '

Ireland and Isle of Man.

Sy BARGAINS ^J^^* SATISFY THE MOST \[tfl
EXACTING CRITICS.

^
Study our offers below. Bring an expert Motor
Cyclist with you and examine every detail of the
machines. You will find our Bargains satisfy
every test. We offer largest selection, lowest
prices, every machine ready for riding, second-
hands fully repaired, and every machine fully
guaranteed. Any machine sold on

WAUCHOPE'S EASY WAY
i DOWN & 11 EASY EQUAL PAYMENTS.
Write tor details, Order Form, and our to-day'a'

List, wliich includes—
7398. 3^ h.p. 1910 2-speed REX ...... £27 10
7400. 2I h.p. 1912 2-speed DOUGLAS

model K £39
7404. 3* h.p. 1912 RUDGE-MULTI £37 10
7406. 2I h.p. 1912 2 speed DOUGLAS

model K £38
7409. 3a h.p. 1912 2-speed P. & M.

and Sidecar £54
7410. 3ih.p. 1910 F.E. TRIUMPH £29
7411. 3I h.p. 1912 SCOTT and Sidecar £50
7376. 3i t.p. 1912 2-speed CENTAUR

and Sidecar £37 10
73S0. 3i h.p. 1911 F.E. TRIUMPH .... £34
7383. 2j h.p. 1912 3-speed HUMBER £34
7395. 2j h.p. 191 1 2-speed F.N £28

6 h.p. 1910 2-speed MATCHLESS
and Sidecar £45

7343. 6 h.p 2-speed N.S.U. and Sidecar. . £30
7345. 3J h.p. 1911 2-speed P. & M £36
7356. 6 h.p. 19I?REX Sidette £50
7360. 2} h.p. 1912 J-specd DOUGLAS .. £35
7332 8 h.p. 1913 HUMBERETTE £105
7336 2 h.p. 1912 HUMBER £24
7307. 3i h.p. 1912 2-speed HUMBER . . . £38
7311. 6 h.p. 1912 2-sp. BAT and Sidecar £60

6 h.p. ANTOINE £15
2j h.p. 1912 2-speed ENFIELD ... £35

7281. 3ih.p, 1910 2-speed P. & H £32 10
5596. 3i h.p. 1910 KERRY ABINGDON £27
5621. 2j h.p. 1912 3-speed HUMBER ... £34
5742. 3* h.p. 1910 T.T. TRIUMPH £29
6082. 5h.p.i9o8V.S £17 10
6161. 3i h.p. 1912 F.E. RUDGE £38
6170. 3I h.p. 1911 REX tourist £28
6176. 3J h.p. 1912 free-engine RUDGE . . £35 Q
6179. 3 h.p. 1912 2-speed N.S.U £30
6276. 8 h.p. 1912 ZENITH £55 q
6296. 3ih.p. 1912 F.E. KYNOCH £35
6343. 8 h.p. 1911 3-speed CHATER-LEA

and Sidecar £58
6378. 6 h.p. 1911 ZENITH and Sidecar £50
6397. 8 h.p. 1912 3-speed CHATER-LEA

and Sidecar £65
6421. 3^ h.p. J908 MINERVA £18
6516. 8 h.p. 1911 3 speed CHATER-LEA £47 10
6543. 3i h.p. 1911 2-speed ALLDAYS

and Sidecar £35
6646_ 5-6 h.p. 1911 A.C. SOCIABLE £52 10
6799. 7 h.p. 2-speed and F.E. INDIAN £40
6837. aJh.p. 1911 F.E. RUDGE £35 g
6863. 3* h.p. 1910 BAT £27
6900. 3i h.p. 1912 F.E. ROVER £3g g
7043. 3ih.p. 1912 ZENITH-GRADUA.. £38
7080. 6 h.p. 1912 CLYNO and Sidecar. . £55
70S1. 3i h.p. 1909 2-speed TRIUMPH

and Sidecar £32 10
7098. 3* h.p. 1911 ZENITH and Sidecar £37 10
7108. 3 h.p.GIVAUDAN £20 n
7110. li h.p. 1909 MOTOSACOCHE £14 g
7116. 3i h.p. 1912 2-speed BRADBURY £39 g

Telegrams t

* Opiiicer, London.

Telephone: >^tf*
5777

Holboru.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of adveitisers, letters mav

addressed to numbers at 'The Motor Cycle" (jffii

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registratic

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be se

for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "

^V

000, c/o 'The Motor Cycle,' Coventry " or if "JLondoi
is added to the address, then to the number giveQ c

"The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.
'

aff*DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown peiso

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of o

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "T
Motor Cycle, ' both parties are advised of tliis receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of 1

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit I

amount to the seller, -^but it not we retiirn the amou
to the depositor, and e.ach party to the transaction pa
carriage one way. "For all transactions Exceeding (lo

v.ilde, a deposit fee of 2S. 6d. is charged, when ujid

£10 the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be ma
payable to Iliffe & Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to adveilisements and receive

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard

silence as an indication that the goods adverfjstd k
already been disposed o{. Advertisers often receive

many enquiries tbat it iS qnite impossible to lepljr to e)

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE. '

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, a

Westmorland. ,

19 12 Rudge Multi and Sidecar, perfect, nerr coi I

tion; £40.—Walker, Fishburn, Fenyhill: [X6t
{

-j Q13 P- and M., Douglas, Scott, and A.J.S., in et
iJ-V at list prices.—Walker, Fisbburn, Fpfrl j

1 Qll P. and M. and Millford radial eidecar, ait vi
.

-L«/ perfect order, little used; £39.—Walker, F' ^i

burn. Ferryhill.
,
[X6:

8ih.p. Ariel, 1910, splendid condition; £25. or neoi

2 ofler.—McBride and Brown. 3a, Warwick E
Carlisle. .fiei

1 Q12 Free Engine Triumph.- mtli N.S.U. eaar, lai

A«^ .horn, tools; £38; trial. — Nixon, Brampt

'

Coniberland. - -
.
[i6f

1 Q1^3 New Hudson, SVsh.p., 3 speeds, and cane si

At/ car, very fgst, all perfect condition; £49.-
Hare, Hoivlish. Bishop Auckland. [X6E

NEW Hudson, 1912. 3V2hp.. 3 epeeds. freeengi ,

perfect order, Iioin, lamp, etc.; bargain, £4C

ArnisoD. Foreet House, Penrith. CS6fl

1Q10 3^h.p. Excelsior, srood order, very lelial '

J-*/ with Philipson governor puliev. £25; witLf

£22; offers; photo.—Howie, Gillingate, Kendal. [X5£

"I Q 11-12 Zenith. 3VJi.p-, and new coach-built Fide

X«/ (£11/5), turnout like new. lamps, horn, sr

tubes, and valves ; cash offer.—"Wright, I'ark Ed..
'^

Hartlepool. tXe'
j

3"lh.p. Huraber Motor Cycle, 1912 model, 2-fV

2 gear, in i>erfect condition, lamp, liom, el

£38 ; iuf^pectiou and trial incited.-Turvey and Co.. 'J

Motor House, Sunderland. [X6:

8 h.p, Cniater-Lea and Coach-built new sidecar, 3 fpw
700x80 back tyre, practically new coodUiou: <

over £100. great bargain, £55; expert inspection i

,,

trial invited.—Turvey and Co., The Motor Ho; '

Sunderland.
^

[X6.'

rURVET and Co. have in etock new 1913 intx

for immediate delivery; B.S.A^ Triuiupfis, Hi

bers, Eoyal Enlields. Roveiv?, and HazIewood<i; any,

the.=e models can be eeen and tried at any titde; pl'

ranging from £35. - lX.6'

3JLh.p. Humber, T.T. model, in good running or*

2 can do over 60 m.p.li. ; a bargain, £26; *'

want(^ seeing ; spesdometei included.—Turvey anu *

The Jlotor House, Sunderland. [X6

1 Qll Douglas, splendid order, £22/10; 1912 Llnf'

J^V Elk, 3'/2h.p., Mabon clutch, £22/10; 1910 N.h

6h.p., £25: Zenith -Gradua, SV'h.p. Fafnir m'
£16/10.—Wilkinson, Washington St., Workington. [Xd

3ih.p. Kex Motor Cycle, good running order, n*'

2 bu-^hed, new trembler coil, valves, and RH';

splendid condition, excellent hill-climber; barfibiii, i',

—J. H. Fothergill, Brownber, Newbiggin-on-Liiu'',

B22 -^H letters relating to advertisements shou/d quote the number at the end of each a<Svcrtisement, and the date of^thfi. issue-
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YOUR TIME'S SHORT.
i. 111,1 New 1912 6 b.p.2-sp. REX dc Luxe £62 10

15% cash discount «.«..:. l. .^ » . 9 7 6

£53 2
v.ince for your 1912 2-sp. Douglas or
inilartypeof machine ...... „t..., £38 2 6

Cash required

NEVW" 1913's
TRIUMPH, 3jhp-. 3-speed3turmey £5a 15
REX, b h.p., 2-speed, de luxe £62 10
REX, 6 h. p., 2-spced, deluxe, chain drive ,. £67 15
REX, ( h.p., 2-speed, de luxe £58
OOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed £48
3RADBURY, 3-speed £60
5RADBURY, 2-speed, kick starter £60
REX-J.A.P,,6h.p., 2-speed £71 8
!IEX-J.A.P., 8 h.p., 2.speed £73 10
3.S.A., 2-speed, free engine £60
WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p., L75, water-cooled .. £82 10
VILLIAMS0N,8 li.p.,w.c., and sidecar £97 10

Easy Payments from £10 deposit.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES.
Cash, Exchange, or Easy Payments.

t. 8.A. , iqi^, 2-speed, 2.Jia. tyres, 750 miles . £49 10
JALTHORPE 4[ h.p., 1912, s-speed £44 10
•RIUMPH, 1912, 3i h.p., plate clutch £44 10
tUDGE -Multi, 1912, and sidecar £47 10
lEX, 4 h.p., 1912, the Big Single (NEW),. £39
tEX, ^ h.p., iori-i2. 2-speed, NEW 47 Gns
iRANDEX-PRECISION, 1912, 3* h.p.,

Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear £35 10
ONNAUGHT, 1913, 2 stroke, soiled only .. £31 10
lEX, i')i3, 6 h.p., 2-specd, twin £54 10
:OVER, 1911, clutch raodel ; cost £55 Offers.
!EX, 5 h.p., 1909, 2-speed, de luxe £29 10
. fit M., 3* h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £25 10
tOTOSCOCHE, magneto £19 10
LYNO, 1012, and special cane Sidecar .... £49 10
EUGEOt, 3J h.p., magneto, 2 speeds .... £22 10
EX, 1913, 4 h.p., 2-speed, de Luxe, chain
drive, nearly new £49 10

EX, 1911, 2-speed, twin, de luxe £38 10
EX, 5I h.p., twin, spring forks £15 10
EX de Luxe, twin, 2-speed £25 10
RiUMPH, 1908, 3A h.p £27 10
A. P., " h.p., JLO.V., iree engine, spring fks.£34 10
lOTO-REVE, twin, lightweight runs well.. £13 10
UMBER, H.\ h.p., 2-speed £26
RADBURY, igi2. 3-speed Sturmey £47 10
UADRANT, 1912 free engine £35 10

' EX, 1911, twin, de luxe, and new £ro los.
Sidecar, specially good condition £45 10

EX, 3i h.p., magneto, spring forks, 190^.. £19 10
EX, 2A h.p.. magneto, li-^htweight, h.b.c... £15 10

,
.S.U., *3V h.p., magneto £17 10
.8.U., 1911, 3 h.p., 2-speed £^9 10
.S.U., 5i h.p., twin, 2-speed £27 10
.S.U. 5* h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £31
'EX. ^\ h.p., spring forks £12 10
UMBER, 3i h.p., free engine £10 18
UMBER CAR, .^-cylinder, 2 sealer, hood,
-I ;< 111, magneto good £9 10
.N., lightweight battery ignition £49 10

Make your old machine up-to-date by fitting a
» -d-i\ 191- ARMSTRONG 3-specd Gear,

. L III ^rand New, and complete with^ III belt rim and controls.

j«) III Mark II., £5 10 0.»v XVf Mark IIL, £6 2 6.

1913 Mark VI., £10 10 0.
Usual price 10 gns. and 12 gns.

i^ W'.MT? Despatch from stock. Trade supplied.

,

SUNDRIES.
uhccl Monacar Chassis with body,
vhccis, steering, and Bowden 2-sp. gear £4 10
ew I'.R.S. Standard 8ooft. Lanip, with
grid generator ; usual price, 53 /6 ;

clearance price 35
L-w Avon (Druid) 26 x 2 Non-sldd Covers 12 11
ycr's Motor Cycle Stand 3 3
pw 26 X 2 and 2('.x 2J Avon Tubes. ... 59
ILLKR'S LAMP SETS from £1 17 6
;w Cir Speedometer £2 12 6
ijw Triumph Paitcru Horns 3/- and 3 9

,

He Halifax Motor Exchange
Largest Rex Dealers,

5, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
' ''' '"^ 7'"''"'. Telegram'; : ' Perfection."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ENFIIOLD. 2

-Bcnu.tt.
ill. p.. 1912. 2-^ilieP(l, eliiiin drive: £32.
17, Cross St., ajiirirl>ti>u, Ohesterflclil.

rX6412
MINERTA, 2i:.jll.ii., (rood ninuing orilor, perfect run-

dition; £15.—Lowerl, IJroriiborougli. Clresliirr.

[XBISd
PRRMIER, 1912, 2><.h.p., 3-sppod, carefully uned,

pnrfeit tuiiditiorr : £32.—Uutterwortli, Uiddillpli.

[0701
DOOGLAS. iiniK., £17. flrst-tlass iniiditinrr : Woll",

l'.'.b.p., £7/15, perfeet.-Hazcll, Ma.lirirlli-tli

(XS483
DOUGLAS. T.T. model, new April, iiinncy rirgc-irtly

rreeded ; aeeept befit otter.— i*. Owen, Ironbrid(,'e,

Salop, [9836

DOUGLAS, 1911, perfect condition, lamp, lirrn

spares; £22.—Chapel Ash Motor Depot, 'Woher
iiampton. [X6626

PHELON-MOOEE, 2-speert. September, 1911, Al_ con
dition: £34

Kate, Cbetiter.

inspection invited,—Shone, 70, Water.
. - [0668

CALTHOKPE, 4'4h.p., 2-speed, kick starter, free en-
gine rombinution, nearly new; £49.—Slack's Gar-

aae. Stockport. [9861

Sl'ECIAL 1913 T.T. Triumpi. pi.-ked machine., do
over 60, month old : £45.—Holland, Kiugsway,

Ncirthwich, Cheshire. [X5965

"IQll Triumph, SiAb.p., enamel and plating good,
-ti/ lamp, etc.- £25/10, bargain.-566, Bloxwbh
nd., Leamore. Walsall. [X5971

BRADIJUIIY. 31i.p. : any trial: mag., complete, lamp,
horn, llimlop belt, B. andB.; £15.—Hands, Qii.nry

Tenace, Bruscley, Shropshire. [X5983

LIGHTWEIGHT [Calcott, 1912»i), 2";4h.p.. a really

reiiiible machine, in l)erfect condition : £23,—
I'iine, Ucgauwy. iS'orth Wales. [X6643

TEIUMl'H. F.E.. late 1911. splendid condition, little

used: £28. with Cowey £30; approval.—Bull I'iece

Villa, Darlaston, Staffordshire. [X6594

MOTOSAOOCHE, 1911, 2V<:h.p.. free engine, variable
gear, not run 2.100 miles, excellent condition:

£22.-Harran. Abbeyfleld, Sandbach, Cheshire, [X5967

"IQIO Motosacoche, 2h,p., Bosch, Whittle. Druids,
J.*y go(i<l conilition : £9/10, take cycle part.—Danger-
field. Walsall Rd., King's Hill, Wcdnesbury. [X6593

ARIEL. 3V.'h.p., free engine, variable pulley, new
Miller lamp, splendid order, with good wicker side,

car; £23, cheap.— S. Davies, 12, Broad St., Welshpool,
[X6421

A.,T.S., 6h.p., delivered August 14th, £72/9, or with
second-hand Canoelct sidecar, fitted with hood,

.screeu. and luggage carrier, £78.—Walsall Garage.
Walsall.

,
[X6579

REX de Luxe. 5-6h.p., 2-speed, just overhauled,
i'arrar's sidecar, practically ne^v: £25. or accept

easy payments ; trial arranged. — Sheiratt, Church
Stretton.

'
[X6462

TUITTMPH. with free engine ; Norton big 4, free en-
gine. 2-speed. and sidecar: owner no further use.—

H. Yiomans, Teterinary Surgeon, CahiU House, High
St.. Smethwick. [X6497

REX. 1909. 3'/^h,p,, Bosch mag., spring forks, new
pulley. Whittle belt, fitted with new Armstrong

I VI. hub mouth ago, new Kempshall ; clean bargain, £30

:

goiug abroad.—A. Telton, 7, Hill St., Cheslyn Hay, near
W:ilsall. [0640

"VroU are Buying the right .stuff, at the right price,
-I- from the right firm when you buy from irs. We

dtai't want t;i sell you the crock in the comer. We hold
a f^lock of motor cycles from which you can select a
suitable mount. Exchanges a speciality : let us quote
yiiii. The follow'ing machines are actually in stock:
1915 6h.p. Rex de Luxe, new, and complete with lamp
and born. £60; 1913 Doughia. model N. £42: 1913
DoMgbH. model 1'. £48; 1913 3h.p. A.S.L. 3", .h.p.
rrecisiou. £45; 1913 Sh.p. N.S.tJ.. single, shop-soiled.
£38: 1913 2V.h.p. Siugcr Tourist, £39; 1913 2''f,h.p.

A.,T.S„ model li, 2-speed. etc., £48/6: 1913 HilIkc
Multi. £60; 1913 Rover, P.E., £55; 1912 Scott, uith
1913 improvements, and sidecar, complete with lamp
and horn, a beautiful lot, £57/10; 1912 Bradbury,
T.T. bars, fine condition. £35: 1912 Eudge. F.E., and
sidecar, speedometer, and lamp, £45; 1912 3b.p. twin
N.S.U,, with 2-spced gear, just been thoroughly over-
hauled. £32/10; 1912 3i/..h.r. Premier, 3-speed gear
£37: 1911 Matchless, 8h,p,. late 1911. fine order, 2
spc'ed. etc.. £47 : 1911 free engine Triumph, new tyre-^,

£36: Humbcrctte, complete, latest brown model. £125:
one second-h:ind sidecar, 26in. wheel, complete, £3

:

bcjid light and generator, 10/-; Garner whistle, 7/6.
Let us have your requireruonts : prompt attention.-Tlie
Niirtli Wales Motor Exchange, Holt St., Wrexham.
Tel,: 283. [X6674

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, I^utland,

Nortlianiptonsliire, and Warwickshire.

B
COLMORE Depots. 31. Colinore Row, liirminphnm:

49. John Brislit St., UirminBham; and 62, Hiph
St.. Leicester.

NKW and 2nd-l!and at tlie leading depots (or the
Midland? : a^cuts for Duu^-laa. Bcott, Alat'.'lile*^,

Enfield. Triumph. Premier. Eat. Zenith, Clyno. Ciiater.
•^tc. etc.. also A.O. and Morgan Kuuabouts.—CoUuore
Depots. Biruiin^'liam and Leicester. [X6047

The noted firm. Establi5hed in the Motor Trade since

1900< and known throughout the country for quickest
delivery of any Motor Cycle or Cycle Car.

For Immediate Delivery:

G.W.K.-SINGER—HUMBERETTE.

Clearance Sale
of shop-soiled

Machines.
SECOND-HAND.

£25. F.N., 4-cylinder roro
£28. F.N., 4-cvlindcr igii
£6. Montgomery

Sidecar igrz
£22. Twin Moto-Reve

(lady's ) roio
£45. b h.p. Zenith and

Sidecar 191 r

£35. 3.V h,p. Zenith loia
£33. 5-6 h,p. T,T, Bat,

overhead \'alvcs

£30. Std, Triumph. . loro
£20. 3ih.p. Rex . . I'jro

£28. 3.V T.T. J.A.P... r9i2
£28. F.E. Singer .. igir

Deferred Payments on New or Second-hand Cars, Cycle
Cars, Motor Cycles, or Sidecars.

£17. Std. Triumph... 1906
£23. s h.p. V.8 i9ro
£32. Rex-J.A.P. .. itjr;:

£33. 3.t h.p. Trump-
J.A.P rgrj

£40. 6h.p. Zenith .. 1911
£34. 3.V T.T. Corah.. I9r2
£65. 8 h.p. Zenith and

Mitlford coach-built
Sidecar. 19T3

£54. 4 h.p. Singer, new 'r2
£40. 6 h.p. Matchless i9r2
£48. 3^ h.p. 3-specd

Twin Matchless . . r9r3

FOR HIRE,

Motor Cyoles
and Sidecars.
TERMS ON APPLICATION.

Sole London Agrents -for—
Canoelet Sidecars from.. .. £12 12
Swan Sidecars from .. .. £13 13

Also Folding Sidecars for immediate Delivery.

Wholesale House to the

Trade for Motor Cycles, Cycle

Cars, Sidecars, and Accessories.

PAYWTS

O EXTRA.

ON BALANCE.

5, Heath St., Hampstead, N.W.

;

and 173, Gt. Portland St., W.
Telephones : ^.^yS, P.O., Hampstead ; and tgr^. Regent.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote tlie number at ttie end of each advertisement, and tlic date of the issue.
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Mr. Sidecar Man!!
Has it ever struck you that with the advent of theFARLOW
a good sound, aad elegant sidecar can be purchased

at a most moderate figure ?

Send for our price list and be convinced.

WE CAN DELIVER ANY MODEL FROM STOCK.

v_L

Model 4.
L'nderslnng chassis(patent 5070), light coachbuil
body, spring cusliion, two tool boxes lilted.

10 guineas.

Model i.

Wicker body, canoe front, side door, upholstered
and lined inside light down to the toe.

£6 5«. Od,

Model 3.
Keed cane body with roll top, thickly upholstered

and lined right down to the toe.

£8 10s. Od.

Modeh Nos. I and 3 can be fitted with our under-
slung chassis (patent 5070/12) for 10s. extra.

-AN Carriage Paid, and complete with mat,
stand, quick detachable joints, and Michelin
Motor Cycle Tyres. Trade supnlied.

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
We have a quantity of fiames by well-known maker.

Two styles to choose from.
PRICE 32/6 EACH.

Rigid forks. 7/6 extra. Druid forks, 45/- extra.
Enamelled and plated in first-class style.

ODD BARGAINS.
Cowey Speedometer, done 3,000 , £3
Sidecar Aprons 7/6
Cowey Speedometer, done 100, perfect £3 10
New Rubber-studded Covers, 26 x 2\, beaded 17/6
Triumph Pattern Handle-bar, new 6/6
New Prested Trembler Coil 15/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19. 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,

(Two minutes
from G.P.O.)

Telephone- HALIFAX '-^*° """^'""

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
"DAKGAINS in Second-hands.

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3-Rpeed. and supreme torpedo csach-
biiiJt sidecar, not done over 200 miles: £55.—Below.

A.J.S.. 1912, 5-6I1.P., 2-,speed, chain drive, and Canoe-
let sidecar; £52.—Below.

BEADBUET, 1912, SVoh.p., 2-speed, and torpedo
coachbuilt sidecar ; £36.—Below.

TEIUiirH. 1911, S'ih.p., free engine, perfect eondi
tion throughout ; £30.—Below.

REX-J.A.F., 1912. 6h.p. de luxe model, perfect side-
car machine ; £43.—Below.

REX, 1912. 6h.p. de luxe, with torpedo cane sidecar,
splendid combination, only done 2,000 miles;

£46.—Below.

TRIUMPH. 1910, free engine, verj' good condition:
£25.-Below.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1911, l%h.p., a real lightweight
in good condition; £15.—Below.

ANY of the abore machines supplied on approval

;

full detailed list of over 50 shop-soiled and second-
hand . machines free upon application.—The Premier
-Udtor Co., Ltd., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [0316

QUOEN Gar.age (Leicester), Ltd.. 178. Belgrave Gate,
Leicester.

"JO 12 -Martin-Jap, S'.ih.p. ; £40.-Above.

1([il2 Forward. 254h.p., twin, demonstration model

-

-iLt^ £33.-Above.

"B<Q12 Humber, 3J,..h.p., 2-speed; £35.—Above.

1Q13 Ariel, 3Voh.p,, 3-speed, demonstration model;
-LtJ £55.-Above.

"I012 Indian, 7h.p,. free engine; £45.—Above.

"1012 Rudge, 3V'h.p.. free eu,gine, and sidecar; £42 —
-L'J Above.

T"'!!ADESMAN'S Box Sidecar, suit SVjh.p. machine,
-»- new condition ; £6/10.—Above. [0592
0.3h.p. Douglas, 2-speed model, complete with lamps,
'S 4, etc. ; £30.

OSh.p. Dougl.TS, 1910, in good order; £18".

QAh.p. Singer. 1912 clutch model; £30.-Main, 36.
f^ 2 Parade, Leamington. [X6610

1 Qll Standard Triumph, in good running order: £28.
J->J —68, Adderley Bd., Leicester. 1X6657

"IQ13 Singer, 3V2h.p., T.T., 3-specd, good as new;
i-tf £45.-Apply, F.L.M., 33. Ford St., Coventrr.

-[X5979
TEIUMPH. free engine, 1912: bargain, £38/10: new

belt, horn, and tools.— 198, West Parade, Lincoln.
rX6642

"SO 13 Lincoln Elk, 3V,h.p., clutch model, accessories,
-Lt/ all new; £28.-'Wingad, 6, Bowyer Ed., Saltlev.
Birmingham. [X6561
DOUGLAS, 1911, 2-spced, free engine; £27 cash:

buying sidecar machine.—Kemp, 41, Saxe-Coburg
St., Leicester. [X6621

RL^DGE, late 1911, free engine, fast, powerful, per-
fect condition; £29.-6, Weatheroak Ed., Spark-

[X6845
perfect running order

:

" " Stan-
[0731

hill, Birmingham.

1 10 2i4h.p. Moto-Eeve
-Lf £15/10.-Bartholomew, 23, Church St.
ground, Peterborough.

REX, 3l4h.p., h.b.c, mag., B. and B., "Whittle. Avon,
adjustable pulley, good condition; £12.—Jcsson,
Melton Mowbray. [S6496

EVANS.—Zenith, 1913. SVihp., free engine, kick
starter, Mills-Fulford sidecar; lot cost £70, ac-

cept £55.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.

I
;iVANS.—Williamson,- 1912, 8h.p., 1913 improve.
-^ ments, Canoelct, with screen, guaranteed sound

:

£55.—Below.

EVANS.-Bradburv. 1913, 3i,ih.p.,

soiled only; £50.—Below.
3 speeas, shop-

EVANS.—Eudge Multi, 1912. with 1913 engine, good
condition throughout £38.—Below.

EVANS.—1912 Enfield and Portland coachbuilt side-
car, just overhauled, good order; £50.—Below.

EVANS.—Zenith, 1912, 3V:.h.p., brand new, carries
makers' guarantee : £45.—Below.

EVANS.-Humber. 1910, 3Voh.p., 2 speeds, free en-
gine, handle starting; £25, or with sidecar £28.—

Below.

EVANS.-Eex racer, 3i,-.h.p., 1912, built especially
for pressman, do 60; to clear £17/10.—Below.

I^VANS.-Enficld, 2%h.p., 1913, 2 speeds, kick starter,
-i absolutely as new; £38.—Below.

EVANS.—Scott, 1911, S speeds, free engine, kick
startcT. fast machine, semi T.T. bars; £28.—Below.

EVANS.—Bat, 1913, 3V:,.h.p., speed model, 3 speeds,
condition as new ; £42.—Below.

EVANS.—Zenith, 1912, 3V-h.p., just overhauled, good
tyres and belt : £35.—Below.

EVANS.—Enfield, 1913. coach combination, as new.
only done few miles; owner bought car: £72 —

r. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X6600

SPECIAL.
A CYCLE CAR FOR £40.

We have a 4-wheeled Cycle Car, new,7-9 h.p.

Blumfield engine, Bosch magneto, Amac
carburetter, chain drive, 2 speeds, free

engine, handle starting, 2-Eeater body,

given away JPAQ given away.

The following are complete with sidecars :

—

rgr3 8 h.p. ZENITH and 15 guineas Sidecar E65
1909 3t h.p. P. & M., 2 speeds and Sideciir £29
rgij 6 h.p. CLYNO and Sidecar £45
igrz 6 h.p. REX and Sidette Sidecar £45
rorr 8 h.D. WATCHLESS 2 speeds, and Sc. £50
7 h.p. ROC, 2 speeds, and Sidecar £29
rgii 4 h.p. 2-sp. QUADRANT and Sidecar £33
T909 5 h.p. REX de Luxe and Sidecar £33
rgoS 5 h.p. REX de Luxe and Sidecar £28
r9o8 5 h.p. REX, Roc. 2 speeds, and S'car £25
igjo 5 h.p. 2-5pecd VINDEC and Sidecar . . £30
roro 3j h.p. 2-speed SCOTT and Sidecar . . £30
rgoS 5 h.p. REX, clutch model, and Sidecar £23

All have variable gears except the last-named
We will sell any machine without sidecar.

We have the following New rgrs Machines in

Stock :

6 h.p. A.J.S., 3 speeds, kick starter 69 Qn«
3i h.p. PHELON & MOORE, kick starter . . £65
rgrj 3I h.p. 3-spec,l HUMBER £53
r:;r3 25 h.p. SUNBEAW, 2 speeds £63
rgra 4* h.p. SINGER, 2 speeds 60 Gns
1913 3i h-P- NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds 53 Gns

Easy terms quoted. Discount for Cash.

MORGAN CYCLE CARS.
8 h.p. J.A.P. engine, best of everything.

85 guineas.
Delivery from stoclt.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
igra 3* ARIEL, variable gear £29
3l h.p.' ENFIELD REX, M.O.V £10

2I h.p. J.A.P., Druid forks £7
r9J2 6 h.p. CLYNO, 2 speeds, kick starter.. £42
rqri 6 h.p REX Sidette, 2 speeds £45
1910 5-6 h.p. VINDEG, 2 speeds £27
rgog 5-6 h.p. REX de Luxe £28
5-6 h.p. REX de Luxe. 2 speeds, etc £27

3i h.p. i9o7TRIUIV)PH,magneto,springfl(S. £23
One Ditto, very good £24

4 h.p. igrr QUADRANT. Roc 2 speeds £30
5-6 h.p. Twin REX, magneto and clutch . . £19

3J h.p. r90Q REX Tourist, good ..'. £21

3ih.p. 1908 REX Tourist, rgog engine .... £19

3* b.p. l9ro REX, fine goer £23
5-6 h.p, REX de Luxe, rgo8. 2-speed model £25

We have a few Brand New Clearance Clincher

Rubber-studded 26x2i Covers to fit 26x2) Rims.

Usual price 45/6 each.

Our price 25/- each.
Approval willingly.

-C" 7 nniAna secures any of these.
3:^ i llUWn BALANCE 30/- MONTH,

3* h.p. 1908 REX £19 I 5 h.p. REX, magneto £19

3I h.p. luco REX £21 1 3* h.p. igio REX .. £^3

2 h p. MOTO REVE, free engine, magneto,
Druids £15

5 h.p. REX, magneto, variable gear £18

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
Bosch Twm Magneto?, D.A.I.V., any angle

or rotation, new and guarr-iueed .... £2 19 6

New Bosch magneto, suit V. twin engine . . 69/6

New Bosch magneto, suit smgle-cyl. engine £3

Ai Mudscreen. good 7/6

Farlow Sidecar, ^ood £3 10

^^'icker Sidecar Body 7/6

£6x 2* Rub-stud Continental Cover, new .. 30/-

Kex Pattern Foot BraUe, new 7/6

islew Motor Cycle Frame 32/6

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21,23,25, Hopwood Lane.
Telephone H AWJITAX *^"*' ™'-"-"

919. fromG.P;0.

A2fi All letters rel ting to advei-tisement.s shfluld_flUote-ih.e-jiuniber at the end of . eacH ^dvertiseE!i£nt. and the date of the issue.
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motor bicycles for sale.
Illj.li K.N . 2-ii'ertI. shaft driv. liniul control, clutili,

Jt emiuMitwa socii ordor: £18.—Ncaum, Fordiug-

iidso. [X6595

>l!i.p. Ciintor-At^tpr. B. and B,. h.b.c. tools, spares,

)2 «i)li'ndid CLiuIltion: fl2.-Wil2on, 1. St. Georse's

,1.. Cliolsf.v. (0783

IXb.p. Ovt-rlit-ad Valve M.C., in tlioroueh condition

;

>a unv trial liete: iH.-H. Huilwoll, Hifbctli St..

low^on-the-Wold. fX6665

AT-T A r., 6h.p., 1911, pprfcrt order; trial and
inspection invited.—C. J. Liuiing. Clnirch Crook-

im. Fleet, E.S.O. [X6413

ALL Auto-Wheel, £13. nearly new; owner bnyiug
motor cycle and *ddecar.—Box 3,898, The Motor

felt Offlres. Coventry. rX6315

909 Rex, tin. p.. tnag., free engine, newly enamelled
and plated, excellent condition; £18.-27. Church

Wolverton. Bucks. [X6606

jrilGE -Multi. — Deliveries from stock; tiial

THK MOTOR CYCLE.—(Supplement xv.) Advertisements 53

N-

SECOND-HAND
MOTORCYCLES
AND SIDECARS.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
03.li P- New lIudKon, laic 1912, Ipc ,l..\.l'. CTigii^e.

'V4 h.b.c., 3-spceii. XI all satldlc, m'ct.vlene, .'Ul

accessoi-ie'}, good leason scllinK, condition as nc;, :

seen. 47. Chippenbain Kd.. N.W.; £33 10.-

Hotombe, Gable Cottnge, Napliill. High Wycombe.
[0843

SECTION VIII.

Herlford, Essex, Middlesex,
and Sussex.

T>AETLEIT.i' hare in stock Levis motor cycle.

given ; exchange*^ entertained
flklal agent, Barner?, Slongh.

little u-'ed. excellent

trade supplied.— i2Ss
[9139 i;S6,

-VOUGLAS. 1911,
J che;ip. £19: bought (sidecar machine
body. Coduty Wharf, Southampton.

4TTONS'.-Scott. 1913. brand
-i list price £68/5. otters wanted

:

Wttges.—Luytons' Bicester. Oxon.

new. soiled only
easy payments, ex

1X6724 'i^+-
1338.

ATTOJfS'.—1943 3-6peed Triumph, used once and,i34i.
J m new: £52.—Laj-tons'. Biie-ter. O.xon. 1X6725:1342.
' ATTOXS'.-1912 Scott, complete with lamp, born, !

'357-

-i epeed indicator, spare chain.-i. etc., used 800 miles ^302.
Ujr. almost as new. perfect throughout; £52.—Lavtons". !i403.

(cestet. Oxon. fX6726 ll.|Ob.

ATTOXS'.-Sunbeam. 1913. 2"-4h.p.. kick starter. 2-l'''5-
J 6P*^d: catalogue price £63. oa'er.> wanted.—Lay- i^-l ^^•

JUf. Bicester. Oxou. rX6727 1420-

ATTONS'.—Douglas, model O. 2-speed. Just arrived:
J £48; exchanges, eiit^v payments. — Lavtons' I

icester. Oxon. tX6728 '•^r.

ATTOXS'.-Triumph. 1913. 3-fpeed model, just d^.JI'f
J livcred : £59/15; exchauget^. easy payments.—Lav-
ns', Bicester. Oxon. [Xp72'9

AYTOXS'—B.S.A. 1913 T.T. Koadster. L.O.M. eu-
J gine and tittiugs. quite new: £45; exchanges.—

Oxen.

1216. I9ir ZENITH, fi li.p £45
126s. 191: BRADBURY, 3i h.p £36
1276. 1012 ZENITH, 6 h.p £52

riinsU2»3, i<)!2 ZENITH, 3J h.p £38
1912 CLVNO,f. h.p.. 2-specJ £46
1911-12 MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., 2-speed, and

nnditinn ' Matchless Sidecar £58
-l!ii\Uiind'l30^- 1911 ZENITH, 3.1 h.p £32

[0804 l3tS. 1912 ZENITH, 3.V h.p £38
11327. 1912 BRADBURY, 3.V h.p £35
1332. 1911 ZENITH, 6 h.p." £42

jf)i2 SINGER, 4 h.p., 2-speed £42
1912 BRADBURY, 3* h.p., free engine £38
1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p £48
19:2 ZENITH, 6 h.p £50
l9to PREMIER, 3,5 h.p.. twin cvUndcr .

.' £25
tilt2 RUDGE, 3j h.p., free engine £35
HENDERSON, 4-cyl,, 8 h.p., Model D, F.E. . . £60
1912 P. & M., 3,V h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar . . £49
1911 DOUGLAS, Model H £25
I9r2 BRADBURY, 3J h.p., F.E,, and Sidecar £40
igii BRADBURY, with igrs 3-spced Sturmey

gear and comfortable wicker Sidecar with
child's seat £42

1912 N.S.U., 3 ll.p., twin-cylinder, 2-speed .. £32
I9t3 T.T. Free-engine TRIUMPH, as new . . £46
1912 REX-J.A.P., =, h.p., overhead M.O.V.,

T.T. roadster £35

TAETWELLS' Garage,
I ;md Douglas agents; also agents for Swift

r Banbury. Bnrfjrd. and Chipping Xr.rton.

II'MPH. 3-speed. SV-h.p.. free engine, clutch:
-toek; £S9/15.-Hartwells'.

V\'Q are open to consider reasonable offers for the follow'

g machines, which we are selling for various clients ;

irOLAS model O, £48; in
-Hartwells'.

stock model E. £i>2.

I'lELD Autolette
lU'ents, Haitwells'.

stock. £138.— Oxfordshire

ytons'. Bicester. Oxen. rX6730
Chipping Xorton. — Triumph '

1912 CHATER-J.A.P., 6 h.p.. Mabon clutch and wicker
'** lei Sidecar with child's seat £44

iQt2 BAT, 6 h.p., 2-speed. chain drive, i,2coft. F.R.S..

Cowey speedometer, post horn, valise and Mill-

ford radial castor spring wheel Sidecar with wicker
canoe body, side door, and Lucas lamp, ridden

1,300 miles £62

1912 A.J.S., 5-6 h.p., large F. & H. lamp, Jones'
speedometer, post horn, watch, mirror, spares^

and -tools £55
1912 BRADBURY, 3^ h.p.. 2-speed belt-drive, and

Bradbury wicker Sidecar
' jl9r2 KOBART, 2i h.p.. Miller lamp, serpentine horn,

'

' ¥''U'.„^V^'';?-
,3-speed delivered end of .Inly, TliluiyiPH,' sJ'h.p.,' free engine', Cowev speedo-

uth MilW-ultprd torpedo sidecar, wmd screen ,
'

„eter, post ho'rn. Black i,oo.-.ft. F.R.S.' belt and
iioin. amps, muror, and every accessory, heautilul

ii".ui-', i^^^^ ,
, ,,

'
., , ;., ,.,„i., cAn

.ad all of the b,vt as new ; cost £83. no reason-

1

t"b<^. «5=
'il'^ ,!£,'';?. ''^"-1"^ '"^"'' ',°°'^ '

'u
' ' '

^*^

H-r refused —Hartwells' [1786 '191= Standard TRIUMPH, with Cowey, lamp, horn.

. ..N-D-HAXD llotn; Cycles,-'We have a large stock I '°°'"' ^""^ "?"" '

'

*'*

1 umchiiies in excellent condition at very low
to clear: send us your renuireiu'^iit-^ and we n-ill i _,—.,., ««...m,p*. am.!. ^>«. na^^^vk

atee to satisfy you.-Tlie Morris Garages, Oxford. RRAND NEW SHOP-SOILED MOTOR
r0314

(UKSUl'R. 2>/jt\.-p.> new last month. fi>eedy. excellent
ilimbi-r. faultless, new liorn, accessaries ; £26, bar-

j

li -Vftiinff. Scho."'!, Ebbesborne, Salisburj". . £0789

I* iiod M\ 1913. done 1.500. condition as new; £55, ,jnj
irith new Cbater-Lefi rtirker Canoelet sidecar -^

=ne.'^. 65. Wliiteladies Kd.. Bri-^td. [0725

1 TMl'H. 1912. free enjrine, in fine order tlironsli-

it. new IJn. Duulop belt, lamp, horn, und tools;
Uartwells'.

CYCLES and SIDECARS.

Surrey, Kent,

TDARTLETTS' have in

"DAETLETTS' liiivc iu

ARTLETT.5

stock Arno motor eycU--.

stock Martin niotcr cyct.-s.

liQve in stock Rudge motor cyck'.j.B
BAETLETTS' have in stock Elf Motcroycletles,

gu«.

B ARTLETT.5'.-1911
£25.

T5ARTLETTS'

BABTLETTS
£36.

I'remier. 3';;li.p., free cngi:;e:

1911 6h.p. Bat and sidecar; £40.

1911 Zenith, 3'LJip-. and sideciir

;

AETLETT.S'.-1911 K.N.. Z'lh.p.. 2^peed gear; fSO.

AKTLETTS'.-1912 3i:,h.p. Fafnir, Chatcr-Leu. per-

fect; £24.

AETLETTS'.-1911 Triumph, free engine; £32.

Eerry-Abingdou. 3',jh.p.. !'-

B
B
B
BAETLETTS'.-1911

enamelled- £22.

BAETLETTS'.-1912 Arno, 3'.~.ll.p., 3-5peed, and side-

car; £39.

BAETLETTS'.—1912 Grandex Precision, 2'/oh.p., 2-

speed gear'; £25.

B.\ETLETTS'.—1912 Endge, free engine, rc-buehcd;
£30.

T) AETLETT3'.—Full range of sidecars. £5 to £20.

3, I'aradi Kil'jur;!. 'I'lione

:

L0702

OEGAN and Maxwell.-Arno. 3VL'1).P.. 1912',.;; £23.

BAETLETTS'.—2 and
4807 Hampstead.

M
MOEG.VX and Maxwell. The Hotories. 80. Higli Ed.,

Streatham.—Keen priceo, quick delivery

IVTOEGAN and Maxwell.-Clyno. 5-6h.p.. 1912. and
IrJ. coacli-built sidecar, 2-spced. Binks; £50.

MOEGAK and Maxwell.-
2-speed; £58.

^/["OKGAN and Maxwell.

-

MORGAN" and Maxwell.-Hurnber,
overhauled, with sidcc:ir: £32.

>,fOEGAN and Ma.xwell.-Ihimber,
,LtA speeds: £30.

MORGAN" aud Maxwell
and sidecar; £75.

yal Enfield. 1913. Shp..

V".. 2ijb.p.. 1910. Bn'ih;

1912. 2 ife

late 1911. Eo

911 Douglas, eingle speed, just overhauled, re-enara-
elled. replated. excellent condition ; £22 : seen

iaie.—Greet. 4. Northbrook St.. Newbury. [0639

Xl'alll

I9r3 NORTON, 3% h.p £39

3 L.idv's IVY, 3'. h.p., 3-Sieed £»4

1913 ALCYON, 3! lip £3T
I9t3 EDMUND-J.A.P., + h.p £42

M

|. Cl,ater-Lea Antoine. dry battery ignition. Xl'all I321!!ISSmI5v T?'""''?' 'T' 1

'

'l fll I?
spring forks, nood running order ; £9/10. .r ,,«. r - IWONTGOMERY. No. 5. London body ......

.
£13 15

1; ue The Birches. Upper Lydbrook. Glos. [S6459 MONTGOMERY, No. 7, Exeter body, hood, and
I

screen' £18 10
Mt.VDBUET. 1912. 1913 N.S.U. 2-apeed and clutch. MONTGOMERY Standard £7 10

uew 2i-,in. Pe.lley. guaianteed perfe.ll, little ;.nd MILLFORD Corvette, storm apron mat and
iily used; £34.-Ci;uran, Hackwood Bd. Basing^, i^^gage board £12

'"^ " MILLFORO Spring wheel. No. 4 chair £12 10
'.i:p. 3-.-pced A..T.S.. 1913 new last Apri speed- MILLFORD Rigid. No. 4 chair £9 17

oaieter. Lucas lamp. horn, tools, etc.. good as '|y|||_|_|:o|;D Rigid, No. 4 ch'air £9 17
-I'od, King's Ed^

I miLLiroRD Risid, No. 14 chair £12 10
'"'''^ MlLLFORD Rigid No. 3 ch.iir £12 10

»|12-''i 2',il).p.' I'remier. Br sen. B. and B. carburetter, .BRAMBLE de Luxe £13 13M clutch, spare belt, new tyre on back, and brand JbramBLE, No. 6 £10 15

Indian, latest 1913, Sli.p.,

lute isn,

OEG-Uf and Maxwell.-J.A.P.. 2'jh.v.: £7.

LJI.C. 1913. Armsliong i

MaxweU.-Matchle<w. . 6h.p.. 1913.

M;.to-Eeye. 2V-h.p., 19!1;

Motosaeoilies, two. Bi.6cll,

ITOEGAN and Maxwell —Ivy-Precision,
.Vi jree engine. 3':,h.p.; £28.

MOEGAN and Maxwell,
sneeds; £45.

MOEGAN and
Gnidua 6 speeds; £65.

OEGAN and Maxwell.

-

£15

MOEGAN and Maxwell.

-

1912; £20.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-
3-speed. as new; £40,

Two New lludsons. 1912.

ridden 400 miles
Hants.

what offers?

tyre for spare, very fa-t ; £30. or nearest offer.

n tun.. Keinnsford. Fairford. Gloa.

kick

,.„„„ BRAMBLE, No. 4 £11 15
1078b

p|i_oy_ j^Q y^ Patent safety chassis, coach body £10
XiaELD, 2"-ih.p,, 2-5peea. F.E.. kick starter, eush 'PILOT, No. 7, Hammock chassis, coach body . . £10 10

' drive, milometer, spate tube. hern. 1'. and H, PILOT, No.j, Reed cane, child's seat.lugg.lge grid £8 10
.p. not done 500 .miles, eonditinn absolutely as new ; 'PILOT, No. 5, \ icker canoe, cantilever chassis. . £7 7
|.pt £42. or nearent.—Box 3.911 'J lie Molnr C'i/e(c: PILOT No - £5

-i. Coventry- [X6708

M
MORGAX

iviA sideciir

I'TCII Triumph, 1910. Phillii)^..n pulley, Binks
arbiirettT. new cylinder, piston, bushes, 1913

: wheel, re-built, new lin. belt rim. lin. Dunlop,
Hatchinfon passenger back. Atou t^tudded fmnt.

'PHONE : MAYFAIR 5T6T

I57»GRtAT PORTLAND STRfn.W.

ORGAN and Maxwell—Minervas, 2''jli.p.. from fS,

2-speed. with MiU-

1908. mag., 3h.p ;

ORGAN and Maxwell.-Rudge, 1911: £30.

-Singers (2). one 1912. ono

nd MaxweK.-X.S.U.,
£33.'

N.S.C.
£9.

lYTOKOAN and Maxwell.

M
MOEOAN" aud Muxwell

1913, 2',i.h.p., iree engiuer.; £30 aud £32

M £3.

\|'OEGAN and Maxwell

MOEGAN and Maxwell.
Triumph; £59'15.

COME Over Here '. To Morgan and Maxwell. 80. High
Ed., Streatham, for .l.A.P's. Rexes. Brudhurys.

Indians, speedometers, lamps, new ;ind used accessories;

large stock, cheapest and best of idl.

OEGAN aud Maxwell's Mlscelhiay.—A S.T.. >ea»

pillar, as new. 21/-: Binks 2-jet cufburetter. 25 -;

N S TT gear, w-ith ndjustahle pulley, as new. £3. rest

£8- Cowey and Smith speedometers, almont new lamps,

etc.'; write us.-Motgaii and- Mnsw'eir 80. .High ltd..

Streatham. London. ." . - . ^•.- •
'-'• rXGCSO

OEGAN and Maxn ell.—Triumph, free ensim. 191'

Triumph. T.T. model. 1911.
lings: £34.

One new 1913 free euyiiie

M'

f3_0.-Tryne. Filton. Bristol. [X6578

All letters rel.nting to advertisements should quote the luirabci- :it the end ol each advertiseijient, and the date ol the isr.ue A20-
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
EAGLES.—Eudge, 1915, free engine model, as new;

£35.

EAGLES.-Bat-Jap. 1912. S'Mi.p.. spring frame. T.T.
Imndle-bar, very fast; £27.

EAGLE3.-N.S.TJ.. S^oli-p., model de luxe (85x88).
1911, 2 speeds, free' engine, fine condition; £27/10.

EAGLES.—Bradbury. 1912. N.S.U. 2-fipeed gear, free
engine, had little \i6e ; £35

EAGLES.—Enfield S'-ih.p. t^vin. late 1912. 2 epeeda,
free engine, chain drive, handle starting, foot-

Ooards, nearly new ; £31.

IT'AGLES.-Eover, late 1912, free engine model, new
-J condition ; £35,

EAGLES.—Zenith-Gradua, ZV^h-P. J.A.P. engine, fine
condition, all accessories; £29/10.

EAGLES.—N.S.U. 3y>li.p. Popular, impTOver". spring
forLis, lin. belt, adjustable pulley; £20.

EAGLES.-N.S.U. 3i/'h.p. ropular, mag., adjustable
pulley, liu. belt; £16.

EAGLES.-N.S.U. 3h.p. Popular, new 1911. magneto,
spring forks, b.b.c. fine condition ; £17

EAGLES.—Any of tJie above can be purchased by
deferred payments, one quarter of amount down.

EAGLES for prompt delivery of 1913 Bradbury,
Don.^'l^s, iN.b-LT., Rover, Singer, Triumph, and

other make's ; be<;t exchange terms.

EAGLES and Co.. High St.. Acton.-N.S.U. ^Vest
Ljndon District Atccury. Tel.: 556 Chiawick.

rX7548
14/r.C.H.-1913 TT. J.lougta-!, P, 2-speed, not run 400;

lyr'.C.H.—1913 2-:ih.p. Dongki*?, 0, 2 speeds, like, new;

M.C.H.—1913 3"'4b.p. Regal-Green, 2-speed, chain;
£47.

MC.H.— 1911 3V.h.p. Kerry-Abingdon, lamp set, fine
condition ; £22.

M.C.H.-1911 iVjh.p. Singer Moto-Velo, B. and B.,
perfer-t; £17.

M.C.H. for sidecar.?, engines. gear6, carburetters, etc.—
69, Leather Lane. Holborn, E.G. [1622

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-The pre-eminent place
for purchasing.

PALMER'S Garage, 'Tooting.—The recognieed mart
for motor cycles ; auction sales every fortnight.

PALMER'S" Garage, Tooting,-N"ext three sales,
Sept. 3rd and Sept. 17th. and Oct. 1st, at 2!

o'clock.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—Write for auction cata-
logue and illustrated price list, containing par-

:iciilais over 100 automobiles and numerous aece'ssory
oargainfi-

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The following motor
cycles immcdiute available. These unsold by

September 3rd will be offered by auction on that day.

PALMER'S Garage, T( oting.— S'/oh.p. 1912 Triumph,
fixed engine, fine condition : £30.

PALMER'S Garage, Tcoting.-4i4h.p. Hobart. 1913,
with Armstrong S-speed and sidecar; £37/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting— 2i4Ii.p. Royal Enfield,
late type lightweight, magneto; £16.

PALMER'S Garage. Tcoting.-SV'h.p; Rudge, 1913.
T.T. model, as new; £37/10.

PALMER'S Garage. TQjtmg.~4M.'h.p. Kelecom and
sidecar. Y.A.E. engine ; bargain, £10.

PALMER'S Garagp. Tooting.-3'/i.h.i). L.M-C. 1913,
F.E.. brand new, unused: £47/10.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-2i4h.p. Premier light-
weight, nearly new; great bargain. £25.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2i4h.p. E.N. light-
weight: cheap ready for use. £10.

PALMER'S Garage. Tootiug.-3'/L'h.p. N.S.U., 2
mag.. tak& sidecar; £15.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2'^h. p. lightweight, run-
ning oKler, cau drive away: £4/4.

PALilERiS Garage. Tooting.— 2h. p. Minerva, m.o-v.

;

reliable cheap machine. £5.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-4V''h.p. Greyhound tri-
car, Dion engine; £20. or offer.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-4h.p. Stevens and side-
car, powerful, reliable, faet: £12/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tcoting.-2Vih.p. Atlas light-
weight; cheap small machine, clearance £4.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—2';^,h. p. Minerva, nice
low machine; clearance price £10.

F'ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-5-6h.p. F.N.. 4-cyl., 2
speeds, F.E.. with sidecar; £27/10.

PALMER'S Garage. Tf.oting.-All above and many
otlicrs in stock. — Sole addrees, L. N. Palmer'8

3arage, Merton Train Tenninufl. Tooting (20 mine. Vic-
:oria. 10 min«. Winiblcdon). 'Phone: 208 Streatham.
Motor 'bu/^e-!, 48. 49, 66. rS6691

5-6I1 p. Rrx, ffoiboaids, running order; bargain. £12.
—Eu.stace, Magdalen St., Colcheeter. (;S66?8

£5.-
[0688

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS "JNI HE MCART Of fMETRAOt

I

COLMOREDEPOT
Whether it is a cash deal, or an
exchangre, or a deferred payment
arrangrement, in evopy Case you get

HONEST VALUE
by dealing with the Cotmore Depot. Every new

machine we sell is from a picked Agency that we
have chosen with care. Every second-hand we sell

is examined and overhauled and put in good order,

it is guaranteed that it's value is calculated and

priced e.^pertly according to the age and condition

of the machine.

CYCLE GARS.
A.C, 1913, second-hand £60

IVI0R6AW, 1913 £70

A.C, 191 3, Single Cylinder, four-

wheeler, new £100

AUTOLETTE, 1913. new £120

PREMIER, 1913. new £105

A.C, Four-cylinder, new £105

FORD .. £135

£10

£25

mOTOR CYCLES.
MOTOR REVE, 1910

DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., igii

SINGER, 3i- h.p., fixed gear, 1913 £28

TRIUMPH, 3 J h.p., free engine, 1912 £35

NEW HUDSON, 3-speed, 1913 .... £48

LEVIS, 2^ h.p. (demonstration
modei> £29

DOUGLAS, (model R, new) £52

TRIUMPH, 3-speed, new, 1913 £59 15

SIDECAR IViACHINES.

REX and SIDECAR £15

ARIEL and SIDECAR, 3-speed.... £35

NEW HUDSON and SIDECAR
(Canoelet) £45

CHATER-LEA and SIDECAR £45

MATCHLESS (8 h.p.) double belts £65

ENFIELD (6 h.p.) combination £75

COLMORE
DEPOTS:

31, COLMORE ROW, BIRMINGHAM.
49, JOHN BRIGHT STREET „
261, DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER.
31, RENSHAW STREET, LIVERPOOL.
62, HIGH STREET, LEICESTER.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MOTO-REVE. 2y2h.p., 3-speed, new April; £35-

Iiamb'6, below.

BEOWN", 2it.h.p., F.E., only shop-60iled ; £36.-
Latnb'e, below.

HUMBER, 2%Ii.p., 3-speea, quite new; reduced from
£52/10 to £47.-Lamb's, below.

CHATER-LEA, Rover, 3V,h.p., mag, macbine; £10.-
Lamb's, below.

VINDEO Special, S'Ah.p., F.E.. 2-spced, mag. machine;
£20.-Lanib's, below.

SINGER, 1912, 3V.li.p., axed engine; £35.-L3mb'«,
below.

DOUGLAS, 1910, fixed engine, in good order; £25.-
Lamb's, below.

MOTOR Cycle, Si'-bp., witi Hellesen's accumulator;
£6. Any reai-cnable offer for cash, or deferred

payments accepted for any of the above to clear.—
Lamb's, 151. High St., Walthamstow. [0711

N.S.U., 5-6h.p.. accessories, new Rom ; sacrifice £18.-
9, West Hampstead Mews, N.W. [0731

"I Q 12-13 av.h.p. 2-speed T.N., run 1.000 milee. ae
-'-^ new; £32/10.—Purcelle (see advert). [0659.

3lb. p. F.E. Brown: £10: write particulars.—Eoger3,'
2 13, Clavcring Ed., Manor Park, B. rX6634

31h.p. Brown, 1909, mag., etc., first-class condition;
2 £22.^93, Beulah Hill, Upper Norwood. [0646

5-6h.p. Peugeot Tvpe Twin, brand new; £7.—Brown,
c/o Hill, 59, Gascall St., S.W. Letters only. [0677

BALHAM.-Rex. 3y2h.p., late model, Bosch, I. v,

position, excellent eonditicn: £16.—Below,

BAiaiAM.—Lincoln Elk. 3h.p.. 1911. Bosch, spring
forks, perfect order; £15.—Below.

BALHAM.—Ivy-Precision. 3y,h.p., late 191?, T.T.
bars, very fast; accept £28.—Peacock, 274, High

Ed., Balham. [0799

ROVERS, all models, from £48/15, or 55/- monthly;
deferred pavTuents no extra.—Lamb's, below.

DOUGLASES, all 1913 models, from £48, or 55/-

monthly.—Lamb's, below.

B.S.A.'e, all models, from £48/10, or 70/- monthly.-
Lamb's, below.

HUMBERS, all models, from £35. or 40/- monthly;
deferred payments no extra.—Lamb's, belcw.

JAMES, all models, from £48. or 50/- monthly;
deferred payments no extra.—Lamb's, below.

ENFIELDS, all models, from 50 gns., or 60/- monthly;
no extra for deferred payments.—Lamb's, below,

TRIUMPHS, all models, from £49/5, or £3/3 monthly.
-Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. [0716

TRIUMPH. 3>Ah.p., sidecar, 1908 engine, new cyl..

etc., fixed gear: £22.-5, Gatwick Ed. Southficlds.
[X5976

J .A.P.. 2V2h.p., h.t. mag., Amae, Michelins. good con-
dition ; £10.-Barter, 69, Flash Walk, Hampstead.

(0636

1 Q12 2y4b.p. A.J.S., free engine, 2-speed gear, in
-L*J perfect condition; £20.—Rice Bros., *Hor.sham.

[0709

1 Q12 4h.p. J.A.P., fre'e engine, condition and appear-
^*J ance as new; bargain, £32.—Bice Bros., Horsham.

[0710
BROWlsr, 1912. T.T., overhead valves, fast, perfe.t

condition; £S5.—81, Erakefell Rd., New Cro.<iS.

[0773
"1 C|12 4h.p. J.A.P., 2 speeds, mag., B. and B., Druids.^O accessories; £26, lowest.—Sinclair, East Molescj-.

[X66513h.p. Single N.S.U, new mag., low, very reliable:

trial; £14/10.-36. Bath St.. CStv Rd., London.
[0787

SINGEE, 3V2b.p., clutch model, speedometer, condi-
tion perfect; £35.-35, Tasman Ed., Stockwell.

[S6538
DOUGLAS. 1911. excellent condition, new tube, new

belts; £22.-38. Durnsford Av.. Wimbledon Park.
10836

LEA-FEANCIS, gold medal Scottish Reliability Trials;

in stock.—Hucklebridge, 133, Sloane St., Londou,
S.W. [98<15

P.
and M., new, ready at works, " unable to take d.^-

livery ; £59.—Etchells, 10, King Edward St.^ Lam-
beth. . [9829

TRIUMPH. 1912, T.T., perfect condition; £36.-11.
W. Robinson, 68, Killieser Av., Streatham Hill.

S.W. [X5982

1 Q15 Premier. 3V.h.p.. new 3-speed gear, not l.i'ii

M-U ridden; £60.—Holden, West Wickham. Bcck.ii

ham. [0721

1013^7 T.T. Precision. 3V'-4h.p., mag., nearly ik-"'

i-iy unscratched; £32/10.-1, Ebner St.-, Waiiil-

wortb. [XeViV

MOTOSACOCHE. 2y,b.p.. 1911. in excellent condition,
Aniac carburetter; £18.-I'hilpott, Riverdal.

Dorking. (069;

P.
and M., 1908. 2-«peed. F.E.. excellent conditinn

tyres good; £20.— Underwood, 17, Bury St., N.i

Oxford St. [080;

DOUGLAS. 1911. 2-.jppcd, free engine clutch, nev

belt, tyres good, running order, speedometer, lamp

tools, and spare.3; £20-—Seen Smallman Garage, SuttonBHADBUEY, 2Vih.p., in good working order; £5.
104, EarUiam Grove, Forest Gate.

A^o All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
--

ii [I X.S.U., perifi-i tiiiil ;

' ijuet'ii's Hood. Fiiiebluy.
ufarit^t £17. — Cjirler.

[0824

i'.:UKV Motor Cyi'Ie f >r enio:
IV )!iw.-.ets, Faruboru'. Kent.

£5, or offer.— Iliilrr,

[0681
!

:VV

I) i:i(i M.. 1911. Lui-ns. Cn\\o.v, fine londitiou ; £40.
I -9. Wivt Hiiiupstcad Mow^. X.W. [0733 1

> ; v. I'ri'^'it'icn. brand new; saeuni-e A56 ; Seusiiray
' 1 airburetter — Groves, pluuibor, CJiureli yt..

iitou. [0701

> I (1,11, Rex Hfotor Cycle, in good order, complete;
--

-^ CeyiO.—Hurlin and Co.. 295, Mare St..

•nifV. [0777

jv Wliite-Poppe. Clmter-Lea. mii}^., splendid riin-

niiiB order; £12.— 10. OleveluuU I'unide. Soiitli

It rd. [9848

I i \t>ii AVmit Barpains in 2nd-lianil motor eyries you
I nm Bet them at Wain:hope' 8, 9, Slioe Lane, l-'leet

, l,.>iidon. [S9705

f
\\ VHHANT. 31i.p., Helleseti, new coil, Amae. guodw ouilition. ride away; £6/10: after 8.-5. Villii^rs

\ .iitliitoy ""0760

IvhlAX. 1912 (l(ile), 2-dpecd, iiee ent'iue, Cowoy,
1 .Millfi-Kullord sideenr, only dtue 3,000; gemiiae

- nil, £60.

-
1
i:AN. 1912. epeeiflcation
i.lleilt fjuditiou; £54.

lIWMrU. 1911.

ibovf, sideear, ex-

luteL model, perfect order; £34,

IAM1';.S. 1910. 3'....li.li., chltL-ll model, veiy little llecj

:

' MTilto- £22.

N' s r.. 3h.ii., 2 spccfis, free cnsinc, good eonditinn

;

il7.-Floivei-, Hifc-h St., Wlieiithiiiiiiisteiul, Herts.
[X6417

>J_ii.:i. Minerva, perfect condition and running
•'J order; bargain, £7/10.-111, Lordship Lane,
'

1 Green, N. [0850

DiiCGLAS. all models, for immediate delivery; trade
iil'Pliea.—Key, 5, Heath St., Humpstead, and 173.

.; rortlund St., W, [9668

TI'.NITH, 3',-h.p., October, 1912, perfect order, new
',' t.vrcs, al60 sidecar chassis; £43, or otfer.—Friend.

in Orceu, Kent. [X6679
jrAIlBAXT; 2h.p., overhauled, new coil, splendid
i condition, perfect order; £5/5, bargain; illnes<<.—
Ciiiir«ley Bd., Cutford. [0638

riOT'GLAS. 1911. single-speed, perfect running order.
'-' excellent condition, occ&ssories: £22,—Collyer, 47.

[X6426St., Woolwicli.

|Q12'.j Hobart, Precision engine, Hutchinson tvres,
<-•' Sturmey-Archer geai-s; £47/10: deferred pay-

912 Singer.
baTr'ain:

I. Ilich Bd..

geai-s; £47/10: deferred pay

3'Ah.i'. £35- or deferred payments,
iinly u-auts seeing.—Magnet Motor Ccv.
AVocd Urecn. [0785

^ EA,FHANCIS. ttvin, chain drive, prompt deliverr
J -Uueklebridge. 133, Sloane St., London, S.W
i.: 451 Victoria. [7543

pitirMPH. 1912^1. frec»engine. not done 600 miles:
^ £40. genuine bargain. — 228, Peutonville Ed.,
V 1^'-^ Cross. Loudon, N. - [XC,'40

in 12 LudyV number Lightweight. 2',.'.h,p., 5 speed--,L^ flee engine, almost new: bargain, £31.—Charles
' >i r, 17, Taviton St., W.C, [S6515
\r(lTO.SACOCHE, l>lh.p.. mag., B.B, C, new belt." Dtnid forks, and accesoiiea: £13. — Millhousc.
• l:li:un. Uipiey, Surrey. . [0797

j

yil'GLAS. Deiemher. 1911, Dunlop belt. Avon tvrcs,
' ' sph-ndid condition ; £25.—JJaniell, 75, I'arsuns

11 Lane, Fulbani, Lond.in. ^[0810

\[i'TOSACOCIIE, r-ih p., spring torks, mag., free
* engine, new Whittle, li.bc. Palmers; letter.-
Third Cross i?d., T^vickenham. [0853

yi-:.\ITH-GEAriUA, eh.p., 1912. picked engi
' condition: £49, or tillcr.s.-O. Thomas, St, B
'-' llfwpital, Smithfleld, London

QIIADfJURY, 1911":4, new ryl., piston, valves, just
'-* overhauled, spares, accessories: £30, -Slatford,

[0852

ne. new
Barthdli-

[0732

spares, accessories:
iliink, Hornsey Lane, Highgate.

»12 llniigliis. Model K, £36, nins better than wlun
' new, tyres unscrutched, plating good.- Ur. i-'i.x,

--wcrtii Hollingbourne, Maidstone. [0C43

Uir.MPn. dutcb. I912»l, lamp, Benerator, loin,
spar.'.i, never used, not wanted: Been after 6; £40.

l. Uliper Clapton Ed.. London. [0612
l-:.N'riNK Bargains in new and sei-ond-haiid machines
can l)e obtained from Klee and Co., 16 Bii-hnp.s.
Av., Camomile St., E.C, 'Phone: Av. 5548,70828

.L^ N., 2'ili.p., splendid condition, 2-speed. free engine,
^L just overhauled; a bargain. £20,—R, H, Simp-

, 11, The Crove, Horsell, Woking. [0855

rUMBER, chain driven, 3',\;h.p,. long bars, low pcsj,
L tion. dry battery, good mechanical .condition ; £12

|-lt,. 20, Star St,. Edgware lid,, W, [0765

*AT-J,A,1',. 3i,ih,p,. 1911. absolutely reliable ma-
» chine, in exeelle.it ccnditicin throughout : £26,-

I'Ulllipfi, Westh.mrne Hoime, Twii-kenham. [0648

FATOHLESS, 2V,h,p,. ball hearing, overhead valves.

i,.r ?"'>"'l'-nnB mark 6, 1913 not ridden; cost 55 gns..
\M take £41.-11, Anglesca Krl., Woolwich. [X5695

You get a year's motoring
-for nothing by purchasing
your requirements from

CORDINGLEY'S
We invite offers for the following:

NEW HUDSON, .( h.p,, Model 7a, with
C.-inoclct Sidecar £75 12

RUDGE, 3* h,p,, multi-speed £60
RUDGE, 1 h,p,, multi-speed £70
MATCHLESS, No, 5g, 6 h,p,, with Gradual

gear £67 4
ENFIELD, 6 h,p,, combination £84
CLYNO, 5-6 h,p,, s-speed, THE Sidecar

Machine £75
SIDECARS for Clvnos from £10
MATCHLESS, S h.p,, 2-spced, chain drive,

model .\o, 8 £73 10
MATCHLESS, 3i h,p,, twin, 3-speed £63
MATCHLESS, 6 h.p,, twin, belt drive, 2-sp. £73 10
ENFIELD, 3 h,p,, The Solo Mount £52 10
SCOTT £68 5
B.S.A., 2-sjieed, chain drive £60
JAMES, 3i h,p,, complete with Canoelet

Sidecar, chain drive, 2-speed £72 11

LEVIS " Baby " £33 12
TRIUMPH, 3* h,p., 3-speed £59 15
DOUGLAS, model O, 2 speeds £48
ROVER, 3i h,p,, 3-speed £59 15
SINGER, 4^ h,p,, 2-speed, bracket gear ,. £65
SINGER, 3?: h,p,, 3-speed £58
SWIFT, 34 h, p., 3-speed Sturmey-Archer.. £58 15
BRADBURY, 3^ h,p,, 2-speed, chain drive £60
BRADBURY, 3% h,p,, 2-speed, chain and

belt drive ,' £60
BRADBURY, 3* h,p,, 3-sp, Sturmev-Archer £60

Early Dclivefv of all model NEW HUDSONS,
Two 6 h,p, ENFIELD Combinations, with

wicker Sidecars. Just from works , , £84
PREMIER, 3jh,p,, 2-speed countershaft

gear, really good £56

Any other model of above makes for immediate
delivery,

CYCLE CARS IN STOCK.
HUMBEBETTE, painted cinnamon-brown,

complete, hood, screen, lamps, horn,
tools, etc £125

SINGER, lo h.p., French grey, hood, screen,
spare wheel, etc., complete £185

MORGAN, A.C., G.W.K., etc., for prompt delivery:

SPECIAL BARGAIN.
New shop-soiled CENTAUR-HUMBER, 2 h.p.

3-speeds, free engine, listed at £47 10. First
cheque £36 secures.

If you require a second-hand machisie
equal to new, we have several.

CLYNO, I0I2, 5-6 h.p.,2-speeds, free enghie,
kick-starter, lamp, horn, tools, etc..

New coach-built sidecar .... £47 10 the lot

RUDGE, 3i h.p., new this year, free engine,
absolutely as new £40

T.T. SINGER, 1913, sh h.p., specially tyred
for racins?, not done 400 miles £37 10

2i h.p. TORPEDO, complete with speedo-
meter, lamp, and horn, 1912 model.
A bargain £26

HUMBER, 3J h.p., 2-speed, free engine,
handle starting, also good Sidecar,
complete. A bargain £32 10

TRiUMPH, 3^1.?., 1908 standard, Mabon
clutch, footboards, good machine ... £24

TRIUMPH, 3V h.p., lamp, horn, tools, etc.,

in good condition. Accept £18
PREMIER, 3J h.p., 1910 model, complete

with lamp, generator, horn, tools, etc. £25
HOBART, 1012, 23 h.p., fixed-engine

model, only done 500 to Goo niiles,

and cost well over f40, absolutely as
brand new. Clear for £30

SCOTT Cycle, new October, 1912, in really

grand order and condition, big bargain.
Clear tor £55

REX, 3.J h.p., in good running order £4 10

"Make a note of our address. It will save you
money when you want anything motorlSed.

'

J. S. GORDINGLEY,
THE MOTOR CYCLE MART,

HASLINGDEN, LANCASHIRE.
Wires—"Cordingley, IlaslingHcn."

'Phone— 2Y, Haslingden.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SlUXnUA.M, 2-|ll,li,, Z-spced, ki. I; ,.tarter. uuile new,

' filiphtly slioii-^cilcd: 55 Kns.. n-^uid pric.- £63.— !•'.

Sjieiirinan, l)[iilBe St, Bishop's Stiirtford, [0735

TEHIMl'H, free enRine nindel, quite new: £16.— K,
Spearman. Uridpe St,. Jli,*h,ip's StcTtluid, [0736

NEW HiidsiiU, 2'!ih,p,, 3 epceds, ridden 300 mile-,
perfect cnndition; £36,— !•', Spearman, Uridpc St,,

iiishtip's Slirtlerd. [0737

C.\SS'S,—Trump-,7aps, 1913, special offer, 6h,p,.
3-speed, kick starter, decompressor, best frame

in market: list £69/10, sale jirice 60 lins,

CASS'S,-Mnlti Rudgo, latj 1912, and Milliord
sidecar, perfect condition: great bargain, £41,

C.\SS'S,—Multi Rudge, 1913, and sidecar, delivered
June, as new ; sacrifice, £.48.

c

19

ASS'S.—James., 1912, and siderar, excellent condi-
tion, 2-speed counter-sh.Tft: kII accessories; £50.

CASS'S.—Zenith-Gradua, 8h.p., late 1912. very little

used, and £16/16 sidecar, eompleto with all

accessories; £68, exceptionnl value.

CASS'S.—All makes, new and second-liand. motor
cycles and cycle cars supplied, sidecars, tyrei.

accessories ; deferred payments.—Cass's Motor Mart, 5.
Warren Sc, W. (opposite Tube Station). Tel. : 3624
Mayfaii. [0812

TRIUMPH, little used, all acresscries ; owner goin?
to Belgium trial ; tieen at any time ; bargain

£28.—The Oak. Cann Hall Rd., Leytonstone. [X6307

MATCHLESS 3h.i). Twin, Armstrong 3-speed. 1912,
been 20 miles only: eutit 60 gas., must sell, £46.—

Daugoie, The Bungalow. Pratfs Bottom. Kent. fX5696
12";4 Premier, 2V„'h.p., only ut^ed few times, equal

to new. Lueafi lamp and horn, spare tyre; £24.
ur exchange.—Reader. Mill Rd., Aveky, Essex. [0794

DOUGLAS. Nov.. 1911, 2 speeds, free engine elut.h,
tyros like new, peritat eouditiou: luust eell ; £32.

uear ofler.-19. Woodlands Ed.. Iltord. [X6663

SCOTT. 1912. 3"'ih.p.. 2-6.peed. kick starter, iu splen-
did order: price £42.—Below.

SCOTT. 1911. 3^!iJi.p.. late model, with large F.R.S.
lamp and generator. Lucas horn, etc., 2^^in,

Piilmers, recently overhauled by niakera; £35.—Below.

SEE our Display Advertisement iu thi.-* issue f( r

full li.st of bargain;^.—Elce and Co.. 16. Bi-^hops-

I

i^ate Av., Camomile St.. E.G. 'Phone: Avtuue 5548.
r0829

I "I
Qll'/j Triumph Standard, iu perfect condition

' Xt/ throughout, new parts fltted tn pu^inf bv Tri-

I

umph Co.; any trial; £32.— 78a. JuuL'tiou Ed., N. [0849

KERRY-ABINGDON, Si/oh.p.. 1910. Mabnn dutch,
new Peter-Union back. Miller head light, overalls;

I ueareet £23.—Stevenson, 102, Riggindale Rd., Streatham
[076e4h.p. Roe, free engine mndel, Bo-teli, B. and B., good

tyres aud belt, £14 ; aleo sidecar, £4 ; or lower
puwer aud cash.-76, Summerley St.. Earlyfield, S.W.

[0637
IVY-PRECISION, 3'Ah.p., perfect condition, done

about 1,200 miles; £32, a bargain, offers con-
sidered.-Neve, 7, Wincott St., Kennington Rd., S.E.

[0545

T.T. Bradbury, 1913, had 3 months' wear, co.^t £50
bargain, £34; Motosoeoche, 2h.p., nuit'.. Whitth-.

(^qual new; £17.—Salt, S2, IDulling Rd., Hammvrsmith
[S.6569

TRIUMPPI, late 1909. good condition, lamp, pciierator.
horn, tools, only used wcek-en<ts: any trial (i;iven;

£25; £27 with sidecar.—56, Franklin Rd.. Brit;hton.
rX6632

TRIUMPH. 1907, map.. 1913 IJ. and B.. Xl'all
saddle, Jou(m speedouifter. lamp, horu, toolw. liplfU-

did condition: trial; £25.—Allen, Crouch, Wurthim;.
[0807

TRIUMPH, late 1910, Touri:rt model, SVjh.p.. t-'.^.d

tyres, perfect running order; must ticll iiniikly;
£32/10.— Petty's, 5, Norbury I'arade. Norbury. S W.

[X6513
TRIUMPH. 1908. faultier condition, only used week-

endfi, thiri vear's ielial)ility winner, nil aieessoriea

;

£20.—W.. 32. Wcodside Ed,. Kiugstou-on-Thame^.
[0780

I 1Q13 2';'ih.p. Torpedo Precision, free engine, new, uu-
t
Xt/ SI rutiliud medicul reysdu,^ cause <if sale; cent

[
i-13. sainticc £36.~Rydder. Wethersfield, Braiutree.

i [0816
TRIUMPH. F.E.. onlr done 1.000 milefl. Lu.im lamp

I

and horn, new condition: barj-'nin. £35.— iiawoitli.

I

7 Brunt^wick Mew«, (it, Cuuiberlaud Place, Loiulm..
W. (0821

TRIUMPH, 1910. new Palmer cord tyres, exhau-t
wiii.'*tle. lamp nnd generator, tools, splendid • eon-

diti..n; £26/10.—Bea-^en, 9, Market I'arade, East Finch-
ley. (X6511

FOR Sale. 1911 2''.'ih.p. lichtweight Enfield, iu Hr.-^t-

rate runditinu; owni>r buying new hievile; picat
bargain £20,-Apply, K. R. I'elly, Keuti\ins, Nutll.-Id.
Surrey. [0633

4Xli p. Minerva. Br-ith. newly enaiui-IIivl and i>Iati-d.

2 just overiiaul''d. low pn.-itinn. ut^arly new tvit-s.

.:r;ind condition; £18.-6. Lureozo At.. Pentouvillr Ed..
\V.C. rX6C47
3ih.p. Bradbury, 3-speetl, only done 75 mile-, new in

2 ,TuIv. 1913. complete with lamp, liorn, iind tools:
iiiTppt £52/10.-Matorist, 51. Stuntou St.. Peekhaui
Londcm. [073£

Qih.p. Pouglns, T.T., new April, P.H. lamp, gener
-^4 ntor, horn. Isoehrnnnus speedometer, conrlition at

1
iM'w. ju.^t overhauled; £45.—Osmond, 45. Blackheatl

, P.trk. S.E. [072C

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issae. A31
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
T 012^2 6h.p. Free Engine T.T. Matchless and
--«? £12/12 sidecar, Lucas lamp, horn, cost £85,
all as new; £46.

"

London, N,
offers.—472, Archwav Rd

[0856

No. 6, spring foi'ks,

new tyres 261n.x2V^in.,
-114, Marthouse Rd.,

[0745

6h.p. Antoine, Chater-Lea
Helleeens. B. and B..

recently overhauled; £18.
Walthamstow.

1Q11 SVjh.p. Res. Bosch. B.B. (fitted last June
"-•^ variable gear, free engine, belt, and Dunlops,
etudded); highest over £25 secures. — Gurrv, Elmdon.
Walden, Sussex. [Xe466HUMBERS. 1911. SVoh.p., 2-6peed, £30; and 2h.p..

£20: both mtig., new tyrtv. good condit^ion and
nmufug order; buying car.—Hack, Marlowee Cottage.
Kernel Hempstead. [0652

TRITIHFH. 1913, Tourist Trophy roadster, rbillipsor
pulley, Cowey indicator, lamp and horn, been onl.i

1,200 mile^. perfect order throughout; £43.-4, West
iury Gardtus. Ealing. [0811

late 1912, in perfect condition, B
variable jet, spare belt, tools, suit over-

all.s, etc.; £36, or nearest offer.—Bramble, 32, Thorn-
t;,n Av.. Streatham Hill. [0817

DOUGLAS, 1911, 2-speed. overhauled, splendid, £27;
ivith speedometer, lamp, suit case, accessories.

leather ccat. riding snits. etc. ; £33.—Lieut. Dible, Royal
Warwickshire, Shornclifle. [5:6523

HUilBER. 1912. 2-(;reed. Dunlops, 650x65 tyre on
back, fine condition, -will pull a sidecar anywhere:

.i?^Q_ir7 A^„„„. T*T.^.;....„ Pinchley Rd.. N.W.

EUDGE ilulti,
and B.,

£39.-17, Avenue Mansions,
'Rhone: 4861 Hampstead. [0834

BAT-J.A.r.. 7-8h.p.. 1912, not run 3,000 miles, com-
plete, lamp, speedometer to 80, 7 to 70 m.p-h.,

guaranteed, almost new tvres ; £45.—Digby Johnson,
Westmorland, Tunbridge Wells. [0630

3iL,p. Motor Cycle, Stevens engine, recently over-
2 hauled, in good condition, £7/10 cash; cane

sidecar, upholstered, £2/10; would sell separately.—
H.B., 10, Dunoon Rd., Forest Hill. [0845

PREMIER, SV^h.p., Sturmey 3-speed, free engine,
lamp, horn, tools, Canoelet sidecar, new in

November, special tuned engine, fast, reliable; £48.—Willey, Church St., Leatherhead. [0858

TRIUJIPH. clutch. 1911"f4, perfect condition, speedo-
meter, lamp. horn, belt-tube case, spare belts

tnbes. plup=, valves, tools; £35: ride 50 miles genuine
purchaser.—Webster, Hadleigh, Essexv [0825

PHELON and Moore, Ltd., 4, Percy St., W., have
eeveral good second-hand P. and M. machines foi

sale, which have been overhauled and are in perfecT
order.—Can be seen at above address. [U131

BARGAIN.—SVoh. p. Bat and sidecar, T.T. handle-bar^,
head light and generator, hcprn, iS.B., all ne\\

lyres and 1 new tube; £15 ca^h, or will sell separately.—W.J.P., 14. Woodcote Rd. Wallington. rs:5978

F.N.. 1913. 2V2-3h.p.. 2-6peed, clutch, shaft drive,
starts at walking pace, very little used, condition

perfect; price £35 [lowest}.—Williame, c/o Kendall.
13, Melbourne Grove, E. Dulwich, S.B. [X5512
~| C|13 Ariel. S'/oh.p., Armi=trong 3-speed, free engine,
--«/ and decompressor, spring seat-pillar, as new, only
xidden few miles, £49; also Ariel sidecar for same, £6.—
Borrell, Clarnico Works, Victoria Park, N.E. [0695

THE Premier Cycle Co., Ltd., have a few good second-
hand motor cycles for disposal, not the ordinary

more or less worn-out machines, but cycles that will be
a good advertisement to ourselves and a pleasure to ride.

Replace

itn-

wi±lii SL NEV^ mount.
—If you're not satisfied with your present mount,
and being discontented, wish for something better

—

bring it to ME. I'll make you a liberal aliowance for
it, and fix you up with a brand new rgr^ Model—

a

mount that will give you perfect satisfaction—

a

mount you'll be proud of,

—I have all the leading makes in, stock for you to
choose from—including

INDIANS, JAMES, ROVERS,
NUMBERS, CLYNOS, ENFIELDS,
ZENITHS, A.J.S., BRADBURYS,
TRIUMPHS, NEW HUDSONS, etc.

PEEMIER, 1912. 3%l.p., Armstrong 3-speed, and
new Miils-Fultord sidecar, complete; £48.

PEEIUEE, 1912, SVzli.p., free engine model, perfeit
order, new tyres, ready to ride away; £36.

PREMIER, 1913, SVah.p., crankshaft 2-speed, Canoe-
let, sidecar, lamp, and liooter, good condition

;

owner buying 7-91j.p. twin ; £60.

PREMIER, 1913, 2V2h.p., lightweight, had very little
wear, tyres good- £28.

INGER, 1912, SVoli.P-. free engine models splendid
ondition, lamp, etc. ; £30.s

MOTO-RETE. 1912,
£21.

eingle-cyl., splendid condition

;

A FEW Shop-soiled Sidecar*3 for sale, cheap; inspec-
tion invited; advice and trial run places you under

ED obligation, to buy. Terms arranged.—Premier Depot,
20, Holborn Viaduct. [0763

J.A.P.-GRANDEX, 2Voh.p., 1910-11, Bosch, B.
and B., Druids, Palmers, spare Hutchinson

butted, Lycett, spare Dunlop belt, accessories; £19.—
Write. Gates, 110, Manwood Rd., Crofton Park.

[0748
BTIIGHTOX.—Sunbeam, almost new, ridden 900 miles,

£52; N.S.F.. 6h.p.. thoroughly overhauled and re-
enamelled, offers over £18; agent for Douglas, Scott,
Clyno, Premier, Bradbury.—Turpin's, 29, Preston Rd,

[0311
3h.p. Minerva, spring forks, new tyres (Hutchinsons

T.T.). comfortable rcfit.^, £9 : also new sidecar
basket, beautifully upholstered, white cane, latest pat-
tern, with apron, 21/-.—Laurel Brook, Oastlands Rd
Catford. [X6309
KERRT-ABIXGDOX. 1911 free engine, adjustable

pulley, lamp, liorn. geiicrntor, speedometer, belt
and tube lyse. with spares, tools, etc, overhauled in
May; £29/10.—Xicholae. 99, Chamberlayne Rd.. Willrs-
den, N.W. [0808

8¥-'^-

6 h.p. Two-speed and Sidecar, 82 Guineas,—Alll models of iVIONTGOMERY, CANOELET,
GLORIA, MlLLS-FU'LFORD.etc, Sidecars in stock.

SPECIAL CLEARANCE BARGAINS
in 1913 Motor Cycles and Small Cars (soiled only)

—

also 50 ''Second-hand" Motor Cycles from £10 to

£60 each—all overhauled and guaranteed in perfect
condition for riding,

—If you fancy a Small Car—I can supply from stock,

G-W.K complete £150
HUMBERETTE „ £125
ALLDAY'S Midget „ £138
SINGER ,, £185
FORD Runabout „ £136
FORD Tourine: Car , £150
PERRY 130 6ns.

CALTHORPE Minor , 160 Gns.
—and early delivery of STANDARD, SWIFT, etc,—^Best terms— complete tuition FREE—satisfaction

GUARANTEED. Please CALL, WRITE, or
'PHONE me. NOTE ADDRESS :—

87, 89, & 91, JOHN BRIGHT STREET,
Telephone : Midland 6C-,i.

and at Sparkhili, BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ROBINS and Day, Ltd., The Motor Garage, Rochester,

have for eale 1912 Douglas machine, complete witli
lamp and accessories. £28; T.T. Rudge, 1913 pattern,
at £38; Dou,gIas, model R, at £35; bargain pricee lor
quick sale.' [X65D8

"1Q13 T.T. Douglas, absolutely as new, ridden a lewX t/ milee only, special exhaust and gears, adjust-
able pulley, tools, and spares, exceedingly fast, guaranteed
perfect; cost over £50, accept £42. nearest.—P. Daviee.
Ailsa Tavern, St. Margaret's, Twickenham. [0803

ROVER, SVsh.p., F.E., Sturmey-Archer 3-speed gear,
delivered June, 1912, Lucas lamp and horn, Cowey

•peedometer, practically new front Dunlop tyre (only roa
iO miles): may be seen by appointment; £44.—P. W.
Johnson, Kirk Braddon, Croydon Rd., Beckenham, Kent

[7500
"j Q13 254h.p. Enfield. 2-spoed, free engine, kick starter,
J-*^ speedometer, Lucad lamp and generator, horn,
mirror, and reflex light, done 400 miles; price £46,
cost £56 June last, perfect condition; want light car.—
West, c/o Seymour and Co,,- 131b, Plumstead Rd.. S.E.

[0666
HTTMBER, 2^4hp., twincyl,, late 1912, Lucas head

lamp and generator, horn, isiirror, pan seat,

watch, (Speedometer, only rfin °00 miles, vaintwork un-
scratched, smart little machine, fast and good hill-

climber ; bargam, price 30 gne.—Apgly. 89, Wigniore
St., W. Tel.: 374.^ Mayfair. [0703

Fafnir. free engine, B. and B.. h.b.c, low,

2Vi Clinchers. Chater No. 6 frame. %" belt, power-
ful, fast engine, everything splendid condition, all acces-
sori-es ; trial ; bargain. £10 ; t.he sidecar, lateiit shape,
torpedo, side door, 26x2Vi Palmer, mat, £3/10.-45.
Charles St., Commercial Rd.. E. [S6699

1Q13 Bat-Jap. lap Brooklands over 70. £65: 2V?li-P.
-3- tl Hazel-Precision, 2 speeds, nearly new, £35 : 2\'>

h.p. Hazel-Jap, fine condition, £28: 2%h-p. Hazel, ex-
ceptionally fast, £25; 3h.p. Quadrant, mag., been
nodernised, £13; 2h.p. Moto-Reve, £15; many other
machines from £8.—Hazel Motors, 24, Woodford Rd.,
Forest Gate, E. [0729

BARGAINS. Bargains, IJargaine.—1913 Rover, 3-

fipeed, with sidecar, £45 : 1913 Rover, 3-speed,
shop-soiled, £43 • 1912 Huinber, 2-speed. and sidecar,
£57: 1912 Premier, 3-speed. and sidecar, £42; 1912
Bradbury, clutch, new, £35 ; 1912 2-speed Bradbury,
£52: 1912 Enfield combination (Oct.iber), £55.—
Batchelor and Co., Clarence St., Kingston-on-Thames.

[X6566
MESSRS. PALMER and Kitson, South Eastern

Garage, Heme Hill, London, S.B., guarantee all

the following machines to be in running order: Zenith-
Gradua, 6h.p., 1912, Millford sidecar. £55; Antoine tri-

car. 4iAh.p., 2 .speeds. £15; SV.h.p. 1912 Zenith-Gradua,
£56; 5h.p. 1911 F.N., £28; iVib.p. F.N., £10; 2Jh.p.
Clement, £10; 1910 Douglas, £18; 4h.p. Peugeot and
sidecar, £15; 1912 2V2h.p. Calcott, £27. Accea-
sories.—First P.O. secures the following; money refunded
willingly if not satisfied; Mabon clutch, new, suit light-
weight, £2; Jap car carburetter, new, 70/-: Ford car
carburetter, 20/-; cycle car generator, new, 17/6: pair
electric cycle car lamps, new, 20/-; exhaust whistle,
h.b.c. 10/-; inner liner for car cover, new, 7/6; car
tube gaiters, new, 5/- ; Triumph pattern bars, with all

5 controls, new, 25/- ; adiustaDle pulley, euit J.A.P.,
5/-; etc., etc. Write for lists. [8457

Somerset,

SECTION IX.

Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

Qlh,p,O4 t

DOUGLAS. 1913. Model 0.. £48: Model R.. £52:
both in stock.-Moflat. Yeovil. 'Phone: 50. [5324

Royal Enfield,, in perfect condition : £8.—New-
bury Cycle Works, Gillingham, Dorset. [X6584

EXETER Motor Cycle Co., 6 and 7, Bath Rd., Exeter.
—The big western people for motor cycles and

-•ycle cars.

EXETER Motor Cycle Co.—6h.p. Enfield, £86/2; 3
h.p. Enfield, £52; 254h.p. ditto, ditto, £50.

EXETER Motor Cycle Co.—3iAh.p. Singer, £58/15;
3y2h.p. Centaur, £57/10; 2h.p. ditto, ditto, £37;

1912 Bradbury, new, £45; 3M:h.p. Zenith, £55/13.

EXETER Motor Cycle Cc.-G,W.E. cycle cars, Rollo
ditto, etc., etc., in stock.

-

EXETER Motor Cycle Co. for sidecars. About 30
second-hand motor cycles and cycle cars ready for

the road, £15 to £145. Deferred payments arranged
on any the above from 2% on balance.

EXETER Motor Cycle Co. for repairs.—Expert me-
chanics ready at a moment's notice to ride 30

:ailes either way to do roadside repairs.—Ring up 975.

EXETER Motor Cycle Company for quick supplies to

the trade. Write for terms. Most the best makea
locked. [1722

LEA and Fiancis Motor Cycles actually in stock;
delivery at once; 65 gns.—Guy. Reynolds, Wey-

iiouth. [0847

DOUGLAS, 1913, model R, only ridden 150 miles;
bargain, £45.—St. Male, EUenborough Park.

Weston-super-Mare. [X555S

WHITE and Poppe. SVsh.p.. Bosch, Druids, Triumph
free engine hub, Davison tank, Xl'all saddle,

splendid condition; £25; trial.—Middlesex House, High
St., Taunton. [0761

TIRIUMPH, clutch model, good condition. £38; New
i Hudson, 1915. and Canoelet sidecar, 72 gns.; Rex,
ei6: Victoria Precision, 1913, 2V<'h.p., new, £33.—
Imris, Parade, Exmouth. [2542

A32 All ieUers relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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The Six Days' Trials.

EVERY year, in commenting on the A.C.U. Six

Days' Trials, we have stated that they are the

stiffest that have ever been lield, whicli is, of

course, quite right, since, as machines improve,

so must trials grow more difficult, to enable

I

machines to be adequately tested. Now, this year

the test was made more arduous in two ways. Firstly,

by increasing die severity of the course, and, secondly,

by making the regulations more stringent. As will be

seen on reference to the report, terrible roads had to

bS traversed, roads perhaps that the ordinary motor
cyclist would not dream of using, but roads which
tested hill -climbing, the power of picking up, the

strength of the frame, and the skill of the driver.

•Motor cyclists are rarely afraid of hills, and many
dearly delight in surmounting, or attempting to sur-

rtiount. hitherto unclimbed gradients ; but the trials

competitors did not like bad-surfaced hills on which a

skid on a patch of loose stones might cause a tumble
which would deprive them of a first award at one fell

swoop, merely through luck, because these difficult hills

always occurred in non-stop sections. Unfortunately,

the element of luck cannot be eliminated, though it

must be admitted that the chances of a fall are cer-

tainly increased by bad surface, and in many places

the roads of this year's routes were absolutely

abnormal.

These are the chief grounds the competitors had for

complaints, and they were made on the Tuesday after

a'_ long and tedious ride over bumpy surfaces, which
harassed the riders' nerves and made them saddle-

sore, and, as an official remarked to us, " a man who
is- saddle-sore is worse off than a bear with a sore

head." The grumbling, though by no means ground-

less, was, we are sorry to say, put forward in a rather

unsportsmanlike manner. However, the Union is un-

doubtedly to blame for stating that no abnormal hills

or roads having an abnormal surface would be in-

cluded, and, though such a statement should never
have been published, the officials did their best to

repair the error by making the worst hill and the

deepest watersplash a means of gaining extra marks
by a successful competitor, while the unsuccessful lo.st

nothing. In consequence of the severity of the trial

comparatively few gold medals have been awarded,
but the public should bear in mind that these trials
" 'e not organised to prove how good the modern motor

cycle is, but to show what it can do under abnormal
conditions, and those which do perform well must be
super-excellent.

The average speed of 20 m.p.h. in such country as
was traversed was well-nigh impossible to attain, but
here again the A.C.U. did its best to remedy matters
by adjusting the time limit to suit. Obviously, it

would have been better to have foreseen such a con-
tingency, and next year it is to be hoped the same
error will not be made.

The organisation was good on the whole. The sec-

retary's general scheme was excellent, and where it

failed it was through too much being taken on by one
man, and too little delegated to responsible lieutenants.

The press arrangements were very poor. In fact,

we may say that results were issued to the competitors
but not to the press. Every night preliminary tables
of marks lost were posted at the official hotel, but it

was well-nigh impossible to copy such a mass of figures

amid a surging crowd of competitors.

Nearly all Saturday the judges. Captain Davidson,
R.E., and Mr. Archibald Sharp, were examining the
machines, and a very thorough examination it was,
even though superficial, as, of course, no engines or

gears were stripped for inspection. Generally speak-
ing, the machines finished in good condition, distinctly

better, in fact, than last year. Among the points
which call for criticism may be mentioned control

wires, which in many cases were stretched or broken,
though in extenuation it may be said that in many
instances bad fitting was the cause. Magneto controls

were very unsatisfactory, being in many cases jammed,
thus causing the drivers to have a fixed ignition. In
some cases gear or clutch control pedals were fitted

to footrests or footboard supports, which does not
appear to be very satisfactory, as in the event of a
fall the footrests were the first to suffer. Front
brakes were often found to be sticking. The condi-
tion of the change-speed gears on the whole was good,
but apparently there was often too much play in the

dog clutches. This does not, of course, mean the

amount of play purposely left by the makers, which
was ignored. Several machines finished with leaky
tanks, and. of course, there were a number of broken
footrests due to falls, and frequently loose or

strained mudguards. As regards general cleanliness

of machines we regret to say there has been very little

improvement.
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The Pedersen-Alpass Three-speed Hub Gear.

IN
these days when motor cycles are expected to

carry their owners, when required, up mountain
tracks where sheep generally have undisputed

territorial possession, it is imperative first of all to

have a variable gear, and, secondly, that the gear

employed should absorb as little power as possible

OH its lower ratios and run with as little friction as

possible.

We do not propose to enter here into the question

of hub and counter-shaft gears, fierce as the battle

is, but we have just had the opportunity of examining

and seeing in action a novel three-speed gear primarily

designed for use in the rear hub, but which can, if

preferred, be employed in the counter-shaft of. a motor
cycle.

This gear is the Pedersen, the invention of Mr.

Pedersen, of Dursley-Pedersen cycle fame. The
inventor has spent years experimenting in this direction,

and the gear under notice is what he has finally decided

General appearance of the experimental Pedersen-Alpass hub gear

fitted to a Douglas.

upon as the best of a long series. It has several

claims to notice. In the first place, it is comparatively

small, and its total weight is only 8 lbs. Next, the

whole of the shell is given over to the gear, which

allows large pinions to be employed, and ball bearings

with an ample margin of strength on which the pinion

straps may revolve, thus going far to eliminate

frictional losses. Then the clutch, though on the hub,

is external, and is adjusted from the outside in literally

a moment by the screwing up or down of a plate with

a hammer and small tommy bar. Lastly, the inventor

claims that it can be fitted to any existing 3^^ h.p. motor
cycle without structural alteration to the rear forks.

For the purpose of testing the gear a representative

of The Motor Cycle attended at Birdlip Hill last week
when Mr. Pedersen, after explaining his gear, made
several ascents of the famous hill on a 2

-):| h.p.

Douglas fitted with the new device. The Douglas

gear box had been removed in iolo, and a sidecar fitted

1

Mr. Pedersen ascending Eirdlip Hill with his Douglas and sidecar
fitied with the f edersen-Alpass hub gear.

to the machine. The drive was by a single direct

chain from engine to rear sprocket, and the ratios

'

were 7 to i on top, 10 to i second, and 15 to i on •

first speed. After making an ascent with one pas-

senger, the inventor brought up his wife and two

children in the sidecar, the whole load being hauled'

up to the last bend on second gear, first speed being

required for the last hundred yards or so. Of course,

this shows the wonderful pulling powers of the little

engine, but it also shows that the gear runs with^'

smoothness and with very little friction.

A feature of this gear is the very small number of ..

parts, the inventor stating that there are only fifty^

two in all.

We are informed by members of the Pedersen-

Alpass firm that it is hoped to produce the gear in

quantities in six months' time, and that the selling

price will be very attractive.

One of our illustrations gives a good idea of the

general appearance of the gear.

A SOUTH AFRICAN
CHAMPION.

W. Banfleld, of Durban, who
holds many cups, trop ies and
pri:e5, all won in a single year

on t e same 3^ h.p. t-udge
machine, his performance
has won f or him the
"Aggregate Trophy."
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The Technical Trend of Triils.

The A.C.U. have taken a definite forward step this

xear in the direction of making the premier trial a

technical event. Not so long ago, the trials were

sporting by emphasis. The lest-hills were just not

too severe for the machines, and it lay with the driver

1 perfect his tuning, his lubrication, his control of

;iie levers, and his steering; but there was always a

doubt as to whether he could earn enough hill-

limliing marks to be sure of a gold medal.

As the climbing powers of machines were increased,

\arious factors were imported to prevent a gold medal

becoming ridiculously cheap; some of these factors

were almost entirely arbitrary, as, for instance, the

rlose timing schedule ; others had some distant re-

rence to the real purpose of the trials, e.g., the

iuduction of marks for a bent pedal or lost brake

shoe. But finally the introduction of variable gears,

providing emergency ratios of 15 to i, if desired, has

killed the sporting aspect, and, though the rider still

has much in his hands, the accomplistiment of a really

fine performance rests principally with the designer.

That regiment of riders for whom competition work
i^ a delightful hobbv, must regret the change ; but so

l.ir as tlie general public is concerned, it is desirable

that an A.C.U. trial should reproduce the precise

sirutiny, the frank, dispassionate statements, and the

M'ientific detail of an R.A.C. certificate. The trials

serve a double purpose : (a) they supplement the work
of commercial competition in developing the machines
I'V .setting them tasks a shade too difficult for all but

the l.iest. and {h) they serve to inform the public

of the relative merits

function has vet been

The Nonh Cm'crb-iry Mo'or C.vc'? Club of New 7eilanJ lecent'j held a
fldecir trial o er 10 miles. T e roais were 'ery heavy in parts. Our ph lo-
graph sti^ws H. Jones, who gained fl'st pi ce on formuli, driving a twin
Abingdon-engtne 1 m.ctiine. Mr. Jines gained S83-j mir.^s out of a p ssible

1,000, performing a non-stop run witti side:^r and lifteeD stone pas:enger.

of different makes. Neither

fullv achieved by any trial.

]n fact, it is impossible, when so many entries are

handled, to answer the root question, which is: "In

what condition have the different machines finished ?"

For it is not practicable to take so many engines and

machines to pieces.

Perhaps it may be possible in 191 4 to offer a sub-

stantial cash prize, say of ^50, or even more, for the

machine W'hich finishes in the best condition. Under
the head of " condition " we should include the degree,

of carbon deposit, wear of all kinds, whether in the

engine or the machine, range remaining on any pro-

vided adjustments, tyre life, transmission wear,

cleanliness, cable condition—in fact, the total effects

of the distance on the machine. A fee of a guinea or

so might be charged in addition to the original entry

fee ; this would limit the number of ixiachines requiring

{irecise examination.

If the complete details of this examination were

printed in pamphlet form, the document would prove

an invaluable guide to the buying public, for it would

show the relative merits of various makes, give an

idea of the absolute durability to be expected from a

carefully handled machine, and condemn, by its

silence, such makers as did not venture to compete for

the special condition award. The main defect of all

our trials is that they falsely equalise machines of

w idely divergent efficiency ; and they have this effect

because the differentiating methods they employ are.

superficial in character.

Spring Footrast Mounting.

Apropos of my remarks on the damage sustained by

a machine when the rider gets a toss, a reader informs

me that he has adapted his machine so that it is prac-

tically tumble-proof. He carries his lamp very low

ilown, just above the front mudguard, and several

falls have failed to affect it. His carburetter levers

open inwards, and when shut do not protrude beyond

the handle-bar. His ignition is operated by one of

(he old-fashioned thumbslides, and is safely out of the

wav. His footrests have a friction grip on the front

down tube, and the short drop arms, carrying the

horizontal foot spindles, are telescopic, and normally

distended by coiled springs.

These springs ease the jars of rough roads, and

when the rest hits the road in a tumble, the telescopic

tubes and springs take the first brunt of the blow, and

the friction clip on the frame tube takes the rest, so

ihnt he has never yet had to straighten a bent rest.

This design .seems to me extremely sensible and

]iractical, though I am a little surprised at the alleged

extent of its success. I should have imagined that the

lilow caused by a fall was too sudden to permit time

for the tubes to slide, the springs to compress, and

the frame clip to slip. However, he is talking prac-

tice, and I am thinking theory, so probably he is right.

Manufacturers, please note.
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A Horizontal Engine with Vertical Crankshaft.

MR. G. F. RAYNER, 37, Chancer)' Lane, W.C,
will shortly place on the market a machine

fitted with a horizontal engine which possesses

many interesting features.

In the first place, the frame is of approximately

diamond shape, and has its opposite corners con-

The complete machine.

nected by diagonal strengthening stays. All the tubes,

it will be noticed, are perfectly straight, and yet

allow a low saddle position to be obtained. The long

struts extending from the bottom of the steering head
to the back axle are in duplicate, one on each side

of the machine, and ensure great rigidity, thus enabling

the frame to stand the strain of taking a sidecar.

Another interesting feature is that the back wheel

can be easily detached. The ends of the longitudinal

struts and the back stays support the fork ends,

independently of the chain stays, which are made
detachable and serve only to hold in position and lock

the back wheel. No adjustment is necessary when
the back wheel is replaced. The ' chain stays are

slotted and counter-sunk at one end, so that they may

Elevation of the engine shown in part section.

A. Oil pump.

be quickly detachable from their connecting bolts,

thereby allowing the back wheel to be removed from

the slotted fork ends without the necessity of removing

the brake shoes, etc. When replacing the wheel it

is only necessary to connect up the chain stays by
placing their slotted ends over the connecting bolt

and then to tighten up the nut, and the wheel is again

secure in place, and is perfectly true and in correct

alignment.

The tank allows the rider to carry 'two and a half

r^allons of petrol and three pints of oil, so that, when
it becomes necessary to replenish, a whole tin of oil

•)i petrol can be taken.

The engine and gear box are bolted, one on the

under side and the other on the upper side of a special

engine plate forming part of the frame, and engine

and gear box can be removed as a single unit, by dis-

connecting the petrol and oil pipes and removing two

bolts, or the engine and gear box can be. removed
separately. The engine is of the

twin-cylinder horizontally opposed
type, 68 x 68 mm. The crank-

shaft is vertical and the flywheel

is underneath, revolving in a

horizontal plane, consequently no

gyroscopic action can be set up
and the axis of the flywheel is nol

deflected by the steering. The
valves are large, being i ^in. in

diameter, and are so arranged that

if the valve head breaks it remains

in the valve pocket and cannot

get into the cylinder. The valve

gear and tappets are all contained

in the timing gear case, bolted to

the under side of the crank case.

The timing gear case also acts as

an oil sump, and in it is situated a positively driven.

gear pump, delivering a constant stream of oil through
an oil pipe to the top of the hollow crankshaft. This
is drilled to supply the proper quantity of oil to each
of the main bearings, to the gear box, the big ends,

and the cylinders, through the radial distributing

passages in the erank webs. The crankshaft projects

into the gear box, and is supported in a third end
bearing. The crankshaft drives the layshaft through
a womi and wheel reducing gear, giving a reduction-

of 3 to I. On the layshaft is mounted the two-speed
gear, which is of strong and simple design, and a
multiple plate

clutch, so arranged

that end thrust is

not communicated
to the bearings.

Outside is an Sin.

pulley mounted on
the layshaft, driving

the back wheel
through a lin. belt,

or a chain and
sprocket may be
used if desired. 'J"he

latest type of

engine has both

cylinders dead opposed, so that one piston has a

double connecting rod.

The magneto is mounted forward of the gear box,

and is driven direct from the engine through a train

of gear wheels.

All the control wires pass through the handle-bar

and hollow steering column, giving a very neat appear-

ance. The clutch is either hand or foot controlled

The change speed levei is mounted on the longitudinal

struts of the frame.

Mr. Rayner has also designed a special two-stroke

double opposed engine, working on a semi-Diesel

principle, and capable of being run on paraffin.

(A)

(B)

(C)

Sectional Plan of Gear Box

Plate Clutch.
E.xtension of Fngine "^haft (driving
through worm and worm wheel)

Two-speed gear.
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SECOND DAY (continued): 164 miles.

Carlisle, Wreay, Penrith, Orton, Gray-

rigg, Kendal, Sedbergh, WHITE SHAW
MOSS, Ingleton (lunch), N EW B Y
HEAD, Hawes, BUTTER TUBS PASS,

STONESDALE HILL, TAN HILL INN,

Brough, Appleby, Skirwith, Glassonby,

Kirkoswald, Gumwhitton, Warwick,

Carlisle.

Our description of the first two days'

runs published in tlie last issue left off

with the report of some of the chief inci-

dents on Gastack Bock Hill and the sign-

ing of a protest hy 120 competitors against

this hill being included in the trials. The
feeUng of those who protested was that

the A.C.XJ; had gone too far in including

.1 hill with such an abominable purface. a

genuine " freak " hill if ever there was
one. though the conditions a.ciui.d ail

and sundry that hill roads having an

abnormal surface would not be selected.

Among other incidents which we noted

on this hill was that Longfield (Scott)

fell, and afterwards found he could not

get going properly, though just what bad
happened he could not at first trace- At
length he found a sprocket loose, and he

lost much time before reaching Ingleton.

Qn the lower bend the following made
excellent performances : Featlierstone-

haiigh (Rover), Little (Premier), Holroyd
(Motosacoche), Sproule (P. and M.), May
(A.J'.S.), and North (Ariel). Though a

non-competing J.B.S. cycle car succeeded,

L

the one in the trial had to be assisted.

The two G.W.K.'s, however, made very

neat climbs. Teeton's performance on a

James is vrorthy of praise for he had to

pick a track around two fallen competi-

tors, which was a most risky proceeding

on the shoal of loose stones.

The Gastack Beck Terror.

Lee's big Zenith slewed from one side to

the other and eventually stopped. De la

Hay just got up on his Sunbeam with a

little foot assistance. After all had gone

by we remounted our machine, and came

upon Gabriel and his Clement not many
yards from Philip Grout (A.J.S. sc.) The
French representative simply could not

look at the Gastack Beck terror, so

elected to retire. He had previously been

delayed by tyre troubles. So with Guil-

loreau's retirement, owing to his inability

to climb hills with his high gear, the

whole of the French International team

were out of the trial by Tuesday midday.

A. D. Arter, who was mentioned as

being overdue in the last issue, had now

retired, due, it appears, to timing gear

trouble. P. Grout, whose retirement

was mentioned in the last issue, was

riding an A..I.S. so. and not a Douglas.

After Ingleton the going was excellent

past Newby Head to Hawses. The road

ascended for miles over the Fells, and in

many places the long line of competitors

could be seen extending for some distance

ahead. At times the road could hardly

lie called good, but it was a racing track

compared to what was experienced later.

The ascent of Butter Tubs Pass was

long and winding, while the surface was
very rough ; the gradient, however, did

not appear to exceed 1 in 5. and troubled

few of the competitors. On the summit
there was a large crowd of spectators,

nearly all of whom had come on motor
cycles. On remarking on the noor sii -

face to a local rider he replied that it

was excellent in comparison to its usual

condition as it had been swept. Roberts

(Blackburn), Kuyte (Enfield), and Cocks
(Connaught), whom we had seen cleaning

a plug on the moors a few miles ba<;k,

all came up well. Lea (Lea-Francis)

made a good ascent, while Applebee, sen.

(B.S.A.) made an exceedingly good climb,

which was heartily applauded. Dover
(Premier), Piatt (Bradluirv). Longficld

(Scott), Drake (P. and Si.), Brittain

(Bradbury), and Catt (Triumph) w;ere all

travelling well, and while we remained at

the summit only one machine, a sidecar

combinatiim, failed.

Dangerous Descent.

The descent from the summit ot Butter

Tubs w^as frightfully rmigli, in fact

dangerously so, and how the men man
aged to keep up their twenty miles an

hour average no one knows.
After Butter Tubs Pass there was

much undulating moorland road, stil'

with stonv surfaces, but nothing 10
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what was in store. According to the
"official maps, Tan Hill Inn was the next
test, but in the non-stop section pre-
ceding we came upon a little surprise
hill, with a right and left-hand hairpin,
wliich accounted for many failures. Again
the surface at the bends was a mass
of loose stones. The climb is known as
Sil\-er Hill, and on our arrival, after
forty or fifty riders had passed, we dis-

covered . there was no observer taking
notes, though the crowd of locals told
us of several failures.

Silver Hill.

Catt (Triumph) punctured at the foot,

but restarted easily enough, Ashley
(L,1M.C.) skidded. The Sunbeams go't

up very well, Steel in particular, also
the P. and M.'s. Chater-Lea came to
a standstill, and Phillips (Douglas), who
had a clean sheet, fell on the loose
stones. ^Morgan, too, had ill-luck, which,
in fact, haunted him all the afternoon.
One of the valves of his engine stuck
up occasionally, and, as luck would have
it, it occurred' on the hill. The silencer
of Jesse Baker's Scott had got damaged
by a boulder on Gastack Beck during
the morning, and in climbing Silver Hill
the pipe dug into the ground and brought
the I'ider down so heavily that the foot-
boal'd was broken off ; later a sprocket
came loose. C, E. Murphy and F. G.
Ball failed, though Gibb made a fine per-
formance. As Greaves's Enfield passed
w'e noticed his passenger carrying the
sidecar mudguard. He with Alexander
(Williamson) were easily the best of the
sidecarists observed. "Applebee (Scott)
made a fine climb, whilst his father on
the B.S.A. was as fast as anybody. The
L.M.C.'s were doing exceedinglv well.

H^OT^lLl AUGUST 281I1, igij.

S. Tubb (3i h.p. Humber) pissing through a water-splash on the way to Penrith.

When Charlie Collier appeared he had
to work his v.'ay past Crosthwaite on a
similar machine, who had stopped on
the corner. Of the Humbers, Sydney
Hine's climb was the best.
Just before we scurried along again

the experimental Douglas cycle car,
which W. W. Douglas is using to follow

the trial, appeared on the scene. It
stopped with a choked jet at the first

attempt, but A. HI Alexander , who
drove, then gave an exhibition climb,
the car revelling in the gradient. The
engine is water-cooled, and placed across
the frame, and a three-speed and
reverse gear box is provided, this being

Waitlnj outside the Fenriih conlrol on ihe second day of the trials. Among the riders may be seen W. 11. Egglagton (6 h.p. EnSela sideoari D. M. Bro .n
(3^ h.p. Rover), C. Lestor (3J h.p. P. ana M.;, F. C. North (3i h.p. Ariel) and one of "The Motor Cycle" representatives.
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(I<'.sij,'fii'il witli till' t'ligiTie on the unit
Bvsteni. The liiial transmission is bv
sLaft.

The Tan Hill Climb.

The first imrt uf tlie eliinb ivas up a
short sharp pitch of 1 in 5, fea/fully liio.se

as usual, and here was collected "a fair

iiiimber of tpecTators. Tlie aiiuniiil oi
:iiteiest taken in the trial is really extra-

Ihiarv, and the people in the,iSi"orth are
ily keener adherents of the pastime
iliose in the West. At the end of
u-stop section one is in sight of the
t inn in England. The surface was

i Mil, and the descent on the other side
i.ir many miles was as bad as any road
»c have seen, and here as in the" other
roagh |ilaie--i it was > difBcult to stay ia

the saddle.

For five miles this .sort of thing con-
unued. until we felt sorry for those who
lad to average 20 m.p-h.l for suoli a speed
nas almost suicidal. However, the surface
unproved gradually, and after a sharp
1 eiid the competitors [lassed under a rail-

,

way bridge where the beginning of
another non-stop section wa^s marked.
Here Chater-Lea, Jan., whose sidecar

stay was broken, and several others halted
belore entering tlie section where no stop-
ping was allowed. The road was good
for a stretch, and then a rough byroad
was taken. Why this Was made a" non-
stop section was hard at first to under-
stand, when on rounding a bend in the
road a watersplash was suddenly encoun-
tered. It was not a very bad one, but it

accounted for no little belt-slipping, which
was awkward, as a fairly stiff ascent
ensued shortly after. May (A.J.S.) dis-

mounted,, which was surprising, as one
would have thought a chain-driven
machine would have successfully negoti-
ated a watersplash. Chater-Lea took it

well. Baker (Scott) came tln-ough very
fa.'-t and nearly skidded over. De la Hay
(Sunbeam) and Hands (Williamsoi>.j nego-
tiated the ford satisfactorily; Scoon
(N.U.T.) suffei'ed belt slip, but did . not

The Harding and Eummeri cycle czr, driven by P.

dismount ; Browne (.lames) came through
particularly well; and Hine (Huniber)
although he was in a non-stop section

pulled up and looked to the ford before
attempting to go through it.

Sprcston (Clement), Jlills (Zenith-
Green), Hawkes (Rudge), Keel (N.U.T. ),

Brittain (Bradbury), and Marston
(Triumph sc.) all dismounted. C. R.
Collier (Matchless sc.) came through care-
fully. Vale (Rover)' suffered from belt
slip but proceeded.
Once the main road was joined the

going was splendid through Brough and
Appleby. The writer was now well in

A W. WaWe.T (31 h.p Fremier) and J. Hoult (3! h.p. Matchless, LlimI in; Greyhound Hilf, Kendal,

D. Walter, (aling tie water-splash near Fenrith,

the rear of the processioli and began to
pick up the stragglers. Chater-Lea, now
out of the competition, was seen in a
blacksmith's shop at Long Marton, where
the smith was forging up a piece of iron
to repair the broken stay. Tamplin's
tJ.W.K. was also out of the running and
left in a stable in this village. A little

farther on Lees (Zenith) was repairing a
puncture, one of many, which eventually
<-aused his retirement. Townshend
(I'rump) was also noticed repairing a tyre.

f~hortly after this the final "non-stop
section was entered. Here another water-
splash was encountered, which was the
worst nf the three met with in the dav's
run. Kerr (N.S.U.) dismounted. Towiis-
liend (Trump) got off, and, walking over
the stepping .stones, pu.shed his machine
through the water. Walker (Harding
and Summers cycle car) got through, but
one. of the belts came oft afterwards.
Altogether this ford, which was near
Glassonby, accounted for over sixtv
failures.

The day's iini has provoked much dis-

content owing to the execrable surface
of the roads on the course and the in-

clusioii of watersplashes in the trial.

Wliile it is just possible for the solo
machines to cover the course and keep up
the required average speed, it is very hard
f^r the pa.sseiigcr machines to do so,

and the ruts in the grass grown Irarks
render it particularly difficult for the
three-track machines. To-night there
was a general meeting of the com-
Jietitors, when a genera! "strike" was
'discussed as a protest to the A.C.U.
Between thirty and forty offered to retire,
but as a majority was needed it was
decided that the trade riders should wire
to their firins asking whether tliey might
withdraw.

, . •

'

It has- certainly been a terribly stiff

day, ..itnd most agree that the conditions
are worse than in the Scottish Trials.
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THIRD DAY: 147 miles. Carlisle, Dalston,

W A R N E L L FELL, (flexibility test):

Caldbeck, Mungrisdale, Threlkeld,

Dunmail Raise, Grasmere, RED BANK,
Skelwith Br., Coniston, KIRKBY
MOOR, Ulverston (lunch), HIGHER
LATH, Broughton-in-Furness, KILN
BANK, Brougliton-in-Furness, Ulpha,

THE SEAT, Eskdale Gn., Goslorth,

Calder Br., COLD FELL, CROSSDALE,
Cockermouth, Mealsgate, Thursby, and
Carlisle.

. This day's run was generally regarded

as the fairest test so far. Instead of

the bitter feeling against the A.C.U.,
such as existed after Tuesday's journey,

one and all were generally agreed that

there was really nothing to grumble at

except, perhaps, the hairpins. The chief

event of the morning was the slow speed
and acceleration test on Warnell Fell, a

gradient of about 1 in 12 to 1 in 8. Com-
petitors first crawled over a distance of

fifty yards at slow speed (minimum time
12s.), and immediately accelerated to the
top of the hill.

It would be impossible to mention
each performance individually, but we
considered the following especially good :

Oliphant (Premier), Kerr (N.S.U.),
Newey (Levis), Little (Premier), Morrison
and Tessier (Bats), Newsome (Rover),

Keiller (G.W.K.), Stanton (Bradbury),
Hardee (Triumph), Hunt (Campion),
Drake (P. and M.), Haslam (Zenith),

Applebee (Scott), and Gibson (Braclbury).

Perjival (Douglas) stopped his engine
in ths slow test. A further attempt was
allowed with the same result. Taylor
(B.S.A.) either misread the conditions or

his clutch slipped, for he was a long time
getting up speed. It was very obvious
to the onlookers that the three-speeders
were at a distinct advantage. Several
of the smaller two-speed machines had -

to utilise their low gears for the slow
and fast sections, relying upon engine
revolutions alone. An intermediate ratio

was badly wanted in some cases.

On the whole the performances were
good, though the majority appeared to

- B. Alan Hi'.l (7 h.p. Indian) and D. H. Nob'.e (3} h.p. River) aicending Gastack Eee".:.

enter the slow section too fast, ilac-

donald (Norton), Westwood (Triumph),

and Gray (Rudge) travelled well on the

slow section and fast on the fast section.

Ashley (L.M.G.) and Milner (Levis) did .

not appear to be moving very rapidly

on the fast section. Mundy (Triumph
travelled very slovfly but zigzagged about
the road so as to extend the time. De la

Hay (Sunbeam) travelled very slowly, but

B4
A. V. Sumner (Zenith) p"ssing taUen coitpetitors on Gistack Ee:k.

slipped his clutch a good deal, and then

fairly fast for the rest of the distance.

Morgan performed particularly well, but

made rather a noise changing up after the

slow test. That fine old sportsman,

Applebee, sen. (B.S. A.), travelled slowli^

and then accelerated well. Sumner
(Zenith), May (A.J.S.), Francis (Lea-/

Francis), and Cooke (A..J.S.) had to i

slow down by cutting' out. Slater

(J.B.S. cycle car) made. a capital perform-

ance as "the 90° J. A. P. engine showed
excellent flexibility. He was foolish

enough to change up too quickly, and

stopped. Another try was allowed, when
he travelled rather slowly up the fast

section. C. R. Collier (Matchless sc.) was
impeded by this cycle car and also was
allowed another try ; he then performed
in excellent style. Several competitors

foUovved Mundy's example of not keeping

a straight course. Jlorrison (Bat), Coliiver

(Indian) who slipped his clutch, Pearson"

(Clyno sc), Alexander (Indian), though
not quite so slow as Coliiver, did not slip

liis clutch and travelled more steadily,

Moffat (Douglas), and Gibb (Douglas) all

performed most satisfactorily, while

North (Ariel) \vas quite one of the best.

Walker (Harding and Summers cycle

car) did not attempt to travel slowly.

Bassett (Sun-Villiers) retired at the

flexibility test owing to tyre trouble.

A Friendly Liftr

Here mention must be made of the

extreme kindness shown to one of our staff-

who was stranded through an ill-fitting,

cover. First Mr. Chater-Lea took the

unfortunate on his cycle car to the foot

'

of Warnell Fell, and then Messrs. Martin
and Selvvyn on the Singer cycle car drove
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Ga;tack Eec:i, the hill which wis Included in

him round the course. The little vehicle

performed magnificently and took every
gradient in splendid style. On oiir way
towards I'lverston we passed Percival

(Doughis) in trouble with his tyres and
Pollock (James) whose chain had broken
and damaged tlie sprocket and chitcli, in

consequence of which he retired.

On Higher Lath Hill, near Ulverston,
Jepson (Zenith) ran off the road, stoppedj

and restarted, Blaniire (Hazlewood) went
on to tlie grass but made a clever re-

covery, Kerr (N.S.U.) fell, Marston
(Triumph) dismounted, Baker (Scott) ran
into the side but made a marvellous re-

covery, and Blackburn (Morgan) nearly

upset but nmuaged to right the vehicle.

Ijower down Steel (Sunbeam) skidded on
the loose stones, shaved the wall, but,
owing to his excellent clutch, got away
again ; Bradbury (Norton) turned to the
side to let a sidecar pass, ran up the bank,
and, though he kept his balance, stopped
his engine and had dithculty in re-starting.

Kiln Bank.
Our next point of vantage was Kiln

Bank, a mountain pass amidst some of the
must lovely scenery we have yet seen in

this beautiful district. The hill ascended
from the valley with many a turn, the
gradient was not much worse than 1 in

t-j, and the suifaco was very fair. While
wo were posted at this point we noticed
the following excellent climbs : Little
(Premier). Keiller (G.W.K. cycle car),

Gibson (Bradbury sc.), A^iplebee, sen.
(B.S.A.), Silver (Quadrant sc), Morrison
(Bat), Newsome (Kuver), Jepson (Zenith),
and Stanton (Bradbury). Five competi-
.tors, however, were unsuccessful, most of
th,;m failing it the w orst corner about

Tuesday's route, and which wai ultimatelj ruled out.

stranded competitors just past the second bend.

two-thirds of .the way up the hill. Far
away in the distance the competitors could

be seen ascending the first stages of The
Seat, a- stiff climb which mounted up the

hillside in lacejs. At the foot of Kiln
Bank Neumanu (Rudge) was in serious

trouble with his tyres. The Douglas ex-

perimental cycle car ascended in excellent

form. Here Murphy (Douglas) retired

owing to losing his way and other causes.

Good climbs were made by Mundy
(Triumph), Fenn (B.S.A.), Andrews
(Ariel), Garland (Chater-Lea sc), Teeton
(James) de la Hay (Sunbeam), the two
Scott machines. Colliver and Alexander
(Indians), D. Alexander (Williamson sc),
Heyte (Enfield), Morgan (Morgan run-
about). Sawrr (Premier), Lester (P. and
JL), North (Rover), Milner (Levis), Collier

(Matchless sc), and Gibb (Douglas), wlio
had suffered a puncture earlier in the day.
Taylor (B.S.A.) and Steel (Sunbea.m) botn

The P. and IVI, machine; were fitted with
genera'ors on the cran'i case and plated pipes
to lead tne gas to the lamps.

E. H. Lees (8 h.p. Zenith) Is seen passing

assisted with their feet ; Applebee (B.S.A.)

ran into the bank ; Hands (Williamson)

skidded and almost stopped ; Dixon
(James) came up well, skidded, but saved

himself. Ritchie (Rudge) dismounted.

On the Wrong Road.

Numerous riders went wrong at the foot

of The Seat and had to ascend it twice.

Notices clearly indicated that it had to be

taken after the loop, which included Kiln

Bank, but some busy-body at the corner

sent every competitor up this way irre-

spective of whether it was his first or

second round.
Tlie afternoon run was full of incident.

F. W. Applebee, sen._, skidded on a bend
and damaged his leg, and. before he had
realised it, most of the petrol ran out of

his tank ; he had pei'force to obtain
paraffin at a cottage. Edmond (Humbei-)
fell on one of the numerous hairpin

bends and damaged his footrest, and
Steel (Sunbeam), in avoiding some
mountain shee]), grazed a rock, which
broke his footrest bar in half. He con-

tinued with his legs dangling down, so

that he and Jesse Baker, who fell on
Tueslay, are in the same predicament.
Sproule had another puncture outside
Ulpha to-day in a non-stop section, xT'hicH

is very unluckly for the P. and M.
team. In descending the Seat, Holroyd
(-Moto'acoche) unfortunately got a stone
between the mudguard and the tyre,

which locked the front wheel and threw
him, hurting his wrist. He continued
steering one-handed, but came off again
on one of the right angle bends.

Hereabouts, George King, a familiar
figure in these trials, turned up with a
huge bunch of bananas and handed ono

B7
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4.C.U. Six Days' Reliability Trials.—

to each of the competitors as lie passed.

Near Gosforth, the Harding and
Summers cycle car Avas withdrawn, the

driver ha\ing lost his way and being
generally " fed up " as he put it, and,
later, near Cockermouth, Blackburn had
to retire with his iMorgan, the piston

and cylinder having broken. This
leaves but three cycle cars of the twelve
which started two davs previously, viz.,

Morgan, G.W.K., and J.B.S.

Arrangement of spare petrol tank and tool bags
on Hush Gibson's 31 h.p. Bradbury.

There v\as a goodly crowd at Crossdale

Hill, which was included in the last of

Wednesday's non-stop ^sections. The
gradient was, however, easy compared
with what had been encountered, but three

acute bends rendered the climb more diffi-

cult than it would otherwise have been.
While waiting for the competitors to

come along we tried the experim.ent of two
up on the 2J h.p. Sunbeam we were
riding, and this healthy little mount

took its extra load up the bill with the
greatest .ease. There were no real failures

though Guest (JMatchless) was unlucky
enough to have tlie change-speed lever

jump out of engagement and bring his

machine to a standstill before he couJd

right matters. The Stevens brothers on
the A.J.S.s took the hill very quietly, and
Newey's Levis went up on the middle
gear. Richards (Sun-Precision) evidently

expected something bad wlien he saw the
crowd for he smiled knowingly wlien he
got round the top bend. Macdonald
(Singer) was one of many who never used
their lowest gear.

Corners Galore

!

There was no hill worthy the name on
tlie run to Carlisle, but the corners

!

Really, 20 m.p.h. is asking too much on
such a tortuous route, yet by taking
advantage of their opportunities when
main roads were met with, the riders

usually had a few minutes to clean their

machines down. H. F. Edwards (B.S.A.)

retired witli loose flywheels, and Mills

(Green-Precision) suffered timing gear
trouble, and was towed to a station.

The casualty list was a long_ one on
Thursday, for on arrival back at Carlisle

we learned that Andrews (Ariel), who had
started late owing to tyre troubles,

skidded on the watered tramlines in

Carlisle, and a motor lorry ran over his

rear stays and wheel. Teeton (3j James)
charged a bank and burst a tyre on a bad
corner near Carlisle, whilst Baker (Scott)

punctured and rode two miles on tlie rim

to get in to time. The crowds along the
route cheered the liders on. At every
lane, village, and street corner there was
an interested group, and the police were
most useful, but still one or two lurked
behind bushes and gave the riders a
friglit now and then. News came in that
Rriitain (Bradburv) had retired near
Bothel.
On Wednesday evening the adjourned

protest meeting of competitors was held,

and telegrams from the *rade riders'

employers were
read. It was
resolved to re-

port the matter
to the Motor
Cycle Manufac-
turers' Union,
and request that
bodj' to appoint

_

a representative
' to inspect the

course and de-

cide whether it

was fair and ac-

cording to the re-

gulations issued.

The same even-
ing the Auto Cycle Union announced
that after due consideration it had
been decided to rule out Gastack Beck
and the watersplash, and" no marks would
be deducted for failures under these
heads. This decision has naturally
pleased many competitors as it means
restoring gold medals to a large per-

centage.

Glim 5 arrangement on
the new Matchless. The
oil is led to the back of

the front cylinder and
the surplus passe; to tte
clutch mechanism.

H. Greaves (6 h.p, EnOeld sidecar) at first bad bend on Gastack Beck.

b8
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OFFICIAL RESULTS OF FLEXIBILITY TRIALS.
DIVISION I.—MOTOR BICYCLES.

Kiilor and Machine. Slow. Fast. ?

^ m.p.h. m.p.h.

l". Tcrcival (;3 DoiiKlas) I'ailcd.

I. IJ. Sproston (^il Sunbeam) 7.43 17.02

\.r.. Cocks (i.J Connaiiglit).. 8.25 15.51

r. Phillips (2j DouKbs) 7.75 19.8:

1 . G. Udmond (Ji llumber).. g.Si) 19.05
i:. C.u(yt'nlanu {ii Vfloco) .. (3.<n t/.ll

f. C. di' la Kay Iz'X Sunbeam, 5.84 18.51

W, R. Steel U'j Simbeain) . . 4.52 17.6+

I : G. Hall U\ IMgiilas) 6ill 17.58
Inni Knavvles (=2 liiuuber) . . 8.65 18.59

. \lbert MiUier (2j Levis) O.40 13.51
lIowai\l Xewev (2'. Levis) ,. (i.50 16.54

r. W. .Mofllt (jj Dousl.is) .. 4.78 19.91
\V. IS. Gibb (2i Douslas) . . . 5.85 18.17

\. I. Sproston {3* Cleuient). . 4.S3 -£6.79

W.'J. Spronlle Ijl P. & M.).. 5.3S 21.05
',. j5. Hardee (3^ Triumph).. 5.45 19.14
1. J. Kres (3.1 Triumph) s.S8 17.85

I. H. Kerr [ih N.S.U.) S.33 20.00

\. E. Catt (3i Triumph) 7.43 17.92
^. Sawer (3* Premier) ^.62 22.22

I . \V Applchec (3* B.S.A.).. 3.12 17.51
\V. C. Drake (U P. & M.) ... 6.'; 19.48
1>. Shaw (3J p. & M.) 5.S3 1S.75

Maurice C. Brcese [\\ B.S.A.) 6.92 17.64
II. V. Colver (3 Enfield) 7.20 17.24
1:. Kevte (3 Enfield) 7.56 20.00

H. G.Dixon (3.! James)' 5.S2 18.51

1. Ingham (3J Vcloce) 4.84 17-64
S. Tubb (3i Humber) ..,;.. 5.32 20.93
r. B. G. Vale (3.1 Rover) .... 5.32 18.75
.;. E. Cuflc (3i Premier) 5.85 17.85
\v. E. Cooke (35 A.S.L.) 5.28 , 20.93
S. Browne {3! James) 5.69 19.73
I'.. Hawkes (5-6 Rudgc) 5.83 22.22
1'. C. North {l\ Ar el) 6^9 20.00

1. M. Ritchie (3A Rud^ie) .... 3.75 19.14
Herbert Ball {3I Triumph) .. 5.83 21.05
1. Oliphant (3A Premier) .... '7.3 20.93

I. S.Holroyd (3.1 Motosacoche) 6.47 19.74
\V. B. Little (3.V Premier) ... 6.gi 21.95
C. Q. Roberts (i\ Blackburn) 5.88 16.66
W. H. Longton (3V Alldavs). . 5.83 14.15
H. F. Edwards (3! B.S..\.) .. 8.65 23.53
L. Newey {3i .^riel) 6.40 19.56

Rider and Machine.

56.

57.

58.

59-

Oo.

62.

6.V
64.

65.

66.

67.

68.

69.

70.

71.

72.

73-

74.

76.

77.

7«.

7').

So.

St.

82.

83-

84.

85.

86.

87.

89.

90.

91.

,92.

93-

94.

95.
96.

97.

98.

99.
100.

loi.

Slow.
m.p h.

7-75
4.13
5.14
4.84
6.91

7.89

9-47
5-32

Fast. Mks.
m.p.h.

-

21.05 25
17-78 25
14.85 25
17-64 25

K- A. Macdonald (3^ Singer)
II. Taylor, jun. (3J B.S.A.)..
A. C. F. .-Vndrews (3* .-Vriel).

.

Vernon Busbv (3.^ .-\riel) ....

R. S. Scoon (3 N"U.T.)
G. E. Keel (3 N.U.T.) 7.89 15-20 19
James Robinson (3 NMT.T,), . 9.47 17.92 18

J. -Hoi.lt (3A Matchless) 5.32 19.14 =5
T- \^'estmor]and (3.1 Premier) 7-75 11-63 l-^

H- C- Mills (3I Zenilb-Groen) 7.62 -r!l-95 23
Sydnev J. Hino (3.J Huniber) 5.45 15.79 25
D. 11. Brown (3! Kover) 5.45 23. 84 25
G. Francis (3i Lea-Francis) 5.73 17.92 23
Korinan Lea f3l Lea-Francis) 6.71 21.05 25
L. Sealey (3J B.S.A.) 6.11 15.51 25
A. G. Fcnn ^3^ B.S..\.) ..... 5.11 24.19 25
D. 11. Noble (3I Rover) 4.37 17.64 25
G.Fealherstonhangb (3jRover) 5.69 19.82 25
C. T. Newsome (3! Rover) .. 6.97 22.93 25
T. Pollock f3.l Jaiiics) 6.3S 22-93 25
C- Lester (3S "p. & M-) 6-33 19.S2 25
Rex G. Mandy (3A Triumph) 3.52 21.05 25
G. J, Shemans (3^ Triumph) 6.5 19-82 25
W. Westwood (3i Triumph). . 6.33 18,51 25
C. E. Murphy I2J Douglas) . . 7.62 18-51 25
.\. W- Walden i^\ Premier), . 6-47 20.00 25

J. A. Neumann (5-6 Rudge). . 5.69 16.01 25
Ian p. Macdonald (4i Norton) 6.97 21-55 25
G. T. Gray (5-6 Rudge) ...r. 6.91 22.78- 25
H. W. Teeton (3^ James) . . . 5.SS 20.93 25
H- E- Ashley (4 L..M.C.) 6.40 11.30 17
Dan Bradbury J4 Norton) .. 5,73 1S.17 25
Kay. Drinkall {4V Quadrant) 7.75 1S-51 23
Gordon Castogunli (4 L-M.C.) 7.62 14-24 18
L. .\- Bees (4 L.M.C.) 6.40 15.10 23
Fred W. Roberts (5-6 Rudge) 10-66 23-22 iS
'H- Blamire (5-6 Hazlewood). . 6.66 19.95 25
F. H. May (5 ..\.J.S.) 7-30 16.91 23
-A. W. Brittain f3.V Bradbuiv) 5.42 16.66 25
G. W. Braithwaite"(i-6 Rudge) 3.11 14.8=; .25
P. Platl (3.A Bradburv) ..... 5.32 20.45 25
H. E. Haswell (3.5 Bradbury) 5.55 17.24 25
George Hunt {i-6 Campion). . 4.36 21.55 25
H. J. Beal (4 L.M.C.) 7.(52 15-10 19

J- Richard (4^ Sun- Precision) 6-11 17-92 25

J. r^rysdale (5-6 Haztewood) 6.71 19-14 25

102-

103.

105-
106,

107.

108.

109.
Ill,

112.

113.
114.

-IIS.

lis.

120.

124.
125-

Rider anif Machiae. Slow,
in.p.h.

A. T- Stanton (3J BradbimO 3.48

J. Douglas Morrisftfi f5-6 Bat) 9-67
E- A- Coliiver (7 Indian) 3-90
'B, Alan Hill (7 Indian) 5.28
S. T. Tessier (5-6 Bat) 7.25

J. R. .-Mexander (7 Indian) .. 4.54
G. ,\. Gregson (6 Bat) 5.32

A. Sumner (8 Zenith) S.55

I. Haslam (6 Zenith) 6.91

H. Jepson (8 Zenith) 7.62

C. VV. Smith (5-6 Bat) 6;8l

J. F. Morrison (5-6 Bat) ....'7,82
M. Hands (8 Williamson) .., 4.8.4

Jesse Baker (33 Scott) 5.85
F, A. .\pplcbce (3-3 Scott) . . ., 5.fl

J. N. Longficld (35 Scott) ... 5.II

Fast. Ml
m.p.h
18.75
19.95
20.00
21.05
25-17
22.22

20.93
29.26
22.93
22.93
21.05
22.78
19.82
21.05
28.57
17.64

DIVISION II.—SIDECAR COMBIN.-\TIONS OR
THREE-WHEELED CYCLE CARS-

H. C. Marston (3A Triumph) 7.3
Hugli Gibson (3^ Bradbury) . , 5,45
A. I. Stevens (6 A.J.S.) 9.27
D. Bell (6 A.J.S.) 6.47
Rex Pearson (5-6 Clyno) .... 4.68
Claude Freeman (5-6 Clyno). . 5.32

133. George Wray (5-6 Clyno)

134. George Nott (5-6 Clyno) .

H. Greaves (6 Bnfield) 5.69
W- H- Eggington (6 Enfield) 4.20
F. Crosthwaite (8 Matchless) 7.43
Fred Turvey, jun- (6 Enfield) 4.63
V. Garland (8 Chator-Lca) .. 5.42
T. Silver (7 Quadrant) 5.42

C. R. Collier (7-8 Matchless). . 3.9
R. E. Guest f7-8 Matchless). . 5.5

H. F. S. Morgan (.« Morgan) .

.

151. D. -Alexander (8 Williamson)
152. J. B. Blackburn (8 Morgan).

.

119-

121.

122.

130.

131

137.
133.

139.

143.

144.

145.

147.
14S-

150-

15-25
18.17

14-42

14-95
16-54
12-96

. Failed.

;.76 14.85
16.21

12.96
12.16

18.36
13.16
14,2.<

19-73
20.11

17.92
15-10

12.43

•.3o

5-32

7-43

DIVISION III.—CYCLE CARS.
155. P. D- Walker (10 Harding and

Summers) 10.46 16.54 1^

136. C. M. Keiller (8 G.W.K.) 4.83 15.79 25
160- E. B- Slater (8 J.B.S.) 3.46 9.37 18
The average gradients of Warnell Fell are 50 yards

of I in II (slow), 200 yards of i in 7.9 (fast).

•' S" 'Vr ;-'-^ ^i^^tfJBt" r, ;«^ > .viJM8BBa^ia«saa»B 1^: TWli

R. S. Sc'on (3 h.p. N.U.T.) anil A. V. Sumner (8 h.p- Zenith! on tha hairpin on Silver Hill.
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J. B. We;tmorlanl (31 h.p. Premier) and J. Rutherford (8 h.p. Matchless sidecar) ascending Butler Tubs Pass.

FOURTH DAY: 170 miles. Carlisle, War-
wick, Carlatton, HARTSIDE, SLATE
HILL, Wear Head, Westgate, WHITE
EDGE, HORSESHOE HILL, Edmund-
byers, Lanchester, Durham (lunch),
Brancepeth, Wolsingham, Eggleshope,
Middleton-in-Teesdale, N e w b i g g i n,

GRASS HILL, Knarsdale, Hallbank
Gate, Talkin, Warwick, detour to
Wetheral, and Carlisle.

Tho/:e who had borne the discomfort
of wearing oilskins in the broiling snn of

the three days previously, had cause
to be thankful to-day, for the morning
was dull and rain beat on the window
panes as the unwilling competitors were
roused from their slumbers. The
gruelling nature of the trial was telling
its tale, for many could not be pulled
out of bed, and, as a result, we heard
of quite a number who had to forego
breakfast to start to time. Interest in
the trial increased daily, especially
seeing that the severity of the test had
weeded out so many and the teams of
three were considerably reduced in
numbers. The Ariel team are mast
fancied, probably as a result of their
ttriking success in the Scottish Trials.
The L.M.C. riders had been doing
exceptionally well until Ashley was put
out on Wednesday with engine trouble,

BI2

and another team had depleted ranks
this morning when Noble (Rover) dis-

covered a crack in the handle-bar
attachment of his mount and elected
not to start.

A Severe Route.

I'liursday's run to Durham took the
riders over indifferent roads, mostly by-
lanes and moorland tracks, and it was
considered by Mr. Loughborough, who
selected the routes, the most severe of

the five. At Renwick, the commencement
of the first non-stop section, quite a crowd
of riders availed themselves of the oppor-
tunity to effect adjustments. Then
followed a long trying climb up Hartside,
a left-liand turning on to the main road
proving very troublesome, and again the
right-hand turning to Alston. The roads
were very slippery and treacherous, the
grease vying with the Derbyshire quality,
with the result that several stopped.
Curiously enough, the rises on Thursday
seemed particularly to favour three or
four speeders. The gradients were not
severe except in isolated cases, though
too steep for top gear. The main road
through Alston is paved with large
cobbles and the rain had ^iven them a
greasy coating, which troubled the riders
not a little, especially so in a non-stop
section. In all eight came down and lost

marks. Near Abton we encountered

Browne (.James), who had suffered exactly

the same trouble as Pollock, the engine

chain breaking and damaging the gear.

We can only suppose that the absence of

a slipping clutch caused the chains to.

snap.

The Highest Point in the Trial.

Gatt (Triumph) and Hawkes (Rudge) had
further doses of tyre trouble. Tlie roads

were very potholey to-day, and, together

with tlie damp, caused great discomfiture.

After Alston, the climb up Nenthead, the

highest point reached in the trial,

2,066 feet, was commenced. The summit
was obscured by clouds. Nenthead rises

in stages, but it w as not sufficiently steep

to trouble the now well-tested machines.
Two unmarked watersplashes after S
bend had tire effect of testing frames to

the limit. Among those we have noticed
riding very consistently may be mentioned
Cook on the A.S.L. He is'delighted witli

his Precision engine, and fears no -hills,

taking them all in his stride. The same
remarks applv to S. T. Tessier and his

twin Bat.

Fortunately the rain, which had left

us on Tile summit of the pass from Neiit-

head, held off for some time, conse-

quently the first real hill-climb of the day
fortun.ately took place on dry roads. The
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iiill, which is known locally a^ Peat Hill,
list's abruptly from the village of West-
gale, where a turn to the left is taken.
I* possesses many bends and has a maxi-
mum gradient of about 1 in 5. but the
surface is very good, though a triile loose.
The machines performed very well, and
only about niiu or ten failures have to
be recorded Among the early arrivals
\va.s Applebee fiire, who lias done some
excellent liill-ciimbing during Ihis trial.
The hill ends with ;i sharp turn to the
left, on which the surface is soniewltat
loose, followed by a sharp pitch of about
1 iu 6 or worse. Just at the bend there is
;l by-roiid, up which Applebee stated ho
thought the course lay; anyhow he came
to a standstill, and after this incident Jlr.
J. H. Nisbet, one of the stewards, had
the arrow moved to a more conspicuous
spot. To-day there seemed to be a
marked improvement in the driving of the
competitors, the corners were taken more
steadily and more neatly, and it appears
that tile more inexperienced of the drivers
are beginning to improve by experience.
The Sc^jtts, as usual, were beautifully
driven and glided gracefully round the
corners to the smnmit.

Some Good Performances.

Excellent climbs were made by Spros-
ton (Sunbeam) and liis colleague, Ue la
Hay, Gastoguoli (L.M.C.), Gray (Rudge),
Silver (Quadrant sc), Greaves (Enfield
sc), Newey (Ariel), Freeman (Clvno sc),
Fenn (B.S.A.), Ball (Triumph)," Mundy
(Triumph), who is a particularly clever
exponent of this make. Vale (Rover),
Westwood (Triumph), JIacdonald (Nor-
ton), the other Rover riders, Newsome
and Featherstonhaugh, Scoon (N.U.T.),

f J-^V
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A. J. Siciens (6h.p. A.J.S. sidecar) on Bufter Tubs Pass, which was included in Tue day's run.

the P. and M.s, Collier (Matchless sc.),,

Cook (A.S.L.), the Douglas riders, the
Indian team, and, in fact, the majority.
Those who appeared to shine conspicuously
above their fellow riders, both by the
manner in which their macliines ran and
the way in which they were handled, were
Turvey (Enfield sc). Little (Premier), and
Keiller (G.W.K. cycle car), while another
cycle car which performed in good style

was the J B S Jloigan came up splen

didly on top to the last corner, the nego-
tiation "of which brought him down to
first'. As the driver opened the throttle on
on engaging the low gear the cack wheel
made the stones fly. Certainly Morgan
knows bow to get the best out of this
handy little runabout. Alexander
(Williamson sc.) and Applebee, junior
(Scott) both climbed with water boiling.

Neumann 'Rudge) came up with his

engine knocking Stevens (A J S sc.)

Wednesday's third non-stop section. D. Bradbury (4 h.p. Nortonl anj a P. and M. rider on the Orst corner of Crossdalo Hill.

i

B15
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made a good ascent but his machine
appeared to be leaning outwards from the

sidecar. -Nott (Clyno sc.) came up with

his right foot in an awkward position

pressed up against the change-speed

lever. Ritchie (Rudge) approached the

last corner too fast, skidded, fell, made a
quick reco-\"ery, and tried to turn round

Er. Moss Blundell's

home made hand
dutc.'i con rol lo''

Armstrong gear, on

hii Green-Frec:sion.

and start again without stopping his

engine, but he failed to do so. Breeze

(B.S.A.) came up knocking. Just short

of Stanhope the competitors turned to the

left and proceeded towards Edmund-
byers. After climbing Horseshoe Hill

the non-stop section came to an end.

There is a useful rise out of Stanhope
known as Crawleyside, and, having

observed the performances on previous

steep hills, we halted here to note par-

ticularly which .competitors could take

a long- twisty ascent of about 1 in 8 on
top gear. The big Zeniths, of course,

were very fleiet, likewise the three.? h.p.

Indians^ Others who never had to resort

to their low gears included Hands
(Williamson), Scoon (Nut-Jap), Applebee
(Scott), de la Hay (Sunbeam), ' Cuffi?

and Walden (Premiers), May (A.J.S.),

Tubb (Humber), Mundy (Triumph),

fessier (Bat), Newsome (Rover) and Little

(Premier).

We noticed, too, many footi-ests bent,

and other machines with no rests at all,'

which tells its own tale. Several of

those who retired earlier in the week
were out again to-day watching the com-
petitors. Among them Murphy (Douglas),

Cooper (Humberette), and Grout (A J S )

S. J. Hine,' riding a 3^ Humber, wears
rio overalls,- but just an . ordinary over-

coat; -he was soaked when he got back
on Thursday. . In all. 111 riders climbed
Crawleyside whilst we! were observing
two. Garland (Chater-_Lea) and Hawkes
(Rudge)., passed very, late.

But thu hill of Thursday's route was
encountered a mile or two from Durham
It is termed "a little Honistei." First
the riders were directed up a narrow road-
way around farm buildings, through a

chicken run, one rider said, while another
thought he was being directed to the ash-
pit. Then a sudden twist, and an appal-

ling gradient was struck—probably the
steepest in the whole trial, and to make

Bi6

matters worse it was greasy. Fully 50%
failed. Two hardened riders, Feun
(B.S.A.) and Mundy (Triumph) confessed
they were frightened. The grumbling as

to what constitutes an "abnormal sur-

face " and freak hill was reopened, and
at lunch lime there was talk of another
protest to the A.C.U.

The Return Trip.

The first twenty miles from Durham
was easy, and after lunch there was no
non-stop section till just after Stanhope.
Here a turn was made to the left ; the
road doubled back on itself over a

stream, and then a turn to the right
was taken. Next a level crossing was
traversed, and the competitors found
themselves at the foot of a hill known
as Softly Bank. The surface was much
the same as on Peat Hill, but the
gradient seemed a trifle less severe. As
on Peat Hill, there are many corners,

but on Softly Bank these appeared to

be more acute. As on other hills along
the course, there was -ft large crowd of

spectators. To return to the hill-climb.

Busby (Ariel), who climbed well, to-

gether with other riders of that make,
was the first to arrive. Gutgemann
(Veloce) and Francis (Lea-Fi'ancis) made
good ascents. Hunt ._(Canipion) hugged
"the off side of the top corner rather too
closely, but got up fairly well. Particu-
larly good ascents were made by Mac-
donald (Singer), who rode magnificently.
Greaves (Enfield sc), who passed Ross
(Triumph) after rounding the corner,
Newey (Ariel), Fenn (B.S.A.), West-
wood (Triumph), Ball and Gibb (Doug-
lases), Baker (Scott), Mundy (Triumph),
and the J.B.S. cycle car. Crosthwaite
(Matchless) came up without his passen-
ger, Ritchie (Rudge) skidded and nearly
fell, and Bees (L. M.C.) narrowly missed
a spill. Morgan, as usual, made a fine

climb, and the same may be said of the
performance of C R Collier Longfield

AUGUST 28th, igi3.

(Scott) and Haslam (Zenith) also made
performances which deserve mention.

Rough Weather.

The long climbs over the moors against

a howling wind will long be remembered.
Two-speeders were obliged to crawl for

a mile or two at a stretch, the surface
being rough in addition. One hairpin
following a \Vatersplash required extreme
care. We rode with Norman Lea for

several miles. His Lea-Francis has im-
proved every day since Monday when he
stopped on the test hills due to overheat-
ing, and he is now thoroughly happy. He
told us he was averaging T.15 m.p.g. with
the Everest carburetter.

Drake (P. and M.) had -an involuntary .

stop to-day, due to such a simple thing
as the high-tension wire touching the
tank. Anyway, he loses four marks, and
four more for charging the bank on
Holmside Hill, though he restarted imme-
diately on the clutch. Keyte damaged
his silencer on the same hill, and one of

his exhaust pipes is missing.

Once again competitors had the pleasure
of sampling those Alston cobbles, some
slithering down the hill erabwise. It had
been drizzling for some time, and it now
developed to real rain. The last non-
stop section was from Hallbank Gate to

Carlisle (15^ miles). It commenced with
the ascent of High Fell, a rough grass-
grown track of 1 in 5 gradient.

Higli Fell.

The belt drive users knew what was
in store, and stopped to shorten and dry
belts. As soon as Greaves (Enfield sc.)

struck the gradient, water ran down .the

tank and dripped on to the plug and
stopped him, though he kept the engine
running and rectified matters immedi-
ately. This was a case of genuine ill

luck, for Greaves's sidecar has . gone
wondei fully well. He was one of the
few passenger machine drivers" to climb

A. G. Fenn (3i b.p. B.S.A.' at ibe top bend a( Silver Hill, Keld.
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Group ol compeUtors at the bottom of WarneU Fell waiting tor llie nexibillty test. J. B. Sproston (22 h.p. Sunbeam) ia seen starting.

Little Honister Hill this morning F.

W. Applebee, sen., stopped with a slip-

ping belt. Aftei this last climb of the

daj' there was a stretch of the worst type

of Colonial road which continually jolted

the riders out of the saddle. Big stretches

of unrolled stones too preveirted the

maintenance of the 20 m.p.h. schedule.

Gibb - (Douglas) drove the last fourteen

miles on a flat tyre, but, despite this,

finuhed 10 schedule.

FIFTH DAY: 178 miles. Carlisle, Carleton,

Plumpton Wall, Penrith, Hackthorpe,

Shap, Forest HaU, Kendal, BRIGSTEEB
BROW, Underley Hall (speed trials),

Staveley, GUMMER'S HOW, Winster,

Bowness (lunch), Low Wood Hotel,

HOLLIN BANK, Thwaite Head,
DEVIL'S GALLOP, Satterthwaithe,

Hawkeshead, Ambleside, KIRKSTONE
PASS, Patterdale, Ullswater, DACRE
BANK, Greystoke, Ivegill, and Carlisle.

It was still windy and dull when, at
7 a.m., the competitors were despatched
on their last day's run. The chief event
of the morning was tlie speed test in

the grounds of Underley Hall, Kirkby
Lonsdale.
On Friday morning Keiller's passen-

ger never turned up at the start. Martin,
the driver of the Singer cycle car, sent
on his friend to take the missing man's
place ; then waited for the latter, drove
out, caught up the GW.K., and ex-
changed passengers—a truly sportsman-
like action.

Last night we learned of the with-
drawal of the Williamsons on the day
previoit.=; Hands suffered a broken
engine chain, wliich damaged his gear,
and D. S Alexander, in passing another
rider, hit a boulder at the roadside and
hopelessly damaged his gear box. Cocks
charged a culvert at speed and broke
the frame of his Connaught, and water
penetrated to the armature of Knowles's
Humber and caused his retirement.

Tlie joute was :o Penrith over the

easy side of Shap, but so strong was the
wind that only with difficulty, and by
means of lying Hat on their machines,
were the riders able to keep on top gear.

The descent of the steep side even had
to be accomplished under engine power.
The hill leading out of Kendal caused

oiie or two failures. Before the com-
mencement of' the non-stop section, in-

cluding the speed tests, mo::t of the

riders availed themselves of the oppor-

tunity to shorten belts, raise gears, and
.generally make hurried adjustments.
The speed attained by some of the

riders was splendid, especially in., view
of the fact that the trial was held on the

last day. About forty-five miles per

hour was the speed of the 3^ h.p.'s;

several larger machines delighted the

many spectators, by exceeding 5D m.p.h.

P H. lyiay (5 h.D. AJ.S.) and H. Greaves r6 h.p. Enfield sldeoai) cltmbllM Tow Top.
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C. R. Collier (S h.p. Matchless sidebar) ascendinj Tow Top in the rain. W. E. Cook (A.S.L.) nearing the top of the hill.

DIVISION I.-MOTOR BICYCLES. SPEED TRIAL RESULTS.
Class B.—Up to 350 c.c.

Rider and Machine.
Tas. B. Sproston {2\ Sunbeam)
P. Phillips {2\ Douglas)
T. C. de la Hay (33 Sunbeam)
W. R. Steel (2J Sunbeam)
F. G. Ball (2| Douglas)
Howard Newey (2i Levis)

P. W. Moffat (2j Douglas)
W. B. Gibb (2f Douglas)
A. }. Sproston {ii\ Clement) '

Class C.—Up to 500 c

W. J. M. Sproulle (3) P. and H.) , .
.'

.

G. D. Hardee (3^- Triumph)
T. J. Ross (3.V Triumph)
J, H. Kerr {ih N.S.U.)
Albert E. Catt (3J Triumph)
S. Sawer (3J Premier)
F. W. Appfcbee (3^ B.S.A.)
W. C. Drake (3! P. and M.)
P. Shaw (3i P. and M.)
Maurice C. Breese (3^ B.S.A.)
H. V. Colver (3 Enfield)

E. Keyte (3 Enfield)

H. Graham Di.\bn (3^ Jamc
J. Ingham (3^ Veloce)
S. Tubb (3.\ Humber)
T. B. G. Vale (3* Rover)
G. E. Cufie (3* Premier)

W. E. Cook (3.V A.S.L.) .

F. C. North (3l Ariel) ...

J. M. Ritchie (3! Rudge)
Herbert Ball (3J Triumph)

J. Oliphan't (3V Premier)

J. S. Holroyd (3i Motosacnche)
W. B. Little (3.V Premier)
C. Q. Roberts (3; Blackburn
W. H. Longton (3I Alldays)

L. Newey (3J Ariel)

K, A. Macdonald (3t Singer)

A. C. F. Andrews (3^ Ariel)

Vernon Busby (3^ Ariel)

R. S. Scoon (3 N.U.T.)
G. E. Keel (3 N.U.T.)
James Robinson (3 N.U.T.)

J. Hoult (3.J Matchless)

T. B. Westmoreland (3A Premier) .

Sydney J. Hine (v'' Humber)
D. M. BrowQ (3i Kover)
G. J. Francis (3.I Lea-Francis)
Norman Lea (3I Lea-Francis)
A. G. Fenn (3.; B.S.A.) ........
G. Featherstonhaugh (3V Rover)
C, T. Newsome (3.J Rover)
C. Lester (3.1 P. and M.)

Re.x G. Mundy (3.V Triu:nph)
G. J. Shemans (3? Triumph)
\V. Westwood (3^ Triumph)
A. W. VValden (3J Premier)

Ci.

ni.p.h.

39.53
43-69
44.74
41.43
44.03
33.29
42.69
43.18
32.99

Fig. Class D,—Up to 750 c.c.

merit.

29.64 Rider and Machine. m.p.h.

32 . 76 E. Hawkes (5-6 Rudge) 45.28
33.55 .]. A. Neumann {5-6 Rudge) 43.52
31.07 Ian P. Macdonald (4;t Norton) 44.74
33.02 G. T. Gray (5-6 Rudje) 48,42

J4.96 H. W. Teeton (si James) 40.82
"32. or Ray. Drinkall (4^ Quadrant) 42.20
32.38 Gordon Castognoli {4 L.JXLC.) 38.70
24.74 L. A. Bees {4 L.M.C.) 41.73

H. Blamire (5-6 Hazlewood) 44.56

Fig.
mi rit.

29-43
28.28
29. oS
31.47
26.53
27.43
25.17
27.12
28.96

Rider and Machine. m.p.h.
F. n. Mav (5 A.J.S.) 39.24
G. W. Braithwaite (5-6 Rudge) 46.80
P. Piatt (3* Bradbury) 38. 57
H. E. Haswell (3J Bradbury) 41.73
George Hunt {5-6 Campion) 43.02
H. J. Beal (4 L.M.C.) 35.62
J. Richard (4} Sun-Precision) 41.27
J. D. Drysdale (5-6 HaZiewood) 43.86
Jesse Baker (3J Scott) 43. rS
F. A. Applebee (3^ Scott) 46.41
J. Norman Longfield {35 Scott) 33-79

Fig.

merit

. 25.50
30.42
25.07
27.12
27.96
23.1.1
26.82
28.50
28.06

-30.16
21.96

K. A. Macdonald (31 b.p. Singer) on one ol the bends 0! Softley Bank, near Stanliope, on Thursday's run.

There was a big crowd of speititors.
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Fig.

Kidcr and Machine. m.p.h. merit

Class E.—Up to 1,000 c.c.

E. A. Collivcr (7 Indian) 48.4: 29.05
B. Alan Hill (7 Indi.in) 47.59 28.55
S. T. Tessier (5-6 Bat) 52.27 31.36

J. R. Alexander, jun- (7 ]ncli:iu) 47.59 28.56

J. A. Grogson (6 Bal) 44.56 26.73
A. Sumner (8 Zcnitli) 54.83 32.9

J. Haslam (6 Zenith) 52 . 27 3' . 3*

H. Jepson (8 Zenith) 51.31 30.79
C. W. Smith (5-6 Bat) 42.20 —
J. F. Morrison (5-6 Bat) 46.22 27.73

DIVISION II.—SIDECAR COMBINATIONS OR
THREE-WHEELED CYCLE CARS

Class H.—Up to 750 c.c.

Hugh Gil>5on (34 Bradbury) S''.^! 29.52
A. J. Stevens (6 A.J.S.) 36.20 28.96
D. Bell (6 A.J.S.) 31.84 27.87
Rex Pe.ar5™ (5-6 Clyno) 38.43 30.74
Claude Freejnan (5-6 Clyno) 34 .71 27.79
George Wray (5-6 Clyno) 35.28 28,22
George Notl (5-6 Clyno) 33.19 26.55

Ci-Ass I.—Up to 1,000 c.c.

H. Greaves (6 Enfield) 38.70 —
\V. H. Eggington (6 EnBeld) 36.55 25.58
Fred Crosthwaite (8 Matchless) 29.13 20.39
Fred Turvey, iun. (6 Enfield) 40.23 2S.16
C. R. Collier (7-8 Matchless) 43.02 30.11

R. E. G'lest (7-8 Matchless) 44.92 31.44
H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan) 38.30 26. Si

DIVISION [II.—CYCLE CARS.

Class K.—Up to 1,100 c.c.

f. K. Portway (9 Paragon) 39.52 29.64
E. B. Slater (8 J.B.S.) 34.52 25.89

During the speed trial tlie rain fell

heavily, but, fortunately, the roads were
not very greasy. The route lay througli

Casterton and Kirkby Lonsdale, and Just

after leaving Underley Park we followed

the J.B.S. cycle car, which was running
very TS'ell ; then, pushing on, we passed

it and followed a group of competitors

towards Sampool Bridge. About this

point the main road was left and a bad
piece of by-road followed to a point where
the main road was again joined. Then
ensued a straight and easy run along the

Ulverston Road till the beginning of tlie

first non-stop section of the day was
reached. Here, as usual, the competitors

had a few minutes in hand and enjoyed

112 •
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W. We:lwoo(l (31 h.p. Triumph) at the S bend on Brigsteer Brow.

a short rest. Soon Tow Top Hill, the:

first of the two climbs in this section,

was reached. The approach is excellent

and the surface, though still rough, lias

been much improved. No less than a

dozen corners have to be negotiated

before the summit is reached, and the

worst gradient is about 1 in 4. On
reaching our observation point we met
Stanton, who had had to withdraw at

Brigsteer through a stone breaking the
pulley flange on his 3^ h.p. Braclbury,

-having done well up to this point. He had
reached Tow Top on the 'carrier of an
A.J.S. sidecar combination. As usual

the P. and iNI.s performed remarkably
well, and Morgan's runabout came up
so fast that he actually succeeded in

overhauling a 3^ h.p. solo machine.
Newey (Levis), Cufi'e (Premier), Di.xon

(James), and Colver (Enfield) all came
up well in a group. This bunching is

most regrettable, as it causes the men
to impede one another on a narrow road

im

t

i^

C M. KelUer (8 h.p. G.W.K.) and W. H. Eggington (6 h.p. EnOeld
sidecar) ascending Cummers 4Iow on Friday.

A. J. Stevens (6 h.p A,J.S. sidecar) and F. C. North (one ol the winning

Ariel team) on the same stretob.

C5
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A. C. F. Andrews (3J h.p. Ariel) on one ol the

where there is no room to pass. How-
ever, it is their own fault, and with a

little care it might be quite well avoided.

Here, as on other hilLs, observers who
had undertaken to help the A.C.U. failed

to turn up, with the result that Mr.

Greenhill, one of the stewards, who
arrived on his Premier, had to press

several spectators into service. It is a

pity that people who offer their services

should let down the Union in this way,
presumably because it was a wet morn-

ing. Sawer (Premier), Hawkes (Rudge),

who was very noisy, Nott (Clyno), Moffat

(Douglas), and Egginton (Enfield sc),

came up very well, vfhile Keiller (G.W.K.
cycle car) made a particularly fine ascent.

Other speciallv good climbs were made by
Stevens (A.J.S. sc), Morrison (Bat),

ON KIBKSTONE PASS ON FRIDAY, THE LAST

bad corners. W. H. Longton

Westmoreland (Premier), Guest (Match-

less), Drinkall (Quadrant), Little (Premier),

Tessier (Bat), Hardee and Catt (Triumplis),

and Gibson (Bradbury sc.) Other good

climbs were made by Haswell (Bradbury),

Haslam (Zenith), Roberts (Blackburn), and

Sproston (Sunbeam). Failures were fortu-

nately few and far between. The J.B.S.

was travelling particnlarly well when it

suddenly pulled up near the summit, and

on the bonnet being opened it was found

the carburetter was loose. After tightening

it a good restart was made, but it failed

again just above the last corner for the

same reason. Sproston, on his too highly

geared Clement, dismounted and ran. His

was a really plucky exhibition, as while

the other Clements have been withdrawn,

he is determined to get his through this

Cleaning end tuning up at Kirltslone Pass ready for tte finish at Carlisle. Among the riders may be seen

H. V. Colver (Enfleld), B. Alan Hill (Indian). G. E. CuBe (Premier), and another.

DAY.

(3S h.p. Alldays) higher up the hill.

strenuous trial at all costs. Sealey

(B.S.A.) failed on several hills to-day

owing to his having broken the operating

spindle of his gear through a fall early

in the morning, which left him with the

top gear only in operation. Ritchif

(Rudge) stopped on the summit with a

broken valve rocker. Both these men
subsequently withdrew on Friday. Breese

(B.S.A.) assisted with his feet, une oi uie

Scott machines was noticed to have a

broken footboard. From the top to the

main road the surface was very rough,

but, fortunately, this condition- did not

last long.

Observations on Gummer's How.

The next item of interest was Gum-
mer's How Hill, also included in the non-
stop section. Both these hills, it may be

- remembered, were included in the A.C.U.
One-day Trial held in the autumn.
Gummer's How, we may remind our
readers, is a lairly straight ascent, though
the surface is rough. It rises 550 feet in

a mile, and has a 1 in 5 gradient at the
beginning.

Keiller (G.W.K. cycle car), Westmore-
land, and Little (Premier), and the
J.B.S. cycle car made conspicuously good
ascents. Crosthwaite (Matchless sc.)

stopped owing to a burnt out brake band
which had previously caused him trouble.
Hine (Humber) failed on the very last

yard of the gradient. A good ascent was
made by a Clyno sidecar combination
belonging to one of Tht Motor Cycle
staff, which had been driven from L9ndon
by road and has followed the trials in
excellent form. Lunch was served at the
Stag's Head—Hotel, Bowness. After the
usual luncheon interval, the lake side
road was followed and at Waterhead a
turn to the left was taken. Here an
A.C.U. notice board was fixed which
read as here depicted
so that no mistake
could be made. As
we .ha%'e mentioned
previously, the arrow-
ing was splendidly

done.

FIRST TIME

SECOND TIME
->

CO
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at the acute

up with his

fast, and, curiously enough, Applebee's
tank was also leaking badly. Later in

the day the leaking petrol caught i3re,

and Applobec! told us that he put
out the tlanies by accelerating and making
the wind blow them out. Colver (En-
field) assisted with his feet

corner. Smith (Bat) came
front stand down.
Keiller (G.W.K.
cycle car) made a

good ascent, but had
only just sufficient

luck to get round.
His cooling water,

was boiling. Guest
(^latchless sc.) made
quite a sensational

ascent. He took
the corner much
too fast and upset.

The engine, of

course, buzzed round
merrily, and though
he tried hard he
could not stop it.

Meanwhile Admiral
A r b u t h n o t and
several others righted

bination, which, as

A simple quickly

detachable dip tor ttic

c ti a i D guards is a
recent reflnement on

the L e a-F r a n c i s

machines.

T. C. de:aHay (23 h.p. Sunbeam) and A. V. Sumner (8 h.p. Zenith) at the top of KIrlistone Pass,

the end of the non-stop section.

The first climb of interest after lunch

was down in the programme as HoUin
Bank, but it was known locally as Tarn
Uause. It was approached from the

main road by an acute angle bend which
caused several stops, and was fairly

ateep and very rough. Some distance

up a very sharp hairpin had to be nego-
tiated, at which several exciting incidents

'took place. Here Gibb (Douglas) gave
a beautiful exhibition of driving, Collier

(Matchless sc.) and Little (Premier), all

members of the British (the sole sur-

ested spectator—offered him a bandage
for his cut finger, which Hill said was
not sufficiently injured to require it. The
bandage, however, came in useful for

Breesfe (B.S.A.), who fell and also dam-
aged his right hand. His tank was leak-
ing and he carried three oil tins full of

petrol slung round his waist. Breese and
also Applebee (B.S.A.) both suffered a
tumble owing to taking the corner too

the fallen com-
the engine was

still running, and the low gear was
in engagement, started off np the road.

Quick as thought the plucky driver leaped

into the saddle and was away. This he
claimed as a non-stop, but as others

assisted him the stewards thought other-

wise. Jepson (Zenith) dismounted, and
Oastagnoli (L.i\LC.) assisted with, his

feet. After Tarn Hause came Bessie
Brow, which accounted for several

failures. Here the I'oad was so narrow
that the spectators had to stand behind
the hedges, and' the passenger machines
were sent by a different route.

m«m^

A neat Lucas sidecar lamp with rear
green light, noticed on one of the

competing sidecars.

viving international team), came up
splendidly. Truly the A.C.U. selection

of a team to represent England was a

very wise one. Wray (Clyno' sc.) also

shone conspicuously, while equally good
pei'formances were made by Eggington
(Enfield), Nevvey (Levis), and Gibson
(Bradbnry), who is really an artist in

handling a single-cylinder sidecar com-
bination. Colliver (Indian) came up well
iJut used his clutch freely; Alexander
(Indian) made a good ascent ; Hill
-(Indian) fell. He is lame in his left leg,
and, trying to steady himself with this,
it gave under him and he came over.
Admiral Sir R. K. Arbuthnot—an inter-

F. A. Applebee [32 b.p. Scott) and C. R. Collier (8 h.p. Ualchless sidecar) ascending the last portion of Kirk-
stone Pass from Ambleside.

eg
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Novel design of inlet pipes on the Lea-Ftancis

ridden by Norman Lea. Each branch i= fltted

with a [lex.ble expanding diaphragm on the

aneroid principle.

The competitors then looped bacK to

Ambleside through Hawkshead. Here
began the ascent of the worst side of

the fanrous Kirkstone Pass, which

ascends 1,300ft. in nearly three miles.

It was in excellent condition, and though
the maximum gradient is 1 in 4^, there

were few failures, probably because

there was a strong wind aiding the

machines. The summit, where we watched

the ascent, was occasionally obscured by
clouds, and at this point there was a

greater gathering of motor bicycles than
,

we have ever seen before. Though
Ambleside was left in rain after lunch,

the weather fortunately cleared and con-

tinued fine for the rest of the aiternoon.

It is a long, tiring climb for the first

half of the ascent. This is followed by
a slight ease, consisting of a short pitch

down hill, while the pass terminates

with a series of sharp bends and stiff

gradients. The 2| Douglas on which
one of our staff has followed the trials

made an excellent ascent. The star

ascent was rnade by Sumner (Zenith),

who has won both the flexibility and
speed tests, to the figures of which we

. would especially draw our readers' atten-

tion. Among the good performances we
may mention the Ariels, Triumphs,
Rudges, P. and M.s, Scotts, and Bats.

Keiller (G.W.K. cycle car) came up well,

but the water was boiling. Crosthwaite
(Matchless sc.) came up without his

passenger, Macdonald (Singer) dis-

mounted and ran. Keel (N.U.T.) assisted

The oil gun on the Lfa-Francis is now
carried in a case llxed to the saddle tramc,

in which position it is out oJ the way, but

readily accessible.

with his feet, and Kerr (N.S.U.) failed.

Other very good performances were made
by Gibb (Douglas), Ball (Douglas).

Morgan (Morgan) runabout, C. R. Collier

(Matchless sc), Gibson (Bradbury sc),

and the Clyno sidecar combinations.

Greaves (Enfield sc.) came up with his

passenger abnormally seated on the

carrier.

Incidents en Route.

After travelling along the shores ol

Ullswater the competitors took Dacre
Bank, a rise of 400 feet in nearly three-

quarters of a mile, of which, however,
they made light work. Thereafter, the

run to Carlisle was over an easy and fairly

straight road—a relief after the difficult

route followed throughout the week.
Among the incidents of the day's run

may be mentioned Francis (Lea-Francis),

who suffered a choked petrol pipe thirteen

miles from the finish. Hoult (Matchless)

was knocked over by a runaway horse.
during the afternoon's run. He was flung

head first into a ditch, and when he

extricated himself he found his machine
standing wrong side up on the saddle and
handle-bars, and thougn it was pretty well

knocked about, he succeeded in finishing.

May (A.J.S.) had a narrow escape while

on the road running alongside Ullswater.

A big car coming in the opposite direction

passed him so closely that the front wing
brushed his hand and bruised it.

Macdonald (Singer) arrived in Carlisle

twenty minutes before time, giving as an

excuse he did not realise he was there.

Little, who had performed so well

throughout the trial, lost mai'ks through
arriving too early; as he thought that the

extra allowance of time, which was granted

by the A.C.U. officials owing to the

severity of the course, referred to men
ahead of as well as behind schedule time.

List of Awards.

We append the complete list of awards
to date, though one or two amendments
may be made. The method of awarding
medals is as follows :

In Div. I. Marks 90% or over = gold medal^

florman Lea (3! h.p. Lea-Francis) and H. Blamire (6-8 h.p. Hazlewood) on Kirkstone Pass.

, 75% „ = silver

In Div. II. , , 85% „
, 70% „

= gold
= silver

In Div. III. „ 80% „
„ 65% .,

= gold
= silver
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TABLE OF OFFICIAL RESULTS SHOWING MARKS
LOST AND AWARDS.
DIVISION I.—CLAIMS U. : 330 c.c.

• Fill. o( Total Jlarks, Nott
Rider and Rlacliine. Merit for including Marks Marks Award.

Whole Trial. Bonus. Lost. Obtjiined.
J. n. Siiroston (•->; .Sunbeam) 102.04 5)9.4 17 S2 Silver medal
1*. I'hilliiis C-'J liouRlas) 104. 8G 90.6 28 08.6 lironze medal
T. C. do la Hav (2; Sunbeam) ... 1-12.55 102 100 Gold medal
\V. It. Steel (2 J Sunbeam) 13S.07 102 34 6S Uronzc nieda'
K. G. Ball (2i DouBlas) 120.82 100 24 70 Silver medal
H. Nowey (2S Levis) 105.66 101.96 38 03.96 Hrmize medal
l>. \V. Motfttt (2i Donsrlas) 144.01 102 KIO Gold medal
W. U. Gibb (2) Douclas) 124.78 100 100 Gold medal
A. J. Sproston (3i CliSment) 129.14 99.74 124 Bronze medal

DIVISION I.—CLASS C. : 500 c.c.

W. J. M. Sproulle (31 P. & M.) ... 137.06 - 104 5 09 Gold medal
O. D. Hardee (31 Triumph) 129.88 104 lOli Gold medal
T. .1. Koss (3; Triumph) 111.89 100 1110 Gold medal
J. II. Kerr (3t N.S.U.) 99.28 99.2 128 Bronze medal
A. K. Call (3.1 Triumph) 100.20 99.4 67 32.4 Bronze medal
S. Sawer (3) Premier) 130.57 100 53 47 Bronze medal
F. W. Applebee (31 B.S.A.) 133.9 102 89 13 Bronze medal
\V. C. Drake (31 P. & Jl.) 111.22 104 4 100 Gold medal
P. Shaw (3KP. & M.) - 97.18 92.8 1 89.18 Silver medal
M. C. Breeze (3.V B.S.A.) 106.21 100 56 44 Bronze medal
H. V. Colver (3 Enflcld) 86.03 88.03 14 74.03 Bronze medal
E. ICcvte (3 Enfield) .97.6. ' 99.6- 25 74.6 Bronze medal
H. G. Dixon (3.1 James) 127 .54 102 6 96 Gold medal
J. Ingham (3i Veloce) 132.58 102 6 90 Gold medal
S. Tubb (3V Humber) 137.29 100 55 45 Bronze medal
T. B. G. Vale (3 ( Hover) 135.77 100 21 81 Silver medal
G. E. Cnffe (3.1 Premier) 126.46 102 32 72 Bronze medal
W. E. Cook (3"l A.S.L.) 140.79 100 100 Gold medal
P. C. North (3.1 Ariel) 120.14 104 100 Gold medal
H. Ball (3.', Triumph) 125.94 102 100 Gold medal
J. OUphant (3J Premier) 107.89 103.2 4 99.2 Gold medal
J. S. Holrovd (3.1 Motosaeocho) . 119.84 102 8 94 Gold medal
W. B. Little (31 Premier) 112.06 102 11 91 Gold medal
C. Q. Roberts (3! Blackburn) ... ,117.77 102 7 95 Gold medal
W. H. Loncton ("31 AUdays) 115.37 101 2 100 Gold medal
L. Newev (3J Ariel") 116.78 102 100 Gold medal
Iv. A. Macdonald (3.! Singer) 102.74 98.4 55 43.4 Bronze medal
A. C. F. Andrews (31 Ai'iel) 123.56 100 43 57 Bronze medal
V. Busbv (3* Ariel) : 135.56 100 4 96 Gold medal
R. S. Scoon (3 N.U.T.) 114.46 100 24 76 Silver medal
I!. E. Keel (3 N.U.T.) 90.87 89.6 40 49.6 Bronze medal
J. Robinson (3 N.U.T.) S7.31 81 7 76 Silver medal
J. Honit (31 Matchless) 134.54 102 13 91 Gold medal
T. B. Westmoreland (31 Premier) . 95.84 91.4 91.4 Gold medal
D. M. Brown (3.1 Rover) 135.35 104 20 84 Silver medal
G. .I. Francis (3} Lea-Francis) 131.08 102 4 98 Gold medal
N. Lea (3J Lea-Francis) 113.82 100 23 77 Silver medal
A. G. Fenn (31 B.S.A.) 142.02 100 100 Gold medal
G. Featherstonhaugh (3* Rover) . 131.09 102 4 98 Gold medal
C. T. Newsome (31 Rover) 118.6 104 2 100 Gold medal
C. Lester (31 P. K'M.) 116.27 100 12 88 Silver medal
R. G. Mundy (3.1 Triumph) 143.51 100 3 97 Gold medal
0. .I. Shemans (31 Triumph) 114.18 102 82 20 Bronze medal
W. Westwood (S.CTrinmph) 114.68 104 100 Gold medal
A. W. Walden (.•.', Premier) 110.18 100 9 01 Gold medal

JI21)

NOTES BY THE WAY.
One can sympathise especially with

those who were obliged to withdraw on
tlie last day.

The rain on the last two days ren-
dered the trial mirch more severe, and
was the direct, cause of more than one
retirement.

Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday have
variously been given as tlie worst' days
of the test. It is curious that most
retired on the easiest day—Wednesday

—

when thirteen withdrew.

At last Scottish Trials riders agree
that , a course in England can be made
more severe than any Scottish Trial held

up to the present.

It was generally remarked that the
competing machines retained their power
remarkably well. In the case of some
engines, for instance, one could stand
on the pedal or foot starter against com-
pression almost indefinitely.

The Ariel team have done wonderfully
well in carrying off the team prizes in

both the si.x days' trials of 1913, viz.,

the Scottish and English tests. It is a
long time since belt-driven machines
asserted ihemselves in such gruelling com-
petitions.

The cycle cars were frankly disappoint-
ing, only three getting through, and only
one gaining the coveted gold medal. The
success of the G.W.K. has been very
complete in this year's big trials. H. F.
S. Morgan drove with wonderful dash,
and his ascent of Tow Top was amazing

;

he even passed solo mounts on his way
up. The J.B.S. is a new comer among
cycle cars in big trials, and its success in

finishing must have been very encour-
aging to its makers.

Having; become thoionghly accustomed
to climbing stony mountain tracks, the
Lea-Francis riders—Lea and Francis, sons
of the principals of their firm—made a
detour to Honister on the way home, and
succeeded in climbing the pass from the
Buttermcre or steepest side. This test if

the more noteworthy, following, as it does,
upon five days of constant hill-climbing
under observation.

As usual there was a good deal of very
second rate driving. A large proportion of
the failures on hills were due to sheer
bad driving—rushing at bad corners being
the most pronounced vice. "Dogged
does it " is a good motto, and if only
the more dashing riders would take the
bad corners more carefully the A.C.U.
would undoubtedly have had to hand
out more gold medals.

E. B. Slater (8 h.p. J.B.S. cycle ear) taking an acute corner on BolUhcpe Common (Thursday afternoon.)

Those competitors who did so much
grumbling about the severity of the
course and the strenuous conditions did
not seem to realise that they wpi'e all

the time adding further testimony to
the performances of the forty odd" who
carried out the test satisfactorily. True
there were good reasons for grumblinir.
but some riders who failed complained at

anything and everything.

C13
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TABLE OF OFFICIAL RESULTS (continued).

DIVISION I.—750 o.c.

Fis. of Total Marks, Nett

Bider and Machine. Merit tor including Marks ^Ma-F^s Award.
Whole Trial. Bonus. Lost.. Obtained.

E. Hawkes (5-6 Rudge) 125.03 102 S3 19 Bronze medal

J. A. Neumann (5-6 Rudge) JiX-SS in. ir qV ail-c-PT- medal

ktla^ufrV,^5'^6'AfzUod):::::: 1 ie IS 9 91 Ooldmeda.

g:l^^Iil^4^^(f:lRudger:: 1:2 i^ f
J'- l^-^^fi

&.™^eSl^&nr.)-:::: :
i

1 ESl
G. Hunt (5-6 Campion) 139.6 100 25 7o

^^'^'^^ J^^^^l

CLASS E.—1,000 CO. „„ r. ,.q \A„^
E. A. ColUver (7 Indian) 141.05 102 6 96 Go d meda

?-#-T°eL'MJ'"-6'Ba\,r---::::::: : "1.6 o lU
_

%Zf^ti
!:|.SUe/(fg^an) 1|0.56 104 19

I'^-^^l^f-
G. A. Gregson ( 6 Bat) 131.33 1 U4 u i

^^^^^^

i-raSi^^^'llln^ ::::::::::: ;« Is lo •
|o

go^tr^l^tfili

J^-#.^gCrilL^r.?-^^'^^at)-.V.V.V.V.- %^•?l 10^^' sf li' B^rL'n^le Srl^l

DIVISION II.-CLASSH : SIDECARS AND THREE-WHEELED CYCLE CARS V^^O^-f

H.Gibson (3? Bradbury) 128.52 lOU » J
Silver medal

i^- i ?wJT T*S"? ' 106 47 100 4 96 Gold medal

l-l~^S^r' :::
i i^t ^t II |oIiSl^|^

l:SE"«:!:::::::::: i^- ^^1 - - ---^-
DIVISION II.-CLASS I: SIDECARS and THREE-WHEELED CYCLE CARS 100^ cc

W. H. Egginton (6 Eniield) 123.58 102 32 70
|1^|J ™X

F.Crosthvvaite (8 Matchless) 74.13 75.39 110 75.39 ffver medal

F. Turrey, jun. (6 Enfield)
J . I , ? in? oi sn ^iltrpr medal

C.R. Collier (7-8 Match ess) Ul.ll 104 24 80
j^-o^le SIdt

R. E. Guest (7-8 Matchless) 132.64 104 42 62
^q^YI „i^dal

H. F S. Morgan (8 Morgan) 134.81 102 12 90 uoia meaai

C M remer (8 G^^llT'' '"-'fafI4 ^^ ' °m "^"^ CARS 1100 c.c
^^^^ _^^^^,

E.M:iatef(s'.T''6's:f•.'::::::::: n'lo ot 37 SS Bronze medal

AUGUST 28tJi, 1913.

The speed of the G.W.K. in the speed

test was 39.52 m.p.h.

The 8 h.p. Zenith-Gradua, on which
A. V. Sumner accomplished such a fine

performance in the flexibility hill-

climbing test, was geared 7yi^ to 6 to 1.-

F. A. Applebee (Scott) came out top on
the formula.

The retirements on the various days

were as follows :

Monday 9

Tuesday ... 13
Wednesday ... ... ... 13

Thursday 10

Friday ... 9

De la Hay's success on the Sunbeam
was well deserved. Throughout the
trial we never saw him make a single

adjustment, and the way his 2| h.p.

machine climbed liills was an eye-opener
to many.

Shemans, the Triumph rider, had ill-

luck vvith tyres on the second day of

the trial. He had used up two spare
tubes, badly damaged his cover, and
only got to Carlisle by stuffing the cover
with grass by the aid of village boys.
Next morning he changed the cover, and
for the next three days never had the
slightest trouble. Such is luck !

L A Bees (31 h.p. L.M.C.) climbing Dacre Bank on the last day. He was one of the most consistent

riders in the trial.

SPECIAL AWARDS.
Winners of International Trial.

Great Britain.

Team.—W. B. Gibb (2a h.p. two-speed
chain and belt driven Douglas), figure of

merit 124.78; W. Bf Little (3i h.p. tfree-

speed belt driven Premier), figure of
merit 112.06; and C. R. CoUier (8 h.p.

three-speed chain driven Matchless sc),
figure of merit 141.11.

Prize Presented by the Cumberland
County M.C.C. for. Best Perform-
ance in Division I. (Motor
Bicycles).

T. C. de la Hay (2| h.p. two-speed
chain driven Sunbeam); figure of merit,

142.55.

Prize Presented by JMr. J. Wheatley
FOR THE Best Performance in Divi-
sion II. (Sidecars and Three-
wheeled Cycle Cars).

Rex Pearson (5-6 h.p. three-speed

chain driven Clyno sc.) ; figure of merit,

135.74.

Prize Offered by the Electrical
Engineering and Motoring Co.,

Carlisle, for the Best Perform-
ance IN Division III. (Four-
wheeled Cycle Cars).

C. M. Keiller (8 h.p. friction • driven

G.W.K.) ; figure of merit, 133.64.

Best Performance by a Team of Three
Nominated by a Manufacturer.

The Ariel Team.—F. C. North (figure

of merit 120.14), L. Newey (figure of

merit 116.78), and V. Busby (figure .of

merit 135.56), all on three-speed belt

driven machines.

A Prize Offered. by His Worship the
Mayor op Carlisle for the Best
Performance by an Affiliated

Club Team.
The Westmorland M.C.C. Team.—W.

Westwood (3i h.p. Triumph), G. W.
Braithwaite (5-6 h.p. Rudge), and Hugh
Gibson (3^ h.p. Bradbury sc.)

CI4
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IN A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS,
INGHAM, on 3i h.p., awarded GOLD MEDAL,

Gaining 96 Marks out oS a possible 100.

GUTGEMANN, on 2| h.p. Patent Two-speed, Forced Cubrication,

CLIMBED ALL MOUNTAIN PASSES WITH EASE.
Finished Course, delayed last day through Wet Magneto.

~l
London Agent:

WILTON
MOTOR CO.,

Wilton Road,

Victoria, S.W.

II

If you want a RELIABLE MACHINE or ENGINE,

send for Descriptive Bjoklet Free.

AGENTS WANTED.
VELOCE, LTD., FLEET ST., BIRMINGHAM.

Gloucester Agents

:

—

-

G. L. BHUNSDON =
& SON, =

Park End Road, =
Gloucester. :=

A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

'THE FAMOUS
FOR

RELIABILITY'
^lm:
The Motorcycle dPROVED Greatest Reliability

^ "^

WINS
GOLD MEDAL

(L. A. Bees),

SILVER MEDAL
(G. Castognoli),

AND BRONZE MEDAL
(H. J. Beale).

4 L.M.C.'s started—3 Gained Awards
as above.

Write for a copy of illustrated art catalogue, post free from

LLOYD MOTOR ENGINEERING CO., LTD., 132, Monument Road, BIRMINGHAM.

In answering these a<lverlisenirr>ts it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyde." C19
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Aug. 28th .;. ... 7.55 p.m.
„ 30th 7.51 „

Sept. 1st ... ... 7.46 „
„ 3rd 7.42 „

Coventry Open Hill-climb.

To avoid clashing with .other events,
the Coventry and Warwicksliire M.C. has
postponed its eighth annual hill-climb to
Saturday, October 11th.

A Rumour Dispelled.

Auto-Cai-riers (1911), Ltd., inform us
that rumours have reached them that they
contemplat* giving up the manufacture of

the A.C. three-wheeled cycle car, and
that in consequence there may be a
difficulty in securing spares for this type
of machine. The company ask us to
announce that this rumpiir has no
foundation in fact. ^
Speed Trials at Wimborne.

By the kind permission of Lady
Wimborne, the Bournemouth and District
M.C.C. are able to hold their open speed
trials in Canford Park Wimborne, where
a three-quarter of a mile stretch of road
is available. The trial is already being
well supported, and thirty-eight indi-

vidual entries have been received. These
include many well-known riders.

Military Motor Cyclists.

JMidland readers who are contemplating
serving in the Special Motor Cyclists'

Reserve, South IMidland Division, should
communicate with Captain J. Huxley,
secretary of the S.M. Division, 132, Green-
field Road, Harborne, Birmingham.

Manchester M.C. Reliability Test.

The result of the two-days motor and
cycle car reliability trial to Colwyn Bay
and back was as follows : Solo : 1, W.
W. Heaton (2| A.J.S.). Passenger: W.
Rolison (G.W.K.)

The Wolseley-Vickers Voiturette.
This new machine, which is described

on pages 1134 and 5, will be known as the
Stellite cycle car. The designing and all

experimental work in connection with the
establishment of the model have been
undertaken by the Wolseley Tool and
Motor Car Co., Ltd., but the manufac-
ture and sale will be in the hands of the
Electric and Ordnance Accessories Co

,

Cheston Road, Aston, Birmingham. Both
this company and the Wolseley Co. are
branches of the great firm of Viekers,
Ltd., hence their collaboration in the
matter. A preliminary batch of one
thousand has been put in hand, and the
price is one hundred and fifty guineas,
which includes hood, screen, three
paraffin lamps, horn, and a suitable
equipment of tools.

SPECIAL FEATURES :

THE NEW STELLITE CYCLE CAR.
Described and Illustrated.

CONTINUATION OF A.C.U. SIX DAYS-
TRIALS REPORT.

Many Striking Photographs.

TEST OF A NEW THREE-SPEED HUB GEAR

SIX DAYS' TRIALS. The flnal stretch (known as "The Strugijle") on Kirkstone Pass.
Ellison Hawkes (5-3 h.p. Hudge) Is seen Bearing the summit, gradient 1 in 5.

Miss A. H. Neville, a Worthing lady who has
established a motor garage—a new departure for

her sex. In the photograph Miss Neville is seen
starting oil lor a run on her 2J h.p. Douglas
with a lady passenger on the carrier.

Mont Ventoux Hill-climb.

The important feature of this Frencl
event was the beating of Lamberjack'i
1905 record for the hill by Lavanchy oi

a Motosacoche, whose time was 23m. 30§i

Lamberjack's time was 25m. 48|s. on'
very much larger engined Griftoi
machine. The only British competito!
this year was Frank Smith, who drovi

his Clyno and sidecar up the hill ii

31m. 5^s.

The winner of the lightweight nioto

cycle class rode a Terrot, the lightweigh
sidecar class a Motosacoche, and the firs

in the cycle car class drove a Bab<
Peugeot. The car record for the hill

made by Boillot (Peugeot) on the 24t]

inst., is 17m. 38s.
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lisit to the States.

Mr. W. H. Wells sailed (or Ameiica
Satiu'diiy last to pay liis annual visit

I lie works of the Hendce ilanufac-

lug Co., Springtiold, Mass. He is

\|iecl«d back in this country towards
i!.' end of September.

I Home-made Featherweight.

A UoikenlKun motor cyclist, named A.
I'reston, has jnst completed a 2 h.p.

ilierweight of his own design and
II thronghont, weighing 85 lbs. The
^le-cylinder engine develops 2 h.p.,

.;lis 20 lbs., and has overhead valves,

tappets being enclosed in a dust
III cover. A Brampton variable pulley

M is fitted with B. and B. carburetter

I Rnthardt magneto. The wheels are

join. X 2in.

rhe Cape to Cairo Expeditionary Reforce.

The .Survey and Scientific Research
i.\|ie<litionary Reforce, which will shortly

undertake the journey from the Cape to

t'airo under the command of Capt. R.
N. Kelsey, has decided to take a motor
lii(ycle, which will be used mainly for

iho carrying of despatches, letters, etc.,

the nearest point of communication,
I for bringing in supplies in case of

Ki-gency. The machine Capt. Kelsey
> selected is a Triumph. The object

.'. the expedition is general exploration,

big g.ame hunting, and photogr.iphy.
After touching the principal towns in

South Africa, the expedition will pro-

ceed straight through Khartoum to Cairo.

A Flying Meeting for Motor Cyclists.

In addition to other flights at the
special motor cyclists' flying meeting at

tiie London Aerodrome, Hendon, to be
held to-day (Thursday) at 5 p.m., particu-
lars of which have already been published
in The Motor Cijch, a grand speed handi-
cap has been arranged for a valuable
trophy and cash prizes. Many of the
pilots who have entered for the Aerial
l)erby will take part in this event,^ in-

' hiding G. W. Beatty, the famous Ameri-
i ;ui airman, P. ^'errler, Lieut. Porte,
R.N., Louis Noel, Robert Slack, E.
\l;»rty, and C. Graliame-White. .-Vll the

• oiipons given up at the entrance gates
uill be collected, and the motor cyclist

whose name and address are on the win-
ti^ coupon v.'ill be entitled to a free

i-senger flight. It is anticipated that
.--me remarkably high speeds will be
attained at this meeting, as several new
machines have already arrived, which

:
• intended for the Aerial Derby, in-

iiding an 80 h.p. Morane-Saulnier
"uoplane.

A. A. and M.U. Notes.

Teiihitorhl MANdirvHES : Ijipop.tant
W.vnxiNG.—As Territorial manojuvres will

irimence on the Coventry lioad to-day
iiirsday), with a b.ase at Daventry, the
.\. and .M.U. advises motorists to use
• roads in this neighbourhood, and par-
ularly those around Daventry and

Wcedon. with caution, especiallv after
dark.

Hii.L Signs indicating Ge.\dients.—
t^uite a new departure in road signs has
just been instituted by the Association
in connection with danger signs.

Gradients alono are not necessarily
dangerous. but where there are

dangerous corners, or hidden roads
leading on to the hill, a warning sign

is often necessary, and several such
signs have been put up by the A. A.
and M.U. The llr.st of the new A. A.
and M.U. warning signs on hills has
just been erected on Beggars' Roost
Hill, in North De\'T)n, and its warning
to motorists and road users is that the

gradient is 3 in 10.

BiiIDGF. Cl.o.sKD.—Thi; Widnes transport

bridge will be closed to traffic from Sep-
tember 15th until further notice for the
purpose of alterations and ini|)rovenients.

mm mmii

Sept. 3

Oct.

30.—Streatham and District Itl.C.C.

Annual Open Hill-climb.

30.—Hertfordshire M.C.C.Open Half
Day Trial.

Bournemouth & District M.C.C.
Open Speed Trials.

6.—Scottish A.C.U. Speed
Championships at
St. Andrews.

6.—.I.C.U. Iiast Midland Centre
Speed Trials.

13.—B.M.C.R.C. I.;ace Meeting.
20.—Streatham M.C.C. Open Speed

Trials at Brighton.
24.—A.C.U. Open Cine Day Trial.

27.—n.A.R.C. Brooldands Meeting,

n.—Coventrv and Warwiclishire
M.C. Annual Open Hitl-

climb.

Cycle Car Taxes in France.

The question of taxation of cycle cars

has, up to the present, been rather a

vexed one in France, as there does not

appear to be any definite ruling as to

what constitutes a cycle car. Motor
bicycles and sidecars pay 24 francs,

whereas small cars pay 5 francs per horse-

power, in addition to the ordinary taxes.

An owner of a Super tandem cycle car

has, however, received an official intima-

tion that his vehicle comes under the

heading of a " moto cycle a deux places."

This type of vehicle at any rate, irre-

spective of the number of wheels, is ta.xed

as a motor cycle in France. The ruling

appears to be discretionary.

II33

Open Cut-outs.

Several motor cyclists were summoned
at Chepstow last week for using cut-outs

of an illegal form. It was, however,
pointed out that the gases first passed into

the expansion chamber, and, consequently,

the summonses were dismissed.

Harry Martin in Hospital

We are sorry to hear that Harry JIartiii

is still in the Weybridge Cottage Hospital

as a result of the accident he sustained at

the Brooklands track on the 9th inst.

He has sustained a ruptured muscle of the

right thigh, which, together with
^
a

damaged nerve centre, will prevent him
racing for some time, and may po.ssibly

prevent him competing again.

Motor Traffic.

A question was recently asked in the

House of Commons by Mr. C. iloney

with reference to the use of the highways

that .carried with it the imputation that

motor cyclists as a whole were addicted

to dangerous driving and to making an

unnecessary noise, and that, in conse-

quence, the roads were rendered unsafe

for pedestrians. Mr. McKenna replied

that he did not think that these otfence.s

were so common as was suggested, and
that he considered the existing powers of

the magistrates quite sufficient. In this

matter we agree with ilr. McKenna,
though we must admit that there are

many inconsiderate motor cyclists on the

road who, by their thoughtless and selfish

conduct, do" their best to stir up the

authorities.

Standardisation of Screw Threads.

The Engineering Standards Committee,
of which society Mr. Leslie S. Eobert-

son, M.I.C.E., 28, Victoria Street, West-
minster, S.W., is the secretary, is deal-

ing with the question of standardisation

of automobile parts. In reply to our

enquiry as to whether standards for cycle

cars and motor cycles will be dealt with
- by the committee, we are informed that

the standardisation of details, such as

the threads on screws and nuts and screw
threads generally, would affect them, but
no standardisation of design would be
contemplated.

A conletti carnival was held at Sea View, isle ol Wlghi, ou Saturday last, when ail passing inoior cyclists

were surrounded and covered with conletti as shown in the above photograph.

''-i
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The New Wolseley-Vickers Voiturette.
To be known as (he Stellite Cycle Car,

Accessories Co., Birmingha

ONE of the most important additions yet made
to the ranks of cycle cars is the Wolseley-
Vickers Voiturette. It has

been known for some time past
that the famous Biimingham firm
were experimenting with a light

type of two-seater which would
come within the definition of a
cycle car; and,
in fact, it is

now some weeks
ago since repre-

sentatives of this

journal were
favoured with a

trial run on this

new car. Its

advent will be
hailed with de-

light by those

who lean to-

wards the light

two-seater type of vehicle, as, coming from such a

world-renowned concern, it may be taken for granted
that the workmanship will be of the best, and the

quality of materials of the finest. The Wolseley Co.
are amongst the oldest manufacturers of motor cars,

and their experience is bound to stand them in good
stead. The Stellite light car is to be made in

quantities, and, although the details are being made
public for the first time this week, in less than twelve
months hence its design is bound to be familiar to

everyone, and its name will be on the lips of all

motorists.

Dealing first with the engine : it is of the four-

Three-quarter front view of the Stellite light car.

and made by the Electric and Ordnance
m, anottier Vickers lirm.

timing being fixed. The Wolseley S.U. car-

buretter is on the opposite side, and is of the

automatic type, with gravity feed from the

petrol tank on' the dashboard, which latter

has a capacity of six gallons. The cooling

of the engine is by thermo-syphon circulation,

the radiator
adopted being'

of large capa-

city and of eX'';'

ceedingly hand-

s o m e design.

The clutch is of

the leather cone

type, and the •

transmission by

a universally-

jointed shaft to

the Qombined
gear box and
live axle. At
normal engine

gear box (7/38
First gear, 9J

speed, with the standard two-speed

worm ratio), "the road speeds are

:

m.p.h. ; second gear, 24 m.p.h. ; reverse, 8|- m.p.h'

The range of speed on the top gear on the level is

from 8 to 35 m.p.h. As is usually the case, a single

lever operates all changes of speed.

The frame is of arracured wood, suspended at each

end on long leaf springs. The front axle is of tubu-

lar construction, the hubs running on compound rollei

bearings. The rear axle, as already mentioned, is of

the live type, driven by worm gear,- and has ball and
roller bearings throughout. The steering is irreversible

through rack and pinion, an^d the minimum turning

circle with standard types is thirty-twc>

feet six inches. . .-

As regards brakes, two independent

I

sets are fitted, operating on the inside
( if the drums of the rear road wheels.

I There are internal enclosed double-

acting shoe brakes with a compensating
action, and operated by wire rope by a

The Ironi and rear method of pringing the Stellite

cycle car.

cylinder type, with the cylinders in

one piece and a separate single

-piece • head casting. The bore and
stroke are 2^in. (62 mm.) x 3|in. (89
mm.), giving a capacity of 1,076 cubic
centimetres. The normal revolutions per
minute are 1,600. The R.A.C. rating is

9-45, so that the car comes within the
three guinea tax limit. The ignition is

by high-tension Bo,sch magneto, the spark

C24

In the second illustration may also be seen the two-speed and reverse gear and back axle onlt
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he New Wolseley-Vickers Voiturette.—

itul lever and pedal respectively. The front and
ir portions of the chassis are assembled separately

1 tiien built up with the frame. By this method
construction the working parts should be readily
I'.ssible in case of trouble.

.Some measurements of the car will prove of interest.

lie wheelbase is 8ft. ; track, 3ft. loin. ; overall

iigth of chassis. loft. 4in. ; overall width of chassis,

It. Sin.; minimum road clearance, 61in.

I'he road wheels, as will be seen from the photo-
laphs, are of the wood artillery pattern, approxi-
.i.itely sSiin. diameter, and the tyres fitted are of
00 X 80 rpm. section.

The Stellite -will be sold in more than one type,

nd the chassis may be ordered specially sprung to

uit the weight of a three-seater body.
The control is by an auxiliary pedal placed midway

etween the clutch and brake -pedals in the usual way,
ml hand adjustment to the carburetter is provided on
he dash.

US',

The 8-10 li,p. SteUlte, as will be seen, is Olted with a neat folding lUck y
seat for a third passenger.

A VARIABLE CHOKE CARBURETTER.
.V new carburetter is shortly to he

iKirketed, the feature of which consists of

I choke tulie which is variable with the

lirottle lever. The main body of the

iiiburetter consists of a rectani^ular tube
u which two jets are mounted, side by
.ide, the s.ize of both being adjustable.

I'he two jets are mounted on a slight

.•!e, and their orifices project through
!iglit hump in the casting \Yhich forms
lower part of the choke. The upper

tit of the ciiulce consists of a slightly

nived Hap which is pivoted at the top.

I the tube and shuts down until its

luved edge rests on the hump before

me-:tioned. A flap throttle is fitted on
the engine side of the jets. The car-

buretter may be used either as a two-
lever or automatic device, a simple cam
arrangement interconnecting the two
Haps, the relative positions being instantly

adjustable. The principle of the car-

buretter may be easily followed with
reference to the sketches. The construc-

tion is simple and there is nothing to

get out of order. We dealt with the

forerunner of this type a couple of

months ago. The designer is F. A. Bur-
gess, Cranleigh, Surrey.

i

>VlS?>

SIX DAYS' TRIALS. C. T. Newsome (3i li.p. Roveri and L. Sealey ;3.( h.p. B.S.A.) on Crossdale Hill on the third day.

C27
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LIEGE-PARIS-LIEGE TRIAL.
Fnglish Machines Conspicuous Successes.

ON Friday, the 15th mst., at 2 a.m., the competitors

were started from Liege at one minute intervals on the

journey of 525 miles. There were sixty-five starters

in all." The first .part of the course was very severe

on account of the wretched para tlirongh Liege and its out-

skirts. After leaving Liege the riders were treated_ to some

fine scenery. The French frontier was crossed at Givet, and

by special arrangement the, competitors were passed through

very quickly upon payment of 50 centimes to secure a

permit to enter France. The principal troubles on the out-

ward Journey were punctures.

Lunch was taken at Laon, at which point the machines

were deposited in the Pare ferme. The section between

Jileaiix and Chelles was remarkable for its very bad road

surface, and those who had trouble were practically out of

the competition, for there was no time to do repairs.

The average pace set for the 500 c.c. class was 25 m.p.h.

,

but over the bad surfaces, bends, and villages the average

was very difficult to maintain. A very excellent system of

timino- the competitors by sealed watches had been arranged.

Liefeldt, a Coventrv " amateur on a Rudge, punctured

twenty-eight kilometres from Chelles, found his back tyre

was beyond repair, and rode in on the rim. Arrivnig at

Paris he' wired to Coventry for another wheel, wluch he fitted

before starting on Sundav morning. After going to all this

trouble he had to retire through further tyre trouble.

Out of sixty-five starters forty-two reaiked Pans.

The return journey was commenced at 3.30 a.m. Sunday,

the small machines being sent off first.

After reaching Soissons, the route branched southward^

through charming country. In all the towns the utmost

enthusiasm was displayed by the inhabitants. Near Sedan -i

one of the Sarolea riders (Dewale) had a bad fall, and was
;

taken to hospital suffering from concussion

The lunch control was at Bouillon, and after passing the

Customs, the riders were once more in Belgium.

At Spa there was a speed trial and hill-climb. These

are treated as different events, and special prizes are

awarded. Both the events were exceedingly dangerous..

The kilometre over which the speed trial was run consisted

of a stretch of -pave between an avenue of trees, and, as it

had rained immediately before the speed trial commenced,

the riders declared it was far too dangerous and did not

force their machines. The hill-climb was held on a road

which was not closed to other traffic, and Rowlandson,

cutting in on his wrong side to take the. bend, was met

by a huge automobile ; he had no other alternative but

to take to the hedge, luckily without damage.
Tlie control at Liege was 'on one of the central Boule-

vards, and the thousands of people were kept back by police-

men. As the Englishmen arrived, the band struck up "God
Save the. King"; in fact, as each competitor arrived the

National Anthem of his country was played.

Of the forty-two that started on the return journey,

thirty-five reached home. The winners of first-class awards

are as follows :

S. A. Rowlandson (3^

Rudge -Multi)

A. J. Dixon (3^ Singer)

Conriamont (3^ three-speed

Premier)
Milhoux (5-6 Rudge-Multi)

Erodue (8 Matchless)
Spedvrell {35 Sarolea)

Janssens (3^ Rudge-Multil
Dehaybe (5^ Sarolea)

Paquay (3^ Singer)

GLUB NEWS.
Foleshill and North Warwickshire M.C.C.

There will be two open classes at the annual hill-climb.

Chief award, the Bettmann Cup. Entries to Mr. W. H.

Broad, Foleshill Road, Coventry, by September 13th.

Mersey (Liverpool) M.C.

An expert-barred open hill-climb will take place on

September 13th at Pen-y-Ball. There will be classes for

motor cycles of 350 c.c, 500 c.c, 750 c.c, and 1.000 c.c, and

passenger machines of 500 c.c, 750 c.c, and 1,100 c.c

Entries must reach Mr. S. W. Carty, 5, Redcross Street,

Liverpool, not later than September 6th.

East Essex M.C.C.

On the 16th inst. a hill-climb was held at Fiddler's Hill,

Fordham. Results :

Open Ci.bie.

J. C. Bland, junr. (Douglas)

E. Gariand (Rudge-Multi) ...

Ashton Hill (Rudge)
Under 500 c.c.

Clifford Cant (Rudge-Multi)

J. C. Bland, junr. (Douglas)

E. Garland (Rudge-Multi) ...

The' hiU, which was an excellent one, comprised two bad

bends. Clifford Cant won the Worthington-Evans Chal-

lenge Cup for the fastest time of the day.

Glasgow M.C.C.

A 100 mile non-stop trial took place on the 23rd inst. The
route was as follows : Strathblane, Lennoxtown, Fintry,

Killearn, Blanefield, Cult Brae, Drymen Road, Kyber Pass,

Strathblane, the hills being Lennoxtown, Cult Brae, and the

Kyber Pass, a long ascent with two hairpin bends ; this had

to be covered three times. The performances of the varioiis

riders on Cult Brae were all good, but special mention must

be made of M'. Carlaw (6 Enfield sc), who took both bends

in fine style. The appearance of the 8 Henderson for the

first time" in competition in Scotland was watched with

interest, and both the silence and power of the machine

greatly impressed those present. The three 5-6 F.N.'s also

performed well, while the 6 A.J.S. combinations went up

C:8

Formula. Time
. 31.5 . . 31s.

. 38 . 30s.

. 38.6 . . 26s,

.
31.-8 . . 25s.

. 32.3 . . 32s.

. 38 . 30s.

in their usual good style. In taking an awkward turn or

joining the main road near Strathblane, A. Shaw (5-f

A.J.S. sc), who was travelling rather fast, ran into tht

ditch, without, however, seriously damaging either machim
or passenger. Belt slip caused the retirement pf H. W
Ballardie (5-6 Hazlewood sc), and a broken belt alsf

accounted for A. R. Fraser (3^ Rudge). W. Hood (3^ Rudge
Multi) hung on to his high gear too long, with the resub

that he conked out on the Kyber Pass. W. S. PeUew u

Hendei-son) also came to grief here. J. E. Chisholm 13:

Ariel) had carburetter trouble, water accounting for this

while F. Galbraith (7 Indian) had plug trouble.^. J. JlcComV

(3^ Edmund) ,was most unfortunate, a stone getting into th<

belt rim and throwing off his belt. G. Taylor (3^ Rudge
was baulked by another competitor and came off, but re

started. The following riders finished the course, but hav«

not necessarily made non-stop runs ; W. Hood (3^- Eudge-
Multi), W. Deans (3i Ariel), W. Dickie (5-6 F.N.), Vf. S.

Pellew (8 Henderson), R. Black (5-6 F.N.), W. B. Cram!

m Elswick). J. E. Chishohn (3i Ariel), A. McCuUoch {(

A.J.S. sc), W. Cariaw (6 Enfield sc), J. R. Bell (5 A.J.S,

sc), R. G. McGibbon (3^ Edmund), G. Taylor (3^ Rudge
Multi), A. D. Morrison (3^ Ariel), and T.' S. V. Phillipt

(5-6 A.J.S. sc.)

Motor Cycling Club.

The following are the official results of the standard reli

ability and hill-climbing competition held on the 2nd anc

4th inst.

M.C.C. Cup for best performance on a solo mount.—

H

Karslake (Rover).

Gold Medals.—G. T. Grav (Rudge), B. Alan Hill (Indian)

D. W. Popplewell (Triumph), H. A Cooper (Bradburv). Aj
T. Stanton (Bradbury). H. F. Edwards (Enfield), E. Kick

ham (Douglas), R. C. Davis (Clyno sc), H. G. R. Slingi,

(Clyno sc), A. J. Dixon (Singer), and' L. Martin (Singei

cycle car). i

"Silver Medals.—L. A. Baddeley (P. and M.), S. Tharj!

(Triumph), K. A. MacDonald (Singer), E. A. Colliver (Indian)

C. Percival (Douglas) C. Macbeth (Douglas), S. G. Frosi,

(Douglas), J. D. Drysdale (Hazlewood) M. C. Breese (B.S.A.) 1

R. M. Marians (P. and M.), L. A. Bees (L.M.C), and W. P|

Tippett (Humber).
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ub News.

—

Manchester M.C.

A gymkhana was lield on tlie 16tli inst. This was so

i-essful that another will be held in September.

Bradford M.C.C.

1 lie results of the Uradford-Edinburgh-Bradford reliability

ik. rnn Angus* 9lh and 10th, were as follows:

:;iss 1, for tea.iis.—The Dewsbury iNI.C.C. were the

iiiers, the riders b«ing J. H. Dunstan (3^ h.p. Rudge),
!•'. Risnin (3i h.p. Triumph), and H. Hartley (3i h.p.

uilge). who were awarded club standard gold medals.

Class 2. for thri best performance of the day, solo or

'Wat.—The P. and II. Cup was awarded outright to F.

Harrison (6 h.p. A.J.S. sc.)

I 'lass 3, for the best sidecar performance, independent of

iss 2. the award being the Merrick Trophy, to be won
light.—O. Riddiongh (7 h.p. Indian sc.)

Dublin and District M.C.C.
.\ slow hill-climb was held on the 16th inst. on the steep

!ul twisty hill leading from GlencuUen Bridge. The
father was ideal, and a large number of spectators turned

lul to watch the event. Results :

Uss A.-—Engines not exceeding 500 c.c, gear ratio 6 to 1.

Time.
I 1. T. E. Greene (3i Rudge) 2m. 8|s.

Ml the other competitors, in their efforts to travel very
.ly, failed to climb the hill.

i.i.\ss B.—Unrestricted as to engine size or gear ratio.

1. .1. Doleman (2J Douglas) 4m. 23s.

2. G. Roche (3^ Rover) 4m. 8?s.

3. W. J. Corbet (3^ Ariel) 3m. 13s.

Cl.\ss C.—Sidecars, unrestricted.

1. G. Roche (3i Rover sc.) 3m. 45is.

2. T. D. Rollins {6 Clyno sc.) 2m. 24^s.

Hksults of Glengakiffe and Back Tkial, 460 Miles.

Silver Cup and Gold Medal.—G. Roche (3^ Rover), 200
!:irks (maximum 200).

iiold Medals.—J. Doleman (3^ Rudge), 197; D. J. Farrell

5i Triumph), 197; R. Walsh (3^ Bradbury), 197; J. Healv
5'Rudge). 196; and T. Wrench (7 Indian), 193.

Silver Medals.—P. O'SuUivan (3i Humber), 193; M.
l.irson (3^ Rudge), 190 ; and T. E. Greene (3i Rudge), 189.

Bronze Medals.—T. Woods (3^ P. and M.), G. Tyson
"', Triumph), J. Browne (3^ Rudge), and W. J. Henderson

Hudge).
lloche already holds the Club Cup since last season, and

l.y his second win he makes it his own property.

Tlie club is holding a reliability trial on Saturday ne.xt.

ill connection with which the tie for the White Cup is to
I II' run off.

F. Lamb (3^ Premier) ; 2,

Folwell (3i B.S.A.); 2, F.

-1, E. Folwell (34 B.S.A.);

Burton-on-Trent M.C.C. and AsJby M.C.C.
A combined hill-climb was held on the 20th inst. at Drav

cott Cliff. Results:
530 c.c. Touring Class.—1,

S. Poyscr (3i Ivv).

500 c.c. T.T. Models.—1, E.
Lamb (3^ Premier).
Unlimited Cubical Capacity.-

2, F. Lamb (3^ Premier).
An informal competition on tlie knock-out system was

held subsequently, competitors racing in pairs. Final :

Jones (3i Ivy) beat S. S. Poyser (3^ Ivy).

Malvern and District M.C.C.
The results of the hill-climb held at Hiiiton Hill are as

follows. The. Motor Cyrh fornmla was used :

Class I.—Up to 500 c.c. Touring Machines on Time.
Rider and machine. Time.

1. G. H. Skirrow (3^ Rudge) 19?s.
2. B. Bladder (34 Rudge) 20s.
, /F. Nickson (34 Rudge)

\ ,

'^'IH. D. Wynn (34 Rudge) /'

Class II.—500 c.c, T.T Jlachines on Time.

21'

1. F. Giles (34 Triumph)
2. N. Smith (34 Triumph)
0. F. Nickson (34 Rudge)

Class III.—Up to 1,000

1. R. Surman (5 IMatchless)

2 fU. H. Skirrow (34 Rudge)

19s.

19|s.

20s.

c.c, on Time.

17s.

19-l,s.

20s.

Bladder (34 Rudge)
n.—V. Nickson (34 Rudge)

Class IV.—Up to 1,000 c.c, on Formula.
Rider and machine. Fig. of merit.

1. B. Bladder (34 Rudge) 459
2. R. Surman (5 Matcldess) 471
3. G. H. Skirrow (34 Rudge) ... ... ... 517

Class V.—Up to 1,000 c.c. Handicap Race in Pairs.

Rider and machine. Time.
1. R. Surman (5 Matchless) ... ... ... 16^s.

2. r. Nickson (34 Rudge) 19s.

5. H. D. Wynn (34 Rudge) 214s.

"The Motor Cycle" Diary of Week-end Club Events.
Aug. 29th and 30th.—Essex M.C. 400 miles reliability trial

to York and back.
Aug. 30th.—Birmingham JI.C.C. captain's annual twelve

hours' ride.

,, 30th.—Bradford A.C. gymkhana.
., 30th.—Bristol B. and i\l.C. run to Frome.
,, 30th.—South Birmingham JM.C.C. "old crock" hill-

climb.

,, 30th.—Walthamstow M.C.C run to Much Hadliam.

A.C.D. TRIALS. Group ot compelUors and sceclators motor cycles at the too ol Kirkstone Pass on Friday
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondentsj

All letters should be aldressea to the Elitor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tulor Street, B.C., and shoulj be acoompaniei by the writer's full name and addrea.

A.C.U. Six Days' Trials.

Sir,—As a competitor in the above, I was pleased to read

your coinments with regard to White Shaw Moss, and con-

sider that you might have included several other portions of

the routes under the same heading as ,having abnormal sur-

faces, - It is evident to me that the A.C.U. are aware_ that

the present" day variably geared motor cycles are so good and
so reliable that it is almost impossible to prevent them win-

ing the highest award unless freak hills and sui'faces and
roads are included; but they should state in their conditions

that siicli roads are to be included, and not make statements

to the opposite effect. What the competitors as^a whole
think of the routes can be judged by the unanimous protests

that were handed in to the secre"tary almost every day.

I have been a supporter of the A.C.U. up to the present, but

I cannot write words strong enough to express my opinion of.

their methods of conducting the 1913 Six Days' Trials.

JOSHUA J.. "DAY, No. 88.

Sir,—I enclose for publication a copy of the letter written

by me to the Secretary of the A.C.U., setting forth ' my
reasons for retiring from last week's trials.

C. B. MOSS-BLUNDELL.
[Copy.]

Dear Loughborough,—I beg to inform you that after

due consideration I have withdrawn my machine. No. 31,

from the trial.

I have taken this step as a protest against the character

of the course; for it is impossible to keep up an average

of 20 m.p.h. without either risking one's neck in the by-ways

or breaking the law on the highways ; I do not intend to-do

either. I would .specially call your attention to non-stop

section No. 6 of the 18th inst., and to the watersplash lane

near Crosby Ravensworth of the 19th inst. Enquiries

from the villagers elicited the information that this

narrow iane is only occasionally used by farmers for muck
carting, ^nd that it is not considered suitable for other

vehicles,

Ir the General Conditions," page 2, a specific assurance

is given as to surface, width, and safety of the roads

selected for the trial, and I believe that I am only voicing

ihe opinion of the majority when I state that these _condi-

tionr have noi, been fulfilled. I feel that the A.C.U. woulo

have no alternative other than to return the entrance fee

tc' any competitor who desired it, on the grounds that the

nature of the trial had been misrepresented in the printed

conditions. .
Yours truly,

C. B. Moss-Blundbll.

Benzol.

Sir,—In view of the benzole question, which is attracting

so much notice nowadays, my experience may be of interest.

The benzole I use is 90% obtained from the Gas Light and
Coke Co. at Beckton. I test this myself occasionally, and

have always found it to be good spirit.

I use it on my 1913 Triumph, and have not altered the

level or jet in any way. In my carburetter, which is of the

standard Triumph pattern, I find that it takes less air than

petrol, which is not remarkable. In no case, I suppose,

does complete combustion take place, ai)d the air it will

take is chiefly a matter for empirical determination.

I took the engine down tor the first time after 1,849

miles and found very little carbon. During this period I

used about ',hree gallons of petrol I was emboldened by

C3^

this to let the engine run for a considerable time longer, am
when this was done—it. was not done because of knockin

or ' overheating, but surrply, because I found
;
certain hiU

which I_ could climb on topT-required a reduction to secoin

over th.e. steep bits. After 2,629 miles, the amount of carboj

taken off the piston and cylinder walls scarcely covered th'-

dial of my. speedometer. The carbon was so soft as to b

easily removed with a penknife. These figures compare ver

well with those of a recent contributor who found it neces

sary, on a mi.xture of paraffin and petrol, to take down hi

engine about every 500 miles. I searched the cylinder fc

signs of scoring, ^owing to the acid produced by tlie burnin

of' the sulphur, but was unable to detect anything seriou

after 4,500 miles. It may be that after all the sulphii

compounds do not get completely burnt, but are just swef
away through the exhaust.

The benzole I use shows under tests less than 100 grains <

sulphur per gallon, which is under .15% by weight. Thi;

of course, is exceedingly good.

I am pleased to say that I have converted several motorist

to the use of this spirit, and always use it when procurabli

even, when, as sometimes, I have to pay Is. 6d. a gallo

for it. Through traffic I average about lOO'm.p.g., and o

the open road, at an average* speed of 20-25 m.p.h., 12

m.p.g. F. E. THOMAS.

Re-opening of Roman Roads.

Sir,—I. was much interested in your description of tl
|

re-opening of a portion of the Fosseway. . (

No. doubt thei-e- aire" many sitnila'r stretches of old Roma
roads which could be re-opened, with considerable advantac
to all road users. Of coui-se finance will have the last woi

ill the matter, but I should like to direct attention to

particular example.

The main road between London and North Wales leav(

Watling Street at Weedon (Northamptonshii'e), and passt

through Birmingham and Wolverhampton, joining WatUr

:

Street again near Wellington (Shropshire). Most motorist;

however, in order to avoid the Black Country, leave tli
1

main road at Stonebridge and travel along the Old Chegtij

Road, joining Watling Street at Brownhills (route 936 <

Contour Road Book).

The road between Stonebridge and Brownliills is narro-

and the surface is in very bad condition ; there are al-

many dangerous cross roads.

I would venture to suggest that the question of re-openir
Watling Street between Weedon and Brownhills should b

considered. If this were done motorists would be able ti

follow the old Roman road all the way from St. Albans t|

within a few miles of Shrewsbury, and would not pa;

through a single large town en route.

The task is not so formidable as might first appear, becauf
I believe that some pai'ts of the route are in quite goo
condition. A SOUTHALL.
[By turning off the main road at Daventry and continuin

to Kilsby, Watling Street is picked up .again just bey«n
the latter place, and the road to Holyhead"' is sign-posle
all the way by R.A.C. signs. . "This route missf
Brownhills. It is true that the portion from Weedon t

Watford Gap might be widened, and the section betwee
Watford Gap and Kilsby re-opened—which would give ,

straight run through except for one diversion at Weefoni
near Lichfield.^En.] '
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\ 91 year eld pa'-senger in a 6 h.p. Enfield sidecar. iSee leuor frcm CX1151.)

An Aged Passenger.

.—I am sending you a photograph of myself and my
uger. He is my grandfather, and is ninety-one years

_L'. It was Ids first experience of a sidecar, and the old

travelled about thirty miles. \Ye varied from 5 to 50

;... and nc matter whether cornering, traftic dodging, or

ding the limit, the old man enjoyed it immensely. He
V put his faith in the driver, and then everything came

'ill as a matter of cous'se. The machine is a 6 h.p.

[d. and woiUd tackle anything. Can any of your readers

. of an older passenger than tlus? CX 1151.

Carburetters ana Flexibility.

Mr,—Ueierring to your leading article of some few weeks

.. I think it would" be a most useful thing if the A.C.U.

re to hold a proper flexibility and power test for car-

retters, and impose such conditions at the test that any

aking" of carburetters would be immediately unmasked.

e occasionally see people writing to papers saying they

11 do 150 miles to the gallon ; even if true, this misleads

i;reat number of people who think that with the 150

h-5 they get everything they should do, whereas probably

get nothing except 150 miles, and no flexibility what-

One.of-your correspondents last weak calmly talks

11 his engine turning over at 80 revs. per. minute when
. clutch is taten out. The same correspondent also alludes

his getting 142 miles to the gallon. The inaccuracy as

the number of revs, he -got rather tends to discount his

Htement as to consumption. I have been conducting

cently some exhaustive tests with different carburetters as

fuel consumption, and it is very easy to get big mileage

ilhout flexibility, and easy to get flexibility with a. heavy.

itrol consumption. The "best carburetter is the one .that

ill give the very slowest running with any variation up to

le very highest speed at the lowest petrol consumption.

The conditions which, . in my opinion, would be suitable

I a carburetter test are as follows :

L) Machine to be put (?n stand and petrol turned oi
' left like this for half an hour ; no petrol to leak from

r jets. -.,'..
I 'start engine on stand and let it "tick" over at

st for fifteen minutes without tnuch'ng levers.

) Machine to be lifted from stand and started. Easiest,

mg to count; no Hooding' permitLecir-

) The clutch to be engaged and the demonstrator tn

...i alongside the maehine- whilst the engine is running
ith clutch in for fifty yards.
i5.) "Machine now to be ridden on top gear as slowly as

'ssible without misfiring,, or without any manipulation of

be clutch, brake, or valve lifter. i -

l6.) ilachine now to be ridden at speed of twenty five

liles per hour for one hundred yards, and then easing down
o seven miles per hoirr. This to be repeated twenty times.

(7.) Machine to be driven at full speed for five miles.

(8.) Machine then to be ridden up a hill one mile long
v'ith a gradient ^n pa' 's of 1 in 6.

(9.) Machine to be ridden down the hill.

(10.) Petrol consumption to be then measured off.

(11.) No adjustment to be made to the carburetter from

start to finish and tho h.p. and gear of the machine to be

the same in all cases.

1 should be very pleased io enter one of my carburetters

for such a test. CHAS. BINKS.

Hub and Counter-shaft Gears.

Sir.—I must protest against the remark made by "AN
1231 " that " hub gears will not stand the kick oi a lieallliy

3J, h.p."
I am a commercial traveller, and during the last eighteen

montlis I have ridden a 3^-4 h.p. New Hudson, Arriistrong

three-speed hub, with sidecar attached. This machine has

done over 20.000 miles to date, and puts me very much in

mind of "Tennyson's Brook." The gears and clutch have

never given any trouble whatever, and when dismantled

for cleaning a month ago there was barely a trace of wear

visible. A brother commercial has a 1911 model of the

same make, which has given equal satisfaction. Both clutch

and gears are as good as ever after more than two years'

hard work.
" If the hub is fitted correctly in the first place, and

/systematically oiled and kept in adjustment, which latter

is a very simple matter, it wiU be found perfectly reliable

and give no trouble at all.

.In conclusion, I beg to say I have no interest in Messrs.

Armstrong or the New Hudson Co., except my complete

satisfaction with their goods. H. T. SANDERS.

Sir,—In reply to Sturmey-Archer Gears, Ltd., I shoidd like

to ask wliethe"r their remarks apply to two-speed counter-

shaft gears'? If so, their statements' are certainly incorrect.

The chain on my last year's Douglas lasted 7,500 without

breaking ; the chain on my 1913 model has run 4,750, and has

been tightened once. The letter says nothing about belt wear

and adjustment. The Pedley belt on my present machine has

been shortened three times and has not pulled through once

;

it shows practically no sign of wear after 4,500 miles. I

might add tliat the engine has not yet been taken down for

cleaning, or the valves ground in, and it is still running well.

F,R.C.S., 7692.

Sir,—As one whose business occupation renders him
entirely dependent upon his motor cycle, I feel that I must
comment upon a statement that appears in Mr. Harold

Bowden's letter in your issue of August 14th.

I am obliged to consider reliability above all things in my
mount, and tliis leads me to watch carefully all improve-

ments, and to satisfy myself that they can be relied upon
before adopting them. I am perfectly satisfied as to the

reliability of the hub gear, but have. not yet adopted it

because I consider it means' increased delay in the case of

removal of the back wheel. Mr. Bowden somewhat airily

dismisses this objection to the hub gear by saying that tliis

advantage (of the counter-shaft gear), of course, only applies

to the novice. But I believe I am voicing the opinion of

many other business riders when I say that this objection

has a much. wider application. As a "novice" I revelled in

tinkering arid adjustment, but I prefer as little as possible

nowadays. And I want to be able to execute any necessary

repairs "in the shortest possible time and with the least

possible trouble. That is my sole reason for not adopting the

hub gear, and why I await the counter-shaft three-speed

gear and the "clean back wheel." TAURUS.

• Sir,—Upon the advent of the counter-shaft gear some years

ago,' much correspondence filled the pages of your valuable

paper as to the merits of the counter-shaft gear as com-

pared with its rival the hub gear," and now that some
knowledge has been obtained, a further interchange of

ideas is to be welcomed. I have since had some experience

with both, and, although the counter-shaft gear is my
favourite, I will admit that it is far from being perfect.

: A most surprising fact is that practically no developinent

has taken place in the counter-shaft gear beyond the

method of control ;' the original crude pattern being to a

great extent copied by every manufacturer to adopt it.

Many of the objections in connection with counter-shaft

gears as summarised by Mr. Bowden are most certainly due
to faulty design, and not to the position of the gear.

The noise occasioned by high speed should be overcome

as it has been in motor cars. The driving shaft in a

Bi7
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car gear box runs at engine Bpeeds, but the driving shaft

of a motor cycle gear bos is geared down, hence the

difficnlty is not insurmountable.
The fierce drive is a matter of clutch, not gears. If

the clutch is adjusted to give a relative amount of slip, as

is unavoidable in a hub gear, any fierceness will disappear.

Vibration in the gear box can only be attributable to

either badly cut and ill meshing gear wheels or to shafts

being out of truth.

I can "hardly agree that the advantage of simplicity

»f removing a back wheel applies to novices only. Surely

it is the desire of even the most experienced rider to be

able to change tyres or effect any repair with the greatest

saving of time and trouble to himself either in the work-

shop or on the road. Is it only the novice, who, when
choosing a mount, looks to see whether he will have to

drop the crank case out oi the frame before removing the

cylinder ?

In conclusion, I should like to state that I have no

interest in the subject from a business point of view, as I

am an ordinary " half-holiday " sidecarist who owns a

machine with a "hub gear and. a happy nack of keeping his

temper under trying circumstances. F. L. PARSONS.

Sir,—I was very interested to read ISIr. Bowden's letter

on hub and counter-shaft gears. JMy experience with counter-

shaft gears has been entirely different from his.

~ My counter-shaft gear is a two-speed 4 h.p. Jardine, gear

ratios of 4.8 and 9,6 to 1 respectively. It has a cork clutch

and two very, efficient shock absorbers, one being fitted on

the engine-shaft. The geai has been in use since November

1st, 1912, and has covered almost 9,000 miles. 1, do 150

miles weeldy, in all weathers, in course of my business,

besides much running in trials and for pleasure purposes.

I have never, on a single occasion, been "hung up" with

gear or transmission trouble during the last eleven months.

I am highly pleased with the gear, which is quite free from

noise or vibration, the shght whirr of the chains is far from

objectionable.

The original chains are still on, the front chain is in

better condition than the rear chain, owing, no doubt; to

its being better protected, The chains will soon need renew-

ing as'both begin to show signs of stretching. They have

had, nevertheless, a good "innings."

I have only had to replace a tyi'e—the original rear tyre,

a 2ix26 Dunlop rubber-studded, having run 7,000 approxi-

mately from November to May. When I took it off the

tread 'had worn right down to the canvas in two places only,

and the bead was in a fair condition. The rubber studs of

ray present rear tyre, a 26x2^ Hutchinson Brooklands, sre

only just worn down after 2,000 odd miles.

The transmission is not in the least harsh.
_
It is silky^

even smoother than belt transmission. This is due to the

two shock absorbers, I am able to start from a standstill

with sidecar and passenger on top gear on a slight up grade

by means of the clutch. I have even stopped and restarted

on Matlock Bank. The effect is like gliding off in a Kolls-

Royce. No replacements of corks have been made as I am
free from clutch slip even after 9,000 miles. After the first

1,000 miles I had to adjust the clutch tensioning device and

also the throw-out pedal. These have not needed adju.st-

raent since. My machine is a pleasure to ride in traffic.

I move along at a crawl without any jerkiness whatever.

As regards the accessibility of the back wheel the counter-

shaft gear scores over the hub gear. Who—whether expert

or novice—when attacked with tyre trouble, when it becomes
necessary to change a tyre or a tube on the road, wants to

do the work demanded by some of the present two or three-

speed hub gears before the wheel can be removed.

In 1911 I rode a machine fitted with a very heavy two-

speed hub gear. Unaided, it required at least well over

•one hour to remove and replace the wheel alone, I also

had several skids on greasy sets and on wood blocks, caused

almost solely by the tremendously heavy rear member of

the machine. Most of my most expensive tyres were scrap

at 1,500 to 2,000 miles, and some barely reached 1,000 miles

with careful riding solo. I do not see how one can get \

normal tyre wear with a heavy hub gear. As there is quite

sufficient work for the rear tyre to do I do not believe in

piling cm extra in the form of heavy gears in the hub.
With my two-speed hub gear frequent adjustment was

necessary tO' the bands and rods. There was also consider-

able noise eaused by the gear when the engine was ruanii

free on stand or was shut off when going downhill.

Mr. Bowden's gear - has no chains to lubricate that
certain, but what about the care of the belts, their adjus
ment, slipping in wet weather, and such defects? Wil
chains that is a thing of the past. No motor cyclist, who
a motor cyclist, minds lubricating and properly adjustii

his chains. The latter is seldom necessary, and giv<

intelligent care and usage chains will give next bo no troubl

In my experience a counter-shaft gear box and th:i

transmission, with efficient clutch and shock absorbers,

the thing for a motor cycle engine—single or multi-cyhiide

In conclusion, I beg to be excused for the length of 11

letter, but at the same time I think it will be of iuterts

I would also like to state that I have no connection wii

Jardine's, of Nottingham, but am one of those who like

speak of an article as I find it. JAMES A. HARDY.

Fair Treatment.
Sir,—Some little time ago, a friend and I, Ijo

riding Kudge machines, were proceeding to Bristol, wlii

upon reaciiing Evesham, my friend's-machine gave out wi

a cracked piston. After many suggestions as to what
do for the best, I telephoned to the Rudge-WMtwor
Works at Coventry asking if they could suggest anything,

Mi^ Holi'oyd, the works manager, gave lis every sympatl

and said he would see what could be done, which he did 1

in a most practical form, viz., sent a smart mechanic, ful

equipped, with tools, and a new piston, at express speed 1

a Tourist Trophy machine, a distance of thh-ty-three mil

to us at Evesham. The rapidity with which the new pisti

was fitted and the machine overhauled and tested was real

a marvellous piece of smart ..workmanship, inasmuch th

only twenty minutes was occupied to complete the whc
repair. When asked the cost of repairs we were inform

that there was no charge, and that the company were pleas

to be of service to us in our troubles. BOB HARRLS,

Sir,—Perhaps the following dijtails of my experience wil

a Sturmey-Archer hub may be found of interest to the I

of your readers who are contemplating the addition of
j

three-speed gear to their motor cycle.

I had the gear fitted, to my machine by a local firm, 1:

found it did not run satisfactorily. I took the machi :

back three or four times, and was disappointed each tin f

Finally, I decided to take it to the makers of the gear, a i

did so. On the second day I received my machine bai

and I was never asked to pay one penny piece. Since tli

I have run the machine with the greatest pleasure, and ha

given it a good testing before sending this letter. I ha •

toured the ILake District and South Wales, and with p:

'

senger and sidecar have climbed each hill without troubl<

G. R. BREWERY.

:* s«; sbinSP.

SIX DAYS' TRIALS. Hugh Gitson (Bradbury) is seen rounding the acute

bend on Crossdale Hiil on the third day.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. AH questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing
legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand comer of en\ elope, and should be kept distinct from
auestions bearing on technical subjects.

Planning Tours.

Will you please give me a nice

motor cycle tour through the

Lake District and in Scotland,

I have plenty of time.—F.M.R.
We regret we cannot undertake to work
nut tours. Wliat you had better do is to
liecome a member of the Auto Cycle
Luion (89, Pall Mall, S.W.), touring
membership of which only costs 5s., or

the A. A. and M.U., Fanum House,
Whitcomb Street, Coventry Street), and
;i[iply to the Touning Department.

Birmingham to the West.

I shall be much obliged if you
can tell me the best route from
Birmingham to Plymouth, and
back by another route. Also,
do you know of any holiday

camps near Plymouth?—A.W.
Your best route would be as follows

:

Birmingham, Alcester, Evesham, Chelten-
ham, Painswick, Stroud, Nailsworth,
I'.ath, Eadstock, Wells, Glastonbury,
launton, CuUompton, Exeter, Chudleigh,
.\shburton, Plympton, to Plymouth, We
<!> not know of any holiday camps in

this district. Return : Ivybridge, Totnes,
Xfwton .\bbot, E.xeter, Taunton, Bridg-
water, Bristol, Gloucester, Tewkesbury,
Worcester, Bromsgrove, Birmingham.

Strangers and Taxation.

I am home from China, and
should be glad if you can tell me
if a local taxation licence taken
out, say, in the London Comity
Council, is sufficient anywhere in

Great Britam? Also if facilities are
given to non-residents of Great Britain,
who may be touring here just for a
month or six weeks, or does everyone,
even a guest in England, have to" pay
the £1 tax for a motor cycle?—W,C,W,

' s
; one local taxation licence taken out
any Post Office in Great Britain is

llicient. We are under the impression
it the local taxation licence has to be
ul except in cases of foreign tourists

I luring the country under the Inter-
tional Touring regulations, which apply
those countries which have agreed to

'se regul.ations, e,f/,, anyone coming from
na, with which there is no agreement,

iuld have to take out the local taxation
vnce, whereas a motor cyclist coming
'm France, under the auspices of the
itomobile Club of France or the Touring

' iLib of France, can enter under the Inter-
national regulations for tlie sum of 7s, 6d-,
and be free to travel in this country with-
out payment of further taxes

" Klipdam to Ecclefechan."

There's no limit to your use-

fulness. Please state best route
for .i^ h,p, free model bike from
"Klipdam Cape to Ecclefechan,"
embracing Jericho, Archangel,

Greenland's Icy Mountains, The Grey
Mare's Tail, and Wamphray Glen,
enumerating cheapest petrol depots tn
route, also borough councils who are
" dead nuts " on the speed limits, Guid
luck to the world-wide known journal,

—

"Triumph Exponent,"
We recommend the following route :

Klipdam Cape, Woolloomoolloo, iMadagas-
car (have the barnacle deposit scraped
off the cylinder heads here). Tyre,
Jericho (do not ride round the city near
the walls, they are notoriously unsafe),
Astrachan, Nijni Novgorod" (rather
crowded at fair time). Archangel (fit a.
warming device to the carburetter),
Greenland's Icy Mountains (be careful
of side-slip), The Back of Beyond, The
Horsehoe Falls, The Grev Male's Tail,

50-' north and 40^ west, Wamphray Glen,.

Ballybunion, Upper Tooting, Ecclefechan.

to come recent trials routes.— Ei>.]

Petrel, the " Stormy " brand, is com-
mon in the Pacific Ocean, and any amount
of Shell can be obtained quite cheaply
at most seaside resorts. Any old fossil

will direct you. Another well-known
brand of spirit can be procured at the
"Devil's Pur.ch Bowl,"
You will do well to remember that the

speed limit is very strictly enforced in

the Arctic regions, and that the descent
of the Horsehoe Falls may be considered
to be quite dangerous. In fact, we
believe that this noted acclivity has never
yet been climbed. On passing through
any district ruled by a dusky potentate
take care to placate the genial private
secretary,

[We make no apologies for publishi g
the above route query, as tlie journey is

of considerable interest to the touring
public, and bears a striking similarity
to some recent trials routes.

—

Ed.]

Showing how liie comreiin; macninei in the H.C.U. Iri-ii neie we.,hed. Some comp«titots thought
the sc le, were inclined to e;r on t..e hea.-y side.
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Cambridge to Brighton.

Will you please state the
best route from Cambridge to

Brigliton, missing Tjondon and
the largest towns.—O.J.

Your best route would be as follows

:

Cambridge. Eovston. Baldoclc, Stevenage,
AAelwyn," Hatfield, St. Albans, Watford,
Kickmansworth, Denham, Uxbriclge,
Staines, Chertsey, Weybridge, -Cobham,
Leatlierhead. Dorking. Reigate, Crawley,
Handcross, Piecombe, Brighton.

Engine Stops when Hot.

I have a 1911 Kerry-Abing-
~l don fitted with free engine in

> rear wheel. and Brampton
-U variable, pulley, B. and -B. car-

buretter, and coach-built side-

car. The engine overheats, and if I
get on a long hill it will pull up
suddenly, but if I wait a few minutes-
it will pick up and run well. If

I run for ten miles on the level with the
throttle well open, the result is the same.
If I am on a switchback road, where I

. can keep lifting the exhaust, it will

run very well and climb nearly any-
thing. I have plenty of air to play
with, and it is- the same on petrol
or benzole. I have cleaned the
cylinder and piston head, fitted new
rings, ground - in the T^alVes, and
made fresh joint on the induction
pipe, but still it . is the' same. It

also exudes a lot of oil from the
crank case.—^J.C.

The symptoms you describe point to

the piston being rather a tight fit in

the cylinder. If this is the case a few
hundred miles light running with plenty
of lubrication and good oil should
greatly improve matters. If this is

not the case it is very probable that
one or both of your valves tend to stick

in the guides when the motor becomes
hot. Take the valves out and examine
the stems to see whether they are per-

fectly straight. Smooth them off slightly

with emery paper and lubricate with
some graphite before replacing. This
should improve the running immensely.
Also check the magneto timing.

Two Tours from London.

I should feel obhged if you
will kindly inform me : (1.) The
best route from London to Paigir-

ton (S. Devon), approximate dis-

tance, and condition of road sur-

face encountered. (2.) Also the same
information with regard to the route

from London to Windermere.—J.P.

(1.) Your best route would be as follows :

London, Staines, Bagshot, Blackwater,

B.xsingstoke, Whitchurch, Andover, Salis-

bury, Shaftesbury, Yeovil, Chard, Honi-

ton, Exeter, Chndleigh, Kingsteignton,

Paignton. The distance is approximately

217 miles. The road is fair all the way.

(2.) Your best route from London, to the

Lakes is x-id the Great North Road,
through Barnet, Hatfield, Stevenage,

Baldock, Eaton Socon, Stamford,

Grantham, Newark, Tuxford, Retford,

Doncaster, Fen-ybridge, Aberford, two

miles south of Wetherby turn left and

go through Harewood,' Otley, Ilkley,

Skipton, Settle, Ingleton, Kirkby Lons-

dak, Kendal, Windermere. Tlje distance

is approximately 272 miles. The condi-

tion of the road is fairly good throughout.

?

CtCElire (c Icvcr.

Will you kindly give me par-
ticulars of the best route to

Ilfracombe, avoiding towns as

far as possible ; also, ..say the
distance, kind of roads, and

where would be the best place to stay
the night? I presume the' journey
could be done in two days with Sj
h.]]. motor cycle and sidecar.—A. 51.

Your best route would be as- follows :

Sandbach, Crewe, Nantwich, IMarket
Drayton, Hodnet, Wellington, Bridg-
north, Kiddermraster, Worcester, Tewkes-
bury, Gloucester. . Stroud, Nailaworth,
Bath, Chewtou Mendip, Wells, Glaston-
bury, Durston, Taunton, Wiveliscombe,
South Molton, Barnstaple, to Ilfracombe.
The : .distaJice .. is .approximately 300.
miles. You had better stop the night
at Gloucester.

,

"

Overheating Troubles.

I have a 3g h-p. Bradbury
motor cycle, and would like your
opinion on the following diffi-

culties I can only get about
50 m.p.g. of petrol with a 33 jet,

and the machine will not take extra
air if a smaller one is fitted. After, the

engine gets heated up I find that it

knocks when picking up after slowing
down, and aJso when climbing, although
I retard the spark and close extra air.

The gear is 5 to 1, and tlie belt is not
too tight. The engiiie has developed a

crack in the exhaust valve seat. Can
this be repaired, and, if so, could you
give me the name of a reliable firm of

repairers in the north.—J.K.

You might try if you can use the 32 jet,

and then see "if the consumption is going

up through petrol being splashed about
from the filler cap and leaking from the

unions. An appreciable amount of petrol

is sometimes lost in this way on a motor
cycle. The knocking may be due to yoiir

using too weak a mixture when picking up
speed, or to the engine requiring to be
cleaned of carbon deposit. If you have a

craek in the exhaust valve seating it would
certainly cause loss of compression and
loss of power. These cracks are difficult

explain the position and size of the craok

to repair. You had better write and
to Messrs. Lea and Son Runcorn.

?

AUGUST 28th, igij.

Low Tension Magneto Difficulty.

I have a twin-cylinder .Laurin
and Klement 83 mm. x 96 mm.
fitted with low tension magneUj.
I should be grateful for assist-

ance on the following points with
regard to the ignition. There are
internal rocker arms actuated by a earn

fitted to an ext^ension of the half time-

shaft. These are both connected to a
wire, which, by a single wire, is conJ
nected to the magneto. Is this correct?
At what point does the spai'k occur,
wlien the rockers strike or when they

"

break? At what positioii'of the piston
should the rockers break? What is the
correct gap between the rockers'? Are

'

the makers of ,this machine still in

existence? If soj can you give me their
address? Who made the magneto fitted

to this machine?--B.G.
With the low tension magneto ignition

fitted to the old twin-cylinder Laurin-
Klement motor cycles the spark occurs
when the make and break inside the
cylinder separates. This should occur
at approximately the top of the stroke
of the piston—if anything a trifle before
rather than after, but if it occurs at the
top of the stroke it will be quite satis-

factory. Within comparatively wide
range the gap does not much matter.
This form of ignition has the advantage
of giving the largest spark at .the highest
speeds, and except to facilitate starting
it is an advantage to have a fairly wide
gap. Set it as wide as you can commen-
sm'ate with easy starting. The makers
of this machine are still in existence-,

and their address is Laurin and Klement,
Jungblunzau, Austria. They made their
own magneto as far as we are aware.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelDpe in which the
replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries
below should be addressed c/o The Editor.

"C.F." (Worthing).—A. C. Sociable
(two-seater). Best gear for hills

;
general

information for povice.

"B.W.H." (Sutton Coldfield.)—5 h.p.

twin Hazlewood (Jap) 1913 fitted with
Armstrong gear. Reliability and wearing
qualities.

I

'SSJ,

THE CAMPION CYCLE CAR.

Ane-itoycle car is bc'.ng marketed by the Campion Cycle Co. of Nottingham. The engine is an 8_h.p.

J. A. P., the drive being transmitted through friction gear to a countershaft and thence by cne inch

belts to Che rear wheels. Five speeds forward and one reverse are obtainable, and 650 x 65 tyres are

fitted throughout. A Soiex carburetter supplies the mixture.
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In answering these adveriisements it is desirable lo mention " The Motor Cycle B25
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August 28th, 1913

The First Practical Sidecar
for the 1913 Spring Frame

'•ffia

t-;: Indian
T/n's 7^^ze' model (P.M.C. No. 21) Sidecar is specially designed for the 19

Spring Frame " Indian." The five attachments all fit to rigid members of r,,

motor cycle frame, and thus all sidesway and strain are avoided, the re'

spring frame working as free as if the machine was riddeii solo. The chos

and body are painted to exactly match the machine.

Other salient points are as follows :

FRAME.—Rectangular pattern, of great strength—Five Point attachment.

SPRINGS.—Double Cee Springs, hung on special plates brazed to frame. Do not rub on frame.

FITTINGS.— P-M.C. Patent Quickfit Couplings—Sidecar can be attached or detached, without 1'.-

inside three minutes.

BODY.—Coachbuilt Torpedo, luxuriously upholstered, with spring back and spring cushion. Lug^,

well under seat.

WHEEL.—28 X 3^in. Spindle diameter, i inch.

TYRE.—28 X 2iin. Dunlop or Coutinental.

Hood or Wind Screen fitted at extra charge*

PRICE, eomplete, £15 IS O.

Illustrated Catalogue Free.- -Trade enquiries invited.

The Premier Motor Co., Ltd
ASTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM. —

New Edition. Now Ready.

SIXTEENTH EDITION
REVISED and ENLARGED

THIS new edition of " Motor Cycles and How to Manage

Them," is, in many ways, a great improvement on

.

its predecessors. It has been entirely revised and

brought up-to-date by the staff of " The Motor Cycle."

50 extra pages and nearly lOo new illustrations have been

added. The chapters on the Carburetter, Transmission, and

Gearing, have been enlarged considerably, and form a very

important feature of the new edition. New matter is included

dealing with Cycle Cars. Every user of a motor cycle, and

every purchaser of a new or second-hand machine will find

this book interesting, instructive, and helpful.

Price 1/- net. By Post, 1/3.

Obtainable from

Iliffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor St., London, E.C.,

and all booksellers and bookstalls.

B26 In answcrin.f/ these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cijete."
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BRAMPTON BIFLEX

Sprinq Fork |

Absorbs both vertical

and horizontal shocks
Other makes absorb shocks in one direction

only—generally vertically.

J^^In the Brampton Bi-

flex Fork the girder .^.;^'*

is attached to the

bottom of the steer-

ing column by links,

and a pair of springs

absorb verti cal

shocks. The top of

the girder is not

held by links, but

cushioned between

two sets of rubber

buffers, and moves

backwards or

forwards under hori-

zontal shocks. These

two ni o V em e n t s

taking place simul-

taneously absorb all

shocks, the buffers

damping out any

tendency to bounce.

The bearing surfaces

are large, and adjust-

ment is provided to

take up wear in the

links.

This fork gives a high degree of comfort

unobtainable by any other make, whilst

two years of continuous testing have proved

its reliability and durability.

Descriptive pamphlet free on reqfies'.

B RAMPTON B RpS: IJrp.,

Iiver5t: Works.B!rmir\gKQrt\.

UGHTlNftJ''
TABLE

'JUP

1. . >.

.

,

Aug. 28 8.0

What
does it mean to you ?

Is
the act of " Lighting Up " an occasion of trouble

and anxious uncertainty by reason of an inefficient

and unreUable Lamp ? — it should not be— and
need not !

— EQUIP YOUR MOUNT WITH A "P. &H."
LAMP ! !— Model 127C— its marked superiority and
efficiencj'- will ensure perfect service and relieve you
of all trouble and uncertainty here. Its powerful,

penetrating light and absolute dependability will give

you a sense of perfect security and safety— ensuring

your riding with an easy mind, always.

g MODEL 127C.
PROJECTOR of extra large size,

has 6.Un. Front with large Hood
Reflector ; very powerful best qual-

ity 5in . real Mangin Mirror Reflector

;

Bray "ROXI " Burner, which can-

not crack lens or reflector, fitted into

a perfect arrangement for adjusting ; and jiin. Plate-

glass Convex Lens. Special GEXERATOR can be

easily cleaned and recharged ; with adjustable stamped

steel" DOUBLE CARRIER of new design and ex-

ceptional strength to withstand excessive vibration,

complete with best grey Rubber Connection. Can be

easily fitted on handle-bar stem, or lamp bracket.

Price : Nickel or Ebony Finish, complete 36/6

— Examine this Model at your Agents— aud particu-

larly note its superior Quality, Finish, and remarkable

VALUE. Ask NOW for our "Lamp Booklet"— it

describes all our Models.

Powell & Hanmer, Ltd.,
Chester Street, . Birmingham.

Our Leading Model.

Can be adjusted and set in perlectly l:cri:o::tal position.
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BACK COVER— ,

Loss of Wtight ^'
only 41 OJ. ^

f RONT COVER—Loss
cf weisht on y Ijoi.

TERRY S SPRING LINK
absorbs road shocks.
It IS a wonderful auxiliary to motor cycle front

fork -springing—taking up all the shocks uneven

road surfaces create and imparting to the motor

cycle the comfortable easy gliding motion of the car.

Vibration is reduced to a minimum

—

and, of course,

great economy in running costs is effected.

it can be fitted to any front fork of link type.

F'or 3 hp. machines 10/-, 6 h.p. 1 2/6 per pair.

Write now for descriptive leaflet— It is post free.

HERBERT TERRY & SONS,
The Spring Specialists, REDDITCH, Eng.

BAO

CYCLE CARS
need and deserve good
lubricants. Their engines

are called upon to work
under more severe condi-

tions than most motor

cycles. Double loads, lower

gears, and increased wind-

age all call for more throttle

opening and the need of

the best oil.

The following are a few types, with

the most suitable lubricants for each :

HUMBERETTE
MORGAN
G. N.

SWIFT
SINGER
G, W. K.

Btted wilh medium compres-
sion air-cooled engines for

which SUMMER HUILE
DE LUXE is specially

suitable.

fitted with water - cooled
engines requiring a water-
cooled engine oil of good
body, such as MOTORINE
c.

Further particulars and Lists from

PRICES' COMPANY LIMITED
BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

In anni-'cf'inq Ihrse advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Oi/ch."
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are made in an up-to-date factory by
practical mechanics. We have been

making sidecars for years, and the

experience gained, enables us to

produce sidecars that satisfy. Secure a
"CORONET" and accept no substitute.

Immediate delivery for all makes.

MODEL 1.—Iljgh-class-cahoc front uody, quick
detachable ioiuts, £6 6s.

MODEL 9.—Undorslunf; frame, body fitted

"ilh side door, sides and lloor lined to exclude
draughts. *' Coronet " detachable joints. £7 7s,

MODEL 8.—Underslung frame, high-class reed
cane body, sides and floor lined to exclude
draughts. " Coronet " detachable joints.

ii 17s. 6d.

MODEL 7,—Underslung frame, coach-built
I'ldy. tool-box under front, also under seat.

A real high-class sidec.^r. £10 15s.

SENT CARRIAGE PAID.
TRAUE SUPPLIED.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
Keighley Mills,

Bedford Street North,HALIFAX.
Telephone C062.

19
S

C

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
T IVKUPOOL. Birkeiihoad. ami Monchestor.

COLMORE D.-i'ots. 31. Ecm^lmw St., Liverpool. ;m«l

261. D'-aiish'ati-, Muiiulifster,—New ami 2iid-li:iii*l

:it tlu' liiuliiiu' liipdts for tlie north. Colmore Dejiutrt

;

:ij:oiiM fur l)(MU'liis, Si.utt. MaMikfs, Bat. Clynn.
rrt-itiiiT. Cliiit-r-Lra. Xi w lTM;Ni.n. i-t... etr.. also ^i.C-

ami .Mur^iiiii Itmialjoiil -,
— C'limre Iti'ix'ts, 31, ReuMliaw

St.. LiviTpDMl. iiinl 261. iJeaiisg.tti;. Alauihester. rX604e

13 Clvuo, 5-6h.p,, iinpafki'd: rnnnot take dpliverv

;

(>fliT.'(.-106. Itil.hli'tMn Laue. Pre.^tou- rX7398

COTT. 3''.th i>.
(1910i. iiist ovPiliauM : any insper-

tioii; £35.-10, Qmru'3 Ril.. Harrogate. rX7394

TEIUMI'H, 1913 fApril). ami £5 f^parps. 3 spwls

:

bargain. £50.-lMuwman, SIu-riff-Hutton. [0928

.VLTHORl'E, T.T.. 1912. perfyrt order, now tyrca.

little used; £25.— l'opplew.^11, Stauks, Leeds. [1073

Oikli.p. Qeuuine Minorva. m.o.v., Whittle. B. and B.,
/W4 new tyre; £8/10.-49, ATelliugtou Kd., Swinton.

. -
- -- - [X6835

SINfiER. 1912, 2V'h.p.,. 2-speed. F.E.. in good cou-
ditiuu; £35.-W. A: Leigli, 15. Colne K-d., Burnley.

; . rX7480
IN1"HAN. bhie, 1911^,,- sh.p., in perfect enudition,

just overhaulwl; £35.-60, Deepli«h Rd., Rochdale.
[X7320

NEW Hudson.* 2%li.p:, 3-.speed, F.E., almost new

;

£30.-18, Berkeley Av., Victoria Paik, Mumhet-ier
•

.
[X6572

3JLh.p. Huniber, good rnunihff order; £ip, or exehange
!i English eoucertiua.-Nuttall, 2, Hill Ljine

Coppull. [1049

ROYAL Enfi-ld. 1911^^, '2^:ili.p.,' 2-t=peed, free enpiue,
new last July, perfect condition; £27.—Lilbnrn

18. Arlington St.; Hull.- - . - - [X7512

1Q13 2^;4h.p. Royal Enfield,- ridden 100 miles; imist
M-U sell; oiYer.s.—Watson, 4, Gladstone Terrace,
Earby, near Colne, Lanes. . -- [0946

1Q12 New Hudson-Jap, 3Vvh.p.. 3-apeed, done 2,000,
X«7 £35 cash; with torpedo sidecar £43.—12, Rivers'
dale, Glebelanda Ed , Sale. [X7474

BARGAIN".— 2^jh.p. Minerva," m.d.r.. h.b.c., new belt.

26x2in. Michelinri, t>pring forks, stand and carrier;
oflere.—Pulleyn, Wig-int.ai, lork. [1002

ARIEL, new. 1913, ArTustrong hub, mark VL, £54
also demonstrntine cycle, as above, £47, or neare^-t

nflers.-Wigfall. Hillsbro', Sheffield. [0879

HUMBER, IQllV-j, not much used, perfect. 2-.=;peed.

free engine ; 30 gn<^.—Rayntir, Oakroyd, Horsforth,
or 35, Gra<^scroft R<J., Marwh, Hudder=field. EX7267

TRIUMPH, 1909',!'. excellent condition throughout,
new lielt, Puwell-Haniner lamp, accessories, and

spares; £23.—Banks. Heworth Green, York. [X7274

BRADBURY. 1912'/^. 3Vjh.p., excellent condition
lamp, horn, accessories; bargain, best oUer over

£30.-Gillman. Poleficia. Blackley Manchester. [0991

31h.p. Humber, late 1911, 2-speed, free engine, lamp,
2 horn, r^peedOineter, cane v'lidecar, go anywhere,

^'ood order; £33.—John Heelis, 117, Folds Rd., Bolton
[0867

SCOTT. 1913, perfectly new. uiiable to accept delivery.

bought other make; would sacrifice deposit of 10%
for quick sale.—Woite, Ferrybridge Rtl., Ca^^tleford.

[X7121

WE are clearing our several ehop-soiled 1913 Zeniths,
which have never been used, at a substantial dis-

count off list price.-Write Kitchens', Lt<i.. Moiecambe.
[0334

MAY We Suggest that if your local agent ha^: not the
motor cycle ur bycle ear that you are wanting, ym

aisk him to write to Hitchens'. Ltd., Morecambe, for

same. [0331

TRIUMPH, free engine. 1911 ; Rover, free engine.
1912 : Triumph, standard, 1910 ; Triuiuph. free

engine. 1909; all in excellent running order.-Stockdnle.
Lytham. - [X8797

SHOP-SOILED Unurtedeh.p. A.J.S. Combination;
maker*' price £92/10, our price £82/10 cash;

^;uaranteed.—The Motor Mart Co., Old Lancaster Rd..
Murrcanihe. -' [0332

I XI HAN. 3V-di.p., 1912, 2 speeds, free engine, with
£12 sidecar, enamelled blue, both perfect and like

iii^w, laiiiji. spares; £50; trial.—Eodgers, 67. London
Ed., SlirmcUl.

_
[lOOC

DOUGLAS. 1912, K, 2-f'peed, free engine, clutch,

kick starter, absolutely tir.st-class condition. Xl'all

saddle, spafes, and m-cer^ftorie^ ;" £37/10.—Talbot. 1,

Arnside Rd., Birkenhead. [X7491

TO Scott Agents, and to agents in districts where not
repre^sented.—We can deliver Scott machines froui

stock on gojd trade terms. Write for our list at once.

—Hitchens. Ltd., Morecambe. [0355

1 Ol3 Levis, delivered June, all accessories; £30, near
JLJ7 ortVr.-WiBiiall, dentist. Pre^^ton. [X7328
OiliP -^li'^-' M '""* Cycle:£8, or offer.~245, Pret^ton
<f4: " Rd.. L.tut^iidge, Lancashire.- . tX7307

1 Q06 Triumph, t^priug forks. Whittle, B. and B., fine

At/ randition, £12/10: lightweight single, map., it.

and B.. low, upleudid roudition, £13: 6h.p. 1907 RfX
and sidi'car, B >nch, B. and B . clutch, good condition,
£19 -Walton, ])awson St].. Buinl-y. fX7501

GREAT REMOVAL SALE.
Prior to taking possession of our new preuiises we svish

to clear our present slock, and we arc prepared to let

any machine go at
A SAORIFIOE F>RICE.

If there is anything on our list that interests you, make
us a bid. _^__^__

£9 down and 12 monthly payment of £2 5s

secures a Brand New

1913 £52 10s. mAGHINE.
Fitted -with 32 h.p. Precision engine, Bosch weatherproof
magneto. Best and Lloyd drip feed lubricator, HutGlunsoii
rubbei-studded tyres, handle-bar control, and complete
with stand, ciirrier, number-plates, toolbag, and spare

spring. Limited number only. If you are a cash buyer
we will

ALLOW A DISCOUNT.

We will take your present machine in exchange it

required. We will supply 2-speed gear and free engine

for £5 15s. extra. Don't miss this bargain.

OFFERS WANTED FOR THE FOLLOWING :

New i9r3 3-speed ^^ h.p. HUMBER.
8 h.p. BAT-J.A.P., P. and M. 2-spccd £35 10
2 h.p. MOTO-REVE, igio £13 10

4 h.p. Twin N.S.U. on Rex frame, magneto £13 10

3ih.p. PREMIER, igiii, B.S.A. 2-spced £32 10

3ii h.p. HUMBER, 19 13, 3-spee(l model, done about
200 miles, complete with sidecar £45

8 h.p. G.W.K., 19:2 model, not much used £98
2 h.p. HUMBER Lightweight, i(,i2 £25

32 h.p. A.S.L., brand new, 1913 model £35 13

3J h.p. PREMIER, 1913 model, 3 speeds, only run

500 miles £46 10

6 h.p. BAT, 1913, chain drive, tike new £58 10

3I h.p. N.S.U., free engine, splendid order £19 10

3I h.p. QUADRANT, 1908, magneto £15 10
3.'* h.p. REX, igo.s, spring forks magneto £16 10
2' h.p. MOTOSACOCHE 1910, magneto £15
3* h.p. REX, 19 10 model £17 13

SCOTT, 1909, 2 speeds, nice condition £23 10

MORGAN Runabout, 1912, screen, hood, side tool

boxes, new 3in. tyre 69 Gns.

4.V h.p. Twin MINERVA, M.O.V., magiieto £13 10

3i h.p. QUADRANT, magneto, spring forks £11 10

3l h.p. REX £4 1i

6 h.p. REXSidette, 1913 model; cost £80 £49 10
3h h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907 model £18 10
""

h.p. BAT-J.A.P., 2 speeds, with £9 Sidecar £39 10

? h.p. M.M.C., h.b. control £4 15

PUSH CYCLK3 TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.
ENGINES.

Nearly new 4} h.p. PRECISION £12 10

SX h.p. QUADRANT £3
3J h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907, with magneto £7 10
6" h.p. Twin REX, silencer, carburetter, magneto £7 10

h.p. ALCYON, with silencer £118
3 h.p. QUADRANT £1 18

MISCELLANEOUS.
New Cane Sidecar Body, side door £2 10.

Stewart-Precision Carburetter, h.b. control £1

Nearly new Binks Carburetter £1 5 5

New Amac, h.b. control 17 6
Lukin Carburetter, h.b. control £1

New Wicker Sidecar Body, side door £1 9 6

Ditto, canoe front 19 6

Good Rigid Sidecar £3 7 6
Nearly new Coronet Sidecar £4 10
Bosch Magneto, suit Triumph £2 2 6

New 26 X 2] Heavy Rubber-studded Hutchinson £13 6
New 26 x2V Heav^y Rubber-studded Clincher . . £1 5 6

New 28 X 2 Wired Cover 9 6

Smith Speedometer £2
Triumph Pattern Handle-bars, i in. stems 4 6
4-cylinder Plain Coil 9 6

2-cylinder Plain Coil 5 6

26x 2h Front Wheel, with Dunlop tyre 17 6
NewfwinBoschDAVMagncto, 45°. 48". andsn" £2 19 6

New 1913 Armstrong Mark VI. 3-speed Gears. Delivery
from stock. Trade supplied.

Nearlv-ncw Mark VI. 3-speed Gear £5 15
New Coach-built Sidecar Body, side door £3 10
New Mirror Lens Lamp and Generator *1 9
Massive Horns, ebony finish J 6
New Lamp, with generator and bracket . 18 9

GREAT Bargains, must be sold.—1911 Douglas, like
new, £22; 1912 B.S.A.. S'/^h.p.. free engine.

£32; 1909 Rex twin, Iree engine, 5-6h.p., new condi
tion, £20: 1911 Enfield. £17; 1912 Zenith, £32.
CJradua gear.—J. Guttenberg, The Woor, Sheffield.

[0288

Booth's Motorics,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street Nortli,

HALIFAX
Telephone 1062.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o! the issue. A2
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irJ MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

gWE GUARANTEES
^^ These machines as being standard in all respects Bi
^Z and complete in every sense of the word in ^p

accordance with the maimers' catalogue.

RES, S'Ah.p., £7; Buchet, 2V.h.p.,
6h.p. T.T. Eex, £45; belting^

S^

S4
ABSOLUTELY BRAND NEW 1913 (not 191

k REX 6 h.p. de luxe machines, with all improve-

N°

ments, and fitted with 1913 latest Portland

Lounge body (£13 13s.) Sidecar.

The smartest combination on the road.

All on ready for taking away, including even

registration. It will pay you to send for par-

ticulars.

List Price. Our Price.

«70.
NOT EVEN SHOP-SOILED.

EXCHANGES WITH PLEASURE.
Easy Pa>-n-Lent Terms : £17 lOS. deposit and
twelve equal monthly payments of £4 7s. 6(1.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
Note special reductions.

1913 HAZLEWOOD, 32 h.p. twin J.A.P.

engine, 3 speeds and clutch, condition

as new £39

1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p., combination, Gradua
gear, coachbuilt Cauoelet Sidecar, lamp,

etc £50

1912 MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., clutch, T.T. bars,

J.A.P. engine, side M.O.V., excellent

condition £49
igi2 MATCHLESS, 6 h.p., T.T. model,

J.A.P. engine, fixed gear, very fine

order, Matchless grey £40
1912 CLYNO, 6 h.p., complete, coachbuilt

Sidecar combination , 2 speeds, Icick start £51

1912 REX, 6 h.p., 2 speeds, handle start,

£11 IIS. Sidecar, speedometer, and all

fittings £50
1912 BRADBURY, 3* h.p., 2 speeds, Side-

car, little used, all accessories ;
accept.. £40

1912 PIERCE, 5 h.p., 4 cylinders, magneto,
shaft drive, M.O.V, pump circulation,

2 speeds and free £45
1912 BAT, 6 h.p. J.A.P. engine, M.O.V.,

spring frame, footrests, take sidecar

anywhere £30
1912 HUMBER, 2 h.p., lightweight, excel-

lent order and condition, standard
specification £22

igii F.N,, 2\ h.p., lightweight, 2 speeds,

free engine, shaft drive, spring, forks,

nice light machine £25
1911 INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2 speeds, Millford

Sidecar, new body, horn, lamp, and
speedometer, bargain £42

1911 V.S., 7-9 h.p., 2 speeds, pedal start,

Truffault forks, low built, excellent

order, suit sidecar £33
1910 V.S.. 5-6 h.p., 2 speeds, free engine,

spring forks, Bosch magneto, just re-

enamelled £26
1908 DOUGLAS, 2| h.p., twin, magneto,

handle-bai control, suit beginner ..... £16
Exchanges or Deferred Payments on any of

above machines.
1913. 1913. 1913.

SCOTTS, SINGER Cycrs Cars, KUMBERETTES,
G.W.K., REXES, B.S.A., ZENITH, RUDGES,
PREMIERS, NEW HUDSONS, TRIUMPHS,
actually in stock for immediate delivery.

Exchanges and Deferred Payments.

r^ i-ist rrice.

i

I

E

I

I

I

i

lm

s

£5/5; Scott, £30;
,

'/a and %, 6d, per

foot, %'and lin. S'd. per foot.—the Bradford Motor
Exchange, 4, Beldou Place, Bradford. [X6S32

1Q13 Douglas, 2-speed, only done 1.000 miles, almost
-L«/ a's new, tyres unpuuctured, complete with lamp,
Watford speedometer, watch, numerous unused spares,

etc.; £46.—Procter Leighton, Lancaster. [X7276

COTT, S^/^h-p., 1912 engine, 2-«peed, tick starter,

1913 improvements, drip l-ibricator, lamp, born,

watch, spare T.T. handle-bars, cover, tube, and chains,

perfect condition, exueedingly fast; £52, with torpedo
sidecar £60.—C. Emsley, Shaw House, Headingley, Leeds.

[X7453

P.
and M., 1913, Herald, Brownlow body, done under

3.000. £17 worth of accessories; cost £94, price

£75: bike and sidecar alone £65; would accept single

geared nearly new lightweight in part payment, Doug-
las or Humber.—Full particulare, Middleton, 138, Otley

Rd.. Leeds. _ [X7425

ORTHERN Depot, Ltd., Everything Motorish, Leece
St., Liverpool.-Rex-Jap solo and sidecar combina-

tions in stock; Millford Heralds. Corvettes, Premier
sidecars in stock ; D.A. cylinders. Biggest exhibition

accessories in the north at popular prices. Northern
special oilskin motor cycle suits, with belt. 30/6, as sold

elsewhere 45/-. Call and examine stock without obliga-

tion to purchase. [S7386

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

£5 worth spares;
[X7371

LATE 1911 Douglas, just done up,
£31 lot.—Lee, grocer, Belper.

MOTOR Cycle, less ignition and carburetter; £3/10.
-41. Alexandra Rd., Stafford. [X7438

"I Qll Himiber, 3V-h.p,, grand condition, 2-spoed; £33;
Xt/ wanted lightweight.—Judge, chemist, Derby.

[X7476
1 007 sy-h.p. Triumph, ep'endid cordition, many fp:iFes;

-Li/ £18.—Read, 122, Derby St., Burton-on-Trent.
[X7468

33.h.p. Forward, June, 1913, overhead valves, Bramp-
4 ton gear, very fast, only run 500 miles,—Harold

Potts, Broseley. [X7267

TRIUMPH, I912V2, lamp, horn, speedometer, perfect

order; trial ahy time; nearest £35.—Lander, Wel-
lington, Salop [X7439

HUMBER. 3V'h-P-. 1913, 3-speed, kick start, new
May, Lucas lamp and horn ; £48.—Powell, iron-

monger, Wrexham. [X7119

3ih.p. Phebn-Moore. September, 1911, pan seat, com-
2 plete, perfect: £34; inspection.—Shone, 70,

Watergate, Chester. ^ [0925

rrnpWIN Indian, red, absolutely it. remarkably fast;

worth £40, take £29. or nearest offer.—Slater,

Wood's Lane. Derby. rX7367

1Q13 Red Matchless. 3V2h.p. T.T. overhead J.A.P.,
J^*y 75 m.p.h., perfect as new; £40.—Lees, Lunstead,
Whaley-Bridge. Derby.

vertical, luhher

[X7450

belt, etc..

Maides
MOTOR MART
136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W
Grams : Abdicate, Wesdo, London, 'Phone : 552 Mayfair,

23.h.p. Minerva, m.o.i.v.,

4 complete, good running order; bargain, £6/10,
Barratt, Fairfield, Buxton. [X7489

A BARGAIN.—2-speed chain drive James, special en-

gine, take 3 anywhere. 1912%, good prize winner;
£42, lowest.-Millard, Chesterfield. [X7310

TRIUMPH, late 1909, lamp, horn, whistle, re-bushed,
mag., overhauled makers, spares; £25, offers.—

Barkel", 22, Garden Lane, Chester. [X7478

REX, 6h.p., 2-^speed, free engine, new tyres and belt,

heavy Kempshall back, connecting rods re-bushed;

£30, or exchange SV^li-P-—^- Nash. Hullaad Ward,
Derby. [X684a

TRIUMPH, with free engine ; Norton big 4, free en-

gine. 2-speed. and sidecar; owner no further use.—
H. Yeomans. Veterinary Surgeon, Cahill House. High
St., Smcthwick. [X6497

TRIUMPH, engine, magneto just overhauled, enamel,
plating good condition, excellent running order,

speedometer, watch, all accessorii^ ; £20, no ofler'^.—T.

Hugh Jones 3. Roslin Rd., Birkenhead. [0915

T (Q13 Model N. Douglas, lamp, horn, spares, as new,
X*J ridden few miles only, perfect; £55, cost £46.—
Rovnolds, 3. Woodford Rd., Bramhall, Stockport, [a.6833

2ih.p. Minerva, Ion? handle-bar, low seat, stand, ex-

2 cellent order: £4.—Shepherd, Holly Bank, Nant-
wich. [X7122

IMMEDIATE Delivery. Phelon and Moore, Triumplis,
E.S-A., Rudge M^lti Enfield 6h.p., Douglas; side-

cars, torpedo, side door, £6/17/6, best value yet offered-,

also £5/5 models: Aiito-Wneels ; several second-hand
machines: larger stock spare parts, tyres, belts, lamps,

efc.—William Jones, Anglesey Motor Mart, Llanfair-

pwllgwyngyll. . [9884

1 013 Clearance Bargains of second-hand motor cyctea.

X^ —1912 3V'h.p. F.E. Rudge, guaranteed perfect,

with Lucas lamp'and horn. £36; 1911 3Vjh.p. Rudge,
guaranteed in perfect order, new Im. Dunlop. good

tyres, Lucas lamp, horn, etc.. £33; 1907 3M;h.p. Tri-

umph, new Dunlop belt, lamp, horn, heavy Kempshall
tyre« only £16; Jenbro' sidecar, usual price £21. offers;

24 overall jackpts, made by Dunlop, 22/6 each. 15/6 to

clear; will send on approval; sidecars, Mills-Fulford, art

cane £16/16 model, radial castjr wheel, bargain, £8:
^'me nearly new, cost £6/6, will accept £3/17/6.—J. H.
I Wedge and Co., New Rd. Willenhall. [1114

Don't libel

your lamp
when the flame fluctuates

and goes up and down Hke
water in a gauge ; ten to

one the carbide is the
culprit, and doesn't give

the lamp a chance.

Use G.B., the reliable

carbide, the carbide that

never " lets you down."

G.B. is 100% carbide. It

is prepared with scrupulous

care, every particle of dust

and foreign matter being

removed. It is protected

by our own special process

of coating, and the quality

never varies.

G.B.
CARBIDE
gives the user a feeling of safety,

insomuch that it ean always be
depended upon to give a clear,

steady light.

Get the "G.B. Label"; it's good!

Prices

:

G.B 2 lbs., 1/3 ; 4 lbs., 2/6

;

7 lbs., 3/6.

Drip lamp. .2 lbs., 1/- ; 4 lbs., 2/-;

7 lbs., 3/-.

Of all motor men
garages and

The COtNTY
CHEMICAL
CO.. LTD..
Chcmico Works,

BIRMINGHAM.
London.
Manchester
Glasgow.
Dublin.
Cardiff.

A26 All letters rel ting to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SCOTT'S
VICTORIA MOTOR HOUSE,

Powell Street, Halifax.

Telephone : 433.
Telcprami: SCUll's, Powell St., Halifax

WE CAN SUPPLY ANY MAKE OF NEW
MACHINE FROM STOCK.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

Hupmobile and N.S.U. Runabouts

p. & M., 1913 model, new. in stock £63

RUDGE Mulli. like new, 1913, not done
1 .00 .1 miles £45

RU06E Mulli, very good order £42
ZENITH, 6 h.p., 1912 £50
RUDGE, standard, 1912 £30
TR'UMPH, 1911, clutch model £31

REX, 3j h.p., 1911, clutch model £30

P. & M., 1909. A beauty £27 10

N.8.U., 4 h.p., 1910, 2 speeds, free engine,

and Sidecar £32 10

REX Speed King, 1911, .M.O.I.V.S., very
good order £27

N.8.U., 3i h.p., very good' condition, 2

speeds. Sidecar £27 10

N.S.U., li h.p., 1909 model, 2 speeds, etc. £27 10

TRIUMPH, 3l h.p., 1908, very good
londition £25

£5 down and 5/- weekly
secures any ol the following

:

MOTO-REVE, 1910 £18
TORPEDO-FAFNIR, 3I h.p., Mabon,

Bosch, B. and B £20
QUADRANT, 3i h.p., Bosch, B. and B.

A beauty £18
ANTOINE, 5 h.p., B. and B., magneto

ignition £15
F.N., .}-cvlinder, take sidecar £15
MINERVA, 2} h.p., splendid hill-climber. . £10
AUTO MOTOR, 3 h.p., good hill-climber.. £8
REX, 3i h.p., Mabon clutch, fitted with

Forecar £12
DE DION, 2 h.p. A beauty £7 10
CLEMENT-GARRARD £6 10
Second-hand £8 8s. Sidecar for £3 10
:} h.p. Sjn;er Engine and Magneto, etc.,

good working order £3

rORO CAR, 1912, fitted wilh detachable
wheels, electric lamp and spare wjieel, etc., cost

£22j, price £35.

Great Reduction of 10%
in Sidecars.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

U'.XURI0U3LY UPHOI.STERED.
Value unequalled.

Footrests, post paid. 3/10.

NO 11 GEARS, 'suitable for any
w«ll» make ot motor cycle.

Delivery from stock.
Write for Booklet and let us quote you

(Trade =ur plied.)

i

c

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH, frei" onKiiif. 1910 rntteru, tyies and en-

piuc in Kitvd tuuditiou ; £25.—Kobineou'B, Green
., Cauibriilk-f. [1034

lA'NO. 1912. 61i,i) 2-spred. twin, fx'^plleat ortlnr

:

iJg.-Robiuaoii'rt, Grecu St.. Cambridge. [1035

MATCHLKSS, S'.'.h.p., 1910 enpine und tyrp« excel-
lent ; £22.—Uobiudon's. Green St.. Cambridge.

_, [1036
T>REanER, 3".jh.p,. 1913. founter-shaft. 2-3i>t}pd
^ model, toiled only £47.—Robiiuson's, Green St.
O-ambridgc. [1037

TWIN" number. 2^b.p.. 1913 pattern, speciallv built
for speed, used one© oulv: £32/10.—Eobin-snu's,

(irt'en St.. Cnmbridge. [1038

OFFERS wanted for shop-soiled 1913 Matchle<s3, 6
h.p.. 2-9peed; 1913 Rover, 3V'h.p. T.T., free en-

gine ; 1913 liradbury, S'-l-h-p.. 3-speed ; 1913 N.S.U.,
3'jli.p., 2-T;peed : 1913 torpedo, 2y2h.p., free engine,—
\Vi:imott Bro.s,, Norwich. [0329

"I 013 3':_.h.p- B.S.A.. new July, fitted with Jonee speed-
S-iJ oiueter, with trip and maximum hands, horn,
lump, and generator, and set of tooir;, heavy Jiunlop
lyri's in new condition, extremely fast, pieked engine,
enaiuel and plate like new ; cct^t £56, acTppt £42, or
near offer.—Fordham, 7. De Freville Av., Cambridge.

[X7362
1Q12V.» 3^h.p. Scott, engine and gear«i fine condi-
^*y tion, Pahuer lord tyres, verv little worn, speed-
ometer, horn, and tools- accept £40.—Fordhum, 7 De
Freville Av., Cambridge. |;X7363

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Hadnor, Breck-
nocl(, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

TRIUMPH, 1909. lamp, h^rn, and tools, in fiound
condition; £22/10.—Colmans Garage, Stourport.

[X7281
TEIFMPH, 1913, 3-*speed, quite new; no reasonable

otTer refused.—Turner, Brook Rd., Oldswinford,
Stourbridge. [X7463

MINERVA, 3V2h.p.. mag,
tank, good condition

;

St., Carmarthen.

PREMIER, 2Vi'h.p.,
dined, mag., £10,

ledge St., Ammanford.

detachable tubes, torpedo
£18.-Stephens, 34. Blue

[X7355

1912V2. fine. £23; SVsh.p., in-
cash needed.—Davies, 122 Col-

[X7449

>ih.p. N.S.U., F.E., mas'-, Mabon adjustable pulley.
'2 splendid condition; £22/10, or nearest secures.-
G. Thomas, New Tredegar. [X7244

6 h.p. Speed King Rex, 1912, Cowey epeedometer, lamp,
splendid condition, what ofiers? Also Millford side-

car, new.—Wright, Halli^ Rd., Hirwain, Glamorganshire
[X7280

SCOTT, 1913, just delivered, selected engine, 7-70
m.p.h. (i.'ertiftrate given), special carburetter, 80

u-p.g., touring and T.T. handle-bars, complete, head light,
pare tubcri. uU acceseorie-s guaranteed ah'olutely per-
ect : cost £79, nearest £69.-Willoughby-Cotton, Bur-

tons, Ledbury. [0932

GREAT Bargain.— Quite new 1913 Triumph. 3^4h.p..
3-6pecd, Jones trip speedometer, horn, Lucas lamp.

uirror. Jenbro' sidecar. Garner alarm, only purchased
Tnly 30th, only d.me few miles; cost £83/4, will accept
£72/10: all above ^trii-tly genuine bargain; owner giving
up ridin?.-Apply, Midlands, Box 3.947, The Motor
Cycle Olfices, Coventry. [X7279

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

COTT, 1913, brand new,
gain.- Ginger, Motors,

shop-soiled

;

Banbury.
only £58. bar-

[X6676

fine condition ; £10/10.—Vernon. 86,

S
21.1i.p. Bradbury,

4 Oakridge Rd , High VTycombe, Buck^*. [X7282

MATCHLESS, 1912. 6h.p., 2-epeed, in perfect rondi
tion; £50.-Stanley Wilce, Cinderford. [X7352

TRIUMPH, 1912, F.E., good condition; £35; acces
sories. fully equipped.— Parsons, Currier, Salisbury.

[X7116
MATCHLESS, 1913 mo<lels for immediate delivery.—

Sole Oxfordshire agents. The Morris Garage. Ox-
ford. r0313

PHELON and Moore. 1913 models for immediate de-
livery.—Sole (district agent, The Morris Garages,

Oxford. '0203

2'/oh.p., 1913, 2-Rpet?d, free engine, not ridden
200 miles; bargain, £40.—Harris, High St..

Slough. [1123

31.h.p. Rex, late 1911, handle starting, little uped,
2 acce<isories ; £27.—Ijme, Honoystreet, near Pew-

..r-y. Wilts. [1028

"IQll Standard Triumph for sale, siieedometer. tyree
X«J new, condition splendid.-Murray. Shirley H-une,
na.<iugstoki-.

• [X7359
iQll Twin Moto-Reve. mag., just overhauled, lamp,
-l^ born, etc., complete; £12.—Chas. Sigge. Wolver-
t(.u, Burks. [1078

2'':ih,p.. 1913 model, very little u~ed;
C'fltirs.-Clark and Newcombe, 26, Ear^t

St.. Farnham. [llll

£17/10 — 3',;.h.p. Chatcr-Lca-Peugeot, Bosch, B.B.,
adjustable pulley, splendid condition.— 12, Olarfnte

Sq., Cheltenham. [0975

p.N.,

DOUGLAS.
£33. no

From THAMES
To TWEED

Riders are purchasing THE BIG SINGLE.

Note ourPrice>

To make a final clearance of this model, we offer

a Brand New 1912 4 ''.p. Tourist REX, 84^x80*
with Bosch magneto, B. and B. carburetter push
pump and feed lubrication, spring forks, Cantilever
seat, 26 X 2\ non-skid tyrei, stand, carrier, toolbag,
number-plates, pump, and tools, at £35. Makers'

price of this model is £46.

'PERFECTION" SIDECARS.

MODEL D.

£10 : 10 : O.

We arc Sole Wholesale Agents lor PERFECTION
Sidecars {6 models). Trade supplied on liberal terms.

SINGLES.

1913 2 or ^-ep^cd BRADBURY, new £60
1912 F.E.'TRIUMPH, in new condition £44 10
1912 RUDGE Multi £44 10
1912 F.E. QUADRANT, 3J h.p £35 10
1912 3-speed BRADBURY £47 10
1911 3* Ii.p. ARIEL, spring seat £25
1911 2 h.p. SINGER LightwciRht £19 19

1911 2h.p. M.O.V. MOTOSACOCHE £19 10

1912 4i h.p. 2-speed PRECISION £44 10
1912 4 h.p. Tourist REX, soiled £31 10

1911 3* h.p. F.E. ROVER £32 10
1910 Magneto MOTOSACOCHE £15

1909 3! h.p. 2-specd HUM3ER £2i

1909 3S h.p. Magneto REX £19 10
1908 3.V h.p. Magneto REX £17 10

1908 3Jh.p. Magneto QUADRANT £17 10

NEW 1913 REX OR REX-J.A.P.

1913 6 h.p. 2-spccd REX £62 10

1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive £67 15

1913 6 h.p. 2-5peed REX-J.A.P £71 8

1913 8 h.p. 2-5peed REX-J.A.P £73 10
1911-12 Twin 2-speed REX de Lu.xe, NEW £46 10

Callers receive special E.\change quotations.

PASSENGER COMBINATIONS.

1913 ^-speed B.S.A., as new, and Sidecar . . £58 10

1913 8 h.p. W.C. WILLIAMSON and
"Williamson" Sidecar, NEW £97 10

New Twin REX de Luxe and New lo-guinea

Sidecar, spot cash, Bargain £52 10

1912 RUDGE Multi and Sidecar £47 10

I9J2 Twin CLYNOand Sidecar £49 10

1909 5 h.p. 2-speed Twin REX de Luxe and
new rigid Sidecar £34 10

1911 Twin REX 2-speed Sidette, chain drive £47 10

1913 6 h.p. REX de Luxe and il2 12s. Mont-
gomerv Sidecar, only done 600 miles .. £59 10

1912 2-specd WALL Tricarriage £49 10

4-cylindcr WOLSELEY Car. 2-seater £19 10

4-cylinder 8-10 h.p. NUMBER, 2-scater,

Bosch magneto, hood, screen, up-to-date

body 849 10

TWINS.

1909 Magneto MOTO-REVE Lightweight .. £13 10

1912 New 2-spced Free-engine 6 h.p. REX Offers

6 h.p. M.O.V. J.A.P., free engine £32 10

5i h.D 2-speed N.S.U £27 10

ign'Twin REX, c-sp'd M.O.V., chain drive £39 10

5i h.p. 2-speed Twin Rex do Luxe £22 10

1911 6 h.p. REX de Luxe, specially good .. £49 10

1900 5 ii.p. Twin REX de Luxe 2 speeds ,. £27 10

1913 WILLIAMSON (NEW), water-cooled.. £82 10

Collier's Motorles,
Westgate, Halifax, England.

All letters relating to advertisements snould quote the number at the end oJ each advertisement and the date of the i.ssue. A29
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POBEBTSONS
SECOND-HAND
MOTORCYCLES
AND SIDECARS.
1216.
1265.
1276.
1283.
1285.
1302.
1318.
1327.

1332.
1334.
1338.
1341.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
WEENEE. SiAh.p., 2 cyls., mag., new trres, belt, just

been thoroughly overhauled ; bargain, £10.-

Harrifl, High St., Slough. [1122

MOTOE Cycle. 80x90 Fatnir engine, 214 cord tyres,

Sendpray. adjustable pulley, 2 accumulators, epares

fl2.—Davis, Twylord, Berks. i;X6834

trial runsRUDGE Multi. — Delireries from stock

,

giren : exchanges entertained ; trade supplied

Official agent, Barnes, Slough. [9139

Chipping Norton. — Triumph
also agents for Switt cycle

car for Banbnr'y, Bnrtord, and Chipping Norton.

HAETWELLS' Garage,
and Douglas agents

:

TRIUMPH. 3-speed, 3i/2h.p.,

stock; f59;i5.-Hartwells'
free engine, clutch ; in

NPIELD Autolette in
ageute, Hartwells'.

stock, £138.—Oxfordshire

pjOtrOLAS model 0, £48; in stock model E, £52.

1911 ZENITH, 6 h.p £45 ^ -Hartwells'

J91; BRADBURY, 3* h-P *36
r9r2 ZENITH, 6 h.p «52

IQ12 ZENITH, 3* h.p £38
rcir2 CLYNO, 6 h.p., 2-speed £46
igrr ZENITH, 3* h.p £32
rgri ZENITH, 3! h.p £38
r9i2 BRADBURY, 3^ h.p £35

l?.ll Slwr'jp
' ^. h'n 'o ;,\pM ttr l">™i, hmn.'lTmps', 'iiVror, and every accessory, beautiful

' l„?l5i'.i«P'; ,- P
t
,'

i?n order, and all of the best, as new; cost £83, no reason-
r9r2 BRADBURY, 3* b.p., free engine £38

.j,^,^ ^g^^. jefused.-Hartwells'. [1786
rqr2 ZENITH, 6 h.p £48
r9i2 ZENITH, 6 h.p £50
rgro PREMIER, 33 h.p., twin cylinder £25

E
TEIUMl'H, 1912, free engine, in fine order through-

out, new lin. Dunlop belt, lamp, horn, and tools;

£39.—Hartwells'.

TEIUMPH, 3'/ih.p., 3-speed, delivered end of July,

with Mills-l*'ulford torpedo sidecar, wind screen.

1012 RUDGE, 3^ h.p., free engine £35
HENDERSON, 4-cyl., 8 h.p.. Model B, F.E. . . £60

1912 P. & M., 3i h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar . . £49
r9ii DOUGIAS," Model O £25
r9i2 BRADBURY, 3i h.p., F.E., and Sidecar £40
r9r2 N.S.U., 3 h.p., twin-cvlinder, 2-speed . . £32
r9r3 T.T. Free-engine TRIUMPH, as new . . £45

,. rjri REX-J.A.P., 5 h.p., overhead M.O.V.,

T.T. roadster £35

We are open to consider reasonable offers for the follow-

ing machines, which we are selling for various clients ;

r395. I9r2 CHATER-J.A.P., 6 h.p., Mabon clutch

and wicker Sidecar with child's seat £42
1402. I9r2 BAT, 6 h.p., 2-speed, chain drive, r,200ft.

F.R.S., Cowey speedometer, post horn, valise,

and Millford radial castor spring wheel Sidecar

with wicker canoe body, s.de door, and Lucas
lamp, ridden r ,300 miles £62

r406. rgia A.J.S., 5-6 h.p., large P. & H. lamp, Jones'

speedometer, post bom, watch, mirror, spares,

and tools £55
r4ro. r9r2 BRADBURY, 3I h.p., 2-speed, belt drive,

and Bradburv wicker Sidecar £45
r4i2. r9r2 HOBART, 2{ h.p.. Miller lamp, serpentine

hom, tools £22
r4r6. r9i2 TRIUMPH, 3J h.p., free engine, Cowey

speedometer, post hom, black i,oooft. F.R.S.,

belt and tube case with spare belt and tube, tools £42
r425. 1912 Standard TRIUjViPH, with Cowey, lamp,

horn, tools, and spares £37

r426. I9r2-I9r3 F.N., 5-6 h.p., 4-cylinder £36

r427. I9r3 5 h.p. RUDGE Multi £52

1428. 1912 TRIUMPH, F.E £39

BRAND NEW SHOP-SOILED MOTOR
CYCLES and SIDECARS.

igrs Lady's IVY, 3! h.p., 3-5peed £44
rgis ALCYON, 3! h.p ; £36

1913 EDMUND-J.A.P., 4 h.p £42

MONTGOMERY Torpedo, sport £12 10
MONTGOMERY, No. 5, London body £13 15

MONTGOMERY, No. 7, Exeter body, hood, and
scr. en £18 10

MONTGOMERY Standard £7 10
MILLFJRO Corvette, storm apron, mat and

luggage board £12
MILLFJRD Spring wheel, No. 4 chair £12 10
M:LLFORD Ri,'id, No. 4 chair £9 17

MILLFORD Rigid, No. 4 chair £9 17

MILLFORD Rigid, No. 14 chair £12 10
M'LLFORD Rigid No. 3 chair £12 10
BRAMBLE, ^o. 6 £10 15

BRAlilBLE, No. 4 £11 15

PILOT, .Xo. 7, patent safety chassis, coach body £10
PILOT. No. 7, Hammock chassis coach body . . £10 10

PILOT, N0.4,Reed cane, child's seat,lu'igagegrkl £8 10

PILO*!*, No 5, Vicker canoe, cantilever chassis. . £7 7

PILOT, No. 2 £5

brand
anted

;

Oxon.

new, soiled only;
easy payments, es-

[X7407

LAYTONS'. -Scott. 1913
list price £68/5, otters wanted

changes.-Laytous'. Bicester.

LAYTONS'.—1913 3-fipeed Triumph, used once and
as new; £52.-Laytons'. Bicester, Oxon. fX7408

LAYTONS'.-Sunbeam. 1913. 2?4h.p.. kick starter, 2-

fipeed ; catalogue price £63. offers wanted.—Ljiy-

tons' Bicester. Oxon. 1X7409

LAYTONS'.—Douglas, model O. 2-speed, just arrived;

£48 ; exchanges, eaey payments. — Laytous'
Bicester. Oxon. fX74I0

LAYTONS'.-Triumph, 1913. 3.6peed model, just de-

livered; £59/16: exchangee, easy payments.— Laj--

tons'. Bicester. Oxon. ' "X7411

LAYTONS'.—James. 4h.p.. 1912, 3-speed model, com-
plete with sidecar, lamp, horn, thorough __9rderj

A GOLDEN

OPPORTUNITT
occurs just now to

the man who requires

a high-class motor
bicycle at a reason-

able price.

ERIC S. MYERS

£40.—Layton. Bicester. [X7412 '

LAYTONS'.—Seott, 1912, used 800 miles only, com-
pjete with lamp, horn, speedometer, spares, etc.

;

exceptional opportunity. £48.—Laytous' Bicester, Oxon.
cX7413

LAYTONS'.-Triumph. 1910. SMih.p., standard mcdel.
best 1910 we have seen; £28.—Laytons', Bicester,

Oxon. rX7414

LAYTONS'.—Douglas. 1913 model, complete with
lamp and lorn ; £43 ; fast machine. — Laytons'

Bicester, Oxon.

P.
and M.. 1913, good condition, little used, £55
new Chater-Lea wicker .Canoelet sidecar, £60.

[X7415
with

Baines, 65, Whiteladies Ed,

EITJMPH, 1910%;,

Bri.stol.

npi

•PHONE

[1014

Mabon free engine, clutch, in

perfect condition, complete with tools and fspares;

£29,—A. Whaley. Bourne Av., Salisbury. [X7506

MATCHLESS. 1912, Sh.p., Gradua gear, touring and
racing handle-bars, guaranteed perfect ; £42.—

James Kellar, 45, Woodstock Ed., Bristol. [X72S3

"I 013 Triumph Motor Cycle, F.E., not unpacked;
i-'J also 1912 Triumph. F.E., as new, £40; also

1911 Triumph, splendid order, £22.—Merrett, Corsham.
[X7498

EIUMPH. clutch, October, 1911, excellent tyre,s and
belt. Lucas lamp, Garner whistle, spares ; genuine

machine ; 30 gns.—Banks, Weston Birt, Tetbury, Glos,
[1024

SCOTT, 1913. 2-speed, as new, done 512 miles,

offers: Premier, 1912, 2V'h.p-. 3-speed. new Dun-
lops and belt bargain, £26 —Surplice, Sheet St., Windsor.

[1001

TEIUMPH. 3',/;h.p., Dec., 1908, carefully used, new
Druid and Kempshall tyres, nickel and paint good,

just overhauled, lamp, all accessories ; £25, or offer.-

Still, Warmin,ster. [X7351

31h.p. (November, 1911) Free Engine Triumph, 1912,
2 spring forks, inch belt. Cowey speedometer, Lucas

I

lamp, tools, horn, in good condition; nearest ofler £33.
. I—Apply, Belmont, Porton, Salisbury. [X7419

QECOND-HAND Motor Cycles.—We have a large stock
l^ of machines in excellent condition at very low

n prices to clear; send us your reQuireiueuts and we will

JJ guarantee to satisfy vou.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.
' 10314
6 T EA-F:^ANOIS, 3r/lh.p., new last April, complete with
6 J_J lamp, horn, speedometer, and tools, etc., 2-speed,

kick start, ciiain drive, foot clutch, will do 58 on the
level, only done about 2,000 miles; £55.—Apply, Lawes,
The Triangle, Aldershot. [X7392

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
and Sussex.

"p.N., 5-6hp,, fhormigh condition; £23.—J.W., 66.
-T Naylor Ed.. Peckham. [1076

must sell, no licence.—
[X6839

without sidecar.-38,
[0919

is offering (one op two of

each only)

BRAND NEW
SLIGHTLY SHOP SOILED,

and a few machines which

have been used once op

twice for demonstration

runs only, at

BIG REDUCTIONS.
They include 1913

S C O TTS
TRIUMPHS
U A IVI E S
ENFIEUDS
WILLIAMSONS
ZENITHS

They offer you a chance

of a lifetime. Remember

—

first come—first served.

NOW HURRY UP.

ERICSMYER!
"NO WORRY DEPOT

u.uF.iD t^-m-r 1 €k06 Triumph; £23, or offer
MAYFAIR 5T6T J_JJ Hicks, Felstead, Essex.

52 & 62
Manningham Lane,

BRADFORD
l57»GREATPOaTLAND-STRr:ET,W.| S^^ci^c^" I^^ sCn.

A30 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
OliliAX .imi .Mux\v,>ll, The Motori.w. 80. HirU IM..

S:p';illmiii. L<»ii'kjn.—Keou prices, miick ileliveri^«<

;

1 t-rnis tlmu you ran oDtnin eltiewiiorc.

iltUAM mill Muxwell.—AutiT-Uibble tricar. 6Vjll.I>..

2-Blimi: i'12;i0.

iKliAN and Maxwell.—Bat, 2'-;b,p. Do Diou, spring

ii.iaio: flO.

>It(iAX and Maxwell.—Bat. 8h.p., anil sidciar,

1913: £60.

rUtUAN and Maxwell.—Clyno. 5-6h.p., lato 1912, 2
'

i-edi*. Biuks. and coaelibuilt sidecar; £45.

IrliliAN and Maxwell.-Enfield, Sli.p-, 1913. 2
I -i>,-t«l?. and Kidecur. as new ; £68.

IOROAX and Maxwell.—F.N., 1910, 2l,.'ili.p., sLaft

drive. Buscli : £11.

IOIKiAN and Maxwell.—Humber, 1912, and sidecar;
iJO.

oliflAN and Maxwell.—Indian, 1913, 7-8h.p.. as
II- w, ;ind sidecar: £75.

r

I

[

ri>Ii)iA2s and Maxwell.-Iv-Preci«ion, 3%h,p., late

1911. free enyine, Dunlop specials; £25.

JiUtiiAN and Maxwell.—J.A. P. lieMweiEM, 2J,L.b,r.:

I £7.

JuRdAN" .and Maxwell.—L.M.C., SVibP-, 1913, Arm-
I -Hong 5 speeds: £38.

r.lRGAX and Maxwell.—Matcllless, 6h.p., 1913: £55.

I I ifidAN and Maxwell.—Minerras from £5 eacb.

roROAXand Maxwcll.-Moto-Eere, 2b.p., 1911; £12,

roRGAX and Maxwell.—Motcsacoche, 2h.p., Boscli,
I 1911; £14.

roRGAX and Maxwell.—Motosacoche, 2i,Ah.p., 1912:
I £22.

rOBGAX and Maxwell.—New Hudson, 1912, 2iAlip .

I 3 speeds: £35.

ftiHGAX and Maxwell.—New Hudson, 1912, Si.b.p.
I 3 -speeds: £40.

roRGAX and Maxwell.-N.S.TJ., 1910, 61i.p.. 2-
l- -peed, and sidecar: £32.

fiiRGAX and Maxwell.—Eudge, SVsb.p., free engiae

:

L ±30.

fnliGAX and Maxwell.—Singer, 2l41l.p., T.T., 1912,
l 3 speeds. Boscli: £35.

ronoAN and Maxwell. Triumpli. T.T., 1911. de
L iiimpressor, special engine and fittings: £32.

roBGAX and Maxwell.—Triumpli. 1911, Tourist, fine
L mndition; £30.

roRGAX'^ and Maxwell.—Triumph, 3'/!.li.p,, latesl
L 1913, 3 speeds, brand new, never used, shop-soiled:

piRGAX and Maxwell.-Wolf ly^h.p. lightweight

riiRGAX and Maxwelh-Zenith, 6-8h.p., 1913. barel:
' suiled, Gradua gear, Hutchinsocs, Bosch, heai

-peed-'meter, complete with Gloria new Projectih
:. all tools, lamps, fittings; price £100. with in
*- policy.

["ORGAN and Maxwell.—8h, p. De Dion car. hood
t -I reen, lamps; £50.

MK Over Here: To Morgan and Maxwell. 80 High
IM, Streatham, for J.A.P.'s, Ee.xe^, Bradburvs,
1-. speedometers, lamps, new and used arcessories;
^toek, cheapest and best of all. ,

roRGAK and Maxwell's Miscellany.—A.S.L. seat
•- I'iliar. as new, 21/-; Binks 2-jet carburetter, 21/-:

:
and Smith speedometers, ahnost new lamps, etc.

;

lis—Morgan and Maxwell, 80, High Ed., Streat
l.ondjn. [X7451

IMITWEIGHT Twin Moto-Eeve, 2ijh.p., mag.,
1 iriiii! lorks. Dunlops, reliable, fast, with spares

:

' I 1 Hit.—Montague, 18, The Avenue, Brixton. [0876
-^ .V. -Minerva. 2-':,',h.p,. in absolutely perfect condi-
ii'iD, only run 4.000 miles. P. and H. head lamp,

iirrier. etc.; £9.-46. Hillcrest Ed., Acton. [1065

J
i!'OI/AS. 1913, model O, with lamp and horn, new
Ml May, excellent condition; £37: owner iroin,:
! —Cave-Browne, Folkestone K4., Dover. [X749C

PEECISION. 1912. 3iih,p.. T,T. roadster.
I'l-cially fitted up and overhauled, with acecfsories

:

r best offer.-29, Waldegrave Ed,. Upper Norwood.
[0971

'II.VDBUEY. 1912. 2-sDeed. chain, speedometor, £38

:

I'remier. late 1911. 3-speed. £29: sidecar, witi
' 111 » .»eat, £4 cxtra.-Gough, 44, Hazlewell Ed.. Put'

[1006
!-\.,,'a*8 1912. 5-6h.p., clutch (grey) model inile;i:e
i 850. Continental non-skid, footboardis, perfei t!: f37/10.-H. S. Tosh. 91. Queen Victoria St.,

[1061
RIEL, 1913. 3-speed, kick starter, new June last, le t

- dciae 500 iniles. £49: with Pha-nix 12 gn. sid.nir^-75. Loughborough Park, S.VT. 'Phone; Brixti ii

[1128
1 1 3 a'J.h.p. Twin Hobart. fitted with Armstrong 3

fpeed. free engine. Hutchinsons tyres, unscratched,
: must sell; any trial.-Petty. 3. Norbury I'arade,''

[1009

All letters relating to advertisements she

YOU
surely want to buy in the best market.

If so, vou imist come to

CORDINGLEY'S.
W'c arc niTerintj all the foHo\\ing

AT BARGAIN PRICES
ALL MODELS.

NEW HUDSON RUDGE B.S.A.
MATCHLESS CLYNO LEVIS
ENFIELD SCOTT JAMES
BRADBURY MARTIN SINGER
DOUGLAS PREMIER AU makes.

I'irst cheque secures the following ;

Usual Clearance
Price. Price.

MATCHLESS, 6 h.p., 2-speed.. £73 10 £62
RUOGE Multi, 3I h.p., Sidecar £70 o £57 10
JAMES, 3i h.p., Model 6, com-

plete with Canoelet Sidecar £76 13 £66
SINGER, 3A h.p., 3-specd, F.E. £58 15 £49
SINGER, 4^ h.p., 2-speed, p.E.

(complete with Siuger So.) £80 o £66
Cannot repeat above.

DOUGLAS Models O, P. and R. Offers.

SCOTT 3J h-p., just in from makers. Offers.

SIDECARS. Usual Clear
Price. for

GLORIA, I only, Model No. 3,
complete ;fi8 18 £16

CLYNO, 1 only, Model No. 5.. £15 o £13
ROSSENDALE, i only, coach-

built, really smart £12 o £9 10
SPECIAL BARGAIN.

Brand New CENTAUR, 2 h.p., 3-speed,

free engine, green enamelled, and a
really smart machine ; makers' price,

£47 10 ; our price £36
Cannot repeat

CYCLE CARS FROM STOCK.
HUMBERETTE, painted cinnamon brown,

a real beauty, complete with hood,
screen, etc £125

SINGER, 10 h.p.,
' French grey, hood,

screen, five detachable wheels and
t\Tes, lamps, horn, tools, etc £185

HUMBERETTE, 1913- model, only niu
1,000 niiles, complete hood, screen,

lamps, honi, tools, etc., like new ...£100
Quick delivery of all makes.

THE FINEST STOCK OF SECOND-HAND MOTOR
CYCLES IN ENGLAND.

The following are a few of our Special Bargains :

SCOTT, 33 h.p., 1912 model, new August,
and little used. One of the best
machines ever turned out by the
Scott Co £47 10

RUDGE Multi, 3A h.p., 1913 model, almost
new, complete ^\ith Bramble coach-
built Sidecar, lamp, horn, tools, etc.

guaranteed perfect ; cost £75 ; accept £50
1912 CLYNO, 5-6 h.p., 2-speed, free engine,

kick starter, complete with lamp,
horn, tools, etc., new coachbuilt Side-
car, very special £47 10

SCOTT Cycle, new October, 1912, in really

fine order (or very close offer) £55
1913 SINGER, 3.^ h.p., T.T. model, a real

flyer
'. £37 10

2j h.p. TORPEDO, complete with speedo-
meter, lam.p, and horn, 1912 model,
a bargain ; £26

HUMBER, 3i h.p., 2-speed, free engine,
handle starting. Sidecar complete, a
bargain £25

TRIUMPH, 3,V h.p., 1908 standard, Mabon
clutch, footboards, good machine . . . £24

TRIUMPH, zh h.p.. lamp, horn, tools, etc.,

in good condition ; accept £18
PREMIER, 3i h.p., 1910 model, complete

with lamp, generator, honi, tools, etc. £25
HOBART, igi2, 23 h.p., fixed engine

model, only done 500 to 600 miles,
and cost well over £40, absolutely as
brand new ; clear for £30

igi2 RUDGE, 3J h.p., free engine model,
complete, and just like new ; bought
this year £40

Please come to us when you want to save a few
pounds in the buying of anything in Motors.

J. S. GORDINGLEY,
THE MOTOR CYCLE MART,

HASLINGDEN, LANCASHIRE.
Wires—" Cordingley, Haslingden."
'Phone—2Y, HasUngden.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE-
QOh.p. UmiKlJit^, T.T-, now Aprit. IMf. liiiuit, gencr-'

-^4 ator, Jiorn, Isocbronouri BiiccilDinetLT, condition oa
new. juht overhuuk'd ; £45.—OsmoBd, 45, Bluckheath
Park. 8.E. [0720

MOTOSACOCHE, 1912, aVsTi-P.. free engine, perfect

order, ridden onlv 500 milos, XyjtM unpunctureil
iirv..T given slightest trouble; 28 ene?.— Kidsnn. Ktiroo,

Mardou, Kent. [0893

3ih.p. Rex, b.h.c., 1912, B.B., ppring fnrkd, foot-

2 boarda, now h^-It, gnad condition, necumulutor,
lamp, acecHsories; £12, or offi-r.— 7, \Voreestt'r St.,

Wiipping, E. [X7372

MINERVA, SVjii.V; Druid forks, B. and B., Rplendid
condition, excellent running order, recently ovor-

hauled, lamp, spares; £11/10.—Phillips, 2, Kimbi-rlfy

Rd, Chiufe'tord. [0993

1Q12 Eudge. T.T., ju6t orcrbanled by Budges, now
JLJ/ tyrej^ Cowev, l-'.R.S., aur(.-stiorie.i, and epaies, iter-

ievt condition; a bargain, £34/10.-27, Holwood Rd..

Bromley, Kent. [0890

TRIUMPH. 1913. 3-speed. bought 3 mouths ago.

used onlv week-en<lfi, all accesriories. heavy tyrea,

very fast, condition perfect ; bargain, offers.—93, Bullour
Kd.. Highbury. ri057

SUNBEAM, 2^.p.. 1913, just received from makers,
unseratciied; £52. or exchange higher power, cash

adjustment.—Bos L3,962, The Motor Cycle Office^^, 20,

Tudor St., E.G. [1125

MODEL O Douglas, new July 23rd, only 700 miles,

Senspray, lamp, horn, tools, many i^pares ; £45

;

firing up motor cycling; appointment.—Walker. 117a.
i-inchley Rd., N.W. [IHO

S.I.A.M.T., 2%h.p.. T.T.. 1912. 140 m.p.g., fast, just

overhauled by makers. £5 spenf. spare tyre, acces-

sories; owner going to Paris. mu6t aell, £15.-29. \Vood-
Uinds Rd.. Harrow. [1062

,Oh.p. Gradua Matchless, new, £58 ; Triumph. 3-

speed, new. 55 gns. ; model B. Douglas; Humberette,
hood, lamps, and screen,- £112.—Morriss and Co., 139.

t'inchley Rd., N.W. [0952

BARGAIN.—1912 4h.p. free engine Res Tourist,
powerful, handle startins. new condition ; any ex-

;uiiiuation; cost £50, sell £30.— H.. 8, Cameron Rd..
Seven Kings. Essex. f0949

1Q11% Motosacoche 2Vjh.p. Lightweight, bought new
X«/in 1912. and very little used, new Whittle belt.

Druid forks, h.b-c, tree eui^ine. accetssories and sparer;
a real bargain. £18.—Below.

1Q12 Enfield 2%ih.p.' Twin Lishtweiglit. in new con-
i iy dition throughout, 2-speed gear, free engine, sight

feed oiler, all accesaories and spares; a splendid bar-

gain. £30.

1Q12 Bradbury and Sidecar, 2-6peed gear, free en-
X *7 giue. decompressor, lamp, generator, hoin, etc.,

i:-xcellent order: £40.—Below.

1 Q 10 Motosacoche 2h.p. Lightweight, free engine,
Xt? mag., h.b.c, spring forks, splendid running order
and condition: £13.—Below.

13 Rover, 3-epeed model, brand new; , exchangee.
easy payments.—Below.

13 Rudge Multi. 3V_'h.p., brand new, just delivered;
exchanged, easy payments.

"IQ13 Douglas, model O, 2-6peed, and free engine,
Xt/ footboards, brand new; exchanges, easy pay-

ments.

LCE and Co.. 16. Bishopsgate At., Camomile St.,

E.G. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [1041

£27, or n^ar.—B.S.A., 1911, perfect condition, fast,

spare tyre and belt. Lucas lamp, numerous acces-

.'^oriet^; giving up motoring.-Jasper, St. Brannocks,
Masons Hill, Bromley, Kent. [1039

LUGTON", 3V-h.p., 3-t;peed, Armstrong mark VI., B.
and E.. Bosrh, Lyso saddle, Hutchinson tyres, deep

born. 2 months old, ridden 150 milee; cost £50, accept
£42.-James. Or.^ett, Essex. [0872

1Q12 F.N., 5-6h.p.. 2 speeds, disc clutch, waterproof
Xt7 Bosch mug., lamp, horn, etc.. perfect londition,

!iliiio.st new; auy trial: £41/10; sidLXar, £4/10.-26,
Parsons Green I*aue, Fulham. [1007

INDIAN. 3V2h.p., 2-speed. free, June. 1912, exL-ellent

condition, i ust overhauled, Dunlop pinion back

;

£40. immediate sale.—Nicholas, la, Berners St., Oxford
8t„ W. Evenings after 7.3U. [0914

OUGLAS. 1912, model K, 2-€pe6d. kick starter, no
accidents, unscratched. lamp, horn, Jones trip

^P'edometer. mirror, Xl'all saddle, spares; £39.—Emery,
33, Beethoven St., lulburn Lane. [X7400

PHEEON" anrl Moore. Ltd., 4, Percy St.. W. liavo

several good csecond-liand P. and M. machines lor

sale, which have been overhauled and are in peifeot

order.—Can be eccn at above address. [0131

SPEED King Rex. 3'-h.p.. 1910V.. absolutelv reli-

able, perfect condition, all accessories, numerous
'•Iiares. readv for tour; any trial; £21/10 cash; appoint-
'ncnt.-13. Leinstor Av., East Sheen. [0980

I Q13 Ariel. 3'-.'h.r., Armptrong 3-spoed, free cugine,
L t/ and decompro.-wor. spring •jeat-pillur. as new. only

ridden few miles. £49: alt-o Ariel eidwar for same, £6.—
Snrrell, Claraico Wjrks. Victoria i'urk, N.E. [0695

BRIGHTON.—Svnihoam. almost new. ridden 900 inili's,

£52; N S.U.. 6h.p.. thoroughly overhauh-d and i--

pnamell^d. ( tfers over £18; agent fjr Douclnr:. Si'tt,

Clyoo. Premier, Bnidbury.—Turpin'^, 29. Prfotun Rd.
[0311

19
19
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TEIUIIPH. 1912. spring lorks. F-E.. B. and B.,

Wliittie. Eosth. Palmer, epriug seat .piu, new con-
dition, bargain £25 ; canoe sidecar, tvith wind screen
and apron, suit above, £5/19.-241. Balfoni Kd., Ilford.

rX7377
1Q12ii. F.K"., 5-6h.p.. just overhauled, new steel-

-Lt/ studded tyre, Cowey. F.K.S. lamp, h,rn, tools,

spare.*, sidecar lias screen, apron, grid ; £45. — Bos
L2.489. Thf Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor St., B.C.

(0921
MATCHLESS, 3i/>h.p-, N.S.U. 2-epeed, new Davison

tank, internal pump, new Autoclipae set, B. and
B. variable. Simms mae., nearly new Lyso spring frame

;

mu-?t sell; first reasonable offer.—50, Brooks ilews, May-
lair. [1080

HtJELIN and Co. bave tbe following bargains: Tri-

nmpb. S'gb.p.. and sidecar, brand new, £45; Res,
2'ih.p.. pocd order, £6: twin Antoine. 6h.p.. £40; 1913
S'ott, 3'4i.p.. new, £60.—Hurlin and Co., 295. Mare
St.. Hackney. [1095

TEIPMl'H 1912. free engine, very little ridden, lamp,
— • born, speedometer, and all accessories, everything

in excellent cjndition ; must be sold at once; price £41;
mav be seen by appointment.—Write, JIuncalf, 38.

Esmond Ed,. Bedford Park, W. [X7325

LATEST 1913 Eudges. Eeses. Triumphs. Singer,

G.TV.K., and Humberttes, B.S-A.'s, Zenith. En-
flelds. Douslas. Scotts, etc.. actually delivered from
stock- eschanges and easy payments.-Maude's, 136.

Great Portland St.. London, W. [1107

ROVER, o'.ih.p., F.E., gturmey-Archer 3-speed gear,

delivered June, 1912, Lucas lamp and horn, Cowey
speedometer, practicallv new front Dunlop tyre (only run

10 miles); mar be se'en by appointment: £44.—P. W.
Johnson, Kirk Braddon, Croydon Ed., Beckenham, Kent.

[7500

HITMBEE, 2;4lip., twincyl, late 1912, Lucas head

lamp and generator, horn, mirror, pan seat,

wat'h, Fpeodomcter. only run "00 miles, paintwork un-

scratclied, suiart little machine, fast and good hill-

clin;ber; bargain, price 30 gne.-Ap5ly, 89, Wlgmore
St., W- Tel-: 3713 Mayfair [0703

l7-9h.r. Twin Brown, 1911, B. and B. carburetter, h.b.o.,

I free engine, Bosch mag., very powerful, 26x2i/i

new Eom non-skids, low. Brown Bros, make througboiit,

rverytliing splendid condition, plated rims, Whittle belt,

all "accessories, watch, mirror: trial; bargain, £26;
nearly new latest torpedo sidecar, plated rim, Dunlop

tyre, £5/5.-17, Bedford Sg., Stepney. [S7503

BAEGAINS Every Week.—1913 3-6peed Eovcr, brand
new shop-soiled. £48: 1912 clutch Bradbury,

bTand new. £36: 1912 clutch Triumph, absolutely per-

fect £35- 1912 2-spped Bradburv. belt drive, £32;
1912 Bradbury standard, £26; 1912 3-speed Premier,

as new. £38; 1911 3''ih.p. twin Premier, £23; 1911
3"ihp Kerry-Abingdon. perfect, £20; 1913 3-6peed

Kover and sidecar, ,£45.—Batchelor and Co., Clarence

St.. Kingston-on-Thames. [X7393

"il/TESSES. PALMER and Kitson. South Eastern
XVJ. Garage, Heme Hill, London, S.E„ guarantee all

1lie following machines to be in running order: Antoine
tricar 4V-,h.p. 2 speeds, £15: 3V'h.p. 1912 Zenith-

Gradlia £36- 5h.p. 1911 F.N.. £28: IVjh.p. F.N.. £10:
2Sh.p. Clement. £10; 1910 Douglas. £18; 4h.p. Peugeot

and sidecar. £15: 1912 2iAh.p. Calcott. £27; 1911 2-

speed Douglas. £27: 1911 6h.p. 2-speed N.S.TJ., side-

car £35 1910 5-6h.p. Ees, 2-speed. sidecar, £35.
Accessories.—First P.O. secures the following, money
refunded willinglv if not satisfied; J.A-P. car car-

buretter, new. 70/-- Ford car carburetter. 20/-; pair

electric cycle car lamps, new, 20/-: exhaust whistle,

L b c, lO"/-: inner liner for car cover, new, 7/6: car

tube gaiters new. 5/-; Triumph pattern bars, with all

5 controls, new, 25/-, etc.. etc. Write for lists. [8457

SECTION IX.

somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

DOrGLAS. 1913, Model 0., £48; Model E., £52;
both in stock.—MoUat, Yeovil. 'Phone: 50. [5324

MOTOE Tricvcic for sale. De Ilion, 2-speed, free en-

gine, splendid climber; £13. ofters.-Davys, Wells.

Somerset. [0881

QTJADEAliT, 3V>h.p., reliable, excellent condition,

spring forks, B". and B. ; £9.-Euofl. 4, Hill View,
Ilminster. [X7496

EXETER Motor Cycle Co., 6 and 7, Bath Ed., Eseter.

—The big western pepple for motor cycles and
cycle cars.

EXETEE Motor Cycle Co.— Sh.p. Enfield, £8.6/2; 3

h.p- EufiPld. £52; 2''l,h.T>. ditto, ditto, £50.

EXETER "Motor Cvcle Co.— 3V:;h.p. Singer, £58/15
3''ih.p. Centaur. £57/10; 2h.p. ditto, ditto, £37

1912 B'radbnry, new. £45; S'/i.h.p. Zenith, £55/13.

EXETF.E Motor Cycle Co.—G.W.K. cycle cars, Eollo

ditto, etc., etc., in stock.

EXETER Motor Cycle Co. for sidecars. About 30
second-hand m'itor cycles and cycle cars ready' for

the road. £15 to £145. Deferred payments arranged

on any the above from 2% on balance.

EXETER Motor Cycle Co, for repairs.—Expert me-
chanic-; ready at a moment's notice to ride 30

miles either way to do roadside repairs.—Ring up 975

EXETER Motor Cycle Company for quick supplies tc

the trade. Write for terms. Most the best makes
stocked. [l'?22

1 r»13 T.T. Douglas, only done 1,500. splendid condi-

J.«J tion. lamp, horn, etc.; f38.-reters, Grosvcnor

Place. Exeter. [X7272

How about an INDIAN?
—I can give you immediate delivery of this

popular mount, having several in stock NOW

—

" ready for riding." NO WAITING—place your
order with me, and save disappointment.

—o r one of these?
—T have the following "high-grade" makes all

in stock ;

—

TRIUMPHS, JAMES, ROVERS,
NUMBERS, CLYNOS, EN FIELDS,
ZENITHS, A.J.S., BRADBURYS,
NEW HUDSONS, etc..

—all brand new rgrs models—^ready

for immediate use. All models of

MONTGOMERY, CANOELET,
MILLS-FULFORD, GLORIA, etc.,

Sidecars in stock.

Br
BARGAINS

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MOTOSACOCHE, l^^h.p., mag., h-b-c, Watawata,

direct drive, i^alraer, runs well ; illS.—Bradleigb,
21, Graham Rd., Weston-super-Mare. [1021

1 Q 10 Humher, Roc 2-speed, handle starting, splendid
-Lt/ condition, hub want* seeing to; eatiifiee £17/10,
rare bargain.—Cutland, poultry fancier, Wellington, Soio

[5:7306
TRIUMPH, 1909, splendid condition, just re-bushed

and overhauled, tyres almost new; £22 or near
ofler.—Bos L3,959, The Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudor
St., E.G. [1127

TRIUMPH, SiAh.p., clutch model, late 1909, recently
overhauled by makers, in 6:^lendid condition, with

lamp, horn, and epares: a bargam, £26/10.—A. Baker,
Beawortby, Devon, rX7436

TRIUMPH, clutch model, good condition. £38; New
Hudson*. 1913, and Canoelet sidecar, 72 gna. ; Eex,

£16; Victoria Precisijn, 1913, 2|^h.p., new, £33.—
Harris, Parade, Esmouth. [2542

3Xh.p- Eudge, fiidecar. new Armstrong 3-Bpeed, Cowey,
2 £35; SVolj-P- Triumph, fixed engine, £30: 3'^

h.p. Quadrant, Bct^eh, Auto Varia, free engine, £12.—
A. Da^ey, Moorland Rd., St. Austell. [X.7234

PREMIER. 2iAh.p., 1912V2, Sturmey-Archer S-speed
and clutch fitted 1913, new belt, spares, splendid

condition, epare tube and ca^se ; £28 ; approval.—Box
L2,4S8, The Motor cycle Offices, 20, Tud^r St., E.O.

[0920
NEARLY New 3h.p. Motor Cycle, latest- 1913 model,

Armstrong 3 speeds, and free engine, spares, etc,

complete, cost over £50. will accept 36 gns., or what
offers? Mabon free engine clutch and variable pulley

combined, cost £3/10, will accept 50/-.—Young, Mietei-
ton, Somerset. [317286

Scdtland.

SECTION X.

3i

K Over 50 Special CLEARANCE
Bargains in SHOP-SOILED and
" SECOND-HAND " mounts from
£10 to £60 each. Here are a few
selections ;

—

t9i3 INDIAN, 7 h.p., and Gloria, shop-soiled £80

1913 IVY-PRECISION, 3-speed, good order . . £32

rgrs LEA-FRANCIS, 3 h.p., 2-sp., hardly used £55

r9r3 MATCHLESS, 8 h.p.. Sidecar, cost froo £6S
t9r3 ENFIELD, 2} h.p., a-speed, as new ... £38
igrj HUMBER, 3* h.p., 2-sp., Canoelet, soiled £60

I9r3 BAT, Z^ h-P-) 3-speed, hardly soiled . . £42

jor3 ZENITH, 3* h.p., F.E., MiUford Sidecar £55

I9r3 SCOTT, 3i h.p., hatdly soiled ........ £55

I9t3 N.S.O., 3i h.p., 2-5peed, hst 50 gns. ... £36

I9r3 FORD, 2-seater, demonstration car ..,£125

I9r3 BRADBURY, 3 h.p., 3-speed, list £60.. £48
I9r3 HUMBER, 2 h.p., never used, list £35 £25

I9r2 ENFIELD, 6 h.p., 2-speed, coach Sidecar £60

I9r- MORGAN, complete, all accessories . . . £68
I9r2 WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p., Canoelet £55

1912 ZENITH, 3* h.p., good tyres, grand order £32

1912 REX, 3*- h.p., racer, done 60 miles .... £17

I9r2 FORWARD, zf h.p., twin, good order £20
I9ri SCOTT, 3^ h.p., 2-5peed., and Canoelet £45

tgir ZENITH, 3* h.p.. Sidecar, good order £35

r9rr SCOTT, si h.p., serni-T.T. bars, fast bike £28

1910 HUMBER, 3i h.p., 2-speed, free engine £25

—many others to choose from—all overhauled

and tuned up—guaranteed in pLfject condition

for riding. Full list on request.

II If you fancy a Small Car, I can supply from
stock ;

—

G.W.K complete £150
HUMBERETTE „ £125
ALLDAYS Midget „ £138
SINGER , £185
FORD Runabout „ £135

(Dickey seat, £1 extra.)

FORD Touring Car complete £150
PERRY , 130 Gns
CALTHORPE Minor „ 160 Gns

—and early delivery of STANDARD, SWIFT, etc.

— Best terms— exchanges arranged— complete

tuition jrce— satisfaction guaranle. d.

—Please CALL, Write, or 'PHONE me.

P. J. EVANS
87, 89, & 91, JOHN BRIGHT STREET

Telephone: Midland GC,2.

and at Sparkhill, BIRMINGHAM.

h.p. Eex. £10; 5Il.p. N.S.TJ., £14; SV.h.p. Hum-
her tricar, £8; must sell.—Frazer's Garage, Largu.

[0931
3jlh.p. Humber, free engine, chain drive, good condi-

2 tion; accept £9.—McCnlloeh, 2, Jamieson Ter-

race, Troon. [0889

MOTOSACOCHE, -1912. aVjh.p., good condition, only

done 1,800 miles- buying heavyweight.—Farqnhar.
Pitecandly, Forlar. [X7315

N.S.TJ., 5-6h.p., 2-speed, v .M. Pillion seat, Cdwcv
speedometer, perfect condition ; £20, or near^.—

McCormick, Polmont Station, Stirlingshire. [X7502

ABEKDEEN and District Agent for Scott, Lerin,

P. and M., A.J.S., Matchless, and Sun, alBo

Premier cycle car ; any other make supplied.-George
Gumming. 165, Holbum St. [9406

GLASGOW Agents for Indian, Bat, Royal Enfield.

Williamson, B.S.A., Zenith. Norton, Eex-Jap.
Trump, also -G.W.K. cycle cars. Ford care.—Alexander
and Co.. the leading Scottish firm.- 272. Gt. Western Rd..

Glasgow. rX630£

EDINBURGH.—Agents for Indian. Phelon and Moore.
Douglas. Williamson, Zenith. MatL-hiess. K.S.A.

Bradbury. Norton. Royal Entield. Premier. Eei, Eex-

Jap, Trump, also G.W.K.. Ford cars.—Alexander and

Co., Scotland's largest motor cycle dealers, 115, Lothian

Ed., Edinburgh. [X6301

SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.
3ih.p. 1912 Free Engine Triumph Hbtor Cycle fni

2 sale, in perfect order.-R. G. Stewart, St.^Iary'j

Terrace, Sligo, [X727;

CYCLE CARS.
MORGAN 1912 Sporting Models, complete, lamps .i

etc., good tyres, and chains; £68.—Below.

HUMBERETTE, latest 1913 model, used lor tif

demonstration runs; £115.—Below.

CALTHOHPE. 1913. lOh.p., specially tuned for de .

monstration car, and winner of Shelsey Walsh bill

climb; £135.—Below.

CYCLE Cars.—Before purchasing a ryele ear, call an<

see me. I can give immediate delivery of Perryj^

Standards, Calthorpes, Humberettes, AHdays. Midget

Forde, G.W.K., Singers, etc. Tel.: 662 Midland.-l'
]

J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X736 4
i

CYCLE Car Chassis, complete, less engine and tyres '

perfect; £10.—Hughes. Electrician, Selly Oak. -A

rx742:,.l

DUO Sociable, all accessories, fine condition througi

out, new last August; offers.-Rowley, 35, Lumlf -

Rd., Skegness. 1066

AC Sociables for reliability, £75; demonstration toj

arranged.—Sole Devon agents, Moon Bros., JOal

St., Plymouth. I>=°

BEDELIA De Luxe, late 1912, hood, screen. Inn'"

complete: accept £72.—Chahners. 67. Schoj-

'

St., Birmingham. fX"

HURLIN and Co., 295, Mare St., Hackney.—Bi..
new Turner cycle car, lOh.p., unused; listed £22;

our price £150. li"-

HUELIN and Co., Hackney.—Sabella, 8-lOh.p. J.A.I

cycle car, 1912: be,«t offers wanted.—Hurim ni

Co., 296, Mare St., Hackney. [10-

HUMBEEETTE, 1913. £120, nnnsed, practically ne-

-Hurlin and Co., 295, Mare St.. Hackney (2 doo

Hackney Empire). ""-[lOi

A^4 All lettti-9 relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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A New Road Problem.

A
JOURNAL, which is known for its enterprise in

many directions, has lately taken motor cycles

under its care. In so doing, our contemporan,'

has discovered a new road problem, none other

than the congestion of the highways by motor
> oles in the near future. This is all the more interest-

mi;, as some few years back this same organ gave it

>ut authoritatively that motor cycles were dead and
ivere doomed to disappear, and that in a year or two
we should not see such things on our roads any more.
How near this prophecy was to the truth may be left

10 the imagination. Now, burjdng its former prophecy,

it indulges in another: that in the near future motor
1 ycles will out-number cars; but in this case we regret

we cannot share such an optimistic view, for, as a
natter of fact, probably largely due to the influx of

icap American cars, the number of motor car owners
.,as lately increased in even greater ratio.

Still the increase in motor cycles has been wonder-
'til, and this increase is naturally very pleasing to

i:r)-one interested in the welfare of the movement,
It we do not think there is any need to become
.^tered at the number of these machines, " which are

a,^ I hick as flies upon the great roads that lead out of

London." With the memory of the start of the recent

Six Days Trials fresh upon us, we cannot recollect

tliat the i6o competitors and inniunerable officials

and lookers-on mounted on motor cycles made even
the streets of Carlisle appear at all crowded. Half a

izen cars will block up a road far more than five-and-

'-nty motor cycles, and, if it comes to obstructing the

ad, one roaci hog on a car is more of a nuisance
an a whole club of riders on the single track

achine.

.A. total of 200,000 motor cycles is looked for " in the

near future" by a "traffic authority," but if we
multiply this figure by ten in years to come, we do not

anticipate the King's highway will be unpleasantly
riowded. There, is a ray of consolation, however.
These machines are not all to be ridden by speedmen.
The advent of the sidecar is having a sobering effect

on speed. No longer will the most ardent speed
maniac scorch—instead he fills his sidecar with femin-
inity and becomes a sober tourist. Still, we prefer to

keep our heads, believing that our highroads are

• apable of accommodating any traffic Hkely to be put
upon them.

One point more—^^a motor cycUst, even if a rash
rider, will always do his. best to avoid a collision, for,

as he rides, an unstable vehicle, there is every prospect
of injury to himself and a valuable machine.

The Olympia Show.

THE
fourth International Motor Cycle, Cycle Car,

and Accessories Exhibition, which wOl be open
on November 24th next and remain open until

Saturday, the 29th of November, promises to be
even more successful than its predecessors.

Elsewhere in this issue we pubhsh a plan of the main
hall, showing the positions of the exhibitors of

complete machines and some of the accessor}- firms.

Some dissatisfaction was expressed last year at die
large amount of space devoted to business offices in

the annexe ; this year this space has been considerably
reduced and a portion of the annexe given over to

t)'re exhibitors.

The growth of the Olympia Motor Cycle Show is

phenomenal, particularly taking into consideration that
only three of these exhibitions have been held. The
organisation and conduct of the exhibition reflect the

greatest credit on its promoters, the Motor Cvcle
Manufacturers' Union. Motor cycles and dieir acces-

sories will again form the bulk of the exhibits, and,
although most of the accessor)' finns cater for pedal
cycles as well as motor cycles, there will be compara-
tively few complete pedal cycles shown ; it is possible

to rim through the plan of the main hall and find only
two or three firms who v^ill exhibit pedal cycles only.

A suggestion recently made for a separate cycle car
show has not borne fruit, and at this stage of the cycle

car industr)' we do not think a separate exliibirion

for these machines would be at all successful either

from a monetary or numerical point of view. This
year's exhibits of cycle cars promise to be of the most
interesting nature, as there are a large number of new
models to be shown, which will come under the public
view for the first time at Olympia.

It will be rhost interesting to see the trend of design
in connection with motor cycle engines, as we know
of several firms who are experimenting with multi-

cyUnder enghies and two-strokes.

The springing question is also receiving some
attention, and, in connection with sidecar combina-
tions, it is most essential that the motor cycle should
be fully sprung as well as the sidecar wheel.

A13
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INCIDENTS OF THE

SIX DAYS TRIALS

IN THE

LAKE DISTRICT. M

" The Motor Cycle " Diary.

Sept. Races.5th and 6th.—Irish A.C. Eosslare Motor Car
6th.—Surrey M.C.C. Hill-climb.

6th.—Motor Cycling Club. Paperchase, starting from
Hatfield.

6th.—Hull and District A.C. Invitation run to Bleak
House, Patrington.

Sept.

<1) A long line of competitors waiting

lor tlie flexibility test. In tlie foreground

are R. B. Guest (8 h.p. Matcliless sidecar),

J. N. liOngfleld (Scott), and George Hunt

(Campion).

(2) A trio of Douglas riders in Tlirellield.

(3) E. A. Colliver (7 li.p. Indian) oa

Gastacls Beolt. Tlie rougli state of tlie

surface will be noted.

(4) J. V. Edge (Brougli) and F. A.

Applebee (Scott) rounding the hairpin on

a severe gradient known as Eil er Kill,

Held.

6th.—Ipswich and District M.C.C. Hill-climb.

6th.—Liverpool A.C.C. Balloon chase.

6th.—Manchester A.C. Hill-climb.

6th.—Streatham and District M.C.C. Slow hill-climb.

6th.—Western Distract M.C. Competition for

Williams Sliield.

6th-8th.—Oxford M.C.C. Run to Cheddar Gorge.

9th.—Banbury and District M.C.C. Run to Rugby.
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The Clutches of Three=speed Hubs.
I was a little surprised by the warnings printed

:;ainst using the clutch of a three-speed hub. My
ird three-speed hub has already reeled off a very

editable no-trouble mileage, and with all three test

inples I have habitually used the clutch whenever

I wanted it. I plead guilty to stiU finding the jump
iiount the quickest and least troublesome, but in spite

of this my three clutches have all had plenty of work.

1 use them for all momentan,' stops, for turning round

after overshooting a signpost, for handling the

machine with the engine " dead," for coasting down
long hills, and for starting against tiring grades, yet

my hubs have never given "me any trouble.

Starting on a Decompressor.
As I recently overheard several novices grumbling

about the difficulty of starting up with the decom-

pressor in action, I will venture to repeat the simple

essentials which are familiar to every practised rider.

To obtain a quick and certain start on a decompressor

two things are necessary.

(i.) Flood the carburetter very freely.

(2.) Open the throttle much wider than is needed

for a, start on full compression.

Further, to prevent the engine baulking as soon as

tlie rider is in the saddle (supposing the jump-mount is

applied with the decompressor still in action, as would

usuallv occur in the case of a machine fitted with a

single gear and foot-operated decompressor), do not

L'ive any extra air until the decompressor has been put

out of action. If these instructions are followed, a

decompressor will be found tO' work with comfort and

certainty until the engine compression becomes so

fioor that the engine cannot fire under any circum-

stances when the decompressor is in action. I am
riding a three-speeder with decompressor, and I find

the engine starts so easily on first or second gear that

I seldom use the decompressor except for getting a

start on the stand by puUing the back wheel round.

Hub and Countershaft Gears.

Perfection in this vale of tears is always in the

nature of a compromise, and the admirable letter

signed by Mr. Bowden on behalf of the Sturmey-

.\rcher Gear, Ltd., ignores the fact that, though we
are more than satisfied with his and other three-speed

liubs, as gears, we are distinctly dissatisfied with their

jiresent location. It may be ideal from the gear

manufacturer's point of view, it may even be nearly

ideal in running: but, frankly, it is rather a nuisance

when we want to change a tyre, and some of us, who
are fastidious or fussy, imagine that it makes our back

wheels much more bounceable and uncomfortable than

tliey should be. Consequently there are thousands

of us who are ready to accept the counter-shaft gear,

with all its faults, real or alleged, if only we can get

a moderate efficiency and durability, plus an acces-

sible and light back wheel.

I©N}\L
£y 'IKIQ/i'

Comments
I should be specially interested to know if Mr.

Bowden's experiments included the fitting of a counter-

shaft Sturmey gear to a medium powered twin-cylinder

machine, for to my mind the substitution of a twin

(not exceeding 500 c.c. or 600 c.c.) just turns the

balance in favour of the counter-shaft gear, young

as its age is. I agree with Mr. Bowden in so far that

I have not yet lost my heart to a 3}^ h.p. machine

with two-step drive and counter-shaft gear: but I add

a corollary, that I am prepared to discard the 3J^ h.p.

single with hub gear in favour of a 2}^^ to 5 h.p.

twin with two-step drive and countershaft gear.

Reading Mr. Bowden's letter, I should imagine that

the experimental Sturmey-Archer counter-shaft gears

were chiefly or exclusively tested on single-cylinder

machines of 500 c.c. or thereabouts. My own similar

test discouraged me enormou.sly : but as soon as I

repeated it with a twin-cylinder engine, the knell of

the single-cylinder three-speeded hub machine was

sounded in the sphere of my private judgment.

The Experimental in Cycle Cars.

The Motor Cycle has never been afraid to reiterate

the fact that, though a register of the different makes

of cycle car may include over one hundred different

names, yet a large number of these vehicles are purely

experimental. In many cases, a name is only repre-

sented by one or two vehicles actually on the road,

and the inventor is not prepared to accept—or at any

rate to fulfil—orders. In other cases the eager

designer is more cynical, and though he himself has

only materials for the vaguest estimate of what his

machine is worth, he is ready to supply by the hun-

dred, supposing sufficient gullible fools come along.

In a few—a very few—cases, the vehicle is sound

from stem to stern, and the makers have their works

thoroughly organised to supply a good article

punctually;

We have often been reviled for our frank policy in

this matter ; but if there was anybody in whose eyes

we needed some justification, the results of the

A.C.U. Six Days' Trial bear us out most triumphantly.

There is—admittedly—an immense market awaiting

the first cheap and thoroughly efficient cycle car. If

an inventor secured three gold medals Avith an entry

of three machines, he would be absolutely certain of a

busy season and large profits in 1914. Yet we find

there are only twelve cycle car entries, representing

ten makers. Ycrb. sap..

Personally, as one who was often " had " rather

grievously in his salad days, I feel a certain resent-

ment not only against the maker who tries to hoodwink
the public into doing his experimenting for him, but

also against those who in part create the impression

that anything on wheels called a cycle car is, ipso

facto, equal to the Rolls-Royce in everything except

upkeep charges. Ninepence for fourpence is not to

be had from any motor manufacturer

!

U7
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The Sunbeam climbing

T is a significant fact that, although

honours in respect of chain v. belt are

fairly evenly divided so far as The

Motor Cycle staff is concerned, there seems

to be an unconscious leaning towards the chain-

driven single-cylinder type of mount for strenuous

long-distance work. Thus it came about that we
accepted the offer of Messrs. John Marston, Ltd.,

Wolverhampton, of a 2^4 '^-P- Sunbeam as our hack

during the now memorable A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

It has been truthfully stated on more than one occa-

sion that the journalist's lot in trials of this kind is

far more difficult than the competitors', for he has to

see practically all the main incidents in one place,

then scurry ahead again to witness the performances

of the vanguard, and after the day's run his time is

usually fully occupied in writing, so that it is im-

possible to bestow any attention upon his motor cycle.

A reliable machine, therefore, is a sine qua non.

We started away from Coventry on the Saturday

preceding the trial, and were very quickly at home
with our new mount. The position of the valve lifter

on the right-hand grip certainly required some prac-

tice before we became accustomed to it, and in this

connection we should like to point out that in our

opinion it is high time the control of motor cycles was
standardised. We, who, perforce, change from one

machine to another, have first to become accustomed

to carburetter levers opening inwards, others working

outwards, brake levers on the left and right footrests,

sometimes operated by a tO€ and sometimes by a heel

pedal; valve lifters on left and right grips, clutch

controls nn handle-bar and footrest, until with such

A18

Buttermeie Hause from Kewbnds.

a medley one can hardly settle down with comfort to

any one mount.

Impressions of the First Run.

Our Sunbeam was geared 6 and 12 to i, in view

of the tales of the severe climbing we; were to expect

in Lakeland, and the writer being in company with

the rider of a 6 h.p. twin Brough on the trip to Car-

lisle, the pace, as may be imagined, was well up to

standard. What impressed us more than anything eLse

was the beautifully balanced engine and the absence

of valve clatter. It has been our usual experience of

single-cylindered machines that the handle girips are

inclined to dither at speeds exceeding- 30 m.p.h., but

even with the chain drive of the Sunbeam there was

a smoothness of running which must be experienced

to be believed. Our run nortlr c/a Stone, Knutsford,

Warrington, to Preston by the R.A.C. avoiding route,

and o\2r Shap to Penrith and Carlisle was devoid of

incident, and was accomplished throughout on top

gear. En passant, neither of us was over-impressed

by the R.A.C. route via Ormskirk. Twice we went

off the route owing to the absence of direction posts,

and finally decided that it was not worth the eleven

miles extra distance entailed to avoid Wigan and the

Lancashire cobble stones. A 240 miles trip in a day

on an absolutely strange machine proves our con-

fidence in the Sunbeam. The flexibility of the engine

is a feature to be admired, for not only is it possible'

to crawl along in traffic with the engine just turning

over, but it will "rev." at an extraordinary rate.

As an instance of this, de la Hay in the mile speed

test averaged forty-five miles an hour on a 6 to i gear,
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I^mong the Lakef.

'"hich gives a speed of 3,500 r.p.m. When it is

uicmhered that the course was shghtly uphill and

r.ivy, owing to the drizzling rain, and that the test

u as on the last dawof the trial, the significance of the

monstration of' power maintenance is the more

cworthv. The course of the Six Days Trials has

,v teen' thoroughly discussed in these columns, and

consensus of opinion seems to be that, though the

\C\j misled the competitors by stating that no

imormal surfaces- or freak hills would be included,

.' fact that forty-six obtained gold medals proves

,1 the test was not so bad as it has been painted.

lor all, with onlv live davs and 750 miles to test

reliability and general excellence of the machines,

-VC.U. were bound to include tests out of the

/.in'arv, or otherwise we should have had the absurd

,ult of practically everybodv obtaining the maximum

vird which result would have neither benefited the

m.lustrv as a whole nor the breed of machines m
J -neral.

The TU=bit of the Trial.

(;astack Beck,' between. Dent and Ingleton, was, to

c writer's mind, the test of the week.

Ihere was no such thing as a fluky ascent of

this hill, which was nearly a mile long; ha'

idients of at least i in 4, and was co\-ered

ih loose stones. A motor cycle which can

successfuUv account for a hill such as this

II47

must be of the first water, though, admittedly, failure

in some instances may have been due to bad luck.

Our plucky little Sunbeam successfully scaled this hill

as weil as every other hilb we attempted during the

trial, but had it not been for the splendid plate clutch

with which the machine is provided, success would not

have been ours. Twice the machine slowed down on

the steepest gradients until within a few yards the

engine would have stopped, and as a last resource we
.

eased the clutch slightly, and were amazed. to find that

one could hold it half engaged without there being the

slightest tendency for it suddenly to grip, which is the

usual procedure of clutches which are. designed on

the small side. We have never; had a more striking'

demonstration of the efficiency of a large size plate

clutch, or of the desirability for handle-bar control.

On the loose surfaces it was necessary toput down

one's feet from time to time to correct a skid, so that

the successful operation of a pedal clutch was out of

the question. Nenthead, Tan Hill, Butter Tubs Pass,

Kirkstone Pass, and Silver Hill, Keld, among others,

the Sunbeam revelled in, and Crossdale Hill, near

Cockermouth, which a disillusioned yokel suggested

THE SIX DAYS TRIALS.

(1) V. Garland (8 h.p. Chater-Lea sidecar) followed by R.

Pearson (Clyno sidecar) on Battermere Hanse. (2) E. A. Colliver

(Indian) and D. Alexander (Williamson sidecar) on Watermillook.

(3) H. Ball (Triumph) and F. Croslhwalte (8 li.p. IMatchless

sidecar) climbing Higher Lath near Ulverston.
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Among the Lakes.

—

to us was one of the woist hills in the whole trial, the

Sunbeam easily climbed with The Motor Cycle photo-
grapher on the carrier. On the Wednesday of the

trial, up to which point nothing had required atten-

tion, we climbed both sides of Buttermere Hause,
the ascent from Newlands being the steeper. The
stability of the Sunbeam left nothing to be
desired.

On the Thursday and Friday of the trials, when the

rain made the conditions so uncomfortable, the same
average speed had to be maintained, and, as before
mentioned, it was necessary for us to beat the average
of the competitors, in order to see the main points of

interest during the trial. By this tin>e the exhaust
caps and pipe of the Sunbeam had assumed a purple
hue, but there was still no sign of falling off in power,
and we continued to take single figure gradients with

the certainty of a clock.

Only One Adjustment Necessary.
Only one adjustment did we deem necessary during

the strenuous week's work, and that was to take up
the slackness of the rear chain, which is easily accom-
plished by the special studs provided. This occasion
was, in fact, the only one on ^^•hich we inspected the

toolbag, and we were interested to observe that the

machine had been sent out equipped in the most
thorough manner. It is a peculiar coincidence, of

which we have taken due note on several occasions,

that the most reliable machines which we are asked

to test are usually those provided with the most com-
plete repair outfit and spare parts.

-

On the Home-ward Road.
The homeward run to the Midlands was again

accomplished in a day, despite the fact that it rained
practically all through the journey. At the conclu-
sion of the test we were interested to observe that one
could stand on the foot starter against compression
for an indefinite length of time, proving that the

Sunbeam engine is not only efficient and reliable, but

one that will maintain its power for long periods,
j

A peculiarity is a slight ring in the cylinder, due to '

the thin radiating fins.

The machine generally had stood up to its work per-

fectly. The brakes were as powerful as ever, and not

a nut was loose. Oil certainly had oozed from the

exhaust valve "tappet, but not in sufficient- quantities

to cause a mess. If we were asked to suggest an

impro^'ement, it

would be in con-

nection with the

number of

speeds. It is

true that a

machine which
suits Lake Dis-

t r i c t require-

ments may not
be ideal for the

majority of other

J. Drysdale

A2a

(5-6 h.p. Hazlowood) and Jesse Baker (33 h.p. Scott) climWng Watermillock Hause, a long
climb over a stony surface.

A. W. Walien (3V h.p. twc-speei Premier, a
gold medal winner in tlie A.C.ir. Trials.

roads, but in hilly districts especi^

ally one notices the absence of

a middle ratio on two-speed

machines. For instance, when
climbing the moorland hills during

the Six Days Trials there were

. many cases when the combination

of a head - ^vind and rising

gradient proved too much for the'

top gear of two-speeders, yet or.

the low gear the engines were

running unnecessarily fast. Ar
intermediate ratio would have

exactly filled the bill and saved

|

the little engine much neediest

labour. G.S
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
B.K. Accessories.

li»ssrs. Biahsom, Kent, and Company,
l|iited, 40. Great Eastern Street, E.G.,

lie lately introduced a good many in-

ing accessories. One, for example,
iown as the "Glad Eye" cushion,

lied to fit on the back carrier of a

B.K. leather and canvas belt.

1 cycle; similar to this is the "Glad
seat, wliich is a basket seat de-

i to be fitted in the same position.

a novelty introduced by this firm

leather belt, which we illustrate

i-with. The chief feature is the length

jcanvas (two plies) running between the

jther. It will be noticed that the belt

iupplied with eyelets, so that no boring

necessary.

V cleaning brush should be very use-

to those riders who look after their

n machines. Combined with it is a

aller brush, which tits into the handle,

cleaning between the chain links.

B.K. dashboard clock for cycle cars.

.1I30 inspected an excellent motor
watch for fitting on the handle-

. The face is inverted and the back
the case is provided with slots which
V the iace to be set square, even

clip is fixed on to a curve in the

rransom Kent & Co's side-

car and cycle car lamp
bracket.

landle-bar. Tie cycle car clock ilhis-

ratcd is another useful accessory. The
amp bracket shown herewith is designed
l^cially foi; sidecars and cycle cars. It
.; made in eevefal forms for attaching
" the bodywork, or for fastening to

' it car tube by means of a U bolt, or
" the springs of the sidecar.

A Light Car Tyre.
.Messrs. The P;ilatine Tyre Company,

Saul Street, Preston, have recently intro-

duced a light car tyre for cycle cars.

1^^^^

Palatine light car tyre,

following the lines of the successful motor
cycle tyre which made its dcbtU at the
begimiing of the season with a severe

A.C.U. test, through which it came most
successfully. It is illustrated herewith.

The Lomax carrier fool case.

Maude's Latest Sidecar.

Jlessrs. jNIaude's Jlotor .Mart, 136,

Great Portland Street, W., have brought
out a new pattern cane sidecar for which
gr^at comfort, combined with lightness

A new design wicker sidecar by Maude*s Motor
Mart.

and strength, is claimed. Spring cushions

for the seat and back are fitted. A
26in. X 2iin. Continental tyre is supplied

on a fiat type rim, and Sin. shackles are

utilised in the springing. The whole
sidecar is most roomy and built on strong

iines. and the price complete is thirteen

guineas.

® ®@ " The Motor Cycle" Photographs. @

®

riiipliciitcs of rbotok'raphntippcarinf,' in "Tnc
Motor Cycle" wiU be Hti|iL>liecl at the follow-

inn ratts:— I'mnounud I'rint^. balf ptnte I/Gpost

free; mounteil, I/O iMi^t frc. Tliia nfi-ra to photo-
erftpliB taken by "Tm; MoToii Cycle."

Onlpra. whicli miiHt bo acL-ompanied with remit-

tfttice, aboiiUUto luUircs-yid to thi; PhotoKnipliic

Departnif-nt —Iliffu and Sons Limited, 20. Tiidor

StrLft. London. E.C

The "Midmore" Saddle.
The hiti'st type motor cycle saddle

which we have had the pleasure of using

is the " Midmore," a padded-top saddle ju.st

placed on the market by Middlemore and
liamplugh, Ltd., Coventry. The saddle

top is moulded and shaped to fit over

a pressed steel plate which is shaped
to accommodate itself to the rider's

form. Between the leather and steel is

a .soft padding of felt, the combination
making a very comfortable seat. TUo
patented construction lies in the direction

of the springing, which is quite novel.

Attached to the rear of the steel plate

Latest pattern' Middlemore saddle,

are two C springs made of flat steel,

these springs being fastened at their

base to tension coil springs depending
from the rear extremities of the frame.
The tension coil springs take the weight
of the rider, and the C springs act as

compensating sprin.gs. The action of the

G springs is wonderfully easy, and we
have found this saddle one of the most
comfortable we have tried. There are
no springs in front ; the nose of the
saddle is hinged to the front part of the
frame and oscillates about tlris centi'e.

The weight of the Midmore is 5| lbs.,

and the price is very reasonable.

An Unstretchable Belt.

We have received a belt for inspection
which is interesting in that an attempt
has been made to convert an ordinary
belt into one of the unstretchable type.
The feature consists of a length of Hat

©®^®®>@@®@>£?>@i®®@®@.@@

Allen's Patent unstretchable belt,

spring steel extending from one fastener

to the other, ancl held in position by
light wire staples. Holes are punched
in the strip at short intervals near
the end so as to facilitate shortening
if such an operation should become

necessary. The
maker is Mr. A.
H. Allen, Panmure,
Victoria Itoad, Ciren-
cester.

A Belt Cutter.

Messrs. Packer and
Preutis, engineers

and manufacturers,
Roden Street, Ilford,

E., have lately intro-

duced a very neat

ami well made belt

cutter, made, in the

form of a guillotine,

which cuts truly and
cleanjyP. and F. belt cutler.
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A Puncture-sealing Demonstration.
LAST «iek we were invited to witness a demonstration

of the preparation called Puncture-§eal, which has
been introduced by Puncture-Seal, Ltd., of Elden
Street, Hampstead" Road, N.W., to minimise the

troubles arising from tyre punctures. The composition is a

secret. one, and is put up in collapsible tubes, but we under-

stand that 50% of it is pure rubber. It is almost odourless

and is non-inflammable, and can be washed off the hands
with soap and water. Its application is as follows : A
collapsible tube of the mixture is screwed to the valve of

the air tube, from which all air has been expelled, the

collapsible tube is squeezed, and the mixture forced into

the air tube. The air tube, after fitting and inflation, is

then used in the ordinary manner, and during the running
the ingredients of Puncture-Seal receive their final mixing.

When a puncture occurs the pressure in the air tube will

force the Puncture-Seal into the hole, where it sets like

rubber. The mixture is always ready to fill a hole, because
the centrifugal action

of the revolving wheel
keeps a layer of it on
the inside of the tube
next the tread.

The demonstration
we witnessed took the
form of extreme ill-

treatment of the tyres
on a Trump motor
cycle and sidecar

driven by Mr. Cass, of

Cass's Blotor Mart.
Two planks .about 4ft.

long were each studded
with eighty-eight wire
nails and laid along
the road ; meanwhile
three wire nails l^in.

long had been driven
into each of the three
tyres of the combina-
tion, which was de-

liberately driven over
the planks, the nails

of course penetrating the tubes, for they projected above the

loards for about one inch.

The 6 h.p. three-speed Trump-Jap
being driven over tne nail covered
planks to test a new puncture seal.

Drawing nails from the tyres of the machine on which the test was made.

After the combination had been driven over the nailj:

and had also be«n stopped and started thereon, some

the nails previously hammered in were withdrawn from ti

tyres. Throughout the demonstration, no loss of pressu

was experienced.
|

The makers of Puncture-Seal will guarantee air tub \

against puncture for three years if their preparation

properly applied, but, of course, do not guarantee agaii

bad cuts or bursts, but they inform us that on one ocr

a cut in a tube l|in. long was stopped.

Ordinary methods of vulcanisation are said not tu

affected by this composition, and should a cut or burst

quire patching and vulcanising, the Puncture-Seal which 1 ;

oozed out can be removed by the aid of water, which m'

not be allowed to enter the tube. I

It is claimed that the composition prolongs the life of 1

1

rubber and cures porous air tubes. I

-^—-^a*

A 5 H.P. STAG ENGINE WITH NOVEL COOLING DEVICE.
We recently had an opportunity of ex

amining the 6 h.p. Stag cycle car engii:^

(bore and stroke 80 x 120 mm.), which i..

now at the Service Co. 's Depot. The engine

is particularly well-made, the castings be
ing clean and neat, and there is an absence

ot dust-collecting recesses. The timing i

effected by means of a single cam of large

dimensions, operating roller rockers ut

special design, so that both valves clocc

sharply, thus doing away with the neces

£ity of extremely strong springs- The
valve springs are of large diameter and
are brought well away from the engine so

that they may be easily cooled. The
valves are made of 3% nickel steel. The
cylinder ports are of large area both above
and below the valve. The cooling

arrangement is most interesting. An out-

fide flywheel has vanes cast on it, and is

enclosed in an aluminium casing, thus

acting as a high speed blower. The
current of air produced by the flywheel

fan is led through a large channel, and
impinges upon the cylinder head round
the valve ports. The main shaft is sup-

ported on ball bearings, the outside fly-

wheel end of the shaft being provided
with a double row. Inside flywheels have
also been retained.

(1) Valve side ot the Stag^en^ine which is made at Nottingham. The engine is ratel at 5-6 h.

designed tor cycle car worn. (2) The same engine showing the mechanical blower which directs

of air on to the cylinder head.

,p. and
a curre
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THE FREAK HILL POLICY.
By • ROAO

AMENTABT.E as it may seem to have been, I

for one am not altogether sorry that the path-
I' finders of the Auto Cycle Union received some-

ng of a snub in the Carlisle week. This remark is

eriy devoid of personalities. The gentlemen con-

ned in the selection of the route which occasioned

;h .sensational friction were merely the logical

ponents of a policy which has been far too popular

th the organisers of competitions during the last

a years. The introduction of three-speed gears,

ording emergency ratios as low as 15 to 1 if neces-

y, has rendered a first class motor bicycle capable

jeering at all the hills which any sane man would

ih to climb. It has also put club secretaries in a

iv hole. Split second timing is practicallv the sole

native factor bv which weaklings can be eliminated

I the present regime. A trial organiser does not

Ills event to be reduced to the farcical level of
( 'aucus race hymned by Lewis Carroll, in which
\hody wins and everybody receives prizes. If he

die treasurer would object furiously, since the

St practicable entry fee does not leave enough
:\i\ for all the entrants to take home cups or

jIs: and, finally, the riders tliemselves, even the

idlest " of them, ha\e sufficient sportmanship to

cr a task with some difficulty in it. So our short-

;litcd organisers fancied they were in a cleft stick

I ween the most niggling split second timing and the

ik hill policy.

The Baulking Difficulty.

I lie bigwigs of the A.C.U. were a little ncr\ous
-1 they had outstripped prudence with their Carlisle

urse: and therefore they carefully announced that
i path-finding party had made clean ascents of all

( worst freak precipices, and that with quite rational

ar.s—Brooklands gears, indeed, one might say with
spice of exaggeration. They forgot in their

iiherance that it is one thing for a trio of light-

jited holiday tourists to romp up a freak hill: but
liie another for eight score machines, including many
''. slow passenger outfits, and a sprinkling of

u-ious fools, to tackle the same hill in a string,

ilily on a wet day, with the surface ploughed up
r-deep, with practically permanent baulking (I

If was baulked on all twelve test hills in a trial

a .smaller entry some years ago), and wiUi the
II of knowing that the gold medal depends nn

1 twitch of the carburetter le\-ers or the handle-
In other words, these freak hills do not provide

' nuinely fair and scientific test of the machine.
1 are a magnificent lottery : and lotteries are right

f place in an e\-ent which may spell success or

ire to a manufacturer at the critical stage of his

icity campaign, and which is, par excellence,

ided to be the real '• form-exposer " of the year
lie buying public. If the Carlisle debacle sounds
knell of the •' freak hill policy," so much the

Ii is easy to lie a destructive critic, and the world
Is constructive critics. I am strongly inclined to

;iimend a combination policy. If adherence to

known main road hills {e.g., Sunrising and Bird-
1/ hoc genii.<: omnc) were combined with a rigid

' ratio minimum, we should obtain a better

RIDER."

tlcxibility test than the brief episode designed to 117

that factor in this year's trials: should practically

eliminate the lottery factor, because baulking can
easily Ijc ])revented on broader hills of good surface,

anil the trade would secure a greater advertisement,

because an out-of-the-w'ay hill can never command so

huge a crowd of spectators as a main road gradient.

My Point of View.

In strongly commending this policy to the organisers

of future trials, I write from the dual standpoint of a

sportsman and an experienced trials competitor. I

have won many gold medals under the " freak hill

policy," W'hich I condemn. The winning of those

medals was largely a matter of good fortune. I was
wiser than many of my fellow competitors. I was
always careful so to arrange matters that I did not

essay the ascent of a twisty, narrow, rockstrewn by-

lane in the thick of the crowd, or with two or three

passenger machines or bad drivers of solo mounts im-
mediately ahead. I adopted gears too -low for the

occasion, and I changed down to my lowest ratio as

soon as the surface became alarming. Even so, the

gold medal on a dozen occasions hung round my neck
by a i bread. Over and over again, it was a question
of inches and shrieks as to whether I was shut in or

not, and an infinitesimal error in the adjustment of

carburetter or ignition levers would have spelt failure.

Failure did not particularly matter to me, riding as

an irresponsible amateur for my own amusement. But
I was inspired with a deep sympathy alike for the un-
fortunate trade rider, whose very bread and butter
may depend on success, and for the budding manu-
facturer, whose capital is insufiicient to wait another
twelve months for the customers his goods may
deserve. Therefore a has with the " freak hill policy

''

so Jar as the big annual trials are concerned.

THE SIX DAYS' TRIALS IN LAKELAND.
W. R. Sleel (2J h.p. Sunbeam) ascending Crcssdale Hill. It was on this

twlstif rise that tlie Sunbeam we were riding took a passenger up on (he carrier.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents^

Ail letters shouli be aiiijressed to tiie Elitor, " The Hotor Cycle," 20, Tujor Straet, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Caps for Motor Cyclists.

Sir,—I see that your well-known contributor, " Ixion,"
is in search of a cap for motor cycling in May I suggest
the following, which I have found very practical : Remove
the peak off a cap and sew it on to another whole cap so

as to overlap the latter's peak and thereby provide a peak
some six inches or so in length. I think "Ixion" will

find that the above is a cure for keeping rain off goggles
and glasses. One generally has an old cap handy, or

perhaps one may find a friend's cap doing nothing!
G. G. C. PIGOTT.

The Fosseway.

Sir,—In your article on the Fos.seway in The Motor
Cycle for August 21st, the writer, in commenting upon
the absence of villages along this road, says, " Moral

;

Don't run out of petrol." This'- would convey to your
readers the impression that petrol cannot be obtained along
this stretch of road, but this is not the case. Motor cyclists

can always rely upon getting a supply of petrol, oil, carbide,

etc., at the Durham. Ox Inn, Six Hills, This inn is on the

fosseway at the junction of the Melton Mowbray and
Loughborough roads, about ten and a half miles from
Leicester along the Fosseway. L. B. SADLF.R.

Dispensing with a DifferentiaL

Sir,—Mr. Walford, in his article "Dispensing with the

Differential Gear," tells us that "for the most part one of

two alternatives is adopted. In the one case, one wheel
alone is driven, whilst in the other the axle transmits its

torque to both road wheels through over-running clutches."

The first alternative is, of course, quite common, but I

have never heard of over-running clutches or free wheels
being used in coiinection with the modern cycle car,

although I believe they, were used in the early days of motor
car?

The third construction (a solid axle with both wheels
driven) is also well-known, but the automatic clutch gear
will, I think, be new to most of your readers. Would Mr.
Walford tell us what cycle car is, or has <ever -been, fitted

with this gear, as I am rather interested in it?

The last alternative (belt drive) is of course, nothing new.
ROBERT D. DUNLOP.

Driving from the Sidecar.

Sir,—For four month,) of the year, in this part of India
((!entral Provinces) at least, the motor cycle and sidecar has
the .advantage tof its more expensive congener. The rivers
are now very much in evidence, and many of them are only
bridged by railways, so that owners of cars while travelling
have constantly to send their motors by train This is a
troublesome and expensive business. The sidecar owner,
however, lias merely to detach the sidecar, and it goes com-
fortably into the brake van. I have lately taken to riding
solo in the sidecar. It does not take long to get the knack
of slipping into the sidecar when under weigh, I find a
decompressor useful in descending hills as the clutch
(Triumph) is not accessible from the sidecar. While throtth'ng
down hill with the decompressor in action it is difficult to
tell whether the engine is firing MDr not, and with the throttle
nearly closed and air lever wide open a very good braking
effect is obtainable. Both brakes are within reach of the
sidecar

I wonder manufacturers do not lay themeselves out more
for middle-aged personslike myself. I find the bicycle saddle
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irksome in the extreme. Why cannot I have an upholaterei

cane chair to sit in attached to Gee springs connected to th

back forks. This, together with a split metal apron, the end
of which could be made detachable from the ends of the fool

boards with flynuts, would enable the driver to go out t

dinner in comfort in torrents of rain.

Central Provinces, India. F. TRAFFORD.

Flexibility.

Sir,—I have noticed several letters on flexibility in you

paper, and should like to add a word or two to the subject

I agree with one of your correspondents that an autoinati

carburetter is the chief secret. My old machine was a 2

h.p., ,and -was fitted with one of the best makes of two levc

carburetters, but it was very difficult to run slowly in traff

or to get sudden acceleration. I now have a 4 h.p. smgl.

cylinder, and have fitted it with a Binks carburetter, and I

drive it is a pleasure. It is possible on the pilot jet to crav

in traffic, or even turn round in an ordinary road with tl
'

engine running, and yet the thi-ottle can be opened quickl

for a sudden burst of speed without the old bugbear <
j

choking, as with the two lever type.
j

I imagine a twin would be still more flexible, especially

fitted with three speeds. My machine is only a single-spee(

.which makes it a still more unfavourable subject for flex;

bility trials.

The Binks carburetter does just what Mr. Binks claims fc

it. I have no interest in his firm, but I am grateful to hi
for having produced a carburetter which makes driving su(

a comfort, and I will never be without an automatic carb^

retter of some sort again. WILFRID M. BEAR.

An Aged Passenger.

Sir,—I enclose a photograph which may be of interest I

you, showing how some York vonng ladies enjov sidecarritij

JOHN R. M." ANKERS.

An old lady of 91 enjoying a sidecar trip.
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Rules for Reliability Trials.

Sir,—Early in Ihe present season you commented upon the

ules which were drawn up for one of this club's competitions,

ibe points to which you directed attention being two condi-

iions which were suggested by Jlessrs, Crow Bros, for tlie

Itial hold on April 30tli for a tropliy presented by them.

I'he two rules were as follows :

1. No solo machine exceeding 350 c.c. shall use a gear

atio lower than 8;^ to 1.

!S. No machine exceeding 600 c.c. shall be driven as. a solo

machine.

This matter is recalled to memory by looking through the

list of entries for the big trade competitions of tlie last few

weeks, in wliich it will be found that riders of 2| and of 8

h,p. solo machines appear to ctimpete on a basis of equality

90 far as regards tlie performance expected of them, though it

must be obvious that no one can fairly ask the smaller

machine to do as much as tlie larger. The unfairness is

Eurther increased wheir no limitation of gear ratios is imposed.

In order to red\ice this inequality, some steps should be

taken to place the machines more nearly on a level footing,

and I would suggest that it would be worth while to try the

effect of enforcing at least the second of the above rules in

future competitions.

Perhaps, sir, if you have noticed an alternative proposal of

greater promise than the above you will give the matter
|.iiililication so that it may receive the attention of club

otlicials before we are started on a fresh season of com-
petitions. CYRIL J. FEEXY. Hon. Sec. Surrey JI.C.C.

The Position of Three-wheeled Cycle Cars.

sir,—We should be the last to find fault with the decision

..i the A.C.U. (following the A.C. of France) that three-

wheeled cycle cars shall compete on equal terms with side-

cars. We have always maintained that it is essential to

the success of the cycle car that it shall prove itself the

equal of all other light passenger vehicles. Nor do we
iiimplain that the three-wheeler is severely handicapped in

conipar^ison with the four-wheeler. We take it as a com-
pliment (not wholly undeserved) that in the Six Days'
Trials the three-wheeler was required to obtain 5% more
marks in order to obtain the premier award for reliability.
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and also to show itself 7% more speedy, with 9% less engine
power, in the speed trial.

But the method then adopted uf classing the three-
wheeled cycle cars with the sidecars, leaving the four-
wheelers in a separate class, gave rise to some confusioji
and, perhaps, a little unintentional inju.stice. It is true
that " Class II." was defined as " for sidecars and three-
wheeled cycle cars," and most people know that the Mrtrgan
and the Wall are cycle cars. But, apparently, all had not
that knowledge. The Slandnrd, for example, wrote of "the
only two surviving cycle cars, the G.W.K. and the J.B.S.,"
whereas the Morgan not only survived but . qualified for a
gold medal. The same mistake was made by some of the
less well informed newspapers in regard to the Grand Prix.
Would it not be more convenient if, in future, there sho.dd
be one class of passenger machines only, which, for handi-
capping, could be divided into three categories—sidecars,
three-wheeled cycle cars, and four-wheeled cycle cars? If

special prizes were given they should be given to the whole
class, at any rate not to three-wheelers and four-wheelers
separately. MORGAN MOTOR GO.

Power for Sidecar Machine.

Sir,—In your 14th ult. issue I notice that on page 1055
Charles D. W'right suggests that there must be many
who would like to know what a 3^- h.p. machine with side-
car can do in ordinary hands.

I am one of the " ordinary hands," and drive a Bradbury
with sidecar. I always carry twenty-seven stone, which
includes myself, passenger, and luggage. I have travelled
all over North Wales, Staffordshire, and Derbyshire, and
can go up any of the hills easily, and it is only very
occasionally that I get any knocking, and this is .generally
when turning round a sharp corner. My machine has
Stui'mey-Archer three-speed hub gear. I get seventy to
eighty miles out of one gallon of petrol. I have never had
any trouble with the machine, although I travel on the
average about 700 miles per month.

I learnt to drive on a fixed gear machine with sidecar

(5 to 1), and the result was that I learnt how to get the
best out of a machine, and even with this fixed g< ar

machine there were only a few hills where the passenger
had to get out.

roOLSTEP 03 FtlLLSTOP ? H. E. Ashley 14 h.p. L.M,C.), C. E. Murphy 12/ h.p. Douglasl, and W. Chaler-Lea (8 h.p. Chater-Lea cjcle cat) between ihe

doub'e bends on Foolitep HiU—aftectionstelv known to the competitors as *' FuUstOQ,"
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I consider that if a beginner was to start like I did, with

a fixed gear, he would get a much better idea how to drive

a machine than i£ he were to start with a machine with

three-speed g«ar.

In conclusion I might say that, although a higher power

machine may give a bigger speed on the level, for an

"ordinary hand" there is nothing to equal a single d^ h.p.

machine for leliability .and steady running.

1 have no connection with the Bradbury Co., and only

write what I have found out from my own experience.

A. W. WALBURN.

wcm SEPTEMBER 4.'/i, 1913.

A Cycle Car Camping Tour in Lakeland.

Sir,—You may be interested to hear of a tour through

Lakeland I undertook recently en my Humberetts, when I

spent my annual holiday under canvas with my brother on

the shores of Haweswater.
Besides our personal luggage and usual long distance

motor spares the machine was loaded with tent for two,

bedding, and utensils necessary for a camping holiday.

In spite of this heavy additional load (quite equal in

weight to an extra passenger) the Humberette made light

of all the hills and covered the total distance of 893 miles

during the ten days we were away without a mechanical

stop, save to clean an oily plug; and although diiving on

A HumbereUe owner on tour (see letter from H. Bunce).

the original tjTCs supplied -yvith the machine last December,

which already have three or four thousand miles to their

credit, we returned without even a puncture. I may say

in this coimection that I find the Humberette very light

on tyres ; in tact I have only had one puncture since I had
the machine, due to a nail picked up on the wood pavement.

We did about 200 miles in the Lake District itself, and
on the return journey climbed Kirkstone Pass from the

Ullswater side, a sufficiently severe test, in my opinion, to

convince any who may entertain doubts as to the practic-

ability of air-cooling on this type of machine. The major
portion of the run was done on petrol, and consumption
averaged 40 m.p.g. When at home I always rim on benzole,

which gives rather more power than petrol and about 48

m.p.g. HERBERT BUNCF.

Hub and Counter-shaft Gears.

Sir,—Last year I bought a 1912 machine with a three-

speed back hub gear. Besides being very careful in follow-

ing the instructions as to the gears, I always lifted the

exhaust valve while changing gears, but after I had done
six hundred miles ti-ouble began in earnest. After -about

sixty or seventy miles' ride I always had to adjust the

gear, although I had it done up as tight as it would
possibly go. I had to have it taken to pieces ten times,

and on four of tliese occasions the whole back wheel had
to .go to the makers of the gears, and thi-ee times the

makers of the gears mended it free of charge. But the

charges for taking the wheel down and sending it away by
rail came to over £9. All this was done before I had the

bicycle six months and before I had done 2,0(X) miles on it.

It also kept me for weeks from the use of mv machine.
Now in May this year I bought a 1913 Douglas, and

have already done 3,400 miles on it without any trouble

whatever with my counter-shaft gear. The only thing I

do to it is to give it three pumpfuls of oil every 150 miles

and to put graphite on my chain. My chain is open to all

the dirt and dust of the road, but after 3,400 miles I find

no signs of wear to speak of.

Also this year I have met nine persons on the road try- >

ing to mak4 their hub gears work properly, and I have \

never found one person on the road who has broken down
with his counter-shaft gear. I think there is nodoubtwhat- '

ever which of the two kinds is better. LL. K. JONES.

Sir,—I was interested in Mr. Bowden's letter in your

issue of August 14th, criticising the counter-shaft drive as

compared to the direct belt drive with hub gear, in which

h3 makes some rather alarming statements about chain

drive.

I have driven a 3^ h.p. Indian for the past year, cover

ing close on 5,000 miles in all weathers, and have hail

practically no trouble with the short engine chain to counter-

shaft. I replaced this after 4,000 miles, as I found two

rollers broken, but the chain is far from worn out, and

will probably run a good distance
.
fuither after bemg

repaired. The drive is no fiercer than that of a belt, and .;

as regards tyre wear I still have the original tyres on

(Hutchinson's), which is fairly creditable, as steam-rollered

roads are rather a luxury in" Ireland, and a good distance

has been covered with passenger on the carrier or sidecar.

The machine is _ noticeably free from vibration; this may

be put down to the excellent Indian clutch.

I owned a belt-driven machine (a Triumph) before the

Indian—the less said of belts (in my experience) the bettA.

It may not be out of place, in view of the many objec-

tions raised against automatic carburetters, to put in a

word for the Indian with pilot jet. I have found this very

satisfactory, giving good acceleration and any speed from

about 5 to 50 m.p.h. with reasonable economy (100 m.p.g.).

I tried another widely advertised pilot jet carburetter, but

found it was not in the same street as the Indian either

as regards slow running, climbing, or speed. I have no

interest whatever in the Hendee Co., except a profound

regard for them as the makers of a really serviceable motor

cycle. W. T. MALCOLMSON.

Sir,—On reading through your two previous issues I note

several comments with respect to the chain coimter-shaft

drive, and should like to bring my experience before your

readers.

I am a commercial traveller, and, as you can imagine,

come in contact with all kinds of roads both as regards sur-

face and hills, in various kinds of weather, as I have to get

over the ground wet or fine, and think my machine has done

wonderfully well under the circumstances.

The moiint is a 1913 3i h.p. James three-speed, counter-

shaft, with chain drive throughout, and I have covered

upwards of 5,000 miles without ever having touched the

counter-shaft chain, and only adjusted the driving chain o^

three occasions, which is onlv a few minutes' work—wluch, 1

think, will prove Mr. Bowden's theory of a counter-shaft

chain only having a life of about 1,500 miles very absurd—and

am still riding the original tyres.

I may add that I have no interest whatever m the James
^

Co., aiid that my reason for writing these few lines is to

show the great advantage, to my way of thinking, of tlfe

chain drive over the belt with hub gears. .„,^^„
G. R. ARMES.

Sir,—After reading the letter by " AN 1231 "^ in your

issue of 14th August, I feel that I cannot allow it to^^pass .

without comment, more especially his statement that "hub I

gears may be all right for lightweights but Will not stand I

the healthy kick of a 3^ h.p." Allow me to give an account I

of my experiences with a hub gear. !

In' March last I had an Armstrong three-speed hub fitted

to an 8 h.p. twin Matchless, and since then have covered
;

about 3,000 miles, and at least 2,000 with a heavy coach- '

built sidecar fitted with a wind screen. In that distance I <

have never had one moment's gear trouble. The clutch has

never slipped, the gears have never failed to change, and,

above all, have never made any noise when changing. But

in case " AN 1231 " should think that my machine does not

possess a "healthy kick," allow me to specify at least one

of my journeys. " In the Airdrie and Coatbridge District

Club's reliability trial I was asked at the last minute to

take the press representative as my p.assenger. The route
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was 160 miles of rough highland road, including, an ascent

of Amulree. My machine was the only oiie to make a
clean ascent of that hill. I gained the special prize for the
best performance in the passenger class.

Again, in the same club's flexibility hill-climb I used my
middle gear in both fast and slow ascents, the times being
44^s. and 2m. 53s. respectively. In the fast climb I liad

the fall power of my engine turned on, except at the bad
bends, and still no trouble with clutch slip. Surely this

was a severe enough test to find any weakness in the geai'.

! In conclusion, 1 may state that I use mv machine for

business pui"poses, and liave, on an average, forty stops per
day, and I use the clutch to start after eacli. I do not
oil the gear more than once every 200 miles, and then only
sparingly. I have nothing but praise for the three-speed
hub, especially the Armstrong, which certsiinly, in my case.

h;is given greater satisfaction than I even expected. I need
only add that I have no coimection with the AiTDstrong
gear company or with anv cycle manufacturer or agent what-
ever.

"

BENJ. W. BOYLE.

Sir,—Surely it is quite time that yoiu- readers looked at
facts instead of fancies, and calnily considered perfor-
mances instead of prejudices. We do not believe that
there has been any other part of a machine so unmercifully
criticised and so unfairly commented upon as the three-speed
hub gear.

When this company first introduced its three-speed motor
gear, the press took the thing ve»y coldly, and advised
people to stick to the single gear machine rather than take
the risk of a complicated piece of mechanism. The great
success we had in the T.T. Race, 1911, gave the motor
cycle gear movement a ^reat impetus, and the press then
began the controversy that, if gears were necessarj',

counter-shaft gears were preferable to the hub type.

For three years the press has misguided people, and has
rejoiced at any instance of a hub gear giving trouble. We
know of one case in which a press man, entirely through
misadjustm^ent of the gear, complained of clutch slipping
and hailed this with positive, delight as proving the many
unkind things he had written i-egarding hub gears.

Actions speak plainer than words, and, taking the whole
of the strenuous competitions, hub gears have performed
magnificently. In the T.T. Race this year six machines
out of the first twelve in both junior and senior events
were fitted with hub gears. . In the Scottisli Six Days
Trials hub gears scored in a most decisive way, while, in

the English Six Days Trials, just held in the Lake District,

machines with hub gears put up a phenomenal performance.
Ye gods, look- at these figures !

500 CO. Class.
Machines Gold medals,
entered. awai'ded.

Fitted with hub gears ... 27 ... 17, or 63% of entrants
Fitted with other gears

(not hub type) 33 ... 6, or 18% of entrants

Surely, in face of these figures, it is time to cry a halt
in the destructive criticisms that. have been levelled against
•the three-speed hub gear.

.

'

Fortunately, the demand for hub gears has been so large
that the makers have never been aWe to keep up with tlie

demand, otherwise we might have felt more concerned about
^' ' the misrepresentations.
.• • Coming to the points of criticism levelled against us. the

.principal objections have been as follows :
^

1. Unreliability 1—Surely this has been completely dis-

pelled !

2. Slowing the back wheel !
1—Reply : A machine fitted

with a hub gear made the fastest lap in the 1913 T.T.
,]unior Race, and the machine won the race ! !

3. Difficulty in taking out tlie back wheel ! ! !—This is

the only objection that can no.v be lield a^jainst the three-
speed gear, and we tlirow down this challenge, that it is

possible to take out the wheel cf a niailiine fitted with a
three-speed gear and replace the same within fi\"e minutes
of tlie time taken with a machine not fitted with a three-
speed gear ! ! !

Why not advocate counter-shaft brakes so that the hack
wheel could be more easily detached ? There would be just
as much reason in this as to complain about the three-speed
gear. And how often does the back wheel require to be
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taken out? How many machines in our travels do we sec
on the side of the road with the back wheel out of the
frame?

Really, Mr. Editor, it is time to call a halt, and allew
the hub three-speed gear manufacturers fair jilay. Our
success has been sucli that we have been content to suffer
in silence, but feel that the time is come for us to ask
the press now to give us justice.

THE ARMSTRONG TRIPLEX THREE-SPEED CO., LTD.
E. C. Paskell, Director.

[Mr. Paskell alludes to the press in the above letter, but,
so far as Tha Motor Ci/cli' is concerned, we entij'ely deny
that the hub gear has been received coldly, or that any
prejudice has been shown against it.

—

Ed.]

Carburetters and Flexibility.

Sir,—With retei'ence to the letter in the last issue of T/if

Motor Ci/iie by Mr. Binks re carburetter flexibility, I

should like to compete witli -anyone with my new twelve-
jet carburetter. The same machine to be used, namely, a

5 h.p. overhead Matchless-Jap, 5^ to 1 fixed gear, preferably
with sidecar and two twelve stone passengers. Magneto to
be fully advanced all the time. J. H. WILKINSON.

The A.C.U. Six Days Trials.

Sir,—I have read the reports and the comments . on the
above, with the correspondence printed on the subject, and
if I may venture to criticise as one who is neither a member
of the A.C.U. nor at all in agreement with its policy, I

should like to suggest to you and your readers that the least
said by the disappointed folk who -went for the Trials the
better.

When are we to have an end of this unsportsmanlike spii-it

that is showing itself amongst motor cyclists. Other people
go in for other sports, and we do not immediately get
strikes and most fierce letters to the press the moment they
find that they cannot manage the trial to their satisfaction.

Hats off to the A.C.U. for the trouble it took to make
this trial a real test. Many of us in our daily work have
quite as hard a time of it as some of the ridecs had. Some
of us Sussex riders who have to be out in all weathers, who
have to ride flinty, terrible roads all the year, over dow-ns,
through farmyard tracks, over stony roads, and bad hills,

through watersplashes, do not squeal like some of the
riders did about it, and though we all admit the trial was
a severe one, it was merely putting into six days' rmming
the sort of thing some of us have to put up with many
times in the year.

Tlie trial was advertised as a Si.x Days Trial, not as a
si.x days pleasure trip, and I for one sincerely regret the
prominence given to the dissatisfied riders. If they do
not like it let them stay aw.ay fron-i the next lot. At the
quarterly trial held down Sguth this year it was, to many
of us, disgusting to heai' the growling that went on. IJE

motor cycling is a sport, aad men enter for it, let them
stand by the rough time they get, and not create a bother
for the ruling body, who worked so splendidly to make it

a success.

Some machines behaved splendidly—they could not all

have had skilful and lucky riders—and yet you get the
Sunbeams, Triuuiphs, Ariels, and wihew coming through with
flying colours. If machines fall into pieces, if we learn
that crank cases and gear boxes and parts are not strong
enough lor such strenuous work, if, at the same time, we
learn tliat other parts that ouglit to be able to go riglit also

did not, the, trials are useful things, as many machines
have to stand a most strenuous doing in a year of rough
work. We do not all ride week-ends only ; some of us are
at it all weathers, all roads, all places, and have to get
there or else give up motor cycles and take to more reliable

methods; hence I for one say, "let the growling stop." It

has been proved that motor cycles can do hard work, and
the sooner motor cycle riders, ti-ade or otherwise, leave off

L'l'owling every time they get a beating, and, like true
British sportsmen, say "better luck next time," the better
the sport will be. 1 was not at all impressed by your
comments, as I should have preferred to see the leading
motor cycle papers going for sportsmanship clearly and
with no indefinite voice. R. C. MEASURES.
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Competitors" machines lined up in tlie hotel yard, at Grantham,—Ihe luncheon stop in the Essex M.C, 24 hours' run to York and back.

ESSEX M.C. ANNUAL 24 HOURS' RUN.
LONDON TO YORK AND BACK.

IN
drizzling rain the first man was

despatched from the Eagle Hotel,

Snaresbrook, at seven o'clock last

Friday evening. There were three

lady riders competing, Miss Hammett (2J
Douglas), Miss Baxter (2j Cojinaught),

and iMiss. Berend (7 Indian sc). Whereas
the former was riding an open frame
machine, Miss Berend rode a standard

Indian, with the addition of a very neat

dress guard over the rear cylinder
;

L. A. Baddeley, a prominent M.C.C.
member, occupied the sidecar seat.

The route was marked at night by
means of red and green lanterns and lay

through Hockerhill, Cambridge, Norman
Cross, Grantham, and Doncaster, straight

through to York. Piain continued to fall

intermittently till Hockerhill was i-eached.

The first check (open) was held here, in

charge of Mr. Kapadia. On leaving this

place the rain simply poured down, and
continued to do so until Cambridge was
reached, where a check (open) was held
and fifteen minutes allowed for replenish-

ing both man and machine.

Early Retirements.

Soon after leaving Hockerhill, Deacock,
who was riding one of the two liglit-

weight machines with sidecar attached,
broke his driving chain, and as the spare
links did not fit he was obliged to retire.

Some fourteen miles from here Miss
Hammett, also on a Douglas, was obliged
to retire owing to the state of her eyes.
During the Scottish Six Days she was
badly bitten by mosquitos, and the night

riding found out a weak spot again. The
third rider to give up was Gordon
Fletcher, who ran into the Cambridge
control five minutes early, and as this
mistake would probably have robbed him
of a gold medal he decided to retire.

The lightning up to this point was very
vivid, and many of the competitors
thought this had affected their watches.
The next check (open) was held at

G<5dmanchester, and six miles further on
the first secret check section entered.
Four sections were marked on the route
card wherein a secret check would be
held. Tlie first was found one and
a C]uarler miles past the top of Alcon-
bury'Hill, and \vas in the hands of Mr.
E. J. Bass. Ail uneventful run now
brought us to Stamford, where the rain
had subsided to seme extent, only to

begin pBuring down again a few miles
cut, and to continue thus right in to
Grantham.

A Welcome Rest.

Here supper w'as served and one hour's
rest allowed. After leaving in the rain
an A. A. scout directed many on to the
wrong road, among whom may be men-
tioned Cocks, with his little 2^ h.p.

Connaught and sidecar, also Miss Baxter.
After travelling some little distance they
found themselves in a ploughed field, so
decided they were off the route and re-

turned. Cocks again lost his way at
Barnby Moor and went several miles off

the course, added to which both he and
Miss Baxter suffered generator trouble.
Some three miles north of Bawtrv tlr.

Bass held the second secret check.
Webster arrived somewhat late througli
taking a wrong turning just outside
Bawtry. The rain now stopped, and we
had a fine run into Doncaster (open
check), and thence oa to York.

The York Control.

The morning was very foggy and dull
wlien the timekeeper and one or two
others awaited the arrivals at 5 a.m. at
York. The control was at the Windmill
Hotel, where breakfast was served.
Punctually at 6.22 Webster and Brown
arrived, followed in quick 'succession by
a large batch of competitors, all of
whom came in well up to time. We
remained at the control till 9 a.m., and,
except for the retirements mentioned,
there were no late arrivals. The two
ladies looked particularly well and fit,

but all complained of the terrible
weather experienced up to Grantham.^;
A. T. Stanton repaired a pimcture. -'

Just before reaching Y'ork, Brown, who-
had been ".blinding " a great deal, brojce'
his exhaust valve. Luckilj', however, ha
carried a spare, and after fitting it he.
continued. MacDonald found it advis-

.

able to fit a larger jet ; he had also lost.

part of his silencer, which caused his
engine to make a terrible noise. Many
told us tales of woe at Y'ork. Miller;
complained of serious belt slip, which-
caused him to arrive late at Cambridge.
Cass and Beal had on several occasions
been off the road, and the latter reported
having run into a. donkey, which he
said he knocked down without doin-.; any
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damage to rider or machine. Worley

had to take his carburett«' down three

Umes owing to some rag having entered

hi" tank. I'earson had lost the shoe o

hi ear brake, and was obhgod to pu

his foot on the flywheel when he wished

to pull np. News came to hand that

Applebee, sen., had h.t a horse w th

his B S A. and sidecar, which caused his

retirement. After a welcome rest the

competitors were started on their retu.n

journey, the first man leaving at 7.30

a.m. „ .

The Return Trip.

The same route was foUow-ed as on

the outward journey. The first secret

check section started at Ferrybridge, the

check being found six miles past this

place. Some two miles past the cheik

lewter had the misfortune to Wow ott

one of the cvlinders of his Humberette.

The Boine through Doncaster was very

bad the tramhnes being in a very greasy

condition. After checking in here, a fine

run brought us to Grantham where one

hour was allowed for lunch. Just befoie

Grantham Cocks had trouble with his

front wheel. On making investigations

he found that a ball had broken and had

mined his cone. Tlds occurred some ten

miles from Newark, but a passing

Humberette driver very kindly took him

into Newark, where he fixed things up

and returned to his machine again on the

cycle car. , __,, .,

Soon after leaving Grantham, Wlutmore

was worried by liis Armstrong gear, the

clutch appealing to slip momentarily when

pulling up hiU. After a good dose of oil

his trouble disappeared. Just outside

Stamford we found Pearson with his front

wheel out fitting a new tube. It appeared

that he and Brown had collided w nle

travelling at a good speed. The last

secret check was found at the Norman

Cross Hotel, again in the hands ot :Mr.

P 7 Bass.

'After checking in at the top of Alcon-

hurv Hill we pushed on to Huntingdon,

where we met Dr. Moss-Blundell on his

Green-engined sidecar. Tliis machine

^157

Eex Mundy (Triumph) and C. Pearson (Douglas)

appears to possess a fine turn of speed.

At Cambridge, where fifteen minutes were

allowed for tea, Frank Applebee was

checking the competitors. A mile after

passing Great Chesterton, R. M. Brice,

of Brown renown, was running a secret

check to find competitors ten minutes

ahead of time. This meant disqualifica-

tion for those caught. The next check

was held at Hockerill, but a mile or so

outside we found Applebee, sen., running

another secret check.

Upon enquiring of him for particulars

of his smash, he informed us that m the

dark he had hit a horse, which put its toot

through the body of his sidecar and at

the same time fell on his passenger. Both

luckily escaped serious injuries, boon

after leaving Hockerill rain conmienced

to fall again, and continued practicaUy

all the way to the finish.

W^rtley reported tyre troubles, having

used four tubes and then had to send

E. Alan HUl (7 h.p. Indian sidecar,, J. H. Kerr (3i h-P- N-S-"-'. ^--1 "<"'« '^^'""e ^"'^ '" ""
1 r

return journey to WooJIora.

at an eirly mornlnj check outside Doncasler.

several miles into a village to get

another one. Hemy punctured near

Great Chesterton. Phillips, on the

Warne cycle car, had a puncture and a

burst, the latter being caused bv a nail.

An 8 h.p. Williamson successfully com-

pleted the double journey with a two-

seated sidecar attached. Miss Baxter

was heartily cheered on finishing at

Snaresbrook. She had undoubtedly put

up a splendid performance m finishing

the course considering the weather con-

ditions on the outward journey, ilr.

Stenson Cooke, secretary ot the A. A.,

accompanied the competitors thronehont

on a 40 h.p. Oakland car. The officials

of the club wish to acknowledge the help

received from the A. A. scouts all along

the route. The following finished the

course within twenty-five hours :

Motor CyrtES.

W. W. Webster (3-^- Rudge).

L. G. Brown (3-^- Corah Jap).

A. C. Stephens (3-| Triumph).

H. R. Whitmore (3^ Rover).

R. G. Jlundy (3L T.T. Triumph).

C. Pearson (2?- Douglas).

H. J. Beal (4 L.M.C.)

F. Roberts (34 Singer).

G. T. Gray [5 Rudge).

S. Tharp (3-^ Triumph).

A. G. Peppel-corn (3^ Bradbury).

Miss Baxter (2^ Comiaught).

Stdecars.

A. G. Cocks (2i Connaught).

F. H. Worley (6 Matchless).

Miss Bevend (7 Indian).

B. A. Hill (7 Indian).

A F. Brassington (6 Rex).

A. R. Abbott (3^ Bradbury).

A. T. Stanton (3^ Bradbury).

W C. Hemv (6 Clvnu).

A H. Gold '(8 Williamson).

J. H. Kerr (3' N.S.U.)

F. L. Cook (4i Calthorpe).

L. Cass (6 Trump).

A E Uffleman (8 Ghater-Lea).

Victor Garland (8 WilliamsonK

A. Miller (6 Zenith).

K. A. MacDonald (3l Singer sc.)

Cycle Cars.

J. Chater-Lea (8 Chatcr-Lea).

A. B. Phillips (8 Warne).
C5
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Road Tests of Ihe New B? and B. Carburetter.
SINGLE OR DOUBLE LEVER CONTROL

THE problem of perfect carburation

at all speeds is one which claims

attention from all classes of motor-

ists ; motor cyclists, therefore,

will be particularly interested in the new
B. and B. carburetter, which has been

the subject of twelv.e months' constant

experimenting by Messrs. Brown and
IJarlow, of Westwood Road, Witton,

Birmingham. The carburetter which we
are about to -describe is the result of

this firm's experience with three earlier

moiels : the standard single jet type, the

universal, and the single lever automatic

carburetters. The knov^ledge gained from

these three models has enabled the firm

to design a carburetter which can be

treated, if desired, as a semi-automatic

model, and is particularly easy to manipu-

late when so treated, especially at the low

sneeds necessary in slow moving thick

h-affic.

For the purpose of explanation four

sectional views are given with the throttle

valve in different positions. Fig. 1.

—

AVhen running dead slow at no load. Fig.

2.—When on the level at about 20 m.p.h.

Fig. 3.—When almost at full speed. Fig.

4.—At a point between 1 and 2.

deferring to the illustrations beJow, it

w-ill be seen that this carburetter is

adapted for a. double lever control, one

lever of which controls the throttle T,

and the other the - air valve A. The
construction of the throttle T is such

that when it is opened it also uncovers

60% of the total available amount of

air, so that the maximum amount of

extra air that is under control by the air

valve A only amounts to 40% instead of

the usual 100%. This 40% is the amount
of variation actually required to provide

for the- extreme conditions met- with

during running. To the throttle valve

T is attached a needle N, which works
in the jet so that as the throttle T is

raised or lowered, the needle N is raised

or lowered the same amount in the jet

J. The first portion of the needle at

Nl is parallel, and, after a certain dis-

tance, .is tapered to the end. The jet J
in which the needle slides is situated in

a small choke tube C, so that a small

amount of air enters at this point sufficient

to break up the petrol as it issues from
the orifices. Completely enclosing the

top of the choke tube is a cap S, into

which the petrol spray and air pass from
the jet and choke. This cap is provided

on one side with a number of holes SI
of small diameter, through which the

petrol and air have to pass, thus ensur-

ing perfect vaporisation. The throttle

T is provided "^n the engine side with a

small slot Tl to give ease of control

when running slowly, and the correspond-

ing part of the throttle on the other side

T2 is cut away the whole width of the
throttle. It Avill thus be seen that the

air intake to the carburetter I is opened
in advance of the outlet to the engine P.
The proportions of the carburetter change
as the throttle T is altered to suit various

conditions met with at moderate speeds,

this without any aid from the extra air

valve A

AT WILL.
Taking the position shown in fig. 1,

we have a very small outlet to the engine

formed by the top of the slot in the

throttle, and the intake side of the

throttle T completely shuts off the air.

XJoder these conditions the whole of the

air required must come through the

choke- tube C around the jet J, and it

is a comparatively easy matter to make
the size of the petrol orifice (i.e., space

around the needle Nl) correct to run

the engine dead slow when free.

Now, assuming that the throttle T has

been opened out to fig. 2 position, in

doing this we have, during the first por-

tion of the opening, opened the slot Tl
only on the engine side of the throttle,

but giving a fair amount of air on the

intake to the tlirottle I. Thus for the

first part of the movement the inlet 1 lo

the carburetter is larger than the outlet

P to the engine. At the same .time the

needle N has been raised out of the jet

J, but the area around the needle Nl
has not been increased. An equivalent

process, however, has taken place, viz.,

the frictional resistance of the fluid be-

tween the needle Nl and the nozzle J

has become less, and at this point has

reached a minimum, and from now on-

wards the area around the needle Nl
increases, with a consequent increase in

the flow of the petrol.

Now taking fig. 3, in opening the

throttle T through position fig. 2, the

outlet will begin to increase quicker than

the inlet I (owing to 40% of the avail-,

able space on the inlet side being occu-

pied by the air valve A), until at posi-

Siz. 1.

(i) Carburetter set for ruuniug dead stow at no lead.

(.;) Od the level at about 20 m.p.h.

A Air-inlet valve. C Cho'.e tibe. Ci Air intake,

N2 Taper portion of uccdie. P Outlet to engine.

Fig. 2. Fij. 3.

Sectional views of the new B. and B. carburetier.

At almost full speed.

At a point between Nos. i and 2.

N Needle. Ni Parallel portion of needle.

St Holes in cap Si. " T Throttle \alve.

(3)

(4)

J Jet tube
S Vaporising cap.
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B. and B. Carburetter.

tion 3 the outlet P is larger than the

inlet I. At this position tlie needle N
has been raised a similar amount, and

at this point the space around N2 of

the needle is such as to give the mixture
retjuired for slow heavy pulling, the

iiei'dle N2 having a proportionate in-

crease in its taper from position 2,

through position 3, and on to the full

open position. The taper N2 on the

needle steadily increases the size of the

petrol orifice in correct proportions,

starting from minimum size and finish-

ing with the throttle T at the full open
position. It has been found that prac-

tically all machines answer to the same
setting on positions 1, 2, and 3, but

there is a slight difference in the posi-

tion midway between 1 and 2, and shown
in fig. 4.

' This is owing to the slight

variations in the valve design on differ-

ent makes of engines. In some in-

stances, when driving as a single-lever

carburetter, i.e.. with the air valve A
obstructing the intake, it is fonnd that

the mi.xture which is right at position

1 increases slightly in richness at posi-

tion 4, and then falls back^to the correct

mixture at position 2,_ and afterwards is

correct for tlie remainder of the opening.

This slight variation has been provided
for as follows ; Two small air holes Y
(completely closed by the throttle T
when in position 1) are gradually opened
as the throttle T is opened until position

4 is reached, when both holes Y are

fully opened. On the outside of the

body is a rotating member Z, which can

be "turned to uncover these holes Y to

any desired extent. The rotating piece

Z "is then set, when the throttle T is

at position 4, to suit the particular

engine to which the carburetter is fitted,

and left at that, no alteration being

necessary after once setting.

Variable Jet Opening.

The firm's claims for this new model are

simplicity, ease of adjustment and fitting,

economy, and capability to take very

lieavy loads up the steepest hills, the

last owing to a big jet which is provided

to give maximum power on full throttle.

As the great proportion of riding is done

on a small jet, there is no waste of fuel

owing to the provision of a big jet for

maximum power, as the jet is variable.

The petrol is vaporised in a complete

manner, with the result that a good

uniform mixture is fed to the engine at

all speeds, so obviating overheating,

which is often the result of bad car-

buration. It is also possible at all

ordinary speeds to give an excess of air,

thus making it possible to drive to the

utmost nicety as regards consumptioh,
if it be so (lesired. There is also an
absolute absence of any blow-back of

lietrol.

The Road Tests.

Mr. C. Brown, although satisfied in

Ids mind that these claims are accura.te,

wished us to prove to our own satisfaction

that the new carburetter will do all that

is claimed for it. In consequence, he
invited us to make some road tests of

the carburetter under varying conditions,

using both the single ai^d double levers.

The tests arranged were flexibility

(slowest and fastest), power on hills,

acceleration, and consumption.

rm^EJS
A Midland Route.

The route chosen was the firm's usual
test course from Birmingham to Kidder-
minster, Bewdley, Clcobury Mortimer,'
Hopton, Clce Hill, Tenbury, and the old

road from Tenbury to Worcester, which
includes Hill Top Bank, near Eochford,
returning tlirough Stourpoit, Hartlebury,
up Mucklow Hill to Birmingham. The
first thing we noted was the easy control

of the machine in traffic with tlie air

valve closed and the carburetter manipu-
lated as a one lever type. It was
possible to crawl tlirough traffic, and to

bring the machine to a stmidstill with
the clutch out and the engine just ticking

round, re-starting being effected by simply
opening the single lever throttle control.

Once out of traffic, the air valve was
brought into play, and with this open
the requisite a.mount, speed could be con-
trolled entirely by the single lever, and
we noticed no sensitiveness at speeds
varying from twenty to thirty-five miles
an hour.

Steady Climbing

Those who know the route described
above are aware that it comprises some
steep hills, including Lem and Glee hills.

The former has a steepest gradient of

1 in 7, and was ascended with a James
sidecar on top gear with passengers
weighing 26 stones. From Hopton to the
summit of Clee is about two and a half

miles of steady climbing, and we particii-

larly noticed the even note of the exhaust
during the whole ascent, and not the
slightest sign of overheating.
At Tenbury we conducted a short

experiment to prove slow running with
the machine jacked up on the stand, and
succeeded in getting as low as 300 r.p.m.,
with the engine firing evenly the whole
time. (Will those who think 300 r.p.m.

easy of accomplislmient make the experi-

ment themselves ?)

On Hill Top Bank

Hill Top Bank was chosen for the hill-

climbing test, two trials being made with
a standard 1913 B. and B. single jet two-
lever carburetter fitted with a No. 34 jet,

and two trials with the new carburetter.

The machine used was the works " 'bus,"

an old 3-^- h.p. Triumph, which has had
nothing particular done to it since it was
overhauled by the makers some nine

months ago. The gear ratio was 4§- to 1.

We convinced ourselves that we could not

climb the hill with the standard carbu-

retter and the gear ratio employed, but

with the new carburetter on we reached

within a few yards of the top, and Mr.
Brown took the machine clean over at a

minimum speed of 18 m.p.h. The Contour
'

Book gives the gradient of this hill as 1

in 7. This is the average, as one section

is about 1 in 5, and its length is about a

mile.

Flexibility Tests.

The above tests consisted of riding the

machine over a measui'ed one-third of a

mile with a flying start at the slowest and
fastest possible speeds with air valve

closed and controlling the carburetter by
the single lever, and witli both level's

in use. The machine was ridden in a

straight line, the engine firing regularly;

neither clutch nor change-speed gear was
fitted. The results will be found in the

next column.

1^59

FLEXIBILITY TEST.
Mbasibed Distance ^ Mile.

Slow with One Lever,

m. B. m.p.h.

1st trial 2 54 6.9

2nd trial 3 13 6.2

Fast with One Lever.

43 27.9

Fast with 2'wo Lcver.i.

23| 51.28

The high-speed test with one lever

may appear slow, but it must be taken

into account that this proves that the

machine can be driven up to nearly 28

m.p.h, on the level without making use

of the air valve lever.

For the acceleration test we used a

Bonniksen speedometer, the hands of

which show the amount of acceleration

possible. The average of several tests,

all with -the single lever, be it noted,

showed that it is possible to accelerate

from 10 to 20 m.p.h. in five seconds on
level ground by merely opening the

throttle valve.

Consumption,

The consumption test was made over

an undulating course, starting from the

works towards Sutton Coldfield. This
necessitated many sharp turnings, sudden
accelerations, and a few short fairly steep

hills. The same machine and carburetters

that were used for the hill-climbs, with-

out any alteration in setting or gear

ratio, were employed. The float chamber
was first drained dry and connected to a

special tank liolding .0905 of a gallon of

petrol. The first test was made with the

new model, and the distance, measured
by Jones's speedometer, was 11.6 miles

—

1X8 m.p.g.
The 1913 model was then fitted, float

chamber drained in the same manner, and
connected to the special vessel, the result

being a petrol consumption of 121^ m.p.g.,

the distance covered being exactly eleven

miles.

It should be mentioned that the machine
was ridden under touring conditions, and
at a speed of between twenty and twenty-
five miles an hour.

Power with Small Consumption

We think our readers will agree with

us. that the above test conclusively proves

that the new B. and B. provides what
it is impossible to obtain with a single

jet of the ordinary type, viz., full power
for hill-climbing, and a small petrol con-

sumption for all ordinary speeds. This

is what the makers have aimed at, and
we certainly tliink that they have been
successful.

Incidentally, we may mention that we
tried one of these carburetters on a twin-

cylinder sidecar machine of our own. The
average previous best consumption was
about fifty miles to the gallon, but by
careful driving at the second attempt we
were able to show a consumption of 70

m.p.g. over a distance of 5.3 miles. With
this setting, we noticed no falling off in

power on hills, and the ease of control

was very marked, particularly when
starting engine, and running slowly with
clutch out.

To sum up we think that this new pro-

duction of Messrs. xirown and Barlow
marks a very considerable advance in the

matter of motor cycle carburation.

eg
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CURRENT CHAT

TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
September 4 7.40

6 7.35

;. 8 ... ... 7.31

10 7.26

Liege-Paris-Liege Trial.

In addition to the list of first-class

awards in the above triai, particulars

of which were published last week, E.

Taymans, a Belgian rider and private

owner of a Triumph, won a gold medal.

He was riding the only Triumph entered.

I'aris-Tours Reliability Trial.

This event will take place on the 14tli

September over a distance of 145 miles.

The route taken will be via Orleans and
Blois. The event is being held by the

Touring Motor Club of France, under

the rules of the Union Motocycliste of

France. There ai-e classes for practically

every type of motor cycle on the market,

including sidecars, trica.rs, and cycle cars.

Speeds vary from 15^ miles for machines

of 250 c.c. up to 18^ mik's per hour for

motor cycks of 1.000 c.c. and cycle cars

of 1,100" c.c.

Entries close on Tuesday, September
9th, and should be sent to i\Ir. R.

Desitter, 48, rue de Moscou, Paris.

Entry fees : Trade, 40 francs each motor
bicycle, sidecars or cycle cars 50 francs ;

members of foreign clubs motor bicycles

35 hancs sidecars 01 cycle cais 40 fnnc-

Suggested Carburetter Trials.

- In the issue of July 10th we published

an article on automatic carburetters, and
suggested that the Auto Cycle Union
should organise a trial for the purpose
of testing different carburetters on motor
cycles. Our suggestion has been taken

up with enthusiasm by several prominent
manufacturers, and we would draw the

attention of the Auto Cycle Union to

this fact. We cannot but think that a

trial of the leading makes of automatic
carburetters, with a view to testing the
flexibility and power obtained therefrom
on some standard make of motor cycle,

w-ould produce data of the greatest in-

terest to riders and the industry.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

Srnoi.iL Pathol Akbangemknts.—
Special patrol arrangements have been
made by the A.A. and II. U. in connection

with the Doncaster St. Leger meeting
(September 9th, 10th, 11th, and 12th).

All the roads will be fully patrolled, and
in the vicinity of Doncaster, where traffic

is likely to be heavy, extra patrols will

be put on duty.
E.-iBLY LiGHTiNG-up Warning.—Mem-

bers are requested to drive carefully and
to light up early between Dunstable and
Hockliffe on Sunday evenings. Several

herds of cattle and flocks of sheep are

regularly driven between these two places

from five to eight o'clock.

SPECIAL FEATURES :

AMONG THE LAKES'
With the Six Days* Riders in the Norlh.

ROAD TESTS OF A NEW CARBURETTEI
ESSEX M.C. 24 HOURS' RUN.

Import Duties on Motor Cycles.

The United States Senate Firiar

Committee have been considering t

question of the ddty on automobiles a

motor cycles imported into the Unit

States of America. The duty on laol

cycles up to date has been 40%
'valorem, but in future the commit:

recommend that the duty be 25%. I
should give British manufacturers
chance of doing some business in I

U.S.A.

Illumination o£ Number Plates.

Motor cj'clists generally are cautioi

so to fix their head lamp that it il

minates the front number-plate on e:
'

side after dark. The chief constable

Derby has pointed out in a very courte .

conmiunication sent to the secretary
j

the Derby and District M.C.C., t
|

motor cyclists in Derby are infring (

the regidatinns, as the lamps, in m:

cases, are fitted too high. Motor:

and the police in Derby and disti

are on excellent terms, and motor cycl

should see that the existing conditi

are preserved.

CiO
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Three cycle cars In the Essex M.C. twenty-four hours. Reading from lef I0 right they are 8 h.p.
Chater-Lea (driven by J. Chaler-Lei), 8 h.p. Humberette (J. F. Sewter), and 8 b.p. Warne (A. B. Phillips).

Brooklands Automobile Racing Club.

The following races will be decided at
the B.A.R.C. meeting on Saturday,
October 4th : Tlie Seventeenth Short
Motor Cycle Handicap for all classes of

motor cycles, distance 5| miles, and the
Fourteenth Long Motor Cycle Handicap,
distance 8^ miles. Entries close Septem-
lier 22nd at noon.

The A.C.U. Trials.

A competitor in these recent trials

writes to say that he does not consider
the hill at White Shaw Moss, sometimes
railed Gastack Beck, by any means un-
rideable, although the surface was un-
doubt-edly rough. He also says that the
hill "near Durham, known as Little
lloiiister, had an abnormal surface on
the day in question, but that this was
caused by the weather, and that the sanie
thing appb'es to the hill at Alston. This
oompetJtor entirely approved of the
course

_
chosen aiid thoroughly enjoyed

himself.

Road Warnings.
riie police are extremely active in the

\iUage of Great Ormesby, on the. road
liom Yarmouth to Stalham, and also at
Potter Heigham, on Hickling Broad.
Motor cyclists or, the road between

Scarborough and Malton should take
great care in passing the village of
Sherburn, as there is a most dangerous
• ros.s-road at this point.

Military Motor Cyclists. Motor Cycles v.
Horses.

The mancEuvres which were to have
heen carried out by- the 4th Cavalry
Brigade in Northamptonshire and Buck-
inghamshire next week, wUl be seriously
interfered with owing to the outbreak of
mange amongst the horses of the 3rd and
20th Hussars, preventing these regiments
"om taking any part in the manceuvres.
This is another point in favour of the
'stablishment of a trained corps of motor
lycbsts, as it is considered that for
despatch riding and orderly work an
' llieieut motor cycle and traineti rider
lould do the work of about six horsemen.
A general finding himself in the predica-
ment of being unable to use part of his
cavalry owing to an outbreak of disease
amongst his horses would not be so seri-
ously handicapped if he had a body of
framed motor cyclists at his disposal who
could undertake many of the duties carried

out in the ordinary way by his mounted
troops, and so leave him the greater pro-
portion of his cavalry for reconnaissance.

mt mil
Sept. 6.—Scottish A.C.U. Speed Champion

ships at St Andrews.
„ 6.—A.C.U. East .Midland Cent,-e Speed

Trials.

„ 13.—Mersey iVI.C. Open Hill-climb at
Pen-y-Ball.

„ 13.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Jfeeting.

„ 19-20.—Birmingham M.C.C. Cpen Trial
to Carlisle and Back.

„ 20.—Streatham M.C.C. Open Speed
Trials at Brighton.

„ 24.—A.C.U. Open One Day Trial.

„ 27.—Liverpool A.C.C. Open Reliability
Trial.

Oct. 4-—B.A.R.C. Brooklands Meeting.

„ II.—Coventry & Warwickshire M.C.
Annual Open Hill-climb.

iiGI

Well-known Motor Cyclist Married.

On Wednesday last the Ucv. P.
W. Bischoft, wlio is well known to

most of our readers as an enthusiastic
motor cyclist, was married to Miss
Beatrice Langston at All Saints' Church,
Brougham Street, Edinburgh. One' of
Mr. Bischoff's wedding presents was a
Clyno and sidecar, on which the happy
couple will tour in Devnnsliive.

Birmingham M.C.C. 24 Hours' Trial.

On,, September 19th, at 10 p.m., the
start will take, place at Perry Barr of
the open reliability trial from Birming-
ham to Carlisle and back, promoted by
the Birmingham Motor Cycle Club.
Some valuable trophies are being put
up for the competitors. First pi'ize for
solo machines will be the F. E. Baker
Trophy, consisting of a silver cup ; and
first prize for passenger machines will

be a watch presented by the Lloyd
Motor Co., Ltd. In addition, gold,
silver, and bronze medals will be
awarded to successful riders. Entries
close September 13th, and should be
made to the secretary, Mr. B. C. Otley,
115, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

B.MiCR.C. Fixtures.

On September 13th the B.M.C.R.C.
holds a meeting confined to members.
Eight events will be decided. The racing
commences at 11 a.m., and the last event
is due for decision at 5 p.m. Entries
close Tuesday morning, Sept. 9Ui. Two
one hour races-'are to be held, the Junior
for teams of three machines of any one
make not exceeding 350 c.c, and the
Senior for teams of three machines of

any one make not exceeding 1,000 c.c.

Gold, silver, and bronze medals will be
awarded in each class of each race ' and
in the team races to each member of the
winning teams. Members should at
once correspond with other likely members
to form a team and £<iould state their
partners -on their entry forms.

Esrex M.C.C. iwcniv-lour hours Woodlord to Yori! and baok ride. The. 8 h.p. Williamson
(iri\en by V, Garland coming up the hUl near Grantham.

•13
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A.C.U. SIX DAYS TRIALS.
Revised List of Marks and Awards.

SEVERAL alterations have been made in the mark-

ing, and, consequently, the awards in the Six

Days Trials results. These have been due to

the consideration of various protests, and to the fact

that the firm of map publishers who measured the route

were found to have made an error of four miles 4n

the course followed on the Friday afternoon. C. R.

Collier, who was down as having lost twenty marks,

was misdirected at the foot of Kiln Park Brow, and

did not protest at once. When he did eventually call

the attention of the officials to the error, he was

awarded a gold medal, and was found to have made
the best performance in the sidecar class, thereby

winning the Wheatley Cup.

The following riders have had their marks, etc.,

corrected as hereunder

:

Eider and Machine.

J. B. Sproston (2| Sunbeam)
T. C. de la Hay (2} Sunbeam)
H. Newey (U Levis)

J. H. Kerr m N.S.U.)

A. E. Catt (3i Triumph)
F. W. Applebee, sen. (3-i h. .

P. Shaw {U P. & M.)

W. H. Longton (3J AUdays)
K. A. Maodonald (3J Singer)

C. Lester (3| P. & M.)

DIVISION I.—CLASS B : 350 e.c.

Fig. of Merit Total Marks,

for Whole Trial, including Bonus.

102.04 99.4
142.55 104

105.66 101.96

DIVISION I.—CLASS C: 500 c.c.

99.28
100.26
133.9
97.18
115.37
102.74
116.27

J. A. Neumann (5-6 P.,udge) . . .

.

F. H. May (5-6 A.J.S.)

0. W. Braithwaite (5-6 Rudge) .

G. Hunt (5-6 Campion)
J. Richard (4| Sun-Precision) .

.

J. D. Drysdale (5-6 Hazlcwood)

.1. R. Alexander, jun. (7 Indian)

J. F. Morrison (5-6 Bat)

DIVISION I.-

...
' 119.48

-CLASS

99.2
99.4
102
92.18
101

98.4
100

D: 750 c.c.

102
99.2
100
100
102

102

Marks
Lost.

6

18

101

91
' 69

1

2

40
4

G. Freeman (5-6 Clyno)

G. Nott (5-6 Clyno) . . .

.

C. E. CoUier (7-8 Matchless)

E. B. Slater (8 J.B.S.)
'.

97.7
129.82
139.6
114.63
110.1

DIVISION I.—CLASS E : 1,000 c.c.

140.56 104

99.73 100

DIVISION II.—CLASS H—SIDECARS :

119.39 103

114.05 104

DIVISION II.—CLASS 1 : 1000 cc.

141.11 - 104

DIVISION III.—CLASS K—CYCLE CARS.
115.89 95

81

28
10
21

19

4

10

38

750 c.c.

5

34

17

Nett Marks
Obtained.

93.4
100

83.96

8.4
33
91.18
99
58.4
96

21

71.2
90
79
83
98

- 94
02

70

100

78

Award.

Gold medal
Gold medal
Silver medal

Bronze medal
Bronze medal
Bronze medal
Gold medal
Gold medal
Bronze meda!

Gold medal

Bronze medal
Silver medal
Gold medal
Silver medal
Silver medal
Silver medal

Gold medal
Bronze medal

Gold medal
Silver medal

Gold medal

Silver medal

Team Prizes (Clubs).

1. Westmorland M.C.G. (281 marks).—G. W. Braithwaite

(5-6 Rudge), H. Gibson (3i Bradbury sc), and W. West-

wood (35 Triumph).
2. Cumberland M.C.C. (270.8 marks).—W. B. Little (34

Premier), T. B. Westmorland (3i Premier), and E. Drink-

hall m Quadrant).
3. Essex Motor Club (267 marks).—G. T. Gray (5-6

Rudge), H. Gibson (3^ Bradbury sc), and B. A. Hill (7

Indian).
• ) «»a

Team Phizes (Tkade).

1. Components, Ltd. (Ariel) (295 marks).—A. C. F.
Andrews, F. C. North, and L. Newey.

2. Messrs. Phelon and Moore (P. and M.) (290 maiks).-*
W. J. M. SprouUe, W. C. Drake, and P. Shaw. i

3. The Hendee Manufacturing Co. (Indian) (284 marks).—'

E. A. Colliver, B. A. Hill, and J. R. Alexander, jun.

Wheatley Cop.

C. R. Collier (7-8 Matchless and sidecar).

A LETTER FROM THE A.C.U. SECRETARY.
Sir,—The amount of notice that has been taken, particulai-ly

in the general press, of the behaviour of certain competitors

in the recent Six Days Trial and the gross exaggeration of

the difficulties of the course will, I am afraid, tend to obscure

the valuable object lessons that both the public and the trade

may learn from this trial.

1 trust, therefore, that you will give this letter the same
publicity, not because it is in any sense an official explanation

or statement, but because I am personally responsible for

selecting most of the route, and by reason of my
_

position

sliould be able to demonstrate the value of the_ trial mora
authoritatively than certain misinformed journalists or dis-

appointed competitors.

I need hardly labour the principle that the Six Days Trials

have from their commencement in 1903 been organised with

the sole object of encouraging tlie use of the motor cycle.

This encouragement has been effected by demonstrating to

the public how successfully the motor cycles entered nave

C14

met the conditions that year by year have been made more
difficult, and simultaneously by providing the manufacturer
with a measure of the factor of reliability of his particular
make. As machines have improved so have the regulations
become more stringent, until a point was reached at which
the personal element of the skill and good luck of the rider
was of equal importance to the excellence of his mount.

Recognising this fact, it was obvious to the Competitions
Committee of this Union that, if the trial was to continue
its useful work, the personal element of luck niu;t be dis-

counted, hence the paragraph in the General Conditicns to

the effect that hills with an abnormal .surface, that wcif
dangerous, or too narrow, would be excluded. The Union
assrumed that the most skilful of this country's riders would
enter, and, that they might do justice to their mounts, set

them the most difficult course they could find in the di.--tricl

chosen, drawing the line at hills on which, criven a suitable

machine, it is more a question of luck than skill wlietlier oiia
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climbs it or not. I maintain that in the whole course of the

trial there was no hill that a skilfiJ driver should fail on,

unless on account of some fault in his machine, or through

being baulked by other competitors. When surveying the

route a number of hills were visited (and most of them
climbed) that were ruled out as, for the reasons above

.stated, they were considered abnormal. Honister Pass, the

road over Bootle Fell, Bleatarn, of last autumn one day trial

memory, a hill to the immediate west, and parallel to T.'iat

Hill, an extraordituiry acclivity connecting this hill with tl.e

top of Peat Hill, and the hill leading south out of the village

of Dent were amongst these on wluch the surface was con-

sidered abnormal, and on which a climb was considered to

be largely a question of luck.

A considerable part of the trial was over very rough

surfaces, particularly in Yorkshire, but such surfaces are

the normal ones for nearly all secondary roads in that dis-

trict. The drought had made them very loose, and conse-

queJJtly uncomfortable to drive over, though, personally, I

sliould prefer such roads to many suburban ones I know
of, and I am sure the latter stress wheels and frames more
than any surface traversed in the trial, not excepting the

gulleys on Ci'ossdale and Buttermere Hause. The Union
has been criticised for including watersplashes of two feet

in depth (one paper stated three feet!). The deepest water-

splash crossed in the trial had Sin. of water flowing over it

on the day in question. Fords of this depth are met with
all over England, and, in my opinion, the modern motor
cycle should, and can, be driven through such splashes with
out difficulty. The remaining hone of contention was the
scheduled speed of 20 m.p.h. To average 20 m.p.h. over
many parts of the course needed a generous throttle opening
and frequent application of brakes, and, consequently, as

was intended, cvl down ilie time for adjustments and enr/ine

cooling to a •niinimnm. An inspection of the timekeepers'
sheets shows, however, that the majority of riders drove
e.itraordinarily closely to the schedule, and that those
who were late had usually failed in other directions.

->—<»a«
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Moreover, it appears to have been overlooked that on certain

difficult parts of the trial the speed was reduced to 15 m.p.h.,

and that before the stewards (on the plea of personal
danger) increased the permissible margin of error, it wa-s

possible to have driven for from eight to fifteen miles at a

stretch at 5 m.p.h. less than the set speed without incurring
any penalty.

I would suggest that it was simply because a number of
competitors were unused to the undoubtedly difficult condi-
tions that they found Tuesday's route so arduous. Per-
.«onally, I consider Tuesday's run one of the easiest of the
five, but then I surveyed it last of all, and had, perhaps,
lost my sense of proportion ! The fact that the driving of

the competitors was much improved towards the end of the
week, and that the two local club teams gained respectively

Krst and second places, appears to bear out my contention
that it was more the experience of the driver at fault than
any unfair condition for the machine, in support of which is

the additional fact that the 10.4 h.p. Gregoire car which
preceded the competitors covered the whole of Tuesday's
run without difficulty, and in spite of numerous stops to put
up arrows, etc., made up time on schedule.

The value of the flexibility, acceleration, and speed tests

has been somewhat overshadowed by the more sensational
features of the trial, but it should be remembered that it was
just the severity of the course as a whole that rendered
these particular tests so interesting and instructive. These
subsidiary tests are also valuable in that they furnish a satis-

factory means of finding a winner from amongst the large
percentage of competitors that gained full marks. The per-
centage of medal winners is my concluding argument, and
I contend that these figures are a magnificent tribute to the
reliability of motor cycles. Out of 161 starters 51 have ob-
tained gold medals, 22 silver, and 25 bronze medals. These
results prove conclusively, to my mind, the value of the trial

;

my only regret is that the sportsmanship of a minority of
the drivers has not been displayed to the same advantage.

T. W. LOUGHBOBOUGH.
«—

<

A NEW BRADBURY TWIN-CYLINDER MODEL.
WHISPERS of a more pcm-erfii] Bradbury model than

the 3^ h.p. single-cylinder have, for some time,

been heard in Oldham, and now it has been de-

cided to market for 1914 a twin-cylinder three-

speed motor cycle of 750 c.c. The cylinders are placed on
the crank case at 50%, and are offset to secure larger bear-

ings for the connecting rod big ends. The transmission is by
Hans Renold chains throughout, which, in the marketed
product, will be totally enclosed, -although our photographs
show the drive exposed. The makers have evidently been
largely influenced by the admirable A.J.S. design, both in the
engine and the general lay out of the machine. The engine
is fitted with detachable cylinder heads, held down by long

bolts to the crank case. Large diameter side-by-side valves
are fitted. The gear box is also reminiscent of the A.J.S.
gear, and gives three speeds—the standard ratios afforded
being 4^, Vj, and 13^ to 1, very well proportioned ratios,
in our opinion. A clutch with cork inserts should provid'j
a gentle and progressive take up, and such clutches have
an almost unlimited life and wiU stand a good deal of abuse
from the novice without complaining. A large internal
expanding metal-to-metal foot-operated brake is fitted to the
rear wheel. Other details are a Best and Lloyd drip feed
lubricator, a very large petrol tank, kick .starter, dropped
frame, and a very large silencer, under the magneto in front
of the engine.

Hogh Gibson and J. Eastwood on a thousand miles test o( tha new
twin Bradbury.

The Bradbury 7-8 h.p. twin-cylinder engine showing chain drive, with covers
removed, lhree-sp«ed counter-shaft gear and kick starter.

eig
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The Latest Type D.E,W. Cycle Car.

IN
previous issues of The Motor Cycle we have given

details of the early models of the D.E.W. cycle

car, manufactured by the Dew Engineering Co.,

Eynsford, Kent. The model with which we are about

to deal is a very great improvement upon anything yet

turned out by Mr. Dew, and a company has now been

formed, works have been installed, and the vehicle is

Side view ot the 5-8 h.p. D.E.W.

properly on the market, we may therefore expect to

see it in competitions before very long.

The framework, consisting of the best seasoned ash

members, which incorporates body as well, remains

unaltered, but a 5-6 h.p. twin-cylinder Precision engine

76x85 mm.,- is now fitted. This engine is carried

on a crossbar at its rearward end, and fitted in front

to a bracket attached to the foremost portions of the

frame. It is held by bolts passing through slotted

holes in the brackets. On the front of the forward

bracket is a single bolt, which, when the holding

down bolts are slackened, if tightened up, draws the

whole of the power unit gradually, forward in a straight

line, thus enabling the driving chains to be adjusted.

A similar form of adjustment is used for the magneto

chain.

The carburetter is the well-known Amac, and a

Bosch magneto is fitted. The starting handle is fixed

The two-speed gear is an innovation on the D.E.W.
There are two chains and two friction clutches. The
clutches run in double ball bearings, which also take

the thrust. The gear control is by means of a pedal,

which in its normal position gives the neutral. If

pressed down, the low gear clutch is engaged, but if,

after going into neutral, the pedal is kicked up, the

high speed gear is engaged. The
high gear is kept in position by

means of a powerful spring, the

low gear clutch being operated by

means of inclined planes. On each

end of the counter-shaft are

mounted Skeflco ball bearings,

and on the eiid of the gearshaft,

opposite the change-speed mecha-
nism, the foot brake drum is

carried.

The rear of the vehicle is sprang

on cantilever springs, and the

front axle is stayed by radius rods

running to the first cross member
of the chassis.

The steering is direct, and the

wheel consists of special half wheel

of large dimensions, allowing

access to the body, and although the steering is direct

it. enables the vehicle to be steered with the greatest

ease.

We drove the vehicle about six or seven miles, and
were certainly impressed by the way in which it ran.

It took all hills with the greatest ease, is controllable,

and steered very well indeed. It is, in fact, a handy
little vehicle.

A bonnet is fitted over the engine, and is -arranged

with louvres and wire-covered holes, so th^t plenty of

air reaches the motor for cooling purposes. Large

mudguards of the ear type are fitted throughout, and

a substantial guard covers each belt.

Eadius rods at the rear of the D.E.W. cycle car.

to a separate shaft, connected to the engine shaft by
a chain and a pair of chain wheels, the one on the

engine shaft being provided with a free engine clutch,

by means of which the engine can be started.
Details of the transmission, clutch and gearing ol the latest model D.E.W.

cycle oar.
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Streatham and District M.C.C.
Open Hill-climb, .

THE annual open hill-climb promoted by tbe above club
took place on Saturday last on Up-'Park Hill, near
South Hartirig. Sussex. Up-ParU Hill is on the
rifcht-hand fork at the foot of Telegraph Hill, which

is uouerally used for hill-climbs. The surface of Telegraph
Hill was somewhat greasy, and the officials did not consicfer

it to be sulliciently safe for this competition. Up-Park
Hill is practically straiglit, has a couple of easy bends, and
.1 very fair surface. The timed section was one-third of a
nile in length.

The weather was beautifully fine but rather close. Just
li-^fore 3 p.m., when everything was ready for the start, a
.^tiam tractor drawing a trailer heavily loaded witli gravel
.'tarled up the hill. Olsson, \Yilberforce, A.xford, and a

number of others jumped on board, evidently with a view
',1 having a good look at the course with the minimum
a-^iount of trouble. All went well till the .steepest portion
ri"ar the crest (about 1 in 6) was reached, when the wheels
of the tractor refused to grip, and the whole concern came
111 a standstill. Further efforts to restart made the tractor
plough furrows in the road surface, so the only thing to be
done w=as to use the winding gear. This was a long and
tedious affair, and, though tlie men in charge woi'ked with
a will, the start of the competition was delayed nearly
tlireequarters of an hour.
This was very hard luck on the organisers, who had

really arranged things well and had everything ready for a
punctual stai't.. An excellent entry had been received, and
there were ten classes. Each of these was divided into two
sub-classes

—"expert" and "general," the names of the
experts being printed in italics. The results of Classes III.,

v., VI., and VII. were worked out on time^ Avhile formulre
were used for the others. The formula for Classes I., II.,

\'III., and IX. was that compiled by TIic Mnior Cijrlf,

t,^ rpf , while that for Class X. was the A.C.U., formula,

W
TT—s, . In each class \V = total weight of machine and

rider, C = capacity in cubic centimetres, T = time in seconds.

Class I. was for touring machines not exceeding 350 c.c.

No machine was taken as weigliing more than 140 lbs. for

the purpose of_-obfaining the results on No. 1' formula,
whicli were as follows :

GfN'Eii.\L Class
Bore and
stroke.

60.75x50 ...

60.5 X60 ...

60.5 x60 ...

before crossin

Fig. of

merit.

9,51.5

9,455

8,857

the

1. M. Anderson (2J Humber)
2. J. C. Bateson (2| Douglas)

. i. H. A. Fordham (1% Douglas) ...

In this class the winner cut out
' finishing tape.

In Class II., for touring machines between 400 c.c. and
500 c.c, and in which no machine was taken as weighing
'more than 200 lbs., for the purpose of obtaining results on

. formula, J. Cocker (3i Singer) made a maanificent climb
and had a walk over in the expert class. The results in

the general class were as ft'llows ;

1. S. E. Axford (3i Martin) ...

2. H. H. Barrs (3i Triumph)
3. T. Meeten (3^ Kudge) ...

Clas* III, was for similar machines, but the results were
worked out on time. Eesulta :

Expert C'l.\ss.

Bore and stroke. Time.
I -1. Cocker (3^ Singerl ... ... 85x88 ... 241s
2. S. T. Tessier (3i Bat) 90x77.5 ... 25t<.

Bore and Fig. of

stroke. merit.

85x88 ... 9.183

85x88 .. 8.555

85x88 .. 8.456

G.

T.

Time.
27s.

27s.

28s.

23is.

General Class.
Bore and stroke.

La.mb (3i Premier) 85x88
L. Keller (3i Triumph) 85x88
Pattison (3^ Puidge) 85x88
Meeten (3i Pudge) 85x88

Class IV. was for touring machines between 500 and 1,000
c.c. No machine in this cla.ss was taken as weighing more
than 250 lbs. for tlie purpose of obtaining results on formula.

^ „ .
Bore and stroke.

1. G. Grilhth (7 Zenith) 90x77|
Griffith in this, and in other classes in which he competed,

made quite a sensational climb, covering the measured
distance in 23fs.
Class V. was for any machine up to 350 c.c. Results on time:

Expert Class.
Bore and stro!;e.

J. P. le Grand (2^ Singer) ... 69 x93
W. F. Newsome (2J Douglas) 60.5x60
C. Williams (2^ A.J.S.) ... 74 x 81

General Cla.ss.
A. Jacobs (2^ Singer) ... 69 x93
Anderson (23 Humber) ... 60.75x50
A. Fordham (2^ Douglas) 60.5 x60

Fordham wobbled somewhat badly half-way up the hill
but recovered himself.

'

Class VI. was for any machine with an engine not ex-
ceeding 500 c.c. Kesults on time :

Expert Class.

. _ , , Bore and stroke.
1. J. Cocker (3i Singer)
2. S. T. Tessier" (3i Bat) ...

3. W. F. NewsouLi (3-' Triumi.li

1.

2.

3.
•

\\\

JM.

H.

Time.
27is.

31s.

33is.

29;s.

29|s.

31|s.

nph)

85x£
90x77.5
85x88

Time.
24is,
26s,
25J:S.

General view al (he starling line of the Strealliam and District M.C.C.
Hill-climb, Up-Park Hill, no2r PetersOeld, showlnj competitors" machines lined up
ty the roadside.
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Streatham and District lU.C.C. Open Hill-climb.

General Class.
Bore and stroke.

1. F. Lamb (3^ Premier)
•^. R. L. Keller (3^ Triumph)
., jW. D. Hawkes {3i Ixion)
*•

S. E. A.\ford (3i Martin)
Olsson's Ariel in this class appeared to be overgeared.
Class VII. for any machine up to 1,000 c.c. Results on

time :

ExPEBT Class.
Bore and stroke. Time.

1. G. Griffith (two-cyl. 7 Zenith) 90x77.5 ... 22fs.
2. J. Cocker (3^ Singer) ... ... 85x88 ... 24fs.

85x88
85x88
85x88
85x88

Time.
27s.

27fs.
30s.

30s.

ESS* "iwtaes«s!W!5i«»p«!'!a<®EsaF'^:'=KSiKzr-';Mai333'sxr

The steam tractor which delayed the start being assisted by a little extra power.

General Class.
Bore and stroke. Time.

1. E. L. Buchanan (tAvo-cyl. 3^
Imperial) 70x64.5 ... 28s.

2. S. R. Axford (3i Martin) ... 85x88 . . 31|s.

3. F. W. Carryer (3^ Regal-Green) 85x88 ... 33|s.

Class IX. for cycle cars up to 1,100 c.c, results on No. 1
formula, was run off next. Each entrant ran in both the
expert and the general classes. Nash and Bartlett both made
good ascents on each occasion. Martin travelled slowly owing
to having recently fitted two new pistons which were not run
in, while Halsall suffered from misfiring. Results :

Expert Class.

1.

2.

3.

A. G. F. Nash (G.N.
ij. Martin (Singer)

Bartlett (Morgan)

Fig. of

merit.

. 6473
.. 4966

. 3983

General Class. Fig. o{

merit.
1. A. Q. F. Nash (G.N.) "

.... ... 5663
2. —

. Bartlett (Morgan) 5014
3. L. Martin (Singer) 4927

Class X. was for variably geared touring machines with
engines up to 1,000 c.c. Results on formula No. 2:

Expert Class.

1. C. Willia;ms (A.J.S.)
2. G. Grifiith (Zenith)

Fig. of

merit.

,. 4506

.. 2205

General Class. Fig. of

merit.

1. C. Williams (A.J.S.) 3995
2. J. C. Bateson (Douglas) 3848
3. T. Meeten (Rudge) • ... ... 3789

The last event to be run off was Class VIII. for sidecar
combinations. The weight of the passenger had to be not
less than ten stones. Results on formula No. 1

:

Expert Class.
1. G. Griffith (Zenith sc).

General Class.
1. C. Pattison (Rudge sc).

Griffith came up at a tremendous pace, and took the corner

at the bottom in magnificent style.

J. C. Bateson (Douglas) was the winner of the Pillett

Cup for best private owner's performance as a member of

the Streatham Club, and G. Griffith made fastest time.
The timekeepers were Messrs. T. D. Dutton and A, J.

Wakeford. The formula results were worked out by Mr. F.

L. Bassett, the clerk of the course and secretary.

->>0«*—<-
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SCALE OF FEE".*-

43_42
Royal RubvlPope ICanoelet

49. Rudge 60. Matchless

70 W- i I

LMC p.imp. Lea-Francis

77. Allaays

ob-Day 33. "ex

103
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A Water-cooled Cycle Car Engine.

MR. J. F. BUCKINGHAM, of Spon St., Coventry

has just added a new engine to his previous

models. The engine is exactly the same as

tliose fitted to the Chota cycle cars, but has a water-

, ccKiled cylinder and head. The head is made

We hear tliat on
test the engine is

givnig most satis-

factory results and
produces grcal

A racy cycle car Btted with a Buckingham engine and special landem seitea body.

separately from the cylinder casting, and is held down
by studs, the overhead valve gear is retained, also, of

course, the Buckingham patent valve, which is designed

to prevent the head falling into the cylinder in case

of breakage. The water spaces are ample, and the

outlet is arranged to permit of thermo-syphon cooling.

The new Bncldnjham engine showlnj
waier joints, overhead valve gear, etc.

power. We examined all parts of the engine, and it

struck us as a very sound, straightforward piece of
work. We hear that a complete cycle car is to ba
marketed by the firm under the name of the
Buckingham, which will be similar to the Chota in

all respects.

(1) C.T. Newsome (Rover).
THE MEMORABLE A.C.O. SIX DAYS TBIALS.

(2) J. D. Morrison (Bat-Jap) passing less fortunate competitors en
Gastack Beck.

(3) H. G. Dixon ascendin" Greyhound Hill, Kendal,
on one of the new 3} b.p. twin James machines.

\\ e often hear nowadays that the genuine amateur has
very little chance of distinguishing himself in hill-climbs
when pitted against the factory expert, and if he has a
class to himself 'his deeds are overshadowed by the more
dashing performances of the professional. But "the Mersey
Motor Chib is going to give the amateur an afternoon all
to himself on September 13tli, when it is holding an
e.vpert-barred open hill-climb at Pen-y-ball Hill, Holywell,
North Wales, at 2 p.m.
The following classes on both time and handicap will be

decided, and a competitor entering for any handicap class
miist enter for the same class on time.

AN EXPERT-BARRED OPEN HILL-CLIMB.
Machines up to 350 c.c.

Machines between 351-500 c.c.

Machines between 501-750 c.c.

Machines between 751-1,000 c.c.

Passenger machines up to 500 c.c.

Passenger machines between 501-750 c.c.

Passenger machines between 751-1,100 c.c.

Handsome prizes will be awarded, and it is to be hoped
that amateur riders will seize the opportunity of showing
their prowess now the chance is afforded them" of so doing.
Full particulars may be obtained from the hon. sec.
S. W. Carty, 6, Eedcross Street, Liverpool.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Mr.
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STOCKPORT AND DISTRICT M.C.C. ^^^„
FIRST OPEN HILL CLIMB.

THK first open hill climb took place on Saturday last

at Axe Edge, a 1 in 8 gradient on a broad smooth
road with only two bends, and one and a quarter

miles in length. F. S. Whitworth (Douglas) went

off first, but only got half way, as his timing gear stripped
;

tlris took a lot of the interest out of the lightweight classes,

as W. Heaton (A.J.S.) had it all his own way in .these

classes and won ail three. H. Scale, riding a machine of

his own make, with 3^ h.p. overhead J.A.P. engine, also

won throe classes.

Ten classes were run off, all on time, and the climb was
over by 5.50 p.m. Brewin (8 Zenith) had a burst front tyre

at speed in the 1,000 c.c. class and fell, unfortunately break-

ing his collar bone ; in the 350 c.c. class W." Bently, a club

member, also came off, and cut his hea-d badly. These two
unfortunates were both left at the local cottage hospital.

Results :

Class 1.—Touring machines up to 350 c.c.

1. W. Heaton (A.J.S.) Im. 17is.

2. J. Collier (Douglas) ... Im. 37s.

Class 2.—Touring machines up to 600 c.c.

1. R. M. Davey (3i Norton) Im. 30s.

2. S. Phillipps (3i Triumph) Im. 55s.

Class 3. —Racing machines up to 350 c.c.

1. W. Heaton (2| A.J.S.) Im. 26is.

2. H. J. Scale (2i Veloce) 2ra, 33^s.

Class 4.—^Racing machines up to 500 c.c.

1. H. J. Scale (3^ Scale-Jap) ... ... Im. 19^s.

2. J. Smith (3i Triumph) Im. 25is.

Class 5.—Racing machines up to 750 c.c.

1. H. J. Scale (3i Scale-Jap) Im. 15is.

SEPTEMBER 4ih, igi.j.

Scene at the Stockport M.C.C. Hill-climb, F. S. Whitworth (Donjlas) startinj

2. R. Birkett (3i Triumph) Im. 21s.

Class 6.—Racing machines up to 1,000 c.c.

1. J. Gookson (8 Matchless) Im. 10s.
2. H. Marsden (8 Matcliless) Im. 14s.

Class 7.—T.T. machines up to 350 c.c.

1. W. Heaton (A.J.S.) Im. 25s.
2. E. Woods (Levis) • Im. 51s.

Class 8.—T.T. machines up to 500 c.c.

1. H. J. Scale (3^ Scale-Jap) Im. 15s.
2. W. Heaton (2| A.J.S.) Im. 22is.

Class 10.—Racing passenger machines up to 600 c.c.

1. H. Bottoms (3i Triumph) Im. 47^3.
2. J. Smith (3i Triumph) Im. 50|s.

STOCKPORT
AND DISTRICT
M.C.C. HILL-
CLIMB.

(1) W. Hea-
ton (Z-l- ii.p.

A.J.S.) who won
three events.

(2) H.J. Scale

(3i h.p. Scale-
Jap), who also

secured three
firsts.

RACING AT PORTMARNOCK.
The Dublin and District Motor Cycle Club held a race

meeting at Portmarnock on Saturday. The chief event was
a hundred mile handicap, and there were two scratch races
for light and medium powered machines respectively. In
view of the fatalities that took place at the last meeting,
special precautions were taken to avoid any accidents, and
these were in every way effective. The sands were not in
their usual good condition, and as numerous water courses
had to be crossed during the races belt slipping and ignition
troubles were numerous. Indeed, in the 100 miles race no
competitor made a clean run. Results :

Two Miles Sck.atch (350 c.c. Machines).
Rider and machine. r

1. W. J. Towell (23 Douglas) ... .3
2. J. Healy (2| Sunbeam) 5

A very fine race, each of the men leading in turn.

Two Miles Scratch (500 c.c. Machtnes),
C. B. Franklin (3i Indian) 2
F. J. Walker (3-l Rudge) 2

HuN'DRED Miles H.\ndicap c.c. Unlimited.
Rider and machine. H'cap. h. m. s.

C. B. Franklin (3^ Indian) ... 9m. ... 2 8 27
W. H. Curtis (3-^ Indian) ... llim. ... 2 11 30

1.

2.

1.

2.

191
27
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Birmingham M.C.C.

lowing to the continued growth of the club, it has been
Hid necessary to appoint Mr. B. C. Otley, 115, Coimore
ivv, Birmingham, as permanent secretary to the club, and
communications should in future be addressed to him.

Cumberland M.C.C.

the hill-climb held at Greenhead has

(? Rover), 45i

43?s.

Tlie result of

It-'t'n announced.
Singles.—1, E. F. Gilbanks

_\l.,lfat (3J, Singer), 48s.

Iwhis.—1. A. I. Moffat (5-6 Zenith)
Uilbanks (2% Douglas), 57s. ,

Nottingham and District M.C.C.

By the invitation of Lord Henry Bentinck
Cently made to Underley Hall. The
nsturn journey was vin Skipton and
Harrogate. ;.-

Westmorland M.C.C.
A hill-climb was held on the" 28th

nit. at Underbarrow Scar, a few miles

from Kendal. There were classes for

lightweights, singles, and twins. The
hill is a fairly long one, very steep in

]i.irts, and has several difficult corners,

ili'sults :

Lightweights.—1, R. M.' Chaplow
(2^ Hlmiber) ; 2, H. Jackson (2J Bun-
beam).

Singles.—1, Ci. W. Braithwaite (3i
Z.'nith) ; 2, J. Braithwaite (3i Braith-
waite).

Twins.—1, A. I. Jloffat (6 Zenith)

;

2, TJ. .Jeffreys (8 Zenith).

The fastest time in the event was
made by A. L Moffat, who went up
in 48is.

Glasgow M.C.C.

The results of the recent 100 miles

•ii-stop trial of the Glasgow il.C.C.
i '- now to hand, being ai follows

:

.-|n-cial awards—Solo, R. G. McGibbon
(3^ Edninnd)

;
passenger, T. S. V.

I'liillips (5-6 A.J.S. scl Gold medals.
-W. Deans (3^ Ariel), W. Dickie (5-6

K.N.), W. B. Cramb (3i Elswick),
G. Taylor (3^ Endge-Multi), R. Black (5-6 F.N.)
.Morrison (3^ Ariel), and W. Carlaw (6 "Enfield sc.)

2, J.

2, V.

\\.

a run was rc-

Sutton Coldfield and District A.C.

On October 3rd, an open motor cycle and sidecar reli-

ability trial will be held for the Levis Cup, and cycle-

cars will compete for the P. J. Evans Cycle Car Trophy.
Competing machines in the latter event must comply with

the A.C.U. definitions. Both these trophies must be won
three times in succession before becoming the absolute

property of the winner. Full particulars may be obtained

from Mr. F. W. Finnemore, 122, Coimore Row, Birmingham.

The Speed Trials at St. Andrews.

Chief interest in Scotland is at present centred in the

championship meeting, to be held on the sands at St.

Andrews on Saturday next. While naturally the minor
classes will attract attention, the three championships for

Kemlers ol Nottinjham and District M.C.C. at Underley Hall, the Westmorland seat of Lord • nd Lady

Henry Bentinck, who are seen in the centre at back cf group. Lord Henry is the Noltinjnam club's

presiuent, and te invited Ihe members to spen] a wee'.£-end at Underly Hall.

A. D.

FORTHCOMING OPEN EVENTS.
Liverpool A.C.C.

The Reliance Cup open trial will be held on the 28th iiist.

<jvrr a course in Nortli Wales. Entry forms and particulars
iniy be obtained from Mr. S. W. Phillpott, 1. Oakdale Road,
Mossley Hill. Liverpool.

Iii,'hlweights, medium wei.ghts, and heavy weights are the

most - coveted honours. Seventy-five riders have notified

their intention of taking part. Apart from local experts, a

few of the more notable exponents from other district.s

are competing, among others being Hugh Mason (2|

N.U.T.), and E. W. Cheshire and S, Crawley, both on
Triumphs. The Scottish Auto Cycle Union, which has

charge of the event, is leaving no stone unturned to make
it a huge success. The sands at the Fifeshire watering

place are admirably adapted for a contest o£ this nature.

ANOTHER PUNCTURE
We recently had an interesting demonstration of Filibuster,

a tyre stopping liquid sold by Messrs. Stanley Feast and Co.,

at the premises of that firm, in Steedman Street, Walworth
Road, S.E. Filibuster is a white liquid, which is injected
through the valve into the inner tube. When shaken up by
the revolutions of tile road wheel it will effectually seal up -

any puncture of reasonable size that may occur. In the
iSemonstration, which was carried out on the tyres of a carrier
tricycle, first of all a pin. then a bradawl, and later a 2in.

SEALING COMPOUND.
nail, were driven through the cover into the tube. Tlie result

was an immediate air leak, but when the tyre was spun

round the orifice automatically closed itself, 'to be effective

a tube must, of course, be in its natural position inside the

cover, as it must have some wall or hard substance against

which to abut, otherwise the clogging action will not take

place. A tube filled with Filibuster, (or instance, will not

be self-sealing if blown out and punctured when removed
from the cover. The test was carried out satisfactorily.

C31
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A selection of questions of genera/
interest received from readers and our
replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor
Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and
whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped
addressed envelope for reply.

A Tour to the West.

I propose going from Reading
to Bude ill North Devon, and am
writing to ask you whether you
could give me a favourable route.

I have sketched the following

route as far as Exeter. Can you suggest

anything better? Reading, Newbury,
Andover, Salisbury, Shaftesbury,
Yeovil, Chard, Honiton, to Exeter. I

am wondering how to get from Exeter
to Okehanipton and thence to Bude.
Would Reading to Exeter be a fair

day's run with tluee up and a large

portmanteau on a 6 h-p. twin Enfield?

—S.A.S.
It would be m^re direct if you went
tliTough Reading, Aldermaston, Kings-
clere, to Whitchurch, and then by the

route you have given. From Exeter to

Okehampton it is better to go by Crediton

and Bow than by the direct road, which
is somewhat rough. Thence your road
lies through Hatherley, Holsworthy, and
Stretton to Bude. The total distance

would be approximately 200 miles. Read-
ing to Exeter would be a good day's run,

hut you could probably do it if you
started early.

Water Cooling DifBculties.

I should much appreciate your
advice on the following matters :

My motor cycle is a 3| Green-
Precision, water-cooled, which
has been used only a few hundred

miles solo. I find there is almost con-

stantly a knocking noise, but I cannot
tra<;e it. This noise is very much like

the kftock of a lightweight, and it

- occurs on the level as well as up hills,

but ceases when the magneto spark is

retarded two-thirds. The top gear is

4J to 1. I am told that this noise is

common in overhead valve engines, but
it seems strange that it almost ceases

and is very much less accentuated with
a retarded spark. There is also some-
thing wrong with the cooling system.

The water around the cylinder gets in-

tensely hot, while tliat in tire tank
remains cold. The unions and pipes

have been both properly examined, and
there is no obstruction. When the
water is very hot it spurts out of the
small hole in the filling cap in short
jets at long intervals, and the jacket

is so hot that it is almost impossible
to keep the hand upon it.—D.A.

It is very difficult with the information
which you send us to diagnose the com-
plaint from which your engine is suffer-

ing, but you have certainly been mis-

informed if you think that an overhead
valve engine is more likely to knock
under normal conditions than one fitted

with side by side valv«s. The symptoms,
you mention rather tend to make us think
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that you are driving with the ignition too
far advanced. The timing- should be
arranged as follows : Retard the ignition
fully and see that the points of the con-
tact, breaker are separating at the moment
when the piston reaches the top of the
stroke. This is a good general rule for
timing, though, as your engine is fitted

with a higher compression than normal,
it is possible that it will stand slightly
more advance, say, 2 mm., before the
piston reaches the top. With regard to
the water-cooling system, as. long as the
temperature does not rise above 200° F.
yoa have nothing to worry about. The
water in the little tank wiU naturally
remain cool, as tliis is not in circulation,

and is merely used in tiiese engines to
keep up the supply through evaporation
in the cylinders. Do not fiU this little

tank more than half full,, and you will

find that the spurting you complain of

will cease.

Correspondents are urged to write
clearly, and on one side of the paper only,

numbering each query separately, and
keeping a copy, for ease of reference.
Letters containing legal questions should
be marked "Legal" in the left-hand
corner of envelope, and should be kept
distinct from questions bearing on
technical subjects.

Dnmiries to London.

I would feel -.obliged if yo
could let me know the best rout

to take on my 3 h.p. Lincoln-El

fi.xed engine motor cycle froi

Dumfries to London, also statin

how many mUes the joui'ney is, and th

best places to stay the night? I ai

not a fast rider, so I think I ought t

do - the journey in two or three day,

I was thinking I would go to Bradforc

but i-f you could give me the best an

least hilly road from Dumfries to Loi

don I would be very grateful.—-G.W.I

Your best route would be as follows

Dumfries, Annan, Longtown, Brampto'
Alston, Jliddleton-in-Teesdale, to Scotc

Corner. The route from Longtown
Scotch Corner is hiUy, but, despite thi

we strongly advise it. From Scot<

Comer go straight down Leeniing La
to Boroughbridge, then continue throu;

Wetherby, Aberford, Ferrybridge, Do
caster, Retford, Tuxford, Newar
Grantham, Stamford, Stilton, Eat
Socon, Baldock, Stevenage, Hatfiel

Barnet, to London. After Scotch Com
there is no real hill on the roU'

This route is the very best, as it avo'

all big towns. If you wish to

through Bradford vou must make '

A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
J. A. Neumann [5-6 h.p. Radge) in the waters plasli on BoUibope Common above Stanbcpe.
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Carlisle, and then go tliro'.igli Penrith,

Kendal, Kirliby liuntdale, Inglcton,

Settle, Koiglilcy," to Bradford. To avoid

Leeds go back to Otley. joining the Great
Nortli Road just soiilli of Wetherby.
Yoii could fpmid the first night at Brad-
ford or Bori'iighhridgo. according to

which route yon take, and the second
night at Biickdcn.

Silencer Regulations.

I have jnst had the disagreeable

^Tl experience of appearing in our" local police , court (Leamington
_iJ Spa) to answer ths charge of

riding a motor cycle with the
" silencer cut-out " open, or, in tlie words
of the summons, as I " unlawfully did

drive a motor car (motor bicycle) pro-

pelled by an internal combustion engine
un a certain highway and did use

on such motor car a device which
allowed the e.xhaust gases from the
engine of such motor car to escape into

the atmosphere without first passing
through a silencer expansion chamber
or other contrivance suitable and
sufficient for reducing as far as m;,y
reasonably be practical the noise which
would otherwise be caused hj tlie

escape of the said gases contrary to

the L.G.B. amending regulation. Art.

11 (7) of the 19th day of November,
1912, made in pursuance of the statute

in such case provided." The police-

man acknowledged that the machine
was not noisy, but all the same I and
five others were reprimanded by the
Mayor and had to pay costs, in each
case 4s. 6d. I contend that the fact of

having a silencer and discharging the
exhaust gases into same complies with
the Act, and, if I am wrong, will you
he good enough to correct me? Up to

the present, I thought the Act was
• framed to stop those inconsiderate
riders who ride with a direct cut-out
on the exhaust pipe and progress
like a Gatling or JIaxim gun, and I

did not take the silencer cut-out to be
the one aimed at.—A. Pottekek.

We are under the impression that theusuiil

standard type of motor cycle silencer, in

which the gas is first passed through an
expansion chamber, would comply with
the Act, but if the cut-out on the silencer

were open and the machine were making
_afh undue noise, then we think you Avould

be liable. If the policeman acknowledged
ill court that the machine was not noisy,

we think you were unfairly convicted.
The Act was certainly framed to stop
riders of motor cycles from making an
undue noise, and the working of the Act
ie rather vague. However, as we in-

terpret it, provided the gas first passes
through an expansion chamber before
issuing into the air, and does not make
an undue noise when the cut-out is open,
riders cannot be summoned purely for
the use of a cut-out. It is quite possible
that in their endeavours to stamp out
noisy machines, the Benches throughout
the country will interpret the Act
differently, and it behoves motor cyclists
to render their machines as silent as
possible, i.e., to ride them with the cut-
out closed when riding through towns or
villages, and when meeting or overtaking
horse traffic. We have obtained a legal
opinion concerning the matter: this
practically confirms what we have already
written.

Ignition Troubles.

I have an old make Bat
machine, 3 or 3^ h.p., accumu-
hitor ignition, two accumulators,
about 15 amps. each. These,

to me, are a continual source of

an.xiety, lest they shouhl run out. And
I do not seem to be able to get much
above fifty miles out of each, when
fully charged, so that a long journey
is out of the question, as they take so

long to recharge. I do not want to

spend too much over the machine, as

I am afraid that if i go to the expense
of fixing a magneto, it might not
increase the value of the machine to

that extent when I want to- part from
it for a more up-to-date one. Tliis is

my first season at the game. Would
you advise me to get a dry battery, it

so what make? I am not riding every
day, and I suppose that the dry
batteries do not run down when not
in use. I have an ordinai-y trembler
coil in the box with the accumulators

;

should I have to get a special kind
for the other? I fitted a switch, so

that I make a practice of switching
off the spark immediately I finish

running. What mileage W'ould I be
likely to get out of a dry battery with
my present coil? The engine is in

good condition.—J.P.M.

It is rather difficult to know how to

advise you. Of course, if you can buy a

second-hand magneto at a cheap price it

is well worth fitting to your machine pro-

vided you intend to keep it, but, of

course, if you were selling it soon you
would not recover the value of the mag-
neto. A dry battery is perfectly satis-

factory, but works with a plain make and
break and not a trembler. Dry batteries

last different distances. You might,
perhaps, get 1,000 miles, perhaps not so

much. They deteriorate all the time,

but deterioration is slow with a good
nuike. We think the best thing would be,

if you can sec your way to do so, to lit

a magneto.

RE.XDER'S REPLY.
Fitting Nail Catchers.

I notice in Tht Mulor Oijclc of August
21st that " P.T." requires a reliable

nail guard for his motor cycle. I can
speak with great confidence of the merits

of the Chemico nail guard. I have used
one of these guards for over two years
on my motor cycle, and. althougli I have
drnie a large amount of riding, I have
never once been detained by a single

puncture. I feel, therefore, that I can
recommend this article as being abso-

lutely dependable. It is adjustable and
easily fitted.—G. P. Wilks.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience ot

others with various mot:r cycles cr accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envehpe in which the
replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries
beljw should be addressed c/o The Editor.

"S.F.B." (Purley) — 1915 two-stroke
Levis.

"R.M.W." (Didsliury).—1912 Humber
2 h.p. single-speed for town use.

"H.L." (Newport, Mon.)—A.C. Sociable
and ilorgan runabout. Speed, reliability,

consumption and comfort.
" N.vS." (Coventry). — A. S.L. -Precision.

Reliability and comfort of cushion seat,

model 1913. .

" H.R.H." (Birmingham).—Three-speed
hubs and three-speed counter-shafts,

chain and belt. Which preferable?
"W.A.G." (Coatbridge).—1913 Rover,

3^ h.p., with Armstrong JIark VI., or

Sturmey-Archer gears. Reliability and
petrol and oil consumption.
"W\H.B." (Watford).—Clyno and side-

car. Hill-climbing, consumption, flexi-

bility, and accessibility of engine. Ako
Kempshall tyres.

"""'^

A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
L. Newey (3i b.p. Ariel) rounllng one of the corners on Sliver Hill, near Keld Included in a non-stop section.
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Catalogues Received.
We have received a copy of the latest

catalogue of Wulfruna motor cycles,

which sets forth admirably the various
points of this machine.

Chains for Passenger Machines.

Hans Renold, Ltd., Manchester, are
bringing out a new ^in. pitch chain of

4,300 lbs. strength, which is specially

made for transmissions on sidecars and
cycle cars.

Business Announcement.
Mr. Harold Williamson, of the Harold

Williamson ilotor Co., is very shortly

going out to Canada to open a motor
business there. He has our best wishes
for success in his new venture.

Druid's New Address.
We are informed by Messrs. A. Drew

and Co., makers of the celebrated Druid
front forks, that expansion of their

business has necessitated the removal of

the firm to larger premises, and that in

future their address is Druid Works,
27-29, Leopold Street, Birmingham.

Autolettes Abroad.
The Enfield Autocar Company have

lately shipped "Autolettes" to Penang,
Singapore, Dunedin (N.Z.), Calcutta,

Madras, Colombo, Adelaide (S.A.), as

well as to several parts of the Continent.

Dutch Trial Tyre Successes.

Tn the Anglo-Dutch trial, four gold

medals, seven silver medals, and four
special awards were won by riders using
Dunlop tyres or belts. The special

awards included the Manufacturers' and
Traders' Union trophy for the best per-

formance by an English private' owner,
and the N.M.V. Plaque d'Honneur.

A Successful Concern.
We are informed by Bradbury and

Co., Ltd., Oldham, that they have had
a most successful financial year, the

profits being £7,327 2s. 7d. The prefer-

ence shares receive a dividend of ten
per cent, and the ordinary shares five

per cent., and £2,283 12s. 3d. is carried

forward.

F.N. Improvements.
We are informed that the carburetter

of the 2i h.p. F.N. machine will, in

future, be* fitted with an auxiliary air

valve similar to that on the 1913 5 h.p.

four-cylinder model. Amongst other re-

finements on the latest 2^ h.p. F.N. is a
tubular carrier, which pivots backwards
with the rear mudguard when one nut
is unscrewed. This enables the tyre to
be got at readily.

Lubrication.
The makers of the B. and L, forced

fight drip lubricator, Messrs. Best and
Lloyd, Ltd., Cambray Works, Hands-
ivorth, Birmingham, inform us that their
lubricator has been adopted as standard
for 1914 by the Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd.
This lubricator (which has been illus-

tiated and described in these columns)
consists of a pump and sight feed glass
barrel. The pump is filled by hand and
the oil automatically fed through the
sight feed glass by the pressure of a
coiled spring, which empties the pump
gradually, according to the adjustment
of a needle valve. A complete pumpful
can also be given at any time by means
of the hand pump without disturbing the
automatic part of the sight feed drip.

BT-1

=3S3

A Treatise on Chain Drive.

The booklet entitled "The Renold
Roller Chain Tooth Form," by Mr.
Hans Renold, and published by Hans
Renold, Ltd., Brook Street, Manchester,
is a very interesting publication, and
is well w-orth a study by those interested
in chain drive.

Hub Gears in the Six Days Trials.
Armstrong gears were very successful

in the recent A.C.TJ. Six Days Trials
at Carlisle. The winning Ariel team
were so fitted this year, a.s was also the
3-i h.p. Premier, ridden by W. B. Little,
one of the English team in the Inter-
national competition incorporated in the
Trials.

Satisfactory Belt Service.

The Midland Rubber Co., Ltd., Ryland
Street, Birmingham, have long been
famous for the excellence of their manu-
factures. Their rubber belts are admir-
able, and one of our contributors has just
written us his experiences with one of
these fitted to his 6 h.p. Zenith. He has
now run 1,150 miles, almost all of which
distance has Deen covered with a sidecar,
ana up to the present not the slightest
trouble has been experienced with the
belt. Furthermore, he has not even
shortened it, and after such a test it

speaks well for tiie excellent construction
of these belts.

SEPTEMBER 4th, igij.

Victor Tyre's Showrooms.
The Victor Tyre Co., Ltd., inform us

that they have opened West End show-
rooms at 15, Carteret Street (near
Buckingham Gate), Westminster, S.W.,
where all clericat business will in future
be transacted, and where tyres will be
fitted to customers' vehicles.

The Alpha London Agency.
Messrs. Sydney Westall and Co., Ltd.,

automobile engineers, 143-145, Great
Portland Street, W., inform us that they
have taken over the agency of the Alpha
engine manufactured by Jlessrs. John-
son, Hurley and Martin, Ltd., of

Coventry, which was described in our
issue of the 14th .iugust.

Rustproof Knamel.
Jlessrs. Pellolit, Ltd., 265, Strand,

W.C., are responsible for the introduction
of Pellolit. This is a sort of enamel which
is applied to metals by means of the
stoving process, which is perfectly proof
against rust, does not chip, and, at the
same time, possesses the excellent quality
of being an insulator both against
extremes of ' heat and cold, and also

electricity. It is elastic and is built up
in layers on the surface of the metal.
One of its uses has been for the receivers
of telephones, and we have seen some
excellent examples of these receivers
treated in this manner, one of which has
been subjected to a heavy blow. Although
at the actual point of contact the irre-

paration was removed, it Avas shown by
the presence of several curved marks that
the material had endeavoured to follow
the course of the dent, clearly prov-
ing that under ordinary circumstances
Pellolit will not chip or crack, even under
rough treatment.

THE NEW STELtlTE CYCLE CAR FORDING A STREAM.
This iliustratioD gives an idea of the ground clearance of the new Stellite cycle car described on pages 1134 and

1135 of our last issue.
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S I X
DAYS'
TRIAL.

Newland Hause.
" Excellent."

Kingsdale Hill.
" Really good.'

Tan Hill.
" Makes light

of it."

Pent Hill.

"Up magnificently.

Hollin Bank.
" Never slows
for a moment."

A lew Press
commenis on the

llatMess in the
Trials.

3 of these being "MATCHLESS" SIDECARS.

which made the best individual as well

as aggregate perlormances, gaining

GOLD, SILVER, and BRONZE MEDALS,
and furnishing the passenger machines of the team that won the

200 GUINEA INTERNATIONAL TROPHY.

Write for Catalogue and address of Agent

—then call and inspect latest models.

H. COLLIER & SONS, Ltd.,

PLUMSTEAD, LONDON.

^^^S
Does "NO INTEREST" interest YOU?

ANY NEW MOTOR CYCLE in oui' Showrooms may be purchased by

exterdcd payments at NO extra on the list price.

TERMS: A quartei' down and balance in 12 months. Example: LIST
Price, £48, or, by our method, £12 deposit, and 12 monthly instalments of £3.
PAY as you ride. Please send for order form and particulars, and let us

know your requirements.

SECOND-HAND AND SHOP-SOILED MACHINES 5% extra for extended.
404. 2^ h.p. ARNO Lightweight,

hardly used, lamp, tools, etc., light

and handy, Dunlop tyres ; £22.

875. 3a h.p. BAT-J.A.P,, igiz, 2-sp.

and free engine, spring frame, ex-

cellent for sidecar work, a nearly

new machine, Dunlop and Hutchin-
son tyres ; £35,

351. 8 h.p. BAT, 1910, very powerful,

good order (try this for passenger
work), Palmer-Kempsha 11 tyres

;

£29
396.

'

3\ h.p. BRADBURY. 1912,
standard machine, very little used,

take sidecar, Dunlop tyres ; £31 lOS,

3^ h.p. BRADBURY, standard, 1911,
powerful and reliable, Stewart
speedometer, Dunlop tyres ; £29.

989. 5-6 li.p. CLYNO, 1912, 2-speed,

free engine, -fine machine, Con-
tiuental tyres ; £45,

If you do not see

203. 5-6 h.p. CLYNO, 1912, 2-speed,

free engine, kick starter, fine Mill-

ford coach Sidecar, Kerapshall
tyres ; £52,

5-6 h.p. GLYNO, 1911, 2-speed and
free engine, kick starter, Clyno
cane Sidecar ; £43.

273. 2j h.p. J)OUGLAS, i9ir, 2-sp.t

free engine, handle starter, good
order, go anywhere, Avon tyres

;

£23.

171. 5-6 h.p. F,N., Tgi2, 2-speed,

and free engine, Englebert 650 x 05
Voiturette tyres £37 10s.

5-6 h.p. F.N., loio-rr, 1912 forks,

carrier, etc., verv qoml order ; £26
46. 2^ h.p. HAZLEWOOD, 1913.

3-?peod. sliEihttv chop-soiled, a fine

lightweight, Hutchinson tvres

;

40 Gns. (usually 45 Gns.)

exactly what you requ

402, 2 h.p. HUMBER, 1912, lady's

machine, very light, only shop-
soiled, Dunlop tvres ; £34 (cost £42)

232. 3Hi-P- HUMBER, I9r2, very
little used, 2-speed, free engine,
handle-starting, Dunlop tyres ; £39.

209. 2 h.p. NUMBER, 3-spced, 1911,
almost new, fast and light, Duulop
tyre-: ; £26.

147. 3i h.p. HUMBER, 1911, 2-speed,
free engine, handle starter, good
condition ; £28.

91. 3^ h.p. HUMBER, loii, 2-speed,
free engine, XL saddle, fme con-
dition, Dunlop tvres ; £30.

310. 7-9 h.p. INDIAN (Red), 2-speed,
free engine, very fast, good for

sidecar, Kerapshall tyres ; £42 10s.

167. 3 h.p. PEUGEOT, low frame,
Bosch. N.S.U. 2-speed, B. and B.,
etc., Hutchinson tyres

;
£16.

518. 3i h.p. P. & M., 1911, very nice
condition, 2-5peed, free engine, side-

car gears, Kempshall tyres ; £42.

452. 3^ h.p. P, & M., 1909, 2-speed
and free fiigine, good sidfcar

model, rubber-'^ludded tyres; £30.
451. 3.Vh.p. PREMIER, 1912, free

engine, very little used, right for

sidecar work, nearlv now, Dunlop
tyres ; £35.

370. 3^ h.p. PREMIER, iQir, very
strong puller, take a sidecar

;

£27 10s.

182. 4i h.p. QUADRANT, 1912,
Armstrong 3-specd hub, Bosch,
]i. and B., etc., excellent order,

Carroll slightly used coachbuilt
sidecar, Dunlop tyres; £46.

966. 3M1.P. RUDGE, free engine,

1912, B. and LJ., Service belt, back-
rest, good, Dunlop tyres ; £34.

ire, please write us, or, if possible, call.

All second-han& machines are overhauled and tested.

THE SERVICE CO., LTD.
289-292-293, High Holborn, LONDON, W.C.'Phone : Central 250.

Wires: "Admittedly."

In nnxwerino Ihesc adverlisemenls il is desirable lo mention " The Motor Cycle."
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D! O T
MOTOR CYCLES.

R
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u

Speedy. Siient. Reliable,

Notice what our Standard Touring Combinations did at

COLWYN BAY SPEED TRIALS:
CLASS ID—
F. C. Topham
E. Longden
CLASS 18

—

E. Longd n

CLASS 14

—

H. REED

8 h.p. DOT and Sidecar
8 h.p. DOT and Sidecar

FIRST.
SECOND.

8 h.p. DOT and Sidecar - SECOND.
Only beaten by lO h.p. Cycle Car.

8 h.p. DOT -

Full pJrticuIars iron:—
SECOND.

H. REED & CO.,
3S, Ellesmere St., Hulme, Manchester.

Telephone; 2125 Ceatral.

THERE'S THIS ABOUT THE

STAR
MOTOR CYCLE
"THE MOTOR OF MANY MERITS."

¥T is designed on entirely new lines

* and embodying

MANY NEW AND
ORIGINAL FEATURES

stands far ahead of the ordinary

run of motor cycles in the matter of

RELIABILITY.

The Star will do all and more than

an ordinary motor cycle will do.

The specification will interest you.— A Postcard will bring it.
—

THE STAR CYCLE Co.,
Proprietors ' The Star Engineering Co.. Ltd.,

WOLVERHAMPTON.

London and District Agents :

E. S. THOMAS & Co.,

154b, Gt. Tilchfield Street LONDON. W.

C( LINCOLN ELK" New Models, 1913.

Manufactured Completely by

J. RIRBY,
Broadgate, LINCOLN.
Telephone

:

Telesrams :

484. "ELK," LINCOLN.

Wholesale Agents for Scotland :

The North British Machine Co., Ltd.,

56 & 58. Great Clyde Street, Glasgow.

4i h.p. 2-speed Model £46
Zl h.p. Standard ,, £35
3 h.p. „ „ ,, £31 10

2i h.p. „ „ „ £29 10

All Models fitted with Palmer
Tyres, Bosch Magneto, and
Footresfs. " Druid " Spring

Forks.

Sole London Agrent:

R E Y,
Heath Street Motor Works,

5, Heath Street,

Hampstead, London, N.W.

CRAVES
MILLFORD 1913
MODEL SIDE-CARS
On Monthly Payment Terms.

Every Motor Cyclist should write at once for
our illustrated C;ilaiog'jc o/ the lalest model
MJUord Side-cars. Contains photo i'.lustralJons

and full spc'ci&calionsuf cars to fit everj' m;ike
of cycle. This Interesting book is full of iniof
ination, with practical tips and wrinkles bear-
ing on the sport. Lowest rockboKom prices
are quoted throughout, and full particulars as
lo ordering and delivery are givL-n in the
clearest possible way. WE DELIVER
any model carnage paid to approved orders
on receipt <ii a small payment with order. The
balance being payable in monthly payment.^
after delivery, if purchaser is entirely satisfied

with the car when fully examined at liis home.

J. G. GRAVES

CLINCHER TYRES
At GASH PRICES on EASY TERMS.
The CLINCHER' B Motor Cycle Tyre
with beaded edge. Cover only.

26 x 2 .. .. 21/- ,1/6 Monthly.
26x2j .. .. 27/6 -}/7 Munlhly.

The CLINCHER' A won Motor Cycle
Tyre. Beaded edge. Cover only.
26x2 .. .. 28/3 -l/'i Moiilhty.

26x2i .. .. 31/7 5/,l Monthly.
26x2i .. .. 36/2 6/- Muntlily.

Thfi CLINCHER' De Luxe Rubber
Studded Non-Skid Motor Cycle Tyre, made
with headed edgeonly. Single Covers supplied
in the following sizes :~
26x2j .. .. 39/- 6/6 Monthly.
26 X 2| (to fit 2\ rim) 45/6 7/7 Montlily.

26x2j .. .. «7/6 7/11 Monthly.
WiJiTE roR Catalogui;, Post I^'kei;.

Ltd. SHEFFIELD.

AMAC AMAC
BELT FASTENER.

ONE YEARS GLTAEANTEE. MADE OCT OF SOLID STEEL BARS.
HARDENED—UNBEEAILVBLE. "

ASTON IVIOTOR ACCESSOIflES Co. i.±<i.
97, Aston Road North, BIRIVIINGH AlVI.

AMAC AMAC
In answe.rjnr] (htse advertisements it is desirable to 7nentio}i " The Motor Cycle.
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JOHN
PIGGOTT'S

LTD
Motor Cyclists* Dust Clothing,

Sliowcrproof.
Qua!. K14. Jackets, Double Breasted
12,6 ca. Seatless Gaiter, yual. K14A.
Trousers 7/6 pair. Qual. Ki-ib. Leg-
t^in^s 5/6 pair. Qual. K15. Ditto,

Sui>crior quality Jackets, Double
l^reasted, Heavy Drill 18/6 ea. (jual.

KiSA. Seatless Gaiter Trousers 9/6 pr.

Qual. K15B. Legginys7/6 pair.

36 to 44 Chest, Stocked.

32 to 40 Waist. 31 and 33 leg to

each Waist, stocked. IVrile for palh-nis

JOHN PIGGOTT'S
SPECIALITY.

Th3 Parkhurst Daubis Breasl?d Mjtor
Jacket. Made iu heavy 1 awn I'ara-

itiatta, with Bcavertine lining. 3610.

lontj. Wind ciitTs, etc. 32,6.

Ssatless Gaiter Trous3rs. Fawn
I'aramatta. lined with Beavertine,

to match the " I'arlvhurst " Jacket.
18/9 pair.

The Ideal Dauble-Bresstod Motor Suit
Comprising Double-breasted Motor
lacket (36in. long, fitted with wind
cutis, deep storm collar, tabs on
sleeves, etc.), i pair shaped thigh

leggings. The above are made in

Double texture Fawn paramatta,
25/- complete.

The 'J.P.' 3,000 MILE
MOTOR CYCLE COVER
The Cover that HAS

stood the Test.

TESTIM05lIAL.

Barnsi-ey, June 13th, 10^3.
Dear Sirs— Please send per

return, two 26x 2jin. motor
cycle covers, for which 1

enclose P.O.O. for £3. 'Ihe
last cover I got from you has
now done over 2,yoo miles,
and is the first tyre 1 have

h«d to do so much on my
back wheel.

SEND FOR
ILLUSTRATED
MOTOR CYCLE
LIST No. 147

POST FREE.

YOUR LOCAL AGENT
will not advise you to
buy a 'J. P.' 3.000 iVIile

Tyre foi'

30/-
BECAUSE you must
deal direct.

'3,000 MILES' for 30/-
allows for no INTER-
MEDIATE PROFITS.

rite

for

Free
Section.

Sizes Stocked

:

26m. X 2in. ^ 26in.x 2 [in. 20in.x c^in.

Beaded Ede:e only.
This cover is made on the same principle as a heavy motor car I

t>Te, viz., under hydraulic pressure, and not as the usual motor I

cycle covers which are usually a glorified cycle tyre. It is com-
posed of the best I'ara rubber, and fitted with a new non-skid

tread which has been thoroughly tested and found to be an
absolute preventative of skidding. We are so confident of th9

wearing properties of this tyre that we are guaranteeing it for

3,000 Miles.
Guaranteed
3,000 MILES.
With or without

sidecar.

A Written Guarantee
en:)osed with every

Covsr as follows

:

3,000 Miles.

30/-

117-118, Cheapside
And MILK STREET,

LONDON, E.C.

Read this convincing letter from a

"SCOTT"
rider, and the wonderful results obtained with a LUKIN
Single Control Carburetter.

Dear Sirs. May 1st, 1913.

1 have nothing but salislaotion and pleasure to express as the result of several

hundred miles of trial ol the LUKIN Carburetter on my " Scott " motor cycle.

1 have got between 75 and 80 m.p.g. on it with the LUKIN.
The flexibility which the LUKIN has given me with the "Scott" engine is most

satisfactory. 1 can drive entirely on single throttle lever and acceleration after

turning corners on the le\el, and on hills is quicker and more certain than anything
I have experienced with a motor cycle.

Today 1 have driven my "Scott" from Dorking to Coldharbour with the

steep gradient and continuous hill of 4 miles, on the top gear all the way, and never
below 13 to 20 m.p.h., without the slightest sign of the engine faltering.

1 am, yours .faithfully, (Sgd.) name on application.

Kiders of the " SCOTT " or any other motor cycle cannot follow a wiser course than fit the Lukin car-

buretter. . It completely transforms the running of the engine and entirely eliminates the drawbacks of
the old double control system.

It imparts the flexibility of a Car to a Motor Cycle.
Full particulars from—

LUKIN, Ltd., The Ride, Newcomen St., Borough, London, S.E.
Telegrams—"Autocarbur. Scdist, London." Telephone—10S3 Hop.

F^ =T^

In ansioering thest adverlisements it is desirable to mtiUion " T/ie Motor Cycle. B23
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THE DALU
As illustrated with 3 links, 1/6.

Made in Jin,, Jin., and lln, sizes.

N02 ~ N°3
BEI_T PASTENER.

CORRECT IN PRINCIPLE
EFFICIENT IN PRACTICE

The Da.ll is easiest to couple up, detach, or adjust.

Every part guaranteed for 1,000 miles.

THE DALL TROUSER GUARD
the only real and effective guard on the

market.

1/6, Postage Id. From all Agents.

DAL!., U»clyba.rtB<c, Pi-Fe.

Height Increased.
If you are under 40, I can in-

crease your height by from two
to three inches within 3months.
No appliances, no drugs, no
dieting. Send three penny
stamps for particulars of my
wonderful system. ARTHUR
GIRVAN, Specialist ip the
Increase of Height(De"pt.K), 1 7,

Stroud Green Rd.. London. N,

Adjustable Tappots for Triumphs.

I have introduced this longf-desired.
luxury. Fit them and the engine can
now be tuned to a nicety.
Accurately machined and hardened.
The head is fitted with a removable
Fibre SILENCING DISC.
Price 6/6 per pair or 3/6 each^ post
Iree. State year of make when ordering

ARTHUR W. BOND,
21.3, 247, Eiiston Eoad. LONDON, N.W.

THE L.M.C.
LONDON GENERAL AGENCY.

ALFRED WASTNAGE,
3. Park Crescent Mews East, Great Portland St., W.

TRIAL RUNS ARRANGE:D.

September 4th, 1913.

WHEN FITTED
WILL PASg THEOUGH

30 LslCH SPACE.

IE WlNCyCLE TRADI NG CO. LTD ^^
s. Great Saffron h ill. London, e c

CYLINDER
GRINDING

with guaranteed accuracy.

J. C. DALMAN & SONS,
BIRMINGHAM.

Quality and Cheapniess Combined.
Immediate dispatch

of Cycle Houses from

£2-7-6.
Send to-day for cat-'

alogue, or call and
inspect for proofa.

Telephone : Putney
786,

South Western Timber Co.
High Street,

FULHAM, W.

SILENCE
ENTLEMEN!

Silence Those Exhausts! }^^:\^^.
THE "WILLBRO" EXTENSION (Regd.)
Clieape'^t, Lightest. Most Eflicient on the Marltet. Thousands
in use all over the World. Fits Bradhurys, Trinmpha, B.S.A..

- Matchless, or any Flat Silencers in a few seconds.
Price 12/6, Onlor at once.

WILLMOTT'S MOTORIES, Manufacturers, NORWICH
'Tnulc Supplied).

— — TRADE F>RIOES — —
Cylinders Rebored up to 70 mm., with Pistons, Rings

and pin, 14/6
Specialists in Engine, Magneto, and Welding Repairs.

WE ARE the ACTUAL MAKERS of REPLACEMENTS
Pistons, Rings, Koda. Sliafts, Bushes, Gears. Valves. Pulleys.

etc. Price. List on ApplicatiLm.

WHEN YOU COME TO LONDON. GARAGE ATNOBLE & CO., AUTOMOBILE ENGINEERS,
9 & 1 1 , Surrey Row, & 11 5, Blackfriars Rd., London, S.E.

MANCHESTER
BAT, CLYNO & A.J.S.

SOLE AGENTS:
L. F. HARVEY & CO.,

227, Deansgate, MANCHESTER.

DEAL LUBRICATIOW

!

JUNIOR

TOURIST TROPHY
RACE -

FIRST !

SECOND !

THIRD !

Machines were fitted with the
BEST Semi-Automatii: Lubricator.

ORDER AT ONCE 11/- EACH.
ADAMS MOTOR ACCESSORY Co.

10, Northumtierland Road,

NEWCASTLE- ON-TVNE.

MpTOTlgciE
((
IS

9»the tnediunv,

says Mr. S. Ascott,

36, Rye Lane, London, S.E.

Here is

his Letter:
"

I beg to acknowledge receipt of

" P.O. which you have kindly re-

" turned owing to the fact that I

" inadvertently sent it not knowing

" that my brother had disposed of

" the machine.

"
I may add it was through your

" journal that it was disposed of. -

"It is THE medium."

Have you made
sSaba

SELF-ALIGNING
DOUBLE ROW

TRADE MAKK.

BALL BEARINGS

B24

for your new machine ? Don't be put off with any laik of "just as good." There is no other type of bearingi

which will help the machine to weather the ravages of rough roads as will "SfCEFKO" SK.F.

Write for Catalogue and full particulars.

THE SKEFKO BALL BEARING CO., LTD..
Telegramf-" Ske/ko, LiUon." Head Office & Works : LUTON, ENGLAND. Telephone 4is Luton,

London Office : Carlton House, Regent Street. S.W.
Telegra-nia—' Skefko. Piccy, London." Telephone—9641 Gerrard.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention * The Motor Ctjde."
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MAXIMUM QUALITY.

MINIMUM GUST.
lAory" CO RO>JET" SIDECAR is made to

-fy. Every purchaser gets the benefit of ou/

,-;^^ tical experience. If you desire comfort,

elegance, and rcHability, the " CORONET " will

meet your requirements. Our underslung frame
has manju-advautages. Write now for

particulars.

MODEL 1.—High-class canoe front body, quick

detachable Joints, £6 <a:.

\ A

MODEL 9.—Underslung frame, body fitted

with side door, sides and floor lined to excluc^e

draughts. *" Coronet " detachable joints. £7 7s.

MODELS.—Underslung frame, high-class reed
cane body, sides and floor lined to exclude
drauphts. "Coronet" detachable joints.

£B 17$. ed.

MODEL 7.—Underslung frame, conch-built

I jdy, tool-box under front, also under seat.

\ real high-class sidecar. £10 15s.

SENT CARRIAGE PATD.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

BOQTH'S MUTURIES,
Keighley Mills,

Bedford Street North,
H A LI FAX.

Telephone 1062.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

HITCHINGS', Ltd., 74, Bold St.. Liverpool.

ATCTILESS
seuijifives.

Agents, Hitehinge', Ltd., eole repre-

Ltd., sole representa-TEIUMPH Agenta. Hitchings'.
tiviv.

RELIABLE Second-hand Mucliinea.—Hit-chings'. Ltd..
have H bit" veputulion for absolutely reliable eeeond-

li:inds nt reasniiiiUle prices. Tivo 1912 2-6peed Slattli-
I'ss sidePiir i-oiubinatious, one 1912 Budge, oue 1911
llniubor. 1 19iO Triumph. 1 1908 Triumph. au<i 1907

j
Triimiph in stdtk ntiw. All guaranteed, iut^pection aud

j
oftVrs inriti>d.~Fnr t\;iurtef;r. business-like attention, and
entile -sjiti-factitiu, deal ivith Hitchings'. Ltd., 74, Bold
St.. Liv.'rpool.

\rELOCE Liphtweight. 2-3peed gear, mechanical lubri-
liition. ihe sweetest running and most etfitient

lightweight nmt-hinp ou the market, lift price, with
Icdtboiiids, £51 one only left: a bargain at £44; crated
find curri;igL- (mid—Hitehinge. Ltd., 74, Bold St., Liver-
ppoi. [1725

]0 13 Triumph, t^taudard. new condition. Philipson
•-' autormitic pulley; £39. — Park, Wigan Lane.

Wigfin. [S8336
TBIU:\U'H. 1910. F.E., plating and enamel ae -aov^.

mnv hf iiings throughout ; £27.—Savile Eoyd, SaviU-
Ed.. Halifax. [1155

F.N., 2i4h.p-, 2-tipeed. 1911, good running order, tyres
nearly new; £18.-36, Mersey Ed., Heaton Merriry,

Manchester. [X8014

REX. 5-6b.p. twin, perfect, only done 3.000 miles;
£25. lowest.—Pardy, Bird in Hand, Elkington.

near Shctlield. [X7947

A.S.L. SECURES GOLD MEDAL
IN SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

We can sell you nne of these capable machines, listid nt

£52 los., for £35 10s. only, or we will accept easy paym(nts
as below.

£9 down and 12 monthly payments of £2 53.

secures a Brand New

1913 £52 10s. MACHINE.
Fitted with 3J h.p. Precision engine, Bosch weatherproo'

magneto, Best and Lloyd drip feed lubricator, Hutchin'^c n

rubber-studded tyres, handle-bar control, and complete

\vith stand, carrier, number-plates, toolbag, and sp.ire

spring. Limited number only. If you are a cash buyer

we will

ALLOW A DISCOUNT.

We will take your present machine in exchange if

required. We _\vill supply 2-spced gear and free engine

RCDGE Multi. 1912-13, very good condition, new
bark tvre, new belt, lamp, horn, etc.; £43.—Holv-

well Hall, Halifax. [1154

DUDfiE. F.E.. 19121/.. new condition, perfect: £36;
-tv appniutnient only.—Bradley. St. Michael's Crescent.
Headiugley. Leeds. rX8262

1 Q09',o Triumph, ju.st enamelled, climb anything, good
J-i' tyres and tubes, acce-ssories ; £22, or near offer.

— 17, Moorgaie, Bury. [X8178

1 Q12 Budge, free engine, splendid condition, fast, new
X *J inch belt and lamp, spares ; £37.—Collins, 5.

Promenade, Bridlington. [1278

SCOTT, 1913, perfectly new, in crate, unahle to
accept delivery; £59 for quick sale.—Grifton,

52, Barnsley St., Wigan. [X8287

33.h.p. Clarendon, Clincher, h.b.c., splendid goer; ac-
4 cept £4 and good cycle, gramophone, or type-

writer.—35, Torter St., Hull. [1236

"I Q13 Scott, done 500 miles only, absolutej^y a^ new,
!
X t/ property of doctor,

MAor Cycle Offi'Cd,

bought car; £52.-
Coven*rr.

Box 4,022,
[X8290

"I QIO 2-6peed and Free Engine Roe, in first-class run-
Xt/ ning order; £20. — 6, Firgrove Terrace, Glass-
houses, Pateley Bridge, Yorkshire. rX8278

1 Q12 Douglas, in fine order, climb anywhere, £29;
X«7 1911 2-speed Douglas. £28: 1911 standard Doug-
la^. £26.—Cross, jeweller, Rotberham. [X8291

ZENITH. 1913. 6h.p.. kick starter, clutch, not done
500 miles: cost £78/15, will take £60.—Cook,

sad<Uer, 454. Atterclitfe Rd.. Sheffield. [1217

3Xh.p. Premier, done 4,000 miles, new 2-speed, free
2 eneine just fitted, lamp, horn, perfect condition;

£34.-"Whitlam, 66. Boothferry Rd., Goole. [X7668

TRIUMPH, 191IV2. free engine, absolutely perfect.
Luras lamp, horn, mirror, spares: £30.—Andrews,

Station Rd.. Higher Openshaw, Manchester. [X8240

BRADBURY, 3'/j'h.p.. N.S.U, 2-speed, adjustable
pulley, new Whitsuntide, little used, lamp, horn

;

£43.-68. Mount Pleasant, - 3aTrow-in-Furnes.s. [X8344

"I Qll Triumph, bought new 1912, Sturmey-Archer 3
J-*J speed, free engine, perfect condition: £59; trial

any time.-Howarth, 107, Willis St., Warrington. [X7645

WE are clearing our several shop-soiled 1913 Zeniths,
wliich have never been used, at a substantial din;-

louut off list price.—Write Hitchens', Ltd.. Morecambe.
[0534

MAY We Suggest that if your local agent has not the
motor cycle or cycle car that you are wantinc, you

;if:k him to write to ilitchens'. Ltd., Morecambe, for
same. [0331

SCOTT. 1913, perfectly new. unable to accept delivery,
bought other make; would sacrifice deposit of 10%

for quick sale.—Waite, Ferrybridge Rd., Caetleford.
[X7121

F'.N. Lightweight, under-geared pulley, Bosch, lib.
accest^ories, puarauteed: no exchanEes

,

£9/10.— Beeslev. Chariest own, Blackley. Manchester.
rX8303 I

WHAT Offers?—1912 F.E. SV-jh-p. Bradbury. Pedlev '

2i/''in. back ivre, 2 belts, perfei-t order; no reason-
!

able offer refused.-Henderson, 101, Merefield St.. Rmh- '

dale. [X8379

TRIUMPH, free engine, 1911: Rover, free engine.
1912; Triumph, standard, 1910; Triumph, free

engine. 1909; all in excellent running order.— Storkdale,
Lythara. - [X8797

"|Q13 Precision, 3',^h,p., Druid forks, B. and B. car-
XJ/ buretter, Bosch luaff., adjustable pulley. Dunlops,
new, guaranteed; £33, usual £40.-65, Manchester Rd..
Burnley, [1213

lor £6 e,\tra. Don't miss this barj-fain

OFFERS WANTED FOR THE FOLLOWING:

New IQ13 3-specd 3A h.p. HUMBER.
8 h.p. BAT-J.A.P.,'l^ and M. 2-speed £35 10

3.\ h.p. REX, 1900 model, magneto £15 10
4' h p. Twin N.S.U. on Kex Irame, magneto £13 10

3ih.p. PREMIER, igiiJ, B.S.A. 2-speed £32 10

34 h.p. HUMBER, 1913, 3-speed model, done about

200 miles, complete with sidecar £48

8hp G.W.K., 10:2 model, not much used £98
2 h.p. HUMBER'Lightweight, 1912 £25

32 h.p. A.S.L., brand new, 1913 model £35 10

3i h.p. PREMIER, 1913 model, 3 speeds, only run

500 miles £46 10

6 h.p. BAT, 1013, chain drive, like new £58 10

3I h p N.8.U., free engine, splendid order £19 10

3j h.p. QUADRANT, 1908, magneto £15 10

TWIN HUMBER, igi:: Lightweight, free engine .. £29 10

2 h.p. MOTOSACOCHE. 1910, magneto £15

3?. h.p. REX, 1910 model £17 10

SCOTT, 1909, 2 speeds, nice condition £23 10

MORGAN Runabout, 1912, screen, hood, side tool

boxes, new 3in. lyre 69 Gus.

6 h.p. TWIN REX, magneto, H.B. control £12 10

3I h.p. QUADRANT, magneto, spring forks Jill 10

3; h.p- REX £4 15

6 h p. REX Sidette, 1913 model ; cost £So £49 10

3}, h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907 model £18 10
""

h.p. BAT-J.A.P., 2 speeds, with £g Sidecar £39 10

2^ h.p. M.M.C., h.b. control £4 15

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.
ENGINES.

Nearly new .\\ h.p. PRECISION £12 10

3*h.p. QUADRANT £3

3I h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907, with magneto £7 10

6 h.p. Twin REX, silencer, carburetter, magneto £7 10

3 h p ALCYON, with silencer £118
3 h.p. QUADRANT £1

MISCELLANEOUS.
New Cane Sidecar Body, side door £2 10

Stewart-Precision Carburetter, h.b. control £1

Nearly new Binks Carburetter £1

New Aniac, h.b. control

Good Sidecar basket .

.

New Wicker Sidecar Body, side door £1

Ditto, canoe front

Good Rigid Sidecar £3 7

Nearly new Coronet Sidecar £4 10

Bosch Magneto, suit Triumph £2 "

New 26x2} Heavy Rubber-studded Hutchinson £1

New 26x2i Heavy Rubber-studded Clincher .. £1

New 28 X 2"\Vired Cover
N.S.U. forecar, cane body, less tyres

Triumph Pattern Handle-bars, lin. stems
Longuemare or N.S.U. Carburetters

2-cvlinder Plain Coil

26 X 2Jt Front Wheel, with Dunlop tyre

New Twin Bosch DAV Magneto. 45", 48''. and 50*^

New 1013 Armstrong Mark VI. 3-speed Gears.

from stnck. Trade supplied.

Nearly-ntw Mark VI. 3-speed Gear £5 15

New Coach-built Sidecar Body, side door £3 10

New Mirror Lens Lamp and Generator 13

lowest Massive Horns, ebony finish 9
New Lamp, with generator and bracket

5
17
10
9
19

2
3
5
9
17 6
4 6
2 6
5 6
17 '6

£2 19 6
Delivery

9
6
918

Booth's Motorics,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Street North,

HALIFAX
Telephone roG2.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advcrtisememt. and the date of the issue. A27
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New fully guaranteed 6 h.p. REX de Luxe
(list price £62 los.), 2 speeds, etc., etc., 1913
latest model (not 1912J), also Portland £13 13s.
Sidecar, lounge body type (or special coachbuilt
if desired, F.R.S. 8ooft. beam 58/6 lamp set,
post or double-note horn, full kit of tools, and
registered free of charge.

RRiCE £TO 00 ^
write for particulars.

E.XCHANGES ARRANGED.
Easy Pa>'ment Terms : £17 10s. deposit and

12 monthly payments of 87/6. Delivery on
first pa>Tnent. SEE WHAT WE SAVE YOU ?

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
ALL GUARANTEED.

Full Specification on Request.
1912 ZENITH, 6 li.p., Canoelet Sidecar . . . £50
1912 MATCHLESS, 8 h.p,, free engine ... £49
1912 MATCHLESS, 6 h.p., T.T. model ... £40
1912 REX, 5 h.p. Portland Sidecar £47
J912 BRADBURY, 3i h.p., 2-speed, Sidecar £40
igi2 BRADBURY, 3i h.p., iVIontgomerySc. £41
1912 PIERCE, 5 h.p., 4-cyUnder, 2 speeds £45
1912 BAT, 6 h.p., spring frame £30
1912 NUMBER, 2 h.p., lightweight £22
rgi2 PREMIER, 2ih.p., 3-speed model.
igri F.N., 2^ h.p., 2 speeds £25
rgii INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2 speeds, and Sidecar £42
1911 V.S., 7-9 h.p., 2 speeds, French grey £33
1910 V.S., 5-6 h.p., 2 speeds, spring forks.. £26
1910 ENFIELD, 2;} h.p., tvvin-cylinder .... £20
1909 HUMBER, 3.', h.p., 2 speeds. Sidecar £24
2 h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, magneto machine £11
2 h.p. MINERVA, excellent order £6
2j h.p. KERRY, magneto ignition £12
jj h.p. N.S.U., magneto, nice lightweight . . £9
5 h.p. F.N. Cycle Car, 2 speeds, 4 wheels. . £40
5 h.p. REX, twin, wants repairs £9
i^ h.p. F.N., 4-cyUnder, needs overhaul ... £8

Deferred Payments, ;% extra.
EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

NEW 1913 MODELS.
Delivery from stock.

TRIUMPH, 3}li.p., 3-speed, " C " £59 15
ZENITH, 6 h.p. model, kick start £78 15
REX, 3J h.p. model, 2-speed £49
B.S.A., si h.p., 2-speed, chain drive . . , £60
PREMIER, 3i h.p., 2-specd gear £56
REX, 6 h.p. model, 2-speed £54

Trade supplied.

i

I

Maides
MOTOR MART
136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
'Grams: Abdicate, Wesdo, London. 'Phone: 552 Mayfair.

lEi MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Ih.p. Motosacoche, June, 1911, spares, new Brown

^2- and Barlow carburetter, excellent condition; anv
trial; £19/10.-WMtiaker, 63, Union Rd., Oswaldt-
wistle. Lanes. [1165

SHOP-SOILED Unueed 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination

;

makers' price £92/10, our price £82/10 cash;
guaranteed.—The Motor Mart Co., Old Lancaster Ed.,
Morecambe. [0332

1 Q ] 3 [May) Special 3%h.p. T.T. Ivy Precision, ridden
-L*J 3 50 miles, and absolutely aa new, specially tuned
by Bakers and Newuiann ; £33/10.—E.S.M., 18 Thomas
St., Manchester. -

[1344

1 013 41i.p. Kynoch and Coachbuilt Sidecar and acces-
J-t/ eories, complete, Sturmey-Archer 3-6peed, free
engine, run 700 miles : death cause selling ; highest
ofEer.-Beswick, Golborne. [XBISS

SHOP-SOILED Zeniths.—We have several models,
never been on road, which we are prepared to

sacrifice at ridiculous prices for cash. — Particulars.
Hitcheus, Ltd., Morecambe. [1156

TO Scott Ag-ents, and to agents in districts where not
represented.—We can deliver Scott machines from

stock on good trade terms. Write for our list at once.
—Hitchens, Ltd., Morecambe. [0333

TEIUMPH, free engine, 1912 engine, just overhauled
by makers, and not since used, £25; also sidecar,

£3; seen after 8th September.—Sutclifle, 30, St. Hilda's
Ed., Old Trafford, Manchester. [X8030

RUDGE, 3V2h.p., free engine, late 1911, guaranteed
perfect, Clincher, Bates, both new, lamp, horn,

etc., carefully used, 30 gns. ; cane torpedo sidecar, with
side door, £4/10, bargains.- 10, Crescent Ed., Southport.

[1139
3ih.p. Matchless, good order, £25; 1913 Morgan run

a about, good order, £65; 1912 Clyno, £55, or
oflei :

4iy4h.p. Precision and sidecar, 2-speed, and free
engine, £40.—Particulars, Chadborn, Motors, Ilklev.

[1214WE have a few brand new 1913 motor cycles of
various makes, which we are interested in eelling

on best cash, deferred, or exchange terms, the latter
only on low-priced machines.—Write, stating require-
ments and allowances. The Motor Mart Co., Old Lan-
caster Ed.. Morecambe. [1171

1 Q13 Premiers, 3Voh.p., 2-speed or 3-speed models,
J-*/ £43 to clear; also ch.p. Enfield, latest type.
£42; 4h.p. New Hudson counter-shaft drive sidecar
combination, £60; 6h.p. Enfield combination, coach
body, £74; all perfectly new, shop-soiled only.—
Timberla,ke, King St., Wigan. [X8283

31,h.p. 1910 Minerva, mag. ignition, good order;
2 £12/10.—Timberlake, Wigan. [X8284

SCOTT, late 1912V2, perfect order, condition as new,
Tised demonstrations -only, not done 500; £49.—

Timberlake, Wigan. [X8285

33.h.p, Humber Lightweight, 3-speed 1912 model,
4 new; £36, list £52/ 10.—Timberlake, Wigan.

[X8286
WHAT Offers for new unridden 1912 6h.p. Matchless.

3i/2h.p. Zenith. 3i/.h.p. Bradbury, ditto 2-speed,
and Armstrong. 3-speed James ; sole agents for P. and
M.. Scott, and A.J.S., delivery from stock; sidecars at
a big reduction if supplied with a machine.—W.F. and
Co., 5, Cheltenham Parade, Harrogate. [X8394

NOKTHEEN Depot, Ltd., Everything Motorish, Leece
St., Liverpool.—Kes-Jap solo and sidecar combina

tiona in stock ; Millford Heralds, Corvettes, Premier
sidecars in stock ; D.A. cylinders. Biggest exhibition
accessories in the north at popular prices. Northern
.special oilskin motor cycle suits, with belt, 30/6, as fold
elsewhere 45/-. Call and examine stock without obliga-
tion t-o purchase. [317386

SECTION in.
Carnarvon, Denbigh,- Flint, Cheshire, Derhy,

Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth,

1 Q12 James, 2-speed, kick starter; £35.—Marston's,
J-fSO. Argyll St., Birkenhead. [X3353

1 Q13 3-speed Triumph Irom stock, 1913 T.T. free eii-

-i-iJ gine Triumph from stock, 1913 F.E. roadster
Trimiiph from stock, 1913 T.T. Budge from stock; ex-
changes.—Marston's, 50. Argyll St., Birkenhead. [X8357

A.J.S., 6h.p. and 25/ih.p., in stock for iiumediate de-
livery.—Nelson. Gloddaeth St., Llandudno. 1X3263

DOUGLAS, 1913, model K, free engine, kick starter,
as new.— Offers to 'Southern, Friar Gate, Derhy.

[X8300
SCOTT, brand new 1913 model, unused, shop-soiled

only: great bargain, £59/10.—Moss, Wem.
[X8279

HUMBEE. SVoh.p.. 3-speed, 1913. ab.5olutely new:
reasonable offer wanted.— 155, Gerard St., Derby.

[1307
INDIAN, 7-9h.Pj 1912%, free engine, perfect condi-

tion: £40.—Stanton, Finchfleld Ed., Wolverhamp-
ton. [1221

1 Q13 St. p. Enfleld, run 200 miles, perfect condition.
-ItJ £42; 1913 Douglas, model O, £48.—Thos. Booth.
Frodsham. [X8307

CALCOTT Lightweight, 1912%, perfect, a really re-

liable machine; £23.—Pane, Fairmount. Deganwy,
North ^Vales. [X8202

TRIUMPH, 1909. £10 spent on engine and magneto
this year; bargain, £25.—Clifford, Jarman. Oak-

dene. Wrexham. [1284

I

P

i

James

GROSE
LTD.,

Telephones :

7713 Central

IS97 North.

OLD JEWRY, CHEAPSIDE, E.C.,
and at 255-257. Holloway Bd., London. N.

Pillion Seats, upholstered in green 12/6
CARBIDE CARRIERS, Chemico pattern ... 1/.
COWEY SPEEDOMETER.. :.. 70/-
SIDECAR APRONS 4/6
Tubular Footrests, fit ijin., rubber ends ,*, 3/11
Roni Burners 6d
BACK RESTS, fit any saddle 2/6
Motor Cycle Tool-rolls, canvas 1/3

„ „ „ leather 1/6
Patchquick Outfits lOJd.andl/IOJ

GET our LIST.
Special prices quoted.

Motor Cycling Caps, with ear rolls 2/6
Combined Footrcsts and Brakes 13/6
RUBBER GOGGLES, n-ith spares pair 6id.
Sidecar Lamp-brackets 1 /fl

Top Tube Generator Brackets 9d. & 1 /-

HANDLE-BAR MIRRORS 1 /3,1 /3,3;-,4/-
Toolbags to clip on side of carrier 3/6
HANDLE-BARS, various shapes, Triumph, etc. 4/9
Hook-end Handles, Bluemel's Celluloid pair 1 /10
MAGNETO COVERS, Rubber each 1/9
TAN LEATHER RACING CAPS with ear rolls 4/S
SUITS—Waterproof, double breasted, high

storm collar, dust and windproof,
fawm, double te-Xture (worth 25/-) 16/6

LEGGINGS only pair 6/6
SEATLESS TROUSERS only pair 9/6

Exbaust Valves, to suit all engines each 2/6
PEDLEY |in. BELTS I „_

"

foot 1/9
PEDLEY lin. BELTsl^^" „. . foot 2/3
PEDLEY IJin. BELTS J

S""^°*«'='l- foot 2/6
2/6 allowance for old belts.

JONES SPEEDOMETER (soiled) 54/-
LEATHER BELTING, 3 ply, F lOld., r"1/-ft.
CARBURETTERS—Brown & Barlow 30/-

., Lightweight 28/-
Senspray 42/-
B.S.A. 45/-

We allow up to 20/- for old carburetters.
SILENT SILENCERS, The "Grose" .. each 2/6
DUST SUITS 7/6, 9/-, 11/6
Belt Fasteners, Simples Hook each 4id.
Tubular Back Carriers each 379
igrs PEDLEY Covers, 26x2! 48/-

26X2J 53/-

„ „ ,, 26x3, to fit 2} ... 73/5
R.O.M., Rlichelin, Palmer, Avon, Dunlop, Clincher,

etc.. Covers in Stock. 12/- allowance tor old covers,

RED INNER TUBES, guaranteed.
26 X 2in. . . Plain, 5/6 . . Butted, 7/J
26x2iin. .. ., 6/3 ,. „ 8/-
26x2*in. .. „ 7/B .. „ 10/-

1913 B &~B CARBURETTER (soiled) complete 22/$
1913 AMAC CARBURETTER (soiled)complete 23/6 i

ARMSTRONG 3-speed and Free Engine __ _
Hub, Mark 111., complete with levers £3 5
and controls, and belt rim new.

1313 IVIOTOR CYCLES in Stock.
B.S.A., chain drive, 2-speed £60
TRIUMPH, 3 speed £59 15

Model R DOUGLAS £52
Model P DOUGLAS £48
P. & M £63
SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.

T.A.C., 4 cyl., and sidecar £30
1912 TRIUMPH, Free engine 840
1912 21 h.p. ENFIELD, bargain £25
1909 TRIUMPH, bargam £25

3PECIAL.
HUTCHINSON 1913 Covers, soiled but guaranteed.
Brooklands, 26X 2, 12/6 ; 26X 2i, 15/6.
Tourist Trophy, 26X zi, 21 /6 ; 26 x 2}, 22/6.
Passenger 26x21, 27/9-, 26x2!, 28/9.

Cash returned if not satisfied.

SilDECARS.
Wicker open toe £4 15

Wicker canoe toe £5

„ ,, „ side dooi £5 5

Coach-built, Canoelet pattern £8 10
All sidecars fitted with Hutchinson Tyres and quick

detachable joints.

Complete stock of B.S.A. Motor Cycle parts.

Motors taken in exchange. Est. r876.
Terms—Nett Cash. WRITE FOR LISTS.

A28 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SCOTT'S
VICTORIA MOTOR HOUSE,

Powell Street, Halifax.

Telephone : 433.
Telegrams : SCOTf'S, Powell St. Halifai.

WE CAN SUPPLY ANY MAKE OF NEW
MACHINE FROM STOCK.

SOLE AGENTS FOR

Hupmoblle and N.S.U. Runabouts.

p. & M., 1913 model, new. in stock £65
RUDGE Multi, Like new, 1913, not done

1 .000 miles £45
RUDGE Mulli, very good order £42
ZENITH, 6 h.p., 1912 £50
RUDGE. standard, 1912 £30
TRIUMPH, 1911, clutch model £31
REX, ii h.p., 1911, clutch model £30
P. & M., 1909. A beauty £27 ID
N.8.U., 4 h.p., 1910, 2 speeds, free engine,

and Sidecar £32 10
REX Speed King, 1911, M.O.I.V.S., very

good order £27
N.S.U., 3j h.p., very good condition, 2

speeds, Sidecar £27 10
N.S.U., 4^ h.p., 1000 model, 2 speeds, etc. £27 10
TRIUMPH, 3.V h^p., 1908, very good

condition £25

£5 down and 5/- weekly
secures any o( (he (ollowing

:

MOTO-REVE, 1910 £18
TORPEDO-FAFNIR, 3.V h.p., Mabon,

Uoich. B. and B £20
QUADRANT, 3* h.p., Bosch, B. and B.

\ beauty £18
ANTOINE, 5 h.p., B. and B., magneto

ignition £15
F.N., 4-cvlinder, take sidecar £15
MINERVA, 2j h.p., splendid hill-climber.. £10
AUTO MOTOR, 3 h.p., good hill-climber.. £8
REX, 3J h.p., Mabon clutch, fitted with

I-orecar £12
DE DION, 2 h.p. A beauty £7 10
CLEMENT-GARRARD £6 10
Second-hand £8 8s. Sidecar for £3 10
jj b.p. Singer Engine and Magneto, etc.,

good working order £3

FORO CAR, 1912, fitted with detachable
wheels, electric lamp and spare wheel, etc., cost

£225, price £35.

Great Reduction of 10%
in Sidecars.

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE.

LUXURIOUSLY UPHOLSTERED.
\'alue unequalled.

Footrests, post paid, 3/10.

Neil GEARS, suitable for any
w«U» make of motor cycle.

Delivery from stock.
Writt for Booklet and let us quote you.

(Trade supplied.)

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ROVLIR. 1913, 3 fippe<](<, toniiilete, TjiKilrt Uimi>, horn,

spt'L'domettr, liuo couditiou ; £45.—P. J. Kvaas,
.ToIiD Bright St.. Birmiuptiuin. [X8221

SCOTT, 1913. nnd MiUford sidecar, all spares, eplen-
did L'ouditicm; £62.— i'. J. Evane, Birminpliam.

[X8222
N.S.IT., 1913, 31i.p., 2 speeds, twin, brand new; list

£52/10, .-siicritl-e £36.-1'. J. Evans, Birminpbuui.
[X8223

TIT^TCULESS. .1913, 8b. p, 2 spe^ds^ npares, and
sidecar; cost £100, accept £68.-

iiingbam.
P. J. Evans, Bir

[X8224

HUMBER, 1913, 3speedfl. SVsh.p., aud £12/12 Canoe-
let sidecar, shop-soiled; £58. complete. — P. J.

Evans. Birmingham. • rX8225

BRAl^BtTUY. 1913. 3'^.Ii.p., 3 speeds. Bhop-soiled

;

£48, lirt price £60.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.,

Hirminb'haiu. ^[X8226

FORWARD, 1912. 2^4h.p. twin, just overhauled;
£20; guaranteed perfect condition.—P. J. Evans,

Jiirmiueham. [X8227

BAT, 1913. 3'/'li-p., 3 speeds, Kempslialls, nearly new;
£42.— P. J. Evans, John Bright St.. Birmiuphain.

[S8228
ZENITII, 1911. 3Vl'1i.P-. Gradua gear, wicker sidecar;

£50, perfect condition.—P. J. Evans, Birmingham.
[X8229

ENFIELD 1912 6h.p. Coach Combination, splendid
nrder; £50.-P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Bir-

luingham. rX8230

ROVER, 1912^'i, 1913 improvements, fipeedometer, all

aceessorie.^, like new; any trial; £48.—F. Taylor,
Saracen's Head. Corley. ^ [X7464

1 Q13 Model R Donplas. guaranteed faultless and rer-
J-t/ feet: £43, 'or exchange for SV^^-P. and cash.—
15, Hales St.. Coventry. [X8174

A.J.S., 2-speed, 2\Wli.ji., 1911-12, perfect condition,
lamp, horn. etc. ; cost £45, accept £25.—Wood-

bines. Earlsdon Av., Coventry. [X8108

TRIUMPH, 1912, free engine, Luca.s King Road,
horn, t^pares, carefully used .solo week-ends; £41.—

Gardner, 25, Bowling Green St., Leice>'ter. [X7946

ROVER, 1913, 3-8peed. nearly new, all accessories,
with or tt ithout eidecar : no reasonable offer re-

iiised. mu^-t sell.-Bett. East Kirkby. Spilsby. rX8320

RUDGE, 1912, F.E., 3\Qi.p., new Pahiier cord, new
Dunlop belt, excellent condition, silent; £33.—

Cole, 34, Constance Ed., Edgbaston, Birmingham. [1215

LEVIS, in fine condition, only re-bur^hed lat^t week,
new belt and tvres, lamp, horn, carefully used ; a

bargain. £15/10.-A. E. Shale, 22, South St., Coventry.
[X8109

ij^h.p. Regal-Precision, 1913, Armstrong 3-6peed, free
'-W 4 engine, fa^st, as new, all spares ; owner bought
rar ; £33.—Cottisbrooke, Park Rd-, Moseley, Birming-
ham. [X8239

ZENITH, J. A. P., 4h.p., 1911, spares, lamp, horn,
clutch, lever, extra tank for paraffin, automatic

hibi^cation ; £27 cash ; deposit system.—Robinson, Par-
ade, Leamington. [X7651

RUDGE Multi, 1912^4, and cane torpedo sidecar, only
done 1,50U. perfect, speedometer, lamp, horn

;

£45 : exchange considered for 2%h.p. lightweight and
.ash.—Kelham, Bourue. [X8234

"I Q 12V2 Seott and Canoelet de Luxe Sidecar (pur-
-Lt/ chased la-^t February), run 1,700 miles only, in
splendid condition; price, lowe<^t £60; owner buying
cycle car.—Wilson, Garage, Loughborough. |~X8024

TRIUMPHS, latest 1913 3-speed, free engine, and
T.T. roadster models in stock for immediate de-

livery; cash, exchanges, or easy payments. — Premier
Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0334

1 Q 1 1 Triumph, recently overhauled, splendid condi-
M-iJ tion, 2-speed. F.E., tyres excellent, 1 spare re-

treaded, lamp, horn, 70/- speedometer, £32/10 : witlj
eiidecar. £35/10.—R. Houghton, Haxey. Doncaster.

rX8301
1 Q13 Bradbury. 3-speed gear. £49; 1913 Premier. 5\'2
J~^ h.p.. 2T^peed, and counter-shaft, £46; 1911 Indian'
7h.p., new 1913 clutch, new tyres, £38/10; 1911 Hum-
ber lightweight, good condition, £17.—Jas. IMastoiv.
Osborne St., Grimsby. [X8267

LATEST and perfectly new free engine model Triumph
motor cyle. fitted with 3-speed gear, never been

on the road, the property of a private gentleman, and
just recently purchased for £59/15; offer for immediate
rush 50 gns.. no exchange, and not one farthing abate-
ment.-Apply, I'roprietor, 6, Clemens St., Leamintiton.

[X8132
ENFIELD 2^ih.p., 2-speed, and free engine, chain

drive, Brooks saddle, large padded top, new cylin-
ders, new tank, fitted with drip feed lubricator, new
frame, new hack wlieel with cush drive, 1912, engine
overhauled by. makers, and new pistons, etc., fitted;
1913, good tyia. new on bark wheel, and new chains;
;i vrry reliable umchjne, sound, and in good order; £35
.T nrarr-r^t off^r.-Bcx 3.912, TJu Motor Cycle Offices,
Ciiveutry. [X6690

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon
and Bedford.

1 1 standard Douelas, in perfect running order
£18.-37. Searle St., Cambridge. fX8271

TRIUMPH, 1909'/.. Philipson pulley, new Kempshall
and belt: £26.—CVioksou, Dohiis, Lulon. rX8395

19

[
Collier's Motories,
Westg^ate, Halifax, Eneland.

]

£46 REX FOR £35.
To make a tinal clearance of this mndel. we offer

a Brand New 1912 4 h.p. Tourist REX, 84^x89.
with Bosch magneto, B. and B. carburetter, push
pump and feed lubrication, spring forks, Cantilever
seat, 26 X 2} non-skid tyres, stand, carrier, toolbag,
number-plates, pump, and tools, at £35. Makers'
price of this model is ^46. Cash offers or exchanges
considered, as we wish to clear, regardless o? cost

SINGLES.

1913 3-speed TRIUMPH, e.\cellent condition £49 10
1912 r.E. TRIUMPH £46
1912 RUDGE Multi and Sidecar £47 10
1911 si- h.p. ARIEL, Amac, magneto £25
1912 r.E. QUADRANT, 3V h.p £35 10
1912 3-speed BRADBURY' £47 10
igo3 3.1 h.p. REX, .M.O.V., magneto £17 10
1911 2 h.p. SINGER Lightweight £19 19
19H 2 h.p. M.O.V. MOTOSACOCHE £19 10
1909 s^h.p. REX, M.O.V. , magneto £19 10
1912 4} h.p. 2-soecd PRECISION £44 10
1912 4 h.p. tourist REX, soiled £31 10
I9tl 3l h.p. F.E. ROVER £32 10
1908 3;, h.p. TRIUMPH £27 10
1912 31 h.p. 3-speed SINGER £39 10
1911 SINGER Lightweight £19 19
1911 3l h.p. 2-speed SINGER £29 10
1908 3* h.p. magneto QUADRANT £17 10

SPECIAL EXCHANGE QUOTATIONS.

1913 2 or 3-speed BRADBURY £60
1913 4 h.p. 2-speed REX de Luxe £56 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX £62 10
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive £67 15

1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX-J.A.P £71 8
1913 8 b.p. 2-5peed REX-J.A.P £73 10
1911-12 twin 2-speed REX de Luxe, NEW £46 10

Callers receive special exchange quotations.

PASSENGER COMBINATIONS.

1913 2-speed B.S.A., as new, and Sidecar .. £58 10
1913 8 h.p, WILLIAMSON, and " WilUam-

soa " Sidecar, NEW £90 10
New twin REX de Luxe and New 10-guinea

Sidecar. Spot cash. Bargain £55
1912 3-speed BRADBURY and Sidecar £50
1912 RUDGE Multi and Sidecar £47 10
1912 twin CLYNO and Sidecar £49 10
1909 5 h.p. 2-speed twin REX de Luxe and

New rigid Sidecar £34 10
1911 twin REX 2-speed Sidette, chain drive,

very smart, coach-built £47 10
1913 6 h.p. REX de Luxe and £12 12s. Mont-

gomery Sidecar, only done 600 miles . . £59 10
1912 WALL Tricar £49 10
REXETTE converted to cycle car £14 10

TWINS.
1909 magneto MOTO-REVE Lightweight .

.

£13 10
1912 New 2-speed free-engine 6 h.p. REX. Offers.

6 h.p. m.o.v. J.A.P., free engine £34 10
5i h.p. 2-speed N.S.U £27 10
191X twin REX de Luxe, 2-speed, m.o.v. .. £38 10
Twin N.S.U. , 5] h.p.. spring fortes, magneto £24 10
1913 6 h.p. REX de Luxe, specially good . . £49 10
1909 5 h.p. twin REX de Luxe, 2 speeds . . £29 10
1910 twin ENFIELD Lightweight £18 10
iQij WILLIAMSON (NEW) £75

"PERFECTION
SIDECARS.

Model B,
£6-5-0

We are Sole Wholesale Agents for PERFECTION
Sidecars (6 inodols). Trade supplied on liberal terms.

If wc havi' anything to suit your requirements,
send your cash offer at ouce.

All letters rcLTting to advertisements should quote the number at the end of e-ich advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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ROBEBTSONS
SECOND-HAND
MOTORCYCLES
xai6. 1911 ZENITH, 6 h.p £45
X265. 1912 BRADBURY, 3* h.p £36
1376. 1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p." £52
J2S2. 1Q09 BROUGH, 5-h.p., tvvincyl £25
1383. 1912 ZENITH, 3* h.p £38
X285. 1912 CLYNO, 6 h.p., 2-speed £46
1302. 1911 ZENITH, 3* h.p £32
1311. 1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p £50
1318. 1912 ZENITH, 3* h.p £38
J327. 1912 BRADBURY, 3*^ h.p £35
1332. 1911 ZENITH, 6 h.p. ' £42
S338. 1912 BRADBURY, 3^ h.p., free engine £38
B341. 1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p £48
X342. 1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p £50
1362. 1912 RUDGE, 3* h.p., free engine £35
J403. HENDERSON, 4-cyI., 8 h.p., Model B, F.E. . . £60
XijiS. 1912 BRADBURY, 3*^ h.p., F.E., and Sidecar £40
1421. igi2 N.S.U., 3 h.p., twin-cvlinder, 2-speed .. £32
11423. 1913 T.T. Free-engine TRIUMPH, as new .. £45
X424. 1913 REX-J.A.P., 5 h.p., overhead M.O.V.,

T.T. roadster £35
1431. 1909 TRIUMPH, 3^ h.p £24

OYOL.E OARS.
1913 CROUCH, 8/10 h.p., w.c, 3-speeds and reverse,

hood, screen, large flex horn, speedonaeter,
I car and 2 cycle car headlights, acetylene tail

light, large car generator, clock. Stepney with
unused s.s. Hutchinson, large kit of tools
including jack, etc. All as new and guaranteed
Cost £175. Will accept £120

1913 WALL TRI-CARRIAGE, 5 h.p., 2-speed, shaft
drive, speedometer, watch, horn, hood, luggage
carrier, acetylene side lights, tail lamp and full

kit of tools. Guaranteed in perfect order .... £75

^Ve are open to consider reasonable offers for the follow-

ing machines, which we are seUing for various cUents ;

1395. 1912 CHATER-J.A.P., 6 h.p., Maben clutch
and wicker Sidecar with child's seat £42

1402, 1912 BAT, 6 h.p., 2-speed, chain drive, 1,200ft.

F-Pt*^., Cowey speedometer, post horn, vahse,
and Millford radial castor spring wheel Sidecar
with wicker canoe body, side door, and Lucas
lamp, ridden 1,300 miles £62

1406. 1912 A.J.S., 5-6 h.p., large P. & H. lamp, Jones'
speedometer, post horn, watch, mirror, spares,
and tools £55

1410. 1912 BRADBURY, 3* h.p., 2-speed, belt drive,

and Bradbury wicker Sidecar £45
1412. 1912 HOBART, 2i h.p., Miller lamp, serpentine

horn, tools £22
1416. 1912 TRIUMPH, 3J h.p., free engine, Cowey

speedometer, post horn, black 1,000ft. F.'^R.S.,

belt and tube case with spare belt and tube, tools £42
-1425. 1912 Standard TRIUMPH, with Cowey, lamp,

horn, tools, and spares £37
1426. 1912-1913 F.N., 5-6 h.p., 4-cylinder £36
T427. 1913 5 h.p. RUDGE Multi £52
1428. 1912 TRIUMPH, F.E £39
1429. 1912 B.S.A., zh h.p., 2-speed £42
1430. 1912 F.N,, 5/6 h.p., 4-cyl., 2-speed and closed

side canoe front cane sidecar £45

BRAND NEW SHOP-SOILED MOTOR
CYCLES and SIDECARS.

Bridge St., Banbury.

3 ill. p. Triumph,
2

1913 Ladv's IVY, 3i h.p., 3-speed £44 Ed., Bristol.
1913 ALCYON, 3I h.p £36
1913 EOMUNO-J.A.P., 4 h.p £42
1913 NEW HUDSON, 2£ h.p., 3-speed £39

MONTGOMERY Torpedo, sport £12 10
MONTGOMERY, No. 5, London body £13 15
MONTGOMERY, No. 7, Exeter body, hood, and

s re( n £18 10
MONTGOMERY Standard £7 10
MILLFORD Corvette, storm apron, mat and
luggage board £12

MILLFORD SprinfT wheel, No. 4 chair £12 10
MILLFORD Rigid, No. 4 chair £9 17 6
MILLFORD Rigid, No. 4 chair £9 17 6
MILLFORD Rigid, No. 14 chair £12 10
MILLFORD Rigid, No. 3 chair £12 10
BRAMBLE, No. 6 £10 15
BRAMBLE, No. 4 41115

'PHONE : MAYFAIR 5T6T

I57.GREATPORTLAND STREET,W. i

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE,
Oh.p. _Twin__Jap-Matchle66, T/T. model. topping

nx;8272

MATCHLESS, SVoi.p., 1909, good condition through-
out: £20; ofEer considered.—38, St. Barnabas Rd.

Cambridge. [X8031

1 Q12 Rudge Multi, Lucas King of the Raad lamp;
-M-if cost £65, tate £35. recently overhauled.—Foil,
Woburn Sands. [1192

1 Q13 SV^h.p. Mead, Precision engine, new June last;XO offer ; unexpected circumetances ; must pell.—
B. H- Sutton. TTpwell. [318364

HITMBER 1911 2h.p. Lightweight, little used, condi-
tion almost as new, accessories: £19/10.—

Willoughby House, Newmarket. [1267

LINCOLN Ell!, 3h.p., 1911, just re-bmshed and over-
hauled, thorough running order, tyres good, lamp,

horn, etc.; £14.-Bond, High St., Leiston. [X8162

OFFERS wanted ior shop-soiled 1913 Matchless, 6
h.p., 2-speed; 1913 Rover, SVoh.p. T.T., free en-

gine; 1913 BradbuT.v, SMih.p., 3-speed: 1913 N.S.U.,
3V''h.p., 2-6peed: 1913 torpedo, 2l^h.p., free engine.—
Wilknott Bros,, Norwich. [0329

1 Q13 3-speed Triumph and Coach-built eidecar: list
i-U price £72/7, to clear £65: 1913 2-speed Brad-
bury, blightly fihop-soiled, £45; 1912 2-speed Himaber,
to clear £32; 1912 free engine (iuadiant, good as new,
£30; 1910 (Sept.) Triumph, perfect condition, only
f26/10.-Parker's, Motors, St. Ives, Hunts. [1349

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

£29. loweet.
[S8255

31h.p. Rover, clutch, late 1911, perfect;
2 -Lee, 23, Harbour Kd., Barry.

FOR Bale, 5-6h.p. twin Yindec Special, in excellent
running order, mag.—Montague Harris, Aber-

gavenny. [3:8148

DOUGLAS, standard, late 1912, in flrst-clase order;
£28, absolute lowest.—G. H. White, Croft Ed.,

Evesham. [1277

PREMIER, 3>Ah.p., 1913, Armstrong 3-speed, practi-
cally new; bargain, £47.— Griffiths, 68^ College

Hill, Llanelly. [1224

DOUGLAS, 1909. perfect machine, new tyres, acces-
sories: £15/10.—Robinson, Rockville Terrai

West Cross, Glamorgan. [X8081

1Q12 2h.p. Moto-Reve, 2 belts, horn, accessories;X^ £18. or exchange for Douglas, cash adjustment.
Motorist, 2, Brodowel, Bedlinog. [X7670

1Q11 Scott, splendid condition, recently overhauled,
X»? all accessories, F.R.S- lamp, generator, Cowey
speedometer ; £32.—Dore, 14. Blakebrook, Kidderminster.

[X8136

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

h.p. N.S.U.. mag., good climber; £163il
2 12, Corn St., Witney, Oxon.

10 12 Douglas, model K. speedometer, etc,
J.t» 405, Commercial Rd.. Portsmouth.

Matchless, run 500 miles;
Bedhampton, Hants:

-Rackley,
[1324

Manager,
[1283

owner cannot
[X8016

1Q13 8h.p,
-*-«.' use.—Wigan,

MATCHLESS, 1912, 6h.p., 2-6peed, in perfect condi-
tion: £50.—Stanley Wilce, Cinderford. [X7352

MATCHLESS, 1913 models for immediate delivery.—
Sole Oxfordshire agents. The Morris Garage, Ox-

ford.
^ [0313

PHELON and Moore, 1913 models for immediate de-
livery.— Sole district agent. The Morris Garages.

Oxford. [0205

DOUGLAS, model P, used few times for trial runs,
perfect condition.—Cycle Depot, 65, Bath Rd.,

Bristol. [1203

DOUGLAS, model R, used few times for trial runs,
perfect condition; £47.—Leader. 223, Cheltenham

[1202

"I
Q12 3V2h.p. Hiunher, lamp, horn, Stewart speed-

J-*? ometer, capital order; £25, or olfers.-Vigger.*,
[X8361

splendid order, new belt and
tvres good: bargain, £23.—H,N., Silverburn, Kinu-

Edward St., Slough. [1245

RUDGE Multi. — Deliveries from stock; trial runs
given: exchanges entertained; trade supplied.-

Official agent, Barnes, Slough. [9139

MOTOSACOCHB, real lightweight, mag., splendid con-
dition, runs grandly: £14.—Particulars, Box 4,017,

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X8149

P.
and M., 1913. good condition, little used, £55:
with new Ohater-Lea wicker eanoelet sidecar, £60.

—Baiues, 65. Whiteladies Ed., Bristol. [1281

23.h.p. 3-speed A.J.S., 1913, new last April, ridden
4 550 miles, Lucas lamp, speedometer, horn, tools,

good as new; £45.—Pool, King's Rd., Fleet, Hants.

09 F.E. Triumph, P. and H. lamp and generator
1912 piston and tools, thoroughly overhauled, and

not ridden since May; £20, no offers.—T. K. Phillips,
itcain, Basingstoke. [1274

£10-10-0
Ten guineas is all it costs to

bring your mount up-to-date
by the addition of the

\m\ ROG\

19"

SIDECAR PATTERN
Two-speed Gear.

(6 Days' World's Sidecar Record type)

iThe 1913^ big clutch type has

been designed expressly for

passenger work.

It solves all gear worries and

guarantees you satisfaction.

The 1913 Roc gear was already

!

recognised the last word in

motor cycle gears for solo use.

The 1913I big clutch type ij

just what thousands of "side-

carists
'

' have awaited and

expected.

The Roc gear was the first oi

all motor cycle gears—it is the

first to-day. Nothing could be

'

smoother, easier to operate, oi

be more reliable.

No better investment for thc|

money is possible than in thij

1913I Roc dependable gear

fitted complete for ten guineas

Write for particulars, stating

make and h.p. of your machine

No delay in delivery.

ROC GEAR Co.,

HAYMILLS, BIRMINGHAM
London : Robertson's, 157, Gt. Portiand St., V

A^2 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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llOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Y VTOXS'.— Scort. 1913. brand uew, soiled' oiily

:

'
• viicQ £68/5, oilers wa.ited ; easy pajineuts. ex-

I^uytous'. Biiesler. OxuD. rX8386

'

iN'S'.—Sunbeam. 1913, 2^ih.p.. kick starter. 2-

1 ; catatoKue price £63, offers wanted.— Liiy-

. .iter. Oxon. * [X8387

iN'S'.—DoiiRlns. model O. 2-speed, just ftrrive<l;

cxtlianges, easy payments, — Laytons'

Oxon. fX8388
1

1 N'S'.—Triumph, 1913, 3-epeed model, just d>'-

i>d: fSS'lS: excliungee, eaey payment^.— L;iy-

oster. Oxon. rX8390
I iXS'.—Jameti. 4h.p., iai2, 3-*peed model, 00m-

with sidecar, lamp. Lorn, thorougli T>rd>-r

;

tLvns' Biee^tor.

'

fK839l'
' iN*S'.—Scott. 1912,- user] 800 miles only, -com-

with lamp, horn. t:peodometer, spares, etc.;
il opportunity, £48.— Laytons' Bieester. ( xcu.

n 6389
I >XS'.—Douglas. 1913 model, eomplet*^ mth
11' and horn; £43: fast machine. — La\ tons',

Oxon. LX8393
iWELLS' Garage, Chipping Norton. — Triumph

Douglas agentri : also agents for Swift cyi-le

'lubury, Burford. and Chipping Norton-

si PH. 3-9peed. S'Sh.p.. free engine, clutch; iu
k; £59/15.-Hartwell8'.

LAS model 0, £48;
1 irtivells'.

in stock model R, £52.

\:hV Autolette in stock.
i;t6, Hartwells'.

£138.— Oxfordshire

-the proved
PERFECT
SpringFork

MPH. 1912, free engine, in fine order tlirouRli-
', new lin. Dunlop belt, lamp, liorn, and tools:

' i irtwells'.

;Vlti, 2^ili.p., done 50 miles, mtb horn, nc-w, beauti-
ful macbine; £30 for quick sale.—Hartwells. [1786

OTPT. 1913, excellent condition throughout, liad
little and careiul use, I'almer tyres, Lukin carbur-

, lamp, generator, and horn : £52, lowest.—Morris
g«, Oxford. [X8019

.lUMTH, 1911, free engine, good condition
throughout, including belt and tyres, tools, fipares

-Morris Garages, Oxford. [X8020
CMBEB, 1911, 3',ih.p., 2-6pced. free engine, splen-

did condition, lamp, generator, and horn : £25,
rt.—Morris Garages, Oxford. [X8031
:VI8, 1912, Baby model, in perfect condition, splen

did pulling eugine, lamp, generat.-r, and born

;

lowest.—Morris Garages, Oxford. [X8022
lITJMPH. 1908. new tyres and belt, recently oyer-
baifled by makers, with 1913 cylinder and" piston
ng £10, perfect condition, almost as new; bargain
—Doxey Milner, Tewkesbury. fl504

OOND-HAND Motor Cycles.—We hare a large stock
of machines iu excellent condition at very low
9 to clear: send us your rcQuirements and we will
intee to satisfy you--The Morris Garages, Oxford,

(0314

I

SECTION VIII.

f (ford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,
' Sussex.

Quadrant, mag.; £12, or offer.— 159, High
-t., Tcddington. [1280
l.ES.—Endge, 1912 T.T. model, exceptionally
-'. perfect condition: £28.

IKS.—Bradbury, 1912. standard model, new con-
i'jn, all accessories: £29.

1911 spring

1913, free engine model, as new:

I.ES.-X.S.TJ. 4h.p. twin, Bo.sch,
'lis. 2 speeds, free engine; £22.

J.ES.-Kudge.

V0LK8.—Bat-Jap, 1912. 3'',b.p.. spring frame T.T.
luudle-b«r, yery fast: £27.

VOIiES.—Bradbury. 1912, N.S.U. 2-6pced gear, free
engine, had little use; £35.

IGLES.-Enaeld 2^ih.p. twin, late 1912. 2 epeeds,
free eugine, chain drive, handle starting, foot-

as; nearly new; £31.

VOtES.—Zenith-Gradua, 3'Jh.p. J.A.P. engine, fl:

condition, all accessories; £27/10.

iOIiES.-N.S.tJ. 3',4h.p. Popular, improved spring iJ"J

—It's the SCIENTIFIC
DESIGN and PERFECT
SPRINGING principle which

places "The Druid" so far ahead

of any other Spring Fork—that's

the reason why it is adopted on

the leading machines of the

day—and the fact that it

was fitted on
the majority of
winningmachines
in the A.C.U. SIX
DAYS' TRIALS
is proof of its supremacy.
The "Druid" eUminates all

vibration, bouncing and road

shock—ensures perfectly true

steering—admits of no side-play

whatever—and is completely

effective in promoting the rider's

perfectcomfortand safetyawheel

The " DRUID " can be fitted

to any e.^sting macliine qu'te

easily — write

for "Booklet"

containing full

particulars.

A. DREW & Co.,

Leopold Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
W0STEn.-3it.h.p. nex motor cycle, II.T. mag., in

grand ruimiug order; £12/10.

WOSTER.— 2Vgli.p. Minerva motor cycle, rccenllr
overhauled: £12, bargain.

WO.STER.—3'.l>b.p. Do Dion motor cycle, recently won
3 Tuces in France by owner; £14. bargain.

Wro.STEE.-S-eli.p. AC. De Luxo cycle car, late
*' 1912 model, H.T. mag., 2 speeds and iu excel

lent condition : £70 bursaiu. .

WOSTEE.— SVl.h.p. Premier motor cycle, 1912 H.T.
luag., head lamp, generator, horn, spcodoi leter

;

£40. great bargain.

"IX/OSTEE Automobile Works, 27-29, Tooting Bee
'» Ed., Balham. 'Pnone: 791 Streutham. Tele-

grams: Woster. r\311

PALMER'S Garage', Tooting.—Thft pre-eminent pro-
viders of unprecedented bargains.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.-'The recognised mart for
motor cycles. Attend the fortnightly auction sales

foike. lin, belt, adjustable pulley

iOLES.-N.S.U. SVib.p. Popular, mag,
pulley, lin. belt; fll6.

£20.

adjustable

LGLE8.—N'.S.TJ. 3h.p. Popular, new 1911, magneto,
•piing folks, h.b.c, fine condition: £17.

L0LE8.—Any of the above can be purchased by
deferred payments, one quarter of amount down. I

1GLE8 for prompt delivery of 1913 Bradbury, —and
DoDgtas, Is'.S.U., Rover. Singer, Triumph, and _,

" lakes; best exchange tenns. fitted

IGIiES and Co., High St., Acton.—N.S.U. West on the
London District Agency. Tel.; 556 Chiswick. WINNING

b k •
[X8187

tn.p., low, excellent order, must sell.—Fisher, f^iacnine
11, Kinlauns Rd., Goodmayes. C^^^^ in the

.h.p. Trump, mag., B. and B. ; bargain, £16/10.— 8,' mio junior
Howard Hd., New Maiden, Surrey. [1276 ''^'^ ""^ '"

12-lJ 2%h.p. 2-specd F.N., run 1.000 mileo, aa
new; £32;iO.-Purccll8 !sce advert). [0659

T.T. RACE.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, and see for yourself.
Next three soles, Sept. 17th, Oct- 1st, and Oct.

15th. at 2 o'clock.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free. Entries
invited. Tenns, no sale no charge.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—Write for No. 2 monthly
booklet, full of interest.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—Tlie selection of motor
cycles below is submitted. Inspection invited.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 2l/ih.p. Boyal EnfielJ
twin ligbtweight, mag.; £14/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2h.p. Premier light-

weight, nearly new machine ; £25.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—7-9h.p. Vindec Special,
2-speed, with sidecar; £32/10.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—S'^h.p. 1912 Triumph,
F.E., grand condition ; clearance, £35.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—S'/ih.p. 1912 Singer,
F.E., very nice condition; great bargain, £35.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-3l/2h.D. L.M.O., V K ,

1913, brand new; £47/10.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.-2h.p.'Minerva, £5; all
h.p. Atlas, £4; 2yh.p. F.N., £10..

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—4-5h.p. F.N., 2-.«;.o.j

and sidecar: £25.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.-4h.p. Stevens, Bat and
sidecar, powerful lot : £12/10.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.-S'^h.T?. 1913 Hudge,
T.T., grand machine; bargain, £35.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—4Mh. p. Kelecom. and
tidecar; cheap, great bargain, £9.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.-3V,h.p. Rex, £7/10;
2%h.p. Minerva, £10/10; 2V4h-p. Peugeot, £5; ZV>

h.p. J.A.P., £8.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Solo address, L. N. Pal-

mer's Garage, Merton Tram Tenuinus, Tooting
{20 mins. Victoria, 10 mins. Wimbledon). Motor 'buses

48, 49, and 66.—'Phone; 203 Streatham. [1368

£23 —3V'h.p. N.S.U. and new sidecar, or separate.—
Hombrooke. Fernbill Park. Woking. [X8151

HUMBEE. 2?lli.p:; ""belt drive, H.H. ' battery, low
position; bargain, £8.—Eevell, EwelL [X8332

LEVIS, famous 2-stroke.—Postcard Harry 'Walker,
ofdcial agent. The Garage, Muswell Hill rX8153

Iih.p. Clement, Bosch mag., 2-speed gear, overhauled

;

2 £7/10.-76, South Park Ed., Wimbledon. [1273

TRIUMPH, 1907, perfect condition: £18, lowest.—
L-H., 34, Northeide, Clapham Common, S.W. [1183

'poVEES, all models, from £48/15, or SB/- monthly;
JX deferred payments no extra.—Lamb's, below.

DOUGLASES, all 1913 models, from £48, or 55/-

monthly.—Lamb's, below.

B.S.A.'s. all models, from £48/10, or 70/- monthly.—
Lamb's, below.

HUMBERS, all models, from £35. or 40/- monthly;
deferred payments no extra.—Lamb's, below.

JAMES, all models, from £48, or 50/- monthly;
deferred payments no extra.—Lamb's, below.

ENFIELDS. all models, from 50 gns., or 60/- monthly;
no extra for deferred paj-ments.—A^amb's, below.

TUIUMPHS, oil models, from £49/5, or ii;3 monthly.
—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. (0716

DOUGLAS, 1912, 2-9peed, lamp, liorn; £35, near

oflcr.-4. High St., Stoke Newington. [XS195

TRIUMPH 1909, just overhauled, enamelled, and
plated, aa new; £25.-4, High St., Stoke Newing-

ton, [X8196

B.S..\., 1912, N.S.U. gear, perfect machine; £35
nett.-40b. High St., Hampstead. [1289

5 h.p. Twin Kerry, grc^t bargain, £13/10; sidecar,

£3.-40b, High St., Hampstead. [1290

DOUGLAS. 1911 model, in good condition; £25.— )'.

Spearman, Bridge St., Bishop's Stortford. [1343

3 111 p. T.T. Endge (.July, 1913), guarantee 63 m.p.h.

;

2 £38.-1. Sidney Ed.. Waltham Cross. Herts. [1209

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Isrue. A33
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Buovrs.
condition

;

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MOTOSACOCHE, 2li.p., WTiittle, Druids, good order;

£12.-01der, 117, Brighton Ed., Croydon. [S8362

LATEST 1913ii T.T. Precision, sy^-Ah-p., mag., as
neiv: £32/10.-1, Ebner-St, Wandsworth. [X8340

31.h.p. N.S.U., mas., tyres good, condition excellent;
2 £20.—Hnmpllries, 8, The Village, Old Charlton.

[X8383
1912, T.T., overhead Talves, last, perfect

£21.-81, Drokelell Ed., New Cross.
[1339

2h.p, Quadrant, mag., condition perfect; trial: £10/10.
—F. Rogers, 19, Aldine St.. Shepherd's Bush. W.

tl336
TRIUMPH, free engine, 1910, fine condition; seen

any time; £26.—Randall. 88, Church Rd., Barnes,
S,W. [1238

NEW Hudson, 1913, 3-speed, very fast, in perfect
condition; £45.—Randall, 4, Wickham Ed., Becken-

ham. [1172

DOUGLAS, Model E, 1913, almost new, acccssOTies
splendid condition

cliff

£45.-56, Genesta Ed., West-
[1143

3h.p. Motor Cycle, good miming order, good tyres ;|
£10. or nearest.— 9. Roakes Cottages, Cheapside

[S7652

TRIUMPH, late 1910, standard, perfect every way,
new tyres; any trial; £22/10.-0., 130, Brixton

Rd., S.W. [X8163

BRADBURY, 1912, SVsh.p., excellent condition, all

accessories, new Dunlop belt; £30.—Bruce, Iden.
Staplehurrt. [1205

MOTOSACOCHE. mag., free engine, spring forks, ac-

cessories; offers. — Addijs. 12. Heath Rd.,
Hounslow. ri317

1 Q12 Hobart-Precision, 23/4h.p., 3-speed, free engine,
Xtf nearly new, patent lamps
Whitstable.

£30.-29, Oxford St.,

[1185

IF Tou Want Bargains in 2nd-hand motor cycles you
can get them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane. Fleet

St., London. [X9705

CHATEEJ'.A.P., 1913, Wh.p., splendid condition,
new belt and tyres; sacrifice £25.-60, Mall Rd.,

Hammersmith.
' [1194

1911 2-speed Humber, suitable for sidecar
work; £28.—Wauchope's, 9. Shoe Lane, Fleet

St., London. [X8211

DOUGLAS, 1913, T.T., very little used, and kept in
good condition ; £37.—Korna, Helenslea Av., Gol-

der's Green. [1326

TRIUMPH, 1909, free engine. Lyso, Dunlops, re-

cently overhauled; £23, or oiier.— 8, Howard Rd.,
New Maiden. - [1337

P.
and M.. 3V''h.p.. mag., B. and B., chain drive, new
tyres and tubes; £17.—ElUs, 25, Markhouse^ Ed^,

Si''-'-

Walthamstow.

TEItrMPH. 1911%. clutch,
enamelled, perfect; it30. —

Ed.. Brighton.

[X8141

latel7 replated. re-

Yearsley, Cliatswortli

rX8264

£8.—Hex, Pahners. Wliittle, low, take sidecar ; Mont
gomery sidecar 35/-

Brixton, London.
Cabrine; 33, WiltsMie Rd.

[X7952

1Q10 Enfield Twin, 2^1i.p., perfect: any_ trial; £16,
or offers.—Baker, Chesliam Cottages, North, Bank

Waltham Ahbey. [X8017

KEKEY-ABINGDON, 1911, SVgli.p., 2-speed gear,

handle starting, nearly new tyres; £26.—Tilke,
Horsmoiiden, Kent. [1164

T.T. Triumph, Oct., igilTvery fast, excellent condi-

tion ; £35/10.—Garage, 6, Queen's Parade, Green
I>anes, Hornsey, N. [1174

DOUGLAS, all models, for immediate deli-very; trade
supplied.—Rey, 5, Heath St., Hampstead, and 173,

Gt. Portland St., W. [9668

LEA-FRANCIS, twin, chain drive, prompt delivery
—Hucklebridge, 133, ~* - ~ - ^ ^

Tel.: 451 Victoria.

-| i\12 Triumph, free engine, £38.
XtF speed, £34; both excellent condition.—Burling,

[1340

Sloane St., London, S.W.
[7543

1911 Humber, 2-

Iglitham, Sevenoaks.

6h.p. Zenith-Gradua, 1912, new condition, fast,

little used; £46,—C. Thomas, St. Bartholo-
mew's Hospital, E.C. [1298

CONDOR, SVsh.p., mag., new back tyre and belt, low
fast, and excellent going condition; £21.—Frj._10^

Windsor Rd., Finchley. [X8138

3ib.p. Lincoln Elk, Boech mag., variable pulley, lamp
2 and spares in good condition; £15.—White, 1,

Zenoria St., E. Dulwich. [1199

REX, J.A.P. engine, in perfect condition, new Bosch
mag., 6h.p., climb any hill; offers.—Price, Elm

Garage, Wimbl'idon, S.W. [X8143

ROVER, 3"^h.p., 1913, Bosch mag., B. and B.,

handle-bar ignition, Dunlop belt, si^ares; £19.

—

5, Epsom Rd., Croydon. [X8412

TRIUMPH. 1912%. free engine, not done 600 miles;
£40, genuine bargain, — 228. PentonviUo Rd..

King's Cross, London, N. [1362

3ih.p. Triumph, recently thoroughly overhauled, Mabon
2 clutch, B. and B-. lamp, horn, tools, etc.; £22

—Uynton, Olden Lane, Purley. [X8345

MINERVA, 2%h.p., Amac, spring lorks, new belt;
bargain, __£12j or offer.—Garaged, 40, All-

[1310

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS "IC; 1 HE M tART OF THtTRAOC*

mm^
COLMORE DEPOT~ BIR/WINGMA/VV —

I

In the buying and selling^ of Motor Cycles it is

always the constant endeavour of the Coknore
Depot to maintain their unrivalled reputation for

I

CLEAN HANDS
For twenty years they have held this reputation,

first in pedal cycles and now iri rirotors. There is no
necessity for the buyer to heed the legal maxim,
".Caveat emptor " (" Let the buyer beware "). He
can place himself in the hands of the Colmore
well knomng his confidence will not be abused.
The Colmore Policy of only employing experts and
specialists in each department guarantees the satis-

faction of the customer. Every rnachine below is

destined to become a Colmore advertisement,

TO CARRY ONE (TWO PERHAPS SOMETIMES).

BAT, 3i h.p., 1913, 3-speed, very fast, new .

.

£50
TRIUMPH, 3ih.p.,rgi3, 3-5peed, soiled 152
DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., 2-speed, Model K, igts £40
NEW HUDSON, si h.p., rgis, 3-sp., hardly used £50
PREMIER, rgri, 3i h.p., free engine £25

LEVIS, 2} h.p. (demonstration model) £30
MATCHLESS, tgrs, 5-speed, 6 b.p £49

Satisfied customers are the

real basis of business success.

TO CARRY TWO (IN COMFORT—ALWAYS).
NEW HUDSON and Coach-built Sidecar, three

weeks old — £60
MATCHLESS, rgis, chain drive (cost £75), with

Canoelet Sidecar £75
HUMBER, rpia, 2-speed, with Sidecar, new . . £36
SCOTT, with C.B. Sidecar, a glorious turnout . . £70
CHATER-LEA, rgit, 8 h.p., 3-speed, and S'car £50

B.S.A., chain-driven, and Sidecar, 1913, 2-speed £54

For som.ething simple, light, and cheap, how about

A.C. (three wheels) at £75

We have two Second-hand, which are bargains at

£58 and £65. (Both rgrs models).

A.C. Single-cylinder Light Cars (showing shortly).

MORGANS. (We have two of these at special prices.

Come and see them).

You with heavier purses cannot do better than an
ENFIELD AUTOLETTE. (Our demonstration model

is being sacrificed at £125, all on complete);

Or an A.C, 4-cylinder (showing shortly) at £165

FOBDS III STOCK.

COLMORE
DEPOTS:

31, COLMORE ROW, BIRMINGHAM.
49, JOHN BRIGHT STREET „
261, DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER.
31, RENSHAW STREET, LIVERPOOL.
«2, HIGH STREET, LEICESTER.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
CASS'S.—Trump-Jape, 1913, special bargain, 8h,i

3-speed, kick starter, decompressor, be.9t frame
market, 60 gns., list £69/10.

CASS'S.—Quadrant, 4V'h-p., new. 3-speed, low: pri
£48/10 accepted, list £59/10.

CASS'S.—F.N, 1912, as new, 5-6h.p., clutch tmii
special sale price £38; also 1910 model, £22.

CASS'S.—Triumph and sidecar, Kempshall tyres, gc
condition, £29/10.

CASS'S.-WoM,
£11.

2h,p. A.J.S. engine, mag. ignitioi;

CASS'S.—Motosacoche, 1912, SVsh.p., variable gn
shop-eoiled: list £44, only £29/10.

CASS'S.-Quadrant, 1912, 4i/2h.p., S-spced, gold c :

winner, do 60 ; £38.

CASS'S.—Zenitli, 1912, Bh.p., and £16/18 cane eii <

car, Lucas acces'^ories, .Tones speedometer, in p'

feet condition; special bargain, £65.

CASS'S.—Hazlewood, 2%h.p.i J.A.P., 3 speeds, a

accessories, nearly new; bargain, £32/10.

CASS'S.—^AU makes, new and second-hand, mof
cycles and cycle cars supplied, sidecars, tyr'

accessories: deferred payments.—Cass's Motor Mart,
Warren St., W. (opposite Tube Station). Tel.: 36
Mayfair. [13

KEREY-ABINGDON, S'/oh.p., 2-speea and b
engine, 1911, splendid condition; £33/10

Knight, Church St., Keigate ill

SINGER. 2i^h.p., 19121/2, P. and H. lamp set, inbiei
footboards, spares, just overhauled: £22.—Smi

Westville, Northwood, Middlesex. [X82

CLEMENT-GAREARD, new engine, Hellesen,
and B., ideal motocyclette ; £7/10. — '

Brocklebank Rd.,- Wandsworth. [12

F.N"., 4-cyl., splendid condition, just oyerhauled;
poweriul; £18. or eschange lightweight.—Pow

28, Norman Ed., "Wimbledon. Ell

F.N., 6h.p., very fast, splendid order, or exehai

good 3V'h.p., 2-speed, sidecar, and cash.—Banflf
High St., Borough Green, Kent. [Jl

SCOTT, December, 1911, Uttle ueed, perfect cot

tion; what oilers? also B. and K. sidecar.—

291a, Oxford St., London, W. [183

TEIUMPH. clntch. 1912%, lamp, generator, he
spares, never used, not wanted: seen after 6f£

—121, Upper Clapton Bd., London. [II

1 Qll 3y..b.p. Clutch Premier, in splendid cot
X«7 tion7 trial; bargain, must sell, £2i

Scotchmer, 138, Bath Rd., Honnslow. [li

T> OVEE, 1912%, 3-speed, free engine, -with spa

-EV £38; with. unecratclied Canoelet sidecar, £47 f ac-

series, £3.-49, Eushey Green, Catford. [1:

MINEE'VA. 2?ih.p. upright engine, Amac. i.1

new belt, good tyres, perfect : £7 : lid© awa:

Baxter. 103. Greyhound Ed., Fulham. £!;

4-CYL. P.N., 2-speed, good condition, horn, lamp,

cesoories, suitable tor sidecar: £28, or near ofle

4,011, TM Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry. CSS'

BAT, 1912, 2%h.p., T.T. model, overhead valves,

bearing engine, 3 speeds, low built ; sacrifice i

—Moto, 46, Chaucer Ed., Heme Hill, S.E. [I81

BAT-J.A.P., 8h.p.. 1912, F.E., Cowey, Lucas hi

accessories, back seat for passenger, whole perlc

cost £70, sell £40.—23a, Greville Ed., Kilhnm.

"I 012 Bradbniy, 2 speeds, free engine, new 1y

X.fJ lamps, etc., ideal sidecar machine, in eicell

condition: £32.-55, Aytoun Ed., Stockwell. [X8

MOTO-REVE, twin. Druids, Continentals, Whi
belt, excellent condition; cheap; bought fiid*

machine.-40, Bellerille Ed., Clapham Junction. £1:

DOUGLAS. 1913, model 0, with lamp and horn, 1

in May, excellent condition; £37; owner gf

abroad.—Cave-Browne, Folkestone Kd., Dover. [X8

MOTO-EEYE 2%h.p. Twin, 1911, Bosch mag., stsd

tvres, horn, lamp, tools, very fast, perfect coi

tion; £16.—Goodship, Elm Ed., Ewell, Surrey. [X8

6 h.p. Matchless-Jap, 1910-11, condition as new;
gns., or exchange for Triumph and cash.—Eaten

Norfolk House, Lower Addiscombe Ed-, Croydon. [1

31h.p. Minerva, mag., £11 ; 3-wheeled chassis, tj

2 and steering, £4: sidecar springs, as new,

must sell.-4. The Broadway. Addiscombe, Croydon

TEIUMPH, 1913. 3-speed, done 1,000 miles, spei

meter, all accessories, perfect condition: must
immediately, offers.—21. Highbury Quadrant, Loni

1 010 Rex de Luxe, 5-6h.p., 2-specd, free, handle si

XiJ ing, Bosch, Senspray, 'Whittle, excellent tr

Pillion; trial; lowest £25.-17, Argyle Ed., Mile J
E. [1

h.p. Matchless, late 1912, twin belts, Chater-l

family sidecar; £60; any trial; owner buying

Beaubois, 2. Marlboro' Rd., Collier's Wood, Merl

S.W. CS7

1 012 T.T. Eoadster Eudge, bought 1913, ,0.A-

J-J7 B.S.A. carburetter. Miller lamp, knee gnps,

feet, exceptionally fast; £30.—Hollinghuist, Hornohu .

Essex. l.i.0
'

PEEMIEE Lightweight, bought from Olympic E •

bition. only run 200 miles: going in for udi

combination: £29/10. — Eose. Clayton Ed., Ho.
Middlesex. 1'

6"^

farthing Lane, Wandsworth.

A34 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of eath advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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A.C.U. Trials. The Judges' Report.

SOMEWHAT belated, but none the less welcome,

comes the juiJges' report on the recent Auto
Cycle Union Six Days Trials at Carlisle, and
perusal of it will well repay the time involved. We
think the judges have done well to keep their

report as short and concise as possible. Long technical

details and explanations are nearly always tedious,

and there is a pleasing brevity about this report. The
great debated question of the routes selected is hardly

referred to, except that the report says that there are

many rough roads in the suburbs of London and Paris

that are far more trj'ing to the frames and fittings than

any of the loose roads in Lakeland.

With regard to faults in the modern motor cycle,

the points to which attention is more directly drawn
are leaky tanks and badly fitted wire controls. We
ourselves saw a good deal during the progress of the

trials of these two, and we consider that it is not very

much to the credit of the 19 13 models that it should

be necessary to draw attention to such defects. On
many of the best makes such troubles are absolutely

unknown, and the hardiest riders could drive them
indefinitely without loss of petrol or failure of control

wires. The judges very rightly point out that the

defective wire controls were the faults of the fitters

and not of the material.

The judges, we are glad to say, give a word of

appreciation to the general appearance of the riders.

We feel sure that this praise is well merited, for we
particularly noted a great improvement in this respect

over last year. One or two were penalised for carry-

ing tins of oil flopping about attached to their belts.

We confess to a little sympathy for the riders so

penalised, for carrying a spare tin of oil is an awkward
business, especially when the carrier is already

loaded. We think makers would do well to try and

provide some means of carrying a quart tin of oil on

the machines for long-distance touring.

The judges pay great praise to the cycle cars which

finished the course, and point out that not only did

they get through, but that they finished in excellent

condition. They also point out that it was not, gener-

ally speaking, the rough roads that caused the great

number of retirements among the cycle cars, but

usually engine defects. However, the fact that two
out of the three successful machines were fitted with

air-cooled motors does not point to air cooling being

in any way unsatisfactory for this class of vehicle.

Automatic and Hand-controlled
Lubrication.

THE
question of lubrication of motor cycle engines

is always a most interesting subject, and we do
not know of any detail in connection with these

engines, except perhaps carburation, on which
more diverse views are held. Many contend

that the ordinary hand pump is suflicient, others prefer
semi-automatic oiling by drip feed and spring forced
pump, some pin their faith to lubrication by crank
case suction, while a few are only content with forced
feed oiling by gear-driven pump and a perfect circula-

tion of the lubricant through all the bearings.

The defects of the hand pump are that all depends
on the knowledge of the rider ; the spring forced pump
feed is a step in the right direction, but it only feeds
at a fixed rate and does not vary with the engine
speed ; true, the feed can be altered by the rider to

suit different conditions, but here again skill or know-
ledge has to be employed to regulate the supply. The
crank case suction type is more automatic, and the

faster the engine runs the quicker the feed becomes,
but again it cannot be depended on entirely, and a
hand pump is nearly always added to give an extra

dose of oil for emergencies. Now, unless a motor
cyclist is thoroughly accustomed to his engine, he can-

not be sure that he is lubricating correctly for all

conditions, and the result is that he adopts a course

which means that the engine is more often than not

over-oiled, and the outside of the crank case becomes
very dirty and carbon deposits collect too rapidly.

We do not advocate that a mechanical feed by pump
should be adopted in every case as a cure for the

above-mentioned disadvantage, but when one knows
that in certain instances car engines have nothing more
complicated in the way of lubrication than a small

force pump, a sump from which the oil is drawn and
whence it is returned by gravity, and that this system
is employed on some of the best motor cars in this

country, it makes one sorry that motor cycles are not

more universally fitted with similar devices.

In addition, it is possible to drive a 12 h.p. four-

cylinder car fitted with the above-mentioned system a

distance of fifteen hundred miles with a consumption
of one gallon of lubricating oil. Judging by the fore-

going, some readers might imagine that no motor cycle

possesses a mechanical system of lubrication ; on the

contrary, there are several employing some form of

mechanical oiler, but they are in the minority.

AI7
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A South African

GREAT interest was displayed in the second

annual loo miles reliability trial for the Con-

tinental Cup, which was held by the Cape

Peninsula M.C.C. on June 3rd. Over forty com-

petitors took part, including last year's winner, the

Rev. J. B. Priston, who rode a P. and M. A speed

of 20 m.p.h. for solo and sidecar machines had to be

observed. The course was an exceedingly steep and

rough one, and numerous mishaps occurred to several

of the machines, such as wheels collapsing owing to the

strain on the spokes, and sidecar frames breaking,

while one or two sidecars overturned on the rutty roads.

Only one minute was allowed in each control, riders

SEPTEMBER nth, zgij.

Reliability Trial.

being timed out directly this period of grace elapsed, I

so all adjustments had to be made during running time. 1

It is interesting to note that pedalling gear is still fitted

largely to Colonial machines, and highly useful it

proved on several occasions on this trial, as extra

power was often needed to get out of river beds and
'

sand heaps. —

The final results were as follows : Winner of the

Continental Cup, H. Dreyer (6 h.p. Enfield sidecar), '

total error 30 seconds. Second place was taken by

T. Widdowson (6 h.p. Clyde sidecar), while the Rev.

J. B. Priston (3^^ h.p. P. and M.) and W. Thompson

(5 h.p. Clyde sidecar) tied for third place.

ANNUAL ino MILKS

(1) The start at Sull Eiver. Rev. J. B. Priston

RELIABILITS TRIAL AT
P. and M.),

THK CAPE FOR THE CONTINENTAL CUP.

(3} hp,
previous liolder of the cup, leaving.

(3) J Davies (3i h.p. Clyde) (oliowed by de Krieien (3i h.p. Emblem),
crossing the river on the Gordon Bay road.

(5) The winner, H. Dreyer (6 h.p. EnHeld sidecar), after being notlQed of his victory.

(2) An EnOeld sidecar being driven through the vrstersplash near
Sir Lowry Pass.

(4) A group ol competitors and oIDcials in the trial.

THE MOTOR CYCLE" DIARY.
Sept. 13.—Banbury and District M.C.C. Run to Towcester

and Buckingham.

„ , Bradford A.C. Speed-judging or Village-finding
Contest.

Cardiff M.C. Hill-climb at Cold Harbour.

„ Cumberland County M.C.C. Speed Trials.

,, Liverpool A.C.C. Gymkhana.

»-l8

Sept. 13.—Middlesex County A.C. Fox and Hounds' Eud.
Middlesex M.C.C. Members' Hill-climb.
N.E.A.A. Amateur Hill-climb.
Yorkshire A.C. Pateley Bridge Hill-climb.
Woolwich, Flumstead, and District M.C.C. Jlid'

night Run to Weymouth.
Sept. 15.—Third War Office Subsidy Trials Commencr
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Spare Tube Carrying.

Spare tubes may be carried in many ways—round

your neck, round your uaist, in a kind of collarliox

Strapped to the carrier, or looped round, the handle-

bar. The " get-there " type of rider must carry a

tube somehow somewhere, and the two latest acces-

sories for storing tubes in strike me as improvements
on their predecessors. One is a cheese-shaped case,

made in two halves with hinge and lock, designed

for fitting over a tube furled round the handle-bar,

which certainly needs protection. The other is probably

new to most of our readers, though I have been using

it for a year or more. It is a sausage-shaped bag of

soft leather, so spacious that the tube, when folded

into four, can be readily slipped into place— a distinct

contrast with the packing ingenuity required to house

a tube in the average collarbox type of holder. When
the tube is in the bag. the valve protrudes through a

hole in the flap-closer ; the bag is then loosely strapped

to the saddle-pillar tube, and a couple of strokes of the

inflater lock it securely in position. This tube case

is known as the Robinson. A similar case should

have a sale amongst car owners.

The 2gin. Tyre.
Loudly as we abused manufacturers w-hen they were

fitting small, flimsy tyres, I believe nobody has yet

had the courtesy to express any public gratitude to the

manufacturers for giving us 2^8in. tyres of better

i]uality, as so many of them have done this season,

usuallv at a considerably increased cost to themselves,

and without any increase of their catalogue prices. It

is ne\er safe to generalise on the tyre question, for

one's luck varies so much from year to year. But I

can make a boast which has not yet been possible for

twelve long years. I have got into September with-

out buying a new cover for the machine I work
hardest, and without e\en removing one of the clinches

from the rim. My a-jsin. tyres have never sustained

a single puncture in six months' hard work : the studs

on the rear tread are not yet wholly non-existent, and
if memory serves me aright, the tube has only had
about two doses of extra air in this period. It is

probably absurd to credit the fractional increase in

tyre dimensions with the whole of this meritorious

advance. I fancy the general quality of these tyres

represents a very real advance upon the standard
tyres of seasons, and the experience of my friends

confirms my own impressions. Furthermore, I know
of many sidecar and cycle car owners who have
enjoyed quite unusually plea.sant service from their

1913 tyres, so it would seem that motor cycle manu-
facturers are growing more generous, and tyre makers
more conscientious. Competition is a wonderful
thing.

Many 3:! h.p. T'wins for 1914.
One of the features of the autumn show will be

the number of twin-cylinder engines emanating from
factories which have won their renown and earned

their dividends with the 500 c.c. single. When I

first " went dotty " on the two-step drive, as a kindly

correspondent puts it, I scarcely foresaw how far the

transmission question would take us. Some of the

more recent perfectly balanced twins have bred a dis-

taste for the slugging single-cylinder amongst fastidious

riders, but I am quite sure that transmission factors

accelerated, if they have not originated, the boom in

small twins for which the autumn of 1913 will be

remembered. The counter-shaft drive has proved its

worth ; but it has also proved to be too harsh for

perfect riding when a. high efficiency single-cylinder

supphed the motive power. A couple of seasons may
see the 500 c.c. twin installed as the touring mount
par excellence. Three years ago I rode such a

machine for a couple of months, and I implored its

designer to persevere with it, for it was- certainly

a much sweeter and more docile mount than the

super-compression single which was my daily fare at

that period. He found riders in general did not want
it, and' so he surrendered his principles and imitated

the fashion, instead of being courageously original.

Distinguished Debutantes.
Once again we enthusiasts who hoped that the future

would bring us the perfect ;£ioo four-wheeler on
genuine cycle car lines are being given furiously to

think. Scarcely a week passes but the motoring
journals announce one or two dihiiianies in the minia-

ture car class. The other week, for instance, brought,

the Wolseley and De Dion companies into this cate-

gory. The Stellite car, designed by the Wolseley Co.,

is a miniature automobile, with a four-cylinder engine

measuring 62 x 89 mm. with but two speeds, and
the De Dion carette has a similar engine, with dimen-
sions of 56 X 120 mm. and three forward speeds.

Moreover, these cautious and deliberate propositions

— put forth partly asian answer to the demand for

cycle cars and partly as a retort to the Yankee invaders

—are not cheap. The tiny De Dioti, for instance, is

listed at ;£22i, for chassis ifith tyres but sans coach-
work. When we contrast these specitications and
figures, and the standing of the firms in question, with

the ideal and the practical conception of what a cycle

car should be, we may draw an obvious moral. In the

opinion of some of the best automobile engineers, it

is all but impossible to build up a successful business

with a genuine ;£ioo cycle car at the present juncture,

supposing that customers expect such a standard of

quality, comfort, and service as they are accustomed
to find in a first class car or motor cycle.

A19
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A Stopping Problem.

I suddenly found myself up against the problem of

my life the other day. I was descending a steepish

and crowded street a shade faster than was wise, when
my valve lifter wire broke. My throttle was adjusted

so as just not to close, with the idea of keeping the

engine ticking over with the clutch out. I had to stop

in a hurry, I had to steer as trickily as a stage acrobat

in a cycling show, and I could neither release the

compression nor arrest the flow of combustible gas

into the engine.

There was no time to think, but luckily my brain

instinctively applied the knowledge latent in its sub-

conscious pigeon holes. I threw the air lever wide

open, and slung the ignition right back, simultaneously

jamming on bolh brakes hard. The machine fetched

up with' an awful explosion in the silencer and a

tremendous jerk, greatly to the alarm of the crowd,

and to the amusement of the occupants of a passing

sidecar, who, of course, were ignorant of my quandary.

The Improvement in Belts.

The season has now run more than three parts of

its course, and I who o\ye a remunerative position in

journalism to the frequent troubles I encounter, and
the spicy ccyDy that their telling makes, have not had
a single belt stoppage ! Apart from trade machines
on loan, I have chiefly ridden a 750 c.c. single with

a lin. belt, and a 3^-^ h.p. single with a ^in. belt.

The Forward fastener, of course, never breaks, but it

is odd that neither of them has pulled out through

a belt end in a combined mileage of 6,000 or so.

The belts themselves have, of course, been flattered by
the dry weather, but neither of them has so much as

smelt a knife. The belt on the 750 c.c. machine is

worthy of special honour, for it has no adjustable

pulley to come to its aid: that on the 500 c.c. machine
possesses an adjustable pulley, and naturally when f

alter my gear ratios I set the pulley to give the belt

its ideal tension. But even thus, T always try my
belt after a long trip, and it has never been so loose

that tightening seemed at all desirable : while the

pulley has never been touched in the special interests

of the belt, but only from a frank and sincere desire

for a special gear ratio. Has the reduction in cost

of rubber had anything to do with this new record of

mine?

The North Derbyshire M.C.C. recently held ,i motor cycle Gymkhana at Chester-
field, at which the.ab3ve two sidecars proved prize-winners in the decorated cars
event. On the rljht ii a 7 h.p. Indian which gained first prize while the second
place was secured by the 6 h.p. Enileld on the lelt of the photograph.
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Tank Filler Caps.

One or two accessory makers forwarded samples of

patent tank filler caps, in reply to my strictures upon
the many unsatisfactory patterns in use. Nobody
ever questioned the fact that excellent stoppers are to

-be had; the point, is that cheese-paring manufacturers

apparently pass over the best examples, and go out

of their way to buy inferior types, which are also

made for them by accessory specialists in many rases.

This mild insanity has one or two explanations. Either

the makers in question .do> not know how bad the

stoppers are, in which case they should inspect the

store room issue book. Or they are aware that the

stoppers are inferior, but grudge the fractionally

greater outlay required for the purchase of the better

article. The old round screw stopper was a very

great deal more satisfactory than many new patterns

at present in vogue.

" Acute Recurrent Bigenditis."

Such is the euphonious nojn de pljane adopted by

one of my correspondents, who sends me a design for

forced lubrication, which I think I have met on paper

before. Briefly, his idea is that the bottom of the

crank case should be dropped to form an oil sump,

in which should be fitted an enormous oil pump of the

ordinary type, operated by Bowden wire from the

handle-bars, and provided with a very powerful coiled

spring above its piston. The -delivery pipe from this

pump is to lead to the crankshaft bearings, and be of

small bore : similar ducts are to be run from the

crankshaft bearing to the crank pin bearing, and thence

to the little end or gudgeon pin bush, by means of a

thin pipe running up the connecting rod. The idea

is that the rider fills the large pump in the sump by

means of his Bowden wire and h.b. lever: the

spring behiiid the pump piston will concentrate heavy

pressure on the small oilways, and so we shall get a

simple forced lubrication system, with no miniature

working parts to cause trouble. CSravity would, of

course, return the oil to the sump, and presumably
some method of informing the driver that the pumjj

was empty would be incorporated. I mention the

idea to prevent others falling into the obvious pitfalls

it contains. The pump would be required to maintain

a fairly heavy pressure in order to keep a film of oil

between the shafts and the bearings—were we nof
told the other day that some motor cycle big-end.s

bore a stress of 3,000 lbs. per sq. in. at tlie height of

the explosive pressure ? If the pressure on the pump
were set at, say, 10 lbs., it would empty very fast,

no matter how great its capacity, and how narrow the

bore of the ducts. As a consequence the rider would
be constantly refilling the pump, and the system would
make greater demands on his intelligence and memory
than the present admittedly makeshift method of a

tank and a hand pump. In other words, this idea

shows the need for all forced oiling systems to be
mechanically operated, and indicates that many prac-

tical riders would welcome the adoption of some such

methods as were introduced in the W. and D. engine.

By the way, I rather object to my friend's psuedo-
medical pseudonym. It is true that big ends do not

last as long as they might, and that I myself seldom
run an engine more than 5,000 miles before selling

it. But although I generally run a machine about

5,000 miles. I scarcely ever rebu.sh a big end.
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Speed Trials at Bournemouth,
A SUCCESSFUL MEETING.

FHOM the preceding weather one hardly dared expect a

tine day for the Bournemouth chib's speed trials, but
no rain fell, though tlie morning broke dull and cloudy.

In company with Mr. E. L. Herring, the club secre-

t;n y, we made an early start for the scene of operations, and
louud preparations in full swing. The course lay in Canford
r.ivk, close to Wimborne, and had been kindly lent to the

rlub for the day by Lady Wimborne. The actual surface of

the threequarter mile track was excellent, though the gravelly

nature of the soil combined with a slight head wind and a

i;i'iitle rise prevented phenomenal speeds. The road was a

wide one, and the two curves so gradual that it was decided

to run the event on the knock-out principle, no times being

taken. The organisation throughout was excellent, and Jlr.

rbilip Grout, representing the A.C.U., is a great hustler,

, Miisequently the heats were quickly disposed of, and the last

liiiul was run off by 5.30. With the exception of the motor
cycles belonging to two club officials no vehicles wliatever

were allowed on or near the course, a field being provided
in which spectators could park their cars and motor cycles.

About twelve o'clock the sad news was brought in that S.

L. Bailey, who has only just returned from Australia, had
had a bad smash in King's Park while riding a competitor's

machine. Unfortunately, he had broken his leg and smashed
Ills wrist. This news cast a gloom over the proceedings at

the start, but all were glad to hear that he was safely in

hospital and progi-essing as favoui-ably as possible.

A Punctual Start.

Punctually at 12.30 balloting took place for pairing and
|iiisitions in Class I. Each competitor was handed a box
from which he drew a number, ea<;h number being duplicated
and marked either right or left, thus the men wei'e automati-
lally paired and took the side of the course allotted to them.
.\t "one o'clock the first pair, L. W. Adams and H. Spring-

field, both mounted on Douglases, were sent away. Adams
led from the start, and won comfortably. The next heat was
won by G. H. Fry (2J Douglas), Cocker's little 2^ Singer
la-ing considerably slower in getting away, though once under
way it showed a good turn of speed. Kickham's Douglas has

ni'w "internals," wliich were hardly run in, but he managed
til beat Colver (2| Enfield) by a smart get away. In the

-emi-final Adams beat Fry, Kickham having a bye, and in

the final Adams proved the winner, making a fine perform-

ance for an amateur. In one heat his machine caught fire

just before the start, but the flames were extinguished before

uiiv damage was done. Results :

BOURNEMODTH M.C.C. OPEN SPEED TRIALS AT
CANFORD PARK, WIMBORNE.

ll) G. GrifBth winner of 4th and 6th classes on his

S h.p. twin Zenith.

(2) P. H. Matthews (3i h.p. Rudge Multl) who secured

Qrst place in classes 2 and 3.

Ci^is.s I.—Motor Bicycles up to 350 c.c.

First Heat.—L. Adams (2| Douglas) beat H. Springfield
.

(2% Douglas), G. H. Fry (2^ Douglas) beat J. Cocker (2^-
" ~ "' '^ " ' '

""
Colvev (2|Singer), and E. Kickham (2.% Douglas) beat H.

Enfield).

Seeond Heal.—L. Adams beat C!. H. Fry ; E. Kick-
ham a bye.

Final.—L. Adams beat E. Kickham.
The next event to be run off was Class VI. for passenger

machines, and, curiously enough, all the heats were easily

won, though the final was a good race, both McMinnies and
GriititJr travelling at high speeds. Tlie former made fine

starts on each occasion. In his heat against W. D. South,
Douglas Hawkes was unlucky enough to stop liis engine,
whereupon his opponent sportingly returned to the start and
the race began afresh. Results :

Cl.\ss VI.—Sidecars and Cycle Cars.

Fir-H Heat.—G. Griffiths (8 Zenith sc.) beat A. E. Gads-
den (7 Indian sc), H. Walker (8 Bat sc.) beat Cecil Hann
(G.W.K.), W. D. South (ilorgaii-Precision) beat D. Hawkes
(D.E.W.), and W. G. McMinnies (Jlorgan) beat G. W.
Trendal (Morgan).
Second Heat.—G. Griffiths beat H. Walker and W. G.

McMinnies beat W. D. South.

Final.—G. Griffith beat W. G. McJIinnies.

Both JNIcMinnies and South were driving Grand Prix
Morgans.

There were only two runners in Class V. for sidecar com-
binations up to 650 c.c, and it seems odd that this class was
not better supported. There were seven entries, .but five

failed to put in an appearance, C. T. Newsome's absence
being accounted for by a spill during the previous week-
end. Results :

Di.xon Pollard (3^ Bradbury sc.) lost to A. E. Ede (3i
Rover sc). The win was an easy one.

There was a good entry in Class IV., and the racing
proved exciting, there being good finishes between Harvey
Walker (8 Bat) and A. E. Gadsden (7 Indian) ; and P.
Jlatthews (34 Rudge) and H. Riddell (8 Matchless-Precision).
Though Griffith beat Cocker (3^ Singer) easily. Cocker was
travelling very fast and made a good fight, considering the
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difierence in engine sizes. Crawley {2i- Triumph) rode mag-

nificently and Carryer (3^ New Imperial) made a good show,

especially considering the fact that he was new to his

mount. The only unfortunate incident of the day occurred

in this class, when there was a mistake in the pairing for

the semi-finals, which caused a little friction and delay,

though everything was finally smoothed over successfully.

Results ;

Class IV.
(Motor Bicycles up to 1,000 c.c.)

First Heat.~3. Cocker (3^ Singer) beat E. Kickham (2J

Douglas), G Griffith (8 Zenith) beat E. Baker (3^ Ariel),

H. Walker (8 Bat) beat A. E. Gadsden (7 Indian), G. H.

Fry (3i Singer) beat T. W. Hart (6 Zenith), F. W. Carryer

(3i New Imperial) beat H. Gooden-Chisholm (3 Enfield),

H. Riddell (8 Matchless) beat P. Matthews (3i Rudge), S.

Crawley (3^ Triumph) beat Mercer Simpson (3^ Rudge), and

M. Burton (5 Matchless) beat 0. B. Goodman (7 Indian).

Second Heat.—G. Griffith beat J. Cocker, H. Walker

beat G. H. Fry, H. .Riddell beat F. Carryer, and S.

Crawley beat M. Burton.
Craw'ley and Walker stood down, leaving Griffith and

Riddell in the final, the former winning with ease.

Class II. for machines over 350 and up to 600 c.c. was
taken nest, and provided the closest finish of the day, for in

the second round E. Perkins and E. Baker, both on 3;i

Triumph), E. Baker (3i Ariel) beat H. Gooden-Chisholm (3

could tell who had won. , Two other close races occurred,

those between Crawley and Fry and Matthews and Cocker,

both the last mentioned heats being run at very high speeds,

"while the final between Crawley and Matthews was won by
the latter after a fine race. A curious incident happened

in the first round when Goodman and Jones,- both fellow club

members, mounted on B.S.A. machines, drew together, the

former winning after a fairly close race.

Class II.

(Over 350 c.c. and up to 600 c.c.)

First Heat.—E. Perkins (3i Triumph) beat F. Beynon (3i

Triumph), E. Baker (3^ Ariel) beat H. Gooden-Chisholm (3

Enfield), P. Matthews (3^ Rudge) beat E. Buchanan (5^

New Imperial), J. Cocker (3^ Singer) beat D. Hawkes (3^

Ixion-Precision), F. Carryer (3^ New Imperial) beat M.
Simpson (3^ Rudge), S. Crawley (3^ Triumph) beat G. H.

Fry (3i Rudge), 0. B. Goodman {3^ B.S.A.) beat C. D.

Jones (3^ B.S.A.), and F. Reynolds (3^ Triumph) beat F.

Stocker (3^ Rudge).

Second Heal.—E. Perkins beat E. Baker, P. iMatthews

beat J. Cocker, S. Crawley beat F. Carryer, and F. Rey-
nolds beat 0. Goodman.
Third Heat.—P. Matthews beat E. Perkins and S. Craw-

ley beat F. Reynolds.
Final.—P. Matthews beat S. Crawley.

Class in. was run off last of all, and was for those who
had never won in a speed trial ; machines from 350 to 600 c.c.

In the second round, H. L. Jones, in the excitement of the

race, drew across to the wrong side of the road, thus baulking

Chisholm who was close behind lum. The heat was re-run,

but Chisholm lost by a few yards. Results

;

Class III.

(Over 350 e.c. and up to 600 c.c. restricted).

First Heat.—O. Goodman (3^ B.S.A.) beat F. G. Stocker

(3i Rudge), F. Carryer (3^ New Imperial) beat C. D. Jones

3i B.S.A.), D. Underwood (3^- Singer) beat F. Beynon

(3i Triumph), F. Reynolds (3^ Triumph) beat E. Baker (3^

Ariel), P. Matthews '(3^ Rudge) beat G. H. Fry (3i Rudge),

E. Buchanan (3^ New Imperial) beat H. Mitchell (34 B.S.A.),

H. G. Chisholm (2| Enfield) beat B. Harman "(3^ Bat),

and H. Jones (3^- Triumph) beat — . Hiscock (3^ Triumph).

Second Heat.—F. Carryer beat 0. Goodman, F. Reynolds
beat D. Underwood, P. Matthews beat E. Buchanan, and
H. Jones beat H. Gooden-Chisholm.
Third Heal.—F. Reynolds beat F. Carryer and P.

Matthews beat H. Jones.

Final.—P. Matthews beat F. Reynolds.

A%vards, will be as follows (subject to confirmation) :

Class I.—First award, W. Adams (2| Douglas) ; second
award, E. Kickham (2J Douglas).

Class II.—First award, P. Matthews (3^ Rudge) ; second
awards, S. Crawley (3^ Triumph), E. Perkins (3^ Triumph),
and F. Reynolds (3^ Triumph).

A?.4

Class III.—First award, P. Matthews (3^ Rudge) ; second

awards, F. Reynolds (3^ Triumph), F. W. Carryer (3^ New
Imperial), and H. L. Jones (3^ Triumph).

Class IV.—First award, G. Griffith (8 Zenith) ; second
awards, Riddell (8 Matchless), H. Walker (8 Bat), and S.

Crawley (3^ Triumph).
Class V.—First award, A. E. Ede (3i Rover sc.).

Cl.\ss VI.—First award, G. Griffith (8 Zenith sc.) ; second
award, W. G. McMinnies (Morgan Grand Prix).

Incidents of the Trials.

p. Matthews is a coming rider, if he has not already

arrived, but what is it he mixes with his petrol?

Crawley (Triumph) was using a new carburetter with the

jet between the slides, and Colver had an auxiliary oil

pump fitted to his Enfield.

Riddell's Matchless-Precision was fitted with an Amac
carburetter and a huge float chamber.

Carryer was riding the T.T. new Imperial, and Buchanan
a small twin, which was going very well.

The G.W.K. driven by C. Hann had a racing body, but

did not seem to be up to form.

F. Reynolds, with his Triumph, made some fine perform-

ances.

The officials of the Bournemouth club are to be congratu-

lated on the results of their hard work and good organisa-

tion.

An Enihusiastic Lady Motor Cyclist.

Our illustration shows Miss Walmsley, of Derby,

an enthusiastic motor cyclist. She rides an Ivy-

Precision ladies' model. In place of the standard

3j^ h.p. engine a 4^ h.p. has been fitted, which has

a remarkable turn of speed, and the Derbyshire hills

are overcome Avith surprising ease even though the

driver has a passenger also on the carrier. For this

purpose a neat spring cushion has been fitted on to th(

carrier which makes quite a comfortable seat. Miss

Walmsley recently undertook a 700 mile tour with a

lady passenger and had no occasion even to open the

toolbag, but, if necessary, this lady rider is quite

canable of dnino; her own runniiis,' repairs.

UUs Walni'ley ot Derby driving her i} h.p. Ivy-Frecision and sidssai,
on which she recenllv undertook a 700 mile t.our.
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lA Run on a New 5-6 h.p. 654 c.c. Twin Hazlewood.

lO

Locking device for hub gear on th*
tpree^speeJ Hazlewood.

N the occasion of a recent visit to the Hazlewood
Works, Coventry, Mr. ^\'illiam Hazlewood
offered us a trial run on one of the new twin

Hazlewoods, similar to the two machines which both
mently obtained gold medals in the A.C.U. Six

Hays Trials. We fixed up an appointment, and Mr.
\\ iiliam Hazlewood met us with a smart combination,

(he passenger being accommodated in a Canoelet side-

car painted to match the machine.
The engine is a new model twin J.A.P., having a

bore and stroke of 70 X' 85 mm., giving a cubic
capacity of 654 c.c, and
is fitted with side by side

valves. An irmovation. for

Hazlewood machines has
been made in this model,
for a ball bearing counter-

shaft is driven from the
engine by chain, while a
I in. belt running over a
large diameter pulley on
the counter-shaft transmits

the power to the new Mark
VII. Armstrong gear in

the rear Avheel.

Having had a look
round the machine, we
took our seat in the side-

car and the combination
glided smoothly away.

Top gear {/^% to i) was
I ngaged as soon as the worst of the traffic was passed,
and we sailed off to Warwick en route for Edge
Hill.

1 Warwick en Fete,

' The run to Warwick was uneventful, but on entering

town we encountered quantities of sheep and
ttle, while the' inhabitants were preparing for the

atrte show. After Warwick we changed, places with
i le driver, and soon discovered that the machine was

-V to iiandle, the controls all being set in convenient

I

sitions. We were soon bowling along between Bar-

lord and WeUesboume. Friz Hill gives a good idea
lit' how a machine will perform on ,„,,

1 Ige Hill, as it is a deceptive rise

.'iid quite steep towards the top.

I low€ver, the Hazlewood proved
iliat it had ample climbing powers,
li'iugh a sign of clutch slip was

'iceable. This, we discovered,

^ caused by over-lubrication, and
li was a matter of a moment to

Mill out the superfluous oil, and thus
I matters straight. The roads
ic in fine condition, but sidecar

-sengers should beware of the

ivert about t-h'o miles from
Kineton, for if taken fast a nasty
I'ump will be felt. Soon the round
tiiwer came into view, and we
!' ,;'an the long ascent to the summit
' f the Edge Hills, which is too
well known to need description.

The Ascent of Edge Hill.

Changing into middle gear early, we were more than
halfway up the hill before the low gear was required,

and then there was so much reserve power that we
only required about quarter throttle for the remainder
of the hill. When one considers that the driver and
passenger weighed together approximately 27 stone,

and that engine capacity is only 654 c.c, the per-

formance is distinctly good, and the silence and smooth
running of the engine are remarkable. As we had
not much time at our

" disposal, we returned by
the same route, the

descent being a fine test

for the brakes, which
proved excellent. The
front brake is consider-

ably above the average,

and the rear brake,
which consists of a large

"Ferodo-lined shoe acting

externally on a steel

drum, is . very power-
ful.

The Mark VII gear
is a more robust edition

of the Mark VI., and the long change-
speed lever and large quadrant consider-
ably simplify changing.' The engine is

pleasant to drive and practically vibration- _
less, and the details of the machine are carried out
in a very thorough manner, all bolts being either
split pinned or lock nutted. A Cowey speed indicator
was fitted, and we found that to average the legal
limit was a matter of ease even with the full load.
We returned to Coventry without any untoward

incidents and later went out again for an evening run,
when the machine ran equally well, so that it was
with some regret that we returned the outfit to the
works on the following morning. Those who requiie
a moderate powered sidecar machine and are par-
ticular about silence would do well to examine the
5-6 Hazlewood, on which they will find many points
of considerabie interest.

Reir brake adjnst-
ment and tick starter
n t h e Hazlewood

5 h.p, model.

The 5 h.p. HazUwood twin cylinder sidecar model w.th three speed Armstrong hub gear ana combined
chainand belt transmission. The sidecar is a Canoelet
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. AH questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not

must bo accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and on one

side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters contaiiiing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
auestions bearing on technical subjects.

Th" Midlands to the South Coast.

Will you kindljT furnish me
^Tl with particulars respecting the

V best route from Mai-ket Har-
-Ll borough to Eastbourne, avoiding

London? My machine is a 3^
h.p. J.A.P., single gear, with sidecar.

—J.G.ti.

Your best route is IMarket Harborough,
Northampton, Newport Pagnell, Woburn,
Dunstable, Tring, Amersham, Beacons-

field, Slough, Windsor, Staines, Chertsey,

Guildford, Dorking, Reigate, Crawley,

East Grinstead, Uckfield, Hailsham,

and Eastbourne. This is not quite the

shortest route, but it is a good one, as it

avoids London.

A Question of Licences.

My son has just received a

^ri summons for using a motor cycle

^ vvithojat having paid the annual
-LI tax. The machine belongs to

me, and when I took out the £1
licence I had only acquired the machine
twenty days previously. (1.) I under-

stand that twenty-one days are allowed

from iirst riding the machine to

getting the licence; is this so? If so,

what Act does this come under? (2.)

Is it a fact that if no notice of intend-

ing prosecution is given within twenty-

one days of the alleged committal of

the offence no case can be brought
against one? (3.) I Tiave not ridden
the machine at all, but my son took
it without my knowledge. Ought I,

and not my son, to have been sum-
moned? It was over ten weeks from
the alleged offence being committed
to receivii-g the summons, as my son

was not stopped by the police, and this

is absolutely the first we have heard
of the matter.—P.A.

(1.) It is quite right that twenty-one
days are allowed from the time you
begin to use the machine. See the

Customs and Inland Revenue Act of

1869, Section 32. (2.) You are wrong
here. This twenty-one days' grace only
holds good wli'jn you are prosecuted for

having exceeded the speed limit. (3.)

Certainly you, and not your son, ought
to have been summoned. The sum-
monses are issued by the County Coun-
cils and not by the police for offences of
tills kind.
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How to Find Cubic Capacity.

Please answer the following

^^ questions : (1.) The meaning of

^ the term "c.c." as in 500 c.c,
-i-J and how it is arrived at by the

bore and stroke. (2.) Tim
Wood's average miles per hour on his

two-stroke Scott in this year's T.T.

—

R.J.V.

(1.) The meaning of c.c. is cubic
cejitiraetres. This is found from the

Motor cyclin; in the Tyrol. A rider o[ a 31 h.p.

Triumph photographed on the Stelvio Pass, 9,184
feet above sea level. Tl,e boundary between Italy

and Austria is marked by the frontier stone shown.

formula .7854 D'S, which, put more
plainly, means that the diameter in

centimetres is multiplied by itself, then
by the stroke (also in centimetres) and by
.7854. For example, an 85x88 mm.
engine works out as follows: 8.5^ x 8.8

x

.7854 = 499 c.c. (2.) T. Wood's average
speed in the T.'T. Race was 48.28 miles
ner hour.

Starting Difficulty with old Engine.

I have a 3 h.p. N.S.U., fi i

^ri Vfith low tension magneto t

V coil. I do not know the 1 (

-SJ of engine, but it has mechar i

valves with the exhaust directly ui 1

the inlet and slightly cambered pi t

top. I have a lot of trouble to si

;

even after an injection of petrol (

its cylinder, but once upon the i

it is all right, except at slow spe i

when it will knock badly. I 1 i

been altering timing gear of V£ i

and have made a mess of it, «

should be glad to know what is I

correct position of pinions and ( i

for timing? What is about dati i

engine ?—W.G.
If there is no air leak at the inlet (

unions and the carburetter is i

adjusted to give too much air at j

speeds, starting should be quite i I

If, liowever, you cannot trace the di jl

in the carburetter, it might be gos: t

that the magnets require to be i

magnetised. Possibly the timing pit u

are marked. If not, set the exh il

valve to close with the piston deat i

the top of the exhaust stroke, and i

inlet valve to open when the pisto ii

Tgths down the suction stroke. The (

of the machine- will be about 1905. (

N.S.U. Co. can tell^ou if you send t a

the engine number.
Level Crossings and Motor Cyclists.

I should be greatly obi d

by your legal opinion on i

following : 'The other eveuii J

was out for a run near C i'

bridge, when I had to (

u

over a level crossing, and on cor e

up to the gates, which were closer I

blew my horn, but no one cami)*

open them. .So I shouted, and a: d

the man in charge to come and 1 n

the gates, to which he replied, " ij

you can go through the cycle gat

'

which eventually I had to do, and la

my machine is a fixed" engine and i9

gates were small, it was no easy m; sr

to get it through. Can I force la

man in charge to open the gates »

a motor cycle, or was he righl Ji

making me go through the cycle gai?

—W.L.G.
We have submitted your letter to >'

adviser, who replies as folio -

:
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It is difficult to answer this iruery.

here may bo some special stipulation

ith regard to the gate referred to and
i (he user of the level crossing in the
Miial Act of Parliament under which

lailwav was constructed. Subject to

the l^ailway Act of 1845 provides
when a railway crosses a public

on a level, the company shall main-
gates across suoh road, and sliall

•y proper persons to open and shut
I, and such gate shall be kept closed
I't when carriages, etc., wish to
, the railway. It is certainly the
of tlie man in cliarge of the gates

ion them unless a train is approacli-

and I have no doubt that it would
lissible to maintain an action against

I dlway company if a member of the
u- wei'e wrongfully obstructed in
iiig, especially as your correspondent
110 right to open the gates himself.'

'iibly the simplest way is to threaten
'.port the matter to the station
'.r, or, if necessary, to the head

Hampslead, N.W., to Southend-on-Sca.

I should be obliged if you coiUd^ inform me which is the best
^r road from Hampstead, N.W., to
-iJ Southend-on-Sea, avoiding tram-

lines and traffic as much as
[I i>sible. Any information as regards
had and dangerous roads would be
appreciated. I do not mind going a
mile or two extra to keep to good

i'ls. Also as much detail as possible
,arding the route out of London

'. iuld be acceptable.—H.D.
u h,id better purchase a copy of the
AC. cfKcial map of Recommended
"tes iiound London (obtainable from
-" offices, price Is. 7d. post free), and

the following route : Hampstead,
ips Wood, East Finchley, down
loll Hill, through Hornsey, turn
where there are central standards

ibout twenty yards, and then left,

iig the tramlines altogether and
^ absolutely straight on; cross the
li>n-Ware Road, past the "White

Tottenham Hale, straight on,
i. .wing the tramlines past Black Horse
.1.1 Station into Woodford Road; here

right down Snake's Lane, continuing
.'lit on as tar as Chigwell Row,

turn right and go through Collier

1181

Row to Romford ; then go through Up-
minster, Orsett, Horndon-on-the-lfill,

Stanford-le-Hope, Hadleigh, to Southend.
This is a most complicated and tricky

route and all tramlines cannot well be
avoided.

Touring In Scotland.

I want to motor cycle to Edin-

^1 burgh from Newark, and would

> be much obliged it you could
-2J send tho route taken by the^ com-

petitors in the London-Edinburgh
run.. I believe they turned west at

Scotch Cornel^ but I do not know
tho route from there. I will return

via tho old route, which, I understand,
is througli York and Newcastle, but
would be obliged if you could give me
some further particulars of the towns
passed through. I note that " Ixion

"

gives a aes'cription of a tour in Scot-

land, but I want to avoid the ferries

that he mentions. His route is as

follows : Edinburgh, Granton, Perth,
Pitlochry, Blair Athol, Kingussie, Carr-
bridge, Inverness, Fort Augustus,
Spean Bridge, Fort William, Ballachu-
lish, Shian Ferry, Chan, Inverary,
Arrochar, Stirling, Edinburgh. This
means ferrying at Ballachulish, Shian,
and Connel. Also taking steamer across

Loch Lomond and Loch Katrine, but
I should like to avoid ferrying, if

possible ; could I do so by a slightly

different route ; Any information you
can let me have will be most welcome.
—G.K.C.

When going from Newark to Edinburgh,
go straight up the Great North Road
through Ferrybridge and Aberford to

Wetherby, then go through Borough-
bridge and alo-^g Leeming Lane to

Scotch Corner, then on through Bowes,
Brongh, Appleby, Penrith, Carlisle,

Longtown, Langholm, Teviothead,
Hawick, Galashiels, Edinburgh. If you
follow the route suggested in your letter

we do not see how you can possibly avoid
ferries, though, of course, you need not
take the steamer across Loch Lomond
and Loch Katrine, if you are prepared to
miss seeing the Trossachs altogether. It

would, however, be a pity to do this as
the scenery is very fine. On the return
journey there is no necessity to go through
York.

READERS' REPLIES.
Engine Stops when Hot.

I recently met with rather a puzzling
experience . which may perhaps interest
your readers. Riding a 1912 Douglas, I
was for some time sorely perplexed by a
sudden " petering out " which invariably
occurred after opening the throttle for
a hill. TTie engine would suddenly lose
all power, but continue to fire weakly on
half throttle, and if opened out more the
carburetter woiUd start spitting in a vio-
lent and most impolite manner. I natur-
ally suspected valve trouble, and changed
and well cleaned the valves, but with
no better results. The trouble continued
till I bethought me of a cheap plug I was
using in the rear cylinder, the said plug
having rather thin electrodes. I changed
it for a more substantial one, and the
trouble stopped at once. It was evidently
caused by the thin electrodes getting red
hot when the engine was under heavy
load and igniting the incoming charge.
Tliis may explain your correspondent
"J.C.'s" trouble (page 1142 in the issue
of August 28th).—LJ<' 2563.

In reading your Questions and Replies
I noticed a letter complaining of over-
heating and sudden stoppage from
"J.C." Might I supplement your
reply, as a short time ago I suffered
from his complaint exactly? After
making numerous experiments with no
good effects, I eventually traced my
trouble. The sparking plug I was using
shall be nameless, but it had a very
thin point, which projected into the
cylinder, and after a few miles got hot
and caused pre-ignition and a quick pull-
up. I changed it for a Bosch four-
point, with points inside the body of
the plug and not projecting, and lo ! my
trouble vanished into thin air, and every
time I replaced my old plug, which was
a good one (by name) and cost 3s. 6d.,
the same trouble reappeared. I trust
my experience may be of interest to the
readers (especially "J.C") of The
Motor Cycle., to which paper I feel I
owe a good deal. I have learnt a lot
by going through the queries under
Questions and Replies, and endeavouring
to solve them by myself and then
reading your reply. Has any other
reader tried this ? I am using benzole,
costing Is. 2d., at the present with a
B. and B. carburetter, and am getting
120 miles to the gallon with a 25 jet.

My machine is a 3^ h.p. and weighs
210 pounds. I may say that fitting

so small a jet has rendered my carbu-
retter an automatic one at anything up
to twenty miles an hour—a little relief
after being used to "twiddling" two
levers, so I shall not trouble to fit a
smaller choke tube, which, by the way,
I think might solve "J.K.'s" trouble.—A, Eli:.iott.

The laicu p.itorn Ranger cycle car with 8 h.p. twin water-coo!ei engine.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the
replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries
below should be addressed c/o The Editor.

"W.M.C." (Higham Ferrers). —Wall
Auto-wheel. Power, safety, reliability,

and effect on bicycle.

"P.T." (London).—Most suitable rubber
belt for Brampton gear. Wear, etc.

"D.B." (Halifax).—6 kp. A.J.S., three
speeds. Engine and gear reliability.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents^

All letters should be aililiessed to tbs Elltor, " Tbe Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Wet Tan.
Sir,—I should like to give your readers the benefit of tlie

following experience: Riding along the Watling Street late
on Sunday, 31st ult., I came across a stretch of the road
covered with a layer of tan, presumably with the idea of
deadening the noise of the traffic. Immediately I had a
tremendous side-slip, and was sent flying off my machine,
fortunately, however, without serious results.
While realising the necessity in cases of serious illness for

treating the road in some such fashion, I think the authorities
concerned should be persuaded to adopt some less treacherous
material, such as straw. Tan is quite safe to ride over as
long as it is dry, but when wetted by rain is certain to cause
a bad side-slip.

As this is the second experience of this sort I have had I
shall in the future treat wet tan with more respect. The
trouble is that at night it is almost impossible to detect it

till too late. I shall be interested to hear whether any of
your readers have met with mishaps due to the same cause.

F. VINER.

Carburetter for Scotts.
Sir,—I have read with interest the letter in the issue of the

.21st ult. from Mr. R. F. G. Kelly. I also am a Scott enthu-
siast, and, like him, have fitted the Binks carburetter to
my macliine. I, however, did not get the same satisfactory
results as achieved by Mr. Kelly.

I
_
certainly found that the Binks carburetter did effect

an improvement, but my chisf cause of complaint was that
the combination of jets required for perfect running one day
were by no means the same combination required another
day. I also found that it did not give me more m.p.g. than
the Scott carburetter.
Hearing very good accounts of the Lukin, I then decided

to fit this, and can honestly say that it effected a great
improvement in all respects. I can now average 50 m.p.g.
with sidecar at an average running speed of 25 m.p.h.

;

solo about 70.

My machine, like Mr. Kelly's, will now start at the third
kick down from

, cold, while the slow running is such that
I have done away with the half compression valves, there
being absolutely no need for these.
The great charm of the Lukin carburetter is the ability

to tune it up for any one point without affecting any other
point. For instance, adjusting the carburetter for slow
running has no effect whatever on full throttle position,
whilst the acceleration is simply marvellous."

I certainly think that this carburetter should be more
widely known, as, although it is only a single lever one,
it seems to me to perform anything that a two lever car-
buretter will do without any disadvantage whatever.

I also, like Mr. Kelly, have no financial interest in either
C. Binks or Lukin, Ltd. GEORGE BAX..

Carburetters and Flexibility.
Sir,—Mr. Binks's idea of an A.C.U trial of carburetters' is

an e-xcellent one, but I entirely dissent from him that a big
rnileage cannot be obtained except at the expense of flexi-

bility. This may be correct in the case of a fixed, single jet
instrument, but not in that of a good variable jet type for
the reasons given in my previous letter and "N.R.C.'s."

Failing an A.C.U. test, I would be happy to compete in a
friendly private match, using my universal model B. and B.
(which, like the cycle, is absolutely " unfaked ") against a
single-lever two-jet Binks, the trial to be held under the
surveillance of a member of the staff of The Motor Cycle,
say "Ixion." I would accept Mr. Binks's conditions (1), (3),

(5), (6), (9), and likewise -(11), provided that this does not

prevent altering the jet lever and air ports from the saddle

whilst riding. As regards (7), a shorter stretch than five

miles should suffice to test the speed, and (2) and (4) are

impracticable with my own bicycle, being a fixed gear T.T.

Both carburetters to be tested on the same machine.
No doubt " N.R.C." might like to join in with his Norton.

I have no financial interest in any individual type of carbu.

retter, having used during the past three years the Amac,
Triumph, Universal, B. and B., and Senspray. Hence,- if the

Binks proves superior no one would be better pleased than

myself. If it does I will undertake to order one in Novem-
ber on my 1914 machine, but if the B. and B. wins I suggest

that Mr. Binks should pay for such other type as .may be

ordered (at a price not exceeding that of his own make).

AUTOBORE.
[As already pointed out we think the idea of an A.C.U.
carburetter test is excellent.—Ed.]

Military Motor Cyclists. i

Sir,—It appears to me that some of the critics of the
|War Office scheme are tackling this question from the

wrong point of view, as they continually labour the point
that there is no money to be made while in camp with the
machine. Surely no motor cyclist %vho is patriotic enough

,

to join the force wants to see his way to clearing a profit
j

on the thing before going further with it.

Another idea that seems to me totally wrong is that one •

must go all out the whole time when employed on this

service. This is a most mistaken notion, and a rider con-

ducting his campaign on these lines is almost certain to

render himself useless to his officers before many days have
passed. Of course, it was all very well to show what cmU
be done while the War Office were hesitating, but a

messenger who can average 30 m.p.h. on decent roads will

be far ahead of anything now at the disposal of the

authorities, and it takes a lot of miles to rmi up to 8s.

per day at 30 m.p.h.
My idea is that the annua! camp work is one of the very

best types of holiday that a motor cyclist can wish for. He
is kept free of charge during his fortnight (or so much
thereof as his time permits of) in camp, and ranks as a

non-commissioned officer among excellent fellows from the

time of his acceptance. If he likes a bit of speed he can

have it at less than it usually costs him, while if he is a

steady rider he can stiD be of much service, and see a, lot

of most interesting work at the very minimum of holiday
cost. Added to this is the fact that annual training camps
are almost always in fine situations, and, from the nature
of a camp, within easy reach of civilisation, and the wondei
is that there has not been a rush to fill the few vacancies
that remain.
Some doubt has arisen as to the availability of various

machines, and I shall be delighted to help anyone in this

district (Leeds) who may be hesitating on this or an;

other score.

It should not be forgotten also that there are two sections

available—the Royal Engineers Special Reserve and th(

Territorial Motor Cyclists. The main difference is thai

in the former the age of enlistment is confined to betweer
18 and 30, wfiile the latter is open, and the Special Reservi
draw slightly higher pay and travelling expenses to camp
Either section may with their own consent be employee
on military duty at any time, i.e., they have the right oi

refusal should circumstances make it impossible for then
to attend. J. STUART WHITE.
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Hub & Connter-shalt Oears.

Sir^—In regard to the letter by the Stiirmey-Archer Gear

Co. on "Hub and Counter-Bhaft Gears," I should like to give

my opinion as I am a user of the counter-shaft type.

My mount is a 1913 Premier with two-speed eounter-shatt

gear. Their objections are : (1.) The gear runs at a high

speed an# considerable noise is created. I agree that the

gear runs at a higher speed than the luib type, but only

makes a slight hum when in low gear (the top gear driving

solid) ; there is no noise whatever when changed to high.

(2.) The front chain on my machine I never hear. It is silent

and rims in an aluminium case, and has run 1,430 miles to

the present, has only been adjusted once (iiot really neces-

.^.Tiy), and is as good as new. I know an Indian rider wlio

only changed liis front chain quite recently after two years'

use with sidecar attached. (3.) The drive is a little tiercer

onlv at slow speeds and is not noticeable otherwise. My
hacli tyre wore out at 400 miles (due to a fault), and I have
now fitted a heavy non-skid Kempshall, and have liad no
trouble since. It is almost as good as new. (4.) I have not

noticed the vibration refeiTcd to. (5.) They say the only

point in its favour is that tlie back wheel can be removed
more quickly for tyre repairs, and this, they say, only applies

to the novice. Then, does the- expert love to take an liour

to change a tyi'e when he can do it in ten minutes? Surely:

it is easier to slacken two nuts and drop the wheel out than

take off the free engine and change-speed rods, all of wliich

need replacing. The e.x.pert is like the rest, of us, he likes to

take out and replace liis wheel as quickly as he possibly can.

Uien tliey outline the advantages of the hub gear. Let me
i.utline the counter-shaft advantages.

(1.) The gear is more central, therefore weight is evenly

distributed between the two wheels.

(2.) Should anytliing go wrong the gear box can be de-

tached and more" easily inspected than the hub type, one

rider of wluch spent nearly six hours (see page 1057) trying to

repair.

(3.) The belt is practically everlasting.

(4.) Ease of detaching the rear wheel for tyre changing ajid

puncture repairing. No double belt rims to interfere with

tyre levers, nor messy pedalling chains that are always in the

way. No free wheels to get grit in their insides and grind

themselves useless or cause the pedals to revolve and knock
the hee' off you when vou don't expect it The rear wheel
is free in every way (wliich most, if not all, riders want).

t have had two three-speed hubs, and they both struck

work on one or other of their gears, and I was left with two
speeds.

I shall plump for the counter-shaft gear every time, which
is the gear which must oust all others. In appearance, too,

It is miles ahead of the hub type, and everyone I meet
admires the appearance of the raachuie with the counter-shaft

gear. The chain, of course, must be protected. It would be

mterestins; to hear the opinion of others.

WILLIAM MeLEAN.

Sir,^Having been an owner of eleven different motor
rycles during the last ten years, might I be allowed to give

niy opinion on the controversy now taking place re hub
and counter-shaft gears.

In 1911 I bought a three-speed Sturmey-Archer Premier
for sidecar work, and which was very satisfactory with the

exception of the belt, whidi would persist in breaking or

pulling tlirough every 140 or 150 miles. That, in itself,

was not surprising, considering that I studied comfort before

weight, and tlie latter was 402 lbs. In addition I weigli

11 stone, my wife 9 st. 6 lbs., and ray son 3 st. 10 lbs., and
my sidecar was seldom off.

We used our machine mostly for going to Worcester every
week-end, vid Newton, Bishop's Castle, Ludlow, Tenbury,
and Witley = 75 miles, and the worst gradients were

;

1 in 7, 1 in 8, two of 1 in 9, two of 1 in 10, three of 1 in 11,

four of 1 ill 12, three of 1 in 13, and four of 1 in 14. Exce| t

for adjusting the gears I experienced no trouble for the whole
of 2.G0O miles.

For 1912 I decided to fit a counter-shaft drive (as per
photograph) solely to do away with the trouble of broken
belts, and, strange to say, 1,100 odd miles were covered
before the fastener pulled tlwough. The drive I found was
mucli more harsh than with belt alone, so much so that it

burst the collar on hub spindle which locks into forkends
and cone on left hand side.

A few words about the machine might be of interest, and
also help to show what the hub had to stand.

The compression of my engine ivae originally high, but
I made it higher by taking j^j of an inch off the bottom of

cylinder to give me a -faster engine speed. My top speed was
geared 5| to 1, and the bottom about 11^ to 1, yet I could

touch 38 to 40 m.p.h., with sidecar, owing to my enormous
engine speed. The engine kept very cool, and knocked less

than before, while carbon on piston was conspicuous by its

absence.

The premier with three-speed S.A. gear relerred lo Ijy A.C.H.

Perhaps some of your readers can tell me why this should
be, but I put it down to the auxiliary valve.
The counter-shaft drive was turned and screwed to fit in the

bottom bracket, and, in addition to the two pinch bolts, was
also held by a large nut on the right-hand side, which screw-ed
up against the bottom bracket shell face. It had a |in.

eccentric to allow for the chain adjustment, wliile the chain
was fin. x fin. The pulley was 8iu. diameter, cast solid,

and was mounted on two large ball journals, and the large
sprocket was bolted on the pulley. The two ends of the
shaft were drilled and tapped fin. to allow for bolts holding
back footrests for the footboards.

In the photograph the machine is Shown with the chain
case off, and inside tliis case ari a funnel and pipe, wliich
after catcliing the oil blown through the crank case release,
allow it to drip on the chain, thus keeping it well oiled and
in good condition.

Reverting to the first part of my letter, I absolutely- agree
with the two writers in your issue of August 21st. with the
exception of the last sentence in " Through the Mill's " letter,

whicli should read :
" That tjje chain-cum-belt three-speed

counter-shaft gear box has it all the time."
After selling the above machine I tried my hardest to get

a three-speed counter-shaft gear box chain-cum-belt single-
cylinder model and failed, and finally bought a three-speed
all chain James, w'hicii is very satisfactory, although it wears
out the back tyre 40% quicker than the belt model 1

To sum up. I would not go back to tlie all-belt or counter-
shaft and three-speed hub, neither would I have a two-speed
counter-shaft gear box chain-cum-belt model (three speeds are
essential for sidecar work), but if someone were to make a
three-speed counter-shaft gear box chain-cum-belt single-

cylinder model, well, I would sell my James to-morrow and
order one, as, in my opinion, it is the finest transmission on
the market.

I cannot make any stateme-.it as regards time for changing
back tyres, as both jobs are easy to me, but would think it is

quicker on three-speed hub models, because the controls are
fixed easier and quicker than chain cases.

I have no interest in any motor firm whatever, but I am a
motor mechanic of tliirteen years' (ten in private service)
experience, and all the above work was carried out by me
entirely. A.C!H.
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Sir,—Our attention has been drawn to a widely published

letter written by Mr. Paskell, of the Armstrong Triplex

Three-speed Gear Co., in respect to the above controversy.

The deductions that Mr. Paskell makes are, from our

point of view, altogether erroneous, and the percentages he

gives altogether misleading, as regards the above controversy.

The question of the gaining of a gold medal in this trial

was, to a great extent, a matter of pure luck. That is to

say, if a^ rider happened to be sufficiently skilled to get

round the hairpin bends he stood a very good chance of

getting a gold medal. We do not think for one moment that

anything- beyond a very small percentage of any of the

machines were incapable of climbing all the hills easily as

regards the gradients, but it is admitted that the road con-

ditions, owing to the excessively dry weather, were abnormal.

Mr. Paskell gives a 63% result of gold medals awarded to

machines fitted with hub gears, and only 18% with other

gears. We have stated above that it is only a mere chance

as to whether a rider of either type w'ould get a gold inedal.

A mere accident of a tyre or belt even would spoil the

rider's chance. We could prove just as conclusively if it

were a question of hub versus counter-shaft gear, that the

counter-shaft gear is far and away better and shows a better

result, as out of four machines of our make, all with

counter-shaft gears, three obtained awards, showing a result

of 75%.
Most of the marks "which were lost and spoilt competitors'

chances of gold medals were not due to trouble or inefficiency

of either the engine or the gear, but due to accidents in

tumbling off and breaking such things as control wires,

and cutting up the tyre?.

For strength and reliability it is only natural, we main-
tain, that the counter-shaft gear is far in advance of the

hub gear.

THE LLOYD MOTOR ENGINEERING CO., LTD.

The A.C.U. Trials.

Sir,—I herewith enclose copy of letter which I have
written to ilr. Loughborough re the recent Si.x Days Trial.

In my opinion this ill-advised trial has done more to set

.back the sporting side of motor cycling than anything in

the whole history of the movement.

CHAS. H. R. NORRINGTON.
[Copy.]

Bowyers House, Longham, Wimborne,
Aug. 29th, 1913.

Dear Sir,—I desire to enter a protest against the manner
in which the A.C.tJ. misled entrants for the Six Days
Trial just concluded. To have stated in the preliminary

regulations that no freak hills, abnormal or dangerous

sui-faces would be included, and then to take competitors

over a course which included, as I am told by a local motor
cyclist, all the known freak hills in the Lake District with

the exception of two is scandalous. To require sidecar

machines, or even solo, to average 20 m.p.h. over such a

course and to perform the acrobatic tricks necessary to get
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around shows such a lack of commonsense that one can
hardly credit the A.C.U. making such an absurd rule.

To expect a man to risk his neck, as undoubtedly every-

one did, makes the whole trial a farce.

As a private owner, I was one of those who protested on
Monday night, and it seemed to me that the protest was
treated in a very light manner. Immediately Uie trade take
the matter up concessions are made, but the officials do not
meet the competitors at their meeting and reason the point,

as they should have done, but grant a few bonus marks and
some minutes' extra time. That in itself is far from satis-

factory.

Seeing that the A.C.U. did not carry "out their own
statements on page 5 of the preliminary regulations, it is

apparent the entry fees were obtained under false pretences.

I must request that my entry fee of £3 3s. be imme-
diately returned to me, and I reserve the right to sue for

expenses incurred whilst in Carlisle, including journey there

and back. Yours faithfully,

Chas. H. R. Nobringion.
T. W. Loughborough, Esq.

Sir,—I have just returned from the hardest week's work
in my life—the A.C.U. Six Days Reliability Trials. -

Before the event I believed the aim and objects of the

trials were

:

1. To enable manufacturers to discover weak points in the

design of their engines and the equipment of the machine.
2. To prove the all-round reliability of the modern motor

cyole, and to act as a guide to prospective buyers in search

of a powerful and reliable machine.
Let me say at once that I have been disillusioned. I will

state my own experience briefly—which has been the case of

many others.

I made a clean ascent of every hill on the course. I arrived

on time at every lunch control, and at Carlisle every night.

I only stopped once in a non-stop section, through "having run

out of petrol. On the fiist day after the lunch control, at

Keswick, I experienced some trouble with my clutch, and
spent some little time in adjusting it, which I, however, made
up later," and arrived at Carlisle on time. But I was twenty
minutes late at Aughertree Fell, thus losing twenty marks.
Now the point is this. If I had failed on every hUl and
stopped in every non-stop section each day, and arrived every

night one and a half hours late, I should have obtained
the bronze medal which the A.C.U. have awarded me. Is

this a fair guide to the general public as to the best machine?
I do not quarrel with the judges or committee, and I was

not a signatory of any of the numerous protests sent in. I

consider that they acted in a fair and considerate manner
throughout, hearing most patieiitly each case that came
before them. The existing conditions are wrong, and the

general opinion of the competitors is that it would be fairer

in future to deduct one mark per minute over the fifteen

minutes allowed. Surely it is absurd that being fifteen

minutes late one has a clean sheet, and if only sixty seconds
later you lose your gold medal.

In conclusion, I would say that my machine wasthe oldest

of the lot, and has done about 11,000 miles, and weighs 2
cwt 56 lbs. all on. I maintain, there-
fore, that in awarding a bronze medal
for any performance similar to mine,
the objects of the trials have been
defeated. ^. ,1

FRANK MAY (NO. 93)."^
|

[Since the above was written Mr. May's
award has been changed to a silver

'i.ijijlijf
medal.

—

Ed.]

A new model 6 h.p. twin Broujh which is nttel with ciain drlre and two-speed

counter-shaft gear.

Testing Benzole.

Sir,—I notice in The Motor Cijrh
a letter, signed F. E. Thomas, on
"Benzole." In his letter he states the
benzole he uses is 90% spirit, also

he saya that he tests this himself. I

should esteem it a. favour if he would
kindly say how and by what measf
he does this, and I am sure it would
confer a boon to many readers of youi
valuable paper.

ARTHUR FISHER, R.P.C.

£14
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The Motor Cycle as an Aid to Business.

Sir,—Having heard a good deal about tlie use of motor
cycles for business purposes in The Mnior Ci/ch, I send you
a plioto^-aph of a ijex Sidette which I have for some months
used for the purpose of delivering bread, and after a fair

E. Woolgrove, who uses his 6 h.p. Rex sidecar for business purposes,
as mentioned in accompanying letter.

trial in all weathers I find it most useful. It is very easy to
start and control, and is quite a novelty in the district. Tlie
machine can be seen at work almost any day in and around
Bedworth. E. WOOLGROVE.

Consideration.

Sir,—On Wednesday, September 3rd, the quiet village of

East Meon was invaded by a noisy horde of some twenty
or more motor cyclists and cycle carists, hailing frorn South-
ampton and Portsmouth. They .came, presumably, to hold a
hill-climb on a hill some two miles from here ; but from 2
p.m. until nearly 7 p.m. our narrow and twisty High Street
scarcely €ver seemed to be free of them. I am a motor
cyclist myself, and from my knowledge of the dangers of

our street I am sure that it is not a safe one to traverse
at a higher speed than 15 m.p.h. Most of these persons
careered through it at speeds nearer 25 or 30 m.p.h., and
practically all with cut-outs open. I am' no spoil-sport, and
quite believe in the value of club outings and hill-climbs,

but I do tliink that secretaries might try to restrain the
rowdy element in their clubs from actions of this kind.
Might I suggest to the wearers that red night-caps, how-
over becoming to the head when it is on a pillow, are
just a little ridiculous when worn inside a racing cycle car;
iind that a tartan tarn o' shanter surmounting motor goggles
makes its owner look—to put it mildly—something of a
jackass.

"

AA'll50.

Motor Cycle Taxation in France.

Sir.—In a recent issue I noticed a paragraph re the taxing
of motor cycles in France which might lead your readers
lo think that some change has been made. This is not the
i-ase. Motor cycles and bicycles are, and have been for
many years, treated in the same way. Every cyclist or
motor cyclist has to obtain, before January 1st of each
year, a plaque, which must be fixed to the head of the
machine. A plaque has to be affixed for each person the
machine may carry ; for instance, a tandem bicycle has to
liave two plaques, and a motor cycle with sidecar will have
to have at least two plaques. The plaque for a bicycle
costs 3 frs., and that for a motor cycle 12 frs.

There has been some difficulty with the authorities as to
what is a motor cycle. Many years ago, I think in 1899,
the G'bambre Syndicale des Cycles et de I'Automobile was
asked by the authorities, owing to the very large quadri-
cycle.s that wore being constructed, to define a motor

cycle. This was carefully considered, and the def.iiition

accepted was that a motor cycle must have means of propul
sion by pedals. This, of course, brought tlie modern motor
cycle having no pedals into the category of an automobile.
This question was brought before the authorities in July
of last year, and I must say that the deputation represent-
ing the manufacturers, of which I had the honour to be a
member, was received in the kindliest manner.

The changing of any law is, I suppose, in every country
a lengthy matter, but we have recently been iufornicd that,

subject to confirmation by the Conseil d'Etat, we may con-
sider that all motor cycles, with or without pedals, will be
only taxed as motor cycles. I may say that during the
past year no action, so far as I know, has been brought
against motor cyclists having machines without pedals.

Although not so far advanced, I believe I may say that
we sl.all be shortly successful in getting the tax on cycle

cars not weighing more than 300 kilos, fi.xed at a much
lower rate than is at present the case, probably 40 frs.

F. G. FENTON.

Dispensing with a Differential.

Sir,—In reply to Mr. R. D. Dunlop, I beg to state tliat

over-running clutches have been very frequently used on
experimental cars. One cycle car was recently fitted with
this arrangement, which has now given place to a construc-

tion in which a solid a.xle is used, one wheel being fixed to

the axle whilst the other is coupled to the axle by a friction

clutch. Incidentally, a good illustration of this type appears
on page 438 of The Autocar for September 5th.

The automatic clutch gear was frequently suggested in the

early days of motor cars, when a light motor vehicle was a

motor car. I do not know any case where it was actually

used, and my article does not suggest that this was the case.

This construction was merely described as a substitute for a

differential gear. ERIC WALFORD.

Power for Sidecar Machines.

Sir,—From the letter of Mr. Walburn, published in your
issue of the 4th inst., it would appear that he did not read
the article in your journal on the Scottish Six Days Trial.

A doubt was there expressed whether the 3^ h.p. Bradbury
and sidecar would have done so well in other hands than Mr.
Gibson's, and Mr. Gibson's record is so good, and his perform-
ance in this case so excellent, that one is indeed more im-

pressed by the personal skiU exhibited by the driver than by
the qualities of the machine. That seems to be the view
taken in your article, and it certainly was mine, hence my
expression of regret that there was not an opportunity of see-

ing what a 3^ h.p. motor cycle and sidecar w-ould have done
in ordinary hands in this trial.

Without any prevous experience I went in July last yeai'

on a trial run with a 3^ h.p. Humber and sidecar with a
passenger and luggage, and selected North Wales for our
toui'. I drove 800 miles in the week, took all the lulls we
came across, including the Herwyn mountains, which we
went over at nine o'clock one night, and which I liave since

seen illustrated in your journal as being a severe climb, had
no trouble, and went 80 m.p.g. This experience as a com-
plete novice satisfied me as to some of the capabilities of the

3^ h.p. and of my choice of machine, but, after all, this is

child's play compared to a run like the Six Days "Trial, in

which, unfortunately, owing to an accident, I was unable to

take part. ilr. Walburn does not appear to appreciate the

difference between driving 900 miles a month under normal
conditions and 600 miles in six days under the special condi-

tions of the Six Days Trials.

CHARLES D. WRIGHT.

%
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LOST AND FOUND.

We receive many letters regarding accessories, etc.,
both "Lost and Found," which we are unable to And
space for. As these particular matters are of interest
to two persons only, viz., the finder and the loser, we
have decided to keep a list of such articles, and all that
are notified to us will be inserted in this list. Should we
receive a letter from the finder which corresponds to the
article lost, the two persons will be put into communica--
tion, but it must clearly be understood that we cannot
enter into correspondence on the matter beyond this. %
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SPEED TRIALS AT GAINSBOROUGH.
SuccessJul Meeting held by A.C.U. (East Midland Centre).

THE officials of this centre ot the A.C.U. are to be con-

gratulated on the successful meeting which they held

on Saturday last. The various officials worked well

and stuck to the posts allotted them, with the result

that there were no irritating waits. It is as Avell there were

not, for racing did not conclude till after six o'clock, a start

having been made at one o'clock.

Sir Hickman Bacon, Bart., very kindly lent a private road

leading to his estate, Thonock Park, Gainsborough, for tlie

meeting, and took a great interest in the various events and

machines. Sir Hickman is a pioneer motorist himself, and
he appeared to find the racing motor cycles as interesting as

cars. The surface of the road was admirable for the motor

cycles, but there was rather a sharp camber, which, as the

road was rather narrow, proved a difficulty for the only two
racing cycle cars entered.

There was quite a large attendance of the public, rails

which ran down the side of the road forming a fine barrier

and at the same time a sort of grand atand. Cinematograph
operators were on the spot, and the crowd were evidently

hugely pleased when the machine was directed on them. Mr.
Lougliborough was in attendance, and he soon found his

services utilised as a timekeeper, for the car conveying the

timekeepers from Nottingliam took the longest course from

Newark and arrived an hour or so late.

The Passenger Machines.
The sidecar class amused the spectators, as some of these

fitments were of the most curious shapes. One sidecar was

a practically exact model of a soup tureen, and much amuse-

ment was caused by someone asking if the passenger would

like the lid on !

The two cycle cars engaged were a Calthorpe Brooklands

racing model", with a Wghly polished aluminium speed body

and the most beautifully finished little honeycomb radiator,

and a newcomer to racing, the Woodrow, named after

its maker. It had a racing single-seated body and disc

wheels. The power unit was a twin J.A.P. (90 mm. x 77

mm.) with overhead valves, the engine being set across the

pressed steel frame, the drive being then taken by shaft to

the gear box and thence by overhead worm to the rear live

axle. It was a very pretty little machine, but appeared to

be geared too high. The silencer was set across the fram«

at the rear, and one exhaust pipe was taken along each

side of the frame to it. On its last run down the course

it appeared likely to get out of hand and wobbled in rather

a terrifying manner, and tha driver told us he found on

finishing that he had jumped the shackles of his front

springs in returning to the starting post after his first run
along the grass track provided for this purpose. Thus the

B. Rhodes, Lincoln M.C.C. (8 h.p. Zenith), who was the most suceesslul

competitor of the meeting, he is shown winning the sidecar event.

front springs were useless. G. W. Hands seemed rather

uncomfortable on the Calthorpe, and he complained to us

that he found steering at speed very tricky wlrere the road

was cambered. On his last run he gave up the wheel to

another driver, who improved on the previous time by a

couple of seconds.

The sidecars in the standing start events, it is interesting

to note, beat the racing cycle cars, the fastest time in the

sidecar sections for the half-mile being done by B. Rhodes
on a 986 c.c. Zenith in 38fs. against G. W. Hands, on a

1,086 c.c. Calthorpe racer, 39|s.

An £xciting Duel.
Everyone was allowed two runs in each event, aiid the

fastest time counted. Naturally the greatest interest was
taken in the big classes, and B. Rhodes,- on a Zenith, and

G. Brough, on a machine of his own make, had a rare

tussle. In the Hying start half-mile both men tied with

25s. dead, and on the run off another dead heat followed in

25|s., so a third try was arranged, when the Zenith rider,

by superior acceleration at the start, won somewhat easily

in 25|s. against Brough's 25|s. The Gradua gear was un-

doubtedly the agent to be thanked, as at the finish Brough
seemed to be rather the faster. These were the highest

A.C.U. EAST MIDLAND CENTRE SPEED TRIALS.

(1) G. W. Hands on the 8-10 h.p. Calthorpe, winner o! the experts' class

in the cycle car race.

(2) J. Woodrow (Woodrow cycle car), who won the " general

'

section ot the same event.
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Spfied'Trials at Gainsborough.—

speeds of till' day, 25s. being equal to a mean speed of

72 in.p.h. All events were run over a measured half-mile.

Details of the racing are as follows :

Event 1.—Motor cycles not exceeding 350 c.c.

Experts.—1, F. G. Ediiiond (2 Humber, 345 c.c), 40|s. ;

,T. R. Svlvester (1 Mew Hudson, 293 c.c), 43|s. ; 3, J.

Mcker (1 Singer. 299 c.c). 441s.

General.—1. J. R. Sylvester "{1 New Hudson. 293 c.c),

45Js. ; 2, H. F. Barr (2 Humber, 239 c.c), 52|s.

Event 2.—Motor cycles not e.NCoedirig 500 c.c •

Experts.—1. J. Cocker (1 Sin[;er, 499 cc). 36|s. ; 2, N.
I). Soresbv (1 Rudcce, 499 c.c.)'^, Alp. ; 3, E. Hawkes (1

Kudge, 499 c.c), 4213.

Cocker broke his pulley just as he finished his first run.

iit his time gave him an easy win, so his second try was
I wanted.
General.—1. H. 0. Wood (2 Scott, 486 c.c), 38s.

;

_'. F. Lamb (1 Premier. 499 c.c), 38i;S. ; 3, W. F. Wadding-
\-m (1 Campion-Precision, 499 c.c), 38fs.
The Tourist Trophy winner's machine gave him a little

tniuble to start, but, once under weigh, it ran with a beauti-

I'nl note and swept over the line at a tremendous pace, and
. veryone seemed to be delighted at the apparently effortless

manner in which it ran.

t:\ENT 3.—For the East Midland Centre A.C.U. Challenge
Trophy. Open to clubs affiliated to this centre of the

Union who nominated teams of three riders mounted
on machines of 350 c.c, 500 c.c, and 1,000 c.c.

respectively.

The Lincoln, Nottingham, and North Derbyshire Clubs
competed, the latter having two teams engaged. The result

was arrived at by giving marks for each of the three sized

machines, thus the fastest 350 c.c was credited one mark,
the second fastest two marks, and so on through the other

sizes. Thus the club scoring the lowest number of marks
won. Actual fastest time was done by George Brough, of

the Nottingham Club, on a twin Brough, in 32|s., and in

I the result the Nottingham Club proved the winners, the

results being as follow :

1. Nottingham M.C.C.
Rider and machine. Time.

J. R. Sylvester (1-cyl. New-Hudson, 350 c.c) 42-|s.

N. 0. Soresby (1 Rudge, 499 c.c) 41is.

G. Brough (2 Brough, 998 cc) 32|s.

Total marks, 4.

2. XORTH DEHBYSHrRE M.C.C.

W. Bown (2 Douglas, 350 c.c) 44|s.

A. Clay (1 Triumph, 499 c.c.) 38js.

R. Carter (2 Brough, 998 cc) 35|s.

Total marks, 6.

Il8j

3. Lincoln M.C.C.
H. F. Barr (2 Humber, 360 c.c) 50?s.

E. AUwood (1 Triumph. 499 cc.) 42|.s.

B. Rhodes (2 Zenith, 986 cc) 32|s.

Total marks, 10.

4. NoBTH Dehbtshire M.C.C. (second team).

0. Smoothy (1 Singer, 350 c.c.) 45s.

G. Dearie '(1 Triumph, 499 c.c) 42s.

W. Waddington (2 Campion, 1,000 c.c.) ... 38s.

Total marks, 10.

Event 4.—Motor cycles not exceeding 1,000 cc.

Experts.—1, B. Rhodes (2 Zenith, 986 c.c), 31^s. ; Rhodes
had a walk over.

General.—1, B. Rhodes (2 Zenith, 986 cc). 31is. ; 2,

G. E. Sanders (2 Indian, 994 c.c), 34is. ; 3, L. W. Forring-.

ton (2 Indian. 994 c.c), 35ts. _

Tvhodes found his Gradua gear very useful for acceleration

at the start and gained a considerable advantage thereby.

Event 5.—Motor cycles and sidecars any c.c.

Experts.—1, B. Rhodes (2 Zenith, 986 cc), 43is. ; Rhodes
had a walk-over.

General.—1, B. Rhodes (2 Zenith, 986 c.c), 38|s. ; 2,

A. W. Grocock (2 Zenith, 770 c.c), 42|s. ; 3, R. Lucas (1

Triumph. 499 c.c), 47s.

Event 6.—Cycle cars.

Experts.—1, G. W. Hand.s (4 Calthorpe, 1,088 cc), 39|s.

This was a walk over.

General.—1, J. Woodrow (2 Woodrow, 986 c.c), 49|s.

Another walk over.

Both cycle cars seemed to be steered with difficulty, and
wobbled alarmingly. The Woodrow appeared to be over-

geared, and made a very slow start.

Event 7.—Motor cycles, sidecars, and cycle cars, any cc.

Flying start.

Experts.—1, B. Rhodes (2 Zenith, 986 c.c), 25s. ; G.

Brough (2 Brough, 998 cc), 25s. ; 3, G. W. Hands (4

Calthorpe, 1,088 c.c), 30is.
•

;

Brough and Rhodes ran off again and dead-heated a

second time in 25|s., but on the decider Rhodes got off

tlie faster and won in 25|s. against Brough's 26|s.

General.—1, G. Brough (2 Brough, 998 c.c.), 25|s.

;

2, B. Rhodes (2 Zenith, 986 c.c), 25fs. ; 3, G. Williamson
(2 Indian, 994 c.c), 27|s.

It will be seen that B. Rhodes was by far the most
successful competitor. His big Zenith ran wonderfully
well throughout the afternoon, and his Lincoln clubmates
were very delighted at liis frequent successes. The weather
was delightful, except for one short shower early in the

afternoon. Lunch was provided by the Leicester Rubber
Co., makers of the John Bull tyre.

H. 0. Wood
(3} h.p. Scott),

this year's
Senior T.T.

winner who
won the
' general" sec-

tion in the

500 c.c. class,

awaiting the

signal to start.

Behind him is

W. L. Guy,
another Scott

rider.

C5
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A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIALS.
THE JUDGES' REPORT.

Entries.—The entry of 162 machines was a record for

A.C.U. trials, and it is satisfactory to be able to state

that only one of the entrants out of this record number
failed to start.

iNTERN.ixroN.tt Touring Trial.—This trial very appro-
priately included the first International Touring Trial held
since the resuscitation of the FhUrnlion Internationale cles

Chi'hn MotocyrlUtes. In view of this, the classification of

the entrants was made according to the F.I.CM. ruling.

This led to sofne apparent anomalies, sucli as the inclusion

of - three-wheeled cycle cars among the sidecars and the
limitation of their engine capacity to 1,000 c.c. Only two
entries, namely, one from France and one from Great
Britain, were received for the International Touring Trial.

The members of the French team were probably unaware
of the difficulties that they had to face, and their machines
were unsuitably geared. The judges hope, however, that

their want of success will not deter them from entering

future A.C.U. trials, at which they will always receive a

hearty welcome.
The British team, composed of Messrs. Gibb, Little, and

Collier, deserve the most hearty congratulations, not only

on their victory as a team, but also on the excellence of

their individual performances.
Course.—A very stiff course was selected, with Carlisle

as a centre. There were many long and trying hills with
bad corners and bends, and places with very rough surfaces.

Some of the roads were narrow, but not too narrow for

motor cars to go round the whole course. The modern motor
bicycle has such great hill-climbing powers that it is

extremely difficult to find hills that are any real test for

it unless steep gradients are combined with sudden turns
and poor surfaces.

The competitors, however, may congratulate themselves
that they did not have to traverse such bad stretches of

roads as are found in the neighbourhood of London or

Paris, many of which are far more trying for frames than
those actually encountered in the Trials.

The routes selected were calculated to develop the machine
which will go anywhere, rather than the mere high speed

machine.
We.\ther.—Three of the running days were fine and two

were wet, with high winds.
Ro.\DS.-—Dry and dusty for the first thi'ee days. Wet,

heavy, and generally greasy on the last two.

Failures at Watersplashes.—The judges regret that so

many failures occurred in these. There are so many splashes,

within 25 miles of London, for instance, that it should be

possible for machines to go through them with impunity.

Magnetos, however, appeared to be more nearly waterproof

than at the previous Six Days Trial.

Awards.—The following is a summary of the awards :

Med-Ils.

"Class Entries. Gold. Silver. Bronze. Retire-

ments.

( B 18 ... 4 ... 2 ... 3 ... 9

.^. , C 61* ... 27 ... 5 ... 14 ... 14
D'^'- 1 D 26 ... 6 ... 7 ... 7 ... 6

1 E 16 ... 7 ... 1 ... 1 ... 7

f
G 1 ... — ... - •• - • 1

H 13 ... 4 ... 3 ... — ... 6

[ I 18 ... 2 ... 2 ... 2 ... 12

Div. 3 K 9 ... 1 ... 1 ... - ' ^

D'iv. 2

27 62162* ... 51 ... 21

*One non-starter.

fyioiE.—If the original regulations had not been relaxed

there would have been earned, so far as it is possible to

judge, a total of 36 gold, 36 silver, and 27 bronze medals.

Nuiiber of Retirements on Various Days.—Monday, 12
;

Tuesday. 17; Wednesday, 16; Thursday, 10; Friday, 7.

Total, 62.

Weights.—The published weights tell their own tale

—

possibly, in some cases, to the surprise of the entrants.

Gear R.^tios.—The figures published afford very interest-

ing reading. The judges are of opinion that the low bottom

gears generally fitted are not in any way "freak" gears,

but form a very valuable asset, not necessarily for straight-

forward hill-climbing, but for emergencies.

Transmission.—A great increase is to be noted in the

number of machines with all-chain drive or belt and chain

drive. The premier award went to a machine on which the

chains ran in an oil bath.

Cycle Cars.—The cycle cars which finished the course are

worthy of the highest commendation, not only for their

performance, but also for the condition in which they

finished. Many of those Avhich gave up were not really \
eliminated by the severity of the course, but by engine j

troubles. "

Riders.—The majority of the riders were very expert, ',

which makes it all the more difficult to find hills that ;are f

sufficiently stiff to test their machines. A certain nnmber
of competitors showed poor judgment in not changing down
soon enough, or in taking corneTs too fast.

,

ArPE-ARANCE OF Riders.—The fact that marks were to. be

deducted for appearance had a most marked effect, - as

practically no riders wore outlandish costumes, but were
content to wear workmanlike clothing suitable for th<j

'

weather conditions met. A few, however, who carried .oil

tins, etc., on their persons had to be penalised.

Ai'PE-AB,-4NCE OF MACHINES.—This was a difficult point -on

which to judge, as so many competitors cleaned their

machines as they went along. Many, however, gave

evidence of too much oil leakage.

Condition of M.achin^s.—For the first time in tlie A.C.U.
trials a whole day was devoted to the examination of the i

machines at the conclusion of the trial. When it is remem-
t

bered that the judges had to examine 100 machines in the

space of seven hours it will be obvious that the examination
could only be an external one, and in some respects super-

ficial. It is probable that t-'om this cause a certain number :

of defects failed to be observed by the judges, but much
interesting matter was brought to light.

To get a real criterion of the conditions of the machine,?

it would probably have been necessary to ride each of them
for a short distance to see how the engines pulled and what
condition they were in. The report on the condition of the

individual machines will be sufficient to make clear the
nature of the majority of the defects. Some of the defects

noted are of a trivial nature, and surprise may be expressed
that notice should hsve been taken of them. On the other

hand, this appears to be a good opportunity to bring to the

makers' notice the fact that these small defects do take
place so that they can be remedied.
A few of the more important defects may be noted in

general here

;

Ro.iD Wheels -and Variable Speed G!ears.—Damaged.
Petrol Tanks.—Leaky.
Wire Controls —These were broken or defective in many .

cases. The faults would appear to lie with the faulty fitting •'

rather than with the system.
Bicycle Parts.—Many of the hub bearings and steering '

heads were loose. Many motor bicycles have no provision

for lubricating the steering heads.

Spring Forks.—On some of these there was considerable

lateral play, while others of exactly the same design remained
in good order.

Front Brakes.—Many of these at the final examination
were found to be inoperative, or practically so.

Magneto Controls.—In far too many cases these were
partially or wholly jammed:

Several machines had suffered from falls or collisions, and
allowance as far aa possible was made for these in the mark-
ing. The judges regret, however, that in a few machines
vital parts of-the control mechanism should still be attached

to foot-rests, foot-boards, etc., which are bound to suft'er if a

machine falls. A fall should not adversely affect parts neces-

sary for driving and control.

Acceleration and Flexiisility Tests.—These were a new

feature. The tabulated results will well repay the time spent

on their examination, as they afford in a concise form valu-

able information respecting important features in a touriiig

machine. The careful observer Will note that the schedules

of speeds set for the various classes of machines were accu-

rately forecasted, with the result that the average figure of

merit for each class is practically identical

(Signed) A. E. Davidson, Capt R.E.

Arohd. Sharp.
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The Carter cycle car which has a four-cylinder engine 50 x 9* ram., and can be started from the
seat through an overhead camshaft.

THE CARTER CYCLE CAR. A NEW MODEL SIDECAR.
Om- illustraticns show an interesting The P.M.C. Model No 21 is the descrip-

cjvle car in course of construction at the tion applied to the very serviceable side-
piestnt time. The engine has four air- car which we illustrate herewith. It has
cooled cylinders with a bore and stroke been specially designed to suit the spring
of 50x94 and overhead valves. The
Valves are operated by a central overhead -

camshaft driven by chain, the shaft lying
between the vaJve pockets and being used
also as a starting shaft, a handle pro-
truding through the dashboard for this
purpose. A fan is fixed on each end of
the camshaft for cooling purposes, and
each valve is detachable complete with
ipririg and pocket. The drive is by
friction through a fibre faced flywheel
tp a steel wheel on a counter-shaft, si.x

speeds and reverse being provided, and
large thrust bearings being used through-
put. Chain drive is employed to one rear
wheel, an intermediate counter-shaft being
used to give a reduction and divide the
chain length. A friction plate is used
in the rear axle instead of a balance gear.
Springing is semi-elliptical at the rear
and by a single cross spring in front.
The whole front axle is pivoted centrally,
and in the first model direct steering is
used, but this will probably be replaced
by rack and pinion. The frame consists
i;l a single piece of pressed fteel snme-

' it in the shape of a narrow U, and the
"lo construction i.s extremely lisrht rind

accessible. A neat sheet metal body is
fitted, and a V shaped wind screen, the
total weight being about 4i cwt. It is

made by Mr. Carter, of Selly Oak, Bir-
niingham.
I

A new model P.M.C. sidecar which was primaril;
deslgnei tor use witli spring frame In.ijns.

frame Indian machines, and, as will be
seen, has five points of attachment. These
attachments are, of course, of the well-

known Quickfit type, which are one of the
firm's specialities. The chassis is carried
right round the body and carries lugs on
which the springs are mounted, thus
saving the frame from rubbing friction.

JlSc>

The five point attachment ensures perfect
rigidity, and the central front chassis
attachment is an excellent feature. The
cuachbuilt body is well carried out, and
the hood may be easily raised or lowered
by the passenger without leaving tlie side-
car, and side curtains can bo supplied at a
sniall extra charge. This type of sidecar
can be supplied to suit almost any make
of machine. The Premier Motor Co.,
Ltd., Aston Road, Birmingham, are the
manufacturers.

Cylinder head and valve pocVet of Car'er engine,
showing detacaab.e valte seating,

A LOW-PRICED LIGHT-
WEIGHT.

The Wulfruna Engineering Co., of
Wolverhampton, have decided to market
a 2^ h.p. motor cycle which, though
fitted throughout on the best modern
lines and neatly finished, is to sell at
24 guineas. The engine, which the firm
have tested throughout the last twelve
months, has an overhead inlet valve,
and is fired by an. enclosed magneto
placed behind the cylinder, either Amac
or Senspray carburetter being fitted at
option. Footrests, brakes, carrier, and
control are all of approved pattern, and
Pilot spring forks are used, the wheels
being shod with 25in. x 2in. tyres.
For 32 guineas the macliine may be
fitted with either Sturm ey-Archer or
Armstrong three-speed gear, handle
starter, and large footplates.

A STURDY TYRE.
For some time past we have been using

|a 2|in. Palatine tvre on the rear wheel

tf
a single geared 6 h.p. machine. It will

e remembered how well one of these
tyres performed in a 3,000 miles R.A.C.
trial, and the one we have in use bids
lair to last considerably over this mileage.
At the present time it has travelled some-
[Ihing over 2,CO0 miles, and the grooves
|»re still well defined, while the sum total
lOJ tronble has been one puncture caused
Iby a very long sharp flint. Besides this
jthere is only one slight cut in the tread,
iaiid from the looks of the tyre we should

•;say It has quite another 2,000 miles life.
'However, on this subject we hope to say
more later on when the tj're has com-
l-l'ted a considerably greater mileage.

The 21. h.p. Wolf lightweight, which Is tein; marketed by The Wulfruna En!ineerinT Co., of
Wolverhi mplon. Its chief features are low cost, ov-i'iead Inlet, and enclosed magneto.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
September 11 7.24

13 7.19

15 - 7.15

17 ... ... 7.10

Paris-Nice Trial.

Bex Jlundy has received a cheque from
L'Aero for 500 francs (£20) as the first

award in the Paris-Nice trial.

Accident to Well-known Eider.

It is very much to be regretted that S.

L. Bailey's return to this country should
be almost immediately followed by a nasty
accident, which he suffered on the day of

last week's speed trials at Wimborne.
We wish him a speedy recovery.

Bad Roads in the West Country.

The West-country route from Andover,
via Amesbury, Hindon, Mere, and Win-
canton, is in very bad condition and
practically impassable for motor cycles,

as the road is very much cut up through
heavy military traffic. Motor cyclists

should travel via Salisbury and Shaftes-

bury.

Coventry and Cut-outs.

Last week the first prosecution under
the Act prohibiting cut-outs was brought
in Coventry and a conviction ensued,

though but a nominal penalty was in-

flicted. The case was interesting, inas-

much as the police constable who brought
the prosecution showed both a knowledge
of tifie Act and of the technical construc-

tion of motor cycle silencers. The point

on which the defendant was convicted
was that the cut-out lay between the
exhaust port and the silencer.

A Valuable Discovery.

During the past few weeks the Petrol
Substitutes Joint Committee has dis-

covered a process by means of which it

is hoped that fully 40,000,000 gallons of

British motor spirit will be available

annually without furthei' depleting the
country's mineral resources. Briefly the
process claims to e.xtract a high per-

centage of efficient motor spirit from a

commodity at present produced in this

country in enormous quantities, but
hitherto quite unsuitable for motor car

fuel. Full and most careful investiga-

tions have been carried out by the com-
mittee's experts, and so far as a small

demonstration plant is concerned, the

results are excellent. It is confidently

hoped that the full-sized commercial
plant now in course of building will be
equally successful.

Speed Trials.

It is somewhat of a coincidence that
descriptions of speed trials held in the
North, South, and East appear in this

issue.

A Level-minded Statement.

The coroner for Birmingham (Mr. Isaac

Bradley) recently remarked that he did

not think there were more accidents now
than there used to be before the advent
of motors, but more attention was paid
to motor accidents. People had to get

accustomed to motors as they had got
used to bicycles.

The Motor 'Bas.

What will our roads become like when
motor 'bus journeys are undertaken from
town to town aU over the country? Is it

not time these public service vehicles paid

a sum commensurate with their weight
and road destroying capacities?

S.E. motor cyclists will be relieved to

hear that a projected service of motor
'buses to Westerham, via Bromley,
and Cudham, has been abandoned owing
to the state of the loads

SPECIAL FEATURES:
SPEED TRIALS:

NORTH, SOUTH. AND EAST.
THE JUDGES' REPORT OF THE

A.C.U. TRIALS.
ASCENT OF SKIDDAW.

Record Turnout for Club Run.
America is noted for never doing

things by halves, and it evidently

extends its enthusiasm for big things

to motor cycle club outings. Recently
the Los Angeles Motor Cycle Club held

its annual run to Venice, Cal., which
is only twenty miles from Los Angeles.
Over 1,700 motor cycles turned out for

the lun, carrying between them over
3,400 people, 90% of the machines
having passengers, generaUy of the fair

sex," on the carrier or sidecar, and some-
times on both. So great was the number
of riders that the first machines had
arrived at their destination before the

last ones had departed. Four years

ago the members of the club numbered
four hundred, and it is expected that

there will be two thousand next year

THE HALF-WAY HUT ON SKIDDAW.
W. B. Little (3^ h.p. Premier) passing thiough the gate during the ascent. One minute over the hour

was" reiuired for the six-mile climb to this polnL (See pages 1196 and 1197.1
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|A JKstingnishing Fla?.

'Jiie Publii! Schools M.C.C. has
brought out a flag, by means of which
imembers, may be distinguished. This

Hag is red. with the crest of the club

painted in oils, mounted on a brass flag-

staff, and is designed to clip on to the
cumber plate.

The club, which, though young, is very
energetic, is entering a team to compete
in tJhe Streatham and District M.C.C.
speed trials at Brighton on the 20th
inst. The following have been invited
to compose the team : Victor Wilberforce

2J Douglas), R. L. Keller (3^ Triumph),
E. Tallboys-Getting (8 Bat) and A. J.
Luce (8 Eiat sc). After the speed trials

t is proposed that the party should pro-
:eed to Dymchurch for the week-end.
leckless Driving at Harrow.
The Surveyor of the Harrow Urban

District Council has complained to the
i.C.U. about frequent dangerous driving
ibout Harrow-on-the-Hill.

Ae Special Reserve in Liverpool.
The Liverpool Amateur M.C.C. is

lolding a special meeting at the Imperial
Sotel, Liverpool, at 7.30 p.m. on
September 17th, in conjunction with
Ijapt. Apletre, secretary of the West
1
Lancashire Motor Cycle Committee, who
Ivill e.xplain fully to all motor cyclists
ivho attend the details of the War
)fRce scheme for the Special Resei-ve of
Motor Cyclists.

Accident to Prominent Scottish Official.
An unfortunate accident somewhat

jlamptd the spirits of the competitors
und officials at the Scottish speed
'hampionshjps at St. Andrews on Satur-
lay last. On the Friday evening several
f the leading officials, after having
iiade all the arrangements, retired to
j.heir rooms shortly after midnight.
About 2 a.m. Mr. Campbell McGregor

.15 discovered by the hotel boots in a
.

-11 adjoining the hotel, having, it is

"iijectured, fallen out of his bedroom
• indow, a distance of thirty-five feet.
Mr. McGregor sustained severe injuries,

' th internal and external, but the
itest report is that he is gradually
mproving.

Awards in the Six Days Trials.
We regret that an inaccuracy occurred

n the amended list of A.C.U. Six
)ays Trials medal winners, published

la«t week. J. D. Drysdale, who rod'-
I S-6 h.p. Hazlewood, is mentioned as
••inning a silver medal. This should
lave been stated to be a gold medal.
Thus both the new 5-6 h.p. Hazlewood
inachines which competed in the trials
Jninpd the coveted highest awnrd

|j^^(^EJI

iFoiTromE E^EKirs

-Mersey M.C. Ojen Hill-climb
at Pcny-Ball.

13.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.
19-20.—Birmingham M.C.C. Open

Trial to Carlisle ana Bac\-.
20.—Streatham M.C.C. Open Speed

Trials at Bnsthton.
-7. —Liverpool .A.C.C. Open

Reliability Trial.

. 4.—Ti..A.R.C. liroolvlands .Meeting.
4.—Bristol .M.C.C. OPE.-^J SPEED

TKl.ALS.
-Co\-entry & WarwicUshirj M.C,

Ann.ial Open Hill- limb.
-B.M.C.R.C. Meeting and .\.C.U.

Championships.

The Army Manoeuvres.

The Auto Cycle Union has been re-

quested by the Chief Constable of

Bucks to warn motor cyclists to avoid
the roads as far as possible round
Wendover, Chalfont St. Peter, and
Leighton Buzzard during the forthcoming
army mancEuvres. These roads are

narrow, and large bodies

of troops and service

waggons will be on these

roa3s almost continuously
during the military opera-

tions.

iigi

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Hill-,

climb.

The following classes have been
arranged for the above club's eighth
anniai open hill-climb :

Class 1.—Touring lightweights up to'

350 c.c.

Class 2.—Standard touring machines
e.\ceeding 350 c.c, but not exceeding
500 c.c.

Class 3.—Variably-geared machines

—

(<i) up to 500 c.c, (hj over 500 c.c.

All the above classes are e.xpert barred.

The following are open classes

:

Class 4.—T.T. machines up to 500 c.c.

Class 5.—Cycle cars and sidecars.

Class 5.—Any motor bicycle.

Prizes will be awarded in each class

for the best performance on formula and
fastest time. A special team prize is!

also offered for teams of three (club,]

manufacturers', or agents' team), and a
separate run will be allowed in each

class.

Further particulars may be obtained

from the organising secretary, Mr. .J. F.

Spencer, Priory Street, Coventry.

A Pressmen's Handicap at Brook-
lands.

At the B.M.C.R.C. meeting
on Saturday next a Pressmen's
Handicap will be included. The
prizes will consist of medals.
Further details will be published
in the programme.

MOTOR CYCLISTS AND THE MILITARY MANCEUVRES.
Outposts of the 1st Ball. RKle Brigade, near Wlnslow in North Buckinghamshire. The machine is

' SV h.D. P. and M. and sidecar.

^13
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A Trip to Rosedale Abbey and Rosedale Abbey Bank.

EVERY now and again mention is made ot a really

stiff hill called Rosedale Bank or Rosedale

Abbey Bank, the foot of which is situate in a

magnificent valley on the north-east Yorkshire moors.

The hill runs direct from the little village of Rosedale,

at one time possessed of an abbey, but very little now
remains. From what little information I could gather,

I find-that the hill rises from about 556 feet to nearly

1,000 feet in close on one mile; the surface is

atrocious, being a mass of loose stones, fortunately not

of the sharp variety, but which have been ploughed

up into ridges by the slipper brakes of carts, and

woe betide the motor cyclist who enters one of the ruts.

There are two very nasty bends, both worse than

right angles, and the stiffest gradients appear to be

just on rounding the first bend and shortly after the

second. There are also three or four awful guUeys

running diagonally across the road, made of a species

of small paving stones, on which a low built machine

is in danger of damaging its crank case.

In its present condition the hill is not worth riding,

but, nevertheless, there are some who think it their

business to try all the freak ascents they can, and ]

was one of a party who succeeded in taking a 3^^ h.p.

Bradbury and a t,% h.p. Premier, both with empty

sidecars, to the top. The ascents were not made non-

stop, but they were very good.

A trial was then made with passengers, but was a

complete failure owing to the driving wheel refusing to

grip, and on every occasion the combination came to

i — _ .----.

A portion ol Rosenaie Abbey Bank. The photograph does not glvi the full Idea of the gradient, but shows the

deep ruts caused by the slipper brakes of carts. These ruts have to be crossed in several places as they are found

on both sides of the road.

CI)

The first really bad corner of Rosedale Abbey Bank. Note the loose
state ot the surface.

a standstill with the back wheel
whizzing round. Apart from the hill,

the run to Rosedale is well worth
taking, the road is good, and on
either side there are towering hills,

at this time of the year bedecked with

gorgeous purple heather.

I believe a good road can be taken

from Pickering, via Wrelton Hall and
Cropton, but certainly the following

road leaves nothing to be desired.

How to Reach Rosedale.

Start from Kirkby Moorside and
proceed as if to Pickering; about two
miles out there is a left turn for

Hutton-le-Hole and Lastingham. Do
not, however, take this road, but take

'the next turn to the left, and again

the first left, and straight on through
the village of Appleton-le-Moor. On
leaving this place take the first right

turn, and at a small bridge by a farm

house again turn right and then left

at the signpost. This road leads

straight to Rosedale.
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Touring Topics.

—

The ordinary tourist should return by the same road,

but those who are not afraid of a little rough riding

should proceed through Rosedale to Castleton, take

the first turn to the right at the signpost to the latter

place, go up a long and stiff hill with two gates, and
bearing left until the road divides, where a right

turn brings the old stone cross called Ralph Cross

into view.. Just after this cross either road may be

taken, the one straight forward to Castleton or the one
to the left for the same place via Westdalc. This left

turn takes one down a hill with bad surface and steep

gradient; I have yet to hear of any motor climbing

this ascent. Nearly at the bottom of the village a

right turn should be taken, and Castleton is soon
reached. From here a good road can be obtained to

Guisborough, or should one wish, the seaside town of

Whitby is only si.xteen miles away, and can be reached

by running through Glaisdale and Egton. This makes
a pleasant variation, as it is always more interesting

to return by a different route from that taken on the

outward journey. , H.VV.F.

Dover to Calais by Motor Cycle.
A PEEP INTO THE FUTURE.

THE possibility of motor cycle trips on the Con-
tinent unattended by any of the complications

now involved in getting one's machine across

is foreshadow-ed by a recent article in a leading daily

newspaper. Since the recent revival of the oft-sug-

gested Channel Tunnel scheme its possibilities as a

road, as distinct from a railway, have claimed some
attention. It is felt by leading authorities in the motor
world that in view of all that has happened in con-

nection with motor vehicles during the past fev years

the mere provision of a railway connection under the

sea between France and England would only partly

fulfil the actual purpose for which its construction

is intended. In this country, road transit, whether

of passengers or goods, is now a necessary and increas-

ingly important complement of the railway. Therefore

no scheme of improving communications with the

Continent by means of a tunnel beneath the Straits

can be considered complete unless provision be made
for road traffic as well as the railway.

The Possibilities of a Road Tunnel.

It is believed that the practical and financial ques-

tions incidental to a road tunnel are less difficult than

in the case of the more familiar railway proposal.

There is no doubt that it would be used by a great

volume of traffic, of which present figures of mer-

chandise and passengers afford only a slight indication.

The facilities that it would offer would attract to the

North of France visitors of all kinds who would other-

wise never have gone there. Excursions from the

Kentish seaside places to the nearer French coast

and hinterland would become an everyday feature;

motor cyclists in their thousands would go to swell

the great stream of traffic, for would it not give to

their hobby an altogether new and wonderful range

of possibihty? To all intents and purposes it would

bring Nearer Europe within the scope of a week-end

tour, with no more material complications than now
go with a run from London to York. Of course, a

toll would have to be paid for the use of the tunnel,

but it would not need to be large. On the basis of

quite a moderate levy per vehicle a Channel Road
Tunnel could be made self-supporting, repaying the

outlay and meeting its e.xpenses.

At the present time, it is true, the scheme can only

be considered as an idea, but as such it has for some
time existed as an under-current, coming only recently

to the surface. This now achieved, one may be sure

that the subject will not be dropped. The time may
come, sooner than would generally be anticipated,

when the " road " from Dover to Calais is an accom-
plished fact.

.

THE UOTOR CYCLE IN BHOOESIA.

The Ont motor Ucycle—a Ughtwelglit Singer—In Die Ndola District ol Rhodesia. TliU machiae is used Oy the district doctor, who nas iieve<

ridden a motor cycle previously.

C19
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Camberley M.C.C.

A meeting was held on the 2nd inst. at Camberley. It

was well attended, and the proposal to form a club of the

above name was well received. It is hoped to arrange an

inaugural run or the 14th inst., and all those interested in

the club's development should get in touch with the hon.

sec, Mr. A. Ninnis, Victoria Hotel, Camberley.

Cumberland County M.C.C.

A hill-climb will be held on Warnell Fell, Welton, Car-

lisle, on Saturday, September 13th, instead of the speed

trials previously announced, , commencing 2.30. The usual

classes will be held, and several special prizes are offered.

Members of the Westmorland M.C.C. are eligible. Entries

must be sent to Mr. H. A. Rhodes, Barrock Park, Carlisle.

Hunslet M.C.C.

The results of the reliability run to Stamford and back for

the Greenwood Cup are as follow :

1, H. P Hodge (6 Enfield) ; 2, F. W. Mell (3i Bradbury)

;

3, W. Wood (3| Premier) ; 4, F. Langhorn (6 Martin) ; 5,

C. F. Clark (4i Calthorpe) ; 6, J. C. Broughton (3i Brad-

bury); 7, C. L. Benn (6 Enfield); 8, J. Mawson (6 Eex) ; and

y, C. E. Arundel (6 Rex).

Motor Cycling Club.

A papei'chase was run off, starting and finishing at the

Red Lion, Digswell, Great North Road, on the 6th inst.

A very intricate course of about twenty-seven miles was
laid through the Hertfordshire lanes by H. Karslake (3^

Rover sc.) and D. Rothwell (3^ Rover). The "hares" started

ten minutes before the "hounds" and finished fourteen and
a half minutes in front of them. The best times were :

Solo Class.—!, G. 1'. Gray (3^ Rudge), lh.-34im. ; 2, A. J.

Dixon (3i Singer), Ih. S2m. ; 3, H. F. Edwards (6 Enfield), 2h.

Passenger Class.—1, B. Alan Hill (7 Indian sc), Ih. 38m.

Of the others to finish not one had followed the whole
course.

Middlesex M.C.C.

A speed trial over a course of about fourteen miles was
run off on September 7th, and of an entry of twelve the fol-

lowing were the best performances :

Position Position on
on Time. Handicap.

T. A. S. Brown (3^ T.T. Triumph) ... 1 ... 1

H. E. Parker (3i Rudge-Multi) ... 2 ... 3
P. Dangerfield (23 Douglas) 4 ... 2

G. T. Gray (5 Rudge-Multi) 3 ... 6

M. G. Abraham (2| Douglas) 5 ... 4

S. A. McCarthy (2|- Douglas) 6 ... 5

Brown's Triumph was in remarkably fine form, averaging
just over 57 m.p.h. from a standing start and including a

turn at the half distance.

Wolverhampton M.C.C.

Nearly twenty competitors took part in the Corke Cup
reliability trial last week. The route was via Bridgnorth,

Chelmarsh, Highley, Farlow Bank, Bridgnorth, and Shipley.

This circuit was covered twice. Distance, 95 miles. Results :

Total error.

1. Han-y Stevens (5 A.J.S. sc.)

2. C. F. G. Boyes (2| A.J.S.)

3. A. E. Hartill (3-l Calthorpe)
*Winner of Corke Cup.

Passenger class

1. L Inscoe (A.J.S. sc.)

First private owner other than winners

S. F. Morrell (8 Bat sc)

m. s.

28 51
35 27
46 17

47 2|

61 01

Sutton Coldfleld and Mid-Warwickshire A.C.

In connection with the club's open reliability trial on

October 4th a special team prize, or prizes, have been

offered by Messrs. Collier and Sons, Ltd., for teams com-

posed of any three riders irrespective of type of machines.

Calgary M.C.C. (Canada).

A race meeting was held at Victoria Park on the 16th

ult., when two track records were broken by Bain. Results :

Five miles, novices, under 560 cc.—Walker (Bradbury),

7m. 14|s.

Five miles, novices, under 1,000 cc—Burns (Indian),

7m. 15s. .

Five miles championship of Alberta, single-cylinder.

—

Walker (Bradbury), 7m. 12s.

Five miles amateur open.—Munroe (Excelsior), 6m. 26|s.

Ten miles championship of Alberta, amateur open.^1,

Bain (Indian), 12m. 34s. ; 2, Munroe (Excelsior).

Finsbury Park CC. (Motor Cycle Section).

A speed-judging competition was held on Saturday, the

6th inst., over a course totaUing fifteen miles in length.

The distance between each check was two and a half miles,

schedule speed 18 m.p.h. The use of watches and speed

indicators was prohibited. Results :

1. J. Evans (5-6 Bat) 94 marks
2. R. Gordon Barrett (3i Motosacoche) 91 „
3. C. F. Revelle (3^ B.S.A.) 75 „

This was the final competition for the Touche Challenge

Cup and gold medal, which are presented this year to the

member scoring the best aggregate in the three events.

In order to obtain results for the speed-judging competi-

tion commensurate with the figures of merit in the fast

and slow hill-climbs (which were reported in the issue of

August 14th) the number of marks was divided by 320,

giving results : J. Evans .293, R. 6. Barrett .284, and C.

F. Revelle .234. Adding these figures to those of the hiU-

climbs, the results are :

1. R. Gordon Barrett (3^ Motosacoche) ... .679

2. J. Evans (5-6 Bat) 579

SPEED TRIALS AT GAINSBOROUGH.

B. Rhodes (8 h.p. Zenith), J. R. Sylvester (2| h.p. New Hudson), G. Brough (8 h.p.

BroBgli), and N. O. Soresby (31 h.p. Rndge) waltins to start In Class m.
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Club News.

—

Hampshire M.C.U.

A half-day non-stop reliability trial was hold on the 27tli

ult. Tlie course was via Fordingliridge, Cranljunrne, South
Damerhaui, Combe Bisset, Shaftesbury, and Ringwood, start-

ing and finishing at Cadnam ; approximately eighty miles.

The following gained first awards: C. Bennett (3^ Rover sc),

J. V. Druitt (6 Enfield sc.), R. C. Pearson (3i Premier sc),
and M. \V. Holland (4 L.M.C. sc.)

Southampton aid District M.C.
The above club held a hill-climbing contest at East Meon,

near Peterstield, on the 3rd inst., in connection with the
Hampshire JM.C.U. The condition of the hill was excellent,

and some good times were niivde. Tlie results are :

Class I. (lightweights).—!, F. Thompson (2% Douglas);
2. C. JetTries (25 Humber).

Class ir. (up to 600 c.c.).—D. Ash (3J- Triumph), fastest

time of the day.
Class III. (any touring motor cycle, on time).—R. C. Pear-

.-on (3i Premier). This rider also secured first place in the
sideoaj' class for similar machines.

Class V. (passenge- machines and cycle cars).—W. Fleet-
wood (6 h.p. A.J S. sc.)

Cjlchester and District M.C.C.
The inte'j-club hill-climb held on the 30th ult. at Fiddler's

Hill, Fordhara, r. Ipswich and District M.C.C, resulted in

an easy win for Colchester by 11 points to 1. Details :

Touring Class up to 500 c.c.

1. E. Herdman (3i Eudge-Midti)
2. A. Medcalf (3-L B.S.A:)

(H. Berry (3i Triumph)

23|s.

29s.
29Js.

E.
W.

E. N. Crosby (3i Swift)

Any Machine up to 500 c.c.

Herdman (3i T.T. Rudge)
E. Scott (3i Triumph)

(C.)

(C.)

(C.)

29is. (C.

/S. T. Wilkin (3i T.T. Rudge)
ID. W. ~ - - -

Poppelwell (3i T.T. Singer)

22s.

24s.

24is.
24^8.

(C.)

(C.)

(C.)

(I.)

On the tie being re-run, S. T. AVilkin's time was |s.

slower.

Purley and District M.C.C.

The night trial for the Murray-Scott Cup and other prizes
is postponed to September 27th, to avoid clashing with the
Streatham speed trials at Brighton.

Surrey M.C.C.

The results of the hill-climb lield on Saturday last are
as follow :

Class 1.—Touring machines up to 350 c.c.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

Time.
393.

42|s.

44«s.

C. A. Crow (2i Singer'
S. H. Crow {2'^ Zenith
T. G. Meeten (2 Levis)

Class 2.—Touring machines up to 550 c.c

T. G. Meeten (3i Rudge) ... 27^s. ...

P. Mitchell (3i Premier) ... y^^s. ...

A. Chalcraft (3^ Rudge) ... 31|s. ...

Class 4.^Any machine, on formula.

T. G. Meeten (3i Rudge) ... 26ts. ...

C. A. Crow (2i Singer) ... 37J5S. ...

F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith) ... 253. ...

Class 5.—Sidecars.

T. G. Meeten (34 Rudge) ... 36is. ...

F. W. Barnes (6 Zenith) ... 29is. ...

P. Mitchell (3i Premier) ... 51fs. ...

Fig. of

merit.

464
359
290

495
377
372

508
499
408

465
462
324

Class 6.—Any machine, on time.

Class 7.-

W. Barnes (6 Zenith)
G. Meeten (3^ Rudge)
Chalcraft (3^ Rudge) ...

Any touring machine, standing start and re-start

on hill.

Time.
23is.
27-^s.

29?s.

C.

S.

T.

A. Crow (2i Singer)
H. Crow (2i Zenith)
G. Meeten (34 Rudge)

Time.
57s.

57is.
43|s.

Fig. of

merit.

. 232

. 244

. 233

->—•««

The Toroga Two-speed Gear.
THE object of the designers of this gear was to pro-

duce a simple and efficient two-speed gear which
could be easily attached to almost any make of

motor cycle. In this they have fully succeeded, and
further have evolved a gear which, on account
of its simplicity, can be sold at a com-
paratively low figure. The gear is of th«
counter-shaft type and is designed for chain

and belt drive.

The most unusual feature of the device is

the type of clutch employed, which is of the

ball and cone type, somewhat similar to that

used in machine tool practice. Two of these

clutches are employed, and they each consist

of three large steel balls which may be forced

out against cones by the action of inclined

planes on an internal wedge bar. The main
shaft runs on Hoffmann type ball bearmgs,
and below it is mounted a small couuter-

shaft, which, in combination with the gears

on the main shaft, provides the low ratio.

Reference to the line drawings published

»Dd'"u'ev''e°o'f
I'erewith will make the action of the gear

Toroga gear. quite easily comprehensible. A 45° reduc-

tion is employed and all parts are enclosed in an oiltight and

dustproof casing, which, by means of an adapter plate, may
be fixed to nearly any type of bottom bracket. The clutches

may be adjuste(5 for wear by a simple screw adjustment,

and a kick-starter of the pinion and quadrant type is fitted

to the left side.

After a thorough examination of one of the early gears

which had run for a considerable distance, we were given

a demonstration on the road and finally took charge of the

machine ourselves. The clutches are beautifully smooth in

action and grip firmly when sent right home. The machine
was fitted with a 2^ Toroga engine, and we found it quite

a .=imi>le T>inttPi' to ctnrt t'vni n stniid«till on .nn nit «loni'.

even on the top gear of 6 to 1, and on the low gear we saw
two persons,, scaling about 24 stone, started uphiU with ease.
The complete gear weighs
only 14 lbs. and measures
10| inches overall ; it is

operated by a toe and

Section of complete gear.

I

Ki.ri.»..s;r: J.,

heel pedal and the price will be £6 10s.
only. The makers, the Toroga Motor Engine
Co., Ltd., St. George's Terrace, Brear-
ley Street, Birmingham, are also manufac-
turing a neat and solidly constructed 24 h.p.
engine. In future this engine will be rated

at 2| h.p., and will have a bore and stroke of 70 x 90.
The valves are placed side by side and have adjustable
tappets, and the magneto lies behind the cyhnder.
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The First Ascent of Skiddaw on a Motor Cycle.
By GEORGE D. ABRAHAM, author of " Motor Ways in Lakeland," " The Complete Mountaineer," etc.

SOME time ago thoughts of the lines of an old

Cumbrian rhyme
"Auld wives and bairns on jackasses

To tippy twop may ride
"

suggested the idea that Skiddaw, our most famous

English mountain, might be climbed by motor cycle.

But the suggestion met with scant encouragement from

the experts. The lofty peak whose "red glare

. . . roused the burghers of Carlisle " in long-past

Armada days was a famihar sight during the Six Days

Trials, but none stayed behind to essay its conquest.

With its 3,054 feet of height and tremendous and con-

tinuously pathless gradients, Skiddaw may well be

called the Hmit in hill-climbing ; in fact, really " the

worst hill in England."

However, news came - that two local enthusiasts,

T. Blair Westmoi'land and Raymond Drinkall had

made two plucky but unsuccessful attempts, and thus

plans, which had often been discussed with W. B.

Little, of the Cumberland County M.C.C., were

brought to fruition. The famous motor cyclist moun-

taineer had never even walked up the mountain. The
writer's party, after passing through Applethwaite,

travelled up. into the heights as far as possible on four

wheels. The wall-jumping motor car is not yet, thus

we finally walked up to the "half-way hut." The
great mountain was a mass of common glory; no pen

or picture can do justice to the wondrous colouring of

the sun-flecked heather or the marvellous outlook over

mountains of a thousand forms with the lake of

Derwentwater enfolded in their purple hollows.

Attacking the Gradient.

was just time to gather bunchesThere was just time to gather bunches of wild

white heather for luck to the rider ere, from far under-

neath us, came the sound of his throbbing engine.

Then, a thousand feet below, a tiny dark speck sped

The iaa\ climb to the top of SHddaw.
01 the surface.

Note the stony nature

W. B. Little (3.V h.p. Premier, Armstrong gear), the first motor cyciist to

reach the top of Slilddaw. This photograph was taken at the highest pointy

3,054 feet above sea level.

over the green breast of the lower slope and seemed

to fling itself at the first steep gradient. For a few.,

minutes man and machine were out of sight hidden

by the underlying bulge of the mountain. This

section we knew was to prove the test of the climb.

There was a height of 1,750 feet to be cHmbed in less,

than a mile, practically an average gradient of i in 3
for that distance. Steep steps of almost i in 2 had

to be negotiated. No plain pathway was available,

for most pedestrians choose their own way up the wide

front of the slope, and patches of heather hid the

loose rocks. Still the daring climber came up towards

us without a falter, and the little crowd assembled on

Skiddaw assisted him by an outburst of encouraging

cheers at the little hut, which is the half-way landmark
from Keswick.

Bucll=juinping on a Motor Cycle

Then came the real test. About five hundred yards

above the hut, the numerous tracks led most ste3ply

up to the left amidst deep ruts and stony channels.

In mid-air most of the time and seldom in the saddle,

the rider's position now seemed desperate. The
machine bounded and jumped like a bucking horsei

At times the front wheel lifted so much that a back-

ward somersault seemed scarcely preventable. Theii

suddenly all hopes. of a non-stop- climb were dashed

to the ground and the rider with them. The front

wheel swung round on the rocky slope—rider , and

machine skidded bodily into the heather^-a bad skid

indeed. It was an exciting moment. A certain too

adjacent spectator was so moved literally as to aver

that the meaning of the word " Skiddaw " was at last

explained.

C24
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The First Ascent of Skiddaw on a Motor Cycle.—

Ha\ve\or, no damage resulted, and Little was soon

wriggling his way sinuously and bumpily up to the

easier crest of Jenkin Hill, which really marked the

end of the most difficult portion. The summit was

now in sight, and far northwards stretched that

familiar prospect away over towards Carlisle and the

Scottish Lowlands. The well-known gate through

the iron railings was found to be securely fastened

with thick iron bands. Fortunately, a strong file

was carried, and willing hands soon opened the way

summit-wards. A slight use of the second gear was

here possible, and after the passage of the second

gate all vegetation was left liehind. The rocky wilder-

ness was now climbed and traversed over the lower

peaks to the highest point. A cold nor'-caster swept

over the summit, and there was just time to note the

gleam on the sea, 3,054 feet below, before the descent

was begun. Thanks to the splendid brakes this was

achieved successfully and safely. Possibly my
readers may think that the descent was easy in com-

parison with the ascent, but if anything it was the

more difficult of the two ; it requires considerable

nerve to sit on a bounding motor bicycle when
descending a mountain side.

The Victorious Machine.
A word of tribute must be paid to the machine

which stood the test of this remarkable climb. This

was the 3J/2 Premier which Little rode in the Six

Days Trials, the same Stelastic tyres being still in

place and giving a splendid grip on the steep, shaly

slopes. Without a first-class three-speed gear the

ascent would surely be i.npcssiblc. The, Armstrong
gear came out of the ordeal with flying colours.

l''or the information of those who will assuredly

attempt to repeat the climb, it may be interesting to

note that the six miles between Keswick and the

siunmit were covered in one minute over an hour.

Of this time quite ten minutes were lost unfastening

the two upper gateways. The heather season is not

the best time for an ascent ; during a dry springtime

a better route could undoubtedly be found.

Descending the slippery tieathei -covered slope of Skiddaw after tbe climb
Ttie vale of Derwentwater is seen far below.

LUBRICATION: A FOOTNOTE.
DURING the last year or two a great amount of

attention has been directed to the subject of

lubrication ; not, perhaps, before time. ' We
are now considerably more advanced on the subject than

we were, say, two years ago, but one point, which

appears to the writer to be a most important one, does

not seem to have received as much consideration as it

deserves. The point I refer to is this—that under all-

existing automatic systems the lubricant is fed to the

engine in proportion to the speed of the latter, and

not, as it should be, in proportion to its load. To
explain fully : Take the case of an engine in which

the oil is delivered to the crank case by some form of

mechanical pump driven by the engine. When de-

scending a decline at a good speed with the engine

running free very Httle lubricant is required indeed

;

yet because the speed is high the pump is giving a

large supply. Con\ersely, imagine the same machine
to be ascending a long, steep hill. Now we all know
that when the speed begins to fall off an extra dose of

oil will be of the greatest assistance to the labouring

engine, but with the present systems of forced feed

that is just what it does not get. In fact, the supply

is actually diminished in direct proportion to the de-

crease m speed, and it is only reasonable to suppose
that such a machine will often quite needlessly fail

on hills where an old machine whose rider happens to

know when to use his hand pump will sail up without

any great difficulty. The same case, of course, applies

to machines fitted with the vacuum feed system.

I shall, of course, be told that in such cases it is

up to the rider to increase the oil supply either

by pumping in an extra charge by hand, or by re-

adjusting his feed regulator. While it is perfectly

true that he can obtain the results desired by such

means, it is also painfully obvious that the system

rendering them necessary cannot truthfully be

described as automatic. No, if motor cycles are to

be ridden by everybody (" everybody " including the

hopelessly unniechanical and muddle-minded), then

motor cycle lubrication must be utterly and entirely

automatic; not automatic with manual assistance.

And I might add here that there should be some more
than easy means of judging whether the automatic

oiler is really delivering its goods other than by listen-

ing for cries of agony from the engine, else trouble

is likely to ensue. More than one manufacturer
please note

At present, therefore, the matter stands thus. We
have already several machines in which the oil is

forced, into the crank case, and at least one in which
it is forced directly to all the bearings; in each case,

however, the supply of lubricant is regulated by the

speed at which the engine is running, and not by the

actual work it is doing. A semi-automatic hand pump,
the feed of which was determined by the throttle opeii

ing, was shown at Olympia last November by Mcbsrs.

Best and Lloyd, but, unfortunately, it does not appear
to have attracted anything like the attention it un-

doubtedly deserved. Red Wheels.
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MAGNIFICENT weather favoured

the speed contests under the

auspices of the Scottish A.C.U.
on the West Sands at St.

Andrews on Saturday last. The Union
officials had left nothing to chance, all

the arrangements being very well

organised, and it only required a fine

day to make the event memora-ble as far

as Scottish motor cyclists were con-

cerned. Being the first meeting of an

international character some very fine

performances were anticipated, and those

present were not in any way disappointed.

From two to three thousand spectators

lined the course, which was one mile 'in

length, the sandy surface being in very

fine condition. A very slight breeze

blowing from end to end of the course

somewhat tempered the heat of the sun,

which shone with great brilliance through-

out the day. The famous golfing town
was en fete, and the varied dresses of

a large number of ladies who graced the

event with their presence lent a touch

of colour which was decidedly pleasing.

Several of the local councillors were

officials of the meeting, and this, no
doubt, helped towards the success of the

afternoon. • ^

A Late Start.

For a first attempt at i-unning an event

of this nature on such a large scale, the

S.A.C.U. deserve to be congratulated,

and the one or two little failings which
were apparent on Saturday will, in all

probability, be remedied at the next

meeting. Chief among these was the

delay in running off the preliminary

trials, which, although advertised to start

at 11 a.m., did not do so until mid-

day, this delay necessitating the aban-

donment of the luncheon interval. This

may, however, have been a blessing in

disguise, since the spectators were thus

enabled to see all the racing at the one

time, without the monotony of waiting

whils the officials refreshed themselves.

The following were the eight classes

run off : Class 1, Scottish lightweight

C28

The start ol the medium weight event.

speed championship for motor bicycles

having engines not exceeding 350 c.c. ;

distance, twenty miles. Class 2,

Scottish medium-weight speed champion-
ship for machines having engines ex-

ceeding 350 c.c. and not exceeding 550

c.c. ; distance, twenty miles. Class 3,

Scottish heavyweight speed championship
for machines having engines exceeding

550 c.c. and not exceeding 1,000 c.c. ;

distance, twenty miles.

The Passenger Classes.

Class 4, one mile sidecar race, engines

not exceeding 560 c.c. Class 5, one mile

sidecar race, engines exceeding 550 c.c.

and not exceeding 1,000 c.c. Class 5, one

mile cycle car race, engines not exceeding

1,100 c.c. Class 7, three lap race

for machines having engines exceeding

350 c.c. and not exceeding 560 c.c. ;

experts barred. Class 9, three lap

race for machines having engines ex-

ceeding 560 c.c. and not exceeding 1,000

c.c. ; experts barred.

S. Crawley (3* h.p. Triumph), winner of

the medium weight championship.

Class 1.

There were one or two non-starters in

Class 1, and those who survived the

preliminary trial were Hugh Mason (2|

N.U.T.), J. Steel (2| Douglas), D. S.-

Alexander (21 Enfield), A. H. Alexander

(21 Douglas), J. Rov (2| Douglas), J-.

R. Alexander (2| Douglas), . W. K,

Gulland (2| Doxiglas), and 0. G. Braid

.(2| Martin).
_

-.r

The riders were started at minutg .

intervals, which, from a spectator's point
,

of view, was disappointing. It was

easily seen that Mason and Steel would,

bar accidents, qualify for the final, as

their respective mounts appeared a great

deal faster than any of the others.'

The next event was the preliminary
'

heat for the medium weight champion-

ship. A. J. C. Lindsay (3j Rover) won
this, but had S. Crawley (3^ Triumph)

not stopped owing to his oil plunger,

sticking, he would have secured first,

place. Even as it was, he was only

seven seconds slower than the Rover ex-

pert, and looked to have an excellent

chance of the championship. The follow-

ing riders, in addition to those named,
qualified : E. W. Cheshire (3^ Triumph)!

J. L. Rankin (3^ Singer), J. G. Beveridge

(3i Rudge), K. J. P. Laing, Hawick. (3i

Triumph), A. H. Alexander (3^ Indian)';

and J. Darrock (3^ Rudge).

A Fine Bace.

The championship in Class 1 was now
run off, and resulted in a very fine tussle .

between Hugh Mason (2| N.U.T.) and

J. Steel (2-1 Douglas). Although Mason
had the faster machine of the two, the

Edinburgh rider was the better on the

corners, and managed to hold his own
for a few laps. Leaving nothing to

chance; however,: the Newcastle exponent

took no risks and gradually drawing

away from his opponent on the straight,

won a fine race in 25m. 42^s., being about

500 yards ahead of Steel, who finished

second. The leader lapped one or two '

of the other competitors at the end of
f

ten miles, and was never passed during
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R. J. Braid (8 h.p. Marlln-Jap) travelling well. Braid eventually won the heavy weight championship.

the race. His win was a most popular
Cine, and he was accorded a great ovation

on finishing. Mason's machine, unlike

those ridden by the majority of the com-
[u'titors, was fully equipped, even to

l;aving a belt guard somewhat on the

lines of that standardised on the Brad-
bury. The officials had rather peculiar

notions with regard to equipment, as

although they allowed competitors to ride

theii' machines without mudguards and
ill some cases stands, they made them
all carry horns. Rather a funny idea, to
iiiir mind.

A Narrow Escape.

The next race on the programme was
the championship tor the medium weights.
Crawley and Lindsay were the fancied
men for this event, and right from the
start it was seen that unless something
unforeseen happened the race lay between
tlie two. Both were leading at the end
iif the first mile, bat at this point they
marly came to grief, a collision being
narrowly averted. For the first few miles
the duel was a ding-dong one, but, as
hefore stated, Crawley w^as on the faster

iiiacliine, and gradually leaving the Rover
iider, won by close on a mile in 24m.
'5|s., Lindsay being second in 26m. 6s.

ITie latter might have been nearer the
winner, but on seeing that he. could not
lieat the Triumph crack, he took matters
' Msily, and made certain of second place.

I he finest race of the afternoon was that
I'l third place between J. G. Beveridge

'

'. Rudge) and E. W. Cheshire (5i
I liumph). First one would lead and
en the other, only a matter of twenty
lids separating them at tlie most. (.In

I lie last lap, however, Cheshire got away,
jnd led his opponent over the line by
aljcmt thirty yards. The spectators
^howed their appreciation of the sport-
ing zest of the competitors by giving

ith riders a great cheer. It was
tiler unfortunate that A. H. Alexander

"as unable to use the new 3^ h.p.
ll(iugla.s in this event, as the first ap-
pearance in competition of the new
Bristol product would have been worth
iiiitiiig. Scottish riders may, however,
have an opportunity of seeing the new
machine at the remaining few open
vents.

The heavyweight event was a little dis-

appointing, only four entrants starting.

A. H. Alexander was again unlucky, as

he was unable to ride his 8 h.p. i\latch-

less, having damaged it in practice, one

Hugh Mason (2} h.p. N.U.T.J, winner of the

lightweight championship of Scotland.

of the cylinders having a hole blown in it.

Contrarv to general expectations, R. J.

Braid (8 h.p. Martin-Jap) won, riding a

tine race, and beating J. R. Alexander (7

Indian) by fully half a mile.

The other events resulted in runaway
victories with the exception of the 1,000

rr-"

r/99

c.c. sidecar cla.ss, which F. J. Hutchison
(7 Indian) won by a narrow margin.
Other results were as follow ;

Class 8.—1, J. G. Beveridge (Z\

Rudge) ; 2, J. Nicoll (3i Rudge) ; 3, K.
J. P. Laing (3^ Triumph).

Class 9.—1, A. J. Carlow (6 Zenith):
2, P. Galbraith (7 Indian); 3, A. F.
Ddwnie (6 A.J.S.)

Class 4.—A. J. C. Lindsay (3^ Rover
.-•c.) ; 2, T. Stevenson (3^ Scott sc.) : 5,

.1. Christie (3^ Kerry-Abingdon sc.)

'J'he result of the mile cycle car race
lor engines not exceeding 1,100 c.c, was
a.^ follows :

1, H. Alexander (10 CalthoiTie) : 2. P.

G. Pye {7 Swift). Time, Im. 241s.

Cylinder and valve gear of the Buckingham
waler-coolei cycle car engine, wuch was
described last wecK (see p3i,e llb7).

INTERNATIONAL SPEED
TRIALS AT BRIGHTON.
The open international speed trials

which are being held on Madeira Drive,
Brighton, on September 20th, by the
Streatham and District M.C.C., promise
to be very interesting. Efforts have
been made to attract foreign entries,

and now that the Continent is experienc-
ing something like a boom in the pas-
time it is to be hoped that some of the
best men will come over. The pro-

gramme is a long one, and a start is to

iSe made at one o'clock. No less than
twenty classes are down for decision.

These will be sub-divided into classes

for experts and non-experts, and it is

also interesting to note that there is a
special class for three-wheeled cycle cars.

Hugh Mason leading the Held at one ol (he (uruin;; points

C3'
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THE TWEENIE CYCLE CAR.
THE Tweenie two-cylinder cycle car is sold in

this country -by Messrs. Jozot and Co., the

French House, 59-61, New Oxford Street,

W.C. The ,8-10 h.p. Tweenie is quite an interesting

little vehicle. Its motive power is a two-cylinder V
type water-cooled engine, 72 x120 mm., with the

cylinders set at an angle of 30°. The magneto, which
is a new one to readers of The Motor Cycle, is a large

size gear-driven Rugere. As this magneto runs at

half engine speed, it is purposely of a larger size than
usual, so as to give a fat spark for easy starting. The
carburetter is the' well-known Solex, which gives great

flexibility and -ample power. The cooling is arranged
on the thermo-syphon system, and an ample supply

of water is carried.

The chief interest in the vehicle, however, lies in

the drive. In the first place, it may be mentioned
that the 'engine has internal flywheels in addition to

an external flywheel, incorporated with which is a uni-

versal joint, shown in the accompanying sketch. This
universal joint is of the most simple and effective type,

consisting of two portions jointed together by a sheet

of thick rubbered canvas or leather. Thence the

drive is taken through a propeller-shaft to a friction

disc, kept in tension against the disc by means of a

powerful spring, and supplied with the usual ball

thrusts. Ball bearings are, in fact, found everywhere

in the vehicle except in the engine. The friction wheel
is shod with compressed paper, and is of much greater

width than usual. .

The final drive from the cross-shaft to the rear

wheels is by a single chain, while the rear axle is

soUd, as there is no differential. The chassis is of

channel steel, while the springing is particularly in-

teresting, the front spring. being of the transverse

laminated pattern, each extremity of which is attached

to rods sliding in guides supporting the stub axles.

The rear springing is on Lanchester lines, each spring

having a shackle at the forward end, being held solid

in the centre. Adjustable radius rods are provided.

The brakes consist of an external foot-controlled

band brake on the cross-shaft and two internal expand-

ing hand-operated brakes in the rear wheels. The
control is absolutely standard, and similar to that

used in car practice. The whole of the mechanism

Transmission of tlie 8-10 Tweenie cycle ear showing flywhecllneorp'orating

the universal joint. Kote the width of the friction wheel tread.

from stem to stern is particularly accessible, while

there is ample locker room. The petrol tank holds,

about three gallons. The steering is by rack and
pinion, while it is interesting to note that the steering

wheel is of large dimensions. 650 x 65 mm. tyres are'

fitted.

BRITISH IMPORTS AND EXPORTS
OF MOTOR CYCLES.

The value of imports of motor cycles for the month'

of August, 191 3, was ;£i9,2 84, or a great increase

over the amount for the corresponding period of 191 2,

which was ^^14,568. For the eight months ended
August 31st, 1913, the value of imports was ;£i 84,930'

against _;£i 14,989 in 1912,. thus sho-wing the growing

trade* in motor cycles

The value of the exports for the month of August,

1913, was ;£67,7i4—a slight decrease from the amount

for the corresponding month of 1912. For the eight

months, however, the amount for 191 3 was ;£65 1,424,

or an increase of -Q2c^o,o?i2 over the eight months of

1912. As 'will be seen, both the imports and exports

are steadily increasing, for in 1911 the import figure

for the first eight months reached only £,19,6$i, and

the export figure _;£i8i,4i8.

C32

The twin-cylinder 8-10 h.p. Tweenie cycle car. Note the specially- designed front springing-
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Dry Cleaning Brush.

Motor cyclists occasionally soil their

clothes either by oil flung from the
engine, chains, or belt, or whilst clean-

ing their machines. To enable soiled

clothing to be readily cleaned, Messrs.

H. Taylor and Co., 213, Store Street,

Tottenham Court Road, W., have lately

^=^"^^=^5^

Among the

Accessories

The **Mulax" dry cieanins brush sold by
Taylor and Co.

introduced a dry cleaning brush, known
as the Mutax, which we illustrate. The
handle of the brush consists of a small
reservoir for petrol, or a patent non-
inflammable spirit, known as Westrosol,
can be inserted. The filler cap is pro-

vided with a push-button valve, which,
when open, allows the petrol to flow

, through the bristles of the brush.

A Cycle Car Trunk.

A capacious and well-made trunk for

attachment to cycle cars has been pro-

duced by J. B. Brooks and Co., Great
Charles Street, Birmingham. A tray

fits into the upper part of "the trunk for

the purpose of carrying light articles.

The B. and L. Combined Petrol Tap and
FUter.

The combined petrol filter and tap
which we illustrate is the product of

Messrs. Best and Lloyd, Ltd., Cambray
Works, Handsworth, Birmingham. It

will be noted that the petrol can be
shut off by means of the tap, which is

above the filter. This
enables the well - and
gauze to be rapidly

cleaned. The construc-

tion of the well, with
raised nipple in the
centre, is worthy of

comment. This acts as

a trap for dirt or water,

which collects round
the bottom of the well,

the lighter spirit find-

ing its way through to

the carburetter, and
leaving any undesirable
matter behind. This
article, like all B. and
L. fittings, is well con-

structed, the tap being
provided with a spring-

controlled lock which B. and L. petrol tap

automatically holds it in »'"' fl"«r-

the "On" or "Off" positions. An
advantage of this form of tap is that the
handle can be turned to the right or to

the left to shut off.

An Exhaust Cap Cooling Device.
Messrs. Brown and Holland, 77, Prince

of Wales Road, Kentish Town, N.W.,
have introduced a water-cooled exhaust

Erooks's Cycle Car Trunk.

iind snap-down catches secure the lid, a

Btout lock being supplied for additional
security. Strong spring holders secure
the trunk, which is made of best
materials, to the luggage carrier.

Tbe B. and H. water-cooled valve cap Qtted

to a 3^ li.p. Triumpli engine. -

valve cap. Tlie valve cap is a special one
with a I'od brazed in the centre. Above
the cap is fitted a hollow sleeve supplied

with a union, and above that is another
cap and union. Copper and asbestos

washers render the joints watertight, and
the whole is secured by a nut and washer.

The two unions are coupled to a small

gilled tube radiator attached to the side

of the tank. It is claimed for the device

that it enables an engine to retain greater

efficiency, as it keeps cool that poTtion
which assimilates the greatest heat, and
saves the valves from pitting. In case of

any trouble with the device it can be dis-

connected and ordinary air-cooling be
resorted to. We made a test during
which we rode as a passenger in an 8 h.p.

Zenith sidecar, which was twice taken up
Westhill, Highgate ; the engine kept
noticeably cooler when the auxiliary

water-cooling apparatus was used.

New Dunlop Tyre.

We are enabled to give some details

concerning a new type of tyre intro-

duced for the coming season by the

Dunlop Tyre Co. We saw tTie first of

these tyres in the Six Days Trials,

when it was ridden by one of the firm's

testers all round the course. The tread

is a combination of the ribbed and
rubber-studded patterns, which allows the

maximum thickness to be found, in the

centre of the tread, the point where the

. greatest wear takes place. It will be
noticed that the centre rib is of ample
width, and has studs placed in

_
a

staggered position along its surface, while

midway between the two outer ribs studs

A new pattern Dunlop studded tyie whicli

will be readj in October.

are also situated. The studs give an
excellent driving and braking effect,

and, being placed alternately, they do
not become clogged on greasy surfaces.

The side ribs, which axe also reinforced

by studs, prevent slcidding when taking
corners. Despite these alterations, the

speed and resiliency of the tyre has not

been in any way altered, especially as

when running fast on the open road only

the centre portion of the tyre is in con-

tact with the ground. This form of tyre

is mado in several strengths, the new
studded pattern light tyre, the new
studded heavy and cKtra heavy tyres, and
tl>e 550 X 65 mm. pattern for passenger

work. All these tyres, which, bjr the

way, have beaded edges, will not be

ready for delivery until the end of

October.

B19
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Variable Fuel Supply.
It has often been proposed to employ

a taper needle projecting into the car-

buretter jet orifice for the
purpose of varying the

effective fuel outlet. In
the construction illustrated

"this system is employed ^'

in conjunction with sliding

piston throttle and air f'

valves. The throttle piston
A controls the passage B
leading to the engine, and
has attached to its lower
end the t-aper needle C, wlijch projects
through the fuel orifice I). The taper of
the needle C is so graduated as to supply
the correct amoiuit of fuel for any position
of the throttle D, and a further adjust-
ment is afforded by the use of a second
valve E controlling the ah- port F.—C. W.
Graham, No. 6622, 1912.

A Conversion Idea.
For the purpose of converting a motor

bicycle into a tricar, the rear Avheel is

removed, and in its place is mounted a
change-speed gear A driven by a belt B

I^^S^ILIE

^ncWw^foB

solo and the driver occupy the rear seat

a long handle-bar would be required to

bring the controls within Teach.—^C.
Krantwurst, No. 26,658, 1912.

Re 11- Sptingiag.

The frame A is of special construction,

and includes a pair of tubes B running

to a point at the rear of the wheel. These

tubes support on either side a laminated

semi-elliptic spring C, an auxiliary -spring-

ing device being interposed as shown at D.

The front end of each spring C is bolted to

. SEPTEMBER nth, ig-ij.

A Douglas Engine Shock JVbsorber.
The ordinary tj'pe of frictional shock

.absorber wastes a certain amount of

energy, and it has been proposed to

employ spring buffers, which transmit
the drive resiliently to the toothed ring.

The present construction is of the latter

type, and comprises an inper part A and
an outer toothed ring B. These two paits

are formed with lugs C, as shown. A
wire ring D is provided, upon which are

from the engine. A trailer C is then
connected to the bicycle frame by stays
D, and the trailer axle is driven by
-chain gearing E from the speed gear A.
It would seem that if the macliine be used

the frame at E, and at its centre the
spring has clipped to it a bracket, carry-

ing the -wheel spindle F and the necessary

abutments for a band brake. Above the

wheel spindle is arranged a roUer G,
engaging a curved guiding slot H in a

plate J, the curvature of the slot being

the arc of a circle struck from the .point E.

—J. E. Spedding, No. 266, 1913.

threaded the requisite number of cuil

springs E, and the ring D is inserted

into slots formed in the lugs C, with each
spring engaging one lug on the inner

member and another on the outer member.
The arrangement of the springs upon tlie

ring D renders it easy to assemble the

device, and also keeps the springs in a

central position between the lugs. It wi!!

be clear that movement of one member in

relation to the other wUl -first compres.s

the springs, after which the power .'tored

will react on the driven part. — W.
Douglas, No. 23,313, 1912.

Tyre Prices Reduced.
We are informed by the Continental

Tyre and Rubber Co. (Great Britain),

Ltd., that their new price Ust of motor
cycle tyres -wiU be ready this month, and
that considerable reductions in prices for

1914 have been made.

Castrol in Favour.
We understand that riders using Wake-

field Castrol in the recent A.C.U. Six
Days Trials obtained 21 gold, 8 silver,

and 16 bronze medals. This oil, we hear,

was also used by the winners of the Intei'-

national Touring Club prize and the club

team prize.

Special Fuel for the N.U.T.
In the A.C.U. Six Days Trials the

N.U.T. -machines, all of which completed
the course, were using a special spirit

produced by their manufacturers, Sir

William Angus Sanderson and Co-j Ltd.
The riders found the average consumption
improved on this spirit.

Rocs in the Pyrenees.
We hear from IMessrs. A. W. Wall,

Ltd., Birmingham, tha.t a Sheffield

client of theirs recently carried out an
ambitious tour on liis Roe motor cycle

through France and over the Pyrenees.

En route some lofty mountain passes were
climbed in the Pyrenees, the highest

being Col du Tourmald, 6,961 feet; Col

de Puymoreus, 6,292 feet; and Col de las

Casas, 6,808 feet. Throughout the Roc
motor cycle, which was, of course, fitted

with the Roc two-speed gear, gave not

the slightest trouble.

Hutchinson Tyre Book.

A useful handbook has recently been

published by the Hutchinson Company,
wliich is of interest to users of these tyres.

Copies can be obtained, post free, from

70, Basinghall Street, E.G.

A Satisfactory Tyre.

Rom tyres did well in the A.C.U. Six

Days Trials. Not a very large number
of machines were so equipped, but those

riders who did use this make had cause

to be satisfied. K. A. ' MacDonald (3^

Singer),, A. J. Dixon (34 Singer), and F.

G. Bail (2| Douglas) gained gold medals
ajad reported freedom irom tyje trouble

on Roms.

Variable Gap Sparking Plugs.

Some little time ago " Ixion " gave

particulars of a variable gap sparking

plug sold by J. H. Runbaken, 7, Peter

Street, Manchester. Our contributor's

experiences were highly satisfactory, and
ilessrs. Runbaken inform us that so great

was the resulting number of applications

for this plug that they were at the time

unable to deliver. However, they can

now supply purchasers from stock by
return.

New Liverpool Garage.
We are informed by Messrs. F. C.

Jones and Co., the well-known motor
cycle agents of Liverpool, that they have
now transferred the whole of their busi-

ness to a large new garage, which tliey

have erected in -Queen Street, Liverpool.

Splitdorf Magnetos.
The Splitdorf magneto, an article pro-

duced in the States, has just made its

appearance on the English market. We
tried one last week on an Excelsior side-

car machine, and it behaved most satis-

factorily, giving a good spark at very
slow speeds. The "push on" terminals
enable the high tension wire to be re-

moved in a trice. •

Another Ariel Team Prize.
The Ariel team seem to be making a

habit of winning team prizes in reliabihty

trials this year, for in addition to the

Scottish and English Six Days Trials, they

have recently won the team prize in the

Newcastle and District Motpr Cycle Club's

reliability trial. In addition to this the

first prize was won by G. W. Raper on a

3^ h.p. Ariel.

A Suceessfel Belt.

The new pattern leather reinforced

rubber Lycett itielts were extremely suc-

cessfid in the A.C.U. Six Days Trials

at Carlisle. Twenty-six of the belt-

driven machines obtaining medals were

fitted with these belts, which are known
as Lycett's Reliable belt; They seemed

to stand up admirably to the very

strenuous work.
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Beldam

THAT last risky skid could

not have happened had

you been riding on Beldam

Motor Cycle Tyres. For the deep

" V " tread stops side slip— it

grips the road oti corners or on

grease, and makes riding safe.

Cased Cover Prices :

Size.
Extra Extra Special

3-ply. 4-ply.

26in. X 2in.

2bin. X 2\in.

26in. X 2\in.

34/-
38/-
43/-

39/6
45/-
50/-

Retreading.
Send us your old tyres of any make for repair and
retreading. Beldam Workmanship and Materials.

Prompt Delivery. Prices per cover :

Extra Heavy Tread, 13/6
Medium Tread .. 11/6

Patching, Bursts, etc., according to requirements.

The Only Gold Medal
for Motor Tyres—in competition with the principal

British and Continental makes—was awarded at

Vercelli Exhibition to Beldams.

Wrila tor tht Beldam Motor Cycle Tyre List, post free on request.

Beldam Tyre Co., Ltd.

Brentford, /#^^^ Middlesex.

REMARKABLE
REDUCTIONS

at

HAfiRODS
Some Examples :

List

Price.

MATCHLESS, 6 h.p. JA.P.2-speecl,

double belt drive .. .. £73 10

Or with Watsonlan Collapsible

Sidecar .

.

B.A.T., 8 h.p. J.AP. 2-speed, kick

starter £75

Or with Torpedo Cane Sidecar,

1105

SINGER, 4i h.p. 2-speed, kick starter £65

Or with Torpedo Cane Sidecar,

1064

HAZLEWOOD, 5 h.p. twin JA.P.,

3-speed countershaft

Or with Canoelet Sidecar, 1 1 79

HUMBER, 3^ h.p., 3-speed Sturmey

gear, kick starter.

.

Or with Torpedo wicker Sidecar

1063

BRADBURY, 3i h.p., 2-speed Chain

drive, kick starter and Bradbury

Coach-built Sidecar

HUMBER, 2J h.p. twin Lightweight,

3-speed Sturmey gear .

.

A.S.L., 3J h.p.. Precision Engine, 3-

speed Sturmey gear, kick starter £54

Or with Torpedo wicker Sidecar,

1063

And many others

DEFERRED TERMS IF DESIRED.

Send particulars of your requirements and

let us quote you for the machine we think

will best suit you.

UNBIASSED ADVICE-AND
THE VERY BEST TERMS

£68 5

£57 10

£72

£53

Special

Price

£65

£77

£66

£76

£57

£67

£60

£73

£50

£58

£62

£46 10

£47

£55

HARRODS LTD. KTrA^ctSC4! BromptonRd,
LONDON, S.W.

RICHARD BURBIDGE. Manaeine Director.

In answering these. advertisevierUs it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." B23
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What
does it mean to you ?

Is
the act of " Lighting Up " an occasion of trouble

and anxious uncertainty.by reason of an inefficient

and unreliable Lamp ?— it should not be— and

need not I

C EQUIP YOUR MOUNT WITH A " P. & H."

LAMP ! !— Model 127C— its marked superiority and
efficiency will ensure perfect service and reheve you
of all trouble and uncertainty here. Its powerful,

penetrating light and absolute dependability will

give you a sense of perfect security and safety—
ensuring your riding with an easy mind, always.

MODEL 127C.
PROJECTOR of extra large size,

has 6\in. Front with large Hood
Reflector : very powerful best quality

^in. real Mangin Mirror Reflector

;

.Bray "RONI " Burner, which can-

not crack lens or reflector, fitted into

a perject arrangement for adjusting I and ^^in. Plate-

glass Convex Lens. Special GENERATOR .can :he

easily cleaned and recharged ; with adjustable stamped

steel DOUBLE CARRIER of new design and

exceptional strength to withstand excessive vibration,

complete with best grey Rubber Connection. Can be

easily fitted on handle-bar stem, or lamp bracket.

Price : Nickel or Ebony Finish, complete 36/6

— Examine this Model at your Agents^ and particu- .

larly note its superior Quality, Finish, and remarkable

VALUE. Ask NOW for our "Lamp Booklet"— it

describes all our Models.

Powell & Hanmer, Ltd.,
Chester Street, . > Birmingham.

Our Leading Model.
Can be adjusted and set in perfectly horizontal position

Mangin Lens . . 4in. \

Beam 500ft.

Lamp Body . . 4iin.

Front Door . . . . ejin.

BEST DRIP GENERATOR,
ADJUSTABLE Side Sockets
for Lamp and Generator.

37/(1

LAMPS ANDGENERATORS

,

PERSHORE ST.- ' BIRMINGHAM.
r Service Co High Holborn, London, W.C.

\ Tavlor & Ck)., 21a, Store St., Tottenham Court Rd.,London,W.C.
I Robertson's Agency 157, Gt. Portland Street, London, W.

Scottish Wholesale Agents : North British Machine Co., Glasgow.
Edinburgh Retail Agents: Rossleigh, Ltd.

Special
Agents

TERRY'S SPRING LINK
absorbs road shocks.
It is a wonderful auxiliary to motor cycle front

fork springing—taking up all the shocks uneven

road surfaces create and imparting to the motor

cycle the comfortable easy gliding motion of the car.

Vibration is reduced to a minimum—and, of course,

great economy in running costs is effected.

h can be fitted to any front fork of link type.

For 3 h.p. machines 10/-, 6 h.p. 12/6 perpair.

Write now for descriptive leaflet— It is post free .

HERBERT TERRY & SONS,
The Spring Specialists, REDDITCH, Eng.

B24 In amiwi'rino these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle-'
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SELFRIDGE'S
You call have immediate

possession of any of tfie

Motor Cycles listed below

on payment of a fifth of its

cost.

Payment of the balance can

be extended over a year. For
this added convenience we
charge 2i% on the balance

only.

The extra is only 2%, or

less, on the entire cost of your

machine. The greater your
original deposit, the less your
machine costs in proportion.

Motor Cycles in Stock.

1913 Models.
A.J.S., 6 h.p., 3-speed . . £72 9
DOUGLAS, Model O, 2}

h.p., ^-speed £48
DOUGLAS, Model R, :}

h.p., 2-speed £52
DOUGLAS, Model P, :J

h.p., 2-speed £48
TRIUMPH, 3.\ h.p., 3-sp. £59 15
REX, 6 h.p., 2-speed £62 10
ARIEL, 3i h.p., 3-speed.. £59 10
B.S.A., 3,V h.p., 2-speed . . £60

Certain makes of Motor Cycles
supplied on makers' terms.

Dependable Accessories.

Billiken Mascot. Will fit i
and lin. bar. Nickel finish, 5/6.

" Sovereign " Motor Cycle Set Lamp, Generator, and
Bracket. Special price, complete, 20/-.

Spare Belt and
Tube Case, in
solid leathPr,

63 in. diameter,

slin. deep, 6/9.

All Bristle Com-
bined Spoke and
Chain Brush,
with polished

handle. Length
i5in. Each 1/-.

The "Nebo"
Motor Cycle
Wateh. In dust
and waterproof
nickel case.
Guaranteed for

12 months.

Each 10/6.

SLIGHTLY STORE.
SOILED MOTOR

CYCLES.
A.II 1913 Model •.

Usual Bedocod
Prlco. to

LEA-FRANCIS, 3i
h.p., twiQ-cylio-

der, 2-speed,
countershaft gear,

chain drive ....£63 .; £6J

NEW HUDSON, 3^
h.p., 3-speed, belt

drive £60 18 £56 S

SUNBEAM, 23 h.p.,

2-speed, counter-
shaft gear £63

MARTIN-J.A.P., 8

h.p., fitted with
speedometer. . . .£64

ZENITH, 3^ b.p.,

Gradua gear, kick

starter £63
ZENITH, 6 h.p.,
Gradua gear, kick
starter £78 IJ £75

ROVER, 3i h.p.,

3-speed £58 £56

o£58 S

6£S9 10

o £59 17

SELFRIDGE
and CO., LTD^ - -

OXFORD STREET,W.

Recent

Successes

A.C.U. SIX DAYS' TRIAL.

The Little machine

with a BIG

reputation.

2i h.p. LEVIS ridden by H. NEWEY.
SILVER MEDAL.

The smallest machine in the Trial. Made clean ascents on all hills. Gained Bonus
Marks for hill-climbing. Non.stop in all sections. Full Marks for Flexibility and

Utility. A Marvellous Performance.

EXETER & DISTRICT MOTOR CYCLING CLUB'S 24 HOUR RELIABILITY TRIAL.
400 miles round the coast of Devon and Cornwall for the HANCOCK SILVER CUP and GOLD MEDAL,

Won by P. PIKE, pn a 2ih,p. LEVIS, on August 29th and 30th, 1913.

STOCKPORT & DISTRICT MOTOR CLUB'S OPEN HILL CLIMB, AXE EDGE,
AUG. 30th.

Class 9. E. WOODS, 2Jh.p. LEVIS, SECOND.

Designed and Manufactured by the

Pioneers of the Air-cooled Two-stroke,

BUTTERFIELDS LTD., toRKs.
STECHFORD, BIRMINGHAM.

AGENTS-
LONDON & DISTRICT: CAR & MOTOR SUNDRIES, LTD., SHAFTESBURY AVENUE, W.C.
BIRMINGHAM, MANCHESTER, and LEICESTtiR : THE COLMORE DEPOT.
LIVERPOOL : THE MEAD CYCLE CO., PARADISE ST. DUBLIN : T. WOOD, WESTLAND ROW,
EXETER : P. PIKE, ST. THOMAS. CORK : FITZGERALD & CO., MERCHANTS QUAY.
BLACKBURN : BEARD & CO. OXFORD : MORRIS'S GARAGES.

In answering these advertimmenU it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle." B29
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES,

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be|

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed
^

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford,

Street, Coventry. To insure insertion letters'

Bhould be posted in time to reach the offices of

"The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tndor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible lor clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

Blotor cycles, the advertisements are classified into

districts, as many readers like to know what machines

ate for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before

going further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

SECTION I.

Nortbumberlancl, Curaberland, Durham, and West-
morland.

SECTION II.

Vcrk and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Cunarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford
Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Bbttingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.
Ncsfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford,

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

GJoncester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.
SECTION vin.

Hertford, Essex, Middlese.\, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex,

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland,

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.

WE EXCEL
FOR VALUE
AND
FACILITIES.

CASH,
EXCHANGE,
OR EASY J
TERMS.

We offer Bargains that cannot be beaten in

New Machines of best makes at lowest prices

for cash or most liberal exchanges, with finest

treatment and satisfaction absolutely sure . All

Second-hand Machines put in rehable riding

order. Every Machine, New or Second-hand, fully

guaranteed.

ASK FOR TO-DAY'S LIST, IT INCLUDES THESE

SPECIAL VALUES.

7471. 3i b.p. rgi2 2-speed SINGER and
Sidecar £45

7463. 3^h.p. 1912 2-speed B.S.A. and
t Sidecar £45

7460. si h.p. ARIEL £15

7458. 6 h.p. 1913 REX Sidette £56

7456. 3* h.p. 1911 2-speed HUMBER ... £30
7482. 4 h.p. rgi2 tourist REX £35

6 h.p. rgis REX Sidette £56
3-J h.p. 19JI 2-specd HUMBER . . £30

7432. 2f h.p. tgii Standard DOUGLAS £23 10

7437. 2i h.p. 1912 2-speed PREMIER ..£28
7450. si h.p. 1909 2-speed HUMBER £35
74r8. 8'h.p. rQi2 2-speed MATCHLESS

and Sidecar £60

7.119. 7-9 h.p. 1913 PREMIER Cycle Car £85

7420. 3.1 h.p. 1909 2-speed HUMBER. . . . £25
7423. si h.p. 1912 2-speed JAMES £32 10

3! h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH £19

7398. si h.p. 1910 2-speed REX £27 10

740Q-. S.V h.p. 1912 2-speed P. & M,
* ^ " and Sidecar £54

7410. sHi-P- 1910 F-E- TRIUMPH £29

7383. 2j h.p. 1912 3-5peed HUMBER £34

7S95- 2-2 h.p. 19x1 2-speed F.N £28
6 h.p. 19x0 2-speed MATCHLESS

and Sidecar £45

7343. 6 h.p 2-speed N.S.U. and Sidecar. . £30
735S. 6 h.p. 1912 REX Sidette £50

7332 8 h.p. 1913 HUMBERETTE £105

73ri. 6 h.p. 1912 2-sp. BAT and Sidecar £60
6 h.p. ANTOINE £15

2ih.p. xgi2 2-speed ENFIELD ... £35
7281. 3* h.p. 1910 2-speed P. & M £32 10

5596. si h.p. 19x0 KERRY ABINGDON £27

5742. sih.p.xgtoT.T. TRIUMPH £29
6170. 31 h.p. igti REX tourist £28
6179. 3 h.p. X912 2-speed N.S.U £.30

6276. 8 h.p. igi2 ZENITH £55
C2g6. 3i h.p. 19x2 F.E. KYNOCH £35

6s43. 8 h.p. XQxt 3-speed CHATER-LEA
and Sidecar £58

6378. 6 h.p. igll ZENITH and Sidecar £50
6307. 8 h.p. 19x2 3-speed CHATER-LEA

and Sidecar £65
6421. 3} h.p. r9o8 MINERVA £18
65x6. 8 h.p. igix 3 speedCHATER-LEA£47 10

67g9. 7 h.p. 2-speed and F.E. INDIAN £40
6863. 3*h.p. 1910 BAT £27
6900. si h.p. igx2 F.E. ROVER £38
7080. 6 h.p. xgx2 CLYNO and Sidecar.

.

7098. sJ h.p. xgii ZENITH and Sidecar £37 10

ANY MACHINE, NEW OR SECOND-HAND, SOLD

IN WAUCHOPE'S EASY WAY—i DOWN AND
11 EASY EQUAL PAYMENTS.

flB^ 9, SHOE LANE, ^^ ^^
J^^ FLEET STREET, iMl
^^f LONDON, E.C. ^^

'Phone—Holborn 5777.
Wires—" Opificer, London."

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may b€

addressed to numbers at "The Motor Cycle" Office,

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be senl

for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear b
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "No.

000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry " • or if " London"

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

JWrDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The

Motor Cycle, ' both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit tht

amount to the seller, but if not we return the amouni

to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays

carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value, a deposit fee of as. 6d. is charged when under

/•lo the fee is is." AU deposit matters are dealt with al

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made

payable to Ih£e & Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive n(

answer to their enquiries are requested to regMd tli(

sUcnce as an indication that the goods advertised havi

already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive S(

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eml

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION L

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, am
Westmorland.

"I 012 T.T. Endge, very fast, perfect condition; firS

XJ? cheaue. i28.—Below.

1 Q11 F.E. Rover, tyres new, usual eparee aud lamp:
X«7 £27/10. bargain.—Below.

Thompson and Edwards,

B

with eidenai

be m"
West Hartlepool. Tel.

3jLh,p. Quadrant, mag., climb anything

,

2 £20, sell ,^eparutely £16: shouldn't be missed
758.

rX918C
AT, 1911, 8h.p., 2-speed, in 6Plendid condition

£40. or near ofler.—W. Walker, Hurworth, Dai
lington.

' [X908'

"I1Q13 Budge Multi, SVih.p., excellent order, with
JLZf without sidecar: any trial; bargain.—Apply
Aldexson, 139, Eokex At., Sunderland. [X9151

1Q11 Standard Triumph, not done 5,000 miles, per

Xt/ feet, nearest £27; 1910 free engine Triumph
lamp, horn, splendid condition, nearest £27.— S. Morris

37, Main St., Kjrkby Lonsdale. [X914'

CHAIN Drive Free Engine Humber, spring forks, eparc

wheel, tyre and tube, £6; also 6h.p. twin Hex
spring forks, adjustable pulley." footboards, good 26x2V
tyres, nearly new belt. B. and E., variable jet, re-bushed

fine condition, £15.— Ginns, Barker. Carlisle. [155C

3ih.p. 1913 Triumph Motor Cycle, 3-speed gear, flttec

2 with Mead and Deakin's Cauoelet sidecar, witl

apron, Cowey speedometer, lamp, generator, and hora

etc.; cost over £80, to an immediate cash buyer £57/10;
in perfect condition; only wants seeing:-Apply, P
Turvey and Co., The Motor House, Sunderland. [X809C

rUE'CEY and Co. have in stock new 1913 modclf

for immediate delivery: B.S.A. , Triumphs, Hum-
hers, Royal Eaflelds, Kovera, and Hazlewoods; any ol

these models can be seen and tried at any time; price*

ranging from £35.—Turvey and Co., The Motor House,

Sunderland. [X61«

andYork

L.
TTITCHINGS',

MATCHLESS
E-'utufives.

SECTION
Lancashire.

II.

Ltd., 74, Bold St., Liverpool,

Agents, Hjtchings', Ltd., sole repre-

Ltd.. sole representa-TEIUMPH Agents. Hitchings'
tivee. 1

RELIABLE Second-hard Machines.—Hitchings'. Ltd,

have a big reputation for absolutely reliable eecoad-

hands at reasonable prices. Two 1912 2-6peed Match-

less sidecar combinations, oue 1912 Eudge, one 1911

Humber, 1 1910 Triumph. 1 1903 Triumph, and 1907

Tiiumph in stock now. All guaranteed, int^pection and

offers invited.—For courteey, bui>iness-like attention, and

entire satisfaction, deal with Hitchings'. Ltd., '?'''.S<''|

any trial; £45.-
[5:8993

St., Liverpool.

IQll'A Bat, 8h.p., oahe efdecor;
Xt? Bassett, Doncaster.

B30 All letters relating to advertisements should qitote the number at the end of each .-idveitisement, and the date of the issue.
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XTRA-SPOHL.
Brand New 191= 6 h.p. i-sp. REX de Luxe £62 10

15% cash discount 9 ^ 6

£53 2 6
Allowance for your 1912 2-speed Douglas

or any similar type of machine £38 12 6

Cash required £14 10

After the i8th of September we cannot accept
aoy more Douglas machines, so HUKKY UP.

NEW 1913's
TRIUMPH, 3} h.p., 3-S[«ed Sturmey £59 15
REX, 6 h.p., 2-speed, de luxe £62 10
REX, 4 h.p., 2-speed, de luxe £56
DOUGLAS, 2i h.p., 2-spced £48
BRADBURY, 2 or 3-speed £60
REX-J.A.P., 8 h.p., 2-speed £73 10
WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p., w.c, and Sidecar .

.

£97 10

Easy Payments Irom £10 deposit.

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES.
Cash. Exchange, or Easy Payments.

BRADBURY, it)r3, 2-speed, chain drive,
done about .soo miles £49 10

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3-speed, done 1,000 miles £49 10
RUDGE Multi, 1912, and Sidecar £47 10
REX, 4 h.p., 1912, the Big Single (NEW) . . £34 10
REX, s h.p., igri-12 2-speed, NEW 47 Gns
CALTHORPE-PRECISION, 1912, 4} h.p.,

2-speed countershaft gear, chain and belt £44 10
REX, 1913, 6 h.p., 2-speed, done 200 miles £43 10
ROVER, 1911, clutch model ; cost £55 £29 10
JAMES, 1910, 3I h.p., magneto £19 10
REX, 5 h.p., 1909, 2-speed, de luxe £23 10
P. & M., 3j h.p., 2-speed. Wants attention £17 10
CLYNO, igi2, and special cane Sidecar .... £49 10
SINGER, 1911, magneto, lightweight £19 19
REX, 1913, 4 h.p., 2-speed, de luxe, chain

'Jrive, nearly new £49 10
REX, loit, 2-speed, twin, de luxe £36 10
CONNAUGHT, 2* h.p., 1913 (soiled) £29 10
REX, 5i h.p., twin, spring forks £15 10
J.A.P., 6 h.p., M.O.V., free engine, spring

forks £34 10
MOTO-REVE, tivin, lightweight, runs well.. £13 10
BRADBURY, 1912, 3-speed Sturmey £47 10
QUADRANT, 1912, free engine £35 10
REX coach-built Sidette, igri, 5-6 h.p.,

M.O.V., chain drive, grand order £45 10
REX, 3J h.p., magneto, spring forks, 1908. . £19 10
REX, 3,1 h.p., light and low £10 10
N.8.U., 3* h.p., magneto £17 10
N.S.U., rgii, 3 h.p., 2-speed £29 10
N.8.U., si h.p., twin, 2-5peed £27 10
N.S.U., 5j h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £31
REX, 3j h.p., spring forks £12 10
F.N., lightweight, battery ignition £9 10
REX, 3j h.p., magneto, 1910 £24 10
REX, 3j h.p., magneto, 1909 £22 10
REX, 1912, 4 h.p., only used roo miles .... £31 10
REX, 190S, 2-speed, twin. Rex de Luxe,

and Sidecar. Wants slight attention .. £19 10

SUNDRIES.
Armstrong 3-speed Gear and Free Engine,

with belt rim and controls, brand new,
M.ark 11., £5 10

I
Mark fll £6 2 6

New Avon (Druid) 26 x 2 Non-sldd Covers 12 11
Mvcr's Motor Cycle Stand 3 3
New 26x2 and 26 X2j Avon Tubes 6 9
New F.R.S. standard 800ft. Lamp, with

grid generator' ; usual price, 53 /6 ;

clearance price 35 Q
(^\ h.p. W.C. Engine £5 10
3-specd Gear and Clutch for cycle car ... £6 10
Cycle Car Radiator £i 10
Cycle Car Chassis, with wheels and gear. .£3 10
New Car Speedometer £2 12 6
New Triumph Pattern Horns 3/- and 3 9

The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone 76fl. Telegrams : " Perfection "

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
31.h-p. 1909 Triumph, exceptioniilly fine order oud

2 couditiou thioutrliout, decompressor, horn, lamp,
(Spares, etc. ; £26. — Browu. Blake Kouse, OsmuHton,
Aehbcurne. [X9177

TRIUMPH. 1908, 3V:!li.p., eprine forka, Bo«ch H.T.
map,, B. and B., kitrk-up (itaud, very good condi-

tion, lately overhauled; £20; push cycle part.—Bull Piece
Villa, Diirlaston, Stafljrdahire. [X9158

1013 Scott, delivered June, with Cowey speedometer,
-Lt/ Xl'ull pan waddle, Xl'aU standard saddle (un-
u.^^cd). lamp, hcru, watch, many epares and accedsorie^

;

£55.—H. Lawford, Trcwern, Oswestry. [1612

-|Q13 3h.p. Royal Enfteld, perfect, £40; 1913 Lovif^,
J-t7 £20, perfect condition; 1912 free engine Brad-
bury, jiL-it been re-bushed, enamelled and plated at
makers, £35; 1913 Douglas O, new, £48; 1910 Triumph,
apeedjmeter, Brampton gear, good condition, £26.—Thos,
Booth, Main St., Frodsbam. [X9089

*| (|13 Clearance Bargains of second-hand motor cycles.
-Li/ —1912 3yah.p. K.E. Eudge, guaranteed perfect,
with Lucas lamp and horn, £36; 1911 3V2h.p. Rudge.
guaranteed in perfect order, new lin. Dunlop, good
tyras, Lucas lamp, horn, etc., £33; 1907 3V2h.p. Tri-
umph, new Dunlop belt, lamp, horn, heavy Kempsliull
tyres, only £16; Jenbro' sidecar, usual price £21. olfers

;

24 overall jackets, made by Dunlop, 22/6 each, 15/6 to
clear; will send on approval; sidecars, Mills-Fulford, art
cane £16/16 model, radial castor wheel, bargain, £8

;

uue nearly new, cost £6/6, will accept £3/17/6.—J. H.
Wedge and Co.. New Rd, Willenhall. [1114

BUT Your 'Mount from a reliable firm, a firm with
a reputation ; we are not out on the make haste,

a clean, fair deal is what you want and what you get
rrom us. We liavo ouly lost one customer since we
fommenced business—he died. Immediate delivery from
citock: 1913 A J.S.. 2^h.p., £48/6; 1913 Uousjlas, model
N", £42; 1913 Douglas, model P. £48: 1913 6h.p. Rex
De Lux«, £60: 1913 3h.p. N.S.D.. single, £38. ahop-
.-uiled; 1913 F.E. Rover. £55; 1912 3V-.h.p. B.S.A., 2-

speed, £45; 1912 Bradbury, T.T.. £35: 1912 F.E.
Riidge and ladecar, £45; 1911 8h.p. Matchless 2-speed,
£47, or exchange; 1911 F.E. Triumph, fine order, £36;
Humberette. <.'omplete. £125. We can deliver Singer
cycle car for October.—Important, our only address is.

The North Wales Motor Exchange, Holt St., Wrexham.
Tel.; 283. [X9172

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Hutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

1913 MACHINES
FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
DOUGLAS, any model,
BAT, 2-speed and ^-speed.
ZENITH, any model.
MATCHLESS, any model.
BRADBURY, any model.
TRIUMPH, F.E. and jsp.
INDIAN, 7 h.p. 2-speed
SCOTT, 2-speed W.C.
ROVER.
WILLIAMSON, A.C. 8 h.p.

WILLIAMSON, W.C. 8 h.p.

Cycle Cars for Immedia-te Delivery :

MORGANS in Stock. I HUMBERETTES.
G.W.K. „ FORD CARS.
A.C. „ I SINGER.

B
COLMOEE Depots, 31, Colmoie Row, Birmingham;

49, John Bright St., Eirmingl .'m; and 62, High
St., Leicester.

NEW and second-hand at the leading depots for the
Midlands ; agents for Douglas, Scott. Matchless,

Enfield. Triumph, Premier, Bat. Zenith, Clyno, Chater,
etc., etc.. also A-C. and Morgan Runabouts.—Colmore
Depoti^, Birmingham and Leicester. [X6047

COLMORR.-Zenith. S'/oh.p. J.A.P. engine. Gradua
gear, in perfect order, having been recently over-

haultMl; £25.—Colmore Depot, 31. Colmore Row, Bii-
min^'-ham.

COLMORE.—1909 Triumph, good tyres and belt,
sound throughout, drop bars; a \ery sporty mount

;it a low figure, £21; guaranteed.—Colmore Depot, 31,
Colmore Row, Birmingham.

COLMORE.—B.S.A, 1913. cliain driven, 2-speed gear
aud free engine. Dunlope. B.S.A. carburetter,

Bi;uok3 saddle; £45.-Colmore Depot, 31. Colmors Row.
Birmingham.

COLMORE.—New Hudson. 1913. S-apeed, with coach-
built sidflcar, almost new, having been taken in

part exchange for cycle car alter 3 weeks' use.; cot^t £76.
price £60.—Colmore Depot. 31, Colmore Row, Birming-
ham.

C^OLMORE.-Matchlees. 1913 model. 3V2h.p.. 3-speed,
^ scarcely used, twin J.A.P. engine, tyres uncut; an

exceptional bargain, £53.—Colmore Depot, 31. Colmore
Row. Birmingham.

COLMORE.-Shop-soiled Scott. 1913 model. 2-speed.
free engine, tyres, transmission, etc. in perfect

order, our demonstration model; £53.—Colmore Depot,
31. Colmore Row. Birmingham.

COLMORE.—Triumph. 1913, shop-soiled. 3-speed
gear; £52; wire at once for thie bargain.—Colmore

Depot, 31. Colmore Row, Birmingham.

COLMORE.—Premier. 1913 practically new machine,
used once only to show cuaromer, 3'/jh.p., 3-speed,

F.E.. auxiliary exhaust, tyres uncut. wJiole machine as
new; lowest cn.^h price £49. listed £59/10.—Colmore
Depot, 31. Colmore Row, Birmingham.

COLMORE.—Demonstration model R Douglas, u^ed
onco. HidchiUf^on tyre^. F.E., 2-Kpeed gear and

clutch, kick ptarter, footboards, pan seat; flr^t cheque
lor £48 secures.-Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Bir-
mingliam. rX900a

F.N".-Order now to ensure delivery of 2'/2h.p. and 4-cyI.
—Heath. Salford Priurs. Warwickshire. [X7330

3Xh.p. Quadrant, mag., re-enamelled, new back tyre,
2 tube, splendid machine; £17/10.-156, Alcf^ter

Rd., Mofleley, Birmingham. [X8991

1 Q 13 Clyno, 5-6h.p., and Clyno £15 sidecar, equal
A*/ to new: £72/10: take Douglae or Scott part pay-
ment.— Clark, Woodford. Thrapston. [X8932

The noted firm. Established in the Motor Trade since
1900, and known throughout the country for quickest
delivery of any Motor Cycle or Cycle Car.

6.8.A., chain drive.
CLYNO. 5-&b.p.
RUDGE, 750 c.c. multi.

SINGER, T.T. 3-speed and
4A h.p.

NEW IMPERIAL, 6 h.p.

3-speed.

ENFIELD. 6 h.p. 2-speed.
LINCOLN-ELK, 2-specd.

JAMES.
F.N., any model.

FOR HIRE,

Motor Cycles
and Sidecars.
TERMS ON APPLICATION.

The "REY" Sidecars
Wicker .. £5 5 to £7
Coach-built £9 10
Cane (2 models) £10 10

TRADE
SUPPLIED WITH
VARIOUS MAKES,
AT LIBERAL DISCOUNTS.

SECOND-HAND
F.N., 4-cylinder 1910£20.

£20. F.N., 4-cylinder 1911
£26. Std. Triumph. . 1909
£18. Twin Moto-Reve

(lady's) 1910
£45. 6 b.p. Zenith and

Sidecar igil
£26. Std. Triumph . . 1910
£22. Rex .. ., iQio
£25. F.E. Singer .. 1911
£26. 3! h.p. Bradbury 1912
£30. T.T. Triumph 1911

£16. Std. Triumph... 1906
£21. 5 hp. V.8 1910
£29. Re>-J.A.P. .. 1912
£29. 3i b.p. Trump-

J.A.P i9ja
£40. 6b.p. ZenlUi .. 1911
£33. T.T. Corah . . 191J
£62. 8 h.p. Zenith and

Miliford coach-built
Sidecar 1913

£54. 4h.p. Singer, new 1912
£29. 6 h.p. Bat .. 191a

Sole London Agrents "for

—

Canoelet Sidecars from.. .. £12 12
Swan Sidecars from .. .. £13 13
Also Folding Sidecars '.zr Immediate Delivery.

EASY 27 O EXTRA.

5, Heath St., Hampstead, N.W.

;

and 173, Gt. Portland St., W.
Telephone : 2678, P.O., Hampstead ; and 197), Regent.

x\\ letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the Issue. A2s
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FARLOW.
The name FARLOW stands for everything
that is good in Sidecars.

FARLOW prices are far lower than you
would expect to pay. The FARLOW
guarantee is faithfully carried out.

Light, Strong, and Classy, Smart, Good,
and Durable.

YOUR AGENT WILL SUPPLY.
Send for our price list and be convinced.

WE CAN DELIVER ANY MODEL FROM STOCK.

HIODEL 4.
Underslung chassis

(
paleu t 5070). lisjht coach-built

body, spring cusliion, two tool boxes Qtted, coverall
motor hood, cloth apron.

10 guineas.

Model i.

Wicker body, canoe front, side door, upholstered
and lined inside right down to the toe,

£6 5s. Od.

Model 3.
Reed cane body with roll top, tbicUiy upholstered'

and lioed right down to the toe.

£8 10s. Od.

Models Nos. 1 and 3 can be fitted with our under-
slung chassis (patent 5070/12) for 10s. extra.

All Carriage Paid, and complete with mat,
stand, quick detachable jortitst and Michelin
Motor Cycle Tyres. Tr-ade supplied.

ODD BARGAINS.
Cowey Speedometer, done 3,000 £3
Sidecar Aprons 7/6
Cowey Speedometer, done loo, perfect £3 10
New Rubber-studded Covers, 26x2!, beaded 17/8
Triumph F-'attern Handle-bar new 6/6
Kew Prested Trembler Coil 16/-

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane,
Telephoao fM A T TIT A ~V' (Two minutei

919. Ma.-l*.M^M.M: JM..^%. ifon, G.P.O.)

A26 Al! letters relating to advertisements

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
"DABQAINS.

CLEARAJ^CE of shop-soiled and second-liand
machines; great jeductione.

ZENITH-GKADUA. slightly soiled, 6h.p. ; list price
£72/9. f56.-Below.

TRIUMPH, slishtlv soiled, 1913. SV-h.p., 3-sreecl- list
£59/15, £53,-Below.

TBIUMPH. elightlv soiled. 1913, 3V.h.p. TT.
roadster; list £49/6, £43.-Below.

Y., slightly soiled, 2i/.h.p. lightiveight
; list £35,

£24,—Below.

COTT, latest 1913 model, new; list £68/5, £60.—
Below,

ANY Machine sent on approval ; also a large stock
di high-class second-hands; write for full list.—

The Premier Motor Co.. Ltd., A^-ton Rd., Binninghain.
[0316

(^UHARING Cnt at following Astonishing prices, all
-^ good running ordcv :

1 012 Res De Iriixe. 6h.p., 2-(*peed, ideal sidecar
-L^ machine, very powerful ; £30.—Below.

1 QIC Rex De Luxe. 5h.p., 2-speed model, good con-
-Lt/ dition; i'17.—Below.

| QIO Eex Tourist, oh.p. twin. Bosch mag., spring
i-*f forks; £15.—Below.

M
S

19
19
19°

11 Rex, sy-ih-p., clutch mcdel, Bosch, Druids, good
condition; £17/10.—Below.

10 Enfield Lightweight, twin, fine little machine;
bargain. £12/10.—Below.

3 Rex, 3J/.h.p., standard model, spring forke,
Bosch, B. and B. ; £11.—Below.

ALL Bargain^.—A. Hollaud, Clarendon St., Earlsdon,
Coventry. [X9036

ZENITH, 1911. SVoh.p.. Gradua. gear, and sidecar;
£30.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.. Birmingham.

Z„
„ „ rX9068

ENITH. 1912. 3Vih.p., Gradna gear, grand condition;
£32.—P. J. Evariii, John Bright St., Birmingham.

rX9069
SCOTT. 1913. 3y4h.p.. 2 speeds, hardly soiled; £55.-

P. J. Evans. John Bright St.. Birmingham. [3:9070

N.S.U"., 1913. 2^4h.p., 2 speeds, twin, brand new; list
59 gns,, £36.—P. J. Evans. John Bright St.. Bir-

mingham. [S9071HUMBER, 1913. 2h.p., brand new; list £35, aocept
£26,—P. J. Evans. John Bright St., Birmingham.

rX9072
TfiNT'IELD. 1913. Sh.p., 2 speeds, kick starter, new
-Li condition; £38.-P. J. Evans, John Bright St..

Eimnngham. fX9073

ENFIELD, 1913, 254h.p., 2 speeds, tick starter, ex-
cellent condition; £36.—P. J. Evans, John Bright

St., Birmingham. 1X9074
LEA-PEANGIS, 1913, 3h.p., 2 speeds, kick starter,

new condition ; £52.—P. J. Evans, John Bright
St.. Birmingham. [X9075

MATCHLESS. 1913. Sh.p.. chain drive, 2 speeds, free
engine, and special sidecar ; cost £100. accept £68.

—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X9076

SCOTT. 1913. S'dh.p.. 2 speeds, kick starter, coach
sidecar, complete, all accesi=orie3, combination

hardly soiled; £58.—P. J. Evans. John Bright St., Bir-
mingham. rX9077

TRIUMPH, 1912. free engine, Rom studded back,
lamp, horn, tools, etc., perfect ; any examination;

lowest £34/10.-80, Kettering Ed., Northampton. [X8576

3ih.p. Fafnir, 2^peed, free engine, kick starter, re-
2 enamelled', plated, overhauled, guaranteed per-

fect; £15/10.—Toms, Catherine St., Leicester. [X9131

TRIUMPH, 1912. T.T., 3-specd gear, latest, decom-
pressor engine, very fast and powerful, spare tyre

;

a real bargain, £40.—Powell, St. James, Northampton.
[xsgse

T.T. B.S.A., 1913, July, Lucas lamp, horn, and
mirror, watch, carrier bag, decompressor, complete,

spares ; £50.—James, Alverstone Rd., Nottingham.
[3:9149

3ih.p. Single Air-cooled Motor Cycle, fitted with
2 Armstrong 3-speed gear, originally built for T.T.,

splendid machine ; £35.—Elumfield, Ltd., Birmingham.
[1449

4h.p. Water-cooled Single Motor Cycle, as used in
T.T. race, condition as new, very last; £30.—

niumfleld, Ltd.. Birmingham. [1450

1Q13 F.N., 4-cyl., 5-6h.p., latest model, with foot-
-1-^ boards, plate clutch, speedometer, and horn, first

rate condition, not done 1,000 ; £55.—Stone, Stockwood.
Solihull, Birmingham. [X9040

DOUGLAS, 1910, recently thoroughly overhauled and
frame re-enamelled by makers, new Avon tyres,

Wliittle belt, lamp, spares; £20.—Arkell, 41, Lincoln
Rd. East, Peterborough, - [X92D0

T.D.C., 1913, 3yzh,p., new June last. F.E., Hutchln-
sons unpunctured, sidecar, and all accessories:

honest bargain, like new, £38, everythingj bought
special T.IJ.C. combination.—2, Walford Rd., Spark-
brook, Birmingham. [X9033

1 Q13 Bradbury. 3-speed gear, £49; 1913 Pretoler, 31/2
-1-tF h,p.. 2-tipced, and counter-shaft, £46; 1911 Indian.
7h.r.. new 1913 clutch, new tyres, £38/10; 1911 num-
ber lightweight, good condition, £17.~Jas. Plastow,
O.sborne St., Grimsby. [X917S

Special Bargain

!

1913 2-speed "SUNBEAM." Cost £63.
Done 50 miles only. Accept£53 Cash.

A.C. SOCIABLE, j()r3, £75 model, but fitted with
reverse gear, hood, screen, extra brakes, decom-

pressor, etc., cost over £roo three months ago.

Our £69 Price.

The foUowmg are complete with sidecars :

—

rgrii 3I h.p. PREMIER, Sturmey 3 speeds £35
rgrr 5-6 h.p. REX de Luxe and Sidecar £39
1913 8 h.p. ZENITH and rs guineas Sidecar £65

1909 3^ h.p. P. & H,, 2 speeds and Sidecar £29
Tgr2 6' h.p. CLYNO and Sidecar £45
.igra 6 h.p. REX and Sidette Sidecar £45 D
7 h.p. ROC, 2 speeds, and Sidecar £29
rgir ^ h.p. 2-sp. QUADRANT and Sidecar £33
rgog 5 h.p. REX de Luxe and Sidecar £30
rgoS 5 h.p. REX de Luxe and Sidecar £28
rgoS-s b.p. REX, Roc, 2 speeds, and S'car £25
rgio 5 h.p, 2-speed VINDEC and Sidecar . . £30
1910 3i h.p. 2-speed SCOTT and Sidecar .. £30

All have variable gears.

We will sell any machine without sidecar.

We have the following New rgis Machines in

Stock :

6 h.p. A.J.S., 3 speeds, kick starter 69 Qnt
3i h.p. PHELON & MOORE, kick starter . . £65
r9r3 3i h.p. 3-speed NUMBER £53
tgrs 2j h.p. SUNBEAM, 2 speeds £63
igrs 4i h.p. SINGER, 2 speeds 60 Gns
1913 3ih.p. NEW HUDSON, 3 speeds SB Gni

Easy terms quoted. Discount for Cash.

MORGAN CYCLE CARS.
8 h.p. J.A.P. engine, best of everything.

85 guineas.
Delivery from stock.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
1912 3! h.p. RUDGE MULTI, good £39
1913 DOUGLAS, 2-speed model £33
I9i26h.p. REXdeLuxe, 2speeds,freeengine £37
rgrr s\ h.p. REX, cone clutch model £25
i9r2CycleCar, 7-9 Elumfield engine, 2speeds £35
igra li ARIEL, variable gear £29
3i h.p. ENFIELD REX, M.O.V £10

2I h.p. J.A.P., Druid forks £7
1912 6 h.p. CLYNO, 2 speeds, kick starter. . £42
1910 5-6 h.p. VINDEC, 2 speeds £27
rgog 5-6 h.p. REX de Luxe £28
5-6 h.p. REX de Luxe. 2 speeds, etc £27

3 j h.p. igo7 TRIUMPH, magneto, spring tks. £23
One Ditto, verv good £24

4 h.p. ign QUADRANT, Roc 2 speeds £30
3I h.p. rgog REX Tourist, good £21

3i h.p. 1908 REX Tourist, rgog engine .... £19

3^h.p. rgio REX, fine goer £23

5-6 h.p. REX de Luxe, rgoS, 2-speed model £25

Our
price
32/6
each.

JfT nnWN SECURES ANY OF THESE.
Xt I V\3W 11 BALANCE 30/- MONTH.

5 b.p. REX, magneto £19
3ih.p. 'gro REX .. £23

3J h.p. 190S REX £19
3ih.p.N.S.U.mag. £14

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.
New twin Bosch Magnetos, D.A.V. models £2 19 6

Ditto D.A.LV. models 50/- each

New Bosch Magneto, suit smgle-cyl. eligme £3
Ar Mudscreen, good //tt

Farlow Sidecar, good £3 10

Wicker Sidecar Body 7/6

26x2i Rub-stud Continental Cover, new .. 30/-

Kex Pattern Foot Brake, new 7/6 i

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane.
Telephone HALIFAX '[r^mtpt'919.

should quote the number nt the end ot each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
EVLES and Eyiee. 113, St. AMftto's. Oxford, linve

(or ealo large selcctioa ol" motor cycles, eidecars,'
' < j-fle cats, new nud seooud-hund : trials allowed;

' C. cycle car, water-cooled, perfect order, £45; 1912
\., 2-8peed, best sidecar. Cowcy. lamp, only wants
U-. £47: liat and t^idet^r, 5-6h.p.. as new, £65:
;ior 2-*)i)eed and sidecar. 1913, shop-eoiled. £55

;

li. 5-61i.p.. Jviek etartor. and sidecar complete. £50.
:j:ive in stock Scotts. Bnts, Premiers, and Bradburya,

. li.fl'.K. cy4;Ie cars; bis prices for luacliiues in part
\ hduge. rX8986

lertford,

and Sussex.

-Rover.

SECTION vm.
Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,

' \(iI.ES.-
' oUers.

, 3 speed model, brand new;

l^AGLES.—Bradbury. 1913, 3-speed model, brand
Lj new

EAGLES—Rudgc, 1912 T.T. model, exceptiomilly
fast, perfect condition: £28.

L^^AGLES.—Bradbury, 1912. standard model, new con-
LJ dition. all aeceseories

;

1911 spring

T.T.

£29.

17 VOLES.—N.8.IT. 4h.p. twin. Boscll,
' ' forks. 2 epeedti, free engine : £22.

L-'AGLES.-Bat-Jap. 1912. S'Mi.p., spring frame.
L-' liandle-l>ar, very fast: £27.

L'' \t7LES.—N.S.r.. 3'»b.p. Model de Luxe, Bosch
'

.- niag., spring frame, latest pattern spring forks,
'ther improvements, brand new; £37.

,
v'iLES.—Bradbury. 1912. N.S.U. 2-epeed gear, free

^. . ngine. bad little use ; £35.

|,"'AOLES.-N.S.U., 3>/,b.p., T.T. model, 85X88,
l^ Bosch mag., enamelled grey; £19/10.

u;LES.—Enfield 2^h.p. twin, late 1912, 2 speeds,
free engine, chain drive, footboards, nearly

, £29.

^^ AGLES.—N.S.U. 3V:;h.p. Popular, improved spring
-< forks, lin. belt, adjustable pulley; £20.

L,"'A0LE3.—L.JI.C., S'.jh.p., Bosch mag., spring
-J forks, nearly new tyres and belt; £20.

;,' AGLES.—Any of the above can be purchased by
-J deterred payments, one quarter of the amount
jwn.—Eagles and Co., High St., Acton. [X9041a
DItEMlER. 1912. 2V!;b.p., S-speed. perfect condition;

£33.—Below.

)l;KiIIER. 1912. 3'/,h.p.

loot; £35.—Below.

irnTO-KErB. igiiv,,
'1 £20,-Below.

'I.XUEE. 1912, 3'/.h.p.,
' -Below.

free engine, new tyres, per-

ZVih.p., eingle-cyl., as new;

clutch model, all spares; £33.

•AXOKLET and Mills-Fulford Sidecars in stock, no
iliorgo for fitting.—Premier Cycle Co., Ltd.. 20,
oin Viaduct, E.O. [1580

(iiUGLAiS, 1912, 2-speed, horn, lamp; £33.-4, Higli
-^ ."it.. Stoke Newington. [X9195
niaUMPH. 1909. new condition; £23, or ofler.— 4.
L High St., Stoke Newington. [X9196
[Ui.p. Zenflh, 1913. little wear; £43.-5, Circus E.d..
'a St. John's Wood, N.W. [X9084
PKIFMPH. free engine, only run 600 miles; £35.—
L Read's Garage, Sheerness. [1419
)E DION. 1912^Bosch, T.T., last; £15; perfect.

ROBERTSONS
SPECIFICATION

OF
THE WONDERFUL 8 H.P. 4-CYL.

3. Uisraeli Rd., forest Gate.

> .lud M., new, uncrated; must realise-
Queen's Av., Winchmore Hill.

£59.

[1602

-B.. 3,

[1415
qi3 Douglas, 2-speed, not ridden 1,500, unscratched

;

-«^ £39.—Nightingale, Crawley. [S8581
"JOL'GLAS, 1910, fixed engine, in good order; £25.
-' —Hazeldon, Brooke Lodge, Eedhill. [1437

T'OSTEE.-3>,'ob.p. Rex motor cycle, H.T. mag in" grand running order; £12/10.

iroSTEE.—2Vjh.p. Minerva motor cycle, recently" overhauled: £12. bargain.

,\ G.STER.—3i,ih.p. De Dion motor cycle, recently won" 3 races in France by owner: £14. bargain.

T'OSTER.—5-6b.p. A.C. De Luxe cycle car. late" 1912 model. H.T. mag.. 2 speeds, and in excel-
oodition; £70, bargain.

yosTEE.— 3'/2h.p. Premier motor cycle, 1912. H.T.
lUng., head IHTlin Penam + n*- 'ViiiT^ aTinnr1nmr,+.^_ .

:rreat bargain.

A i>TEE Automobile Works. 27-29. Tooting Bee
Hil.. Balbam. 'Phone: 791 Streatham. Tela-

•; «o^1er. [1311
tU2-13 2i4h.r. 2-.«reed F.N.. nin 1,000 miles, as

new; £32/10.-Purcell8 Isee advertl. [0659

> I
1 p. Excelsior, perfect order, good tvres, new belt;
£8/10.-2, Bedford Eow, Worthing. [X8954

>"I3, famous 2-stroke.—Pofltrnrd Harry Walker,
- racial agent. The Garage, MuswcU Hill. [3:8153

>.V'''a„?'^'^,v*''^'= engine, 1912, splendid condition:'- £27 -Hole, 129, Park Lane, Carshalton. [X9124
iT Sa., 2-speed. Slih.p.. h.b.c. mag., good tyres, ac-

'saorics; flS.-Poynting, ArchcliSc Fort, Dover.
[X9048

Ml lelte

HENDERSON
ENGINE , , 4-cylinder, 8 h.p., 2^ x sin. bore and

stroke, M.O.V., overhead inlet valves,

adjustable tappets, white metal big
ends, folding starting handle.

CARBURETTER Schebler, automatic, with bye-pass.
Operated by SINGLE steel wire from
handle-bar.

IGNITION , Bosch D.U.4 (car size).

IILENCER . Sealed-up joints, no back pressure, and
practically noiseless.

LUBRICATION Sight feed drip.

TRANSMISSION | X iin. chain through " Eclipse " clutch.

TANK , . Petrol capacity, 3 gallons ; oil capacity,
i gallon.

FRAME , . ijin. x 13G, top tube sloped away at
rear, triple-stem type head, and very
efficient spring fork,

WHEELBASE 65in.

WHEELS . . 28 X 310., 40 heavy gauge spokes,

GUARDS . . With valances all round, front and rear.

BRAKES . . Foot-operated (twin pedals for R. or L.
foot) external band brake ; hand-
operated powerful Bowden front rim
brake.

FOOTBOARDS Aluminium, with heel rests and rubber
pads.

STAND . . Strong kick-up type.

SADDLE . . Comfortable padded-top Middlemore,
TOOLBAG

, . Large leather top tube type, with com-
plete set of tools.

CARRIER . Very strong tubular, with rear number-
plate attached.

FINISH . . Dark Royal blue, aluminium, and white,

SPEED . , 4 to 70 m.p.h. without declutching,

PRICE , . 70 guineas complete.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
COME AND HAVE A

TRIAL RUN.^••anB
WE HAVE A GOOD SELECTION OF
SECOND-HAND AND SHOP-SOILED
MOTOR CYCLES AND SIDECARS
OF ALL THE LEADING MAKES, AND
THESE TWO SECOND-HAND

CYCUE CARS.
19 1 3 CROUCH, s/ 10 h.p., w.c, 3 speeds and reverse,

hood, screen, large flex horn, speedometer,
I car and 2 cycle car headlights, acetylene tail

light, large car generator, clock, Stepney with
unused s.s. Hutchinson, large kit of tools
including jack, etc. All as new and guaranteed
Cost £'i75. Will accept £120

1913 WALL TRICARRIAGE, 5 h.p., 2-speed, shaft
drive, speedometer, watch, horn, hood, luggage
carrier, acetylene side Ugbts, tail lamp and full

kit of tools. Guaranteed in perfect order .... £75

'PHONE: MAYFAIR 5767

i37.CRtATPORTLAND STCfET.W
lelating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the Issue. A2«

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—Tlie pre-eminent pro-

viders of unprecedented bargains.

PALMER'S Qnrnge, Tooting.—Tlie recognised mart for
motor cycles. Attend the fortnightJy auction aulew

lit

PALMER'S Garage, To^tiug, and eee for yourself.
Nc.\t three sales, Sept. I7tli, Oct. 1st, and Out.

15th. at 2 o'clock.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Cntnlopue free. Entrioa
iuvited. Terms, no eolo no cluiige.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Write for No. 2 monthly
booklet, full of interest.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The selection of motor
cyclea below is submitted. Inspection invited.

PALMER'S Garage, Tootiug.-2i,lh.p. Boyol Enfield
twin lightweight, mag.: £14/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2h.p. Premier light-
weight, nearly new machine; £25.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-SVah.p. 1912 Triumph,
P.E., grand condition ; clearance, £35.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3%h.p. 1912 Singer,
F.E., very nice condition; great bargain, £35.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—S'/ah.p. 1912 Hnmber,
2-speed, and sidecar; £36-

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-lVih.P- F-N. light-

weight, handy little machine; £5.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—5-6h.p. Minerva and
sidecar, very fine lot; £16.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-3V2h.p. Humber, 1911«.
grand solo mount, bargain, £25 ; also 4^h.p. FaJ-

nir Unecar, as new, £30.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3i/.h.p. L.M.O., F.E.,
1913, brand new; £47/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2h.p. Minerva, £5; 2\i
h.p. Atlas, £4: 2Vlh.p. F.N-, £10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—4.6h.p. F.N., 2-spced,
and sidecar; £25.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—4h.p. Stevens, Bat. and
sidecar, powerful lot; £12/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3%h.p- 1913 Budge,
T.T., grand machine; bargain, £35.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—4i4h.p. Kelecom. and
sidecar; cheap, great bargain, £9.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-3>/2h.p. Rex, £7/10;
2%h.p. Minerva, £10/10; 2Vih.p. Peugeot, £5; 2'.4

h.p. J.A.P., £8.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Sole address, L. N. Pal-
mer's Garage, Merton Tram Terminus, Tooting

(20 mins. Victoria, 10 mina. Wimbledon). Motor 'buses
48, 49, and 66.—'Phone: 208 Streatham. [1624

W-iNDSWORTH Motor
to-date motor cycles;

Exchange.-Great sale np-
clearance.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Donglas. latest 1911-12, twin,
mag., 2 speeds, fine order: offers.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Zedel, 1912. 7-9b.p.. mag.. Match-
less 2-6peed, nearly new; £32/10.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.—Matchless-Jap. latest. Sh.p. twin,
mag.. 2 speeds, new; £45.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Jap-Bat. 1911. 3%-4h.p., mag.,
drip feed, nice order; £27/10i—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Boo.
2 speeds, like new;

1911. 6-7h.p., m.o.v..
£33/10.-Below.

mag.,

WANDSWORTH.-Indian, 1910. 7-9h.p. twin, m.o.T.,
mag., line sidecar machine: £29/15.—Below.

W-\NDSWOBTH.—Precision, latest 1913'.^. T.T.,
4'.4h.p., mag., powerful, nearly new; £32/10.—

Below.

W-iNDSWOBTH.-Mlnerva, latest 1910-11. 5-6h.p-
twin, mag., beautiful order; eacriflco, £23/10.—

Below.

WANDSWOETH.-N.S.U.. 6-7h.p. twin, mag.. 2
speeds, powerful sidecar machine; £23/10.—

Below.

WANDSWORTH.-Singer, 3%h.p., mag., B. and B.,
good tyres, ready for roa4; £13/10.-Below.

WANDSWOETH.-Minerva,
changes.—Wandflworth '

----- - 2%h.p.
changes.—Wandsworth Motor E:

St., Wandsworth (Town Stationl.

£4/15; ex-
IxcJiange, Ebner

rX9179

ROVERS, all models, from £48/15, or 55/- monthly:
deferred payments no extra.—Lamb's, below.

from £48, or 65/

monthly.-

DOUGLASES, all 1913 models,
monthly.—Lamb's, below.

B.S.A.'s. all models, from £48/10, or 7W'
Lamb's, below.

HUMBERS, all models, from £35. or 40/- monthly;
deferred payments no extra.—Lamb's, below.

JAMES, all model*, from £48, or 50/- monthly:
deferred payments no extra.—Lamb's, below.

ENFIELDS, all models, from SO gns., or 60/- monthly;
no extra for deferred payments-—Lamb's, below,

TRIUMPHS, all models, from £49/5, or £3/3 monthly.
-Lamb's, 151, High St, Walthomstow. [0716

£8/15.—Triumph, S'.Ah.p., good running order: trial

given.-Spccchley, 45, Church Rd., Acton. [1538
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HATES, Barnet Hill, can give delivery of eveir make

motor cvcle, unejualled exobange or cash terms.
rX9141

3lip Chater-Fafnir, li.b.c.Aiiiag., excellent condition,

flS; sidecar, £3/10.-16. Stratliearn Ed., Sutton.
i:i487

HUMBEE Liglitweight, 21i.p., 1911, had very little

wear; £22/10.—Knight, Church St., Reigate.

P.
and M., 1903, 3'/oh.p., 2-speed, excellent condi-

tion; £18.—Underwood, 17, Bury St., W.O.
[1554

3ih.p, Minerya, 1912. mag., Amac, new Eom tyres;

2 bargain, £17, offers.-35. Oalwell Bd., E, Dul-

wich. ri479

3ilh p Moto-Eeve Twin, miig., carburetter, complete
4 03 new; £8, bargain.-Hathersich, 36, Bath St.,

E.O. [1587

DOUGLAS; 1911, in good condition, new belt; bar-

gain, £24.-Colling6, 14, East Hill, Dartford,

Kent, [1136

TEIUIIPH, 3Vih.p., £23, tyres as new: also sidecar,'

good kit tools, etc.—29, Eadford Ed„ Lewis-

ham. [1551

NEW Hudson, 2'?ih.p., 3-epeed, S913, not ridden 200
miles; £36.—Eoya] JSavy, Saknons Lane, Lime-

house. [1387

ZENITH, 1911, perfect , condition ; £28/.10.—260,
Coldharbour Lane, S.W. 'Phone: Brixton

£042. [1629

MOTOSAOOCHE, 2y2h.p., 1913, variable gear,

perlect, makers' guarantee; £29.-43, Aynhoe
Ed., W. [ISC'?

BEA^fD New 1913 Rex de Luxe, 6h.p,; first offer

£55 secures.—Wilcox, 81, Milton Ed„ East
Sheen. [1386

TEIUMPH, 1909^/, good ' condition, Mabon clutch,

spares, etc. ; £23.—Weller, Southville, Walton.on-
Thames. [1416

1Q12 Scott, new chains, spares, pan seat, splendid
-L«/ condition; £42

"'
" '" '"" "' "

ESTABLISH Clk 30 TCARS'ltl 1 tit H tART OP IHITIUIIC

COLMORE DEPOT~ BIRMINGHA/W --

Stevens
Mailing.

Addington, West
[1458

"\TINEEVA,'_2h.p., B S.A. fittings, _ 2i_n. tyres, perfect

order; ride aw'ay; £6..- -Moss, 108, Brayard Ed.

Peckham. iX9109

MOTOSAOOCHE, I'&h.p., Bosch, Druids, h.b.c,

good order; £9.—Westlake, 96, Vassall_Ed^
Brixton.

vertical, spring forks, low.O 3.11P. T.S., vertical, spring
,

/*4 iMohine: £7, offers,-Croft, 53. Holydale Ed.,

[1663

perfect
i Ed.,

Nuiihead [1582

IF You Want Bargains in 2nd-hand motor cycles you

can get them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

St., London. [X9705

TEIUMPH, 1913, standard, Eom tyres, ridden 350
miles; no reasonable oiler refused.—40, Oroxted

Ed,. Dulwich, [X9150

TT Triumph, late 1911, Cowey maximum, Xl'all,

Hella, Dunlops; £30.—Anslow, 168, Hallcy Ed.,

Forest Gate. [X9137

IQll Triumph," F.E, model, new Clincher studded;
Xi/ expert examination; £28.—Whiteley. 56, Clareni-C

Ed,, fiackney. [1483

2,3h,p,, good running order, h.b.c, good ts'tes; £7,
4 or exchange cycle and cash.—385, York Ed.,

Wandsworth. [1545

T.T. Triumph. 1913. Senspray carDuretter, - decom.
presso- tyres and condition perfect: £41; easy

terms.-Below.

INDIAIS 5-6h.p.. 1913, clutch and kick starter; £34.

—Chatwin and Hartley, King St.. Eichmond. [1491

T.T, Triumph, May. 1913, speedometer, 'lamp, spare
tvres. all complete; £46/10 lowest. '"" -"-^---^

Uill, Balham.

31.h,p, Rex, 1911',2, mag., adjustable pulley,
2 belt, complete: """" "

xit_,j.

Upper Norwood.

104, Bedford
[1481

new
£25,—4, Waldegrave Ed.,

[1521

IBMngtheciose of theseason, the Golmore Depot have I
a few exceptional bargains in

SHOP-SOILED

and almost new 1913 machines. They have perhaps

bsen used only once and are in every way as good as

new, carrying the makers' full guarantee. There are

amongst them one or two
DOUGLAS (Models R. & 0,),

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. and 3^ h.p., 2-spd., 3-spd.,

and 6-5pd. modsls.

One only TRIUMPH (3-speed).

By taking advantage nowof theveryspecial allow-

ance we are prepared to make upon second-hands in

part payment for the above, buyers will be able to

obtain a practically new machine, which upon selling,

perhaps next year, they will lose little or nothing.

Cash buyers will receive special consideration.

Our ordinary second-hantt stock has also been
considerably reduced.

OBSERVE
SOLiO MOUNTS.

BAT, 3.1 h.p., igr^, 3-speed, very fast, new £5C
TRIUMPH, 3i h.p"., 1913, 3-speed, slightly soiled £52
DOUGLAS, shop-soiled Model R ... £48
NEW HUDSON, jl h,D., 1913, 3-speed little used £48
PREMIER, igir, 3.V h.p., i.e., scarcely used. .. . £25
MATCHLESS, 1913'^ 6-speed, 3! h.p £49

Satisfied customers are the

real basis of business success.

SIDECAR OUTFITS.
NEW HUDSON, aad coach-built sidecar, three

weelis old (taken against cycle car) ,,...... £60
MATCHLESS, 1913, chain drive (cost £87) with

Canoelet sidecar £73
NUMBER, 1912, 2-speed, with sidecar, new. . . . £36
SCOTT, with C.B. sidecar, agiorious turnout. . . . £70
CHATER-LEA, 19 11, 8 h.p., 3-spced and sidecar £50
B.S.A., chain-driven, and sidecar, 1913, 2-speed,. £54CVCUE CARS.
For something simple, light, and cheap, how about

A.C.'s (three wheels) at £75.
A.C, Single-cylinder light cars {showing shortly).

The "wanted" £100 car.

MORGANS. (We have two of these at special prices.

Come and see them.)
Yoii with heavier purses cannot do better than an

ENFIELD AUTOLETTE. [Our demoostration model
is being sacrificed at £115, all on complete).

Or an A.C, 4-cyIinder (showing shortly) at £165.

FORDS IN STOCK.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
F.N. Lightweight, Bosch, h.b.c., re-enamelled an

plated, perfect order; £9, or oSer.—34, Queen
Ed., Walthamatow. [154

3ih.p. Ariel, low, powerlul, spring forks, ne-
3 tyres, all accessories; £14.-137, Eflanghai

Ed., Harringay, N. [igo

HAZEL-J.A.P.. 1911%. 2y2h.p.. very low; coi
£37/10, eacrifice, £15/10.—Myers. 4, Eieehohii

St., Hackney Wick. [152

DOUGLAS, all models, for immediate delivery; trac
supplied.—Eey, 5, Heath St., Hampstead, and 17;

Gt. Portland St., W. [966

2ih.p. Lightweight F.N., 2-speed, clutch, escellci
2 condition, full spares: £26.—Write to 167. Iv'

dale Rd., Nunhead, S.E. _ [X92C

TRIUMPH. 191241, free engine, not done 600 miles
£40. genuine bargain. — 228. Pentonyille ^ Ed

King's Cross. London, N. [136

A GRAND Opportunity to dispojse of your presei
mount^ tor_a new one. See Exchange column.

Chesney. West Horsley. [149

IQIS S'^h.p. Twin Ivy-Jap, 3-speed, kick starte
Xt/ Xrall, perfect condition; £45.-108, ~ '

ham Ed., Sydenham, S.E.
Syrtei

[153

IQll 6h.p. N.S.U-. 2-speed in back wheel, lani]
--v horn, etc.; £32, or close oSer.—Petersen. 5
Archer St., Le::don, N.W. [S.90f

PREMIER, l912Vo. ^V-h.p., Tree engine, perfect ecu
dition; reasonable offer. — R.P.. Eanmore, PaTJ

Rd., Kingston-on-Thames. [X916i

LURQUIN and Coudert, 2^4Ji.p., free . engine, Amu'
Dunlops, all accessories; £9/10.-92, Little Albai .

St., Regent's Park, N.W. [14t .

IQll Red Indian Twin, clutch, absolutely perfei
J- */ very powerful ; £ 25 / 10.—H. Taylor. I

Taviton St., Euston, N.W. [151

~|Q12 Bradbury, 2 speeds, free engine, Ariel sid
Xi/ car, £35; Triumph, 1910, a bargain, £22.
55. Aytoun Ed., Stockwell. [15:

DOUGLAS, model O, . 2 speed.s, slightly used, n- J

March, 1913, complete, lamp, horn; £38.—Kenned,

a

-
~ -

EX90J|

3-54h.p., 50 B I

Haverstjck Hi ll

ri4? ;1

ff*10.—3V2h.p. Minerva, m.o.i.v., low, powerful, Ji.b ;;^ spring forks, tyres as new ; exchange lower pow
-23, Stafford Ed., East Ham. [14:

UNUSED bargain.—1913 Premier, 3V->h.p., single gea d

£40, or with Phillipson puller £43.—Apply. Jett" 3

only, 172, Belsize Ed., N.W [X91^ '

DOUGLAS, 1913, Model K, lamp, horn, span
excellent condition; £35.—Conrade, 24, Havr

field Gardens, Kew Green, S.W. [15

ROYAL Enfield, twin-cyl.. 25/;h.p., 2 speeds, magiii

cent machine, as brand new; £36/10—Mr. .T:i

Sharpus, Teddington-on-Thaiues. f 1

4

3ih.p. Zenith, spring irame, with or without sidoc::

2 £9 or £9/10; good .P(,'nditioD ; any trial hun-- '-
[i4.'

generator, lin

spares, never used, not wanted ; ^een after 6 ; l'-

121, Upper Clapton Ed-, London. [V2

Minerva, spring forks, Triumph pattc
good running order ; £15.—C.,
Wandsworth Common.

Stephen's Lodge, Canterbury.

A.S.L.-PEECISION. shop-soiled.
machine; £26 cash.—Call, 1€

Hampstead. Letters ignored. .

Motor, 13. Mentone Rd., Highbury.

'pRIUMPH. clut^?h._ 1912">i. lanap,

31h.p
2 tank,

Brodrick Rd., Wandsworth Common. [15

33.I1.P. Scott, 1910, 1913 inside, just overhauled^ ;

4 cessories, etc.; £31; owner buying car; trial '

Macaekie, Clifton, Walton-on-Thanies. [14:

3ih.p. 2-speed Humher; £26; handle starter, perfc

2 condition, only done 3,000 miles, 1911
Williams, 12, Lower Regent St., S.W. [H.

HUELINfor the beet 1912-1913 bargains in light

care and motor cycles, cycle cars ; second-hand parts,

fittings, etc.

HACKNEY.—295. Mare St.. is the address for all

_ cycle carists to call.

HUELIN offer 1912 Grandex-Precision, with siderar
fitted nicelv with latcist teftnements, 2 speeds, etc.;

£38.

HURLIN and Co.—1912 Eover, carefully'naaen and
well looked after; £35.

BRAND New Unused 1913 Eex De Luxe, 6h.p. twin.
2-6pe6d, free engine, as delivered from makers 6

weeks a?o ; £58.

HITRLIN arKl Co. offer S'/^h.p. Aster, with sidecar,

in perfect condition, tyres as new, mag., etc.; £28.
-Hurlin aifd Co., 295, Mare St., Hackney, N.E. [1620

TEIUMPH. lat-e 1912. clutch model, in new condi-
tion, all acce^fiories; bargain. £40.-30, AVillow

Ed., Hampf^tead. [1590

TEIUMI'H, 1909, S'/ah.p., excellent condition, well
kf'pt: £27/10; exchange lightweight.—164, Broad-

aeld Rd.. Catford. ri568

Lightweight, 2V2h.p. twin, mag.,
"

' condition; £18.-19.
Vision Rd., Barnet. [1610

A^io AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,

COLMORE
IQlO Enfield
A *y tverything excellent

I

31, Colmore Row, Birmingham, 49, John Bright St.,

Birmingham, 261, Deansgate, Manchester, 31,Ren-
shaw St, Liverpool, 62, High St, Leicester.

I

I?.N., 2';4b.p., splendid condition, coil ignition, ru

perfect; £7/15. or offer lor casb sal<-. — Cotu
House, Skclbroot St., Earlsfleld. S.TT. [J5;

1Q12 New Hudson SVsh.p., 3-6peed, jusf OTerliaiil

U by makers, splendid condition, accessories; £J

nearest.—Raypenny, 2, Cator Rd., Tenge. [H

TEIUMPH, F.E., 1911. re-enamelled, re-platptl. ii

cylinder, pietou. bearintrs. and tyre, ab<*olutely

new; £34.-209, Hisb St., Wandsworth. .[X90! ,

Sib. p. Rex, Dunlop and Kempshall tyres, 26X2V4, 1 J
2 and, B., b.b.<.'., ni.o.v.. Whittle, belt, epring Jork 3

horn, lamp; £7/15.-105. Grove St.. London. [11*1

3 .3 h.p. F.N., adjustable pulley, tyres nearly new, cyli J
4 der re-bored, and new piston fitted ; »12. ,1

Latham, c/o Heathfleld, Addington, Croydon. [131

1

THE 7-9h.p. Twin Premier ; call and see thi-- '

better still, arrange for a trial run; imme(li;i:

livery,—Premier Depot, 20, Holboru Viaduct, X'

TJREMIER. 7-9h.p. twin.—In stock at Serviie t;

JL Holborn. fl6l

BAT-J.A.P., Sh.p., 1912, F.E., Cowcy, Lucas lior

accegsories, back seat for passenger, whole perfe(

cost £70. sell £40.—23a. Greville Ed., Kilburn. 109;

3ih.p. Quadrant, mae.. . spring forks, nertect cod(

2 tion, B. and B. carburetter: £12, otier.—Chni

berlain, 8, Caversham Rd., Kentish Town, London. [14.

PREMIEE Cycle . Co., Ltd.. 20. Holborn ViadlK

have a few good second-hand Premiers for disposi^

condition perfect, price right, terms arranged. [15.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IfOKOAN auQ Maxwell. Tlic Motorics. 80. Hicli Ril.,

.1X Strcatliam. Lon<lon.—Keen prices, ouick deliveri€« ;
j

etler teniis than you can oDtain eleiewljere.

|/rOBO.\N and Maxwell.—Asier-Eibble tricar, 6'/jli.p..

n. 2siiced; 412/10.

VfOKGAN and Maxwell.—Bat, 2^Ii.p. De l1ion, spring
.Tl (rame: flO.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-Biit. 7-91i.p.. 1915. 2 speeds,

all accessoriets : £65.

tfOUriAX and Maxwell.—Bat, 8b.p., and sidecar,
.>1 1913: £60.

VfORQAN and Maxwell.-Clyno, 5-61i.p., late 1912, 2
JfL speeds, Binks, and coacbbuilt sidecar ; £45.

VfORG/VN and Maxwell.—Douglae. 1912. late, over-
IH liauiwi: £40.

yroROAN and Maxwell.—Enfield, 6b.p., 1913, 2
L'i- speetls. and sidecar, as new : £68.

II'ORGAN and Maxwell.—Indian, 1913, 7-8h.p., as
LTl new, and sidecar; £75.

VfOSnAN and Maxwell.—Ivy-Precision, S^Jh.p.. late
LtX 1911, free engine, Dunlop specials: £22.

jirORnAN and Maxwell.-J.A.P. ligbtweiglit, 2y;h.r.

;

M"ORGAN and Ma.'cwell.-Matcliless, 6h.p., 1913; £55.

IVfORGAN and Maxwell.—Mincrvas from £5 each.

ORGAN and MaxwelL-Mcto-Eere, 2h.p., 1911; £12.

\foRGAN and Maxwell.—Motosacoehe, 2i,ih.p., 1912;
.U £22.

\roRGAN and Maxwell.-New Hudson, 1912, 2i4h.p.,
-'i- 5 speeds: £55.

VfORGAN and Miixwell.-New Hudson, 1912. 5i/2h.p.,

LU 3 sii.e.ls: £40.

MORGAN and Maxwell. -N.S.tT., 1910, 6U.p.. 2-

speed, and sidecar ; £32.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—P. and M., late 1911, 2
speeds, Kempslialls, accessories: £43.

\rOBGAN and Ma.xwell.—Budge, 1912, N.S.U.. 2
L'.L speeds, fine; £30.

I
VrORGAN and Maxwell.—Eudge, 3V'li-p., 'ree engine:

j

-'1 £27.

I
IITORGAN and Maxwcll.-Singer, 2V'li.p.. T.T., 1912,

I
-'J- 3 speeds, Bosch ; £35.

jVfORGAN and Maxwell.—Triumph, 2'/2h.p.; £10.

VfORGAN and Maxwell. Triumph, T.T.. 1911, de-
.fX comprc.isor, speci;il engine and fittings; £32.

l/fOEGAN and Maxwell.—Triumph. 1911, Tourist, fine
-"X condition : £30.

\TORGAN and Maxwell.—Triumph, S'/oh.p., latest
'A 1913, 3 speeds, brand new, never used, shop-soiled.

VroRGAN and Maxwell.—Wolf I'/.h.p. lightweight,
.'-1- £5.

\rOEGAN and Maxwell.-Zenith, 6-8h.p., 1915, barely
-'J- soiled, Gradua gear, Hntchinsons, Bosch, head

f, .speedometer, complete with Gloria new Projectile
ir, all tools, lamps, fittings

: price £100, with in-
duce policy.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—8h. p. De Dion ear, 2-seat.,
hood, screen, lumps; £50.

' \,fOUG-\N and Maxwell-Swift-Aster light delivery
I-'-*- van, 6'^b.p., mag.; £40.

riOMR Over Hero! To Morgan and Jlaxwcll. 80 High^ Ed., Streatbam, for J.A.P.'s, Rexes, Bradburys,
Iniliaus, speedometers, lamps, new and used accessories:
iib'e stock, cheapest and best of all.

iVrORGAN and Maxwell's Miscellany.—A.S.L. peat-
"X pillar, as new, 21/-; Biuks 2-jct carburetter. 21/-;
I'rnunph back wheel, 10/-; free engine back wheel, £3;
Vil-idu pulley, 5/-; Rusbmore lamp and autom;ttic geucr-

!", £2; decompressor. 5/-; Lodge plugs ; Cowey & Smith
I'imeters, almost new lamps, etc.; write us.—Mor;;;m
Maxwell, 80, High Ed., Streatham, London. [X9116

l1Q13 5-6h.p. Bat, No. 2 model, only run 400. pcr-
Xt/ feet order, kick start, lamp, horn, etc.; £60.—
riiompson, Clumberliouse, Bidgeway, iiOneld. Middlesex.

^. ri489
OLYNO, late 1911, splendid con^lition, 2-speed, kick^ starter, only used week-ends, Kempshall tyrty-.
i"iidid sidecar: £40.—Seen, 119, Newington Butts.

5 •'.- [1426

TjNTJSErj 1913 eh.p. Rex-Jap. 2-speed. chain drive,
*- heavy Kcinpshalls, kick starter; ±65; exchange
A machine and cash.—Belts, 3, Fordwych Ed., Crickle-' [1453

JllQ'"'- '^'^- Bradbury, excellent condition, fast,
-l.t/ good climber, back cover, belt, nearly new,
Ul accessories; 30 gns.-Chamberlain, Weigail Hd.,
Loe, 8.E. (1531
'M'lNERVA, 5h.p. twin. 2V.in. Continentals, B. and
7/* B.. ^^ hittlc, lamp horn, mirror, rellex. good con-
ttlUon: seen running; £10.— 104. TolKngton Park, Fins-
iHlly Park. [1683

"1X113 3'/jh.p. Precision, Hutchinson tyres, Lucas horn.

. A"'"^- *'li' '"='" l.OOO miles; sacrifice, immedi:ite
Mio. £26/10 -Write. Cycle Co., 163, Lower Kennine-
TOD L*ine. London. [1461

YOU
surely want to buy in the best market,

If so, you must come to

CORDINGLEY'S.
We are oflering all the following

AT BAROAIN F>RICES
ALL MODELS.

NEW HUDSON RUDGE B.S.A.
MATCHLESS CLYNO LEVIS
ENFIELD SCOTT JAMES
BRADBURY MARTIN SINGER
DOUGLAS PREMIER All makes

First cheque secures the following :

Usual Clearance
Price. - Price.

MATCHLESS, 6 h.p., 2-speed.. £73 10 £62
RUDGE Multi, 3.V h.p., Sidecar £70 o £57 10
JAMES, 3* h.p., Model 6, com-

plete with Canoelet Sidecar £76 13 £66
SINGER, 3* h.p., 3-speed, F.E. £58 15 £49
SINGER, 4ih.p., 2-speed, F.E.

(complete with Singer Sc.) £80 o £66
Cannot repeat above.

DOUGLAS Models O, P, and R. Special
cash bargains.

SCOTT 3i h.p,, just in from makers. OSers.

Usual Clear
SIDECARS. Price. for

GLORIA, I only, Model No. 3,
complete £18 i3 £16

CLYNO, I only, Model No, 5. £15 o £13
SINGER, I only £15 o £12 10

SPECIAL BARGAIN.
Brand New CENTAUR, 2 h.p., 3-speed,

free engine, green enamelled, and a
really smart machine ; makers' price,

£47 10 ; our price £38
Cannot repeat

CYCLE CARS FROM STOCK.
HUMBERETTE, a real beauty, complete

with hood, screen, etc £125
SINGER, 10 h.p., French grey, hood,

screen, five detachable wheels and
tyres, lamps, horn, tools, etc £185

THE FINEST STOCK OF SECOND-HAND MOTOR
CYCLES IN ENGLAND.

The following are a few of our Special Bargains
SCOTT, 3J h.p., 1912 model, new August,

and little used. One of tha best
machines ever turned out by the
Scott Co £47 10

ENFIELD, 3-6 h.p , sidecar combination,
19 13 model, almost new, speedometer,
Lucas lamp, generator, horn, mirror

;

perfect. Cost £02 a few weeks ago. . . . £67 10
CLYNO, T-i>h.p., sidecar combination, i*)i3

model, 3in. tyres, 3-speeds chain drive,

2 lamp-;, generator, horn, speedometer,
tools, etc., Cost nearly £100; accept £70

BRADBURY, :i,V h.p., T.T., 1911 model;
splendid order £27 10

SCOTT Cycle, new October, 1912, in really

fine order (or very close offer) £55
1913 SINGER, 3i h.p., T.T. model, a real

flyer
'. £37 10

2j h.p. TORPEDO, complete with speedo-
meter, lamp, and horn, 1912 model,
a bargain £26

HUMBER, sh h-P-. 2-speed, free engine,

handle starting, Sidecar complete, a
bargain £25

TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., igo8 standard, Mabon
clutch, footboards, good machine . . . £24

TRIUMPH, 3* h.p., lamp, horn, tools, etc.,

in good condition ; accept £18
PREMIER, 3i h.p., 1910 model, complete

with lamp, generator, horn, tools, etc. £25
HOBART, 1912, 2i h.p., fixed engine

model, only done 500 to 600 miles,

and cost well over £40, absolutely as
brand new ; clear for £30

1912 RUDGE, 3i h.p., free engine model,
complete, and just like new ; bought
this year £40

A YEAR'S MOTORING FREE wh3n you dsal at:—

J. S. GORDINGLEY,
THE MOTOR CYCLE MART,

KASLINGDEN, LANCASHIRE.
Wires—"Cordingley, Haslingden."
'Phone—2Y, Haslingden.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ZKNITU, 61i.p., 1913. Oradiia gnir. kiik t-tartrr. and

i-lutih- ur^iml Drift; £78/15: r-llKhtly shop-«(.ik'd

:

price £66 — Wilkiiw, Simpson, and Co., 11, Humujer-^iuitli

Ud.. London. [1400

MATCHLKSS, new in M;irr]i. 1913. 3'^li.p., like new:
priee £32/15, awnt bart'iiin.—Wilkiuf^, Sinip««Mi,

iid Co., 11. HiunmcTAuith lid., London. [1401

PREMIER. 1912, T.T.. 3'Ah.p., good condition;
price £24/15.—Wilkiaa, SimpsoD, and Co.. 11,

Hammersmith Rd., Limdon. [1402

QUAIIRANT. B. and B.. h.b.n., Bosch, just ov.-r-

hauled. good running order; £9/9.—Wilkin^, Simp-
son, and Co.. 11, Hammersmith Rd., London. [1403

INDIAN, 1911, 7h,p.. fitted 1913 clutch; £28/15,
barpain,— Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hiunnifr-

smith Rd., London. [1404

TRIUMl'II. 1906, BoHch. B. and B., Brook.t t^addlf.

lamp and lu ni ; £15/15.—Wilkiny, Simpt-on, and
Co., 11, Hammeramith Rd., London. [1406

DOUGLAS. 1913, model i. just arrived from works,
immediate delivery; £48; exchanges; lowest etn^y

payments.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith
Rd., London. [1407

HUMBER, 1913. 3V.h.p., Stumiey 3-speed, nfw,

slightlv tihop^oiled; £47, u.sual prite £57/10.-
Wilkina, Siiupd^n, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., Lon-
don. [1^08

BRADBURY. 3V.h.p., 1913, 2-t;peed. kick starter,

new, slightly shop-soiled: £46. usual price £57.—
Wilkius. Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., Lrn-
don. [1409

JACKSON'S Motors, 100, HipTi St.. Guildford, for

bargains.-1912 free engine Triumph, private

owner, only been 2,000, as new; worih £47/10, accept
£41 cash.

JACESON'S,—1913 Douglas, model N, counfereliaft

djive, new; £38/10.

JACKSON'S.—1913 Williamson cimbination. 8h.p.

air-cooled Douglas engine, 2 speeds?, handle (starting,

free engine, Canoelet sidecar, very low, complete with
hood, screen, luggage carrier, absolutely new; usnal

Gelling price £92/15, complete, sacrifice £82/10; trial

given to genuine prospective purchasers.

JACKSON'S.—Another bargain; 2y2la.p. rroraier,

brand new, fitted witli extra large tyres, only wants
seeing; usual price £36/10, accept £29/10.

JACKSON'S Again.—1913 Bremior, SV^h-p., quite now,
2 speeds, countershaft drive, suit sidecar, a splen-

did model; usual price £56, accept £52.

JACKSON'S.-1913 Motosacoche, 2y2h.p., free engine,

climb 1 in 6 easily, quite new; udual price £38,
accept £29/10.

JACKSON'S mean to sell.—1909 3V-h.p. Quadrant,
mag., very powerful, spring forks; accept £12/10.

"I013 B.S.A., 3V'h-P.. quite uctv, usual £56/10, accept
JLil £51/10: 19"l0 Humbcr, 2-5pGed, 3',bh.p., aL-cept

£25: 1912 B.S.A. , free engine, new tyres, perfect,

£32/10 : 1911 Humber, 2h.p., as new, accept £20

;

Many other bargains at 100, High St.. Guildford, Surrey.
[1468

DOUGLAS, 1913, special machine, big Lucas com-
plete, Amac. adjustable puliev, spares, everytliing

as new; £42 ; appointment.—26, Church Walk, Heath
St.. Hampstead. CS:9178

GENUINE Bargains in new and second-hand machines
can be obtained for ca.?U or eat^y payments from

Elce and Co., 16, Bishopegato Av., Camomile St., K.C
'Phone: Avenue 5548. [1615

SINGER. 1912, 3'Ui.p., clutcli model, in splendid
order; £28.—Below.

SCOTT, 1912. 3";:lh.p.. 2-sp6ed, kick starter; a real

bargain, £38.—Below.

I7NFIELD. 1912. 2-yvh-P.. twin lightweight, new con-
•^ dition, all accessories and spares; £22/10.—Below.

SCOTT, 1911. late model. 2-3pced, kick starter, all

acc&viorios, nuicliine has been very little used and,
is in perfect order; £33.—Below.

OC, 1911. 5-6h.p.. 2-spced. free engine, liandlo start-

ing, eplendid sidecar machine; £20.—Below.

MOTOSACOCHE. late 1911. 2V2I1 P.. free engine.
li.b.c., has been little used, in good order; £18.—

Below.

ALL the Above Maohinoa are guaranteed by us to be
thoronghly overhauled, and in perfect running

order: cash oj easy teruiB.—Eke and Co., 16. Bi-^hnpn-

gate Av., Camomile St., E.C. 'Phone: Avenue 5548-
fl61G

PRECISION, 1912'/;, 3iAh.p.. T.T. roadster. King
Dick frame, splendid condition. Continental and

Bates; special, £29.—J.E.D., c/o Churchill, Cycle
Maker. Park St.. Croydon. [1609

CCOTT. 1911. lamp, speedometer, tools, etc., splendid
'^^ condition. £39; cane sido entrance fiidecur, water-
proof cover. lugf-'agi> board, carpet. £7.-92. Stapletoii
Uall Rd., Stroud Green, N. [1565

DOUGLAS, 1913'.!., Model O. ^.d-astable pulley.
Bates on back', lamp, generator, liorn, speedo-

meter, splendid condition; £42, or near oiler.—51.
Alexandra Rd., Wimbledon. [1537

NEW Hudson-Jap. 1912, 2Yih.p., 3-speed, P..E.. new
tyre^, 48 in.p.h., excellent climber, now 'peedo-

tiiGter. and all nccLvsories ;
£30.—"Watson, 7, S^Jboruf

Terrace, Peel Rd.. >Voodfor<l. .1456

R
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HUMBER 2h.p. Motor Cycle, 1913, only in use a

lew weeks, absolutely as good as new, tyres
Palmer back, Dunlop front; £22.—G. A. Vandervell,
103, Cambridge Gardens, W. [1533

Sib.p. Peugeot, Chater-Lea, B.B., Kempshall back,
2 powerful; any examination, no further use,

photo; £11, or nearest.—Girling, lyybant. Lower
liUton Rd., Harpenden, Herts. [1597

1 Q13 T.T. 2^/Jx.v. Overhead Valve Eegal-Preeision.
JLt/ Binks racing carburetter, very faet, as new

:

£42, or nearest ofler.—Povey, Petereham Ed., Hani
Common. 'Phone: 1663 Eingston. [X8851

GENUINE Bargains in new and second-hand ma-
chines can be obtained for cash, or easy paym^ents,

from W.-H. Elce and Co., 16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-
mile St., E.G. 'Phone. Avenue 5548. [0326

PHELON and Moore. Ltd., 4, Percy St., W. have
several good eecond-hand P. and M. machines for

aale, which have been overhauled and are in perfect
order.—Can be eeen at above addiese. [0131

4h.p. Werner, faet, powerful, low, 26x2"^ Clinchers,
spring forks, pulls sidecar. % Stanley belt, engine,

etc., splendid condition, all acceeeories ; trial ; bargain,
£9/10.-17, Ford Sq-, Mile End, E. [X9082a

rJN., 4, 2 speeds, and high-claee sidecar, complete with
lamps and spares, in perfect condition, and very

fast; £41/10; also several other makes.—A.W.A., 17,
Blackstock Rd., Finsbury Park, N. [X915I

IQII^ T.T. Triumph, touring model, 1913 F.E.
J-S/ clutch, extra fast, guarantee do 60, decom-
pressor, all accessories, overalls; genuine bargain, £36.

—

T.J.S., Halebourne, Chobham, Woking. [1544

8h.p., J.A.P. engine, late 1912. Bosch mag., gear
dfriven. J.A.P. automatic carburetter and engine

plates complete, had very little use, equal to new; £23,
or close offer.-69, Greeneide RdL, Croydon. [1492

TRIUMPH, F.E., 1912, mag., h.b.c, 1,000ft. F.R.S.
lamp, new back tyre, spare inner tube and

tyre, spare valve, Lucas horn, set of new overalls,

aU equal to new; £48.-34, Woburn Sq., W.C. [1511

DOUGLAS, 1913, model R, clutch, 2-«peed, new
Eempshall on back, Cowey apeedometer, watch,

lamp, horn, spare cover, N.A.B. spring seat-pillar, all

Bpares, in splendid condition; £47.-0. H. Vincent, 60,
Eemers St., London. W. [X9019

DOUGLAS, 1913, Model P, as new, with Lucas
head lamp, horn, speedometer, new Hutchinson

studded cover, plating and enamelling not scratched;
cash only, £37/ 10.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11,
Hammersmith Rd., W. [1509

ZENITH, SV'h.p., special engine, drop frame, dual
ignition, Roms, enamelled French grey, numerous

accessories and refinements, best ofler over £35
accepted; also Chater-Lea sidecar, 50/-; call or write.
—Private, 21, Highbury Quadrant, N. [1505

1 Q 13 Rover, free engine, practically unused, cost
-L«/ £63 April, with horn, F.R.S. lamp, complete
tool kit, spares, insurance policy, run 1,700 miles,
guaranteed perfect; accept £40.—Windemer, 124,
Upper Grosvenor Rd., Tunbridge Wells. [1555

SOME Cheap Machines.-4h.p. Antoine, torpedo tank,
enamelled dark red, reliable, powerful, £11 ; 1%

h.p. 1908 F.N., looks absolutely new, perfect order, just
overhauled, £12; 1907 4-cyl. F.N., excellent machine,
Bound order, £12.—Purcells. See advert. [1182

OFFERS Wanted for the following 1913 models,
shop-soiled only : 3-6peed Triumph, 2-6peea

Douglas, free engine Rudge, Multi Eudge, free engine
Rover, 2-sp6ed Scott, 3-epeed New Hudson, and SVsh.p.
Matchless.- Glovers' Motor Exchange, Colchester. [1442

ROVER. 3V2h.p., F.E., Sturmey-Archer 3-8peed gear,
delivered June, 1912, Lucas lamp and horn, Cowey

speedometer, practically new front Dunlop tyre [only run
10 im'les) ; may be seen by appointment; £44.—P. W.
Johnson, Kirk Braddon, Croydon Ed., Beckenham, Kent.

[7500
ZENITHS, all models, immediate delivery ; also 3%

h.p. Singer, F.E., brand new, £46 ; late 1912
iTy, 3y2h.p., F.E., and sidecar, £32, perfect; 1911 31/2

h.p. Excelsior, good condition, £16; part exchanges.—
Come and see us at The Purley Motor Cycle Depot, High
St., Purley. [1429

TEIUMPH. T.T.. 1912^1, P.H. lamp, Lucas generator,
Cowey speedometer, brand new spare belt and

inner tube in case, spare valve, only done 200 miles,

looks brand new ; owner having car, has no time to

use ; £45, or near ofler ; only wants seeing ; call any
time.—F. K. Tilknan, 84, Oakhill Ed., Putney, S.W.

[1414
DOUGLAS, 1912, model K, 2 speeds, free engine,

kick starter, in perfect condition, carefully used,
back tyre unpunctured, Lycetts pan seat. P. and H.
lamp, Cowey, horn, watch, Al detachable mudguard,
handle-bar muffs, and sundry spares; cost over £60,
accept £40.—E. E. Fox, 18, Tavistock Rd., Croydon.

[1427
MESSRS. PALMER and Kitson, South Eastern

Garage, Heme Hill, London, S.E., guarantee all

the following machinea to be in running order : Antoine
tricar. 4V''h.p.. 2 speeds, £15; 3y2h.p. 1912 Zenith-
Gradua. £36; 5h-p. 1911 FN.. £28: l^h.p. F.N., £10:
2ih.p. Clement, £10; 1910 Douglas, £18; 4h.p
Peugeot. £13: 1912 2V2h.p. Calcott, £27; 1911 2-

epeed Douglas, £27: 1911 6h.p. 2-apeed N.S.U., side-
car, £35; 1910 5-6h.p. Rex, 2-epeed. eidecar, £35.
Acces-sories.—First P-0. secures the following, money
refunded willingly if not satisfied; J.A.P. car car-
buretter, new, 70/- : Ford car carburetter, 20/- : pair
electric cycle car lamps, new, 20/-: exhaust whistle,
h.b.c, 10/-: inner liner for car cover, new, 7/6; car
tube gaiters, new, 5/-; Triumph pattern bars, with all

5 controls, new. 25/-, etc., etc. Write for lists, [8457

DON'T be troubled
with an unreliable mount!

H You cannot always tell from outward
appearances whether a machine is all it

should be— hence the need for discrimination
in purchasing.

—Let me be your advisor5r expert— consult
rae when buying a machine— / guarantee
saiisfaciion always.

—Every machine I sell is carefully over-
hauled and thoroughly tested, and sent out
in perfect condition for riding — you can
save all anxiety, trouble and annoyance
by placing your order with me.

Special 1913 Bargains
LEA-FRANCIS, 3 h.p., 2-sp., hardly soiled £55
BAT, 3i h.p., 3-sp., Kempshalls £42
ZENITH, 3* h.p., liick-starter & Millford £55
SCOTT & Coach Millford, all access £62
N.S.U., 3 h.p. twiii,.new, list i^^-z 10s,. . . . £36
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., c.d., sidecar, spares £68
ENFIELD, 2j h.p., 2-sp., kick-starter £38
ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 2-sp., kick-starter £42
HUMBER, 3i 3-sp., and Canoelet, soiled £57 10
HUMBER, 2 h.p., brand raw, List £35 .. £26
ROVER 3jh.p.,3-sp.,Lucas I'p. & s'ometer £45
CLYNO, 6 h.p., 3-sp., shop soiled £65
GLYNO, 6 h.p,, 3-sp. with sidecar £78
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., coach sidecar, as new. . £68
BRADBURY, 3* h.p.. 3-sp., shop soiled . . £48
HUMBER, 3i h.p., 3-sp,, shop soiled £48
ZENITH, 3^ h.p.. Variable gear, as new. . £45
JAMES, 4 h.p., 3-sp. and Canoelet £55
JAMES, 3^ h.p. twin, 3-sp., 1914 model. . £45
SCOTT, latest model, as new £55
CALTHORPE, SmaU Car. Very fast ..£135
HUMBERETTE, choc, col'd , shop soiled £115
FORD, dickey seat, sUghtly used £125
ALLDAY'SMIDGET.costfiso and spares £115
—50 "SECOND-HAND" MOUNTS, from £10
to £60 each — all overhauled by experts—
-guaranteed in perfect riding condition.

New IVIotor Cycles
AH the best makes in stock, including :

—

INDIANS, JAMES, ROVERS,
HUMBERS,CLYNOS, ENFIELDS,
ZENITHS,A.J.S., BRADBURYS,
TRIUMPHS, NEW-HUDSONS,

etc.
— all complete ready for inunediate delivery.

Or— if you fancy a SMALL CAR— let me
help you to choose a suitable make. I have
in stock :

—

HUMBERETTES complete £126
FORD "Runabouts" „ £135
FORD "Tourine Car" „ £150
SINGERS „ £185
STANDARD „ £185
CALTHORPES „ £168
ALLDAYS "Midgret".. „ £138
PERRYS „ £136 10
G.W.K.'s £150
—AU "ready for the road" — no waiting !

—Best terms— complete tuition jres — trial

runs free of obligation— exchanges arranged

—

satisfaction guaranteed.

—Please CALL, WRITE, or 'PHONE me.

P. J. EVANS,
87,89 & 91, JOHN BRIGHT ST.

Telephone : Midland 662.

and atSparkhill, BIRMINGHAM,

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

EXETEE Motor Cycle Co., 6 and 7, Bath E<L, Exet«
_ TeL : 975.—Motor cycle and cycle car eiperta^

TMPOETANT to Motor Oycliste.-Sale, sale, aale.

WE have a large number of new and second-hai
motor cycles and eidecare. etc^ to be cleared i

gardless of cost.

WE are mating further extensive alterationB to 01

premises, and must reduce our stock to make 100
for the contractors.

SEND a postcard for complete list, with lowest cai
prices. Special discount for cash ofE any 1913 ne

models in etock.

COUNTRY Customers' Eailway Fare paid up to It
miles during time of sale.

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles from £10, and sideca
from £3 ; all motci cycles are guaranteed in goc

order, having been thoroughly overhauled by our gta
of expert mechanics.

"pSETEE Motor Cycle Co.. Exeter.

THE Largest motor cycle and cycle car dealers in tl ^

West of England.
'

SEND Along your enquiries. We are sure to la&-^i
something to suit you. Country cnetomers doc

'

forget we pay your rail fare up to 100 miles. Tb
l

gives you a chance to see our large stock before you bn
[17;

DOUGLAS, 1913, Model C. £48: Model E. £52
both in stock.—MofCat. Yeovil. 'Phone: 50. [53;

DOUGLAS. June, 1912. 2-6pe6d gear, splendid co
ditioa; £35.—Overmaes, South St., Exeter. [S91£

TEIUMPH. 1913, April, Mabon clutch, perfect; £4
or exchange 2-8peed Douglas.—Piper, Liskeaid.

T^.N., 4-cyl., 2 speeds, free engine, good concQtio
J- sparer; £26.—Eorbes, Par Green, Par, Comwa

[14t

"I
Q12 Enfield. 234h.p., 2-epeed, all accessories j iXv reasonable ofEer refused.—Hayward, 41, Balmor

Erd., Bristol. [Sgo!

PHELON and Moore, 1912. excellent condition, £4(
with coachbuilt eidecar, £52/10.—Maria, Gree

way Ed., Taunton. [IK

"I
Q13 Douglas, model O, brand new, machine can \

-i*/ seen in London; £48. or nearest offer.—S.. Eb
ford Manor, Topsham, Devon. [161

ME. HAEEY SEED'S 3y2h.p. competition Dot mot
cycle, as new; also 8h.p. Dot-Jap, with Canoel

sidecar, and all spares; bargains; have bought car.

Harvey, King St., Truro. [5;89f

1Q11 Twin N.S.U., undergeared pulley, Amac, goi
.3Xv tyres, perfect order, £15; 1912 Lincoln Elk, 3 ij

h.p., little used, equal to new, £23 ; E.E. 50/- extio. i
Daviee, Dighton St., BristoL [X89t

*"

TEIUMPH, 19111/2. and sidecar. 1913 N.S.U. 2-6pee
all accessories, spare belts and tubes, excellent co;

dition; £40; any trial- or exchange T.T. Douglas.
Broomfleld, Eed Hou6e, Honiton. [X91S

-j Q12% 3y2b.p. 2-6peea Humber, F.E.S. lamp, spee
Xtf ometer, tube, all spares, 2V2in. tyre, lin. bei

mileage only 1,560: cost £65, sell for £50, or neare .

cash offer; owner giving up.-Leader, 7, St. James
St., Bath. [X89;

CENTAUE, 3^h.p., 2-8peed, free engine, lamp, gene
ator, horn, tools, etc., late 1912. in excellent co;

dition; must be sold; lately purchased cycle car; £3:

or nearest ofler.—Stone, 81, St. Albans Ed., Westbui
Park, Bristol. [X905

SECTION X.
Scotland.

PEEMIEE, 1912, S^/^h.p., FJil., splendid condition,
McKerchar, merchant, Killin. [XSSt

OTOE Cycle, 3^.p., free engine, good order; odI

£18.—Meldmm, Esplanade, Dundee. [X895

DOUGLAS, 1911, model E, 2-speed gear, perfe^

order, lamp and horn; £30.—DalL Ladybank, Fifi

[136

RUDGE, 3y2li.r., free engine, 1912 model, eplendt
order, Lucas lamp and horn, complete ; oflert

Eudge-Whitworth, Edinburgh. [Xsge

ABEEDEEN and District Agent for Scott, Levi^

P. and M., A.J.S., Matchless, and Sun, a\i

Premier cycle car; any other make supplied.—Georf
Gumming, 165. Holbum St. [940

GLASGOW Agents for Indian, Bat. Eoyal Enflel-

Williamson, B.S.A., Zenith, Norton. Eei-Jai
Trump, also G.W.K. cycle cars, Ford cars.—Alexandt
and Co., the leading Scottish firm, 272, Gt. Western Ud
Glasgow. [5:630

EDINBUEGH.—Agente for Indian, Phelon and Moon
Douglas, Williamson, Zenith, Matchless, B.S.A

Bradbury, Norton, Eoyal Enfield, Premier, Eex, Ees

Jap, Trump, also G.W.K., Ford care.—Alexander an

Co., Scotland's largest motor cycle dealers, 115, Lot.l]ia

Ed., Edin^u^gh. [XSSO

M
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The Future of Long Distance Trials.

THE
clamour arising from tlie recent much debated

A.C.U. Six Days Trials is now dying down,
and with the affair receding into the vista of

the past, a calmer view can be taken of the

proceedings than in the heat of the event.

Our own attitude has been previously expressed, and
we do not intend to write any further criticism either

of the trials, or the dissatisfied competitors. Let

us rather look forward and try to enter into some con-

structive ideas for the future conduct of these trials.

We refuse utterly to believe that tliey have now served

their purpose and that no good can be gained by their

continuance. For the advancement of design com-
petition is necessary, and, probably, always will be so.

How then are the awards in these trials to be made
with benefit to motor cyclists and the industrv and
without placing an undue premium on the skill and
agility of the riders ? Before going into this matter

it is well to remember that the Six Days Trials have
rather outgrown the purpose for which they were
introduced. In the old da\s it was rather the effort of

the promoters to see how many machines could be got

through to the end—nowadays the aim is rather to find

a course so severe that difficulty is felt in surviving

the test, that the glory, therefore, shall be all the greater

for the fortunate survivors. The difficulty now
is to find a course sufficiently severe to be anything

of a test. The general advent of change speed gears

has made the difficulty all the-^greater, but the use of

such mechanisms has in turn been brought about by
means of severe trials. This is a strong argument
for the desirability of continuing the Six Days Trials.

But we are not in favour of_the adoption of anything
in the nature of " freak hills and abnormal surfaces."

We do not behe\e that one motor cyclist in a thousand
has the slightest wish or need to go over such roads.

He wants a machine that is certain to climb any
ordinary road hill at a fair speed, attain 4 good rate

of speed on the level, and able to run slowly in traffic.

In other words, a truly flexible mount. Therefore we
think that the flexibility tests in this year's Six Days
Trials were a great step in the right direction. We
would also have liked to have seen a slow hill-climb,

say up the first mile and a half of Kirkstone Pass
from Ambleside. Ability to chmb slowly is of infinitely

greater value to the tourist than being able to ascend
hills at a high rate of speed.

Now with regard to next year's trials we would
suggest the following, ideas to the careful considera-
tion of the Competitions Committee of the A.C.U.
First of all make the event more of a tour than a trial.

Let the distance be 1,000 miles in the week, and let

the course lead from town to tovm, or if that is in-

convenient let two centres be selected, and hold three
days of the test from each centre. Do not allow any
unusually low gears to be fitted, preferably insist on
machines being entered exactly as supplied to the
public. In the case of the different classes let certain

ratios be fixed as the minimum gear for top sjieed

—

say 5 to I. for all machines up to 500 c.c, and 4J4
to I for larger powers. No solo mount to be geare(i

lower on bottom gear than twice the ratio of the high
gear. No alterations in ratios during the trial should
be allowed, and if adjustable pulleys are fitted these
should be sealed at the required position. No hills

to be included that are not to be found on any recog-
nised secondary road portrayed in the ordnance maps.
This would give ample scope in selecting a sufficiently

stiff, course.

We would also propose that no spare parts of any
description be allowed. It is not unusual for

high-class machines to run a thousand miles without
renewals of any description. We all know that a good
belt, chain, or tyre is capable of such a distance. Let
the niakers of the machines and accessories, then, put
them to a public test. Allow the riders to carry the

usual. kit of tools supplied to the public and a punc-
ture repair outfit and nothing more. In particular

we would like to see spare chains, belts, tyres, and
valves absolutely taboo. A machine going tbr ugh
a trial in such manner would be a real indication to

the buying public of what it could do.

Last, but by no means least, we commend to the

A.C.U. the idea of finishing the trial with a fifty mile
speed test on Brooklands. This should be an abso-
lutely non-stop affair, and certain set minimum speeds
should be allotted to each class of machine, and marks
allotted -or deducted according to such speed being
exceeded or failure to reach it being recorcied. Thus
supposing 35 m.p.h. were set for the 500 c.c.

machines, if the rider failed to do more than a mean
S]ieed of ,-50 he would be deducted five marks, if he
achieved 40 he would gain five marks. Each stop
should be penalised, say, 20 marks. We believe

these ideas, though quite in the rough, are worthy of

earnest consideration bv the A.C.U.
A15
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Occasional CommeXts
' '^

The Dangers of Carrier Riding.

I hope that "most of my readers have read, marked,

and inwardly digested the lengthy list of fatalities

occasioned this summer by the perilous practice of

carrying a passenger on the carrier. In ordinary go-

ahead riding there is no more danger in carrying a

pillion passenger than in riding solus. The crux

comes in a tight place, and all of us who are \eteran

riders know that emergencies are always sudden and
unexpected, and that we have swerved out of a few

hundreds in our motor cycling histories. The point

is that the added heaviness of steering with an extra

9-12 stone on the carrier so often makes it utterly im-

possible to emerge from the tight place by a hair-rais-

ing last minute swerve. Personally, I believe the

practice is so dangerous that it might even be rendered

illegal. I have personally witnessed nearly a score of

spills during the present season, all directly due to the

practice : the majority of them would probably have
been avoided if there had been less v.-eight on the back
wheel, and in half the instances the injuries sustained

were quite serio'^s.

Noisy Speedometer Drives.

I daresay I am growing more fastidious than I used
to be, but I have been very worried during the past

X'NO years about noise emanating from the driving

gears of my speedometers. It is, naturally, rather a

tall order to expect a pair of uncased and unlubricated

gear wheels, revolving at a point where rust and mud
abound, to retain both accuracy and silence for pro-

longed periods ; and it is not surprising that noise

is the early and inevitable result. What I have to

say probably applies to every speedometer on the

roid, but I will take a typical example. Early last

year I fitted one of the best speedometers made. I

had some trouble in adjusting the gears to run with
the absolute silence that denotes accurate register,

seeing that the gearing never come into quite the right

register with the light clips and bolts at the first time
of asking. However, I finally got the gears set so
that they revolved without a sound, and the readings

proveti accurate down to a very small margin, which
was amply explained by a trifling discrepancy in the

tyre diameter. As last season progressed-—there was
plenty of mud about, you remember—the dri\-e got
very noisy. When I bought my first 1913 machine,
I transferred the' speedometer bodily to it, and found
that the gears were noi.sy, and had lost the niceties

of accuracy. The courteous makers soon provided
rne with a pair of new gear wheels, wTiich were easily

substituted for the worn pair, the- job taking perhaps
an hour. : After a thousa:nd miles,- covered in the
earlier and damper period of the season, the new
gears had in their turn developed noise and in-

accuracy. Fortunately, the gears of a speedometer
cost next to nothing, and the fastidious rider can
easil" replace them at frequent intervals without

A16

appreciable trouble or expense. But it seems foolish

to surrender to such" an unmechanical bugbear, if

there is any easy escape. Surely, it would be a good
thing if any large firms, possessing big outputs of

counter-shaft driven machines, with rigid drives to the

rear wheel, vi'ere to incorporate a counter-shaft gear
wheel for the driving of the speedometers. Without
a doubt, self-respecting car designers are beginning
to grow ashamed of the unprotected front wheel
speedometer drive, and we do not want motor cycles

to lag behind. It would be a further advantage if

we could transfer the heavy speedometer dial and its

trailing sheath from the handle-bar to the top tube.

[This is now done by at least one maker.

—

Ed.]
I could dri\-e my early machines at high speed
"hands off" on a good road; but I cannot play
these tricks now that speedometers are attached. As
my readers know, the belt-driven speedometer, to

which I referred a month or two ago, proved to be an
unmechanical compromise designed to overcome the

peculiar difficulties experienced in fitting a gear drive

to a certain sprmg fork of foreign origin. As we get

more standardisation, and the market becomes concen-
trated into fewer hands, these charming refinements
should become more numerous. In the meantime,
if we want silence, we must replace the gear wheels
at rather unduly frequent intervals.

When Detachable Wheels are Handy.
It is fortunately seldom that a motor cyclist really

feels the need of a detachable wheel at all urgently,

but the accompanjnig photograph shows that such
emergencies can arise.

The print shows the
condition of the rear

wheel of a Clyno out-

fit, as revealed to the
horrified owner when
he at last reahsed that

something was amiss
,

with his back tyre,

and it is peculiarly in-

teresting in that the
very dogged nail in

question made three

several attempts to

penetrate the rim of

the back wheel before
it found a spot soft

enough for its pur-
pose. Lest the captious should enquire whether the .

owner was drunk, seeing that he failed to notice the

.

escape of air until the rim had been thrice punctured,
we may offer the ample explanation that he was accom-
panying the Carlisle trials over one of their roughest
routes. The value of the detachable wheel is proved
by the sworn statement that the sidecar proceeded pn
its way within five minutes of the stoppage.

"^,a«Ena(»«jis^'

Something \v'.e a punttuie ! A nal
which went right through tyre and rim
of a Clyno detachable wheel.
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Holmside BanK and the A.C.U.
1 am one of the few liilers who have been familiar

lor several years past with the by-roads and precipices

selected for this year's A.C.U. Trials, and riders who
wish to form au accurate impression of the kind of task

set in this event without going to excessive trouble,

>.houl<l stop at Durham on their way North and ask for

ihc village of Witton Gilbert. When they arrive

ilierc, thev should ask the way to Holmside Bank—the

hill re-christened Little Honister by the competitors.

I'his is an extreme example of the type of climbing

icat demanded by, the officials. It is perfectly true

liiat any 3}^ h.p. machine with a low gear of 8 to i

Duld be coaxed up this hill by a daring rider. It is

,ilso true that very few men with such a gear would

i,'et up at the first time of asking. You approach it

along a narrow cinder path, turn fairly suddenly to

ihe left across a flat plank bridge,, and then, hey

presto! a kind of boulder screes shoots suddenly

upwards at a grade of about i in 354. If you begin

\our rush as you swerve on to the bridge, you cannot

fail to scramble up the steep portion, pro\'ided you

can stick in the saddle and keep the machine pointing

in the right direction. When you are up the steep

part, the road corkscrews for a few yards between

narrow steep banks, and its surface is like a river bed,

lait the grade is not alarming : after this, a few hundred
\ards of easy climbing along a ruttv grass track com-
pletes the ascent. In other words, such a hill is a

filendid test of the riders, but no test at all of a

machine. A hill Hke this has one useful function. It

will. provide an afternoon's fun for a party of sports-

men ; but it is out of place in a serious technical test of

a semi-scientific order.

A Libel on Me.
I am very frequently libelled, and my broad back

usually sustains the curses uncomplainingly, but I

really must arise in niy wrath when I am accused of

being a fierce and prejudiced critic of three-speed

iiul.s. Indeed, impartiality can be' so grossly mis-

construed nowadays that one of my correspondents

appears to fancy that I am a "bear" of Sturmey-

.\rcher and Armstrong shares. I appeal to the files

iif The Motor Cych. Did I not buy a sample of each

in those critical early days when more cowardly riders

were waiting to see whether the hubs would dissolve

in their first hundred miles? Have I not consistently

l)roclaimed the fact that I have had no trouble as yet

with either make of hub? Is it not a fact that since

ihcse gears we're introduced I have not owned a single

machine which was not adorned with one of these

hubs? Yet to-day, because I insinuate that a counter-

shaft gear, equal in other respects to the three-speed

hub, will deserve a bonus mark because it can claim

the additional advantage of leaving the back wheel

more readily accessible, I find myself derided, de-

nounced, and vituperated.

If the three-speed hub enthusiasts say any more
unkind thhigs about me I will run my hub secretly un-

oilcd for a thousand miles, and then dish up some
fiendish copy about it, as others have done before me.

Believe me, dear readers, I do not want anything

more costly or weighty than the three-speed hub. My
one desire is to see my three-speed hub transplanted

to a counter-shaft position, and if it cannot be done
this year or next, why, I'll wait.

In the meantime I am frightfully interested in ^Ir.

Paskell's remarks to the effect that the rear wheel of

a certain three-speed hubbed machine can be taken
out " within five minutes of the time taken with a

machine not fitted with a three-speed gear." I have
been a betting man too long to jump at a challenge

which has such a vague tail to it. "A machine not
fitted with a three-speed gear " may mean anything
from a traction engine to a locomotive. Does he mean
a plain T.T. back wheel, with brake shoe external to

the belt rim, and is he then speaking of a new pattern

Armstrong hub? I am all agog for information, for

I can (and have) changed the rear cover of a T.T. in

well under fifteen minutes by the clock, but I have
not yet' succeeded in changing the rear cover of a

three-speed hubber in less than an hour. However, that
is a digression. I grant you the superiority of the
three-speed hub for direct belt-driven machines; but
are we really so ungrateful if we hope that by to-

morrow we shall be offered a gear which shall add the
accessible rear wheel to all the existing merits so fairlv

claimed for the three-speed hub?

When Solution is "Tacl^y."
The fatal word " tacky " in the small print under

the lid of a tyre repair outfit has deluded many a good
man and true in his salad days, and I have often
ventured to warn the youthful motor cyclist that solu-
tion is not really tacky for about ten minutes after he
is prone to imagine that the desired condition is

attained. At last a kind friend has ccnie to the
novice's rescue with an infallible test guaranteed to

decide when solution is or is not tacky. Take a pen-
knife with a clean blade. Lay the clean blade flat

against the solutioned tube or patch. Gently with-
draw it. If strings of solution adhere to the blade,
the solution is not yet tacky If the blade comes away
clean and stringless, the solution is sufficiently dried
for patch and tube to be pressed into a contact which
ought to be permanent. I have not personally made
the experiment, because I have not had a puncture
since I received the communication, but it looks sound
enough. At any rate it will warn the ine.xperienced
that solution can hardly be overdry, and ten minutes
spent in waiting for this result in patience will save
much irritatii'ig delay later on.

Vernon Busby, who has this

year achievei the remarkable
record of gaining gold meials
in tie Tourist Trophy, the

A.C.U. Six Days Trill, and
the Scollish Six Days TriJi,

on his 3^ h.p. Ariel.

AI7
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A NOVEL TRICYCLE.

A
TOUR on a. new machine has a considerable source

of interest and fascination, bnt when that machine,

with the exception of the back axle and engine, has

been manufactured and put together bit bv bit. by

is an additional fascination engendered. To give a brief idea

of its construction, the rear wheels are used for driving, a

balance gear being incorporated as a sine quel non, the power

r.nit being a 3 h.p. De Dion engine, and it has a three-speed

g?ar worked entirely by chains and of such construction

tnat each gear, when engaged, becomes a direct drive off

a counter-shaft, this being contained in an oil-tight gear

box, the box itself being constructed of sheet steel and cut

out to lighten it, the cut out portion being covered in

again by sheet duralumin. There is a clutch operated by a

psdal and with ball hearings to take up all thrusts, and a

starting handle.

The engine, magneto, and gear box are arranged in line

along the back axle, the gear box being suspended in such

a manner that it can be removed by undoing eight screws.

The body, also made of duralumin, is suspended by two

C .springs "fastened to the back axle, and two blade springs

fastened to the side tubes support the front end ; the centre

of the body also has a shock absorber,, which is worked

on the principle of an ordinary air pump, which acts in such

a manner that practically all the weight of the body and
person seated is resting on compressed air, which gives a

delightful sense of easy motion on the road. From the

illustration it will be seen that consideration has been shown
with regard to wind- resistance alike in the construction of

the body, and the petrol and oil tanks.

All the controls are attached to the steering wheel, except

the foot brake, operated by pedal, and hand brake at the

side working on the front wheel. After a considerable

amount of investigation a Senspray carburetter was fitted.

The gear ratios are 4i, 7, and 11 to 1.

Weight Distribution.
In the design it will be noticed the engine is at the rear

;

in fact nearly all the weight is carried on the back axle,

only sufficient being distributed on' the front wheel for

tteering purposes. It was necessary, also, to keep the body
fairly high to allow a good volume of air to pass underneath
in order to cool the engine ; in practice it was found to keep
the engine particularly cool and with an additional advant-
age that very little dust is raised in the passage of the
machine over the road.

After testing it on the road about forty miles and
f-cveral minor alterations being made, the writer set out
for a tour into the West of England and Wales, the first

day's ride terminating at Salisbury, when it was found
some eighty-two miles had been covered on rather over
one gallon of petrol, which was considered quite satisfac-

tory. From Salisbury onwards to the West the road sur-

face began to get bad ; at the present time the roads are
suffering from the unusually dry weather ; also from having

(1) Rear view

been cut up by the military traffic. A motorist's tip

to avoid part of the main road to Exeter^was taken, and

a detour made further north over the downland, but the

surface of the roads here was anything but good, long

stretches being covered with loose flints. However, the

scenery and views are magnificent^ naturally some of the

gradients are severe, but the 3 h.p. engine and the three

speeds made light work of them.

Across the Bristol Channel.
From Ilfracombe the writer decided to cross by boat into

Wales, so the harbour-master was approached as to the
possibility of getting the three-wheeler across on the
passenger steamer. However, no promises were made with-

out the consent of the captain. The harbour-master had
decided to put it on board with a dock crane, but the

captain of the boat would not have that as tliere was no
similar facility for getting it off at either the Mumbles or

Swansea, so it was eventually hoisted up and carried by
four of the ship's crew across the passenger gangway. I

had intended landing at Swansea, but the tide being low I

was put off at the Mumbles pier, whei'e the machine had to be
hauled up a flight of steps from the lower pier deck, then

up another flight to the top deck. At the end of the pier

the roadway went up at an angle apparently of about
1 in- 3 to join the main road. "As this gradient seemed a

bit too much for the 3 h.p., three pier hands were requisi-

tioned to assist in hauling me up this at the end of a long

rope. Much to my delight, the temporary assistance was'

not agile enough to do any quick hauling, and the machine
very nearly overran them before we reached the top.

After touring through Llanelly to Tenby^, I- decided here

to make a careful examination of the machine, and the
following defects were noted : The magneto drive from the
engine was distributed through a fork engaging with an
arm with two slots on the magneto shaft, and one of the

forks had sheared c;lean off. The drive from the clutch to'

the gear box is made through a flexible joint consisting of

two pins engaging with holes in the end of the clutcU

casing ; a considerable amount of wear had taken place

here, otherwise no other defect had shown itself.

Neither of these defects, however, was of sufficient im-

portance to prevent the journey being continued without
recourse to a lathe.

On the return journey the writer took the main road

back to Gloucester, via Carmarthen, Brecon, Hay, Hereford,

and Ross, a most excellent road. A night was spent at

Gloucester, and the next morning a start was made for

London, via Cheltenham and Oxford.
Altogether some 500 miles were covered on eight gallons

of petrol. There was no sense of side-slip on greasy roads,

and no tyre troubles were experienced. Altogether the
trip was so successful as to show that a home-made machine
can be quite relied upon if care and attention be bestowed
upon it. The minor faults developed under test I shall

remedy.

of L.R.I.'s home made
three-wheeler showing De Dion eng ne ani
novel gear box. (3) Front view, showing
steering arrangements and the complete
protection for the djiver.

L.R.J.

(2) Side view, the toie part of the body is

suspended on an a'x cushion, hence spring

f or..s are not necessary. The body is placed

high to allow the ait to pass freely to the

engine for cooling.
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THIS trip was siifigrstcd to me by a friend (named
by the natives of France " L'Homme dans le

Paiiicr") wlio had a longing to visit Southern

Igiutn and the Grotte do Han. He fired me with

e same desire, and hurried preparations were made.

il being ready, we started the last Saturday morn-

_; in July, and after an uneventful run, reached

ilkestone. Here I would confirm the advice of old

•torists: use the facilities given by the A.C.U.
A. A. of booking man and machine from port to

y>xt. We found everything prearranged, and had only

lu empty our tank, see the machine hoisted on board,

and follow, smiling at the foolish ones who had not

inken the abo\'e precautions and were left behind.

The boat was crowded, and, though we were good
ilors, were thankful it was a short and smooth
<.-ia_ge, as the unwonted paleness of many of our

How travellers gave us an anxious foreboding of

unpleasantness to follow.

Boulogne al last, through the customs quickly,

helped by the A.C.U. and A. A. man, and away we
went to rest for the night at a little hotel, two or

three miles out, in Pont de Briques. We had no
intention of travelling by night, unless we were com-
pelled to, as we wanted to see all we could of the

S(;enery.

Sunday morning saw us up early, and away we went,

after consulting our "Taride," straight across France,

avoiding Lille, as we had heard that the pave for

miles around that town was too bad for words. This

pdrt of the journey proved monotonous, with the

exception of our run through Samer, where we got

our first taste of pave, mv\ the scenery was ordinary,

so we indulged in some speed bursts on the fine straight

roads. Oh I the exhilaration of long stretches at fifty

and fifty-five in the terrific heat we were experi-

encing, then the quiet going over the excellent roads

between Therouanne and Houdain till we arrived at

Arras, where we arranged to stop for the night. Soon
after we garaged there came a mighty tropical down-
pour, and we were thankful we were out of it, i^ut

pleased to think of the clust being laid, as " L'Homme,"
etc., found jt was entering his travelling bag in large

quantities—at least he said it was dust, but I put it •

'lown to a. broken bottle of tabloids in his medicine

chest, as it was pure white and of a \ery fine

consistency.

Across the Frontier.

The next day, after a look round the quaint, old-

fashioned town, we .started towar.ls Cambrai, and had
our worst taste of pave—a.\. least I did, " L'Homme,"
etc., was quite comfortable, and seemed highly amused
at my discomfort. Needless to say, our progress was
slow, so as not to shake every nut off the machine, or

wrench the frame. We ought to ha\e taken a road
further south through Croisilles. However, we made
for Valenciennes, where we had our first trouble—

a

puncture. After we had repaired this we set our course
for Binche, crossing the frontier twenty kilometres
from Ba\-ai. The road from Bavai to the frontier,

though straight, is practically nothing but a farm track
through woods ; I should not have cared to have been
hung up here Avith any serious trouble, as there was
not a town of any importance for miles. ,
A night's rest at Binche, and then through Thuin

to Charleroi, the Belgian Black Country.

On the Wrong Roads.
.\t Thuin we began to gain experience in steep hills

and hairpin corners, and the low gear began to be. used
for the first time. Here we unfortunately missed our
way, and traversed roc ds that were w-orse than awful,

the camber being atrocious in some places, with sharp
turn'; and gutters intervening. It speaks wonders for

tiie build of the machine, for had it been less solidly

constructed the frame must have been wrenched in

two. At last we reached Charleroi, with no more
serious damage than four spokes broken in the back
wheel, which, by the way, took us three hours, to get

repaired; the Belgiaii is not inclined to hurry himself,

and always says " Beaucoup temps" if he finds yq.u

are almost dancing with impatience to get on.

On leaving Charleroi we took the wrong turning

between Gilly and Chatelet; and what a road! First

down hill, then a perfect switchback, with twelve

to eighteen inches. of side dips, and when once we had
started there was no turning back, so we. had to make
the best of it and crawd as slowly as possible. For-
tunately thers was neither hedge, ditch, nor wall

—

nothing but a cornfield on either side. I expected
every moment to part company with the sidecar, or

turn turtle. After having my arms nearly wrenched
out of their sockets I was unable to hold the machine
any, longer, and we toc^ a swoop right through the

corn, back to the road, and so to the bottom on the

pave in Chatelet, with a large crowd of the villagers

watching our descent. I have no doubt they thought

us mad for venturing down that track, for road it coulil

not be called. I am certain that no mechanically-

propelled vehicle had , ever before been down that

slope, which was coated with a fine black dust that

appeared to be charcoal.

The pave in Chatelet was in a frightful state, but

.seemed a dream of blissful ease after our last experi-

ence. Once well out of the village the roads improved,

to our great delight and comfort, and were really good,

the occasional patches of pavi not being worth ron-

sidering. We travelled fast on this section, nearing

Namur with our lamps alight, in the cool of the
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Across France to Belgium and the Arcennss.
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evening, and thoroughly enjoying ourselves. At last

there appeared before us in the distance a glowing,

sparkling city, intersected by gliding stream and
enchanting light : Namur at last, and thankful we were,

as w'e had had quite enough for one day.

By way of digression, I would here say we had
caused a jipple of laughter and looks of sheer

astonishment in all the towns and villages through
which we had passed, both in Northern France and

jJf^^^ILIS SEPTEMBER i8th, igi-j.

- The Grotte de Han, which is in this neighbourhood,

was our ne.xt objective; it is considered to be one of

the most wonderful sights in Europe, and certainly

the vastness and majesty of this labyrinth of caves and

passages, intersected by stream and lake, all in the

bowels of Mother Earth, were awe inspiring, and a

most delightful change after speeding over sun-

scorched roads. The walk, which takes two hours,

through the cool moist atmosphere, and then the row

in enormous boats, or rather baby barges, by which

View of Charleroi.

in Belgium. Such a combina-
tion as a motor bicycle and
sidecap had never been seen

before. The whole popula-
tion swarmed out of doors,

leaned out of windows and
shouted to their children;

shuttered windows opened
which had seldom allowed the

light to pass their restricted

portals ; the coffee roasting by
the roadside ceased, and all

eyes were fixed upon the ob-

ject of their curiosity.

We stayed at Namur for the
night, and spent a restful

morning looking at the usual
guide-book sights; then in the
afternoon we made a delight-

ful run through Fosse and Rosse to Dinant and back.
The road from Rosse to Dinant is delightful—in fact
all the roads in this district are first class.

The next morning saw us again at Dinant, which we
made our centre for the day, .motoring round to see
the romantically situated castle of Montaigle, and
returning to the Meuse valley we had a pretty drive
towards Givet.

After a night's rest we made straight for Rochefort—as we intended to make this our headquartsrs for
several days—along a beautifully wooded road, our
only trouble being flies, thousands of which settled on
our goggles, almost obscuring cur sight.

The rocks at Dinant.

A glimpse oi a road traversed.

means we made our exit, were

most refreshing. • (This was

the only place at which we
rubbed shoulders with the

tourist element, our object

being to keep off the ordinary

track as much as possible.)

^^'e made several runs from

Rochefort, returning each

evening to sleep. The one to

Laroche "was the best; Ihe

approaches to this little town,

situated as it is at the con

junction of three valleys, are

most beautiful. While on this

run Ave had an amusing experi-

ence between Marche ar.il

Laroche. We Avere taking it

easily uphill when a grey cm
came up behind; we allov.cil

pass, the occupants hanging over the sides,

lookmg
. over the back at the strar.ye

evidently expected to see us

fizzle out on the long hill, but we gave quiet

chase, keeping up to the car, all on top gear, much
to the amazement of its occupants and our amusemcr.t.
On reaching the top of the hill the road makes a

sudden descent into the town ; down this the car tore at

what I considered a reckless speed, stopped at a cafi

and watched us enter the town, the inhabitants join-

ing them. The sidecar was evidently quite a new
thing, even to car owners in that nart of the \»orld.

with six- passengers

it to

and
apparition. They
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Across France to Belsium and the Ardennes.
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riicy seemed very keen ori finding out our

iKitionality (although they might have Icnown, for \vc

were carrying a Teddy Bear holding a Union Jack as

a mascot), and the make of the machine; "Belle

machine ' w.'s ihc expression they used after tiiey

nad made a thorough examination of it, and well it

-Icserved their praise.

St. Hubert was next visited, and we then sped along

a straight road lined with fir

irces in the clear air and
brilliant sunshine towards

Haraque do Fraiture ; here we
urned to the left for

Avwaille and returned through

llomal, Durbuy, and Marche.
Our next excursion was \o

I .iL-ge, and here, or rather at

I )ugree, a suburb, our troubles

ommenced; our back cover

'lew off, and as the inner tube
;. inked past repairing on the

load we cut it out, and on in-

serting the new butt-ender

found to our dismay it would
not meet by an inch, although

marked 28 by 2^4.

After a final examination to

see if it were possible to make
it meet, and finding it would

Another view of Dinant.

was reclining in a dry ditch surrounded by a crowd
of dirty little boys, who were tantalising him by drink-

ing some sort of liquid out of a bottle. The cycle

dealer returned from Liege after a wait of about two

houis, and said that the tubes could not be repaired

that day, but that they would be ready by the next

morning, so leaving the machine in his hands we
trained it back to Rochefort. On returning the next

morning we found the tubes repaired, inserted, and
all ready for us, so getting

into position we started,

cheered by a huge cmw-d
which had surrounded the

machine. Our troubles, how-
ever, were not at an end, for,

eight miles out of Liege, again

that horrible report, followed

by sundry squeaks ajid bumps,
told the tale of another burst;

we gaily put in the fresh tube,

but after a few yards found
this was down, leaking past the

joint the repairer had made.
Having made a vain attempt

to patch it, we started to push,

and aftgr half an hour's hard
work we arrived, footsore and
wear}-, at the Hotel du Cercle,

Sprimont, whose hospitable

p:!rtals W'B were only toe

A halt to replace spokes broken by rough pavement.

not do so, there was nothing for it but to

IHimp it up and tru.sl to luck; the inevitable

liappened, the end blew out. This was the last

straw; here we were at Ougree, four miles from
Liege, in a roasting sun, with not a scrap of shade to

l)e seen, a smelting works or blast furnace towering
i\er us, workmen's dwellings all around, no garage,

'.ot a decent cafe in sight, as hungry as could be, and
it our wits' end to know what to do. At last, to our

J
ly, a good Samaritan hove in sight on a purring

' % h.p. F.N. He told us he was a doctor at Ougree,
ind would get a cycle dealer to ride into Liege and see

what he could do. Here " L'Homme," etc., had his

worst time during the trip; he declined to get out of

the " basket," so I went with the doctor to the cycle
shop. When I got back I found he had been com-
pelled to remove himself, as he was nearly baked, and

Near Rochefort and Laroche, Belgian Ardennes.

glad to enter. The first thing the next morn-
ing we wired to London for two new tubes,

as we found our size was unobtainable either in

Liege or Brussels. Moral: If you use odd size tyres,

take plenty of spares with you, and see that they fit

properly before you start. Here we spent a lazy time
for six days, as the tubes did not turn up, although

we had heard they had left London the same day as

we wired. After repeated enquiries at the Post Office

we discover^ed that they had been lying at the Customs.
Vou may imagine our delight when, at last, we did get

them, for leave of absence was drawing to a close,

and we were anxious to get home.
The new tube in, off we started as fa.st as our

Indian would take us, away through Aywaille, Hamoir,
Dinant, Givet, Rocroi, St. Quentin, Amiens, and
DouUens, to Boulogne, only stopping to sleep when
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Laroche. Note the washing drying on the grass at the side of the roai.

night closed on us. This route proved excellent, the

roads- good, and the scenery magnificent, especially

in the French Ardennes. The high speed and the

occasional bumps and jumps over pave found out the

weak spokes, which kept breaking. We got eight new
ones of a thicker gauge put in at Montreuil, and these

held up all right.

We arrived at Boulogne four hours before the boat

left, having covered just under 1,000 miles. The
engine was never touched the whole time, and gave

no trouble of any sort. Once, on our homeward
journey, it did not pull as well as it had been doing

;

this we found to be due to a bad sample of lubri-

cating oil
J
on getting " Huile A.D." everything went

well again.

Near Laroche.

Punctures—hobnail punctures, in spite of nail

catchers—proved to be the only flies in our ointment
of enjoyment. We went as " globe trotters," right off-

the beaten track, sleeping where we could, making
bee-lines when able, taking things as we found them,

eating the native food, drinking'the native drink, and
thoroughly enjoying ourselves; we saw more of that

part of the Continent than an ordinary tourist could

ha\"e done" in six trips. .;

In conclusion let me say, do not be afraid of taking

. a trip of this sort because of a limited knowledge of

French. We had not more than a hundred words
between us, yet, with all pur misfortunes, had no
difficulty in getting all repairs done, and with very

little loss of time.

The Question of Abnormal Gearing.
THERE have several times been suggestions going

about that abnormally low geais should be

abolished in competitions, because many
imagine that such low ratios are not usually supplied

to the public. This means that the wretched member
of the public, who, desiring to get far away from the

madding throng on his 234^ h.p., which is so handy'
that it can pick its way anywhere, is hoplessly knocked
out on one of the first pitches of one in four he comes
to. It is all very well to argue that no sane man
wants to go over roads like those that became a bone

of contention in the Six Days Trials. Provided the

scenery is fine and the K>ad is negotiable, the desire

to explore the beauty spot away from the beaten

track and the dust of cars is exceedingly keen. The
country doctor -who is called out to visit some poor

patient on a lonely moor must travel over roads quite

as bad as those covered in the much debated trials,

but is he to be denied what is termed a freak gear

because it is going to enable him to reach his destina-

tion? The very idea is absurd. It is perfectly

certain that the bottom gear of any motor vehicle

should be an emergency gear, not a gear to drop into

on every single figure gradient, but a device for use

in aljnormal circumstances.

What, then, is a freak gear ? The term is an objec-

tionable one which is unfortunately too often met with

in motor cycle circles. Really there is no such thing.

In penning these words- I have in mind certain

machines of well-known make but of moderate horse-

power which Av'-jre geared quite normally on top but

very much the reverse on low, in Lakeland, so that

they might climb any gradient. This big gap between

the two ratios made the gears difficult to change, and

consequently by ho means commercial . propositions

when thus equipped. But were these " freak " gears?

Emphatically no! But what was the matter? Cer-

tainly not the lowness of the low gear, but the size of

the gap, if I may use the term between the two speeds.

The real fault was something missing—the intermediate

second speed, the absence of which no adjustable

pulley can make up for. Some of the sidecar com-

binations had 16 to I bottom gears, but they had
three speeds, and consequently no one can have any

fault to find. To set a limit on gear ratios would be

a retrograde step, and would hinder development, and

I am inclined to believe that the two-speed gear

will die, and the three, or even four, speed "gear

will come in just as it has done in the car industry.

AlLETTE.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thsreto. Ail questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.. and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing
legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
Questions bearing on technical subjects.

Mtnufacture of Petrol.

Could you give me an outline^ of the method of manufacturing

> petrol from the raw spirit, and
-IJ what i^ the waste matter- from

tliis process used for?—W.D.
Raw petrol is a thick treacly substance,

wliicli is distilled in the ordinary way. At
the first distillation very volatile sub-

•ances are extracted, which, however, are
' light for use as motor spirit. At the

liiird or fourth distillation ordinary petrol

is extracted, and in the case of subseciuent

distillations a heavier grade of petrol is

e.vtracted. Gi'adually heavier and heavier
< ils are produced until we come to

ratlins, which are not volatile at all at

'linary temperatures. The heavier oils

'.111 be used in Diesel engines.

A Carburetter DifScuIty.

1 have a 3i h.p. Rex with B.

^ and B. carburetter, which has
^T run well up to a week ago. I

-LJ have been running on very little

gas, and the air lever wide open,
for the past three months, when on
going down a steep hill lately I shut
otf the air as usual and went down
against compression, and on arriving
af the bottom I opened the air, but
the machine did not pick up as usual.

I had therefore to open the throttle
half-way, and the machine started up
all right ; but when I opened the air

the engine refused to take it : eonse-
• 'luent.ly the engine runs very hot

quickly, and seems to lose power. I use
best petrol. The engine has not been
taken down since the machine was
bought. To coast down 'hill against
compression I have to close the.

throttle, as the air lever will not per-

form that duty. I hope you will be
able to explain the difficulty.—.J.H.F.D.

We think the trouble is due to .something
being sucked up into the jet, which pre-

vents the free passage of the petrol, so
causing "the mixture to be too weak. It

is also possible that the air slide has
stuck. To gain the use of compression
as a brake, you should nearly close the
throttle and open air wide. Clean out
your carburetter thoroughly with petrol,
and see the jet is perfectly free. The
trouble should then cease.

Big Power for a Novice.

I recently purchased an 8 h.p.
— I ^Matchless and sidecar, and,

> having learnt to drive it with
-iJ the sidecar attached, I am ambi-

tious of trying to ride solo.

However, as several of my motor
cycling friends say that it is impossible
for a novice to ride so high-powered a

machine, I write to you asking if this

is correct. The danger they say is, if

the machine gets off the balance it is

impossible to regain equilibrium as the
weight is too great. I do not quite
understand this, and should be glad
for any hints or advice you may care
to send me on the matter.—W.B.H.

The machine you mention is primarily
designed for sidecar work, and you might
not find it a very comfortable tolo mount
for a novice. However, there is abso-
lutely ro reason whj- it should not be
ridden solo, but you must remember that
it is a very powerful machine and requires

?

fairly skilful handling, and until you are

absolutely satisfied that you are capable

of taking any powered machine solo we
do not advise you to experiment in tliis

direction, but to stick to your sidecar, lor

which the machine in question is highly

suitable.

A Tearing Query.

I should be obliged if you
could let me know tlie best motor
cycle route from Wellingtoa
(Salop) to Weymouth, and al6o

information with regard to cost,

of the A. A. ani M.tj.—J.A.J.
best lOD'e would be as follows

:

Wellington, Bridgnorth, Kidderminster,
Worcester, Tewkesbury, Gloucester,
Stroud, Nailsworth, Bath, Eadstock,
Shepton Jlallet, Castle Gary, Yeovil,

Dorchester, Weymouth. The A. A. and
-M.U. motor cycle subscription is 10s. 6d.,

further particulars of membership can
be obtained from the Secretary, Fanum
House, Whitcomb Street, W.

etc

Your

Military ir.otor cyclists who are taking part in the Belgian Airay manoeuvres.
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A Long Day's Run.

Will you kindly give me par-
ticulars of the best route to Scar-
borough from Farnborough, miss-
ing towns as far as possible, and
also the distance, and whether

it could be done in a day with a 3i h.p.

three-speed Rover and sidecar?—W.H.B.
Your best route would be as follows

:

Farnboroughj Bagshot, Windsor, Slough,
Beaconsfield, Amersham, Chesliam, Tring,
Dunstable, Ampthill, Bedford, Eaton
Soc'on, Stilton, Stamford, CJrantham,
Kewark, Tusford, Retford, Bawtry,
Thorn. Howden, ilarket Weighton, Great
Driffield, to Scarborough. The distance
is approximately 254 miles. The journey
is rather far to be accomplished in a day
with a 3^ h.p. and sidecar unless a very
early start is made.

Ignition Difficulties on Horizontai Twin.

What is the h.p. of my Fairy^ horizontal twin engine? I am
> told it is about IJ h.p. As the
-2J bore and stroke are 59 mm. x 57

mm. is this about correct? I am
firing the engine by means of a single-

cylinder magneto running at engine
speed. This will give one spark for

every revolution of the engine, and as
the engine fires once every revolution
this is correct. By means of a rocking
distributer the current is guided to the
proper plug. This distributer is very
unsightly, and quite spoils the appear-
ance of the engine. What I want to

know is, it it is possible to fire both
plugs simultaneously in each cylinder

by attaching the high-tension wires
direct from the magneto to the two
plugs ? If this is possible one sp'ark

will take place on compression, the
other on top of the exhaust stroke.

When retarding the spark will there
be much risk of the carbirretter catching
fire, as when retarded the spark will

occur a little way down the induction
stroke on one cylinder?—E.C.H.

The rating given you, viz., 1-J h.p., is the
rating given by the makers at the time.

It is possible that it develops more power.
With regard to your ignition difficulties,

we strongly advise you to stick to the

distributer, even though it is rather un-
sightly.; this, after all, is a minor defect,

provided it works well. Tliere is no
fundamental difficulty in ViJorking both
plugs from the single magneto, but as an
electric current invariably follows the
path of least resistance, unless the plug
points are equally adjusted, it will only
fire on the one with the smaller gap. If

you utilised a double-pole plug it would
probably get over the trouble, but we
should not like to give you any definite

assurance on this point, and must leave

you to make tlie experiment yourself.

With regard to the carburetter catching

fire from the idle spark, there is a
possible risk of this occurring, but as the

gas is not under compression the risk is

slight.

Starting Difficulties.

I have just purchased a Moto-
Eeve twin lightweight and think
the timing of engine is somewhat
at fault. Could you give me
some, advice on the following

points? (1.) When the exhaust valves

should begin to open. (2.) The timing
of magneto is fixed ; what do you con-

sider the best position to set it for all-

round running? (3.) The most, suit-_

able gear; it has been running 7 to 1,

but engine seems to overheat. (4.) It

is easy to start on the stand, but most
difficult to start on the road. I am
using Amac carburetter, twenty-
four jet. Can this be got over? Com-
pression is vei-y high. I should be
greatly obliged for a little advice.

—

H.N.T.
(1.) Your exhaust valve should begin to

• open when the piston is on the down-
ward stroke about .six-sevenths of its

travel. (2.) The contact points should
be just about to separate, when the
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piston is at the highest point of its

stroke. (3. ) About 6 to 1 should be a
. ,

suitable gear. (4.) It is quite impossible
j

to advise you how to adjust the carbu- |

retter, as this is a matter which , can
only be done when one sees the machine. |

The jet you are using is about the right i

size. Shut off all air when you start, and '

open the throttle about one-third. This
should give the best position.

Buying an old Mactiine.

I should be gr.:atly obliged if

you would advise me on the
following : (1.) Could I get a

second-hand lightweight, say 2^ 1

h.p,, to be of any use for £10 or I

£12? Would such a machine be often I

out of order if treated carefully? (2.)
|

Could such a machine be run on, say, i

5s. a week if only used for pottering
about for about fifty miles a week?

—

E.R.B.

You might possibly pick up a decent
machine for this money, but you must not
expect anything in first-class order ; or,

if in good order, it would not be up-to-
date. It is possible that you miglit get a

good deal of fun out of such a bargain.

This is largely a matter of luck. If in

good order you should be able to run the
machine fifty miles a week for lets

than 5s.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles cr accessories must
enclose a starnped addressed envelape in which the
replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries
below should be addressed c/o The Editor.

The senjer of the above photograph, which was taken in Finland {Mr. J. 0. Williams, who 13 seen

on the linger), draws attent.on to the path through the open forest to the " Garage," which he refers

to as "The Toiler's Rest." The other machines are a 3;^ h.p. two-speed Humber and sidecar and a
four cylinder F.N.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondentsj

All letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by tha writer's lull name and address.

Benzole.
Sii',—I have recently been given the following facts by

A friend with regard to the use of this spirit. His machine
IS a, 3^ h.p. Zenith-Gradua (1910), and has done a large

mileage.

He assei-ts that he tilled up his tank, which was empty,
with cue gallon of benzole at Abergele, from" which town he
rude to Stoke via Chester and Stafford, a distance of 97
miles, in three hours and a quarter, and on examining his

tank at a garage there he found only just one quarter of the

gallon had gone. He called the attention of the proprietor,

who confirms his statement.
I have tried to explain that a consumption of nearly 400

miles to the gallon at an average speed of thirty rhiles per

hour on a 3^ h.p. macliine is impossible, but he can only
reassert the facts, of which he is confident.

Can any of your readers tell me if there is any chance
of such figures being correct? NESH.

Fair Treatment.
Sir,—You from time to time publish letters from corre-

spondents under the above heading. Being on the staff

of one of the largest motor firms in the country, I should
like to express my views from the firm's standpoint.
The delays and unbusinesslike attention complained of are,

as a'rule, the fault of the customer, or largely contributed
to by him. As often as not his goods or telegraph money
order will come in without any name, or at times the goods
bear another name, i.e., the name of the agent or' garage
that has not been mentioned in any correspondence. Such
stupidity invariably causes much delay, and matters of this

kind are only cleared up with great difficulty after imposing
a lot of extra work on the clerical staff in the height of the

season. In many cases such transactions are altogether un-

profitable to the firm, as any profit there iniglit be on the

transaction is absorbed by the cost of the time taken up by
members of the staff. ONE INSIDE.

Sir,—I have read all the correspondence in your journal

re the above, and would like to relate my experience.

I purchased a well-known make of lightweight late last

jear, and after having it nearly three months, the frame
broke below the steering head, through the joint being badly

brazed. I at once saw the makers' local agents, who
cabled home at my expense, and they, not knowing the

price of a frame, made the following terms : 10% on landed

cost. When the frame arrived I received an account for

£10 10s. In the meantime I had written to the makers
explaining everything and pointed out to them that an
allowance should be made on the new frame, seeing it broke

within the guarantee period, i.e., three months. The makers
replied saying that I must return the broken frame, and, if

they found the frame broken through no fault of ray own,
they would make an allowance.
Being very inconvenient for me to return the frame, living

in such an out-of-way place, I asked them if they could not

let me have the frame at cost price, which I was willing

to pay. They then wrote and said they could not let me
know the cost price. Therefore I have had to pay the £10
10s. for the new frame.

I am afraid I have not been quite so fortunate as some of

your readers, and it seems a shame that we Colonials are

treated so badly. The same thing applies to spares, etc. :

we are charged on many articles something like 300% above
home retail prices.

I always look forward to your journal every week, and
wish it everj' success O. A. MAUCH.

Rlr)pinfontein

Factory Repairs and Agency Tinkerings.

Sir,—Having come across a copy of your healthy paper.

The Motor Ci/cle, I was much interested in the comments ol

your correspondents on "Fair Treatment." It is pleasing to

note that there are some firms who are ready to acknowledge

their responsibility to motor cyclists.

My own experience has been thai motor cyclists seem to be

lacking in the necessary backbone which would enable them

to obtain recompense for a breakdown clearly due to faulty

workmanship. To illustrate what I mean, allow me to give

the history of a case which came under my own personal

observation. As an engineer, with no interest in motor

cycles, I was called upon to give a report on a breakdown on

a twin motor cycle.

The owner of the cycle had occasion to go to a Midland

firm to have a new crank pin made. Owing to making this

crank pin smaller than the ^original one it was necessary to

make two new bearings for' the big ends of the connecting

rods. One of these bearings was a fair fit, the other wa*

very much too large, with the result that this play broke the

gudgeon pin adrift smashing up the piston and cylinder,

besides damaging the connecting rod.

Here was a clear case of " disgraceful workmanship," and,

as I understand, the so-called "motor engineer" repudiated

all responsibility because the breakdown did not occur until

some months after the repair had been made, and in spite of

the owner being able to prove to him that the machine had

never been used owing to his absence, that the break-

down took place within twelve miles of the start, and that

the tool marks could still be seen on the large bearing.

Is there not an association who look after the interests ol

motor cyclists? for I am convinced as long as motor owners

will allow themselves to be fleeced by outrageous charges for

(very often, I fear) faulty repairs, so long will they get the

results obtainable from those professing to be engineers,

although lacking in an elementary mechanical experience.

It is pleasing to record that the motor cyclist in this

particular case has at last been prevailed upon, after a good

deal ot trouble, to bring this matter into court. It is to be

hoped that others will follow his example.

I trust some of your correspondents will take the matter

up with the object of obtaining a better service for

motor cyclists. TURNER.

An Auto - Wheel attacbment
nxed to a tricycle the property
ot iilr. W.E. Allison o( Vvithern-
sea.
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Beverley and Leamington—Warnings.

Sir,—At Beverley, on Saturday, the-6th inst., I was fined,

along with about sis others, 10s. and 4s. costs for riding with

mv cut-out open.

The e.^haust passes through the silencer before reaching the

cut-out, and by the wording of the Act this is permissible, as

long as little "noise is being made. The road was perfectly

level at the point where I was stopped. I was travelhng at

about 15 m.p.h., and there was no., wind, so that you can

imagine that I was malcing little noise.

I sliould be glad if vou would warn your readers agamst

maliinK any noise in tins district as the police are most lieen.

C. H. FELL.

Sir,—I wish to warn all motor cyclists who live near or

have to pass through Leamington to be careful to take corners

on the right side of the- road and not to go faster thaii^ a

crawl, as, if they do, a summons will be the result. Re-

cently there was a police trap working in the Kenilworth-

LiUington Road, and, as a result of banie, a batch of motor

cyclists were hauled up for various offences, tlie lines ranging

from over £6 down t-o a few shillings. I do not write this

letter because I was one of the untortunates, but, as I have

said before, to give warning to others. For turning a. corner

on the wrong side (in my opinion to avoid an accident) I

was fined £1 lis. inclusive, to say nothing of an endorsed

licence. This was called "driving to the common danger,

and my speed was so slow that I conked out, and no one

was touched or even within yards of me. I might also

mention that one is not intimated that proceedings will be

taken until a few days afterwards when the incident is

forgotten. Hence you have no witnesses. So motor cyclists

in Leafy Leamington, beware !
AD SUM.

The A.C.XJ. Six Days Trials Course.

Sir,—Having read Mr. R. C. Measure's letter, with refer-

ence to the A.C.U. Six Days Trials in your issue of the

4th inst., might I be allowed a small space in your valuable

journal to draw attention to the following facts:

No one likes to feel that he has been "done." To be told

officially fhat one is expected to do one thing, and then,

when one gets on the course, to find one has to do something

else very much harder and for v.'hich one is not prepared,

is by no means "-sportsmaniilte."

Why could not the A.C.U. liave told us (like the Scottish

officials did) that the roads were abnormal and that water-

splashes over a foot deep had to be taken in non-stop

sections?

I am perfectly aware of the fact that the A.C.U.^ after-

wards took no notice of failures on one or two portions of

the course. Here again I should like to point out that,

never knowing quite how one stands throughout the trial

is an unsatisfactory state of affairs—in my own humble

opinion, at all events.

1 am always perfectly willing to enter for any really

sporting trial provided I have the time (I always have the

inclination), but for goodness sake let the organisers tell us

beforehand what we are expected to do.

A. W. BEITTAIN.

[With regard to watersplashes, j\lr. Loughborough, secretary

of the A.C.U., stated in his letter published in our issue

of Sept. 4th that the deepest had eight inches of water

running over it on the day in question.

—

Ed.]

Hub and Counter-shaft Gears.

Sir,—With reference to the disputes in your columns about

hub gears, may I be allowed to give my experiences. Last

Clu-istmas I had my 3^ h,p. single-cylinder machine fitted

with a tliree-speed and free engine hub of one of the best

makers for sidecar work. My average mileage is 1,000 per

month, and I drive pretty hard, but I cannot say the gear

has given me satisfaction.

Taking the points of criticism mentioned by Mr. PaskcU
(issue September 4th)

:

1. Unreliability. I once had to ride threequarters of

the way from London to Oxford on second gear when in a

_hurry ; and have repeatedly had trouble through the gears

not "dropping" properly, though this is not due to wrong
adjustment or insufficient oil.

2. Slowing the back wheel. I admit I have not noticed

this appreciably, but I do know that since the fitting my

bicycle skids (solo) more than previously, -especially in such

greasy places as Manchester.
5. Difficulty in removing back wheel. Perhaps it does

"only" take five minutes more to remove a three-speed wheel

than an ordinary wheel. But an amateur can, I think,

remove an ordinary back wheel in tliree minutes, whereas

eight minutes is very different.

Reliability is essential to any mount of mine, as I am an

Oxford undergraduate, and therefore have to be in by mid-

night. And it is not nice giving an account of oneself if one

is "late aftei- hurrying back from Town!
My next machine will be either a cycle car for comfort, or a

single-cylinder T.T. machine with no gears and no clutch.

1 find that driving with three gears (solo) makes one forget

to obtain the " best" out of the machine ; of that I am sure.

Tliis natiurally spoils the engine. A 3^ h.p, single will climb

anj- ordinary hill if driven properly.

"ERIC BRONSGEAVE."

Sir,—I was much interested in Mr. LI. K. Jones's letter

in your issue of -September 4th with reference to hub gears.

I iJnrchased a 3i h.p. three-speed Triumph six months ago,

and since then have covered 5,000 miles, both solo and with

a sidecar. During that time I have only adjusted the gears

once and I have never had one moment's trouble. The

clu-tch has . never slipped, and the gears, which change

noiselessly, always act effectively. My last journey was

from Reading to Edinburgh and back, and on some of

those short but steep hills round' about Durham I found the

Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear invaluable.

D. W. HENDERSON'.

5;i-j—I liave been very interested and amused at some of

the letters that liave appeared recently in The Motor Uncle

concerning hub and counter-shaft gears and transmission.

For the past ten years I have been a strong advocate for

lilenty of power, belt drive of ample strength, single gear or

hub speed gear both for solo and passenger work.

I have never had any serious trouble of any description.

My present mount, a Regal-Green, fitted with large hub

gear, to which is coupled a coachbuilt sidecar, with hood

and screen often in use, gives the utmost satisfaction, and

the drive is perfect. I should like to take this opportunity

of congratulating the manufacturers of the Sturmey-Archei

gear and the makers of the Pedley belt for producing such

really good things.

The Green-Precision is an engine you can " set " at any

speed you wish for hours on end, and I find both the above

stand up to the heavy work exceedingly well.

I put the success I have had from the machine in general

down to the fact that I told the makers what I required

the machine to do before purchasing.

I have no connection with anv of these firms except that

I am a very satisfied client. "D. CHURCHILL WEIR.

A Triumph motor cycle and sidecar which was usei for a thousand miles tour

in Canada and U.S.A Our pnotograph shows the description ol road found

between Detroit and Toledo. The sidecar is a Millford, and the combiiation

came through without trouble, despite the bad roads and the quantity of

luggage carried.
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Sir,—I have noticed that a large amount of correspoiKieiice

has taken place in your columns with regard to the respective

merits of hub and counter-shaft gears.

I have long held the opinion, based on over twenty-five

years' practical experience as an engineer, that the hub
gear was pitferable in every way. I have tested many
forms, all with good results, and shall be glad if you will

allow me space in which to say that for practical experience

I have found the Rex adaptation of the Roc gear to give

the best results in practice. On my 1912 Rex de Luxe I

travelled 10,713 miles, and before parting with the machine,

made an examination of the gear. I found that on the

low gear there had been a slight wear, on the band brake

only, which had resulted in the brake being tightened, only

thri?e turns of the adjusting n»t. The teeth on the epicyclic

showed no trace of wear beyond a slight polishing of the

woi'king faces. On, the high gear side there was not the

slightest trace of wear, and throughout the year's run no
adjustment beyond that provided by the makers of the

machine had been necessary. On my 1913 Rex Sidette, which
has travelled, to date, a distance of 5,328 miles, no adjust-

ment beyond an occasional tightening of the high gear
adjusting screw has been necessary.
Perhaps I may be permitted space to add that in my

opinion there is no gear at present on the market which is

60 suitable for the amateui" driver as that fitted on the 1913
Rex machines. The high gear clutch does not sUp, no matter
how heavy the load or how steep the gradient, whilst the

low gear permits one to crawl at the slowest possible pace
through the thickest traffic without it being necessary at

any time to stop the engine. I have no interest in the
W Eex motor cycle beyond that of a satisfied driver.

G. BASIL BARHAM, A.il.I.E.E.

Sir,—Having read the correspondence in your columns re
gears, may I be allowed to give you my experience of a hub
gear? The gear in question is a H. and B. (Hingston and
Brown) marketed by the Service Company. I bought the

. gear at Whitsun, and within one hour of delivery it was
running on the road, it fitting my 8 h.p. fixed gear Matchless
without any trouble whatever ; since then I have travelled
over 4,000 miles, nearly always with my wife and two grown
children (and always with sidecar and one passenger), and
have had the happiest results from it, not having had the
slightest trouble whatever %vilh the gear. The internal
working parts are simplicity itself, the wheel can be removed
within three minutes of an ordinary driving wheel, it is

pedal starting, the drive from standstill being as smooth as
you could possibly imagine, and the change over from low
to high being made without any fuss or shock. I suppose
I must add the usual disclaimer. T. G. KIRBY.

What is a Freak Gear?
Sir,—For some time now an endeavour has been made to

discourage the use of what the agitators have been pleased to
designate " freak gears." I wish to protest against this, as,

if persisted in, the policy may influence the development of
motor cycles adversely, and I am particularly gratified to
note that the judges' report of the A.C.U. trial makes refer-

ence to the subject.

All motor cycles, more especially sidecar machines, in addi-
tion to being able to sui'mount all hills on main and secondary
roads, for which two speeds having a ratio of 1 to 1.5 suilice,

require a third gear to fulfil two important functions—one to

enable hills of 1 in 8 to 1 in 4 to be climbed and hills less

steep, which for some reason or other cannot be taken fast

enough to allow of the middle gear being used ; and two, to
allow of restarting on gradients as steep as 1 in 7.

To avoid the expense of a three-speed gear, some manu-
facturers provide two speeds having a i-atio of 1 to 2, judging
this to be sufficient for all purposes. My experience of this

combination shows that if tne top gear is correctly selected
the second speed will not allow of gradients greater than 1

. in 7 to be surmounted under adverse conditions, and 1 in 6
under favourable circumstances is the limit. As far as start-

ing on a gradient is concerned, 1 in 10 is the steepest unless
the clutch is capable of being slipped abnormally. Of course,

if the machine be nnder-geared on top the climbing of steeper
gradients may be made impossible, but the machine thus
geared is unsuitable for ordinary work.
Proceeding to a consideration of three-speed gears, the

averaKe ratios adopted are 1, 1.5, and 2.25. In view of what
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I have stated above the range of usefulness of such a combi-
nation is but little greater than that of the two-speed gear
with 100% drop on low gear. Tlie intermediate speed is

certainly an advantage, and, generally speaking, is low
euougli for most hills ou secondary roads. When, however,
the hills for which the middle gear is too high come to he
considered, it will be found that 80% of them are too steep
for the bottom gear. This is the point which so many makers
lose sight of, but which is to important. A satisfactory

three-speed gear for sidecar work should have ratios of 1,

1.6, and 3. Gear ratios of the order stated are, I maintain,
neither freak nor abnormal, but absolutely necessary, and
will be standard on all first-class sidecar machines in the

near future.

I apologise for the length of this letter, but feel that the

importance of the subject demands attention, and I tliink tlie

opinions of experienced riders on this question would be of

general interest. I am not connected with the trade in any
way. H. M. STICH.

Consideration.

Sir,—Please allow us space to say a few words to

"AA1160" in reply to his letter in your last issue. We are

the proud owners of the red stocking caps and tam o' shanters

mentioned, and strongly resent any criticisms and insults by
being publicly referred to by your correspondent. We do
not wish to speak so much of the "noisy horde" mentioned,
although it sounds vei-y bad ; it was but an ordinary hill-

climb. We wish to refer to the sporting instinct of this
" sutt'erer."

How can it Be ! If a true adherent to the cause he should
have been too busy examining the machines, and rejoicing in

the sound of a healthy exhaust rather than full of abuse at

the idea of people enjoying themselves. We cannot believe

he is a sportsman, or he would not turn to ridicule and abuse
the headgear we choose to wear. If an unhealthy mackintosh
or leather cap, why not a red stocking cap or tam o' shanter,

which lends a picturesque touch to such a sight as a dozen
dusty, oil-stained motorists all in mackintosh overalls?

We are indeed sorry we did not meet with his approval,

but we had no idea that there were such " killjoys " about.

While on the subject of exhausts, we should like to mention
that the police here are extremely active, and warn any in-

tending visitors, especially the long exhaust pipe brigade.

There were about sixty people at tea in the " quiet

village" inn, where wc know we were welcome.

H. J. BLEACH.
E. CORBETT.
W. R. FLEETWOOD.
D. ASH.

(Portsmouth and District Jlotor Club.)

Driving from the Sidecar.

Sir,—In reference to Mr. F. Trafford's letter in The. Motor
Cijrle of September 4th, I think that perhaps the enclosed

photographs would interest you and others. I find tliis

attachment very satisfactory, and it certainly meets a long-

STEERING FROM THE SIDECAR SEAT.

The sldeca: attached to a four-cylinder

(See letter from G. R. James.)

felt want. The device can be attached or detached in less

than one miimte, and no alteration is necessary in the controls

or any other part of the mechanism. I have applied for a

patent. G. R. JAMES.
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Nearing the startins line in the 600 c.c. sprint race. G. E. Stanley ultimately proved to be the winner on his 31 h.p. Singer.

THE B.M.C.R.C. was favoured with glorious weather
for its September meeting, though a strong soutli-

-westerly wind was blowing against the competitors
down the railway straight. The time trials, which

formed the first event in the programme, were begun at
11.30 a.m. The competitors were started at the fork by Mr.
A. V. : Ebblewhite and were timed electrically over the
measured kilometre and mile in the railway straight by
RJajor. Lloyd. The results were as follows :

Kilometre and Mile Speed Trials.
Class B.

Times.
Kilo. Mile.

sees.

56.6

63.0

66.4

1. G. K.
2. J. P.

3. S. E.

1. G. E.
2. L. H
3. D. R.
4. F. W

sees.

34.8

39
40.8

2. E
3. S.

4. w
5. 0.

1. K.
2. J.

3. s.

29
30
30.4

33
32.6

43.6

43.8

46.8

49
49.2

52.4

52.6

69.6

70.0

H.

E.

F.

G.

F.

m.p.h.
63.60

57.14
54.22

32.2 52.6 68.44

Stanley (1-cyI. Singer, 349 c.c.)

le Grand (1 Singer, 348) ...

ElweU-j(2 Douglas, 350) ...

Class C.

Stanley (1-cyl. Singer, 499 c.c.) 31.2 51.6 69.77
ill (1 Rudge, 499) 32.6 53.2 67.67
O'Donovan (1 Norton, 490) ... 33.2 53.8 66.91

. Carryer (1 Imperial, 493) ... 36 58.8 61.22

Class D.
1. W. G. Howard (2-cyI Matchless,

744 c.c.) ...

Class E.

1. E. C. E. Baragwanath (2-cyl. Match-
less, 986 c.c.) ...

Remington (2 Matchless, 985) ...

George (2 Indian, 994) ...

. G. Howard (2 Matchless, 986) ...

M. Baldwin (2 Matchless, 986) ...

Class C.—Sidecars.

Holden (1-cyl. B.S.A., 499 c.c.) ...

Cocker (1 Singer, 499)

F. Garrett (1 Zenith-Green-
Precision, 499)

C. Mills (1 Zenith -Green-
Precision, 499)

Class D.—Sidecars.

B. Ware (2-cyl. Zenith, 748 c.c.) 48.2 70.0 51.43
W. Barnes (2 Zenith, 748) ... 37 70.6 50.99
T. Gray (1 Rudge, 750) ... ... 47.8 77.0 46.75

Class E.—Sidecars.

W. Barnes (2-cyl. Zenith, 986 c.c.)

Cycle Cabs.
1. B. H. Haywood (4-cyI. Singer,

1,096 c.c.) •

2. G. W. Hands (4 Calthorpe, 1,088) ...

3. C. F. Halsall (4 Wilton, 1,072) ...

Haywood's wonderful performance resulted in his hand-
somely beating his own record which he j.ccomplished on

Hi

76.92
75.47

73.17
68.70
68.44

51.72
51.43

45.8 73.2 49.18

52.8 84.6 42.55

37.0 60.0 60.0

31.18 50.87 71.18
35.4 56.2 64.06
41 67.2 53.57

17th May last, when he covered the flying kilometre in

33.64s. (66.50 m.p.h.) and the mile in 54.67s. (65:85 m.p.h.).
In attempting record all the competitors had to keep outside
the fifty foot line, as the timing tapes did not exceed this
width. Some of the sidecar racing bodies were weird and
wonderful contraptions, notably Ware's, which was labelled
the "Earwig," and was built absolutely to fit the passenger.
Cocker's sidecar chassis was fitted with vertical enclosed
springs.

One Lap Sprint Races.
Events 2, 3, and 4 were one lap sprint races, which were

run in the following manner. The competitors started about
a quarter of a mile from the starting point, accompanied by
the official car, driven by Major Lloyd and carrying Mr.
Ebblewhite the starter. Near the timekeeper's box they
formed into line, and at the dropping of the flag sprinted,

ahead. On two occasions we watched the start, through
the courtesy of Major Lloyd, from the car, and very
impressive it was.
Event 2, for Classes A and B, resulted in an easy win

for Stanley.
"

.

"
-\

1. G. E. Stanley (1-cyl. Singer, 249 c.c.)

2. Y. Busby (r Sunbeam, 346)

3. W. A. Jacobs (1 Singer, 348)

4. J. P. Le Grand (1 Singer, 348).

5. H. Greaves (2 Enfield, 350).

6. E. E. Elwell (2 Douglas, 350).

7. H. V. Colver (2 Enfield, 350).

8. A. Holzapfel (1 Regal-Green-Precision, 347j

9. D. Iron (2 Enfield, 350).
The winner's speed was 60.77 m.p.h. .

m. s.

2 41
2 48-1

2 48i

aMUWMHIIBMBgli^^

The winning Enfield team in the Senior One Hour -Team Race. Fiom
left to right the riders ate H. V. Colver, H. Greaves, and D. Iron.
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Senior One Hour Team Race.
Kvent 5 was the Senior One Hour Team Race, open to

teams of three motor cycles of any one make, not exceeding
1,000 c.c. ; the winning team was to bo the one riding the
greatest aggregate distance in the hour.

This race was chiefly noteworthy for the consistent riding of
Franklin, who led throughout, and kept up a splendid
average, and also the reliability of the Enfields, the smallest
machines entered, which made their best performance of the
season in this event. Of the Indians, Hill was soon out of
the running owinw to the pulling out of a chain bolt.
Manners-Smith had trouble early, got going again, and
started later, but retired after completing seven laps. Hill
(Rudge) and the other Rudge riders stopped several times to
change their belts. Franklin shed his e.xhaust pipe in his
nineteenth lap, and Greaves lost a footrest in his seventeenth
lap. The result was as follows :

mis. yds.
fH. Greaves (2-cyI. Enfield, 350 c.c.) 55 1,579

1. |D. Ison (2 Enfield, 350) 54 59Q
iH. V. Colver (2 Enfield, 350) 45 275

Start ol the ten miles record race, showing G. Gridlth (8 h.p. Zenith sidecar)
in the foreground, and the cycle cars in the background.

Event 3 was for Class C up to 500 c.c.

Holden was first away, but O'Donovan hung back, though,
curiously enough, these two finished second in a dead-heat.
Result :

1. G. E. Stanley (1-cyl. Singer, 499 c.c.)

(D. R. O'Donovan (1 Norton, 490)
(K. Holden (1 B.S.A., 499)

m. s.

... 2 42|

••J2
33

R. B. Ewens (1 Rudge, 499).

5. F. W. Carryer (1 Imperial, 493).

6. W. D. Hawkes (1 I.xion-Precision, 499).

7. C. G. PuUin (1 Rudge, 499).

The winner's speed was 67.75 m.p.h.
O'Donovan and Holden settled their dead heat near the

close of the meeting in a separate match, which resulted in

a close race and a win for the former.
Event 4 was for Classes D and E. Wallace (Grandex)

was In trouble at the start, and had difficulty in getting
away. This moved Major Lloyd to compassion, so he went
back to the fork and brought seven sturdy men to act as
starters. The B.A.R.C. Sizaire had therefore to return with
ten up. At the finish Hoare (C and H. Jap) cut right across
the bank in front of those following him and drew close into
the barrier before one realised that his front tyre had come
off and that he had cleverly recovered himself. Result

:

1. C. B. Franklin (2-cyl. Indian, 994 c.c.)

2. E. Remington (2 Matchless, 986)
3. 0. M. Baldwin (2 Matchless, 986) ...

4. W. H. Howard (2 Matchless, 986).

Winner's speed, 71.94 m.p.h.

m. s.

2 16
2 18
2 26

4. \W
Ij.

,R.
3. ]L.

ic.

Total

B. Franklin (2-cyl. Indian, 494
George (1 Indian, 497)
A. Hill (1 Indian, 497)

Total

B. Ewens (1-cyl. Rudge, 499 c.c
Hill (1 Rudge, 499)
G. Pullin (1 Rudge, 499) ...

Total

Fenn (1-cyl. Triumph, 499 c.c.

. Edmondson (1 Triumph, 499)
A. Manners-Smith (1 Triumph,

Total

... 155 684

c.c.) ... 67 926
... 57 38
... 5 766

... 129 1,730

.) ... ... 52 1,582
... 51 162
... 16 539

... 120 523

)
-

499)

... 62 1,109

... 24 808

... 19 42

...•106 199

Sidecar Relay Race.
The Sidecar Four-lap Relay Race was for teams of two

machines, one of each had^ to be fitted with an engine not
exceeding 500 c.c. The laps were ridden alternately by
each partner, whose passenger on the maqhine, stopping on
the finishing line, handed a coloured scarf to his partner's
passenger, whose machine started away at once. We noticed
on Barnes's Zenith two special carburetters fitted to a
special inlet pipe. These carburetters took air through
Venturi tubes, which were capable of being closed by
shutters when rapid acceleration was desired. At the start
Mills broke his belt, and at the end of the first lap Garrett

Compeiltors lined up lor the sidecar relay race which was won by
F. W. Barnes (8 h.p. Zenith) and S. F. Garrett (Si h.p. Green Precision i.

"7
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Siauot the 500 c.c. sptiDt race G.E. Stanley (3* ti.p. iiiDger;, »tao, as usuaJ, was veiy conspicuous amongst the winners, is seen Jying last.

came jn first and Sumner shot over the line. Barnes was
first away. In the second lap Griflfith was first in and Mills
first away. Garrett stopped short of the line and had to
push in. Ware got away in excellent form. Barnes was
the first man home by a quarter of a mile, with Ware
second. Mills did not finish. Result : Barnes and Garrett,
1 ; Sumner and Ware, 2. All rode Zeniths except Garrett,
who, of course, rode a Green-Precision.

Singer Cycle Car's Fine Performance.
_
In the ten mile record race and sealed handicap, open to

sidecars and cycle cars, the order of the first three never
altered throughout the event. The Singer cycle car again
distinguished itself, and was the only machine on Saturday
to gain two records. The result was as follows :

1. B. Haywood (4-cyl. Singer, 1,096 c.c.)

2. F. W. Barnes (2 Zenith sc, 986)
3. G. W. Hands (4 Calthorpe, 1,088)
4. E. B. Ware (2 Zenith sc, 748) ...

5. C. F. Halsall (4 Wilton, 1,072) ...

Handica'p.

m. s. m.p.h.

8 391 69.31

10 21i 57.95

10 40
10 541
10 56i

Start.

m. s. m. s.

scr. 8 391

2 6 9 31|
1 52 9 45|
1 7 9 471

B. Haywood (4-cyl. Singer, 1,096 c.c.) ..

S. F. Garrett (1 Regal-Green-Precision sc.

,

499) ;

J. Cocker (1 Singer sc, 499)
E. B. Ware (2 Zenith sc, 748)
The following records were established ;

Cycleoab Class. .

Haywood (Singer) 8m. 391s. .,

Sidecars.

F. W. Barnes (Zenith) 10m. 21-^s.

B. Ware (Zenith) ... 10m. 54|s.

J. Cocker (Singer) ... 11m. 37s.

The final event of the meeting was the Press Handicap,
distance two laps, which resulted in a triumph for The

B 69.31 m.p.h.

57.95 m.p.h.
54.97 m.p.h.
51.65 m.p.h.

Class E.
Class D.
Class C.

Motor Cycle. The first lap order was as follows : Osmond,
Stough, Davis, Wallis, Hardy, and Richardson, and the
result was a comfortable win for Wallis, with Osmond a
good second.

Start, m.p.h.
1. C. E. Wallis, The Motor Cycle (1-cyl.

Triumph, 499. cc.)
2. D. Osmond, The Motor Cycle (2

Douglas, 350)
3. 0. T. Stough, The Auto Cycle (2

Enfield, 350)
S. E. K. Richardson, News Illus., Ltd,

(1, Eudge, 499)
F. A. Hardy (2 Douglas, 349)

It is interesting to note that in the Neill Cup register

to date Stanley heads the list with 254 marks, Mason is

second with 124 marks, and Barnes third with 119 marks.

Im. 30s. 52.05

Om. 55s.

Im. 39s.

Om. 56s.

Im. 20s.

E. B. Ware (8 h.p. Zenith) starting in the sidecar relay race,

was Brst in Class D Time Trials.

Th'S rider

•••~e
CLUB COMPETITIONS IN YORKSHIRE.

BradJord M.C.C.

The second speed trials were held recently, and were run
on handicap. Results

:

Solo Class for the Roland Winn I'rophy

1. F. Doodson (3^ Elswick-Precision)
2. S. Todd m P. and M.) ...

3. D. Watson (6 Enfield) ...

Gold medal for fastest time of the day (solo) was awarded
to Tim Wood (3^ Scott), 63,257 m.p.h.
Sidecar Class for the Briggs Cup (to be held for one year)

and club standard gold medal.

1. W. Gilyard (8 Chater-Lea) ... 50.847 m.p.h.
i. P. Bentley (3i P. and M)
3. C. Hart (ii Rndge)

(awarded outright).
61.855 m.p.h.
55.045 „
58,841 „

Palatine tyre for best performance by a private owner
riding the same machine in both classes, F. Doodson (3^
Elswick-Precision).

Harrogate and District M.C.C.
The paperchase Held on the 9th inst. proved a very enjoy-,

able and interesting event, and was fairly well supported.'
Messrs. Grange and Nettleton on Bradbury and New-Hudson
sidecars respectively were the hares, and wererun to ground
on the time limit after a most strenuous forty miles moorland
course by E. Maynard (3^ three-speed Triumph), the only
hound to complete the proper course, a long false trail at
the finish proving the undoing of practically the whole of the
competitors. The event finished at the top of an almost
impossible hill called The Scar, which is situate betwppn the
Angram reservoir and Middle.'^moor in Ni'^^'o"'^-''
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Two Sidecar Attachments.
MESSRS. ROBERTSONS, of 157, Great Portlami

Street, W., are agents for the Viceroy sidecar,

wliicli we illustrate herewith. It is a particularly

( well-designed attachment, fitted with a body, the

lines of which are very pleasing. Behind the seat there is

aoiple room for luggage and spares.

Messrs. Robertsons, who are also agents for the Henderson
motor bicycle, inform us that it has been said that this

machine, owing to its long wheelbase, is difficult to turn in

a short space. We recently had an opportunity of seeing

Mr. Robertson-Brown ride one of these machines with clutch
ill engagement and turn in a remarkably short space, the
engine meantime running very slowly and firing with absolute
regularity.

Another sidecar we recently examined, at Messrs. Reys,
Oreat Portland Street, W., is the Swan. This attachment
looked particularly attractive and comfortable. Strength,
.lightness, and simplicity of construction are claimed by the
makers.
The suspension of the body is by means of two coiled

springs fore and two aft.

The chassis is of weldless steel tubing, some of which is of

square section and specially strengthened. The wheel, with
26 X 2-i tyre, has a nickel-plated rim with black centre and
red lines.

The bcidy, which Is coachbuilt, is lu.TUrioiisly upholstered
and finished in grey. Pockets are fitted, and there is a
cupboard under the seat. There is plenty of leg room, and
the passenger is enabled to sit quite upright.

The viceroy sidecar which Is sold by Robertsons, Ltd. Ample loom is provided
behind the seat for luggage and spares.

Essex M.C. Annual 24 Hours Run.

X

t.

19m. Os.

14m. 15s.

16m. 43s.

93m. 45s.

85m. 57s.

70m. 35s.

35m. 51s.

218m. 8s.

70m. 38s.

The bwan sidecar, sol d by Key's Ltd., tl e body ol which is sprang fore and
aft by means of coiled springs.

V. Garland (8 Williamson sc.) ...

A. Miller (5 Zenith sc.)

A. B. Phillips (8 Wariie cc.)*...
Bronze jMedal Wixnkes.

A. G. Cocks {2!i Connaught)
Miss Baxter (2^ Gounaught)
F. H. Worley (6 Matchless sc.) ..

A. T. Stanton (3^ Bradbury sc.) ...

A. H. Gold (8 Williamson sc ) ...

L. Cass (5 Trump sc.)

Special Prizes.
Triumph Silver Challenge Cup, for the best perfoi'mance

on motor cycle or passenger motor cycle.—Miss Berend.
Set of thr^e tyi-es, presented by the Victor Tyre Co., for

best sidecar performance by a private owner.—Miss Berend.
Gold bracelet for best lady's performance.—Miss Berend.
Gold medal, presented by the Heudee Co., for best solo

performance by a private owner.—H. R. Whitniore.
Tyre, presented by the Palatine Tyre Co., for second best

solo performance by a private owner.—A. C. Stephens.
Silver cup, presented by 'Mr. A. R. Abbott, for the best

performance on a cycle car.—J. Ghater-Lea.

The following is a complete list of the
Woodford to York and Back Run, an illustr

of which was published in the issue of Sept

Gold Medal Wlnkeks.
Rider and machine.

W. W. Webster (3^ Rudge)
L. G. Brown (3^ Corah-Jap) ...

A. C. Stephens (3^^ Triumph) ...

H. R. Whitmore (3^ Rover)
R. G. Mundy {3i T.T. Triumph)
H. J. Beal (4 L.M.C.)
3. T. Gray (5 Rudge)
.Miss Berend (7 Indian sc.)

A. E. Brassington (6 Rex sc.) ...

F. L. Cook (4i Calthorpe sc.) ...

A. E. Uffleman (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

K. A. MacDonald (3^ Singer sc.)

J. Cha,ter-Lea (8 Chater-Lea cc.)

SrL-\'ER JIedal Winners.
C. Peai-son {2| Dougla.s)
F. Roberts (3i Singer)
S. Tharp (3i Triumph) -

A G. Peppercorn (3J Bradbury) ...

B. A. Hill (7 Indian sc.)

W, C. Hemy (6 Clyno sc.)

•J H. Kerr (3i N.SU. sc ) ...

awards in the
ated description

ember 4th :

Time
10m.
10m.
9m.
9m.
4m.
6m.
4m.
3m.
8m.
9m.
4m.
8m.
9m.

error.

8s.

12s.

42s.

4s.

19s.

54s.

4s.

59s.

3s.

32s.

50s.

19s.

31s.

15m. 28s.

11m. 50s.

11m. 48s.

24m. 35s.

12m. 49s.

11m. 7s.

14m. 28s.
Competitors In one ol the Harrogate and District M.C.C. paper chases, grouped by

the old stone cross at Ripley, the scene of the start.

139
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.

Sept-ember 18 ... 7.8

20 ... 7.3

22 ... 6.59

24 ... 6.54

Sutton Coldfleld Trial—Prize for Teams.

Special prizes i'or teams of tliree liave

been presented by Messrs. Collier and
Sons, Ltd., Matchless Works, Woolwich.
Any three riders may combine to form
a team, no matter what machines they
ride. The prize will be awarded to the

team making the best aggregate perfoi'ni-

ance tlu'oughout the trial.

A North Country Meet.

A party of North-country motor cyclists

to the number of fifty met at Aberdeen
last week and took part.-iin a hundred
"miles tour through some of the beauty
spots of the county. Twenty were
accompanied by lady passengers in side-

cars, the remainder rode solo machines.

The whole, party was mounted on Rudges,
and a very enjoyable time was spent.

The Gaillon Hill Climb.

This popular event, whicli fakes place

in France on the hill of Sainte Barbe,

near Gaillon, will be held on October 5th.

Gaillon is most accessible from either

Dieppe or Havre, and consequently is

easily reached by English competitors.

The hill is perfectly straight, and has a.

gradient no worse than 1 in 10. The
usual classes, up to 250 c.c, 350 c.c. and
500 c.c. for motor bicycles, and up to

350 c.c, 500 c.c, and 1,000 c.c. for cycle

cars and sidecars, have been instituted.

The entry for solo machines costs 10 frs..

for sidecar combinations or cycle cars 20

frs. The cost of getting over is compara-

tively modei-ate, and it is therefore antici-

pated that there will be a good English

entry. Entries should be addressed tu

L'Auto, 10, Rue du Eanbourg-Mont-
tnartre, Paris.

3oventry's New Mayor.

Councillor S. Bettraann, one of the

managing directors of the Triumph
Cycle Co., Ltd., has been offered and
has accepted the office of Mayor of

Coventry for next year. Mr. Bettmann
with his co-managing director Mr. M

.

J. Schulte started the business of the

Triumph Co. in Coventry in 1890, and

had previous to that date been in the

cycle business in London, trading as S-

Bettmann and Co. :Mr. Bettmann is a vice-

president of the Motor Cycle Manu-
facturers' "Union, a member of the

Council of the Society of Motor Manu-
facturers, and chairman of the Standard
Motor Co., the makers of the Standard
small car, particulars of wliich have
been published in tliese pages.

Road Warnings.

Glasgow-Stirling Ro'ad at IMillerston,

Stepps, Cumbernauld and Denny.

A Novel Mascot.

G. K. Pippett, an enthusiastic rider of

a 3i h.p. Singer, carries a novel mascot
on his machine. Recently he ran over
a rat in the dark, picked it up and took
it home. After having the skin dressed
he is using it both as a mascot and a
horn bulb cover.

Edinburgh M.C.C. Open Hill-climb.

The above event, which was announced
to take place on Amulree on Monday
last, has been indefiriteiy postponed. This
is said to be partly due to the unfor-
tunate accident which occurred to Mr.
McGregor, the hon. secretary, and which
was reported in these columns last week,
and the difficulty of obtaining an effi-

cient substitute.

Italian Motor Cycle Championships.

We have received particulars of- the
Circuito di Cremona, which was run off

on the 7th September, and the winning
of which in each section carries with it

the title of champion of Italy in that
particular class. The three classes were
divided up for 250 c.c, 350 c.c, and
£00 c.c. machines. Last year, it will be
remembered, the £00 c.c. class was won
by S. A. Rowlandson, on a Rudge.
This year the distance was 196 miles,
being five laps of about 39 miles 350
yards. England, France, Germany,

SPECIAL FEATURES :

ACROSS FRANCE TO BELGIUM AND
THE ARDENNES.

SOME 1914 MODELS.

rUTURE OF LONG DISTANCE TRIALS.

Switzerland, and Italy were represented,

thus ' quite an international flavour . was
imparted to the event. Among - the
riders were Ravelli and Vailati, wiho

rode in this year's T.T., and a lady,

Signorina Vittorina Sambri, who rode a

Terrot, but unfortunately had to retire

during the first lap. However, a Terrot

won the little 2o0 c.c. class. Among
the 350 c.c machines Miro Maffeis

gained a fine win on a 2J h.p. Douglas,
these machines also obtaining fifth,

seventh, and eighth places. The winner
of this section averaged 45 m.p.h. In

the 500 c.c category. Carlo IMaffeis

won on a Moto Reve, covering the course

at an average speed of 53 m.p.h. This
was considered a very remarkable feat,

as undoubtedly it is, for it beats

R/Owlandson's time last year.' The
winners are brothers. A good many
accidents occurred, but luckily none of

theni were serious. The lady rider

created a good deal of interest, but un-

fortunately her machine caught fire soon
after the start, so.it was impossible ta

judge of her abilities as a cliauffeuse.

At the top bend of Pen-v-ball. A. 3. Moffatt (5 h.p. Zenith) who made fastest time in Ctasi "!I.
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A.C.U. Notes.

The Auto Cycle Union have issued 1,075
competitors' licences between January
Ist and tlic present date.

The Exeter to Okeliampton main road
near the fourth milestone from Exeter
is now being reconstructed. Motorists
are recommended to travel via Dunsford
and Moretonhampstead to avoid incon-
venience.

A.C.U. One-day Trial.

As mentioned in oiu' issue of September
11th, the A.C.U. one day trial, which
was down to take place on September
24th, has been postponed. It is now pro-

posed to hold a one day trial in its place

on October 29th. open to cycle cars, when
the course followed will he much the
same as that used for the A.C.U. one
day spring trial this year.

RXA. ImproTements.

The Lancashire and Cheshire Branch
of the R.I.A. is enquiring into the
dangerous state of many of the canal
bridges in the two above-mentioned
counties. In many instances these
bridges do not follow the direction of

the roadways, but are at right angles,

the approaching roads frequently joining

the canal at an angle of 45°.

HotoT Cycle Alpine Trial.

Madame Picaud, who rode as passenger
with her son on a 5-6 h.p. Clyno sidecar

in the Marseilles-Lyons Trial, has sent

us an interesting account of this com-
petition. The route traversed five Alpine
passes, and at times reached an altitude

of 7,200 feet above sea level. Among
the passes climbed were the Col d'AUos
(6,750 feet) and Col de Vars (6,375 feet).

In one of the narrow streets of a village

the Clyno met one of the "Cars Alpine"
motor chars-a-bancs. There being no room
to pass, the sidecar had to be pushed to

one side with the sidecar wheel right on
the bank. On the second day the Col
d'Izoard (7,200 feet) was traversed, which
is a new road only opened a fortnight

ago. Many solo riders had to dismount
and run alongside tlieir machines, but

both Frank Smith's and il. Picaud's
Clynos climbed to the summit. The
road then went ma Briangon, the Lauteret
(a long climb). La Grave, from which
there are magnificent views, and the
Sappey Pass. The trial finished with
only nine survivors, and of these the
Clyno was awarded a special prize for

the best designed touring machine.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

Flooded l-to.\D.s.—The Association has
made arrangements for erecting signs

when tlie floods are out in the neighbour-
hood of Chertsey Lane in the wintry
season.

High Speed at Sandg.^.te.—The Sand-
gate Urban District Council has recently

given serious consideration to the ques-
tion of putting forward an application
for a ten miles per hour speed limit

through Sandgate, but it is decided,
before making such an application,,
to ask the Association to notify mem-
bers of the great danger arising from
fast motor traffic to children crossing
from the houses to the beach, in the
belief that this is not fully realised by
drivers. Will motoi-ists, thei-efore, make
a point of driving very carefully aling
Miis particular stretch Hf rnnd?'

KyiTOKJE E^ESTirS

Oct.

Sept. 19-20.—Birmiogham M.CC. Open
Tria! to Carlisle anJ Back.

„ 20.—Streathara M.CC. Open Speed
Trials at Brighton.

„ -27.—Liverpool A.C.C. Open
Reliability Trial.

J.—Sutton CoUifield and Mid-
Warwickshire A.C. Open
Trial.

J.—B.A.R.C. Brooklands Meeting
4.—Bristol M.CC, Open Speed

Tri'-ils.

1 1.—Coventry & Warwickshire M,C.
Annual Open Hill-cliinb.

II.—B.M.CK.C. Meeting and A.C.U.
Championships-

=^iS

List o£ "Expert" Riders.

Up-to-date the A.C.U. list of "expert"
riders had reached a total of seventy-
two.

, A list of these riders will be
supplied to any secretary of a club
affiliated to the A.C.U. -if application be
made to the secretary of the A.C.U.,
89, Pall MaU, S.W.

Lubrication.

As the question of motor cycle lubri-

cation is not by any means settled, it

would be interesting to hear if any one
has tried the Bosch Company's force feed
lubricator, a description and illustration

of which were published in Tim Motor
Cijch of November 21st, 1912.

A.C.U. Championship Meeting.

The Auto Cycle Union will hold the

,

motor cycle racing meeting for the A.C.U.
championships at Brooklands on 11th
October, starting at 11 o'clock. The first

event to be run off will be a one-hour
race for cycle cars and sidecars, and after
lunch the Senior one-hour race and the
Junior one-hour race, and a five laps
race for motor cycles of 1,000 c.c. will

be decided.

The Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
Hill-climb.

Mr. Fred Spencer, the hon. sec. for

this hill-climb, informs us that a very
large number of enquiries have been re-

ceived from private riders for entry
forms. There is every indication that
the entries will constitute a record, and
prove that this climb is looked upon as

something of a "classic." The location

of the hill will be kept a secret till the
last moment.

Police Activity in North London.

A good deal of trapping is taking
place in NoHh London. In Bounds
Green Road, for half a mile from

,
the

Jolly Butchers HiU proceeding from
London a trap is being worked, while
between the Promenade and the Green
Dragon at Winchraore Hill there is a

permanent trap, where no less than five

policemen were recently on duty at the
same time.

Should Lighting-up Time be Earlier.

A good deal of attention has lately

been paid by the lay press to this ques-
tion. As everyone knows, the official

time for lighting-up is one hour after

sunset, but it is felt in many quarters
that it would be far safer if the time
was advanced somewhat. In France
lamps must be lit at the hour of sunset.

We ourselves have sometimes been sur-

prised to find that we have had another
quarter of an hour or so before we need'

legally light up on several occasions, so

dark was the evening. A good deal
depends on the sort of weaiiher experi-

enced as to w'hether it is dangerous to

wait till the le|j;al hour, as in this vari-

able climate of ours evenings vary so

much in darkness. Of course, it may be
argued that if it is too dark to ride in

perfect safety though not yet lighting-

uji time, the careful motor cyclist would
light his lamp, but most riders do not
care to use up their carbide for a pos-
sibly quite short run unless necessary.

A scene in one of the depots duiing the Italian road race on the Cremona circuit. Our correspondent says
great confnsion occurs in the depots at all Italian races. The machine in the background is a Douglas, one
of which finished llrst in its class.
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A STRANGE EXPERIENCE.
A CORRESPONDENT recently queried us re-

garding die bad running of a single-cylinder

water-cooled engine which he was using on a

cycle car. The symptoms were that on level ground
and downhill (if the engine wer-e suddenly accelerated

by opening the throttle) misfiring and bad running
occurred if the throttle were opened more than half
way ; but if a hill were met, all signs of bad running
disappeared, and the engine pulled extremely well and
without any sign of misfiring. The symptoms pointed
to the fact that the carburetter was badly adjusted,
and that either too rich or too weak a mixture occurred
beyond half throttle. Lowering of the compression, a

new magneto, and three different types of carburetters
had been tried, as well as numerous adjustments, and
our advice was to try a Bowden-operated air valve on
the inlet pipe. Finally, when the owner had practi-

cally exhausted his patience, he was advised by the

makers of the machine to fit a spark gap. The owner
then recollected that almost immediately after his

arrival home from London (he resides in a northern
town) he had noticed the spark gap which was
originally fitted had been broken and removed, and
in searching for the cause of the bad running it was
overlooked that a spark gap had once been fitted.

However, another spark gap was fitted, and this has
certainly been coincident with the stoppage of the bad
running.

The Function of a SparK Gap.
One is not accustomed nowadays to see outsidf

spark gaps on motor cycles, although their use at

one time was fairly general. On modern machines,
however, they have practically disappeared, and it is

quite a rarity to see one on either motor cycle or car."

Our correspondent thinks that the reason why the

spark gap causes better running is that the magneto
on the single-cylinder -engine in question is driven at

iUoior cycles are Deing largeiy employed m ttiis year's army manoeuvres, oui photograph shows one ot the

motor cycle scouts attached (o the Boyal Flying Coips brlneing a message to the aeroplane camp
between Wantage and ShetTord His mount is a 2^ h.p. Douelas

engine speed, two sparks occurring during each of the

four cycles, one spark taking place in " dead " gas,

and that this causes- the sparking plug points to become
incandescent, and thus brings about premature ignition.

His theory is that the spark gap reduces the intensity

of the current, so preventing the points becoming
incandescent. This cannot be a correct explanation

of the phenomenon, as a spark gap, if anything,

intensifies the spark.

However, we think the experience is one of sufficient

interest to warrant a special mention, because we can-

not remember having ever -heard of an engine being

improved in running by the fitting of a spark gap.

Spark gaps are usually tried to overcome the tendency

of oily plugs- to short-circuit, the spark gap causing

any oily deposit to be burnt off as it is formed. Also,

if it be already formed, the fitting of a spark gap, or

even holding the high tension wire near enough to the

sparking plug terminal to enable a spark to jump from

the end of the terminal and so on to the plug, will

often break down or destroy any bridge of oil which

has connected the plug points.

Motor cyclists who possess engines which are prone

to misfire and generally run badly if pushed beyond

a certain speed may find that by fitting a spark gap
they will overcome their trouble, but it is not necessary

to experiment with spark gaps on modern machines,

and particularly those which have the magneto running

at half the engine speed, which is the usual method
employed.

We submitted the above to Messrs. Lodge Bros, and

Co., Birmingham, who say that the explanation of the

bad running when the spark gap is not fitted is due to

pre-ignition, caused by a spark in the cylinder at the

wrong time. As the single-cylinder magneto is geared

to run at crankshaft speed, there is the nonTial spark

in the compressed gas, and a useless spark at the end

of the exhaust stroke ; that is to-

say, there is a spark each time the

piston is at the top of its stroke.

The inagneto could also give a

spark each time the piston arrives

at the bottom of its stroke. There
is an impulse in the position, but

no cam to open the contact points.

At high speed,, however, the mag-
neto would give a very small spark,

even without the platinum points

being opened. One of these small

sparks would occur when the

cylinder had just drawn its full

cliarge. A small spark gap in

series. with the plug would be quite

sufficient to stop this small spark
occurring ; probably increasing

the gap of the sparking plug would
ha\'e the same effect, but might
make the starting more difficult.

It is possible that this stray

spark is intensified by the contact

points vibrating at the time that

the impulse occurs m, the mag-
neto.

This is undoubtedly the correct

CiqjlanatioTi of the phenomenon.

ei4
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NLY detail changes will be made

fi,r the 1914 season in the tw"

Hnmbev motor cycle models. Ihe

3i h p. macliine will, m tnturc

tted with a wider tank and Best and

d semi-automatic drip feed lubnca-

No cnt-ont will be supplied, as the

„nl silencer has been found botli

t and efficient. In. future,

X^^

•Inverted levers and methods of flxing controls

on the 1914 Uumbers.

fltfk springs will be enamelled, a detail

njlich will save owners consideobli-

trouble, for it is almost impossible to

kiep plated springs bright. 2|in. tyres

are to be standardised, which should in-

crease the comfort of the machine as

wai as the tyre mileage, and the only

ofljer alterations lie in the handle-bars.

wllich are now fitted with inverted levers

A have been somewhat improved in

:^pe. All Bowden wires are earned

through the bars, and the control blocks

are bolted instead of being clipped to the

bars. The price of the machine will be

1 reduced £5.

Tl..e new water-cooled engine fitted to the Hu^berette The design is similar to that of the

air-cooled moaei.

ilost of the above changes apply also

to the 2-1 h.p. twin. That is to say,

the handle-bars are similar, drip teed

lubrication, and enamelled fork springs

are fitted, and no cut-out will be sup-

plied but will be replaced by a tail pipe.

\djustable tappets will be fitted to this

model for the first time, a refinement

which will enable riders to synchronise

the timing to a nicety.

A "Water=cooled Humberette.

With regard to the well-known and

popular Humberette no alterations wi 1

be made, but a water-cooled model will

be marketed, which is similar in all re-

spects to the air-cooled model except for

the cylinders and radi.itor. The jacketed

cvlinders are cooled on the thermo-syphon

system, a neat radiator on the usual

Humber lines replacing the dummy of

the air-cooled type.

ijenenl annearance of the new water-cooled Humberette.

Arrangement ot drip feed lubiicator on the

new Humber models.

The price of the air-cooled model, with-

out hood screen and lamps, has been re-

duced to £110, and the water-cooled type

same sijecification , is £125. Both

models are fitted with the above acces-

.-nri.'s for £10 extra
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several times for the benefit of the villagers. This is said
to be the first time this hill has been climbed by a single-

cylinder machine with sidecar and passenger.

The 2| tup. Bomber model sbowing 1914 refinements. Note the tall pipe to

silencer and new handle-bars.

HILL-CLIMBING WITH A SIDECAR.
Whilst spending a week-end at Cromford, Derbyshire, W.

H. Carson, the rider of a 5-6 h.p. single-cylinder Excelsior

and sidecar, made an attempt on Green BKll, Wirksworth,
which was the undoing of so many competitors in the A.C.U.
East Midland Centre Trial on May 3rd last. This trial was
fully described in Tht Motor Cycle of May 8th. Although
the gradient is estimated as 1 in 4 and the surface extremely

bad, the Elcelsior successfully climbed tliis hill at first

attempt with an adult passenger on a 12 to 1 low gear.

So much local interest was displayed at the manner in

which the hill was taken that the performance was repeated
W. H. Carson elimbing Green HiU, Wirksworth, on a 5-6 h.p. single-

cylinder Excelsior sidecar.

CLUB NEWS.
Edinburgh H.C.C.

On Saturday next the above club will hold a members'
event for the Sharp Trophy. There will be a speed contest

—

fast (half-mile), and slow (quarter-mile). Immediately after-

wards competitors wiU be timed up Hartree Hill. The mem-
bers' event will be followed by an open hill-climb, starting

at 4 p.m.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.

The second annual committee run was held on Saturday
and Sunday last, the destination being Rhayader. On
Sunday the reservoirs in the Elan Valley were visited.

Owing to heavy rain which fell on Saturday night and Sunday
morning the reservoirs were very full, and the quantity of

water falling over the dams presented a fine spectacle. The
return journey was made via teoniinster. Tenbury, and
Abberley Hills.

Taunton and District M.C.C.

The above club held a speed-judging competition on
Thursday, 4th inst. A course of two miles was traversed
three times at the rates of 20, 18, and 15 m.p.h. No
speedometers or watches were allowed. The result was as

follows :

Error.

F. Hansford (3i Rover)^ eg^s.

A. J, Percy (3i T.T. Rudge) ISl^s.

G. Dravton (3^- Triumph) 151SS.
W. A. Hutchings (3-| Scott) 179is-

North Staffordshire M.C.

The third reliability trial was held on the 7th inst. over

a course of 150 miles, starting from Whitmore, proceeding
to Whitchurch, Ellesmere, Llanfyllin, Lake Vyrnwy, Bala
(lunch), Llanygog, Shrewsbury, Market Drayton, and Whit-
more. Results : 1, H. W. Teeton (3| h.p. James), full

marks ; 2, Jas. B. Sproston (2| h.p. Sunbeam), full marks

;

3, W. Palmer (2% h.p. Douglas); 4, F. Tagg (2-| h.p. Scott).

The Ashton Cup was awarded to the competitor making
the best performance in the three reliabilty trials, this

bfeing won by H. W. Teeton (3J h.p. James), who gained
full marks in each trial.

Manchester M.C.
A members' hill-climb will be held on the 20th inst. lor

motor cycles, cycle cars, and cars. The hill selected is a
safe one near Buxton, and members will meet at the
Midland Hotel in that town at 2.30 p.m.
The motor cycle and cycle ' car events will be on thS

"knock out" principle.

Entries (cars 5/-, motor bicycles 2/5) should be sent to

the trials hon. secretary, Mr. C. E. Kettle, 210, St. Mary^s
St., Deansgate, Manchester.

Leicester and District M.C.C.

The third quarterly trial for the EdwarJs Cup was rua
on Thursday, the 4th inst., over a course of 74^ miles. The
winner was the competitor who rode nearest to an average
speed of twenty miles an hour, and made a non-stop run.

There were seven secret checks on the course, and the

competitors making the least error in time were as follows:

W. H. Chapman (A.J.S. sc), 29m. 41s. ; G. Upton
(Bradbury sc), 30m. 37s. ; E. "Wainwright (Campion),
35m. 40s.

Kingston-upon-Thames and District M.C.C.

The last event of the season will be a reliability trial for

Mr. Butler's Cup, and will take place on the 21st Septem-
ber. The course will be from Kingston to Petersfield, vii

Dorking, Guildford, Hindhead, and Liphook, and back home
via Alston and Farnham, finishing at the Anchor Hotel,

Ripley, about 4.30. The honorary secretary, Mr. J. W.
Wilson, would be glad to see any intending members at

this run.

North Devon M.C.C.

A hiU-climb was held last week for the Jilayor of Barn-
staple's Cup on the South side of Codden HiU, Bishop's Taw-
ton. A large number of spectators was present, including the

donor of the cup. The results, "which were decided on

formula, were as follows : 1, F. C. Elliott (3^ Triumph) ; 2,

W. H. Prideaux (2-J Douglas); 3, P. Chanter (3i Triumph);
4, T. Driscoll (3^ 'Triumph). Elliott's Triumph was an ordi-

nary standard model, and had already covered over 7,000

miles previous to the climb.
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Plymouth and District M.C.C. Hill-climb at Moorshop. (Right) P. H. T. Hoare
(81). p. C. and H.-Jap) w io mide fastest lime and (left) F. Tnomas on a 3\ h.p.

model o[ the same make.

The Public Schools M.C.C.

After the Streatlmm M.C.C. open international speed
h iais at Brighton pext Saturday to which the Public Schools
.M.C.C. is sending a team, the members present will proceed
tn New Eomney tor the week end. Those desiring accom-
modation should write to JIi-. C. Q. Roberts, Cottesmore,
Fleet. Hants.

Westmorland M.C.C.

A fast and slow hill-climb was held on the 6th inst. at

Hntton Park, near Kendal. The weather was favourable,

and a fair number of competitors attended. Results :

Fast. Slow. Difference.

s. m. s. m. s.

1, L. S. Parker (4 Scott) ... 681 ... 650 ... 5 41^
1 Hy. Jackson (2s Sunbeam) 691 ... 5 52^ ... 4 42|
3 E. M. Chaplow (2| Humber) 68-^ ... 5 21| ... 3 53^

Cork and Distiict M.C.C.
An afternoon reliability trial was held on the 10th inst.

fiver a secret course, the use of speedometers and maps
being banned. Result :

1. S. R. Hosford (3i Zenith), Humber Cup.
2. S. H. Dring (2| Douglas). Jlr. O'Callaghan's Prize.

3. John Healy (3^ Indian), Jlr. J. Dwyer's Prize.

4. J. M. O'Neill (2| Douglas). Club Prize.

The course was a very sporting one, and quite unknown
• nearly all the competitors.

Northamptonshire M.C.C.
.Speed trials were held in Mcnlton Park, on the 11th inst..

Iiy kind permission of E. Manfield, Esq., JM.P. The track
"as in excellent condition, and measured half a mile.

Results :

Class I.

—

Sixgles, Soi.o.

Rider and machine. Time. Formula
1. Kinch (3i Kudge) 33is.

'

... 559
2. Watkins (3^ Triumph) 35|s. ... 590
3. Stanford (3^ Triumph) 40|s.

Cl.\,ss II.

—

Twin, Solo.

... 872

1. Harris (5 JIatchless) 33|s. ... 566
2. Ward (2J Douglas) 39is. ... 602

3. Grose (7 Indian) ... iil{s.

CL.4.SS III.—Opj;n.
... 647

1. Harris (5 Matcliless) 34|s. ... 619

2. Kinch (3i Kudge) 35s. ... 621
'j. Ward (2| Douglas) 40|s.

Class IV.—SiDKCAr..s.

... 660

1. Cameron (8 Zenith) 39s. ... 808

2. Harris (5 Matchless) 46is. ... 916

3. Peck (3i Triumph) 50is.

Cla.ss V.

—

Cycle Caes.

... 974

1. Grose (Morgan) 50s.

2. Benslej lO.W.K.) 531?

I--5

Walthamstow M.C.

J. H. Kerr (3i h.p. .V.S.U.) has been awarded a silver

cup for covering 200 miles over a slanclaid course to schedule

time.

Plymouth and District M.C.C.

The results of the hill-climb held on the 10th inst. at

iSIoorsliop were as follows. The course nieasuied one mile.

SiDECAR-s (Twin-cylinder Class).

1 C. R. J. Roberts (6 Matchless); 2, W. J. Pitts (8

Chater-Lea) : 3, T. WooUand (6 Rex) ; 4, J. Metherell (6

Rex) ; 5, T. D. A. Chapman (6 Rex).

StDKCARS (Single-cylinder Class).

1, A. Brand (4i Lincoln-Elk) ;"2, H. Holmes (4 Rex).

T.T. SiN'(;i,E.s.

1. T. Trinniman (3^ Rudge) ; 2, 0. P. C. Collier (3J

Crandex); 3, E. R. Stranger (3i Poiigeot).

T.T. Twins

1, P. H. T. Hoare (8 Chenowulh and Hoare Jap).

Fastest time of day and club record, time Ini. 5s., a really

brilliant performance for a club member.

TocEiNO Machines.

1, J. iMander (4 Rex).; 2, G. E. Stejiliens (3^ Triumph)

The above is the last competition of the season and was

most successful.' The club membership now iiunibeis 98

FORTHCOMING OPEN EVENTS.
Edinburgh M.C.C.

There will be seven classes in the Hartree hill-climb on

Saturday next as follows: (1.) Lightweight handicap, not

exceeding 400 c.c. (experts barred). (2.) Handicap exceeding

400 c.c. but not exceeding 600 c.c. (experts barred). (3.)

Handicap exceeding 400 c.c. but not exceeding 600 c.c. (open).

(4.) Handicap exceeding 600 c.c. (experts barred). (5.)

Handicap exceeding 600 c.c. (open). (6.) Handicap for

sidecars and cycle cars exceeding 450 c.c. (experts barred).

(7.) Scratch race for any motor cycle, sidecar, or cycle car

(open).

Bristol M.C.C, and Somerset A.C.

On Saturday, October 4th, speed trials (open and closed)

will be run on the sands at Weston-super-Mare for motor
bicycles, sidecars, cycle cars, and motor cars, starting at

11.30 a.m. The open classes will be as follows :

No 1.—Not exceeding 350 c.c, for solo machines.

No. 2.—Not exceeding 500 c.c, for solo machines.
No. 3.—Unlimited.
No. 4.—Not exceeding 500 c.c, for sidecars.

No. 5.—Unlimited.
No. 6.—Cycle cars. A.C.U. definition (three or four-

wheelers).

The latest date for receiving entries will be the 25tli inst.

These must be sent to Mr. Philip Grout, Warmley, near
Bristol.

Liverpool A.C.C.

A one-day open reliability

trial for the Reliance Cnp will

take place on Saturday, the 27th
inst., starting from Queen's
Ferry at 8 a.m. The course will

be a circular one in North
Wales, and will include the

Solo

miles

miles
gold
solo

pas-

The t.eliance 50 guinea challenge
cup which is be.ng competed for
on the 2'(th inst. The competition
is the Liverpool A.C.C. open reli-

ability trial.

ascent of Bwlch-y-Groes.
machines will cover 117|
and passenger machines 6^
less. To qualify for a
medal the rider of a
machine over 350 c.c. oi

senger machines of 600 c.c. or
ovei must climb every observed
hill at the first attempt. Riders
using smaller engines will be
allowed one failure on observed
hills without loss of medal.
Late entries close on the 20th

inst., and all communications
must be sent to Mr. S. W.
PhiUpott, 1. Oakdale Road.
^fossiev Hill. Liverpool.
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Mersey M.C. Open Hill-climb at Pen-y-ball.
EXPERTS BARRED.

QUITE a large number of spectators turned out to watch
the Mersey Club's open hill-climb at Pen-y-ball on
Saturday last. Owing to recent rain the hill was
somewhat loose and wet in places, which, added to

the usual stony surface intersected at intervals with rain
gullies, tended to prevent really high speeds. However, the
bad parts of the hill were carefully swept, and on the whole

,
the surface was quite fair. The climb was timed to start at
three o'clock, and, in spite of this somewhat late hour, the
first man was not sent away till just after 3.30. This, and
the unnecessarily long waits between classes, rather pro-
tracted the event, and the last two classes were run off

before a very small " audience," but, owing to fourteen
absentees, the event was finished by the time stated (six

o'clock).

Where Non=experts Fail.

Practising went on merrily before the event, and was
responsible for one accident, Martin Anderson's 2| Humber
being put out o£ action by some descending machines.
Though Anderson was only slightly hurt, the smash was
particularly regrettable, as his little Humber was going
particularly well, and was quite one of the fastest light-
weights present.

Throughout the day over-gearing ^yas particularly notice-
able. Fixed geared machines had too high gears, and
variably geared machines were kept on their higher gears
too much, and it is in this very point—correct gearing

—

that the experts score so much.
Each class was divided into a time and handicap event,

competitors being handicapped on their previous times ; thus
each man had two tries at the hill, but no one was allowed
to beat his time performance by more than 5%.
Class v., for single-cylinder sidecar machines, was the

first to be run off, but attra<;t€d only two starters, Barnard
(3^ Singer sc.) making easily the finest performance; he
kept his engine roaring on the low gear and beat his adver-
sary by nearly a minute. Results :

1. G. G. Barnard (3^- Singer sc.) ...

2. H. C. Marston (3^ Triumph sc.)

m. s.

1 22f
2 191

The Passenger Classes.
Class VII., for passenger vehicles up to limit sizes (on

time), followed. E. Longdon (8 Dot sc.) and H. W. Coop-
land (7 Indian sc.) had it all their own way in this event.
Coopland's machine was misfiring slightly on the steep
part, otherwise a close finish between these two would have

W. H. Garlick (2^ h.p. Hobart). This maehine has both valves in the head
and made a very One ascent.

ensued. W. H. Kelly (8 Rex-Jap sc.) and J. McKie (6
Clyno sc.) both came up steadily, as did the Humberette
driven by A. C. AVhitney. Results

:

m. s.

1 1411.

2.

3.

E. Longdon (8 Dot sc.)

1 191
1 431
2 81
2 26-i

H. W. Coopland (7 Indian sc.)

W. H. Kelly (8 Rex-Jap sc.)

4. J.. J. McKie (6 Clyno sc.)

5. A. C. Whitney . (8 Humberette)

The above two events were next run off on handicap,:
the performances being much the same as before. H. C.
JIarston and A. C. Whitney both came to a standstill through
gear changing. Results :

Cl.\ss V. (Handicap).

1. G. Barnard (3^ Singer sc.)

2. H. C. Marston (3^ Triumph sc.)

Class VII.

1. E. Longdon (8 Dot sc.)

2. W. H. Kelly (8 Rex-Jap sc.) ..

3. H, W. Coopland (7 Indian sc.) ..

4. J: J. McKie (6 Clyno sc.)

5. A. C. Whitney- (8 Humberette) ..

Class III., solo up to 760 c.c, was poorly supported, there
being only three starters: T. E. Cooper made two ascents,
the second being not so good as the first. Sedgwick brought
his Rudge up in good style, but A. J. :Moffatt was clearly
the fastest. Res'iuts :

m. s.

... 1 24-1

... 1 241

m. s.

... 1 131
.. 1 m
.. 122
.. 1 24|
.. 2 171

1. A. J. Moffatt (5 Zenith) ...

2. J. H. Sedgwick (5 Rudge)
3. T. E. Cooper (4i Mead) ...

m. s.

57|
1 14
1 22?

U. G. Lieleldt (Budge) on the steepest portion ot the hill. His perlormance was
a remarkably line nni>. as he marie fastest lime of the day.

Class IV., up to 1,000 c.c. Considering the size of the
niiichines the performances in this class were poor. True,
tlie hill was not in perfect condition, but there was a great
deal of cutting out and the big machines did not' seem to
have the pace they sliould have. L. V. Barton (6 Rex)
was an exception, and made a good show, and F. Shaw
(8 Zenith) came up well, though he wobbled a good deal
wlien changing gear. E. F. Baxter, who may usually be
relied on to make a good performance, was not in form.
VV. H. Brown Bowley was overgeared and failed aftei
getting over the worst part. (For results, see next page.)
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Mersey M.C. Open Hill-climb.—

Time.
ra. s.

57t
60^
601

1 3i

1. L. V. Barton (6 Rex)
2. F. Shaw (8 Zenith)
3. W. Shaw (8 Dot)
4. N. C. Sclater (8 Matchles.-i)

5. W. H. Kelly (8 Rex-Jap)
.6. E. F. Baxter (6 Rex)
The handicap performances in these two classes produced

mitliiiig remarkable. W. Shaw stopped owing to a dirtv
plug 'and an air leak due to his carburetter attachment
working loose, and Sclater fell near the finish, fortunately
without serious dapaage. Results ;

Class III.

Haiidicnp.

m. s.

50|
52|
53

1. J. H. Sedgwick (5 Rudge)
2. A. J. Moffatt (5 Zenith)
3. T. E. Cooper (4^ Mead)

Class IV.
Hmielicnp.

m. s.

1. L. V. Barton (6 Rex) 51f
2. W. H. Kellv (8 Rex-Jap) 53-^

3. W. Shaw (8 Dot) 55|
4. N. C. Sclater (8 Matchless) 59

Class II. (solo machines up to 500 c.c.) was quite the event
of the day. Not only did it draw moiv. starters than any
other class, but it produced the fastest time of tlie day.
This was done by H. G. Liefeldt, who rode magnificently,
and who was one of the very few riders of fast machines
who really let his mount go. Ne.xt fastest was L. Mogridge,
whose Triumph produced a most wonderful crackle.
Besides these, T. W. Hand, P. Webster, G. Barnard, and
('. L. Binks all made fine performances.

It will be noticed that several of the times in this class
are better than the best in the 1,000 c.c. class. Results :

Time.

1.

2.

H. G. Liefeldt (3J Rudge)
L. Mogridge (3^ Triumph) ...

T. W. Hand {5^ Hand-Jap)
G. Barnard (3^ Singer)

P. Webster (3^- Martin-Jap)
C. L. Binks (3^ Fafnir)

H. V. Prescott (3^- Ivy-Precision) ...

S. W. Carty (3i Ariel)

A. Marston (3i Scott)

In Class I. up to 350 c.c. W. H. Garlick, on an overhead
valve Hobart, made a particularly fine climb, his time being
better than most of the 8 h.p. machines. Rees made the next
liest performance, but was 13s. slower. Results :

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

m. s.

514

53-1

57|
571

1 91
llli
1 23|
1 41

Time.
m. s.

59i
1 12|
1 143

116

... 50i

... 51^

... 52

... 54

... 57

1. W. H. Garlick (2| Uobart)
2. F. Rees (2g Douglas)
3. C. J. Naylor (2J Douglas)
4. A, J. Jenkins (2| Douglas)

Tlie results of the above two classes on handicap were as
. follows 1

Class II.

Handicap.

1. P. Webster (3i Martin-Jap)
2. H. G. Liefeldt (3i Rudge)
3. G. Barnard (3i Singer)
4. L. Mogridge (3^ Triumph)
5. T. W. Hand {3-l Hand-Jap)

Class I.

1. A. C. Naylor (2| Douglas) 57
2. W. H. Garlick (2J Hobart) '. 60J-

3. F. Rees (2J Douglas) 60|
4. A. J. Jenkins (2| Douglas) 1 2|

The following will be awarded prizes for the best amateur
performance in each class :

Class I.—W. H. Garlick (2J Hobart).
Class IL—H. G. Liefeldt (5i Rudge).
Class in.—A. J. Moffatt (5 Zenith).
Class IV.—L. V. Barton (6 Rex).
Class V.—G. G. Barnard (3^- Singer sc.)

Class VII.—E. Longdon (8 Dot sc.)

Class VI. did not receive sufficient entries.

After the climb the officials adjourned to the King's Head
Hotel, where the results were properly worked out, and
were made known by soon after 7 p.m.

Mr. Carty, the club secretary, was unfortunately rather

late arriving, owing to pressure of business, which may
have accounted for some of the delay. However, when he
appeared he put in some hard work.

Where are the Amateurs ?

We have heard a good deal lately with regard to the
lack of opportunities for amateurs in hill-climbs, so that it

is very disapjiointing to see an event organised specially to

give them a chance so poorly supported. The Liverpool
M.C.'s idea of holding an open expert barred climb on such
a well-known hill was an excellent one, and deserved a large
entry. Unless amateurs show more enthusiasm for events
which are arranged specially for their benefit they caimot
expect their complaints to be taken seriously. Of course,

this event was hold rather late in the season, but all the
same we cannot think that the North-comitry amateurs can
be as keen as they are said to be when they turn out in

such meagre numbers.

w ronptanrt '7 h.o. In.ilan sidficar) who was sepond on time n Clas? 7. R Lnnsdon (8 h.D. Dot sidecar) who won the same class on time and handi(»p.
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THE BROUGH 500 c.c. TWIN.
special Features : Overhead Valves, Two-speed Gear Box, and Detachable Magneto.

Belt transmission and fi;wheel sides ot the new 3^ li.p. twin-cylinder liorizontally opposed Brougli. The drive from tl)e engine to the two-speed gear box is by chain.

AN exceedingly interesting machine,
which i- the result of three years'

careful experimental work, is the

3^ h.p. horizontal twin Brough
motor bicycle, made by Brough and Co.,

Basford, Nottingham. The engine is, of

course, the most interesting feature of

the machine. . The dimensions are 70
bore by 54.5 stroke. The valves are of

the overhead type, with the seating
actually in the cylinder. The detach-
able portions, held in by a bridge piece,

are merely the guides to the valve stems.
The valves are so designed that in case
of breakage they cannot by any means
fall into the cylinder. The exhaust valve

Combustion head of the 600 c.c. twin Brough
showing overhead valve mechanism.

is arranged so that it has a sharp lift and
also closes quickly, thus keeping the

engine cool. In fa<;t, after between three

and four thousand miles test running,
tht plating on the exhaust pipes is not

discoloured in the slightest degree. The
crank case is of one casting, so that oil

leaks will be entirely absent. The
cylinders are spigoted fin. in the crank
case, thns rendering the fixing thereof

very firm.

The carburetter is a special type of

Senspray with a horizontal jet, attached
to a short pipe brazed on to the centre

of the inlet pipe, and is specially made
for the Brough firm.

A Neat Magneto Coupling.
The U.K. magneto is fixed on the top

of itie crank case and held by nuts and
two special washers, shown in the accom-
pHnying illustration. If these nuts are

loosened, the magneto, which ie driven
by means ot a dog, can be withdrawn

32(=

instantly without disturbing the timing
gear in any way.
The exhaust lifter is of particularly

neat design, and is so arranged that the
inside wire of the Bowden control pulls

one lifter and the outside wire pushes,
the other, thus ensuring an equal lift on
both valves.

The crank case release is situated on
the top of the crank case, thns releasing
the pressure and not wasting the oil.

Bolted underneath the crank case, and
forming a unit with it, is the two-speed
dog clutch gear box, the shaft of which
is driven by chain from the engine-shaft.
The silencer is another interesting

~ feature. It consists of a very large

expansion chamber, into which the two
pipes from the exhaust ports are led, so

as to give a swirling action, the exit pipe
being fairly long. It is very quiet, and
should be quite devoid of back pressure.

Accessibility Well Studied.

The whole machine is particularly well
finished, the castings being very clean,

while the chief point aimed at and
attained is accessibUity. An adjustable
pulley is fitted, giving a range of gearing
between 4 and 6^ to 1 on top speed. The
rear brake is provided with a long shoe,

which is carried in a slotted lug t)razed

on to the chain stay, and is applied by a
good size pedal connected to the brake by
a short rod giving a direct pull.

The back tyre is very accessible,, as the
mudguard is fixed by the carrier stays

and the stand. Druid forks are fitted.

The saddle is 29iin. from the ground, and
the crank case clearance is Sin., which is

a point of particular interest to colonial

riders. The tank holds nearly two gallons

of spirit. The lubricator is the well-

known Best and Lloyd drip feed. The
total weight of the machine, we are in-

formed, is 154 lbs. It wOl be noticed

from the illustrations that the frame is

particularly well designed.

We had an opportunity of seeing this'

machine at Messrs. Robertson's garage,

159, Great Portland Street, W., recently,

and were particularly impressed by the
way in which it started from cold, and
also by its extreme controllability. Brough
and Co. are also bringing out another
model, which is being specially designed
for sidecar work as a kick starter and
clutch will be fitted.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE"
DIARY.

Sept. 20th.—Bristol B. and M.C. Mem-
bers' Hill-climb.

,, Hertfordshire M.C.C. Speed
Trials.

„ Ipswich and District M.C.C.
Speed Trials.

„ North Birmingham A.C.
Paperchase.

,, Western District M.C. Petrol

Consumption Test.

Sept. 23rd.—Banbury and District M.C.C.
Members' Hill-climb.

Showing the simple method of detaching the
magneto. Note the special washer for holding
down the magneto base plaie, the air release
pipe (shown broken), and ihe exhaust lifter arm.

OILDAG.
We have lately made a short tri^

of Oildag, a new lubricant, which
is a deflocculated graphite made by
artificial means which is far finer and
purer than commercial graphite. This
graphite is a by-.product formed in the
manufacture of carborundum by the
Acheson Co. A small tin of this is

mixed with a gallon of lubricating oil

which must not be in any degree acid.

The Oildag is then held in suspension
after being well mixed and is said to

have a very beneficial effect upon the
valves and cylinder. It can be used
with advantage on any bearing surfa<;e3.

Oildag can be obtained from Mr. B.
W. Shilson, 28, Spencer Avenue,'
Coventry.
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The 2f h.p.
DURIXG the last few days we have

had the opportunity of testing a
^

-

23 h p. Vilhers power unit on the
road, and we can fairly state that

for a fully fitted tourin;; machine of its

.-ize the power produced was remarUable.
The machine, which was kindly lent us
by the Villiers Co., was by no means
1 new one. but our first short trip
showed that it had ample power, and

Villiers on the Road.

^e^

122-)

The 2i h.p. two-speed Villiers on whicli we made our tesi last weelt-end.

Cylinder of the 2j h.p. Villiers showing
overhead inlet valve mechanism, spring
lappet., etc.

mid pull up a hill of 1 in 9 on top
Hum a very slow start—no mean ptr-
iormance for a 350 c.c. engine on a 5^-

to 1 gear. It will be remembered tliat

the tino-speed gear is incorporated in an

extension of the crank case, and is

driven by an enclosed silent chain. The
gear was quiet in action and changing
is particularly easy. On Saturday last

the machine was ridden to Brooklands,
and gave no trouble whatever e.xcept for

a choked oil pipe, a misfortune which
might have occurred to any machine.
On a trial round the course an un-
official speed of 45 ni.p.h. was obtained

for the lap, which must be considered
distinctly good for an untuned touring
machine. The handle-bar controlled
clutch is extremelv handy and a
very convenient device, especially in

traffic, and on the machine in question
the phosphor bronze cone works particu-
larly smoothly. Altogether we are
thoroughly satisfied that the 2% Villiers
is a soundly constructed unit

~>-'a>a«

The Blackburn Motor Bicycle.
WE recently, spent an interesting

time at the works of Messrs.
Burney and Blackburn, Berk-
hamstead, inspecting the latest

in.Klels turned out by the Jirra. Since

llie machine was described in Tlie Motor
I'ljrh early this year (Jan. 15th), the

(iusign has not undergone any startling

alteration. The frame has a longer

wheelbase, slightly different back stays,

iiiid a new design of release valve which
ices not^ allow anj' escape »Df oil. The

silencing arrangements are both neat and
effective. The exhaust gases, after pass-
ing through a long pipe, enter a pear-
shaped aluminium expansion chamber.
The first pipe is blocked by the tapered
end of the exit pipe, which fits into it,

the gases issuing through holes into the
expansion chamber, which they finally

leave through holes in the exit pipe.
The exit pipe is of ample length and
has a flattened end, while a series of
holes is drilled from its extremitv for

hree types of the latest pattern Blac'.biirn. Dhotosraoiied at Brooklands.

some distance. These, besides relieving

back pressure, considerably reduce the

noise, and we were so well impressed
with the idea that we tried it on our
own machine, with most satisfactory

results. Druid forks are now fitted. It

is interesting to note that the handle-bare
are tapered so that the rider may have
a comfortable grip at and near the ex-

tremities, w'hile towards tiie centre they "

ar.) considerably thicker and consequently
have ample strength. The large outside
flywheel, which is one of the chief fea-

tures of the engine, is considerably lighter

than the two inside fiywheels of the
average 500 c.c. single. So easily does
the machine start that, on seeing Mr.
C. S. Burney start his singk-geared
mount at walking pace, we asked him if

a decompressor was fitted. He at once
pointed out that such was not the case,

as the easy starting at slow speeds and
the wonderful slow running were chiefly

due to the large flywheel. On the road
we found the machine to be per-
fectly delightful. The particular
model we rode was fitted with the
Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear. The
accompanying photograph shows three
types of Blackburn machines, the 3^
single gear, and the 3i three-speed model,
ridden by the brothers Burney, and the
sidecar model driven by C. Q. Roberts.
The Blackburn is certainly a well-made
and well-designed machine. It made its

first important cUbut by winning a gold
medal in the recent Six Days Trials.

Eiy
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The 1914 Eric Three-wheeled Sociable.
IT

is just eleven months since we described tlie

Eric Sociable, which is manufactured by the P.

and C. Syndicate, of Northampton and Bedford.
It Avill be remembered that the frame is tubular, and
is chiefly noteworthy for the system of back springing

employed. The rear wheel is carried in a separate

double triangular frame, attached to the forward end
of the base of which is a single laminated steel spring,

the top of which is anchored to the main frame. The
near side of the two triangles which carry the rear

wheel is hinged, so that after un-
doing one nut it may be swung to

one side, leaving the wheel entirely

exposed, so that a tyre repair may
be easily effected. Ordinary serrvi-

elliptical springs are fitted to the

front wheels.

The chief improvement for 1914
is the fitting of a four-cylinder water-
cooled engine. This has the cylin-

ders cast en bloc, and the cylinder

dimensions are 56 x^76mm. The
valves are enclosed, and the lubri-

cation is by pump delivering the oil

from a sump to the main bearings

and spraying it to all moving parts.

Both the engine and the tliree-speed

gate change gear box are manu-
factured by Messrs. Salmon, of

Burton-on-Trent, who are specialists in this sort of

work.

The Bosch magneto is driven by skew gearing.

The water-circulation is arranged on the thermo-
syphon principle, the radiator being carried below the

body, but in a position which renders it accessible to

the air. The final drive is by bevel gearing, while the

propeller-shaft has a universal joint at each end.

During a twelve mile run we noticed that the vehicle

was particularly well sprung—in fact, although only,

the roughest type of test body was fitted, it was'

impossible to tell whether one was on a three-wheeled

Chassis ot the latest thiee-wheeled Eric cycle car, which is fitted

with a lom-cyUndei water-cooled engine.

or a four-wheeled

smoothly.

car, while the engine ran very

^—•••—<-

Nine Months with a
IT

is always a sad moment when one has to part with

a trusted mount, and the writer can say that he has

never said good-bye to a more keenly appreciated

motor bicycle than his 2^ h.p. Douglas. It was de-

livered in September last year at short notice, and
was practically a r9i3 model. In fact, the only con-

spicuous 1 912 features about it were the mudguards
and the inlet pipe.

Its first journey was from London to Le Mans, which
it accomplished successfully, though it was quite
" raw." However, the trip there and back did it a

great deal of good, and after the silencer had been
cleaned out (as the engine had been much over-

lubricated), it finished the last part of the journey in

splendid form.

Since that date it has followed numerous trials and
competitions and accomplished much valuable worV
in the .shape of sundry business calls.

To our mind the control was improved by the fitting

of a Lukin carburetter, which behaved splendidly,

and is now doing equally good work on another

Douglas owned by a well-known motor cyclist. Later

a Binks was fitted, which was just as satisfactory.

Both have been reviewed in The Motor Cycle, and both

have left the owner a profound admirer of the auto-

matic carburetter. For town work and general pur-

poses a good, well-tuned, automatic carburetter can-

not be beaten. True, it may not be quite so

economical, and may be a shade less eflficient than the

two-lever type, but, take it as a whole, it is entirely

satisfactory.

AVodern Lightweight.
Naturally, in the course of following trials the

machine was put at and successfully climbed many
abnormal hills, and on these occasions the adjustable

pulley, which enabled a general reduction of gears to

be made, came in handy.
Among the excellent qualities possessed by the

Douglas were its comfort, owing to the handle-bars and
riding position, which were quite ideal, the vibration-

less qualities of its well balanced horizontal engine,

and its extraordinary steadiness on the greasiest roads.

The machine proved itself to be reliable, and the

"valves were never changed, while the ease with which
the engine started was quite remarkable. One could
literally walk it off when seated in the saddle by
engaging low gear, raising the exhaust lifter, and
taking a couple of lazy steps before releasing the

valve.

When n&vr the exhaust was rather too noisy, but this

was remedied by removing the baffle plates and stop-

ping the holes in the silencer by means of a plate

riveted on, and by fitting a long exit pipe.

In giving our experiences with this machine, ouF
chief 'diflBculty is to avoid praising it unduly, but its

behaviour was so satisfactory that we cannot but give

it the eulogy it has earned. The machine also had a
good turn of speed, and could attain nearly fifty miles

an hour on Brooklands, while its final achievement
while in our possession was to gain a gold medal on the

London-Edinburgh run. It suited the particular work
it was intended for admirably, and now that it has

left our possession it is greatly missed.
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CYCLE CAR DESIGN.
llllllljl!!

THE INFLUENCE OF CORRECTLY-PROPORTIONED GEAR RATIOS.

A MATTER which will ha\e a very great

influence on the success of the cycle car is the

correct choice ot the gear ratios. This is,

properly speaking, a subject which is divided into

iwo parts, first the ratio of gear on the top speed,

• jcond the ratios of the various speeds to each other.

Cycle cars are of such various types as regards the

transmission gear that it is not so easy to generalise

il lOut them as in the case of cars jvhose transmission

aries very little. However, a large proportion of

icle cars have a direct drive on, the top speed and
i>nic kind of change-speed gear giving one or more
ivver speeds, and this type will therefore be assumed.

In this case it is usually not difficult to change the

,11 io of the top speed, and this can therefore he

,iried according to the load and the engine power.

The only remark necessarv to make about it is that

it is well, when designing the transmission, to

arrange that a considerable variation of gear can be

|irovided if required. Thus in a bevel driven axle

the casing should be so arranged that a considerable

variation of gear can be used without either of the

wheels fouling the casing.

Variation of Ratio in Gear Brx.
'I'he change-speed gear is, however, 111 a very

lilfterent position, for it is usually not at all easy to

\ ary the ratios between the different speeds when once

\hs box is built up, at all events without considerable

i.xpense. In some forms of change-speed gear this

^n no doubt be done, but in many it involves an
Iteration of the centres of the wheels.

The two most important gears to .settle are the top

lid bottom. The latter must, of course, be low
nough for the vehicle to ascend any hill it is likely

' come across, while tlie former must give reasonable

peed on the flat without unduly racing the engine. If

ic difference between the top and bottom ratios be
loo small, it will be found that if the car is geared
i.iigh enough to run nicely on the flat it will fail on
^tcep hills, while if geared for the hills on its bottom
',ie engine will have to race a great deal on the flat.

On the other hand, if the difference between the

'P and bottom be too great the car will be very slow
Il hills when the first speed is in use. To those who
air in a great variety of country this is the lesser evil

I the two. In considering the bottom speed of a

}"cle car, it is well to remember that cycle cars may
n-gely take the place of motor cycles and sidecars

ill the future, and that sidecars are very much used
in the North, where the country is hilly.

Practically all sidecar machines have a change-
.^peed gear and usually a much higher power in pro-

portion to their weight than cvcle cars.

If a cycle car is to be capable of going up all the

hills which are likely to be met with in a tour over

picturesque country, it must be capable of ascending

a gradient of i in 4, and, further, it should be

capable of doing this even if the surface is not in very

good condition. It may be thought that this is an

excessive allowance, but Sutton Bank is slightly steeper

than I in 4, and it is situate on a main road. Cycle

cars. should not, however, be confined to main roads,

and, if other examples are taken, there are many hills

worse than Sutton Bank, i.e., many are as steep and
have m.uch worse surface and often sharp turns at

the steep part.

Gear Ratio for 1 in 4 Grades.

The tractive resistance of a motor car on a gradient

of I in 4 is one-fourth the weight of the vehicle plus

the rolling resistance on, the road. If the road

resistance be taken at 60 lbs. per ton, which is by
no means high for this type of hill, then the total

resistance is 620 lbs. per ton.

It is therefore evident that the low gear must be low
enough to give a tractive force of this amount or the

car will fail on hills. The low speed is, therefore,

fi.Ked by this regardless of the number of speeds

provided.

The most convenient top speed, however, will de-

pend largely on the number of speeds provided. It is

extremely inconvenient to have the gaps between the

speeds too great, while, on the other hand, for a gi\-en

weight and price, the fewer speeds the greater the

Miss M. Corkindale, ot New Zealand, an enthusiastic filer of a 2} h.i). three-speci
New-Hudson which she manajes with perfect case.

K},I
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power which can be provided, hence the bottom speed

can be higher.

Gear Proportions and Tractive Force.

Taking the three-speed car first with a direct speed

on top and the usual motor car type of change speed

gear, it is not usually worth while to gear it to go up
hills on top speed steeper than about i in i8 con-

tinuous rise. A car so geared will go over practically

the whole of the Portsmouth Road on its top, and to

gear it lower means running the engine excessively

fast. This means a tractive force of 184 lbs. per ton

on the top speed.

That is to say, the tractive force on the low speed

must be 3.4 times that on the high. If the loss in

friction were the same on the bottom gear as the top

the ratio between the top and bottom speeds would
be the same as that of the tractive forces, i.e., 3.4.

In practice, however, the drive of the low speed is

usually through two extra gears, and there is, there-

fore, a considerably greater loss through friction.

This must be added to the gear ratio, so that if the

extra friction is 10% the total gear ratio between top

and bottom must be 3.75.
The best ratio for the intermediate speed can be

found in a similar manner if it is settled what gradient

the car should ascend on second.

Two or four speed cars can have their gear ratios

calculated in a similar manner, the ratios being natur-

ally less in the two-speed, as steeper hills will have to

be taken on the top to avoid dropping on to the

bottom gear, while they can be highe^in the four-

speed as there are three lower speeds to fall back on

instead of two.

Past Failures must not be Repeated.
In the past many failures have occurred through the

ratio between the top and bottom gears not being wide

enough, and it is most important that this should not

be repeated in the cycle car. People will generally

want their cars to go a reasonable speed on the flat

without racing the engine, and as trial runs are usually

mainly on moderately flat roads this will largely deter- . ,

mine the sale of the cars. If the ratio is too low this

will mean the car faihng on the hills, and nothing

'

excites ridicule of any type of motor in these days so

much as failure to go up hills. Now failure to- go up

hills does not always depend on want of engine power,

but is largely due to the designer not having propor-

tioned the low gear correctlv.

As an instance of this, the case of a certain cax"

may be mentioned which had a ratio between top and
bottom speed of practically 3 to i. This car was run

in th^ Scottish Trials three years running, and every,

year failed to get up the hills without being pushed,:

though none of the trial hills were steeper than i in 5.

'Had the low gear been lowered to about one-fourth

of the top it would have got up them easily.

Engineer.

->—•••—«-

The General Utility of Candour.
THOSE who closely followed the reports of the

Auto Cycle Union Six Days Trials at Carlisle

will remember that, in allotting marks, the

judges took into consideration the question of " general

utility." Precisely what these gentlemen meant is

known only to themselves, and so far as their official

report reveals anything, the secret is still locked in their

breasts. To the ordinary " motor cyclist in the street
"

such a term would convey that a machine which gained

full marks in this respect was ' a go-anywhere mount,

would start from a standstill, and be exceedingly flexible

under load. As all the survivors of the 'strenuous trial

must have been fairly competent to pass such tests,

otherwise they would not have found themselves in

CarHsle skating rink under the judges' eyes, one is a

little at a loss to know how or why the judges gave or

deducted marks under this heading. And this non-

revealmg of official knowledge gained by inspection

of the surviving machines opens up a very important

point affecting the private user, for whose benefit these

trials are, or ought to be, mainly conducted. For the

most careful perusal of the judges' report reveals

Ijrecisely—nothing

!

It is a document, the composition of which, by a

rising diplomat, would immediately mark him down for

promotion to the highest ambassadorial post. It says

so little in such a number of words. We are told,

for instance, that control wires were often broken and

badly fitted. Why are we not told to which machines

these remarks apply? Again, the report says that

many machines showed signs of considerable oil

leakages, but no mention is made of the offenders.

How then can the prospective purchaser decide which

is the most suitable machme for his requirements

;

and so on throughout the report? This lack of

candour, I consider, by a body sucji as the A.C.U., is

entirely to be deplored. The whole essence of a big

trial is to reveal the truth and the whole truth. Why
cannot a complete report on every finishing jnachine

be tabulated and published ? Are the manufacturers
'

averse to such a course, and, if so, is the A.C.U under
the thumb of the manufacturers ? The whole report

is a masterpiece of partial revelation. I, for one,

hope that in succeeding years the authorities will lift "

!

the veil with rather more freedom than they do at

present. By this means trials would increase

enormously in value ; and, after all, the - private-

owner pays the piper in the long run, so it is only

fitting that he should call the tune.

As things are at present the A.C.U. is nothing like

so outspoken as is the R.A.C. when that club issues

reports of trials held under its auspices. It does

not matter how small the accessory to be tested, or

how important the car, the report is always a plain,

unvarnished, bald statement of what happened during '•

the trial, and showing precisely how the article in

question comported itself under test. Let the A.C.U.
follow suit. . Technical reports may not be the most
enlivening of literature, but to the. student of form
they convey as much interest as a perusal of " Ruff's

Guide " does to the racing man. The forni of all

machines in a trial should be made public, and they

should be entered for trial under that understanding.

I do not in the least imply that facts are deliberately

withheld, but I do urge most strongly that future

reports should be complete documert'; Sparks
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A piraffln "bosh " for

clean.ng purposes.

\. rUtored paraflin.

. Filter.

. Sediment.
'

'. Plug Ir tin coclv.

Paraffin "Bosh" lor Cleaning Purposes

\lossrs. Ralph H. Haylock and Son,

Queen Victoria Street, E.C., liave

iv>duced a paraffin "bosh" for cleaii-

iiiacliines, or parts of machine.':, wliicli

1 be of considerable use to motor
lists who have their own motor houses.

** bosli " consists of a cylindrical

vaniscd iron vessel, nineteen inches
in diameter, sup-

ported on three
legs; and having
a perforated metal
filter placed about
two inches from
the top. The
function of this

filter is to obtain

a clear body of

paraffin or petrol

free from all sedi-

nuMit and dirt,

which always gets

stirred up by the

brusli when it is

dipped into the

liquid to clean

the machine. The
'.ratus IS fitted with a lid at the top

cnting evaporation when not in use,

i a plug cock at the bottom for ctan-
_ out the accumulated sediment. Its

e is 12s. 6d., and besides being handy
t sliould'soon save its cost owing to the

ay paraffin or petrol is economised.

Cann's Rustproof Tyre.

We have had one of these tyres in

for some little while on the back
li el of a chain-driven two-speed
Lirlnne. The distance travei-sed is, up

the present, 1,900 miles (by speedn-

1). The ribs on the tread show prac-

lly no sign of wear, and the edges are

- .~harp as when first fitted. The tyre
- lilt cut nor has it been punctured, and
li' rubber on the walls is stiU in per-

• i condition.

We have already published a desorip-

I'lri and illustration of this excellent
yrc ; it will therefore suffice to remind
ir readers that the bead is covered w-ith

1 .strip of chrome leather, which
ii' iigthens the tyre and at the same time
'ii'Nents any rust there, may be on the
i)ii from having any injurious effect on

:
he rubber and canvas of the bead. We

are glad to be able to say that our ex-
perience of this tyre has been such as
to give us a high opinion of it.

Tom Cann, Ltd., Applegate Street,
Leicester.

A Bypass.

An improved type of bypass is at
present before us, 0110 of the chief features
of wliich is the fact that there are no tiny
orifices, and that the jet is of normal size.

The device consists of a small jet chamber
with a screw top to control the suction
on the jet. This chamber is attached to
the fluat chamber with the orifice |in.

below the petrol level, and from it a
small pipe ie led to the main inlet pipe

;

a second pipe is arranged to draw warm
air from any convenient part. The by-
pass weighs only a few ounces, and can

Section cf Eadcock's bvnas£» d!so si et:h
sliowing how it is fit. el to the c.rburetter.

be fitted by any average mecha-nic.
'J he chief object of the bypass is, of

course, to obtain slow- running and easy
starting, but it is al.-o claimed that cooler
runniuff results from its use.

F. Badcock, 110, Woodville Road,
Thornton Heath, Surrey.

Spare Tyre Carrier.

The attachment of a spare tyre to the
sidecar seat or chassis is sometimes rather
awkward to arrange, depending on the
design of the sidecar, and if attached in

Acre, W.C,

Side:ar spare tyre

cairier.

and the price per

A group or Belgian riders of Rudge motor cycles. In sending us (his photograph, Mr. C. Holz. jun.,
*ho is at the extreme right o[ (he picture, says " The Iflotor Cycle" Is much appreciated la Belgium.

such a position that the tyre rubs against
any projecting bolt or nut on the chassis,

it IS often found, after it has been carried
about for a thousand mile? or .so that, on
attempting to use it, the cover is b^'dly
chafed, particularly if the straps are not
buckled very tightly.

Hunts, Ltd., 117, Lou
have sent us an
illustration and par-

ticulars of their

sidecar spare tyre
carrier, which con-

sists of a couple
of adjustable arms
attached to the
rear tube of the

, sidecar chassis by
means of clips.

The strap holders
at the top of the
arms aie adjust-
able to any posi-

tion, and will hold
any size of tyre.

The arms and clips

are enamellfd black
pair is 10s. 6d.

The E.I.C. Mixture Detector.

A rapid and fairly accurate method of
tuning up a cai'burc-tter is to use a plug
with a glass window, by means of which
the colour of the explosion flame may
be seen. The Electric Ignition Co.,
Ltd., of Sampson Road North, Rirmiiig
ham, have just intrc
duced a little device
called the " Mixtuie
Detector," which we
illustrate. This con-
sists of a 1 shaped
adapter to screw into
the valve cap, the
sparking plug neing
screwed into the top
of the adapter. The
window is composed of

a • quarts glass plug
jin. in diamete. and
Jin. thick, fastened in
the arm of the 1 by
a gland nut, so that it

is readily detachable.
In the case of standard
sparking plugs the
points of the electrode can be seen, so

that in case of a supposed failure of

spark, if the engine be revolved over com-
pression, while the points are watched,
the strength of spark may be examined.
The adapter increases the capacity by 2J,

c.c. only, so the compression ratio is

not seriously affected; in fact, it is not
appreciable when the .adapter is used
in one cylinder of a 23 h.p. Douglas.
The adapter may be employed for

fitting an extra sparking plug, if it be
wanted for double sparking. It is

worthy of notice that inspection win-
dows made of common glass, are
dangerous, as when the glass gets
hot, if w\ater such as heavy rain fell on
it, it would probably fly to pieces. The
quartz glass windows used ii\ the
E.I.C. Co.'s mixture detector have been
heated to a red-hot glow and immedi-
ately plunged into a bucket of water,
when the distortion did not cxreed one
1,000th of an inch.

The E.T.C. "Mixiure
Detector.**
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A Leg Shield and Air Deflector.

Suspended from the frame at each, side
'
^

of the engine is

a baffle formed
with louvres. This
baffle acts as a
leg shield, and the
louvres are so set

as to prevent heat
being radiated on
to the rider's legs,

and also to deflect

the air on to the
hot cylinder. —
Walton Maughan,
No. 13,956, 1912.

A Gradually Variable Drive.

In belt transmission, in which the drive

is direct from the engine pulley to the
_

rear wheel, it is usually necessary, in

order to obtain a low gear, to employ a
small engine pulley. The invention illus-

^C. 1 73-/^

trated herewith comprises a gradually

variable drive incorporating a reducing

gear in the back wheel, whereby the em-

ployment of an extremely small engine

puUey is obviated. The rear axle com-

prises two portions A B, each of which

is cranked, the crank webs being con-

nected by a crank pin C, which com-

jjrisirs two non-circular parts projecting

one nito the other. The hub D carries

an internally toothed annulus E engaged

by a pinion F carried by the boss of

the driven belt pulley G, which, as will

be seen, is mounted on tlie crank C, and
is thus eccentric to the rear wheel.

Tilounted in the frame of the machine is

a shaft H, one end of which carries a
pinion J engaged by a sector on an
operating rod K. Fixed on the shaft H
is a lever L connected to a corresponding
lever M on the. rear axle part B by
parallel links C ; and it will be seeb
that movement of the rod K will rotate

the shaft H, and rock the levers about
their pivots. This rotates the cranked
axle A B, moving the centre of the rear
pulley G nearer to or from the engine-
shaft. Simultaneously witli this move-
ment, the engine pulley is adjusted by

a chain N engaging a .chain wheel
carried by the movable pulley flange P,
which is mounted upon inclined planes

on the boss of the fixed flange. It will

thus be seen that, as the engine pulley

is varied, the eccentricity of the rear

pulley G takes up the belt' slack, whilst

the drive to the rear wheel is throngh
the reducing gear consisting of the pinion'

F and annulus E.—G. J. Bamford, No
10.754, 1912.

The Rollo Sidecar Suspensions

In this spring suspension the sidecar

axle A is mounted by means of links B
on a transverse member C of the frame.

Between a projection D on the axle and

a strut on the member C is arranged

a coil spring F, and it will be seen that

the wheel and axle A are free to rise

and fall to absorb road shocks.—The
Rollo Car Co., Ltd., and J. Farren, No.

20,749, 1912.

The Stag Engine.

The bore and stroke of the Stag
engine, described in a recent issue, are

90 X 120 mm.

An Excellent Record.

We are informed by Messrs. A. J.

Stevens and Co., Ltd., Wolverhampton,
that the A.J.S. machine ridden by F. H.i

May in the A.O.U. Six Days Trials

this year was bought second-hand in

1912, and that it had run for several

tliousand miles before it gained a silver

medal, which is excellent testimony to

the lasting qualities of these machines.

Henderson Improvements.
One of the most imposing-looking

machines on the market is the four-

cylinder Henderson. No doubt it would
have become more popular for sidecar

work if it had been fitted with a change-

speed gear. Next year's model, how-
ever, will be so equipped, and a furtlier

refinement will be a very largely

increased clutch surface.

New Zealand Trader's Visit,

We are informed that Mr. J. B.
Clarkson, of New Zealand, who is well

known in the cycle, motor cycle, and
cycle car trade, is about to pay his

annual visit to this country, and that he
will arrive in England about October
20th. This information may be of

interest to some of our readers. Mr.
Clarkson's address whilst in England
will be : London, c/o 1st Avenue Hotel,

Holborn ; . Birmingham, c/o Messrs.

Keep Bros., Ltd., 35-36, Great Charles

Stieet.

Lady Godiva Mascot.

Mr. R. B. Harwood, of the City
Garage, Coventry, is putting on the

market shortly a neat mascot. This
consists of a plated rod about 4in. long

and plated clip for attaching to the
handle-bar. At the top of .the rod is

fixed a small silk fl,ag with a sketch of

Lady Godiva on horseback woven into

it. The prices will be Is. 6d. (small

size) and 2s. 5d. (large size). The
mascot we saw was attached to an A.A.
badge. It will also be sold for attach-

ing to the radiator cap of cars.

The Dunlop Challenge GolJ Cup.

On 3rd October the competition for

the Dunlop Golf Cup will be held lor

the fifth year on the Coventry Golf Club's

links at' Finham Park. This event is

open to golfers in the cycle, motor cycle,

car, and allied trades. Quite a festive

day is spent, for after the competition

has been played off a dinner is held in

the evening at the Masonic Hall,

Coventry. Intending competitors should

send in their names as soon as possible

to Mr. Alfred Bednell, 13, Queen's Road,
Coventrv.

Bradbury Twin Cylinder.

The dimensions of the new model twin-

cylinder Bradbury illustrated and de-

scribed in our issue of September 4th '

are 74.5 mm. bore and 86 mm. stroke

giving a cubical capacity of 749,75.

A Bosch Novelty.

We Iiave received from the Bosch
Magneto Co. a small mirror mounted in

celluloid, which is designed for examining
the contact-breaker of a Bosch mag-
neto, which is sometimes placed in an

inaccessible position. These mirrors can

be obtained from the Bosch Co., price

2d. each.

Catalogues Received.
An attractive catalogue has been

received from the Metropolitan

Machinists' Co., Ltd., who have a

large stock of accessories of general use

to the motor cyclist.

A catalogue of accessories useful to

the cycle carist has been received from
Barker's Motor Dept., Kensington, W.
The Stepney Spare Motor Wheel,

Ltd., has sent us a catalogue for 1914.

Races in Finland.
Particulars are to hand of motor

cycle races recently held at Aggleby,
Helsingfors, .Finland, in which British

machines, as usual, performed well.

The Humber particularly distinguished

itself, winning the class up to 2 h.p.

and also that up to 4 h.p., in addition

to the Special Prize of Honour for the

machine which accomplis.ied the most

meritorious performance and made
fastest time.
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BRAMPTON
VARIABLE GEAR
The Successes of riders using this gear afford conclusive proof of its

efficiency and rehabiiity. Those of Mr. H. Newman are typical :

—

3rd place in the Junior T.T. and 3rd and
5th Fastest Laps, 7 successes in Hill-

clitnbs and Reliability Trials

during the last year.
The Brampton gives seven speeds, free engine, and a positive drive

in all weathers. It is simple, easily operated, and can be fitted to

practica ly all engines where the boss does not necessitate a recess in

pulley flange of more than 7/16lh in, deep.

The Brampton Variable Gear is both a convenience and an economy,
for 11 enables a medium powered machine to do the work of a high-

powered one, and to take hills and negotiate traffic with an ease that

would be impossible without it.

Grower Square, Matlock-,
July Sth, 1913.

Dear Sirf!.

J am highly delighfed with my Gear. I have rtm about 2,000
Dif/cs- since I put same on machine. .S'/ie o>'iP'i perfectly on hills,

even with Sidecar attached. For tratTtc uxyrlc it is ahsnlutrhj ideal
* S. FEAHy.

PRICES:

2^ h.p £3 10 3^h.p £4 4
Write to-day for full particulars.

BRAMPTON BROS, Ltd., Oliver St., BIRMINGHAM.

17,871,000
EXPLOSIONS
WITHOUT MISFIRE,

WITHOUT
SOOT.

LEO
RIPAULT
& CO.,
64a, Poland Street,

LONDON, W.

/n aiifiu'cring Ihc-^e advrrthrmnif^ <l i.<t dr.'rirahle to wennon "Th Motor Ctjcle.'

DID IT
THE CIRCUIT
OF EUROPE.

Write for catalogue
|

of thca?
wonderful

Plu2».

TYPE 6D,

4/-.
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DIO T
MOTOR CYCLES.

R
O
u

Speedy. Silent. Reliable.

Notice what our Standard Touring Combinations did at

COLWYN BAY SPEED TRIALS:
CLASS 16—
F. C. Topham
E. Longden
CLASS J 8

—

E. Longden

CLASS 14

—

H. REED

8 h.p. DOT and Sidecar - FIRST.
8 h.p. DOT and Sidecar - SECOND.

8 h.p. DOT and Sidecar - SECOND.
Only beaten by lO h.p. Cycle Car.

8 h.p. DOT -

/;(// particulars from-

SECOND.

H. REED & CO.,
3S, Ellesmere St., Hulme, Manchester.

Telephone : 2125 Central.

THE

MAGNETO
Gives a Fiery Spark.
Thoroughly Waterproof.

Aksolute!y Reliable.

Fires Regularly.

Boes not Miss.

S. WOLF & CO., LTD,,
1 15, Southwark Street, LONDON, S.E.

Telephone : .5172 Central, 273d Hop.
Telegrams: "Widerstand, Loudon."

''t-INCOI-iy EE.K >) els, 1913.

Manufactured Ccinfletely by

J. RIRBY,
Broadgate, LINCOLN.
Telephone

:

Telegrams :

484. "ELK," LINCOLN.

Wholesale Agents for Scotland :

The North British Machine Co., Ltd.,

56 & 58, Great Clyde Street, Glasgow.

ii h.p. 2-speed Model £46
3J h.p. Standard ,, £35
3 h.p, „ „ „ £31 10
2-1 h.p. „ ., „ £29 10

All Models fitted with Palmer
Tyres, Bosch Magneto, and
Footrests. " Druid " Spring

Forks.

Sole London Ag:ent;

R E Y,
Heath Street Motor Works,

5, Heath Street,

Hampstead, London, N.W.

"ALL. BRITISH"
^^'\^^^ I E7 ^^A 89 The Sensation cF^* ^^'^ ^#'**jr* the Year!

A wonderful car of tried and proven reliabitity as the following letter from a well-known Midland
^^ Engineer shows ;

August 19th, 1913, "I am taking this opportunity of writing to you about my experience with the car

itself. At the outset you will be pleased to hear that 1 have had as much real pleasure and satisfaction

out of driving the little car, as any motor vehicle 1 have had during the past 15 years. 1 have driven

the car myself over 1.000 miles, and she has probably been another 1,000 miles with other drivers.

1 think it's a safe statement that she has never given a minute's anxiety or trouble on the road,

PRICE, with smart two-seater body, side and tail lamps, £105.
For full specification and otlitr infomiation write to :

POLYRHOE CARBURETTERS, LTD., 144, Gt. Portland Street, London, W.

A40 In answering these advertisements it w desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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are correctly constructed to give the

utmost satisfaction to users. The

design is pleasing to the eye, and has

no freakish look. Avoid risk of

disappointment by specifying a

Coronet, which are fully guaranteed

and manufactured under the best

possible conditions.

MODEL 9.—Undersliins frame, body fitted

with side door, sides and floor lined to exclude
draughts. " Coronet " detachable joints. £7 73.

MODELS.—Underslung frame, high-class reed
cane body, sides and floor lined to exclude
draughts. .

" Coronet" detachable joints.

£8 17s. 6d.

MODEL 7,—Underslung frame, coach-buil

'

body, tool-box under front, also under seat.

A real high-class sidecar. £10 15s.

SENT CARRIAGE PAID.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

TEE BEE
SEAT-PILLAR

(for lowering S3at).

Price 5/-.

This attachment is particularly suitable for

improving the riding position of machines
which are too high. It will be noticed that

(iearaoce is left for the peak of the saddle,

which allows the saddle to be placed well

forward.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
Keighley Mills,

Bedford Street North,
H A LI FAX.

Telephone 1062.

19
B

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
12 T.T. Eoadstor Matchless, do 60; ilS.-Cw^.

jeweller, Rjtherhum. [X9903

RAND New Doii>;lae, sliop-eoiled, single epoed : £39
Cross, agent, Rotlieibam. tS.9905

UNBEAM. 2"\ili.p., 2-spewl gear, brand new.—Ilolf.

Central Uarape, HeywoOd. [X9862.

£23.-:iO.
[1743

TRIUMPH. 3'Mi.p.. 1910; £20; ready lor rood.—Par-
tieulnra, 81, Cbeshani Hrt., 13uiy. [1804

T>. and M., new 5 weets ago; £60- also sidecar.—

3 ill. p. Re.\. lamp, horn, spare tyre, belt
2 Chester Rd.. Warrington.

£52 10s. machine for £35 10s.

E;iwusloy, draper, Servia Kd., Lcede. [X9958

10 12 Bat-Jap, tiingle speed, equal in every respect to
JlV ufiv; £37.—Blamire, i'orshaw St., Barrow. [X9965

l^aio Douplas, model P; £39.—Further particulars
X«/ from M. Gregson, 12, Hesketh Ed., Southpjrt.

[X9805
LATE 1912 2V3I1.P. Torpedo Prccieion, list £36. as

new; £21; approval. — 80, Bispham Ed., South-
port. [X9896

B.S.A., 1911. pxceUent condition^ throughout, _ji6ual

spares. lamp

;

£32.—Silkstone, Priory Glen. Ponte
tract. [xsgae

1 Q 1 1 Triumpli, decompressor, lamp, epares, good
order, no fault: £30.-

311i.p,
2 tyres

;

174, Sussex Ed.,* South-
[X9953

De Dion Bonton Motor Cj-cle, h.b.c, good
£6/15.—Muir, 45, Stockport Ed., Man-

i:X9954

3h.p. Eat, good elimber. low, B.B. ; approval Tvillinply

;

photo : £8, a bargain.—7, Claiemont Av., Nichol
.-on St.. Hull. CS:9392

1 012-?.'i Triumph, F.E.. perfect condition, speedometer,
it' all accessories, little used; bargain, £40.—J. N
Atkinson, Bingley. [X9911

RUNWELL-PREOISION. 1910, SVsh-P.. just over-
hauled, perfect condition, very fast; £22/10.-

Wilson, 5. Rose Hill, Bolton.
, [S9963

SrXBEAM 1913 2'j:lh.p. Cycle, only been used abont
150 for demon.stratin?, perfect order; £50, or

nearest offer.—Lloyd, Davygate, lork. [X20

31_h.p. Motor Cycle and Forecar, F.E., 2-speed: first

2 cheque for £5 receiver bargain ; in gocw. running
order.-Grafton, 72. Eylaud St.. Ardwick. [X9891

CHATEE-LEA, worm driven axle, with HofEmannV-
bearing's, and thrust washers, perfectly new; accept

£19, or offers.—Albert Farnell, Bradford. [X9813

REX, 1912, 6h,p., 2-speed, little used, in splendid
cvmdition, good tyree, Continental combination

Nearly Sold Out
Buy now. Save £17.

We offer a Brand New 1913 Machine at a reduction of

£17 off list price, or we will accept £9 down and 12 Monthly
Payments of £2 5s.

Boundary St., Rochdale. [1714

and B., 40 amp. accu-

£40.—Howie. 61

3h.p. Fafnir, Chafer frame, B
mnlator. Matchless pulley, new Michelin, Service

belt, good order; £10.—Broomhall, Haigh, near Earnf;-
[ey. ^ [X9979

"IQ13 Triumpb. free engine, in perfect condition, very
J-«7 little used, Lucas horn; will acept £40; no ex-
ihange.—Wilfrid Robinson, Stainley, Eamford, Eoch-
dale- rX9923

MAY We Suggest that if your local agent has not the
motor cycle or cycle car that you are wanting, you

a^k him to write to Hitchens'. Ltd., Morecambe, for
same. [0351

TRIUMPH, free engine. 1911 1 Rover, free engine,
1912: Triumph, standard, 1910; Triumph, free

engine. 1909; all in excellent running firder.—Stockdale.
Lytham. [X8797

1 Q13 3'L'h-p. B.S.A., free engine model, new Bates
it/ cover on rear, and Kempshall front, new lin.
Dunlop belt, Lucas lamp, horn, etc., as new; £40, or
near offer.

1 012 Brand New 3-6peed Rover; Hst £61/12, to clear
J-«J £48.

1 Q12 Brand New Fixed Endne Rover; list £49; any
J-«-' reasonable offer accepted.

19
19
19

r.E.; list £56/10, first eljeque over13 U.S.A.,
f47.

13 B.S.A., T.T.. automatic lubrieation, l.b.e. to

mae. : list £49/5, ours £42.

13 Ivy-Preeieiou, S^Ali-p., high compression, forced
induction, automatic drip feed, etc.; liot £45/10,

lenr £38.

19
19

13 2^h.p. Ivy-Precision,
£38. oura £32.

finished Ailsa grey; list

11 Rudge, fixed engine ; first cheque over £25

;

not ridden 1,000 miles.

THE Latest in Lichtweights; Ih.p. Imp. weighs 50
lbs. only; list £22, take £19 for quick eale.-

HAETLET CLEGG, ltd, Bumlc)-. [X8963

AEIEL 1912'[.. SV.h.p.. Armstrong 3-speed. Ariel
flecoinrii>'s>or. Coronet sidecar, couchbuilt: cost

£72,15. cuiupktc, accept £40 cash.—Shipley, Stainfortli.
J loui aster.

, 1X9983

SnOl'-SOILEn Unused 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination

;

makcr'^* price £92/10, our price £82/10 cash;
guaranteed.—The Motor Mart Co., Old Lanca«.ier Rd.,
Morecambe. [0338

TRIUMPH, 1910, perfect condition, Cowev speedo-
meter, Xl'all pan saddle, lamp. horn. belt, tube

case, spare valve, etc: £26.—Cunningham, Ventuor
Terrace, Halifax. tX9900

Read the following specification, and secure one of the

biggest bargains ever offered.

NEW 1913 3j h.p. A.S.L.-PRECISION.

Fitted with 33 h.p. Precision engine, Bosch weatherproof
magneto, Best and Lloyd drip feed lubricator, Hutchinson
rubber-studded tyres, handle-bar control, and complete
with stand, carrier, number-plates, toolbag, and spare

spring. Limited number only. If you are a cash buyer
we will

ALLOW A DISCOUNT.

We will take your present machine in exchange if

required. We will supply 2-speed gear and free engine

for £6 extra. Don't miss this bargain.

OFFERS WANTED FOR THE FOLLOWING :

New lgl3 3-spced 3A h.p. NUMBER.
8 h.p. BAT-J.A.P., P. and M. 2-speed £35 10

3.\ h.p. REX, 1909 model, magneto £15 10
4" h.p. Twin N.S.'U. on Rex frame, magneto £13 10

3ih.p. PREMIER, rorlt, B.S.A. 2-speed £32 K)

3i h.p. HUMBER, rgr3, 3-speed model, done about
200 miles, complete with sidecar £48

8 h.p. G.W.K., r9i2 model, not much used £98
2 h.p. HUMBER Lightweight, r9r2 £25

33 h.p. A.S.L., brand new, 1913 model £35 10

3l h.p. PREMIER, rgrs model, 3 speeds, only run

500 miles £46 10

6 h.p. BAT, r9r3, chain drive, like new £58 10

3i h.p. N.S.U., free engine, splendid order £19 10

li h.p. QUADRANT, rgoS, magneto £15 10

TWIN hUMBER, r9l2 Lightweight, free engine . . £29 10

2 n.p. MOTOSACOCHE rgro, magneto £13 10

3.V h.p. REX, rgio model £17 10
SCOTT, 1909, 2 speeds, nice condition £19 10

MORGAN Runabout, 1912, screen, hood, side tool

boxes, new 3in. tyre £67
6 h.p. TWIN REX, magneto, H.B. control £12 TO

3J h.p. QUADRANT, magneto, sprmg forks £11 10

3! h.p. REX £4 15

6 h.p. REX Sidctte, igrs model; cost £80 £49 10
3.t h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907 model £18 10
8" h.p. BAT-J.A.P., 2 speeds, with £9 Sidecar £39 10
2 h.p. SINGER Lightweight, igrr £13 10
2l h.p. MINERVA, h.-b. control £4 15
6' h.p. CLYNO, loi:?, with Sidecar £45
2 h.p. Ladies' MOTOSACOCHE, 1910 £15
4 h.p. ROC, free engine, m.igncto £14 10

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN E.XCHANGE.
MISCELLANEOUS.

New N.S.U. 2-speed Gears, adjustable pulleys, for Brad-
bury's, Rudges, Singers, 1910 and I9r2 Triumphs.
Cheap to clear.

XL'All Pan Seat Saddle 25
Millford Sidecar Body, with cushion 9 6
New 26 X 2i Heavy Rubber-studded Continental 26

New 26 X 2^ Heavy Rubber-studded Continental 25

Nearly new 4,1 h.p. Precision Engine £12
3i h.p. Quadrant Engine, pulley, silencer £2 17 6

Chater-Lea Sidecar, cane body £3 5

Good Trembler Coil 6

New Cane Sidecar Body, side door £2 10

Triumph Free Engine, built into wheel £2 10
Nearly new Binlis Carburetter £1 5 5

N.S.U. 2-speed Gear and Free Engine £2 10

New Wicker Sidecar Body, side do'or £1 9 6

Ditto, canoe front 19' 6

Good Rigid Sidecar £3 7 6

Nearly new Coronet Sidecar £4 10

Bosch Magneto, suit Triumph £2 2 6

N.S.U. forecar. cane body, less t>Tes 14 6

Triumph Pattern Handle-bars, lin. stems 4 6

2-cvliuder Plain Coil 5 6

26X 2* Front Wheel, with Dunlon tvre 17 6
NewfwinBoschDAVMa2neto,45°. 48°. andjn" £2 19 6

Mew 1913 Armstrong Mark VL 3-speed Gears. Delivery

from slock. Trade supplied.

Neaily-new Mark VI. 3-spccd Gear £5 15

,New Coach-built Sidecar Bodv, side door £3 10

[New Mirror Lens Lamp aud Generator 13 9

Booth's Motorics,
Keighley Mills, Bedford Streel North,

HALIFAX.
Telephone 1062.

*-U letters lelating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advcrtlsemfint. and the date of the issue. A-M
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Maudes
MOTOR MART
m 1913 NOT 1912. IJ

I

6 H.P. REX DE LUXE,
complete with Portland £13 13
Sidecar, lamp, horn, registration, etc.,

ready to be ridden away and

FULLY GUARANTEED,

£70 -0-0
or, payable £17 10 deposit, and
twelve monthly payments of 87/6.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.
TT'j-iVe for Terms and Discounts.

'PHONE, CALL, or WIRE.

NEW 1913 MODELS
STOCK.W FOR DELIVERY FROM

1^ TRIUMPH, sih.p., 3-speecl, "C" «59 15^ ZENITH, 6 h.p. modsl, kick start £78 15V REX, 3* h.p. model, 2-speed £49
^a B.S.A., 3^ h.p., 2-speed, chain drive . . . £60K PREMIER, 3* h.p., 2-speed gear £56

REX, 6 h.p. model, 2-speed £54

i

TRADE SUPPLIED.
EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

i

i

i

E

E

I

E

1

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
FREE Engine Trinmplj, 1912, 3 laiiips, horn, 2 new,

belts, cane sidecar, perfect, £45; also 1906 Tri-
umph, spring forks, Whittle, B. and B., £13.—^\'alton.
Daivson Sq., Burnley. [X9403

05.h.p. Werner, mas-, 1912 B.B., Druids, footboards,
/^4 adjustable pulley, studtled tyres, good belt, tubes,
low, fast; must eell: £11/10, otfers—E. Parker, 35,
Clarendon Ed., Blackpool. [1801

TO Scott Agents, and io agents in districts where not
represented.—We can deliver Scott machines from

stock on good trade teima. Write for our wholesale list

at once, enclosing trade card.—Hitcbens, Ltd. More
cambe. [0333

5-6]i.p. Bat-Jap, WJiitsuntide, T.T. tourist model, new
SVain. tyre-i and belt, automatic lubrication, lamp,

horn, tools, etc., not done 2,000 miles, Qpmplete ; cost
over £70, ^accept £45 for imnipdiato sale ; owner left

Eugland.-Scorrer, 141, Coltman St.. Hull [X9912

WE have a few brand new 1913 motor cycles of
various makes, which we are interewtcd in selling

on best cash, deferred, or exchang-e ternits, the latter
only on low-priced machinc'5.—Write, stating require-

ments and allowances, The Motor Mart Co., Old Lan-
caster Ed., Morecambe. [1171

QALE of 1913 shop-soiled Zeniths, never been on
S^ road.—3Voh.p,, kick etarter, li.stt-d £63, our price
£52; Sh.p., kick starter, listed £78/15, our price £65:
6h.p., standard, listed £71/8, our price £59. There is

one each only left, therefore get on the jump quick.
No deferred or swaps enteitained at these prices.—
Hitchen^, Ltd., Morecambe. [0334

Sh.p. Twin Minerva and Sidecar, 1912, Bcsch
mag., Saxon forks, B. and B.. footboards, just

overhauled, £40 : lightweight mag. Wolf, £9 ; 2";4^.p.

T.T. New Hudson, overhead valves 3 speeds, and free
engine. £35; 2';4h.p. Minerva, Amac, Eoscb, £14; SV-U'-P-
Rex. Druid forks, £6/10; good ofiers for the above in-

vited.—103, Derby St, Bolton. rX44

NORTHERN Depot, Ltd., Everything Motorish, Leece
St., Liverpool.—Rcx-Jap solo aud sidecar combina-

tions in^ stock, also Millford Herald, Corvette, and I're-

mier sidecars; exchange depot for DA. cylinders. 2%
li.p. Douglas lightweight, £23; lb. p. auxiliary sets for
pedal cycles; largest exhibition of accessories in the
north at popular prices ;'N.D.L. oilskin motor cycle suits
with leather belt, 30/6, sold elsewhere at 45/-, Call and
examine stock, no obligatiou to purchase. [X4

SECTION IIL

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

A.J.S., all models, immediate delivery; Douglas like-
wise.—Marston, 26. Bridije St.. Cliei?;ter. [X9S99

BIG Reductions on Stock Shop-soiled Macliiues. all

makes; send for list.—Maiston, 26, Bridge St.,"

Chester. rX9897

END for M-arstou's Listof second-hand motor ivrlt's.

—Marston, 26, Bridge St., Chester. rX9898

LATE 1911 syoh.p. Triumph, in grand condition;
£23; first cheque secures.—Llew. Davies, Bar-

mouth. [X9697

31.h.p. Rex, condition almost new, faultless, acces-
2 sorie:.^, overalls, everytliiug; £23.-9, London Rd.,

Derby. [X9915

"IQ13 2%li.p. Sunbeam, only used for demonstration
JLiJ purposes; what offers ?—Orton, 35, Eriar Gate,
Derby. [X9931

S^

41l.p. Campion-Jap, 19 months old, in good condition,
with all accessoiie.s; £28.—J. Bewley, 5, Queen

St., Derby. [X9774

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
ALL GUARANTEED.

Full Specification on Request.

1913 GREEN-PRECISION, 3.V h.p., water-
cooled, 3 speeds, chain drive, as new. . . . £45

1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p.. Canoelet Sidecar ... £50
1912 MATCHLESS, Sh.p.. free en:;ine ... £49
1912 MATCHLESS, 6 h.p., T.T. model ... £40

,_ 1912 REX, 6 h.p. Portland Sidecar £47
•2 1912 BRADBURY, 3* h.p., 2-speed, Sidecar £40
^S 1912 BRADBURY, 3j h.p., Montgomery Sc. £41
^P 1912 PIERCE, 5 h.p., 4-cylinder, 2 speeds £45
^A 1912 BAT, 6 h.p., spring frame £30
fcy 1912 HUMBER, 2 h.p., lightweight £22
^1 1912 PREMIER, 2lh.p., 3-speed model.
H| 1912 DOUGLAS, 2; h.p., 2 speeds, kick start £42

^2 ^'J^^ F.N., 2j h.p., 2 speeds £25
1913 INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2 speeds, and Sidecar £42

^H 1910 V.S., 5-6 h.p., 2 speeds, spring forks. . £26H 1910 DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., twin, magneto . . £25
1^ 1910 ENFIELD, 2j h.p., twin-cvlinder £20

1909 HUMBER, 3i h.p., 2 speeds. Sidecar £24
1909 HUMBER, 3I h.p,, 2 fpeeds £20
6 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 2 speeds £24
2^ h.p. DOUGLAS, magneto, nice light-

%veight £18
2 h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, magneto machine £11
2 h.p. MINERVA, excellent order £6
2j h.p. KERRY, magneto ignition £12
ij h.p. N.S.U., magneto, nice lightweight . . £9
5 h.p. F.N. Cycle Car, 2 speeds, 4 wheels. . £40
5 h.p. REX, twin, wants repairs £9
4^ h.p. F.N., 4-cylinder, needs overhaul ... £8
HUMBER CAR,i^ h.p., 3 speeds and reverse,

magneto, gate change, live-seater, hood,
screen,Stepney, ppeedometer, lamps, horn,
etc., e,^:cellcnt order. E.xchange motor
eye le or combination Price £52

Deferred Payments, 5% e.Ktra.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

Maudes' Motor Mart,
136, Great Portland Street,

LONDON, W.
'Grams: Abdicate, Wesdo, London, "^hooe : '^'^2 Mnyfair

AAA All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

3JLh.p. Arielj Hellesen, perfect running order, .suit

2 beginner; bargain, £5.—Stevenson, 56, New St.,

Oakengatc-.^. [X9817

DOUGLAS, 1912, G, little used, dropped and touring
handle-bars, lamp, horn, tool.'^ ; £35, oHers.-Canby,

Arboretum Rd., Wakall. [X9408

2ih.p., sound condition, 1913 B. and B., variable jet,

2 . all spares, tools; sacrifice, £5^0.—Box 4,111,
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X2

"j QIO E.E. Triumph, recently overhauled by makers,
jLt7 tyres good, lamp, horn, spares, .speedometer, £30;
1913 £7/15 Herald sidecar, £4.—Stanley UavicL-, Welsh-
poo;. [X9770

1 Qll Triumph. F.E., splendid condition, Brcolw
Xt/ padded saddle, adjustable pulley; cost about £60,
fiacrilice £27.-Cotterell, 46, Bull St., Darlaston, Staf-
fordshire. [X9852

1 Q 12 Triumph, with Sturmey-Arclier 3-speed gear,
M-ij . speedometer, Lucas 3-gn. head lamp, belt case,

horn, epare belt, and mirror; £50.—Beresford, Tottcn-
hall Rd., Wolverhamptou. [X9702

GREAT Bargain.—3V^h. p. Imperial-Jap, S.A. 3-specd,
month o!d, demonstiation, cost £54/17, £47 cash;

1911 Douglas, £25: 3h.p. N.S.U., 2-<^peed. mag., £15;
3',,^h.p, Minerva, Helle-sen, £8: all in splendid condition.
—Cycle Depot, Blacnau Festiniog. rxi2

DOT, SVoh.p., Sturniey-Archer 3-.';peed gear, free en-
gine, built for sidecar, extra heavy 2'^in. Bate?

tyres, handle starting; all latest fittings, only been out
for test; cost £62/10, sell £45, prompt cash; Mont-
igomory coachbuilt p-idenar extra.—Dracup, 8, Railway
"Bank. Hyde. [X9803

-the proved
PERFECT
SpringForh

i

—It's the S C I E N T I F I C
DESIGN and PERFECT
SPRINGING principle which
places "The Druid" so far ahead

of any other Spring Fork—that's

the reason why it is adopted on
the leading machines of the

day — and the fact that it

-was fitted on
the majority of
winningmachines
in the A.C.U. SIX
DAYS' TRIALS
is proof of its svipremacy.

—The "Druid" ehminates all

vibration, bouncing and road

shock— ensures perfectly true

steering—admits of no side-play

whatever— and is completely

effective in promoting the rider's

.

perfectcomfortandsafetyawheel

—The " DRUID " can be fitted

to any existing machine quite

easily— write for our ' Booklet

'

containing full

particulars. I

SUPREME
FOR
SOLO
AND
SIDECAR
MACHINES
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£10-10-0
Ten guineas is all it costs to

Dfing your mount up-to-date

)}' the addition of the

1913i ROC\
SIDECAR PATTERN

Two-speed Gear.

(6 Days' World's Sidecar Record type)

The 1 9132 big clutch type has

Deen designed expressly for

Dassenger work.

It solves all gear worries and
guarantees you satisfaction.

The 1913 Roc gear was already

•ecognised the last word in

•notof cycle gears for solo use.

The 1 9 13 2 big clutch type is

lUst what thousands of "side-

:arists
'

' have awaited and
expected.

The Roc gear was the first of

ill motor cycle gears—it is the

irst to-day. Nothing could be

smoother, easier to operate, or

DC more reliable.

Mo better investment for the

money is possible than in this

:i9i3-| Roc dependable gear,

fitted complete for ten guineas.

Write for particulars, stating

make and h.p. of your machine.

No delay in delivery.

ROC GEAR Co.,
HAYMILLS, BIRMINGHAM.
London : Robertson's; 157, Gt. Portland St., W

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ALMtAYS, 1912. 3';Ji.p.. Ki>r 2-.nH-.fl. fast s^lo or

Knirnu Miiu'liiiH', guiHl i.ttluUtioii, fiife'inc cxiellent,
ivios sound, m-w lin. Ly'so; £33.-4,067, The Motor
C\iclc OffiiPd. Covontry. [X9390

TRIUMPIIS. \n\(^\ 1913 3-BpPod, free enpinc, nnd
T.T. iJrttUtor iiicMlrld in stuck for immediate de-

livrry; iHf^h, exdmnei-*;, or easy paviufuts. — Proniit-r

Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Kd., Birminebam. [0340

1Q15 Kradbuxy, 3-.ipco<l goar, £49; 1913 rremier,
Xt/ 3'/i-li.p., 2-spt'ed,- and conuter.'^Unft. £46: 1911
Indian, "fb.p., now 1913 clntch, new tyree, £58/10

;

1911 HuinbcT light weight, good condition, £17.—Jas.
IMiiritow. Osborne St., Grimsby. [S.69

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon
and Bedford.

"I Q 13 Si-ott-i, immediate delivery from stock.—Flan-
J-*J dors, Norwich and Ynrmonth. [1420

INIiIAN, 7-91i.p., free engine, slightly used, beat equip-
ment; £45.—Jamea Bailey, Sohara. [1751

TRIUMPH, 1912'^], Herald sidecar, accest>Dries, nii-

used tyre; £42.-89. Denmark St., Eediord. [X9784

3 ill. p. Matchle.-w-Jap, 1911, good condition, Mabon
2 free engine; £26.—Hugli i'anthorpe, . lirri-limn.

N'urfolk. [X9410

CLYNO, 1912 pattern. 2-6peed. chain drive. J^aluier
cord tyretj, in perf&'t condition; any trial; £41.—

Robinson's. Green St.. Cambridge. [1900

2ih.p. Moto-Reve ISvin, mag., adjustable pulley, per-
2 feet running order: any trial; £20, or offer, cash ;

new B. and E. carburetter, 25/-; Amac, 20/-.—Arthur
Howlett. Southwold. [1776

3ih.p. T.T. Ariel, Armstrong 3-speed, Zephyr steel
2 piston, special timing, Senspray, lamp, horu,

watch, speedometer, everything absolutely like new, very
fast, will guarantee machine perfect; £45.—Boswell,
Sevenoaks, Eutou, Norwich. [S9821

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

HUMBER, 1909, 3'/_.U.p.. free engine, Roc 2-6peed,
accessories; £20.—Badger, I'enuar, Pembroke

Dock. [1645

DOUGLAS, standard, late 1912, in fir<*t-claP6 order;
£28, absolute lowest.-G. H. White, Croft Rd.,

Evesham. [1277

BRAriBTJRY, 1913, 3-9peed, belt guard, brand new,
f 55 : BradburJ^ 1912, excellent condition, new

belt, verv little u^cd, £28.—Beacon, Garage, Penarth.
[X17

1Q13 Premier, standard. 3'';.h.p., purchased July, not
Xt/ ridden 500 mile.s, new condition; too powerful;
bont'ht lightweight: £39.-4,108, The Motor Cycle Offices.
Coventry. [X9850

O^h.p. Minerva, 1913 B. and B., new Pedley belt and
/V4: tyre, low, ju*it overhauled, re-plated, and enam-
elled, 10 anywhere, climb anything; first cheque for
£10 secures.—Lancaster, Yarpole, Leominster. [X9117

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

TRirill'ir. 1913, 3-srrri1, ven- little used; £50-
Cherry, 16, High St., Danbury. [X9402

SCOTT, latest 1913 model, brand new; £58. great
bargain.—Ginger, Mjtor^, Banbury. [X9936

SCOTT. 1913, 700 mile.s as new; only £55; Bettine
lar.-Pepper, Milford Hill, Salisbury. CS.985i

1015 3V'li-P. Twin Ma'tehless. cliain, belt, unused;
J-«/ list £63. nearest offer.-Balfonrs' Motor Works,
Banbury. fX3

MATCHLESS, 1913 models for. immediate delivery.—
Sole 0.^1'ordslilre agents. Tbe Morris Garage. Ox-

ford. f0313

PHELON and Moore. 1913 models for immediate de*
livery.-Sole district ajfeut. The Morris Garages,

Oiford. r020c

PRECISION, 1911. 35ili.p. engine, ju.-^t overbauled at
works, lamp, bom ; £20, or nearest.—Monek, Garth.

Evesham. , [X9892

1Q13 B.S.A., chain driven, 2-speed, perfect condi-
-i-f' tion.—Apply to A. Bonham Carter, Salamanca
Barracks. Aldershot. [X9396

RUDGE Multi. — Deliveries from .stock ; trial nms
given; excliangefi entert;iincd; trade eupplied.-

Official agent, Barnc-s, Slough. [9139

3ib.p. Bradbury, N.S.U. gear, 800 miles, like new;
2 wanting lightweight; with accessories. £50. or

offer.-Isaac, St. Mrirtin, Salisbury. [X9705

REX, S-6h.p., 2.cyl., 2-speed, free engine, 2 new
Kempshall tyres, good sidecar machine, in excelleut

running order.—II:irris, Garage, Slough. [1719

Q3h.p. 3.«peed A..T.S., 1913, new last April, ridden
'W't 550, Luc.Ts lamp, speedometer, horn, tools, good
as new; cost £61, £45.~l*ool. King's Kd., Fleet, Hants.

[1662

THE BIG SINGLE

We o0er a Brand New igi2 4 h.p. Tourist REX,
84-^ X 35, with Bosch magneto, B. and B. car-

buretter, push pump and iced lubrication, sprin;?

forks. Cantilever seat, 26 x 2\ non-skid tyres stand,

carrier, toolbag, number-plates, pump, tools, and new
F.R.S. standard lamp with grid generator, for

£34 10s. Makers' prices of these goods are £46 and
£2 r35. 6d. respectively. Cash otters or exchanges
considered, as we wish to clear, regardless of cosL

Exchange oflers wanted for

1913 BRADBURYS.

Tourists* Models, £48. Two or Three Speeds, £60.
Easy Payments from £10 depcSi'L^

Make your old machine up to date by fitting a
1912 ARMSTRONG 3-speed Gear,
Brand New, and complete with

i

belt rim and controls.
Mark n., £5 10 0.

Mark III., £6 2 6.

1913 Mark VI., £10 10 0,

Usual price, lOGns. and12 Gns.
WTJYWAIT ? Despatch from stock. Trade supplied.

£5 10

SECOND-HAND.
£29 10 ror2 4 Rex
£15 10 2.V Mag, Rex
£12 10 3.V Rex
£16 10 3.i Mag. Birch
£27 10 si 2-sp. N.S.U.
£17 10 3.\ N.S.U.
£19 10 3.V F.E. Minerva
£35 10 'r: F.E. Quadrant
£8 10 3 Number
£26 Number, 3i, c-sp.

£16 Singer, 3, mag.
£10 P.P., ii

Every one guaranteed.
Number, 3l, F.E. £10 10
Rover, 3.1, clutch £29 10
2 Mag. Minerva .£11
F.N. Lightweight £9 10
'123-sp. Bradbury£47 10

3i Light Rex ... £10 10
r<)rr 6F.E.J.A.P.£34 10
si Rex £15 10
Twin Mofo-Reve £15 10
James, rcjio. ^V . £16 10
.|J Twin Minerva £15 10

Rudge Multi £42 10
£34 10 'II RexTwin,a-sp. Motosacoche, magSiD 10
£27 10 '09 Rex Twin, 2-sp Werner, Twin .. £12
£55 New T\\in REX de Luxe and Sidecar.
£45 1911 Twin REX Sidette, chain drive.

£47 10 1912 RUDGE Multi and Sidecar.
£47 10 1912 CLYNO and Sidecar.
£42 10 1913 2-speed Twin REX, nearly new.
£47 10 ic)T2 WALLTricarriagc. Cost 90 Guineas.
£31 5i h.p. 2-speed N.S.U. and Sidecar.

Easy Payments from one-quarter deposit and
Twehc Monthly Payments.

1913 REX or REX-JAP

1913 6 li.p. 2-speed REX £62 10
1013 6 h.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive £67 15
1913 6 h.p. 2-spccd REX-JAP £71 8
1913 8 h.p. 2-spced REX-JAP £73 10

Callers receive special E.\change quotations.

Collier's Motories,
Westfi^ate, Halifax, England.

All letters relating to advertisements should gttotc the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Isiinr..
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KOBEBTSONS
SPECIFICATION

OF
THE WONDERFUL 8 H.P. 4-CYU.

HENDERSO
ENGINE . . 4-cylinder, 8 h.p., 2^ x sin. bore and

stroke, M.O.V., overhead inlet valveSj

adjustable tappets, white metal big
ends, folding starting handle.

CARBURETTER Schebler, automatic, with bye-pass.
Operated by SINGLE steel wire from
handle-bar.

Bosch D.U.4 (car size).

Sealed-up joints, no back pressure, and
practically noiseless.

Sight feed drip.

I X { in. chain through " Eclipse " clutch.

Petrol capacity, 3 gallons ; oil capacity,
i gallon.

xiin. X 13G, top tube sloped away at
rear, triple-stem type head, and very
efficient spring fork.

65in.

28 X sin., 40 heavy gauge spokes.

With valances all round, front and rear.

Foot-operated (twin pedals for R. or L.
foot) external band brake ; hand-
operated powerful Bowden front rim
brake.

Aluminium, with heel rests and rubber
pads.

Strong kick-up type.

Comfortable padded-top Middlemore,
Large leather top tube type, with com-
plete set of tools.

Very strong tubular, with rear number-
plate attached.

Dark Royal blue, aluminium, and white.

4 to 70 m.p.h. without declutching.

70 guineas complete.

IGNITION
SILENCER

LUBRICATION
TRANSMISSION
TANK

FRAME . .

WHEELBASE
WHEELS.
GUARDS .

BRAKES .

FOOTBOARDS

STAND . .

SADDLE .

TOOLBAG

CARRIER

FINISH .

SPEED
PRICE

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
HARTWELLS' Garage, Chipping Norton. — Triumph

and Doufflas ag-ents ; also agents for Swift cycle
car for Banbury, Burford, and Chipping Norton.

TRIUMPH. 3-speed, SVih.p., free engine, clutch: in
stock; £59/15.-Hartwells'.

DOUGLAS model O, £48; in stock model R, £52.
—Hartwells'.

stocfc, £ 1 38.—OxfordshireENFIELD Autolette
agente, Hartwells'.

TRIUMPH, 1912, free engine, in fine order through-
out, new lin. Duulop belt, lamp, horn, and tools;

£39.-Hartwells'.

LEVIS, 2^h.p., done 50 mile.=, with horn, new. beauti-
ful, machine; £30 for quick sale.—Hartwells. [1786

CYCLE Cars and Motor Cyclts.—Immediate delivery
,

of Singere and Hnnibers ; -trade supplied; we are'
also immediate cash buyers ; trade.—Rose, Portfimouth-

rX9986
2ih.p. J.A.P. Lightweight, B. and B. variable jet

2 ' carburetter, aujustable pulley. Bosch mag., en-
gine, tyres, perfect; £14, om^rs.—Whitaker, Temple St.,

Aylesbury. _ £1692

TRIUMPH. 1908. new tyres and belt, recently over-
hauled by makers, with 1913 cylinder and piston.

costing £10 ; perfect condition.
£21.—Doxey Milner, Tiiivke^bury.

31.h.p. Triumph, late 1912.
3 iLst^d, perfect enuditiou.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
COME AND HAVE A

TRIAL RUN.

WE HAVE A GOOD SELECTION OF
SECOND-HAND AND SHOP-SOILED
MOTOR CYCLES AND SIDECARS
OF ALL THE LEADING MAKES, AND
THESE TWO SECOND-HAND

CYCL.E CARS.
igi3 CROUCH, 8/10 h.p., w.c, 3 speeds and reverse,

hood, screen, large Ces born, speedometer,
I car and 2 cycle car headlights, acetylene tail

light, large car generator, clock. Stepney svith

unused s.s. Hutchinson, large kit of tools

including jack, etc. All as new and guaranteed
Cost f 175. Will accept £120

1913 WAUL TRICARRIAGE, 5 h.p., 2-speed, shaft

drive, speedometer, watch, born, hood, luggage
carrier, acetylene side lights, tail lamp and fall

kit of tools. Guaranteed in perfect order , ,,, £75

-PHONE : MAYFAIR 5767

I57»CREAT PORTLAND STREET.W

kunp, horn, complete
[1775

fico engine, carefully

, . _ . . ^vitb or -nitliout light
comfortable sidecar ; £45 complete.—F. G. Siunmerton,
22, Promenade Villas, Cheltenham. [X9929

SECOND-HAJTD Motor Cycles.-We hare a lari-e stock
of machines in excellent condition at very lew

prices to clear ; send us your reQuiremente and we will

guarantee to satisfy you.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.
[0314

SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey,
and Sussex.

"DAETLETT'S Have Levis Machines in stock.

TO AKTLETT'S Have Arno Slarhines in .stoct.

DAKTLETT'S Have Martin Maeliines in stock.

"DAETLETTS Have Hnmber Machines in stock.

"DAETIiETTS Have Elf Motor Cyclcttes in stock.

Kent,

BARTLETrS.-1913 IT.
57 gns.. clear £52/10.

BAETLETT'S.-1913 4h.p. twin
gear; list 65 gu.-., clear £55.

Erooklands Martin; list

Martin, 3-sreed

BAETLEIT'S.-1913 Cliatei-Lea. Sh.p.. 3-speed gear
bos, and sidecar, a.s npwr cost £100 barcrain.

£62/10.

BAETLETT'S.
£27/10.

BAETLETT'S,
£31.

and sidecar, as new; cost £100 bargain,

1912 Arno, SVjh.p., T.T. model;

1912 Eudge, free engine, large tank

;

BAETLETT'S.—1912 Grande.vPrecision. 2y2h.i
speed gear, as new ; £25. .

BAETLETTS.-
£26.

BAETLETT'S.-
£22/10.

"DARTI.ETT'S.-1912 Fafnir-Chafer-Lea

DAETIiETT'S."

B AETLETT'S.-

1911 Premier, S^^h.p., free engine

;

1911 F.N., 2Vib.r ., 2-speea gear;

S'ih.p. ; £24.

1911 Kerry-Abingdon, S'/ah.p. ; £26.

1910 Bat. 8h.B., and sidecar : £24/10.

'OAETLETT'S.-1910 Enfield twin lightweight. £16.

T)AETLETT'S.-1911 Bat.

BAETLETT'S.-
£27/10.

6h.p., and sidecar; £40.

1913 Arno lightweight, shop-soiled;

3i-lJi.p.. T.T.. as new; £35."DAHTLETT.—1913 Arno,

BAETLETT'S. 2 and 3.,The Parade, Kilburn ('Phone;
4807 Hampstead), and 141. The Broadway, Heu-

don. [1384

"I 013 Douglas, 2-9pGed, not ridden 1,500, nnscratched;
ii/ £39.-Siglitingale, Crawley. [XB581

£23.-
rX26

and M., new, nncrated; must realise: £59.—B., 3,

Queen's Av., "Winchniore Hill. [1415

£7/10, or offer.

[1717

£27, bargain.—Shel-
[1845

Brown, Bosch, B. and B., new lin. Dunlop

;

" 51, Coventry Ed., 'IHojd. [1689

piOUGLAS, 1912^ 2*i)eed; bargain, £32, lowest.

BATJ.A.P.. 1910, 3'/'h,p., Mabon. Senspray
—214, Kew Ed., Eichmond.

RACING 2^4h,p., all grey; bargain,
—165, Kempton Ed., East Ham.-

TEI0MPH, excellent condition
dritk, 4, Stratford Grove, Putney.

3ih.p. Br
2 £17.-

69, Brigetork Ed„ Thornton Heath. [1741

James

GROSE
LTD.,

Telephones 1

7712 Ceatrai

1297 North.

OLD JEWRY, CHEAPSIDC, E.C.,
and at 255-257. HoUoway Ed.. London, f

SPECIAL.
A tew lines, soiled, but otherwise perfecL

Sidecar, complete £3 15
Lycett Paa Seat Saddle 19/-
XL'AII Saddle 24/-
8io X go Car Tube 14/-
7CO X 85 Michelin Cover 19/-
yit'. sin.x lin. Dunlop Belt, second-hand 1/6
Chater-Lea Haadle-bars, with Rough-

rider Grips 3/6
26 X 2.[ Dunlop Studded Cover .... 24/-
1913 B. and B. Carburetter 22/6
1913 B.S.A. Carburetter 35/-
26 X 2i Avon Sunstone Cover 38/-

650 X 65 AvOii Combination Cover.. 45/-
26 X 2^ Continental Cover „ . . 13/6
26 X 2\ Dunlop Cover 15/-
Garner Whistle 9/6
Jones' Speedometer 52 /

-

Cowey Speedometer, done 3,000 50/-
Stewart Speedometer . . .

,' 45 /-

Cowey Speedometer 65 /-

Lucas 50/- Lamp Set 40/-
Lucas 60/- Lamp Set 50/-
Tynesider Pillion Seat 17/6
A.K. Knee Grips 4/9
26 X 2.1 Pedlev Cover 37/-
|in. Clincher "Belt 9/-
i,20oft. beam F, R.S, Lamp 46 /-

26 X 2\ Bates Extra Heavy Cover . . 42/-
Bowdea Valve- Grinder 6/6

Sidecar Aprons 4/6 and 7 /6

Tubular Footrests, fit I {in., rubber ends ... 3/11

Roni Burners 6d.

Backrests, fit any saddle 2/6
Motor Cycle ToolroUs, canvas 1/3
Patchquick Outfits lO^d. and 1 /lO)

GET our LIST.
Special prices quoted.

Motor Cycling Caps, with ear rolls 2/6
Tan Leather Caps, with ear rolls 4/6
Rubber Goggles, with spare glasses . . . pair iH,
Sidecar Lamp Brackets 1/6
SUITS—Waterproof, double breasted, high

storm collar, dust and windproof,
fawn, double texture (worth 25/-) 16/6

LEGGINGS only pair 5/6
SEATLESS TROUSERS only pair 9/6

Exhaust Valves, tosuit all engines ...

PEDLEY Sin. BELTS
|

„,
PEDLEV lin. BELTS L,,,"^,..
PEDLEY llin. BELTS /

Siar^^^'e'^d.

2/6 allowance for old belts.

LEATHER BELTING, 3-plv, ;in. lOld., lin, 1/- It.

SILENT SILENCER.S, the Grose, £/S.

each
foot
foot

foot

2/3
1/9
2 J
26

ARMSTRONG 3-speed and Free Engine __ _
Hub, MarU 111., complete with levers 3^3 O
and controls, and belt rim new.

SPECIAI-.
HUTCHINSON 1913 COVERS,

soiled, but guaranteed

—

Brooklands 26x2, 12/6; 26x2}, 15/6.
Tourist Trophy, 26x21, 21 /6 ; 26x2*, 22/6.

Passenger, 26X 2I, 27/9 ; 26X 25, 28/9.
Cash returned if not satisfied.

1913 MOTOR CYOI.es in Stock.
TRIUMPH, 3-speed £59 15

Model R DOUGLAS £52
Model P DOUGLAS £48

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.
J913 DOUGLAS £39

1912 TRIUMPH, tree engine £35
rgi2 2I h.p. ENFIELD, bargain £25

1909 TRIUMPH, bargain £18 1»

Complete stock of B.S.A. Motor Cycle Parts.

Motors taken in exchange. Est. 1876.

Terms -Nett Cash. WRITE FOR LISTS.

.^4.S All Setters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the Issue.
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WOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
(.1:3.—Rover. 1913, S-speed model, brand new;

I CS.—Bradbury. 1913. 5^peed model, brand new.

i.KS.—Kudge. 1912 T.T. model, exceptionally
!. perJect (.-ouditiun : £28.

i,K3.—llradbury. 1912. standard model, new con-
dition, all accessories; £29.

IGLES.—N.S.U. 4b. p. twin. Tosfb, 1911 spring
forks. 2 epeedn. iree engine: £22.

iGLRS.-Bnt-Jap. 1912. 3'Ah.p.. spring frame. T.T.
huudle-bar, very fast: £27.

\GLE3.-N.S.U.. 3'^h.p. Model de Luxe. Bosch
ma«., spring frame, latest pattern spring forks,
other improvements, brand new ; £37.

IGLKS
cnjiine,

WGLKS.-NS.U.. Sljh.p., T.T. model. 85x88.
Boscli mag., enamelled grey ; £19/10.

twin, hito 1912. 2 epceda,
diive, footboards, nearly

—Bradbury. 1912. N.S.U. 2-6poed gear, free

bad little use; £35.

IGLKS.-Kufleld 2'.ib.p.

Iree engine, chain
; £29.

lOLES.—X.S.TJ. S'/jh.p. ropular, improved spring
Jor!:*. lin. belt, adjustable pulley; £20.

^GLES.—L.M.C., 3''2h.p., Bo3ch mag.. spring
forks, nearly new tyres and belt; £20.

kGLES.-N.S.U. 2-6peed gears to fit Triumph. Brad-
bury. J.A..P.. B.S.A.. Precision. Kudfe'c. T.DC,
other makes, the Cii^ieat gear on the market to tit.

Iteration to motor cycle necessary; trade enquiries
ed.

iGLES and Co., Hit-h St . Actcn. X.S.TJ. West Lon-
don district agency. Tel. : 556 Chitwick. [X9994
.LMEE'S Garage. Tooting.—The pre-eminent pro
riders of uirprecedented bargains.

.LMEB'S Garage. Tooting.—The recognised mart foi
motor cycles. Attend the fortnightly au(.tian salee

.LMEE'S Garage, Touting, and ece for yourself.
Next three sale^, Oct. Ist, Oct. 15th, and 0;;t.
at 2 o'clock.

iMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free. Entrief
invited. Terms, no eale no charge.

LMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—Write for No! 2 monthly
booklet, full of interest.

LMEE'S Garage. Tooting.—Tlie selection of motor
cycles below is submitted. Inspection invited.

XMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—4h.p. Mauser, tnin-cyl.,
mag., kick starter, h.b.c, spring forke, as new

;

LMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3Vjh. p. 1912 Triumph,
F.E., grand condition; clearonie, £35.

LMEE'S Garage. Tooting.—3'2h.p. 1912 Singer,
F.E., very nice condition; great bargain, £35.

LMEE'S Garage. Tooting.- 3\l;h.p. 1912 Humber,
2-speed. and sidecar: £56.

LMEE'S Garage, Tooting.-lV-h.p. F.X. ligM-
weight, handy little machine ; £5.

LMEE'S Garage, Tooting.— 5-6h. p. ilincrva and
sidecar, very fine lot; £16.

LMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—3'^jh.p. Humher. 1911^:i,
grand solo mount, bargain, £25; also 4'.4ij.p, Faf-
7nejar. as new, £30.

LMEE'S Garage. Tooting.-3Vh.p. L.M.C., F.E.,
1913, brand new; £47/10.

LMEE'S Garage, Tn ting.—2h.p. Minerva, £5; 2i/i

h.p. Atlas. £4; 2>ih.p. F.N.. £10.

LMEE'S Garaec, Tooting.-
ond sidecar; £25.

-4-5h.p. F.X., 2-speed,

LMEE'S Garaee, Tnctinc—4h.p. Stevens, Bat. and
eidecar, powerful lot ; ±12/10,

LMER'S Garage. Tccting.— o^i-h-p. 1913 Eudge,
T.T., grand machine: bargain, £35.

XMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—4^4h. p. K-ilecom and
Biderar; cheap, great bargain, £9.

.LMEE'S Garage. Troting.-SV-h.p. Rex, £7/10;
2¥ih.p. Minerva, £10/10; 2Vlh.p. Peugeot, £5; 2Vi
J-A.V., £8.

LMEE'S Garage, Tnr.ting.-Sole address. L. "N. Pal-,
mer'.^ Garage, Mcrttin Tram Tenuinns. Treating

Victoria. 10 niin-^. Wimbledon). Motor 'buees
19. and 66.—'Phone; 208 Streatham- tS76
)TJGLAS, 1912, single-speed, splendid condition,
latiip, horn, etc.; only wants seeing: £26.—Below-

iTCriLK«S. 1913. 3Vjh.p. twin, 3-.sT)eed. not done
1.000. fitted with every accea<ory, at* now: £55.

£70.~Be!ow.

PMBER, T.T.. 2"-jh.p. twin. S-speed. very fast
|

machinp. periect order: £32.-Arthur Mylam and
42. High Ed., Streatham. S.W. fhonc: 1451

ithDin. [1885

5T0R Cvele, old fasliion, pxtra good condition

:

chfap.-155, Penton Place. Walworth. [1810

fl2^4 T.T. Eud^e. spares, etc.. practically new: 28
gu.s.~137. Eye St.. Bishop Stortford. [1765

11 Triumph, good ronditinh : £25. or near offrr —
Bounds Garage, 223. High Ed., Kitbnrn. [1849

THE
REASON
WHY

you should purchase your mount
from us. If you intend having a new
machine you will be well advised to

negotiate the business with us as we
are ACCREDITED AGENTS for all

the desirable makes, and we will with
pleasure accept your old machine in

part payment if you wish.

The second-hand motor cycles we
offer are.without exception, minutely
overhauled and guaranteed, and the

following selection is representative

of our stock :

Date. H.P. Particulars. Price.

1911 3* BAT, T.T. roadster, special Druid
spring forks £25

1912 6 BAT, standard £36
1912 3i BAT, 2-speed £37
1912 3* RUDGE, clutcli model £36
1907 3^ TRIUMPH, 2-speed gear, and

Millford Sidecar £24
1909 3,V TRIUMPH, roadster £23
1910 3* TRIUMPH, roadster £25
1911 3* TRIUMPH, clutch model £35
1912 3i TRIUMPH, clutch model £40
1912 3^ B.S.A., 2-speed, with Imperial

Sidecar, 16 guinea model £57
1912 3* INDIAN, clutch model £34
1913 3* MATCHLESS, T.T. model, 90 x

77.V mm. engine £31

1911 3i BRADBURY, standard £28
1912 3\ BRADBURY, 2-speed, with canoe

wicker Sidecar £43
1912 23 HOBART, lady's model, 3-5p.gear£28
1910 ii HUMBER, 2-speed £25
1911 si HUMBER '%-speed £32
1912 2} HUMBER, 3-speed £33
1910 7 V.S., 2-speed £25
J912 3% ZENITH, Gradua gear £36
J913 6 ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-speed gear,

kick starter, Cowey speedometer,
lamp set, horn, and Royal Enfield

Sidecar (coachbuilt) £65
I912 8 CHATER-J.A.P., No. 7, 3-speed

gear, Cowey speedometer, Lucas horn,

F.R.S. lamp set £58
1912 3^ P. & M., standard model £46

1909 3^ QUADRANT, Bosch maei,eto,

B.'& B. carburetter, h.b.c £18
1910 5 REX de Luxe, 2-speed, with Chater-

Lea Sidecar £33
1911 3.V KERRY-ABINGDON, new tyres £28
1909 3'ROVER, Bosch magneto £15
1910 5 SAROLEA, Bosch magneto £14
1911 23 ENFIELD, standard model £22
1911 2^ F.N. Tricycle, 2-speed. and clutch £18

1913 6'A.C. de Luxe, very fully equipped £75

DEFERRED PAYMENTS ARRANGED FOR
NEW OR SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

We are oQiciallv appointed repairers to the

A.C.U.. RA.C, A.A, and M.U., which fact

established beyond all doubt o ir ability to see

that yo.ir motor cycle is perfect before it

lea\es our hands.

EASTERN
GARAGE,

418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate, E.

TfU^plionc : 10 Strutftfl.

Tetwrams :
" F.Karaco, Looilon " C.D.r.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MINKUVA Twin, l^.h-Ti.. lib.r.. ^iirinc ("rks, BUiir-

imtcod: £22.-26. IJaiiBau UiU, Wuustoad. fl7ib

LICVIS. famous 2-.itrokp.— I'oe-tiurd Ilarrr Walifei,
(ifliiial agent. The Garuso, JIusnell Hill. [X8153

RdVERS. all moilcla, from £48;i5. or 56/- mcr'-hly;
tlefcrred i)armeut6 no extra.—Lamb'.^, below.

DOUOT.ASES. all 1913 models, from £48, Or 55/-
juontlily.—Lamb's, below.

B,S A.V. all motlels
Lamb's, below.

from £48/10. or 70/- monthly.—

HniBEES, all models, from £35. or 40/- racnllily:

'ielerred payments no extra.— Lamb's, below.

TAMES, all model'!, from £48. _ or 50/- monthly;
deferred payments no ' extra.—Lamb's, below.

s'FIELH.?. all models, from 50 ens., or 60/- niont .

no extra for deferred paymeuts.—Lamb's, below.

tjnen,
rX9972

"piNl-'IELH.?. all models, from 60 ens., or 60/- monthly;

TRIUMPHS, all models, from £49/5. or £3/3 monthly
-Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. [0716

ROVER. 3'/.h.p,. 1913, 3-spewl, Armt^trong gear: £56.
-Selfridt-e and Co., Ltd.. Oxford St., W. (1683

LEA-FEA-VCIS, 1913, S'/ih.p., twin-.'yl.. 2-fPPeil

countershaft gear, ehain drive
i
£63.—Selfridge amt

Co.. Ltd., Oxford St., W. [1684

TRIUMPH, 1911. clutch, splendid condition: £30,
nearc-t.-ias. Queen's Ed., Petkham. S.E. [X9780

I
ENFIELD. 1911. twin. Si'.li.p-, perfect condition
-I £15. must cell.— 4, Elmcroft Av.. Golder'

DOUGLAS. 1911. Etandard, .^plenilid condition
eories; £23.-Selkirk, 98, Uellatly Ed., New Crrfs.

[X936e
1Q12 4h.p. Rex, free engine, new condition; £30,
J-V bareain.-8, Cameron Ed., Sever; Kings, Fssex.

[1697
3ih.p. N.S.U.. mag., tvre.^ and condition excellent'

2 £20.—Humphries. S, The Village, Charlton. S.B.
[1840

3ih.p. Rover, 1911, free engine, clutch model;
2 £23.—VV.E., 1, Portman Mews South, W.

[1796
BALHAM.-Ivy-rre-i«ion. 1912. 3iyi.p-. perfect order,

new condition; £28.-Peacock, 274. High Ed., Bal-

ham. [1818

MINERVA. 3h.p., mag.. E. and B.. splendid condi-

tion; £16.—Price, la. Leighton Av., Leigh-on-
Sea. .

[1760

REX Motor Cycle. 3V.li. P., B.B.C., gocd tyres. c-plen_;

did running order; £8.—P. Bishop, Gt. 'Wakerins.
Essex. [X9919

DOUGLAS, 1913, new ccndition, Iiom, watch, speed-

ometer, spares; £35.—Bayliss, 5a, Hamfrith Rd.,

Stratford. [1846

Oih.p. Minerva, raag.. very low. in gcod condition:
'Wa £11: after 5 p.m.—3. Victoria Ed., Kingston-
on-Thames. [1764

IF Ton Want Bargains in 2nd-hand motor cycles yon
can get them at WaucLope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

St.. London. [X9705

TRIUMPH, 1911. perfect, complete with spares and
an essories ; any trial; f22/10.—Samtf, 48, Ineelow

Rd.. Battersea. [X9843

V.S. Motor Cycle Agency.—Bh.p. Matchless. V.S.. 2-

speed, free engine, and Matchless sidecar, 1912
model; £55.

V.S. Motor Cycle Agency.—7-9h.p. V.S.. Peugeot,
twin, 2-speed, Iree engine, 1910 model; £35.

V.S. Motor Cycle Agency.-5-6h.p. V.S., Peugeot,
twin, direct wheel, 1903 model; £20.

V.S. Motor Cycle Agency.—5-6h.p. V.S.. Peugeot,
twin, direct wheel, 1909 model; £25.

V.S. Motor Cycle Agency.—SVjh.p. V.S.. Pei;gcol,

single, direct wheel, 1909 model; £20.

V.S. Motor Cycle Agency.-7-9h.p. V.S., Peugeot,
twin, 2-speed, Iree engine, and sidecar, 1910

model; £40.

V.S. Motor Cycle Agency.—3h.p. '7.S.. J.A.P., 2-

speed, free engine, 1913 model. £67; and 6h,p.

ditto, £66.

V.S. Motor Cycle Agency.—M. Geiger and Co.. 44.

Clipstone St., Gt. Portland St., W. Spare parts

for V.S. machines and Peugeot engines. All repairs

done on these premises. [1870

31 h.p. Brown, latest watertight Bosch. B. and B.,

2 Iiniids. perfect condition; £14/10.-Crees. Fins-

ringhoe. Colchester. [X9j91

£5/10.—2"ih.p., Precision engine, perfect condition.

gnnd tyres; bargain.-Beale. 45. Crescent Rd.,

Upton Manor, E. [1648

Ivy.PRECiaiON, S'.ih.p.. 1912''J. little used, condi-

tion perfect : £28, or exchange Douglas.—35. Kcnil-

worth Ed.. Penge. [1837

SINGER. 2'^h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, in perfect

condition.-Downing. Ulbridge Rd.. Humptiui
Hill. Middlesex. . . .

' [1835

(Ohp. Rex de Luxe. 1911. 2-spced, F.E., tyres perfect,

O lamp, mirror, etc. ; £35.—Seen at 229, Broadway,
llrxley Heath, Kent. [1607

DOUGLAS, all models, for immediate delivery; trade
supplied—Bey. 5, Heath St., Hampstcad, and 173.

Gt. Portland St , W. [3GC8

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. A4<5
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH. 1910-11, standard, SV.h.p., touriet, per

feet iu ererj- way; mu^t sell qniekly : £25.—C,
150. Briton Bd., SAV. [X98e^

ROO, 1910. 4Vjh.p.. 2-speed, free eng-ine, excelleal
sidecai maclune : £19. or near. — teachers, 1.

Silverball Place. Isleworth. [1740

TEIUHPH. 19123V free engine, not doae gOO miles:
£40. genuine bargain. — 228, Pentonville Ed.,

King's Cross. iKjndou, N. [1362

1Q09 Triumph, purchased April, 1910, lamp.
J-t.' Cowey, horn; anv trial; £28.—Roserv, Bedford
Rd., Harrow-on-the-Hill. [1869

5-6h.p. Twin Indian, green, fixed engine. B. and B.;
£30. or exchange lishtweight.—"Write, Bourn, 43.

Queen's R4., Beckenham. [X:9859

INDIAN. 1913. 7h.p., 2-^Feed. praeticallv new; £62.
no olier.—247. Yauxhall Bridge Ed., Victoria Sta-

tion. 'Phone; 5486 Victoria. [X9700

6h.p. Bat-Jap. latest 1913, done 1,000, 3-speed
gear, speedometer, lamp. etc. ; bargain, offers.—

Cranmore Garage, Potters Bar. [1783

TRIU]\rPH, T.T^ 1908. lamp, tools, etc., recently
renovated by makers; £20.-11, Elmar Rd.,

West Green Rd., Tottenham, N. [1788

BAT-J.A.P., Bh.p.. 1912, F.E., Cowey, Lucas horn,
accetsories, back seat for passenger, -whole perfect

:

cost £70. soli £40.-23a, Greville Rd., Kilburn. [0348

CASS'S.-Tramp-Japs, 1915, special bargain, 6h.p.,
3-speed, kick starter, decompressor, best frame

in market; 60 gns., list £69/10.

CASS'S.—F.N., 1912, as new, 5-6h.p., clutch
model, special sale price £58: also 1910 model,

£22.

CASS'S.—Quadrant, new. 4Vjh.p., 3-speed Armstrong,
climh anything; list price £59/10, bargain

£49/10.

CASS'S.-Quadrant, 1912, 4i2h.p., 3-speed, gold
medal winner, fast and reliable; £38.

ASS'S.—Hazlewood, 2%h.p. J.A.P., 3 speeds, and
accessories, nearly new; sacrifice £32/10.

CASS'S.—Sunbeam, 2-?ih.p., 1913, 2-speed, complete
with Lucas, accessories, about 3 weeks old, as

new; bargain, £50.

ASS'S.-Indian, 7-9h.p., 1912, and coachbuilt side-
car, 2-speed, perfect condition, very fast; £56.

CASS'S.—All makes, new and second-hand, motor
cycles and cycle cars supplied, sidecars, tyres,

accessories; deferred payments.—Cass's Motor Mart, 5,
Warren -St., W. (opposite Tube Station), Tel.: 3624
Mayfair. [1829

MATCHLESS. T.T.. 3V2h.p., 1912V2, ball bearing en-
gine, all accessories: giving- up; any examination;

£35.-116. High St., Wandsworth. [X9861

TRIUMPH, clutch. 19125,i, lamp, generator, horn,
sparer, never used, not wanted; eeen after 6; £39.

—121, Upper Clapton Rd., London. [1211

3ih.p. Singer, 1912, free engine, splendid condition,
2 Garner whistle, spare belt {new) ;* £26.—Wadding-

ton, 40, Wrottesley Rd., Woolwich. [X9783

ENFIELD, 1912, 2"'4h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, perfect
order, just overhauled, accessories; 30 gns., or best

offer.—Room 21, 20, King St., W.C. [1651

3ih,p. Motor Cycle, Simms mag., decompressor,
2 new Lyso belt, Wood-Milne tyres good; £12, or

offer.—C/o Watson, Hayes, Middlesex. [1866

3ih.p. 2-speed Humbi^r ; £26; handle starter, perfect
2 condition, only done 3,000 jniles, 1911.—

Williams, 12, Lower Regent St.. S.W. [1467

DOUGLAS, 1915, Model O, 2-speed, splendid con-
dition, spares and accessories; £40.—F., 24,

Ordnance Rd., St. John's Wood, N.W. [1796

WERNER, 2V2h.p., lamp, horn, etc.. good condition;
owner going abroad; niu-^t sell; £7/10, or offer.

—Leader, 248, Wandsworth Rd.. S.W. [X9920

BRADBURY 3i{.h.p. 3-speed Models are perfect,
£60; standard models, £48.—Agents, Bright and

Hayles. 73, Church St.. Camberwell. [1822

BRADBURY Bargain.—We have 5V:.h.p. 3-speed
Armstrong model, 1913, shop-soiled, otherwise

brand new; reduced to £49/10 to clear. Catalogue
free.-Bright and Hayles, 73. Church St., Camber-
welL 'Phone: Hop 50. [1823

3ih.p. Triumph. 1910, in new condition, £23; also
2 2V2h.p. motor cycle, requires new cylinder and

inner tubes, 30/-.—E. Cooper, Chilham, Kent. [S9848

1 Q IIV:; Clutch Triumph, speedometer, lamp, horn,
-1-t/ belts, tubes, spares; £30, or close offer; ride 50
miles purchaser.—Webster, Hadleigh, Essex. [1667

3h.p. Lincoln Elk, F.E., new March, done 250.
hardly soiled, spares, overalls; £34, or offer.—

Garage, 228. Stanstead Rd., Forest Hill. [1872

BAT, 7h.p., 2-speed, handle 6ttartinc, Senspray, vari-
able pulley, lamp, horn. re-bui*lied, tvres excellent

;

bargain, £27.—Astolat, Berlin Rd., Catford. [1802

TRimrPH, 1908, T.T. model; Enfield 25/4h.p., 1910;
Austral 3-wheeled sociable runabout; cheap or

exchange.—Ketco Motorics, Smarden, Kent. [1736

~|Q12 Triumph, free engine, delivered 1913, beanti-
J~if fully equipped, absolutely as new; nearest
£40,-35, Forest Drive West. Leytonstone. [1793

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE

and

I

PAUSE, 3'ou who contemplate buying. Think before
H you purchase.
m THESE PRICES SPEAK FOR THEMSELVES.
B Compare them, and, when making comparison,

H CONSIDER there is

NOT A CROCK
not a doubtful starter amongst them all. All are,

considering their age and make, in excellent con-
dition. COLMORES STAND BEHIND EACH
ONE. Need more be said ?

YOU CAN TRUST THE COLMORE.
North, South, East, and West, hundreds of satisfied

clients, made happy by "COLMORE SERVICE,"
gladly attest this fact.

It's the end of the season, we know, but if the reduc-
tions below mean loss of profit to us, they mean also

gain, inasmuch as in the selling we shall have gained
another friend.

" FOR YOU ALONE " (perhaps).

PREMIER, 1911, 3* h.p. free engine £25
ZENITH, 3* h.p., Gradua gear £24
B.S.A., 1913. 2-speed, F.E £45
Colmore BAT, special 3-speed, new, very fast £48
TRIUMPH, igog, 3* h.p £20
TRIUMPH, IC313, 3-speed, shop-soiled . . . . £52
NEW HUDSON, 1913, 3-5peed, used 200 miles £43
DOUGLAS Model R., shop-soUed £48

Sei.'tis-Fiecl cus-tomev-s ^b-g "i&ie
rea.! ba.sis O'F business success.

'JOINT STOCK AFFAIRS.' (To carry two or more.)
SCOTT, 1913, 2-speed free engine with sidecar £64
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., 1912, 2-speed, free engine
with coachbuilt sidecar, SCARCELY SOILED £63
MATCHLESS, 1913, 2-speed, chain drive, with

Canoelet sidecar £72
MATCHLESS, 1913. 3I h.p., 6-speed £53
NEW HUDSON, 3-sp. with C.B s c, used 200 mis. £57

IN STOCK.
Think of us if it is a cycle car you need.

We teach you to drive, charging you the price of the

Car only.

We stock only cars that have proved their merit.

For instance

—

The long awaited A.C, £100 four-wheeler.

The luxurious four-cylinder of the same make at £1 65
The graceful, speedy, MORGAN. (We have an
exceptional bargain at £75.)

The natty, roomy, ENFIELD AUTOLETTE. We
have one only, complete, been used once, at £110

COLMORE
I

31, Colmore Row, Birmingham ; 49, John Bright St,
]

Birmingham ; 261, Deansgate, Manchester ; 31, Ren-
shaw St., Liverpool ; 62, High St., Leicester.

OEGAN and Maxwell, The Moioriee. 80. High L
Streatham, London.—Keen prices, auick delivet.'

better terms than you can obtain elsewhere.
'

M"
OEGAN and Maxwell.—Aetei-Eibble tricar
2-speea; £12/10.M

MOEGAN and Maxwell.—Bat. 2';ili.p. De DioL . i;

frame ; f 10. ' '

MORGAN and MaxweU.—Bat. 7-9h.p.. 1913. 2 st s
all accessoriee; £65.

'

MOEGAJf and Maxwell.-Bat, Sh.p., anr]
1913: £60.

MOfiGAJT and Maxirell.—Clyno, 5-6h.p.. late 19) t
speeds. Biaks. and coachbuilt sidecar; £45.

MOEGAN and Maxwell.—Enfield. 6h.p., 191; j
speeds, and sidecar, as new; £58.

MOEGAN and Maxweli.-Indian, 1913, 7-8h.p ii

new, and sidecar; £75.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Tvy-Precieion, S^.Ui.p. j^
1911, free eu^rine. Dunlop specials; £22.

TITORGAN and Maxwell.-J.A.P. lightwelBht,

MORGAN and MaxwelL-Lineoln Elk. 1«Ii,i
2 speeds; £32.

lyrORGAN and Maxwell-MinervaB from £'

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Motosacoche, 2Vnli ii

£22.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—New Hudson, 1912, i' ,

3 speeds; £40.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-N.S.TJ., 1910, •:

speed, and sidecar; £32.

MORGAN and Maiwell.-P. and M., late

speeds. Kempshalls, accessories ; £43.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-Rudfe, 1912. X
speeds, fine : £30.

TyrOEGAN and MaswelL—Eudge, S'ih.p.. fi -t

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Singer, 2',4h.p., IT
3 speeds, Bosch; £35.

TVrOEGAN and Maxwell.—Triumph, 2"/ii.p. ; £]

MORGAN and Maxwell. Triumph. T.T.. 191

1

compressor, special engine and fittings ; -

MOEGAN and Maxwell.-Triumph. 1911, T(i
condition ; £30.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Triumph, S'/ab.i

1913. 3 speeds, brand new, never used, sJi

TITORGAN and Maxwell.-Wolf Hih.p. ih

MORGAN and Maxwell.-Zenith, 6-8L.p., 191
soiled, Gradua gear, HiTtchinsons. h'-

light, speedometer, complete with Gloria new 1

sidecar, all tools, lamps, fittings: price £100,
surance policy.

MORGAN and Maxwell's Miscellany;-A.S.L I-

pillar, as new, 21/-; Sinks 2-jet carburett-

1

Triumph back wheel. 10/-; free engine back v]

Albion pulley, 5/-: Rustunore lamp and automat
ator. £2; decompressor. 5/-; Lodge plugs; C
Smith speedometers, almost new lamps, etc. : \.

:

Morgan and Maxwell, 80, High Ed-. Streatli..

don.

TRIUMPH. 1909, splendid condition, overli;i i

by Triumphs, fully equipped; nearest £ •

St. Winifreds, Cambridge Park, Leytonstone. [ I

TRIUMPH, free engine, 1911, Dunlop tyres and
back re^t, mirror, lamp, accessories, fine c'

tion: £30.—Hall, Tufton St., Ashford, Kent. (

DE DION, 2?ih.p., new h.b.c. carburetter. Pal
and CUnchei studded tyres, ruiming perfect:

any evening.—Kiteon, 10, York Rise, Highgate. [ i

F.N., 2i,!;h.p.. 1912, 2-speed, free engine, shaft <i<

perfect, not done 3,000, Cowey, lamp, horn, mil
spares, etc. ; £30.—Roscoe, Asylum, Brentwood. [.'B

BUOHET, 2%h.p., Amac, h.b.c, new acculinil

foothoards, good tyres, very low, perfect; £9

near offer; ride away.— 9, Stoke Rd.. Guildford. [

ENFIELD. 2=ih.p.. 1912. 2-speed, free m
thoroughly overhauled, good climber ; £30, or o

trial.—Chapman. 44, T\Tdtstable Ed,. Canterbury, [il

SCOTT, 1911. late model. 2-speed. kick sta'tteiJ

acce&sories, machine has .been very httie used, }

is in perfect order ; £34 cash, or easy terms.—Bt '•

MOTOSACOCHE, late 1911, 2i/2h.s., free enis

h.b.c, has been little used, in good order; I

cash, or easy terms.—Below.

"IQIO Triumph and Sidecar, £2S cash, or eusytti
J^*y bargain. The above machines arc guuranteeiit

us to be thoroughly overhauled, and in perfect run I

order.—Elce and Co., 16, Bishopsgate Av., Camel
St.. B.C. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. ["

KEERT, spring forks, variable pulley, new DnI
back, new handle-bars, excellent engine, gl

order, and complete: £6/10.-13, Peckham Eye,.
|

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Sidecar and Cycle Car Trials.

THE
announcement that the Auto Cycle Union will

hold next month a one day reliability trial

devoted entirely to cycle cars, and, more im-

portant still, a Tourist Trophy Race for this

class of vehicle next year, will be welcomed
IV those interested in this type of machine. The trials

icld hitherto ha\e not been the means of attracting

really representative entry, as instance the Si.x Days
. , Lilt ; thus in all probability a trial solely confined

11 this class of vehicle, in order that the perform-

inces cannot be overshadowed, may be more of an
iiducement to cycle car makers to enter their products.

Incidentally, if the rules are properly framed, the
iitober trial may, for the time being at any rate, over-

ume the difficulty in regard to the performances of

hree-wheeled cycle cars being ignored by the general

lublic owing to their being relegated to a different

1 is.s from the four-wheeler.

Undoubtedly the event, if well supported, will be
lie means of giving the cycle car moxement a much
eded fillip just at a time when new models are about
lie introduced, but, as regards future trials, we
iuld be sorry to see sidecars excluded as a regular

luse. What ninetv per cent, of potential cycle car

buyers want to know is which type of machine is most
iikelv to suit their needs in respect of reliability, com-
fort, and low nmning costs—sidecar or c^cle car?

There are now luxurious sidecar outfits on the market
which exceed £,^00 in cost, and they are, too, being

sold in considerable numbers ; their owners cannot

have overlooked the claims of the light four-wheeler

before making their choice, consequenth- we would
prefer to see future trials open to sidecars and cycle

cars until there is nothing to choose between the

general body of them in respect of reliability, hill-

climbing, and all round excellence. Then the buyer
who has ;£ 1 00 to ;^ 1 50 to spend on a reliable passenger

machine will be able to make his choice with

safety and with the comforting knowledge that he has

invested in the most satisfactorv tvpe of vehicle.

Next year's Isle of Man race is just the thing needed.

Attempts have been made to organise a cycle car race

in these Isles this year, but it was felt that the time

was not ripe for such an event. By the end of next

summer, however, there is every prospect that a good
entry and a successful race may be arranged, for

larger firms are now taking an interest in the miniature

car, and next year will undoubtedly see a great increase

in the ranks of cycle car owners. In the pre-
liminary announcements of next year's race, no mention
is made of sidecar combinations, but it is to be hoped
that they will be admitted for the lessons of comparison
already mentioned. After all, sidecars would be out
of place in the popular motor cycle race in June, but
it is only right that sidecars and cycle cars should race
together in the autumn. The French Grand Prix
proved that such an event can be made a success,

and, if in France, why not in Great Britain ?

An Undesirable Practice.

WHILE we should be the last in the world to say

anything that may militate against the proper
use of motor cycles or to countenance any
move antagonistic to the enjoyment of the
pastime, we feel it our duty to speak our

mind freely against a practice which, although of

comparatively recent growth, has become enormously
popular within the last twelve months ; we refer to
carrier riding. A year or so ago this use of the carrier

was in its infancy, but of late there has been an
enormous tendency to substitute a living freight in

place of the load for which the carrier was primarily
designed.' The danger lies in several directions. The
strain on the rear tyre is tremendous, the carrier is

usually loaded far beyond its proper margin of safety,

and skidding, if a wobble occurs, is apt to be fraught
with- great risk to both rider and passenger ; and as

the passenger is all too frequently of the fair sex, the
resulting smash, if anything goes wrong, is all the more
unpleasant to contemplate. It is all very well to urge
that the passengers are, as a rule, highly skilful in

balancing; but everyone has to make a start, and it is

in the first few rides that accidents are Iikelv to occur.
It is well-nigh impossible to correct a severe or even
a slight skid unless the passenger is so perfectly in

sympathy with the rider as practically to anticipate his

movements, .\lready in some States of America the
practice is forbidden, and the Americans are not the
people to get in a panic over an odtl fatality or two.
h. large number of accidents which have taken
place this year can be. attributed to the practice
of passenger-carrying. No doubt, in the headstrong
rashness of youth, many who indulge in this practice
will put us down as alarmists, but we believe that the
great bulk of serious riders will support us in our
view that the practice is in the main undesirable, and
few would shed tears at its abolition in this counlrv.
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Motor Cycles and Cycle Cars on Semmering Pass.
Observations at the Vienna Club's Annual Hill-climb.

SCENES AT AN AUSTRIAN CYCLE CAR HILL-CLIMB.

(Ij Before the start. Sealing the engines in case of a protest being
lodged against their rating.

^3j Two of the competing Austro—N.S.U, cycle ears.

(2) The Phanomobile in racing guise. It weighs Ave cwts. and has a
toor-cylinder 10 ta.p. engine which is Ian cooled and drives the single front

wheel over which it is placed.

(4) Sealing the engine of the Globe prior to the race. The neat wicker body will be noticed

THE Allgemeiiie Motorfahrer Verband of Vienna
held its annual Semmering Hill-climb on the

14th inst., when under the eyes of thousands of

spectators cycle cars for the first time appeared in

this historic climb. Of sidecars there were none, as

sidecarring nowadays does not enjoy much favour in

Austria, owing to lack of modern variably-geared

machines.

Our Austrian correspondent states that there was
general regret that there were no English entries.

The best performance of the day was put up by
Hellmuth Bohringer, on a Grand Prix Motosacoche.
The cycle cars, divided into a small and a big class,

performed fairly well, although, of course, they were
far slower than the motor cycles. The small car type
cycle cars, although fitted with every modern refine-

ment, did not score a victory, but this was not due to

any shortcoming of this type of vehicle, but rather

to bad tuning up of carburetters and instability when
_
cornering fast in one or two cases. The Austro cycle

cars, which were fitted with 6 h.p. air-cooled twii)

N.S.U. engines, behaved very well, and took the haii'^

pins in good style. These little cars are chain driven

throughout, and have four speeds, and their engines

may be started from the driver's seat.

Not up to British Form.
Compared with British riders, the cornering work

of both motor cycle trade riders and cycle car amateur

drivers was very poor, some stopping their engines for

quite a time on the hairpins. It is also interesting

to note that only one of the air-cooled cycle car engines

overheated on account of bad driving and fitting too

lai'ge a jet, whereas all the other air-cooled engines

worked splendidly in spite of severe gradients and

constant climbing for ten miles.

On the straight bits tremendous speeds were shown
by Motosacoche and N.S.U. 6 h.p. motor cycles, the

rider of one of the latter, however, spoiling his chance

by running over a dog not ten yards from the finish.
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lotor Cycles and Cycle Cars on Semmering Pass.^

Of the cycle cars the Austros and one Globe were
iiv stable, but the Phasnomobil and the Wanderer,
;i taiidem-seater of the small car type), were fast and
liven at their speed limit, and whenever cornering
,(10 both nearly o\ertinne(.!.

The results were as follows:

MOTOR CYCLES.
Class I.—6 li.p., minimum weiglit 224 lbs.

m. s.

A. Hradelzkv (2 N.S.U.) 10 44?
Walk-over.

Class II.—3-4'^ h.p., minimum weight 168 lbs.

1. Hellnnith Bohiinner (2 .Motosacoche) ... 9 131
2. F. Brosch (2 Moto-Reve) 10 31

3. Hans Lager (4 F.N.) 10 30»

Class III.—2-3 h.p., minimum weight 112 lbs.

1. Karl Hradelzkv (N.S.U.) 10 49*

2. Kellner (N.S.U.) 12 27| .

Class IV.—2 h.p., minimum weight 80 lbs.

1. \. Preiner (Jlotosacoche) 15 19
2. Horak (Jlotosacoche) ... 15 21

-T-.jV

12 39|
13 1

18 48t

13 27
14 ZSl

CYCLE CARS.
Class I.— 9 cwt. complete, up to 10 h.

1. Czcrniel (4 Ph.Tnoniobil)
2. Rosenthal (4 Wanderer I

3. E. Bittiiei- (4 Premier)
Class II.—9 cwt., up to 7 h.p.

1. Count Kolowrat (tili>be-Anzani)

2. Edward Shlosser (Austro)
3. W Burchhart (Austro)

International Definitions Disregarded.
As will be seen, the Austrian ( iiibs ha\e ideas of

their own on cycle cars and motor rvcle races, and
manr\gc their classes and limits (|uitc regardless of the
restrictions and agreements of the International

Federation.

Another interesting item of this event w'as the general
use of the single-geared machines among Austrian
riders, who, it must be remembered, ha\e to face the

most severe gradients. Fully ninetv-nine out of every
hundred machines belonging to the hundreds of

spectators lined up along the route or on the hairpins

were pcssessed of but one gear.

Five Miles Sidecar Record Broken.
On the 17th September, at Brooklands, Ivenneth

Inklen, riding a 3J4 h.p. B.S.A. 85 x 88 imn. with

!ccar and passenger, broke the five miles sidecar

ird, his time being 5m. 56s., equal to a speed of

56 m.p.h. The previous best time was accom-
-iied by H. liiddell on a ^% h.p. Zenith-Green at

peed of 49.05 ni.p.h. Holden's machine was shod

with Continental tyres, and littcd with a B. and B.

carburetter, and he also used a Pedley belt, Pratt's

spirit, and Houghton oil.

Holden has also lately made determined efforts to

annex the ten miles sidecar record, but has been
unlucky, as he has been troubled with valve spring
breakages, but he hopes to get over this trouble shorth'.

-<

Simplicity v. Weight in Cycle Cars.
[1

i-- a notable fac-t that the majority of the ininia-

ture cars ha\e to undergo considerable weight

paring to bring' them within the cycle car defini-

!i.
"
-It is also noteworthy that the long-established

lis of manufacturers such as the Wolseley, Singer,

niber, Alldays,' Swift, etc., plump entirelv for this

of machine. Undoubtedly the manufacturers

I it practically impossible to build a light vehicle on
idard car lines which shall yet possess the neces-

,irv strength and be capable of holding the road. I

Mi-y that the difliculty of holding the road, with a

light fast vehicle is as much responsible for the

_-ht as is tlie nece.ssity for strength, for with present-

high tensile steels strength without weight should

ivaiiable even if a little more costly. Lately, in

course of conversation with the head of the test

i.irtinent of a large firm, I was told that a certain

11' lustration model held the road better than any
lel yet turned out, and this was attributed solely

I little extra weight in the way of ultra luxurious

ngs. A trial proved this statement to be correct,

the weight of the cycle car, without passenger.',

- as near as possible half a ton. Also the designer

;. much doubted whether the chassis would come '

iiiuier the 6 cwt. definition.

Thus it would seem unde.sirable to reduce the weight
it 40 m.p.h. i.s ever to be attained.' If the car can
rc.irh 40 m.p.h., then sooner or later it will have to
do S.I, in average hands, at any rate, for the man who
ail jog along at 25 m.p.h. indefinitely when 35 or 40

ni.|).h. is possible is a rara avis. The light simjile

vehicle has the advantage of lower running costs, but

if the designer cannot jjroduce stability at every

possible speed then the speed should be limited by

engine power. For the vehicle which has a ma.xi-

mum speed of, say, 30 to 35 ni.p.h. I do not thin!;

there is a great future; it may content the begiiruer,

flut not for long.

Thus we have our choice of a light simple vehicle

which does not hold the road at high speeds, or a

weightier model which will hold the road, although i:

will cost more for. petrol, tyres, etc. There is the

que-tion of first cost, of course, but few of the simple

type cost under ;£ioo, and many of the miniature

cars ire not more than ;^i5o. The luxurious moiJels

from £,i$o to ^185 are rather a bigger step, but the

difference between these and what we may call the

intermediate class is inerely a matter of increased com-
fort and luxury. In the end I think the heavier type,

the miniature cars, will probably hold the greater part

of the market, e\en if they do not already do so.

Norseman.

A neat silencer fitteii to the new model 5-6 ti.p. Hazlewood. II is

connectea to the lorks by flexible (ubing, and though there Is said to b«
atisolutely no back pressure the issuing gases are rendered very quiet.

Al/
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AUTO CYCLE UNION NOTES.
Annual Dinner during Show Week. A Cycle Car T.T. in the 1914 Programme.

Annual Dinner.

IT
is proposed to make the annual dinner this yeaf

a very important function, and to ensure a good

attendance it is proposed to hold the dinner during

the Olympia Show week. The details of the organisa-

tion are to be carried out by the management com-
mittee, who, for this purpose, are to be given power
to add to their number.

Forthcoming Events. A.C.U. Permits.

Permits have been granted to the following clubs

to hold reliability trials and hill-climbs :

September 27tli.—Herts M.C.C. One-day Trial.

October 4th.—Suttnn Cnldfield and Mid-Warwickshire A.C.
Reliabilitv Trial.

October 4th.—Bristol B. and iM.C. Speed Trials.

October lltli.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Hill-climb.

November 1st.—Streatham and District M.C.C. One Day
Trial.

The latter trial will be an interesting one, consisting,

as it will, of a speed trial, an acceleration test, a

starting test, as well as a test for reliability.

A Cycle Car Reliability Trial.

Messrs. Brooker, Greenhill_, and the Secretary of.

the A.C.U. ha\'e been appointed to draw up the

regulations for the cycle car trial to be held on

November 29th. The route followed will comprise

Boar Hill, Dorking, the Hogs Back, Charterhouse Hill,

and the hill near Hindhead, all of which were includsd

i.'i the spring one-day trial.

The A.C.U. 1914 Programme.
The following rough outline of the 1914 programme

has been' draw'n up :

The' Junior and Senior T.T. Eaces will be held over the

mountain course probably late in May or, early in June.

A cycle car T.T. race over the old triangular T.T. course

in September.
In addition to the above there will be held two one-d.ay

trials, one in the spring and one in the autumn, the Six

Days Eeliabllity Trials and the A.C.U. Championship Race
Meeting.

It has also been proposed that a trial, or trials, should

be held for motor cycles having engines not exceeding 150

c.c, so as to encourage the development of the ultra-light-

weight and the attachments for pedal cycles.

The ne.xt meeting of the Federation Internationale

des Clubs Motocyclistes will be. held in Paris at the

Automobile Club de France at 5.30 p.m. on October

25th, at which the International Competition for 1914,

classification, and other points will be discussed.

The 1914 One Day Trials.

Of the two one-day trials to be held in 1914, one

will probably be organised for motor bicycles and the

other for sidecar combinations and cycle cars.

The Cycle Car T.T.

.It is suggested that this proposed race should be held

on the old and more easy motor bicycle T.T. course in

the Isle of Man, from St. John's to Ballacraine, thence

up Creg Willey's Hill to the acute comer at Kirk-

michael and back to St. John's I'w the Devil's Elbow
and Peel.

Threes'wheeled Cycle Cars.

It may not be generally known that all international

competitions must be run under the rules of the

F.I.CM., which classifies together all three-wheeled

motor cycles. Moiocydes as they are called in

French as opposed to motocyclcties which we call motor

'

bicycles. The F.I.CM. therefore includes three-

wheeled cycle cars in the motocycle class. Now
the prominent makers of three-wheeled cycle cars do

not object to running in competition with sidecar com-

binations, but they do strongly object to be excluded

from the four-wheeled cycle car class. In fact, in the

recent A.C.U. Six Days Trial results, there was a dis-

tinct tendency to overlook the performances of the

three-wheelers, which were, so to speak, lost among the

sidecar machines, while the four-wheelers were con-

spicuously placed in a class by themselves. To put

the three-wheelers in a separate class would seem to be

an easy matter until an attempt- is made to define a

sidecar combination. It may be said that the latter

is a three-wheeled motor vehicle consisting of a motor

bicycle fixed to a readily detachable frame bearing one

road wheel and a body, but when it is remembered
that certain combinations have been made undetach-

able the definition falls to the ground. However, the

A.C.U. will have to hit upon a reasonable solution

to put before the Federation Internationale before the

forthcoming meeting in Paris.

Membership.

The increase of members during the last two montfis

has been most satisfactory. At the last meeting 727
touring members, five full^town members, and forty-

five full country members were elected. Two new
clubs, the North Allerton M.C.C. and the West Hants.

M.C.C, have become affiliated, and the total increase

for the two months amounts to 808.
' The total mem-

bership of the Auto Cycle Union now approximat-es

14,000.

THE MOTOR CYCLE IN THE ARMY MANCEDVRES.

Motor Cyclist members of the Royal Engineers witti the Aldcrshot comman''
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.^h.p. 499 c.c. SUNBEAM.
FEATURES: 85 x 88 m.m. engine, three-speed gear-box, and oil bath chain cases.

A 3^

THE 3^ h.p. 1914 pattern Sunbeam
is, as our illustrations show, an
enlarged replica of the now pojiu-

lar 2^ li.p. model. The machine

;mbodies all the desirable featiu'es which

lavc lielped to make a name for the little

tieani, including chain transmission

iDsed in oil bath cases, but it has the

i,iional advantage of a three-speed

ter-shaft gear.

i lie new engine is of the popniar

.:oasurements 85 X 88 mm., giving a

IMcity of 499 c.c. A striking feature of

cylinder is the large radiating fins to

, fflective cooling, which is assisted by
arrangement of an air passage round

1 valve pocket. The main shaft is

uiited on lioifmann roller bearings,

being placed side by side on the

1 lug side and one on tlie timing gear

,1c. The piston, which is drilled botli

r lightness and to assist lubrication, has

tiat top, and has two rings in the

MiJox position. The connecting rod is

icel stamping machined all over, the

end being Htted with a Sunbeam roller

ring, while the top end has a

phor bronze bush. The gudgeon pin

driving fit. The valves, which are

leal shape with a gradual curve from
head to stem, are interchangeable,

measure IJin. diameter over the

1. which should spell efficiency. Valve
ibles are practically unknown with

liibeams, it may be interposed. The
xhaust pipe is of Ijin. diameter, and
lie e.xpansion chamber and extension

A [eiluie of the 19f4 model 3i h.p. Sunbeam is the sounJ method of entirely enclosing the transmission in

oil bith chain oases, as the above illustration amply shows.

pipe ate of the same generous dimensions.

As regards the timing gear, external

cams are used, operating the spring ad-

justable tappets through valve rockers.

There are but three wheels, all placed

in line. By the simple expedient of re-

cessing the tappets the escape of oil from

Transmission from engine to counter-shaft on th

slippirg sproc'i

e Z\ I'.p. S'i"beTm with cover removed, showing tl.e

ot en engine-shaft.

the exhaust valve tappet (a common and
vexatious trouble with many engines) has

been entirely overcome. Indeed, the

cleanliness of the Sunbeam engine is one

of its most commendable features. At
the rear of the cylinder and so protected

from the elements the magneto is mounted
on a platform cast integral with the

crank case. It is driven by a train of

three wheels, the large one in the centre

being mounted on a double Hoffmann
bearing.

The gear box is a particularly neat job

identical in design with the box adopted

on the 5 h.p. twin sidecar combination,

which we dealt with in our issue of June
5th, but slightly smaller. It is operated

through a gate change lever affixed to

the top tube, the changes being effected

by sliding dog clutches.

A multiple plate clutch operated by a

lever on the Irandle-bar is used, the plates

measure 5in. diameter and are alternately

of steel and phosphor bronze. There are

live phosphor bronze plates' and four of

steel. It is the large bearing surface thus

provided that accounts for the smooth
operation of the clutch.

Staunch Design.

Nothing is left to chance in the design

of Sunbeams, and where there is a doubt

about any portion being up to the re-

quired strength, the designer has always

erred on the heavy side. An instance of'

this is the size "of the driving chains,

which are |in. pitch, |iu. wide, stronger

really than the chain makers recommend.
The result is that after the first test run

which extended to 2,0C0 miles, only half

an inch sag was noticeable on the engine

chain.

Adjustment of the chains has, of

course, been provided, for the rear chain

can be tightened in three or four minutes.

Th> cases are divided horizontally, and

can be removed after with drawing a

couple of screws.
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A 3ih.p. 499 c.c. Sunbeam.

—

The bearing for the kick starter shaft on
the new 3^ h.p. model consists of an ex-

tension of the box instead of a separate
unit as formerly.

Tyre repairs have been simplified by the
provision of a rear axle in halves which
means that a tube may be changed with-
out removing the back wheel from the
frame. A Best and Lloyd drip lubricator
is used. Another desirable feature is the
usually wide rear mudguard which, how-
ever, is removable together with the
carrier by the withdrawal of three nuts.

A Trial on the Road.
We have lately had the pleasure of

sampling the running of one of these
machines, the makers kindly offering us
the loan of a bicycle or sidecar outfit.

Our choice lay in the latter, the talented
designer, INIr. J. E. Greenwood, accom-
panying us on the trip. A taste of the
Wolverhampton traffic and network of

tramlines served to bring out the com-
plete controllability of this taking
machine. With the excellent plate clutch
provided, and by means of the handy
gate change, one could crawl in and out
of the traffic, and tick along behind tram-
cars with the greatest ease, the engine all

the time turning over silently and at a

fj^Mi^lS SEPTEMBER 23f/i, /p/j.

The neat gate change speed as adopted on the
31 h.p. and a h.p.three-speel Sunoeams.

low speed ready to respond in a second
to a touch of the throttle lever. The 34
h.p. model is bound to appeal to that
large section of readers who require a

Valve side of the new 3A h.p. single-cylinder Sunbeam.

machine capable of taking a sidecar on
occasion, and yet is in itself not too heavy
or unwieldy for solo use. It is fast on
the level, a wonderful hlU-climber, and,
above all, the engine is splendidly
balanced—a feature we have previously
referred to in connection with the 2| h.p.

mount. The particular machine that we
tried had, as it so happens, been fitted

with a new cylinder the day before we
came on the scene, and the rings had not
got properly run in, with the result that
the engine pulled up suddenly on two
occasions, but this only occurred when
forcing the machine along to test what it

really would do. It was no doubt the
piston sticking, a quite common experi-

ence among testers. The remarkable part
is that after pulling up, the engine will

start straightaway again as if nothing had
happened.

A High Speed Engine.

The engme is capable of turning over
at an extremely high speed, 4,000 r.p.m.
being quite usual for Sunbeam engines.

but this high rate of revolutions is not

obtained at the expense of slow running,
for flexibility is a striking feature of these

well-designed machines. A point we have
noticed and have appreciated on both the

tingle-cylinder Sunbeam is the absence of

effort in the engine. One can bowl along
at twenty miles an hour hardly without
feeling the engine. The gear ratios

appear to be splendidly proportioned, for

a 4.9 ratio is used for the high, 8.5 foi

the middle, and 13.5 for the low gear.

Not only is 'the exhaust of the 5-^ h.p.

as silent as any standard motor bicycle

on the market—thanks to the extremely
large silencer with its long extension
pipe to the rear—but there is a notable
absence of valve chatter. Indeed, we do
not recollect having ridden a
cylinder machine on which the
function so quietly. ^Afith a
capacity of one and a half gallons and
a quart of oil, it will be seen that the

3^ h.p. Sunbeam has been carefully con-
sidered throughout, and should prove an
excellent mount, for solo or sidecar use.

single-

valves

petrol

THE MOTOR CYCLE IN THE ARMY MANffiUVRES.
(1} Kent motor cyclists uith the Brown Army

Delivering a dispatch to Major Genera! Covahna, the chief umpire.
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Securing Spring Filler Caps.

A corresponckMit who endorses my complaint anent

M'sc tank stoppers makes a helpful suggestion. The
ippcrs on his tank have a spring bayonet joint, and

iump off when the . shock of a bad road bump
uiomentarily compresses the spring. He has packed

the springs' up with a small extra washer, and has

prevented the stoppers flying off spontaneously, though

'l\ey are still easily released by the fingers.

" Free Engines " that are not " Free."

I fancy that only a minority of motor cyclists have

'juired the habit of coasting down gradients with the

iitoh out and the engine stationary, nor do I wish

K> encourage the practice, because a heavy motor

I'icvcle, which is genuinely " freeling," cannot safely

stopped in 'a short distance with good brakes, and

_\v be quite unstoppable on a really bad hill if the

1 'lakes are inferior; furthermore, many owners habitu-

ally overdrive their engines, and the occasional coasts

with the exhaust valve up give the engine a chance to

.;,'et its breath again. Nevertheless I desire to comment
'n the fact that very few motor cycles run really

free" w-ith the clutch disengaged. I was rather

'iisgusted to find that the ordinary push bicycle could

freel " clean away from both my first class 19 13
mounts : each of them obviously suffered from gross

friction when tlie clutch was nominally disengaged.
' ine of these machines is fitted with a famous three-

^•ed hub, in which the clutch is incorporated, while

c other has a multiple disc clutch of the self-con-

:,lined variety. Adjastments of the two clutches

I'iDught about a .slight improvement, but neither of

I hem could hold a pedal cycle for speed under such
I ircunistances. The next thing was to overhaul the

wheel bearings, and here again I was able to discover

and remove a little friction: but the push bicycle

remained my master. Inexperienced competition riders

should make a note of these experiences. It is no
Use tuning up an engine to give a few extra " revs."
'' wheel bearing friction is sopping up the extra

a iency.

The Counter=shaft Gear Box.
.V prominent shell in the battery of both sides of

this controversy has to do with the wear of the short

ain from the engine to the counter-shaft. As soon
the matter pops up, A asserts that his short chain

II IS run 5,000 miles without being oiled, and B com-
plains that he has to renew his short chain every other
week or thereabouts. The solution of this contra-

diction appears, from my own e.xperience, to be
excessively simple. The wear depends very largely

"11 whether the machine has a large thumping single-

linder engine or a well-balanced twin-cylinder of

small dimensions. I have recently owned two large

single-cylinder machines with chain drive to the

counter-shaft, and try as I would I never obtained a

tenth part of the mileage from the front chain which

the makers and the glowing testimony of a few users

had led me to expect. In each case, the chain required

very frequent adjustment and attention for the first

month: after that period, the initial stretch seemed
to have departed, and the chain ran fairly steadily,

though it was already out of pitch and noisy. Before

long, any fastidious owner would think it essential to

fit a new one. With a miniature twin the case was

entirely different. The front chain lasted a very

passable distance indeed, particularly if it was either

encased or regularly removed and lubricated. Of

course, the efficiency of the shock absorbing device

and the accuracy of its adjustments have an important

bearing on the matter. But experiences of the

behaviour of such chains under the stresses of a

big single and a small twin are as far asunder as

the poles.

The Running in of Engines.

Factory practice in the way of " running in new
engines must vary tremendously. My I9r3 riding has

largely been confined to two single-cylinder engines

produced by two well-known factories of standing and
repute. The first was delivered in a very stiff condi-

tion, and it w^as not until it had covered 2,000 miles

that it really began to " rev." The other ran exceed-

ingly well when it was first delivered, and its behaxiour

has neither improved nor deteriorated to any appreci-

able extent in a similar mileage. Judging from the

experience of otlier riders of the same machines, my
experiences are typical, and they result in a very

dogmatic moral. Either the one factory assembles its

engines with too small a clearance everywhere : or,

alternatively, the other factory allows more clearance

or gi\es every engine a long spell on the bench, until

every part is thoroughly bedded in. I cannot help

thinking that an engine which cannot be run in under
2,000 miles is a disgrace to its makers. Why should

an unfortunate rider be condemned to ride for half

X season before his engine is really in good training

for hill-climbing and speed w'ork ? One of . these

engines accompanied a private rider to the Isle of Man
for the T.T. It had a variable gear with a low ratio

of 12 to I, and it had covered 1,800 miles before he
visited the island. Yet it invariably conked out on

bottom gear before reaching the summit of Snaefell

from either side, simply because all the moving parts

were far too close a fit against each other. There
would be some excuse if these engines wore noticeablv

better than any others, but as far as I can judge botb

engines require new bearings after an equal mileage.
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The Golfing Motor Cyclist.

This week has brought me quite a novel enquiry.

Do I know any accessory dealer who supplies a set of

fittings for mounting a set of golf clubs upon a motor

bicycle ? I presume the enquirer hopes to hear of

fittings similar. in character to those used for mount-
ing a rifle on a bicycle. Such an accessory has been

marketed, but its sale was not pushed. Unfortu-

nately caddie bags are not standardised as rifles are.

Most motor cycling golfers take their clubs to the links

by slinging the caddie bag across their shoulders.

Automatic Carburetters and Flexibility.

I can hardly agree with some of our correspondents

that automatic carburetters are essential -tp the highest

potential maximum of flexibility, and the analogy

drawn from motor cars is probably misleading, seeing

that most car engines have at least four cylinders, and
their price limit permits a greater expenditure upon
the carburetter. I admit that a bad driver will get

more flexibility out of an automatic carburetter, and
for that reason I think automatic carburetters are

bound to come. But a good driver can probably obtain

a slightly higher degree of flexibility from a first rate

two-lever device at the present rnoment. At any rate,

if I were competing in a flexibility trial, I would lather
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use one of two or three standard two-lever devices

adjusted for the end in view than any automatic car-

buretter with which I have experimented up to date.

In spite of this opinion, I hope to see automatic car-

buretters universally adopted on the ordinary tourist

machine, because not one in a thousand can drive well

enough to make the most of a two-lever device.

T-wo=step Drives and Sidecars.

Now that the sidecar has so triumphantly vindicated

itself as a thoroughly practicable passenger machine,

despite competition from cheap cars, it is interesting

to notice how the budding 1914 types will improve
the lot of the sidecarist. The growing popularity of

twin-cylinder engines will reduce knocking and render

gear changes less frequent ; the two-step drive will

minimise the number of roadside stops due to trans-

rriission troubles, especially in bad weather ; the in-

crease in the number of counter-shaft gears will render

the back tyre^ trebly accessible ; and a slight but

marked tendency towards the increase of engine power
on variably geared tourist mounts, trending from

500 c.c. up towards 750 c.c, will provide the side-

carist with more engine power at a very shghtly in-

creased price. For all these reasons the sidecar should

enjoy a quite abnormal boom in r9r4.

ITALIAN MOTOR CYCLE CHAMPIONSHIP, THE CIRCUITO DI CREMONA.

(I) Carlo Marieis (Moto-Reve), winner of (2) Vailati (Rudge), who, it will be remembered, rode In the Senior T.T. Race last

the 500 e.c. class. . June, rounding a bend.

(3) A Douglas rider—Beliante—at the Qrst bend atler the start. (4) The victorious Brothers MalTeis. Left- Carlo,

winner of 500 c.c. class, who rode a Molo-Reve.

Right—Miio, winner of 330 c.c. class, who rode a

(Douglas).

K.r.
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HOW TO TEST BENZOLE.
BEN'ZOLE is increasing rapidly in popularity as a

motor fuel, and hitherto its use has been limited

to acting as a solvent ior waxes, fats, gutta-

percha, etc., and in the preparation of aniline dyes.

For this purpose various grades have been put upon
the market, which, although quite good enough for

their early purpose, are not all quite satisfactory as a

liiotor spirit. In these circumstances, then, it is

desirable to have sonie simple method of testing the

spirit to see if it can be used. A correspondent to

The Motor i't/rle asked me for details, and I propose
here to describe a few experiments, some of which
can easily he performed by anv amateur chemist.

The Composition of Benzole.
In the first place, let us consider what benzole is.

In the process of coal tar distillation a light oil passes
over. This is collected either till the temperature of

distillation has risen to a certain definite figure,

varying in different works, or wliile tests periodically

taken show that its gravity is less than that of water.

Appan^tus used for distilling benzole.

This is the more general practice. The light oil is

then washed to get rid of bases and acids, the former,

consisting of pyridine and its homologues, by means
of washing with sulphuric acid, and the latter, carbolic

and cresylic acids, by washing with soda. These are

recovered subsequently. The remaining liquid is

fractionated and the various fractions collected. First

of all comes benzole, then toluole, solvent naphtha,
and a residue. Benzole is thus free from pyridine

and carbolic acid, but the things it cannot easily be
free from are volatile compounds which distil over with
it.

,
The chief of these are carbon liisulphide and

thiophene. Carbon bisulphide being a heavy sub-

stance, a small (|uantity of it affects appreciably the

specific gravity of benzole, and consequently as a large

amount of it is bad for the purpose we are considering,
a measurement of the specific gravity will give a strong
indication of the merits of the benzole. 90% benzole
is the best used, obviously by being more easily

^
vaporised than 50% or 30% spirit. 90% benzole
should have a gravity of .880-. 883, 50% from .873-.875,
and lower grades from .870-. 872. These figures may

come as a surprise to many, as they show- that the

low'er the gra\ity the less volatile the spirit, whereas

the opposite might be expected. These figures all

refer to a temperature of 6o°F. I take them with an

ordinary hydrometer, reading from .850-. 900, and then

correct for the temperature of the liquid allowing

.0005 for every degree Fahr. between the observed

temperature and 6o°F. If the reading is above 60°,

then the correction must, of course, be added ; if

below 60° subtracted. The outside figures have been

given, as 90% benzole varies in composition according

to the way the tar is prepared; personally, my benzole

is always .882 or .883 or between those figures.

The second experiment I usually do is a distillation

test. This requires a litf-le more apparatus, but is

very easily done. loc c.c. are measured out in a

graduated cylinder and poured into an 8 oz. retort,

a thermometer is fitted inside a cork, and the cork

placed in the tubular opening at the top of the retort.

'

The thermometer is placed so as to be in the liquid

about ^i'm. from the bottom. The liquid is then

distilled by means of a bunsen burner or a spirit lamp

so that it comes over in drops and not in a continuous

stream. The temperature at which the first drop

leaves the neck of the retort is noticed, also the

amount at 84° C. and at 100° C. A good 90% benzole

will start at 83°, about 4-5% at 84°, and not less than

90% at 100° C. The easiest way to measure the

quantities at these temperatures is to let the spirit

drip back into the 100 c.c. measure.

Sulphur in Benzole.

The only other thing in benzole that interests the

motorist is the amount of sulphur, and, unfortunately,

there is no quick, easy, and accurate way of testing

this. The method usually adopted is to burn the

benzole very slowly by mixing it with alcohol, or else

bv blowing air through some benzole held in cotton

wool. The sulphur turns to sulphur dioxide, and

arrangements are made for this to be done in a stream

of ammonia gas,, whereby ammonium sulphite is pro-

duced. This is passed up a tower, cooled, and

collected; it is then oxidised with a few drops of

hydrogen peroxide, and the sulphate precipitated as

barium sulphate and weighed. This test when

done has shown the benzole I use to contain under

100 grains of sulphur to the gallon, and as the Petrol

Substitutes Committee' consider anything under 300

grains to be satisfactory, I must conclude that -

my benzole is very good in this respect.

Apparati.

Perhaps a vioi-d as to the cost of the apparatus

mentioned may be of interest. A hydrometer

reading from .85o-.90o° costs is 6d., an

8 oz. retort 7d., a 100 c.c. graduated measure

IS. 4d., a Centigrade thermometer reading up to

110° IS. 3d.-2s. (according to whether a paper

or milk glass scale is used), a Fahrenheit thermo-

meter reading to 100° or 150° is. 3d., a tripod

stand to rest the retort on 4d. , and a wire gauze

3d. A spirit lamp would come to 8d. or 9d. .-^

cheap retort stand and a small clamp can be

bought for 2S. The whole apparatus as outlined ^^
would not cost more than los. v

•^31

|3^
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondentsj
All letters should be aililres=ed to the Elitor, " Tie Motor Cycle," 20, Tulor Street, E.C., and shouli be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Carburetter for Scotts. ,

Sir,—I am, lilce Mr. George Bax, a Scott rider, and am
oil the look out for a carburetter. Mr. Ba.x is in favour of the
Iiukin, and states that he has been able to do away with the
half-compression valves. I should like Mr. Bax to tell me how
he is able to start his engine under these circumstances.
On my machine, a 1913 model. I could stand on the kick
starter against compression, and it would be utterly im-
possible to start my machine unless I used the " half-
compression device. H. MACAULEY.

Sir,—With reference to Mr. Bax's letter, I think it would
have been better if this gentlemin, if he found any irregu-
larity with the carburetter, to have written to me asking
for some explanation, and it is more difficult to understand
as all my carburetters are sent out on approval. Why, if it

was not sptisfactory, did he not return it in the time limit
allowed? I cannot trace ever having supplied a carburetter
to this gentleman, nor having received a letter from him.
I have not the least fault to iind with him for praising other
people's goods, but, before making any public complaint, I

think it was only due to me for such complaints to be made
to me first, when I am sure the fault which he refers to in
my carburetter could have been rectified.

As to the merits of my carburetters, as applied to the
Scott, any owner can have one on approval and test it

again.st any others he likes, and I shall be quite content
t« abide by the results. C. BINKS.

Military Motor Cyclists.

Sir,—May I be allowed space in your valuable columns
to bring before tlie Motor Cyclist Reserve Committee a
suggestion? I understand that the War Ofiice request for
motor cyclists for the Territorial Force has not so far been
responded to in a satisfactory manner. Indeed, the head-
quarters to which I am attached sliould have an establish-

'

meiit of twelve motor cyclists, and uji to the (iresent I am
the only one attached. Now, a condition is that for the
whole jieriod for which he is bound (which is one of four
years) he will be required to "maintain a motor cycle."
That,^ I take it, means that it must always be ready for
mobilisation. The next condition is that, "to meet the
expenses thus entailed," 8s. per day will be allowed' when
specially employed on .military duty'. Coi^idering the hiijh
price of petrol, the heavy wear and tear incurred by such
duty, and the higher rate of premiums required by tlie
insui'ance companies for such work, I do not consider the
allowance any too generous. In fact, it scarcely covers the
cost of running the machine in manceuvres.
Now' where is the inducement or conipensation for main-

taining the machine in good condition during the period
of the four years? There, is none. It might be argued
that if a man has a machine he would for "his own "pur-
poses so maintain it. If he be attached he must, but if
not he is free to follow his own inclination or to act accord-
ing to the condition of his purse. -

Another suggestion is that the War Office pay a retaining
fee, which I believe they do for large motor vehicles ; iii

the case of mo'tor cycles, say 20s. ]ier. annum. In addition
to this the Army motor cyclist should be exempt from pay-
ment of the local taxation licence. The Territorial is free
from payment of National Insurance contribution, but this
is an advantage that will not apply to the majority of motor
cyclists. I hope that some member of the Committee above
referred to will see this letter, appreciate mv points, and
deal with them. G. M. COLBECK WELCH.
A32

A Problem. I

Sir,—I am rather puzzled with my machine, and think 1

perhaps some of your readers could help me, and at the same
time afford them an interesting problem to solve.

The machine is a 1913 model 3^ h.p. T.T. twin J.A.P.
engine 70 x 64^ with overhead inlet valves. The trouble is

that, although I can get 50 m.p.h. on the level for a short
distance, it will not climb or pick up. The compression is

good, cylinders clean, jet clear, plugs and lubrication perfect.

I have tried a B.S.A. carburetter, also B. and B., and now
have a Sensprav. in which I have tried several jets ; have
aJso tested magneto timing and seen that the valve tappets
have proper clearance. Several experts have tried the
machine and made various adjustments but without effect.

[Our correspondent should have mentioned his gear ratiOj

which, we imagine, is too high.

—

Ed.]
Hints will be much appreciated by i'WIN JAP.

The Wear o£ Tyre:.
Sir.—Having read " Ixion's " " OccaEioiial Comments" in

your issue of iSeptember 11th, I would ask your permission to
give my experiences on some of the points mentioned.

Spare tubfe carrying. I do not agree with the statement
that a spare tube must be carried by the "get there " type of

rider. IPerhaps " Ixion " would not put me into that class,

but I am in the habit of using my machine for purposes in

which punctual arrival at places considerable distances apart
is essential ; at times also it is necessary to hurry, and yet
I have not carried a spare tube for three years. Previous to

that I used to carry one, to find when the tube was urgently,
needed that it was either chafed through or perished. The
only considerable delays, owing to tyres, I have had this year
were on a loan machine unprovided with a special form of
nail cjitcher always fitted to my own machines.
With regard to the 2|in. tyre, I have not yet had sufficient

experience of this size of cover to know if I am grateful to.

the makers. I fitted one to the driving wheel of my Triumph
on August 1st, but its present life of 1,599 miles is not
enough for comparison with tyres previously used. I think,

however, that my luck with tyres must be better than.

"Ixion's." Of four heavy covers of one make, all used on
the back Avheel, three have given a mileage of 7,OQiO, 8,000,
and 6,176 respectively. The last one was particularh' good.
Fitted on November 17th last it punctured for the first time'

on March 21st, and was finally taken oft' on .lune 21st.

Another cover, used on the driving wheel, completed 4,021
miles before being removed as too smooth for winter riding,

The back tyre now in use on my other maclune has done
more than 4,200 miles. I ought to state that, the above
mileages are measured, not guessed. Freedom from tyre
trouble is, I am sure, largely a question of the price paid.

Economy in that direction is unwise. D. K. HALL.

Fair Treatment.

Sir,—Much has been said at various times about unfair

treatment doled out by makers either by delay in despatching,
spare parts or refusing to accept liability on broken parts.

As a rider of a 2J h.p. Royal Enfield, I relate my ex-

perience. My machine had been running remarkably well,

when, by some reason which I cannot account for, the nut
fastening the end of the gudgeon pin worked loose and so

fouled the cylinder that it was beyond repair. I forwarded
this, together with the piston, to the makers of the machine,
and, to my astonishment, I was not only supplied with a
new cylinder within three days, but was forwarded a new
piston complete with rings and gudgeon pin and a new com^:

pression tap free of charge. JNIoreover, when fitting thet
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cyliiidtr luirrit^dly. I discovered (tou late unforUuiately) that

1 liiul not bedded the same properly to the crank case, and,

ill tightening the nuts, cracked the new cylinder. I was

obliged to approach the makers a second time, and in three

days' time I received the second cylinder again free of charge.

I might further add that I have no interest in the firm beyond

being satisfied with the machine of their make and the

treatment Ihev have meted out to me. GEfl. HARRISON.

Sir,—Funny, the diversity of experience on this subject

;

funny, also, that in a letter of praise the name of the firm

should be quoted in full, while in the other sort it hides

under "well-known make" or similar unsatisfying ambiguity.

But tlie reasons are obvious.

.My own experience is distinctly of the "other sort." Six

months ago a friend and myself set up motor cycling, he

preferring a lightweight and I a 3^. We were advised :

" Get a—well a Pankhnrst and a Lloydgeorge respectively,

for they, if not the best, are at any rate the most popular;

it will iiot be long before you require new parts, and whereas

with a foreign or lesser-known machine you may suffer an

annoying delay \vhilst they are procured, these makers keep

these" parts by the hundred, ready in stock for immediate

deli,'ery."

Sounded all right, so we acted upon it. Now for the

proof of the pudding. At the start of my projected holiday

toiu', a month ago, my pi.ston broke. I immediately took

the machine to the nearest agent, instructing him to wire

for a new piston and valves to the Lloydgeorge Company
nnd let me get on.
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These have only jn^t arrived, on the last day of my holi-

day ; and all fit Vo badly as to be useless. That is to say

that after a month's maddening delay 1 am exactly as I

started ; very likely with a further month's wait, and the

same result at the end of it;.

On appealing to my friend for sympathy, he congratu-

lated me on having tlie best of it, as he had to wait two
months before the Pankhurst people condescended to execute

his order for parts, similarly of standard make and quoted

in their lists as .stocked for immediate delivery.

This unbusinesslike slackness would not be tolerated in

any other trade, and must do tremendous harm to motor
cycling as a sport. Novices and enquirers have a whole-

some terror of breakdowns, and with good reason, too, if

a trouble that may come on at any moment is thus to deprive

thcsn of the use of their machine at the very time of the
year they most want it. FED UP.

Sir,—I alwa-ys read with interest the letters published

under the heading "Fair Treatment." Personally, I have
found that most firms of repute do their utmost to relieve

motorists from embarrassing situations. The following,

however, easily eclipses all, both for lightning despatch and
generosity.

A few days ago, while riding a James sidecar combina-
tion, one of "the timing wheels of this very excellent machine
came adrift and caused much havoc. This happened in a

tiny village (through which a professional tour was taking

me), and which possessed nothing in the way of a satis-

factory garage. The engine was taken down by lamp-light

and repair on the spot found to be oiit of the question.

THE FREAK HILL POLICK."

The above photograpli shows "The Scar"—an excepltonally severe Yorkshire hill, between Augram reservoir and Middlesmore in Nidderdale--whlch had

10 t-e climbed daring the Harrogate and Dislrlct IH.C.C.'s paperchase. E. Maynard (Triumph), the winner ol the event, is seen negotiating the hairpin corner.
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The ordinary delay experienced in repairs would have
meant a serious loss to me, as my work took me into dis-

tricts little served by railways. I therefore packed up the

engine and put it on the first passenger train to Birming-

ham, at the same time despatching an urgent letter stating

my position and the facts of my misfortune. Judge of the

as'toiiishment when I received a wire—" New engine

despatched five-fifty Great Western passenger." Within a

very short time we were at work, and I resumed my
journey greatly rejoicing.

This is not" an isolated case illustrative of the "push-
ahead business-like" attributes of the James Co., and the

true motorist will recognise their action as being a genuine

desire to relieve the users of their machines from those

imforeseen predicaments which are the lot and inheritance

of all who participate in the glorious sport of motoring.

I am utterly unknown to the James Co. -

FREDK. PHILLIPS, B.Sc. (Lond.), F.C.P., F.C.S.

[We have devoted considerable space to this discussion, and
the correspondence is now closed.

—

Ed.]

MfmLE

Carburetters and Flexibility.

Sir,—Referring to "Autobore's" letter, I- am afraid! can-

not agTee. I contend that the conditions of my test must be
carried out without any alteration to the carburetter what-
ever, and to have to alter the size of the air port and the size

of the jet whilst riding the machine is, to my mind, in-

admissible. The machine that I would offer for test is, like

your correspondent's, a T.T. fixed gear machme, and tests

2. and 4 which he says are impracticable on his machine
would be practicable on my test machines, which would be
fitted with Precision or Fatnir engines. 0. BINKS.

Hub and Counter-shaft Gears.

Sir,—As a novice to the pastime, this being my first

season, I much appreciate the opening of your columns to

the discussion on three-speed hub gears, one of which is

fitted to my 34 ii.p. single-cj-linder Premier machine, which
takes a sidecar practically all over Surrey.

The first season of riding as well as the correspondence in

your paper on the subject has shown that the personal factor

has considerable influence on whether hub gears are the best

or of no use at all. Is it not conceivable that some of those

who have had trouble with this mechanism are not treating

it in the right way and would be better for a few lessons in

driving and the care of the machine?
Personally, I never cease to wonder at the extraordinary

way in which such a small SYigine and such liglit gears stand

tlje racket of the work they are put to even under the best

i-iinditions of driving. LF 126.

Sir,—The letter in your issue of September 4th from Mr.

E. 0. Paskell seems to me to call loudly for correction.

If all hub gears are perfect, as he would make us believe,

why did every morning's practice in the T.T. race this year
sc-e some number of machines hung up with gear trouble ?

There are very many people who do not look on the hub
g?ar as thoroughly reliable, and most people also believe

that-the extra weight in the rear wheel does reduce speed

and render steering more, diflicult.

It is just possible that a very skilled meclianic with all

adjustments slack to begin with could take out the back
wheel of the machine fitted with a hub gear and replace it

within five minutes of the time taken with a more acces-

sible wheel ; but as a rule when a rear wheel is disturbed

it is with the idea of changing a tyre, or something of the

kind, and the dummy belt lim greatly complicates the

matter.
Mr. Paskell has only to see machines which really have

easily detachable wheels hung up -with punctures to find

that the owner prefers to drop out the wheel if the job is

not difficult and complicated.

By the way, the designers of some machines appear to

have got over the necessity of brake dodging in removing
a rear wheel quite well without adopting counter-shaft

brakes. RIFLEMAN.

Sir,—I am very pleased to see that in the 4th September
i.ssue the Armstrong Gear Company have at last come out of

their shell and are replying to the various critics of the
'

th'.'ie-.speed hub gears by facts and figures. I ride a New
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Hudson with one of these gears. I will not say I have
had no trouble with it because I have had to send it back
to the works once, but that was after about 2,000 miles.

Then I suppose it was " familiarity breeds contempt," as,

owing to it running so perfectly I ignored the makers' in-

structions regarding oiling and adjusting. The Armstrong
Gear Company kindly repaired this for me free of charge,

and on it I have since done about 2,000 miles, and up to

the present it has given entire satisfaction. With me the

gear gets plenty of work ; it is not on the machine for orna-

ment, and more often than not there are three up, and I

never trouble about raising the exhaust lifter or throttling

down when changing. Usual disclaimer. LF 93.

Sir,—I have been much interested in the correspondence

re hub versus counter-shaft gears. One point which most
of your correspondents ignore is the great simplicity of

counter-shaft gears as compared with hub gears. Practically

all counter-shaft gears are so simple, and the parts are so

large and strong, that even a novice can venture to dis-

mantle them if trouble is experienced on the road. This
is veiy far from- being the case with three-speed hub gears,

which' are extremely complicated in their internal parts.

Tliat the makers take the same view is evident, since I

recently wrote the makers of what is perhaps the best

known* three-speed gear on the market, asking if they
could let me have any literature explaining the internal

construction. The reply was that if I thought there was
anything wrong I had better send the gear up to the
factory. I wrote again, stating that I did not propose

to interfere with the gear unless in the case of absolute

necessity, but wished to understand it in case of trouble

on the road. This second letter was .entirely ignored, so I

suppose the inference is that the gears are so complicated

that even the makei's cannot explain them verbally ! Also
I suppose it is hopeless to attempt any adjustment outside

the factory.

I certainly think the counter-shaft gear scores heavily in

respect of simplicity, and shall, I think, try one on my
next machine.

I have, .fortunately, not experienced any trouble with
my three-speed hub up to the present except an occasional

failure to change down on hills, but I certainly look for-

ward with considerable uneasiness to the possibility of gear

trouble on the road, although I can sign mvself
ENGINEER.

Forced Feed or Splash Lubrication.

Sir,—The various makers of motor cycle engines do not
seem to be in a hurry to give this matter their serious

attention, and most of them apparently appear to be content

to allow things to remain as they are, and are quite in-

different about the matter. It is quite certain that auto-

matic lubrication of all types of engines must come about
to ensure efficient and reliable working.
As regards the point raised in yoiu- issue of 11th

September about the oil being supplied in proportion to

the load on the engine, the problem is not one which offers

any great difficulty. Surely, this is a simple matter, which
the engine builders could most easily overcome. Take for

instance the Bosch system. The lubricator is. designed to

be driven in the same manner as the magneto, but requiring

much less power, and the oil which flows to the lubricator

from the tank above is forced by the pumps through the
rmall tubes or feeds, each in turn as the pump shaft re-

volves. These tubes are led direct to the cylinders and
other parts of. the engine, and the supply" of oil to each
can be adjusted independently by simply turning the screw
either one way or the other, as a smaller or larger quantity
is required. It would be quite easy to arrange a bypass
connecting two of these tubes, thus obtaining at any moment
a double supply of oil, if necesary, when wanted, or rice

versa. The great point of the Bosch system is that the

oil is being forced under great pressure, and the action is

absolutely positive, which is of vital importance. .

Recent correspondence proves that many riders are

obtaining everything but satisfaction from their existing

arrangements, and anxiously await the application of more
up-to-date mechanical methods, as are applied in practice

whei'e larger engines are dealt with.
CHAS. GORICK.
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{!] A view on the Col de Fray Miquel, showing the Roc motor cycle

riddon by C. E, Stjuire through the Pyrenees.

Sir.

—

The Motor Cych of September 11th contained three

independent references to tlie subject of hibrication. Some
people would have us believe that the ordinary systems of

lubrication employed in motor cycle engines are satisfactory,

and that '" improvements " bring disadvantages and add
complications.

No doubt this opinion is largely justified, firstly because

it is a truism that very tew improvements can be effected

without involving complication, and secondly, because many
automatic lubrication systems are actually more unreliable

and unsatisfactory than the ordinary hand pump.

Whether ordinary " splasli " lubrication can be said to be
satisfactory is primarily a matter of opinion depending upon
the ideals of the rider. If he is satisfied with between
five and ten thousand miles service, and is not particular as

to how his engine runs provided it takes him along at the

pace he wants, then splash lubrication will satisfy him.

That a very large number of riders look for sometliing better

than this is shown by the continual reference to the subject

of lubrication and the interest which it excites. Thus, in

The Motor Cyrh of September 11th, tliere is a leaderette

dealing with the subject, an article by "Red Wheels," and
a reference by '* Lsion " to '* Acute recurrent bigenditis."

1 should like to endorse the opinions expressed by " Ixion."
'

I think that the other two writers miss a few rather important

points. They appear to take it for granted that mechanical
lubrication must possess the fault either of varying the feed

ill proportion to the engine speed or of maintaining a constant

feed to the crank ca^e. Under these conditions tire engine is

over-lubricated when running fast on, a light load, or when
running slowly or after descending hills.

Now a system of true forced lubrication, in which oil is fed

direct to the bearings whilst the flywheels and big end are

dear of the oil in the sump, does not possess these faults.

If, as is usual, the pump is arranged to deliver more oil than
the bearings are able lo pass, the surplus going through a

spring-loaded relief valve, it is a very easy matter to regu-

late the supply of oil by varying the pressure on the relief

valve spring. If this spring and valve are arranged in an
accessible position there is no ditliculty whatever' in connect-

ing the control gear to the throttle lever and so making the

oilfeed strictly proportional to the work done. This arrange-
ment has been employed in Delaunay-Helleville cars, among
others. It has been proved beyond doubt that for maximum
efficiency it is necessary tliat clean oil be forced between all

rubbing surfaces, and that a plain bearing under these con-

ditions is the sweete.=t running and longest wearing bearing
it I? possible to obtain.

Kor the requirements of the high speed petrol engine may
be ad<!ed the following :

1. Tlie oil filter should be easily accessible, and its clean-

ing should involve no loss of oil.

2. The oil pressure should be able to be regulated without
the aid of tools.

(;i The summit o( the Col de Puymorens obscured in clouds. The notice

board on the left gives the altitude and warns motorists to slow down as

a dangerous tiun is close at han:t.

3. The maximum quantity of oil should lie fed to the

bearings consistent with getting correct cylinder lubrication.

It is on - these principles, among others, that the modern
ultra-efficient motor car engine design has been built up.

How would Sunbeams, Vauxhalls, el hoc ijenns omiie, fare

with splash lubrication and crank chambers containing only

an "oil fog"? The slight extra expense due to forced feed

lubrication is amply repaid in increased service.

If tlie above points were thoroughly grasped we should

hear very much less discussion on the question of bearings

and their lubrication. A.M.I.C.E.

A Motor Cycle Tour in the Pyrenees.

Sir,—I noticed a paragraph on page 1202 in your " Spark-

lets" columns of The "Motor Ct/rle that I think refers to

myself. The highest pass I went over was the Col de Fray-

MYquel, 8,022 feet. This road leads across the frontier into

Andorra as far as Soldeu. It has not been ojiened long, and,

judging by the appearance, cannot have been traversed by

anything on wheels more than a few times, and I think never

before by a motor cycle. I had a fine trip, and do not think

anyone could do more in the time. I went over most of the

passes between the Mediterranean and Lourdes, a.id would

be liaf.py at any time to give any of your readers any in-

formation I can. I took many photographs, but only have the

enclosed priiiti by me at the moment. C. E. SQUIRE.

Determining Top Gear Ratios for Cycle Cars.

Sir,
—

^The article by "Engineer" in 77/c Motor Cycle of

18th September, on "The Influence of Correctly Propor-

tioned Gear Ratios for Cycle Gars," comes opportunely,

and should do much to silence the originators of the " freak
"

gear movement. This article, written by a technical man,

is to be commended to makers of sidecar raotoi' cycles for

careful attention.

One point, in my opinion, is incorrectly treated, namely,

the selection of the top gear ratio. I maintain that the

correct gear is not a matter of compromise or choice, but a

fixed quantity, depending im the maximum output and the

corresponding .speed of the engine which is destined to

propel the machine.

The correct top gear is arrived at ;is follows : Calculate

the speed at which the engine, when developing its maximum
power, can drive the. car on the level. The r.p.m. ef the

driving wheels divided by the engine speed at which maxi-

mum output is developed (figures obtained from bench tests

of the engine) gives the I'eciprocal of the top gear ratio to

be used.

In regard to the climbing qualities of a machine on top

gear, this, as " Engineer " points out, is entirely dependent
on the ratio of engine power to total weight of the vehicle,

but hill-climbing should not influence the deeigner in select-

ing the top gear ratio. H. il. STIGH.
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A 31 h.p. 494 c.c. DOUGLAS.
Equal Bore-Stroke Ratio. Pump Lubrication. Engine and Gear Box Unit.

Timing gear and flywheel sides of the new 3i h.p. twin-cylinder horizontally opposed Douglas, engine and gear box unit, the valves in which are

placed over the top of the cylinders.

from main-shaft (2) The kick-starter mechanism and chain drive from
engine to gear tox.

(1) Showing the oil pump driving mechanism 1

and large driving pulley.

IT
is always a pleasure to examine a
new type of machine, and when the

macliine is the product of so well-

known a firm as Douglas Bi'os. inter-

est is greatly increased ; consequently we
were glad when it fell to our lot to in-

spect the new 500 c.c. machine which
this firm wiJl place on the market for

the 1914 season. As might be expected,

the salient features of Douglas design are

retained, though many modifications- and
improvements have been incorporated.

When jNlr. Douglas explained to us that
he was very proud of the new design we
were prepared to see something good,

and from a subsequent inspection we
consider that his pride is likely to be
justified by future sales and performances.

Some Striking Features.

The first point to strike us was the
large oil sump below the crank- case,

"ivhich holds approximately seven pnits,

or enough to free the rider from any
lubrication worries for about 1,000 miles,

and forms a platform on which the engine
unit rests, and is held in the frame by
two long bolts, which, through the
medium of i-ieat clamps, exert a wedging
action on special cast lugs (see sketch).

It is only necessary to slack the tvvo nuts
and to remove the petrol union and belt

to take the whole engine, gear box, kick
starter, exhaust box, etc., from the frame

;

in fact, we saw the feat performed in

about two minutes. At the back of the
su'mp is a sloping platform, to which the

Worm driven Douglas oil pump showing tho
screw type lifter fitted.

gear box is attached in a somewhat
similar manner to the engine fixing. This
forms a very simple chain^ adjustment,

for, by slacking the holding bolts, the

gear box can be slid up or down the

platform without any possibility of de-

ranging the sprocket alignment.

The Lubrication System.

From the sump before mentioned oil

is raised by means of a screw pump
driven at one-third engine speed by a

worm gear on the end of the crank-

shaft. On reaching the crank chamber
the oil is led into troughs below the
cranks, the surplus oil returning to the
sump through two large filters placed

one at each end of the crank chamber.
The crank chamber proper is split hori-

zontally, and contains the usual Douglas
type balanced crankshaft, to -which are

attached connecting rods with split big

end bearings. On top of this chamber
i's mounted a third casting, which con-
tains the solid camshaft and carries the
magneto. The camshaft and four cams
are machined from one piece and
mounted on ball bearings, the cams
operating the valves through large
rollers and adjustable tappets, the
design reminding one of modern car

practice rather than the usual motor
cycle rocker gear. On the camshaft, and
capable of being rotated round it is an
arrangement of double cams, -^vhich

form the exhaust lifter.

The cylinders have a bore and stroke,

of 68 mm., and are, of course, hori-

The new '.9i c.c. tv;in Douglas engine in parts.
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THE ENGINE PARTLY DISSECTED.

The enlarged view at the top is of the underside of the camshaft case and illustrates the

design of the tappets and exhaust lifter.

zontallv opposed, but in this new model

the valve pockets are placed on the top

of the cylinders instead of at the sides,

the ports being so constructed as to

prevent a broken valve head from falling

into the cylinder head. The valves are

slightlv inclined downwards to the head,

and the ports are cast with longitudinal

ribs. An llin. diameter outside flywheel

is Ktted to the one-piece crankshaft.

The engine is a masterpiece of accessi-

bility, for, besides the fact that the

unit" may be withdrawn so easily, the

following points are worth notice. All

four valves can be easily removed while

the engine is in position, so also may
both cylinders. The magneto is held

by two nuts and its gear wheel.

By removing four nuts the whole of

tlie cam gear and magneto may be

removed in a unit. Next, by slacking

Arranje.-. cms of e :haust p;pes and silencer.

two nuts on each cylinder, the top half

of the crankshaft chamber can be

removed, leaving the cylinders still in

position. The oil level may be inspected

by removing the filler cap, which is so

placed that it is impossible to fill the

sump too full.

The Driving System.

A i inch X I inch Hans Renold chain

connects the engine and gear box, tlie

latter being similar to the well-known

2| h.p. type, though strengthened up

som-ewhat and fixed in the manner

already described. The clutch is faced

with Ferodo, and the diameter has been

increased to seven inches, the same size

as the belt pulley. The liick starter is

as usual.

Both inlet and exhaust pipes are neatly

carried out, the carburetter lying just

behind the magneto, and the two exhaust

pipes lead tangentially into a larger

pipe set longitudinally, the exit being

by a tail pipe. It is well to mention

that tlie new features are all patented.

The frame, which carries the power unit,

though of pleasing appearance, has no

very unusual features, except for the

forked down tube, which enables the

valves to be easily removed, and the

special sidecar lugs, one of which is fitted

below the bottom .bracket. Neat foot-

boards are fitted to ihe touring model.
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whicli, with the wide. smooth mudguards,
sliould prove effective protection froni

imiddy roads. The spring forks are of

the usual Douglas patteiii, though, of

cour.se, considerably strengthened. Carrier,

stands, and tool bags are on well tried

lines.

The tank, which contains petrol only,

is on the lines of those fitted to the

T.T. 23 model.-;. A T.T. model will be

sold which will be \vith(nii clutch and
footboards. Although the price is not

definitely settled, it will be approximately

tlie same as other well-known 3^ machines.

26in. X 2|in. tyres are standardised.

We particularly wish to impress, on our

readers that the machine has undergone
many many miles of strenuous road

Neat high tension wire on 31 h.p. Douglas. The

tubular casing is Isept in tension by an inteinal

spiing.

tests a*nd has proved perfectly satis-

factorv, and we hear that it is even more
efficient for its size tlxan the popular 2J

h.p. model.

A Douglas Sidecar.

Messrs. Douglas Bros, have evidently

recognised that this new production will

be -largely used for sidecar purposes, for

they have designed a special sidecar to

suit the machine, which has several inter-

esting features. The side members are

constructed in the shape of a bow and

string, and the body is attached by three

full elliptical springs, one at the front and

one at each side ; these should render

riding particularly easy. The chassis is

attached to the frame at four points to

ensure rigidity. The usual stay from the

saddle pillar to the rear of the chassis is

augmented by a similar stay from the

head to the "front, and, in addition, a

cross tube is fixed to the footboard sup-

port and another to a point below the

bottom bracket. .The coachbuill body has

a comfortable riding position and a smart

appearance.

Douglas Machines for the Colonies.

Before we left the works Mr. Douglas

pointed out a large consignment of

iiiachin«s for the Colonies and the Conti-

nent, and informed us that he has already

entered into contracts for 6,000 machines

for next year.

Of course, the well-known 2J h.p. model

will be retained, but the alterations for

1914 will not be on a large scale. Whilst

at the works we also saw a very smart

cycle car fitted with a taking streamline

body and the 8 h.p. water-cooled hori-

zontal engine. Last Saturday it dis-

tiiiguishfd itself at the Bristol Club's

liill-climb.

Method employed lor fixing cngino in iram«.

Two of tliese flxings are used.

B7
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MiLiTAKy Manoeuvk

(1 i Headouartcrs at Ihe Kinj's Arms, Sto' enohurch A Rudge rider In the foreground. (2) The old and the new method of desnatch carrvin^ m A Pao»i
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The Motor Cycle in the Army Manoeuvres.
MIDLAND motor cyclists turned out in hundreds at

tlie weekend to inspect the different camps in con-
nection with the army manoeuvres. This is only
natural, seeing the important part motor cyclist

scinits and despatch rirlers are playing in the manoeuvres,
jlie Delta airship, which is quartered iieai' Dunchurch,
drew large i-rowds, and the score or to of aeroplanes ranged
up in orderly fasliion in a field near Crick, commanded
much attention.

Motor cycles of every make, and some of doubtful age,

arc participating in the maniruvres. At one time any old
accuiioilator ignited crock was permissible so long as it came
under the apfwilation "motor cycle," but the authorities

are a little moi'c strict this year, and magneto ignition is

essential.

We believe that more motor cyclists would have been
pressed into service if offers had been received. There ai'e

plenty who would have volunteered tlieir services, if informa-
tion on the question of enrolment had been easier to obtain.

Occasonally the notice given of vacancies occurring in the
ranks was rather short.

Several smart P. and Jl.'s are permanently attached to the.
Royal Flying Corps. The motor cyclists seemed to be
thoroughly enjoying their work, conveying despatches with all

sfieed as enthusiastically as if their lives depended upon it.

-V well-known motor cyclist, who is connected with the
Special Keserve of Motor Cycli ts, writes us that he considers
that a number of riders seem to have some difficulty in de-
ciding whether they shoulj join the Special Reserve or the

Territorial Force of Motor Cyclists, so some particulars of

the chief differences may be of service :

Royal Engineers : Special Reserve. Rank : Corporal or
sergeant. Location of unit to .which attached : All in South
of England or Ireland. Age of enlistment: Eighteen to

tliirty. Term : Four years. Pay when on duty, including
motor cycle allowance; Sergeant lis. 6d. per day, corporal

10s. 9il. per day, with separation allowance for married men.
Free rations and uniform. Bounty ; £1 annually on comple-
tion of training after first year, and £3 per year, provided
motor cycle is kept in serviceable condition. Travelling
allowance : l^d. per mile between home and destination by
shortest route, not to exceed third-class rail for self and
motor.

Motor cyclists—Territorial Force. Rank : Corporal or

lance-corporal. Location of unit to which attached : In
nearly every town of any size. Age of enlistment : Seven-
teen to thirty-live. Term : Four years. Pay when on duty,
including motor cycle allowance: Corporals 10s. to 10s. 6d.

per day, lance-corporal 9s. to Qs. 2d. per day, with separation
allowance for married men. Free rations and uniform.
Travelling allowance to camp : Amount of railway fare for

self and cycle by shortest route.

Thus a Special Reservist corporal spending fifteen days in

camp fifty miles from his home will draw, rougldy, £12 12s.

9d. for his year's service, while a Territorial lance-corporal
will draw a minimum of £7 7s. 4d., and be kept free in

both cases. Those eidisting now can get their recruit drills

worked off during the winter and be qualified to take their
place in the field when the manojuvres start next year.

(II Taking a well earned rest by the roadside. (2) Douglas and Bradbury riders tailing cover in tlie bracken. (8) A meclianlcai travelling worlishop in

connection with the Royal Flying 3rd Squadron in a Deld at Wolvercote near Oxford, The machines are P. and M.'s. (4) A Scotcli olllcer attached to the

Brown Army leaving Stokenchurch. (5) Two of the Cambridge U.O,T.C, awaiting orders at Boulters End*

IJQ
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
September 25 6.52

27
29

October 1

6.47

6.42
5.20-

Olympia Motor Cycle Show Exhibits.

At the Olympia Show, from November
24th to 29th, seventy-three firms will

exhibit motor cycles and sidecars and
twenty-four cycle cars. In addition
ninety-five firms dealing in motor cycle

'accessories have booked space.

The Team Race at Brooklands.

It aj^pears that in the One Hour Senior
Team Race at BrooklMids, on the 13th

September, in which the Enfield team
scored such a fine win, H. V. Colver was
second with 54 miles 590 yards to his

credit, and D. Iron third with 45 miles
275 yards.

Tlie Cremona Circuit Record.

S. A. Eowlandson protests to us that
our Italian correspondent is in error in

stating that Carlo Matfeis 'broke the
record for the Cremona circuit as re-

ported in our issue of 18th September in

the recent Italian Championship Jleeting,

and in support of his claim to still

holding the record points out that he
averaged 55^- ra.p.h. over this circuit

against Maifeis's average of 53 m.p.h.

Cheap Tyres, Dear Petrol.

On September 18th the price of rubber
in Mincing Lane fell to the low level

record of 2s. per pound. While doubtless
the shareholders in the rubber companies
will not rejoice thereat, motoi' cj?clists

will welcome the news, for a continuance
of tLese low prices for the raw material

is bound eventually to reduce the price

of tyres. But petrol is still a fly in the

ointment, and there appears little

prospect of that useful but not absolutely
necessary commodity "slumping" at all

in price just yet.

The Upside-down Airman at Brooklands.

We are informed by IMajor Lindsay
Lloyd that arrangements have been made
between the B.A.R.'C. and M. Pegond
for him to give demonstrations at

Brooklands on the 25th, 26th, and 27th
September between 3.30 p.m. and 5
o'clock, weather permitting. This
demon.«tration Will include flying in an
inverted position. This feat is the
deliberate carrying out of an idea of

iSI. Bleriot's in which he wished to

demonstrate the stability and control of

his machine in practically any position
into which it may be forced.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

JNloTOK Cyclists and Level CitossiN«s.

—A number of complaints have been re-

ceived of late of the difficulty experi-
enced at level crossings, the gatekeepers
contending that the small swing gates
at the side should be used in preference
to the carriage; gates. The Association
have taken up the matter with the
various railway companies' concerned, and
already the General JIanager . of the
G.W.R. has given instructions for the
gates at all level crossings on the line

to be opened for motor cyclists when-
ever occasion arises.

The Danger oj no Reflex Light.

Once more, as the evenings draw in,

the necessity of not only proper lighting
for motor cycles, but also for other users

of the road, is borne upon riders. The
necessity of carrying reflex rear lights

by cyclists is also a pressing question,
and if they but realised the danger they
are in on a dark night without such
warning device, we think every cyclist

w'ould have his machine equipped with
these cheap and usefid fitments. Quite
recently the opening run of the Camber-
ley i\I.C.C. was postponed by the sad
death of one of the members. He was
riding the evening before when he
suddenly had to swerve to avoid a cyclist

without a reflex light—and he was tlirown

heavilv with fatal results.

SPECIAL FEATURES :

FOUR 1914 MODELS.
HELVELLYN CLIMBED.
MOTOR CYCLISTS IN THE

MANOtUVRES.

Trade Announcement.
Mr. W. J. Green, wlio has Ijeen asso-

ciated with the Premier Cycle Co., Ltd.,
Coventry, for the past ten years as secre-

tary, advises us that he has resigned his

position witli the company, and desires
all personal communications to be ad-

dressed to 75, Coventr)' Street, Coventry.

N;velty ia a Miiland Trial.

To render the open reliability trial of

the Sutton Coldfield Club, fixed for Octo-
ber 4tli, more interesting, novel schemes
are in hand. The committee are en-
deavouring to get all the winners of the
past T.T. races to compete, the idea
being to show that the speedman can
also keep his mount down to a 20 m.p.h.
schedule when desired. After the trial

it is intended to invite all the winners
to a dinner, also influential men and the
press. An endeavour is being made, to
arrange the start and finish of the trial

from the middle of Birmingham. Tlie
club officials have got a highly suitable
spot, where all sorts of refreshments can
be obtained, and it is Avithin fiftv vards
of New Street.

Group of competitors at the finish of the Birmingham M.C.C. Trial to Ca'-lisle and back. Left to

right—H. Berwiclt (31 h.p. Hampton), A. Milner (2:} h.p. Levis), S. Thaip (3i h.p. Triumph), D. M.
Brown (3.V h.p. Rover), and G. Nott (5-8 h.p. Clyno sidecar).
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1914 Models.

This week we describe and illustrate

four 1914 pattern motor cycles, viz., the

new 5i h.p. Iioiizmital liouglas. the 2^

h.p. F.X., 5i h.p. Suiibeani, and the new
Comet-Green.

Helvellyn Climbed by Motor Cycle.

Two of tile Six Uaj-s Trials riders evi-

dently enjoy mountain climliing on motor

cvcles. Following upon Sliiddaw, their

litest achievement is the ascent o£ Hel-

vellyn last week-end. An exclusive

description of tlie feat appears in tliis

issue.

A Singer Experimeut.

A Singer motor bicycle with liorizflntal

engine has lieen seen on Midland roads

undergoing tests for some weeks past,

but. on enquiry, the company iulorm us

that it will not be marketed tliis year :it

anv rate. We are assured that tlie

machine has proved very speedy.

Up Six Days Trials Test Hills.

A reliability run was held at the week-

end, open to "those members of the West-

morland M.C.C. who had not won a

6rst, second, or special prize during^ the

year. The run was a non-stop between

-

checks, a secret check being arranged in

the event of a tie. Results : 1. E. Milton

(8 Zenith) ; 2. H. Cleary (3^ Zenith) ; 3,

J. Clement (3i New Hudson). The run

for the Triumph Challenge Cup, held 011

the 31st of August, and which ended in

five competitors tying for first place, was
also run at tlie beginning of the week.

A very stiff course wa-s chosen for the

purpose, and included about six of the

hills which were- used in the A.C.U.
X'rials. Results : 1, G. A. Gregson (6

Bat), 10s. error; 2, P. L. Bryant (3i

Triumph), 2ni. error ; 3, W. Hutchinson

(6 Zenith), 5ai. error.

-f-\5.7
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Sept 27.—Liverpool .A.C.C. Open Relia-

billly Trial.

Oct. 4.—Sutton Coldlield & Mid-\V,-ir

wicUsliire .\.C. Open Trial.

„ 4.—B..'\.I<.C. Brooklands Meeting.

-

„ 4,—l^ristol .M.C.C. OponSjecd
Trials,

^j n.—Coventry & Warwicksiiire M.C.
.Annual Open Hill-climb.

„ II.—B.M.C.R.C. Meeting and .A.C.U.
Chatnpionships.

„ 29.—.A.C.U. t)pen Cine Day Trial for

Cycle t;ars.

Nov. 2\ to 29.—Motor Cycle & Cycle Car
Show at Olyrnpia.

Ben Nevis Climbed on a Sidecar.

During last week-end IJ, Bill, of Glas-

gow, clinilied Hen Nevis

Stqupe Brow Climbed.

A~telcgram received on Monday from

Dan Bradbury, of Sheffield, states :

"Yesterday I made first unassisted climb

by motor cycle of Stoupe Brow, Robin
Hood's Bay", on big 4 Norton,"

An Officially Observed Test.

Last evening, at 9 p.m.. Rex Mundy
was due to start from the R.A.C. garage

on an 8 h.p, water-cooled Williamson

sidecar in, an attempt to drive to Edin-

burgh without stopping the engine. He
is being observed by an A.C.U. official.

Pilot Jet Carburetters.

Next week w'e shall describe and illus-

trate a new design pilot jet carburetter

which we have tested on the road to give

a consumption of 157.4 ni.p.g. on a 3;^-

h.p. machine. Incidentally, it is inter-

esting to observe the growing popularity

of the pilot jet device, especially in view

of our recent articles in favour of such
fittings.

liritain's highest

h.p. A..I.S. and

A typical view on tile way up Holveilyn showing the rou;h path strewn with boulders. TWrlmete Is

seen winding northwards far below. (See next page).

mountain, with his 6

sidecar.

A Two-stroke Clyno.

The Clyno Co. have a two-stroke single,

cylinder 'lightweight undergoing test, and

ii is now tpiite a common sight to see it

hauling a sidecar in the Wolverhampton
district. We hear from the trials secre-

tary of tlie Oxfm-d Club that it may make

its first appearance at Alms Hill, Henley,

next Saturday at the inter-club hiU-climb

of the Middlesex M.C.C, the Xorth-West

London M.C.C, and the Oxford M.C.C.

Motor Cyclists in the Manoeuvres.

Our contributor ".Mercury," who is

attached as a motor cyclist to the Chiet

Umpire's staff during tlie niana;u\Tes,

tais us that he has had varied experiences

in camp. One night men and machines

were drenched with rain, but on a fine

dav it was delightful work. The services

of'ouite a number of well-known motor

cyclists have been utilised by the War
O'ffice, and among them, it is interesting

to note, is F. W. Applebee, senr,, who

although too old to join the regular

serviie, evidently feels his services

appreciated bv the authorities, for this is

tlie fifth successive year he has been

attached.

In Birmiflgham.

At the start of the Birmingham Club's

open twenty-four hours' reliability trial

on Friday we noticed George Brough,

who had ridden over from Nottingham on

his new horizontal-engined Brough. He
readily demonstrated to us the ease with

which" it started by sitting in the saddle

and liobbying it along with the feet. It

will accelerate in wonderful fashion.

We also encountered P: J. Evans, who

is running one of the prettiest little cycle

cars one coidd set eyes on, viz., the four-

cylinder w\ater-cooled Calthorpe. The

lines of the bonnet tapering from the

neat honeycomb radiator to the dashboard

give it a Veiy clean appearance. It runs

as well as it looks, judging from a short

trip we had in company with ilr. Evans.

The Gaillon Hill-climb. British Support.

As announced in our issue of the 18th

inst., the classic Gaillon hill-climb will

take place on October 5th. As several

riders have expressed their desire to com-

pete. The. Motor Cycle is vyilling to

organise a party to take part in or wit-

ness the event, leaving London on Friday

evening, October 3rd, fm- Soutbani|)toii,

provided at least twenty riders send in

their names. Those who intend joining

the party should comniunicate at once

with the Editor, wdio will immediately

tell them the details of the programme.

It is suggested that the party should

cross by Southampton and Havre and
cover the journey by road. If this idea

is followed out the tiip could be ma;iaged

on the most economical fines and in the

most comfortable manner. Up to the

present Messrs. C. S. Buriiey, R. L,

Keller, B. C Barton, and W. H. Ba.-hall

have given in their names. Entries,

which cost 10 fr, for motor bicycles, side-

car combinations, and cycle cars, should

be addressed direct to L'AuJo. 10, Rue
du Faubourg, Montmartre, Paris,
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UP HELYELLYN BY MOTOR CYCLE.
By GEORGE D. ABRAHAM.

Author of '* Motor Ways in LakelaJid," "The Complete Mouniaiiieer,'' "Mountain Adventures at Home and Abroad," etc.

IN
the North motor mountaineering has become a

craze. Skiddaw, our third liighest English moun-
tain, was thougirt to be the culminating point of

many minor climbs, but now Helvellyn has attracted

attention. With its 3,118 feet of height it only comes
second to Scawfell Pike in loftiness. Helvellyn may
be considered the highest bit of England accessible

to anything on wheels at present, for Scawfell Pike
is altogether out of the running in this respect. Its

topmost reaches, pathless and piled Avith rocks and
boulders var^dng in size from a pea to an elephant,

are riot likely to have their echoes stirred by the

"music of the motor.'' Helvellyn has more or less

of a track all the way to the summit, and as the most
central and most climbed mountain in Lakeland, its

presence overlooking the main trunk road has seemed
like a perpetual challenge to some of the motor
mountaineers. Wythburn, with its famous little

church, and still more famous hostelry, was the obvious

starting place. The actual distance to the summit
was only 2\{, miles, but the question was, would the

tyred wheels grip the steps of slippery grass and
Sliding stones

'^

A Perilous Stretch.

Such were one's thoughts as we sped onwards inti->

the mountain gateway, with heathery heights aglow

overhead, and under wheel the magnificent road which

the Manchester folk have given us as ample recom-
pense for any harm done to Thirlmere in the turning

of it into a '' drinking trough." As we drew nearer

to Wythburn the steepness of the lower half of the

climb was strikingly evident. A thin line trailed

upwards through brackened steeps and zigzagged

finally up the rocky front of the outlying buttress of

Birkside. This latter would be the most perilous

portion of the ascent, but on the tableland above the

most tjoublesome route-finding problem would be

encountered
All was peaceful at Wythburn when we arrived. The

heroes of the occasion were late as usual, thus we

A STRUGGLE UP THE GRASSY BULGE. W. B. Little on llie 3i h.p. Premier

In a cnlical position. Tli'rimere is seen In tlie valley 1,000 feet telow.

A HALT FOR REPAIRS. Tne 4-1 h p Quadrant receives expert " mellcal"
attention to the bole in the crank case

wandered .slowly up the slopes. The great clouds

which hid the summit lifted gradually and our spirits

rose with them, despite the fact that their recently

deposited moisture had made the grassy track decidedly

slippery.

Motors in the Mountains.
Nearly a thousand feet above the little white inn a

splendid viewpoint was found, and soon the healthy

bark of the mountaineering motors filled the narrow
valley beneath. One by one cars and cycles came to

a halt far below, and pedestrians spread themselves

stragglingly up the lower slopes. A tiny dark speck

crawled along the main road, and then turned up
towards us into the region of grey rock and- bracken.

It seemed a strange invasion. How hardly could Scott

have imagined the scene when long ago he wrote

:

"I climbed tlie dark brow of the miglity Helvellyn,

Lakes and mountains beneatli me gleamed misty and wide.

All was still, save by fits, when tlie eagle was yelling.

And starting around me tlie eclioes replied."

Then ere long the well-known voice of an old friend

was wafted up to us. Little, on his 3J h.p. Premier,

was agrip with the gradient. He threaded the lower

rocks skilfully and came up splendidly, with Ray-
mond Drinkall on his 4! Quadrant close behind.

But both were eventually in diiSculties.' Driving

wheels spun helplessly on the slippery grass slope of

I in 2J; These \vere troublous times, and those of

us who knew die terrors of Helvellyn's upper bul-

warks thus early began . to think of failure. How-
ever, the plan of tying ropes around tlie driving

wheels was adopted. Thus aided, the first difificulty

B^t
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R. Drinkall tackling a typical boulder-jumping section. It was a similar

spot on which the crank case of his 4^ h.p. Quadrant was holed.

was overcome, and the two riders were struggling for

lialance on the rock-strewn incline in order to strike

.1 fair way through the narrow gateway.

A steep bulge of slippery grass now caused some
'lelay. All hope of a non-stop run was finally

shattered. Friendly assistance was not refused, even
by Little, who had parted company with his machine
,iiid rolled several yards down the mountain side into

d mass of bracken, a softer welcome than that afforded

l>y hard rocks close at hand. Drinkall Avas first away
liere, and now high overhead he threaded the lofty

,vags skilfully, an altogether thrilling and splendid

ht to us below. His companion was soon also

"-eding out of the " Slough of Despond " up to

"Happy Heights of Hope." Those of us on foot

ed upwards, cutting off the zigzags. Around a

Iden corner a crowd was gathered. Every face

re an ominous look, and die Quadrant lay on its

-lie amongst the boulders.

A Novel Repair.
Only Drinkall. seemed able to smile, and this was

remarkable, for his crank case was punctured and no
repair outfit was available. It seemed that in leap-

ing one of the turfy steps the crank case had most
unluckily alighted on a solid bit of rock an'd come
off second best. A hole as big as half-a-crown proved
to !"« tiie result, and a temporary repair with sticking

plaster and string was the outcome of much ingenuity.

Tlien onwards and upwards the pair of enthusiasts

struggled once more, far up the terrific zigzags to the

crest of Birkside. Little's mount showed a danger-
ous tendency to tackle the almost vertical confronting
bit of mountain at every .sharp turn. At one point

only the presence of the writer prevented machine

and rider falling backwards, for the front wheel was
pointing heavenwards ami spinning merrily in mid-
air. At last the narrow gully lilleil with loose stones
was entered. Few footrests survived the passage
through the rocky jaw^s. With a roar and a rush the
Premier emerged from this dangerous spot, and
Little soon disappeared out of sight summitwards.
.Vext came the news tiiat he was waiting higher uj)

in a bog, and wondering who would volunteer the
descent to Wythburn for a forgotten belt punch. The
Dunlop belts had stood magnificently on both
machines, but here a shortening became advisable.

A twenty minutes halt was necessary whilst, with
hairpins, files, and penknives, a hole was made in

the tough belting.

Helvellyn Conquered.
Little seemed surprised at the success of our efforis,

and showed his gratitude by mounting the machine
and riding away direct to the summit, almost a mile
away. We followed leisurely, and finally arrived

with cameras and congratulations to enliven the wait

of the first motor cyclist to reach Helvellyn's crest.

Drinkall was half an hour behind, but even this was
an altogether unique performance, for the temporary
repair of the crank case had broken away, and each
charge of oil simply lubricated Helvellyn instead of
the engine. Yet machine and man had come through
.scathless. Why that engine refused to seize must
remain a mystery. There was much enthusiasm
amongst- the spectators on the summit.
The view from this height of 3,000 feet was magni-

ficent, but one is afraid it received scant appreciation.

A thin air seemed to blow unretarded through many
a hungry mortal, for everybody's lunch had been left

at Wythburn. The climb had taken two and a half

hours, as prophesied by J^Ioffet. This keen sports-

man, who rendered such yeoman service during the

Six Days Trials, was always the optimist of the

party.

Onihe I igiest actual point c( Helvellyn, 3,118 feet high. Mess's. W. B. Liti.e

(3i h.p. Premier) and Raymond Drinkall (« h.p. Quadrant) the Drst motor
cycllsis to scale the pe:ik.
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Up Helvellyn by Motor Cycle.—

•

However, we were glad to turn valleywards. There

was just time to notice purple mountains of a thousand

forms crouching all round, and silver lakes gleaming

in their sun-bathed hollows, ere the huge bulk of

Striding Edge cut off the easterly prospect. That

glimpse of the blue waters of Red Tarn, a thousand

feet below, was a pleasant memory as we raced down

the heathy uplands, seldom far away from the brake-

weary motor mountaineers. The descent was achieved

without mishap.

A considerable crowd awaited the arrival of the

cavalcade, and one outspoken daleswoman caused

some amusement. She said to Little; in his own
Cumbrian dialect, "Ay! man, thou desarves summat

for gaan oop theer !
" "Well, mother, what's the

prize?" up spoke the elated climber. " Ah'U give

thee six months in a mad-house!" came the curt

reply, and everybody laughed boisterously. Mad
though it seemed to some, the new sport of motor

mountaineering has tremendous fascinations, and,

though grim old Helvellyn will seldom be overcome,

some of the lesser heights will doubtless receive

organised attention. Club meets amongst the moun-

tains will most probably be the outcome.

Finally, a word of praise must be given to the

machines. Some of us thought that none but a 3I
Premier could tackle such rough-and-tumble work

->-^««

SATURDAY'S TRIAL
Official Numbers and

ON Saturday next the Liverpool Auto Cycle Club will

hold its open one day trial, which is under Manu-
facturers' Union support. The start is from Queen's

Ferry Bridge, at 8.0 a.m., and the course is in

North Wales, including Bwlch-y-Groes.

Some extra special awards are announced, including

Stelastic tyre and tubes and a Lyso belt.

ilore helpers are wanted to check the riders. Readers

should write Jlr. Philpott at once, stating what time they

can be at any part of the course.

The following is the order of starting :

successfully, but the performance of the Quadrant

was wonderful. Like the Premier, the gears were stan-

dard j in each case 12 to i was the lowest ratio. The
Stelastic tyres behaved faultlessly, and the same

may be said of the Armstrong gear. Altogether it

was a remarkable day, and an experience that neither

spectators nor motor mountaineers are likely to

forget.

The 3V h.p. B.S.A. sidecar on wliich Kenneth Holden captured the Ave miles record

at Brooklands last week. His time was S mio. 58 sees, (see page 12 J7).

IN NORTH WALES.
Order of Starting.

.1. E. F. Baxter (6 Kex)
2. W. Heatoii {2'u A.J.S.)
3. il. Or<\f (5V' Eover single gear)
4. C. Wilson (S'.. Quadrant)
5. Quentin Smith (Sfc TriuniDli)
6. G. Wiay (5-6 Olyno sc.)

7. F. G. Ednnind l3Vn Humber)
8. J. Browne (2^4 Dougla-s)

9. E. AT. Cheshire iS'A Triumph!
10. C. T. Newsome (S'/i- Rover tingle

gear)
11. W. H. Car(=on (Excelsior sc-.i

12. S. Tliarp (3"-. Triumph)
13. A. J. Dixon (31/2 Singer)
14. W. J. Henderson (Eudge)
15. O. Wade (6 A.J.S. sc.)

16. L. V. liarton (6 Vcxi
IT. J. H. Setigf'ivick (5 Euil.e)
18. L. Guy (Scott)

19. E. W. S. Court (6 A..J.S. sc.)

20. F. Dover ;3V. Premier;
21. E. F. James (6 Eex)
22. S. C. Pcrrvman (3'!. QiiiiJr.mt)

23. J. Baker !3'<', Scott)

"

24. D. Bradlrarv (4 Norton sc )

25. J. E. Sprfi=tou (2^(4 Sunbcun)
26. H. G. Bell (5 F.N.)
27. J. Cocker (3V, iSineer)

28. T. C. de la Hav (6 Sunbeam «c.l

29. A. C. Fenn iS'/-. B.S.A.)
30. N A. Ayre/i (2^ti Suu-Villiers)
31. J. A, Dudley (2'A Hohart,
32. Hugh Gibson (6 Bradbury sc.)

33. H. llarston (RudKc)
34. V. E. Horsman |3'.'» Singer)

35. A. J. Jenkins (3'/. New Hnd.;on^
3G. F. Smith lOlyno so.)

37. L. Pack ,2?!^ Douglas)
38. E. G. Mundv (31.'. Triumph)
39. S. Sawcr 'J'i Pr-niier)
40. D. H. Noble (3"-. Eover)
41'. A. C. Scott 17 Prc»uier kc.)

42. O. E. NokBB 13V; Sunbeam)
43. S. Doward (3'A Bradbury)
44. T. E. Greene (Rudge single gear)

45. G. Featherstonehaugh (3'A EoTer)
4C. C. B. Burney I3V- Blackburn)
47. E. Pear.'on (Olyno sc.)
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48. J. Haslam i3V' Eover sc)
49. Mrs. Baxter (6 Eex)
50. S. T. Tessier (6 Bat)
51. J. H. Greene, jun. 13y2 New-

Hudson)
52. L. F'. Harvey (Clyno ec.)

53. N. H. Brown (7 Indian)
54. S. Tubb (3>A Hunjber)
65. .H. Silver (41';, Quadrant)
56. P. Proud (3V'> New Hudson)
57. W. Cross (6 A,3,S, sc.)

58. H, Newey (21/2 levis)
59. J. H. Fox (3V« Edmund)
60. A. G.Coclis (2'/. Oonnaughtj
61. O. B. Wilson (6 Bat)
62. W. H. Kellv 18 Eex-Jap .sc.)

63. H. E. Davics (2-V. Diamond) .

64. E. Carey (3V> B.S'.A.)

65. J. J. Day (3% Bradbury)
66. V. Basby .'3>/. Sunbeam)
67. T. Silver [7 Quadrant sc.)

68. A. Helber (254 Diamond)
69. A. W. Brittain (

)

70. W. V. Ford (23/1 Diamond)
71. H. W. Coopland (7 Indian pc.)

72. J. Dolman (2% Douglas)
73. W. Jones (2% A.J.S.)
74. J. S. Watson (2=4 Sunbeam)
75. G. -A. GreE.son (5-6 Bat)
76. H. C. jMarston (31/2 Triiunph ec.)

77. F. W. Sixsmitli (3% Scott)

78. E. P. Eavenhill (3'/. Eover)
79: W. H. Longton (_3V. AUdays)
80. L. A. Bees (4 L.M.O.)
81. M. O. Breese (31/2 B.S.A.)
82. C. Freeman (Olyno sc.)

83. G. Hughes (2% Douglas)
84. !>. Mogridge I2¥i MeadJ
55. J. B. G. Tale (31/2 Eover)
86. M. Glasgow 13'/2 Tiiumpli single

gear)
87 P. Fairhurst (6-6 A.J.S. so)
88. Miss Baxter (21/2 Coiuiaught)
89. S. Hughe« ;2Vn Levis single gear)

90. W. F. Waddingtou (Campion)
91. 3. Wright (Humberette)
92. H. F. B. Morgan (8 Morgan)
93. A, O, W}iitney (Humberettel

jManufactcrers' Nominated Te-^jis.

No, of teams. No. of teams.
1 Eex 1 16 49 10. Eudge .. . 14 17 33
2. Quadrant 22 55 67 12. Douglas . 8 37 72
3. Eover 10 40 45 11. Bat . 50 61 75
4. Olyno 36 47 82 13. A.J.S. .. 15 73
5, Scott .. 18 23 77 14 Sunbeam '. 25 28 42
6, Humber .. 7 54 91 15. Diamond . 63 68 70
7, New Hnd.son 35 51 56 16. Premier . 20 39 41
8, Sing'er 13 27 34 17. Triumph . 9 12 76
9, B,S,A 29 64 81 IS. Bradbury . 32 43 65

Club Teams.
Letter reiereni-e. Letter reference
A, Dublin and Dictifct 8 44 72 G. Wigan .. . 23 37 77
B, Mersey 34 53 71 11. Liverpool A.C.C. . 32 38 75
G. Coventry and W'ar- I. Westmorland (Team not yet fixed)

wickshire 10 11 91 J. Malvern and District 3 78 85
D, Sutton Ooldfleld ., 36 66 80 K. Wolverbamiiton . 28 42 47
E, Birmin-ham M C C 22 60 77 L Cumberland (Team not yet jixcd!
F. Sheffield and Haln n

' sliire 20 24 39

3P? "^ ''?%4.\"^ i
s*ffl83!eaasw®a&%.^ >- »- ^

V. Wilberforce (3.i h.p. Norton) leading T. G. Meeton {3\ h.p. Hudge) over

the Unishing line at Brighton last Saturday.
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Birmingham-Carlisle-Birmingham.
Severe 400 Miles Twenfy-four Hour Trial of the Birmingham M.C.C.

Flashlight scene in Ihe Birchfleld garage at the start of the Birmingham M.C.C. twenty-four hours' trial to Carlisle and back.

T
HERE were fifty-nine competitors in this trial, which
started on Friday evening, at ten o'clock, from the
garage of Messrs. Sarsons and Dnke, Birchfleld, and,
as showing the severity of the test, only thirty-six

itinpleted the coarse by 10.30 o'clock on Saturday evening.
Till'' retirements were mostly due to the rain, which c>anie

vn almost incessantly during the night journey nortli-

id. The competitors had gone to considerable trouble and
.pciise in preparing tlieir machines for the trip, chiefly in

iip matter of lamps. Practically all carried a pair of head
,'hts ; one- or two of the sidecars had as many as four, and
ly electric lamps, conti'oUcd by s\vilche.s, thre\v lights on

' speedometer and route card. W. H Egginton's Enfield
I an e.xtra car head liglit on the sidecar and three genera-
.-. Cocks (Connaught and Duke (Rover), among others,

i-'-d dissolved acetylene and seemed tree from lamp worries
- a consequence. There wei'e only two cycle cars, S. Wright's
Hiunborette and Armstrong's belt-driven four-wlieeler.
^ iiicli latter was not seen after Carlisle. There was a
HLsiderable crowd at the start to wish the competitors good
k on their long ride, but no sooner had all been got under
. than rain commenced, and. fell continuously, sometimes
' ly, sometimes in sheets, until Kendal.

Effects of the Rain.
Naturally, there was a good deal of incident under such
i-re conditions, punctures being frequent, whilst many
iplaiired of belt slip. The course was splendidly nuirked
."trips of white paper laid by i\Ir. Oliver Lucas from his

J ionler car. A. A. scouts, ton, rendered excellent service
ill slinwiiig the way, one in particular—at Tarj3orlcy—draw-

4 many expressions of praise. Longton, who was accom-
ied in his sidecar by "Corah" Clarke, broke the frame
liis T.T. AlWays at Beeston Castle at 2.0 a.m., and it

k some time to rouse the local hotel and get comfortably
irtered. S. C. Ferryman (Quadrant) caused much anur^e-

i nt by stopping under a railway bridge and removing his

boot and sock to wring out l-he wet. It might here bo
remarked that there are oilskins and oilskins, as some of
the competitors discovered. The driving rain went tlirongli

tome as if they were but mackintoshes. Breakfast -vvas all

ready waiting at Warrington, to wliich the rain-soaked
riders did full justice, but a good many were late here, in-

cluding Wright, who had to repair a puncture in his Hum-
berette, and was then left with forty minutes to cover twenty
miles, but still was only two minutes late.

The Lancashire cobble setts were not relished on such
a night, and many solo riders had spills. Nott (ClvJio)

got his tyre into a tramline and .skidded alaimiijgly, for-

tunately without doing any damage. Riley (Enfield sc
)

broke the cable of his carburetter throttle, and tied l=a
haridkerchief in place ; in this manner he completed 250
miles. Liefeldt (Rudge) was troubled with pre-ignition,

and finally took his engine down at Preston to discover
the reason. His companion, Bollack (Singer), who had
sealed his tool bags before the start, struck a bad patch
between 4 and 5 a.m., for he liad to repair his back tyre
oil two occasions, though his machine never misfired
tiiroughout. Occasional banks of fog did not trbprove the
conditi:);:s.

Single Gear and Lo^v Po^wer.
It is strange tliat among the few single-geared machines in

tlic trial one of them should have the smallest engine. It

was a two-stroke 2J h.p. Levis belonging to A. Milner, who
rode most regularly throughout. He told us that his engine
simply romijed up Shap.
At Carlisle, ivhci'e forty-eight arrived, the competitors

had many experiences to relate. Mundy had to retire here,

. not due to any trouble with his Williamson, but to a painful
arm (the result of an old fracture), which he had to carry
in a sling.

Tlie return journey was destined to prove really enjoyaBIe.
fin- the weather conditions greatly impi'oved. We noticed
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Another group of competilcrs. Owing lo continuous rain ti:e trial proved a very severe one.

that a number of riders were using the Badcock by-pass on
a number of different makes of carburetters, and all spoke
very highly of the device for traffic use. Bedford had one
on his smart-looking Hazlewoodj and Cocks one on his little

Connaught, which now has many hundreds of miles of trials

work to its credit. Great keenness was displayed in arriving

at the time checks dead to the second—the competitors used
their own sealed watches for this purpose—and the inclusion

of a team prize added much interest to the trial. Near
home Bollack had the misfortunte to break the engine chain
of his twin James and damage the gear—a precisely similar

trouble befell him in the Six Days Trials ; Graham Dixon,
on a similar mount, got through with only a puncture.
Young •(King Dick) charged a' bank.

An Incident and its Lesson.
An incident which might have proved more serious

occurred lo H. Berwick, who was riding a Hampton. A mile
or two from the finish his lamp went low, so he adopted the
quite common expedient of blowing into the generator.

Suddenly the whole thing burst and shot out flames, which
badlj' scorched his eyebrows. He just got in to time by the

aid of his spare generator. The tired riders checked in at

Birchfield with wonderful precision considering the distance

they had tr'aver.-:ed. The mud-bespattered _ condition of their

machines conveyed to the crowd some idea of what had been
encountered
Among new machines which showed up well were two

Diamonds, one ridden by H. R. Davies, the old Sunbeam
exponent. A 4 h.p. twin Ivy-Precision, ridden by T. E."

Farmer, should also come out well in the awards, for practi-

cally no trouble was experienced. Walker's Monarch,
Stevens's James, and Johnson's Alldays were three single-

cylinder sidecar outfits which completed the 407 miles run in

good time. Two Ariels, ridden by Littledale and Newey,
gave no trouble throughout, and it is a pity there was no
third representative to make up a team, for Ariel teams have
lately learned the winning way. So great was the casualty

list that the Triumph and Rover teams appeared to be the

only ones complete at 10.30 on Saturday evening. The com-"
plete results are not available for this issue, but we give
below a list of survivors

:

.

'

List of Survivors.
SiDKC.\iis AND Cycle C.4es.

W. H. Egginton (6 Enfield
sc.)

E. Walker (4i Monarch sc.)

T. Stevens (3^ James sc.)

G. Nott.(5 5 Clyno sc.)
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JI. L. liiley (6 Enfield sc.)

A. H. Johnson (S-j- Alldays

S. Wright (8 Hnmberettc)

Motor Bicycles.

H. Ball (Triumph)
F. J. Chidley (Triumph)
T. E. Farmer (4 Ivy-Pre-

cision)

A. G. Cocks (2^ Connaught)
S. A. Rowlandson (Rndge

Miriti)

R. W. Duke (Rover)

G. D. Clease (Rudge)
N. Barrett (5-6 Eudge)

'

H. Littledale (Ariel)

A. Biggs (Rudge ilulti)

M. Brown (Rover)
Berwick (Hampton)
G. Dixon (3^ James)
G. Ferryman (Quadrant)
L. Sealey (B.S.A.)

A.
A.
E.

T.

D.
H.
H.
S.

L.

J. D. Drysdale (5-6 Hazle
wood)

W. H. Bedford (5-6 Hazle
wood)

J. Huntingdon (Triumph)
H. Hopkins (3^ King Dick)

S. Tharp (3^ Triumph)
L. B. Newey (Ariel)

L. A. Bollack (3^ Singer)

H: R. Davies \2.% Diamond"
A. Holber (2| Diamond)
A. Milner (2| Levis)

E. Gutgemann (2^- Veloce)

G. H. Ratcliffe (34 Rover)
A. W. Sarsons (Sun-Villiers)

S. G. Barnett (3^ Regiua)

PERTH CLUB'S OPEN HILL-CLIMB.
An open hill-climb was held at Wicks o' Baigley, -neai

Bridge of Earn, on Wednesday, last week. Several well-

known .Scottish riders took part. Results ;

Cl.\ss E.—Open, on time.

1. R. J. Braid (8 Martin-Jap)
2. A. J. Carlow (6 Zenith)

3. A. J. C. Lindsay (3^ Rover)

Time.
37.2s.

40.0s.

41.6s.

Class G.—Experts barred, on time.

J. W. Adamson (3i Triumph) 43.4s.

J. G. Beveridee (3i Rudge) 44.2s.

... 46.0s.3. J. Deas (3^ Rover

Class B.—Open, on formula.

1.

2.

3.

J. C. Lindsay (5^ Rover)
W. Adamson (3^ Triumph)
Deas (3^ Rover)

Class F.—Experts barred, on formula

Time.

41.6s.

42.6s.

44.6s.

G. Beveridge (3^ Rudge)
W, Adamson (3^ Triumph)
Deas (3i Rover)

Time.
44s.

43.2s.

46s.

Fig. of

merit.

280
267
257

Fig. of

merit.

257
255
246
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SPEED TRIALS AT
BRIGHTON.

Huge Crowds witness the

Slreatnam M.C.C. Open Event.

SATURDAY morning broke in a most maiVspicious maTi-
n«i in London. It had rained all nin-lit and was still

ra.ining at 8 a.m. Bnt later the weatner showed signs
of improving, thougli the sky was overcast, and the

iirls for some miles ont of the metropolis were in a very
i.arherons condition. As we progressed further south
')in<;s became a good deal better, and at Brighton 'itself the

was shining and the sea shimmering brightly.
1:0 entry for this event was a record, no fewer than 214
I aring in the programme. It was an ambitious under-
ig, but the Strealham club is going ahead and wisely

:;ing to improve the lines on which it has been usual to
competitions in the past. Tliese are the first speed trials

on the Madeira Drive, Brighton, since the R.A.C. racing
!; in 1905, when the late M. Cissac and Harry Eignold
I'' world's records on their Pengeots. Jlr. J. W.'Orde,

is president of the Streatham .M.C.C was present and
I

I

as one of the stewards.
' the morning the machines were examined by Messrs.
^'hborough and Pratt, the judge*, and one or two were
ii;ilitiecl for not complying with touring conditions. One

of these was placed out of the competition for having a
special type of exhaust valve, another for having rfgid forks,

and two cycle cars for not turning up at the e.xamination.
The cours© was about a kilometre long and in beautiful
condition. The races were run from west to east, and a
strong wind blew in favour of the competitors. Unfortu-
nately, no times were taken, the men being given a flying

start as they ran off in heats, keeping in line with Mr.
Tessier's Rover, the official car, and starting when jMr.

Ebblewliite dropped the flag. The competitors returned to

the starting point after each heat by the Marine Parade,
Unfortunately, the organisation fell just short of being

excellent. In the first place the classes should have beeu
divided into heats in the programme. Proper metal number
plates should have been used, and the men timed.
Class I. (for touring machines up to 350 c.c.) was the

first item in the programme. There were only four experts,
Aslen (Green-Precision), an Enfield, Cocker (Singer), and
Busby (Sunbeam). Of these Busby (Sunbeam) won easily.

The general class was run off in two heats, and in the

final Fordham (Douglas) easily beat Storace (N.S.U.).

R. Oliver (8 h.p. Morgan).

START OF THE CYCLE CAR EVENT.

L. Martin (10 h.p. Singer). C. F. Halsall (ID h.p. Willon). The ilarlor (12 h.p Rover). liiS
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General scene at the start of the speed trials at Brighton Vernon Busby {2| h.p. Sunbeam) is seen waiting for the word to go.

Class II. (standard touring machines up to 500 c.c.)

—

The expert section was run off in two heats, and in the
final Cocker (Singer) beat Crawley (Triumph). The general
section also was run off in two heats, and iii the final

Wilberforce (Norton) beat Meeton (Rudge).
Class III. (standard touring machines up to 750 c.c.)

—

In the expert section of. the two winners of the previous
heats who raced in the final, Ware (Zenith) beat Barnes
(Zenith). In the general sectibn Ware again came in a
winner, beating Meeton (Rudge) and Barrs (Triumph).

Class IV. (standard touring machines up to 1,000 c.c.)

—

In the expert section Zeniths again were well to the fore,

as Griffitli came in an easy winner. Sumner (Zenith) was
well to the front when his belt came off near the finish. In
the "general section Zeniths again scored, as Chapman, riding

an 8 h.p., beat Trurler on a machine of the same make.

The Passenger Classes.
Class V. (touring sidecar machines up to 500 c.c.)

—

Among the experts Newsome (Rover sc.) won in excellent

form, beating PuUin (Rudge sc.) and Matthews (Rudge sc.)

In the general section, Sumner (Zenith sc.) beat Holroyd
(Motosacoche sc), whose machine appeared over geared.

Class VI. (touring sidecar machines up to 750 c.c.)

—

Experts, Ware (Zenith sc.) beat Barnes (Zenith sc. ) and
Newsome (Rover sc.) General section, Ware (Zenith) again
won.
Class VII. (touring sidecar machines up to 1,000 c.c.)

—

Griffith (Zenith sc.) had a walk-over in the expert section.

In the general section Chapman (Zenith sc.) won.
Class VIII. (touring cycle cars up to 1,100 c.c.)—Martin

(Singer) led easily at the finish, but as he was disqualified

for not having turned up for the examination, Oliver
(Morgan) was counted as the winner. In the general section

South, driving a water-cooled Morgan, had a v/alk-over.

Class XI. (any machine up to 350 c.c.)—In the expert
section Le Grand (Singer) was first. Jacobs (Singer) was
second, and Elwell (Douglas) was third. In the general

section there were five heats, and in the final Elwell

(Douglas) was the winner, Busby (Sunbeam) was second, and
Heinzel (N.S.U.) third.

Class XII. (any machine up to 500 c.c.)—There were three

heats in the expert section. In the final PuJlin (Rudge) was
first, Collier (Matchless), was second, but the thii-d man's
number was undecipherable. In one heat Buchanan's (New
Imperial) carburetter came adrift, a misfortune which also

happened to De la Hay in one of the preceding classes. In

the general class there were also five heats. In the final

O'Donovan (Norton) came in first, Keller (Triumph) was
second, and Wilberforce (Norton) was third.
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Class XIII. (any machine up to 750 c.c).—There wen
two heats, and the final resulted as follows : Tessier (Bat

first. Cocker (Singer) second, and Crawley (Triumph) third

The general class was run oft in two heats, the fina

resulting as follows : E. B. Ware .(Zenith) first, O'Dcnovai i

(N^orton) second, and Charlesworth (Zenith) third.

Class XIV. (any machine up to 1,000 c.c.)—The expev

section was run off in two heats, of which Baragwanat
(Matchless) won the first, and Griffith (Zenith) had a wal.

over in the second. In the final C. R. Collier (Matchless

was first, Griffith (Zenith) was second, and Baragwanat
;:

(Jlatchless) was tliird. In the general class the result was
1;

Remington (Matchless) first.

Class XV. (any sidecar machine up to 500) was won easil.

by Newsome (Rover sc), expert.

Class XVI. (any sidecar machine up to 750 c.c.) was wo
by Ware (Zenith sc), expert. Newsome (Rover sc) ra

second and Tessier (Bat) third.

Class XVII. (any sidecar machine up to 1,000 c.c.)—

I

this class generals and experts competed together. Of th

former Griffith (Zenith sc.) was first, and of th,e latter Cliaji

man (Zenith) was the winner.
Class XVIII. (any cycle car up to 1,100 c.c.)—In the ex

pert class McMinnies, on his racing Morgan, romped in a

easy winner, while South (Morgan) equally well distinguishc'

himself in the general section. Viscount E.xmouth. who ra
,

a G.N., entered by mistake among the racing vehicles.

CL.iss XIX. (any three-wheeled cycle car up to 1,000 c.c.

—Here again McMinnies (Morgan) won easily.

Cl.iss XX. (any passenger machine up to 1,100 c.c.)—Ii

t-iiis event sidecar combinations and cj'cle cars raced together

and among the latter were two Morgans and a Calthorpe

but Griffith (Zenith sc.) won the expert class, and Luc
(Zenith sc.) won the general.

Inter=club Team Race.
The final event was an inter-club team race, which wa

run off in three heats, consisting of one man from eac

team. The result was as follows :

1. Steeatham M.C.C. (6 marks).

Bateson (Douglas) I Tessier (Bat)

PuUin (Rudge)
\

Barnes {Ze»ith sc.)

H. *RiCHMOND AND Mld-Suuret M.C.C. (9 marks).

Buckeridge (Douglas) I Aston (Dot)

Canyer (Imperial) I
Griffith (Zenith sc)

2. *Pui)Lic Schools M.C.C. (9 marks).

Wilberforce (Douglas) I Getting (Bat)

Keller (Triumph)
|
Luce (Bat sc.)

*Tied for second place.
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The
1914

MODEL
2i h.p.

F.N.

I1PR0VEMENTS
IN DETAIL
ONLY.

T the time when the 2^- h.p. F.N.
was introduced to the British

^ public, it was a machine j'ears

before its time as regards design,

not surprising, therefore, to have
iird tliat the alterations found neces-

iVir 1914 are in detail only. How-
,iterations in detail for the better,

the addition of refinements, will be
the less welcomed.

An Oil-tight Engine.

the case of the engine, the internal

i'lns have been somewhat strengthened
lit increasing the weight, and steps

lieen taken to render it practically

.<ible for any oil to leak from the

or gear bo.x. The valve caps have
Jges serrated, and there is a lock-

I.-vice between them engaging with
, .-0 that it is now impossible for the

caps to come unscrewed.
carburetter will remain practically

.ime as in 191S, but an air valve
ifen fitted, the details of which are

II in the accompanying illustration.

valve consists of a ring, the inner
e of which is ground out to fit a

ti tlio main body of the carburetter,

'jieration of moving the lever serves

i^crew the sleeve gradually, so that
liable amount of air is admitted
.;h holes in the seating into the
I rising chamber.
interesting detail on the machine,

ii, however, is not a novelty is the
ating pump. Instead of being

fitted with .the ordinary type of leather

washer it has two stepped piston rings

in the plunger.

Gear Box and Change Speed Mechanism.

The gear bo.x is now fitted with long

phosphor bronze bushes, and the pinions

have been strengthened. The change-

speed lever has been altered for the

better, and is now mounted on a pillar

brazed on to the lower of the two parallel

tubes of the frame. It is similar to that

fitted to tha 5 h.p. four-cylinder model,
and a spring joint has been incorporated

therewith, so that the gears may be en-

gaged without shock and without strain-

ing the moving parts of the gear control.

The inter-connected clutch lever has been
abolished and an independent clutch con-

trol has been fitted to the handle-bar.

The handle-bar lamp bracket has been
strengthened. New and slightly im-

proved control levers to the carburetter

and magneto have been fitted, -while the

seat pillar has also been altered for the

better.

In addition to the above. Clincher
beaded tyres are now fitted tn all models.

As an example to show how details are
mention that as the e.xhnnst iiL|ir f'tn^.s

considered in designing the F.N., we may
rather near the near side foot-rest, a
small guard has been attached to pro-
tect the rider's boot.

There are few machines with so much
ingenuity in design and forethought in

construction as the F.N.

Spring operated oil

pump on tl-e 21 h.p.

F.N. showln? piston

rings on the plunger

Method of secoring the valve caps on
the 2i h.p. F.N.

Latest pattern F.N. carburetter showing
air valve.

R20
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1 on
failed

failed

Harrogate and District M.G.C.

The series of three non-stop runs for the Pannal

Trophy, kindly presented by Jlr. W. Hill, and

run oil handicap, was brought to a close on 13th

Se-jtember. The two previous runs had accounted

for a number of entrants, so that only five started

foi- the last one, with the result as follows :

1, W. E. Grange (3^ Bradbury sc), lost no

marks, + 6 on handicap; 2, C. F. Smith (5-6

A.J.S. sc), lost no marks, -I- 3 on handicap; 3,

J. Brooke (5-6 A.J.S. sc), late at one check, +
handicap; 4, F. Strafford (3^ Triumph single gear)

on hill, — 2 on- handicap; 5, W. Hill (3| Scott se.)

to finish to time limit through punctm-es.

Bristol M.C.C.

The Bristol club held their members' hill-climb on Saturday

last at Blagdon, and ;t must be written down as a complete

success from start to finish. The hill chosen was about seven-

eighths of a mik long, perfectly straight, and with a gradient

of about 1 in 12 average. The surface was superb, and very

fast times were made.
Among the interesting items was the re-entry into com-

petition work of W. W. Douglas, who drove the new

Douglas cycle car, while one member, a private owner,

brought down no less than four machines.

The results were as follows :

Class I. (350 c.c.).—Milton, jun. Douglas), beat Milton,

sem-. (Douglas) ; W. W. Douglas (Douglas) walked over S.

Pate (2| Humber); H. Wasley (Douglas) beat J. King

(Douglas).

Second Round : Milton, junr. (Douglas) beat Fry (Douglas).

Final Round : Milton, junr. (2| Douglas) beat W. W.
Douglas (2| Douglas).

Class II. (500 c.c.).—Final Round : J. B. Keller (3^ Rudge)

beat H. Clement (3^ Triumph).

Class III. (Unlimited).—Final Round ; H. Clehlent (3^

Triumph) beat W. J. Shaw (6 A.J.S.).

Class IV. was for 500 c.c. machines and sidecars. There

were not sufficient entries and this class was abandoned.

Class V. (Sidecars, Unlimited).—Final Round : G. H. Fry

(8 Zenith sc) beat H. Hutchinson (6 Trump-Jap sc).

Class VI. (Cycle cars).—First Round : W. W. Douglas

them

(Douglas cycle car) beat J. Gates (Jlorgan) ; W. J.

Cox (Morgan) beat Potter (Morgan).
Final Round : W. W. Douglas (Douglas) beat

W. J. Cox (Morgan).
This was the first public appearance of the new

Douglas cycle car in competition, and great interest

was shown in its performance. It was fitted wiii
a streamline body.

Class VII. (Novices, 500 c.c).—G. ,H. Fry
entered both a 3-^ Rudge and a 3j Singer and got

both in the final, so was a double winner.

Walthamstow M.C.

The Henbury Cup competition was held on 21st September
over a fifty-mile course, which had to be Covered non-stop

at twenty miles per hour, watches and speedometers being

barred. Result :

1, F. Cudden (3^ Kerry-Abingdon sc), time error 26s..

silver cup and gold medal; 2, J. H. Kerr (5 N.S.U. sc).

Im. 5s., gold medal; 3, .J. Percival (8 Chater sc), Im. 13s.

gold medal ; 4, R. S. Lisles (5^ R.S.L. cycle car), Im. 44s.,

gold medal.-

Cheltenham M.C.C.

The third of the series of trials for the Williams Challenge

Bowl will be run off on Saturday, September 27lh. Mr. F.

W. Corbett has kindly offered a prize for the best perform-

ance by an amateur. Silver spoons will be given to all who
gain full marks. Competitors meet at the Belle Vue Hotel

at 1.30, and the first man is due off at two o'clock. The
first halt of the trial will contain three non-stop sections ; (1)

from Winchcombe to the Sutton Goldfield hairpin, (2) from

Withington to the five cross roads, (3) from Cowley to Bird;

lip. Competitors must arrive within ten minutes of schedule

at Birdlip. The second half of the trial must be taken non-

stop throughout, and to gain full marks competitors must
finish within one minute of correct time at the Belle Vue
Hotel, Cheltenham.

THE MOTOR CYCLE DIA'^Y.

Sept. 27th to 28th.—Walthamstow Motor Club Run to

Clacton.

Sept. 27th.—Inter-club Hill-climb between the Oxfoid M.C.C.
and the Middlesex M.C.C. at Alms Hill

Henley, at three o'clock.
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4T BRICHTON. A close raco between A. V. Sumner (3J li.p. Zenith-Green) and J. S. Holroyd (31 h.p. Motosaooche).
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The New Comet for 1914.
A Special Low Frame to Accommodale (he Green Water-cooled Engine.

1263

The special frame showing the duplicated tank rails

IM"
A. H. HADEX, of the New Comet Motor

C}xie Works, Princip Street, Birmingham,
has taken over the Regal-Green motor cycle

-iness, and will in future manufacture these machines
.'(1 with the Green engine, special frame, and tank.

Ac reproduce an illustration of the 1914 model, the

'iiiui[)al feature of which is the special frame coi>

1 1 iictcd to take tiie Green engine without in-creasing

Im' height of the saddle from the ground or decreasing

hi; clearance between the base of the crank chamber
nil the ground. The bottom rail is duplicated, and
instructed of square tubing cranked at each end, and

' ured to the lugs on the seat tube and down tube

special pins and nuts. To detach the tank, all that

. necessary is to undo the nuts, when the tank and one
11 Ic of the tube on which it rests can be removed
iMilily. This leaves a clear open space for removal
i the cvlinder.

1914 mode 'Jiree-spced New Comet-Green.

Three=sp3ed Gear Improvements.
The latest model of the New Comet three-speed

gear has an improved control for the change .speed,

by means of a lever on the right-hand side of the

machine working in a long quadrant, which is attached

to the bottom rail. The quadrant is notched for the

three speeds and neutral *|30sition, and the operation

is on car lines. The clutch control pedal is now pushed
forward to release the clutch, instead of sideways as

formerly, and the clutchshaft is supported on an

outside bearing, which also takes up the thrust of the

cone. On the new pattern, the internal portion of the

clutch cannot touch the back plate of the external

part, as a stop is provided to prevent the pedal being

pushed forward too far.

In addition to complete New Comet machines, Mr.
Haden makes a large number of frames to special

designs for the trade and other reauirements.

1 MOTOR CYCLE TOURING IN MALAY.

Motor cycles aro largely used I.) the Federated
Malay States, wtiere there are many miles ol admirable

J roads, writes a correspondent. i . -r..

Our photographs show—1. A scene in the grounds ot the Rajah of Perak's Palace. 2 and 3. The Pontoon Brld;e at Enggor,
All the machines are Triumphs.

J

.'ii
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A selection of questions of general

interest received from readers and our

replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor

Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and

whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped

addressed envelope £or reply.

Watford to Kendal.

Will you kindly send me tte

best route from Watford to

Kendal , via Preston, avoiding

tram tracks and large towns ?

—

S.S.D.
We cannot give you a route from
Watford to Kendal avoiding tramlines

if you go rid Preston. The following

is the best we can do : Watford, Berk-

hampsted, Aylesbury, Bicester, Banbury,
Stratford-on-Avon, Alcester, Bromsgrove, .

Kidderminster. Bridgnorth, Wellington,

Whitchurch, Tarporley, and Wairrington.

If yon turn left and follow the road
signposted by the R.A.C. via Eainhill,

Prescot, Rainford, Ormskirk, and Rufford

to Preston, you. will a-void .most of the- -

tramlines. After Preston continue

through Garstang and - Lancaster to

Kendal. j.

The Question ol H.P. Ratinj.

Will you kindly tell me the
^ri why and the - wherefore of

•f R.A.C. rating of motor powers?
-SJ To the uninitiated it is puzzling

when comparisons have to be
made with American cars which are

specified as so many b.h.p. What I

wish to knaw is, • why does not the

R.A.C. rating agree with the brake
tests? A full. e.xpJanation would be

appreciated.—C.C. (South Africa).

The R.A.C. rating was adopted some
years ago in order to supply a rough
and ready method of comparing various

engines then on the market. All for-

mnlffi are distinctly complicated, and

the desire for simplicity led to the

stroke of the engine being neglected. In

consequence thereof the formula does

not give any idea of the real horse-

power developed by an engine with a

long stroke. American cars are not

generally classified as so many brake

horse-power, and the brake horse-power

is always larger than that obtainable

from an engine when it is placed in

the chassis, "owing to transmission and

other losses, which will be obvious. Tlie

R.A.C. rating was evolved in order to

show the power of the car, and is there-

fore not comparable with the brake

ho-se-power given. It was the opinion

of the Committee that the long stroke

engine would run at such a speed that

the formula would give an appro.xi-

mately even result. At the present time

the speed of revolution of the long

stroke engine is very much higher than

was the case with the old short stroke,

and accordingly the formula is of little

service. If it js necessary to compare

one engine with" another, the Vjest thing

to do is to find the cubic capacity of

each engine, which will give a reasonable

idea of the power to be obtained.

ml

Case Hardening.

. I ha.ve turned a new cone for

^ the ball bearings of my sidecar

"f - w-heel, and should be much
-SJ obliged if you can tell me how

to case harden the same. I find

that making the cone red hot and cool-

- ing m linseed oil does not harden it

suffi-jiently.—J.A.T.
;

Case hardening is rather a difficult matter

and requires a lot of j3ractice. The art

is in heating the metal to the required

colour, and only after a lot of practice

can . this be done. It should then be

immersed • in one of the recommended
hardening compounds, which you should

be able to get from one, of the big factors.

Hardening, however, is best carried out

by experts in this particular class of

Correspondents are urged to write

clearly, and on one side of the paper only,

numbering each query separately, and

keeping a copy, for ease of reference.

Letters containing legal questions should

be marked "Legal" in the left-hand

corner of envelope, and should be kept

distinct from questions bearing on

technical subjects.

Endorsement of Licence.

I have recently been fined foi

refusing to stop" when requested

by a police officer on point duty.

B'oth I and my wife gave evidence

that w& did not know we wi

asked to stop. I had no other witne-

it being a month after the occurrenc:

when I°got the summons. They asked

for my licence, and on gettmg same

back I find they have endorsed it. Can

they do this, and if so how long will

this stay on my licence?—J.D.

It you were convicted for the otfenct

alleged against you the authorities have

a perfect right to endorse- your licence,

which may be done in the case of every

ofllence against the Motor Car Act con-

nected with the driving of a motor c;n

except the first and second occasion u]

which you may be convicted for exceed^

the speed limit. The endorsement i^

permanent matter, and is carried forw:

from one licence to another.

W E Waddington, tlie active president of tho

Nortli Deibysliire IMotor Cycle Club. He rides a

3.1 h.p. Campion-Precision, and enjoys competition

Worls.

The Position of Number Plates.

You will probably be a\x;

rri of the present epidemic of sn

Y mouses for driving with ica.

iLi number plate obscured by tlic

clothing of the passenger on
.

pillion seat. It occurred to me that
j

this trouble might be avoided, m the

- case of sidecar outfits, by transferring

the - number plate to tne .
luggage

carrier of the sidecar, where it would

be equally conspicuous. Questioned as

to the legality of such a transference,

two police constables expressed the

opinion that it would be quite in order,

but the local taxation officer says

" No," on the argument that the plate

must be fixed to the registered part

of the machine, which is the cycle
;

only ; while a solicitor friend considers
j

that even if it be technically irregular
j

to have the plate on the sidecar, no

court would convict so long as the

number plate is plainly visible. Perhaps

vou will kindly have a word with your

legal expert and publish a considered

opinion, which, I am sure, wogld
;

interest a large number of sidecavists.— !

J. M.\cl.

We have submitted your letter of the

29th ult. to our legal adviser, who replies

as follows: "The plates should be kept

in the same position as agreed on when

application is made for the registration

of the motor cycle. In filling up the

form, paragraph 7 requii-es the appli-

cant to give particulars as to the posi-

tion where it is proposed to place the

plates. I think that, strictly speaking,

the plate should be fixed on the registered

part of the machine If, however, m
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registering the motor cycle, it was put

in that it was intended to Kx the plate

sometimes at the back of the motor cycle

and sometimes at the back of the luggage
carrier, and tliis was passed at the time,

there would be something in favour of

your correspondent's contention ; but even
then the regulation distinctly provides

that the plate must be put on the back
of the motor car (which, of course, in-

cludes motor cycles), unless the plate has
• iupli.'ate facings, as specially provided
fir motor cycles. It would certainly be
a little risky for your correspondent to

put the plate at the back of the sidecar,

hut, as his solicitor friend points otil,

so long ;is a number plate is plaiidy
visible at the rear, I can hardly imagine
the justices convicting for what would
be a technical offence."

Taking a Machine to Ceylon.

I should be glad if you would
I g^\ reply to the following queries :

> Cost of transit of a motor
_lJ cycle from England to Colombo.

Duty charged on used machine.
General advice regarding best type of

machine to take out there.—A. J. P.
The cost of transport from London to

Colombo would be £2 3s. 9d., and the
luty would be 5^% ml ralnrciii. Any
. ell-known make of machine would suit

. iiu for use out there, but it should be
.ipable of climbing any hill, as the
luads, though fairly good, are exceed-
ingly hilly. There are a large number
of motor cyclists in Ceylon.

A Week's Tour.

(1.) Will you please state the

^1 best route from South Shields,

> Durham, to Exmouth, Devon ?

-i-i (2.) How to return through
Wales, touching Conway, Win-

dermere, then to Carlisle, and from
Carlisle to South Shields? (3.) About
how long should it take h.p.

three-speed Triumph with sidecar to
do this run? (4.) What is the appro.xi-

niate distance':—H.P.
ll.jYour best route w-ould be as follows :

South -Shields, Chester-le-Street, Durham,
Marlington, Northallerton, Borough-
Ijridge, Wetherby, Aberford, Ferry-
liridge. Doncaster, Worksop, Mtmsfield,^
Nottingham, Loughborough, Leicester,'

Coventry, Kenilworth, Warwick, Strat-
ford-on-Avon, Winchcombe, Chelten-
liam, Painswick, Stroud, Bath, Rad-
stock. Wells. Glastonbury, Durston,
Taunton, C'ullompton, skirting Exeter,
Topsham, to Exmouth. (2.) For the re-
i urn journey from Exmouth, follow the

lite we have given as far as Bath, then
-•I through Mangotsfield and Filton to
I'ilning, by train to Severn Tunnel
lunction, then through Chepstow, up
llie Wye Valley to Monmouth, Hereford,
Leominster, Ludlow, Montgomery, Os-
^istry. Chirk. Llangollen, Corwen,
llettv.s-y-Coed, Lhinrwst, Conway, then
inund the coast through Cohvyn Bay,
Uliyl, Holywell, Chester, then make yoiir
•'.ay north through Warrington, Wigaii,
l-'reston, Garstang, Lancaster, Kendal, to
Uiudermere, Trontbeck. Kirkstonc Pass,
lllswater, Penrith, Carlisle, Alston.
Hexham, Newcastle, South Shields. (3.)
\\ c have not the slightest idea how long

11 wish to spend on this journey, but
should say it would be a good week's

in-. (4.) The distance will be approxi-
iiiatclv 750 miles.

Mysterious Loss of Power.

I have a 23 h.p. 1911 three-

Q speed New-Hudson motor cycle,

> which I bought second-hand
-I-I early in the year. Up to quite

recently it has run splendidly.
The last few days I have been away on
holidays, and the machine has seemed
to lose all power. Hills that it would
quite easily take recently on top gear I
have a great dilliculty in" making it even
crawl up on my lowest gear. I have
taken off the cylinder and cleaned all
carbon deposit from it, and also the
piston top, but find no improvement
whatever. The compression is good,
and the carburetter jet quite clean.
When riding the other evening I noticed
that when the throttle had been opened
full for a short time the engine miifired
several times, and gradually ceased
firing altogether until I altered to low
gear, when it immediately fired again
quite regularly. This happens when
trying to climb a hill on top gear. The
timing has not been altered in any way
so far as I can tell. The engine gets
plenty of Price's oil, and I have
recently fitted a new Sphinx sparking
plug. The engine is a 2| h.p. J. A. P.,
fitted with automatic inlet valve. Do
you think the trouble is caused by the
automatic inlet valve, or do you "think
the engine requires rebUshing? "There
is a little play in the pulley bearing.
Would this ac'count for such "rapid loss
of power? I should be greatly obliged
if you could helij me in any way.

—

J.A.H.

It is quite possible that the loss nf power
may be due to a weak exliaust valve
spring; in fact, the symptoms mentioned
in your letter lead us to suppose that this
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is the case. A very weaJ< exhaust valve
spring will cause misfiring in very much
the same way as faulty ignition. Also
look to your automatic" inlet valve and
see that the spring is in good order. The
fact that the engine may require rebush-
ing ivould not account' for the loss of
power. If it requires rebushing this can
be perceived bv a knocking sound in the
bearing.s. We "think you will find that
new valve springs of correct strength will
euro your troubles.

READER'.S REPLY.
Engine Stops wlien Hot.

^

The replies in T/ie Jlolor Ci/<lr. of
September 11th from your correspondents
LF2563 and Mr. A. Elliott exactly
endorse my own experience with a 1913
Douglas. As soon as I oponed the
throttle to any extent the engine would
"dry up" after a few hundred yards,
but since substituting two single point
B'lsch plugs the trouble has entirely
disappeared.—01 385.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining ttie experience of

others with various motDr cycles cr accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envel ape in which the
replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries
bel_w should be addressed c/o The Editor.

"W.C.H." (Stockport).—G.W.K. or
other friction gear after twelve months'
wear.

"H.E.S." (Brockley).—3-L Premier
with two-speed counter-shaft or three-
speed hub gear, for sidecar work.
Power, reliability, etc.

"E.T." (Harwich).—Electric head
lights as compared with acetylene out-
fits. Reliability, life of bulb, and hours
of light given. Also cycle Klaxon,
operation and efficiency.

POSITIONS OF PASSENGERS IN HlLL-CLlMBS.

Mc" Onpn"h"mMiml"^'« ^"t,"'''
'"" ''^=' ""' "''' ^^"^ °' Pon-yBal!, the venue of the recent Mersey

^'ihe ririver-i In? whi!^r ??>" ^^^^'"'^'.^ J-ioP' suoh Queer attitudes that il is dilllcult to tell which
IS me driver s and which is the passenger s heaa.

ii
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A Successful Record.

Recent wins on Midland tyres and
belts include a gold medal at the

Stockport and District M.C.C.'s Open
Hill-climb, first place in the two miles

scratch race at the Portmarnock Meet-
ing, and the silver trophy in the Dublin
and District M.C.C. White Cup Trial.

The Wooler Two-stroke.

The Wooler Engineering Company,
the manufacturers of the Wooler two-
stroke motor cycle, have taken offices at

453, Strand, London. W.C. Mr. John
Wooler, the inventor of this machine,
has, we understand, now severed his

connection with the Wilkinson . T.M.C.
Company, Limited.

The Motosacoche in London.
Messrs. Sydney Westall, Limited,

143-145, Great Portland Street, W., have
taken up the sole London selling agency
for Motosacoche motor cycles. They
will carry a full stock of spare parts,

exhibit samples of each model, keep
demonstration machines, and act

generally as a branch depot to

Motosacoche, Limited. Messrs. Motosa-
coche, Limited, are in the future con-

centrating their business at their spacious
works at Willesden.

The Endrick Two-speed Gear.

A simple two-speed gear applicable to

standard machines is likely to be well

received by the public. Such a gear is

now marketed by the Endrick, Engineer-
ing Co., Warwick Road, Olton. The gear
is remarkably simple, and should be" as-

frictionless . as possible, for there are no
gear wheels employed in its constrwction.

Two chains transmit the power to the

counter-shaft, a slipping device being

fitted to absorb and jerk on top gear.

The final drive may be either by belt or

chain. The driven sprockets may be
locked to the counter-shaft at will by
means of a toe and heel pedal which
operates expanding clutches through the

medium of a quick thread screw and a

single arrangement of wedge bars. The
feature of these clutches is the large area

of contact which is obtainable owing to

their special construction. One model
of the gear will be marketed in such a
form that by removing the pedalling gear
from Triumph machines they may be
fitted at once with the Endrick gear.

The gear appears well made, and we hear
that some large concerns are experiment-
ing with it.

A Douglas in Kensington Museum.
Messrs. Douglas Bros., Kingswood,

Bristol, have just supplied one of their

2j h.p. Douglas motors, complete with
carburetter and magneto, the whole unit

being mounted on a stand, to the South
Kensington Science Museum," S.W.

Philipson Pulleys in Speed Events.
In the Scottish motor cycle champion-

ships at St. Andrews, the first three

riders in the 500 c.c. race used Philipson

governor pulleys. The Triumph riders,

S. Crawley arid E. W. Cheshire, tried

their macliines with and without the

pulleys, eventually deciding to adopt
the governor device. A. J. C. Lindsay,

who was second, also used the same make
of pulley on his Rover.

The Paraband Seamless Horn Bulb.

A seamless horn bulb has been sub-

mitted to us for examination by the Para-
band Tyre and Rubber Co., 26, Page
Street, Westminster, S.W. The advant-
age claimed by the makers is that this

bulb, being seamless, cannot split. The
rubber seems to be of excellent quality.

A taper split ring and screw-on collar,

provide a universal joint. No solution is

required to fit the bulb, and this joint

makes it airtight. The bulb is made in.

six sizes.

A New Waterproof Material.

A sample of new waterproof, which
is being imported, has been submitted
to us. This material is suitable for

being made up into a waterproof cover
for a motor cycle. The advantages
claimed for this material are (1) that it

is indefinitely waterproof, (2) that it

does not crack, (3) it is exeeptionallj'

light, and (4) it is easily carried on the
machine, or in a sidecar door pocket.
We would add a further advantage ;

this material might- serve as a suitable

covering for the sidecar passenjer in

addition to the usual apron. It is sold

by Mr. A. Dudley, 2, Bond Street, Bir-
mingham.

The Endrick two-speed gear suitable lor existing macliines.

SEPTEMBER 25th, jgi^.

Motor Traders' Dinner.
The eighth annual banquet of the

Cycle and Motor Trades Benevolent
Fund will be held at the Connaught
Room, Great Queen Street, W.C, on
October 9th, at 7 p.m., when Mr. S. F.

Edge will preside. -

Coventry Track Record.
On the occasion of the Rover Sports,

Coventry, on 13th September, we under-

Etand that the track record for five miles

was lowered by G. W. Baker, riding a

3^ h.p. Veloce by Im. 20s., the previous

best time being 8m. 49s.

Racing ia Belgium.
At the recent Spa automobile race

meeting, Belgium, the Coupe de la

Meuse for motor cycles was secured by
G. F. Liefeldt, of Coventry, on a

3-^ h.p. Rudge Multi, fitted with Con-

tinental tyres. He made the fastest

time, and was also first on formula. It

may be noted in passing that the great

event of tliis race meeting, the Coupe
de la Meuse for motor cars, was also

won on tyres of this make.

Heavy Covers for Rear Wheels.

In the recent Six Days Trial the A.J.S.

sidecar, driven by A. J. Stevens, had an
Avon 650 x 55 combination cover fitted

to the driving wheel. Mr. Stevens has

written - to the Avon India Rubber Co.

saying that this year was the first Six

Days Trial in which he has been able to

run on one driving tyre throughout. He
had not the slightest trouble, and its

non-skid qualities enabled him to climb

the severe gradients without any sus-

picion of slip.

Tyre Successes.
The following recent successes have

been attained on Duiilop tyres : W. H.
Longtou, when he won the P. J. Evans -

rose bowl and gold medal in the Bir-

mingham M.C.C. trial; A. J. Dixon, on
the occasion when he gained a gold :

medal and the plaque d'honneur given

by the City of Liege for the best per-

formance by a foreigner in the Liege-

Paris-Liege ' Trial and the prize pre-

sented by the Moto-Club Liegeois ; and

Vernon Busby, who gained gold medals

in the Scottish and English Six Days
Trials.

A Real Weatherproof Leg Cover,

No waterproof garments sold to motor

cyclists have been more successful than

the Hutchinson waders, sold by the

Hutchinson Tyre Co., 70, Basinghall

Street, E.C. These keep the trousers and
boots absolutely dry and clean, and are

quite impervious to the most drenching
rain ; in fact, they may be washed by
wading in a stream. They are a de-

velopment of the ordinary wader used by
fishermen, and since they have been
adapted to the use of motor cyclists they

have been considerably improved from
the original pattern. The proofing

material is now of a much better quality,

and both the uppers and the boot itself

have been strengthened

Catalogues Received.
We have received a ca^falogue of

Godiva sidecars from the Godiva Sidecar
Company, Limited, Spon Street Works,
Coventry This catalogue contains full

particulars, and has some excellent
coloured plates of their various models.

•-34
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The HOUSE
OF MOTORING
with the most complete stock

Now i- the time you need a powerful
licbt. we carry the largest nnd most oin-

pletc stock of all makes nirJ types.
Special agents for

F R.S.
The most powerful lamp made.

The House of Motoring, with the most
accessories, and clothing for

Briton's Best.

complete stock of machines
the Motor Cyclist.

SIDECAR LAMPS.
Service Special Self-contained.

Well made and gives good light. Sinip!«
and eifective.

800 ft. Standard Set
800 ft. Beam :?eat

1000 ft. Beam Seat
1200 ft. Ream Seat
Lightweight Seat

P. & H. Lamp Sets complete 27, - e.xtra

strong.

P. & H. Pig Lamp Sets Mangin lens 36 6
Miller Large Large Lainp Set, to fit

on handle-bar, .sin. Mangin lens , . 45 -

Ditto but with -1 in. Mangin lens .. 37,6

Service new pattern Torpedo Lamp Set,

separate generator and tubing.

Prfce 14 6 set.

SERVICE
B.C.B.

CARBURETTER.
Floatless, Automatic,
single lever control.

Price 30 -.

Write for full particulars.

SERVICE PATCH PRESSER.

A most Dsefnl and handy necessity.

Effectively fixes patch to tube quickly. Keeps
the hands clean, and is easily carried in pockets

or toolbag. Best make, nickel plated.

I rice, ?*.P. finish 10 6
f-la-U 12/6

Service Sidecar Lamp Fct, for Cttin,^ t:-

top of mudguard. 1 itted with alumiimio
reliector, perforated, fiiviag red rear lisht

Price, 13/G. Suitable geuerator. 5/-

Price, 2/-

W ri t e for
clea ranee
list, full of

bargains.

The SERVICE Co.. Ld,
289—292—293

HIGH HOLBORN

,

— LONDON, W.C-
' Phone : 260 Central.
Um-s . Admiltedly. !.nv '-i.i

'

91

When you Insure

BEWARE

!

Many Motor Cycle Policies offered by Companies, and even recommended by people who
ought to know better, merely cover damage caused by collision or impact, and only cover

lamps, tyres and accessories under certain circumstances.

No other Policy gives the same complete protection as is afforded by the Policy issued by the

LONDON® MIDLAND INSURANCE Co. Ltd. <?8%'>

39-41 New Broad Street, London, E.G.

In comparison with the benefits offered our Premiums are very moderate. In insurance, as in

other matters, the best is the cheapest. The penny wise are pound foolish.

Don't wait until an accident has happened to find out what your Policy leaves you to pay.

Write to-day for particulars of a real

It

All Risks" Motor Cycle Policy
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There's no Reason
why your mount should not always be on the top of
its tune if you possess a lathe. A lathe in your
garage provides the means for careful and
systematic tuning, the quick and economical
effecting of repairs, the carrying out of alterations,
the preparing for the trials — in few words,
provides the means for successful motoring.
Let us send you a list describing in detail the
4in. centre lathe illustrated here. It is a well-
made, w^ell-designed tool, screw-cutting, boring,
and milling— just the tool for the motor cyclist's
workshop, and at the right price too.

Write:— ->

DRUMMOND BROS,, LIMITED,
Reed Hill — Gwildford — Sutrey.

81

i

If you require a

Sidecar for Autumn use
buy a

BRAMBLE
Suitable for all weather conditions.

THE BRAMBLE MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.

Charterhouse Mills, London Road, Coventry.

LONDON REPRESENTATIVES :

fiOBEBTSONS, 157, Gt. Portland Street, London, W.
CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION.

"The Motor Cycle Journal of Canada," for

April, 1913, says:

—

COVENTRY CHAINS
" A large number of the racing machines in the States are fitted

with COVENTRY chains. One rider, Ray Peck, used this chain

on his mount all last summer and

DID NOT SUFFER A SINGLE BREAK
in any of his many races.

"THE COVENTRY" CHAIN CO., LTD.,

COVENTRY, England.

RETREADI NG
MOTOR CYCLE COVERS

(ALL MAKES. ALL SIZES.)

1*/- eaic (TIME TAKEN 2 DAYS.)91; 12/-

We h^ve specialised in Tyre Kepaiks ior the past r6 years.
Write for List and sections of Retreads.

THE EXCELSIOR TYRE & RUBBER Co., Hurst Street, BIRMINGHAM,

In anawcrhiy these advertisements it is deslrahlc to mention " The Motor Ci/eU."
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arc scientifically designed and built.

Every particle sparkles with qualit\'

—every detail is as perfect as

liiiman skill and knowledge can
make it. Equipped as we are with

the finest machinery and tools, we
are able to produce these cars at

truly competitive prices.

MODEL 9.—Undcrslung frame, body fitted

with side door, sides and floor lined to exclude
draughts. " Coronet " detachable joints. £7 7s.

MODEL 8.—Underslung frame, high-class reed
cane body, sides and floor lined to e.\'flude

drauchts. " Coronet " detachable joints.

t8 17s. 6d.

MODEL 7.—Underslung frame, coach-built
Itody, tool-box under front, also under seat.

A real high-class sidecar. £10 15s.

SENT CARRIAGE PAID.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

TEE BEE
SEAT-PILLAR

(for lowering seat).

Price 5/-.

This attachment is particularly suitable for

improving the riding position of machines
which are too high. It will be noticed that
clearance is left lor the peak of -the saddle,
which allows the saddle to be placed well
forxvard.

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
Portland Place, Skircoat Road,HALIFAX

(Opposite County Court),
Telephone lob:.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
T IVEEPOOL. Birkenhead, and Manchester.

C^OLMORE Depots, 31. Renolinw St.. Liverpool, and
^ 261, Doun.Hgate, Muueliester.—New aud 2nd-hiiiid

;it the leudius ilepots for the ucrth. Coliuore Depote;
aceuts for DousllH, Scott, Matchlws. Bat. Clyno.
PreiiiiPr. Chatrr-Lea, New Hudson, etc. etc. also ^i,C-

,iiid Morgan Itiluahuuts.— Cfiliui>re Depots. 31, Eent^haw
St.. Liverpool, and 261. DeJinsgute, Manchester, fX6046

£10— 3':.h.r. Rex, mas., a bargain.—J. Tebbutt, Moss
Brook, Fnmworth, Widnes. [S598

Kli.p. G.B., Naln 2-specd and F.E., mag., also forecar,—
103. Honshnw St,. Oldham.

,
[2020

1 Q13 Free Engine Triumph, not done 50 miles; £47.
J- O —Hodgson, Xirby Moort^ide, [2054

motor suit: £11,
[1963

3h.p. Motor Cycle. B. and B.. etc
lUcrs.-llS, Bolton ltd.. Bury,

£23.— 31,^11, p. Ivy-Precisiou : great bargain,—Horton,
113, Wellington Ed.. Leeds. PS.9Z2

COTT. 3-;ih.P-, good condition; £23. or ncarcet oiler.

—10, Queen's lld.^ Harrogate. [X924

12^'.t N.S.U,. 2-«peed twin, 3h,p,, guaranteed: £27.
-Gray, 11, Glcncoe St., Hull. [X849

[NDIAN. 4h.p,, late 1911. cane sidecar, spares, newly
overhauled; £36.—Lease, Baildon. [X808

>-SPEED Bover, last year's; cost £60; reasonable
y ofler. -Riley, Crescent, Bridlington. [2050

VTEW 1913 Douglas, £39; new Bradbury, £40, slightly
-* ehop-soiled.—Cross, agent, Rotherham. [X805

11 D.iuglas, 2 speeds, complete, £28; single speed
Douglad, £25.—Cross, jeweller, Rotherham. [i806

S'

19

19
2ih.p. 1910 Eafleld Lightweight, Whittle' belt, good
i tyres, lamp; £20,—Museum, Warrington. [X671

LATE 1911 Douglas, and spares, good condition; £23,
—F. Alderton, Fern Lea, . Barnoldswick, Colne,

i;X883

T.T. Triumph, 1912, £32, or ej:change lor T.T. Dong-
las.—Taylor, 3, Parkwood Rd,, L,.ngwood, Hudders-

fleld. |;X637

5h.p. Twin Kerry, perfect order; £12. or esehange
lower pbwer.juag.—Watson. 143, Gowthorpe, Selbv,

Yorks. [X800

TRIUMPH, 3V'h-P., free engine, pile of acces-
sories; £27/10.—Danks, Bewsey St., War-

rington. [2105

1013 Douglas, models O, P, and R; delivery from
-L tf stock ; end of season pricee.—Cordingley, Has-
lingden. 'Tel.: 2y. [2140

Tj 015 Mati;hless, 6h.p.. 2 epeeds, F.E., brand new; to
-LO' clear £62/10; no exchange: all other models
for immediate delivery.-Cordiugley, Haelingden. Tel.
2V. [214]

1 Q13 Seott, jiwt arrived, brand new; clear for £60,—
-LtJ Cordingley, HasUngden, Tel.: 2Y. [2144

|Q13 Sincer, 3^h.p.. 3 speeds. F.E.. brand new; list
J-yJ £58/15, £48/10.-Cordingley, Haslingden. Tel •

2Y. [214e

BRADBURY, SVjh.p,. T.T.. 1911 model, splendid
order; £27/10.—Cordiugley. Haslingden. Tel.: 2Y.

[2147
SCOTT, new October, 1912. in really fine order; £55,

or very close offer.—Cordingley. Ilaslingden. Tel.

:

2Y. [2148

"I Q13 Singer, 3'/2h.p,, T.T. model, a real fiver; £37/10,
-L«^ — Cordingley. Haslingden. Tel.: 2Y'. [2149

»)_3h.p Torpedo, complete with ppeedoraeter, lam^^ and^4 horn, 1912 model; a. bargain, £26.—Cordingley.
Haslingden. Tel.: 2Y.

. [2150

H UMBER. 3i/,h.p., 2-fpeed. free engine, handle start-
ing, siderar complete; a bargain, £25.—Coidinglev.

Haslingden. Tel.: 2Y. (2151

TRIUMPH, 3',4Ii,p. 1908 standard, Mabon clutch,
footboards, good machine; £20.—Cordingley. Haf^-

linu'den. Tel.: 2Y. [2152

TRIUMPH. Si.Ah.p . lamp, horn, tools, etc., in good
condition; accept £18,—Cordingley, Haslingden.

Tel.: 2Y. [2153

PREMIER, 3V,h.ii.. 1910 model, complete with lamp,
generator, horn, tools, etc.; £25.—Cordingley, Has-

lingden. Tel.. 2Y. [2154

HOBART, 1912. 234h.p.. fixed engine model, only
done l.t'OO miles, epeedometer. lamp, etc., abso-

iiitely as brand new; clear for £25.—Cordingley, Has-
lineden. Tel.. 2Y. [2155

1 Q12 Rudg'\ 3Vi;h.p,, free engine racdel, complete, and
-L*^ just like new, bought this year; £35.—Cordingley,
ILi^lingden. Tel.: 2i'. [2156

1Q11 3y;h.p. HuTiiber. 2-speed. FE.. and sidccai;
J-O clear, f27/10,—Cordingles', Haslingden- Tel,:
2Y. [2157

l Q12 Enfield. 2''Jli.p., 2-epced. Sl'all eaddle, long ex-
-Lt» haust, horn, just overhauled; £30.—Rev. H. Ker-
shaw, l'"ulwood. Preston. [5668

PRECISION, torpedo, 1912. 3',4h.p., free engine,
•lamp, tools, et-',. good condition: £30.—Boshier, 16.

.St. James Row, ShelBcld. [X697

MAY We Suggest that if your local agent hae not the
motoi- cycle or cycle car that you are wanting, v^u

litil: him to write to llitehens'. Ltd., Aiorecambe, for
»ame. [0331

THE CHANCE
of socurinff a. brand ne»f

£52 10s. machine for £35 10s. will soon be

GONE FOR EVER
as we have nearly sold out

We ofTcr a Brand New 1913 Machine at a reduction of

(,iy off list prict', or wc will accept £9 down and 12 Monthly
Payments of £2 5s.

Read the following' specification, and secure one of the

biggest bargains ever offered.

NEW 1913 3^ h.p. A.S.L.-PRECISION.

Fitted with 3,5 h.p. Precision en^^ine, Bosch weatherproof
mapncto, Best and Lloyd drip feed lubricator, Huiclmison
ru liber-studded tyres, handle-bar control, and complete
with stand, carrier, number-plales, toolbag, and spare
spring. Limited number only. If you are a cash buye^
we will

ALLOW A DISCOUNT.

We will take your present machine in exchange U
required. We will supply 2-spced gear and free angina
for £G extra. Don't miss this bargain.

OFFERS WANTED FOR THE FOLLOWING:
New 1913 3-speed 3* h.p. NUMBER.
8 h.p. BAT-J.A.P., P. and M. 2-speed £35 10
3^ h.p. REX, 1909 model, magneto £15 10
4' h.p. Twin N.S.U. on Kex frame, magneto £13 10
3* h.p. PREMIER, igiii, B.S.A. 2-speed £32 10

34 h.p. NUMBER, 1913, 3-speed model, done about,
200 miles, complete with sidecar. £48

8 h.p. G.W.K., igi2 model, not much used £98
2 h.p. NUMBER Lightweight, 1912 £25

32 h.p. A.S.L., brand new, 1913 model £35 10

3J h.p. PREMIER, 1913 model, 3 speeds, only run
500 miles £46 1 Q

6 h.p. BAT, 1913, chain drive, like new £58 10

3i h.p. N.S.U. , free engine, splendid order £19 10

3} h.p. QUADRANT, 1908, mat^neto £15 10
TWIN NUMBER, 1012 Lightweight, free engine .. £29 10
2 fi.p. MOTOSACOCHE, 1910, magneto £13 10
3* h.p. REX, 1910 model £17 10
SCOTT, igog, 2 speeds, nice condition £19 10
MORGAN Runabout, 1912, screen, hood, side tool

boxes, new 3in. tyre £67
6 h.p. TWIN REX, magneto, H.B. control £12 10

3i h.p. QUADRANT, luagneto, spnng forks £11 10

3l h.p. REX £4 15

6 h.p. REX Sidette, 1913 model; cost ^fSo £49 10
SAh.p. TRIUMPN, 1907 model £18 10
8 h.p. BAT-J.A.P., 2 speeds, with £g Sidecar .... £39 10
2 h.p. SINGER Lightweight, 1911 £13 10
2\ h.p. MINERVA, h.-b. control £4 15
6' h.p. CLYNO, igi2, with Sidecar £45
2 h.p. Ladies' MOTOSACOCNE, 1910 £15

4 h.p. ROC, free engine, magneto £14 10
PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

MISCELLANEOUS.
New N.S.U. 2-spced Gears, adjustable pulleys, for Brad-

burys, Rudges, Singers, 1910 and 1912 Triumphs,
Cheap to clear.

XL'All Pan Seat Saddle 25
Millford Sidecar Body, with cusliion 9 6
New 26 X 2i Heavy Rubber-studded Continental 26 6
New 26 X 2^ Heavy Rubber-studded liutjh nson 25
Nearly new 4\ h.p. Precision Engine £12

3i h.p. Quadrant Engine, pulley, silencer £2 17 6
Chater-Lea Sidecar, cane body £3 5
Good Trembler Coil 6

New Cane Sidecar Body, side door £2 10
Triumph Free Engine, built into wheel £2 10
Nearly new Binks Carburetter £1 5 5
N.S.U. 2-spced Gear and Free Engine £2 10
New Wicker Sidecar Body, side door £1 9 6
Ditto, canoe front 19 6
Good Rigid Sidecar £3 7 6
Nearly new Coronet Sidecar £4 10
Bosch Magneto, suit Triumph £2 2 6
N.s;U. forecar, cane body, less tyres 14 6
Triumph Pattern Handle-bars, lin. stems 4 6
2-cylinder Plain Coil 5 6

26x2j Front Wheel, with Dunlop tyie 17 6
New Twin Bosch DAV Magneto 45", 48°. and 50'' £2 19 6

New 1913 Amistrone; Mark VI. 3-speed Gears. Dehvery
from siock. Trade supplied.

Nearly-new Mark VI. 3-speed Gear £5 15

New Coach-built Sidecar Body, side door £3 10
New Mirror Lens Lamp aud Generator 13 d

Removed to our new premises.

Booth's Motorics,
Portland Place, Skircoat Road, HALIFAX.

(opposite County Court.)

Telephone 1062.

All letters relating to adveitiFeme.nts should quote the number at the end ol^ each advertisement, and the date of the Irsue. A4I
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m\

Maides
MOTOR MART
9j 1913 NOT 1912.

I

E

I

6 H.P. REX DE LUXE,
complete with Portiand £13 13 yi
Siriprar. lamn. horn, registration, etc.. WaSidecar, lamp, horn, registration, etc.,

ready to be ridden away and

FULLY GUARANTEED,

£70 -0-0
or, payable £17 10 deposit, and
twelve monthly payments of 87/6.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.
TVi-iie for Terms and Discounts.

'PHONE, CALL, or WIRE.

NEW 1913 MODELS
FOR DELIVERY FROM STOCK.

TRIUMPH, 3i h.p., 3-speed, "C" £59 15

ZENITH, 6 h.p. modsl, kick start £78 15
REX, 3* h.p. model, a-speed £49
B.S.A., 3^ h.p., 2-specd, chain drive .

.". £60
PREMIER, 3i h.p., 2-speed gear £56
REX, 6 h.p. model, 2-speed £54

TRADE SUPPLIED.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

Si

I

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
ALL GUARANTEED.

Full Specification on Request.

1913 GREEN-PRECISION, 3.I h.p,, water-
cooled, 3 speeds, chain drive, as new £45

1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p., Canoelet Sidecar ... £50
,_ 1912 MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., free engine ... £49
12 1912 MATCHLESS, 6 h.p., T.T. model ... £40

K^^

1912 REX, 6 h.p. Portland Sidecar £47 ^^mV 1912 BRADBURY, 3.^ h.p., 2-speed, Sidecar £40^' 1912 BRADBURY, 3J h.p., MontgomerySc. £41
1912 PIERCE, 5 h.p., 4-cylinder, 2 speeds £45 ^B

_ J912 DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., 2 speeds, luck start £42 k^

i

Im

igii F.N., 2} h.p., 2 speeds, shaft drive, . . £25
1910 V.S., 5-6 h.p.. 2 speeds, spring forks. . £26
1910 DOUGLAS, 2? h.p., twin, magneto . . £25
1910 ENFIELD, 2\ h.p., twin-cvliader £20
1909 HUMBER, 3i h.p., 2 speeds, Sidecar £24
1909 HUMBER, 3.V h.p., 2 speeds £20
X909 REXi h,p., 2 speeds, handle start , . £26
6 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 3 speeds £24
2^ h.p. DOUGLAS, magneto, nice light-

weiebt £18
4 J h.i\ F.N. , four cyl., ma neto £16

2 h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, masneto machine £11
5 h.p. ALCYON, spring; forks, very fast £13

2i h.p. KERRY, magneto ignition £12
i\ h.p. N.S.Uv magneto nice lightweight , . £9
5 b,p. F.N. Cycle Car, 2 speeds, 4 wheels, . £40
5 h.p. REX, twin, wants repairs , £9
HUMBER CAR, 15 h.p., 3 speeds and reverse,

magi eto, gate change, five-?eater, hood,
srreen Stepney, speedometer, lamps, horn,

etc., excelli^nt order. Exchange motor
cycle or combination Price £52

Deferred Payments, 5% extra.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IQII ai^h.p. F.N., 2-speed, free, shaft drive, plate
J-t/ clutch, like utw; offers over £25.—Rooke, Bail-
way Terrace, Penistone. [:X827

DOUGLAS, 1911, 2-speed, clutch, good condition,
complete M-ith spares; £32.— Goodchild,

View, Beeston Hill, Leeds.
3, Park
[X691

really first-class condition

;

combination wanted.—Dalby,
Theatre Royal, Scarborough. [X263

TRIUMPH, Sl'oh.p.,

£30; sidei-ar

1Q13 Scott, absolutely as new, done 500 miles, pro-
-B-t7 perty of ^octor; _ £52, eomplete.—Bos 4,163,
The Motor Cycie^Otflces, Coventry. tX804

DOUGLAS fAuguit, 1911),
overhauled by Douglas Brcs.,

RUDGE Multi, 19131/2, SVsh.p., complete with all ac-
cessories, equal in every respect to new; £45.

—

Armstrong, Cleik Green St.. Eatley. [X799

SCOTT [Green], 1913, ridden few miles only, perfect
condition, all accessories; £57. or nearest ofier.—

Barlow, 16, Irton Rd., Southport. [2003

JAMES, T.T., 3Uh.p., every pcesible accessory, new
condition, mileage 1,700; £34; push bike part.—

6, Peterborough Rd, AVavfrtree, Liverpool [X629

NEW Hudson, 2^!f'(h.p., 1911^;'4, 3-speed, free engine.
lamp, horn. Garner, 2 belts, nearly new tyres

;

£25.—Ashworth, 12, Byrom St., Todmorden. [2121

13.h.p. Singer, perfect condition; £15. or £10 and
4 sewing machine exchange; approval agaiut^t cash;

1911 machine.—Goodband. Majestic. Harrogate. rX729

SPECIAL Norton, steel piston, winner oi many
competitions, overhauled July, Phillipson

pulley, and accessories ; offers.—Lumb, 203, G ibbet
St., Halifax. [X259

SHOP-SOILED Unu*=ed 6h.p. A.J.S. Combination

;

makers' price £92/10, our price £82/10 cash;
guaranteed.-The Motor Mart Co., Old Lancaster Rd.,
Morecambe. [0338

IQlO^i Free Engine Triumph, new Dmilop, new tube
J-*-' on back, Michelin front, new Whittle belt, lamp,
horn, generat.ir, tools, spares; £27,—Rosedene, Chorley
New Rd„ Bolton. [1962

1 Q 12 Enfield, 2^(]i.p,, 2-speed, free engine, perfect
-i-«-' condition; cost 50 gn-?., eell £33: only reason for
selling, owner wants heavyweight and sidecar.— Geo.
Threlfall, Shaw Mills, Leeds. [1981

CAMPION-jr.A.P., 1912, 6h.p., chain drive, Jardine
2-speed geur and free engine, just overhauled, re-

enamelled all black, Kempshall back tyre; nearest otter

£50.—Acland. Hall Car House, Shefiield. [X658

3.lh.p. F.N., 191:5 model, 2 speeds, shaft drive, new
2 condition, plenty of spares; £56, or take gent's

Sunbeam, Lea-Franci>, or Raleigh pedal bike part ex-
change.—W. Beaumont, Bird's Royd. Brighouse. [X855

clutch. 2-^peed, engine
in July, new back

tyre. lamp, horn, all spares and accef^soiies ; £28; seen
bv appointment.—E. Bleakly, George Hotel, Tvldesley.

tX536
TO Scott Agents, and to agents in districts where not

represented.— U'e can deliver Scott machines from
stock on good trade terms. Write for our wholesale list

at once, enclosing trade card.—Hitchens, Ltd., More-
cambe. [0333

5-6h.p. Bat-Jap, Wliitsuntide, T.T. tourist model, new
2i^in. tyree and belt, antamatic lubrication, lamp,

horn, tools, etc., not done 2,000 miles, complete; cost
over £70, accept £45 for immediate sale ; owner left

England.—Scorrer, 141, Coltman St.. Hull. [X9912

7 h.p. 1912 Indian, twin-cyl., 2 speeds. Xl'all saddle,
F.R.S. head light, just overhauled, perfect order,

demonstration given, tyreg excellent, spare tnbes, mag-
nificent hill-climber; mu.?t sell, cost £82. accept £45
cash or nearest ofl'-r. Montgomery sidecai, luxurious
type, cost £17. sell £9 extra.—Bramley, 19. Wentworth
St., Huddersfield. [X858

SALE of 1913 shop^oiled Zeniths, never been on
road.—3V2h.p., kick starter, listed £63, our price

£52; 6h.p., kick starter, listed £78/15, our price £65;
6h.p., standard, listed £71/8, our price £59. There is

one each only left, therefore get on the j unip quick.
No deferred or swaps entertained at theee prices.—
Hitchens, Ltd.. Morecambe. [0334

NORTHERN Depot, Ltd.. Everything Motorish,
Leece St., Liverpool.-Rex-Jap solo and sidecar

couibinatioua in f^tock, also Millford Herald, Corvette,

and Preuner t^idecars; exchange depot for D.A. cylinders;

2-ih.p. Douglas lightweight. £23; 1912 2-speed Bat-
Jiip, splendid condition, £37; Ih.p. auxiliary sets for

pedal cycles; largest exJiibition of accessories in the
North at popular prices; N.D.L. oilskin motor cycle
-^uits, with leather belt, 30/6. sold elsewhere at 45/-.

Call and examine our stock, no obligation to purchase.
[X857

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

take £10.-Slater,
[X910

I

i

I
Maudes' Motor Mart,

136, Great Portiand Street,
LONDON, W.

'Grams: Abdicate, Wcsd't. Lnn^lon. Thonc : 552 i\Tayfair

A^ All letteis relating to adveitiseirents should ouote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

SOntTHINO

TO

CROW

ABOUT

Booth's Patent.

A FEW MORE
EXPERIENCES OF

DELIGHTED USERS—
J 1,281 miles without lightening, and

I not a single stop on the road for trans-

I
mission troubles.

2,000 miles, much of it with sidecar,

and no shortening—it never slips.

The only belt that has woriicd on my
pulleys without twisting.

Having run it 1,441 miles f cannot see

that there is any appreciable wear.

The belt has been quite a revelation.

THE MOST EFFICIENT

MOTOR CYCLE BELT BE-

CAUSE THE MOST SCIEN-

TIFICALLY CONSTRUCTED.

Send for Booklet—

0. & W. ORMEROD, Ltd.,

Railway Leather Works,

ROCHDALE.
London :

HARDING & SUMMERS,
Old Oak Lane.

Willesden Junction, N.W.
,

4 h.p.. fast. Boscli ; wortli i20,
Wo.ds Lane, Derby.

IQIS Free Engine B.S.A., sliglitly used; £42.—Orton,
At» 35. Fiiar Gate, Derby. [X90S

,

ARNO. 2V,h.p,, new hiiit June, perfect condition, al!
j

accessories and spare,s : £25, or exchange, ^vitli
|

fash, for higher power.—Bnnn, Churchill St., Snieth-i

« ick. [XMI

I
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£10-10-0
Ten guineas is all it costs to

bring your mount up-to-date

by the addition of the

1913i ROC\
SIDECAR PATTERN

Two-speed Gear.

(6 Days' World's Sidecar Record type)

The 19130- big clutch type has

been designed expressly for

passenger work.

It solves all gear worries and
guarantees you satisfaction.

The 19 13 Roc gear was already

recognised the last word in

motor cycle gears for solo use.

The 1913I big clutch type is

just what thousands of "side-

carists
'

' have awaited and
expected.

The Roc gear was the first of

all motor cycle gears—it is the

first to-day. Nothing could be
smoother, easier to operate, or

be more reliable.

No better investment for the

money is possible than in this

19 1 3 J- Roc dependable gear,

fitted complete for ten guineas.

Write for particulars, stating

make and h.p. of your machine.

No delay in delivery.

ROC GEAR Co.,
HAYMILLS, BIRMINGHAM.
London : Robertson's, 157, Gt Portland St., W

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BAT. 1915. 3'..!i.i)., 5 ,-i"'<tl3. Sliirrn.-v-Arrli,.>r. -!<ii>

500 luiUvi uiily; £12.-l>. J. Kvfius, John Biipht
St,, IJirmiiifc'litnn. LX770

ZENITH. 1913, 3l{ih.p., Grndnn gear, frep engine,
kick Htartfv. mi.l Miliford sidet-ar: vot^t £70. £55.—

r. J. E%(iii3, Jolin Bri(;Iit St., Uiriningham. 1X711

MATCHLESS, 1913, 8h.p., 2 spt^eds, chain drive, and
special sidecar; £68; complete Ijnca*^ lamp. spf<d-

.iiuettT, etc.—r. J. Evane, John Bright St., UininiiK-
!mm. [X772

EXFIKLli. 1913. 3h.p., 2 speede, chain drive, ki. k
Ht;irt'T. uiuiiv new; £38.-1*. J. Evans, Joliii

Ilripbt St.. liirniingham. [X775

CLYXO. 1913. 6h,p., 3 speeds, brand new, shop-soiled;
£65; ivith sidecar £75.—P. J. Evans, John Briglit

St.. Birmingham. LX774

TEIUMPH, 1913, free engine model, shop-.^niled only;
£a8.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Binuiugham.

1X775
"V\7ILLIAM30N". 1912-13. 8h,p.. air-cooled, and Canoe-
V? let sidecar, with screen, excellent order; £55.—

1'. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham. [X776

ZENITH, 1912, 3'/^h.p., Gradua gear, excellent con-
dition; £52.—P. J. Evuns, John Bright St„ Bir-

uiinglium. rX777

ENFIELD, 1912. 6h.p., 2 speeds, and coach sidecar;
£50.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.

[X778
ZENITH, 1911. S'/di.p.. GradTia gear, and wicker i^ide-

cax; £30.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birminp-
ham. LX779

SCOTT, 1911, 3^'ih.p., 2 speeds, kick starter, excellent
Older; £26.— P. J. Evans, John Bright St.. Bir-

iiiinshum. [X780

HUMBEE, 1913, 3»/.h.p., 3 speeds, kick etarter, brand
new: list £57/10". accept £47/10.—P. J. Evan.s,

John Bright St., Birmingham. [X781

HURIBEUETTE, 1913. 8h.p., chocolate finish, ehop-
soiied: list price £125, £110.—P. J. Evans. John

Bright St., Birmingham. fX782

FORD, 1913. 20h.p., standard runabout, £120; slightly
soiled, also special painted buff, with detachable

I.-pare wheel, etc., £138.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.,
I Birmingham. 1X783

MOEGAN, 1912-13, 8h.p. J.A.P., special sporting
body, all accessories; £68.—P, J. Evans, John

I Blight St., Birmingham. ' [X784

ALLDAYS Midset, 1913, 8h.p., complete, all acce:
sories: c&5t £150, £110.—P. J. Evans, John Bright

St., Birmingham. [X785

HUMBERETTE. 1913. all Spares, Stepney, lamps,
etc., good order; £98.—P. J. Evans, John Brisht

St., Birmingham. £X786

NORTON-ROC, 4h.p.. adjustable pulley, Amac. just
overhauled--Simpson, 21, Chestnut Ed., Moseley.

Ilirmingliam. rX766

1Q13 Rover, clutch model, 4h.p, J.A.P. engine, newXO machine; photo; approval; £37.-37. Clarendon
St.. Coventry. lX953

REX. 3 '/oh. p., eneiue, Bosch mag., and frame, just
completely overliauled ; nearest oiler to £17.—

Gordon, Roslyn, Coventry. [X951

TRIUMPH. 1912. clutch, 1913 improvements, excel-
lent cundition, liorn, whistle, etc. ; £45.—Thruns-

cce, \Vf!]ioluie Av.. Grimeby. [X853

SCOUT Motor Cycle. Precision engines, 3%h.p., de-
livery from ^tock; £38/10.-Taylor and Hand.-^.

553a, Coventry Rd., Birmingham. [X9802

I 1 Q13 2'/jh.p. Levis, perfect condition, only few weeks
X£/ old. flrst-claes accessories; any reasonable offer;
plating, etc.. like new.—Box 4,169, The Motor Cycle
Offices, Coventry. LX954

PHELON-MOORE, SVstp-. 1910, very little used,
Jones speedometer, spare tube, lamp, acces.sories,

splendid condition; trial run; £33.—Carrington, Brauu'
.stone GatBj Leicester. [X845

TRIUMPH, T.T., 1911. excellent condition.
Phillipson pulley, x-acing and touring bars,

I

P. and n. lamp and generator, 4 spare valves; £33, or
|

oiler.— 13, Queen Victoria Rd., Coventry. [X955
[

TRIUMPHS, latest 1913 3-ppeed, free engine, and
T.T. roadster modelts in stock for immediate de-

1

livery; cash. exchangiM, or easy payments. — I'remier
Motor Co., Ltd., -Aston Rd., Birmintjliam. [0340

£5/10, great bargain.—3h. p. motor cycle, h.b.c., enam-
elled, overhauled, re-bushed. Palmer cords, new

belt, new accumulator, low, fast ; trial here
; gunran-

teed.—Roland Chappell, Sketchlcy, Hinckley. [X905

'1Q13 P. and M. and Ccachbnilt Canoelet Sidecar.
-M.*J Montsomery c]ia3si><. perfect condition; £68, or
wdiild take 1913 model R Dom.'Ias in part exchange.—
Box 4.166, The Motor Cycle Offices. Coventry. [X882

P.
and M.. latest 1913 model, lamp and horn, Kemp-
shall tyres, unpunctured, sidecar gear ratios, new

2 months ago, and in absolutely perfect condition;
£57/10.—M. Sampson, 17, Grosvenor Rd., Coventry.

CX723
1 Q13 Bradbury, 3-3peed gear, £49; 1913 Premier,
Xt/ 3'/2h.p., 2-speed. and countershaft. £46: 1911
Indian. 7h.p., new 1913 clutch, new tyres, £58/10;
1911 Humber lightweight, good condition, £17.— Jas.

, Plafitow, Osborne St.. Grimeby. rxe38

£39
Buys a 1912 2-speed Ciyno,

and luxurious close cane Sidecar.

Ready to drive away. Any trial.

SECOND-HAND.
£29 10 I'll- 4 Rex
£15 10 :J MaR. Rex
£12 10 ^i Rex
£16 10 3) Mas. Birch
£27 10 ;"* 2-sp. N.S.U.
£17 10 3* N.S.U.
£19 10 ii I'.li. Minerva
£35 10 'i2 F.E. Quadrant
£8 10 3 Humber
£26 Humber, 3*. 2-sp.

£16 Singer, 3, mag.
£10 P.F., 3J

Every one guaranteed.
Humber, v(. l-li- £10 10
Rover, i\, civitch £29 10
2 M<i3. Minerva . £11
F.N. Lighlwcifht £9 10
'i2 3-si>. Bradbury £47 10

3i Light Rex ... £10 10
l9ii6F.E.J.A,P.£34 10
5* Rex £15 10
Twill Molo-Reve £15 10
James, lom, 3* , £16 10
.iKrwin Minerva £15 10

Rudgc Multi £42 10
£34 10 '11 Rex"Twin,2-sp. Motosacoche, inag£15 10
£27 10 'o Rex Twin, 2-sp Werner, Twin .. £12
£55 New Twin REX de Luxe and Sidecar.

£45 ign 'I'wiii REX Sidette, cliaia drive.

£47 10 1912 RUDGE Malti and Sidecar.

£58 1912 2-spced Twin REX Sidecar, Brand new
£42 10 1913 2-speed Twin REX, nearly new.

£47 10 1912 WALL Tcican-iago. Cost go Guineas.

£31 5i b.p. 2-speed N.S.U. and Sidecar.

Easy Payments from one-quarter deposit and
Twelve Monttily Payments.

SPECIAL EXCHANGE QUOTATIONS.
1913 2 or 3-speed BRADBURY £60
1913 4 ti.p. 2-speed REX de Luxe £56 10

1913 6h,p. 2-spccd REX £62 10

1913 6 ti.p. 2-speed REX, chain drive £67 15
1913 6 h.p. 2-speed REX-J.A.P £71 8

1913 8 h.p. REX-J.A.P £73 10

1913 W.C. WILLIAIVISON, and Sidecar .... £98 10

1913 A.C. WILLIAMSON, and Sidecar .... £91 10
1912 twin 2-speed REX de Luxe, NEW £53

Easy Payments from one-fourth deposit:

We oSer a Brand New 1912 4 h.p. Tourist REX,
84-i X 95, with Bosch magneto, B. and B. car-

buretter, push pump and teed lubrication, spring

forks, Cantilever seat, 26 x 2J non-skid tyres, stand,

carrier, toolbag, number-plates, pump, tools, and new
F.R.S. standard lamp with grid generator, for

£34 10s. Makers' prices of these goods are £46 and
£2 13s. 6d. respectively. Cash ofTers or exchonces
coijsidered, as we wish to clear, regardless or cosL

"PERFECTION"
SIDECARS.

MODEL A.

£5:5:0.
We are Sole Wholesale Agents (or PERFECTION

Sidecars (6 models). Trade suppUed on liberal terms.
It we have anything to suit your requirements,

send your cash oiler at once.

£5 10

Make your old machine up to date by fitting a

J9I2 ARMSTRONG 3-speed Gear,

Brand New, and complete with

belt rim and controls.

Mark 11., £5 10 0.

Mark 111., £6 2 6.

1913 Mark VI., £10 10 0.

Usual price, 10 Gns. and 12 Gns.

WTIV WAIT I Despatch from stock. Trade supplied.

TRADERS should write for our Special Terms for

Second-hand Motor Cycles. It's money for

nothing.

r
L
Collier's Motorles,
Westgate, Halifax, EnglancL

]
All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A47
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ROBERTSONS
BARGAINS
SHOP SOILED MOTOR CYCLES
I913 ALCYON, 2I h.p £32

ICH3 ALCYON, 3} lip £36

1913 EDMUND-J.A.P., 4 h.p., spring frame £42

1913 ZENITH-GREEN, water-cooled £54

1913 B.S.A., 3i h.p., 2-speed £55

1913 BATp 6 h.p., 2-speed, chain drive £66

SHOP SOILED SiPECARS.

MONTGOMERY No. 5, Edinburgh body £14

MONTGOMERY No. 7, Exeter body, hood, screen £17 10

MONTGOMERY standard £6 15

MILLFORD Corvette, storm apron, mat, and
luggage board £11 10

MILLFORD spring wheel No. 4 chair £11

MILLFORD rigid No. 4 chair £9
MILLFORD rigid No. 14 chair £11

MILLFORD rigid No. 3 chair £10 10

BRAMBLE No. 6 £10 15

SECOND HAND
IVIOTOR CYCLES.

1424. 1913 REX-J.A.P., 5 h.p., O.H. valves £35

1440. 1913 TRIUMPH, 3-speed, 14 days' old £48
With £13 13 Bramble Sidecar £56

1427. 1913 RUDGE ^lulti, 5 h.p., scarcely used .... £52

1435. 1913 DOUGLAS .Model S, one week old £46

1438. 1913 BAT, 4 h.p., O.H. valves. No. i model,
two -weeks' old £42

1441. 1QII NEW HUDSON, 2J h.p., 3-speed, prac-
cicallv unused £38

1327. 1912 BRADBURY, 3i h.p £35

1341. 1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p £4S
12S3. 1912 ZENITH, 3i h.p £38
12S5. 1912 CLYNO, 6 h.p., 2-speed £46
1418. 1912 BRADBURY, free engine £36
1362. igi2 RUDGE, free engine £35

1395- 1912 J.A.P.-CHATER, 6 h.p., free engine, and
Sidecar with child's seat £42

1406. 1912 A.J.S., 6 h.p., witli a lot of accessories . . £55
1416. 1912 TRIUMPH, free engine £42
1412. 1912 HOBART, 2j h.p £22
1426, 1912-13 F.N., 4-cylinder, 2-speed £36
1428. 1912 TRIUMPH, free engine, Cowey, etc £39
1430. 1912 F.N., 4-cylinder, 2-speed, and cane Sidecar £45
1432. 1912 NEW HUDSON, 2} h.p., 3-speed ' £35
li^-K. 1912 REGAL-PRECISION, 4j h.p,, 2-speed, and

Sidecar £34
1434. 1912 ALCYON, 2* h.p £25
1436. 1912 MATCHLESS, 6 h.p., 2-speed, tivin belt.

Turner Sidecar, and numerous accessories £68
1332. 1911 ZENITH, 6 h.p £42

1443- 191J INDIAN, 7 h.p., free engine, T.T £30
1439. 1911 F.N., .]-cylinder, 2-speed, and racy coach-

built Sidecar £34
1442. I9II TRIUMPH, 3i h.p £28
1282. BROUGH, 5 h.p., twin cylinder £25

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

KrNOCH-J.A.P,
as new; £40.-T^1)tbread, ShefSord.

ARIEL, 3'Ah.p,
speedometer; £44.—'SVhitbread; ShefEcrd.

3Xh.p. Humber, ISll, belt and tyree nearly new, ex-
3 cellent conditHun ; £28.—Butler. 60. Hon-ard Av.,

Bedjoid. rX795

TWIN Enfield Liglrtweight, excellent conditicn. £20:
tmn J.A.P., 6h.p.. good condition, £29. — H.

lliddleton, Fairland St., Wymondham, Norfolk. [X911

LOOK I—3-speed and free engine for nothing.
1913 3Vjh.p. Singer, uncrated, at fixed engine

1913 model, 41lp., Tariable gear,
" - - [X7S2

1913. variable gear, ae new, lamp,"" ~ - -. . [X793

£48/15.—P. Eeynolds, Wimblington. [2103

SECOND HAND CYCLE CARS.
913 CROUCH, 8/10 h.p., W.C., 3 speeas and reverse,

hood, screen, lar^e flex horn, speedometer,
I car and 2 cycle car headlights, acetylene tail
light, large car generator, clock, Stepney with
unused s.s. Hut.;hinson, large kit of tools
including jack, etc. AJI as new and guaranteed
Cost Ci?'^^ Will accept £120

913 WALL TRICARRIAGE, 5 b-p., 2-speed, shaft
drive, speedometer, watch, horn, hood, iuggatre
carrier, acetylene side lights, tail lamp and full
kit of tools. Guaranteed in perfect order .... £75

LADY'S Enfield, 1912, 2-speed, free eneine, 2V2h.p.,
new cond"ition ; £40, or near offer; to be seen by

appointment.—Doddti, Safety Wheel Works, Clifton, Bed;^.

[X665
1Q13 Eudge Multi, SV^h.p., with Mille-Fulford side-
Xt/ ear, Lutas lamp and horn, Jones speedometer,
only ur-ed 2 ni:;uths, good as new; cost £77: no reason-
able offer refused, as owner going' abroad.—Blanchflower,
Beaeonsfield Rd., Norwicli. [31561

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1909, iightwdght ; £8.-S. Morgan,
Bungalow, Pontypool. [X640

ARIEL, 254h.p., perfect condition; £8; any trial.—
Austen, 5, Albert Rd., Abergavenny. [1937

1Q10 Free Engine Triumph, with 1913 cylinder; bar-
-M~iJ gain, £25.—Harry Jone«, Union, Felinfoel, Llan-
elly. tl955

1 Q 13 Hobart, 2J/vh.p., purchased May, perfect;
-LU £33.—Jones, Haulfryn, Granville St., Aber-
tillery. [2084

1012 4-eyl. 'F.N., 2-spee-d, free engine, everything per-
it? feet. £39/10; sidecar, £3/10.-Tay, Bunbury Rd.,
King's Norton. [S819

Ij^NFIELD, 25/,b.p., 19'l3, 2-sperd, free engine, kick
-i fitart, scarcely soiled; £37.—Harrison, The Clialet,

Eroniiigrove Rd., Redditch. [S670

3ih.p. Ariel, 1912, Roman runs, 3-speed Armstrong,
2 footboard)?, decompressor, spring eeat-pillar; cost

£64, sell £35.-Dr. Martin, Brithdir. [X662

TRIUMPH., late 1912. free engine, eplendid condi-
tion, acoesfiories, ^^pare belt, tube, etc., cost £60,

only done 1,000 miles; £36;-Cooke. 31, Queen St.,

Cardiff. [X798

TRIUMPH, 1912, Armstrong 3-Epced, Ricli tubes both
wheels, horn, new Mangin lamp and generator

unused sin^'C May. grand condition throughout; neare.=t
offer to £45.—Dr. Wolford, Powick. Worcester. [X595

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

SINGER, new 1913, 3V'h-p., free engine, 3-speed hub
gear; £58/15.-Below.

SINGER Lightweight, new. 1912, 2yjh.p., free engine,
2-3peed bracket gear; list £48/15" bargain, £40.—

Below.

BRADBURY, new, 3V'h.p., free engine, 3-6peed hub
gear; £60.—Below.

L.M.C., new 1912, 3Vob.p., adjustable pulley, valve
lift, with hand and foot control; list price £48,

£40.-Below.

TRIUMPH, 1910, SVsh.p., Mabon free engine clutch,
just overhauled, tyres practically new; £28.—Below.

L.M.C., 1912, 3Vjh.p., auto-variable pnlley, giving 2
speed.s and free engine, kick starter, ,B. and B.

carburetter, foot valve lifter, complete with accessories;
£33.-Eelow.

ALLDAYS with ^decar. 1911. 3V2h.p.. Roc ^-epeed
and free engine gear, handle starter, just over-

hauled and enamellwl; £36.—Below.

BAT. with spring wheel sidecar, 1912, 8h.p. J.A.P.
twin engine, 2-speed gear, kick starter, Biiiks

automatic carburetter, Clair silencer, Jones speedometer,
new tfipare tyre cover ; .£55.—Below.

BRADBURY, 1913, 3V2h.p., 2-speed, chain drive,
kir-k starter ; list £60 ; nearly new condition

;

£48.-Below.

VINDEC. 1910. 5-6h.p., 2-cyl., Vindec variable gear,
Bosch mag., Druid forks ; £25.—Below.

EXCHANGES; deferred payments.—Munn and Under-
wood, Indian. Singer, Bradbury, and L.M.C. agents,

~ "
'

[1959

£58. great
[X9936

Junction Garage, Southampton,

SCOTT, latest 1913 model, brand new;
bargain.— Ginger, Motors, Banbury.

A GO[DEN

OPPORTUNITT
occurs just now to
the man who requires
a high-class motor
bicycle at a reason-
able price.

ERIC S. MYERS
is offering (one op two of

eacli only)

BRAND NEW
SLIGHTLY SHOP SOILED,
and a few machines which

have been used once or

twice for demonstration

runs only, at

BIG REDUCTIONS.
They include 191 3

S C O XT S
TRIUMPHS
U A M E S
ENFIELDS
WILLIAMSONS
ZENITHS

They offer you a chance

of a lifetime. Remember

—

first come—first served.

NOW HURRY UP.

ERICS. MYERS
"NO WORRY DEPOT'i

'PHONE : MAYFAIR 5767

l57.CRtAT PORTLAND STRfCT.W.
A48 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.

MATCHLESS, 1913 models for immediate delivery.—
Sole Osfoidshire agents. Tlie Morris Garage. Ox-

ford. ro313

52 62
Manningham Lane,

BRADFORD
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
PHCLON nud Moore, 1913 models for immcdkile de-

lirery.—Sole district aseut, The Morris Gnrnpes,
)iford. rosos

r INCOT.N Elk, 1912. S'.Mi.p.. excellent condition,
I J simres; £23/10.—Blagg, Westmark, retersfield,

;
;-.. [2115

ruiUMrH. 1910, frtic engine, good condition, tyros
I almost new ; 28 fus.—Crow, Kilbya, M'inklit Id,

[1902

, splendid toudition, new
£30.-8, Druinmond lUl.,

rm^utU. [X628

> p, MineiTn, lamps, liorij. stnnds, carrier, toolbaga,
* i:._Mv B. and h. : £S.—U. Kinp. 43, Gosport St.,

i:i«t0D, Hants. [2056

in 13 B.S.A., chain driven, 2-siiced, perfect gondi-
l

«
" tion.—Apply to A. Bonbam Carter, Salamanca

;.ri.,cks. Aldcrsliot. [X9396
LAYTOXS'.—James, 4h.p.. 1912, 3-6peed model, com-

plete with sidecar, lamp. horn, thorough order;
:10.-Luyton3', Bicester. [2181

pKlUMPH, crutch, 19113^
I Komp-'ball, Ilmchinson

;

r AYTOXS'.-Scott. 1913. brand new, soiled only;
L^ list price £68/5, oilers wanted; easy payments, ex-

!;i;'>^.—Laytons', Bicester Oxon. [2182

f
.W TONS'.—Donglas. model 0. 2-speed, just arrived;

J i.48: cxclianges, easy ' paj'meuts. — LaytonsV
,-i.r. Oxon. [2183

r \YTON.—Trinmph, 1911, fi-es engine model,
'

. omnleto with lamp, horn, etc., first-class con-
1; throughout; £^2, worth £38,—Laytons".
t.T. O.xon. [2179

Rb'OGE Multi. — Deliveries from stock; trial mna
given ; exchanges entertained ; trade aupplied.—

)fliiiiil agent, Barnes, Slough. [9139

I Q12 Vrce Engine Triumph, perfect condition, and
L«7 \.ry fast, not run 3,000 miles; price £37/10.—
.aiM-. The Triangle, Aldershot. CS-646
") 111 p. J.A.P., Chatcr-Lca frame, spring forks, Ad-
• - vance pulley, new belt: £7, or nearest.—Long,

Whitley Wood Lane. Reading. [X765
M|10 F.N". 2Vih.p. Motor Cycle, 2-speed gear, and
!-»' frt'e engine, in excellent order. Palmer cord tvres,

u.l B. : £20.—Pitt. Fordingbridge. rii:953

> s. \.. T.T., July, 1913, 2-spced, all accessories
* and spares, not done 500 miles, as new; nearest
.—Topham, 72, Chesterfield Rd., Bristol. [2098

ITAUTWELLS' Garage, Chipping Norton. — Trixmiph
-i- iiiid IJouglas agents; also agents for Swift cycle
:r for Banbury, Burford, and Chipping Norton.

rUIUMrH. 3-speed, 3Vjh.p., free engine, clutch; in
^tock; £59/15.-Hartwell3'.

"^UUGLAS model O, £48; in stock model R, £52.^ -Uiirtwells'.

^XFIELU Autolette in stock, £138.—Oxfordshire
-J ugent^, Haitwells'.

ninr.Mi'ir, 1912. free engine, in fine order through-
' out, new lin. Duulop belt, lamp, horn, and tools;

: -Uartwelis'. [1786

> ill. p. Royal Enfield, late 1912, as new, Cowey
' 1 speedometer, only reason selling cash wanted;

', lOflt £56.—Jenkins, Rossmond, Cheltenham.
[X902

^iLLIERSFrec Engine Clutch, complete with tyre,
iirako, and belt rims, froe-wJicel and control me-
.•m; £4.—Hxmter, Brayficld, Newport Pagneil,

[X605
Af^H.'GLAS, 1913^2, T.T. model, about 1,300 miles
-^ only, perfect condition, heavy Kempshall 2Viiu.
ar; £33/10, no exchanges.-Heybourn, Motors,
aidenbead. [2135

912 8h,p. Matchless, Loin, lamp, generator, speed-
oiiietcT, etc. .tyrcd splendid (one new}, all in pex-

-t order; £47, or near oirer.—Linington, 19, Junction
I-. Southeea. [2035
<|13 P. and M., 3Vi'b.p., only done 1,000. like new,
•- 2'^ Kempshall, Lucas, spares ; any trial ; bar-

i-58: bought runabout.—Tomlyn, 101, Oxford Rd.,
Wycombe. [1990

.'il'GLAS. model K, 1912. new November, done
-^ 1.000 miles, special Amac carburetter, condition
n \\, spare valve and tools, complete; £36/10.—Hill,
L' r. Lymington. [1961

. '-"OND-HAND Motoi Cycles.—We have a large ttock
"( machines in excellent condition at very low
10 clear; send us your reiiuirements and we will

: 'liteo to satisfy you.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.

I
r.MBER. \910, 3'/2h.p.. 2-speed, free engine, handle

J- r-iarting. new Clincher etudded tyre back, P. and
':iiip imd generatni. hum, good condition through-

't; Urgain to clear. £20.—The SWrris Garages. Oxford.

^^ S t\^^°' ^''^^^'P- 2-.spo.?d. footboards, very com-
'"rtablo and powerful machine, horn; any reason-
timl; £22.~TiiQ Morris Garages, Oxford. [X888

OVER. 1911, 3'.\b.p.. free engine, good running
rdcr and c-nditinn, lamp, generator, and horn,

.
etc.: £25.-TI:e Morris Garages. Oxford. [X889

>\'i\ T.T. model. 6h.p.. 1911. exceptionally faet
-^ iiinchme, Pcdicy tyre hack, Palmer front, horn;

:' to any examination ; iMirgnin to clear, stocK, £25.
' -The Morriti Garages, Oxford. fX890
1 t:\lPH. 1910. T.T. roadf^tor model, excellent ron-
;ition, Brookh B 170 saddl^^. horn, tyres and belt
.iny reasonable trial; £22, lowest—The Morris,

' -s Oxford. [X891
!

I

YOU CAN'T
GO WRONG
if you consult us before
purchasing your next motor
bicycle or cycle car. Our
one aim is to satisfy VOU,
as in so doing we ensure the
success of our own business.

We can give you the best

advice obtainable as to the
machine most suited to your
particular requirements, and
our opinion is quite unbiassed,

as we are contractors for all

the best machines ard do not
centre our interest in any one
particular make. If j'ou are

buying a new motor cycle or

cycle car we will allow full

value for your old one in part
payment, and if it is a con-
venience to you we will accept
payment of the balance in

MONTHLY INSTALMENTS.

We also accept deferred
payments for second-hand
machines, and give delivery

upon receipt of the first

instalment.

All our second-hand motor
cycles arc minutely over-
hauled, and we give a

WRITTEN GUARANTEE
with each one.

Place your order with us.

VOU CAN'T GO WRONG.

THE

EASTERN
GARAGE

COY.,
Official Repairers to .\ C.U.. R.A.C.,

A.A. A: M.XJ.

418, Romford Road.Forest Gate, E.

Telephone—ro, Stratford.
Telc^ams—''Egaraco, Loadoo,"

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION vni.

Hertford, tssex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,

I

and Sussex.

"IQ13 Triumph, T.T.. Lucas lamp, horn, etc.: S.W.
l-U —Bunliiig, Wealdstone. (X865

IQ12 Triumrih. free engine, another grand marliino,XO costly accessories; £42.—Bunting, Wealdstono^
(X86S

Qh.p. Zenith, with or without sidecar; £50.—Bunt-
ing, Wealdstone. [X867

DOUGLAS, singlo .ipeed, splendid trim, cxponsivo
fittings; bargain, £20.—Bunting, Wealdstone.

iX863
LAGONDA, 5h.p., 2-speed gear, make splendid

tradesman's carrier, mag.; £12/10.—Bunting,
Wealdstone. [X869

P.
and M. and Sidocar, 1912. cpcedometer, lamp, etc.,

perfect condition; £55.—Mylam.

SWIFT, free ongino, 1912. speedometer, etc.; £35.—
Mylam.

TVTINERTAS.-Sevcral from £8.-Myhiin.

HMYL.\M and Co., The Old Firm, 354, Streatliani
• High Rd. Night garage, m^tor cycles 1/-, .liiUciir

combination 1/6. cycle cars 21- per week garage. [1964

TRIUMPH, free enghie, only run 600 miles; £35.--
Read's Garage, Sheerness. [2027

P.
and M., new, nncratcd; must realise; £59.—B., 3,

Queen's Av., Winchmore Hill. [1415

WOLFF, 2h.p.. perfect, fast; exchange higher power.
—64, Pitshanger Lane, Ealing. [1943

EAGLES.—Rover, late 1912, 3-spped model, Sturmcy-
Archer gear, new condition; £39.

EAGLES.—Enfield 1913 6h.p. combination, all acces-

saries, new condition; £65.

EAGLES.—N.S.U., 3yoh.p. Popular, low-built. 2 spee<l8,

free engine, Cowey speedometer, fiuo condition; £21,

EAGLES.—Rover, 1913, 3-6pced model, shop-soiled;
ofEers.

EAGLES.—Bradbirry, 1913, 5-spccd model, shop-soiled;

oflers.

I^AGLES.-Endge, 1912 T.T. model, exceptionally
^ fast, perfect condition; £28.

EAGLES.—Bradbury, 1912, standard model, new con-
dition, all accessories; £29.

EAGLES.—N.S.U., 4h.p. twin, Boscli, m.o.T., 1911,
spring forke. 2 speeds, free engine; £22.

EAGLES.-Bat-Jap, 1912, 3V.h.p., spring , frame. T.T.
handle-bar, very fast; £27.

EAGLES.—N.S.U., SVMr-P- Model de Luxe, Bosch
mag., spring Iram'e, latest pattern spring forks,

and other improvements, brand now; £37.

171 AGLES.—Bradbury. 1912. N.S.U. 2-6Deed gear, free
-J engine, had little utic ; £35.

EAGLES.-NS.U., ZVjh.V; T-T. model, 85X88,
Bosch mag., enamelled grey ; £19/10.

I
RAGLES.—Enfield 2^rih-p. twin, late 1912. 2 speeds,
-J free engine, chain drive, footboards, nearly

new; £29,

EAGLES.—L.l^r.C, ZVnh.-p., Bosch mag., spring
forks, nearly new tyres and belt; £20.

EAGLES.—Any of the above can be liad on approval,
" Motor Cycle " deposit system, or deferred pay-

ments arranged.

I^AGLES.-N.S.U. 2-speed pears to fit Triumph. Brad-
li bury, J.A.P., B.S.A., Precision, Budge. T.D-C,

and other makes, the eaf^iest gear on the market to fit,

no alteration to motor cycle necessary; trade enquiricj
invited.

EAGLES and Co., High St.. Acton. N.S.U. West Lon-
don district .ngenty. Tel.: 556 Chi^wick. [S737

DOUGLAS. 1913. model O. for immediate delivery;
eschangctt ; ea^y i.avrnents.— Below.

ROVER, 1915. i-spced model, in ftock; exchanprs,
easy payments.—Below.

ENFIELD, 1912. 2'!.'ih.p., epleudid eonditon. Stewart
epeedooieter, lamp, horn, and generator, toob, and

spares, complete; £25, or easy terms.-Below.

SINGER. 1912, 3iA'h.p., free engine model, powerful
andL reliable mount, in good order; £29, or ta.-y

terras,—Btelow.

>RADBURY, 1912%, 2-sreed, free engine, splendid
order; £35. or easy terms.—Below.

[^LCB and Co., 16. Bishopegate Av., Camomile St.,

E.O. Avenue 5548. [2185

I »«07 Triumph, 1913 cylinder and piston, good order;
Xt/ £19.-Surridge, Ongar, Essex. [X672

IQll Douglas, good order; £24.—Surridge, Ont-ar.
It/ Essex. [X673
7010 Free Engine Triumph, good mnditinn, littloXO nscd; £28.—Snrridge. Ongar, Essex. [X674
TRIUMrH. T.T., clutch, 19121/'. nil acce^orics;

£59.-293, Wille^cn Lano. N.W. [2116

CENTAUR-HUMBER. 2h.p., 1912, as n.'w, -parcn;
£20.-11. Sylvan Rd., Snarosbrook. [2102

4h.p. Minerva-Chater-Lea, spring fork;*, B. and B..
£10/10.-0xley. 82, Caledonian Rd. fl999

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of i*-ioh advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A^g
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MOTOR .BICYCLES FOR SALE.
PALMEK'S Garage. Tooting.—The pre-eminent pro

viders of unprecedented bargains.

PALilEE'S Garage, Tooting.—The recognised mart foi

motor cycles. Attend the foitnightLv auction salet.

TDALMEEIS Garage, Tooting, and see for yourself

Next three sales, Oct. 1st, Oct. 16th, and Oct.

29th. at 2 o'clock.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free. Entrie.-

invited. Terms, no sale no charge.

Write for No. 3 October
contains de-

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting,
issue new booklet. Full of interest

tails over 100 automobiles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The selection of motor
cycles below is submitted. Inspection invited.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting,
mag.. kick starte:

-4h.p. Mauser, twin-cyl.
spring forks, as new

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3y2lip- 1912 Triumph,
F.E.. grand condition ; clearance, £35.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-S'/oh.p. Norton, 1912,
with Bramble sidecar, Armstrong 3-speed: £35.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting".—6h.p. 1912 Zenith and
sidecar, rery tine: £45.

PALMER'S Garage. Tootiug.-3%h.p. N.S.U.,
will take sidecar; £14/10.

"pALMEE'S_ Garage^ Toot!ng.-2i,ih.p.

2-speed:

u

M-

DEPOT
^MotorQcles^

I

NO BUSINESS WlilHOD WHICH WORKS TO
THE DISADVANTAGE OF THE BUYER CAN
IN THE LONG RUN WORK TO THE ADVAN-
TAGE OF THE SELLER. Those who control the
policy and destinies of the Colmore are BUSINESS
MEN besides being motor cyclists, and they realise

this to the full. I

2)4h.r. Pebock, £5, clearance.

fige, Tooting.— 3'/_ .

great bargain, £14.
PALJIER'S Garage, Tooting.— S'/^h. p. Minerva, Teiy

fine machine

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-SVsh.p. AIIdays-Matcli-
less, nearly new macbme, splendid; £35.

Garage, Tooting.-
£8,

-3h.p.

-5-6h.p.

belt-driven 3-

Minerva and

PALMER'S
wheeler, running order

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting,-
eideear, very fine lot ; £16.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3V^h. p. Humber, ISll^A,
grand solo mount, bargain, £25; also 4l^h.p. Faf-

nir Unecar, as new, £30.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting,
and sidecar; £25.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—4h.p. Stevens, Bat. and
eidecar, powerful lot; £12/10.

Rudge,

Kelecom and

-4-5h-p. F.N., 2-apeed,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-Si^h.p. 1913
T.T., grand machine ; bargain, £35.

PALMER'S Garage, Tootiug.-4i/ih.p.
sidecar; cheap, great bargain, £9.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Sole address, L. N. Pal-

mer's Garage, Merton Tram Terminus, Tooting
{20 mins. Victoria, lOmins. Wimbledon}. Motor 'buses

48, 49, and 66.—'Phone: 208 Streatham. [2-161

3^h.p. F.N.. mag.. B. and B., and 5-6h.p. Rex, £14
4 the lot.-14, Cranfield Kd., Brockley. [1956

IQIO Clutch Triumph, just overhauled; £29.-2,
J~V Allen Villas, Lady Lane, Chelmsford. [2044

33.h.p. Brown, Amac, h.b.c, Saxon forks, new
4 tyre; £10.—Farmer, Woodbank, Erith. [2074

£4/5, Peugeot, S^/^h.p. twin, reauires cover, tube, pis-

ton; shed, £1.-13, Maple Rd., Anerley. [1916

DOUGLAS, 6tandard, 1911. splendid condition; £26.
—Simpson, 1, Peahen Buildings, St. Albana. [1924

ROVERS, all models, from £48/15, or ,55/- monthly;
deferred payments no extra.-Lamb's, below.

3.A. '6, all models,
Lamb's, below.

from £48, or 55/'

below

from £48/10, or 70/- monthly.

DOUGLASES, all 1913 models,
monthly.—Lamb'i

B
HUMBERS, all models, from £35. or 40/- monthly;

deferred payments no extra.—Lamb's, beiow.

JAMES, all models, from £48, or 50/- monthly;
deferred payments no extra.—Lamb's, below.

ENFIELDS, all models, from 60 gns.. or 60/- monthly;

no extra tor deferred payments.—Lamb's, below.

TRIUMPHS, all models, from £49/5, or £3/3 monthly.

-Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. [0716

IF You Want Bargains in 2nd-hand motor cycles you

can get them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

St., London. .
[X9705

MOTO-REVE. 1909, twin, 2i,4h.p., good tyres, lamp,

horn; £16.-Scoon6s, West St., Sittingbourne. [1944

23h-p. Triumph, perfect runniiig order; £10.--

4 Payne, Coombe Place, Horsell, Woking. [2085

If* 10 Douglas, speedy, light, footboards, tools, spares;

la £16, .juick sale.-Dairy, Union St., Eoches^r.

SMALL PROFITS PAY
Enquiries and sales cost too much in the first

instance to make one small profit pay. It needs a

customer to be FULLY SATISFIED, and to come
again and a:;ain to make business profitable.

ITIINK of the§e principles, integal parts of the

COLMORE METHOD, which makes SATISFIED
COLMORE CLIENTS.
Thev would rather deal often, EVERY TIME for a
small profit, than ONCE for a large one.

When you have thought well on this you will realise

that by dealing with the Colmore you will prove the
SOUNDNESS of your 0\\'N judgment. They are

the iirm for you as a keen, sane buyer.

"FOR YOU ALONE" (perhaps).

PREMIER, rgir, 3i h. p. free engine £25
PREMIER, rgij, 3-speed, good order .. .. £35
B.S.A., rgra, 2-speed, F.E £45
Colmore BAT, special 3-speed, new, very fast £48
TRIUMPH, rqog, 3ih.p £20
RUDGE Multi, rgrj, gDod order £42
NEW HUDSON, I9r3, 3-speed, used 200 miles £48
DOUGLAS Model R., shop-soiled £4S

SsL-tisfied cus'tomera eira 'the
sslI ba-sis o-F businesa SMOcess^
JOINT STOCK AFFAIRS.' (To carry two or more.)

SCOTT, r9i3, 2-speed free engine witli sidecar £64
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., I9r2, 2-speed, free engine

with coachbuilt sidecar, SCARCELY SOILED £63
MATCHLESS, rgr3, 2-speed, chain drive, with

Canoelet sidecar £72
MATCHLESS, r9r3, 3i h.p., fi-speed £53
NEW HUDSON, 3-sp. with C.B s c, used 200 mis. £57

I

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.-Great bargains.-

1913y_. Precision, T.T., nearly new; £32/10.-

I

Below.

WANBSWOETH.-Matchlees-Jap, Sh.p. twin, mag.
2 speeds, nearly new, unscratched ; £45.—Below

WAUDSWOKTH.—Indian, late, 5-6h.p. twin, m.o.r.
mag., re-enamelled, made new: £29/15,—Below

WANDSWOETH.-Rex. 1910-11, 5-61l.p. twin, mag.
2 speeds, good order; £28/10.—Below.

WANDSSTORTH.-Enfleld lightweight. 1910-11
2^4h.p. twin, m.o.T., mag., nice order; £18/10.-

Below.

WANDSWORTH. -Douglas. 1911-12. twin, mag., ;

speeds, splendid order: sacriflee, £28/10.—Below

WANDSWORTH.-Eex. 1910. 3V.-41i.p., m.o.v., mag.
fine powerful bike; cheap, £15/10.—Below.

WAN'DSWORIH.-N.S.U. lightweight, 2h.p.. mag.,
new tyres, nice little machine: £11/15.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-I'.N"., 1909. 4y2-5h.p., 4-c.yl., mag,
ready to drive away; £12/15.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-N.S.U., 6-7h.p. twin, mag., :

speeds, powerful sidecar machine ; £23/10.-
Below.

WASTDSWORTH.-Minerva, 1910-11, 5-6h.p. twin
m.o.Y., mag., torpedo tank, perfect; £23/10,-

Below.

WAJSTDSWORTH.-Minervatwin: £12/15
—Wandsworth Motor

Wandsworth (Town Station).

Cycle, low, vertical, 95/-: 2^1i.p. engine, 30/

Exchange,
; exchangei
Ebner St

rX85i

S¥-^-
St.

ZENITH-GRADUA, 3V2h.p., 1911,
£25.-73, Loughboro" Park,

ARIEL,. 3^ h.p., 3-speed, and sidecar £38 5

GEANDEX, 1913, 2'!4-3h.p., 2-speed, free engine,

new condition; £31.-10, Dover Rd.. Waliner.

31 h p N S.TI., 1908, free engine, good tyres; £18.
2 —W. Wood, 11, Lemna Rd., Leytonstone.

FN 2^;ih p., mag., tyres perfect, perfect condition

;

appointment.—80. Langham Ed., Teddingtou.

ARIEL, late 1911, variable gear, free engine, exct'lleut

cndition; £25.-Parton, 2, Berron Ed., Forest
|

Hill. 8,E. [IS'IS

IN STOCK.
Think of us if it is a cycle car you need.

We teach you to drive, charging you the price ol the

Gar only.
^ .^ .

"We stock only cars that have proved their ment.

For instance

—

The long awaited A.C. £100 four-wheeler.

"The luxurious four-cylinder of the same make at£165

The graceful, speedy, MORGAN. (We have an

exceptional bargain at £75.)

The natty, roomy, ENFIELD AUTOLETTE. We
have one only, complete, been used once, at £110

COLMORE
I

I

31, Colmore Row, Birmingham ; 49, John Bright St.,

Birmingham ; 2St, Dcansgate, Man:hester ; 31, Ren-

thaw St., Liverpool; 62, High St., Leicester.

21h.p. ._ . ... ,..._.._
2 inspection invited. — Eeynolds, Budebury Bd

Staines. • [199:

Quadrant, F.E., Amac, h.b.c, accumulatoi
Continentals; £12/10.—53, Northumberlam

Poplar. [203'

MINEEVA, 2^^h.p., B.B., new bearings, tyres per

feet, low, ride away; £6.-481, Kingston Rd,
Bayne's Park. [202:

31 h.p. Rex, 2 speeds, free, 1912, fast, reliable, ne\

2 tyres; £25 lowest.—Hydes, 16a, Delia St

Wandsworth. [201

6 h.p. Zenith, 1911, very good condition, speedf

meter, etc.; 35 gns.—Surbiton Lodge, Kingstoi
on-Thames. [205

HUMBER, 2h.p,, 1912. free engine, in splendid coi

dition and running order; £26.—Turner, Alexandr

Ed., Hounslow. [X79

perfect order
S.W. 'Phona

Brixton 2042. [218

TRIUMPH, 1909. been very little used, flrst-clat

condition; £23.—Carruthers, 134, Olive Ed
Cricklewood, N.W. [S82

TRIUMPH, 1909, y/sh.V; clutch, lamp, spares, littl

used, excellent condition ; £26/10.—Watenvorks, Wi
mington, Dartford. [S26

TRIUMPH 1912, F.E., bought new Easter, 19i;

3,000 miles, spates; £39.—A. C. Stephens, Hie

St., Woodford Green. [198

6h.p. Overhead Valves Bat-Jap, special frame an

engine, as new; £40.—Address, 91, Ladbroke Ed
W. 'Phone: 130 Park. (198

DOUGLAS, all models, lor immediate delivery; trafl

supplied.—Rey, 5, Heath St., Hempstead, and 17;

Qt. Portland St., W. [966

TEUMP-J.A.P., 6h.p., 1913, new condition, m
scratched; £45; seen after 4.—Qnigley, 68, Mar

boro" HiU, Wealdstone. - [190

COME Over Here.~3V'h.p. magneto Minerva: photo

latest model, dropped frame; nearest £15.—;

Park Av., Golders Green. [204

RUDGE T.T.. 1912, very fast, excellent condition

spares, £25/10 ; with Cowey, £28. — Eemingfoii

Ohalet, Sanderstead, Surrey. (201

REX 1912, 4h.p., free engine, footboards, hand)

starting, good condition ; £25.—Apply (6 p.ni.), Bu

Hotel, East Sheen, Surrey. [192

DOUGLAS, 1913, P model, 2-speed, speedometer, etc.

600 miles only; £39, «al bargain.-Apply, 1^

Daleham Mews, Hampstead. [19=

5-6h.s. F.N., 1911, splendid condition, Lucas lami

generator, Cowey, spares; £23; trial; getting™
—Dove, Pinner Hill, Pinner. [S661

INDIAN, 1913. 7h.p.. 2-speed. practically new: £6:

no otter.— 247. Vanxball Bridge Ed., Victoria Sti

tion. 'Phone: 5486 Victoria. [X970

HUMBEE, 1911';iV 3'ih.p.. 2-sBeed, free engine, goe

sidecar, beautiful condition; bargain, £33^B
165, Hampstead Ed., Euston. [X66

E DION, 2';ih.p., B. and a., low, fast, good tyi6

just "overhauled ; £10 : appointment.—82, Pal

Hill Rd., Haverstock Hill, N.w. [191

REMIER, 1912'/i, 2V->h.p., free engine, splendi

_ condition; rKisonable offer.-R.r., Ralimon

Park Ed., Kingston-on-Thames. (X93

a 'iUT'MPH, 1912^4. clutch model, not done 600 mile>

J- as new; £38, genuine bargain.—22B, Pentonvl^

Ed., King's Cross, London, N. [216

DOUGLAS, 1911, perfect, new lamp, horn, Dunlo

belt and Dunlop tyre, tools : £24.—Dane, 41, Clcvc

den Mansions, Highgate Ed.. L:>ndon. [212

Hill

AjO All letters relating to advertisemcnts should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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Night Riding.

NOW
that the hours of daylight are rapidly

decreasing more interest will be taken in

subjects which deal with riding after dark.

It has already been suggested that motorists

should show an e.xample to other road users by
lighting up half an hour before the legal time—an
excellent suggestion, as there is no doubt that more
collisions take place in the twilight than at any other

lime, and it .might be even advisable to adopt the

same rule with regard to lighting lamps as at sea,

where lamps are lit at sunset and extinguished at

.sunrise. If anything, there is more light on the sea

than on the land, and if it is considered a necessary
safeguard to show a warning light on shipboard from
^llnset to sunrise it should be equally advisable on the

ad, and it certainly imposes no hardship.

There, are, however, other items which might
asonably receive attention from the authorities, and

jiie of the most important is that on tarred main
roads it is extremely difficult when riding at night

to see pedestrians and cyclists unless they happen
to be wearing light coloured clothes. Now cyclists can
safeguard themselves at all times by red rear reflectors,

if they purchase those which are suitable and affix

them correctly, i.e., with lenses perpendicular to the

road.

It is astonishing the number of stony-covered foot-

paths which run along main roads which are tarred.

Under such circumstances it is quite natural for

pedestrians to walk on the smooth road surfaces in

I

'reference to the path. If path and road were treated

in the same manner pedestrians would use the foot-

ah in preference to the road, and so leave the latter

en for the faster traffic.

We have noticed when AJing on tarred roads after

dark that it is often difficuw to detect the border line

where the road- merges into the grass edging or foot-

path as the case may be. When these roads are tar

iieated it should not be a difficult matter to lay a
I Trow strip of white road material down each side of
I'le road which would prevent any possible chance of

Hiding with a raised footpath or kerb. On some
I ads the authorities have commenced to paint a white

ip on the telegraph posts, which is distinctly sensible

•:ause these posts are nearly always tarred and
ictically impossible to discern against the back-
iund of a dark hedge or in any position where the

ii,-;ht behind them is in any way obscured.

Hints and Suggestions.

WHILE on this subject of night riding we
would particularly point out that the best
plan to" adopt in connection with acetylene
gas lamps is always to keep them clean
and well adjusted, filled with carbide and

water, and when riding along if the water tap be
turned on a few minutes before fighting up time
arrives the gas generation can be quickly discerned by
the scent, and then the lamp can be fit from the saddle
by one of the patent strikers on the market. We
suppose it is almost too much to ask motor cycle
makers to agitate for the handy dynamo fighting sets

with which cars are equipped, but we venture to think
that more safe night riding would be done if small
reliable dynamos were supplied in motor cycle form
which would enable the road to be flooded with fight

at the mere turn of a switcfi. It may be recalled that

in our article forecasting the possible improvements
" Ten Years Hence," several experienced writers sug-

gested that a very desirable feature of future motor
cycles would be an electric lighting set, and in the

light of recent developments on cars in the way of

electric engine starters and change speed devices, an
electric lighting set does not seem a great deal to

ask for.

In writing the above we know that there are one or

two dynamos on the market for ligfiting motor cycle

lamps, but they are very much in the minority, yet we
think it would pay some enterprising firm to put a

small set on the market, particularly for sidecar com-
binations where the battery could be carried in a cup-
board of the sidecar seat. The illuminating power of

acetylene gas is too well-known to require any refer-

ence, and whatever is introduced in the electrical line,

the gas generator and lamp will probably always be
the lighter in weight if not in handiness. But to be
able to switch on all lamps at a moment's notice and
to be assured of a bright and fairly powerful light

through a constantly charged battery, would quite

recompense the user for any slight falling off in tfie

penetrating powers of the light.

Anyway, we look forward to lighting our machines
In this manner before many more seasons have passed,

while for sidecar outfits we venture to predict an earlv

date for the installation of a head fight, sidecar lamp,
tail lamp inspection torch and cigar lighter, all

electricallv lighted by a neat little dynamo installation.
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A GOOD TESTING GROUND.
THOSE who desire to test their machines to the

limit should follow the course of a run held
recently over a most unusual course by the

Birmingham M.C.C. The route

to be taken is to Llanidloes,

via Shrewsbury and Welshpool.
Arrived there, the double journey /

•

to Machynlleth and back, via the

mountain road—if it can be called

a road—^is followed.

The road is entered upon after

crossing the River Severn to the

right of the entrance of the town.

The Contour Books describe the

road as " Aii utterly impossible

route, *-onsisting of a series of pre-

cipitous hills, utterly unrideable

up and highly dangerous down."
The road is said to be far more

severe than anything there was in

the much-talked-of Six Days
-Trials, and it is forty miles long.

Shale surface, then rocks, then

grass-grown track, watersplashes,

precipices, and gulleys form the

greater part of the stretch between
Llanidloes and Machynlleth, and
those in search of a really exciting

ride should try this route. The
run referred to above was the

annual captain's run of the Bir-

mingham M.C.C. Despite the terribly difficult course

the e\'ent was won by a sidecar machine, viz., W. H
Egginton, on a 6 h.p. Enfield and sidecar.

A sample o£ tte roads in Wales traversed during the Captain's run, recently held by the Birmingham M.C.C.

^»-«as>®^

72^ Miles in an Hour on a 10 h.p. Singer.

ON the morning of the 24th of September, the

Singer cycle car, driven by Haywood, made an
attempt on the nine hours' record. Unfoitii-

nately at the end of fifty laps a tappet roller

gave out, owing to being over-hardened, and the

A Colonial model Rujge sidecar which has a clearance under the chassis of lOin.
The track is 411. glin ; further, it has four point attachment. The one illustrated
is destined for Canada.

At6

vehicle had to be withdrawn. It had, however, b;

then singularly distinguished itself. The fifty mile:

were covered in 41m. 28^s., 72.33 miles an hour
previous best 47m. 50% s. One hundred miles wen
covered in ih. 22m. 4gy^s., 72.44 miles an hour
previous best performance ih. 37m. 51/^s. In th:

hour 72 miles 976 yards were covered, whicl

means that the magnificent speed of 72.55 miles ai

hour was averaged. The previous best performance
in the hour was 62 miles 1,136 yards. All the

previous best performances mentioned above were
accomplished by Haywood on the loth of May this

}ear. Haywood's fastest lap on Wednesday was his

nineteenth, which he co^•ered at the rate of 74.12 m.p.h.
The vehicle was measured and weighed after the

performance, and everything was found to be in perfect

urder. The chassis weighovith tanks and with oil in

the crank case was 660 Ibs^or 1 2 lbs. under the limit.

Palmer tyres were used, \TOich weigh i li lbs. per tyre

more than the covers used by Singer's on previous

occasions. The Singer engine is of 1,096 c.c.

It is interesting to compare these speeds with other
class records established at Brooklands. The hour
record in j,iie,=^o c.c. motor cycle class still stands to

the credit of G. E. Stanley, who on the 15th of
October, 1912, covered 67 miles 782 yards in

the hour on his ^^4 h.p. Singer. The twin t,ooo c.c.

record is not so impressive, in comparison, as 70 miles

1,388 yards still stands to the credit of the late A. J.
Moorhouse on a 7 h.p. Indian.
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OCCASIdKAL GOMMEXTS
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Mixture Detectors.

The E.I.C. quartz window sparking plug adapter,

Iwhich is intended to be used as a mixture detector on

[the basis of tiie colour of the flame of the explosions,

Ishould have a good sale. It is similar in principle to

Ithe Calvert quartz sparking plugs, which were sold as

Ifar back as 1903. But its manufacturers have
[evidently forgotten that the sparking plug aperture

Ion many modern cylinders comes directly under the

Itank, and so fails to afford sufficient clearance for

Itheir device to be used. I hope they will bring out an

I
alternative model with an elbow in it, for the quartz

cylinder window is of real value in tuning up a car-

Iburetter.

Candour and the A.C.tJ. Judges.
I thoroughly agree with " Sparks " that the A.C.U.

judges are either too timorous or too modest : possiljly

they remember the hot water into which their route

cast them, and shun further unpopularity such as a

little frank criticism might bring : possibly they have

crept into their shell, and fancy that the motor cycling

public is no longer interested in the facts they have

elicited and the opinions they have deduced from those

facts. In either case they are wrong : they have lost

-or, may we say, merely postponed—^a golden oppor-

tunity of rehabilitating themselves. Their report

might have been composed by a perfect diplomat with

the idea that it should be read to a grand assembly of

the Society of Motor Cycle Manufacturers, and exer-

cise a most mpllifving effect upon them. As it stands,

it is not worth the paper it is written on. It tells us

a great many things we knew long ago—" record

entry, " " very stiff course
'

'
— '

' British team deserve

hearty congratulations," and much similar flapdoodle.

But at the end seven headings aroused faint promise
of really valuable information, but here we find the

briefest paragraphs of this very precious document
ruined by a pusillanimous anonymity.

Speedometer Drites.

It is evident I am not a voice crying in the wilder-

ness when I draw attention to the noise and rapid

wear inseparable from the naked driving gears located

at the front hub, for the paragraph has produced
quite a bulky correspondence. I illustrate a Rudge
belonging to Mr. F. R. Stuart, of Blundellsands,

which has its speedometer neatly mounted on the top

tube (as I recommended) by means of fittings sold

by Mr. G. Wray, of Southport, Hugh Gibson's
quondam riding associate. So far as this machine is

concerned, I commend the dial fitting only, and not

the rear wheel drive, though those who like a rear

drive can obtain the Stewart speedometer equipped
f6r the purpose, not to speak of Mr. Wray's fittings

for adapting other makes. But, personally, I see

little to choose between the rear and front wheel
drives so far as silence and durjibiHty of the gears

^^-

are concerned. Indeed, the rear wheel position is the

worse in these respects, besides offering possible in-

conveniences when the wheel has to be removed or

adjusted, and its chief merit is that it lends itself

better to top tube dial fitting. Since I wrote my
notes of September i8th it has occurred to me that

a silent encased and self-lubricating drive for a top

tube dial might well be arranged from the standard
magneto transmission. Existing magneto chain cases

are normally of the dumb-bell pattern. If they were
arranged to include a gear wheel for driving the

speedometer the case w'ould either have to be altered

to a banjo shape, or else one end of the " dumb-bell "

would have to be made deeper. If one of our large

factories, with an output of 5,000 or 10,000 machines
per annum, were to incorporate such a provision in

the magneto drive, any speedometer maker would
gladly standardise an instrument to suit, and the

machine would not be disfigured from the standpoint

of those riders who do not use speedometers, for the

opening left for the shaft and sheath in the top of

the magneto chain cover could be neatly closed by a

small cap. The plan would give us a silent and durable

drive in conjunction with the top tube dial position

:

and the slight inevitable reduction in the diameter of

the two pinions Would be more than compensated by
the protection and lubrication provided, while a slight

increase in the widtli of the teeth could easily be
arranged. I think this plan preferable to my original

suggestion of taking the drive off the coimter-shaft

gear box, both because it is instantly tipplicable to

every type of machine, and because the gear box is

usually quite large enough to be unsightly without any

increase in bulk. The only thing is the trip recorder

would go up with a bang when using the free engine.

A speedometer mounted on the

top tube of a 31 h.p. Kudge Multi,

and driven from the rear wheel.
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"Aileile" on Freak Gears. I

My colleague " Ailette " is inclined to differ from

one or two members of the staff on the question of

freak gea;s,'and his interesting little note on p. 12 lo

of September i8th raises several very valuable points.

He establishes the fact accepted by everybody except

the trade that the lowest gear of any motor vehicle,

be it bicycle, cycle car, or motor car, should be a

true emergency gear, capable of enabling the engine

to extricate the vehicle from any position, and of

enabling the owner ' to visit any beauty spot in the

country. So far, so good. The principle is thoroughly

sound, and is applauded by every sensible owner,

though there is only one motor car in the world, viz.,

the Stoewer, with a bottom I'atio of 24 to i, the makers

of which can be said to have grasped the point at

all completely. But this contention of " Ailette's
"

does not affect the Six Days or other controversial

freak trials by a hair's weight. For all these trials

manufacturers fit gears which they never dream of

supplying to the general public. In such trials one

may find 3^^ h.p. three-speeders with special hubs
giving an emergency ratio of 16 to 1 : sidecar outfits

with a bottom ratio of 18 to 1 ; two-speeders with ratios

of 5 and 12 to i : cycle cars with a low gear oL 15,

[6, and 17 to i: and so forth. If we compare the

;tandard models, the 3^4 h.p. has an extreme gear of

perhaps 13 to i, at which the engine pulley is so small

that the belt will not grip except on the level : the side-

car has an extreme of probably 1 1 to j , the two-

speeder is geared 5 and 8J^: and the cycle car goes

no lower than 12 at the outside. The mechanical

contrivances by which these emergency gears are pro-

cured may range from special hubs, gear boxes, and

sprockets tO' special axles. In most cases the makers

possess but three or four samples, and though they

will perhaps loan a sample to a favoured amateur for

the purposes of an odd competition or two, they will

very seldom, sell them outright. The reason usually is

that these special gears are mechanically unsound

—

some portion, is sO' small that the wear is rapid, and
prolonged satisfaction would be impossible, although

the device may last a thousand miles in skilful hands.

Freak Hills cause Freak Gears.

I think my point should now be clear. If the " freak

hill policy " had the effect of compelling makers to

standardise a true emergency gear on all the machines

they sell to the general public, we should consider

very seriously whether this policy were not to be

retained and applauded, no matter how much fiukiness

it imported into our fixtures. But it has no such effect.

It does less than nothing totvards the standardisation

of emergency gears. On the contrary, it breeds tem-

porary freak gears for competition purposes only, and

it leaves the touring machine sold to the general public

just exactly where it was, so far as emergency gear

ratio is concerned. This is why I prefer my own
terminology and the phrase " freak gear " to "Ailette's

'

phrase " emergency gear." None- the less, I am heartily

at one with him in urging that every variably geared

motor bicycle and cycle car should possess a true

emergency gear.

Weights in the A.C.U. Trials.

I can never read a trials weight list without fiendish

chuckles. This year is no exception. In the 350 c.c.

class I note that seventeen out of eighteen machines

exceeded 200 lbs., and that seven of these " medium-
weight tourists " scaled 2 cwt. or over. In the 3J4
h.p. class the average weight, all on, ready for the

road, is , considerably nearer 300 lbs. than 200 lbs.

300 lbs. comes near being the minimum for a 750

c.c. machine, and if you fancy the comfort provided

by tyres and rear springing, together with an

engine capable of /propelling so luxurious a specifica-

tion, you must go to 3 cwts. Personally, I should

have very little objection to these ultra-heavy

machines were it not for the strain and labour implied

in -lifting them up on to their stands. I only know
one stand which is really suitable for such. leviathans,

and I am. not sure that it is still made : it consisted of

two loose crutch legs, hinged to the rear forks, and

had the merit of propping up the machine if one leg

was dropped, without the unfortunate owner being

forced to heft the whole three hundredweight into the

ail whenever he wished the machine to support itself.

-'•'%,: !.,s^aar.>..-,\,., _Ai^*i.a£afJi.^_t \i^'J'\,£.^^^'&^.

A CURIOUS SNAPSHOT EFFECT.

The photograph shows S. Crawley (Triumph) crossing the finishing line at the Brighton Speed Trials at over a mile a minute. As will bo seen a slight move-
ment ol the camera has had the eflect of showing the speed-man almost stationary, while the car and spectators by the roadside seem to be in lull dight.

4 18
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A NEW BINKS CARBURETTER.
Tested to give over 150 m.p.g. at 20 m.p.h. with a 500 c.c. Engine.

FROM his long experience of car-

buiation, Mr. Charles Binks has

evolved a very simple ami effec-

tive autcniatic carbnretter, which

ves a truly wonderful petrol consump-
in without saerificiny either aecelera-

n or power produced. We make this

itonient after a close study of the

\'ice and also a conclusive road test.

The principle on which Mr. Binks has

rn working is that a large proportion

: the petrol in a daily run is lost by
ing shaken out of the jet by road

iluation, and serves no useful purpose

I
propellins the machine. He arrived

! this conclusion after protracted road
nls with a glass-sided carburetter, by

> liich means it became plainly visible

iliat, whatever the petrol level, much
unnecessary petrol was squirted out of

the jets, especially on rough roads. It

T2yi

The Binks carburetter. The main air

adjustment by means of a spring clip

is visible.

is obvious, then, that to save this

wastage the jet or jets must be entirely
.«hut off when not in action, such as

\vhen running downhill with the
throttle shut or when running on the
I'ilot jet.

A Pilot Jet Adopted.
In the new design two jets are tc-

t;iined, one being a small pilot jet for
-low running and the second being a
l:irger jet, which comes into action at
Tirl- exceeding about 20 m.p.h. By

I >'r arrangement of varying choke
"lii >, a very progressive action is

• btained, and if the throttle is gradually
'pened it is hardly possible to tell when
the second jet comes into action. Wlien
the throttle is shut, both jets are sealed
'y pads of "bull neck," a species of

ither, but as soon as the barrel is

i^'htly raised the pilot jet is un-
'ivered, and is surrounded by a small

' lioke tube formed by a hole in the side
It the solid barrel. On further opening
tlie throttle a larger hole is opened up,
and the extra air thus admitted is

compensated for by the increased suc-

Sectional views of the new Binlts carburetter. The jet dampers
are clearly shown.

Section through
throttle barrel ol

Binks two-jet
carburetter show -

ing main jet
shut ofl.

tion caused by the higher engine speed.

Up till the time when the barrel itself

begins to uncover the inlet port proper,

the main jet remains sealed by its

pad. This is brought about by the main
jet pad being in the form of a brass

covered piston mounted in a guide and
held down on the jet by a spring. (This

may be clearly seen in the part sectional

sketch shown herewith.) As soon, how-
ever, as the main port begins to. open,

the small piston reaches the end of its

Kuide, and is therefore raised with the

barrel, thus uncovering the main jet,

further throttle opening admitting more
air in proportion.

Cold Air Inlet.

On the engine side of the carburetter

is mounted a hand controlled air valve.

It must be understood that the carbu-

retter is automatic in action, and that this

air valve is used as a correcter for atmos-

pherifc conditions or to allow cold air to

pass into the engine when running down
hill with the throttle shut. The valve

itself shows evidence of the careful design

which characterises the carburetter, for

Jlr. Binks, realising that a piston valve

will not remain airtight after prolonged

use, uses the sides of the valve for un-

covering the extra air ports only, and
prevents air leaks when the valve is shut

by a coned face at the bottom of the
piston.

Both jets are easily accessible by re-

moving a cap below the jet chamber, in-

side which is a large filter to prevent
any grit which may pass the float chamber
reaching the jets. The float chamber is

of the usual type, the needle being of the

pull up type with the valve working in a

The motor cycle used for carrying out the tests ot the Binks carburetter referred to on this page.
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A New Binks Carburetter.

—

detachable, and, consequently, easily re-

newable, seating. A neat stiap-on lid

is used.

Results of our Koad Tests.

After a thorough examination, we
undertook a road test, and, on reaching

open country, carefully measured exactly

one gill into a special test tank, and

started on a consumption trial. The
machine was driven at an average speed

of 20 m.p.h. over the main London-

Coventry Road, and accomplished exactly

9.9 miles on the gill, giving a consump-
tion of 157.4 m.p.g.—a very creditable

performance. The machine was fitted

with a Fafnir 85 x 88 mm. single-

cylinder engine,- with a fixed gear of just

below 4| to 1, and, except for dropped
handle-bars, was in full touring condition,

with wide- mudguards, lamp, horn, speed

indicator, carrier, etc. We rode the

machine home at varying speeds to prove

that the jets were not too small for tour-

ing purposes, and found that, though the

machine would fire evenly at a fast walk-

ing pace, it would accelerate smoothly to

approximately 50 m.p.h. Mr. Bmks
assured us that, with racing jets, ' the

machine would do well over 140 m.p.g. at

the same average speed, and was prepared

to prove his statement by a further test,

but on tills occasion we had no fui-ther

time at our disposal.
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TIPS FOR USERS OF PHILIPSON PULLEYS.

ZENITH 1914 MODELS.
A Counter=shaft Gradua Gear

Affording Wider Ratios.

Messrs. Zenith Motors, Ltd., intend

to market three distinct types for next

season, all of which will be twin-cylinder

macliines—the 3i h.p. 70 x 64^, the 6

h.p. and the 8 h.p.

The chief innovation consists of a new
counter-shaft drive. The power is trans-

mitted from the engine to the counter-

shaft by means of a chain, and entirely

enclosed and running in oil is a large

cone clutch, operated by a pedal. On the

same shaft on which " the larger chain

wheel is carried, the pulley, which is 7in.

in diameter, is also fitted, while on the

opposite side is a kick starter, consisting

of a chain and free wheel, which are

entirely enclosed. The whole mechanism
is swung on a pivot at the top, and
attached at the bottom to a slotted

bracket so that the driving chain may be

easily adjusted. Gear ratios ranging from

4 to "l to 11 to 1 may be obtained.

The same frame is used for all models,

wliile each model will be sub-divided into

two types, one without the counter-shaft

drive "and the other fitted with it.

A Remarkably Smooth Clutch.

All Zenith specialities, such as the

Gradua gear, and the quickly detachable

back wheel will be retained. Mr. Barnes
demonstrated the efiicacy of the new
clutch to us in the course of a short drive

round Weybridge, and on several

gradients, varying from 1 in 20, to 1 in 9,

he stopped and restarted the sidecar

combination without the slightest falter,

and on several occasions turned right

round on the middle of the hill and re-

started. The clutch is delightfully smooth
in action, and takes up tlie drive- without
the slightest shock.

One of the only troubles which is likely

to befall users of the wonderfully simple
Philipson governor pulley is the break-
age of the spring controlling the action

of the governor. Though an unusual
occurrence, one or two have snapped at

the point at which the inner end is affixed

to the central collar, but th« cure is

quite simple. The collar as sent out on
Philipson pulleys up to date is quite cir-

the touring type, as the former have
stronger springs.

Now that winter is approaching and
muddy roads will soon be the order, a
simple device to exclude mud and dirt

IS advisable to bridge the space between
the rubber buffer and the governor.
Users will have noticed that mud mostly

Suggested clip for Philipson r overnor pulleys
to exclude dirt.

cular, but if a flat about jin.- wide is

filed on the collar so that the end of the
spring is anchored to a flat surface, no
trouble should be experienced in this

direction. This tip should be more valu-

able to users of racing governors than

To prevent tlie spring
breaking where it is an-
chored, iile a ilat on the
collar as shown.

collects at this point, and as the all im-

portant screw for the floating flange is

'

adjoining, the necessity for the exclusion
of foreign matter is apparent. Oil, too,

has a habit of collecting grit, and soon
the thread would be worn. The sug-

gestion is tc^ fit a band of strip tin over
the rubber buffer, wide enough to enable
one side to project sufficiently to bridge
the recess. A clip similar to those used
for water joints of car engines is admir-
able and will be found to keep the interior

of the pulley quite clean.

THE "KILSHOCK" TRANSMISSION GEAR.
This is a device made by Messrs.

Oppermann and Company, 13, Albemarle
Street, Clerkenwell Road, E.G., which is

designed to render chain transmission'

smooth and at the same time to obviate

loss of power through any slip.

The accompanying illustration shows
the device taken to pieces, and it will be
noticed that it consists of an outer shell

A A' carrying the engine sprocket, a

plate B attached to which is a boss

carrying a groove, into which the end
of the coil spring C shown in the photo-

graph is fitted. The other end of the

coil spring is attached to a spindle, which
engages with the hole T> in the shell A'.

The two outer shells are fastened by

screws on to the central plate. The
inner sleeve E, which runs through the
sprocket shaft, is keyed on to the engine.
The only connections, therefore, between

the sprocket and the engine are throuijli

the spring and the differential gearing
F, shown in the iUustration. The object
of the spring, of course, is to take up
the shock, and of the differential gear
to give up the drive the moment the shock
is relaxed.

The device has been well tested, and
has been proved to be satisfactory. It

is made of the best quality steel through-
out, and is intended for use on motor
cycles and cycle cars which depend on
cliain drive for propulsion.

t-.E

ij

The " Kilsboc i " device for fitting to chain transmission.
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A selection of questions of general

interest received from readers and our

replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor
Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and
whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped
addiessed envelope for reply.

South Wales to North Devon.

I am intending motor cycling

rzri to Combe Martin, North Devon,
I > and should be obliged if you
LsJ could let me know the be.st route

from Monmouth, trying to avoid
towns such as Bristol, also the Porlock
and Lynmouth to Lynton hills. Jly
mount would be a single-geared clutch

Triumph, and I should like to do the

joiu'ney in a day. What should you
estimate the mileage to be?—F.W.P.

Your best route would be as follows

:

Monmouth, Gloucester, Stroud, Nails-

worth, Dunkirk, Doddington Ash, ieaving
Bath on the right, and continue to Rad-
Btock, Wells, Glastonbury, Bridgwater,
Taunton, Milverton, Bampton, South
Molton, Barnstaple, to Combe Martin.
The distance is about 150 miles.

Welding a Crackeil Cylinder.

My
3jJ-

h.p. engine has lost

[^ power lately, and I have dis-

I > covered a small crack on the
LU exhaust valve seating. Is this

serious? Is it likely to become
worse? Is a new cylinder necessary,
and, if so, shall I have to have a new
jpiston, too. to ensure a proper tit? My
friends tell me that the welding process
U not satisfactory.—J.S.H.

Your best plan will be to get an expert
'Welder's opinion on the crack. Sometimes
these cracks increase, and then, of course,

the engine loses compression. Sometimes
tliey can be repaired, and this again is a
matter for the expert welder to decide.
Generally speaking, it is possible to have
satisfactory repairs of this description
carried out by welding, but it is not a

cheap process, and must be done properly.

Running on Benzole.

^ I have a 1913 three-speed

? Triumph and sidecar, with which
I leave for a holiday in a day or

-U two. I had intended trying
benzole, but have just been in-

f'lriired that there is danger of burning
:nKl damaging the valve pockets and
interior of the engine. I cannot afford
to run any risk of damaging my engine,
Aith which I am quite satisfied, only I
lind the cheapness of benzole hard to
'•sist. Please advise as to the correct-

uL'ss of what I have been told.—S.J.il.
In using benzole there is no danger wliat-

I f of burning or damaging the valve
la-ts and interior of the engine. Some-
' .s the valves are covered with a line
'isit, but it does not affect the running
the engine, and is purely on the

11 lace. Provided your carburetter will
'ike benzole it is quite to be recom-
ii'-iided, but possibly you will have to
make slight adjustments to give a larger
'"' supply.

Tyres for High-powered Sidecar.

The tyres on my 6 h.p. motor
cycle and sidecar have -worn
smooth, although I have only run
them 2,000 miles ; also I am
having punctures in sidecar and

front tyres. Should these have worn
down so quickly? Would it be advis-
able to (it a Lomax non-skid band on
rear wheel? Are these quite satis-
factory and also easy to put on and
take off? Would it be better to have
tyres retreaded or buy new ones, as I
have noticed some of your corre-
spondents have had very poor results
from retreaded covers?—CED.ix.

If the sidecar is properly aligned the tyre
should not wear down so quickly. You
might try fitting a non-skid band on the
di-iving wheel tyre. This, we under-
stand, is satisfactory and easy to attach.
Some tyres stand retreading very well

;

others will not. Retreading is sometimes
rather a lottery. Your best plan, we
tliink, would be to fit voiturette tyres for
the sidecar combination.

A. MUner (2j h.p. levls) who successfully com-
pleted the Birmingham to Carlisle and back 24 hour
run, climbing all hills (including Shap Fell)

with a single gear.

Correspondents are urged to write

clearly, and on one side of the paper only,

numbering each query separately, and
keeping a copy, for ease of reference.

Letters containing legal questions should

be marked "Legal" in the left-hand

corner of envelope, and should be kept

distinct from questions bearing on
technical subjects.

Two Types of Twin Engines.

I should be much obliged if

you could let nie know the ad-

vantages of the 90 mm. X TUt

mm. twin J. A. P. engine, with
side-by-side valves, as compared

to the 85 mm. x 85 mm. twin engine

of the same make, also with side-by-

side valves. How do they compare^ in

the following points: (1.) Slow running
when free. (2.) Petrol consumption.

(3.) Carbonisation of cylinder and piston

heads. (4.) Maximum speed. The
machine would be used with sidecar,

passenger, and luggage.—N.E.A.
The 90 mm. x 77.5 mm. engine is of con-

siderably later design than the 85 mm.
X 85 mm. twin. It runs more quietly,

and is more controllable and smoother
running. The petrol consumption would,
we imagine, be about the same, and there

would be no difference as regards car-

bonisation. The maximum speed would
be about sixty-five miles an hour solo,

and about fifty or fifty-five with side-

car, under favourable conditions.

I

Carburetter Needs Adjustment.

Will you kindly explain the

following point ? My new twin-

cylinder 5-5 h.p. J.A.P. ran
splendidly for 1,000 miles, the

ignition at that time being fully

retarded. Something fouled the point

of the carburetter needle, and I had
a new one fitted. Since then it drives

with full air as before, but I must
advance ignition fully to obtain a

speed of 30 m.p.h. The plugs soot

up about every 100 miles. Once, on
being started, it caught fire. I never
need lessen the air supply, and if I

remove the gauze from the air intake
the machine runs very badly. I can,

of course, open the air slide wider
than the throttle, but with the gauze
off the engine backfires badly.—T.

When the new needle valve was fitted

jnobably the petrol level in the carbu-
retter was upset, and we should advise
you to test this. The fact that the
plugs soot up is probably due to too
much oil in the crank case rather than
the carburetter adjustment. Machines
are apt to catch fire if the magneto
timing wheel has slipped. Perhiips this

is the case with your machine. With
the spark advance lever half retarded,
the points of the contact breaker
should have just begun to break, when
the piston is at the top of the compres-
sion stroke. See that your carburetter
(jet, air inlets, etc.) is clean and free

from air leaks, which cause bad starting,

loss of power on hills and spoil an
otherwise slow running macliir...

A25
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A Two Days Sidecar Run.

AVould you kindly tell me the

best route to take from Darling-

ton (Co. Durham) to Blaenavou
(Mon.) with sidecar combination?
—W.R.

Your best route would be as follows:

Darlington. Northallerton, Boroughbridge,
Wstherby, Aberlord, Ferrybridge, Don-
caster, Worksop, JNIansfield, Nottingham,
Loughborough, Leicester, Coventry,
Kenilworth, Warwick, Stratford-on-Avon,
Evesham, Tewkesbur}-, Gloucester, Ross,

iionmouth, Abergavenny, to Blaenavon.
This should take you two day.=.

A Question of Licence.

I recently bought a motor
cycle at an auction sale. It is

a I5 h.p. Werner, which I have
just had put into running order.

Would you kindly tell me how
to register it and what licence I

shall require? I want to run it with a

carrier for delivering goods. Can I

put my name on the tank and ride it

with only a driver's licence?—W.L.
Any policeman will tell you the local

licensing authority. You have to apply
to them (or to any other registration
authority you like) for a registration

number, fill up a form, and pay a fee of

5s. You cannot be exempted from the
local taxation licence unless the machine
is constructed to carry goods or mer-
chandise, and is solely and entirely u.sed

for this purpose, and never on any occa-

sion used for your own pleasure.

Advice to a Beginner.

I notice that you are willing

I to help with information and
advice intending motor cyclists

-2J among your readers. I have
been reading " Motor Cycles

and How to Manage Them," and it

give.3 a general impression that for a

beginner a single-cylinder, medium
power machine is desirable. Jly
motor cycling friends, however, do
not seem to think this so. I hope
before long to take up motor cycling,

and I would like to get a twin-
cylinder machine about 7 h.p. I

should want later to fit a sidecar, and
would like to be able to maintain a

good speed in very hilly country. I

would be prepared to take considerable
trouble, and to go thoroughly into

everything from the start, and, of

course, to take all possible care. This
being so— (1. ) Could not a beginner
with average commonsense start with
a higher power, twin-cylinder machine ?

(2.) Do you. consider it very important
that- a beginner- should learn on an
older machine before buying a new-

one ?—CCS.
(1.) We still maintain that a low-

powered machine is best for a beginner,
but for a man of intellig-ence, who can
quickly master his machine, high powers
cio not present much difficulty. The
great thing to do is to become thoroughly
accustomed to the machine before run-

ning it fast, but the average beginner
nearly always starts motor cycling with
the idea that the machine will get out
of hand and he will not be able to stop
it. (2.) Naturally we give this advice
so that a beginner would have less chance
of spoiling things in the case of an old
machine than with a new one.

A26
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The Midlands to Ncrtli Wales.

Please let me know the best
route, with approximate distance,

from Nuneaton to Llanfairfechan
(North Wales).—C.A.B.

Your best route would be as follows :

Nuneaton, Atherstone, straight along
Watling Street, the Holyhead Road
(v/hich IS signposted by the Royal Auto-
mobile Club), via Shrewsbury, Llangollen,
and Corwen, as far as Bettws-y-Coed,
where branch off for Llanrwst and Con-
way, seven miles after wluch you reach
Llanfairfechan. The distance would be
approximately 140 miles.

Carbon in Base Chamber.

(1.) The back wheel of my tricar

has T^gin. spokes, which break at

the hub of the wheel or an inch
above it where the spokes cross.

I have tried the makers, spoke
manufacturers and wheel makers and
cannot get tVin. spokes ; the size seems
unusual. (2.) I have taken down my
twin-cyliri'der engine, and find two black
marks on the third piston ring in the
front cylinder and the same on the
second ring of the back cylinder.

There was also a lot of carbon on the
piston heads and also black carbon
deposit all over the inside of the crank
case. The engine has been running
and firing perfectly. What is the cause
of the extra deposit and dirty crank
case? The rings are tight, and the slits

?

?

were not in line.—J.O.

(1.) We think you must belabouring under
a misappreliension with regard to the size

of the spokes. j%in. are entirely out of

the question and are never used. They
are far too large, and therefore it is only
natural that you have difficulty in pro-
curing them. The usual size is 12 gauge,
or 10 gauge for extra heavy ones. Any
garage or motor cycle agent would be ahle.

to supply you with these. (2.) With regard
to the trouble with your piston rings, -it

is very obvious that gas is leaking past
the rings, which would account for the
black marks and also for the presence of

carbon in the base chamber, though it is

very unusual for this to be found
there ; of course, the mere fact of burnt
oil blowing past the rings is bound to
keep the base chamber in a dirty condi-
tion. The remedy is to fit new piston
rings and thoroughly clean the under side

of the piston, and also be sure, when fit-

ting the new rings, that the carbon is

completely cleaned out of the ring- slots.

Shrewsbury to BradforJ.

Will you kindly let rae know
the shortest and best route
between the above towns, miss-
ing all towns possible, par-
ticularly Manchester ; also the

distance?—A.C.P.
Personally, we should advise the
following route : Shrewsbury, Wem,
Whitchurch, Tarporley, Warrington,
Wigan, Preston, Whalley, Clitheroe,
Gisburn, Skipton, Ilkley, and Bradford.
This is not the most direct, but it is

certainly the road on which you will

meet the least traffic. The distance is

approxin-iately 141 miles.

Starting Difflculty.

My new mount, a 6 h.p. twin,
is very difficult to start when
cold, and the other day I had
rather a fright, for on trying to
start (handle gear counter-shaft)

the charge blew back through the
carburetter and it burst into flame. To
what do you attribute this, and is it a
rare occurrence? Can you give me any
help regarding difficulty of starting?

—

C.B.M.
Difficult starting is nearly always due t.p

too much air at slow speeds,- cauced
either by mal-adjustment of the carbu-
retter, or air leaks in the carbu-
retter or inlet pipe unions. The back-
fire might have been due to the inlet

valve sticking and not closing- properly.

See that the stems of the valves are free

in their guides. They may require a
little rubbing with emery cloth. Smear a
little graphite on the stems before re-

placing the valves.

?

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"G.G.G.F." (Parkstone). — Humber,

1911, Sj h.p. two-speed, with sidecar.

General reliability, hill-climbing, and
average consumption.
"W.R.B." (Cardiff).—2i h.p. single-

gear Wolf, also Auto-wheel.
"CW." (Norwood). — General' ex?' j

perience of the Auto-wheel.
"G.H." (Ripon).—Most suitable belt

for Brampton gear.

"D.J.R." (Paddington).—3 h.p. En-
field. Efficiency of lubrication system,
speed, maintenance of power, aai
general efficiency.

"G.W.S." (Brandon).—1912 2-l h.p.

Torpedo-Precision.
"D.H." (Sidcup).—Benzole with 3^

h.p. Triumph (1910 preferred) Coii-

sumption, speed, and hill-climbing.

The above smart looking Wilton cycle car, which has an attractive body linished in blue, was noticed

recently at Brooklands,
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The Dorman Two-cylinder Engine.
Single Piece Cylinder Casting. 9 b.h.p. at 1,300 r.p.m.

Both sides ol the twin-cylinder (80 mm. x 103

IT
will undoubtedly come as news to many readers

that the firm of W. H. Dorman and Co., Ltd.,

Stafford, have engaged in the manufacture of

internal combustion engines for upwards of twelve

years, and designed and constructed during this period

engines to the order of several different firms who
market motor vehicles for both pleasure and business

purposes. Recognising the demand that there is for

a motor for use on small cars and cycle cars they

have decided to manufacture and sell under their own
name the twin-cylinder water-cooled engine, which we
illustrate. We recently had an opportunity of e.xamin-

ing several of these engines in process of manufacture

and test, and have no hesitation in saying that any

firm deciding to adopt this engine will be thoroughly

satisfied with Messrs. Dorman's products.

The works are large and comprehensive, and in

addition to manufacturing petrol engines the firm con-

struct a large number of light machine tools used by
motor manufacturers. They are, therefore, particularly

well equipped for the production of their own engine.

Features of the Dorman Engine.

The accompanying illustrations show both sides of

the twin vertical engine, which has a bore and stroke

of 80 X ro8 mm. = 1,098 c.c. The two cylinders

are cast together, and offset from the crankshaft, the

water jackets being of generous proportions, which
enable the engine to keep particularly cool. The
firm have their own foundry, and are, therefore, well

e(|uipped for turning out clean cylinder castings exactly

to their own ideas, and of a uniform construction. The
pistons are specially constructed with a view to good
compression ; at the same time provision for the oil

distribution over the cylinder walls has been well

carried out. The rings are duplex, i.e., there is a
deep groove in the top of the piston into which is

sprung a very wide eccentric piston ring. Over this

are placed two other rings of exactly half its width.

The latter are not eccentric. Their purpose is to

make a perfect compression joint, the inside rings

mm.) water-cooled Dorman engine for cycle cars.

supplying the spring. There is no bottom ring, but a

sleeve is provided to prevent piston rock, and between

this sleeve and the rings is a recess with a sharp edge

which acts as a scraper, and always carries a body of

oil in it to lubricate the cylinder walls. If the crank

case be filled up with oil we are assured that the engine

will not smoke, neither will the oil exude. The
gudgeon pin is held by a set screw provided with a

certain taper which keeps it firmly in position and yet

enables it to be readilv removed when required.

A Tappet Guide Refinement.
The valves are interchangeable, and equal in

diameter to half that of the cylinder bore. The
tappets are adjustable, and a little refinement in the

tappet guides enables oil to travel up one side of the

guide, fill the well at the top, and return to the crank

case down the other side. The tappets therefore work

in an oil bath and no oil overflows from the well. The
valve guides with their springs are enclosed with an

aluminium cover, and are readily accessible. The
camshaft is profiled from a solid bar, and is driven

by gear wheels running in an oil bath, and being all

very substantially designed and accurately cut they

run without undue noise. The crankshaft is of

particularly robust proportion, made of high tensile

steel and ground to exact sizes on the journals and

pins. It is essential on any twin-cylinder vertical

engine for the crankshaft to be very strong, and the

crankshaft of the Dorman engine is practically un-

breakable. The connecting rods are carefully

balanced, fitted with bronze small end bearings and
anti-friction big- end bearings. The lubrication is

automatic by mechanical pump. Oil is supplied to

two separate troughs underneath each connecting rod,

the latter being fitted with scoops to the big ends.

The oil sump below the crank chamber holds three

pints of oil, which will run the engine for a very con-

siderable distance without replenishment.

The Eisemann high-tension magneto is carried on an

extension of the crankshaft bearing, and is driven by
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The Dorman Two-cylinder Engine.—

an adjustabl3 universal coupling. Another model can

be supplied with an alternative position for the magneto

if desired, but the standard position renders the

magneto most accessible where space between engine

and radiator permits it to occupy the place in which

we illustrate it.

BraKe Horse=powef Developed.

The Dorman engine develops 9 b.h.p. at 1,500

r.p.m., and will run up to 2,500 r.p.m. when the engine

is capable of delivering 14 h.p. Of course, like all

two-cylinder vertical engines it has a "critical" period,

but the engine has been so "balanced and designed

that this period is found at about 700 r.p.m., at which
speed the vehicle would be travelling nine miles per

hour on the top gear—a speed which is seldom found
necessary with the top ratio in use. At speeds above
and below 700 r.p.m. we found the engine to be quite

free from vibration, and when throttled down we think

it would be almost impossible to detect by touch that

the engine was a two-cylinder and not a four-cylinder.

The Sthenos carburetter is employed, this being fitted

on the near side of the engine.

Messrs. Dorman have already secured some large

contracts with this engine, and among other small cars

and cycle cars to which it will be fitted for 1914 we
may mention that the makers of the G.W.K. intend

to have 500 of their friction-driven cycle cars fitted with

this engine. Another large firm will also market a

complete set for cycle car construction consisting of

the Dorman engine with crank case extension to take

the gear box, universal joint, and back axle. The
price of the engine complete with magneto and car-

buretter, but without the flywheel, is ;£5o. Flywheel

and clutch, and if desired, a water pump fitted on the

engine, can be supplied at an extra cost. The approxi-

mate weight of the engine complete without the fly-

wheel is 100 lbs., and the over-all dimensions, from
the magneto contact maker to the flywheel disc, are

22j^'in., height from the drain plug to the centre of

the water outlet ayin.

->-<=s«

SWIFT IMPROVEMENTS FOR 1914.

AN inspection of the latest model Swift cycle car

at present undergoing tests convinced us that

there will be a large demand for this vehicle

during 1914, and the firm are making extensive pre-

parations to cater for it. The alterations for 1914 are

not sweeping, but the appearance of the machine has

been changed for the better., The twin-cylinder vertical

engine has been veiT little changed, the only altera-

tions consisting of a slight widening at the base to

enable the engine to be fitted to a larger and wider

pressed steel frame, which will~take the place of the

tubular frame, and the provision of exhaust pres-

sure-feed lubrication.

Instead of cheapening their production in this direc-

tion the Swift Co. have designed it on the lines of their

larger vehicles. That is to say, the gear box, worm
steering, back axle, and other component parts have
been designed on the lines of the 12 h.p. car, but, cf

course, lighter and smaller. To all intents and pur-

poses the new Swift is not a cycle car but a miniature

car. The frame is upswept behind and inswept in front,

the front axle is of H-section, whilst it has worm and

worm-wheel steering, three-speed and reverse gear

box, and cardan-shaft with double universal joint.

The gear box has been brought in line with the gate

change quadrant, and particular attention has been
paid to the springing. The wheels and tyres have
been increased in section from 650 x 65 to 700 x .

80 mm., and all wheels run on ball bearings. The
body is 3in. wider than formerly, and modernised by
a tapered bonnet. This naturally has greatly im-
proved its appearance. The wheelbase is 7ft. 3in.,

the wheel track 3ft. yin.

Running boards have now been fitted. ;£i4o is the

price fixed upon, which is only a ;£'x, increase on last

year. This figure includes hood and screen, two
acetylene lamps, and oil tail lamp, also horn.

The Swift Co. expect to be in a position to gi>-e

delivery immediately following the Shov^f. A large

section of the Cheylesmore factory is being devoted
tO- the construction of these machines, and when we
paid our tour of inspection we saw rows of pressed steel

frames and large quantities of rough and finished parts

in the stores and in course of construction in the works.

€'^^

The Piemier, a lour-cylinder cycle car of Eavarian origin,

QUITE a number of light four-wheelers and a few
three-wheelers are being turned out in Austria,

but the demand there, writes our Vienna
correspondent, is almost exclusively for the cycle car
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The Walter thtee-wheeier vvhiJh is on similar lines to the Wall tri-cariiage.

built on car lines—the large car in miniature, in effect.

The appallingly rough road surfaces encountered out-

side the towns makes a three-wheeler awkward to

handle, thus such types are usually only found in towns.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.

All ietlers should be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and should he accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

The Price o£ Motor Cycles.

Sir,—As one of the large number of woiild-lje motor
lyclists, I must congratulate Jlessrs. Humber, Ltd., on their

initiative in reducing the price of their motor cycles in 1914
liy £5. This is a very welcome move in the right direction,

as in recent years, with variable gears and other refinements,

tlie price has usually tended to increase. With (he greatly

nicreased production" during the last two or three years, it is

time that such a reduction should become more general,

especially as the motor cycle is now out of the experimental

stage.

1 may add, though not yet a mc*or cyclist, I derive great

pleasure from the perusal of your iom'nal, and wish it every

success. MANCUNL-VN.

Level Crossings..

Sir,—May I use your colutons to cail the attention of

the public to the disgraceful way in which traffic is hindered

and delayed by level crossings on the main roads?

A few days ago I was travelling on the main road from

Northampton to London. Arriving at a level crossing we
found the gates shut. After eight minutes a slow passenger

train went through, but the gates still remained shut. Again
we waited, this time for seven minutes; then a small goods

engine passed. Now, at last, the signalman came down
from his bo.x and opened the gates after a delay of some-

thing over fifteen minutes.
.Surely all this delay is unnecessary. At least the gales

might have been opened between the passing of the train

and the goods engine, and I find it difficult to believe that

it need be necessary to shut the gat«s eight minutes before

the arrival of a train.

Tliis is not the only occasion on which I have been kept

needlessly waiting. I have frequently been delayed from
five- to ten minutj3s, and even more, at other level crossings,

and I should like to hear the opinions of others on this

matter. G. BILLINGSLEY WILLIAMS.

Benzole.

Sir,—I should like to give you my experiences with benzole.

1 ride a 2^ h.p. Brown-Precision, whicl; averaged about
110 m.p.g. I was then persuaded to try benzole, .so I

i-mptied my tank (which holds exactly seven pints) and put
ixactly six pints of benzole into the tank. I then went from
.Mildenhall to Cambridge and back, at an average of 25

iii.p.h., and again measured the benzole of which there were
four pints left. This resulted in 44 miles to one-quarter of a

gallon of benzole = 176 m.p.g. I find my little engine picks

up better, and think thei-e is a decided im)n'ovemeiit all

lound, A. D. PRYOR.

S.ir,—When on a visit to Manchester recently with a 1913
three-speed Triumph and sidecar I obtained two gallons of

benztile from the Birchenwood Colliery Co., Ltd., Kids-
grove, and tried it with the jet I was using, viz., 38, and
also a 32, but preferred the former. I was greatly surprised
at the increase of power over petrol, and although I vode
with full extra air and magneto fully advanced, engine
would not knock even when picking up on hilis with 42
to 1 gear, and my passenger was over eleven stone. I

averaged ninety miles to the gallon, whereas with petrol

I do about sixty. Upon tlic return journey I had to fill

up with petrol at Rugeley, and between there and Lichfield

again had to resort to more second gear work, reduce the
air supply and retard the magneto. The price I paid for

the benzole was Is. 3d. per gallon, and, provided it has no

bad effect on the engine, I would much rather use it if it

cost 5d. per gallon more than petrol instead o£ less.

W. H. BROAD.

Sir,—I have read with interest your readers' views respect-

ing the above. I am desirous of your knowing my exact

experience. Some four months ago I started to use benzole

(95%) on my 3^ Humber with sidecar. At firsti found that

it was more powerful, and I increased my mileage to the

gallon but vrith rather harsh running, and recently, think

ing I had a broken piston ring, I took the cylinder off, and,

to my surprise, found that I had a cracked piston and

gudgeon pin. I may mention that I am absolutely confident

it is not through any fault of the makers. PETROL.
[Our correspondent appears to tliiiik that the cracked piston

is due to use of benzole. This is quite improbable.

—

Ed.]

Clothing for Doctors.

Sir,—I should like to draw the attention of my motor

cycling confreres to the spring leggings made by Brooks, the

saddle people. I have found them extraordinarily convenient,

their great virtue being that they can be taken off and on in

a second or two without undoing strap, buttons, or any

fastenings whatever. One of the great drawbacks of doctor-

ing on a motor bicycle, to my mind, has been the bother and

mess of getting out of one's overalls when going into people's

houses. I have often got my hands so dirty in this process

that I have had to ask for a wash before'going up to see

the patient. Then, in going away, one has to spend an

awkward three minutes scrambling into muddy overalls again,

under the eye of a supercilious footman. This is all done

away with by the .spring leggings. So .simple and admirable

are they in use that one is tempted to ask, " Why on earth

did no one think of them before?-"
H. GASICELL, M.B.

Touring in Scotland.

Sir,—I observe the question by "G.K.C." in your issue of

September 11th, and would like to give the writer the benefit

of my expeiie.ice in the Highlands of Scotland -while touring

on my mutor cycle. In the first place, I may mention motors

are not allowed on the Trossachs Road, at least from Callan-

der, and to cross Loch Lomond to go to Loch Katrine would
be quite absurd. Kather take the brake tour from Callander

to Trossachs one day when the rider feels tired. The change

will be welcome. From Edinburgh I would advise the motor

cyclist to proceed by Linlithgow, Siirling, and BaUnch to

Loch Lomond ; along Loch Lomond to Ardlui, Crianlarich,

Ualmally, Tayimill. and Oban, Return by the same road to

Crianlarich, and proceed to-Killin, along the north shore of

Loch Tay to Ivemnore, thence on to Dunkeld or Pitlocliry,

and north to Blair AthoU, Dalwhinnie, then to the

left for Loch Laggan and Fort William, along the

Calpdonian Canal to Inverness (I prefer the north side

of Loch Ness for scenery). If time permits go north

to Beauly, Dingwall, Strathpeffer, and right on to the

west coast, and return lo Inverness: thence south by Carr

Bridge, or east by lilgin, Aberdeen, Balmoral, Braeinar,

Blairgowrie, Perth, Cri'eff, St. Fillans, Loch Earn, Loch
Lubnaig, Callander (for Trossachs), Stirling, Biggar, Dam-
fries, Carlisle. This 'tour through Scotland would take nine

days comfortably, but be sure and carry a spare cover and
tube; they will probably be required.

I travelled most of these roads this summer with my wife,

a tent, and a sidecar. S40.
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Consideration.
Sir,—As one of the officials responsible for the organisation

of the East Meon hill-climb, I cannot let the letter in your
issue of 11th September, entitled " Consideration," go un-

challenged. Tliis event was run off between the Southamp-
ton and Portsmouth sections of the Hampshire Motor Cycle
Union, and I consider your correspondent's strictures as to

the conduct of the competitors to be greatly exaggerated.

I have no means of knowing what the conduct may have
been of unatta<;hed motor cyclists who were present as

spectators only, as I was occupied at the hill, which is nearly
two miles from the village, for from about 2.30 until after

6 o'clock, as were also 'all the competitors, so they had no
opportunity of " careering through the High Street " between
the times mentioned, as they were fully occupied with the
weighing and I'unning off of the various classes, and did not
enter the village until the event was finished, and then only
to have their tea previous to dispersing, judging by the
keen interest in the riders displayed by the local people,

I do not think there were any who would object to more
frequent visits to their "sleepy hollow."
The latter part of your correspondent's letter does not

display the best of taste. Surely, sir, a motor cyclist can
don any headgear he chooses? I seem to have recollections

of seeing many prominent riders mentioned as taking part
in open trials and on Brooklands gai'bed distinctively, and
even fantastically, but I have never heard them described
as "jack-asses!" I would strongly advise "AA 1150 " to

join up with the nearest club to him (the Portsmouth and
District), when he will find that the " jack-asses " are a
fine lot of fellows, and "good sports" to a man.

H. PERCY YOUNG,
Hon. Sec. Southampton and District Jlotor Club.

Sir,—The four members of the Portsmouth and District
M.C., who reply to my letter, scarcely justify themselves
by impugning my sportsmanship. I am sufficiently a sports-

man, I hope, to remember that there are other people who
i^e the roads besides one's own self ; and that, apparently,
IS what they do not remember. They make no reply what-
ever to my charge of riding at an unsafe pace through a

narrow village street^ Was that sportsmanlike? They say
that if I had been a true adherent to the cause I should
have been too busy rejoicing in the sound of a healthy
exhaust to abuse their ideas of enjoyment. What cause''

I certainly cannot see how the riding of machines through a
village with exhaust open advances the cause of motor
cycling. And, finally, they defend their extraordinary head-
gear on the ground of picturesqueness. Why not go the
whole hog, and paint their overalls with stripes of purple
and green, and their faces like a clown's at the circus. It

would be just as sensible. It is worth noting that the
report of the A.C.U. Six Days Trial rejoices over the prac-
tical elimination of outlandish costumes from the trial. Club
secretaries, please note!
But t!)p whole matter is of wider importance than merely

tlie action of some participants in a club hill-climb. In the
first place, motor cyclists who live in the country are well
aware that there is still a vast amount of prejudice against
motor cycles and their users. Is that prejudice likely to be
lessened by actions such as those against which my com-
plaint was directed. And, secondly, we not infrequently
hear regrets that the vast majority of motor cyclists remain
aloof from the local clubs. This is undoubtedly true, and
one of the reasons, I am sure, is that many of us heartily

disli'ce the " knutty " element in the clubs. AA 1150.

Colonial Requirements.
Sir,

—

I have noticed a. good deal written about road
clearance on colonial models. Now I ride a 3i h.p. Abingdon
fitted with tne Armstrong three-speed gear, and I find that
with only four inches road clearance, I very often strike

a rough bump with the bottom of the crank case. I am very
much in favour of, say, six inches road clearance on colonial
models. Englisfi firms can hardly be expected to know the
vile roads tneir maxjhines have to be ridden over in the
country out here. Large tanks to hold not less than two
gallons are necessary, as fuel cannot always be obtained in
every township. Sufficient mudguarding is often neglected,
especially on the bac'.; wheel, which should be well guarded.
Cut-away frames are exceedingly comfortable to ride over

rough ground, as one can very often avoid a spill, by using
one s letfs from a low riding position.

B2

Variable gears are, I find, absolutely necessary over rougli

and hilly country. I use and recommend the Armstrong
three-speed gear, which has not given me one moment's
trouble in nine months' use.

Footrests seem to be out of place on most models, being
placed too far ahead, whereas if placd almost under one's
saddle a far better balance can be obtained over bad roads.

In closing, just let me wish The Motor Cycle, every success,

and that these few hints will not be altogether discarded
as coming from one who knows. LOUIS H. LEE.

Failford, N.S.W.

Sir,—I send you herewith a photograph which I thought
would be of interest.

The machine is a 2^ h.p. Motosacoche (1912 model), and
when I suggested fitting a sidecar my friends rather doubted
that it would be capable of pulling one witli satisfactory

results.

I have, however, now run the combination a considerable
distance, and the way it travfis is really remarkable for

such a small h.p.

The photograph enclosed was taken on the front at

Yarmouth, for we have just completed a holiday trip of

about 300 miles. The journey down from London took nine
hours, making an average speed of fifteen miles per hour.

A single-cylinder Motosacoche which successfully pulls a sidecar. (See

accompanying letter.)

for we spent a little time on the road repairing the rear

cover, which burst just outside Saxmundham.
Unfortunately, the pleasme of the ride ^Yas somewhat

marred by the wet, for it rained all the way down until

we reached Lowestoft. By the way, all hills, although there
are not many steep ones on this route, were climbed well,

and without any "l.p.a." It came up East Hill at Col-

chester on the return journey very well.

The return journey was successfully accomplished in about
the same time, although we were delayed with some belt

troubles between Brentwood and Piomford, which, however',
were soon remedied by inserting one or two new links, for

it is a Whittle belt, ^^•hich really stood the extra wo'.k
exceedingly well.

The engine is fitted witli a Motosacoche variable gear,

which proved very efficient. The sidecar is a Middleton,
I chose this type as being the most suitable, owing to its

being light, yet strong and comfortable.

I am of opinion that this combination is the' smallest
set on the road capable of giving such results witli a
passenger, and I think it speaks volumes for the reliability

of the filotosacoche engine, for it has not given tlie slightest
trouble.

I think it only right to add that the makers do not
recommend fitting a sidecar to the lightweight machine, as
they say it is not intended for such work. I dare say it

is putting an excess strain on tJie frame, but I have found it

stands up to the work wonderfully well.
' H. WIXGROVE.
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Hub and Counter-shaft Gears,

gir,—As gears and transiuissiuii systems seem to be

claiming; much attention at present, perhaps my experiences

niav provo of some interest.

l' have ridden my 6 h.p. No. 2 Bat 5,700 miles to date,

;>0 miles of which have been with sidecar and chiefly iii

.\oith Wales. The belt has been shortened once, and has

ii.ver pulled through or slipped, and pL.sitively looks brand

w. I use a top gear of 3.5 to 1 for solo, and 4 to 1 with

leear. The Armstrong gear has never given the slcshtest

able, and runs perfectly silently. 1 may add. that 1

i'.vays give the magneto cut-out a momentary jab as I

\;uige gear, which cases the driving pressure.

I'he belt drive I consider ideal for a motor cycle if run

', large pulleys, but the fault with most niathiues haviny

- ,iuiiter-shaft gear and belt is, that the pulleys are then

too close, and the drive rendered harsh. In my opinion

an ideal machine would have a three-speed sliding gear

\m\ incorporated with the crank case., but in front, and Uie

ilrive by a six or seven inch pulley and l^in. belt.

EXPERIENTIA DOCET.

Sir,—Regarding the controversy now taking place on the

merits of hub and counter-shaft gears, may X be allowed to

^ne my experience with hub gear?

\ly mount is a 3^ New-Hudson, 1912, fitted with a Canoelet

.Jecar and Armstrong three-speed gear. The machine has

i.ow run 4,683 miles, and has never been troublesome. It

weighs, together with sidecar and spares, 350 lbs. My
'•eight is nearly 14 stones. My wife is 13 stones, and my

II 5i stones. "l have traversed some of the worst roads I

-mid think it possible to find, through the Peaks of Derby-

ire, and round alwut Lancashire, and neither the machine

r gear has ever failed me up to the present.

1 must be a little more fortunate than yoiu- correspondent,

Mr. W. McLean. I have not experienced the belt trouble

hp complains of, 'neither have I experienced the trouble of

'it getting into the free-wheel and grinding itself useless.

M-ither have I found any difficulty in getting the back wheel

-ut when it lias been necessary to repair a puncture or

ri-piaoe a cover. True, the weight in the hub soiViewliat

.-liiws the machine, but it is nothing to speak of. It also, by

its e.xtra weight, has a tendency to wear the tyres out a little

fasUr. I .accomplished 1,379 miles on my driving wheel

tyre, which was a well-known make, and very Uttle more

I'll the front wheel and sidecar which I had retreaded.

A. RYALL.

Sir, Having ridden a two-speed count«r-sha.ft Premier

ibout 3,CO0 miles this year, mostly with a sidecar, perhaps

1 can add a word to your interesting correspondence.

To my mind there is no doubt the drive is noisy, but the

|iull is splendid and the belt needs no touching at ail. The only

fault, to my mind, is there is no way of lubricating the cliain

with any ease. I have removed my cover altogether and find

the chain runs much better, as I can apply graphite to it.

.My luck with chains has not been good, as I have found

••veral rollers broken after about two months' use.

CONSTANT READER.
\Ve cannot agree with our correspondent that running the

high speed chain exposed is better than covered. It is

against all good practice, and probably the broken rollers

he complains of are caused by lack of proper protection

for the chains.

—

Ed.]
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Cai'jon on Sparking Plugs.

Sir,—I was much interested in your article "A Strange
Experience." I see you state that inserting a small

extra spark gap in the circuit intensifies the spark at xne
plug, and olTer as a proof, the fact that the small external
gap will burn away the carbon on the points of a sooted

up plug. Now, whether there are two gaps in tlie circuit

or only one, the magneto gives out practically the samo
amount of energy at each break of the primary circuit, if

the speed be constant; nearly all this energy i^ dissipated

in heat at the gap, the ohmio resistance of which is great

compared to the rest of the circuit. By adding another
gap in series, of about the same length as the plug gap,

the heat will be equally divided between the two, hence

there is less at the plug. The explanation of the external

gap, clearing a sooted up plug, is as follows : With a clean

plug, the high tension leads, etc., have quite an appreciable

electrical capacity as they pass near the frame, so the

current from the secondary of the magneto charges up this

capacity until the voltagi' is high enough to break down
the air gap. The discharge then takes place, the current

which Uows across the points being considerably greater

tlian that produced in the secondary at any moment, but

is of much shorter duration, hence the total energy remains

the same. Now with the plug sooted up, the cm-rent flows

round the circuit without ever charging the capacity, since

current is simply the maximum secondary current of the

magneto and is insufficient to burn away the carbon. As
soon as an external gap is introduced, the capacity effect

is re-established ; the resistance of the carboned up points

is grea,ter than the rest of the metal circuit, and as a large

current flows (though only for a short period) the heat

produced is sufficient to burn away the carbon. In short,

without the e.xtra gap, the heat produced at the carbon is

low and of comparatively long duration ; with the extra gap

it is high, though of very short duration.

It may interest some of your readers to try the effect

of a small capacity shunted across the plug. With this,

sooting up seems to me to be practically impossible, though

unless a switch is fitted to cut out the capacity, the starting

is difficult, and also the points are burned away far more
rapidly. JOHN F. B. CARSLAKE.

The Differential—Yes or No?
Sir,—With reference to the letters in The Motor Cych

as to substitutes for the differential in small cars, I enclose

a sketch of the drive of a small car, a Ridley, which I

had in 1903, which was quite efficient. The drive was

by two bevels, one for each speed, and though the engine

was only a 3^ h.p. De Dion the car would take two people

quite comfortably. Free wheel clutches were fitted to the

driving wheels. The next car I had was a Swift, with a

6 h.p. De Dion engine, driven on the same principle. This

car, unlike the former, was fitted with a reverse, which

was obtained by locking one driving wheel, and this was

qaite practical. FRED. J. BARKER.

The Silencer Question.

Sir,—It may interest your readers to know that I received

a summons for making noise with an 8 h.p. Zenith in

Birmingham. The case came on for hearing on 19th

tieptember, and was dismissed. The Zenith has two long

exhaust pipes flattened at the ends and drilled with about

one hundred small holes. Tlie noise is not there at all, but

Se:tion o( the 1903 Ridley voiturette double bevel drive, referred to In letter from F. J. Barker.

»;>
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a quiet purr ot the twin. A plain clothes policeman arranged

the summons on the fact that I had no silencer or expansion

chamber. I contended 1 had both contained in the long

pipes, and decided to plead not guilty. I had no cut-out

at all, and this seemed to satisfy the Judge that I had
indeed tried to get noiselessness. The case came up as

follows. I was accosted one evening on going home by a
plain clothes man on a cycle. He asked me if he might have
a word with me, and I asked what he wanted. He replied

that I should have to dismount to hear what it was. I con-

sidered it impudence from this person, who ever he was, and
refused to have anything to do with him, and so went on.

The Judge thought there was no evidence of noise, at least

.

made knowingly, but said that he thought that I knew
well that it was not simply a man wanting to waste my time.

I assured him that the word "police" never .entered my head
at all, and that the policeman had only to say he was an
officer, and I should naturally have got off. However, it

is a warning to others that those who imagine that
they are safe are not. The fact that a motor cycle has a

silencer is nothing m its favour. I was summoned because
of alleged noise. F. R. SWINBURNE.

The A.C.U. Trial for Cycle Cars.

Sir,—The A.C.Ij. have given proof of their interest in

the cycle car movement by the announcement of a trial in

October and the T.T. race in 1914. For my own part I

believe, as you do, that eventually all light passenger
machines must compete together ; but, just for the present,
there is no doubt a strong feeling that the movement will

be helped by a trial for cycle cars only. There are a
number of cycle cars (by no means all) which are not able
to compete with sidecars on equal terms, but which never-
theless seem to possess some merit. May I venture; how-
e\er, to suggest that if the trial is made easy in regard
to hills and road surfaces it should be made equally easy

as regards timing? It would be distinctly hard luck if a

machine which was capable of a far more severe test failed

because the driver made a mistake of a minute or so at

controls. The fact that the trial is known to be compara-
tively easy, and "geared down," if I may say so, to the

capacity of less efficient machines, makes failure more
serious. The man in the street will say, " Oh, the X.Y.Z.
is no good, it couldn't even get through the Cycle

^
Car

Trial." He will not stop to consider the reason. If it is

thought necessary tu differentiate between the successful

cars, a flexibility test is perhaps the most satisfactory

method, unless your suggestion of a fifty miles' spin at Brook-

lands be accepted. H. GEORGE MORGAN. -

An Undesirable Practice.

Sir,—No doubt your article on " Carrier Riding " was
prompted bj' kindly motives. The practice is fraught with

danger, and fatalities occurring through the burdening of the

carrier with a passenger, especially as you hint, of tlie fair

sex, are derogatory to the pastime. ,'

Now, I am not suffering from the "headstrong rashness

of youth," and am, I feel sure, of a sober mind (at least

at present), yet when you speak of prohibition by law my
blood boils at the thought. I do detest this prating of

law, law, law ! The law was not meant to be a mothering
institution. Legality was never intended to say, " Now,
Johnnie, you must not climb trees."

No, if men care to risk their lives by flying (upside down,
if you like) why—let them fly. Apply this to the question at

issue. Let us choose, and be ourselves responsible for at

least some of our actions. A famous poet writes :

It matters not how strait the gate.

How charged with punishment the scroll

;

I am the master of my fate,

I am the captain of my soul.

J. A. ALLEN.'

THE NEW 2J h.p. TWO-STROKE CLYNO.
QUITE the most interesting macliine at Alms Hill last

Saturday was the new Clyno. It has an inclined
cylinder, and the outside flywheel, to use an Irishism,
is enclosed ; that is to say, it is outside the crank

case but enclosed separately to avoid mud slinging. The
engine works on the two-stroke principle, is fed with gas by
an Amac carburetter, and fired by a Bosch gear-driven
magneto. On the top of the cylinder is a decompressor to
free the engine for starting purposes. The gear box containing
two speeds of the sliding type forms a unit with the engine.

The accompanying sketch shows the neat universal joint at

the base of the operating rod. The engine pulley contains a'

plate clutch, and the belt is amply guarded at this point.

The lubrication is by oil mixed with the petrol, a pi'inciple

employed on the Connaught and also on many American two-

stroke engines designed for marine work. The petrol con-

sumption is said to be 110 m.p.g-. .

fywiieel side of the 1914 Clyno motor oicycle—a 21 h.p. two-stroke single-

cyJInder. The oelt is on the right hand side.
Clutch cover ana belt side view ot the new two-strolte Clyno.

B4
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At tee BallachnUsb feit; on the way back to Glasgow.

OXE morning recently when the streets of Glasgow
were bare and deserted, a small party of enthu-

siastic motor cyclists gathered in a garage in

the western district of the town, and shortly after

might have been seen leaving tenemented streets by
way of Great Western Road, the main outlet to the

mountains and lochs of the West. The object of the

ilay's journey was known only to themselves and a few

close friends, and none guessed that they had designs

upon the ascent of Ben Nevis, the highest mountain
in the kingdom, by motor cycle and sidecar.

The trip was the outcome of a long-cherished

notion of the leader of the party, Mr. D. Bell, the

West of Scotland agent for A.J.S. machines. The
party consisted of five members, who \Yere accommo-
dated in two A.J.S. sidecar combinations and a solo

5 h.p. F.N., a fair passenger occupying the seat of

'lonour in the sidecar which, it was expected, would,

t'ffore the mantle of night descended o'er the Ben,

have reached the highest hotel in Great Britain.

The journey to the Argyllshire town of Fort

William, whence operations were to be commenced,
was not without its channs. In the morning
niist Loch Lomond resembled an immense sea of glass

\ith the surrounding peaks mirrored on its still

-urface. The towering Ben Lomond, reaching to a

n.-ight of over 3,000 feet, gave us some idea of the

magnitude of the task before us, but in the enjoyment
of the surrounding beauties thoughts of the struggle

10 come were banished from our minds. Through
the picturesque Glen Falloch, which might be termed
the "Gateway to the West Highlands," the road

ascends somewhat, thereafter skirting the bases of

the majestic Ben More and Stobinian, which guard

the entrance to the calm and peaceful glen.

Progressing onward, our road strikes north over

the bleak and desolate moor of Rannoch, where the

long pull up the Black Mount is a test of low gear

work. This rises to a height of over 1,500 feet, and
a glorious prospect is viewed from the summit. In

front are the peaks of Lochaber, surmounted by the

grim and frowning heights of Ben Nevis, the centre

of our thoughts.

An Expensive Crossing.

We experienced some little delay in getting across

the ferry at Ballachulish, where, for ferrying a

distance of about 200 yards, they charged us ten

shillings for the three ' machines and the passenger.

We were now within sight of our destination, and

were all eagerness to start the conflict with the steep

and precipitous sides of the mountain.

As it was somewhat late in the afternoon, we did

not lose any time in getting to the foot of the

mountain, arriving there about three o'clock, and in

the afternoon stm the surrounding peaks stood oiit

boldly against a cloudless sky.

The Beginning of the Struggle.

The - narrow and rocky path above us appeared

inip(jssible of ascent, but, losing no time, the plucky

rider of the A.J.S., with the lady passenger in the

sidecar, was soon threading his way among the

boulders and ruts, and the first ascent of Ben Nevis

by motor cycle and sidecar had commenced. Turning

over at a fine rate, on a low gear of 16 to i, the

B7
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Above the Clouds by Sidecar.

—

machine made light of the steep gradient, and soon
covered the first half-mile. Thereafter the path
became narrower and the surface deteriorated,
necessitating great care in negotiation, and the
slightest slip on the part of the driver would have
been highly dangerous. Showers of stories arid dirt
were thrown backwards by the revolving wheels, and
the smell of burning rubber from the tyre permeated
the surrounding atmosphere. The higher we pro-
gressed the steeper and more awful became the track.

OCTOBER 2nd, igij.

At one portion it was deemed advantageous to take
to the grassy sides of the track, but these were even
worse than the track itself, which was joined a litde
further on. Up past the half-way house the cora-
bmationhad three up, a passenger being carried on
the carrier. Rapid progress was now made, and,
although the surface was, if possible, worse than any
they yet experienced, a point about a mile from the
top was reached without any untoward incident.
Here, however, the back tyre, which had been showing
signs of the terrible ordeal to which it had bew

subjected, burst -with a loud re-

port. An old spare was sub-

stituted, but only a few yards had
been co-\-ered before it was de-

' cided to desist for the day. One
of the party tramped to the
summit of the mountain and
stayed overnight, while the others
journeyed afoot to Fort WiUiam.

Third Day of the Climb.
Saturday was spent in a return

to Glasgo^v for new tyres, and on
the Sunday morning these were
fitted and the climb commenced
afresh.

(1) One ol the many hairpins on Ben Nevis.

and in one place the back wheel sank
up to the chain cases in black, sticky
mud, caused by water on the loose
surface. At one point it appeared
that the ascent would have to be given
up altogether. Huge boulders lay on
the path, and a watercourse ran right
down the centre. By some super-
human effort the rider, however, sur-
mounted this difficulty, and, continu-
ing at about ten miles per hour, covered
fully a quarter of a mile before coming
to a halt again.

Darkness Necessitates a Halt.

Darkness now descending, it was
deemed advisable to abandon the climb
for the day and proceed to our headquarters in Fort
William on foot.

Mid-day on the morrow found us again with the
A.J.S., and it was splendid to see the easy manner
in which the machine started at the first kick. After
having lain overnight in the mountain mist, this was
an excellent demonstration of the easy starting capa-
bilities of a modern motor cycle.
Now came one of the most trying parts of the

ascent. Great stones covered the track, and the
first hundred yards ccupied us fully half an hour.

(2> Keepin,;j the

photographed in

combination [rom running over the side of one oi the hairpins while being
the mist near the top. For three miles the surface is as rough as shown.

Gradually ascending yard by yard, rounding hair-

pins with gradients of appalling steepness, the party
slowly neared the top of the mountain. In addi-
tion to the terrors of the track, the mist descended;
completely blotting out the surrounding scenery, and,
with nothing but a blank white wall all around, the
roar of the engine \vas the only sound which disturbed
the solitude of the scene. Nearer and nearer we got
to the summit atid the le\-el stretch at the top, and soon
the first aseent of Ben Nevis had been accomplished
by a motor cycle and sidecar. J.L.G.
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SEVERE TRIAL IN NORTH WALES.
Liverpool A.C.C. Open Reliability Trial.

O. Wade (5-6 A.J.S. sidecar).

CILCAIN, THE FIRST TEST HILL.
G. Wray (5-6 Clyno s'decar).

OX our wny lo Queensferry, the starting point of the
Liverpool Auto Cycle Club's reliability trial, last

Saturday, we called to inspect a hill out of Llan-
gollen known as Altybady, which the solo riders

were expected to climb, and, having failed ignominiously
at the first attempt on a low-geared mount, formed the
opinion that if the rain continued it would prove an effec-

tual stumbling block to the competitors. The hill in ques-
tion has a gradient of quite 1 m 4, but that is not all :

deep channels cross the road, and in wet weather the mud
is thick and holding, and can best be compared to Por-
lock, the Soriiersetshire terror. We saw, among others, two
.\.J.S. riders who had made ascents, also the riders of
two Z!^ h.p. Humbers, but each profited by practice, for
af the first attempt they had come to a standstill.

We broke the news very gently on arrival at Chester,
but the competitors, now accustomed to hearing tales of
"impossible" hills the night before the trial, and haWng
such confidence in their mounts, were inclined to doubt
whether anything short of a church steeple could stop them.
Tessier, for instance, was open to lay odds that nothing
cimtd stop his Bat, and Bees, practised in the art of freak
liiil-climbing in the Si.\ Days' Trial, was of the same opinion
concerning his L.M.C. As events proved, only two suc-
ceeded in making clean ascents of the hill, though others
,L,<it u]i under engine power, but having to steady themselves
V itii their feet.

A Representative Entry.
The trial was one of those selected for manufacturers'

support, ninety-five entrants appearing on the list. Amo'ig
these were six each Triumphs and Clynos, five Sunbeams
(hicluding the 1914 model 3^ and 6 h!p.'s), several Quad-
rants, A.J.S.s, and Bats, whilst two-strokes were repre-
sented by Scott. Levis, and Connaught. Among the
entrants were Mrs. and Miss Baxter, who rode a 6 li.p.

Rex and a Connaught respectively.
A prize offered for the best performance on a single-

geared machine tempted a inimber to start with a fixed
ratio, but we feel certain that they would decide differently
if the trial were re-run. Among these was a Rudge con-
verted to chain drive and belonging to T. E. Greene, the

Grand Prix winner, who had come over with a Dublin
team, and two Rovers ridden by Orde and Ne some.
Thanks to explicit uiformation and route cards having

been forwarded by post to each competitor in ample time,

th" start w-as effected in orderly fashion, jNIold and Denbigh

Hugh Gibson (twin-cylindK Btadliury sidecar) climbing Llanlali Talhalrn.

Bq
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W. Heaton (2J h.p. A.J S.) at a secret check. Heaton and Brown (Indian)
were the only riders to climb successfully the last test hill.

being the places first visited. Main roads were not the
usual order, miles of by-lanes being covered in order to
include test hills. The first of these was Cilcain, which was
in a very heavy state. This hill has accounted for many a
rider in previous trials, but the right hand bend this time
was as slippery as it could be. No less than thirty riders
thus early lost their chances of a non-stop. Coopland's
Indian sidecar skidded almost completely round, Gregson
(Bat) and Greene (Rudge) followed suit. H. G. Bell (F.N.)

'

sideslipped and damaged his change-speed lever. Whilst fix-

ing up a repair, Mrs. Baxter almost collided with him owing

to a skid. Fox (Matchless) stopped owing to his gear lever

jumping out of engagement. C. T. Newsome found the hill

too much for a single gear, and Haslam (Rover sc.) was
under-powered. A. J. Stevens stopped simply owing to the
back tyre failing to grip the slippery surface. There were
only three cycle cars in the trial—a Morgan and two Hum-
berettes. H. F. S. Morgan and S. Wright made good
climbs and were applauded by a number of fallen riders. A
privately owned Humberette was not so successful.

Then followed miles of twisty and narrow roads, over

which a 20 m.p.h. average was expected, but it was next
to impossible. The sun hereabouts made its appearance and
had the effect of making the road surfaces still more tacky.

The solo riders had a very anxious time, riding with their

legs dangling. Quite a dozen sideslipped and damaged their

machines. We passed F. Dover (Premier) very late by the
roadside, and he called out "gear." Later we caught up
with Miss Baxter cooling down at the foot of a long rise

after Henllan.

A Long Climb at Llanfair.
The second real test of the morning's run was at Llanfaiv

Talhairn, where the spectators saw many riders skidding up
the hill from one side to the other, passenger machines with
their driving wheels buzzing round, and many stopped alto-

gether. Those who found Cilcain too much for them were
mostly unable to climb tliis tongue twister, though Stevens
this time was successful. IMorgan stood still %vith his back
wheel churning a deep gi-oove in the mud. Llanfair Talhaii-n is

about a mile in length, and many an engine knocked before

the summit was reached. The corresponding descent to

Llangerniew proved highly dangerous. Competitors descended
crabwise at walking pace, being jolted into and out of stone
gitlleys formed across the road ; at times the gradient was so

steep that one could not check the progress of a machine by
locking the back wheel. H. Silver's Quadrant got out of hand
(it was the rider's first competition), and rider and machine
charged the bank, fortunately without doing much damage.
Yet over all this terrible going competitors were expected to

risk their necks and average 20 m.p.h. (Subsequently a time
allowance was made.) Passing on these narrow roads was
practically impossible. A. J. Stevens attempted to pass

Wright's Humberette and cannoned a bank, which nearly

spoilt his chances, and the Humberette was later held up
for over a mile by a pony and trap. Indeed, so many
competitors must have been a nuisance on these narrow

Scene at the chsck at Llangerniew. The competitors are: H. C. Marston (3^ h.p. Triumph widocar) and J. S, Wcitson (Sunbeamj.
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Severe Trial in North Wales.

—

li'uds. for shoi'p :inii cattle were constant!}- mot. A water-
^|ilasli follov.'e<l, and two at ItTist were, stopped, the belt

I .Mimdy's Triumph retiising to grip, appare iitiy owing to
he pulley groove having worn, and Six.imitli (Scott), who fell.

I hen followed a grass grown track, which imjiroved to IJan-
;. rniow, whei'c a time check was arranged for tliose who had
taken risks to average 20 ni.p.h. By now the com-
petitors were beginning to wonder what competitions were
coming to-^crobatic performances on by-laiies or tests of

reliability and hill-climbing. W. H. Cavson (K.\celsiur sc.)

had been delayed by his throttle slides sticking, which nearly

led to an accident, as he descended one hill with the throttle
wide open. The rider's presence of luind in snatching the
'liijli-tension wire off the plug saved the situation.

.\fter Eglwys Bach there followed one of tlie most diffi-

calt tests of the day, viz.. Pennant Hill, a long climb up
a single figure gradient- certainly approaching 1 in 4 and
covered with a thick coating of real Welsh' grease. Again
the bunch who had failed previously konked out, but one
of the most wonderful climbs was by Marston on a Triumph
sidecar. He is the same rider who did so well in the Six Days
Trial, and was again able to show solo men with as much
engine power as he possessed that there is a great deal in
handling a machine correctly. Cocker (Singer) skidded and
stopped, and No. 4 (Clyno sc.) left a few more omices of

rubber from his back tyre, which persisted in slipping on
the worst hills. Scott (Premier sc.) suffered in the same
way. The A.J.S., Triumphs, Bats, Sunbeam, and Diamond
teams to a man accounted for the climb.

At Llanrwst a tremendous drove of sheep was encountered.
Horsman (Singer) swung round a corner and ran into one
of them, both -finishing in the hedge. The rider was sur-

prised to find that the sheep was killed. The shepherd
demanded 30s., so Horsman wisely left his card. Ayres

, Villiers) was stopped on a hill due to the back cone screw-
ing up and locking the hub. After putting matters right

he blew a cover off the rim, and so retired.

The Pass of the Cross.
.\t Bettws-y-Coed (56| miles), where lunch was taken, the

nnid bespattered machines told their tale of the road
nversed. Many showed signs of falls. Blaenau Festiniog

.IS the commencement of the afternoon run to JIaentwrog,
i.'ie scenery on this section being much admired. Out of

Maentwrog there was another test hill, tliough not so severe
:is the others. ,'\t Dolgellv there was another check, and

then over the mountains to Dinas llawddwy villagi. di.ja up
Bwlch-y-Grocs, which still remains, in our opinion, the
fairest and most gruelling test for an engine we have ever
encountered. Many more records were spoilt on tha»" Pass of
the Cross," ilarston having to run beside his Triumph side-
car for a few yards, though this did not affect liis award,
as the SOO c.c. passenger machines were allowed to fail on
one hill and then gain a gold medal. The little Hobart,
ridden by Dudley, made another surprisingly good climb,
(or tlie engine is only 290 c.c, and Fenn. on a new three-
speed counter-shaft geared B.S.A., which we understand
is a forerunner of the 1914 model, got up very well. Two
Clynos found the gradient too much for them, but Fr.aiik

Smith (who ma-de a reappearance in competition) and U.
Pearson made no mistake. The Quadrants seemecl to hav.-
plenty of power, and, as usual, all the Sunbeams made a.

tine show. Hugh Gibson's new twin Bradbury, which is

now approaching its thousandth mile, got up comfortably.
Th«« Lev.is, ridden by Newey, again showed what an efficient

little engine can do. By the way, this rider rode up from
Birmingham the same morning, starting at 4 a.m. After
the trial he went home by train, hitched a sidecar on to Ms
machine, and ne.xt day competed in the local club's twelve
hour event. Of the cycle cars on BwIch-y-Groes JXorgan
stopped apparently owing to overheating, whilst Sam Wright
drove his air-cooled Humberette to the summit in great
style, passing two solo riders on the way. The Diamonds
emitted a sharp crackle and got up in style, Davies doing
particularly well. Cocker told us that he changed to top
gear after the corner and almost completed the climb on top.

A Surface like a Quagmire.
There was a fifteen minutes halt for tea at Bala, then on

to Corwen and Llangollen, where the solo riders branched
off to the right to climb Altybady, which was in a
frightful state. It was almost shameful to see competitors
who had covered so many miles and successfully climbed so

many severe hills floundering about in the mud and being
bumped over the gulleys. 'To steer a straight course was
impossible, and unfortunately there was only a strip two
feet wide fit to ride on. The hill, as well as the surface,

much resembled Porlock in the 1912 Six Days Trial, and
we consider that the Liverpool club had a great deal of

pluck in including it, especially in the light of the com-
plaints regarding freak hills in the A.C.U. Six Days Trials,

Tliere were none, however, so bad as Altybady, Some of the
performances are recorded on the next page.

Mrs. Baxter (6 b.p. Rex; in the watersplaili near Llansannan.
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SCENES ON LLANFAIR TALHAL KN.

(1) C. T. Ncwsome (Rover), who plu;kily attempted to take a single-

geared mach ne through the trial.

E. F. Baxter (6 Eex), good for best part of the hill, but

had to foot-slog; he eventually skidded across road. It.

appears that the low ratio of his engine-shaft gear was
inoperative.

AY. Heaton (2| A.J.S.). Splendid ascent.

C. Wilson (Quadrant) failed just round first bend.

F. G. Edmond (3^ Humber) almost reached top, but a

belt fastener broke.

C. T. Newsome (3j Eover) foot-slogged all the way from
first bend.

S. Tharp (3j Triumph) failed on first bend.

Pi. F. James (6 Rex) nearly reached top, then .-^kidded

and dashed into bank.

L. Guy (Scott) petered out

J. B. Sproston (2J Sunbeam) stopped near top.

A. J. Dixon (3^ Singer). Very good as far as he got, then
clutch gave out, and he stopped.

S. 0. Ferryman (3^ Quadrant) failed at first bend.

A. G. Fenn (3^ B.S.A.) almost succeeded, foot-slogged at

top and was assisted.

J. Cocker (3^ Singer) jumped off half-way between the two
bends.

J. Baker (3| Scott) skidded and charged bank.

D. H. Noble (3^ Rover) stopped near top.

Y. E. Horsman (3^ Singer) stopped with his engine buzzing
near top.

S. Sawer (3^ Premier) ran alongside when the engine

knocked between the bends and reached top.

C. E. Nokes (3^ Sunbeam). Clever climb ; kept in saddle

while paddling and dancing for forty yards.

J. A. Dudley (2^- Hobart) failed "first bend.

L. Park (2| Douglas) foot-slogged and stopped.

S. Doward (3^ Bradbury) stopped.

O. Featherstonha'jgh (3i- Rover) stopped.

R. G. Mundy (Triumph) came to rest well up hill.

S. T. Tessier (6 Bat) stopped near top.

N. H. Brown (7 Indian) second clean ascent, sensational

and fast climb.

H. Newey (2^ Levis) stuck in gutter, assisted out and then

got up.

S. Tubb (3^ Humber) stopped near top.

J. H. Fox (5 Matchless) charged bank.

A. W. Brittain (3^ Bradbury) ran all the way from the

first bend.

.1. S. Watson (2| Sunbeam) skidded into the gutter.

L. .Mogridge (2| Mead) stopped well up.

F. W. Sixsmith (31 Scott) failed, and charged bank.
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(2) One of the A.J.S, sidecars on the same corner. The po.ition

of the passenger will be noted.

A. H. Mee (2| Diamond) nearly succeeded.

W. y. Ford (2| Diamond), bad skid and failed.

W. Jones (A.J.S.) passed very late. He was obliged to

assist his machine.
Longton (Alldays) had the bad luck to have his change

speed rod break. Fastening the low gear home, he actually

made the third successful ascent of the hill.

The stragglers had a very anxious time, for they had to
light lamps before Llangollen was reached and climb the
worst hill in the dusk. How the checkers went on we do
not know.
The last section of the run was completed in darkness,

two time checks being taken. The riders were thoroughly
tired, for the run of 180 odd miles had been brimful of

excitement, what with slippery roads and constant single

figure gradients.

The provisional list of awards was issued on Saturday
evening, but it is anticipated that the list of gold medal
winners will be rednced rather than increased.

Gold jMedal Winnt:us.

W. Heaton (2| A.J.S.)
0. Wade (5 A.J.S. sc.)

J. B. Sproston (21 Sunbeam)
A. G. Feim (3^ B.S.A.)
Hugh Gibson (5 Bradbury

sc.)

Frank Smith (Clyno sc.)

C. E. Nokes (3^ Sunbeam)
R. Pearson (Clyno sc.)

N. H. Brown (7 Indian)

H. Newey (2^ Levis)
H. R. Davies (2| Diamond)
V. Busby (3^ Sunbeam)
T. Silver (7 Quadrant sc.)

W. Jones (2J A.J.S.)
H. C. Marston (3^ Triumph

sc.)

S. Wright (8 Humberette)

Silver Medal Winners.
G. Wray (5-6 Clyno sc.)

F. G. Edmond (3j Humber)
A. J. Dixon (3^ Singer)

L. Guy (Scott)

W. Court (6 A.J.S. sc.)

S. C. Ferryman (3^

Quadrant)
J. Baker (3| Scott)

T. C. de la Hay (6 Sun-
beam so.)

V. E. Horsman (3^ Singer)

Rex G. Mundy (3^ Triumph)

D. H. Noble (3i- Rover)
G. Featherstonhangli (3i

Rover)
C. S. Burney (3J, Blackburn)
S. T. Tessier (6~ Bat)
S. Tubb (3^ Humber)
H. Silver (4^ Quadrant)
R. P. Ravenhill (3^ Rover)
W. H. Longton (3i Alldavs)
L. A. Bees (4 L.M.C.)
C- Freeman (Clyno sc.)

A. J. Stevens (A.J.S. sc.)

It is anticipated that the A.J.S. team will carry off the

team award, for that trio made the unequalled performance

of gaining three gold medals.

Of the gold medal winners six drove sidecars, one a cycle

car, four motor cycles over 500 c.c, and five lightweights

(which were allowed one stop on a hill).
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Sidecar Touring in the States

An American sidecar outfit. The absence of a mudguard to the sidecar

wheel will be noticei.

I'he accompanying photographs show how a little

Iclecar tour is managed in the States. Half a dozen
sidecar outfits, with their dri\'ers and passengers, took

I'urt in a recent tour for three or four days under the

auspices of the Milwaukee Motor Cycle Club. The
luggage question had to be considered, so the tourists

Tne Harley Davidson luggage carrying tricar which accompanied a recent

sidecar tour in the States.

hit upon the happy idea of chartering a luggage-carry-

ing tricar, which followed them from town to town,

delivering their luggage to them at each night's halt.

The vehicle which performed this useful duty was an

8 h.p. twin-cylinder air-cooled Harley-Davidson, a

make of machine highly popular in the U.S.A.

ROTHERHAM COMBINED GAUGE
AND FILTER.

The combined gauge, tank stopper, and filter shown in the

accompanying pliotograph, which is practically self-explana-

tory, has the advantage of dispensing with a separate gauze

filter, the stopper aiiu the gauge 1 .riiciUor btnift coniuined

together. The fixing of the stoppei- is the same as the 1913
pattern marketed by Messrs. Eotlierham, the gauge being
formed by means of a cork float which travels up and down
a spiral strip of metal, and revolves the indicator needle

which is attached to tlie strip. The indicator dial is spaced
out to show when tlie tank is quarter, half, threequarters,

and full. The gauze filter surrounds the whole of the device,

and no petrol can enter the tank without first passing

through it. This article is a multum in jiarvo. A tank
stopper is a necessity, a gauge is a desirable feature of any
motor cycle, and a filter can be regarded as an almost
indispensable refinement.

CLIMBING BEN NEVIS BY SIDECAR. (See pajes 121-2).

The mountain climbers resting beyond the halfway but. The little iDch seen
t;eIow is one of the highest in Scotlano.

FURTHER SINGER RECORDS.
On Monday last, at Brooklamls, P>. Haywood, driving a

10 h p. Singer, continued his onslaught on cycle car records,
i succeeded in adding the following to his bag, in a.ilili

' to those referred to on page 1258.

Tinii'.

ISOniile.^^ 2h. 14ni. S^s.

Speed, 67.12 ni.p.h.

200 miles 21i. 59ni. 13s.

Speed, 66.95 m.p.h.
'11 two hours the Singer covered 134 miles 806 yards.

-iH^d, 67.23 ni.p.h.

In three hours 200 miles 1,542 yards were covered. Speed,
f.6.95 m.p.h.

.Monday's run had to be abandoned owing to engine tiouble. A neat combined petrol Alter and gauge by Rotherham and Sons.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
October 2 6 36

5.31

6.27

6.22

The Modern Reliability Trial.

Saturday's trial in North Wales of the
Liverpool Club was very much like the
missing sixth day's run of the A.C.I7.
Six Days Trials. Single figure gradients
in by-lanes, terribly rough surfaces, and
a, watersplash were provided.

Sidecar Outfit Stolen.

Mr. Eichard Bird, Ballydule, Queens-
town, reports that liis P. and M. and
sidecar has been stolen in Salisbury.
The registered number is IK 2, and the
engine number S 1960. In the sidecar
was a new Skew non-skid cover and a
Gladstone bag. We are informed that
this is the third machine that has been
stolen lately in Salisbury.

The Gaillon Hill-climb.

We learn with regret from our con-

temporary L'Auto, that the motor cycle
class in the Gaillon hill-climb has been
•cancelled, probably owing to the fact
that the Motor Cycle Union of France
jdoes not recognise events run by news-
papers. This fact will be a great dis-

appointment both to the dozen or so
British riders who expressed to us their
desire to compete, and also to the French
entrants.

Innovations in the London-Ebjeter Eun.
The M.O.C. winter run to Exeter and

back on December 26th and 27th will be
over the same route as- last year, but to

add further interest for this year it is

proposed to make one hill each way a
non-stop section. Mr; Harold Karslake
has been appointed to take charge of'

the run.

London-Edinburgh Without Stopping
Engine.

A slight mishap to the Williamson side-

car which R. G. Mundy was to have
driven from London to Edinburgh last

week on ,a non-stop engine run caused
the attempt to be postponed a few days.
The sidecar was expected in Edinburgh
last evening.

Continental Models in 1914.
Considerable improvements are an-

nounced amongst various Continental
machines. The N.S.U., for example, we
understand, will place on the market a
type with gear box giving three speeds
and possessing a metal to metal clutch.
The N.S.U. gear lever as at present fitted

will be discontinued, and the gear will be
worked by a lever either on the frame or
on the handle-bar. Two new Alcyons
will be produced in 1914, one of 350" c.c.

and the other of 500 c.c. The cylinders
will be set at 60°, and the two-speed gear
will form a unit with the engine. The
first -speed will be 50% reduction on the
second. The 500 c.c. type will be specially
designed for sidecar work. Terrot is also

introducing a new model.

SPECIAL FEATURES :

CYCLE CAR ENGINES.

SEVERE^ TRIAL IN NORTH WALES
BEN NEVIS CLIMBED.

Over 300 Miles per Gallon.

Last Saturday the Sutton Coldfield'

Club held a petrol consumption trial,'

and the announced results really make
one gasp. In the solo class, two twin
James head the list, with 334 and 320
miles per gallon respectively, and a
Singer cycle car was first in the passenger,
class with 87 m.p.g.,, an A.C. having
the biggest mileage 101 m.p.g. We do
not know the adopted means of checking '

the results, but we fear that many
readers will require some amount, of
convincing that such remarkably
economicai results are possible.

Speed Trials at Weston.

The Bristol M.O.C, who are holding
open speed trials at Weston-super-Mare
on Saturday next, have obtained 120

'

entries for these events. A capital

point is that half of this number are
from club members, which shows that
sporting events stUl receive plenty of

support, and club life is by no means
declining, as some would have us believe.

Elaborate preparations have been made
for the smooth running off of the various
events, and after crossing the finishing

line competitors will return to the start-

ing hne by a separately marked off run.

INSPECnOH OF THE DLSTEB VOIiUNTEBR OOKfS AT BELFAST BY GBB. SIRi GEORGE RICHARDSON,
Fart of the motor cycle corps.

B20
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Four P. and M. machines belonging to the Royal Flying Corps. They are fitted with KempshaU tyres and

I

are very completely equipped, as wUI be seen from the photograph.

Kew Manchester Index Numbei.

Motor vehicks in Manchester have
inc ssed to such an extent that the

Lo; Government Board have now
Ki'iiiii^ed a fresh registration number to

llie Council of the County Borough.
I'lie new number is NA.

Xbe International Trophy.

The 200 guinea International Trophy,
which was won by the English team in

the A.C.U. Six Days Trials by defeating

the French team, is now on exhibition in

Gloucester at the premises of Messrs.
tJibb, Gough and Sons, of 26, London
Road.

Remarkable—Nobody Killed !

Under the above heading an American
jiitemporary publishes a paragraph re-

1 iting to a well-known saucer racing track,

..nd says, "The track has a remark-
)ile record, in that it has not been marked
iih an accident, either to riders or
pjctators, that approached a serious

nature."

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

The London - PoitTsiiouTH Ko.u). —
Those A.A. and JI.U. members who have
teul in complaints to the Association
regarding the unsatisfactory condition of

I'ortions of the London-Portsmouth Road
will be glad to hear that the local

authorities controlling the Petersiield-

I'ortsmouth section are about to spend a
l.irge amount in converting the surface
nito granite in place of the flint and
yiavel ugw used.

An Adventurous Sidecar Trip.

-V remarkable journey by motor cycle
:ind sidecar has just been accomplished
ill America, where Mr. and Mrs. Le Roy
buodgrass, of Long Beach, California,
l.ave succeeded in crossing the Continent
from their home to New York on a four-

cyUnder Henderson and sidecar. They
carried a complete camping outfit, and
naturally a good deal of their journey
was through very wild and desolate
country, especially out West. Specially
strong wheels were provided, but other-
wise there was nothing very special in

the machine. Four months were spent
on the trip, the running distance being
6,600 miles. It is interesting to note
that_187 gallons of petrol and 14 gallons
of oil were used on the journey

The Brooklands Meeting on Saturday.

At the Brooklands meeting on Saturday
several new machines will make their

appearance, one a twin-cylinder New
Imperial to be ridden by E. L. Buchanan.
A 3^ h.p. single-cylinder Humbev new to

track work will be handled by S. Wright,
and it is said to be capable of nearly 70
m.p.h. Edmond will bestride his fleet

little twin. No fewer than six Singers
are entered and five Rudges. A machine

-£^ .O -C*

4.—Sutton Coldaeld & Mid-War-
wickshire .\.C. Open Trial.

4.—B.A.R.C. Brooklands .Meeting.

4.—Bristol RI.C.C. Open Speed
Trials.

II.—Coventry & Warwickshire M.C.
Annual Open Hili-clirab.

ir.—B.M.C.R.C. Meeting and .\.C.U.
Championships.

25.—Mersey i\l.C. Open Trial.

29.—A.C.U. Open One Day Trial for

Cycle Cars. ^
r. 24 to 2g.^Motor Cycle & Cycle Car ^

Show at Olympia. ^

which will be watched with particular
interest is the A. B.C., which has a new
jockey in J. L. E. Emerson, the old
Norton exponent. -A little MinA'va will

also try its luck from a limit mark. D.
C. Bolton is riding his latest mount—

a

Douglas—and D. R. O'Donovan (Norton)
is training very seriously for the event.
A list of entries follows :

^ No
(S)

The 17th Short Motor Cycle l?ace (a handicap,
about

.S'J miles). Prizes—£10, £5, ami /,'3, or cups
at oi>Ii«)ii. l-'or all classes of uiolor bicycles.

fiorc and Stroke.
P. Fletcher {Iiitliaii I cyl.) 82AX 93
G. E. Stanley (Singer I) 85" x 88
,1. Cocker (Singer i) 85 X «8
I. R. llaswcll (Triumph I) 85 x 88
J. E. Bird (SiiiRer i) 85 x 88
N. F. Holder (Ulumlicld 2) 67 X 95
1-.. E Elwcll (Douglas 2) 61 X 60
W. Heatoa (A J.S. I) 74 x 81
H. C. Newnian fivy I ) 70 x 90
L. Hill (Rudge I) 85 X 88
E. N. Opcnshaw (Triumph 1) 85 x 88
C. Williams (A. I.S. I) 7+ x 8l
.1. W. Tollady (Singer 1) 85 x 88
.A. L. IMongcr (Rudge i) 85 x 88
\i. L. Buchanan (New Imperial 2) 70 x 64^
\l. C. Stanley (Douglas 2) 60 x OoJ
-A. M. N. Holzapfel (Green-Precision 1).

.

70 x 90
\V. H. Buckeridge (Doug. as 2) 6oJx 60
J\ K. O'Donovan (Norton 1) 79 x 100
C. R. Taylor (Zenith 2) 851 x 60
J. A. B. Hellaby (Indian 2j 82 J x 93
H. W. Wynn (Rudge l) 85 x 88
M. R. Alien (Douglas 2) 6oi X 60
D. C. Bolton (Douglas 2) eoi x 60
A. J. Luce (Zenith 2) go x 77
A, G. Miller (j\Iartin-Jap i) 90 x 77i
W. A. Jacobs (Singer 1) 69 x 93
J. P. Lc Grand (Singer i) 69 x 93
J. A. Manners-Smith (Triumph i) 85 x 8it

R. G. Parker (Norton l) 79 x 100
W. D. Hawkss (Ixion-Precisiou 1) 85 x 88
C. G. Pullin (Rudge l) 85 x 88
A. L. Pullin (Rudge i) 85 x 88

J. L-. E. Emerson (A.B.C. 2) 70 x 64
H. H. Square (Robin-Minerva i) 68 x 69
F. W. Carr>'er (N'ew Imperial 1) 90 x 77\
S. Wright (Hmnber i ) 84 x 90
F. G. Edmond (Humbcr 2) 60J x 60

The r4th Long Motor Cycle Race (a handicap,
about 8^ miles). Prizes—£10. £5, and £3. or Cups
at option. For all class of motor bicycles

Bore and Stroke'
P. Fletcher (Indian 1 cyl.) 82J x 93
G. E. Stanley (Singer i) 85 x 88

J. Cocker (Singer i) 85 x 88

J. R. Haswell (Triumph I) 85 x 88

J E. Bird (Singer 1) 85 x 88
N. F. Holder' (Blumfield 2) 67 x 95
E. E. Elwell (Douglas 2) 61 x 60
W. Heaton (A.J.S. i) 74 x 8r
H. C. Newman (Ivy i) 70 x 90
L. Hill (Rudge i) 85 x 88
E. N. Openshaw {Triumph i) 85 x 88
C Williams (A.T.S. 1) 74 x 81

J. W. Tollady (Singer I) 85 x 88
E. L. Buchanan (New Imperial 2) 70 x 64J
W. H. Buckeridge (Douglas 2) 60^ x 60
D. R. O'Donovan (Norton I) 79" x 100
O. M. Baldwin (Matchless 2) 90 x 77i
C. R. Taylor (Zcmth'2) SjVx 60

J. A. B. ilellabv (Indian 2) 82! x 95
H W. Wynn (Rudge i) 85" x 88
D. C. Bolton (Douglas 2) 60J x 60
A. J. Luce (Zenith 2) 90 x 77
G. C. Miller (Martin Jap i) 90 x 77i
W. A. Jacobs (Singer 1) 69 x 93
J. P. Le Grand (Singer 1) 69 x 93
J. A. Manners-Smith (Triumph 1) S3 x 88"

R. G. Parker (Norton 1 ) 79 x 100
W. D. Hawkes (Ixion-I'recision 1) 8=; x 88
C. G. Pullin (Rudge 1) 85 x 88
A. L. Pullin (Rudge l) 85 )j 88

J. L. E. Emerson (A.B.C. 2i 70 x O4
F. W. Carryer (New Imperial i ) 90 x 77^
S. Wright (Humbcr I) 84 x 90
F. G. Edmond (Humbcr 2j 60^ x 60

The above racing model Williamson has Just been supplied to an Italian motor cyclist—F.V. Lanlranchi el Milan.
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The Inter-club Hill-climb at Arms Hill.

"A
EMA virumque cano "—"I sing of arms and the

man." So wrote Virgil in the first book of the

Aeneid ; and so write we of Arms (sometimes

called Alms Hill) and the men who climbed last

Saturday. Wt have no little affection for this short sharp

hill on the slopes of the lovely Chilterns, as The Motor
Cycle "discovered" it and wrote it up in February last

year. It was a perfect stternoon, more like summer than
autumn, and the hill was in excellent condition. Excellent

for Arms that is to say, as it has a permanently abnormal
surfi'ce which, being chalk, is unrideable in wet weather.

Just at the steepest part, which is said to be 1 in 3, are

two iron drain pipes, one each side of the road, which are

called "the cannons," and just below this point the surface

is alr.iost dangerously loose.

A Late Start.
The hill-climb was advertise'd to start at 3 p.m., but the

event did not begin till 1 hour 45 minutes after this time.

One team, the North-west London M.C.C, failed to turn
up fltogether, and of the two teams left that of the Oxford
M.C'.C. was composed of eleven m.en and that of the

Middlesex M.C.C. of thirteen men. No times were taken,

as the hill was considered too dangerous for-a speed climb,

but the contest was arranged in the following manner :

Observers with flags were placed at four points on the hill,

and marks were awarded as follows—up to the first flag

25 marks, up to the second 50 marks, up to the third 75

marks, and up to the last flag 100 marks. The results were
based on the ten best scores of each club added together,

and of these three had to be single-cylinder solo machines,

one solo machine single-speed, three multi-speed solo

machines (single or multi-cylinder), and one passenger
machine or cycle car. On Saturday not a single cycle car

entered the competition. It is a pity that the event was
not better organised. No one had number plates, and even
the observers did not know the names of the competitors.

There was no programme, and the Avhole event was un-

businesslike. The best feature of the proceedings was tl»{

arrangement that no competitor was allowed to descend thf
hill, as each man had to return to the start by anothei
route, but one man who ignored this regulation and might
have caused serious trouble was allowed to get off scot free.

The Climb.
However, Mr. R. C. Davis, of the Oxford team, did his

best, and is to be congratulated on giving the press all (iie

assistance in his power. The first Tnan up the hill was
Davis on his 1914 Clyno sc. This machine has the cylinder

radiating fins cast pear-shaped, larger valves, and a lower
compression than last year. He made an excellent ascent,

but his passenger, like others in this competition, was rented

in an abnormal position. Slingo (Oxford), oh a 1913 Clyno
fc, also came up well. C4ray, 6 Eudge sc. ( iliddlesex),

failed the first time at the lowest flag, and the second time
below "the cannons." W. Brown, who was driving a 6
Zenith fitted with the water-cooled valve caps described in

a recent issue, for the JMiddlesex Club, came up in excellent

form. Couzens (Oxford), on the new 2^ Clyno two-stroke,

made a clean but slow ascent, which was much admired and
no mean performance for so small a machine. Another good
climb was made by yet another two-stroke, the 2^ Stuart,

ridden by Flint, also for the Oxford Club. H. G. Hill m." 'e

a good climb for the Middlesex Club on his 2^ single-sp '

Calcott, but failed on the crest through belt slip. \

Douglases ridden by Fletcher, Miss Hammett, Hilger, and
Dangerfield for the ?»Iiddlesex Club, and Eastwood, for the

Oxford Club, performed well, but Bocock (Middlesex) failed.

Mills, Zenith-Green (Jliddlesex), failed on the sumnrit through
belt slip. Brown (Zenith) made a very fast climb solo, but
had a terrific skid just short of the last flag. His machine
pirouetted in the most extraordinary manner on the ground,
but he cleverly extricated himself.

T. A. Brown, 3^ T.T. Triumph, single-gear (Middlesex),

probably made the fastest ascent. Karslake's Rover

Nenriri^ rtic Top. i
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The Inter-club Hill-climb at Arms Hill.

—

(Middlesex) made many excellent ascents both during and
befnie the competition. Tliei'e were numerous failures, of

whicli quite a large percentage were due to belt slip. Jlost

of the machines had ample engine power for the gradient, and
next to belt slip most of the remainder of the failures were
due to skidding on the loose surface. The results were as
follows. The Middlesex Club won by twenty-five marks,
the performances of its teams being as follows :

FlllST ThKKE SiNGLK-CYLINDER SlNGLE-GE.iRED SoLO JI.\CHIM:.S.

Rider and machine.
^

Marks.
T. A. S. Brown (3^ T.l'. Triumph) 100
.1. Lloyd (3J- Rudge) 100
.\I. (j. Abraliam (5^ Ivv-Pi'ecision) failed first

flag 25

FuisT Thkke Multi-spekd Solo M.\chi.\es.
A. Hilger (2J Douglas) 100
Dangerfield (2| Douglas) 100
Karslake (3i Rover) 100

Passenoer Cl.\ss.

W. Brown (6 Zenith sc.) 100

Next Best Thrke Multi-si'EEd Solo MAcmxES.
Miss Hammett (2^ Douglas) 100
W. L. Smith (3i Premier) 100

G. T. Gray (6 Eudgej 100

.T.

V.

H.

W.

Total 925

H.
\V.

R.

A.
H.
\V.

V.
H.
L.

R.

100
50
50
25

marlts.

100

, £0

Also scored :

G. L. Fletcher (2^ Douglas)
C. Mills (3i Zenith -tireen)

. W. Brown (6 Zenith)
D. Bennett (3^ T.T. Triumph)

OXFORD M.C.C.
First Three SiNfiLE-CYLiNDEu Sini;le ge • rku Solo IMachixks.

Rider and machine.
F. Plint (2i Stuart two-stroke)

G. Hill (2i Calcott)

A. Matthi'ws (3i Triumph) failed above
"Cannons." ... ... ... ... ... 50

First Thbke jMulti-spekd Solo Machines.
Couiwns (2|!,- Clvno two-stroke) 100

R. Annis (3J,- New Hudson) ICO

Eastwood (2| Douglas) 100

Passenger Class.

C. Davis (5-6 Clyno sc.) 100

Next Best Three Multi-speed Solo JIachines.

R. C. Davis (5-6 Clyno) 100

H. G. R. Slingo (5-6 Clyno) 100

A. James (6 Zenith) 100

Total

Also scored :

H. G. E. Slingo (5-6 Clyno solo)

T. G. Hill (4i James)

900

100
SO

A Yorkshire Trial for B.S.A. Riders.
Originally intended to be a pleasure jaunt, the trial for

B.S.A. machines with sidecars, promoted by Messrs.

.Vrmitage and Sons, York Street, Leeds, and held last

week-end over an eighty mile course from Leeds to

Scarborough, turned out eventually to be quite a serious

reliability trial. Tiiiere -were twenty-one entries. The
route followed was the main road as far as Malton. and
then after some miles the fun commenced. The road was
rather hilly, ditficult to follow, and included- a few water
splashes, one of whieh was situate at the foot of a bad hill

and naturally caused some anxiety, although only one
I ompetitor failed, the reason being water in his carburetter.

Punctually to time the riders commenced to finish well

to their schedule.

After the competitors had been checked in at the second

milepost from Scarborough a move was made to the Balmoral

Hotel, where over sixty competitors, passengers, anvl officials

sat down to lunch, after which the prizes were distributed

as follows

:

Marks lost

... 13

... M

... 17

... 18

... 20

prize to the rider arriving nearest to

Rider.

F. Kilburn
C. Clayton
H. Fryer ..

H. Noble ..

J. Bader ..

" hard lines
''

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

The
thirtv minutes after his schedule time Avas awarded to

BucUon, and Mis Liycock gained the ladies' prize

L.

Competitors and

ofTicials jn the

B.S.A. Relia-

bility Trial in

Yorkshire last

week-end.

HERTS M.C.C. FORTHCOMING SPEED TESTS.
The open tle.xibility and speed events will take place at

r.rookmans Park on the 25tli inst.

The course is about four-fifths of a mile long. It will be
divided into two equal sections, called the slow section and
the fast section.

The slow section must be transversed at a given speed,
according to the division. The rider in each class showing
the greatest acceleration over this .speed in the fast section

to be declared the winner of that class.

Division A. (single-speed machines), 10 miles per hour..

Division B. (variably geared machines), 5 miles per hour.

Division C. (variably geared machines, amateurs), 8 miles

per hour.
All competitors exceeding the time limit in the slow

section will have the excess deducted from their time in the
fast section.

There will be classes for machines of 350 c.c. and larger

capacitiiii a^ usual.

^-5
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The Motor Cycle in the Army Manoeuvres.
MOTOR cyclists on manoeuvres are attached to

the Directing Staff, the Chief Umpire's
Staff, the Signal Companies, the aeroplanes,

and the Divisional Chief Umpires. Those doing duty
with the Chief Umpire, Director, and aeroplanes
usually live in hotels or standing camps in comfort,
riding out and home each day. Those with the

Signal Companies and Divisional Umpires bivouac
with the units to which they are attached, and " doss

down " with a ground sheet and blanket, as tents are

not carried on active service. Their motor cycles also
" sleep " unprotected in the open fields.

Those motor cyclists who were out during the

divisional manceuvres will not soon forget the Friday
night near Stukeley. It rained heavily all night; a

start was made before the dawn, with everything and
everyone dank, dirty, and dripping.

The Divisional .MancEuvres' came to an end on the

Saturday morning, and bands played their regiments

into the rest camps, where the luxury of sleeping in

a tent was enjoyed by some.

Early on the Monday morning the Army exercise

began, and consisted of moving two columns along

two parallel roads via Leighton Buzzard and Tow-
cester, until on the Wednesday the four divisions

deployed for the attack, which concluded latg on

Thursday. All food and fodder

was brought up from the rail-,

head by means of mechanical
transport, from which the horsed

transport of the various units

picked up their rations.

All' despatch riders have theii

exciting moments and hair's

- breadth squeaks, so that it is more
interesting to make a general

review of the motor cyclists' work
and how machines and traffic

control have improved.

In 1910 the casualties amongst motor cyclists were
enormous, dozens of machines being wrecked or put
out of action. This was due to the difficulty of
passing troops and trains on the roads. Things were
better in 19 11, and this year the manner in which
way was made for despatch riders was just wonder-
ful, the only troublesome people to pass being the
regimental bands and the yeomanry. I award the
palm for giving easy passage to the cavalry and
artillery. It was thrilling meeting the heavy artillery
once at the trot !

Reliability and Silence.

As an instance of the rehability of machines, there
were nine of us working with the headquarters of the
Third Division for ten days. Every one of the
machines was in the open night and day, rain or shine,
and yet after a night in' the rain each machine fired

piromptly, and at the conclusion of manceuvres not a
single machine had crocked, the average mileage being
about 650. Naturally, there were bent footrests and
damaged lamps, but what would one expect when
one has - so frequently to ride ' across fields and
take to ditches and roadsides ! There was quite a
number of single-geared fixed engine machines out,
but these were heavily handicapped when trying to

pass troops and trains

on narrow roads,

when the gutters were
thick with mud. For-,

tunately for the

.

owners, hills were
few. Tyres gave a'

good deal of trouble,

due in most cases to
gashes from bottles.

71)

MOTOR CYCLISTS AND THE MILITARY MANCEUVRES.

Invasion oi Whatley by the White land force. Camtridge University Scouts attached to the Headquarters Staff. (2) A motor cyclist scout recp'ving instruotiol^

irom an offl^e. near Towcester. (3) Priming ilje 80 n.p. Gnome engint ot the Blackburn monoplane from the tank of a Blackburne motor bicycle.
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The Motor Cycle in the Army Manoeuvres.
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It would be an excellent ihiiii; if motor cyclists on

maiicEuvres would try to render their machines as

noiseless as pus.sible, instead of removing silencer ends

and opening cut-outs, as so many of them do. Tired

men, marching long distances, become irritated liy

the ceaseless string of barking motor cycles brushing

past, and their nerves get on edge.

A Compliment to the Motor Cycle.

Officers and men seem to think (and it is a compli-

ment) that a motor cycle can go through any block,

over any surface, in any weather, when really an aero-

|>lane would be the only suitable vehicle. These
inaiiceuvres are the diird in which I have served as a

motor cyclist, and they have easily been the most

strenuous owing to the fact that I was the only motor

yclist serving with the umpires of my division, and
ihis caused me to be never off duty; in fact, 1 did not

I \en remove my boots for five days. My most un-

j'leasant experience was meeting and passing the

Miechanical transport of the Second Brown Army at

light on a narrow greasy road near Leighton Buzzard,

iilinded by the continuous stream of powerful head-

lights. The Army rations (active service) consisted

»f "dixie" tea and bread and butter for breakfast.

Biscuits and cheese in haversack (sometimes). Bread
,ind butter and tea (sometimes bully beef) for supper.

->-

Goi,D Medal Winnees.

E.

T.

F.

A.

S.

\\.

A.
A.

E.

T.

D.
H.
H,
S.

I..

Walker (Monarch sc.)

Stevens (James sc.)

J. Chidley (Triumph)
G. Coclis (Coniiaught)

Rowlandson (Rudge)
Duke (Rover)

Clease (Rudge)
Barrett (Rudge)
Littiedale (Ariel)

Biggs (Rudge)
.M. Brown (Rover)

Berwick (Hampton)
G. Di.\on (James)
C. Perrvnian (Qundrant)
L. Sealey (B.S.A.)

A.
W.
G.
N.
n.
A.

Sir.VER Medal Winners.
1'. E. Farmer (Ivy-Precision) I S. Wright (Hiimberette)

J. Huntingdon (Triumph)
|

Bbonze Medal Wi.vners.

F T. Hill (Triumph)
H. G. Liefeldt (Rudg
K. K. Scheve (Rudge

With the results an

The one good meal was dinner in the rest camp on the

Sunday after Divisional Manoeuvres, viz. stewed beef,

peas and potatoes.

Many of the olTrcers I came in contact with were

motor cyclists, but all of thein said they had more
respect for their machines than to bring them out on
manoeuvres. It is left for enthusiasts like the readers

of Tlte Motor Cycle to fill the breach, and here 1 find

myself, tired and sleepy, yet looking forward, all being

well, to next voar's .Armv work. Mercurv.

Sergeant Smith, Corporal -Armstrong, and Corporal Robinson oi the London

Cyclist Corps on manosuvres. All are riders of Zenitti-Gradua machines.

BIRMINGHAM-CARLISLE-BIRMINGHAM.
Open 24 Hours' Trial of the Birmingham M.C.C.

The official awards in connection with the above run, a
report of which appeared last week are as follow : H. Ball

Triumph), F. E. Baker trophy and gold medal for best

solo performance; W. H. Egginton (Enfield sc), L.M.C.
watich and gold medal for best passenger performance

;

team prize, value £3 3s., the Rover team (R. W. Duke,
1) M. Brown, and G. K. Ratcliffe).

G. Nott (Clyno sc.)

J. D. Drysdale (Hazlewood)
W. H. Bedford (Hazlewood)
"M. L, Riley (Enfield sc.)

A. H. Johnson (AUdays sc.)

H. Hopkins (Abingdon King
Dick)

S. Tharp (Triumph)
L. Newey (Ariel)

H. R. Davies (Diamond)
A. H. Mee (Diamond)
A. Milner (Levis)

E. Gutgemann (Veloce)

G. N. Ratcliffe (Rover)

A W. Sarsons (Sun-Villiois)

REMARKABLE RESULTS OF A PETROL
CONSUMPTION TEST.

Sutton Coldfleld and Mid-Warwickshire A.C. Trial.

The annual petrol consumption trial was held on Satur-

day last, the 27th ult., over a course twenty-three miles

loiig, which included three steep hills. Fifteen started, and

the winner's mileage caused quite a sensation wheu

announced at tea, which was taken at the Royal Hotel,

Sutton Coldfield, the club's headquarters. The results are

as follows on formula :

T.

H,
S.

H.
H.
A.
J.

m.p.g.

.. 334

.. 320
,. 187

. 110

,. 192
.. 192

. 160

T. Pollock (James)

J. Drew (Enfield sc.)

T. F. BlnniHcld (King Dick)

official announcement states that

owing to the m.ethod of timing (by competitor's own watch

and checkers' synchronised watches) having confused some of

the checkers, thuse checks about which ther^' was the slightest

doubt aa to the , accuracy Oi otherwise of the times taken

liiive been ignored. The "only checks considered were Keiidal

(both journeys), Shap (outwards only), and the finish, far-

lisle was taken as an untimed control only.

Pollock (3i twin James)

G. Dixon (3i twin James)
A. Rowlandson (3^ Rudge)

. E. Perry (3^ Ixion)

E. Lane [2i N.V.)
Butterfield (2^ Levis)

.. „. St. John (2i Levis)

The Levis machines were fitted with 1914 Binks carbu-

retters, and, considering they were only fitted the day of

the trial, the mileage was very good.

The sidecar and cycle car result was :

1. Howard Smith (10 Singer)

2. P. W. Hill (5-6 A.C.)

3. R. W. Lovcgrove (7 Indian sc.) ...

4. Mrs. Riley (6 Enfield sc.)

5. J. H. Brown (6 Rex sc.)

m.p.g.

,. 87
. 101

87

75i
67

SATURDAY'S OPEN TRIAL IN THE MIDLANDS.

There are over eighty entries up to date for the open

trial on Octobei 4th, including the following teams : Match-

less, Scott, Sunbeam, James, Blackburn, Quadrant, Ariel,

Enfield, Rudge, Clyno, and South Birmingham M.C.C. The
start will be from the quadrangle of the Midland Wheel

Club, Paradise Street. Route: Worcester, Ankerdme Hill,

Martley, Abberley Hill, Ludlow (lunch), Whitback Hill

(tlexibiiitv climb), Norton, F.arlow Bank, and finish at club

honse. By the kindness of the .Midland Wheel Club all

competitors and officials will be made members of the club

for the day.
The course measures 125 miles, and the first man will be

started at 8 a.m., and is due bark at 4.15 p.m.

C29
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CLUB NEWS.
Oxford M.C.C.

A members' liill-climb will be held to-day (Thursday) at

5.30 p.m. at Blowing Stone Hill. Kingston Lisle, near
Wantage. There will be four classes.

Colchester and District M.C.

A reliability trial was held on the 25th idt. for a cup pre-

sented by the borough member (Mr. L. Worthington Evans).

Result

:

'

Rider and machine. Marks.

1. T. S. Wilkin (3^- T.T. Riidge) 325

2. F. E. N. Crosby (3i Swift) ... 318

3. C. L. Gray (3i T.T. Triumph) 312

Each rider was credited with 400 marks at starting, points

being deducted for errors in time of arrival at various checks,

of which there were ten, in the course of eighty-six miles.

Walthamstow M.C.

The annual speed trials were held last week over a course

of sixteen miles, including one turn. The weather was
rather misty, which made driving at high speeds tricky.

The results on handicap were :

Rider and machine. Speed.

1. G. Bax (3i Scott) ... 50i m.p.h.

2. J. H. Kerr (3i N.S.U.) 47

3. A. G. Peppercorn (10 Wasp c.c.) ... 362 ,.,
'

The W. S. Low Cup competition will be held on October

5th over a sporting course of 150 miles in Essex, including

several steep hills and hairpin bends.

Middlesex M.C.C.
,

The annual speed-judging was run off last week-end,
and proved a most enjoyable event. The course was of three-

tenths of a mile, mainly up hill, and three runs were given

—

•at 14i m.p.h., 19 m.p.h., and 25^ m.p.h. respectively. The
timing was in the hands of H. Karslake, and the results

were announced witliin a few minutes of the finish. They
were as follows :

Rider and macjiine. Total error.

1. Miss May Walker (2| Hobart) 10|s.

2. S. A. McCarthy (8 Sabella c.c.) 12s.

3. A. E. Lloyd (3^ Triumph) 13|s.

H. J. Martin (3^ Rover sc.) 15fs.

P. Dangerfield (2| Douglas) 16is.

Miss R. Hammett (2| Douglas) 17s.

H. Boocock (2| Douglas) 17fs.

J. A. Hilger &% Douglas) 19|s.

T. J. Heavey (3^ Veriot-Jap) 25|s.

By special request the run next Saturday will be to Brox-

bourne, leaving headquarters at 3 p.m. The route taken will

be via, Potter's Bar and Goff's Oak.

Kingston-on-Thames and District M.C.C.

'The trial over 100 miles course for the Butler Cup resulted

as follows : 1, D. W. Morgan (3i Rover) ; 2, F. Woombell

(3i Triumph) ; 3, F. Dawson (7 Foster-Dawson sc.)

Manchester M.C.

The results of the members' hill-climb at Axe Edge,
Buxton, on September 20th, were as follows. This was the

last event of the year :

Solo Class.—1, F. Knight (3i Bradbury); 2, H. J. Scalf

(3^ Scale-Jap) fastest time of the day.

Sidecars and Cycle Cars.—1, G. F. Robson (8 G.W.R.);
2, J. Eastwood (3^ Bradbury sc.)

Moior Cycling Club.

The closing rim will take place on October 19th to Bur-
ford Bridge. Lunch at 1.30.

The winter run will be held on December 26th and 27th
this year, and a committee meeting will be held on Decem-
ber 8th to pass the entries, after which none can be re-

ceived. All application forms from prospective members,
together with their entry forms, must be in the hands of

the hon. sec. by the 1st of December.

Ipswich and District M.C.C.

On Saturday last an inter-club reliability team trial was
held .between the Ipswich and District M.C.C. and the

Bury and West Suffolk M.C.C. The start was at Stow-
market, and the competitors then proceeded to Thetford
via Bury, where the first stop was made. At this check
there was very little difference between the competitors'

and the schedule time. The piloting through Thetford was
arranged by Mr. J. G. Brown, who enlisted the aid of the

Thetford Boy Scouts. After leaving Thetford the members
made for Norwich, where the next check was placed, tlris

being practically half-way round the. course. After signing

the check sheet the competitors made for the Great White
Horse Hotel, Ipswich, for tea. The winners were :

Marks lost.

V. C. Cook, Ipswich (3^ Rover sc.) ... ... 1

J. H. Marshall, Bury (3i Bradbury) ... ,... 3

Val. Revitt, Ipswich (S^ Rudge) ... ... ... 3

A. A. Scott, Ipswich (3^ Bradbury) 4

F. Z. S. Pettitt, Bury (3i Premier) 4

E. Scott, Ipswich (2| Douglas) 4
A. J. Simpson, Ipswich (7 Indian) ... ... 4

J. F. Nunn, Bury (2| Douglas) 4

Ipswich thus won the trial.

Tlie Ipswich and District M.C.C. hold their closing run
on Saturday, October 11th, starting from the Great "ViTiite

Horse Hotel, Ipswich, at two p'clock .projnpt.

WINNING TEAM IN THE SHEFFIELD AND HALLAMSHIRE M.C.C. TEAM TRIAL OF 80 MILES.

Leit to right—£. Thompson {,21 h.p. Douglas), J. U. Haigh (6 h.p. EnQeld siaecar), J. A. Stacey {,2% h.p. Douglas), and A. Boyd (3^ h.p. Rudge).
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Olub News. —

Ipswich and District M.C.C.

On Septoiiilun- 20tli the Ipswii-li ami District Motor Cyil.'

I Uib lielcl tlii'ir third ihib run. The weiither was uiifC'tth^il,

ml ]u'evciite(l many from taking part. After travelling some
-lance three competitions were held, the winner of the

;vee lieing U. Fenn on a 5^ Triumph. The second position

:ii these events was taken by D. W. PopplcwcU.

Inter-county Hill-climb at Warnell Fell.

the Westmorland and Cumberland M.C.C.'s held a joint

U-climb at Warnell Fell on Septeniber 18tli. This hill, it

ill be remembered, was chosen for the Hexibility test in the

! ent Six Days Trial. From base to summit the distance

:ibout 100 yards short of a mile. The surface was in fairly

d condition. The best time of the day, Im. Is., was
.i Me hy B. Jeffreys in the 1,000 c.c. class on forniuhi.

Time Rks'.'lts.

Ci..\ss 550 r.c.

Rider and machine.
II. .A. Rhodes (2= .^.J.S.)

P. M. (iilbanksj2| Douglas)

^-93

Harrow (2| Humber)
Cl.vss 500 c.c.

F. (Jilbanks (3^ Rover)
W. Hraitlnvaite {o-!^ Zenith)...

liraithwaite (3^ Braithwaite)

Cl.\ss 750 c.c.

F. (iilbanks (3^ Rover)
W. Braithwaite (5-6 Rudge)...

P. N. Gilbanks (3l Triumph) ...

Cl.vss 1.000 c.c.

B. .Jeffreys (8 Zenith)

E. F. Gilbanks (3^ Rover)

G. B. Bighmds (6 Zenith)

FoRiiri..\ Results
H. A. Rhodes; 2,

m. s.

3?

37
42

5

12

15

5

14

1 24

2

5

12

(|a.ss 350 C.C.-

Rutherford.
Class 500 c.c-

;. T. Scott.

Class 750 c.c-
Class 1.000 c.c

Sidecar Class.

-

Buiras.

]•:. F. Gilbanks;

P.^N. Gilbanks;

2, J. Braithwaite
;

East Essex M.C.C.
are holding a jn'trol consumption lest on

Chelmsford, starting at

G. W. Braithwaite; 2, R. Drinkall.
-1. B. Jeffreys ; 2. G. H. Biglands.

1, Miss Biglands ; 2, R. L. William.-cn
;

The above club
Saturday next, from ColchcHer to

tin'ee o'clock.

Bristol B. and M.C.
This club held its fifth reliability tiial over a secret

circular course of twenty miles. I'he course had to be
ridden three times, each circuit being non-stop, with time
check at the end, and one secret check per circuit. The route
cards being handed out,- the competitors found the course
included three exceedingly stiff hills, and ran over twisty
country lanes so that to keep up the schedule .peed of 20
ni.p.h. was no light task, yet eight completed the trial with-
out stop, and the greatest total time error on the six checks
was six minutes. So close was the riding that only four
seconds divided the first two men. Results

:

Rider and machine. Total time ciror
1. H. A. Pritchard (5^ Triumph) 84s.

2. A. S. Richards (23 A.J.S.) 88s.

3. Eric Butler (2| Humber) 145s.

4. K. H. Staples (2^ A.J.S.) 181s.
5.. W. H. Goodenough (6 A.J.S. and sc) ... 201s.

H. A. Pritchard wins the silver cup presented by the Motor
Cycle Manufacturers' Union, and A. S. Richards the first

club prize, with E. Butler as second, and E. H. Staples as
third.

Public Schools M.C.C.
The Public Schools Jl.C.C. held another of their sporting

week-ends recently, meetnig at Parley Corner, thence
running down to see their team compete in the Strcathani
and District M.C.C. speed trials. After the racing seven
members left the Old Ship, Brighton, at four o'clock for
New Roniney, and gradually, owing to various causes, shed
the slower members of the party, who w.ere, however, enabled
to catch up' again, owing to t.'ie two leaders having such
vicissitudes as finding themselves in a. coal yard in Hastings
instead of on the road to Winchelsca ; also "going some four
miles out of the way and having to return. Bo-owning
(Indian) reports that he chased .Max Cremetti (Trunip-.Iap)
for four miles to tell him they were on the wrong road
before he could catch him. About eight o'clock the party
arrived at New Romney, where they had dinner.
Next day the club set out for Maidstone for lunch,

which was reached after a glorious run, in which Keller's
Triumph distinguished itself bv keeping up with Getting'sbig
Bat and Browning's 7 T.T. Indian. After lunch a run to

Sevenoaks, whence the majority retmued
to London, ended a most amusing and
sporting week-end.
Next year it is to be hoped that the

little red flag will be seen in increasing
numbers.
The club is run on the most thoroughly

1 sporting lines, and there is great ban
camaraderie among all the members.

The above p^iotographs have been received from

an Italian tourist, Robert Bertolotti, and depict

the Schlunderbach Pass being climbed by a 3! h.p.

Triumph on the way to the Ursurina Pass, Tyrol.

This Is believed tc be the first ascent of this pass

on a motor cycle.
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Blumfield Four-cylinder Light Car Engine.

The latest design four-cylinder Blumfield water-cooled engine for light cars,

ON August 7th last we briefly referred to the fact

that Messrs. Bkimfield, Ltd., were about to

market a four-cj'linder water-cooled engine for

small cars and cycle cars. We are now in a position

to give detailed particulars of this engine, which is

well and substantially built, and for which a brake

horse-power of 19.15 h.p. is claimed when running

at 2,300 r.p.m. The normal crankshaft speed is

1, 750, at which rate of revolutions 9 to 10 h.p. is

obtained.

The four cylinders are cast together, and have a

bore and stroke of 62 x 90 mm. = 1,088 c.c, the

cylinders being offset five millimetres. The cooling

is on the thermo-syphon principle. The pistons are

fitted vi^ith two rings, and the gudgeon pins are a

driving fit in the piston lugs, while a V slot cut in

the gudgeon hole permits the insertion of a flat spring

which prevents the pin from turning round or working

loose. The connecting rods are of the usual H
section steel ; the big ends are lined with anti-friction

It has overhead inlet valves,

axe provided with excellent bearing

Magneto side of the toni-cyllnder Blumfield water-cooled engine.

metal which
surfaces.

The valves, which are all on the near side, are of

nickel steel, and the inlets are overhead, carried in a i

neat box to which is pivoted the valve rocker, the

springs and guides being entirely enclosed and a

lubricator is fitted to the rocker. The tappets are

adjustable. The camshaft and magneto are silent :

chain-driven, one chain being used to drive both shafts,
'

the chain being adjustable by an eccentric bearing on

the magneto drive can be altered in tension in

about two minutes without dismantling any parts.

Extreme Accessibility.

One of the special features of this engine is the crank

case, which is cast in one piece, only a small end being

left open through which the shaft is passed intO' the

case. The big end bearings can be taken up or the

pistons and connecting rods withdrawn bodily through

an inspection door without dismantling any other part

of the engine—an admitted advantage OTer the hori-

zontally divided chank case, where the bottom half

must be removed to get at the big end bearings, etc.

The lubrication is by gear pump with forced feed

to the main bearings and splash to big ends, pistons,

and other parts. The big ends dip into troughs which

are fed by a distributer pipe inside the crank case.

The weight of this engine, complete with flywheel,

magneto, and carburetter, is 190 lbs. It is fed from a

Zenith or S.U. carburetter attached to the off .side,

the gas passing through the induction pipe which is

carried through the top water jacket and connect^'d

to the inlet valve box by a coned Dermatine ring.

The works management at Lower Essex Street,

Birmingham, are always careful to see that engines,

develop on the brake test about double the nominal

power at which they are listed, and we were present

at the works last week when one of these engines was

on test, when with 6in. x yin. fan blades the speed at-

tained was 2,150, which equals 17.41 b.h.p., while at

2,200 r.p.m. with the same fan blades the power given

off was 18.65 '"'•P- -^'^ examination we made of a horse-

power chart showed that with the large fan blades fitted

in the seventh hole 23.2 h.p. was recorded. The price

of the Blumfield four-cylinder engine with flywheel,

magneto, and carburetter is ^60.
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E
First in

1898.

14 Years'

I

CYCLE
Electric Ignition

Co. (1913), Ltd.,

Sampson Rd. North,

Birmingham.

Best in

1913.

Record.

c
MODEL
MAllK C L

3/6

RELIABILITY
efficiency, and comfort are features of

the Star Motor Cycle, the " Motor
of Many Merits," and the one which
embodies more unique and original

improvements than any other

make. Equally good for

the novice and the

practical man. Don't
decide on any othe'

make until you
have had par-

ticulars of

the novel

features

of

THE
STAR

MOTOR CYCLE.
THE STAR CYCLE Co.,

Proprietors : The Star Engineering Co., Ltd.i

WOLVERHAMPTON.
London and District Agents :

E. S. Thomcs & Co.. 154B. Great TilchfieM Street. London. W.

GIVE
US A SEVERE TRIAL

WE ARE
SURE TO
PLEASE
YOU.

THE CELEBRATED "J.P. 3,000" MILE MOTOR CYCLE COVE».
IMITATED BY MANY dui EQUALLED nv NONE.

Beaded Edge Only. Guaranteed 3,000 miles with or without sidecar.

SIZES STOCKED
26 X 2

26 ,x zi

26 X 2\

PRICES :

CARRIAGE PAID.

Write for

Free

Section

and Copy of Guarantee.

OUR MOTOR CYCLE LIST M.C. No. 147 SENT
POST FREE UPON RECEIPT OF ADDRESS.

THE J.P.
LIGHTWEIGHT

I

Manv igi4 Improvements,

21- h.p.

Fitted with Coventry
Engine, B. & B.

I

Ca rburetter,
U.H. Magneto,

I

etc

"IMPREGNABLE"
MOTOR CYCLE.

The Celebrated J.P. RED CURVE BELTING, Non-stre'.ching Si Uncrackable.

j :1 S I 1 ^cn.l (or

1,2 1 4 1 ;6 1 / Ine heetion.
Sizes .

.

Price per foot

J.P. "SPREDLITE " MOTOR CYCLE LAMP. U ita Clips for Handle-bar

Stem Separ.ite Geucratr, Kivutul ihrouBboiit, Mangin Leus. Koiii

Adjustable Uuruer, etc.. etc.

Price complete, 21 /- Superior cjuality, 27/6

JOHN PIGGOTT, Ltd.,
117 & 118, Cheapside & Milk Street,

LONDON, E.C.
mm

Til an-^xciring (he.'e ndrrr/ifcmrtifn It is de-tirdhlr. to mention "The Motor Cycle." A35
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Moto-Reve

4 h.p. Twin, chain drive, two speeds,

clutch, 58 guineas.

2| h.p. Single, 3 speeds, clutch, 43 guineas.

2 h.p. Single, free engine . . 32 guineas.

CHAMPIONSHIP OF ITALY, 500 C.C. class.

4 h.p. MOTO-REVE 1st-
20 OTHER BRITISH Machines Competed.

Distance 180 miles. Winner's time over 50 m.p.h.

MOTO-REVE CO., LTD., ALPERTON.

BRAMPTON
VARIABLE GEAR

FITTING & FIT
Fitting your machine with Brampton Variable gear

is to make it fit for any hill and for all round

better service on any road. The Brampton

GIVES SEVEN SPEEDS
AND A FREE ENGINE.
It gives unending satisfaction, too. It never slips,

even on bottom speed, and it never disappoints

even when being used under adverse conditions.

For practically all engines where boss does not

require a recess pulley flange of more than ^" deep.

PRICES : 3i h.p., £4/4/0 ; 2 J h.p., £3/10/0

BRAMPTON
Oliver Street,

BROS., LTD.,
BIRMINGHAM.

''LINCOLN ELK" New Models, 1913.
Manufactured Completely by

J. RIRBY,
Broadgate, LINCOLN.

Telegrams :

"ELK," LINCOLN.
Telephone :

4S4.

Wholesale Agents for Scotland :

The North British Machine Co., Ltd.,

56 & 58. Great Clyde Street, Clasgow.

4i h.p. 2-speed Model £46
31 h.p. Standard ,, £35
3 h.p. „ „ „ £31 10

2i h.p. „ „ „ £29 10

All Models fitted with Palmer
Tyres, Bosch Magneto, and
Footrests. " Druid " Spring

Forks.

Sole London Agrent:

R E Y,
Heath Street Motor Works,

5, Heath Street,

Hampstead, London, N.W.

SHE'U GO BETTER and LAST LONGER FITTED WITH

>+ a* :^ -Pfi-
'PATENTED' MADE IN ENGLAND.

(TRADE MABK),

BALL BEARINGSSELF-ALIGNING
DOUBLE ROW
Made from finest Swedish steel. Automatically self-aligning. Take axial as well as radial

loads. One-piece ball-cage. No rivets or screws.

Write to-day for catalogue and full particulars.

The SKEFKO BALL BEARING CO., Ltd., l!S^°oSf™^ENS°S:
Telegrnyiis—" SkefUn, Luton." Telephone J1S Luion.

London Office: Carlton House, Regent St., S.W. ?:'''!"«'"«-??''';«"<»'? , ^ „' o ' Telefjrams— SJiefko, Ptccu, London.

A30 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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IN THE

BRIGHTON SPEED TRIALS

MORGANR5iN^52^
Swept the Board

!

First in all tbe Cycle Car Classes.

CLASS VIII. Touring Cycle Cars
Expert Class - Mr. OUiver
General Class Mr. South

- FIRST
- FIRST

CLASS XVIII. Any Cycle Car-
Expert Class - Mr. McMinnies, FIRST
General Class Mr. South FIRST

CLASS IX. Three-wheeled Cycle Cars-
Mr. McMinnies, FIRST

Prices from - 85 Giiineas

MORGAN MOTOR CO., MALVERN.

SILENCE WITHOUT LOSS
OF POWER AN ACCOMPLISHED FACT.

^^ # ^\
Ct)IS Is lOCCrlirU ihat this

g.^. Certificate of Merit ^g

was awarded by the

AUTO-CYCLE UNION,

on ihc recommendction of the Judges, to

"^
lor the performance of the

Test o! Motorcycle
Silencers

JANUARY 22nd and 2%, 1913

n PALL UAU. LONDON. SW

Models to suit all machines.
* CLAIR'* SILENCER obtained the highest speed and

power at the Bench Test,

U. O. ILYEUL. & OO., UTD.,
1 1 3, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON. W.

D!0 T
MOTOR CYCLES.

R
O
u
B

Speedy. Silent. Reliable. "- -

Notice what our Standard Touring Combinations did at

COLWYN BAY SPEED TRIALS:
CLASS i6—
F. C. Topham
E. Longden
CLASS i8

—

E. Longden

CLASS 14—
H. REED

8 h.p. DOT and Sidecar
8 h.p. DOT and Sidecar

- FIRST.
- SECOND.

8 h.p. DOT and Sidecar - SECOND.
Only beaten by lo h.p. Cycle Car.

- SECOND.- 8 h.p. DOT -

Full particulars jrom—

H. REED & CO.,
38, Ellesmere St., Hulitie, Manchester.

Telephone ; 2125 Central.

In answering these advertisements it is desirahle to mention "The Motor Cycle. AJ9
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Before the accident is the time to fit

ROAD-GRIPS,

£2 12 6. 650 X 65 .. £2 15 6.26 X 2i . . £2 10 O. 26 x 2^

The Stepney Spare Motor Wheel, Ltd.,
LLANELLY, WALES.

UONDON SHO\A/ROOIVIS—168, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, W.

INDISPENSABLE TO EVERY OWNER
of Cycle Car, Motor Cycle, or Autocar, who has a
thought for the appearance of his machine.

BLUME'S
"PETROL-PROOF"

ENAMEL.
HARD and DURABLE. Retains its lustre under the

action of Petrol. For renovating and touching-up there

is nothing just like it.

Resists Petrol from the day following its

. . application . .

Sold in 9d. {5 ozs.) and 1/3 (10 ozs.) tins.

Colour Card on application.

UNEQUALLED—the verdict of all who have thoroughly

tried my

METALLIC RUSTPROOF
PRIMING (Stoving).

Extremely tough, and effectually resists rust and lifting

of the Enamel, even after long exposure to all weathers

and rough usage.

Output of Black Stoving Cycle Enamel about 85,000
gallons per annum.

Write for Booklet and List of Testimonials.

CHAS. H. BLUME,^^™tiJ^„?^,";«"''
MITCHAM, Surrey.

GRAVES
CLINCHER MOTOR CYCLE TYRES

ON EASY MONTHLY TERMS AT CASH PRICES.

We supply this world-renou"ned make of Tyre at rock-botlom cash prices on Easy Payment
Terms. Any grade and pattern of 'Clincher' Tyres supplied to approved orders foi

small payment with order and the balance to be completed in equal monthly payments if you
are entirely satisfied after full examination at your own home. Manufacturers' Guarantee.

The 'ClinctLer' B Motor Cycle Tyre with

beaded edSe. Cover only. 26 x 2 21/- 3/6

iMonthly. 26 x 2j 27/6 4/7 Monthly.

The Clinctier' A Won, Motor Cycle

Tyre. Beaded. Cover only. 26 x 2 28/3

4/9 Monthly. 26 x 2j 31/7 5/5 Monthly.

26 X 2j 36/2 6/- Monthly.

The ' Clincher ' De Luse Rubber
studded Non-Skid Motor Cycle Tyre.
Beaded edge. Cover only. 26 x 2j 39/-
(>/ij Monthly. 26 K 2^ (to fit 2i rim) 45/6
7/7 Monthly. 26 x 2i 47/6 7/11 Monthly.

Write for Catalogue, Send a post

card to-day for our lilustrated Cataloiiue of
all ' Clincher ' Cycle and Motor Cycle Tyres
all on easy ternis at cash prices, from 7/6

J. G. GRAVES LTD. SHEFFIELD.

RETREADING
MOTOR OYOI-E OOVERS

(ALL MAKES. ALL SIZES.)

9/-, 12/- & 14/- each. (TIME TAKEN 2 DAYS.)

We h^.ve specialised in Tyre Repairs lor the past 16 years.

Write for List and sections of Retreads.

THE EXCELSIOR TYRE & RUBBER Co., Hurst Street, BIRMINGHAM.

A40 In aiuwer'ing these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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are correctly constructed to g:ive the

utmost satisfaction to users. The

design is pleasing to the eye, and has

no freakish look. Avoid risk of

disappointment by specifying a

Coronet, which are fully guaranteed

and manufactured under the hest

possible conditions.

MODEL 9.—Undersluns frame, body fitted

with side door, sides and floor lined to exclude

draughts. '" Coronet " detachable joints. £7 7s.

MODELS. —Underslnng frame, high-class reed

cane body, sides and floor lined to exclude _

draughts, " Coronet " detachable joints.

U 17s. 6ll.

MODEL 7.—Underslung frame, coach-tuil'

body, tool-box under front, also under seat.

A real high-class sidecar. £10 15s.

SENT CARRIAGE PAID.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

TEE BEE
SEAT-PILLAR

(for lowering seat).

Price 5/-.

This attachment is particularly suitable for

improving the riding position of machines
I'.hich are too high. It will be noticed that

i.:arance is left for the peak of the saddle,

iiich allows the saddle to be placed well

i^rward

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
Portland Place, Skircoat Road,HALIFAX

(Opposite County Court).
TelephoDC 1062.

R
MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
EX. 1909. 6W1.IU, E.ic t-i'iir, Ilosili. LuUin: £30
exilmnBO Duuglti.", 2-si)fOd, cash.— Ur. I't k, L.

1 Qll 3'i.h.p. F.E. Sineer, tiPlendid ninninp order, tyres
< LO excellent ; £28.—Smith, 37. Leiceiter St., South-

vv:t. [S1603

1 Q13 Precision Lightweicht, 2',|;h.p., not ritWen 300
X«/ niilet!; £26.—Lewis, 10. Lansdowue Rd., Ashton-
ou-Mer^ey. iX1636

7 Oil Up.'!. 3',.'.h.p.. as new, Bowden 2-6pecd and ki'l;

JiO .-tarter, all spares, etc.—Hiust, Scotland St.,_ Ash-
ton-under-Lyne. _ [X1526

Id 13 American Excelsior, 7h.p.. chain drive, free
Xt/ engine, not done 100 miles; accept £45.—Sunny
Bank. Eawtcustall. 12412

1013 Douelas, models O, P, and B; delivery from
JiO Btiick: end oJ

" - -• . —Cordingley, Has-
12140

season pricei?;.

lingdcn. Tel.: 21.

"I013 Mati.'UIe.-is. 6h.p., 2 speeds. F.E., brand new; t(

XJ7 elear £62/10; no exchange; all other models
ior iunuediate delivery.—Cordingley. Hasliugdcn. Tel.

2Y. [2141

1 013 Scott, just arrived, brand new; clear for £60
At/ Cordingley. Haslingden. Tel.; 2Y. [2144

"14^13 Siui;er, S'^h.p.. 3 speeds. F.E., brand new; list

1-kJ £58/15, £48;iO.-Cordingley, Haslingden. Tel

2T. _
[2146

BEADBUKy. 3V.h.p.. T.T., iSll mcdel. splendid
order; £27/10.-Cordingley. Haslingden. Tel.: 2Y.

[2147
COTT, new October. 1912. in really fine order; £o5.

or very close oHer.—Cordingley. Ha.?lingden. Tel.

:

2Y. [2148

13 Singer. 3'!.h.p.. T.T. model, a real liver; £37/10.
Cordingley; HasUngden. Tel.: 2Y. [2149

s°

19
<>>3.1i.p Torpedo, complete with epeedomete:
/Wi horu, 1912 model; n bargain, £26.-
Haslingden. Tel.; 2T.

, lam" and
-Cordingley,

[2150

HUMBEK.. 3V2I1.P., 2-r"peed. free engine, handle start-

ing, sidt.'1-ar complete; a bargain, f25,—Cordinglej-,
Haslingden. Tel.; 2Y. [2151

TRIUMPH, SVjh.p.. 1908 standard, Mabon clutdi.
footboards, ^ood machine ; £20.—Cordingley, Hiis-

linyden. Tel.: 2Y. [2152

TRIUMPH, SVih-P . lamp, horn, tools, etc., in good
condition: U'Ccept £18.—Cordingley, Haelingden.

Tel.: 2Y. [2153

PREMIER, SV.lLp.. 1910 model, complete with lamp,
generator, horn, tools, etc. ; £25.—Cordingley. Has-

lingden. Tel.. 21' ^ . [2154

1912. 2^1. p.. fixed engine model, only
l,bOO mile?, speedometer, lamp, etc., absc-

iutely ae brand new; clear for £25.—Cordingley, Has-
lingden. Tel.. 2V. - [2155

3',^jh.p., free engine mcdel, complete,

HOP.ART.
done

and1Q12Rudg._,_ ... . ,

J- ft? just like new, bought this year; £35.—Cordingley,
HiK^lingden. Tel. : ^Y. [2156

1Q11 31.M1.P. Huniber. 2-s:peed, F.E., und sidecar;
Xt? clear. £27/10.—Cordingley. Haslingden. Tel.:

2r. [2157

1 Q12 SVjh.p- Free Engine Triumph, splendid condition,
Xt/ just been overhauled; £38.—Tattersall. Linden
Grove, Middlesbrough. [X106]

TRIUMPH, SVob.p., 1913. free engine, 3-speed, little

used, in perfect condition; £46.—Ker. H. Pinek,
115, Tweedale St., Rochdale. [:^1609

b>3h.p. Royal Enfield, 1911, new Whittle, condition
/W4: as new; nearest to £25.—F. Hughes, Ellesmen.-

Rd., Lower Walton, Warrington. fX1722

T.T. DouglatJ, 1913. 2.500 miles, spare cover, lamp,
horn, adjustitble pulley. u?w Kempshall back; £39.

-Eckersley. Carr Hill. Rochdale. f2501

CLYXO, 1913. brand new, 3-fjpeed model. Sin. buck
tyre, interchangeable wheels, latest engine; £62

' '.itjt £75.—Potter, Leicester Grove, Leedti. [X1716

1 O 11 5h.p. Indian, clutch model, lamp and generator,
Xt/ horn, pood tyre^j, all accessories, in .splendid cuu-

ilition throughout; £32.-19, Liverpool Rd., Southport
[2209

MAT We Suggest that if your local agent has not the
motor cycle or cycle ear that you are wautinp, yon

:ink him to write to llitchons'. Ltd., Morecambe, for

;ame. L0531

£22.—Late 1910 F.N.. 5-6h.p.. perfect condition. King
of the Road lump. hum. mirror, uverails am!

-n^gles : bargain.—43, Lime Grove, Cheudle, Man
..heriter. rX167i

SHOP-SOILED Uuiwed Bh.p. A.J.S. Combinatiju

;

makers' price £92/10. our price £82/10 cash;
guaranteed.—The Motor Mart Co., Old Lancaster Kd..

Moreeambe. (0338

"|(Q10 P. and M., 3V>h.p., 2-speed, free engine, excel-

X */ lent c.^n(\ition,' Kempshalls, lamp, horn, tools.

-p:ire tub^ and sidecar couplings; £30.-29, Blenheim

Rd.. Bradford. [X1678

A RIEL, 1911. 3V.jh.p., decomprc*j-'or, mag.. iJruid
-l\. forkd, nearly new tyre;^ and belt, complete MJth

lump and horn; £21 for quick aale.—Greaves, Aysparth,

Broum Rd., Rotherham. [2230

ROTAL Enfii'Id, 2'jh.p., new la*it year, 1,000 miles,

engine, tyrej^. appearance as new, lamp, horn, tools

;ind spares, perfert £25, or near offer.- Popiilewell,

.Stacks. Leeds. (Telephone.! [X1736

JOW OR NEVER.
MaUr u|> \i>ur luiml now i[ you wish to secure

a brand new 1913 £52 ICs. machine for

£35 10s. Our stock is nearly exhausted,

and we cannot offer any more at this price.

We offer a Brand New 1913 M;icliino at a rei'lietion of

fi7 off list price, or we will .accipi £9 down and 12 Month'y

Payments of £2 5s.

Read the following specification, and secure one of lli^

biggest bargains ever offered.

NEW 1913 33 h.p. A.8.1..-PRECI8ION.

Fitted with 3? h.p. Precision engine, Bosch wcathcrprcof

magneto, Hest and Llovd dri|. leeil lubricator, Hutchinson

rnbbcr-studded tyres, handle-bar control, and complete

with stand, carrier, number-plates, toolbag, and sp.ue

spring. Limited nuuiber only. II you are a cash buyer

we will

ALLOW A DISCOUNT.

We will take your present machine in exchange il

rcqtiired. We will supply 3-5pccd gear and free engine

for £6 extra. Don't miss this bargain.

OFFERS WANTED FOR THE FOLLOWING
New 1.113 3-speed 3J h.p. HUMBER.
8 h.p. BAT-J.A.P., I', and M. .'-speed £35 10

3\ h.p. REX, 1909 model, magneto £15 10
4" h p Twin N.S.U. on Ke.t frame, magneto £13 10

3* h.p. PREMIER, loiii. U.S.A. 2-speed £32 10

3t h.p. HUMBER, 1913. 3-speed model, done about

200 miles, complete with sidecar £48

Sh.p. G.W.K. 1912 model, not much used £98

3.1 h.p. REX, 1008, 2-spe,d, sidecar £18 10

3-3 h p A.S.L., brand new, 1913 model £35 10

-,i h.p. PREMIER, 1913 model, 3 speeds, only run

500 miles J„; „
4 h.p. ROC, 2 speeds, hindle starting £20

3i h.p. N.8.U., free engine, splendid order £19 10

^1 h p. QUADRANT, 1908, magneto £15 10

TWIN HUMBER, 1912 Lightweight, free engine .. £29 10

2 n.p. MOTOSACOCHE 1910, magneto £13 10

3* h.p. REX, 1910 model *V '"

SCOTT, 1909, 2 speeds, nice condition £19 10

MORGAN Runabout, 1912, screen, hood, side tool

boxes, new 3in. tyre £67

6 h.p. TWIN REX, magneto, H.B. control £12 10

3i h.p. QUADRANT, magneto, spring forks £11 10

3l h.p. REX M '5

6 h.p. REX-J.A.P. Sid tte, ne.irly new £59 1C

3* h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907 model £18 10

S" h p. BAT-J.A.P., 2 speeds, with £9 Sidecar £39 10

2 h.p. SINGER Lightweight, 1911 £13 10

2l h.p. MINERVA, h.-b. control £4 15
6" h p. CLYNO, 1912, with tidocar £45

6 h.p. REX, 1909, 2 speeds, sidecar £25 10

4 h p. ROC, free engine, magneto £14 10

PUSH CYCLES TAKE.N' IN E.XCHANGE.
MISCELLANEOUS.

New N.S.U. 2-specd Gears, adjustable pulleys, for Brad-

burys, Rudges, Singers, 1910 and 1912 Triumphs.

Cheap to clear.

.XL'All Pan Seat Saddle 18

Gtod rigid Sidecar £2 17 b

New 26 X 2i Heavy Rubber-studded Continental 26 6

New 26 X2i Heavy Rubber-studded Hutchinson 25

Nearly new 4J h.p. Precision Engine £12

3* h.p. Quadrant Engine, pulley, silencer £2 17 6

Chater-Lea Sidecar, cane body £3 5

Good Trembler Coil 6

New Cane Sidecar Body, side door £2 10

Triumph Free Engine, built into wheel £2 10

Nearly new BinUs Carburetter £1 5 5

N.S.U. 2-spced Gear and Free Engine £2 10

New Wicker Sidecar Body, side door £1 9 6

Ditto, canoe front 19, 6

Good Rigid Sidecar £3 7 6

Neaily new Coronet Sidecar *'' '2 2
Bosch Magneto, suit Triumph £2 2 6

N.S.U. forecar, cane body, less tyres 14 b

Triumph Pattern Handle-bars, lin. stems 4

2-cyliiider Plain Coil 5 6

S"nspr.(y Carburetler, H .C. control 17 I

New Twin Bosch-DAV Magneto 45', 48", and 50° £2 19 6

New 1913 Armstrong Mark VI s-speed Gears. Delivery

from Slock. Trade supplied.

Nearly-new Mark VI. 3-speed Gear £5 IS

New Coach-built Sidecar Body, side door £3 10

New Mirror Lens Lamp aud Generatoi 13 9

Kcmoved to our new premises.

Booth's Motorics,
Portland Place, Skircoat Road, HALIFAX.

(opposite County Court.)

Telephone 1062.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issi e A43
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MOTOR MART
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6 H.P. REX DE LUXE,
complete with Portland £13 13
Sidecar, lamp, horn, registration, etc.,

ready to be ridden away and
FULLY GUARANTEED,

£70 -0-0
or, payable £17 10 deposit, and
twelve monthly payments of 87/6.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.
JT'riVf for Terms and DU:counts.

'PHONE, CALL, or WIRE.

g NEW 1913 IVIODELS
^ FOR DELIVERY FROM STOCK.
^ TRIUMPH, 3lh.p., 3-speed, "C" £59 15V ZENITH, 6 h.p. model, kick start £78 15
^A REX, 3^ h.p. model, 2-speed £49

^2 B.S.A., 3i h.p., 2-speed, chain drive . .

.

£60
PREMIER, 3t h.p., 2-speed gear £56^ REX, 6 h.p. model, 2-speed £54

TRADE SUPPLIED.
EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

i
Si

i

E

i
fi

i

I

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
ALL GUARANTEED.

Full Specification on Request.

1913 GREEN-PRECISION, 3} h.p., water-
cooled, 3 speeds, chain drive, as new. . . . £45

1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p., Canoelet Sidecar ... £50
1912 MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., free engine ... £49
r9i2 MATCHLESS, 6 h.p., T.T. model ... £40
191 2 REX, 6 h.p. Portland Sidecar £47
1912 BRADBURY, 3* h.p., 2-speed, Sidecar £40
1912 BRADBURY, 3} h.p., Montgomery Sc. £41
1912 PIERCE, 5 h.p., 4-cylinder, 2 speeds £45
igi2 DOUGLAS, 2J h.p., 2 speeds, kick start £42
igii F.N., 2i h.p., 2 speeds, shaft drive. . . £25
1910 V.S., 5-6 h.p., 2 speeds, spring forks. . £26
1910 DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., twin, magneto . . £25
1910 ENFIELD, 2j h.p., twin-cvlinder £20
igoq HUMBER, 3^ h.p., 2 speeds. Sidecar £24
1909 HUMBER, 3j h.p., 2 speeds £20
1909 REX, 6 h,p., 2 speeds, handle start . . £26
6 h.p. N.S.U., magneto, 2 speeds £24
2} h.p. DOUGLAS, magneto, nice light-

weight £1
4* h.p. F.N. ,four cyl., magneto £16
2 h.p. MOTOSACOGHE, magneto machine £11
5 h.p, ALCYON , spring forks, very fast £13

2i h.p. KERRY, magneto ignition £12
i| h.p. N.S.U., magneto, nice lightweight . . £9
5 h.p. F.N. Cycle Car, 2 speeds, 4 wheels. . £40
5 h.p. REX, twin, wants repairs £9
HUMBER CAR, 15 h.p., 3 speeds and reverse,
magneto, gate change, five-seater, hood,
screen, Stepney, speedometer, lamps, horn,
etc., excellent order. Exchange motor
cycle or combination Price £52

Deferred Payments, 5% extra.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

1

Em

I

»r4

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
PHELON and Moore, 3V2h-P-, 2-speed, chain drive,

Bo6cli, automatic lubrication, grand order, particu-
larly fine engine of this renowned malie, does 40 ; £45.
— Aireville House, Harrogate. fS1520

T>EX, Sy^h.p., 2-6peed, Bost^h, B. and n.. Watawata
-i-w belt, Lucas King of Road, handle starting, power-
ful, splendid condition; £28, or nearest ofler.—Richard-
son, 24, Bank St., Bradford. [2231

TRIUMPH, F.E.. 1913, perfect condition throughout,
Phillipson pulley, large Lucas lamp and horn,

watch, all spares, also Montgomery sidecar; £50, or
<separate.—9, Monument Park, "Wigan. [XI 525

"IQll T.T. Triumph, Lucas lamp and generator, horn,
-L«-' whistle, extra pair of handle-bars, very fast ma-
i;hine. in perfect condition throughout ; any examina-
tion : £27/10.-19, Liverpool Rd., Southport. [2208

CLEARANCE Sale.—Few ehop-soiled machinee, ab-
sointely nnwged, at under cost; P Douglas £41,

R Dougiae £45, Scott £57; seen by appointment only.—
Motor Mart Co., Old Lan^'astei Rd., Morecambe, [0357

TO Scott Agents, and to agents in districts where not
represented.—We can deliver Scott machines from

slock on good trade terms. Write for our wholesale list

lit once, enclosing trade card.—Hitchens, Ltd., More-
cambe. [0333

3ih.p. F.E. Indian, 1911, first cheque for £23 secures,
2 a bargain; 1908 Triumph cylinder, 15/-; 1912

Mabqn clutch, adjustable, 25/-; 234h.p. Kerry, h.b.c,
and in good order, £6 ; 2h-p. Anver.s, lese carburetter
and belt, £3, or exchauge new 810x90 covers, or 815x
105 to value.—J. E. Jones, Chorley New Rd., Horwich.

[X1065
SALE of 1913 shop-«oiled Zeniths, never been on

road.—SVoh.p., kick f^tarter, li.?ted £63, our price
£50; 6h.p., kick starter, listed £78/15, our price £60;
6h.p.. standard, listed £71/8, our price £55. There is

one each only left, therefore get on the jump quick.
No deferred or .swaps entertained at these prices.—
Hitchens, Ltd.. Morecambe. [0334

"VrORTHERN Depot. Ltd., Everything Motorish, Leece
-L>l St., Liverpool.—End of season sale. Few special
clearance lines: Soiled F.R.S. back rests. 20/- each;
Xl'all pan seat (new), £2/5; Xl'all saddles, shop-soiled.
17/6 and 21/6; F.R.S. lamp sets, 15% o2 list; oil silk
coats (to clear), £1/5/6; Jones speedometer, almost new,
£2/2 : Millers ebony back lamp set (large), £1/17/6

;

Lucas ebony black horn, 21/-; demonstration Ih.p.
auxiliary lightweight, £16/10 ; 2^/th.p. Douglas, £23

;

1913 6h.p, Rex-Jap combination, £77; 1913 4h.p. Rex-
Jap, clutch model, £48; exchange depot for D.A, cylin-
ders ; N-D.L. oilskin motor cycle suits, with leather belt,

30/6; sold elsewhere for 45/-. For special bargains see
under Sidecars. [X1742

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

ATLOCE.-1913 T.T. New Hudson and Montgomery
sporting sidecar, as new; 60 gns.

ATLOCK—1913 SVih.p. twin Matchless, 3 speeds,
not done 200 miles, perfect; £52.

MATLOCK.-i913 2S/4h.p. Sunbeam, slightly shop,
soiled; £55.—Hall and Co., engineers, Matlock.

[XI 689
1 Qll Singer lightweight, new 191.2, condition guar-
-L*./ anteed; £19, or offer.-Penny, Boundary Rd.,
Derby. iX1688

A.J.S., 5h.p. twin, new last October, fine condition;
value with accessories £69, take 50 gns.—Fisher,

Cnrdiston, Llandudno. [2197

TRIUMPH, exceptional condition, horn, spares, etc.,

several 1913 fitments; nearest £28.—Mason,
Devonia, Lichfield. [X1596

1Q13M; T.T. Roadster Triumph F.E., decompressor,
-Lt^ Lucas, not -done 1,500; £45.—Dawson, Cartre,
AVestminster Park, Chester. [X1721
"DOTAL Enfield, 1912, 2 speeds, F.E., excellent con-AV dition. tyres perfect; sa>crifice, £29.—A. Walker,
193. Landwell St.. Walsall. [2307

F-E. Triumph, new November, 1912. perfect condi-
tion, not done 2,000 miles; any trial; £38.—Dar-

low, Bankfield, Winsford. Cheshire. [X1726

TRIUMPH. 19IIV2. free engine, new Lyso, good tyres,
large lamp, horn, tools, many spares, guaranteed;

£35.—Thomas, Rossall Farm, Shrewsbury. [X1765

IQll Scott, with sidecar (Montgomery), everything in
-!-«-' good order, spares; any trial; with sidecar £40,
without £34.—Tag'g, Ashfields, Newcastle, Staffs. [X1672

33.h.p. Elleham, Bosch mag,, spring forks, open frame,
4 low. fast, but very quiet, excellent tyres : bar-

gain, £10/10.— S. Chorlton, Kensington St., Hyde.
[X1677

f>JLh.p. A.J.S., 2-speed, chain drive, accessories, tools,
/v 2 spares, overalls, insurance policy; sacrifice nearest
£30 : having sidecar.—67, Merridale St. West, Wolver-
hampton. [X1607

1 CI 13 3'/i)h.p. Zenith, condition almost new, fitted
J-«J' with kick starter and plate clutch; £48, ccst
£63. no offers.— 4. Soumierfield Rd.. Chapel Ash, Wol-
verhampton. [51740

TRIUMPH^ October, 1907, in splendid condition, new
crank ease bearings, piston rings, belt, tube, handle-

bare, enamelling, etc., very good; £20.—Beevor, c/o
Smith, High St., Ripley, Derby. [X1053

M
M

James

GROSE
LTD.,

Telephones :

7712 Central

1297 North.

OLD JEWRY, CHEAPSIDE. E.C.,
and at 255-257, HoUoway Rd.. London, N.

ACCUMULATORS.
stout Cases. Guaranteed.

12 amp. 5/11. 15 amp. 6/9.
20 amp. 6/11. 25 amp. 7/6.
30 amp. 10/-, 40amp.il/-.

60 amp. 14/6.

\
Maudes' Motor Mart,

136, Great Portland Street,
LONDON, W.

Grams: Abdicate, Wesdo, London. 'Phone : 552 Mayfair

A44 AM j«^*(»-,z relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

SPECIAL.
A few lines, soiled, but otherwise perfect.

XL'All Saddle 24/-
700 X 85 Michelin Cover 19 /-

1913 B. and B. Carburetter 22/6
26 X 2.V Avon Sunstone Cover 38/-
Garner "Whistle 9/6
Jones' Speedometer 52 /-

Cowey Speedometer, done 3,000 40/-
Stewart Speedometer 45/-
Cowey Speedometer 65 /-

Mabon Clutch, S.H 15 /-

A.K. Knee Grips 4/9
26 X 2i Pedley Cover 37/-
26 X 2I Bates Extra Heavy Cover . . 42/-

Bowden Valve Grinder 6/6
1913 Triumph, 3-speed £51

1913 P. & M., latest model £50

26 X 2I Guaranteed Red Tubes 4 9

Sidecar Aprons 4/6 and 7/6
Tubular Footrests, fit i^in., rubber ends ... 3/11
Roni Burners 6d.

Baclirests, fit any saddle 2/6
Motor Cycle ToolroUs, canvas 1 /3

Patchquick Outfits lOid. andl /10V

GET our LIST.
Special prices quoted.

Motor Cycling Caps, mth ear rolls 2/6
Tan Leather Caps, with ear rolls 4/6
Rubber Goggles, with spare glasses . . , pair 5^d.

Sidecar Lamp Brackets 1/6

We allow up to 12/- on old covers when
new ones are purchased. : : : :

SUITS—^Waterproof, double-breasted, high
storm collar, dust and windproof,
fawn, double texture (worth 25 /-) 16/6

LEGGINGS only pair

SEATLESS TROUSERS only pair
Exhaust Valves, to suit all engines ...

PEDLEY Jin. BELTS
|

^.
PEDLEY lin. BELTS LuJ^nte^
PEDLEY 1 lin. BELTS I

giaiaowed.

2/6 allowance for old belts.

LEATHER BELTING, 3-ply, Jm. lOid., lin. 1 /- ft,

SILENT SILENCERS, the Grose, 2/6.

each
foot

foot

foot

5/6
9/6
2/3
1/9
2/3
2/6

I

ARMSTRONG 3-speed and Free Engine _ _ _
Hub, Mark III., complete with levers gE5 3

I
and controls, and belt rim new.

SPECIAl.^
HUTCHINSON 1913 COVERS,

soiled, but guaranteed

—

Brooklands- 26X 2, 12/6 ; 26x2}, 15/S.
Tourist Trophy, 26x21, 21 /6 ; 26X 2!, 22/6.
Passenger, 26X 2}, 27/9 ; 26x2*, 28/9.

Cash returned if not satisfied.

1313 WIOTOR CVCtES in Stock.
Model R DOUGLAS £52
.Model P DOUGLAS £48

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.
1913 DOUGLAS £39
1912 TRIUMPH, tree engine £35
1909 TRIUMPH, bargain £18 18

Complete stock of B.S.A. Motor Cycle Parts.

Motors taken in exchange. Est. 1876.
Terms -Nett Cash. WRITE FOR LISTS.
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Ten guineas is all it costs to

bring your mount up-to-date

by the addition of the

1913i ROC
SIDECAR PATTERN

Two-speed Gear.

(6 Days' World's Sidecar Record type)

The 1 91 si big clutch type has

been designed expressly for

passenger work.

It solves all gear worries and

guarantees you satisfaction.

The 1 91 3 Roc gear vv^as already

recognised the last word in

motor cycle gears for solo use.

The 1 9 13-2 big clutch type is

just what thousands of "side-

carists
'

' have awaited and
expected.

ts, kick starter, fxipl-

Evans, John Bri^lit

[X1657

The Roc gear was the first of

all motor cycle gears—it is the

first to-day. Nothing could be

smoother, easier to operate, or

be more reliable.

No better investment for the

money is possible than in this

1913I Roc dependable gear,

fitted complete for ten guineas.

Write for particulars, stating

make and h.p. of your machine.

No delay in delivery.

ROC GEAR Co.,
HAYiVIILLS, BIRIVIINGHAIVI.

London : Robertson's, 157, Gt. Portland St., W

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BKAllliritV, 1911, 41i.p., liw I'lmlno, trxti'llLiit ron-

<Utioni i;25.-l'. J. Evans, 358, Stratford Uil.. liir-

miuBliam. [X1C17

BRAUHITEY, 1911, SVjh.p., 2 Bpfeda, nnd ivicl;i'r

siild-ar: £26.-1'. J. Evans, 358, Stratti.rd Hd..

Hiriiiiim-haiu. [X1648

ENI''IEL11 1910 2^1i.p. Twin, good condition throucli-

out; fl5.-P. J. Evans, 358, Strutlord Ed., liir-

minpbaru.
^

[SI 649

F.N. 1910 I.iplitwfiBht, matt., spring forks, gcicid

tvres; £12.-1'. J. Evans, 358, Stratford Ed., Bir-

niingbam. [X1650

LEA-FEANCIS. 1913, 31l.p., 2 speeds, kiik ftarter,

liar.lly soiled; £52.-1". J. Evans, Jolin Bricht St^

Binniiigliain. [XI 654

SDNBEAM, 1913, 2^l.p., 2 speeds, had very careful

nse; £48.-1'. J. Evans, Jolin Bright St.,_ liii-

luiughaui. [X1655

N.S.U., 1913, 3h.p., 2 speeds, twin, brand new; li.^t

£50/15, accept £56.—P. J. Evans, John Bright

St., Binningham. [X1656

ENFIKLl), 1913, 2iSh.p., 2 sei

lout condition; £36.—P. J
St., Birmingham.

HUMBEE, 1913, 2h.p., brand new; list £35, £26.—P.

J. Evans, John Bright St., Bimiingliaui. [XI 658

ENFIELD, 1913, 6h.p., coacil sidecar, used 160 miles;

list £86, accept £68.—P, J. Evans, John Bright

St., Birmingham. [X1659

ZENITH. 1912, 3'/,h.p., v('.;iable gear, good tyres and
belt ; £32.—P. J". Evans. John Bright St., Birming-

ham. [X1660

ZENITH, 1911. 3'Ab.p.. variable gear, and wicker side-

ear, (vood order"; £30.—P. J. Evans, John Bright

St.. Biriuinsbam. [X1661

SCOUT Motor Cycle, Precision engines, S^/ib.p., de-

livery 'from stock: £38/10.—Taylor and Hands,

353a, Coventry Ed., Birmingham. [X9802

1Q13 2i:.h.p. Singer, only ridden 700 miles, speedy,

-L«7 new cjndition throughout, lamp, horn; £26; ap-

proval.—IJnggan, Ivy Cottage, Berkswcll, Coventry.

FOEWAED 1913 Demonstration 2%h.p. Lightweight,

grand machine, 25 gns. to clear; another, with 3-

speed, 32 gns.—Forward, Summer Eow, Birmingham.

ROVEE. new March, 1913. Armstrong 3-8peed. care-

fully used, runs and looks like new, £45 ;
with

Millford Corvette coachbuilt 1913, £64.—Player. 134
Earlsdon Av., Coventry. rX1803

-1 013 Indians, 7h.p., 2-.speed, F.E. clutch; advertiser

-Lt/ has two; purchaser have choice; absolutely as

new : 60 gns., near offer ; option sidecar.—"Whitaker, con-

tractor, Stockingford, Nuneaton. [X1059

TEIUMPHS. late.=t 1913 3-specd, free engine, and
T.T. rjadstcr models in stock for immediate de-

livery ; cash, exchanges, or easy payments. — Premier

Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Ed., Birmingham. [0340

P.
and M., latest 1913 model, lamp and horn, Kemp-
shall tyres, unpunctured, sidecar gear ratios, new

2 months ago, and in absolutely perfect condition

;

£57/10.—M. Sampson, 17. Grcsvenor Ed., Coventry.
[X723

B.SA., 1913 model, 2 speeds, kick start, running
boards, very line condition, used for one month

only. £43; 2h.p. 1913 Humber lightweight, fully

equipped, in fine condition, £22.—Baines, Garage. Oak-
h.am. rX1615

ZENITH, 3V.h.p., April, 1912, iir.st-elass condition,

semi T.T. bars, 1913 Senspray, new Eempshall non-

skid, alid Pedley belt, all engine spares, and spare cover,

butted tube, and belt ; £39.-36, Haughton Ed., Hand.s-

worth. [X1805

31h.p. 1912 Free Engine Triumph, N.S.U. 2-6pced,
•2 Bowden magneto control, new back tyre, spare

tiibeti and belt, speedometer, lamp, not done 1.400
miles, just overhauled; trial; £46.—H. Brooks, Wliatton.

Loughborough. _ [X1710

ALLDATS, 1912, S'oh.p., free engine, 2-specd gear.

rcHently overhauled' by makers, perfect condition,

Lucas lamp" and generator, Cowey speedometer; £30;
owner going abroad.— Passmore, 39, Pargeter Ed., Beiir-

wnod, Birmingham. [X1492

1 Q13 Bradbury, 3-speed gear, £49; 1913 2V2h.p. T.T
A«7 Premier, run 600 miles, £27/10; 1911 Indian.

7h,p., new 1913 clutch, new tyres, £38/10; 1911 Hum-
ber lightweight, good condition, £17.—Jas l'l:t.;tow.

Osborne St., Grimsby. [X1728

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

3Jlh.p. Minerva, robored, new piston, perfect working
2 order, £10; sidecar, £2. — Cox, Stonea, Cam-

bridgeshire. [2389

8 h.p. 2-speed Matchless, 50 gns. ; also several other ma-
chines with sidecars; cash offers invited.—Young.

Newmarket. [2225

TEIDMPH. F.E., nearly new, take £25, and really

good 2'/,h.p. modern eingle-cyl.—Adams, Gladstone
Ed,, Woodbridge. [2371

INDIAN (rcdl, 5-6h.p., 1910, fully equipped, in ex-

cellent order, all spares, new lamp, horn, etc,
;

nearest £20 secures.-Willson. Coronation Hotel, New-
market. [2234

£3910
1912 31 Rudge-Mutti and

New P(r;'ection Sidecar.

First-class order. Ready

to ride away. Any trial.

SECOND-HAND. Every one guaranteed.

£29 10 1012 ., Rex Humber, 3!. I' i:. «") 1"

£15 10 2l .Mis. Bex Rover, 3'., clinch £29 10

£12 10 3* Rex 2 Mag. Minerva . £11

£16 10 3* Mas. Birch F.N. Lichtweight £9 10

£27 10 5i 2-sp. N.S.U. 'i2 3-s|). Bradl)ury£47 10

£17 10 3» N.S.U. 3S UglitBox ... £10 10

£19 10 3A ['.i:. Minerva ijn & 1 .li. J.A.P.£34 10

£35 10 'i^F.F. Quadrant jS Bex £15 10

£8 10 3 Humber Twin Moto-Reve £15 10

£26 Number, v'. 2-sp- James, lom. jV . £16 10

£16 Singer, 3,' mag. ,(> Twin Minerva £15 10

£10 P.F., 3i 1112 Rudge Molti £42 10

£34 10 'ii Rex'Twin,2-sp. Molosacoche, magilS 10

£27 10 'ogRcxTwin. 2-sp Werner, Twin .. £12

£55 New Twin REX do Luxe and Sidecar.

£45 igir Twin REX Sidctte, chain drive.

£58 1912 2-spccdTwin REX Sidecar, Brandnew
£42 10 1913 2-specd Twin REX, nearly now.

£47 10 1912 WALL Tricarriago. Cost 90 Guineas.

£31 5* h.p. 2-speed N.S.U. and Sidecar,

liasy Payments troin one-quarter deposit and
Twelve Monthly Payments.

SPECIAL EXCHANGE QUOTATIONS.
I9r3 2 or 3-spccd BRADBURY £60

J013 REX Sidctte £75

1013 6 h.p. 2-specd REX S62 10

1913 S h.p. 2-spee;l REX, chain d^i^ e £67 15

1913 6 h.p. 2-5pced REX-J.A.P £71 8

1013 8 h.p. REX-J.A.P S73 10

1913 W.C.WILLIAMSON, and Sidecar .,-. £98 10

1913 HUMBERETTE,ncarly new £90

1912 twin 2-speed REX de Luxe, NEW .... £53
Easy Payments from one-fourth deposit

/ft jf^
£46

' for

'2 e £34

We offer a Brand New rgra 4 h.p. Tourist REX,
S4..i X 95, with Bosch magneto, B. and B. car-

buretter, push pump and teed lubrication, spring

forks. Cantilever seat, 2O x 2J non-skid tyres, stand,

carrier, toolbag, numbei -plates, pump, tools, for £34

Makers' price, £46. 1 a-h o^ers or exchiiues con-

sidered, as we wish to clear, regardless oJ cost.

Model F , £10 Os. Od

Wc are Sole Wholesale Agents lor PERFECTION
Sidecars {6 models). Trade supplied on liberal terms.

iiiaKe juLii uiu m.

£510
Make your old machine up to date by fttting a

1912 ARMSTRONG 3-speed Gear,
Brand New, and complete with
belt rim and controls,

Mark II., £5 10 0.

Mark III., £6 2 6.

1913 Mark VI., £10 10 0.

Usual price. 10 Gns. and 12 Gns.

WHY W.'ilT f Despatch from stock. Trade supplied.

TRADERS should write for our Special Terms for

Seccnd-hand Motor Cycles. It's money for

nothing.

I Westt

Collier's Motories,
Westeate, Halifax, England.]

11 All letters relating to advertisements sliould quote the iiumher at the end of each ndveitisemert, and the date of the issue.
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ROBERTSONS
BARGAINS
SHOP SOILED MOTOR CYCLES

1913 ALCYON, 2* h.p r. «32

1913 ALCYON, 3J hP *^*

1913 EDMUND-J.A.P., 4 h-P-. spring frame £42

1913 ZENITH-GREEN, water-cooled £54

1913 B.S.A., 3i h-Pv 2-speea £55

igrs BAT, 6 h.p., 2-speed, chain drive £66

SHOP-SOILED SIDECARS.

MONTGOMERY No. 5, Edinburgh body £14

MONTGOIVIERY No. 7, Exeter body, hood, screen £17 10

MONTGOMERY standard £6 15

MILLFORD Corvette, storm apron, mat, and

luggage board *" 1''

MILLFORD spring wheel No. 4 chair £11

MILLFORD rigid No. 4 chair £9

MILLFORD rigid No. 14 chair £11

MILLFORD rigid No. 3 chair £10 10

BRAMBLE No. 6 £10 15

SECOND-HAND
MOTOR CYCLES.

1440.

1427.

1435.

1438.

1441.

1444.

1445-

1446.

1327.

1341-

1283.

1285.

1418.

1362.

1395.

1406.

1416.

J412.

1426.

1428.

1430.

1432.

1433-

1436.

1332.

1439-

1013 TRIUMPH, 3-speed, 14 days old £48

With £13 13 Bramble Sidecar £56

J913 RUDGE Multi, 5 h.p., scarcely used £52

1913 DOUGLAS JWodel S, one week old £46

1913 BAT, 4 h.p., O.H. valves. No. 1 model,

two weeks old £42

igi3 NEW HUDSON, 2i h.p., 3-speed, prac-

ticallv unused £38

1913 DOUGLAS, Model P, nearly new

1913 DOUGLAS, Model R, three weeks old,

lamp, generator, and horn

1913 LEA FRANCIS -J.A.P., 3J h.p., chain

drive, F.R.S. lamp, generator, horn,

tools, and spares

1912 BRADBURY, 3i h.p £35

I9r2 ZENITH, 6 h.p £48

1912 ZENITH, 3* li.p £38

I9r2 CLYNO, 6 h.p., 2-speea £46

I9r2 BRADBURY, free engine £36

igrz RUDGE, free engine £35

J912 J.A.P.-CHATER, 6 h.p., free engine, and

Sidecar with child's seat £42

1912 A.J.S., 6 h.p., with a lot of accessories . . £55

igra TRIUMPH, free engine £42

igi2 HOBART, H h.p £22

19x2-13 F.N., 4-cylinder, 2-speed £36

J912 TRIUMPH, free engine, Cowey, etc £39

1912 F.N. ,
4-cylinder, 2-speed, and cane Side.car £45

19x2 NEW HUDSON, 2} h.p., 3-speed £35

1912 REGAL-PRECISION, 4i h.p., 2-speed, and
Sidecar £34

1912 MATCHLESS, 6 h.p., 2-speed, twin belt,

Turner Sidecar, and numerous accessories £68

1911 ZENITH, 6 h.p £42

191 r F.N., 4-cylinder, 2-speed, and racy coach-

built Sidecar £34

191 r TRIUMPH, 3i h.p £28

BROUGH, 5 h.p., twin cyUnder £25

SECOND-HAND CYCLE CAR.

1913 WALL TRICARRIAGE, 5 hp-, 2-speed, shaft

drive, speedometer, watch, horn, hood, luggage

carrier, acetylene side lights, tail lamp and full

kit of tool^. Guaranteed in perfect order .... £75

19

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION VL

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Brecli-

nock, Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

HUMBEE, 3h.p.. running order; f4.-Feltan Villa,

Wilton Ed., Malvern. [X1055

ENFIELD, 3h.p., excellent condition; trial given:
f36.—Twyoroea, Other Ed., Eedditoh, Worcester-

shire. [X1495

F.N. Lightweight, 1913 model, 2i/2h.p., 2 epeede, clutch,

ehaft drive, very little used, complete with speed-
ometer, lamp, horn, watch, mud screens, exceptionally
easy starter, ideal machine for all weather use ; 39 gus.

—Eobbine, Bretforton Manor, Honeybourne, Worcs.
KISS*

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

10 Humber, 3y.ih.p., 2-speed, free engine, mag.

;

£22.—Below.

1 Q09 Motosacoche; £11; accumulator, lightweight;
-L*y both in perfect order.—O. Coates, Chedworth,
Glos. [X1062

P.
and M., 1913, little used, good condition; £55.—
Bain&s, 65, Whiteladies Ed., Bristol. [2191

PEEMIER 3%ih.p. Twin, late 1910, reliable; £25.-
Hairop, 51, Twyford Av., Portsmouth. [X1522

MATCHLESS, 1913 models for immediate delivery.-
Sole Oxfordshire agents, The Morris Garage, Ox-

ford. [0313

1Q13 Sr^h.p. Twin Matchless, chain, belt, unused;
JLt' list £63, nearest offer.—Balfours' Motor Works,
Banbury. [X1424

PMELON" and Moore. 1913 models for immediate de-
livery.-Sole district a^eut. The Morris Garages,

Oxford. [0203

N.S.U., 3%h.p., mag., good condition, £15; Mabon
variable gear, perfect, 52/6.—Eackley, 12, Corn

St., Witney. [2268

31.h.p. Bat, Chater-Lea frame, 1912 mag. and carbur-
2 etter,; bargain, £12.-98, Trowbridge Ed., Brad-

ford-ou-Avon. [2326

1Q13 B.S.A., chain driven, 2-speed, perfect condi-
JLU tion.—Apply to A. Bonham Carter, Salamanca
Barracks, Aldershot. [X9396

"IQ13 4i4h.p. Eex, 2-speed, F.E., done 3,000 miles,
-i-*y splendid condition; £42.—Henderson, 203. Ox-
ford Ed., Ecading. [2290

RUDGE Multi. — Deliveries from stock ; trial runs
given ; exchanges entertained ; trade supplied.-

Official agent, Barnes, Slough. [9139

LEVIS, 191231, 2-stroke. 2Vih.v.. T.T.. condition per-
fect, ridrteu only 500 miles; £24.—Box 4,205,

The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X1698

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2 speeds, T.T., 2 weeks old, perfect
as new; sacrifice £40, cost £50; first cheque

secures.—Philpott, 8, Horsefair, Bristol. [X1628

£7/10.-Eex, SVib.xi., B.B., h.b.c, new 40 amp. accu-
mulator, tyre, tube, pulley, pedals, partly re-bushed,

long, low.—F., 61, Silver St., Salisbury. [2362

FOE Sale, sacrifice, 3%h.p. T.T. 3.speed (Armstrong)
1913 Singer, a real flier, unscratched; £47.—Organ.

4, Long St.. Wo'tton-under-Edgc, GlOs. [X1064

HAETWBLLS' Garage, Chipping Norton. — Triumph
and Douglas agents ; also agents lor Swift cycle

car for Banbury, Burford, and Chipping Norton.

TRIUMPH. 3-speed, SV'h.p., free engine, clutch; in
stock; £59/15.-Hartwells'.

OUGLAS model O, £48; in stock model E, £62.
Hartwells'.

'PHONE: MAYFAIR 5767

|57.CRtATPORTLAND STRfEl W

D
ENFIELD Autolette in stock, £13S.-Oxfordsliire

agents, Hartwells'.

TRIUMPH, 1912, free engine, in fine order through-
out, new lin. Dunlop belt, lamp, horn, and tools:

£39.~Hartwells'. [1786

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles.—We have a large stock
of machines in excellent condition at very low

prices to clear; send us your requireinente and we will

guarantee to satisfy you.—The Morris Garages, Oxford.
ro3ia

TWIN Eex, 5h.p., good condition, £15; Minerva,
m.o.i.y., 2%h.p., running order, £4/10 ; Peugeot

engine, 5h.p., £4/10.-Tiinm6, 82, Walton St., Oxford.
[2293

A.J.S., 2^h.p.. 3-speed, 1913, new April, ridden 550,
Lucas lamp, epeedometer, horn, tools, excellent

condition; coat £61, take £45.—Pool, Kanawha-, F'eet,

Hants. [2249

SCOTT, 2-speed, F.E.. late 1911. with or without
metal torpedo sidcMir, very knutty, lamp, horn,

spares, perfect ; ofler,^ or exchange.-Fleetwood, R.N.
Hospital. Ha.slar, Goeport. [2387

FOB Sale, a T.T. Douglas motor' cycle, in first-class

running order, similar to the one used in this year'.?

Tourist Trophy race; £34.—Apply, W. Eossiter, 23,

South Ed., Kingswood, Bristol. [S£69

N.S.U. Twin, 2^^ih.p., mag., fast, splendid -climber;

any examination ; perfect order and appearance

;

buying sidecar combination ; £22, or ofler.— Mansbridu'^i',

2 Hadleigh Yillaa, Tower St., Winchester. [2360

SALE CATALOGUE POST FREE.

A48 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

HUNTS LTD.,
The City & West End IWotor House,

117, Long Acre, London, W,C,

GREAT ANNUAL. SAL.E
For 28 days. Commencing Oct. 1st.

CHASSIS—Fitted witli quick detachable
joinis for attaching to motor cycle; these
allow the wheel to keep in line with the
wheel of the motor cycle. C BprinKS. with latest shackle attach-
ment—giving a low position. Standard 26 x 2| tyre. Width
detached, S8in. BODY—Handsome art cane, luxuriously up-
holstered in dark creen Pegamoid. Side entrance door. Roomy,
light and comfortable. Complete with cushion, mat, Bpanner and
storm apron. Price £10. Body only £3 193. 6d,

The Hunt "Model de Luxe" Sidecar Body,
the acme of comfort and perfection—strength combined with

lightness.

Illustration showing type C body.

Closely woven art cane body. Side entrance door. Upholstered
in diirk green Pegamoid. Lined inside to exclude draught.

Sale price, £9 IO3., usual price £6 68. Carr. Extra.

THE HUNT BROOKLANDS OUTFIT.
Coat—manufactured of double

texture fawn Paramatta, storm
collar, throat tab, storm sleeves,

two outside pockets with flaps,

ventilated under arms, proofing

guaranteed. Stock sizes : Coat,

length, 36in., chest 40, 4.2, 44in.

(size taken over coat}.

Leggings to match the above,

fitted with straps for attaching

to brace buttons, spat feet,

patent press buttons at side.

Stocked in two sizes, i.e.—
Men's No. i length over all

3iin., length inside leg 28in.

Men's No. 2, length over all

33in., length inside leg 29in.

Sale Price, quality Ai

—

Coat single-breasted., 18 6

„ doubted-breasted 24 6

Leggings per pair 9 6

The Hunt North Road Overall Leggings.

Manufactured of Double Tex-

ture Fawn Waterproof Para-

matta. Worn over the ordin-

ary t onaers, fastening round
waist with leather strap and
buckle. The construction

ai-ords great protection to the

stoiiiacb. Impossible for rain

dust and dirt to drive in on the

rider s trousers as with the

cirdinary leggings. Streni^th-

enedatfor , spat feet, fasien-

ing at sides with patent clips.

Stocked in three sizes, i.e..

No. 1. Mens length over all

liins, , inside leg Slius.

No. 2. Jlen's length over all

d5ins.. insielegSStns.

No. 3- Men's length over all

47iiis , ins do leg nOins.

Sale Price, quality No. i 14/3 per pair, postage 6d,

Sale Price, quality No. 2 ir/6 per pair, postage 6d,

Postage 6d.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 i:UK'S ;i Ilaryaiu.— Trimurb. 1911. (^v. rliauli'.l,

I ~li!eu(iid ooijditiou, exct-llfut tyrtv. UnuUip. I'ldliy,

,-, tooU, siJun-d, horu, 26 eus. ; ulso Cowey sj'f.-<i-

I. 43/-.—Vicbcrs. WycbwLt.d. Bouniemoutii. [2550

-I'RLSIOR. 1904, M.M.C. 3h.p. eugiup, only niu
II).000 nlilt^. t^urfaiT carburt-ttor, Litbauotli' ai--

i1 l^-^. ^aIll^Il^,' piTlovtly till la?t year : <m vuw
a : bib'br-.^t l.UCot oi' week will pun-lia-c— Mooilv.

:, St., HusinB>toko. [2202

Matchless, Bo^L'h saixg.. Dunlop tyre?, adjiist-

..lilf inill-y. 26in. wbr"ls, B, nud B. t-albliretter.

. 1915. ill tiplfiiditl (< iiilitiou. enamel and' platiai;

.!; any trial or expert exaniiiiatiun of saiue here:
Tatst aud powerlul iiiaeliiae and ea.<y oi eoutro'
r will take {:<*od make 5'-_.b.p. or good uiuke pusli

.lud cash.—Proprietor. Wbeatsbeal. I'rivett, Alloii.

(2310

SECTION VIU.
crtl'ord, Essex, Bliddlcsex, Surrey,

:ii!d Sussex.

p.ill'KN
L i52,10.

poTTENHAM—1913 8b, p. Zenitb. kick start.
I "n. with jMillfdrd coailibiiilt sidecar; £70.

1912 F.E. Triumph, overhauled; £40.

1912 S'/ob.p. 2-speed Humber; £40.

N.S.U. 2-

!: £41.

rOTTENHAJj;.-1911 F.E. Sineer

3-speed Huiuber, filiop-»:oileiI

POTTENIIAM.-

jiOTTEXHAM.-

POTrENlIAM.-19X2 S'.ih.p. BradbOTy,
I- 5ree<l and clutch in back wheel : £41.

£33.

IT ISA FAR BETTER WAY
to p.iy

The ORIGINAL
with FLANGED
than buy

few pence extra for

KING HOOK Fastener

ROLLER BEARINGS
bcop imitation with fixed bearings wliich

soon wear out.

m p

POTTENHAM —1911 Triumph, good machine; £32.

pOTTEXHAJI.-1911 4-cyl. F.N., perfect; £28.

rOTTENHAlI.-1909 8h.p. Bat-Jap;

pOTTEXHAM.-190G 31l.p. Triumph;

rOTTEXHAM.-Ciih.p. Eover Car,
L mirror, epoejcim'rtcr. hood, screen,
niiliOQ: £50. or oxcliunge.

rOTTEXHAM.-ilillford oidecar.s llichclin tyres,
accessories, repairs, benzol ; opeu on Suudars.—

h» Stoialord Hill Motor Co.. 128. High Rd., Sbnfh
oltcnliain, N". 'Phone: 1982. rS1762

1
012 5-7h.p. V.S. T\ilD, perfect; bargain,
lO Wcllesley Rd., Ilford.

IQ13 P. and M.. practically new, epares; £50.—Potter,
IJ/ 33. Bigwcod Av., Hove. rX1756

0- and M,. new, uncruted: must realise; £59.—B., 3,
1- dueen's Av., Winchmore Hill. [1415

I7AGLES.—Djuglas, 1913 model E. new June, 2
J speer].?, kick starter, foot clutch, Lucas lamp and
r!i. speedometer; £41; new couditinr

17 AGLES.—Rover, late 1912, 3-speed model. Sturmey-
^ Archer gear, now condition: £39.

EAGLE,S.—Enfield 1913 61i.p. combination, all acces-
saries, now condition : £65.

EAGLES.-X.S.U., 3'/jh.r. Popular, low-built. 2 speeds.
free engine, Cowey epeedometer, fine condition: £21.

P AGLES.—Kudge, 1912 T.T. mode!, exceptionally
^* fast, perfect condition: £28.

PAGLE.?.-N.S.U., 4b.p. twin, Eo.seh, m.o.v., 1911,
Lj spring forke. 2 speeds, free engine; £22.

I.'.VGLES.-Bat-Jap, 1912, 3i,!.h.p.. spring frame, T.T.
'

-* h3ndle-bar. very fast: £27.

l.'.VGLES.—BradDnry. i912. N.S.U. 2-6peed gear, free
['-' engine, had little use; £35.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
P.\LMER'S Garage. TiiOting.-The pre-eminent pro-

viders of unprecedented bargains.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The recngaiBed mart for

motor cycles. Attend the fortnightly auction nalcfl

at

PALMER'.S Garage, Tooting, and see for yourself.

Next three snlca, Oct. 15tb, Oct. 29th, and Nov.
12th, at 2 o'clock.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Catalogue free.

i:iv)ted. Terms, no sale no charge.

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-Write for No. 3 October
issue new booklet. Full of interest; contains de.

over 100 automobiles.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—The selection of m..ter
cycles below is submitted. Inspection invited.

PALMER'S Oarage, Tooting.-4h.p. Mauser. t»in-cjl..

mag., kick starter, h.b.c, spring forks, as new

;

£50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-3i,ih.p. 1912 Trinmpli.
E.E., grand condition; clearance, £35.

PALMEE'.-J Garage, Tooting.— 6h.p. 1912 Zenith uud
sidecar, very fine: £45.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-S'jjh.p. N.S.U., 2-srec,l,

will take sidecar; £14/10.

PALMER'S Garage. Tcoting.-2iih.p. JA.P., £6:
2"';ili.p. Pebock, £5, clearance.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— l^''jh.p. Motosac('che
lightweight. £12: 2'/,h.p. Werner, £6/10: 2b.p.

Pcbok, £5: 2h.p. Minerva, £5.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 3' Mi. p. Eerry-Abingdin,
very lino nudern machine. £17/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—4-5h. p. P.N., nice order,

with sidecar; clearance £22/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 3i.jh. p. Minerva, very
flno machine: great bargain. £10.

3h.p. belt-driven 3-

great

Garage, Tooting.-PALMER'S _ .

wheeler, running order

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 3',yi.p. Humber, 1911^1,
grand solo mount, bargain, £25: also 4iili.p. Faf-

nir Unecar. as new, £50.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—4-5h, p. F.N., 2-speed.
and sidecar: £25.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—4h. p. Stevens, Bat,
sidecar, powerful lot: £12/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Siib.p,
T.T., grand machine: bargain, £35

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-4Vih.p.
sidecar ; cheap, great bargain, £9.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-Sole address. L. N. Pal-
mer's Garage, Morton Tram Terminus, To.itiug

and

1913 Rudge,
5.

Kelecom and

(20 rains. Victoria, lOmins. Wimbledon).
48. 49, and 66.—'Phone: 208 Streatham.

Motor 'base-*'

[2421

mcdel, 85x88,
£19/10.

twin, late 1912. 2 speeds,
drive, lootboards, nearly

PAGLES.-N.S.U.. 3l/::h.p., T.T.
^-^ Bosch mag., enamelled grey;

pAGLES.-Enfleld 2','ili.p.
* ' free engine, chain

; £29.

PAGLES.-L.M.C. 3V-h.p., Bosch mag.. spring
••-' forks, nearly new tyres and belt; £18/10.

pAGLES.-N.S.U,. 3i/.b.p,. 1908. mag.. B. and B.
*^ carburetter, Danlop studded tyres: £12/10.

I^.VGLES.—Any of the above can he had on approval,
*-' " Tho Mctor Cycle " deposit system, or deferred
T'^rmentH ;trr;inged.

pA0LK.-3.-N.S.tT. 2-fipccd gears to fit Triumph. Brad-
'-' buiy. J.A.P., B.S.A..' Precision, Eudge. T.D.C.,
>m other makes, tho easiest gear on the market to fit,
ao alteration to motor cjcle necessary: trade ennuiries
Invited.

PAGLES and Co.. Hit-h St.. Acton. N.S.U. West Lon-
•-' don I)i„trict Agency. Tel, : 556 Chiswick. [X1597
33.h.p. Triumph, good running order; £10.-
4 Caleilonian Rd., London.

Shea, 229,
[2319

FROM ALL AGENTS AND
SERVICE C:>., LONDON.

"THE 'FORWARD' FASTENER OF
COURSE NEVER BREAKS"—v,ritcs

"!XON," September nth.

- - ^..aioiuuiuu Itu., JjOnuon. [2319 jg
3ili-P, Eoyal Enfield, late 1911, 2-spced, free engine; I
"''» £23.-Grin5ted, Slinfold, Sussex. [X1426 B
D.S.A., 1913, Ancu.!t, 2-.speed, 2V.in. tjTes, £46; side-,'
»-» car, £5/10.-Digby, Mersea, Essex. [2348

|

iJh.p. Bat. new Armirtrong gear: £48, or offers.—Kc:" Shaw. 10, Old Park Av., Balham. (222

THE WORLD'S BEST FASTENER.

Forward Motor Co., Summer Row,

Birmingham.

(22201 9

ROVER, 1915, S'.ih.p., 3-speed model, shop-soiled;
£52, or easy terms.—Below.

MOTOSACOCHE, 1912, 2'/:?h.p., free engine, splen-
did condition throughout; £20, or easy terms.

BRADBURY, 1912'/™, 2-speed, free engine, grand
condition, with all accessories; £35, or easy

_2-speed, kick starter, a

terms.

SCOTT, 1912, 3''lh.p.,
splendid machine, v

cash, or easy terms.

ELCE and Co.. 16, Bishopsgate Av.. Camomile
St., E.G. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [2429

1Q12 Free Engine Rudge ; £28, near offer.—Clapha:u,XO King George St., Greenwich. (X1774

B.S.A., 1913. free engine, extra good condition: 58
gas.- 69 Grecnside Rd.. Croydon. [2363

1Q12 P.N.. 5-6h.p.. 2 speeds, almost new; £31/10.—
-*-«^ 26. Parsons Green I^ane. Fulham. [2413

NEW Hudson. 1912. new: listed 47 gns., accept £37.-
Hohiiewood, Capal Ed., E. Barnet, N. [2222

VINDEC .Special, S'/jh.p., 2-speed, F.E.; £20, no
reasonable offer refused.—Lamb's (below).

HUMBER,
model

2';4h.p., twin, 5-speed, quite new, 1913
. . usual price £52/10, offer wanted.—

f,amb's (below).

ENFIELD. 1912',;,, 2iih.p., 2-speed, French grey,
scarcely used; £36, offers wanted.—Lamb's

(below).

BROWN Lightweight, 2>/2h.p., F.E., lightweight,
quite new; £59, offers wanted.—Lamb's (below).

MOTO-EEVE, 1913. 2V.b.p.. 3-speed, ridden under
500 miles: £35, of offers.-Lf '' " '£35, of o'ffers.—Lamb's (below)

h.p., fixed engine, beautiful order:

Lamb's, 151, High St..

[2427

DOUGIjAS, 2 ...
£25. Any reasonable offer for cash or deterreti

payments accepted for above.- ' '*'" "" ''-->- !>»

Walthamstow,

DorGL.VS. latest 1911-12 twin, mag., 2 speeds: sacri-

H e £23/10.-1, Ebner St., Wandsworth. [X1599

ltQ12 Clutch Triumph, excellent condition, all acces-
xV series; £35.-76, Herongate, Manor Park. [X1679

QUAllEAXT. 3V..h.p., new mag,,
offers.-Jonningfi, Greenwich Workhouse,

new Avon ; £22,
S.E.
(X1676

EXl-'IELD Lightweight, 2',{;b.p., splendid couditi(Ui

:

what cash offers?—C/o 19, Alston Ed., Barnet.
[2352

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
GLADDEN.—Triumph, SVih.p., fixed engine, per-

fect condition. King Road lamp set; £25.

GLADDEN.—Moto-Eeve, 2541i.p., twin, mag., re-

enamelled, spare belt, lamp, horn; £14.

GLADDEN.—Ariel, 2^ih.p., mag., very low, smart,

up to date; £12/10.

/^ LADDEN.—Kerr.v, 25ih.p., footboards, low, up to

date,

GLADDEN.-
be cl(

Pimlico Rd

Kerr.v, 2^ih.p,
accumulator ignition £9/10.

All the above and many others must
d; no reasonable offer refused.—91,
Phone ; 3066 Victoria. [2400

Druid

new: £25.-
"DES. 5h.r^ twin,

MOTO-EETE. 1910, twin, lightweight, mag,,
.

forte; first caller, £12.-1, Townley Ed., Dulwich

1909 F.E., tyres and belt almost

-45 South Cro.xted Ed., Dulwich.
[2393

ED Indian Cycle, 3iih.p., 2-speed. kick starter, as

new; £40.-Bishop, School House, Eastchurch.

5h B T.S., splendid condition, re-bushed throughout,

tyres, belt, as new.-King, Station Ed., Beshill-on-

Sea. [S.1654

TEITJMPH 1910-11, Tourist model, splendid work-

ing order; must sell. £25.-55, Aytoun Ed., Stock-

well. [XI 725

FN, 4-cyl. 2 speeds, magneto, good tyres, ready for

road; £16/10.-Scrase's, 381, Battersea Park Ed
,

g \^ [S1703

PEEMIEE, 2y-.h.p., 1912, good condition, just over-

hauled; £16/10.—K., Hillview, Dunton Green,

Kent. 1X1676

3h.B. Minerva Lightweight, in perfect condition, very

fast machine; f8.-Apply, 107, Wakefield St., East

Ham. L2241

3-SPEED Douglas, model H, spares, perfect ; £32/10

;

appointment.-P. C. Bridge, 18, Pinfold Ed., Streat-

ham. 1^2322

~I013 3'/>h.p. 2-6pccd Countershaft Premier, condition

-l«7 as new; £45.—Boyce, 275, Archway Ed., High-

gate. [2272

ZENITH, 3iAh.p., 1912. absolutely perfect; bargain,

£36; not Sundays.—72, Shakespeare Ed., Heme
Hill. t2122

P.
and M., late 1911, SVjh.p., 2-sp^eecU splendid con

£38, or near.—41, Ashford Ed., Crickle-
[2327

MOTOSACOCHE. 1 ._ . .

good tyres, capital order; £16.

F.N., 2y4h.p
condition, accessories

wood.

3ili.p. Centaur, good condition; any reasonable offer;

2 must sell.—24, Lawford Ed., Kentish Town Ed.,

N.TV. t2377

TEITJMPH, 1908, splendid condition, lamp, gener-

ator, horn, etc. ; £24,—Kelly, 34, Nightingale Lane,

Balham. [2303

2iAh.p., adjustable pulley,

21, Gilmore Ed.,
[XI 548

1909, Bosch, new tyres, belt, splendid
£14,—Hines, tobacconist.

East Sheen. [2195

TEITJMPH, 1911, SVsh.p., everything in perfect con-

dition: £26/10.-Mainwaring, The Haven, Goud-
inrst, Keu-i. [2266

IF Ton Want Bargains in 2nd-hand motor cycles you
can get them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Fleet

St., London. [X9705

TEITJMPH, F.E., 1911^i, Jones trip speedometer, all

accessories, spares ; £35.—H., 48, Fortismere Av.,

Mu«weU Hill, [X1732

KEEET-ABINGDON, 1911, 3y2h.p., 2-6peed gear,

handle starting, nearly new tyres ; £26.—Tilke, Hors-
monden, Kent. [2242

PEEMIEE. 2V>h.p., clutch model, 19I2V2, almost as

new; reasonable offer.-E.J.F., Eanmore, Park Ed.,
Norbiton, S.W. [X1782

TEITJMPH, 1910, perfect condition, new 26x2y2
wheel: £26/10; good push bike part.—129, High

St., Croydcn. [2329

perfect order

;

S.W. -Phone :

[2184

ZENITH-GEADUA, SVah-p., 1911,
£25.-73, Loughboro' Park,

Bri.'iton 2142.

CLTNO, complete, 1913 outfit; cost £115 in July;
run 1,500; £90, or offers; any trial.—22, Lewes

Crescent, lirighton. [X1497

DOUGLAS. 1913, model O, absolutely as new, done
60(.: any trial; £40.—Dr. Gibbons, Southern

Hospital, Dartford. [2283

DOTJGJ-iAS. all models, for immediate delivery; trade
supplied-—Eey, 5, Heath St., Hampstead, and 173,

Gt. Portland St., W. [9668

MOTOSACOCHE, lady's, 2y.h.p., variable gear, free
engine, perfeet order; £25.—Hill, 9, Knighton

Villas, Buckhurst Hill. [X1491

TRIUMPH, 1911M., IVJa-V: Iree engine, spring forks,
tyres and condition perfeet ; £28, lowest.—275,

Kensal Ed., Londjn, W. [2206

MATCHLESS, ZVih.p. J.A.P,. 2-specd, free engine,
splendid condition ; £26.—Eoss. Ingleside, New-

stead Ed., Lee, Kent, [2399

TEirMPH, 1912';4, clutch model, not done 600 miles,
as new: £38, genuine bargain.—228, Pentonville

Ed., King's Cross, London, N. [2163

eSTABUSHCD 30 Y«AII1"1M IHt lltARt Or IMITRAOC

COLMOREDEPOT~ BlRAMNGMA/yv —

Howyou can obtain

ANEW

MOTOR CYCLE

FOR6d. A DAY

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
CASS'S.—Trump-Japs. 1913, special bargain, 6h.p.,

3-speed, kick starter, decompressor, best frame

Read every word and think

over it.

The price at which we are offering the two or

three hi^h-class machines, specified below, is so

exceptional that two or three buyers who are keen

and quick after a bargain are offered a golden op-

portunity. (A perfectly new unused machine, mark
you, soiled only.) The price is such that when the

machine is disposed of next year, after having been
ridden for a season, the figure reabsed will be so

near to the original cost price, that the difierence

will not represent more than 6d. a day.

Work this out ! Providing only that you buy
right (and you could not go wrong on any of the

machines below) , it is possible for you to get one
year's wear out of your machine for 6d. a day.

1 Shop soiled DOUglas R.

2 Shop soiled New Hudson

2 Shop soiled Matchless

No. 8 h.p.

Remember the above are just a few exceptional

lines which have become a little soiled by standing

in our show rooms. Possibly one or two of them
may have been ridden a few miles by some pro-

spective buyer, or perhaps become marked or

scratched in transit. Nevertheless they are all

absolutely as good as new for all practical purposes.

Now ! All you who are interested send a post-

card, mentioning which machine you think will suit

you, or you have a particular penchant for, and we
will at once get into touch with you by a call or

letter. For a few machines in our stock we are

open to discuss deferred pajnoient tenns with
prospective buyers,

COLMORE

J

1912, a3 new,
model, special sale price £38:

5-6h.p., clutch
also 1910 model.

in market: 60 gns., list £69/10.

CASS'S.-Zenith, 1913. 8h.p., clutch and iick starter
superb cane sidecar, complete with iiuest acces^

eoriee, 2 months old, in perfect order; £75.

CASS'S.-Indian, 7h.p., 1913. MilUord sidecar, 2
Lamps, tyres all as new, 6 weeks old; exceptional

bargain, £72/10.

CASS'S.—Indian, 7h.p.. 1912, cane sidecar, perfect^
condition, very fast ; £50.

CASS'S.-Quadrnnt, 1912. 4y2h.p., 3-epeed Aimstrong, ,

climb anything; list price £59/10. bargain, £49/10.'

/MASS'S.—F.N.,

£22.

CASS'S.—All makes, new and second-hand, motor
cycles and cycle cars supplied, sidecars, tyres,

accessories: deferred payments.—Cass's Motor Mart, 5*

Warren St., W. (opposite Tube Station). Tel.: 3624
Mayfair. [2437

QUADRANT, 2%h.p., in good order, just overhanled,
h.b.c; £8/10.-Box L2,784, The Motor Cuch

Offices, 20, Tudor St., B.C. [2281

3ih.p. Fafnir, mag., B, and B., good tyres, eparf

2 Whittle; sell £16, or push biko and cash.—Tre
wern, "Vigo, Lancing, Sussex. [237t

4-CYL. F.N., 1913, 2 speeds, clutch, footboards; £50
or deferred terms.—Phipps, c/o Purcells. Ltd., 76

Gharlotts St., Fitzroy S<J., W. [238(

ABNO, SMih.p., late 1912, Stunney 3-speed, excelleo

condition; price complete £40, or near ofier.-

Bandall, Shalford, Guildford. [228i

CHATEE-DE DION, B. and B., countershaft. Ion-

lamp, horn, accmuulator, perfect condition; £10.-
95, ChEriton Ed., Folkestone. [2371

MORGAN and Maxwell, The Motorics. 80, High Ed.
Streatham, London.—Keen prices, quick deliveries

better terms than you can obtain elsewhere.

MOEGAN and Maxwell.—A.J.S., 1912. 2i/ih.p.,

speeds; £30.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Bat, 2'Ah.p. De Dion, spiiu

frame : £10.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-Bat, 7-9h.p., 1913. 2 speei
all accessories; £60.

-Bat, Bh.p., and sideca

31, COLMORE ROW, BIRMINGHAM.
49, JOHN BRIGHT ST., BIRMINGHAM.
261, DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER.
31, RENSHAW ST., LIVERPOOL.

62, HIGH STREET, LEICESTER.

-Bradbury, late 1912, accb

MORGAN and Maxwell.-
1913: £60.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-
sories; £33.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-Clyno, 5-6h.p., late 1912,
speeds, Binks. and coachhuilt sidecar ; £45.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-Enfleld, 6h.p., 1913,
speeds, and sidecar, as new; £68.

MORGAN and MaxFell.—Humber, 1913, S^h.P-, an
folding sidecar, 3 speeds ; £62.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Indian, 1913, 7-8h.p.,

new, and sidecar; £75.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-Lincoln Elk, 4i4h.p., 191
2 speeds: £32.

MOEGAN and Maxwell.-Matchless.
speeds, nad Canoelet ; £70.

ORGAN and Maxwell.-
£22.

Motosacoche, 2',ih.p., 1912

1910, 6h.p..

8h.p., 1912.

TVTORGAN and Maxwell.—Minervas from £S cadi.

M
MORGAN and Maxwell. -N.S.U.,

speed, and sidecar; £32.

MOEGAN and Maxwell.—P. and M., late 1911,
speeds, Kempshalls, accessories; £42.

TVTORGAN and Maxwell.—Premier, 2i4h.p., 1912; £2:

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Eex. 6-6h.p., and Chate
Lea sidecar, 1909; £32.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Rudge, 5^/2h.p-, free engini

£27.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Singer, 2V2h.p., T.T.,

3 speeds, Bosch; £35.

MORGAN and Maxwell. Triumph. T.T., 1911. '-

compressor, special engine and fittings; £:j2.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Triumph. 1911, Tourist, li

condition ; £30.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Triumph, 3i/,h.p., lali

1913. 3 speeds, brand new; offers invited: sI.l

soiled.

MORGAN and Maxwell—Zenith, 6-Sh.p., 1913. har.

soiled, Gradua gear, Hutchinsous, Bo.sch. lu

light, speedometer, complete with Gloria new Project

£30 sidecar, all tools, lamps, fittings: price £100, ivi

insurance policy.

MOEGAN and Maxwell.—De Dion car, Sh.p.. Loi

screen; £50.

,a.„^-.-. and Maxwell's Miscellany.—A. S.L. sei

pillar as new, 21/-; Bints 2-jet carburetter, 21

Triumph back wheel, 10/-; free engine back wheel, £

NSU. 2-speed gear, £6; Albion pulley, 5/-; Eushmi
lamp and automatic generator, £2; decompressor, 6,

Lcige plugs: Shamrock and leather belts, cheap; Cow
anu Smith speedometers, almost new lamps, etc, ; wri

us.—Morgan and Maxwell, 80, High Ed., Streatliai

London. (Xl'

IVTORGAN

A50 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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Colonial Prices.
rwyE publish a letter this week from a covrespon-

IMf (lent in New Zealand who puts forward in ay concise way a matter which affects motor

f f cyclists across the seas in a very vital manner,
and in a very vital spot—their pockets. He

I Ilts to the prices asked and obtained for English

!:ii-hiues in cur colonies. The instance he quotes

. we hardly think, an isolated case, judging from
M frequency with which the matter is touched upon
. many of our colonial correspondents.

I'he New Zealander in question asks, pertinently

niiugh, why the retail price of a machine in the

'i')riies should be any more than it is at home, plus

duty and freight. But in actual fact in the in-

iiice he gives, the price asked is some ,£13 in excess

I this. Some of this must, of course, go toward the

igher wages paid in a protectionist countiy, and tlie

iterest on the agent's money paid months in advance.
t is a simple matter to arrive at the corresponding
irice in New Zealand to that obtaining in Great
iritain. A.ssume a machine to cost ^50 at home, the
mport duty on a British motor cycle is 20% ad
•alorem. or ^10. To pack in case, dock dues, ship-

)ing and freights cost ^^3 3s., thus bringing the retail

irice of the machine landed in New Zealand to

£63 3s., but -Q-16 is the price the agent asks.

.Vow the agent gets his trading commission on the

inglish price of £s°' ^"d even assuming that he has
put his orders through a shipping house in London,

here is no reason why tliis should increase the retail

:ost by more than twenty shillings in New Zealand.
Therefore, it is pretty obvious that the lot of the

colonial agent is exceedingly rosy when he is handling
1 free selling line of goods. No one can blame him
or makmg hay while the sun shines, but it is for the
nanufacturer at home to consider whether this sv.stem

Df dealing is in the long run good for the home trade.

American competition is increasingly severe all the
world over, particularly so in most of our colonies.
To sell cheaply is the motto of the American manu-
facturer, and he is not as a rule hkely to let such
jgolden opportunities as this slip liy, and if he drops his

iprices 10% below the corresponding price of the
British manufacturer, as he easily can, by direct deal-
ing with his customer, or at any rate by insisting upon
a maximum price, as well as a minimum, being charged
by his agent, he is going far to secure the bulk of the
market.

The course which appears to us to be tlie most eqiiit-

able would be for the manufacturers, after consulta-

tion with their colonial agents, to fix a settled selling

price for their goods for each particular locality after

taking into careful consideration cost of labour,

establishment charges, etc., in those localities. By
this means the buyer would be assured that the price

he pays is the true one, instead of sometimes, as is

now undoubtedly the case, a price which is flexible

and decided upon by the seller on the spot.

The Modern Reliability Trial.

IS
there a wrong idea abroad as to the organisation
of rehabihty trials, we wonder, or do the different

clubs who organise trials with freak hills included
consider that their object is served if only a small
minority succeed ? We are again moved to draw

attention to this subject by the recent trial of the
Liverpool Club, included in which was a hill which
unseated all but two competitors. Can it be truly said

that the two machines which succeeded did so by any
inherent advantage in design ? \Ve would not like to

suggest that it was a matter of pure luck, because we
have a great respect for the abilities of the two success-
ful riders and their mounts.
Now it is almost as bad to arrange so easy a course

that practically all obtain the maximum award as to

weed nearly all out of the non-stop list, but we must
confess to incline to the opinion that more care could
be exercised in the choice of a route. It is all very
well to take riders in ordinary sporting club events
over side paths and by-lanes used only by farmers'
carts : it may be all right to include a watersplash or
two, and a boulder jumping section, but when it comes
to a serious trial under trade support, the primary
object of which is to demonstrate to the general public
who read the description of the events, and the
spectators who line the course, that motor cycles have
reached a stage approaching perfection, then the
freakish trial is quite out of place.

We hope these few remarks will have a sobering
influence upon those who undertake the important
duty of selecting a course for a reliability event; it

is too serious to the trade to be treated so light-

heartedly as it has been of late. Finally, the tendency
to include unrideable hilfs has already to our know-
ledge disgusted a large section of the trade, and we
can give this early hint that trade-supported events
will not be so numerous next year.
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The Power of Sidecar Combinations.
FOR all ordinary purposes a ^Yz h.p. with two or

three-speed gear is sufficient, provided, of

course, the combination is used in only

moderately hilly districts and is not overloaded. More-

over, the sidecar body should not be a heavy one.

A wicker or cane body is infinitely more suitable than

a heavy coach-built body. It is not only Ughter—

a

good point when the power is limited—but is very

much more comfortable.

Against cane and wicker sidecar bodies it may be

said that they are hard to clean, and after a few weeks'

use in dusty weather look very dirty, but one cannot

do much to them except brush them down thoroughly

with a stifi" brush. A coach-built sidecar, even if

covered with mud, can be swilled over with a hose in

a very short time, and amply repays its owner for his

trouble in cleaning it by looking like new. At the

same time, it is necessary to clean up such a sidecar

frequently or the varnish v.-ill soon deteriorate, and

MOTOR C¥CL'ST3 AND THE ARMY.

rain spots especially should be washed off with plenty

of water.

The modern 3^- h.p. with belt drive and three-speed

gear is ideal for use with a sidecar in the manner in

which the sidecar was originally intended to be used, f

that is, as a passenger attachment. It is all right for

touring if the weight - of- passengers and luggage is

kept down and if single-figure gradients are avoided,

but for serious touring in Scotland or the Lakes a

totally different kind of machine is required. This

is the more powerful 6 or 8 h.p. twin chain-driven

machiire, specially designed for permanent sidecar

work and almost too heavy for solo riding. To this

class belong such machines as the Clyno, Chater-Lea.

Enfield, Indian, etc., many of which have special

lugs brazed on to the frames for the sidecar fittings.

These machines are capable of taking two people

anywhere in the British Isles at a cost of upkeep
considerably less than the smallest car.

The usi> of the motor cycle In the army Is contlnuall/ on tie increase. The latest Innovation is the aidition of a motor cycle ?=="»"
'%''»5.^''i'??°'^,5^iy°'/^

Battalion (Territorials). The photographs reproluceJ show the new section with tneir up-to-date mounts. A rille is an unu.ual Item in the equipment o: a

fflliilary motor cyclist.

A14
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Hub and Counter=shaft Gears.

I have received a long letter from Mr. E. C. Paskell,

of the Armstrong Co., in which he makes a point of

undeniaMe weight. " Two very powerful and
influential companies," he says, "with plenty of

iioney and splendidly equipped factories, have devoted
.ill their energies to producing this type of gear, while

the counter-shaft gear has only had divided attention

at its back, owing to its being manufactured in

factories devoted to other products." This one fact

would suffice to account for the superior vogue of the

hub gear, and suggests that for the last year or, two
the hub gear has appealed to both engineers and
capitalists as .the superior proposition. However,
when projected into the future, this fact rebounds
against the hub gear: for, despite the fact that counter-
shaft gears are later in the field, and are produced
under admittedly inferior conditions, they are already

rmidable rivals of the hubs^ Personally, I would
Iventure the guess that when the counter-shaft gear
illy booms, the Armstrong and Sturmev factories

> ill be making two of the best counter-shaft gears in

I lie world. Mr. Paskell then repeats his challenge to

me, and suggests that each of us should nominate a

champion back wheel remover: that our champions
s'urll be publicly timed at the Olympia Show, his

presentative being provided with an Armstrong
-f-ared machine, and mine with a T.T. The
[lectators shall be charged 6d., and the profits shall

1 to the trade benevolent fund. The sportsman
'tent in me nibbles at the bait, but I fear me that

'le 1914 Armstrong hub is going to be of a neAv patent

Mrs U. Smith, of Clapbam, an enttanslastic driver of an A.C. Sociable

drop-out variety. And I do not see why I should lose

money over an innovation, the advent of which I have
done something to foster. If there is to be no novel
drop-out notion in the 1914 hubs, I am still " off

"

the challenge. Trained mechanics can effect miracles

—did not a MicheHn mechanic once fit and inflate a

;

brand new 120mm. cover in less than ten minutes?
AVhat I have clamoured for is a hub gear which the
average amateur can remove in approximately the same
time as a T.T. wheel. But I hope that drop-out three-

speed hub is really on the tapis : if it is, the counter-
shaft gear which is going to supplant it would hav6
to be very very good. In the meantime, may I repeat

one of my original queries—have the Armstrong and
Sturmey-Archer people included a first rate light twin
engine in their experiments with two-step drives and
counter-shaft gears?

"Getting There."

I see Mr. D. K. Hall, the well-knoAvn timekeeper,
objects to my dogma that the get-there type of rider

must carry a spare inner tube, and gives very con-
vincing experiences of his own for my refutation. His
letter does not disprove a word of my contention, but

indicates how carefully the premises should be defined

at the commencement of an argument. Mr. Hall is

not a fair test of my theory for two reasons : the one
is that he does not compete in the mountainous trials

which figure in the annual experience of every leading

competition rider, and in the touring routes of a grow-
ing percentage of amateurs: the other is that he
habitually-uses tyres far more substantial and expensive
than the average machine possesses. I believe I am
right in .saying that his back wheel is always decorated
by a Kempshall non-skid. I use these tyres on my
own mount, and though I have never got 6,000
miles (much less the 7,000 and 8,000 which he can
claim) out of one of these covers, I must admit that

in ordinary English touring work, I have never sus-

tained such damage with one of them that a spare
tube was needed to get me there. But, as Mr. Hall
knows, few riders habitually fit such thick and costly

covers, and at least once in each of the last eight years

a spare tube has saved me a railway ticket when I

have been out on thinner and cheaper tyres. Further
than this, as soon as I go outside the normal South
and Midland touring regime, I find that even the heavy
and costly covers of which a Kempshall i.s a notable
example fail to j^rovide absolutely dependable insur-

ance. In Wales and Scotland and the Xorth of

England, and in one instance down West, I have
damaged inner tubes protected by Kempshalls to such
an extent that a new tube was required to get me home.
So I think T may fairly say that the .eally hard rider

ought to carry a rpare inner tube.
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"Twin=--Jap's" Problem.

The information given in " Twin-Jap's " letter in The

Motor Cycle of September 25th is as meagre and vague

as frequently happens when diagnoses per post are re-

quested. He does not give his gear ratio, nor does

he explain at all precisely what he means by saying

that the engine will neither " climb " nor " pick up."

But it is fairlv evident, as the machine occasionally

does 50 m.p.h. on the flat, that he cannot get a high

rate of r.p.m. except under the most favourable

circumstances. It would be helpful to know whether

the engine is new or old, and whether it has ever

behaved better than it is doing now or not. These

details may help other worriers of our special medical

department to fram.e their queries better. I was

interested in his letter because I am similarly afflicted

with an engine of quite another type. In my case

there were three responsible causes. First, the gear

ratio was a great deal too high. Second, all the

moving parts of the engine were much too tight a fit.

Third, the carburetter was fitted with so huge a choke

tube that the engine could not suck out enough petrol

at low engine speeds. These three defects are all

common on newly delivered machines., especially if

they are of the semi-racing type. Makers almost

invariably fit high gear ratios, presumably because they

feel bound to supply a full-length belt ; new machines

often come down with gears of 3^, 4, or ^% to r,

whereas most engines will run best on. a gear of 5 or

^% or even 5^ until they have worked themselves

loose and free. There are many engines, especially

iu the light twin class, which ought never to be geared

more than 5 to i at the outside. I commented last

v.eek on the muscle-bound condition in which some

makers deUver their engines—a foolish policy to my
mind. A clever mechanic can -soon make them
" sloppy " enough to get high r.p.m., as the T.T. riders

have to do in the Isle of Man ; but the poor amateur
duffer has no alternative but to ride them in a unroad-
worthy condition until all the parts are run in.

Finally we touch on the amazing habit of delivering

some machines intended for road work Avith a car-

buretter adju.sted for Brooklands, and so huge an

orifice round the jet that the engine cannot fire unless

the unlucky owner is sprinting alongside at a speed

which would break records if he could keep it up fo:

100 yards. _ As " Twin-Jap " has tried several car-

buretters (a wasteful plan, seeing that any good car-

buretter will give decent results if it is adjusted to suit

its engine and the owner's particular needs), it is

unlikely that carburation is the main cause of his

trouble. But I suppose he realises that air leakages

are perhaps the commonest cause of an engine re-

fusing to rev. except under the most favourable circum-

stances. If an engine is being supplied with a weak
mixture it can hardly be expected to bound away after

a baulk, or to pull like a demon up Sutton Bank.

These symptoms arise whenever the jet is too small,

or the choke tube too large, or the inlet pipe is a loose

fit on its stub, or if any other mode of permitting

excessive air to penetrate the mixture is in existence;

and the test is easy, for the engine should get away
nicely if part of the fixed air intake is temporarily

covered by the hand or a rag. Finally, we must not

forget that some youthful enthusiasts expect to romp
up Sutton Bank on a 500 c.c. engine in no- special

tune, geared 4 to i , with about fifteen stone of dead
weight on board.

The above
sidecar throu
on the banks
passenger de:
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WITH A SIDECAR IN HOLLAND.
reproductioDi are from photographs taken by Mr. W. B. Ellis, junr., Newcastle-on-Tjne, who has recently completed a tour on a 7 h.p. Indian and
ijh Holland an I part of the Moselle district. (1) In the canal district near the Zuyder Zee. (2/ A view or the quay at Rotterdam. (3) A ciateau
oi the Moselle. '4j Two Dutch children in wooden clogs snapped on the Indian. (5) The Indian crossing the North Sea. It travelled on the
k lasheJ to the ship's side.
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IMPROVED ROTHERHAM
THE Rotherham pilot jet carburet-

ter has undergone a few altei-a-

tioiis in design, though the priii-

ci|)le renuiins unaltered. The
pilot jet lies on the engine side of the

throttle, and is carried on a casiijjg |i»..-

jecting from below the main jet, an air

adjustment being provided by a sleeve

which may be screwed up and down,
thus varying the size of two air holes.

The main jet A is screwed into the

!"Hy of the carburetter and has a coni-

seating Sormed in its mouth. Into
1- seating fits the cone inside the

( liiikc tnbeB, which is loosely held in

I lie casting by a spring, so that the
10 may be easily centred, the projec-

n below assisting it in this direction.

I'etrol leaks below the jet are pre-

vented by a small packing gland, and
the main jet is provided with a lever

by means of which it can be screwed
nearer or further from the
cone as desired, thus varying
the size of tlie orifice, A
graduated ring is placed just

I30I

PILOT JET CARBURETTER.
above the lever, so that the jet settings

may be checked. The throttle is of the
barrel type, and the air is of a similar

type, lying at the side and opening a

long slot (clearly visible in the slietch).

The float chamber is on standard lines,

and is lifted with a snap-on lid.

An Automatic Type.
A single-lever form of the same de\"ice

will also be marketed, the only difference

being that the throttle barrel is extended
as shown by dotted lines C to cover the
air port, and the (ilate D replaces the
usual end cap on the air side. This cap
cai'ries a sliding plate by means of which
the size of the air orifice may be varied,
and once this is correctly set a movement
of the throttle lever controls both the
amount and quality of the mixture. Both
throttle and air barrels are returned to
the shut position by clock springs. We
are told that in the hands of the ordi-
nary rider the automatic device proves
every bit as satisfactory as the two-lever
carburett.er, and under careful tests of
consumption is even more economical.

Botherham carburetter details.
.^. Main jet.

B. Choke tube jet cap.
C. Throttle barrel showing slot for air pa-5sa{;e.

D. Air aajiisting plate fitted to single lever de,ice.

WILLIAMSON SIDECAR IMPROVEMENTS.
An illustration appears herewith of the

'14 Williamson sidecar chassis, the chief

:tures of which are the four point fix-

_s and the leaf

uig suspension
jiieh provides

MiDst comfortable
I i d i n g. The
.^trone construction
' i the frame is

ibie at a glance

feature is the

of detachable
rels. The out-

10 frame tube is

!"d with a lamp
:u-kel, a fitting

lich should be
tidard on all

ifcars. The body
very roomy and
infortable. The

vVilliam.<-on Coni-
laiiy have a most

tiTesting collec-

ri of sidecar
•lies, including a miniature three-seated
I'riolet, which has froqiieutly been seen

I Coventry. A side-by-side two-seater
i'f)dy will probably be "standardised for
1914. While at the works we noticed a
rerunner of the next season motor cycle,
liich has several interesting experi-

:iicnts being tried out, including" the kick-

starter, Avhich we illustrate. These
ideas, however, have not yet beeo de-

finiteiy adopted at present.

A strongly constructed Williamson sidecar chassis, which will be tho

standard Williamson frame for 1914,

It will be seen that the kick startei

consists of a chain sprocket and foot

starter fitted well to the front of the

footboard ; this is connected to a sprocket

on the crankshaft, fitted internally with
a free wheel. Further alterations on the
new models will consist of neater pipe
arrangements.

The Rotherham pilot jet carburetter In its

latest form.

NEW PRECISION 500 c.c. TWIN.
A new model 500 c.c. twin Precision

is about to be put on the market. The
engine has a bore and stroke of

60x88 mm., and is fitted with side by
side valves and a neat internal exhaust
lift. In all details it follows the well-

tried Precision lines, but a neat innova-

tiqn is the flange joint for inlet and
exhaust pipes, which are arranged in

such a way that the cylinders are inter-

changeable. A feature for the next
season will be the re-design of the water-

cooled twin cycle car engine, which will

have a bevel-driven magneto across the

front of the engine.

The new Precision works at King's
Norton are likely to be one of the finest

engine plants in the country.

A.S.L. 1914 PROGRAMME.
Air Springs. Ltd., are not contemplating

many alterations to their already well-

known air sprung motor cycles. They
will market the 3i h.p. single-cylinder

and the 5-6 h.p. twin, and will probably

stage at Olympia a new twin of 3^ h.p.

This will most likely be fitted with a twin
Precision engnie. The general construc-

tion reniaiiis unaltered.

A kick starter will probably be adopted on 1914
pattern Williamsons The first of the typ^ is illus-

trated above.
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Motor Cycle and Cycle Car Records at Brooklands.
564 Miles in Nine Hours.

THE lo h.p. Singer cycle car went for, records

up to nine liours on 30th September. The car

was driven by B. Haywood and G. Baker in

turns, and they got among the records at 250 miles,

whidi were covered in 3h. 58m. 37s. Thereafter the

SingPC ran with extraordinary regularity, an average

speed of over sixty-two miles an hour being maintained

right to the end of the nine hours. The actual dis-

tance covered in that time was 564 miles 1,524 yards,

giving an average speed of 62.76 m.p.h.

The following table gives the new records set up

by the Singer and shows very clearly the extreme

evenness of running:

The Official Figures.

Miles.

250

300

350

400

450

500
550

Hours.

4

5

6

7

Time. Speed

h. m. s. m.p.h.

3 58 37 ... 62.86

4 45 50| ... ... 62.97

5 38 3| ... ... 62,11

6 24 32i ... ... 62.41

7 13 481 ... ... 62.24

7 56 50f ... ... 62.91

8 45 19| ... ... 62.70

m. yds. m.p.h.

251 813 ... ... 62.86

315 282 ... ... 63.03

373 621 ... ... 62.22

438 1,384 ... ... 62 68
502 1,355 ... ... 62.85

r.64 1,524 ... ... 62.76

The Speed of the Norton.
On September 30th, D. R. O'Donovan, riding a

single-cylinder 31^ h.p. Norton (79x100 mm.), broke

the five miles flying start and the ten miles standing

start records in classes C and D.

In the five miles with flying start, O'Donovan covered

the distance in 4m; ii^s., which is equal to an average

speed of 71.54 m.p.h., beating the previous best in both

class C and D for motor cycles fitted with motors

not exceeding 500 c.c. and 750 c.c. respectively. The
previous records were held by G. E. Stanley on a

3^ h.p. Singer, who covered the distance at a speed

of 70.75 m.p.h.

In the ten miles standing start, O'Donovan's time

was 8m. 48%s., equal to an average ^peed of 68.08

m.p.h.

HANDLEBAR CONTROLLED CLUTCHES.

A handle-bar controlled clutcb is fitted to the Sturmey-Archer gears on the
Blackburne machines. The method of actuation is shown above ; both handle
and pedal control may be lltted if desired.

said that in starting it is simply necessary to turn

the crank at the rate of too times per minute and then

stop ; the. momentum attained by the crankshaft carries

the motor over compression.

This IS an undoubted advance in design provided it

The Imp, an American Cycle Car.
THE Imp cycle car, which is made by the W. H.

Mclntyre Co., Auburn, Indiana, U.S.A.,
possesses a number of interesting details in

construction, and is remarkable also for the moderate
price asked for it, ,£75. The machine is built on the
tandem-seated principle, and is

fitted with a two-cylinder air-cooled '

motor of 10-12 h.p. nominal. The
drive is by friction disc to a

counter-shaft which is connected to

the rear wheels by long side belts,

much the same as on the racing

Bedelia. Four forward speeds are

provided, and the wheelbase is

8ft. 4in. A speed up to 50 m.p.h.
is claimed, at which it is said

that the little vehicle is perfectly

steady and safe. The springing is

highly reminiscent of the Cycar
produced by Mr. Parnacott. One
of the outstanding features is the

provision of means for starting the

engine from the driver's seat. The
motor is started by turning a de-

tachable handle which is inserted in the centre of the

steei-ing wheel. This crank connects with a shaft

through the steering column with a ratchet on crank-

shaft through a gear spinning the motor three times

faster than when turned by hand. Compression in the

motor is automatically released when the crank is

insfrted and applied as soon as turning ceases. It is

A20

The Imp, a li, ht telt driven cycle car, the driier of which occupies the front scat.

can be relied upon to work satisfactorily, it may be

mentioned that there appears to be quite a rush in

America to market cycle cars of a cheap and simple

variety, but whereas in England the tendency in design

is inclining towards the miniature car type of machine,

the Americans are generally following the pattern

originated in the Bedelia.
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^^juegtions

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope (or reply. Correspondents are urged to verite clearly, and on one

side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
Questions bearing on technical subjects.

A Tour Through North Devon.

I propose going tor a tour on
"ZPi my Douglas to Newquay in" Cornwall. Will you kindly
* I give ine the best route from

Bath to Weston-super-Mare,
Weston-super-Mare to Ilfracombe, and
llfracombe to Newquay round the

coast?—E.W.B,
^ viur best loiite would be as follows :

[..:tli. .Uarksbury, Stowey, Blagdon,
~ Midlord, Banwell, Locking, to Weston-
- iper-Mare. Weston-siiper-JIare, High-
I litlge, Bridgwater, Williton, Dunster, to

I'orloek. At the foot of Porlock Hill pay
. toll and go thi'ougli a private road to

iiton. The roads in this district are

a disgraceful condition, and the ascent

111 Lynmonth to Lynton is very steep

d abominably rough. From Ilfracombe
• jceed to Barnstaple and then along the

ast xiii Bidetord, Hartland, Stratton,

l'nsca.?tle, Trevena. Wadebridge, St.

I iiliunl), Newquay. ^
Questions of Design,

I should be obliged if you
^Tl would answer the following

^ questions: (1.) What is the
-iJ proper ratio between wheelbase

and track in a three-wheel cycle

(2.) Is there any objection to a
wlieelbase on a tricar with 4tt. 2in.

Adjusting [or Benzole.

I ride a 1912 Bradbury with
sidecar, and am desirious to run
upon benzole, but each time X

have tried to do so I have found
it impossible to get enough air.

This has been with a 22 jet, the smallest

I could fit. The engine had been
recently taken to pieces and thoroughly
cleaned, the little ends being re-bushed.
The benzole was a strongly recom-
mended brand. I might add that
though I sooted my plug every time,
the different " fe«l " of the running of
the engine was very noticeable when
using benzole—it had more life and
flexibility in it.—C.E. 1902.

There is only one thing to do. and that
is to try fitting an extra air inlet in the

car

7ft.

track? (3.) What is the proper manner
of weight distribution on same? Should
it lie on front or back wheel? (4.) Is

friction drive satisfactory on a four-

wheel cycle car? (5.) Is l^in. tube,
gauge 10, strong enough for the frame?
—J.B.

(1 and 2.) There is no fixed ratio for the
wheelbase and track of a three-wheeled
cycle car, nor should there be any objec-
tion to a 7ft. wheelbase and 4ft. 2ih. track
|3.) With regard to weight distribution,
this should be arranged so that the weight
is divided as evenly as possible, the
inaximuin weight being on the rear wheel
if it is the driver. (4.) Friction drive, if

Jiroperlv designed and made, is perfectly
satisfactory on a four-wheeled cycle car,
but great care must be exercised in the
design. (5.) We have no idea what size
engine or liuw much weight you propose
to carry, but l^in. 10 gauge tubing would
he strong enough for most ordina
purposes.

'y

L. W. Adams, of Sturminster Newton, wiioso
recent successes include first in the ligiitweight
class at Bouinemoutii Speed Trials and fa3 est

time of file day at the Dorset A.C. hili-cllmb held
recently at Shaftesbury. In both e;ents he rode
his 2,' h.p. Douglas and in the latter event beat
several cars and 31 h.p. motor cycles.

induction pipe, which should be quite

satisfactory piovided it does not leak

when closed. Jlost carburetters will run
on benzole without the slightest altera-

tion, though occasionally mbre air is

needed. You might get some improve-
ment by lowering slightly the level of the

petrol in the jet.

Wear in an 8 h.p. Twin.

(1.) What is the horse-power
of a V" twin, bore 84 mm., stroke

90 mm.? (2^) Would water cool-

ing increase power of above (3.)

Where would above engine first

show signs of wear? (4.) How many
miles (approx.) should a.bove engine run
before the big ends would require re-

bushing?—MOREDUN.
(1.) About 8 h.p., or rather more. (2.)

Water-cooling would not necessarily in-

crease the power but would enable the

power to be maintained for a longer time.

(3.) In the various moving .parts, such
as the connecting rod, big and small

end bearings, main shaft bearings, etc.

(4.) It is impossible to say. Tliis

ciepends upon the system of lubrication,

whether the engine is air-cooled or water-
cooled, etc., but, say, 5,000 miles. With
water-cooling the wear would be slower
than with air cooling.

Exhaust Valve Burning.

I should be obliged if you
could explain the trouble I am
having with my engine. For the
last few months the engine has
run very hot, causing the head

of the exhaust valve to break off. I

tried to get over the trouble by having
the stem made thicker at the head.
This has stopped the breaking, but
the stein lengthens and burns away
at the head. The timing seems to

be right and the tappets move freely.

The burning of the valve may be due
to several causes : (1) The raising of
the valve partially while the eiigine is

still firing, which causes the flame of
the e.xhaust to pass direct round the
stem

; (2) driving with the spark too
much retarded

; (3) using too strong a
mixture ; or (4) having the engine
wrongly tiriied. Check over your timing
carefully and see if it compares with
that recommended by tlie makers.
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London to Barnstaple.

I should be much obliged if

g^\ you would inform me the best

^ way from Muswell Hill to
-iJ Barnstaple, and distance, avoid-

ing Loudon if possible. I had
thought of starting rid Hendon,
Harrow, IJxbridge, and Slough.
Where is it best to join the Basing-
stoke Road?—J.E.T.

If 3'ou go via Hendon, Harrow,
Uxbridge, and Slough, this will be the

best Avay out. You then join the Basing-

stoke Road via Windsor, Ascot, and
Bagshot, continuing through Basingstoke,

Whitclrcrch, Andover, Salisbury, Shaftes-

bury, Sherborne, Yeovil, Ilminster,

Taiintan, Bampton, South Molton, and
Barnstaple.

Mkfirlng at Slow Speeds.

Recently I took to pieces my
1912 2-1 Enfield (including the

magneto). After re-assembling,

the machine misfire^ badly at

slow speeds, but improved at

high speeds. I have examined all

parts, but cannot find out tlie cause.

The carburetter floods and the jet is

clear. It is an Amac carburetter, and
does not seem to be adjustable. The
valves shut closely and compression is

fair. The plugs both show good sparks

when tested on the cylinder. Can you
suggest a reason for this misfiring? I

might possibly be using some unsuit-

able spirit.—A. A.
You do not appear to have examined
the amount of break in the platinum
points of yonr magneto. See it thev are

breaking suificiently, and also look to

your plug points and see that they are

not too close together. In putting back
your carburetter you may have caused
an air leak in tiie carburetter itself or

the induction pipes. It is also quite

possible that, in taking the ma.gneto to

pieces, you have destroyed the magnetism
m the magnets; in this case they must
be re-magnetised.

Overheatins and Timing Difllculties.

I should be pleased to have
your opinion on the following

matter in regard to my 1912
Bradbury : (1.) I am much troubled

with ray cylinder and crank case

heating up excessively. I have good
compression, use good oil, cylinder and
piston are both free from carbon de-

posit, I us« a 32-jet, and ride with
ignition well advanced. My cylinder

is just new, and when ; fitting same I

had to take fully ^in. oft valve stems
to allow them to sit on their seats.

In connection with this I wondered if

combustion chamber was too small,

thus causing . the overheating. When
this overheating takes place the engine
knocks when I am mounting, and also

when picking up. (2.) I notice that in

your answers on ignition timing you
state that with the points breaking and
pi.ston at top of compression stroke, the
ignition lever should be fully retarded.
I have my timing as above but with
lever half way advanced.—J.K.

From your lettei' it seems that a different
type of cylinder has- been fitted, with
the result that the compression is very
much higher than standard practice.
From the dimensions you give, it would
be impossible accurately to calculate the
exact pressure, but we think tliat you
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would be advised to refer th« matter to

the makers of the machine, who would
be able to give .you the compressions

from their mechanical drawings, and to

substitute another cylinder, if such be
necessary. Another plan would be to

try a lower pressure by inserting a few
strips of metal between tlie cylinder and
the crank case until the engine runs
smoothly. As regards the ignition

timing. This varies very much with the
particular machine to be timed, some
taking very much more advance than
others, and, in any case, the timing
alters according to the use to which the
maclrine is put.

Newcastle-on-Tyne to Twickenham,

I intend going to Twickenham
from Newcastle-on-Tyne on my
Clyno and sidecar. I shall be
glad it you will kindly give me
the best way off the Great North

Road, avoiding as much traffic as pos-
sible. I presume there is no possible
way of avoiding the shockingly bad road
between Gateshead, Birtley, and
Chester-le-Street to Durham, which
must bs about the worst piece of road
in the kingdom. The last time I went
over this road, even my ihagneto was
loosened from its platform. -However,
if you can let me know the beet route
from Newcastle to Twickenham, avoid-
ing the London traffic, I shall be greatly
obliged.—H.F.

You cannot well avoid the bad road
between Newcastle and Neville's Cross.
Of course, it is not necessary to go into
Durham. You can vary the rout« a little

after Durham by going through Bishop
Auckland and West Auckland, then right
down Leeming Lane to Boroughbridge.
This is a very fast road. As regards the
London part of the journey. Your best
plan is to purcha'se a copy of the R.A.C.
Official ilap of Recommended Routes
Round London (obtainable from these
offices price Is. 7d. post free), and follow
the road marked in blue from Barnet to
Fulwell Park, where turn left for

Twickenham.
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Tlie Dtility at NaU Catchers.

I have just taken delivcrj
of an 8 h.p. Rex-Jap and
sidecar, and regret to say that.
although I have only done 5C0
miles I have had six punctures

caused by nails, etc. I shall be glad
it you will tell me (1) whether tyre
liners will prevent this trouble, and (2)

whether you can recommend a good
make of nail catcher, which can be
fitted to the back wheel of my machine
—F.A.N.

We should think that the best way out
of the difficulty would be to fit a nail

catcher. These may be obtained from
most accessory dealers, or could be made
by fixing a piece of wire close to the
tyre, or by leaving a piece of chair
hanging loosely on the tyre. Either oi

these devices should be effective.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" Foxall " (London).—8 h.p. Hender-

r,on, four-cylinder, air-cooled, reliabihty.

•J.O.L." (Bri.stol). — 3 h.p. Enfield

2J li.p. Humber.
"H.B." (Putney). — F.R.S. electric

headlight. Do accumulators stand the

vibration of back carrier?

"J.F.T." (.Manchester). — Carburetter
for 2\ h.p. F.N.

" S.G.F." (Catford).—Williamson and
sidecar, water-cooled, especially as to how
much work done on top gear.

"O.W." (Leiiiester).—.5-6 long strok?

Rudge Multi.
"A.L.B." (Mansfield).—Experiences ol

amateur motor cyclists with Scott
machines as regards petrol consumption
with Scott, Lukin, and Binks carburetters,
and life of chains.

" F.C.O." (Stourbridge).—Best wearing
and thoroughly waterproof motor cycle

clothing, mackintosh or oilskins. Names
of dealers.

"H.T." (Aughton).—2J- 'Baby Levis
single gear, hill-climbing, speed am'
m.p.g.
"J.B.B." (Purky).—Brampton variabli

gear for lightweights, especially as re-

gards belt wear.

Tr.E TRIAL IN MOHTH WALES. V. Busty (cj h.p. Sunbeam) in tht watarsplash near Llansannan.
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THE MATCHLESS 1914 MODELS.
FEATURES: New 7 h.p. Sidecar. Car Type Gear Box. Extreme Silence and Comfort.

WE recently .«peiit a very interest- -~—

_

•>
'•''

l3-: 'r-j;g': ;!Sfe^ -.

ing afternoon with Messrs. H.

Collier and Sons, Ltd., going
Ihormighly over the latest pat-

tern .Matchless models. We made a.

Iiiief announcement of these models in our

issue of 8th ]\ray last. First .of all, as

Hoards the solo models, there will not

I..' any serious alteration. The speciality

(..r 1914 will be a 3^ h.p. twin with

.\.P. engine, tittcd with enclosed chain

ive to the counter-shaft and thence by
,.,lt to the back wheel which is fitted

with a three-speed Armstrong gear.

This is an exceedingly handy little mount,
pable of going anywhere. The chain

-f will be_ of sheet metal instead of

.luiminiuin, and the spring forks will

have a bigger range of action.

The 7 h.p. Passenger Machine.

The chief item of interest, however,

licli we inspected was the 7 h.p. side-

ii combination, fitted with a totally new
iiLtine. This engine is one of the most
ttractivc points of the machine. It has

a bore of 32 and a stroke of 94 mm.
The inlet valves are worked on the over-

head system, and the mechanism operating

them is entirely enclosed. Even the

lappet rods are enclosed in tube.= , while
: he rockers are also entirely closed in,

Hid the lubricant is admitted to these

'111 the engine. With this system air

iks are practically impossible, and this

.ibles the engine to be run at very slow

eds. There is also a total absence of

Ive clatter, and the chief noise notice-

le when one is running at moderate
leds is the air rushing into the car-

I letter. The engine is beautifully

ished throughout, and its exterior is

i.te remarkable in this respect. Jlore-

r, even after long runs, the crank case

Tliti conulete 191-t model 7 h.p. Matchless sidecar combination.

is wonderfully clean. The magneto is

situated behind the rear cylinder, well

out of the way of the elements, and the

extremely neat method of fitting is clearly

shown in the accpmpanjing illustration.

The exhaust pipes are led into a spacious

exhaust box, and the final exit is through
a long pipe.

i<rom engine to counter-shaft the trans-

mission is by means of a silent chain,

and thence by an ordinai'y roller chain
to the rear wheel. Both the chains
are entirely enclosed. Since we last saw
the machine the latter feature has been
added.

System of transmission employed on (he 7 h.p. Matchless sidecar combination showing the counler-sbatt
gear clutch and chain cases.

On the counter-shaft a metal to metal
clutch is carried, which is particularly

sweet in action. The gear box now con-
tains three speeds and is cylindrical in

shape, being carried on special lugs on
the bottom bracket. Cog clutches are

provided for the first and top sjieeds,

while the second speed is of the sliding

type. The gears slide on a castellated

shaft. Both the space between the castel-

lations and also the interior of the sliding

gear wheel are accurately ground, thus

ensuring a perfect fit, absolute truth, and
preventing any noise on the intermediate
speeds. The kick starter, wliich is carried

on the gear box, is most substantial, and
the bush on to which tlie ratchet wheel is

fitted is provided with a gland to prevent
any leakage of oil ; in fact, the whole
gear box is absolutely oiltight, so that
engine oil may be used therein.

Easy Chain Adjustment.

The method of adjustment is kiterest-

ing, an adjusting bolt and screw being
fitted to one end of the gear box, and the
other end fastened to the special lug
which carries it, so that, if the adjusting
screw be tiu-ned the whole gear box may
be rotated slightly, thus taking up the
slack in the fiopt chain. That portion of

the kick starter carrying the pedal in its

"off" position comes up against a rubber
buffer, so that tlie pedal flies back with-
out noise on being released. A neat form
of gate change is provided, which was
sketched in our issue describing the
mechanical fitments in the A.C.U. Six
Days Trials, The operating rod is pro-

vided with a buffer, and when the lever

is placed in the first speed notch, if the
dogs do not engage at once through the

action of the spring, they will fly into

engagement on the first movement of the

gearshafl. The rear brake is of the

internal expanding type, and is very
powerful in action.

Tt is interesting to note that the oil

when fed through the pump is divided
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Gear box and kick-starter o£ the latest model Matchless sidecar combination,

A. Gear operating rod fitted witli spring buffer.

B. Front chain adjuster. C. Oil lank gland.

into two portions by means of a branch

pipe, one portion going to 'the engine and

tiie other to the clutch, from which any
excess is tlirown by centrifugal force on
to the silent chain. The mudguards are

wider, and to the front wheel mo3t
efficient side shields have been fitted.

The range of action of the spring forks

has been increased, and grease cups are

now provided to the movable joints so

that efficient lubrication in these parts is

ensured.

A Luxurious Sidecar.

The sidecar chassis is a particularly fine

piece of design. It is composed entirely

of straight tubes. The long iiiember

running parallel with the frame is now
strengthened by a girder. The chassis is

dropped, and the bar supporting the body
runs right through the latter, passing

right underneath "the seat. . Incorporated

in the design of the chassis is a place for

carrying a spare petrol can, and provided

with springs to prevent the latter from
rattling about.

The body is a very nice piece of work,

being constructed of three-ply mahogany,

which is guaranteed to stand a tropical

climate. A small locker is placed under-

neath the top portion of fhe body and an

ample locker underneath the seat. The
cushion is properly sprung, following

motor car practice. In future models the

well-known Matchless khaki finish will

be extended to the sidecar upholstery.

The sample whidi we saw was particu-

larly handsome. Messrs. Collier and
Sons are also considering the fitting

of a luggage platform to the sidecar body,
so that by this means the luggage is

carried on the sprung portion of the

combination.

Impressions of a Trial Run.

After our examination Mr. Harry
Collier took us for a trial run for a

considerable distance in the machine,
which impressed us particularly by its

extraordinarily sweet running ; in fact,

the engine was dead quiet in every re-

spect. There was an entire absence of

Enclosed overhead valve mechanism and
method of carrying the magneto on the

7 ta.p. Matcliless.

valve noise, and a particularly silent

exhaust, so that conversation could be

carried on without the slightest difficulty.

The district round Woolwich abounds in

hills, and we were given ample oppor-

tunities of seeing the wonderful power
provided by the machiiie on heavy
gradients. We were also particularly

impressed by the power of the foot-

brake, which was really quite remarkable.

On Shooters Hill, and on another gra-

dient, which was certainly not easier

than 1 in 8, the combination was turned

round and made to re-start on second

speed, on several occasions, which, owing
to the efficacy of the clutch, it was able

to do without much trouble. During the

long. ascent of Shooters Hill, Mr. Collier

allowed the machine to come almost to

rest, and while still on second speed let

in the clutch by no means gently, with

the result that the engine took up the

load without a falter. From stem to

stern the combination is a magnificent

piece of work, and is absolutely in the

front rank of passenger vehicles.

A MECHANICAL LUBRICATOR.
A small mechanical oil pump for attach-

ment to the side of a crank case has been
introduced by Messrs. Rotherham and
Sons, Ltd., Coventry. The pump is of

the plunger type, and is connected to one

of the timing wheels by means of a screw-

driver joint, the slot on the end of the

shaft fitting into the screwdriver blade

formed on the end of the pump gearshaft.

A small worm gear is employed to transfer

the motion to the plunger, which is forced

in and out by a cam and roller. The
.supply pipe from the usual oil reservoir

in the tank is connected to the upper
union shown in the photograph, and the
delivery pipe to the engine to the lower
one. A small wheel indicator is employed
to show the quantity of oil pumped ; there

is also an adjuster shown on the right of

the illustration. This, when " full on," is

screwed down to a stop, and in this

position pumps one pint of oil for 26,560
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revolutions of the worm spindle. If the

half-time wheel revolves 1,145 times in a
mile a pint of oil is pumped with the

adjuster set full on, and a gallon in about

122 miles. The adjustment from this

point can be graduated until no oil is

pumped. This adjuster can be arranged

to work by Bowden cable from the

handle-bar.

Rotherbam motor cycle mechanical oil pump,

" Motor Ways in Lakeland "

Mr. George T). Abraham, whose articles

on sensational motor climbs among the

mountains in the Lake District, have ,

often appeared in our columns, has lately !

published, through Methuen and Co.,

Ltd., London, a very fascinating volume

under the above title. It deals in chatty

manner with all roads possible for motors

in the English Lakes, and is illustrated

copiously with superb photographs by th3

author, who is quite unsurpassed in this

art. The price of the book is 7s. 6d.

I
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents^

All letters should Se addressed to llie Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, B.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Sidecars and Cycle Cars in Singapore.Compressing Valve Spriag.

Sir,—The following is a good tip for compressing stiff

valve springs preparatory to tying them np with string.

Unscrew the large spanner (always supplied with modern
machines) to its maximum, compress the spring by hand, and

put it between the jaws of the sjmnner. Then, taking the

spanner with its head resting in the palm, and tlie fingers

over the other jaw, draw the jaws together, at the same
time, with the other hand, screwing up the slack of the small

milled screw. I quite appreciate " Ixion's " remarks about

not being able to turn the screw under ordinary conditions,

but 1 think that, if anyone tries my suggestion he will find

it easy to manage even a 50 lb. spring.

K. J. KIRKPATRICK.

A Problem.

Sir,—I inay say that I had just the same trouble as your
correspondent writes of, only with a different engine. How-
ever, I discovered that, although the exhaust valves were
theoretically timed right, they were the cause of the trouble,

and by timing them to close slightly later, I got excellent

hill-climbing powers and fifty-five miles per hour on the

lev,.l, whereas, formerly, the machine would only do thirty-

five on the level and refused to look at anything in the way
of a hill. Hoping this letter may be of some use in the

present case. PHILIP BAILEY.

Sir,—I was much interested by your correspondent "Twin
Jap's" letter, headed "A Problsm." I have a standard free

engine, 3^ h.p. 1912 Bradbuiy, which has only been 2.500

miles. I can get 50 m.p.h. out of it easily on the ilat,

but I suffer from knocking when the engine picks up after

slowing down, or on a hill. The gear is 4^ to 1.

I have had the cylinder down lately and compression and
valves seem to he all right. I have oiled the engine very
freely, but cannot even get it to smoke at all. I have tried a
50 jet but it made matters worse, and so have gone back
to the standard 32. I might add that the engine hardly
over knocked when I first had the bicycle, and the retardi))g

of the spark always stopped it at once, which it fails to do
now. ' JOHN CROWDER.

Sir,—I enclose a photograph which may be of interest to-

you from an overseas point of view. The, machines

represented are an 8 h.p. Hiimberette, an 8 h.|). U.N. chassis

with .J.A.P. engine, and a 3^ h.p. Rudge-Multi, the last

named being the property of the writer, who along with

the others shown all live together in the same " mess "

;

we may therefore be said to constitute a small motor club

of our own.
There are over two hundred motor bicycles in Singapore

now, and as the roads are excellent and there is no speed

limit, one has plenty of chances of "letting it out" once

clear of the town.
Cycle cars are only just being imported here in any

numbers, but will soon, I think, become extremely popular,

as they afford the protection from tropical rainstorms which
a motor cycle cannot give.

I would" add that we are all regular readers of youi

interesting paper. T. A. POWELL.
Singapore.

An Undesirable Practice.

Sir,—Being a regular reader of your paper, which 1 have
always looked upon as the chief organ of motor cycling, I

was somewhat astonished to read your leading article on
"Carrier-riding" in The Motor CijrU of September 25th.

In my opinion, it is more of the type one would expect from
a lay contributor than from the pen of the leader writer of a

paper devoted to the sport. The writer is no doubt perfectly

entitled to give his views in regard to the safety or other-

wise of this practice, but to hint at legislation is going too

far. I do not agree with the writer's contention, but if there

be danger, as he alleges, in this practice, it is only danger
to those who indulge in it, not to the general public—[See

letter from "Maxirne"

—

Ed.]—and I submit that anyone has
a right to take risks with his (or her) own life if he so

chooses. If not, why not pass laws to forbid flying, motor
racing, or hunting, or for that matter any sport in which
tl«ere is an element of risk? The writer of the article implies

that the chief objection to the practice is that girls are more
often than not the passengers carried. Perhaps he also dis-

approves of lady motor cyclists and "air women"!

MOTORING IN

SINGAPORE.

A H'jmberette,

G.N., and 3^ h.p.

Rudge Miilti side-

car in Singapore.

Photograph
:iccompanying T.

A. Powell's letter.
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If we are (O imitate the grandmotherly legislation of some

of the American States, where pillion riding is forbidden, the

traditional liberty of the British subject will become rather a

doubtful quantity. For instance, in some States women are

not allowed to w-ear slit skirts or to bathe without stockings,

etc. I do not think any English Government is likely to

legislate in this absurd way, at present.

I must also contest the assertion that the average carrier

is not strong enough for the work. With nearly all machines

of 3i h.p. and over, the carrier is a very solid affair, and the

makers know it will be used to carry a passenger ; indeed,

the B.S.A. Co., in their book, say, "Do not take a sidecar

and a carrier passenger."

If pillion riding strains the back tyre, what about sidecar-

ing? I have taken passengers on the carrier for years both

on sin2;les and on big twins, but the only two spills I have

liad were in no way attributable to the fact of having a

passenger carried in this way. -

Even supposing I were one of the " rash youths " the writer

speaks of—though several years' riding in all conditions with-

out any serious spills should disprove it—I should still assert

my right to ride as I pleased, even to the extent of rashness

if "l so wished, so long as I did not become a danger to the

public. Being entirely a matter between driver and passen-

ger I tail to see that it is anybody's business to interfere.

I am confident that I shall find support amongst all those

motor cyclists who wish to retain their liberty to put their

machines to what use they please, and especially amongst

those who cannot afford a sidecar, or who prefer solo riding.

With apologies for the length of this letter,

LESLIE J. MANN.

Sir,—It was very forcibly pointed out to me on Sunday,

Sept. 28th, what a truly undesirable practice carrier riding is.

A friend and myself were riding l&isurely along a road

near Royston when another machine with passenger (male)

on the carrier was coming round a slight bend; My friend

was in front and well on his proper side of the road, yet the

other driver could not manoeuvre his machine round the

bend. The result was that after a few spasmodic efforts to

get past, both on the right and left side of the road, he gave

a "death yell" and charged my friend. The sides were

ripped off each other's machines, but the drivers were fortu-

nately more or less unhurt. I myself met one of the falling

machines.
Now, I am certain that had there been no passenger on

the carrier the driver of that machine would easily have

avoided an accident. It is hopeless to argue that a machine

steers well with a passenger on the carrier. I speak from the

experience of botii passenger and driver. It is still more
dangerous if the driver is not thoroughly used to driving a

motor cycle, not only for the riders themselves, but for all

users of the highway. Anvway, it is an altogether undesir-

able practice.
"

MAXIME.

Tyres for Heavy Sidecars.

Sir,—I see the nuestion of tyre wear cropping up

occasionally in The 'Motor Ci/ch. Surely the remedy for

all tyre troubles is to "over tyre" the machine.

Acting on this principle the following is my experience

of 12.000 miles odd in seven months, commencing with a

new machine, a Chater-Lea No. 7 and sidecar.

Tyres: Front wheel, 650 X 65 Michelin ;" back wheel,

700 X 80 Dunlop GSrooved and liner ; sidecar, 650 x 65

Michelin.
After about 2,500 miles the back tyre was down almost to

the canvas, showing even wear everywhere. I had done a

lot of high speed nding on the road up to and above forty-

five miles per hour. Front tyre worn evenly all round, only

slightly, but to one side, owing to different diameters of

back and sidecar tyres. No signs of wear on sidecar tyre.

I then fitted new 700 x 80 'to back with old liner (quite

good), reversed front tyre to equalise wear, and had new
tr«ad on old 700 x 80 cover.

After about 6,000 more miles I discarded front tyre, nearly

down to ca,nvas, put sidecar tyre on. front wheel, and re-

treaded cover on sidecar with a liner.

Back tyre still in good condition. As I was going touring

with a fourteen stone passenger and luggage I fitted a new
700 X 80 and carried the old one and discarded 650 x 55

as spares.

After about 3,000 to 3,500 miles more, including 1,230

tour round England and Scotland in November, these tyres
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were on the machine when I sold it. I had no puncture nor

any form of tyre trouble in about 12,000 miles, though at

Fort William, after running up from Glasgow, I found seven

pieces of iron in m.y back tyre.

I should point out that the cost of a 700 x 80 Dunlop
grooved is only a few shillings more than a heavy 26in. x
2^in., and aboiit six times as strong.

I've been told heavy tyres slow a machine, but I could

get fifty miles per hour with a passenger, which is more
than I ever want. I have been told, also, that a liner " heats

up the tyre." Perhaps it does; if ^o, it seems to make
it very reliable. Personally, I've never found it to do so.

Incidentally, I should like to meation I used petrol ana
paraffin in equal parts and any oil that came along. During
the time I had the machine, barring a collision, I never

had a moment's trouble with any part of it, and I rode in

all weathers and over all kinds of roads. I consider that

this machine, with the tyres mentioned, has reached the

limit of reliability. Of course, we all have our own ideas

of " improving " any machine, but the only improvement
I can think of for this machine is a waterproof chain case

for wet weather riding.

Need I add that I am not interested in either the machins
or tyres mentioned? SURGEON, R.N.

Changsha, Hunan, China.

A Sidecar tor a Dougla-.
Sir,— I send you herewith a photograph of the sidecar

which I attached to my 1913 Douglas last Easter. It is

unique and offers little wind resistance. At the rear, the

body is suspended from saddle springs attached to the tubing,

which is carried upwards (C shape) from the hub centres,

doing away entirely with the usual heavy U springs. The
fore part is swung on shackles Only.

The chassis is dropped six inches in front and seven

inches at the back, the axle being reinforced. Driving tyre,

,

2i inches, and Service leather belt used.

The body is lined throughout with bright pink imitation

leather, the seat and back upholstering are both detachable

A neatly designed wicker sidecar on a 2% h.p. Douglas. (See letter.)

and a surprising quantity of clothes, etc., can be stowed

away at the. back—of course, out of sight. When seated

the passenger's head and shoulders only are visible.

The combination pulls well, but the chain stretches

constantly—which is only to be expected.

During August I started from the pier at Eastbourne
for a run up to the top of Beachy Head (with lady passenger,

nine stone). This I accomplished, changing into low (8|

to 1) at the foot of Beachy Head proper.
KNUTS EGG.
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UTCHIiSON
motor cycle tyres.

Important Announcement.
^T|7E beg to call the attention of all motor cyclists

"'to the new qualities and important reductions

in prices of Hutchinson Motor Cycle Tyres in force
from October 1st, full particulars of which can
now^ be obtained from any Agent, or by writing
direct to the Company.

HUTCHINSON TYRE CO., 70, Basinghall St, EC.

gTT"

For the conven-
ience of tourists

the size of the
book has been
made suitable

for the pocket
or valise.

^OTOR^CLE
Route Book

Know your road

before yoii start.

It will save much time and discomfort.

" The Motor Cycle " Route Book
contains carefully selected routes
for the whole of the British Isles,

with distances clearly shown
;

45 Sectional Maps and Index
Map (by Bartholomew), Speed
Limits, and a copious index.

In every case the BEST, route—and not
necessarily the shortest— has been chosen.
Large towns, congested districts, and bad
roads are avoided.

Before commencing a tour every motor
cyclist should study this book carefully. He will be well repaid
by the added enjoyment which comes of freedom from worry.

\ Price 1/6 net. By Post 1/9.
Obtainable from ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street. LONDON, E,C.^
And from all Booksellers and Bookstalls. [RemiUance should accompany ordxn sent hy po^i.)

In aiuiweiing Ihefe advertisements il is di:firahle to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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ABINGDON
i i KING DICK"

L.EADS THE WAY.
3i h.p. & 5-6 H.p.

ANOTHER SUCCESS:
B.M.C.C. B'HAWl — CARLISLE — B'HAM.

GOLD MEDAL.
SEND FOR DETAILS.

ABINfiDON-ECGO, Ltd., B^r^v

Climb 1,750 feet
in a mile, and you
will want to have motor-cycle tyres

which grip any surface—which will stand

frightful bumps and shocks, and sharp

stones. At least that is what Messrs.

W. B. Little, Raymond Drinkall and

T. B. Westmorland found on their

recent famous climbs of redoubtable

Skiddaw and Helvelyn.

All three of these daring riders used

Stelastic tyres. Skiddaw is 3,058 feet

high. There is a rise of 1,750 feet in less

than a mile—an average gradient of one in

three. At many places the grade is almost

one in two.

tflj There is no road or pathway. For a

TdJ long distance the surface is covered with

loose stones of shapes and sizes calculated

to strike terror into the heart of any rider

—or tyre

!

tfll But, as is now motor-cycling history, all three

^^ of these Stelastic us rs accoraplisheJ tliis

marvellous climb with flying colours.

On IVIr.Lit le's machine were the same Stelastic tyres

whicli he used in the Six Days Trial.

Do you know the unique construction of

Stelastic tyres which makes such almost un-

believable wear possible ? Let us send you
printed matter which tells about the wonderful

Stelastic Tread, in which woven steel "meshes"
"give and take" in perfect harmony with the

purest Para rubber. Stelastic tyres are absolutely

cut-proo;, and almost impossible to puncture.

If you do not know the add^eso of the Stelastic

Depot nearest to y u, we shall be glad to advi.e

you.

STEL.-^VSTIC TYRES, Ltd.,

76, York Street, Buckingham Gate, London, S.W.

Ill an-^wnrlng these advertisements it is des'ivahh to mcvtion " The Motor Ci/dc."
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How to Test Benzole.

Sir,—I have bocn iinich interested in tlie lelt«is and
" Replies to Corvespondeiits " which have appeared in your

columns of late. 1 shall be glad to know if you lliink there

18 any likelihoixl of benzole clogging up the gauzes wliich

are Htted in the ports on a Scott motor cycle. I have used

it intermittently for the last three months, and on changing

the gauzes a few days ago I found tliat some had clogged

up with wliat appeared to be a sooty deposit.

I certainly obt.ained greater power, an increased mileage

per gallon, and altogether more satisfactory running when
using benzole, but I should like some information as to the

fouling of the gauzes referred to. KOUNDLAY.

Sir,—Your contributor of the article " How to Test Ben-

zole " has made an important omission, which may mean
serious burns to the novice. It is usual when testing ben-

zole to use a water-cooled condenser. In the first place the

apparatus, as illustrated and described, would fail to give

accurate results except in the hands of an expert manipu-
lator. In the second place nianv novices will, in all

probability, use a gas ring or sometliing equally unsuitable,

and begin to distil at such a rate that practically no con-

densation would take place and the vapours would ignite

through tlieir pro.ximity to the flame. I may add that I ara

using benzole and would not return to petrol wliilst benzole

is to be obtained. TECHNICAL CHEMIST.

Sir,—I have read with considerable interest the article in

your issue of September 25th on " How to Test Benzole," hut

should like to take exception to your contributor's statement

that there is no quick and accurate method for the estima-

tion of sidphur in benzole. It is true that the only way to

determine the total sulphur in benzole is to burn it and weigh
the subsequently produced barium sulphate. Carbon di-

sulphide and thiophene are, however, the chief sulphur coin-

pounds present, and these can be quickly and easily estimated

with accuracy with the aid of a good balance. Moreover,
it is possible, with a little experience, to say, without weigh-

ing, whether a sample of benzole is high or low in sulphur

content.

Carbon disalphide is estimated by the amount of precipitate

produced on addition to the benzole of phenyl-hydrazine, and
tliiophene by the amount of precipitate prociuced on tlie

addition of a solution of basic mercuric sulphate to the

benzole, dissolved in methyl alcohol.

Anyone can obtain the chemicals and the necessary

apparatus (a lew test tubes) at a very small cost from almost

any chemist.

After all it is the amount of sulphur present in the benzole

which is of chief interest to the motorist,, as the specific

gravity and boiling points of most brands of benzole now on

the market can be depended upon to be fairly right.

With regard to the alleged test for sulpluir by the immers-

ing of a copper strip, I may say I have purposely performed
experiments with samples of betizene known to contain as

much as 600 grains of sulphur per gallon, and have been
unable to obtain any discolouration.

It may be of interest to your Scotch readers to know that

benzole from Scottish coal or shale contains remarkably little

sidphur. CHEMIST.

Petrol Consumption.

Sir,—In view of your remarks on the Sutton Coldfield and
Mid-Warwickshire Club's petrol consumption trial. I, as a

competitor, should he glad it you will publish this letter.

My machine is a 1913 A.C. Sociable, bought in the ordinary
course last May. Before the trial the tank was filled on the

weighing machine and tlien weighed, together with myself

and passenger. I then drove round the course, on which
there were numerous official observers. On returning, the

tank was again filled from a glass measure, graduated iu

ounces. To nrake sure that the tank would not hold a drop
more- the tricar was swayed sideways, and it was even in-

sisted on being in the same position on the scales as" when
first filled, I aL'^o believe that all competitors were treated

the same in the above respects. My tank would not take a

fraction more than 38 ozs., and all speedometers registered at

least twenty-four miles. The trial was a non-stop, and it is

impossible "to remove the filler cap on an A.C. with hood on.

Nothing w-hatever was consumed except the fuel iu the tank

and the usual amount of lubricating od in the engine (about
three pints for 600 miles). Further, my test was under un-
favourable conditions, owing to brake trouble, and any repre-

sentative of yours who may "require some amount of con-

vincing that such remarkalily economical results are possible"
can be given a reasonable opportunity to see the " impossible

"

accomplished easily. PERCY \V. HILL, F.C.S.

Sir,—It would be of interest to myself and to the many
readers of your valuable paper to know how it is possible

to get such an enormous mileage as, 334 miles to the gallon

(petrol) as was done recently by Mr. T. Pollock iu the

Sutton Coldfield trial, riding a twin James. A few hints

from this rider would, I am sure, be very acceptable. Per-

sonally, I shoidd be very pleased to get half this distance

to the gallon on a give and take road, be it single or twin.

I have often heaid it said that the modern motor cycle

would fire on a whiff of petrol, and will soon be able to go
simplv bv smelling it. There seems to be some truth iu this

statement,
'

W. S. BACON.

Sir,—111 readi!ig the short paragraph in the last is:.Me of

jT/fp Motor Cycle it seems to me some doubt is entertained

as to the validity of the official results of tlie fuel consump-
tion trial recently held by the Sutton Coldfield and ^lid-

Warwickshire A.C.
The figures no doubt seem remarkable, but as I both tuned

up and drove the 10 h.p. Singer in the competition, I am
perfectly satisfied that tlie mileage registered was quite

correct,' as I obtauied nearly the same result whilst testing

my final adjustments two days previous to the event,
_ .

"Perliaps when I tell you the weight of the car with driver,

passenger, and accessories was as much as 13^ cwts. you will

be even more surprised at the mileage, and especially when I

state that the automatic features of the Claudel-Hobson

carburetter were retained exactly as turned out by the makers

and no such extras as additional air used.

However, in order to clear away any possible doubts, I

offer to repeat the same performance over the same course,

and under the same climatic conditions, with one of your

staff as a passenger, who can also satisfy himself that the

measuring of the fuel is correct.

The results were obtained only after repeated tests on the

yoad after each adjustment and results carefully noted. This

coupled with careful driving and watching every possible

point' is mv explanation of my own performance.

I can only speak for myself, but I tliink the other com-

petitors who" obtained the I'ligh mileages would be quite ready

again to turn out, and I invite you, Mr. Editor, to witness

another test, when I hope the otlier competitors will be pre-

pared to demonstrate what is possible after careful tuning up

and studying carbnration.

Houins it wiU be possible to arrauee Ihis demonstration,
^ HOW-UID SIMITH.

[We sliall be pleased to accept these offers.

—

Ed.]

•i

C, G. Fullin !3J h.p. EaCgel, winner ot the Seventeenth Short Motor Cycle Handic»p

at Brooklands on Saturday last. The second race was postponed.

»3
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Stolen Machines.
Sir,—In the last issue, on page 1288, we note that Mr.

Bird, of Queenstown, has been the victim of a tliief.

With regard to the new Skew non-skid cover we would
like to advise you that each cover has a certain number
on it, and this would perhaps help in tracing the machine.
If Mr. Bird does not know the number of the cover, if he
could tell us from whom it was purchased we may be able

to supply the number. OYLEES', LIMITED.

A.C.U. Official Records.
Sir,—I should. like to draw your attention to the curious

anomaly existing at present with regard to A.C.U. records.
The present one hour sidecar record is held by S. F.

G-arrett on a 3J Regal-Green-Precision, at a speed of 50.99
m.p.h. This should cover all records up to one hour unless
faster time is accomplished, whereas the record speed was
only 50.56 m.p.h. for five miles in the same class. I think it

would be of general interest to comment on this in The Motor
Cycle.. ERNEST SMITH.
[The matter is to be considered at the next Competitions
Committee of the Auto Cycle Union. It is probable that
the A.C.U. will decide that the larger record covers the
smaller, but it must be borne in mind that during an hour
record the five-mile times are not taken, and it is therefore

impossible to say when tlie five-mile record was broken.

—

Ed.]

The Price of Motor Cycles.

Sir,

—

I am glad to note the letter of your correspondent,

"Mancunian," on the above subject and heartily endorse
his remarks thereon.

Messrs. Humber, Ltd., have certainly done a very .good

thing for the motor cycling world, and I believe that so

soon as the other firms bring themselves into line with this

enterprising firm, the sooner will the membership of the

A.C.U., A. A., etc., increase by leaps and bounds.
Like "Mancunian," I am not yet a motor cyclist, though

I hope to be one shortly (at present I am seeking and, 1

hope, gaining valuable experience), and I also greatly enjoy
reading your journal and send my best wishes for its con-

tinued success.

Whilst writing you please let me strongly endorse your
remarks on the dangerous practice of carrier riding, which
was the subject of yoiu- leading article in a recent issue.

G. GORDON G. FRANCIS.

Speedometer Drives.
Sir,—With regard to " Ixion's " remarks concerning

speedometer drives, I, in common, no doubt, with many
other users of the front wheel type of drive, have experienced
just the troubles to which " Ixion " refers. Consequently,
T should welcome any device which would obviate this

annoyance, and in this I'espect "Ixion's" idea of a speedo-
meter drive from the counter-shaft when there is a rigid

drive to the back wheel seems to me an excellent suggestion.

His latest note on this subject has left me wondering,
however. I do not see how any speedometer maker is going
to "standardise an instrument" which will be guaranteed
to register miles per hour if it is to be driven from the
magneto transmission, i.e., to run in proportion to the speed
of the engine. It seems to me that the instrument will

have to be re-calibrated every time the unfortunate owner
changes his gear ratio. Then again, what about the vagaries

of slipping belts and clutches? "Ixion" calls attention to

the fact that the trip recorder would have a busy time
during a period of free engine work. In this respect it seems
to me that people using the free engine a good deal—as one
does with a heavy sidecar combination—would have a mar-
vellous story to tell of the number of miles per gallon they
had accomplished, since the engine running lightweight
would make the trip recorder buzz on very little petrol.

However, I am always ready and anxious to learn, ^nd if

there is a solution 'to this mystery I shall be interested to

hear it. L. A. McDOUGALD.
[Unfortunately, there is not.—Ed.]

Sir,—I could not but smile as I read "Ixion's " comments
under the above heading, particularly where he suggests
that the speedometer be driven off a portion of the engine
mechanism. What a magnificent mileage the rider of a
variable geared and free engine machine would put up each
month I Imagine the surprise of the novice with his

B4

speedometer fitted in the manner suggested, when riding up
a hill a mile long on his lowest gear, to find his speed about
sixty miles an hour and the hill four miles long. Probably
the opposite effect would take place when driving all out on
top gear. Anyhow, it would be particularly interesting if

"Ixion" would explain just how he would render his sug-
gestion practical.

The point, however, which I have in mind, and which 1

wish to criticise seriously, is the question of rear versus

front wheel drive. As long as rigid forks were used front

wheel drive was entirely satisfactory, but now that spring
forks have become a regular thing, the whip of the trans-

mission caused by the action of the front forks is very detri-

mental to the driving mechanism. For the past eight months
I have been using on my own machine a rear driven Corbin-
Brown speedometer ; I find that the recording is accurate
and there is practically no whip even ^ith the Indian
rear spring frame, and the mechanism is so attached that
the rear wheel can be removed without disturbing the speed
indicator in any way. If it become necessary. to adjust the
rear wheel in and out in the back fork ends, it is only a
question of loosening up a screw and sliding a small pinion
or spur wheel slightly up and down the chain stays.

I am very pleased indeed to see that Mr. George Wray,
of Southport, has designed fittings for driving a speedo-
meter off the rear wheel, and he is certainly to be con-
gratulated. I would only suggest, however, that he en-

deavour to attach his mechanism so that the transmission
shaft takes a more horizontal position rather than a ver-

tical one where it leaves the rear wheel. Personally, I find

the top frame tube position for the dial the ideal one.

W. H. WELLS.

The Price of Motor Cycles in New Zealand.
Sir,—The question of the prices charged for motor cycles

in New Zealand is a matter I desire to bring under your
notice in the hope that representations will be made in your
journal to manufacturers to see that residents in the
Dominion have a chance of seeming machines at, say,
English prices plus importing charges. I cannot see why we
in New Zealand should have to pay £87 10s. for a three-speed
Triumph when the same make can be bought in the retail

shops in England for £59 10s. Most of the principal makes
cost in New Zealand anything over £27 above English retail

prices. An emphatic protest must be made against the
operations of the so-called " sole agency " system, or rather,
the evident results of the system. I believe there are many
retail houses in New Zealand of assured financial standing
who would be prepared to sell motor cycles of well-known
makes at English retail prices plus landing charges if they
were permitted to deal with manufacturers direct. But what
are the actual facts ? " Sole agencies " are held by two or
three big firms, and controlling practically the best English
makes, the selling prices are fixed at a scale which a very
large number of motor cyclists and would-be motor cyclists

consider excessive. But possibly the "sole agencies" are
not altogether responsible. It is said, and I believe tie
statement to be correct, that the home manufacturers sell

their output to the " sole agencies " through London agents.

It such is the case it is quite evident tliat the poor New
Zealand motor cyclist has to contribute quite a large sum
for the support of a system which the manufacturers have in

their power to abolish, almost, if not entirely.

Could not the Manufactiu'ers' Union consider the
question with a view to further popularising the pastime in

the Dominion by arranging for the elimination of unnecessary
agency charges from the prices which we in New Zealand
have to pay for motor cycles at the present time?

Tlie inevitable disclaimer. I have no connection whatever
with the trade. NORMAN R. WILLIAMS,

Clothing for Doctors.

Sir,—Let Dr, Gaskell try a College mudshield and leave

all gaiters alone as I do. He will then be able to ride

dry and clean, with no need to dirty hands, etc. I had
some spring leggings made twelve months ago, and much
prefer a mudshield. Of course, I must admit that when tour-

ing or going for a long ride I use overalls, but where there is

time for the engine to cool I always use the shield. I find

the engine heats up slightly, but never to do harm. With
a clutch model I fail to see the necessity for any outrageous
garb. I wear the ordinary threequarter coat and never
feel unprofessionally dressed, YORKSHIRE.
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A New Horizontal Twin.
Features: 688 c.c. Valves over Engine, Camshaft Drive, and Half Compression Device.

Flywheel side of Hontgcmery engine.

Timing gear and magneto drive witli casing removed.

IT
will come as news to most of our

readers that W. Montgomery and
Co., of sidecar fame, are shortly to

market a motor cycle fitted with a

hurizontally opposed engine of 688 c.c.

Tlie machine has several features of con-

siderable interest, among which the

Tin. belt pulley, fitted on the camshaft,

stands out in particular. The cylinders

Tte iarge expansion chamter on Montgomery
engine.

are placed directly opposite to one
another, and have a bore and stroke of

75x78' mm. The cooling ribs are longi-

tudinal, and are pear shaped. Each
pieton has two stepped rings, the
ROdgeon pin being held in position by
Brass end cages. The design of the big

end bearings is unusual, as only one bolt
is used to secure the two halves of the
split bush (the construction may be
clearly seen from the accompanying
sketch). Lubrication is by splash, a
certain amount of oil finding its way
into the camshaft casing and being led
down by ducts to the pistons. An out-
side flywheel is fitted on the off side of
the engine, while on the near side a
pair of very substantial gear Avheels

drives the solid camshaft. Both crank
and camshaft run on Skeffko ball bear-
ings, and, as before mentioned, the final

drive is taken from the camshaft. The
valves are placed above the cylinders and
lie horizontally, and are operated by a
simple arrangement of rockers. These
rockers have a very large contact suiface,
and are suspended from a bar which
crosses at right angles to the camshaft
slightly above it, thus by partially

rotating the bar the rockers are shifted

sideways on to special half compression
cams. The magneto lies directly above
the camshaft, and is driven from it by
a short roller chain.

The suspension of the engine is novel,

the base chamber being carried on two
short horizontal tubes which are bolted
to the main frame, two bolts only being
necessary for fixing or removal. The
down tubes from both steering head and
saddle pillar are forked and pass round
the cylinders, the heads of which thus
project somewhat. The frame has a
dropped top tube, and the tank is held
from below. As
regards equipment,
the machine is stUI

in the experimental
stage, so that it is

not yet safe to give

further details, ex-

cept that an Arm-
strong Mark VII.
gear will most
probably be fitted. Unusual construction of

The machine has split big end bearing,

been designed for sidecar work, and will

have a top gear ratio of approximately
5—1. It is constructed on sound lines,

and we are looking forward to a road
trial at no very distant date.

The complete Montgomery engine, pulley side. The engine dismantled. Note the solid camshaft and valve reciters
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THE MIDLAND RELIABILITY TRIAL.
Sutton Coldfield Club unseat many Competitors on Newly-discovered Test Hills.

ONE of the last of this year's busy competition pro-

gramme was the Sutton Coldfield and Mid-War-
wickshire Automobile Club's open non-stop relia-

bility trial last Saturday. Several special awards

were offered', and the entry list totalled 102, including many

T.T. riders, though Jacl£ Marshall, the old Triumph rider,

whose name appeared on the entry list, failed to put in

an appearance. This event was not under the Manufacturers

Union support, and consequently the trade was only partly

represented. A Sunbeam team" was entered inadvertently,

but was svibsequently scratched, as the members of the

i\lanufacturers' Union, it may be remembered, formed a

compact to support only those events specially selected.

The start was made at 8 a.m. in dull weather from the

Midland Wheel Club's quadrangle in Swallow Street, Bir-

mingham.
Beacon Hill, the first rise of note on the 125 mdes course,

was nine miles away. The gradient does not exceed 1 m
8. but the thick clayey surface rendered riding tricky at

times, though the failures could hardly be excused. How-
ever, a dozen thus early lost any chance of an award. It

may here be interpolated that a long standing rule of tlie

Sutton Club is a blank sheet for any rider who stops from

whatever cause, consequently most ripped their numbers

off
~ as soon as they were out of it. T. C. A. Wright

(Douglas) stopped alongside us, his flapping coat having been

sucked over the air inlet of the carburetter and upset the

mixture. Kerr (N.S.U.) was overgeared, Jones (Morgan)

stopped near the top, Macdonald (Norton) came up with his

gear making weird noises and then skidded completely round.

Reg HoUoway, who was making his first appearance on a

Morgan runabout, almost collided with a ^milk-cart which

was "being trotted round a blind corner. Hands (Calthorpe

c.c.) evidently believes in rushing a hill, for he dashed up

to the corners and tore up the gradient passing motor

cyclists on his way. Mortimer, on a similar light car,

passed with the water of his radiator boiling and the number

plate trailing.

The Performances on Flagstaff Hill.

In Bromsgrove, Whitworth (Douglas) retired with engine

trouble, Francis (Lea-Francis) and R. W. Duke (Rover)

punctured, and so the ranks were gradually thinned.

Ankerdine was the second test hill, but again it was not

sufficient to worry the experienced riders, though ten miles

further on a real surprise in Flagstaff Hill, Abberley, was

encountered. This ascent is narrow, and twisty with an

indifferent surface, sometimes rather grassy, but in no

The trials hon. see, James St. John (3J b.p. Scott), being started by Mr. Alec Ross.

sense too difficult for a modern touring motor cycle. A
surprising number failed on this climb, though, of course,

the extremely slippery surface had much to do with this

result. J. St. John, the trials honorary secretary, on a

Scott, skidded. Burney (Blackburne) slewed from one side

to the other, but neatly recovered. Applebee (B.S.A.) fell

and thereby slightly impeded T. Silver's Quadrant sidecar,

though the latter avoided the obstacle very neatly. Charlie

Collier's only trouble was to keep the back wheel of his

1914 7 h.p. Matchless sidecar down; lie had any amount
of power. Good climbs were made by H. A. Collier

(Matchless), L. W. Guy (Scott). i H. Greaves (Enfield side-

car), and Bird and Barrett on Rudges. Dudley's little

Hobart came over the steepest pitch of about 1 in 5 at a

surprisingly fast speed, then his front wheel caught a big

stone projecting tlu'ough the ground and he skidded com-
pletely round. Littledale (Ariel) touched with his foot

simply to keep his machine upright, H. Silver (Quadrant)

L. A. Bees (L.M.C.) on the lower portion of FlassfaS HUl. An idea ol the melee on the steepest stretch of Flagstafl Hill, which was in a very gr"sy slate.
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H. Ureaves (6 b.p. Enfield sidecar] crossing the tape wliich denoted the flnislr of tlie slew section and start of the fast in tlie firxiblUty test.

suddenly found himself in the ditch, whilst Moss (B.S.A.j

and Lovegrove (Ivy) came to a standstill. Jlundy and
Noble (his passenger) ran alongside the Williamson of

London-Edinburgh fame, due, it was subsequently dis-

covered, to the wrong type gear box with high ratios having
been fitted. Busby's Williamson sidecar got up well.

Glassey (Quadrant sidecar) was baulked, so turned round

t<) have another ascent, when his machine got out of hand,

and only after an e.xciting wrestle was its mad career

iliecked." Then followed quite a crop of failures, so many,
ill fact, that one had no time to study why they occurred, as

ihe remarkable thing is all had successfully accounted for

the steepest stretch. We formed the opinion that it was
due to using too much power on the greasy surface instead

of closing the throttle as soon as the easier section Avas

reached. J. S. Watson (Sunbeam), A. H. Johnson (AUday),

h. Hadley (Enfield), Cufle (Premier), and Di.\on (Singer)

ivere among those who, having sailed merrily past the

nbservers, suddenly found their. back wheels shoot from
under them. One or two went thi-ough the hedge, Rowland-
son (Rudge) among them, ' whilst Waddington (Campion)
was bunkered in a ditch a foot deep; the "Sutton Slide,"

-Mr. Holroyd, of the Rudge Co., christened it.

Most of the older hands were more ready for emergencies

and snapped up their valve lifters immediately there was
a su.spicion of a skid. North (Ariel) did particularly well,

.ilso Ball (Trnnnph). Taj-lor (Connaught), and D. M. Brown
lUover). Davies (Diamond) and Lee (B.S.A.) were baulked
l)y a C^lthorpe and a Clyno stuck side by side on the hill,

Init made no mistake when they got a clear course. The
same remarks apply to R. E. Guest (Matchless sc). The
10 h.p. Calthorpe, driven by Hands, again impressed the

spectators, though Mortimer's car had much less power in

1 cserve. N'ott seemed to have no control over the steering

wheel of his Clyno and skidded into the ditcli. A piece of

smart driving %vas when T. Stevens (3^. James sc.) came up
and carefully crept his way around a cycle car with only

inches to spare, and got up comfortably.

The course thereafter was rather twisty to Newnham and
C'oreley, and included throe watersplashes. (En fiamanl,
we desire to contradict the rumour that clubs have secretly

put their heads together under the (Kjix of the A.C.U., to

develop a motor cycle waterplane for trips to tlie Isle of

Man.) Ludlow'was the luncheon stop. Here, F. Smith told

lis he had konked out on the level and drew our attention

to a patch of lubricating oil of doubtful colour and with
black streaks he had drained out of his crank case.

The chief event of the afternoon was the ttexibilily test

Jn Whitback Hill. Competitors could select the gear they
would use for both slow and fast tests, officials sealing the

gear lever at tilfe hill foot. It was much the same as in the

Six Days Trials on Warnell Fell, except that the length

of the slow test was as long as the fast stretch, the result

being determined by dividing the slow speed into the fast,

which formula favoured those who could run very slowly.

Coursing from one side of the road to the other was per-

mitted and thus somewhat destroyed the value of the test.

It was clear that the riders were not willing to run the

risk of losing an award by travelling too slowly. Lea (Lea-

Fiancis) appearing as slow as anybody. Newey's Ariel

showed remarkable flexibility, also the two 7 h.p. silent

running Indians. Rem Fowler's long stroke Norton was
both slow and fast. Lane (Rex-Jap), Lovegrove (Ivy), and
Close (Triumph sc.) stopped altogether, whilst Egginton

(Enfield sc.) must have made his passenger almost seasick,

.'.v^uaR-;
1

1

^^^^^
' >

Rf
1

' •%.-T*

"

M^i

A
R. Hollowa; (8 b.p. water-cooled Morgan) on the sharp bend on Farlow Bank.
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Two competitors rounding the acute bend on Fallow Bank. There were compaiatively few {allures heie

as he twisted fi'om one side to tlie otlier. Gibb (Douglas)

was another who wormed liis way up the hill.

The 4^ h.p. Star sidecar handled by J. L. Bradford showed
really wonderful flexibility in the slow test ; it was possible

to count the explosions of the engine. Dudley made amend.-i

for his fall by demonstrating the controllability of his 290
c.c. Hobart, accelerating better than many Sj h.i). riders.

An Old Favourite.
The only real hill of the afternoon trip was Farlow Bank,

the hill included in the A.C.U. Autumn Quarterly Trial of

1910, and which caused a big percentage of failures. On
Saturday, however, there was naturally a most marlied im-
provement, failures being the exception. There was excite-

ment for the crowd of spectators, however, right from the

first. Davison (2| Sunbeam) and C. Allison (Scott) were
approaching the hairpin bend together, when the latter de-

cided to shoot ahead, but, over-estimating his speed on the

bend, skidded, and shot up a 1 in 2 bank, scattering a

crowd of boys at that point. Mrs. Riley was clapped for the

masterly manner in which she handled her Enfield. Bollack
(.Singer) and Gregson (Bat) were slow but sure. Gibb
(Douglas) good. Greaves (Enfield sc.) fast. Fowler (Norton)
eased his clutch but got up well. Bird (Rudge) again showed
up well. Roberts (iJlackbui'ue) cut in too near the corner
and his back wheel dropped into the ditch; he kept his

engine running, however, and restarted. Cocks coolly

stepped off his Connaught and walked alongside for a dozen
yards and then just as coolly remounted. Proctor, who was
similarly mounted, got almost to the top. Mortimer (Cal-

thorpe) stopped after* the corner with his water boiling,

which left Hands winner of the P. J. Evans cycle car

trophy. The Clynos all showed up very conspicuously,

which, incidentally, is becoming quite a stock phrase. Milner
(Levis) stopped on the crest of the hill. Hands dashed up
to the corner rather recklessly, skated about, but got up in

fine style. Macdonald (Norton) caused amusement by hugging
the outside of the corner and picking his way up \ ery
coolly, whilst H. G. Dixon and Pollock, on the twiji .Jameses,

both made very neat climbs along with Longton (Alldays).

Thereafter the route lay through Bewdley and Kidder-
minster over easy roads to the finish, where a goodly crowd
had assembled. A piece of hard luck was when Bollack
stopped for the first time through shortage cf petrol but
three miles from homo.

Analysis of the Trial.
There was no delay in announcing the provisional results,

thanks to complete arrangements, characteristic of the
Sutton Coldfield Club. Each test hill was in charge of a
chief observer, whose duty it was to collect all the other
reports and condense them for the committee.

An interesting analysis of the trial is given below :

Motorcycles. Sidecars. Cycle cars.

. 70 ... 23 ... 8
. 66 ... 22 ... 6
. 23 ... 8 ... 2
. 10 ... 6 ... 1

. 12 ... 5 ... 1

101 entries

94 started

33 non-stops
17 gold medals
16 silver medals



THE FIEXIBIUTY TEST ON WHITBflCK, NEAR LUDLOW.
J. L. Bradtord (4i h.p. Star sidecar) and J. S. Watson (31- h.p. Sunbeim) flnishinj the slow section. The last named made the best performance in this test.

The Probable Winners.
L. W. Guy (3| Scott) is the most likely winner of the

' ''vis Cup. He was third in order of merit in the flexi-

lily test, with Im. 26|s. slow and 44|s. fast, giving a
irnula result of 1.94. The two riders who beat him do

i.ot qualify for gold medals, as they were late at Ludlow.
The, best performance of all in the flexibility test was by

' S. Watson on a Sunbeam, who took Im. 50-^s. slow and
!s. for fast stretch = formula 2.24. W. B. Gibb was
cond on a Douglas, with Im. 54^s. slow and 48s. fast =

formula 1.96.

The P. .T. Evans cycle car trophy will go to G. W. Hands
(I'althorpe), who was the only cycle car drivei' to gain a
fold medal.

.\lthough Norman Lea (Lea-Francis) does not appear on
I' provisional list of gold medal winners, his name will no
abt be included, as he was wrongly reported by a.i

'loial as stopping in the flexibility test.

Gold Medals.
!• S. Liavison (2| Sunbeam)
Mrs. Rilev (6 Enfield sc.)

C. R Collier (7 Matchless
SL )

h A. Bees (4 L.M.C.)
\V. H. Egginton (6 Enfield

sc.)

L. Xewey (3^ Arie?)

L. W. Guy (35- Scott)
H. Pearson (5-6 Clyno sc.)

II. (!. Dixon (3^- James)

G. W. Hands (10 Calthorp
c.c.)

C. Tavlor (2i Comiaught)
J. W. Woodhouse (5-6 Clyno)
W. H. Longton (3J,- Alldays)
R. E. Guest (8 Jlatchlesssc.l

(.!. Featherstonhaugh (3^

Rover)
E. V. Pratt m O.-K.-Pre-

cision)

T. Stevens (3^- James .sc.)

Silver 11ed.\ls.

II.

II.

11.

W.
L.

A. Gregson (5 Bat)
Haddock (5 Clyno sc.)

S, Burney (3^ Black-
burne)
A. Collier (3^ Matchless)
Greaves (6 Enfield sc.)

V. Colvcr (3 Enfield)

B. Gibb (2| Douglas)
L. .Sealev (3' B.S.A.)

R. Holloway (8 Jlorgan
runabout)

J. S. Watson (2| Sunbeam)
T. Pollock (3L James)
C. Freeman (5 Clyno sc.)

F. C. North (3i Ariel)

H. Ball m Triumph)
B. W. Lee (3i B.S.A.)
D. M. Brown (3^ Rover)

ship Race for machines up to 360 c.c. for the Auto Challence
Cup and A.G.U. Gold Medal. Event V. will be the A.C.U.
Championship Race for machines up to 1,000 c.c. for T/h'

Motor Oar Jownal Challenge Cup, and the Senior One Hour
Championship Race for machines up to 500 c.c. for The
Motor Cycle Challenge Cup. These three Challenge Cups
were presented to R.A.C. before the founding of the A.C.U.
in 1900. The One Hour 500 c.c. race for T/ie Motor C'l/cle

Cup has received the largest support with twenty-five en-

trants. The sidecar j ace, too, has drawn a fine field. The new
Sj Douglas and a special Douglas with overhead valves are
among the new macl^ines entered.

THE NORTH WALES TRIAL RESULTS.
The Liverpool Auto Cycle Club at the beginning of this

week issued the lesults in connection with the above event,

held on the 27th ult. They appear below :

Si'EiIAL AsV^UDS.
The Reliance Cup and the club gold

Sproston (2J Sunbeam
Best single-geared

Rover).
Best amateur

Rover).
iSest amateur

A.T.S. sc.)

Best amate.ir

(25 Sunbeam).
Club team and Manufacturei-s' team.—No team complied

with the requirements.

CJoLD ^Iedals.

olo

-C. T.

-R. P.

performance

performance,

sidecar performance.—

W

lightweight performance.—J.

medal.—.1.

Newsome

Ravenhill

Court

l3i

{^

(6

B. Sproston

\V. Heaton (2';.; A.J.S.)
\V. Court (6 A.J.S. sc.)

J. B. Sproston (2%1 Sunbeam)

Silver Med«\ls,

ITuph Gibson (6 Bradbury sc;
H, C. llarstnn IS'i Tllumrb « )

A.C.U. BROOKLANDS CHAMPIONSHIPS.
Tii'.> B.M.C.R.r. v;i!l have a busy programme next Satur-

day al Brnoklands. Before lunch there will be the Third

1913 Time Trials, followed by the One Hour Cycle Car
Race and the One Hour Sidecar Race. In the afternoon

there will he held the Junior One Hour A.C.U. Champion-

G. Wr,iv (5-6 Cl.vuo fC.)

V. G. i'jthiiuiid 13V- Humber)
O. Waiio (6 A.J.S.'sc.)
T. C, di' la Hav (6 Sunbeam so.)

II. H. Noblo (3''. Rov.>r)

C. E. Nokes (3Vj Sunbeam)
G. Fnatlierstonehaugh (3i-> Rcvor)

Bronze IVIed.^ls.

Suwer ;3>/. Premier)
T. TissiiT (6 Bati

n. Pearson (Clnio -io.)

V. Busby iV-' ^uubi'atu)
W. n. Louglon (314 Alldays)
L. A. Bcw (4 L.M.C.)
C. Freeman (Clyno set
A. J. Stev-ens lA.J.S. sc.)

s.?)
K. 1'-. Ilaxter (6 Hex)
t' T Xewt^ome :3',Ji RoTCr,
A, .r llixon 13'-. Sint-ir)

T,, Gi.v licott)

1). JJradbury [4 Xorton sc.)

.1. A. Dudley (2'A Hobart)
V. Vj. llor^man i3'/-> Singer)
Frank Smith IClyno se.)

I-. Park (2^ Donglafi)

R.-x G. Mundy (3',:. Trinmrl])

H. Xewey iZ':. Levis)
A. W. Brittain (.S'i llradl.ury)

.T. S. WatfJon i2'?j Sunbea;n,
G. A. Gregson (5-6 Hatj
It. P. Ravenhill 3'.'. Uover)
L. Mogridge (2-y4 Mead)
S. Wiiriif(8 Huuiberctte)
H. V. S. Morgan (8 Morgan)

BI3
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Motor Cycle Racing at Brooklands,
THERE was some excellent racing at Brooklands last

Saturday, one of the cars, the twelve-cylinder Sun-
beam, averaging no less than 118.58 miles an hour
during one lap. We wonder when a motor bicycle

will be made which will 'equal this speed, and who would
be found to ride it. The two motor cycle races in the excel-

lent programme were spaced far apart. The first, at 2.25

p.m., was the Seventeenth Short Handicap, for which thirty-

nine entries had been received. Prizes : First, £10 or cup
;

second, £5 or cup ; third, £3 or cup. There were only six-

non-starters. Among the machines ranged up by Mr, fl. P.

Beasley in the paddock in two rows we noticed Allen's

Douglas, which was fitted with two microscopic tanks, one
for- petrol and the other for oil. D. C. Bolton was riding a

Douglas for the first time, which was brand new. Among
the absentees was Emerson's A. B.C., the performance of

which many people were Iqoking forward to see. At the

start by the fork Cocker '(Singer) arrived at the last minute
owing to having suffered from a sooted plng after leaving the

paddock. All the men got away well except O'Donovan,
.

whose Norton, which he has been showing to such good
advantage lately, was decidedlj' off colour. In the course of

the race the competitoi's had to pass the fork once and then
enter the straight. The order of the leaders past tlie fork

was as follows : Elwell, Bolton, Buckeridge, E. C. Stanley,

Williams, Newman, Jacobs, Le Grand, Edmond, Heaton,
Miller, Haswell, Buchanan, Hellaby, PuUin, Cocker, P.

Fletcher, Openshaw, etc. Williams (A.J.S.) led at the begin-

ning of the straight, and was then passed Viy PuUin and
Hellaby, who had a struggle for first place. PuUin won
by about a dozen yards, Williams being about 156 yards

behind Hellaby. Williams was followed by a long procession

in close order. PiiUin's speed was 68J m.p.b. Results:

1. C. G. Pullin (1-cyl. Rudge) ...

2. J. A. B. Hellaby (2 Indian) ...

3. 0. Williams (1 A.J.S.)
H. C. Newman (1 Ivy)
J. Cocker (1 Singer)
E. L. Buchanan (2 Imperial) ...

J. R. Haswell (1 Triumph) ...

A. G. Miller (1 Martin)
E. E. Elwell (2 Douglas)
L. Hill (1 Rudge)
D. C. Bolton (2 Douglas)
F. G. Edmond (2 Humber) ...

W. D. Hawkes (1 Ixion)
A. L. Pullin (1 Rudge)
W. H. Buckeridge (2 Douglas)
E. C. Stanley (2 Douglas)
S. Wright (1 Humber)
E. N. Openshaw (1 Triumph) ...

J. P. Le Grand (1 Singer)
P. Fletcher (1 Indian)
W. R. Jacobs (1 Singer)

W. Heaton (1 A.J.S.)
J. Scoffield (2 Blumfield)
J.. E. Bird (1 Singer)
A. J. Luce (2 Zenith)
A. L. Monger (1 Rudge)

Bore
and stroke.

85 x88
82.5 x93
74 x81
70
85
70-

85
90
61
85
61

x90
x88
x64.i

x88
x77.l

x60
x88
x60

60.75x60
85

85
61
61
84
85
69

xaa
x88
x60
x60
x90
x88
x93

82.5 x93
69 x93
74
67
85
90
85

x81
x95
x88
x77.E

x88

c.c.

499"

994
348

346
499
496
499
493
350
499
350
348
499
499
350
350
499
499
348
497
348
348
670
499
986
499.

Start.

m. s.

26

26

1 16

1 6

34

54

54

54

1 26

26

1 36

1 16

40

40

1 36

1 36

40

54

1 16

4C

1 16

1 16

6

54
scr.

40

The next motor cycle race was the seventh
gramme, and was down for 4.30. This, howe
run off, as a heavy shower, which began at 4 o'

the rest of the meeting to be postponed.

!—

«

in the pro-

ver, was not
clock, caused

A.C.U. CYCLE CAR TRIAL: MAP OF THE COURSE.

THE Auto Cycle Union have
issued the rules for the one
day cycle car trial, which is

to be held on Wednesday,
October 29th, starting and finishing at

Redhill. The course will be about 100
miles in length, and almost entirely in

Surrey. No freak hills are included,

and the route appears to be over
very fair give and take country,
including a few sharp rises, but
nothing that any ordinary tourist

should not be able to climb in the
course of an average daj''s run. No
trial will be held unless there is a

minimum entry of twenty-five, and
entries will be received by the Union
up to Saturday, October 18th.

The rules framed for this event are
quite simple, and provide for the
inclusion of three-wheelers, whose
cubic capacity is limited to 1,000 c.c,
ftnd for four-wheeled vehicles up to

1.100 c.c. The usual A.C.U. weight
definition is adopted. There are two
classes, A and 13, for three and four-

wheeled machines respectively, and
these classes are each sub-divided into

LEAT^ERHEAD^„„.„„.tl,,.H„l

'Headley

FABNHAM

Tiljord

Common

Linchmerftl

ReigakHill

BEDRILL

START AND
FINISH

Fernhursl

passenger earners and single-seaters. In the case of

the latter, the A.C.U. state that they will only
'

receive entries on condition that the machine shall

be stated to be so equipped in any subsequent adver-
tisement relating to its performance in the trial.

The competing cycle cars will be examined at the

end of the trial, and the judges will deduct marks
if the engines are not reasonably clean, and the
petrol consumption will also be recorded.

Copies of the full regulations may be obtained
from the A.C.U., 89, PalfMall, S.W.

"

->-<»»»-<-

SPEEDOMETERS DRIVEN OFF THE ENGINE.

IT'S
a cruel world, my masters ! When I let fall words of

profound wisdom, no kindly soul writes to praise and
encourage me. But when I am overcome by one of those
fits of temporary insanity which periodically overtake all

great men from ,Solomon down to Isaac Newton and Ixion,

everj' motor cyclist in the kingdom (and there are now
over 100,000 of them) writes or wires or 'phones two hours
after publication to jeer at my folly. I gave these hard-
hearted cynics a glorious opportunity last week, when I had
been musing over a T.T. machine, and considering how
much nicer it would be if its speedometer were driven off

the magneto chain sprocket. Obviously, this brilliant

B14

suggestion would be worse than useless for any machine
except a single-geared chain driver. Consider what fearful-

results would flow, from its adoption. Anybody late at a .

control in an A.C.tf. trial would merely run the speedometer
on free engine for five minutes, and then inform the judges •

that the section was eighty miles longer than the card in-

dicated. Any hireling of the tyre companies who desired .,'

to compose a veracious and astounding testimonial would -,

merely do about three laps of Brooklands on bottom gear, ,.

and then write to the makers and say his cover had done -.

20,000 miles, and still looked better than new. I must ha\u ^
niennt tliat par for the Christmas number. Ixion. ^
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1914 N.S.U. Twin-cylinder Models.
VR illustration shows the first of

the 1914 niodel. 6^ h.p. N.S.U.
motor bicycles on the road. It

will be seen that it comprises

several features which, up to the present

time, have been foreign to N.S.U. prac-

tice The drive is by Hans Renold
chains, the front chain being entirely

iiclosed and the back chain half en-

['i.sed. The gear box is of tlie counter-

;:ift type, and contains three speeds.

..)tb;)ards are also fitted, while con-

icuous in the photograph is to be

•M a kick starter. I'he bore is

5 mm. and the stroke 94 mm.. 830 c.c.

This model will be fitted with 26in. x
Sin. tyres.

A similar model will be the 7-9 h.p.,

80 mm. X 99 mm., 995 c.c, which wiU
be fitted with 28in. x 3in. tyres. Other
features which will be common to. the

two models will be Ferodo-lined rear

brakes and mechanical lubricator deliver-

ing oil through a sight feed.

MOTORING FOR THE MILLION.
liecently there appeared in the Daily

Mail some remarkable figures taken from
Miotor registration authorities. The fact

e glean from this information is that
. ery month nearly 1.5C0 more cars and
jtor cycles are registered throughout
e British Isles.

The total increase in the number of

'13 and motor cycles registered this

- .ar up to September 29th, as compared
ith the same period last year, is as

I .Hows ;

In-

1912. 1913 crease.

.Motor Cycles 34,878 40,767 5,889

.Motor Cars ... 32.953 42.288 9,335

Below is given a list of the numbers
' motor cycles registered in many of the

i.ist populous districts from Jan. 1st to

.--pt. 29th. 1912 and 1913.

In-

1912.

812
1,516
851

777
865

1.413

1.016

489
797
630
690

1,045
2.309

713
510
239
443
353

3,251
It will be noted that the Coventiy
;ures are high. This is due largely to

: ms registering motor cycles for their

ners, so that their machines are ready
i"r the road when they leave the works.
The London County Council figures ar«

only available up to August 1st in each
year. In the area covered by the
I'nnicil, the total number of motor cars

gistered to June last was 65,257, and
tie number of motor cycles with and
.vithout sidecars was 25,8i31.

Manchester ...

Urislol

Surrey

Ksse:!

Kt-nt

Uc-rbyshiie

Leicestershire

.^niithampton

lielfijst

Liverpool

Lanarkshire ..

Kiliuburgh ...

Coventrv
Wakefield
Lulton
Dublin
Herefordshire
Huddersfield
London

1913. crease.

865 ... 53

1.8£9 ... 383
1.034 ... 183
875 ... 95

1.081 ... 216
1.800 ... 387
1.290 ... 274
519 ... 30
982 ... 185
673 ... 43
967 ... 277

1.399 ... 354

3.015 ... 706
751 38
654 ... 144

230 ... 41

615 ... 172
443 ... 90

3.721 ... 470

1

^5W<ft

<'

The latest pattern 6 h.p. N.S.U. whicli iS Otteil witli cliain drive and couDter-shafi three-speed gear.

WEATHER-PROOF PLUGS.
The new type of Lodge plug with

weather-proof terminal is most excellent
in desig.i. In the first place, it will be

seen that the top
of the sparking
jilug is fitted with
a special plug
connection so that
the high tension
wire is instantly

attached without
having to be
screwed on. It is

perfectly insulated

so that the wire

can be detached
when the engine
is running, if such

a course is thought
to be desirable.

.Moreover, the end
of the wire is sup-

ported by the ter-

minal itself, and
in consequence
there is no danger
of the wire break-
ing off. The
special terminal

also absolutely

protects the porcelain from being

shorted hv means of wet or mud.

The whole device has been most cleverly

thought out, as the insulation of tlie

terminal overlaps the steatite insulator

of the plug, and thus the perfect protec-

tion of the plug is effected without in-

creasing its height. The plug used is of

the three-point pattern, the three points

being separated from the central electrode

by means of a special gauge, which, when
withdrawn, leaves the gap correct.

Lodge plu; and terminal.

At the bottom is seen

the tauge for the dis-

tance between the points.

The Sphinx pluj covei

Ihe Sphinx .Manu-
facturing Co., of

Bi-adford Street,

Birmingham, are

mai'keting a plug
cover which will be
known as the
Plug-protector. It

is designed to be
used with any
make of plug and
to protect the in-

sulator from mud,
rain, oil. etc. The
cover is heat
proof, being made
of an asbestos

compound, and is

neatly coDstructe 1.

Big
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
6.20

6.15

6.11

6.7

October 9

., 11

„ 13

,, 15

British Successes in Spain.

In a recent motor cycle race in Spain
between Mercadillo and Cortederra

English machines were well to the front.

The winner rode a. Bat, second a Douglas,

third and fourth Budges.

A Comprehensive Issue.

This week we follow up our descrip-

tion of the new 34 h.p. Douglas with the
new Montgomery horizontal engine,

especially intended for sidecar work. The
engine possesses manj' interesting features.

Th& first of the new ~N.S.tf. three-

speed counter-shaft geared mounts is also

dealt with, an improved Botherham pilot

Jet carburetter, a, mechanical lubricator,

the 1914 pattern 7 h.p. Matchless sidecar

outfit, and a four-cylinder friction driven
cycle car, to sell at approximately £100,
the new Douglas cycle car, an American
belt driven four-wheeler, and Williamson"
sidecar improvements.

The 500 c.c. Hour Record.

There are rumours of early attempts on
the one hour motor bicycle record which
has stood so long to the credit of G. E.

Stanley. One of the most likely to annex
the record is D. B. O'Donovan, who has got

his 3^ h.p. 490 c.c. Norton tuned up almost
to perfection. He can lap regularly at

over 70 m.p.b. The latest Budges from
the works, too, are much faster, and an

attempt on one of these mounts is not
unlikely. There was a strong rumour in

the Midlands last week that A. G. Fenn
had actually captured the record on a

B.S.A.

The Coventry Hill-climl).

The rendezvous for the Coventry and
AVarwickshire !Motor Club hill-climb on
Saturday next is the Red Lion Hotel,

Banbury, where the weighing will take
place, and a notice posted giving the

name and position of the hill. Among the

itpresentative entry, numbering about
130, are J. R. Haswell, Cheshire, and
Crawley on Triumphs ; A. A. Scott and
'"Tim'\Vood" on Scotts ; T. Silver

^Quadrant), F. C. North and L. Newey
(Ariels), H. F. S. Morgan (Morgaai run-

about), a mimber of Rudge riders (this

firm's best known representatives will be
at Brooklands)j Geo. Griffith (Zenith),

de la Hav (Sunbeam), C. T. Newsome
and M. OVde (Rovers), and F. S. Whit-
worth (Douglas).

Programmes, sixpence each, may be
obtained from Tim Motor Cycle. Office.",

Coventrv.

High Diving on a Motor Cycle.

The cinema actor nowadays finds him-
self in many curious situations, but a

photograph we reproduce must have pro-

vided the rider with a. thrill, even greater

than wiU be the lot of the audience who
views it in the picture palaces. Mr.
Harry Loraine, one of the actors employed
by tlie British and Colonial Kinemato-
graph Co., Dtd., during the course of the
construction of a drama entitled " In
the Villain's Grip," had to ride into

forty feet of water at a speed of 35 miles
an hour from a height of twelve feet.

Splendid practioe for taking water-
splashes, Ave should imagine, and even
more exciting than climbing mountains,
of which "we have lately heard so much !

SPECIAL FEATURES :

ANOTHER HORIZONTAL TWIN ENGINE

SATURDAY'S MIDLAND RELIABILITY
TRIAL,

POWER OF SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

AUdays Light Car.

We hear that for the 1914 season the

Alldays Midget will be fitted with a light

four-cylinder engine.

New London Home oi the Douglas.

Douglas Bros, have just acquired much
larger London premises at 39, Newman
Street, Oxford Street, W., next door to

the Bosch Magneto Co.

Thirty-five miles an hour into Tilbury Docl<s for a cinematograph film I

(See accompanying paragraph.)
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\ Distinction for the C.T.C.

H.K.Il. tl>e Prince of W'ale.s lian Ijtuime

member of the Cyclists' Touring Club.

\ Wonderful Performance.

liy .iveiagiuj,' 62.76 ni.p.li. fin- nine

iliouis at Brooivlands last week, tlie 10

h.p. Singer has atcomplished the finest

"srfornianeo to date of any cvele car or
.ht car on the track.

Not a Cycle Car.

Die lilile lour-cvlindcr De Dion, wliicli

. nnly just outside the cycle <rar limits,

ill an engine of 1.183 c.c. lias made its

'[learauce. A car in miniature exactly
-cribcs this interesting little vehicle.

One Day Trial for Cycle Cars.

the A.C.U. will be glad to hear tlie

lines of any gentlemen, not connected
ill the trade, willing to act as observers,
the occasion of the One Day Cycle

ir Trial on Wednesday, October 29th,
.in Kedhill.

The Sidecar Age.

One of the lady speakers at the Church
ngress at Southampton, declared last

i-k that " these are the days of the
licar" and that "the days of -women
ling piUion were over." We agree
th the speaker on the former point, but

I lie latter she is not on such certain
iiind. But. doubtless, she was referring
a horse pillion.

Well Known Rider's Plans.

Harry Basliall. whose riding feats on
• track and road are so well known,
ites us that he is recovering rapidly
nil the severe accident to his knee
ncli he sustained some months ago.

ii> plans for the future include driving
Morgan in the M.C.C. London-Exeter

; ristmas run, when, he says, his
I'liither Aubrey will also be similarly
ninuiited. He iiopes to ride in the
Senior T.T. race next year, and says he
"ill probably be found on a Scott." His
i'l'itliers also will take part in the race.

also says he is keenly looking for-
11 d to the projected cycle car race in

i he Isle of .Man next September, for he
lia.s a penchant for the old course over

liich it will be decided, as he knows
road so well.

Opening for British .Trade.

llcccnt activity has led to a noteworthy
iiprovement in Egyptian roads, says
///.' Iliirird nf Trride Joui-nal, and con-
nieiitly there is a large demand for
ly description of motor vehicle,
cially motor cycles. According to

iiistics issued by the police authorities
Cairo and Alexandria the number of
iiir cycles legistered at the dates in-
ited were as follows :

Dec.
31.st.,

1911.
' oro 250 .

Ale.Kaiidri,!. ... 40
Tile I'nilcd Kingdom

fll.^l placj as siipplitM' (if motor cvcle.s ti.
'"• Egyptian market, all the 'leading

l,cs being represented at retail prices
iioni £55 to £80. according to make

i power. '

I here would also appear to be an open-
i ill Egypt for cycle cars at abufti

i^lOO each.

Dec. .Tune

31st. . lOth,

1912. 1913.

364 ... 448
68 . - 109

silv occupies
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FUTURE EVENTS.
II.—Coventry & W'aiwirksliire M.C

Annual Open Hill-rliinb.

11.—B.M.C R.C. Meeting and A.C.U.
Chainpionshijjs.

i3.—Herts. M.C.C. Open H.nlf-dav Trial.
25.—Mersey M.C. Open Tri.il.

20.—A.C.U. Open One Day Trialfor
Cycle Cnrs.

7-15.— Motor Car Show at Olympia.
24-29.—MOTOK CVCLE & CVCLE CAR

SHOW AT OLYMPIA.

5%»

Stolen Machine.

A 1913 three-speed Triumph was stolen
from the street in Watfoid last week.
The frame number is 212661 and the right
pedal is missing. The owner is Mr. E.
Haines, 52, St. Albans Road, Watford.

Motor Cycle Found.

One of our readers informs us that a
brand new motor cycle was left in a
barn by the roadside on the night of
September 27th near Sandhurst, Berks.
It was taken to the Sandhurst Police
Station.

Amnlree Hill-climb.

On September 18th we mentioned that
the Amnlree hill-climb had been post-

poned partly on account of the accident
to .Mr. JIcGregor and the consequent
ditticulty of finding an efficient substi-

tute. We regarded this as a well-merited
compliment to Mr. McGregor, but Jlr.

Good, who, without our knowledge, had
been meanwhile appointed lion, secretary
jn-o fern., imagines it reflects on his
cajiability as a secretary. We cannot
see how, though if JMr. Good Uiinks
otherwise, it gives us great pleasure to
assure him and our readei-s that our high
opinion of his organising abilities was
and is unshaken.

JJ eg

A.C.U. Subscriptions.

Prospective member.s are reminded
that those who join the A-C.Li. ai, Ihe
present time will liave Uieir menibersliip
covered until January 1st, 1915. For 5s.

members this works out to tlie extremely
moderate sum of Id. per week, which
is not excessive when the numerous ad-
vantages of the t'liioii are considered.

Ride Cautiously.

We are requested by a correspondent
to draw attention to the need for
exercising extreme caution when passing
through Romsey (Hants.), as that town
not only abounds in very acute corners,
but also a .very dangerous bridge exists
w'here it is quite impossible to see what
is coming from the opposite direction.

Sunday Club Meetings.

We have received serious complaints of
the nuisance caused by crowds of motor
cyclists riding through villages about
church time on ,Sunday morning wath
apparently no regard for the silencer
regulations or the feelings of the public.
It is this kind of thoughtless behaviour
which makes motor cyclists so unpopular
in many quarters, and we hope that this
hint will be duly observed before strong
measures are taken to put a stop to such
practices.

Racing in Italy.

An important road race was held over
the Circuito Umbro-Tuscano in Italy, the
course of 230 miles including the famous
ascent at Consuma. Both amateur and
trade classes went to British maclnnes,
Tofanari Bindo on a Triumph being the
first private owner in 6h. 18m. and A.
Zan on a Triumph taking the trade prize
in 5h. 38m. In the Roman race for
the trophy, presented by La Trihuna,
the Triumph trio took' the team prizD.

THE MIDLAND RELIABILITY TRiAL.
A. N. Barrett (5-8 b.p. Rudge Multl) and B. L. Bird 131 h.p. Rud;ei ascending Beacon Hil! The

greasy state ol the surface will be notoi.

U2»
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Racing on the Sands at Weston-super-Mare.
Bristol M.C.C. and Somerset A.C. Open and Closed Speed Trials.

start of a heat for the first event for motor cyclei up to 350 c.c. H. 0. Springfield and H. E. Walker, both on 2| h.p. Dooglases, get away well in the third heat.

SELDOM have appearances in general given more promise
of a thorouglily enjoyable day than they did when we
arrived at Weston-super-Mare on Saturday to witness

these trials. The morning mists were just lifting—it

was ten o'clock, but the early morning had been damp and
foggy—and the sun was struggling to penetrate the grey-

cloak that enveloped the horizon, Brean Down, and the

wooded heights behind Weston. A mile along the glistening

sands we found the secretary and a number of stewards
already on the scene, superintending the erection of tents,

marking the course, etc.

The course, a mile in length, was marked off along the
sands by coloured flags, and notices placed^ at frequent
intervals requested the public not to walk thereon. There
was a separate return route to the starting point, which
enabled heats to be run off at three minute intervals, while a

travelling marshal, who followed on the heels of the competi-
tors in the last heats, took back the names of firsts and
seconds who had to compete in the finals, to the starter. In
the unlimited .solo class first, second, and third competed in

the final.

. Torrents of Rain.
Only six heats had been run off when a drenching rain-

storm came on, which lasted about ten minutes, and cleared

the long promenade of its hundreds of spectators, and caused
the postponement of the final of tlie 350 general class.

When racing recommenced the sands were in an appalling

condition—slushy, and covered with rain puddles—and it was
soon apparent that belt slip and plug troubles were rife

among competitors, several of whom failed to stay the course

in this and subsequent events.

The final of the Unlimited Capacity (General] Class was
won by eight yards by A. James in fine style, and tlie chain-

drive men smiled a knowing smile. P. iMatthews (Eudge)

romped home in the first heat of the 500 Sidecar Class, as

did Moore (Eudge) in heat two, but F. P. Davies (Eudge)

and Salway (Premier) had a very close contest for second

place. The second heat of the Unlimited Sidecar Class pro-

vided the best sporting finish of the day, Griffiths overhaul-

ing Chapman, both on Zeniths, not thirty yards from the

post. Rain now began again, and never ceased till the last

of ns had made his weary and dripping way from the

course.

Two Machines are Pushed Home.
The first heat of the 1,100 Sidecar Class ended remark-

ably. McMinnies had an easy lead, when just three yards

from the -finish his Morgan jibbed, and defied all efforts

to restart it. JMeanwhile number two was creeping up,

and McMinnies and his passenger niade valiant efforts to

push the machine over the line, and finally succeeded, just

in time to secure second place.

Competilori travelling well in the final of Class II. Right—A. H. Alexander (Douglas) and left—P. H. Matthews (31 h.p. Budge) leading tiie DelJ.
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A FINE START. Start of

111 the second hcnt of this event, Cox's Morgan won
easily, and the Douglas cycle car was third. In the final,

Cox steered his lady passenger to another easy victory.

This was the last of the open events, but the cliib conipe-
uioiis provided some keen contests. In lieat two of the
i03 Class, P. Matthews (Rudge) was held up with plug
iiuible tome distance from the finish, but bravely pushed

::is machine home, removed with diflRculty the binding of

insulation tape, and, after drying the plug, cut the bulb
off his small bulb horn and used it as a plug protector.

Returning to the start in fine style, he was able to bring off

au easy victory in the final.

A Successful Meeting.
By about a quarter to three, the motor cycle events were

•ver, and the cars followed on. Of interest to motor
ydists was the first awarded to W. Douglas (Douglas cycle

ir) ill the 12 h.p. class. The striking feature of these
vents was the performance of various Talbot cars, though

.Miss Starkey showed up well with her Sunbeam
Considering the weather, it must be regarded as a success-

ful day. The unusual conditions precluded any record
hreaking, whilst one can hardly take failures as evidence
irf incapacity on the part of machines or riders. Perhaps
•lif> most pithy description of the day was contained in a
.mark overheard in the official tent : "What an advertise-

juent for plug-protectors I"

Final Results.

iL.vss I.—Solo machines not exceeding 350 c.c, for single

or twin-cylinder engines.

1. G. H. Fry (Douglas).

2. W. W. Douglas (Douglas).

3. E. Kickham (Douglas).

Fastest time, E. Kickham (Douglas), Im. IS^s.

('i,.vs.'! Ila.—Solo machines not exceeding 500 c.c, for single

or twin-cvlinder engines (generals only).

1. J. C. Moo"re (Rudge).
2. F. Woolstenholme (Triumph).
3. F. C. Davies (Rudge).

Fastest time, George Clark (Rudge), Im. 14|s.

' i.iss II.—Solo machines not exceeding 500 c.c, for single

or twin-cylinder engines (experts only),

1, P. H, A. Matthews (Rudge),
2, A. H. Alexander (Douglas).
3, E. Kickham (Rudge).

Fastest time, P. H. A. A.latthe.vs (Rudge), Ini. 15|s.

I I..VSS III.—Solo machines (unlimited capacity), for single or

twin-cylinder engines (experts only).

1. Geo. Griffiths (Zenith).

2. Byran Jeffreys (Zenith).

3. A. H, Alexander (Douglas).
Fastest time, Geo. Griffiths (Zenith), Im, 14|s.

Cl.\.ss Ilia.—Solo machines (unlimitd capacity), for single or

twin-cylinder engines (generals only).

1. A. James (Indian).

. 2. F. P. Davies (Rudge).
3, G. H, Fry (Rudge).

Fastest time. A. .James (Indian), Im. 14|.=.

Class IV. for 3.1 h.p. sidecar machines.

I Class IV.—Sidecar machines not exceeding 500 c.c, for single

I
or twin-cvlinder engines. Passenger not under 132 lbs.

I 1. F. "P, Davies (Rudge),
: 2. P, H, A. Matthews (Rudge).

j

Fastest times. H, Jloore (Rudge) and F, P. Davies
I (liudge), Im, 38|s,

j
Cl.\ss V.—Sidecar machines (unlimited capacity), single or

I twin-cylinder engines. Passengers not under 132 lbs.

weight,

1. Geo. Griffiths (Zenith).
2. E. E. Chapman (Zenith),
3. A. B. Wade (Imperial-Jap).

Fastest time, Geo. Griffiths (Zenith), Im. 19|s.

Class VI.—Cycle cars not exceeding 1,100 c.c. Passenger
not less than 132 lbs. Sidecars barred, but three-
wheeled cycle cars eligible. Passengers not exceeding
132 lbs. weight.

1. F. G. Cox (Morgan).
2. H. Morgan (Morgan).
3. W. G, ftloMinnies (Morgan),

Fastest time, W^ G, McMinnies (Morgan), Im. 47is,

Cla.ss VII.—Club class, not exceeding 350 CO., for single

or twin-cylinder engines.

1. W. W. Douglas (Douglas).
2. G. H. Fry (Douglas).

Fastest time, W. W, Douglas (Douglas), Im, 28s

CL.V.SS VIII,—Club class, not exceeding 500 cc, single

or twin-cylinder engines.

1. P. H. Matthews (Rudge),
2. F. P. Davies (Rudge).
3. W. W. Douglas (Douglas).

Fastest time. G. 11. Fry (Rudge), Im. 27-is

Class X.—Club class, not exceeding 350, single or twin-
cylinder engines, for members not having won a first

in a speed trial or hill-climb, and not connected with
the trade.

1. F. C. Wasley (Douglas).

2. J. King (Douglas)*

Cl.'Vss IX.—Club passenger machine championship. Sealed
handicap adjusted by the Editor of The Mulor C'l/rlc.

m. s,

1. G. H. Fry (Zenith sc) 1 19

Less handicap time 3

Fastest time .,,

2. F. P. Davies (Rudge sc)
Less handicap time

3. E. A. Davies (3i Premier sc)
Less handicap time

1 16

Mr
1 32i

1 47?

1 401

There was no contest in tlio nialcli between the Straker-
Squire car (15 h.p.) and 8 h.p. Zenith, but the stewards
gave a walk-over to Geo. Griffiths (8 h.p. Zenit!>>
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THE AJAX CYCLE CAR.
A French Production with Four Cylinders, Friction Drive, and Detachable Wheels.

A MOST interesting cycle car is

being constructed in Paris for
the Salon,, and by the courtesy
of its makers, Messrs. Briscoe

Freres, we were able to examine it.

The water-cooled engine is a four-

cylindei', 57x96 mm., with two bearing
crankshaft, the cylinders and top portion
of crauK case being cast together. The
bottom of the case below the crank-
shaft bearings is formed out of a sheet
steel pressing, and acts only as a pan
to retain the oil. The tops of the valves
are covered by a single plate, which
reduces the overall length of the engine
by decreasing the spaces occupied by the
threads of the valve caps. The timing
gear is chain-driven, and enclosed in a
sheet steel cover, so that with this and
the cylinder construction cost of pro-

duction is enormously reduced. The
engine is suspended at three points, and
the steering box lug forms one of the
two rear attachments for the engine. Flan view of the Ajax Cciction driven cycle car.

• Cliassis of the new Ajax. Kote the rear springinj, torque roJs and detachable wiie wheels.

The lubrication is by plunger pump, the
oil being led to a splash plate, into
which the ends of the connecting rods
dip. Thermo-syphou cooling is used,
and the radiator is of special construc-
tion, to which we shall refer later.

The transmission is carried from the
engine to a large diameter friction disc

by means of a propeller-shaft, a spring
disc being interposed Toetween the fly-

wheel and the shaft to allow for any
slight distortion of the chassis. Next
the friction disc is the friction wheel,
which slides on a castellated shaft
held at one side of the frame in a

swinging arm bearing, and at the

opposite side in a spherically held ball

bearing] which allows the shaft a slight

amount of movement when the tractive

effort tends to draw the wheel and disc

together. A dust cover is placed under
the friction mechanism. This arrange-
ment and the method of operating the
wheel to slide it across the disc are
reminiscent of the Turicum friction-

driven car of a few years ago. ' We
believe it to be, however, the" first cycle

car with a friction drive and four-

cylinder engine.

From the counter-shaft the transmis-

sion to the rear live axle is by roller

chain, and there is no differential.

The rear axle has double ball bearings

at each end of the shaft, and the

wheels are detachable. The inner hub
of the detachable wheels is keyed to the

axle, and over it fits an outer hub
carrying the flanges for wire spokes.

The inner flanges of the fixed and
movable hubs are castellated, and fit

together. When the wheel is slipped

on, these castellations take the drive,

and the wheel is fastened in position

by a sjDring locking device in. the hub
cap. The brakes are all internal-

cap. The brakes are all of the internal-

expanding type.

The front springs are full elliptical,

and the rear are of the cantilever type,

and are extended down beyond the

frame, where they are anchored, so

that they form brackets for the radius
rods, the latter being adjustable to take
up the slack of the chain. It is hoped
to fix the selling price at under £1C0.

Valve side of the Ajax cycle car engine. The timing gear cover is made o( sheet steol, and the cyllndets
and top half of the crank case are all cast in one.
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3
London to Edinburgh Non-engine-stop Run.

N Tuesday uf last wouk Rex lluiul.v left llie A.C.U,
garage, London, at 8 p.m., in an endeavour to reach
the Scottish capital without having stopped his
engine. The machine used was an 8 h.p. water

led
' Williamson wi<h sidecar

imniodated an official of the
i'.l'., under whose auspices

11- test wa.s being run.

No incident of any ini-

utnnce occurred during the
hole journey, the combination
inning with the regularity of

ockwork during the trip

\orth.

The journey through the
light was not without its dis-

ilvantages. the period between
luiset and dawn at this time
f the year being rather on the
!il side for comfort. New-
;le was reached shortly after

„r o'clock on the Wednesday,
md after a short stop for re-

leshment, during which the
,'iiie was running the whole
H', the journey across the
iler was re-commenced.
Through the counties of
ithern Scotland a keen east

nd chilled the riders, and by
time they arrived at

lidinburgh, shortly after eight
in the evening, they were cold,
i'd, and hungry. We were

only pressman to witness
ir arrival at the Scott
.iiorial in Prince's Street,

attached,

A flashlight photograph of Rex Mundy od the 8 h.p. Williamson and side-

car with A.C.U. representative as passenger, taken outside the National Art
Gallery on his arrival at Edinburgh at S.15 p.m. on Wednesday last week.

i few of tJie spectators present, when we took a flashlight
rtograph of the successful rider, realised that such a

performance had been accomplished. The official

-orver returned South by the night train the same evening,
le Mr. JIundy followed the following morning.

i he following certificate of the performance has been
led by the A.C.U. :

Auto Cvcle Union.
' crtificate of performance in a trial of an 8 h.p. William-
motor bicycle and sidecar (under the open competition

rules of the A.C.U.), September .'^Oth and Oclober Isl, 1913.
This is to certify that an 8 h.p. Williamson motor bicycle

and sidecar was entered for a non-stop engine trial by Mr.
Re.\' Mundy. The motor bicycle and sidecar was a standard

h.p. Williamson with a single-seated sidecar attached. The
engine was of the watei'-coolcd

horizontally opposed twin-
cvHnder type, bore and stroke
8fex85 mm., 964 c.c. The
driver was JMr. Rex Mundy,
and the sidecar was occupied
by the A.C.U. official observer.
The trial was held between

London and Edinburgh, the
route followed being. r/a Hat-
field, Biggleswade, Grantham,'
Doncaster, Wetherby, Darling-
ton, Newcastle-on-T'yne, Ber-
wick-on-Tweed, Edinburgh, the
total distance covered being
394 miles.

The motor bicycle and side-

car was driven throughout the
trial at an average speed of
18.4 miles per hour, the total

time occupied being twenty-two
hours fifty minutes. During
this period the road wheels
weie at rest for one hour nine-
teen minutes for food and
convenience, and oil and petrol
replenishments were effected.

The radiator was also re-

plenished with water on five

occasions, and an adjustment
of the automatic oil feed occu-
pied thirty-eight and a half

minutes. No other adjustment was effected during the trial.

The engine was not stopped throughout the total time
of twenty-two hours fifty minutes occupied in completing the
trial of 394 miles. The weather was fine and the roads good.

(Signed) E. Percy Greenhill,
Chairman of Competitions
Committee.

T. W. Loughborough,
Secretary.

Pall Mall, London, S.W., Oct. 3rd, 1913.

THE NEW DOUGLAS LIGHT CAR.
We were able to make a brief inspection of this machine,
ii-h was competing in the Bristol M.C.C. Speed Trials

Weston-super-iiare. It is fitted with an 8 h.p. Douglas
.iler-cooled engine, as supplied to Williamson machines,
lit with a separate water intake and exit to and from the

The new 8 h.p. Douglas ll;hl car which competed in the Bristol M C C. Speed
Trials at Weston-super-Mare. W. W. Douglas is seen at the wheel.

radiator to each of its two cylinders. Tlie model competing
was built on car lines, with the engine set across the frame,
streamline body and luxurious fittings generally, one feature
of which, the lighting by a dynamo, was especially admir-
able. 'The seats are staggered.

It is, of course, shaft driven, with side brakes, and brake
acting on the counter-shaft. A mechanical oil pump, oper-
ated from the magneto drive, is an interesting feature. The
machine has three gears (selective) and reverse.

SCARBOROUGH M.C.C. RELIABILITY TRIAL.
Last week, in delightful weather, the above club held their

annual 125 miles reliability trial over a splendid course via
Pickering, Helmsley, Ingleby-Greenhow, Castleton, Sleights,
Pickering, and home. Tliis route includes such hills as
Westhouse Bank, Limber Hill, Blue Bank (over three miles
long, with a particularly liad length o! gradient at the top),
and Hell Corner (Saltersgate). The result was as follows:

CLA.S.S I.—For Solo Motor Cycles.

Rider and machine. Lost marks.
S. H. Clay (3^ Triumph)
.1. E. Truefitt (3i 'Triumph) 11

3. R. Swift (3i Bradbury) 14

Clas.s II.—Passenger Motor Cycles and Cvcle Cars.
1. W. E. Grange (3J Bradburv) "

... 7
2. C. Mo.-^ev (5-6 A..I.S.) ...

" 14

^
3. J. E. Brooke (5-6 A.J.S.) 40

S. H. Clay (3^ Triumph) won the Traniuer Trophy,

1.

2.
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Middlesex M.C.C.

Owing to lack of entries the proposed eighteen hours trial

will not take place.

North Birmingham A.C.

The results of the reliability trial to Rhyl and back are as

follows: Gold medals—R. W. Lovegrove (7 Indian sc), A.
Butterfield (2^ Levis), A. W. Thrush (3-^ Triumph), and G.

N. N'orris (2^ Levis). Silver medal—E. H. Bayliss (8 Chater-
Lea se.) Bronze medal—^H. Newey (2^ Levis sc).

Liverpool A.C.C.

A non-stop speed judging contest was held recently for

the Captain's Cup and Medals. The competitors were
despatched at intervals round a circular course without route
card, the only instructions given them being to take every
right hand turn they came to until they arrived back at the
starting point ; two laps to be covered at twenty, and later

two more laps to be covered at seventeen miles per hour.

Result : 1, L. V. Barton (6 Rex), error 97 seconds ; 2,

Horace Slarsden (3^ Triumph sc), error 136 seconds ; 3,

J. Fox (6 Matchless) and Harry Marsden (3^ Zenith sc),
eiTor 190 seconds.

Glasgow M.C.C.

On Saturday last a flexibility hill-climb was held near
Lennoxtown. The gradients were in no way severe, and,
the surface being admirable, the hill was very well adapted
for such a contest. The total distance was divided into

two portions, the first (which was the more severe gradient)
being used for the slow climb, while the second part (a

long gentle slope) was excellent for a speed burst.
The first man, A. R. Fraser, travelled too slowly, and

stopped on the first bend. Two others also failed here,

these being W. Adam (5-6 Rudge so.) and A. D. Morrison
(3^ Ariel). Perhaps the best performance was that of
D. S. Baddeley (3-^ P. and M.), who travelled at a walking
pace to the first line, and then went off with a fine burst
of speed, finishing as fast as anyone. R. M. McCuUoch
(6 A.J.S.) was also good, but the fastest over the speed
portion was G. W. Orr (3^ Ariel). A. W. Miller (2|
Douglas) was another whose variation was very marked,
and he was a great deal better than many of the 3^ h.p.
singles.

In the sidecar class, W. Carlaw (6 Enfield sc.) was un-
doubtedly the best, and succeeded in crawling up to the
first line, and then got away very quickly,, finishing at a

fine speed. H. W. BaUardie (5-6 Hazlewood) was, if any-
thing, the slowest sidecar combination over the slow
section, but his acceleration might have been better.

The following are the results and prizewinners :

SiDECAS Class.—1, W. Carlaw (6 Enfield sc), figure of

merit 1,050, Ariel gold medal ; 2, W. Turpin (6 Campion
sc), 960, special prize given by Mr. J. S. Fulton; 3, A.

McDougall (5-6 A.J.S. sc), 955; 4, H. W. BaUardie (5-6

Hazlewood sc), 805; 5, G. Thomson (6 A.J.S. sc), 767;

6, A. L. Coley (6 A.J.S. sc), 750.

Solo Machines. ^1, D. S. Baddeley (3^ P. and M.),

figure of merit 620, gold medal; 2, R. M. McCulIoch (6

A.J.S.),- 550; 3, G. W. Orr (3i Ariel), 538; 4, A. W.
Miller (2J Douglas), 496; 5, R. G. McGibbon (3^ Norton),

491; 6, W. Hood (3i Rudge), 472; 7, R. D. Fleming (3J

Triumph), 463; 8, W. B. Cramb (3i Elswick), 420.

Herts M.C.C.

The fourth and last open half-day trial of the year
will take place on Saturday, October 18th, starting from
Barnet at 10 a.m. The regulations and entry forms for

this trial and also for the open flexibility trial in Brook-
man's Park may be had from the sports honorary secretary.

Mr. C. C. Cooke, North Mymms, Hatfield.

Barton-on-Humber and District M.C.C.

The results of the hill-climb held on the 27th ult. were
as follows :

Class I.—For Motor Cycles up to 350 cc, on formula.

Figiu-e of merit.

1. F. G. Howard, Scunthorpe (F.N.) ... 278.8

2. E. Hounsiow, Brigg (N.S.U.) 343.25

Class II.—For Motor Cycles up to 570 cc, on formula.

1. W. Rhodes, Moortown (Rover) 321.1

2. M. Wadsworth, Goole (Norton) 333.33

Class III.—For Passenger Motor Cycles, any capacity, on

formula.
1. F. G. Howard, Scunthorpe (Quadrant) ... 337.4

2. W. E. Slack, Barton (Elswick) 415.0

Class IV.—For T.T. Motor Cycles, on time.

1. T. T. Laker, Barton (Torpedo) 19.43

2. F. Hopper, jun., Barton (Torpedo) ... 20s.

Class V.—Unlimited, on time.

1. W. Rhodes, Moortown (Zenith) 17.23.

2. F. Hopper, jun.. Barton (Torpedo) ... 20s.

't^,

GLASGOW M.C.C. FLEXIBILITY HILL-CLIMB AT LENNOXTOWN LAST SATURDAY.

B. G. McGibbon (3.5 h.p. Norton! crossing the flnishinj line. A. D. McDougall (6 h.p. A.J.S. sidecar) accelerating in the fast portion.

B^o
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Club News.—

Cheltenham M.C.C.

The thiid reliability trial fur tUe Williams Clialleiigp Bowl
vas run 'ilf on the 27th ult. The route selected \v:is a very

I'vere one, including \Vithington, Hirdlip. and Portway
ihlls. 'I'he awards were; F. Y. Ruoli l2i A.J.S.). full

aarks. silver award and prize presented by Mr. 1''. \V,

• irbelt for the best performance bv.an amateur; W. IV

.;ibb (23 Douglas) and T. R. Trotter "(3^6.8. A.), full marks.

I etiey (2^ Sunbeam) and Farmer (4 Precision) al;o cunipletcd

:ie course, non-stop.

Damfries and District M.C.C.

A petrol consumption trial took place on the 27th ult., over

1 stitf course from ilaxwelltown Station, and the result was
.IS follows: 1, W. Hell (6 Matchless sc), 29 miles; 2, J.

C X W
>milh (3i B.S.A.), 28^ miles. The formula used was—:rg

—

A hill-climb was held immediately after at Sontli Carthat
Hill, (.'oUin, with the following results:

Ox Time.

Rider and machine. Time.

1. T. K. Xewbigging (6 Rex) 40s.

2. A. Midglev (3^ Triumph) 42s.

:. ,1. Smith (3i B.S.A.) 4os.

On FoEMtiLA.
Figure of merit.

1. A. Midglev (5i Triumph) 423
2. J. Smith (3i B.S.A.) 419
3. T. K. Xewbigging (6 Rex) 278

Port Elizabeth M.C.C.

This club held its speed trials on September 6th, when a

large number of South African motor cyclists showed the
paces of their mounts. All the competing machines but
lie were of British make.
In the sidecar class, G. Matthews, riding a 3^- h.p. Rudge,
in easily, and he also annexed the 500 c.c. solo class,

ivering the threequarter-raile course in 43s. with a flying

-tart, the highest speed of the day. The leaders were ;

Class I.—Lightweights up to 400 c.c.

R. Inggs (2| Humber) 52|s.

W. R. Dennis (2| Douglas) 56|s.

R. K. How (2| Douglas) 68|s.

Class II.—500 c.c.

E. Matthews (3^ Rudge) 43s.

G. Braybrooke (3-^ AUdavs) 50s.

W. Wilson (3iL New Hudson") 52|s.

Class III.—Sidecar Class.

E. Matthews (3i Rudge) 58?s.

G. Parnell (5-6 Rudge) 61 is.

J. Green (3,^ New Hudson) 68|s.

G.

H.

G.

P.

E.

Purley M.C.C.
T'he night trial on the 27th ult. resulted as under: 1, C.

W. Meredith (Brgdhury .hc). .Scott Cup and silver medal;
2, II. n. Willoiii^hhy (Kiidge-niulti) ; 3, R. G. Charlosworth
(6 Zenitli sc.) ; 4, D. Iron (U.S.A.). The course was to East-
liourne. over Beachy Head, through Seaford, Newhaven. and
Lewes home—113 miles—and the schedule speed 20 m.p.h.

Kidderminster M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held on the 20th ult. A standing sta-rt

was made at the foot of the hill, which was alxiut 300 yards
long, average gradient about 1 in 7. Results :

Class I.—Lightweights, up to 350 c.c.

Time,
24is.

26|3.

27ts.

1. J. W. Timmis (Douglas) ...

2. C. A. NichoUs (Douglas)
3. G. Dance (A,J,S.) .-,

Class II,—Standard touring, up to 500 c,c,

1, B, L, Bird (Rudge-Multi) T. 22|3.
2, C, H, Williams (Triumph) 27is,
3, H. -Mantle (Ariel) 30|s.

Class III,—Tourist Trophv, up to 500 c,c,

1. F. W, Giles (Triumph) '. 2O3.

2. J. G. Nicksou (Rudge-Multi; 22^s.

3. C. Rhodes (Premier) 22is.
Class IV.

1, H. J. L, Greatwich (5 Wright-Blumfield) 19s,

2, F. Giles (3^ Triumph) 19|s,

3, C, Humphries (5 Bat-Jap)' 20s,

Malvern and District M.C.C.

The hill-climb held at the British Camp resulted as under.

There was a very good entry, exc-epting the 350 class and
touring 500 class. There was a large crowd in attendance.

Cla.ss I.—Up to 350 CO.

500 c.c.

1. Guy Smith (2J Sunbeam)

Class II.—Up to

G. Nickson (3^ Rudge)
E. Surman (3^ Alldays) ...

Giles (3i Triumph)
Jones (3^ Ixion) ... ...

Cla.ss III.—Up to 1,000 c.c.

J. G, Cireatwich (5 Wright-Blumfield)
E, Surman (5 Matchless)

G, Nickson (3^ Eudge)
—Sidecars and Cycle Cars

formula,
1. — . Hall (6 Enfield sc).
:::. S. W, Aitken (8 Zenith sc),

c. W. Crocker (5 A.J.S. sc).

Cl.ass V.—Up to 500 c.c, on formula.
1. R, E, Surman (3i- Alldays),
Z G. Smith (23 Sunbeam),
5. B. Bladder (3^- Rudge :\Iulti)

1. .].

2.
|B.

IF.
4. S.

1. H
2. P.
3. J.

Cl\ss IV.

On time.

. 31^3,

, 22^3,

. 23s.

. . 23s.

. 28s.

19i3.
21s.

22is.

on The Mutor Ciflt

THE NORTH WALEi IBIAL OF THE

(1j A. J. Dixon (3t h.p. SIngeri
in HeDJlan.

(2) J. H. Sedgwiois (3J h.p. Rudge, in the act of skMiing i.

grease on Llanfalr.

LIVERPOLL A.'

the (3) E. F. Baxter (Bex) ascending Allybaly.
a [leak hill outside Llangolle.i.

r-,;l
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WuUrunas in London.

Messrs. ' Selfridge, Limited, Oxford
Street, W., have taken up the sole agency
for the South-West of London for

.Wulfruna motor cycles.

An Engineer-designer.

Hairy A. Smith, designer of the Day-
,>e..;s and Ilston and Smith motors, is

•^. v a consulting engineer with premises
at 58, Durlston Road, Kingston-on-
Thames. Jlr. Smith's long experience in

the various branches of the motoring
industry in designing, drawing, and pat-

fern raakin i should stand him in good
stea.d. ^•''

Mecii&nical Drawings Wanted.
-.re Superintendent of the Mechanical

Engineering School, Bangalore, Mysore,
India, would be glad to receive blue
prints or diagrams suitable for hanging
vn walls for the purpose of lecturing

and demonstrating in the schools. Draw-
ings relating to internal combustion engi-

neering, turbines, pumping machinery,
etc., will be welcomed.

Drummond Lathes.

At the Small Power Engineering
Exhibition to be held at the Horticultursl
Hai5, Westminster, in October, Messrs.
Drummond Brothers, Limited, the well-

known lathe manufacturers, inform us
that they will be showing on Stand W
their Sjin., 4in., 5in., and 6in. lathes,

drills, etc. One of the exhibits will

consist of a Sj h.p. motor cycle engine
made on a 5i^in. centre lathe.

A Rim Protector.

We recently inspected a devic for

protecting the rims of motor cycleif-from

being damaged or badlj' worn by brakes.
Strips of a metal which is for the most
part composed of nickel steel, are electri-

cally welded to that part of the rims to
which the brakes are applied. The
advantages of these strips are that they
lend the machine a neat appeai-ance, wear
white right through, and do not rust.

Tlie? makers are F. Attwood and Co.,

99-107, Rosebery Avenue, London, E.G.

An Unstretchable Belt.

The Midland Rubber Co.'s new belt
should appeal to motor cyclists who
havej been suiferers from belt troubles.

Piano wire of gi'eat strength is in-

coi-porated in the rubber, and moulded
in the usual V shape five ply wire in
^in., six ply in lin., and seven ply in

Igin. This Combination, whilst giving
great sti'ength, is claimed to prevent
undue enloiigation ; and any good
fastener may be used.

British Successes in Toronto.

We have received details of a reli-

ability run held on September 14th near
Toronto, round Lake Simcue, which
proved to be one of the most strenuous
<jne-day runs ever held in tiie Dominion.
The distance was 181 miles, and so bad
was the sandy going in places that the
riders were glad to take to a railway
line and bump along the sleepers. There
were twelve Triumphs in the run, and
all but one got through with flying

colours. The Triumph machine has fre-

'luently distinguished itself in Canada,
and there are in the neighbourhood of

Toronto motor cycling clubs composed
pxclusively of Triumph riders.

B32

Tyre Successes at Brighton.

E. B. Ware, who was a most successful

comepetitor in the recent Streatham and
District M.C.C. races at Brighton, where
he won three events, was using Clincher

tyres on his Zenith.

A Durable Belt.

We have heard of a wonderful record

of a Cgntipede belt, which is made by
W. Poilin, Shepherdswell, near Dover.
The belt in question, according to its

owner, who is a medical man, has been
in constant use sincen September, 1910,

and has been employed a good deal for

sidecar work. The owner says that it

seems good for many hundreds of miles

yet.

Catalogues Received.

We are in receipt of a catalogue of

hardening furnaces, etc., seiit to us by
S. N. Brayshaw; 2-4, Mulberry Street,

Huhne, Manchester. To motor cyclists

the most interesting part of the cata-

Iqgue is that devoted to useful mathe-
matical tables, giving hints on convert-
ing degrees in temperature centigrade
into Fahrenheit, and vire i^ersa, and milli-

metre and decimal equivalents.

European Maps.

Messrs. Freytag and Berndt, Vienna,
have published another sheet of their

excellent maps of Europe. This is

Section 31, comprising the North of

Holland. The maps are clear, and
should be invaluable to toui'ists on the
Continent. The sections compi'ise parts
of Holland, Denmark, the whole of the
German Empire, part of Austria-
Hungary, Bosnia, Montenegro, the
north of Italy, the whole of Switzerland,
and parts of France.

OCTOBER pih, ipij.

A New Address^

Messrs. Bi-Metals, Ltd., the makers of

the well-known Tinol outfit,- inform iis

that they have moved into more commo-
dious premises at 57, Lant Street, Sonth-
wark, S.E.

Grease Injectors.

Messrs. A. R. Price, Vevo Wovl-
Park Lane, Aston, Birmingham, ma!
a speciality of grease injectors for mod ,

cycles and cycle cars. These are e.x-

tremely useful accessories, which are
made in no less than four different size.s.

A Demonstration Van.
Messrs. The Acetylene Publicity Ltd.

285, Winchester House, Old Broad
Street, E.Cv, are about to send an
elaborately equipped van round the
country demonstrating the different de-

vices for lighting and cooking by means
of acetylene gas, and oxy-acteylene weld-
ing. Naturally, the lighting and welding
processes should be of interest to users

of motor cycles.

A Sidecar Treatise.

The Enfield Cycle Co., Ltd., Redditch,
forward a very well got up booklet en-

titled "The Book of^the 6 h.p. Enfield
Sidecar Combination." This describes
and illustrates very, thoroughly all the
various parts of this well-known combina-
tion, and should be invaluable to all

users, especially when ordering spares.

Fitting New Pistons.

The Gradior Machine Co., Stafford,
who have an excellent reputation for

cylinder grinding,-'are prepared to fit new
pistons and rings and regrind cylinders
of all 84 and 85 mm. bore engines for the

sura of 30s. This is a big reduction 011

tlieir previous price, which was in the
neighbourhood of £2. The above only
applies to cylinders of the dimensions
given, special arrangements having been
made to deal with this size of engine.

The same firm construct a single-cyhnder
86 X 90 mm, standard type engine suit-

able for sidecars, rated at 3| h.p. As
there are a number on the look out for a

big single suitable for sidecar work it will

probably be welcomed by readers.

BRITISH MOTOR CYCLES OVERSEAS.

A group of motor cyclists of East London, South Africa, who are all riders of 31 h.p. Triumph machines.

H. Becke, the sender of the photograph, says, '!my own machine is a 1911 model, and 1 liave covered

12,0CO miles without any replacements to the ensine."
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O'DONOVAN DID IT!
ON THE UNAPPROACHABLE

NORTON
SMASHING

NOT ONLY THE
31 BUT U

2 ALSO D H.P.RECORDS
Flying 5 miles 71 54 m.p.h.

Standing 10 miles 6808 m.p.h.

490 c.c. UNAPPROACHABLE. CLASSES C. & D.

NORTON MOTORS, Birmingham.

HORLICK
A LEATHER CASE WITH FLASK OF HORLICK'S LUNCH TABLETS. C

ANOTHER OFFER.

To be a.-fc-t£B.oB-iecfl -to -fc^e Fi-arrae-

BY POST
COMPLETE

THE
LEATHER CASE
illustrated is strong:;

made in solid, li^n:

brown leather, and i>

excellently finished. It

may be attached to (he

handle-bars or frame in

a convenient position,

so that the Flask may
be removed for use

at .1 moment's notice

without dismounting.

FOR

2/6
Also a New and Accurate Road Map of ENGLAND & WALES
in Leatherette Case, with Roads shown In Colours and

Classified, will be sent FREE with this Case and Flask.

Horlick's
Lunch TabSets

contain all the valuable uulri-

^ mcnt of full cream miiU and
choice malted t^rain in a con-

\Liiient tablet form. A few

dissolved in the mouth from

time to time will supply the

necessary nutrunent to main-

tain strength and vigour, and

restore energy when Touring

Racing, and are useful at

€
€
C
I
€
I
I
I
I

_ PRIDES: IN GLASS FLASKS TO FIT CYCLE CASES—ONE SH^ and in Sterilized Class Bottles, from which these may bo refilled, 1/6, 2/6, and 11/-, at all

B Send Postal Order to—HORLICK'S MALTED MILK CO., SLOUGH

ll^^l^l^l^l^l^^l^l^J^l^j^l^ll^j^l
III annnering these aduerlUemeiUs it U desirable to mcutioii '-The Motor Cycle."
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iim MOTOR CYCLE.—(Supplement ii.)

MOTOR CYCLES ARE

SAFETY.
IF it is a Passenger

Mount you require

for Winter riding—

REMEMBER, the

^ATCHLES^
gained the

SPECIAL PRIZE
for SIDECARS
{amongst other awards)

in the recent

SIX DAYS TRIAL

Write for Art Catalogue and address of nearest

Agent where latest models can be viewed.

H. COLLIER & SONS LTD.,
PLUMSTEAD, LONDON.

MOTOR CYCLES ARE

October qth, 1913.
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Triple success for

SUMMER

HOLE DE LUXE

1

2

S. Huile de Luxe was used by Mr.
P. W. MOFFATT on his 2| h.p.

Douglas, when he obtained the

highest figure of merit, irrespective

of class in the A.C.U. Six Days'

Trial.

The same lubricant was used by
Mr. R. G. MUNDY on his 3i h.p.

Triumph, the winner of the highest

figure of merit in the 500 c.c. class,

and by Mr. REX PEARSON (5-6

h.p. Clyno), who obtained the highest

figure of merit in the 750 c.c.

(passenger) class.

^ S. Huile de Luxe was also used by
"2 Mr. MORGAN on his 8 h.p Morgan

_J —the only air-cooled engined Cycle

Car to gain a Gold Medal.

Proofs of efficiency which will appeal to every practical

motor cyclist. Write for Lists to

PRICES' COMPANY LIMITED
BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

Models to suit all machines.
" CLAIR " SILENCER obtained the highest speed and

power at the Bench Test.

•J. C. UYEULi & CO., UTD.,
113, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON. W.

A34 In answering these advertisements it is desirable tu mention " The Motor Cycle."
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SELFRIDGE'S
The Cheapest Motor Cycle Made.

Cash price, with
Belt Drive

Single Gear

With Armstrong or Sturmey-
Archer 3-speed Gear

(as illustrated)

24 6ns.

32 6ns.

AFTER careful tests we are convinced that the "Wolf" Motor

Cycle is the best value on the market. Our expert has given the

machine a severe trial, and has found it completely satisfactory.

It runs IGO miles to the gallon of petrol, at a speed of 35

miles per hour, the engine is built into the frame, not insecurely

fastened as on the usual low-pri<;ed machine.

The great demand for a low-priced, lightweight motor cycle

has enabled the Wulfruna Engineering Co., Ltd., to manufacture a

greater number of machines at a substantial reduction on the cost

of production, thus bringing a reliable machine within the reach

of every prospective motor cyclist. We recommend this light-

weight for the use of professional and business men as well as

the "week-ender."

The compact, light and simple construction of the "Wolf"
allows for easy adjustment ; every part is in sight and can easily

be "got at."

We are the Sole West End Agents for the "Wolf" Lightweight.

You can obtain immediate possession of the
"Wolf" on payment of £5 deposit, and twelve
monthly instalments of £1 13 8.

Specification of the Wolf 2ih.p. Motor Cycle
En;£ine: jLiyltston, of Binuinfyhatu. Siugle-

cylinder, 76mm. x 65mm. (cc. 298), giving over

2Vi>h.p. at 4,000 revolutions per minQte.
Valvort are of large area and ea*^ily de-

tachable. Cylinderri cast in special mixture of

iron to withstand rouerh usage. Flywheels of

extra lar{?e dimeusion, mounted on ball bear-

ings. Adjustable pulley of simple construc-
tion. Gear ratio is 5-1 to 8-1.

Crank Case: Made of aluminium, of extra

strong ionotructiou. Valve motion enclosed,

oil and du.^t tiglit.

Carburetter: Amac or Senspray of latest

TVpe.

IiSnition: High tension TJ.H. magneto, lateist

enclosed type, protected from mud and du.^t.

.'\IuUj5iiiU'ds: AVido, with side splafihers to

front guard.

Frame: Neat, ligbt, and strong, made of best
WL'Idtess tubing, aud reinforced in all . vital

parts. Gives low riding and well-balanced posi-

tion to rider.

Controls: Front brake, air and tlir<"ttle and
valve lifter all I'ontrolled fmm iiaudle-bar by
means of latest Bowden jittiirhuieuts. Mag-
neto controlled by lever fitted to tank.

Finish: Enamelled black and lined tlirough-

out. Tank enamelled green and gold. Complete
with number plates, tool bag, oiler.'*, spanners,
pump, and flips.

I-F una-ble "fco cclIB wa-i-te *For* -Full pELt-±icula.i"s-

Transmission : ';'iin. best quality rubber belt,
with patent adjustable pulley.

Forks: Pilot spring forks, of late.^t type.

Tank: Sheet steel. Petrol capacity 1 gallon.
Oil capacity 1 pint. I^arge filler cap.i and
pump can be easily manipulated from saddle.

Wheels: 26in.x2in., extra strong spokes and
nipple.s, well ten-^ioned ahd accurate.

Tyres : Hutcliinaon, 26in.x2in.

Brakes : Foot rim, with Bowden handle-bar
lever. Back belt rim actuated by foot pedal.

Foot Rests: Adjustable, with rubber cover.i

fitted.

ALL 1913 MODELS at REDUCED PRICES

W"rE are clearing every one of our 1913 models at greatly reduced prices to make room for the

new stock of 1914 machines. You can have any one of the machines listed below on our extended

payment plan: 20% deposit and the balance to extend over a period of twelve months.

STORE-SOILED MOTOR CYCLES, 1913 MODELS.
NEW HUDSON. 3'/-l.p., 3-«poca, belt drive.

Lilt priie £60/18; reduced to £56.

U.S.A.. 3'Ah.p , 2-^p(^ed, chain drive. List priee

£60: reduced to £55.

ROVER. S'/.h.p, 3-ypoed Armstrong gear,

beJt drrve. List price £58: reduced to £54.

Second-hand INDIAN. 7 ii.p. 1912 model,
2-specd, free engine, £r8 18 o MiUford
Sidecar, two horns, l-'.r-I.S. lamp Lucas
sidecar lamp and spares. Special price £55.

TRIUAIPH, 3',yi.p., 3-apeed Sturmey-Arehcr
gear. List price £59/15: reduced to £55.

ZENITH, 3'/oh.p , GriKlna Bear, Jree engiue,
kicl; starter. Lit^t price £63; reduced to
£57/10.

REX, 6h.p., 2-speed geari belt drive. List
price £62/10; reduced ta £47/10.

LEA-FRANCIS. SVib.p,, twin-eylirider, 2-

speed gear, chain drive. List price £68/5; re-

ducc<i to £63.

Ariel. S'/jb.p,, 3-ppeed, perfect condition, used
for demonstration purposes. List price £60;
reduced tu £45,

MARTIN.J.A.P.. 8U.p., fixed engine, fitted

witii ..pcedoineter. List price £64/6; reduced
to £59/10.

MATCHLESS. 6h.p., 2-speed, chain drive,
complete with 1914 Matchless Sidecar. Litst

Price £94; reduced to £87/10.

it)T:t A.C. Sociable, second-hand, complete
with hood, screen, lamps, electric horn, 1

clock, and spares, £50.

If unsible to cEill wi-ite for comple'te list.

SELFRIDGE & CO., LTD., OXFORD ST., LONDON, W.
QDDUGDaDDDaDaDDDDDaaaaaDDDQDnaaauiJGa DGaaDaaDDDDaoaauD gglii DGGGQaaaQaGGG ggggg d g d g q q d

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention, " The Motor Cycle.' A3 7
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bODGE
PLUGS

are so successful in Motor Cycle work

for four main reasons:—
They provide : (i ) Easy starting.

(2) No overheating.

(3) Great power at high speed.

(4) Even firing running dead slow.

— POWERFUL REASONS THESE—REASONS WHICH NO
MOTOR CYCLE OWNER CAN^AFFORD TO OVERLOOK.

Lodge Plugs are stocked by all dealers.

PRICE XI /h each.4/-
Sold in Red Metal Boxes {sealed)

THE LODGE SPARKING PLUG CO., LTD., Birmingham.

ADJUSTABLE
VALVES.

EFFICIENT
AND

RELIABLE

I

FOR

EASY

STARTING.

8/6

A BOON
TO

MOTOR
CYCLISTS

AND CYCLE
CAR OWNERS.

DECOMPRESSOR.
DEPT.C, ELECTRIC IGNITION CO (1913): Ltd., B'HAM.

Descriptive Pa.mphlet on request.

GRAVES
CLINCHER MOTOR CYCLE TYRES

ON EASY MONTHLY TERMS AT CASH PRICES.
We supply Ihis world-renowneiJ make of Tyre at rock-boUom cash prices on Easy Payment
Terms. Any gr^ide and pattern of 'Clincher' Tyres supplied to approved orders foi

small payment with order and the balance to be eoinpleled in equal monthly payments if you
are entirely satisfied after full examination at your own home. Manufacturers' Guarantt-e.

The 'ClinClier' B Motor CycJe Tyre with

beaded edge. Cover only. 26 x 2 31/- 3/6

Monthly. 26 x 2j 27/6 4/7 Blonthlj-.

Tlie Clincher' A Won Moior Cycie

Tyre- Headed. Cover only. 26x2 28/3
1/9 monthly. 26 k 2} 31/7 S/3 Monthly.

26 X 21 36/2 6/- Monthly.

The 'Clincher' De Luxe Rubber
studded Non-Skid Motor Cycle Tvre.
Headed ed:te. Cover only. 26 x 2l 39/-
6/6 Monthly. 26 x 2^ (to fit 2i nm) 45/6
7/7 Monlhiy. 26 x 24 47/6 7/11 Monthly.

Write for Catalogue, Send a post
card lo-day for our Illustrated Catalogue of
all Clincher ' Cycle and Motor Cycle Tyres
all on easy terms at cash prices, from 7/6

J. G. GRAVES LTD. SHEFFIELD.

R ETR E A D I N G
MOTOR CYCI.E COVERS

(ALL MAKES. ALL SIZES.)

9/-, 12;- (TIME TAKEN 7 DAYS.)

Wehwe specialised in Tyre Repairs ior tlio past i6 years.
Write for List and sections of Retreads,

THE EXCELSIOR TYRE & RUBBER Co., Hurst Street, BIRMINGHAM,

A3S In an-fiveriiu/ Ihci^i; advcrlixcmenis it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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MODELS. —Underslung frame. higli-c!as5 reed

c.iiK' body, sides aud floor lineal lo exclude
draughts. '* Coronet " detachable joints.

£6 17s. 6(1.

MODEL 7.—Underslung trarae, coach-built

body, tool-box under'front, also under seat.

A real high-class sidecar. £10 15s.

SENT CARRIAGE PAID.
TRADE SUPPLIED.-

24 Guineas only.

2f h.p. 1914

Wolf Lightweights

Delivery from Stock.

Write for Specification.

BOOTH'S MOTOeiES,
Portiand Place, Skircoat Road,

H A I. I FAX
(Opposite County Court).

Telephone io6c.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOB SALE.
T IVEEPOOL. Birkenljead, aud Manchester.

COLMORE Doiiots,
2C1. "

BAT. 81i I),
with P.

, 31. Kpui^haw St., Liverpool, iiinl

Di'SusgnTe, aiiiUL'liester.—New and 2nd-Ii;iiid
at tlie Iii;uliiic ilelKits lur the m.rtli. Coiuicire Depiptr^;
UKeutK Inr DiiUBlus, Siolt. Miitflilri..s Bat. Clyiiii,
Preiitl.T. Chatrr-Li^a. New Uiidson. etc., etii., also -i.C.
and Miirtran Uunaljcnts.—Colniore Depots. 31, Reuiiliaw
St.. Liverpool, and 261, Deansgate, Manchester. 1X0046
T>AT. 61i.p.. cliain drive, 2-spced, kiek starter, shop-
J-» soili'd only, jiut one left, ideal sidecar mnehine;
Bpocial price to cle.ir £68. cn.sh ofler.-i invited.

lyriiW Hudson. Vll. A.. 3(.jh.p., 3-specd. eombinatiou.
.^' with lu.Nurionti <'oachhuiIt tddeuav. slightly soiled
only; cost £75/12. will accept X65 cash.

1912. shop-soiled only, qnite new, fitted
and AI gear, and acees.^c^ries ; mii^t he

sfld. best cnsli cller ever £50 nets it.—Colmore Depot.
31 Reu.dtaw St., Liverpool. rX2513
1Q10 6h.p. ,I.A.P.. £24-. 1912 Motosacoche, £19/10;J-f or exchanee.—40. Andi.ver St.. Shefflekl. [X2394
DOUGLAS, Suias, 1911, perfect order, tyreu e.\ipl-

lent, spares; £22.—Eouians. Totley, Shetfleld.

LX2333
AITTO-WHEBLS.-Iminediate delivery from stock.-

O.dcial apcuts. Mead idotor Mart, Liverpool.
tX2386

immediate delivery from
Mead Motor Mart, Liver-

[X2385
mas., Eoc 2-.?peed, handle
Inglewood, Staveley Rd,,

[X2177
Clutch Trinmph, epares, and complete acces-

any trial; £32/10.-EnBli6h, 8, Asht-ate
|;X2427

"IQ15 3^..'ih.p. Martin, model B; usual price £48;Xtf brand new, not even soiled; £40.—Mead Mr>tor
Malt, Liverpcoi. tX2334
2JLh.p. Motosaecche, mag., h.b.c, lamp, horn, tools,

2 spare tyreSj valves, etc.; £15.—Cook, Wentwoitli
St., Hudderstield. [X1889
5-6h.p. Chater Twin, P. engine, Bosch, Brown and

Barlow perfect; £25, or exchange.—A. Pnlleyn.
Wiggmton. York. [2609
"1Q13 Douglas, model.? 0, P, and K; delivery from
-1-t^ stock; end of season prices.—Ooidingley, Has-
lingden. Tel.: 2Y. [2140

1Q13 Matchless. 6h.p.. 2 speeds. F.E., brand new; tr
--«-' clear £62/10; no exchange; all other mrdels
for immediate delivery —Cordiugley. Haslingden. Tel

[214.1

Levis, all models;
tock.—oaicial agents.

O.dcial agents,

po.d.

"lyrOTOEEVE 2

Shipley.

i9"

starting

;

b.p. Twin,
frs.-Miller,

Rd.,
series

;

Sheffield.

2Y.

1 QIS Scott, jiwt arrived, brand new; flear for £60.—
J-t/ Cordingley. Haslingden. Tel.: 21'. [2144
TQIS Singer, 3^h.p.. 3 speeds. F.E.. brand new: list
X*J £58/15, £48/10.-Cor<ling]ey. Haslingden. Tel
2r. [2146
BRADBURY. S'Ah.p.. T.T-. 1911 mcdel. splendid

order; £27/10.—Cordingley. HusUnsden. Tel.: 2Y
[2147

QCOTT, new Ottober. 1912. iu really fine order; £55.
>iy or very close offer.-Cordingley. Haslingden. Tel.

:

21'.
_

[2148

1 Q13 Singer. 3'1'b.p.. T.T. mrdel, a real flyer; £57/10.XtT —Cordingley, Hn,^lingdpn. Tel. : 2T. [2149

33.I1.P Torpedo, complete with speedometer. lam-^ and
4. horn, 1912 model; a bargain, £26.—Cordingley.

Ha^linsden, Tel.: 2Y. [2150H UMBER. SVi-h.p.. 2-f:ppert. free engine, handle start-
insr. sidecar coninlete; a bargain, £25.—Cordinglev.

Haslingden. Tel.: 2Y. [2151

TRIUMPH. S'/yh.p., 1908 standard. Mabon chitih,
footboards, good machine ; £20.—Cordingley. Has-

lingden. Tel.: 2Y. [2152

TRIUMPH, S'/^h.p
. Jamp. horn, tools, etc., in good

condition; a<:eept £18.—Cordingley. Haeliugdeu,
Tel.: 2Y.- [2153

PREMIER, 3i{;h.p.. 19-10 mcdel. complete with lamp.
generiitor, horn, tools, et-e. ; £25.—Cordingley, Has-

lin^:deii. Tel.. 2Y. [2154

HOPART. 1912. 2^.p.. fixed engine model, oulv
done l.bOO miles, t^peedometer, lamp, etc., absu-

lutelv art brand new; clear, for £25.—Cordingley, Has-
lingden. Tel.. 2Y. [2155

1 Q12 RudgK. 3i4h.p,, free engine model, complete, and
-Lt^ just like new, bought this year; £35.—Cordingley.
Hiif'lingden. Tel.: 2Y. [2156

jQll 3W.h.p. Humbor, 2-.speed. P.E., and sidontr;
Xt/ clear, £2'i/10.—Cordingley. Haslingden. Tel.:
2Y. [2157
1 Q12 Ro>;flI EnSeld. 2"-;'ih.p., 2-.^pced, free engine,
-M-iJ Dunlops. pnod ecnditinn. lamp, horn; £25/10,—
Thompson. 83. Anlaby Rd.. Hull. [X2409

BRAJIBUUY. T.T.. very fast, speeially built for track
rider, condition as new throughout ; £32, no nttt-rs,

—Evan^, Radnor I'lacc, Liverpool. [2491

CLYXO. 1913. brand new, 3-f^pecd model. 3in. baci;
tyii'. interehanii^eabie wheels, latest engine; £152

cost £75.— I'ottor, Leicester Grove, Leeds. [X2399

1Q13 U.S. A., belt drive, 2 spcpd.i, never ridden, but
Xt7 -j:iiply Kboii-^joiled: uwnul prii-e £60, t.i clear
£52,'10.-Mead Motor Mart, Liverpool. [X2383

3ih.p. Triumph, 1910, 3-spL'pd, good condition; £33.
2 a bargain ; fvcn by uppointiueut.—The M' trir

Mart Co., Old Lancaster Rd., Moreeambe. [2472

WE SAVE YOU £17.
VVcolfer a luvv ujij .^5.;-io machine for £35-1D

Why pay the same price for a second-hand
IQ12 machine. If you wisli to secure the
biggest bargain ever Oilered, do so NOW,
to-morrow may be too fate. Easy pavniont
terms are £9 down and 12 monthly payments
of £2-5.

Read the following specification, and secure one of the

biggest bargains ever offered.

NEW 1913 33 h.p. A.8.L.-PRECI8ION.

Titled with si h.p. Precision engine, liosch wcatherprcol
magneto, Best and Lloyd drip leed lubricator, Hutchinson
rubber-studded tyres, handle bar control, and complete
with stand, carrier, number-pla(es, toolbag, and spare

spring. Limited number only. It you are a cash buyer
we will

ALLOW A DISCOUNT.

We will taUe your present machine in exchange i!

required. We will supply 2-speed gear aud free engine

for £6 extra. Don't miss this baru'ain.

OFFERS WANTED FOR THE FOLLOWING :

New 1913 3-spccd 3i h.p. NUMBER.
8 h.p. BAT-J.A.P,, P. aiul M, 2-speed £35 10

3J h.p. REX, 1909 model, magneto £15 10
A b.p. Twin N.S.U. on Kex frame, magneto £13 10

3i h.p. PREMIER, loni. U.S.A. 2-speed £32 10

3i h.p. NUMBER, 1913, 3-speed model, done about
200 miles, complete with sidecar £45

8h.p. G.W.K. 1912 model, not much used £98

ji h.p. REX, rgoS, 2-speed, sidecar £18 10

3Jh.p. A.S.L., brand new, igrs model £35 10

3i h.p. PREMIER, 1913 model, 3 speeds, only run
500 miles £46 10

4 h.p. ROC, 2 speeds, handle-starting £20

3J b.p. N.S.U. , free engine, splendid order £19 10

3J h.p. QUADRANT, 1908, magneto £15 10

TWIN NUMBER, 191^ Lightweight, free engine .. £29 10

2 n. p. MOTOSACOCHE. 191C, magneto £13 10
3.V h.p. REX, 1910 model £17 10

iCOTT, 1909, 2 speeds, nice condition £19 10

MORGAN Runabout, rgia, screen, hood, side tool

boxes, new 3in. lyre £07

6 h.p. TWIN REX, magneto, H.B. control £12 10

3.1 h.p. N.S.U., m.o.v £3 15

3I h.p. REX £4 15

6 h.p. REX-J.A.P. Sidette, nearly new £59 10

3^ h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907 model £18 10

S" h.p. BAT-J.A.P. 2 speeds, with Cg Sidecar £39 10

3} h.p. REX, m.o.v., low tuilt £7 15
2h h.p. MINERVA, h.-b. control £4 15
6' b.p. CLYNO, IQ12, with Sidecar £45

6 h.p. REX, 1Q09, 2 speeds sidecar £26 10

4. h.p. ROC, free engine, magneto £14 10
PUSH CYCLKS TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

MISCELLANEOUS.
New N.S.U. 2-specd Gears, adjustable pulleys, for Brad-

bury's, Rudges, Singers, 1910 and 1912 Triumphs.
Cheap to clear.

XL'AU Pan Scat Saddle 18

Gcod rigid Sidecar £2 17

New 26 X 2^ Heavy Rubber-studded Continent. 1 26

New 26 X 2I Heavy Rubber-studded Hutch nson 25

Nearly new 4I b.p. Precision Engine £12

3.V h.p. Quadrant Engine, pulley, silencer £2 17

Chater-Lea Sidecar, cane body £3 5

Good Trembler Coil 6

New Cane Sidecar Body, side door ; £2 10

Triumph Free Engine, built into wheel £2 10
Neariy'new Binks Carburetter £1 5

N.S.U. 2-speed Gear and Free Engine £2 10

New Wicker Sidecar Body, side door £1 9

Ditto, canoe front 19

Good Rigid Sidecar £3 7

Nearly new Coronet Sidecar £4 10

Bosch Magneto, suit Triumph £2 2
N.S.U. forecar, cane body, less tyres 14

Triumph Pattern Handle-bars, lin. stems 4 6

2-c\ Huder Plain Coil 5 6

S-n pray Carburetter, H.B. control 17 fl

New Twin Bosch DAV Magneto 45*. 48*. and 50* £2 19 6

New 1913 Armstrong Mark VL 3-speed Gears. Delivery

fron"\ stock. Trade supplied.

Nearly-new Mark VL 3-speed Gear £3 15

New Crach-built Sidecar Body, side door £3 10

New Mirror Lens Lamp and Generator 13 9

Removed to our new premises.

Booth's Motorics,
Portland Place, Skircoat Road, HALIFAX.

(opposite County Court.)

Telephone 1062.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date oJ the issue. Ail
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THiErRrOFFi
This remark aptly applies to our stock of 1913

REXES. We are selling these much quicker

than anticipated, and we know the supply

will not last much longer. We make unprece-

dented exchange offers, and accept deferred

terms free of extra charge.

1913 NOT 1912
i

3ih.p. T.T. Mead-Precision, Brampton gear,
2 competition luachine, winner_ 20 prizes,

6 H.F». REX DE L-UX^,
comiletewilh Portland £13 13 Sidecar (illus-

trated below), lamp, horn, rec^istration, etc.,

ready to be ridden away and fully guaranteed.

£70 - O - O
or, payable £17 10 deposit, and 12 monthly

layments of 87/6 Exchanges arranged

for terms and discounts. 'II

Write
all, or wire. i

ELEGANCE—STRENGTH—DURABILITY.
TYPE—LOUNGE. rji

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
TRIUMPH. 1912, free engine. Lucas lamp, horn,

mirror, Kem-psnalls, epare belt, perfect, little nsed;
£39.—YeruoiL Houee, Vernon Rd., Barneley. fX2503

"I Q13 4h.p. 3-epeed L.M.C., decorapies.sor, perfect,
J-t/ brand new, shop-soiled only: usual price £62,
caeh price £50.—Mead Motor Mart, Liverpool. [X2381

"I Q 13 3%h.p. Green-Precision, water-cooled Mead, 2
JLJ/ speed countershaft gear, kick starter, brand new,
shop-soiled only ; £50.—Mead Motor Mart, Liverpool.

I
LX2582

PHELON and Moore, 3Vi>h.p., 2-speed, chain drive,
BctoCli, automatic lubrication, grand order, particu-

larly fine engine o^ tliis renowned make, does 40; £45.
—Aireville House, Harrogate. [X1520

special
condi-

tion equal new; £30, or exchange, Douglas preferred.—
Mogridge, 12, Crosby Green, West Derby, Liverpool.

[X2459
6h.p. Zenith, racing and touring bars, Cowey speed-

ometer, ordinary and racing, timings, winner six
prizes bill-climbs this year, perfect condition ; any ex-

amination; reason selling, buying 8h.p. Zenith; £50.—
Bigland, Ulverston, Lancut^hire. [X2173

HAZEI/WOOD. 5-6h.p., mark VI Armstrong 3-6peed
gear; this machine was bought specially ' to com-

pete in the recent A.C.TJ. severe 6-rlay trial, in which it

was awa^led a gold medal; only ridden 2,000, guaran
teed perfect ; £50.—Elamire, Forsliaw St., Barrow.

rX2405
SALE of 1913 shop-soiled Zeniths, never been

road.— SV'ih.p., kick t^tarter, listed £63, our price
£50; 61i,p., kick starter, listed £78/15, our price £60
6h.p., standard, listed £71/8, our price £55. There is

one each only left, therefore get on the jump quick.
No deferred or swaps entertained at thcoc prices.—
Hitchen~. l^td., Morecambe. [0354

NORTHERN Depot, Ltd., Everj-thing Motorish, Leece
St., Liverpool.—End of eeas.in sale. Few epecia"

clearance lines : Soiled F.R.S. back rests, 20/- each

;

Xl'all pan seat (new), £2/5; Xl'all saddles, shop-soiled,
17/6 and 21/6; F.R.S- lamp sets, 15% off list; oil silk
coats (to clear), £1/5/6; Jones speedometer, almost new,
£2/2; Millers ebony back lamp set (large), £1/17/6

.

Lucacs ebony black horn, 21/-; demonstration Ih.p.
;iuxiliary lightweight, £16/10 ; 2">4h.p. Douglas, £23
1913 6h.p. Rex-Jap combination, £77; 1913 4h.p. Rex
Jap, clutch model, £48; exchange depot for D.A. cyliu
der.? : N.15.L. oilskin motor cycle suits, with leather belt
50/6; sold elsewherp for 45/-. For. epecial bargains see
.under Sidecars. |;X1742

SECTION HI.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth

Ih.p. Triumph, new condition, bargain, £23 ; F.N..
2 £6.-Ison,_ Green Lane, Eloxwich. tX247i

DOUGLAS. 1911. sintrle^epeed. in perfect condition
£18.—James DaviC-s, Eroseley, Salop. [X2397

THIRTEEN GUINEAS.
THE PRETTIEST SIDECARS MADE.

Lists of 15 Models post free.

SECOND-HAND BARGAINS.
ALL GUARANTEED.

Full Specihcation on Request.

1913 GREEN-PRECISION, 34 h.p., water-
cooled, 3 speeds, chain drive, as new. , , . £45

igi2 ZENITH, 6b.p.. Canoelet Sidecar ... £50
1912 'VIATCHLESS, 8 h.p., free engine ... £49
1912 MATCHLESS, 6 h.p., T.T. model ... £40
1912 REX, 6.h.p. Portland Sidecar £47
1912 BRADBURV.-'sJh.p., 2-speed, Sidecar £40
1912 BRADBURY, 3! h.p.. MontgomcrySc. £41
1912 DOUGLAS, 2} h.p., 2 speeds, kick start £42
1912 N.S'.U., 3.'. h.p., 2 speeds £41

1913 REX 6 h.p. Sidette, like new £55
1912 REX, 6 h.p., chain drive, coach S'car £46

- £25
£2S
£25
£20
£24
£26

9)-t

B

igrr F.N., 2| h.p.. 2 speeds, shaft drive.

.

igro V.S., 5-6.h.p., 2 speeds, spring forks.

i9ro DOUGLAS, 23 h.p., twin, magneto .

1910 ENFIELD, 2^ h.p. twin-cylinder

igog NUMBER, 3^ h.p., 2 speeds. Sidecar

1909 BEX, 6 h',p., 2 speeds, handle start .

23 h.p. DOUGLAS, magneto £18
2 h.p. MOTOSACOCHE, magneto machine £11

5 h.p, ALCYON, sprin- forks, very fast £13
2j h.p, KERRV, magneto ignition £12
1} h.p. N.S!U.. magneto nice lightweight .. £9
5 h.p. F.N. Cycle Car, 2 speeds, 4 wheels. . £40
5 h.p. REX, twin, wants repairs £9
HUMBER CAR,r5 h.p,, 3 speeds and reverse,

magneto, gate chanjic, five-seater, hood,
=creen,Stepney, speedometer, lamps, horn,
etc., exccUe'nt order. Exchange motor
cytic or combination Price £52

Deferred Payments, 5% extra.

EXCHANGES ARRANGED.

Maudes'

3

19

3

s

E

I
Motor Mart,

136, Gt. Portland St., London. W.
Grams t Abdicate, V/esdo, London. 'Phone ; 552 Mayfar.

!

13 3h.p. Enfield, not mu 500 utiles, perfect con-
dition; £38.-Thos. Booth, Frodshain. [X24i4

1Q13 Doiigals, model P. perfect condition: any trial
JLi' £40.—Tagg, Aishflelds, JSTewcastle-u.-Lyrue.

rX2403
ASCOT, Si/jh.p., low built, h.b.e., B. and B. carbur

ettei; £8.—Houlden, Winsliill, Burton-on-Trent
i;S2576

"IQ13 Douglas, model P, with accessories, like new.
X«/ perfect; nearest £40.—Lloyd, Midland Bank,
0,iwcstrr. - [2483

|C412 Pre-Jiier 2V'h.p. Motor Cycle, good conditi-.n
Xi/ £19.—Oymro, 4,242, T/te Motor Cycle Olflces,

Coventry. K2342

3 ih.p. Eovex, mag., ,B. and B. eaib., in splendid con
2 dition throughout: bargain, '£12/10.-H. Nor

grove, 78, Wyle Cop, Shrewsbury. [2455

3JLh.p. Triumph, 1910, clutch, decompressor, lamp
2 horn, tools, many spares, new ^condition, good

tyres, splendid sidecar machine ; £30, no oflers.-Stodd'
ard, TunstaH. [2468

SCOTT, 1913, engine No. 1610, Binlrs carburetter,
specially fitted hand lever for gears ; bought for

hulv, but too heavy: not ridden 300 miles; £50.—Tyler,
^Yiilenhall, Stails. [S2335

MOTOE Cycles, Motor Cycles, Motor Cycles.-End of
season clearance sale. A splendid opportunity to

(.-ecure a bargain. "We invite your ins>pectiou. No reason-
able offer refused. Now's your time.

"I Q13 A.S.L., 3y.,h.p. Preci-'ioD engine, only doue 200
XiJ miles; 1913 A.J.S., a-fjh.p., model B, 2.speed,
etc.; 1913 Douglas, single speed model; 1913 T.T. Eudge
(red), exceptionally hot stuff, special engine; 1913 3h.p.

i..'^.S.IJ., single-cyl., shop-soiled; 1912 B.S.A., S'.Ah.p.,

2-speed, fine order, with sidecar; 1912 4h.p. 2.speed
Singer, ; complete with-sidecar; 1912 2V'h.n. T.T. Singer,
very fast: 1912 Bradbnry, .standard model; 1912 I'.E.

Eudge and ,;idecar, speedometer, lampis, etc.; 1912 T.T.
Endt-e Mnlti : 1912 3',ih.p. Zenith Gradna ; 1912 F.E.
Eover; 1909 F.E. Triumph; 1909 .standard Trirrmph

;

1911 N.S.U.. 3i.t.h.p., 2-speed, and eidecar, etc.; 1910
Itougias, speedometer, and lamp, fine order throughout

;

Humberette, complete, latest brown model, only been
u^ed for trial runs.

ENQUIEIES from the Trade especially invited —Tlie
North Wales Motor Exchange, Holt St., Wrexham.

Tel.: 283. [X2412

THE

BIGGEST
AND MOST

GENUINE

SALE
in the Motor Cycle

World is now pro-

ceeding at the

"NO WORRY DEPOT"

MOTOR BICYCLES
(Highest Grade only),

ACCESSORIES,

TYRES, Etc.

GREAT
REDUCTIONS.

SEND FOR LIST TO-DAY.

ERIGS.MYER!

"NO WORRY DEPOT
52 & 62
Manningham Lane,

BRADFORD
A42 '^l' letters relating to advertitemetits should quote the number at the end ol each advertlsemcct, and the date of the issue.
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£10-10-0
Ten guineas is all it costs to

bring your mount up-to-date

by the addition of the

1913i ROC%
SIDECAR PATTERN

Two-speed Gear.

(6 Days' World's Sidecar Record type)

The 1 913! big clutch type has
been designed expressly for

passenger work.

It solves all gear worries and
guarantees you satisfaction.

The 1913 Roc gear was already

recognised the last word in

motor cycle gears for solo use.

The 19 13-1 big clutch type is

just what thousands of "side-

carists
'

' have awaited and
expected.

The Roc gear was the first of

all motor cycle gears—it is the

first to-day. Nothing could be
smoother, easier to operate, or

be more reliable.

No better investment for the

money is possible than in this

1913^ Roc dependable gear,

fitted complete for ten guineas.

Write for particulars, stating

make and h.p. of your machine.

, No delay in delivery.

ROC GEAR Co.,
HAYMiLLS, BIRMINGHAM.
London : Robertson's, 157, Gt. Portland St., W

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
DOTUiLAS. 1911. I)unlni» tyroH nud b.Ot, iu si-len-

liiil ruuuiii^' (omlition; £22/10.—Apiily, Cliarlw.

17, Mfriaon St., Cuvcutry. [X2562

DOUGLAS. 1911. jnst overbaiilfid, lamp, horn, tools,

c«i)iiros. tyrivi nearly uew; £25.—North, 80, Munk.-;

I'iirk lU.. Ni-rthnmpton. [X2171

3ih.p. Ruver Motor Cycle, 1912, first-claes condition,
2 £57ilO: also Canoclct car.—Price, Huzlemeie.

QueeuswWKl Ud., Moscley. 1X2552

TEIIWU'H, 3'vh.p., thoroughly overhnuled, complct',-

with aci-et^ories : ctferei invited.—Motorist, 52, Gre-

gory Houlevard, Nottinyham. [X2351

MOTOR Cycle, SV-h.p- Kcs, late 1911, Beech mag.,
i^prine tork-j, snleudid order; bargain, £19/10,—

56, Sutton St., Atiton, Birmingham. [X2a78

AUTO-WHEELING Ri^voUitioniseci CyL-ling.-Opptr-
tunity of quick delivery of Auto-Wheele.-A. W.

Wall, Ltd.. Hay Mills, Birmingham. [0360

"IQ13 3'';>h.p., everything new and of the best, except
-L«/ engfne ; n.i* appointment neceseary for trial;

£27.-EkHtric Supply, Wellingborough. [X2442

Oh. p. Humber, nearly new cylinder, piston, bearings,

^ tyre an i belt, whole perfect condition ;
£18.—

Colomb. Fairleigh, Warwick ltd., Kenilworth. [X2346

1 QIO Free Engine Triumph, new tyies and belt.

X«7 Cowey HpeeduLueter, 1913 piston and cylinder,

FR.S. lamp; price £28.—Bull, Weaver's Axms. Nun-
eaton, r-x-p.sns

£6.— 3h.p. Rover, low. fast, h.b.c., spring lorKs, good
Michelins, new pulley, accumulator and belt, over-

liauled. re-bushed, guaranteed.-E. Chappell, Sketchley.

HincUey. [X2389

MOTOSACOCHE, 2h.p., new Bosch, new cover and
tube, stand, jockey pulley, good condition; £13,

near offer; a bargain.—Cherry, 3, Bullring Terrace,

Coton, Nuneaton. [X2375

ZENITH, 3V-h.p., never u.sed, 46 gns. ; Rudge. T.T
ditto. £40 ; Triumph, F.E., new April laet. £44

offers; several secnd-hand motors cheap.—Midland Cycle

Co., CoalviHe, LeiceetcT. [X1880

BAT-.T.A.P.. 8h,p.. late 1910. T-T. model, new tyres,

speedometer, .-fpares. perfect condition ; genuine
bargain. £35; photo and specification free.—Preston.

Stoiteygate At., Leicester. [2541

TRIUMPH, F.E., 1911. with 1912 and 1913 im-
provements, speedometer, horn, lamp, and many

.spares, in good condition; £30, or nearest offer.-Pain,

44. Russell Terrace, Leamington. [X2555

TRIUMPHS, latent 1913 3-speed, free engine, and
T.T. roadster models in stock for immediate de

livery; cash, exchange^, or easy payments. — Premier

Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0340

P.
and M., latest 1913 model, lamp and horn, Kemp-

1 shall tyres, unpunctured, sidecar gear ratios, new
2 monthf^ ago, and in absolutely perfect condition

:

£57/10.—M. Sampson, 17, Grosvenor Rd., Coventry.

B.S.A.. 1913 model. 2 speeds, kick start, running
boards verv fine -condition, used for one month

only, £43 : 2h.p. 1913 ' Humber lightweight, fully

equipped, in fine condition, £22.—Bainee, Garage, Oak-
ham. [XI 61

5

IQIO Standard Triumph, first-class order, tyies,

X«7 enamelling, and plating very . good, new lamp,

horn, decomprcEi-^or, belt, aud eparc tube, and numerous
•spares: a bargain, £26.—Mason, Midland Rd., Welling-
boro'. [2546

1 Q13 Bradbury. S-t^peed gear. £49: 1913 2V2h.p. T.T.
J- *? Premier, run 600 miles, £27/10; 1911 Indian.
7h.p.. new 1913 clutch, new tyres, £38/10; 1911
Humber, 2-r5po4d, in very good order. £22/10: 1911
Humber lightweight, good condition, £17.—Jas. Plastow,

Osborne St.. Grimsby. rX2350

SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

"|(n|12 Ariel, variable gear, decompressor, good tyres:
J- *y £28.—Robint^on's, Green St., Cambridge. [2600

Id 10 Triumph, free engine, good condition; £25 —
-1-^ Robinson'ti, Green St.. Cambridge. [2601

T.T. B.S.A., 1912. 3V.h,p.. tyres and engine very gn-.d:

£30.—Robim^on't*. Green St.. Cambridge. [2602

CLYNO. 1912. 6h.p. twin, 2-speed, coed tyres; £42 —
Robinrton'.s, Green St., Cambridge. [2603

SCOTT, 1911. complete, new inside to engine; £27/10.
Robinsan's, Green St., Cambridge. [2604

MATCHLESS. 19t0. 3'Ah.p.. single-cyl., good condi-
tion; £19.—Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge.

[2605

BARGAIN, £8.— 2"''(h.p. motor cycle, l.:.w, fa.^, gond
condition.-13, Broad St., King's Lynn. [X2261

3ih.p. Rex. Amac carburetter, tyre* good, new front.
2 cood runningf order; £5/10.—Giles, Stoke Ferry.

Norfolk: £2487

8h.p. 2-specd Matchless. 50 gns, ; also eeveral other ma-
chines with sidecars; cash offers invited.—Tounp.

Newmarket. [2225

1 Q13 Scott, run 250 milc^. equal to new, lamp, horn,
Xt/ genuine bargain, £55/10 ; approval willingly,

deposit.— Mittiofl, Mubille House, Newmarket. [2506

3ih.p. Brown, good running order, overhauled, tyres
2 good, new belt, etc., £8; al~o .sidecar. 50/-.—

'^leese, Garboldisham, Norfolk. [X2269

COLLIER'S
Westgate,

HALIFAX, England.

New Machines with Makers'

Guarantee.

1913 W.C. WILLIAMSON and Sidecar . . £98 10
1513 W.C. WILLIAMSON £82 16
1013 .( li.p. REX dc Luxe, chain drive . . . £61 &

1913 6 h.]). REX de Luxe, chain drive .... £67 15

1913 6 h.p. REX Sidelte, coach-buiU £77 2

IQ12 4 h.p. Tourist. 8.|1x9t, reduced to £34
1912 6hp Twin REX,' 77* X 95 £39 10
igi2 6 h.p. REX de Luxe, reduced to .... £53

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
3* h.p. P. & M. and £16 l6s. Sidecar £45
BRADBURY, 2-speed, chain drive, as new £49 10
RUDGE Multi, 1912, and Sidecar £47 10
1912 .1 h.p. Tourist REX, trials only £31 10
1912 RUDGE Multi £41 10
1912 2-speed Twin CLYNO £42 10
REX, 1913, 6 h.p., 2-speed, done 200 miles £43 10
ROVER, 1911, clutch model ; cost £53 .. £29 10
JAMES, 1910. 3.; h.p., magneto £16 10
REX, 5 h.i)., 1909, 2-speed, de luxe £26 10
P. & M., 3* h.p., 2-speed £17 10
CLYNO, 1912, and special cane Sidecar . . £49 10
SINGER, igii, magneto, lightweight £19 19
REX, 1913, 4 h.p., 2-speed, de lu.\e, chain

drive, nearly new .- £49 10
REX, 1911, 2-ipeed, twin deluxe £36 10
MOTOSACOCHE, Lightweight £15 10
1911 Twin REX Sidette, chain drive .... £45
1912 Twin REX de Luxe, and new Sidecar £45
F.N. Lightweight £9 10
N.S.U., 5* h.p., Twin, spring forks £22 10
N.S.U., -ii h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £31 10
QUADRANT, 3* h.p.. verv low £17 10
2j h.p. 3-speed'CENTAUR, as new £35 10
5i h.p. Magneto Twin REX £19 19
N.S.U., 1911, 3 h.p., 2-speed £29 10
N.S.U., 5* h.p., twin. 2-speed £27 10
N.S.U., 5* h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £31

REX, 3i 'h.p., spring forks £12 10
F.N., Lightweight, battery ignition £9 10
REX, 3^ h.p., magneto, 1910 £24 10
REX, 3! h.p., magneto, 1909 £22 10
REX, 1912, 4 h.p., only used 100 miles . . £31 10
REX, 1908, 2-spced, twin, and Sidecar . . £19 10

3j h.p. ARIEL, I9ir, runs well £25

3 h.p. HUMBER, chain drive £8 10
3.V h.p. REX, spring forks £12 10

3} h.p. Light Low REX, specially good . . £10 10
3l-4 h.p. Twin WERNER, new tyres £12 10

4 V h.p. Twin MINERVA £15 10
M'OTOSACOCHE, 191 1, M.O.V £19 10
REX, si h.p., twin, spring forks £15 10
J.A.P., 6 h.p., M.O.V., free engine £34 10
MOTO-REVE, twin, lightweight, runs well £15 10
BRADBURY, 1912, 3-speed Stumiey £47 10
QUADRANT, 1912, free engine £35 10
MINERVA, 2 h.p., magneto £11
WERNER, Twin Lightweight £12 10
REX, 3* h.p., magneto, sprmg forks, 190S £19 10
REX, 3J h.p., light and low £10 10
N.S.U., 3l h.p., magneto £17 10
3* h.p. 2-speed Twin REX £22 10

si h.p. 3-speed SINGER, Druids £34 10
3.V h.p. 1912 3-speed BRADBURY £45 10
5" h.p. Twin Magneto PEUGEOT £17 10
3.V h.p. 2-speed HUMBER and new Sidecar £2J 10
^-6 h.p. Twin J.A.P., magneto, spring forks £29 10
3l h.p. M.igncto SIMMS £16 10
1911-12 3^ h.p. 2-specd REX and Sidecar £36 10
3.V h.p. 2-s"peed PEUGEOT £16 10
5 h.p. V.S., torpedo tank £17 10
6 h.p. BAT-J.A.P., spring forks £29 10
5 h.p. 2-spced QUADRANT Carette £7 15
4-cylinder 2-scater WOLSELEY Car £17 15
26 X 2} Wheel with Mark VI. .Armstrong

gear £7 12 6
Wicker Sidecar, well upholstered .... £3 5
Wicker Sidecar, new. with tvre £4 7 6
Armstrong 3-sp. Gear, II., £5 10. III. £6 2 6

CASH OFFERS CONSIDERED.

Easy Payments or Exchanges quoted.
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R05ERTS0NS
BARGAINS
SHOP-SOILED MOTORCYCLES

1913 AS.CVON, 2lh.p *32

1913 ALCYON, 3l h.p *S6

1913 EDIVIUND-J.A.P., 4 h-P-. sprirg frame £42

1913 ZENITH-GREEN, water-cooled £54

1913 WILLIAMSON, water-cooled £75

SHOP-SOILED SIDECARS.

MONTGOMERY No. 5, Edinburgh body £14

MONTGOMERY No. 7, Exeter body, hood, screen £17 10

MONTGOMERY standard £6 15

MILLFORD Corvette, storm apron, mat, and

luggage board ' £11 1"

MILLFORD spring wheel No. 4 chair £11

MILLFORD rigid No. 4 chair £9

MILLFORD rigid No. 14 chair £11

MILLFORD rigid No. 3 chair £10 10

BRAMBLE No. 6 £10 15

SECOND-HAND
MOTOR CYCLES.

1427.

1435-

1441.

1444.

1440.

1327-

1342.

1283.

1285.

1338.

1362.

J395-

1406.

1412.

1426.

1428.

1430.

1432-

J433-

1436.

1332.

'439-

1442.

1282.

I9r3 RUDGE Multi, 5 h.p., scarcely used £52

1913 DOUGLAS Model S, one week old £46

r9i3 NEW HUDSON, 2i h.p., 3-speed, prac-

ticaliv unused £38
1913 DOUGLAS, i\'ladel P, nearly new £42

1913 LEA FRANCIS -J.A.P., .3i h.p., chain

drive, I'.K.S. lamp, generator, horn,

tools, and spares £52

I9r2 BRADBURY, si h.p £35

1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p £43

1912 ZENITH, 3i h.p £38

I9r2 CLYNO, 6 h.p., 2-speed £46

I9t2 BRADBURY, free engine £36

I9r2 RUDGE, free engine £35

1912 J.A.P.-CHATER, 6 h.p., free engine, and
Sidecar with child's seat £42

1912 A.il.S,, 6 h.p., with a lot of accessories . . £55

1912 HOBART, 2i h.p £22
1912-13 F.N., 4-cylinder, 2-speed £36
1912 TRIUMPH, free engine, Cowey, etc £39

1912 F.N., 4-cylinder, 2-speed, and cane Sidecar £45
r9i2 NEW HUDSON, 23 h.p., 3-speed £35

1912 REGAL-PRECISION, 4i h.p., 2-5peed, and
Sidecar £34

I9t2 MATCHLESS, 6 h.p., 2-speed; twin belt.

Turner Sidecar, and numerous accessories £68
igrr ZENITH, 6 h.p £42

191 r F.N., 4-cylinder, 2-speed, and racy coach-
built Sidecar £34

igit TRIUMPH, 3* h.p £28
BROUGH, 5 h.p., twin cylinder £25

SECOND-HAND CYCLE CAR.

1913 WALL TRIGARRIAGE, 5 h.p., 2-speed, shaft
drive, speedometer, watch, horn, hood, luggage
carrier, acetylene side lights, tail lamp and full

kit of tools. Guaranteed in perfect order .... £75

'PHONE : MAYFAIR 5T6T

I57.GREATPORTUND STRfCT.W

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE,
SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-

nocli,' Monmouth, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SCOTT Motor Cvcle, kine of the road; bargain, £29.—
2, Albany Ed., CardiS. [X2300

DOUGLAS, 2''/,h.^)., 1910 rimnini; well; £lSnn-
Sibl'jtt, 8. Grange St ,' Port Talbot. [2576

TEIUMPH, 1912, dutch, new ^ last April ;
£40.—

Evans, Alicia, Aberarth, Cardiganshire. [X2396

T U13 SV^h. p. Premier, 2-6peed, eonntershalt, splen-

i-t/ did condition, 60/- lamp, horn, etc.; £44.—
Richards, 11, Dumfries Place, CardiS. [X2420

TO 12 Precision, SVjh.p., Armstrong 3-speea, Kemp-
i-iy shall back, efficient silencer; £38, or with Mont-
gomery sidecar, £44; no ofiers. — Paget, BlackwcU
Bromsgrjjve. .

[2C1893

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,

Wilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

SCOTT, latest 1913 model, brand new; £58, great

bargain.— Ginger, Motors, Banbury. [X188i

KERRY, 2'!^,h.p., recently oyeihan]e<i. new tyre« and

belt; £7;iO.-Cook's Garage, Devizes. [X925

3h.p. Fal'nir, B.B. carburetter, good tyres, very fast

;

£12.-Mw.5, Binflekl Kd., Bracknell, Berks. [2502

MATCHLESS, 1913 models for immediate delivery.-

Sole O-^fordshire agents, The Morris Garage, 0.x-

ford. [0313

PHELON and Moore, 1913 models for immediate de-

livery.—Sole district agent, The Morris Garages,
Oxford. r0203

P.
and M., 1913, good condition, little used; £55.
nearest ofier. — Baines. 65. Whiteladies Ed..

Bristol. [2598

1013 sy-h.p. Twin Matchless, brand new, juFt de-

Xi? livered; list £63, accept £58.—Balfour, Market
Place, Banbury. [X2441

HTJMBEB, late 1912, 2h.p., very good condition,

new JJunbp back; bargain, £18.—Court, North
Hall, Basingstoke. [2455

TRIXTMPH, 1908. splendid condition, new tyres, belt,

lamp, generator, horn, overalls ; £20. — Doxey
Milner, Tewkesbury. [2657

PREMIER, 19121/0. standard, excellent condition.
. complete with spare new Dunlop belt ; £35.—Hill

Granby House, Bletchlw. "

: [X1885

PRECISION. 3%h.p., A.S.L. frame, 1912, exception-
ally comfortable ; £^0, or with sidecar.—Curtis.

Garden Suburb, Dursley. [X1B83

LAYTONS.—Trinmph, 1911%, clutch model, excel-

lent condition, complete with lamp, horn, etc.

;

f31-—Laytons, Bicester, 0-Xon. . - [X2509

LAYTONS.—Premier, 1912, aMih.p., S-specd, free; en-
gine, very nice order ; bargain, £25.—Laj'tons,

Bicester, Oxon. [X2510

LAYTONS.—Zenith, 3'/2b-p., 1913 model, really worth
buying, complete with lamp, horn, etc. ; £45.—

Laytons, Bicester, O.xon. - [X2511

LAYTONS.-Zcnith, 6h.p., 1913, complete with lamp,
horn, speed indicator, etc. ; £57.—Laytons, Bicester,

Oxon. [X2512

LAYTONS— Triiraiph, 1913, 3-epecd model, shop-
soiled onlv : £51, catalogue ; price £59/15.—Liiy-

tons, Bicester, Oxon. [X2513

LAY'TONS.-Scott, 1913, slightly shop-soiled; £60.-
Laytons, Bicester, Oxon. [X2514

LAYTONS.— Douglas, 1913, model O. shop-soiled culy;
£42, catalogue price £48-—Laytoj;6, Bicester.

[X2615
"IQ13 Douglas, 2-speed, kick starter, speedometer,
J-*y lamp, horn, etc.; £45, no offer.—Linington,
19, Junction Rd., Southsea. [2622

RUDGE Multi. — Deliveries from stock; trial runs
given; exchanges entertained; trade supplied.-

Official agent, Barnee, Slough. [9139

HARTWELLS' Garage, Chipping Norton. — Triumph
and Douglas agents ; also agents for Swift cycle

car for Banbury, Burford, and Chipping Norton.

TRIUMPH. 3-speed, SVjh.p., free engine, clutch; in
stock; £59/15. -Hartwells'.

OIIGLAS model O, £48; in stock model R. £52.
Hartwells'.

ENFIELD Autoletto in stock, £138.-Oxfordsliire
agents, Hartwells'.

TRIUMPH, 191 2, free engine, in ine order through-
out. new lin. Dunlop belt, lamp, horn, and tools

;

£39.-Hartwells'. [1786

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles.-We have a large ttock
of machines in excellent condition at very low

prices to clear ; send us your reQuiremeute and we will
guarantee to satisfy you.—The- Morris Garages, Oxford.

I0?14
ri-lRIUMPH, 1913, SV^h.p., 3-speed, delivered in May,
-i- absolutely as new. Lucas horn, Cowey speedumeier.
Brooks luggage carrier, leather belt and tnbe case, spare
belt, tube, valve, etc., and 3 -suits of overalls ; cost £76,
take £47 ; owner buying car.—Hedgeland, 6, Cripley
Ed., Oxford. [2646

D

HUNTS LTD.,
The City & West End Motor House

,

117, Long Acre, London, W,C,

GREAT ANNUAL. SAL.E
For 28 days. Commencing Oct. 1st.

CHASSIS— Fitted with quick detachable
joints for nttacliing to motor cycle; these
allow tlie wheel to keep in line with the
wlieel of the motor cycle. C springs, with latest shackle attach-
ment—giving a low position. Standard 26 x 2} tyre. Width
detached, 38in. BODY—Handsome art cane, luxuriously ap-
holstcred in dark creen PeRamoid. Side entrance door. Eoomy,
light andcomfortahle. Complete with cushion, mat, spanner anti

storm apron. Sale Price £10, Body only £3 19=. <'A.

The Hunt "Model de Luxe'
the acme of comfLirt and perfection-

lightoess.

Illustration allowing tyre C body.

'Sidecar Body, .

|
strength combined witti I

Closeli i\ oven alt cine bodj bide Lutrance door tjphoKt le

m dirk green PcK^moid Lined inside to exclude draut,ht

bale price, £.9 103., usual price £6 Cs. Carr. Extra.

THE HUNT BROOKLANDS OUTFIT-
Coat—manufactured of double *

texture fawn Paramatta, storm
collar, throat tab, storm sleeves,

two outside pockets with flaps,

ventilated under arms, proofing
guaranteed. Stock sizes : Coat,

length, 36in., chest 40, 42, 44in.

{size taken over coat).

Leggings to match the above,

fitted with straps for attaching
to brace buttons, spat feet,

patent press buttons at side.

Stocked in two sizes, i.e.—
Men's No. i length over all

3iin., length inside leg aSin.

Men's No. 2. length over all

33in., length inside leg sgin.

Sale Price,' quality Ai

—

Coat single-breasted.. 18 6

„ doubted-breasted 24 8
Leggings per pair 9 6

The Hunt North Road Overall Leggings.

Postage 6d.

ip^ nManufactured of Double Tex-
ture Fawn Watei proof I'ava-

maita. Worn over the ordhi-

aty trousers, fastening round
waist with leather strap and
buckle. The construction
affords greatprotection to the

stomach. Impossiblo for rain

dust and dirt to drive in oij the

rider's trousers us witlr the
ordinary legginKS. Strength-
ened at fork, spat feet, ftiscen-

ing at sides with patent clips.

Stockijd in three sizes, i.e..

No. 1. Men's length over ail

4Hins.. inside leg 31ins.

No. 2. Slen's length over all

4r)in9., inside leu 331ns.

No. S. Men's length over all

•ITins,, inside leg oSius.

Sale Price, quality No. 1 14/3 per pair, postage 66
Sale Price, quality No, z 11/6 per pair, postage 6d

SALE CATALOGUE POST FREE.

A46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
-iS—Trump-Japs. 1913. special bargain, 6h.p.,

^^pced. kick starter, decompressor, best frame
ikel; 60 gns., list £69/10.

,<S.—Triumpli, 1912, F.E., and accessorieti, good
udition: £40.

. vss'S.-Imlinu and sidecar, 1912, 2-speed, and ac-

rr^sories; £58.

' vss's.-Quudrant, 1912, 4',<.li.p., 3*pecd ArmstrouB,
;tinb ua>tl!inK. list price £59/10, l)argaiu, £49/10:
Ijauil ditto, £38.

^3.—F.N.. 1912, as new, 5-61i.p., i-lutcb model:
,»A-ial sale price £38; also 1910 model. £22.

^s.S.—.^11 makes, new and second-hand, motor
. \.lcs and cycle cars supplied, sidecars, tyres,

lies: deferred payments.—Cass's Motor Mart, 5,

11 St.. Euston Bd., W. (opposite Tube St:itiou).

.^S24 ilayfair. [2664

I
rULIN and Co.— Grand<'X Precision, 4b.p., 2 speeds,

I i:.c engine, complete with sidecar. 1912; £36.—
.Ml. and Co., 295, Mure St., Hacllney. (1898

\(i["(JL.VS, 1913VJ. 2-specd. Amac, almost new,
' -iiccdometer, watch, etc.. i^pares, insurance; £43.

1 r, bargain.—77, Amhurst I'ark, N. [2575

> .\.. 1911',1>. 3fi;b.p.. free engine, Jones speedometer,
>

, nap. generator, etc., perfect condition through-
i35.—Sardals, 59, Aj'toun Kd., Brixton. (2653

:l.OX and Moore. 1912to. Sfjh.p., 2 speeds, kick
t irtcr, speedometer, all accessories; £47; even-

Hammond, 112, Leversou St., Streotham. [2544

1 iiroS.VCOCHE. igil'S. 2iL.h.p., mag., free
' engine, very little used, perfect condition:

White, 11, The Grove, Blackheath, S.E. [2630

- r , 3',i.>h.p.. B. and B.. tyres good, new front and
' liilic. lamp. horn. tLiols, spares, excellent condition:
h-14. llicKinson Ed, Ciouch Hill, London, N. [2631

T.irMrH. late 1911, nearly new condition, lamp
.\iitoclipsej, horn, tools, tot of spares, etc.; sacri-

i33, bargain.-Sl, High St., Tunbridge Wells.
[X2349

rOTOSACOCHE, Bosch mag., Druids, Palmer
'1 tyres, excellent condition throughout: £9/15
.it.—.Morgan, 60. Kingscourt Rd., Streatham, S.W.

(2628
xnXE Bargains can be obtained for cash or
. isy payments from Eice and Co., 16, Bishops-
Av.. Camomile St., E.G. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.

[0326
F.E. Lincoln-Elk, done 200; too fast for owner:

i34. or olfer: would e-xcliange for 2'y..h.p. ma-
-Garage, 228, Stanstead Ed., Forest Hill, Lon-

[2599

1 p. I'remier, late 1911, just overhatiled makers.
new cylinder, etc., new Uunlops, new Lyso belt,

lik-Iit sidecar, £3.—T., White House, Hemel Hemp.
[X2305

912 3'l,h.p. Rover. late model, been little used,
good tyres, and belt in new condition al

rough; £27 casli.—Walhs, High Street, Soffroi
•lll«ll- [X252e

910 Gh.ater-Lca, 2"'ih.p. J.A.P., 1912 B. and B.,
Bc^^eh, automatic lubrication, tools: full par-

illarfl: £16, or offers.—J. I'aine, 5, Roxborough Piuk,
iriow. [2627

Whittle,
£21. or
Muswell

[2636

complete

-6hj). Eex Speed King, Bosch, B. and B.,
fine condition, very last and reliable;

ar offer.—D. Weeden, 26, Queen's Av.,
ill, N'.

'h.p. J.A.P., special competition engine.
mag

, carburetter, silencer, perfect condition ; any
amination: best offer over £15.—Vivian Olsson, Farm
ittegc. Oxtcd. (X2307
inSIBE.!?. 3>4h.p.. 2-srced, free, Bosch, B. and B.,A Jjuulop tyrft^, belt, handle start, lamp, horn, to..Is,
lendid condition: £20; must sell.—Wright, 133, Clon-
tU lUl., Tottenham [X1890
\OtIGLAS. 1913. model P, ju«t arrived from the
^ Wulks; uuuiPdiate delivery; £48; exchanges: lowest
^ paynjentH.-Wilkins, Simpson and Co., 11 Hummer-
utll Ed.. London. [2517

NDIAN. 1911. red, 5-6h.r., free engine, clutch.
.
Ktooks saddle, good condition: a bari^ain. £25/10.

nilkins. Simp.son and Co.. 11. Hammersmith Rd.
inilon. [2518

>. and M., bought October 1912. new Kempshall tyre
.. back wheel, splendid condition, like new; £44.—
Unne, Simpson and Co., 11, Hammersmith Kd.. Lon-
">• [2520
fENITlI. 6I141.. 1913. Grndnn gear, kick starter and
* •lutcli; usiilil price £78/15. slightlv shop-soiled,
il.—« ilkin.«, Simpson and Co.. 11. Hammer.-mith
0., Loailon. [2510

012 Radge Multi, in finite new condition, tvrcs and
Y belt very good, gear perteit; ea.sh £35, or
ebunge 1913 2-speed Donglas.-Beechwood, B.ircnrli
ane. Saffron "Waldon. (X2527

913 New Hudson, 2'.lh.p. J. A.P.. Armstrorg 3-
spced gear, Dunlops, Bosch, B. and B., oiilv

dden 50 miles, as new; £40; anv time— 12
Junhboro' Ed.. Brixton.

"

[2637

'BU'.Ml-n 3-spped, Bradbury 3-apeed, Matihjes.-
. Giadila 61i.p. : big reduction: New Hudson, 1912,
In.I)., 3-spced. linted 47 gns., accept £37; Humlni-
». uH oa f 115.— Morriss and Co.. 139, Fini-hley Kd .

n. [2476

IS ,;u3i

OVER, ami
uv.^ a large

quantity of surplus goods,

amples, remainders of parcels,

and lines in slightly window-soiled

condition, which we offer at

CLEARANCE
BARGAIN PRICES.

The following are worth special attcntiOQ.

BARGAINS IN LAMPS.
In perfect order, soiled only from show-

ing in our Sale Rooms.

THE FAMOUS F.R.S.

LAMPS.
At prices that cannot be

repeated.

9/6

F.R.S., i,20oft. Set 7S/6

„ 1,000ft. Set 68/6

„ 800ft. Set 58/6
„ Double Grid Generator

only 22/6

„ Grid Generators 20/-

,, Drip Generators 15/-

I Cycle Car Large Generator,

brass, used once
Taylor's P. & H. Generators,

black finish, large size,

with extra strong clip,

guaranteed as new 24,-

Taylor's Competition Lamp
Sets, lamp-bracket anc
generator complete, new . 25 /-

Taylor's P. & H. Large
Genuine Mangin Lens
Lamp Sets, 6iin. face

_ lamp, brackets, and
generators complete, new
condition 3^/6

Taylor's P. & H. Lamp and
Bracket only, genuine

MauRin lens, to fit on
handle-bar stem 21/-

Taylor's P. & H. Generators,

with handle-bar clips

Taylor's Special Lamp Set,

complete lamp, with hood
and a separate generator

;

lamp fits on existing

bracket

_
Taylor's Sidecar Lamps, self-

^Bj^ contained acetylene ....

^^ Ditto, with hood and coil

H handle • •

' Ditto, Torpedo Model, glass

1^ front, protected, with
M bracket to fit roand steins 11/6

l^pn Ditto, Lightweight Lamp Set,

W separate generator

TOOL ROLLS.
Leather Tool Rolls, with flaps and

sliding strap to hold tools

separately, size 24 x i2in.

Strong Canvas Ditto, with two
leather pockets for spares,

20 X I3in

Canvas, with sliding strap, 15 x 6in.

SPARKING PLUGS.
J. A. P., magneto 3/f>

VALVE SPRING LIFTERS.
The Bradbury, with lly-nut 2/6
Car size 4/6

HORN BULBS.
Best Quality, new goods, no fittings,

Size No. 2/- 1/6 Size No. 12 2/4

,, No. 10 2/3 1/8 „ No. 13 3/-
H0RN5.

Post Horns, with extra strung clip

and dust sieve 14/6
Serpentine Horns 10 /G

SAFETY FILTERS.
Lcgrinl! Safety Petrol FJH'TS 4 '6

48/6

15/-
15/-
12/-

27/6 21/-

19/6

19 /&

29/6

17/6

7/11

13/6 11/10

8/6 6/11

g/io 7/11

11/6 9/6

9/6 7/9

6/3 4/S

4/6
i/-

3/6
9d.

2/9

1/11
3/6

1/8
2/-

9/6
6/11

3/9

21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road,
LONDON, W.

Wires—'' Dynametro, W'estcent, Loodoo."
'Phone— IOQ57 Central.

3ih.p. Uiidgo Multi,
2 works. '

'

34"-

D^

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1Q12'-. 2I1.P. Iluralior, as neiv, £20: 1911 3i..li.i.. T.T.

If EVx, last, and powerful, £17/10; 1912'... 2-:,li.p

Humber, 3-spced, Iree cncine, as uew, £30.— U. J-

M.Iutosli. 68u, Delaneey St., X.W. '2647

IJHELON" and Moore. Lt<l., 4, Percy St., ^V., lmv«

J- several good ^eeond-liaud P, and M. mueliinex loi

s;i!e, wlii<li liuve been overlinulwl and aro in P"li-it

luler.—Can bo tjGcn at above nddrese. [0131

3 3 h.p. M.nerva thrjughont, Boseli, B. and B., I'al-

4 nieT cords, re-bored, new ftioton and rings by

inakeri; recently, now belt, N.A.H.: a bargain, 12 «";-
A., 14. Links Rd., Tooting Junction, S.\\

.

[2497

1912io, jut^t overhauled Rndge
ah-inhitelv new "magneto, back tyre and

belt, Dunlop, 1913 s'enspray, tliornugb going t.-rd'T:

£40. balgain.-Harriss, Albert Bd., Belvedere. 1 2458

Werner, low spring lorKs, 26x2"4 Continental

.nd Dunlop, Vsin. Derniatiue belt, splendid con-

dition throncliout. new coil, oil accessories, 'ria.

bargain £7/15.-45, Clinrles St., Commercial Bd., t.
[X2538

OUGLAS, model B, 2-9reed gear, free engine cluteli,

_ Willi kick etarliug pedal, footboards, and new

,..odel mudguards, just arrived from works; £52, casn,

or lowest ca.'y payments.-Wilkins, Simpson, and Co,,

11, Haiumersmith Ed, London. [2512

1914 luoaei, just arriTert; look at

a marvel. Call or wri^te for

pniticulars. IinnKvliale delivery at present.—Wilkins

Simpson and Co., 11, Haumieramith Ed., Loudon. [2514

DOUGLAS, 1913. T.T. luooel, 2-speea. April

30th, perfect condition, .lones speedometer.

Solar lamp, generator, horn, spare belt, tube^ spare

chain, tools, etc.; £40.—Grimaldi, 5,

Mansions, Jackson's Lane. Highgate.

E Have a Few Shop-soiied and other -Machines

which have been used tor coinpetition pur-

poses, to be sold at bargain prices. ^
Write lor par-

ticulars, or call and inspect.-N.S.U. Motor Co..

Ltd., 186, Gt. Portland St.. London, H . [0361

ROVER 3V.h.p. 1' K.. Sturmey-Arcber 3-speed gear,

delivered June, 1912. l/ucas lamp and horn, Cowey
speedometer, practically new jrojt Dunlop tyre (onb' run

10 milesl; may be seen by appointment; £44.-l\ «
Johuson. Kirk Braddon, Croydon Rd,. Beekenbam, Kent^

TnlUMPH, 1913, free engine, Jines trip speedometer,

1,000ft. F.E.S. lamli set, horn, spares, full insur-

ance policy until February, 1914: lot cost over £68:

condition as new; 45 gus. ; appomtment,-\\ a son 451,

Archway Ed., Highgote. Tel.: London Wall 8220^^

TRIUMPH, June, 1913, 3-speed Sturmey, 795

miles only, unscratched, practically new, lamp,

speedometer. Clincher Luxe tyres (unpuncturedl,

many accessories; cost £70, accept £48, offers

ignored.-Yates, Stables, 5. Hampton Place, BngMmi^

TRIUMPH 1912, free engine, absolutely new coudi-

- tion. 'fitted Philipson pulley, handle-bnr nuig.,

Kempshall tyres {pxcellenti, lin. Dunlop and new Pedlcy

belt" horn, all tools and spares: £39, with orc^iuary

pullev £37.-Wriglit, Aycott, The Avenue, Con -;d .u.

Surret
''^''^

NEW Shjp-soilcd M;ichiues at big reductions; Doug-

las, Enfields, James, Triumphs, Rodees, B.b.A. a.

Singers New Hudsous.^ Williamsons, Zeniths, at keen

cash prices, or very liberal deferred payments. Give us

a chance to quote you.-Lamb's, 151, High St., u^ai-

thamstow.

WOLF, 2',jU.p.,

the price, 24 gns.

W^

Hillside
[2625

[2426

first-class condition throughout, Lucas

rns, speed indicator, new spare tube

and case, knee pads, Kempshall heavy non-skids just
' \. all accessories, very fast; £46, spot cash, no offers-

19^

flttei

2 Triumph,

Indian.

-

[2471

M^

be ?een by appointment: owner _
buj-ing

Apply. French and Thurlow. Uckfielo.

1Q13 Mead-Precision. 3',t.h.p.. 3-.5peed Armstrong.
X«/ speedometer, lamp, horn, tools, run 200 miles.

£40- 1912 Bradburv. standard, lump and lioiu. £27

:

1912 Calcott 2i:.h.p. lightweight. £18: 1911 2l,:;Il.p.

MotoHjicoche. free eugino. £14; 1911 2-ih.p. Campion,

twin £15- 1911 Kerry. S'/.h.p., perfect. £22.-Batchp|or

and Co.. Clarence St., Kingston-on-Thames. [X2532

ESSRS PALMER and Kitson, South Eastern

Garage, Heme Hill, London, S.E., guarantee

all the following machines to be in running order:
3i/.h p 1912 Zenith-Gradua. £36; 5h.p. 1911 F.N.,
£2"4- 2ih.p. Cleiueut, £9: 1910 Douglas. £17; 1912
2l/.h'p. Calcott. £26; 1911 6h.l). 2-speed N.S.U., £32;
2'f.h u Kerry, £9; 2",ih.p. 1911 Molosacocbe, £21;
3ir.p'. 1908 'N.S.U., mag., £12; 4h.p. 1909i.. Roc,

2-spEed, • sidecar, £22: S'-b.p. Kei-ry-Abiugdon, 2-

.ipeid «idecar. £32: 1909 Triumph. £23: 1912 Triumph.

FE '£42- 1913 Triumph. F.E., £47; 1913 Williamson,

2-spe'ea, sidecar, £68; 4V.h.p. Autoine tiicar, 2 speeds.

fl£.

ACCESSORIES.—Now : Mabon clutch. £2 ; exhaust
whistles. 5/-; watches, 4/9; Triumph pattern

bars, all 6 controls, 20/-; goggles, 2/3 and 3/-.

Sei'ond-hand : Veeder, 7/6: Miller lamp and generator,

25/-; 3h.p. Quadrant engine, £3.

new and second-hand.
"'-'

above.

Heaps of other goodri.

Wiite for lists.—P. and K.. as
[C457

SECTION
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

B 1912 S'-'.li.p.. 3-spccd. Armslrnng Mark VI.:
.-Manfield. Wooth. Bridport. [2504

B.S.A.. 1911. 2-specd, free, back, front tyres new.

splendid coudition, accessoiiee: £38.—Moon. Lizard.
(X2355

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number .nt the end of each aiTvcitisemcr.t. ;inJ the [!.Te of the isfiie.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
INGEE 1911. 2i;.]i.p., pertect order; £15. — Box— — A , ^r^ ^ .— [S2541IS '4,247, ilie'iloior Cycle Offices, Coventry,

Oih.p. (C. and

I Q 12'i T.T. Douslas,
X»/ splendid condition

_ H.) Blumfleld. 1912, good condition,

>2 'all' accessories; £24.—Sejmoui, Daniel Ed..

Truro ^2674

new tyres, belt. acce-.=sorie6,

£37.—Percy Gilley, Aylwood,

Torqiia..-. [2580

HTTMBEE, 1911, 3"M.p.. Bliaranteed perfect, lamp,

tool=, etc. ; f 29.-Gou!d, Galton, Warnreell, Dor-

Chester. [2559

season, from
—Moon Eroe,

ARC YOU
LOOKING
FOR

AEIELS, 1913, the success of tie
£47:10: order now; early delivery

Dnke St.. Plymoutli. [1926

"DES de Luxe, 5-61i.p., very potverful, late 1910, re-

it centlv overhauled, and in splendid running can-

dilion £25.-17, Penventou Terrace, Eedruth, Corn-

wall. t2495

EXETEE Motor Cycle Co., 6 and 7, Bath Ed., Exeter.

Tel.: 975.—Motor cycle and cycle car experts.

TMPOETAXT to Motor Cyclists.—Sale, sale, sale.

WE have a large number of new and second-hand

motor cycle' and sidecars, etc., to be cleared re.

gardless of cost.

WE are making further extensive alterations to our

premises, and must reduce our stock to make room

for the contractors.

SEND a postcard for complete list, with lowest cash

prices. Special discount for cash ofl any 1913 new
models in stock.

COUNTEY Customers' Eailway Fare paid up to 100

miles during time of sale.

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles from £10, and sidecars

from £3; all motor cycles are guaranteed in good

order, having been thoroughly overhauled by our stafl

of expert mechanics.

"PSETEE Motor Cycle Co., Exeter.

THE Largest motor cycle and cycle car dealers in the

West of England.

SEND Along vour enquiries. We are sure to have
something to suit you. Country customers don't

forget we pay your rail fare up to 100 miles. This

Rives you a chance to see our large stock before you buy.
[1722

"IQ12 Singer, S'/^h.p., Bosch mag., B.B., Lucas lamp,
J-t/ horn, new lin. Duulcp, good climber, splendid

condition; £28.-31, Warbro' Ed., St. Mary Church,
Torquay. [X2294

ROVEE, 1912, S'/oh.p., 3-speed, run 1,100 miles only,

condition

CYCLE CARS,

L.M., the best cycle car under £100, the most efflcie

hill-climber.-Below.

L.M., the first practical English cycle car, 8h.p, 1

gns.-Below.

L.M. Padded Seats, side door, outside balance whc
perfectly sprung, reliable: quick delivery.—Ctmnir

almost
lowest.

perfect; cost with accessories

-E.. Avsgarth, Alexandra Bd.,
[X2498

£65. cash £45,
Weymouth.

ROC, 4h.p., 2 speeds, free engine, Bosch. Whittle,
Palmer cord back. Continental front, butt-ended

tubes, excellent condition throughout: trial: £17; bought
cycle car.—Corben, Eastoa, Portland, [.2562

SECTION X.

K,

Scotl.as!d,

)UGL,
Ladybank, Fife.

JTJGLAS, 1910, I

la~t April, new Brnnlis saddle, minor improvements

£42.—Dall,
[2624

DOUGLAS, 1913, Model
Ladybank, Fife.

T~VOTJGLAS, 1910, jiew 1911 engine fitted by makers

spare Whittle and valve:

Ciichton, Dumfries.
£23, nearest. Moyc:

[X2169

ABEEDEEN and District Agent for Scott, Levis,

P. and M., A.J.S.. Mat<?hl6ss, and Sun, also

Premier cycle car; any other mate supplied.—George
Cumming, 165, Holburn ,8t. (9406

DOUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas.—The king of light-

weight motor cycles: immediate delivery from stoclt

rf all models': Scottish trade supplied.-Alexander and
Co., 115, Lothian, Edinburgh. [X9870

0>ih.p. T.T. Indian, 2-speed gear, used for com-
^2 petitions only, in splendid condition, very special

eiiginc: this identical machine won 1911 T.T. race, and
wa-; third in 1913 T.T. : a special chance at £39.—A!ex-
andir'e, 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh. [X2289

31h.p. T.T. Zenith Gradua, with special 90>c77V2
2 engine, used f:»r competitions only, and winner of

many events, good as new; £38,—Alexander's, 115,
Lothian Ed., Edinburgh, [X2290

END of Season Sale.— Great reductions in new 1913
shop-soiled models. Send for list and save pounds

.^fiTlirig by buying now.—iVlexander'e, 115, Lothian Ed.,
j'jdiuburgl'i, and "272, Great Western Ed., Glasgow.

[X2291

SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.
1913, only done 1,200 miles.LEVIS, 2iih.p

, _

lent condition, with new Duclop back cover, and
butt-ended tube: will deliver any part England;
E. F. D.-idd, Castletown, Isle of Man.

I70E Sale, 1912 Motns.'rcoche,

change speed ge;irs [2, 3,

excel'

, a:

£30.
[X2178

wanted.perfect, £15
.or variable), for Eex,

Triumph, N.S.U., Mntfjsar oolie : magneto bar control

;

cheap, cash.—Particulars, Coon, Letterkcnny. [2481

—a good reliable mount
at a bargain price ?—u ^°- ™me and

see what J have to offer. I have a fine selection

of " shop-soiled Motor Cycles and Sidecars—aU

high-grade models—marked at considerably

below list prices. Note these " bargain

"

examples :

—

"1913" nnodels.
CLYNO, 6 h.p., 3-sp., and sidecar £73
LEA-FRANCIS, 3 h.p., 2-sp., hardly soiled . . £52
ENFIELD, 3 h.p., 2-sp., kick-starter £42

NUMBER, 3.V h.p., 3-sp., and Canoclet £57 10

N.S.U. , s h.p." twin, new, list £52 los £36
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., c.d., sidecar, spares.. £68
ENFIELD, 23 h.p., 2-sp., kick starter £38
HUMBER, 2 h.p., brand novelist f35 £26

SUNBEAM, 2} h p., 2-5p., shop-soiled £53

CLYNO, 6 h.p., 3-sp., shop-soiled £65

ENFIELD, 6 h.p., coach sidecar, as new, . .
.
£68

TRIUMPH, F.E. model, shop-soiled £50

INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2-sp., shop-soiled £65

ROVER, T.T., with Philipson, soiled £45

A.il.S., 2] h.p., 2-sp., shop-soiled £45

BRADBURY, 3I h.p., 3-sp., shop-soiled £48

HUMBER, 3* h.p., 3-sp., shop-soiled £48

ZENITH, 3l"h.p., variable gear, as new .... £45

JAMES, 3l h.p. twin, 3-sp., I9t4 model . £45

SCOTT, latest model, as new £55

Small CEtr-s.
FORD, special show model, champnone

colour, srare wheel, etc., shop-soiled, . £133

HUMBERETTE, choc, col'd., shop-soiled. . £110

FORD, dickey seat, slightly used £120

G.W.K., complete, spares, cost £r6o £125

"1912" WIODELS.
WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p., 15 guinea Canoelet £55

MORGAN, special body, all accessories £68

ZENITH, 3.'. h.p., excellent order £32

ENFIELD, 6 h.p,, Coach Combination £50

Other Clearance Lines.
igit ZENITH, 3^ h.p., and Wicker Sidecar £30

roil SCOTT, 2-sp'., Semi T.T. bars, fast . . £23

roil BRADBURY, 4 h.p.. Free Engine £25

rgio ENFIELD, 2.| h.p., Twin £15

inro F.N. 1 ishtweight, magneto, spring forks £12

rgog HUMBER, 35 b-p., 2-sp £18

—Many other "Second-Hand" models, to

choose from— all guaranteed in perfect condition

for riding. Come and see them—every model

a genuine bargain !

All the newest models of Motor Cycles in

stock—ready for riding—including :

—

INDIANS, JAMES, TRIUMPHS,
NUMBERS, CLYNOS, E N F I E L D S,

ZENITHS, TA.J.S., BRADBURY S,
NEW-HUDSONS, ROVERS, etc.

—All Models of JIONTGOMEEY, CANOELET.
GLORliV, IIILLS-FULFOKD, Sidecars in stock.

—SMALL CARS in stock include :—H U M B E R .

ETTES, PERUVS, FORDS, SINGERS, CAL-
THOlllES. GW.K.s. STASDaRDS, ALLD.OS
" .MidKcts— all ready for the roivd. Best terms -

tuition free—trials arraiiKed—satisfaction t'uaraiiteed.

CALIj, write, or 'PHONE mo.

P. J. EVANS,

ham, Clitheroe. tX25.

87, 89 & 91, JOHN BRIGHT
Telephone : Midland 662.

And a.t Sparkhill, BIRMINGHAM.

SINGER. lOh.p., la-test model from works Sept. 20t

1913, complete, grey colour; £185.—Cordiugle
Tel.: 2Y. \2V.

HUMEERETTE, 1913. chocolate finish. lateiJt mod'
shop-soiled; £110.—P. J. EvaDs, John Bright 8

Birmingham. [X24.

MORGAN, 1912-13. 8h.p. J.A-P., all acoessotit

£65.—P. J. Evane, John Bright St., Biimit
ham. [X24;

HUMBERETTE. 1913 complete Stepney wlie

spares, had very careful uee; £95.—P. J. Evai

John Bright St.. Birmingham. rX24.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—The pre-emineat pla

for purchasing; the cheapest house foi cycle ca. 1

new or second-hand.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction eales lie -

every fortnight : all cycle car buyeic should atten

bargains alwaye.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Next sales, Oct. 15t

Oct. 29th, and Nov. 12th, at 2 o'clock; entri

invited. Write.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, for auction catalogx

termfi. and list of second-hand and new cycle c;i

in stock.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting, have in stoct new a

second-hand Bedelias, Duos, A«tomobilett
Humberettes. Baby Peugeots. Warues, Sabeilas, Mat(

lees, A.O. Sociables, etc

ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The bargains below i

all in stoi^k and subject UDtold. many of tb'

will be o-fiered in next auction sale on October 15

PALMER'S Garace, Tooting.—8-lOh.p. Aiden 15

Sociable. J.A.P. engine, shaft drive. 3 speeds '-^

reverse, hood, screen, all as new; £105.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—^Vsh.p. Bedelia, 19

touring model, shop-eoiled only; £50.

PALMER'::, Garage. Tooting—8-lOh.p. 1913 Bede

similar model Grand Prix winner, brand new;

Uvery 3 days: £109.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—8-lOh.p. 1912 Eede

actual winner 1912 Le Mans Racee; £90.

sole selling agents
•ful value.

Tooting.—Globe Sociables, br;

£152. T

Write for booklet.

p.

PALMER'S Garage, TootinL.
the Globe 2-seat. ; wonderful value

PALMER'S Garage, _. .
, .

new; usual price £152, Palmers price £117/
Exchanges

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—8h.p. G.W.K
brand new, immediate delivery: £150.

PALMER'S Garage, Tootmg.-5',ai.p. Bedelia, delit

model, brand new: clearance £75.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—8-lOh.p- 1913 Bed'

Model de Luxe, hood, screen, latest mag., i

step, double steering, as new: £90.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-4i4h.p. tJnecar, Fai

engine, Bingle-seat., as new: £30, or exchange mi

bicycle.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-8-10h,p. 1913 Huml
ette, lully equipped; £95, no offers.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-S-lOh.p. 1913 Huml
ette, brand new, driven only trom Coventry

London; £115.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-B-lOh p. Automobft
1913 3-seat.. 2-cyl., shaft drive. Bcsch mag.

diatc delivery: £120.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—S-lOh.p. 1913_ I
with special bucl;et body braud new, 3rd '.

fitted if desired: £100.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—5-6h.p. A.C- Soda

nice lot: cleara'hce bargain, £45.

Tooting.-8-lOh.p. 1913

19

PALMER'S Garage, „- .,
eJiassie oulv, brand new. £77/10: single or 2-e

body, built to order for this in about 10 days

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-8-lOh.p. 1912 :

cycle car, sociable, latest variable gear; £75.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—8-lOh.p. Sociable

wheeler, roomy tody. J.A.P. engine: bargain,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-Write at once for

3 oi new monthly booklet contammg illustratr

and dciicriptiuns of leading makes of cyde cars, toget

with details of nearly 100 automobiles of all kii

ready now, post free on application.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-Sole addre.=,s. L.

Palmer's Garage. Merton Tram 'ieiuiiuii.^ 1

ing. 'Plione: 208 Streatham |20 mins. Tictoiia^

mins. Wimbledonl. L-

WARNE Cycle Car, late«t model, nearly u' v.,

accessories; offers wanted.—Cyclecarist, 5s. 1

Walk, Chelse-i.
'-

HUMRERETTE, 1913, hood, screen, spare tyr ,

little used, complete; £95.—James \Yi'

Granville Terrace, Edinburgh.

A.O Sociable, new June, 1913. hood, screen

everything, driven only 600; any trial,

ment- £'72/10.—96, Abinger Ed., Bedford Par

XI

:il'l"

[:-•

A50 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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CYCLE CARS.
T rntJX and Co., the light cflr spe.^ialicita —Hurlin
I iti.l Co.. 295, Maie St., Hackney. Tel.: No. 2989

'11.

I 1 KLIN nnd Co. offer Baby voiturette, 8h.p., ivater-

L ...(.led, 1915 model, delivered in May last, e»iftr-

! perfect in every way; price £70.—Below.

I i KLIN and Co.-Cedclia, 4^4h.p% a-.^eat., 1912,
I lifted with electric head lamps, many rcfluementti

Ainr; £45.—Below.

iMiKE Li(?ht Car, lOh.p., immediate delivery: £185:
^ i.y payments; exehauges entertained.

\ VERSIONS.—Hav*- your motor cycle converted
. ito eytle car. We are specialists in this work.

:,-h powered motor cycle converted Quickly and
. — Ilurliu and Co., below.

I ; MBKRKTTES.—Immediate deliveiie^, latCit models.
A -Hiklin and Co., below.

1 1 KLIX and Co.-G.N.. 8h.p. J.A.r.. 1912. mag-
1 ;i tu icnition, cycle ear, fitted with up-to-date rc-

:it-i. ^[iiires, tools, etc.. a<5 new.-Hurlin and Co.,
: .Mute :?t.. Hackney. Tel. : No. 2969 DaR^ton.

IritLIN and Co., the Hackney cycle ear specialists,

295. Mare St., Hackney. Td. : No. 2989 lUilt^ton.

[1897

Oh.p. Sociable. 3 and reverse, coaclibuilt body,
ejpleudid condition : £40. or near otter ; would

tCliange.-42a, Brockley Rise, S.E. [X2393

ATTOXS.—Perry 1913 light car, 2-cyl., water-cooled,
J complete ^vith hood, screen, lampe, horn, detach-
)Io. wheels: £156/10: delivery of one ear from stock.

Laytou6, Bicester, Oxon. [X2516

ATTONS.—Premier 1913 cycle car, quite new, 7-9
J h.p-. complete with very smart 2-seat. body, hoed,

I, etc. ; catalogue price £115, our price £90, bar-

tin.—Laytons, Bicester, Oxon. [X2517

JF7ALL Tricarriage. 5h-p. Precie^iou engine. 2 speedsi
rT luxurious 2-.<eat. bcrtlv. hood, screen, lamps, etc.,

3w tyres; coet £110. £55.—The Premier Motor Co.
td.. Aston Rd.. Biroiinghani [0356

J"OTORETTE, 1912. 6-7h.p., water-cooled, 2 speeds,
tl. chain drive, nearly new Dunlop tyres, hood and
ind ecieen, guar^teed perfect; £55.—The Premier
jOtoi Co.. Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0550

*li.p. Rexette, in splendid order, just been thoroughly
overhauled, 2-speed, 2-6eat., free engine, wheel

ewing, new engine, new brass radiator, mag. ; £55
rite for particulars.—Howard. Gas. Fuzelev, Staffs.

[X2504
J-lOh.p. Bedelia Torpedo Car, new la^t November,
• fo-jt. reliable, splendid condition throughout, side,
u, head lamps; sell £60. or pay difference on new
i)igan or good second-hand G.W.K.—Heath Lodce,
BClon Rd.. Ipswich. rX2181
I I*LL)AYS Midget, bought June, co^t over £150,
L platiug. Stepney, special mudguards, speedometer,
WS good; any examination, photo; going abroad;
.25 ca«h: done under 2.000.—Smith, Glover's Garage.
3rtha!l St.. Stoekwell. [X2328

JOLLO Cycle Car, 1912, run 3,000 miles, perlect
condition, hood, screen, lamps, speedometer,

id several spares, extra wide front seat lor 2 pas-
ngers; any trial; guaranteed perfect; £70.—
reenhous. Bishop's Castle. [X2565

L-C. Sociable, perfect throughout, hood, screen, cur-
tains, .speedometer, tyres unpunctured. non-skid

AT, spare tube, chain. 4 lamps, B. and B.. Bosch,
eragiog 63 m.p.g. ; any examination, trial; £58.—Day.
II. Victoria Rd. N., Southsea. 1X2518

2J..W.K. Cycle Car. late-t mod^, all complete; £150;
' in '^tock, immediate delivery: free trials. We teach
iD to drive and deliver to your door free; our easy
lymento aio the very lowest, try -us.—Wilkins, Simp-
tt and Co.. 11. Hammersmith Ed., London. [2507

JINGER Light Car. lOh.p.. latest model, ju<t arrived,
' in ^tock, immediate delivery, nc extras; £185;
adf to driv.^ away. We teach you to drive and deliver
your door free: our eai^y payments are the very

west, try us.—Wilkins. Simpson and Co., 11, Hammer-
iitb Ed., Loudon. [2508
rUST from Works.—Singer lOh.p. light car. prac-
' tically 1914 model, with raised seat, finished
rench grey. hood, screen, 5 lamps, valances, steps
• frame, finest and fastest cycle car turned out of
nger works: £188; exchanges.—Cordingley, Hasling-
:n. Tel. : 2Y. [2441

iUMBERETTE, latest m:del, a^ new, hood, screen,
laiiil»s. spepdometer. luggage carrier, mat, ^pare new

uniop and tube, many spares ; co.vt in July nearly
.40, aiffpt £100. no offers; i-onviminsr trial given:
"le fason for selling, owner bought large car.—Frost.
iMotwood, IinbHi Lane. Esner. [2543

TRICARS FOR SALE.
b.p. Tricar, w.c. head, 2-speed, fioe engine ; £7/10,

" -259. Clifton Rd.. Rugby. [X2341
'-8h.p. Twin-cyl. W.C. Coachbuilt Tricar; £35.—
' Fuller particulars.-Davie^, drapers, Llanhilleth,

Newport. Mon. [X2304
ili-p. Singer Tricar, 3 ccachbuilt seats, real leather,

3 speeds and reverse, car tyres, everj-thing perfect;
10.—a.. Ash Lea, Ashton-on-Mcrsey. [X226S

SIDECARS AND FOSECARS.
I'IDECAE. basket, bv rrcmier Motor Co.: £3.—Man-

' add, Wooth, Bridiiort. [25051

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
VriDDLETON'3 RiK-ord-breaking Sidecars.

IDDI.ETON'S Earwip won Class D, breaking 10
milo record, Brooklands, rider E. B. Ware.M

MIDDLETONS Earwiu won 5 firsts at Brighton
races, rider K. B. \Vare,

MIDDLETONS Sidecars—lastest, strongest, and
most reliable in the world.

MIDDLETONS Full List of' World's Hecords, gold
medals, cups, etc., on application.

AUSTR.VLI.^N Middleton Agents, Hinds, corner
Young and Bridge Sts., Sydney.

FRENCII iriddlcton Agents, Douglas Bros., IDO,

Boulevard Pereire, Paris.

HOLLAND Jliddloton Agents, T. Meyer, 27,

Dennenweg, The Hague, Holland.

LONDON Middleton .\gents, Rey, 173, Gt. Portland

St., and 378-384, Euston Rd.

MIDDLETON'S, wholesale, export, sidecar manu-
iacturers, shippers, 27, Stroud Green Rd.,

Finsbury Park, London. N. 'Phone : 1584 lioyy.!yy.

GLORIA Sidcr.nr, eofit £16/16. perfert
; £7. - Box

4.248, r/ie Motor Vi.iclt Offices. Coventry. [X2542

CANOELET, Swan.—Sole wholesale agent, Lonrttn.

Hey, Hampstead, and 173. Gt. Portland =*",}^gg.,

1013 Gloria 16 gn. Sidecar, to fit Triumph, brand

iSU new; 12 gns.-Batchelor and Co., Kinestou-iia-

Thames. ri.2529

CIDECAE, new 1912, fit either 1911. 1912, 1913 Ecx
?5 motors; cost 12 gns., eeU £8/15.-12, Bnll Ring,

Eirininghum LX247(^

SIDECAR, quick detachable joints and child'.s se^it,

apron, stand, splendid condition; £4/10.-48.

Chertscy Ed., 'Wokin'g. L2619

MATCHLESS Siderar. ne-w-shop-soiled; listed 15

gns., sell 10 gns.-Write, The M..tor Mart Co., Old

Lancaster Rd.. Morecambe. L0336

SIDECAR (Turner!, cost £14, sacrifice £10; new;

cannot take deliverS'.-Box L2,781, The Molor Cycle

OtBces. 20, Tiidor St., E.C. 12247

STOKES and Holt, Ltd., Leicester, wholesale makeva

of every description of sidecar bodies and chassis;

special designs quoted for. 'Write for catalogues. [0193

THJ!; Cosiear New 2.6eat. Sidecar, patent applied for.

coach-built, cane, and wicker.-Raincar Maiiula(|-

turing Co., 10, Gun St.. Ancoats, Manchester. [0o49

MUST Sell itnmediately.-Side entrance torpedo side-

car, cane, new 32/6 cover just fitted. 26x2>'j;

accept £4, lowest.-Millards, drapers, Chesterfield. [X255/

COACHBUILT Sidecar Bmlies--One ol oui customers

not tiik-ing the quantity contracted for, we are oHer-

ing at £4/5 each.—'Write for list, Godiva Sidecar Co.,

Ltd., Coventry. [0328

PM.O. Sidecars from £5/17/6 -to £10/10; write for

catalogue fully illustrating the various models and

patent P.M.C. quickflt couplings.-The Premier Motor

Co., Ltd., Aston Rd- Birmingham. [0164

WE have a number of second-hand and shop-soiled

sidecars of best makes to clear at bargain pruft!.

Call or write.-Elce and.Co.. 16, Bishopsgate Av., Camo-

mile St., E.C. 'Phone : Avenue 5548. [2668

PEOPLE Who '^"ill Have the Best insist on the

Portland, prices to suit all pockets from 6 to 16

gns liberal trade terms; lists post free; a lew tor-

pedo' bodies, 37/-.—Maude's, 136. Great Portland St.,

London. W. U102

SIDECAUS.—End of Season Sale.—Sidecar bbdics in

white cane and wicker, torpedo shape, with i-i'io

door mUBt be cleared at 33Z off list price, all perfectly

new and in first-cl.ass condition.—Northern Depot. Ltd..

Leeco St., Liverpool. [X2492

CONTE'RSIONS, alterations, repairs.—Being actual

makers of coachbuilt, cane, and wicker sidecar

bodies, we also repair and convert to latest models; 100
bodies always in stock.—Ramsden and Co., 17. Gt.

Ancoati. Manchester. Tel.: City 4452. [0355

MONTGOMERY £13/13 Castor 'Wheel 'Wicker Side-

car, complete, new 1912. splendid condition, new
Michelin tyre, luggage c:iirier, £5; alt-o long exhaust
pipe for twin J.A.P.. 2/6: fawn waterproof sideciir

apron, 5/-.-Seen at 42, High St.. Kiu.'jston, Surrey.
1X2380

CASS'S have finest stock of sidecars in London lor

immediate delivery. See our £6/15; 33%
cheaper than any other maker: 12 different models
to select from; all marvellous: extended payments
arraug' d.—Cass's Motor Mart, 5, Warren St., Euston
Ed. Tel.: 3624 Maylair. [2665

THERE are plenty of coachbuilt sidecars on the
market, but none so pleusinc -n dcsii^n and clean

appearance as the Oakleigh Windcutter sidecar, as illus-

trated in issue Aug. 21st. no wind screen wanted, 10
miles an hour faster than any other : price £9.— Oak-
leigh Sidecar Co.. 65a, Rosendale Rd., West Dulwich.

(X2561
STOKES and HolJ. Ltd.. Leicester.—Clearance sale of

cane nnd wicker bcdies; s^'.'^HiI bargains offered:

wood bodies repaired and re-painted in flr.st -class style i

e.=tiinates free. We are makers of IngameU's registered

design, with side seat for child; London buyers should
see stork at Wimbledon Motor Mlg. Co., 25, Imperial
Parade Wimbledon. [0190

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the data of the Issue. .A51
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SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
PHOSNIS Siaecars, highest grade, from £4/15 com-

plete with tvres; immediate delivery. Send for

illustrated list of different design chassis and bodies.

Sidecars on hire. Second-hand sidecar always in stock.

-PhiTnix Motors. Ltd. (Motor Cycle Derctl. 736, Hello-
way Ed., London, N. Tel.; H.rnsey 449. [0136

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
"I QOS Triumph and Sidecar, Bosch, overalls; £18.-21.
-LO Goda St., Lambeth. [X2258

4-CrL. 1913 F.N. and Sidecar, ae new.—Heath, Sal-

ford Priors, Warwickshire. _ [S.2339

ZENITH 6h.p. Twin. 1912, Montgomery sidecar; £50.
—809. Atterclifle Hd., Sheffield. [X2263

"I Q13 S'oh.p. Eover and Coachbuilt Sidecar, nearly
-•-«/ new; £55.—Th06. Booth. Frodsham. [X2413

V.S.. 5-6h.p., twin, 2-speed, Millford castor sidecar;

£26.-62, Irving Rd., Bournemouth. [2611

TEITTILPH, 1909. with sidecar, lamp, horn, Cowey,
accessories: £30.-32, Market St.. Wigan. [X2308

4h.p. N.S.U. and Millford Sidecar. 2 speeds, complete,
all spares: £25.—Cross, Jeweller, Kotherham.

[X2421
3ih.p. Motor and Sidecar; nearest offer to £15.—

2 Andrews. Silverdale, King Edward St., Slough.
12579

1 Q12 Humber. 3V2h.p.. Canoelet sidecar, run 2,000
-Liz miles ; 50 gns.—Edwards, Weeham, Kirkham.

rX2338
BEADBHRY and Sidecar. 1911-12. N.S.U. 2-speed;

£29/10.—Mason. Schoohnaster, Bentley. Doucaster.
1X2494

ZENITH. 6h.p.. 1913. and Millford sidecar, in good
condition; £60.—O. Anfrey. B.M.A., Woolwich.

[2630
TRIUMPH, 1911, free engine, canoe sidecar; 50

mile trial; £35.-74, Knapp Ed., Bow, London,
E. [2629

"I013 Clyno, 5-6h.p., complete with sidecar, 3 speeds,
-LU F.E., etc.; £78.-Cordingiey, Haslingden. Tel.;
2Y. [2143

1 Q13 Singer 4V'h.p- Sidecar Combination, brand new;
-Li/ list £80, accept £65.—Cordingley, Haelingden.
Tel.; 2Y. [2145

"IQ13 -Tames, 3i^]i.p.. 3-speed, chain drive, complete
J-f7 with Canoelet sidecar, brand new; list £76/13.
clear for £66.—Cordingley, Haslingden. Tel.; 2T. [2142

ENFIELDS.—Keenest cash prices, B.P. no extra, %
down and the balance by 12 payments.—Lamb's

(below).

SINGER, 3V2h.p., with sidecar and accessories,
splendid order; £35, bargain.—Lamb's (below).

ENFIELD, 1912i'i,, 6h.p., 2-speed, combination, com-
plete 2 lamps, horn, speedometer: £65; no

reasonable offer refused, either cash or easy payments.
—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walthamstow. 2428

3ih.p. Humber and Sidecar, complete lamp. horn.
2 spares; £35.—Box 4.245. The Motor Cycle Offices.

Coventry. [X2423

TRIUMPH, 1913V,, F.E., with accessories, and
Viceroy torpedo sidecar; £57/10.-3, Sandringham

Parade, Ealing. [2450

"IQ12 T.M.C. and Sidecar, water-cooled, 3 speeds, spare
X *J tyre, etc. ; owner gone abroad ; best offer.—Mar-
ley. Workington. [X2406

5-6I1.P. A.J.S.. Millford coachbuilt sidecar, nearly new;
£49/10; appointment.-P. C. Bridge, 18. Pinfold

Rd.. Streatham. [2567

KEX Sidette. latest 1913. 6h.p., coachbuilt sidecar,

splendid order; luust sell, what offers?-159, Learn
Terrace, Leamington. [X2334

/Jb.p. Rex, handle starting, B.B., Whittle, new hand-
VJ some sidecar; £24/10, or separate.-30, Alexandra
Ed., Canton, Cardiff. [X2601

RUDGE, 1912, and 10 gn. coachbuilt sidecar, both
in new condition ; nearest £40.—F. Jackson, 25,

Industrial St., Todmorden. [2466

TRIUMPH, 1911, Villiers F.B. clutch, 1913, and side

car, all accessories, including policy till May; £42.
-2, Crosby Rd., Birkdale. [X2467

T>BX de Luxe. 6h.p., free engine, 2 speeds, mag^with
-tl^ torpedo sidecar; sell turnout £28,
Ed., Selly Oak, Birmingham.

103, Heeley
[X2483

JAMES and Canoelet Sidecar, new April, splendid
condition; £60.—Apply, alter 7 p.m., Roberts, 3,

BlteSingfon Rd., Blackheath. [2594

"DEX. 1912-1. 2-speed, aru3 sidecar, complete with
-tV all spares. 6h.p.. only wants seeing; at £47.—Pond.
349. West End Lane, London. [X2508

TRIUMPH. 1912')4. clutch model, canoe sidecar, horn,
lamp, spares; £45; perfect condition.— 19. May-

flower Rd.. Clapham, London. [2577

1 012 6h.p. Rex d« Luxe, free engine, 2 speeds, with
JLt/ £16 sidecar, all in new condition; bargain £36
—32, Clarendon St., Coventry. [X2431

ARIEL, igiSV", 3-speed, kick start, with coachbuilt
sidecar, perfect combination : £55, or near offer.—

Johnson, Bath St., Leamington. [X2180

Olhp. Brown. 1913, free, 2-9peea, kick rtarter, side
">2 car, all accessories;^ barg-iin, £45,
Whitehorse Lane, Soiith Norwood.

Knight. 20
[X2392

4ih.p. Precisiin, Brwden 2.speed, 650x65 tyres, pan
4 eaddle, Chater-Lea sidecar """ '

—
'

~£40 : trial given.
[2485

STRONGER SCREWS
are fitted to all cup 1914 Fasteners.

The BEST HOOK
FASTENER on the

market.
1/- Detachable.

1/3 Adjustable.

ALL OUR FASTENERS BRING I

ENDSOF BELT CLOSETOGETHER

'ROLLER I

BEARINGS^

The KNUT will outlast any 9d. Fastener on the

market, having ROLLER BEARINGS, stronger
|

screws, and imbreakable book.

9d. Detachable. 1/- Adjustable.

FORWARD' 3 6

^The RELIABLE
• British Plugs.

EJECTOR MODEL
giv

Easier St;

More Po\

I

WON'T
I SOOT.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
KERRY-ABINGDON, 1911, 2 speedB, 1912 side-

car, excellent condition; £32; weekdays only.
—290, Milkwood Rd., Heme Hill. [2423

61i-p. Enfield Sidecar Combination, 1912 model. coacJi-
built sidecar, complete

The Motor CycU Offices,
£57/10 cash.—Box 4.170.

Coventry. [X956

CLYNO, late 1912, coachbuilt sidecar, Jones speed-
ometer, F.R.S. lamps; any trial; cost £95. £60.—

A Harrowgate Rd., Soutli Hackney. [2652

1 Q09 Triumph Motor Cycle and Phoenis Sidecar,
J-t/ N.S.U. 2-£pe6d gear, F.R.S. lunii) and generator,
in Tery good condition; offers.—Beljw.

1Q12 P. and M. Motor Cycle and Forward Sidecar,,
Xi/ fitted Tvith speedometer, wind screen, lufjt^nge car-

rier with box, F.R.S. lamp and tools; £55.—Gl^adower
Motor Co., 3, Glendower Place, South Kensington. Ken-
sington 558 and 559. [2215

4h.p. 1912 Singer, with sidecar, speedometer, horn,
lamp, new belt, perfect; £45.—Bos Ii2,843. Tht

Motor Cycle Offices, 20. Tudor St., E.G. [2533

MATCHLESS 6h.p. Twin, 1911, 2 speeds, neurly new,
coachbuilt sidecar, condition, including tyres, as

new; £48.-736, HoUoway Rd., London. [X1738

CLYNO, 1913. brand new, 3-speed model, 3in. back
tyre, interchangeable wheels, latest engine ; £62,

cost £75.—Potter, Leicester Grove, Leeds. [S2400

BRADBURY, 1913, 3 speeds, kick starter, lamp.
horn, spares, and coach sidecar, excellent cider.—

P. J. Evans, Jolm Bright St., Birmingham. [X2446

ENFIELD, 1913. 6h.p., 2 speeds, coach sidecar. Lucas
horn, mirror; cost £86, accept £65.—P. J. Evans,

John Bright St., Birmingham. [X2448

ZENITH. 1911. 3V->li-p. . Gradua gear, and wicker
sidecar; £30.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Bir-

mingham. [S2449

1 Q12 6h.p. Clyuo Coach Combination, chain drive.
J-t-' 2 speeds, kick start, accessories, fine condition:
£43.—Jordan, Bookseller. Walton-on-Thames. [X2488

1 Q12 6h.p. Rex and Sidecar, new June, 1913. com-
X */ plete Cowey, lamp, horn, spares, etc. ; £45.—
Box 4,244, r/te Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X2422

31.h.p. Triumph, 1910, free engine, new cylinder, etc.

2 speedometer, all accessories and sidecar ; £35

:

without sidecar £32.-22, Belsize Sq., N.W. [263}

BRADBURY, 1913, 3V2h.p., 2-6peed, chain drive, kid
start, coachbuilt sidecar; cost £72 May, splendi'

condition, £52.-88, Tannsield Rd., Sydenham. [244(,

KERRY-ABINGDON, 5h.p., Millford sidecar, Brown
Barlow carburetter, accumulator, trembler; bai

gain, £15.-306, New Cross Rd., London, S.E. i:246(

1 Q12 Clyno, with Clyno coach sidecar; genuine bai

J-tf gain; tyres perfect, liempshall back; £60, o

nearest offer.—Lovelace, Hentsridge, Somerset. [X227i

~l Q12 Matchless, 2 speeds, tree engine, double bel

i *y drive, and 1 6 gn. sidecar ; trial given ; £ 60.-

TVilson, 119. Nelson St., South Bank. S.O. [255

4ih.p. Twin Minerva and Sidecar, Mabon, Bosch. E
2 a.nd B.. new belt, tyres perfect, splendid cond:

tion; £22, bajKaia..— 120, Anerley Rd., Anerley. [252

5-6h.p. Twin Peugeot, Druids, Mabon clutch, Bi ,-;i:l

Whittle, excellent condition, nearly new wicker ^id'

car ; £40.—Henshaw, wheelwright, Stockport. [X245

CHATER-LEA-J.A.P., Si/oh.p., N.S.U. 2-speed, er

closed sidecar, child's seat, side entrance
£30.—Glenholme, Osmond Gardens, Wallington. [264

TRIUMPH, free engine, 19121/.. 2-seat. sidecar, 2i.jii

Pedley tvre on back, splendid condition; £42/10-
Berridge, 1, Nithsdale At., Market Havborough. rX237

1 Q12 Rover, 3y2h.p. 3-speed, not ridden 800 mil&
Xt/ perf-ect condition, cane sidecar, with acccesories

lowest £38.—Bristow, 128. Queen's R-d.. Hastings.
[X230

REX, 6h.p., new sidecar, magneto, clutch, fine orde

quick sale, going abroad ; £25 or nearest.-

Advertiser, 5, Belsize Grove, Hampstead, London.
[261

SCOTT, late 1911, with 1913 coach torpedo sideoa

plating and general condition' splendid; £39; sec.

any time.—Nicholle, 29, Chapel St.. Belgravia, Lcndci
rX239

EX de Luxe, late 1912, 6h.p., m.o.y.. Bosch watt
tight mag., free engine, 2 speeds, fitted with hau' -

some sidecar; sell turnout £39.-12, Bull Ring, Birmin
ham. CX247-

8h.p. 1911^'4 Bat and Millford Castor 'Wheel Sideca
new tyres, new belt. P. and H. lamp set, 2-spet,

and free; sacrifice, £45.-20. Milkwood Rd.. Hen
HilL [X24e

CHATER-LEA, No. 7. 6h,p.. 2-6peed, and Glor
spring wheel coachbuilt sidecar, large P. and i

lamp, watch, 23/- horn, all accessories, excellent eo

(lition; any trial; sacrifice, £45--20, Milkwood R\
Heme Hill. rX24t

T QIO Bradburv. sidecar. 1913 N.S.U. gear, 2 nt
-L«7 tyr&=i and tubes, lamp and horn, condition soun»i

£30. no offers.— 6. Fosbury Mews, Inverness Terr., Bayi'

water. r24r

HUMBER. 1911V" 31/^. p., 2-speed. F.B,. with Moil
gomery cane si-decar, in fine condition, spa«!

overall suit; £33.—Smith, Wesley Rd., Hemel Hem.
^tead. r25'|

HUMBER, 1911, SVoh.p., 2-epeed, B. and B.. Bosi'

Millford torpedo body sidecar, nearly new tyr.

F.R.S. lamp, watch, etc.; 30 gns.—668, High Roj!

Leyton. [26;,

W
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Cycle Cars.

THE
Royal Automobile Club's anci the A.C.U.'s

well-meant attempt to provicie for the type of

vehicle which appeared to be coming definitely

on to the market a year or so ago, by giving

it a class name, formulating an official defini-

tion of it, and delegating its control on the sporting

side to the Competitions Committee of the Auto Cycle

Union, has resulted in a condition of affairs which
would be amusing, indeed ludicrous, but for the serious

effect it is having upon the motor cycle industrv and
also upon the public.

We suppose the Royal Automobile Club and the

A.C.U. Special Joint Committee when they coined

the term "cycle car" had in mind the belt-driven,

air-cooled, four-wheeled vehicle of which many
examples appeared at that time. Presumably, they did

not anticipate the development of the small light car,

which is merely a reduced facsimile of a full-sized motor
car and obviously a different proposition altogether, and
in no way connected with the cycle car, .so- they pro-

ceeded in an airy fashion to lay down a rule that any
motor vehicle with an engine capacity not exceeding
i-,ioo c.c. and a total chassis weight of 6 cwt. should be
labelled a "cycle car," and as a consequence should
pass under the jurisdiction of the A.C.U. in matters

pertaining to competitions and so forth. Since this step

was taken, however, considerable attention has been
devoted to the problem of providing a lightweight two-
seater, and as we predicted and have held all

along, the development has been for all practical pur-

poses in the direction of the light car built in every
e.ssential particular on accepted car lines, in the
majority of cases with a four-cylinder water-cooled
engine, three-speed gear box, shaft drive, and differen-

ti.il. The subject has from the first received our closest

attention, and from observations of developments for

1914, we are satisfied that the tendency is still more
pronounced in favour of the light car pure and simple.

Now it is obvious that this unsatisfactory state of
affair-; from the motorist's point of view cannot go
on. Already the true cycle car has been handicapped
in its struggle for a place in the motorist's favour
simply by beii»j overshadowed by the larger and more
expensive type of vehicle, which cannot by any .stretch

of imagination be termed a cycle car. Nor can the
A.C.U. be altogether excused for such a state of affairs.

Instead of seeing that its definition has been carried

out to the letter, it has been content to sit on the wall

and ignore the fact that cars exceeding half a ton
weight are competing in so-called cycle car ex'ents.

So long as the engine capacity was restricted to 1,100
c.c, the A.C.U. appears to have been satisfied. It

therefore rests with The Motor Cycle to take the first

step to bring about a better state of affairs. It must
be confessed that the beh and belt-cum-chain-driven
vehicle on motor cycle lines has made little or no pro-
gress in actual use on tiie road, though, unfortunately,

owing to the injudicious booming it has received in

certain quarters, many small manufacturers have been
tempted to spend time and capital upon its production,
with little prospect of remunerative return. It shouW
here be remarked that we are referring to the new-

types of cycle cars, and not to those such as the A.C.
and Morgan, which long ago won their spurs and whose
reliability was unquestioned before the cycle car defini-

tion was thought of. Not only has the premature
boom in question done much harm in this connection,
but for the time being it has seriously damaged the
motor cycle movement in that it has unsettled the

minds of the public by leading people to believe that

in the cycle car they might expect to find a more satis-

factory vehicle than the very efficient, economical, and
comfortable sidecar outfit, which has reached the stage

of having proved itself to be by far the best passenger
machine on the road at an outlay of about jQ^oo.
Fortunately, the merits of the sidecar combination have
been so clearly evident that, although the demand
has been adversely affected as a result of the

boom referred to, we have no doubt whatever that 1914
will see it more firmly established than ever in the
affections of the puhUc, as those who have been
hesitating to purchase a sidecar combination will

hesitate no longer.

The True Cycle Car Overshadowed.

MUCH of the criticism which has been levelled

against the belt and chain driven types of

cycle cars and the poor name they have at

present, is largely due to the unfair com-
parison to which they have been subjected

by competing with vehicles almost twice as heavy
and doubly expensive. We hold that their de-
velopment is not assisted, but is retarded, by the
present unsatisfactory position created by the action
of the R.A.C. and A.C.U. joint committees, which is

referred to above. For instance, in competitions to-
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day, the true cycle car must enter in a class which
also admits the small car, and naturally it does not

show up to advantage in such circumstances. The
governing bodies have as yet made little or no attempt

to rectify this unfortunate state of affairs by seeing

that their definition is adhered to.

The other side of the question is almost as absurd.

Light cars, many of which, as we say, exceed half a
ton weight, are compelled to label themselves with the

(for them) misleading title " cycle car," and enter com-
petitions under the cegis of the Auto Cycle Union,
otherwise they are debarred from all but a few com-
petitions.

We have, for example, a One Day Trial arranged

for the 29th October ostensibly for cycle cars, but, ex-

cluding the already proved types, it is safe to predict

that the majority of the entries will be light cars.

Again, the Auto Cycle Union proposes to run a
" cycle car " race in the Isle of Man in September of

next year, and again it is safe to assert that unless the

A.C.U. sees the definition is adhered to the entrants

who will distinguish themselves on that occasion will

be the drivers of the light car type. Apart from the

absurdity of such a position, the harm done is two-

fold : on the one hand the successes achieved are

advertised as '•' cycle car " successes, and the indis-

criminate public is apt to conclude that cycle cars as

a class have successfully demonstrated their capabili-

ties, which, of course, is not really the case. On the

other hand, such true cycle cars as are entered stand

very little chance of putting up a good show against

their heavier and more expensive rivals, and so they

are robbed of the encouragement which would rightly

be theirs if the race were confined to cycle cars only.

The position of affairs on the Continent is equally

absurd, if not worse, than it is here. In France cycle

car classes are already subdivided into cycle cars with

engines not exceeding 750 c.c. and 330 lbs. minimum
weight and cycle cars with engines not exceeding r,ioo

c.c. and 385 lbs. minimum weight. The same rule

regarding chassis maximum weight as defined by the

R.A.C. and A.C.U. also holds good. The result is

^^^ILB OCTOBER 16th, igi3.

that stripped and lightened voiturettes are made
eligible for the 1,100 c.c. class, but the same chassis
when sold to the public often weigh 8 cwt. or more.

Space will not permit us to pursue this phase of the
subject further, nor is there perhaps any need to do so,

since intelligent motorists recognise the illogical

position at which the movement has now arrived.

Whatever the view of the Royal Automobile Club, the
Auto Cycle Union, the Motor Cycle Manufacturers'
Union, and the Society of Motor Manufacturers may
be, we feel that, in the interests of our readers, it b
incumbent upon us to do what lies in our power to
straighten things out ; in fact, to relegate light cars

to the car class, to which they unquestionably belong,

and to deal with true cycle cars only as a development
of the motor cycle. Therefore, in so far as cycle cars

deserve encouragement and assistance, they will

receive such very fully in the pages of The Motor
Cycle. On the other hand, light cars will be dealt

with adequately week by week in the pages of our
sister journal Tlie Autocar. So, in future, readers of

IVie Motor Cycle will find its pages exclusively devoted
to the encouragement of the motor bicycle, sidecar,

and true cycle car—in other words every phase of the

motor cycle movement—but the light car, which
because of the official definition (which we have
hitherto felt bound to respect) has crept into our pages,

will be exclusively dealt with in The Autocar. We
hope by such action that we are giving a lead to the
governing bodies which they will see the wisdom of

following, but whether they do so or not, we intend

to do all we can to put an end to the present illogical

position, and give the true cycle car the encourage-
ment it needs.

Vehicles which it may be argued are just on the

borderline of either class will be dealt with on their

merits, probably in both papers for the time being,

since we do not propose to be limited by rigid rules,

but rather by commonsense in this matter.

We have -every confidence that our readers will

appreciate our action, and we hope they will use their

influence in the same direction.

(I) R. W. Lovegrovo {Ivy-Prec!slon)
rounding the corner on Beacon HIU.

MIDLAND OPEN RELIABILITY TRIAL.

(2) E, H. Armstrong (8 h.p. Armstrong cycle car) on the same hill. (3) B. Alan Rili (7 h.p. Indian)
ascending Whitback Hill, the scene ot
the flexibility test.
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Carrying a Golf Bag.
A golfing doctor kindly sends me an excellent reply

to the query about carrying a caddie bag on a motor
cycle. It only applies to such bags as have straps

intended for holding an umbrella. A lamp bracket
should be bolted to the front forks, low down near
the hub. The loop intended to hold the ferrule end
of the umbrella is slipped over this bracket, and the
strap designed to grip the handle end of the umbrella
is fastened round the handle-bar stem. Provided the
umbrella loops are strongly made, this method is

perfectly satisfactory.

Some Interesting Accessories.
My parcel post has been unusually interesting of

late. Imprimis, Best and Lloyd have sent me samples
of their latest tank stoppers, adopted by many wide-

awake manufacturers. There are two good types,

lioth apparenth free from faults and biistling with

merit. One has a hinged lid, of which only a milled

disc protrudes above the filling nozzle ; if you turn

this disc, you expand or contract a leather -washer

which locks the lid in place or frees it—there is nothing

to lose, nothing to go wrong. The other is still more
ingenious. On the top of the tank you see a huge
plated cap with milled edge, which looks for all the

world like the ordinary hop-off-over-a-bump stopper

till one spots a little hinge at one side. You unscrew
this milled cap, and just when you expect it to come
away in your hand, it stops turning, and the upper
half of it opens like a hinged lid, the lower half

remaining locked to the nozzle ; here again there is

nothing to go wrong, nothing to lose. I have also

received a sample of Badcock's by-pass pilot jet. This
device renders manipulation of the air lever unneces-

sary at speeds below legal limit, and enables the

engine to be ticked over silently at \'en'' low r.p.m.

when the clutch is out. My usual objection to these

accessories is that they often con.sist of a multitude of

tiny parts which drop off after they have sustained

a little vibration ; but the Badcock device is staunchly

made—evidently the job of a practical rider. It

functions well, and I think it well worth the small

.sum charged for it. provided the joint with the float

chamber is thoroughly well made and care is taken in

the fitting of the small bore tuliing. Next in order

comes the Garner whistle, which cleverly dodges the

pitfalls awaiting a designer. Its valve is set in a liy-

Ijass from the main exhaust pipe, so that no carbon
can settle on the moving surfaces when the whistle

is out of operation. A little carbon is bound to be
deposited in the tube above the valve, and must be
carried into the valve when the whistle blows ; but
the carbonisation is plainly reduced to the absolute

minimum, and the presence of a very strong encased
spring behind the piston gives promise of the maximum
effective mileage between cleanings. The last item I

BY
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wish to describe is an absolute novelty to me—the

Bailey patent locking device, which was originally

invented to fasten motor car lamps on their brackets.

It is an extraordinarily simple and ingenious little

fitting, roughly resembling a letter padlock, and its

patentee suggests with justice that it would be an
admirable substitute for the key locks now fitted on
most motor cycle pannier bags, which occasion such

frequent trouble. I have not sufficient space to

describe its internal mechanism at present, but if it

were fitted to a toolbag, the visible portion would
consist solely of a milled and plated disc the size of a

penny, and about t^in. thick. This disc would be

situated where the present key locks are mounted.
Round the rim of a small fixed central spindle on
which the milled disc revolves several letters or figures

would be stamped—any number of them—according

to the size of the fitting : and from the milled edge

a small set screw would project. Neither dust nor

blows can possibly injure the affair ; no outsider would
have any conception how to release the lock, and a

person familiar with its operation would have to make
a number of attempts to open the bag, unless he knew
to which letter or figure it was set. If any reader is

commercially interested in this clever little patent, he

should communicate with Mr. Bailey, 2, Siring Lane,

South Norwood.

Durability of Leather Belts,

A correspondent \vho keeps a watchful eye on his

motor cycling expenses asks me to emphasise the

superior economy of leather belts, which he apparently

considers have been rather unduly overshadowed of

late by the rubber \-ariety. His pomt is that when
a leather belt develops a bad patch, it is usually

possible to splice in a new section, but that when a

rubber belt turns measly for a few inches, the entire

belt is ruined. His implication is that impecunious

motor cyclists w'ould do well to prefer leather. I

must speak humbly, for during the past few seasons

I have only carried a leather belt on the chance of

my rubber belt developing chronic rainslip, but my
impressions are that it is quite possible to exaggerate

the economy of leather. The belts themselves

unquestionably outwear rubber, but they rub a

shoulder on the pulley in quite a short time. Further,

a fastidious rider is not likely to run far on a spliced

leather belt. The width of the older portion of the

belt will not be standard, but will have worn down
to some between size, and the insertion of a new
piece, which is, say, /-sin. dead, will introduce a little

snatch and jerk into the drive. Moreover, it is

possible to patch a rubber belt, either by inserting

an extra fastener, or by cutting out the damaged
portion and fitting in a length of new stufl:". Few
riflers would do this, it is true; and their reluctance

arises from- precisely the point I mentioned anent
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splicing a leather belt, that it may spoil the smoothness

of the drive. On the whole, I do not doubt that

leather belts are a shade more economical, on the

average, than rubber, provided the word " economy
''

is used in a purely financial sense, without reference

to expenditure of time or temper ; but I doubt whether

the saving is large enough to make a strong appeal

to any but the most impecunious. Fer contra, bow-
ever, I must admit that there is upon the market more
than one leather belt of remarkable pliability. Such
a belt is much more suitable for a lightweight machine
with a very small pulley than the average rubber belt.

Petrol Gauges that Don't Gaugs.

I know I am a miserable faddist, but is it too much
to beg the trade to tax its brains yet a 'little further

in the direction of petrol gauges ? We submitted
meekly for years to the vertical gauges inset in the

tankside, which registered fairly accurately the amount
of fuel remaining in the tank, but faileo to cope with

our ineradicable laziness in that we couldn't accept

their most desperate warnings unless we dismounted
for the purpose. Personally, being a happy-go-lucky
Celt, I never dismounted till the tank was dry, and
the infernal gauge could only offer that most aggravat-

ing cdunsel "I told you .so!" The dawn of 1913
brought a return to- the old cork-cum-twisted-strip

arrangement, which I first beamed upon in the tank of

my Ormonde about the year igoi. I say " beamed,"
because I really did beam when I first saw the con-

traption at a Stanley Show, but afterwards I often

glowered on the lying dial, which seldom registered

with any precise accuracy at either the '

' full
'

' or
" empty " extreme, and jumped about enough to give

one the giddy jim-jams on a rough road. How often

have I not leapt off the saddle and torn out my stopper

to find that dial was lying. I hoped the 1913 imitation

would prove mysteriously superior to its original proto-

type, but I have been disappointed. It is probably

a shade better than the invisible tankside glass, but it

isn't really quite the goods. Once again I thought I

had struck oil when 1 bought a machine with a parti-

tioned tank. It read beautifully in the catalogue.

"When the machine stops for want of petrol, dis-

mount and raise the front wheel, so as to allow the

reserve of petrol to run over the partition into the

rear portion of the tank." When I got this machine,

I rode blithelv without counting the miles to the next

petrol store. Then came a day when, after a few

preliminary sputterings, the engine stopped—ten

miles from a garage. With a smile I hopped off and
elevated my front wheel about four feet off the road

and then attempted to restart. After the tenth fetch-

up on the dead centre of full compression, I breathed

hea\'ily, removed my stopper, and gave the glad eye

to a faint moisture in the tank bottom behind the

dam. I ele\ated the front wheel to the limit this time,

and severely ricked my internal apparatus in the pro-

cess, for the machine was of the 160 lbs. variety

(catalogue rating; A.G.U. Trials rating, about

225 lbs.) This time I got a start right enough, but

the dam had only trapped enough petrol to propel me
for a mile or so. Contrast a car on which I occa-

sionally defy the police. It has a pressure tank astern,

holding about a dozen gallons, and the last thing the

owner thinks about is the quantity of spirit in that

tank ; for snugly tucked under his dashboard is a neat

little gravity tank, holding about a gallon, which is

always ready to carry him twenty miles when the main
tank is empty ; and there is always a petrol store within

twenty miles. Why are not spare tanks more commonly
fitted by motor cycle manufacturers? There are

several spare tanks upon the market, but my point \\

that they should be supplied with the machine

THE NEW 31 H.P.

TWIN- CYLINDER
HORIZONTAL DOUG-
LAS, WHICH HAS
BEEN DESIGNED FOR
SOLO AND SIDECAR
USE. THE ENGINE
OF THIS MACHINE
WAS DESCRIBED IN

DETAIL IN OUR
ISSUE OF SEPT 25TH.

(1) The new Douglas
complete with sidecar.

(2) Broadside view
showing t ii e general
design.

lO
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What the Show will Reveal.
Points in Design which may be expected on Next Year's

Models.

THE few weeks hefure the Olynipia Show are in

many ways the most interesting in the motor

cycle year, for the new models are coming be-

fore the public eye, and by the time the doors of

Olvmpia are opened to us, our appetites for the good

things provided for the year 19 14 are exceedingly

keen. Every year we hear rumours of finality in

design being reached, but these are idle tales, and

])rohably we are as far from finality nowadays as we
were ten vears ago when 1^/ie Motor Cycle was in its

infancv. Indeed, in some ways further, for then we
had only one type of engine to consider—the four-

stroke, whereas now the two-stroke has seriously in-

vaded the field, rather more so, in fact, than the

numbers actually met with on the road would indicate,

for many of the big firms are spending much time and

money in careful experiments with this type of engine.

Cleanliness a Cardinal Virtue.

But apart from engine design, there is plenty of

room for improvement in details, and these should

chiefly tend to making motor cycles more weatherproof

and more flexible for traffic work. In the former

department of design, chain cases which absolutely

exclude wet and retain lubricant should be provided

on all chain or chain-cum-belt-driven models, and we
look forward to a very general advance in this matter.

Protecting belts is by no means so simple, chiefly from

the difficulty of good appearance, but one firm has

already tackled the problem with fair success. Bigger

mudguards, for which riders have long clamoured,

will be fitted on many machines, and already we have

had an advance view of some very admirable efforts

in this direction. It is, of course; an absolute im-

possibility entirely to protect the rider in bad weather

on a fast moving vehicle so low on the road as a motor
<vcle, but up to the present manufacturers have been

rather too content simply to enlarge on pedal cycle

mudguard practice. Dropped frames and inverted

handle-bar levers may now be said to be standard

practice on all up-to-date machines, and we observe

that one or two makers who have not adopted the

dropped frame for this year will come into line in

1914. Petrol capacity, too, is being increased, and
not before such a move was wanted.

Transmission and Controls.

This vexed question will certainly not be settled

fmallv next year. There will be almost equallv

powerful schools of design which favour in nearly

equal proportions simple direct belt, chain-cum-belt,

and all chain transmission. From certain observations.

we rather thuik that the most noticeable advance will

be found in the chain-cum-belt type of transmission.

This type allows either a hul) or counter-shaft type of

gear to be used, gives a good deal of elasticity to the

drive, and practically abolishes belt slip and rapid belt

wear. . Its only drawback is the neamess of the belt

centres, but the large pulleys employed to a great

extent mimmise this rather more theoretical than

practical drawback. With regard to the infinitely

\arial)le belt drive type of gearing great improvements
have been effected, and in future ratios as low as 12

to r will be obtainable. To all chain drive, the

growing popularity of the 500 c.c. twin will give a

long lease of life. With a twin there is no shock to

speak of compared with a single, and unless a good
slipping clutch be embodied, a 500 c.c. is apt to wear
the high speed chain with undue rapidity. A point to

render driving more comfortable, and one ofttimes

urged in T/ie Motor Cycle, is the provision of a pilot

jet to the carljuretter. The extraordinary smoothness
of running at slow speeds of a certain very papular
twin has brought this accessory much to the front, and
next year we "may expect to see a number of car-

buretters so equipped. By this means traffic driving,

in particular, will be vastly more pleasant. Combined
with a three-speed gear of the counter-shaft or hub
type, any machine should really be able to do what
enthusiasts so often say they can, " tick over." And
while on the subject of controllability, may we put in

a plea for standardised handle-bar control for brakes

and exhaust lifters. It is very annoying—-and to the

novice even dangerous—to ride for a time a machine
with brake lever on the right and then go suddenly on
to a machine with the same control on the left grip.

The Happy Mean in Engines,
Nearly everything in this world is in the nature of

a compromise, and the inotor cycle engine is no excep-

tion. Not many riders can afford to keep more than

one machine at a time, and therefore they naturally

turn to the one most likely to give the best all-round

service. And nearly every one, at some time or

another, wishes to take a passenger and a sidecar.

Now tlie ordinary 500 c.c. machine is a little on the

small side for such work, while the big twin is un-

necessary for solo work, and the vast majority of

riders .still prefer the simplicity and efficiency of the

single for all-round work. Therefore a demand has

lately sprung up—and to a certain extent has been
met—for larger single-cylinder engines. We believe

that this demand will increase, and alrearjy we hear of

some notable newcomers to this class. An engine

with a cubical capacity of, say, 600 to 700 has the

further advantage beyond power,' in that it is not

necessary to keep it in such perfect tune as its 500
I'.c. little tirother, owing to its natural reserve of

strength, and it is also likely to be more long-li\ed in

its " innards " owing to those organs not being so

frequently stressed." We believe that the " big

single " has an enormous future before it. .Such a

motor, if fitted with forced feed lubrication, would be
practically everlasting. One great refinement we may
l(jok for in the near future is electric lighting. Already

we hear of a famous machine to be so fitted, and when
a dynamo electric lighting outfit is installed, night

riding will be robbed of half its bothers, although

acetylene gas may give a more powerful light.

A19
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The New Armstrong Mark VII. Gear.
Some Internal Features of Construction. Suitable for High-powered Machines.

THE popularity of the Armstrong
hub gears can be gauged by the
large number to be seen at any
gathering of motor cyclists, and

it may be imagined that Messrs. the
Armstrong Triples Three-speed Co., Ltd.,
are keeping thoroughly ujp to date. The
latest of the firm's products is the Mark
VII. gear, which was shown to us in

detail during a recent visit to the works.
The new gear is in no way an experi-

ment, but is the result of long e.xperience

in the manufacture of three- speed hubs,
and is a perfected model of the Mark
VI. gear, which is already well known.
The performance of the Mark VI. hub
has been very carefully watched, and
the slightest defect traced to its

source and set right, in addition to

The new gear lever lor the Mark VII.
gear. The Quadrant is flxed to the lower
tank rail in; the long lever forms a very
comfortable method of changing.

which all parts have been considerably
strengthened and rendered as fool-proof

as it is possible for so compact a piece

of mechanism. Great attention has been
paid to the lubrication question, and
oil holes and leads have been arranged
wherever necessary.

The clutch area has been increased

150%, the plates are now made of blue
pen steel, and the clutch carrying
member is held up to its work by a
powerful coil spring. This latter feature

is important, as it removes the possi-

bility of clutch slip through over-

Several of the enlarged portions of the Armstrong gear are shown above.

A. Clutcli plate with oil pockets.

B. Cog driver with lubrication holes,

C. Medium size pinion wliich has increased bearing

surface.

D. Strengthened axle collar,

screwing the nut which previously took
the place of the spring. Another inno-

vation is a ball thrust ring which is

arranged to take the thrust of the clutch

springs, and thus save a certain amount
of friction. The substantial construction
of the new gear may be judged from
the appended line drawings and photo-
graphs, which show the improvements
in some of the more important parts.

The gear cross key has been doubled in

strength, the clutch springs and control

spring are longer and more flexible, and
the adjusting cones improved so as to

give a more delicate adjustment.
The hub is -|in. wider than the Mark

VI., and requires 6|in. between the fork
ends ; controls have been strengthened

;

the new change-speed lever ie long and
works in a large quadrant, making gear
changing very easy and convenient,
while the quadrant has a neutral posi-

tion for adjusting purposes, which con-

siderably simplifies the operation. We
obtained excellent service from a Mark
VI. gear during the past year, and have
already a machine fitted with the Mark
Vn. which has required no attention

during its first 300 miles, though fitted

to a 6 h.p. twin-cylinder machine with
coachbuilt sidecar.

The new Mark VII, Armstrong gear (on left), the whole of the internal

mechanism withdrawn from the shell.

E, StiSened gear adjustment.

F, Leg clutch, the elongation of which permits the

use of a longer and stronger clutch spring.

G, The new cone which gives iiner adj ustments.

A NEW LEVIS TWO-
SPEEDER.

As a result of the successes of the 2|

Levis during the past year, this model,

which was originally designed for the

Tourist Trophy, will be standardised in

a modified form for next year. The bore

and stroke will be 75 X 79 mm. respec-

tively, and plain bearings will replace

the rollers; the separate head will also

be done away with.

A simple counter-shaft two-speed gear

box has been designed, and will, in future,

be fitted on request. The gear is of the
sliding dog type and is sblidly con-

Primary shaft of Levis two-speed gear box.

strucied. A very simple clutch on the
expanding brake principle will shortly be
ready, and will be contained in the fly-

wheel, thus permitting existing types to

be converted to free engine machines.
The extra weight is small and the price

low.
The well-known Baby Levis will, of

course, be marketed, and the 2^ model
will remain unaltered, except for an in-

crease of three millimetres in the bore.

A very novel engine is being constructed

for aeroplane purposes, the details of

which we are not yet at liberty to

publish ; it will be rated at 35 h.p.

Those who have seen Mr, Tom Davies,

a well-known variety artist, performing
in " motor cycling in the air " will he
interested to hear that he has ordered

four 2^- Levis machines for his performa""'
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DESPITE the competition of the cycle car, side-

cars are booming as they ne\er boomed before

;

and they will boom more than ever when the

next Olympia Show is over, because the standard

bicycles of 1944 will be more admirably adapted to

sidecar propulsion than their noblest predecessors.

. Novices may therefore \velcome a few hints on the

choice of a motor bicycle which is intended to drag

an extra passenger.

The first question is that of horse-power. From
this standpoint machines fall into two classes. The
z^4 h.p. class may be ignored, as it is only suited

to clever riders in the easiest possible country, and

is seldom sturdy enough to take an attachment. The
big 8 h.p. machines
may be left to those

for whom money is no
consideration and pace
a great attraction.

For the ordinary man
the two horns of the

dilemma are the 3^2
h.p. and the 7t;o c.c,
which is usually rated
at " 5-6 h.p.," though
it should actually de-

velop rather more.
The ^% h.p. can claim
the advantages of

simplicity and of
economy. Its failings

are that it is a trifle slow in hilly country or when a
strong wind has to be faced throughout the run ; and
that it cannot be relied upon to take a loaded sidecar up
absolutely a-ny hill. The 5-6 h.p. pemiits of a faster
average speed, and should ensure the conquest of the
most abnormal gradient with the passenger seated in a
normal position, but it is very distinctly more costly
to run, and it presents more complex problems to its

o\\ ner on those rare occasions when the engine behaves
like a naughty child. Let us go more closely into the
question. The real crux is that we must weigh the
superior capacity of the 5-6 h.p. against the greater
economy of the 3 J^. h.p. ; and the an,swer depends
chiefly upon what the 3 J4 h.p. can do in ordinary hands.

IDriven by men like

Marston, Haswell. or

BischoflF, a ^% h.p.

sidecar outfit can do
almost anything ; and
it must be remembered
that all these men ride

the 35^ h.p. by choice.

They can all afford an
8 h.p. machine, if thev

prefer it, and I believe

I am right in saying

that they have all

driven many miles with

sidecar outfits of high

power. The " chanci-

ness " of the 3}^ h.p.

A YORKSHIRE SIDECAR TRIAL.

,0, > '^IJ" "1! "»*«'^lash at North Grimston, which is Immediately followpd by a stiff hili, which usually causes drivers of bolt tirlvsn machines much anxiety.W Another sidecar charging a water-splash during the recent B.S.A. trial In Yorkshire. (3i Crossin; the anlshlng line.

A23
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The Choice of a Sidecar Outfit.—

seems to make a keen appeal to their sporting

instincts. They know there is a very distinct
" if " about things when tliey tackle a freak hill, if

not on the first day of the trial, at any rate on the

fourth or fifth day, when the engine is getting a little

carbonised, and some of the vital tuning adjustments

have worn the edge off their original delicacy. In a

word, there is nothing sporting about climbing hills

with 50% of your power in reserve ; and some of the

crack riders adore the gamble of rushing at Amulree
with only 500 c.c. under their tanks. On the other

hand, we have to remember that such men probably

obtain one of those " star " engines which mysteriously

appear among each batch of 100 nominally identical

duplicates passing out of a factory. They are adepts

at tuning these engines, and tuning for freak sidecar

performances is a special art, . a little removed from
tuning a solo mount. They are up to every trick on
the board.

The 500 c.c. engine develops a little more power
to-day than its predecessors of rgra and 191 r, but

I have known sidecar experts drain their crank cases

at the foot of every big hill in a trial, inject four,

six, or eight pumps on their way up, and drain out

the surplus at the top through a special orifice

reamered out generously for the purpose. I have

known them employ gear ratios so low that they were

hardly applicable for ordinary touring purposes, and

there were days when the sidecar crack thought

nothing of canying half a dozen belts in a week-long

trial, and tugging the heart out of each of them.

Furthermore, it is not everybody who can dri\'e as the

experts drive. Have we not seen the cruck top the'

mile of gradient with his engine beats sounding out

reluctantly at long intervals—one a minute or so, it

felt like—arid do we not know the amateur whose
engine stops as soon as the pace drops below fifteen

miles an hour against a grade? We may be

courageous and hopeful, but w-e must not rely on

equalling these record performances.

3i h.p. Sufficient for Practical Purposes.
But the verdict is not given against the 3j4 h.p.

sidecar because we have no hope of coaxing it up
Countisbury or Amulree. Great Britain is covered

by such a network of roads that no tourist is compelled

to take all the freak hills in his route. We can visit

all the beauty spots of our islands without facing a

single genuinely formidable hill. We may be content to

arrange our touring so that we eschew the mountainous
counties altogether, though this is a coward's policy.

But it is not all the world if our 3^^ h.p. outfit

will not take two up the twenty or thirty really

stupendous main road hills. It can be trusted to take
one up. In private touring, we are not tied to a fierce

time schedule. It does not matter in the least if our
first' rush dies out half way up; we can drop the

passenger and set him, or her, to tramp to the summit
while we return to the foot and make a second rush

solo ; there are \ery few hills on which both dri->'er

and passenger must dismount from a 3^.^ h.p. ; in fact,

I believe that Kenmore side of Amulree is the only

climb which I have seen empty both chair and saddle

of a crack 3^^ h.p. with a good man up [Hugh Gibson
made a clean ascent on a 554 c.c. sidecar with passenger

seated in the Scottish Trial this year.

—

Ed.], and thank
goodness we do not meet Amulrees up e^-ery by-road.

So^—provided the passenger is equal to an occasional

mile tramp up a stiff hill—the 3^ h.p. is quite usable

for go-anywhere touring, though the 5-6 h.p. is much
pleasanter in districts where the climbing is almost

continuous.

Driving and Equipment Hints.

There are a few details which deserve meditation.

A two-step drive, whether it consists of' two chains or

a chain and a belt, is less troublesome, than a plain

straight through belt. Sooner or later the day will

come when the engine is out of tune, rain is teeming
down,- and a bad hill towers ahead.' Under these

circumstances the belt may slip so badly that the entire

outfit may have to be pushed from the bottom to the

top. A two-step drive affords a large belt pulley, on
which the belt almost invariably grips well. Three
speeds are much better than two, especially mth a

3^ h.p. It does not take so much weight, wind, and
gradient to bring a 35^ h.p. outfit off its top gear;

and it is dull work grinding up a long two mile slope

on a gear of 10 to 1 or less. A 2,% h.p. gives of its

best when equipped with a light cane body, destitute

of hood or screen, and driven by a man who keeps the

weight and bulk of the luggage down to the minimum.
A cabriolet body de luxe should be reserved for a 750
c.c. or r,ooo c.c. Finally, the 3% h.p. sidecar man
should gear low—5 to i is plenty high enough for top,

and the driver should be extremely liberal with the

lubricating oil.

A.C. testers in the various types of cycle cats produced by Auto Carriers Ltd., com. rising tlie single-cylinder three-wheeled vehicle in industrial and pleasure
capacities, the new four-cylinder fo-ar-wheeler and the single-cylinder four-wheeler.

.124
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ON MANCEUVRES.
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EXPERIENCES OF A MILITARY

HAVIXC volunteered through the A. A. and M.U.
for services in the recently concluded

manoeuvres, on September 19th I received a

letter from the War Office ordering me to report for

duty to the officer in charge of the Neutral Signals at

Aylesbury Ijeiore 4 p.m. the next day. So accord-

ingly Saturday, the 20th, found me approaching

Aylesbury in the neighbourhood of three o'clock.

Upon reporting for duty at headquarters I was

assigned a room at one of the hotels, where I ex-

perienced no small difficulty in getting received. The
proprietor, after escaping from an officer who kept on

.remarking, "I see 'garage' put up, but can't ^ee

anything more," actually informed me he wished I

TV'ould go somewhere else. However, by a steady

arefusal to take "No'
for an answer, I at length

obtained a half share in

quite a comfortalile room
by the kind consent of the

other occupant, who was
engaged in the same work
as myself.

The Work on Man=
oeuvres.

On reporting a second

time for duty at 6 p.m.,

the nine of us attached to

the
.
Neutral Signals were

divided into shifts of

three, to be on duty for

periods of four hours at a

Stretch, followed by a like

period of absolutely free

"time, followed by another

stretch during which we
were to be near at hand
in case of emergencies. I

was in the first shift on
"duty from 8 till 12 p.m.
At ten we were dismissed

with the assurance we should not

another eight hours. This, however.

MOTOR CYCLIST.

Spills, SKids, and Collisions.

' John de Balliol," the writer, and his New Hudson.

be wanted for

proved to be a

false rumour, for no sooner was I properly asleep than

the quartermaster-sergeant, at J 2.30, woke me up with

a message from Kushey Hill, near Watford, the head-

quarters of the Brown Force. So after knocking up
various unfortunates in attempts to get my machine out

of the garage, where it had been locked up by someone
ignorant of the ways of the Neutral Signallers, I

finally got started about 1.20 a.m. After a lovely

moonlit ride, I finally arrived at my destination at

3 a.m. On arrival I found the I-L.E. in full possession

of the main corridor as both workroom and sleeping

quarters—a cause of no small embarrassment to .some

ladies returning late from a dance that night. The
R.Iv. welcomed my message, and nothing could be

kinder than the welcome they gave me personally, so

after a much apprecialeil sleep on a couch in their

quarters and some refreshment, not to mention a fill

up with petrol, free from a friendly A.S.C. captain,

was able to get back to Avlcsburv for breakfast.

There I found that disaster had overtaken one of

my colleagues—the sharer of my room, in fact. An
elated Tommy had executed a step dance in the middle
of the road in front of him with most disastrous

results, in the shape of two black eyes and a damaged
nose to the rider and badly bent forks and lamp
Ijracket to the machine; the Tommy seemed to have

got the best of the encounter, escaping with a damaged
knee. Wlule on the subject of spills, it is interesting

to note that out of the six who were on duty with the-

signallers to the finish; only the writer escaped without

a spill of some .sort, and he made up for it by three

skids in 200 yards in Worcester, where tramlines,

stone sets, worn tar, and steep camber all combine
to make the town a perfect night-

mare in wet weather. Of the

various adventures which over-

took the others, the most notable

was the collision of a Humber
rider on a foggy night with an

unlighted lamp post—damage
sustained, buckled front wheel

and five spokes smashed, all in

one place. However, the rider

was not daunted, but in

the small wee hours of the

morning he there and then

took out his front wheel

and stamped the rim into

a very close approximation

to the spherical, stopped

the gap made by the col-

lapse of five successive

spokes by taking sound

ones from other parts of

the wheel, and after this

repair he went through the

whole remaining six days

with no further repair than

the fitting of the necessary

new spokes—surely a striking testimonial to the work-

manship of those particular rims.

Some Praise and a Grumble.

I have nothing but praise for the behaviour of my

little J.A.P.-engined New Hudson throughout the

661 miles I covered during the seven and a half days

I spent in actual work and in riding to and from my

home. In spite of miles of middle and low gear run-

ning, past troops and over vile roads, I never had any

signs of overheadng (in fact the hotter it got the

better it seemed to go), nor was there one single mis-

fire except one day when my wet Burberry kept brush-

ing the plug much to my mystification till I caught the

criminal, so to speak, in ftagranle delicto.^ Indeed,-

over what was, in fact, a prolonged reliability trial 1

had -absolutely no trouble whatever. My Armstrong

gear throughout gave me every satisfaction. Perhaps

I might add one word of advice to riders of this

machine fitted with a B and B. standard carburetter,

and that is,
'•' take your choke tube out if you have
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On Manoeuvres.

—

tlie standard jet still in." Mine was a 31 and the

impr'ivement was remarkable. I might perhaps best

describe the week in Jake de Rosier's words—" This _

is no tea party." On the other hand, I have alwa^s

found tea parties very poor sport indeed. FinancialU

it works out that after paying all out of pocket

expenses there is about /^3 more or less to cover wear
,

to belt and tyres and general depreciation to machine

In my case this worked out roughly rd. per mile—

!

hardly a generous allowance. The Government should

,

be made to reahse that motor cycles are very expen-

,

sive and fairly delicate pieces of machinery, and that

,

patriotism alone will not lead men to sacrifice both
\

themselves and their time and to risk their machines
1

when not even compensation for wear and tear and

insurance against accidents are given to them b)

the authorities. Enough, however, of grumbling. The
kindness and courtesy shown to us by all ranks of the

Regulars, officers and men alike, was proof enough

that those on the spot did not fail to appreciate an^

small services we may have been able to render ; and

if the work was strenuous—what of that? Surely that,

too, was in its way a compliment, because only the

willing and useful horse gets worked hard, and the

work is also tremendously interesting, exciting, and
healthy. John de Balloil.

A DING DONG RACE AT BROOKLANDS.

—>—^B^ <

A Counter-shaft Two-speed Gear.
MESSRS. HARRIS AND SONS, of Upper High

gate Street, Birmingham, who have previously

confined their gear designs

to the epicyclic or revolving type,

are marketing a neat counter-shaft

two-speed gear suitable for fitting

to many existing machines. Ihe
model shown to us has no clutch, the

change-speed being effected by dog
clutches only. The primary shaft

runs on ball bearings, is fitted with

a chain wheel for the first drive,

while a large belt pulley is used for

a final power transmitter. Five

dags are cut on the faces of the

gear wheels, each being slightly Change speed controllol new Albion two-speed gear

under cut to prevent slipping out of engagement. The
central member is slid from side to side by a fori;

mounted on a sliding rod, which,

in turn, is controlled by a horizontal

lever attached to the top tube. The
layshaft revolves on a long

stationaiy spindle, a bronze bush

being interposed and drilled with-

copious oil holes. The complete

gear is enclosed in a neat aluminium
casting and attached to the frame by

a substantial clip. A lubricator is

fitted into which an oil gun can be

introduced with ease. The gear and

fittings are well made, and will le

sold at a very moderate price.

The new Harris counter-shaft gear shown
dissected and complete for fitting.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondentsj

All letters should be aiiliesjed to the Editor, " Tlie Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, B.C.. and sliould be accompanied by tho writer's full name and address.

Shipping to Lagos.

Sir,—I should be much obliged if any of your readers who
have been to West Africa could let me know if a tin-lined

caBe is necessary in which to ship a u;otor cycle to Lagos. I

am told that tliere is risk of damage by sea water in landing
unless the case is tin lined. It seems an unnecessary expense
if this is not so. F.C.M.
[Replies addressed care of The Motor Ci/ch will be forwarded.
—Ed.]

A Cuiious Case.

Sir,—The cause of a peculiar firing back into the car-

buretter of my brother's machine bafHed us for many days,

and as we thought the matter r<ather stiauge, I have written
to you so that perhaps some other motor cyclists might
benefit from the explanation. I will put the case as shortly

as possible.

iiudi intermittent tiring after one big pop in the car-

buretter made us tliink that premature ignition was caused,
and we were led to believe that the Bosch magneto was giving
two sparks. This turned out to be the case, and the follow-

ing explanation. I hoiae, will be clear.

The contact breaker casing was worn rather on the end
boss of the magneto. So much so that the points of the
breaker varied in distajice apart as they moved round. This
was due to the eccentricity of the casing and the contact
breaker, which caused tlie points to touch, again and break
a second time towards the end of the cam piece, thus causing
a second spark at the plug pornts and somewhere near the
beginning of the suction stroke. Hence explosion when
valve was open and intermittent firing.

K new contact breaker casing and end plate put matters
right immediately. The trouble may not be new to you, but
it struck us all as being most novel.

IVAN P. MILLAR.

An Undesirable Practice.

Sir.—With J. A. Allen I was surprised to read your leader
on pilhon seat riding in The Motor Ct/clc, though, perhaps,
li'iiiii a dift'erent cause.

During the last two years I have ridden 4.000 miles
with a passenger on the carrier of my 3.^- h.p. Ariel, and
up to nov/ I cannot attribute a single mishap to the " un-
desirable practice."

I have a sidecar, but the only time I have used it this

year was when I was going a week':; tour, and even then I

was so disgusted with sidecaring aft.er riding "undesir-
ably." that I uncoupled after the first day and called for

the sidecar coming linme.

My friends, who have tried both methods of locomotion,
are un.onimons in voting the pillion scat the bett.T method,
while, as for hill-climbing, my machine romps up hills it

would not look at with a sidecar.

From my experience. I conclude that, with care, carrier

riding i.s quite as safe as sidecaring; and, for cornering, safer.

1 have never had a skid, but youi' repeated warnings of

this danger make me rather nervous when riding on wet
roads.

In conclusion, do you think that to prohibit a jirartire,

which, on your own showing, has "become enormously
popular," would be altogether a good thing for the pastime','

HARRY SPENCER.

Sir,—With reference to Mr. .1. A. Allen's letter, in your
issue of tjie 2nd inst., relative to the above, I think he
rather misses the point. I take it that nm m,-.i: people.

except his circle of friends and relations, care very much
whether Mr. Allen breaks his neck or not, but immedia.tely

he begins to endanger the necks of other people, then it is

time for the law to step in and say what he (and, incidentally,

others) shall or shall not do. How many of the fair carrier

riders know the risk they are running, especially on a greasy

road? Not many, I warrant, until tlie smash comes; and
after that they are lucky to be alive to renounce their

favourite pastime. Not only is the practice dangerous to

the participants, but to other users of the road, in that,

unless the passenger is skilled in the art, the stability ot

the machine must be, to a certain extent, upset—at any
rate on grease. Mr. Allen refers to flying—I quite agree

with his sentiments as expressed—but supposing one of the

intrepid airmen was to start his evolutions over the city of

London, say, what then? Would Mr. Allen condemn the

practice? (I know that a law has been passed forbidding
flying over congested areas, but I have taken the above
more as a figurative example than anything else.)

In conclusion, I hope you will continue to set your face

against a practice which, I feel sure, the main body of

motor cyclists look upon as dangerous in the extreme.
LT 2734.

Tying on Luggage.

Sir.—In order to tie luggage on a motor cycle so that it

will not move, pass an ordinary piece of cord round the
luggage and carrier

with loops at each
end. Through these
loops pass a fairly

strong piece of wood,
say 12in. long, twi.st

the cord until it is

quite tight, and then
tie the end of the
stick to one end of

the cord, or have a
small iron ring which
can slip over the
point of the wood.
V.y making this tour-

niquet the cord can
be tightened so that
it would cut into your
luggage.

I hope this idea
will be of use to some-
body. I enjoy read-

ing your paper very much, and have done so for some time.
I ride a Slotosacoche, but we have verv bad roads.

Argentine Rt-public. H. DANDRIDGE.

Power for Sidecar Work.
Sir,—As there appears to be uncertainty in many minds

as to the reliability and capabilities ot 3^ h.p. cycles with
sidecar in the hands of ordinary beginners, starting with a
new machine, perhaps my experience m.ay he of some
interest.

At tile end of .lune. 1912, T got a Zi, li.p. Phclon and
A'loore with sidecar, and -.fter a nunth le-irning to drive
I took it for a tour in Scotland and the Lakes with passenger
and baggage. In September we crossed to France passing
through P.aris, Clermont Ferrand, over the Auvergne
Mountains to Carcassonne, and thence through the Esterel
to Nice and Monaco, .and home again over the Alps,

ATI
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crossing Cols 4,500ft. high and hills eight miles long, without
trouble or mechanical worries.
This year in June we tooik another Scotch trip, and in

August another 25OOO mile French tour,, the route of which
was Boiilogne to Eocroi, and through the Vosges to Nancy,
etc., and following the frontier through the Jura to Belle-
garde aigi Grenoble, thence up the Oisans, and over the
Col de la Croix de Eer to S. Jean de M. about 4,500ft.,

to Pralognan 4,500ft., then to Val d'ls^re 6,000ft., and
over the Jura Mountakis home. This completed over 10,000
miles in fifteen months, a great many of them amongst
mountains.

Petrol consumed for 2,004 miles was twenty-four gallons
or 8ji m.p.g., and the gear chains ran over 9,500 miles
before renewal. The gear has never refused to work, and
the foot stai'ter is most reliable. Of com'se, adjustments
must be made, but again next year I hope to start off

abroad for a month or six weeks carrying all baggage and
spares, and shall do so without the least anxiety.

I have no interest in Blessrs. Phelon and Moore, Ltd.
H. POERITT.

An Enthusiastic Sidecarist's Advice.

Sirj—As an old reader of your valued paper, I have seen
various letters and photographs published from other
readers detailing their experiences with motor cycle and
sidecar for pleasure purposes. I have lately bought a
machine, and can now realise the pleasures of motoring. I

have done 3,000 miles in three months, spending my holidays

H. Baker (Ivy-Preoision sidecar). See aciompanying letter.

in Wales, then I undertook a tour of eight hundred miles
without the slightest trouble. In my opinion, there is

nothing to come up to a motor cycle and sidecar.
There must be many, like myself, who fear to ride solo,

and who would be motorists, but cannot make up their
minds, and to them I say get a motor cycle and sidecar.
Their pleasures will begin. H. BAKER.

Benzole.

Sir,—I am sending you a few facts about benzole for the
benefit of those of your readers who are interested in its use.

" Benzole " or " benzene " is a name applied to a hydro-
carbon obtained (with many other compounds) from the
destructive distillatiop of coal and certain oils, but chiefly

coal. When pure it boils at 176° F. and freezes at 32° F to
a colourless solid. The liquid is without colour, and has a

- A32
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specific gravity of .884 (water being 1.0). It must not be
confused with " benzine," or " benzoline," which is a hydro-
carbon of different constitution, and is a product of the dis-

tillation of petroleum and akin to petrol.
It is at once evident from the above that pure benzole is

not suitable for an ordinary carburetter except in hot weather.
Commercial benzene is sold at 90% and 50% strength, but
these figures are misleading ; they refer to certain standard
distillation tests. 90% benzole woidd contain about 78%
pure benzole, the remainder being chiefly toluol and some
xylol liydrocarbons of much higher boiling point (230° F.
upwards), but possessing the property of remaining liquid
under 80° of frost. Consequently, 90% benzole will keep
liquid at very low temperatures, and 50% lower still, but
the high boiling point of this erade makes it harder to

start up on.

Good 90% benzole should have a specific gravity of
.880-. 883, and should be clear and colourless. Tliere is no
simple test which will give definite results, but the following
will give a fair indication of quality. Take a 4 oz. stoppered
bottle and measure into it one fluid ounce of sample and one
fluid ounce of pure sulphuric acid, securely stopper the bottle

and shake vigorously for one minute, and allow to stand for

one minute. The heavy acid wUl separate out, leaving a
clear, or slightly cloudy, colourless layer of benzole, the acid

being a pale yellow or slightly darker colour. The benzole
should not diminish in volume by more than about one-fifth

of its original volume. The acid should not show brown or a

darker colour witliin five minutes. Perhaps it would be
interesting to compare results obtained in practice with
theory in the comparison between petrol and good benzole.

Petrol is a distillation product of petroleum, and may be
taken to be composed of approximately 84% carbon and 16%
liydrogen, specific gravity, say, .720 ; while benzole contain.^

92.3% carbon and 7.7% hydrogen. When we buy a gallon of

petrol we get 7.2 lbs. of spirit ; when we buy benzole we get

8.8 lbs. of spirit—a clear gain of 1.6 lb. on every gallon, or

about 18% more fuel. Also, the higher proportion of carbon
to hydrogen in benzole shows us why we must give more
air than with petrol—the excess of carbon would otherwise
drop out of combustion in the form of soot or black smoke.
Benzole is a powerful solvent—much more so than petrol

—

and if enamelling is not protected by a hard lacquer, upon
wliich benzole has no action, the enamel will soon be dis-

solved. CHEMIST.

Hub and Counter-shaft Gears.

Sir,—I have been using during the present season a

4| h.p. Calthorpe sidecar combination. This is fitted with
their own counter-shaft gear, which drives with a chain to

gear box, and then by belt to back wheel. This has not
given me the slightest trouble during the whole season,

and the chain and belt still appear as new. There are

several similar machines around here, the owners of which
all speak in loud praise of this drive. Some of these

machines have been ridden between 4,000 and 5,000 miles,

and the original chains and belts with which these are fitted

still appear to be in first-class condition, neither do the
riders complain of having any trouble at all with these

gears. E. BROWN, Hon. Sec. Burnley A.C.

Sir,—May I be allowed a little space to give my favourable
opinion of a three-speed hub. I own a Triumph with
Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear, which up to the present
has done over 7,500 miles, solo and sidecar. The gears
have given every satisfaction. They change well, are noise-

less, and rarely requii'e any adjustment. A little clutch

slip was at one time noticeable, due to over thick oil. As
regards wear on belts and tyres, I average 5,000 miles with
a Jin. Dunlop. I am using one at present which has 5,500

to its credit. My back tyre, a Kempshall, has nearly run
4,500, replacing a lighter cover which did over 3,000. I

have no interest in any of the makers concerned bevond
that of a satisfied user. 0. F. D. AIRTH, M.B., B'.S.

Sir,—A season's riding of a 3j h.p. single-cylinder with
three-speed gear has not made me a hub gear enthusiast.

My distrust of the three-speed hub arises not so much
from my own misfortunes as from the experience of several

of my friends and from the number I have seen hors de.

combat in garages and by the roadside.

I have only been hung up' once ; the teeth of the gear

wheels had worn to such an extent that they refused to
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New Rubber Studded.

IN
view of the tremendous success which our Rubber Studded patterns have

achieved since their, introduction on the market, we have decided to retain

same for the coming season, with, however, several slight alterations and

improvements.

In the new patterns the rubber studs have been placed somewhat closer together,

as from experience we find that this arrangement gives considerably higher

efficiency both as regards non-skidding and wearing qualities by reason of the fact

that a larger number of studs are continually in contact with the road surface

than is the case when studs are placed wide apart As regards quality, the usual

high standard of excellence characteristic of Hutchinson Tyres has been maintained,

both in material and workmanship, and we have every confidence in recommending

our new " Passenger," " Tourist Trophy," and _" Brooklands " Rubber Studded

grades as the last word in modern tyre construction.

Reduced Prices, now in force.

26x2
26x2i
26x2J
26x2i

The

.... 23/- Cotiar only.

32/3
33/-
41/3

arc made in all standard sizes. For prices see Catalogue.

Write for Hutchinson Handbook.

BROOKLANDS
TOURIST TROPHY

PASSENGER .

.

above grade

HUTCHINSON TYRE Co., 70, Basinghall St., LONDON, E.C.

In aniiutring this advtrii^emeitt it is ,/.M'/n6/c fu menlion "Tht Motor Ci/r!f.
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MIDLAND RELIABILITY TRIAL.

LEVIS CUP
WON by W. L. GUY on a STANDARD

SCOTT

ALSO WINNING

CLUB GOLD MEDAL
AND

SPECIAL PRIZE FOR BEST SOLO PERFORMANCE.

— THE SCOTT ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
SALTAIRE - SHIPLEY - YORKS.

Ill aiiswerinQ this advertisement it is desijabU to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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ilii\.-. Up to this time I luul riddeTi 2,300 miles (1,000

itii sidecar) and the gear had needed no adjustment.

It was found when fitting new gear Avheels that the

clutch plates were worn through : this seemed to point to

the necessity of fitting larger bearing surf.aces. The tip

given bv some of your correspondents how to make the

gear last, i.e., not to use the clutch much, I'alher amuses
nie. Why not build the device to do its duty under work-

ing conditions? Has the idea of fitting the clutch in the

hub and the gear on a counter-shaft, or vice verso, been

tried and with any success '! This would seem to take

some weight off the back wheel, simplify the construction

of the gear, and minimise the danger of skidding. I agree

with " Engineer " that the gear makers do not take much
trouble to explain their wares. I should have taken my
hub gear down long ago and studied its "innards" if I

did not look upon it as a complicated device and need my
machine daily.

I am looking forward to the development of the chain

cum belt three-speed counter-shaft gear.

Re belts. Many of your correspondents complain of the

f)Oor service given by rubber belts. I ran over 3,000 miles

ast season with a |in. Dunlop, and have done well over

3,000 this year with a belt of the same make and size,

using a sidecar a good half of the distance; my only belt

adjustment this season has been to cut an inch off in order

to lower the gear. U 6552.

Sir,—Perhaps the following complete comparison and test,

which, to my mind, is conclusive, may interest your readers.

One November, my brother bought a 3^ h.p. machine with
chain drive two-speed counter-shaft gear. Six months later

I bought a " 35 " two-speed belt drive hub gear, paying
£2 more, both being in the neighbourhood of £50. Both
machines have now completed 5,500 miles over almost
identically the same roads (all long rides have been done
in company, and we have only two roads to choose from
for a distance of ten miles, one of which only is used, lead-

ing nearest station and market town). Jly machine is the
faster, his has the lesser petrol consumption. Barring new
fork links tor each, due, I think, to our roads, neither of

UB has spent 5s. on repairs to front wheel, frame, or engine.

I ought to mention that I live in the Lake District, with
Hard Knott Pass, The Seat, Kiln Brow, Cold Fell, Cross-
dale, and other Six Days Trials hills within a radius of

fifteen miles. Both bicycles are in splendid condition, in

fact recently we climbed The Seat, Eskdale, from both sides
with the greatest of case in ilic dark, which some riders
will appreciate. Both bicycles have had an identical test-

ing with identical results, except with regard to the rear
unit, viz., transmission gear and complete back wheel, a
tabulated report on which is found below :

Counter-shaft Ge.vr.

T lanonisfion.—Chains, un-
touched.

Ti/rts- -1 anti-skid Kemp-
shall (worn out), 1 heavy
Kempshall (good condi-
tion).

6't«r Ih'placements.—Balls
and small parts, value
6s. 3d.

Total running cost (approx.
to Ss), £5 6s. 3d.

Hub Gkae.
Transmission. — Belts : 1

Continental (worn out), 1

Lyso (worn out), 1 Dunlop
(done 1,100 miles).

Tyres.—1 Dunlop (worn out),

1 heavy Kempshall (worn
out), 1 extra heavy Bates
(good condition).

Gear Iteji/acements.—1 hull

shell complete, 1 phosphor
bronze clutch, 2 back
axles, wheel rebuilt twice,

1 primary sun wheel,
balls and small parts
(value 27s.), add to which
carriage of machine in

breakdowns, for repairs,

. telegrams, etc., 37s.

Total running cost (approx.
to 5s.), £20 9s.

L.A.

We must say that "L.A." ha3 had a most unfortunate
and unusual experience. We now; possess our sixth
machine with hub gear, and only two have given trouble.
—Ed.]

The Modern Reliability TriaL

Sir.—Vour timely remarks last Week should induce club

secretaries to consider more seriously what should be the
object of a reliability trial. Personally, I gained the im-
pression over a year ago that the freak hill trial was rapidly
dying a natural death, but during the last few months it

seems to have acquired renewed vitiilily, and the most recent
examples have surely reached the limit of absurdity, since

they one and all tend to show the public what 90% of good
machines cannot do, instead of what the majority can do
under reasonable touring conditions. I refer, of course, to

trade supported events, and not to trials run for purely
sporting purposes.

The committee of the Streatham and District Motor Cycle'

Club have for nine months past been carefully considering

the tests to be imposed in their open trial which will be held

on November 1st next, and they long ago came to the con-

clusion that tests of acceleration, speed, and ability to stop

and restart on a steep gradient woidd be more sensible and
of greater value, both to the public and the manufacturers,
than the results obtained by including freak hills in the non-

stop sections of a trial. Our trial, which is supported by the

manufacturers, sliould, therefore, place in the hands of the

public just before the Olympia Show a considerable amount
of valuable data.

The reliability course, although not including freak hills

or hairpin corners, is at the same time reasonably severe,

while the machines which can pass the remaining tests and
can also attain the standard speeds set for the lap of Brook-
lands will be hallmarked as being in every way first-class

touring mounts. We have alto, for the first time, included a
class for 300 c.c. machines, which .should enable the perfonn-.

ances of the smaller solo mounts to be judged more correctly

by comparison with those in the 350 c.c. cla,ss.

FRANK L. BASSETT,
Hon. Secretary Streatham and District M.C.C.

Off for a Morning Dip.

Sir,—I beg to enclose photograph of two friends and myself,

members of the Broorafield Park Swimming Club, on our
way to Highgate Pond for a morning dip. You will notice

the machine is a 6 h.p. Royal Enfield, and it may be of

interest to readers to know that, although I have ridden
3,500 miles on the tyres provided with motor, when new
(Dunlops), the driving tyre appears to be good for another
2,000 miles. I have had one puncture in each tyre, and
that was when holiday-making in a flinty part of Suffolk.

"

C. B. PETERS.

A 8 h.p. Enneld sidecar owned by C. B. Peters. ,Ste leucr.j

B1
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An Undesirable Practice.

Sir,—^Beiiig a constant reader of your journal, may I

express an opinion on carrier riding '! I maintain that if

the passenger be a male and uses pedals or footrests it is

quite a safe way of riding, but I do not think that it is

wise for "flappers" to try on account of their dress, and

they cannot put their feet on the pedals. My brother and

I iiave covered a good many miles in this way, myself

riding on the carrier, and I do not think my brother suffers

from the "headstrong rashness of youth."

The carriers on most motor cycles are very strongly made,

as the makers know that they will be used for this purpose.

"Sour correspondent has most probably never ridden like

this, and so he ought to try it before protesting against it.

W. A. COE.

A Problem.
Sir,—We have read with interest Mr. Bailey's

_
letter in

your last issue, and there are one or two points with which
we cannot entirely agree. In the first place, he says the

engine which he examined was timed " theoretically " right,

and we presume that he means this was the makers' timing.

What we cannot understand is how the makers, who have

undoubtedly subjected their engine to exhaustive bench,

track, and road tests, could have overlooked the slight

adjustment w^hich, as Mr. Bailey says, would result in an

increase in speed of twenty miles per hour and a corre-

sponding increase of hill-climbing powers. What we would
like would be a more definite description of the changes in

timing Mr. Bailey effected. In conclusion we may state

that vve believe with " Ixion " that, in the majority of

cases like "Twin Jap's" the data provided are insufficient

to enable a diagnosis to be made off-hand.

wm; BRIGGS.
D. MAGDOUGALL.
G. C. WALKER.

The A.C.U. Cycle Car Trial.

Sir,—The A.C.U. has arranged an interesting trial, and
one which apparently should be well within the powers of

the modern cycle car. Personally, I regret that a puncture

can end the chances of a promising machine, for in by-roads

even the best of tyres may succumb. Against such ill-luck

the only remedy is to enter more than one car. A notice-

able pro\'ision "is that unless twenty-five cars are entered

there will be no trial. This is perfectly fair. In the

Spring Trial there were sixteen cycle car entries, represent-

ing, however, only six makers. This is not a hopeful

augury. But exception was then taken to some of the rules,

and perhaps this may have caused some to hold aloof.

There are now 150 cycle cars on the market, and as several

of each of the more popular types will be entered it will

need hardly more than 10% of this number to complete the

entry. Twenty-four firms are exhibiting cycle cars at

Olympia. It is" not unfair to say that any of these which
have shirked the trial (unless they have already submitted

to the ordeal of a competition test) will be self-condemned.

Certainly the list of entries should be published, even if

the trial is not run. Of course, any reasonable excuse for

absence should be noted, though in this case perhaps qvi

s'excnse s'aceuse. I wish the A.C.U. could have adopted

The Motor Cycle's suggestion to include a spin at Brook-

lands. I notice that the Streatham Club, in their very

snorting trial on November 1st, have done so.

H. GEOBGE MORGAN.

Prices of Motor Cycles.

Sir,—Replying to Mr. Gordon C. Francis, in your issue of

October 9th, I, as an old rider, and consequently a buyer

of motor bicycles, am naturally anxious to purchase my
mount as cheaply as possible. At the same time. I am not

quite so inclined to eulogise Messrs. Humber, Xtd., for

reducing motor bicycles by £5.

Old expert riders and rac'ng men are fully alive to what

has happened to the push bicycle through the reduction of

prices, and, as experts, they can see that many eminent

firms, in reducing their prices, have designed the machines

solely with an eye to cheapening manufacture, and that

such machines cannot be compared with the carefully con-

structed machines made by some of our old firms some ten

or fifteen years ago.

In fact, some of the machines which are now turned

out run very "dead," and "running between the strokes"

1)4
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(to use an oarsman's phrase) seems, in many makes, to have

entirely disappeared.

As an enthusiastic motor cyclist I would prefer to see

manufacturers trying to improve details, adding refinements,

and studying efficiency, rather than adopting a policy of

reducing prices by a few pounds, for not only is it impos-

sible to make improvements if prices are cut, but firms will

find it necessary to design their machines with an eye to

reducing the cost of production—that is, of course, if any

return is to be made to their shareholders. UTILITAS.
*

How to Test Benzole.

Sir,—I cannot allow the criticisms of my contribution to

pass unchallenged. To begin with "Technical Chemist."

It is not absolutely necessary to use a water-cooled con-

denser for a liquid which boils about 100° C. If the liquid

is distilled in drops the air will cool sufficiently well, with-

out the additional expense of a water condenser. If any

tendency be shown on the part of the benzole to escape a

piece of filter paper or blotting paper moistened with water

and wrapped round it will keep it sufficiently cool. I have

done and have seen this done numberless times. He goes

on to say that "many novices will, in all probability, use

a gas ring, or something equally unsuitable, and begin to

distil at such a rate that practically no condensation would

take place, and the vapours would ignite." True enough;

but in my article I did not mention a " gas ring or some-

thing equally unsuitable," but a " bunsen burner or a

spirit lamp " to heat it, "so that it comes over in drops

and not in a continuous stream." If, after that, anyone

does the test by putting the retort in a furnace and com-

plains of explosions and burns, I wash my hands of the

affair. It may interest "Technical Chemist" to know that

in a certain works boys of fourteen, fresh to the business;

are put on to this test in a very short time, and get results

as accurate as are required ; it, therefore, does not require

an expert manipulator ; the test is too simple. ,

'' Chemist
'

' takes exception to my statement that there is

no quick and accurate method for the estimation of sulphur

in benzole, and then says that the method I give is the

only way to determine the total sulphur. His account of

the method of estimating thiophene is quite correct, but he

is not correct in saying that carbon bisulphide "can be

quickly and easily estimated with accuracy with the aid of

a good balance "
! It happened that, only a few months ago,

several business friends and myself had occasion to want a

method of estimating carbon bisulphide quickly, and we
collected all the known literature, and investigated all

methods given, together with some new ones of our own.

The conclusion we came to was that the only satisfactory

method was the stock method of forming the xanthate

with alcoholic potash. We could not get concordant results

with any other method. I mention this to show that my
statement is not made idly. The phenylhydrazine test is

purely a qualitatire one and not a quantitative. If

" Chemist" is going to Judge by the precipitate formed and

floating in a liquid, how much carbon he had to begin with,

he does well to hide his name. Nearly all benzoles contain

carbon bisulphide, but very few people would estimate the

impurity any other way than by the xanthate test. Finally,

there are other sulphide compounds in benzene than carbon

bisulphide and thiophene.

I beg leave to adhere to my statement that "there is no

quick, easy, and accurate way of testing for sulphur."
F. E. THOMAS.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
Level Ckossings.—" A Railway Signalman " writes, with

reference to the complaints of Mr. G. B. Williams, that the

gates have no right to be closed against the public while the

signals are at danger, and that Mr. Williams's proper coui-se

would have been to report the signalman in question to the

superintendent. [We should advise all readers who experi-

ence similar treatment to adopt this plan.

—

Ed.]

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.
As we regularly receive many more letters than we are

able to publish, we urge our readers to be concise and to

the point. Also our correspondents are requested to note

that we do not acknowledge by qiost letters intended for

publication unless a stajnpe'd addressed envelope is enclosed.

If, therefore, any letter does not appear in oiir pages, the

writer must corichide either that it is unsuitable or that we
hare not space to print it.—Ed.
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J^ D. R. O'Donovan's splerldid achievement

/
f^' on the 30th lilt, at Brooklands is another striking

,.^''^^ testimony to the wonderful efficiency of the

C.A.V.-Ruthardt
Magneto.

Racing men, tourists, and club men know that there is not a

more reliable means of ignition than the Ruthardt Magneto

under all conditions of riding and in all weathers. It gives a

lively spark, and is proof against dirt, damp, and
water. This is the magneto you should use. It is

the first self-contained type, and will not fail to

give you satisfaction. Post US a Card for Catalogue.

C. A. VANDERVELL & CO.,
Electrical Engineers,

Warple Way, Acton Vale. LONDON, W.
Telegrams: " Vaiiteria, London." Telephone: 1234, Chiswick (5 lines;

North of England Depot—12, Victoria Buildings, St. .Mary's Gate, Manchester.

BROOKLANDS
D.R.O'Donovan on Q Norton wotor
cvcU wilh Ruthordt Mogneto
broKc the fiviig 5milc(500cc.

;
record at 7l'/i m.p.K, and

^

Standing 10 m\\t% at ()&,08m,[>,h

In an-nceruiq tliese advertisements it is dcfirfthlc to mention " Thi Motor Cycle." B3
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The Same Old Story
ANOTHER

Douglas
VICTORY-

Weston-super-Mare Speed Trials,
4th October.

Open Class, 350 c.c.

Mr. G. Fry DOUGLAS FIRST
Mr. W. W. Douglas

.,, SECOND
Mr. E. Kickham „ THIRD

Class 3. Unlimited Experts.
Mr. A. H. Alexander DOUGLAS THIRD

With a 350 c.c. machine.

Club Class, 500 c.c.

Mr. W.W. Douglas DOUGLAS THIRD
Riding a 350 c.c. machine.

Class 2. Experts, 500 c.c.

Mr. A. H.Alexander DOUGLAS SECOND
IVIr.Alexander node a 350 c.c. machine In this class.

Club Class, 350 c.c.

Mr. W.W. Douglas DOUGLAS FIRST
Mr. G. Fry „ SECOND

Club Class, Novices.

Mr. F. C.Wasley DOUGLAS FIRST
Mr. J. King „ SECOND

Mr. Kickham made Second Fastest Time of the day, he was
only four-fifths of a second slower than the best time-

A.C.U.
SIX DAYS TRIALS.

it was a 2f h.p. DOUGLAS that was awarded the Highest Figure
of Merit, irrespective of Class or Horse-power, in this the most severe

trial ever held for motor cycles.

DOUGLAS BROS., King^swood, BRISTOL.
LONDON : 39, Newman Street, W. PARIS : 190, Boulevard Pereire.

b6 In anfwering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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Coventry Club's Annual Hill-climb.
Seven Events run off in Two Hours. Rain Causes Discomfort.

Donstas H. Brown (3i b.p. Bovei) starting in Class 4.

JUST
as spectators began to arrive at the Coventry and

Warwickshire Motor Club's liill cliuib it was all over,

for, thanks to an early start and excellent organisation,

there was no waiting between the classes, and exactly

two hours sufficed to finish the competition. And it was
fortunate that a start was arranged at mid-day, for, about

one o'clock, the i-aiu which had threatened on and off all the

morning developed into a settled downpour, and by two
o'clock the road surface was decidedly slippery. Had a later

start been fi.xed upon the event would have suffered the same
fate as the Brooklands championships.
The weighing •and inspection of the competing machines

were effected under cover in the spacious yard of the Red
Lion Hotel, Banbury, whither all competitors were asked to

congregate. Here a notice was posted giving directions to

the hill, which proved to be .Swerford Heath, on a by-

road abutting on to the main Banbury-Chipping Norton
Road. It was a well-kept secret, and the hill was generally

agreed to be a highly suitable one for a competition, measur-
ing half a mile in length, and the sweep to the left being so

gradual that it could be taken at full speed. Tlie surface in

the middle portion was rather lumpy, but its composition was
so soft and crumbly that, but for a few wobbles, no one was
hindered. It is curious that the small section who seemed
rather afraid of the surface came off best in the results.

An Unfortunate Clash of Dates.
The entry numbered nearly 150, including many well-

known riders, but the combined B.M.C.K.C. and A.C.U.
event at Brooklands undoubtedly affected the entries con-
siderably, and to say that the Coventry Club Committee are
not plea.sed at the A.C.U.'s action in refusing a permit for
tlie original date the Coventry Club selected at the last

Olympia Show, viz., September 6th. is only putting the
matter mildly. It was the A.C.U. who allotteil (Ictober 11th
to the Coventry Club, and so canted the unfortunate clash,
which should -clear the Coventry Club of any blame in the
matter. We suggest that the matter should be enquired into
further, for the Coventry hill-climb has become one of the
principal events of the year, and Saturday's event was the
eighth consecutive event of the kind, and "the first time (and
last it is hoped) that it has been held so late in the year.

Class I. for lightweights up to 350 c.c. was expert barred,
which told its tale on the entries for only three names ap-
peared—3 Connaught, Premier, and Hobarl. Cocks's two-
stroke was rather slow in getting away. 'I'lie little Premier

was very fast, and was first on time and formula, which
place, however, it had to give way to Dudley's Hobart, as it

had no pedalling gear, and l-|in. tyres instead of 2in. tyres

according to catalogue. The results of this class are ap-

pended :

Class I.

Time. Forimda.
Fig. of

merit.

Viner (2^ Premier) 228

Dudley (2^ Hobart) 241

Cocks (25 Connaught) 372

Sees.

*J. Viner (2i Premier) 50 *.I.

J. Dudley (2-i Hobart) 52| J.

A. Cocks {2-i Connaught) 61f A.
* Disqualified.

In Class II. for standard touring machines up to 500 c.c.

(expert barred) the judges were faced with an array of T.T.

roadster machines and a full T.T. mount. However, the

winner of the fastest time prize turned up in 11. Green on a

Triumph, who made a fine climb, whilst the formula award
went to Ct. G. Barnard's 3^ h.p. Singer. Simpson's Rndge
accelerated in fine style. Gorton (Rover) seemed to change
gear too soon, whilst Davies (Rover), on a touring tlu-ee-

speeder, showed up conspicuously. (Jordon Francis used the

One of the T.T. Scotts at the Coventry liill-clirab. Observe the method ot

fixing the handlebars to the base of tlie steering head.
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Coventry Club's Annual Hill-climb.

low gear o£ his Lea-Francis to good advantage at the start,

and liis pace was not perceptibly slower than the 499 c.c.

riders. He took 435S. The official times and results are

:

Class II.

Time.

Sees.

H. Green {3i Triumph) 37=

D. M. Brown (3i Rover) 39|
G. Barnard (3i Singer) 39|
E. Lovegrove (Sg Ixion) 40

W. J. Davies (3^ Rover) 40

1

V. Harrison (3^
Triumph) 40|

The stopping and starting

Formula.
Fig. of

merit.

G. Barnard (3i Singer) 192

G. Francis (Lea-Francis) 196

H. Green (Triumph) ... 219

W. L. Davies (Rover) 225

D. M. Brown (Rover) .

J. Woodhouse 226

(Quadrant) J

test for standard touring

variably geared machines was a most interesting event,

though Francis was an absentee, due, it was learned subse-

quently, to a broken valve on the loop i-oad to the starting

line. He had no spare. This year the riders stood five

was at Brooklands watching the rain come down. Gilbert

Hall followed on a 3i h.p. Scale-Jap, and the rider struck

us as among the very fastest, never cutting out and bound-
ing up the hill at express speed. By the way. Hall brought
his machine from Derbyshire mounted on a special sidecar

framework built to accommodate it attached to a 7 h.p.

Indian. Triumphs were very popular in this event, Crawley,
Green, and Cheshire, all stable companions, anxious to out-

do one another. Young Crawley succeeded, and, incidentally,

set up the fastest time of the day in a superb ascent averag-

ing 50.56 m.p.h. His mount scaled 170 lbs. Clark's Ivy-

Precision was not in its best fettle. Dudley's racing engme
went wrong, so he used his touring mount. D. M. Brown
(Rover) travelled - at a fine bat. Busby, the heavyweight,
on a lightweight Sunbeam, has certainly done better, but
his weight enabled him to score on formula. Woodhouse,
this time on a Quadrant, came up well, likewise Horsman
and Dixon on their Singers. All eyes were now turned to

the two racing Scotts, H. O. Wood (the T.T. winner) and
A. A. Scott (the designer) up. The last named broke a
chain on the starting line and made his climb after efFectins

J. H. Pountney (SJ h.p. Rover) making a good restart in tlie stopping and starting class which he won.

seconds between the lines. Burney (Blackburn) restarted

very neatly, but Pountney (Rover) was much faster (Rover

three-speed machines always show up well in these tests,

partly due to a sensibly designed toe and heel clutch pedal.

Gorton (Rover) was too flurried to give a good account of

himself. Dudley's 2^ Hobart dashed between the lines,_ and
seemed a certain formula winner, but on receiving the signal

to restart he let in his clutch pedal too suddenly, and the

front wheel twice rose in the air like a bucking broncho

buster, and finally tried to climb a pole supporting a rope to

keep the spectators back. Lucas (TriumphJ stopped and
started veryv well, but Davies (Rover) overshot the second

line and stopped his engine. He caused a laugh by pre-

tending to misunderstand the. official's instructions to con-

tinue up the hill, by returning- to -the starting point and
successfully persuading the starter that he was to be allowed

another attempt. His ruse worked well, and if he had not

made his first mistake he would have been a prize winner.

Class III.

Tiine.

Sees.

J. Pountney (3i Rover) 56
fi. Lucas (3i Triumph) 59|
B. S. Gorton (34 Rover) 68f
C. S. Burney (3i

Blackburn) 72-|

Formula.
Fig. of

merit.

J. Pountney (3-^- Rover) 396
R. Lucas-' (3-i-

Triumph) 500
B. S. Gorton (3i Rover) 630

C. S. Burney (5^
Blackburn) 658

Speeds went up in the T.T. Class, which was splendidly

supported, De la Hay (Sunbeam) leading off the ball at a

tremendous pace for a" 2| h.p. in the absence of HasweJl, who

b8

a repair; Wood was not so speedy as it was expected he
would be, though his riding position seemed ideal. The
handle-bars were attached in an unusual position at the

bottom of the steering head. Whitworth's Douglas waa
fast, yet hampered by misfiring.

Class IV.
Time.

Sees.

S. Crawley (3^ Triumph) 35|
Gilbert Hall (3^ Scale-

Jap) 35|
C. Newsome (3^ Rover) 36|
H. Green {3i Triumph) 37|
T. C. de la Hay (2|

Sunbeam) 37f
V. Harrison (2| Sun-

beam) 38|
V. Horsman (3-i Singer) 39f

/D. M. Brown (3J- Rover) 40
IP. Symonds (3i Rudge) 40

Formula. ^_-

Fig. of

merit.

T. C. de la Hay (2|
Sunbeam) 161

V. Busby {2| Sunbeam) 171
H. G. Hill m Calcott 183
Gilbert Hall (3^ Scale-

Jap) 197
S. Crawley (3^ Triumph) 209
F. S. Wliitworth (2| •.

Douglas) 211
D. M. Brown (3^ Rover) 213

'

A. J. Dixon (3i Singer 216
H. Green (3^ Triumph) 219

First " general " rider on time and formula :
' Gilbert Hall.

The Effects of the Rain.
The belt-driven sidecars in the passenger class were con-

siderably handicapped by the wet, and Griffith (8 h.p.

Zenith) and S. Briggs (8 h.p. Campion-Jap), who occupied

first and scond places, would have been seconds faster but
for belt slipping. H. F. S. Morgan had entered his 8 h.p.

Gra-.id Prix runabout, and, unfortunately, cannoned a bank
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at high speed on his way to the hill, biickling a wheel and
otherwise damaging the vehicle. A private owner with a

similar machine happened to be among the spectators and

offered his vehicle, which Morgan accepted, and thongh a

good ascent was made, the speed was not fast enough to

win. Misfortune overtook the other Jlorgan entered, for

.McMinnies, who had for some reason entered his single-

.<eater in the passenger class, petered out cm the steepest

portion for reasons he could not tell us. He had a similar

experience at Weston tlie Saturday previous. West's 8 h.p.

Bal came over the brow of the hill very well, but was slow

in getting up speed. The veteran Tom Silver's chain-driven

Quadrant seemed to be the fastest 3^ h.p. mount, and scored

a well deserved success on formula. Brown (6 h.p. Rex) was
single-geared, but he sped up the hill at a fine pace. Lucas
h.id a tiny sidecar on his Triumph pointed front and rear,

and his passenger was so tighl a lit, that it was suggested

that a shoe horn would be necessa/ry to extricate him.
Class V.

Tl)RC.

Sees.

Griffith (8 Zenith) 48|
Briggs (8 Campion-

Jap) 491
H. Brown (6 Rex) 52-L

V. West (8 Bat-Jap) 541
Silver (3-L Quadrant) 561
.Morgan (8 Jlorgan) 57|

FormiiJa. Fig. of

merit.

T. Silver (3^ Quadrant) 285

V. Horsman (3^ Singer) 287
C. Newsome (3^- Rover) 306
H. Morgan (8 Jlorgan) 332
'" ~ '

(8 Campion-
Jap) 342

(31 Ariel) ... 380

H

The iatest model ~ naught ridden by A. G. Cooks,

Owing to the wet state of the roads, by the time Class VI.
was run off high speeds were impossible, and the plucky
riders had some dilhculty in seeing their way owing to the
l)linding rain. Most of those in the T.T. cla.ss were also in

this event. C4realwich on a 5 h.p. Wright-Blumfield, who
has now several successes to his credit, made a wonderful
clinil-i, charging through the grease and rain in fearless style,

lie is a "general," and beat all the experts. He was able to

beat Griffith on the big Zenith, though only by -jS. Busby
improved considerably, heating de la flay this time. Clark's

water-cooled Green was tuned up to perfection. Brown's
twin Rex, which was the forerunner of the 1914 model with
enclosed valves, was swift and silent, and Crawley this time
toured up, his engine racing every time he opened the
throttle. J. J. Cookson (8 Matchless) was not able to do
himself justice in the wet. The Scotts did well again, though
slow at picking up, but C. T. Newsome (Rover) was obviously
among the fastest. Waring's appearance on a mndguardless
W.D., likewise Lamb on a stripped Premier, can best be
imagined. Result

:

Class VI.
Time. Formula.

Fig. of

merit.

V. Busby (2| Sunbeam) 186
T. C. de la Hay (2|

Sunbeam) 187
H. G. HiU (2| Calcott) 197
F. S. Whitworth (2|

Douglas) 198
•K. H. Clarke (2|

Green-Precision) 225
J. Woodhousef (3^

Quadrant) 259
* First general.

The Team Awards.
The team prize was carried ofi by the trio representing

tlie organising club, the riders and their performances being

Fig. of merit

.

G. I. Francis (Lea-Francis) 195

C. T. Newsome (Rover) 204

J. Dudley (Hobart) ... 241

641

The Triumph team was second and the Scott third.

A car class wound up a highly successful programme,
Morris-Oxford light cars being first and second on the

handicap.

The competitors appreciated the promptitude with which
the event was run off.

The time results were announced by 4.30 p.m. on Saturday
and the complete results next day.

Mr. J. F. Spencer was the trials hon. sec. for this event,

and Messrs. Roebuck and Milligan calculated the results on

The Motor Cycle formula.

Sees.

J. L. Greatwich (5

Wright-Blumfleld) 38
*f!. Griffith (8 Zenith) 38|
J. Cookson (8 Matchless) 39
C. Newsome (3^ Rover) 39
E. Cheshire (3i

Triumph) 39^
F. Lamb (3^- Premiei) 39|

* First expert.

LARGE ENGINES
THESE last few months have setn a succession of races

where the 350 c.c. twins have come very near to

equalling, or even beating, the 500 c.c. singles.

First of all the T.T., where the terrific speed of

Mason's N.U.T. and some of the Douglas contingent was
the topic of the day. Next the Grand Prix, where, for

some time, it looked as if Fenlou's Clement might beat the

500 c.c. class. Again, the recent Six Hoius Race at

Brooklands, where a wholesale smashing of recai-ds took
plate. Here again it was Mason's N.U.T., and granted
that both machine and rider are exceptional, yet this can
bi! said with equal truth of at least 25% of the entries.

Not only on the track has this been apparent, but many
single-cylinder enthusiasts will have to own to taking tlio

dust of, say, a T.T. Douglas this season. Lastly, as recently

as last Satm'day. de la Hay's 2j Sunbeam was only two
seconds slower than Crawley (Triumph), who made fastest

time of the day, beating all the big twins.

Of course the secret of this is "revs.," the small twins
running at, say, 4,CO0 r.p.m., giving off neai-ly the same

versus SMALL.
power as the large " one-lunger " at 3,000 r.p.m. In fact

it is the old discussion, "high-revving" small engine or

"slow-revving" large engine. As the high speed engine is

lighter, frame design, etc., is lighter, and we have a
lighter and more economical mount, and, in these days of

high-priced petrol, mileage per gallon is an important factor.

Unfortunately for himself the average motor cyeUst scans

the accounts of races from the sporting point of view and

then throws his paper aside. The engineer and designer

would like to know much more, but the information is hard

to arrive at. For example, what would some of us not give

to know the gear ratios, weight of machine and man, maxi-

mum speed, petrol consumption, and condition of bearings,

valves, etc., of Mason's N.U.T., and, say, Haswell's

Triumph, after the Six Hours Race. Such private

secrets as piston clearances, strength of valve springs,

etc., we do not ask, although, should they be given,

so much the better. Surely this is not too much to

ask, and the choice of one's next year's mount would be

an infinitelv easier task. NoRSEJUN.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS
Oct. 16tli 6.4

„ 18th 6.0

„ 20th ... - ... 5.56

„ 22nd 5.52

A Motor Cyclist's Promotion.

We congratulate Rear-Admiral Sir R.
K. Arbuthnot, Bart., on hoisting his

flag with the Second Battle Squadron.

A Gradient o£ 1- in 2.44.

Continuing his search for steep hills to

climb, W. H. Carson last week made a

successful ascent of Vale Street, Bristol,

on his Excelsior big single and sidecar.

The total load was 6 cwt. 2 qrs. 12 lbs.

Caution required in Boss.

Ihe Urban District Council of Ross,
realising that the town is a dangerous
one, instead of seeking to impose an en-

forced speed limit, have decided to write

to the various motoring associations asking
them to request their members, through
the Press, to drive slowly through Ross,
owing to the many dangerous corners in

the town. The proposer, Mr. Hall,

wisely thought that such steps would have
greater effect than speed limit notices.

Police and Number Plates.

Motor cyclists in the Derby district

will be well advised to see that their

rear number plates are kept clean, as

recently the police have shown some
activity in proceeding against riders with
partially obscured plates, and also for

allowing the clothing of a passenger on
the carrier to hide the rear number.

The B.M.C.R.C. and A.C.U. Championship
Meeting at Brooklands.

The programme for the B.M.C.R.C.
meeting postponed till next Saturday
owing to incessant rain is an ex-
tremely busy one. Before lunch
there will be the* Third 1913 Time
Trials, followed by the One Hour
Cycle Car Race and the One Hour
Sidecar Race. In the afternoon there
will be held the Junior One Hour A.C.U.
Championship Race for machines up to

350 c.c. for the Auto Challenge Cup
and A.C.U. gold medal. Event V. will

be the A.C.U. Championship Race for
machines up to 1,000 c.c. for 77i.e Motor
Car Journal Challenge Cup, and the
Senior One Hour Championship Race
for machines up to 500 c.c. for The
Motor Cycle Challenge Cup. These three
Challenge Cups were presented to the
R.A.C. before the founding of the
A.C.U. in 1900.

"The Motor Cycle" Show Issues.

Three special issues of this journal will

be published in connection with the

Olympia Show._ The first on Thursday,
November 13th, will deal with passenger
machines of all types. The issue of the

20th November will be a guide to the
Show, and will contain the comolete
Buyers' Guide of 1914 models— an
appreciated feature of TJit Motor Cycle
since 1905. The issue following will

contain a complete Show report by our
own staff after a stand to stand inspec-

tion of tlie exhibits.

FUTURE EVENTS.
Oct. i8—B.M.C.R.C. Meeting and A.C.U.

Championships.

,, i8.—Herts. M.C.C. Open Half-day
Trial.

,, 25.—Herts M.C C. Open Flexibility

Speed Trials.

,, 25.—Mersey M.C. Open Trial.

,, 29.—A.C.U. Open One Day Trial
for Cycle Cars.

Nov. I.—Streatham and District M.C.C.
Open One Day Trial.

7-15.—Motor Car Show at Olympia
24-29.—MOTOR CYCLE & CYCLE

'

CAR SHOW AT OLYMPIA

Motor Cycle Imports in 1913.

For the nine months endhig 30th
September, 1913, the imports of motor
cycles into the United Kingdom totalled

1,396, of a total value of £47,553. This
is a very considerable increase on the
corresponding period of 1912, when the
Dumber of imported machines was 1,086,

valued at £35,099. It is pleasing to

note, that our export trade has vastly

increased this year as compared with last

year, the number of complete motor
cycles sent abroad up to 30th September
being 12,724, against 8,789 in 1912, the
respective values being £548,552, against
£352,668.

Sleeve Valve Motor Cycle Engines.

The makers of the Argyll single sleeve

valve engines, which have been so con-

spicuously successful on road and track,

are now, we understand, experimenting
with an air-cooled motor cycle engine on
the same principle, and we hear that,

although still in the experimental stage,

the results obtained have been so

encouraging as to warrant a hope that
this interesting engine will at no very
distant date be on the market and avail-

able for use by motor cyclists interested

in this type of engine. We hope to be
able to give further particulars in due
course.

SPECIAL FEATURES :

WHAT THE SHOW WILL REVEAL.

AN ORIGINAL TWO-STROKE CYCLE CAR.

ON MANCEUVRES.

Next Year's Improvements.

An article in tliis issue outlines in brief

the improvements to be expected in 1914

pattern motor cycles. The information

being based upon advance details of new
models which have reached us names
have had to be omitted.

A Motor Cyclist Aviator.

We hear from Mr. Ivan Hart-Davies,

whose runs between John-o'-Groat's and
Land's End have made him famous as a

motor cyclist, that he has just taken his

aviator's certificate at the Hendon Flying
School. Shall we now hear of an End-
to-end record on a aeroplane?

A Humber 6 h.p. Machine.

Another 6 h.p. twin-cylinder sidecar

machine which will make its appearance
at the Show is the new Humber. This

;

new mount will have chain transmission,
1

and probably a three-speed gear.

Result of a Criticism.
The mile irons on the Fosseway, which

we criticised some time ago in dealing
with this fine new stretch of road
between Leicester and its junction with
the main Nottingham-Grantham Road,
have now been taken up and set so as

to be readable.

A Stolen Machine.

8 h.p. Zenith and sidecar. Sidecar up
bolstered in red, D.A. gas cylinder on
sidecar frame, new Continental tyre on
back. Engine No. 16,283. The owner,
Mr. E. B. Loach, 21, St. John's Park,
Upper HoUoway, is offering a handsome
reward for the recovery of this machine.

Paris Motor Show
The South-Eastern and Chatham Rail-

way announce the issue, on Fridays the
17th and 24th, and Saturdays the 18th
and 25th October, of fifteen-day excur-
sion tickets from London to Paris in

connection with the International Auto-
mobile Exhibition which will be held in

Paris from October 17th to the 25th
inclusive. The price of these tickets

will be : First-class, 58s. ; second-class,

37s. 6d. ; third-class, 30s. ; by the 10
a.m. service viCi Boulogne and the 9
p.m.

,
service via Calais, from Charing

Cross. The 12.30 midnight service is

available for the return journey.
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British Victory in Italy.

A notable Zeiiitli success is reported

from Italy. J^ K. Scales, who is the

owner of tlie 8 h.p. Zenith on which G.

F. Hunter set up the flying kilometre

Mcoid at over 70 ni.p.h., has won a niLC

,i( 320 kilometres, the course inclndinp:

two ascents of the Col di Sestrieres, which

has an altitude of 5.200 feet.

Motor Cycles at the Paris Salon.

It would appear that French motor

cycle manufacturers have made very little

alteration t-o their standard mounts for

1914. judging from advance details which

have reached us of motor cycle exhibits

at the Paris Salon. A number of firms

arc adopting English fittings throughout,

I'd hub three-ajjeed gears are now being

tiindardi.sed.

The Show opens to-morrow (Friday),

:ind will remain open until Oct. 27th.

British Victories in Spain.

The hill-climb held at JNlonte Iguldo,

San Sebastian, proved a walk over for

Jiiiglish machines, more especially for the

Douglas, which figured prominently in

every class. The results are as follows

:

Class I. (350 c.c).

m. s.

Arana (Douglas) 3 7

Sorriguieta (Nut-Jap) ... 3 14

Arellano (Douglas) ... 3 15

Badia (Douglas) 3 25

Cl.\ss II. (£00 c.c).

Arana (Douglas) 3 10

Badia (Bat) 3 11

Arellano (Douglas) ... 3 12

Sorriguieta (Nut-Jap) ... 3 13

Cl.\ss III. (1.000 c.c).

E. Lauda (Indian) ... 2 56
Arana (Douglas) 3 4

Lauda (Indian) ... ... 3 10

Open Trial in November.

'An interesting and novel trial will be

(leld by the Streatham and District

M.C.C.., starting at 8 a.m. from the Clay-

ton Arms, Godstone. on Saturday, Novem-
ber 1st. At the start an acceleration test

will he held, which will be followed by a

non-stop reliability test. There will be
five classes for motor bicycles, ranging
from 300 to 1,000 c.c. ; three sidecar

classes ranging from 500 to 1.000 c.c. ;

and two classes for cycle cars, three-

wheel and four-wheel. The average speed
of a competitor during the fifty yards of

the acceleration test will be the basis of

ciJculation for deciding the figure of

merit. The competitor whose average
speed is higliest in each class will be
taken as having set the standard of per-

formance in that class. The competitor
whose average speed is within 5 m.p.h.
of the best average speed in his class will

lie held to have qualified in the accelera-

tion test. Seventy miles will be covered-
before lunch, and thirty miles after lunch,
which will be served at Brooklands.
There will be a speed test, consisting of

one lap round the track. Competitors
will enter by the Byfleet gate, and must
inmiediately turn right and commence
their speed lap. Various set speeds have
lieen settled upon for the various classes.

After the speed test there will be a stop
for luiich of one and a half hours. In the
course of the afternoon there will be a re-

starting test.

A Midland Road Improvement.

Rclurniiig from the Coventry hill-climb

we were pleased to note that at Ladbroke
the dangerous right-angle corner had been

removed and the road widened, and on

the gatepost facing the Banbury Road a

red reflex light has been fitted.

The Cycle and Motor Trades' Benevolent

Fund Banquet.
The eighth annual banquet of the Cycle

and Motor Trades' Benevolent Fund was
held at the Coniiaught Rooms, Great

Queen Street, Kingswav, on Thursday,

October 9th. Mr. S. F. Edge took the

chair, and a most recherclii dinner was
provided. A speech was made by the

chairman, and Mr. A. J. Wilson replied.

Mr. Charles Jarrott proposed the health

of " The Chairman." There was a record

attendance, and the sum collected by sub-

scription daring the dinner totalled an

amount of £3,009 10s. An excellent

musical programme proved a great success,

many leading performers in the musical

world singing and reciting. The dinner

was a huge success, and was attended by
most of the leading lights of the motor

cycle world.

Saturday's Downpour at Brooklands.

The weather unfortunately marred

what promised to be a very successful

day's racing at Brooklands last Saturday.

We found a few riders taking shelter

in the Paddock. Le Vack (3i h.p. Moto-

sacoche and sidecar) was bewailing the

fact that he only had half a mudguard
for three wheels

!

We noted a machine with a twin

J.A.P. engine and a wonderful freak

sidecar, or rather, half a one. It con-

sisted of a chassis and a seat to sit in,

or rather lie on, with a piece of wood
in front to accommodate the passenger's

feet. In style it was similar to the
" Earwig " model fitted to E. B. Ware's
Zenith. We also recognised Barag-
wanath's big JMatchless. The rider of an
Eagle machine had broken his piston in

practice and was amusing himself by sit-

ting in a puiidle removing the cylinder.

Later we saw S. Tessier on a 4 h.p.

water-cooled overhead-valved Bat-J.A.P.
and sidecar. The machine, fitted with a

neat radiator, looked very attractive.

Many competitors had travelled a long

distance to take part, Healy, for instance,

having brought his Rudge from Dublin.

The event is to be held next Saturdav,

The Trial for Cycle Cars.

Entries for the .\.C.U. trial (or cycle
cars close on Saturday ne.xt. The event
will not be held unless twenty-five entries

are received, and at the time of going
to press it seemed doubtful whether the
required numbei would be reached.

Gear Ratios in Speed Trials.

A regulation has been added that, in

the flexibility speed trials, which will

take place in Brookman's Park on the
25th inst. (see page 1291, October 2nd),
the gear ratios in Classes I. and 11.,

Divisions A, B, and C, must not be lower
tlian 6 to 1.

Tte Triumph Balance Sheet.

The report of the directors of the
Triumph Cycle Co. is most satisfactory.

The profits on the season's trading after

deductions for repairs and other items
amount to £68,099 16s. Id. A dividend
of 6i% is to be paid on preference shares,

and 20% (plus a bonus of 2s. per share,
which equals another 10%) free of income
tax upon ordinary shares.

SeoLuel to Rowdy Behaviour.

In connection witli the rowdy behaviour
on the occasion of the Anglo-Dutch Trial,

reported at Oxford and Coventry, three
prominent riders have been suspended
by the A.C.U., one for six months, and
two for three months, dating from Octo-
ber 7th, the date of the Cieneral Com-
mittee meeting.

The Enfield Balance Sheet.

The Enfield Cycle Co. have had a most
successful year, the gross profits amount-
ing to £34,684 8s. 9d. Part of this goes
to necessary repairs of building, plant,

etc., and large sums transferred to the
reserve fund, and carried forward to the
credit of next year's account. A dividend
of 14% is to be paid on preference shares
and 10% on ordinary shares.

Th8 Efiect of Benzole on Tanks.

There are some indefinite rumours
going about that the continued use of

benzole has a deleterious effect upon the

tank of car or motor cycle. We have
used benzole now for several months, and
liave noticed no such effect. We should
be_ glad, therefore, to have first hand in-

formation on this subject from any reader
who has actually experienced anything
of the sort.

£78 OR £100 9

The complete Ajax lour-wheeler, a full description ot which appearel on page 1322 ot " The Motor Cycle "

last week. The engine is four-cylinder, and friction drive is used. It has been stated that this French cycl«

car will sell for £78, though we were informed that the price would be £100.

13
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French Motor Cycles for 1914.
THE firm of Terrot et Cie., Dijon,

have made several alterations to

their models for 1914. Among
them are a new change-speed gear

on the twin-cylinder 4^ h.p. and foot

brakes to all patterns.

Peugeot Frferes are incUned to be very
reticent concerning their future plans,

but in all probability they wiU adopt
the Armstrong hub gear for next year. A
new change-speed gear, of Peugeot's own
design, is also t-alked of. The agent in

Fralice for KempshaUs, Mr. J. Sheen,
is marketing a motor cycle for 1904 with
three speeds and clutch. This is a light-

weight 1^ h.p. and fitted with a Franklin
engine; the weight is stated to be under
50 lbs. and the price £24.
The new model Alcyons are a 3^ h.p.

and 5 h.p. twin with two speeds and
chain transmission, the gear box forming
part of the crank case casting. The
makers of the Debaune motor cycle, which
is fitted - with the Delia Ferrera engme,
have a new model, with 650 c.o. engirle,

for sidecar work.

The Clement, which is one of the
French models conforming most to

British ideas in design, will not alter

in appearance appreciably. The steer-

ing head and lugs for the tubes radiating
therefrom are made in one piece, which
gives great rigidity, particularly for
sidecar work. The front and rear hubs
are provided with hollow spindles, so

that a pin passed through the hollow
part secvires the wheels in the forks and
allows them to be quickly dropped out
when required, a very useful and desir-

able feature.

The Motosacoche, so well known to

British readers, will, so far as the French
models are concerned, be practically

the same as the English ones, but the
3 h.p. (54x75 mm.) and the 6 h.p.

(64x77 mm.) will be fitted with kick start-

ing devices.

The Jouve Cycle Car.

The Jouve cycle car is of French
origin, and wiU be exhibited at the
Salon, which opens to-morrow, Friday,

the 17th inst. It is fitted with a V
twin J.A. P. air-cooled engine (85x85
mm. = 964 c.c), Claudel carburetter,

and Bosch magneto. The transmission
is by enclosed chain to a three-speed
and reverse gear box, thence by another
enclosed chain to a cross-shaft, and
finally from this cross-shaft to the rear

wheels by two enclosed V belts. The
enclosing of the transmission is an ex-

cellent feature. The steering pillar is

raked considerably, and the steering box
is provided with a worm and wheel
steering gear. The frame is tubular,

and carries Lanchester type front

springs. The rear wheels are not sprung,
but the two-seated side by side torpedo-
shaped body is suspended at the rear

on C springs, which are shackled to the

seats like a sidecar. The hand brake
lever applies contracting bands to the

rear hubs, and a foot brake is also pro-

vided. This chassis closely follows Eng-
lish cycle car practice.

650x65 mm. tyres are fitted to wire
wheels, and the selling price is £140.

THE speedometer we are about to

refer to is the production of

Messrs. S. Smith and Sons, the
well-known watchmakers in the

Strand, who have lately opened extensive
showrooms and works at 185, Great
Portland Street, W. Every part of these

instruments is manufactured with the
greatest care at the company's factory,

which is situated above the showrooms,
and we were particularly impressed by
the excellent finish of the article and the
up to date methods of manufacture. In

general, the Smith speedometer follows

the lines of others which work on the
centrifugal principle. In detail, however,
especially as regards the governor, the
design has been altered. The sectional

drawing which accompanies this short
article clearly shows the working. The
governor is provided with a cup-shaped
flywheel A, wliich has a sort of gyro-
scopic action and ensures steady running.
Fixed to its spindle, and revolving with
it, is the governor proper, B, which con-

New Smith Speedometer.

Interior mechanism ot the new Smith speedometer and mileage recorder.

sists of two steel cross members provided
with brass weights at each end.

Norfnally, when at rest, it assumes a
more vertical position

_ than that shown.
As the speed of the shaft increases its

position tends to become more horizontal,
and in course of doing so it moves the
double collar C which is connected to
the governor proper by the short shaft D.
The spindle E, which runs between the
faces of the double collar, is likewise
carried up the shaft, and, being attached
to_ the toothed quadrant F, and meshing
with a pinion fixed to the spindle G,
conveys motion to the indicator hand
which is attached thereto.

Mileage and Trip Recorder.
The mileage recorder and trip

mechanism are driven by the worm at
'

the top of the shaft. The governor
shaft is ground after hardening with the
greatest accuracy, and the double collar
IS a perfect fit on the shaft. The latter
runs in ball bearings top and bottom,

and the working
parts are lubricated
from a small grease
cup at the top of

the instrument. The
clearness of the
dial and the arrange-
ment of the mileage
recorder figures are
shown in the accom-
panvmg photograph.
The clip fitted to

the speedometer
illustrated herewith
is not the motor
cycle type, but is

designed for cycle
cars. It is ingenious
and has practically

a universal move-
ment, which greatly
facilitates fitment. It

must not be thought
that Messrs. Smith
and Sons only con-

Dial of the latest pattern Smith speedometer.

fine their attention to speedometers. Being
watchmakers they sell excellent motor
cycle watches, and glancing through
their new catalogue, which is now in

course of. preparation, we noticed a new
sidecar lamp, a new generator, and a
very practical tool roll among the more

'

lately introduced accessories.

THE "CUT-OUT" REGULA-
TIONS.

From reports received it appears tliat

the L.G.B. Order rendering it com-
pulsory for efficient silencers to be fitted,
is being strongly enforced, a large number
of motor cyclists having received sum-
monses. It IS, therefore, advisable that
motor cyclists should satisfy themselves
that the methods employed for the pre-
vention of noise are suitable and sufficient.

BI4
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PETROL CONSUAPTION.
TWO METHODS OF CHECKING RESULTS.

1347

A
FORTNIGHT ago we published

the results of the petrol cousump-
tion test held by the Sutton Cold-

field and Mid-Warwickshire Auto-

mobile Club, and it will be remembered

that the mileage per gallon accredited to

the winners was so extraordinary that it

was somewhat dilficult to believe. The
inutor bicycle class, for instance, was won
bv T. Pollock, on a 3i h.p. twin James,

,vho averaged 334 m.p.g., Dixon, who was
sicond on a similar machine, doing 320

m.p.g. The mileages of the winners of

the sidecar and cvcle car class, Howard
Smith (10 h.p! Singer) and P. W. Hill

(5-6 h.p. A.C.), were given as 87 and
101 m.p.g. respectively. As old motorists

'vo could hardly believe some of the
nmires, and considered that if such really

>aoraical results were possible, the per-
' niances were deserving of further pub-

...ity.

Noticing our comments, Messrs. Howard
Smith and P. W. Hill offered to repeat

I lie performance under our observation,

;.ud we willingly accepted this sporting

offer. As Mr. Smith was the first to

I

write Hs, we communicated with him,
and incidentally mentioned that we should
prefer the second test carried out in a
i.uher different way, viz., by using a
.-eparat« petrol tank holding, say, a quart
01 spirit. It may be remembered that
ilie Sutton Coldfield Club's method at

measuring the petrol used was for the

THE ANTI-GLARE VISOR
CAP.

What cyclist or motor cyclist has not
,Tt some time or other received a fright

on passing a car with glaring head lights?

\Ve illustrate herewith a. special cap
I'll motor cyclists, the invention of i\Ir.

H'liry Sturmey, the object of which is

i enable riders to face the glare of
' 'tor car head lights without being

/7.1ed. The cloth cover is clipped back
night, and when a car is encountered

'.iie peak is pulled down, so that the eyes

The Brsmco Anti-glare Visor cap.

{onipetitor to come to the starting point
with his tank full, cover the course of
twenty-four miles, the officials subse-
quently replenishing the tank and check-
ing the amount of petrol required to fill it.

Now, in our opinion, this method is

open to many inaccuracies, for such small
points as tyre inflation and sag of the
springs would affect the level of the
petrol and also the result. Besides that,
there is the possibility of air locks in the
petrol tank. We do not see that any
good purpose would be served by ' our
observing another test carried out on the
lines the organising club adopted, because
our figures would likewise be open to
inaccuracy, and it would further appear
that we doubted the ability of the

Silencer end seen on a successful Triumph at
the Coventry Club's hlll-dimb. The curved
outer plate screens the exit holes.

-?—•••-<-
are shaded by it from the bright light.
Some difficulty was met with in the
selection of a suitable colour, that finally

decided upon being a certain shade of
orange which effectually subdues dazzling
rays and yet does not obscure one's
vision of the road ahead. The cap will
be marketed under the name of the
" Anti-glare Visor Cap," and sold by
Messrs. Bramco, Ltd., 1, EUys Road,
Coventry.

ROTHERHAM
DECOMPRESSOR.

This decompressor, which has a valve
which allows a portion of the gases to
get away under compression, so reducing

Rotherham decompressor.

the pressure in the engine, is of the flat

type, and when forced against the upper
seating by the compression, the gas

ollicials of the Sutton Coldfield Cliib to

check correctly the results by the method
adopted, which is by no means the case.

Mr. Smith, on the other hand, is not
agreeable to using a separate tank as

we suggest, and which we consider the
only reliable method of testing the con-
sumption and consequently the test will

not be proceeded with.
We regret that the matter must end

there, unless our conditions are agreed
to, which is unfortunate, as the dis-

cussion has aroused considerable interest,

and a number of letters have reached as
expressing the different writers' pleasure
at our having taken the matter up.

The Limit Reached.

The result attained by the Singer
(87 m.p.g.) is equivalent to a ton milegae
of 58.725. Now Mr. Poppe in his article

on K fixes the absolute limit of con-
sumption at 59 ton miles per gallon with
a petrol consumption of .65 pint per
horse-power hour. Taking the gear of

the Singer as 4 to 1, K for this car
works out at 205—a rather high value,
which should enable a gradient of 1 in 9
to be climbed on top speed—and the ton
miles for this value of K amount to 24,
making the actual mileage 35.5. All
these figures are for a good macadam
road. Thus, according to Mr. Poppe,
the absolute limit for the 10 h.p. Singer
in miles per gallon is 87.4.

escapes through holes in the side of the
decompressor body. The handle which
operates it has a fibre ball on the end,
which enables it to be handled when hot.

NEW COMPRESSION TAP.
The gunmetal compression tap we

illustrate has been purposely designed by
Messrs. Rotherham to suit motor cycles
where there is little head room between
the tank and the cylinder. It is also
constructed with a
screw - down ball

tap instead of the
usual type, some
of the latter having
given trouble
through the
handles breaking
off,

" due to the
constant contrac-
tion and exp.nnsion
affecting the metal.
The screw is also
more certain in action because it cannot
stick, and the joint, which is formed by
a ball and seating, cannot leak and Is
said never to require grinding.

Rotherham compression
tap.

New spring oU drain plug noticed on a trade
Triumph entered (or the Coventry hill-climb.
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The Cox Streamline Carburetter.
A Single Lever Instrument of Ingenious Design.

ONE of the simplest automatic carburetters we
have )'et seen was recently shown us b)' Mr.
A. Cox, whose name is well known to those

motorists who have followed car competitions.

The principle of the carburetter is to obtain an auto-

matic balance between the throttle opening, air open-
ing, and jet orifice. This effect is produced in the

following manner :

The body of the carburetter is a plain vertical pipe

having a mixture outlet at right angles to the bore of

Details of the Cox carburetter.

A. Throttle barrel.

B. Carburetter body.
C. Jet needle.

D. Needle carrier.

E. .Needle gaide.
F. Jet.

H. Air cholie tube.
K. Float chamber and hot air intake.

the pipe. In this body slides a throttle barrel of

peculiar shape A. It will be noticed by reference to

the .sketch that the air passage (as shown by dotted

lines) is arranged to give a streamline effect, hence
the name of the carburetter. The throttle barrel is

normally held down by the action of a coil spring, but

may be raised by means of a Bowden cable, thus

uncovering the throttle port and at the same time open-

ing the air ports seen at the bottom of the body B.

Now the throttle barrel carries with it the jet needle _

C, which by means of the screwed needle carrier D
can be raised or lowered in relation to A by simply

turning the milled head from the outside. The effect

of this is to vary the pick up of the engine, for the

iet needle is only taper for a short distance, there being

B20

The 1914 model 8 h.p. EnOeld Autolette which, as will be seen, has a new and
improved type of body. The chassis has been improved in detail only, but the

Autocar Enfiell Co. will introduce an additional loui-cyllnder model for 1914

two long parallel sections, one at each end, which con-

trol the size of the orifice. Thus it will be seen that

the action of opening the throttle and air also in-

creases the amount of petrol which is allowed to flow

and automatically corrects the mixture. A special

guide E is screwe_d on to the top of the jet F and
keeps the needle central, while the jet orifice is faced

with nickel to prevent undue enlargement. A small

amount of air for slow running reaches the jet through
the cone H, and the quantity may be regulated by the

small lever at the base of the hot air jacket K. The
small adjustment visible, projecting from the slot in

fig. B acts as a stop to prevent the throttle being
entirely closed, and so regulates slow running.

The carburetter vfe inspected was designed for

passenger machines, and we are told that it has proved
very satisfactory, and we are looking fonvard to a trial

at an early date, _ as so simple a carburetter as the

Cox Streamline should have a big futin-e. The device
is to be handled by the Electric Ignition Co., of

Sampson Road North, Bimiingham.

The latest model 10 h.p. four-cylinder A.C. four-wheeler at the summit ol

Swerford Heath Hill in the Coventry club's hill-climb.
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An Original Two-stroke Cycle Car.
Features: Two-cylinder, Two-slroke Engine; Three Speeds and Reverse; Foof-star(er;

^ One-piece Body.

WE have just inspected one of

quite the most interesting cycle

cars that it has been our lot

to come across up to tlie present,

li IS manufactured by Messrs. Ralph
l.ickson and Edwards, Altrincham. The
lisifncr is an eminently suitable person

I undertake such work, tor he was re-

:>on8ibre for the Eagle runabout, which
iitaincd such a vogue some seven or eight

ars ago, and which in its day supplied

;i link between the car proper and the

motor cycle, and thus was one of the pre-

. iirsors to the modern cycle car.

.\nv vehicle coming from Mr. Jack-

n's' designs is likely to strike an un-

Mivcntional not€, and this is the case

ith the Jackson cycle car, but in calling

unconventional we do not in the least

riply that it is in any way freakish,

uite the contrary, in fact, for practically

\L-rv detail incorporated is well tried,

lid " the novel titments are all on the

IK'S of ingenious improvement.

The Engine and Foot-starter.

To start with the motor is a two-

ylinder two-stroke placed vertically in

liont. The cooling of the motor is

hy thermo-syphon circulation of the

'."ater in conjunction with a A-ery

.at design of radiator made up by plain

,-iraight copper tubes without gills. One
"f the cleverest things about the motor
IS the casting, of the base chamber to

I'iiine up and meet the cylinders, the
ilumiiiium base having the transfer ports

. ;ust integral. The gas is supplied by a
Sfiispray carburetter, delivering the mix-
ture into the base chamber extension to

the cylinders. Ignition is by Bosch
magneto, chain-driven from the front end

i the crankshaft. -Lubrication is by
- iTce pump, delivering oil to all bearings
under a pressure of about 30 lbs. This
I5 a great advance on general cheap car
design. Another great improvement is

the entire removal of a starting handle.

The complete 8 h.p, underslunj Jackson, showing one-piece body, large wheels and tyres and neat radiator.

the motor being started from the driver's

seat by means of simply pressing down
the left pedal, which has stamped on its

face the word "Start." This is effected

by the pedal being connected rigidly to

a yoke, so that when the pedal is de-

pressed the top half of the yoke moves
forward and the bottom half rearwards.
At the two ends of the yoke are cables
connected to a chain running on two
horizontal rollers, and thence carried
round the forward end of the crankshaft.
It is obvious that pressure on the pedal
causes the chain sprocket to revolve,
carrying the crankshaft with it, and as
the yoke is long, considerable leverage is

obtained, and the shaft is easily rotated
at sufficient speed to start the engine.

Transmission and Springing.

The gear is a three-.5peed and reverse
arranged on the epicyclio principle, the

gear bands and di-ums being encased in

an extension of the base chamber casting,

close up to the engine, thus ensuring
perfect alignment. There are no side

levers of any description on the chassis,

the control throughout being by pedals.

Prom the gear box the drive is by a long
shaft to the worm driven back axle, the

3^^X ^
Ik H r '' mi^
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Jackson two-stroke engine showing: starting device whicli is worked by the driver's left pedal.

Patent hanging link shock absorber on tho
J.-i:kson two-stroke cycle car. The hub link swinj?
radially on the long bearing.

worm being underneath its wheel, but
there is no angularity on the propeiler-

shaft which would entail wear on Jie

universal joint, for the whole chassis is

under-slung, front and rear. This natur-
ally gives great stability, and at the same
time allows the side members of the frame
to be kept narrow and straight through-
out. One of the most striking points

about the rear axle is the absence of

brakes on the wheels themselves, but two
internal expanding brakes are fitted inside

the difierential box. The effect of this

design is to give great neatness to the

rear end of tlie chassis, but the obvious

disadvantage is the (jo.ssibilitv of small

metal particles worn from the brake shoes
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An Original Two-stroke Cycle Car.
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Another excellent effect obtained is

that of rendering all fo.ur wheels detach-
able and interchangeable.

Tlie coachwork is a remarkable piece of
work, even in these days of clever panel
beating, for it is all in one piece with the
scuttle dash, and is both graceful in

design, strong, and light. It is so
arranged that it can be liinged up in a
moment, leaving the chassis entirely

(1) Side view showing underslung Iiame, metbod of springing, twIn-cyUndei
' engine and large tyres.

(2) Bear view. Note ttie springing, bacli axle, gear box and shaft drive.

exposed for cleaning or adjustment. This
type of body ensures an absence of all

irritating little rattles, so difficult to
avoid on most light coachwork.
The Jackson will be made with two

different engine sizes, though the chassis
will be standardised. Although of

staunch construction, the chassis weight,

OCTOBER i6ih, 1913.

we are assured, is considerably under
5 cwt.
One final point should be noticed. The

little car is provided with tyres of 90 nioi.

section, the designer realising, evidently,
that the speed obtainable with this class

of macliine makes a generous tyre size

advisable, aud in the long run economical.

AN EXPERIMENTAL
SPRING FRAME.

The subject of spring frames and
their desirability on motor cycles has
many times been discussed in these
pages, consequently it was a great
pleasure, when on a recent visit to the
Douglas works, to notice a 2| h.p. mount
fitted with a spring frame. Mr.
Douglas impressed on us the fact that
it was a purely experimental model and

An experimental Douglas spring frame,

that nothing will be marketed without
thorough test. As will be seen from the
accompanying sketch, the springing is on
similar lines to those of the Douglas
front fork, that is to say, the rear part
of the frame has shackles top and
bottom, and its movement is controlled

by double coil springs in tension, which
support the rider and the rear part of

the main frame, and allow the back
wheel to rise and fall over inequalities

iu the road.

F.N. SIDECAR FOR 1914.
A complete F.N. sidecar outfit is to

be marketed in 1914. A standard design
of sidecar has been settled upon of the
wicker variety, and it will retail at £10
10s. There are a number of special

features about it, including double
parallel tubes to the frame, particularly
easy "C" springs, and a specially

strong mudguard security. The method
of security can be seen in the photo-
graph, the stays all terminating at one
point, and, in fact, forming an inverted
.-, y >.

The four-cylinder two-speed P.N. is

largely used for sidecar work, and this

faet has naturally induced the makers to

market the complete vehicle.

G.W.K. 1914 MODELS.
The G.W.K. firm is one of the few

cycle car manufacturers who have been
successful with the design of their

vehicle from the very first, and conse-

quently it is not strange to have to

record that the 1914 models have been
but slightly altered. The engine head
is now domed instead of _ flat so ^as to

provide an extra water space, a centri-

fugal instead of a geared pump is to be
fitted, wider timing chains are now
supplied, and the back axle and bevel
are of B.N.D. steel. As, during the
yeai', the G.W.K. had a magnificent
record of successes to its credit, it is

absolutely in the front rank of cycle

cars.

A new departure for the F.N. Co. is the 5-6 h.p. complete sidecar ovUnt illustrated above. Observe the

stiong mudguard stays to the sidecar wheel.
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Another New Cycle Car.

side view of chassis.

THE Deptford Motor Co., 2, Evelyn
Street, Eotlierhithe, S.E., have
introduced a new cycle car, which
is really the outcome of the Duo,

:< Mr. de Peyrecave, having severed his

unection with the latter company, Iras

iw devoted his attention to the produc-
iwn of a new vehicle, which is to be

luio^vn as the "Deptford." The model
which we inspected the other day was
not quite in its final state. The first

lassis is fitted with a Precision engine,
liile the new type will be driven by an
10 h.p.

_
Blumfield, 88 x 90, twin-

linder, either air or water-cooled. The
magneto will be gear-driven and forced
lubrication will be fitted. At the present
time the carburetter is the Claudel--Hobson,
Imt the final type of carburetter has not
yet been decided upon.
The chassis is of channel steel, inswept

it the front and strengthened by cross
iiembers. The engine is set transversely

. front of this, and the drive is through
.. large 15in. leather to metal cone clutch,

and between it and the gear box the
lOwer is transmitted by means of a shaft
provided with a leather universal joint at

ach end. The gear bos contains two
liceds and reverse. There is only one
luving pinion, which slides on a feathered
.aft, and engages the top speed by

THE 8 h.p. WATER-COOLED DEPTFORD.

Flan view showing gearbox and transmission-shaft.

meshing with an internally toothed ring,

while movement in the other direction
slides it into engagement with the second
speed wheel on the lay-shaft. The
reverse pinion is carried underneath.
Both gearshafts have ball bearings, and
the power is transmitted to the cross-

Front view ol the Beptlord chassis.
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THE CYLCLEAN CLEANING PROCESS.
Although many motor cyclists prefer to

t ike down their own engines and remove
t lie carbon deposit themselves, there are

imerous others who would gladly pay a
•x shillings to be saved the trouble, and

- is for these that the Cylclean process is

pecially welcomed. In the case of a
iiuch used machine it is better to remove
the cylinder, but this process can be re-

onunended to anybody who has a new
iigine, in which case the internal mecha-
iin is bound to be in good order.

ilecently, after a tremendous grinding in

the Six Days Trials, we had one of onr
machines cleaned out by this process,

liich is, of course, an enormous saving
1 time. As soon as the oxygen was
tpplied, together with the gas jet, the
ubon burnt up with extraordinary

Kipidity, starting with a brilliant flame
iud ending witli a shower of sparks ; but
the mo.st interesting part of the process

,13 wlien the oxj'gen was applied to the
vhaust pipe, which, in this instance, was

I long one possessing a curve and a flat-

tened end, which rendered it practically

impossible to clean out even with the aid of

a brush. On the application of the oxygen
the immense amount of oil and soot which
had collected burnt so fiercely that it

began by smoking' like a factory cliimney,

followed by a burst of flame, and ending
with a shower of sparks. After a few
minutes' application of the oxygen every
particle was burnt out, and it was abso-

lutely dean. The cause for the engine
being in tliis condition was due to the

excessive amount of oil given to it, firstly

because it was brand new, and secondly

because the exigencies of the country
required an abnormally low gear to be
obtained through the adjustable pulley.

The operation above referred to was most
satisfactorily carried out by Messrs. Sully

and Co., Old Town, Clapham, S.W., one
of the pioneers of the Cylclean process.

The cost of cleaning a single-cylinder

engine by the Cylclean process is 5s. 6d.,

a 2% h.p. twin 4s. 6d., and twins of 5-6

h.p. to 7-8 h.p. 5s.

shaft by means of a bevel gearing. This
shaft is supported where necessary on
ball bearings. On each end of the shaft
are pulleys, the two flanges of which are
pressed up against one another by means
of an internally enclosed spring. The old

Duo system of pivoting the back axle so

as to take up any slack in the belt is

retained, and the effect of tightening the
belt beyond the normal is to force the
latter down the pulley, and, consequently,
give a lower gear ratio. If the lever be
moved to its fullest extent it operates the
cam of the internal expanding brakes,
thus bringing them into action. In the
final model the brake drums will be very
wide, and two brakes, both internally

expanding, will be carried side by side.

As in the earlier type Duo, wire steer-

ing is fitted and the chassis is slung on
quarter-elliptical springs fore and aft.

It is interesting to note that vanes are

fitted to the periphery of the female

m.ember of the clutch. The latter ia

enclosed, and creates a forced draught so

that the cooling should be effective.

Undershields are fitted both beneath the

engine and gear box as far as the bevel.

The gear ratios on top speed given by
the adjustable pulley can be varied be-

tween 4 and 6^ to 1, and on the low speed
between 10 and 14 to 1.

A DOUBLE PISTON RING.
A sample of a patent piston ring has

been sent us by Mr. A. E. Mengue, of

Victoria Works, Englefield Green, Surrey.

The device consists of a main ring on the
usual lines, but recessed to take a second
smaller ring within it. The smaller ring

The Mengue double piston ring.

is kept from rotating by a stop formed
in the groove ,within which it lies, thus

the diagonal slot is always covered. It is

claimed that this gives better compression

and tends to keep the cylinder clean.

The ring has alreaely been well proved on
the Continent.
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Freak Ascents of Normal Mountains.

THE adventurous motor cyclist may wake up one

morning, find his engine in remarkably good
tune, pack his machine before breakfast on his

one thousand Irorse-power aeroplane, and before lunch

find himself at the foot of Mont Blanc. An hour or

two later will see him landing at the summit, the

cynosure of the en\'ious foot toilers. Yes, he may do
tills in the wonderful twenty-first century to come, but

I do not think he will carry out such an expedition

anv time much nearer than 2000 a.d.

But he has gone quite a way towards training for

such a project. Already Ben Nevis, Helvellyn,

Snowdon, and Skiddaw have had to yield the peace
of their rugged sides to the all pervading on-rush of

the petrol engine. Where a man, mule, sheep, or

goat can go, there it would seem can a motor cycle

if geared low and driven by a skilful resolute driver.

But, seriously, is it not about time to call a halt in ,,

this mountain scaling enterprise ? One
hears a great deal of the inclusion of freak

hills in competitions, but when all the

mountains in the kingdom are overcome,
what is a miserable little rise of one in

three for a few hundred yards at a time
and thea downhill again, perhaps, to cool

the exhausted engine.

This super-climbing can be overdone. One can

almost imagine nature calling out for protection against

these " freak " riders. " We are quite normal moun-
tains," Helvellyn might whisper to Skiddaw,." why then

must we be tackled in this extraordinary manner?"
" Yes," answers Skiddaw, " but our little brother

Gastack Beck can still cause them a lot of trouble!
''

There still remains a few little test hills to be

conquered. The fitting of a helicopter device should

make Nelson's Column quite rideable. An easier, but

none the less meritorious climb, would be the several

hundred steps of the Monument. There are several

other llkelv " test hills " that could be mentioned.

FROM COAST TO COAST OF AMERICA BY
MOTOH CYCLE AND SIDECAR.

The above photographs were taken during the first

Trans-continental trip undertaken by Mr. anl ]Mrs.

Leroy Snodgrass on a four-cylinder Henderson, and
give some idea of some of the many and varied

difficulties encountered.

But the cold fact remains that many very

ordinary motor cyclists, despite the

Jierolc acts of the mountaineers, will continue

to fail on ordinary hills, albeit mounted on

jjipjrently similar mounts, which gives one to

think that the man, more than the machine, is the

agent on these freak climbs. Sparks.
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
A Lock Nut Device.

We recently exaniinecl, and illustrate

herewith, a device for locking nnts on
pins and bolts which is automatic in

action and not only locks the nut securely

on the thread in such a way that it

cannot turn back without a catch being
released by the spanner, but the device
enables the nut to be unscrewed and

The whole follows lines usually adopted
in motor cycle magneto construction, and
the finish of the interior portions is dis-

tinctly good. Both ends of the armature
are supported on cage ball bearings,

wliile the condenser is carried over the
armature, as will be seen from the accom-
panying illustration.

As regards the contact breaker ; owing
to centrifugal action the platinum points

come into contact in a positive manner
at high speed, thus permitting the use
of a weaker spring and lessening the wear
on the cam, while the fibre roller is ad-

justable for wear, the fibre being divided

into sections, so that in the event of one
portion being worn it may be turned
round so that an unworn part comes into

action. These sections are held in position

by means of springs. The contact

breaker is so arranged that in the fully

retarded position the current is short cir-

screwed up again any number of times
without impairing the safety of this lock.

It does not require any special tool, pin
or unlocking device, and can be un-
locked by the application of a jaw or

box spanner from any direction. This
lock nut is made bj- th.> l!e.\ Lock Nut
Co.. "f 40. Winchester House, Victoria

Square, Birmingham. The nut is slotted

at the side and carries therein a pawl,
which engages with the thread on the
pin On screwing up the nut the pawl
over-runs until the nut comes to rest.

If the nut has any tendency to unscrew
the pawl engages and prevents the nut
moving. To release the nut the pawl is

disengaged by the application of the
spanner, when the nut can be easily

turned off. It is being made in all motor
cycle sizes from iin. upwards.

The Splitdorf Magneto.

A new magneto which has made its

appearance in this counrty is the Split-

dorf, made by the Splitdorf Electrical
Company, Newark, N.J.. whose London
otiices are's, City Road. E.C. The mag-
neto may be known by name to some of
'lur readers who have followed tlie motor
cycle movement in the States. It is par-
ticularly well-made and is absolutely
^vaterproof.

Contact breaker of the Splitdorf magneto
showing adjustable rollers,

cnited and the magneto put out of action,
thus earthing the primary current from
the condenser. This is brought about by
means of the pin inside 'the contact
breaker cover, which comes in contact
with the spring conducting the current
from the condenser. The main bearings
of the magneto are provided with oil

cups, which retain sufficient oil for one
thousand miles. Particular care has been
taken to render the high tension terminal
watertight. On the whole, we are dis-

tinctly pleased with the manner in which
this magneto is designed and built.

The Spencer-Moulton three-
ribbed tyre.

The Splitdorf magneto showing the complete magneto machine, Ihe pole pieces with the condenser
situated above, the armature, and the waterproof high tension terminal.

Spencer-Moulton Tyres.

The now Spencer-iMoulton tyres, manu-
factured by Jlessrs. George Spencer

Moulton and Co., Ltd., 77, Cannon
Street, E.G., are excellent examples of the

tyre manufacturer's work. The three-

libbed cover
which we illu.s-

trate herewith is

a favourite pat-

tern. It has a
long flap inside

to protect the
tube. There are

three layers of

canvas and tho
tread is of ample
thickness. Owing
to the ventila-

tion of tho
tread afforded

by the circum-
ferential grooves
it keeps ex-
tremely cool.

Quite a novelty
is the introduc-
tion of the com-
bination rubber
and steel-studded

Cover, a section of which we illustrate.
The tread is composed of alternate rubber
lozenges and steel studs, so arranged
that both rubber
and steel are in

contact with the
road at the same
time, thus en-

suring a grip of

the road what-
ever may be the
condition of the
surface, holding
equally well on
country roads
and on stone
setts.

Messrs. Spen-
cer - JI o u 1 1 o n
have many testi-

monials in their
books as to the
excellent running
of these tyres on

"°™""' "" ""'" '<'*?-—

'

motor cycles, Spencer-Moulton rubber and

and are now ='««' =""'''='' 'y*-

pursuing a vigorous policy towards making
them popular among riders.

New Bates Non-skid.

Messrs. W. and A. Bates, Ltd., St.
Mary's Mills, Leicester, have just intro-
duced a new
motor cycle tyre.

The tread, it will

be noticed, is of

the herring-bone
pattern, and is

provided w i t h
ridges at the
side, which, we
are told, are
excellent p r e -

ventives against
sideslip, rendering
tlie tyre most
suitable for winter riding. This cover
will be made in the special heavy type
only, 25 X 21. at £2 7s. 6d. per cover.

n27
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The racing season at Povtmarnock was bronght to a con-
clnsion on Saturday last when the fifty miles open handicap,
which liad .been postponed from two previous meetings,
was run off, together with a six miles scratch race. The
scratch race resulted in a win for F. J. Walker (Rudge),
who beat C. B. Franklin (Indian) somewhat easily. There
would have been a very good race in the fifty miles handi-
cap between F. J. Walker and W. Curtis, who were both
oa the five minute mark, but Walker's machine was sluggish
m starting and he lost a good two miles 'in the first" five
minutes. Although he ran a neck and neck race with Curtis
for nearly thirty miles, he was never able to recover lost
ground and ultimately was beaten by nearly five minutes.

RACING AT PORTMARNOCK.
V\'e append the results

:

Six Miles Scr.wch Race (SCO c.c. machines).

Time.
1. F. J. AValker (31 Rudge) 7m. 18^3
2. C. B. Franklin (3i"Indian) 7m. 42s
3. W". Curtis (3i Indian) 7m. 51s.

FiriY Miles Open Handicap (500 c.c. machines).

Start. Time.
1. W, Curtis (3^ Indian) 5m. ... Ih. 6m. Ois.

2, F. J. Walker (3^ Rudge) 5m. ... Ih. 10m. 50s.

Only the above two finished.

CLUB NEWS.
"THE MOTOR CYCLE" DIARY.

Oct. 18th.—Birmingham M.C.C. Annual Autumn Trials
begin.

Cycle Car Club Fast and Slow Hill-climb at
Tilburstow Hill, near Godstone.

„ Liverpool A. C.C. Hill-clirab.

Walthamstow M.C. Run to Harlow.

Islington and District M.C.C.
The recent reliability trial to Clacton and back resulted as

follows
: 1, A. G. Peppercorn (3^ Bradbun') ; 2, A. E. Hicks

(3^ Ariel sc.)
; 3, H. Peppercorn (.2| Chater-De Dion) ; 4, W

Briggs (7-8 Chater-Lea sc); 5, A. Jennini>s (34 Win-Preci-
sion sc); 6, H. Ward (4^ Grandex-Precismn sc).

WaltHamstow M.C.

The W. S. Low Cup Competition was held over a course
in Essex of seventy-five miles, which had to be covered
twice. Competitors had to ride at 20 m.p.h. non-stop, and
the nearest to schedule at checks was the winner of cup
and. gold medal. Some very steep hills and acute bends
were encountered, and with plenty of rain falling the
competitors had a very strenuous time. The results were
as follows :

Time error.
Rider and machine. m. s.

1. G. Bax (3| Scott) 20-^

2. F. W. Applebee (3^ B.S.A.) 34|
3. A. G. Peppercorn (3^ Bradbury) ... 1 54|

J. W. Percival, the holder (6 Chater-Lea sc), made best
time (l|s. error), but was disqualified for stopping on
Low Hill.

F. Docdson, of Shipley, Yorks., with the 3). h.p. Elswick and sidecar, on which
he has been singularly successful in past competitions, his latest success being
the fastest lime in solo class, and winner of the Rolani Winn trophv at the
Bradlord M.C.C. recent speed trials.

Malvern and District M.C.C.

The Kidderminster, Dudley, Cheltenham, and Malvern
clubs are taking part in the speed trial at Blackmore
Park on the 18th inst. at 2 p.m. There will be seven
classes, on time and formula. The distance is roughly
threequarters of a mile, with a flying start, and plenty
of room to pull up, the whole distance bein^ perfectly,

straight and almost dead level. The surface is in good-
condition, and electrical timing will be used.

Bradlord M.C.C.

A hill-climb was held on the 11th inst. on Beaidah Hill,

near Leeds. There were four classes to be decided—Class

I., solo machines, any c.c, on handicap; Class II., any
sidecar combination, on handicap; Class III., solo machines,
scratch; and Class IV., sidecar combinations, scratch. Un-
fortunately, owing to the number of entries (over

fifty) and the shortness of the afternoon. Classes III. and
IV. had to be postponed until next Saturday. Results :

Class I., for the triumph Challenge Cup.—1, J. W. M.
SprouUe (3i P. and M.); 2, S. Todd (3i P. and M.); 3,

G. "Hawkin (3i T.T. Rudge).
Class II.—1, C. Sydney (3i Bradburj' sc.) ; 2, Ellison

Hawkes (5-6 Rudge sc); 3, E. Stocks (5-5 Rudge sc).

As the result of good handicapping there were some
exceedingly good finishes.

H.A.R.C.

A hill-climb took place at Closney Hill, Tring. The
event began in a pouring rain, the road therefore being
very slippery. Results :

Class A.—350 c.c.

1. J. T. Ganda (Douglas)

CL.iSS B,—500 c.c

1. P. Burgess (J.A.P.)

Class C—1,000 c.c.

1. S. Bhan (Zenith)

m. s.

1 58

1 45

1 30

Mid. Bucks. M.C.C.

A members' speed trial took place in Aston Clinton Park,
near Aylesbury (by kind permission of Lady Battersea), on
the 9th inst.

" Results :

Class I.—Motor Cycles up to 350 c.c.

Time. Formula.
1. H. S. Knowles (2i Torpedo-Precision) 36is. ... 1,312
2. M. W. Allen (2i Douglas) 35is. ... 1,387

Class II,—Motor Cycles over 350 c.c. and up to 600 c.c.

1. C. H. Wright (3i Rudge) 29|s. ... 1.156
2. E. H. Littledale (3i Ariel) 32|s 1,187

Class III.—Passenger Machines.
1. J. W. Tollady (3i Singer sc) 38-^s. ... 1.356

2. E, G. Eborn (34 Eborn-Greeu-Precisiou) 44s. ... 1,648

The above three classes were decided by Tim Motor Ci/i-le

formula..

Cl-ASs. IV.—Motor Cycles of Unlimited Capacity. For
Douglas Challenge Cup and Zenith Gold Medal.

Actual N et

Time. Handicap. Time
1. *J. W. Tollady (3^ Singer) ... 28is. ... Is. ... 27?s.

2. C. H. Wright (3i Rudge) ... 30|s. ... 2is. ... 27|s.
* Winner of club gold medal.
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WHATA NICE
SIDE-CAR!

Copy of ont of Uu many testimonials toe receive ••

—

Rose Cottage,

Watchet, Somersel.

Dear Sirs. Oct. 4lh. 1913.

I wish to thank you for the prompt delivery

of ihe Sidecar I received from you, and must

say I am highly pleased with it in every way, It

is a well made and highly finished car, and all

who have ridden in it say how comfortable it is.

All my friends say "WHAT A NICE
SIDECAR/* and I agree with them.

Wishing the " Hercules " Sidecars every

BQCcess, I am, Gentlemen,

Yours sincerely,

W. M. GRAY.

PRICE S.12-12- O
OR EASf PAfMEKTS IF DESIRED

HERCULES
CYCLE & MOTOR C? LTy

CONYBERE ST

BIRMINGHAM

N^ED FAT N«ai04.5/:i

Second Edition

NOfV READYHAND
CAMERAS

A book for amateur photographers
By R. Child Bayley

{Editor "Photography and Focus")

^HIS new edition has been

very fully revised, and many
alterations made in order to

bri?ig it up to date in all

details.

A niunber of new plates have
been also included.

Price 1/6 net. By Post 1/9

Indispensable to the amateur worker.

Obtamable from

—

Iliffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.,

And all Icadlns booksellers*

ram
H QUALITY

The/both mean the same thing".

PERFECTION
PROVED.

Proof of Pedley perfection is provided
by- the fact that nearly all the most
important events of the last two years
have been won by riders using Pedley
Belts or Tyres.

Allow us to send you a list of the awar4s gained by
Pedley. It will astonish you.

All the most successful competition riders

—men who know which is the best from
experience—pin their faith exclusively

to Pedley.

Private users who have obtained greater

mileage and greater satisfaction from
Pedley Tyres and Belts, confirm the

excellence of Pedley quahty.
Allow us to send you copies of letters testifying to 5,000
niiles and upwards, and still rendering splendid service.

PEDLEY PERFECTION IS DUE TO
ONE VITAL FACTOR— QUALITY.
Pedley and Quality are inseparable terms.

PEDLEY PNEUMATIC GRIPS (Regd)
relieve all strains due to vibration, and

give a magnificent sripping surface.
Reduced price .. .. 3/6 per pair.

J. PEDLEY & SON, Ltd., Gt. Charles St., Birmingham.
London : 30, Holywell Lane, E.C.

In annwerinif these advertiKcments it is dexlrahh to mention "The Motor Cycle." B29
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'MAKERofMOtor CYCLEHISTOR Y,

'

The history of the

MATCHLESS is the

tale of the rise and

spread of

tno t or

cycling.

Since its introduction it has gained

—

1 5 A.C.U. CHAMPIONSHIPS,
9 SPECIAL AWARDS in the A.C.U.

SIX DAYS TRIALS,

3 FIRSTS and 3 SECONDS in the

TOURIST TROPHY RACES,
and been selected to represent Great Britain in

EVERY INTERNATIONAL CONTEST.

!r.!ro'„lt:rirnt h. collier & sons, ltd.,
where latest models PUJMSTEAD. -
can be inspected. ' LONDON.

FOR 1914

—a// Twins.

For 1914 — many

ingenious detail

refinements, and

the use of twin-

cylinder engines

exclusively, is the

programme. In-

creased efficiency

—^smart appear-
a n c e—a n d very
advanced designs,

ensure a popular

demand for the
new models . ,

:i

O2 ^'P*

Twin - cylinder, 498
C.C., two-speed gear
and free engine,

drive.

belt

6fmm Twin - cylinder, 830 pm ^\y L c.c, chain drive, three- ' / ^1 1" § ll*P« speed countershaft ^ ^ %^ n»p,
gear, 26 x 3in. tvres.

""^

Twin - cylinder, 99^
C.C., chain drive, three-

p, speed countershaft^ gear, 28 x 3in. tyres*

1:

THE N.S.U. TWO-
SPEED GEAR AND
Free Engine Pulley

can be fitted to practically every

well-known make of motor cycle.

Is lighter than any other gear

on the market—^nd remarkably

frlctionless on the low speed.

I

£7 - - (with fixed pulley)

£8 (with adjustable pulley)

1 n c 1 u d Tn g ail Fittings.
IDEAL FOR SIDECAR WORK.

THE N.S.U. MOTOR COMPANY, LIMITED.
Offices and Showrooms 186, Great Portland Street, London, W. Goods and Repairs—83-85, Bolsover Street, London, W.

B30 In anawtring these advertisements it is desirable to mKntwn ''The Motor Cycle."
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3Iub News.

—

Wrexham and District M.C.

This club was formed last week, with headquarters at the

Imperial Hotel, Wrexham. J. R. Hardwick.Hon. sec., Mr.

It IS proposed to affiliate to the A.C.U.

Harrogate and District M.C.C.

The weather was not very satisfactory when the above
cUlb lield their members' hill-climb un tlie 4th iiust., at

Suowden Bank, between Otley and Blubberhouses. The hill,

which has an average gradient of about 1 in 8 for nearly halt

a mile, was in splendid condition. Results :

Clas-s I.—Lightweights.

Rider and macliine. Fig. of merit.

1. G. Hill (23 Sunbeam) 132

2. C. Falkenbridge {2| A.J.S.) 135

C. Falkenbridge fastest time, 26s.

Cl.vss II.—Single-cylinder Touring Machines.

1. W. E. Grange (3i "Bradbiirv) 147
2. C. A. Nettleton (3i New-Hudson) 154

W. E. Grange fastest time, 22fs.

Class III.—Single-cylinder Sidecar Machines.
158
147

Machines.
145

... 152.5

presented to the

1. C. A. Nettleton (3i New-Hudson)
2. R. Swift (3i Bradbury) ...

R. Swift fastest time, 37|s.

Class IV.—Multi-cylinder Sideca

1. W. Fawcett (5-6 A.J.S.)

2. W. N. Fawcett (6 Zenith)

r. Lister fastest time, 25s.

Final Cl.4SS.—For the Pilcher Trophy.
!iib by Messrs. Pilchers, Ltd. To be won three times in

"1,'ession. The winner of each class only to compete, and
L' greatest improvement on time previously made to con-

tiite the winner.
Improvement.

1. C. A. Nettleton (a!^ New-Hudson) Ifs.

2. G. HUl (21 Sunbeam) .., Is.

C. A. Nettleton becomes the possessor of the Pilcher

i'l'uphy, having won it three years in succession.
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Dumfries and District M.C.C.
The reliability run for the Irving Cup was held on the

2ud inst., and the results are as follow : 1, J. Smith (54
B.S.A.), 200 marks; 2 1. Dinwiddie (5 Rex), 190; 3, T. K.
Newbigging (6 Rex and sc.) and Jos. Wilson (7 Indian), 185.
There were fourteen entries, but two did not turn up. T.
Edgar completed the course without loss of marks, biit mis-
took the route and was disqualified in consequence. The
machine ridden b/ Ian Dinwiddie is six years old, with
accumulator ignition.

North Staffordshire M.C.

The last event of the season, a hill-climb, was held at
WinkhiU, and the results appear below.

Class I.—Up to 600 c.c.

On formula. On time.

1. J. Sproston (2J Sunbeam) 1. J. Sproston (23 Sunbeam)
2. H. W. Teeton (3s James) 2. C. Knight (3i Triumph)
3. A. Miller (3i Eudge,

Class II.—^Unlimited.

1. J. Sproston (2J Sunbeam) 1. C. Knight (3i Triumph)
2. A. Miller (3i Rudge) 2. J. Sproston (2| Sunbeam)
3. H. W. Teeton (5| James)

Oxford M.C.C.

The members' hill-climb was held at the beginning of the
month at a hill out of Letcombe Basset. The winners were
as follows

:

Class A (350 c.c.)—L. Eastwood (2| Douglas), silver

medal, figure of merit 89.15.

Class B (500 c.c.)—S. A. Rowlandson (3| Rudge), figure

of merit 81.65; G. Blagrove (3^- Rudge), Triumph gold

medal, 89.23; F. G. Alden (3^- Triumph), 93.19; F. H.
Barton (34- Triumph), novices' bronze medal, 107.26.

Class C (multi-cylinder, 350 c.c.)—A. .Tames (6 Zenith),

figure of merit 114.36; H. G. R. Slingo (5-6 Clyno), 127.59..

Class D (passenger).—H. R. Annis (3^- New Hudson sc),

Morris silver cup, figure of merit 90.42; H. G. R. Slingo

(5-6 Clyno sc), 99.79; R. Holloway (8 Bat sc), 104.08.

Class E (cars and cycle cars).—W. R. Morris (10 Morris-

Oxford), figure of merit 75.13.

THE 499 c.c. TWIN MAGNAT-DEBON.
The accompanying illustration shows the latest example of

-I' ilagnat-Debon motor cycle.

Ihe machine is a 4^ h.p. twin, the cylinders of which are

t at forty-five degrees, the bore is 66 mm. and the stroke

J mm., the c.c. being 499. The engine is a high speed one
1(1 designed to turn over at 3,000 r.p.m. Both valves are

A SPRING SADDLE PILLAR.
An interesting design of spring saddle pillar is illustrated

herewith. As will be seen from the sketch, the pillar is

carried on long arms pivoted to the lower tank tube and
suspended by tension springs from the back stays. An
alternative design shows the rear end supported on com-
pression springs. Either of these forms of suspension

Belt side ol the latest pattern 41 b.p. Magnat Debon twin cylind;r machine.

tanged on the top of the cylinder. The total weight is

I 'ut 130 lbs. The machine is provided with a plate clutch
the rear hub and also with an automatic pulley,

i he diameter of tlie pulley increases according as the
rk absorbed is equivalent to that given out by the engine.
i)c pulley varies in diameter from about 3^- inches to 5i
hes.

An original design o( springing the seat pillar of a motor cycle.

coupled with the usual saddle springs should give a most
luxurious riding motion. The smaller illustration shows a
meU.od of enclosing the actuating springs, a recoil spring
being fitted in this design. Tiiis should make the wol-king
parts weatherproof without materially increasing the weight.
The fitting will shortly be marketed bj' Messrs. Beard-
Brown and Co., Doddridge Street, Northampton.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and out replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and on one

side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
Questions bearing on technical subjects.

Walsall to Leeds.

1 should be much obliged if

you would kindly give me the

hss,i route from Walsall to Leeds
via Cleckheaton.—E.V.C.

Yom' best route would be as follows :

Walsall, Lichfield, Abbots Bromley,
Uttoxeter, Ashbourne, Hartington, Bux-
ton, Chapel-en-le-Frith, Glossop, near

Hoimfirth, Huddersfield, along the Leeds
Road until half way to Leeds, where
branch off for Cleckheaton, whence
Leeds is easily reached.

A Question ol Jet Sizes.

I shall be obliged if you will

tell me— (1.) What are the usual

sizes of jets in the Triumph
carburetter? (2.) Please give

the corresponding sizes on the

imperial standard wire gauge or in

decimal parts of an inch. (3.) The
jet I am using is something between
.032 and .028, but I have had to reduce
the diameter of the choke tube.

Should this give more economical run-

ning than using a bigger jet with the

choke tube as fitted (1910)?—F.B.B.

The usual size of jtt used in tne Triumph
carburetter is .032. The nearest corre-

sponding size on the Imperial Standard
wire gauge is No. 0, the exact size of

which is .0324. The figure .032 is the

equivalent in decimal parts of an inch.

AVe should say that the combination of

small jet and small choke tube will give

you the greatest economy and coolest

mnning.

A Tour in Scotland.

A friend and I are taking
a tour to Scotland, making
our headquarters Druimiadrochit
(fifteen miles from Inverness). I

should like to know the most
direct route to Inverness from Notting-
liam, main roads only, and the dis-

tiince ? What would you recommend
as an alternative route ? As we wish
to do the largest half of the journey
on the first day, where would you
recommend staying the night?—E.A.L. -

iour best route would be as follows :

Nottingham, Mansfield, Worksop, Tick-
ii.ll, Doncaster, Ferrybridge, Aberford,

Wetherby, BoroughKridge, Leeming Lane,
Scotch Corner, Barnard Castle, Middle-
ton-in-Teesdale, Longtown, Gretna Green,
Lockerbie, Beattock, Abington Inn, Sym-
ington, Lanark, Carluke, Newmains,
Cumbernauld Station, Denny, Stirling,
Callander, Lochearnhead, Killin. Aber-
feldy, Balhnluig, Pitlochry, Blair Atholl,
Daiwhinnie, then by, the direct route to
Loch Laggan, Spean Bridge, and along
'the chain of lochs to' Fort Augustus and
Drumnadrochit. This is the- prettiest
road. The most direct route is to go
straight up the Great North Road (which
IS signposted hy the E.A.C.); after
Scotch Corner make your way to Dar-
lington and then go through Nevill's
Cross, Newcastle, Alnwick, Berwick,
Dunbar, Haddington, Edinburgh, by
ferry to Burntisland,' then through Kin'-
ross, Perth, Dunkeld, Blair Atholl, Dai-
whinnie, Kingus.sie, Carrbridge, and Mov
to Inverness. The distance is approxi-
mately 416 miles. If you go by route 1
you could stop the first night at Moffat
which IS just off the main road bv Beat-
to.k. You will find a good hotel here,n If you go by the other route
Tl - - .stop tho ni"ht at Alnwick.

To Prevent Water Freezing.

I shall be glad of informatioi

^1 respecting the following : (1,

^ Will an addition of glycerine pre

-SJ vent water in the radiator, etc.

freezing ; if so, about what pre

portion to the gallon? (2.) What is th

advantage of an adjustable wind scree:

on a cycle car? Would it not be a

well to have the screen fixed so as t

have as little wind resistance a

about 45° to 60°?-possible, say, at

W.J.
(1.) The addition

cooling water can
specific gravity of

of glycerine to tli

be added until th

the mixture is 1.1

This means approximately 30% of glyc(

rine. This will be proof against freezin

down to zero, but below that the mixtur

will freeze. Probably you will find th

best course to pursue is to use ordinar

water, and to drain out the radiator an

cylinder when there is danger of a fros*

(2.) The only advantage of a wind scree

such as you describe is that it can b

made more comfortable, and constructe

so that it keeps draughts off the drivei

If yoa wish to decrease wind resistant

to a minimum the best thing to do is t

have no adjustable screen at all but

small fixed screen at an angle such as yo

suggest, which would, of coursi

largely combine the advani

ages of screen and littl

wind resistaiici

A 1 in 3 piece of road on to Bodborough Common, near Stroud. Tlie machine climbing the gradient is

B.S.A., ridden by Kenneth Holden. The sidecar is the one used at Brooklands.
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Cheshire to Bucks.

HIT] I shall be obliged if you will

1^ mention : (1.) The best route from
LLJ Runcorn to High Wycombe

direct. (2.) Ditto, I'l'ci Leicester.

—N.G.S.C.

N'nur best routes would be as follows

;

i Runcorn, Tarporlev, Whitcluircli,

"inet, Wellington, Briilgnorth, Kidder-
.uster, Alcester, Stratford-on-Avon,

r..iubury, Deddington, at Sturdy's Castle

Inn turn left and go through Bletching-

;on, Islip, Wheatley. and on through
Stokencluirch to High Wycombe. (2.)

I'o go I'l'rt Leicester go through Northwich,
L"onL;leton. Leek, Ashbourne, Derby,
Leicester, Market Harborough Xorthamp-

1. Wolverton, Winslow, Aylesbury,
iinces Risborough, to High Wycombe.

How to deal with a Fire.

A few days ago my carburetter

S
suddenly caught tire, and I am at

a. loss to know the cause, as the
inlet valve was not sticking at
all. Perhaps you can help me.

The facts are as follows : The machine
IS a 1909 Triumph fitted with 1913
Truimph cam wjieels, giving greater lift

on the valves, B and B. adjustable car-

buretter, with jet on full—probably
leaking slightly, as it wants a new
needle

;
gauze cap on air inlet taken

"ff. The carburetter took fire thirty
11 forty yards after starting, when
' ngine was quite cold. Perhaps you
lu also tell me what you advise doing

!i such a case, after turning the petrol
tap cff—whether to get on and ride fast

until the petrol is exhausted, or to
smother the flame with cap and coat.
I took the latter course, but did not

: V the machine down on its side,
lich, I suppose, I should have done.

—

,
\B69.

I

Cnless the inlet valve stuck and there
vas a blow-back, v.-e cannot account for

lire. The best plan in a case of this
I is to turn off the petrol and knock
the flames with your cap. Do not,
tever you do, lay the machine on its

This might cause the petrol to
, out from the filler cap, which would

-lually considerably aggravate the
ilanger of a serious conflagration. If the
'Humes get a real hold the only way to

' them out is to smother the machine
• sand or earth.

Continuous Running and Overheating.

A friend of mine, whilst the
modern motor cycle engine was
under discussion, stated that
it could not be run for houi-s
on end owing to overheating.

I denied this, instancing the long
periods the Messrs. Colliers and Mar-
tin and others have put in on tracks.
I believe a ten or twelve hours record
was put up and the times given in
your paper about five years ago. We
shall be glad if you will please give
us your decision on tjns point.—C.H.

A well-tuned engine will run for an in-

definite period without overheating. Tlie
longest record is that put up by H. A.
Collier—700 miles—which he accomplished
at Canning Town in twenty-four hoars,
on iMay 5th and 6th, 1909. As a matter
of fact an engine is just as hot after
fifteen minutes' running as at the end of
twelve hours' running.

High Petrol Consumption.

I should be much obliged if

you would give me advice on the
following points. Mv machine
is a 1911 T.T. Bat (overhead
valves). It will not fire regularly

at less than 40 m.p.h., and does 35
m.p.h. with the throttle lever in the
fully closed position. When the lever
is moved towards "open" about jui.,

the engine practically ceases to fire,

but when opened further it is perfectly
all right. The carburetter is of a well-
known make, which I have taken to
pieces, and which seems all right,
though the slide and barrel are worn,
to which I attribute the gas leaking
through, with the lever in the " closed

"

position. The carburetter is often wet
as though with perspiration, and some-
times I hear a noise like the discharge
of an air gun in the region of the car-
buretter. This only continues inter-

mittently for a few yards and is then
all right again. The petrol consump-
tion is enormous, about twenty-five
miles to the gallon. It has been like
this since I bought it, but as it is very
fast and really runs very well, I have
not worried about it.—G.M.

The carburetter seems hopeless, and we
feel sure you would do better with a
change. If you want absolute con-
trollability, you should buy one of the
newer automatic type, which, however,

1357

might be not quite so efficient, but would
be far more economical and would enable
the niaeliine to be throttled down
much more. The condensation is due
to the absence of any warming device,
which is, of course, highly desirable,
especially at this time of the year.

READER'S REPLY.
Loss of Power in New Hudson.

I think if "J.A.H." will look to his
timing gear he will find the trouble. I
recently had the same symptoms, and
found that a small collar on the bell
crank lever actuating the exhaust tappet
was broken up, causing the valve to
receive about half its usual lift. The
o\yner had driven several hundred miles
with his machine in this state, and there
was nothing to indicate the trouble till
the lift of the two valves was compared.—H. Br.uthwaite.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" J.C." (Holborn). — Morgan. Relia-

bility, springing, and upkeep.
"Limit Gauge" (Cheshire).—Suitable

costume for lady riding a Scott.
"A.W." (Droylsden).—General experi-

ence of Wolf 2i h.p. and Levis.

"H.S.H." (Kent).—Lighting obtained
by a small dynamo or dry cells. Effi-
ciency of light, and reliability of outfit.

"H.O.M.L." (London). — Mileage
obtained from back tyre of 7 h.p. Indian
with sidecar.

"S.P." (Stroud Green).—Humber 2
h.p., single-speed. General capability,
wear of belt, etc.

" E.R." (Manchester).— Four-cylinder
F.N. and various 5 h.p. twin and single-
cylinder machines.

"F.W.N." (Bessbrook).—Auxiliary 1

h.p. motor. Reliability and cost of up-
keep.

"A.H.W." (London). — Lomax non-
skid band. General reliability and anti-
skid properties. Is its use detrimental
to the tyre?

"H.W.W." (Hassocks).—7-9 h.p. Peu-
geot engined motor cycle. Hill-climbing,
consumption, speed, and reliability.

" J.S.D." (Altham). — Sturmey-Archer
three-speed gear on 3i h.p. sidecar combi-
nations.

(1) 1. Dudley (2'. h.p. Hohartl starting the
ascent ol Flagstaff Hill, near Abberley.

MIDLAND OPEN RELIABILITY TRIAL.

(2) Group o( competitors lined up for the flexibility test. (3) G. A. Gregson (Bat-Jap) on the bad corner of
Farlow Bank. Gregson has performed very
consistently in this year's competitions.

A.3.1
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arranged at the
air passage, and
tically a sliding

The Single-lever Amac Carburetter.

In this carburetter the jet outlets are
centre of a horizontal
above this moves ver-

piston engaged by a
spring and actuated
by a Bowden wire.

The air passes
through the carbu-
retter in the direc-

tion of the arrows,
the pistons serving
to control the ad-
mission of air to
the jet nozzles and
the passage of gas
from the carbu-
retter. In the
piston is formed a
leak device A,
whereby air enter-

adjustable holes B
dilute the gas just

before it leaves the throttle. This feature
is the secret of the successful operation
of the carburetter at low speeds.—F. H.
de VeuUe, No 20,237, 1912.

A Philipson Pulley Improvement.
In the puUey illustrated the spring

operates in a different manner from that
of the original construction. The mov-
able flange B is free to slide on a key
C on the boss of the fixed flange, and
has a quick thread connection with the
governor member D, which in this case
is provided with a brake band E. Be-
tween the outer plate F and the mov-
able member B is the compression coil

spring K above referred to, and the
inner end of this spring exerts its pres-
sure through a ball thrust ring G. In
operation, when the member D is re-

tarded by the brake band E, its screw

through the
be caused to

New Use £or a Garage.

The garage of the Bontinck Motor Co.,
Trent Bridge, Nottingham, is at present
being converted into a picture palace.

Irish Motor Directory.

We have received a copy of the latest

edition of the Irish Motor Directory.
This book has grown considerably in
size and is sold at 2s. 6d. net. The
bullc of the book is given over to a list

of owners of cars and motor cycles regis-

tsred in Ireland, together with the
numbers.

West Country Guide Books.
The Homeland Association, Ltd., 15,

Bedford Street, Strand, W.C, have sent
U3 three handbooks, being the official

guide books to—(1) Bath Abbey, (2)

Fowey, and (3) Liskeard and Looe.
These handbooks are published at 6d.
net, and contain several views of the
places in question.

Cycle Car Engines.

In our description of the Dorman engine
in the issue of October 2nd we stated
that these engines were being used by
Messrs. G.W.K., Ltd. Messrs. W. H.
Dorman and Co., Ltd., inform us that
this is not quite correct, as the G.W.K.
engine is a special production of the
latter firm's design, and is not obtainable
except on their cars. The G.W.K.
and tlie Dorman engines are both of the
twin-cylinder vertical water-cooled type,
but otherwise are not similar.

A.34

Epjc.w walford.fcipa

thread connection with the part B -will

move the Is.tter outwards, compressing
the spring A. It has been found that
the return movement can be effected by
the simple longitudinal pressure of the

employed for this purpose, and driven
from the crankshaft B in correct rela-

tionship to tbe power cylinder C. The
e.xhaust ports are shown at D. The
engine is assumed to run in an anti-

clockwise direction. On the suction
stroke of the pump piston air is drawn
into the pipe H through the valve E,
and at the same time mixture from tlic

spring A on the part B, slight rotation
of the governor member D, of course,
taking place at the same time. Thus a
simplified construction is afforded.—W.,
T. W. H., and P. C. Philipson. No.
20,797, 1912.

A Two-stroke Scavenging Engine.
The di.fficulty with the ordinary type

of two-stroke motor is to get rid of the
burnt gases before the fresh charge is

admitted to the cylinder. In this

engine a separate pump cylinder A is

carburetter enters at F. On the com-

pression stroke of the pump piston, anr!

just as the piston in tiie power oyliuu.

C has uncovered the. exhaust ports Ll

the valve G is timed to open, allowing

the mixture compressed in the pumi
cylinder A and pipe H to pass into tlic

working cylinder, expelling the remain
ing exhaust gases. By this time th<

power piston has again covered the ex .

haust ports on the return stroke, anc

a full charge of fresh gas is Compresset
for the next explosion.—J. L. Rhys, No
22,000, 1912.

The Self-sealing Rubber Co., Ltd.

The eighteenth annual report of the

directors oi the Self-sealing Rubber Co.,

Ltd., discloses a net profit for the year

ending August 31st, 1913, of £3,185 8s.

A dividend of 10% and a bonus of 6%
is declared.

The "Earwig" Sidecar.

W. F. Guiver, of the Haven Motor
Works, 739, Old Kent Boad, S.E., informs

us that he was the designer of the side-

car body called the " Earwig," used bv
E. B. Ware at the last B.M.C.R.C. meet-
ing and the Brighton Races.

Parcelcars in London.

Messrs. Sydney Westall and Co., Ltd.,

143-145, Great Portland Street, W., in-

form us that they have taken over the

sole agency for London and the Soutli of

England for the Wall Parcelcar. They
will carry a large stock of spares for

theise vehicles. In addition to selling

Wall Parcelcars, they will also undertake
their total maintenance either at their

works at Chelsea or at their garage near
Hyde Park Corner.

Bargains in Accessories.

In the annual autumn sale at Gamages
Holborn, E.C., we note various bargain

in the motor cycle line.

Catalogues Received.

The Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd., Asim
"

Cross, Birmingham, send us a coji;.

their latest price list of motor i,

tyres and accessories.

A Good Lamp Essential.

On the occasion of the recent non

engine-stop run from London to Edin
burgh by Rex Mundy on an 8 h.p

water-cooled Williamson and sidecar, il

was imperative that the driver should

experience no lamp troubles, and alst

have a really bright and clear illumina

tion of the road. Mundy used thf

F.R.S. head lamp, and experienced not

the slightest difficulty with it, and \va;

able to travel at a good speed.

The Watford Speedometer.

We have had one of these excelleni

speedometers in use for something ovei

.

5,000 miles. During this service it ha.'

never given a moment's trouble, nor hai

the bracket become loose on anj' singit

occasion. The hand is dead steady at

all speeds, and when the speed is con-

stant it might be to all appearance n

black line drawn on the face of th(

instrument. We have several times

tested it against the watch at variou-'

speeds, and have found it remarkablj

accurate.
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Brandon House,
Little Holland,

Clacton-on-Sea.

6/10/13.
Messrs. The Rex Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd.,

Coventry.

Dear Sirs,

Having been initiated into tlic wonderful
pleasures of Motor Cycling, I don't thinlc I
can do better tlian follow in my Brother's
footsteps.

As you are doubtless aware, he has
ridden Rex Motor Cycles since igo2 and
travelled over 94,000 miles. On his various
Re.x machines he has won five Gold Medals
in five Loudon - Edinburgh - London com-
petitions. Although I am quite a novice I find
your Sidcttc the limit of reliability and
comfort, it is simphcity itself to manage, and
its appearance has been highly admired by
everyone.

I have much pleasure in enclosing photo,
showing myself driving with my Brother as
passenger.

Wishing you every success in the coming
season.

Price £75.
Yours faithfully,

GRACE WHITE.

The above letter speaks for itself. Qne of the principal charms of the 1313 TWIN REX with its

wonderful Two-speed Gear Is its absolute simplicity. WriU jor catalogue and booklet—-Further Tales of Dw Road:'

THE REX MOTOR MFG. CO., LTD., COVENTRY.

BLUEMELS
MASCOT
PLUG.

The

Ping
with the

pe rfect
gas-tight

joint. Never
misses fire, no

matter how slow
the engine is run-

ning or how weak the

mixture. Obtainable
at all first-class garages.

Price 3/6 each.

motor list post free.

BLUEMEL BROS., LTD., ^L^vl^'!:

LEVIS CUP TRIAL
THE

CONNAUGHT
2J TWO STROKE LIGHTWEIGHT

Ridden by Mr. C. Taylor who was an

Absolute Novice,

was the only Two-stroke Lightweight to

survive, and gained a

GOLD MEDAL
The smallest machine in the trial to finish.

TRUSTY, TRUE, & TRIED.

PRICES, Fixed Gear, iE33 10 O
3-speed £44 O O

Made by

The BORDESLEY ENGINEERING Co., Ltd.

BIRMINGHAM.
In answering these. a'lv:rlisf.m.e.nts it. is c'\'.irablc to mention "The M-olor Ci/cle.'
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Moto-Reve

4 h.p. Twin, chain drive, two speeds,

clutch, 58 guineas.

2| h.p. Single, 3 speeds, clutch, 43 guineas.

2 h.p. Single, free engine . . 32 guineas.

CHAiVIPIONSHIP OF ITALY, 500 c.c. class.

q. h.p. 8ViOTO-REVE 1st-
20 OTHER BRITISH Machines Competed.

Distance 180 miles. Winner's time over 50 m.p.ii.

MOTO-REVE CO., LTD., ALPESTON.

M for Motor Cycles y
g Sidecars g
M Cycle Cars M

Registration Letters
. . . and Numbers, . . .

. . Monograms, etc. . .

= AriislicaUy Designed and Neatly Printed.

' Makers and agents requiring Transfers are requested to send
i particulars of wording required, upon receipt oi whicfl we will

^ZZZ submit, free of charge, a specially prepared design.

When asking tor i^ralis dcsil^n please siate
the cnlnur of the hack^rowui upon which
the transfers will be uffLxed.

p ILIFFE & SONS LTD., ^^ TRANSFER SPECIALISTS, COVENTRY. ^
^^ London : 20, Tudor St., E.G. —^

Sliilllt!IIIIIIIIIIIii!l!lll!ll!!llll!llll!ll!l!l!l!!lil!!^^

(C l»iiyCOL.iy ELK" New Models, 1913.
Manufactured Completely by

J. RIRBY,
Broadgate, LINCOLN.
Telephone : Telegrams :

484. "ELK," LINCOLN.

Wholesale Agents for Scotland :

The North British Machine Co., Ltd.,

56 & 58, Great Clyde Street, Glasgow.

4J h.p. 2-speed Model £46
Si h.p. Standard ,, £35
3 h.p, „ „ ,, £31 10
2^ h.p. „ „ „ £2« 10

All Models fitted with Palmer
Tyres, Bosch Magneto, and
Footrests. " Druid " Spring

Forks.

Sole Lonrion Agrent:

iK. P. REY,
378-384, Euston Road, N.W.,

and
173, Great Portland Street, W.

SHE'LL GO BETTEB and LAST LONGER FITTED WITH

(TRADE MARK.)

BALL BEARINGSSELF.ALIGNING
DOUBLE ROW
Made from finest Swedish steel. Automatically self-aligning Take axial as well as radial

loads. One-piec3 ball-cage. No rivets or screws.

Write to-day /or caialogite and full pa?twulats.

The SKEFKO BALL BEARING CO., Ltd., {!g*T^.S""'\^N^L°^S^:
Telcfirnnt'i—" SIcc/l.-o, LiUon."

London Office : Carlton House, Regent St.,, S.W.
Tdevhouc 41S l.itlon.

Tdeph'mc-VG41 Garrard.
Telegrams—'' Shefho, Piccy, London^'

In anf^wpring tlieae adverfAsemefits if, is desiroble to 7ii"ntion " The Motor Cycle.''
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STAR MOTOR CYOLE
ft

"TME MOTOR OF BVIANY MERITS."
YOU WILL NOT FIND IN ANY OTHER MAKE
quite the same novel and unique features that are
embodied in the Star Motor Cycle. It is designed and con-
structed on entirely new lines, and is in every respect an

ABSOLUTELY RELIABLE
machine. Answering perfectly to every demand
made upon it, it is equally a machine
FOR THE NOVICE and the PRACTICAL MAN.

OLYMPIA

STAND 81

THE STAR CYCLE
London and District Agents

41 h.p. Single-cylinder Engine, Chain
Drive throughout. 3-Speed Free
Engine in Gear Box. Leather to
Metal Clutch. Engine Shaft with
Clipping Clutch on Counter Shaft.
Car Practice Adopted throughout.

Send for fall Specification.

CO., Proprietors: The Star Engineering Co., Ltd.,

E. S. Thomas & Co

OLYMPIA

STAND 81

WOLVERHAMPTON.
154b, Great Titchfield Street, London, W.

STAR MOTOR OYOLE
Oil for

Winter,
must be fairly light in body and free from

any tendency to gum up on standmg.

Objectionable, wasteful petrol injection

should not be necessary. The oil must

be rich in refined neutral fatty matter lo

compensate for the light body and
to give efficient lubrication under

severe conditions.

WINTER

Huile De Luxe
IS ideal for chilly, clamp

weather when ordinary oil

gums up the engine or runs like

water directly it warms up.

END OF SEASON
CLEARANCE

AT

HARRODS
All Motor Cycles and Sidecars

written down and must be cleared.

NO SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

The following makes included :

BRADBURY, BAT, ENFIELD,
HUMBER, MATCHLESS,
SINGER, TRIUMPH, ZENITH.

Write, statine your requiremenU. and we will quote you.

Wrile for H. L. Literature to

—

PRICES' COMPANY LIMITED,
BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

HARRODS, LTD.,
By Sptcial Appoinlmenl lo H.M. tJu Qulin,

LtJJNL/CJJNj i^.y/Wm Mcmaiinn Dirtclor.

In an'W'iini] Ihc.^c arh-urtifcincnis it is desirable to mtntiun " The iiln/or Cyrlu. 'M'
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To insure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

" The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convemence of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into

districts, as manv readers hke to know what machines
are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before

going further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

I,

Durham, West.Northumberland,
morland.

oECTION II.

York and Lancashire.
SECTION III

Carnarvon, Denbigh, FUnt, Cheshire, Derby, Stafford,
Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.
Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,

W'arwick.
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford,

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouthj

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.
SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,
Channel Islands.

SECTION VIII.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland,

SECTION XI.
Ireland and Isle of Man.

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet St., LONDON, E.G.

'Phone—Holbom, 5777 Wires—" Opifieer, Londo u."

MUST HAVE
ROOM
For their New 1914 Models,
and to ensure quick clear-

ance have marked down
prices to the most attractive

bargain figures ever quoted
for machines of such all-

round excellence.

New and second-hand motor
cycles, perfect and ready for

riding, fully guaranteed at

most unprecedented quota-

tions tor cash, cxcliange, or easy terms.

Ask (or to-day's list. Call and make your choice,

7561. 3l h.p. 1910 2-speedTRIUIVIPH ..£30
6h.p.igi2 2-sp. MATCHLESS and

Sidecar £55
3i h.p. 19:2 2-sp. P. & M. and Sc. £50 C

6'hp. 1912A.C. SOCIABLE £60
2-3 h.p. 1912 2-speed DOUGLAS,

Model K, £38
3^ h.p. 1913 2-speed BRADBURY

and Sidecar £47 10
Sih.p. 1913 Standard TRIUMPH £42 10
8 h.p. 1912 3-speed CHATER LEA

and Sidecar £60
7 h.p. 1912 2-sp. INDIAN and Sc. £52 10
6 h.p. 1913 3-speed CLYNO and

Clvno Sidecar £75
5-6 h.p. 1913 RUDGE, Multi £55
3* h.p. 1913 3-speed TRIUMPH ..£48
1913 GLORIA Projectile Sidecar,

30 Gns. Model £17 10
3* h.p. 1913 F.E. ROVER £40
3* h.p. REX £12 10

2I h.p. 1912 2-speed ENFIELD ... £35
2j h.p. 1909 DOUGLAS £18
3* h.p. V.S. and Sidecar £20
4" h.p. 1912 2-sr. SINGER and Sc. £45
4 h.p. 1912 Tourist REX
3; h.p. 1911 F.E. TRIUMPH ....

6 h.p. 1912 REX-JAP and S'car .

3* h.p. J913 3-spced PREMIER ..

3{ h.p. 1911 F.E. TRIUMPH £33 10
5-6 h p. 1911 4-cyl. F.N and S'car . £25
6 h.p. 1913 3-speed No. 2 BAT .

3* h.p. 2-speed ROC and Sidecar .

ij h.p. 1909 MOTOSACOCHE . .

.

4i h.p. twin MINERVA £15
5-6 h.p. 1911 4-cylinder F.N £26
5-6 h.p. 1911 4-cylinder F.N £28
3* h.p. 1911 KERRY-AB1N6D0N £27

3I h.p 1911 tourist REX £28

3 h.p. igi2 2-speed N.S.U £30
8 h.p. 1912 ZENITH-GRADUA .. £55
8 h.p. 1911 3-speed CHATER-

LEA and Sidecar £58
6 h.p. igii ZENITH and Sidecar £48
31 h.p. 1908 MINERVA £18
8" h.p. 1911 3-sp. CHATER-LEA £47 10
3* h.p. igii 2-sp. ALLDAYS & S.c. £35
7" h.p. 1911 2-speed INDIAN £40
3i h.p. igio BAT £27
3* h.p. igi2 F.E. ROVER £38
2" h.p. igio MOTO-REVE £12 10
6 h.p. igi2 2-sp. CLYNO & S'car £50
3I h.p. 1911 ZENITH and Sidecar £37 10
3' h.p. GIVAUDAN^ £20
3* h.p. 1912 2-speed BRADBURY £39

4J h.p. 1913 2-sp. LINCOLN-ELK £33 10
6 h.p. 1910 2-speed MATCHLESS

and Sidecar £45
6 h.p. 1912 2-sp. KERRY & S'car £50
2jh.p.igi2 2-sp.R0YAL ENFIELD £36 10
8 h.p. 1913 2-sp. chain-drive BAT £55

3* h.p. 1910 2-speed P. & M £32 10
6 h.p. ANTOINE £15
8 h.p. igi3 HUMBERETTE £99
5-6 h.p. igo8 2-sp. N.S.U. & S'car £30
6 h.p. 1912 2-spced REX Sidette £50
ajh.p. 1912 3-speed HUMBER ... 30 Gns

2I h.p. 1910 2-speed F.N £28

7.564.

7568.
7570.
7571.

7572.

7573.
7574-

7537.
7538.

7544.
7548.

7549-

7550.
7551.
75.16.

7470.
7471.
7480.
7506.
7507.
7513-
7515.
7521.
7525-
7535-
3248.
4230.
4813.
4833-
55g6.
6170.
61 7g.

6276.

6343-

6378.
6421.
6516.

6543-
67g9.
6863.
6900.
6976.
7080.

7098.
7108.
7116.
7186.

7216.
7283.
7281.

7318.

7332.
7343.
7356.
7383.
7395.

£35
£33
£60
£42 10

£55
£17 10
£12 10

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For tbe convenience of advertisers, letters mayt

addressed to numbers at *The Motor Cycle" 1

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registra i

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be
i

for forwarding replies. Only the number will appe;,c

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, "
1

000, c/o ' The Motor. Cycle,' Coventry " or if "Lend '

is added to the address, then to the number given, )

" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

W-DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown pers

may deal in perfect safety by avaiUng themselves ot 1

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with "
«

Motor Cycle, ' both parties are advised of this receip

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of t

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit (

amount to the seller, but it not we return the ami
,|

to the depositor, and eacb party to the transaction
1

1

carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £1 1

valde, a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when u j

£10 the fee is js. All deposit matters are dealt wit,l

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be li

payable to lUEe & Sons Limited.
\

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and reca\ 1

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard 11

silence as an indication that the goods advertised (

already been disposed o£. Advertisers often receiv (

many enquiries tiiat it is qoite impossible to leply to b

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
, SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, d

Westmorland.

TRItTMPH, 1910. good order, lamp, horn, l jj

speedometer, tube, etc. ; £25.—Daniel, Pari; .,

Sunderland. f5 fl

RUDGE ITnlti, 3y-.li.p., 1915, guaranteed as ;

inspection invited; £49.—Smith, 4Q, Chft-oc „

West Hartlepool. [S (

DOUGLAS. 1911, splendid running order, Keni I

on back, new Dunlop belt; sacrifice £22.—'\\ t

Midland Bank, Ambleside. [S A

"|Q13 TiimnpTi Motor Cycle, 3-speed model, not a
XiJ much used: a bargain, £46.—Turrey and i.

The Motor House, Sunderland. . .[5 A

LATE 1912 Scott 2-stroke Motor Cycle, 2-speed |
in magnificent condition ; great bargain, i f

Turrey and Co., The Motor House, Sunderland, f^ i

"IQ12 Triumph, clutcih, free engine model,
J-«J' clasps condition, not done much riding;

.

ri.3

1,

tion and trial inrited; a bargain, £38.—Turrey ..^

The Motor Houee,' Sunderland.

1Q13 Triumph Motor Cycle, 3-3peed, new
*y fitted witb Cowey speedometer, lamp, g'euf Ij

horn, watcb. Mead and Deakin Canoelet sidecar, pi; sd

grey, fitted with -n-attrproof cover; cost over £' i

bargain to clear, £55.—Turrey and Co., The .w
House, Sunderland. 0- *

8h.p. Williamson, 1913, and sidecar, only been ^
for demonstration purposes, £80; 3%h.p. Tiii ft

1913, 3-fipeea, Cowey, lamps, etc., £50; 3V^h.p. Trii

T.T., 1910, very fast, £22; 2V''h.p. Atlas, 1913,
3i4h.p. N.S.U., £12; 3V2h.p. lTy,'T.T.'^racer. 1912-

£35; all the above in absolute perfect order. Wi
give immediate delivery of any model Douglas.—.^

Reed and Lockerbie, 16, New Elvet, Durham. [5

York and

SECTION
Lancashire.

II.

T IVEEPOOL. Birkenhead, and Manchester.

COLMORE Depots, 31. Renshaw St., Liverpool

261. Deausgate, Manchester.—New and 2D,d

at the leading depots for tbe north. Colmoie Dt
Manchester agents for Douglas, Scott. M«ti
Premier, etc. Liverpool agents for Duu.das, Bat, (

New Hudson, etc.. etc. ; also agents for A.C. and M
luuabouts.—Colmore Depots. 31, Ecuehaw St.,

pool, and 261. Deausgate^ Manchester. T5

Oih.p. 1913 New Hudson, new 2 weeks ago; £^

2ilh.p. Overhead Valve New Hud30u-Jap, 3 speed;

4 clutch; £33; new back tyre just fitted, ii

condition. _

h.p. Minerva, 1912, Bosch, E. and B., SaSMl
with sidecar: £34.-103, Derby St.. Bplt

1Q13 J.A.P., 4h.p., T.T. model; bargain.—Oui
XJ/ham, 34, Castle St., Clitheroe. D

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, 1911, excellent condition

:

Lamb, 31, Kings's Rd., Djneaster.

8'

A42 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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TRY THIS
New 191: 6 h.p. 2-sf«ed REX de Luxe, 77* x 95,

handle starting, magneto, spring forks, Cantilever

^cat, 26X z\ non-sliid tvrcs, inch belt, stand, carrier,

Mill.uor, tools and toolbag £62 lOS.

WRITE for our special cash price, or we will quote

yon a keen exchange. Ver\' many pounds saved.

LIGHTWEIGHTS.

NUMBER, loio. rh.p £25 10

GRANDEX PRECISION, ;J h.p., 1012 .... £26 10

REX, .«
11. r.. uiai;neto £16 10

MOTOSACOCHE, riagneto £15 10

MOTOSACOCHE, 1911,2 h.p., M.O.V £19 10

MOTO-REVE, 2 h.p., twin, ni.i.U'nelo £15 10

SINGER, iQll, magneto, lightweight £19 19

MINERVA, 2 h.p., very low, magneto £11

WERNER, I'win, new tvrcs £12 10

i(EW HUDSON, ^J h.p.; 3 speeds £31 10

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES.
Cash, Exchange, or Easy Payments.

ARIEL, i'^.i2. -i', h.p. vspeed £39 10

P. & M., ~,V h.p., ion, specially good £38 10

NEW HUDSON, 1911, 2? h.p., as new £31 10

SINGER, 3} h.p., 3-speed MAMK VI.

Aniistrong £35 10

CLYNO, 1912, and special cane Sidecar .... £49 10

I.A.P., r> h.p., M.O.V., free engine, spring fks. £34 10
ARIEL, nil, 3* h.p., magneto, Druids £25
HUMBER, ii h.p., 2-speed, free engine £26
BRADBURY, 1912, 3-5peed Sturmev £47 10
IJUADRANT, 191. free engine £35 10
M.S.U., i( h.p., magneto £17 10
1.S.U.,Mii. 3 h.p.. 2-speed, asnew £29 10
N.S.U., ;* h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £31

JUADRANT, igo8, 3* h.p., magneto £17 10
^.S. Iniii. h.b. control £16 10
lAMES, 3t h.p., 1910. magneto £16 10
WOLSELE'Y, 4-cyUnder 2-seater car £19 19
-.N., lightweight, battery ignition £9 10

REX BARGAINS.
?EX, 1912, 2-speed, Twin, brand new .... £53
?EX, 1912, 4 h.p. Tourist (brand new) .... £34
?EX, 1913, 2-speed Twin, little used £45 10
?EX, 1913, 4 h.p., 2-speed de Luxe, chain

drive, done about 100 miles £49 10
?EX, 1911, 2-speed Twin Sidette, M.O.V.

ini^ine, chain drive £47 10
,ri Twin 2-specd REX and Mills- Fulford
.oach-built Sidecar. Fine condition, .. . £42 10

lEX, 3* h.p., magneto, spring forks £19 10
lEX, 34 h.p., 1909 model, magneto £22 10
lEX, 3^ h.p., magneto. 1910 model £24 10
lEX, 1912, 4 h.p., 84^x95, 200 miles.... £31 10
lEX, 1909-10, 2-speed Twin de Luxe £29 10
lEX, 1909, 2-speed Twin de Luxe £27 10
lEX, 1908 2-speed Twin and Sidecar, wants

slight attention £19 10

£3
deposit and 5/- weekly secures any of the

following machines. All are guaranteed
iu running order.

lOTOSCOCHE, £14 10 . ^ h.p. HUM3ER
(REX £10 10 . 3* P.F £11
1 REX £12 10. li F.N £9 10
viiJ WERNER £12 10 . Twin MINERVA £12 10

P ERFECTION SIDECARS.
£5 5s. to £10 10s. List on application.

Best value obtainable.

1913 REX and WILLIAMSON Machines to
clear. Get our exchange quotation.

£5
deposit and 7 /6 week secures any of these
magneto machines. All are guaranteed in

running order
1 tni[i Rex ... £19 10
f, Pogeeot . . £10 10

) Simms £16 10
» N.8.U £17 10

i N.S.U £22 10

3i 2-sp. Peugeot £16 10
5-6 twin V.S. .. £16 10
19103! James.. £16 10
3* Quadrant ... £17 10
3* Rex £19 10

'cspatch on receipt of deposit and signed agreement.

he Halifax Motor Exchange

Larg^est Rex Dealers,

6, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
.1 jne jM. Telegrams :

" Perfection."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
BAECAIXS at Bur.v.-UudBO. 5-6h.p. lAugnst. 19131,

with Cii!ini'h.t-,iiUrenr aud lugpat.'e crid. £70; Ri'X-

.lap. Slip l.tiinc 19131. Riic Rear, family .sidecar, £60;
Triuniiih, IDll',.-. F-E. model, with Montsomery nide-

(ar. £32; Unmber. 2h.ii., £15; liKhtweiltlit Minerva,
£7. or exL'hanpe .^mall gati engine, lathe, or tools.— 20.

Stuuliy St., Bury. [X3133

NOETHEEN Depot, Ltd.. Everything Motoriah, Leere
St., Liverpool.—End of season sale. New 1913 lua-

rliinc-J. Sh.p. Re.\-.Tap combination, list price £87/3,
<ale price £77; 4h.p. -Eox-.Tap, <'blteh uio<lel, li.«t price

£54 '12. sale price £48. Second-hand; demonstration.
Smith's Ih.p. lightweight, £16/10; 1911 2''ih.p. Dtmg-
las. £23. Special clearance lines, new goods: F.E.S.
back rest.3 and lamp set-j. Xl'aTI *i:uldlcs. Millers large

hiiiip sets. Lucas horn, N.D.L. special green oilskin motor
.iuits, 30/6, sold elsewhere at 45/-: approval ngain^st cash.

Few sidecars, cha86i^s, and bodies, 33i% off. [X3326

SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cliesliire, Derby,
Stafford, Shropshire, Montgomery, and
Merioneth.

SCOTT, 1913 model. uua.iod, slightly shop-soiled; bar-
gain, 57 gns.— JIoss, Wem. [X3184

1910-11, 2h.p., single, new condition;
£15.-20, Wellington Rd., Khyl. [2845

2 Zenith, SV'h.p.'. excellent order, little U'^ed

;

£32, lowest.-Harold I'otts, Brosele.v. [X3152

WALSALL Garage.—Triumph, 3-speed. shop-soiled,

£52; Triumph, 1912. free eiigii.e, £32.

"lyOTO-REVE

19^

The noted firm. Established in the Motor Trade since

190O, and known throughout the country for quickest

delivery of any Motor Cycle or Cycle Car.

NOTICE OF
REMOVAL.

WALSALL G:
and sidecar.

rage.—Bradbury. 1911';fi, lami), horn,
ia epleudid condition; £22.

"IT/ALSALL Garage -1911 7-91i.p. Bat-Jap. £20;
V> Sh.p. blue Indian, £22; both in guaranteed order.

WALSALL Garage.— S'.^h.p. Sun-Precision and skle-

rar, Stunney-Archcr S-epepd. lamp, horn, etc.;

cost £75 in February, accept £58.

WALSALL Garage.-A.O.S.. 1914. 6h.p. mcdcls. two
for delivery at the show; let us have your order

now.—Tlie "Walsall Garage, Wolverhampton St., Walflnll.

[X3301
perfect

;

Church St., Blaenau Fe^tiniog. [X3168

OVER, 3V'h.p., 1911, free engine, splendid condi-

tion; £28.-Gould, High St., Brierley Hill. [X3270

h.p. Minerva, low frame, mae., B. and B. carbur-
--- " ' " " r Cross.

[X3215
£13.—3'^h.p. Triumph, 1907, good tyres and belt

any trial ; photo ; must sell.—"Waters, Canon St
Shri?wsbury.

The business formerly carried on at

5, Heath St., Hampstead, N.W., has

been transferred to larger and more
convenient premises at

378, 380, 382, & 384,
EUSTON ROAD, N.W.

DOUGLAS (date of lepistration M.iy. 1912), perfect;
£22.-41 "" - - -- - .. .

.

R
14

SHOP-SOILED
3) h.p Lincoln Elk £29 10

t h.p. 2-speed Singer.. t50
ji h.p. T.T. Singer . . £40

3i h.p. 3-speed „ £48 10
3* h.p. e-spd. Bradbury £48
t.T Rudge, 750 o.c. . . £47

[X3104

IQll Douglas, raodel C, splendid condition, all aecee-
Xt/ series; £20, hargain.—iMeredith, Davenham.
Northwich. tX3170

TKITJ5IPH, 1913, 3-speed, brand new, £52; Douglas,
1913. model P, new, £42.—Parker's Garage, London

Ed., Derby. [X3269

all accessories, uuseratrhod,
Kaye, 24, Sandringham Drive,

rX3169

'T'EIUMPH, late 1912, all accessories,
pearrely used; £36

Ke'w Brighton.

"I
Qll Triumph, perfect condition, new tyre, belt, F.R.S.

J-t' lamp, accessories: £25; going abroad. ~ Smith,
14, Edith Kd., Seacombe. [X3085

END of Season.—Clearance sale. A rare opportunity
to secure a bargain. We invite your offert

reasonable offer refused.

1 Q13 2y,h.p. 2-epeed A.J.S., specially tuned up;
Xtf Douglas, model E, only done 400 miles:

BARGAINS.
5-6 h.p. No. 2 Bat £53
6 h.p. A.J.S £59
S h.p. Air-cooled

Williamson £63

3i h.p. Zenith, kick
start, and clutch . . £53

Cycle Cars for ImmedJate Delivery :

MORGANS.
I

HUMBERETTES.
G.W.K. I SINGER.
A.C.

FOR HIRE,
Motor Cycles
and Sidecars.
TERMS ON APPLICATION.

SECOND
No £16. F.N., 4-cylinder igro

£25. Std. Triumph., igog

1913 £18. Twin Moto-Beve
1913 1 (lady's) 1910

j

free engine Eover; 1913 A.S.L. {riding on air). Precision !£38. 6 h.p. Zenitll and
engine, SV'b.p., only- been u.^ed a few times for trial! Sidecar 1911
runs: 1912 T.T. Endge, very faet: 1913 3h.p. N.S.U., '£26 std Triumph 1910
single-cyl. {shop-soiled); 1912 3V-h-p. Zenith and sidecar, £90
splendid condition: 1912 B.S.A.. 2 speeds, and sidecar, ^nn
[perfect; 1912 4h.p. 2H=pped Singer and eidecar ; 1912 *"•
l2i/.h.p. T.T. Singer {hot stnffl; 1912 nradbnry. .beautiful «B.

i

condition throughout: 1911 Sh.p. 2^pccd Matchle^p- £2 1,

.lap: 1912 Budge Mnlti, iust been overhauled; 1909 £15.
'Triumph, all complete: Hnmberotte, complete, latent £32.
brown model, only been used for demjnstr.nting, .iust like £26.
new; what offers? good second-hand sidecar, £4.

1

rpHE North Wale:

Rex .. .. 1910
P.E. Singer. .. 1911

3i h.p. Bradbury r9i2
T.T. Triumph igii
Std. Triumph.. 1006
2i h.p. Levis.. 1913
F.E. Triumph.. 1909

-HAND.
£18. 5 h.p. V.S igro
£26. Rex-J.A.P. .. 1913
£29. 3i h.p. Trump-

J.A.P ign
£40. 6 h.p. Zenith .. xgri
£29. T.T. Corah . . igu
£62. 8 h.p. Zenith and

Millford coach-built

Sidecar 1913
£50. ^h.p. Singer, new 191a
£27. 8 h.p. Bat . . igio
£30. 3* h.p. F.E.

Triumph 1911

Holt St., Wrex-I . . ^ . . .
[X3327 Sole London Agfents Tor

—

Canoelet Sidecars from.

Jlotor Exchange,
ham. Tel.: 283.

"1Q13V> Triumph. T.T. roadster. P.E.. decomprw^'
Xtf Lucas, spares, run 1,500; oflers.—Dawson, C;irt

Westminster Park, Chester. [X3246

mag.. Whittle. T.T. bars, Middleton's Record Breaking Sidecars.froiti £5 5s.
-_. . . £15. or exchange and £5 '

3'/:;b p.—Railway Tavern, Hattou. Foston, Derby.

Swan Sidecars from
£12 12
£13 10

2 h.p. Mofo^acocbe, Druids,
Liioas ]iom, tyres (rood

for
[S3207

LATE 1910 Free Encine Triumph, brand new, heavy
K'^inpshall. good Dunlop and belt, £10 recently

spent engine, fully enuipped, accessoriea, fast, reliable

;

I

f30.-W. Marshall, Chirbury, Salop. [X2949

PREMIER, 1913, Sll-h.p., Armstrong 5-speed, Bpore
belt and inner tube, in Brooks caf^e. Garner alarm,

horn, etc.. onlv done 3.000 miles, conditi'n ae new;
£47.—Studd, EtollieB, Hopwas, Tamworth. [S3212

Matchleas, T.T. model, 5h.p., overhead valve
Gr.idua trear, specially tuned engine, very

fa-st, Amac and Senepray carburetters, with spare jets,

spare belt. Brooks latest leal spring' fiaddle. ridden only

1 000 miles, and only 2 montlia old ; £55, cost over
£70.-4.293, Tlic Motor Cycle Omi.cs, Coventry. [X3178

19^Va.p..

378-384, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.
TELEPHONE 42ig REGENT.

And 173, Gt. Portland St., W.
telephone 1970 REGENT.

Ml tetters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end oJ ench ndvertisement. and the date ot the issue. A45
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James

GROSE
LTD.,

Telephones :

7712 Central

1297 North.

OLD JEWRY, CHEAPSIDE, E.C
nn at 255-257, Hotloway Rd., London, N,

ACCUMULATORS.
stout Cases. Guaranteed.

12 amp. 5/11. 15 amp. 6/9.
20 amp. 6/11. 25 amp. 7/6.

30 amp. 10/-. 40 amp. 11 /-.

60 amp. 14/6a

SPECIAL.
A lew lines, soiled, but otherwise perfect.

1913 Variable Jet B. and B. Carburetter 18/-

1913 Aniac Carburetter 22/6
1913 Senspray Carburetter 26/-
XL'Ail Saddle 24/-
700 X S5 .Micheiin Cover 19/-

1913 B. and B. Carburetter 22/6
26 X 2.V Avon Sunstone Cover 38/-
Garner" Whistle 9/6
Jones' Speedometer 52/-
Cowey Speedometer, done 3,000 40/-
Stewart Speedometer 45 /-

Cowey Speedometer 65 /-

Mabon Clutch, S.H 15 /-

A.K. Knee Grips 4/9
26 X 2 1 Pedley Cover 37 /-

26 X 2^ Bates Extra Heavy Cover , . 42/-
Bowden Valve Grinder 6/6
1913 Triumph, 3-speed £51

1913 P. & M., latest mcdel £50

I Lycett Belts foot 11d«
26 X 2} Guaranteed Red Tubes 4/9
Sidecar Aprons 4/6 and 7 /6
Tubular Footrests, fit i]in., rubber ends ... 3/11
Roni Burners 6d.

Backrests, fit any saddle 2/6
Motor Cycle Toolrolis, canvas 1/3
Patcbquick Outfits lOId. and 1 /lOV

Sidecar Lamp Brackets 1/6

our LIST.
I Special prices quoted.

Motor Cycling Caps, with ear rolls 1/6
Tan Leather Caps, with ear rolls 4/6
Rubber Goggles, with spare glasses . . . pair S.^d.

Sidecar Lamp Brackets 1/6
Canvas Tool Rolls 1/3

We allow up to 12/- on old covers when
new ones are purchased. : : : :

9U ITS—Waterproof, double - breasted, high
storm collar, dust and windproof,
fawn, double texture (worth 25/-) 16/6

LEGGINGS only ....• pair 5/6
SEATLESS TROUSERS only pair 9/6

Exhaust Valves, to suit all engines . .. each 2/3
PEDLEY lin. BELTS
PEDLEY lin. BELTS ! Wear foot 1 /9

foot 2/3irn. utLib f „„„^„ . J loot x/j
PEDLEY llin. BELTS f

gu^^^anteed.
f^^^ 3)6

2/6 allowance for old belts.

LEATHER BELTING, 3-ply, iin. lOld., lin. 1/- ft.

SILENT SILENCERS, the Grose, 2/6.
PISTON RINGS 9(1.

ARMSTRONG 3-speed and Free Engine ^_ _
Hub, Marl; III., complete with levers %Q Q

11 and controls, and belt rim new.

SPECIAI..
HUTCHINSON 1913 COVERS,

soiled, but guaranteed

—

Brooklands 26x2,12/6: 26x2}, 15/6.
Tourist Trophy, 26x2], 21 /6 ; 26 x 2 J, 22/6.
Passenger, 26x2!, 27/9 ; 26x2.1, 28/9.

Cash returned if not satisiied.

1913 IU10T0R CYCI.es in Stock.
Model R DOUGLAS £52

SECOND-HAND MOTOR CYCLES.
1012 B.S.A., free engine £30
1909 TRIUMPH, bargain £18 18

Complete stock oi B.S.A. Motor Cycle Parts.
Motors taken in exchange. Est. 1876.

Terms -Nett Cash. WRITE FOR LISTS.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
END of Season : offers wanted.—Humber, 2h.p., usual

cash prices, £35: B.S.A., £60; James, 3-«peed,
chain drive, £63; Triumph, £60; Campion-Jap, 3-fipeed,

£58 : all absolutely new.—Campion, Londjn Rd., Derby
[2490

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland,
Northamptonshire, and Warwickshire.

B
COLMORE Depots, 31, Colmore Eow, Birmingham

49 John Bright St., Birmingham; and 62, High
St.. Leic&stei.

NEAV and second-liand at the leading depots Iot the
Midlandti : agents for ]Douc:Ia6, Scott, JUatchless,

Enfield, Triumph, Premier, Bat, Zenith, Clyno, Chater,
etc., etc., also A.C. and Morgan Eunaboute.—Colmore
DeiJote, Birmingham and Leicester. [X6047

COLMORE—Douglas. 1910. fixed engine, tyres and
belt good, paint and enamel ae new; £22.—Col-

more Depot, .51, Colmore Row.

COLMORE.—Donglari. 1910. twin, fixed engine, tyres
and belt in gocd order, whole, machine overhaixled;

£55.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Binuingham.

COLMORE.—Douglas. 1912. 2-speed, mcdel K. guar-
autee; £37.—Colmore Depot, 31. Colmore Row,

Birmingham.

COLMORE.—Premier. 1911. 3V.h.p., free engine;
£24.—Colmore Depot, 31. Colmoie Row, Birmins-

ham.

COLMORE.—Ariel. 1912. Armstrong 3-speed gear,
with eoachbuilt sidecar, in almost new condition;

£55.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore "Row, Birmingham.

COLMORE.—Premier, 1912. SVob.p., 3-speed, in very
fine order, guaranteed; £35.—Colmore Depot. 31.

Colrccre Row. Birmingham.

COLMORE.-New Hudson. 1913. 3-spred Armstrong
geax, only been :(bo\it 150 niile..=. condition as gocd

as new; £50.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Bir-
mingham.

COLMORE.-^Preeision. 1913. 3^ib.p. Villiers free en-
gine clutch. Hntchin.son tyres. Sasone spring

forks, 6 weeks old; £34.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore
Row, Birmingham.

COLMORE.—:>rew Hudson. 3V'.h.p.. 3-speed. and
Canoelet sidecar. 1913: £39.—Colmore Depot. 31.

Colmore Row, Birmingham-

COLMORE.-F.N., 4-cy].. 1908. magneto central in-

take; £14.—Coimore Depot. 31. Colmore Row, Bir-
mingham.

COLMORE.-Matchlefie, 1913. 3-speed, tnned, a lovely
pnrry little mount, only ui-^ed about 100 miles

;

£52.—Colmore Depot. 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.

COLMORE.—Scott, 3 913. 3-speed gear, used only by
onr own expert, one of the finest tuned Scotts

upon the road; £58.—Cohuore Depot, 31, Colmore Row,
Birmingham,

COLMORE.—Enfitfld. 2^,43i.p-, 2-speed, twin, foot-
boards, kick starter, every refinement, soiled only;

£43.—Colmore Depot. 31, Colmore Row. Birmingham.
rxsoa?

TOCK must be cleared.—All bargains oflered beljw

19 13 Rex (ie Luxe- Twin, with Sirlette and coarhbuilt
body, shop-soiled only ; accept best offer.—Below.

ES de Luxe 1912 Twin, 6h.p., Eoc 2-speed and free
engine, tine sidecar machine; £30.—Below.

CLWYD-PRBCISION, 3i4h.p., 1912 standard mcdel.
I )rnid.;, Bosch, dropped frame, excellent condition ;

£13/10.-Below.

ILL send on " The Motor Cycle " approval system.—
A. Holland, Clarendon St., Coventr,". [S3316

TEIUMPH. 1907. 1912 cylinder, piston; £17, or

offers.-Ivy Cottage, Atherstone. [S3050

w
s^
INGBR, 1913, 3-speed, Sl/'h.p., cost £60, sell £40.-

Pattison, 16, lliclileton Kd., Coventry. [S3057

AEIEL, 3'/'h.p., variable gear, decompressor, equal
new; £25.-12, Bull Eing, Birmingham. [X3294

ROVER, 1913. T.T., with Phillipson, shop-soiled only;
£45.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.

rX3227
ZEXITH, 1913, 3'/2h.p., variable gear-, as new; £45.—

P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmingham.
[X3230

JAMES, 4i4h.p., 1913, Bosch, free engine, practi-
cally new; £34.-12, Bull Eing, Birmingham.

[X3295
A.J.S. 6h.p. Twin, brand new 1913, free engine, 2

speeds; bargain, £52.—12, Bull Eing, Birmingham
[X3290

HTJjMEER, sy^h.p., free engine, 2 speeds, mag., spring
forks; bargain, £22.-12, Bull Eing, Birmingham.

[X3293
CAMPION-J.A.P., 3y2h.p., free engine, 2 speeds, Bosch,

Druids; sell £24.-12, Bull Ring, Birmingham.
tX3285

ZENITH Gradua, 6h.p., 1912, with accessories; £45,
or exchange Douglas.-B. Rhodes, Moortown, Lin-

coln. [2676

OUGLAS, 1911, just overhauled, fine condition,
fast ; £22/10.—Meggitt, Market Chambers, Mans-

Id. [X3193
D

Quality DQES count

That's why FARLOU
sidecars Satisfy.

Mark 3 Mark 4 - • £10 10

Carriage Paid and complete with mat, stand, etc

FARLOW Siderars are constructed with a viewt
real hard service

;

YET they are light, smart, and exceptional valie

TRY ONE ON APPROVAL.
OUR list is YOURS for asking.

The following are complete with sidecars :

—

IQ13 6 h.p. REX Siflettc, done 300 £55

1913 3,V h.p. BROWN, Bouden Gear £33

igi2 6' h.p. CLYNO and Sidecar £45

1Q12 6 h.p. REX and Sidette Sidecar £45
7'h.p. ROC, 2 speeds, and Sidecar £29

1911 4 h.p. 2-sp. QUADRANT and Sidecar £33

igog 5 h.p. REX de Luxe and Sidecar £30

1908 5 h.p. REX de Luxe and Sidecar .... £28

igio 5 h.p. 2-speed VINDEC and Sidecar . . £30

1911 5 h.p REX de Luxe and Sidecar £38
All have variable gears.

We will sell any machine without sidecar.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
1913 6 h.p. A.J.S., 3 speeds, new 69 guine.

19 13 3* h.p. P. & M., 2 speeds, new £65

1913 2I SUNBEAM, 2 speeds, new £63
1912 s\ h.p. RUDGEMULTI, good £39
igi2 6 h.p. REX de Luxe, 2 speeds, freeengine f37

1912 Cycle Car, 7-g Blum^eld engine, 2 speeds £35
igi2 3J ARIEL, variable gear £29

3i h.p. ENFIELD REX, M.O.V £10

1912 6 h.p. CLYNO, 2 speeds, kick starter. . £42

igio 5-6 h.p. VINDEC, 2 speeds £27
5-6 h.p. REX de Luxe, 2 speeds, etc £27

35 h.p. 1907 TRIUMPH, magneto, spring fks. £23

One Ditto, verv srood £24

4h.p. igii QUADRANT, Roc 2 speeds.... £30

3! h.p. 1 909 REX Tourist, good £21

3Jli.p. 190S REX Tourist, 1909 engine .... £19

3* b.p. igio REX, fine goer £23

5-6 h.p. REX de Luxe, igo8, 2-speed model £25

EASY PAYMENTS
Any of the following can be had on Easy Term

Let us know which you would like and we ^\l

quote.

q.Vh.p.N.S.U.mag. £15 I 3^ TRIUMPH.mag. £2:

3.>; ENFIELD REX £10
| 3I h.p. mag. REX. iV

Vh.p. mag. REX. £19
I

2 h.p.MOTO-REVE £1

3:t h.p. 1910 REX £23 | 1912 zi h.p.ARIEL £2!

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.

New Best and Lloyds drip feeds, complete, 6

Good Second-hand Sidecar £3 1

New twin Bosch Magnetos, D.A.V. models £2 19

Ditto D.A.LV models 50/- e.i^

New Bosch Magneto, suit single-cyl. engine £3

Good Second-hand Sidecar £3 1

Cowey Speedometer, done 3,000 £3

Cowey Speedometer, done 100, perfect £3 l

New Rubber-studded Covers, 26 x 2J, beaded 17

Triumph Pattern Handle-bar, new 6

Farrar's Motor Exchang
19, 21, 23, 25, Hopwood Lane
Telephone HALIFAX 'JZ "'"pIc

A46 All letters rel.nting to advertisements should quote the niimber at the end of each advertisement, anA the date of the issue.
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lOI'liLAS, 0, new March, 1911;
' l>;iniel, 4. AJ'riia Gjirdeusj Cardiff.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION VI.

orcestershire, Herefordshire, Radnor, Breck-

lock, Munmoutli, (ilamorgan, Carmarthen,

Cardifjan, and Pembroke.

907 llrown. 3'-li.r-. li.li.i.. spli'ndiil condition; 412.
-Ciuudi'ti, Abcrguvi-imy, [2775

QIO F.N., 2Uh.p., 2 speeds, good condition; £15.
if clicap.—Thackcr, Ledbury. . [2829

Gli-p. K.N., 1-cyl., 2 speeds, Itom tyre; £20.—liirk^.

ilfiupstead, Sketty ltd.. Swant^ca. [2706

i-hoap, ca.sli —
rX3317

orGIiAS. 1911. pcrfoft condition; £25, or near
tier.— 12, St. Jtartiu'6 Ed., Knowle, Brist.il. [2721

|

RH'MI'H, Itite 1910, licrid light, acce-J.«ories. litt)';

riJdcn, partect.—46, Woodftdd Ed., King's Hcatli.
[X3189

907 Triuiupb, 3>-.Ji.p., makers just overhnnlcd, com-
plete, all spares; £23.—Camden, Abergavenny.

' [2776
IliHTVTEIGHT. 2':;h.p.,- dry ignition, low. good
condition.—Smith, 229. Maryvalc Ed., Bournville.

rX3293
P T.T. Trinmph, little u^rd, fast, perlect conili-

ti;.u, complete; £31.—A.-Wilson, Rockfield House,
Inrd. ..... [X2685

ItH'AiriT, 1912VJ. free engine, in splendid condition
liimp and accessories ; export e.^amiuation invited

;

-I'reece, 152, Widcmar^h St., Hereford. [X3052

KirMVH. 3'/.h.p., Sturmey-Archer 3-speed and free
n;:ine, T.T. model, with semi T.T. bars, lompletc-

ti Inuii*. horn, and full kit of tools, in excellent order

:

-James Fryer. Ltd., Hereford. [X3197

EW Hudson, 2"Ub.p., J. -A.P. ergine, variable gear,
clutch, free engine, condition ijerfect, enamelling,

tim; excellent, all spares, machine been well
ted alter; £36.—Chapman, 4, Broad St., Ludlow.

[2827
.J.S., 2-^ih.p., 1913. May, unscratched, absolutely as
new and done only 500 miles; oivuer buying 6h.p.

• make; cost with very complete set accessories and
^^.^. list sent, £58, bargain, £48.—Jenkins. The
I, Bridgend. Glam. . [X321I

SECTION VII.

ucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
i'ilts, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

iYTOX.S.-Seott, 1913. slightly shop-soiled; £60-
Laytous, Bicester, Oxon. [S3263

X.. 1910, 2lih.p.. new tyres, spares: £15.—Guest.
i^eafleld Park College, Fareham. [2701

OTT, latest 1913 model, brand new; £58, great
bargain.-Ginger, Motors, Banbury. [Xi881

OT'GLAS Lightweight, 1911. in good condition;
£20.-H. Eelly. High St., Tisbury. [X3112

tirllPH, 1912",:,, F.E., perfect condition; £37.-
.Molor, 2nd Floor, 22, George St., O.'clord. [2709

iTTOXS.-Dougl.as, 1913, model O, shop-soiled only;
£42, catalogue price £48.—Laytons, Bicester.

[X3264
p. Singer, mag., B. and B. carburetter, tyres ex-
cellent; £12, or near offer.—Wicks, Dairy, Mejk--

[X3113
TTOXS.-Zenith, 6h.p., 1913, complete with lamp,
liorn, speed indicator, etc. ; £57,—Laytons, Bicester.
"• [X32C1
ATCHLESS, 1913 models for immediate delivcry.-
•Sole Oxfordshire' agents. The Morris Garage, Ox-

[0313
lUMPn, tree engine, 1911, Xll-All, Hutchinson,
Kempshall; £25.-8, Drummond Ed., Bourne-

"'- [2303
tEI.GN" and Moore, 1913 models for immediate de-
lirery.-Sole district agent. The Morris Garages,

'"' [0203
'IFT, 3i,ih.p.. 1911, tree engine, first-class order:
£24, or near cfler.—Heath, Wiltshire, Ltd.,
rshot. [2820
h p.-. Free Engine Eover, White and Poppe engine,

long., good order, lamp, tools; £12.—K. Cross,
t, Berks. [2697
13 3',<,h.p. Twin MatchlcM, brand new, jn.stde-

Ilvererl
; list £63, accept f58.-Balfour, Market

•. Jtnnbnry. [X3300
YTONS.—Premier, 1912, Z'Ah.p., 3-speed, free en-
•gme, very nice order; bargain, £25.—Lartons.

rttr, Oxon. [X;3259

13 3-speed Matohless-Jap. 4h.p., comii-er-ehaft
•pulley, new condition; £42/10.-Davies, 15,

ton St.. Bristol. [X3283
YTOXS.-Triumph. 1913, 3-6pced model, shop-
smled onl,y; -£51, catalogue price £59;i5.-Lay-
lliceeter, Oxon. [X3262

TTQXS.-Zenith, S'^h.p., 1913 model, really worth
Daring, complete with lamp, horn, etc.: £43.—
)IU, Bicc.stcr, 0.\on. [X3260
ll.p. Lightweight Minerva, Boscll, B.B. carburetter

adjustable pulley; particularn, photo: £11, bar-
6. Manor- Ed.. O.xford. [X3304

rTONS.-Trinmi.h, 1911-7i, clutch model, excel.
lent condition, complete witli' lamp, horn, etc.

;

-Laytons, Bice<n:er, Qxon. iX3258

MORE RECORDS BROKEN
with the "FORWARD" FASTENER
Flying Five Miles .. 71.54 M.P.H.

Standing 10 „ .. 68.08 IW.P.H.

by Mr. G'DGNOVAN on a "NORTON."

The World's Best Fastener.

FORWARD
PLUGS.
Best for 1914.
TEN MODELS.
Riders, agents,

factors, & manu-
facturers sliould

write for 1914 list,

ready in one week.
The prices will

surprise you, and
you know
Forward Reiiability.

Type T.T. Illustrated

A plug with Stea-

tite insulator and
single nickel elec-

trode that will

not overheat un-

der any conditions

I

The best racing plug made. O /

Satisfaction guaranteed. «J/"

STRONGER SCREWS
• are fitted to all our 1914 fasteners. 9

I

That is another point wliich makes for

their efficiency—another point wliich B
experience lias proved to be essential 9
to a perfect service. •

KING HOOK^
PATENT
13937/11.

IKING HOOK the strongest and best
hook fastener ever invented.
1/- Detachable. 1/3 .Vdjiistable.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
DOUGLAS. 19131,;.. T.T. model. pcrlVct condition,

very iittio u^ed, heavy Kemp.shall rear tyre : cash
'37.-Heyboum Slotors, Maidenhead. (2905

1Q12 Grandex-Jap, 2iyi.p., Sl'all saddle, Brampton
Ji*y ffcar, rc-bushcd, lamp, horn, sparer, excellent con-
dition; £27 cash.—Klitz, Lymington, Hants, [X3n5
SINGER l^'^'ib.p. LiKhtwoiRht, Bosch mag., punrp,

horn, thorouelily reliable machine: barirain,
fl2,'10.—Thornbury. I'rome Ed.. Trowbridge. [X330S

HAETWELLS' Garage, Chipping Norton. — Triumph
;ind Ilouglas agcntri; nlf^o agents for Swilt cycle

rar for Banbury, Burford, and Chipping Norton.

TUILTMrH. 3-Rpeed, 3V'h.p., free engine, clutch: in
stock: £59/15.—Hartivells'.

DOUGLAS model O, £48; in stock model E, £52.
-Hartivells'.

EXFIELn Autoletto in stock, £138.—C-ifordshire
agents, Hartwells'.

TRlUAirll. 1912, free engine, in fine order through-
out, new lin. Duniop belt, lamp, horn, and tools:

£39.-Hartn ells'. [1786

1 013 Singer, 3',^li,p., 3-speed, free engine, perfect con-
-Lt/ dition, lamp, horn, only run 400 miles; £50;
itwncr buying car.—Cordner, Tumbledown Deck, Karn-
borongh. [S3109

LIGHTWEIGHT N.S.IT., 2h.p., Bosch mag.. B. and
B. carburetter, ,;pring forks, finished black, lined

-cd; bargain, £10. — Uiamond, 4a, St. Leonards Ed.,
Bouniemouth.

,

[X3095

DOUGLAS, only 3 -neeks old, T.T. model, 2-speed : this
is a special racing machine, tuned up, exceptionally

fast, complete with lamp, tools, etc.; accept £45.—Eliot,
Rectory, Slough. [2754

TONS.—Douglas, 1911, 2-speed, freeLAYI . _ _ .. . . .

model, engine just overhauled, whole machine in
gocHi order, lamp,
Bice6ter, Oxon,

1911,
ove:

"

horn, etc.

;

engine

£26/10.-

REX, 6h.p.,
JLV lately overhauled,

Lavtons,
[X3257

Bosch, new B. and B., carburettei,
2 speeds, lamp and horn;

£30, bargain.—Barker and Stuttard, Motor Corner,
Stoke Rd., Gosport. [2801

FOR Sale, a T.T. Douglas motor cycle, in first-cla-s

running order, eimilor to the one u-;ed in this year's

Tourist Tropbv race; £34.—Apply, W. Eossiter, 23,

South Rd., Kingswood, Bristol. [X269

101I 3'/oh.p. Premier, fixed engine, entirely over-
X<y hauled July, new back tyre and belt fitted, first-

class running order; £25, or near ofier. — Apply to
Salisbury Plain Motors, Amesbury. 1X3210

QECOND-HAND Motor Cycles.—We have a large stock

of machines in excellent condition at very low
prices to clear ; send us your reQuirements and we will

guarantee to satisfy you.—The Morris Garagee. Oxford.
10314

1 Q13 ilotosacoche, 2V2b.p., free engine, variable
J-t/ gear, Lycett saddle. Palmer tyres, as new,
bought September, ridden 200 miles, perfect condi-

tion: £30.—Dr. Growther-Smith, Standiord, Bordon,
Hants. [2791

Qlh.p. Magneto Rex. B. and B.. lamp, linrn, loot-

02 boards, thoroughly overhauled and Tebushed,

guaranteed, bargain, £15, any trial; also- 191<! standard

Bradhurv, Flench grey,' lined blue, as new, accessories,

£32.— ilayne, Sonning, Re.idinE [2896

SECTION vin.
Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent,

and Sussex.

rpOTTENHAM.-1913 3.ipeed Humber, new; £50.

TOTTENHAM.—J943 2yoh.p. Hobart. like new, and
exceptionally fast : £29.

F.E. Zenith, MillfordTOTTENHAM.-1913 8h.p.
Corvette sidecar, lamp. Lorn ; £67.

'POTTENEAM—1912 S'.Jh.p. 2-.speed Humber and
sidecar; £39;

andTOTTENHAM.—1912 Bradbury, N.SU. gear,

clutch, in back wheel, with eidecar ; £41.

fyoITENHAM.- 1911 F.E. Singer, in fine order; £30.

TOTTEXH.VM.—Bh.p. Bat-Jap, new tyres, and belt;

£23.

TOTTENHAM.—3h.p. accumulator Triumph, in per-

fect order; £12. 'Phone: 1982.—The Stamford
Hill Motor Co., 128. High Ed.. South Tottenham, N.

:X3319
1013 7h.p Indian, used 3 months: £45.-8, Qucen'i-

La Ed., Tunbridge Wells. [2696

RACING 2>,!lh.p., all grey: bargain, £7/10, oflcr.-165.

Kcmpton Rd., East Ham, [2774

13

P.
an
Q

1Q13 B.S.A., 2-6pcod model: 40 gns.; older bike pan.
La —Sinclair. East Molcse.v. rX5239

>. and M.,
Queen's

£59.- B., S.

[2448
new, uncratod. must realiee

Av , Winehmore Hill,

IQll Zenith-Gradua, 6h,p., perfect, £35.—PurcellV
-i-^ (eee displayed adTeitiscment). [2898

^ENITH, 1911,_3'.-jh.p., £25: with eidecar, £28
Tyson, 169, Sloiine St., London. [2790

»...%».«.,*«>« >fl».>.Mn #v#% n n p, ,..«« O -I hP- Browu, Amnc, h.b.c., Saxon forks, new tyre,

FORWARD MOTOR CO., Summer Row. B'HAMl^T £8.-Furiier, Wcodbauk, Erith. [2675

All letters relating to adveitisements should quote tlie number at the end of each aJvertiscment, and the dale of the issue.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
MOEGAN and Masnvell.—A.J.S., 1912, 2VA.^., 2

speeds: £30.

MORGAN and Maxwell—Bat, 2?jh.p. De Dion, spring
frame; ilO.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-
all accessories ; £60.

Bat, 7-91i.p.. 1913. 2 speeds,

8h.p., aud sidecar,MOKGAN and MaswelL-Bat,
1913: £60.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Bradbniy, late 1912, accee-
eories ; £S3.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-Clrno, 5-6b.p., late 1912, 2
speeds, Binks. and coachbuilt sidecax; £40.

MORGAN and Maxyell.-Humber, 1913. SVzb.p., and
folding sidecar, 3 speeds ; £62.

MORGAN and Maxivell.-Indian, 1913, 7-8h.p.. as
new, and sidecar: £75.-

MORGAN and Maxwell.—liinooln Elk, Ai^i.p., 1913,
2 speeds: £32.

1912, 2MORGAN and Maxwell.—Matchless, 8h.p.,
speeds, and Canoelet; £70.

TITORGAN and Maxwell.—Minerras from £5 each.

MOEQAN and Maxwell.—Mctosacocle, 2i/:b.p., 1912
£22.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-N.S.tT., 1910,
speed, and eidecai ; £30.

MORGAN and Maxwell.-P.
speeds, Kempsballs, accessories

ORGAN and Maxwell.-

6h.p.,

late 1911, 2

Premier, 2l4t.p., 1912; £22.

and M.,
£42.

_ _ _ _ . . T.T., 1911, de-
compressor, special engine and fittings ; £32.

M
MORGAN and Maxwell.—Eex. 5-6h.p., and Chater-

Lea sidecar, 1909; £32.

MOEGAN and Maxwell.—Rudge, S^alip-t fiee engine;
£27.

MORGAN and MaxwelL-Singer, 2y2li-P-. T.T., 1912,
3 speeds, Bosch; £28.

jlTORGAN and Maxwell. Triumpb,

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Triumph. 1911. Tourist, fine
condition ; -£30.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Triumph, SVoh.p., latest

1913, 3 speeds, brand new; ofiers invited.

MORGAN and Maxwell.—Zenith, e-Sh.p., 1913, barely
Boiled, Gradua gear, Hutchinsons, Bosch, head

light, speedometer, complete with Gloria new Projectile
£30 eidecar, all tools, lamps, fittings; price £100, with
ineniance policy.

MORGAN aud Maxwell's Miscellany.—AS.L. seat
pillai, as new, 21/-; Bints 2-jet c-arbiiretter, also

B. and B.'s. 21/-; Triumph back wheel. 10/-; free en-
gine back wheel, £3; N.S.U. 2-speed gear. £6; 2-speed
and reveree gear box, complete, £1 ; Albion pulley, 5/-;

Rnshmore lamp and automatic generator, 30/-; Eudrick
decompreesor, 5/-; Lodge plugs; Shamrock and leather
belts, cheap ; Cowey and Smith speedometers, almost new
lamps, etc.; write us.—Morgan and Maxwell, 80, High
Ed., Streatham. Loudon, fSSl?!

Qih.p. T.T. Zenith, late 1912, epaies, done 1,00002 miles; £36.—Gems, Weybridge. [2445

QUADRANT, 3y'>h.p., in splendid condition, 76iy fast.

.—Metcalf, Heath Park, Romford. [2690

BARGAIN.—1912 Bradbury, 2-speed. fine condition;
£28.-53. Erownhill Rd., Oatford. [2828

SINGER, 1912, Si/sh-p., chitch model, splendid order,
with accessories; £32 cash, or easy terms.

BRADBURY, 1912, fitted with latest type N.S.U. 2-

epeed gear, adjustable pulley, Binks carburetter,
good order ; £34 cash, or easy terms.

N.S.U., 1913. Julyj 3M*h.p., 2-speed gear, free engine,
large Lucae lamp, generator, and horn, new condi-

tion throughout; £38 cash, or easy terms.

ELOE and Co., 16, EishopsRate Av., Camomile St.,

E.G. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.
^ [2911

N.S.U, 3V'>h.p., m.o.T.. magneto, runs well; must eell.

£10/10.-1. Ebner St.. Wandsworth. rX3238

F.N. Lightweight, mag., horn, Lucas lamp, spares;
£15.—Bond-, 245, Euaton Rd., London. [S3177

RES, 3h.p., drop frame, B. and B., Dnnlops ; £6.—
Garaged 73, Church St., Camberwell. [2857

2-speed. ig"^!, just overhauled;
Guilford Lawn, Dover. [2808

DOUGLAS, 23Ah.p.
£30.-Wa(6h. 9.

DOUGLAS, T.T., 1913, new end of June; £42, or
near offer.—R. Ward, Hi«vh Rd., Byfieet. [2867

VINDEC Special, 3y2h.p 2-speed, F.E.; £20, no
reasonable offer refused.—Lamb's (below),

HUMBER, 2%h.y)., tftXn, 3-Epeed, quite new, 1913
model ; usual price £52/10, offer wanted.—

Lamb's (below).

DOUGLASES.—Keenest prices; immediate deliveries;
E.P.'b Vi down and 12 payments.—Lamb's (below).

BROWN Lightweight, 2y2li.p.. F.E., lightweight,
quite new; £39, offers wanted.—Lamb's (below).

MOTO-REVE. 1913, 2V:!h.p., 3-speed, ridden under
500 miles; £35, or offers.—l^amb's (below).

JAMES, the big single, at keenest cash prices; immn-
diate deliveriee; E.P.'s ^ down and 12 instal-

ments; send a p.c—liimb'e 151, High St-, Waltham^tow.
(2427

I

To the prospective purchaser of a
second-hand mount the

COLMORE GUARANTEE
is EXCEPTIONALLY INTERESTING. It runs :

"We guarantee every second-hand motor cj'cle H

sell to be in good and usable running order at the
time of the purchase, considering always its make
and age, and that no apparent fault exist:- to our
knowledge in connection therewith (errors in design
always excepted)."

Now this is a clear and straightforward

undertaking, and the Coimore depot, with
20 years of clean and fair trading record,

stands behind every word.

In the SOL.O Class.
DOUGLAS, 2j, single geared, 1910 £19
DOUGLAS, 1913, Model R, almost new £44
ARNO, igir, free engine, verv good ordej £20
PRECISION, 3.J h.p., Villiers free engine, almost

new £34
MATCHLESS, 3,^ h.p., 3-tp:cd twin, a lovely

little mount £50
ENFIELD, 2i- h.p.. igrs, shop-soiled only £42
PREMIER, 19H, free engine, in fine order £23

SIDECARS.
PREMIER, 3 speed gear, 1912, fine order, and

coachbuilt sidecar £42
ARIEL, IcLlc 1912, 3-speed gt-ar, 3^- decompressor

with coachbuilt sidecar £40
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p. Twin V.S., 2-specd gear.

scratched, with Bramble sidecar £70
SCOTT, 3j h.p. Twin with coachbuilt sidecar,

igrs £68
CLYNO and sidecar, 5-6 Twia. in good order £38
PREMIER, 1913, shop-soiled, with coachbuilt

sidecar £55

SPECIALCYCLECAR BARGAINS.
standard Model MORGAN Cycle Car, finished

grey, complete with accessories, 1913 £75
MORGAN, Standard Mode! in splendid con-

dition, with lots of ac;es^ori"S and spares . .£80
FORD Car, four-seater, -wdth equipment £75

We are now open to gi^e demonstration runs on the
new A.C. four-wheeler. The smartest, nattiest Cycle
Car extant.

A.C. four-wheeler, £100. A.C. four-wheeler, £100.
A.C. four-wheeler, £100.

In order to reduce stock prior to stocktalcing, wc
are making startling reductions in the accessory
department. Discounts Irom ten per cent, on abso-

lutely new 191 3 goods. We ha\'e not space enough
to give a list, but write, stating your requirements,

and we will quote you.

DOLMORE
DEPOTS:

31, Colmore Row, Birmingham.
49, John Bright Street, Birmingham.
2t)1, Deansgate, Manchester.
31, Renshaw Street, LIverpooL
62, Hi°h Street, Leicester. I

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE
PALMER'S Garage.—Tooting.—The pre-eminent

for purchasing motor cycles.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—The recognised
for motor cycles, cycle cars, and automobile

every description.

PALMEE'S Garage. Tooting.—Eegiilar auction
held everj' fortnight. Xext three eales

October, November 12th, anxi November 26tll. •

logues post free.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—If you vrkh to .

sell, or exchange a motor cycle you canatf-
bctter than write or call at

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—New showronni! i

large stock motor cycles opened.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—4-5h.p, K,X,,
ehaft-diiven motor cycle.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2h.p. Minerva
1

weight, m.o.T., nice running order; £5.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3%h.p. 1912 Triu
very line condition; bargain, £26.

PALMER'S Garage, Xooting.-2h.p. Werner, )<

little machine, -ndth m.o.v. ; £7flO.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-ls4h.p. Motoeaj
lightweight, handy and reliable, £12; al«o I

1913. brand new, £35.
,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—SV^h. p. Brown andj
car, reliable lot; clearance, £16.

,,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 6-8h.p. twin Mil
one of the best; £25.

^

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-5-6h.p. N.S.U., t

2 speeds, long wheelba^e machine ; bargain, £i
;

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-31/jh.p. Tiiumpli.J
iyve fixed engine, 1912 machine. -£29; afio 1

E.E. Triumph, £32/10, r.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.— J^/oh.p. Rex do e
very fine machine, racing model; £17/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2i4h.p. Ariel I

weight, low build, handy, reliable; £12/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-SV^h.p. 1915 i

Radge, nieo condition, powerful machine, fi

tically new; £32/10.

PAJLMER'S Garage. Tooting.-3Vjh. p. Hm
fine machine; -sacrifice. £22/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, have in stoc tl

largest, best, and most varied selection 01

1

cars of all types, new and second-hand, in the -

Isles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—"Write at ont J

illustrated descriptive booklet containing
of over 100 motor vehicles, tare, cycle cars, and

|

cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-Sole address,
Palmer'fi Garage, ilerton Tram Terminas,

ing (20 mins. Victoria, 10 mius Wimbledon.-
bu^es 48, 49, 66. and 107. Tel.: 208 Streatln

PEUGEOT. 2V2h.p., low built mag., perfect con
£14.—Horsman, 255, Bath Rd., Houuslow.

REX 5h.p. Twin, 1909, F.E.. tyres and belt

new; £25.-45, South Croxted Rd., Dulwioli.

TRIUMPH, 1911V^. clutch, new condition; £3
Graham, 29, Pe'rham Rd., West Kensinglop.

21.h.p. Motor Cycle, ]ust overhauled, new tyr*

2 near offer.—IS, Maude Rd., Camberwell,

"I 012 4i4h.p. Win-Precision. 2-speed, like neirXU —Taylor, 21a, Store .St.. Tottenham Cout

3h.p. Lloyd. B. and B., good tyres aiid belt, s

order; £9.-5, TTin g Stephen's Rd,, Colclie

RUDGE, F.E., 1912. in new condition, harfl
used; £35.- Pond, 349. West End Laner>

B.S.A., 1912-13, clutch model; best offer ove
taken for debt.—69, Greenside Rd., Oro

Jj*5/15.—2%h.p. jVtinerva, m..o.i.v., tyres near!^ perfect order.—Speeehley, 45. Church Rd,

2ih.p. F.N.. 2-p:peed, shaft drive, clutch, acct

4 guaranteed perfect; £24.—Rice, Ainwell,

ZENITH, 3','-''h.p-, 1912. absolutely perfect;
£36; not Sundays.—72, Shakespeare Rd.,

Hill.

1012 Seott, pan seat, new chain?!, tyres:
-LU £36, or near ofEer.-Stevens, Addington,

1912, fixed engine model, lamr

Kent.

DOUGLAS,
61

London.

3Jlh.p. Torpedo, only ridden 6 months; £30;
2 2-sp6ed Douglas.—Long, Silver St.,,

Essex.

TRIUMPH. 1912, free engine, lamp, born, n

perfect running order; £35.—Dr. Gervie,

Sussex.

MOTOSACOCHE. 1911, 2Vjh.p.. adjustable

good tyres, capital order; £16.-21, Gilmt
Lewisham.

IF You Want Bargains in 2nd-hand motor oy
can get them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Laii

St., London.
, ,

- , H

^cQ All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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^OTOH BICYCLES FOB SALE.
1 rii p Twin Antoine, fine eidecar luacUine, in pcrfcrt
^

'.-inlitioQ: bargain, £14.-24, ChurcbiU Rd., Wil-
Hr.'cn. £2695

ill-GRADUA, 3'/'b.p., 1911, perfect order;
^ —73. Loiighboro" Park. S.W. "Phone

:

i;Uu

2042. [2184

BADBCBT, 1911. good condiiion, new PaJmor corrl,

£27: with sidecar, £50.-210. Kingston Ed..
[i[-TMn Wick. [2818

CIi'MPH. 1913. 3-8peod, excellent condition, ouly
1 "1 '"'IPS. lamp, etc.; £48.—Laasdell, 30, Prentis

[2891

u. 4Vyi-P.. 3-speed, new condition, power-
,

,
u^y examination; £45.—C?uitis. 14, Elmwood

-wick. [2895

iirudbury, S'/^b.^., scarcely tLsed, £28. cr ivitb

-i-^ Viliiers free engine £30.—Larbon, Nortbcote,
B bourn. Harts. [2846

iX. 1912, 5-6h.p., 4-cyl.. clutcb. grey finisb, in es-
but condition; trial; £32.—Page, 74. East Hill.

. Kent. [2821

I Martin, 2^h.p., Tery low position, fast and
I'crfects all apares; £12.—Petty. 3, Norbury

ide. Norbury. [2881

orGLAS. all models, for immediate delivery; trade
supplied.—Key. 5, Heath St., Hampsteod, and 173,

Portland St., W. [9668

.b.p. Brown, mag., jnst overhauled, new cylinder,
piston. Sensprny; £15; after 2 Saturday.-De<i-

. High Ed., ByHoet. [2730

OTT. many 1912 engine renewals, 2 speeds, chain
drive, water-cooied ; £28, or terms.-Purcell'a (sec

laycd advertisement). [2897

iGLES.-N.S.U. 3h.p. twin, 1913, latest improve-
ments, 2 speeds, free engine, new, slightly sbop-

d; cheap to clear.

iGLES.—Rover, 1913, 3-6peed model, new, olightly
flhop-eoiled; cheap to clear.

lGLES.-N.S.U.. 3'/2h.p., 19HV2, model de luxe,
1913 epriuR forks, other improvements, 2 speed?,

a engiae, slightly shop-soiled; cheap to clear.

I
iGLES.—Hover, late 1912, Sturmey-Archer 3-speed

A gear; cort £61/12, new condition; £38.

I .GLES.-N.S.n., 3^h.p., late 1912, loop frame, with
^ rear spring, N.S.TJ. 2-8peed gear, free engine; £53.

i .QLE8.—Bat-Jap. 1912. 3Voh.p.. apring frame. T.T.
A liandlft-bar. very fast; £26.

1 .OLES.-Bradbury. 1912, N.8.T7. 2-6peed gear, free
J engine, had little use; £35.

i GT,E3.-Enfleld 2^ib.p. twin, late 1912. 2 epeeds.
1^0 engine, chain drive, footboards, nearly

i.E9.—L.M.C., SVsb.p., Bosch mag., spring
Iork3, nearly new tyree and belt; £18/10.

.GLE8.-N.8.TJ., SVoh.p., 1908, mag., B. and B.
carburetter, Dunlop studded tyres; £12/10.

I

QLE8.—Any of the above can be had on approval,
" The Motor Cycle " deposit system, or deferred

lents arranged.

I

GLES.-N.8.U. 2-3peed gears, to fit Triumph, Brad-
bury, J.A.P., B.S.A., Precision, Budge, Bover,

ier. Singer, and other makes, the easiest gear on
[
(inrket to fit; no alteration to motor cycle neces-
trade inquiries invited.

CiLES and Co., High St.. Acton. N.S.U. West Lon-
don District Agency. Tel.: 556 Chiswick. [X3251

f )rGliA8, 1913, 2-speed, footboards, epeedometi;r.
•^ssoriee. splendid condition; £36. or near—76,

Ed.. Brixton. [2816
MPH. 1911, adjustable tappets, decompressor,

condition, a no trouble machine; £28.—Ellis.
lio Ed., Fulham. [2849

. - Douglas. 2 speeds, free engine, kick starter.
\ run 200 milei*. all spares ; £37.—George, 27.
1 ltd., Eegeat'e Park. [2853

'

''' SVsh.p. J.A.P., Bosch, Zenith-Gradua gear, sprinc
irame, footboards, splendid order; £20. — 97'
ive Ed., Brighton. [X3I14
I., 1912, SVoh.p., variable pulley, vari-able gf-ar.
utlid condition-, lamp, horn, spares; £30.—Bond.
ton Ed., London. [S3176
n>H. July, 1913, hardly used, T.T. model, tools
"-}* «°d H. lamp; £45, bargain.—Ohenell, 7.

• Kd., Shepherd's Bush. [2868
lUMPH^ 5h.p Amac, h.b.c. Hellesen fine cord
law fart, reliable, new Dunlop, Michelin; £12/10
Oaihohne Ed.. Forest HilL [2812
12 Semi T.T. Premier, variable jet, Druid forks,
Just overhauled by makers; £30/10; good reason

tlUDg.-V. Clow, Cheshunt. [2718

^^Tu'-u ^^^)P.-' ,'^^^^ I'^'OO- perfect, splendid
rutnber. 35/- lamp. horn, spares, Service belt;

-18, Stanbury Ed.. Pe<:kham. [2793

u^^ Cycle. 3"/^b.p., low, speedy, mag., Senspray.
S.2P' ^"'* accessories, good running order; £18.—
isfflnghom Ed., Harringay. [2681

JLP, 2%h.p., 1914 model, jnst arrived; look ntUe pnce, 24 ens. ; a marvel. Call or write for
-uiara. Immediate delivery at preeent.—Wilkin^.»n and Co., ll. Hammersmith Ed.. London. [2771

You
jot go

I better place

If it*s a motorcycle,

let it be one of

for which we are Sole London Agents.

Catalogues sent anywhere on demand.

STOCKTAKING BARGAINS.
BELTS. Usual Sale

Price. Price.

6ft, 5in. X lin. Whittle,
soiled only 26/-

7ft. lin. X ^in. Whittle, good
condition 21/3

6ft. 9in. X |in. Whittle,
hardly used 20/-

3ft. tin. X ^in. Whittle,
soiled only 10/9

6ft. 7111. X lin. Whittle, fine

condition 26/8
7ft. 6in. X i|in, Pedley, new 20 /3

7ft. 6iii. X Jin „ „ II /lO
8ft. X Sin. „ „ 12/9
8£t. X |in. Wood-Milne,

new 18/-

8ft. X I in. Continental,
new 14/-

8ft. 6iD. X Jin. Crown, new 17/-
7ft. 6in. X Jin. LySO, new . . 11/3
7ft. Sin. X

I
in. „ „ .. 13/9

7ft. 8in. X |in. {2) Watawata
complete with fastener,

nearly new 21/2
Cost.

per foot,

Odd lengths of Centipede leather

and canvas belting, |in 1/6
|in 1/9
im 2/-

lin 2/3

BELT FASTENERS.
State size required.

Cost,

each,

Sentinel, adjustable 1/6
King Hook, adjustable, with

3 hooks 1/3
D'Allf adjustable, with 3

hooks 1/6
C.Q.R., adjustable, double

bolted, prevents fastener

. being pulled out, with
3 hooks 2/-

Gelerio, detachable 8d,

Star, very strong 8d.

21/-

10/6.

11/-

8/6

15/6
16/S
9/8
10/3

15/-

10/6
12/-
8/9
10/6

11/2
Sale.

1/3
1/5
1/7
1/10

Sale
h.

1/2

1/-

1/-

1/5
5d.

5(1.

Spare Petrol Cans, J-gallon, 1 /3 ; r-gallon, 2/-
Cost. Sale,

Soldering Iron Spirit Blowlamps, very
useful I /- 8d.

Handle-bar Watches,
with case and
secret attachment 5/- 3/3

M.

Sale.

37/6

56/-

Graphite Grease, for
chains, in metal
tubes 6d.

SPEED INDICATORS.
Cost.

JONES, good con-
dition 63/-

JONES, mileage

<,/yjj shown under 20,
'"*

-913 model ... . 70/-

SMITH'S, soiled onlv, mth trip
recorder 84 /-

SMITH'S, soiled onlv 63/-
67/-
52/-

H.IAYLOR &C?,IIP.
21a, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road,

LONDON, W.
Wires—" Dynametro. Westcent, London."
' Phone—ro()57 Central.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1 Q l2>/2 Zenith Graduii, tipecdonieter, lamp, horn,
\-iJ whi:^t!e, dcpoiuprcssor, Xl'all gaddle, guaranteed;
£33.-Cl]iipman, Bellaj-t St., Hove. [2705

BEOAVN. 23.',h.p.. in.o.i.T.. B. and B.. h-b.o.. epecia!
mudeuarding. uew tyre, lamp, spares; £10/10.—

Knutaford, Salisbury Ud., Carshalton. [2810

N.S.U., 1912, 3h.p. twin, Boech iniu?., perfect order,
condition an U'?w, all accessoiios ; £28.—Apply.

Kitdon, 8, Forbury ltd.. Stamford Hill. [X2681

PEUGEOT, 7h.p., Bosch, B. and B.. free eneine.
Druids. KcmptJlinll' and Paluicr, good conditioa;

£20.—Boyd. 4a, Roman Rd., East Ham. [2879

ZENITH-GEADUA. 1911, S'.l'h.p.. new tyrea and belt;
£26, or near offer; want money.—-Cambridge Cot-

tage, 'St. John's Grove, lUcbmnnd, S.W. [2864

"IQ12V2 B.S.A,, 2-8peed, drip feed, 2V2 Dunlops, lin.

f- *^ belt. lamp, born, splendid condition ; £40; or
Offt^rs.- G. Sparrell, Behnont, Camberley. [X3082

RUDGE, T.T.. 1912. very fart, perfect order, un-
scratclied, lamp, horn, tools, and spares; £28, any

trial.—Petty. 3. Norbury Parade, Norbury. [2880

ROVER, 1913, 3-speed, used for demonstration only,
done abjut 250 miles, and in splendid tune ; clear-

ing at £48.—Rainbow, Stone St., Graveeend. [X3058

B.S.A., 1912 (October), free engine, 2-3peed N.8.U.,
eparee, perfect condition; £36.—Featherstone,

Wyuburg, Lavender Ed., WalLington, Surrey. [2886

T>E5 de Luse, 6b. p.. 1913, all latest improvemeDt*^,XV just delivered London agents; unable take delivery.
—115, Harlesden Rd., Willesden Green, London. [X2957
3h.p. Fafnix, Chater 9, in perfect order throughout,

£12/10; or exchange cheaper machine and ca&h,
ofEers.—P. Wright, 94, High St., W. Norwood. [2883

P.
and M., 1909, powerful engine, new gears and tyres,

with sidecar, acceseories; sell £27; exchange 2-

epeed Douglas.-Smith, 48. Great Sutton St., E.G. [2746

GENUINE Bargains can bo obtained for cash or
easy payment* from Elce and Co., 16, Bishops-

gate Av., Camomile St.. E.O. 'Phone; Avenue 5548-

^ ,
[0326

1 008 3i^h.p. Triumph, 1913 piston, cylinder re-bored,Xtf valves, tyres, 1911 pulley, bearings, lamp, horn,
spare belt, splendid condition; £20.—Twiddy. Sevenoaks.

MOTOSACOCHE. 1912. all latest improvemente, little
used, equal new condition, spare tyres, etc., com-

plete; £20.—S. Constable, Nizels, Hildenborough, Kent.
[X3110

INDIAN, 1911, red, 5-6h.p., free engine, clutch, Brooks
saddle, good condition; a bargain, £24/10.—Wil-

kins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London.
[2765

DOUGLAS, 1911. perfect condition, lamp, horn,
minor, watch, tools, pump, spares, Dunlop belt

tyres; £23.—41. (Jleveden Mansions. Highgate Rd-
rX3213

PRECISION, S^^h.p., late 1911, Bosch, E. and B., 2V2
tyres, perfect condition; approval, deposit; £17, or

offer.—Williams, Winchester Hou^e, Meads, Eastbourne.P[2869. and' M., bought October, 1912. new Kempshall tyre
back wheel, splendid condition, like new; £42.—

Willdnfl, Simpson and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., Lon-
don. [2767

DOUGLAS, K, new March, 1913, 2.speed, clutch,
kick starter, new Michelin, P.H. lamp, born, tools,

only done 2,000; £40.—Ohartleigh, Birdhuist Rife. Croy-
don. [X3124
T>Y Order of Owner, going abroad.—7h.p. blue Indian,
---> F.E., speed model, complete with all spares and a
very fine machine; £28.—Pond. 349, West End Lane,NW. [X3145
DOUGLAS, 1912 (late), standard model, tyres, enamel,

plate like new, just been overhauled, fast, good
hill-climber; £25.—England, Home Farm, Walton-on-
Tbames. [2736

TRIUMPH, late 1912, new condition, 2 epeede, free
engine, spares, decompre^or ; £38 ; Auto-Wbeel

part.-Crouch, 10, Sydney Villas, Blyth Rd., Hayee,
Middlesex. [2747

ZENITH Qradua, SVoh.p., late 1912, excellent sidecar
machine, and guaranteed perfect, offer; also 2^

li.p. Douglas, 1911, £24, or near offer.—Daw, Thorpe,
Obertsey, Surr-^y. [X3053
DOUGLAS, 1913, model R. 2-speed, dutch, kick

start, fully equipped, speedometer, few spares, and
all accessories, condition as new; £48/10.-2, Pember
Rd., Kensal Rise. [X2951

1 Q12 New Hudson, 2%h.p., 3 speeds, free engine, abeo-
J-*^ lately in perfect condition, speed walking pace
to 40 miles per hour ; 30 gns.—Hayward, Brackenhurst,
Cobham, Surrey, [2756

ZENITH, 6h.p.. 1915. Gradua gear, lack starter and
clutdi; usual price £78/15, sbghtly ahop-soiled.

£59/15.—Wilkins, Simpdon, and Co., 11, Hamjuersmith
Rd., London, W. [2763

DOUGLAS. 1913, model P, just arrived from the
works; immediate delivery: £48; exchanges; lowest

eat^y paynient*».—Wilkins. Simpson and Co., 11, Hammer-
smith Rd., London. [2764

BUTTERWOUTH Bros. Autumn Bargains.-Magneto
Rex. SV-b.p., low. racy, new belt. £6/15; twin

Rex magneto, last, T.T. bars, low. £12/10; 2V'h.p.
Ligbtweii;bt, uew tyres, belt, etc.. £7/10; 3V'>h.p. Ilex
new tyres, gnofl condition, £3/15; Cbater-Lea, 4b.p..
like n-'w. £11/10.- 64. Mill Lane. Brixton Hill. [X5329

adverti.sement, and the date of the issue. A51
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
3ih.p. Triuinph. 193 3. second-hand, perfect ruuuiug

2 order, tyres in excellent coaditioii, free engine,
cnaiplete with all spares and accessories; 30 gns.—EiL-e
Bros.. Guildford. [2854HTIMBER, 3ioh.p., September, 1912. 2-speed. free

engine, Dunlop?, liandle starting, splendid condi-
tion: £32/10.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammer-
smith Ed., London. [2772

23h.p. Craubrook Motor Cycle, Bosch mag., B. and B.
4 carburetter, all accessories, only been out once;

£30: private oirner.—The Motor and Cycle Co., 60,
Cranbrook E-d., Ilford. [2777

M0T03AC0CHE, 1912Vo. 2';.h.p., free engine, mag.,
Druid spring lorlw, 120 m.p.g., upkeep low,

tjvcralls, lamp, horn, .spares; £22/10 cash,—32. Melfort
Rd.. Thornton Heath. {2889

T>rDGE. 1912, F.E., 1913 Seu^pray carburetter, new
-tV front tyre. 2'2in. Pedley on back, lamp, horn, and
spares; £34, no offers.—Vaughan Jones, 92, South Hili
Park. Hampstead, N.W. [2687

1 QI3 Eudge. SVoh.p., free engine, absolutely perfect,
-L*J very fa-^t and powerful: trial at one day's notice;
Tyres new condition; bargain, £40. or near offer.—P.E.'S.,
Preyste Hou^e. Petworth. rX3341

TRIUMPH, 1911^'. F.E., condition excellent, P. and
H., exhaust whi.?tle; nearest £33; exchange 7h.p-

Indian, 2-c;peed. cai^h adjustment.—H.C.B.. Rose and
Crown. Woodford Green. [2892

SCOTT, July. 1913, perfect condition, ideal winter
mount, fast, reliable, spares, tools, accessories, tour-

ins and T.T. bars; cost £75, accept £57/10.—Perkin,
14. Bloomsbury Sq., London. [2693

TRIUMPH. 1909 [11/12), new Jan., 1910, Palmer
cords. Cowey speedometer, overhauled Triumph Co.,

new cylinder, piston fitted, many spares r £26/10.-23,
Station Parade, Leyton^tone. [X3181

DOUGLAS, model G, single gear, new Oct., 1912,
with P. and H. lamp, horn, Stewart speedometer,

ridden under 1,000 miles; bargain, £30 for cash.— E.
M. Grice, Bletchingley, Surrey. [2688

3ih.p. New Hudson, 1913, absolutely new, free en
2 gine, kick staiter. B. and B. carburetter. Arm

strong 3-speed gear; retail cash price £57/15, what
ofiers.P-Rice Bros., Guildford. [2833

PHELON and Moore, Ltd., 4, Percy St., TV., have
several good second-hand P. and M. machines for

sale, which have been overhauled and are in perfect
order.—Can be seen at above address. [0131

N.S.U. 3h. p. Twin, fitted with 2-6peed variable gear.
new 3 months ago, has only done 500 miles

;
price

£38, cost £60, with accessories.—Esmond, Holbom Hall,
Gray's Inn Ed. 'Phone: 6492 Holborn. [0362

6h.p. Semi-T.T. Bat, July, 1913, Armstrong 3-speed,
kick starter, Kempshallf-i, done 300 miles, lamp,

horn, tools, demonstration; £65; buying car.—Aero-
planes, Vardens Ed., Clapham Junction. [53089

TRIUMPH, 1911 model, fitted with clutch, overhauled
by makers, splendid order, with or without sidei'ar,

£34: also 1912 T.T. model, £32.—Smith and Ford, 172,
Upper Richmond Rd., East Sheen, S.W. [2752

T.T. Singer, 1913Vi. SViih-V; special model, guaranteed
perfect, do over 60 m.p.h., Brampton variable,

Cowey. numerous spares; giving upj, £40.—Thoroton, 2,

Avenue Gardens, St. Margaret's, Twickenham. [2728

P.
and M., 1912, ju.st overhauled, excellent condition,
Xl'all bucket saddle, Cowey speedometer, Hanmcr

lamp and generator, nearly new back tvre; £45.—Rev.
J. Danglish, E.N. Barracks, Shotley, Harwich. [X2953

DOUGLAS, late 1912, Model K, with 1913 clutch
and pulley, condition as new, £40; also 1912,

as above, les5 clutch, £36, with lamps, horn, etc.;
seen by appointment.—Smith's Garage Coggeshall.

[2875
TRIUMPH, 1908, rc-enamelled by makers, plating

as new. engine rebored, new bearings throughout
July last, also magneto overhauled by Bosch, tyres, belt
excellent; £24 —Butterfield, Wentworti House, East
Finchley. ' [X3162

FOR Sale, 1913 Scott Motor Cycle, ridden less than
100 miles: good reasons for sale; fitted with Cowey

f^pfedometer, Lucas horn, lamp, and generator, absolute
pr-rfer-t order guaranteed.—Apply, The Motor House,
Haslemere. [2671

NEW Hudson, 1912, 3V2h.p., 3-speed, new Canoelet
sidecar, perfect condition, £38; Enfield twin light-

wiri2:ht, absolute bargain, £18; reason for selling owner
leaving country.—60a, Trinity Ed., Balliam. 'Phone

:

1528 Batter^ea. [2751

"j-t|13 Triumph. 3V2h.p., clutch model, 2% Clinchers
X */ (unpunctured). perfect condition, £47 ; also
BiQwning patent fulding sidecar, new August, £8/10

;

trial run arranged,—Cooke, 47, Mount View Ed., N.
T-fl.: 105 Hornsey. [2755

DOUGLAS, mode! R, 2-«peed gear, free engine clutch,
with kick starting pedal, footboards, and new

mrdel mudguards, jn>t arrived from work.s; £52, caph,
'T Inweet easy payra^ntv.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co.,
11. Haramersmith EH., London. [2769

WE Have a Few Shop-soiled and other Machines
which have been used for competition pur-

vo-ses, to be sold at bargain prices. Write tor par-
ticulars, or call and inspect.—N.S.U. Motor Co..
Ltd., 186, Gt. Portland St., London, W. [0361

CIASH Offer, immediate.— 3',l.h. p. Kerry. »pcedy, reli-
' able, perfect order, takf^j sidecar easily, fine solo

I, ount, me4imn weight, proved particularly trustworthy
in bad weather; value £35, accept £25: owner given up
liding.—Rose. 45, London Rd.. St. Albans. [X3203

All ready
to ride away

!

— All the leading makes of motor cycles in stock— new models arriving daily— including

INDIANS, JAMES, ROVERS,
HUMBERS,CLYNOS,ENFIELDS,
ZENITHS, A.J.S., BRADBURYS,
TRIUMPHS, & NEW-HUDSONS
— the " Finest selection in the Kingdom " for you
to choose from

—

all ready to ride away !

The " INDIAN " 7 h.p. twin, 2-speed, £70.

-Latest models of MONTGOMERY, CANOELET,
GLORIA, MILLS-FULFORD, etc., Sidecars in

stock.

^ 4 ^ 50 Shop-Soiled ^^^
•t- I fj and "Second- ;t|O LIC^m ' ^^ Hand" motor C»*» ^» ^^
cycles in stock from £io to £6o each — all well-

known makes — all thoroughly overhauled and
guaranteed in perfect condition for riding. Full

list on request.— If you wish to invest in a small car, I can give

you fullest information on any make, and will

assist you in choosing the most suitable car for

yoxu- special requirements. My stock includes :

The FORD " Runabout " complete £135.
PERRY complete 130 gns.
HUMBERETTE .. .. „ £125
FORD "Tourlner Car" „ £150
SINGERS , £185
CALTHORPES , £168
ALLDAYS "Midg-et" i, £138
G.W.K.'s „ £150
STANDARD „ £185
— all " ready for the road." Complete tuition free

— trial runs arranged — satisfaction guaranteed.
— If yon wish to exchange your present mount for

a new Motor Cycle or Small Car, I will make you
a generous allowance for it. Consult me on any
purchase — it will pay you.
— Please CALL, WRITE, or 'PHONE me.

87, 89 & 91, JOHN BRIQHT STREET,
Telephone; Midland 662.

and at Sparkhill, BIRMINGHAM.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

N-*

W
NEW Shop-soiled Machines at big reductions;

las, Enfields. James, Triumphs, Rudtcs', B,

N^

.U., 3h.p., 2 apeedfl. free. mag.. B. and B.. Lyt
OLO-v.. Rom and Dunlop, 26x2^. low, everj-thi

good condition, ride away. 15 gns. ; Portland cane can
-side entrance sidecar, Michelin 26x2^4^ Q.d. join
perfect; £5.-59, Cresswell Rd., Twickenham. [28

OVER, SVvh.p-, F.E.. Sturmey-Archer 3-speed ge;
delivered, June, 1912, Lucas lamp and horn. Co*

peedonieter, practically new front Dunlop tyre (only ri

10 miles); may be seen by appointment; £44.—p i

Johnson. Kirk Braddon, Croydon Rd., Beekeuham, Kei

, _.S.A.
Singer?, New Hud.'^onfi, Williain^oiH, Zcnitln<, at ke
raeh prices, or very liberal deterred payments. Give
a chance to quote you.—Lamb's, 151. High St., W
thamstow. [24

3ih.p. Zenith G^adua, 1913 model, tyres unpn:
2 tured, all accessories, including Cowey eppi

ometer, H. and P. acetylene lamp, horn, watch, a
spare inner tube not used, all in splendid condition, be
well kept; cost £60/17, will take 46 gns.—Can be se

any time at Oxford Lodge, Park Side, \yimbled
Common. ^

[27

MESSRS. PALjVIER and Kitson, South Easte
Garage, Heme Hill, London, S.E., guarant

all the following machines to be in running ordei
3V2h.p. 1912 Zenith-Gradua. £36; 5h.p. 1911 F:
£24; 2ih.p. Clement, £9: 1910 Douglae, £17: 19
2'Ah.p. Calcott, £26; 1911 6h.p. 2-speed N.S.D., £3
Z^^-yh.p. Kerry, £9; aV^h.p. 1911 Motosacoche, £2
3h.p. 1908 N.S.U., mag., £12; 4h.p. 19091^ R(
2-speed, sidecar, £22 ;

3i^h.p. Kerrv-Abingdon, 19
2-.'^peed sidecar, £32 : 1909 Triumph, £23 : 1912 Triomj
F.E., £42; 1913 Triumph. F.E.. £47; 1913 WiUiamst
2-6peed, sidecar, £68; 4i,^h.p, Antoine tricar, 2 fipee<

£15; 3y2h.p. 1910 Bradbury, £22.

ACCESSORIES. - New: Mabon clutch, Ughtweit
model, £2 ; eshauet whistles, 5/-; -watciee, 4/

Triumph pattern bars, all 5 controls, 20/-; goggles, :

and 3/-.—Second-hand: Veeder, 7/6; Miller lamp a

generator, 25/-; 3h.p. Quadrant engine, £3. Heaps
other goods, new and second-hand. Write for lists.-

and K., as above. [8^1

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

HUMEER, 1912, 2-speed, free, excellent conditit

£25.—G. Bowerman, Bridgwater. [53C

EW Shop-soiled 1913 Triumph, 3-9peed, B.S.A,
speed; what ofier ?—Dyer's, Sherborne. [5,3.i

EXETER Motor Cycle Co., 6 and 7, Bath Ed., Eiei
Tel.: 975.—Motor cycle and cycle car experts.

TMPORTANT to Motor Cycliete.—Sale, sale, sale.

WE have a large number of new and second-h;

motor cycle'j and adecare, etc., to be cleared

gardless of cost.

WE are making further extensive alterations to

premises, and must reduce our stock to make re

for the contractors.

SEND a postcard for complete list, with lowest c

prices. Special discount for cash off any 1913 i

models in eto^.

COUNTRY Customers' Railway Fare paid up to 1

miles during time of sale.

SECOND-HAND Motor Cycles from £10, and aider

from £3 ; all motor cycles are guaranteed in g(

order, having been thoroughly overhauled by oor si

of expert mecianics.

I^SETER Motor Cycle Co., Exeter.

THE Largest motor cycle and cycle car dealers in

West of England.

SEND Along your enquiries. We are sure to k

something to suit you. Country cuetomere oc

forget we pay your rail fare up to 100 milee. T

gives you a chance to see our large stock before you o

LINCOLN Elk. 4V4h.p., 1913. 2 speeds, excellent c

dition; £35.-Spencer. Manor Ed.. Weston-siiT; .

Mare. f2£

ARIELS. 1913. the anccese of tbe season, fr

£47/10; order now; early delivery.—Moen Br'

Duke St., Plymouth. fl£;
;

BARGAIN.—1910 3V'h.p. Humber, Kor 2-spC€d, ]

returned from Humber works, all latc?^ impn

ments; approval; £25.—Cutland. poultry fancier, V

lington, Som. t^^

ARIELS, 1913, the most eucressful and most relij'

motor cvele of the season, from £47/10; earl

deliverv: orders for 1914 models and Olyiupia S!

models booked ; lists free.—Baker and Co., Motor C;

'

Works, Shaftesbury. f2'

TRIUMPH, 19121^, recently fitted Sturmey-Ar. :

3-speed gear, long exhaust pipe, Bowden nan •

bar magneto control, spares, et>c., carefully nd

'

perfect condition ; £45, or close offer.-Cooks, C'^
\

Villa, Combe-Hartin. (- '

SECTION X.
Scotland.

1 013 Scott, brand new, unused Palmers, Bparee; J

!

J-*y depoeit.—Box 4,295, The Motor Cycle Om

:

Coventry, [Xo •

A52 All Ipttprs retatinii to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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Single Gears.

LAST
SatunJay a trial for single-geared machines

was lieM in the South of Englanci, and the event

can be regarded as an unmistakable sign of the

increased efficiency and dependability of present-

day engines. Three or four years ago a similar

event over such a severe course as was selected might

have ended in a -fiasco, but such is the efficiency of

the modern engine that nineteen not only stayed the

course but accomplished non-stop runs.

It seems to us, however, that the event is likely to

be misunderstood by some readers, more especially

prospective riders, who may be led to imagine that it

a single-geared machine can successfully cover such a

course, why bother with change-speed gears which,

after all, are added complication and costly items.

For fear any such should be unsettled in their minds
as to the type to select at Olympia, we pen these few

words of advice. VVe have ourselves always had a

sneaking hking for the single-geared semi T.T.- type

of mount, as it is so light, nippy, and sporting to ride,

hut such a mount has its drawbacks. Owners of such
mu.st always choose their touring ground unless fre-

(]uent stops to alter gears are To be made, and there

are other points which we desire to make quite clear

to the uninitiated in the choice of a mount. For in-

stance, success in climbing a steep hill with a fixed

gear is largely dependent upon a clear course, a good
dry road surface, a comparatively straight hill, and
acquaintance with that hill. These conditions being
favourable, a really good 3]^ h.p. mount can make
a steep gradient look very simple. But imagine for a
moment that a horse and trap, a drove of sheep, or

any other road obstruction be encountered, the single

gear enthusiast is effectually checked. One may argue
that a single-geared machine can climb a twisty hill,

but our retort is that very often in order to keep up
the momentum of the machine unnecessary risks are
taken in negotiating corners which might prove serious
if the road be not clear of other traffic. Again, on a
foggy or misty day, when speed was out of the ques-
tion, an owner of a single-geared mount would find

himself in diie difficulties on hills. And, in addition
to all this, the gear ratio used must of necessitv be
1 wer than the top gear of a multi-speed mount in order
: ; bring hills wiihin its range. Tlie result is that three
:rts (>f its life the engine of a single-geared mount
.= turning over unnecessarily fast and using up more
jjetrol and oil.

VVe could continue this discourse indefinitely, but
to any thinking person or motor cyclist of experience,
the variably geared motor cycle must score heavily.

But trials of single-geared machines will do good if

only in one respect, viz., it will encourage makers to

develop still further the efficiency of their engines. It

is well-known that different makes of engines of iden-
tical capacity vary very considerably in their power
output, but by reason of a very low emergency
gear enabling all hills to be ascended these faults are
hidden in the ordinary reliability trial, but tests

special!) for single-geared mounts will bring them out.

Used Carbde.

WITH reference to the practice of throwing away
spent carbide at stopping places we have
received the following sensible letter from
a correspondent

:

Sir,—Now that the time of the year lias arrived that most
motor cyclists carry lamps, wiU you draw the attention of

your readers to the inconsideration of emptying carbide

generators on village greens and other roadside stopping

places? In damp weather the carbide thus left continues to

generate for some hours, which is very unpleasant for those

dwelling near ; also, the lieat it gives off sometimes kills the

grass and gives the place an untidy appearance.

I feel sure this practice is due to thoughtlessness, and that

most motor cyclists would take the trouble to throw their used
carbide out of the way if the matter were brought before

their notice. H. Mortimer U.^tten.

Xow we entirely agree with !Mr. H. M. Batten, and,

as we consider it important that motor cyclists should

do as little as possible, with Avhich the general public

can find fault, w'e deem it advisable to give his letter

the full publicity of our columns', and at the same time

add a few lines to urge upon riders the desirability of

following the advice given. Carbide is an e.xcellent

thing in its proper place, i.e., in an air-tight tin or

generator, but we all know how disagreeable is the

smell of a dirty acetylene generator, and we hn\-e no
right to inflict tltis smell upon others. As Mr. Batten
says, the carbide goes on generating, for it must be
vet)' seldom that it is whollv used up in the lamp, and
his condemnation of the practice is entirely justified

;

in addition, carelessness of this kind might conceivably

1)6 attended with some danger on account of the in-

flammable nature of the acetylene gas which is given

off and its tendency to explode when mixed with a
suitable proportion of air. Aniirijils grazing by the
roadside too might find the result interfere with their

palate.

A13
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BRITISH MOTOR CYCLES OVERSEAS.
The average ntunber of British motor. cycles exported weekly is 326. Tliey are sent to e^ery corner of ttie globe. Oar pbotograpli shows members
of (be Rangoon Motor Cycle Club, the machines shown representing four Rudges, thre3 TriumphSj threa Humbors, two Rovers, and two B.S.A.s,

one each Bat, Indian, and V.S.

The 3| h.p. Twin Motosacoche on the Road.
DURING the summer we had on trial one of the

latest type 3^ h.p. twin-cylinder Motosacoches,

and considering th€ success this model has had
this year, both in England and on the Continent, a

short account of its behaviour will be of interest.

Our first ride on the machine, which was in the Isle

of Man, will be long remembered. We had landed one

afternoon from the Ben-my-chree, and at teatime it was

blowing a howling gale from the south-west, and after

registering at the Highway Board, we ambled down
gently to Quarter Bridge, and then proceeded along

the course of the T.T. races up the mountain road

towards Ramsey. It was on this trip that we learnt

that, owing to the adjustment of the carburetter, the

machine started best on half air and ran with full air

the whole time. We were literally blown up the

mountain and made the ascent up to the Bungalow on

one-third throttle, and coasting down into Ramsey
made a short cut on to the Coast Road, reaching the

latter at a point right at the foot of Slieu Lewaigue Hill

—a really stiff and long climb, not freakish in the

slightest degree, but as good a hill as one can find on the

main road. A touch of the throttle and we sped up to-

wards the summit. We were taking it beautifully, so

w^ell in fact that at the next corner the gas had to be cut

down, then, as we rounded it easily, the gale caught

us with its full force and the rain, wliich had now
begun to fall, stung like hail ; the throttle was slung

open, and slowly, very slowly, the gallant engine,

battling with its two opponents, the i in lo gradient and

"the shrieking wind, picked 'up and brought us to the

next corner. Then ensued another, this one sheltered

from the wind, and then the next. Here we had a

tremendous tussle, but the engine, though brand new,

was pulhng grandly. It did it simply by hard slogging,

without a conk, and without a falter.

Details of the Machine.

Now as to the machine itself. The M.A.G. engine

is really a beauty, exquisitely finished and well

balanced, flexible and powerful, and is a real pleasure

to drive. The carburetter, an Amac fitted with a

No. 26 jet, was possibly not set to run in the most,

economic manner, but it was absolutely automatic and

no alteration was desirable. Once warm, the engin

would tick round like a car, and run at almost an

speed one liked on top gear, which is entirely as i

should be. From almost dead shut to, full open, th

throttle lever might be suddenly moved, and withou

the sign of a miss the machine would accelerate wit

wonderful i-apidity. The engine was 'N'ery quiet an

practically devoid of tappet and valve noise. Th
silencer was worthy of the name and clearly did nc

exert appreciable back pressure, as no perceptibl

amount of power was gained by opening the cut-out

The gears, which are of the expanding clutch \-ariety

changed easily and appeared to be fool-proof; th

chain 'drive was quite devoid of harshness, as a

efficient shock a.bsorber is fitted. The foot brake ha

sufficient power, but the front brake was not quite si

effective, while the handle-bars were rather narrow

It is an excellent sidecar machine, and in suppor

of this assertion we may draw our readers' attentioi

to the performances of Holroyd and Le Vack in thf

B.M.C.R.C. Six Hours Race, which they . completer

without experiencing the slightest mechanical trouble

A rider of a three-speed New Hudson at the Sphinx
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COMMCNT^
Carrier Riding.

In sf)ite of the chorus of disapproval aroused by the

suggestion that carrier riding should be made illegal,

as in some American States, I am not at all sure that

I shoukl not welcome an official embargo. Some of the

angrv remonstrants use utterly fallacious arguments

when they liken it to aA'iation, and other pursuits which

take a heavy toll of human lives. Aviation is inevit-

Mv perilous, motor cycling—apart from carrier riding

is very tolerably safe. Carrier riding is a kind of

eccentric excrescence upon motor cycling, in the same
way that riding on the extreme tip of a plane (as two
flying mechanics did the other week) is an eccentric

excrescence on aeroplaning. It is certainly stupid to

forbid experiments in any novel mode of locomotion

which may eventually blossom into a highly practical

and useful form of traffic ,; it would be idiotic to prevent

mono-railway experiments by legislation. But it is not

idiotic to pass laws which pre\'ent aviators fixing down
the Strand or carrving flappers on their rudders; and
it is quite possible that it would be wise to make carrier

riding illegal. There is very little to be said in its

favour, for it is at least as uncomfortable as it is

dangerous and it has sprung into use for two main
reasons— it is che^ip, and, therefore, is resorted to by

persons who have no sidecars.; and it is convenient,

as when the sidecar is left at home and the holiday

maker picks '"up a crimson-jerseyed flapper on the
" prom." The strongest argument against it has not

yet been cited in print. A man or a girl has certain

ill-definded rights to risk his or her own person, if the

personalitv be regarded as worthless or the motive for

risking it sufficiently strong. But we have no right to

risk the lives of others without their understanding or

consent, and we have no right to risk causing great

.sorrow to total strangers. Carrier riding i.ifringes both
these principles. The maidens—Manx or imported

—

who grace the carriers of so many machines in a T.T.
' 'k have no conception of the danger thev run, and

' ibably some of the more stalwart pillion-passengers

uho may be seen touring England on carriers are

ignorant of .the fact that they run ten times the risk

they would face in any car or sidecar. As regards the

other point, several car drivers ha\e killed people
who were riding on carriers. T had a very narrow
escape not long ago. I was driving a heavy car
through the freshly watered street of a seaside town
when a motor bicycle with a man on the carrier turned
out of a by-lane just in front of me. It swerved as it

riuhted itself after the bend, and I thought to myself,
Ihis lad may be off in a minute." I took out my
Itch and hung back to give him a twenty yards lead,

1 in less than a hundred yards his back uheel
'Ided, and both men were prone in the mud. If I

1 not shown more caution than they did I should
'e crippled or killed them both. This is one of
iiy instances in my own experience, while a friend

mine crushed two youths very badly under similar
I umstances. Why should we be exposed to these

risks because a few infantile persons with more courage
than sense esteem their lives so lightly ? Whether or

not carrier riding is legally prohibited, it should be
clearly understood that it is probably the most danger-

ous method of road locomotion in existence, not exclud-

ing the towing of a push bicycle behind a motor bicycle.

Punctures Widening Under Patches.

Some months ago I initiated a .small controversy

by publishing allegations to the effect that modern tyre

repair solutions were almost too good, some riders

asserting that punctures often split and spread and
widened under the patch, and that the patch became
so completely amalgamated w'ith the tube diat it was
diflicult to dislodge. Mr. Surridge. of Holdtite fame,
challenged these assertions so far as his solution and
patches were concerned, and sent me a complete kit

of his latest repair goods with which to test his claims.

Unluckily—from his point of view, not mine—I have
enjoyed a unique immunity from punctures all

summer, and I still lack the evidence of a practical

confirmation. But if we examine one of his patches,

we find it is stamped with an arrow, and is intended

to be affixed with the arrow across the line of the

gash or puncture. If we further fix first an end and
then a side of the patch in a vice, and take a good
haul on it with a pair of rough-edged pliers, we find

that the material of the patch is extensible in one

direction, but not in another. It is so woven that it

can stretch in one direction only. If the non-extensible

grain of the patch is set across the line of the

puncture, the patch cannot extend in that direction

under any conceivable strain to which it may be

subjected ; and since the tube is, as aforesaid, part

and parcel of the patch, neither can the tube extend

in that direction ; and, ergo, the puncture cannot very

well extend either. I have a section of tube with two
huge longitudinal slashes in it, to which a Holdtite

patch is thus affixed, wdth its taut grain across the

slashes ; I cannot make these slashes widen by any
mechanical means, short of ripping both patch and
tube in half ; and I do not see how the pneumatic
and frictional strains of road wear will effect what a

vice and pliers fail to do. I think Mr. Surridge has

amply proved his point. A patch that was non-

extensible in both directions would, of course, be a

dismal failure under inflation ; but this compromise
.seems to have no practical draw-backs w'hatsoever, and
few patch makers have hit upon it. I must add a

word of commendation of the substantial coin-opening

tubes in which Mr. Surridge and one or two other

vendors put up their solution nowadays. Friend, dost

remember thy tool bag when the old collapsable tube

got adrift amongst thy spanners and split?—Ugh!

A New Cycle Car Definition.

Our motor cycling politicians are loudly clamouring
for a new cycle car definition. It is perfectly obvious

that the world of miniature motors is at this moment
A15
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Occasional Comments.—

in a prett}' state of chaos. At the one extreme we ha\e

the genume "cycle car," hv which term most sensible

men, ignoring the' A.C.U. definition, would imply a

light passenger machine on mc-tor cvcle lines ; at the

other e:itreme we have the miniature Rolls-Royce,

exemplified by sitch luxm-ious \'ehicles as the Singer.

Both are formally termed " cycle cars " for exhibition

and competition purposes. But we have by no means
exhausted the oddities of the position. A Morgan run-

about is a cycle car. An 8 h.p. motor bicycle, brazed

up solid in one piece with a sidecar chassis, is not a

cycle car. A Singer and a Morgan are classified as

one type. The little 8 h.p. De Dion is not a cycle car,

but the Singer, having an engine of 83 c.c. less

capacity, is. The Singer would cease to be a cycle

car if it weighed a very few lbs. more than it actually

scales in its present form ; indeed, I know at least one
Singer which could not compete as a cycle car if the

judges chanced.to verify its submission to the definition

at all precisely. Again, the little De Dion could be

converted into a cycle car if an almost invisible length

in millimetres were deducted from either jof the engine

Definitions and limitations are, therefore, entirely out
of p'lace at the present moment, and the A.C.U. should
play the wise parent, and stand aside to watch its

child's dex'elopmept, content to extend a guiding hand
only when oln-iously perverse tendencies become mani-
fest. Such tendencies are not as yet invisible, if we
except the hill-climbing weaknesses of some of the

inferior pioneer machines, which have been corrected

by the provision of sufficiently strenuous trials. After

all, nobody knows yet whether a really light four-

wheeler is a practicable proposition, and it may turn

out that the 5 cwt. four-wheeler is a mere visionary's

dream. The cycle car wants a free hand for at least

another twelve months, perhaps for longer.

Another Toss.
For once I was a false prophet, for I have already

had another tumble. I was taking a right angle bend

in a popular watering place; the surface was freshly,

watered asphalt, and banked the wrong way, though Ii'

will not plead guilty to more than 15 m.p.h. on the occa-

sion in question. The back wheel skidded as I swerved

to dodge an aged female tripper. I accomplished a

niagnifirenf reco^'eiy, but before I could say what the

A NEW SIDECAR OUTFIT UNDER TEST.
The first Mont, ornery borizontal eogmed motor cycle, the engine of whicb was desciibed in our i^sue of Oct. 9th. The machine i? now on test in the above

form and is fittei witn a new type of sijecar, the chassis of which is composed ent.rely of straight tubes, and is in consequence very strong and simple. The lielt

IS Ugh up and t.".ereby screened irom foreign matter. An Armstrong hub three-speed gear is titled.

measujiments, and the chassis were stripped and
lightened as many cycle car chassis have been stripped,

lightened, or modified during the past year. This is

chaos indeed, and it is easy to understand why some of

our petrol-politicians are pressing for a fresh definition.

In spite of the arguments and facts I have marshalled,

I think it might be in the highest degree unwise to

necast the definition at the present juncture. Any
definition imposes limitations upon designers—remem-
ber how the horse-power scale of taxation has fettered

motor car designers. The motor car was pretty well

evolved before financial pressure stereotyped the " 80
mm." and " 90 mm." engines, and no harm was done

;

but the cycle car is in its infancy. There are, in fact,

only a very, very few successful " cycle cars " in exist-

ence, for the main fruit of the movement up to date
has been to develop the " miniature car," a type of
A'ehicle which was not for one moment foreseen b}' the
false prophets of the new motoring. 'We should treat

an infantile vehicle as we treat a human infant, and
afford the widest conceivable range of de\elopm:;nt.

A16

mildest motor cyclist is prone to ejaculate under such

circumstances, the front wheel skidded as well, and

by some miracle I was thrown over tTie handle-bars,

and found myself standing erect on my feet with the

engine doing 4,000 r.p.m. flat on its side. Let me
enumerate the damages: another los. of damage to

my miserable 25s. lamp, an extra whorl in my hooter,

two footrests dropping their ears a shade more than

before, handle-bar slipped round in the stem, carbu-

retter levers looking rather cock-eye, and the fiont

number-plate registering a quarter to twelve.

Applause from a huge crowd in honour of my landing

upright on my feet softened my asperity towards the

pre-occupied dame aforesaid ; in fact, I think they

imagined I was the knockabout sailor out of Humpsti-

Bumpsti, doing a special turn in public as an adver-

tisement. But please note the moral—my cheap lamp

has already cost more in repairs than its original price.

If lamps were set closer down on the mudguard, they

would come off better in such mishaps. The lamp
makers' repair books will point my moral.
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rHERE is a great deal of speculation as to what
it costs to run a cycle car ; indeed, few care to

take the trouble lo record every expense in con-

;ction with motoring.. Perhaps it is as well they

lould not, for it is surprising h«v the many payments
r and small mount up, and to a 'moto^' cyclist in-

iiig in his first passenger machine, the result might

I^ine
as a rude shock. Personally, we have nut found

irselves in the same boat; on the contrary, we can
uthfuliy say that w-e have been agreeably surprised

the result we have obtained from the running of a

iiberette. We have made occasional references to

performances of this veiiicle in past issues, and
iromi.sed our readers a statement of account at the

id of cAsx reclcoiiings. The items of e.xpenses are

nded:

Cak and Equip.uent.

niliorette, less tyres ...

lial tyres

—

.^in. Skews ...

"in. JIidlancl.s

I lubber on boot
Mat ...

Watford speedometer and fitting

Special boxo^s

I'wo spare tubes
.1 for Rotax head lights
l)oard clock

£
118

7 18
6 3

1 1

7
3 18

10
1 4
2 15

12

Kepaius a.nd RenewALS.

valve springs, one plug .. 5
V repairs ... b b
new Midland 700x80 mm. covers 4 a

I'luick 3s. and Dunlon outfits

3d .. 5 3

142 16 6

Running Costs—3,350 Miles.

Benzole, 22 gallons at Is. 6d.

Petrol, 59 gallons at Is. 9d
Oil and grease

Garage, 2s, 6d. week
Insurance, "Autocar" policy, includ-

ing £1,000 life insurance
Registration
Ta.\ and driving licence

1 13
5 3
1 9
2 5

3
3

5 5
1
3 8

20 3 6

£168 9

5 9

Total .^

Running e.xpeuses = 1.80d. per mile.

So that the uninitiated may not be misled, we may
explain where many expenses could have been reduced,

and how a more favourable result niight possibly have

been obtained.

Do Extras affect the Selling Price ?
" Extras "—that word to conjure with, which means a

big item when equipping the vehicle, yet brings in little

more -when disposing of it—account for a marked in-

crease in the total cost of running. Larger tyres are

included under this head, but if only for the increased

comfort (which is at once noticeable) and the compara-

tive immimity from puncture.s, they are worth every

penny of their extra cost. One seldom hears a motorist

of any class grumble that the makers have " over-

tyred " his machine, but grumbles to the reverse effect

are legion.^

The writer feels lost without a speed indicator and
mileage recorder on his motor cycle or cycle car; they

render any run so much* more interesting. In the

present instance a mileage recorder could hardly have

been saved, or a reliable gu'xle to the cost of running

would have been an impossibility. In passing, should

other cycle car owners send tis their running charts for

.\ly
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What it Costs to Run a Cycle Car.--

compai'i^n and publication (as we hope they will), it

would M better if it were mentioned clearly whether

the mileage was " estimated " or recorded by an instru-

ment. The " estimated '' mileage is usually very far

from the mark. We have used a Watford speedometer,

driven by belt from the cardan-shaft, which method of

The Homberette referred to in accompanying article. The box on the

running board accommodates a two gallon tin of petrol.

drive does not appear to be entirely satisfacjpr)-, as the

belt has a habit of disappearing altogether after about

1,000 miles. On that account we carried a spare belt.

As regards lighting equipment, two lamps on the dash-

board answer their purpose quite well, but two good

lamps attached to the sides of the frame throw a better

light ahead, though the lamp glasses are apt to become

splashed with mud on very wet roads.

A Small Repair Bill.

We have been singularly fortunate in the matter of

repairs, for only once have we suffered a breakage, and

that was due to a defect in the differential gear which

the Humber Co. readily put right free of cost. Our
only other troubles can be summed up in two broken

valve springs—surely a splendid result for 3,350 miles 1

The Humber engine has opened our eyes as to the

possibilities of air-cooling. At the Olympia Show
last year, knowing as we -.did the vagaries of motor

cycle engines and the hard work the 8 h.p. Humber
engine was being called upon to perform, we feared

valve breakages, and, as others may have shared our

opinion, we are happy to be able to disabuse their

minds of such an Impression. At the moment we
cannot recollect having run an air-cooled engine so

far as the Humberette without having need to change

one or more exhaust valves. The only objections to

air-cooling we found were the large amount of engine

oil used aixi the need for removing the carbon from

the pistons rather frequently—the one accounting for

the other. Overheating, despite the absence of any

artificial means of oooling, was non-existent in our

case, thanks to the low compression engine.

Benzole we did not use until after we had the cycle

car some mouths or the charges under the head of

consumption might have been reduced. Incidentally,

v>-e may mention that after trying various mixtures,

we <K>nsider that a 50% mixture of petrol and benzole

gave the best all round results, a mileage of 45 m.p.g.

compared to 40 m.p.g. with petrol alone being

obtained.

An average of twopence per mile is, to our mind,

a very satisfactory result, seeing that two persons

were always carried. One cannot fairly include

depreciation, seeing that if the car had been run 6,0;

miles very probably the same selling price would ha

been obtained. It is curious that a purchaser is n

usually so much interested to know the date the vehic

was new or the distance run, as whether it

a 1913 or current year's model. In our case t!

depreciation on the selling price increased the expem
ture to nearly 5d. per mile, but, again, the taxes a

for the whole year, and the insurance need not ha,

been so high for the summer only.

Finally we would suggest three minor improvemei

to the Humberette. One would be to lower the das

board to enable the driver to steer into a narrow ga't

way without leaning forward to see if the mudguar
are fouling anything, another to arrange that t

rear end of the tool locker should let down. At prese

the luggage platform acts as the lid, and one has or

to experience a couple of punctures and be oblig

to unstrap all the bags, stand them on a wet road, a

strap them up carefully again as we did on our a'e

last run, to realise that a better arrangement is possib

An accessible petrol tap would also conduce
economy. Ope cannot trouble to remove the bom
every time to turn off the petrol, and it is not go

enough to rely upon the carburetter needle valve af

it has been in use a few weeks.

On the subject of sidecars v. cycle cars, the lat

undoubtedly score in luggage carrying capacity a

weatherproofness for driver and passenger (a 1

point), but they are not so fast as the average sidec;

especially on hills, are more expeni^ive in first cos.*: a

running expenses, and most difficult to store,

point of comfort the sidecar passenger is no better

in a cycle car, but the driver is undoubtedly more co:

In reliability there is very little to choose.

THE CYCLE CAR TAXI.

THE illustration herewith shows one of the n

three-wheeled taxis at present to be seen in t

streets of Berlin, Leipzig, and Munchen. T
machines are all of the well-known Phanomobile ma
12 h.p. Two little fans driven by a leather belt frt

the magneto shaft help to keep the engine cool.

The two-speed gear is of the epicyclic pattern a

controlled from the tiller, where the carburetter a:

magneto fittings are also placed.

The rear wheels alone are braked, and the lit

three-wheelers are remarkably steady on grease.

Naturally one would expect, with such a weight

the front wheel, some little difficulty in steering, bi

although a trifle heavy, it is not objectionable.

A four-cylinder Phanomobile taxi used in the streets ot Berlin.
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JAP ENGINES FOR 1914.
Pressure Feed Oiling. Simplified Timing Gear.

THE J. A. P. engine is the oldest and at the same

time most popular motor cycle engine on the

market. It was first turned out in 1903, and

ven in those early days was recognised as one of the

.iding motor cycle engines. The engines in which

Messrs. J. A. Prest-

wich will specialise

during 19 14 will be

all twin cylinders,

a new 5 h.p. (illus-

trated herewith), 70
X 85 mm. ; the 6

h.p., 76 X 85 mm. ;

the 8 h.p., 85 X 85
mm. ; and the nevi

10 h.p. cycle car

engine, 85 'x 95
mm., which we also

illustrate — another

entirely new produc-

tion. Now the chief

innovations for the

coming year are a
simple and ingeni-

ous pressure-fed oiling system, a simplified timing

mechanism, and a new type of exhaust lifter.

As regards the lubrication (the improvements in

which system we were most gratified to see in view of

lur many articles on the subject), a separate chamber A
i- cast in the crank case, connected to the latter by

: passage C through the non-return valve B. The
^cending piston forces the oil past the non-return

We into the chamber A up to a certain level which

jljout halfway up the chamber. Owing to the upper

lice of the brass pipe D being closed by the side of

flywheel, there is considerable pressure of air above

level of the oil. On the piston ascending a recess

the flywheel, forming a rotary valve (see fig. i),

overs the orifice of the delivery pipe, and the oil

delivered to the crank pin bearing. The lubricant is

^
Valve side of new pattern 5 h.p. twin-cylinder

air-cooled engine.

IILHOLEITOOMNKPIN
aUSH

The slmpUllcd timing gear m•^ha^ism on ttie J.A.P. twin-cyllnder

engines for 1911.

TUBrLEADINflTO
FLYWHEEL

Figs. 1 and 2. Crank case section of a latest twin J.A.P. engine, showing
the spec.al oiling arrangements.

drawn up by the vacuum caused by the ascending

piston and forced through the pipe by the pressure

in the oil chamber.

Timing Gear Details.

The simplification of the timing gear is clearly

shown in the accompanying drawing. There are only

two gear wheels, and of these that which revoh-es

at half engine speed has two cams cut on the back,

while a double set of rockers work the two valves in

each cylinder. Noi
only is the design pv.

enormously simpli-

fied, but the valve

is infinitely more
quiet. The mag-
neto is driven by
means of a sprocket

attached to the

spindle on the half-

speed timing wheel.

The accompanying
sketch also shows
the new method of

raising the exhaust

valve, which is

effected by a rack

and pinion arrange-

ment. At the back
of the pinion are

cams engaging with

heels on the exhaust

rockers. In the

photographs w^iich illustrate this article, the 5 h.p.

is fitted with the old type exhaust lifter, while

the cycle car engine has the latest pattern. The neat

exterior of this engine is well worthy of note, while

the very large flywheels are an excellent feature.

During our visit, we were impressed by the

delicate scientific instruments employed. Moreover,

the care and accuracy employed in the manufacture

of these engines observed while going round the factory

caused us no surprise in view of the many successes

recorded by J.A.P. engines.

A23

The latest 7 h.p. twin for cycl- cars,

notable for Its large flywheels.
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IT
was with feelings of expectancy that we mounted

an Edmund machine, fitted with a 2i{ h.p.

Villiers engine and two-speed gear. This macliine,

noted for its spring frame, has revealed to still another

of our staff the pleasure of riding a machine so fitted.

It is made by Messrs. Chas. Edmund and Co., Crane

Bank, Chester. Leaving London by the Finchley

Road, we made our way along the tramlines towards

Hatfield. We found here that the engine was mis-

firing, so pulling up at a garage at Hatfield we took

down the carburetter, a Brown and Barlow, and also

cleaned the sparking plug points. The garage pro-

prietor showed extreme interest in the machine, stating

that he gave up riding a motor cycle i owing to the

lack of comfort, and he deemed a spring frame to

be of the utmost necessity.

F»om Hatfield the road was taken through St.

Albaiis, Harpenden, Luton, and a stop made at

Bedfoi>d for lunch.

Bedford was left behind, and we passed through St.

Neots to Cambridge. Here we found a Triumph rider

retuniing to Cambridge from the Army Manceuvres

with various pieces of baggage trailing behind him,

suffering from belt trouble.

Cambridge was reached in good time, and passmg

through Chesterton, Waterbeach, Stretham, Ely,

Soham, Fordham, ai:Ki Newmarket, we again returned

to Cambridge. After a halt of short duration, we ran

down the Trumpington Road, through Trumpington,

and turned off to Royston. The road here was a mass

of " pot-hole's," yet we kept up a speed of 20 m.p.h.

without the slightest discomSort.

The road soon improved, and we
reached Baidey (situated three

miles from Royst'on and on the

main road fjom Cambridge and

Newmarket to London) just before

hghting up time.

HiH=climbing Abilities.

Before we started we were in-

formed that the machine was

geared iow, as it had been used

with a sidecar, and we expected

something pretty good in the hill-

cUmbing line. The machine was

geared approximately at 5.8 and

10 to I. Acooidingly a search

was made for hills, and we found

we could cUmb all the main road

hills in the immediate neighbour-

hood on top gear, and there are

some good samples near Royston.

The engine never knocked, but

with the ignition slightly retarded

kept plugging away without a

falter.

The hill into Chishill was climbed on top gear, anc

hearing that there was a much steeper hill in the nexis

village, Hayden Green, we made our way there. Wd]
found the hill, which was a rather long one vi'Ali

several bends, but of no great severity, and managecij

to climb it on top gear—an excellent demonstratioi
j

of the power of the VilHers unit. -^ '[

Hayden Green Ditch.

Looking round, however, we found a true hill tha

really required power. This hill possesses quite

useful gradient, several bad bends, and, though dry

a most appalling surface. We descended then anc

there for about a quarter of a mile, and then began ou

climb. The machine fairly jumped about all over thi

road, the spring frame doing excellent work. Thi

surface was so bad that a very slow approach had t(

be made. Accordingly we engaged the low gear an<

made our ascent without having to touch the groum
once with our feet, though at times the back whee
slipped on the loose surface. The hill is known a

Hayden Green Ditch, and the Edmund made tw

clean ascents.

It was at 6.30 a.m. when we left Barley for Londor
The weather was very foggy and intensely cold, s

that our " oilies " were soon quite wet. The retur

journey was quite uneventful, and the fog spoilt whs

would otherwise have been a vQjy good average for

lightweight machine. We reached Piccadilly shortl

before 8.45 a.m. Unfortunately, our hill-climbin

efforts of the day before had resulted in the loss

fr^-'f^ sw^-^Tx^ ^V

Tbe latest pattern 21 b.p. two-speed Edmund-VIIIiers.
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Trial of a Spring-frame Edmund-Villiers.

—

two front mudguard bolts, a screw from the clutch

control lever and one nut from the rear brake. We
left Barley with abour half a gallon of petrol in the

tank, and there was a considerable amount remaining

when we arrived in London, in spite of rather a free

use of the low gear in the traffic on the Tottenham

Road and in Bishopsgate. The engine never once

throughout our run showed the slightest signs of over-

heating.

Though not fast as modem machines go, it was

capable of keeping up a very good average. It was

Latest design Edmnnl. spring frame.

excellent on hiUs. The engine is very free from
vibration. The hand-controlled clutch is at once
simple and sweet in action. The machine steers well,

though, personally, we should prefer rather shorter

handle-bars. Also, we should favour a different type
of gear quadrant, as the gear lever is rather inclined

to jump into the free engine position on bumpy soads.

.\gain some device is needed to lessen the noise of the

JJ'^7

overhead inlet valve rocker, which spoils an otherwise

quiet running engine. We would say a word for the

extreme .comfort of the Edmund spring frame and

Brampton Biflcx forks, and after riding a T.T.

machine for a long period, to say the least of it, wc
found it very luxurious.

We are much indebted to Mr. Schuvcr, of 20,

Clavering Avenue, Hammersmith, W., for his kind-

ness in placing at our disposal one of the most

pleasant medium weight machines it has fallen to the

writer's lot to rkle.

A Twin=cylinder Model.

^ressrs. Chas. Edmund and Co. are also placing on

the market a twin-cylinder model fitted with a M.A.G.
\engine of 3J4 h.p., the cylinder dimensions of which

are 64 mm. bore and 77 mm. stroke, giving a capacity

of 496 c.c. This model is also fitted with the

Brampton " Biflex " forks and an Enfield two-speed

counter-shaft gear. The carburetter is an Amac and

the magneto employed is a Bosch. Lubrication is

effected by a Best and Lloyd semi-automatic drip-

feed lubricator. In the construction of the spring

frame special reinforced tubing has been introduced

which combines lightness with great strejigth.

f5^^(^2'® Show Numbers.

In connection with the OLYMPIA SHOW, three

special issues of this journal -will be published as follows

:

Nov. I3lh . . Passenger Machines of all Types.

„ 20th . . Buyers' Guide of 1914 Models.

„ 27th . . Complete Show Report.

->—»•«

M
An Experienced Lady Motor Cyclist.

' ORE and more
ladies are taking

to the motor
L\cle both for pleasure

and business purposes,

but lady riders of long ex-

perience are not very

numerous. Among them
may be numbered Miss
Mary Reid, of Fraser-

burgh, N.B., whose poY-

trait with her lady's model
three - speed 3J2 h.p.

Brough, we give. Miss
Rcid tells us that she
iirst became interested

in the motor cycle five

years ago, and her first

machine she describes as

an "old warrior fitted with

a 1J2 h.p. motor with a
high frame, but with no
free engine, change speed
gear, or spring forks."

This machine; says Miss
Reid, developed her
faculties for doing her own repairs and keeping her

machine in order.

important points is

thoroughly graceful.

After that she became,

in turn, the owner of

various machines ranging

in power from i J^ h.p. to

a 6 h.p. twin, but this

year she decided to get a

T^Y-i h.p. single-cylinder

with a three-speed gear,

and her choice fell on a

Brough, with which she

says she is thoroughly

satisfied. It is built with

open frame, and, indeed,

Miss Reid is no advocate

of ladies using a diamond
frame motor cycle. In

fact, she expresses surprise

that so many ladies adopt
this method of riding,

which she considers un-

graceful and likely to cause

the uninitiated to rub their

eyes, while, to further the

cause of the motor cycle

among ladies, she con-

siders that one of the most

that the rider shouJd look

A27
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HUMBER SIDECAR MODELS.
A 4h.p. Water-cooled Sin^le-cyrnJer and a 6h.p.

engine of novel design, and it is doubt-

ful at present if it will be ready for the

Show, though work is proceeding day
and night on it. The gear box is of

the three-speed sliding type, placed in

ANEW model water-cooled Humber
has just made its appearance. It

is one of the two machines which
the company will market in 1914

especially for sidecar work. Though the
frame and other details of the machine
we are about to describe correspond with
the 3^ h.p. air-cooled model, the engine
being water-cooled, a much higher com-
pression is possible without any ill-

effect, though so far as e.xtra power, is

concerned the alteration is most marked.
The dimensions remain the same, viz.,

84 X 90 mm., and the twin radiators,

carried pannier fashion in the usual

way, appear to be well proportioned, the

capacity of the jacket, pipe, and radiator

totalling three quarts. The cooling is

by thermo-syphon system. The latest

Humber motor cycles all have a larger

petrol capacity, a good point which is

sure to be appreciated by Colonial motor
cyclists in particular. Even though the

water-cooled engine has restricted the

tank space in order to accommodate
the water-cooling apparatus, the petrol

tank has been widened, so that the

capacity remains the same, viz., I5

gallons. The staiKiard back tyre is of

2^in. section to Avithstand the extra strain

of the sidecar attachment.

On the Eoad.

We have been privileged a trial of

the machine on the road, and noticed

particularly the absence of fuss about

the engine, which bowled along up hill

and down dale at a steady 20 to 25

m.p.h. It is wonderfully controllable at

low speeds, and above all it is silent,

this remark applying to the valve gear

also. Up Sunrising Hill after a non-

stop run from Coventry is, we are

assured, a comparatively easy test.

The second sidecar model which the

Humber Co. will introduce we briefly

announced last week. This machine will

have a 6 h.p. twin-cylinder horizontal

Horizontal Twin.
the counter-shaft, and chain drive will

be used throughout, combined with ;•

slipping mechanism in the rear hub.

These two Hurabers will be s.

complete with sidecar attachments.

The ^ h.p. water-
cookd model her?

stown is the latest

production 1 the
Humber Co.

(1) Front view
showing radiators,

and the Bramble
patent chass!slessside>

car, the springs o f

which are entirely

enclosed.

(2) Side view show-
ing the wat€r-)actiet,

footboards and gene-

ral arrangement.

> '»e^ i

Next Year's Twin Dot-Jap.

side \i5W y^ar s 1 "'•.p.

the iieat ca

Do', wifi tw
tens.'on pipes

in J.A.P.
iroin the

en;'ne, countcrsiiaft gear, anl chain drive.

e^panJon thamoer to the rear.

The new Dot" machines as may lie

imagined, with Mr. Harry Reed at the

head of affairs, are ideally practical

mounts, and undoubtedly the smartest

and most substantial designs which have

emerged from the Dot works. The speci-

fication is by no means an inflexible one,

for Messi's. H. Reed and Co. offer clientf

the choice of a 6 or 8 h.p. engine, z

gear box of the sliding dog clutch type,

giving two, three, or even four speeds.

A kick starter of neat design is attached

to the end of the gear box on the light- \

hand side, the mechanism being com-

pletely enclosed in an aluminium case.

The clutch, which has cork insets, is

said to be practically indestructible ;_
a:

shock absorber is fitted on to the engine

shaft.

The silencing arrangement is very

praiseworthy. There is no cut-out, the

gases first being trapped in an expansion

. chamber and then conveyed to tfee rear

by a couple of pipes of smaller diametei

The petrol tank is of two gallons capacity,

and three-inch tyres are fitted as standard.
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STURMEY4RCHER
3-Spccd 81 Free Engine Gear
will be fitted by the following firms

as a standard specification, of

their 1914 motor cycles

—

TRIUMPH
HUMBER
BRADBURY
ROVER
ARIEL
SWIFT
EXCELSIOR
CALCOTT
CAMPION
HOBART BIRD
SUN
JAMES
L.M.C.

AJ.S.
IVY-PRECISION
ROYAL RUBY
VICTORIA

will be fitted by the following

firms to their 1914 models, to

order—
RUDGE-WHITWORTH
PREMIER
SINGER
ALLDAYS & ONIONS,

HAZLEWOOD
BROWN
O.K.

RAGLAN
IXION

IMPERIAL
VELOCE
WULFRUNA
QUADRANT
MOTO-REVE

New booklet post free

—

STURMEY-ARCHER GEARS, LTD., NOTTINGHAM.
OLYMPIA, STAND 159 (Gallery).

In an-'wrriiiij f/ilx arlrcitiscmcnt it is dcsnab/e to mention " The Mntor (.hjcie. A 29
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'^he 'T^haros' Headlight
The * Pharos ' motor cycle headlight is a lamp
of exceptional power, and its unique method of

construction places it at once in the forefront of

.anything yet manufactured. The lamp is made
of stout gauge metal, heavily nickel'plated.

Every joint and attachment is strongly riveted.

The reflector is of the lens type and is reinforced

by a strong lens which takes the place of the

front glass, thus giving a long and powerful
beam. The DUNHILL adjustable bracket enables

the lamp to be always regulated to the point of

maximum advantage.

Price - - - - - 20/-

DUNHILL'S NEW M.C. OILSKINS
Undoubtedly the smartest

and most serviceable oil"

skins on the market are

the new Dunhili pattern

here illustrated. These

oilskins, which consist of

a comfortable full jacket

and trouser overalls with

seat, are mad? in a new

The ' Lu/^in ' (Patent) Carburetter
{T>unhill's Sole Agents).

The ' LUKIN ' has the throttle on the atmospheric side, and NOT on
the engine side, thus ensuring a correct proportion of petrol and air

before they are mixed. The vacuum in the mixing chamber increases

as the throttle is closed, providing a medium for the instant volatiliza-

tion of the petrol when it is most needed. The ' LUKIN ' Carburetter
has no tuned jets, but it is tuned for every speed by means of a shaped
valve. There is but one moving part. Needles, dash pots, tuned
springs, and other delicate mechanisms are entirely dispensed with.

Suitable for every make of Motor Cycle. It is a petrol saver, of unique-

value, and will save its own price in a month. Write for particulars.

Price of Carburetter - - - SS/-

material of dark green

colour, and are beautifully

soft, flexible, and light in

weight. Motor cyclists

will find the new oilskins

a valuable part of their

equipment.

Price 33/6 complete

Dunhills
359-361, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

City Branch: 42-43, Lombard Street, E.C.
MANCHESTER : 88, Cross Street. GLASGOW : 72, St. Vincent Street.

A30 ln-<t/i'su'ering this advertisement, it is dcsirahle to yvcvfi07i "The Motor Cycle.'
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondentsj
All letters should be adiressed to lie Elitor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's lull name and address.

Petrol Consumption.
Sir,—With reference to tlie letter from Uv. P. W. Hill

re petrol consumption, I am, as the owner of a 1913 A.C.
Sociable, greatly interested to knew what was the setting

of the B. and 13. adjustable jet, which I take it was used,

as personallv mv petrol consumption averages 48 m.p.g.
"

C. S. SOMERS.

Camaradeiie.
,Sir,—I wish to mention an iiiciUent which occurred lately,

and which you might insert in your paper, both as evidence

of the courtesy of some of the motor cyclists, and also

perhaps a testimony to the power of the Blackburne cycle.

A friend and I were stranded, some six miles outside

of Wakefield, owing to sparking plug trouble with a 3^ h.p.

cycle and sidecar. Mr, C, Q. Roberts, riding a Sj h.p.

Blackburne cycle and sidecar, very kindly came to our

assistance, and bemg unable to repair the defect towed
us, bag and baggage, right into AVakefield without any
difficulty or stoppage whatever. The combined weight of

mv friend and mvself is twentv-two st-one.

H. OGILVIE.

The Modern Reliatility Trial.

Sir,—Your leader on '" The jNIodern Reliability Trial " is

of considerable interest, but it does not, if you will pardon
my saying so, go to the root of the matter.

A year or more ago, when courses were easier and gold

medals cheaper, the opinion was freely expressed that

leliability trials were too easy, that they provided no test

for the competing machines, and that therefore they had
lietter stop. This year^ when courses are stiff and gold

medals dear, we are told that the trials are not a good
advertisement to the movement. Now what is the unfor-

tunate club secretary to do? He is scored off either way.
Surely it is time to settle what a " reliability trial

"

really is. Either it is, as its name implies, a test, or it is

simply a rather elaborate form of advertising. If the

latter, then the sooner its name is changed to something
more accurately descriptive the better. If the former,

L,'rumblers and strikers will perhaps make a note of the fact.

L. FRANCIS JONES.
[It shtTiild not be difficult to avoid going to either extreme.

Take, for instance, the recent JMidland trial of the Sutton
Coldfield Club, which was severe but not freakish.

—

Ed.]

Sir,—I have been very much interested in the articles and
correspondence on the question of including or excluding
freak hills in trials, and would suggest for the considera-
tion of the A.C.U. that the question of fuel consumption be
made to count in the results, and that freak liills be,

excluded or be optional, as the climbing of them is of no
practical value to the ordinary motor cyclist.

We are all satisfied that there are machines on the
market which will take one anywhere under certain condi-
tions, but with the price of fuel on the increase it is time
something was do7ie to show that it is possible to average
twenty miles an hour on give and take roads, including
the stiffest climbs on the highways of Great Britain, with
a low fuel consumption.
The inclusion of such a test would tend to more attention

being given to carburation and the production of fuels other
than petrol, both of which matters would be for the
economical good of the motoring public.
My present fuel is half each benzole and No. 1 petrol

\fivn a two-lever carbuietter used automatically, but I am

on the look-out for an automatic carburetter which will

give a good steady pull in traffic on top gear and tick over
when the clutch is taken out.

jMy motoring experience coversr ten yeai'S, and averages
7,000 miles a year, chiefly 6 h.p. sidecar, and I have. never
yet had to stop on a hill or discard a passenger. My roads
included Lake District, Wales and Devon, Birdlip, Moreton-
hampstead, Two Bridges, etc. Self and passenger, 20 to

25 stones. My best averages were ; 3g h.p., with Millford
standard sidecar, 85 to 92; 6 h.p., with Jlillford coach-

built sidecar, 60 to 55 ; both in hillv countrv.
ECONOMIST.

The Use of a By-pass.

Sir,—I notice in a recent issue that several competitors

in the Birmingham trial were using the Badcock by-pass.

This has prompted me to give my experience with this little

device. At the outset let me say I have no interest or con-

nection whatever with the firm, the following being solely

for the benefit of your readers. For those who do not desire

to go to the expense of one of the latest one-lever type,

the by-pass is just the thing, converting, as it does, the

two-lever into a purely automatic instrument.

I have found that starting is very easy indeed, consequent

upon the very efficient mi.xture obtained. Once you have
gained a proper regulation suitable to your engine a few

steps alongside and you hear the gentle tick, tick, so delight-

ful in slow running.
Together with the low cost it is the work. of a few minutes

to fit, and any of my motoring colleagues with the faintest

idea of handling tools can make a job of it. No one will

gainsay that the B. and B. carburetter is a really good one,

but fitted with the Badcock by-pass it is simply excellent.

By experiment you find the correct position for the air lever

and it is left there permanently. I have also found a saving

m fuel, the. by-pass coming into action when the throttle

is closed, the acceleration being good when again opened.

This alone is a great point with many, but the delightful

driving will appeal to all who desire to make a good car-

bm'etter into a very much better one.

J. T. DAVISON.

A MODERNISED LIGHTWEIGHT.
The Improvements to the above machine which was originally a 1910 modBi

2} h.p. A.J.S. were effected at home by the owner, Colin ShUrlaw.

A3I,



Leaking Water Jackets.

Sir,—With regard to "Roundlay's" complaint rt tlie clog-

eing up the gauzes on his Scott machine, my experience

with benzole on a Scott has been entirely different, the

crauzes keeping very much cleaner than when using petrol,

f think ' Roundlay " will find that the trouble is due to ov'er-

lubrication. ,

I- may say I am troubled with a water leakage Irorn ine

tops of the cylinders of my 1913 Scott. I wrote to the makers

and they recommended a preparation called " Waterite. i

tried tliis, but the cylinder heads leak more than ever. \

have also tried to stop the leaks with white lead and also

shellac, but .without success.

I shall be glad to hear from any of your readers, who have

remedied the fault, how the leakage can be stopped.

TWO YEARS AHEAD.

^^(^CILE OCTOBER 23rd, 1913.

A Strange Experience.

Sir,—I am very thankful for the article, " A Strange

Experience," which you published in The. Motor Ctjcle. of

September 18th.

I have a single-cylinder two-seated car wliich I have been

driving for about two and a half years, the magneto of which

runs at engine speed. It has always given trouble by knock-

ing when accelerating and climbing, although at other times

the engine runs almost as silently as a good four-cylinder

engine.

At the beginning of this year I commenced using benzole

instead of petrol, which entirely stopped the knocking.

About four weeks ago the engine started making a peculiar

bumping noise at times as if a nut or some obstacle was on

top of the piston, which almost prevented the piston turning

over the top centre. Everything which could be thought of

was gone into and tried without any benefit. Seeing the

article referred to in your jjaper I at once made a spark gap

and fixed it, and the bumping was immediately cured. This

appears to be a parallel case to that described in your article.

ROBT. E. SPROTT.

The Power of Sidecar Combinations.

Sir,—As a motor cyclist I need not say that I read prac-

tically every scrap of The Motor CijcU each week. I notice

in the Oct. 9th issue an article on " The Power of Sidecar

Combinations," and a very shrewd and well-written article

it is. My only fault with it is that it may put off someone

who would otherwise take up sidecaring with a 3^ h.p. and

three-speed motor cycle, as such a lot of people are afraid

of a 5 or 7 h.p. twin, both on account of expense of tyre

upkeep and weight, etc. Your article says that for serious

touring in the Lakes and Scotland a 6 to 8 h.p. twin is

essential. I cannot speak of Scotland, as that is a treat m
store, but my wife and I toured the Lakes this summer

seriously, and had a glorious time, and, although we earned

full luggage and lunch outfits and a rather big outfit of

spares, she had not to get out of the sidecar once on

account of roads or gradient. Our outfit was a 3i h.p.

Bradbury, Sturmey-Archer three-speed, Canoelet sidecar,

2-i-in. tyres, extra gallon of petrol, oil, etc., and, as I said

before, a full and heavy outfit of spares and luggage.

We went from Southport over Shap, stayed the night at

a lovely little place called Crosby Ravensworth, off the main

road, and which is approached by a bad zigzag road with a

severe gradient. This has, of course, to be climbed coming

back. On the second day we did Hawes Water, UUswater,

over Kirkstone to Ambleside, and up past Thirlmere to

Keswick, where we expected to stay the night. However,

it was full of clerical gentlemen (we never saw so many m
"our lives before), and we went on to Derwentwater and

found a delightful spot called Leathes Cottage, on the

way down to the Bowder Stone.
.

On the third day we went round Bassenthwaite Lake,

over 'Wbinlatter Pass to Buttermere and Crummock Water,

and had a look at the famous Honister Pass. Back a{jain

past Loweswater and to Ennerdale. We stayed the night

at the Anglers' Inn, on the shores of Ennerdale Lake, a

most charming place to stay at.

Fourth day, from Ennerdale to Seascale, through lovely

Eskdale to the most glorious spot in all the Lakes—Wast-

water. We got there early, so put up at the Wastwater

Hotel, and climbed Great Gable by the Styhead Pass.
_

Fifth day, from Wastwater, over passes and mountains

A^2

and by-roads galore to Cartmel Priory, a glorious spot nol

to be missed," and on to Grange, a rather disappointing

place, where we stayed the night.

Sixth dav, Grange to Kendal, and home to Southport

(spirits at zero). The next week we went from Southport

Ihrouo-h Lancaster to Ingleton, Settle, Skipton, Grassington,

Pateley Jiridge (for Fountains Abbey), Kipon, Borough-

bridge, to Harrogate. Nothing whatever w.as done to the

machine except to put a littte sperm oil into the three-

speed gear hub each morning and mend one pimcture. So,

really, although with a twin'perhaps more miles could have

been done on top gear, I do not know that it would have

been worth the added expense, as we got about quite as

fast as we could want ; in fact, one wants to stop really

every few yards to look again -at the ever-changing scenery,

and a machine that would crawl without overheating on

top gear at about five miles an hour would suit best. How-

ever, there it is : we did this holiday without shedding the

passenger anywhere, and at such a cheap rate and so little

trouble and worry that I, although a mere novice, would

advise anyone not to despair of a good 3i h.p., even with

a coachbuilt sidecar. He can with the low gear climb any

ordinary precipice in England, and, if not so fast, at any

rate quite as safely and satisfactorily as a twin. Of course,

1 know the Bradbury is a good machine for this work, it

has such a good slogging engine ; and the steering—well, it

is fine. The second gear-at about 8 to 1 romps up most

hills, without any fuss and yet at a decent speed. F.Y.

[The Bradbury has a 554 c.c. engine and develops more

than 3i h.p.

—

Ed.]

A Bull-pup Mechanic.

Sir,—The enclosed photograph shows "Jock" helping his

master to clean a sparking plug. Whilst his brothers and

sisters are busv chewing up_ old boots and worn-out covers,

"Jock" sits patiently beside the machine, ready at all

times to lend a helping hand (or rather mouth).

We all know how annoying it is to find the necessary

spanner just out of reach, 'or on the other side of the;

machine, when most wanted. A word to the faithful pup,

and off he trots to retrieve the necessary article. The only

difficulty experienced is to keep him from swallowing it

during transit

!

A bull pup mechanic.

Occasionally one's pleasure is somewhat marred by

opening "Jock's" mouth only to find that the cherished

washer has disappeared into some remote portion of his

interior. His partiality for the covering of the high-tension

wire is also rather a bad fault, and has led to him receiving

a mild corrective spanking at times. But, on the whole,

he makes splendid company when tuning-up is necessary,

and his presence has natural v the effect of modifying one a

lanf'uage after an unsuccessf .,1 attempt at grafting skin on

to I projecting nut. GERALD J. BASTBURN.
Leipzig, Germany.
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THE BOOK OF
THE MOTOR CAR

An indispensable work
for every motor cyclist.

First payment, 1/6 only.

The Bool; ot the JMotor Car is the first really com-
[irehcnsive work on motor cars, motor cycles, and cycle cars,

\ er publislied. By the careful study of its chapters the
1 west amateur can learn the principles upon which his car

.vorlis, but at tlie same time it is so comprehensive and so
striking in its detail that even the skilled expert will find

It a book of enthralling interest and extreme utility, while
the practical motorist will find it quite indispensable. It

should be as much a part of the equipment of a garage as an
oil-can or a lifting-jack. Reading its chapters even the most
expert driver will find himself gaining a fuller understanding
i'-f points that he thought he understood already, and learning
ifits that will enable him to increase the efficiency of his

iiiount in a surprising manner.

Driving and Repairs.
The Book of the Motor Car is full of invaluable

nitormation on all problems of driving and repairing a car,

instructions being given for all possible difficulties in
language that can be understood, even by the most
unmechanical mind. The following are a few of the subjects
dealt with :

—

Cylinders, valves of all kinds, different types of engines,
rburetters, ignition, silencers, gears and clutches, radiators,

I ooling systems, brakes, lubrication, lighting systems,
wheels, tyres, fuels and how to use them (including all the
new petrol substitutes), tools, and repair appliances, etc., etc.

Cycle Cars and Motor Cycles.
The work pays full attention to motor cycles and cycle

cars, full details and instruction being given for all tliose

points wherein they must be treated di-^icrently from the
more powerful motor car. In these and all other respects
the Book of the Motor Car is absolutely up to date, and in
line with the very latest discoveries in motor -engineering.
It is profusely illustrated with full-page plates, drawings in
plan section and elevation, diagrams, and photographs, as
well as a series of sectional movable models in colour
showing in detail the actual working parts of a car.

Mr. Charles Jarrott writes :

" / tliiiik the Book of the JMotor Car invaluable, .-ts

1/ book of reference it will be of great value to me, and
ererxone who is keenly interested in their car should
have a copy,"

A FREE BOOKLET.
The publishers are willing to send an interesting

illustrated booklet describing the work to all sending
this form or a postcard.

To the Caxton Publishing Co., Ltd.,

281, Surrey Street, London, W.C.
Please send me, free of charge and without any

obligation on my part, your illustrated booklet giving
full particulars of the Book of the Motor Car and your
offer to deliver the complete work for a first payment
of 1/6 only.

Name
(Send this [Orm or a postcard).

Address

THE STRENGTH
OF THE L.M.C.
for Sidecar work.

The following is a continuation of the series of
appreciaiions which appeared in our last announce-
ment {October 9th, 1913).

" My m.ichine has never needed a
tool used on it, and has never caused
me a moment's delay, thou^'h it is

pulling a ten stone passenger and
extra heavy luggage."

" I have previouslv had two ma-
chines of good make, and could not
manage them to my satisfaction, but
the L.M.C. gives me no trouble, and I

find a pleasure in motor cvcling that
I have not previously experienced."

E. E., Hants.

" The machine is still taking the
sidecar as well as ever, and is wearing
very well. In fact, there is as vet
no noticeable wear on the main
bearings."

W. D. N., Kirkcaldy.

4h.p. L.M.C. Countershatt Gear.

" I have now been 1,500 miles and
think 1 know what it is, does, and
will do. In the first place it has
given no trouble. I think I can sum
up its good points as a sidecar

machine. (1) It is very comfortable.

(2) Quite fast enough. (3) Very sure

on hills. (4) There is not the painful

crawl with a roaring engine on the

low gear on hills as with a less power-
ful or lower geared engine. (S) The
gears are extremely nimble. (6)

Many have commented on its silence.

(7) Easy starting. I never use the

kick-starter, as it starts so easily on

low. (8) The decompressor is great."

LATEST SUCCESSES.
Midland Reliability Trial—October 4th.

4h.p. L.M.C. (L. A. Bees) GOLD MEDAL.
Liverpool A.C.C. Trial—September 27th.

4 h.p. L.M.C. (L. A. Bees) . . SILVER MEDAL.

Mr. Bees just missed winning Cold Medal owing to

the back wheel slipping on the greasy freak hill.

In fact, only two lightweight machines successfully
negotiated this climb.

I
The Motorcycle dPROVED Greatest Reliability

Need we say more concernius tbe reliability and elfi<.iency ol the L.M.C,
except to request you to write for our liberal terms.

THE LLOYD MOTOR ENGINEERING CO., LTD..

132, MONUMENT ROAD, BIRMINGHAM. ::

Agence pour la France—PARRY &, CO., 28, Rue Sedoune. Paris.

2n answering these advertisements it is desirable to me/Uion " The Motor Cycle.
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Petrol Consumption Tests.
Sir,—As Messrs. P. W. Hill and Howard Smith have

oti'ered to repeat their performances it seems curious that the
James riders (Messrs. Pollock and Dixon) have not foUowed
suit. I do not doubt their bona Mes, but I understand that
they used different makes of carburetters, and that the filler
caps were not sealed. In face of this, and the fact that twins are
less economical than singles, does it not strike all as mysterious?
By the way, is it usual to class sidecars and tricars with a

Singer car of twice their weight, viz., 13| cwts. (weight being
a big factor in the formula for merit), as appears to have been
done in this trial?

It is with regret I read that such a sportsman as Howard
Smith does not agree to using a separate tank, which, I
think, is quite fair.

You do not say whether you have asked P. W. Hill, and
if he has agreed or otherwise. ALFRED B. COOK.
[We have not specially invited Mr. HiU to agree to our

conditions.

—

Ed.]

Benzole.

Sir,—Having , read with much interest a letter signed
"Petrol," I desire, with your kind permission, to place on
record my own experience with the same make of machine.

It was while using my third gallon of benzole that, ascend-
ing a hill, my engine suddenly gave out, with a pleasant
"rasp."
Expecting to find a broken ring or valve (have not had

either previously) I removed the cylinder. Judge of my
delight when I found the flywheels revolving independently,
connecting rod loose, etc., the result of a broken connecting
pin. I am of the opinion that the blame is on the fuel,

and not the engine, and my reason for so thinking is. that
although apparently benzole does not knock as does petrol,

the causes of th© knocking are there, causing exceptional
strains.

In the meantime benzole is "off" for. A.F.-W.
[We can only say that we have used dozens of gallons of

benzule • in the same " engine with no noticeable ill

effects.—Ed.]

An Undesirable Practice.

Sir,—Having seen three Yt)Uiig women lying on the road-
side insensible and badly injured this season, and the inquest
on another from pillion riding, allow me to add a protest on
behalf of the ignorant.

'

G. T. LANGRIDGE.

Sir,—I have been much interested in the recent corre-
spondence in your columns with regard to the dangers of
cairier riding. It seems to me, however, to be purely a
matter of conditions. If the machine is one of the ultra-
modern type, with steel tube carrier, free engine, and
change speed gear, and is carefully driven by one who is

thoroughly accustomed to all the controls and fully under-
stands his machine, I can see little or no danger, always
supposing that there is no chance of side-slip through wet
weather.
The fact that some of the chief insurance companies

allow carrier riding without extra charge rather points to
my contention.

It is when one sees a hopeless novice or tyro (usually

of the type that turns his cap round the wrong way)
careering along the road on a single-geared crock in the
last stages of dissolution that one may expect accidents such
as your correspondent " Maxime " describes.

I have done a good deal of carrier riding on my 2^ h.p>
chain drive A.J.S., and the fact that I have never had a

single road stop of any description bar four punctures in

5,000 miles seems to show that even well-built lightweights
are not unsuitable for occasional jaunts if used with care.

With reference to " Ixion's " search for an ideal enclosed
speedometer drive, might it not be a further point in favour
of counter-shaft gears if it were possible to attach the drive
to some portion of the gear box mechanism. BL2318.

Hub and Counter-shaft Gears.

.
Sir,—In reference to tlie letter from " U 6652," I have had

a Triumph and Sturmey-Archer gear for some months, and
must confess to some trouble with clutch-slip, but tliis

was due to unsuitable oil, and to my novitiate at the sport

.

I have now had six pairs of new plates mounted, .nnd.

further, the Triumph people very kindly sent me a wj\\

B2

clutch pedal, which causes the triangular cap on the back
wheel spindle to move over -a larger arc. I take it that the
experience of one who has had trouble is of greater service
than that of one who'has not. The following tips are vital
to efficiency

:

(a) Use only sperm oil, injecting liberally with engine
running, low gear, and clutch out.

(b) After long dirty ride, flush with paraffin and. re-

lubricate.

(c) Keep clutch engaged when machine is put to bed.
Neglect of a and b means scoring the plates, while neglect

of c inevitably weakens the body springs. Now that I rigidly
adhere to these matters I have no vestige of slip. My old
plates were very badly scored, and my clutch probably slowly
slipped at the smallest provocation. The use of thick oil is

fatal, as then any chance grit refuses to emerge, even with
drastic paraffin treatment.

I admit the running mount with sidecar whenever possible,

and this will certainly retard depreciation, but, like " TJ 6652,"

I think the advice to use the clutch as little as possible is

absurd
;
yet I am sure the dodge of purposely slipping the

clutch to hold on to high gear under stress of gradient is

asking for eventual trouble.

PHILIP H, WILLIAMS, F.C.A.

The Price of Motor Cycles

Sir,^Your correspondent, " XJlilitas," does not, I think,
fully apreciate my previous letter to you. He rather wanders
frorn the point in suggesting that it follows that, with reduc-
tion of prices, quality must depreciate as well. This must
not be taken for granted, and Messrs. Humber, Ltd., or, as
far as that goes, any good firm, who are enterprising enough
to lower their prices, can, I am certain, be trusted not to
lower their reputation by filling the mai'ket with "trash."
They are not likely to fall behind in the matter of improve-
ments, even in the event of a reduction in prices.

Another point is that I am not one of the "old expert
riders " or " racing men," but hoping shortly to be merely
an amateur motor cyclist, and not liaving any money to throw
away where it can be saved, I do greatly appreciate Messrs.
number's action.

In conclusion, and replying to " Utilitas's " last paragraph,
I feel perfectly confident that all manufacturing firms can
look after themselves in the way of profits and also in the
way of reputation. The suggestion of " reducing prices by
a few pounds," which " Ufilitas " treats with such scorn
and 'contempt, is one which, I feel sure, will be universally
appreciated by all intending motor cvclists and certainly
by myself. G. OOKDON G FRANCIS.

SATURDAY'S B.M.C.B.C. BROOKLANDS MEETING
G. W. Hands (10 h.p. Calthorpo) and B. Haywood (10 h.p. Singer) w.ho had a

long tussle in the hour race ; the Singer proving victorious.
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Half-day Trial of the Single Gear Club.
The Shortcomings of Single Gears demonstrated as well as their Efficiency.

THE liist trial promoted by this club was held last

Saturday over a very spoVting course in Kent. The
start took place at 2 p.m. and attracted forty-two

entries. The rules of this club state that a single

gear only will be allowed, but this does not bar machines

fitted with speed gears, as it wil] be permissible to fix the

gear and seal the operating lever so that it cannot be

use<i. Leaving Leaves Green, the first hill, and probably
the worst in the whole trial, proved to be Cudham Church
with its right-hand bend. Here Greene-Nolan (Triumph),
Lloyd (Rudge), Chapman (Rover), Bedford (Bat), and Dussuck
(Triinnph) all faile<l, while Pinfold (Bradbury) reached the

top by foot-slogging, and Brown (Crouch-Jap) cliarged the
bank and came to a standstill. A country lane now brought
us to Titsey Hill, but instead of getting a fair run at it

the competitors arrived on tlie stiffest part from a by-lane.

Here many came to grief, including Brittain (Triumph),
Greene-Noian (Triumph), Breese (B.S.A.), Brown (Crouch-
Jap), Penfold (Bradbury), Graham Price (P.V.-Jap), Bedford
(Bat), Kerr (N.S.U.), while Abbott (Bradbury) ran, and Dus-
suck (Triumph) foot-slogged. A moderately good road led
to Polsteeple, and the performances were as follows : Low
(Matchless so.) stopped near top, Greene-Nolan (Triumph)
failed, A. G. Roberts (Blacburne), Veacock (Premier), Chap-
man (Rover), Graham Price (P.V.-Jap) only just reached the
summit, but Stoeker (Rudge), Eley (Bradbiirv), Selby (Moto-
sacoche), Gibson (Enfield), Wood (Enfield), Brown (Triumph),
Hood-Barrs (Triumph), Brough (6 Brough), and Rex Muiidy
(Triumph) all made splendid ascents.

Timed Ascent of Brasted.
The ne.xt hill, Brasted, was a timed climb to decide the

winner of the cup. A lane brought us suddenly on to the
hill where the timekeeper was standing. Many of the men
did not understand that the timing would commence here,
so, of course, lost much valuable time before getting up speed.
In addition to this the hill was crowded with spectators.

both mounted and unmounted, who baulked the riders and
would not listen to the marshals. This state of things
naturally caused a lot of trouble after the trial.

Toys Hill proved easy work for nearly all the competitors.
and Titsey, which again had to be climbed, was approached
from the foot, where a good start could be obtained. Here,
however, a constable stopped two men for riding to the
common danger. Polsteeple was again climbed, but nearly
everyone knew it this time and made clean ascents.

All was now plain sailing to the finish, Leaves Green,
wkere Harold Karslake timed the men in. A committee
meeting was held after the trial to decide the winners, and

L. V. Veacock (3^ h.p. Premiers starting in tlie triai for single geared

machines. Haiold Karslake is seen on the Fight with the watcta.

a protest was handed in with reference to Brasted Hill.

After much discussion it was decided that, owing to

unforeseen difficulties and baulking by unsportsmanlike
spectators in the timed hill-climb, the cup, also gold and
silver medals, be not awarded, but kept for a future

occasion, and that the only a*ard be a bronze medal to

all those qualifying for one on hills, non-stop sections, and
times of finishing. This appeared to be the only satis-

factory way of dealing with the matter, though the resolution .

was arrived at after having worked out the results.

The following qualify for bronze medals, having made
non-stop runs over all non-stop sections and finished within
five minutes either side of schedule time : F. L. Bassett (3^
Triumph), R. Croucher (3| Kerry-Abingdon), C. W.
Meredith (3-j- Bradbury), F. G. Kennard (5-6 Matchless),

T. Silver (3i Quadrant), G. S. Davison (3^ Rudge), F.

G. Stoeker (3-i Rudge), R. E. Eley (3J- Bradbury), B. F.

A. Fowke (3-i Blackbui'ne), A. F. Selby (i^ Motosacoche),
S. W. Gibson (8 Enfield), J. W. Wood (8 Enfield), T. A.
S. Brown (3^- Triumph), L. V. Veacoclj (3^ Premier), H.
R. Hood-Barrs (3i Triumph), G. Brough (6 Brough), Rex
G. Mundy (T.T. Triumph), H. Crouch (8 Horley), and G.
Crouch (5 Horley).

J. Woodhouse was disqualified for leaving the route and
F. W. Applebee owing to clutch slipping.

It is unfortunate that the first trial promoted by this

club should have such dire results.

i W. Wooiiiigudt; wiUi a new 7 h.p. ctiaiQ-drlven Quadrant at the Single Gear
Club's trial on Saturday.

NORTON IMPROVEMENTS.
The principal alterations to Norton macliines for 1914 are

in connection with the engine design and the further develop-

ment of a passenger model. A special Brooklands pattern

at £60, stripped for racing, will be marketed, and accom-
panying each of these selected machines will be a B.M.C.R.C.
certificate showing that the machine has lapped at Brooklands
at a speed in excess of 65 m.p.h The 4 h.p. standard .solo

mount will be sold with three-speed S.A. hub gear, and the

passenger model with three-speed counter-shaft gear. The
engine improvements consist of a cleaner crank case casting

with the tuning gear bushes and tappet giudes inside instead

of outside, thus leaving a flush side and top to the timing

case. The cylinders have been redesigned so that the cooling

.should be uniform throughout.

B3
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Ben Lomond climbed by Aotor Cycle.
A Task which occupied Three Days.

AFTER the ascent of Ben Nevis by motor cycle and
sidecar, it was only natural to expect that Ben
Lomond would fall to the scalp-hunting propensities
of the motor cyclist. It is rather curious that riders

are willing to knock their machines about to such an extent
in climbing over boulder-strewn tracks, for motor cycles were
never intended as mountain-climbers.

Early last week a small party of enthusiasts left the out-
skirts of Glasgow, and, after an uneventful journey, were
soon at the Rowardennan Hotel, the centre of operations.
Two of the members,
W. B. Cramb and
T. Walkinshaw, the
former riding a 3^
h.p. Elswick and the
latter a 3 h.p. twin
.N.S.U., were bent on
the conquering of
Ben Lomond, and
after some minor ad-
justments were soon
tackling the grassy
slopes of the base.

The track leading
to the top of the
mountain was, at the
start, of fairly re-

spectable surface, but
afterwards developed
into the dry rock
strewn bed of one of

the many torrents
which leap down the
mountain side in the
rainy season. Pro-
gress was naturally
slow, and falls fairly

frequent. Cramb was
particularly unfortu-
nate in this respect,

for he and his machine
turned a complete somersault into the bracken at the side
of the track. The toss was due to a very severe "back wheel
skid, which swung the rider right off the track. The acci-

dent was not without its humorous side, however, as all

that could be seen of rider and machine were two feet
projecting above the bracken.
The N.S.XJ. rider had also not far to seek for his

troubles, and had several narrow escapes of coming to grief.

Slowly but surely the two climbers ascended nearer their
goal, but, after having covered about a mile, dai-kness com-
pelled a halt until the morrow.

One Rider Disabled.
The Elswick and its rider had not been long at work

on the following morning before another awkward toss dis-
abled the latter, his shoulder coming into violent contact
with the ground, and he wisely desisted from his attempt.

MORE FREAK HILL CLIMBING.

Nearly half way up Ben Lomond, an ascent ol which was made by J. Walkinshaw on a 3 h.p. N.S.B.
Loch Lomond is seen in the background.

Up to this point the machine gave no trouble, and the

steepest of the gradient was easily surmounted on the low gear.

Walkinshaw and his N.S.TJ. were now left alone to battle

with the ascent, and, despite numerous difficulties, fairly

rapid progress was made to the summit. Up to the first of

the cairns, which is about the half-way point, the climb
stiffened perceptibly, -and the rider took to the grassy slopes

of the mountain in preference to continuing over the bbuldcr
strewn path. Shortly after the cairn haid been passed, it

was decided to rest again for the night.
The next morning

the ascent was made
on toot, and it was
about 10 o'clock when
the point where the
M.S.U. had been left

the previous night
was reached. The
rider's task was, how-
ever, now within
measurable distance
of completion. About
a mile away could be
seen the last rise of

the mountain, but
before this was
reached, the inter-

vening ridge had tn

be conquered. This,

'however, was not as

severe as it appeared,
and was quickly
covered, despite many
hair-raising swerves.

Good progress wa-
made to the well,

about a quarter of a

mile from the summit,
but this last bit was
the most severe of

the whole climb. In
addition to fearful surface there was the ever present danger
of a fall down the mountain side, and at one place the path is

in near proximity to a precipice which falls practically sheer to

the valley beneath. The gradient was approximately 1 in 3,

and hairpin bends were fairly frequent. Up this rather
terrifying, portion, the rider made good progress, and in

the early afternoon succeeded in reaching the summit. The
mist, which had held off during the major portion of the
climb, now descended, completely blocking out the surround-
ing view. The descent was commenced immediately and
occupied about 2^ hours, the bottom being reached without
mishap. The macliine which Mr. Walkinshaw used was a
3 h.p. twin N.S.U. of last year's make, fitted with the
makers' two-speed gear. During the whole of the trying
ordeal no trouble was experienced, the engine in particu-
lar being in excellent fettle, and on the journey home to

Glasgow the machine led the wav in 'fine style.

B4

Spectators at Brooklands on Saturday were treated to a number of exciting duels such as the above photographs show. LEFT : C. Williams (A.J.S.) anJ
A. H. Alexander (2] Douglas). RIGHT : F. G. Edmond (Humber) and Hugh Mason (N.U.T.)
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Cape Peninsula M.C.C.

A fault-finding competition took place last month. The
winner found the fault in his machine, and rode 200 yards
in one and a half minutes. Results : 1, J. Ockleford
(Radge): 2, D. Lyncli (Huniber) ; 3, A. Fm'ness (Humber);
4, H. Becker (Triumph).

Middlesex M.C.C.

A one day reliability trial was held last week for the
Mills Cup over a fairly stiff course. The cup and medal
winners were as follows : Jlills Cup, D. H. Noble (Rover)

;

silver medals, E. A. CoUiver (Indian), J. A. Hilger (Douglas),
V. Garland (Chater-Lea sc), G. Nott (Clyno sc), and P.
Dangerfield (Douglas), liors concoiirs.

Soath Birmingham M.C.C.

The result of the novices' trial, held recently, is as
follows: 1, T. Stevens (3^ James sc); 2, F. W. Merrick (6

Enfield sc.) ; 3, T. Cooper (6 Enfield sc.) ; special non-stop
medal. H. Warden (4 L.M.C.). Splendid weather prevailed
throughout the trial, which included such famous hills as
Sunrising, Edge, and Warmington.

Single Gear M.C.

The club is being formed with the idea of catering for

(hat class of rider who does not favom- speed gears, and to

whom the present day trials with their freak hills and split

second timing do not appeal.

Reliability trials, hill-climbs, etc., will be run on somewhat
similar' lines to the old sporting events, which were so
popular before the advent of speed gears necessitated the
inclusion of freak hills and badly surfaced roads. Hon. sec,
Mr. H. A. Cooper, 206, Algernon Road, Lewisham, S.E

lincolnshiie A.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

A reliability trial took place on the 11th inst., over a
very difficult com-se. Each competitor was allotted 100
points at the start. The results are as follows

:

Solo machines.—1, W. Copley (6 Rex), 88; 2, J. E.

Harston (5 Campion), 78; 3, A. 0. J. Eeadhead (3^ Eudge),
70.

Sidacaj machines.—1, Dr. H. J. Smith (3^ Rover sc), 69;
2, J, Parr (3i B,S.A, scl.

Herts A. and Ae. C.

A members' half-day reliability trial for the New Hudson
Cup will take place on November 8tb over a stiff course
containing several good hills.

Merthyr M.C.

The result of the recent reliability trial was as follows :

Gold medal, Cled Lewis (6 Zenith) ; silver medal, L.

Pearson (3^ Excelsior) ; bronze medaJ, Cromwell Lewis
(10-12 Swift).

Bristol M.C.C.

An open twenty-four-hour trial is being organised for

the Christmas holidays to Land's End and back on some-
what novel lines. Twenty-three club members have already

sent in their names as entrants. For all information, apply

to ilr. P. Grout, Warmley, near Bristol.

Leeds M.C.C.s (combined).

On Saturday last the whole of the Leeds motor cycle clubs
combined to enjoy a final gathering for the year. Invita-

tions were sent out to adjoining clubs, and eventually over
seventy vehicles made the journey to a little village called

Monk Fryston, where members of the joint clubs and their

friends were permitted by the Rev. B. Hemsworth to wander
in the grand park and grounds of Monk Fryston Hall, and
also to view the splendid collection of animals and birds

located in over one hundred cages close by the Hall. Mr.
Harry Moore, a member of the Leeds and Doncaster Clubs,

won the prize for the smartest turnout—a 3^ P. and M. and
sidecar enamelled light blue grey. The Harrogate Club won
the prize for the biggest mileage. Mr. Stuart White was
hon. sec. for the event.

"THE MOTOR CYCLE ' DIARY.
Oct. 25th.—Finsbury Park C.C. (Motor Cycle Section).

Closing run to Radlett.

,, Coventry and Warwickshire M;C. Closing run.
,,- Birmingham M.C.C. Closing run.

., Middlesex M.C.C. Closing run.

,, Streatham and District M.C.C. Closing run to

Godstone and club supper.

Walthamstow M.C. Competition.

TRACING TROUBLES. A competition which is quite good sport in the winter months, and which we recommend to motor cycle clubs, is one tor lault

flodliig. The above photographs, which were talten daring a competition held recently by the Cape Peninsula M.C.C, show (1) Behind the scenes, "doctoring'
Uie machines before the start. (2) J. Ockleford (3^ b.p. Rudgel and E. Campion (3i h.p. Triumph; at work on their machines under the eyes ol the timekeeper.
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French Motor Cycles and Cycle Cars.
Position of the Industry in France as evidenced by the Paris Salon.

THE cycle car manufacturers in

Paris and neiglibourhood are

roaking very few alterations to

their 1913 models, and, from what
we have gleaned from an inspection of

the exhibits at the Paris Salon, which
opened on the 17th inst., and a visit to

the different motor cycle and cycle car

factories in the neighbourhood of the
Seine, there is very little with which
our readers are not already fully

acquainted. The position so far as

cycle cars are concerned is very much
the same in Paris as at home. The
French manufacturer, speaking generally,

considers the true cycle car is a tandem-
seated vehicle like the Bedelia and
Automobilette, and the moment side by
side seats are employed it becomes a
voiturette, and is usually over the
chassis weight of 6 cwts, even if the
engine comes within the 1,100 c.c. defi-

nition. No large manufacturer in France
has tackled the cycle car question seri-

ously. We refer to firms like Clement-
Bayard and Peugeot. The latter firm
introduced the Baby Peugeot this time
last year, but it is not regarded in

France as a cycle car, although the
English definition would admit it. Those
French makers who interest themselves
in a four-wheeler on motor cycle lines

are mostly small firms who have not the
inclination or facilities to make the
whole of the chassis and engine them-
selves, but have a fairly good range of
tools for assembling purposes, and buy
many of the component parts.

The tendency for 1914 among the
makers of tandem cycle cars like the
Bedelia and Super, both of which are
sold in England, is to simplify the con-
struction and adhere to all belt, chain
and belt, or cardan and belt transmis-

sion. The friction drive is popular -for

small two-seated side by side machines,
and with this type there is a tendency
to increase the number of cylinders to

four. In England we are accustomed to

see all new models at Olympia. In Paris
in many cases we were informed that the
newest models would not be on the market
until January.
As regards motor cycles, the French

have still a lot to learn in the manu-
facture of a really practical machine,
though the engines S''"* often very
taking examples. English ideas in tlie

matter of fittings are more than ever
adopted on the latest French designs.

Many British-made motor cycles are
staged (including on© or two new models),
the home-produced motor cycle now
haying a big hold in France. Belgian,
Swiss, Italian, and Dutch machines are

"

also amont' the exhibits.

A DESCRIPTION OF THE MORE INTERESTING EXHIBITS.

Improvements to French Cycle Cars.

Taking the Bedelia first, as it was the

earliest machine of its type, M. Bourbeau
pointed out to us his 4 h.p. model for

the British motor cyclist who does not

care for a sidecar and wants better pro-

tection for the driver than is provided
by a motor bicycle. It has been
designed to suit a low-powered engine,

where pure speed is not the desideratum.

The principal alteration lies in the

control and transmission. On this model
the whole of the transmission is by
belts, the first drive being by a Whittle
leather belt from a fixed pulley on the
engine-shaft to an expanding pulley on
a rocking counter-shaft A carried on
brackets C provided with ball bearings,

and pivoted to a cross tube D bolted to

the wood chassis members. The rocking
shaft E carries twp expanding pulleys,

one, F, taking the drive from the
engine, and the other, H, transmitting
it to the rear wheel. These open and
close automatically with the pull of

the engine, but there is a pedal control

of the rocking shaft, which enables the
gear ratio to be instantly lowered to zero

and again brought back to the original

gear. The drawing shows how the fixed

ilanges of pulleys F and H are attached
to the hollow part of the rocking shaft,

and the movable flanges to a solid shaft
sliding inside the hollow one. Our
illustration of the rocking shaft shows
the pulleys in the position of " fi'ee

engine," the groove on H being made
to allow the Whittle belt to slip. The
gear is, lowered by pressing down the

pedal B, which is directly attached to

the shaft, and in traffic the foot is kept
on B ready to bring the free engine
into play. Letting up the pedal B
gradually against the pull of a spring
causes F to expand, and the drive is

taken up gradually. When on the open
road the pedal B can be left alone, and
the usual Bedelia side lever holds the

rear axle in the desired position to

obtain any one of four or five ratios

which are . marked on a quadrant against

which the lever works.
To start, the free engine is obtained

by placing the side lever in the position

which is equivalent to holding down the *

pedal B to its fullest extent. The
engine can then be started by a device

which consists of a steel cable wound
round a big diameter drum permanently
fixed on the engine-shaft, and '/rovided

with a clutch which throws, it out of gear
and a spring which rewinds the cable

the moment the engine starts running.
The handle by which the cable is pulled

out is situate at the front of the vehicle, >

and is in permanent attachment, always
ready for use. It does not have to be
carried loose, like the top-spinning affair

used on the other Bedelia models.

A simple form of counter-shaft brake
is fitted on the rocking shaft, consisting

of a V pulley J (shown dotted) and a
'

pedal K pivoted on shaft D, and pro-

vided with a V band which engages
with the groove.

The Tweenie Car.

The same firm who make the Super
also make the Tweenie car sold bv
Jozot and Co., 59-61, New Oxford St., W. •

Next year this will be fitted with a little

four-cylinder engine of 55 x 95 mm.,
904 c.c. We saw the designs for this,

and, when completed, it will be one of

the smallest four-cylinder engines on the
market. All the valves - are operated by ,

a single camshaft which is gear-driven.

The two-iearing crankshaft runs in

double ball bearings of large diameter.
The valve caps (four in number) are of

The latest design tandem-sjated Bedelia,
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Tie 8 h.p. waler-oooled Rubj

large diameter, and each cap covers a

pair of valves ; by this arrangement the

cylinders are very close together—in

fact, the walls touch each other. This

little engine is designed to give 10 h.p.

at 2,590 to 3,000 revs, per minute.

The Super Tandem.

The Super tandem (sold in this

countrv bv Jozot, Ltd.) now has a

cardan-shaft drive to the cross-shaft

instead of a chain. This consists of a

steel propeller-shaft running inside a

tube, and connected to the engine by a

universal joint at the one end and to

the cross-shaft at the other extremity

by a bevel gear which drives the cross-

sfiaft on winch is the variable pulley.

The gear is covered by a neat aluminium

case, and the shaft runs in ball bearings :

there is also a thrust ball bearing behind

the bevel pinion. Handle starting is

fitted to the front of the engine. The
weight of this vehicle with two seats

does not exceed 4i cwt-s.

French buill machine—which is sold in England as the Tweenie.

Impressions of French Motor Cycles.

On the whole, French motor cycles are

steadily improving, though, in some cases,

fittings are very poor and there are too

many bent franie tubes. A great many
machines are fitted with band brakes on

the rear hub instead of front wheel brakes.

The band brakes are much too small to

be of any serious use. English machines

are being extensively copied, and Eng-

lish fittings are becoming more and more
common. ' Several well-known Briti.sh

machines were on view, and in a few

cases 1914 models were exhibited. Below
will be found a general description of the

more interesting machines. No attempt

has been made to deal with -every stand,

as. on inspection, it was found that many
exhibits differed only in name and were

identical in construction. In a few other

cases models are well-known and remain

unchanged. Sidecars are increasing

greath- in popularity, and though many
of those exhibited were of well-known

1375

English makes, several good French de-

signs were to be seen. It is interesting

to note that the boat body, so prominent
among the cars, has spread to sidecars.

F.N.—Entirely New Fonr-cyl. Model.

The latest single-cylinder F.N. has
recently teen fully described in The
Motor Gydf, but a very smart four-

cylinder mount of entirely new design
was staged. This machine has four

cylinders of 52x88 mm. bore and stroke,

giving a capacity of 748 c.c. The new
engine has mechanically-operated inlet

valves on the near side, while the exhaust
valves are on the olf side, the gases

passing out into a single pipe, from
which the rider's clothes are protected

by a neat guard.
Oil is drawn from a sump below the

crank case and forced by a pump
through the crankshaft to all the main
bearings. A gear wheel indicator shows
if the circulation is correct, and if more
oil is needed it is only necessary to turn

on a tap from the tank. A much heavier

llywhcel is fitted, and through a disc

clutch drives a three-speed sliding gear

box in the counter-shaft. The three-

speed gear box affords gear ratios as

follows : First speed, 11 to 1 ; second

speed, 7 to 1; third speed. 4.5 to 1. The
change speed is worked by a lever at

the side as in the present four-cylinder,

working on a quadrant with a spring

ball stop engaging with depressions in

the side of the quadrant. There are five

positions fur this, namely, low gear,

neutral, medium gear, neutral, high gear.

In changing gear on this machine it is

advisable to use the foot clutch lever. A
clutch stop has been fitted to the clutch.

The final drive is, as usual, by cardan-

shaft, but the arrangement has been

greatly improved and is very neat. In

front "of the engine is mounted a seg-

ment and pinion kick starting device.

The spring forks are on the lines of

those used on the 2^ h.p. model, and are

rransmlsslon side ol the 191+ model 8 h.p. three-speed four-cylinder F.N

D7
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French Motor Cycles and Cycle Cars.—

very neat in appearance. The gears may
be inspected by merely removing a cap

held in position by a leaf spring. All

the details are well carried out, and no
machine will be supplied without an

efficient silencer. The new four-cylinder

F.N. forms one of the most interesting

features of the motor cycle section of

the Show. The frame has been designed

for fitting a sidecar. The wheelbase of

the machine is 5ft. lin., while an excel-

lently large tank, holding two gallons

of petrol, is fitted. The price of the

machine is £78.

Clement.

One of the most successful French
machines is the Clement, which is built

very much on English lines. An M.A.G.
engine is fitted and a chain drive with

selective clutch two-speed on the lines

fj^^gCILS. BER 2jrd, jQ/j.

The latest twin-cylinder Peugeot.

The front portion of the Clement frame is now
now made in one piece, with the steering socket

as shown.

of the Enfield. A considerably improved

head lug is used on the new models, and

snap-down filler caps, internal V rear

brake, detachable carrier and rear mud-
guard, and larger rear chain are all

mnovations for 1914. Greame Fenton's

victorious racer is on the stand.

Alldays.

The feature of this exhibit is un-

doubtedly the big twin-cylinder model,

fitted with a chain drive, two-speed gear,

and kick starter in the counter-shaft.

The valve gear is protected by aluminium

cover plates, and the magneto lies behind

the engine. Saxon forks are employed,

and the engine is lubricated by a Best

and Lloyd sight feed device.

A similar model is shown with a single-

cylinder engine. Both machines are

fitted with footboards, and have a most
businesslike appearance.

A Friction-driven Vehicle.

The Violet-Bogey friction-driven two-

seater, which won two first prizes in its

class at Gaillon hill-climb on the 6th

inst., will be fitted with a four-cylinder

engine in 1914. It is shown at the

Salon with the standard two-cyliiKlfi

engine.

The Ronteix, with gear and cliaiu

transmission, which did so well in the

Grand Prix cycle car_ race, has had its

four -cylinder engine increased from 62

X 80 mm., 954 c.c, to 60 x 100 min,,

1,132 c.c, which will bririg it a little

over the limit. This machine is sold in

England as the Cummikar.

The Latest Model Moto-Eeve.

Two new models of this well-known

make are on view, a 3 h.p. and a 4 h._p.,

for solo or sidecar work. The design

has been completely altered. The top

tube is dropped at the rear, a counter-

shaft type of gear is fitted in which the

gear wheels are always in mesh, and

the clutch is of the cone type, faced

with fibre, fixed on the engine-shaft and

An ineenious and one ol the most praiseworthy of French designs at the Salon Is the 3 h.p. twin-cylinder Hurdtle-Broneau, illustrated. LEFT :T]16 complete

power ullt? showing water jackets and"^ twin chain stkys RIGHT : The complete sidecar combination. Observe the spring forks and radiator carried up close to

the handle-bars.

ij8
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French fi.jior Cycles and Cycle Cars

mounted on ball bearings. A thrust
bearing is fixed inside the engine to

jirevcnt side thrust. The clutch is

operated by lever on the handle-bar.
Ihe chain from engine to gear box is

futirely enclosed in an aluminium case.

The final drive is by belt, and there is

ii shock absorber in the rear hub. A
foot starter is fitted, and footboards in

Iho form of "skis." The back wheel
Js easily detachable merely by undoing
a nut and withdrawing the spindle.

Chartier-Desvarennes.

On the stand under the above name we
luund a fine display of Indian models,
;i make which is in great demand in

France. There were however, no notable
deviations from the design of the standard
models.

Ajax.

What is regarded as one of the sensa-
tions of the Paris Salon is the Ajax
four-cylinder friction-driven cycle car,

which we described in detail a fortnight
ago. The design of the vehicle itself, it

may be rememoered, possesses no really
startling feature. It is its low price
which commands one's attention. The
cylinders and top portion of the crank
case are cast together in one piece, the
bore and stroke of the cylinders being
57x96 mm. Detachable wheels are
included in the equipment of this car,
which is to sell at under £100. It is

being handled by Messrs. Briscoe Bros.,
who are Americans, but the car is being
made in France, the engine being the
product of one of the largest car manu-
facturers in that country.

Douglas.

The Douglas and Williamson machines
made a most imposing display, most of the
former being of the popular T.T. type,
though tourist and ladies' mounts were
shown. The Williamson has a roomy
sidecar attached.

The Baby Peugeot.

The Baby Peugeot, which was exhi-
bited at the Olympia Car Show last

year, has tmdergone one alteration only,
that improvement being the addition of
a third spfeed forward, the original

model having only two forward speeds
and a reverse. It was described and
illustrated in detail in The Motor Cycle
of October 31st, 1912.

Alcyon.

The Alcyon models remain almost un-
iltcred. The little machine is already
veil-known in England, and is well
finished and .soundly built throughout.

B.S.A.

A wide range of the well-known B.S.A.
motor cycles is staged with either chain
<ir belt drive and the hub two-speed
gear. This make has earned itself an
excellent name in France by its fine

performances on the road.

Rene Gillet.

The twin 64 mm. x 77 mm. Rene
l!illet is fitted with a metal cone clutch
and enclosed chain drive to a two-speed
<'()nnter-shatt gear. In some cases the
Tnagneto is carried in the tank and driven
by a vertical shaft, but one machine was
shown with a platform cast with the
crank case on which the magneto is

carried.

Swift.

A standard model 3^ h.p. Swift is

shown, and is, unfortunately, not dis-

played in a very conspicuous position.

Triumph.
The single-cylinder Triumplis at the

Salon are practically 1914 models of that
famous make, as all have dropped top
tubes. Best and Lloyd semi-automatic

. lubricators, and one or two other detail

improvements.

Terrot.

Both single and twin-cylinder Terrot
are on similar lines, and both are well
made, and have an excellent reputation.
The twin has one vertical and one sloping
cylinder, the ribs being parallel to the
ground. The bore and stroke are 67 mm.
X 90 mm., and the magneto is worm
driven on the rear of the crank case.

Though of the loop type, the frame and
fittings are otherwise on English lines,

and a very simple spring fork is used,
and a single-cylinder model has spring
rear suspension. A simple variable pulley

and cone clutch can be supplied.
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Motosacocbe.

Motosacoche models are well-known to

the British public and are shown in all

forms. An addition is the model fitted

with the 6 h.p 760 c.c. engine. Handle-
starters are now fitted.

Valpic Clyno.

It was a relief to find Mr. Frank Smith
on tills stand, especially as our French
was becoming strained. The 1914 Clyno
is fitted with roller bearing big ends,

pear-shaped radiating fins, and inverted
lever control, otherwise it is practically

unchanged, as before mentioned. A boat
body was fitted to one sidecar on this

stand.

Simplex.

Several types of this interesting machine
are staged. It is not entirely unknown
in this country, as it took part in the
English-Dutch trials. The 4 li.p. engine
is mounted in an unusual frame, which is

designed to give maximum strength for the

weight. A 2^ h.p. model is also shown
in a standard type of frame- Sturmey-
Arcliir three-speed hubs are fitted.

Valve side of the 1914 4 h.p. GriOon sidecar. As will be seen, a number at Englisti llttings are employed,

Humbei.
The 3i and 2| h.p. Humber models

as already described are on view, and
look very smart with their excellent

finish.

N.S.U.

N.S.U. models have undergone no great

change, but the well known two-speed
is now fitted with a very neat and simple
handle-bar control. 'This type of gear

has a well-merited popularity, as can be

seen by the number on various stands.

New Hudson.

Quite a new departure from this firm's

models is the new 6-7 h.p. twin, which
has a bore and stroke of 75x85 mm. The
engine is a very clean piece of work. The
magneto is carried behind the engine,

and a Mark VII. gear is carried in the

hub; some improvements and modifica-

tions have been made in the spring forks.

Best and Lloyd drip oil feed and
aluminium footboards are Utted, and the

machine is carried out on the well-known
New Hudson lines with counter-shaft
drive, the finish being as fine as ever.

Rover.

Besides the usual Rover models the fore-

runner of the 1914 models is on view. This
machine has a new bottom bracket lug

and footboard which can be swung up to

allow the kick starter comfortable room.
The rear guard and carrier are instantly

detachable for tyre mending purposes.

The Mark VII. gear is fitted, and spring

links are used on the top of the spring

forks.

Herdtle Bruneau.

The Herdtle Bruneau has undergone no
great alterations since it was originally

described in The Motor Cycle. It re-

tains the two cylinder vertical water-
cooled engine, the enclosed friction gear,

and final chain drive. The suspension
is very unusual, the rear of the frame
being carried on a combined leaf spring

and rear mudguard. The radiator is

carried on the front forks, and the whole
machine presents a most curious appear-
ance, though it is well built and the design

is clever. A single-cylinder water-cooled

engine set for attachment to pedal cycles

is also shown.
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French Motor Cycles and Cycle Cars.^

Matchless.

Standard Matchless machines ave shown
with and without sidecars and form a

much admired exhibit, both 8 h.p. and

62 h.p. twin being staged.

Peugeot.

The little twin Peugeot has an engine
of 55x80 mm., and is in itself a beautiful

piece of work, but though the machine
is fitted with an Armstrong gear and
dropped tube frame, it looks less like a
British machine than many others. This
is largely accounted for by the loop frame,

narrow tank, and the Truffault forks,

which, though extremely comfortable, are

not often seen on this side of the Channel.
A single-cylinder 3i h.p. model is also

shown, the engine having a gear-driven
magneto in frojit.

THE L.M.C. IN 1914.

MORGAN RUNABOUTS
FOR 1914.

The sporting and standard models of

Morgans will remain practically unaltered
ill 1914 save for the addition of a tail

to the body, in which will be found
ample locker space for tools and luggage.
Grand Prix types, both air and water-
cooled, with overhead valves, will be
notable exhibits at Olympia, while perhaps
the most interesting model shown will be
a new type with water-cooled cylinders

and side by side valves, which should
prove a very excellent touring machine.
A striking exhibit will be a plated chassis.

T.D.C. ENGINES.
Although not directly exhibited at

Olympia, the T.D.C. engines will be
found on several complete machines in

the Show. These engines are made by
T. D. Cross and Co., Vesey Street, Bir-

mingham. The standard 3g h.p. 85xS8
mm. mode] will have roller bearings to

the big ends.

Simple timing gear of ttie 2.(-3 h.p. T.D.C.
en^iDff. Note tne exuaust valve lifter lever, wliicli

engages witii a jaw on ttie end of tlie exiiaust

rocker.

A new model is the 2^-3 h.p., 70x76
mm., which follows the lines of the
bigger engine, but is designed to enable
the magneto to be fitted in front or

behind the cylinder. In both cases, the
armature-shaft is chain-driven.

The Lloyd Motor Engineering Co.,
makers of the L.iNl.C., are making very
slight alterations to their new Show
models. The principal improvements
are a larger tank to hold 1^ gallons
of petrol. The silencing arrangement
has been improved by the addition of a
cylindrical expansion box fitted under
the bottom bracket ; into this is led the
exhaust pipe, which is l|in. diameter,
the exit being a lin. pipe, which extends
alongside the rear wheel on the off side.

A little improvement to the L.M.C. two-
speed gear is that the clutch for the

high gear is now held in engagement
by a coiled spring, and the lever, with
ball bearing on the end to take the
thrust, has been done away with, as the
high gear is in use the greater part of
the time. This should very much
facilitate the control of the gear, and
obviates the necessity of renewal of the
thrust bearings on the end of the lever.

The chain transmission for the low speed
on the off side is now completely enclosed
in a metal case.

Milford and Bramble sidecars will be
exhibited on the show machines.

Valve side of the latest two-speed L.M.C.

PASSENGER RECORDS AT BROOKLANDS.
In our report of the B.M.C.R.C.

meeting in this issue a good many records
Avere annexed, but on JNIonday last H.
C. Newman, whose 85 x 88 mm. Ivy-
Green-Precision sidecar was in excel-

lent form, carried off several more.
Timed by Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite, the
flying kilometre was covered in 35|s.,

equal to 51.45 miles an hour ; the flying
mile was covered in 59|s., which is equal
to 60.81 miles an hour, while Newman
took 5m. 35|s. to cover the flying five

miles, which works out at 53.67 miles
an hour. These records stand for both
the 500 and 750 c.c. classes. Newman,
after covering the ten miles (standing
start) in 11m. 22|s. (52.74 m.p.h.), went
for the hour record, which, however, he
was prevented from completing through
a puncture, though he was successful in

annexing the fifty miles, which distance

he covered in 57m. 59fS.

It may be interesting to note that
Newman s equipment comprised Dunlop
tyres and belts and Amac carburetter,
his records are the more interesting as
this is the first time that a 3^ h.p. side-
car outfit has been officially timed to
beat a mile a minute speed.

J. F. Buckingham, driving a Bucking-
ham cycle car of 4.9 h.p. R.A.C. rating,
89 X 120 mm. bore and stroke, then went
for records, and succeeded in annexing
the cycle car records for the standing
start kilometre and mile, Jiis speeds
working out at 56.78 m.p.h. and 56.6
m.p.h. respectively. Buckingham's in-

tention had been to go for the cycle
car hour record, but a broken oil pipe,
combined with pouring rain, caused him
to postpone his attempt.
The Buckingham cycle car was

equipped with Michelin tyres. Conti-
nental belts, and Solex carburetter.

FLEXIBILITY OF CYCLE CARS.
The Cycle Car Club held some interest-

ing flexibility tests up Woodcock Hill,

near Rickraansworth, last Saturday, and
the results prove an undoubted triumph
for the simple belt-driven cycle car.

Every type of miniature car and cycle

car competed. For instance, the Singer
represented the light car class; the belt-

driven machines included the Duo,
Warne, and Adamson; the three-

wheelers were represented by the
Morgan; while the G.W.K. and
Pyramid belonged to the friction-driven
class.

Lionel Martin on the Singer put up
fastest time of the day. In the slow
climb, Mr. Welham came out on top,

his time being 10m. Is., while his
average speed must have been between
one and two miles per hour.
The winner was that competitor the

ratio of whose slow and fast times was
the greatest. Results :

1^.

Time
of fast

climb.

R Barton Adamson (8

Adamson) ... ... 43|
A. Percy Bradley (8 Duo) 42i
L. Martin (10 Singer) ... 29|
L. W. Spencer (8 Morgan). 34f
F. Thomas (10 G.N.) ... 43f
H.. Welham (3^ Welham) 106

Time
of slow
climb.

8 18|
7 57i
5 12
4 40|
5 40
10 1
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N.S.U. IMPROVEMENTS.
Dust Cover lor Gear.

IX
a recent issue we made brief reference to the

1914 N.S.U. improvements. The four accom-
panying photographs show these improvements

in detail. It is iiot out of place to mention here that

the N.S.U. firm is among the

most up-to-date on the Conti-

nent, and has always turned

—

out rhachines which conform

Quickly Detachable Wheels.
that the operating mechanism is now fitted with a dust

cover, which is shown in position in fig. 3 and removed
in fig. 2. The long brake pedal conveniently mounted
on the footrest should also be noted. Incidentally,

the N.S.U. gear is one
of die oldest change-speed—. devices in e.xistence.

Fig. 4 denotes another
Impnrl.int iniin\':it:i >ii in

FE.4TURES OF THE 1914 TWO-SPEED N.S.O.

(1

lirilish requirements, from
year to year improving their

designs as experience dictated.

Fig. I shows the pressure
fill pump and sight feed on
the tank, and the new two-
speed gear control on the

handle-bar.

In figs. 2 and 3 the latest type of two-speed epicyclic

engine-shaft gear may be seen, while it will be noted

Pressure oil pump and sight f3ed on th? tank and the new two-speed
g^ar control on handle-bar.

(2 and 3) Thfl latest type of two-speed engine shaft gear, A dust cover is

now provided (shown in flg. 2 in position).

(4: A quickly detachable wheel is one of the latest features.

the shape of a quickly

detachable front wheel,

which greatly simplifies

tyre repairs and renewals.

It is interesting to remark
the substantial front wheel

stand and the improved front mudguard. The fact

that the front wheel can be so easily withdrawn is

owing to the absence of a front brake on the N.S.U.

> *»o«

NEXT WEEK'S A.C.U. CYCLE CAR TRIAL.
Tlie .A.G.U. have obtained the necessary number of entries

fur the above trial to be held as arranged on Wednesday
ne.\l. The start and finish will be at iiedhill, and the cour.^p

wilt inclnde Reigate Hill, Dorking. Leilh Hill. Goni.=h;ill.

Newiands Corner. Guildford. Fritli Hill (God.alming), llil-

lord. Bowlers Green, Hindhead, Haslemere, Fcrnhurst,
Tilford, Hog's Back, Guildford, i\Ierrow, Lcatherhead, and
Walton-on-the-Hill. .\ map of the course will be found in

our issue of October 9th. page 1316. The .'iart is at 8.30 a.ici.

List of entries :

The Davies racing sidecar fitted to a Zk h.p. three-speed Premlet.

and finish about 4 p.m.

J. T. Wood (G.W.K.)
C. -M. Keiller (G.W.K.)
J. T. Panling (7 Swift)
John Portwine (10 A.C.)
A. C. Maitland (8 Beacon)
A. B. Phillips (8 Warne)
S. Wright (8 Humbei-ettel
H. Dew (8 D.E.W.)
H. F. S. iMorgan (8 Morgan)
L. Martin (10 Singer)
A. Walden (7-9 Premier)
R. G. Thomas (8 Pyramid)
L. F. Pain (8 Pyramid)
W. McMinnies (8 Morgan)
S. T. iFarr (8 S.M.)
A. E. Coyne (8 Ranger)

V. Busby (8 iMorgaii)

A. C. Armstrong (7-9 t;,,V,:.

A. P. Bradley (8 Duo)
J. Chater-Lea" (8 Chatcrl.L.',.

Auto-Cai'riers 16 A.C.)
Auto-Carriers (6 A.C.)
Auto-Carriers (10 -V.C.)

C. Pressland (8 Crouch)
G. N. Higgs (8 d.N.^
R. B. Adamson (10 Adan.ron'
W. Cooper (8 Humberetti-i
H. Mundy (8 Humberette)
E. /V. Parnacolt (3^ Cycar)
B. Wilberforce (G.W.K.)
H. R. Godfrey (G.N.)
.John Gibson (8 Morgan!
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Oct. 23rd 5.50 p.m.

„ 25th 5.46 „
„ 27th 5.42 „
,, 29th ... ... 5.38 „

Next Week's Trial for Cycle Cars Only.

The necessary number of entries for

the A.C.U. trial for cycle cars had been
received on Monday last so the trial will

take place next Wednesday. Already a

number of machines have been practising

on the course which is not difficult now
that Pinfold Hill has been ruled out.

Silencer Regulations.

A certain Oxford don once complained
to a friend, " People are always accusing

me of putting the horse before the cart,

and I am sure I never do such a thing."

The friend agreed. Last week a motor
cyclist was summoned in Wimbledon for
" not having his cut-out provided with a

silencer " and fined £1. Fortunately his

float was suitably furnished with a car-

buretter, or, we presume^ the fine would
have been double.

Steam Cycle Car at the Show.
Among the novelties which will be

on show at the Olympia Motor Cycle
Exhibition will be a steam propelled

cycle car, whicli is being constructed in

the Midlands.
A 2J-3 h.p. motor bicycle with two-

speed gear and full equipment for £27
will also be exhibited. We believe this

is a record figure for a complete machine
of this power.

Colonial Prices.

Apropos of our leaderette in the issue

of October 9th, " Colonial Prices," a

Jlidland motor cycle manufacturer, whose
business is almost entirely with the

Colonies, pointed out that our New Zea-

land correspondent was labouring under
a misunderstanding when he thought that

the retail price in the Colonies should

not be any more than it is at home plus

the duty and freight, and he explained

that the colonial buyer has to pay cash

for the machine plus the freight, shipping

charges, duty and packing, and it is on
this total out of pocket amount that he
calculates his profit. No importer would
be satisfied with a profit on the net cost

price of the machine in England. Im-
porters in the Antipodes also contend
that they are saddled with the additional

cost of trials and competitions in their

own country. The results of British

trials do sell machines abroad to some
extent, but motor cycles are also exploited

in Colonial and Overseas competitions.

and in supporting these events the im-
porters are called upon to pay the piper

—

an expense which is covered by the home
manufacturer when the price of the

machine is fixed.

B16

Motor Cyclist Reserve Conunittees.

The Secretary of the War Office notifies

the following alterations in the list of

secretaries, which was issued on July 4th

:

North Midland Divisional Ai'ea

(Northern Command). For Major G. P.

Heywood, Staffordshire Yeomanry, Lich-
field, substitute Captain F. H. L.
Meynell, 3rd North Midland Brigade,
Royal Field Artillery, Bridge Street,
Stafford.

Welsh Divisional Area (Western Com-
mand). For Captain and Adjutant W.
F. Basset, 7th (Cyclist) Battalion, the
Welsh Regiment, 11, Newport Road,
Cardifi', substitute Major B. T. Ready,
Brigade Major, South Wales Infantry
Brigade, 29, Windsor Place, Cardiff.

Motor Cycles and Rear Lights.

An exceedingly important case came
before the Divisional Court of the
King's Bench on Monday, when Justices
Bailhache and Ridley held that, under
the Motor Car Act, 1903, a motor cycle
is a car and not a velocipede, and that
in consequence it is incumbent on a
motor cycle to carry a red warning rear
light after dark. Mr. Justice Scrutton
dissented from this reading of the Act,
holding that a motor cycle was a bicycle
or velocipede within the meaning of the
Act of 1888. The matter came before
the Court on an appeal from a decision
of the Epping justices, who had fined

a motor cyclist 6s. for not carrying a
red light visible in the opposite direction

SPECIAL FEATURES:

MANY NEW MODELS
(lUuatrated.)

WHAT IT COSTS TO RUN A CYCLE CAR.

WEEK-END EVENTS
(Illustrated.)

" The Motor Cycle " Cup tor the;one hour 500 c.c. race at Brooklands was
won by C. G.Pullin iRudge) who Is seen on the right, while T.E.Greene
(R.idge) on the left secured third place in the same event. S. A. Rowlandson
is standing at the extreme right of the picture.

to which the cyclist was travelling. The
effect of this judgment is that the con-

viction was affirmed.

The Official Decision.

We understand there is no appeal pos-

sible from the judgment of this court,

and the only way to make the matter
perfectly clear is for the Local Govern-
ment Board to issue a statement as to

their view of the matter, and to state

what measures will be adopted in the
future to deal with the question of rear

lights for motor cycles, in view of the
Board's circular of the 10th March, 1904,

which order makes it perfectly clear that
motor cyclists need not carry a light at

the rear, as required to do. The A.C.U.".

have already forwarded a letter to the
President of the Local Government Board
asking for a speedy settlement of the
matter, and there is every reason to sup-
pose that an early pronouncement will

be made.

The Midland Reliability Trial—Results.

The results of the open reliability

.

trial, held on the 4th inst., under the
auspices of the Sutton Coldfield and Mid-'
Warwickshire A.C. are as follows :

Winner of Levis
^ Cup, L. W. Guy

(Scott) ; winner of

P. J. Evans
Trophy, G. W.
Hands (Calthorpe) ;.

winner of Match-
less Gold Medal
for best perform-
ance of a solo

machine presented
-by Mr. F. S. Whit-
worth, L. W. Guy
(Scott) ; winner of

the Precision Gold
car machine pre-,

formance of a side-

,

car machine pre-

.iftnted bv Mr. F.

E. Baker; R. Pear-
son (Clyno) ; win-
ner of the Team
Prize presented by
Messrs. H. Collier

and Sons, Ltd., E.
E. Guest's Match-
less team. Best
ascent in flexibility

hiU-climb, J. S.

'

VVatson (2-J Sun-
beam),



An Impudent Theft.

The rear wheel containing Sturmey-
Archer hub was recently stolen from a

1913 Triumph. The owners, Messrs.

W. Wilder and Sons, Crowmarsh Iron
Works, Waiiingford, are offering a

reward of £5 for its recovery.

Racing Moto: Cyclist Married.

Graeme Fejiton, who is so well-lvnown

as a rider of Clement motor cycles in

France, and who won the 350 c.c. class

in this year's Grand Prix on the Amiens
circuit, was married last week in Paris

to Miss Sturrock, of Birmingham. The
wedding took place at the English
Embassy and at the English church in

the Hue d'Aguesseau. We extend our
congratulations to the happy pair.

News from France.

It seems likely that the International

Six Days Trial will be held either in the

Dauphine or the Puy-de-Donie. Several

delegates from the Motor Cycle Union
of France, among whom we may mention
Messrs. Fenton, sen., and G. Longue-
mare, have been instructed to investigate

a suitable course. We shall hope to hear
something more definite about this after

the International Conference to be held

in Paris next Saturday.

Tubs or Baskets !

A correspondent writes :
"' While going

over Whinlatter Pass (part of the Six

Days Trial course) recently, I happened
to call at a very out-of-the-way farm-

house. Both the farmer and his wife

are about eighty yeai-s of age and live

by themselves, so they do not get much
of the current news. In talking I asked

the old lady if she had seen ^ny of the

motor cycles passing, and was somewhat
amused w'hen she answered in the

broadest Cumberland, 'Oh, yes; we saw
them, and we did laugh, for some of

them brought their sweethearts up in

washing-tubs fastened on to the side of

their bicycles, while one brought his up
in a basket.'

i^^^

i^
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FUTURE EVENTS.
t. 25.— HcrU M.C.C. Optn l-'lcxibility

Speed Trials.

, 25.—Mersey M.C. Opc-n Trial.

, C.J.— A.C.U. Open One Day Trial
lor Cycle Cars.

V. r.—Slreathain and District M.C.C.
Open One Day Trial.

7-15.— Motor Car Snow at Olympia.
, 21-29.— MOTOR C\CLE & CYCLE

CAR SHOW AT OLYMPIA.
V. j6-j7.— Motor Cycling Club Winter

Run from London to Exeter

«

L.
and back.

^: 3^ :^
Paris-Nice TCrial in the Spring.

The Paris-Nice Trial will be held

again next year, and it is expected that

the route will be continued, after Lyon,
over the mountains from Grenoble.
Instead of ending at Nice, the trial will

probably be terminated at Monaco. The
course will be certainly more difficult

than last year.

A.C.U. News.

On page 1310 of our issue of the 9lh
inst. , a letter appeared in the correspond-

ence which suggested that a one hour
record made at a speed of 50.99 miles

an hour should cover all existing records
up to one honr, and should beat an
existing five miles record made at a
speed of 50.56 miles an hour. The
A.C.U. has decided, however, that to

stand a five miles record must be
separately attempted.

The Cycle Cak Trial.—The following
officials have been appointed for the
cycle car trial on October 29th ; Stewards.
Major F. Lindsay Lloyd, R.E., Messrs.
J. 1\. Nisbet and A. Sharp; judges, Mr.
Glyn Piowden, The Rev. E. P. Green-
hill ; timekeeper, Mr. A. V. Ebblewhite.

Perjiits have been granted to the
Herts. County A.C. to hold an open
trial on October 25th, and to the
Foleshill and Warwickshire M.C.C. to

hold a bill-climb on October 25th.

J3S1

MEMBEnsHrp.—Although the present
month is one in which few members are
expected to join the A.C.U., the increase

hai been most satisfactory. One hundred
and seventy-hve touring members aiul

twelve full county members have been
elected. Two overseas motor cycle clubs,

the Colombo il.C.C. and the Rangoon
M.C.C. have become alhliated.

Fees for Records.—It has been de-

cided that a permit for attempt at
record should be available for any
number of attempts within one calendar
month of the date of issue, provided
that no record has been claimed in making
these attempts.

The Classification of Sidecars and
CvcLE C.\RS.—All three-wheeled motor
vehicles, other than motor bicycles and
sidecars, coming within the weight and
engine capacity limits of a cycle car will

in future be treated as such.

Definition of a Sidecar Combination.
—By the term motor bicycle with sidecar

is meant a three-\vheeled vehicle con-

sisting of a motor bicycle to which a
chassis is attached carrying a body or

seat for the passenger or passengers.

A Conference wtih the R.A.C.—

A

conference between certain delegates of

the A.C.U. with certain members of the

R.A.C. will shortly be held to discuss

the cycle car question. The Auto Cycle
Union will be represented by the Rev.
E. P. Greenhill, ilessrs. 0. S. Carter.

A. V. Ebblewhite. I. R. Nisbet, Otto
Thomas, W. G. McMinnies, and Dr. A.
M. Low, D.Sc, and the Secretary.

The MEEriNu of the F.I.C.M.—On
Saturday next the annual meeting of the
Federation Internationale des Clubs Moto-
cyclistes will be held at the Automobile
Club de France in Paris, at which the
classihc^tion of cycle cais, the 1914 Inter-
national Trial, ai'.d other matters will be
discussed. Messrs. T. W. Loughborough,
Secretary ef the Auto Cycle Union, and
E. M. P. Boileau {The Motor CijrU) have
been instructed to represent British
interests.

L. W. Spencer (8 h.p. Morgan) neartng the flnlsh of the slow climh In the Cycle Car Club's flexiJil.ty hlll-cllmll last Saturday.

I!I7
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Stait from the fork of the hour sidecar and
cycle car race. This illustration demonstrates
the advantage to be gained by a machine which
stirts easily and accelerates rapidly.

AS if to make up for the delinquencies of the clerk of

the weather on the 11th inst., last Saturday was
perfectly glorious, more like spring than autumn,
and so warm that before mid-day no one wore his

coat. The wind, however, which blew against the men in

the railway' straight, was rather strong. The meeting started

at 10 a.m. with time trials, during which we had an
opportunity of noting interesting fitments on several of the

machines. The Singer cycle car body possessed a cocked

up tail which gave it a peculiar appearance. Tessier's water-

cooled Bat was qidte an interesting machine ; overhead valves

are fitted, while the wide and unbroken honeycomb radiator

which lies across the down tube and the large water pipe

are worthy of note. Ware, on his weird sidecar body,

carried a spare oil tank, fitted with a pump designed to be

worked by the passenger for the pui'pose of replenishing

the main oil tank. Pullin's Eudge had a large oil tank
partly encircling the bottom of the saddle tube, and fitted

with a pump worked by a specially designed hinged foot-

rest connected to the pump spindle by a Bowden wire.

Among the non-competing machines we noticed a Douglas
with a pipe from the acetylene generator led into the car-

buretter air inlet and provided with a Y joint, one branch
of which led to the crank case, leading one to suppose that

the acetylene gas was sent into the cylinders by forced

induction. A. J. Stevens's 5 A.J.S. sidecar was provided
with an excellent spring seat pillar.

The Speed Trials.

During his attempt on the flying mile and kilometre

S. R. Axford, who was riding a very fast 270 c.c. Martin-
Jap, collided with a pedal cyclist and was badly shaken
and grazed his wrists, and to add to his disappointment
he found afterwards that he had not been timed.

Some extremely fine performances were made in these

trials, the most notable being E. Remington's performance
in the big twin class in attaining a speed of 85.38 ra.p.h.

on an 8 h.p. Matchless-Jajp—the biggest speed attained on
a motor cycle for some time past. Even the redoubtable

Collier was beaten. Stanley, as usual, easily headed his

two classes, and Cocker on another Singer headed the 500

c.c. sidecar class. Newman's Ivy-Green was not in its best

fettle, for it has done much better in practice.

The complete results are given in the next column.
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RECORDS BROKEN.

Rider and Machine.
Bore
and

Stroke.
C.C.

Kilometre. Mile.

Time. Speed. Time. Speed.

CL.ASS B.—Up to 330 c.c.

G. E. Stanley (i cyl. Singer)

H. C. Newman (i Ivy-Green) . .

.

S 'Oxford (i Martin)

mm.
75x79
70 X 90
60 X 61

85x88
85x88
gox 77*

gox 58

90X77i
gox77i
90 X 77I

85x88
85x88
85x88

90x58

90 X 7/1

62 X go
63x88

349
346
350

499
499
493

738

986
986
986

+90
499
499

73S

986

1088
1096

^ec.

35
36
37

29.93
33.8

39

31.6

26.20

30
30.8

39-2
42.4
44.6

37.8

36.6

28.90
29.44

m.p.h.
63.91
62 14
60.46

74-74
66.18

57.36

70.79

85.38
74-57
72.63

57.07
52.76
50 16

59.18

61.12

77.40
75-98

sec.

56.2

598
60.4

48.89

54-4
61.6

51.8

43.10
49.6
50.2

63.0
68.2

71.4

61.2

59-6

46-85
48.09

m.p.h.
64.06
60 20
59.60

73-60
66.18
5S.44

69.50

83.52
72-58
71.71

5?.I4

52.79
5042

58.82

CL.'\SS C—Up to 500 c.c.

G. E. Stanley (i Singer)

"C. G. Pullin (i Rudge)
F. W. Carryer (i Imperial)

CL.\SS D.—Up to 750 c.c.

C. R, Collier (2 Matchless)

CLASS E.—Up to l.ooo c.c.

E. Remington {2 Matchless) ....

C. R. Collier (2 Matchless)
E. C. Baragwanath (2 Collier-Jap)

CL.-VSS G.—With Sidecar, up to

500 c.c.

•»J. Cocker (I Singer)
H. C. Newman (i Ivy-Green) . .

.

K. Holden (i B.S..'V.)

CL.-VSS H.—With Sidecar, up to

750 c.c.

IE. B. Ware (2 Zenith)

CLASS I.—With Sidecar, up to

1000 c.c.

CLASS K.—Cycle Cars.

JG. W. Hands (4 Calthorpe) .... 76.84
74.86

*It is interesting to note that Pullin covered both the kilometre and mile
at the same speed, which is quite a rare incident.

**Record, beating H. Riddell {2 Green-Precis ion), 499 c.c. ; kilometre time,

39.4 sec, 56.78 ra.p.h. ; mile time, 6g.6 sec., 54.88 m.p.h. ; 23rd June, 1913.
fRecord, beating H. Riddell (2 Green-Precision), 499 c.c. ; kilometre time,

39.4 sec, 56.78 ra.p.h. ; raile time, 65.6 sec, 54-85 m.p.h. ; 23rd June, 1913.
JRecord, beating B. Hay^vood {4 Singer), 1096 c.c ; kilometre time, 31.19 sec,

71.72 ni.p.h. ; mile time, 50.57 sec, 71.19 m.p.h. ; 13th September, 1913.

The Hour Race.
The next two events, Nos. 2 and 3, were more interesting

from a spectacular point of view. These were the hour
cycle car race for cycle cars complying with the A.C.U.
definition (prizes—the A.C.U. gold medal, the Club's gold
medal, and the Club's silver medal), and the hour sidecar
race for motor bicycles not exceeding 1.000 c.c. and fitted
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Sutton Coldfield and Mid-Warwick A.C. Trial, 4th Oct.

7 COLD MEDALS- 7 SILVER MEDALS
WON ON

DUNLOP TYRES.
GOLD MEDALS.

Mrs. Riley, 6 Enfield (s.c), 3 Dunlops
L. A. Bee3, L.M.C, 2 Dunlops
H. G. Dixon, 31 James, 2 Dunlops
W. H.Longton.Alldays, 2 Dunlops
G. Feather-
stoneliaugh, 3.} Rover, 2 Dunlops

E. V. Pratt, O'. K. Precision, 2 Dunlops
T. Stevens. 3.V James (s.c), 3 Dunlops

SILVER MEDALS.
R. Haddock,
H. Greaves,
H. V. Colver,

L. L. Seaiey,

T. Pollock,

C. Freeman,
D. M. Brown,

Ciyno(s.c.),

Enfield (s.c),

Enfield (s.c),

B.SA.,

3h James,
Clyno (s.c),

31 Rover,

^ Dunlop
3 Dunlops
2 Dunlops
2 Dunlops
2 Dunlops
1 Dunlop
2 Dunlops

L. Newey (3^ Ariel), a gold medallist, used a DUIMI.OP BELT.

Coventry and Warwick M.C Hill Climb at Banbury.
14 PLACES WERE GAINED WITH DUNLOP BELTS.

THE DUNLOP RUBBER CO., LTD., Aston Gross,
Alma Street, Coventry.

Birming^ham ;

EranchBS—London, Nottingham, Manchester, Newcastia, Bristol, LeedB, Liverpool, Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast.

H BAT. BAT. BAT. BAT. BAT. BAT. BAT. BAT. BAT. BAT. 1

B
A I THE SMARTEST AND FASTEST
^' MACHINE ON THE ROAD
B
A
T

B
A
T

B
A
T

B
A
T

B
A
T

The Model 2

Light Roadster

Bat has been

specially
designed to

appeal to those

riders who
enjoy solo rid-

ing on a light

and speedy
monnt, and yet

occasionally
desire to fit a

: : sidecar. : :

The Sporting Model BAT

ENGINE, J.A.P

5-6 h.p. ; Low
Bnilt Frame

;

Ball Bearing
Forks ; 26in

Wheels ; Kemp-
shall Tyres;
Foot -operated
CIntch; Arm-
strong Gear ;

Dnnlop Belt;
Bosch Mag-
neto ; A m a c

Carbn re tier

;

Two Brakes

;

Finished in

French Grey
: : Enamel. : :

Write for the " Book of the Bat." free on request.

BAT MOTOR MANUFACTURING CO.,
PENGE, LONDON, S.E.

BAT. BAT.H BAT. BAT.
In answering thesp. advertisements it is desirahU to mention "Tli.e Motor Cych."

B
A
T

A
T

B
A
T

B
A
T

A
T

B
A
T

BAT. BAT. BAT. BAT. BAT. BAT. IS
B19
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Carburetter.

SXILL WINNING

!

SUTTON COLDFIELD & MID WARWICK
A.C.C. RELIABILITY TRIAL.

7 GOLD MEDALS.

4 SILVER MEDALS.

WESTON - SUPER - MARE SPEED
TRIALS.

FASTEST
TIME.

350 ( Cia

Mr. E. Kickham (2| Douglas)

Not exceeding 500 c.c.

(Expert) Mr. P. H. A. Matthews (3J Rudge)
FIRST.

Unlimited Class.

"
Mr. G. Griffith (Zenith) FIRST.

Sidecar Class up to 500 c.c.

Mr. F. P. Davies (Rudge) FIRST.

Unlimited Sidecar Class.

Mr. G. Griffith (Zenith) FIRST.

Mr. E. Chapman (Zenith) SECOND.

COVENTRY & WARWICKSHIRE
M.C.C. OPEN HILL-CLIMB .

6 FIRSTS.

B.A.R.C. MEETING (October 4th)

.

Mr. C. G. PuUin (3J Rudge) FIRST.

CHARLES H. PUGH, LTD.,
Whitworth Works, BIRMINGHAM.

If you require a

Sidecar for Autumn use
buy a

BRAMBLE
Suitable for all weather conditions.

THE BRAMBLE MANUFACTURING Co., Ltd.,

Charterhouse Mills, London Road, Coventry.

LONDON REPRESENTATIVES :

ROBERTSOMS, 157, Gt. Portland Street, London, W.
CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION.

M for Motor Cycles g
g Sidecars g
M Cycle Cars H
^ Registration Letters ^
^ • . . and Numbers, . • . ^
^ • . Monograms, etc. . . ^
S=^ Artistically Designed and Neatly Printed. SSSS

^ '

, , ;
Makers and agents requiring Transfers are requested to send ^^^—» particulars of wording required, upon receipt of which we will ZZSSt

^ZSZ submit, free of charge, a specially prepared design. j^;,', ,,^

When asking for gratis design please slate

the colour of the background upon which
the transfers will be affixed.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
TRANSFER SPECIALISTS, COVENTRY

London : 20, Tudor St., E.G.

K
In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motoi Cycle."
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A single-cylinder water-cooled Bat-Jap sidecar ridden by S. T. Tcssier. The
large honeycomb radiator will be observed.

ivith <a sidecar carr}'ing a passenger weighing not less than
140 lbs. All started in line except the Singer cycle car, Avliich

had to take a place behind the others, and all got away in

good form except Newman. At the completion of the first

lap the Calthorpe was leading, followed closely by the Singer.
After an interval came Ware, who was well ahead of the
other sidecars, followed by Collier, Ck>cker, Pullin, Newman,
Buckingham, Mills, Sumner, CJarrett, Le Vack, Tessier,

lieinzel, Holden, Hoare, and Campbell. After the first lap

the Buckingham did not appear again. The Calthorpe ran
magnificently, and gradually increased its lead over the
Singer. Among the sidecars, Ware continued to hold his

own. In his sixth lap Le Vack retired owing to a broken
inlet valve, and Cocker dropped out, while Tessier retired in

his ninth lap. It is curious how men group together in these
races. Hoare, Newman, and Pullin formoa one group, which
kept intact for several laps, while Holden, Garrett, and
Campbell composed anotlier which hardly ever separated.
Ware, Collier, and Hoare held first, secona, and third places
respectively in the sidecar class until the 7th lap, when New-
man took third place, which Pullin seized in the ninth lap,

and this order did not alter till the end. Ware rode a
magnificent race. The Calthorpe, which had run so well,

gave up in its sixteenth lap owing to a broken differential

casing. Hoare's retirement was due to his magneto coming
loose, while Jephson had to abandon the race in his first

lap owing to a cracked cylinder. The results divided up into

classes were as follows

:

Class B.
Bore

and stroke. o.c. mis. yds.

H. V. Colver (2-cyl. Enfield sc.) 60x61 350 40 98

Class C.

•C. G. Pullin (1 Rudge sc.) ... 85x88 499 52 764

rS. P. Garrett {1 Regal-Green sc.) 85x88 499 50 1,122

1 H. C. Newmann (1 Ivy-Green sc.) 85x88 499 50 1,122

K. Holden (1 B.S.A. sc.) ... 85x88 499 49 733

A. V. Sumner (1 Zenith sc.) ... 85x88 499 41 702

Class D.
+E. B. Ware (2 Zenith sc.) ... 76x82 748 56 542

Class E.

C. R. Collier (2 Matchless-

Gradua sc.) 90x77.5 998 54 1,053

P. H. T. Hoare (2 C. and H.-

Jap EC.) 90x77.5 998 14 laps

M. Heinzel (2 N.S.U. sc.) ... 75x94 830 8 laps

Cycle Cahs
B Haywood (4 Singer) ... ... 63x88 1,096 62 560

G. W. Hands (4 Calthorpel ... 62x80 1,088 16 laps

J. L. Buckingham (1 Bucking-
ham) 89x120 746 1 lap

Record, beating S. F. Garrett (2 Green), 50m. 1,740 yds.,

50.99 m.p.h., October 12th, 1912; also the fifty miles record,

beating Garrett, 58m. 45.23. Pullin's time, 57m. 47^3.

t Record, beating Garrett (2 Green, 499 c.c), 50m. 1,740

yds., October 12ti, 1912; also the fifty miles record; also

beating Garrett as above.

The A.C.U. Junior Championship.
Racing was then adjourned for an hour for lunch, after

which the afternoon programme opened with the Junior

One Hour Championship Race, for motor bicycles not

exceeding 350 c.c. First prize. The Auto Challenge Cup
(presented by the proprietors of the then Automotor Journal

TWO OF
THE WINNERS
AT BROOK-
LANDS ON
SATURDAY.

E. Stanley (3A h.p. Singer), who won the junior hour race, and btokc
the 350 c.c. hour record by covering 62 miles 1,199 yards.

(2 E. Remington (8 h.p. Matchless), winner ol the Five-lap A.C.U. Championship.
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A string of competitors at the start ol the hour sidecar and cycle car event.

to the R.A.C. in 1900 as a perpetual trophy) and the A.C.U.
gold medal ; second prize, the Club's gold medal ; third
prize, the Club's silver medal; fourth prize, the Club's
bronze medal.

In tliis race Alexander rode the new overhead valve
Douglas. Axford's Martin vpas conspicuous for its neat
exhaust pipe arrangement, one pipe from each cylinder
being fitted each side of the machine. All made a good
stai't, but Alexander nearly upset Elwell. The completion
of the first lap was heralded by a group all in close order,
of which the first was Stanley, who was followed by
Newman, Mason, Alexander, and Williams. Then after a
shoi-t interval came Edmond, Axford, Elwell, Greaves,
Heinzel, Colver, and Holzapfel, whose engine was misfiring

and continued to do so throughout the race. Axford's luck
was out on Saturday, for a plug and a tyre badly lacerated
by a nail put him out of the rmining in the second lap.

Stanley, Newman, and Williams led for the first five laps,

and then Alexander assumed third place, while Williams
dropped back, and finally had to stop in the seventh lap
owing to a sticking tappet. Elwell had also to pull up
owing to a stretched valve, which he had to change.
Alexander continued to hold third place tiU his twelfth
lap, when Newman's withdrawal placed him second. Then
in the thirteenth lap (unlucky number !) a broken inlet

tappet rod placed him hors de combat. Stanley meanwhile
continued to forge ahead and increase the miles between
the first and second places. Mason was now running
second and Edmond third. Then Edmond retired, and
Greaves, whose machine was running most consistently, was
third. The result was as follows :

Rider and machine. Bore and stroke. c.c. mis. yds.

1. *G. E. Stanley (1-cyI. Singer) 75x79 349 62 1,199
2.. H. Mason (2 Nut-Jap) 60x61 ^bU 58 556

3. H. Greaves (2 Enfield) ... 60x61 3b0 54 1,042

H. V. Colver (2 Enfield) ... 60x61 6M 52 885

A. Holzapfel (1 Regal-Green-
Precision) 70x90 i47 51 872

*Record, beating Stanley's previous hour record, 16th July,

1913, 62 miles 920 yards.

The Five=lap A.C.U. Championship,
The next event was the only short distance race in the

programme. This was the Five-lap A.C.U. Championship
Race, for motor bicycles up to 1,000 c.c. First prize. The
Motor Car Journal Challenge Cup (presented by the pro-

prietors of the above journal to the R.A.C. in 1900 as a

perpetual trophy) and the A.C.U. gold medal; other prizes

as in the preceding race.

An inspection of the machines before they started

revealed the fact that the majority were fitted with Senspray
carburetters. All -the competitors were mounted on big twins
except Stanley. All got away well, and as they finished the

first lap were almost equally spaced out. The order was
George, Remington, Collier, Stanley, Hellaby, Baragwanath,
Howard, and Baldwin.

In the second and third laps the order of the first three

was unaltered, Baldwin's belt came off at the end of the

third lap. In the fourth lap, Remington was leading easily,

H. Collier was second, and George third. In the last lap the
order was the same, but Collier, who had broken down, did

not cross the line. His machine appeared to have had suffi-

cient momentum to do so, and had he stuck to it he would

have had
Result

:

had an excellent chance of finishing second.

Bore and Time.
Rider and Machine. stroke. c.c. m. s.

1. E. Remington (2 Matchiess-Jap) 90 x 77.6 986 10 40*

2. S. George (2 Indian) 82.5x93 994 11 12f
3. G. E. Stanley (1 Singer) ... 85 x 88 499 11 27|

J. A. HeUaby (2 Indian) ... 82.5x93 994 12 5|
*Speed, 76.43 m.p.h.

The Senior A.C.U. Championship.
The last event of the day, for which the largest number

of entries had been received, was the popular Senior One
Hour A.C.U. Championship Race for motor bicycles not

exceeding 500 c.c, for The Motor Cycle Challenge Cup (pre-

sented to the R.A.C. in 1900 as a perpetual trophy for

a one hour motor cycle race). Other prizes as in. the pre-

ceding races.

The first lap order was Cocker, Hill, Pullin, O'Donovan,
Green, Miller, Carryer, Garrett, Hoare, Edmondson, Le
Vack, GrenfeU, Hawkes, Baker, Cushman, and Abraham.

In the second lap Hill was the leader, Cocker second,

and Pullin third. In the third lap PuUin assumed the lead,

which he held for the next fourteen laps, Hill kept the

second place for the next five laps, but O'Donovan, who,
though driving an engine which, to use his own expression,

"had not seen petrol" before the race, was gradually gain-

ing ground, and in the eighth lap took second place, which
he held for some time. Then the newness of the engine eold,

and a seizure brought him up in his tenth lap. Meanwhile
Pullin kept the lead, and very little separated the next two
men. Cocker and HilL

An Exciting Finish.

At the end of fifteen laps HiU had had two stops, and

Green was pressing him hard. In the seventeenth lap Pullin

stopped for oil, and now Cocker was ahead, and kept the

lead for four laps. Meanwhile Pullin gradually picked up
and amidst great excitement passed his rival in the twenty-

second lap. It is a strange fact that in every race we
recollect for The Motor Cycle Cnp since 1903 there has been

an exciting finish. Result :

Rider and machine.

1. C. G. Pullin (1-cyl. Rudge)
2. J. Cocker (1 Singer)

T. E. Green (1 Rudge)
L. Hill (1 Rudge) ...

F. Carryer (1 Imperial-Jap)

S. F. Garrett (1 Regal-
Green-Precision)

W. Edmondson (1 Triumph)
P. H. T. Hoare (1 C. and
H. Jap)

J. G. GrenfeU (1 Norton)
W. D. Hawkes (1 Ixion-

Precision)

f
G. W. Baker (1 Veloce) ...

] M. G. Abraham (1 Zenith-
' Green)
L. Cushman (1 N.L.G.-Jap)
H. Le Vack (2 MotosacocneJ
D. R. O'Donovan (1 Norton)

Bore and c.c. mis. yds.

stroke.

85 X 88 499 64 298

85 X 88 499 63 1,707

85 X 88 499 63 1,380

85 X 88 499 60 1,034

90x 77.5 493 58 1,124

85 X 88 499 57 125

85 X 88 499 56 800

90 X 77.5 493 54 1,446

79 X 100 490 53 6uy

85x 88 499
'

49 1,096

85 X 88 499 46 353'

85 X 88 499 46 353
85 X 85 482 43 350

64 X 77 496 38 83

79 X 100 490 10 1 aps.
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It'sRESULTS
that count!
— and the results obtained from the "RELIABLE"
Belt have given perfect satisfaction to its users— for

proof— note the following letters from "RELLABLE"
Belt users— a few of the many received :

—

"Re R liable Belt which I bought from yon on July ist, igi^, I am pleased to tell yon it is the best

belt I have evcritsed duriiig my twelve years riding a Motor Cycle , having run about 1,500 Mileson

3 \ h.p. Motor Cycle ifith Sidecar and Phillipson Pulley. On A ugust 6th I won Silver Medal {2nd

Prize) inthe Manchester Motor Club Reliability Run to Colwyn Bay and Back,also on Sept. zoth,

Gold Medal (ist Prize) inthe Manchester Motor Club Hill Climb. Both events with your Belt.

I recommend it to all my Motor friends. Wishing vou everv success with same."

F. KNIGHT, Pendleton. Sept. 25th, '13.

" With reference to the i incli Reliable Belt you supplied me with in July last. I have been

nsingthisBeltconfinnously since that date, and have covered in all 2,294 miles—including an 800

mile tour in Wales on my S h.p. Matchless and Sidecar, and have not had occasionto touch the belt

at all. It seems good for at least another 2.000 more miles yet. I am more pleased with it than I

have ever been inth any other belt before,and its flexibility and strength are most surprising.and lam
sure could not be too highly praised." T. S. RIGBY , Perry Hill Farm, Ouinton, igth Sept.,'T^.

" You will be interested to knoii) that I woii the Triumph Cup in the Westmorland M.C.C.

Reliability Trial,Sept. 21st, using your Reliable Belt. The Trial was originally held on 2,1st A ug.,

but five of us tied, and the re-run took place yesterday, over a course lehich included nine of the

A.C.U. Six Days Test Hills. I have had to ride 500 miles to get this Cup, and the

'RELIABLE' is in Ai condition."

A. ARTHUR GRLGSON, 12, Hesketh Road. Southport, Sept. 2,2nd, '13.

WINS on the
" RELIABLE " Belt!!

At Brooklands. Sept. 30th, Mr. D. R. O'Donovan on Norton, fitted with

*<tCE:L.IAlSAi£" Belt, broke 4 World's Records, viz. :—
CLASS C and D, FLYING 5 MILES — 4 niin. ii? 3603.-71.54 m.p.h. CLASS C and D.
ST.^NDIN'G 10 MILES — 8niin. 48J sees. — 6S.0S m.p.ii.

BRIGHTON Opan Speed Trials. Sept. 20th. — cl.\ss ii tor Racing Light

weights, Experts' Division. Mr. J. P. Le Grand, FIRST. Mr. W. A. Jacobs, SECOND — both
used "RELIABLE" Belts. 3A h.p. Norton machines, iitted with "RELI.\BLE" Belts, obtained
the following results : — FIRST in 500 c.c. Touring Class, General. FIRST and THIRD in 500 c.c.

Racing Class, General. SECOND in 750 c.c. Racing Class, General. Also a Big Four Norton
(fitted with "RELIABLE" Belt) with 14-stone rider, successfully climbed STOUP HILL— which
had never before been conquered by a Motor Cycle, in spite of many numerous attempts.

B.M.C.RC. Meeting at Brooklands, Sept. 13th. time trials, ciass e.

Kilo, and iMilc. F. W. Barnes (Zenith) FIRST. SIDECAR RELAY RACE. F. W. Barnes
(Zenith) FIRST, m MILE RECORD RACE FOR SIDECARS. F. \V. Barnes (Zenith) FIRST
and also broke the lo MILE CLASS E SIDECAR RECORD. AU on "RELIABLE" Belts'

Westmorland M.C.C. Reliability Trial, Sept. 21st. triumph cl p, won
by Mr. C. Arthur Gregson, using "RELIABLE" Belt.

Birmingham to Carlisle and Back, Open 24 Hour Trial. Sept. 19th.
S. A. Rowlandson (Rudge-Multi) GOLD MEDAL A. G. D. CIcase (Rudge) GOLD MED.\L.
Both used "RELIABLE" Belts, untouched from start to linish.

— If vou want to WI.V events — use the
supremacx- I Try it ! ! Ask for our new lolder.

"RELLABLE" Belt -results have proved its

"A Better Belt \\.i\-
'

IiYCETT»S, "The Saddlery," Bromley St., Birmingham.

In amiccring tid.i (irl rcrtintiiiriif it /.- ilnliiililc to mention " The Motor Cycle." "^3
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£13-1-0

A RIOE IN A

CANOELET n

AFFORDS TO YOUR PASSENGER THE PLEASURE
AND COMFORT OF A SEAT IN A MOTOR CAR.

YOUR SPECIAL ATTENTION IS DIRECTED TOOUR MODEL S4.

Built and painted lust like a coach, and richly upholstered.
Adjustable seat giving five positions to suit individual taste.

Chassis, our well-known patent design, giving low body position.
Four couplings to Motor Cycle, giving double security.

Other Models :

S3 £12 12 O
L3 £13 4
L4 £13 13

ModeldeLuxe£15 15

Body Reg. Design No.59699/1

1

Chassis Patent No. .21045/11

Couplings Patent No. 246 12/1

1

MEAD AND DEAKIN,
Patentees and Manufacturers,

Tyseley, BIRMINGHAM.
Wholesale Agent for London : A. P. REY,for London : A.

Portland Street
Great

BLUEMELS
MASCOT
PLUG.

The

Plug
with the
perfect

gas-tight
joint. Never

misses fire, no
matter how slow

the engine is run-

ning or how weal< the
mixture. Obtainable

at all first-class garages.

Price 3/6 each.

MOTOR LIST POST FREE.

BLUEMEL BROS., LTD., Yr^'^fJ^^H,

New Edition. Now Ready.

SIXTEENTH EDITION
REVISED and ENLARGED

THIS new edition of " Motor Cycles and How to Manage

Them " is, in many ways, a great improvement on

its predecessors. It has been entirely revised and

brought up-to-date by the staff of "The Motor Cycle."

50 extra pages and nearly lOO new illustrations have been

added. The chapters on the Carburetter, Transmission, and

Gearing, have been enlarged considerably, and form a very

important feature of the new edition. New matter is included

dealing with Cycle Cars. Every user of a motor cycle, and

every purchaser of a new or second-hand machine, will find

this book interesting, instructive, and helpful.

Price 1/- net. By Post. 1/3.

Obtainable frovi

liiffe & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor St., London, E.G.,

and all booksellers and bookstalls.

B24 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
The Samson Sidecar.

A vei'y sti'ciiig anil uoinforcabli.' tide-

car is th;it soil] liy Kct;. Sam.- on. Muluv
Works, Islington Row. IJinninglinni.

The liody, wliioli is made of art cane
:irid well upliolstercd tliroiigliunt, is sns-

|iended on C springs on a dual dropped
. hassis. A spacious cupboard for spares

is placed underneath the seat. Fitted

The SamsoQ cane sidecar.

with a large apron and Clincher 2iin.

tyre, it makes a very workmanlike job,

and sells for just under £12. It is

shown attached to a 3^ h.p. Reg. Sam-
son, one of tlie features of which is a
special tank holding two and a half

gallons of petrol.

Roberts Moulded Tyre.

In addition to the large variety of

rubber goods handled by Messrs. the A.
Roberts Non-skid Tyre Co., St. Mary
Street, Birmingham, a new tyre is to

be marketed shortly. Our sketch illus-

trates the pattern of the tread to be used
on the 2^in. tyre, which is moulded on
car lines and very stoutly constructed.

Eippiugille's Separate Generator Lamps.
-\ lew days ago wo had an opportunity

of iu.iH'ctiiig one of the Kippingille motor
cycle lamps and separate generators which
this lirm is marketing. Kippingilles have
a splendid name for llieir oil stoves, and
their motor cycle lamps and generators
have previously been supplied mostly to

trade customers, but tliuy are launcliing

out on their own ac-

count, and a very sub-
stantially constructed
well-designed lamp was
the one submitted to

us, and which we illus-

trate. The firm have
adopted the name of

"Sunrise" for all their

I motor lamps. As will

I be seen, the generator
has a shackle fastening

for the gas joint, and
the position where the
gas tube leaves the
generator obviates all

bends in the tubing,

and gives a direct feed
to the lamp ; it is

almost an ideal position

for the feed tube.

The bracket is ad-
justable for either -Jin.

or lin. pillars, and
both lamp and genera-
tor can be set at any
desired angle. A

Special attention has been paid to the
walls and beads, which, in some tyres,

are a frequent source of trouble, and the
tread has been designed to give a good
rolling surface in the centre with a
gripping pattern at the sides. 2iin. and
Sin. tyres will be manufactured on the
same general lines, though the tread of
the 3in. may be slightly varied. These
tyres are made of excellent material, and,
owing to their special construction, should
wear well.

special icature of the lamp is the hinged
back, which renders the Mangin mirror
easily accessible. The burner has a focus-

sing adjustment, the bell of the lamp
being fitted with a reflector extension.

The dimensions of the
lamp are d^in. high,
front 5in diameter, the
Mangin mirror being 4Jin.

in diameter ; a 14 litre

Eoni burner is used.
The generator ia 8-^in.

high and S^in. diameter.
This set ie sold at the
moderate price of 353.,

nickel plated.

In addition to the

above, Rippingilles make
a number of small gas

and oil lamps suitable

for light cars and cycle

cars, their latest type
round generator being

particularly suitable for

tills class of vehicle.

Improved Roc Gear.

\A'e illustrate herewith the large clutch

model Roc hub gear with double fulcrum
adjustment, which is specially designed

The latest pattern Roc gear, which has a very

large clutch.

for sidecar work. One of the advantages
of this gear is the ease with which the

back wheel can be taken out for tyre

replacement or repair.

Attwood's Sidecar Body.

The Dlustration shows a very neat side-

car body made by F. Attwood and Co.

(C. H. Apsey), 99-107, Rosebery Avenue,
E.G. This body is made of sheet metal
panels riveted together, and has a very
smart appearance. We had the pleasure

of a ride in Mr. Apsey's sidecar, which
was fitted to a 1913 three-speed Excelsior

machine. In spite of the fact that the

road surface was appalling owing to the

great number of pot-holes we found the
sidecar extremely comfortable. Owing
to the long nose of the sidecar, there is

enough leg room for the tallest person.

There -is a tool compartment uncier the

seat, and the sidecar we tried was fitted

with a detachable lining fastened by
spring studs. The cape would protect

the passenger in any weather.
The cushion was of the type employed

in car practice—leather padded with
horsehair and containing nine coil springs.

A special feature is the large " boot.

Attwooi's sidecar which bos a tyre boji ji mc rear.

^ii
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K^ry^JKS
A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and .whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one

side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copj', for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
Questions bearing on technical subjects.

Blackpool to Skipton.

Would you kindly tell me the
best way, not necessarily the

shortest, from Blackpool to

Grassington, near Skipton, for

a 3^ h.p. and sidecar, avoiding

steep hills if possible?—J.B.
Roate : Blackpool, Lytham, Preston,
Whalley, Clitheroe, Gisburn, Skipton,
Rilstone, and Grassington.

How fo Find Cubic Capacity.

Will you be so kind as to give

me tlie formula for working out

the cubic capacity of a petrol

engine, provided that the bore

and stroke were given? In your
paper I saw a formula given, but I

did not understand it. It was C x S

X 7,854, I think, but what do D and

S stand for? For example, an engine

of 90 mm. bore x 90 mm. stroke, what
is the cubic capacity? I see in a

catalogue of J. A. P. motors an engine

120 mm. x 120 mm., two cylinders

set at 90°. Is this suitable foi' fitting

to a motor cycle?—A.R.L., Ceylon.

The formula given is quite correct. D"
equals the bore of the cylinder squared,

and S the stroke. If you multiply this

by 7,854 it wiU give you the cubical

capacity. A single-cylinder engine 90 x
90 would be 572 c.c. An engine 120 X
120 mm. two-cylinder would be too large

for a motor bicycle.

North London to Brooklands.

Would you be so good as to

give me some idea as to my best

route from Wood Green, N., to

Brooklands, avoiding the City of

London, as- 1 have a 1913 Dougla.-i

and sidecar (two-speed) and passenger?

—F.W.F.
We have pleasure in giving you the fol-

lowing route, which is clearly shown on
the E.A.C. Official Map of Recommended
Routes Round London (which can be

obtained from these offices, price Is. 7d.

post free) : Muswell Hill, Fortis Green,
Finclrley, down Fitzjohn's Avenue, at

the bottom of which turn right and go
down West End Lane, past West Hamp-
stead Station, down Cavendish Road,
Wrentham Avenue, to Royal Oak, where
turn left and follow the tramlines to

Acton, then through Gunnersbury,
Kew, Richmond, Petersham, and King-
ston, where you join the "Portsmouth
Road, which follow through Cobham and
then turn right for Brooklands after
leaving the village.

A34

Beckenoam to Deal.

Would you kindly tell me the
best route from lieckenham to

Deal, passing through Westgate-
on-Sea?—D.it

Your best route would be as follows

:

Beckenham, Bromley, Farnborough,
Riverhead, Borough Green, Maidstone,
Charing, Canterbury, Westgate-on-Sea,
then go through Ramsgate and Sandwich
to Deal.

Acid for Batteries.

Would you kindly let we know

I

the way to make new acid for

my motor cycle battery as I want
-SJ to renew it?—J. A.

If you will refer to page 222 of the
sixteenth edition of " Motor Cycles and
How to Manage Them" j'ou will see

instructions for filling accumulators with
fresh acid. This should have a specific

gravity of 1.20. The acid should always
be added to the water, and the prepara-
tion should be allowed to cool before it is

put into the accumulator. The specific

gravity is foimd by means of a hydro-
meter.

Slow Hnnning Difllculty.

I have lately purchased a

secona nand Oj- ...b.J. two-speed

which I find difficult to start.

I have examined magneto, and

the timing seems correct from

instructions in your handbook. The
B. and B. carburetter, instead of being

attached in the centre of the cylinders,

is at the rear end of machine. Would
this make any difference? The machine
will not fire at a slower speed than
15 m.p.h. Would Badcock's pilot jet

make any difference? The two-speed

N.S.U. gear, after running a short

distance, gets very loose on the shaft;

it does not come off, but wobbles about
tremendously, and yet before starting

I can tighten it up so that it will not

move a fraction either way. Would
you please inform me why it should get
so loose?—H.H.

See that your magneto points are clean

and that the faces meet truly ; if this

does not cure the hard starting and enable
slow running, make quite certain that
there are no air leakages between the ij

MOTOR CYCLES IN THE WILD WEST.
A group oi American motor cyclists in the back forests of America. Another instan e oi the ubiquity

of the motor cycle.
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cai'burettfi' and tlie engine. We believe

the engine yoii are speaking uf is fitted

with atnidsplieric inlet valves. The open-

ing i)f these should not exceed i\in., and
it IS quite possible that the springs are too

stiff to allow tlie valves to open at low

speeds. Tlie position of the carburetter

at the back ol the inlet pipe is standard

on that machine, and is not likely to be

the cause of the trouble. Badcock's
pdot jet would probably improve matters.

The trouble with the two-speed gear

is unusual, and as we are unable to

examine the case, we would suggest that

the key, by means of which the gear is

fitted to the crankshaft, is a bad fit.

Probably a new key properly fitted would
cure the trouble. Consult the makers.

Improving an Old Machine.

I have a 1904 2J h.p. Kerry to

which I propose fitting a magneto
which will have chain drive,

being driven at half engine speed
from the camshaft. (1.) I wish

to know whether the camshaft, wliich

is |in. diameter and has a -^-in. hole

right through one end of it, will he
sufficiently stout to withstand the strain

of driving the magneto. (2.) Can you
inform me why sometimes my engine
suddenly stops and when restarted will

run for some yards as though each
explosion were a tremendous effort, and
then suddenly start going properly
without my having altered the position

of the controls? ^5.) I further propose
converting my automatic inlet valve to

mechanically operated by means of over-

head mechanism. This will be worked
by means of a cam fitted on the cam-
shaft. Will this alteration make for

distinct improvement in running, and
is the .conversion to be recommended?
(4.) I cannot, do what I will, get the
engine to take full throttle. The carbu-
retter is a 1915 Senspray, and I use
28 jet with petrol and 26 with benzole.

If I open the throttle more than about
halt-w'ay the engine starts to slow up
and fires erratically, yet when I bring
the control back it picks up speed again.

—A.R.J.
(1.) Yoiu' query as to whether the cam-
shaft is strong enough to perform the

work of driving the magneto is one that
we cannot possibly answer w-ithout inspec-

tion, and we advise you to consult some
practical mechanic in your neighbourhood,
who would be able to advise you. (2.)

The symptoms you describe of your
engine slowing up and then going on
again quickly might be due to many
things, probably unsuitable adjustment
of the carburetter for slow running,
insufficient lubrication, or else ' the
jet of the carbui-etter Iras some
obstruction in it which rises and falls,

but does not come clear out of the jet.

(5.) Probably the conver.-;ion you mention
would improve the running of your
machine. It is highly necessary for you
to arrange that the rod working the
rocker to the inlet valve should be made
adjustable in order to take up wear. (4.)

The reason you cannot give youi- engine
full Ihror.tle is probably because the
carburetter will give more gas than the
engine will take, and in that case the
engine will choke up as the mixture would
get to'^ r'?k. Provided you are getting
good re.-i^lu with the throttle only parti-

ally open, we do not advise "you to

interfere with it.

Trouble In Gear Changing.

WiU you kindly give me your

_| advice on the following troubles

> which occur on my machine

:

-i-l (1.) I have lately purchased a
1911 model 7 h.p. V.S., with

atmospheric inlet valves. The two-
speed gear is in the hub, V.S. hand
le\er on the side of the tank. When I

start the engine and change from free

to low gear the machine will scarcely

move unless I run at a good pace witli

it, and can only change into direct drive
when going at about 10 m.p.h. down
hill ; it then changes with a terrible

jerk and noise. If I attempt to change
under above rate it pulls up dead. I

liave a nearly new lin. Whittle belt
which, on these occasions, is usually
broken. The engine will gradually stop
at every little rise in the ground, and
seems unable to pull the load. (2.)

Should I raise the exhaust valve when
changing gear? (3.) It is fitted with a

B. and B. single jet carburettter.
What size jet would be best for this

combination? (4.) Do you think the
above faults are caused by the carbu-
retter, gear, or engine?—H.H.

(1.) It looks very much as if something
was binding in the low gear, causing too
much friction, from the symptoms de-
scribed in your letter. The only thing to
do is to see that everything is perfectly
free, and not to attempt to change up too
early. As you are a novice you would
be well advised to have the machine
examined by a competent man. (2.)

Of course, you must lift your exhaust
valve when changing, and not drop it

until the top speed is engaged. (3.)

You should try a No. .033 jet. (4.) We
should say the trouble is caused by some
defect in the gear.

READER'S REPLY.
Tyres for High-powereti Sidecar.

Being actively engaged in retreading
motor cycle tyres, we venture to take
mild exception to your statement in reply

to " Ccdax," in a recent issue, that re-

treading is sonictinius rather a lottery.

If everi/ lyre sent for retreading wa.i put
ill hand, your remark would doubtless
be fairly true, but what reputable firm
would do this? " Cedax " can be quite
assured that if his cover is despatched
to a responsible firm, with a reputation,
it will be minutely and expertly examined,
and only retreaded if, in the opinion of
the firm's experts, good service is likely
to result. This is our invariable rule
"with both car and motor cycle work, and
in the course of tlie last ten years we
have retreaded many thousajids of covers,
land have also rejected a great
many thousands.

—

Alhied Robehts anu
Sons, Ltd.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the
replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries
below should be addressed c/o The Editor.

" J.G." (Staffs).—2| h.p. twin Levis.

"R.R.M." (Sleaford).—WaU Auto-
wheel.
"B.R." (Leeds).—Brampton variable

gear, especially with regard to free
engine and belt wear.
"S.P." (Stroud Green).—2 h.p. Hum-

ber, single speed. General capabilities,

wear of belt, etc.

"W.M." (Birmingham). — 2-L h.p.

Veloce. Forced lubrication and metal-
to-metal clutch.

"A.S.R.M." (Mysore).—1913 F.N.,
four-cylinder, with sidecar. Flexibility,

reliability, consumption; also a.o.i.v.

7 h.p. 1913 Indian with sidecar.

"V.A.R." (Ruthin). —Benzole with
8 h.p. Matchless-Jap, Amac carburetter.

Whether any alterations necessary to

carburetter, size of jet, etc.

"W.S.W." (Enfield).—7 h.p. blue
Indian, two-speed F.E. and sidecar, also

solo. Wear, reliability, hill-climbing,

consumption, and ease of control when
used solo.

DANGEBO'JS CANAL BRIDGES IN CHESHIRE AND LANCASHIRE.
A typical example ol a dangerous canal bridge on the Alltlncham -Warrinston Road Is shoivn above.

The Road3 Improve.-iient Association Is making an eflort to have them removed. Though examples are
on:ounieieil la all parts of the country they are most common In Cheihiie and Lancashire.

A35
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A Spring Fork.

The link system of this fork permits

movement of tlie wheel, not only ver-

tically, but in a longitudinal direction.

The girder A is connected to the top and
bottom of the steer-

ing head by pairs of

links B, the upper

links being con-

nected to the girder

through a strut D.

A pivotal support

is afforded for the

girder at E, per-

mitting the com-
pound action
referred to. The
disposition of the

springs is clearly

shown in the draw-

ing, F acting for

th6 vertical com-
ponent, whilst the

longitudinal movement is under the

restraint of the spring G.—A. J. Hayes,

No. 19,705, 1912.

A Three-speed Gear Box.

The sectional plan shows the arrange-

ment of the gears. The shaft A is driven
'

from the engine, and lias loosely mounted

upon it a sleeve B to which is attached

the driven pulley C. On the sleeve

15 is secured a gear wheel D, whic.i

meshes with a similar wheel E fixed on

the layshaft F. On the driving-shaft

A are keyed further gear wheels G H,

engaging others J K on the layshaft.

-Clutch devices LM are arranged on the

driving-sliatt and layshaft respectively ;
the

rasu?;
\\r BY

TsjT-// £/3yC W WALFORD.fCm

actual engaging means comprising spring

plungers on the one part taking into holes

in the other part as shown. Operation

is effected by forks P, which can rock

about their pivots. When the clutch L
is engaged with the gear wheel D the

drive is direct. On disengaging this

clutch and engaging that M with either

gear J or K, the motion is from the raain-

Wl K

Armstrong Gear Success.

In the recent Midland reliability trial

only two lightweights were successful in

gaining gold medals, one of these bemg
G. Taylor's 2-i h.p. Connaught fitted

with the Armstrong gear.

Pucli Motor Cycles.

Messrs. Sidley, Crawley, and Gates,

Ltd., 115, Fore Street, E.G., will exhibit

models of the Puch motor cycles at the

iShow. These are, we understand, at

present being re-designed to suit the

requirements of the British rider.

Up the Stelvio on a Douglas.

A postcard from Mr. Edmund Bacon

(of Twickenham, Middlesex) announces

that he has succeeded in climbing the

Stelvio Pass, despite the snow and newly

mended roads, on his 21 h.p. Douglas.

Up to that point the machine had run

8,436 miles, and all Mr. Bacon found

necessary to do was to urind the valves

and scrape the cylinders.

A Novel Wicker Sidecar.

Mr. W. E. Manning, sidecar manu-

fa-turer, St. John's Works, S5, South

End Road, Hampstead, N.W., informs

us with reference to a neatly designed

wicker sidecar attached to a Z% h.p.

Douglas, illustrated un page 308 of our

issue of the 9th inst., that this is a

design registered by him in July. 19^2.

Mr- Mannipg makes a point of supplying

similar .sidecars which weigh only 46 lbs.

to the F.N. motor agency for their light

machines, and to Messrs. Robertsons

for such machines of medium power as

the Douglas and twin Humber.

Kyfi
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shaft through the gears GJ or HK to

the layshaft, and thence through the

gears E and D to the driven sleeve. The
plan view shows the means of actuating

the forks P. Each fork has a pro-

jection Q, which is engaged by cam
slots R in a plate S movable over the top

of the gear box. It will be seen that,

owing to the angularity of the slots,

movement of the plate will effect rocking

of the forks P, and this movement is

so arranged that engagement and dis-

engagement of the gears is effected in

progressive order, and no gear is engaged

until that previously in operation is taken

out.—J. Doherty and the D.H.K. Motor
Cycle Specialities Co., Ltd., No. 23,519,

1912.

Gaulois Road Atlas.

Messrs. Gaulois Tyres (1909), Ltd., 6,

Bath Street, City Road, E.G., have

lately published a road atlas of the

British Isles, which is quite clear and

excellent for following the principal

j-oads in the country. It is thin and

bound in stiff paper, and can be con-

veniently carried in the pocket.

Waterproof Gloves.

Asbestol waterproof gloves, to
^

which

we have made previous reference in The

Motor Cycle, are to be supplied to the

Aviation Corps of the French Army.

They have been subjected to very severe

testb during tlie past twelve months, from

which they have successfully emerged,

and are used by a large number of motor

cyclists in this country.

New Home o£ Precision.

F. E. Baker, Ltd., makers of the Pre-

cision engines, notify us that their address

now is Precision Works, King's Norton,

Birmingham. The new works are three

minutes only from King's Norton Station,

to which there are frequent ti'ains from

Birmingham (New Street Station). The
telephone address is : King's Norton 184

(two lines).

[

The 3i h.p. Ariel.

All the awards in the recent Falkirk

and District M.C.C. reliability trial

were made to Ariel riders, vi^., J.

Cameron, E. Shakespeare, A. JM. Cock-

buru, and R. M. Hope, all on 3^ h.p.

Ariel motor cycles.

In addition to the ordinary prize's, J.

Cameron was . awarded the special prize

for the best performance in the solo

class and R. il. Hope in the passenger

slass.

Rom Tyres for 1914.

• For next year the Rom_ lyre

Co. will continue to specialise in their

well-known combination cover, which is

one of the most successful tyres of this

type manufactured. Among the novel-

ties we may mention a new rubber-

studded cover to go with the 2iin. com-

bination cover on the front wheel, de-

signed to fit 2^111. rims. The chief

feature of these tyres is the thickness

of the tread. The round tread, -650 x

65 mm., cover is sold at a very moderate

price.

Albion Two-speed Gear.

In describing last week the new two-

speed dog clutch counter-shaft gear

introduced by the Albion ji;np;ineering

Co., Ltd., we inadvertently referred to

JMessrs. Harris, Sons, and Co. as the

makers (the title of the ^-igiual firm).

We publish this paragraph in order to

correct any misunderstandm.j; our re-

ference may have caused, as the Albion

Engineering Co. took over the business

some considerable time ago-
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For 1914—all Twinj

N.S.U
T7OR 1914—many ingenious detail refine-

ments, and the use of twin-cylinder

engines exclusively, is the N.S.U. programme.

Increased efficiency—smart appearance—and

very advanced designs, ensure a popular

demand for the new models.

2 H.P.
Twin-cyiindcr, 4')3 c c, two-
speed near nnd free cnsine.

bell drii'e.

Twin-cylinder, 830 c c. chain

irive. ihree-Fneed counter-

liaft gear. 26 X 3in. lyres.

^g M W_J p drive, ihree-sneed counter-

7^\ Twin-cylinder. 996 c.c. chain

^^^ T ¥ p drive, three-spcfd cciun'er-

•^ n.r« shaft Rear. 28 x 3in. lyres.

THE NS.U. TWO-SPEED GEAR
AND FREE ENGINE t^ULLEY
can be fitted to practically every well-known

make of motor cycle. Is lighter than any

other gear on the market—and remar!-:ably

frictionless on the low speed.

£7 - - - {with fixed pulley)

£8 - -(with adjustab'e pulley)

Including all Fittings.
IDEAL FOR SIDECAR WORK.

THE N.S.U. MOTOR COMPANY, LIMITED.
Offices and Showrooms

—

186» Great Portland Street, London, W. Goods and Repairs—83-85, Bolsover Street, London, W.

REDUCTION IN PRICE
OF

PALMER S TYRES
CORD TYRE (Strongest and Best) - . - .

HEAVY FABRIC TYRE (second only to the Palmer Cord)

ORDINARY FABRIC TYRE (fop light machines) -

PRIVATEER (a good cheap tyre)

26x21
pep cover 38/6

34/4
25/4
23/3

A Tyre to suit every class of rider.

The above-mentioned tyres are absolutely the best possible value ever offered to

the motor cycle owner, and can be relied upon for durability and efficiency.

Write for Illustrated Booklet—

THE PALMER TYRE LTD., 119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.O.
MOTOR CYCLE DEPOT: 103, St. John Street, CIcrkenwell, E.C.

Jn nnsii'^irirr/ flicse advrrfi.^cinfjif.^ if / ilr^irahJe, to mention. '^Tht Mn/m- /"//r/f." A37
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Climb 1,750 feet
in a mile, and you
will want to have motor-cycle tyres

which grip any surface—which will stand

frightful bumps and shocks, and sharp

stones. At least that is what Messrs,

W. B. Little, Raymond Drinkall and

T. B. Westmorland found on their

recent famous climbs of redoubtable

Skiddaw and Helvelyn.

All three of these daring riders used

Stelastic tyres. Skiddaw is 3,058 feet

high. There is a rise of 1,750 feet in less

than a mile—an average gradient of one in

three. At many places the grade is almost

one in two.

There is no road or pathway. For a

long distance the surface is covered with

loose stones of shapes and sizes calculated

to strike terror into the heart of any rider

—or tyre

!

But, as is now motor-cycling history, all three

of these Stelaslic users accomphsheJ this

marvellous climb witli flying colours.

On Mr. Lit le's machine were the same St>;lastic tyres

which he used in the Six Days Trial.

Do you know the unique construction of

Stelastic tyres which makes such almost un-

believable wear possible ? Let us send you
printed matter which tells about the wonderful

Stelastic Tread, in which woven steel "meshes"
'

' give and take
'

' in perfect harmony with the

purest Para rubber. Stelastic tyres are absolutely

cut- proo , and almost impossible to puncture.

If you do not know the add ess of the Stelastic

Depot nearest to y^u, we shall be glad to advise

you.

STELASTIC TYRES, Ltd.,

76, York Street, Buckingham Gate. London, S.W.

THE

ALL-DAY,

EVERY-DAY,

HARD SERVICE
CHAIN

IS

" THE
COVENTRV. "

'The Coventry" Chain Co., Ltd.,

Coventry, England.

" n/IABON " VARIABLE
COUNTERSHAFT CEAR
(8 speeds and free engine)..

Easily fitted to "Triumphs."
" Precisions, " etc. PRICE
7 Guineas complete.

"IVIABOra" MULTIPLE
DISC CLUTCHES in

stock for all standard engines.

Price £3 10 0.

"IVIABOIM" OOIMTROLLABLE PULLEYS. PRICE
3 Guineas. puji particulars upon request.

MABON MOTOR WORKS,
29a, Woodside Gardens, Brucs Grove, LONDON, N.

'38 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'
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ASWNG for XROHSi^i

\A/EATHER

holos no terrors for

the rider who uses
the famous

I "Service" Belting

Best for Sidec?rs and
Cycle Cars. Always
Grips. Never Slips.

It Is ballt up of two 8tiip3 of best seleoicil

clirome leitlior to take the pulling strain, aud
i iBch Beotions of 'Ian HiJe riveted throu;;h
with Btroni,' sit'el eyelets forsimplf adjustment.
It fd\'e?«-ist, extreme flexibility ; 2nd, a
perfeco drive on a;'y size pulley 3rd,
exceptionally longnfe.
PRlCES-!in.. 1/9; iin.. 2/.; iin., 2/3:
Jin.. 2/6; liin., 2/9: l|in.. 3/- per foot.

6o6 our name upojj it. fjone genuine without.

BEL.TICUIVI
will double your bejt mileage. Stops elippini.'.

Clean to handle. Carried like a plug. Hare
it In yrinr tnniliag. I'er bar. 6d.

ARMSTRONG GEARS from STOCK.

We stock only those
articles which are PROVED good

by our staff of experienced, practical riders.
That our prices are right you can easily test.

SIDE-BAGS.Know your petrol eon
pnninliop by li'iii-i. Ill

SER'ICE PETROL
GAUGE. (!'alcnt.)

F ilL-d witli movable
nuiiili-iis, registers ac.

enrately. Can lie fitted

in place of filler cap.

State*depth and send car
when ordering.
PRICE, 10/6

Dcst Engllsll M'fan u'e.

l'"orCycle Cars ami Cars,
PRICE. 21/.. .

SERVICE CARBON
DEPOSIT REMOV-

ING BRUSH.
Most effective,

readily removes
carbon deposit
without injur,

inc cylinder. Is

rotated with the
aid of JoinerB'
brace. State
h.p. of englOG
when ordering.

PRICE.

CARRIER
IP

2/e.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

It is made of
leather of
finest quality,
andthestrong-
est bag made.

Will not rattle

o r s h a k e to
pieces.

PRICE- 5/3 each.

With lock, 6/3 „

SERVICE HANDLE-BAR WATCHES.
Brass, 3/9.

Ditto, in e.xtra strong best finished
case, and watch with finest

movements, 25/-.

FORWARD SPARKINC PLUG.
2/6 and 3/6.

P u 1 1 i n ({

s o-called
cheap

accessories

on an
o t he r wise

reliable
machine
is not fair

to yourself.

It is

asking for

t r o u b I e

—

which cames

sooner o r

later—Be
wise in time

and have
the best.

Yon will
thank ns
for this tip

in the end.

The SERVICE CO., LTD., 289-292-293, High Holborn, LONDON, W.C.

FOR QUALITYardam
WORKS COVER 5 ACRES.

6ft. X 4;t. X 7ft. hiffh £2 2 6
7ft. X 5ft. .\ 7ft. „ 2 10
8ft. X 5ft. X 7ft. „ 2 15
Sft. X 6ft. X 7ft. „ 3 5
9ft. X 7tt. I 7ft. ,, 4 3 6
10ft. X Sft. X 7ft. „ 5 5
12f..xSft. X7*ft. „ 5 12 6

Double doors 2/6 extr*.
Prices areonrail StainesStatiott.

Tiiese tioiises are tenants'
fixtures, and can be bolted

together in a few minutes. Tliey are made of sound,
well-seasoned matchboard, and 'complete with floor.

Window in any desired position. Roofs of Stoniflex

Felt. We treat each house witli Brown Sideroleum.
CdtalOb'uee with particulors of other eiies Free.

CYLINDER
GRINDING

with guaranteed accuracy.

J. C. DALMAN & SONS,
BIRMINGHAM.

IVIUDRUIfifilHG HAS COIVIMENCEP'

Protect your valves with a T.F. Valve
Shield, combined with Trouser Guard.
Keep's oil oS the clothes. Fits J.A.P.,
Triumph, New Hudson, Premier,

Rover, Precision, Bradbury, Simbeam
Immediate delivery.

Price, 4/?<-plain ; 6 '6 polistied ;

Trouser Guard 2.'-, post tree.

T. FORD, Chestergate, Macclesfield.
LONDON: Serrico Comfany.

"^^k^

Quality and Cheapness Combined.
ImmcdiaM dispatch

ot Cycle Houses from

£2-7-6.
Send to-day for rat-

alognc, or call and
Inspect (or proofs.

Tcleiilione: Putney
765.

High Street,

FULHAM, W.

In aii'^iv I'nt'i iln

South Western Timber Co., IRON CYLINDERS ALSO REPAIRED.
nd nrihr iiiinl '- it va- rjosirdhlc to mention

i.';7s LARGE i SMALL IN PUREiHARDENEDfj

W.K ROBERT.W.COAN,
SES 2i9,ooSWELL B°, LONDON. C.C • I

No. 2913.

Price
14/6 eacti.

The "ENOTS" Automatic Drip

with

AUXILIARY PUMP
( ttteni aiil'liPCl for)

Enables Rider to Pass

A FULL CHARGE OF OIL TO
ENGINE AS REQUIRED.
No Interference with Drip.

No Alteration of Adiustment.
Simple in Action and Construction.

On V ew at

CYCLE SHOW, OL'MPIA
STAND 244 (GALLERY),

with a variety of

Components and Accessories

Essential to SaSety and Comlort.

Sole Makers:

BENTO>! & STOME, LTD.,
BIRMINGHAM.

The A.C.U. Silencer Trial Bench Tct?.

WjVRPY CIRCULATING SILENCEU showed the least back

pressure ot all SilenceiB tested at 960 revolutions.

All Silencon euammced to meet^tho reqcireracDts ol tlio

New Police Itetrnl itions.

i. WARBY, Specialist In Silencing the Exhaust ol

Motor Engines, 16, Alfred Street, Bow Road, E.

THE LATEST AT THE LOWEST
PRICE, CASH, EASY TERMS, or EXCHANGE,

At WAUGHOPE'S
Machines with IntorcHtlng lOM id. as.

9, Shoe Lane. Fleet St. LONDON. E.C.

The Motor Cycle A4I
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

seoarately Name and address must be eomited.

S°Ties discounts and special terms to regular

t^de advertisers will be quoted on application.

AU advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To insure insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the oDices of

" The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (<iO,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

AU letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue m
which it appeared. , . ,

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

(0 avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the convenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycles, the advertisements are classified into

districts, as many readers like to know what machines

are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before

going further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections

Northumberland,
morland,

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derby
Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION V.
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.

Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,
Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.
SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Sussex.

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.
SECTION X.

-"""""
SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.

SEE OUR SHOW OF
THE NEWEST AND
BEST, ANO OUR
CLEARA^OE,J.INES
AT BIlSGEST RE-
DUCTIONS EVER
OFFERED.

WHEN FINISHING

RIDING FOR
THE SEASON.
Remember we receive your

present mount now in part

payment of newest 1914 Model
delivered at opening of 1914

season, ensuring you most
favourable bargain terms, lib-

eral cash allowance, saving all

cost of storage and insiirance.

The famous house for bar-

gains in all makes for cash,

eshange, or easy terms.

n^^ES
TO-DAY'S LIST SENT FREE. IT INCLUDES

7575.
7576.
7580.
7581.

7584.
7585.

3* h.p. 1909 TRIUMPH £25

3% h.p. 1913 1 Y PRECISION .."210
U h.p. 1913 T.T. DOUGLAS M'l P £41

2I h p iQi ^ T.T. DOUGLAS M'l P £40

4 hip. MATCHLESS 2-speed .... £20

h h.p. 1910 DOUGLAS £22 10

23 hp 1913 2-sp. DOUGLAS M'l R £45

6 hp 1912 CL NO and Sidecar £49

6hp.iqi2 2-sp. MATCHLESS and
" P ^ ^

Sidecar £55

at ho iQt2 2-sp. P. & M. and Sc. £50

6hp 1912A.C.SOCIABLE £60

^ihp 1Q13 Standard TRIUMPH £42 10

fb.v 191a 3-speed CHATER LEA
and Sidecar £60

7 h p 1912 2-sp. INDIAN and Sc. £52 10

6 hP. 1913 3-speed CLYNO ando n.p. ly 3 5 F
^j^^^ Sidecar £75

l-eh.p. T9i3RUDGE,Multi £55

r9X3 GLORIA P-iectile^Sid^car,_
^^^ ^^

pS|f^^•:^.'"'"^:::::::i?2 1S

2I h%'. 1912 2-speed ENFIELD ... £35

3I hp. V.S. and Sidecar • • • J?" J
4 h.p. X912 2-sr. SINGER and Sc. £45

4 h p. 1912 Tourist REX £35

6 h.p. 1912 REX-JAP and S'car . £60

31 h.p. 1911 I-.E. TRIUMPH £33 10

S-'e h p. 1911 4-cyl. F.N and S'car . £25

6 h.'p 1913 3-speed No. 2 BAT .
.
£55

oiho "-speed ROC and Sidecar .. £17 10

ij hi'. 1909 MOTOSACOCHE .... £12 10

4I h.p. t^in MINERVA £15

5-6 h.p. 1911 4-cy inder F.N £26

5-6 h.p. 1911 4-cylinder F.N £28

3i h p X9ir tourist REX «»
3 h.p. 1912 2-speed N.S.U £30

8 h.p. 1911 3-speed CHATER-o u.f » or
^^^ ^^^ Sidecar £58

6 h p. igrx ZENITH and Sidecar £48

3Jh.p. 1908 MINERVA £18

8 h p. I9II 3-sp. CHATER-LEA £47 10

3i h p 1911 2-sp. ALLDAYS & S.c. £35

f h.p. 1911 2-speed INDIAN . • • £«
3i h.p. 1910 BAT £27

3 h P 1912 F.E. ROVER £38

f hl.igioMOTO-REVE. .....£12 10

3I h.p. 1911 ZENITH and Sidecar £37 10

6 h.p. 1910 2-speed MATCHLtssD u.y. ^y f
^^^ Sidecar £45

6 h p. 1912 2-sp. KERRY S: S'car £50

2i h p 1912 2.sp'.R0YAL ENFIELD £36 10
8* h.p. 1913 2-sp. chain-drive BAT £55

a h.p. 1910 2-speed P. & M t" 10

6 h.p. ANTOINE V o,'
• • J15 "

5-6 h.p. 1908 2-sp. N.S.U. & S'car £30

6 h p 1912 2-speed REX Sidette £50

2ih:p.i9i2 3-=peedHUMBER...30G„3
2j h.p. 1910 2-speed F.N »« «

9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St., LONDON, E.C,

et, lUo-Holborn, r,m. Wires-" OpiOcer, London

7216.
7283.
7281.
7318.
7343.
7356.
7383-
-7395.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of advertisers, letters may bo

addressed to numbers at 'The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent

for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear m
the advertisement. Replies should be addressed. No.

000 c/o ' The Motor Cycle,' Coventry • or if London

is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o

" The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

JUTDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by avaiUng themselves of our

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with The

Motor Cycle, ' both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but it not we return the amomit

tote depositor, and each party to. the transaction pays

rarr aee one way. For all transactions exceeding £io m
carriage °°= ™fy-,J" , g^ fj charged, when under

Ao the feeTs.^ All deposit matters Ire dealt with a.

fi?«ntry, Ld Cheques and money orders should be made

payable to Ilifie & Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
PMflcts who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to thett enquiries are requested to regard th.

Seas an indication that the goods advertised hav.

lieadv' been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

man, 'enquiries ttot it is quite impossible to reply to each

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and

Westmorland.
31h.n. Triumph, thorough good order; bargain, fl9'10.

2 —Dias, 53, Lowther St., Carlisle. 1X3913

1011 Douglas, flrstclase order throughout; £iSllO.-

lif Diaa, 53, Lowther St., Carlisle. [X3914

1 Oil F.E. Eover, tip-top order, new belt, tyres Bood;

XXf a enip, £26.—Thompson and Edwards, W. Hartle-

; Doo;. .

[X4138

-1013 Douglas, model P, 10 weeks old; given away,
' A«/ £36: perfect order. — Thompson and Edwarito,

1
West Hartlepool. [X4137

NSU 2-3peed Gear, to suit 1912 Bradbury, inch

belt, as new; £3;iO.-Dene Motor Cycle Co., Hay-

_l
market, Newcastl(Hon-Tyne. Li-tl6i

BS A. 1913 Motor Cycle, 2-speed, chain drive, 26X

21/0 rubber studded tyres, Lucas horn, lamp, aiul

generator i
cost £64; only used a few times, practically

new; owner going abroad, must sell: nearest ofier £50

secures.-Apply, T., c/o Tuiyey and Co., Tbe Motor

House, Sunderland. liaaja

SECTION II.

York and Lancashire.

L.
TTITCHINGS'. Ltd., 74, Bold St., Lirerpool.

,

M

A42 AU letters relating to advertisetnents should auote the number at the end of each

ATCHLESS Agents, Hatchings', Ltd., eole repr«.

_ - . sentatives.

TmUMPH Agents. Hitchings'. Ltd.. solo represento-

tives.

RELIABLE Second-hand Machines.--Hitchiiigs'. Ltd,

have a big reputation for absolutely reliable eecond-

hands at reasonable prices. Two 1912 2.6peed Match-

less sidecar combinations, one 1912 Eudge, one 1911

Hifmber 1 1910 Triumph. 1 1908 Triumph, and 1907

Tr™in"h in stock now. All guaranteed, inspection and

ofleJs invited.-For «»i"t^«.y! "usiness-like attention, a»d

entire satisfaction, deal with Hitchmgs'. Ltd..
'^..fSI

St.. Liverpool. '

T IVEEPOOL. Birkenhead, and Manchester.

riOLMOBB Depots. 31, Eenshaw St. LiyP^'v?^
^ 261. Deansgate, Manchester.-New ,ai'd 2nd-lana

at the leading depots for the
r"^*' .^ST^MaSC'

M.inchester agents for Douglas. Scott. MatcweBS,

Premier, etc. Liverpool agents for Douglas, Ba*. Clyn^

New Hudson, etc., etc. ; also agents for A.0 and Morgan

ninaboiits.-Col.iiore Depots 31 Eenshaw St., Liver

pool, and 261. Deansgate, Manchester. [ibuio

TIQ13 Triumph, free engino, used once; **'' °'

ly near ofler.-Hodgson, Kirbymoorside. 12?ii3

ARIEL, 19101/... free engine, variable gear, splenM

condition; £24.-52, Wicker, Sheffield. [S4166

12 SVoh.p. Free Engine B.S.A., and a". .Mcessories

;

£35; or near ofter.-Balmforth, Orraskirk. (X386b

I
-1 010 Triumph, £25; 1911 Douglas, f 2''

^ a-siP^if^lSlI

ly Douglas. £27.-Oross, agent, Eotherham. 1X4085

advertisement, and the date of the issue.

19
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•THIS WAY, SIR'

Brand New 191 2 6 h.p. 2-speccl REX
de Luxe £62 10

15% c.ish discount 9 7 6

£53 2 6
Allowance for your 1012 2-sp. Douglas

or similar type of machine £38 2 6

Cash required £15

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES.
Cash, Exchange, or Easy Payments.

P. & M., 1'. h.p., 1911 £38 10
NEW HUDSON, 1911, cj K.p., as new £32 10
CLVNO, 1912, and special cane Sidecar . . £49 10
J.A.P., 6 h.p., M.O.V., free engine, spring

forks £34 10
ARIEL, 1911, 3^ h.p., magneto, Druids . . £25
NUMBER, i.\ h.p., 2-speed, free engine . . £26
BRADBURY, 1912, 3-speed Stuimey £47 10
BRADBURY, chain drive, 2-speed £45 10
QUADRANT, 1912, tree engine £35 10

N.8.U., 35 h.p., magneto £17 10
N.S.U., 1911, 3 h.p., 2-speed, as new £29 10
N.S.U., 5i h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £31
V.S., twin, h.b. control £16 10
JAIMES, 3* h.p., 1910, magneto £16 10
WOLSELEY 4-cylinder 2-seater Car £19 19
F.N., lightweight, battery ignition £9 10

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
PREIVIIER, 1012. 2j h.p., magneto £26 10
GRANDEX-PRECISION, 1912, 2} h.p.,

magneto £25 10
BROWN-PRECISION, 2\ h.p., magneto .. £23 10

REX, zj h.p.. m.igneto £15 10
MOTOSACOCHE, magneto £15 18
MOTOSACOCHE, I9ir, 2 h.p., M.O.V. ... £19 10
MOTO-REVE, 2 h.p., twin, magneto £15 10
SINGER, 1911, magneto, lightweight £19 19
NUMBER, 2 h.p., magneto £25 10

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.

31, Colinore Row, BiTmingham

;

at., Birminehaui; and 62, High

B
COLMORE Dorots,

49 Jolin Urib'lit

St.. Leicester.

NEW iinU second-linnd at the leading depots for tlic

Midluod.^; agputs for Douglati. Seott, Matchless:,

Enflelri. Triumph. Premier, But, Zemtb. Clyno, Cliiiter.

etc., etc., also AC. and Morgan RuuubODte.—ColiuorR
Depute?, Biriiiinghnm nnd Leicester. [X60d7

COLMORE.—Douglas. 1910. twm-cyl., fixed gear, belt
and tyree good; £20.-31, Colinore Row, Birming-

liaiii.

COLMORE.-Douglas. 1912. 2-v^pecd, model H, foot^
boards, in perfect oirfer and condition, guaranteed;

£37.-3 1 . Colinore Row. Birmingham.

COLMORE.-Bradbury, 1912, 3M..h.p., tyiee Bomid.
Buaruateed in perfect order and condition; £22.—

5JL. Co.imor© Row, Birmingham.

, 2-8peed, free en-
£30.-31. Colmore

r^OLMORE.-A.J.S.. 1912, 2Voli.p.^ giue, in almost new condition;
How. Birmingliam.

C0LM0KE.-E.3.A.. 1913, T.T. model, fitted with
special engine and guaranteed in perfect order;

£40.-31. Colmoitt Row. Birmingham.

COLMORE.—jSTew Hndficn, 1913. SV^ii-V- Armstrong
3-wpeed gear, Danlops, B. and B., decompressor,

used about 50 miles; £50.-31. Oolmore Row, Birming-
biim.

COLMORE.—T.T. Premier, e.^Lcptionally last and low
miichine, soiled only; £48.-31, Colmore RoW,

Birmingham.

3^/^h.p., 3-8peed,
1, Colmoie Row,

and
BiiC^

OLMORE.—New Hudeon.
^ Canoelet sidecar; £39.—

mingham.

COLMORE.—An exceptional bargain.—1913 S-apeed
Triumph and wicker sidecar, fitted with lamp,

horn, epeedoraeter, and all epaios, cost over £75, ana
nlmot^t new condition; £55 nett cash-—31, Oolmore Row,
Birmingliam.

C OLMORE. -Clyno. 1912. Ch.p.. twin. 2-8peed and
free engine, with wicker sidecar; £38.-31, Coimore

E I >w Birmingliam.

C^
OLMORE.—Matchless, 1913. not been run 100

^ miles, 8h,p. twin, chain diiTO. 2-BP6ed gear, and

Established in Motor Trade
since 1900.

TO INTENDING
PURCHASERS.
Before deciding on a machine,

compare my prices for New or
Second-hand, and save youPoeives
pounds.

SPECIAL SHOP-SOILED BARGAINS.
£53
£59
£63
£53
£29
£49
£48 10.

£47 10.

£63 7.

£47 10.

£62 6.

£63 10.

£61
£34
£41

Canoelet sideear; £75.-31. Colmore Row. Birmingliam,

!JL^2'!f.M'lie'^'^°'.<°P"
'^^ -V;--- .•• fl? JSlr'OLMOBE.-Matclilesa, double belt driTe. V.8. 2-

NEW HOOSON,23 li.p.,3-speedArmstrong £31 Mll\j speed (;c,ir. only been run 100 mileft, guaranteed
in peripit order and condition; £60.-31, Ctolmore Eow,
Birmingham.REX BARGAINS.

REX, igl2, 2-spe6d, twin, brand new .... £53
REX, ic)r2, 4 h.p., tourist, brand new . . . £34 10
REX, 1913, 2-speed, t\vin, little used .... £45 10
REX, 1913, 4 b.p., 2-speed, de luxe, chain

drive, done about 100 miles £49 10
REX, 1911, 2-speed, twin, Sidette, M.O.V.

engine, chain drive £47 10(^ OLMOEE.—Enfleld.
REX, 3J h.p., magneto, spring forks £19 10 V-* " "

REX, 3i h.p., igog'model, magneto £22 10
REX, si h.p., magneto, rgio-model £24 10
REX, 1912, 4 b.p., 84 J X 95, 200 miles ... £31
REX, rgog-ro, 2-speed, twin, de luse £29 10
REX, igo9, 2-speed, Uvin, de luxe £27 10
REX, igo8, 2-speed, twin, and Sidecar

;

wants slight attention £19 10

g%0% deposit and 5/- weekly secures any of

^,,^ the following machines. All are guar-
*•'' anteed in ninning order :

31 Humber,F.E. £10 10 . 3 h.p._Humber
31 Rex £10 10

3j Rex £12 10
Tnin Werner . . £12 10

3J P.F.

iJF.N
Twin Minerva

£8 10
£11
£9 10
£12 10

C OLMOEE.—Indian. 1911. 5h.p. twin, tyres and
cbain good, mechanic lubricatoi; £28.-31, Ool-

more Eow, Birmingliam.

COLMOBE.—Williamson, 1913. 8h.p., 2-6peed gear
and free engine*, in perfect order and condition,

guaranteed; £55.-31. Colmore Row, Birmingham.

. . 2%li.p.. 2-3pe6d, chain drive,
free engine, footboards. 1913, shop-soiied' only;

PERFECTION SIDECARS.
" £5 5s. to £10 10s. List on applicatioa.

Beit value obtainable.

1913 REX and WILLIAMSON Machines to

clear. Get our exchange quotation.

£5
deposit and 7 /6 week secures any of these

magneto machines. All are guaranteed in

running order

:

"-- '-
3J2-SP. Pciigeot£16 10
5-6 tmn V.S... £16 10
igro 3^ James £16 10

3j Quadrant .. £17 10

Si Rex £19 10

5j twin Rex ... £19 10
5-6 Peugeot ... £16 10

3j Simms £16 10

3J N.S.U £17 10

54 N.S.U £22 10

£43.-31. Oolmore Eow, Birmingham.

COLMORE.—Morgan. 1913. standard model, specially
heavy tyre on rear wheel; £80.-31, Oohnore Bow,

Birmingham.

COLMOBE.—Morgan, 1913. standard model, jtlst been
OTOrhauled and repainted, and condition tlirough-

out as new ; £75.-31, Colmore Bow. Birmingham.

COLMOBE.-Fora car. 4-«eat., fitted with hood,
screen. lampe. and all avueesories; bargain, £75.-

31. Colmore Bow, Birmingham. rX3906
"OOVEE, 1913. T.T., with PhiUipson, shop-soiled only;
Xt, £45.—P. J. Eyana. John Bright St., BirminghamPrS4058EEMIEB, 3"/ih.p., twin-cyl., Bosch mag.; (jnrgain.

£19/10.—Brown's, 12. Bull Eing, Birmingham.
rX4113

J.A.P.-OAilPION. 3V2h.p., free engine. 2 ejpeeds. £24
also sidecar, £4—12. Bull Bing, Birmingham.

rX4120
MORGAN. 1912-13. 8h.p. J.A.P.. complete all spares;

£65.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St., Birmtnghiim
rxao54

TBITTMPH, 1913, Sturmey-Archer S-speed, perfei.t

condition; £47.—Chambers, Evington Ed., Lei-

cester. CS390?

JAMES. 1913,
bargain. £34,

ham.

OUGLAS, 1909. mag.,
order; £15.—Meggitt,,

field.

£53 8.

£65 0.

£65 0.

£46 0.

£45 0.

£52 10.

£81 0.

ei35 0.

£170 0.

BAT No. ;, 3-3pced tgia
A.J.S., 6 h.p 1913
WILLIAMSON, air-cooled 1913
ZENITH, 3.* h.p., kick starter, and clutch 1913
LINCOLN-E'LK, 3J h.p 1913
SINGER, 4 h.p., 2-5pee<l.

SINGER, 3J h.p., 3-speed 1913
BRADBURY, 2-speed, chain and belt . .. rgis
JAMES, 3-speed, and Sidecar.

ROVER, 3-speed.
CLYNO, 6h.p 1913
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., 2-speed, double belt

drive 1913
SCOTT, 2-speed, water-couled,
DOUGLAS, Model N 1913
DOUGLAS, Model O, 2-speed, run a few
miles ^. igi3
NEW IMPERIAL, 6 h.p., 3-speed 1913
MATCHLESS, z-speed, 6 h.p., chain drive.

MATCHLESS, 2-speed, 8 h.p., chain drive.

RUOGE, 750 c.c, 6h.p. igi3
RUDGE, free engine - . .. 1913
F.N., 4-cvUnder, 2-speed.

MORGAN Sporting Model, 3in. tyres igi3
G.W.K., as new, complete.
SINGER 10 h.p. Car, 4-cylind3r, green.

Easy Payments Arranged.

FOR HIRE.
Motor Cycles and Sidecars

of the best makes.
. Terms very moderate.

SECOND-HAND.

4\4h.p.. free engine model, almost new

;

" Brown's, 12, Bull Eing, Birmiag-
[X4I24

D" Dniids,
Market

1

Despatch on receipt of deposit and signed
agreement.

^he Halifax IVrii^rEMen|h|c

16,

Largest Rex

WESTGATE,
Dealers,

HALIFAX.

perfect running
Chambers, Mans-

ZEIflTH-GEADUA. 6h.p. 1912. with accessories;
£45. or exchange Douglas.—B. Bhodes,

"
Lincoln.

0MBEKKTTF..

F.N., 4-cylindcr 1910
F.N., 4-cylinder rgii
Std. Triumph. . 1909
Twin Motc-Reve

(lady's) rgio
£36. 6 h.p. Zenith and

Sidecar 1911
£26. Std. Triumph . . 1910

Rex .. .. 1910
F.E Singer .. igii
;t h.p. Bradbury 1012
T.T. Triumph igir
Standard Triumph.
Zenith-Green.. igi3

3j Matchless . . igto
5 h.p. V.S igio

£16.
£18.
£25.
£18.

£22
£22.
£26.
£23.
£15.
£45.
£20.
£18.

£26. Rex-J.A.P. .. igi)
£29. 3i h.p. Trump-

Jap igri
£40. 6h p. Zenith .. 1911
£29. T.T. Corah .. igii
£62. 8'h.p. Zenith and

Millford coacli-built

Sidecar igx3
£50. 4h.p. Singer, new 1913
£27. 6 b.p. Bat .. igio
£30. r^i h.p. F£.

Triumph igii
£28. Triumph 1911
£50. 7 h.p. Indian

and Millford Sidixar 1913

191.1,

Moortown
[3123

brand new, latest chocolate
Evans. John Bright St.. Bir-

fS4055
2^h.p., 2 Bpeedfl, Iriok starter, as
J. Evans, John Bright St.. Bir-

rX4056

'Phone, 766. Telegrams, " Perfeetion."

H
ENl'lELD. 1913,

uew: £35.-P.
minghara.

AUTO-'tt:HEELS.—Immediate delivery of Wall Auto-
Wheels from A. W. Wall, Ltd., Hay Mills, Bir-

mingham. [0359

ARIEL. late 1911. SVjh.v.. ranable gear, spring forlrw.

ma?.; bargain. £25.—Brown's. 12, Bull Eing, Eir-
mingharu- tX4122

Notice of Removal.
From 5, Hcatli St.. Hampstead, N.W.. to

378-384, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.
(irLEl'HONE .izin REGrXT),

and

173, GT. PORTLAND ST., W.
(TELEPHONE jg7o REGENT),

where communications should now lie

addressed.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the nuinbcr at tlie end ol each advertisement, and the date of the
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Mending
tyre covers.
Next time you have a bad cut or
gash in your cover don't scrap it.

It may look quite hopeless, but ten
to one you can save it—with the
aid of Chiemico Tyre Stopping.

This stopping is a plasticpreparation
wliich placed in the cut or gash
quickly amalgamates with the
material to which it is added making
a perfect repair. It is easy to

use, cannot fall out, sets quickly and
is permanent. It is not a liquid.

Get a tin to-day and have it handy.

CHEMICO
TYRE STOPPING.
CHEMICO CARBIDE—
The "All Service" Carbide.
Ever}' particle in a tin of Chemico
Carbide yields themaximumamount
of gas. All impurities are removed,
and the carbide itself carefully

coated.

'i lb. tins 4J-d. i lb. tin 7d.

RELIANCE PATCHES
Enable you to make a permanent
repair, that is a real mend, by the
roadside. They are faced with pure
Para Rubber. When solution is

applied, solvent action is set up, re-

sulting in perfect cohesion.

In all sizes from Id. upwards.

County Chemical Co.,
LIMITED.

Chemico Works,
BIRMINGHAM.

London.—330, Holvwcil i.ane. Manchester.

—

2-,--. Deanbgate, Glasgow.— 0. tarltoii l-iace.

Dublin.—'".oMc-n Laiic. Cardiff. —llymoutb
Streft. Paris, Etc.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
EW Mauliiues at second-hand prices.N

THE Preiuiei Motor Co., Ltd., are offering the follow-

1

ing' mncliiues, only «rliglitly shop-soiled, at great
|

reductions; only a few left.

COTT, latest 1915 model, list price £68/5, for £58.S
TEIV"MPH. latest 1913. S',;h.ti., 3-speed model; list

price f59/15, ior £5Z.

rRIUMPH, latest 1913, S'Ah.p., T.T. roadster; lisr

price £49/5, for £42.

V. Lightweigljt 21l.p., siugle-cyl. ; list price £35.
for £24.M

EX-J.A.P., 1912, 8h.p., 2-6peed, chain drive;
price £78/10, for £58.

U6t

ALL the above carry makers' full guarantee ; cata-
logues free upon ifqu&st,—The Premier Hotor Co.;

Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham.

P.M.O.. 1910. SVsh.p., 2-stroke, Eosoh ma^., B. and
B., handle-bar rontrolled. perfect condition; £17.

—The Premier Motor Co.. Ltd., Aeton Rd., Birmingham.

REX, 1911. 5h.p. twin, free engine, handle starting;
£28.—The Premier Motor Co.. Ltd., Aston Ed..

Birmingham..

T>EX-J,A.P., 1912, 6h.p.. 2-6peed, handle starting;
-t\. £45.—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston lid..

Biriningliam.

T> EX De Luxe, 1912, 4h.p.. 2 speeds,, condition equal
-tV to new; £33.—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Afiton
Rd., Birmingham.

TRIUMPH, 1911. 3'jh.p.. trie enj^ine; £28. — The
Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., Biruiiugham,

MATCHLEiSS. 8li.p-. 2-6peed. double btlt drive, per-
fect condition, £45: or with new P.M.C. No. 20

sidecar. £55.—The Premier Motor Co-, Ltd., Aston
Rd.. Birmingham.

F.N., 1910, 5h.p.. 4-cyl., very yood condition: £18.—
The Premier Motor Co.. Ltd., Aston Rd., Birming-

ham. [0316

3ih.p. Motor Cycle, B. and B,, b.b.c, a smart little

2 machine; £7.-111, Wenman St., Balsali Heath,
Birmingham. [2957

HUMBER. 5V'h.p.. free eneine, 2 speed.^. mag.,
spring forks; bargain. £19/10.-12, Bull Riut;.

Birmingham. [X4 126

A.J.S., 2%h.p., twin-cyl., Bunlop tyres, Druid spring
forks; bargain, £17/10.—Brown's, 12, Bull Ring.

Birmingham. [X4127

LEA-FRANCIS, 1913, 3h.p., 2 speeds, kiuk starter,
hardly soiled; £52.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [X4057

INDIAN, 7h.p., 1912, clutch model, blue, new tyres,
in fine order; 40 gns.—Williamson, St. George's

Sq., Stamford. [X3365

BRADBURY, 1915, SM-b-p- 3 speeds, lamp, horn,
and coach sidecar; £48,—P. J. Evans, John Bright

St., Birmingham. [X4050

ZENITH-, 1911, SVoh.p.. Gradua gear, and' wicker side-

car, good order; £38.—P. J. Evans, John Bright
St., Birmingham. LX4052

FORWARD Lightweight, 2V.h.p., 1912. Druid spring
forks. Bosch mag. ; bargain, £19/10. — 12. Bull

Ring, Birmingham. [X4116

TRIUMPH, 1912, clutch, 1913 improvements, excel-
lent condition, horn, whistle, etc. ; £45.—Thrunscoe,

Welhjlme Av., Grimsby. [3002

BRA]:)BURY, late 1912. T.T. model. SM^b-P-. Dun-
lop tyres, very fast; bargain, £26.—Brown'e, 12

Bail Ring, Birminghaim ' fX4125

HUMEERETTE. 1913. 8h.p., standard finish, com-
plete al! ai.'cessories; £95. — P. J. Evans, John

Briglit St.. Eiimingham. [X4053

5 -61]. p. Twin Mntrhles.=;. 1912 model, free engine, splen-
did condition; olfers.—Bioomhead, Station Hnte'

Algarkirk, near Boston. [X3795

ENFIELD. 1913, 6h p.. coach combination, done 100
miles only: uost £86, £68. — P. J. Evans, -.ToLu

Biigiit St.. Eiruiingham. rX4059

AUTO-WHEELING Revulutinnisos Cycling.-Opprr-
tniiity of nnick delivery of Auto-Wheels.-A. W.

Wall, Ltd., Hay Mills. Birmingham. [0360

HUMBER 1913, SV-h.p.. 3 speeds, kick startler, brand
new, £47/10: with Cancelet sidecar.- £57/10.-P.

J. Evans, Johu Bright St.. Birmingham. [X4060

CLYDE, 1911. late, with 3Wi.p. J-A.P. engine, trpc
engine, Druid spring forks. Whittle belt; bargain,

£21.-Brown's, 12, Bull Ring. Birmingham. [X4119

t^JINGER, 1913. 3V2b.p.. free engine, perfei-t order.^ used very little; £40, with accessorip-- : too lu^iivy

for owner.—Wright. 63. Watson Rd.. Worksop. [X4087

REX De Luxe, 1913, brand .new, shop-soiled only,
free engine, 2 speeds, Boscli watertight mag. : cost

£62/10, sell, bargain, £55.-12, Bull Ring, Birmingliam.
rX4123

REX. 1913. 6h.p. twin Model de Luxe in stock. 2-

speed, free engine, finest sidecar machine extant

;

£o2/10: good all.jwance on old machine.—A. Holhtud,
Earlsdon, Coventry. [X402e

TRIUMPHS, latest 1913 3-speed, free engine, and
T.T. roadster models in stock for immediate de-

livery; cash, exchanges, or easy payments. — Premier
Mutor Co., Lt<l., A^^.ton Rd'., Birmingham. [0340

Quality D 3 ES count

That's why FARLOW
sidecars Satisfy.

iMark 2 . . £9 10

^ /
. Mark 3 ..£8 10 Mark 4 . . £10 10

Carriage Paid and complete with mat, stand, etc.

FARLOW Sidecars are constructed with a view to

real hard service

;

YET tliey are light, smart, and e.xceptional value.

TRY ONE ON APPROVAL.
OUR list is YOURS for asking.

Tl c fnllo^^i^g are complete with sidecars:—
igri BRADBURY, Bowdcn 2-speed £35
Itu.^ h.p. REX ^i''ette. drne v>o £b5
lgi2 3.:, h.ii. BROWN, liowden Gear £33
1912 b h.p. CLYNO and Sidecar £45
igra 6 h.p. REX and Siriette Sidecar £45
7 h.p. ROC, 3 speeds, and Sidecar £29
iqii 4 h.p. 2-sp. QUADRANT and Sidecar £33
loo.s s h.p. REX de Luxe and Sidecar £28
jQTo t li.p 2-specd VINDEC and Sidecar . . £30
1911 5 ii.p REX de Luxe and Sidecar .... £3B

All have variable cears.

We will sell any machine without sidecar.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
lot 1 6 h.p. A.J.S., 3 speeds, new 69
1913 ^.V h.p. P. & M., 2 speeds, new
1013 2I SUNBEAM, 2 speeds, new
1912 31 h.p. RUDGE MOLTi, good
igi2 6 h.p. REXde Luxe, 2 speeds, free engine

1912 Cycle Car, 7-9 Blumtield engine, 2 speeds

19 1 2 3i ARIEL, vTiriable sear

3i h.p." ENFIELD REX, M.O.V
IU12 o h.p. CLYNO, 2 speeds. l.-icU s'nrter.

.

1910 5-6 h.p. VINDEC, 2 speeds
5-6 li.p. REX de Luxe, 2 speeds, etc

3J h.p igo7 TRIUMPH, magneto, spring fks.

One Ditto, yrrv 2ood

4 h p. ton QUADRANT, l^oc 2 speeds

3i h.]'. lOoS REX Tnnrist. 1909 entwine ....
3il 1,-p, J910 REX, niK- ,eoer

.;-f^lin REX Hp ! ll^f-. TOO,^. 2-sn"''d model

5 h.p. Magneto REX, clutch model

giuneas
£65
£63
£39
437
£35
£29
£10
£42
lit
£27
£23
£24
£30
119
£23
F95

£18

EASY PAYMENTS.
Any of the following can be had on Kasy Terras.

Let us know which you would like and we will

quote.

3it h.p.N.S.U.niag. £15 I
^i TRIUMPH, mag. £23

aA ENFIELD REX £10
|

ani.p. mag. REX, £19
5"h.p. ma-. REX. £19 1 j h.p.MOTO-REVE £14

3ih;p. laio REX £23 I ini2 ^i h p.ARIEL £29

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.

Cv'le Car c-speed gear, chain drive £2
Cycle Car, back axle with differential .... £1 10
New Best and Lloyds drip feeds, complete, 6 /-

Good Second-hand Sidecar £3 10
New twin Bosch Magnetos D.A.V. models £2 19 6

Ditto n.A.l.V models 50/- each
New Bosch Magneto, suit sinele-cyl. engine £3
Good Second-hand Sidecar. £3 10
Cowey Speedometer, doie 3,000 £3
Cowey Speedometer, done 100, perfect £3 10
New Rubber-stndded Covers, 26 x ri, beaded 17/6
Triimipb Pattern Handle-bar, new 6 '6

4^ h.p. Horizontal engine, water-cooled .. £2 10

Farrar's Motor Exchange
19, 21, 23, 25, Dopv)'OOd Lane.
Telephone HALIFAX *?*» TpZ

^46 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date o£ the issue.
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
/i;NiTH, 1912. Slii'.. \Mti» IJr.iiubK' ixmlilmilt suit'

AJ ijir. «ii"l'' (.niubiimtioD in iifrffct ct'iuHtion, 2

,i« iiiimHc-har', 2 tiiiik's. I.iicrt*; liiuip find gf-ncnittu-.

luKiom-'tt-r. IVdley tyre oii biiik ; or^n to any
' II ; Renuiaw b»rt;ni«, £45, iiu ofEcr?.—Morris
Oxford. [X4090

and Sussex.

'POTTKXHAM

SECTION VIII.

Essex, I\lidd!esc\, Surrey, Kent,

-1913 3-«pcpd Huuiber, new; £50.

^roTTKXUAM.
L t'xi-,'iitii)u;tlly

^^OTTK.\UAM.-1913 8h.p.

nnd1915 2'..h.p. Hobnrt, like new,
lii^t: ±29.

1913 8h.p. F.E. Zeuitli, Millford
CoivrHi; biiUriir, louip, liorn ; £67.

11 OTTIvNHA M.— 1912 3 V'li.p. 2-speed Humbcr nml
sid.vur: £59.

'pOTTl':XHAM.-1912 Bradhtiry. N.S.TJ. ppar, and
1 rliitib. ill hark wheel, witli sidecar; £41.

•poTTEXHAM.-l9U F.E. Singer, in fine order; £30

'pOTTEXHAM.—8b.p. Bat-Jap, new tries, and belt:
1 £23.

TOTTEXHAM.—3U.p. accumulator Triumph, in per
(rrt ord*T; £12. 'Phone; 1982.—The Stamfpid

Ui!l Motor Co., 128. Ilirb ltd., South Tottenham, N.
rX401C

PnKMIERS' London Showrooms, 20. Holborn Yin-
diiLt.

l)ItE>IIEItS.—A few second-hand and shop-eoiled motoi
L tvcle? at lowest prices ; terms arranged.—20, Hoi-

Viaduct.

-1913 7-9h.r,
" 20

iii<\ r.bdition; £65

, LSO a 274h.p. iloto-Eeve:

BARUAIN-
•ilicfdomt'ter, and

Indian (red), 2-speed pear,

. Mills-Fulford car. tiideu-

as new, perfect; £19.

TEIl'Ml'H. 1912. Si^h-p.. T.T. roadster model, fast
loaL'hiue, £32: Mills-Fulfoid and Canoelet sidecars

in stotk : no charge for fitting ; 7-9h.p. Premier, the
DidPL-ai mai-bine, immediate delircry ; triale arranged.—
I'reuiier Depot, 20, Holborn Viaduct. Agents every-

where. [3169

05Jip. J.A.P.. fast, reliable; £8/10.—"Wilkinson. 46.
'WA Camden St.. N.W. [3140

912; bargain, £45.
[X4077

T.T. roadster, very fine order; £38.—
Wealdstone. tX4078

C;i LADDEX.-3l'-b.p. Triumph. 1909, King Eoad himp
* btt, tools, etc.; perfect; £25.

8h.p. Zr-nith, grand Kpetimen,
—Bunting. Wealdlstone.

1Q13 Triumph,
JiU Buntin:

perfect 1hrou_i:hout: £14.

4i^h.p. Stevens, with sidecar, just been
overhauled, good combination: £16.

GLADDEX.-2%'Sh.p. Mot^HReve. 2-cyl.,

very fast
- -

p LADDEX

GLADDEX.-2"?4h.p. Ariel, mag., B.B. carburetter,
very low, up-to-dute; £12.

f^ LADDEN".—27ih.p. Ki-rrr footboards, accamulator,
^^ perfect; £8, or near offer.

GLADDEX.—1913 SV^h.p. Kudge, T-T.. owner officer

fjoing abroad; bargain, £33.

GLADDEX.—8h.p. Hnmber car, with De Dion engine,
3-ttpeed. reverse: £16.

GLADDEX.—All the above and others mu^st be elearod
to make room tor 1914 stock: no reasonable offer

refused. Immediate delivery of Auto-wheels.—91. Pirn-
lico Rd. Tel.: 3066 Victoria. [3074

P.
and M.. 1911, Kempshalls, Lucas, done 3,000 solo
only; offers over £32.—Below.

'M'.S r., twin. 5h.p., iMip, horn, generator, new Eom

;

Below.

mag.
,_ -. J

p.-»tead ilew^, X.W.

olTtra over ±14.-

MI.NERTA, 2"';h.p,

bu--ihed : ofl'Ts over
., Amac, spring fork's, rc-

£10/10.-youngs, 9. W.-.^t

[3094

Rt.'DGE Multi. 1912. with 1913 improvements, splen-
did order, '" ' ""'iittle used; £35.

model 0.
ueu6

ete., complete; £36.—Below.

DOUGLAS. 1913. model 0. 2-speed, free engine,
hardly soiled, new in Aueust, lamp, horn, handle-

b.ir watch, ete., complete; £36.—Below.

bought newTltlt'MPH 1910. free cneine model,
1911. splendid crdei; £26.10.

EXFIELD, 1912. 2'?ih.p.. twin-cyl.. lightweight 2-
specd. free engine, faultless condition; £32.

1913. 3',(.h.p.. 2-spefd. free engine. Lucas
up. horn, etc., new in July lust, perfect order:

£38. ccfit over £60.

engine model, ependild

N.S.U..
iHiiin

1912. 31, -.h. p. . 2-speed, free engine,
gear, with adjustable pulley, a epicndid

SIXGEH. 1912. 3'/-h.p., fr.:M

order; £32.

BRADBURY
N.S.U. gCL

sidecar iiiacliine; £34,

A LL the Above Machines are guaranteed irf goo<I
-t*- order: easy teruis urinnged for small extra charpo.
-Elce and Co.. 16. BL-ihopt^gato Av., Camomi!*> St..
t-C. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [3154

1Q13 SV.'h.p. Zenith, hardly enilcd; 38 6n3.-35. St,J-v Martin's Rd., Stockwcll. S.W. [X3953

OUR "STANDING" in the motor
iraac is your SECURITY.

The fact of our having merited the

distinction of being appointed Official

Repairers to the three representative

Motoring Organisations of the Kingdom is

evidence of our worthiness and reliabilitj'

If you purchase a new Motor Cycle or

Cycle Car from us you vi-ill have the

satisfaction of knowing that your order

is entrusted with a firm who are accredited

Agents of- all the leading manufacturcirs.

We are very jealous of our good name,
and we avoid the possibility of a dis-

satisfied customer by very carefully over-

hauling every second-hand machine and

holding ourselves absolutely responsible

for them by a written guarantee.

The following is a selection of our

second-hand stock :

Date. H.P. Particulars. Price,

igir si NUMBER, 2-SDeed £32
1912 3i NUMBER, 2-speed, and

canoe wicker Sidecar £40
iqir 2i DOUGLAS, 2-spced £32
I9r2 2I ENFIELD, 2-spced £36
igio 7 V.S., 2-speed £25
1913 6 ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-speed,

and coach-built Sidecar £62
r9i2 8 CHATER-J.A.P. No. 7 ... £54
rgrz 3* P. & M., 2-speed £46
X909 si QUADRANT, Posch magneto £18
rgio 5' REX de Luxe, c-speed, and

Chater-Lea Sidecar £33
igra 6 BAT, Lucas lamp set £36
1912 3I BAT, 2-specd £37
I9r2 3J RUDGE, clutch model £36
IQ07 3S TRIUMPH, -^-speed, and

Miiiford Sidecar £24
1910 Sh TRIUMPH, roadster model. . £25
1911 3^ TRIUMPH, clutch model ... £36
iqii 3I TRIUMPH, clutch model, and

Gloria Sidecar £39
1912 3?r TRIUMPH, clutch model ... £40
1912 3^ INDIAN, clutch model £35
I9r2 3^ CORAH-J.A.P., clutch model £31

1911 3* BRADBURY, stand, roadster £28
1912 3^ BRADBURY, 2-speed, and

canoe wicker Sidecar £43
1913 8 ROLLO Cycle Car, hood,

screen, speedometer, head lamp,
side and tail lamps, horn £70

EASTERN GARAGE CO.,

Official Repairers to the A.C.U., Rji.C,
A.A., and M.U.,

418, Romford Rd., Forest Gate, E.

Telerhone : lo, Stratford.

Telegrams :
" Egaraco, London."

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
PALMER'S tinrage.-Tuutiut;.-The preeiuiucnt placo

ioi [turchaiung motor cj-cles.

PALMER'S Qainge. Tooting.—The recoRuiaed mnrt
for motor eyelet, cycle euro, and automobiles oX

tvoiy description.

PALMK'R'S Garage, Tooting.—RcBuIar auction enles
held every fortnight. N^-xt three «ales 29th

October, November 12th, and November 26th. Cata-
logues po.^t free.

I^ALMER'S Gai-ace. Tootins.-If you wish to buy.
sell, or exfhunge a motor cycle you cannot do

better than write or call at

PALMh*R'S Garase, Tooting.-New bhowrooms with
large stock motor eyclei opened.

PALMER'S Garage. Tootiug.-4-5h.p. F.N., 4-cyl..
t;ha It-driven motor cycle.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.— 2h. p. Minerva ligl-t-

weiglit, m.o.v., nice running order; £5. '

PALMI-:R'S Garage, Tootiug.-3V.li.p. Premier, 1913,
brand new, variable pulley: £37/10.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-2';^h.p. Douglas 2-
speed, 1913. new June; £40. including £10 wortli

extras.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting. -3h.p. N.S.U.. Icug
wheelbase. mag. ; £9. or offer.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.— 3y:;h.p. Quadrant, lato
type, new condition; bargain, £20.

PALMER'S G;irage. Tooting—2h.p. Werner, haudy
little machine, with m.o.T. ; £7/10.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.- l";ih.p. Motosacf ehe
lightweight, handy and reliable. £12; also ditto,

1913. brand new. £35.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.— 3'A'h.p. Brown and sid&.
car. reliable lot; clearance. £16.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 6-8h.p. twin Minerva,
one ol the best; £25.

PALMER'S Garage. TQoting.-5-6h.p. N.S.U., with
2 speeds, long wheelbaee machine; bargain. £16/10.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—3'Ah.p. Triumph, T.T.
type ffxed engine. 1912 machine. £29; also 1912

F.E. Triumph. £32/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3V^h. p. Rex de Luxe,
very fine machine, racing model; £17/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2^4 h. p. Ariel light-
weight, low build, handy, reliable; £12/10.

PAIiMER'S Garage. Tooting.—S^^h.p. Hnmbar, very
fine machine; saeriflee, £22/10.

PAI/MER'S Garage, Tooting, have in stock tlie

largest, best, and most varied eelection of cycle

cars of all types, new and second-hand, in the British
Isles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-Write at once for
illustrated descriptive booklet containing details

of over 100 motor veJiiclea. care, cycle cars, and motor
cycles.

PALMER'S Garage, Tootmg.— Sole address. L. X.
Palmer's Garage. Merton Tram Terminus, Toot-

ing (20 niins. Victoria, 10 mins Wimbledon. Motor
buses 48. 49, 66. and 107. Teh: 208 Streatham).

[3181

P.
and M., new, nncrated, must realise ; £59.—B., 3,

Qneen'e Av., Winchmore Hill. £2448

5-6h.p. Vindec, £17: 2^^h.p. Dion, £5; sidecar.
25/-.—53, Brownhill Rd., Catlord. [3034

Oh. p. 1912 Moto-Reve, splendid condition, Service belt,

^ —C.E.. 17, Lullington Rd., Anerley. [3137

TRIUMPH. 1909, perfectly ricw condition; £23,
offer.-4. High St.. Stoke Xewington. [X4133

BRAXD New 3V2h.p. Eat-.Tap. 2-speed; £48, cost
£59.-108, Manor Rd,, BroL-kley, S.E. [3036

good condition; £30;"
' " [5110

4h.p. Roc, 2-speed, n „
seen any time.—177, Roman Rd., Bow.

FREE Engine Ruage, in perfect condition; £27.—
Lloyd. Suburban House, Winchmore Hill. [3152

SCOTT, 1913. new. only done 600 miles. Cowey. Lucaa
ga3 lamp and generator. Lorn ; £50.—Below.

GIXGER 2'Ah.p. Lightweight, 1912",!.. T.T., Rushmore
1^ outfit, spring forks, new tyrct^. Stanley improve-
1111 uts everything as new ; £28.—Moore, 3, Avonmore
Rd., West Eensington, cloee Olympia. [24032

1012 Humber, 3V'h.p , 2-speed, not done 2.000: £35.
Xt7 —H.S.D., Silverlea, Tower Rd., Worthing. [X3859

\7'IXT)EC Special. 3i^p.. 1911. free engine, epring
forks; £23.—Xorns, Underriver, Sevenoaks. [3066

£20.—Scott, 2-.^troke, 2 epeed*, water-cooled, new Pal-

mer corcW—Speech ley, 45, Church Rd., Acton. [3043

SINGER, 3'"h.p., F.E.. tyree bb new, perfect condi-

tion; bargain, £29/15.-272, New Cross Rd., S.E.
[2929

£18.—4h.p. Antoine, 1913 Bosch, and Einks cjirhnr-

etter, all aceesroriee.—Bear, Teudring, Hailsham.
[2998

TRIUMPH. 1912, F.E., Miller lamp, speedoun^rer,

etc.; bargaiu, £35.— Gilby. Wisol, Biikley, Kent.
[2995

IQlOV^ SV^-h.p. Motor Cycle, excellent condition; £22;
Xi/ ride away: buying new.—Larkiu, Brentwood.

[2983
TRITTMPH. 1910. free engine, excellent conditicm;

£25.-Xightingale, SacUville House, Crawley.
I

[5.40S3
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
WANDS'n'OETH Motor Escliaiige.—Great tjargaine.

riouglas, 1911-12, 2-speea, as new; f28;i0.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-N.S.U.
speeds, sidecar machine

6~71i.p. twin, ma&.,
; £19/10,—Below.

WAjSrnSWOETH.—Matchless-Jap, 1912, 81i.p., mag.,
2 speeds, nearly new: £45.—Below.

TTtTAXLiSWOETH.-rrecision, latest _1913l4 ,414b.p.,

T.T., only ridden few miles ; offers.

ANDSWOEIH.-Bat-Jap, 1911Wan:.. , ..

.

drip feed, nice order; £25/10,

WANDSWOETH.-Indian llati

mag., powerful sidecar machine

3'4-4h.p.
Below.

Below.

mag.;

7-9h.p. twin, m.o.v.,

£29/15.—Below.

WANDSVi^OBTH.-Eex, late 1910-11, 5-6h.p. twin,

mag., vcrr fast: cheap, £22/10.—Below.

WANTSWOilTH.-F.N. (late), 4V3-5h.p., 4-cyls., mag.,
good tyre,s, rims well; £12/15.—Below.

WANDSWORTH.-N.S.TJ., 1910, 3>/2-4h.p., m.o.v.,

mag., 2 speediS; bargain, £18/10.—Below.

WANDSWOETH.-V.S., 1910-11, 7-9h.p. twin, mag.,
2 speed.s, good order; £27/10.—Below.

, 3Vi:h.p., Bcsch ma^., B.
very cheap, £12/15.—Below,

WANDSWOEtH.-Sineer
and B., good tyres;

\TTANDSWOEIH. — Minerva, 2'i4hji., £4/15

31h.p
2 3h.p. engine, £2.-

changes.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebner
Wandsworth iljwn Station). [X4075

N.S.U., mag., £16, or exchange twin; photo;
"" -7. Hamilton Parade, Sidcup.

[X4042
31i.p. Chater-Bea-De Dion, good condition and appear-

ance : £9.—Cycle, 27, Baldwyn's Ed., Bexley, Kent.
[X4023

3ih.p. Matchless, Bosch, tyres and belt nearly new;
2 £15.—W. Wilson, Barkway, Eoyston, Herts.

£3153
1013 A.S.L., 3'/>h.p. Precision, new condition; list

i-if £52, nearest £26.-34, Thornhill Ed., Barns-
bnry. £2965

TRIUMPH, T.T., 1911, N.S.U. 2-speed gear, free
engine; £34.-7, Melbourne Grove, East Dul-

wich. [3104

MINERVA, 254h.p., with .sidecar attachment, good
running order.—Eead, 442, Hornsey Ed., London,

N [3047

DOUGLAS. 1911. 2-speea, and clutch, tools, lamp,
horn; £25.—Minifie, 45. Stanbury Ed., Peckham.

S.E. [3139

perfect
Winchmore

[2933

ZENITH, 3'/2h.p., 1912, absolutely perfect; bargain,
£36 : not Sundays.—72, Shakespeare IM., Heme

Hill. [2422

1913, Cowey, lamp, horn, decompressor,
£35.-58, Endlesham Ed., Bal-

[X3956

Bosch, B. arid B., T.T., low,

[297'

good condition, Mabon, spare
£20.—Weller, Southville, Walton

[309;

ESTABLISHED 30 YCAIt 1 Ht t1 tART or TM« *RAD^

F.ISr., 1912V2, 2i/4h.p., done only 2,000 mile;
condition.—C. Lyons, The Quadrant,

Hill.

IVY, 3%h.p:
new tyres, spares

31h.p. ...
2 lamp, etc.; £15.—F., Woodcote, Stafford Ed

M.M.C.
mi

Wallington.

"I Q091£ Triumph,
Whittle, etc

OD-Thames.

Minerva, good running order, m.o.v., B. and
B.. good tyres; £7/15.-76, Summciley St.^ Earls-

aeld, S.W. [3068

BAEGAIN, £9/10.—2%;h.p. Minerva, Bosch, B.B
h.b.c, accessories; after 7.-97, Malvern Ed., W

34^-

KUburn. [30 5C

DOCGLAS, . .

pedect condition

;

Rd.. Brighton.

TRIUMPH. 1912, F.E., unsoiled, Kempslialls; bai
gai-- £32: weekdays only.—290, Milkuood Rd

Heme Hill
'

[316

IF You Want Bargaine in 2nd-]iand motor cycles yoi
can get them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane, Flee-

St., London. [X970!

1910, tyres, plating, enamelling, ir

£20.—Carter, 70, Londor
[305.

JA..P-, 4h.p., Bosch, E. and B., good tyres, new belt
excellent condition; offers.—Sidey, Bridge Cottage

ElfiTead, Godalming. [309r

DOUGLAS, all models, ior immediate delivery; trade
.suppiied.—Rey, 5, Heath St., Hampstead, and 173.

Gt. Portland St., W. [9668

TRIUMPH, 1911, Arraritrong^ 1913 gear, re-enamellec
and overhauled by makers; £33,—Nightingale, Sack-

villp Heme, Crawley, [X4081

all accessories,
-K.,

[3143

^ ^ . overhauled and enamelled,
^J modem appearance; 10 gns.—Norton, 10, Sand-
field Terrare, Guildford. [X386a

DOUGLAS. 1913, 2-3peed. footboards, epeedomete
acccri-^oriefl. splendid condition: £36. or near.— 7(

DOUGLAS. 1913,
done 200 miles, absolutely as new ; £45.-

complete with

80. Oxiord Gardens. W.

IVEDEL Lightweight, overhauled _ and

Corrance Rd.. Brixton- [2816

G-Tb.p. Twin-cyl. 2-speed Free Engine Roc Motor Cycle,
very fast, very '

'
- -

-

Brecknock Rd.
racy ;

London. N,
bargain.—R.W., 11

r3138

]Q13 N.S.U.. 3Vh-P-. 2-speed. cost £55 August, per-
.«/ fert, £47; Millford eidecar. £3. — Trew, 89a,

Vk'S #7<«

COLMOREDEPOT— BIRMI/MGAAM —

The time to tiuy is NOW ! Agreed !

!

The question in your mind is WHERE?
In deciding this the leading thought should be

—

Shall money be spent

BEFORE OR AFTER
the purchase? Many seemingly extraordinary

bargains, offered at low prices to attract, become,
upon enquiry, very dear, inasmuch as pounds in
some cases hac& to he. spent on them after

purchase, making the ultimate cost very heavy ;

but when the COLMORE DEPOT is made the

market, first cost is last cost, anl, except for

replacements due to wear and te^r, no further

ex.te diture beyond the purchase money is

necessary. Every Colmore seco d-hand is PUT
RIGHT TO STAY RIGHT by skilled mechanics
before sale, and the purchaser is thus assured ol

a com~lete " no trouble- " motoring career.

A SELECTED FEW.
DOUGLAS, igro, 23 h.p £22
DOUGLAS, 1910, 2} h.p £18
DOUGLAS, rgii, 3-speed, free engine £28
DOUGLAS, 1912, 2-speed, Model H £37
DOUGLAS, II3T2, 2-speed, Model K, F.E. .. £37
MOTOSACOCHE, li h.p £12
ARNO, 2-; h.p., free engine £20
BRADBURY, 1911, 3i h.p £»2
ZENITH, 1910, 3!- h.p £2i
PREMIER, igii, si h.p £25
ARIEL, 3^ h.p., 3-5peed, and sidecar £38
B.S.A., 3i h.p., 1913, T.T. Model £40
B.S.A., 3I h.p., 1913, free engine £42
RUD6E, 1913, 3^ h.p., multi gear, and sidecar £43
PREMIER, rjr2, 3^ h.p., 3-speed £35
PREMIER, 1913, 32- h.p., 3-speed, free engine £45
PREMIER, 1913, 3^ h.p., 3-speed, free engine,

and coach-built sidecar £58
PRECISION, iqi3, 3l h.p., free engine £34
NEW HUDSON, 3* h.p., 3-speed, and canoelet

sidecar £39
TRIUMPH, 1913, 3! h.p., 3-speed, and wicker

sidecar £55
F.N., 4-cylinder £12
CLYNO, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-speed, free engine,

and sidecar £38
MATCHLESS, 1913, and canoelet sidecar .. £75
INDIAN, igri, 5 h.p £28
WILLIAMSON, 1913, 8 h.p., 2-speed, free

engine £60
PREMIER, 1912, free engine, shop-soiled .. £42
ENFIELD, 2I h.p., 2-speed, free engine, shop-

soiled £45

3 SPECIALS.
Shop-soiled Model P. DOUGLAS, T.T. type,

special engine and timing, never been
used. Cash only £45

8 h.p. MATCHLESS, in perfect order, hardly
used, 2 speeds, and Bramble sidecar.

Cash r nly £70
NEW HUDSON, 3-speed used for demonstration

only. Cost i"6o. Cash only £50

CYCLE CAR CHANCES.
FORD, four-seater, in perfect order £75
MORGAN, 1913, re-enamellfcd and like new £75
MORGAN, tqi3, sporting, a specially made

car, several extra fitiings, all in perfect
order, appearance like new, ridden 100
miles £80

COLMORE DEPOTS

I

31, COLMORE ROW, BIRMINGHAM.
261, DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER.
31, RENSHAW ST., LIVERPOOL.

62, HIGH STREET, LEICESTER.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
EAGLES.—N.S.U. 31i.p. twin, 1913, latest imiirciTe

ments, 2 epeeds, free engine, new, slightly shop
soiled ; cheap to clear.

EAGLES.—Rover, 1913, 3-6peed model, new, elightl

shop-soiled ; cheap to clear.

EAGLES.-N.S.U., SVzh.p., 19IIV2. model de luxf

1913 spring forks, other improvements, 2 speedt
free engine, slightly shop-soiled; cheap to clear.

EAGLES.—Rover, late 1912, Sturmey-Archer 3-speei

gear; cost £61/12, new condition; £38.

EAGLES.—N.S.TJ., 3V2I3.P., late 1912, loop frame, mV.
rear spring, N.S.U. 2-speed gear, free engine; £33

EAGLES.—Bat-Jap, 1912, 3Vjh.p., spring frame. T.T
handle-bar, very fast; £26.

EAGLES.-Eradbury. 1912, N.S.U. 2-6peed gear, Ire

engine, had little nee; £35.

EAGLES.—L.M.C., 3V2h.p., Bosch mag., sprini

forks, nearly new tyres and belt; £18/10.

EAGLES.-N.S.U. 3y2h.p. Popular^ mag., spring forks

B. and B. carburetter, nice condition; £14/15.

EAGLES.—Any of the above can be had on approval
" The Motor Cycle " deposit system, or deferny

payments arranged.

EAGLES.-N.S.U. 2-speed gears, to fit Triumph, Bra-l

bury, J.A.P., B.S.A., Precision, Rudge, Rovei
Premier, Singer, and other make^, the easiest gear o;

the market to fit ; no alteration to motor cycle nece-

sary ; trade inquiries invited.

EAGLES and Co., High St.. Acton. N.S.U. West Lot
don District Agency. Tel.: 556 Ohiswick. rxaiH

FOR Sale, 8h.p. V w.c. engine, Bosch mag., radiator-:

and all fittings, new; £12, bargain.—127, Sa!i;

bury Av.. Westclifl-ou-Sea. [X394

REX, 2%h.p., Bosch. B. and B.. h.b.c, in good lar

ning order; £12.—Wilkine, Simpson, and Co., U
Hammersmith Rd., LondoiL [301

ROVER, 1911, 3V:;b.p., free engine, clutch, acce;

series; £30.-^Agassiz, Hospital for Sic

Children, Gt. Ormond St., W.C. [302

MINERVA, 1906. 3h.p.. h.b.c. free engine, in gor

running order; £10.—Wilkins. Simpson, and_Co
11, Hammersmith Rd.. London. [301

"1 Qll 2Vih.p. 2-speed F.N., overhauled, re-plated,
J-*y elled; £24/10; exchange 3y2h.p.; no mbbisi
-17, Tamworth Park, Mitcham. [29a

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3-speed model, condition a? lu'

run 2,000 miles, delivered in July; price £45.

Hunts, Ltd., 117, Long Acre, W.C. [X327

TRIUMPH, 1908, engine overhauled and rebushei
Palmer cord, F.R.S. lamp, tools; £22.—Davie

70, Shooter's Hill Rd., Blackheath. [303

BAT 5-6h.p. Twin, 2 speeds, free, 1912, just ovt

hauled, verv fast, complete; £45, or near olfir,-

Apply, Cook's Motor Works, Horsham. [312

"j 012 3-speed Premier. __ ._ ^ .

X nJ betit offers ; separate ; must sell ; owner " undei

SINGER. 2i/2h.p., free engine, cost £45 March, 19i:
condition new; £29/15.—Wilkins, Simpson, an

Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed., London. [301

5-6h.p. 4-cyl. F.N., thorough condition. B. and I

carburetter: £20. or near offer.-Box L2,976, Th

Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudjr St., E.G. [302

23.h.p. Motor Cycle, AUdays, just overhauled througl
4 out by makers, in excellent order, spare part'

tools; £16.-15, Bruce Grove, Watford. [X594

P.
and M., bought October, 1912, Kemp-shali tyn-

splendid condition, like new; £40.—Wilkins, Siiui

son, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., London. [301

1911 Triumph and sidecar

3; must sell; owner " unde]

oing operation.—35, Denman Rd., Peckham. [308 ,

RUDGE, 1912, free engine, Kempshall and Paliup

tyree. Whittle belt, all accessories; £33/10.— I'ai

.sons, 11, Chittle Rd., Clapham Common, S.W. [294^

REX De Luxe, 6h.p-. 1913 all latest improvements-
just delivered London agents, unable take delivery

—115, Harlesden Rd., Willcsden Green. London. [X403I

SCOTT, 1913, perfect condition, little used, Lukit
back-rest, spare chains, links, lamp, horn, to.ls

£55, or near offer.- 1, Askew Mansions, Shepherd's Bu?l]

[309;

DOUGLAS, 1911, perfect condition, lamp, horu
mirror, watch, tools, pump, spares, Dunlop belt

tyres £20.-41, Clevedon Mansions, Highgate Rd.
rX32i;

INDIAN. 1913, 7h.p., only slightly used, with spar
parts; sold subject makers' in3pe;.'tion if required

£55.—C. Scrutton, Tilburv Hotel. Tilbury. Essex.
[X399'

INDIAN, 1911, red. 5-6h.p., free engine, clutch, Brook
(saddle, good condition ; a bargain. £23/10.—Wil

kins, Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., Londjn
[3001

GENUINE Bargains can be obtained for cash
easy payments from Elce and Co., 16, Bishops

gate Av., Camomile St., E.G. 'Phone: Avenue 5548
[0321

SCO'ICT, 1913, fitted Cowey speedometer, Lucas lami

aiid horn, only run- 80 miles, abs.lutely as new
sell £55, cost £75.— Clay Hill Motor Garage, Haslemere

[X549'

1 Q13 Zenith-Gradiia, 3^;.h.p., condition perfect, Mille:

J- 1/ lamp. Mills jet. spare belt, valves, tools, etc.

tyres good; £43, or offer.- 6. Hayne Rd.. BeckeuJiam.
[312;Strond Green Rd.. Hornsey. [X4015

A50 All letters relating to advertisements snould quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue,
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
IQI^ Triiiiiirli, Aiicnst. 1913 cu^'iu'', cluti-h mod. I,

;i.iii: £44; iininuictured.—Lloycl, 47. High St. X., Eii^t

n:im. [3122

B.S.A., 191 Ui. tree encine, sneedometer, lamp,
generator, perfect coiiaition tliroiighout ; inspoi'-

tion invited: £32.—Ninitle. 59, Aytouu Kd., Biixton,
8.W. [3027

MATCHLESS. 1913, S'.'-h-i-. twin, 3 spewi.-). countiT-
Aidii drive, unly riddVii 1,000 iinli>*, lamp, liorn.

t-iuvdoiiiftcr. ill! vqunl tu UiW ; £55, or near offer.—
!; 1..W.

N'KW Hiidt:ou, 1912'j. 41i.p., 5 fipeedi?, all aocpsporio-j,

porfcit comlitiou tliroughout ; £35, or uenrost.
ltil,-W. -.

rilMER. 1912, 2^4h.p. hvin, T.T., very fast and
yoworful, ohIj- woDts seeing ; £32.—fielow.11

S IX(iKR. 1912";;. 2',.'.b.p.,

stTatebed ; £25.—Below.
iiimp. hnrn, etc.,

5.X., a^ili-p.. in good running order. £7 ; Douglas,
1912V-. 2''4li.p., 2 r^peods, excellent condition

tlirougliout ; £35, or near ofler.

AETHl'Tl MYLASI and Co. I'Strentham Motor Cvelo
Depot). 42. High Kd., Stieatbam, SAY. 'Phone:

1451. [3158

TRirMPH. 1913, fhit.h. roadr^ter. done 600, Lucas
areessories, benntiful condition, nearly new; £45,

<H..>t £58 three mouths airj.-48, Greuville Rd., Hornwry
Kwe, N. [X3973

DOUGLAS, model G, new la^t October, little used,
eonditiju perfect, tools, horn, lamp. £31 ; BpceU-

omctcr. 40/-. 'Phone: Tilbury 106.—Westwood, out-
fitter, Grays. [3088

REX, 31/1'h.p., owner in India, good appearance and
power, new tyres, 1912 ii.B., footboards, and many

improTeraentd, accessories; £12, offers.— 12, Moore Park
Kil., FuUiam. [X3506

BEADBUEV, 3H'b-P-. 3 speeds free engine, only
done 2.000 mile?, acee.-;snries, splendid condition;

£32; lightweight part.—Bramlca, Charlton Rd., Sheppcr-
tooi'U-Thames. [5044

CALTHORPE. S'L'li.p; Precision. 1911, just re-
enamelled and plated throughout, new lamp,

6iiccJometer, etc., perfect order; £25.—Child, Draper,
( ^nterbury, [3102

GENUINE Offer.—3yoli.p. Res, engine perfect, new
bilt, lamp. horn, sparer, onlv requires new tyres

;

; .
> -t £8/10.—Bos L2,978, i/ic Motor Cycle Offices. 20.

1 1 i-T St.. E.G. [3177

DOUGLAS. 1913, model P, juet arrired from the
works; immediate delivery; £48; exchange.';; lowest

t i-v p.iyinent-i.- Wilkin.>j, Simpson and Co., 11. Hammer-
:rijiitlj Ed., London. [3007

HUMRER, 3'l.h.p.. 2-epeed. free. Boech. B. and B.,
iJimlop tvnis, belt, handle start, lamp, horn, tools,

r;:-ndid condition; £20; after 5.—Wright, 133, Clon-
;: il Ed., Tottenham.

"
[S3993

T>KAnBURY. 1912V2. and sidecar, 2-6peed, free en-
J ' gme. B. and B. carburetter, lamp, epare tyre, etc.," -— - -

^aj]^.

A

odid touring combination;
;i^; Ed., Goldere Green.

£39.-Buimride,
CS.3943

KXITH, 6h.p., 1913. Qradua gear, kick starter, and
Intch, new ; usual price £78/15, sliglitly ehop-

^-lkd, £58/15.-Wilkina, Simpson, and Co
mcTr-iuifh Ed., London.

ir, Haiu-
[3006

ZEXITH-GRADUA. 3'/l.h.p., 1911. 6plendid condition
throughout, almost new, heavy Kempshall back,

ftcLc^ories, lamp, t^pecdometer ; £32. — Sandais, 282.
t'l.-ioa Rd., Croydon. [3065

"IQU S'/^li-P. Humber, Bosch, B. and B., new, Dun-
-*- <^ lop belt, generator and lamp costing 3 gtis-,
f'miiiete; can be seen any -- time.—Gardner, 109,
Ijiilfield Rd., East Ham. [3058

V-^'-. 2'4h.p., 1912. 2-€peed. free engine, shaft diive,
J- perfect K'e;u, not done 5,000. only wants eeein^',
'1 'fio. etc., £25: lamp. Cowey, and mirror. £5 extra —

J

Eu8(;t»e. .:\syluju.. Brentwood. [3067

TNDIAN. 1911. 7h.p.. red. T.T. bars, 1913 Pilot jet
-*- carburetter, footboards, free engine, clntch, in

' 'I'lenrlid condition: £30 -Wilkina, Simpson.^ and- Co..
n, llaiameraouth Ed.. London. [302)

PHELON and Moore. Ltd., 4, Percy St.. W.. have
, several good ficuond-hartd P. and M- machines loi

t;i!p. wbich have been overhauled and are in perfec t

ord.r.—Can be seen at above address. [0131

"V^.U. 3Ti. p. Twin, fitted with 2-6peed variable gear
-' new 3 mouths ago. has only done 500 miles; prii t

- <-- co4 £60. with accrs^orics.—Esmond, Holborn Hali.
[ '- Inn Rd., 'Phone; 6492 Holborn. [0562

r.OUGLAS. 1913'/,.. model .R, ki.U ptart, clntrh, 2
J-' sp'

1 ds, 1,200 miles, speedometer, P. and H. lamp.
-

' r.itni, nil an c«>crie«, > perfect ; £42.—Checksfield,
11, Canterbury ^St., GilLingham, Kent. [2949

"ICIEST Fair OlJpr Accepted.-4.cyL RN.. 6h.p. (spc.iai/ •J 650x65 tyres, unp'inctured, also torpedo sidecar I]
Inw, all perfert. and equal to-n'nv; any trial any'

i -.-245, Cambehvell N'ew Rd., S.E. [2937

"j7 -V., 4-eyI., 5-6h.p.. May. 1912, fitted with 2 speeds
-* elntch. and nearly new light car tyres; prire £35 I

-: L^Q witliont . f^addle nnd.tvre-^; priviite owner.— (Jali
;

I'ii-.- Culttfffe. Grove LUll Rd., Harrow. [XaoiGJ
llQlS 8h.p. Matchless, with aiiller latnp set, vpr-ed i

^ •^ ometer, and all acccs6or:c<j, in very fine condition. I

Hntcliinsoo tyre. • never . been - used.— Ha\\1li'ii.- i

:, Vicarage Ed., Sunbury-on-Tljanic-i. I^Qds'

YOU
WILL BE

SATISFIED
like hundreds who

write us regularly for

all their want?. Wc arc

London and District Astent=i for

THE
FAMOUS

A.J.S.

All models in stock. Trade and Retail.

»sk for a Catalogue.

STOCKTAKING BARGAINS.
We can allow liberal discounts from
ny shop-soiled macliines in our show-
Dom. Do not fail to call and obtain
notations if you wish to secure a reliable

itisfactory bargain.
We have also some high-class Combina-

;ons to olTer at very low figures. All are
lachines that can be recommended, and
re in first-class order. We have no
cocks to offer.

Cost
gi3 6 h.p. A.J.S., 3-sp., Price.

Sale
Price.

£59 10foot starter £72
913 25 h.p. A.J.S., 2-

speed, foot starter,

not run 20 miles,

guaranteed as new. . £48 G £44
512 5 h.p. A.J.S.f 2-sp.,

foot starter, com-
plete with Sidecar. . £72 o £51

312 5 h.p. A.J.S., 2-sp.,

foot starter, > and
coach-built- Sidecar £78 o £55

J12 6 h.p. REX do
Luxe, 2-speed, and
coach-built Sidecar,

lamp, horn, and
speed indicator ... £80 o £45 10

)i2 8 h.p. MATCH-
LESS, 2-sp., coach-
built Sidecar, hood,
screen, accessories . . £go o £50

)i2 3V h.p. P. & M.,
2-speed, foot starter,

fine condition £60 o £46
m zl h.p. P. & Mm
2-speed, in grand
condition £60 o £36

113 2^ h.p. DOUGLAS
Model P, 2-speed,

T.T. model, ridden
one trial, condition
as new £4S o £44

1912 3i h.p. BRAD-
BURY, 2-speed, fine

sidecar machine ... £60 o £36
19124! h.p. WIN PRE-

CISION, Roc 2-speed £5=; o £30
-igii 6 h.p. ZENITH and Side-

car, speed indicator and all

accessories £85 o £45
1912 6 h.p. ENFIELD Combina-

tion, 2-speed, just overhauled £84 o £55
l9io3ih.p. clutch TRIUMPH.. £55 o £28
8-10 h.p. PHCENIX Light Car,

2-seatcr, late model, dual
ignition, hood, screen, lamps,
etc,, complete £200 o £99

SIDECAR BODIES.
We have to clear some high-class latest pattern

cane bodies with side doors and child's seat.

Usual price f6. Sale price from 75/-
100 SIDECAR MATS, size i6x i4in. Usual price

2 /-
; To clear 1 /6,

25 SIDECAR MATS, for torpedo bodies. Usual
price 4/- ; Sale price 3/-

AUXILIARY ARM. Converts the usual 3-point
euspension of sidecars into 4-point. Clips x|in.,

ijin., or ijin. Price 7/6.
Our 250-page Catalogue sent post free anywhere

^ili \jL 2 copv.

LAJii:iJL!jJLM[^
21a, Store Street, Tottenham court Road,

LONDON, W,
'Wires

—"Dynanictro, Westcent, London."
'Phone—10,957 Central.

3i^-^-

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
1Q13 Triumph, 3-f^need. only been 200 miks. (piito

Xt/ new condition, £50; 3',^h.p. Triumph, in
si)l.indld order, only £19. -Ncwnham, 223. Hammer-
huiith Rd., W. 'Phono: Uummcrsmlth 80. [3106

WOLF, 2V,h.p.. 1914 model, )u.H arrived; look nt

the price, 24 i.'n-'. ; a nmrvei Call or write for

partieulara. Iinmc^linto delivery at pit^unt.— Wilkin s.

Simpson and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., Loudon. [3014

1 Q12 3',l.h.p. Bat, free engine, P. and M. t'eai. Cower
Xt/ Bpewlometer, lamp, t-paro cover and tube, eano
si<lecar; cost £84; splendid condition, only done*4.000
iniled: £40.—Apply, 12, The Quadrant, Winchmore Hill.

N. [X3890

4 h.p. .Tap-Cliater, engine ball bearing-', Brampton vari-

able k'eiir. V.C. variable comprttit^or, buck tyre and
r.'iund top Dnnlop belt, new, perfect order, Kood condi-
tion

; go annvhere, £15.—Ede, Wolsey Rd., li. Molesey,
Surrey.

'

LS.3504

HUMBER, 2h.p., new June last, Palmer back, Dun-
lop front, absolutely perfect condition throughout;

owner bnving more powerful machine; exceptional bar-
finin, £22.—A.B.C., 103, Cambridge Qardena. Nnttimr
Hill. W. [2932

HUMBER, 19111A ZVoh-V; 2-speed, free engine, handle
starting, new tyrea, Bosch mag., thoroughly over-

hauled, very little used, perfect condition; any trial;

£29, x\-it]i sidecar £33.—wilson, 6, The Promenade,
Goldere Green. [2961

HUMBER, 1912, 3Vi'h.p., 2-speed. new Jones epeed-
ometer, lamp, generator ; also 6h.p. 1912 2-speed

Clyno ; no reasonable - cfler refused for either ; must
sell.—17. Avenue Mansions, Finchley Rd., N.W. 'Phone:
4861 Hampatead. [2993

SUNBEAM, 1913, new in June, done 2.000. cost as
fitted £71. Lucae head lamp. Lucas horn, speedo-

meter, watch, mirror, never been punctured, good as
new ; £55.—Wilkins, Simpson, and Co., 1 1, Hammer-
smith Rd.. London. r3020

1Q13 Triumph. 3Vjh.p., clutch model, 2^8 Clinchers
X t/ (nnpunctured), perfect condition, J47 ; also

Browning patent ' folding aideear, new August, £8/10;
trial run . arrnnged.—Cooke, 47, Mount View Rd., N.
Tel.: 105 Hornsey. [2755

DOUGLAS, model E, 2-speed gear, free engine clutch,

with kick etarting pedal, footboards, ' and new
model mudguards, 'just arrived from works; £52, cash,
01 lowest easy payments.—Wilkina, Simpson, and Co.,

Il, Hammersmith Ed., London. [3012

Triumph Engine, ae new, B.B. carburetter,
_ _ enameUiug and. plating new, new frame and
wlieele, specially built lor sidecar work, everything except
magneto; £20, no oflers.—Bob Jackson, c/o Pages Gar-

age, Acre Lane, Brixton, London. [2981

WE Have a Few Shop-soiled and other Machines
which have been used lor competition pur-

poses, to be sold at bargain prices. Write lor par-

ticulars, or call and inspect.—N.S.U. Motor Co.

Ltd., 186. Gt. Portland St.. London. W. [0361

1 Q13 Douglas, model R. ; naval officer ordered abroad;
Xif splendid condition, mileage about 2,000, Cowey
speedometer. Palmer tyrea, B250 .saddle, -Autochpse

lamp, generator, all accessories, tools, and spares, Miche-

lin spare tube; £42.-50. Elgin Crescent, W. [X3861

NEW Shop-soiled Machinee at big reductions: Dong-

laa. Enfields, James, Triumphs, Radges, B.S.A-'e.

Singers, New Hndaons. Williameone, Zeniths, at keen

cash prices, or very liberal deferred payments. Give u*

chance to quote you.—Lamb'a, 151, High St., Wal-
thamstow. - [2426

BARGAINS.—1913 2-speed Douglas, bought July, 38

gne. ; 1913 model N Douglae, only don& 30 miles,

35gn8 • 1913 countershaft Premier, shop-soiled, new,

50gns.; late 1912 SV-h-P. Eat-Jau, all -accessones, 25

gns. late 1912 3iAh.p. 2-*«peed Enidbury, £5.0.—Reeves

Garage, Parley SuJrey. 'Phone: 384. 12976

MESSRS. PALMER and Kitson, South Eastern
Garage, Heme Hill, London, S.E., guarantee

all the IiUowing machines to be in running order

:

3V.b.p. 1912 Zenith-Gradua, £36; 5h.p. 1911 F.N.,
£24- 2ih.p. Clement, £9: 1910 Douglas, £17; 1912
2'Ah.p Calcott. £26. 1911 6h.p. 2-speed N.SU. and side-

car £32- 2V-'h.p. Kerry. £9; 2V-'h.p. 1911 Motosacoche.

£21: 3h.p.'l'908 N.S.U., mag., £12: 4h.p. 1909V2 Roc,

2-speed, sidecar, £22; 3V-h.p. Kerry-Abing.lon. 1911
2-.speed sidecar. £32 ; 1909 Triumph, £23 ; 1912 Triumph,
F.E.. £42; 1913 Williamt^on, 2-epeed. sidecar, £68;
4V.h.p. Antoine tricar. 2 speeds. £15; 3V2h,p. 1910
Erad'baiy.^£22: 1910 Kerry-Abingdon and sidecar. £28.

ACCESSORIES. — New: Mubon clutch, lightweight

model. £2; eshaust* whi-'^tles, 5/-: watche.^ 4/9;

Triumph pattern bars, oil 5 controls, 20/-; gopclp?. 2/3

and 3/-.—Second-hand: Miller lamp and goncmtiT. 25/-.

Heaps of other goodf, new and second-hand, Writf for

lit^ts.—P. and K.. as above. [8457

SECTION IX.

Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SCOTT. 1911, 2-speed. drip (ee<l, recently overhauled;
£28.—Mi'or. contectioner. Taunlou. [X4135

ARIEL3. 1913. the succc-to of the spn.'»on, from
£47/10; order cow; early deliveiy.-Moon Brci^..

Duke St.. Plymouth. [192C

ior. good running order, new tyre, gcr'J

£5/10. offers, exchonge.—10, Parle Hd..

St. Mary Church. Torquay [X39C5
3 ah. p. Ex<'

4 clitnber

;

All letters relating to advertisements .abjiuij quute the numticr at the end of e:icli advertisement, and fie date of. the IS rue. .^.S7
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MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
ARIELS, 1913. the most successful and most reliable

motor cycle of the season, from £47/10; earliest
delivery: orders for 1914 modele and Olympia Show
models booked: lists free.—Baker and Co., Motor Cycle
Works. Shaftesbury. [2672

SECTION X.
Scotland.

3ih.p. T.T. Zenith Gradua, with special 90X77V2
2 engine, used for competitions only, and winner of

many events, grood as new; £38.—Alexander's, 115,
Lothian Ed., Edinburgh. [X2290

ABERDEEN" and District Agent for Scott, Levis.
P. and M., A.J.S.. Mat-chlese. and Sun, also

Premier cycle car; any other make supplied.—George
Gumming. 165. Holburn St. [9406

DOUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas-—The king of light-
weight motor cycles : immediate delivery from stock

of all models': Scottish trade eupplied.—Alexander and
Co., 115. Lothian, Edinburgh. [X9870

END of Season Sale.—Great leductione in new 1913
shop-soiled models. Send for list and save pounds

sterling by buying now.—Alexander's, 115, Lothian Ed.,
Edinburgh, and 272, Gieat Western Ed., Glaepow.

[X2291
3ih.p. T.T, Indian, 2-speed gear, used for com-

2 petitions only, in splendid condition, very special
engine: this identical machine won 1911 T.T. race, and
wae third in 1913 T.T. ; a special chance at £39 —Alex
ander'e, 115, Lothian Ed., Edinburgh. P^2289

SECTION XI.

Ireland and Isle of Man.

l Q13^^ Clutch Model Triumph, perfect order, only
-LtJ done 1,000 miles; for sale, £45, no o«ere.—Hoi
land, Athenry. [296:

pOVER. 1913, 3V2h.p., Starmey-Aicher 3-epeed, free
-M.\j engine, new from makers July last, unseratched
tyres unworn, practically new; cost £58; owner gomg
to Australia ; highest oSer gets it,—R. B. Baker, King
St.. Cork. [X3889

CYCLE CARS.
TTtlRLTN" and Co. offer the following:

BABY Cycle Car, 2-seat., sociable, May, 1913,
delivery, complete with hood, screen, and lamps,

several spares, demonstration car only ; £ 95.

HURLINCO. offer Baby Voiturette, 1913 model,
complete, all accessories; £70.

HURLINCO.—Coventry cycle car, 3-wheeler, 2-seat..

sociable; £30; good condition.

HURLINCO.—A.C. Sociable, ' 1912. all spares,
lamps, hood, and screen; £55, bargain.

A.C. Sociable de Luxe. 1913, nicely fitted, side

doors, all spares, etc.; £80; as new.

HUELINCO.—Bedelia, 2-seat.. 1912, perfect condi-
tion, electric head lights; any trial; £45.

ROLLO 1912-13 Cycle Car, 2-seat., 8-lOh p. J.A.P.
engine, splendid condition, overhauled, etc.

;

£60, bargain.

HURLIN and Co.. the cycle car specialists, 295,
Mare St., Hackney.~For Singers, Humberettes.

Calthorpe, Autocrats, earliest deliveries, go to Hurliii

and Co., 295, Mare St., Hackney, N.E. Tel. : 2939
Dalston. [^U62

A.C. Sociable, 1912, in splendid condition; £55.— Eyl-

etone House, Montpellier Parade, Cheltenham.
tX4066

ALLDATS Midget Car, latest model, complete witli

lamp and tools; £136/10.—Sanders, Garage, Kidder-
minster. tS.3937

SINGER, 1913, little used, painted grey, all acces-
sories; cost £192, accept £155.—Nightingale, Sack-

rille House, Crawley. [X4082

"DEALLT Smart Cycle Car, 2-seat., 6-8h.p. twin, water-
XL cooled- real bargain, £35.—Photo and particular^,

Cunlifie, Eylands, Ed., Chorley. [3099

G.W-K. Cycle Car, second-hand; £99: any severe trial

given; extended payments arranged.—Wauchope's,
9. Shoe Lane, Fleet St.. London. [X3948

PEEMIEE, 1913, a« new, few weeks old. complete
equipment.—Seen, tried, Parson's Garage, Gideji

Park, Johnstone, 6, Hill Ed., Dovercourt. [2943

DUO, new, special reduction of £5 for immediate
purchase, fitted hood, screen; also new 1913 J.A.P

cnpine for eale.-Depford Co.. 2, Evelyn St., Deptford
S.E. [2979

G.W.K., 1913, new May, done 4,200 miles, new
tyres, cost with accessories £168; any trial;

price £130.—Owner, Meyers, 5, St. Albans Ed.,
Kingston-on-Thames. [3136

LAYTONS.—Perry 1913 light car, 2-cyl., water-cooled,
i-omplete with hood, screen, lamps, horn, detach-

able wheels: £136/10; delivery of one car from utock.

—La>-tnn«, Bicester Oxon. tX3991

ROLLO 1913 Sociable, hood, ecreen. lamps, etc, ; cost
recently £105. take good combination and cash

adjustment, or eell £75; any trial; bargain.-Smith, 45
Wher.stead Ed.. Ipswich. rX4146

LAYTONS.—Prf^mier 1913 cycle car, quite new, 7-9

h.p., complete with very smart 2-aeat. bofly, Ijood,

screen, etc.; catalogue price £115, our price £90. bar-
gain.—Lrivtona, Biceriter. Oxon. [X3992

They're all

In stock!
— HERE yoa can see
the latest models of all

the leading makes of
Motor Cycles— they're all

iu stock— ready for im-
mediate dehvery. These
include

:

INDIANS, JAMES, ROVERS, HUM-
BERS, CUVNOS, ENFIELD 8,
ZENITHS. A.J.S., BRAOBURYS,
TRIUMPHS, and NEW HUDSONS.

Tho 1914
JAMES "Big Single"

Cliain Drive, 3-speed Comb'.nation, 73 gns.

—Latest models ofMONTGOMERY.CANOELET,
GLORIA, MILLS-FULFORD, etc., Sidecars in
stock.

SPECIAL" 1913" CLEARANCE LINES.

NUMBER, 3ih.p., 3-sp., and Canoelet . . £57 10
CLYNO,/. h.p. 3-sp., and sidecar £78
LEA- RANCIS, 3 h.p., 2-sp., hardly soiled . . £52
N.S.U., ^ h.p., twin, new, list f.52 los £36
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., c.d., sidecar, spares £68
ENFIELD, 2j h.p., 2-';p., kick-starter £3B
SUNBEAM, 2j h.p., 2-sp., slightly used .... £48
C LYNO, 5 h.p., 3-sp., shop-soiled £65
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., coarh sidecar, as new .... £6B
TRIUMPH, F.E. model, shop-soiled £50
INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2-sp., shop-soiJed £65
RO . ER, T.T., with Philipson, soiled £45
A.'f.S., 2f h.p., 2-sp., shop-soiled £45

BRADBURY, 3^ h.p., 3-sp., shop-soiled £48

HUMBER, 3i h.p., 3-sp., shop-soiled £48

— 50 *' Second-hand " Motor Cycles from £10 to

£60 each — all guaranteed in perfect condition for

riding. FuU list on request.

— All the following Small Cars in stock :

The " PERRY," complete, 130 gns.; HUMBER-
ETTES, complete, £120; FORD Runabouts,

£135; FORD Touring Cars, £150 ; SINGERS,

£185 ; STANDARD, £195 ; CALTHORPE MINOR,
£168; CALTHORPE Coupe, 190 gns.; ALLDAYS
"Midget," £138; and G.W.K.'s, £150.

—Best terms — complete tuition free— trial runs
obligation free— exchanges arranged— satisfac-

tion gmranteed. CALL, WRITE or 'PHONE.

P. J. EVANS
87, S3, & 91. JOHN BRIGHT STREET. I

Telephone; Midland 662.

And at SparKhill, BIRMINGHAM.

CYCLE CARS.
PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The pre-eminent p]a«

for purchasing ; the cheapest liouse for cycle care,
uew or eecond-hand.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Auction ealea held
every fortnight: all cycle car buyers should attend-

ijargains alwaye.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Next sales, Oct. 29tli,
Nov. 12th, and Nov. 26th, at 2 o'clock; entriee

invited. Write.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, for auction catalogte,
tenna. and liat of Becond-hand and new cycle caie ^

in stock.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting, have in stock new and
second-hand Bedelias, Duos, Automobilettw,

Humberettea. Baby Peugeots, Waiuea. SabeUas, Match-
leea, A.O. Sociables, etc.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—The bargains below are
all in stock and subject unsold, many of, them

will be offered in nest auction sale on October '29th,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—S-lOh. p. Arden 1913
Sociable, J.A.P. engine, shaft drive, 3 speeda and

reverae, hood, screen, all as new; £105.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—5-6h.p. Bedelia. 1913,
touring' model, shop-soiled only : £65.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—8-lOh. p. 1913 Bedelia,

similar model Grand Prix winner, brand new; de-

livery 3 daye: £109.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—8-lOh. p. 1912 BedeUa,
actual winner 1912 Le Mans Races; £90,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting, sole selling agents lor

the Globe 2-seat.; wonderful value,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Globe Sociables, brand
new; usual price £152, Palmer's price £117/10.

Exchanges. Write lor booklet.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—Sh.p. G.W.K., 1913,

brand new, immediate delivery; £150.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.-r8-10b.p. 1912 Bedelia,

streamline model; clearance price £45.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—8-lOh.p. 1913 Bedelis

Model de Luxe, hood, screen, latest mag., sidf

step, double steering, as new; £90.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—8-lOh. p. 1913 Humbei-
ette, fully equipped; £95, no ofters.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—5 Vah. p. 1912 Bedelia

streamline model, mag.; £45.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.— 6-lOh. p. Automobilettf
1913 3-seat., 2-cyl., shaft drive. Bosch mag.; imme-

diiite delivery; £120.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-8-lOh.p. 1913 Duo
witJi special bucket body brand new, 3Td seal

atted if desired; £100.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—5-6h.p. A.C Sociable,

nice lot; clearance bargain, £45.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—8-1 Oh. p. 1913 Dm
chassis only, brand new. £77/10; single or 2-€eat

body, built to order for this in about 10 days.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—8-lOh.p. 1912 Due
cycle car, sociable, latest variable gear; £75.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—4V2h. p. 1911 Bedeli:

touring model ; clearance price £25.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting-—Write at once for No,

3 of new monthly booklet containing illustratiom

and descriptions of leading makes of cycle cars, togethei

with details of nearly 100 automobiles of all kinds,

ready now. post free on application,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— Sole addiess, L. N.
Palmer's Garage, Merton Tram Terminus, Toot-

ing. 'Phone: 208 Streatham (20 mina. Victoria, 10

mins. Wimbledon). r2927

WALL Tricarriage. 51i.p. Precision engine, 2 speeds,

luxurious 2-seat body hood, screen, lamps, etc.,

new tyres; cost £110, £55—The Premier Motor Co.,

Ltd-. Aston Rd.. Birmingham [0356

SWIFT Cycle Car, latest model, all complete : 130 gns.

;

immediate delivery We teach you to drive, ant

deliver to youi door free— Wilkins. Sunpsou, and Ca,
11, Hammersmith Rd., London. [3003

A.C. Model de Luxe, hood, screen, doors, curtains,

speedometer, head light, lamps, every accessory,

spares ; ofiers ; trial, examination ; little used.—21, Higl
St., East Ham. 'Phone: 239 East Ham. [305S

MOTORETTE, 1912, 6-7h.p.. water-cooled, 2 speeds

chain drive, nearly new Dunlop tyres, hood anc

wind ecreen, guaranteed perfect; £55.—The Premiei

Motor Co.. Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. i;035C

HUMBERETTE, not travelled 100 miles; cost witi

accessories £130, price £105; owner having pui

chased larger car; seen any time by appointmeut.-
Harvev 240, Grand Parade. Harringay, London, N.

fX3891
CYCLE Car Builders.—A low cbaseis, with lovely 3-

^peed gear box, artillery wheels, excellent tyres,

Singer cycle car size, 2-seat. body, complete less engine,

£12- 4-cyl. magneto, H.T. Simms, £2.-11. Lesley Rd.

Southport. fX4019

G.W.K. Cycle Car, latest model, all complete; £150,

or exchange; immediate delivery; free trial; wf

teach you to drive and deliver to your door free.—Apply
for easy payment terms, which are the lowest and

ptii^icst available, Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lan.e, Fleet St.,

London. E.G. [5:3946

A52 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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Must Motor Cycles Carry Rear
Lights ?

SOMETHING like a bombshell was dropped upon
the heads of motor cyclists last week, the

explosion of which may reverberate far and

wide for some time to come. The facts are

briefly that a motor cyclist was recently sum-

moned before the Epping magistrates for' failing

to show a warning rear light and was con-

victed under the Motor Car Act, 1903, and
fined. An appeal was lodged and came before the

Divisional Court last week before Justices Bailhache,

Ridley, and Scrutton. In the end the two former

judges upheld the decision of the magistrates, and the

:'peal was therefore dismissed by a majority of the

i Iges, Mr. Justice Scrutton not concurring, as he

i:sidered that a motor cvcle was a cvcle or A'elocipede

ler the Local Government Act, 1888, and therefore

• d only carry one light, which the Motor Act, 1903
' lains _.should illuminate one number, and this is

usually the front. But it may be mentioned that if

'' he established that it is compulsory to light the rear

a machine, motor cyclists will prefer to illuminate

lie rear number, which is clearly permissible under
the .\ct, 1903, and it will then be no longer incumljent

ion riders also to illumina)te the front numlier.

lere is this consolation that it will, under these

nditions, be possible to have the front numbers
i.iched in a more sightly position than at present.

The situation thus created is somewhat piquant,

for it shows up several curious defects in our legal

system. Here we have the' fact that for ten years

mentor cyclists have been allowed to proceed peace-
fully about after dark with only a front lamp, and
'"W, suddenly, a chance prosecution brings the

l^arant wrongdoing of a decade ago to a head. The
i >tor Car .\ct, 1903, is often described as the most
isely drawn up Act on the statute book, and if it is

ssible, as is said to be the case, to drive a horse
d trap through any Act of Parliament, it is surely

sy to drive the largest limousine through this Act
ihout danger of .scraping the sides.

• )f cour.^e, things cannot remain in the present
'f'asse. .Some authoritative and -final statement must
issued, and that without delay. Either we must,
need not, carry tail lamps and already we note that

tie large motoring organisations such as the A.C.U.
ind the .\..'\. and M.U. have got into touch with the

Local Government Board, and it is hoped and expected
that that department will lose no time in settling the

matter in dispute.

There are urgent reasons why they should do so,

for even if motor cyclists wish to obey the law as it

stands under the Divisional Courts' ruling, they really

cannot do so, as there is no suitalile lamp on the

market at the present time. Several manufai:turers

have stated their intention of marketing such an acces-

sory with the least possible delay, but doubtless they

will hold their hands pending the' result of the Govern-
ment decision.

We ourselves confess to little sympathy with the

necessity of carrying a rear lamp, but we think that

the best class of reflex red light is a most useful and
desirable fitment, which has over and over again

pro\ed its utility. There appears to be an unfortu-

nate feehng against these warning devices among
rvclisis. liut if only one of first-class manufacture is

fitted, the results given are excellent. It is the cheap
imitation brands that are practically valueless.

But, as a matter of fact, the necessity of rear lights

on motor cycles is hard to establish. Probably there

is no vehicle upon the roads in less need of them.

Cars carry rear lights mainly to illuminate their regis-

tration numbers. On motor cycles this is done by the

front lamp. As we have time and again pointed out.

it is the slow moving vehicles, the drover of cattle and
the cyclist who are in danger, and a danger themselves

to the faster travelling traffic pro'pelled by motors.

Make rear lights compulsory for all and sundry road
users and we have no complaints to make, but to pick

out the fastest trafific for this distinction is ridiculous.

Meanwhile motor cyclists are continuing to use their

machines at night time without rear lights and are still

unmolested so far as we can ascertain. The Auto
Cycle Union has decided to defend any motor r\ rlists

against whom proceedings are taken.

If this matter achieves nothing else it has shown up
the absurdities of the Motor Car Act, 1903. We often

hear of a spasmodic effort to get it amended. Perhaps
politicians will now spa,i;e the necessary time to the

repeal of this Act, and the passage of another in its

place more liberal in its ideas and more literal in its

wording. Motoring and the motor movement hav;'

progressed a good deal since the dark ages of 1903,
and we think we are entitled to pursue our motoring
pleasures and business under a more liberal regime than

at present obtains.

17
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T
The 1914 Watford Speedometer.

-Adjustaole
ball hearing top of

. governor sbaft of the
1914 Watford.

HE AYatford motor cycle speedo-
meter is one of the most popular
on the market. It is exquisitely
made, very accurate, and won-

derf'iUy steady, and, consequently, our
readers will not be surprised to. learn
that in the instrumeut itself very few

alterations have
been made. One of

these, however, is

the provision of an
adjustable ball
bearing, shown in

fig. 1, for the top
of the governor
spindle, which has
a cone-shaped end.

As in last year's

model, the bottom

end of the shaft still runs in a similar

type of bearing. The brass block, indi-

cated in fig. 1, which is split, is screwed

on to the plate which carries the mile

registering mechanism, and the extension

of the cup runs through this plate into

the hole in the block. To adjust the bear-

ing it is only necessary to loosen the

screw in the "split end of the block aiid

push the bearing on to the coned end of

the spindle.

Fig. 2 shows llie new drivmg gear

box, which is half the size of last year's

pattern and half tlie weight, and a re-

markably neat job. Another innovation

is the introduction of spirally cut teeth

on the driving ring and pinion. This

Messrs. Nicole, Nielsen and Co. find

quieter than the model with the straight

cut teeth, and also if the driving gear

box bracket becomes loose, the tendency
is for it not to be tlirown into the spokes

of the wheel, but in the reverse direc-

occurred occasionally in the older pattern

through the cable breaking near the joint,

a short piece of pipe, capable of move-

ment in any direction, is now fitted to the

driving gear box, which contains a short

piece of cable, terminating in a joint.

to which the flexible cable is attached.

This is a particularly neat fitting, and

quite a clever piece of design.

Fig. 2.—Skew gearing and gear box.

tion. Messrs. Nicole, Nielson and Co.

have been experimenting with this gear-

ing for some time, and have practically

decided on its final adoption.

. Fig. 3 illustrates the new driving geai-

box and bracket for eycle cars. The
clip at the bottom is designed to be

attached to such awkwardly shapefl steer-

ing arms as the Chater-Lea, which is

tapered, and other patterns are made
suitable for other cycle cars. From the

accompanying drawing it will be seen

that the gear box may be fixed in any
position as a universal movement can be

obtained. To obviate trouble which
New bracket for the cycle car pattern

1914 Watford speedometer.

> ^9«

The Over-Seas Motor Cycle.
ANEW company has just been

floated in Birmingham called the

Over-Seas Motor Co., Ltd., for

the manufacture of a motor
bicycle for the overseas trade. The
offices are at la, Johnstone Street, Lady-
wood, Birmingham, and the machine,
which we illustrate, has been designed

by Mr. W. J. Lloyd, the - original de-

signer of the Quadrant motor cycle. -Mr.
Sparke is associated with Mr. Lloyd in

the production of this machine, and bofli

are managing directors.

The machine, which we had the

pleasure of inspecting last week, is a 3^
h.p. single-cylindej', 85 mm. x 88 mm.

New " Ovcr-S-ias ' model, which, a? its name implies, has been specially dEsigned for colonial and Icreign

mar;(ets. The standard type has a 3! h.p. single-cylinder engine, but no pedalling gear. Starting is

faclLtated by means of a decompressor opersdng on the exhaust valve.

Al8

bore and stroke, with ball bearings ti

main shaft, roller bearings to connectiii:

rod big end, and is provided with :

decompressor. The lever operating th^

decompressor moves the exhaust roeke

on to another cam when the decom
pressor is in action.

A Sound Specification

.

The specification of the machine in

eludes Druid spring forks, Bosch mag
•neto, 1914 B. and B. carburetter, 2^in

tyres, Lyso saddle, lin. belt, sprinj

footboards, long tube silencer, spring-u|

stand, tubular carrier, and pannier bag:

on tile can'ier sides fitted in meta
holders. It is sold at the verj' moderati
price of £39, and fitted with Sturniey

Archer three-speed hub the price is £49
When "a change speed gear is ^uppliec

a handle starting device is fitted on tht

off side of the rear forks. The engim
has Sin. clearance from the- ground, and

well-fitted brakes are provided, the wai
brake being operated by the heel ami

acting on the belt rim, and the frunl

brake is a Bowden.
The Over-Seas Co. has been formed t'

save Colonial importers the trouble ol

assembling machines from fittings. Every
care has been taken to include standard

parts where possible, but it is not in-

tended to make the slightest departurej

from the standard snecifioation.
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COMMENTS
An Ingenious Cycle Car.

The other ilay we ilkislraleel a cycle car whicli I

shoulil advise all passenger enthusiasts to study very

closely, first on paper, and later—if they get the

chance, as they surely will.—on the roatf. I refer to

the 8 h.p. Jackson (see page 1349, issue of October
i6th). It was a lingering reminiscence that drew my
eye to its details, for did I not drive many a mile in

the old Eagle tandem, which was its great grandmother
eleven years ago : but my eye, once drawn, simply glued

to the page. Here we have a genuinely light vehicle,

with springs which look as if they do what so few
springs can effect, and hold the road without a lot of

weight on top of them ; an engine that is cheap to make
and promises to combine high efficiencv with ladvlike

demeanour, and a chassis all a-bristle with ingenious

details, not the least of which is a charming seat-

engine-starter. I like the one-piece body, too ; the

member of the staff w-ho described the Jackson has

e\'idently sampled a wood-cum-steel lightweight body
after its ten thousandth mile. Mine has bits of rubber

tacked in cunning corners .all over it to keep the

squeaks down. Mr. Jackson has evidently digested

the motto which brought success to the Scott and
Douglas and many another, " Why be conventional?"

Re-starting Classes in Hill Climbs.
I am always a little sorry that the winner in the

re-starting tests at a crack hill-climb is the man who
accomplishes the fastest time. Indeed, I think that

as at present conducted tliese classes are worse than

useless, for we all know that any low-geared free-

engincd machine of 500 c.c. or over can start on any
gradient. Therefore these classes serve to provide a

.spectacle, not to furnish information. And wdiat is

the .spectacle? A man comes tearing up the hill as if

he were out to win the fastest time of the day medal.

As he nears the first fateful white line across the road

he slows down ; there is probably a horrid st]ueaking

of i»rakes, a violent skid, and he comes to rest with

his engine kicking up a pretty din between the two
limit lines. A brief interval is occupied by the rider's

haggard stare at his wheel position, his threatening

concentration on the ofliciating marshal, and hustling

of the spectators by two or three amateur policemen
who are trying to keep the road clear. Suddenly the

rider makes a few lightning movements of the hands,

and leans sideways in the saddle as though his hips-

were paralysed, while simultaneously his engine emits

the most fiendish uproar imaginable- Fortunately,

however, his left leg is not paralysed, and with the

aid of a few thrusts from it he manages to get his

machine in motion. To all appearance he suddenly

becomes concerned about the amount of water in his

generator, for he leans flat forward ami peers into it

anxiously as the engine accumulates its revolutions up
the rest of the hill. This alarming exhibition is

-r?OJ

BY

"IXIONI*

supposed to illustrate the beautiful convenience of the

modern three-speeder when one is stalled by a sheep

on a severe- gradient. Could anything i)c more absurd?
The prize ought really to go to die smoothest and'

neatest restart, quite irrespective of pace. The awards
might be qwkward for a mere man to make under
these conditions, and it might be wise to entrust them
to a committee of ladies. But no! Some of our

crack riders are as distressingly handsoine as others

are repulsive (I am thinking of them, of course, as

grimed with oil and perspiration after a hasty tune-up

and reluctant start). 1 think the ideal judge would
be some corpulent old buffer from the audience, who
is seriously thinking of purchasing his first motor

bicycle,, liut is ner\ous about that awkward hairpin

Ijend in his front drive.

Hub Gears Again.
I have no idea who " L.A.," who complains of

a two-speed in our issue of October i6th, may be, but

I should deem it a very grievous injustice if his

experiences were regarded as representative. I have

personally covered a distance of over 20,000 miles on

three-t'j:eed hubs of modern design, and during that

distance the sole replacements I have required w-ere

a minute bell crank stamping forming part of the

control, and a threaded and milled piece used for

adjusting the rod from the lever to die hub. I trod

on the bell crank when it w-as detached during a tyre

change and bent it, afterw-ards breaking it in my
attempts to straighten it, and the milled adjuster

snapped when I w-as tightening it owing to a flaw in

A SIDECAR AT A CARNIVAL.

A N3W Imperial Jap with Bramlle sidecar decorated tor the Abfrdare Football

Carni\al. The tablau was rahied *' Our En pira," St. George and Dragon being

mounted on Ih:- machine with Br.tannia in the sidecar.

All
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the casting. My expenditure on spares has thus been

limited to the not excessive sum of 3d. I have never

had to walk a mile through any defect or breakdown

in these three hubs. Further, friends riding three-

speed hub machines must have covered well over

200,000 miles in my company if I compute the mileage

done in the company of squads of clubmen, etc., and

not one of these companions has eveV been stranded

or put to any expense in connection with his hub
whilst in my company. This is a pretty good testi-

nK)nial to their .average reliability. Isolated cases of

sheer misfortune or cA careless usage ought not to be

taken too seriously. I think the advice not to tise the

clutches in these hubs is a trifle misguided. I can

only say that all my friends and I have used our

clutches whenever we felt inclined to be lazy, and

we have had no trouble witli them. Indeed, my
memory holds numerous instances of minor troubles

with the old type of hub disc clutch (single-geared)

and none at all with the clutch of a three-speed hub.

Stay ! I forget one humorous instance. A very crack

rider of my acquaintance came in one day cursing the

Sturmey hub by all his gods because the clutch was
afflicted with incurable slipping. Wh^n we made a

careful diagnosis it turned out that he had removed
his wheel to change a tyre, and that he failed to notice

that the three legs of Man on the tiny adjuster fitting

were of different lengths, so he had refitted it in the

wrong position and thrown his clutch out of adjust-

ment. We took off the three legs and replaced them
at a different setting, when the clutch stuck to its job

like a bailiff. It says somethmg for the clutch that

he had worn out a heavy Kempshall cover before he

had occasion even to inspect the clutch adjuster.

Timing Gear Troubles.
In the course of a year. I receive a great many com-

plaints from the less experienced type of motor cyclists,

and I am bound to say that I discount the \'ast majority

—they are so obviously ascribable to the most egregious

lack of ordinary commonsense on the part of the com-
plainants. But when I was d-estroying a long file of

such letters the other day, I happened to be struck by
the preponderance of grumbles anent timing gea/s.

and, sorting out the letters in question, I found I had
received eleven letters from owners of 1913 machines
whose timing gears had collapsed on the road, and that

in four cases the wheels were not marked to assist re-

engagement. This is a tolerably disgraceful state of

things for the year ,1913. Motor bicycles are now
being ridden by enormous numbers of unmechanical
persons ; we may not be able to protect them against

an occasional broken valve or sheared cotter, but any

a:?0

A group of

members of the

Pontardawe A.C.,

all mounted or

Matchless
machines of

various types

supplied by H.

Francis and Son.

maker should be able to ensure that such a baffling and
complex disaster (for this type of rider) as a deranged
timing gear should ne\-er occur. Stripped pinions,

broken rockers, broken keys, etc.,- are all easily

preventable by well-known means, and the occurrence
of such a breakdown is simply unpardonable. I can
boast that I have not been afflicted by a broken down
timing gear since the year 1906, but I was considerably
taken aback at the start of a big trial not so very

long ago when a rider in the employ of the firm who
make the machine I then bestrode slipped a package of

pinions and rockers into my hands at the start and
said, "'These may come in useful ; we've had a good
few break lately !

" The maker who was the culprit

in this incident has overcome his troubles, but I know
another of equal reputation who has not, and my post-

bag suggests in no uncertain fashion that one or two
others whom I have not patronised lately are equally

callous or stupid. Some of our engineers have no
imagination. They construct their engine with nobody
but the Brooklands ki^ut in their mind's eye, and
think it worth while including a light and flimsy detail

for the sake of a few extra revolutions per minute on
the track, remaining utterly oblivious of those numer-
ous riders who could only sit down and cry if thev
fractured a valve rocker. Till the maker can absolutely

trust his valve gear his only honest plan is to send out
a spare set of rockers and pinions in every tool-bag, so
clearly stamped that the veriest novice could
hardly make a mistake in fitting them.

Twin-cylinder engine of the Adamson cycle car. showing position of car-

buretter, radiat.r, etc. (This vehicle is described on page 14U1.)
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To North Wales on a
1914 Ariel.

SOME weeks ago avc received an iinilalion to test

the i()i4 .single-cylinder Ariel as soon as it

was ready for the road with a new counter-
shaft gear, and it was on Tuesday, 21st, that Mr.
F. C. North arrived at our offices with a forerunner

' tlie new 33^ h.j). model and announced that all was
idy for a start. It was arranged that we should head

liir the valley of Dinas ?\Iawddwy that day, and on the

morrow climb the celebrated Bwlch-y-Tlroes and return

-quite a busy day-and-a-half trip. It was nearly one
clock when our examination of the new mount was
mplete and we set out from the city of the three

Ires.

The New Ariel Gearbox.
With the e\ce[]iion of a new three-speed counter-

aft gear the Ariel is but little altered, other changes
insisting of improved lugs and butted frame tubes,

.id provision for remo\'ing the cylinder without the

Mtcessitv of a detachable lower rail. The transmission

is by chain to a cork insert clutch, having two cork

|ilates, thence through the gear box, which is of the

sliding type, having for engagement purposes two

jiairs of dogs and one pair of gear wheels, and finally

iv belt running over large pulleys. The standard

.oar ratios will be approximately as fallows: 5.3, ^.7,

,,ad 15.3 to I, but the machine on test had somewhat

New Ariel three-speed sliding type gear box.

higher ratios, as there was one tooth more than usual

in the driving sprocket.

Our first stop was outside Castle Bromwich, where
we had lunch and a welcome warm up at the Parson
and Clerk. On restarting we changed places with the

driver, and were soon bowling alcwig the Holyhead
Road at a smart pace. The machine starts perfectly

with the kick starter and <lecomprcss(jr, is easy to

control, and gear clumging is simple, though it is

striking lever oi Ariel three-speed
counter-shaft gear.

found advisable to use the clutch as iii car- practice.

The run was without incident until Shrewsbury was
reached, where a

traffic stop on Wylc
Kop made a good
ojiportunity for a test

of re-starting. The
start on the gradient

was, however, accom-
plished with ease.

At the top North
again took control,

and our next incident

was a stop for lamp
charging at Welsh-
pool. About eight

miles out of the town
we missed a left-

handed turning and
went several miles

out of the way. The
cross roads by which
we regained the route

were so rough and
narrow that we lost much time, and almost decided to

stop the night at Cann Office. However, we deter-

mined to push on over tlie last section. The roads

now became narrower and undulating, and we rani

into a sharp rainstorm, but it was not long before we
were on the long down grade, and crossing the Do\ey,

pulled up at the Buckley Arms at Dinas Mawddwy.
Here we had an excellent supper and recounted the

day's run over a pipe before turning in.

The Ascent of the Pags.

The following morning broke clear and frosty, and

after changing a plug which had shown signs of inter-

mittent misfiring, and blowing up a rather slack tyre,

we set off in search of petrol, and finally procured a

gallon of No. 2 for 2s. Now came the real work, and

we wound our way through narrow and greasy lanes,

in which we met many carts going to the Dinas Fair,

towards Bwlch-y-Groes. At length the famous pass

came in sight, and with a well wanned engine the

climlj was begun. The acute right-handed hairpin at

the foot was taken close in over the slcepest pitch, but

the engine never faltered, and shortly afterwards we
were once more in second gear. The ratio, how-
ever, was slightly too high, and first was used for a

longish stretch. On this gear the engine played with

its load, and only a small throttle opening was required

to keep up a steady pace. The second gear was useil

for one more stretch, and then came the crux of the

climb. Fortunately the gate was open and changing
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To North Wales on a 1914 Ariel.-

Power unit and new counter-shaft three-speed gear on the 31 h.p. Ariel.

Observe belt and chain drive, kicli-starter mechanism, and gear change

lever mounted on the tank.

into first the throttle was opened and the machme

roared away over the steepest part of the hill with

plenty of power in hand and not a sign of overheating.

At the crest of the hill after congratulating the driver

we enjoyed the scenery for a few moments before

starting the descent. The " Pass of the Cross " is

close on two miles long, in which distance the road

rises 1,750 feet, and the surface is of small loose

shale. The gradient is really severe for the whole length

of the hill, and it was up this climb that the sturdy

500 c.c. Ariel engine had pulled a fairly heavy side- •

car with a driver and passenger weighing sii-^ stones.

Added to this were heavy overalls, a complete equip-

ment of tools, spares,, lamps, speed indicator, etc.,

the only missing part being the sidecar mudguard,

which had been damaged before the start of the run.

OCTOBER joih, 1913.

Surely this is a fine performance if ever there was one,

and 1914 Ariel riders need have no qualms about the

hill-climbing capabilities of their mounts. The hill

was taken on the run, and the engine was absolutely

standard. No trick driving was done, and the pas-

senger remained normally seated throughout.

A Further Climbing Test.
The descent was safely accomplished, and we set

out for the pass to Dolgelly, which is so often cor\-

fused with the real Bwlch-y-Groes. Dinas Mawddwy
is the hill on which so many failed (including our-

selves) in the Shrewsburj' six days trials less than five

years ago, and yet we climbed it alrnost all the way on

middle gear. Our task was now accomplished, and

after a hearty lunch' we started for Eirmingham at a

smart pace. The return }ourney was uneventful, but

we were forcibly struck by the wonderful way in which

the engine may be driven on nearly full throttle for

mile after mile without showing a sign of overheating.

We reached Birmingham in good time, and so

ended a ' pleasant trip and a most successful test.

Components, Ltd., are to be thoroughly congratu-

lated on their gear, which renders the 3J'2 h.p. machine

a go-anywhere sidecar mount. There never was any

doubt about the efficiency of the engine, which seems

Valve side of the ZS h.p. Ariel-showing kick starter and spring seat-pillar.

capable of pegging away indefinitely. Our adjust-

ments on the road were nil, and the new Pedley belt

was ipever touched, nor were the Liberty tyres except

for a few strokes of the pump in the garage.

A SINGLE GEARED TOURIST ARNO.

A new model Z\ h.p. T.T. tourist Arno, which is finished thrODgliBUt In red and sells at a very moderate price. The head and seat lugs are formed in one pie?
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. Ai« questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
musi be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and on one

side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Lstters containing

leeal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should ba kept distinct from
ouestions bearing on technical subjects.

Baldock (Herts.) to Bournemouth.

I shall be imuh obliged if you
"^D, could tell me my best route from

> Baldock to Bournemouth via

-LI Faruham.—T.A.P. (Baldock).

Your best route would be as follows

:

H.ililock, Stevenage, \Vehvvn, Hatfield,
-^: Allians, Watford, Rickmansworth,
I \liridge, Staines, Chertsey. Weybiidge,

light on I'ast Brooklaiids Track, round
the left as if you were going to

I "hhani. then the first on the right

Mhiih will take you on to the Portsmouth
l.'iiad, which follow through Guildford,

lli.'ii continue through Faniham, Alton,
Winchester, Romsey, Cadnara, Lynd-

ist, Christchuich, to Bournemouth.

The Moment o( Maximum Pressure.

I should be very glad if you
"^ would kindly answer the fdlow-

^ ing questions for me, relating to
-D a 90 mm. x 90 mm. motor cycle

engine. (1.) How far down the
liring stroke is the piston at the

iiiomcnt of maximum explosion pressure?

2.) What are the factors which deter-

ii.iiie the position of the piston at the
II onient of maximum explosion pressure.
I '., does this position depend on

—

(n)
The design of valve.s and ports? (Ii)

I iie revolutions per minute? (cj The
Mzc and capacity of the engine; that is,

' ijuld it be the same for a long stroke
and a short stroke engine, developing
the same h.p. ? (d) Would the fact

that the engine was rf('.?o.re' affect it?

(1) Would the fuel affect it ; that is,

wiuild it be the same for petrol as for

benzole? In all tlie above,' assume the
spark to be set as tar advanced as

possible without causing the engine to.

knock.—D.P.C.
(1.) It is impossible to give j'ou the exact
I'M^itioii of the piston at the moment of

\imum explosion pressure, as it depends
^o many variable features. We would
iiilmcud you to "The Petrol Engine,"
IJugald Clerk, which is a good work,

1 idiug this subject. (2.) This position,

you suggest, does depend to a rertain
_'!ec on design of valves and ports,
I. under certain circiunstances, to the
dilutions per minute, tlio |n'essnre in-

' ifiising as the r.p.m. fall off. At the
-nine time, the position of the piston and
'!;( iiiaxiimmi pressure shoidd be the same
iigardle.ss of r.p.m. The capacity of the

• -'ine will not vary the position except
varying the bore and .^troke ratios

;

fact of the engine being disaxi'
'uld certainlv atfect it and also the fuel

?

used. Benzole gives more even and
gentler explosions, so that ttie piston
would be somewhat further down its

stroke at the point of maximum pressure.

Excessive Tjre Wear.

I wish to ask your opinion
with regard to trouble I have
had in connection with my motor
cycle. Last Easter [ took
delivery of a 2| h.p. machine.

^A'ithin 500 miles 1 had numerous
punctures, and by SCO miles the back
cover was worn in places down to the
canvas. I sent it to the makers and
obtained" a new one at a special price,

meanwhile I fitted another niake of

tyre which has given me veiy good
service on former machines. I have
now- ridden it 400 miles, and the beads
already show signs of considerable

wear. Seeing this, I naturally began
to suspect that the wheels were out
of alignment, but I have tried every
conceivable dodge and can find no error

in this respect. The rear wheel
appears to be slightly to one side.

This error, however, if it exists at all,

is very slight, and I fail to see how
that could cause excessive tyre wear,
as it would not make the tyre drag.

There is also a very minute wobble
ill the wheel. An agent tells me tlwt

these two faults are fairly common,
and would not produce the effect of

which I complain. I am therefore at a.

loss, and shall be interested to know if

you can suggest anytliing which has
escaped me. Another proof that the
wheel is not out of alignment is that
the belt was perfectly true and shows
no sign of wear, being untouched in

1,250 miles.—A.G.M.
It is veiy ditlicult to give you any precise

answer as to your trouble without
examining the machine : but, generally

speaking, it would appear that yon are

committing the fault of not sufficiently

inflating the tyres. I'artii ularly shiuild

tyres be well inflated if the machine is

©@©©©®©@@®@'@®©®>®©^
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fitted with a hub gear, as the additional

weight of this in the back wheel is con-

siderable. You also do not nientinn the

size of tyres fitted, but, we should imagine

that they w^ould be 2{k\.; they should

ceitainly" not be less, and, if your rim

will take it, -we should advise the new
2|in. cover to be fitted when you next

purchase a cover. The luimerousi

punctures you complain of would not, of

course, be caused liy any slight mis-

alignment of the wheel, but the second

tyre which you say has given you general

satisfaction Vould be most unlikely to go

at the beads in such a short space of

time unless insufficiently inflated. We
need hardly point out to you that it is

essential, if satisfactory results are to be

obtained from tyres, that the Avheels of

the motor cycle should be crrectly

aligned, and although a slight amount of'

misalignment is met with .in many
machines, it does not follow that this

is correct, and you should certainly take

steps to have even the smallest fault in

tills respect remedied by a competenii

man. We note, however, that you say at

tile end of your letter that the belt is

running perfectly true, and therefore, it

the pulleys are set correctly, _ the wheel

must also be in line. Have -you correctly

examined your back T\'heel to see that it is

not slightly buckled?

Cheihire to Olympta.

As it is my intention to visit

rjJT] the Olympia Show Iiy motor

\^\ and sidecar, I should be glad if

I ' ' you would advise me as to the
least congested route to approach

the place from Alderley Edge. I am
not particular to going a few miles

out of my way if tliis will attain

my object of avoiding traffic.—R.F.
Your best route from Alderley Edge
to the Olympis Show is Alderley

Edge, Congleton, Leek, Ashbourne,
Derby, Castle Donington, Lough-
borough, Leicester, Market Haiborough,
Northampton, Newport Pagnell, Woburn,
Dun.stablc. St. Albans, Barnet : entrance

to London by the Edgware Road, cross

Oxford Street at Marble Arch, go down
Park Lane, turn to your right at Hyde
Park Corner, and through Knigbtsbridge,
Kcnsingtiui High Street, 01ympi,-i. None
of this is really very difficult traffic

riding, but great care must be exercised

at the turn from Park Lane into

Knigbtsbridge, where the traffic is

usually very thick and comes from
several directions at once.

427
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B. F. G. Fowke (3; h.p. Blacliburne) starting

from Leaves Green, near Keston, for the Single

Gear Club's run.

A Q .estion of Reliability.

Whilst ridiim a motor cycle

through a village I suddenly
observed a cow some thirty yards
away charging towards me at a

big speed, with a dog running
alongside and barking at its head as

though trying to stop it. I saw it

would be very risky to attempt to

pass, so I pulled up. Although I was
only running at eight to ten miles per

hour at the time, the cow drew abreast

of the front wheel just as the machine
had come' to a dead stop and I had
dropped my feet on to the ground.

The dog at that moment succeeded in

diverting the cow's direction, with the

I'esult that the animal came right across

the front wheel, upsetting both myself
and the machine. Luckily. I was un-

injured, but the front of the machine
was badly damaged. From enquiries

I made it appears tluit the cow was
being driven with others, from the

village, and that it was running back
to its cowshed. Is the owner of the

cow liable for the damage?—E.H.D.
We have submitted your query to our
legal adviser, who replies as follows

:

" Your correspondent does not say

whether the owner of the cow is also

the owner of the dog. If he is the
matter is somewhat simplified, but if he
is not, then the question arises as to

which was the primary cause of the

mischief, the dog or the cow. Evidently
the cow was not under proper control,

but to recover damages I think your
correspondent would have to show that

the owner of the cow knew of its mis-

chievous propensity. If the cow and the

dog belong to different owners, there

would be very great difficulty in getting

compensation from either."

A28

A Scored Cylinder.

I have a 1912 3i h.p. motor

g^\ cycle, the cylinder of which is

> scored rather badly on both sides

-U due to the gudgeon pin working
loose. This scoring causes the

engine to lose compression. You will

greatly oblige me by answering the
following questions : (1.) Would it be
the best plan to have a new cylinder?

(2.) Or would it be as good to have the
present cylinder rebored and ground,
and fit new piston and rings. I may
state I have only had this new piston

about six; weeks. Should I send this

piston up to the firm and have a cylin-

der to fit it? (3.) I have rather a nast}'

bulge in the left-hand side of the tank.

Could this be taken out? If so, please

advise me how it can be done. (4.)

The back rim is flattened in a few
places where the bead of the tyre fits

the rim. Kindly advise me how I can
remove these flats.—B.V.M.

(1.) No ; we do not think this necessary.

(2.) We should think that you could have
the cylinder reground- and a new piston

fitted. A new one should not be neces-

sary. It is absolutely essential that a

new piston should be fitted if the cylinder

is reground. (3.) It would be very diffi-

cult to get the dent out of the petrol tank.

Probablj' it would entail it being taken
to pieces, and this is^not a job which you
could do yourself. (4.) The flats in the

back rim could be taken out by hammer-
ing the rim up against a hard piece of

wood with a wooden mallet.

Liability with regard to Stored Machines.

I shall be glad to have your
opinion on the following : On
August Bank Holiday last two
cycles were stored by two
gentlemen, for which they paid

usual charge. On returning to

claim the machines the same evening,

it , was discovered that two lamps,

alleged . to have been fixed on the

lamp brackets at the time of storing,

had disappeared. The cyclists now
claim the price of the lamps. Will
you kindly state if any liability rests

on the storekeeper as regards the

lamps, and whether there can be any
legal claim?—W.C.B.

Our legal adviser writes as loiiows :

" In order that the cyclists can claim

for the value of the lamps which had
disappeared, they must show that there

was some negligence on the part of the

storekeeper or his employes. For

the

OCTOBER joik, tqtj.

instance, if the storekeeper left the

cycles in a position easily accessible to

the public, or negligently left the pla'

e

unattended, then the cyclists could n

cover. It is not quite clear whetljei-

your correspondent is one of the cychsts

or the storekeeper. If he is the latter,

I should recommend him to have ,1

notice conspicuously posted up showii;^'

that he does not hold himself responsible

for damage by theft or fire, and also

to have a small reqeipt book printed

with similar words printed thereon, and
which receipt he would hand to the

customer when the cycles were stored,

in cases where payment is made in

!

advance."
Shortening Magnets.

I am changing my ignition:

from accumulator to magneto.'

Unfortunately, the magneto is too

high to fit in behind the cylinder

—the place I had intended to put -

it. Would it 'matter if I cut one inch

off the magnets, which are fairly long?—
M.A.G.

Personally, we should say that it woulcl

not much matter if yoir cut a little off the

magnets. The magnets, however, would

require to be re-magnetised after the

process, and another effect might be lo

reduce slightly the power of the current

prod-uced by the magneto.

?

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

below should be addressed c/o The Editor.

" J3." (Newmarket). — Bramptoi
variable gear on 3^ h.p. sidecar machine

"A.S." (Dors(..t).—3| h.p. Scott. Re-

liability, hill-climbing, consumption, lifs

of chains, and speed,

"A.A.P." (London).—Scott and 7 h.p

Indian, solo and sidecar on same gear

Vibration, reliability and durability.

"E.H.M." (Perth).-New type Biuk

and Lukin carburetters on 1913 SloI

and sidecar.

"J.M.S." (Plumstead). — 3^ h.p

single Indian with sidecar, in hilly dis-

trict. Also 7 h.p. Indian as genera

solo mount in traffic.

"C.L.S." (Bedford Part). — Bmks
Lukin, and Senspray carburetters wit!

1913 2^ h.p. Douglas. Alsn name
maker and cost of special fitment loi

attachment.

AT THE PARIS SHOW. The Jouve, which has a J.A.P. engine, three speeds, and chain and belt

transmission. The front aile only is sprung.
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Merry Miles-
every one of them—when your saddle does its duty by you

—

MERRY MILES—when the road shock is successfully absorbed

and the rebound modified

—

MERRY MILES—when your comfort is ensured through the

medium of the

BROOKS-
The Saddle with the Compound Springs.

These are an exclusive feature of the BROOKS and, being. so. the advantages which follow are

equally exclusive.

Each consists of a spring within a spring—the outer one is long and supple, and within it is

another short and stiff—these act in perfect unison in the absorption of tlie initial shock yet check

each other in the after movement and—never "toss you in the air."

MERRY MILES—and, when you think of all the weary ones

which the saddle with the " simple " spring has given you, you
desire those " merry miles " exceedingly

—

Then let your agent introduce you to the BROOKS, but first write

us for the book that tells you all about it.

J. B. BROOKS S Co., Ld., 49, Criterion Wfcs., B'ham.
Note IJul a full range ol the BROOKS Cycle aiiJ Miilor Cycle Specialities mav be seen at our London Showrooms

—

Criterion ilou.e, 11, Grape Street, Slialtesbury Avenue, W.C. lOxlord Si. end).

Olympia Cycle and Motor

Cycle Show—Nov. 24-29,

Stand No. 227.

The BROOKS B170 Mote
Cycle Saddle, with BROOKS

Patent Compound Springs,

In answerin'j these aiivcrliscinoits it is desirable to mention " The Motor Oyck."
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IT GLIMBS
THE

SHEFFIELD and HALLAMSHIRE HILL-CLIMB
on OCTOBER 13th. 1913.

On
j
NORTON I St - Mr. Dan Bradbury.

TIME NORTON 2nd - Mr. r. g. e. Flint.

On
FORMULA

NORTON I St - Mr. Dan Bradbury.

NORTON 2nd - Mr. r. g. e. Flint.

and FASTEST TIME of the day.

IT MO V ES ! ! Why not get one ?

Tm TZtGRAMS: "NORTOMO."
inLIlpHONE: VIC. 481.

NORTON MOTORS.
BIRMINGHAM.

/3^i4^^ivvC£l2c.

A30 /ti answering these adverlifcments it is rieshabh to meninn '''The Motor Cycle.'
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The 1914 Rud^e Motor Cycles.
Fealures: Large fuel capacity; 650 65 mm. tyres on car type rims; foot-operated oil

pumps; special belt tensioning device.

THERE are no really startling

changes to record in the Rudge
machines for 1914, but that must
not be taken to mean that pro-

gress is absent. Far from it, for,

although to the eye the machine."! are

much the same as the 1913 models, there

are a great many minor detail iniprove-

ments whicli go towards makinc; a

thoroughly satis fai.iory and dependable
mount. The main features of these

always distinctive machines have been
retained, namely, the miiiti-i^eai'. the
engine-shaft clutch, quick detacliable

wlieels, all-bl.acU finish, and overhead
inlet valve. The motors will, as here-

iofure. be of two sizes, the 500 c.c. and
the 750 c.c, the latter being primarily
designed for sidecar work. There will

be a Slight reduction in price of the
multi-gear models.

Plenty of Fuel and Greater Silence.

The improvement which catches the
eye immediately on the T.T. and the

^ 750 c.c. models is the provision of a
separate oil tank fixed to the tube from
the saddle to the bottom bracket, thus
leaving the tank proper to carry petrol

, only, the result being that nearly two
and a half gallons of petrol and five

Slnls of oil can now he carried, a hifrhlv

esirable state of affairs which The
Motor Cycle, has never ceased to urge.

Small lever for belf tensioning purposes on the
1914 Model Rudge machines.

The oil tank is neatly fitted, and at the
same time is readily detachable if neces-
sary. Oil is forced into the motor from
the oil tank by a foot-operated pump
worked by a Bowden wire, on the tour-
ing model by pressure of the rider's heel
and on the racing machines by the toe.
Another considerable improvement will
be found in the design of the silencer,
which is now of very large size, with a
pipe to the rear wheel. The cubic:il
capacity of the e.xpansion chamber is

five times greater than that of the
cylinder. This silencer is the result of
t. very careful study of the A.C.U.
ailencef test repoi't,, and should go far
to do away with any backslidings which
this make has committed in the past in
the matter of noisine.«s. But if silence

has not hitherto been an outstanding
feature of tliis make, a supply of won-
derfr.l efficiency has been the lot of
Rudge riders, and now, for next year,
wo are promised a combination of these
two virtues.

^

Starting at the front of the machine,
the wet-excluding front hubs, which have
proved so satisfactory this season, have
been retained. The design of the front
forks and steering head remains unaltered,

and Rudges have long. been famous for

P^^t^:

U

(I) Belt side o( the 31 h.p. Rudge Multl. (2) Timing gear side of the 191+ 750 c.c. model.

(3) Three-quarter front view of the complete 5-6 h.p. Rudge Multl sidecar outflt.
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Th e 1914 Eudge Iffofor Cycles.

—

their perfect steering qualities. An im-
provement is the fixing of greasers to
tht shackle bolts. The ignition is by
Ruthardt magneto, carried on a platform
cast integral with the base chamber.
Most exhaustive tests have been made
with this magneto," out of which, we

Oil tank fitted to the Brooklands
model Hud^e.

are informed, it has emerged with flying

colours. In the engine an extensive use
is made of roller bearings, the main
shaft and the big and little ends of the
connecting rod being so equipped ; in

fact, tlie Rudge designers are evidently
enthusiasts for this form of carrying the
load, and declare that tests have shown
them that it is the most lasting method
obtainable, cne of the main reasons
given being that. oil finds its way into

roller bearings with greater freedom
than into any other kind. On the new
models the rear pulley flange is built
up with the rim, the spoke nipples taking
the drive. Ribbed pattern tyres of 660
X 65 mm. section are adopted for the
first time as standard, fitted to rims of
the beaded edge car type, conforming
to S.M.M.T. gauges.

Belt slip should not in future worry
users of the multi-gear. A very neat
little screw adjustment, which we illus-

trate, is used to tension the slack of the
belt if this becomes excessive. This is

done by screwing together the flanges of
the rear pulley, which, of course,
tends slightly to raise the gear ratio.

This simple device enables a rider to get
home when he would otherwise have to
etop and tighten his belt, an annoying
performance • if the weather is wet or
the roads muddy.
Rudge engines are vigorously tested

both on the bench and on the road
before delivery.

The Rudge Sidecar.

The coachbuilt sidecar made by this

firm is specially designed for use with
tlie 760 c.c. .multi-.

, It is very roomy,
beautifully sprung, and wonderfully com-
fortable. A special point is the con-

struction of the wheel, which has the

outside set of spokes flared outwards
from tlie rim to the hub at a considerablt
angle, as in the Rudge-Whitworth car

wheels. This gives great strength, and
collapse of a wheel when sudden severe

corner strains are thrown upon it is

practically impossible. Rigidity is an

outstanding feature of the sidecar, whicli

has four-point attachment, and is con-

structed of straight tubes throughout. K
double bracket for lamp and generator
is provided. The upholstery of the

'

sidecar is carried out in a very

thorough manner, and a serviceable storm

apron is supplied, which may be used

as a cover when the sidecar is not in use.

The price of the sidecar is sixteen

guineas.

The above 31 h.p. Rudge, with Sturmey-Archer gear, has been added to the Rudge range tor 1914.

New Records by the Calthorpe.
The 10 h.p. four-cylinder Calthorpe

(52 mm. x 90 mm.) was successful in

breaking seven records atBrooklands on
Thursday, October 23rd. On the whole,
it. put up a particularly good perform-
ance, for during the first part of the
time the fog was thick and materially
affected the carburation. IHiring the
latter half the petrol tank was leaking
rather badly, and this leakage caused
several stops for petrol. Each back tyre
was changed once. One was punctured
about tlie twenty-eighth lap ; the other
had two nails imbedded in the tread.

Non-stop Engine Run.

The engine ran non-stop for six hours.
It ran on Vacuum. Mobiloil (B.B.) and
Pi'att's spirit. Palmer tyres were used,
and the fact that the front tyres were
untouched and showed no appreciable
wear at the end of the day reflects very
creditably upon the makers.
We examined the car at the end of

the day and noted that part of the ex-
haust pipe was lost- that the petrol tank

A32

was leaking in several places ; and that
the starting handle was broken off.

It "was certainly dogged perseverance
tliat caused the ultimate success of the
Calthorpe, for, as will be noted below,
no records were broken till the car had
run for nearly four hours. The drivers
showed themselves thorough sportsmen,
since they had to put up with very cold

weather and fog, a puddle of petrol to

sit in, and several other minor troubles.

The times were - as follows :

Hours. Miles. Yards
1 66 1117

2 129 1737
3 196 1681

The undermentioned are records

:

Hours. INliles. Yards. m.p.h.
4 253 878 65.87
5 330 919 66.10
6 393 450 65.54

Miles. h. m. s. m.p.h.
250 3 51 8| 64.89
300 4 3G 38-L 65.51
350 5 18 27| 65.94
400 6 6 37' 65.45

It was decided to attempt the slioi'

' distance records as soen as the coi;

ditions were favourable.

AUXILIARY AIR INLET.
Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd., Grea

Eastern Street, E.G.. have introducec

an exceedingly ingeni

ous and well-designec

extra air inlet, Thi

method of its workin)

is clearly shown in th(i

accompanying illustrai

tion. The chief poin'

about its design is thi

fact that the valvi

bottoms on a cone seat'

ing, so that in the closet

position no air leak i

possible. Some of thi

air holes are shaped liki

a keyhole so that whei

the valve is ' slightl;

opened only a smal

amount of air is ad

mitted.
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An ENDURING Non=skid.

'pHIS AVON Combination Cover,

with its clean-cut bars of thick
rubber alternating with steel studs, is rapidly

acquiring a unique reputation in cycle car

work. It combines the road - gripping

qualities of the fully-armoured type with

the durability of an all -rubber tread, and
stands up to the severest work withremark-
able vitality.

A.J. S, & Six Days' Trial.

iMessrs. A. J. Stevens and Co., Ltd., Wolverhampton. \\Tites :

" There has Ions' been a need for a tyre to fit to the driving-
wheel of a paascngrer combination, and we think yon are
the first to supply tliat one. Some time ago we gave
one of yo\ir combination tyres a tlioroiigh test, and we
were so satisfied with its behaviour tliat our Mr. A. J.
Stevens decided to use one in the Six Days' Trial. For
the tirst time he was able to go through the whole Trial
without having to change the driving tyre.

**It would perhaps he as well to explain that the
necessity for changing tyres in the previous Trials was
not because the tyres wore out, but because the non-skid
properties entirely disappeared in about three days, and
a new tyre would be neeessaryT to prevent slip when
climbing very steep hills. In the case of your tyre,
however, its non-skid properties were as good at the end
of the Trial as at the beginning.

"We have recommended your combination tyre to many
of our clients, and in every case they have been well
pleased with the result."

Every motor cyclist should carry a shilling box of

KURKUT (Cure-cur), a handy stopping for the

instant "healing" of cuts and gashes. KURKUT
is the "stitch in time that saVes nine.*'

The Avon * Combination'

Steel Studs and Rubber Bars.

Eegd. No ()23056.

Example Prices :

26 X 2i 26 X 21- 26x2J
To fit 2hn. Rim.

26 \i

48 3 50 /. 52 6 54 3

Tubes

:

8/8 9/4, 10/9

There are Avon tyros to tit all rims, ami In
suit all machines, Crom MtrhUveight "Solos"
to heavy " Passengers." \\'rite for new
Catalogue and address of nearest Stoeki^t.

THE AVON INDIA RUBBER CO., LTD.,
MELKSHAM, Wilts.

Wires :

* Rubber, Melksham.
'Phone :

No. 2, Melksham.

Branches :

London, Bristol, Birmingham, Manchester, Glasgow, Paris.

In answe/itiy l/ils adctrli'im' itf it h dry'irffhlt to mention " T hi Mofur Ct/rfr/'
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The 10 h.p. Adamson Cycle Car.

Two aspects of ibe twio-cyiinder Adamson, wSiicli has an onderslung frame, belt drive and water cooling

THE 10 li.p. Adamson is the produc-

tion of a firm of engineers, Mestcs.

Barton, Adamson and Co., Eniield

Highway, whose business is

general engineering and the i-unning of

motor lorries. The rehicle being belt-

driven, ha'v'ing a chassis weight of 4J cwtu

and a complete weight of 7J cwt., may be

called a true cycle car. It possesses many
original features whicli show carefnl fore-

thouglit. The chassis is of pressed high-

tensile steel narrowed in front and carried

first down and then upswept at the rear.

It is underslung, and suspended on very

long semi-elliptical springs. The engine,

shaft between clutch and gear box has a

castellated end, wliile the rearward end
is fitted with a leatlier disc type universal
joint- The gear box is carried on a
detachable inner frame.

Engine Started from the Seat.

But before dealing with the former,
reference must be made to the starting
device, which is worked from inside the
body. This is a ratchet and pawl arrange-
ment surrounding the short shaft, and
marked A in the drawing. Connected
with the arm is a wire cable passing
through pulleys attached to the body and
not show]i in the drawing, and ending
in a handle conveniently placed near the
driver's hand.
Injury through a back fire is im-

possible, as should this occur the arm
of the starting device is flung back
against the adjacent member of the
inner frame, which is struck first by the

(1) Clutch mechanism, seat starting,

and transmission arrangement of the
Adamson cycle car.

(2) Showing the springing of the
back axle, onderslinging and brake
arrangement.

Magneto side of the water-cooled Adamson
power unit.

wliich is bolted direct on to the chassis, is

a 10 h.p. Alpha, 85 x 95 mm., 1,099 c.c,
and fitted with a Solex carburetter. The
cam-shaft is driven by gearing, but the
magneto is chain-driven, the chain
being enclosed. The valves are also
covered in and adjustable tappets are
provided. Apart from tlie nietliod of
springing the chassis, the most interest-
ing portion of the veliicle is aft of tlie

clutcn, and the general arrangement is

clearly shown by the accompanying draw-
ing. The male member of the clutch is

kept in engagement with the female por-
tion by means of long flat springs, which
terminate in shackles fronr which pins run
tlirough the edge of the flywheel, and are
secured by nuts and lock nuts, by means
of wliich the tension of the springs is

«djusted. The forward part of the short

trigger B, which immediately releases

tlie pawl and throws the starting device

out of action. The gear box, whicli

contains three speeds and reverse, the
change of which is effected through a

gate, is cylindrical in shape, and consists

of two cheeks of aluminium, which are
the end plates, filled in by an 18-gauge
steel tube. The top speed is direct and
the gears slide on castellated shafts.

jNlotion is transmitted to the counter-
shaft by means of a bevel, and this

counter-shaft, it will be noticed, is pro-

vided with two leather disc pattern
universal joints so as to allow for any
whip in the frame. Each end of the
counter-shaft, to w'hich large diameter
pulleys are fixed, runs in ball bearings
carried in brackets. A V-shaped dis-

tance rod runs from the gear box to

the rearmost cross member of the chassis,

which ends in a ball joint and an adjust-
ing screw, by means of which any slack in

the belts, which are
used to transmit the
final drive, may be
taken up. Both
biakes, which are hand
(compensated) and foot-
applied respectively,
are of the shoe pat-
tern and act on the
belt rims.

The accompanying
figure shows the
manner in which these
are arranged, the con-
tour of the rear end
"if the chassis, and the
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The lOh.p. Adamson Cycle Car.^

•n-ay in whicli the back axle passes through

the body. The tubular front axle

passes also over tlie chassis just behind

the radiator. Wire steering is fitted,

and the cable emp'ioyed is of larger

dimensions than is commonly found
in vehicles of this type. The steer-

ing swivels are supported on ball bear-
ings above and in steel bushes at the
bottom. The body, it will be noticed,

has particularly pleasing lines, is pro-

OCTOBER 30th, igij.

•vided with running boards, and has a
large-sized locker at the rear. Taken
altogether, the Adamson is one of the

best examples of the belt-driven type of

cycle car we have yet seen, and should
prove very popular.

^>—WOOi—«-

The New Hudson 6 h,p. Twin.
FEATURES: Chain and Belt Drive; Large Petrol and Oil Capacity.

The general lines of this machine do

not differ materiall}' from the S5 h.p.

model. The frame is similar, but is

strengthened throughout. The counter-

shaft drive, giving the advantage of a

large puDey, is retained. This is driven

by a chain from the engine-shaft, while

a" belt transmits the power to the Mark
VII. Armstrong three-speed hub, which
gives gears of 6, li^, and 12 to 1, and
cont^ains a multiple plate clutch of large

area. The engine has a bore and stroke

of 76x85 mm., and the cylinders are"

set at 50°. The lubrication is by drip

feed ; the tank is of large capacity,

being capable of holding two gallons of

petrol and, half a gallon of oil. The
wheels have small car rims fitted with
extra Ireavy Dunlop 650 X 55 mm. tyres

as standard, witli a choice of Palmer
cords, Kempshalls, or Hutchinsons. The
back part of the rear mudguard is made
detiichahle to facilitate tyre repairs. It

will be noticed that the magneto is

placed in a rather unusual position be-

liind the down tube, where it should be
w«ll out of the way of dirt. The foot-

boards are sprung at the rear, turned
up and pivoted in front. - The machine

Transmission side ol the 1914 6 h.p. three-speea New Hudson. The Mark VII. Armstrong gear is

employed with chain-cum-belt drive;

is finished in the usual New Hudson
style, which is too well known to need
anv further descrinticn. The machine

is said to have attained a speed of 55

m.p.h. with a sidecar attached and, of

course, carrying a passenger.

APPRCACHIKG THE MEMBERS' BRIDGE.
An impressive group ol sidecars and cycle cars in the hour race ol the B.M.C.R.t'. at Brooklands.

J
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THE 1914 BRADBURY MODELS.
A Complete Twin-cylinder Sidecar Outfit.

The attractive coach-built sidecar introduced by firadbury & Co.

T\YO outstanding features of the
Bradbury programme for ne.xt year
are the production of a very fine

twin-cylinder three-speed machine
specially designed for sidecar woi'k, and
a luxurious sidecar specially designed for

use with this machine. The 3j h.p.

single-cylinder machine is now fitted

with comfortable footboards, a kick
starter in the counter-shaft, and direct

belt transmission. A Sturmey-Archer
three-speed gear is fitted.

A Powerful Sidecar Machine.

The 6 h.p. twin is a fine example of

a powerful motor cycle. The trans-

mission is by chain throughout, the

chains being entirely enclosed. A well

i3esigned three-speed gear box is fitted,

an the counter-shaft principle, the gears

being of the sliding type. The gears
are changed by a large lever woi-king

in a quadrant on the right-hand side of

the tank. Ample sized footboards with
.deep heel pieces are fitted. The engine

is of 750 c.c. capacity, the burc and
stroke being 74.75 x 86 mm. respectively.

The cylinders are held down by long rodf

to the base chamber, joined by a yokf
over the cylinders. A feature of the
macbine is the excellently large toolkit

leather box situated on tbe top tube of

the frame, whidi is, we consider, the

ideal position for the kit to be carried.

Luxurious Bradbury Sidecar.

The sidecar is a wondei'fully roomy
and well designed attachment. It is

coachbuilt, and entrance is gained by
it very wide door. The chassis is under-
slung, and a feature to be noticed is the
admirable way in which the sidecar

wheel is mudguarded. An adjustable
wind screen is fitted and a hood can be
supplied if required.

One of the best features of this side-

car is the excellent length for tall riders.

The chassis is carried well to the front
of the body.

This sidecar is specially designed for

use with powerful machines, and with
the twin Bradbui-y in particular.

A 3j h.i). single-cylinder Bradbury.

The new 6 h.p. twin-cylinder three-speed Bradbury.

A NEW FEATHERWEIGHT
CALTHORPE.

A Two-speed Machine under
100 lbs.

This macluue, w liich will be tuown as

the " Calthorpe Minor," is a replica of

the high pdwei'ed machine of the same
make as regards frame construction, car-

btuetter, ignition, etc. The power is

obtained from a l-l h.p. Precision 60 X
60 mm,, 179 c-c. ; this engine is said to

prodnce 3 h.p. at 3.000 revolutions per
minute, which is quite credible, as the
Ocndy Marshall formula places the h.p.

it this speed at 3^ appro.\imately. The
two-speed gear is incorporated in the

crank case and operated by dog clutches

worked by the foot ; the gear ratios are

6 to 8 to 1 on top and 12 to 16 to 1 on
low. The Calthorpe Minor should ajipeal

to a large number of people who have
no wis!) to use a h' ivy motor cycle.

B3
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The Latest 3i h.p. Premier.
Our illustration depicts an attractive

model just produced by the Premier
Cycle Co., Ltd. The power unit is the
well-known 3^ h.p. Premier motor with
the auxiliary exhaust device. Druid
front forks are fitted, and the mudguards
have been extended to give greater jjro-

tection. Comfortable footboards are
fitted, and an enlarged .silencer with pipe
to the rear is supplied. The drive is by
belt to an Armstrong Mark VII. three-
speed hub of the latest design, and a
kick-sta-rter is provided. A new depar-
ture is the colour of the tank, which is

enamelled bronze instead of aluminium.
A very low saddle position is given, and
the shape of the handle-bars has been
greatly improved. Altogether this
machine looks very serviceable.

A new 3'. h.p. Premier with footboards and kicit-starter.

We regret that last week we inad-
vertently gave the address of Alfred
Roberts and Sons, Ltd., as St. Mary
Street, Birmingham. The correct address
of this firm is Gripwell Works, St.
Mary's Row, Birmingham.

9S=s-<-

Motosacoche 1914 Models.
THE 2i h.p. single-cylinder Moto-

sacoche and the 3^ h.p. twin of
the same make will be supplied
with or without Mr. De Lissa's

patent valve, which will not, however,
be fitted to the 6 h.p. twin sidecar
model owing to the overhead inlet valves
which are a feature of the M.A.G.
engine on this model.

The Sidecar Model.

The details of the 2^ h.p. and 3g h.p.

are unaltered, and the specification of
the sidecar model is, 6 h.p. V twin-
cylinder M.A.G. engine, overhead inlets,

Enfield two-speed counter-shaft gear,

chain transmission throughout, and a
cushioning device in the drive to the
rear hub. The front fork is a Druid,

The De Lissa valve as fitted to a Motosacocne
cylinder.

and the forks are made sufficiently wide
to take the whole width of the mud-
guard without trapping. An automatic
drip-feed lubricator is employed.
The sidecar chassis is very strongly

built with three cross tubes connecting
the side members, and can be fitted with
any type body.
We had a short run in a sidecar fitted

to a 3^ h.p. twin which Mr. De Lissa
uses, and found the speed of which this
engine is capable quite surprising ; it was
fitted with the patent exhaust valves
to which we refer above. This valve
has been previously described in The
Motor Cycle, but its advantages are not
fully- understood ; it will, therefore, be
of interest to refer to it again, as it will

be a Motosacoche fitting ne.xt year.

The De lissa Exhaust Valve now
Standardised.

The illustrations e.xplain the working,
and it will be noticed that the greatest
advantage is the exposure of the valve
head to the air, which Iceeps it remark-
ably cool, and the absence of intei'nal

pressure on the head. An ordinary
exhaust valve has to lift against a

strong pressure in the cylinder varying
with the throttle opening ; in the De
Lissa valve this pressure acts on the
sides of the valve, and it is claimed that
it assists in lifting it, the only negative
work done being to open the valve
against the pressure of the coil spring.

Another advantage is that the head can-
not break off, and a valve breakage is

unknown. The ordinary valve spring
tends to drag tlie stem from the head,
because it pulls the valve back to its

seat and exerts a hammering action
which tends to break off the head. In
the De Lissa valve the stem only acts

as a tappet, and the valve will work
if the stem were cut off below the
exhaust port and that amount of length
added to the usual tappet. The coolness
of the valve after running is notable, as
nil. which in the ordinary case gets

burnt off the seat and head, remains
liquid on the De Lissa valve.

How the Valve is set.

In setting this valve a strong spring
is necessary to prevent it rising too
early, as it will do if the spring tension
be slackly adjusted. The spring is

screwed down until the sound of the
explosion getting away through the seat-
ing is inaudible, with throttle fully open
and ignition advanced. "Knocking," as
ordinarily known, is with this valve
absent, because, should explosions occur
too early for the speed of the engine,
the valve lifts slightly and acts as a
decompressor. We had ocular proof of
the coolness of the cj'linders, as, after
running a few miles, we laid the busi-
ness ends of som^e ordinary wood matches
on the cylinder heads, and they failed
to ignite, whereas matches held near the
exhaust pipes blazed np almost before
they touched the pipe.

The De Lissa valve, also showing section of the

cylinder to accommodate the valve.

Bi
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The 10 h.p. A.C.
FEATURES—Four-cylinder High Speed Engine ; Novel (Clutch and Brake; Minimum Welgni.

THE WL'U-Uiicnvii tiini uf Auto-
Giinifis, Ltd., of Tliames Uittoii,

liave now taken one niurt.' step

foi'waril iiitci liglit vehicle pvo-

Jiictiiin by placing on tlie market a small

fonr-cylinilei- car, which comes within

the detinition of a cycle car.

The source of power is a four-cylinder

water-cooled engine of very clean appear-

ance, having a bore and stroke of 59 mm.
by 100 mm., giving a total capacity of

1,096 c.c. The valves are totally en-

dosed. Cooling is effected on thermo-
syphon priuciplcSj in conjunction with a

pointed radiator fitted with extra large

oviii tubes, through which air is drawn
by means of a fan embodied in the fly-

wheel. The Bosch magneto, which is

driven through a flexible coupling, takes
up an accessible position on the off side,

the near side being reserved for the
Zenith carburetter controlled by an ad-
justable accelerator pedal, operating in

conjunction with a hand control on the
steering column, the latter being used to
set the engine at the minimum speed
required. An automatic pump forces
lubricant to the main bearings, other
moving parts relying on splash troughs
placed under the big ends, and should
any obstruction or leakage occur a tell-

tale indicator on the dash n-otifies the
driver of such a crisis. The crankshaft
runs on two journals, and the engine can
turn round at a maximum of 2,500
r.p.m., thus giving the vehicle a really

creditable speed on top gear.

Details of the Transmission.

The clutch is quite a new departure,

a Ferodo covered flat ring replacing the
usual cone. Much experimental work was
carried out in this direction, resulting in

a very sweet acting mechanism. A gate

change allows for the selecting of the
gears, performed by a lever, which is

a neat steel stamping, whilst the power
for sliding the gears is transmitted to

the striking forks by neat rods passing
along on either side of the torque tube
which encases the propeller-shaft.

It should be e.xplained here that the
gear box casing is cast in one with the
torque tube and extends into a fin-ther

compartment, housing the worm and
differential, thus allowing the whole
unit to be encased on one large chamber.

There are one or two very neat details

concerning the gear changing parts,

which are worthy of attention. Great
ingenuity has been displayed in devising

a means for locking tlie striking rod.'; in

position. This consists of a ball and
spring plaaed in an eccentric casing,

Vhich can be rotated, thus performing
the required adjustment, its final position

being fixed by a set screw. A double

The 1914 model A.C, which has a tour-cylinder water-cooled engine.

ball journal in a steel housing is pro-

vided for the engine shaft, the layshaft

running in a similar type but with single

balls. Three speeds forward and a

reverse sum up the changes, the gears

being 3|. 7, and I25 to 1, with clirect

drive on top.

Great trouble has been taken with the
moiuiting of the worm shaft, and the
bearings are most substantial.

It W'Ould be as well, perhaps, to

describe this rear brake now, since its

design is a unique and rigid structm-e.

Its action is similar to that of the
clutch, because a plate is used instead
of the tisiKil shoes working in a drum.
A stationary disc faced with Ferodo is

brought up against a plate fixed firmly
to the worm shaft, which is splined, the
direction of the thrust being opposed to
that e.xerted by the worm in pi-opellir.g

the car. Being an overliead drive the
worm wheel hangs below
in two brackets, large

duplex ball thrust bearings,
'

placed in pressed steel
;

casings being responsible

\ for the support. The bevel

differential is of generous dimensJons,
splined axle shafts forming the attach-

ments for the bevels, a very com-
mendable refinement. At the wheel end
of these shafts, brakes are fitted and
arranged to work right in the centre

of the hub. Tlierefore, with Sankey
wheels, the general appearance is greatly

enhanced as well as the whole mechanism
being weatherproof.

Grasshopper springs
rovide the suspen-

sion at the rear

;

transverse springs,
lubricated by
greasers, make it

I possible to in-sweep
"the front end of the
chassis frame, giving
at the same time ex-

I
ceptional lock to the

ii steering. A great
})' deal of useless weight
'^- has been disposed of

in designing the
frame, pressed

saK ehanne! steel giving
the required lightness

with the maximum
of strength. Its

actual length is 5ft., but the type of

i-ear springing adopted makes the wheel-
base 8ft. 5-2-in.

Comfort in the Coachwork.

A very neat ccachbuilt body, con-

structed on streamline principles with
tulip dash, gives ample seating accom-
naodation. Care is taken to have the
cushions at the angle of greatest comfort.

It is impossible to do justice to such
a fine piece of engineering in so short

an article, but the main factors can be
summed up in the following :

Steel stampings are used in every pos-

sible case, accessibility is always kept to

the fore, highest grades of material, only,

are utilised, and further the price com-
plete, including heavy car Clincher tyres

700 X 80 mm., hood, glass windscreen,
large kit of tools, three lamps, horn,

tyre pumps, jack, etv.. «• £175

SprinK bracket on the new A.C. showing ball device, allov/ing end of rear

SDrine universal and sliding movement.
A.C. rear axle showing arrangement of gear box. also brake on end of

worm shaft.
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The 10 h.p. A.C.—

The other model ,marketed by this firm
is furnished with the well-tried single-

cylinder engine used in the three-wheeled
sociables. A dummy radiator is made in

one witli the bonnet, its shape being

similar to that of the larger model. Two
speeds forward and a reverse comprise the
reduction gears, which are epicyclic. The
final drive is by a single enclosed chain
to a solid axle, one wheel being fitted with
a, slipping clutch in place of a differential.

>—<oa «» <
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Grasshopper springs form the rear suspen-
sion, transverse springs the front. We
have no hesitation in saying that the
value of the car at £100, with complete
equipment and ready for the road, ia

wonderful.

TRIUMPHS IN 1914.
Features: Dropped Frames, Semi-automatic Lubricator.

WE are able to illustrate this week
two of the new model Triumph
motor cycles as they will be
exhibited at OhTiipia. It will be

observed that a dropped top tube has
been adopted (this is common to all

types), giving a lower riding position.

.c^nother improvement is the fitting of a

Flat spring covering oil hole.

Best and Lloyd semi-automatic diip
feed lubricator, the pump being arranged
.in an inclined position as usual to render

The Standard three-speed touring Triumph.

Belt side of the 1914 model T.T. Triumph roadster.

gxgs. ^

The maker of the Ivy motor cycles

(Mr. S. A. Newman, Ivy Works. Lich-
field Eoad, Birmingham) will exhibit
at the Show a Ij h.p. lightweight Ivy.

This is fitted with the Precision light-

weight set, consisting of a miniature
engine with two-speed gear box incor-

porated with the crank case. The trans-

mission is by belt from a puUej' on the
half-time shaft.

Other models are the 3^ h.p. with
Sturmey-Archer gear; 3^ h.p T.T., to
which a larger tank is fitted ; 4 h.p.
twin, with new Precision engine and
Sturmey-Ai'cher gear ; 2-^ h.p. touring
.single-cylinder; and 4^- h.p. single-

cylinder sidecar combination. The latter

will have chain drive and G.H. three-

speed counter-shaft gear. On the change-

bS

IVY-PRECISION.
Ppeed hub models, the lack starting

device on the offside has been improved
by brazing the clip for the crank axle
to the chain stays. The foot brake now
has the shoe working in the groove of

the belt rim, which facilitates the removal
of the back wheel.
On the change-speed models this

brake operates against a separate belt

rim attached tc the offside of the wheel,
and in the single-geared models against
the belt rim on the near side. Celluloid-

covered handle-bars , are adopted as

standard on all models, and B. and L.
drip-feed lubricators.

Mr. Newman also intends to exhibit

a 2i h.p. two-stroke lightweight. This
machine has a 60 x 60 mm. engine made
on orthodox two-stroke lines, crank case

its depression an easy operation whilst

sitting in the saddle. There are, of course,
many detail improvements on the new
Triumphs, but these must form the
subject of an article in our next issue,

when we purpose dealing with an en-

tirely new single-cylinder mount the
Triumph Co. will market in 1914, and,
it is expected, exhibit at Olympia.

This machine has been kept in the
background, and tlie news of its adoption
will come as a distinct surprise. At the
moment we are bound to secrecy.
Another new fitting is the flat spring

fitting over the oil drain in the crank ca?e
in place of the screw plug which is liable

to shake loose and be lost.

Those who have been anxiously awaiting
the appearance of a twin-cylinder Triumph
will still have to wait in patience, as next
year this famous firm will specialise once
ir.ore in sinale-cylinders

compression being employed. The mag-
neto is mounted on a neat jjlatform at

the rear of the crank case, and an out-

side flywheel is fitted. Hoffmann ball

bearings are fitted to the crankshaft,
which is of very substantial proportions.
As these bearings are a particularly good
fit, it is not expected that compression
washers will be required. The trans-
mission is by belt, and the method of
lubrication is to mix a certain proportion
of lubricating oil Avith the petrol, which
feeds through the carburetter to the
engine. During the experiments a drip-

feed lubricator was employed, in additioi:

to the above, but it will probably be

discarded on future models. "

It will thus be seen that a comprehen-
sive range is being marketed for 1914.
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The Third Meeting of the F.I.C.M. in Paris.

THE third meeting since its foundation of the Federation

Interu.ilionale des Clubs Motocyclistus was held at

the Automobile Club of France, Paris, at 5 p.m.

on Satuulay last. The following is a list of the

countries represented and their delegates :

Grkat Burr.uN.—Messrs. E. M. P. Boileau and T. W.
Loughborough (.Secretary F.l.C.JI.).

Fb.vwk. —MM. le Chevalier Keue de Kuyff, G. Longue-

niare, F. G. Fenton, and Charles Fourreau (Secretary Com-
petitions Committee A.C.F, and U.M.F.).

Gu!J[.\N'Y.—Dr. Briickmayer and Herr M. Hein.

Bki.oivm.—Baron Nothomb and JI. Michant.

Dkn.m.ibk and HoLL-ixu.—Herr N. Jamiink.

It.vly.—F. A. Head.

SwiTZEiiLAND.—M. Megevet.

The Chevalier Rene de Kuyft',

called on M. Fourreau to read

meeting in French.

who occupied the chair,

the minutes of the last

Next Year's Competition.

Mr. Boileau then read the report of the International tour-

ing trial, and after both the above had been passed, Mr. F.

G. Fenton proposed that the F.I.C.M International touring
competition which is to be held in France next year should
start from Paris and then be held from a centre for three

^•5J||

THE BUCKINGHAIlI CTCLE CAR AT BROOKLANDS.
The designer, J. F. BuckiDgham, who is seen at tije wheel, recently set up new

750 c.c. records for the mile and kilometre.

or four days, and should finish in the French metropolis.

Several districts were mentioned, such as the Lyons district,

the Auvergne, and the Vosges. He reported that on behalf
of the Union Mutocycliste de France, MM. Lcnguemare,
Koechlin, and himself liad been instructed to find a suitable
course. This proposal was adopted. It was also decided
to hold the International Touring Trial in Germany in

1915. Mr. Fenton then raised the question of international
records, and after a brief discussion it was agreed that the
following should be recognised as world's records : The
flying kilometre and the Sying mile, the flying five miles
and the flying five kilometres. IQ miles and 10 kilometres,
50 miles and 50 kilometres, 100 miles and 100 kilometres,
200 miles and 200 kilometres, 1 to 6 hours inclusive, 12
hours, and 24 horns It was agreed to reconunend that the
A.C.U. should alter class A. for motor cycles up to 275 cq.
to read "for motor cycles up to 253 c.c." It was also

decided that the same rules goverjiing records should be
adopted as were laid down bj' the International Association
of Automobile Clubs, but that for the present short distance
records need not be electrically timed. M. Megcvet was
asked to submit estimates for electrical timing appai'atus
at the next F.I.C.M. meeting. The following propus.ils,

put forward by the representative of Holland, were adopted :

That in international trials no "secret courses" should
be used; that the organisers .should send to the competing
clubs one month before the competition a route card, giving

all particulars as to the route and hills, and that all check-
ini; stations should be marked by a banner across the road.

Cycle Cars may have Three Wheels.
Mr. Boileau then made the following proposal, which was

carried unanimously ;
" That all motor cycles with three

wheels be. classified as cycle cars other than motor bicycles

with sidecars, that by the term ' motor Ijicycle with side-

car ' is meant a three-wheeled vehicle, consisting of- a motor
bicycle to which a chassis is attached carrying a body or

seat for the passenger." The original dralt posses.sed the

words " passenger or passengers," but as the last two words
if included might bring about a difficulty on the question

of the ta.xation of cycle cars which is now being considered
by the French Jlinister of Finance, they were omitted.

The result is that sidecars carrying more than one passenger
must in future competitions be classified as cycle cars.

Protests Considered.
Iwo protests were then considered, one emanating from

Switzerland regarding the question of ballast, as the com-
petitor's machine was over the minimum weight and his

weight was under the minimum allowed for its rider. The
second protest was from Italy, and made on behalf of a

competitor who, contrary to the regulations, removed his

silencer. This was not permissible, as, curiou.sly enough,
though the exhaust may be free in speed contests, silencers

must not be removed. Both protests were disallowed.

The following officers were elected to constitute the

Central Biu-eau : President, the Hon. Arthur Stanley,

M.V.O., M.P., Chairman of the Royal Automobile Club
and President of the Auto Cycle Union ; vice-presidents, M.
Longuemare (France), Dr. Briickmayer (Germany), and the

President of the Moto Club d'ltalia (Italy). Mr. G. F.

Sharp was elected treasurer and Mr. T. W. Loughborough
secretary.

In recognition of his services to the Federation, Mr.
Loughborough was granted a sum of money representing

10% of the subscriptions received.

The meeting passed very smoothly and on no single

occasion had the chairman to ring his bell

A voiunleer lire Ongaae ot Green street Green, Kenl, on their 6 h.p.

Enlleld sidecar. (See Current Chat.)
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Oct. 30th 5.36 p.m.
Nov. 1st 5.32 ..

., 3rd 5.29 .,

„ 5th 5.25 .,

Saturday's Speed Trial Postponed.

The Herts M.C.C. flexibility speed trials

at Brookman's Park have been postponed
until the spring. Only fifty entries had
besn received for the trials, and the

committee considered that sixty was a

minimum to proceed with the event.

The Effect of Benzole on Tanks.

A short time ago we published a

paragraph asking readers who had
found benzole to have a deleterious

effect upon their tanks to communicate
with us. Of course it was the inside of

a tank that was meant, but all those
who have been kind enough to write
have misunderstood us to mean the
enamel on the tank. This property of

benzole is, of course, well known.

Alphabetical List of Miscellaneous Adver-
tisements.

Commencing with the next issue, the
miscellaneous advertisements in The
Motor Cycle will be classified under the
various makes of machines and arranged
alphabetically—a system which has so

long been adopted in connection with our
sister journal The Autocar. Nowadays
a reader has usually made up his mind
as to the make of machine he wishes to

buy, and we feel sure the change will

be appreciated. The numerous adver-
tisements of passenger motor cycles,

which have hitherto not been sectioned

up, will in future be much more easy of

reference, as they wiU be grouped under
their proper heading with solo mounts.

Ihe Robbialac Competition.

Those of our readers who took part
in the great Robbialac painting com-
petition, as well as those interested in
a really capital exhibition, will be
pleased to learn that the County Chemi-
cal Co., Ltd., Chemico Works, Bir-
mingham, have arranged for the whole
of the articles sent in, and their number
is legion, to be on exhibition for a
fortnight commencing Monday, October
27th, at Daimler House, Paradise Street,

Birmingham. It is not often that such
a wonderful exhibit of amateur work is

staged. The number, the great variety,
the ingenuity, and the high standard in

most cases attained has surprised every-
one who has a hand in the organisation
of this competition. Once the articles

are staged, the judging will be earned
out as expeditiously as possible, and
results published with as little delay as

possible afterwards.

A Belgian Hill-climb.

We have received an interesting letter

from A. J. Dixon, the well-known Singer
rider, written from Liege, where he went
last week to compete in a hill-climb or-

ganised by the Motor Club Liegeois,

The climb was held on a hill one kilo-

metre in length with 150 yds. in which to

get up speed, and an average gradient of

1 in 7^. Dixon describes it as a perfectly

ideal hill for the purpose, and the en-

trants included Triumph, Singer, and
Sarolea machines, but Dixon was the only
English rider. He was successful in

winning, doing best on time and formula.
He pays a high tribute to the kindness
extended to him by the Liege M.C.

Kent Firemen's Sidecar Equipment.

Green Street Green, a village near
Seveuoaks, is remarkable for the fact

that the village fire brigade uses a side-

car outfit to get with speed to an out-

break of fire. " The machine used is a
6 h.p. Royal Enfield combination, which,
in addition to carrying four men, also

conveys several lengths of tire hose. The
.

roads round about this neighbourhood are
exceedingly hilly, but the Enfield

manages to take its heavy load round
without faltering.

SPECIAL FEATURES :

MANY NEW MODELS.

UP BWLCH-Y-GROES ON A 31 H.P.
SIDECAR.

THE REAR LIGHT QUESTION.

The Flexibility Hill-climb.

We are asked to make it clear that it

was a 3i h.p. three-speed Sunbeam on
which J. S. Watson made the best per-

formance in the flexibility hill-climb of

the Sutton Coldfield A.C., and not a 2|

h.p. as stated in the official results.

Indian 1914 Programme.

Colossal extensions, both in capital

and plant, have lately been made by the

Hendee Manufacturing Co., makers of

the Indian motor cycle, and next year,

with their increased facilities for pro-

duction, it is expected that no fewer than
300 complete machines will be turned

out by the factory daily. In London
the company expect to be in occupation
of their large new premises, 365-368.

Euston Road, N.W., before the Show
opens at Olympia. This depot will

serve as a distributing centre, not only

for the United Kingdom, but for the

whole of Europe.

A volunteer motor cycle fire brigade ol Green Street Green, Kent, who use a 6 h.p. Ejifleld sidecar.

Two sit in the sidecar and one on the luggage carrier. (See paragraph.)
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Racing in Italy.

The Circiiito Ami.ita, which recently

took phic« ovor a course of 124 miles,

was wor. by Baron Sergadi on a Triunipli

in 3h, Oin. 55s.

Road Obstruction by Traction Engine.

At the Exeter County Court, a fort-

night ago, Mr. E. 0. Babbini;ton brought

a successful action against the owner of

a traction engine which blocked up the

entire road (no look-out being kept), and
conseijuently ilid considerable damage to

his motor cycle and sidecar, as he was

unable to pull up in time after rounding

a curve. He was awarded damages to

the extent of £23 18s. 8d. and costs.

Italian Sidecar Trial.

Motor cycles arc gaining a strong hold

on the sport-loving Italians, and last week
the first sidecar trial for machines up to

1.000 c.c. was held at Perugia over a

course of 160 kilometres. The competitor

who reached an average speed nearest to

forty kilometres an hour was declared the

winiier. The result was : 1, Sebastiani

(Motosacoche), who averaged 39.994 km. ;

2, Spadoni. who rode an Italian machine,

a Frera, average speed 38.660 km. ; 3,

Bonainti (Williamson), average speed 36

km. A Singer was fourth.

Important International Competitions in

1914.
In the fi.xture list published by the

Union Jlotocycliste de France, which is

a similar body to the A.C.U. in England,
we note the following important events :

.March 18 to 25.—Paris-Nice Trial

(M.C. de Nice).

March 29.—Grand Prix de Champagne
(T.M.C. de France).

June 1st (week-end).—C4rand Prix du
M.C.M.
July 26.—International Jlotor Cycle

Cup Race, he Mans (A.C.S.O.).

Aug. 4 to 9.—F.I.C.Jl. International

Competition.

British manufacturers who have felt

the burden of the numerous Continental

competitions this year would do well in

1914 to support only those of importance.

Trap.

We have received notification of a police

trap between Ross and Ledbury, situated
about four miles from Ross.

An Attractive Carburetter.

Next week we hope to publish an article

describing a new variable jet carburetter,
controllable from the saddle, which en-

ables a racing twin, geared 3| to 1, to

fire even on both cylinders whilst walk-
ing alongside. We have ju'oved this to

our own satisfaction. The carburetter
will be exhibited at Olynipia for the
first time.

London-Exeter-London Run.
Mr. Harold Karslake, who is organis-

ing secretary of the London-Exeter-
London M.C.C. Christmas run, informs
us that this year the start and finish

will take place at Staines instead of
Hounslow, in order to avoid travelling
over the bad piece of road between
those places. Arrangements are going
well forward, and the regulations will

be issued early in November. Persons
other than members desiring to enter for
this event are requested to make an
early application to the hon. sec, Mr.
Southcomb May, 34, Gower Place, W.C.

The Strength of Wire Wheels.
The strength of a modern high-class

motor cycle and sidecar is well demon-
strated by the illustration which we
give of a 6 h.p. Royal Enfield combina-
tion, showing it after a collision with a
gate. It was being ridden by the Eev. J.
Unwin, of Bordesley, Birmingham, and
the accident happened at night time
when he was on his way to preach at
an outlying church. As he approached
the gate, the road turns sharp to the
right, but the lamp showed up the
drive through the gate, and the rider,

mistaking this drive for the road, and
not noticing the gate, crashed through
it, with the result that considerable
damage was done. Despite the severe
impact, however, none of the wheels
were out of truth, which shows the
strength of the Enfield.

A Warning.

Last week the Herefnrdshire police had
a cut-out demonstration, since when they
are very sharp on noi.sy motor cycles.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

SrE('i.\ij Ro.M) Wak.vings.—Doi'set :

The authorities in the county of Diprset

have hitherto abstained from strictly

enforcing the provisions of the Motor
Car Act, but the Chief Constable informs
the association, that unless complaints
cease with regard to motorists driving
dangerously round corners, and across

cioss-roads, measured distances will be

instituted.

Saturday's Instructive Trial.

Saturday next is the date fi.\ed for

the novel trial to be held by the

Streatham and District M.C.C. The trial

will consist of an acceleration test, a re-

liability ti'ial consisting of a seventy mile
section before lunch, a thirty mile sec-

tion after lunch, a speed trial on Brook-
lands, and a stopping and starting test

which will take place on a gradient (the

last-mentioned feature is one which has
always been recommended by The Mufnr
Cijrle). The start will take place at

eight o'clock, and competitors sign on at

the Clayton Arms, Godstone, before 7.30
a.m., or they will not be allowed to start.

A Flexibility Hill-climb.

The Purley and District JI.C.C. ran
off their annual flexibilitv hill-climb for

the Edge Cup, on the 25th inst., with
the following results :

Class I. (up to 350 c.c.)^l, S. J.
Taylor (2^ A.J.S.); 2, C. A. H. Mason
(2-1 Douglas).

Class II. (350 to 600 c.c.)—1, C. W.
Meredith (Bradbury) ; 2. M. C Breese
(B.S.A.)

Class III. (over 600 c.c.)—1, E. J.
Webster (8 Matchless) ; 2, R. G. Charles-
worth (6 Zenith).

Class IV. (passenger machines, any
capacity).—1, C. W. Meredith (Brad'-
bury sc.j ; 2, W. G. Fowler (8 Jlorgan).
Webster wins the Edge Cup for best

result of the day.

The Rev. J. Unwin and ilie gale tlirough whicli he crashed lale one evening without seriously damaging his 6 o.p Entleld sidecar. (See psragrapn.

BI3
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Improved Amac Carburetter.
A Shield to Prevent Blow-back. Neat Double-clip Attachment.

THE following definite alterations

and improvements have now been
decided upon in connection with
the Amac standard carburetter

for 1914. The base, to which the float

chamber and vaporising chamber are
attached, is now a gun metal casting, as

also is the vaporising chamber. The

The 1914 modal Amac carburetter.

float chamber lid is screwed on in place

of the spring catch arrangement previ-

ously fitted, and the jet is removable
from the base without disturbing any
other portion of the carburetter. To
compensate for the different sizes of jets

which may be employed, and to improve
vaporisation, air enters at the base
through small holes in a cup, which
can be changed for other cups, with
smaller or larger air holes. Th« effect of

this is to give a correct mixture for slow
running even when a large jet is used
for maximum power. Previously, if the
jet vpere changed no variation could be
made in the air supply induced except
by the position of the air slide, which
acted, and continues to act, as a variabl.:;

choke. A slight alteration to the' in-

terior of the carburetter now enables a

clearer straight-through passage from
the main air inlet to throttle.

On the main air inlet is fitted a shield

or cup arrangement which catches any
petrol which may be blown back from
the vaporising chamber, and thus econo-

mises petrol consumption. We illustrate

the new clip attachment, by which i.

will be seen that no air leakages can
take place, owing to the sawed clip

being double, the saw cuts being spaced
out so that the slots do not come to-

gether. This . new attachment will* be
supplied in about two or three months
At present the nut fixing is standard.
At the Olympia Show the Aston Motor

J—•••-<

Accessories Co., Ltd., Aston Cross, Bir-

mingham, will show a carburetter de

signed for cycle cars of the automatic

type, and will be sold at a price which

will enable it to be used on low-priced

small cars and cycle cars.

Showing clearly the improvements to the new Amac.

A New 2 h.p. Two-stroke.
A Departure for Veloce, Ltd. Mechanical Lubrication.

Among the many firms who have
lately been experimenting with two-

stroke engines are the Veloce, Ltd., of

Birmingham. Their experiments have
led them to prepare for the market
the neat little power unit shown here-

with. The engine is of the three - port
type, and has a bore of 50^ mm. and
a stroke of 73 mm., the piston having
one broad ring only. The cylinder is

offset ^in. and the crankshaft is made
in such a way as to enable a solid

big end bearing to be used. A very
simple form of lubrication is used in

conjunction with an oil sump and chain,

the oil being led through the crankshaft
to the big end. The chain adjustment
for the magneto has been made par-

ticularly simple. A two-speed counter-

shaft gear can be supplied at option

and is constructed on the sliding dog
lines, all parts being solidly made. The
engine is designed for cheap but sound
construction, and we hear that a single-

geared model will sell for 25 guineas.

Another model, with the two-speed
gear in the bottom bracket and chain
drive throughout, will be listed at 30
guineas.

easily detachable. The usnal Arno head

and seat pillar lags are retained, and

Druid forks are fitted. The whole

machine is finished in red, and with a

complete equipment of tools, etc., sell;

at an attractively low figure.

Another view ol the single-cylinder two-stroke

Veloce from the carburetter side.

A NEW MODEL ARNO.
A new model Arno is now ready for

the market. It is built on the well-

known Arno lines but with a shorter

frame The 500 c.c. engine carries the

magneto on an extension of the crank

case behind the cylinder. The engine unit

is suspended on platforms and is very
New two-stroke Veloce. Back view showing

magneto, transfer port and oil filler.

BM
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THE RACING SIDECAR BECOMES MORE AN OBJECT OF INTEREST EVERY DAY.

Our artist who attended the last Brooklands meeting has put on paper his impressions

of existing conditions, and ideas of possible future developments in racing sidecar design.

^^^

or zs/zere cZo T^iSy ^el' ^o <;

TQ
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New Bowden Two-speed Counter-shaft Gear.
11 HE new Bowden two-speed counter-

shaft gear, made especially for

sidecar work by Messrs. Bowden
Wire, Ltd., 37-41, Pratt Street,

Camden Town, N.W., is u fine piece of

workmanship.
The drive employed is, as usual, by

chain from engine-shaft to counter-shaft,
thence by belt to the back wheel. The
diameter of the belt pulley on the
counter-shaft is 8in., and the reason for
this is to prevent belt slip.

The working of the gear is compara-
tively simple, and, briefly, is as follows :

There is a hollow shaft which carries

high and low gear clutches, and which
has a. double taper wedge. There are
two slots through the centre of the shaft,
in wTiicli are fitted two sets of clutch
blocks. The clutches are turned slightly
oval internally, and either the high or
low gear blocks are forced up by a taper
wedge into the oval clutch that receives
them.
The wedge is in the form of a spindle

with flats milled upon it in such a
manner that when forced in either direc-
tion it expands the blocks. To change
gear, it is necessary to pass through the
neutral position, so that both gears are
unable to be in mesh together.

Direct drive is on top gear. The low
gear is transmitted through a layshaft.

Gear changing is effected by either foot

or handle-bar control

All gear parts are strengthened. The
clutches and big end bearings are of

larger diameter. The gear wheels on the
layshaft have
wider teeth. All
gear parts are of

a finer pitch,

which give sweeter
running. The
clutch blocks are

interchangeable. The casing is greatly

strengthened, especially round the kick-

starter spindle.

The spiral sleeve has an improved
method of fixing. The kick-starter is

geared slightly lower. The kick-starter

stop is now incorporated in a bracket to

which is anchored the spiral sleeve to

the case. The thrust between the wedge
and operating plunger is taken by a ^in.

ball, instead of the |in. as formerly.

The device is lioht and ea.silv fitted.

New model Bowden
two - speed gear for

Dtting to existing

sidecar machines up
to 6b.p.

Samples of Rear Liglits for Motor Cycles.
A Neat Acetylene Tail Lamp.

In view of the recent decision of the
Divisional Court with regard to tail

lamps for motor cycles, several new lamps
are coming on the market for this pur-
pose. A neat little acetylene lamp is

being marketed
by Messrs. Welte
and Owens, Ltd.,
Colquitt Street,
Liverpool, and
is fenown as the
Gemco, which
w e ^illustrate.

The body is of

aluminium, and
very light, and
fitted with a
suitable burner
of a small
capacity. A
sxvivel bracket
enables the lamp
to be fitted in

various positions, such as on the carrier,

number plate, mudguard, or on the side-

car. The head lamp generator is used
to supply the necessary gas to this tail

lamp, and the connection between the
tubing from the generator is made by
means of a small brass " Y " piece, dis-

tributing the gas from one branch of the
"Y" piece to the head lamp, and fi-om

the other branch to the tail lamp.

Dnnbill's Tail Lamp.
Messrs. Dunhill, Ltd., 359-361, Euston

Road, N.W., the well-known accessory
dealers, have sent us two specimens of
tail lamps which they have got out in

reply to the recent decision. These can

be used either with acetylene or electric

light, and can be attached to the carrier

and connected either to the generator by
a Y piece or to a battery. The lamps
are strongly made, and of a shape
easily cleaned, an important point to be
considered when the exposed position of

such a lamp is remembered. A good
point about these Dunhill lamps is the
insertion of a glass in the side to allow

the lamp to throw a side beam, by means
of which the rider can see if it is alight

by slightly turning his head.

A Standard Miller Lamp.

This well-known Birmingham lamp-
making firm inform us that they have
for some time past marketed a lamp
known as the "Bearlite," but they are
now re-designing this lamp, and hope to
have it ready, in an improved form, for
exhibition at the forthcoming Olympia
Show.

A Dry Battery Tail Lamp.
Messrs. A. H. Hunt, 115-117, C^annon

Street, E.G., who are sole agents for
Hellesen dry batteries, send us par-
ticulars of a neat dry battery-fed tail

lamp. This can be supplied from stock,
and has the advantage of being perfectly
clean and free from any liquid in the
battery. Such a battery with ordinary
use would last a year before renewal
was necessary. The lamp itself is much
on the lines of a dashboard inspection
lamp so often used on motor cars, and
can Tje attached to the carrier.

Dunbill's rear red light for attachment to the

carrier of motor cycles.

Brown Bros.' Acetylene Rear Lamp.
Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd,, Newman

Street, Oxford Street, W. , have sent
us. a small rear lamp for inspection. It
fits on to a bracket which is attached
to one of the rear stays, and the gas is

supplied to it either from the head
lamp generator or an auxiliary genera-
tor. The method of attaching tke
burner is novel. It is screwed into the
base, which is made detachable by means
of a bayonet joint. The glass prism
for the rear light is fastened in the
door, which is hinged to the body, and
fastened by means of a spring catch.
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Harrogate and District M.C.C.

I lie cross-country run, liclj last week, provided some
rllent sport and included the fording of two deep water-

. islies with munntain tracks and stiff hills. Special prizes

rr given to novices, who had to cover tlie ronte at a rate

15 ui.p.li. Result of ordinary class : W. E. Grange (3^

ribury sc.), lost no marks; \V. Fawcett (6 A.J.S.), lost

,..;« mark. Novices class : P. Hill (5^ Triumph sc), lost

seven marks; C. Falkingbridge (2| A.J.S.), lost eleven marks.

Lincolnshire A.C.

A hill-climb was held on Bunkass Hill, near Louth, on
Saturday, the 18tli inst., on T/ir Mutur Cyrle formula. The
results are as follows

:

Class 1.—Under 5£0 c.c.

Fig. of Merit.

... 39.5

... 41.6

... 47.1

1. .J. H. Brookes (Douglas)

2. J. Ward (Douglas)

5. Mrs. Jennison (Douglas)

Cl.4S.<! II.—Under 600 c.c.

1. J. B. Drakes [o{ B.S.A.) 36.5

2. A. Readhead (3^ Rudge) 40.8

3. E. Kemp (4^ Campion) 44

Class III.—Over 600 c.c.

1. J. E. Harston (6 Campion) ... ... 34.5

2. S. E. Sandars (9 Indian) 40.2

.3. W. Copley (6 Rex) 43.7

Fastest time of the day, S. E. Sacdars (9 Indian).

Leicester and District M.C.C.

V hill-climb was held on the IStli inst. at Slawston, on a

. which appears to be in every Avay perfect for sucli an
ision, dead straight, a good surface and gradient, with
minimum of traffic. Mr. G. W. Hillyavd, the president,

I had given a silver cup for competition for the best side-

a- performance on formida, competed in this class on his

Z' nith. but did not subsequently weigh in, or he would
I ive gone very near to winning his own prize. Results:
Ltuutweight Class.—1, H. Leich (Douglas) ; 2, H. Wood-

gate (Douglas); 3, H. Bowerman (Connaught).
Big Twin Tormxc Cl.vss.—1, S. Briggs (8 Campion-Jap) ;

2, E. Goodin (6 Clyde) ; 5, W. Lee (6 Rex).

T.T. Class.—1, M. H. Simpson (Rudge), time 331s. ; 2,

Jim Simpson (Rudge), 35|s. ; 3, C. Harrison (Ivy-Precision),

35|s.

llpEN Class.—1, S. Briggs (8 Campion-Jap), time 30|s. ;

2. M. H. Simpson (3^ T.T. Rudge), 32?s. ; 3, Jim Simpson

(3J free engine Rudge), 35s.

Gotch (Premier) ; 2, H. Bower-

1.

1.

1.

Handicap Class.—1, M.
man (Connaught).
SiDECAE Class (Silver cup presented by the president, Mr.

G. W. Hillyard, for best performance on formula).—1, H.
Pettj- (Singer), time 52s., formula figure 209; 2, S. Briggs
(8 h.p. Campion-Jap), 39^8., 224; H. Lcich (2J DouL'las)/
62|s., 262.

Liverpool A.C.

A petrol consumption trial, with the ascent of Altybady,
was held recently. The results were as follows:

Fig. of Merit.
Class I.—Solo machines to 600 c.c.

J. Green (Sj New Hudson) 337
Class II.—Solo machines over 600 c.c.

N. Brown (7 Indian) 521

Class III.—Any sidecar machine.
H. Coopland (7 Indian sc.) 525

Malvern and District M.C.C.

There was a large entry from the Malvern, Cheltenham.
Dudley, and Kidderminster Clubs for the speed trials held

on the 18th inst., and many spectators. The distance was
just under the half-mile, flying start. Results :

Cla.ss I.—Up to 350 c.c. (on time).

1. Corbett (2| A.J.SO 19|s.

2. Gibb (25 Douglas) 22-^s.

Class II.—500 c.c, any machine (on time).

Harrison (3^ Triumph) 203.

Corbett (2| A.J.S.) 20is.

Class III.—500 c.c. standard touring machine (on time).

1. Wynn (3^ Rudge) 21^s.

2. Bladder (3^ Rudge Multi) 21^s.

Class IV.—Up to 1,000 c.c. (on time).

J. Gibson (8 Zenith) 17is.

Nickson (3^ Rudge) 20s.

Humphries (6 Bat) 20s.

Class V.—Up to 1,000 c.c. (on formula).

Fig. of Jlerit.

Corbett (2| Douglas) 349
Curtle (2| A.J.S.) - ... 451

Class VI.—Sidecars and cycle cais up to 1,000 c.c. (on time).

1. Gibson (8 Zenith sc.) 21|s.

2. iMorgau (8 Morgan runabout) 22s.

Class VII.—Sidecars and cycle cars (on formula).

Fig. of Mejit

1. Corbett (2-| A.J.S. sc.) 375'

2. Morgan (8 Morgan runa-bout) 518

1.

2.

1.

2.

2.

1.

2.

Group ol competitors In Itae Cross-coontry Trial of the Harrogate and Districl M.C.C,
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The Latest Pattern Winco,
MESSRS. Stringer and Co. (Sheffield), Ltd., have

slightly modified their attractive cycle car, the

latest model of which we illustrate. The makers
are large producers of steel parts for motor cars,

j>uch as crankshafts, etc., and the n>aterial and construction

of the machine should be all that can be desired.

The engine is a twin-cylinder water-cooled 85 X 92 mm.
bore and -stroke, giving a capacity of 1,068 c.c. Several

features of the machine stand out prominently, the

most striking part of the design being the back axle,

which embodies the gear box, affording three speeds

and a reverse, which are situated in a casting just

fore of the differential case, the propeller-shaft being carried

in a long torque tube. The whole construction is exceed-

ingly neat and well carried out. The springing is by inverted

Broadside view ol the new twin-cylinder Winco.

semi-elliptic springs, pivoted in the centre, and with the

extremities attached to the cross ijiembers of the ash and
steel plate frame and the axles. Both brakes are of the

internal expanding type, and are placed side by side in the

drums on the rear wheels, which are wire and are shod with

750x85 Clincher light car tyres. An exceedingly neat radia-

tor IS fitted. The coachwork and wings are very well carried

out, and the lines of the carrosserie are exceptionally grace-

ful for a vehicle so moderate in price, which is £137 for the

chassis and tyres, and £165 complete with body, hood, screen,

five lamps, generator, and horn. The whole finish is

admirable

Front view of the new 8 h.p. Winco cycle car.

A CROSS-COUNTRY RUN.
SATURDAY'S closing run of the Coventry and Warwick-

shire Motor Club developed almost into a motor
steeplechase. Ainong the competing machines were
several new models^—a Cumbria belt-driven cycle car,

the water-cooled Humber sidecar we described last week
driven by F. G. Edmond, a Lea-Francis with sidecar driven
by CI. I. Francis, two big single Excelsiors, several Rudges
and Triumphs (including J. R. Haswell, who thoroughly
enjoyed the sport), a couple of new 5-6 h.p. Rex sidettes
with 1914 improvements, a Williamson, and a new Hazle-
wood sidecar owned by H. D, Teage;
As is usual, a paperchase speed-judging contest was

embodied with the run, and Mr. S. Wright, the hare, led
off on his Humberette, first along the London Road and
then over by-roads, along disused roads with deep ruts,

through countless gates (which the competitors who had
drawn different speeds to avei-age were always careful, one
by one, to close after them), over grass-grown tracks, across
fields, by farmyards, and up one or two really severe hills.

In one field two bullocks jumped a hedge at the sight of tlie

motor vehicles. Some of the two dozen or so competitors
would have given up the chase but for fear of getting lost.

The trial culminated in an ascent of Newnham Hill, where
Mr. Geoffrey Smith took the times, the distance covered
measuring twenty-nine miles. All were agreed that the
run would be an ideal test for any Colonial mount.
The results were subsequently announced by Mr. Holroyd

at the Peacock Hotel, Daventry, where Over fifty sat down
to tea :

Motor Bicycles.—S. A. Eow-landson (3g Rudge), 2m.
34s. error.

Sidecars.—A. N. Barrett (5-6 Rudge sidecar), 3s. error.

CiRS.—D. J. Corser (12 Rover), 16m. 53s. error.

Hear vi<>w of the chassis crowing ash frame^ sprineiDg, gear hox and
back axle unit.

I I I I I I I I ! I I I I
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THREE SPECIAL ISSUES
will be published as follows :

NOVEMBER lath-
Passenger Machines of all Types

NOVEMBER 20th—
Buyers' Guide of 1914 Models.

NOVEMBER 27th—
Complete Show Report.
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x UDGING by an cxamina-

I tion we made a few days

J ago of an ingenious

iiiiiietei" whicli has been

. nted by Mr. J. Ridley,

Springfield Terrace,

\entrv, riding to schedule

wiih or without a watch and

speedometer has been re-

duced to a very simple pro-

cess. Ridley's Pacometer is

an instrument for indicating

a pre - determined average

speed, including stops, the

lime of day, the total mileage

\elled, and it also acts as

., uip recorder. Our illustra-

tion shows an experimental

instrument which has been

conslructed for one speed

only, namely, twenty miles

per hour.

The instrument consists of

a clock with a minute hand
painted red (black in the

illustration), immediately

above which runs a dial

driven from the machine and

arranged to make one revolu-

tion every twenty miles.

This dial is graduated from
o to 220 in twenties, and in

one position is a red spot

which can be brought directly

over the minute hand of the

clock, tlie dial being imme-
diately adjustable by means
of the knurled thumbscrew.

To average twenty miles

an hour the driver has simply

to drive the machine so that

the red spot on the dial keeps

level with the red minute
hand, and if stops are made
the minute hand wdll advance
leaving the spot behind, so

that on resuming the journey
V. is very easily seen how

I'lilike the type of saddle with which
the name XT All is so closely associated,

a ucw model has been brought out with-
out the parallel motion. This new saddle
has the usual comfortable and well-

Riding to Schedule Simplified.

71 J s

A novel instrument which enables a rider to average any pre-determined
rpecd by recording when he is late or early.

A NEW TYPE OF XL'ALL SADDLE.
padded seat, and is mounted on a \'ery

simple and light frame. This frame is

of pressed steel, and, though light, is

extremely strong. It consists of two
main portions hinged together at the

mucii has to be made up to

regain the predetermined

schedule. Of course, the in-

strument does not ajjpeal only

to a rider who wishes to keep
to an average speed of twenty

miles an hour. It can l)e

arranged for an average con-

siderably in excess of this,

and it is also possible to make
it adjustable ior any average

speed. It would then be of

great service for racing or

record breaking at Brook-

lands. For instance, if a

certain record had to be

beaten, and to secure it an

average of sixty miles an hour

had to be kept up, the instru-

ment would show immediately

when the record breaker

lagged behind, and when of

necessity he stopped for re-

plenishment or adjustment

the minute hand would show
exactly how much had to be

made up to get within the

record.

THE CUT-OUT NUISANCE.

Although motor cyclists

generally realise that the

recent Act vnth reference to

the use of a cut-out is intended

to be enforced, there still

appear to be some who think

a long tube without any ex-

pansion chamber is all that

the law requires. This is not

so, and recently a conviction

on this very point was regis-

tered at Croydon, and

although the fine inflicted

was lenient, motor cyclists

should see to it that their

silencing arrangements com-
ply with the law.

nose, the rear ends being held together

by two tension springs similar to those

in use on previous types of the same

make. The saddle should be very easy

in action, and it is possible to fit it .so

as to give an extremely low riding posi-

tion.

Views nl ihi new XI'AII anatomatical shaped saddle.

The light and strong Irame of the 191'1

pattern XI'AII saddle.

BI5
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An Ingenious
Method of Lubrication.

The Oil taken to all Bearing Surfaces by
Spring-operated Pumps.

THE question of lubrication is ever before us, so
tliat we were extremely interested in a device
which was shown to us at a recent date by Mr.

Rendile Lisle, of the Poplars, Anerley Park Road,
Aneiiey. Mr. Lisle's machine is driven by a 650 c.c.

single-cylinder engine, with the magneto placed high
up on a platform behind the cylinder. Below this

' "-^^^™^^^^^

6 BhJ'Mf^t^^'-—^^ Bz
J

i 1P^fe^^^
'

i f^ k^^^ fil^^r^ ^
! .JiWP^^g 3^ 11
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Fig.l —The Rendile oil pump.

platform is mounted the oil pump mechanism, which

consists of two eccentric operated plunger pumps, the

plungers having a bore and stroke oi }i y. %'wi.

The eccentric shaft is driven by chain and a worm
reducing gear at i to 44 engine revolutions.

. It will be realised tha.t the oil supply is taken at low

pressure tO' the distributing box, and thence by leads

to all important bearing surfaces. As there is no

return pipe the pressure is necessarily low, so that

just enough oil reaches each -wearing part. The
inventor remarks that he does not believe in lubricat-

ing flywheels, and from the wonderful results he has

achieved it is obvious that there is something in his

system. For instance, we are assured that the machine

has run 912 miles on 2% pints of Vacuum Bi oil

since the installation of the pump, though before this

it would only do 190 per quart. The motor cycle

to which the system is fitted has many unusual and

interesting features, notably the spring forks, which

are on the cradle principle.

In the first illustration W is the worm driven off

the magneto-shaft; this rotates the gear wheel, seen

oh top, which revolves the eccentrics E, which in

their turn depress the plungers P. The oil is taken in

at port A-\ and discharged at A4. The union D has

B26

three pipes, two leading to the plain pump bearings,
the third to the plain bearing at the other end of the
worm spindle ; the driven end of that spindle runs on
a ball bearing. Thus it will be seen that the pump is

self-oiling and never requires touching.

Description.
Taking the second illustration, the circulation is as

follows: From the tank through an adjustable sight

feed regulator Ai, along the copper tube A2, into

pump at A3, then under pressure from A4 into union

box A6 (entering the box at A5), along Fi into

cylinder, gudgeon pin, and small end; also along F2
directly on to the steel axle in the main bush, on the

\;alve side.

Also along pipe F3 into the union leading directly

on to the other axle, and by by-pass up the hill again

by the pipe to be seen under forward end of magneto
platform in the photograph, then into the jet playinj,

on the big end.

The amount of oil is controlled at Ai, and the

springs on the pump plungers are of such a strength

that they will take all the oil they can get when
the pump is going full speed. If their supply of oil

is restricted they do not rise to the full extent, allowed

by the eccentric, consequently there is no internal

pressure tending to jam the actuating gear. .

fig. 2—Showing the driving mechanism of the Rendile mechanical oil pump.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondentsj

All iotlers should be aiiiressei] to tbe Editor, " Tha Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Laakiag Water Jackets.

Sif,—In reply to "Two Years Ahead," re leaking -water

jiu-kets on his 1913 Scott. I had this trouble, but I took

the rings off the cylinder heads and made joints of Waterite

and have had no trouble since.

I am using a 1914 Binks carburetter on my Scott, and it

is really splendid for slow running and acceleration Also

fuel con"sumptioii is fully 25% less. JAMES ST. JOHN.

Self-lighters.

Sir,—At this time of the year, when a considerable number
of motor cyclists are still enjoying Saturday afternoon

jaunts, and who do not arrive home until after dark, thus

lindnig it necessary to light -up, I am inclined to think it

would be a great convenience to them if motor cycle

acetylene lamps were fitted with self-lighting attachments,

such as are fitted to many pedal cycle lamps, and that at

only an extra cost of about Is. 6d.

Within the past two or three weeks I have noticed sevecal

motor cyclists, standing straddle legs across tlie front wheel,

striving to light their lamps with matches, much to the

amusement of children and country yokels, who gather

round.

As for myself, although I only ride a pedal cycle, when-
ever I find it necessary to light-up, I simply turn on the

water, wait a couple of minutes, and, stretching my arm
over the handle-bars, pull the ''trigger" of the self-lighter

attachment, and the tVick is done, without so much as dis-

mounting.

It may be the practice of some lamp makers to fit self-

lighters to their motor cycle lamps, but, np to the present.

r have found this fitment conspicuous by its absence on all

the lamps of the motor cycle class, which I have seen.

A PEDAL CYCLIST.

The Question of Rear Lights for Motor Cycles.

Sir,—I understand that in future motor cycles will have
to cai'ry a rear light, so that now all motor vehicles, or fast-

moving vehicles, are to carry rear lights, whilst the horse
drawn or slow-moving vehicles are only compelled to carry
one light at the front.

Now I contend that the slow-moving vehicJe is being
constantly overtaken and passed on the road, whilst the
fast-moving vehicle is very rarely overtaken or passed, so

that there is much greater need for rear lights on the horse-

drawn vehicle. Also a motor cycle can be seen quite
distinctly from behind as a shadow against the light from
the head lamp, but can a farm waggon be seen by means
of the light thrown on the road from its head lamp ?

Also how many of your readers have experienced the
shock of finding a flock of sheep or herd of cattle across

the road on a dark night ? Would it not have been better

to have gone into this question of rear lights generally and
made a law compelling all vehicles to cari'y rear li^hi. '

Also a law to compel cattle drovers to carry a green light '.

But then Mr. .Justice Bailhache refers to motor cycles as

a terror I

1 am not protesting against the decision that motor cycles

should carry rear lights, but I fail to see that if they are
necessary on motor vehicles why they are unnecessai'y on
horse-drawn vehicles.

I trust that you will bring yom- influence to bear upon
this important matter, and most especially with regard to

lights for cattle drovers. HARRY' O. ^\ RE.

Some Advantages of a Twin.

Sir,—With respect to the relative merits of twin and

single-cvlinder engines, I have an idea that ray eicperiences

witli an up-to-date twin might interest some of your readers

My mount is a 3 h.p. two speed Enfield, and I have been

about 2,500 miles, mostly on lire worst roads that it is

possible to find in Great Britain, namely, those of East

Anglia, and have never yet had a serious involuntary sto[)

while travelling. My oiily trouble has been a sparking

plug, which gave out after seventy miles, and I once Ixoke

the kick starter thjrough advancing the spark and thc-Ji try-

ing to start up.

And the forced lubrication system—what a relief it is not

to have the worry of pushing the old-fashioned hand pump
every few miles or so, and wondering if the engine has too

much or too little oil. The bearings, too, seem to like it

better. I had the engine down recently and it showed no

trace of wear at all. I never have to use the low gear, save

fur traffic, as it goes singing up hill and down dale alike.

The 3 h.B. twin-cylinder Enfield referred to by " Twin Enthusiast."

The low humming of the twin, cheerful and contented as a

chijd at play, contrasted with the resonant booming of the

single, is iii itself a great factor, for conitort on a long

run.

The machine takes me up Jlalden Hill witn plenty to ;p.iyn

on the high gear, and although I have ridden singles till

this year, a season's riding of a twin has convinced me thai

I should be an apostle of Waniba were I to go back to the

heavy 3^ h.p. single again.

Needless to say I have no connection with tJie Enfield

people.

I enclose a photograph of the machine in question.

TWIN ENTHUSIAST.
B2g
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A Novel Sidecar.

Sir,—I beg to contradict the statement of Mr. W. E.
Manning, sidecar manufacturer, of 85, South End Road,
Hampstecd, contained in your issue of the 23rd inst., at the
fool ot page 1390, wherein he informs your readers that
the sictecai-—Knut's Egg—attached to my 1913 Douglas
(iUustrat«d in your issue of the 9tl:i inst., page 130.8) is of

a design registered by him. This is not so. Mr. Manning's
sidecar is entirely dirf^erent -throughout, and I cliallenge him
to prove his statement. F. FLETCHER.

Petrol Consumption Tests.

Sir,—I was glad to see Mr. Howard Smith's and other
letters in your paper, re the remarkable figures in the petrol

consumption test of the Sutton and Mid-Warwickshire Club
a short time ago.

I should be pleased to turn out again at quite a short
notice on an attempt to equal or improve my result, viz.,

192 m.p.g. on ray 2^ h.p. Levis.

What this is over avei-age riders' usual consumption is

accomited for by a high gear, a heavy flywheel, and the
easeful tuning of a good engine and carburetter. H. Newey,
on a similar maclime, won the distance prize last year with
190 m.p.g. The nearness of these figures will be noticed.

I may add tliat on my machine I had fitted an auxiliary
round tank which ensures filling up without air locks.

This would make a big difference in a square tank, 'especi-
ally if the collar is deep or a gauge filter used.

ARTHUR BUTTERFIELD.

=SBI)

A Home-made Three-wheeled Cycle Car.
Sir,—I enclose a photograph to show a single front wheel

cycle car made by myself. In reality it is a converted Canard
tricar. The single-cylinder water-cooled engine has a bore
and_ stroke of 80 mm., and through a cone clutch on the
engine-shaft drives a chain to the two-speed gear box, and
then by another chain to the back axle which lias a differ-
ential. The gear ratios are 6i to 1 and 14^ to 1. The tyres
are 26in. x 2^in., and there are two band brakes—one on the
front wheel and the other on the differential, both actuated
by strong Bowden cables.

As will be seen, the body is sprung on coiled springs at
the front and C springs at the back. Tlie body itself is made
from ash and pine framework and covered with three-ply
majple and comfortably upholstered, and. it will be noted, is

divided in the front part to pass over the centre frame. At
the steering column there is the customary worm and sector,
and at the end of the lever thei-e is a ball joint joining on to
the steering rod, as seen in the photograiDli, and which is con-
nected at its other end to the fork crown.
The macliine has not yet run a great distance, but it is

quite capable of touching the legal limit if necessary. It,

however, was specially made for short trips on half-holidays,
and I do not desire to exceed 10 to 12 m.p.h. W. ELLIS."

OCTOBER 30th, ig/j.

Why More Air with Benzole?
Sir,—Some time ago I read in an article on benzole in

a motoring paper that the reason why the extra air port
of a carburetter- requires to be opened wider for benzole
than for petrol is mainly a matter of the relative volatility
of the two fuels : that because benzole has a very low
latent heat it gives a very rich mixture, and therefore
requires much dilution with air. And now we are informed
by " Ciiemist " in your issue of October 9fh that the true
reason is because of the higher proportion of carbon to
hydrogen in benzole.

I regret, Mr. Editor, that I must record my absolute
inability to believe either of these expert statements. First,
with regard to volatility .: if we alter a little the mixture
of substances called petrol by adding a small percentage
of parafiin, which has a high latent heat or low volatility,
then we lessen the avtrage volatility and increase the latent
heat of the mixture, and the result—according to the first

expert—would be a weaker mixture requiring less air ; but
it is a matter of common knowledge that a mixture of petrol
and paraffin requires more air than petrol alone.

Then with regard to "Mr. Chemist's" explanation: I

suppose that he will admit that enough air should be present
for perfect combustion and no more, or at least that ail'

in excess of that is useless as far as the combustion is

concerned. In that case, if I may rely on the elementary
chemistry I learned in my boyhood, twelve grains of carbon
require thirty-two grains of oxygen for complete combustion,
while two grains of hydrogen require sixteen of oxygen :

that is to say, as carbon requires less o.xygen for combustion
than hydrogen does, the more carbonaceous the fuel the
less air it will require for complete combustion—the direct
opposite of "Chemist's" facile statement.

Not being an expeit, it is with fear and trembling that

I advance any explanation of my own, but I suppose it is

" up to me " now to present a 'target for others to shoot

at, so here goes. I understand that certain factor's in the

flow of a liquid along a tube {(.e., fuel along a jet) are

P «='

represented by the equation—r- -1—o ~^ constant, 1, neglect

ihg the effect of gravity and the resistance of the walls,

which would be almost the same for the two fuels, v beint;

velocity of the liquid at a certain point, P the pressure
at that point, and d being the density or specific gravity

of the liquid. We have then r- = 2 (k — —j j from which it

is evident that the velocity of the fuel from the mouth of

the jet, besides increasing as pressure, P, is lessened, /.'.,

with opening of the throttle or increase in engine speed,

also increases as d is increased, i.e., by using a heavier fuel.

The volume of fuel escaping from the jet on each chargini;

stroke is proportional to the sectional area of the jet x
velocity of fuel, and the weight, or amount, of fuel pel

charge proportional to this x specific gravity of fuel.

Hence it is obvious tliat, other things being equal, tlif

richness of the mixture increases very much with the density

of the fuel, and therefore with heavier fuels, such a.<

paraffin and benzole, one requires to lessen the amount
escaping from the jet, either by using a smaller jet or hy

diminishing the suction on the jet by opening wider the

extra air ports.

CAMERON GIBSON.
[It is probable the specific gravity has much to do with

this matter, as our correspondent suggests.—En.]

A tlree-wheeled lamily cycle car. (See letter Irom W. Ellis).

Carbon on Sparking Plugs.

Sir,—I was much interested in Mv. J. F. B. Carslake's

suggestions in his letter on " Carbon on Sparking Plugs,

which appeared in a recent issue, in which he mentions .i

shunted "capacity." Being anxious to carry out his ideas. I

installed a variable air vane condenser on my carrier, suit-

ably controlled from the handle-bar by Bowden wire. Judge
of my astonishment when I found that by obtaining " resoii

ance " my whole framework began to "brush" in a niii.^l

spectacular manner, rendering my powerful headlight almosi

unnecessary, and completing the reformation of a belated

reveller who was slowly working his way homewards. 1

would also suggest that rubber trousers should be worn foi

such experiments.
JABEZ HYDE-THOMSON.

Bjo
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"On Saturday. Oct. 11th. 1913, llie 35 Norton

made the first and second fastest time of the day.

Formula results, 3i Norton first and 3* Norton

second ; in the Sheffield and Hallamshire Hill

Climb, using the C.A.V. Ruthardt Magneto.'

Ben
Lomond
(5192 -feet high) -^

climbed on an

Marvellous hill-climbing feat
by a 3 h.p. Twin=cy!inder N.S.U.

ridden by Mr. T. Wilkinshaw,

of 493, Dumbarton Rd., Dalmuir,

who writes

:

" Dear Sirs, " October 'i7lh.

"On Thursday, October ]6th, I W2S successful in climbing Ben

Lomond, 3,192//., on my 3 h.p. twin N.S.U. I cycled home this morning,

end my machine was working beautifully. Of course, the dutch has had to

stand a fearful strain, and will need adjusting. The path, if it can be

called by that name, was urider water in many places, and boulders were

numerous, but the engine being in a loop frame was saved many a smash.

" The weather was the worst 1 have ever experienced during my many

years of motor cycling. For two days my cycle was left on the mountain side

lost in the mist, and when 1 started again the engine purred away beautifully.'

This performance is conSrmed in a letter from

our Glasgow Agents : Messrs. The North

British Machine Co.

THE N.S.U. MOTOR CO., Ltd.

Ofices and Showrooms—
186, Great Portland Street, London, W.

Goods and Repairs—
83-85, Bolsovcr St., London, W,

^v>
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PALMER
CORD CYCLE CAR TYRES
On Thursday, October 23rd, at Brooklands Track, Messrs. F. Burgess, and

J. Wetton, driving a 10 h.p. Calthorpe Cycle Car, fitted with 3in.

Palmer Cord Tyres, succeeded in establishing the following

—

SEVEN WORLD'S RECORDS.
TIME RECORDS.

4 hours 263 miles 878 yards

SPEED PER HOUR.

65-87

5 „ 330 „ 919 „ 66-1

6 „ 393 „ 450 „ 65-54

DISTANCE RECORDS.

250 miles 3 hours 5 1 minutes 8f seconds
SPEED PER HOUR.

64-89

300 „ 4 „ 30 „ 38* „ 66-51

350 „ 5 ,. 18 „ m „ 65-94

400 „ 6 „ 6 „ 37 65-46

(Subject to confirmation.)

The above records are overwhelming proof of the durability and efficiency

of the scientifically constructed Palmer Cord Cycle Car Tyre, which is an

exact miniature of the famous Cord Tyre for Motor Cars. For reliable

and satisfactory service this tyre cannot be equalled by any other tyre

on the market.

Write for Cycle Car Price List :

THE PALMER TYRE, LTD.,
119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.C.

MOTOR CYCLE TYRE DEPT. :

103, St. John Street : : : : CLERKENWELL, E.C.

B32 In answerinjj this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Ci/de."
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Cycle Cars.
Sii'.—Allow nil' to (liaiiU voii litnrtily for tlio strong

position yon hiivc teikcn n[) witli n-giiril to the true rycli'

car. I have long felt that the i-onipetition of the miniature
motor ear is strangling the Irne eyele ear, and nniess the

A.C.U. alter the detinilion so as to exelnde the former, there

is grave danger of tlic latter following the old and nsefid

tricar to oblivion.

Keep pegging awav and von will do the movement real

service.
" '

R. A. l.AMBEHr.
[The ahove is bnt one of many letters we have received

couched in nnich the same terms, hat that published will

sufHce.

—

Ed.]

Leather Belts.

Sir,—Reading " I.xion's " " Occasional Comments " of last

week, I notice that he says one disadvantage of leather

belts is their habit of wearing a shoulder on the pulley. I

have always preferred leather belts to rubber ones, and get

over this ditficulty by riveting a piece of clutch leather

about iin. thick on the pulley. This was ijuite successful,

besides giving the belt a better gripping surface, but I

cannot say how long the leather would last without re-

newal, as I got rid of the machine after about 1,500 miles

ruiniing like this, and my present machine is chain-driven,

but, judging by the appearance of the leather, it would
last a good maiiv thousand miles.

I think this tip worth trying. HAROLD HOUGH.

What the Show will Reveal.
Sir,—With reference to your article on " What the Show

will Reveal," I note your remarks on the "big singles." As
an old rider, and one who has owned a few " big singles,"

1 can bear out all you say in praise of this class of engine.

1 own a 600 c.c. engined machine that has hauled a sidecar
for many thousands of miles in the hilly parts of England
and Wales. I have plenty of power, and, with the exception
of cleaning away the carbon, this engine has never been
Icjuched by a spanner. For a rider who has little time for

tinkering, this seems the limit of no trouble, with, a fairly

constant power.
I—and several other riders I know—have been waiting

years for the machine fitted with a "big single" and gnod
coiniter-shaf't variable gear. The 1914 Zenith seems to give
all but the ''big single" engine. When the makers fit this
latter, I, for one, am a certain buj'er.

In conclusion, I should like to add an appreciation of the

4i h.]). Precision, for, as a real power unit with some wear in

it, I have vet to find one to beat it. SINGLE.

An Undesirable Practice.
Sir,—Having read the various letters on the subject of

pillion riding published in The Uotov Cijch, I should like
to warn your readers of the danger of so carrying passengers
on machines fitted with "live" back axles.

Miss Berttia Greaves, of Sheinclii, on tier 3; li.p. Calthorpe sidecar. Tliis lady
is equally well linown fi local bowling and musical circles.

1 lide a machine so lilted, and a short time ago was starting
off for a run with my brother seated on the carrier, when
suddenly the leg of his trousers was caught by the axle.

Luckily I was able to pull the engi'ne up sharply, but
even so his leg was badly torn and the trouser had to be cut
away before he could i)e freed. This before the machine
had proceeded two or thiee yards.
What tlie result would have been had we been travelling

at a fair speed I do not care to imagine. I have now fitted
" sidecar.

. .STa.NLEY Hl'Tt'HIN'S,

Sir,—Allow mc fully to endorse the letter of Harrv Spencer
on carrynig a passenger on the carrier. The law should most
certainly prohibit carrying the fair sex in this nianiu-r, but
the sidecar is not in it with the pleasure of riding on the
carrier slraddh Icyx and with your feet comfortably resting
on the back footrests. Corners are negotiated and vehicles
are passed more easily ; wind resistance is lessened, and the
passenger has (lik-e the driver) that exhilarating feeling of
being part and parcel of the steed. R.W.li.

Sir,— I have read with much interest the controversy
on carrier riding, and it is a letter from '' Maxime " iii

T/ir Motor Oi/rhi of October 9th, vvhich makes me somewhat
indignant. It distinctly hints that motor cyclists who
indnlg2 in this "undesirable practice" are incapable of
controlling their machines, and should not be allowed at
large. Now I also speak as one who has had experience,
for I have ridden hundreds of miles with a passenger, and
to say "it is hopeless to argue that a machine steers well
with a. passenger on the back" is to my mind a hopeless
proposition to make. We are given ail unfair example,
for I should certainly say the rider who startled " Maxime "

with his "death yell" was incompetent under any condi-
tions.

_
For who—I ask all motor cyclists—find"s cause

for anxiety when negotiating a "slight bend," or even a
bend, with a passenger on the back? I have found that
if your passenger sits close up to vou the steei'ing is not
affected m any way, and 1 can take any corner without the
aid of "spasmodic efforts. " When taking the fair sex on
the carrier the balance is somew^hat affected, and calls
for more careful driving, but to say that you are a dangei
to the public under such conditions is going from oiif
extreme to another. AN UNDESIRABLE.

Sir,—I notice your correspondent L. J. Mann in his
letter of October 9th refers readers to the B.S.A. Co.'s
booklet, with the intention no doubt of persuading readers
that motor cycle manufacturers as a body regard the
practice of carrier riding as quite a natural and proper
method of using one's machine.

Following are a few facts which I believe will prove to
a person of average commonsense that even a machine
designed and built to stand the strain of sidecar w^ork is
not intended by the makers to drag an average weight of
about ten stone about on a carrier intended for light lugoage,
etc., even whci driven with sidecai- detached. The Singer
Co. in their booklet write, " We do not recommend the
carrying of a passenger on the carrier of a motor cycle."
The Scott and N.S.U. Co.'s class the taking of passen<^ers
on their machines (without sidecar) under the term " misuse

"

in the guarantee given with their machines. Yet all three
companies make and recommend models for sidecar work
With regard to "L.J.iM.'s" remark, that a man mav

take risks with his life it he chooses. A man's life in not
his own that he may loilfvlh/ flirt with death, so to speak
In the case in question your correspondent declares his right
to "ride as I please," as long as he does not endanger
the public.

Can any person drive a motor cycle in the manner in
question (in which there is, beyond doubt, a risk) and
yet not put the lives of other users of the road in danger''
I think most readers will admit that there is overwlielmim'
evidence available to prove the utter failure of the defence
of the " ride as you please " policy.
One thing more (perhaps a little personal). If I were to

"^u^u'''j'j''
'*'' ="'•'''''''' '" a fi''st class journal of course,

which did not quite meet with my whole-hearted approval
it would not necessarily follow that the author was incom-
petent or a lay contributor. No, unfortunately, even
journalists have not yet reached that state of perfection
when one person can satisfy everyone in matters of opinion'

H. DIXON.
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The Lubrication oJ Timing Gears.

Sir,—As a rider of a 1913 two-speed Douglas I have been
trying to improve the lubrication of the timing gear on my
machine.

Tliis gear is, of course,^more or less lubricated by oil from
the crank case, but as I am of opinion that more efficient

lubrication would be obtained by running it in grease, I

have been trying various greases with a view to obtaining

a lubricant which will stand a high temperature.
I find the most suitable grease is that known as Ambroleum

3011, as made by the Stern Sonneborn Oil Co., as it is not
affected by the heat and retains its lubricating properties.

I also use another brand of Ambroleum for my two-speed
gear, and find it gives better results than ordinary grease,

as it clings to the wheels.
The usual disclaimer applies. AC 3519.

Petrol Gauges.

Sir,—As the inventor and introducer of the sunk in

pattern of petrol gauge for motor bicycles to which "Ixion"
submitted meekly for years, I would like to reply to his re-

marks, as they are calculated to give a. casual reader the

impression that this is one of the tried and foiuid wanting
devices, an idea which tens of thousands of satisfied users

disprove.

This statement that it registers fairly accurately is mis-

leading. In point of fact it simply depends upon the law
that fluid finds its own level, and if there is auy more de-

pendable or accurate action in nature than this, I do not
know it. I would therefore amend the statement and say
it registers perfectly accurately.

His second objection that one has to dismount to see the
gauge is only partially correct. If the glass is fixed at an
angle towards the rider, the level, owing to a rather peculiar
refraction by the glass, can be seen by moving the head about
Sin. to one side, and even if fixed vertically it can be seen
with a little more exertion. As regards the dial with float

and spiral I am in agreement with "Ixion," having seen
this type revived and dropped several times.

With respect to the partition in the bottom of the tank,
" Ixion " could have had a " warning tap " substituted for

the ordinary one, and this would stop the engine temporarily
when the petrol had got down to about two pints, a quantity
ample to take the machine to another source of supply.

A. C. DAVISON.

The Testing of Lubricants.

Sir,—A great deal of attention is just now being bestowed
on the subject of testing lubricating oils with a view to

ascertaining their degree of suitability for their respective
purposes. The subject is one which seems to elicit opinions
from a wide variety of contributors to, and readers of, the
recognised trade journals.

In view of the interest which is undoubtedly being shown
at the present time, we ask the courtesy of your columns in

order to point out the futility of the rough and ready methods
of oil testing which are so frequently recommended. But
small benefit is likely to result from the use of such methods,
which are misleading, and, in any case, of small practical

value in the absence of any standard to which to work!
A good many years ago we recognised the necessity of

being able to test the values of lubricating materials under
actual working conditions, and the importance of standard-
ising the results obtained. The Sternol oil testing machine
is the outcome of pur efforts to produce a comparatively
simple, practical, and reliable apparatus.

This machine is capable of reproducing the exact working
conditions of any machinery, steam, gas, and oil engines, in-

cluding load, speed, cylinder pressure, temperature, etc.

By its means we ai'e able to jj^onounce with certainty as to
the suitability of an oil or grease for any given purpose, and
also to prepare charts showing the comparative efficiency of

various qualities.

The machine is installed on the premises of the Stern
Sonneborn Oil Co., Ltd., Royal London House, Finsbury
Square, London, E.G., where tests are carried out daily.

Any samples submitted are tested free of charge, and, if

desired, an appointment will be made so tliat the tests can
be done in the presence of any person "representing the firm

by whom the samples are submitted.

THE STEHX SONNEBORN OIL CO., LTD.

A Problem.
Sir,—With reference to the above, 1 beg to thank Mr.

Philip Bailey for liis suggestion. I am glad " Ixion " was
interested in my letter, and regret that it did not contain
sufficient information for him. I should, of coui'se, have
mentioned that the gear ratio was 5^ to 1, but perhaps I

ought to be given credit for some commonsense. Surely
the expressions " climb " and " pick up " are self-explana-
tory, and if " Ixion " will read his own notes he will find

that he unconsciously describes both terms to a nicety.
The machine in question has done just over 1,000 miles,

measured by speedometer, driven from the front wheel and
not from the magneto chain sprocket. Also I have wasted
no money on carburetters (two having been borrowed), and
I suppose even " Ixion " will allow that some carburetters
will suit a particular engine better than others, the best
results in my case being obtained with a Senspray fitted

,

with a 44 jet.

As the engine will start easily with the air lever slightly

opened, it does not appear that th«re are any air leakages
to speak of, and, as to the moving parts being tight, I

might mention, just to show how great minds think alike,

that the pistons, which were rather tight, have been eased.
Now that " Ixion " has all the particulars before him,

any suggestions, from either him or any of your readers will

be much appreciated by TWIN JAP,

Hub and Counter-shaft Gears.
Sir,—Anent the interesting letters on gears appearing in

your valuable journal, I notice that some of your corre-

spondents who have used hub gears seem to have been so
singularly unfortunate that I dare venture to suggest that
their care, or rather lack of it, has^had some considerable
say in the matter. They, however, have immediately taken
up their pens and added insult to injury by belabouring the
poor unfortunate hub gear and aU its ways, and one feels

almost inclined to apologise for being such a "fool" as

to use such a piece of mechanism. Nevertheless I boldly
stand forth as one of the " fools " who, strange to relate,

has actually used one of these gears fitted to a heavy 557
c.c. single-cylinder machine, over 5,000 miles of road and,
I might add, track. Neither the West Coast roads of

Scotland nor the hills of the Lake District and Surrey have
been able to lay it low, even though for over 2,000 miles
on one trip along some of the worst roads and hills in the

United Kingdom the load was about a quarter of a ton
all on. True, on one occasion only, the clutch slipped a
bit when not asked to do so, but the cause was immediately
traceable to my own fault in over-oiling. A bath of paraffin,

a few drops of thin lubricating oil to follow, and the clutch
said good-bye to unasked slipping.

Difficulty in removing the back wheel is urged against it,

but personally I quite fail to see this. As a newcomer to

the ranks of motor cyclists, I have changed covers, mended
two punctures, put on a large canvas patch, and been ready

^for the road again in one hour and forty minutes. Con-
sidering it was the first time I had undertaken the opera-

tion, I think it is good testimony to its simplicity and ease.

I do not think a " countfir-shaftite " would do much better

on an ordinary touring machine with impedimenta. The
counter-shaft gear wall find me no enemy, and in my humble
opinion it is a good gear in the right position. It lacks,

however, one very great advantage possessed by its rival,

the hub gear, in that this latter can be changed instantly,

while one has to decl-utch before changing on the counter-
shaft

;

'this is not always easy to do in a sharp emergency.
So much confidence have I in my gear that I am casting

wishful eyes upon Norway as the scene of a future, jaunt,
where I surmise the roads and hills should be of a really

sporting character. Perhaps some of your readers know
them and could give me a tip or two.

I add the usual disclaimer. A HUB GEAR USER.

SUMMARY OF CORRESPONDENCE.
The LmSKPOOL A. C.C. Tbiai,.—We have received three

letters, which we should print, but for the fact that they
are signed with noms de ijliime only, pointing out that W.
Heaton made clean ascents of every hiU in the recent trial

in North Wales held by the Liverpool A.C.C., while J. B.
Sproston failed on Altybady, yet the latter rider won the
Reliance Cup, in consequence of the rule which allowed one
failure on a hill without any penalty. They think Heaton's
performance the better one and should have won him the cup.
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Bowden
Two-Speed Countershaft Gear
will be shown at Olympia,
Stand No. 211.

Two-step drive - 8 inch pulley.

Guaranteed up to 6 h.p.

Bowden Wire, Ltd., Pratt Street, Camden Town, London.

MOTORS
The All-British J.A.P. Engines carry their successes right

through the season.

Final B.M.C.R.C. Meeting at Brooklands on Saturday, Oct. 18th.

Time Trials.

Class " D." J.A.P. l.st. C. R. Collier, on Matohless-J.A.P.
Class " E." J.A.P. 1st. E. Remington, on Matohless-J.A.P.
Class " H." J.A.P. 1st. E. B. Ware, on Zenith-J.A.P.
Class "1." J.A.P. 1st. A. J. Luie, on Zenith-J.A.P-

One Hour Sidecar Race.

Class " D." J.A.P. 1st. E. B. Ware, on Zenith-J.A.P., breaking also severa'

records.

Cla.':3 E." J.A.P. ist. C. R. Collier, on Matohless-J.A.P.

Junior One Hour A.C.V. Championship.

J.A.P. 2nd. H. Mason, on N.U.T.-J.A.P-

5 Lap A.C.V. Championship.

J.A.P. 1st. E. Remington, on Matohless-J.A.P.

J. A. PRESTWICH & CO.,
Northumberland Park, Lower Tottenham, LONDON, N.

TelepltODt : Tottenham 1612 (3 lines). Tciegrams : Prestwicb Tottiane, LonJon

sa
In answtrinfj these advertisements it is desirable to menlioii "The Motor Cijele. A33
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ACCESSORIES INDISPENSABLE
Our stock of accessories represents the pick of the market. Everything that the motor cyclist

requires for his equipnient is to be seen at its best in our Showrooms, and purchasers have the
Dunhill guarantee of satisfaction.

We illustrate only a few of the many interesting accessories shown in our M.C. catalogue, a copy
of which should be in the hands of every well-informed motor cyclist.

2526C.

"KING DICK" SPANNERS
Strongly made in leather of best quality.
Wallet contains No.'s o, i, z, " King Dick

"

Spanners iu a compact form 12/-

3682.

"BOWDEN" VALVE GRINDER
The "Bowden" valve grinder and spring
lifter. Makes valve grinding easy,

certain, and efficient 7/6

Lukin

DunHiV's
Sole Agenis.

Carburetter
Absolutely Automatic. No
delicate mechanism. The last

word in economy & efficiency,

55/- Write tor particulars.

TYRE LINER
Renders tyre completely puncture-
proof and lengthens it^ life . . 1/3

KENNARD" VALISE
Expansive, smart, and indestructible

22/6 Absolutely dustproof.

"Denrion" Wrist Siren
Always ready for use, and
gives piercing sound.. 3/3
Without Strap .. ..2/3

3 765A.

FLASH
BATTERY
6/6

3740.

CASE for

BATTERY
3/6 and 6/6

:!?^

O^'^O^^
o^V^

V.M. PILLON SEAT
and BACK REST

By this fitment safety is

assured from spokes; specially

suitable for ladies ..£196

M.C. VALVE
Fits any engine.

5499-

SPRING LIFTER
Price .. ..1/8

M.C. WATCH
3320.

First - class [\lolor Cycle, splendid
movement 10/-
Cheaper qn.ititics from . . . . 4/9

^^>

TELESCOPIC LUGGAGE GRID
\\ ill fit almost jny sidecar chassis
on the inari.et 21/-

WRITE FOR M.C. CATALOGUE—TO-DAY !

Dunhills 412S.

SAFETY COUPLING BAR
Invaluable for Sidecar . . . . 9/6

359-361, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.
City Branch : 42-43, Lombard Street, E.C.

MANCHESTER : 88, Cross Street. GLASGOU^ : 72, St. Vincent Street.

A34 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " 2'he Motor Ci/c'c.''
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
Tormo Specialities.

Next year tlie 'Fonuo Manufacturing
Company. 67-68, Bunliill Row, E.C., will

be marketing three types of Sarolea

engines, the 3i li.p. 85 x 88, a 2^ h.p.

and a new 6 li.p., of which we hope
short Iv to give details. One of the most

metal polish can collect and wliich a rag

can catch.

type, while
tional lens.

This is of the
the front glass

lens mirror
is an addi-

Tormo F, and S. ball bearing cycle car hub.

noticeable features of these engines is the-

ccwllent exterior finish and the beautiful

casting of the radiator fins.

The Tormo iWanufacturing Company-
are also agents for the well-known F.

and S. Ball bearings.

The accompanying illustration shows
,
the latest type of cycle car hub, wliich

is a particularly fine piece of work. The

The latest pattern Autoclipse lamp. The clean
exterior design is a strihing point.

The Eisemann Waterproof Magneto.

The 1914 Eisemann magneto has not
undergone any startling alteration since

last year. We illustrate, however, one of

The Optalyte lamp. The model shown Is for use
with cycle cars, but a similar model Is supplied

with lugs for fitting to motor cycles.

All the lights were turned out, and
an ordinary type of acetylene motor cycle

lamp was lighted and placed on one side of

the room ; while on the other the Optalyte

Section of F. and S. ball bearing cycle car hub.

sketch shows this in section. On the

end nearest the chassis it has a double
row of ball bearings and a single low
on the outside end. Particular care has
bee.i taken to render it dust and water-
proof.

Useful Lamps at Brown Bros. Ltd.

A tirm which is always to the fore

with motor cycle accessories is Messrs.
Street, E.G. Dealing primarily with
Brown Bros.. Limited, Great Eastern
lamps, we would call our readers' atten-
tion to the new form of Autoclipse, which
type of head light is an okl favourite with

Component parts of the 19t4 Eisemann waterproof magneto.

the
the

latest type machines, showing how
waterproofing arrangements have

been carried

Autoclipse lamp showing accessibility of burner.

out. It will bfr noticed that
the end plates abut on
an inner dome of alumi-
nium, which fits inside
the magnets, and these
end plates are a dead
accurate fit, no packing
being employed, as it has
been found that the
packing harbours mois-
ture. It will also be
noticed thaU the special

spanner supplied with
each magneto machine
has attached to it a
gauge for testing the
opening of the contact
breaker points and a
screw-driver for adjust-
ment purposes.

.motor cyclists. The latest pattern, it

'will be noticed, is a great improvement
upon former models, its chief feature
being the wonderfully smooth exterior,
which is a real departure and en-
ables it to be cleaned easily and quickly,
as there are few crevices ' in which the

The Optalyte Lamp.
On the occasion of ;i visit to the show-

rooms of Messrs. Optalyte, Ltd., 129,

Oxford Street, \V., we had an interesting

demonstration of the light given by the
company's latest pattern motor cycle
lamp.

lamps were lighted in succession. The
five inch lamp (shown in the photograph)
easily outshone the acetylene. The seven
inch lann), for cycle car or motor cycle
use, gave an excellent light also.

A neat focussing device is fitted to theso
lamps. A winged nut when undone
enables the focussing tube to slide lack-
wards or forwards to any desired pcsil'on.

Also the lens is a special feature. It

is constructed of glass of great thickness
and is silvered on the in.side

The lamps are easily cleaned both in-

side and outside. Other advantages
claimed by the makers are (1) No c!ii. I on
the inside, and (2) no condensation.

Special bulbs are fitted and are con-
structed so that the filament is as near
the centre of the bulb as possible. This
prevents blackening. The weight of these
lamps is very moderate.

Everything for the Motor Cyclist.

Passing Gamages' recently, we entered
and inspected a very attractive collec-

tion of accessories. We also noticed a
Singer light car, a B.S.A. motor bicycle,

and several sidecars, pillion seats, etc.

Altogether, it was a very fine show.

A35
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A Folding Sidecar.

The frame comprises four main tubes
A B C D, which are connected together

by the knuclde joints illustrated, so that

OCTOBER 30th, 1Q13.

spring J normally moves the member B
away from that C, bringing the conical

surfaces into engagement. Withdrawal
of the clutch is effected by the opera-

tion of the lever K, working on a

thread L on the spindle, which presses

when in the extended position the mem-
bers cannot move beyond the correct

location. The member A carries joints

E for attachment to the motor cycle,

whilst the sidecar wheel F is mounted
on an axle carried by the tube B. Upon

^C. / 7P^

the tubes A and B are bolted the leaf

springs G supporting the body H, which
comprises side and rear members con-

nected by hinges. The base of the

body also is hinged to the sides, and
serves to keep the. whole secure wben in

use. By removing the base of the body
the complete sidecar can be collapsed

from the position shown in full lines to

that shown dotted.—G. and T. F. Wat-
son, No. 16,875, 1912.

A Free Engine Clutch.

This clutch is of the cone type, and is

arranged at the hub. The belt pulley

is carried by spokes A connected to

the .female cone member B, with which
co-operates a male cone C carried by
the wheel hub. Around the fixed

spindle E is mounted on ball bearings a
sleeve F, which at one end carries the
pedalling free wheel G, and at the

other end is formed with a square at H
for the reception of the clutch member
B, which is a sliding fit thereon. A

. upon a push rod
actuates a cross

hich in turn
N, forcing the

clutch member B inwards, and so dis-

engaging; the surfaces.—G. E. Rigby,
No. 12,094, 1912.

G.

F.R.S. Lamps. Cfl/fTI'K.
T. CoUis, 57, Hattori Garden, UJ^^JcwIVMr

E.G., has been appointed London repre

scntative for the manufacturers of these

well-known motor cycle lamps.

Good Value in Tyres.

low price of Michelin tyres

voiturette covers, 650 x 65, to be
as low a price as 29s. 9d. This

appeal to those of our readers
|_

ve voiturette rims on their motor
or who use cycle cars. The pat-

f Michelin motor cycle tyres wUl
altered for 1914.

The
enables
sold ali

should
who ha
cycles,

terns c

not be

Advertising Matter Wanted.

Messrs. A. P. Rey, the well-known
motor cycle dealers of Heath Street

Motor Works, Hampstead, and 173,

Great Portland Street, W., inform 'us

that they have now taken e.xtensive

premises at 378-384, Euston Road,
N.W., and would be glad if manufac-
turers would supply them with posters,

etc., relating to the motor cycle and
cycle car trade, as they have very con-

siderable wall space available at their

new jiremises.

A Double Purpose Cap.

A fortnight ago we illustrated the
Anti-glare Visor cap produced by
Bramco, Ltd., Coventry, to safeguard
motor cyclists and cyclists against the
dazzling rays of the powerful motor car

head lights at night. The photograph
showed the screen quite dark, but, to

remove any possible misapprehension, we
should explain that the dark effect is

due to the non-actinic colour used. The
screen is, of course, transparent, and not
opaque as might be supposed from the
illu.stration.
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Jackson Cycle Car Ignition.

In our description of the clever two-
stroke Jackson cycle car which we pub-
lished last week, we should have stated
that the magneto fitted was a U.H.

Brooklands Achievements.

G. E. Stanley, on the 18th inst., made
the best performance in four events in

the time trials, broke the existing hour
record, and made a wondei-ful exhibition
in the five-lap championship race up to

1,000 c.c, while H. V. Colver set up
the hour record in the sidecar combina-
tion event. Both these riders were using
C.A.V. Ruthardt magnetos.

Continental Tyres in 1914.

The chief feature of ne^t season's Con-
tinental tyres is a reduction in price and
no alteration either in pattern or quality.
The new tyres will be constructed in
exactly the same manner as those fitted

to Godfrey's Indian, which won the T.T.
in 1911, and Applebee's Scott, which
won this classic event in 1912. and on
which Green won the Grand Prix this
year. A novelty will be an" Autobi
650 X 65 cover (to fit voiturette rims) for
the rear wheels of heavy sidecar
machines, and a similar 75 mm. tyre to
fit 65 ram. rims.

A Durable Tyre.

Palmer tyres were used on the Cal-
thorpe cycle car which annexed seven
long distance records at Brooklands last
week.

Tyres at Brooklands.

We are informed that E. B. Ware,

'

who was the winner in Class D in the.
Sidecar Hour Race at Brooklands on
the 18th inst., and who performed re-

markably well throughout the meeting,
was using Clincher tyres.

Steel Pistons.

Messrs. Brown Bros., Ltd., advise ug~
that they have been appointed sole
agents for London and district and selling
agents tor the Colonies for Simplex steel
pistons and the Duplex patent piston
rings.

The- "Reliable" Belt.

Messrs. Lycetts, Bromley Street, Bir-
mingham, makers of the combined
leather and rubber "Reliable" belts
which performed so successfully in the-
A.C.U. Six Days' Trial, inform us that
they are now in a position to supply this'

type of belt in Igin. size.
'

^
A Satisfactory Lubricator. ^

We are informed by Messrs. Best and
'

Lloyd, Ltd., Birmingham, makers of the
well-known drip lubricator, that already
over 25,000 of these fittings are on order
for various makes next year, and that,
among others, these useful fitments wiU
be found on Lea-Francis, B.S.A., Brad-
bury, Scott,' Hazlewood, Humber, Nor-
ton, and A.J.S. machines next year.
Messrs. Best and Lloyd state that these
lubricators are so successful that there
is no single instance of a firm once having
adopted them giving them up.
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FOR EVER-
. will the MOTOSACOCHE, with M.A.G. engine, give

you service.

FOR EVER-
will it run just as sweetly and just as swiftly—whether it is a

21 h.p. MOTOCYCLETTE or a
(The Gentleman's Machine)

3i h.p. MOTOR CYCLE.
They are FULL of refinements. They are made in a factory which turns out 5,000 engines

annually, and they are designed by engineers of the highest qualifications. Send us your

name on a -Jd. postcard, and we'll send you a catalogue free of all charge.

MOTOSACOCHE, Ltd.
Telephone: Willesden 1092.

Works and Offices—Henmont Works. College Park,

Willesden Junction, LONDON. N.W.

AGAIN AMONGST THE RECORDS

EQUIPPED
WITH THE

GEAR THAT
NEVER FAILS

At the A.C.U. Championship Meeting held by the B.M.C.R.C. at

Brooklands on Saturday, Oct. 18th, the ZENITH and sidecar made

(subject to confirmation) 5 new RECORDS.

Class H.
I 7c-wi-rulf'y^"8 Kilo. 59- 18 miles per hour.

E. B. Ware J
*'*'P"^'^'^*^ "I Flying Mile 58-82 „ „

This ZENITH also won the ONE HOUR SIDECAR RACE with a

RECORD distance of 56 miles 542 yards, setting up two new
RECORDS for 50 miles (classes H. and 1.) en route.

(Note that this machine was only of 6 h.p. yet it made RECORD in the 10()0 c.c. Class

and covered nearly two miles more than a machine of another make in the bigger class.)

ZENITH MOTORS. LTD.,

WEYBRIDGE, - SURREY.
Illustrated catalogue

. sent on request, .

In answeritKj these advertisements it is desirable lo mention '^ Tin: Mi/lur Cijih." A37
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Stand 93 Olympia—REX Stand
Next year is universally acknow-
ledged will be a Sidecar Year.

Before making your decision, see
STAND 93 at Olympia, between
November 24th and 29th.

Ask any rider of a present-day

Rex Sidette his opinion. We

hate no fear as to the verdict

Features -6 lip. engine, flexible,

silent, power unsurpassed.

Gear—Absolutely foolproof.

Frame—Detail and riding position

second to none.

Write vs for Catalogue giving
lull particulars, and 1912
Booklet 0/ -Talcs o] the Road.'

REX MOTOR IMFG. CO.

LTD., COVENTRY.

Stand 93,
OLYMPIA. Pr-ice iSSO.

GRAVES
CLINCHER MOTOR CYCLE TYRES

ON EASY MONTHLY TERMS AT CASH PRICES.

We supp:y this world-renow-ncd make of Tyre at rock-bottnm cash prices on Easy Payment
Terms. Any grjde and pattern of 'Clincher' Tyrcs supplied to approved orders foi

small payment with order and Itie K-tlanct; to be completed in eqaat monthly payjoents if you

are entirely satisfied after full 'examination at your owti home. Jlanufacturers' Guarantee,

De Luxe RubberThe 'Clincher' B Motor Cycle Tyre with

beaded edge. Cover only. 26 x 2 21/- 3/6

Monthly. 26 x 2i 27/6 4/7 MonUiIy.

The Clincher' A Won Motor Cycle

Tyre. Headed. Cover only. 26 x 2 28/3

4/9 Monthly. 36 x 3^ 31/7 5/3 Monthly.

26 X 2i 36/2 6/- Monthly

The 'Clincher'
studded Non-Skid Motor Cycle
Beaded ediic. Cover only. 26 x 2\ 39/-

6/6 Monthly. 26 s 28 Uo ht H hm| 45/6
7/7 Monthly. 26 x 2i 47/6 7/11 Monthly.

Write for Catalogue. Send a post

card to-day for our Illustrated Catalo^iiC of

all Clincher' Cycle and Motor Cycle Tyres

all on easy terms at cash prices, from 7/6

J. G. GRAVES LTD. SHEFFIELD.

— ITALY —
A GENTS, residing in Italy, many years in

jAA close connection with the Italian Motor
Car industry and trade, want to represent

important manufacturers of accessories and material

of construction. Hir,h recommendations and first-

rale references. Personal introduction could be

arranged at OLYMPIA SHOW in LONDON.
Apply Box No. L 3,018,

" The Motor Cycle " Offices,

20, Tudor St., London, E.C.

nru

M for Motor Cycles
H Sidecars
M Cycle Cars

Registration Letters
. . . and Numbers, . . .

. . Monograms, etc. . .

= Artistically Designed and Neatly Printed. S=Si

——

*

Makers and agents requiring Transfers are requested to send "" *'

r;^
I

'

1 particulars of wordine required, upon receipt of which we will "
' subtnit, free of charge, a specially prepared design. ^ZZZ

^^ ^ When asking /or oralis design please state

^^S ll the colour of the bach^roMvd upon which

;:;3^ the transfers will be affixed. .—

^

M ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,^^ TRANSFER SPECIALISTS, COVENTRY. ==
i London : 20, Tudor St., E.C. ,

X
A3t< In answcrinrj these advertisements it is dcslrahle to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Another
Delighted

User of
the

"An Engine with

Excellent Features and Splendid

Workmanship." — The Cyclecar.

"Preston to Carlisle

over Shap Fell

on Top Gear.'

Dorman Twin-Cylinder

Water-cooled Engine

GREAT SPEED
ON THE LEVEL.

GREAT HILL-
CLIMBING POWER

writes :

—

"The Engine ran in a magnificent way. She turned over without a

tremor, and acceleratad very nicely indeed. I think she put up
a very marvellous performance, considering she was
practically straight from the shop. You need not show this

to the authorities, but between ourselves she did not do
anything less than m.p.h. befween — and —."

.W. H. Dorman &Co., Ltd

Contractors

to the

WAR OFFICE
and ADMIRALTY.

INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINE SPECIALISTS

STAFFORD.

F.S.L. SIDECARS,
42, Hunslet Road, LEEDS.

BIG BARGAINS
IN SIDECARS !

Stock must be cleared.

Also Several SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

'^^^

Agents wanted.

EVSINK WORKS, LTD., Ameisloort (Holland)

EYSINK
Cycle Car. scientifically

constructed iind built on
car lines ^Ve hiiva 11

yeirs' experience in car
buildinc Gained high-
eu award S Days Royal
J)ntcli Aiito ClDb Kelia-
bility Trial.

N.S.U.'s
AT

BARGAIN
: PRICES :

We Have a Few Shop-soiled and other

M Machines which have been used for com-
petition purposes, to he sold at bargain

g prices. Write for particulars, or call and
inspect.

J

N.S.U. Motor Co., Ltd.,
186. Gt. Portland St.. London. W.c 3

CYLINDER
GRINDING

with guaranteed accuracy.

J. C. DALMAN & SONS,
BIRMINGHAM.

focwa

EVERY TUESDAY.

ONE PENNY.

^IDEAL LUBRICATION

!

STILL MORE SUCCESSES!
1913 SIX DAYS' TRIALS.

The ARIEL & DOUGLAS
Teams FIRST and THIRD,

and The SUNBEAM,
which gained prize for best

periormancc and many otherand
machines, were fitted with

The BEST Lubricator.

11/- each, r;.!*'
Suitable lor, and easily fitted to, all

machines.

ADAMS MOTOR ACCESSORY Co
10, Northumb:rland Road,
NEWCASTLE-ON-TYNE.

ISOCHRONOUS SPEEDOMETER
Under Escapement Control like a Watch.

~
e most pence; 'orm
r governor known.

(No centrifui:ai or
maimcto covenion.
Gives True read-

ing at all speeds

to 50 miles per

hour and beyond
UNLIMITED.

For motor caiB,

£5 123., Inclodlng
drivinc cear; for

cyclBcara. £4 IBs.;

for motor cycles,

je4 4a.

Liberal Trade
Discount.

^.^ 'Tbo Motor Cyelf,"
Suptcmber 2Ctll. 191-2.

Recommended and stocked by—
McBsrs. Rothcrham and Sons, Limltea,

„ Rudge-Whilworth, Limited,
The Triumph Cycle Co., Limited,

and Branches, and by other high-clas* Firms.

Manufactured by the inventor of ilu Karrusel Watch,

B. BONNIKSEN, ^^jv^entry^*'"*-
Apply for copy o£ National Physical LabonMory'B Report.

THE "WILLBRO'
EXTENSION (Regd.)

Most efRcient Silencer made, used ihc world over. Thou-

sands of unsolicited testimonials, trade, press, and i^ublic

10 /C Fit' Rudges, Bradbury, Premier, * n /ft
^/ D New Hudson, Triumphs, B.S.A., A/

U

Douglas, N.S.U. nearly every malte. Trade supplied.

WILLMOTT'S MOTORIES, Manufacturers, NORWICH

In answr.ritiij these advertisements it is de-'irable to mention " flu M(Aur Cijch A.) I
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns

First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be counted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of "The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To insure insertion letters

should be posted in time to. reach the offices of

" The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should

quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in

which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or printers' errors, although every care is taken

to avoid mistakes.

CLASSIFICATION BY LOCALITY.
For the coavenience of purchasers of second-hand

motor cycle?, the advertisements are classified into

districts, as many readers. like to know whatimachines

are for sale in their immediate neighbourhood before

going further afield.

Plan showing division of England into Sections.

„''^"L Every make famous for speed,

PI CAPAMPF reliability, and all-round satis-

CONTINUES
AT

faction, will be found on offer

at greatly reduced prices at

SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and West-
morland.

3ECTI0N II.

York and Lancashire.
SECTION III.

Carnarvon, Denbigh, Flint, Cheshire, Derbj', Stafford,

Shropshire, Montgomery, and Merioneth.

SECTION IV. .

Kottingham, Lincoln, Leicester, Rutland, Northampton,
Warwick.

SECTION v.
Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon, and Bedford.

SECTION VI.
Worcester, Hereford, Radnor, Brecknock, Monmouth,

Glamorgan, Carmarthen, Cardigan, and Pembroke.

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, 0.\ford, Buckingham, Berks, Wilts and Hants,

Channel Islands.
.SECTION VIII.

Hertford, Essex, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, and Susses.

SECTION IX.
Somerset, Devon, Dorset, and Cornwall.

SECTION X.
Scotland,

SECTION XL
Ireland and Isle of r.fan.

Ask for a copy of our to-day's List, it is sure

to contain just what you want at just tlie price

to suit you.

23 b.p. 1913 Model R DOUGLAS .£42
3i h.p. 1910 N.S.U S20
8' h.p. 1912 6.W.K S99

2j h.p. 1912 2-sp. DOUGLAS H . .
£35

3V h.p. r907 Variably-geared
TRIUMPH and Sidecar £25

2j h.p. rgis Model R DOUGLAS . £42

6 h.p. 1913 2-speed MATCHLESS
and Sidecar £65

s h.p. 1907 2-sp. V.S. andjj^rar .-. £27

7586.
7589-
7590.
7591-

7592.

- 7593-
7395-

7597-
759f\-

7575.
7.176.

7580.
-iSi.
75S4.

7585-
70S0.
7568.

7573.
7574-

7537.
7538.

7549-

7550.
7551.
7470.
7480.

7507.
7521.
7525-

7535.
324S.

4230.-

4813.

4833-
6170.
6l79-

6343-

6378.
6421.
6516.
6543-
6799-
6863.
6900.
6976.
7098.
7Jo8.

7116.

3,Vh.p. 1911 2-speed HUMBER ... £29 10

3,1 h.p. rjoo TRIUMPH £25 Q

3i h.p. 1913 IVY PRECISION .... £32 10

2I h.p. 1913 T.T. DOUGLAS MT P £41

2? h p. rgi ? T:T. DOUGLAS M'l P £40

4 h.p. MATCHLESS 2-speed .... £20
-} h.p. 1910 DOUGLAS £22 10

6 h.p. 1912 CLYNO and Sidecar £49

3J h.p. I9r2 2-sp. P. & M. and So. £50

3! h.p. I9r3 Standard TRIUMPH £42 10

8 h.p. 1912 3-speed CHATER LEA
and Sidecar £60

7 h.p. r9l2 2-sp. INDIAN' and Sc. £52 10

6 h.p. 1913 3-speed CLYNO and
^ -> ' = ^ Clyno Sidecar £75

iQr3 GLORIA Projectile Sidecar,

30 Gns. Model £17 10

3ih.p. 1913F.E. ROVER £40

3* h.p. REX £12 10

34 h.p. V.S. and Sidecar £20
•

Tourist REX £354 h.p. 1912
£60
£25
£55
£17 10
£12 10
£15
£26
£2S

6 h.p. 1912 REX-JAR and S'car

5-6 h p. igir 4-cyl- E-N and S'car

6 h.p. I9r3 3-specd No. 2 BAT .

3* h.p. 2-speed ROC and Sidecar .

ij h.p. 1909 MOTOSACOCHE . .

.

4i h.p. twin MINERVA
5-6 h.p. 1911 4-cylinder F.N

5-6 h.p. 1911 4-cylinder F.N

3i h.p 1911 tourist REX £28
3' h.p. 1912 2-speed N.S.U £30
8- h.p. 191 1 3-speed OHATER-

LEA and Sidecar £58

6 h.p. 1911 ZENITH and Sidecar £48

3* h.p. 1908 MINERVA £13

8 h.p. 1911 3-sp. CHATER-LEA £47 10

3i h.p. 1911 2-sp. ALLDAYS & S'c. £35

7 h.p. ion 2-speed INDIAN .... £40

3* h.p. 1910 BAT £27

U h.p. 1912 F.E. ROVER £38

2 h.p. igio MOTO-REVE £12 10
3I h.p. ion ZENITH and Sidecar £37 10

72 1 5.

72S3.

3 h.p. GIVAUDAN £20

3i h.p. 1912 2-spoed BRADBURY £39
6" h.p. 1910 2-speed MATCHLESS

and Sidecai £45

6 h.p. IQ12 2-sp. KERRY & S'car £50

2i h.p.1912 2-sp.ROYAL ENFIELD £36 10

8 h.p. 1913 2-sp. cliain-drive BAT £55

7281; 3* h.p. 1910 2-speed P. & M £32 10

;iiS. 6' h.p. ANTOINE £15

7343. 5-6 h.p. 1908 2-sp. N.S.U. & S'car £30

73'i6. 6 h.p. 1912 2-speed REX Sidette fSO

7383. 2j h.p. 1912 3-speed HUMBER ... 30 Gns

7395. 2i h.p. 1910 2-speed F.N £28

PRICES RIGHT TERMS
TO ^UIT ALL. CASH
EXCHANGE OR EASY

PAYMENT.
Every Bargain fully

guaranteed. Sure to

satisfy.

WAUCHOPE'S,
9, SHOE LANE, FLEET, ST.,

LONDON, E.C.

Wires
—

" Opificer, London."
'Phone—Holbom 5777.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience of adveitisers, letters may be

addressed to numbers at 'The Motor Cycle" Office.

When this is desired, 2d. will be charged for registration,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent

for forwarding replies. Only the number will appear io

the advertisement. Replies should be addressed, *' No.

000, c/o ' The Motor Cycle," Co\entry " or if "London"
is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o

The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C.

I»rDEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Deposit System. If the money be deposited with " The

Motor Cycle, ' both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effected we remit the

amount to the seller, but it not we return the amount

to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays

carriage one way. For all transactions exceeding £10 in

value a deposit fee of 2s. 6d. is charged, when under

/lo the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made

payable to Ihfi'e & .Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Readers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard the

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have

already been disposed of. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries tliat it is quite impossible to reply to eicb

one by post.

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
SECTION I.

Northumberland, Cumberland, Durham, and

Westmorland.

ZENITH, SVsh.p., 70x771/2, overhead valve J-.A.l'.,

1913. rueing model, equal to new; ^45.—Belcv.

B-Vr. 6h.p. twin J.A.P., in first-class condition, guar-

anteed perfect ; £35.—Below.

RTJDGE, ladj-'.?, free enfrine model, 3.y2h.p. fir.-t-

' clas.1 condition, equal" to tfeiv; £35.—G. W. Brmtli-

iiaite. 94. Hishs'ate, Kendal. [X4890

MIXERTA, 2%h.p!, perfect running order; .-1 tMi

and tried any time: £7.—Waddell, Head.s Nci.-lc

[X4230
1Q13 2'i4h.p. Arno, inn only 200 mile.s; £24. uuM
-LtJ £38: any trial.—Nixan, Brampton, Cumln-riaari.

[X4862
3ih.p. Rud&e, juet overhauled, lamp. horn, acces.-ortcs;

2 £24, offers.—Martindale, architect, Carlisle.

K4S45
MOTOSACOCHE, 1912-13, 2iyi.p., variable gear, like

new; £24.~ETunet, 37, Windsor Terrace, Hi x-

ham. [S4578

D0UGL-4S, 19131,4. Julv, mfxlel K, lamp, horn, 1,200
miles, as new: £45.— Coulsou,. Eastview, South

Shields. rx4748

1 Q13 5"lh.p. Grandes Precision, as new, 2,000;
1-iy uceept £34/10; any trial; spares—ilinto. Tow
Law, Co. Durham. ' [3149

1 Q13 Rudge. 5-6h.p., N.S.tf. 2-speed and acces-

-Ltf series : cost £70 in June, accept highest otter.

—Edger, Elvaston K.d., Hexham.^ [3387

1012 Trimuph. free engine model, splendid tondi-

S.V tion, not done 1,000 miles: £38.—Young. Bramp-
ton Cottage. Beiesford Ed., Eowness-on-Windermeie.

[X4861
3 ill. p. Kerry, Bo^'ch, Amae, footboards, Dunlop bilt,

2 Palmers, good running order; £14, or near crb.r,

or exchange cash either way.—Taylor, Blackford, Car-

lisle. [3197

Oiln.p. Twin Humher, 1913, 3-(-peed T.T. engine,

/W4 footboards, drip feed, speedometer, lamp, horn,

etc., perfect condition, 5S m.p.h. : £35.—Eigbye, Fowlor '

St.. South Sliiclds. - [X4901 |J

RUDGE Mnlti, 1913, little used, everything perfect;'

condition : o^vner buying cycle car ; many extras

and lamp, horn, watch, and back-rest: £46.—'Box L3.059,
The Molm- Ciicle Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [3435

B.S.A. 1913 Motor Cycle, 2-speed, chain drive, 26X
2Vj rubber studded tyres, Lucas horn, lamp, .iiid

;,^euerator: cost £64; only used a few timee, practically

iipw : owner going abro3"d, must sell: nearest otfer £50
.secures.—Apply T., do Tnrvey and Co., The Motor
House, Sunderland. [X391S :

SECTION II.

Tork and Lancashire.

TOIO Bli.p. J.A.P for Douglas. Triumph, sell f27.-r±U _40. AlvJovcr. St.. ShelBeld. rX488S

1fil3 Scott, ju.st arrived, brand new; clear for £60.— .

1-if Oordingley, Haslingden. • Tel. r 2Y. - [321.1

A42 All lcUe.-s relafwfl to advertisements should quote the nupiber at the end oi each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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SUFFER NO LONGER

There is not the slightest reason why

you should suffer from lack of power.

We oiler a discount of 15% frojn New 1912

61i.p. 2-speert Twin RexeF, and an allowance of

30 to 40 Guineas for your 1912 machine.

Send parliculars now, as this model will soon

be cleared.

1913 REX and WILLIAMSON ^[achines to

clear. Get our exchange quotation.

£5
deposit and 7/6 week secures any of these

All are guaranteed inmagneto machines,
running orilcr

si twill Rex ... £19 10
s-ii Peugeot ... £16 10
1'. Simms £22 10

ji N.S.U £17 10
si N.S.U £22 10

ii j:-sp.Peiigeot£16 10
5-6 twin V.S... £16 10
iciio %f. James £16 10
-,V Quadrant .. £17 10
"3.1 Rex £19 10

Despatch on receipt of deposit and signed
agreement.

REX BARGAINS.
REX, 1012, 6h.p., 2-speed, chain drive £46 10
REX 1012, 4 h.p., tourist, brand new . . . £34
REX, igi3, 2-spced, twin, little used .... £45 10
REX, igi3, 4 h.p.. 2-spped, de lu.xe, chain

drive, done about 100 miles £49 10
BEX, 1911, 2-speed Twin de Luxe £36 10
REX, ion, 2-specd. twin, Sidette, ' i.O.V.

engine, chain drive £45
REX, 5i h.p. Twin, spring forUs . . £15 10
REX, 3^ h.p., mag., spring forks. 1909 . £19 10
REX, 3i h.p., 1909 model, magne'o £22 10
REX, j; h.p.. 1910 £24 10
REX, 1911, 3.Vh.p £26 10
REX, 1012, 4 h.p., Tourist, 84j:;9S ... £29 t5
REA, 1912, 4 h.p., 841x95, 200 1 'iles ... £31
REX, 1909-ro, 2-speed, twin, dc l',xe .... £29 10
REX, 1909, 2-speed, twin, de Inxo £27 10
REX, 1908, 2-speed, twin, and Sidecar;

wants slight attention £19 10
REX, ?-speed Twin de Luxe £19 10
REX, 3i h.p.. sprini? forivs £12 10
REX, 3I h.p.. light and low £10 10

LIGHTWEIGHTS.

Premier, toi: . £26 10
Grandex, 1912 £25 10 ,

Rex £15 10
Molosacociie . . £15 10
Centaur, 3-sp. . £34 10

MOTOR
19"

BICYCLES FOR SALE.
Clutch Tiiuuiph, Xl'iill builict seat, nil acees-

iries. £26 : with iltiutKnuury ^uhtor wheel side-

car, £28; both perfect.— Uiud, Bmlcinfliam Av., liiilten-

head. [Xa843

1Q12 3'!.b.n- Zenith-Gm.lua. excellent order, Eom
JL<7 comhiniitiou back, spare Pubuer, head litllit. hvia,

belt case, Uurncr: £37.-l'Jiillips, Il.cjul Oak Ciife. Lud-
lo\,. [X3501

KADBriiY. new Oit.. 1912, fitted 1913 enBino,

special liill-rliuiber, wiuuer uuuieicxw eouipetitiouR,

2.tipepil gear; £30. or with coaehbuilt sidecar £34.—
Kiecr House. Sbt;lleld Rd., Chesteifleld. rX4808

TKIUMPH, 1913'-',. 3il.b.p., flee engine. S-spied

Sturuiey-Arclicr. all a<-rossorie-, lamp, Kbixon b. rn.

cyclniueler, uinchine unticriiti'hed, not run 100 miles

;

frentleuian going abroad, only asking £55.—Wright. The
Urauge. Butlerley. Derby. [j:4750

B^

Rutland,
Warwickshire.

SECTION IV.

Nottingham, Lincoln, Leicester,

Northamptonshire, and

B
COLilORE Depots, 31. Cnlinore Row. Birmingham:

49 John Briglit St., liirmingliam ; and 62, Higli

St.. Loicerter.

NEW anil Second-hand at the leadiug depots lor the
ilidlauds: a^eutt> for Douclas,

Ipris, Enfield, Triumph. Premier,

C^

Motosacoche, ii £19 10
Moto-Reve £15 10
Singer, 191 1 ... £19 19
Humbcr £25 10
New Hudson ... £31 10

Suott. Levis, Match
Bat. Zenith. Clyno.

Cba'ter, etc.. etc. ; also A.C., Morgan. A.C. Eutield Auto-
lelte. Singer, and Morri«-Oxl'ord cycle cars—Colmcre
Depots. Birmingham and Leicester. fX604'(

OLMOEE.- Douglas. 1912. 2*peed. model H; £34.-
Cobuore Depot, 31. Colmore Row, Birmingham.

rX4695
LirOEE.-New Hud..on, 1913. 3V;h.p., 3-8peed. tree

engine, scarcely .^eratcbed: £39.—Colmore Depot.
51. Colmore Row, Binuingbam. [X4698

COLMORE.-Ford 4-seat., in perfect nmuing order

and condition, tyres sound: £70.—Colmore Depot,
51. Colmore Row. Birmingham. rX4704

C0LMOEE.-.\.J.S.. 1912, 2-^peed. 2yjh.p., iu perfect

order and condition : absolute bargain, £30.—Col-
more Depot. 31. Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X4703

OLMORE.—Bradbary, 1911 a powerful maehine. in

ittling flue order, 3V'b.p. : a barcain. £22.— Col-

uore Depot. 31. Colmore Bow, Birmingham. 1X4697

COLMOEE.-Douglas. 1910. 2';lh.p. twin, eingle-cyl.,

belt :nul tyres good, overhauled, guaranteed in ruu-

ins order; £22-—Colmore Depot. 31. Coluiore Row, Kii-

;niiigbam. [X4894

COLMORE.—Scott. 1913 with eoaebhuilt sidecar, in

sple.adid running order and condition, every re-

tinement; £65.—Colmore Depot, 31. Colmore Row. Bir-

iriinghara. • rX4702
OLMORE.—Ariel. 1912. Siib.p., 3-speed. and side-

new Daalop tyres and belt, in perfect order

nd condition; £41.—Colmore Depot, 31. Colmore Row.
nirmingbam. rX4700

OLMORE.—Matchless. 1912. 2.fipeed, free engine,
been used 3 weeks, with Bramble Fideear; ecst

£86. going for £70.—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row,
Birmingbam. rX470]

OLMOEE.-Douglas. 1913. 2--speed, model R. kick
it:irter, been ueefl about 3 weeks, belt and tyres

oractir-allv unworn; £45.—Colmoro Pepot, 31, Colmore
Ecw. Birmingham. rX4896

COLMORE —Morgan, 1913. in perfect running order
and condition, been about 800 miles, and carefnilv

Established in Motor Trade
since 1900.

TO INTENDING
PURCHASERS.
Before deciding on a machine,

compare my prices for New or

Second-hand, and save yourselves

pounds.

£53
£59
£63
£53
£29
£49

SPECIAL SHOP-SOILED BARGAINS,
.pced

C^

C^

C^

MISCELLANEOUS MACHINES.

B.S./S., 1912, 3.1 h.p , F.i;., almost new . . £3S 10
ARIEL, 1012, 3* h-P- 3-speed £39 10

P. & M., 3^ h.p., I9ir. specially good. .. . £38 10

CLYNO, 1912, and special cane Sidecar . . £49 10

J.A.P., 6 h.p., M.O.V., free engine, spring

forks £34 10
ARIEL, 1911, 3> h.p., magneto, Druids . . £25
BRADBURY, 1912, .3-speoJ, /lo los. S'car £47 10

N.S.U., 3.1 h.D., magneto £17 10

r^.S.U., 1911, 3 h.p., 2-speed, as new .... £29 10
N.S.U., s.l h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £31

QUADRA'NT, 1908, 3I h.p., magneto £17 10

V.S., twin, h.b. control £16 10
TRIUiVlPH, 1907, 3.V h.p., specially good .. £22 10
TRIUMPH, 1908, 3! h.p £25 0|

SIMN^S, 3,', h.p., magneto, grand condition £22 10

WOLSELEY 4-cylinder 2-seater Car £19 19

F.N., lightweight, battery ignition £9 10

G.W.K. Li=bt Car £150
PERRY Lii;bl Car £136 10
OFFERS WANTED. Trade supplied.

rtyr-rhauted. ycry
more Depot, 31.

ZENITH. 1913,
1-. J. Eyans,

heavy tyre on
'Colmore Row.

£48 10.

£47 10.

£63 7.

£47 10.

£62 6.

£63 10.

£6.
£34
£41

£53
£65
£65
£46
£45
£52
£81

£135
£170

BAT No. 2, 3-speed 1913

A.J.S., 6 h.p 1913
WILLIAMSON, air-cooled 1913

ZENITH, 3.V h.p., kick starter, and clutch I9r3

LINOOLN-E'LK, 3i hp 'S'J

SINGER, -t
h.p., 2-5pecd.

SINGER, 3.V h.p., 3-spced 1913

BRADBURY, 2-speed, chain and belt ... 1913

JAMES, 3-speed, and Sidecar.

ROVER, 3-speed.

CLYNO, 6 h.p .- 1913

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., 2-5peed. double belt

drive rg'S

SCOTT, 2-speed, water-cooled.

DOUGLAS, Model N 1913

DOUGLAS, Model O, 2-speea, run a few

miles 1913

NEW IMPERIAL, 6 h.p.. 3-spoed 1913
MATCHLESS, 2-speed. 6 h.p.. chain drive.

MATCHLESS, 2-speed, 8 h.p., chain drive.

RUDGE, 750 c.c, 6 h.p 1913

RUDGE, free engine 19^3

F.N., 4-cylinder, 2-speed.

MORGAN Sporting Model, 3in^ tyres 1913

G.W.K., as new, complete.

SINGER 10 h.p. Car, 4-cylinder, green.

Easy Payments Arranged.

FOR HIRE.
Motor Cycles and Sidecars

of the best makes.
Terms very moderate.

the Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX
'Phone, 766. Telegrams, " Perfection."

wheel; £75.-Cob
Birmingham. [X4705

S'/jh.p.. variable gear, as new: £42.—
John Bright St-, Birmingham.

HrMBEEETTE. 1913. 8h.p., brand new, latest choco-
late finisb: flOS.-P. J. Erans. John Bright St.,

Biroiinghaiu.

HC.MHERETTE. 1913, Sh.p.. standard iinish, com-
T'lcte, spare wheel, etc. ; £95.—P. J. Evans, Joim

UriTljt St.. Birmingham.

C.VIiTHORPE. 1913, fipecial demonstration model,
i-ninplcte. as new: £148.—P. J. Erans. John Bright

St liiranngham.

E;)T,T,0. 1912, 8h.p. .T.A.P.. tandem seats, complete,
all spares, excellent condition; £48.—P. J. Evans,

fo'.n Briglit St.. Birmingham.

H UMBER. 1913. 3',"h-p., 3 .speeds, brand new;
£47/10. wrtb.Cnnnaught sidecar £57/10.-1'. J.

Evans, John Bright St., Birmingbam.

LEA-FRANCIS, 1913, 3V4h.p., 2 .speeds kick starter,

nearly new; £52.-1'. J. Evans, John Bright St.,

liirmingham.

N.S.U.. 1913, .3h.p. twin, 2 speeds, brand new: list

£52'10. accept £36.-1'. J. Eyaus, John Bright St.,

Birmingham.

ENFIELD. 1913, 2';lh.p., 2 speeds, excellent condi-

ti.n: £36.— P. J. Evans. John Bright St., Birming-
ham.

ATCHLESS. 1913. 8h.p^, 2 speeds, kick stjirter, 'chain

Irive. and

SECOND-HAND.
£16.
£18.
£25
£18

F.N., 4-cylindcr 1910
F.N., 4-cylindcr I9ir

Std. Triumph. . 1909
TwuL Moto-Reve

ilady's) lyro

£38. 6 h.p. Zenith and
iidecar roil

£26 Std. Triumph . . 1910
i.23. Rex .. 1910

£22 F.E. Singer .. 1911

£26. 3* h.p. Bradbury 1912
£2J. t.T. Triumph igir

£15. St indard Triumph.
£45. Zenith-Gresn . . 1913
£20. 3'. Matchless . . 1910

£18. s h.p. V.S 1910

£26. Rex-J.A.P. .. I9r2

£29. 3* h.p. Trump-
Jap 1912

£40. 6 h.p Zenith .. 1911

£29. T.T. Corah .. tgiz

£62. 8 h.p. Zenith and
Millford coach-built

Sidecar I9t3

£50. .(h.p. SinBer, new 1912

£27. 6 h.p. Bat .. 1910

£30. 3* lip- F-E.
Triumph roll

£28. Triumph 191 1

£50. 7 b.p. Indian
and .MilKord Sidecar 1912

Notice of Removal.

£68.— p. "J. Evans, John Blight

From 5, Heath St.. Hampstead. N.W.. to

378-384, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.
(THLEPHONE .(219 RECENT,,

173, GT. PORTLAND ST., W.
(TELEPHONE J970 REGENT),

where communications should now be

addressed.

All letters relating to advertisements shou^ auptejhe number at th,«,.efl.d ot each advei-t.^sement. and the rl..t.^ of the isce

J3X ,irive. and sidecar

St.. Birmingham.

s
BRADBURY. 1913,

find roach tiidecar

St., IJirmioKrlmm.

UNCEAM, 1913. 2
£48.-1'. J. Kvan--*,

ill. p.. 2 Mpppfia,

John Bright St.,

3»;.]i.p..

£48.-l»
3 speeds,
J. Evaos,

ilifihtly used

;

Birmingliam.

lamp, hnrn,
John Briplit

[X4a70
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Fitted on the WIXXING
machiite in the 1913
JUNIOR T.T. RACE—
uni on the majority of
WINNING maciLinei in
tlie A.CM. (j Days'
Trials.

3

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
"IVTEW Machines at second-hand prices.

THE Premier Motor Co., Ltd., are oflerine the folloir-

ing machines, only slightly shop-soiled, at great
reductions ; only a few left.

CCOTT, latest 1915 model, list price £68/5, for £58.

TRIUMPH, latest 1913, SVsh.p., 3-speed model; list

price £59/16, lor £52.

TKITJMPH, latest 1913, 3',

price £49/5, for £42.
.h.p., T.T. roadster: list

V. Lightweight 2h.p., single-cyl.

;

for £24.
list price £35,M

REX-J.A.P., 1912, 8h.p., 2-6peed, cliain drive; liet

price £78/10, for £58.

ALL tlie above carry makers' full guarantee ; cata-
logues free upou request.—The Premier Motor Co.,

Ltd., Aston Kd., Birmingham.

P.M.O., 1910. SVjli.p., 2-stroke, Boscli mag., B. and
B., baud!e-bar controlled, perfect condition; £17.

—Tlie Premier Motor Co., Ltd.. Aston Rd., Birmingham.

REX, 1911. 5h.p. twin, free engine, handle starting;
£28—The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Kd.,

BirmJDgham.
j

REX-J.A.P., 1912, 6h.p.. 2-8peed, handle starting

;

£45.—The Premier Motor Co.. Ltd.. Aston Rd..
EiYmingjiam.

REX De Luxe, 1912, 4h.p.. 2 speeds, condition eq^ia!

to new: £35.—The Premier Motor Co-, Ltd., Aston
Kd.. Birmingham.

TRIUMPH. 1911, SV^li.P-. frle engine; £28. ~ Tlie

Premier Motor Co,. Ltd., Aston Rd.. Birmingham.'

MATCHLESS. Sh.p., 2-eipeed. double belt drive, per-
i

feut condition, £45: or witli new P.M.C. No. 20:
sidecar. £55.—The Premier Motor Co.. Ltd.. Alston
Rd.. Birmingham.

F.N., 1910. Sh.p.. 4-cyl., Tery good condition: £18.—
The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Kd., Birming-

ham. _ [0516

12 Free Engine Triumph, with himp, horn; special;

£35.—Stamford Garage, Stamford. [X4658

HUMBER, late 1912. SiMi.p., 2-.-:peed, new tyre* and
belt; £37.—Miles. 66, M-ilton St., Coventry. [X4280

CLEARANCE.-1912 Lightweight F.N.. 2-6peed gear,

perfect; £23.-Stamford Garage, Stximl'oid. rX4657

19

jlh.p, Eex, mag., B. and B., takes two;
2 sound.—Toms, Catherine St.. Leicester.

£8/10:
rX4872

1 Q12 2V,h.p. Calcntt, guaranteed perfect, nearly equal
J-iJ to new; £19/10.-15, Hales St., Coventrj'.

[X4832
31h.p. Bradbury. 1909. Bosch. Whittle, tyres gccd;

2 bargain, £16.-Collett, outlittcr, Daventry.
[X4892

REX Machine, N.S.U. 4h.p. twin pn.^'inc (2,000 miles),

perfect; any trial: £20.—Hartopp, Burge.=s St.,

Wigston. K4647
AUTO-WHEELS.—Inmiediate delivery of Wall Auto-

Wheels from A. W. Wall, Ltd., Hay Mills, Bir-
mingham. [0359

in 11-13 T.T. Scale-Jap, good belt, tyies ;
£22.-

Xtf Stevenson, Eempstone Hall. Loughborough,
Leicestershire. [X4683

Sh.p. 2-speed Rex and Sidecar, nearly new; £35; ex-
change Dougla.s, or good SVoh.p.-R. Bulford, Brink-

ley, Southwell. [X4867

31h.p. Lincoln Elk, 1912. F.E., perfect condition,
2 Cowey, accessories; £20. no offers.— 143, Blmidell

Av., GrinMby, [X4899

CENTAUR, 3V2hj)., powerful, first-class order, done
8.000 milee ; owner bought car; genuine bargain,

£30.-Fom'ell, Towcester. [X4732

1Q13 2^411. p. Twin Forward, run 900 miles, guaran-
Xt/ teed perfect condition; cost £41. accept £25.—
Allot! 49. Gopsall St., Leicester rX4S74

Revolutionises Cycling.—Oppor-— A. W.
Wall, Ltd., Hay Mills, Birmingham. [0360

COLMOEE.—Premier, 1912. 3-speed gear, SVyiP.
single, in almost uew condition: £35,—Colmore

Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X4699

Til. p. Red Indian, 1'913, 2-speed, condition e.xceptional,

everything perfect, speedometer, nmneruus spares

:

any trial'; £60.-59, High St., Daventry. [X4585

ZENITH, J'/ch.p.. Gradua gear, new Augu.st, 1913,
guaranteed' perfect, lamp, tools, horn, watch; £47.

or offer.—60, Bridgford Rd., Jfottinghain. [X4795

TRIUMPH. 1912, F.E., excellent condition, Lucas
lamp and horn, Kempshall tyres, 2i;'( front, 2%

jack; £35, lowft-t.-33, Gordon St.. Coventry. [X4292

ENFIELD, lute 1911, 2";h.p., 2-«pepd, kick 6t,lrt,

lamp, tools, faultlesi^ condition; £29; gent's cycle,

22in. frame, part exclumge.—Batiw. tailor, Gcsford St..

Coventry. [X4935

33.h.p. Fafnir, new studded tyre on back, good front,

4 and new belt, low built, perfect runuing order

;

first P.0.0. £5 has it.'-Wallis, Homestead, SaSron Wal-
den, E,wex.- [X4903

ALLDAYS. Si/oh. p., 1912, free engine, 2-speed, just

cverhanled by makers, Cowey, Lucas lamp, gener-

ator: £28; seen by ap^jointment.-I'assmore, 39, I'ar-

ter Ed., Bearwood. [X4829

AUTO-WHEELING
tunity of ouick delivery of Auto-Wheels.—

2 Of THE BEST
Mark 4, 10 GUINEAS-

Model 3.

Reed cane body, with roll top, thickly upholstered

and lined ri^ht down to the toe,

£8 IDs. Od.

All Carriage Paid, and complete with mat,
stand quick detachable joints, and Wlichelin
Motor Cycle Tyres. Trade supplied.

The following are complete with sidecars:—
igri BRADBURY, Bowden 2-speed 435
1013 6 h.p. REX ."^i'lette, <li:ne 300 £55
1012 si h.p. BROWN, Bowden Gear £33
J9r2 b' h.p. CLYNO and Sidecar £45
rgr2 6 h.p. REX and Sidette Sidecar £45

7 h.p. ROC, 2 speeds, and Sidecar £29
igrr 4 h.p. 2-sp. QUADRANT and Sidecar £33

19085 h.p. REX de Luxe and Sidecar £28
igro 5 h.p. 2-specd VINDEC and Sidesar . . £30
igri 5 h.p REX de Luxe and Sidecar £33

All have variable gears.

We will sell any machine without sidecar.

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
rgi3 6 h.p. A.J.S., 3 speeds, new 69 guineas

r9i3 3* h.p. P. & M., 2 speeds, new £65
rQi3 2J SUNBEAM, 2 speeds, new S63
J9I2 3J h.p. RUDGE MULTI, good £39
lgl2 6h.p. REXdeLuxe, 2Speeds, freeengine £37
igi2CycleCar,7-g Blumtield engine,2speeds £35
1012 3* ARIEL, variable sear £29
3I h.p.'ENFIELD REX, M.O.V £10
1912 h.p. CLYNO, 2 speeds, kick starter . £42
rgro 5-6 h.p. VINDEC, 2 speeds £27
5-6 h.p. REX de Luxe . 2 speeds, etc £27

3I h.p:rg07 TRIUMPH, magneto,springfl«. £23
One Ditto, verv £iood £24

4 h.p. igir QUADRANT, Roc 2 speeds HO
13^ li. p. IQ08 REX Tourist. iQoq enpine .... £19

5-6 h.p. REX de Luxe, rgo8, 2-speed model £25

5 h.p. Magneto REX, clutch model £18

EASY PAYMENTS.
Any of the following can be had on Easy Terms.

Let us know which you would like and we will

quote.

3.\ h.p.N.S.U.mag. £15 I 31 TRIUMPH,mag. £23

i-i ENFIELD REX £10 | 3* h.p. mag. REX, £19

sh.p. mag. REX, £19 I 2"h.F.M0TO-REVE £14

3^ h.p. laio REX £23 | 191- 3* h-P-ARIEL £29

MISCELLANEOUS BARGAINS.

Cycle Car 2-speed gear, chain drive £2

Cycle Car, back axle with differential £1 10

New Best and Lloyds drip feeds, complete 6 -

New twin Bosch .Magnetos, D.A.V. models £2 19 6

Ditto D.A.LV- models 50/- ?acb

New Bosch Magneto, suic single-cyl. engine £3

Farrar's Motors
Hopwood Lane,HALIFAX

,\ll letters lel'iting to ailveiti.=;eitients should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

Telephone

919.

J
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£10-10-0
Ten guineas is all it costs to

bring your mount up-to-date

by the addition of the

1913i ROG\
SIDECAR PATTERN

Two-speed Gear.

(6 Days' World's Sidecar Record type)

The 19130 big clutch type has
been designed expressly for

passenger work.

It solves all gear worries and
guarantees you satisfaction.

The 1913 Roc gear was already

recognised the last word in

motor cycle gears for solo use.

The 1913I big clutch type is

just what thousands of "side-

carists
'

' have awaited and
expected.

The Roc gear was the first of

all motor cycle gears—it is the

first to-day. Nothing could be
smoother, easier to operate, or

be more reliable.

No better investment for the

money is possible than in this

1 91 3 J Roc dependable gear,

fitted complete for ten guineas.

Write for particulars, stating

make and h.p. of your machine.

No delay in delivery.

ROC GEAR Co.,
HAYMILLS, BIRMINGHAM.
London : Robertson's, 157, Gt. Portland St.,W

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
-1012 6I1.11. Urnuch. £35t 8h.p. Hut. 2-«inc,l. Clyno
i-O sidiHiir. £-15; 81i.i>. Hilt, I'liHldu auU Moi.te 2-

spoLiI. ciino sidi'Ciir. £32: 1910 3';41i.p. twin I'lediier,

£20— LiUB, Renliwtiiui', Notts. [X472'l

TRIUMPHS, latest 1913 3-speed, free engine, una
T.T- ruiiilster lumlels in stock lor immetlitite de-

livery; rash. I'.vcIianKes, or easy iiayiuents. — Premier
|

Motor Co.. Ltd., Atiton Ed.. Biriuingham. [0340

1013 2i._.li,p. T.T. I'reiuier, run 600 milc«, £27/10;
l-t' 1911 Indian. 71i.p., new 1913 eluteb. new tyrer;.

£58/10; 1911 Hnniber. 2-speed. in very go..d order

£22(10.—Jas. riastow, O.^borne St., Urimsby. [X489i
]

RUDOK. 191.'5',.j. 3Vi;b.p.. engine nntonehcd, original
tyro nnpnneturetl, absolutely perfect, accessoric-

;

£40 or near otter; owner going abroad for tlie winter
-Ho.\ L3.050. The Molur Cycle Olflees. 20. Tudor St

lO.C. r329j

O^l'P- '\Verner. complete, guaranteed splendid condi^4 tion, new piston, stand, carrier, very fast. £8/10;
I

co;iehbuiIt side*-ar body. Inxnrionsly nplitlstered. apien.
side entrance, suit wicker cha.;3is. £2/10; cane body.
£l.-0.-well. 39. Cburch Gate. Leicester. fX4787

TKIUMl'H. 3iil].p.. 1912, free engine, N.S.U. 2-spcpd,

liowden inagnetj control, new uon-rikid back tyre,

spare tubes and helt. spcixloiueter. lamp, not done 1.400
tiiiles. just overhauled: trial: £42., or neiir otier ; owner
going abroEid.—H. Brooks. Whatton, Loughborougli.

tX4734
SECTION V.

Norfolk, Suffolk, Cambridge, Huntingdon,
and Bedford.

3 h.p. Fafnir. Seuspray, Hellesen, nice condition, runs
well; £9. -Turner. Letheringsett, Holt. [S4279

COLLIER'S
WESTGATE,

HALIFAX, England.

INGER 1911 Lightweight, splendid condition, B. and'
B. ; £20.-79. Norwich Ed., Ipswich. [X4931s

yENITH-GRADUA. 1911. 3i/.h.p., new tvres, belt.
{J etc.. couiplete; £30.-Stroud. 18, Hnvelock Ed..
^Tarinoutb. rX4782 i

TRIUMPH, 1912. free engine, complete speedometer,
lamf), and horn; £42.—Robinson's, Green St..

Cambridge. [3389

TRIUMPH. 1911, tree engine, Kempshall tyres,
lamp, and born, 2 pairs bars; £50.—Robinson's.

Green St.. Cambridge. [3390

PREMIER, 1913, connter-shalt, 2-speed,' Dunlops,
not ridden 100 miles; £39.—Robinson's, Green

St.. Cambridge. [3392

REX. 3'Ah.p.. mag., tyres, engine excellent, lamp
and born; £15.—Robinson's, Green St., Cam-

bridge.
"

[3393

DOUGLAS. 1913, Model O, 2-speed, footboards,
not ridden 100 miles; £39.—Robinson's, Green

St.. Cambridge. (3394

PREMIER, 3Vi'h.p., 1911 model, free engine, splendid
condition; £27; with Montgomery sidecar: £32.—

Lane, Halesworth. [3186

1012 and 13 t^ottc:, in almost new condition, cash
Xt/ oilers oj excliauge; alsa several lightweights.—
Young, Newmarket. [3251

tf>3.b.p. Enfield, 1912. done 800 miles, unscratched
^^4 and untarnished. 2 speeds, free engine, acces-
sories: £38. bargain.—Carpenter, Hickling, Norfolk.

[3355

B.S.A., 1912. 2-speed. drip feed, 2V2 tyres, nearly new
Eempshall on back, well looked after, and in ex-

cellent condition, with' accessories ; £43.—Twelvetress.
97, Tenieon Ed., Cambridge. [3415

SECTION VI.

Worcestershire, Herefordsiiire, Radnor, Breck-
nock, Monmoutli, Glamorgan, Carmarthen,
Cardigan, and Pembroke.

K-6h.p. F.N.. 4-cyl.. 2 .sped
O Hempstead, Skctty Ed.,

i. Eom t.vre; £20.—Birks.
Swansea. [2706

Oih.p. Motosacoche Lightweight, mag., splendid cnniii-
</2 tion throughout, fast: £15/10.—Matthews. Bridpc,
Blaina. [X4587

ZENITH. S'.ai.p.. 1913, Lucas horn, spare tube, acces-
sories; £43.—linaston and Cox, Green St., C:iiu-

bridge. [3244

ENFIELD Lightweight. £17: exchange Douglas,
cash adjustment.-Wall, Franche Villa, Franche.

Kidderminster. [3383 '

PREMIER 3;.ih.n. Twin Lightweight, scarcely used :
;|

must realise; best offer over £18.—Jeavons, draper,"
Lye. Stourbridge. [X4723!

TEIUMPH. 1910. 2-«pced, £30: 1911 clutch. £30:1
1912. clutch, £40; Endge, 1912. £32/10: or near

offer.;: any trial by appointment.—Hitcbings and S'i?,l

Evwham. [X4737

TEIfTMPH. 3V:>h.v-, Sturmey-Arcber 3-speed and free
engine. T.T. niodel. with wemi T.T. Ijars. complete

with lamp. horn, and full kit of tools, in excellent order:
£45—James Fryer. Ltd.. Hereford. tX3197

PEEMIEE, 3',t.b.p.. F.E., Arm-=trong 3-speea. new
.T;inuary. 1913. ridden about 2.500 miles, recently

..vcrh:iulcd by iu;ilccrs, first-class condition, tools, horn,
new -pare belt, etc., also light (oarld)uilt sidoear {total
wciglit 60 lbs.), by Stenne, run jibout 300 miles only, with
upholstered toolbox in jie:it. listed £11/11: lowest for
combination £42.—Pearson, Thoruhill, Stourbridge.

[X4650

New Machines with Makers'
Guarantee.

IC113 W.C. WILLIAMSON and Sidecar .. £98 10
lO'i V\ .C. WILLIAMSON £82 10
1013 i h.p. REX de Luxe, chain drive . .

.

£61 5
iQi^ 6 h.j). REX de Luxe, chain drive ... . £67 15
ror'3 f, h.p. REX Sidette. co.ach-built .... £77 2
1012 6 h.p. Twin REX, 77ix 05, reduced to £39 10
I9r2 6 h.p. REX de Luxe, reduced to .... £53

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
NUMBER Lightweight, little used £25
3), b.p. P. &M., ton, grand condition .. £38 10
tQti .( b.p. Tourist REX. little used £31 10
rori 2i h.p vspecd NEW HUDSON .. £31 10
tr)!2 2-spced Twin CLYNO £42 10
REX, 1913, (j h.p.. 2-5peed, done 200 miles £43 10
REX, ; b.p., 1509, 2-specd, do lu.xe £28 10
ARIEL, ig 1 2, 3.1 h.p., 3-5peed £i9 10
CLYNO, igi2, and special cane Sidecar .. £49 10
SINGER, igri, magneto, lightweight .... £19 19
REX, 1913, 4 h.p., 2-speed, de luxe, chain

drive, equa 1 to new £49 1

REX, TOIT, 2-speed, twin de luxe £36 10
MOTOSACOCHE, Lightweiiiht £15 10
191 1 Twin REX Sidette, chain drive .... £45
r9r2 Twin REX de Luxe, and new Sidecar £45
N.S.U., 5* b.p., 2-5peed. and Sidecar £31 10
2j h.p. 3-speed CENTAUR, as new £35 10

5i h.p. "Magneto Twin REX £17 10
N.S.U., rgrr, 3 h.p., 2-speed, as new .... £29 10
N.S.U., 5* h.p., twin £24 10
N,S.U., 5* h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £31
REX, 3i "h.p., spring forks £12 10
F.N., Lightweight, battery ignition £9 10
REX, 3J h.p., magneto, igto £24 10
REX, 3* h.p., magneto. 1909 £22 10
REX, I9r2, 4 k.p., only used 100 miles .. £31 10
REX, rgoS, 2-speed, twin, and Sidecar .. £19 10
3* h.p. ARIEL, igrr, runs well £25
3" h.p. HUMBER. ch.ain drive £8 10

3t h.p. Light Low REX, specially good . . £10 10
4l h.p. Twin MINERVA £15 10
MOTOSACOCHE, igir. M.O.V £19 10
REX, si h.p., twin, spring forks £14 10
J.A.P..6 h.D.,M.O.V..freeengine £34 10
MOTO-REVE, twin, lightweight, runs well £15 10
BRADBURY, rgri, 3-speed Sturmey £42 10
REX, 3A h.p., magneto, sprmg forks, 190S £19 10
N.S.U., it h.p., magneto £17 10
s.t h.p. 2:speed Tw-in REX £19 10

3J h.p. t9r2 3-5peed BRADBURY £45 10

5 h.p. Twin Magneto PEUGEOT £1/ 10

."i-6 h.p. Twin J.A.P., magn,eto spring forks £29 10

3i h.p. Magneto SIMMS £22 10
igri 2-specd Twin REX and Mills-Fulford

coach-built Sidecar. Srecially good .. £42 10

3i h.p. 2-speed PEUGEOT £16 10

5 h.p. V.S., torpedo tank £17 10
6 h.p. BAT-J.A.P., spring forks £29 10

5 b.p. 2-speed QUADRANT Carette £7^5
4-cvlinder2-scater WOLSELEYCar £17 15
G.W.K. Cycle Car, latestiiiodel £150
PERRY r9i3 Cycle Car £136 10

SUNDRIES.
Armstrong 3-speed Gear and Free En-

gine, with belt rim and controls,

brand new : Mark 11. . £5 ; Mark
III., £5 12s. 6d. ; Mark VI., Arm-
strong, with wheel £7 12 6

New Avon (Druid) 26 X 2 Non-skid Covers 11 11

Myer's Motor Cycle Stand 3 3
New 26x2 and 2(1 x 2I .\von Tubes . . 5 9
New F.R.S. Standard Rooft. Lamp, with

grid generator: usual price, 53/6;
clearance price 35

6» h.p. W.C. Engine £4 10
3-speed Gear and Clutch for cvcle car . . £3 10
Cycle Car Radiator £1 10
Cycle Car Chassis, with wheels and gear £3 15
New Car Speedometer £2 12 6

New Triumph Pattern Horns .... 3/- and 3 •)

Wicker .Sidecar, well upholstered £3 3
Wicker Sidecar (NEW), with tyre £4 7 8
New Wicker Upholstered Sidecar Body 16 fS

New Cane Body .
.- £1 7

Wicker Sidecar Bod\-. gnnd condition . . 10 3
SPECIAL QUOTATIONS TO THE TRADE

All letters rcl.itinfi to aavcitisements should quote the number at the end of e:icn advetdsement, and tlie dttte of the Issue. 4^7
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RODERTSONS

BARGAINS
SHOP-SOILED MOTOR

CYCLES.

1913 ALCYON, 2lh.p 132

1913 ALGYON, si h.p «36

J913 ZENITH-GREEN, water-cooled £54

1913 WILLIAMSON, water-cooled £74

SHOP-SOILED SIDECARS.

MONTGOMERY No. 5, Edinburgh body £14

MONTGOMERY standard £6 15

MILLFORD spring wlieel No. 4 chair £11

MILLFORD rigid No. 4 chair £9

MILLFORD rigid No. 14 chair £11

MILLFORD rigid No. 3 chair £10 10

BRAMBLE No. 6 £10 15

SECOND-HAND

MOTOR CYCLES.

1427.

I43S.

-1446.

1457.

1458.

1459-

1327.

1342.

1283.

1285.

1338.

1362.

1395.

1406.

1412.

1426.

1428.

1430,

1432-

1433-

1449.

1452-

1455.

1456

I332-

1442.

1282.

1913 RUDGE Multi, 5 h.p., scarcely used £48

1913 DOUGLAS Model S, one week old £45

1913 LEA FRANCIS -J.A.P., 3i h.p., chain

drive, F.R.S. lamp, generator, horn,

tools, and spares £52

Model " A " HENDERSON, 4-cyl. ; h.p. F.E. £55

1913 MATCHLESS, 5 h.p., O.H.I.V., like new £50

1913 A-C. SOCIABLE, in beautiful order, side

and tail lamps, large headlight, speed-

ometer, watch, horn, tools, and spares £68

1912 BRADBURY, 3i h.p £35

1912 ZENITH, 6 h.p £48

1912 ZENITH, 3i h.p £38

1912 CLYNO, 6 h.p., 2-speed £46

1912 BRADBURY, free engine £36

1912 RUDGE, free engine £35

1912 J.A.P.-CHATER, 6 h.p., free engine, and
Sidecar with child's seat £42

1912 A.J.S., 6 h.p., 2-speed, post horn, Jones'
speedometer mirror, watch, Miller lamp,
P. and H. generator, etc ^ . . . . £46

1912 HOBART, 2} h.p £22

1912-13 F.N., 4-cylinder, 2-speed £36

1912 TRIUMPH, free engine, Cowey, etc £39

1912 F.N., 4-cylinder, 2-speed, and cane Sidecar £42

1912 NEW HUDSON, 2J h.p., 3-speed £35

1912 REGAL-PRECISION, 4} h.p., 2-speed, and
Sidecar £34

t9i2 TRIUMPH, 3! h.p £34

1912 ARIEL, 3i h.p., 3-speed £35

1912 (early) CLYNO, 6 h.p., 2-sp., kick starter £36

1912 ENFIELD, 6 h.p., 2-speed, and Enfield
cane sidecar £49

1911 ZENITH, 6 h.p £42
1911 TRIUMPH, 3ih.p £28

BROUGH, 5 h.p., twin cylinder £22

MOTOR BICYCLES FOR SALE.
4-CYL. 4V2h.p. F.N., drop frame, cylinders, pisfona,

valves, connecting rods, magneto, and transmission
all new, tubular carrier, and kick-up stand, plating and
enamelling good; £17/10-—Conductor. Theatre Royal, 1

Pontypool, Mon. [3190

SECTION VII.

Gloucester, Oxford, Buckingham, Berks,
Wilfs, and Hants, and Channel Islands.

COTT, latest 1913 mo<lel, br.nnd new; £58, great
bargain.—Ginger, Motors, Banbairy. [511881

Ih.p. Werner, mag.. 1913 Senspray, good condition;
2 £10.-62, Bicester Ed., Aylesbury, Bucks. [X4740

FFEBS wanted for 2Wli.p. twin Moto-Eeve, in good
condition.—Eowland and Sous, Salisbury, [X4915

JAMES, latest 1913, 3-speed, "chain drive. Canoelet
sidecar, unscratched.—Hucdecote Lodge, Gloucester,

[3:4840

BAT. 3y2h.p., 2-speed, and sidecar, sound, reliable,
efficient; £20.—Fears, Optician, Kingswood, Bristol.

[X4783
LAYTONS.—Douglas, 1913, model O, shop-sniled only;

£42, catalogue price £48.—Laytons, Bicester.
rX4812

1Q10 Enfield Twin (lightweight), splendid runniug
XiJ order, reliable; £15, bargain.— 6, Manor Ed., Ox-
ford. [3311

13 Eudge Multi, 3Vjh.p., shop-soiled only; to clear
at £52.—E. A. Stone and Co., motor cycle agents,

High Wycombe. [3187

4h.p. Eat, spring frame, new belt, perfect, £9/10

;

sidecar, 25/-.—Alexander and Co., Electricians.
Fishponds, Bristols. 1X4785

LATTONS.—Douglas, 1913, model N, eingle speed,
used 500 miles only; cost £44. price fSS^^Lay-

tons. Bicester. O.xon.

ATTONS.-Triumph,
soiled only; £51,

terns. Bicester. Oxon.

James

19

T ATTO^^S.-Triumph.

[54813

LAYTONS.—Triumph, 1913, 3-fipeed- model, shop-
soiled only; £51, catalogue price £59/15.—Lay-

LX4814
_ _ , _. 1912. olutcli model, good

-LJ order througlioiit, lamp, horn, speedometer; £34.—
Laj'tons, Eiceeter. Oxon. rX4820

3ih.p. Triumph. 1913. 3-speed. JuIt model, perfect,
2 nui 1.000 miles; price £44.—Whitehouse, 45

Grosyenor Rd., Aldershot [3332

BRADFURY, 1912, 2-gpeed. lamp, hom, mirror, and
epares, hardly soiled, priva'tely owned ; £42 .—

Adking, High St., Ayle^huiy. [X4580

HARTWELL'S Garage,
and Douglas agents;

car for Banbury, Bnrford,

Chipping I^orton.—Triumph
also agents for Swift cytle
and Chipping Norton,

"^HREE Special Borgaina to Clear.

DOUGLAS, model O, not ririden 50 miles; best otler
above £40 ; perfect and genuine.

TmUMPH, 1912. free engine, in fine order, just
overhauled and rebushed. lamp, horn, and tools

;

best offer above £30.-

LETIS. 2-6troke, ridden 60 miles, with horn, beautiful
machine, only wants seeing; £29 to clear. [1786

F'.N. Lightweight, 1910. 2-speed. shaft drive, replated
and enamelled, fitted with 1913 imprrvements.

bad very little use, and is a bargain: £19.—Also

1 Q07 Triumph, ae above; £18. or exchange with cash '

J-t/ for combination.—15. Chtirch St., "Wolverton.
[X4797

i

TRIUMPH. 1911. clutch, flrst-olaes condition, little!

n=ed, Lucas lamp .set. all spares, belt, tube, etc.

:

£34.—Barrett, fruiterers. High St., Cheltenham. [X4864

DOUGLAS. 1913, model 0. last Easter, lamp, horn.
speedometer, back-rest, done 1,300 miles, Max reai

tvre uncut: £38/10.—Boevey, Fort Albert, Alderney.
[321J)

1Q12 Clutch Model Triumph, in good running onier.

-LJ7 brand new, belt and back tyre (Clincher): £33.

—Box No. 4,368, J.he Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.
[X4688

'

LAYTONS.-Zenith. 3V2h.p., 1913, first-class order'

throughout, complete with nearly new sidecar, lamp, i

horn, etc. ; £48, without sidecar £43.—Laytons, Bicc-ter,

Oxon. - 1X4815:

LAYTONS.—Douglas, 1911, 2-speed, free engine
model, engine just overhauled, whole machine in

;

good order, lamp, horn, etc.; £26/10.—Laytons,
Bicester, Oxon. [X4816

TRIUMPH, 1908, speedometer, lamp, horn, tools, new
I

cylinder, pi.ston, and carburetter. 1912, excellent

running order; £22/10, or offer.-Halsted, Tournay

,

Barracks, Aldershot. [X4685i

LAYTONS.-Aiiel, 1913. 3>,;jh.p.. ' 3-speed, kick;
starter, decompressor, 2',;jin. tyre, complete with

sidecar, first-class order guaranteed; cost £67, j;!ffered

at £45.—Laytons, Bicester. Oxon. '[X4819

SECOND-HAND Motoj Cycles.—We have a large ttock

of machines in excellent condition at very low

prices to clear; send us your requiremeute and we will

guarantee to satisfy yon.~The .Morris Garages, Oxford.
f0314

3ih.p. Be Dion, 1912 carburetter, overhauled, re-

2 bushed, etc., low frame, spring iorks, fa^st and
powerful, carry passenger; bargain, £10; exchange 5-6

h p. twin, cash adjustment—Fanner, Mount Lodge,
Shanklin. [3362

'PHONE : MAYFAIR 576T

I57.CRtAT PORTLAND STRfCT.W
A48 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the d^ite ot the Issue.

GROSE
LTD.,

Telephones

:

7712 Central

1297 North.

OLD JEWRY. CHEAPSIDE, E.C,
and at 255-257. Holloway Rd.. London, N

ACCUMULATORS.
Stout Cases. Guaranteed.

12 amp. 5/11. 15 amp. 6/9.
20 amp. 6 '11. 25 amp. 7 6.
30 amp, 10/-, 40 amp. 11 /-,

60 amp. 14/6.

SPECIAL.
A few lines, soUed, but otherwise perfect.

Electric Tail Lamps 5 /-

Sft. ein. X lin. Shamrock Belt 8/6
f^ft. 6in. X lin. Dermatine Belt .'. 8/6
Sft X lin. Clincher Belt 8/6
1913 Amac Carburetter 22/6
1913 Sensprav Carburetter 26 /-

XL-AH Saddle 24/-
Garner Whistle 9/6
Jones' Speedometer 52 /-

Stewart Speedometer 45 /-

A.K. Knee Grips 4/9
R.O.M. Combination "Cover, 26x2!,. 46/-
26 X 2.i Pedley Cover 37 /-

26 X 2j Bates Extra Heavy Cover .. 42/-
Palmer Cord 26 x 2i Cover 38 /-

1913 Triumph, 3-s.]-eed £51
rgrs P. & M., latest model £50

Chemico pat em Carbide Carriers , . . 1 ,-

26 X 2i Guaranteed Red Tubes 4/9
Sidecar Aprons 4/6 and 7 /6

Tubular Footrests, fit ilin., rubber ends ... 3/11
Roni Burners 6d.

Backrests, fit any saddle 2 '6

Patchquick Outfits lOid. and 1 f\0\
Sidecar Lamp Braclvets 1/3

GET our LIST.
Special prices quoted.

Black Oilskin Suits 10/6
Si.Ie^ar Auxiliary Arms 6/9
Motor Cycling Caps, with ear rolls 1/6
Tan Leather Caps, with ear rolls 4/6
Rubber Goggles, with spare glasses . . . pair 5 id.

Sidecar Lamp Brackets 1/6
Canvas Tool i<olIs 1/3

We allow up to 12/- on old tyre covers

when new ones are purchased. : : :

! B.SA., Senspray, A M.A.C. Carburetters in

I

stock. Up to 20/- allowed for old one when
' new ones arc purchased. : : : :

SUITS—^Waterproof, double-breasted, high
storm collar, dust and windproof,

fawn, double texture iworth 25/-) 16/6
LEGGINGS only

SEATLESS TROUSERS only

Exhaust Valves, to suit all engines . .

,

PEDLEY iin. BELTS 1 „,
PEDLEY lin. BELTS "^fj,
PEDLEY 1 Jin. BELTS J

Su=>ranteed.

2/6 allowance for old belts.

LEATHER BELTING, 3-plv, jin: 10'd., lin. 1 /- ft.

SILENT SILENCERS, the Grose, 2/6.

PISTON RINGS 9ll.

pair
pair

each
foot

foot

foot

5/6
9/6
2/3
1/9
2/3
2/6

ARMSTRONG s-speed and Free Engine __ _
Hub, Mark 111., complete with levers SbOO
and control^, and belt rim new.

SPECIAL..
HUTCHINSON 1913 COVERS,

soiled, but guaranteed

—

Brooklands 26x2,12/6; 26x2), 15/6.

Tourist Truphy, 26X 2I, 21 /6 ; 26 x 2*, 22/6.

Passenger, 26 X2i, 27/9 ; 26x2!, 28/9.
Cash returned if not satisfied.

1914 MOTOR CYCLES.
We are prepared to quote now.

Exchanges entertained.

Complete stock ot B.S.A. Motor Cycle Parts.

Motors taken in exchange. Est. 1876.

Terms -Nett Cash. WRITE FOR LISTS.
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Is the Supremacy of the 500 c.c.
Engine Waning ?

|0R the last few years no type of motor cycle

engine has held such undisturbed sway among
the mass pf riders as the 500 c.c. single-cylin-

der. The sales of such a type of machine have
probably been enormously in e.vcess of all other

tyjies comliined, and, despite the great improvements
in twin-cylinder engines and the considerable popu-
l.n'ity which such engines have lately enjoyed, there

is really no serious diminution in the number of single-

<-\linder engines of 33-2 h.p. met with on the r;jads.

Kven the tremendous and still growing popularity of the

luxurious type sidecar has not shaken its position up to

the present, and the successful application of the

three-speed hub to motor cycles has probably vastly

assisted it to retain its hold on the market, as' it has
been tbe means, at a comparatively slight extra cost,

nf enabling thousands of riders to fit passenger carry-

JTig attachments to motor cycles when otherwise they

would have been almost forced to purchase a more
p;nverful engine. There appear to be few limitations

to the abilities of an efficient 3J^ h.p. motor to haul

a light sidecar and passenger, for the really remark-
able displays put up by some of the best known long
distance trials riders with such a type of macliine show
what can be done with careful handling, and even with

ordinary intelligent driving a 3^-^. h.p. three-speed out-

fit can do veoman service (in average roads.

Why, then, readers may ask, should any interference

with the design of this type of machine be meditated?
.\^ a matter of fact, , excellent as are the results

' litained, there are conditions such as heax'y roads,

li'ad winds, or hilly country, that throw a great strain

I 11 so comparatively low-powered an outfit. And,
further, an engine working at its Hmit for long perio(.ls

i-- apt to fall off quickly in efficiency. Now, the dlfifi-

' uliy manufacturers have to face is that it is desirable
I'lr them to market a machine that is a happy com-
jinimise between a sidecar and a solo mount, and

,
500 cubic centimetres capacity can fie looked upon as
thoroughly satisfactory for sf)lo riding and, under fair

I'lnditions, for sidecar work;' but what is wante<l is

si'inething even more desirable—a machine that should
. be tlioroughly satisfactory for both kinds of service

:rwithout heed to weather or road conditions. Designers,

.
therefore, have aimed at [iroducing engines which,
while not imwieldy or unduly heavy for solo work, are
<'.ipalile when required of hauling the extra load of a

sidecar and passenger without the necessity for 'speci-

ally delicate handling-, and to do this a good deal of

quiet experiment has been going on by a number of

manufacturers with single-cylinder engines exceeding

500 c.c, and we may look next year for a consider-

able number of such power plants in makers' lists.

The Desirability of a 600 c.c. Class.

THE
interesting point now arises as to whether the

550 or 600 c.c. engine will eventually displac-c

the present popular 500 c.c. motor, and if it does
or even gains the preponderance in numbers on
the road, what is going to become of the 500 c.c.

class as regards competitions? The Tourist Trophv
Races, A.C.U. trials, hill-climbs, and Brooklahds all

have established classes for engines of this size, and it

may be an interesting problem for the authorities of the
sport to decide in the near future as to whether a

change may not soon have to be made in competition
ratings. Already it is known that three or four firms

will not standardise a 500 c.c. model ne.xt year, but
instead offer a single of slightly greater capacity.

Special models would, therefore, have to be built

for competition work, unless some change in the regu-

lations for important competitions be made. From
all we hear and know of the trend of single-cylinder

design for the future, we believe that it will .be im-
perative for the A.C.U. to institute an otficial 600
c.c. class in the more itnporlant competitions at an
early date, and, on the whole, we should welcome such
a change because we think that it is good for the in-

dustry and for the riding public that manufacturers
should not get into grooves. The 500 c.c. engine
has had a magnilicent innings, and we do nc5t suppose
for one instant that its sphere of usefulness is over,

but we do think that there i.s- likely to be an enormous
demand in the near future for engines up to 600 c.c,
brought about chiefly by the wonderful increase in

popularity of the sidecar, and we should like to see

encouragement given to such a type of engine.

\Ve ha\e not dwelt upon the jjossiliility of tiic

twin-c\linder of 500 to 600 c.c. We are fully aware,
however, that such engines are being rapidly improved,
and may possibly in time even seriously threaten to

'

<'apture the market, but we do not believe that tiic

.simple and liiglily efficient single-c_\linder engine is

(inishe(J with for a considerable time to come, and we
are sure it will ajjpeal to the vast majority of riders

entirely on account of these two pariicnhir \irtues.
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The Depreciation of Cycle Cars.

Lay journals may be pardoned for puWishing state-

ments to the effect that early model cycle cars- can

be run for a total outlay of three lialfpence a mile,

but anv technical journal lending its authority to such

gross, underestimates deserves no mercy. A study of

the prices of secorid-hand motor' vehicles shows that

depreciation abne may form an item exceeding rjod.

a mile. For instaice. ;^25 is a comparatively small

amaunt to drop on the sale of the less successful types

of 1913 cycle car, and it works out at 2d. a mile on a

mileage of 3,000, or of id. a mile on a mileage of

6,000. When petrol, oil, tyres, ta.xes, garage, and

licences are included, it is plain that the running

expenses are considerably higher than some over-

sanguine enthusiasms estimated tweh'e months ago.

Why Sell ?

Owners of 19 13 cycle cars who are thinking of

selling should consider very carefully whether it may
not be better worth their while to keep the vehicle

and run it to destruction. Of course, if it be a " dud,"

the owner will probably decide to cut his loss and
realise the be.it figure obtainable without delay. But
if [he machine has given good and faithful service,

the owner should realise that his impending loss is

very largely a matter of fashion. It is said that over

150 different makes of cycle cars were constructed

during 1912-19: -> and of these scarcely more than a

dozen can survive in their original form. This
wholesale changing of designs, patterns, arid specifica-

tions puts last winter's cycle cars hopelessly out of

fashion—they are dcmodi, so to speak, with a few^

regal exceptions, for just as diamonds are always in

fashion, so a few makes of cycle cars I could name
will undergo precious little change for next season.

Consequently, Tom, Dick, and Harry will jump to

the conclusion that nearly all the 1912-1913 cycle cars

are w-orth but ^70 or so apiece—-just as their wives

would refuse to pay a good price
,
for one of last

spring's hats. But many owners have I9i2-i9r3 cycle

cars in their stables which are as good as ever thev
were from a running point of view. I admit that these

machines may be almost unsaleable by the end of next

year ; but if there is still three or four years' good
running in them, they may be worth keeping. And
here I have a special word of advice to offer. I have
kivown many owners have great difficulty- in selling

motor cars, motor bicycles, and cycle cars even at a

ridiculous price. But I never knew a motorist who
kept his machine smart, cleari, and in good tune ever
have to go begging for a buyer. Only the other day
I heard how one of the less meritorious cycle cars
built last autumn realised ^85 after it had done

15,000 miles in the hands of its first owner. He
tuned it up, he kept it clean, everybody saw it daily

doing hard work and doing it well ; and when its

owner's random fancy turned to something new, there

were plenty of eager applicants ready to offer it a

kind home at a decent price. Verb. sap.

A Sidecar DicKey.
I illustrate herewith a novel method of accommo-

dating an extra passenger on a sidecar outfit produced

by J. L. Butler, of 261, Kirkstall Road, Leeds. [

cannot say I am particularly smitten with it person-

ally, for I do not believe in overloading a machine,

nor does its distributico of the weight appeal to me as

ideal, but then I detest the popular pillion riding (by

A sideoar dickey maae by J. L. Butler, of Leeds.

the wav, I saw another couple come a fearful purler

last week!), so I can quite believe that this sidecar

dickey may become immenselv popular.

The Nailsworth Ladder.
I recently spent an instructive afternoon on the illr

famed Nailsworth ladder, which is alleged to possess

much gradient worse than i in 3, and the sidecarisf

who endeavoured to ascend it with a three-speeded-

6 h.p. sidecar outfit, geared i3j4 to i on, bottom;

denarted a sadder and a wiser man ; indeed, he was

the wee 'est shade fortunate to depart at all in one'

piece, for the machine certainly got away, with him
when he was descending after conking out on tlie

topmost bad knuckle, and only the easier stretch lower

down enabled "his cool head to make the bralces and

compression on bottom gear once more operative.

The afternoon provided an interesting commentary on

the A.C.U.'s desire to see sidecars climb freak hills

wdth the passenger " seated in a normal position,"

for his repeated failures v;ere solely ascribable to lack

of adhesion on the part of the driving tyre. ' The sur-

face of the ladder is not loose ; it varies from a kind
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Occasional Comments.—

' hard, inipidrnptii niaradam to li.il'^il reefs of

libly rock. He was using a non-skid Kcnipshall

—

[uv mind quite one of the most adhesive tyres on

market ; but when this tyre hit one of the reefs,

.11 sjiun round ineffectually and the engine raced

furiously; if the ini|>etus jurajjed the tyre over the

f^cf—Siimclimes it did, sometimes it didn't—the effort

was similar to letting in the clutch with a bang, and

Athe engine didn't like it a little bit,, and either conked

'out incontinently, or slowed its " revs." down to such

lint that failure on the next knuckle was assured.

ess or failure was thus purely a matter of tyre

I sion. ] am of opinion that the machine would
,

\ < gone u|i well with a piasscnger on the carrier;

but the frightful rocking of .the outfit and the absence

of anv cusliion deterred the hardiest spectator from

ol^ring to lend his weight.

Another Problem.

liic iliUvi of tilis Xailsworth sidecar outfit pro-

piumded aii!)fhcT problem of diagno.sis, which up-to-

date hns eompletelv stumped the clever owner, aiid

several <|U:i>'i experts. If he is rounding a corner on

middle gear, well throttled down, and opens his throttle

to tackle a sui'ceeiling gradient, the engine stops as if

it had been siiot. ]f he changes down on to bottom

gear or up on to top gear, the engine -leaps into full

song again immediately. None of the control gear

can possiblv create a short circuit under these condi-

tions, and though he cannot trace or remedy the

trouble, lie is convinced that the cause is connected

with the carburetter. The engine will '•rev" on

middle gear i)n the straight flat (]uite as obediently as

upon toj) or iiottom. \Vill snme expert oblige us with

n s 'lulion?

Chronic ConKitis.

,
Man\ It Hers which I receive are diflicult to answer,

but few more so than one from a reader who owns a

machine uf comparativelv unknown make. It heha,cs

tolerably w-nW in respect of power and reliability, fmt

lis [lacrs ari- disfigured bv an inveterate habit of knock-

ing, which is shari'd by all the other engines of the

•..ime make within his acquaintance. It knocks whenever

it ifi ask'/d to [tick up after a slow, and the conking is

e'speci.div pronounred on hills. He asks how to cure

this impleasant feature, and how to render ]ii.s engine
the eipial of other ,1500 c.c. engines of greater renown
and al)ility. As it happens, 1 have never sampled an
engine by this iiarlicular maker, who tm'ns out so few
that I haiJ almost forgotten sucli an engine e.xisted, and
his own suggestioti is th.it a different \alve timing
might improve matters. One would be more inclined

t<i suppose that he has had the misfortune to purchase
an engine well behjw the average in efficiency, and that

no alternative valve timing will improve matters. In
anv case, the expense of experimenting with a specu-

lative series of specially made cams and jiinioiis is too

great to lie justifuible.

Reducing Transmission Friction.

If, as alleged, all the engines of this make knock
under no \er\ extraordinary inducements, one of two
things is ceriain ; either the engine cannot develop

sufficient power to propel a sidecar smoothly, or else,

its compression is too high. It is a cheap and easy

matter for an amateur mechanic to lower the com-
jiression ratio; he should experiment with washers of

ilifferent thicknesses bet\yeen the cxlinder and crank

case, lengthening the valve tappets to suit, either by

home-made tin t;ap^., or bv the Service adjusters. This

is the most promising" region for experiment. In

addition, it would be well to make sure that there is

no undue friction in the gear box and back wheel

bearings, that the engine's -moving jiarts are all nicely

free, that the silencer is clean, that the ignition is not

timed over fast, and that there are no air leaks.between

the carburetter and the inlet \'alve. It is further

possible that the engine is over-geared : nianv 500 c.e.

engines will never take a sidecar at all nici-K on a

higher gear than 5 or e\en 5!, to r.

Finally, it is conceivable that the c'arburetier faifs

to supply a sufficient volume of adequately rich mixture

at low speeds. In this case he should slip a lining

tube in the funnel or choke rouml the jet; if this

reduces the knoek, it should Ije v.oith while trying

a two-jet. carljuretter or a by-pass attachment. An
engine that accelerates badly cannot snck enough gas

from a simple carburetter at low .^jurds to enable

it to get away ; and such engines .ire improved liv

an auxiliary jer set within a oJKjkc tni:ie of very

narrow Ijore.

Graup of Members o( Ihe Wrexham and District M.C. taken outside the Royal Hotel, Llangollen, wnere tne president of the club, Mr. Kiel Soames,

entertained the members to luncheon on the occasion of this club's first run.
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The 1914 James Models.
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191t model 3J h.p. twin-cylinder three-sneed chain-onvenjames^

I OR some time past the James 'Co.

have been experimenting with a
3^ h.p. twin-cylinder model which
has from time to time appeared

in op'jn competition. The fruits ot

those experiments are now ready for

the market in the form of a very
attractive machine, fitted with a three-

speed bottom bracket gear and e-.closed

chain drive' thronglioiit.

are so arranged that air circulates freel

round them. As regards the intern;

arrangements of the engine there m
no great deviations from standard pr;

tice, but the steel ilj'wheels are a fit

piece of woik The magneto is ^l

driven, and lies high up behind
engine wheie it is well out of the .

ot mud and \\ et

Details o£ the Transmission.

Ihe thiee speed gear is a redi

of the usual James box, but althjir.

the wealing suitaces remain the sjmm

the actual gear box has besn consideralj!

Induced in size and the standard ratu

will be 4i to 1, 7 to 1, and 11 to ]

An excellent feature is the enclose

kick staitei Both front and re;

driving chains aie carefully enclosed i

stamped steel cases, which are spl

\eitically and give easy access to th

chains foi adjustment or hibricatioi

To ease the ^hock of the drive a vei

neat spring cushii

^SeJ-IUKXaSflsgm^^^^^S^^g^^ff:^), yr^f

:kl«J^ ^
FELT I.

id
nj
3

-> '

Part section o{ the James front wheel hub,
showing the Timken roller bearings which have
been adopted to take side strain caused by the
sidecar.

The engine is a 50° twin, having a
bore of 64 mm. and a sticke of 77 mm.
(495 c.c), the cylinders being inter-

changeable and the radiating fins being
staggered on the well-known James
lines. Great 'care has been exercised in

the design of the valve ports, and they

rz ~^. .«..f:»'*?T=""..

The 4i h.p. James-Canoelet three-sceed :i.ecar cu It for 1914.

IS enclosed in tl.

rear sprocket
and consists of

series of compre:

sion and reco

springs interpose

between the drivin

member and tli

hub. A multi-pUil

clutch is fitted o

the main gearslia

and is controlk-

from the hand):

bar, though pcd:

control can b

arranged if <lesiie(

The control ot tli

gears is by a Ion

Sat strfking Icvi

working i ii

quadrant on tli

tank.

A strong fram
supports the engin

and carries a ful

c o m |"i 1 e m e n t o

fittings, includiii;

sprung footboard
and two stands

The tofjlkit is wel

stocked and the finish is excellent.

Tiu.iiio ^tar cove.- ol the 3'. h.p. James removed
Observe also neat flxin: o(

to show method of adjusting the magneto timing
gear box and kick-starter.

The Big Single Cylinder.

Th» big single-cylindered sidec';

iiiodjl has undergone no very giea

changes, though the engine has Ixoi

increased in size to "86 X 103 mm. bovi

and stroke, giving a capacity of 599
and the air passages round the vahi
ports have been improved. A new pistoi

is now used, having one. ring at th

top and lOne at the bottom end.
Hyatt roller bearings are now fittt(

to the front hubs to assist in taking th.

thrust on the front wheel when a side

, car is in use. This is a refinement whici

is well w'orthy of notice

This single-cylinder is primarily a side-

car machine. While it is impossible tr

obtain such sweetness or refinement of

running with this type of motor as with

a twin of even larger capacity, it lias

the merits ot simplicity, reliability, and
great efficiency, qualities which will

always weigh with a' large number u(

buyers.
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A
Strenuous Trial at the Cape Peninsula.

45 ... 140m. .. . 150in.

36 ... 160m. ., . 140m.
29 ... UOm. .. 90m.
50 ... 210m. .. . 180m.
40 ... 130m. .. . 120m.
fii^t to leave Cape Town.

T Ihe break of dawn 011 Wieiiei's Day (Octobti 6tli,

a local holiday), twenty-five motor cyclists assembled
outside the City Hall, Cape Town, to compete in'

the 200 miles reliabilitv trial for the Barling Cup,
,11 to members of the t*ape Peninsula Jl.C.C. A
ilh African winter is notorious for heavy rains with
.li'd rivers and soaked road.s, and under such conditions.

it had been raining for days, the men set off at intervals.

time allowanees and distances between controls were :

Siilo imii'liiiiDS iif Olln^r
:H!il I'.c and midur. solo and

.Milis. Sid riivmncliiiios sidcritr
ur.'it;Ui'.<-. and under, inaci inus

Cajiu Town to WcUingioi
Welhngton to Worcester
Woicester to ViUiersdorp
Villiersdor|) to Sir Lowry Pas>

ciir Lowrv Pass to Cape.Town
0, H. "Jones (2^ F.N.) was

at 5.47 a.m., fol-

lowed a few minutes-
latei by F. J. Smuts
oil a 3^ P. and M.,
Ihe last man leaving
toivh being C. H. de"
Krielen, at 7.2 a.m.,

nhose 7 Emblem,
however, was the

f.rst to fall . out

t'.iroHgh aide-slippir;;

on the treacherous
.-urface of the mud.lv

Paarl Road, tluis

tansing his retiro-

lllellt.

After signing i;i

i.t Wellijigton, till-

riders had to climb

liains Kloof, the tiist

steep hill on the

journey.

F. "fiarling (the

donor of the cup)

had to stop his -6

Enfield and sidecar ;

.so also had V. Car-

dinal, who, riding

the same make, came
to a standstill near
the top, forcing G.

U. Jones, who w-as

close behind him, to thargc the bank and turn a co;-.'pLte

joniersault, dislocating the carburetter controls.

Something like a Water Splash.
Coasting down from the top competitors were faced

with the Breede Piiver, which was flowing with considerable

Icrce acrjss the main iiuid

. F. J. Smuts was the first man to arrive at the river's

side, and unhesitatingly plunged into the roaring torrent,

inly the handle-bars of the machine projecting above the

surface: He had very hard work to push the machine
through, aud magneto troubles naturally were legion. W.
Herbert (6 Cly^io sc), after successfully having pushed
through the current, worked with liis passenger fi>r fifteen

minutes fo get rid of tlie water which found its way into

the carburetter, m.agneto, and cylinder. While righting
matters thev saw O. .1. Prillevitz (6 Enfield .sc.) descending
and forthwith crossing the river. As the current pressed
the outfit dangerously towards tlie big boulders th?y shouted
to him to turn the wheel and head the current ; he did
so in the nick of time. His was a remarkable performance,
as he got his machine to fire within half a minute, and
consequtntly w-as the fir.-:t man to ei:tcr the Worcester
control. ^
At another splash an enterprising farinei- 'offered to

carry across on his waggon mounts and riders for a con-
sideration of five shillings a time. Some of tlie.coaclibuilt
sylrcai'-s acted a^ boats and floated, but many were irpset.

crowd li.Tii g.-ithereil ii>

pa.ss tlu-iii:;li. and li-iv

A USEFUL PASSENGER.
A comrelilor's sidecar beini lowed across one o( Ihe many streams.

On to Worct-.ier, where a bi

see tlie "two hundred milers"
an exciting incident belMl Thornton, who o sidecar ci-.ii-

njctions came adrift while going all out, tlio outfit cap-
sizing and the occupants li •'••,:; thrown in' the mud, result-
ing in lilack faces, but lurkily no injury.

A Novel Exhaust Pipe.
Three drifts had to be crossed before rcachiii;.; the I'piiiu'-

ton Bridge over the River Zouder End on the commence-
ment of the home journey, and R. (i. Woodville's four-
cylinder F.N. fired immediately on reaching the other side,
while tiarlick's Enfield fired all the time during the wheeling
through process, the e.xhaust being conducted through a
3ft. tube to above the saddle. ,

Then came a stiH more difficult task-coastLiig down from
a tremendous height over a rough sin-face. with many cmss-
gulleys and numerous bends, towaids " Booiitjcs kraal," a

distance' of about
ten miles, where tli«

main road from Cale-
ildii to Cape Town
is joined.

The End of the
Struggle.

Aftei stopping at

Hounhoek for the
purpose of signing
their names, the men,
liho, by the way,
V. ere far apart,

.-tccred their moiiiits

over Sir Lowry P.-i-s,

lluough the condnl
.lit the village, and
lid Somerset Stra';d,

low'ards Cape l'o\\ii.

A large crowd \vi 1-

comed 0. J. Prille-

vitz, who looke'cl tile

fittest of all, at the
City Hall, followed
I'V F. Barling, with
\V. Hprbeit the next
iurival.

One by one thj
competitors arrive d,

and it s p e a k s

volumes for the
stamina of the riders and the reliability of the modern motor
cycle that of the twenty-five entrants who started seventeen
completed the course. Of these eight maimged to come in

before night fell, the last icaii signing in at 11.10 p.m.

The results are as follow :

1. 0. J. Prillevitz (6 h.p. Enfield <,
.)

2.

3.

4.

W. Herbert (5 6 h.p. Clyno
W. H. Eastoe (7 h.p. Indian ic.

F. Barling .(6 h.]). Knfield f>\)

5. E. W. Watts (6 h.p. Enfiekl :
6. G. H. Lunt (2| h.j), Douglas).
7. D. Uarlick (6 h.p. Enfield sc.)

8. F. J. Smuts (3i h.p. P. and -M.)

9. R. C. Woodville (5-6 h.p. F.N.
AUNOI.1) -KliYZKIt.

I
i
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THREE SPECIAL ISSUES
will be publislieil .is fellows :

.NOVEMBER 13th—
Pas.senger Machines of all Types

NOVEMBER 20th—
Buyers' (iuide of I9l.i .Models.

NOVEMBER 27th—
Complete 5ho\v Report.

\^3
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A selection of ques'icns 01 genera! interest received from readers and our replies thereto. AU questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX.. and whether intended for publication or not

musi be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and on one

side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ea^e of reference. L.-tters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of en^ elope, and should be kept distinct from
Questions bearing on technical subjects.

?

Storing a Motor Cycle.

Now that the winter months
are last approacliing, I am
anxious to .store my luaeliiiie. for

the w'inter. Will you please tell

me the best way?—F.B.

The l:)est plan is to jack uo both wheels
so that the tyres are not on the ground,
store the machine in a daik but dry
place, and smear all bright parts with
vaseline.

SwafTham to Birmingham.

Please let me know the

shortest route from Swaftham
(Norfolk) to Birmingham.—C.P.

Your best route would be as follows :

Swaffham, Downham Market, Wisbech,
Peterborough, Oundle, Market Har-
boi'ough, Lutterworth, Coventrj', Meri-
den, and Birmingham. The distance is

'

appro.xir.-ntely 128 milec.

Difflculty with piston Rings.

I liave a 1911 single-cylinder

machine, and in January last

when I was overhauling the

maciiine, I was recommended
by an engineer friend to fit

wider rings to my piston. The grooves

were widened on the lathe, and new
rings fitted. Since then I have had
five brolien rings, oil one occasion both
rings snapping, and I am at present

waiting for some new ones, as the

trouble has occurred again. On ev;ery

occasion except the last (when I had
to leave the machine at a garage), I

have fitted the new rings myself, and
was very careful to see that tliey were
not too tight. The engine is always
well oiled. 1 should be much obliged

if you would suggest a possible cause
and remedy for this trouble, of which
I am becoming rather tired.—L.H.

It is very difhcult to give you an answer
as to the cause of your piston ring

trouble. The mere fact of . having
widened them should not necessarily

make them liable to break, and we are

rather inclined to think that the fit of

these rings cannot be as good as you
think, and should advise you to seek the
advice of a competent engineer on the
matter, as we gather from your remarks
that you are not yourself an engineer.

The rings, of course, should be an ea.sy

fit in their slots. Are you quite sure
that you have not got carbon deposit

in the slots behind the rings, as if there
is much of this it is quite likely to force

out the rings and lead to" breakage? We
A24

advise you to look carefully to this point,

it you are satisfied the rin^s fit propel ly
and carbon is not present, and the trouble

stiJl continues, the only course is to

fit a new piston. We do not think you
were well advised to alter the original

rings, as it is reasonable to presume the

makers know w-hat sizes are required.

The Qiiestion of Desaxe Cyliniers.

(1.) Can you please let me
know what the bore and stroke

should be for a side by side twin
engine of approximately 45 h.p. ?

(2.) What would be the approxi-

mate compression space above the top

of the stroke? (3.) Is there any ad-

vantage in having the cylinders

dcmxi? If so, how much would be
correct to_ giye the best results from
the vertical centre line? (4.) Would
not compression, be

,
retained longer,

and more even wear of cylinder walls

be obtained, if one ring top and
bottom were fitted instead of the usual

method of. all at the top?—C.A.H.
(Baluchistan).

With regard to your first question, a

45 h.p. twin-cylinder engine would be
approximately 650 c.c. capacity, and
this, of course, could be made up by

various sizes of bore and stroke, but

taking 70 as a bore, you could get ;

combination of 70 x 78 up to about 7.'

X 75 to give you this power, though, a,

a matter of fact, the power of such ai

engine would be in all probability mori

than 45. (2.) The compression space i.

roughly a quarter of the cubical con

tents, but this varies with the >eompres

sion employed. (3.) The question

setting a cylinder dcsoxe is that th(

thrust of the piston on the walls -i;

said by some designers to be slightl;

less than with the cylinder in a vej-tica

centre line. ' The advantages or dis

advantages, however, are more or les

Jiroblematieal, and we do not thinj

there is very much in it either way
It is also claimed by some ehgi"eei':

that the thrust at the top of the pisto:

when the explosion occurs takes plac

over a greater portion of the serviceab!'

period of the stroke, on the same prui

ciple that it you mount a bicycle by th'

pedal you start with the pedal over dea(

centre. (4.) The number of the pistoi

rings and the position in wliich they nr-

placed depend on the design of thi

piston itself. Probably the best practice

is three lings at the top.

A HEAVY LOAD FOR A SJDECAR.

Great amazement was created in the streets of Milan the other day by the sight of an 8 h.p. Chater-

Lea motor cycle, wiih sidecar attached, towing a removal van, which, incidentally, was full ol furnitute.

We are told that the motor cycle towed the van a distance of over seven miles as shown, and mat the

crowds who saw this strange sight could not have paid more attention il their king had teen passmg

through the streets.
"
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High Wycomte io Lincoln.^ Kiiiclly give me a rovite from

> High \\ yconibi: to l.incolii, witli

_lJ distances.—E.T.L.

I'mu' best route would be as follows

;

ligli \Vycoinbe, Ainershani, Che-liam,

I'riiig, Dunstable, Ainptbill. Ijcdford,

Saluii Socoii, Kuikdeii, >Stiltou, iVler-

ioroui;li, .Market Deeping, UocUii, Falk-

iiglinin, Sleaford, to Linioln. Be careful

t police traps iu all the Huntiiigdoiishire

illa){cs. Distance approximately 114

niil^s.

A Question of Balance and Cams.

I should be much obliged if

"^ you would inform nio : (1.) If,

^ when testing the balance of a
_IJ single-cylinder motor, it is neces-

sary to hang a weight equal to

the whole of the reciprocating ma^E'CS

on the flywheel or only a weight eijual

to the half of them? I quite under-
stand the means of doing it. but do
not know which is the proper weight.

(2.) Do' you think it woiiL) improve a

new n\otor cycle that seems to knock
very easily on hills, and which has at

present a very slow cam action to the
valves, so to alter them that they
opened ' cpiicker and consequently had
a longer tim« wide open?—A.R.

In answer to the first question in your
liter, it is necessary to hang a weight
qual to half the whole of the recipro-

"iting masses iu order to test for balance.

'Viih regard to your second question, it

s quite impossible to answer this with-
Hit inspection of the machine. You do
lot even say what make of machine it

s, hut if of a standard make, in all

probability the makers have .settled the
valve and cam action to their satisfac-

tion, and it is highly probable that tho
best results have been arrived at, and
wilhout furtfier particulars we should
certainly hesitate to advise yon to make
any alterations but to look to other
causes, verify the timing of th« ignition,

and set the spark to occur as the pL«ton
reaches the top of the stroke. Also see

that your carburetter jet is quite free.

Questions from ttie East.

I shall be greatly obliged if

you could tell mo how to ^set my
1913 three-spped Rover motor
cycle to racing pitchy Also,
whether you advise one of the

variable carburetters that are on the
market, and what make will, be most
suitable? At present I have a B. and
B. 1912 pattern. Shall I have to raise

the compression ratio (at the time of

tuning), and how much is necessary

?

Why I ask these questions is because
I was in possession of a 1912 Rover
single-speed which used to travel at

45 m.p.h. on the road, so t naturally
would like this three-speed one to travel
equally as fast, if not faster.—G.Jl.
(Bombay).

In answer to your queries ri> tuning up
your Rover you must not expect to get
greater speed because you have got a
change-speed gear fitted; As ai matter of
fact you are not likely to get such high
speeds as regards maximum, but you will

be able to keep up a much higher average
than with a single gear. Tuning a
machine up for a race does not mean
structural alterations ; it simply means

.seeing that every |)art is adjusted Io the
iiest possible position and in perfect work-
ing order. The caibnrclter you have
fitted to your machine will give quite as
good results as any other on the market,
if it is properly tuned up. Tlies(! are
general rules : The compression must bo
perfect, valve .springs of good strength,

Jet of larger size with air openinu's in-

creased to suit, and all earlier magneto
timing.

EXPERIENCE WANTED
H.n." (Exeter).— Four-cylinder l''..M.

l!;'liability and economy.
•W.ii." (Portsmouth).—Reliability of

Paragon, or any other folding or collap-

sible sidecar.

"R.A.D.H." (Stourbridge).—3 h.p.

Enfield. Ease of starting, controllability,

and efficiency of forced lubrication.
" A.C.H." (Burnham).—Benzole with

1912 2| h.p. Douglas, standard carbu-
retter. Size of jet, and whether any
alterations necessary to carburetter.

•' W..M..I." (Coatbridge).—3-i h.p. twin
Lea-Fi'ancis, solo and with sidecar.

Ccmsumption, reliability, durability, and
hill-climbing. Also dynamo lighting set.

"F.C.M." (Edinburgh).— .Morgan Run-
about. Wear, reliability,, hill-climbing,

consumption, maximum speed, ease of

cornering. General comparison with
sidecar.

"O.J.H." (London).—8 h.p. William-
son, air and water cooled, solo and
sidecar, lubrication, cooling of rear cylin-

der, fiexibility and durability. .Also

durability of Lomax bands.

THE FLYING FISH a type ol '* motorcyclewaterplane " which has been suggested

to our artist by the frequent Inclusion of streams and rivulets in reliability trials.

Simply push the lever forward, which by means of Bowden wires extends wings

and lloats !
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A Two-stroke Triumph.
Latest Addition to the Triumph 1914 Range. Companion to 4 h.p. Long-siroke

Single-cylinder Mount.

LAST week, in dealing with the
new 4 h.p. single-cylinder
Triumph machines, we announced
that the Triumph Go. would

this week spring a surprise upon the
motor cycling public, and that surpfise
is in the shape of a 2^ h.p. two-stroke
Triumph, which we now illustrate. This
little machine is very attractive in
appearance, and appears to be thoroughly
workmanlike in its character. We tried
it on the road, and, thanks to its two-
speed counter-shaft gear, we found it

possible to turn in an ordinary road-
way, and start by sitting in the saddle
and^ paddling along a yard or two. Nor
is there any e.xertion' in this mode of
starting, seeing that the machine, fully
equipped with petrol and oil, weighs

4-«J'

plicity and r.eliability. They, too,

desired to concentrate their attentions
to one or two models at the most, as
by so doing manufacturing costs were
minimised.

Two-speed countershaft gear box of the two-
stroke Triumpt; showing ..hain sprocket and belt
pulley.

only 125 Ibs: It is well known that the
Triu.nph Co. have been e.xperimenting
with different models all the year, and,
as Mr. Schulte pointed out to us, what
the Triumph designers have aimed at
thro.ughout their e.xperiments was sim-

Some Mechanical Featuves.

The latest two-stroke Triumph has not
been on the road long, and for that
reason it is impossible to describe the
engine in detail in this issue, as several
patents are pending, but the brief speci-
fication is as follows : Two-speed dog
clutch counter-shaft gear ' (no friction
clutch provided), with handle-bar con-
trol throughout, including the gear.
The engine, gear box, and magneto can
be easily detached in one unit. At
present 24in. wheels are fitted, but these
may not be finally standardised. The
height from saddle to the ground
is SS^in.

A cylindrical tank is used on the
new baby Triumph, which practically
envelops the top tube, to which it is

clipped by metal bands.

The new 2j h.p. two-stroke two-speed Triumph.

The transmission to the gear box is b\

enclosed chain ; thereafter the drive is

by belt on the right-hand side of tlK

machine, the pulleys being of large sizf

Naturally, one may expect novelty of

design about any Triumph productinn,

and these ai'e most noticeable in th;

design of the
engine. One ot -___^sms
the most com- S3KJJ
mendable points
is the arrange-

- ment of the com-
pression release

valve, which,
when in action,

allows the gases to

escape 'by a
special passage to

the exhaust port,

thus obviating
any escape of oil,

which usually re-

sults in an oily

cylinder, not to

speak of sprayed
overalls. T h e

transfer port is a
wide oblong pas-

sage. The exhaust
and inlet ports

Side view of cylinder

showing inlet and ex-
haust ports, and hole
for compression re-

lease valve.

Flywheel and beit side oi the tivo-stroke Triiimfiji tor 1914.

are placed side by side in front of the

engine ; this arrangement not only en-

abling the burnt gases to warm the fresh

charge, but, contrariwise, allowing the
cool inrush of gas to lower the tempera-
ture ot the cylinder at this point. The
shape of the exhaust outlet is worthy
of note, for the gases are shot down
oblicjiijly, like a coal shoot. It would
hardly be possible for the exhaust to
have a more easy flow. The piston is

of the usual design, with two rings, and
has the orthodox deflector on top.

The Lubrication System.
One of the most interesting feature's

of the machine is the lubrication system
emploj'ed. There ia no pump to the
engine, but oil is carried in a forward
compartment of the tank in the usual
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This

is the

BROOKS B170
the saddle with the Patent Compound Spring—

the saddle which, by reason of lis commanding superiority in

design, material, and workmanship, is universally recognized as

best—the saddle that Experience always chooses and is, invariably,

the ultimate selection of the novice, whatever he may tolerate

at first—the saddle that is backed by the BROOKS reputation!

You may see it at

OLYMPIA, November 24th-29th,

STAND 227, Gallery,

where also we shall be delighted to show you all our latest

lines—will you call?

J. B. BROOKS S Co., Ltd.,

49, Criterion Worts, Birmingham.

(^^

In aiiswciiiiij t/ii-s inli-ijill.^rnmU it /> th-uiablu Co iiitidiun "The Mulor Ci/de."- A-9
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Vhe"Pharos'Headlight
The 'Pharos' mojor cycle headlight is a lamp

of exceptional power, and its unique method of

construction places it at once in the forefront of

anything yet manufactured. The lamp is made
of stout gauge metal, heavily nickel-plated.

Every joint and attachment is strongly riveted.

The reflector is of the lens type and is reinforced

by a strong lens which takes the place of the

front glass, thus giving a long and powerful

beam. The DUNHILL adjustable bracket enables

the lamp to be always regulated to the point of

maximum advantage.

DUNHILL'S NEW MX. OILSKINS

Undoubtedly the smartest

and most serviceable oil-

skins on the market are

the new Dunhill pattern

here illustrated. These

oilskins, which consist of

a comfortable full jacket

and trouser overalls with

seat, are made in a new

material of dark green

colour, and are beautifully

soft, flexible, and light in

weight. Motor cyclists

will find the new oilskins

a valuable part of their

equipment.

Price 33/6 complete

— Have you a copy of —
THE MOTOR CYCLE LIST?

The ' Lul^in ' (Patent) Carburetter
{T)unhi!l's Sole Agents).

The 'LUKIN' has the throttle on the atmospheric side, and NOT on
the engine side, thus ensuring a correct proportion of petrol and air

before they are mixed. The Vacuum in the mixing chambei increases

as the throttle is closed, providing a medium for the instant volatiliza'

tion of the petrol when it is most needed. The ' LUKIN ' Carburetter
has no tuned jets, but it is tuned for every speed by means of a shaped
valve. There is but one moving part. Needles, dash- pots, tuned
springs, and other delicate mechanisms are entirely dispensed with.

Suitable for every make of Motor Cycle. It is a petrol saver, of unique
value, and will save its own price in a month.

Price of Carburetter -

Write for particulars.

ss/-

Dunhills
359-361, EUSTON ROAD, LONDON, N.W.

City Branch: 42-43, Lombard Street, E.C.

MANCHESTER : 88, Cross Street. GLASGOW : 72, St. Vincent Street.

A30 In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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The Two-stroke Triumph.—

way. Eiiibndii-'il with Llir petrol lillei-

cop is a siiiiill iiiftal iiuMsiii'e, which is

used to diiiw olT tlie oil I'luiii the front

nartitioii, iiad it iff then mixed with the

petrol to the extent of one-sixteenth of

a gallon of oil to !i giiUon of (letrol.

The main ad\iintage of this system is

that the oil is drawn into the engine

with the petrol, and therefore it is

supplied ill exact relation to the amonnt
of petrol ciiiiennied. wliicii is as it slionld

lie, for tile wider the throttle is o}ien,-d

thj more wmk the engine is doing: mn-
s«j!iontly the tnore oil it necessitates. •

The crank is thns revolving in an oil

Uoderside view ol Itie cylinder of ttie 2\ ti.p.

Triumph.

f.)g. and. euntraiy to what might l;e ex-

pected, during our trial of the niachiiie

we did ii'i! observe any suspicion (

7

'smoking, which may have been, due t:

.llic laige si/.cd c.\paiifion chamber a;::!

the small llattentd-end pipe which e.x-

l.nds to a line with the gear n .\.

The niagnc'tii )ilallurni is ca^t in one
v.ith the cr.iiikcate. and the lliagnetu can
be slid bodilv almg slots prmidcd to

take np dwir stretch.

A sporting mount -the 4h,

A point about the valveless Tiimnph
is its ability to run at extremely slow
speeds, and yet fire regularly every re-

xolution. Many two stroke engines have
: habit of four stroking immediately the
>peed is cut down, but the Triumph
designers scjm to have el'fectnally ovei

come this trouble. Several carburetters

have been tiled, and the he.st results

obtained from the. Ahra'c, which was
titled to the machine "we rode.

An Absence oi "Vibration.

The Triumph, is beautifully balanced,

and the riding position with the foot-

rests in the middle of the machine is ;;

perfectly natural one. Vibration in the

handlebar is almost entirely absent.

.Messrs. Hathaway and Hull);-i't de-
scribed it as the most cou.fortable

miichiiie they had ridden. The S)a-iug

forks, brake work, and such like details,

arc similar to the 4 h.p. model.
I Ik' valvvless 'i'rinrnnii is not a

potlerers' mount, althongli it is bound to

appeal to that vjiy large section. It

is evi-n i ecnmmendcd Foi' serious touring.
Whiltl ii;s[iecting the niachir.;'' Mr.

THE TWO TRIUMPHS FOR 1914.

Lfitt, the 4h.p. tbree-speeder. Right, the 2| h.p. two-speed twj-trjlce m^del. Bjlh riders are of

approximately the same height. Mr. Schulte, the managing dire:ljr o? the Triumph Co., Is sealed
on the 4 h.p. model.

p. T.T. Triumph for 1314.

8chultc whispered to us that his 1914

mount was to be a 4 h.p. model. " )

must go np hills fast" ne added with
feeling and a twink-tc! in his eye " and keep
up with the re.st of them."

The 4 h.p. Single Cylinder.

The Triuui))li stand,ird models will i)i

future be lated at 4 h.p.. the stroke hav-
ing been lengthened to 97 mm., the bore
of 85 mm. remaining the same. The
•apacity is therefore 550 c.e. During the
year single cylinders of 550 and 60U
c.c. capacity have b.'eu exhaustively
tested by the Triumph t'o.. and it was
unanimously agreed that the 550 c.e. Avas

.

the ideal double purjKise mount, t.e., for

solo or ^'idecar work.
We outlined nfost of the improvements

ill luu- last is.^uc, the alterations apart
flu;., the lotigar stroke, being in detail

only. Dtc.iinprcssors will be fitted to all

eugiucs in future, and other alterations

include : new clutch control, giving
freer engine, 19,'iii. belt drums,. |in. seat
]jillar bylts .-uitahle for use with sidecai'."!

and new pattern handlebar. The price

remains the same as in 1£43.

A.-i regal ds competitions, the Triumph
Co., will refrain from competing except

in mors- important < events, unless of

course the class definition is altered. For
the Tourist Trophy Race they will

build up ^*cvc|hl ^S9 i\c. fiigiues

TYRE SIZES IN 1914.
Ne.xt year will undoubtedly see .an

increase in tyre dinieiisions, particularly
• ju standard makes of machines, witli

engines ol 500 c.o. and over. In this

connection it i.'; interesting to note that
the Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd., Aston
Cross, Birmingham, are introducing, in

addition to the new motor cycle tyre
illustrated in last issue, a 3in. motor cycle

tyre to fit two and a half inch motor
rvile rims, an innovi^tioii which will be
acceptable to sidecar owners. The motor
cycle tyre department of the Dunlop
Rubber Co. is engaged at the present
time in revising its existing range of

|iatterns and biingiiig them up to the
present exacting .ondilioiis of motor
cycle work whieli. with the always grow-
ing popularity of sidecaring, are becoming
daily more strenuous to tyre life. For
.-.idecar use with a. powerful engine the
6£0 X 65 mm. Dunlop gi'ooved small car
tyre is beiiiu used with conspicuous
success.
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AN AWKWARD CORNSR. L. W. Spencer joining the main Portsmouth road near Hlndhead.

LAST week's cycle car trial of the Auto Cycle Union,
extending to 108 miles, could hardly be termed a

complete and searching test, but in that compara-
tively short distance many tricky hills were included,

and the casualty list was, therefore, fairly lengthy. There
were thirty-four entries in all, though three did not

start. The most popular machines were A.C.'s ar.d

Morgans, represented "by four each, G.W.K. 's, Huraberettes,
and ,G.N. s each having a team of three.

Wednesday morning opened bright and fine, and an hour
before the start many competitors were present busily

putting finishing toucljes to their mounts, whilst official

doled out the petrol. We noticed that the JNIorgans were
practically all of different type, some with side-bj-side

valves, others overhead, and two were water-cooled.

Spencer's radiator had developed a slight leak, to which
he applied much soap with good effect. The Ranger had
bad luck in being prevented from starting owing to timing

gear trouble. Martin's 10 h.p. Singer had been gdt into

the cycle car definition by dispensing with the reverse geai'

and free use of a drill. Maitland turned up with his

ijeacon a minute or two to eight o'clori;. and after hurriedly

hllnig up was despatched by Mr. Ebblewhite, only to take a
wrong turning.

Early Adventures.
Wray Lane, leading to the top of Reigate, was the first

ascent, and thus early three lost their lion-stops, Parna-

cott's 499 c.c. F.N. motor bicycle engine, geared 38 to 1

on the low, having to give in, with the added handicap
of 'brakes .binding. Biyan (G.N.), too, unaccountably came
to a standstill.

Thereafter undulating roads led through picturesque

country and leafy glades in their autumn tints to Bore
Hill, where it was arranged the stopping and starting

test should be held. The gradient was between 1 in

10 and 12.

A3-

A. B. Phillips (8 h.p. Warno) negotiating the hairpin on Tanhurst Hill He was one 6t the 19 to gain non-stop certiDcatas.
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1914
The Famous

STURMEY4RCHER
3'Speed 81 Free Engine Gear
will be fitted by the following firms will be fitted by the following

as a standard specification of firms to their 1914 modeh, to

their 1914 motor cycles

—

order—
TRIUMPH
HUMBER
BRADBURY
ROVER
ARIEL SWIFT

RUDGE-WHITWORTH
PREMIER
SINGER
ALLDAYS & ONIONS

EXCELSIOR HAZLEWOOD
CALCOTT BROWN
CAMPION O.K.
HOBART BIRD
SUN JAMES
L.M.C. A.S.L.

IXION

RAGLAN
IXION
IMPERIAL

IVY-PRECISION VELOCE
ROYAL RUBY
CONNAUGHT
VICTORIA
NORTON

• WULFRUNA
QUADRANT
MOTO-REVE

GRANDEX LEVIS

New booklet post free

—

STURMEY-ARCHEfi GEARS, LTD., NOTTINGHAM.

OLYMPIA, STAND 159 (Gallery).

In iin.ni:i:riiiij this advertisenifnt U u< desiruliU to lavntmn "The Mntor Ctjch.
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THE Passenger Machine for 1914!—

New type, with COUNTERSHAFT 3-Speed GEAR,—-enclosed CHAIN DRIVE, and Kick Starter.

—

-

The new type REX-J.A.P is a distinctive machine—incorporating every constructional point

which experience has proved necessary.

liead the Specification through carefully—compare with every other Passenger Machine on
the market—take every point into consideration—and you^will admit the new type REX-J.A.P
is THE BEST PASSENGER MACHINE !

C. Preliminary 1914 Specification now readp—
Mo)/ 7ce post same to )/ov ? C

Stand 105 Olympia.

AGENTS—Write now for particulars of the
REX-J.A.P Agency— it U'iU interest you

Sole Mannfactnrers

—

The PREMIER MOTOR Co., Ltd.,

Aston Rd., BIRMINGHAM.

a w a
a a a

MORE WORLD'S RECORDS
with the

SENSPRAY
Carburetter.

B M.C.R.C. MEETING (18th Oct.)

A.C.U. CHAMPIONSHIP
(500 c.c.

)

Mr. C. G. Pullin FIRST.
(3i h.p. Rudge) .. .. U —

Class B.

ONE HOUR SIDECAR RACE.
Mr. H. V. Colver, riding a 23 h.p. Enfield
estabiistied a

WORLD'S RECORD for

THE HOUR of 40 miles

988 yards.

CHARLES H. PUGH. Ltd.,

ONE HOUR SIDECAR RACE.

FIRST.Mr. C. G. Pullin

(3J h.p. Rudgel

In this pace Mr. Pullin made

NEW
WORLD'S RECORDS
fopthe 50 MILES and

1 HOUR.

Whitworth Works, BIRMINGHAM.

In anawtrinq these udvertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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Autumn Cycle Car Trial.—

J. T. Wood ( h.p. G.W.K.) ascendng Bo.vler's Green Hill.

S. Wright (Huniberette) led, and made a very neat
restart, as did Wood (G.W.K.) artd Busby (Morgan), who,
by the way, had a four-speed gear, i.e., a separate tw'o-

speed gear box in addition to the usual Morgan gear.

Keiller and Wilberforce (G.W.K. 's) did well; Godfrey
(G.N.) was noisy, but restarted successfully, Thomas
(friction-driven Pyramid) ran past Mr. Loughborough and
his red flag, but restarted readily on a steeper gradient

:

A. B. PhiUips (Warne) did very well ; Spencer (Morgan)
ran back a little, hesitated, and slipped his clutch to the
summit. The Chater-Lea had its water boiling, but got

1433

away very nicely nevertheless. Prussia. id (Croucli) was
good, also Cooper (Humberette). The Pyramid, driven by
Payne, emitted a grating noise. Gibson (Morgan) did
well, and Dew (Dew monocar) restarted with a grinding
noise; his obsei'ver. on an 8 h.p. Chater-Lea, sidecar, who
pulled up behind and followed his man as if he were being
towed, made as neat a restart as any cycle car. JIaitlana
(Beacon), who was in trouble nearly all day, had to request
his passenger to dismount, Bryan (G.N.) ran back and then
got away well, whilst Browncott (A.C.)» showed up
splendidly. Adamson, on the low-built lour-wheeler bearing
his name, uiiforliuiately put two gears in at once and
caused som.; damage thereby
A few miles further the sharp rise on Tanliurst

caused the competitors some anxiety, as well as the hairpin
which followed. Pressland (Crouch) came to a stand.still.

also Maitland and Bryan again stopped. At the hairpin
McMinnies seemed to misjudge the corner on his tirand
Pri.x Morgan, for he van wide on the grass, and tliough

he tried to regain the road, his engine stopped with a gnint.

He complained that he saw no arrow. Then followed a

rough descent over stony sm-faces. We passed fiodfrey

(G.N.) repairing a puncture, and later Portwine (A.C.l

crawling along with his observer standing on the running
board peering below deck, the floorboard beiug up and thr

tool bo.x open. Portwine managed to keep going, so thi,s

was quite a sporting investigation into a strange noise.

More Hills.

After Godalming the ascent of Charterhouse Hill wa,-;

encountered, and here the judges, Messrs. E. P. Greenliill

and Glynn Piowden, were stationed. Most did very well,

once a group of half-a-dozen appearing together, and the

drivers naturally had httle spurts among themselves, the

Wilton in one case showing up well. Bradley, whose Duo
won the palm for being the noisest in the trial, stopped on

the bend owing to insufficient lock, and, after reversing,

got away again. He baulked Panling's Swift, but the latter

had no difficulty in restarting on the gradient. Gibson liad

meanwhile been delayed by a puncture. Passing through

Milford, Bowler's Green Hill was climbed, and here those

who had been showing up well on previous test hills again

reproduced their good form. A lightning ascent was made
by JIartin on the Singer ; Dew and McMinnies also went
up well, too fast in fact for their observers, who lagged
behind considerably. Higgs (G.N.) made an easy climb,

also Pressland (Crouch). Spencer stopped for an unknown
cause (presumably an air lock), for his engine restarted

immediately. After the hairpin leading to Hindhead lie

was pulled up again with a puncture.

SCENES ON HASTE HILL.

(1) r. F. Halsall (10 h.p. Wilton) rounding the corner. (2) J. Chater-Lea (8 h.p. Chater-Lea) nearlng the summit.
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Autumn Cycle Car Trial.—

Lunch was taken at the Royal Huts Hotel, for which

li hours w€re allowed. Petrol was checlied into the tanks

a<J-ain. The afternoon course led np Haste Hill to Fern-

hurst. Haste Hill was no test for the majority, many going

up on middle gear—indeed, both Martin icDmger) and S.

Wright (Humberette) assured us that they had no occasion-

for their lowest ratios on any of the hills. Several simply

played with the gradient, but the way they dashed round

blind corners without slowing suggested an acquaintance

with the hills. Portwine (A.C.) stopped with what he
" imagined was plug trouble, but eventually retired. Back '

to Hindhead, i-id Liphook, the route home led through

Seale, Guildford, and Effingham. And then, as if to render

the test more complete, the rain obligingly came down,

beating on to the drivers and passengers of hoodless

machines like hailstones. Soon the roads were muddy and

the efficiency or' otherwise (mostly otherwise unfortunate to

relate) of the mudguards was demonstrated. The A.C 's,

G.W.K.'s, two of the Humberettes and Higgs' G.N. we
singled out at the finish for special cleanliness. Quite the

worst of the three hairpin bends came after Leatherhead,

known as Headley corner, Keiller fouling his running board

on the inside, and Pauling being hindered once again.

The Willing Petrol Measurers.
At the finish the machines were ranged up in line in

a by-street, and subsequently Dr. Low and his assistants

for the third time checked the petrol consumption by filling

the tanks up and measuring the amount used, which is a

good, rough and ready method, but such details as the

ground not being level and a couple of men standing on

one side of the car were ignored. Just why the competitors

were allowed to replenish at Hindhead we cannot explain

—

surely a hundred mile run should be possible without re-

plenishments. Anyway, it enabled the officials to show
their energy by checking the petrol into the tanks three

times, and "they seemed to like the job, judging by the

time they took. Bradley's Duo finished on one belt, the

other having disappeared during the morning, but he

fouldn't very well stop to pick it up. The Wilton, we were
told, never fired on more than three cylinders at a time,

but one could hardly credit it from the way it climbed

the hills. We were, indeed, pleased to note that the lighter

type vehicles were in no way overshadowed by the larger

vehicles. . The two A.C. "Sociables, for instance, both

ran faultlessly throughout ; the Morgans were unlucky
with tyres.

" The Pyramid—of which there were two
examples, both of which made non-stops—is a oomparatively

Dr. A. M. Low fllling up the tank of H. R. Godfrey's G.N.

unknown cycle car. It is propelled by an 8 h.p. J.A.P.

engine through a four-speed friction gear and a belt on either

side. The friction gear is notable for the fact tliat the

outer edges of the disc are bevel shaped.

The trial altogether was a great success ; it certainly

might have been a little more severe and longer, but that

will come in time. Personally, we always think that a

single day trial should be at least as bad as any one day

in a six days event, but in_this case it was fifty per cent,

less severe. One or two drivers of cycle cars_ of proved

i-eliability thought it a picnic, but that was going too far.

The complete results are given overleaf

J. T. Wood was one who looked upon the trial as no real

test for his G.W.K. He started from home at 5 a.m.,

and covered fifty miles before the start, returning after

the trial.

One or two competitors wei'e bespattered with mud when
they finished. The mudguarding problem is almost as

difficult on light low built cycle cars as on motor'cycles.

Rex Mundy (8 h.p. Humberette), loUowed hy H. C. Munday (5-6 h.p. A.C. Sociable), climbing the High Street, Guildford, in the rain.

Both made non-stop runs.
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Autumn Cycie Car Trial.—

S. Wright's Humberette covered 250 miles in getting to

the scene ui the trial and home again. After the official

trial of 108 miles he started for Coventry, reaching there

at 11.20 p.m., after a non-stop run throughont.

A very neat dyiKiinu

Wilbcrforce's G.W.K.
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The Premier which was entered i.s a new pattern of nuich

improved design with water-cooled V'-type engine, three-

speed gear bo.t, and shaft drive to a worm driven a.xJp. It

was withdrawn a few days before the trial.

lighting set was litted to Victor

The consumption of the Beacon is somewhat remarkable

when it is considered that it covered more miles than it

is credited with, owing to going off the course at the start.

It may be added that the Beacon cycle car was made in

eight days, and was not completed until the morning of the

event, which accoimts for its late arrival at the start. There
is some excuse therefore for its failure on the hills.

Tyre troubles were rather prevalent, especially consider-

ing that cycle cars are generally supposed to be less addicted

to the puncture tiend than motor bicycles.

A number of competitors who were anxious to do well on
consumption seized every opportunity of free-wheeling down
liilis. with the throttle dead closed.

The speed of Martin's stripped Singer on several hills

approached 40 m.p.h. Professor Sharp, the observer on this

car, looked none too comfortable as he shot past.

To our mind, Bradley and his Duo is just as much en-

titled to a non-stop certificate as McMinnies, as both did
the same thing, viz., stopped on one of the bends. We
witnessed both stops, and, as a matter of fact, the engine
of the Duo was kept running, whereas the Morgan was
stopped accidentally in the deep ruts at the roadside.

Norman Longfield and his unique silver plaled T.T. Scotl and novel sidecar

constructed by himselt. The entire outflt Is plaled, and, as may be imagined, it

presents a most striking appearance. We are not told how it appears alter a

long run in the rain or how much metal polish is required to restore its

pristine glitter.

TABLE SHOWING COMPLETE RESULTS AT A GLANCE,
GEAR RATIOS AND ENGINE CAPACITIES.

Gear Ratios. No. MUes
Driver, H.P., and Machine. of

Cyls.

Bore
1 Stroke.

Capa-
city.

per

GaU.

R Pinarks

Highest Lowest anc

.LVuUJ diL iVk^a

CLASS H.
•

mm. c.c.

J. Mundav (G A.C.) 4.5 11.5 1 95 xl02 723 52 Non-stop
W. J. Brownsort (6 A.C.) .... 4.5 11.5 1 95 xl02 723 51 Non-stop

CLASS I.

W. G. HcMinnies (8 Morgan) .

.

— — 2 90 X- 77.5 986 65 One stop ; objection allowed

L. W. Spencer (8 Morgan) .... 4 10 2 90 X 77.5 986 51 Three stops : One air lock, two tyres

J. Gibson (8 Morgan) 4.5 11.5 2 85 X 85 964 — Two stops for tyie troubles

Vernon Busby (8 Morgan) .... 4 11.5 2 90 X 77.5 986 38 Non-stop

CLASS J.

A. E. Parnacott (3i Cycar) . .

.

5 38 4 52. 5x 57 494 — Retked
H. F. Welham (3 Welham) . .

.

5 16 1 80 -X 80 402 — Retired

CLASS K.
Harold E. Dew (8 D.E.W.) .... 5 9 2 85 x 85 944 49 Non-stop

J. T. Wood (8 G.W.K.) 4.3 14 2 85. 8x 92 1065 49 J^on-stop

CM. KeiUer (8 G.W.K.) 3.9 a 2 85. 8x 92 1065 45 Non-stop

J G. Panling (7 Swift) 3.625 15 2 75 xlOO 962 55 Non-stop

P. Mcers(10 A.C.) 4 10 4 59 xlOO 1096 34 Non-stop

A. C. M. Maitland (8-10 Beacon) 4.125 10.5 2 85 X 96 1090 72 Several stops on hills

Albert B. Plrillips (8 Warne) .

.

4 14 2 85 X 85 965 29 Non-stop

Sam Wright (8 Humberette) .

.

4.46 16 2 84 X 90 998 47 Non-stop

Lionel Martin ( 10 Singer) .... 4 12.5 4 63 X 88
'

1096 35 Non-stop

R. G. Thomas (8 Pyramid) . .

.

4.5 21 2 85 X 88 964 41.8 Non-stop

L. T. Payne (8 PvTamid) 4.5 21 2 85 X 88 964 42 Non-stop

M. Bryan (7-9 G.N.) 4.25 9 2 • 80 X 98 985 n Two stops on hills

C. Pre.ssland (8 Crouch Carette) 5 13 2 80 X 90 904 33.6 Two stops : Shorting switch wire and test hill

A. Percy Bradley (8 Duo) 4.5 16 2 85 X 85 964 44 Stopped on corner Frith Hill, Godalming

J. Chater-Lea, jn. (8 C'hater-Lea) 4.125 16 2 85 X 85 964 42, Non-stop

G.N. Higgs (10-12 G.N.) 4 8 2 84 X 98 1086 41 Non-stop

Wm. Cooper (8 Humberette) . 5 16 2 84 X 90 998 36 Non-stop
R. G. Mundy (8 Humberette) . 4.5 13.0 2 84 X 90 998 44 Non-stop

R. B. Adamson (10 Adamson) . 3.3 11.3 2 85 X 85 1099 52 One stop on hill

H. R. Godfrey (8-10 G.N.) ... 4 10 2 84 X 98 1086 42 One stop for puncture

C. F. Ha!.sall"(10 Wilton) 4 13 4 89 XlOO 1096 31 Non-stop
Victor Wilberforce (8 G.W.K.) 3.6 9.5 2 86 X 92 1068 41.9 Non-stop
John Portwne (10 A.C.) 3.875 12.5 4 59 XlOO 1096, Retired

B3
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A.J.S. Improvements: New Design Cylinder, more Eilicient Lubrication System.

THE A.J.S. machines have been
altered in a few details for 1914,

but outwardly the design remains
practically unchanged. On the

6 h.p. twin sidecar model, the detach-

able cylinder head has been done away
with, but the swinging holding down
bolts anchored to the crank case are

retained. On the new cylinder casting

the valve port and fins only hold the

valve chamber to the cylinder, so that

there is an air passage all round the
valve chamber between the cylinder and
the valves. The only reason for dis-

carding the loose head is that inquisitive

owners were always detaching it,

whether it were required or not, with
the result that when replacing it they
seldom secured a compression-tight

joint. Trials with the new cylinder

have proved that it does not distort,

and as it is more reliable from a jjerfect

compression point of view the old style

has been given up. The lubrication is

by B. and L. spring fed drip from the
oil tank, which is now in the centre of

the petrol reservoir. The oil passes

down a pipe which is branched as it

approaches the crank case, and one lead

goes to the near side pulley bearing,

lubricating the crankshaft. For this

purpose a groove is turned in the bush
;

the oil then passes along a hole in the

crankshaft, and up another passage

drilled in the web of the near side

flywhee' the crank pin. After lubri-

cating tue orank pin the oil flows out of

three oil ways drilled in the pin, which
register with holes in the big end of the

connecting rod, and so drops into the

base. The other lead of the pipe goes

direct to the crank case. Engine cradle

Valve side of the 1914 pattern 23 h.p. A.J.S., showing kick-starter and change-spesd gear lever.

plates -..are fitted at the rear of the crank

case, as well as in front, thereby holding

the engine more firmly in the frame.

The frame is strengthened by fitting

a longer steering head, this being now
eight inches long, fitted with larger ball

races and lubricators to enable these bear-

ings to be oiled—earlier models had no
such provision. The down tube is l-|in.

diameter, 10 gauge, and for eight inches

below the socket lug a | vertical steel

liner is fitted ; the lug itself is carried

lower and notched at the end to render

this portion less subject to breakage from
crystallisation. The chain stays are

stronger than previously.

The tool case in rear of carrier is now
superseded by two cases attached to the

The latest model 6 h.p. three-speed AJ.S. sidecar machine.

sides of the carrier and fitted in metal

holders.

The rear mudguard is seven inches

wide and the front guard is fitted with

wide metal valances and a horizontal

metal mud deflector.

The stop for the front brake on the

front of the spring fork is. lowered, so

that this part will not foul a large lamp
when it is carried low down on the steer-

ing stem. The guides for the front brake

are now brazed to the fork tubes and a

new front hub is fitted, this being both

dust and mudproof.

The Change-speed Gear.

In connection with the change-speed

gear the following refinements are pro-

vided : the lever for changing gear is

hinged on a bracket fastened to the

bottom rail, the lever is of flat spring

steel and works in a gate—it is sprung

sideways to bring it out of the notches.

The kick-starter shaft is now carried in a

bearing cast on an extension of the gear

box, and sliding inspection windows are

fitted to the chain cases for verifying

chain adjustment. The footboard mats

are much thicker, the mats being l-in.

thick from the top of the pyramid pat-

tern to the base, and the footboards are

in a more comfortable position.

The sidecars will be exhibited in two
models, both with the same chassis, which
has an improved dropped frame, and is

lighter than before. The bodies are boat

shaped in wood and metal, and convenient

cupboards are provided.

The improvements to the single-cylinder

machine are that the one piece cylinder

is fitted, the valves are enlarged to the

size of those used on the twin, and the

mudguarding is similar.

B4
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The New 6 h.p. Zenith.
Cojnfer-shaft Gear Providing Ratios between 4 and 11 to 1. A Long Belt Drive.

ON Octuber 2iilI we unllimnl the

ijiipruvenieiits to the new Zenith
machines, and announced the
policv of the firm for 1914. We

arc now able to reproduce illustrations

of this popular motor cycle. The photo-

grapn oi me complete machine gives an
ex>;ellenl idea of the general arrange-

ment, of the new counter-shaft drive and
the length of belt employed, while the

new and practical shape of the rear

mudguard will also be observed. The
latter was formerly of ample width, but
it has now been improved by the addi-

tion of an extra wide lip designed to

catch the mud thrown up by the belt

rini. This lip extends almost from the

end of the mudguard to the back stays,

after which it is turned back, thus pre-

veutrng svet from dripping on the belt.

In the new models the rake of the front

forks has been increased, while another
improvement we may mention is a

slight modification in the construction,

the exact details of which we are not at

liberty to mention, which permits the
cylinders of the 8 h.p. model to be dis-

mounted, while the rest of the engine
remains in situ.

Zenith frames are built up with
extraordinary care, and though we do
not as a rule refer to factory details

ard tools, we cannot refrain from
stating that Jlessrs. Zenith Jlotors,

Ltd., possess a universally adjustable
jig, used in the construction of frames,
which is one of the most ingenious things

we have ever seen.

The Counter-shaft Gearj

The chief item of interest in the 1914
model is the new method of transmis-

sion by means of a chain to a counter-

shaft placed forward of the crank case,

and thence by belt to the rear wheel,

which not only allows a larger belt

pulley to be employed, but also affords

a lengthy belt drive, both of which
improvements place the belt under the

best possible conditions. In the past

Zenith machines have suffered for the

The latest model 3 h.p. Zenith, showing the Improved rear mudguard and new system ot transmission.

want of a low ratio. Now, however, by
the adoption of the counter-shaft drive
ratios ranging from 4 to 1 to 11 to 1
may be obtained. It wiU be seen that
with the exception of the chain the
clutch and kick starter mechanism are
entirely enclosed, but to protect the
chain and belt still further an extra
guard is being fitted.

Yet another excellent feature of the
new system of transmission is that it

nia.y be fitted to both the 1912 and 1913
models. Inside the aluminium case is

an outer shell running on ball bearings,
to which the chain sprocket is attached.
Inside it are two feathers which fit into
grooves on a phosphor bronze piece, the
inside of which is cone shaped, and forms
the female portion of the clutch. Tlie

male cone, which is of steel, slides on
a square shaft, at one end of which the
belt pulley is fixed. The main clutch
spring abuts against the thickest end of

the steel cone, while against the thin
end is a light spring pressing against
a star piece, designed so that its arms
drop into corresponding notches on a
cap screwed on to and running solid

with the outer shell, while behind it is

a ball thrust. The object of this device
is that on the slightest slip in the clutch
being exjierienced the arms of the star
piece drop into the notches, and both
portions of the clutch are positively en-
gaged. The clutch is put into action
by means of a pedal just visible in the
accompanying illustration behind the
kick starter. The actual operation of

declutching is brought into play by
means of a quick pitch screw. The
whole device reflects the greatest credit
on the ingenuity of Mr. F W. Barnes,
who has brought the Zenith to the high
state of perfection it has now attained.
There will be three Zenith twins in

1914, the 3i, 5. and 8 h.p.

The 1914 model 6 h.p. Zenith has a counter-shaft Gradua gear In front of the engine. The drive from the engine is by chain and thence to the rear wheel by
belt. The kick-starter is seen in the ileht hand illustration.
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Indian Innovations for 1914.
Fully Equipped Machines; Electric Starting and Lighting Plant.

L.-

The 1914 model 7 h.p. Indian with electric self-starter and electric lighting outat, including a rear lamp.

theTHE innovations introduced by
Hendee Co. fox- next year are,

to say the least, startling m
their novelty.

Four models will be produced, three

of which—the Hendee Special, the twin

standard model, and the road racing

machine—will have the 7 h.p. engine

;

the other will be fitted with the 3i
single-cylinder power unit. Both these

engines are already well known, so we
can pass on at onoe to the 1914 im-

provements.
Every machine will be sent out fully

equipped with everything that is neces-

sary for the road; all will have Corbiii-

Brown rear-driven speedometers and

two-speed gears. These gears have been

strengthened and improved ; a sector

plate with adjustable notches, heavier

control rods, and a declutching lever

with a continuous plate to fit a foot

of any size, have been adopted.

The road racing model will be pro-

vided with speedometer only, as speed

work, it is pointed out, is carried

only in daylight, and consequently

lighting out'fit^will not be required.

Complete Electrical Equipment.

The standard models, both 7 and 3^

h.p., will be fitted up with a complete

electrical installation consisting of
_
head

light, said to be capable of throwing a

powerful beam five hundred. feet, rear light,

showing a red light to^ the rear and

a white light on the number plate, as

in car practice—this is interesting, in

view of the recent decision of the

Divisional Coivrt ami the possible

developments therefrom—and an electric

horn. Two storage batteries are supplied,

so that one may be charged while the

other is in use. The canisr is now
arranged to get the benefit of the rear

springing ; the kick-starter has been
improved, and all models will carry

front wheel stands. ' Indian machines
are already noted for their silence and
the ease with which they can be con-

trolled—^^thanks, partly, to the pilot jet

which is incorporated in the carburetter.

Electric Starting Device.

For the greatest novelty, however,
we must turn to the Hendee Special,

which is not only equipped with the

lighting plant already described, but
also boasts an electric starter, which
works as follows i

on
a

Indian lighting dynamo and electric starter,

ignited.

A Battery case containing: unspiilable accumulators.

C. Electrio starter. D. Dynamo starting pedal. E
or dvnamo governor. F. Oil reservoir.

The motor dynamo, of the multi-polar

type, having four poles and four sets of

brushes, is fitted in a weather-proof

casting just in front of the engine—the

place usually oc^^upied by the magneto.
As a motor it develops approximately

1| h.p. As a generator it begins to

charge the accumulators, which are

fixed directly over the gear box, at 12

m.p.h. on high gear and 8 m.p.h. on low.

The charging of the accumulators is re-

gulated by a magnetic regulator attached
to the dynamo. The entire system is :

fully protected by means of a magnetic
cut-out.

The starter has a

high over - load

capacity, and im-

mediately the engine
begins firing the ,:

starter automatically
becomes a generator,

and charges the bat-

teries. The gener-

ator is always run-

ning while the
engine is firing, but -

automatically cuts

and charges the bat-

teries become fully

charged.

For starting, the

motor, which is

geared appi'osi

rnately two to one
jia the main shaft,

takes the current
from the accumu-
lators, and when the

engine is cold will

start it firing in a

few seconds. When
the engine is warm it

will commence firing

almost the instant it

This model is not magneto

B. Induction coil.

Automatic cut-outswit.:h

H. Hand oil pump.
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is started. Slioiilcl the motor cycle be laid

aside for a period, there will, it is said,

always be enough current in the accnnni-

lator's to furnish regular ignition, and-

the machine can be started by pushing

olT. As soon as the engine stiirts run-

|5^^^]LII

Rear light ol the new Indian, which shows a red iight

rearwards and-also iiluminates the number-plate.

nii.g the accumulators are quicl<Iy re-

charged by tlie dynamo. The whole
.system is exceedingly simple, and is one
which has been used successfully on
motor cars for some years past.

Minor Improvements and Prices.

We have been aware for some time,
as our readers know, that electric light-

ing by' means of a dynamo must como
into use, ajid we congratulate the
Hendee Co. on being the Hrst to fit this

desirable feature as standar-d, and also
on going further and providing an elec-

trical starter.

With reference to the frames, the fore

and aft springing, by means of laminated
leaf springs, has been retained, and for

sidecar work a light reinforcement in

the lower down tube has been added,
which prevents the frame from twisting
or being thrown out of alignment.

i4yj

The prices are : Heiidce Special £77,
Standard 7 h.p. twin £70, Standard
3^ h.p. £60, in every case complete.

The head lamp
and electric horo
of the Indian
electric outfit.

New Three-speed Twin-cylinder Rex.
Chain or Belt Drive; A Larger Engine of Improved Design.

CONSIDERABLE alterations have
taken place in the twin Rex
engines for the 1914 season, and
the new features are carried out

on somewhat unusual lines. The cylinders
project deeplv into the base chamber and
are surrounded by an oiltight pocket
formed by the crank chamber casting.

Oil is fed directly into this space and
passes directly on to the pistons througli

ports in the cylinders ; thus both front

and rear cylinders are equally well lubri-

cated. The dimensions of the engine
are 80 x 95 mm., 952 c.c, and the cylin-

ders are each held down by two long
bolts to the head only. The crank case
design is neat and clean. The timing
case is circular and the tappet guides are
mounted in flat cases, which have de-

tachable extensions covering the valve
gear. Roller bearings are fitted to the
big ends, and the usual Rex eccentric
rim flywheels are retained. The magneto
has been placed between the front cylinder
and the down tube and is chain-driven.

The drive is by chain to a three-speed
shding gear box carried in the counter-

Valve side ol the 6 h.p. 1914 chain driven Rex
counter-shaft, tool box on the

Threequarter front view of the Rex 1914 sidecar outfll.

showing valve'covers, new-change speed gear in the
carrier, and large expansion chamber.

shaft tlirougli a cork insert clutch. The
final drive is also by chain and the kick

starter and transmission are totally en-

closed.

Transmission Details.

Neat rubber-covered footboards are

fitted. The new silencer is of large

dimensions and has a gradually tapering

tail pipe extending to tlie rear spindle.

The frame design remains practically un-

altered except for the carrier, which is

rather lower than usual and has fixed

to it a large metal bo.x lined with felt,

which provides ample accommodation for

tools and spares and has a specially

strengthened lid to carry luggage or heavy
weights. The front hubs are now fitted

with larger bearings and waterproof
washers. The tank retains the dis-

tinctive Rex features, and has hinged
glass-topped filters and sight feed drip
lubrication.

We also inspected a belt-driven model
which, except for the transmission, is

identical. The Rex-Roc gear is used,
and it is fitted witli a simple kick or

hand starter, which works on the ratchet
principle.
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The Latest Clyno.
Pear-shaped Cylinder, Improved Lubrication,

and new design Sidecar.

The 1914 5-6 h.p. Clyno. Observe new type sidecar, method of carrying soare wheel, kick-starter,

change speed- gear, and footboard.

THE Clyno Engineering Co. have

obtained a reputation second to

none for their sidecar models, and

next year the added refine-ments

will keep this machine in the forefront

for passenger work.
The main alterations in the engine,

which is a 50° twin-cylinder, 76 mm.
by 82 mm. bore and stroke, giving a

capacity of 744 c.c, is the casting of the

cylinders pear-shaped for next year's

machines, for the purpose of more per-

fect radiation. It also has the advan-

tage of giving a very neat-looking cylin-

der. An alteration has been made in

the design of the crank case, whereby
an equal supplj' of oil is assured to both

cylinders. The neat valve stem covers

are retained. A new pattern of front

chain case has been adopted, and the

foot brake has been improved in detail.

An excellent feature is the provision

of large |uel tanks ; two and a quarter

gallons of petrol can now be carried.

The Detachable Wheel.

Of course, the detachable wheels to

both machine and sidecar are retained,

and probably no feature has gained such
universal popularity among riders. It

is literally but a moment's job to take
out and replace any of the three wheels,

the spare being carried on a dummy hub

on the sidecar rear panel.
.
A slight

reduction has been made in the total

weight of the machine. A minor
improvement is the use of inverted

levers for front brake and exhaust
lifter control. The three-speed car type

counter-shaft gear box is a really fine

piece of work, with its six-splined

mainshaft. The whole box is mounted
with great rigidity, and the transmis-

sion is particularly sweet as a result.

The ratios provided are 5, 9, and 15 to 1.

On the top of the gear box the magneto

is fitted, driven by an enclosed chain,

easy adjustment being afforded by

sliding the magneto.

The New Sidecar.

Comfort, combined with a handsome
appearance, is the keynote of the very

fine sidecar for 1914. As already stated,

the wheel is of the Clyno patent detach-

able type, and the spare is neatly

mounted on the rear panel on a dummy
hub, and supported by a bracket. A
complete measure of protection is pro-

vided for the passenger by a really

well fitted hood with side curtains and
an adjustable screen. When all is

''storm rigged," the occupant is almost

as well protected as if in a car. An
attractive panel of canework runs along

the sides of the coachwork. The design

of the sidecar body is a new one for the

Clyno firm, and is, we think, an improve-

ment as regards appearance on the 1913

models. Altogether, these passenger out-

fits are among the finest to be met witii

on the road, and their wonderfully suc-

cessful appearances in the big trials

prove them to be as reliable as they are

handsome-

Showing the clean lines of the 1914 Clyno. It will be noticed that the radiating Tins extend the whole
length of the cylinder.

The 2ih.p. Puch Motor Cycle.
A 2i h.p. single-cylinder model of this

attractive little machine had just been un-
crated when we examined it recently.

The machine was finished in green.

It was fitted with an Armstrong three-
speed hub, a Bosch magneto, and a
B. and B. variable jet carburetter. The
device by which the pulley is geared down
is retained, also the belt tensioning device,
which, on the model we examined, was
operated by a handle attached to the
top tube, similar to the N.S.U. two-
speed gear. The petrol tank is fitted
with a sump and filter. The toolbag is

fitted under the saddle between the rear
frame member and the back mudguard.

There is no front wheel brake, but a
brake lever attached to the handle-bar
operates independently upon the brake
rim. The magneto is driven by skew
gear off the camshaft and is situated

behind the engine. The spring forks are

of simple design, having enclosed springs.

There are inspection windows on the
timing gear case and crank case.

Transmission is by belt. The pulley is

approximately seven inches in diameter
and the belt rim fourteen inches. The
belt, of foreign manufacture, is of rubber
with a leather back. Pedalling gear is

fitted, and a spring stand operated
by the heel of the rider. The back

mudguard is hinged,
fitted.

Pirelli tyres an

REX-JAPS FOR 1914.
The Rex-Jap for 1914 has been greatly

-

improved. In future this machine will

be made throughout at the Aston Road
Works of the Premier Motor Co., Ltd.,

and next year it will be entered in all

the large competitions. The main im-
provements are enclosed chain drive, .

neat counter-shaft three-speed gear and
kick-starter. The whole machine is ex-
ceedingly well finished and of most robust
construction.
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The latest model Puch slngie-eyllnder moant, which Is fitted with Armstrong three-speed gear, ailder-geared drive, and Bowden controls.

Enfield Improvements for 1914.
THE 6 h.p. sidecar model Enfield has

been so successful, both in com-
petition and in the hands of pri-

vate owners dining the past year,
that the company have not considered
it necessary to make any great changes.
The first point to attract attention

is the substantial cast aluminium casing
which now encloses the two engine chains,

and the selective' clutch mechanism. The
case is split horizontally and is rigidly

attaclied to the frame so as to prevent
v.ittles, and, at the same time, it leaves
plenty of clearance inside so that the
chains cannot hit. The handle starter
chain passes through slots in a boss at
the back of the case, and has been fitted

with an improved starting clutch, while
the liandle itself, when out of action, is

held in a neat spring clip in such a
position as to be out of the waj^ of the
rider. The hand oil pump is fitted with
a two-way tap, one lead being taken to
the engine and the other to the gear, so

that the latter may be lubricated from
the saddle. Plating has been dispensed
with wherever possible, and the all-black
finish on the handle-bars and hubs looks
smart and workmanlike.

550x65 Palmer cord cycle car tyres are
fitted all round, and these, with the two
springs, which will be a feature of the
new spring finks, give somewliat increased

EnSeld sidecar combination, with smart coachbuilt sidecar equipped with windscreen.

comfort, added to which a very neat
spring handle-bar may be obtained as an
extra. XL'AU saddles and Amac carbu-

The latest design 3 b.p. two-speed Enfleld.

retters are to be standardised on this

mode), and probably the footboards will

be sprung at the front end.
Passengers are, of course, thoroughly

well catered for in the large and comfort-
able sidecar fitted. Choice is made of eitlier

art cane sidecar body or coachbuilt body,
and a special Colonial sidecar in art cane,
giving exceptional clearance between the
chassis and the ground, is a model which
will doubtless appeal to overseas riders.

The little 3 h.p. model will, in future,
have a chain-driven magneto placed in

much the same position as before, and
the kick starter has been changed over
to the near side and now acts direct on
the crankshaft. Other Enfield features
remain the same. The usual smart green
and black finish will remain tlie same, and
the all-black finish will not be standard
for the 3 h.p, mode!. It is not generally
known that the Enfield Company have a
private testing track, and it was inter-
esting to watch two of the 6 h.p. models
going through their paces, for, besides
having a. good turn of speed, they are
capable of crawling round the track.
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The New Two-stroke Scott.
Features: Drip-feed Lubrication; Increased Ground Clearance.

Power unit o( the 1914 Scott, sliowing water-cooled cylinders, new sight feed lubricator and general arrangements.

THE general outline to the eye of

the 1914 two-cylindei' two-stroke
Scott will be substantially the
same as it has been this year,

but beneath the surface there lies a really
large amount of original and sound detail
improvement. Not merely changes made
for the sake of changing, but because
those changes will undoubtedly niake the
1914 Scott an even sounder and more
reliable a mount than ever. It has never
been the aim of the Scott designers to
aim at quantity production, and no effort
will be made next year to secure a record
output from the works at Shipley, efforts
being concentrated on making each
machine despatched individually as per-
fect as can be. Needless to say, the
general principles and lay-out, which has
made the Scott so distinctive, will be
fully retained.

Some New Mechanical Details.

The chief alteration will be the use
of a diip feed lubricator, by means of

which a more constant and better regu-
lated supply of oil can be fed to the
engine, and it will be found that the
presence of this lubricator will greatly
diminish the quantity of oil used. It
may safely be asserted that the great
majority of Scott riders over-lubricate
their motors, and those of us who have
had much to do with long-distance trials
know that these machines can be, and
are, driven by experts up hill and down
dale day by day without showing any
more smoke from the exhaust than a
four-stroke motor does. Yet many and
many a Scott is seen in the hands of
the public smoking briskly about the
country, and this new lubricator should
materially assist some of these riders to
keep down their oil bill, and at the
same time avoid undue carbonisation of
their engines. The small silencer near
the cylinder has been raised further from
tlxe ground, as it was found that occa-
sionally the too dashing cornerist hit it

against the earth.

~ -

%̂̂
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The small driving sprocket has now
been so fitted that it is absolutely im-
possible for it to work loose, without in

any way rendering its removal difficult.

A large lubricator has been fitted to
the gear box. In the former models re-

moval of the gear shield was necessary
to lubricate the gears, and many riders

neglected to go to this trouble with suffi-

cient frequency for the proper working
of the change-speed mechanism. , Now the
laziest Scott rider can lubricate his gears
as easily . as he can oil his engine, even
when a sidecar is attached.
The handle-bars are now covered by

black celluloid : a move in the right
direction towards an all-weather finish.

It is all these minor improvements that
show the constant care exercised to keep
the best class machines up-to-date.

Tests Before Delivery.

Every Scott engine is subjected to a
bench test of 3j hours' duration before
it is sent out on the road in charge of

a tester. Up to the present, if the
machine came through both these tests
satisfactorily it was considered ready for
despatch to the customer, but in future
the engine will be dismantled, examined,
and all parts tested by gauges, and then
reassembled before despatch. It should
thus be quite impossible for a 1914 Scott
to leave_ the work with even the slightest
defect in its composition. Considerable
reorganisation of the stores department
has been effected in order to provide for
immediate despatch of spares, if required,
the idea being to make the Scott service
as good as the Scott motor cycle.

{

Side view o( the SJb.p. 1914 model Scott.

AN OVERSEAS NORTON.
A special colonial model Norton will

be marketed for 1914, with a slightly
higher frame, giving greater tank
capacity, but at the sa,me time low riding
position is obtained by the dropping of
the rear end of the top tube. The
ground clearance will be Sin.

BI4
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A 499 c.c. Horizontal Bradbury Twin.
MKSSRS. BRADBURY are iiitro-

ilucing an entirely new model
in 'the shape of a horizontally

opposed twin, of whieh we are

able to give a few particulars. The
cylinders are fitted with detachable

heads, which enable the cylindrical

portion to be machined all over, thus

ensuring an even distribution of metal,

and the w^hole cylinder is plated to

prevent rust. The crankshaft is made of

high tensile steel, runs on ball bearings,

and is of the three-throw type, which
allows of e.\cellent balance being ob-

tained. The valves are side by side,

and are operated by adjustable tappets.

The transmission is by -§in. x ^in.

chains, enclosed throughout.

The three-speed gea.r box is of the

sliding dog type, provided with a kick

starter and a large clutch with cork

inserts, the latter being operated from
the handle-bar. The gears are 4, 7, and The complete 3i h.p. horizontal engined Bradbury from the flywheel side.

12 to 1 (solo), and 5, 8, and 14 to 1 for

sidecar use.

The tank is capable of holding T|

gallons of petrol and three- pints of oil.

2|-in. tyres are standard fittings ; the
rear brake is of the internal expanding
type ; wheelbase 54in.

F.R.S. REAR LAMP.
Another addition to the rear lamps

is the F.R.S. , a neatly made lamp in the
form of half a cube, divided diagonally.
It is designed to be fitted to the rear
number plate, and to illuminate the
number, as well as throw a red light rear-

wards. The electric bulb takes four
volts and half an ampere.

Timing gear side of the new Bradbury horizontal twin, bore and stroke

A VILLIERS TWO-STROKE.
A New Departure for 1914.

There have been many rumours current
.ibiiut a horizontal twin which was to
'iiianate from the Villiers factory at
Wulverhampton. This idea, however,
lias been given up, and a very neat little

2\ h.p. .single-cylinder two-stroke motor
.ill be standardised in its place. The
li'Tc and stroke of the new engine are
70 mm., giving a capacity of 269 c.c.

.V roller bearing is fitted to the big end,
iiiil a large diameter outside flywheel em-
Jil'ved. The primary compression is in
tl> crank case, and the lubrication is

iitrifugal. When we saw the machine
iiinlirgomg its road tests it was running
piiiticularly smoothly and silently, and
It appears to produce plenty of power per
?i/i-. Thanks to a large outside fly-
v.hcel the engine is very flexible. It
Will, it is expected, appear at Olympia in
.'1 finished form.

68'75 m.m.

The F.R.S. rear red Ught for Dxing to the rear

of a motor cycle. At the side will be seen a
plain glass for throwing a white light on to the

number plate.

Left and right side views of an entirely new model Villiers two-stroke engine.

13iq
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Nov. 6th 5.23 p.m

8th
10th
12th

5.20

5.17

5.13

Next Thursday !

The first of our three special Olympia
Show Numbers. This issue, which will

deal mainly with passenger machines of

all types, will be considerably enlarged.

A Proposed New Club.

It is proposed to form a motor cycle

club at Blackheath. Those interested

should write Mr. A. J. Barnes, Senrah,
Liskeard Gardens, Blacklieath, for the
date of the meeting, which it is intended
to hold at the Swan Hotel, Old Charlton,
S.E.

Brooklands.

The few weeks preceding the Show
usually produce a crop of records, and
already a number of riders are waiting a
favourable opportunity to set up new
figures J. Cocker is at the track with a
Singer sidecar, and seems fairly confident

of annexing the hour record ; there is the

Rudge contingent too, out for the hour
motor bicycle record ; whilst among cycle

cars, the Stellite has lately been
put through its paces, possibly to pro-

vide figm-es for the Wolseley Company's
guidante

Choosing a Second-hand Mount.

The Motor Cycle advertisements of

second-hand machines are now classified

in alphabetical order, and the machines
are clearly subdivided under the head-

-ings of the various different makes. The
task of selecting a suitable second-hand
motor bicycle or sidecar is now rendered
a great deal easier, and, in view of the
great increase in The Motor Cycle miscel-

laneous advertisements, the change is sure

to be appreciated.

Rear Lighting.

The Chief Constable of Leeds is reported
to have stated that the recent decision

of the courts with regard to rear lights

will be strictly enforced in that locality,

unless the Local Government Board
immediately issues an amending order.

The Chief Constable thinks that a reason-
able time has now been allowed in which
to obtain the necessary lamps.

The Darlington Police are demanding
names and addresses of all motor cyclists

seen riding without rear red lights. A
correspondent says that a somewhat
amusing aspect of the case is that he was
stopped on the 30th ult., and afterwards
watched the same constable stop several

other motor cyclists. At the same time
a local car driver passed with his rear

lamp extinguished, and was not inter-

fered with. This is another proof of how
difficult it is to dn two thing's at aiicp

SPECIAL FEATURES:
MANY NEW MODELS.

RACING OR TOURING CARBURETrER
AT WILL.

THREE TRIALS DESCRIBED
AND ILLUSTRATED,

A Show Attraction.

An attra,ctive feature of the Sturmey-
Archer exhibit at Olympia will be a huge

revolving epicyclic gear, lit up by electric

lamps, illustrating in a simple manner
the epicyclic principle.

Villages and Roads in the United Kingdom,

xlt the A.A. and M.IT. dinner it was
mentioned that, there are 45,000 villages

in the United Kingdom, and 230,000
miles of roads. 20,000 miles of these

are being watched over by A.A. scouts.

A Novel Match.

ISIr. Rupert May, who is well-known a*

a rider of Triimiph motor cycles, is als*

a keen golfer, and last week he indulged

in a novel match with a fisherman named
Mackinlay The rules were that Mr. May
should drive his golf ball by means o1

the oi*thodox clubs, and Mr. Mackinlaj
should cast a weight of 2^ ozs. by mean;
of a fislung rod. Quite a sporting matcl
ensued,, but in the end Mr. May prov«
a fairly easy winner with 87 stroke;

against 102 casts. The match took plac(

im the Wellington (Salop) Golf Links.

AUTUMN CYCLE CAR TRIAL. Vetnon Busbx (8h.p. four-speed Morgan) in the stopping and re-starting test on Bore Hni.

B20
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Shipping to Lagos.

On October 16lh we published a letter

from "F.C.iM.," asking if readers who had
been to West Africa would let him know

" whether a tin-lined case was necessary.

He now writes to thank those who have

,
given him information, and mentions

that his corresiiondents agree that a tin-

lined case is an unnecessary luxury.

An Australian T.T. Race.

News has been received that the West
Australian Tourist Trophy Race has

licen won by J. Norton mounted on a

jj Triumph at an a\ierage speed of

forty miles an hour, which, considering

the "somewhat rough roads in that part

of the world, is a lemarkably fine per-

formance.

Electric Light and Vibration.

We are assured by the manager of an
important firm making electric lighting

sets for motor cars that motor cyclists

need no longer fear that Ihey will suffer

witli broken filaments owing to vibration.

On the motor cycle lighting set which tliis

firm has in hand the filaments will stand

far more vibration than they can possibly

receive from a motor cycle even on the

roughest roads. Our leaderette of a few

weeks ago on the subject of dynamo
lighting for motor cycles was opportune,

as we know of more than one firm who
are either experimenting or have models

ready for fitting to motor cycles.

Silencer Regulations.

Re;'ders know that there is a good

deal of doubt in the minds of the

authorities as to what complies with the

silencer regulations. The makers of the

Clair silencer, Messrs. J. C. Lyell and

Co., Ltd., 113, Great Portland Street, W.,
have decided in future to indemnify each

user of one of their silencers against'

conviction. The firm are being constantly

asked whether they will guarantee the

Clair fully to comply with the law concern-

ing silencers and cut-outs, and they have

now decided to adopt the above course

in self-defence. Tliey point cut that

they reserve the right to defend any
action, and in the event of conviction

they would pay the fine.

Che late Mr. Percy Lambert.

ft i.i our sad task to have to record

the death of Mr. Percy Lambert, who
met his death at Brooklands on Friday
last, through the bursting of a tyre while

attempting the hour record on a Talbot

car. Poor Lambert was a keen motor
cyclist during the early days of the move-
ment, and, probably, this fact accounted
for his wonderful prowess in car racing

of recent years, as there is no better

training for this sort of work than motor
cycle riding. In 1903 he was entered
by Mr. F. R. Goodwin, who was then
connected with the Star Company, to ride

a 2i h.p. Star-Griifon in the 1,000 miles
A.C.C. trials, which started daily from
the Crystal Palace. His machine had -a

bore and stroke of 65 x 90 mm. and
weighed 110 lbs. In those days a
thousand miles was no small feat," b-ut

Lambert, who was then only twenty-one
years of age, got through the trial and
gained an award in the second class.
Next year he rode a 2| h.p. of the same
make (75x80 mm.) and came through
the six days in excellent form, though
he suffered terrible tyre trouble, which

dogged him right up to the cud. In

Honnslow the back tyre was past re-

pair, so he slung it round his neck and
pedalled back to the Down Street Motor
House on the rim. The result was that
he gained a third-class certificate. Of
poor Lambert's recent performances we
need say nothing, as they are fresh in

the minds of everyone. He was a man
whom the writer was pleased to reckon
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among his friends, and his popularity
was 111 no small part due to his happy
disposition ajid his ability to be merry
and bright even when things seemed at
their worst. He had long been out of

touch with motor cycling matters when
he had a joyous spin round Brooklands
on the writer's machine only a few months
ago, and could then hardly realise how
great improvements had been made in
motor cj'cle construction.

Triptyques £or South Africa.

The Automobile Association and JMotor
Union has now completed negotiations
with the Government of the Union of
South Africa, whereby the Association
can issue "triptyques" or customs per-
mits for the temporary importation for

touring purposes of motor vehicles into
South Africa, without the necessity of
depositing duty with the Customs at the
port of arrival.

In future a member of the A. A. and
M.U. can obtain before leaving England
a triptyqiie availabk' for six nmnths which
will enable liim lo take his machine
into the country without the sliglitest

ditliculty.

The triplyque system has now been
in operation for some years in the prin-
cipal countries of Europe, and has proved
a very great boon to motorists. It haf
simplified Ih- once formidable custemis
formalities, and it is to be hoped that
all countries which levy an imjjort duty
on motor cars will ado"pt this method of

guarantee instead of compelling tlie

tourist to deposit the duty on the
frontier.

A Competition for Lady Motor Cyclists.

The proprietors of Tlin Ladiii h'udil

are offering .three valuable prizes for the
best amateur ideas and suggestions for a

lady's motor cycle costume. The par-
ticulars should be preferably accom-
panied by rough sketches. The out-
standing points should be practicability,
simplicity, and attractive appearance.
The first prize is a 2J h.p. lady's

Douglas, value £53. The second prize
is a Wall Auto-wheel for attachment to

a lady's pedal bicycle, value £16 16s.

The third prize is a lady's leather coat,
value £10 10s. Six motor mascots will

be awarded as consolation prizes to the
senders of the six next best suggestions.
The conditions are that all entries

are to be endorsed with the name and
address of the sender, and to be accom-
panied by the heading of the current
issue of Tht Ladies' Field. They are
to be addressed to the Editor, Ladies'
Field, 8, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C., and the word "Com-
petition " should be written in the top
left-hand corner.

Letters should reach the office of the
above journal by first post Monday,
December 8th.

STREATHAm M.C.C. TRIAL. G. Nott (Clyno sidecar), toliowed by anotlier competitor, on Chalk Pit Hill.
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Reliability, Acceleration, Speed, and Re-starting
Ambitious Trial of the Streatham and District M.C.C.

S^^:

^^:^mm^A^^m
(1) H. G. Dixon (3Vh.p. James) in Ihe speed

test on Biooklands.
(2) A. M. C. Scott (Premier sidecar), followed by F. A. Applebee

(Scott), on Tilberstowe Hill.

AIMOST interesting trial was held by the Streatham

and District M.C.C. on Saturday last, and the re-

sults should prove instructive, as it comprised an

acceleration test, a 100 miles reliability trial, a speed

test on Brooklands, and a stopipng and re-starting test on

a stiff gradient. A gold medal will be awarded to those who
qualified in all four tests, a silver medal to those who
qualified in three tests, and a bronze medal to those who
only qualified in two tests. Out of an entry of eighty-six,

only four failed to put in an appearance at Godstone, and

just before 8 a.m. Godstone Green presented a busy spectacle,

all the machines being ranged up in their allotted order

along one side. Punctually as the clock struck the hour the

first man was sent away on the acceleration test over a

distance of fifty yards.

The Acceleration Test.

In each class the fastest average over this distance was
taken as a standard, and only those who accomplished speeds

within 5 m.p.h. of the standard were considered to have

qualified. In practice this worked out well, and few failed

to pass test except in Class III. (for solo machines between

350 c.c. and 500 c.c), in which Crawley (3^- Triumph) set

such a hot speed that eleven failed to get within the

specified 5 m.p.h. margin.
Among the few who stopped their engines, Frank Smith

had particularly hard luck, for his Grand Prix Clyno usually

gets off the mark like a rocket. W. Cooper was allowed a

re-start, as it was discovered that his petrol was turned off

before he crossed the line. The following are the provisional

results of the test :

Class I. {up to 300 c.c.)—Best performance, Colin Taylor

(2^ Connaught). All qualified.

Class II. (from 300 to 350 c.c.)—Best performance, J. B.

Sproston (2J Sunbeam). All qualified.

Class III. (from 350 to 500 c.c.)—Best performance, S.

Crawley (3-i Triumph). The following failed : H. V.

Colver (3 Enfield), L. A. Bollack (3i Singer), J. H. Kerr

(3i N.S.U.), M. C. Breese (3^ B.S.A.), E. H. Littledale

(3i- Ariel), Mrs. Hardee (3i P. and M.), A. Roberts (3J,

Blackburne), T. Pollock (3^ James), H. Collier (3^ Match-

less), R. Croucher (34 Kerry-Abingdon), and J. Gibson

(3i Triumph).
Class IV. (from 500 to 750 c.c.)—Best performance,

R. G. J. Charlesworth (5 Zenith). All qualified.

B22

(3) C. H. Collie"- (1 h p Matchless) starling for

his {lying lap on Brooklands.

Class V. (from 750 to 1,000 c.c.)—Best performance,

A. B. Wade (6 Zenith). Sydney George (7 Indian) and

A. J. Luce (5 Zenith) failed.

Class VI. (machines and sc. up to 500 c.c.)—Best per-

formance, F. J. Watson (3-L Ariel sc.) All qualified.

Class VII. (machines and sc. from 500 to 750 c.c.)—Best

performance, E. B. Ware (5 Zenith sc.) George Wray
(5-6 Clyno) failed.

Class VIII. (machines and sc. from 750 to 1,000 c.c.)—

Best performance, E. L. Boutle (8 Chater-Lea sc.) A. C.

Scott and T. S. Fordham (8 Premier sc.'s) failed.

George Wray (5-6 h.p. Clyno sidecar) ascending Challs Fit Hili.
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G. Pilco (31 h.p. P.V.) and A. B. Wade {6 h'.p/ Zenith) waiting at the level

crossing at the bottom 0! Pebble Hill.

Class IX. (four-wheeled cycle cars).—Best performance,

L. Martin (10 Singer). All qualified.

Class X. (three-wheeled cycle cars).—Best performance,

L. W. Spencer (8 Morgan). AH qualified.

Tampering with the Arrows.
After the acceleration test, the first section of the nc»Ti-

-stop reliability trial commenced, the route including such

well-known hills as Chalk Pit, Polsteeple, Cudham, Brasted,

thence via Oxted up Tilburstow Hill, through Nutfield.

Betchworth, up Pebble Hill, Leatherhead, Cobham, to

Brooklands. Considering the amount of rain that had

fallen, Chalk Pit Hill was in wonderfully good condition,

and caused but few failures. H. G. Bell (2^ F.N.) was
stopped near the foot of the hill and came no further, and

E. Abbott (31, Bradbury) had trouble.

Aft«r Chalk Pit some of the arrows had been tampered
with and quite a nimiber lost their way. This was not the

fault of the club oflicials, tor the directions had been carried

out very thoroughly, but some mischievous persons had re

moved some of the arrows and reversed others ; in fact a

pedestrian was seen walking about with one in his hand.

Polsteeple Hill had a very slippery surface ajid caused.

more than one failure through rear wheel slip ; also at this

spot T. West (8 water-cooled Morgan), with Reg. HoUoway
as his passenger, broke a low gear driving chain. The sur-

face of Cudham Hill was comparatively good, and conse-

quently the hill presented little difBculty to the majority

of riders. On Brasted Hill H. Collier had gear trouble.

The surface was in fair order, and many three-speed

machines sailed up on middle gear.

Slippery Surfaces and Steep Hills.

The country was beautiful in its autumn garb, but the

fallen leaves and recent rains had made some of the narrow

lanes so greasy that solo riders had to exercise the greatest

caution over long stretches of road. At the top of Pebble

Hill quite a little crowd of spectators had gathered to see

the fun. We noticed a particularly fine ascent by T. C. de

la Hay (6 Sunbeam sc), and other good climbs by T. V,.

Meeten (3^ Rudge), J. B. Sproston (2| Sunbeam), A. C
Scott (8 Premier sc), and T. Silver (3^^ Quadrant sc), whil-

A. G. Cocks, on the little Connaught, had to assist his

machine slightly. On the way to Brooklands we overtnol:

L. A. Bollack,'who reported a stop for a broken belt, an'l

shortly afterwards A. G. Cocks, who had shed the nnt

which holds on the driven sprocket ; however, he managi-d

to get another nut and continued again in great form. The
non-stop section ended about half a mile from Brooklands,
and competitors were sent on viit the Byfleet Gate. On
reaching the 'track a complete lap had to^ be made finishing

ni the straight and a minimum speed was set for each class.

Brooklands proved a surprise to many who were not pr.-

viously acquainted with the track, and more than one rider

found that his machine had a tendency to "dry up" in the
neighbourhood of the aeroplane sheds. Three competitors
had hard lurk on the track. It. V. S. Morgan havint^

carburetter trouble, E. B. Ware (5 Zenith sc.) shed a belt,

and C. F. Halsall (10 Wilton cycle car) ran out of petrol.

This was all the more disappointing in that all three
machines are capable of high speeds and have previously
shown up well on the track. A. B. Wade (6 Zenith) accom-
jilished the fastest lap at 56.37 m.p.h., and Crawley's
Triumph again proved its worth by lapping at 53.05. The
following are the times of those who successfully attained

their -set speeds :

Class I.—Minimum set speed, 33 m.p.h.
H. O. Clark (2</2.r.N.) .. 35.77

I
C. Taylor (2'/; Connaught) 34.7.i

Class II.—Speed, 37 m.p.h.

>.

Sproston iZ^^x Sunbeam) 39.93
S. Watson (2?1 Sunbeam) 10.77
It. Davis 12% Diamond) 37.28
F. Selby (2->i Sunbwim) 41.0

Class III.—Speed, 42 m.p.h.
45.08
48.48
50.38
43.36
44.03
43.21
43.21
46.94
47.81
48.53

Class IV.—Speed, 47 m.p.h.
Price (4 P.V.) .. .. 47.58 | C. T. Gray (S-S Rudge)
Charlesworth (5 Zenith)

E. Noaltes (3V> Sunbeam)
G. Meeten 13V' Rudge)
G. Mundy (3'/. Triumpli)
A. Bollaclt (31/2 Singer)
H Kerr (31/2 tf.S.U.) ..

Walters (31/. P. and M.)
C. Breese (3V. B.S.A.) ..

E; H. I.ittledale (31/. Ariel)
J. Oliphant (3l'2 Premier)
A. Roberts (3^2 Blacltburne)

W. L. Barrall (2% Douglas)
C. .Aslen (2'!4 Grandex) ..

S. Tubb (2% Humber)

li. WHloughby (3l,<. Rudge)
H. G. Dixon (31/. "James).*
H. Collier (3'A Matchless)
VV. C. DrakcVS^i. P. and M.
A. V. Sumner (3'/., Zenith)
R. Croucher (3'/? Kerry-
Abingdon)

J. Gibson (3'/. Triumph) ..

S. Crawley (3V2 Triumph}..

42.94
41.0
43.02

50.75
43. 7D
42.83
44.87
60.21

46.81
46.09
53.05

50.96

Class V.—Speed, 52 m.p.h.
B. A. Hill (7 Indian) .. 53.22 1 G. Griffith (8 Zenith)
A. Wade (6 Zenith) .. .. 56.37

I

Class VI.—Speed, 32 m.p.h.
F. Edmond (31/. Humber sc.) 34.28 1 J. E. Greenwood (3'/2 Sun-
T. Silver (31/. (Juadrant sc.) 37.82 beam sc.)

K. Holden r3y2 B.S.A. sc.) 40.77
I F. J. Watson (31/2 Ariel sc.)

Class VII.—Speed, 37 m.p.h.
T. Stevens {3'A James sc.)

F. Smith (5-6 Clyno so.) ..

Hugh Gibson (5-6 Brad
bury sc.)

C. Freeman (5-6 Clyno sc.)

A. H. Wright (6 A.J.S. sc.)

G. Nott (5-5 Clyno) .,

T. C. de la Haye (6 Sun-
beam sc.

)

G. Wray (5-6 Clyno)

37.95
37.78

41.00
38.13

Class VIII.—Speed, 42 m.p.h.
J. Woodhouse (7 Quadrant I C. Collier (7 Matchless so.)

sc.) 43.87 I E. Boutle (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

Class IX.—Speed, 40 m.p.h.
L. Martin (10 Singer c.c.) 52.66

Class X.—Speed, 42 m.p.h.

T. V. West 18 Morgan) .. 42.75 I
L. W. Spencer (8 Morgan)

37.10
37.89

38.67
47.12

43.75
40.35

43.75
43.4.=

J.E.Greenwood, the designer of the Sunbeam, on the 1914 model 31 fc.p.

sidecar machine with which he competed in Saturday's trial.
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Reliability, Acceleration, Speed, and Re-starting.—

It would appear at first sight that the speeds allotted to

the various classes were not too high, but it must be remem-

bered that the machines had gone through nearly seventy

miles hard work, and were in full touring trim. J. Chater-

Lea, V. Busby (3^ Quadrant), and F. J. Ellis (6 Match-

less sc.) all suffered tyre trouble during the morning, and

H. E. Chapman (5-6 Clyno) was reported to have been

involved in an accident near Redhill.

Mechanical Details.

A look round the competing machines during the lunch

interval proved interesting, for there were several 1914

models taking part in the trial. ' Both the 6 h.p. and 3^ h.p.

Sunbeams are very workmanlike-looking machines. - Colver's

Enfield had a chain-driven magneto, a new oil pump, an

experimental inlet pipe, and the kick starter on the left-

hand side. Two 7 h.p. JI.A.G. engines were competing,

one in a Jlatchless and one in Charlesworth's Zenith ; both

ran very quietly and smoothly. The sidecar on J. Wood-
house's "Quadrant was built on novel lines, and part of the

top and side hinged back to allow the passenger to

enter. Ray Abbott reported that he had run out of petrol,

and ascribed his run of bad luck to the fact that he had

shavecf off his moustache. F. G. Edmond was out on the new
water-cooled 3^- h.p. Humber, which was apparently running

beautifully. The new twin Bradbury and the 1914 Diamond
are both 'fresh arrivals to competition work.

The Afternoon's Run.
After leaving Brooklands on the second part of the reli-

ability test, a route was taken to the Portsmouth Road,"

which was followed past the well-known Hut Hotel, then

rid Horsley and up Crockmouth Hill. This slope was so

slight that no machine in good trim should worry about

it, but the surface was distinctly dangerous, and it is

difficult to see why it should have been included, unless

as a means of reaching other tests. Dorking was the next

objective, and thence a long pull led up to Coldharbour.

Some fine roads were found on this section, but the surface

again became greasy near Betchworth, and this state of

affairs continued to Reigate.

The Re=starting Test.
On turning up Wray Lane a large placard announced that

the non-stop section finished half a mile away, which con-

siderably assisted speed-judging. Further lip competitors

were stopped and sent up singly for the re-starting test.

This took place on a gradient of, we should judge, about

1 in 7, the surface, though fairly dry, being slippery on

account of its chalky nature.

There was much rear wheel slipping, and it was curious to

notice fallen leaves actually smouldering after machines had
passed over them with buzzing back wheels. The following

made particularly fine ascents : T. C. de la Hay (6 Sunbeam
sc), C. Duplock (6 A.J.S. sc), H. R. Davis i'li Diamond),
T. Stevens (3| James sc), F. J. Watson (3^ Ariel sc),

Frank Smith (5-6 Clyno sc), A. Roberts (ij Blackburne sc),

Hugh Gibson (5-6 Bradbury sc), G. Price (4 P.V.), C.

Freeman (5-6 Clyno sc), Lionel Martin (10 Singer cc), C.

R. Collier (7 Matchless sc), H. G. Dixon (3i James), W.
C. Drake (3-L P. and M.), and J. G. i-auluig (bwitt cc.)

H. F. S. Morgan was troubled with rear wheel slip, but
once he got a grip he went away at a great pace. Crawley
caused a sensation by his wonderful recovery after a bad
skid. W. Cooper (8 Humberette) got away well, but missed
gear at the top of the hill. At the first attempt, Colin
Taylor (2^ Coniiaught) had a wonderful skid, his machine
describing a complete circle ; he was, however, given a second
chance and got away well. After the test competitors were
sent straight back to Godstone and the finish. The organi-

sation was excellent throughout, and in spite of the large

amount of work ne'cessary provisional results were obtain-

able soon after ten o'clock, and subject to confirmation by
the commi^t - -"id the correction of time errors, the awards
will be as follow :

Gold Medjll
L. Boutle (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

E. Noakes tSV- Sunbeam)
G. Meeten {3^^ Ri]d?e)

Sproston (2% Sunbeam)
_-. . . Walters (31/0 P. and M.)
JL Oliphant {3'/o "Premier)

Stevens (3'A James)
F. Selby ^2fi/^, Sunbeam)
Gibson (5-6 Bradbury sc.)

B. Willoughby (3Vj Rudge)

E.
C.
T.
J. B
E. V,
J.
T.
A.
H.
H.

WrNNiais..
*G. Price (4 P.V.)
C. Freeman (5-6 Clyno sc.)
B. A. Hill (7 Indian)
A. B. Wade (6 Zenith)
H. G. Dixon (Sy, James)
•W. L. Barratt (2% Douglas)
W. C. Drake (3y» P. and M.)
A. V. Sumner (3V- Zenith)
K. G. Charlesworth (5 Zenith)
S. Crawley (SVj Triumph)

G. T. Gray (5 Rudge)
A, H. Wright (5-6 A.J..S. sc.)

G. Nott (5-6 CIvno sc.)

T. C. de la Hav (6 Sunbeam)
R. O. Clark (2y> F.N.)
R. G. Mundy (3V2 Triumph)
J. Greenwood (3'/. Sunbeam sc.)

*J. S. Watson (2^ Sunbeam)
G. Wray (5-6 Clyno sc.)

K, Holden (3M> B.S.A. sc.)

C. Breese (3V» B.S.A
Duplock (5-6 A.J.S. sc.)

Silver Medal Winners
H. R. Davis {2^A Diamond)
E. H. Littledale (3V' Ariel)
" Tavlor (2V, Conuaught)

J. Watson (31-i Ariel sc.)

Smith (5-6 Clyno so.)

Roberts (3'/^ Blackburne)
F. Halsall (Wilton cc.)
G. Charlesworth (5 Zenith)

8. Tubb (2=4 Humber)
R. Croucher (31/2 Kerry-Abingdon)
W. Cooper (Humberette cc.)

C.
F.
P.
A.
O.
R.

Bronze MediAl Winners.
T. Silver (31/2 Quadrant sc.)

L. A. BoUaok (sy. Singer)
T. Chater-Lea (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

S. George (7 Indian)
F. A. Applebee (3% Scott)
F. J. Ellis (6 Matchless sc.)

R. Pearson (5-6 Clyno sc.)

Mrs. Hardee (3y. P. and M.)
H. F. 8. Morgan (8 Morgan cc.)
T. Pollock (3y2 James)
J. Woodhouse (7 Quadrant sc.)

C. Aslen (2% Grandex)
F. G. Edmond (3M> Humber sc.)

J. G. Pauling (Swift cc)

Competitors in the Streatham and District M.C.C. Trial leaving Brooklands after the speed test lor the return journey. In the foreground is E. L. Boutle

(8 h.p. Chater-Lea sidecar.)
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The Urgent Need for Up-to-date Signposts.
An A.A. and M.U

BY
invitation of the Committee of the A.A. and M.U.
wo attended the inaugural dinner held at the Savoy
Hotel on Thursday evojiing last, when the scheme
outlined in the daily press of last week by the A.A.

President, Lord Lonsdale, was explained in detail by the

Chairman of the Association, Jlr. Joynson Hicks, M.P.
Among those who supjMrted the Chairmau were Lord
Montagu of Beaulieu, Sir George Gibb, iMessrs. Stenson

Cooke (secretary A. A.), W. Rees Jeffreys (secretary of the

Koad Board), and J. W. Orde (secretary of the Royal Auto-
mobile Club). The. Motor Ci/fle was represented bv Jlr.

W. Grew.
Mr. .Joynson Hicks, in a well considered speech, men-

tioned that the idea of the committee is to start the fund
with the sum of £5,000, and it has for its object the im-

provement of the signposting of roads in the United King-
dom. Under present conditions signposting is in about the

same position as it was in the days of the coaching era. and
it is the intention of the A. A., if the fund be sufficiently

supported, to set an example to the local authorities in

aignposting main roads so that their policy will be followed
on every road in the kingdom on which there is any con-

siderable traffic. These signposts, it is suggested, should

be placed in prominent positions, made easily legible, and
the arms should be placed at different heightsin order that
they nuiy be visible from any direction. Not only should
they indicate the names and mileage distances of neigh-
bouring places, but also the names of the localities in which
they are erected.

The Chairman's speech was seconded by Lord Montagu of

Beaulieu, who appealed to the Association to commence their

operations on roads which had already received grants from
>—

•

£45.000 Scheme.
the Road Board. He also appealed to the A.A. members to

subscribe the sum of 10s. each, which would bring in a sum
of £40,000, so bringing the fund up to £45.000. Lord
Jlontagu also pointed out that if the new signs were erected
in the form of a cross at dangerous cross road.s and turnings,

the present danger signs might be dispensed with ; also', that
in organising the scheme, it should be arranged for distances
to be measured from one recognised centre.

The Chairman of the Middlesex County Council, Mr. W.
Regester, heartily sapporteci the scheme, and suggested that
what is wanted is uniformity in signposts, fle was followed
by the Chairman of the Jliddlesex Highways Committee,
Jlr. Hugh Lewis, who pointed out that reform in the

direction indicated was much needed. He said the Middle-
sex County Council had spent huge sums on the roads, but
had been loyally supported by the Road Board to the

extent of 75% of the total expenditure.
The Hon. Harry Lawson, JNLP., proposed the health of

the Chairman, and drew the attention of those present to

the fact that what is required in this country is a perfect

system of roads as well as signposts, not only for pleasure

vehicles but for business purposes. He asked the general

public to subscribe to the fund, and not leave aU the spade
work to motorists.

Sir George Gibb, whose speech was listened to with close

attention, said that the Road Board had already discussed

the question of uniform signposting, but they were not

absolutely certain of their legal position ; if they had legal

authority to subscribe to the fund they would do so. He
particularly referred to the importance of making the sign

on the post lucid and legible.

The proceedings terminated about 11 p.m.

«»—

<

CLUB NEWS.
Motor Cycle Union of Ireland.

The annual dinner will take place at the Grand Central
Hotel, Belfast, on November 7th.

Wrexham and District M.C.

The members of this newly-formed club were entertained
to lunch by the president, Mr. W. Noel Soames, on the
"ccasion of the opening run.

Maesteg and District M.C.C.

The results of the gymkhana are as follow :

Slow Race.—JL Margan (3J Scott).

Suffragette Race.—Chess and Wilson (2^ Levis).

Lemon Cutting.—Will Thomas (2J Douglas).
Polo Comoetition.—Will Thomas (2f Douglas).
Obstacle Race.—Chess and . Wilson (2^ Levis),
Tent Pegging.—Frem Thomas (6 J. A. P.).

The special prize for the best performance was won by
Will Thomas (2v| Douglas).

Barton-on-Hiunber and District M.C.C.

Speed trials took place on the 25th ult. Results :

Class I.—For machines prior to 1910, on formula.

1. C. H. Atkinson (Rex Tricar) 28.33

CL.'kSS n. —For motor cycles up to 350 c.c, on formula.

1. B. Hodgson (Sunbeam) 74.16

2. J. H. Furniss (Elswick) 43.26

Class UL—For motor cycles up to 570 c.c, on formula.

L A. Curtis (Precision) ... ... ... 84.45

2. M. Wadsworth (Norton) 79.64

Class IV.—For passsenger motor cycles, any capacity, on
formula.

1. F. G. Howard (9uadrant) 65.88

2. A. Curtis (Precision; 65.34

Class V.—For T.T. motor cycles, on time.

1. F. Hopper, junr. (Torpedo) 33s.

2. M. Wadsworth (Norton) 34.2s.

Class VI.- -Unlimited, on time.

1. B. Hodgson (Zenith) 32.4s.

2. F. Hopper, junr. (Torpedo) 33.8s.

Newton-Stewart M.C.C.
A hill-climb was held on the Jlines Hill on the 29th ult.

The hill was ascended from the Bargaly side. Results

:

J. F. Moi-rison (3^ Premier) first and fastest time ; G.
Taylor (3^ Rudge Multi) second ; G. Cocker (3^ Rudge JIuIti)

third.

Cheltenham M.C.C.
A passenger trial for sidecars and cycle cars was held on

the 29th ult. on a route over the Cotswold Hills. Results :

1, W. B. Gibb (2| Douglas sc.) ; 2, F. W. Corbett (2|

A.J.S. sc).

Bristol M.C.C.
The results of the recent reliability and speed-judging com-

petition over a secret course of about forty-five miles, includ-

ing two ascents of Weston Lane, are as follows : Out of

twenty-five starters fourteen made non-stops: Eric Butler

(Humber), total error Im. 20s. ; P. A. Stone (Morgan), 5m.
5s.; D, L. Thomas (Douglas), 6m. 263.; P. Grout (A.J.S.)

;

E. Davis (Premier) ; P. H. A. Matthews (Swift cvcle car)

;

Rev. P. Bischoff (Clyno) ; M. King (Scott) ; G. Fry (Rudge
Multi);- W. H. Mogford (Zenith); F. C. Waslev (Rudge
Multi); C. Selman (Premier); W. H. Shaw (A. j.S.) ; A.
Stevens (Douglas).

Liverpool A.C.C.

A novelty was introduced into the above club's relia-

bility trial for the Mead-Martin Challenge Cup; this was
the handicappins» of the competitors according to past per-

formances. Results :

1, L. V. Barton (6 Rex), cup and gold medal ; 2, J.

Baker (6 Enfield sc.) ; 3, J. Green (3i New Hudson).

Motor CycU"g Club.

Members who are able and willing to serve on the com-
mittee, which meets fortnightly, are asked to send their

names to the hon. »ec., .Mr. S. May, 34, Gower Place, VV.C,

or to submit names of suitable candidates, as there will be

three or four vacancies to be filled up at the annual meeting

next .January.

The Committei. has arranged to have a club smoker on
Thursday, November 20th, at the Holborn Restaurant, at

7-30. The annual dinner will be held on December 13tli,

at the Troca.'^cro.
B29
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents)

AH letters shouia be addressed to the Elitor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

A Novel Sidecar.

Sir,—With reference to Mr. Fletcher's letter on page 1418,

I fail to land any similarity between the novel sidecar he

described and those illustrated in Mr. Manning's Ust, so

perhaps JMr. Fletcher will be good enough to disclose the

identity oi the manufacturer of his sidecar.

W. M. PANNETT.

Some Advantages of a Twin.
Sir,—Your correspondent "Twin Enthusiast" might lead

some of youi- readers to believe that East Anglian roads were
really awful. As a matter of fact they are hot too bad, arid

have been considerably improved of late years, probably in

readiness for military operations here if necessary.
Eegarding hi.= 3 h.p. twin climbing Maldon Hill on top.

I believe the top gear of his machine is about 5 or 5^ to 1.

Any decent 3g single-cylinder should climb that hill geared

4i to 1, with a ten-stone passenger on the carrier. I have
done so repeatedly myself. Personally a 7 h.p. twin appeals
strongly to me, but I should think twice before again having
a lightweight twin, for the humming of the engine makes
me feel positively ill after a very little while.

EAST ANGLIAN RIDER.

Rear Lamps for Motor Cycles.

Sir,—We note in last week's issue of The Motor Ci/cle

in your leading article under the heading " Must Motor Cycles

Carry Rear Lights?" that you state "There is really no
suitable lamp on the market at the present time." We are

pleased to advise you that all 1914 Indian touring models will

be equipped with an electric rear light, which not only

shows a red light behind but illuminates the rear number
plate.

In many countries outside of the United Kingdom rear

lighting on motor cycles has been compulsory for some yeart.

past, and our company has for many years been in position

to - supply these.

We have never fitted them in this country before, for tlie

very reason that they did not seem to be required, but

now, in view of recent legal decisions in regard to rear

lighting on motor cycles, we shall supply them as part of oui

standard equipment. Surely there is no reason why other

motor cycle manufacturers cannot do the same.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.

models only had to climb four. Knowing the hills as I do,

this made a very reasonable and fair handicap, and without

in any way disregarding Mi. Heaton's very excellent per-

formance, Mr. Sproston was awarded the Reliance Cup by the

judge, purely on the conditions attached to the Trial, Mr.

Sproston's total error for the various checks being but three

minutes, whereas Mr. Heaton, who was second, was nine
' minutes in error. This result, I may say, was v^orked out

without consideration of secret checks..

S. W. PHILLPOTT,
Hon. Sec, Liverpool A.C.C.

How to Test Benzole.

Sir,—I do not wish to take up your space on a technical

matter outside motor cycling, but I still think that. Mr.

Thomas is wrong in advising the novice to test without a :

condenser. As a works manager of a tar works where

,

some fifty samples are tested each day, and having tested

some thousands oi samples myself, I may claim to know
something of the matter. In tendering advice of a technical

nature to the novice, the human element must be allowed

for, and Mr; Thomas cannot blithely say that if his details

are not followed to the letter then he washes his hands of

it. The fact that works exist where benzole is tested by
lads according to his method proves nothing at all, except

that there are works where benzole is not tested according

to the standard method.
With reference to the testing of sulphur, Mr. Thomas is

undoubtedly correct. Probably the best method for the

novice is the sulphuric acid test described by "Chemist."
Tills, of course, is only a test, and not an estimation.

TECHNICAL CHEMIST.

The Liverpool A.C.C. Trial.
• Sir,—I notice on page 1420 of youi last issue, a small

* paragraph "summary of correspondence" respecting the
^

above Club's Trial. I appreciate your reason for not pub- i^

fishing the letters owing to same being signed with nom rfes !.

plumes, but I venture to suggest that it would have been tf

considerably fairer to Mr. Sproston, who won the cup, not
;

to have published any remarks at all. It appears to me, '

and to others of my committee who have brought it before

me, that this is an attempt of certain interested parties to

damage the performance of i\Ir. Sproston. It is not sport-

ing, and I suggest that Mr. Heaton, who is one of the best ,

*

of sportsmen, would deprecate this action. The cup was
offered not for the "best" performance, under which Mr. '

\

Heaton would have won it, but for any competitor to win

the cup he had to win a gold medal. The performances for
,

gold medal awards were arranged on a sort of handicap ;
'

solo riders over 2| h.p. had to climb every hill, solo riders

2| h.p. and under were allowed to fail on one hill, sidecar

machines were not taken up one hill, and whilst the larger starting'p'oTnt\ TheVe 'were"'two "machines of this make in the trial, and
models had to climb the five stiU left in, the 3^ h.p. both made non-stop runs.

E30

LAST WEEK'S AOTUIHN CYCLE CAR TWAL.

On the left, R. G. Thomas (8 h.p. friction and belt-driven Pyramid) at the
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mmm
Test the trutli of
this at our expense!
So confident are we that the " EMPIRE de LUXE" Pan
Seat is the acme of perfect design that, to popularise it, we
make an offer whereby you may obtain one advantageously.

V-/wJ[\ ^t^^^l^Vl • Consequent^pon consirlerable exhaustive

experiment we claim to have produced, in this mo Jel, aM itor saddle which
affords a degree of durability, stability, and comfort, never before attained.

wtlU VV A 1 1 . Because it gives a particularly low riding Dosition —
the seat has a strong pressed-steel base, shaped anatomically—^top of finest quality

leather, well-padded— and the vital and exclusive features of its design as emphasised here are ;

—

IMO. 1. Patent Swinging Link (SHOCK-ABSORBING)— gives free movement to the saddle-nose, allowing the saddle-
iinderframe to rise slightly when meeting any obstacle, while the seat remains level in its ongmal position.

.

.' Patent Double Hangers (PREVENTS ROLLING) on Tension Springs. These extend underneath in tangentical

position to spring centre, thus preventing all rolling or side-sway— an important point which will be appreciated by all hard riders

Its '•design-principle" is this:—' WE MAKE THE SADDLE TAKE THE SHOCK, NOT THE RIDER "— the action of
the seat is separate and independent of the frame, any vibration or shock is absorbed before it can reach the rider—<he
machme moves while you sit still

" as in an armchair.

UUK UrrtiK I To prove that this IS the perfect anti-vibratory Motor Seat, we are offering 1 ,000 of these —

"Empire de Luxe PAN SEAT"
No. 73, regular price, 30/-

— at the special price of" 2V- EACH AND
YOUR OLD SADDLE." Now fill up the ^.^t

coupon and let us hear from you,
'^''

Lealhei

The Leatheries, Ltd.,

Sparkbrook, (;;*

Birmingham.

The
leries,

i I e d.

^°"

Please send me your

^S-'P!^'<= <!= L"" PAN
SEAT. No. 73. (or which
enclose P.O. 20/-. and 6cnd

you my old saddle.

Name

Address

6/11 13.

In nnsineyind this ad vertUcment it is desinblr. tn mention " Tf,c Motor Cycle B31
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you'll find nothing haff as
good as the . . ,FOR WINTER

MOTOSACOCHE
MOTOCYCLETTE

With Change Speed Gear.

A CHARMING MACHINE
Most beautifully made and

finished.

A permanent delight to its

owner.

Have one

—

you'll never
regret your purchase.

MOTOSACOCHE, Ltd., Kenmont Works, Willesden Junction.
Can be seen at our London Agents

—

SIDNEY WESTALL & Co., Ltd., 143, Great Portland Street, W.

kODBB
WEATHERPROOF

y for Motor Cycles
Sidecars
Cycle Cars
Registration Letters
. . . and Numbers, . . .

. . Monograms, etc. . ,

Artislically Designed and Neatly Printed. SSS5

Makers and agents requiring Transfers are requested to send '
—

particulars of wording required, upon receipt, of which we will *

submit, free of charge, a specially prepared design. ['

When asking for gratis design please state

the colour of the background upon^ which
the transfers will be affixed.

ILIFFE & SONS LTD.,
TRANSFER SPECIALISTS, COVENTRY.

London: 20, Tudor St., E.G.

XI
B32
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An Easily Removed Three-speed Hub.

Sir,— " Ixioii " has expressed a desire to see a liuli iji'iu

lliol can be removed easily.

I am running at present—and shall be pleased to show
him—the following: 8 h.p. Matchless, Sturmey-Archer three-

speed hull, and—dare I say it—the back wheel comes out

alter slackening two nuts (no need to run the nuts right otf)

and goes back again without any adjustment whatever.

till' tub stands the big engine quite all right. After

15,000 miles (all sidecar work, and once towing another sidecar

outfit ten miles) I have taken the clutch plates out to look at

lliem. 'Ihey are not scored at all, the simple explanation
being that 1 have never neglected to lubricate them, and on

the low gear the clutch is home in six yards.

For a long time I was a counter-shaft gear enthusiast, aiul

1 gave Mr. A. D. Powell, of Northampton, the order for the
Sturmey-Archer on condition that he could fit it in such a

way that the back wheel could be removed like my T.T.
t'l'iuinpli.

This he has done, and I congratulate him on doing a clever

job, and the Sturmey-Archer firm on their gear.

WILLIAM LEES.

A Sidecar in Australia.

Sir,—Having been a constant reader of your valuable
paper for the past two years I thought the enclosed photo-
graph of myself and my Bradbury sidecar combination
miglit be of interest to you.

Mine was the first sidecar in Moree, which is a town over
four hundred miles from Sydney, and is in one of the
finest grazing districts in New South Wales. There are

a great many cars here, something like 250, but motor
cycles are scarce, worse Inck, as I was hoping to be able
to form a club and have some good runs. The roads are
good for about fifteen miles round the town, but after that
there is no metal and it is all black soil plains, which are
good in dry weather but absolutely impossible to ride over
in the wet.

I have been riding the Bradbury for nearly two years
and have never had the slightest trouble, which speaks
volumes for the machine, as I was quite a novice when I

got it and have ridden over some very bad-country roads.

Every week I look forward to receiving my copy of
The Motor Cycle, and have received some very good hints
from it.

More?, N'.S.W.. Australia. ERIC L. HUDSON.

The Large Single Oearei Twin
Sir,—Now that single geared machines are considered by

some as anticjuated, I want to put in a word for the single
geared big twin,

A 6 h.p. semi T.T with an adjustable pulley weighs lesn

than most two or three-speed 3^ h.p. machines, and can
do all the work of the laiter, and, withal, is a pleasure to

drive.

With a minunum possible gear of 4^ to 1, I have yet to

find a hill that I cannot climb, though the macliine has,

amongst others, Alms Hill and I'orlock to its credit, the
latter on a wet day.

With regard to economy, a large engine is so seldom "all

out" tliat the bearings wear splendidly.

After two seasons' average hard lise the bearings show
hardly any play. I have used the same belt for more than
twelve months, the original front tyre is still on the Front

wheel, and I am now using niv third back tyre.

S. KING SMITH.

E. T. Hudson on Us 3^ b.p. Bradbar; sidecar. 'See accompanying letter.

An Undesirable Practice.

Sir,— 1 should like t-o support BL 2318 in his remarks
on carrier-riding. I have taken earner-passengers several

thousand miles altogether, and although I have suffered

several accidents, in an approximately equal distance solo,

I have never had a mishap when two-up. My experience

is certainly not due to slow driving—I run a 6 h.p. twin
and do not waste time—and I have had the usual amount
of riding on skiddy loads, and through traffic, not to men-
tion suaden tyre aetlations at speed ; but 1 can confidently

say that given a plucky passenger, there is no more danger
than in solo work, 'ihe only advantage of the sidecar as

tar as safety goes is in the elimination of the passenger
factor, and witli the girl of to-day, it is almost an unneces
sary precaution.

The advantages of the practice are numerous : 1 can do
80 to the gallon with my passenger, and I have yet to have
my first stop on a hill; so I, for one. should strongly object

to carrier riding being suppressed by legislation.

O.H. 759

Sir,—May I congratulate you on having the courage to

tackle this very urgent question. I am very pleased to see
" Ixiou's " very appropriate remarks in your issue for Octo
ber 23rd, and trust they will be taken to heart by those
who indulge in this dangerous practice. Last Sunday I

was on my way from Westerham to Burford Bridj,-e and
overtook two youths on a light weight twin (no, not a
Douglas), and, having ample time, followed them for some
miles to make observations. I noticed that the machim"
was obviously overloaded and extremely unsteady on the
greasy patches met with. Ou quite slight rises pedalling
was resorted to, and, in several cases, the passenger dis-

mounted and ran. Approaching Redhill the road makes a

winding descent into the town, and here the driver was
able to touch about 30 m.p.h. On one of the sharp curves
he was unable to keep to the left side of the road, and
would have smashed into a large motor car had not the
ilriver of it smartly pulled out of the way. They crossed
the main London road at a good 25 m.p.h., and I only
hope the policeman there will charge the driver with driving
to the common danger. The machine w'as obviously out of

control, due to the extra weight carried. Personally. . I

have had three narrow shaves on corners from fools riding
in pairs on motor bicycles, and I promise that the next
one who serves me this trick shall have a .summons for
driving to the common danger. I am inclined to think we
should soon see the last of this idiotic practice if the above
course were pursued. THE DRE.ADNOUOHT

.Sir.—As a motor cyclist who has carneii pas-scngeis
some 25,000 miles on a specially constructed scat on the
tarriers of my 1910 and 1911 F.E. Triumphs, 1 cannot
allow the statements made in your issue of September 25th
regarding the danger of this system of passenger carrying
to pass unchallenged.

To commenca with. 1 fear the writer of the article has
had very little practical experience or he would not have
suggested that it is necessary or advisable for the passenger
to be in sympathy with the driver as recrards steering; on
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the contrary, it is essential for the passenger to sit and

move naturally and to take no part whatsoever iii balancing

:» steering the machine.

The strain on the machine generally is far less wJien

carrying the passenger on the carrier than when pulling a

sidecarr and there' is tar less risk of accident due to

mechanical breakdown. Also there is less liability to

collision in tight corners owing to the small space required,

and little fear of overti.rning on sharp corners.

The carriers, wheels, frames, etc., of most 3i h.p. and

upwards machines are sufficiently strong with an ample

margin cf safety to carry a double load.

Mv experience 'S that with a passenger on the caniei -

the machine is as easily steered and is as steady, if not

steadier, in traffic as when riding solo, provided always

that the passenger tak'cs no part in the balancing and steer

ing of the machine.

Many motor cyclists, although they wish, to take a

passenger, cannot' afford to purchase and run a suitable

sidecar outfit, neither have they space for it in their homes

and would have to go to the additional expense of storage.

Further, a dicent 3j h.p.' machine will take a passenger on

the carrier as fast as in- faster than the average 6 and 8 h.p.

sidecar outfits at something like half the running cost.

Whilst it must be admitted that great care should be

exercised when travelling over wet roads, especially tram

rails, its nuiiiv advantag'es as compared with a sidecar (of

which method 1 have had some 10,000 miles experience)

have been recognised, and this method is now being used

by a large number ot motor cyclists who, speaking generally,

do not unnecessarily run the risk of smashing up then-

passengers, themselves, or their machines.

Accidents aie liable to and do happen to all classes of

,ehicle. sometimes with the most careful and expert drivers

in charge, but I think vou will agree that each class of

riding oi- driving has to lie learned— solo riding is different

from sidecaring, and carrvier passenger carrying is also quite

distinct, and no one should take a passenger on his carrier

or by any other means until he has thoroughly mastered

and is proficient in the method he intends to adopt; [How

is he to become proficient?

—

Ed.]

As regards the danger of burst tyres, I have had some

ten to twelve bursts during the past few years, but in

only one case did the machine fall, and that was through

fclie tyre rolling off the rim and locking the wheel dead,

fortuiiately unattended by any injury either to niy

passenn-er ' or myself. This trouble is now fast becoming

minimi'sed now that tvre manufacturers are producing suit-

able and special tyres for this class of work.

In conclusion, I mav sav that the narrowest escapes 1

have had have hex-n uiidcr circumstances where had I been

carrying my passenger in a sidecar instead of on my pillion

seat" bad smashes would have been 'i»a^'"'''able.

W. T. SAUNDbRa.

First ascenl ol East Lomond

HIU. See accompanying letiei

trom T. R. Ingli? Melville

ffeis NOVEMBER 6ih, 1913.

The Most Suitable Frame lor Ladies

Sii- _1 have read your article with reference to Miss

Reid.' and I am pleased to know of yet another My rider

who does not approve of the diamond frame for ladies.

Mrs. M. Wilson, who contributes the letter on this page.

With my open fra.n.e 1 can dress for any ordinary social

function without any trouble. iNIy machine is also a 3i h.p.

ISiono-h and I have -done over 4.000 miles this summer with

sidecar 'attached, and often a Passenger over 13 .Hone.

(A!rs.) MAUDE WILSON.

What it Costs to Run a Cycle Car,

Sir —I was much interested in your article on this sub-

ject, and herewith I hand you my experience of uplwep

of Singer cycle car.
;

•

I have now run the car 6,114 miles ion will note that

the item for repans seems a heavy one. but I must explain

that it includes £5 for a new engine fitted by the makers,

a-i they had found their former engine to contain a radical

fault
' The fitting of the new engine has made the <ar

much more efficient, and I have nothing but praise tor it.

or the miles run 4,625 were done on petrol—lo7 gallons,

which enuals 29.45 miles pei gallon, and 1,489 miles cm

Ford's benzole—32i gallons, equal to 46 20 m.p.g.

DET.4ILS OF EXI'EN.-^ES.

Petrol and benzole

Lnlii-icating oil

nepaii-s

Insurance. licences,

registration

Lighting
Tvies ;jnd repairs .:

and

269
21

239

197

7

160

d.

5

2
1

7

3

2

Per Mile"

d.

.528

.042

469

.389

.013

.315

Total cost 894 8 = 1.756

To the insurance and licences 1 have put down the

amount .accrued due to this
<^-^^^^^^^ WAOSWORTH

On East Lomond Hill

Sir.-l enclose a photograph ot my 3i rriumph. >vh,ch

succe .-.[nlly reacherl the summit of the East Lomond H. .

r tew miles from here (Kingskettle, E ifeshire) on 14 h ult

The hill is about 1,500 feet high, and the machine took a

coach-built sidecar to within a lew hundred yards of the

ummit, where it had to be detached owing to the presence

o a hi^h wall. The machine received no tuning whatever,

and althougli I am over 13 stone, the engine did not over

heat.. This" is the first time
?, %°t"'-^<jy^'^>,haVT VU F F

summit of the F^mond. T. R INGLIS MET.VU.Lfc..
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PATENT AUTOMATIC GOVERNOR PULLEY

STILL IN FRONT FOR EFFICIENT BELT DRIVING.EXPERT Of AIVIATEUFC,
IT IS ABSOLUTELY UNEQUALLED.

rdPROOF->r* 2^n1 3
MILLS' CUP, won by Mr. D. H. NOBLE

IN THE
SCOTTISH SPEED
CHAMPIONSHIP.

(Middlesex Trial) ROVER
using Philipson's Standard
Governor Pulley.

IMPORTANT .

ACCEPT
NO PULLEY
UNLESS IT

BEARS THIS
TRADE MARK.

Patented and
Registered Home

and Abroad.

^tGisre^.
OVER

30 YEARS
EXPERIENCE

IN ALL KINDS
OF DRIVING.

To avoid disap-
pointmentj

ORDER EARLY.

-,,^ ^ Full working instruc-
^^^^^^ ^^rt^ lions sent with each

^-^Oe r^P-^ pulley.

UNS0I.I01XED TESTinnONIAL.
Messrs. Phillipsou & Co. [coi-v] Swansta, October, 1013.
Dear Sirs,—I would like to say how \"ery pleased I am with the results obtained

with >'our pulley siace I adopted it to use on my Standard Triumph. I have
covered fully 10,000 niilcs with it, and it appears quite as good as the day I fitted

it. the flanges havin,? just recently been trued up for the first time. It does ALL
you claim for it, aud this is iayiui". inush in the face of the fact that there are so
many fitineuts for motou cycles put on the market claiming advnntiiges that are
not and never can be obtained. Prior to fittin;; your pulley I had 10 keep my
gear to not higher than 5 to r for my all-round work as a traveller in this country.
I can now set it at 4^ or 4^ to i on top, and with ratio obtained with your pulley
it enables me to climb a dangerous hill in comfort, and I have the advantages,
"which are many," of the higaer gear on good roads. 1 have recoumiendcd it

with confidence to my motoring friends aJl over this country.

Yours faithfully,
'
C. H. SIMONS.

ESTABLISHED OVER 30 YEARS.
Orders and enquiries in LONDON and DISTRICT please apply,

Newsome and Fletcher, 3, Sandringham Parade, Ealing, W.

Makers : PHILIPSON
" Safety, Bolton.'*

147, Eaglev.

& CO., Engineers,
ASTLEY BRIDGE,

BOLTON, Lancashire.

In answcrir.ij these adwrtiscments it is desirable to mention " The Motor C'jele.' A33
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PENCEir

TOiniY

/amciGE

AVE

ADE
ILEAGE

YRES

READS

OTALS

ONEY 1HERM
Spencer Moulton Motor Cycle Tyres are made in four types

:

Plain Ribbed, Three Ribbed, Combination, and Steel-studded.

OLYMPIA SHOW
STAND No. 148.

IllusirateJ booklet will be

sent jret on request to all

readers of "The Motor Cyele.'

OLYMPIA SHOW
STAND No. 148.

GEORGE SPENCER, MOULTON & CO., LTD., 77-79, Cannon St., LONDON, E.C.

Glasgow: 65-67, Bolhwell Street Leeds : 68, Albion Street Manchester : 237-239, Deansgate. Dublin : 19, Crow Street

Works : Kingston Mills, Bradford-on-Avon, Wilts.

A34 In answering these adccrti<ements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cyclt."
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A Racing or Touring Carburetter at Will.
Twelve Jets controllable from the Saddle.

ONE of the most desirable features

of a motor bicycle is its ability

to run slowly, and there is no

question of doubt that five or

six years ago tlie iliange-speed gear was

hurried forward, as it was realised that

with such a device a motor bicycle

could be made to run at any speed and

Section o( tlie Wilkinson
twelve jet carburetter.

would therefore appeal to the inactive.

Of late years, however, great advance-

ment has been made in the deeign of

carburetters, until nowaday.s it is quite

a usual sight to see a motor cyclist walk-

ing alongside a fixed geared machine
with the engint filing regularly. But

, it is not every carbui-etter which renders

this feat possible, ana, further, it is only

certain types of slow running engines

that permit of such a performance.

A Road Test.

Last week we had an interesting demon-
stration of a new carburetter (whicli

we have already referred to and illus-

traied), viz., the Wilkinson twelve-jet.

Mr. .]. H. Wilkinson owns a T.T. Match-
less-J.A.P. with overhead valves, and
we think Mr. Prestvvich himself will

admit tliat of his splendid range of

engines, the 5 h.p. T.T. model with

overhead valves is one of the most diffi-

The ratehet mcckanism at

tte ba^,e of the Wilkirson
carLuretter for uncovering tiie

twelve jets. A cover plate is,

ot couise, used.

iiilt to control at slow speeds. Mr.
Wilkinson rode his machine over from

Uoncaster to our offices, purposely to

demonstrate its docility when fitted with
one of his carburetters, We measured
the gear us*d, and found it to be 3|

to 1, yet the rider had no difficulty

whatever in turning round in an ordinary

roadway with the engine firing regularly.

It was a most impressive sight to -see
,

him threading his way in and out of

the traffic, and turning round as slowly

as if he were mounted on a machine
with a three-speed gear. We tried the

machine ourselves, and found that even
without practice we were able to equal

Mr. Wilkinson's feat.

The most attractive point about the

Wilkinson twelve-jet carburetter is the

ability of the rider to vary the opening

of the jets from the saddle. A flat valve

covers the jets, and, by means of a

Bowden wire, they may be covered and
uncovered one by one. In other words,

the driver has a carburetter completely

J. H. Wilkinson and tlie 5 h p single geared

Matchless-Jap Im used lu demuc&uate his twelve-

jet carburetter.

controllable from the saddle, which may
be immediately adjusted for slow running

and low consumption, and at once made
into a racing carburetter by opening up
the jets. Thus the time taken to. change
jets in the ordinary way is done in a
twinkling by a handle-bar lever with the

Wilkinson instrument.

NEXT THURSDAY'S ISSUE

will be mainly devoted to

Passenger Motor Cycles
of all Types.

. The complele Wilkinson carbureiler in lis

latest iorm.

We have tested some carburetters
which, although giving extremely slow-

running, are unable to pick up rapidly
without choking the engine. Twice, after
running some distance with the Wilkin-
son cai'buretter at a very slow speed, we
operied up the jets, and the engine at

once gathered way, and we were soon
travelling at a speed in excess of the
legal limit. A separate lever is provided
as usual for the air, and the poi't is of

large size, and admits sufficient air when
all the jets are in action.

Itr will be understood that with a
variable jet carburetter petrol can be
economised, and, furthermore, the engine
can be kept very cool by governing
speed by the lever controlling the open-
ing of the jets. A choked jet is a thing
almost unknown, as, if any foreign
matter finds its way to one of the jtts,

a further opening of the lever clears the
obstruction. The behaviour of motor
cycles fitted with this device in impor-
tant trials will be watched with interest,

especially as more and more attention is

now being paid to flexibility tests.

The Wilkiiison carburetter is being
made by Messrs. Rotherham and Sons,
of Coventry, and will be handled in

London by Messrs. Brovvn Bros., Ltd.

HORSE POWER OF NEW VELOCE.
Since the description of the new 2 h.p.,

2-stroke- Veloce went to press last week,
we received information from the makers,
Veloce, Ltd., Fleet Street, Birmingham,
that the brake horse power, developeii

at 2.800 revolution per minute is 3.6.

They have therefore decided to call lhi.i

engine a 2^.

STEEL PISTONS AND RECORDS.
It is itcrcsting to mite that when Mr,

H C" Newman bruko sidecar records at

Brooklands on Oct. 20th he used "Sim-
plex patent steel pistons, made by tho

Oxygen Welding Works, Ltd.. New
Summer Street, Birmingham, on his Ivy-

Precision.

^35
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Hill-climbing and Racing in New Zealand.
MOTOR '\vcle evc:ils are e\i-cc._l-

iiigl^- popular in New Zealanil,

ami two succe^^sfiil competitions
were hekl kis! month, '.nc a rare nuet-
ing at Xe'A riynniuth, when the and
icn mile rai I's were helil. and tlie other

a hill-climl) at I.yall Bay, near W'elling-

tijn. The raeing wa,s \'ery keen, and in

ihe ii\-e niile> race .-Vnderson (^'o h.ji.

Triumph) uai tirst, alter a Douglas
riiier liad set the pare at the outset.

Anderson .was third in -the ten miles,

IJoucher (3^-2 Riidge) scoring a line win,

with (Joleman {li-^ Douglas) second.

Boucher is evidently one of the hest

riders in Xew Zealand, lor he was in

great form at the I.vall Bav hill-climb

with his Rudge. He made fastest time

111 the day, ami alsii receiveil a special

|)rize for heing the rider wliose two

attempts \-aried the least in time, his

\ariation being only one-fifth of a

second. Othei competitors roije

'i'riumphs, Douglas, B.S.A., Indian,

and Matchless niachines.

•A

J. Boucher (3! h.p. Rudge), who won the hill-ciimb at Lyall Bay N.Z., on 30th September.

PETROL COSTS.
T TAVIXG regard lo the steailily mounting price of

]ietrol. the ac(;i.!ntpanying curves are intenrJed to

point out the effect in the aggregate of, and
I he importance of striving after, any small improve-

ments which can possibly lie made in tiie petrol con-

sumption (m.p.g.) iignres.

1" ig. I. Li these cin'\es a vearly mileage of 6.000

is assumed, and the ti>tal cost in petrol can be read

off when the mileage per gallon, and the price per

gallon, are known. Thus, taking petrol at is. gA.

and the consumption as being 100 m.p.g., then the

season's petrol bill would be ^5 5s. Supposing a

w-asteful engine, a hea\'y 8 h.p. machine, or a sidecar

machine, in use, and petrol consumption 60 m.p.g.,

then ex|wnditure woulil lie in the neighfiourhood of

j£q. As showing the result of the constantly increased

price .jf petr-jl, take the price in 1910 to have been
IS. id. .\t 100 m.p.g. the season's petrol bill would
ha\c Ijeen _£;^ 5s. as against present ^^5 5s.

Curve 1 ^'^
iio ^^
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^.^
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--'
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.^
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1
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Fig. 2 shows in another manner the necessity of

reducing running cost of petrol. The curve shows
the number of miles running w'hich can be obtained

with varied consumptions (in m.p.g.) for the expendi-

ture of _;^5 (petrol at is. 8d per gallon). The dis-
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tance varies frijm 3,600 miles at 60 m.p.g. to 7,200
miles at 1.20 m.p.g. P'or e\ery increase of 10 m.p.g.
one stands to gain an additional 600 miles of. running
with the same expenditure (;£5) on petrol.

Fig. 3 shows the importance of moderate speeds in

touring work, if m.p.g. figures are to be high. Taking
a gi\en level course, -and considering a machine to

tra\erse this course at different speeds ranging from
twenty to fifty miles per hour with the same weight
carried,

. and the engine working as nearly as possible

at the same efficiency on each journey, then the curve

would represent the ratios of the petroF consumptions
at the different- speeds, the consumption at 20 m.p.g.
being taken as unity. Elignum.

" Lathe,Work by some Amateurs " is the title of a

liook recently issued by' Drummoiid Brothers, .Ltd.,

Ryde's Hill, Guildford. It describes various machines
made on a Drummond 3/2in. centre lathe by amateurs-.
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*!;rrHORLICK
A LEATHER CASE W!TH FLASK OF HORLICK'S LUflCH TABLETS,

OFF£R.

To be a.-fc-fcsLClteci -fco 'the Ft-a.me.

BY POST
COMPLETE

THE
LEATHER CASE
illustrated k strongly

made in solid, ligbt

brown leather and is

excellently fioished. It

may be attached to the

handle-bars or frame in

a convenient positior,

so that the Flask may
be removed for use

at a moment's nofice

without dismountin;;.

Also a New and Accurate Road Map of ENGLAND & WALES
in Leatherette Case, with Roads shown in Colours and

Classified, will be sent FREE with thts Case and Flask.

Horlick's
Lunch Tablets

contain all the valuable nutri-

ment of full cream mill; and

choice malted grain in a con-

venient tablet form. A fcv;

dissolved in the nioutli from

time to time will supply the

necessary nutriment to main-

tain strength and v:your, and

rpstore energy when Touriiif:;

or Racing, and arc useful at

all limes.

PRICES: IN GLASS FLASKS TO FIT CYCLE CASES—ONE SHILLING EACH,
and in Sterilized Glass Bottles, from which these ma.y be refilled, 1/6, 2/6, and 11/-. at all Chemists and Stores.

Send Postal Order to—HORLICK'S MALTED MILK CO., SLOUGH, BUCKS.

ii^il

PRICE NOW
REDUCED TO 50/

It Is lust because we do a larger World-trade in Speedomelers

than ail other Makers combined that we are enabled to reduce

the price of our popular Model 43 to £2 : 10 : 0. We
can sell so cheaply because we make so many. We do not

believe in keeping up prices and so keepmg out a large

section of the motor cycling public.

Model 43 indicates all speeds from zero up with unfaihng

accuracy, and can be read at a glance. Can be fitted either

to top tube of bicycle for back wheel drive, or to either side

of front wheel.

Motor Cycle Speedometer
Write for Booklet to

THE COOPER-STEWART ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
11, BROAD STREET, BLOOMSBURY, LONDON, W.C.

^©5*
ift an.<weTing tliese ad vcrtisemenls it is desirable Co muilion. "Tlit AlotJi' Cycle."
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VELOCE
914 STARTLERS,
Unprecedented Value !

!

Two New Lightweights,
Belt Drive - - 25 Gns.

Chain Drive and Two
Gears - - - 30 Gns.

REAL HIGH-GRADE IViOTOR BICYCLES.

DON'T BUY ATTACHMENTS.
OTHER MODELS PROPORTIONATE.

WSLTON Co.'s Stand 103 OLYiVSPIA

Agencies Granted. Unique Payment System.

VELOCE, LTD., London:

FLEET STREET, WILTON & CO..
110, Wilton Road.

BIRMINGHAM. victoria, s.w.

I

%%

HOl^DXIXE i PAXOH
is the same as any other, it is entirely different. The puncture cannot extend under the patch, as it is locked by
Surridge's method, which is patented. Don't be put off others are as good ; they are not. Ask your agent for

Surridge's Accept no other. If you have any difficulty write direct for list. Sample free.

Do not forget the namfe—HOLDTITE.

SS, Lomond Grove, Camberwell, London, S.E.

AGENTS, ETC., WRITE FOR TRADE TERMS AT ONCE. "The Patch par excellence."

-----%i-.V»"» =.-W--°\i".«%--"-"^'%i" B-=ftr-^i-B%%ni'^-«»^"u^i"w%-»v%"wvv.

THE

ALL-DAY,

EVERY-DAY,

HARD SERVICE
CHAIN

IS

" THE
COVENTRY. "

The Coventry" Chain Co., Ltd..

Coventry, England.

Books forMotorcyclists
Tracing Troubles.

Motor Cycle Faults : Their identification and
tlieir remedies simply and fully explained.
VVri tten in simple language by a motor cyclist of
io[ig experience. Price 1/- net. By Post 1/2.

Hints and Tips for Motor
Cyclists.

Full of useful "wrinkles " with regard to' the
care and management of motorcycles. Fourth
edition. Price 1 /- net. By Post 1/2.

The Motor Cycle Route Book.
Contains best routes lor the wholu of the
Iritisb Isles, 45 maps and speed limits.

Price 1/6 net. 'Hy Post 1/9.

Obtainable (with remittance) from ILIFFE & SONS
2 0, Tudor Street, LONDON, E.C., also from all Booli

A^8 In /imwi-riiKj these adceitisements it is desirable to menlipii "The Motor Ci/de.'
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IS THE SINCEREST
FORM OF FLATTERY.

BUT WHO THE DEUCE WANTS AN IMITATION ?

When considering a Lightw^eight for 1914-

Remember the

Famous
The original Air-cooled

Two-stroke Motor Cycle.

WITH ITS 3 YEARS' EXPERIMENTAL STAGE AND 3 SEASONS IN THE
HANDS OF THE MOTOR CYCLIST, DURING WHICH TIME IT HAS SET UP

A WONDERFUL RECORD OF PERFORMANCES.
Study its results in 1913 Competitions against THE WORLD'S BEST.

Study its ABSOLUTE SIMPLICITY, marvellous hill-clirabing capabilities,

EASY STARTING, Flexibility, SOUND DESIGN, and Perfect Workmanship.

SO SATISFACTORY HAS THE FAMOUS LEVIS BEEN, THAT ATTEMPTS
TO COPY IT ARE BEING MADE, BUT YOU MUST HAVE THE PROVED THING.

DON'T CONSIDER MUSHROOMS.
Designers and Makers: OlyHipid SllOW
BUTTERFIELDS, Ltd.. STECHFORD, b gham. stand 23

I

N.S.U.'s
I

L

BARGAIN
: PRICES :

We Have a Few Shop-soiled and o( her
Machines which have been used for com-
petition purposes, to be sold at bargain
prices. Write for particulars, or call and
inspect.

N.S.U. Motor Co., Ltd
186. Gl Portland St.. London.

GODDARD'S motor cycle houses
Ft. Ft. Ft.

6 X 4 x'6 high
7X5X6J ,,

8x6x7 • »
9 X 6 X 7i ,,

10x7x8

£ 5.

1 17
2 7

2 15
3 2
4 5

td., "1
w. a
BMtmnifl

uJ!ife,i|giliiy

WHEN FITTED. ^WILL PASS THl'.OI'GH ^
1NLI[ SL'ACE.

^^^^^&
I G CO. LT O.

£10 15 O

'LAMBERT'
THE IDEAL 3i
COACH-BUILT

SIDECAR^

Lambert, Thetford.

I s 8x Si ., 5 5
Wide double doors

2/6 extra.

Ca.rria.g:e paid.
These iiovseb are made in sections to bolt together. Easily
fixed. Made of well-seasoned Jin. T. and G. and V-jointed
Matchboards, and complete with floor and window. Roof
felted with Patent Vulcanite Roofing. Large Illustrated
Catalogue with prices of other bouses post free.

Our prices are all carriage Paid.

Testimonial.—TliG Waterloo Garatie. Stalybridk-e. 21th Nov.. 1012.
I'enr Sirs.—I roccivcd the .Mctor Cycio House on Saturday in good
i-oiidition. It will pcrhai's be of interest to yoa to know that I had
tlic iihico put totTfther in '20 minutes. Wishiuj; you moro successes.

Yours truly, ARTHUR HALL.
OOODARD'S, St. Mary's Road, llford, ESSEX.

HAISSDL.E-BAR BVBUP'P'S.
specially improved 1914 models. Self-supportingj
waterproof, warm. Kr^eps Iiunds like toa.^t. Better
than any glove. Protect all controls, well made.
Essential for winter riding. •

Best waterproof, lined wool 5/6
II ji .. fur 10 6

Postage 3d.

BLEACH, Marmion Rd., SOUTHSEA.

GONDOLA
Sidecars have more good points than any other make.
Strong, but light, cane body. Torpedo bow, with
locker, also locker under seat. Three or four point
suspension. Three-ply " C " springs. Comfort, sood
upholstery, warmth, body lined throughout. Accessi-
bility to engine by undoing one nut, body can be
:: :: ;: swivelled up. :: :: ::

Prices from £11 11

Special Model lo fit "Indian" Sprin ; Frame £17 17

T. BROOK & SONS, Ltd,
HUDDERSFIELD.

Agents write for li-nn$.

The Famous
EYSIIMK

K.-iiiied i first and ;t

ai^mnd nri/es Hollaiid-
Knk'land Trial and
hit^hc^t awards in all

c-vciiuM X>—-rx ""'" t""''^- OntiinnJ
tTAiP*r\ ^-.—-^ type ot motor g i v i n f

utmost flexihility. and power .lud reliabUity.

Agent'' .\aiiTrd.

EV3INK WORKS, LTD., Amersfoort (Holland).

^.l-^P:
'

MUDPLUGGING HAS CQWMENCEP
I'rolcrt your vnhos willi n I'.F. VAI.VE
sini-:i,r' (combuitd ^vitii trot'sek
Gl'AlMJ.2/Coxlra). Keei>soilof!thu clothes.

Prevents road matter Kettinc in valve year.

cnus'M.' wear, noise, atid ineRiciency. To
lie .1 A. P .Triumph. New Hudson. Premier,
i:ovi'r. I'recision. Bnulbury. Sunbeam,
11.S i\.. .Iimu's. ItnutLHliate dcUveru.

. 119 piniu : 6/6 poliyhed. post free.

T. FORD, Chestergate, Macclesfield.

In answerinff these advertisements it ^is dcsirahle Ct> mention 77ic Motor Cijiie: A41
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MISCELLANEOUS ADVERTISEMENTS.
PRICES.

ADVERTISEMENTS in these columns
—First 12 words or less 1/6, and 3d. for every

two words after. Each paragraph is charged

separately. Name and address must be cotmted.

Series discounts and special terms to regular

trade advertisers will be quoted on application.

All advertisements in this section should be

accompanied with remittance, and be addressed

to the offices of " The Motor Cycle," Hertford

Street, Coventry. To insiu'e insertion letters

should be posted in time to reach the offices of

" The Motor Cycle," Coventry, or London (20,

Tudor St., E.C.), by the first post on Friday

morning previous to the day of issue.

All letters relating to advertisements should
quote the number which is printed at the end of

each advertisement, and the date of the issue in
which it appeared.

The proprietors are not responsible for clerical

or prmters' errors, although ei^ery care is taken
to avoid mistakes.

NUMBERED ADDRESSES.
For the convenience o£ adveitisers, letters may be

acklressed to numbers at The Motor Cycle
'

' Office.

W hen this is desired, 2d, ivill be charged for registration,

and three stamped and addressed envelopes must be sent

for forwarding replies. Only tlie number will appear in

the advertisement. RepHes sliould be addressed, " No.

000, c/o The Motor. Cycle,' Coventry " • or if " London"
is added to the address, then to the number given, c/o
" The Motor Cycle," 10, Tudor Street, B.C.

1»-DEPOSIT SYSTEM,
Persons who hesitate to send money to unknown persons

may deal in perfect safety by availing themselves of our

Deposit System. If the money be deposited -with " The

Motor Cycle, ' both parties are advised of this receipt.

The time allowed for a decision after receipt of the

goods is three days, and if a sale is effectco we rennt the

amount to the seller, but if not we return tlie amount

to the depositor, and each party to the transaction pays

carria''e one way For all transactions e.xceedmg £io m
value, a deposit fee of 25. fjd. is charged, when under

fio the fee is is. All deposit matters are dealt with at

Coventry, and cheques and money orders should be made
payable' to llift'e it Sons Limited.

SPECIAL NOTE.
Headers who reply to advertisements and receive no

answer to their enquiries are requested to regard tne

silence as an indication that the goods advertised have

already been disposed oj. Advertisers often receive so

many enquiries that it is quite impossible to reply to eacli

one by post.-

MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.4LE,

A..I.S.

A .J.S., 2 'jIl p.. mfidcl 1913, shop-soiled: only £44.-
Brst. Cl'.tl.'crpes. [3549

A.J.S., 1915, 2';iU.l).. Ineas laiup and horn, only run
300 mili'<. ixiillent condition: £45.—Bauon. Sala-

numra Barracks, Ahlershot. [3463

A.J.S. 1912 2'/^.h.p. Lighffl-eight. 2-speod, free cnKiiK-,
kiek-^tartt-r, aceesories, and spaiiis, ..splendid order:

£28 ca-h. tr: p:l -v tiTJU:-.— Eli'p and Co.. 16. BisliopsKaTe
.\v., Caummil.' St.. E.G. 'Phuue: Avc-niie 5548. [3651

6h.p. A.J.S.. 1913. 3 speed". Millfoid sidecar, Cabri(.
chassis, cane chair, Rom 650x65 mm. voilurelte

tyres, run 4,000 niile*^ only. fi.>iiilitiou f^qual to new,
lamps, horn, spcc'laiiicter, etc.: £80.—Box No. 4,198,
•/Ar Motor Cili-le Offices. Cnvclltry. [X1511

Alcyon.
Cyjihv- Alrrnn. sprinfr JTTrlw, map:., Amac, li.b.c, pood
—'4 efini; ordiT- £9/10, billBaiu.—46, Eldon Kd.,
W.jod Glieu. [X5487

Ariel.

AEIEL, 1913. 3-spf'ed. sidecar machine : £40.—airris,
Keiuscnt.., Lythalls .Lane, Coventry. [S5398

AEIKL. 1912. variable gear, decompressor, good tyres;
£28.-Bobiu.-on's, Green St., Cambridge. [3576

-| Q13 Ariel and Sidr-car. Arui.-trong Mark VL, spare-;,
i-tJ new September; r.Hers.-eS, Saludbury Ed.. Kil-
bum, N.W. [3562

J Q13 Ariel, 5-61i.p., 2-s,peed, cliain drive, sidecar,
X*/ lamiM. liorn, sppedoiueter, "etc., run 1,800 miles
"Hly; £55.—riastow, Grimsby; .- . [X5736

NOW IS THE TIME Great numbers of New
OF and 2nd-hand machines

EXCETPiONAL of most famous makes tc

BARGAINS be cleared at griat re-

AT due. ions at

9

UCHOPES
TO mAKE ROOM FOR 1914 MODELS.

To-days List, Sent Free, Includes :

6 h.p.'igis CLYNO and coach-built Sidecar, fitted

with Miller's large lamp, trip speedometer,
watch, horn, mirror, complete detachable
wheel with tyre and tube, carrier. Their very
latest production, bearing our guarantee o£
fitness ; £75. Gradual Payments arranged.
Write Wauchope's or call.

1513 7-9 h,p. PREMIER Cycle Car, complete with
hood and screen, in splendid condition, thor-
oughly overhauled, like new, fully guaranteed,
complete ; £75. Extended Payments ar-

ranged. Write Wauchope's or call.

New Shop-soiled Dnly 1513 8 h.p. Air-cooled
WILLIAMSON and Williamson coach-built
Sidecar, fitted with screen and luggage
carrier, very latest model. Ready to be
driven away. Tuition and delivery free

;

70 guineas the whole combination i^omplcte.

Write Wauchope's or call.

2'i h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-spccd model, footboards, F.E.
clutch, sound, fully guaranteed : £29 lOs.

6 h.p. igjo 2-speed MATCHLESS and Miltford
Sidecar, toolbag. tools

;
guaranteed; £4210s.

Exchange or Easy Payments.
23 h.p. 191 2 3-speed HUMBER, toolbag, tools,

little used
;

guaranteed ; £30. Easy Pay-
ments arranged.

7 h.p. igii 2-speed INDIAN, usual tools; guar
antced ; £35. Easv Payments arranged.

3i h.p. 1912 F.K. RUDGE, toolbag, tools; guar-
anteed ;

'£30. Easy Payments,
Sh h.p. iQog 2-spced HUMBER, lamp and horn

;

guaranteed ; £22 10s.

5 h.p. 1913 2-speed KERRY and cane canoe Side-
car, smart turnout, just overhauled

;
giiar-

antcea ; £50. ^Exciiange or Easy Paynu.'nt^;.

3i h.p. 1911 2-speed ALLDAYS and Sidecar, u>ual
spares

;
guaranteed ; 30 guineas. Easy Pay-

ments arranged.
Nearly new 150 guinea GLORIA Projectile-Sidecar

;

£17 103.

lihp 1910 MOTOSACOCHE, free engine: guar-
anh'cd; £13 lOs.

3i h p VINDEC and Sidecar, free engine, lamp,
horn, toolbag, and tools ; £20

;
guaranteed.

8 h.p. 3-spced CHATER-LEA, chain drive, with
new coach-built Sidecar| £55

;
guaranteed.

Exchange or Easy Payments.
6 h.p. 2-speed N.&.U. and coach-built Sidecar,

luggage carrier, horn, toolbag and tools
; £29 ;

guaranteed. Excliange 'or Easy Payments.
aih.p. 2-speed MATCHLESS, lamp, horii, toolbag

and tools
;

guaranteed ; £18 lOs.

si h.p. Variable-geared TRIUMPH and Millford
Sidecar, lamp, horn, and tools ; £25

;
guar-

anteed. Easy Payments arranged.
5-6 h.p. igii Four-cylindei F.N,; guaranteed:

£23 10s.

35 h.p. N.S.U., igro modLl, just overhauled and
re-enamelled

;
guaranteed

; £20.
6 h.p. igir ZENITH and Sidecar, Gradua gear;

guaranteed-; £47. Exchange or Easy Pay-
ments.

LARGEST STOCK OF
ALL LEADING MAKES
FOR LOWEST CASH
PRICES, EXCHANGE,
OR EASY TERMS.

Vour present mount received
n'lwiii part p':iymeut of iay
inaeliine sele»;ted at the Show
lor delivery at opening of

1914 season, saving all ex-
pense of Winter storage,

9, Shoe Lane, Fleet SL, LONDON, E.G.
'I'huue— Holljorn, 6777. Wires :

" Opilicer, Loudoa,' '

A

MOTOH CYCLES FOR SALE.
Ariel.

AEIEL, 1913V2, S'.'ih.p., and sidecar. l:ivl: ,.t,irtfr,3
speeds, and accenBOries: mn.rt sell, buying ear, fttst

offer secures.—J. Tatet, 683. Lertunstoue Kd. Essei
Tel. : No. 'Wanstead 31. 13$1B

Arno. .'

MOTOR -Cycie, Arno, 3y^h.p., Boscli mag'., 2-.<iictd,

eounteirsliaft gear^ Drtiid forks,' fitted irith sideudr;
turnout £24.-12, Bull Ring, Eirminglinm. [X5569

LUXURIOUS Sidecar Outfit, 3V2h.P-. 3-speed. mA
free engine, 1912 Arno, climb annliing, condition

ati new, complete witli speedometer, lamp, generator,
wateii, spare tyre and belt: £42/10. cost over £80: trial
!nn anywhere

: owuer bought car.—W. Luft. 209,.Loiidoji
li4.. Crovdi.fl. [3477

A.S.L.

A. S.I.., 3V'h.p., Precision, purchased new February,
1913, perfect; ofters.-Addis, .12, Heath Kd,,

Hounslow.
^

[3454
Atito-Wheels.

UTO-WHEEL, only ridden 250 miles, perfect: £12,
Nightingale, Crawley. [X5628

AUTO-WHEELS.—Immediate deliverv of Wall Arno-
Wheels from A. W. Wall, Ltd., Hay Mills, Bir-

miugham. - -_ ' ;.
. [0359

AUTOWHEELING Rerolutionises Cycling.-Oppor-
tunitv of nuick deliyery of AutO:Wheel6.—A. \V.

Wall, Ltd., Hay ilills, Birmingham. [0360

Bat.

BAT, SV^b.p., 3-speed gear, speciiil Colmore model,
brand new; best offer above £40 secures: sports-

man's mount.—Colmore Depot, Colaiore Row, Uirudug-
ham. - .... . [X5506

BAT, 1913, 6h.p. twin J.A.P., niodsl 2. grey, Arm-
strong gear, coach sidecar to niati h, complete out-

lit ; cost nearly £100, bargain', £6£:s—Heybourn. Motors,
Maidenhead. [3569

3i-4h.p. Bat. 1912, 2-speed, free ougiue. csceUcnt con-

2 dition, very little used, lamp and generator, horn,

t ols, some spiircs ; £40.—Apply, S. U. Sandeman, 42,

Kensington Sq.. W. [3537
Bat'Jap.

BAT-J.A.P.. S'.ih.p., late 1910. little used, perfect

condinon, very fast; £27.—Sawtell, 78, West St..

l-'amtiam. [S5623

T-8h.p. Late 1912 Bat-,Tap, complete, guaranteed per-

fect.—Seen at 2, Milner St., S.W., any time;

Di.aby-.Tohnson. £38. [3365

BAT-J-.-V.P., 7 9h.p., twin-cyl., spring frame, mag.,
recently re enamelled French grey, and P.M.C.

coachbnilt sidecar painted to match : £28.—The
E'remier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston Rd., BirmingbaTii

[0«47

BAT-J.A.P.. 5-6h.p.. Xov., 1912, 2 speeds, dulcli,

.-bain driven, .'an 5.000. couditioli perfect, ;i!so

Jlnnhill's cane underslung siilecar (cost £11 March],
,4.iimproof apron, vouipletc ; £55.— Gale. Vigo ltd.. And-
over. [X6594

6 h.p. Bat-Jap T.T. Tourist, new tyres and belt, lamp,

laorn, accessories, spares, guaranteed in new cou-

dition throughout, not done 2.000 miles; cost over £70,

accept 40 gn=. for immediate sale : deposit system.—Bos
4,309, TJie Molor Cyde Offices, Coventry. [X5498

Bradbury.
BEAIIBUET, 4h.p., 2 speeds, powerful, grand condi;

tion; £30.—Palmer's Garage, Tooting. [3706

O-SPEED 1913 BKidbury and Cane Sidecar, shop-

ril soiled ouly; £56.— Cross, agent, Eotherham.
rX555«

BRADBURY. 1912, 2-.speed, cliain, £30. cost £60;
Smith's speedometer, 35/—44. Hazlewell Rd,.

Putney. 13644

BRADBURY, 1912, 3V5h.p.,- good tyres and beJt, ex-

cellent order; £28.—P. J. Evans, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [X5610

BRADBURY. 3i>.h.p., 1912, N.S.U. .2-speed gear, free

engine, and sidecar, in line order: £53/10.-r62,
Eoxboro' Rd., Harrow. E3508

BRADBCTtY, like new. 7 speeds, free, T.T. and {(Hir-

ing bare, engine, belt, specially mudguardetl, John
Hull. Kempshall tvres, spares; £33. — Gaidiuer, 96,

C^yprns St.. Stretford.
- [3614

BRADBURY, 19121/2. and sideeaf, 2-.speed, free en-

gine, B. and B. carburetter, lamp, spare tyre, etr^,

splendid touring combination ; £39. ~ Burnside, HaltS-

nelle Rd., Oolders Gieen. rx,-B43

"IQ15 Bradbury and Coachbnilt Sidecar, 3':.li.!t,

JLtF couuter-shatt, 2-speed, kick starter, new Kcini>-

sliall 55 gus. ; owner buying car--Edwards, 3, Hcw;inl

Ell. Sontbville, Bristol. rX5603

BRADBURY, 1913, 2-spced, free engine, S'Alt.T- aud

torpedo shape sidecar, side door, wind screen, storm

;ipron, tyres, etc., nearly new; cost £80, accept £45;
would separate.— 1. G;,irringe Park Terrace, Tooting Junc-

tion' Station. [3569

BAEGAIN.-1912 Bradbury, free engine, aud brand

new 9 gn. sidecar, Cnuify torpedo, perfect rimning

condition, with all accessories, grand hill-climbing com-

b'nation : must sell a, ouce ; £34, or near ofEer.—E. W.
Cooper, 9, Blt'rida Parade, WooiWord, Essex. [S5451

A42 All letters relating to adv5)-,ti^ejiuents ,shouI^,.q;jpte,the,j5i^b^^-^.,_^^^^ of each adv«i;ti5,ejil,eiif, jfutd the date otthe
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H.P. V. LSD.
There is not the slightest reason why

you should suffer from lack of power.

We oftcr a di^cn' nt o( 15^^^ from New 10 1::

6 li.p. 2-speed Tutu Kt-xps. and an allowance of

36 to 40 Guineas for your 1912 inacliine.

Send for particulars now, as this nicdel wili

soon be cleared and cannot be repeated.

\\'<- are now booking' iir<!LT~ ior

—

19U DOUGLAS an 1 WILLIAI«SOM niodols.
1914 G.W.K.lisht car £150
1914 CALTHORPE light cir . . . . 160 guneas
19T4 PERRY li!;ht car 130 guineas
1914 BRAOBURV, oli.p S75

Exchan.^es quoted.

LIGHTWEIGHTS.
Pfsmijr, MI.- . £26 10 . Motosacochc, '11 £19 19
G.-andex. mi-' £2S 10 . Moto-Revs £15 10
Kex, 2I hp .. £13 10 . Singer, 1911 ... £19 10
Motosaco:ne . . £15 10 . Number £2j 10
Centaur, v^p. . £34 10 . New Hudson ... £31 10

MISCELLANEOUS MACHiNES.
LINCOLN ELK, 3J h. p., almost .IS new ., £23 10
ARIEL, nii:;. Ji h.p. 3-specd £39 10
CLYNO, 1012, and special cane Sidecar . . £49 10
J.A P., 6 h.p.. M.O.V., tree engine £34 10
MINER /A, 3! h.p., Bo.vden, 2-speed £22 10
ARIEL, 1911, 3A h.p., magneto, Druids . . £25
BRADBURY, 1912, 3-specd, £jo 105. S'car £47 10
N.S.U., 3} h.p., magneto £17 10
N.S.U., loii, 3 h.p., 2-speed, as new .... £29 10
N.S.U., 55 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar B31
M.M.C., 3 h.p., magneto £15 10
V.S., twin, h.b. control £16 10
TRIUMPH, :oti7. 3* b.p., specially good . . £22 10
TRIUMPH, iijoS, 3.1 h.p £26
8!MMS, 3.'. h.p., magneto, .grand condition £22 10
WOLSELEY 4-cylinder 2-seatcr Car £19 Is)

F.N., lightweight, battery ignition £9 10

1913 REX and WILLIAMSON iMacliincs to
clear. Get our exchange quotation.

£5
deposit and 7 /6 week secures any of the:

magneto machines. All are guaranteed in

running order :

5* twin Rex ... £19 10
5-6 Peugeot ... £16 10
ik Simms S22 10
3.^ N.S.U £17 10
51 N.S.U £22 10

Despatch on receipt of deposit and signed
agreement.

•^\c-sp.PeMgeot£16 10
3-6 twin V.S... £16 10
3 h.p., M.M.C. £15 10
3 h.p,. Singer £13 10
3^ Rex £19 10

REX BARGAINS.
REX, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-5peed, chain drive £46 10
REX IUT2, 4 h.p,, tourist, br;uKl new . . . £34
REX, 1013, 2-5pv'cd, twin, little used £45 10
REX, TQ13, 4 h.p., 2-spoed, de luxe, chain

drive, done about too miles £49 10
REX, iqii, 2-speed Twin de Lu.\e £36 10
REX, 1911, 2-.speed. twin.'Sidette, M.O.V.

''ngine, chain drivf^ £45
REX, =!* h.p. Twin, spring forks £15 10
REX, 3J h.p., mag., spring forks. 1909 . £19 10
REX, 3J h.p., 1909 model, magneto £22 10
REX, 3.1 h.p., 19x0, magneto, spring forks £24 10
REX, 1911, 3i h.p., magneto, spring forks £26 10
REX, 1912, 4 h.p.. Tourist, 811x95 ... £29 lb
REX, IQ12, 4 h.p., 84.JX 95, 200'miles ... £31
REX, 1909-10, 2-speed, twin, de luxe .... £29 10
REX, 1909, 2-spced, twin, de luxe £27 10
REX, rooS, ^-speed, twin, and Sidecar:

wants slight -atlcntion £19 10
REX, 3j h.p., sprint" forlc^ £12 10
REX, 3I h.p., light and low £10 10

OFFERS WANTED. Trade suppMcd.

The Halifax Motor Exchange

Largest Rex Dealers,

16, WESTGATE, HALIFAX.
'Phone, 766. Telegrams, " Perte:'tif n,"

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE,
Doiighis.

DOUGLAS. 1913. mtaU-i I), 2 speeds, Cowey, Solar
huiip. iicMi, rcur light, watili. minor, nil us luw

;

har.";uii, £40, no uffL-rs.—175. Stiipletou Hull ltd., Stmud
rir.'cn, N. (3495
DolTfiLAS Uoiittlns, Doufila?.-The king of hulit-

\s<i-'iii iiiutur eyeles : iminedliite delivery from storU
i>i' iili im.di'l.'i': Scottish trade t^upplied.—Ale.\iiuder and
C(i., 115, Li.thiau. KdiidnuKJi. [X9870

DOT'iiLASBS.—Cnmpli'tion of contrnct. We liave a
I'l'w sluip-soili'il niHi-hint'.-; left pning eheiip, ciisli

01" E.l'.S. Itrop us » p.r. ; it will be woith vhik-.—
Lamb't^, 151, Hiph St., Walthamstow. i3466

DOnCLAS. 1913. 2--pi-(!d, speedometer,' large head
lifdit. idmniuiuui t'd-l boards or footit^lri. leather

mulei shield, .-pare larger ehniu wheels, valves, etc.,

linrdlv used. absuUiteiy like new ; £39.-94, (jloitcester
Ed,, SAX. ,

'

[5633

DOUGLAS. 19ir;.'i, fine cider, just overhauled and
irbii.dii'd thr(.u?hour, unpuneturrd lieiupshull hnek,

i^w d Hutiliijisou fi'ojit, B(;itil Prdlev belt, lioni. minor,
spares: £25.-}i(.x JL3,120. The Motor Cycle OfiiLiv. 20.
Tudor St., E.C. [3712

DOUGLAS, nicd.'l E, 1913, 2-spri-il pear, free en-

Kim- chilch. \vit!i Icirk staitllii; i.i'dal. fo:itb(.!lids,

and WW modi' I nunl-uard-, nrvcv bn-ii ridden, .slight !y

slinp-sDilfd; ±;48.~\Vilkin.s Siuiiwon, and Co., 11, Jlain-
inirsriiith lUl.. London. [3518

DOt'fiLAS, .special raeinp mai-hJue, 1913 lufdcl, in
first-L-hi' -: condition througiifut, no ^mm hi-ariuRs

r tyn.'^, -tr , v\<-:y jiart in bitter eonilitinn than m-w.
I lu'kv Juailiiuf, winuiT of over 30 mi-dal-. " i'Up~, etc,

liolh iur ^vt;^\ and r-Iiabilityi ; neare-t ( fler to £36 lak-u.
-Whitworth, 31, C.lmore Huw. Jtinniuyiiam. [X5448

Edniund^Jan.
1 'd 12 4h.p. Edinund-Jup, good engine, tyres, Imiip
JiiJ iF.R.S.), n.w h.'lt: £24/10. or liifhtweipht.-AIIan.
Li-thoInK-, near Hi^liup Auckland. [X5453

Enfield
.1'. Twin Royal Enfi-dd, 1911. pooil ecndition ; bai-

pain, £18.—AVhite's Garage, Cajuberley. [3657

Established in Motor Trade
since 1900.

TO INTENDING
PURCHASERS.
Before deciding on a machine,

compare my prices for New or
Second-hand, and save yourselves
pounds.

2 sppfib. kick starter, ;i.-

', John Brigjit St., lliniiiim-

[X.5614

03.1

EXFIKDl. 1913. Si'ih.p-

umv; £36.-r. J. Evim
luuii.

ENFIELD, 1913, 2%ib.T. twin, sl'tip-aoiled, but iin-

SL-nitihed : £41. listed nt f52.-OoImore IJciic.t. 31.
Cuhn.ire Eow, Jlinuingliam. [X5503

ENFIELII, 1913, 6h.p., coach siclcc:]r, splpndid (tin-

dition. like- new, mile.lge only 1,550; £68, or n;-ar

tlVr.-H. Sturkey. Moat St., Willoulwll. [3459

14^13 Enfield Sidecar Combiuiifirn. new in Ansnst
1- iy la^t. -iplendtd condition ; £68. or near (.JHer.—

He; L3,057, The Motor Cycle Offlees, 20, Tudor St..

!-.t'. [3429

EXFIELD 1913 6h.p. Ooa<libnilt Combination,
tipeedoimter. iaiiip<, lirrn. spare tyre, inner tube,

valves, etc., as in w ; barti-iin,. £70.-1; Paradise St.,

Rotherhithe. [X563B

EiSTFIELD 1912 2%li.p. Twin Lightwcisht. 2sljeed.
free engine, new condition little nsed ; £29 cash,

T terms.—Eleo and Co.. 16. Bishopsgate Av., Catnomile
St.. E.C. ''Phone: Avinne 5548. [3652

ENFIELD 6h.p. Sidecar Combination, in perfect
order ; expert exjimination allowed, trial at any

lime: accept nearest offer to £65. including many siuiies.

-Watson, 13, Tnrl St., Oxford. Tel.: 599. [0339

LATE 1912 l^nfield Combination, excellent condition
tliroutrhovit. £70 ca-sh, any trial : also 2Vi;h.p. Tor-

pedo-Preeii-iou. brand new, imsoiled, nbsolute bargain.
£30 cash.-E. Hall, Clifton-ou-Tcme, Worcester. [3487

ENFIELD, 1913, 6h.p., dnd coaehbnilt sidecar and
cover, new in September, hardly soiled; owner givinii

up riding; price £75, or quick offer; t;ecu by appoint
iicnt any time— Sorrell, Ckirnico, Victoria Park. N.li).

(3460
IfNFIELD ^913 6h.p. Combination. Smith .speed

J ometer, 2 lamp.s. 2 spare covers, I'eter-Union 650:-'

35 cteel-^tudded and 26x2U., 2 .spare valves and spring-,
•t. ; £66, or close otScr.-W.H.L., 217, Barry Ed., llul-

wiih. [3588

ENFIELD 1912 6h.p. 2-speed Combination, 2 lamps,
horn, speedometer, aud_valnable /jpares; £65. m

n E.l'.S. ; also several other first-chiss combinations
Tell ns your wants.—Lamb's, 151, High St., Walth;iui-
t w. , . [34C9

IQll'j Enfield 2-!4ll.p. Twin. 2-speed, free engine.
A-9j I'hain drive, si)lendid condition, little used, nearlv
;ew. stcO-rubhcr liack n(ni-skid rib.s, not yet oS friuit

tvre; bargain, £20.—Heatheilands, Fairmile Av., Cob-
!ia;ii. Surrey. [3503

T>OVAL Enfield 1913 6h.p. Combination, J.A.P. en
-tV ginp, overhauled, first-class comlition, tyres un
punctured, 3in. car tyre on driving whcij, Co«cy trip
-Ijeedometcr. 2 Lucas lami>-. hirii, whistle, luggage car-

rier, full kit tools: co.:t £99. price £77.—Edward Sal
iiion, 90, Kenmare Ed.. Sefton Park, Liverpool. [X5397

ENFIELD, 1913. coaehbnilt. 61i.p.. sidecar combimi-
tiun. excellent condition, never been in a gaiage.

miles 2.000. tyriM tinpimctnred. Livernidge on bmk
wheel, beavy Duiilf'i) cover epnre. F.K.S. .Major lamp
set, 2 genefators, electric lamp sidecar, f^pare tubcv, 4
vjilves and sprints, piston ringi*. links, leather case for
• Itarft^. valve Miiiirler. etc. etc. latcrft pattern hub new
being fitted by makers; cost £105, insured to March:
-•11 £70 for spot cash; any trial le- appointment: cuiic
roing abroad.—O. T. Greener, Glenroy, Pontypool WH.
Mou. [3617

SPECIAL SHOP-SOILED BARGAINS.
£53 0. BAT No. c, i-specd 191}
£70 0. WILLIAMSON, walcr-cooled liij
£63 0. WILLIAMSON, air-cooled iqu
£53 0. ZENITH, i-J h.p., kick starter, and clutch loij
£29 0. LINCOLN-ELK, 3J h.p I'jij

£49 0. SINGER, 4 h.p., i-spced,
£48 10. SINGER, 3J h.p., 3-speed nji.l

£63 7. JAMES, 3-speed, and Sidecar,
£47 10. ROVER, 3-speed.

£62 6. CLYNO, 6h.p 1913
£63 10. MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., 2-speed. double belt

drive J9'3
£61 5. SCOTT, 2-spccd, water cooled.

£34 0. DOUGLAS, Model N 1913
£41 0. DOUGLAS, Model O, 2-specd, run a few

miles 191}
£53 8. NEW IMPERIAL, fib. p., vspeed 19IJ
£65 0. MATCHLESS, 2-speed. 6 h.p.. chain drive.

£65 0. MATCHLESS, 2-speed, 8 h.p., chain drive.

£46 0. RUDGE, 750 c.c, 6 h.p 191J
S45 0. RUDGE, free engine 1913
£52 10. F.N., 4-cyIinder, 2-speed.
£81 0. MORGAN Sporting Model, 3111. tyres r9ij

£135 0. G.W.K., as new, complete.
£170 0. SINGER 10 h.p. Car, 4-cyHnder, green.

Easy Payiner.ts Arranged.

FOR HIRE.
Cars, Motor Cycles, and
Sidecars of the best makes.

Terms very moderate.

SECOND-HAND.
£25. Std. Triumph., rgog
£18. Twin Moto-Revo

(lady's) lyio
£38. 6 b.p. Zenith, and

Sidecar 1911
£26. Std. Triumph .. 1910

3.1 h.p. Rex .. 1910
l-'E. Singer .. 1911

3^ h.p. Bradbury 1012
t.T. Triumph rgii
Standard Triumph.
Zenith-Green.. r9r3

3i Matchless . . 1910
5 b.p. V.S 1910
6 h.p. Zenilh

and Sidecar . . 1912
£95. 12 h.p. Siiaire

£1S0. ro-14 F.N. Car I9r2
£26. Rex-J.A.P. .. r9i2

£20.

£22.
£26.
£2 J.

£15.
£45.
£20.
£18.

£:o.

£28. 3-J h.p. Trump-
Jap rgr2

£40. fih.p. Zenith .. 1911
£29. T.T. Corah .. rgij
£62. 8 h.p. Zenith and

Mil ford coach-built
-Sidecar rgis

£50. ih.p. Singer, new 1913
£27. 6li.p. Bat . . 1910
£30. 3* 'h.p. F.E.

Triumph 1911
£28. Triumph 1911
£50. 7 lip. Indian

am' MilUord Sidecar 1912
£16. Rex 1909

£175. Baby Peugeot
£14j. 10 - 14 F.N.,

New 1912

Wholesale Agents for the famous Matchless

Motor Cycles and Sidecars, also Swan, Canoelet

and MJddletons record - breaking Sidecars.

378-384, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.
(TliLEFHOWli 4219 REGENT),

173, GT. PORTLAND ST., W.
(TELEPHO.S'E 197c REGENT).

All letters relating to .-idvertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A43
1 b'T. ,>t!3m»»iiit«'rljt iLun Jo Una 3il> 1r.' 'lotlimin «»!* i*<»ifi gni<tii« >tn'j»i-i<-i)'<o<li>< "i .anw 1
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Q05ERTS0NS

BARGAINS
SHOP-SOILED MOTOR

CYCLES.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Excelsior.

EXCELSIOR, 3i,yi.p.,

wood, 55, Chaucer
tyre.--, tubes new

:

na.. Heme Hill.
-Great-

;

[3504
IFARLOW

F.N.
4-CTL. F.N., good condition: f lO.-TVliit.'

Camberley.

F.N., 19H, 4-cyl., good coudition
Colubruok, Middleriex.

F.N., 1910. 2y,li.p., 2-speed clutdi
p3iTituient.— 90, Divinity ltd,

£22.—

W

1913 ALCYON, 2I h.p £32

1911 ALCYON, 3i h.p S36

igij ZENITH-GREEN, water-cooled S54

I913 WILLIAMSON , water-cooled £74

SHOP-SOILED SIDECARS.

MONTGOIVIERY No. 5, Edinborgb body £14

MONTGOMERY standard £6 15

MILLFORD spring wheel No. 4 chair £11

MILLFORD rigid No. 4 chair £9

MILLFORD rigid No. 14 chair £11

MILLFORD rigid No. 3 chair . £10 10

BRAMBLE No. 6 £10 15

SECOND-HAND

[ViOTOR CYCLES,

•435.

1446.

1457.

I4.=.S.

1-1 39.

1327.

1312.

1:83.

1285.

133S.

1362.

1395.

1913 DOUGLAS Model S, one week old £45

1913 LEA FRANCIS -J.A.P., 3i h.p., chain

drive, I-.R.S. lamp, generator, horn,

tools, and spares £l2

Model " A " HENDERSON, 4-cyl. 7 h.p. F.E. £i->

1913 MATCHLESS, 5 h.p., O.H.I.V., like new £b'

191^, A-C. SOCIABLE, in beautiful order, side

and tail lamps, large headlight, speed-

ometer, watch, horn, tools, and spare; £68

1912 BRADBURY, 3J h.p £35

I9r2 ZENITH, 6 h.p £48

igrz ZENITH, 3i h.p £38

1912 CLYNO, 6 h.p., 2-speed £46

1912 BRADBURY, free cngino £36

191 2 RUDGE, tree engine £35

1912 J.A.P.-CHATER, 6h.p., free engine, and
Sidecar with child's seat £42

14UO. 1912 A.J.S., 6 h.p., 2-speed, post horn, Jones'
speedometer, mirror, watch, Milter lamp,
V. and H. generator, etc £46

1412. 1912 HOBART, 2j I1.P £22

1426. 191 2-13 F.N., 4-cylinder, 2-speed £36

1428. 1912 TRIUMPH, free engine, Cowey, etc £39

1430. 1912 F.N.,.)-cvlinder. 2-speed, and cane Sidecar £42

1433. lgi2 REGAL-PREClSIO?J, 4} h.p., 2-speed, and
Sidecar £34

I4i9. 1912 TRiU>l?H, 3jh.p £34

1452. 1912 ARIEL, s\ h.p., 3-speed £35

1455. igi2 'rarl>) CLYNO, 6 h.p., 2-sp., kick starter £,35

1332. 1911 ZENITH, 6h.p. £42

I2S2. BROUGH, 5 h.p,, twin cylinder £22

'PHONE : MAYFAIR 5767

l57.CRtAT PORTLAND STRfCTW

£20;
Oxford.

Garac
[3658

I'iner,

[3582

feen by ap-
[S5447

I

Sidecars
Satisfy

F.N.-, 4y2h.p., 4-cyl., and ChatLT-Lca sidecar^ in thcr-
01ough running order: £15.—Eremner, 19. rarliameut
Hampetead. [3532

F.N., 5h.p., 4-eyl., 1913 model, in perrect rondititui

:

cost £65, «ell £43, bareaia.—Carlings' G.irase, 60.

Ed., ilirtdle^brouph. [A5057

bevel drive, 26:', 21/2 tyres,

Tne Premier Motor

Hill.

Grange

1910, 5h.p.,
good uonditiou ;

4-cyl.,

£18
Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0316

F.N., 5-6I1.P., 4-ryl,

ator, splendid
1911, Cowey, Lueas lamp, g:eDeT-

ondition ; £20, fiaciifice
;

gettiug
ar; trial.—i)oTe, Pinntr Hill, I'inuer, [3501

5-61i.p. 4-cvI. F.N.. thoronsh condition. B. and It.

carburetter ; £20, or near ofi'er.—Box L2, 976, T/ic

Motor Cycle Offices, 20, Tudjr St., E.G. [5025

F.N., 1910, 4-(jyl., BofiL'h mas-, spring forks, 26x2'/i;iii.

Miclielia tyres, yood condition: £10.—Eke aud
Camomile St., E-C. 'Phone

:

-[3ti54
16, Bishopsgute Av,

Avenue 5548.

F.N., 4-cyl., latest- type induction pipe, E. and f!..

good tyre:^, lamp, horn, spare.'^, in excellent i oudi-

linr ar.d running order; neare-^t £20 within a ftntni^bt
M':'urP3 : owner ?oing abroad ; trial by appointLiifnt.—
Irrland, E.A. Me^s, Woolwich. [X5060

Forward.
FORWARDS.-Special bargains to clear. 3-speed

m{>dcl. 24 gns. : 1913 model, splendid machine, 25
gns. : i^peL'ial overiieud model, very fast, 29 f^ns. ; 1913
-icih'd iady's mtdcl. 35 fin,-;. ; fin-i; cheque Becures.- 1'*ot-

ward, Sujnmei Row, Einnineham. [3559

HAZLEWOOl),
clutch, exL'clJent

Hazlewood.
1912. 2^4h.p. J.A.P.,

5, Warren St., W.
ondition ;

3624 Mayfair.

3 speeds and
itice £30.— Ca.ss's,

[3594

HAZLEWOOD, 1913. 5h.p.. 3-specd. counter-shaft
gear, kiek (starter, quick detachable sidecar, ex-

iT'Hent order, good ancessoriai and spare*;.—Barton, 47,
(iuillnrd St., Russell Sq,, W.C [X5601

Kumber.
1911, sidecar, 2-spced, accessories;HUMBER, 3V.h.p

£28.-73, El--enhain St.

02 h.p- Humber, 1911,

Sonthfield.

good condition

S.W. [3610

and running

1Q13 Si/sh-p. 3-speed Humber, 2-

-l-t/ practically new; nearest £43.-
TnlwoTth, Surbiton

3ih.p. Humber, sidecar, B.B.
2 tiad-dle, perfect condition, go

leis'h, Colchester Rd., Leytor

HTJilBER.
2-6peed

i

19"^

order; bargain, £18.—White's Garage, Camber-
Icy. [3660

HtJMBER, 3V'h.p., 2 speeds. F.E.. complete with
eidecar. fine order; £22/10.—Cordingley, Hasling-

den. Tel.: 23'. [3720

HUMBER, 3',2h.p.. 1912, 2-,=peed, lamp, horn, spares,

splendid condition ; £34, near otfer.—Harri.son.

Witton, Droitwicb. - [X5453

. tyre^!, machine
22, Ellertun Rd.,

[X5538

carburetter, Xl'all
tyres; £14.—Rose-

[3543

3'^i.h.p., new November, 1912. engine and
^ __. ..ear in line condition, Palmer cord; £30.— !;

Fovrey, Chrix^telmrch, Hants. [3556 j'

1 3'-h.p. Humber, Roc 2-speed. F.E., Lucas head]
and Cowev speedometer, like new ; ,

£29.-Tltumi>:on and Edwards, West Hartlepool. [X5688 \

LATE 1911 Humber, 5V>h.p.. 2-speed gear, -with!

£16/16 l-'.S.L. tide'jar. complete with ^speedometer. :

lamps, and kit; any trial; bargain.—32, Stonefall Av..
[

Starbeck. [X5588 1

HU:MBER, 3',ldi.p.. 2-speed, free, Bc6Ch, B. and E..
I

Diinlop tyres, belt, handle stait,- lamp, horn, tr^ls

.splendid condition: £20; after 5.—Wright, 133, Clon-

inell Ed., Tottenham.
' [X5500

UMBER. 1913. SVjh.p. twin. 3 speed- free eu^iinc.

lamp and generator, horn, etc.. very fast machine,
tvres and everything in new conrlition; £34.—Cafiyn:>
Garages. Ltd.. Eastbourne. [3321

HUMBER, 1911, 3V'h.p., 2-speed, handle starting,

and Mills and Fnlford sidecar, horn and lamp; a

heap combinatinu : £27/10.—Wilkin^, Simpson, and Co.,

11. Hammersmith Rd., London. [3521

31h.r. Humber and Sidecar, 2 speeds,' free engine,
'2 handle .starting, luggage carrier, lamp, bell, horn,

spaTfti galore, including tyres, enamelling and plating
as new, really trustworthy; will accept £34 the lot.— 19,

New Cioas Rd.. S.E. [3451
Indian.

NDIAN, 1911, 5h.p. twin; in very good order; £25.—
Colmore IJepot, Colmorc Row, Binniugham. [X5510

NIJIAN, S^Ah.p., late 1911, cane sidecar, spares, ju~t

overhauled, not run 5,000 miles; £36.—Lease,
Baildon. [X5542

NDIAN. 7h.p., 19 12. racing and touring handle-bavs.
lamp, Cowey, etc; £45.—Scott. Caetletoa Grange,

Rochdale. [3619

Model 3, . .

Reed cane body with roll top, thicldy upholstered
and lined dght down to the tae.

£8 10

Mark 4. UnJirslimg chassis £10 10 0.

All Carriage Paid, and complete "with mat,
stand, quick detachable joints, and Michelin
Motor Cycle Tyres. Trade supplied.

The following are complete with sidecars:

—

3^ h.p. P. & M., Tio sidecar £25
1911 BRADBURY, Bowden 2-spced £35

1Q13 b h.p. REX Sidette, done ^00 £55
T912 6 h.p. CLYNO and Sidecar £45
1912 6 h.p. REX and Sidette Sidecar £45
7 h.p. ROC, 2 speeds, and Sidecar £29

1911 4 Kp. 2-sp. QUADRANT and Sidecar £33
igo8 5 h.p. REX de Luxe and Sidecar £28
igio 5 h.p. 2-sDeed VINDEC and Sidecar . . £30
1911 5 h.p REX de Luxe and Sidecar £38

Alt have variable pears.

We will sell any machine without sidecar.

1314 MORGANS.
We are now delivering. Exchange Quoted.

20 second-hand ones wanted.

H^

THIS WEEK'S BARGAINS.
1913 6 h.p. A.J.S., -\ speeds, new 69 guineas

1913 3* li.p. P. & H., 2 speeds, new £65
IQ13 =i SUNBEAM, J speeds, new £63
J912 sili.p. RUDGE MULTI, sood £39

1912 t> h.p. REX de Luxe, 2 speeds, freeengine 137
i9i2CycleCar, 7-9 Blumfield engine, 2Speeds £35

1912 3* ARIEL, variable sear £29

3l h.p." ENFIELD REX, MOV £10

1912 6 h.p. CLYNO, 2 speeds, kills Ei:irter £42

1910 5-6 h.p. VINDEC, 2 speeds £2/
5-6 h.p. REX de Lu\e 2 speeds, etc £27

3i h.p. 1907 TRlUIViPH, magneto, sprin" (Us. £23

One Ditto, verv g"od £24

4 h.p, 1911 QUADRANT, Roc 2 speeds £30

3J h.p. lOoS REX l.Mirist. I9oo?nfine iU
5-6 h.p. REX de L'ixe, lo^.S, 2.speed model £25

5 h.p. Magneto REX, clutch model £18

Anv of the foilowine can be had on Easy Terms.

5 h.p. REX ... £12
1

3^TRIUMPH,rnag. £23

3^ ENFIELD REX £10
|

3* h.p. mag. REX, il9

s'h.p. mag. REX, £19 I 2"h.p.M0T0-REVE £14

3i h.p. luio REX £23
I

1912 3* h.p.ARIEL £29

2-?peed and tree engine DacK wheel 32/6
Cycle Car 2-speed gear, cbaSn drive £2
Cycle Car back axle with differential £1 10

Ne%v Best and Lloyds drip feeds, complete, 6 /-

New twin Bosch .Magnetos D.A.V. models £2 19 6
Ditto D.A.l.V models 50/- °icb

New Bosch Magneto^ suit single-cyl. engine £3

Farrar's Motors '%fr

I
HopwoodLane. HALIFAX

A4t) All letters relating to advertisements, shouldriquote. the aittinbcr at'^theiiead oi eaeh'-aaverHseineHtj-mi'd the date of the issue.
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OUT low
THE

1914 ROC GEAR.
TheRocgearisFIRSTiii1914

Just as it was Fl RST in 1 904

Nothing could be better in quality,

workmanship, or design.

These are its points :

—

FOOLPROOF.
INDESTRUCTIBLE.
SMOOTH & SILENT MOTION.
GEARS ALWAYS IN MESH.
SINGLE REVOLVING PINIONS

(meshing at any point).

IMPROVED FORK ENDS AND
DUSTPROOF BEARINGS.

DOUBLE FULCRUM ADJUST-
MENT.

:; PEDAL CONTROL.

The 191 4 Roc gear has behind it

the longest record of experience.

The cost is not increased—it is

fixed at 10 guineas until further

notice, fitted ready for use.

In ordering specify :—The H.P.

of ergme; state whether sidecar

is used.

NOTE—The Roc gear herein

announced is the type adopted as

standard for the 19 14 Season which
will be er.hibited at Olympia.
There is no need to wait. Send
your machine now for the fitting.

By the same opportunity we will

examine the general condition of

your machine, and where necessary

re-enamel or overhaul at slight

cost.

* Apply lor partl:ularj now—

ROG GEAR Go.
HAY MILLS, BIRMINGHAM.

LONDON :

ROBERTSONS, 157, Great Portland Strict, W.

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
|

Indian. I

INniAN. 1913, 7h.D., 2 spo»>tlH, Llntdi. comijletf uitli'

(iid'Mir. nil 3 luontlift uIlI : huryuiu, £70.— Ca--.*-.

5. Warrrn St., W. 3624 Miiviuir. [359fi,

INDIAN, 1913 7li.p., 2-sT)ee(i. with Premier spmiil

'

sidt'L-ar. fliiifilied red Lmuo lump, r.oru. siians 1

excellent toiulition; £65.— Milue. Kiln I.ud«, SI.

lielenfi. [X5582

INDIAN, 1913 7h.X>.. and Brnnible patent sidettir, all

rtwl. -t spare covi-it^ and tubL-s. spetdtnin-tiT, Iniiip^.

and p'ontj" spiiros, ±65 no ufli^ri* ; t^'-cn by apiiointnuiit.
—Corfleld; Mo&spaul. Lanf,'lfy Kd.. Wealdstfuu. [X5052

J..\.P.

10 6Ii.p. -T.A.P. : £18'10. or exchange ; 6t.un.;l,-86.
Fulton Rd.. Watkey. Sheffield. [X5580 .

MOTOR Cycle, J.A.P.. 3',^h.p., free engine, Wliittlr-

bi'lt. Uotwh mag.; bargain, il9/ll.-12, Bull Riu^^
Binniugham. [X5572

8h.p. J.A.P. ex-fpllent nideenr, 2-speed and frecj 3
braU-*;-s Svnt^pray. drip ferd lamps iqelude 45/-

MiliPr, bork" uvw beary non-skid Kempshall, front uew
lif;ivy Pi'dley, Xlall ran seat and backri.'<^t, uovei luKKagL*
attafliiiiPiiT, Liiauy reiljiementa, .spare tyre. 3 iuniT tiihi.T;,

many ntlier dpuies, magnificent hiU-cliiiibf-T : al-i^ubitr'

b:iiH;ain. £42/10. ownoi birj-ing car; seen, tried anv
tiiiie.-47, South Lambeth Ud., S.W. |3650

James.
JAMES. T.T., 1913. special model, 65 on Broolilands.

splendid condition; olterci.—Hunt, "WhuUey Cot-
tacp, DarweiL [3494

,

JAMES 1913 Combination. 1,000 raileri : cnst £85:
u\vner giving up motoring; turnout faultler^s con-

dition; £60.—Tyler, Wrangle, Lines. [3542

"I Q13 James Combination, S'-di.p. 3-?peed, chain drive,
Xt7 new 2 ivcekn; o^yner going abroad, must sell;
-acriftue £55.—Apply, Rasos, 15, Upper Bedford Place,
London, W.C. [3536

J.E.S.

J.E.S. New 25 en. Machine fcr £22 to clear: alsj
(<]iop.<^oiIed 19 en. machine for 16 gns.—Olympin

COLLIER'S
WESTGATE,

HALIFAX, England.

Mirt, 9, William St., Hummcramith E4., W. [3eo^

K
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KerryAbingdon.
ERRY-ABINCDON. 1911. 2 speeds, 1912 side

car. excellent condition: £32; weekdays only.
—290, Milkwood Rd,. Heme Hill. [2423

KERET-ABINGOON, 3?.lh.p., sidecar, free engine,
a^jii^'table puHcy, accessories, bevnitiful conditinn

;

nust- sell -Uiin ^veek.—A.I., 4. Savoy House, Market Sq..
Bromley, Kent. [3611

KEEET-ABINGnON'. 1913, 3V-li.p., 3.«peert gear
(Armstrong), llunlop belt. Brooks saddle, B. ami

IJ- caibiirettei, Coronet coachbuilt eidecar, liircas Ije.-id

lamp and generator, horn, and ivateh, splendid condi-
titin like nciv: ^41^15.—"\Tilkins, Simpoon, and Co.. 11,
Huiunieri^mitli Ed., London. [5517

Levis
1012 2i"di.p. Levis, perfect: msnt* be sold: accept £17.
^*^ —Towuley's Motor Mart, Lancaster, |.o525

Lugton.
13 Lugton, 3'/_,b.p., U.S.A. 2-*:peed, hardly u*ed, all

,cn><scrie3, undcrslung sidci'ar, cane: £46. or
nearest otter.— 169a, Loner Clapton Ed., N.E. [X6655

Matchless.
MATCHI.ES;;, 1910, 5'.,li.p., single-cyl., good condi-

tion; £19.—Eobin^ou's, Green St., Cambridge. [3579

41i.p. Matchless, 1912, mag., cance sidecar, new- tvres.
tiwt, reliable; £26/10.—4Sa, Ij-is St., Earlsficld.

[X5600
Tl/TATCHLESS, 1913, 3i;..h,p„ 3-6peed, and Swan side-

1

-LTX car to match; cash wanted.—Larrii^gton, Moult-in,
Spalding. '

[X5062

MATCHLESS 31/jll.p. Twin, new; ec«rt £.63: delivered
too kite for- requirements ; nearest £57.-37, Queen

St., Banbury. CX5499
"\TATCHLESS, 1914 models.-elnick delireiv from
-^»i the largest Lancashire ageat, Cordingley. ,Has-
lingden. Tel.: 2Y. [3723

MATCHLESS, 1913, Sh.p., 2-.speed, .chain drive c.oin-
binati.m, all npiins; £65.— Phillips, 361, Korth

End Ed., Fulham, S.W. [3676

MATCHLESS, 1913, Sh.p., 2 speeds, kick .starter,
chain drive, and sidecar; £65.—i*. J. Evans, .Tnhn

Bright St., Birmingham. [X5609

MATCHLESS, Sh.p., 2-=pecd, double belt drive, special
sidecar ipachiue ; £42.—Tjic rrcnrier Motor Co.,

Ltd.. Astou Ed., Birmingham. [0366

1

MATCHLESS, 19:3, Sh.p., 2-spced, countershaft,
chain drive, with lie Lu.kc cane sidecar: £65.—

Cass's, 5. Warren St., \V, 3624 Mayfair. [359(

MATCHLESS, 1912, 2-snecii, free engine, double hell
drive, with Bramble sidetar, u^ed 200 miles: £65 —

Colmore Jj-pot, 31, Colmore How, Birmingham. [X5505

MATCHLESS. 8h p., splendid condition, F.R.S.
lamp, accessories, fii •f -cheque 30 ens. secures

;

P.M.C. sidecar, 6 gns. e.xtra.-Bridge, Barrow, Suftolk. l|

MATCHLE.S8, 1913, 3iyi.p, twin, 3 «peed«, coant?r^-
I

Shalt drive, perfectly new, never been on road-

1

special price to dear, £58.-Caflyu6 Garage, Ltd. East'
bourne. , (3320

New Machines with Makers'
Guarantee.

1013 W.C. WILLIAMSON and Sidecar .. £98 10
1013 .( Ii.i*. REX dc Lii.xe, "chain drive ... £61 5
1013 (> li.jJ. REX dc Lu.Ke, chain drive £67 IS
ion fi h.p. REX Sidcttc, co.ach-built iB7r 2
H(i J 6 h.p. Twill REX, 77.yx 05, reduced to £39 tO .

1012 6 h.i>. REX de Luxe,*rcduced to .... £53

Get ojr exchange quitations.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
NUMBER LifihtwciRbt, little used £25
lor-! .[ b.p. Tourist BEX. litllc ii^cd £31 |a
1.111 =3 h.p 3-speicl NEW HUDSON .. £31 10
1012 2-speed twin CLYNQ £42 10
REX, 1913, b h.p., 2-spced, done 200 miles £43 10
REX. s h.p., 1909, 2-speed, dc luxe £26 10
ARIEL, 10 12, 3I h.p., 3-spccd £39 10
CLYNO, r9i2, and special cane Sidecar .. £49 in
SINGER, 1911, magneto, lightweight £19 19
REX, r9r3, 4 h.p., 2-speed, de lu.xe, chain

dri\c, equal' to new £49 19
REX, loi I, 2-^pecd, twin de luxe £36 10
MOTOSACOCHE, Lightwcisht £15 10
191 r Twin REX Sidette, chain drive £45
ror2 Twin REX de Luxe, and new Sidecar £45
K.S.U., sJh.p., 2-5peed, and Sidecar .. ,. £31 10
2; h.p. 3-speed CENTAUR, as new £35 10

5i h.p. Magneto Twin REX £17 10
N.S.U., iqrr, 3 h.p., 2-speed, as now .... £29 10
N.S.U., 5.! h.p., twin £24 10
N.S.U., 5^ h.p., 2-ppecd, and Sidecar £31
REX, 3i'h.p., sprinR forks £12 10
F.N,, Lightweight, battery ignition £9 10
REX, 3i h.p., magneto, igio £24 10
REX, 3^ h.p., magneto. 1909 £22 10
RtX, 1912, 4 h.p,, only used 100 miles .. £31 10
REX, loo.S. 2-speed, twin, and Sidecar .. £19 10
3 h.p. HUMBER. chain drive £8 10
3} b.p. Light Low REX, specially g6od .. £10 10
MOTOSACOCHE, r9ri,M.0.V £19 10
REX, s.'. Ii.p., twin, spring forks £14 10
J.A.P..l'h.n.,M.O.V., free engine £34 10
IKOTO-REVE, twin, lightweight, runs well £15 10
BRADBURY, roi2, 3-speed Sturmey £42 10
REX, 3-1 h.p., magneto, sprmg forks, loo"* £19 10
N.S.U.

, 3* h.p., magneto £17 10
3l h.p. 1012 3-specd BRADBURY £45 10
5 h.p. Twin Magneto PEUGEOT gW 10
S-6 h.p. Twin J.A.P.,nragueto spring lorks £29 10

3i h.p. Magneto SIMMS 122 !0
1911 2-specdTwin REX and Mills-Fiirord

coach-', uilt Sidec.-ir. Si ccially god .

.

£42 10

3J h.p. 2-speed PEUGEOT £16 10
5 h.p. V.S., torpedo tank 117 10
6 h.p- BAr-J.A.P., Tring forks £29 10
•i h.p. 2-speed QUADRANT Carette £7 '.S

4-cvlindcr 2-5calcr WOLSELEY Car £17 IS

C;sh cffers considered. Exchanges ruoted.

FURTHER REDUCTIONS.
10 1 2 ARMSTRaN3 3-spccd Gear. Brand New.
and complete with belt, rira, and controls.

M,ick]I.,£5 Mark III.. 5 12 6

Usual price, 10 Gns. and 12 Gn".

WHY WAIT ? 1913 Mark V].. £10 10

Ticspatch from stock. Trad,^ supplied.

EASY PAYMENTS.

FROM' £3 deposit and 5,'- w.^klv.

MOTOSCOCHE, £14 10 . 3 b.p. HUM ER £3 10

3t REX £10 10 . 3V P.F £11 U
3J REX £12 10.1} F.N £9 10
3,'. F.E. NUMBER £10 10 s'. Twin REX £15 10
3 b.p. SINGER £13 10 MOTO-REVE £15 lO

CYCLE CARS.
PERRY, coniplite 130 guineas.
HUMBERETTE, W.C, complete .. 135
CALTNORPE „ 160
.W.K. „ .... £150

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number afctheend of.each advertisement, and the date of the issu A47
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ROBBIALAC
COMPETITION

IMPORTANT
NOTICE

TO
COMPETITORS

AND
THE PUBLIC.

The whole of the items

sent in, in connection

with this great and highly

successful Competition,

will be on view to the

public at

DAIMLER
HOUSE,

PARADISE ST.,

BIRMINGHAM,
FROM

MONDAY, OCT. 27,

TO

SATURDAY,
NOVEMBER 8.

During which period the

judging will be carried

through.— Avwards pub-

lished in this journal at

the earliest possible

moment afterwards.

Articles, unless otherwise

specified, to be sold, and

the proceeds haijded over

to charitable institutions.

Sole provincial agents :

The County Chemical Co., Ltd.
Chemico Works,

BIRMINGHAM.

M

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Matchless.

"jQ13 8h.p. 2-speea Single Belt Drive Matcliiesa andX t? large Cancelct yideear. painted to rnatcli ; ec^t
£100, accept £65, or near offer.—Dickineon, 1, Little
St. Mary's Lane, Cambridge. [X5537

MATCHLESS, 8h.p.. 1913, excellent condition, 2
speeds, kick starter, £15 t^idecar, lamp, liorn, speed-

ometer, tools, spare inner tube and tyre : cost £100,
sell £59.-'\Tooten's Garage, 55, High St., Oxford, [3609

8b.p. Matehlese, 1912, 2-speed, just returned frgm
makx?rs, completely overhauled, Cowey, King of the

Road, 20 gn. Gloria sidecar, uew 70/- tyre, and manyi
sparer; £65.—Shorthouse, Hampton. 'Phone: 247 Mole-
sey. [0365

MATCHLESS, brand new, 1915 models; SVsh.p. twin.

, 6b. p. twin, 6h.p. twin, -2 Rpei:;dt;, chain drive ; clear-

ing out at 15% oft list; no exchanges; all models for
iiuuiediate delivery.—Cordiug-ley, The Motor Cycle Mart,
Haslingden. Tel.: 2Y. [3216

ATCHLESS. November, 1912. 8-lOh.p. twin. belt.

Cauoelet sidecar, delivered last Jimo, colour
inat;bed, speedometer, carriage p'rid. new sparejj^'lt, all

accessories; £60.—Seen and tried, Messrs. Broadbent-
Elli:^. Wilnielow Rd., Didsbury. Jlanchester. [3592

MATCHLESS. 1913, Sh.p.. 2-apeed, kick etaiiei,
^.hain drive, lamps, Cowey speedometer, all acces-

soiies. with ilillfoid art cane family sidecar,. loose eeat
for child, beautifully upholstered iu red ; £70.—Hall, 8.

Fir Grove, Levenshulm'e, Manchester. rX5583
"I 012 61i.p. Matchless, new 3-Jipeed Armstrong dutch,
jay Senspray carburetter, speedometer, 2 f=pare tyres
and tube.^, and all accessories, canoe shaped ear, with
wind shield, head lights, and luggage carrier; cost £14;
owner going abroad; bargain, £52. — J. Chapman.
Huttoft, Alford, Lines. [55454

1Q12 SVjh.p. Matchless, free engine, new Kemp'>hall
XiJ tyres, Cowey speedometer, Bosch mag., Amac
carburettex, F.R.S. large lamp aud generator, Luca-; horn,
plating and enamel exceptionally good, spare tyre, valves,

and Whittle belt, the whole in perfect order, very little

used; £30.—Laurel House, Tyldeslev, uear Manchester.
[X5052

Minerva.
04/15.— 2^41i-P- Minerva, m.o.r., ^6X21,4 nearly^ new

tyros.-Speechley, 45, Church Rd.,

3ih.p. Minerva, new engine,
2 £6/10.^31, Hastemere Av

11TIXERVA._ 2--4h.

oftVr.- Ellis.

^.Cton. [3557

accumulator, spares

;

Bridlington. [X5515

p.. good condition; £13, or nearest
Terrington St. Clement, KingV

[X5677
Minerva, twin, 1909. N.S.U.' gear, mag., B.B.,

canoe fjideear, tiue combination ; £25, ofCere.-
155. Ladbroke Grove. "W. [3649

Bot^Lh, B. aud B., Xl'all,

£11/10; light cane side-

car, for above, £2/5.~Brown, 40, Haw^^tead Ed., Cat-
ford, S.E. . [3670

3ih.p. Minerva, mag., Bink^ carburetter, Druids, thor-
2 oughly overhauled, enamelled and plated; al6o

3Vl>Ii.P- J a. p. cylinder and piston, Tomplete.—99, Pellatt
Grove, Wood Green,- N. [3550

Motosacoche. ^
BRAXD N^nw 1913 2h.p. Motosacohe. 2 speeds; £54.

-Pahuer'.^ Garage. Tooting. [3703

F—John-
[X5342

Lvnn

MINERVA, 3V2I1.P., m.ci.v.,

re-bushed, fine condition,

MOTOSACOCHE LigJitwtiBlit,
good eouditiou

;

£12.-

—Palmer'.^ Oarafrc, Tooting.

lOll Liidv's Motosucoclio Cvole:' wLat otier;

J-O ston, 28, Bast Bridge St., Euniskillcn.

1911 uiodtl, iu very
Holland, Earlsd.in, Coventry.

CSSTSS
MOTOSACOCHE, siugle-iTl.. Bosch luag., excellent

condition: £10, lowest.— Philips, Suunj-side, Great-
ham, Liss, Hants. [S;5400

2ih.p. Motosacoche, perlect condition, £5 vorth acceis-

2 sories: £17, or exchange.—50, Arden Ed., Birch-
fields, Birmingham. [X5556

MOTOSACOCHE,' I'ljh.p., perfect condition. Whittle
belt;' £12, or exchange for SVdj.p., cash adin.-t-

meut.-94, Adelaidu Rd., Lcj-tou, N.E. , [X5654

MOTO-BEVE,
machine

MOTO-EETE.T\rin. good order,
Si^h.p., or sell fiS.-Coflin,

Moto^Reve.
2h.p., isingle-i-yl.. mag., fine reliable)

£8.-Honana, Earlsdou, Coventry. [S6739
j

and cash, for good
|

Hohvell, Sherborne, i

[S5676
MOTO-EEVE, 2'jh.p., 1911 model, new mag., unmer-

nils aici'ssoiics and spares, just tnnod up: £18, or
j

ne;trt^at utter.—Cunningham, Somerton Court, Somerset.
[X5634'

MOTO-HEYE 2i..h.p. Tiviu, 3-.speed, 1911-'J, specially
built miirhine. overheLnl valves, T.T. bars, last, ex-

j

cellent eonrlition, overhaul' d laakers rerently: aiiprnval,
deposit

:
photos : sacritiee £20, nearest.- 55, Victoria

Ed., Scarb.jough. ' [X5343
New Hudson.

Is, kick (starter, and coach
J. Evans, John Bright St., Bir-

ingham. [X5612
2"'4h.p,, 3 speeds, spare's, cxcel-

£30.-1'. .1. Evans, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. -tX561i

1912, 3.:.speed, with Cauoelet fidecar;
Colmore JJepot, Colmcre

Eow, Birmingham. [X5504

4h.p. Vll.a. 1913 New Hudson, 3 speeds, counter-
shaft, Canoelet Mdecar, all accessorier^, new tyres;

bargain, £55.-S. H. Cknke, Etwall, Derby. [S5687

NEW Hudson, 1913, 3 ,

sidecar; £48.-
"

-I'.

NEW Hudson, 1912.
lent order;

NEW Hudson,
eofit'£75, going ^ for" £45.-

WE all know it ; the elusive

patch that curls up and

clings to everything but the tube.

Hard to find if you put it down

;

hard to stick when you put it on.

Reliance Stiff-Back Patches will not

curl up. Their stiff backing enables

them to be affixed easily and

securely without imprisoning air,

then the backing can be removed

and thrown away. Reliance Stiff-

Back Patches make real, permanent

mends, and are unaffected by heat.

CHEMICO
RELIANCE
Stiff-Back
PATCHES.
In all sizes, from 1/3 per dozen.'

L

CHEMICO CARBIDE.
The best Carbide money can buy.

Every tin contains full weight of

gas - yielding Carbide ; all waste,

dust, etc., being removed by careful

cleansing.

l'\h. tins, <5-lei. 1 'b. tins. Td.

CHEMICO RUBBER SOLUTION.

The finest rubber solution obtain-

able.. Sticks, and sticks tight,

making repairs real meni^s.

In tubes, 1o9«, 2cl., 3cS.^

6ol.j and 1/-,

THE
COUNTY CHEMICAL CO., LTD.,
— Chemico Works, BIRMINGHAM, —
London SO, Holywell Lane.' Manchester—285,
Deanstjato Glaseow—!), Carlton Plaee. Dublin

—

Golden Lane. Cardiff—Pb-niouth Street.

A48 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at t]i^.,end.of ea«h.advm;tiseinent,.,and.the date of the issue.
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The Future of Passenger
Machines.

IN
spite of the competition of the cycle car,

which has now had a clear year in which to

assert its rivalry, there is not the slightest

falling off in the popularity of the sidecar,

and froni the indications and portents

around us, 1914 will prove even more a sidecar

year than has the past season. And there are

not wanting signs that a very considerable

number of motor 'cyclists are quite ready to put
their hands in their pockets to the tune of ^100
or even more for a sidecar outfit, so fine and
luxurious are many of the latest productions.
And all this in face of the old parrot cry that

the sidecar was doomed because it. was an un-
mechanical "contraption!" Well, unmechani-
cal or not, the sidecar is very much alive, and,
in point of fact, was never in a mofe healthy

condition.

Much care and thought has been lavished by
designers on motor cycles prepared especially

for sidecar work, and a reflection of this skill is

disc(?rnible in the sidecar attachments them-
selves, the best of which are now a credit to the

finest machine imaginable. And it is not only
m the combination itself that the industry has
" spread itself," but also in its accoutrements.

In this issue of The Motor C'ljcle we have devoted
a large space to passenger outfits and their ap-

purtenances, and a perusal of these pages will

show that a number of cunningly devised little

fitments for the general comfort and convenience
of sidecar u.sers are now provided by . the big

accessory houses. Inueed, ihis tDrm of travel

has now claimed almost as much attention from
such firms as have light cars themselves.
With regard to the trend of design of pas-

senger machines for 1914, we are very pleased
to record that there is a general adoption of three

speeds. A multiplicity of gears has been con-
sistently urged in The Motor Cycle for years, and
we are quite prepared to go further and urge
the production of infinitely variable speed-
changing devices giving ratios from zero to, say,

20 to I, if such a desirable state, can be arrived
at by workable mechanical means. Anyway,
three speeds are better than two, when a load
has

_
to be carried in hilly countries, though

admittedly, a t^vo-speed gear is simpler, usually
lighter, and less costly.

Manufacturers evidently are fully alive to the
fact that nowadays sidecars are serious touring

vehicles, and much larger space is now being
provided for fuel, and the better sidecars

are being admirably equipped with neat litllo

cupboards and drawers snugly fitted in scuttle

dashboards, or behind the body out of the way
of the passenger. Chassisless sidecars, which
are easy to clean and have few external parts to

break or rust, are coming into popularity, while
'

the methods of attachment .to the machine have
been greatly improved, and the better designed
connections are now absolutely safe, and at the
same time easy of detachment, when required.

Altogether, next year promises some very
comfortable travelling a deux.

Coming to cycle cars, it must be confessed
that the cycle car proper is still in rather a
transition state. Some have been transformed
into light cars proper, while certain makers are
still undecided as to whether to adopt air or
water-cooling, belt, chain, or shaft drive, or how
to settle a hundred and one other details, so
easy to decide in one's head, so difficult when
worked out on the drawing board when a 7 cwt.
vehicle is desired.

We believe that there is a great market await-
ing the designer who can put a light, simple, and
smooth running .cycle car on the market which
above all is ab.solutely reliable, but it will have
to be sold at a price competitive with sidecars.
The latler have now obtained such a firm hold
in the affections of motor cyclists that the fight

for the cycle car designer is hard. But struggles
stiinulate geiiius, and we have no doubt that one
of these days a cycle car or^ simple lines will

come along which will seize the rather fickle
fancy of the public, and then this form of motor-
ing will come into its own.

There is one point which we feel we ought to

touch upon. 'J'here seems to be a feeling
abroad in some quarters that motor cycles are
in the near future to be considerably reduced
in price. As a matter of fact there is no foun-
dation for this rumour. It is true that some
firms are marketing very serviceable machines
at a popular figure, but no cheaper than was
the case for similar types even six years ago,
and the best-known makers are still asking and
obtaining equal prices for their products to what
they have obtained during the last two or three
years. Indeed, in many cases, so numerous are
the refinements added, higher prices will be the
vogue than have obtained during 1913.
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Lighting Dynamos for Motor Cycles.
It was no daring prophecy of the editor a month or

two ago to hope that the motor cycle should only be
a year behind the motor car in the matter of electric

dynamos. Now such a system has been standardised.

I have already seen a few machines so fitted, but the

devices were either cumbrous or unsatisfactory. Good
as the present day acetylene generator is, a little

e;cperience with dissolved acetylene has taught me the
delights of a lighting system that is absolutely reliable

and needs no cleaning. An electric lighting dynamo
may be slightly less reliable than a cylinder of dis-

solved acetylene, at least for several years to come;
but it is not a great deal more complex than a magneto,
and within the short space of four or five years we
have come to regard the magneto as the most reliable

item in our specifications. A friend of mine uses a
lighting dynamo of German origin on his push-
bicycle; he is ignorant of its name, for he procured
it as an odd traveller's sample, and fortunately he has
never required any spares in three years' regular use.

It is mounted in front of the forks over the front tyre,

and in the daytime it folds back clear of the tyre

;

as night draws on, a touch of the finger- or toe throws
the hinged portion forward, and illumination instantly

begins. It is difficult to imagine a more ideal light-

ing system ; and there is this advantage, the power can
also be applied for engine starting on heavy machines
de liixe, and so enable the maker to dispense with
kick-starters.

The Rear Light Question.
To my mind it is quite incredible that the authori-

ties will not abolish this incubus at the earliest possible
moment; I do not believe for one moment that the
decision will go unrepealed for longer than the in-

evitable period demanded by the cumbrous machinery
of the law. The decision may be good law, but it is

too wildly illogical to 'appeal to anybody but a lawyer;
and though we are so largely governed by lawyers
nowadays, they are mostly men who have partially

abandoned their original professions, and have learnt

to dilute three fingers of law with a tumblerful of
commonsense. In this instance, the old illogicality of
imposing rear lights on the vehicles .which are least

often overtaken and most visible by night has been
extended a step further. There would be much more
to say in favour of compelling all pedestrians to wear
phosphorescent hats after sunset, and every beast
allowed on the roads after dark to have a Klaxon
strapped to its brow, operated by wires leading to a
switcliboard breast-plate worn by the driver. '

Perhaps the most extraordinary thing in the rear
light controversy is the fierce hatred many cyclists,

A32
,

..-.-.

including a few veteran journalists, show towards tl

red reflex mirror. This hatred is one more examp
of unreasoning prejudice. It is unfortunately true th

motoring has grossly impaired the pleasures of cyclin

There was a time when I thought no holiday betti

spent than in eighty or a hundred miles pedalling p(

diem, and I visited all the hilly districts, such ;:

North Devon, or Lakeland, or the Highlands, whic

still make me a little anxious about engine tune wht
I revisit them on a motor bicycle. But such trips ai

largely spoilt nowadays—one feels less safe wil

motorists about. One gets choked with dust, whic

penetrates the best cycling garbs, and imparts a horribl

gritty feel to the skin within ten miles of breakfas

So, while one knows that the old must give place t

the new, and that cycling must decrease until we g(

universally dustless roads, one can feel a profour

sympathy with the people who still cling lovingly I

the push bicycle, and with the journalists who cater f(

them, and one can understand the occasional bitte

ness of their resentment. But it is a thousand pitit

when that resentment takes the perverse form of di

cotiraging the red reflex mirror. No decent motori:

wants cyclists to use these mirrors in order that f

may drive faster—most of us are as nervous as ol

women in our night work. We want cyclists to us

these mirrors in order that they themselves may I:

safer—we should drive no faster if the mirrors wei

legally compulsory ' and used by everybody. Selfisl

ness only enters into our motives in so far that v

intensely dislike the risks of committing manskughtt
that we have to- run at present; for the simple fai

is that in man}- conditions of the atmosphere a cycli.'

protected only by a small oil lamp on his front bracke

is practically invisible till the motor car or moto

c\"cle is within a yard or two of him. Ever}- sensibl

cyclist should do his best to extend the use of thesi

invaluable mirrors.

If the Worst comes to the Worst !

Supposing my sanguine optimism is hopelessly mis

placed—and all our Governments have committed souk

dreadful faux pas in their time—I should opine tha

electric, lighting must boom rapidly. It is possible-
urider this supposition—that a device on the lines

the Miller rear light might be legalised, and raigh

become popular; readers are probably aware that i

takes the form of a tiny acetylene lamp on the ,rigir

handle-bar grip, with a . red' lens facing backwards
g^s being supplied by, a Y piece and a flexible tub.

from the main generator. But tiny items are not tot

promising when subjected to the vibration of a haiidlc

bar. Their dimensions ' scarcely permit of sufficient!)

staunch construction.' The presence of. a bulky self

contained lamp at the tail of the carrier -is hard!)
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VALVELESS LIGHTWEIGHT.
This machine is brimful of novelties, and, in the words

of the motoring press, "forms one of the most fascmatmg

and best made little mounts that it has ever been our

good fortune to inspect." The material and workmanship

throughout are of Triumph quality.

Engine, Gear Box, Magneto, and Carburetter can be

readily removed in one unit.

Two-Speed Countershaft Gear.

All Controls on Handle-bar, including speed gear.

Registered Design of Frame.

Low Saddle Position: 2^'m. from ground.

Speed: 3 to 35 miles an hour.

Round Tank : Ample capacity.

Weight: Equipped with oil and petrol, 125 lbs.

The following patents have been applied for :

Gear Box Fastening and Chain Adjustment, No. 24653/13.

Compression Release Valve, No. 24664/13.

Crank Case Compression Tight Washers, No. 24662/13,

Release Valve Port leading to Silencer, No. 24292/13.

Petrol Filler Cap and Measure, No. 24661/13.

Frame, Registered Design No. 626553.

OLYMPIA SHOW - - STAND No. 31.

TRIUMPH CYCLE CO., LTD., Coventry.

In answrrinq fhiA ndvorfixojnpvf. if. i-« flp.xlrnhlr to mention ^' The Mofor Cycle.
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KEMPSHALL SUCCESSES

15 CUPS
69 GOLD MEDALS
8 SILVER MEDALS
64 SPECIAL AWARDS

THE GREAT SHOW
of awards gained in open

competition by riders using

is but one criterion of their great durability. The overwhelming predominance of

"Kempshalls" is best instanced in the wonderful service their use always secures.

A5e^ IC&mpshalls cm

STAN D 1 01
OLYMPIA

NONEMOR E
DURABLE

THE KEMPSHALL TYRE CO. (of Europe), Ltd.,

Telephone No. : 244 Gerrard (2 lines). 97, 98, LONG ACRE, LONDON. W.G. Telegrams: " Studless. London."

BIRMINGHAM—Reginald G. Priest, 71, Lionel Street. PARIS—John Sheen, 46, Rue St. Charles. NEW ZEALAND—Goldingham & Beckett,
Ltd., Palmerston, N., New Zealand. SCOTLAND—Percival E. Pole, 27, Jamaica Street, Glasgow. c.d.c.

I

In un.su-enn(j this advertisement it is desirable to maitLon " The Motor Cycle."

I
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Occasional Comments.^

thinkable—what a boon -it .weiilil be to the makers <if

wuti-'ipr(X)f overalls^—there would be more rijis in the

first week than there are now, ami many a costi) suit

has met its Waterloo within se\en ilays, as things ar«.

I think 3-Jve,e electrieal tail lamp, mounted in the

gap 1x1ween the flat i^if the .carrier and the tail of the

mudguanl would till the bill best; and this, .too,iwould

almost need to be made of armour plate, fw vibration

is at its worst just there. If things come to .this pass,

the same source of illuminant might be applied to light

transparent numbers with ji Ted disc in. the- centre. A
devict of this kind was;nia|lfc: fo,r me,.by ,C. A. .Vander-

vell arid Co. as long ago as, 1903, when the number-

ligliting law first came in. ..Owing to-' the .fact that

I used accumulators, it proved too, bulky for my per-

severance'; but r'shbuUl view .4t very differently it" it

were led by a little dynamo. ' ~

Petrol Gauges.
Mr. DavLson. is, of course, perfectly correct in

stating that the .suiik-iii type of gauge registers

accuratel). Its main* defects are its in\isibility (with

all deference to hiiu, I never managed to read mine
from, the saddle, though I have often tried),'and the

risk of losing the cut-off rod if it is not screwed tightly

down, balanced by the risk vof being deceived if the

ro<l is tight home when one fancies it is loose, so that

one learns how much petrol was in the tank perhaps
an hour ago instead of the actual amount remaining.

In other words, this gauge will suit a careful and
methodical owner, but may be an innocent cause of

annoyance to the happy-go-lucky. I agree with him
that the ',' warning tap " is excellent; in fact, I prefer

it to any gauge I have yet sampled, and as it" is the
cheapest expedient, I wonder it has not been more
generally adoptC'

1457

" Jock" Outshone.
, -Mr. Eastburii's bull pup is not the only inhuman
niechaisic in the world. As long ago As 1901 I used

to store an Excelsior tricar in a stable frequented by
a tame cockatoo, and for a week or two I was ex-

tremely puzzled by the fact that the caps of my tyre

valves used to v-ani.ih into thin air, and that I fre-

quently : found the machine with one,,or more tyres

flat, and nothing remaining of the valve, .except the

bare' rube, which is, of course, secured to the tube.

Breatlving out threalenings and slaughter I kept a

watchful eye-otii.the. small -boys of the neighbourhood,

only to discover that cocky was the, real .culprit, and

that he used to chew the small parts off with his

ingenious beak." . - \_

'

[Next -please ' One would not be surprised to. hear

that this interfering cockatoo drank the petrol and

drained the crank case.

—

Ed.]

Some Accessory Criticisms.

My eulogy of certain accessories brought me a crop

of letters, confirmatory and otherwise. A reader in

far Newfoundland objects to my statement that " For-

ward fasteners never -break," and to show me "that
there i.s nothing perfect under the sun," he enclosed

a Forward link which had parted at one end. Actu-

ally liis sample link was a magnificent testimonial, for,

comparing it with my own long-endurhig Forward
links I should estimate that the link has not broken

so much as wprn through, after a probable distance

of about 10,000 miles. Another reader disagrees

with my praise of the Garner exhaust whistle.- All I

can say is, that if he has had trouble with a Garner,

he would have trouble with any of them, for the

Garner is most cunningly designed and exceedingly

staunchk' made.

The first two-stroke Triumph is tor Miss Muriei Schulle, daughter o( the managing director ol the Triumph Co. Mr. Schulte rode the new model lo his home al KenilBortb
and soon his daughters were trying the machine, and manipulating it with the greatest ease. Mr. Scbulte returned to the wortts that day a very happy man, for tbt first

order for this type of Triumph was in his pocttetl

P.3
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Author ol "Motor Ways in Lakela:id," " The Coml>tae Moun'ainecr," " Mountam Adventures at Home and Abroad." etc.

WITH workaday England far behind and holiday

Wales ahead, we sped forth from Chester.

.
- The wonderful summer had' given way to a

perfect autumn.' Thus, with a splendid road under-

wheel and the wayside an avenue of russet and golden

glory, enthusiasm for the joys of autumn touring was

easily roused. Lightheartedly we set out, and light

of petrol,' too, it proved ere Ruabon was reached.

Speedy flight gave place to a gentle but unmistakable

halt. Visions of magneto troubles or internal engine

disorders came to mind, but the lack of motive power

was soon discovered. Close by was a petrol filling and

distributing station, where the landscape was almost

blotted out by famihar red tins. Yet for us it was not

a land of plenty, for a youngster in charge tendered

the information that, under stringent rules they were

"not allowed to- sell petrol to passers-by. Under the

circumstaiices we -were certainly not included in the

latter category, and after judicious interviews with

officials the needful fluid was forthcoming, on the

understanding that- payment was credited at the nearest

garage.

In due course we swung down into the valley of the

Dee, and the beauties of Llangollen demanded a halt.

The landscape is here referred to, but one of the ladies

of the place supplied information pleasantly. The
view from the ___
bridge, with the

dark green water

wandering lazily

'midst huge brown
rocks, was delight-

ful. Barber's Hill

seemed an appro-

priate name for

the confronting

mountain with its

.stubbly growth of

pines, but the

name came from a

decidedly less pic-

turesque source.

Long ago a

Deeside barber

killed his mfe on
the mountains.

"Via Dolorosa."

Then, after

crossing the bridge

with its curious

buttresses, we sped
through pine

B4

The Clyno and its passengers in <be shadow of Snowdon.

woods and up past Corwen, with road surfaces steadily

deteriorating. Nearer Cerrig-y-Druidion the run-

ning conditions became .
unspeakable in polite

company^in fact, the ^^'orst encountered on any

highway in twelve years of motoring. The road

resembled a choppy sea suddenly petrified, mac-

adamised, and covered with three inches of mud.
However, we went muddling through successfully

though nervously for five miles, mostly on the

middle gear. Exciting moments occurred when traffic

was niet, and we slid bodily aside into the deeper

quagmire on the .side of the fairway through the

mud. It was often a struggle to gain the road centre.

The real trial came on the final curve, when a large

car swung suddenly and skiddingly down upon us,

flinging lumps of mire in all directions. Our spokes-

man, usually so voluble on such occasions, had just

time to open his mouth when it was closed effectually

by a flying fragment. Curiously enough, ; the fearful

road surface, evidently caused through heavy traction

engine traffic, changed hereabouts with surpirising sud-

denness. Thus we whirled merrily upwards^ almost

thankful for a passing shower and its cleansing effects.
''

The long " straights " over the lofty moors to

Pentre Voelas called for speed, and soon in front thC;

great blue mountains stretched in wide array. There,'
on the left, was
shapely old Snow-
don, unmistakable
amongst

,
a host

of giants rendered
big and bulky by
their contiguity.

Then the Glyders
led the -eye around
to the wonderful
central dome of

Tryfaen, with the

long purple ranges
of the Camedds
swerving away to

the right and down-
ward to the valley

of the Conway.

Surely this is

the grandest of all

approaches t o

North Wales. The
sight stirred the

driver of the

Clyno, a type of

adventurous Briton

who is only happy
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in a lierce speed draught or on a steep crag with open

heaven above and little else liclow. Down from the

750 feet levels we flew, the speedoin<tter readings being

such that one was sorely tempted to break the old

rule " never speak to the driver!" Then swiftly the

pine trees came up to meet us, and we entered the

. mountain gateway, where gaunt grey rocks hung over-

head, and far below us the Conway glistened amidst

the tree-girt gorges. A glimpse up the Lledr Valley

on the left reminded us that a slight detour would

have led to the famous Fairy Glen; luit wilder scenes

had more attraction, and even' familiar Bettws-y-Coed

with its prett\ bridge scenes at Pont-y-Pair only called

for a slackening of speed to conform with the new and

much enforced len-mile limit.

Ogwen—The Best Mountain Centre.

The long climb upwards towards Capel Curig, the

mountains led us past the Swallow Falls, even yet the

grandest sight of the kind in Wales, despite the spread

of sandwich papers, bottles, and other fragments which

signalise the approval of tripperdom. We were

glad to leave the carriage-crowded

haunt and breathe the sweeter moun-
tain air, though it were flavoured with

the dense yet healthy exhaust of a

large car which made the pace

ahead merrily. The shapely peak

of Moel Siabod now towered in front

with the river Llugwy soon making
I noisy echoes in the gorge by Capel

Curig. When Snowdon appeared

ahead, we swung up to the right

clinging still to the Holyhead Road,
' and making for the gap Ijetween

Trvfuen and the Carnedds, wherein

lies Ogwen Lake and its little cottage

—the grandest mountain centre in all

Wales. It is scarcely necessary to

mention how we spent the next few

days there clambering up innumer-

able crags and feeding on inex-

haustible Welsh mutton. 'Phe words
of a writer in the visitors' book were

true enough.

" The dose you'll more or less repeat on
each successive day

Till when you meet a mountain siieep

you'll turn the other way."

However, it may- be mentioned for

tho.se who go to Wales for moun-
taineering and motoring that Ogwen
is the very best place to stay. It stands practically

1,000 feet above sea level, and so gradual is the

approach thereto that its loftine.ss is scarcely realised.

Even the steepest side of the Nant Ffrancon Pass

from Bethesda needed little else than top gear from
the well-tuned though over-loaded Clyno.

Numerous motor travellers are beginning to realise

that from Ogwen Cottage, the Glyders, which afford

the grandest mountain views in the Principality, may
be most conveniently ascended by any ordinary

pedestrian. The peaks themselves are most interest-

ing from this side, with their huge ridges enclosing tiny

tarns, glistening like silver gems in crag-girt hollows.

Tryfaen should ilso be climbed from Ogw'en as well

The driver of the
ot 1

as the two masses of Carnedd Dafydd and Carnedd
Idewellyn, the latter only a few feet lower than Snow-
don, and until the railway fmally settled the argument,
often considered loftier than the Queen of Cymric
peaks. Thousands of motorists pass by Ogwen Cottage

without realising that the romantic hollow of Llyn
Idwal, with its frowning bastions of the Devil's

Kitchen rising above the blue waters, is scarcely ten

minutes' walk away from the main roa<l. It is the

most beautiful bit of wild lake and mountain scenery

in Wales, if not in all Britain. The fact that

venturesome cragsmen have been flung to their doom
in fruitless efforts to climb the Devil's Kitchen atlds

to the impressiveness of the scene.

These details and many others we had learned on
previous visits, for this district is the rock-climber's

paradise. Thus, after a few days of energetic sojourn,

we turned the Clyno towards the south-westerly side of

Snowdon. It was a glorious run over the wild moors,

now dark crim.son, mantled with the fading heather,

and aflame with the ruddy glow of the dying bracken's

colour splendour. Then from Capel Curig to Pen-y-

gwTyd the purple heights drew ever nearer and nearer,

until at Pen-y-Pass, the gorpliwys fa,

or resting place, at the top of the

l.lanberis Pass, the heart of Snow-
donia was regained. The danger-

ously hidden corners on the approach

to the top of the famous pass were

at last receiving attention. Great

masses of rock had been cleared and
l)y next season there will be no
further need for rash fnotor cyclists

to perform aerial flights over the wall

to alight providentially on soft moun-
tain slopes. In the way of narrow

escapes records have been broken

here—next time something more
vital may be shattered.

We found at Pen-y-Pass that on

account of the copper mines being

now closed permission may be

obtained to ride over the fell road.

This runs up to the shores of Llyn

I.lydaw, into the heart of the moun-
tain solitudes within an hour's walk

of the top of Snowdon. Who would
now go up the peak by the railway

which runs up the dullest, ugliest

.•-ide? Rather let them' come by motor
and afoot from the Llydaw side— 'midst all of the greatest interest

and beautv that Snowdon can offer.

After renewing the acquaintance of mountains and

mortals thereabouts we returned to Pen-y-gwryd, and

thence down that wonderful road to Lake Gwynant,

with Yr Aran, Llrwedd, and the other great peaks

playing hide and .seek with us amidst mas.ses of sunlit

vapour. Silver birches, now golden, drooped over the

roadway, and only the song of the mountain streams

broke the stillness as' we skimmed valleywards with

engine at rest. Hut suddenly the drowsy peace of mind
was broken. .\t the first sharp corner a sidecar

machine was encountered with small space to spare

for our passing, and its pas.sengers dismounted. The
cry—" a broken spinrlle "—was wafted to us as w'e

flew; past, but. trusty brakes soon stopped jirogress.

Clyno on a gradient
in 1.
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Then we learnt that the unlucky, or lucky, travellers,

as the case may be, were hung up 800 feet high and
fi^'e miles from anywhere with a broken front wheel
spindle. By marvellous good fortune they had just

Llyn Dinas, undoubtedly the most beautiful of the two
lakes, for the motor way skirts close to its open shore

line with Moel Hebog bulkily lofty in front. At
Beddgelert, with its pretty scenery on the Gwynant
River and the bridge so favoured in poem and picture,

At the crest oJ the Nant Ftrancon Pass. Ogwen Cottage is seen

nestling under Tryfaen, with the Glyders on the extreme right.

pulled up to enjoy the wonderful view w'hen the wheel

collapsed ; otherwise there would have been serious

work for the doctors. A temporary spindle was fitted

out of toolbag fragments, and finally, we left the two
adventurers deterfeiined to push their machine to

Beddgelert. Incidentally, it seemed to us that stronger

spindles are required for the front wheels of sidecar

machines, which travel these mountain roads. On such

places the strain on the front wheel bearings is exces-

sive. An anxious inspection of the Clyno front wheel

details added to peace of mind once more.

Mountain Trips.

Then down by the shores of Gwynant we threaded

through tawny groves of elm, beech, and chestnut to

On the shotes ot Llyn Ogwen, with the many peaked mass ol

Trvfaen hehind.

we turned off to the right. Five miles of gradual

ascent on the Carnarvon highway brought Rhyd ddu
within sight. There we found a delightful abiding

place for the exploration of the mountains 'twixt

Snowdon. and the sea.

On one day a delightful trip- was made through the

beautiful Nantlle Valley towards the coast. Nazareth,

a typically quaintly named Welsh village, attracted

attention as a halting place from which to

visit the adjacent heights. The roads were excel-

lent in this region, and seemed practically un-

known to motor folk. Shortly after leaving

Rhyd ddu there was one mile-long hill leading

dowTi into Drws-y-Coed which would commend itself

to tyre makers especially. Of the three gates thereon

(1) In the pass of Aberglaslyn. In the Autumn
>ime, the mountain ^irt gorge is a wonderful
scene of colour splendour. (3) Into the mountain
gateway of the Llanberis Fass. The bridge is

known as Pont-y-Cromlech.
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one occurred with startling suddenness on the steepest

section, and «ilv a strongly braked wheel sa\ed its

disreputable appearance from further aggravation.

The upkeep of that gate is said to be heavy.

" Spitty Evan."

Another tvpicaliday was spent in a run up the

Festiniog- Valley. to visit the rugged crags of Moel

Wyn. The way lay

through Beddgelert to

Aberglaslyn Pass. An
aureate array of larches

clung perilously to the

steeps which rose to

bare grey crags over-

head, whilst a hundred

feet below the roadway

the torrent echoed

noisily. But louder still

during our halt there

came a small car up the

pass, its big engine mis-

firing, spluttering and

spitting lustily. The
driver, nodding ahead,

way belween die mountains and tiic sea was followed
by Dolbenmaen, Pen-y-Groes, ami NantUe.

The Homeward Journey.

For the homeward run to Chester the I.lanbcris

Pass was the first objective. With thick clouds filling

the wild valley and hiding the rugged head of Mynydd
Mawr—or elephant mountain—we hurried along by
the reedy siiores of (juellyn Lake to Carnarvon.

Thence, away up past

the lakes of Padarn
and Peris, with their

slaty turmoil, we sped
forward into the narrow
jaws of the dark pass.

The ClynO seemed to

feel the breath of the

corning sto'rm. Which
finally chased us up the

steep road into finer

weather on the easterly

side. The surface on
the famous pass was
excellent. With heavy
luggage and passengers

to match the Clvno

(11 The long gate-barred hill leading down into the Nantlle Valley trom
wood— is the na

(2) lathe Nantlle Valley. A splendid road runs along this bea'-itiful mountain
enclosed valley, which more motor cyclists should visit.

asked: "Is this Spytly Evanil'" The obvious

aaswer was, "Yes! You're sitting on it." How-
ever, we pointed out the proper way

.
to the

curiously named village, Yspytty Evan, pronounced

Usputty Efan, and away went the noisy interlude back

down the pass to take the left-hand turn over Aber-

glaslyn Bridge. W't followed later, avoiding the rough

mountain road by Tan-y-Bwlch, passing through Pen-

rhyndeudraeth and ALtntwrog en route. During the

scramble up Moel Wyn our machine was left in the

village of Tanygrisiau, much to the interest and amuse-

ment of the natives, one of whom mounted guard over

it with a serviceable " shillalegh," and no machine

could he. " garaged "' more securely !

The return journey to Rhyd ddu was made through

Portmadoc, where a 9d. toll was gladly paid for the

crossing of the estuary. Thence the splendid high-

Rhyd ddu. Bwlch-y-Drws-y-Coed—the pass of the sate way into the

neol the hill. ,. , ,

(3) On the shores ol Llyn Dlnas. Moel Hebjg uses a'jove the laKes

lur'ther-shore line.

climbed the pass with its heavy load grandly on the

second gear

Then soon the great mountains sank behind as we

whirled swiftly down to Bettws-y-Coed and seaward

along the valley of the Conway, missing the toll-less

bridge at Llanrwst, and finally crossing the river at

Tal-y Cafn. By Colwyn Bay and a glorious coast

road', Chester was reached in the grey evening light.

Xext day came the farewell to the trusty Clyno, whose

speedometer reading bespoke nearly 500 miles of faith-

ful service. N'O better companion could be wanted on

any mountam wanderings. The detachatile wheels of

the Clyno make is jiarticularly suitable for work on

roads that are likely to cause tyre trouble, for it is

literally the work of a moment to substitute the spare

wheel and have the puncture repaired on arri\-al at the

end of the dav's rat).
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In the following pages we give particulars and illustrations of a number of 1914 passenger models of all types. All of these

will not be exhibited at Olympia, but none the less possess considerable interest. Further new designs of motor cycles, side-

cirs and cycle cars, will be illustrated and c'escribed in our next two numbers, which will be mainly devoted to the Olympia
' '

Show exhibits.

THE DOT SIDECAR MODEL.
One of the most successful twin-

cylinder machines in competitions has
been the Dot, made by H. Reed and
Co., Ellesmere Road, Hulme, Man-

,

Chester. The power plant is either a 5

or 8 h.p. twin-cylinder J. A. P., and the
transmission is by chain throughout, a

Jardine G.H. three-speed gear being
fitted on the counter-shaft principle, a

kick starter being provided on the gear-

shaft. Another new feature for 19i4 is

the provision of a long exhaust piiae

from the silencer to the rear of the

machine and the fitting of a very neat

internal e.xhaust lifter to the engine.

Saxon spring forks are fitted, and other

features of this admirable machine are

an Xl-All saddle, a very large wedge-
shaped brake acting inside the V of

a dummy belt rim, and a very large

carrier of particularly sti'ong design. A
drip-feed lubricator is also used, and the

turnout should make a magnificent side-

car macliine capable of taking a heavv
tijiiriiig load anywhere the wheels will

grip-

The 1914 6 h.p. three-speed Bradbury
sidecar combination,

,

6 h.p. TWIN BRAEiibURY.

Wonderful as has been,. toe success of

the 'Si- h.p, , sihgle-cylindBl- Bradbury
wh°u fitt'Od "A'itii side-cars irif competitions

and ir. the hp.iids oi private owner's this

year, this firm evidently recognise that
there is. a, large demand for a mor«
powerful type of passenger machine, and
are therefore marketing for . 1914 a
special sidecar outfit equipped- with their

new 6 h.p. twin-cylinder motor, whicu
we have previously described. .lA three-'

speed counter-shaft type ge'ar box
embodying a large clutch is employed,'
and the drive .throughout is by chain.-

The sidecar fitted is an extremely hand-
some and well designed ' turnout, with
ample leg room and an excellent large'

door.- A great feature is made of proper^
mudgiiarding of the' sidecar wheel, and.
this has been "so well carried out that
the passenger should not suffei-.in the"

least frbm mud- or. wet ^ Being' thrown'
by the wheel. The- chassis is under-'
slung and long C spriiigsr.are' eijiplbyedr

fore and aft. Altogether, this is a'

most taking turnout, and should -go far"

to enhance the already excellent reputa-
tion of this firm's products. ;For".th'ose

who require a less powerful machine for

Showlnj t;.e po A er unit, counter-slatt gear, aod kick-starter on the 1914 model 8 h.p. Dot-Jap.
passenger work, Messrs. Bradbury are
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A novel design ot sidecar is tliat made by Mr. S. B. Killin, and illustrated above. The addition of a dickey seat at the rear will be observed.

marketing a SJ, h.p. single-cylinder model
with a two-speed countei'-sliaft gear box
and be)t-cum-chain drive, a kick starter

being embodied with the gear box.

Features of this machine are thei long
uHjmfortable footboards and the very
long lever on the side of the tank for

changing the gear.

A STREAMLINE SIDECAR.
There is no limit to the ingenuity of

sidecar manufactuveis. The present

boom in passenger machines has evi-

;.lently stimulated makers to devise many,
ind strangely shaped sidecars. the

"freakiest" being on view at a

B.M.C.R.C. meeting at Brooklands, But
it is quite possible to make a wind-cutting
attachment of very distinctive design,

without in any way coming into the

"freak" category, and this desirable

state has beelt -attained by Mr.. S. B.

Killin. 26l. High Street. Hounslow. with

the New Torpedo sidecar. A perfect

stream line- effect has been gained, and
also a dicky seat, large enough for a

good sized child, is incorporated in the

design. Also there is ample leg room
without giving undue length to the

coachwork. An excellent feature is the

very long springs on which the sidecar

is suspended. The coachwork is of sheet-

metal, and the dimensions are 6ft. 6in.

long and 2ft. across the centre. An ex-

cellent feature of the dickey seat is that

it is practically impossible for a child to

fall out, as the- folding well-padded back
reaches up to the shoulders of the occu-

pant. When empty, the back folds down.
The price is £16 16s., and a wind screen

can be fitted for 50s. c::tra.

F.N.'s AS SIDECAR MACHINES.
In these days of luxurious sidecars,

which demand considerable power from the

motor for comfortable use, it is unusual

to come across sidecars attached to quite

light machines. Yet Messrs. F.N., I/d!,

inform us that the 2^ h.p. F.N. is fre

quently. used for sidecar work and, care-

fully driven in- reasonable country, can

perform quite good .service in this way.

Indeed, such a combination has . been

driven through the London-Edinburgh
Run with success. Of course, no great

speed or hill-climbing power can be ex-

pected from £0 low a power when loaded

in this manner, but for ordinary use

the machine is capable-of giving good ser-

vice in this direction. It is a trlijute

to the excellence of the F.N. workman
ship that the frames of these little

machines are strong enough for such work.

A sidecar macliine par excellence is the

latest four-cylinder F.N. of 7 h.p., bore

and stroke 52 x 88 mm. It has a car

type three-speed gear box and clutch,

and, shaft drive, and will make its first

public appearance in England at Olympia.

Quite one ot the most tailing designs ot passenger machines to.- T 914 is the tour-cylinder, three-speed F.N. of 7 h.p. illustrate j. Il has shaft diive.
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The 8 h.p. 1914 pattern two-speed spring trame Bat, wbich is fitted with Gloria cane sidecar.

BAT TOURING COMBINATION.
The combination of a two-cylinder Bat

with a Gloria sidecar provides one of the
most admirable touring passenger outfits

imaginable. Tliis machine is in no way
a solo mount, but is specially designed
for drawing sidecars of the heaviest and
most luxurious type. The main altera-

tion for the 1914 model will ' be the
fitting of a three-speed gear box instead
of the two-speed as has hitherto been the
custom. This is a car type gear box,
and is situated on the counter-ehaft, the
drive being by chain, a -kick-starter being
provided, acting on the gear box shaft.

A clutch is incorporated with the gear,
and next year jiractically double the
friction surface will be provided. The
whole construction of this mechanism is

of the most robust description, and great
rigidity throughout is noticeable. The
motors fitted are either a 5-5 h.p. or a
7-8 h.p. J.A.P., gas being supplied by an
Amac carburetter, and Ki mpsha'l tyies

will be fitted. A minor but noticeable
alteration for next year will be newly de-
signed hubs fitted ^with journal ball bear-
ings^ which is a move in the right direc-
tion, as with these powerful sidecar com-
binations there is apt to be some con-
siderable wear on the front wheel bear-
ings unless these are fully up to their
work owing to the, drag and pressure of

a heavy sidecar at corners. The whole out-
fit is most luxuriously equipped, and no
pains have been spared in order to make
this machine a thoroughly serviceable
go-anywhere mount. It is capable of

climbing any hill on which the wheels
can gain a grip. The well-known Bat
suspension type front forks are, of course,
retained.

THE CHAIN-DRIVEN REX-JAP.
A new move has been made by the

Premier Motor Co., Birmingham, who will
in future produce the Rex-Jap machines
at their own works in Great Brook
Street The greatest departure' from their

present model is the adoption of enclosed
chain drive and a three-speed counter-

shaft gear box. Two models only will

be made, a 6 h.p. 76 x 85 mm. twin
and an 8 h.p. 85 x 85 mm. twin. Both
these models will be identical except for

the engine. The engine is carried in a
sturdy frame, which incorporates all

four sidecar lugs. The magneto is directly

over the large silencer and just in front
of the engin and a large metal shield

protects it from mud and water.
Immediately behind the seat post a

three-speed sliding gear box is mounted,
the clutch, which is of the cork insert
type, being carried on the primary shaft.

Gear ratios of 4^, 7^, and 12^- to 1 are

Bex-Jap kick starter showing method ol
adjusting rear chain.

supplied, and the gears are changed in
a gate. Both driven and driving chains
and the quadrant and pinion kick-starter
gear are entirely enclosed in substantial
casings made of stamped sheet steel, and
provision has been made for simplifying
the detachment of the rear wheel. The
rear hub incorporates a large internal ex-
panding brake, which is operated by
pedal through the medium of a Bowden
cable. The front hub has beeji con-
siderably enlarged and has been rendered
waterproof. 650 x 65 tyres are fitted all

round and . the rims are of the flat base
type, with countersunk spoke nipples.
The rubber-covered footboards have deep
heel pieces and are sprung at the front
end, which, combined with a sprung
saddle pillar and adjustable position
handle-bars, should provide a comfortable
riding position for a driver of any height.
The heaviest type Druid spring forks,
ample (5iu.) guards, and a metal-covered

Bi6
Two aspects of the latest model twin-cylinder Bex-Jap and coach built sidecar.
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Valve side ol an entirely new pattern 8 h.p. Rex-Jap,

tool case at the rear end of ,ttte. earner,
complete an excellent' specification, and
the lubrication is by an adjustable sight

feed di'ip. Br-impton Bi-flex forks are

fitted.

A Comfortable Sidecar.
A well carried out sidecar is made

specially to suit tlie machine and can be
supplied with or without the Premier
Motor Co.'s special qnick-lit coupling.
The chassis of this sidecar has been
carefully "thought out and is extra-
ordinarily strong, the mudguard par-
ticularly being stayed to prevent rattle.

A large luggage carrier can be obtained
as an extra, aud is fitted to carry a
petrol can underjreatli. The l)ody is light

and roomy, being long enough to suit tlie

tallest passenger, and having a distinctive
torpedo nose. A special sidecar cjiassis

will be made by this company to suit tlie

new Indian iimdel.*.. the body for which
will can-y a large electric lamp built into
the nose.

,

THE WOODROW CYCLE CAR.
This excellently designed cycle Ciir

:alled after its makers, Messrs. Wondrnw
and Co., Stock|)oit, lias a mniiber of
features calling for' favourable comment.
The engine isa 9 h.p. air-cooled J. A. P.,
set across the frame, and the drive is

transmitted through a ft'iction-coned
clutch to a three-speed and reverse gear
box situated in the centre of the chassis.

with tbree-speediounter-^liaHeear, and all cliBlii'dTivei

the gears being ichanged by means of a

gate. ' Thereafter the drive is taken
through a propeller-shaft fitted with two
liniversal joints to the worm-driven back
axle, the worm being situated on the

in whicli the' pressed :,teel side members
are bra/.ed together by cross tubes. The
wire wheels ai-e 650x65 mm. detachable
and intcrcliaii^caljle, an excellent feature.
Rack and pniion steering is fitted with

ball steering heads, while two sets of in-

ternal expanding brakes are placed in the
back" wheels. The whole car bears
evidence of very caieful design, aud it is

claimed that running costs are %'ery low,
about 50 to 60 miles to a gallon being
obtained, while the car on top gear is

capable of speeds up to nearly 50 miles
per hour, although owing, lat-gely, to the
use of a good sized external flywheel the
motor is flexible enough to allow it to
fire regularly at practically a walking
pace on top gear.

A SPECIAL PREMIER.
The 7-9 h.p. Premier which we illus-

trate has been supplied by the Premier
Cycle Co., Ltd., Coventry, to the order
of a South African rider. It will be
noticed that the frame and saddle posi-
tion are very high, as the ridei' is over
6ft. 2in. in height. The height of the
Xl'AU saddle from the ground is 40in.,

and the machine is remarkable for the
large size tyres fitted—765x65 mm. in
front and 700x80 mm. on the back

A Special Colonial model 7-9 Premier. Tliis machine has been built to the order oJ a very tail rider in the
Orange Free State, and the size o( the rear lyre Is a notable feature.

top of the wheel. The front axle is imder-
hung, and the springs, front and , back,
are of the semi-elliptic car type. A fea-

ture of the chassis is the strong manner

One of ihe features of the latest pallern Woodrow cycle car is its clean lines and pointed front, thereby
aJTording less wind resistance.

wheel. The engine is a standard
7-9 h.p. Premier,, and the Premier
counter-shaft gear with enclosed chain
or belt drive is fitted, a noticeable
point being the very large belt pulley.
The machine, of course, is very heavy,
but, as it is intended for use in the
Orange Free State, where comfort and
strength are essential, it should prove
thoroughly - up to the most exacting
wcn'k. As an example of a special
Colonial model, the machine is highly
interesting.

THE INTERESTING LLOYD
TRANSMISSION.

The L.JI.C. is a machine which has
gained an admirable roputatioii in a
comparatively short space of time, but
file designer, Mr. Lloyd, has had years
of experience behind him, as he was the
designer of the original Quadrants which
obtained such a wonderful reputation in
the early days of motor cyc-ling. The
L.M.O. designer is one of the grciving
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The latest two-speed L.M.C. macluDe, to wuich is attached a Bramble sidecar the springs ot which are invisible.

band who pin their faith largely in a
big single cylinder, and for 1914 are
marketing a special sidecar mount with
a motor of 89 mm. bore and 92 mm.
stroke, which gives a cubic capacity of
572. ' The outstanding feature of this
machine is the system of transmission
employed, a belt transmitting the power
on high gear and a chain on low. This
has a great many features to recommend
it, chiefly as it ensures the smooth drive
of a belt for ordinary work, while for
low gear there is - no possibility of
slipping. The whole design is very
neatly carried out, and the total extra
weight involved by this gear is slight.

The motor is rated at 4 h.p., and a kick
starter, spring footboards, special large
silencer, L.M.C. spring forks, and a

mechanically-operated half compression
device are features of an interesting

machine, and an excellent idea is the
fitting of 22111. tyres. The price is

reasonable for the sidecar combination,
which sells at £75. Messrs. L.M.C. also

manufacture a wide range of 3^ h.p. solo

models, and although sidecars for the
above are supplied, the company recom-
mend the use of their 4 h.p. motor for
passenger work.

A FEATHERWEIGHT CYCLE CAR.
A little vehicle which has always

attracted a great amount of attention
whenever seen in public is the Carden
cycle car. A feature of this machine is

that the body is practically a cigar

engine and a spring shock absorber incor-
porated in the drive. No differential is

fitted, and although up to the present
this machine has only been made with a
3^ h.p. J.A.P. single-cylinder engine, it

i"! now propos;pd by the Carden Engineer-

Side view of ihe novel 3i h.p. four-wheeled Carden cycle car.

shape, and the engine is situated behind
the back axle, and transmits the drive
through' a short chain to the axle, a
multiple-disc clutch being fitted to the

ing Co., Ltd., Farnham, Surrey, to

market three models for 1914, viz., the
simple single-cylinder single-speed inodel,

the >same type fitted with a 5 h.p. twm,

Rear view of the twin-cylinder Carden showing engine, magneto position,
and chain drive.

4 h.p. twin Jap engine with change speed gear box on Carden cycle car.
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side view of the twin-cylinder Hercules, fltted with Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear and
6h.p. J.A.P. engine.

and a 4 li.p. twin fitted witji a two-speed
. .

gi-ar. Tlie prices of these little vehicles

are exceedingly moderate, in fact they
cost little more thati a high-class motor
cycle, and as they only seat one person
they may best be described as a motor
cycle on four wheels,' but at the same
lime it is claimed that the Garden sus-

pension, which is a combination of levers

and spiral springs, renders the machine
exceedingly comfortable, and the driver

is certainly afforded excellent protection

against tlie weather by the deep scuttle

dash provided, and if desired a small

wind screen can be fitted at a slight

extra cost.

THE GORDON CYCLE CAR.
This distinctive cycle car, made by the

East Eiding Engineering Works, Bever-
ley, Yorkshire, will remain unaltered for

1914, the model, marketed being exactly

the same as the one which performed so

successfully in the Scottish Six Days
Trials this year^probably one of the
severest tests wliich any" machine could

be put to. The speed of this little

vehicle over the tremendous gradients in

Scotland was really remarkable. It is

fitted with a 90° 9 h.p. J.A.P. engine,

either air or water-cooled, ten guineas

extra being charged for water coolinc.
The price of the air-cooled model with
hood, screen, and lamps is 110 guineas.
The gear employed is the two speed
epicycfic type, a reverse also being fitted.

Probably part of the efficiency of this

m;u'hine is accounted for by the trans-

mission, which is by single chain drive
from the engine to the back axle. The
carburetter is especially designed for
running on benzole, though, of course,

petrol may be used if required, a

special feature of the machine being the

exceedingly neat detachable wheels.

ROYAL RUBY SIDECAR OUTFIT
.A fine sidecar outfit is that manufac-

tured by the Royal Tiuby Cycle Co.,

Manchester. The engine fitted is a 6 h.p.

.J.A.P., and the transmission is by belt

to a three-speed Sturmey-Archer hub.
The, sidecar supplied with this machine
is noticeable for the extreme length of

the springing, which should provide great

comfort even over bad roads, especially

as the upholstery of the sidecar is on the

SS^^^s^-

^gil?|.*W_

The Royal Ruby three-speed sidecar outnt.

The 8 h.p. air-cooled Gordon cycle car.

most generous scale. The outline is

graceful, and the passenger is admirably
protected by a cover which can be raised

in order to get in or out. The company
also market a cheaper and simpler form
of sidecar, which may be attached to

their twin or single-cylinder machine.-^,

but the " Special " lloyal P.uby combina-
tion described above is the most notice-

able of this firm's ptoductioiis.

HERCULES PASSENGER OUTFIT.

The Hercules Cycle and .Motor Co.,

Ltd., besides building for the home
market, have a considerable trade in the

rolonies and specialise in e.xport work.
The motor cycle models are fitted with
.I.A.P and Precision engines. We illus-

trate a 6 h.|J. J.A.P. eiigined model
Mtted with a Sturmey-Archer three-speed

gear, and attached to one of the firm's

own sidecars. The sidecar is a fine piece

of work and is beautifully finished. The
chassis is up-swept at the rear and has

i<^.5
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Passenger Machines of all Types.—

•

'four points of attachm-em; : springing

has received mucli attention, and the

latest type springs are wider and have
an additional leaf. A folding luggage
carrier and a. sidecar stand are both
Htted, and the attachments are easily

detachable. The body provides plenty of

leg soom, and the flood and wind screen

form a useful protection for the passenger.

GLORIA SIDECARS.
Since the days when sidecars began to

gain their popularity the Gloria sidecar
has always been one of the most popular
on the road, which can be "accounted for

by reason of the many novel features in-

corporated, ind tlie sound design and con-
struction of tnis sidecar, which affords so

much comfort to the passenger. The
patent spring wheel suspension, the . ex-
cellent luggage-carrying facilities,; and

The Swan coach-built sidecar has a compart-
ment for a spare can of petrol at the rear, and
the body is mounted on combined C and coil
springs. Four-point attachment is employed.

the patent double tube attachment have
long been features of this make, and will
be continued for next season, when an
entirely new model will be introduced
which is provided with a dropped chassis,
boat-shaped cane body, luggage grid,
four-point attachment, spring wheel sus-
pension, which will be sold at a popular
figure. At the other end of the scale is
the "Projectile." Every conceivable
.uxury is embodied in this attachment.
\nd certain improvements have been

A 191'^ model two-speed L.M.C., with Bramble sidecar.

made for 1914, the body being more
roomy with deeper upholstery, and Cee
springs are now used througKout in place
of the coil springs hitherto fitted. A
collapsible luggage grid is fitted to the
back of the chassis large enough to carry
a considerable sized trunk. Everything
throughout is of the best, and this side-
car, turned out fitted with footboards,
stand, apron, side lamp, and reflex light,
and superbly finished, sells at £30.
Quite a feature of the latest model
Gloria coachbuilt sidecar is the provision
at the back, embodied in the coachwork,
of a boot to carry parcels or tool rolls.
It is exceedingly neatly constructed, and,
if anything, adds to the appearance of
the complete outfit. In addition to the
touring models, this company also makes,
a range of commercial sidecars which can
be used as light delivery vans.

THE LATEST BRAMBLE
SIDECAR.

^
fhe Bramble Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

Coventry, have produced for 1914 a new
patent sidecar, which is cOachbuilt on an
angle steel frame. The whole structure
IS complete m itself and is not composed
as IS usually the case, of a separate body
and chassis. By a clever spring-
ing device the bodywork is under- -

slung on the axle, thereby adding
greatly to the comfort of riding.

Neither the framework nor the spring-
ing is exposed, and long wear, due
to absence of rusting, is thereby assured.
The springing arrangements and all con-
nections are bolted directly on to the
steel frame, making the sidecar extremely
strong and at the same time keeping down
the weight. The Bramble sidecar is

beautifully finished and comfortably up-
holstered, and is fitted with a spring seat
and a back rest. The attachments,
which are tour point, are of the quick
detachable type. The Bramble is a side-

car wliich has sprung into great popularity
during the past season, and everything
points to an exceptional demand for it

in 1914.

SIDECAR WITH NOVEL
FEATURES.

The Swan sidecar manufactured by the
Midland Motor and Cycle Co., Cowley
Road, Oxford, is remarkable for a
number of ingenious refinements making
for comfort. The* suspension is unique,
inasmuch as the body is hung upon coil

springs, something after the system
employed on large motor cycle saddles.

Two aspects of the latest Gloria Projectile sidecar. On the right will be seen the large luggase
grid, method of carrying spare cover, and locker at rear of sidecar.

B24
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TWO TYPES OF 8 H.P. MOBGAN RUNABOUTS.
On the left is the sporting model, while that on the right is the water-cooled

Tlio coarliwork is so arrangetl tliat tlie

back cushion is dctiicliablej and when
removed disclosts a large looker capable

• i canyiug a two-gallon petrol can and
"iliin- smaller articles. An exceedingly
ueat hood and screen are fitted, and a
spwial model will be shown at Olynipia,

The Sv^.in ^ua^iuiiuiit sidecar with hood and
wind-screen.

constructed to be suitable for motor
cycles Htted with spring frames, the one
shown being speeially adapted for an
Indian and painted red to match, and
the firm will also show a model enamelled
to jnateh the well-known khaki eoloin-

of the ^Matchless machines. The whole
design of this sidecar is excellently
carried cuit.

THE MORGAN RUNABOUT.
The 1914 ^Morgan three-whci-lL.s will

vary little from this year's models. They
comprise the Standard. rSporting, and
De Luxe models. In the two former
a tail forms the mudguard, and the
luggage carrier is fitted over the driving
wheel. - The chassis has been consider-
ably strengthened, and many improve-
ments in detail have been made. The
prices remain unchangTl nameiy. 85
guineas. £91, and £100 lespeetively.
Owing to the success in the Grand Pri.x

race, the (.Jraiid Prix model has been
added to the catalogue. This has a
water-cooled engine, thermo-syphon circu-
lation, with radiator behind the engine.
and will be exhibited in three forms

—

one with side-by-side J!A.P. engine.
85 X 85 mm. ; the same model Avith a
wider body, and built for touring ; and
still another with the overhead valve
J.A.P. engine, 90x77^ mm. The last

is I'ecommended for racing only. The
tom'ing Grand Pri.x models are intended
for those who desire speed alone. The
chassis of this is identical with that of
other types, except that it is a few
incites longer. The price of Nos. 1 and
2 is £105, and of No. 3 £115.
The Morgan Jlotor Co. pointed out to

us that for all ordinary purposes jir-
cooling has been satisfactoiy.

The firm are specialising fur 1914 in a

commercial \ehicle for the conveyance of
small parcels. A twin-cylinder lir-

Grand Prix type.

cooled J. A. P. or Precision engine is

fitted. This type affords seating accom-
modation for two, and has a carrier
fitted at the rear of the seats, which
is built to support .a weight of about
1 cut. 'Ihe carrier hinges up to give
access to the rear wheel. It can also bo
removed bodily by unscrewing eight
nuts, and a standard passenger body
can bo substituted iu a few moments.
The cost, ready' for the road, is £95,,
with £3 e.xtra for the alternative body.

The Norman Barrett sidecar couplings.

A SIDECAR FOR TWO.
.\lr. Xormaii Barrett, who for some

considerable time was associated with
the i'lepajr Departmei'it of Messrs Rudge-
\A Iiitworth. Ltd., is now engaged in

niaiuifacturing the "' U and I" sidecar.
This is a miniature motor car body.
with side entrance, scuttle dash and
hood, which is attached to a motor cycle,

and the steering is from the body of the
sidecar by means of a special steering

The U and I double-sealed sidecar. Uunhed to 3; h.p, Riidge- Multt.

B29
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with an ordinary motor cycle saddle fitted

with a backrest as a seat, the rider obtain-

ing support by the pair of handle-bars on
either side of him, and resting his feet on
footboards or footrests as desired. For
surveyors and other professional men who
find it convenient occasionally to carry

a passenger about for short journeys, thii

attachment should prove useful.
,

A LANDAULET SIDECAR.
Unique sidecars are quite a speciality

\

Mr. W. Williamson, and his lat

creation .to be fitted to the well-knov
water-cooled 8 li.p. Williamson motJ
cycle is a landaulet which seats no 1^
tlian three passengers. Of course, tf

M^MS^SSS$^ISS^S£M

V

A neat sidecar body constructed by the Light

Car Body and Fittings Co., of Grey Friars Lane,
Coventry. Note the sound method of attaching

the wind screen.

Pershore Street, Birmingham, have evolved

an attachment known as the " Sports

"

.sidecar, which we illustrate. This consists

of a very light slveleton sidecar chassis

The " Sports '* sidecar attachment which, as may be seen, is fitted with a saddle in place ot the

sidecar body (or lightness.

column to the head of the motor cycle,

in place of the usual handle-bars. The
advantages of this system are, of course,

that the driver as well as the passenger

is protected and conversation is far

easier, while it is claimed that the

effort to draw it is no more severe for

Uie motor cycle than with the usual dis-

position of rider and passenger, as the

sidecar is built so close to . the motor
cycle that the weiglit on the back wheel
is approximately the same as if the driver

were on the saddle. Full particulars of

this fitment may be obtained from Mr.
A. N.' Barrett, 56, Rathbone Place,

Oxford Street, W. The control of the
machine is by pedals operating the

clutch and brakes respectively, and
these are mounted on a tilted board
under the scuttle dash. The handle of

the steering tiller is hinged to facilitate

the driver getting up from his seat with-

out disturbing the passenger. All the

carbirretter controls are mounted on the

tiller, and the exhaust lifter on the tube

of the machine near the saddle. The
front brake can be fitted on the tiller or

any other convenient place, and is

worked by Bowden wire in the usual

manner. Nearly all the machines now
have the change speed lever high up on
the tank, and such types of lever are

quite accessible to the driver. Altogether

the whole outfit has a very workmanliks
appearance. A special feature is made
of the attachment of the "U and I"
sidecar to the machine, the principle

of the joints used being that of a union

nut, only instead of screwing up the

joint it is pressed up to the desired

position and secured by means of a
bayonet joint, the locking device being a

small spring operated catch, which en-

gages on a ratchet on the large union,

the great point about this method of

fixing being the speed with which it can
be attached and detached.

Featherweight Sidecar Attachment.

Recognising that there are a consider-

able number of riders who do not wish
perjnanently to attach a heavy sidecar

to their machines, but who require son.e

simple and light method ot carrying a
passenger on short journeys in fine

weather, the Tennant Engineering Co.,

Method of carrying spare tin of petrol at the

rear ot the Williamson sidecar.

v.'eight is fairly heavy, but the Williamson
machine is specially constructed to pull

a big load, and altliough it may appear
a little cumbrous at first sight, it is

exceedingly comfortable. Indeed, it has
been suggested putting some of these
combinations on the streets to ply as

taxicabs, the fares suggested being about
half those ruling for taxicabs. This side-

car is interesting as showing wliat ca;i

be done in this direction.

One ot tte Williamson Co.'s productions is the three-seater landau!ette sidecar machine, as shown above.
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THE 1914 SPARKBROOK
SIDECARRIAGE.

The production of sidecar iiiacliines

only is the policy of the Spark-
brook Manufacturing Company, Coven-
try, and this specialising has led

to" the appearance for 1914 of a very
finely desiapied and constructed outfit.

The SparUbrook sidecar machine is re-

plete with clever points of design, and
we are glad to see the care that has
evidently been exercised in securing
proper accessibility to all working parts.
The power plant is a 6 h.p. or 8 h.p.

.I.A.P. twin-cylinder to order, and the
features of these engines are so well
known that it is unnecessary to dwell
upon them. Gas is supplied by either

r©M(Jc]LE

,
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Showing how the spindle may
be withdrawn and the bacii

wheel of the Sparkbrook models
easily detached.

a Senspray or B. and B. carburetter,
according to the fancy of the purchaser.
The front forks are of the Druid type
and exceedingly substantial. But the
most interesting feature of the machine
is the transmission.

The Gear Box and Drive.

The gear box is neatly attached to
the bottom bracket, and the gears are
driven by a Hans Renold chain from the
engine, the final drive being by belt to

the rear wheel, the belt running over
an 8iu. diameter pulley fitted to the
light-hand side of the 'gear box. The
inakei's state that so confident are they
in the ability of the belt to perform its

Valve side ot the chain and belt-driven Sparkbrook.

task satisfactorily that they are prepared
to guarantee 5,000 miles from a belt.

This arrangement of drive leaves access

to the rear wheel easy for purposes of

removal, and in the Sparkbrook it is a
particularly simple job, as the wheel is

fitted with a detachable spindle. The
light rear wheel thus obtained also

makes tyre wear light and assures
comfort, due to absence of bouncing.
For Colonial riders, and those at home

who prefer it, 28in. wheels can be fitted

in conjunction with an 8 h.p. engine.

On rough country this should prove an
admirable mount.

With regard to the gear box, this is

neatly designed, and provides two
speeds by means of a dog clntch, and
the gear wheels are carried on shafts
running on gun-metal lined bearings.

Quite a feature of the machine is the
exceedingly neat and simple change-
speed lever, fitted to the top tube and
operated by the right hand. It is fitted

with three undercut notches, the central

one giving neutral position. AH that it is

necessary to do wlieu changing gear is

to depress lightly the knob at the top
of the lever and gently mo\;e the lever

to the desired position, when releasing,

the knob allows the catch to lock ' the
gear. A kick starter is fitted on the
gear box working through the neutral.

The Sparkbrook Sidecar.

The chassis of ihe sidecar is con-
structed of straight tubes throughout,
and the axle is strong and well designed.
The wheel is fitted with a 2-Jiin. section
tyre, and a stand is fitted to facilitate
tyre repairs.

The coachwork is most graceful and
also exceedingly comfortable, and the
top part of the sidecar hinges upward
and is curved into a sort of scuttle dash.
A large draw is fitted under the passen-
ger's seat, and provision for luggage
carrying is made on a large grid fitted

at the rear.

Details 0' the Sparkbrook two-speed counter-
shaft eear hoK,

Power unit ot the 5-6 h.p. siogle-cylindef Excelsior, also showing kicli-surier. couoier-stalt gear, rootboaros.
ind laree silencer. Brampton forks are fltted. (See pages 1488-1489.)
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The latest model S-6 h.p. three-speed Excelsior. Observe chain drive and Sin. rear tyre.

THE ALLDAYS-MATCHLESS
PROGRAMME.

The alterations for 1914 to the AUdays-
Jlatchless machines, though not immedi-
ately noticeable, are of some importance.

The • chief of these is the strengthening

of the primary gearshaft and sliding key
mechanism, by whifch the three-speed

counter-shaft gear is operated. The
change enables the sliding key and
striking-shaft to be made from a single

forging with consequent increased rigidity.

Besides this improvement, a considerable

change has been made in the actuating
lever mechanism which now works on a

quadrant fixed on an aluminium bracket
at the off side of the tank. The con-

nections are well carried out, and ball

joints are employed wherever necessary.

The front driving chain is enclosed in

an oil-tight case, and the rear chain is

almost entirely enclosed, and an internal

brake on the rear hub serves to check
the machine. The engine is of unusual
design, for it is not generally realised

that, though the engine is of the V-type,
the two cylinders are arranged to fire

at 180°, or the same interval as that oi

a horizontal twin. This arrangement
gives the most perfect torque obtain-

able from a two-cylinder engine, and the

result is obtained by a two-throw crank,
the cylinders being slightly staggered.

The valve springs and tappets are en-

closed bv aluminium covers, and the

NOVEMBER ijih, igij.

vertically, so that the rear part may be
removed without disturbing the rest of

the timing gear. The bore and stroke
of both 3^ single and 5-8 twin are
85 X 88 mm. respectively, and large valves
and valve chests are a striking feature
of the design.

Saxon forks, large mudguards, and
Best and Lloyd semi-automatic lubrication
are all fitted. 650 x 55 tyres are to be
standard on the 6-8 h.p. model, and
26x2^ on the 3^. The large foot-,

boards on both types will be sprung at

the front end.

A New Silencer.

A 3^ h.p. belt-driven model will also

be listed, but the only alterations from
last year will consist of a larger big end
bearing and improved rear forks, which
will no longer be cranked. ' A new
silencer is to be fitted, which consists of

a large expansion chamber into which two
inverted cones are fitted ; the gas passes
from the central chamber, through the
small end of the cones', and then, on
expanding, through holes in "Tjoth end
plates, thus giving a gentle final

outlet.

Valve side of the 6-8 h.p. twin AUdays, showing kick-starter, chain cases, valve spring covers, and
counter-shaft gear.

magneto, which lies behind the engine,
has been rendered more accessible by the
fact that the gear case has been split

A Large Choice of Sidecars.

No less than seventeen different models
of sidecars are marketed by the Godiva
Sidecar Co., Ltd., Little Park Street,

Coventry, ranging from the feather-weight
to large touring models. The chassis on

j

which the bodies are mounted is of strong I

and snnple design, and great strength

AUdays gear box showing specially spigoteo and riveted shaft, (he object being to get the
key and shaft In one stamping, thus makin ; replacement easier.

Quickly detachable Joint on the Godiva sidecar.

combined with simplicity is claimed for

the attachment to the motor cycle. A;

special line of models is listed for the
driver who requires as little weight as
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Passenger Machines of all Types.—

possible, and some of the coaclibuill.

models weigh as little as 40 lbs., though,
of course, these are not of the most
luxurious patterns and are built primarily

for speed purposes, being fitted with
pointed fronts. Wicker, cane, or coach-

built bodies and a model with aji extra
aeat for a child are all marketed, and
it would be difficult, among this range
of models, not to be able to lind one
suitable for almost any type of machine.
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The Godiva coacb-buUt sidecar.

1914 STAR MODELS.
A machine' tliat created -great interest

at-the last Olympia Show was the single-

cylinder 43 h.p. Star, made by the Star

Cycle Co., Wolverhampton. Curing the
past season a great majiy minor altera-

tions and improTements have been em-
bodied in this model, and the result is

now a very striking and workmanlike
model, embodying several novel but well-

tried features, the most noticeable of

which is the method of lubrication,

which is a system of pressure feed by
centrifugal force, thereby ensuring a
sufficient supply of oil to all working
parts. . The cylinder head is of the
detachable type, held down by four
bolts, and in the timing gear only one
gear and pinion is used. Accessibility
of all parts has been specially studied,
and great attention has been paid to
ensuring an absolutely oil-tight engine.
To this machine a new design of coach-
built sidecar Avith a chassis sprung on
novel lines will be attached, and the
company is also maiketing a specially
designed tradesman's side carrier, suit-

able for attachment to this machine.
In addition to the single-cylinder, the

range of Star motor cycles will be aug-
mented next year by a model fitted

with a 6 h.p. twin-cylinder .J.A.P.

An entirely new model twlo-oylinder Star wWcK lias two-speed counter-sliatt gear and enclosed chain drive.

engine. On both models the same trans-
mission is used, viz., totally enclosed
chains, a free engine clutch being
mounted on the engine-shaft of the
leather-to-metal cone type operated by a
pedal. The three-speed gear box is of
the sliding gear type, with direct drive
ou top speed, and is bolted to the
bottom bracket, allowance being made
for chain adjustment. The gears are
changed by a lever situated on the side'
of the tank, working in a quadrant. A
kick starter is also attached to the gear
bos. The designers of these machines
have followed car practice throughout
as far as is possible iu the construction
of motor cycles.

THE RANGER CYCLE CAR.
This ingenious little runabout is de-

signed and manufactured by Mr. E. J.
West, who has been well-known as the
designer of cars and voiturettes for
many years. It is sold by Messrs.
Polyrhoe Carburetters, Ltd., 144, Great
Portland Street, W., and lias a number
of ingenious features embodied in its

design. The engine is an 8 h.p. Precision
twin, and the drive is taken through a
shaft to the gear box situated amidships,
and thence the final drive is by
single chain to a solid rear axle. There
is no differential, but a slipping device
is incorporated which allows one rear
wheel to slip when rounding corners by
means of a friction plate. The frame is

of armoured wood, the engine and gear
box being carried on a separate tubular

under frame. The springing is by
quarter elliptics on all four wheels, and
a very taking and comfortable body, hood
and screen, and domed mudguards, to-

gether with side footboards and valances,
are fitted. This cycle car may be ob-
tained with either air or water cooled
engine.

NEW L.M. WATER-COOLED
CYCLE CAR.

Mr. W. M. Cunningham, 'of Clitheroe,
has introduced many improvements into
his cycle car for 1914. The engine is a
water-cooled twin J.A.P. of 8 h.p., 85
x85 mm., 964 c.c, with extra heavy
flywheels, forced feed lubrication to the
big-ends and thermo-syphon cooling. The
gear box is of the sliding type and con-
tains three forward speeds and reverse.
The transmission is by Renold chains,
each chain being provided with means
of adjustment. The foot brake operates
on the counter-shaft ; 18in. rim brakes are
provided on the back wheel, worked by
a side lever. The torpedo body contains
ample room for two persons and boxes
for tools, etc. The weight is approxi-
mately 5 cwt. The body can be finished
in red, blue, green or grey, according to
the taste of the purchaser. The petrol
tank, which holds about 4^ gallons, is

placed under the scuttle dash. The com-
plete car with lamps, hood, screen, horn
and^ tools sells at 135 guineas. The little

veliicle is quite comfortable and an excel-
lent e.\ample of the cycle car class.

The latest model 8 b.p. LM. which has water-cooliog. The 8 h.p. water-cooled Ranger.

C3
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Three-cylinder 6 h.p. Humber.
A Novel Horizontal Engine giving Excellent Balance; Three-speed Countershaft Gear,

ONE of the most original designs seen

- for a very long time in motor

cycle engines is the new 5 h.p.

Humber for 1914, particulars of

which we are able to give. It is an

engine which will probably create some
sensation when shown at Olympia.
The outstanding feature is the adoption

by the Humber firm of three cylinders

in this motor. The engine is of the

horizontal type, with the cylinders at

180°. Tlie front cylinder has "a bore and
stroke of 78 x 78 mm, while the two
rear cylinders, which have a common
combustion head, have a bore of 55 mm.
and a stroke of 78 mm. Tliis double rear

cylinder has, of course, two pistons and
connecting rods which work on concentric

cranks set one on each side of the main
crank and at 180° to it.

The radiating fins are arranged in a

most ingenious manner, and in every case

slope forwards to catch the air rush due
to the passage of the machine.

Flywheel side ot the 6 h.p. three-cylinder horizontal engined Humber.

obtained, have proved thoroughly satis

factory, and on the road last week end

on its initial trip the machine is said to

The engine of the new Humber. Observe the two-cylinders (cast in one piece with common
combustion head) at tbe left.

Smooth Transmission Assured.

The whole raison d'etre of this novel

desigii is to obtain perfect thrust balance

along the axis of the crankshaft, and
obtaiii thereby as perfect a torque as

possible, with consequent smoothness of

propulsive effort and the natural sequence

of light tyre wear and long life to the

mechanism. Tliis desirable feature will

be greatly aided by the provision of a

large outside flywheel.

The valves are situated on the top side

of the cylinders and are actuated by a

single camshaft. The machine to which
this three-cylinder engine is fitted has a

car type gear box affording three speeds,
and the transmission throughout is by
chains, any harshness in the drive being
softened by the fitting of a shock absorb-
ing device in the rear wheel. Two and
a half inch tyres will be fitted, and large

petrol and oil capacity is provided in the
tank.

We understand that the bench tests,

both in power given off and i-evolutions

The rear cylinders with eommon combustion head
and detachable valve seatings on the new Humber.

have climbed a hill of 1 in 5 on middle
speed with a passenger in the sidecar.

(Continued on page HS7.)

~^

.^J
A REALLY NOVEL MACHINE.

The 6 h.p. three-cylinder Humber showing gear control and position of carburetter
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HA\1NG disposed of our cycle car in anticipation

of a new model, we gladly accepted the offer

of Mr. Sydney Tessier to pilot us round the

A.C.U. cycle car trial course on the 29th ult. on a

sidecar. We met by appointment at Redhill, the

Ntai'Ung point, the sidecar placed at our disposal being

attached to one of the latest 8 h.p. Bat-Japs with

two-speed counter-shaft gear and chain drive.

For our particular requirements a fast machine is a

necessity, that is if each test hiU is to be observed,
for in the intervening space time has to be made up

;

and it is the pace at which hills are ascended that

renders a good average possible. Practically any
machine nowadaxs will travel fast enough for all

reasonable requirements on the level, but few will take
liills at the same .speed when called upon to do so.

The Bat, however, is one of the exceptions, for the

way our driver tore up quite appreciable gradients on
top gear of 4^ to- r was a real' eye-opener. Un-
louhicdly one of the attractions of a sidecar is its speed
in hill-climbing and general nippiness. Fitted with

an 8 h.p. engine similar to 50% of cycle cars, and
valing little more than half the weight of a cycle car,

the secret of its liveliness is not very obscure.

The Desirability of Secrecy.
Seldom wa-s the low gear needed, and as for speed on

the level, weilK when this Rev. (i. P. Greenhill, driving

a Bayard car with Mr. Gh-nr. Rowden as passenger,

rooted his horn in the rear, we simply had to let oirr

sidecar go. Nor could we seem to shake the judge's
irar off, tliough we noticed through our goggles tears

streaming down Tessier's cheeks. Perhaps we had
better not divulge any idea of the speed, for Mr.
Chiozza Money has admitted in Parliament that he has
been taking note of the admitted speeds of motorists
in the press ! \\'hat a delightful run it was over Hind-
head on that glorious autumn morning, the engine
purring away and simjjly revelling in its work.
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After witnessing the a.scents of Ha.ste Hill, Haslc-
mere, we commenced the homeward run, which pro-
mised to be less interesting owing to the absence of
test hills. We had bowlcil along mcrrUy for some
istance, and were among the vanguard, when, nearing

Guildford, we heard the roar of an engine, and
incing round rectjgnised George (jriffiths on his

Grand Prix Morgan, which he is tuning up for record.

It has a single-seater body and streamline tail, l.ike

a shot our pilot at one fell swoop opened the throttle

wide, and the big Bat leaped forward in an attempt
to lead the Morgan. Not being the most contented
of passengers in a sidecar at speed we endeavoured
to exercise a restraining influence upon the driver,

.

but no entreaties of ours would cause the throttle to

be closed, and by this time the speed had increased

alarmingly, though the Morgan gradually crept up.

Soon it was on a level, and slowly forging ahead.

Suddenly there was another roar, and the chain of the

Morgan was seen on the road wriggling after the

owner at a good 40 m.p.h. \Vhat joy to the Bat

driver on the victory ! What a relief to the writer

!

A few minutes later, when the rain came down in

torrents, we thought of Gritliths and his broken chain.

Storm Aprons v. Hoods.
For many miles the rain fell pitilessly, and crouched

.under a storm apron we could not help but think that

in the matter of weatherproofness the hooded cycle car

could claim at least one victoiT that day. The side-

car, ho-wever, kept going splendidly without a misfire,

the heavy roads making no difference to its speed.

We reached the finishing point in time to witness the

competitors arrive, and should have earned a non-stop

certificate if there had been one to gain.

Finally, we should like again to draw attention to

the comfort of Bat machines. The spring frame, or to

be more correct, the sprung seat and footboards, are

much to be preferred to the ordinary rigid frame, and

on rough surfaces when a reduction of speed is usually

necessary, both driver and passenger float along with-

out experiencing the slightest discomfort.

A. J. Stanton (6 b.p. Bradbury sidecar)

during a run in wet weather from
Oldliam to London, wtiicti was accom-
olisbed witliout trouble.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.

Nov. 13th 5.11 p.m.

„ 15tli 5.8 „

„ 17th 5.5 „

,, 19tli 5.3 „

Hall and Half.

There are a number of light cars at

Olyrapia this week having engines within

the cycle car limit of 1,100 c.c. but are

over the chassis weight.

Show Stand Attendants.

On several occasions we have dii'eeted

attention to the desirability of stand

attendants at Olympia wearing some
distinctive badge, so that visitors to the

Show who desire to make enquiries may
do so without hesitation. Each year

more firms adopt our recommendation,
and we again throw out this timely hint

for the convenience of buyers.

Next Week's Guide to the Show.

In our issue of Thursday next \yill

appear The Motor Cycle Buyers' Guide
of 1914 models—an invaluable work of

reference introduced in this journal in

1906. The issue being the second of our
Special Show Numbers will be consider

ably enlarged, and will contain further

descriptions and illustrations of ne^^

designs fOr 1914, and an article outliniup

progress of the past year, in addition

to the usual features.

Club Secretaries Meeting during the Show.

A meeting of secretaries of motoi'

cycling clubs will be held at Olympia
on Wednesday, November X6th, at 4p.m.
in the Princes Rooms. This is to be an
informal meeting, and has been called

with the object of enabling secretaries

of clubs desirous of holding open com-
petitions during 1914 so to arrange the
dates for these events in order, so far

as is possible, to avoid clashing.

New Records.

Last week we hinted in a paragrapli on
this page that records were bound to go
before Sliow time, and this week we
publish new figures for a number of motor
cycle and sidecar records, the most note-

worthy of which are the long distance
figures set up by R. O. Clark on a

F.\ lightweight.

C. G PuUin is still waiting with his

Eudge for . a favourable opportunity to

attempt G. E. Stanley's hour record of

57 miles 782 yards. It is questionable,

however, if Stanley would let his Singer
rest long supposing the record were
wrested from hiro.

c8

Streamline Sidecars. '

In view of the interest being taken in

streamline sidecars and the number to be

shown at Olyrapia next week, it is wortliy

of note that the original suggestion for

this form of sidecar body was published

in The Motor Gyclt nearly two years ago.

Two-stroke Engines.

The increase in the number of two-

stroke engines (mainly of the lightweight

type) is one of the most striking features

of 1914 models. Those readers who are

not thoroughly acquainted with the work-
ing principles of a two-stroke motor should

read the chapter on this subject in

"Motor Cycles and How to Manage
Them."

Medal Winners in the Streatham Trial.

We regret that in our list of provisonnl

awards of the Streatham open touring
trial we omitted the following names
from the list of medalists : L. Martin
(10 Singer c.c.) and C. R. Collier (7

Matclde.ss sc); both provisionally obtained
gold medals, and R. E. Guest (7 Match-
less sc.) should have been mentioned as

a silver medallist in place, of R. G.
Charlesworth, - who had already been
mentioned in the list of those who
obtained gold medals. The Matchless
machines behaved particularly well in the
trial, and C. R. Collier went through
the strenuous test with absolutely no
trouble.

SPECIAL FEATURES :

PASSENGER MACHINES OF ALL TYPES.

AUTUMN 'MIDS f THE WELSH CRAGS.

THE EQUIPMENT OF SIDECARS
AND CYCLE CARS.

A.C.U. and Olympia.

The Auto Cycle Union has made
arrangements for members visiting the

forthcoming Cycle and Motor Cycle Show
at Olympia to have the free use of the

Princes Rooms (ground floor).

The Bobialac Competition.

The judging in connection with the

above competition was duly carried out

last week in Birmingham from among the

scores of articles sent in to the County
Cliemical Co. The winners of the ten

Clyno motor cycles offered in connection

with the event will be made known aftcv

the usual enquiries have been made in

respect of the validity of the entrants.

The many and varied articles submitted
showed that great pains had been taken

by the participants, and the work on the

whole was "exceedingly good, and tliv

finish of certain samples really excellent.

The work of judging occupied over two
hours, and was performed by I\lr.

Geoffrey Smith (The Motor- Ci/deJ . imd
Mr. T. McKenzie, jun. (The Cycle and
Motor Cycle Trader).

A special siaecar built by Messrs. PheloD and Moore to the order ol Mr. T. G. BuUus, a Bradford motor

(who is seen in the saddle). The body is built entirely ot wood and is llnished a dark purple. Mr.

is the passenger in the sidecar.
,

cyclist

Moore '
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The New P. and M.
FEATURES: Entirely Enclosed Chains; Improved Engine Lubrication; A Smart Sidecar.

Obsln gaud on the new P. and M, removed in three sections to show
the chain drive and gears.

Clean design at chain covers

iXCEPT for the addition of oil-

I

retaining. dust-excluding cliain

I cases, the external appearance of
the P. and M. motor cycles for

ext year has not been materially
Itered. So satisfactory is the service
iven by these machines that alterations

)r the mere sake of change are not to

e looked for, and, wherever any little

etail alteration has been effected, it is

) provide some further comfort to the
der in the way of longer service and
eater immunity from trouble. The
ell-^own P. and JI. gear has only been
tared in minor details, in order to

cylinder, and in such a position that,

with the use of the system of drip-feed

as fitted to the P. and M. machines,
the piston on descending comes in

contact with the oil being admitted, and
both carries it up the cylinder walls

The new system of
lubrication on the 1914
P. and M. engine.

A. Oil sc:?op.

B. Oil inlet.

C. Trough into which
pi=ton dips.

and distributes it around as usual.

Any excess of oil drains back to the
base chamber in the ordinary manner. A
scoop is also provided, which is fitted

thi'oygh the top of the crank case directly

between the flywheels. This scoop

catches a certain ariiount of oil thrown
off from the sides of the flywheels,

and directs it downwards on to the
connecting rod every time it passes the

lead. A three-ringed piston is now
being fitted. Great care is taken to

make the base chamber absolutely oil-

tight.

The New Chain Cases.

The most striking point in design of

the new models is the provision of chain
cases, which, as the illustration shows,
are extremely neat, and quite add to

the appearance of the machine. They
are so constructed that there is not the
slightest difficulty in getting at any of

the chains or in removing the back
wheel. The cover is made in five sec-

tions, four of which may be detached
as required. The two front chains are
automatically lubricated by means of a
hollow engine-shaft, while the rear chain
has a pipe from the half-time gear box
directed upon it. Thus it will be seen
that, with chnins completely enclosed and
constantly lubricated, very small wear
and tear should take place in the trans-

mission system. Indeed, the makers esti-

mate that 10,000 miles is on the low side

to be obtained from a set of chains.

New design luggage gild tor sidecars made
oy Phelon and Moore. It folds up out of the
way.

n gi'eater gripping power and to
ate lubi-ication, which will, it is

i-'d, add considerably to the life of
"ar.

. .1 the makers ha"ve felt that ihe
ijri'ation system offered a field for

[MDvement, and they have tackled this

tant matter with great skill. We
.ite the .system, which may be best

iibed as a distributed splash system,
• |>iston being used as the distributer,

t'l. of course, first seeing to its own

The New Lubrication System.

i]i.,tead of the ordinary method of
jeiting oil into the crank case, a
iiniiel has been provided in the case
li 'h communicates directly with the

ifalve side of the 1914 Si h.p. P. and M. with Improved counter-shaft gear, kick-starter, and
entirel.v enclosed chain drive.

eg

I
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The New P. and M.—
The mudguarding has been remodelled,
tyre accessibility having been studied.

A minor improvement is the provision

of a larger petrol tank—Ig gallons can
now be carried, and a quart ot oil. Large
diameter filler caps are provided, and
tank gauges are done away with. Alu-
minium footboards also greatly add to
the appearance of the machine. Although
not shown in the illustration, a new
method of fitting the control wires will

be adopted, by which they will be prac-
tically hidden. The makers of the P.
and M. have always studied appearance
very closely, and it must be said that
their latest designs are some of the
prettiest we have inspected.

The Sidecar Design.

A very sporting-looking sidecar will be
marketed for next season by Messrs.
Phelon and Moore. It has a pointed
front and scuttle dash, while at the rear

is a large cupboard, a tyre carrier,

and luggage grid. The design is exceed-
ingly neat, and it is specially made to
fit these machines. A good-sized foot-
board step is fitted, and the body is most
luxuriously upholstered. The torpedo-
shaped body is carried fore and aft on
shackled Gee springs, the axle being
deeply stepped and the body slung low-

Altogether, the 1914 P. and M. and
sidecar is a highly distinctive and beauti-
fully finished passenger carrying outfit.

1914 ROVER MOTOR CYCLES.
FEATURES: New Gear Change, New Type Forks, Hinged Footboards and Rear Mudguard.
QUITE a number of detail refine-

ments are incorporated in the Sj
h.p. Rover for 1914, all tending
to add to the convenience and

comfort of the driver and render the
machine even more reliable, if possible,
than in the past. As far as the engine
goes this is substantially the same as the
1913 type, but a new method of manu-
facturing the crank case has been
adopted, giving it a cleaner external
appearance and enabling a harder metal
to be used. The case is also made slightly

larger to provide greater freedom for the
flywheels in their passage through the
oil. Easier starting will also be a result

of this change. Ignition remains un-
altered, by Bosch magneto driven by a
silent chain, but a choice of two types
of B. and B. carburetters is given, either

the two-lever type, which is recom-
mended for sidecar work, as the air can
be entirely closed, or the new semi-
automatic carburetter. Recognising
that nearly all multi-speed machines are
eventually used with sidecars, and,
indeed, the Rover Co., Ltd., manu-
facture an exceedingly fine sidecar for
use with these machines, the frames
have been strengthened to withstand the
hardest wear, and the front forks have
been widened, thus giving greater bear-
ing surfaces for the pins and at the same
time providing ample space for a 2|iii.

FEATURES OF THE 1914 ROVER.

(1) Swing footboards in position for pedalling. (2) Baclt mudguard and carrier lop swung up to facilitate

tyre repairs and the removal of rear wheel
brake rim.

(3) New type mudguard and back brake acting on a reversed

tyre. Additional coil springs are fitted
at the top of the fork in a horizontal
position to take shocks thrown back on
the steering head. This is neatly carried
out, and should provide a real' advance
in comfort.

Threequartei front view of the 1914 31 h.p. three-speed Rover sidecar

^ New Gear-changing Method.
Quite a noticeable feature is the devic

by which the latest pattern Sturmey
Archer three-.speed gear is changed. I

is at once neat and efficient. A littl

protected gate is fitted on the left sid-

of the tank, and the striking rod i

taken thence to a bell crank lever fitter

to the back forks a little below tin

saddle, and another rod connects tli'

other arm of the lever to the gear. Tli^

whole effect is admirable, and entire!"

removes the rods from the driver's leg?

and the possibility of bending then

through their being squeezed.
The brakes have been largely i(

designed, the leverage on- the front bral'.

having been increased, W'liile the I'cn

brake is the exact opposite in action t

that hitherto employed, inasmuch as tli

shoe goes on in front of the dummy bel

rim, which now points with its V to tli

outside and the hollow inside.

The clutch model is fitted with tli

I'hilipson governor pulley, controlled 1"

a handle-bar attachment. Traiisniissi

is by rubber belt, and 2|-in. tyres n

titted to the three-speed and cIiUl

models. A great improvement givii

accessibility to the back tyre is tli

hinging of the rear mudguard and lia!

the carrier. Comfortable footboards m
fitted in place ot footrests, and tlie-

hinge up at the forward end, enablin

the pedalling gear to be used for engin

starting. The finish nt the inachinc i

.superb.
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A now departuie for Messrs. Humphries and Dawes is the marketing; oJ the single-cylinder O.K. Junior
fitted with chain and belt drive and two-speed counter-shaft gear.

O.K. JUNIOR.
The O.K. Junior motor cycle made by

Messrs. Humphries and Dawes, Ltd.,
liirniingliani, is being produced for those
riders who require moderate power, and,
considering the specification embodied in

its design, the price, viz., £30 (which
inchides a two-speed gear), is very
moderate. Tlie weight of the machine
is 120 lbs., and a petrol consumption of
140 miles per gallon is claimed. The
engine is a single-cylinder 58 x 72 mm.,
190 c.c, and the two-speed gear arranged
in the counter-shaft is of the dog clutch
type, the ratios afforded being 6 and 12

Valve side ol the two-speed O.K. Junior.

to 1 as a standard. Chain and belt drive
IS used, the pulleys being of large size.

Druid forks, Rutliardt magneto, Dunlop
tyres, Amac carburetter, and Lycett belt

are among the fitments to he found on
this machine, which is excellently finished
and turned out. It should obtain a largr

measure of popularity.

We tried this handy little mount in

the Birmingliam traffic last week, and
must say tliat it is as controUaljle and
easily manipulated as one could wish.
It stnits ininiodiately by n dig on tbo

ground with one foot and one can crawl
along behind motor 'buses and turn in the
road with ease. It climbs Rose Hill,

Rednal, with a fourteen stone rider quite

easily, and will restart in the middle of

the hill.

1914 BAT.

The Bat Motor Manufacturing Co.,

Kingsvvood Road, Penge, S.E., whose
works are conducted in a most efficient

manner by Messrs. Tessier, sen. and
jun., the latter being responsible for so

many excellent performances in leading

competitions, will exhibit at Olympia
several new models. The No. 3 remains
the same as 1913, except that it will be
fitted with a three-speed counter-shaft

gear, and the clutch bands anij drums
have been doubled in diameter and
width. The method of operating the
internal-expanding bands remains un-

changed.

The 2a model will have an .^rrastron;!

Mark VII. hub gear, otherwise it re-

mains unaltered. The 2b will have the

Bat . counter-shaft three-speed gear and
combined chain and belt transmission.

In this instance the same typo of

clutch as is fitted to the gear box of the

No. 3 will be placed in the back hub.

Yet another model is the 2c, which has

a chain drive throughout.

We illustrate the near side view of

the No. 2a with one hall of the chain

case removed. This caso entirely en-

closes the chain. In the combination

belt and chain model it will be noted

that to get at the chain connecting link,

and to pass this into position, would be

ratiier difficult from the offside unless

Mr. Tessier had arranged for a small

sliding window to bo fitted in the case.

This is shown half up, and is situated

in the upper portion of the casing. An
entirely new model is the No. 1. This

has been introduced to enable the Bal

Company to sell a twin cylinder machine

of 4 h.p., Jap engine 70 X 85 mm.
at the moderate price of £57. It has a

two-speed counter-shaft gear box, but

no clutch nor foot-starter is fitted. An
illustration of this - model is appended,
and it will be noticed that the silencer

has two short pipes extending from the

rear of the box for the final exhaust, and
very neatly curved exhaust pipes. These
latter aie nickel plated.

Chain and Belt Drive.

The transanission is by chain and
belt, and it will be noticed that both

chain and belt are on the near side.

This is a feature worth mentioning a.s

many machines are now constructed
differently, having the chain on one side

and the belt on the- other.

Other features which are general on
the Bat machines for 1914 are that the

brake fittings and mudguards have been
improved in detail, and the magneto
chain case is now quite horizontal with

Folding footboards, chain cases, and chain and belt drive on ths new Bal.

It
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The new twin-cylinder Bat-Jap witli chain and belt drive and counter-shaft gear.

the ground. Previously, this case inclined
downwards. Ihis improvement has very
much enhanced the appearance of this
portion of the machine. The method of

operating the three-speed gear on the
re-designed Bats is similar to other
types, namely, the central sliding pinion,
which is in mesh on the middle
gear, moves to the right and left foi

highest and lowest speeds, dog clutches
engaging and locking the respective
pinions to their shafts. A good feature
which might be more generally adopted is

that in the sidecar models the lugs for at-

taching the Jlillford sidecars are built into
the frame in an extremely neat manner
When the sidecar is removed ~ there are
nc loose parts to carry and the sidecai
frame attachments are taken away with
the sidecar. This is a great improve
nient on clips and similar attachments
which JMr. Tessier pointed out have
proved unsatisfactory through purchasers
screwing up clips too tightly and pinching
the tubing of the bicycle frame.

NORTON INNOVATIONS.
We referred to the Norton improve

ment in our issue for October 23rd, page
1371. We now illustrate the new cylin
der, piston, and crank case relief

valve, which prevents oil from blowing
out at the bearings. Oil leakage on to
the belt pulley is guarded against by an
oil ring on the flywheel. The cam
spindles are hollow, and provided with

One or ijie new Norton cranK cases whicti
nas all bosses inside leaving a smooth exterior
It is now Ottea with an oil sump at the bottom.

ci6

The 1914 Norton crankcase, also showing grooved piston with single ring,

drilled cams, and interior bosses on timing gear case.

oil passages, and the cams are balanced.
This will be a standard feature. At the
base of the crank chamber is an oil

sump, so arranged that when ascending
a hill more oil will reach the flywheels
and be by them thrown upon the cylin-

der walls.

Norton machines for 1914 will be
provided with a three-speed counter-
shaft gear, driven by a chain from the
engine, the drive thtn being continued
by means of a belt tu the back wheel.
The gear is of the dog clutch type, with
one shaft in front of the other, but the
middle gear is brought into play by a
sliding pinion.

LIGHTWEIGHT SUN MODEL.
The Sun machines with Precision and

Villiers engines have done well in compe-
titions this yeai, and next year two single-
cylinder models with 3J h.p. and 4^ h.p.
engines will be marketed for sidecar use,

together with a new 4 h.p. twin model.

NOVEMBER 13th, igij.

All these models will be fitted with
Sturmey-Archer three-speed gears and
Precision engines. An improved pattern
of kick starter will be fitted. For those
who prefer a more powerful model, a
5-6 h.p. twin-cylinder Precision-engined
machine will he marketed, fitted with a
sidecar made by the Sun Co. A con-
siderable choice is thus given to pur-
chasers. It is interesting also to note
that next year a new two-speed model of
about li h.p. will be marketed by this
firm. The price will be in the neigh-
bourhood of 25 guineas, and the speed
attainable will be 25 to 30 m.p.h., the
gear ratio being low enough to climb a
1 in 3 gradient. This little machine
will doubtless appeal to a la,rge number
of riders who are anxious for "a machine
to take the place of a pedal cycle for
running about on short journeys.

THE EDMUND SPRING FRAME
SIDECAR MODELS.

Messrs. Charles
Edmund and Co.,
Chester, whose
machines are fitted

with the Edmund
patent adjustable
spring frame, - are
marketing a sidecar
machine for 1914
which will be
equipped with a 6
h.p. M.A.G. twin-
cylinder engine, an
Enfield two - speed
gear, kick starter,

and chain drive.

This company are
also marketing a 3j
h.p. twin-cylinder
M.A.G- engined
machine, which they
state is amply
strong enough and
powerful enough for

sidecar work if suit-

ably geared, special

reinforced tubing
being used for the
frame, for which
great strength and
light weight are
claimed. Both these
models will be ex-
hibited at the
Olympia Show.

Cylinder o( the new design 4 h.p. big

single-cylinder Norton.
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CLUB NEWS.

14H1

Meet outside the headquarters ot the Doncaster A.C. (Motor Cycle Section) on the occasion ot the club's closing event tor 1913.

Surrey M.C.C.

The aiiiuial duiner will take place this evening (November
13th) at the Angel Hotel, Guildford, the president Lt.-Gen.
Sir Edmund EUes. G.C.I.E., K.C.B. in the chair.

Bristol M.C.C.

The annual dinner, followed by the presentation of

prizes, took place on Saturday last. A gold watch was pre-

sented to Jlr. P. Grout, the hon. secretary, as a reeognitioii

of his services to the club.

Sutton Coldfield and Mid-Warwickshire A.C.

On Saturday. December 6th, the annual reliability trial

will be held over a non-stop course of about twenty miles,

to be completed four times, the start and finish being
made at the club's headquarters in Sutton Coldfield. The
route will be Icept entirely secret until the morning of the

trial. On one of the hills in the circuit there will be four
tests, one ot these tests being undertaken on each round.

(1.) Flexibility trial (slow and fast), non stop. (2.) Slow
test, non-stop. (3.) Stopping and starting test. (Engines
may be stopped within the lines.) (4.) Acceleration test

(from a standing start).

Mersey (Liverpool) M.C.C.

The annual general meeting will take place on the 20th
inst., at St. George's Restaurant, Redcross Street, Liverpool.
The annual diinier, followed by the distribution of prizes

and a concert, will be held at the conclusion of the meeting.

Motor Cycling Club.

The Committee of the Jlotor Cycling Club invite all motor
cyclists to attend their smoking concei't, on Thursday,
November 20th, at Holborn Restuvant. Mr. Chai'les Jarrott,
the president, will take the chair at 7.30 p.m.

Cambridge University M.C.

This newly-formed club held its opening event at

Gazeley Hill, Newmarket, on the 25th ult. Results :

Cl.\ss 1 (up to 350 c.c.)—C. O. Hayward (2J Douglas).

Class 2 (anv standard touring machine up to 600 c.c.)

—

G. E. Cuffe [% Premier).

Class 3 (any ma'chine up to 500 c.c.)—C. 0. Havward
(2| Douglas).

Class 4 (up to 800 c.c.)—C. H. Sparks (6 Zenith).

New North-Western Automobile Association.
720 Motor Cyclisls

ON Saturday last an enthusiastic meeting was held
by delegates from many of the Lancashire and
Cheshire clubs, at St. George's Restaurant, Liver-
pool. Tlie object of the meeting was to confirm or

otherwise resolutions passed at a meeting held in Liverpool
on October 18th, at which the representatives of the
-Mersey (Liverpool), Stockport, Preston, Oldham, Chester,
Blackpool, St. Helens, Liverpool Amateur M.C.C, Liverpool
A. C.C, and Bury Motor Clubs considered it desirable to
form a North-Western Association, in order that the clubs
in this area might co-operate to their mutual advantage.
Most of the delegates at the former meeting were again

present (having in the meantime consulted their respective
committees) together with representatives of several of

the clubs who were unable to attend on the first occasion.

Amongst others present were the following well-known
motorists : Messrs. Frank Whitehouse (secretary, Oldham
club), chairman of the meeting ; S. W. Carty, Liverpool,
secretary; J. Brown and H. Bennett, Preston; W.
Randolph, J. Wood, and W. D. Williamson, Liverpool
Amateurs ; C. J. Nevatt and W. Leather, Chester ; T. Rees,
Mersey ; Harry Reed and C. E. Kettle, Manchester INIotor

Club; H. Moorhouse, H. Clough, and R. Parry, Bury;
W. H. Garlick, Oldham; H. Marsden, N. Pilkington, and
John Collier, Stockport ; and C Higham, of Hyde.

Considerable discussion arose out of a letter from the
Secretary of the A.C.U. relative to the attitude of the new-

Association to that body, and although nearly half the
clubs of the delegates present were not affiliated with the

Enrolled at Liverpool.
A.C.U., it was considered that it would-be mutually advant-

ageous to co-operate, as far as possible, with that official

body, and the resolution, "That this Association has no
intention of working in antagonism with the A.C.U.," wa»
unanimously passed.

The meeting then proceeded to adopt the various rules of

their constitution.

The delegates of the following cluba enrolled to form
a nucleus, as it was confidently anticipated that many other

North-western clubs would join after their committees had
been informed of the proceedings :

Members.
Bury and District 95
Chester 25
Stockport and District 100
Manchester Motor Club 200
Oldham 50
Liverpool Amateur 60
Mersey (Liverpool) 140
Preston 50

Total 720

Although it was decided to hold the meetings in the
principal towns of the. North-western area when the Manage-
ment Committee gets to work, yet the first meeting of the
Committee will be held in Liverpool in December, when
delegates from any clubs anxious to join will be welcomed.
The usual votes of thanks and mutual congratulations con-

cluded a most interesting night's business.
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F.N. AND SINGER RECORDS.
Several records were set up at Brooklands on Thursday

last. R.. 0. Clai'k, riding , a 2^ h.p. F.N., 63^x86 mm.,
273 c.c, made a fairly clean sweep of Olass A figures. His

machine ran with the greatest regularity tliroughout, and he

had no mechanical stops. The only alterations to the

machine were the removal of the mudguards and accessories

and the raising of the gear. The machine carried a two-

speed gear bos complete and also a flywheel cover. The
weight of the rider was no less than fourteen stone. His
times and distances were as follow:

Prev'ous best by N.
Slatter (Alcyort), 31/10/11.

mis. yds. m.p..li..

84 1,575 = 42.45

127 126 = 42.36

163 1,622 = 40.98

196 1,011 = 39.31
I

223 1,494 = 37.30
j

,
Previous best, !

Slatter, 31/10/11. I

h. m. s. m.p.h.
j

2 21 45i = 42.33
|

3 37 34 = 41.38
I

5 5 12f = 39.31
j

inger, 85x88 mm. 1

= 499 c.c, with siiiecar, and W. Pickering as passenger,
. I

made the following records in Class C :

Previous best, H. Newman
(Ivy-Precision), 20/10/13.

m. s. m.p.h. m. s. m.p.h.

5 miles flying. 5 19^ = 56.39 ... 5 351 = 53.67

10 miles standing. 10 561 = 58.84 ... 11 22| = 52.74

Cocker also attempted to beat the one hour sidecar record
recently established by C. G. Pullm in the One-hour A.C.U.
Championship Race, and, whilst lapping consistently at 565
m.p.h., punctured and gave up.

On the following afternoon further attempts were success-

fully made by G. E. Stanley (single-cylinder Singer, 85 x

88 mm. = 499 c.c), who beat records in Classes C and D :

Previous best by D. R.
O'Doiiovan, 30/9/13.

m. s. m.p.h.

TYRE MILEAGE COMPETITION.

Hrs
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

TnTs. yds.
45 548 =
90 1,068 =
134 366 =
179 211 =
220 279 =
263 1,733 =

m.p.h.
= 4^31
45.30 Record.
44.73 Record.
44.78 Record.
44.03 Record.
43.99 Record.

Mis.
100
150
200
250

h. m. s.

2 12 25

3 20 58
4 28 25|
5 40 45-^

m.p.h.
= 45.31 Record
= 44.78 Record
= 44.70 Record
= 44.02 Record

J. Cocker, driving a single-cyl

5 miles flymg.

10 miles standing.

m. s. m.p.h.
4 6i = 73 11

8 Zl\ = 70 39
4 llf = 71 54
8 484 = 68.08

"%,

liliffusissuS!
^ &

•iteimaitsiii
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m
y

iam
R. 0. Clark <'2^ b.p. F.N.j who broke alne class records up lo six hours

last week.

The wumer of the John Bull mileage competitioii. wbo has chosenaD 3 Ik.pi

Adamson cycle car as a prize.

Early in the year the Leicester Rubber Co., Ltd., makers
of the John Bull tyres and belts, instituted a competition

for users of their tyres, the prize for the winner being a

"cycle car at choice. Competitors had to purchase a T.T.

John Bull cover, and this entitled them to a diary and
voting card. In. the former a careful record of the mileage

achieved on the tyre had to be kept, and on September 30th

the voting paper had to be fiUed up, estimating the average
n)ileage obtained by all the entrants in the competition. The
nearest estimate gained the prize. Mr. Sydney J. Tayler.

hon. secretary of the Purley and District M.C.C.^ arid

Jlr. D. K. Hall acted as judges, and as a result of their

deliberations the winner was declared to be Mr. E. H.
Gowing, White Hall, Sprowston, Xorvvich, who has chosen
an Adamson cycle car as the prize. Mr. Gowing's estimate
only varied by forty-eight miles from the total average,

which, in the pei-iod allowed, January 1st to September 30th,

was 2,774 miles.

HERTS. COUNTY RELIABILITY TRIAL.
The Herts County M.C.C. held a competition for the New

Hudson cup during the week-end over a figm-e 8 course
with the starting point at the approximate centre. In normal
circumsta-nces it might be described as a " tricky " but not
really diflicult course ; but the heavy rain of the morning
converted it into an almost impossible cjae for the competitoas,
who had to make a non-stop run of just over sixty miles at

an average of 20 m.p.h. (watches and speedometers barred)

to quality for a silver medal. There were fifteen entrants of

whom ten faced the starter.

Circuit. Tune errors. Total error.

Halsall (Wilton1.

•2.

3.

1. Jarvis (Singer

3.

1.

2.

3.

Results : C

Hare (Enfield sc.)

14.1

18
4.42

4.50

12.2

19.28
7.6

14.13

,; 23.50
Halsall (WUton), E. C.

19

36 20

45 9
.Jarvis (Singer), and

A. R. Hare (Enfield sc.) qualified for silver medals

Th
tares

Jan.
.Mar.

May

June
July

Aug.
Sept.

Oct.

fix-

IMPORTANT EVENTS IN 1914.
e Auto Cycle Union announce that the following
have been provisionally arranged for next year :

14th.—A.C.U. Annual Dinner.
7th.—Spring One-day Trial.

lBth-25th.—Paris-Nice Trial.

19th-21st.—Junior and Senior Tourist Trophy, Races
in the Isle of Man.

9th-llth.—Car Tourist Trophy Race.
5th-llth.—English Six Days' Trial.

17th-18th.—Automobile Rally, Nottingham.
26th.—International Cup Race, Le Mans.
4th-9th.—International Six Days' Trial.

24tk—Cycle Car Tourist Trophy Race.
A.C.U. Championship Race Meeting at Brook-

lands.

28th.—Autumn One-day Trial.

c,8
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents^
All letters should be addressed to the Elitor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Slrset, E.C.. and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

Difficulty with Piston Rings

Sir,—The difficully with piston rings from which "L.H."
has suffered, and which he described in your issue of the
6th inst., is very similar to the trouble which occurred
to a friend of mine, who made alterations in the width of
his rings. The machine being two or three years old, a
slight ridge had- been formed all round the cylinder at
the level of the toj) of the piston ring. With the wider
rings, the edge of the top ring came just above this ridge,
and at a moderate speed the constant hammering of the
ring against the ridge proved too much for the ring. My
friend solved the trouble by slightly chamfering the top
ring. X'. PdUNTNEY WILLOUGHBY.

The Effect of Benzole on Tanks.

Sir,—You invite your readers to give their experiences of

benzole on the insides of tanks. Here is mine. It has
detached the baffle plates, and they lie prone on the bottom.
I also think that benzole has been the reason of the Bowden
wire becoming rotted away at the end in the spraying
chamber of the carburetter. In fact, I am sure it is.

My machine is a 1913 Douglas R., and I have used benzole
with excellent results barring those mentioned. All the
same, I would rather use it than petrol, even if benzole
were the higher in price. JESSE BLISS.

A Novel Sidecar.

Sir,—If Jlr. W. M. Pannett, or any other of your readers
who are interested, will communicate with me, c/o Editor, I

shall be pleased to give them full particulars of my sidecar

—

the Knut's Egg. FRANKLIN FLETCHER.

Sir,—Replying to Mr. Fletcher's letter of October 30th, 1

beg to state that the style of chassis (October 9th), namely,
C tubes with saddle springs, was registered by me in July.

1912, Rd. No. 603,840. As regards the type of body, I do
not make any claim, ^'alious types of bodies are fitted to

my chassis with C tubes, and my springs are specially made
or the purpose of suspension. Mr. Fletcher can see for

himself at the Patent Office that niv contention is correct.

W. E. MANNING.

The Cycle Car Trial.

Sir,—I should like to make one or two small corrections if

I may be permitted to trouble you. As regard the A.C.U.
one day trial tor cycle cars in the measuring of petrol a level

spot was chosen, "but whether this was truly level or not

does not matter in tlie least if the same place is used upon
both occasions—that this was not done was due to the police,

but the ground chosen was almost absolutely level and in

any case each cycle car was measured on the same spot.

While taking the final measurements, no one was allowed to

stand on tho car, while I examined the inside of the t^ink

by an electric light, even waiting until any rock had ceased.

Tli'ese points are really of no importance, but in justice to

the gentlemen who so kindly and effectively helped in the

work, I think I ought to say that we were by no means as

slow as you state. There were thirty-four machines to

measure, and if this number is divided into the number of

minutes taken over the whole job it will be found that the

lime taken was in the neighbourhood of three minutes for

i-ach. This cannot be called slow-,-far from it—but as a

matter of fact I have designed one or two simple little

pieces of apparatus which will enable such work to be done
in future with infinitely greater speed and comfort.

A. M. LOAV, A. C.G.I. . D.Sf., F.rr.

Rear Lights.

Sir,—Your article re rear lights for motor cycles prompts
me to inform you that here in Wigtownshire horse-drawn
vehicles can and do go without lights during the summer
months (May, June, and July) ; the law permits them. It

would be interesting to know why they have this privilege

here. I do not know of any other county. It is very
dangerous to motorists. Coming home late one summer
night, I met a pony and trap on a woody part of the road

—

no lights, driver asleep in the bottom of the trap, and on
the wrong side of the road. I had to take a toss in the

ditch to avoid a nasty collision. I reported to the police

next day, giving name and address of the driver, but never
heard any more about it. Had the neglect been by a

motorist, I have no doubt the law would have paid more
attention to duty. J.B.

National Signpost Fund.

Sir,—Being a keen motorist, I notice with a great deal of

pleasure that a scheme is being set on foot for the provision,

by public subscription, of a fund of £50,000 for the purpose
of organising and carrying out a definite plan, viz., the erec-

tion of road signs whereby all users of the thoroughfares of

the United Kingdom will be able, without enquiring of

chance wayfarers, to ascei'tain the direction in which to

proceed.
I am confident that the scheme could not be in better

hands than those of the Automobile Association and Motor
Union, this organisation having made rapid strides during
the past few years. The patrol system has benefited my
friends and myself on numerous occasions.

If this scheme is inaugurated it will confer a boon on all

users of mechanically driven vehicles.

A'JIEMBER of the A.A. AND M.U.

Cycle Cars v. Light Cars.

Sir,—Is not. confusion becoming worse confounded? In
The Light Car the G.W.K. and the Humberette, both of

which differ materially from standard design, are included
as light cars. In The Motor Cycle of the same week the
10 h.p. four-cylinder A.C. is described as a cycle car.

Really, "we don't know where we are." It is useless to

discuss the merits and defects of the light car and the cycle
car until we know precisely what is included in those terms.
What do the manufacturers of the three above types say
of themselves? Personally. I hold that the definition of the
A.C.U., backed as it is bv the authoritv of the R.A.G.,
the C. & M.C.M.T.U. and F.I.C.JI., " holds the field.
" The public," says the writer of an interesting letter in

The Autocar, " required to see tests under official observation,
and the makers of light cars fell back on the A.C.U. for

publicity." Quite so, and they will continue to fall back
on the A.C.U. until trials can be organised, comparable in

importance and interest with the Grand Prix, the proposed
• Tourist Trophy or the Six Days. I may arid until they
can secure a show of their own at Olympia. Meanwhile,
in spite of the acknowledged authority of The Motor Ci/clc,

I believe that the definition of the A.C.U. should be uplield.

After all, the makers of light cars, who believe that they
" lose by association with the cycle cars," can hold aloof

from A.C.U. competitions and the C. & il.C;M.T.U. Show
at Olympia. Whether they have gained or lo.st by that
association I will not venture to decide, but that they
have thought to gain and not to lose I am quite certain.

H. G. MORGAN.
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The Liverpool A.C.C. Trial.

Sir.—As one ot the correspondents whose letters have not

Oeen published with regard to the above trial, I again ven-

ture to request the favour of 9 space in your interesting

paper.

In the first place 1 would mention that 1 am not interested

in any particular make of machine or rider.

I have neve- had the pleasure of meeting either Mr.

Sproston or Mr. Heaton, but for sewral years have been

interested in motoi cycling and have keenly followed the

articles on the various trials in the motor cycling press.

In my previous letter I enquired what the cup was

awarded' for? If for reliability I certainly thought the club

had come to an unfair decision, as Mr. Sproston's was cer-

tainly not the best performance, as he failed to make a

non-stop 7-2in and Jlr. Heaton, I believe, was the only one

actually to do so.

'I was astonished to note in your issue of last week, a letter

from Jlr. Phillpot emphatically stating that the cup was
offered not for the best performance.

Considering that it was a Reliance cup and a reliability

trial it is no wonder that I sign myself by the nom-de-phnne

ot "Perplexed," as it was stated that Mr. Sproston won the

cup by the best performance. Mr. Phillpot clearly states

that Mr. Heaton's was tlie best performance, and under

these circumstances it appears to me obviously unfair for

the cup to have been awarded otherwise.
PERPLEXED.

Leaking Cylinder Heads on Scott Machines.

Sir,—In reply to "Two Years Ahead's " query, I have

found Waterite quite satisfactory for sealing leaks on my
machine. I put three large, teaspoonfuls in my radiator in the

first week and in a fortnight the leaking stopped. I add a

little once a month now and find it quite satisfactoi-y, but

if I try to remove the rust from the weak spots on the

heads I get a fresh outburst. If Waterite will not. do, I

should advise your correspondent to send the machine to

the makers. Possibly he might try Caementum fh'st ; it is

a waterproof cement and quite simple to use, though difficult

to get in most places (the price is 6d. a tin).

Choked gauzes used to worry me till I got a sight feed

lubricator fitted. I find I get much better running and use

much less oil now, while I get immediate warning if any-

thing is wrong with the crank case suction.

ilay I add that' I have a Lukin carburetter on my
machine, and that I consider a hot air jacket is a necessity

if one is to get absolute satisfaction is^ all weathers. Since

adding a jacket to mine, I have got a greater mileage per

gallon, and much better running at high speeds (fifty and

over). Taxibus is what I use whenever possible, it gives

(on my machine) considerably more power than I. and II.

petrol, and, if a trifle dirtier, 5s. worth of Cylclean sends

me on my way rejoicing with a fine crisp exliaust. I can

recommend Cylclean to Scottists. It saves a deal of time

and is just as good as scraping. In conclusion, may I ask
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if there is any four-stroke (British made) machine which
compares at all favourably, for comfort and ease of driving,

with the Scott? I wish some practical experience of a four-

stroke engine before taking to a cycle car, but I like com-
fort and simplicity.

I have no interest in any of the articles or process above
referred to, but I like to give honour where I consider it

due. NORTH BRITON.

Two-stroke Lubrication.

Sir,—With reference to the article in last week's issue of

The Motor Cycle, describing the new Triumph two-stroke
engine, we wish to protest against the way the lubrication

system is described. Anyone reading your article would
conclude that the method of lubrication, by mixing oil with
the petrol, is Cjuite novel, whereas it has been copied from
the Connaught. We were sneered at and ridiculed at the

Show last year, and everyone predicted failure for our

system. We have proved its efiiciency in all the big trials

of the year, and feel that honour should be given where
honour is due. We shall be glad if you will kindly publish

this letter in your nest issue.

THE BORDESLEY ENGINEERING CO.,
John D. Rowland, Managing Director.

[We described the lubrication system as interesting, not

novel. We were well acquainted with the Connaught
system of lubrication, and, as a matter of fact, this method
has been in use for some years in America.

—

Ed.]

Excessive Garage Charges.

Sir,—On August 27th, owing to a breakdown I left a

motor cycle with the Falcon Motor, Cycle, and General Engin-

eering works, Totnes Road, Paignton, S. Devon, saying that

I should instruct someone to call for it. Unfortunately I

had to travel to the extreme North of England, and so left

the machine there until October 5th. When my friend went
to fetch this solo machine, garage charges of £1 14s. were
made, being Is. per day, and when the garage proprietor

was told that it was a trade machine, he made a special con-

cession of 10% discount. As a general rule, 6d. per day
is the usual charge for motor cycles, and in many cases less.

Possibly I was to blame for not getting to know the
charges before I left the machine. A. H. HILL.

[We submitted a proof of the above letter to the Falcon
Motor, Cycle, and General Engineering Works, and publish

below extracts from their reply.

—

Ed.]

"I have not the pleasure of knowing Mr. Hill in this

matter, and the bill was paid by Mr. Holmes, of Plymouth,
who informed me that he ovv^ned the machine. . . . With
regard to my charges, I always charge Is. per day in the

season, because space is vaJuable, and I gave Mr. Holmes
the usual trade discount in this case. . . . I would add
that Mr. Holmes offered me 3d. per day, but as I am not

in business for the good of my health, I had to decline

his offer.—Yours faithfully, "Falcon Motoe Woeks,
" G. B. Wilson."

1) H. V. Colver (Enneld) on the way
to Westerbam.

STUDIES IN CORNERING DURING THE STREATHAM TRIAL.

(2) J. E. Greenwood (3J b.p. Sunlieam (3) Passing throag& Oxted.
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Touring Ti'ials.

Sir,—As a i-lub setictary, ] foul 1 t.liuuUI lefraiu lidiii

passing comments on a trial promoted by a rival, althungh
frieniUy clnb, and merely give tlie energetic officials of

the Streatham and District Motor Club well earned credit
lor the efficient manner in which their very original trial

held on the 1st iiist. was carried out. However, as a
competitjr, I feel I have a grievance against the organisers
for describing this event as a "touring trial," and yet
aUowing such racing freaks a* Ware's Zenith. Holden's
U.S.A., and Frank Smith's Grand Prix Clyno to compete
on the same footing as genuine standard touring machines.
1 consider the nature of this trial which inclndcd accelera-

9 tion tests, stopping and restarting on a .steep gradient, and
speed on Brooklands pavticularl.v favoured such freaks, and
moreover gave them a distinctly unfair advantage. In
my opinion, by allowing this sort of thing to continue,
club officials are doing their best to tempt manufacturers.
perhaps unconsciously, to mislead the public. As, un-
doubtedly, other clubs will follow the lead of the Streatham
and District in organising what might be a very instructive
trial. I take this opportunity of urging them to word their
rules and conditions in such a manner that anything in

the nature of a special machine (or tlyweiglit passengers)
will be barred from entering. F, J. ELLIS,

Hon. Sec. Woolwich. Plumstead, and District M.C.

Why More Air with Benzole ?

Sir.—After his effort in last week's Molar Ciidf.
-Mr. Cameron Gibson might well reflect.' After
proving, to his own satisfaction, that "Chemist" is wrong,
ne proceeds to prove, again to his own satisfaction, that
" Chemist " is right, wliicii is absurd.
In discussing the amount of air which a given fuel

requires, we have to consider volumes, not weights. To
deal with the question in the way i\Ir. Gibson does, we
shoidd require to know the molecular formulse of both
benzole and petrol before passing judgment. In dealing
with volumes, however, we have a much easier task.

A very elementary law of physics states that equal
volumes of gases under equal conditions contain equal
numbers of molecules. Thus equal volumes of benzole and
petrol vapour under the conditions considered would contain
an equal number of molecides. But since the benzole
molecule contains a greater percentage of carbon than the
petrol molecule, a given volume of benzole will contain a

greater number of carbon molecules (and therefore cailion

atoms) than the same volume of petrol.

Now, one carbon atom requires two atoms of o.\ygen
(C + 02 = C'0.) for complete combustimi, whilst, to use up
the same volume of o.xygen by means of hydrogen, we should
require four atoms of the iattci' (2H .+'(). =2H,0j. Thus
the carbon atom is equal to four hydiogen atoms in o.xygeii

absorbing power, and consequently the greater the per-
centage of carbon in the fuel, the more o.xygen (i.e., the
more air) will be required for complete combustion.

J. H. PRE.STOX.

Sir.—In my letter of the 9th October, i condensed my
matter as much as I possibly could out of respect for your
space, but as I have led Mr. Cameron Gibson into exposing
his very elementary acquaintance with chemistry as well
as to misunderstand me, niiiy I ask .space for reply.

I distinctly pointed out that there was about 18% more
fuel in benzole than in petrol, volume for volume, and, of

course, assumed that the same jet and throttle opening was
used in both cases ; also that the internal viscosity and
external friction of the two liquids was the same, and that
the amounts of liquid passing the jet in each case were
equal. On the first principles, of course, more ail' is required.

But I omitted to state a well established fact in combustion.
It is that if you have a. fuel which contains carbon and
hydrogen, and you decrease the correct amount of air supply,

the whole of the hydrogen will be burned up before any car-

bon is consumed, the unconsumed carbon dropping out as

soot or smoke usually. This is the underlying principle of

luminosity of flame, and also the cause of soot and smoke
in the silencer. On this subject I do not propose to take
up 3'our space, but I cannot pass over Mr. Gibson's
elementary chemistry without correction. One volume of

gaseous carbon weighing twelve units combines with two
volumes of' oxygen weighing thirty-two units, and two
volumes of hydrogen weighing two units combine with
one volume of oxygen weighing sixteen units. Carbon as

gas thus requires four times the volume of air that the
the same volimie of hydrogen i-equires, which supports the
practical results.

Let me in conclusion urge any who wish to test benzoic
by distillation to use a condenser, and have a tray of sand
below the retort in case of an accident—b'lt better for an
amateur not to bother abput this test. CHEMIST.

vSUMMARY OF CORRESPONDE.\'CE.
1'hb GABUrTEETTER I'OR ScoTTS.—In our issue of Septemlier

11th, a letter appeared over the signature of George Bax on
the subject of Lukin and Binks carburetters for Scott
motor cycles. Mr. Bax's concluding sentence was :

" I also,

like Mr. Kelly, have no financial interest in either C.
Binks or Lukin, Ltd." Later we were informed that jNIr.

Bax was employed in a London house dealing in carbu-
I'etters, and accordingly addressed the following letter to

him, to which we append the reply received :

Otjr Lettkr.
"Dear Sir,—Permit me to refer you to your letter of

August 21st, with regard to your experience with- tlie

Scott machine fitted with Binks and Lukin carburetters.

1 am given to und(?rstand that you are employed in the
motor trade, and are, in fact, interested in the sale of

carburetters. I shall be glad if you will advise me if my
informant is correct, and also the name of your employers.
—Yours faithfully, The Editor."

The R]!pi,y.

"Sir,—In reply to your favour of the 5tli inst., the
letter you refer to was written by me as a private owner of

a Scott motor cycle. I do not acknowledge your right to

any further information, and resent the inquisitorial tone
of vour letter.

—
'Yours truly, George B.\x."

On the level crossing at the bottom ol Pebble Hill, Betchworih. Tht
macliine is a 7-9 h.p. Premier sidecar.

"S.R.G." writes from Manchester; "In reference to voin-

leply to 'R.F.' in The Motor Oi/ch of 30th October on
the question of the best route from Alderley Edge to Olympia,
I beg to point out that the road from Congleton to Leek
is anything but good. Your correspondent would do better,

after leaving Alderley, to turn left at Monk's Heath through
Chestergate, Macclesfield, at the end of which turn right : it is

then a straight road to Leek where the route should be
followed as suggested by you. I have been this way several

limes, and find it quite satisfactory,"
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THE CYCLE CAR TRIAL.
THE JUDGES' REPORT.

THE' weather aonditions were good for the. purpose of

a motor trial; a fine morning with storms later in

the day. The road surfaces were generally excellent,

but were somewhat heavy and muddy under trees.

The course comprised hills of moderately severe gradient,

and, with the exception of Haste Hill, well metalled surfaces.

A comprehensive variety of -machines was entered, as

shown in the following table. .
.

'

Summary of Types of Vehicles entered.
No. 5, an . original and commendable type of sidecar

machine, was disqualified as not being a cycle car.

TB.iNSiUSSrON.

No. of
entries.

12

10

1st class
certifl-

cite.

Single
Double

enti'ies,

2

31

Wheels.
Three-wheeled .. 6

Four-wheeled ... .27

Shaft ...

Belt 10 ... 4
Chain 8 ... 4
Friction ... 3 ... 3

Engine Coolixg Svsiiiii. Four-wheeled ... 27 ... 15

Air 17 ... 9

Water 16 ... 10

The performances of the machine were, on the whole,

satisfactory, nineteen out of thirty-one starters successfully

completing the course within schedule time. Of the failures,

at least three failed from tyre troubles, and on accomit of

arriving too early at the finish.

There was a marked improvement as regards hill-climbing

and reliability, the latter due, to a great extent, to the

•fitting of heavier tyres.

Engine workmajiship and fitting showed an improvement,
the engines being more free externally from oil, and there

being less noise from the timing gear. There is still much
room for improvement in engine design, particularly with

reference to the maintenance of torque at low speeds or

alternatively, of vibration at a comparatively Jiigh rate of

speed, to tlie further elimination of noise from valve gear,

and to silencing of the exhaust, by the provision of larger

expansion chambers.
The various types ot transmission showed signs of careful

experimenting, a diflerential being apparently considered as

essential, except in the case of belt drive, where correctly

proportioned belt pulleys appeared to work satisfactorily,

allowing the necessary amount of slip on corners, without
any appreciable loss of power on the straight. The absence
of a reverse is a distinct handicap.

Chassis design appeared., to copy very closely that of car

practice. The otherwise excellent design of one cycle car

Se.wing C-\pacitt.
1st clas

No- of certUi
cate

2
17'

FIVE UDNDBED MILES IM EIGHT DAYS.

it is interesting to note the extent to wtiich the motor cycle and sidecar is

gaining lavour with ladles. The lad; rider above is Miss E. Aubrey, o< Bristol,

who a weeli ago toured from Bristol to Liverpool via London and Coventry
and homi' direct, with her sister, on her 31 h.o. Rndge-Multl sidecar outllt

was spoilt by an insufficiency of road clearance. The back
axles of more than one type were obviously over-stressed.

Insufficiency of steering lock was noticeable in certain cases.
" With regard to equipment, there was in some cases very
much to be desired, particularly as regards comfortable
seats, better mudguards, more substantial fitments, such as

lamp brackets, more accommodation for luggage, tools, etc.,

and a. -better finish throughout. The lack of finish and
smart appearance was the more noticeable, as certain of

the competing cycle cars were excellently equipped and
finislied. The judges consider that it is most short-sighted
on the part of manufacturers to send out for a public trial

vehicles with makeshift bodywork. The suspension in the
majority of cases was good.

Easily detachable wheels and the carrying of a spare
wheel would be a material advantage.
The majority -of machines only possessing two speeds, it

would seem that three or even four speeds are desirable,

enabling a higher top ratio to be fitted, with a consequent
saving in petrol, etc.

Accessibility showed signs of marked attention, it being
easier to get at carburetter, magneto, etc..

-'

Oiling devices seemed to vary between entirely auto-

matic and hand-controlled drip feed with plunger pump. A
few makes relied on the unsatisfactory, , if simple, hand
pump. ' -

Petrol and oil unions, taps, and pipes were sufficiently

stable to stand the vibratioii, but the radiators, on some
machines showed signs of leaking more or less badly.

In the stopping and starting tests it , was noticeable that
many of the vehicles ran backwards lor; spme -distance

before proceeding. This points either td bj-ajses^npt. holding
satisfactorily when the machine commences i to -' eoast back-
wards, or to the difficulty; in : applying -brakes with the
discrimination needed in such a test; .' "

:

E. P.. Gbeenhiii,
Gl-wn' Ro^yDEN

OFFICIAL RESULTS.
FIRST-CLASS CERTIFICATES'.

Con- -

Driver, H.P., and Machine. sumption. Remarks.
M.P.G.

Judees.

J. Munday (6 A.C.)
VV. S. Bro-wnsort (6 A.C.) . .

.

W. G. McMinnies {8 jMorgan)
V. Busby (3 iMorgaii)

H. E. Dew (8 i3ew)

J. T. Wood (8 G.W.K ) ....

C. M. Keilter (8 G.W.K.) ....

J. G. Panling (7 Swift)
P. Meers (30 A.C.)
Albert B. Phillips (8 Wamc)
S. Wright (8 Hnmberettej . . .

Lionel Martin {10 Singer) , ,

,

R. G. Thomas (8 Pyramid)

L. T. Payne (8 Pyranud)

J. Chater-Lea, jun. {8 Chater-Lea)

W. Cooper {8 Hiimberette) . ,

.

Rex G. Munrlv (S Humberette)
Victor Wilberforce (8 G.W.K.) .

36
65
54
49
49
44
56
3S
29
37

C. F. Halsall do W'ilton) .

Driver, H.P. and Machine.

W. .Sldmier (S Morgan) .

.

[ohaiGttjson (8 Morgan) ..

A. Maitlaad {8-10 Beacon)

CERTLFICATES OF
Con-

samp tion,

M.P.G.
42

Coachwork unfinished.
Coachwork unfiiiished.

Little regard for appearance.
Condition fair

.

Bodywork crude. -

E.\cellently equipped throughout'
Appearance good.
.Appearance fair, seats too low.
Coachwork uniinished.

Worltmanlike job.
Efficiently mudguaxded.

.

Competition body, insufficiently

mudguarded for touring.
Bodj'work satisfactory, back axles
sagging.

Ditto.

Back axle we^, valances noedcl
to mudguards, body imfinished.

General appearance fair.

Ditto.
Good competition body with well-

designed detachable wheels.
i^iesign of chassis excellent, body-
work poor.

PERFORM.ANCE.

M. Bryan (7-9 G.N.)

C. Pressland (8 Crouch Carette) .

.

R. Barton Adamson (10 Adamson)

A. Percy Bradley (S Duo)

G. N. Higgs (10-12 G.N.)

^ Remarks.

Two stops : puncture and engine
trouble, leaking radiator. '

Three stops for tj're trouble

:

slovenly appearance.
Eight stops on hills ; appearance
sacrificed for lightness.

Failed at Wray Lane and Tan-
hurst Hill.

Two stops on Tanhurst Hill, and
stopped ou Haste Hill owing to
shorting s-^vitch.

Commendable general' design, but
insufficient road clearance -,. gate
broke and .gears had to be uu-
meshed by hand ; two stops
owing to gear trouble.

l-'ailed on three comers and lost

one belt ; one exhaust pipe
broke off ; insufficient lock.

Time error, othenvise clean sheet

;

faulty top geai : excellently
equipped. "
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LINCOLN ELK PASSENSER

I
MACHINES.

Jlr. James Kirby, Broadgate, Lin-

coln, is marketing a new model 6 h.p.

foi- passenger work. Some very
interesting features are to be met with

on this machine. A special patent
count*r-shaft two-speed gear is fitted,

the drive to the back wheel being by
belt on the high gear and chain on the

low, a feature which has a good deal

to recommend it. The rear part of the

frame is of novel design and the price

of the machine is exceedingly moderate,
viz., £55. A kick starter is fitted and
another make of sidecar can be attached
as required. Mr. Kirby also makes a
single-cylinder ^1^ h.p. Lincoln Elk
machine with two-speed gear and with
similar transmission, which is also suit-

able for passenger service at the
moderate price of £46, as well as several

solu models.

Belt side of the latest model two-speed twin-cyiiider Lincoln Elii stiowlng combined drive
counter-shaft gear.

as in the past with a special
performing sidecar work. The
are well known as e.\ponents o

and

view to

company
f the big

Threeguarter front view of the latest model 8 h.p. twin-cylinder G.N.

1914 G.N. CYCLE CAR.
The G.N. cycle ca-r will have no ra-dical

alterations for 1914. However, there are
several improvements in detail. Instead
of having open hojet through which the
oil must pass to the pulley-shaft bear-
ings, a neatly fitted pipe at each end
of the shaft enables the driver to lubri-

cate the bearings from the inside of the
car. This device, together with extension
covers, keeps out ail the dust and dirt,

so considerably lessening the wear of the
bearings. The lever front springs have
now been repla-ced by radius rods.
During a recent visit to the G.N.

works, Mr. Frazer-Nash gave us a demon-
stration of the power and speed of his
own Grand Pri.x model. In a remark-
ably short distance, the engine, which
pulled magnificently, had accelerated to

40 ni,p.li, on second gear. When the top
gear was engaged, the speedometer soon
registered a speed of just over 50 m.p.h.
Later on we drove the machine, and

were surprised at the extreme ease of
handling, and particularly the delightful
steering. It held the road well, and was
excellentlv sprung, while the seating
accommodation was comfortable and
provided ample leg room.

A BIG SINGLE-CYLINDER.
A machine that has attained consider-

able fame by reason of its neat design,
excellent construction, and reliability is

the Jani^s. We have quite recently
described the latest models in our pages,
r.nd !' ; I'Tl* thiV are beins; coiiftrnctcd

DETAILS OF JAMES SHOCK ABSORBER.
The rear hub of the chain-driven James models
is ntted with a neat spring shock absorber,
which, it is claimed, is so elDcient, that it

considerably reduces tyre wear, besides, of
course, saving the chain. Its design is ren-
dered clear by the sketch.

single-cylinder principle, and the capacity
of the single-cylinder James has been
iiicrea.sed for ne.xt year to 85 bore x
103 miii. str'ke, which gives a capacit.y

Semi-plan view of the 8 h,p G.N, chassis, showing shaft, chain, and belt drive, position of engine, and lar^:?

steering v;'><>^l

f35
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of 599 c.c. In addition to the increased

sapacity it is claimed that the engine

is more efficiently designed than in the

past, and is thoroughly up to the work
of pulling a oonifortable coachbuilt

sidecar and full load anywhere, fitted

as it is with an admirable two or three-

spee_d counter-shaft gear at option, to

which is attached the kick starter. The
transmission is totally enclosed in

pressed steel chain cases. ,
A notable

feature of this model is the fitting of

the front hub with Timken roller beai--

ings, wliich are specially designed to

resist the thrust and drag of a sidecar

at corners. 'In addition to'the big single,

the James Co. are marketing a 495 c.c.

twin-cylinder machine desi^gned for solo

use. It is fitted with the James counter-

shaft three-speed gear box and all

enclosed chain drive, and i.s a most
attractive mount and beautifully fini.shed.

For use in conjunction ^vith the big

single -cylinder, the James - C'anoelet

sidecar is supplied by the company
finished to match the machine, making a

very attractive turn-out.

>-j-,'J«T'7J

The 6 h.p. twin-cylinder 2-spee(i Enfield in its latest form, sliowing aluminium front chain case, and

chain to handle starter, mounted on the down tube from the saddle.

THE CANOELET SIDECAR.

The greatest interest was displayed in

the Canoelet sidecars at the last Olympia
Show, and so great has been the demand
that the makers, Messrs. Mead and

Deakin, Birmingham, have been obliged

The latest addition to the ranks of passenger machines is the 61i.p. New Hudson with Mark VII. Armstrong

gear, and kick starter. It has a chain and belt drive.

THREE EXCELSIORS IN 1914.

Single cyiiaders and plenty of power

are the outstanding features of thi,

make, and for next yeaa- they will

be made in three models, viz., 34

h.p., 499 c.c. ; 4^ h.p.., 650e.e. 1 and 5-6

h.p.', 800 c.c.—^the latter being known as

the Ivig single. These models' are specially

designed and built for passenger work

and we not in any way looked upon as

speed models; in fact, it is for the slog-

gino- get-anywhere tomist that Messic.

fiayiiss, Thomas and Co. cater. The hill-

climbing feats of this maJie in the hands

of ilr. ~W, H. Carson are weH known,

and for those who do not object to- the

powerfid beat of a large single-cyUnder

there is a great deal to recommend this

tvpe of machine, for not only is great

efficiency obtained from snch an esigiiv

but, as tilie parts are all on a fairly lar.m'

scale, it is possible to construct them n

an exceedingly robust ma-nner. In tact.

in the Excelsior engines theue is a good

deal of car practice, for three-ring pistons

are fitted and the lubrication of the big

end hearings is taken through a hollow

simple,

.strong,

running

and at the same time \ery,

being simply a single tube

completely round the body.

Chassis ol the 1914 Canoelet coach

to seek more factory space during the

past year. The general outline of these

attachments is extremely attractive, ..and

the suspension - most comfortable ; ,
in

fact, the comfort and protection pro-

vided for the passenger are quite ncjte-

worthy. The chassis itself is most

U^...,

Valve side of the latest model 6 h.p. three-speed Brough and coach huilt sidecar
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(rank pin, Hiii «il lieiiig fed throiigli a
Best and Lli\vd siglit feed lubricator to

tlie cylinder wall opposite to tlie gudgeon
pin at the bottom of its stioko.

A Choice of Gearing.

Next year the 5-6 h.p. model will be
supplied either with a Sturmey-Arelier
three-speed hub gear or a tliree-s)ieed

cmmter-shaft gear, embodying a clutch,

and both types will bo fitted with a kick-
! tarter. This will allow the pedalling
gear to be dispeiisod with and, in its

place large-sized footlxjards will Ik? fitted.

An excellent feature is the fitting of cycle
ear sized Palmer cord tyres on this model,
while an XL'AU saddle, I'osch magneto,
Senspray carburetter, Brampton Bi-flcx
spring forks, and other details complete
a soundly constructed machine. A really
)iraiseworthy effort has been made to
eradicate as much nickel plate as possible-
from next year's maclune, and the handle-
bar in future will be covered with black
celluloid, which has the advantage of look-
ing neat and being easy to clean.

THE IVY SIDECAR.
The suspension of the

Ivy sidecar, which we
illustrate, is improved by
the addition of coiled
springs connecting the rear
part of the body to a : .-^

'

rossbar joining the ends of

he "C" springs. Mr.
Newman is making a
special feature of Ivy
iidecars, painted in colours
o match various machines,
aich as the ilatchless and
ifher models. The side-
ar is a particularly well
hought out attachment

;

he body is well made of

hree-ply wood, the interior
leing upholstered with
'egamoid, well-stufTed , and
irovided with springs to

eat and back. The door

14^9

The latest Rex sidecar chassis wlilch has four point suspension.

has a concealed lock, and when fitted with
hood, screen, and stormproof apron, the
passenger is absolutely sheltered from the
elements. The illustration shows the
method of support for the wheel spindle
on both sides and the efficient mudguard-
ing of the w;^eel. nlao the neat lamp
bracket fastened to the body.

Side view ot the new Ivy sidecar, which, as will be notice
scuttle dash, hood and scresn.

.1, has a

The Ajaj, a lour-cylioder French
^

cycle c.-r. selling at under £100. The method ot lilting the friction trans-
mission IS shown. Final drive is by single chain to one rear wheel.

Rear view oi new ivy sinecar.

A PIONEER FIRM.
Ever since the motor cycle movement

was stalled iu this country Messrs. Brown
Brotheib, Ltd., Great Eastern Street,
EC, ha\e supplied motor cycles wliich
have gamed an excellent reputation for
their lehability, and in the old days for
thtir wonderful hill-climbing powers,
Foi next 3 ear they will list two models,
a 3i h p. single-cylinder, and a 3^ h.p.
twin. The twin-cylinder model has an
iVimstrong three-speed gear and direct
belt tiansinission. The engine is fitted
with o\eihead inlet valves, and the special
teatuies ot these machines are spring
folks, centie springs being used one above
the othei to take the compression and
lecoil. The single-cylinder model has
chain-cum-belt drive, the gear box being
situated on the counter-shaft, and a kick
starter is fitted, but no pedalling gear is
used as on the twin-cylinder model.
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The gear on the single-cylinder model is

changed by a Bowden wire from the
handle-bar, and both machines present an
exceedingly neat and workmanlike
appearance.

A HANDSOME SIDECAR OUTFIT.
Dnring the past season the Hazlewood

motor cycle lias done exceedingly well in
trials, and the new sidecar onttit produced
for 1914 by :Messrs. Hazlewood, Ltd..
Coventry, should thoroughly uphold tlieir

reputation. The power plant is a 5-6 h.p.
J.A.P., having a cubic capacity of 664
c.c. The transjnission is by chain to the
counter-shaft, and thence by belt running
over large pulleys to the rear wheel, in
which is situated the latest pattern Mark
yil. Armstrong gear, the change of which
is effected by a large lever working in a
quadrant on the left-hand side of the
tank. These machines are finished in ar.

attractive brown colour, and the coach-
built sidecar is finished to match. A
kick starter is provided, and other notice-
able

_
features of these well designed

machines are a very large spoon brake
acting externally, on a dnroniy belt rini
on the rear wheel, and a neat device for
locking the .spindle of the hub gear, and
grease cups to the spring fork shackles.

THE PARAGON PATENT
FOLDING SIDECAR.

^

The Wincycle Trading Co., -Ltd., 106,
Great Saffron Hill, E.G., are manu-
facturers of the Paragon folding sidecar,
which is made in a variety of types,
varying in price from eight to fifteen
guineas. This attachment is capable of
being folded up. without removing from
the motor cycle so that the whole will
pass tlu-ough a 30in. doorway, the time
required tbv this being only a few
seconds. The Wincycle Trading Co.
market an attractive 4i h.p. Precision-
engined motor cycle suitable for passen-
ger work, and "this will be shown at
Olympja complete with the Paragon
folding sidecar.

AWVEMBER ijih. igi^.

The 31 h.p. iwin-cylinder Brown in its latest form. Notable features in this machine are automatic
carburetter, Armstrong three-speed gear, overhead valves, direct belt drive, and large driving pulley.

LUGGAGE BOOT ON SIDECAR.
^'"^ The Monarch Fittings Co., 203, Edward

Road, Birmingham, are making a.

speciality of a sidecar, at the back of
which is fitted a large boot capable of

The Paragon sidecar chassis, which, as may
be seen, folds up close to the machine when
not in use.

The Monarch coach-built sidecar, showing the
box at the rear lor tools, spares, etc.

holding a two gallon tin of petrol. The
lid can be made to accommodate quite
a good size ba^. At the same time no
loss of space is made in the sidecar, and
the whole design is well carried out.

THE COSICAR TWO-SEATED
SIDECAR.

A sidecar on novel lines is being
marketed by the Ram-Car Manufacturing
Co., 10, Gun Street, Ancoats, Mari-
chester. A feature of this sidecar ig

the provision of two seats, the secoad,
seat being siutable for a fair-sized child.

The 6 h.p. three-speed Hazlewood sidecar outfit.

Tlie Coslcar, which is made by the Rara-car Co.,

and has a child's seat in the inside.

and made by curving outwards the insiftel

panel of the sidecar. Should it not bel
required for passenger service the seat casj
be detached, and it then provides!
admirable space for carrying parcels.
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SWIFT CYCLE CAR.
'' The Swift cycle car for 1913 has
proved itself an admirable little vehicle,
but it will hardly be recognised in its
1914 guise, so many and varied are the
alterations and improvements effected.
The tubular frame gives place to a sub-
stantial one of pressed steel, and the
whole appearance of the machine gives
the impression of far greater, strength
than the 1913 model. The engine "re-
mains the same, a twin-cylinder, water-
cooled, 75x110 mm. bore and stroke.
The gear bo.\- affords three speeds and
reverse, and is actuated by a ga'te
change. Ball bearings are o.xtensively
used throughout this cycle car, and an
o'.vcellent feature is the provision of a
five-gallon petrol tank, while the coach-
work is very smart, being finished in
•,'rey with gi-een leather upholstery and
hrass finish to the bright parts. The
seats ar3 slightly staggered to allow
greater comfort for the passenger. The
whole machine is exceedingly attractive
in design, and the price is very little
n excess of that of the earlier models,

'

leing £140, with hood, screen, lamps'
ind horn.

WELL SPRUNG COMBINATION.
The Craven Motor Co., 116, Green-

vood Road, Dalston Lane, N.E., market

1491

9 h.p. J.A.P.-cngined machine is sprung
on leaf springs. This naturally gives
great resiliency, and the wheel cannot
shift, as it is in a rigid frame, the
springs being placed above the rigid
forks and the rider's weight corning on
another frame which is placed on the

springs. The sidecar is
al.so sprung on similar type
springs, to the ends of
which the body is secured
by bolts passing through
the floor. On the roughest
roads little shock can reach
the driver

a sidecar combination possessing' several
novel features, the chief being the
manner in which the rear wheel of the

8 h.p. Swift power unit showing sturdy steerln"
gear and channel steel frame.

SIDECAR WITH DETACHABLE
TOP.

There is no end to the ingenuity dis-
played by sidecar designers, and the
limousine Compeer, made by the Com-
peei Sidecar Co., Coventrv, is one of the

The latest 8 h.p. Swift cycle car, showing general arrangement and Improved

A neatly designed Compeer racing sidecar.

latest types to provide complete protec-
tion to the occupant against bad
weather. The top is coachbuilt, with

The latest pattern Craven with 8 h.p. 90:iV.A.P. engine showing -specially
designed spring frame and chain drive.

The Craven double-seated coachbuilt sidecar outfit.
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celluloid windows, the two front ones

being "detachable. The front is V-
shaped, so as to offer as little wind
resistance as possible,, and is quite light.

The Compeer Sidecar Co, will marKet a Cabriolet

model lor next' year with a detachable top as

shown.

When removed, the sidecar presents the
ordinary appearance of an open one.

There is plenty of room when once

inside. • A member of our staff lias had
one of these sidecars in. use during the

last year, with considerable satisfaction to

hiniselt.

A LUXURIOUS PASSENGER -

OUTFIT,
Almost instantaneous success was

achieved by the 2§ h.p. Sunbeam made
by John JIarston, Ltd., Wolverhampton,
and ne.xt year this model will be supple-

mented by two others, particulars of

both of which have previously appeared
in our columns. These are the 3^- single-

cylinder three-speed model, and the 6 h.p.

twin-cylinder three-speed model. The
general lay-out and design are substan-
tially the; same in both e.xcept that the
front fork on the single cylinder is of

lighter pattern . than on the twin, the
latter machine being specially designed
throughout foi sidecar woik. dlthough
the 3i h.p. is fully capable of giving

The 6 h.p, N.S.U, 1914 model sidecar outfit.

admirable service in this direction, and
the makers, in fact, in their catalogue
recommend certain types of sidecar for

use with it. As is generally known the
Sunbeam name is associated with chain
transmission enclosed in an oil bath case,

and on all three models this is most
ne.'^tly and completely carried out, the
chains being absolutely protected from all

wet,' grit, and dirt, and running under the
very best possible conditions. On the
5 h.j). twin model, a twin-cylinder engine
of 76 X 85 mm., giving a capacity of

770 v.v. is used. To the engine is fitted a
spring drive to ease the shock to the
chains and gear box. The gear ratios .

provided are 4^, 7^, and 10 to 1. A
great effort has been made to suppress
as much unnecessary nickel plate as
possible, and the black and gold finish

. is exceptionally neat and looks very hand-
some when combined" with a sidecar

A Sunbeam-Gloria combination. A 1914 Gloria sidecar attached to one of the latest model
6 h.p. twin three-speed Sunbeams.

finished in the same manner. The pi

ductions of this fii'm are in every w,

high class, and the finish down
the last bolt and nut • is superb,

effort being made to save cost of pi

duction in any way. The result is,

course, that the machines are among t

most ejcpensive on the market, but th .

are undoubtedly worth it, as the u.'-

of such a machine cannot help but {(,

that it would be almost impossible' i|

him to obtain anything better.

, N.S.U. PASSENGER MACHINEJi
The N.S.U. .Motor Co., Ltd., li

Great Portland Street, W., are mark'

ing a range of models suitable for sidec

work next year. . Special features

these machines will be a quick detachai

front wheel by withdrawing the spihd

mechanical drip feed lubrication,' t

pump being driven from the engine,, a

the supply being continuous, . t

amount of oil passed being decided .by

regulator which is adjustable, and t

titment of adjustable tappets. . T
engine employed has tw-o cylinders, wi

overhead inlet valves, and two sizes

engine are offered, 6-7 h.p., 74x94 Di

bore and stroke, and 7-9 h.p., 80x
mm. bore and stroke. A^ three-spt

gear box and clutch are provided, a

chain drive is utilised. The coach bii

sidecar fitted is aii e.xtremely hai

some one with a simple but strong fran

This company have evidently laid the

selves out to cater for the passenfi

nrachine class, and. their latest tw

cylinder models bear evidence of i

most careful design throughout,
excellent feature is the provision

efficient mudguards.

THE PARAGON CYCLE CAR.
The illustrations which we reprodi

of this little vehicle give an admiral

idea of its general appearance and
out. The chassis that we illustrate

fitted with a 90" .LA. P. engine, biii

futiu'e this will only be fitted to .«;pi

'

order, the standard engine used bci

E.j6
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I16 oidinary 50" twin, but a feature to

le noted is that air or water cooling can

le supplied at the same price. The
lansmission is by chain to a counter-shaft

ud thence by two 13ft. belts running
ver expanding pulleys, but the makers
laim that there is perfect grip even on
ottom gear of ten to one, as even when
1 that position the belts are still on

in. pulleys, the pulley diameter for the

igh gear being 9in. This, combined
,ith the length of the belt, should en-

ure a long life for the drive. The
Migth of the belt allows it to be run
eiy slack, and thus it is possible to dis-

ense with the differential gear without
riv ill effect. All engines are fitted with
large outside flywheel, and a further

^finenient is the provision of detaehabJe
heels. The whole idea of the makers,
ho are Messrs. Portway and Co.,
lanningtree, Essex, has been to pro-
ide a thoroughly simple cycle car,

id in no way to make a "small car."
he price of the vehicle is £115.
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Valve side of 1914 Henderson. Observe neat silencer arrangement, lilck starter, overliead valves, and
general neatness.

--^rr^i ^"^!^».^x\ r^::sr.'^f:v-

Chassis of the 9 h.p. Paragon cycle car, showing the 13ft. belts running over 9in. pulleys, mounted
on the counter-shaft.

THE HENDERSON FOR 1914.

\s regards the engine, the new four-

.inder Henderson has not undergone
ny alterations. The dimensions 57x76
n. (1,085 c.c.) remain as before. White
tal bearings, however, are now em-
lyed, the pistons are three ounces
Iter, and the gudgeoji pins are held in in

ingenious manner. A hole is drilled in

J of the bosses, through which the
low gudgeon pin passes, which
listers with a hole in the latter. A
it pin passes through the whole, and
then opened out in the centre by
uis of a punch, so that an absolutely

fixing is obtained in the simplest
le manner. The timing wheels

,
now steel. The magneto is a car

; ZU4, water-tight Bosch, while the

;,
ii'-'.bler carburetter is retained, and the

'I'li'id in which tliis receives hot air
-'w'ulhy of mention, as it is derived
ijiii a pipe running right through the

i'Miist chamber, which latter is open
its forward end. As regards the

iiie, the saddle is now two inches
'' ' than in last year's model, and is

i in a slotted lug, so that three
lit saddle positions can be obtained,
it is also interesting to note that
'ad is a drop forging. The tank,

is made of two pieces of pre.ssed
holds three gallons of petrol, and
gallon of oil, and the spring forks

ade moi-e substantial than last year.

The clutch is larger, and the plates are
now ground to a mirror finish, causing
it to be very sweet and gradual in its

action.

New Two-speed Gear Box.

An innovation, is the introduction of

a two-speed dog clutch type of gear in-

corporated in the back hub, .and enclosed
in an aluminum casting, visible in the
accompanying photograph on the near

side of tlie machines. Both clutch and
gear are controlled by two long levers
working in a common quadrant. Despite
the fitting of the gear the back wheel
is exceedingly accessible. Yet another
improvement is the fitting of a larger
band brake to the rear wlieel, while it

may be mentioned that the front hub
is wider, and that stronger spokes are
fitted. The control is effected by means
of twist handles, works very easily, is

quite positive, and delightfully simple.
The cylindrical box noticeable in the
photographs behind the saddle is a neat
form of tool box, which is very popular
in the States, and in addition to this
two strong Englisli tool bags are fitted,

while yet another English fitment is a

large front rim brake, not shown in the
photographs. A small detail improve
ment which is worthy of mention has
been effected in the design of the start-
ing handle, and enables the latter to be
engaged at four points instead of two, as
formerly.

,
Qwing to its flexibility, smooth

running, and power, the Hender.son,
which is sold by Messrs. Robertson's
Motor Agency, 157, Great Portland
vStreet, W., is a machine which is highly
suitable for sidecar work. Indeed, the
Henderson is nearly a car on two
wheelsj with its cycle car size motor.

Transmission side o( the toui-cyllnder Henderson, showing gear control, magneto position, and chain drive.
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QUEJ'YJOI^S

KJ^l^JKJ'
A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should he

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one

side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of en's elope, and should be kept distinct from
Questions bearing on technical subjects.

Taunton to Ludlow.

[^ Would you kindly tell me the

1^ best route with distance from
LLl faunton (Som.) to Ludlow (Salop),

avoiding large towns;—W.O.S.
jfoui best route is Taunton, Bridgwater,

Highbridge, Bristol, Gloucester, Tewkes
bury, Worcester, Tenbury, Ludlow, Tht
approximate distance is 130 miles.

The Life of Magnets.

I shall be obliged if you will

^ kindly answer the following" questions. (1.) How long does

_D a magneto last before requiring

remagnetising" (2.) Do the

magnets deteriorate at the Eame rate

while not in use? (3.) Can you
recommend a reliable firm who would

remagnetise the magnets,
_
also the

approximate cost of saipe?—H.D.

(1.) Provided the armature is not v^ith-

drawn from the channel in which it runs

the magneto will last practically an

indefinite period without requiring re-

magnetising. (2.) No deterioration of

fhe magnets takes place when the machine

is not in use. Of course, they gradually

lose their magnetism, but the rate of loss

is so low that it is not appreciable. (3.)

The best people to apply to, if the

magnets really require remagnetising, are

the makers of the magneto. If you send

us the name on your magneto, we can give

you the name and address of its makers.

Running into Sheep at Night.

WHiilst riding my motor cycle

one evening lately, I encountered

a flock of sheep. It was quite

dark at the time, and although

the drover said he shouted, I did

not, hear him. I was travelling about

fifteen miles an hour at the time, and
my acetylene lamp was lit. The drover

had no Ught, and I had absolutely no

room to pass. The consequence was I

ran into one of the sheep, and the

machine fell on top of it and injured

it, and it subsequently died. I may
mention that I also seriously damaged
my machine. 1 shaU be much obliged

if you will kindly let me know—(1)

If I am liable for the damage done,

and can the owner sue me for the price

of the sheep? (2) Ought the sheep

not to have been turned off the road

before dark ; and (3) can I claim for the

damage done to my machine?—D.T.R.

We have submitted your query to our
legal adviser who replies as follows

:

"As regards query 1, this all depends
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upon the evidence. It is quite possible

that a judge or jury would hold that on
a dark niglit fifteen miles an hour was
too fast, and that your correspondent
ought to have been going at such a speed
that he could' pull up in time to prevent
colliding with the sheep along the road.

As regards
,
query 2, a drover has every

right to crrive his' sheep along the road
after dark ; and as regards query 3, it is

quite certain that your corretpondent
would not be able succes.sfully to claim
for any damage done to his machine,"

Grave^end to Bournemouth.

I should be much obliged if

^T] you will let me know the best

> road from Gravesend to Bourne-
-^ mouth. I wish to avoid big

towns and long hills as much as

possible.—F.E.J.
Your best route is as follows : Wrotham,
Borough Green, Westerham, Eedhill,

Reigate, Dorking, Guildford, Farnham,
Alton, Winchester, Romsey, Ringwood,
Christchnrch, and Bournemouth.

Remcving Tat Stains.

I am now taking down m
machine for an overhaul, an

should esteem it a favour if yo

can suggest any means by whic

the lumps of tar may be remove
from the enamel without damaging tl

latter.—S.E.P.
Tar is very difficult to remove froi

enamel without leaving a mark, bi

probatSy the best way is to use butte

Fitting Accumulator and Coil.

I have fitted a new tank I^ my motor cycle, and am no

% writing to ask you the be
-i-l position to fit an accumulate

and coil. Formerly there was ;

apartmenl. in the tank for them, b

the nev,- tank is,only for oil and petrt

Would it be satisfactory to fit the

on top of the silencer ?—F. B.

On the top of the silencer is rather

bad plate to fix an accumulator or d

battery, even if the battery be containi

in a metal case, owing to the heat dryi.

A FAMILIAR SIGHT.

On the road during the forty-mile speed judging test promoted by the Doncast3r A.C,
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up the accumulatoi'. Why luit fix a

metal case on the front of the steering

fork above the front nuidfjuard. Yon
I'an obtain a leatlier case lined metal for

this purpose from most of the bit;

accessory dealers.

An Iniurance Query.

I should be obliged if yon
_ would give rae your opinion on
> the following : \Vhile riding my

5^ h.p. machine I had a heavy
sideslip in rounding a corner too

?uickly on a muddy road. I then
ound that, in addition to the usual

bent footrests, etc., the engine was
i'ammed. I dismantled the cylinder
ly the roadside, and discovered tliat

a piece of metal, attaclied to the top
ot the connecting rod for lubricating
purposes, had been knocked out and
fallen on the top of the crank case,

thereby breaking pieces off all round
the bottom of the piston and scoring
the cylinder. After taking out the
broken pieces of metal I was able to

ride the machine home. The machine
is insured against damage caused bv
sideslip, but the underwriters refuse
to pass the claim for damage to the
engine, stating tliey "are quite con-
vinced that the damage to the engine
was not the direct result of the side-
slip," and they said they considered
it more probable tliat the mechanical
defect caused the sideslip. Although,
of course, the piece of metal might
have fallen out later, I think it is

highly probable that I could have
ridden many hundred miles further
before it happened if I had not had
a sideslip. (1.) Do you consider I
have a reasonable claim, or are the
underwriters justified in repudiating
liability in this manner? (2.) It is,

of course, possible that the under-
writers do not believe my statements,
but in this case who can decide the
question ?—R .H .B

.

I.) "We consider you have no rea.sonable
laun against the underwriters, as the
amage to the engine could not possibly
ave been caused directly by the side-
Up. (2.) We think you "must abide by
le decision of the underw-riters, as they
re within - their rights in refusing to
ay the claim under the circumstances,
5 it is quite reasonable to argue that
le part mentioned which dropped off
le top of the connecting rod and
lused the damage would have dropped
ff sooner or later with or witliout a
deslip.

fron

Dimculty in Slatting a Twin.

1 should be niueh obliged it

you would help me in a little

matter concerning my 5 h.p.
rtoy.il Enfield. It has now run
nearly five hundred miles, and
the \ery first it has been ex-

tremely difficult to start. I always
inject a little petrol in the compression
taps, flood the carburetter, and then
turn the starting handle as fast as I
can, first with the valves lifted, and
then with them down. I have tried
all sorts of dilFerent mixtures, with
the spark advanced and retarded, etc.

I also use the h.alf compression device
that is fitted. Tlie machine runs
exceedingly well, and is very power-
ful on' hiils. Also it starts fairly
easily when hot, but sometimes when
it is cold I turn for about a minute
with no result. The compression is

high, but sometimes I can revolve the
engine with the valve lifter down.
The plugs are all right and spark
well. I have just taken the car-

buretter down and find that it works
well. The magneto I have not touched,
except for putting a little oil in
occasionally.—H.C.C.

It is difficult for us to say what is the
matter with your machine without per-
sonally examining it. See if the valve
lifter allows the valves to seat properly;
also clean the magneto contacts with
petrol; clean the sparking-plugs and
set points closer if necessary. See that
the injected petrol reaUy reaches the
cylinder. Let 3-Gur hand partially
cover the air inlet of the carburetter,
and if the engine starts more readily,
it points to the fact that a smaller
adapter is needed.

Excluding Grit from Engine.

I should be obliged if you

? would give me advice on a certain
point. I have an idea that the

-2J life of motor cycle engines would
be considerably lengthened if a

suitable apparatus "was fitted which
would prevent any road dust or other
destructive m;>terial from finding ;*s
way into the working parts. A motor
cycle, of course, does not lend itself
well

; but in the case of a cycle car it

would be an easy matter to find a space
capable of taking a box, say about one
cubic foot in size. One side of this box
would be coupled up to the air supply
of the carburetter, and the opposite sid"e
would preferably face the direction of
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motion. Inside the box a frame work
would be provided, wliich would be
covered with suitable cloth arranged so
as to get as large a surf.ice' as piisaiWe,
all air, of course, having to pass through
the cloth before entering the engine.
Of course, this cloth would have to be
renewed or cleaned occasionally, but
this should not be- any great objection.
-

—

'I . J

.

There is no doubt that the life ot all
engines would be considerably lengthened
if no dust or dirt were drawn into them
through the inlet pipe, but your suggestion
is not a novel one, as we used a contriv-
ance on a motor bicycle about two years
ago, wliich was sent us by a Northern
reader. This consisted of a cvlindrical
case, wliich was attached, to "the car-
buretter, and through which all air was
drawn. A gauze was used, surrounded
by a closely knitted sort of stocking.
After riding the machine all the summer
it was possible to detect traces on the
stocking ot fine dust which had been
collected. The idea was illustrated in
The ilotor Cycle, but did not catch on,
as it was somewhat cumbersome.
Theoretically, all traces of dust cannot
be arrested unless the air is drawn
through water.

Biggleswade to Harrow.

I should esteem it a favour if

you will tell me the best way
from Biggleswade to Harrow-on-
the-Hill. 1 do not mind hills at
all.—P.H.B.

Your best route -would be as follows

-

Biggleswade, Hitchin, Codicote, St.
Albans, Elstree, Little Bushey, Harrow,
Weald, Wealdstone, Harrow-on-the-Hill.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
"C.W." (Mansfield).—6 h.p. A.J.S.

and 5-6 h.p. Clyno sidecar copbinations.
Reliability and durability pf engine,
chains, and change-speed gear.
"S." (Perthshire).—Senspray or other

carburetter on Douglas. Power, petrol
consumption, and starting.
"H.S.L." (Chathai.iV—Voltalite light-

ing dynamo. Power of light and dura-
Ciiity.

"H.A." (Melbourne).—1913 7 h.p.
Indian. Power, durability, and general
reliability.

"L.C." (Heathfield).—Standard Con-
naught single gear, hill-climbing, wear,
lubrication, and petrol consumption.
Brampton variabl-e gear, with 3i h.p.
single cylinder

; especially belt wear and
effect of dirt, water, etc.

A group or ten Shemeld motor cyclists who are all mounted on Norton machines.
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As a really powerful and up-to-date passenger

outfit is likely to cost' the best part of

_;£ibo, or even more, it obviously deserves

good accessories, and they should be chosen

to match it, if the complete equipment is to

look harmonious. I have a great weakness for grey

enamelled tubing and coachwork, set off by. black

oxidised metal fittings. Nothing looks so smart, and

nothing is so easy to clean, but it is not a simplematter

to obtain a fuir kit, including hooter and speedometer,

inithe black finish, so that a certain amount of nickel

plating must be tolerated. Nickel and black and grey

make a very pleasing tout ensemble indeed, and the

lamps and generator at least should be oxidised. A
mixture of brass and nickel finish looks abominable,

with the possible exception of machines enamelled

vermilion, like the Indian, a colour which, I think,

suits brass better than nickel.

Fittings which are Necessities.

The prime necessities are. those which have to do
with the safety of the passengers; the secondaries are

those which concern comfort. In the first-class, as a

bulb hooter does not carry far, and as an exhaust

whistle needs some auxiliary support in case of trouble,

an electric alarm is desirable; two good lamps are

essential. The side lamp should be moimted on a

kinked bracket at the extreme edge of the sidecar,

and should have a lens emitting short broad rays to

light up the edge, of the road only, while the head

lamp should b-ave a long distance ray. Dissolved

acetylene is the best no.-trouble illuminant ; failing

this, it is sensible to prefer two small generators to one

large sample, and to carry a short Y of brass tubing,

so that one generator can serve both lamps in

emergencies. A red reflex 'mirror is a sine qua non,

for special service when the outfit is stationary on the

road after dark. Turning ' to comfort, a foot muff

for the passenger is an excellent investment at this

time of the year, and the rug should be both wind

and waterproof—ordinary railway rugs are almost

useless. Men generally prefer a storm apron, with a

neckhole,' to a hood and screen, but ladies dislike

being blown about, and the machine that is intended

,

for their use should have a hood and screen if the

engine is big enough to do the requisite pulling.

And those that are Luxuries.
All the above are obviously requisites. Proceed-

ing into the sphere of luxuries, we must name a

speedometer first. It is practically essential to the

tuning of an engine and also to fuel economy, while

it is simply invaluable in route finding, as it indicates

the distance to a turning which looks obvious on a

map or in a route book, but has to be sorted out of a

dozen tempting roads in actual travel. A elock is
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almost as helpful. A handle-bar mirror is desirable,

especially when the driver is inclined to be absorbed in

a fair passenger. Some provision should be made for

^damping the oscillations of a sidecar when it is driven

empty. The smartest tip is to fit two rhetal hooks on

the chassis, and procure a broad iStrap or band of
' webbing with hooked ends of jusf the length to keep

the chair low and steady ; some provision "in the way
of tiny fenders to prevent the strap scraping off enamel

is desirable, and two wee L-shaped; brass plates will

be found to wear best ; these special fittings take a

little- trouble to arrange, but their benefits are great

on a solo trip.

A luggage grid astern is essential for touring, and if .

the makers have been oblivious of this need, any cycle

dealer who does a bit of brazing will rig one up cheaply

when his men are slack in the winter. In its design

the spare petrol can should ,not be forgotten, and

brazed pegs or clips, to prevent straps shifting, are

worth inclusion.

The Carriage of Tool Kits.

In the matter of tool and spare part storage, I am
all against chucking a mixed assortment into a lockei

under the seat. They may be carefully packed once

Or even tw'ice, but the day is sure to. come when a hoi

and iveary driver, hours behind time, throws, them al

back anyhow. . I always use something in the way Oi

a small attache case for tire- tools,, rolling them up ir

big soft dusters. If the loeker "is big eiiough ti.

arcommodate the case, so much the better ; other

wise it will repose comfortably under the passenger';

legs. The objection to big tool rolls.,-is- thai the}

A Veloce sidecar combination wliicli Veloee Ltd., will market complete in 19M.
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The Equipment of Passenger Machines

—

seldom possess padlocks, and there are so many light-

fingered gentry in the average garage.

Some kind of jack is useful with all types oi pas-

senger machine, but jacks are awkward to store. For
sidecar work a special stand, permanently attached to

the chassis, is infinitely preferable, and the market
furnishes several cheap and efficient examples. For
cycle cars a jack is better. One rider of my acquaint-

ance has a wooden jack, made of two short pieces,

hinged amidships, unfolding into an L, and strutted

open by a third loose piece of wood, abutting against

two stops on the arms of the L. Another uses a
light car jack, which is fixed well forward under the
scuttle to the footboards by a screwed bolt which
threads through a iiole in the jack-foot, and is secured
by a wing nut. All passenger machines can and
should carry big tyre pumps; a motor .bicycle size

pump is a sickening instrument for the inflation of

large tyres. On cycle cars the pump is best stored

in two clips fixed to the front board of the locker
under the seats. Don't forget to carry at least one
full-sized tyre lever.

It is foolish to use the leather pockets on the door
of a sidecar or cycle car for permanent storage ; theft
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is inevitable. On many machines it is possible to fix

up a tiny unostentatious wallet, e.g., under the scuttle
of a cycle car or under the " lid " of a sidecar; in

this should be kept the small items which ought to
be handy, and which are bad for pockets, viz., a
petrol injection squirt, a grease gun, a spare plug, a
small King Dick, or a pocket tool kit containing half
a dozen small instruments. Such a wallet will save
many a reluctant visit to the main' tool storage.
"The storm-proof garb—probably high-grade oilies

—

'

should be furled into one big tight roll when dry, and
cither strapped on the carrier or used as a passen-
ger's foot stool, or stowed under the passenger's legs.

Oilies should be kept in a case. When they are once
wetted they should not be repacked until they have
been.,thoroughly dried. They will dry on the riders'
persons in a few miles after a storm has terminated,
or they can be hung up at the garage during the night;
but they must not be rolled up till they are bone dry.
A roomy outfit should spare a corner for a tiiiy

mat on which the' mechanic in chief can kneel or
squat during roadside repairs to the salvation of his
clothes. A small square of lino, normally stowed
under a seat cushion, takes some beating; others
prefer a cocoanut niat, which saves the passenger's
feet from damp and vibration. Road Rider.

TWO-HUNDRED MILES RELIABILITY TRIAL AT THE CAPE.
(1) On Roolhoogte. D. Gailick (6 h.p. EnQeld sidecar) clfmblng the (2) Preparing tor the homeward journey. W. H. Easton (7 h p Indian slJecar)

fii R r wn„j„in« !y„°,!'°
'i? S'^'W « > V. ... ,. .u who gained third place, is seen in the foreground. (See " The Motor Cycle" '

(11 r..i ' '
, ,

• .?,?.?"'"*. ('""^-cylinder F.N.) pushing through one of the many streams. last week oaee 1427)

HM
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Accessories

In the following pages we illustrate and describe a selection of accessories, mostly specially applicable to passenger
machines. "The Motor Cycle" Show Report Number (on sale while the Exhibi-tion is in progress) will contain a special

section devoted to the accessories exhibited. '.
,

A Shock Absorbing Spring Handle-
bar.

The Sphinx Manufacturing Co., Brad-
ford Street, Birmingham, are marketing a
spring handle-bar, the general working of

which is apparent from our sketch. One
of the features of this handle-bar is the
substantial way in wliich tlie moving
joints are made, and there should be no

A useful addition to a passewger machine is

a spring handle-bar, of which a verynovel type,
made by the Sphinx IManuIacturing Co., is

shown above.

saspicion whatever of side play, the
handle-bars moving in a small arc. The
bars are supported by a strong central
tobe which should go far to protect tliem
in the- event of a fall, and at the same
time would be extremely useful for fitting

a speedometer, lamp bracket, etc. Any
type of grip can be fitted to these bars,
and the standard bars supplied have a
neat inverted grip.

'

Instrument Lighting Set.

A neat little set is sold by Messrs. A.
H. Hunt, 115-117, Cannon Street, E.G.,
for attaching to haudle-bars of motor
cycles to enable route cards, watches,
speedometers, or such like fittings to be
easUy read at night. This set consists

of a cross bar which can be fitted across
the handle-bars inside the curve, the ends
of the bar being adjustable and fitted

with clips to take any size handle-bar.

A. H. Bunt's crossbar with electric light and
H.H. battery for reading the speedometer and route
card, etc. The H.H. match-box holder will also

be noticed.

On this cross bar is mounted a small
inspection lamp, together with a battery
in a leather case which is suspended on
two straps to the cross bar. A further
refinement on this fitting is the provi-

sion of a matchbox and striker', which
should be greatly appreciated by motor
cyclists who ride much at night, as

it is frequently a difficult matter to get

at m-atchss when wrapped up in thick

overnlls. The whole set is extremely
neat, and adds practically nothing to the
weight of the machine.
Among the maiiy new interesting

accessories whjch Mi A H. Hunt has
introduced for motor cyclists is an
ingenious form of -salve hftei, which
possesses the advantas;e of being ex-

tremely simple and very light It

consists only of four paits, is veiy
powerful in action, and possesses the
additional attribute of lemainmg in

position when extended to its fullest

limit.

A useful acce'isory for passenger machines, the

sidecar wind screen, made by Bluemel Bros, of

Wolston, Coventry.

Adjustable Wind Shield for Sidecars.

The firm of Bluemel and Bros.,

Wolston, near Coventry, have a world
wide reputation for celluloid tyre pumps
and such like fittings, and they are now
niarketmg an exceedingly neat sidecar

wind screen. The screen is supported
on two adjustable nickel-plated tubes,

which are secured to the sidecar itself,

: whilst the. screen may be adjusted at any
angle and raised or lowered within a

wide range of movement. The gap
between the lower part of the screen

and the sidecar is filled in by a leather

curtain, and the screen itself cpusii

of a very neat metal frame enclosi

a sheet of celluloid. The whole attai

ment is exceedingly. . rigid and al

pleasing in appearance.

A Neat Patch Fixer.

The Service Co., Ltd., 292, High H^

born, W.C., are marketing a neat lit

device for ensuring the proper adhesi

The Service Co.'s patch press

of patches to tubes. Many motor cycli

will have experienced the diffiuclty tbt

is sometimes in getting a patch to -i
j

evenly on a tube, and to obviate this t

;

Service Co. have brought out a sm
metal clamp, somewhat, in the form
a very thin pocket book. One half

the shield is slipped under the tube a

the upper part is then clamped down a

fastened with a snap lock, thereby . <

suring a perfectly even pressure up
the patch. This accessory has t

further advantage of taking up vc

small space in the tool kit.

Belt punch which.may be adapted to any size ol

belt, introduced by Benton and Stone.
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A Useful Range of Fittings.

The excellence of Ihe products of

iJessrs. Benton and Stone, lAd., Bir-

aingham, is well-known and a very larg.e

^.—^ display ot useful

accessories will be

made. Spare tyre

carriers for sidecars,

automatic drip
lubricators w i t h
auxiliary pump, im-

pi'oved hinged filler

caps for tanks,

triple action motor
cycle and cycle car

tyre pumps Avill be
shown, together
with a vei-y neat
combined petrol tap.

filter drain tap and
two level tap, by
which the rider is

informed when lie is

getting towards the
end of his supply of

fuel in the tank, a
fitting for which
there should be a
very considerable

„ . ,,..,. demand, seeing that

Ji-tJ^ h'a'^d'
it i^ =0 simple,

pump lutricator.

Variable Compression Device.

the accompanying illustration shows
1 improved form of decompressor intro-

••A by Messrs. Packer and Prentis, of

id. It is a. great improvement on
old model. The acconipanying illus-

I
Part sectional view of the P. and P. variable com-

pression device.

Iition clearly shows its working, and it

111 be seen that it consists merely of a
live cap and a decompressing chamber,
I; exterior of which is provided with
I'll finished radiating fins. It is de-
|;ned to fit into the valve cap, and is

Ijvided with a sparking plug thread.
I anka to the radiating tins no over-
latiDg trouble is now experienced.

Motor Cycle Lighting Outfits.

Irhe Kotax Afotor Accessories Co.,

leat, Eastern Street, Ji.C, make a
Tciality of motor cycle lighting outfits,

II we illustrate a new lighting set,

lich, it is claimed, is specially suitable

I
,
powerful and fast machines, as the

I'aDoIic reflector projects an intensely
lUiaiit beam of. light. The generator
lof the shaking grid pattern, the prin-

|le of which is well-known, and it en-
cleanliness and avoids waste of car-

le. The generator is of large capacity,
|l will burn from s'' to seven hours on

charge. The complete set can be
|«ined either nickel plated or in stone
Ick finish.

Rear view ot the Relax complete lamp and
generator set.

The Royal Enfield Luggage Grid.

The Royal Enfield Co. have for a long
time specialised in passenger outfits, and
they have placed on the market an
exceedingly strong and well designed
luggage grid, specially designed for ftt-

The Enfield sidecar luggage grid. The lower drawing
shows method of attachment.

ting to the 6 h.p. Enfield combination.
It is designed to carry a large amount
of luggage, and is attached to the side-

car cliassis at four separate points, two
of which are supported by springs to
prevent undue shaking of the luggage.
Ample road clearance has been provided,
and at the price of 40s. this should meet
with a large demand, especially as it

can be easil.y attached to any existing
Royal Enfield sidecar chassis by the
owner without any outside assistance.

Forward Plugs and Belt Fasteners.
The belt>. fasteners and plugs made by

the Forward Motor Co., Birmingham,
are well known, the adjustable belt
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fastener in particular having gained an
admirable reputation for durability and
adaptability for some time past, while
the Forward sparking plug sold by this

firm is also well known for its ability

to resist carbon forming on the points.

A new model belt fastener is the Giant,
which is an exceptionally .strong pattern

made for l^in. belts. This is sufficiently

strong for use on cycle cars.

The College Mudshield.

In winter riding it is almost essential

to have some form of extra mud shield

if the rider's feet and legs are to be
.properly protected, and for professional

men this is an important point. The
College mud shield, made by Beard-
Brown and Co.,, Northampton, has for

some years been a speciality of this

firm, and a new pattern has this year
been brought out with pockets attached

to the inside of the shield, into which
many useful articles may be stowed.
They are even large enough to accom-
modate a spare pair of light overalls.

These pockets have the further ad-

vantage that they can be fitted to an
older pattern College shield, and these

shields are also made in a variety of

patterns suitable for almost every well-

known machine on the market.

Two types of Forward plugs. On Ihe left

the double point, and the right >he well-

known ejector type

The College mudshield. showing pockets (or

.

spares, tools, etc.

Tyres for all Purposes.

The Avon India Rubber Co., Ltd., 19,

Newman Street, W., and Slelksham,

Wilts., who have gained a very enviable

reputation with their motor cycle tyres

during the past season, will show
a very comprehensive selection * of their

products. Cycle car tyres are a speciality

with this firm, and are made, in various

types, the Avon Combination tyre con-

sisting of rubber
and steel studs,

the steel-studded

and the all-

rubber treads

giving a wide
range of pattern

for this class of

work. These
tyres . are also

suitable for the

heavier types of

motor cycles and
sidecar machines,
and in addition
to these, various
patterns of rub-
ber tyres suit-

able for machines
The Sunstone Avon groovM

tyre.

from 2^ to 6 h.p. are marketed, as well

as motor cycle belting.
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The "Capital" Foot Warmer^

Mr. Harold Perry, 101, Gray's Inn
Road, W.C., has sent us a sample of an

extremely handy little foot wajmer for

use in sidecars or cycle cars. It takes

Perry's " Capital " foot warmer.

up very little space, and should be a

inost useful • fitment in the \yint-er

months, especially 'as the price is an

exceedingly moderate one, viz.," 2s. 6d.,

while charcoal sufficient for about thirty

hoiirs can be obtained for 3d. a packet.

Max Tyres for 1914.

A new design of Max tyre will be

marketed, for 1914 by Messrs. Charles

Cnthbe and Co., 37, Gxeat Portland

Street, E.G. The tyre is built up of

rubber and leather, and is of special

thickness. The tread is of high quality

chrome leather- specially prepared,

with bifurcated hollow rivets. The rivets

have washers under the heads, which
in the Igin. belt measure fin. diameter

;

these support the top strand and prevent

it from doubling. It is claimed for this

combination that the Balata does not
stretch in wet, and the leather does not

slip, so that it provides a vei'y useful

spare for bad weather. The belt is

made in gin., lin., aitd l^in. sizes, and
as a special inducement to readers to

give it a test trial belts are offered for

a few weeks at Is. per foot.

Brooks Equipment Specialities.

Wherever motor cycles are ridden the

name of, J. B. Brooks and- Co., Ltd.,
Birmingham is known for the excellence
ot their saddles, tool bags, an^ other

The Max studded tyre, made by Messrs. Cuthbe
and Co.

through which protrude rubber discs

sKaped in the form of suction cups, the

discs forming an integral part of the
' eover. Between the disc steel studs are

embodied, and set close together. The
walls of the tyre are of great strength.

The tyre which we illustrate is specially

designed for hght car or cycle car use and

is of 650x65 mm. section, this pai-ticular

type of cover being made in three sizes,

viz. : 2i, 2i and 3in.

A Strong Belt.

The Bulldog belt is a built-up power
ti-ansmitter made by Mr. W. PoUin,

Shepherdswell, near Dover. Our readers

will remember that Mr. Pollin was
_
at

one time the maker of the Spalding

belts. The new belt, the Bulldog,

consists of a five ply of the very best

arid strongest Balata belting made, the

under parts being built up with leather

in sections, and the whole connected

The Brooks saddle (Type B 170) with double coil

suspension spring.

accessories for motor cycles. For 1914
this firm is putting two new ms^^s of

saddjes on the market, which wm, be
known as the B 160 and B 210, both
specially designed for iignoweignt motor
cj'cles, and are smaller additions of the

well-known B 170 and B 220 types re-

spectively. Extreme comfort is given

by these saddles, and as the speed of

lightweight motor cycles is not so great

as to necessitate fitting a very large

saddle, these will be found all that can

be d-esired, with the further advantage
of looking neat and not too large for

small sized motor cycles. - The popular

model B 170 will, of course, be con-
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Mabon Gears and Clutches, ta

For many years the Mabon var ilt

gear, providing eight speeds and m
"engine, lias been favourably known, m)

ratios of about 4 to 1-7 to 1 for ilj,

and 5 to 1-8
. lb 1 -for sidecar '|J

can be obtained. A feature of the ^
is that the belt is always at co

'1

—

The Bulldog belt.

The Broolts eyclecar folding tool cheEt.

tinned. Cycle car equipment is also

catered for, and an exceedingly neat

folding-up tool cabinet for fitting to the

footboard is being marketed. This is a

miniature edition of the well-known

cabinets provided for use on large cars,

and is one of the most useful accessories

it is possible to fit. Trunks made to

almost every shape and size for fitting

to the footboards _ or luggage grids
^
of

cycle cars or sidecars are other special-

ities of this firm, and a point to be

noted is the really, excellent finish of even

the smallest accessory turned out.

Handle-bar control to Mabon clutch.

tension, and the price is modr
Mabon :Motor Works, 54, High T

North Finchley, N., are now in :i

tioii to give immediate delivery.

The Mabon free engine multipli

clutch is operated from the hand!

by Bo"ivden wire and is fitted t

engine pitlley. It is exceedingly

in operation and an admirable fitti,

machines of the T.T. fixed engine »

as by its use traffic riding with

a high gear is comparatively simpl<

Liga Motor Cycle Covers and Ti

Liga Tyres, Ltd., 26, Portugal -

Buildings, Kingsway, W.C, are

ducing into. England for 1914 their

cycle covers and tubes for 26in. an.

wheels. "The tyres are' _niade in

sizes. 2^in., 2iin:, and 3in. The
is rubber-studded, the studs bem
oval shape. This firm do not int. 1

manufactui.
cheap si

tyre, st

that so

trouble is

caused b}

a tyre b

or easily

turing.

ever, the in

strongly i'

mend the

X 2^iii. tyr

sidecar use.

walls of

tyres are

substantial
^^XgfO beads are .

— ^^, and the tv.,

Section of the Liga rubber fliir.), • tlie
studded cover. ^ ijshould,

fore, be of great durability. Tin-

which has made its name abroad,

which began by manufacturing
rubber tyres for commercial pur|H.s

unfortunate in being unable to uU
stand at Olympia.
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Some Useful Fittings.

The Priory Accessories CViuipany, Cov-
itry, are marketing a wide range of

leful fittings for motor cycles and cycle

irs. A good range of lamps of all

itterns is listed, and a neat motor cycle

Im^ps.

A ver; neat and well designed adjustable

mirror (or flxing to the dashboard o[ cycle cars.

Sold by the Priory Accessories Co., Coventry.

il lamp finds a place in the list. An ex-

Uent mirror for the dashboard of a cycle

r sliould meet with much appreciation

it is well made and has a good glass

ea. II is adjustable within wide limits.

certain lines exclusively handled. Fore;
inost among these will be the Sthenos

carburetter. This
carburetter has
been used with
great success by
the Swift, Bel-
size and Arrol-
Johnston com-
panics. The
K.E.W. mag-
neto will also

be shown, and
this is specially

designed tor use
with V engines,
such as those
with which the
majority of small
cycle cars are
fitted. Messrs.

Riley also specialise in complete chassis
sets from which light cycle cars can be
built up. When built up, this chassis is

designed to take a 6 h.p. engine. This
firm also make a great speciality of the
" Vita " sparking plug, which we illus-

trate.

A New Belt Fastener.

The accompanying illustration is that
of a hinged belt fastener which has been
provisionally protected by Messrs. Allen
Bullock and Son, Stanley House, Box,

The Vita plug.

A useful accessory—the Priory Accessories Co.'s

valve spring lifter.

Lucas Lamps.
Joseph Lucas, Ltd., Birmingham, will

hibit at Olympia a comprehensive dis-

>y of their lamps and accessories,

chief among them being the King of

e Road motor cycle projector set, fitted

th Mangin lens mirror and adjustable
uble bracket to carry the lamp and
aerator. This set will be shown in

ree sizes. Another interesting display
II be a new pattern sidecar lamp,
signed to tlu-ow a white light forward

The Lucas cycle car born.

d a green light .to the rear. An
Ijubtable handle-bar mirror giving a
de range of vision, motor cycle horns,

re pumps, and last but not least, the
gna rear light, with which it is claimed
vei-y wide area of light is reflected at
e back of the machine, will complete
most interesting display.

Carburettors and Plugs.

J. A. Riley, ilartincau Street, Bir-

ingham. A very comprehensive line

accessories and fittings, particularly
.apted for cycle car and motor cycle

qitirements, are handled by this firm,

d ,1 special display will be made of

The Double Grip belt fastener.

Wilts. The fastener has a double grip
by means of th* hinged jaws and also
a sliding joint, both of which improve
the flexibility of the fastener and its

gripping power. The patentees inform
us that they have tested it under
tremendous pressure against a number
of various fasteners, all fitted in the
same length of belt, when every
fastener pulled out in turn, but the
double grip fastener prevented all pull-
ing out.

An Automatic Tyre Vulcaniser.

Messrs. J. Lacoste and Co., 184,

Shaftesbury Avernue, W.C., are well-

known as providers of many useful acces-

sories, but probably they have never pro-

duced anything more useful than the
"Vulcan" automatic vulcaniser, which
is now supplied in a small size, suitable

for motor cyclists' use. The great

T50I

feature of this instrument is that it is

entirely automatic, and while it is work-
ing it is self-regulating, and requires no
supervision, and thus takes up no time
in watching. All that it is necessary to
do is to set the instiument working, and
at the require<l time tlie. repair will be
finished. An enormous number of these
instruments 4have been sold, and are
giving satisfaction. They occupy little

space, and can be quite easily carded
about in a sidecar while touring, without
taking up too much room.

Service Passenger Clothing.

The Service Co., High Holborn, ,W.C.,
are specialising in some very smaft and
up-to-date clothing. Among the items
shown to us are a lady's coat, hood, and
leggings. The outfit, of course, is in-

tended for lady motor cyclists who ride
motor bicycles or drive sidecar combina-
tions. The chest protectors in green
leather lined with lambs' wool are -not
only a good protection from the cold, but

The Vulcan vulcaniser.

Service Co.'s leather waistcoat for la:Ues' wear.

neat and attractive. We illustrate one
herewith, showing how it is worn
by lady motor cyclists. The simplest
form fastens over the chest by push
fasteners", and hangs down the back for

a distance of 4in. The other type passes

over the chest and has no back collar

;

two bands fit over the shoulders and
under the arms, and fasten by push
fasteners in front.

Another item which was shown to us
was a pair of leg overalls made of Cape
cart hood material to be used when
wearing knee breeches. The sides are

fastened by push fasteners. An ex-

tremely smart overall in Cape cart hood
material, with rubber over-shoes but no
heels, is the new Service seatless trouser

overall. The shoe portion is very neat
and is made of brown glazed rubber.

Perhaps the most interesting item of all

is a Poncho oilskin with storm apron
combined. This measures 120in. round
the skirt, and fits over the sidecar, acting

as a storm apron and preventing any
water from running down the back of

the seat. The Poncho has a hood which
protects the passenger's head uear. ^

B63
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Among the Accessories.

—

Speedometer Drive for. Indians.

Thanks to the ingenuity of- Messrs. H.
TayJor and Co., Ltd., 21a, Store Street,

Tottenham Court
Road, W.C,
riders of 1913

Indians will have
a suitable device

for driving a

speedometer _ with-

out their spring

forks making it

necessary to em-
ploy either a com-
])licated or make-
shift device. The
device is very
simple to fit ; the
photograph is self-

explanatory.
. The

other photograph
shows the indi-

cator, which regis-

ters speeds from 5 to 60 m.p h.

|!^^^1(^EJI

The Kobinson speedometer

Speedometer

drive specially

adapted tor the

rear wheel of

1913 Indians.

The Abingdon-Ecco Belt Fastener.

This handy little accessory, made by
the Abingdon-Ecco Company, Tyseley,
Birmingham, possesses several interest-
ing features. It will be noticed that the
inner surfaces of the links are serrated so
that the bi=U is firmb- gripned. The
.spindles of the coupling pass through

!_._

The new Abingdon Ecco belt tasiecer.

liexagon nuts, which fit into the closed
ends of the links, while the whole is

secured by means of a hook which en-

gages with a groove cut in one of the
spindles. Like other products of this
company, the belt fastener is beautifully

- made, and manufactured of the very
best- material.

A Piston Ring Remover.

A useful little tool has been brought
out by the Two-stroke Engineei-ing Co.,
Harrogate Street, Otley Road, Bradford.
It consi-sts of a pair of tongs, the tips of

which are specially shaped to be inserted

n64

between the slots of piston rings. "When
the ends are compressed these force open
the rings and allow them to be removed
from their grooves. The ring is pushed
forward so that the ends project a little

way out of the groove, and can then be
expanded until it will just slip over the
piston. With the aid of this tool a set

of rings, can be removed in a very snort

space of time. The Two-stroke Engineer-

A Tool for removing piston rings.

ing Co. point out that in the -case of

concentric rings it is necessary to under-

stand that these, when expanded, tend

to .take an oval shape, and to rectify

this they should be held in the finger

and thumb of the other hand and slightly

squeezed, at the same time that the tool

is used to expand them. The price of

these articles is Is. 9d. -

A Gas Bag Lamp Connection.

Mr. R. Surridge, the well-known
manufacturer of " Holdtite " patches,

ftas introduced an exceedingly well-

made lamp connection, incorporating a

gas bag, which is beautifully made. _

The use of the bag is to allow a steady
flow of gas. Many well-known riders

use the device.

Peter Union Tyres.
Messrs. the Peter Union Tyre Co.,

Ltd., 190-192, Great Portland Street,

London, will, during 1914, market their

usual standard patterns of motor cycle

covers and tubes ; also a puncture-proof
band ; this the firm introduced some

The latest pattern Peter Union motor cycle tyre,

with puncture-proof band.

years ago, but it is not as popular as it

deserves to be. A section of the band
is shown in position in the accompanying
illustration. We note with pleasure that
the firm are also making covers for 28in.

wheels, and have introduced a- sidecar

type.

NOVEMBER ijik, igrj.

Accessories at Dunhills.

A visit to Messrs. Dunhill's motoi

cycle department resulted in the dis

covery of several useful and nove'

accessories. The Pharos l^mp is a well-

made article differing frSm the majoritj

Messrs. Dunhill's Pharos lamp and generator

set, which IS fitted with a lens mirror behind

the lamp lens front glass

of motor cycle head lights in that a len

is fitted instead of the usual front glas

in addition to a lens mirror behind th-

burner, which should greatly assist i:

concentrating the beam of light. Th
strong bracket and method of fixing ar

also worthy of note. We are lookio:

forward with interest - to testing thi

lamp. Those who care to indulge i;;

carrier riding Avill be interested in

cushion specially designed for the ptu

pose, made in black shiny material an

provided with straps for fastening n

to the luggage carrier.

Hanover Rubber Company.
Tliis well-known tyre fii'm of 17, Goswi-

Road, E.C., are marketing a speci

combination three or four ply cover f(

sidecar use. The tread is composed i

a thick layer of rubber in which ai

embedded stf

studs in p.Ti':

and between
pair is an ai

headed rulili

projection.. T 1;

cover appears

be of gi

strength,

should be pi

cally punci

proof on li

tread, while tl

walls are of cw

siderable thic!

ness. This shmil

The Hanover eombina- P'^?"'? '^"'^I'y

tion tyre, which has ful for the i

alternate steel studs wheel of he-;tv

and rubber arrow nasspnae
headed portions. P a s s_ e n g l

machines.

NEXT THURSDAY

BUYER S ' G U I Bj^

O-F 1914 nflodels.

A complete report of the Olympia

Show, with many illustrations, will

appear in the issue dated Nov. 27th
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7 EN1TH
MODELS for 1914.

31 li.p. 70 m.m. bore x 64.5 m.m. stroke twin-cylinder

"^ engine. Equipped with all the special ZENITH fitments
^ which have so often proved their worth, including the

famous GI^ADUA GEAR, infinitely variable between wide limits,

" Motor Cycling," commenting on this new model, says:
—

"This

machine, we feel sure, will have a very large vogue, as the new
JjX.P. engine is one of the sweetest running small twins that

we have ever experienced. On the road we found that the

acceleration was terrific, and, instead of an impression of being

STOP
STREATHAM &

PRESS.
DISTRICT M.C.C.

ONE DAY OPEN TOURING TRIA L.

Acceleration, Speed, Restarting, and Reliability.

3 Non-stops. 2 Gold Medals, i Silver Medal, ist and 2nd
fastest time of the day at BrookIands;ist and 2nd in Acceleration
Test in 750 c.c. Class : 1st in Acceleration Test in 1,000 c.c. Class;

2nd in Acceleration Test in 500 c.c. Class ; ist in Acceleration
Test in 7so c.c. Passenger Class. {Subject to Confirmation.) The
*igi4 Model 3i h.p. twin Zenith with Gradua Gear obtained a Gold
Medal, and did a speed of 50.38 m.p.h. in Brooklands speeed test.

(Speed required, 42 m.p.h. for this class.)

bestride a 3i-h.p. twin, the sensations savoured more of 5-6 h.p

As for its ability of pulling a sidecar, there can be no doubt

whatever, although, of course, this machine is primarily

intended for solo work."

The cylinders being of relatively small size, the machine can

easily be paddled off whilst one is seated; its flexibihty in

conjunction with the GRADUA GEAR make it ideal for

town and country use.

Details of the 6 h.p. and 8 h.p. Models

will appear next week.

"Undoubtedly, at the coming Show, the

Zenith stand will once more be a

crowded spot."

ZENITH MOTORS, LTD., WEYBRIDGE, SURREY.

Country Life is_ Country Life

CouwfTRY Life
Cigarettes

(MEDIUM STRENGTH)

Manafactured from Pare Virginia

Tobacco.

1 «- 2,¥-

50 " 1/-
JOHN PLAYER & SONS, Nottingham.

Branch of the Imperial Tobacco Co. (of Gt. Britain and Ireland), Ltd

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle." A.i3
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The "BEAM" which never sets.

twice the power of any
Mother make.

•

Lens. Beam. Weight. Price.

The lower
prices
are for

"DRIP"
Generators.

Major
Big
Sin.

Standard
Junior.

6in.

5iin.
4|in.

4|in.

4in.

1,200 feet

1,000 „
800 „
800 „
500 „

61b.
51b.

4i- lb.

6i lb.

5i lb.

72/6 & 78/6
62/6 & 68/6
52/6 & 58/6

47/6
42/6 & 37/6

newspaper print can be read
AT 170 YARDS.

! Latest Electric Adapters to

I

make any Lamp from Gas to
Electric in 1 second - - 4/- eacb.

Handle-Bar Fittings for 1914.
Complete iiWkAfT#^f A G *^ Motor Cycles
Sets for IIUIJtvLii\d at 32/6.

The F,R.S. LAMPS BIRMINGHAM
London Showroom:

57, HATTON GARDEN, E.C.

Special Agents :

SERVICE Co., Ltd., Holborn.
ROBERTSON'S AGENCY,

157, Gt. PortUnd St., W.

ADJUSTABLE
VALVES.

EFFICIENT
AND

RELIABLE

I

FOR

EASY

STARTING.

8|6

A BOON
TO

MOTOR
CYCLISTS

AND CYCLE
CAR OWNERS.

DECOMPRESSOR.
DEPT.C, ELECTRIC IGNITION CO. (1913), Ltd., B'HAM.

Descriptive Pamphlet on request.

lhispnotographsho-<vsthousandsofbuttendswBiobhave
been replaced by the Rich joint. Get the genuine thinj
in the first place and save time, trouble, and- expense.

Rich Detachable Aia- Tube C0'> Craw/Icy, Sussex.

^

.-'J

A.^4 I^._.im4fflmny '^k?se adi!(i'fiimn.ents it is^,ciUi.Mlei'to inef^oii TttWi^'W^i&f^ OifiW :-iSW»»^
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Don't fail to inspect the RELIABLE

ARMSTRONG
(( Tourist Trophy" MOTOGEAR,

at Stand 187 Gallery.
d MECHANICAL PERFECTION as portrayed in "The ARMSTRONG" is the outcome of

pre-eminent merit in design and constructional refinement in details.

—"STRENGTH—SIMPLICITY-EFFICIENCY" is the keynote of "The ARMSTRONG"
MOTOGEAR—backed by sterling "QUALITY " of materials, workmanship, and finish.

—Our sectional view reveals its working parts—those parts, it should be
noted, are few, ESSENTIALS ONLY—and their fewness admits of

MAXIMUM STRENGTH for each.

—By virtue of these features and the fact that it is the PIONEER 3Speed
Hub Gear, it ranks literally FIRST and BEST ; and, inferentially, for

its selection by all expert nders, its overwhelming successes inallconpeti-

tions—with its crowning achievement in the TOURIST TROPHY
RACES (wmning the 1913 JUNIOR T.T. ; FASTEST LAP, and
RECORD TIME for the Course)— and its inclusion on the foremost

machines of the day.

H FITTED BY ALL THE LEADING MANUFACTURERS!
PfNroN Carrier FcroT SjARrrNGOjEvicE

PawlSprtrb
Free,Engine Clutch

i

Cluich Adjustment Nut

THE ARMSTRONG
Hub Adjusting Cone

3-speed Gear Co., Ltd., BIRMINGHAM. r,Hs
In (iniwiriiu/ lhi.< oflr'jrtisfment it /.s rh.^iirih/r io mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Please call at STAND 132,
Olympia, Nov. 24th to 29th,

AND SEE THE UP-TO-DATE

BRAMBLE SIDECARS
The

AH Weather

Sidecar.

THE BRAMBLE MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.,
London Road, Coventry.

Telephone : 835.

Millers make Light-givers-
have done so for 40 years — and you'il agree

they know h o vv if you visit the Miller Stand —

188, Gallery, OLYMPIA.
Will you ? Will you let them demonstrate the many Miller merits

and refinements—prove to you the unequalled efficiency of every

Miller model—the perfect design and finish ?

And they'll show you, too, that unique and only positive

danger signal— THE MILLER MOTOR CYCLE
REARLITE; and remember the red rear light

is to-day demanded by the lavir.

If a visit is impossible write us for Catalogue.

H. MILLER & CO., LTD.,
5S, Miller Street,

BIRMINGHAM.
.V

,\

v\x

5ja>

i

>̂
s^

hi nii.iwering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."

\\\
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MIDLAND
MOTOR CYCLE TYRES & BELTS

Ribbed and Studded Motor Cycle Tyre
A splendid anti-skid with a heavy centre tread of

specially toughened rubber which is practically puncture-

proof. A very resilient and long-wearing tyre.

Guaranted 3,000 miles.

Prices: 26x21 37/6 26x21 40/-

TF It is a Midland tyre it is a good tyre.

That goes almost without saying : for

Midlands are British— and unequalled.

More miles and more satisfaction ; less

cost and less— far less— risk of disap-

pointment are yours if you choose

Midland tyres—and belts. Many times

they have successfully helped in record-

breaking trials ; many times they have
made wins ; and always they have
fulfilled every claim we have made
for them. Midlands are above board— and equally above the average.

MOTOR CYCLE BELT.
Jin. 1/5, Jin. 1/9. iin. 2/-. lin. 2 ,'4. llin. 2/9.

SOMETHING NEW
Of the usual V section but made of rubber with a special core of

steel wire of high breaking strain, coiled spirally and interwoven

into a fabric, moulded under enormous hydraulic pressure. This

combination of special wire fabric and rubber does away with all

the disadvantages of belts made of rubber and cloth alone, and
eliminates stretching and pulling through of fasteners.

It is pliable, affords perfect drive, and gives large mileage.

The
'Wire-core*
BELT

We are not exhibiting at Olympia but a fall range of our specialities may
be seen at our London West End Showrooms, ZiZ, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.

THE MIDLAND RUBBER CO., LTD.,
anS°w°JrTs^ RYLAND ST., BIRMINGHAM. h%%°T: 31-34, EAGLE ST., W.C.
Coventry Depot : Priory Works. New Buildings.
Milan De.:ol : Via Sirlori 6.

Glasgow Depot : 80, James Watt Street. Cardiff Depot ; Plymouth Stree*.
Amsterdam Dspot : 50, Lange Leidsche Dwaars Straat.

For long driving—The new " Aero M " Recessed Ball, 2/-,

In aiifwcriiiy t/ii-'i ml vcriiscmcni il >< ihxiriihti: la inrntioa "The Matiir Cycle.' »5
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I
The

j Midmore

Saddle FLEXIBLE COMPENSATING
C SPRING

Stand

189
Olympia

TENSION SPRING
TAKING RIDERS WEIGHT

See it at Olympia.
|\/[AKE a point of inspecting the "Midmore" Motor Cycle Saddle at Stand
^^^ 189 Olympia. Note the scientific compound springs that prevent all vibra-

tion and the consequent discomfort and fatigue. Feel the firm, well-padded seat

that prevents all chafmg and saddle soreness. Observe its splendid quality-—the

famous Middlemore Quality. Then you will understand why the " Midmore is

the saddle of Real Comfort.

// you cannot call, send now for explanatory folder.

MIDDLEMORE & LAMPLUGH, Ltd., Coventry

DE. P. DUO. STAND 137.

THE DE P.ENDABLE CYCLECAR
4 SPEEDS AND REVERSE, COMPLETE WITH

HOOD, SCREEN, LAMPS, ETC.

AIR-COOLED, 120 GUINEAS,
WATER-COOLED, 125 GUINEAS.
LOOK US UP AT OLYMPIA, STAND 137,

AND SEE NEXT YEAR'S SUCCESS.

WRITE FOR LIST.
'

THE DEPFORD COMPANY, ^e'pTfZ"Te;

I
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STAND

70

THE STRENGTH
AND POWER OF THE

L.M.C. COUNTERSHAFT 2-SPEED GEAR

CONFIRMED
BY THE

INSTRUCTOR OF ENGINEERING OF
THE SYDNEY TECHNICAL COLLEGE.

Mr. RIPP says " It is the best gear I have seen yet,' and his view
coincides with all other motor engineering experts.

New South Wales,
2nd June, 1013.

I submitted the 35- h.p. L.M.C. motor cycle fitted with the two-speed
Countershaft Gear, to what I consider a severe test. I ran it over the
steepest hills I could find in and around Sydney, including Forveaus Street,

Ormond Street, Liverpool Street, to Darlinghurst, and the hill at the south
side of Coogee, which is'an impossible climb to most motor cars. The ascents
were made with a passenger in the sidecar, myself driving, and on the last

hill mentioned it is as well to remember two very sharp turns have to be
negotiated on a very bad surface. The success and power this machine sliows

as a hill-climber is far and away ahead of my expectations. The old trouble

of slipping belts was an impossibilitj', owing to the direct drive by chain on
the low gear. This alone places the gear far ahead of all others.

The kick starter and decompressor are of great comfort. The rider being
able to start the machine while in the seat without getting off at any tune.

.All who have inspected this gear are most favourably impressed, and a great

business should be ahead of you in this line. It is the best gear I have seen yet.

Yours truly, H. J. Ripp.

Writ* for a copy of illustnitedarc cataloKiie to tiny, post (roe. from

LLOYD MOTOfi ENGINEERING Co., Ld.,

152, HONOHENT ROAD, BIRMINGHAM.

Agence pour la France: Parry & Co.. 28, Rue Sedaine, Paris

Tha Gear was placed on tlie

Marlcet two seasons ago and
the nnmher of succe-^ses stand

inij to its credit is probably

greater than any other make

of variable Gear : Proof of

its superiority. It is the

simpleyl, strongest and best

Motor Cycle Gear produced

and. like the machine itself, is

of Proved greatest reliability.

See III is gear and full range of

L.M.C. Models at Olympia.

LMC
The Motorcycle dPROVED Greatest Reliability

^

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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CALL AT STAND 121
FOR

1.

2.

3.

Reduced price list.

The actual tyres used in London-Edin-

burgh Trial (plus 5,000 miles since)

Special Sporting Offer during

Show.

L«

SKEW
TYRES

Telephone—Mayfair 68i, 35, NEW CAVENDISH STREET, W.

Bluemel's Siaecar Wind
Screen

affords a splendid protection
to the passenger against wind,
rain, etc.

Swings open lii<e a door.

BLUEMEL'S
MOTOR CYCLE

ACCESSORIES
WILL BE EXHIBITED AT

OLYMPIA,
STAND 157.

We siiall be pleased to

see you there, and demon-
strate the superiority of

the Bluemel manufactures,

meanwhile write for our

BOOK OF NOWEIGHTS
POST FREE.

BLUEMEL BROS.
— LTD., —

iWoLSTON, Nr. Coventry.

Bluemel
Mascot Plug

with Patent

Enamel Gas-

tight Joint.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle.'
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i

II
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1

k:i

iV,>;>?^v,^,^^^-^\^^^^v^^^^^:^^^^^^N^v.^^-^^^k-^^^^^<^^^^^^V^^^^

Are You

looking for

the BEST
Passenger Machine ?

—If so, carefully study the specification of the new type

with Countershaft 3-speed Gear, enclosed
Chain Drive, and Kick Starter.

" Built to an Meal, and not to a Price "—the I9I4 REX-J.A.P. is constructed to meet the demand for an
aholuti ly reliable Passenger Machine. Every detail has had careful attention, and no expense has been
spared to ensure saiisfacfory seruice under all conditions. Speedy, comfortable, silent, and flexible—a
machine of many merits and no faults.

Illustrated Catalogue now ready—May we post
you a copy .'

CE, AGENTS—We are now appointing Sole Agents—
write for our agency proposition, or pay us a
visit at Olympia.

The Premier Motor Co., Ltd., ^S^d!' Birmingham.

Stand

105,
Olympia*

N

In answering this adi-erli.<r,iiriif il /.s (l( ••iralih to mrn/ion "Tin- Motor Ci/rJe.' B13
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Olympia
Stand

No. 40.

EVERYTHIHC FOR THE MOTORCYCLIST

AYLORS
Olympia
Stand

No. 40.

Sole London and District Agents for the famous A.J.S. Motor Cycles. TRADE and RETAIL supp!:ed.

Call at STAND No. 40 and ask for Mr. TAYLOR.
He will be ready and willing to give any information and advice about the famous A.J.S. Motor Cycles. The machine

which took sidecar and passenger to the top of BEN NEVIS—Scotland's lordly mountain.

The A.J.S. Motor Cycles have a feputation second to none—they have distinguished themselves

in pfactically every trial. The new 1 HA 2| h.p. and 6 h.p. models simply bristle with good
points. Their mechanical excellence and handsome appearance cannot fail to make them one of

the most popular mounts for 1914. 1'^I4 A.J.S., 6 h.p., 3-speed, 70 guineas. T914 2| h.p.,

2-speed, 47 guineas; 3-speed, 50 guineas.

Remember TAYLORS can supply almost all the best makes of motor cycles and cycle cars for cash, or they can be pur-

chased out of income, i dow^n and the balance in monthly instalments. Ask for delivery dates for P. & M.'s, TRIUMPHS,
"WILLIAMSONS, DOUGLASES, ZENITHS, G.W.K.'s, A.C.'s, MORGANS, LAGONDAS, etc. Call at Store St.

for second-hand bargains. TAYLORS—the house for qwality and competitive prices, expert service, and prompt delivery.

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.,
21a, Store St., Tottenham Court Sd., London, W.

'Phone 10957 Central. Telegrams: *'Dynametro"

AT LAST! A PETROL GAUGE THAT WILL AND IViUST GAUGE.
NEW COIVieiNED FILLER CAP AND PETROL OR OIL GAUGE.

NO FLOAT. WIRES, DIAL, OR DANCING I NDICATOR—SIMPLY NATURAL AND PERPETUAL ACTION.
NON-MECHANICAL AND CANNOT GO WRONG. MARVELLOUSLY EFFECTIVE AND CANNOT DECEIVE.

Made in sizes to suit ANY collar from lin. to 2in. bore.

^^^ Prices from 2/3 to 4/6 each.
Fit it to your old tank at once, but. DON'T BUY A NEW MOUNT
WITHOUT IT. It has neither equal nor rivai, rnd any substitute will

only prove disappoiiitijig.

THE PETROL IS ALWAYS IN FULL VIEW OF THE RIDER.

ADAPTABLE TO ANY TANK WITH
SCREW FILLER CAPS

tP"^ \ / Write at once for full particulars to the Sole Msncfacturers

—

^*?, W w. BRANDON & Co., Ltd., °SnI^„«|^:'
HIGH-CLASS PETROL TANK MAKERS.

Do you know that
the Ball Clutch is the

latest and best form of

drive for speed gsars

—

Experts say they are IT

p. ice rs shown, £6 10s.
Comjjle G with 2 8i)eedB,2 vaiialilc pick

DP clutches, free encine. kick ofT start,

a Unstable palley, cliain. etc.

You must have a speed gear, why not have the best Two-speed countershaft gear, with a variable pick up, comphie for

fitt'ng to almost any standard make of frame. Write for a description of the uniqu: Ball Clutch for Motor Cycles.

The TOROGA MOTOR ENGINE Co., Ltd., Si. George's Terrace, Brearley Street, BIRMINGHAM.

Motorists interested in the

camera will find this journal

interesting and instructive.

Every Tuesday—One Penny.

E14 In avticrrinr/ Ihexe adverliseinenis it is desirable to nienlion " TJiu Motor Ci/r!e.
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WE^E^ HE^E!
a M Ei If

MEET US INSIDE
WE'RE HERE to demonstrate to you that HAZLEWOOD

Motor Cycles are unsurpassed for Reliability and Work-
manship.

EVERYTHING
in HAZLEWOOD Motor Cycles is of the very finest quality and"

thoroughly tested. For beauty of design and handsome finish they

are unsurpassed.
ECONOMICAL

in use. HAZLEWOOD Motor Cycles are absolutely RELIABLE and
EFFICIENT, as proved by their sensational successes in noteworthy
Trials of the year.

CALL AT STAND 124,
and inspect for yourself the superb finish and quality of workmanship
of HAZLEWOOD Motor Cycles.

A copy of our handsome new hook " HAZLEWOOD Motor Cycles" maybe obtained from
our stand, or post free from

imi wm

r\ rri

r» ^

l^azlewoodsh
COVENTRY, England.

•llllllll I!lllll! l!li!lllll!illillllllllllllll)7;;

STAND
124
OLYMPIA

^^v**

i*??^*

•v5*^A^
^/^M^

i'T

%

In answerinr) this advertisement it U desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.' BJ7
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LEA-
FfiANCIS
FINEST MACHINE IN THE WORLD.

^'^*c;:ji^ ^^-^-^jX*^

SOME OF ITS FEATURES
Lightning Detachable Wheels.
Enclosed Chain Drive.
Bracket 2=speed Gear.
Multiple Plate Clutch.
Reliable Brakes.
Substantial Kick Starter.
Simple Adjustments.

Correct Weight Distribution.

Low Riding Position.

Rapid Acceleration.

Easy Control.

Quiet Running.
Speed 2 to 50 m.p.h.

Price 65 Guineas.

LEA 81 FRANCIS, LTD., COVENTRY.
Address of nearest agent on request.

Stand No. 43.

America's last word
in Motor Cycles.

Don't leave the
Show without see-

ing our Stand.

Arrange for a trial run.

'Phone: 1137 Wall.

W-res : "Acarobox, London."

T P!

Pope

stand No. 43.

Twin Cylinder,
7 h.p., Chain Drive,

Multiple Disc, Free

Engine Clutch,
Rear Wheel Spring

Suspension, Me-
chanical Oil Pump.

The Pope Motor
Cycle Agency,
55, Banner Street,

E.C.

In ansiocrivj these adrert'isetncnts it is defirahle- to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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(LONDON) ^ ^y^

EXHIBITION.
IN THE HEART OF LONDON

pressed to purchase. We merely want every motor cyclist in town
(luriii;!; tlie week to see our stock, and thus realise how well we are

able to supply anything for the motor cyclist PROMPTLY and
CHEAPLY. Engines, Gears, Wind-guarding devices. Speedometers,
Lishting Sets, Horns, Luggage, and Tool equipments, Silencers, Car-
burettors will all be on view, as well as the famous " Service " special-

\, itii"!, such as "Service " Belting. Belticum, Tappet Adjusters, H.l(: B.
\- Two-speed Gears, B. & B. Carburettors, Autovarnish, e*tc.

) FOR YOUR COMFORT. There will be all manner of Clothing in

i

our Outfitting Department where you may inspect and try on new

I

goods at your leisure, and without being jostled by a moving crowd
\ .-ts ;it Olympia.

Oilskins fori Wet Weather Riders.

SPECIAL LINE:

\N OILSKIN SUIT. Jacket and Seatless Trousers .. 20/-

tVICE SPECIAL SILVER GREY SUIT,
Double-breasfcd Jacket and Seatless

Trousers, £1-5-0
I.oug Coats, from 10/11.

ci.^! Line in Black Oilskin Coats,
42 inches long. 16/6.

gralce Oilskins will not stick or crack.

Ladies Light Oilskins from 14/11 ;

Son' Westers, 1/11 and 2/11.

SERVICE COLD WEATHER JACKETS,
Leather-lined, £1-5-0.

Ditto, Marmot Fur lined, £2-10- 0.

Leather Waistcoats from 20/-.

aterproof Suits, Latest Styles in Mackintoslies, Oilskin Suits, Oilskin
ncfaos. Oilskin Sidecar Capes, Long Oilskin Coats. Lady's Oilskin Coats,
u' Westers. Hutchinson's Overboots, Leather-lined Jackets, Fur-lined
ckets. Fur-lined Ruffs, Fur Gloves, Leather Gloves, Asbestol Gloves, Hats,
iiw, Racing Helmet-:, Woollen Helmets, Goggles, Eye Shields, Carrier

Bags, Scarfs. Throat Protectors.

SILENCE & POWER.
HE LAW DEMANDS SILENCE. YOU WANT POWER.

THE

u CLAIR*' Silencer gives both.
CAN EASILY BE FITTED TO ANY" MACHINE.

WE INDEMNIFY USERS AGAINST CONVICTION.
NDER NEW POLICE REGULATIONS—WE WOULD PAY THE FINE.

"CLAIR" SILENCER WILL BE SUPPLIED ON
1'1'KOVAL FOR 7 D.'\YS. SILENCE WITHOUT LOSS

OF POWER
kICES FROM 10/6 to

GUARANTEED.

21/- ACCORDING TO SIZE.
ILLUSTRATED LIST POST FREE.

HOW TO GET HERE. By Central London Tube to Cliancery

Lane, by Piccadilly Tube to Holborn, by L.C.C. Tram to Gray's Inn
lioad, or Southampton Row, or by Holborn 'Buses from all parts of

London, which pass the doors in endless succession. Open daily

from 9 a.m.
Write a p:stcard tor our BARGAIN BUDGET of Clearance Safe Lines.

II I II m il B l .i III I -i' — — "— '

i,"t\
-

'

iir II isgacEcaBB—c^»»»aa»ga^M

FINALLY. Whatever car, motor cycle, or
sidecar you favour do not place your order
without seeing us. We can quote you best
Cash, Credit, or Exchange Terms.

We Stock "FORWARD"
The World's Best Fastener,

also

King Hoo1('

the strongest
hook

fastener
and

by far the
best

on ihe market.

1/- detachable; 1/3 adjustable.

We strongly recommend "Forward" Plugs.

2/6
Type A, ,,3 Type B,

three point ' heavy two point

•Forward' British Pings

Superior designs !

Superior Finish, and above all

Superior Results I

TypeT.T. -, Type E, , „
Racing *' Won't Sool'*'"

Type D. Easily taken apart foi

cleaning. No packing.

Absolutely and permanently gi.s-

tight.

Everlasting service ..3/6 each.

;89-292-293, HIGH HOLBORN,
l»ne Buildings. LONDON, W.C.

'Phone

Wires :

260 Central.

• Admittedly."
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FAFNIR Engines
have long been known for their trustworthiness.

Single-cylinder,

2-| and 3^ h.p.

Twin-cylinder,

5-6 and 8 h.p.

Types for Motor Cycles, Sidecar Work,
and Cycle Cars.

211, Upper Thames Street,

London, E.C.

Agents for Australia :

A. G. Healing ^: Co., Ltd.,

Rlelbourue and Sydney.

STANDARD
TOURING MODEL OVER - SEAS 3J Horse Power

£39 : :

The OVER-SEAS places motor cycling within the reach of all. Its very moderate cost has been rendered possible by standardisation.
The OVER-SEAS is not an untried machine. It has pioneer knowledge and experience to recommend it ; for it is the pro-
duct of Mr. W. J. Lloyd, of the original Quadrant fame, and the designer of that most successful machine which bears his name.
The machine conforms to standard specification, and is the embodiment of every reasonable refinement at such a moderate
figure as £39.
The machine, as the name implies, was originally designed for use in oversea dominions, where much of our business is done, and a
motor cycle which will successfully endure heavy colonial conditions, must essentially give still greater satisfaction on the well-
conditioned roads of the United Kingdom. Price was also an important factor, because from experience we have realised that the
greatest constant demand is for a motor cycle, reasonable in cost, simple in construction, easy to handle, and upon which every
reliance can be placed.

BRIEF SPECIFICATION.
ENGINE.—3|-h.p. Overseas, 85 mm. bore, 88 mm. stroke, CARBURETTOR.—B. & B.

499 c.c, Mechanically operated valves, interchange- MAGNETO.—Bosch H.T. ball bearing, driven by Hans
able. Overseas half compression device operated Reynold chain.

by lever conveniently placed on the top rail of frame. GEAR.—Overseas adjustable pulley, adjusting from 4 to

WHEELS.—26in. x 2jin., strong hubs, heavy spokes, 5|- to i.

belt rim attached by separate spokes. Tyres 2jin. SADDLE.—" Lyso " Pan Seat.

BELT.—lin. "Lyso." Complete set of tools supplied in folder.

Sturmey-Archer S-speed hub Model £49
Free Engine Model £47

Write for Catalogue to-day post free from

THE OVER-SEAS MOTOR Co., Ltd., la, Johnstone St., Ladywood, B'ham.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor C'yde
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LIGHTWEIGHT
MOTOR

CYCLE
PROFITABLE TO AGENT.

SATISFACTORY TO RIDER.-

OLYMPIA

STAND m 108.

,.. Calcott Bros. Ltd.— Coventry.t...

THE "CALCOTT LIGHT CAR "

WILL BE EXHIBITED DIRECTLY OPPOSITE
OLYMPIA AT n, HAMMERSMITH ROAD.

""rrs.

In answering this advertisement it is desirable to incnlion " Tlie_ Mutor Cycle.' 627
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TO THE TRADE.

NEWMODELSfop1914

When at Olympia call

here and inspect the

fine range of BOWDEN
CYCLE and MOTOR
CYCLE FITMENTS
on view.

Everything in the way of

BOWDEN Brakes and

BOWDEN Controls for

every operation in con-

nection with cycles,

motor cycles, and cvcle

cars can be supplied by

THE

BOWDEN BRAKE CO.
TYSEUEY,

LTD,,
BIRMINGHAM.

If you cannot attend

the Show, please drop

us a postcard for our

Preliminary List, which

is now ready.

STAND 235, GALLERY.

ASK YOUR AGENT
FOR SURRIDGE'S PATENTS.

Don't be put off anything

is as good. This is one

—

BAG LAMP
CONNECTION
A SURE SUPPLY.

A STEADY FLAME.
NO FLICKERING.

The bag traps the moisture,

a tell-tale to the supply of Gas.

6in. .. .. 1/.

9in. .. .. 1/2
12in. .. .. 1/4
15in. .. 1/6
18in. .. 1/8
24in. .. .. 2/-

AND THE FAMOUS HOLDTITE PATCH, &C. SEND FOR LIST.

58, Lomond Grove, Camberwell, London.

ASK TO SEE THESE AT THE SHOW.
Mr. Surridge will be pleased to meet you at Stand 1 03.

Nickel Plated, 55/6 Black Plated, 72'8

Capacity 6 7 hours.

MADE

Motor Cycle Accessories.
Send for copy of Complete Illustrated Catalogue

—

ROTAX MOTOR ACCESSORIES CO.,
Gre.\t Eastern Street, London.

Length, i6in.

Diameter of Eell, sHn.

Rotax Clarionette Horn, Nicke! Plate I, 18'9

B28 In annveiinr/ thc?e adi-ertisements it is dcsii-alh to mention. '' The Motor Ci/cle."
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CLIPPER
AT OLYMPIA (STAND 12)

MOTOR CYCLISTS

going to Olympia will be amply repaid by a visit to

STAND 12, where we shall exhibit everything "in the way of

Tyres, Belts, Accessories, Wood Rims, and Motor Clothing

which go to make the motor cyclist's complete equipment.

MOTOR CYCLE TYRES
will be ably represented by The REFLEX-CLIPPER

"IDEAL" TYRE (new pattern). The CLIPPER TYRE
(Rubber-studded), and The CLIPPER TYRE (Ribbed-pattern)

—a trio of Tyres which for quality and utility cannot be beaten.

ACCESSORIES

The "CLIPPER" BRAND ACCESSORIES are

in ever increasing demand, and comprise every requisite

for Motor Cycle Tyre equipment and replacement.

WOOD RIMS.

THE REFLEX-CLIPPER "IDEAL*'

TYRE FOR MOTOR CYCLES.
{New pattern.)

6 per Cover
6 per Tube
2^in. size.

Beaded Edge only.

THE "CLIPPER" TYRE
FOR MOTOR CYCLES.

(RUBBER-STUDDED.)

As Sole British Agents for The American Wood Rim Com-

pany, and The Compagnie Franco Americaine des Jantes en

Bois, Paris, we hold large stocks of highest class Wood Rims

for all types of tyres. See special Wood Rim for Motor Cycles.

MOTOR CLOTHING

We have a special department for dealing with

Motor Cycle Clothing, and carry a very complete

Range of Suitings, Overalls, Mackintoshes, etc.

WRITE FOR 1914 ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET-
ALL about Clipper Tyres and Accessories .

THE CLIPPER TYRE CO., LTD.,
52-60, STEELHOUSE LANE, BIRMINGHAM.

LONDON : 102, Leonard Streel. E.C. COVENTRY: Alma Street.

In answering this nilrertiseincnl it in ilcairalih. to mrn/inn "The Mnlnr dirJi^."

1-0 per Cover
9-6 per Tube

for 26 X 2[\n. size.

Beaded Edge only.

B3I
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You will see many 1914 Boneshakers at Olympia, but if you have

" had some," see Stand 39 and the last word in Spring Frames.

CHARLES EDMUND & CO., CRANE BANK, CHESTER, and 20, CLAVERING
AVENUE, LONDON, S.W.

STAND 39. The Stand for Comfort. STAND 39.

Illlllli !IHIIIIIIHII IIIIIHIII

STAND No. 77 & 77
IIIIIIBII

A.

ALLDAYS
MATCHLESS

MOTOR CYCLES.
3| h.p., countershaft chain drive, single-cylinder,

three-speed.

31 h.p., belt drive, three-speed hub.

Si h.p., belt drive, clutch hub.

6-8 h.p., twin-cylinder, three-speed, counter-
shaft chain drive for sidecar work.

ALLDAYS MIDGET CARS.
MATCHLESS MOTOR DELIVERY TRICYCLES.

TRADESMENS EXPRESS DELIVERERS.
MATCHLESS BICYCLES.

Al I RAVQ Ai flMinilC PI^EUMATIC S>g\ I +#1 Matchless works, BIRMiNGHAM ,-

flLLUHlO (X UHIUIIO ENGINEERING UV.y kLUoy and 58, Holborn Viaduct, LONDON, E.G.

= ESTABLISHED 1650.

IIIIIIHIIIIIBIIIIIIHIIIIIIHIIIIIIHIIIIIIBIIIIIIHIIIIIBINNHIIIIIHIIIIIIHIIIIIIBIIIIIIHIIIIIIgl

B32 /" ansiccriiig llmsc ad'irjrtisi-mcnts it U desirahlc to mculiun " The Motor Ci/cle."

SEND FOR
complete catalogrue.
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191 4 WILLIAMSONS ARE GOING

STAND

85
OLYHPIA

SHOW

FOBTHER

AHEAD

THAN

EVER

INTERNATIONAL SPEED TESTS. NICE TO LA TURBIE.

Dear Sirs,

Here I am at the finish of the Race,
being first in my class. The machine ran
beautifully. I am sending details of the Race
to one of the motor papers, so hope you will
see them. I will write and let you know all

about it later.

Yours,
W. W. HONYWOOD,

Secretary [or "The Daily Telegram," Monte Carlo,

THE WILLIAMSON MOTOR CO., LTD.,
COVENTRY.

In aiiiwerini/ this adi-crlhc/iiciit it i.< dtiivahlc to mention "The. M.jinr Ci/'h
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DERSON

ROBERTSONS
157B, Gt. PORTLAND STREET, W.

TELEPHONE: MAYFAIR, 5767. STAND 119

^iWawg MAGNETO

SPARK
PLUGS
Especially desirable and serviceable
where an excess of oil is used.

The Central Electrode or insulated

sparking point is a solid piece of
platinum-iridium, baked in the
porcelain.

5/-
each,

post paid.

S. & F. Stephenson,
12, Hopwood Street, Liverpool.

" Reliance " Spark Plugs used by the
Winners (Scott two-stroke motor cycles)
in the Senior Tourist Trophy Races 1912

and 1913.

y for Motor Cycles
Sidecars
Cycle Cars
Registration Letters
. . . and Numbers, . . .

. . Monograms, etc. . .

Artistically Designed and Neatly Printed. rss

Makers and agents requiring Transfers are requested to send - *

particulars of wording required, upon receipt ot wfiicfi we will "

submit, free of charge, a specially prepared design. ^H^
When asking for oralis dest^n please s.ate < '

.
'

the colour 0/ the background upon wlitch — y
the transfers will be affitrd. • :

ILIFFE & SONS LTD., M
TRANSFER SPECIALISTS, COVENTRY. ^

London : 20. 1 udor Si., E.G.

X X
c6 In answerivfj these advertUemcnts it is desirable to mention " Tht Motor Cycle.'
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P. & M.
THE PERFECTED MOTOR CYCLE.

STAND No. 69.
Up the centre of the Hall, under the Gallery, a little to the right.

1914 MODEL, Price £6S.

The first chain-driven machine (1900).

The only machine which has the engine as part of the frame—that

is why cham drive has always been supremely successful on the P. & M.

Low but plenty of ground clearance, comfortably sprung yet rigid,

enormously strong but reasonably light, fast on the level but a

magruficent hill-climber, easy to control and exquisitely finished.

PHELON & MOORE, LTD.,
4, PERCY STREET,

LONDON, W.
CLECKHEATON,

YORKS.

n B n

In ni.' )!• fi 11'/ ::lf :i: Th^ Mutur C(j' /i <=?
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The Measure of Success is Results.

IT IS DEEDS—NOT IDLE WORDS—THAT COUNT,

Mr. GIBB'S success in all the most

important trials during 1913 is

testimony to the superiority of the

DOUGLAS. His experience is at

your • service

^AT OLYMPIA
ir. U Gihb, the successful

riUei of Vie 23 Douglas.

QIBB
MAN

We are large contractors, and can

give you early and prompt deliveries. GIBB, GOUGH & SON, •'STd'!.''" GLOUCESTER.

1
Some of hii Successes*

Colmore Cup Trial.

Cup and only Gold
Medal.

London'Land's End-
London.

Gold Medal.

Bristol Open TriaL

Silver Cup for best

Trade Rider's perform-

ance and Gold MedaU

London-Edinburgh*
London.

Gold Medal.

Anglo-Dutch Trial.

Silver Cup for best

Trade Rider's perform-

ance. Gold Medal
and Plaque D'Honneur

Engl'sh Six Days*

Gold Medal, full marks.

Gloucester Hill-climb,

2 F irsts and fastest time

of the day.

Chelt3nhani
Passenger Trial.

First against all comers

iind Sp'^cia l for best per-

formance for engines

under 560 cc with 2J
h.p. Douglas & Siaecar,

r
SOME

NOTABLE
ACHIEVE-
MENTS BY
THE U.H.

Tourist Trophy
won by Hugh
Mason on the

N.U.T.

5 WORLD'S
RECORDS

at Brooklands,

Oct. 20, by Mr.
H. C. Newman,
on an Ivy-

Precision.

12 SIDECAR
RECORDS

at Brooklands,

June 23rd, by
Mr. H. Riddell,

on a Zenith-

Precision.

\=
cs /« riiiy:crriiic/ f/icKe (it/vi'ii'isemciUs it is de.ilraljfr to mr/itiiiii " T/ic Miitiir Ci/ric
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The Tourist Trophy Races.

THE
announrement of the date.s for the 1914

T.T. Race.s calls to mind the fact that at

the conclusion of the last race there was
much discussion as to desirable amend-
ments in next year's conditions to render

the races less risky to the competitors. This

journal took a leading part in the discussion,

and, in addition to making a number of sugges-

tions as to the clothing of the riders and the

equipment of their machines, subsequently inter-

viewed prominent A.C.U. officials as to their

opinions. The result was a number of really

practical recommendations, and, seeing that the

regulations must shortly be issued, we offer no

api>logy for refreshing readers' minds as to desir-

able clauses in the rules governing future Tourist

Trophy Races. First and foremost, in view of

certain unfortunate mishaps due primarily to the

ditficulties of the course, we advised that efforts

should be made to hold future races on a safer

course, and suggested the .venue of the 1903
Gordon Bennett Race in Ireland as a suitable

spot. Certain A.C.U. officials were with us in

this matter, but whether any attempt ha« been

made to obtain the use of Irish roads for the

T.T. Race we do not know. Any way, the Isle

of Man is once more to be the theatre. Probably

congestion of legislation in Parliament rendered

it a matter of impossibility to get the necessary

Act passed permitting a race in Ireland.

Now that we are assured that the race will

again be run over the admittedly rather risky Isle

ol Man course, it behoves everyone connected

with the conduct of the competition to do every-

thing possible to ensure the safety of the riders.

Falls there are bound to be, of course, and no
one expects to escape them in such a sport as

motor cycle racing, but by insisting on suital)le

clothing and head gear being worn by riders, in

prac/ice as well as in the race, a great deal will

be done to minimise the evil effects.

We do not believe in cutting down speed by

artificial means such as limiting the fuel supply

or cutting down the capacity of the motors to an

extent that they would not be of serviceable siz?

for touring purposes. But no rider should be

allowed to start who could not satisfy the uflicials

that he had .completed at least six laps in prac-

tice. Aviation type safety helmets ought to be

made compulsory, and each helmet inspected by

a competent person, and no rider should be

allowed to ride, even in practice, unless so

equipped. One of the most dangerous effects of

a fall often results from road impurities being

forced into a sometimes trivial wound. If it were

made compulsory that all riders must weaj; stout

leather coats, breeches and gaiters, a further step

towards safety would be made. Last June quite

a large number of riders had spills in practice

garbed in ordinary tweeds, which are no protec-

tion whatever against what is expressively termed
" gravel-rash."

With regard to the machines, at" least two

security bolts per tyre should be obligatory, and

in the event of a tyre being changed these should

be replaced or renewed, under penalty of dis

qualification, if finishing without the bolts. Ex-

perience has shown that it is not so much
the actual bursting of the tyre that causes the

danger. It is the chance of its getting off the

rim and locking the wheel that is tn be feared.

There is another point where we might very

well copy our French friends. There should be

a sli]5 road provided at the finish, up which each

man, as he passed the judge, would be directed.

This would allow his friends tO' surround and con-

gratulate him without danger to other riders

finishing. The slip road would best be situated

about two or three hundred yanis beyond tlie

finish, so as to ensure riders being able to enter

it at a moderate pace.

As to whether the Junior or Senior T.T. Races
will be run concurrently, as last June lias not been

announced officially ; but we do know that this

method of running off the events was not popular,

and it is more than probable that separate days

will be resorted to, which would enab'e riders to

compete in both events.

It would be observed from our announcement
la.st week that the dates hav« been brought for-

ward for next year's races, viz., Jlay iqlh and
2ist. The date of the proposed cycle car T.T.
race is .September 24th.
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We continue this week our descriptions of new model motor cycles, sidecars, and cycle cars for. exhibition at the annual
show, which opens on Monday next. Plans showing the positions of exhibitors are contained in this issue. In " The

IVIotor Cycle," dated November 27th, a full description of the exhibits with numerous illustrations will be published.

NEW PREMIER GEAR BOX.

THE most important innovation
foiuid upon the 3^ h-P- Pi'enuer

for 1914 is the adoption of a very
substantial three-speed counter-

shaft gtar. This is placed in the same
position as the" now well-known two-
speed gear. The kick-starter is oonr
bined with the gear and enclosed by
the aluminium casting, and the plali'

clutch is carried in the large diameter
belt pnlley. The gear itself has three
pairs of gear wheels, which are always

will stand any amount of slipping in

traffic. The gear box appears but little

larger than the two-speed box, but the
strength of wearing parts has been in

no way sacrificed.

Akiminium footboards are a .standard
fitting, and the engine plates, which
have been somewhat altered in design,
now carry the rear brake operation. The
rear brake shoe has also been somewliat
im|)roved, and is of . very solid con-
struction. A cleaning up of crank case

and timing gear gives a very neat
appearance to the engine and the handle-
bars are now neatly curved. The
silencer of the new model has a long
tail pipe with a flattened end, and this

fitting has been found considerably to

decrease the noise. The rear guard and
carrier is still detachable from the rear

forks, which facilitates tyre repairs.

The big 7-9 h.jj. model has undergone
but few changes. The two-speed gear is

still retained, but the final drive is now
by belt or chain at option, a neat shock

abaorbuig device being titled on tin

engine-shaft. The silencer jiipes hav.

been rendered considerably neater bj

means of lugs cast so as to obviate un

sightly pipe bends, and an improved
silencer lias been fittsd.

Dhe Sidecar and Cycle Car.

An extlemely substantial sidecar i.:

marketed to suit this type. It has foiii

points of attachment arranged in sucl

a manner as to do away with bent tubes

and the chassis has curved cross member.-

to permit of a reasonably low bod\

position, and at the bade a very solio

permanently attached luggage carrier if

mounted with special provision for n

spare petrol can at one side. The bod}

is coach built, and provides ample spacc

for the passenger, and a 7in. domefi

mudguard is firmly fixed in position s(

that it cannot rattle.

An entirely new design cycle car will

four-cylinder engine and three-speed geai

box will make its dtbut at Olympia.

Transmission side ol the 31 h.p. 1914 Premier, showing
chain sprocket on engine shaft, counter-shatt gear, and

belt pulley. .

in mesh, but, owing to pending pafcents,

we are unable to divulge the actual
working arrangements. However. w.>

.may say that there are no sliding dogs
and that the gear changes witli the
greatest possible ease. The now design
of clut'-h is very sweet in action and

CI4

The 7-9 h.p. twin-cyliniler three-speed Premier, with coach-buUt $Id6oar.

the sidecar wheel.
Note the large mudguard on
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Twin-cylinder 7-8 h.p. spring frame Pope, which has chain drive and overhead valves.

THE LATEST 7 H.P. POPE.
The Pope Jlotor Cycle Ag^'iicy, 55,

Banner Street, Guldeu Lane," K.C., is

fxhibiting ;it Stiuid 43 a model of the
Pope motor cycle. This machine is of

American manufacture.
The chief features of the machine are

as follow : Tlie engine- is a 7 h.p. twin,

84i mm. bore x 89 mm. stroke, fitted

with roller bearing big ends, mechani-
cally operated overhead valves and de-

tachable cylinder heads. Lubrication
is by mechanical oil pump, a hand pump
also being fitted for high speed work.
The clutch is of the multiple-disc type
and is operated by a lever at the side

of the tank. The carburetter is a
" Schebler " automatic, with auxiliary air

valve.

The frame is sprung at the rear as will

be noted in the illustration. The spring
forks are of the leaf pattern. Ignition

is by Bo.sch magneto driven by shaft.

Control is effected by twisting the
grips of the handle-bar. Transmission is

by Hans Rcnold chains throughout.
There are tw'O band brakes wliich may be
operated from the foot boards or by
means of the pedalling gear.

Among other requirements we might
mention that folding footboards are fitted

and that the tank is fitted with a
strainer.

THE 1914 CHATER-LEA.
For 1914 Chater-Lea, Ltd., Banner

'Street, Golden Lane, E.G., have largely

re-designed their well-known No. 7 model.
The frame now has a dropped top

tube, and a riding position four inches
lower than previously is thus obtained,
and the sidecar lugs are brazed on to the
frame. There is a gear bo.x hanger,
formed in one piece, from which the gear
bo.\ is su.spended from three points. The
wheel base is si.x inclies .shorter, and the
weight of the machine has been slightly

reduced. Internal expanding instead of

external band brakes are now fitted, the
segments lieing covered with Ferodo and
controlled by cam motion. The brake
surface is liin. in width. The hubs have
large size journal bearings at each end
with -ff'-in. balls, and a felt washer
between two collars excludes dust and
water.
The engine, an 85 mm. bore x 88

mm. stroke 50° twin, has been radically

altered, since the tajDpets are now driven
directly off the Cams, so eliminating the
use of rockers altogether. The makers
claim a quieter engine b^' means of this

wsmis&iams.

Internal expanding brake on the 1914
8 h.p. Chater-Lea.

alteration. The valves are covered by
shields, while the tappets are adjustable,

and the m_ain driving chain and the mag-
neto chain can be adjusted. The front

chain cover is s|ilit and easily detached.

Lubrication is by means of a .suction
drip fceil and by an external pump on
the riglit hand side of the tank. The oil

tank i.s now part of the main tank ; it

was previously attached to the frame
under the saddle. The gear quadrant
has been removed from the top tube to
the right hand side of the tank, and gear
changing is now effected by means of
an arm carrying a spring pin' sliding into
notches cut on a shaft contained in the
gear box. The clutch, which is of the
multiple disc type, has been altereil. and
now is pushed in instead of being held
out, thus doing away with the special
framework formerly necessaiy for carry-
ing the operating mechanism.

P. and M. rear number piate and mudguard
extension, which may be swung round to facilitate

lyre repairs.

THE DEPFORD CYCLE CAR.
Mr. de Peyrecave may be described as

the "father" of the cycle car movement
in England, for he it was who brought
over the first Bedelia to this country
some four yeai's ago. He is now engaged
in manufacturing a new cycle car known
as the Depford at 2, Evelyn Street,

Deptford, S.E. This machine is a cycle

car on true lines, and despite it.- light

weight, appears to be substantially built.

It is fitted with either Blunifield,

Precision, or J. A. P. 8 h.p. motoi.*, at

the purchaser's option, and a choice of

air or water-cooling is given. The drive

is taken from the engine through 1
universally jointed shaft to a gear bo.x

situated in the middle of the cha.ssis,

the gears being changed by gate, the

operating lever being situated in the

One ol thi Premier 1914 range, with tiiree-speed counter-sl.all ge."r.

C15
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The 3A h.p. twin-c^tinder Motosacoche, with chain drive and two-speed gear.

centre of the machine. A cross-shaft

carries- large automatic variable pulleys

at each end, and the drive is thence
taken by belt to the rear wheels. Tlie

frame is of psessed steel, and the spring-

ing quarter elliptic fore and aft, steering

being by bobbin and triple cables. The
machine is built on taking lines, and is

moderately priced, being 120 guineas
for the air-cooled model, and 125 guineas
if water-cooled.

3i H.P. TWIN ELECTRICALLY-LIT
MOTOSACOCHE.

An exceedingly pretty medium weight
machine is the 3^ h.p. twin-cylinder two-
speed Motosacoche. Incidentally, the

engme is extremely efficient for its size,

and the machine has been used with

a s>d3Car with considerable success.

The model we illustrate is fitted with
the patent de Lissa e.xhaust valve, full

details of vfhich have lately appeared
in our pages. The great claims for this

valve are that, owing to the manner in

whirl] It is cooled, it will never warp or

stretch, and that pitting is unknown,
while oil will not carbonise upon the
valve face.

The gear fitted is of the Enfield type,

and the machine is chain-driven through-
out, a useful fitment being the pi-ovision

for a kick-starter. The neat Motosacoche
electric lighting set is fitted, and large

mudguards are a further excellent fea-

ture of a very workmanlike nxiunt.
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which is fitted with the well-known
M.A.G. engine. This machine will
doubtless prove one of the most attrac-
tive sidecav models for the coming year.

SWIFT 1914 MODELS.
Three types of Swift motor cycles will

be marketed in 1914. The engine is of
3^ h.p., 85x85 mm., with large valves
and adjustable tappets. The transmission
is by chain and belt. The newest model
has a counter-shaft gear box, on which
is also mounted the free engine clutch.

The following ratios are provided : 5.25,

8.5, and 16 to 1. The design of the
silencer has been somewhat improved and
modernised.

Another model is the 3^ h.p. with half
compression device to ensm-e easy start-

ing ; bore and stroke as before. This
model is single geared, and, in common
with the previous model, is provided
with front and back stands. Brown and
Barlow carburetter, waterproof Bosch

Power unit ot the 3! h.p. Motosacoche, clearly showing De Lissa valves, battery on footboards, kiek-

starter mechanism, two-speed gear, magneto position, and efficient design of mudguards.

Next week we hope, to describe and
illustrate the 6 h.p. Motosacoche model.

magneto, etc. If desired, a three-speed

gear, either Armstrong or Sturmey-Arther,
may be fitted at slight extra cost.

A third model also has the engine fitted

with a half-compression device, with

th.3 same design of engine. To it a

three-speed hub gear, together with kick-

starter, is fitted as an extra. This is

the T.T. model, consequently wide

racing handle-bars are fitted.

All the types referred to have black

enamelled coelettised frames and are

finished in excellent style. '

Valve side ot the 3! h.i\ Swiit lor IQH, with three-speed gear and kicK-stanei,

iSxcelsloc curved lootboards which protect
'

' '
' the rider's (eet-

'
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THE 1914 PRECISION ENGINES.

^^ll'riJ'l.MEN TAHY to the already

"^^ willUiiowi) Piecision models, >Ir.

^ J F. K. Hakei- is piuducing thvee new
types, the chief of which is the little

.Precision Junior jiower-unit. This little

engine Ims a capacity of 175 c.c, and
combines in its construction many interest-

ing features. The single vertical cylinder

lias a bore and stroke of 60 nnn. with

li.rizvntal valves placed in the head.

1 hese valves are of ample diameter and
live extremely strong stems which
ertiMtively prevent breakage. 'I'hey are

operated by rocking beams fitted at thi'

iiip end with adjustments for wear, and

)i the lower end with rollers on which
lie cams work directly. A light two-

liig piston transmits the force of the

\|iliision through a hollow i^ndgeon pin

•ii.d split big end connecting rod to a

solid one-piece crankshaft. This crank-

.haft is carefully balanced by means of

'unter-weiglits attached to the crank webs

;d the big end bearing is'titted with an
il scoop.

The Two-speed Gear Described.

.\n outside flyw.heel is Ktted on the

offside, while, enclosed in the crank case

ini the nearside, is a stout gear wheel.

'The crank case casting is extended rear-

•wards to form a two-speed gear, which is

Spun copper oil retaining HaDge on (hs flywheel

of the Precision Junior.

;M'ried out as follows; Meshing with the

above mentioned gear wheel is a two-to-

one wheel mounted on a cross-shaft which
has a second gear wheel on the further

^ide and two cams mounted between.
1 liese cams actuate the valves through
the long rocking beams previously de-

srrihcd. while the two gears mesh uitli

corresponding wheels nuiunted freely on a
' shaft parallel to and directly behind ihe

camshaft. On the end of this secondary

'shaft is mounted a 4in. adjustable pulley,

and between the gear wheels the shaft is

square in section and carries a sliding

member with dog clutch at either end.

I'd obtain high or low gear the sliding

member is moved sideways till the dog
jaws engage with similar jaws cut on the

face of the gear wheels. Thus with the

aid of luily live gear wlieels, a combineil

camshaft diive and two-speed gear is

obtained.

The actuation of the sliding member is

carried out in a peculiarly simple manner,
for cast in the gear casing is a steel tube,

li"7

Two aspects of the single-cylinder Precision Junior, showing general arran?,ement, method or operaUng

overhead valves, footboards, and gear change pedals.

through wliich runs a rod attached to a

fork engaging in a groove in the sliding

sleeve. At the front end of the rod is

mounted a double pedal extending acro.ss

the engine and projecting in a convenient

position over either footboard, so that il

the left pedal is depressed the left pair

of dogs are engaged, or vice versa. Large
plain bearings are used throughout the
unit, and spun copper discs are ari'anged

on both pulley and flywheel, which lie

inside oil retaining wells on the case, and
thus prevent leakage. The magneto is

mounted behind the cylinder and is chain-
driven from the camshaft, a simple slidin;^

arrangement being provided for chain
adjustment.

A Real Lightweight.

The complete unit, with carburetter,
magneto, plug, footboards, silencer, and
.gear striking pedals, .weighs only about
40 lbs., so tTiat the complete' motor cycle
should be no heavier than 100 lbs.' "\^'e

tested the machine over some I'ough
ground and up a long slope, and found
that it pulled .in a most extraordinary
way, and, in chanf^ing gear, it is not
even necessary to lift the e.xhaust valve.
The low gear ratio is 16 to 1, and with
this gear it is pos-
sible to go practically

anywhere, while quite
fair hills can b:'

climbed on the top

gear of li. to 1. We

Section of the Precision

Junior engine showing
general design and
method of operating

valves.

weic given a most wonderful exhibition

of the utility of the tiny machine, for it

was ridden over liekls and up path ; and
in and out of the paths round the New
Precisilm wcuks with the greatest ease.

Overhead valve gear ol the

Precision Junior engine.

The new 4 h.p. twin has been designed
to meet the requirements of the solo
rider who desires a fairly fast machine,
which is capable of taking a sidecar
w-hen necessary. The bore and stroke
of the engine "are 60x88 mm., and the
cn.Ljine is designed throughout 011 I're-

cision lines. .All bearings
are of vkyy service.-ible

length and diameter^ ind
the cam gnar has wide wear-
ing surfaces. A very simple
exhaust' lifter is used,
which consists of a supple-
mentary taji|)et which, 011

being piessed down, raises
the exhaust valves through
the rocker arms. I'iic

lappets arc now of large

diameter, and the Mywhccls
are careluUy balanced b,\

means of lead filling. Th.e
cylinders are interchange-
able, and flange pipe joints
are supplied.

FOR USE ON CYCLE
CARS.

The 8 h.p. cycle car
engine may be obtained
with either air or water-
cooled cylinders. Very
large bearings are the
feature of this model, and
the magneto is now driven
across the frcmt bv en-



L-losed bevels. All Precision models now
have adjustable tappets which are ron-

centric with the valve stems, and when
ever possible twin-cylinder types have
expanding Hange joint inlet pipes. A
new cast silencer and magneto bracket

IS supplied for the single cylinder models,

provision being made (or a tail pipe.

1914 CALTHORPE MODELS.
The new Callhorpe models will be

shown at Olympia, one being fitted with

the 4 h.p. twin Precision, and either the

Ualthorj^e expanding clutch- counter-shaft

two-speed gear, or a three-speed hub.

The other new model will be fitted with

thf Precision junior engine unit, which
IS thoroughly described elsewhere in this

issue. This little machine is really well

carried out. The lugs are all very sub-

stantial, especially the head lug. Dinid
forks are fitted, and a substantial heel

operated foot brake is applied to the

14in. belt riin. there is also the usual

front rim brake. A tubnla.r tank con-

taining three quarts of petrol and a pint

of oil is carried on the lower frame rail.

Stand, carrier, pannier tool bags. Best

and Ijloyd lubricator, and sidecar wings
to the mudguards complete the speci-

fication of "the " Calthorpe Junior,"
which weighs only 110 lbs.

Calthorpe sidecar models hav-e the

attachment lug.s brazed to the frame, a

fourth lug being attached to the steering

head stay. The new sidecar chassis has

a dropped frame and is very strongly

'on.structed. springing is well carried out,

and a luggage carrier and foot plate are

liarts ot the standard outfit. A smart
sidecar will be shown, the panels of

which are of coach finished leather,

which besides looking very neat has the

advantage of fiexibility and comfort. The
Calthorpe counter-shaft two-speed gear
is controlled by two expanding phosphor-
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The 1.V h.p. Calthorpe Junior, which has a two-speed coanteishaft gear.

The substantial head lus of the Calthorpe Junior.

Power unit ol the Calthorpe, showing footboards and change-speed levers.

bronze clutches which lock either the

high or low gear in position as desired,

a free engine position being arranged in

between. Excellent mudguards are fitted

to all models and the tool bags are pro-

tected by metal base plates.

ZENITH-GRADUA NEW MODELS
The success of the Gradua gear as

exploited by Zenith Motors,. Ltd., Wey-
bridge, has been phenomenal, but it has

possessed one draAvback for use with a

sidecar, in that it has not been possible

tj obtain a double figure low gear ratio,

l-tejlising that a low' gear is an absolute
necessity nowadays, the designer (Mr.

F. W. Barnes) has introduced a

method of obtaining the necessary re-

duction for passenger work. This is

obtained by fitting a counter-shaft clutch

and kick-starter in front of the engine,

a chain drive being used from the engine
to the counter -shaft, the drive ' thence
being by, a very long belt to the rear
i\heel. By gearing down the, counter-

shaft on which the pulley is situated,

it is. of course, possible to use a very
large pulley, with the result that gears
as low as 11 to 1 may now be obtained by
Zenith riders, with the further advantage
of the very smooth drive given bv such
a long belt. All models for 1914 Will be
fitted with the twin-cylinder .J.A.P
motors, ranging in power from 3^ h.p.

to 8 h.p.. and in addition a 3^ h.p. model
fitted with the (Treeii water-cooled engine.
is supplied. The kick-starter fitted on
the counter-shaft is of the push-forward
type, and substantially made. Of course,

,

it is quite possible by changing the engiui
sprocket, to obtain an almost indefinitely,

wide ratios of gears.

WOLF MODELS.
The 3 h.p. Wolf is fitted wdth a Toroga

counter-shaft gear, double cliain trans-

mission, kick starter. Pilot spring forks,

and Patterson pan seat saddle. The .same

inacliine is also fitted with combined chain

and belt transmission. Another model is-

the 2i h.p. -Wolf lightweight, also witli

i'oroga gear, chain and bell transmission.

This model can be fitted w'ith either fixed

gear or Albion two-speed gear as well as

Toroga.
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Valve side of the Kerry-Abingtlon 5-6 h.p. twin-cylinder three-speed model. Observe the clean crank
case, kick starter, separate silencers and belt and tube cases on the end of carrier.

KERRY-ABINGDON.
A large ran;Te of Keny-Abingd'jn

motor cycles will be exhibited at Stand
No. 34, bearing the famous King Dick
trade mark. JSmall fittings for the con-

trol of the petrol and the priming of the
engine have particularly received atten-

tion. A kick starter has been embodied
with the Armstrong three-speed gear in

most of the models, which admits of

wheeling the bicycle in a backward
direction, as is necessary when adjust-

ments to the belt have to be made.

Kerry-Abingdon automatic drip feed, which ODiy
works while the engine is running and requires
0 attention. A hand pump is also fitted on the
offside of the machine for use if desired and also
when the engine has been cleaned out.

Another ingenious device that the
company fit as an extra, at the option
of the rider, is an automatic oiler. This
is fitted on the tank, and, although only
connected to the engine by one pipe of
somewhat larger diameter than usual, by
means of a diaphragm pump, contained
in a portion of the fitting, oil is forcibly
fed through the usual spotting glass
(which is under the control of the rider)
down to the engine. Unlike semi-
automatic oilers, the supply of oil is

stopped immediately the engine stops.

An ordinary hand pump is also fitted.

We understand that this device has
given the greatest satisfaction, both
on twin .passenger machines and 3^ h.p,

singles.

A special modele de luxe passenger
6 h.p. twin is in course of preparation,
and it is hoped to exhibit one of these
machines at the Show. Tliis will have
chain and belt drive, with counter-shaft
three-speed gear and kick starter, very
large mudguards, and ample gear casing
for belt and chain. An extra large

tank vi'ill be fitted, to carry about two
and a half gallons of petrol. The frame
is designed to give extra ground clear-

ance for the engine, to suit colonial

conditions. The sidecar attachment
lugs are in one with the frame lugs,

giving a maximum of security at this

point.

One of the characteristic features of

these machines is still being main-
tained, namely, the circular spare belt

case, which serves as a number plate at

the rear of the machine.
In the gallery will be exhibited, be-

sides the King Dick engines, an assort-

ment of fittiiii;s and accessories.

-,ilfe<»^s^*-*iM;:iii:54s-'.E*aB:i^:,„

THE 2^ H.P. DIAMOND UNIT.
Quite one of the most original engine

lU'signs is that of the 2^ h.p. Diamond,
which consists of a unit embodying
engine, clutch and two-speed gear, all

totally enclosed and running in oil. It

is manufactured by the 0. F. ond iM.

Engineering Co., Ltd., 8edgley Street,

Wolverhampton. The engine is 75x79
mm. bore and stroke, 349 c.c, with the
rylinder set d<'«x.n'. The inlet and
exhaust valves are driven off a single

camshaft, and the former operates on
the overhead principle, the mechanism
being enclosed in a dust proof cover,
and ad,iustable tappets ai-e provi(|ed.

Ignition is by a U.H. magneto, gear
driven direct from the solid camshaft.
Embodied in the unit casting of the base
chamber and gear box is the melal-to
metal clutch, which, the makers state,

can be slipped indefinitely in traffic

without damage, and a kick-starter of an
improved type is also fitted. The final

ilrive is by a chain, the advantage of

which is that the gear ratio can be
altered by a change of sprockets. The
unit cases for 1914 have been redesigned,
giving a neater appearance and greatly

facilitating cleaning. To the student of

advanced design the 2-5 h.p. Diamond
presents many interesting features, and
should on no account be missed. It will

be exhibited on Stand Jvo. 16, Ground
Flooi', Olympia.

SINGERS FOR 1914.
The only ditference in the Singer

models for 1914 will be the fitting of chain
drive throughout on the 4^ h.p. model
in place of the final belt hitherto
supplied. Tlie engine is 88x88 mm. bore
and stroke, and a two-speed counter-
shaft gear box is used, affording ratios

of 65 and 7% to 1. The machine is" designed
for use with a sidecar. The 2^ h.p. and
3^ h.p. single-cylinder models remain
unaltered, Stunney-Archer three-speed
hubs and belt drive being the system of
gearing and transmission employed.
The Singer engines are always interest-

ing to study owing to their extraordinary
successes at Brooklands in the hands of
G. E. Stanley and other riders, and the
firm still hold the coveted hour record
for 500 c.c. engines

Valve side of the new chain-driven Singer, with two-speed counter-shaft eeai
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A New B.S.A. Model.
FEATURES : Three-speed Gounter-shaft Gear, 536 c.c. Engine, 21 in. Tyres.

The new B.S.A. sidecar is fitted with

THE policy of the B.S.A. is always

a matter of interest, and it is,

therefore, a matter of some note

that the company will market
nothing but single-cylinder engine?

for the coming year. The 3^ h.p.

engine has been retained with all its

distinctive features such as the cUsa.re

cylinaer and pear-shaped casting, the

only noticeable alteration to this type

oi "power plant being the addition of ad-

justable tappets which are held up to

their work by enclosed springs. A new
556 c.c. engine will also be standiirdised.

and this will resemble the 3| h.p. typ.'

in every detaii e.xcept that the stroke

has been lengthened by 10 mm., tlius

increasing the capacity to !:56 c.c. This

model has, of course, been built for those

wh consider the extra power necessary

for sidecar work in heavy country.

The 556 c.c. Engine and New Gear Box.

The 85x98 mm. engine is mounted in a

substantial frame which follows standard

lines in its general construction, but is

reinforced by a central helical web. On
the end of the crankshaft is mounted a

sprocket which is driven through a

spring shock absorber, containing three

compression and three recoil springs.

I decidedly novel type ot springing in the lorm ol two

A chain transmits the power to the

new tlu'ee-speed counter-.';haft gear box.

which has several novel features. All

three pair of gear wheels are constantly

in mesh, and the change is effected by
sliding dogs. These dogs are peculiar in

that there are nine jaws to each set, each

of which is slightly undercut. One set

is mounted on the primary and two on
the secondary shaft. The sliding members
are moved laterally by a very simple and
insenious method which has the additional

advantage of being absolutely positive

in action.

A fork engages each dog niember, and is

loosely mounted on the striking rod, the

boss of each fork being cut awav in the

form of a specially shaped slot. Througli

these slots project hardened steel pin

heads, the pins being firmly embedded
in the striking rod. The striking rod,

on bein^ rotated by a quadrant and pinion,

forces the forks to the desired position

by means of the pins, and thus the dogs
are engaged (this description may be
clearly followed by reference to the

sectional illustrations). A multiple-plate

clutch is also mounted within the gear

box and contains twenty bronze and nine-

teen steel plates which afford ample
gripping sui-face.

long spiral springs at the forward end.

Thorough less in Manufacture.

Every detidl of this gear box is con-

structed with the most scrupulous care,

and a thorough examination oj a set of

parts which has been under severe road

test showed practically no wear. A kick-

starter is mounted on the right-hand side

and rotates the layshaft through an inter-

mediate gear wheel, the teeth of wliicli

are so formed that it is impossible for

the teeth to over-ride. Gear-changing i.s

effected by a neat quadrant and lever

secured firmly to a special lug .on the
lower rail. A spring control box is fitted

A new model B.S.A. for 1914 with chain cum belt transmission

Arrangement of new top feed float chamber
and threaded needle to enable the petrol level

to be readily altered.

to prevent straining the gears. The final

drive of this model is by chain. Both
chains are carefully protected from mud
and dust, and simple chain adjustments
the provided.

The cycle fittings are excellent throirgh-

out, excellent mudguarding being fitted,

which, in combination with- neat and
substantial footboards, provide excellent

protection for the machine and rider. The
B.S.A. spring fork is retained, and Best
and Lloyd drip feed lubrication has been
standardised; 26x2iin. tyres are now
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A New B.S.A. Model.—
bltfd t<j all iiiudels except the T.T.
iiiacliiiic, and tlio I'l-amo has been slightly

raise<l to compensate for the conse(iucnt

decreased roaiJ clearance. A similar

machine may be obtained with the 5^ h.p.

engine and with the twu-.«pecd hiil) gear.

The 600 c.c. Models.
Other models are the 3j h.p. chain

cnii) belt drive with three-speed counter-
Nliafl gear, a 3i belt driven model with
either the two-speed hub gear or free en-

gine and the belt driven T.T. type. The
.-pecificalion of each of these models is

similar except, of course, that the last

mentioned model
has dropped bars,

footrests and 2-iin.

tyivs.
'

All U.S.A. ma-
chines are fitted

with two stands, a

detachable rear
mudguard and car-

rier, and metal
protected pannier
tool bags. The
Pvuthardt niugneto
has bci'U stan-

B.S.A. carburetter

IS now fitted with the petrol in-

take in the top of the Hoat chamber,
the Hoat needle
being reversed
and a simple ad-
justment being
provided f o r

the height of

the petrol level.

Before leaving
the works we
were enabled to

see a compara-
tive test of the

35 and 556 c»c.

engines on the

electric brake,
and at an aver-

age speed of

2,700 revolu-

tio'is the 3i
,h.p. pulled
' approximately 8

h.|j. and the 5£6
c.c. about i a

|j^^(^!L® 1511

Spring drive .0 deaden
tlie impu'ses [ the

engine as used on the

chain driven B.S.A.

dardised, aud the

B.S.A. enclosed spring
valve !appet.

h.p. more,
construction

The coachbuilt sidecar fllled to the 6 h.p. 1914 A.J.S.

The 3; h.p. chain driven Diy-Lseds lltted with P. ani M. iwo-speel counter-shatt gear.

An interesting detail of ' The company are mai'keting a very

th;it the pulley.' on the attractive sidei'.ar for use with theii

machines in 1914,

T and two features stand
out prominently on this

attachment. One is the
u|)hnlstering of the side-

car sides on the top
with rolled leather arm
rests, as in car practice,

aiul the other is the
suspension. The body
is suspended at the rear

by two long spiral

springs enclosed in a
tube, enabling the
springs to be kept lubri-

cated. The design is

very well carried out and
should provide most I'om-

fortable suspension. The
outline of the coachbuilt
body is clean and plenty
of leg room is provided.

As will be realised

from this description,

the B.S.A. programme
provides a range of

models from which a
machine can be selected to suit almost any
taste from a go-anynhere sidecar combina-
lion to a single-geared speed machine.
The adoption of thj long stroke single-

cylinder engine by ajiother large firm of
manufacturers is a sign of the times.

NEW IMPERIAL MOTOR CYCLES.

In addition to a cycle car, this com-
pany manufacture a range of motor cycles

lifted with a 4^ h.p, single-cylinder and
3^ ii.p., 6 h.p,, and 8 h.p. twin-cylinder
engines. They fit lioth two and three-

speed counter-shaft gears, and a special

new model for 1914 is the 3^ h.p. twin-
cylinder, the dimensions being 70x645
mm, bore and stroke. It is fitted with a
two-speed counter-shaft gear box. affc rding
a 50% reduction nn low, and the machine
is said to be very " nippy."

The three-speed ciumtcr-shaft gear box
is fitted to the big single and big twins,

and is specially designed for heavy
passenger work. Ihc standard ratios

provided are 4^, 7^, and 13i to I.

The cycle car is of very np to-date
design, having a four-cylinder water-
cooled engine, pressed steel frame, V
type radiator, and three-speed gear box.

B7

The New Imperial-Jap 4 h.p. twin-cylinder engine and three
speed gear box.

belt driven models are formed of two
steel pressings riveted together.
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Plans of Olympia, showing Positions of Exfiibitors.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF EXHIBITORS.
GROUND

Stand.

Abingdon-Ecco, Ltd. ... 34

Alldays and Onions, Ltd.
77 and 77a

Angus, Sanderson, and
Co., Ltd 37

A.S.L., Ltd 55

Auto-Carriers, Ltd. ... 86

Auto Cycle Union ... 10

Auto-Wheels, Ltd. ... 53
Avon India Rubber Co. 98
Bat Motor Mfg. Co. ... 89
Bates, W. and A., Ltd. 73

Bayliss, Thomas, and
Co. 122

Birmingham Small Arms
Co., Ltd 58

Bordesley Engineering
Co., Ltd. ... ... 126

Bradbury and Co., Ltd. 57

Bramble Mfg. Co., Ltd. 132
Brough and Co. ... 117
Barney and Blackburn 41
Butterfields, Ltd. ... 23
Calcott Bros., Ltd. ... 108
Campion Cycle Co., Ltd. 20

Carden Eng. Co. ... 33
Centaur Co., Ltd. ... 140
Chater-Lea, Ltd. ... 54
Clipper Tyre Co., Ltd. 12
Clyno Eng. ,Co 25

Collier, H., and Suns,

Ltd. 50
Comfy Sidecar Co. ... 17

Components, Ltd. ... 87
Continental Tyre and
Rubber Co., "Ltd. ... 96

Crescent Motois, Ltd. 138
Cuthbe, Chas., and Co. 75
Dew 139
Depford 137
D. F. and M. Engineer-
ing Co., Ltd. ... ... 16

1)8

FLOOR.
Stand.

Douglas Bros., Ltd. 64 & 48
Duniiill, Alfred, Ltd.... 21

Dunlop Rubber Co.,

Ltd 4

Duo Cvcle Cars, Ltd. ... 65
Edmund, Charles, Ltd. 39
Electric and Ordnance

Accessories Co., Ltd. 136
Enlield Cycle Co., Ltd. 88
F.N. (England), Ltd. ... 115
Gaulois Tyre (1909),

Ltd 130
Gloria Cycle Co., Ltd. 63
Goodrich," B. F., Co.,
Ltd 14

Gorton Rubber Co.,

Ltd B

G.VV.K., Ltd. 38
Hanover Rubber Co. ... 71
Hazlewoods, Ltd. ... 124
Hendee Mfg. Co. ... 123

Higgs, G. N. ... ... 35

Hobart Bird and Co.,

Ltd 67
Humber, Ltd. 134 and 135
Humphries and Dawes,
Ltd 95

Hutchinson Tyre Co. ... 129
James Cycle Co.) Ltd 61

Kempshall Tyre Co.,

Ltd 101

Kirby, James ... ... 125

Lea and Francis, Ltd.... 68

Leicester Rubber Co. ... 147

Lloyd Motor Engineer-
ing Co., Ltd 70

Marshall Arter, Ltd. ... 141

McKenzie, Thomas ... 18

.Macintosh, Charles, and
Co., Ltd. ... ... 11

Marston, John, Ltd. ... 80
Melen. F. and H.. Ltd. 102

Stand,
ilead and Deakin ... 42
Midland Motor and

Cycle Co 28
Mic'helin Tyre Co., Ltd. 48
Mills Fulford, Ltd. ... 60

Minstrel and Rea Cycle
Co '

... 116
Montgomerv, VV.,andCo. Ill
Morgan M(')tor Co., Ltd. 66
Moseiev, D., and Sons,

Ltd." 45

Moto-Reve Co., Ltd. ... 118
Nanson, Barker, and Co. 142
New Hudson Cvcle Co.,

Ltd. ... " 55

New Imperial Cycles.

Ltd "

... 78
Newman, S. A 41
Norton Motors 29
North British Rubber

Co., Ltd 47
N.S.U. Motor Co., Ltd. 62
Oylers, Ltd 127
Palatine Tyre Co. ... 74
Patent Collapsible Side-

car Co 27
Payne's Engineeiing Co. 52
Palmer Tyre, Ltd.' ... 150
Parkyn, F. H., Ltd. ... 82
Pedley, J., and Son,

Ltd 149

Pearsall-Warne, Ltd. ... 106

P. and C. Syndicate,
Ltd 30

Perry Motor Co., Ltd. 112

Peter Union Tyre Co.,

Ltd ... 128
Phelon and Moore, Ltd. 69
Pope Motor Cycle
Agency ... ... 43

Premier Cycle Co., Ltd.
133 and 133a

Premier Co., Ltd. ... 105
Redfern's Rubber
Works, Ltd 100

and

Re.x Motor Mfg.
Ltd

Rover Co., Ltd.
Roberts, Alfred,

Son, Ltd
Robertson's M o t r

Agency ...

Royal Rubv Cycle Co.
Rn'dge-Whitworth. Ltd.
R,.O.J\I. Tyre and Rub-

ber Co., Ltd
Self-Sealing Rubber
Ltd

Severn Rubber Co
Sidley,- H. W. ...

Singer and Co. ...

Smith, J. E.
Speedwell Mfg.
Ltd

Spencer, M u 1 1 o n .

George, and Co., Ltd.
Sparkbrook Mfg. Co. ...

Star Cycle Co
Stelastic Tyres, Ltd. ...

Stevens, A. J., and Co.,

Ltd
Sim Cycle Fittings Co.,

Ltd .".

Swift Cycle Co., Ltd.
91 and

Rubber
Co. ..

Cycle

Stai.d.

Co..

93

107

Co.

Ltd,

Co.

and

119
44

49

149
71a
19

83
36

26

148
92
81

131

40

114

91a

Co.

Thames
Leather

Triumph
Ltd.

Victoria
Cycle Co., Ltd.

Wall, A. W., Ltd.

William.son Motor
Ltd. ...

Wilton Cycle and Motor
Co

Wincycle Trading Co.

,

Ltd
Wood-Milne, Ltd.
Zenith Motors, Ltd. ..

Motor and

Co.

31

120
143

85

103

24

13
51
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PLAN OF STANDS IN THE GALLERY

The Exhibits here are mainly composed of Interesting
Accessories for Motor Cycles and Cycle Cars.
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GALLERY.
Stand.

Abingdon Ecco Co., Ltd. 216
Ai'instrong Triplex Gear
Co 187

A.ston Motor Accessories
Co., Ltd 202

Balver. F. E.. Ltd. ... 201

Beard. Brown and Co. 238
Benton and Stone, Ltd. 244
Best and Lloyd, Ltd. 242
Birniinghani Small Arms

Co., Ltd 183
Bluemel Bros., Ltd. ... 157
Bosch >ragneto Co. ... 196
Bowden Brake Co. . . 235
Bowden Wire, Ltd. ... 211

Brampton Bros., Ltd. 186

British Hnb Co. ... 209

Brooks & Co., Ltd., J. B. 227

Stand.
Brown Bros., Ltd. ... 160
Brown and Barlow, Ltd. 241
Components. Ltd. ... 228
County Chemical Co. 246
Coventry Chain Co. ... 151
Cowey Engineering Co. 219
Dover. Ltd. ... ... 218
East London Rubber Co. 222
Eisemann Magneto Co. 180
Fair and Co., B. M. 1F8
Haden, A. H. ...

Hans Renold, Ltd.
Hoffmann Mfg. Co.
Hobday Bros.
Humphries and Dawss 243
Hunt, A. H. 175

Lake and Elliot, Ltd. 194
Lucas, J., Ltd. ... 184

181
185
225
168

200 201 202 20^

stand.
Plug

... 230

... 229

... 177
159
171

Lodge Sparkin
Co., Ltd.

Tjukin. Ltd.
Lycett's Saddle Co.
M.A.G. Engine Co.
Markt and Co., Ltd
Middlemore & Lamplugh, 189
MiUer and Co.. H., Ltd. 188
Moebius and Son ... 166
Nicole, Xielsen and Co..
Ltd 233

Perry and Co.. Ltd. ... 170
Powell & Hanmer. Ltd. 182
Price's Co., Ltd. ... 152
Pugh, Chas. H., Ltd. ^04
Rotherham & Sons, Ltd. 178
Rushmore Lamps, Ltd. 213
Ryley, J. A. ... ... 215
Seabrook Bros 190

Stand.
Smith and Sons, Ltd., S. 192
Splitdorf Electrical Co. 174
Sphinx iMfg. Co. ... 200
Stern, Sonneborn Oil

Co., Ltd 239
Stanley Feast and Co. 217
Sturmey-Archer Gears,
Ltd 159

Stonehouse Works Co. 195
Terry and Sons, H. ... 178
Tormo Mfg. Co. ... 163
Vacuum Oil Co., Ltd. 173
Vandervell & Co., C. A. 2.''

Villiers Eng. Co.. Ltd. 2r ,

Wolf and Co., Lt<3., F. 2' ',

Woodgate Bros. ... 1' ?

Wulfruna Eng. Co., Ltd. 2
'

.Xl'All, Ltd 2.2

A NOVEL BELT.

WE recently paid a visit to Mr. J. Graham, 29,

Perham Road, West Kensington, W., and
inspected a novel belt, which we illustrated

herewith. It consists of two strips of chrome leather,

between which are inserted lozenge-shaped sections of

rubber and canvas. These are held together between
the strips of chrome leather by means of chain links

A, held in position by a lixed pin B and a loo.se pin

C. The belt is flexible iwth vertically and laterally,

and w-e very carefully examined its action on a 3J
h.p. Triumph.

N EXT VI^EEK!

SHOW REPORT.

Wriilen and illustrated by our own staff after a

stand to stand inspection o( the exhibits.
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Transnussion side of the latest single-cylinder chain-driven three-speed Regal-Green.

REGAL-GREEN FOR 1914.

An attractive and powerful mount is

the three-speed chain-driven Regal Green.

The engine is the well-known water

cooled Green-Precision 85x88 mm.
bore and stroke, 499 cc. There is 110

change in this engine, the valves still

being situated overhead, and the .dis-

tinctive Green system of radiation re-

mains unaltered. The transmission is

by chain throughout, the gear box, the

latest pattern Jardine G.H. three-speed

counter-shaft gear being used. The front

chain is entirely protected, and a neat top

shield is fitted over the rear chain. Druid
forks, Brooks B 170 saddle, and Bosch
magneto and B. and L. drip feed semi-

automatic lubrication are other features

of an admirably designed machine.

These machines are being manufactured
by Mr.- Ernest Smith, 15, High Street,

Saltley, Birmingliam, and in addition to

the 3i h.p. Kegal-Green he ivill maiket
in 1914 a 2| h.p. Ke.gal-Green and three

other models fitted with Precision motors
of various powers.

HUMBER WATER-COOLED SIDE-
CAR MODEL.

There are a great many riders who
prefer the simplicity of a 3^ h.p. single

cylinder machine, and numbers of these
wish to attach sidecars to them. IMessrs.

Humber, Ltd., Coventry, have evidently
recognised the limitations of such a
machine's power, and have thus brought
out a 3-^ h.p. water-cooled model for
next year. This is exceedingly taking
in design, very neat honeycomb radiators
being fitted on the front down tube with
quite a substantially sized water tank at

the tojD. Water circulation is, of course,
on the thermo-syphon principle, and a
machine of this type should stand long
spells of hard driving without any bad
effect on the engine, while, of course,
such an engine will naturally prove
itself a better hill-climber, especially on
long gradients, than an air-cooled type.
The sidecar attached is a very hand-
some, well upholstered model, and the
wtiole outfit should prove extremely
popular with those riders who desire

considerable efficiency combined with
simplicity. The gear employed is a

Sturmey-Archer three-speed.

The new P. & M. carburetter is fitted with

a special top, to enable the wires to lie out

ot sight under the tank. Fitted in the top

are small pulleys over which the wires run.

HOBART MODELS FOR 1914. '.\

A newcomer among the Hobart models ft

will be tlie new 6 h.p. passenger machine, 3:

which is fitted with a 75 X 85 mm. twin 5
J. A. P. of the latest type, and an Enfield *
two-speed gear. The frame is very A
stoutlj' constructed and embodies the side- ft

car lugs, a dropped top tube is employed,
and the steering head is of particularly

.stout construction. Protection of both '

machine and rider have received careful

attention, both front and rear guards
- having side wings for their full length.

In addition to this, 24in. footboards '

are fitted and are adjustable for angle,

and the front gear chains run in an oil

bath. The rear chain is protected by
a cover on its upper side, but is not

entirely enclosed, so that rear wheel
detachment is simplified. A feature of

THE FOUR-CYLINDER STELLITE.
Tlie Stellite cycle car (which is more

correctly described as a light car) will

make its first public appearance at the

Olympia Motor Cycle Show, which opens

on" the 24th inst. "it may be recalled that

we first described this attractive vehicle

in our issue of August 28th last. Its

main features are a four-cylinder water-

cooled engine of 62 x 89 mm., driving by

shaft to a two-speed gear mounted on the

worm driven back axle. We have recently

been privileged to try this vehicle on the

road, and during a week-end run of 300

miles had no occasion to use a tool.

Petrol consumption we found to be at the

rate of about 40 m.p.g., and that figure

also represented the car's speed capabili-

ties on the road. The engine is very

fiexible, and the Stellite is one of the

most silent cycle cars we have yet driven.

Though conforming to the A.C.U. defi-

nition of a cycle car in that its engine is

under 1,100 cc. and the chassis weight
under 5 cvvt., the Stellite is obviously on

the border line of cycle car and light car,

so we refrain from publishing a lengthy
description of its ranning, but instead

refer readers to Thf Liqht (Jar of Novem-
ber 11th.

Threequarter front view of the 31 h.p. single-cylinder water-cooled Humber and Bramble

chassisless sidecar.
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i/a.ve side ol Ihe 4b.p. single-cylinder Hobart with Sturmey'Arctaer three-speed gear.

the rear brake, which is of the internal extension pipe
V type, is the very long leverage on the main egress is

actuating pedal, wliich enables great
power to be applied with a minimum of

exertion. The silencing arrangements
"

reaches forward, but the
by a long tail pipe ex-

semi-automatic drip feed lubrication is

used and the tank is fiiiislied in lilack

with broad gold lines, giving the machine
a very smart appearance. 26 X 2iiii.

lyres aie standard, and one model « ill be

-hown witli all black finish.

The 4 h.|i. machine, which is fitted with
Ihe single-cylinder 85x85 mm. Jap engine,

has an overhead inlet valve, and has
undergone only slight alterations which
are chiefly in the nature of refinements.
I lie frame has bci'u lowered aiul the
head-lug considerably improved. The
liiint wheel guard now has extensions
continued to the liinil end, and adjustable
footrests will considerably increase the
rider's comfort. A 2| h.p. engine i}f 74

X

81 mm. bore and slioke will in future
replace Ihe 2.J h.p. to a large degree, and
the latest, type has radiating fins

arranged to give a pear-shaped hjok to

the cylinder casting.

Ilaiidlc-bar ccmtrolled magneto, glass
top filler caps, enamelled fork springs, and
encased pannier bags will be staudaid on
all types, and pan seats will be fitted to

all machines except the lightweight.

Adjustable footrests and new clutch pedal
on 4 h.p. Hobart.

show great ingenuity, for the cast
iihiniinium expansion box iscarried rigidly
oil extensions of the crank case bolts
and so cannot rattle. A short flattened

The 6 h.p. Molosacoche sidecar outDi, showing the exceedingly neat wind screen and well
upholstered sidecar.

tending to tlit

other Hobart
rear spindle. . As with
models Best and Llovd

The 8 h.p. Chater-Lea has been entirely re-designed. The Irame has a cut away top tube, thus allording
lower ridine oosition. a shnr'er wheel base, enclosed chain drive, and a three-speed counter-shaft gear.

6 h.p. MOTOSACOCHE SIDECAR.
Fitted with tlie celebrated 6 h.p.

iM.A.tj. twin-cylinder engine and a
superbly finished sidecar, the combination
sold by Motosacuche. Ltd., for 1914 must
take rank as one of the finest passenger-
carrying outfits on the road. Comfort for
linth driver and pa.sseiiger has been most
rarefully studied, and the provision of an
Xl'All saddle and dropped fi-,ime
renders the driving position ideal. . The
-M.A.U. engine has been .so fully described
in these pages that it is hardly neces-
sary to refer to it again, but attention
may be called to tlie exceedingly neat
.•iiveriiigs to the inlet valve rockers,

I early shown in the illustration. 650x
65 mill, light car type Jhitchinsoii tyres
are fitted to the machine, 'i'lie sidecar
is beautifully upholstered throughout, and
one of the neatest wind screens we have
inspected is fitted to protect the
|;assengei. A neatly canied out cane
border runs round the body, and the
sidecar may be taken as typical of the
high degree of excellence to whi<-h builders
have brought sideesr cnnstniotion at the
present time.

D13
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Valve side ol 6 h.p. Motosacoche, showing the neat manner in which the overhead valves are protected.

Tbe long footboards and hand starter are noticeable features.

THE TWO-STROKE CLYNO.
The lightweight two-stroke engine seems

to be in for a run of great popularity
during 1914 One of the most interesting
designs is that of the Clyno, which
embodies a power unit consisting of a
two-stroke single-cylinder engine, with the
cylinder sloping forward, and a two-
speed gear box integral with the base
chamber. The outside flywheel is covered
by an aluminium shield. The Enthardt
magneto is carried on the top of the gear
box The drive is by belt on large
•diameter pulleys. The unit is bolted
into a strong and neat loop frame. It
will be remembered that this little
machine has performed meritoriously on
the notorious Alms Hill, near Henley.
The original dimensions of tliis baby
Clyno were 70 x 70 mm. bore and stroke",
which gives a capacity of 269 c.c, but we
understand that the makeis are slightly
enlarging the engine for the coming year.

NOVEMBER 20th, 1013.

A NEW TWIN-CYLINDER ARIEL.
The 3^ h.p. Ariel has achieved extra-

ordinary success in tlie big trials during
this year, and for next year there will

be a new model added to the list, a 5-6

h.p. twin, fitted with the Ariel counter-

shaft, three-speed gear box, and free

engine clutch. Combinafiun chain and

belt drive will be the method of trans-

mission, and the machine is designed to

be used as a powerful solo machine or

for sidecar work. The new Ariel sidecar

is a fine example of coachwork.

TWELVE-JET CARBURETTER.
Mr. J. H. Wilkinson, inventor of the

twelve-jet carburetter bearing his name,
informs us Ihat his carburetter will be

exhibited by Messrs. Rotherham and

Sons, Ltd., Coventry, at
_
Olyinpia.

Readers interested should write eithci

Messrs. Rotherham or the inventor,

at 40, Jubilee Road, Doncaster.

Near side ol the latest iwo-stroke Clyno which will make its debi.t at the Show.

TWIN BLUMFIELD ENGINE.
A big twin engine, which can be

obtained with both air and water-cooled
cylinders, is being manufactured for 1914
by jNIessrs. Blumfield, Ltd., Birmingham,
specially for use on cycle cars. The b.h.p.
of the engine at 2,300 is 18, and the
total weight nf the power unit is 100 lbs.

Magneto side ol 8 h.p. water-cooled BlumOeld
engine. Observe tbe addition of radiating Qns on
the cranio case.

It is a very solid job; the bore of the
engine is 88 mm. and the stroke 90 mm.,

.

and has an outside flywheel fitted to a
solid cranksliaft. Lubrication is forced bj
a gear-driven pump fitted to the side of

the crank case, the big ends of the con-
necting rods and main bearings having
their supply of oil forced to them by this

pump. The connecting rods have their

ends split to enable any adjustment to

the bearings to be made. The engine is

most substantially constructed, jmd should
be thoroughly up to the work for wliich

it has been designed.

A SHOW RENDEZVOUS.
Mr. Norman Bairett, maker of the

ingenious U and I sidecar, which we
illustrated last week, infoims us that his

showrooms at 55, Oxford Street, W., the
entrance of which is in Rathbone Place,

.are at the disposal of any motor cyclists

who care to avail themselves of the
accommodation during Show week. Routes
may be planned out, letters received, and
the motor papers will be available.

1914 INDIAN ARRANGEMENTS.
Last Monday we visited the Hendee

Company's new premises, 356-368, Euston
Road, ISf.W., and found Mr. Wells super-

intending the fitting up of the new depot.

This is_ a building of five floors in the
centre portion nnrl ihrno floors in front.

with a frontage to the Euston Road <'i

over 32ft. There is a side passage wide

enough to admit a motor bicycle and side-

cars, and two lifts. The showroom i^

being fitted up with black mahoganv
mouldings and birch panelling ; the dados
and ceiling are white ; this should pro-

vide a striking effect when a good array

of Red Indians are assembled on the

floor. Part of the premises are fitted

with machinery and benching for repair

work, and we were very much struck

with a little apparatus for cylindei

lapping, which is responsible for the

rinely polished surface of the cylinders.

This little apparatus is a jig which re-

ciprocates the piston in the cylinder and
revolves the cylinder at the same time,
the polishing medium being crocus
powder. The stores at tliis new depot
are splendidly arranged, and as complete
as anv in London.

Trade Excursion to Olympia.
Arrangements have been made by. the

Birmingham centre of the Cycle" and
Motor Trades' Bnevolent Fund, to run
an excursion to London, on Saturday,
November 29th, which is the last day of

the Show at Olympia. Full particulars
can be obtained from Mr. A. B. Williams,
13, Weaman Street, Birmingham, or Mr.
J. Francis, Alexand.-v "...1 >.,>cl;'s

iireen. Birminghnv.
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Showing the chain and belt drive of the 3; h.p. 191+ Zenith, with counter-shaft gear mounted in front of the
engine, and magneto placed high up to afford better protection.

THE TORMO MANUFACTURING
COMPANY.

As -nell as the 2^ h.p. and 3i h.p.

single-cylinder engines, 5 h.p. and 6 h.p.
twin-cvlinder engines will also be
marketed for 1914 by the Tormo Engineer,
ing Co., 67-68, Bunliill Row, London.
E.G. The 5 h.p. has a bore of 74 mm. and
a stroke of 85 mm. ; the 6 h.p. a bore of

85 mm. and stroke of 85 mm. The valves
are of the enclosed type, mechanically-

ValvQ side of the latest pattern 5-3 h.p. Sarolea
twin-cylinder engine.

operated and side by side, and adjustable
tappets are fitted. The angle of the cylin-

ders is in both cases 50°. Ignition is by
Bosch magneto driven by chain. The
weight of the 5 h.p. engine with magneto
is 88 lbs. and the 6 h.p. engine weighs
96 lbs. All the engines are beautifully
finished, the radiating fins especially being
cast verj- thin, enabling the engine to run
very cool.

AUTO-WHEELS FOR 19 14.
The auto-wheel has certainly arrived

among that class of rider to whom the
motor cycle proper does not appeal.
During the year no fewer than 1,760 of

these handy little attachments have been
sold. For ne.xt year, however, 10,000
have been laid down, and of tliese 5,000
have been contracted for by the B,S.A.
Co., which will be known as the B.S.A.
auto-wheel modele de luxe, and will com-
mand a slightly higher price. These
will be ready for delivery in February.
As regards "alterations fV.r lOld 'i>r.>,.

vill 1,. ;.. .' ..,:.

An efficient compression lap is now
fitted to the top of the cylinder, and a
quiet silencer will be incorporated in
the crank chamber, while tyres of greatly
improved quality are fitted.

Tile petrol tank is larger, and is

secured to the frame by means of straps,
while a sump has been" added so that the
last drop of petrol may be used. In the
sump is a filter preventing any dirt from
reacliing the carburetter. The design of
the e.xhaust valve lifter has been im-
proved, and means for adjustment are
now provided.
A new automatic carburetter, fitted

with an easily adjustable jet, both dirt
and waterproof, is now supplied with the
de hi.re model. All Wall auto-wheels
are fitted with .single lever control.

THE DAY-LEEDS.
The Day-Leeds machines, manufactured

by Job Day and Sons, Ltd., Ellerby Lane,
Leeds, claim attention. A new model is

the chain-driven machine which is built
for sidecar work or hard touring. The
engine has a bore of 85 mm. and a stroke
of 88 mm. and is fitted with an overhead
inlet valve. Ignition is by Bosch magneto
placed behind the cylinder, '''ransmission
is by chain, a Phelon and iloore two-
speed gear being fitted. Among other
refinements are an easy-starting device, a
Best and Lloyd lubricator, and footboards
of a neat pattern.

OUTSIDE OLYMPIA.
The newest niodils nf the (iuiliva

sidecars will be on view in an upstairs
showroom at 11, Uammersinith Uoad.
during the forthcoming Olyinpia Show.

K. Portway and Co., Branthani,
Manningtree, ' Esse.x, makers of the
" Paragon " cycle car, have arranged to
have a model on view during Show
week, at the Olympla Garage, exactly
opposite; Olyinpia.

The Auto-wheel pedal cycle attachment.

The new Perry four-cylinder light car
proves to be over the cycle car limit.
It. is to be outside Olympia next week.

A new two-stroke engined machine will
be on view during the Show week at
Burts, No. 8, Slaclise Koad, which faces
Addison Road Station. Mr. W. T.
C4reen, late of the Premier Cycle Co., is

responsible for the design, which follows
the most recent practice. The new
Phaetonette sidecar will lie on view at
the same address.

' Inr Ihe Swlf Co. is (he markeUnT ol a 3' h.n. turf.-- snpp.l rounter-shalt ^earej nioilei.
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Nov. 20th 5.2 p.m
„ 22nd 5.0 „
„ 24th 4.58 „
„ 26th 4.56 ,,

Siliiii

84,579 Copies of "The Motor Cycle."

Hie circulation of our last issue was no
less than 84,579 copies.

Olympia Show Report.

Ne.xt weelc's issue of this journal will

contain a complete Show report in three
sections, alphabetically arranged. The
description of the various macliines will

be dictated by our own staff after a stand
to stand inspection of the exhibits. The
issue will be profusely illustrated.

A New Club in S.E. London.

The Blackheath and District M.C. was
formed last week and has already thirty
members. The opening run will take
place on Saturday next to Leaves C4reen,

and a paperchase will be held on Decem-
ber 6th. The hon, secretary is Mr. E.
Lister Wilson, The Cedars, '8. Vanburgh
Fields, Blackheath, S.E.

Olympia, THE Show.
Chicago, where things are generally

done on a big scale, has just held a
large motor cj'cle show, which , an
American contemporary describes as a
great success. But when it mentions that
on the opening day seven hundred persons
paid for admission, and records the fact

as something remarkable, we do not think
the supremacy of Olympia as tlie Show
of the world is likely to be seriously
cliallenged. And it must be remembered
tliat this Chicago Show is the show of the
year in America.

Chief Constables and Rear Lighting.

The Auto Cycle LTnion has not allowed
the grass to grow under its feet in con-
nection witli the imposition recently
levelled at motor cyclists in connection
with the rear red lighting alleged
illegality. A few days ago i\Ir. T. W.
Loughborough (secretary of the A.C.U.)
addressed a cii'culai- letter to all the
chief constables in the kingdom, asking
them if it was their intention to prose-
cute motor cyclists until the Local
Government Board had issued a fresh
order on the subject. The chief con-
stables of the following counties have
rephed stating that it is not their inten-
tion to pro.secute motor cyclists until the
Local Government Board issues a fresh
order to cope with the recent decision
of the Divisional Court : Denbighshire,
Northumberland, Nottinghamshire, Mon-
mouthshire, Durham, Shropshire, West
Hiding of Yorkshire, Huntingdonshire,
Surrey, Staffordshire, and Essex

Sidecar Records.

Is it true that the A.C.U. intend to

formulate a rule that aU sidecar records
must be accomplished with three wheels
in contact with the ground ?

Classification of Motor Cycles.

The A.C.U. has instituted a fresh class

in connection with the classification of

motor cycles, and in future Class A will

be for 250 c.c. engines and Class Al for

275 c.c. engines. This an-angement will

be adhered to by all countries forming the

P.I.C.M.

American Visitors to the Show.

Messrs. George N. Hendee and T. K.
Hastings of the Hendee Co. will arrive in

this country on Saturday next. Mr,
Hastings will be remembered by some of

our readers as a participant in the early

A.C.U. trials on an Indian, first on a
single-cylinder, and then on a tivin. He
is about to open an important branch in

Australia for the Hendee Co.

Badges for Stand Attendants.

Our paragraph last week concerning the
desirability of- the attendants on stands
at Olympia wearing dis-

tinctive badges has brought
a reply from Messrs. F.N.
(England), Ltd., who state

that their salesmen will be
equipped with a badge bear-
ing the . well-known F.N.
trade mark. It is illus-

trated herewith. We under-
stand that several other
firms will adopt this useful method of
enabling buyers and enquirers to locate
those responsible for affording information.

REAR LIGHTS ON MOTOR CSTCLES.

Impc-rtant Announcement.
On going to press we learn from a

most reliable source that the authorities
are carefully considering the whole
question regarding the regulations
concerning red rear lights on motor
blciicUs, and we are pleased to be able to
.assure readers that in the very near future
their anxieties in this direction will be
over. We are in a position to state that
the old order of things will most pro-
bably be reverted to. Although this
exclusive announcement is in no sense
ofTicial it is authoritatively believed in
Government circles that the foregoing
will be the outcome of the deliberations
of the committee of the Local
Government Board.

It will thus be seen that while there is

a strong possibility that motor bict/clcs

will be exempted from carrying red rear
lights, it would appear that two track
motor cycles will in the near future be
required by law to show some form of
rear warning light.

SPECIAL FEATURES :

BUYERS' GUIDE OF 1914 MODELS.

OPEN LETTER TO THE TRADE.

REAR LAMPS FOR MOTOR CYCLES.

Police Activity in Kent.

We undeistand from a reader that

round Orpington, Kent, the police are

vei-y active, especially as regards "cut-

outs." Several riders have been sum-

moned lately for using a cut-out.

Club Life in the Antipodes.

The South Australian M.C.C. seems to

be composed of a very active and enthusi-

astic number of members. The annual

dinner took place on September 20th, and

there was a record attendance. The
opening run to the National Park fol-

lowed on September 27th, and impromptu
sports were held, over 300 motor vehicles

of all sorts taking part. A hill-climb

was held on October 8th on Sellicks Hill.

Rear Head Lights.

A correspondent writing to us in

favour of rear lights says that he always
carries a rear light because, no matter
how slowly he rides he always finds

someone else riding slower still. How
his rear light helps him in such a case

we are at a loss to imagine, unless be •

rides backwards and looks (as he talks)

through the crown of his hatr

London-Exeter-London Christmas Run.
The following are the entries to dat« :

N. H. Pearson (7 Indian sc.

)

C. W. Jleredith (3^ Bradbury so.)

R. Chesterfield (7 Indian sc.)

B. A. Hyem (IB Bedford)
H. Petty (10 Singer c.c.)

C. Dickinson (3^ Ariel sc.)

R. G. J. Charlesworth (5 Zeiiitli sc.)

C. M. Keiller (8 G.W.K. c.c.)

A. T. Tamplin (8 G.W.K. c.c.)

J. T. Wood (8 G.W.K. c.c.)

J. A. Hilger (2| Douglas)
P. D. Panling (7 Swift c.c.)

W. G. Coleman (3^ B.S.A.)
P. D. Walker (8 Harding Summers c.c.)

A. G. Cocks (2^ Connaught sc.)

T. J. Ross (3i Triumph)
J. A. Hoult (7 Matchless sc.)

H. G. Digby (4 Triumph)
Hugh Gibson (6 Bradbury sc.)

H. Karslake (3^ Rover sc.)

V. Olsson (7 Zenith sc.)

H. Bashall (Morris-Oxford light car.)
J. T. Bashall (6 A.J.S. sc).
A. Bashall (8 Morgan cycle car).

F. Millar (sidecar).

B. Alan Hill (7 Indian sc.)

Riders who are not members of the
M.C.C. should note that the date for
the last election of members for this run
is December 1st
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Cycle Car or Light Car ?

A Midland firm of cycle car mami
factmers lias produced a four-cylinder
four-seated liglit car, the chassis and
engine capacity of which are witliin the
A.CU. definition of a cycle car.

A.C.U. Notes.

The governing body has granted permits
to tlie liristol M.C.O. to hold a twenty-
four hours relialiility trial on December
26tli. 1913, and to the Liverpool A.C.G.
to liold a reliability trial on January
23rd, 1914.

The Car Show.
If interest in the car exhibits during

the exhibition at Olympia last week
can be taken as a reliable guide of the
entliusiasni in motoring generally, the
Motor Cycle and Cycle Car Show at

Olympia next week will be another huge
success

Motor Cycling in South Africa.

A reader called at om- otfiee last week
to enquire if the law with regard to lamp
lighting is the same in South Africa as it

is at home. We could not answer the
query exactly, and shall be interested to

hear from any reader who knows whether
there are laws with regard to lamp
lighting in South Africa on motor vehicles.

A Club for Ladies only.

We are informed that it is intended_lii

form a ladies" motor cycle and cycle c-.r

club with London as the headquarters,
whence trials and competitions will be

run. It is hoped that gymkhanas will be
organised, and that the intended club will

have a team to represent them in open
competitions. There will be open events
in which men will be allowed to compete,
and, if permission can be obtained, mem-
bers will race at Brooklands. The club
will be affiliated to the Auto Cycle Union.
It is hoped that ladies who would like to

join will send in their names to Miss Mary
Ellis, 35, Portland Place, London, W.

pSQciLS

FUTURE EVENTS.

Dec. 26-J7.—MOTOR CVCLING CLUI)
Winter Run from London to
Exeter and Back.

„ 20-^7.—Bristol M.C.C. Open 24 liour

Trial.

„ J7.—Birmingham M.C.C. Reliability
Tr:al to ^'ork.

19t4.

Jan. 14.—.A.C.U. Annual Dinner.

Mar. 7.—A.C.U. S]iring One- Uay Trial.

A Cow in a Sidecar.

One of the dailies last week published
a paragraph headed "Kissed by a Cow in

a Sidecar." The paragraph i-eferred to a
lemarkable accident wliiclt occurred to a

Mr. C, Kims of Holbeach, Lincotnsliire,

while sidecaring in Soutli IJncs. with
Airs. Sims in a sidecar, i'he paragrapli
states that a cow moved across the road
in front of tlie motor cycle, and was
taken up in the sidecar, wliere it reposed
on Mrs. Sims's lup. Tlie cow is alleged
to have given i\lrs. Sims a somew'fiat
violent kiss on the cheek, which, it is

said, "Left a headache." The paragraph
goes on to say that the extra weight then
lipped up the sidecar, and the cow slid

oft its seat. The above may be humour,
but if the paragrapli had said that the
motor cycle and sidecar ran into the cow,
which then collapsed on to the sidecar
seat, and hit Jlrs. Sims on the cheek, it

would have been more to the point. This
•tlleged humorous method of twisting or-

dinary road accidents into so-called amus-
ing paragraphs is, to our mind, somewhat
puerile, as the lady might easily have
been seriously injured. Motor cyclists

should always approach uncontrolled
rattle on the highroad with the greatest
caution, as one never knows when they
will move right across the tracks of the
machine.

Taxation of Cycle Cars.

Readers who are contemplating lite

purchase of small cars or cycle cars > ill

be intere.sted to know that the maximum
size allowed for a four-cylinder engine
under the two guinea ta.\ is 51 mm.
bore, and for the three guinea ta.\ 69
mm. bore. In other words the taxation
for iiiiy small four-cylinder car with an
engine over 51 mm. bore is three guineas.

Frivolous Police Interference.

Six inutor cyclists were summoned at
Auckland (l)iuluim) last week for a

technical breach of the Motor Car Act,
to wit, having the identitication mark on
their motor cycles in the wrong position.
It transpired that all six riders obUiined
their machines from the same dealer, who
attached tile numbers. The size of plate,
letters,, and numbers were in strict

accordance with the law, but they were
tuo close to the base of the plate. Ye
gods

! ilotorists beware ! Your coat
buttons will soon be the subject of

legislation. Will the police soon be pro-
vided with micrometers to measure the
seizes of registration marks?

Burmese Reliability Trial.

Reliability trials are almost as ubiqui-
tous as motor cycles, and now we have
particulars' of a trial recently held in

J5urma, consisting of a speed trial,

flexibility trial, and a distance trial,

spread out over three days. Bat, Rudge,
'Iriuniph, and P. and M. machines per-
forinetl conspicuously, and several other
Knglish makes Hgured in the competitions.
It is interesting to note that in a very
full report of the trials in The Burma
iVagnet, great stress is laid by the judges
on the necessity for a good ground
clearance, who say that footboards are
a mistake for such countries Automatic
carburetters are condemned as unsuitable
for such varying conditions of climate,
and chain drive is strongly approved of.

Belts are stated to wear well, but slip in

the wet season which renders them un-
suitable for Burme.'^e conditions.

MOTOE CYCLES ON THE STELVIO PASS.

On the border line between Italy and Austria. The boundary stone is seen in the background. Motosacoche, Sarolea and N.S.D,

top of the pa3S-9,04> feet higli,

machines at the
The photographs

were kindly sent us by Mr. Oreste Casale ol Genera.

D2I
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More Examples of Rear Lights for Motor Cycles.
A Neat Motor Cycle Tail Lamp.

QUITE oue of the most solidly made
and excellently designed tail lamps
for motor cycles or cycle cars we
have inspected is being marketed by

Messrs. Rippingille's Albion Lamp Co.,
Ltd., Aston Road, Birmingham. Two
features of this lamp that stand out
prominently are the strength of its con-
struction and the great ease with which it

A neat tail laiup ana special spring clip bracKet
made by KippingiUe's Ltd.

can be cleaned, the whole lamp being con-

structed of one piece of solid brass. In
view of the fact that anywhere in the
neighbourhood of the back wheel of a

motor cycle vibration is at its greatest,

strength is a necessity in such lamps.

This firm also make a very smart
patent tail lamp bracket. No screw fit-

ment is required on the lamp, as the
.'.bt is merely pushed over the bracket,
which expands by means of a spring,

and the bracket bemg provided with
notches near the end, the lamp cannot
slip off when once fixed.

The F.R.S.

F.R.S. head lights have long been
known as one of the most powerful front

light givers on the market, and now
the makers have turned their attention
to the other end of the machine and
produced an exceedingly neat tail lamp
and number plate illuminator combined.

The F.R.S. rear light showing method o(

attachment.

The light to the rear is red and the
one shining on the plate is white. It is

well constructed and can be very easily

cleaned, both outside and inside. Our
sketch i^iiows clearly the construction
and method of attachment of the new
f.R.S. prr.diKtion.

Liucas sidecar lamp, which shows a white lamp
forward and a red one to the rear.

An Electric Lamp.
A neat little electric tail lamp is sold

by Messrs. A. H. Hunt, 115, Cannon
Street, Lordon, E.G., which has the ad-
vantage that it can be easily fixed to

any machine, and is quite clean and does

Secret Switch'

A. H. Hunt*s electric rear lamps.

not interfere in any way with carriage
of luggage. The lamp is provided with
a secret switch under th« lamp. The
case can-ies a dry battery, which is

able to withstand vibration and is of con-
siderable capacity.

Russell's Rear Lamp.

We have received particulars of a simple
rear lamp, the invention of Mr. E.
Russell, who is open to negotiate with

E. Russell's design o( rear lump.

manufacturers with a view to placing it

on the market. The lamp is formed by
bending an extension of the back number-
plate and fitting a top and base. It

therefore requires no htting and should
be very cheap to manufacture, at the same
time, it cannot be loosened or dislodged
by vibration.

A Lamp by Brown Bros.

The great firm of Brown Bros., Ltd.,
is ever to the fore with new ideas,

and in view of the decision of the

Courts re rear lights has now placed
on the market a tiny acetylene rear

lamp, so small as to be quite un-
obtrusive, but at the same time of

sufficient size to give warning to an
overtaking vehicle. To facilitate clean-

Biown Eros.' tiny acetylene tall lamp.

ing, the lamp is made with a number
of detachable parts, so that it can be
easily dismantled, as shown in the illus-

tration. It is fed from the head light
generator by means of a forked con-
nection to the gas tube.

IMPORTS AND EXPORTS.
British imports and exports of motor

cycles, as we have recorded many times
in these columns, are still on the in-
crease, and it will suffice to publish a
bare list of the figures from which the
various proportions will be noted. "

Imports.

Month ended 31st Oct.
1911 1912 1913
£ £ £

1,709 3,157 5.354
3,018 38,433 9,733

Motor Cycles .

Parts thei-eof .

Motor Cycles
Parts thereof

Total

Total . . . £4,727 £41,590 £15,057

Ten months ended 31st Oct.
1911 1912 1913
£ £ £

37,739 38,255 52.887
£4,847 134,862 160,847

Motor Cycles
Parts thereof

.. £92,586 173,118 213,734

ExroKTs.

Month ended 31st Oct.
1911 1912 1913
£ £ £

.. 33,020 68,130 63,861
7,844 25,195 25,855

Total ... £40,864 94,325 90,716

Ten months ended 31st Oct.
1911 1912 1913
£ £ i^

Motor Cycles ... 198,293 420,798 612,413
Parts thereof ... 56,t68 151,267 208,231

Total £254,861 572,065 820,644
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THE NORTH-WESTERN AUTOMOBILE ASSOCIATION.
AT tlie meeting which we repoi-ted in our last issue.

[). 1481, the followinp notes were aclopteil

:

1. That the name of the Association shall he
the Noi'tli-Westcrii Autoniohile Association.

2. That the Association shall be composed of motor
and motor cycle clubs whose lieadquarteis aro in the
North-western counties of Knghnul and Wales and tli.-

West Ridins of Yorhshire.
5. 'J'hat the objects of the Assoi iatioji shall be t held

social events and competitions.

4. That the comijelitious other than open events held by
the Association shall only be open to l.tma tidr members
belonging to the Association.

5. That there shall be no individual member oj' members
of the Association.

6. That the Association shall be governed by a maiiage-
iiicnt connnittes composed of representatives nominated by
each club belonging to the Association, each club being
entitled to one representative on the Management Committee.

6a. That the representative shall be appointed by each
club for twelve niontlis, but in the event of him being unable
to atteud the committee meetings ii proxy can be nominated,
this pro.\y having the right to vote instead of the official

representative.

7. That the official.s of the Association sliall be appointed

>—

by the Management Committee out of their number, and
their titles and duties ti.xed by the committee.

8. That a meeting shall be held once in every twelve
mouths, at which everything in connection with the
As.soeiatiou shall lie open to cliscussion and shall be voted
upon if necessai-y. That each club shall have the power
to nominate three rlelegates to represent them.

9. That the annual payment to the Associ.'itiou required
from each club shall be one guinea for the first fifty

members or part thereof. Any additional members shall

be paid for at the rate of 6d. per head.

10. That the Chairman of the Mauagcment Committee
shall not ha.-e a casting vote, but shall only be entitled

to his vote as a delegate.

11. That no club delegate can attend and vote until

all moneys due to the Association from his club have been
paid in full.

The first meeting of the Management Committee of the
Association will be held on Satuiday, December 6th, at

five p.m. at the St. George's Restaurant, Redcross Street.

Liverpool, and all clubs wishful to ioin the Association
are requested to signify their intention in writing to appoint
their delegates, and to remit one guinea. Mr. S. W. Carty
lias been ashed to act as lion. sec. yi/'t; li'm.

A.C.U. CERTIFICATE OF PERFORMANCE.
A Trial of a kick-starling device fiKed to a

l)K.-*rRTPTiON' OF KicK-.sTARTiX[; Devick.—On the right-

hand or outer face of the valve gear pinion on the crank-
."haft teeth are cut. Corresponding teeth are cut on the
inner face of the sleeve mounted on a prolongation of the
uanksliaft, which are normally kept nut of mesh with the
pillion by a spring.

Tliese teeth are undercut, so that when the sleeve is

ill engagement and rotating the crankshaft .it tends to

remain in engagement. Jlounted on the frame of the

machine to the re.ir of the engine is a seuii-circular segment
MiUitable through about 45"^ by means of a crank with a

hinged pedal pin. The periphery of the segment is smooth,
and to each I'lid of it is attached a chain which passes over

u twelve-tooth chain wheel attached to the sleeve on the crank-

shaft. A movement of the crank therefore causes the
.<leeve to rotate, and at the same time a spring pawl on the
outer end of the crank strikes against the outer end of the

sleeve, forcing the sleeve into engagement with the crank-

shaft pinion. When pressure on the crank pin is removed
the crank is returned by a spring to its normal position.

Stops are provided to limit the travel of the crank in either

direction, the back\vard stop taking the fornr of an adjust-

able spring buffer. Means of adjusting the tightness of the
chain or the lateral position of the segment are also provided.

Tui.iL.—(In Wednesday, November 5th, a standard 3^ li.p.

P. and M.. cylinder dimensions 84.5 mm. bore, 88.9 mm.
.stroke, was selected at random by a representative of the
Luiiiu from amongst live machines then in stock at the
London showroom. Tliis machine was immediately wheeled
to tile official garage and locked np.

At 10-30 a.m. on Thursday, November 6th, the garage
was unlocked. The driver opened the oil drain tap and
drained off the oil in the crank case. The lubricating oil

.iiid petrol tanks were also emptied. The petrol tank was
then filled with petrol (Shell No. 1 brand, specific gravity
.725 at 10.8° C. temp.) The oil tank was filled wilh one quart
of Price's Motorine A oil, purchased from stock. Two
pumpfuls of oil were injected.

About a teaspoonful of petrol was injected into the
comlnistion he;'d. The carburetter was flooded and the

engine freed with three strokes of the kick-starting device,

the exhaust valve lifter being I'aised. With the carburetter
controls set with the gas full open and the air shut, the
half-comiiressien device in action and ignition fully advanced,
a:i attempt was made to start the engine at 11.6 a.m., the at-

mospheric temperature being 11.3°C. After eight attempts the
carburetter was again flooded. On the twenty-fifth attempt
the engine fired continuously, two minutes having elapsed
since the first attempt. Within the following two minutes
and with the same carburetter, ignition, and half-compres-
sii.'u settin2s. the encine was started bv the kick-starting

31 h.p. Phelon & Moore motor bicycle.
device twenty times in twenty-three attempts. The engine
was then allowed to cool, until the exhaust valve ca))

temperature fell to 18*^0. at 11.29 a.m. About a tea-
spoonful of petrol was injected. The carburetter wa.^

Hooded, and the carburetter ignition, and half-compression
device controls set as before. Within 45s. from the first

attempt, and on the sixteenth attempt, the engine fired

continuously. Between 11.30 a.m. and 11.32 a.m. the
engine was started twenty-one times in twenty-two attempts,
controls being set as previously, except that after the tentli

attempt the air lever to the carburetter was slightly opened.
The engine was again allowed to cool, until the exhaust
valve cap temperature fell to 18°C. at 11.55 a.m. About
a teaspoonful of petrol was injected. The carburetter was
flooded, and all controls set as for the first test. Within
40s. from the first attempt and on the thirteenth attempt
the engine fired continuously. Between 11.56 a.m. and
11.58 a.m. the engine was started twenty-five times in

twenty-five attempts, the last fifteen attempts being with
slightly open air lever.

At mid-day the machine left the official garage with a
sidecar attached, which was occupied by the official observer.
It pioceeded by a circuitous route to the top of Netherhall
tiardens, N.W., and back to the official garage.
During the above run eight traflic stiqis were encountered,

and the machine was also stopped by direction of the
observer on the steep part of Fitzjohns Avenue. In each
of the above nine cases the engine was restarted by the
kick-starting device on the first attempt.
The machine was locked up from 12.45 p.m. until 2.36

p.m., by which time the temjierature of the exhaust valve
cap had fallen to 16°C. About a teaspoonful of petrol was
injected. The carburetter was Hooded and the engine freed
with three strokes of the kick-starting device, the exhaust
valve lifter being raised. With controls set as for the
morning's tests, an attempt was made to start the engine
at 2.37 p.m. Within 26s. and at the sixth attempt,
tile engine fired continuously. Between 2.38 p.m. and
2.40 p.m. the engine was started twenty-five times in
twenty-five attempts, no alteration being made.
No adjustment or Inbricatiun was made to the kick-

starting device either before or after the trial. At the con-
clusion of the trial the sjiarking plug was examined, and the
minimum spark-gap found to measure about .07in.

The weather throughout the trial was fine, the sun was
shining, the atmosphere was humid, and the temperature
was steady at about 11,5°C.

(Signed) E. Pkrcv tiuEENHiLL,
Ch(iirmftt\, Competition.^ Committrc.

(Signed) T. W. Lnronnnnoiicn.
S'ccrctari/.
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NEW TWO-STROKE ENGINES.

Both sides oi the Peco two-stroke single-cylinder engine described on tliis page.

DAYTON TWO-STROKE LIGHT-
WEIGHT.

The Day ManufactTuring Co., 221, High
Street, Shoieditch, E., is marketing a

li h.p. motor cycle called the Dayton,
the design of which is very thorough.
The engine is a 1^ h.p, two-stroke

single-cylinder (57 mm. bore x 63.5 mm.
stroke), and is fitted with caged ball

bearings. Transmission is by a fin.

V belt, and there is no jockey pulley.

An Amac two-lever carburetter is

used. The outside flywlicel is of ample
dimensions and of the dished type.

The diameter is 84in. and the rim
measures lin. across the fate, the thick-

ness being fin. The engine has three-
point suspension and. is fitted to the
frame by neat clips of ample strength,
and the magneto, situated in front of

the engine, i:; a U.H. The brake .system

also claims attention; the usual front
brake is fitted, but the rear brake
operates upon the rim of the wheel and
tho belt rim siiriultaneously and with
equ;il force.

A special frame is being made to

enable the engine to be fi.xed as low as

possible. Lubrication is effected by a
' foolproof " device, which prevents
either too much or too small an amount
of oil being given.

Altogether the machine is an engineer's
job, and should appeal to those who go
short journeys for either business or
pleasure ; also to those who study that
important question, cost of upkeep and
first cost, as the price is only twenty
guineas.

THE PECO TWO-STROKE ENGINE
UNIT.

Yet another make of two-stroke engine
'.\ill be exhibited at the forthcoming
M<]tor Cycle Show, and it is an engine
with some very interesting features. The
Peco engine, which derives its name from
Mr, D. A. Pearson and Mr. Cole, its

sponsors, is rated at 2-| h.p., and has a
single-cylinder of 75 mm. bore and 79
mm. stroke. The three-port principle i.s

employed, and the transfer pipe is cast

with the cylinder, though provision is

made for machining the port from the

outside. The compression release is

situated in the front of the head, and
a passage in the casting leads to ' the

exhaust pipe. The crankshaft is made in

three pieces and roller bearings are

employed tbroughuut, auxiliary jJain

bearings being utilised to retain tiie crank
case compression. A Bosch magneto is

carried on an extension of the box
chamber behind the cylinder, and • an
enclosed chain is used for its rotation.

Lubrication is somewhat unusual, for oil

is led from a drip feed to a ring rouiid

the outside of the cylinder. This ring

is composed of two fins cast close together
and closed by a piece of wire which is

drawn into the intervening space. Oil

holes from the ring allow the lubricant
to pass straight to the piston, the surplus
passing into a ring in the crank case

castings and thence through leads tc

the main bearings. The latest typei oi

Amac carburetter is fitted facing forwards,
and in future models the float chamber
will be carried on the inside. Tlie com-
plete engine unit with silencer, etc., will

he marketed. Mr. Pearson's present
address is School Road, Moseley, Binniiig-

ham, and he may be interviewed by those
interested at Stand 181 at Olympia. We
hear that the new Comet will .'show a

ni'odel fitted with the Peco engine and
that the Trump have an experimental
model. As a test, the first model was
taken over the old Wyche Cutting with
ease on an 11 to 1 gear, which proves that

these little engines possess plenty fif

pulling power.

In our mention of the new Rex-Jap
models last week, Great Brook Street
was mentioned as the site of the works
wherein the machines are made. This
should have been Aston Road. Droid
forks are fitted as standard. '

Two aspects of the Dayion l.J h.p. two-stroke engine, which has an outside flywheel and bore and
stroke of 67 x 63.5.

The new 6 h.p. twin cylindei' Star,

described and illustrated in our last

issue, has a three-speed countershaft
gear box.

D26
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Westmorland M.C.C.

I lit' aiimi:il diiiiU'r, prize distvibiilidii, iiixl siiinkpr will

I iki' place on December lltli.

Oxford M.C.C.

The aniiiKil diimor will take placi Dcceniber 4tli iit

Hie Hotel Bun!. Oxl'urd, at 7.30 p. in.

North Birmingham A.C.

The result of the last flexibilitv hill-climb was as follows :

1, E. H. Bayliss (8 Chater-Lea" sc.) : 2, R. W. Lovegrove

(7 Indian) ; 3, F. Bowers (2^ Levis).

The second annual dinner and prize distribution will

take place on Saturday, December 20th, at the Woolpack
Hotel, Jloor Street, at 7 p.m.

Public Schools M.C.C.

.Sneed trials lor members only, ^vill be lield at Brook-

lands, at 2 p.m. on the 29th iiist. By the courtesy of Major
Lindsay Lloyd, each member will be officially timed over

th,' tiying kilometre. The following cla.«ses will be run oif ;

Machines not exceeding 350 c.c. •

Machines not exceeding 500 c.c.

Ma.chines not exceeding 1,000 c.c.

If there ai'e sufficient entries, there will be two sidecar

classes : (1) not exceeding 560 c.c, (2) not exceeding

l.OOU c.c.

Suitable prizes will be given to winners of each class,

together with tlie title of the Club Champion.
The first annual dinner will be held at the Waldorf Hotel

at 7.30 p.m. on Friday, December 12th. The chair will

be taken by Major F. Lindsay Lloyd, R.E. Tickets can be
obtained from Jlr. Clive Prean, 17, Basinghall Street, E.G.
Assuming that most members will be present at the Motor

Cycle Show at Olympia next week, it is hoped that those
living at a distance from headquarters may seize this oppor-
tojiity of meeting one another. Jlembers are therefore re-

i|uested to meet at Stand No. 133 at 1.30 p.m. on Saturday,
the 29th inst.

The address of the hou. secretary is now 21, St, Nicholas
Street, Coventry.

Plymouth and District M.C.C.
Tlu' cli.-.iribution (jt prizes took |)hicc on

foll(]«rd liy whist and nuisic.

Motor Cycling Club.

I'hc annual dinner and presentation of prizes will take
place at the Trocadero on Saturday, December 13tli, at

5 fi.ni. The president, IMr. Charles Jarrott, will take the
chair.

Brooklands A.R.C.
The following dates have been decided upon for Brook-

lands meetings for 1914 : Easter Monday, April 13th ; Whit
Monday, June 1st ; Saturday, .June 27th ; Itank Holiday,
August 3rd; and Saturday, September 25th.

Coventry and Warwickshire M.C.
T'he lirst social evening in connection with the above club

is announced for Thursday, January 1st, in the shape of a

whist drive and dance at the Masonic Hall, Little Park
Street, Coventry.

Essex M.C.

On Wednesday, December 3rd, at the Royal Automobile
t'lnb, Mr. Douglas Leechman will read a paper, giving his

nnpressions of the ilotor Cyclo Show at Olympia, and this

will be followed by a discu.ssion. All motorists are cordially

invited to attend and contribute to the discussion. Cards
ot" invitation can be obtained from the hon. secretary, Mr.
Harold Fuller, 51, Pulteney Road, South Woodford, "Essex.

-

The chair will be taken at 8 p.m.
The annual dinner will take place on January 3rd, at the

Great Eastern Hotel, E.G. The chair will be occupied by
Air. Stenson Cooke.

Miss M. Weigh OD the llrst 3^ h.p. Humber to arrive in Bonlia, Queensland.

The machine belongs to hor brother, W. T. Weigh.

LONDON-EXETER RUN.
Innovations in the M.C.C. Christmas Reliability Trial.

Several desirable alterations will be made in the regula-

tions for the London-Exeter run this year. In the first place

the start and finish will be at the Bridge House Hotel,

Staines ; thus the uninteresting and atrocious road from
Hounslow will be cut out of the trial. In the case of

passenger machines it will be necessary that a passenger

accompany the driver throughout—no empty sidecars will be
allowed. The silencer regulations will be more strictly

enforced, the use of cut-outs and noisy driving will entail

disquahfication, and no machine which, in the opinion of

the officials, is likely to cause annoyance will be allowed to

start. In order to qualify for a gold medal entrants must
sign the checking sheets at Exeter and the finishing sheet at

Staines within fifteen minutes early or late of their schedule

time. The ascents of Chard Hill on the outward journey

and Trow Hill on the return must be m;ide non-stop, with-

out dismounting, and passengers must be carried on

passenger machines. The checking sheets at the tops of

these hills must be signed not mor" than liftoen minutes
late of schedule time. Silver medals will be awarded to all

linishing within twenty-four hours who do not qualify for

^uld medals.
The route will be as last year, including the detour through

Lyme Regis and Bridport on the return journey. The
club's competitions are open to members only ; therefore, all

riders, not already members, who wish to take part in the

winter run, .should at once apply to the lion, secretary, Mr.
Southcomb May, 34, Clower Place, W.C., as no application

for membership, for the purpose ol participating in the

winter run, will be entertained after the end of this

month. For all information respecting the run application

must be made to Mr. H. Karslake, 10, Grove Place. Haniji

stead. N.W.
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents^
Aa letters should be aililrsssea ta the Eljtor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tuior StrBet, E.C., ana shouU be accompanied by the writer's full name and adflre«.

Excessive Garage Charges.

Sir,—Relative to the letter in last weelc's issu-e, ou
" Excessive Garage Charges," I quite agree with your
o'-respniideiit, Mr. A. H, Hill, that Is. per day for
garaging a solo motor cycle is most excessive when spreading
over a long period. Many firms only charge Is. per
day for cars ; and at least half a dozen bicycles could be put
in the space requn-ed for a car. Had it been for one day
only no grumble would be necessary, but 7s. per week for
two months is exorbitant.
When staying at Frinton this summer, where garage

room is more scarce than house room, Messrs. Priest Bros,
only charged me 3s. 6d. per week for housing my A.C.
Sociable Mr. Wilson, of the Falcon Motor Works, says he
is " not in business for his health," but should he charge
all stray motorists as he did Mr. Hill's friend, the health
of his business may not nnprove.

C. FERDINAND JESSOP.

Sir,— I would very much like to see the subject of garage
charges ventilated in your columns. ft is one which de-
mands attention at your hands and I am sure that nothing
but good to motor cyclists could result from your dealing
with it, and allowing readers to voice their- e.xperiences in

the mattei Only quite recently I garaged my motor bicycle in

the neighbourhood of Victoria station. I left it for barely two
hours, pushing it into a cornei out of everyone's way and
removing it myself, so that none of the employees were
asked to lift a little finger in attending to the machine.
I was charged one shilling, and the foreman left me in no
doubt whatever by the manner he adopted, that a tip was
expected in addition to the charge. Having on innumer-
able occasions garaged machines in various parts of the
country at the rate of 5d. per diem (viz., a whole day or any
part thereof), i thought this rather "tall." It was at the
rate of 6s. per day, not 6d LIGHTWEIGHT.

Lubiioating Two-stroke Engines.

Sir,—I notice the letter of the Boi-desley Engineering
Co. in your last issue, which bears out what I myself
felt after reading your description of the Triumph twu-
stroke motor cycle, namely, that the article meant to con-
vey that the system of lubrication—mixing oil with the
petrol—constituted something new. Your editorial note at

the foot of the letter referred to, however, disposes of

the point and removes any misapprehension regarding it.

As a rider of the Connaught I am interested ill this

subject of lubrication and would say that, in my ex-

perience—comprising some 3,000 miles since June,
practically all of it with coachbuilt sidecar and 9 stone
passenger—this system of Inbricating the engine is in

every way satisfactory and more economical than the
ordinary hand pump method.

I have had my cylinder off twice, and on each occasion

have found an amplitude of oil on every part requiring it.

It is best, I think, to use a thin grade of oil. Personally,

I use Vacuum T.T. exclusively.

The work which can be got out of these very simple
little two-stroke engines is marvellous, and the rate at

which tbey will "rev." without heating up is equally to

be wondered at. Tyres and belt (the latter only Jin.)

seem destined, like Tennyson's Brook, to "go on for ever
'^

in spite of the sidecar and passenger. I have no interest
of any kind in the production of the Connaught, but I

am of opinion that the best of manufacturers wiU have
a hard job to beat it. CHAS. S. LAKE.
D30

Sidecar Alignment.

Sir,—Concerning the recent correspondence re "Drag'' of

sidecar, I have discovered that the only way to prevent
this tendency, or rather, minimise it, is to adjust the sidecar

wheel so that it is slightly out of the straight. This method,
with the wheel pointing slightly inward, also lessens the

tendency of the outfit to gravitate towards the kerb, but
it has the one serious disadvantage of being harder on

tyres and bearings, so that of the two evils the former is

the lesser.

Now for one or two growls. Why is it makers are still

fitting filler caps on the wrong side of the tank of sidecar

machines? They should be fitted on the outside of machine
(right side)—this would make the filling up process so

much easier.

Whj' is it that in the majority of cases the radiators or

fins of V engines are still of the old pattern, and not like

the Motosacoche, as, for cooling purposes, the latter design

far exceeds the former as regards efficiency.'

When are makers going to coat then- machines all over
with a rustless composition pleasing to the eye, say French
or engineers' grey?
Why are sidecars not fitted with a band brake, actuated

by a Bowden wire? This is particularly desirable, consider-

ing the uselessness of the average front wheel bi'ake, when
nearly all the strain is borne by the back wheel brake.
How much longer will we have to wait for a really sensible

motor cycle lamp, giving a maximum of light for at least

ten hours, with a minimum of trouble ?

By the way, will sofne unbiassed rider of a 1912 or 1913
four-cylinder F.N. with two-speed gear kindly give me some
information concerning its general behaviour, whether it

keeps its compression well, how often it is necessary to

change the engine springs, inlet and exhaust^ and if they
are easy to change, etc. VICTOR TRAVEES.

'

Cycle Cars v. Light Cars.

Sir,—We are extremely interested to note the letter of

Mr. H. G. Morgan on this subject, and, seeing f7he point

is raised and our name mentioned, we think it may be of

interest if we give our views on this somewhat perplexing
question.

Really our attitude in regard to the cycle car definition is

a somewhat independent one, as years before the term " cycle

ear" was coined, or its definition formulated, we had teen
producing in large numbers, our sub tantial little three-
wheeled Sociable, which happens to conform to this definition.

Arising out of the cycle car boom, we have more recently
produced a much more ambitious four-wheeled vehicle, whicii,

by careful and compact design, we have succeeded in keep-
ing within the cycle car definition without, we think,
sacrificing any of the robustness and reliability which Iiris

always charactci'ised all our vehicles.

We take some credit to ourselves for this, because mo.st
of c;ur competitors in the four-cylinder field appear to ha\i'
found it necessary to forsake the A.C.U. weight limit in
order to obtain these qualities. This is not to say that wc
considei' the A.C.U. definition of any great importniice,
and we do not think the public wiM ultimately trouble
themselves to enquire if the vehicles they buy are within
the definition or not, and we think they will not be far
wrong. At the present moment, however, we find our
position advantageous, in this respect, that a man who wants
a vehicle of the "light car" type which is yet a "cycle
car" obtains both in the four-cylinder A.C.

AUTO-CAHRIEES (1911), LTD.
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The ESeot of Benzole on Tanks.

Sir.— Having reiul in voiii' issue of the 30th ult. that vou

had been enquiring fioni your readers re the attion of ben

/.ole on thinks, 1 thouglit my experience might be interesting.

I used foi' a vejy slioit time a mi.\ture of benzole and petrol,

50% of each, and found that my maclnne would not run

owing to the jet contiiuially choking up. 1 strained all the

benzole' after taking it from the tank through e.\tra tine

gauze, ^ and found a. tremendous lot of sediment, evidently

com|M>sed of minute particles of tin, or of whatever the in-

.lide of th^" tank consists. It also spoilt the cork float by
taking off the shellac covering and crumbling the cork

itself. Since discontinuing the use of benzole I have had
no fui'ther trouble in this direction. E.E.tS.

An Undesirable Practice.

Sir,—I have be=n interested in the recent comments on

carrier-riding which have appeared in The Motor Cycle.

.\s one who has had some experience in this so-called

"Undesirable Practice" without the slightest mishap, may
1 say that I think much of what has been said is unfair to

those who have derived much pleasure from the practice.

There are persons who give motoring generally a bad
name ; this does not conchide that the whole thing is bad,

but the fault lies with a few who appear willing to risk their

own necks as well as other people, by gross carelessness.

Anything can develop danger, and the fault lies with the
user, not the use.

1 think, provided the machine is suitable—good carrier-

seat fitted, and clutch essential—there is no more risk than
with the use of sidecar.

I find my machine is far more comfortable, and as a

matter of fact, easier to steer, when I have the passenger
on carriei. I have seen people riding in a manner dangerous
to themselvee and to others. The police are supposed to

look after these.

It is not carrier riding that should be condemned, but
random driving generally. J. BARKER.

Sir,—I have read with interest all the correspondence
published in your paper on the subject of carrier riding,,

and should like (if I may claim a little of. your valuable
.space) to support "CH759" in his views on the subject.

.\lthough still practically aii amateur at motor cycling I

have ridden many miles with a passenger of the fair sex
on my carrier, and ray experience has been that the
machine is as easy, if not easier, to control than when
riding solo. I must admit that there is a slight danger
on very greasy roads, but when negotiating traffic I do
ibot experience the slightest difBculty in managing my
machine. The increase in petrol consumption when riding
two up is very slight indeed, and I find my 5^ h.p.

Triumph will climb almost any hill with the load.

I think the practice (which, I regret to see, has been
.^o denounced) is a. distinct advantage to those who are

not able to afford a sidecar, as one is able to enjoy the
I'ompany of a passenger, with very little ex-tra expense,
and I should be more than sorry to see it prohibited by law.

KEEN MOTOR CYCLIST.

Sir,—X am not only a reader but a subscriber to your
paper, and for some years now have enjoyed reading articles

by " Ixion," but he should remember that it is not only the
" Nut " who gives the loan of his carrier occasionally to a

passenger. For instance, I myself own three cars, besides
motor cycles and upon any fine Sunday afternoon if I ask
my wife if she would like a run down to Brighton or any
other coast resort within, say, seventy or eighty miles, in a

car or on the carrier of the "Zenith" or "Indian," she
invariably answers, " On the carrier," and alir: knows the
danger if such exists, just as well as "Ixion" does, if not
better.

He cites as an instance a man on the carrier with a driver,
probably quite green at such a pleasureable pastime, who
on a very greasy road has a spill.' Now does not a solo rider
often get a spill, in fact even our crack riders at times 011

greasy roads come off, more or less ungracefully, and may
not this rider have come off had he been riding solo under
the same circumstances, and yet "solo riding," to use the
words of Ixion, "is very tolerably safe." It would there
fine bf cruel, I think, to draw attention to what even "Ixion'
himself says on the very next page (No. 1362, October 23rd).
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Say foi instance that carrier riding were made illegal, and
a man is out sidecaring, which, "Ixion" does not object to;
the sidecar axle breaks several miles from a railway station,
the sidecarist, being an expert motor cyclist, disconnects the
sidecar and takes his passenger home on the carrier— would
"Ixion" consider that he should be prosecuted and fined'/

WITHAL AN " KKJHTEKN STONER."

A Medium-powered Twin
S'li.—As a regular reader ot your most interesting journal

I have derived iniich pleasirre and useful information, and
therefore gladly send you my experience of a 34 h.p. Loa
Krancis in reply to the query of " W.iVI.J.," but I-can only
speak of solo work.
Consumption, 3,420 miles, 38 gallons = 90 m.p.g.
Ilrliabillli/.—I find the machine absolutely reliable and use

It on my journeys as a commercial traveller in the N.W.
of England, including the Lake District.

Dwrahility.— 'Sly only mechanical stop was through
breaking a spring m the shock absorber, which threw off the
magneto chain and sheared the key on the magneto shaft.
Messrs. L. and F. made same good, free of charge.
B ill-climbing.—This machine will climb any hill that is

rideable. I have ridden over Buttermere Hause from
Buttermere to Keswick, and I weigh 14 stone.

1 have ridden four makes of motor cycle, single and twins,
and am simply delighted with the L. F. and especially with
the most ea:ceUent way it is mudguarded.
With all good wishes for the continued success of The

Motor Cycle. VAL. TAYELOR.

Some Experiences with a Big Twin.
Sir,—There has been such a lot of controversy lately 00

"it H '^'P' ^'"S^® vers-its 2| h.p twin" that the claims
of the 7 h.p. twin for solo work have quite been eclipsed.
I have had three 3i h.p. T.T. Triumplis since 1910, which
were wonderfully reliable, but not ideal in all weathers.
Wanting more power I bought a 1913 h.p. -T.T. clutch Indian,
with single gear and unsprung rear wheel, and have never
regretted it. Most of the present " big twin sidecar 'buses

"

are almost unrideable solo on greasy roads, owing to the
great weight, but I have never ridden a twin to equal my
Indian for aU round work, including London traflic and
occasional sidecaring over ordinary roads—not precipices !

The principal reason for abnormal wear on small engines
is that they are often driven "all out" for long stretches
at a time, but this is never the case with a big twin on
average British roads. A big low compression twin, ticking
round on quarter throttle, -never overheats or "dries up";
and none of the working parts are stressed to their limit.
The loads per square inch of bearing surface must be an
infinitesimal fraction of those with a "konking" 3^ h.p.
T.T. single or a small twin "revving at 3,000." The Indian
mechanical oil pump keeps the front cylinder properly lubri-
cated and the roller bearing big ends save undue wear,
two very valuable points on most V twins.
Having previously owned an early twin of foreign

make, wliich broke nearly everything possible—except its
unfortunate owner's neck—I vowed never to get another
V twin, as my bill for broken parts came to more than the
machine cost me. Mai.f nous avuns changi^. tout cela. There
is an old Lancashire uroverb to the effect that "Theer's
nowt beats a good little 'un, e.\cept a good big 'un," and
this is true with motors—cars or otherwise. The small
.Miper-efficient engine is never as comfortable, durable, or
reliable as its big brother, and it requires far more attention
to keep it in tune.

.My first trip consisted of 250 miles in ten hours—two and
a hall days of cricket—and 150 miles of the return journey
ill five hours—and no trouble.

Personally, owing to business, I have little time to overhaul
my machine or keep it in tune, and yet it has to be always
ready to start off anywhere at very short notice. Last vear I

kept two 3^ h.p. T.l. Triumphs, now my 7 h.p. Indian has to
do the work of both and haul a sidecar sometimes into the
bargain. I find the high compression single wants the
carbon removed, etc., every 500 or 600 miles. Tlie twin has
done 1,500 miles since last cleaned and still has the original
tyres and chains after 2,500 miles, and they are good for
much more ; necessary replacements nil; only troubles, one
choked jet, two punctures, and .sooted back plug. Naturally,
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the oil and petrol consumption are heavier than with a
smalier engine, out pace and power must be paid for some-
liow, and they are well worth the small extra cost. A good
Ijig twin is the Rolls-Royce of motor cycles, and, until I

carf get a motor car proper (not a so-called cycle car, as I

iiave done with belts and makeshifts), I hope to continue
I'iding the most lively things on' wheels. Usual disclaimer.

ROY. W WALKER.

Scott Lubrication.
bir,—During 1912, both myself and friends 'were much

troubled with the lubrication, and it was a very common
occurrence to consume a quart of Wakefield Castrol in 70

or 75 miles. Now after a series of experiments we get from

200 to 250 miles from the quart, and every part is continually

and efhciently oiled, including the packing glands.

To begin with, th^ mushroom valve at the base of the

pump is not sensitive enough, so I plug up the six small

holes. Then sweat a collar on the valve stem. This stem
is then turned a taper and the central hole in the valve is

bored out to allow the vaJve just to drop on its seating ; a
tine spring may then be put in, and the appliance is now a

drip feed and never need be opened more than a mere frac-

tion of a turn. Never move the handle more than ^in.

The above would not give a uniform feed on account of

the weight of the plunger pressing on the valve, so to over-

come this a collar is fitted on the upper part of its stem (the

[lortion outside the barrel) so that on turning the small

handle the piston is lifted up and the valve is free and
allowed to open.

This can be regulated to allow about one drop every two
seconds. I often run a whole day without touching either

the pump or handle.

Another great advantage is to mix ten fluid ozs. of lubri-

cating oil with two gallons of petrol.

I find the engine pulls stronger on equal parts of petrol

:nid benzole, and for going all out all benzole, but it does not

pick up so quickly. Since altering the pump and adding

oil to the petrol it has been a real treat to drive, and with

;i heavy Montgomeiy sidecar passenger and i cwt. of luggage

will face any normal hill beyond speed Umit.
F.S.Sc. (London).

Reckless Driving.

Silj—1 hope your old-established paper will do all it can

to discourage the present reckless way in which so many
vouths drive motor cycles with and without sidecars. To

this fraternity speed and noise seem the chief desiderata.

[f they only endangered themselves it would not matter so

much, but the total lack of judgment displayed in passing

cars which are theinsslves passing other vehicles, makes one

doubt if such people ought to be allowed to drive at all.

1 am frequently on the Poitsmouth Road between Pain's

Kill and Godalming on Sundays when there is an immense

amount of motor trafSc about, in fa'ct this road resembles

n. London street rather than a country road, and this is the

occasion when the objectionable type I refer to abounds

in cousideiable numbers.
It used to be, and, 1 believe, still is, an established

custom that 111 certain circumstances, one must slow up

behind a slower vehicle which is being passed or about to

be passed by another, before attempting to overtake it.

Not so. however, with the reckless motor cycle gentleman
;

he appears ready to go through anything, even when he

has a girl with dangling legs acro.ss the carrier, a practice

which 1, having seen a bad accident through this, consider

the last form of madness.
It is impossible, I am afraid, to prevent by law people

abusing the pleasures of the road and endangeiing others.

The only method is to create a sound public opinion on

the matter and to educate these "nincompoops" to drive

like gentlemen.
I am told that certain writers are much to blame, having

always encouraged the lust ol speed and opposed tlie silencing

of motor cycles. I do not believe your paper has ever

been guilty of this, and that is why I am writing to you.

feeling sure that in th? interest of the sport and for the

comfort and safety of everyone who uses the roads, this

form of recklessnes.s will be discouraged by you.

I must add that I am an old motor cyclist myself, haviiig

had many machine's since the early days, and am therefore

in no possible way prejudiced against motor cycles as such
CAR-OWNER-DIilVEI!.
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Small Twin and Sidecar.

Sir,—Doubtless many of your readers have noticed that

the 3 h.p. Enfield, of 350 c.c. capacity, has covered 40^^ miles

in the hour with a sidecar on the track, and will have won
dered what this machine can do with a sidecar on the road.

My own machine is the standard type supplied to the public,

having cylinders 60x'/5 bore and stroke, giving a capacity

of 425 c.c, and with gears 5.15 and 8.94 to 1. I do nut

know what speed it is capable oi' on the level as 'I hav.

never tried, but I have driven it up Handcross and Reigati'

hills with passenger in the sidecar, seated in the normal
way. Reigate hill is, I think, about its limit in hill-clihibing

with these gears. I am fitting a smaller sprocket on counter
shaft, and this should result in faster average speed, as il

will enable more hills to be climbed on top gear. As regard

the running of this machine I can quite confirm everythiiiK

stated by "Twin Enthusiast" in your issue of October 30tli.

J. HART-SMITH.

Motor Cycles in Ceylon.
Sir,—Some little time ago a correspondent wanted to

know what kind of machine to take out to Ceylon. As 1

intend returning thither myself in the near future, I have
just obtained fronr Colombo the names of machines for

which the two chief engineering firms are agents, as, per-

sonally, I prefer a machine well known in the island, and
for two reasons : (1.) The engineers are more likely to be
able to carry out satisfactory repairs, as they are more
familiar with their own stock. (2.) Spares, unless in stock,

take a month or six weeks to get from England. I remember
riding up to the Triumph agency-one day, and discovering
with joy that the article I wanted was looking at me from
a show case.

The names of the machines are as follow : Triumph,
Indian, P. and M., Douglas, Humber, and Rover.
A two or three-speed gear should be used, as the central

portion of the island is verj- mountainous, the chief

sanatorium being at a height of 6,200 feet.

Finally, beware of bullock carts just out of sight round
hairpin corners on steep gradients. N 8134.

Conkitis.
Sir.—In your issue of November 6th a problem is dir

cussed by "Ixion," concerning a certain make of engine which
IS consistently prone to knocking. It is quite possible in

this case, that neither the compression, nor the low power
of the unit is responsible for the current state of affairs.

The design of the valve pockets is a very important
factor, when cases such as this have to be considered, as

when cramping in this

direction is utilised

.

a phenomenon known
as detonation often

results. To explain
clearly what detonation
really is. it is neces-

sary to make use tit

a diagram showing a

section of a cylinder
through the valve
pocket. The principal

point to be considered

in tliis illustration is that the passage (shown shaded) between
the sparking plug points and the cylinder proper is long and
narrow, so much so, that the time taken for the gas filling it

tn b ir.i sufficiently to tinnsmit a flame to the nain body ol

the charge is comparatively long. It is this slow combustion
arising iioin badly designed ports that is the chief cause of

detonation, \\'lien ignition occurs this little volume of mixture
explodes, with a consequent expansion, which in its turn

increases the compression of the main charge eiiormoualy.

The effect of this is such, that not only is explosion pres-

sure very much greater, but it is also very much more rapid,

owing to the large amount of heat generated from the e.xtra

compression. In fact, the force given to the piston by this

ultra rapid combustion is so sudden that it can be compared
with the blow of a hammer, and the noise produced is very

similar. A plug, with a longer threaded portion, will often

rectify this trouble, but if too long, pre-ignition through

incandescent points will occur. Changing the position of the
plug might rid the engine ot th's objectionable property,

and the writer would suggest an exchange with the com-
pre.ssion tap if it is possible. T. W. PARKER
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Do Sidecars Skid ?

1 have never been a great user of the sidecar, and

my experience of it does not compare with -that of

many enthusiasts, but I can lay my hand on my heart

and assert that in several thousand miles I have never

had the tiniest semblance of a skid with a sidecar.

Therefore I was a little astonished last week to hear

a much practised sidecar driver assert that his side-

cars skidded frequently. Pre.ssed for details, he said

that the tail of his outfits evinced strong desires to

swing round whenever he was descending greasy hills

with the \-al\e lifted, and that the combination was
very apt to slide across the road. when he negotiated

a sharp corner on grease, though neither occurrence

produced quite such a state -of utter helplessness as the

drivers of two and four-wheelers may e-vperience under
similar circumstances. Ais- it is commonly stated in

IcclTnical journals that sidecars never skid; and as my
0W41 experiences confirm the disclaimer, it would be

interesting to hear the careful statements of -affew

crack sidecar men. Iwill'add that I have' been pre-

sent on most of the skiddiest days in the big trials,

but I have yet to see any sidecar effect a genuine skid,

though I have seen driving wheels revolve idly in the

ascent of greasy hills. : ;
'

" Twin=Jap's " Engine.

am afraid tliat neither I nor anybody else can

helj) "Twin-Jap" on paper. The theoretic explana-

tions have been outlined for him, and he denies that

thcv fit. He may have overlooked some simple

application of the obvious principles, in which -case

he will probably kick himself and fail. to inform. us

of the cure when he arrives at it; or he may be

up against some rare and curious derangement which

little short of a microscopic examination of his engine

or ignition could detect. His best plan—short of a

lucky encounter with an owner of a similar machine

who has had the same trouble—would be to consult

his manufacturers, who are uniformly courteous to

clients in iionest difficulties. Only one loophole is

suggested by his last letter. He says that he has eased

his pistons— I will not insult him by imagining that

tlicy are now too sloppy a fit ; but friction in any pari

nf the engine would produce just the symptoms he

describes ; if his crankshaft or camshaft is toi> tight, if

the machining of any moving parts is untrue, if a valvi-

stem is bent, if a spindle of the timing gear is sho:

of oil, etc., etc., the engine will only rev. under tin

most favourable circumstances. A similar complain 1

was made to me in respect of a car last week, ami

after much tinkering we found that the last adjustmcm
of the side brakes had left them a little "on" when
the lever was "off." In the light of his last lellci.

friction in the engine or transmission is the mo-
plausible diagnosis; but if he is habitually ovli

hibricating and I'an get no oil up past his piston rin:;,

(as shown by the engine's obstinate refusal to smoke),

his flywheels may be braked liy excess of oil.

>^L
£y 'ixiQ/i°

COMMCNT6
What it Costs to Run a Cycle Car.

I have no olijection to a balance-sheet which omits

the items of insurance and garage, for many riders

remain uninsured, and lots of us enjoy free garage.

But I strongly object to any balance-sheet which does

not so much as mention depreciation, though for

obvious reasons the exact figures may not be procurable

when the accounts are made up. On page 1-15.2 in

the issue of November 6th Mr. T. Wadsworth illus-

trates the running economy of a good cycle car ; and

his figures are emphasised in their interest by the fact

that the standard Singer now exceeds the cycle car

flefinition. He shows that a good sample of the

miniature or light car can be run for its first season

at an actual cost of less than 2d. a mile. But his

accounts give us no information of the depreciation

costs ; there are very few second-hand Singers on the

market as yet, which suggests that they wear suf-

ficiently well for their owners to anticipate at least a

second season with some confidence ; but I have looked

up the ruling prices asked for the few samples on

offer, and the vendors' estimate of. depreciation

averages about 25%, an estimate which would increase

Mr. \Vadsworth's figures to nearer 3d. per mile, sup-

posing the buyers agreed with the vendors, though my
experience is that vendors normally quote higher prices

than they expect to receive. Furthermore, he does

not describe the potential mileage remaining in his

tyres ; as he has expended £fi on tyres during the

season, I should expect him to hand over some very

serviceable covers to .the next owner, which would
reduce his costs if he is not a seller. Once again, if

a car is to'be sold or used but little during the winter,

either the whole, or nearly the whole, cost of licences,

tax, and insurance should obviously be debited against

the summer mileage. Otherwise the accounts should

A slack ot pamphlets sent out b.v the A. A. and M.U. in favour o( their

new scheme o[ signposting. (See previous page.)
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include footnotes on these points. I hope others who
send us similar experiences will make them complete,

and a few instances of actual prices realised would
be specially interesting. My own experience goes to

suggest that the complete expense of running a light

car can never be less than 4d. a mile, and that 6d. a

mile is usually nearer the mark ; but these figures allow

of the heavy depreciation charges due to an annual

sale. Some of the genuine cycle cars can show a far

superior economy. For example, I know of a Morgan,
which ran colossal distances on its tyres, and seldom
fell below 50 m.p.g., and fetched ^70 towards the

end of its second season.

The Design of Chain Cases.
I have always felt proud of the fact that British

machines are far more harmonious and artistic than

the general ruck of machines produced by any other

country ; they are as beautiful as they are good. Of
late I have felt a little uneasy when I have surveyed

some of the extremely ugly chain cases adopted by too

many devotees of the rigid transmission. Some of

them afflicted me with a nightmare, in which I saw
the offspring of a banjo and a dumb-bell reeling about

in extreme intoxication ; and my asstlretic soul has

grown so sensitive that I am half afraid to visit

Olympia. A badly dropped bottom bracket is usually

the basic culprit. Don't let us imitate tlie bizarre

aberrations of the smaller American makers by a

complete disregard of appearance !

Inefficient Mudguards.
A caieful scrutiny of the photographs of 1914 side-

cars ar.d cycle cars appearing in this journal will show
that some designers are obviously fair weather riders,

or don't ride ai all. Every issue of this paper con-

tains pictures of machines wliich are unfit fee bad
weather, and intending purchasers should keep the

point well in mind at Olympia—the brilliant polish

and glittering appurtenances of a Show stand are apt

to banish mud and rain from one's mind. A sidecar

outfit with inefficient mudguarding is a terrible thing

to own, for it is the most difficult vehicle on the road

to cleanse properly ; inaccessibility is its bugbear in

this matter. With cycle cars the case is altered a

little. They possess a large superficial area, and the

work of cleaning will absorb time, but every square

inch is accessible. The sting of bad mudguards oUy

cycle cars lies in the risk of the passengers being

bespattered—1 took a large clob of mixed filth bang

on my mouth last week—and in the fact that the paint

is seldom too good ; some economy must be observed

in the manufacture of a ;^ioo vehicle, and the finish

i.'? seldom equal to that of a high-grade car. Further-

more, few cvrle rarists have the patience—some have

not the hose and sponges—to sop the mud off
;
quite

a common method is to take a handful of damp waste

and wipe the dirt away when it is half dried, rubbing

any obstinate patches with " neat " petrol or paraffin,

both of which are fatal to varnish, though a very

/i/tle paraffin in the dowsing water is useful. Conse-
quently, an ill-mudguarded cycle car is likely to look

extremely shabby after f>rief u.se ; and its shabbiness

will increa.se depreciation charges, both by deciding a

wavering owner to .sell after six months, and by re-

ducing the market price. Cycle car coachwork should

be cleaned very carefully.

C!.S

Ixion and the W.P.B.
It is only once in a century that one of my comments

is relegated to the w.p.b., but only lavish sub-editing

saved me the other week. I had not been employed
on the advance Show work, and so remained in com-
plete ignorance of the 1914 Hendee programme. Simul-
taneously I was attacked by one of my prophetic

moods, and in my innocence and pride I handed the

editor what I regarded as a positively inspired para-

graph, outlining the vast possibilities of electric light-

ing and starting dynamos as applied to motor bicycles.

He mutely handed me galleys of the new Indian
de luxe, and peered anxiously at his overflowing waste
paper. basket. Great minds obviously think alike.

It is a fair sample of fortune's cynicism that the

welcome innovation must be confined for a time to the

machines that need it least. When I bestride a high-

powered sidecar outfit I can easily accommodate a car-

size generator, two big cycle generators, or a cylinder

of dissolved acetylene; but. when I sniff the night air

on a high-compression, stripped chassis, single-geared

T.T., 1 am practically limited to a single generator

of modest dimensions. Towards midnight, or a little

later, according to the season, the lamp burns low,

stinks, bobs up and down, and generally misbehaves

itself. Failing the aid of a kindly moon, I face the

noisome task of replenishing in Cimmerian darkness.

I gouge out the odorous slush from the sump of the

generator, and cover my clothes and hands with evil-

smelling deposits ; I remove the spare canister of car-

bide from my little Chemico holster, and a fine

powder, never intended to be used as snuff, is wafted

up my nose. I hope designers will not forget the

medium-weight tourists—how we should revel in a

compact little lighting dynamo about the size of a

magneto ! I particularly look forward to the solution

of the lamp problem on these lines. We ought to

arrive at a compact little head light capable of being

mounted so low dov/n on the front mudguard diat it

will dodge damage in the event of a fall.

Miss Dorothy Maxwell, ol Barrow-in-Furness, on her 2J h.p. open frame
Douglas, with her younger sister as passenger. They have ridden many
hundreds o( miles in this fashion. i
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SIDECARS
What to look for at DunhilVs Stands at the ShoW.

(No. 21 on Ground Floor and No. 229 in Gallery„)

Readers visiting the \rotor Cycle Show should not

miss calling at Messrs. Dunhill's .Stands, where an
extremely attractive selection of sidecars and acces-

sories is being displayed. As every motor cyclis:

knows, Messrs. Dunhill's, as Specialists in motor
uquijiment, are in a unique position to offer the mos;
up-to-date and reliable innovations for the conveni-

ence of the motoring public; hence, purchasers of

any of their exhibits at the Show have the confident

assurance that the goods they buy are of first rate

quality and are splendidly effective in use.

At Stand No. 21 on the Ground Floor, for instance,

a show of Sidecars of great variety is to be seen.

The visitor in search of a sidecar combination of

undoubted dependability will find what he wants here

—at Stand 21. These sidecars are exceptionally gootl

specimens o,f skilled craftsmanship, and are certain

to please by their attractive designs and their

guarantee of strength and durability.

The Dunhill Chassis should on no account be

missed. It is light, very strong, well-sprung, and
thoroughly tested, and fitted with best quality tyres.

The bodies- are wrought in cane, or coachbuilt, with

plenty of storing space, and can be upholstered to

suit the requirements of the purchaser.

At Stand No. 229 in the Gallery Messrs. Dunhill's

exhibit a selection of the latest accessories—all

peculiarly attractive by reason of their extreme

usefulness.

All Motor Cyclists will agree that paramount im-

portance attaches to the kind of accessories carrieil

when out for a run. The question of accessories

enters largely into whether the trip is successful or

disappointing. The right kind, in great variety, is to

be seen at this Stand, and we mention a few of the

ucVvest items for the benefit of our readers.

An invention which ministers to the comfort of

the iiassenger in the Sidecar is the new one-person
Wind Srreen, which is held firmly in position a

few inches in front of the wearer bv means of a very
simple attachment. To ladies, especially, the new
Wind Screen should pro\e a great boon.

The "Pharos " M.C. Head Light is an attractive

accessory. This lamp is one of exceptional power,
and its uni(]ue method of construction places it at

once in the forefront of anvthing vet manufactured.

The lamp is made of stout gauge metal, heavily

nickel-i^lated. E\cry joint and attachment is strongly

riveted. The reflector is of the lens type, and is re-

inforced by a strong lens which takes the place ol

the front glass, thus giving a long and powerful iieam.

The Dunhill adjustable bracket enables the lamp to

be alwa)-s regulated to the point of maximum
advantage.

A most interesting item is -the patent " Lukin "

Carburetter. The " Lukin " has the throttle on the

atmospheric side, and NOT on the engine side, thus

ensuring a correct proportion of petrol and air before
they are mixed. The vacuum in the mixing chamber
increases as the throttle is closed, providing a medium
for the instant volatilisation of the petrol when it is

most needed. It is absolutely automatic at all speeds,

has no tuned jets, but is tuned for every speed by
means of a shaped valve. There is but one moving
part. Needles, dash-pots, tuned springs, and other

delicate mechanisms are entirely dispensed with. It

is a petrol saver of unique \-alue, and will save its

own price in a month. Adaptors are obtainable for

almost every make of motor cycle.

Two prominent novelties are an adjustable reed,

called the " Amplificator," which, when introduced
to the ordinary horn, is capable of trebling its sound ;

and a Petrol Brush for cleaning clothing or renovating

the upholstery of the car.

The Tail Lights are undoubtedly the best thing

on the market to-day, and will interest Motor Cyclists

as being the requirement of the moment.

In the clotiiing section the new pattern Oilskins are

a popular attraction. Lor clean finish, lightness,

flexibility, and hard wear the new M.C. Oilskins are

unrivalled anvwhere, and motor cvclists will find them
an extremely \aluable part of their e(|uipment. A new
Caj) of the same material should not be o\'erlookefl.

Fresh patterns in Racing Helmets are also pro-

minently displayed, and there are other original

exhibits which combine to make one of the most
attractive and comprehensive selections of access'jrics

that we ha\e witnessed for some time.

A great boon to the Motor (')clist is the new
Magneto Lighting Attachment. It cannot be over-

driven, and gi\es an ample liglit from foiu" miles in

hour upwards.

In uiuwoin'i llii.i adi'erli«rmcnl it is 'Je-fliahlc to tnenlioii " Thr Ma/or ihji-lf." C19
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LYCETT'S "RELIABLE" Bslt.

Guaranteed for 2,000 miles minimum.

LYCETT'S Handy "SWAG-BAG."

LYCETT'S Patent "Attache "Carrier Bag.

Call at Stand
-—THAT'S the Stand to make for when visit

g
find the latest and best productions in Sadcs

**The Good LT
are being shown— the hnes that are recognid

— Remember, the name "LYCETT" is y|r

VALUE in equipment— every item of "'le

finest selected materials— and guaranteed©

—We have a host of good things to slij

lines that embody exclusive and valuafe

and comfort of the rider awheel.

—Chiefly to be noted amongst "The Good Lyc-t

Tlie " RELIABLE " Belt. Sullt of .Rubber and Leather

expressly designed to afford greater grip, flexibility, strengt.

speed, long life, and absolute reliability under all conditions. Tl

"RELIABLE" Belt has proved its supremacy indisputably—
the A.C.U. 6 Days' Trials, machines fitted with the " RELIABLE
gained 11 GOLD MEDALS, 5 SILVER and ro BRONZE— a tot

of 26 out of 61 medals that Avere gained by Belt-driven njachine

The "SWAG-BAG." TMs is a very useful coUapsib

Tourist's Handy Bag, being adjustable to size of contents. Remarl

able capacity for holding clothes, etc. Dustproof and Waterproo

Made in two sizes, and three qualites. Prices 5/7 to 15/-.

The "ATTACHE" Carrier Bag. strongly made

<

best selected leather. Securely fastened with Spring Lock. Ca

be opened on Carrier, or removed complete, instantly, by releasiu

clips. No straps to undo. Price 17/3.

•— Come and examine "The Good Lyct

marked superiority in Quality and Value—d

— Don't fail to call— remember it's "StaJ;

If not visiting the Show, please write r

many lines,and describes all our and 3

LYCETT'S Saddle & Motor Accit

C20 In answenng this advertisern.ent it is dusirahU (0 mention "The Motor CycU.
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An Open Letter to the Trade.
By B. H. DAVIES.

OXCF, agnin it is my pleasant duly to thank you,

gentlemen, who direct the industry, for provi-

ding the readers of this paper with an exceed-

ingly pleasant summer's riding. The machines with

which you have furnished us have evinced a marked
average increase in efficiency, reliability, comfort and
economy, and we trust that our satisfaction is suit-

ably reflected in your balance sheets. We desire to

single out a few .special causes for congratulation. We
have never had so little trouble with our valves. You
have contrived to introduce practically the whole
community to the delights of variable gears. You
have managed to fit us with better tyres without rais-

ing your prices. You have been singularly ingenious

in devising engines that can stand long spells of work
under heavy loads without getting tired. Here are

three stiff problems solved; and your success inspires

us with the liveliest anticipations for the future.

We are true Oliver Twists in that our gratitude for

past favours does not prevent us asking for more : and
we hope your response will be more generous than the

workhouse master's.

Last year we asked for better sprin^!,-.g; and alas,

roads remain as pot-holey and frames as unyielding as

ever. Until you have perfected your sprung frames,

may we implore you to give a little more clearance

under the saddle, so that we can sit low without in-

denting the print of the carrier on a part of our

anatomy which, we admit, was designed to receive

chastisement ?

The Question of Transmission.
In the matter of transmission you have been excep-

tionally thoughtful. There are just two points we
may timidly mention. One is that some of you, who
are devotees of truly excellent chain drives, retain *
singular prejudice in favour of the singie-cylinder

engine. A single-cylinder is delightful with belt

drive; but surely, beyond all contradiction, a twin-

cylinder is preferable with a rigid drive, no matter

hov/ cleverly the cushioning devices are executed.

The^ other is that it is quite possible to fix up a three-

speed hub so that a rover may be changed in less than

sixty minutes, but 1 hear you have tlnis point in hand.

Vou are still of opinion that the days are not ripe

for a general reduction of prices,' and we cannot claim

such a rnastery of finance as you possess. But when
we read the profits that some of you have made, we
consider that motor cycling for the million is a little

overdue, and we fear tliat a determined Yankee im-

portation at cut prices may disturb the even tenor

of your course before long. We venture to think that

some of you pay ridiculously high commissions tu

your agents. Ten years ago an agent deserved a big
" .spiff,'' for his customers worried the life out of

him : to-day, the sale of a good motor cycle causes

an agent very little more trouble, either beforclianrl

or afterwards, thaTi the sale of a pu.sh liicycle, and we
think his remuneration might be rcduc-ed a little.

The SlOO Cycle Car.
We are a little disappointed with your comparative

callousness towards the cycle car movement. The
prices which some of ^you obtain for high-powered
sidecar outfits de lu.rc prove the existence of a wide
market for ^loo outfits. Believe us, that when a

_^ioo sidecar outfit has to compete with a ;£ioo
cycle car of equal efficiency, economy, and reli-

al>iliiy, the cycle car will get the cheque every time
iiecause of its superiijr pjotcction from weather, and
comfort for the driver. We think some of your larger

firms, which are In a healthy financial position, might
hive launched out more bcidly into the cycle car

sphere.

The 100 lbs. Motor Cycle.
We are charmed to see you displaying so much

interest in the new bantam-weight class, and we agree

with you that the two-speeded tvi-a stroke has a

tremendous future, no less in the 300 c.c. single-

cylinder class than upon Scott lines. But we are the

wee'est shade disappointed at the weight some of you
pile on to these handy little runabouts. At 125 lbs.

or so, they are really too heavy for our more corpu-

lent constituents. Don't you think a hub gear, very

little heavier than push bicycle types, mighr suffice for

these even-pulling little engines? And if you could
sling these gears on a counter-shaft so much the

better. When you can produce a machine on these

lines to scale no more than 100 lbs. at the outside,

and to sell at ^30, or better still £25, the day of

leviathan outputs will dawn. At 125 lbs. you are

getting pei'ilously near the medium weight class,

A WilliamsOD quiDtette in Italy. The owner, M. Lanfrancbi, o( Milan,
is driving.
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which is apt to grow too heavy and to remain too

costly for the classes we want you to touch. More-
over, a j£2^ runabout would sell as a tender to big

twins and 500 c.c. roadsters; lots of us could just

afford to keep a dinghy as supplementing our present

yachts, and we should prefer it for winter work.

Electric Lightin; Installation.

We fear many of you ha\-e been caught nappmg
by the 1914 Hendee piogramme—beg pardon, "pro-
gram." We do not like to see. our home maicers out-

stripped even in that small department of the industry

which caters for the ultra-heavy, high-priced outfit de

luxe. We venture the opinion that electric lighting

and electric starting have a big future in this class

;

and we implore you to see that electric lighting, at

any rate, is applied as soon as possible to ordinary

roadsters, while we trust your characteristic restraint

not to , saddle us with untested complications.

Don't think us petty if we linger awhile on a few
minor details. We dislike miniature key-locks that

jam under strain or at the entry of dust. We are

J, Wooahouse, on the 7 h.p. Quadrant on which he competed in the Streatham
and District M.CX. trial. ..The sidecar is one of his own design.

sick to death of hand pump lubrication, in which
seme of you carry conservatism too far. We should

like to see more machines sold "completely equipped

and ready for the road. When we take delivery we
liave to hurry round to the nearest accessory shop and
load up 3ur handle-bars with a job lot of odds and
ends, which spoil the neat tout ensemble planned by
your designers. Please list and quote for equipped

machines, if only as an option. It is difficult to clip

a speedometer gear wheel to your front wheel spokes

in absolute truth
;

please standardise a fitting on a

hub flange and deliver it to all your customers. Some
of your back brakes are not- too powerful, and we
might have .scrapped front brakes long ago but for

the law, as the expert seldom uses them, and they are

perilous for the novice
;
please increase the power of

the l)?lt rim .shoe where necessary.

NOVEMBER 20th, igij.

Handle-bar Controls.
Your handle-bar control of the ignition is seldom

genuinely satisfactory, and our numbers include many
duffers who are completely puzzled when it jams, as

it usually does after one wet ride. Many of your
petrol tanks are too small. Some of your gauges
don't gauge; what is the matter with the three-way
"warning tap"? Engines are growing a little

cleaner, but we still await the clean crank case, cast

smooth and devoid of mechanical excrescences and em-
bossed advertisements. Tall riders encounter the old

difficulty in housing their legs, despite adjustable

footrests. The merits of the handle-bar clutch are

still unrecognised by your majority ; the foot clutch

ought to join the dodo immediately, or, if possible,

sooner. Some of you take too little account of

weight ; we can put up with i8o lbs. on solo machines,

but the 250 lbs. solo. is obviously designed by a man
who doesn't ride. Please make all your designers do
their 5,000 miles per annum on the products of their

own brains. We consider that every sidecar should

be fitted with check clips to facilitate its being driven

with an empty chair. Surely there are better spring

forks to be invented than those which some of you

refuse to surremier ? We believe in a low emergency

gear ratio as opposed to piling up power, which in-

cludes piling up weight. We could wish a few of you

were more honest in stating delivery dates, for dis-

appointments in this respect are very trying.

The Shamateur.
We tliink some of you are too liberal in providing

the lesser lights among competition riders with cheap

machines. Two years ago one of your number fitted

out the speed merchant of every tuppenny ha'penny

club with a half-price machine, and there are rumours

that there have been other sinners. We respectfully

suggest that we have to pay the cost of these con-

cessions, and that they produce an artificial drop in

second-hand prices, which hits us in turn at the end

of the season. The shamateur is no true friend to

us or to you. Some of you deliver your machines in

vei7 poor tune, in some cases because you leave us to

run the engine in, in others because the \'iewing is

careless, and the testing scamped. Believe us, nothing

will pay you better than to give every engine a most

scrupulous bench test, to be most thorough in )our

shop gauging, and to maintain a well paid corps of

clever roadmen. The machines you deliver .should be

every whit as good as those you enter for a Six Days

;

and the more successful of you have proved that this

policy pay.s—righteousness always pays. These con-

cluding grumbles must not be taken as diminishing

aught from either our gratitude or esteem ; we would
not change you for the directors of any other indu.stry

in the world ; you have won, and you will retain, our

confidence and our respect.
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Some Sidecar Attachments for the Show.
Supreme Sidecars.

A hixiii'ious addition to the range of

"Supreme" sidecars takes the form of a

aew seating arrangement, which is carried

out on the lines of a hammock.
The firm's quick attacliment is, of

joiirse,, retained, and also the adjnstabie

pull back the spring, which is naturally

a strong one, and the whole device is

very compact and has practically no part

to give trouble.

A Folding Sidecar.

Those sidecar users wlio are forced,

through possession of narrow gateways,
to detach their sidecar every time tlvey

take their machines in or out will be

Supreme Sidecar Co.'s coach built mode!.

wind screen whicli is one of their

specialities. A cheaper line in coach-

built sidecars is also to be listed for

next year. This new model forms the

subject of our illustration, and. in spite

of the reduction in price, it retains all

the best features of the more expensive

models. Four points of attachment are

provided, and the body is well sprung,

Watsonian coach-butU lolding sidecar.

glad to hear of the patent folding side-

car made by the Watsonian Folding
Sidecar Co., Ltd., Conybere Street,

Birmingham. This machine has a folding

body and chassis which enables it when
folded to pass through a doorway 2ft.

The Supreme hammock seat sidecar.

the upholstery being in Pegamoid of any

shade desired. The two standard colours

for the body are dark green and French

grey. A map pocket is fitted in the side

of "the body and a lamp bracket is part

and parcel "of every chassis. The wheel is

well guarded, a large valance protecting

the body. A special line in box carriers

will also be supplied.

A Clever Sidecar Coupling.

A well-designed, safe, and neat sidecar

coupling is marketed by the County Cycle

Co., 307, Broad Street*" Birmingham. Our
illustration shows clearly how this simple

device works. A peg and hole coincide

on the two halves, and, when fitted to-

gether, a spring-controlled sleeve slides

over the two halves, holding them firmly

icjether. ^jmall handles are provided to

Novel method of springing the rear of the
Watsonian sidecar.

Sin. in width, thus making it possible

to take the combination through practi-

cally any doorway. The folding of this

sidecar takes only a few seconds, and it

is not necessary to detach any portion

of it to carry this out. It is very
strongly made, and it is claimed that

no loss of strength whatever is involved
by this process of manufacture. This
company also manufacture a folding

tradesman's sidecar van which will also

pass through an equally narrow doorway.
Several different types of chassis and a

large range of bodies can be fitted.

Chassis oi the Watsonian folding sidecar.

Speedwell Sidecars.

A special feature of the Speedwell

sidecars is the quickly detachable wheel

which is supported on both sides by

parallel tubes, giving great strength and

rigidity; the niudgua-ding is carefully

carried out. The body, supported on leaf

springs fore and aft, which makes for

comfortable riding without sidesway, is

Spepiwell sidecar, the axle of which is supported

on both sides.

constructed of four-ply wood and well

upholstered ; the backs are wide and

heavily padded, and, in the case of the

more expensive models, sprung in addi-

tion. Cape cart hoods and wind screens

are fitted to order as well as storm aprons

and tool boxes. The Speedwell quick

The readily detachable sidecar Dtlings patented by the County Cycle Co.

Chassis ot the Speedwell sidecar, showing folding

luggage gria.

four-point attachment has been designed

by an engineer and is thoroughly secure

when fastened. The luggage-carrier is so

arranged that it gets the benefit of the

rear springs, and a Hutchinson 26x2i
mm. tyre is tandard. The makers are

the Speedwell Manufacturing Co., Abbey
Works, Alcesttn'.

The Middleton Sidecar.

Great strength combined with an
attractive appearance are claimed to be

the features of Middleton Sidecars, 27,

Stroud Green Road, Finsbury Park, N.,

a special feature being made of the

construction of the axle and wheel
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The Paragon folding sidecar chassis in position for lilting tiie body.

spindle. This is of the stepped pattern,
and the lug is greatly strengthened by
webs at the bends. A wide variety of

racing and touring models will be shown,
and on the former a large number of

sidecar events have been won at Brook-
lands. The touring models are exceed-
ingly graceful in appearance and
moderate in price, and are eoachbuilt or
made in art cane. A special light

model is made, suitable for medium-
powered machines. The products of this

firm bear the stamp of careful design
and admirable workmanship.

A Double-seated Sidecar.
An excellent example of sidecar for

two is marketed by Mr, Edward Bowser,
50, Park Lane, Leeds, and is designed
for use with powerful motor cycles.

Great care has been taken with the
balancing of this attachment,, so that
there should be no undue drag on the
steering of the motor cycle. The front
seat can be removed entirely if desired,
and ingress to the back seat is obtained
by folding up the passenger's seat. The
bodywork, which is made of cane, is very
graceful in design, and slung low, and
the spindle of the back axle is sup-
poi'ted by both ends to give the necessary
support when carrying a full load. The

The G.K. Swan sidecar wliich lias a child's S3at in the Iront, the head
acting as a protection against wind.

body is sold, if desii'ed, separately from
the chassis at the price of £7, and
waterproof twill aprons can also be sup-
plied if desired.

A Wide Range of Sidecars.

I

A wide choice of sidecar models is

I

I offered by M. J. Varley, Forward

I
j

Works, Stoney Lane, Sparkbrook, Bir-

mingham, and a speciality for next year
will be a eoachbuilt canoe shaped model

|. . fitted with four point attachment. The
CT coach work is suspended on C springs
!*« front and rear, and a very neat celluloid

\j i wind screen' with the frame all in one
piece is fitted to the dash board ; a hood
can be fitted to special order. A wide
door is provided to the body, and the
wheel is built to take a 26x2|in. tyre.

A tool box is fitted under the wind
screen, and a feature of the sidecar is

that the seat can be adjusted to different

positions, which will add considerahlv
to the comfort on a long journey.

!
Useful fitments also marketed by tliis

' company are petrol cans fitted to carriei's.

which can be attached to any sidecii

chassis. These petrol cans are sold in

one and two gallon

Detachable
carriers are

fitted.

A Swan Neck
Sidecar.

The G.K. sidecar

is produced by the

G.K. Sidecar Body
Works, and is a

novelty in design.

The model we illus-

trate has an extr.'

child's seat and 11

front is a swans
neck, head, eye,

and beak, all com-

plete. It is arranged
so that the chiki

sits in a com-
fortable seat in

front with its feet

resting on the

swan's neck. It is

pointed out by tlio

makers that tlie

head acts as a protection for the -child,

and a wind-cutter withal. It is doubtful
if this novel sidecar will be at the Show.

Mills-Fulford Sidecars.

The name of Mills-Fulford is known
wherever sidecars are to be found, ami
we illustrate two of the most recent
production.'' of this firm. Ons i,<; :i

Tanili-in sidecar. which is d. si^niei!

The Hercules coach-ljuill sidecar showing hood, wind screen, and luggage grid

Mills-FuUord "Pinnace " sidecar.

throughout for carrying two adult

passengers. The feature of this attach-

ment is that the frame is built on the

cantilever principle to give great strength,
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(1) A Montgomery body, chiefly notable (or Its reclining seat. (2) Front view oi the same body.

and it has been subjected to the most severe
tests before being placed on the market.
Our other illustration shows a new

light model known as the " Pinnace,"
which has been specially designed to meet
the requirements of those users who
desire a light sidecar at a popular price,
as it retails at ten guineas. It is

finished in style expected from such a
well-known fii-ra.

A new Milh-Fulford iouble-seated
sidecar.

front as well as a good space under the

seat. The chassis has a main frame
which entirely surrounds the body, and
is very .stoutly constructed. Four points

of attachment are provided and the tube
clips are hinged, an unusual feature,

which reduces the number of loose parts.

We hear that one of these sidecars is

to be on view on the Hazlewood stand

at Olympia.

The Co.mty sidecar for 1914 with cane body.

A SMART SIDECAR.
A very taking looking sidecar was

shown us on the occasion of a recent visit

to the Coventry Sidecar Co., of Stoney
Stanton Road. The machine is known as

the " Limoulette," and the body is ex-

cellently finished and contains a locker in

The convenient loclier in the front o( the
Limoulette coach-built sidecar.

THE C.C.R. SIDE-

CAR.

A handsome and well-

constructed sidecar,
;
known as the C.C.B.,
is made bv Messrs.

Smith Bros., O.C.B. Motor Works,
St. Ann's Well Road, Nottingham.
The chassis is underslung, and a feature

is the provision of a hub to the
wheel which is claimed to be abso-

lutely water and grit

prooi. The couplings and
springs are of a special

design, and a large luggage
grid at the rear and vei'y

strong mudguard connec-
tions are notable points in

this attachment. The body
is coachbuilt, and is

finished in any colour de-

sired by the purchaser,
but French grey, blue,

and red are standard
colours. The cushion is

fitted with spring up-

holstery, there is a tool

box under the seat, and
the whole is turned out in

excellent style. The price

of the sidecar complete is

£13 13s. It is illustrated

herewith.

(3) Chassis showing transverse laminated front spring.

5-6 h.p. MONTGOMERY DUETTE.

Known for many years as makers cf

sidecars, Messrs. W. Montgomery and

Co., Coventry, have just entered the

lists as makers of complete passenger

outfits. They are marketing a very in-

teresting and novel 5-6 h.p. horizontally

opposed twin-cylinder machine, par-

ticulars of which were published in

The Motor CyrJa of 9th

.- . "T^ October. It will be remem-
bered that, the outstanding
feature of this engine is

the fitment of the pulley to

the solid camshaft. This
does away with a chain,

and gives a seven-inch
pulley, by which, of course,

belt slip is practically

eliminated.

Messrs. Jlontgomery have
produced a very nice coach-
built ;?idecar specially for

this machine, and the com-
bination is to be known
as the "Duette," and

sold, complete with two lamps, horn,
speedometer, touring bags, spare petrol
can, wind screen, overall apron, etc.,

for 88 guineas.

Other sidecars, both coachbuilt and
cane models, varying in price between
£8 and £21, are listed by Messrs. Mont-
gomery and Co. for 1914, The above are

but a few of the large range of models
made by Messrs. Montgomery, of which
we give three views above.

An aUracllve C.C.R. sidecar outlll.

ni5
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HOW TO GET TO OLYMPIA.
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RAILWAYS imiiniimiiiiuiiihinm

OMNIBUS ROUTE

WE publish above a map of the various London
railways, showing how to reach Olympia from
the different London termini, and below we

give the best method of accomplishing these journeys.

It will be seen that occasionally the whole journey can
be covered by train, while in other cases combined
services of train, tube, or motor omnibus are the best

means of reaching the Show.

To Olympia by Motor Omnibus from the
Principal London Termini.

Railway Terjiini axd Numbeb of Omntbtjs Service.
Liverpool Street (G.E.R.)—Nos. 9 and 33.

Charing Cross (S.E.R. and L.C. and D.I?.)—Nos. 9 and 33.

London Bridge (S.E.R. and L.C. and D.R.)—No. 13 to

Piccadilly Circus, then Nos. 9 and 33.

Paddingfon (G.W.R.)—No. 74 to the top of Holland Road,
tlien No. 49 down Holland Road to Hammersmith Road.
Marylebone (O.C.R.)—No. 74 to the top of Holland Road,

then No. 49 down HoUand Road to Hammersmith Road.

By Tube and District Railway.
Olympia is best reached by Tube or District Rail-

way in the following manner

:

Liverpool Street (G.E.R.)—Inner Circle train to High
Street, Kensington, thence omnibus, Nos. 9, 33, and 49, to
Addison Bridge.

Loudon Bridge (S.E.R. and L.C. and D.R.)—Omnibus No.
13 to the Mansion House, thence by Inner Circle train to

High Street, Kensington, and omnibus to Olj'mpia.

Charing Cross (S.E.R. and L.C. and D.R.)—Either Baker-
loo Railway to Barons Court (fiev minutes' "walk, change at

Piccadilly Circus), or by District Railway train direct to

Barons Court.

Waterloo (L. and S.W.R.)—Tube as from Charing Cross.

King's Cross (G.N.R.) and St. Pancras (Mid.)—Tube to

Barons Court (thence five minutes' walk)
Euston (L. and N.W.R.)—Tube to Barons Court, change

at Leicester Square.

Marylebone (G.C.R.)—Inner Circle train to High Street,

Kensington, thence by omnibus, Nos. 9, 33, and 49, to

Olympia, or ^Metropolitan Railway direct to Addison Road.
Paddington. (G.W.R.)—Inner Circle train to High Street,

Kensington, thence by omnibus. Nos. 9, 33, and 49.

Fenchurch Street ,(G.E.R.)—:\rark Lane Station, then Innei
Circle train to High Street, Kensington, thence by Nos. 9,

33, or 49 omnibus.
Cannon Street (S.E.R. and L.C. and D.R.)—Inner Circle

train to High Street, Kensington, and thence by omnibus
as above.

Willesden Junction.—For North country and Midland
visitors arriving in London by L.N.W.R., it will be found
most convenient to change at Willesden Junction, whence
frequent trains run direct to Addison Road, adjoining
Olympia.

Victoria (L.B. and S.C.R.)—Tube to Barons Court.

Chain, belts have been experimented
with at various times by many firms,

and there is on the market now a very
excellent leather link belt, but no one
has yet succeeded in making a chain belt

with V rubber blocks. The Flexo belt

is, therefore, of special interest. This
belt is made up of chain links riveted
together. The centre links have pen
steel bushes over which fit the side plates.

The blocks are vulcanised on, and
DO amount of hard Avork will loosen
them. The connecting link by which
the belt is joined and adjusted is an
ingenious fitting. As will be noticed
the slots in the links are inclined. In

B56

A NEW CHAIN BELT.
the position in which they are sketched

they are about to be closed, which action

draws the ends of the belt together.

The belt cannot possibly be put on the

pulleys at a tension, that is, " run on
"'

by wheeling the machine backwards, so

Letails ot Dovyns Flexo belt.

the connecting link is made to draw the
ends of the belt together a matter of
three-sixteenths of an ii^'i. If further
adjustment be required a spare link is
provided, which affords approximately
the same amount of adjustment as the
half link of an ordinarj' chain.
Mr. R. W. Downs, the manager of the

Flexo Belt, Ltd., 116, Great Portland
Street, W., e.xplained to us that the
wedging action is greatly increased in
comparison with an ordinary belt, owing
to the fact that no stretching takes
place. It will be exhibited at Olympia,
and IS being made at present in fin., |in.,
lin. and l|in. sizes. •
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A CONVERTIBLE ACETYLENE-ELECTRIC LAMP.
THERE are many liders who loquiiv

a good liglit for long distance work
at night, but dislike the trouble
of lighting lip and the consequent

lisiiilng out of acetylene generators. To
the new lamp manufactured by the
Co., of Bordesley Green. Birming-
will strongly appeal. This lamp is

illy constructed tor use with either
rue gas or electric light, and the

lu-l

\l 1

the electric bulb holder or the gas ji't

holder to pass through the back of the
lamp, in which position they can be
fi.xed by a thumb nut, which tightens

up a split collar in such a way as to

grip the body firmly.

The bulb holder is combined with a
switch, and the burner is held by a

flattened tube so as not to affect the
reflected light at all. Lateral adjust-
ment is provided in each case for
obtaining perfect focus, but each holder
will be marked correctly so as to enable
the owner to find the focus at once. The
most unusual feature about the generator
is the metal-to-metal joint between the
carbide chamber and tlie gas chamber.
The container fixes with a breech block
joint, and its edge is thus forced up
against a very thin metal plate. This
plate is so ductile that it follows the
slightest indentation in the edge of the

The M.P. acetylene lamp and generator, showing
neat method ot fixing tlie connection to the head

lamp.

:onvcrsion from one system to another
s merely a matter of moments. The
amp itself has a jjleasing appearance,
ind the body is made out of one piece.

:V11 necessary fittings, such as the hood
ind hinges, are very strongly made, and
ire riveted firmly to the body in such
I manner as to prevent rattles. A
\Iaiigin mirror reflector is fitted so that
t can be readily detached, if necessary,
ind allowance is made for expansion.
Here, again, the possibilities of rattle

lave been eliminated so far as is

)ossible. The mirror has a circular hole
:ut in its centre so as to allow either

OFF
ELECTRIC LAMP

ADAPTER

Sectional view ot the new M.P. lamp set.

Electric and acetylene attachments for the

M.P. lamp set.

container, and so makes a gas-tight

joint. The walls of the water chamber
are utilised to cool the issuing gases, and
the generator is so arranged that only
a very short length of rubber tubing is

needed. The usual type of forked sup-

port is used, but a feature is made of

the fact that it

only needs ^in.

of the steering

tube to obtain its

grip, thus handle-
bars need not be
unduly raised.

The generator
may be detached

'^™SK'^ in "the usual wav
and a special

volt cell substi-

tuted, giving a

light suitable for

traffic or short
distance work,
though, of course,
not such a bril-

liant beam as

when acetylene
gas is used.

RUBBER RINQ

MOTOSACOCHE ELECTRIC LIGHTING SET.
[N these days of advancement, when

electric lighting is coming to the
front, great interest attaches to an
ingenious little dynamo electric

lighting set for Motosacoche machines.
\ dynamo, driven off the back wheel by
a rubber disc running against the side

of the tyre, supplies the current. The
set includes a continuous current dynamo,
totally enclosed, and running on ball

bearings, attached to the back fork bj'

means of a movable clip. A battery.

HEAD UMP

consisting of three accumulators, is fitted

in an aluminium bo.x on the footboards,
with the volt and ampere-meter showing
through the lid of the box, on the top
of which are two switches, one a press-

button for throwing the volt-meter into
circuit, and a safe'ty plug. The lighting
set includes a projector head light, a side-

car lamp, a tail lamp, and also what is

extremely useful, an inspection lamp for

repair work in the dark. A feature of

the fitment is that the acid in the battery

is in jelly form, and this, in conjunction

with the false tops and rubber caps over
the vents of the accumulator, renders
spilling of acid an absolute impossibility.

The set is sure to attract considerable

attention on the Motosacoche stand at
Olympia, for there is no reason why it

should not be adapted to any existing

Motosacoche.

SWITCHES

The complete set of lamps fcr the Motosicoche
lighting ouiai.

The Motosacoche dynamo which is driven

oil the rear lyre. A- Screw to vary pressure

of dynamo friction wheel ag.iinst tyre. The
wheel can be adjusted lo clear the tyre when
the light Is not requ'nd.

CIRCUIT

BREftKER

Battery fixed on the (ootrest o( the

1914 Motosacoche.

B39
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THE STREATHAM TOURING TRIAL RESULTS & AWARDS.

WE publish herewith the official awards in the

Streatham and District M.C.C. One-day Touring
Trial. The judge's report of the trial truthfully

points out that much trouble would be avoided

if competitors were to read carefully the rules. The report is

strictly fair, and the following riders are commended for

makinsj fine performances on the track : R. G. Mundy
(Triumph), 50.38 m.p.h, , F. Smith (5-6 Clyno sc), 47.12

m.p.h. ; Alan Roberts (Sj Blackburne), 48.53 m.p.h.
; H.

Gibson (5-5 Bradbury sc), 43.75 m.p.h. ; H. B. Willoughb-'

(3i Rudge Multi), 50.75 m.p.h.; A. B. Wade (5-6 Zenith)',

56.37 m.p.h. ; L. Martin (Singer c.c), 52.66 m.p.h.
; W.

L. Barratt (2-J Douglas), 42.94 m.p.h. ; A. V. Sumner (ji

Zenith), 50.28 m.p.h. ; S. Tubb (2-| Humber), 43.02 m.p.L
and S. Crawley (Triumph), 53.05 m.p.h. B. A. Hill's 7

Indian is also specially mentioned for its silence.

Name of Rider and Machine.
Nom-
inal
IT.P.

Reliaeilitt Test.
Quali-
tied. Average Speed Qual.

Acceleration
Test.

I

Restarting
Speed Test. Test.

Speed. Qual. Time. Qual.
AWAKD.

E. L. Boutle (Chater-Lea sc).

.

G. T. Grav (Rudge)
n. G. Bell (F.N.) ;

.

A. H. Wright (A.J.S. sc.)

C. E. Nokes (Sunbeam)
H. V. Colver (Entield)
A. C. Scott (Premier sc.)

A. G. Cocks (Cormauarht)
G. Nott (Cl-mo so.)

T. G. Meeten (Rudge)
T. C. De la Hay (Sunbeam so.)

R. O. Clark (F.N.)
Ray Abbot (Bradl)ury)
T. Silver (Quadrant so.)

R. G. Jlundy (Trimnph)
J. B. Sproston (Sunbeain) ....
L. A. Bollack (Singer)
J. Cliatcr-Lea (Cliater-Lea sc.)

Sydney George (Indian)
J. E. (jreenwood (Sunbeam sc.)

F. A. Applebee (Scott)
F. J. Ellis (Matchless sc.)

J. S. "SVatson (Sunbeam)
Geo. AVray (Clyno sc.)

J. H. Kerr (N.S.IT.)
Kenneth noldon (B.S.A. sc.) .

.

E. V. Walters (P. and M.)
R. Gibbins (Woll)
Res Pearson (Clyno so.)

M. C. Breese (B.S.A.)
C. Duploek (A.J.S. sc.)

H. R. Davis (Diamond) ......
E. n. Littledale (Ariel)
.1. Oliphant (Premier)
T. Stevens (.lames sc.)

A. F. Selby (Snnheam)
Colin Taylor (Conuaught) ....
F. J. Watson (Ariel sc.)

Mrs. Hardee (P. and M.)
A. J. Luce (Zenith)
Frank Smith (Clyno sc.)

Alan Roberts (Blackburne) . ,

.

Hugli Giibsou (Bradbm'y sc.) . .

H. B. Willoughby (Rudge) . . .

Graham Price (P.V.)
T. S. Fordham (Premier so.) . .

A. McKellar (F.N.)
Claude Freeman (Clyno sc.) . . .

B. Alan HiU (Indian)
H. F. S. Morgan (Morgan c.c.)

A. B. Wade (Zenith)
S. T. Tessier (Bat so.)

T. Pollock (James)
Lionel Martin (Singer c.c.) . . . .

C. R. CoUier (Matchless so.) .

.

T. V. West (Morgan c.c.)

S. B. Nield (F.N.)
J. Portmne (A.C. c c.)

H. Graham Dixon (James) . .

.

G. Porter (P. and M. sc.)

G. L. Haydon (Calthorpe) . . . .

J. Woodliouse (Quadrant sc.) .

.

n. Collier (Matchless)
W. L. Barratt (Douglas)
C. F. HalsaU (Wilton c.c.)

C. Aslen (Grar.dex)
R. E. Guest (Matchless sc.) . .

.

V. Busby (Quadrant)
F. G. Edmond (Humber sc.) . .

W. C. Drake (P. and M.)
A. V. Sumner (Zenith)
S. Tubh (Humber)
G. Griffltb (Zenith)
H. Epton Chapman (Cl>mo sc.)

R. Crouoher (Iverry-Al)ingdon)
J. Gibson (Triumph)
11. G. J. Charleswoi'th (Zenith)
L. W. Spencer (Morgan c.c.) ,

.

S. Crawle.y (Triumph)
v.. H. Fuller (Premier so.)

W. Cooper (Humberettc c.c.) . .

C. G. Pilllin (Rudge)
,T. G. Paiihng (Swift c.c.)

E. B. Ware (Zenilli sc.)

L. Fielder (Xcw Hudson sc.) . .

C. Lester (P. and M.)

S
5
21

5-6
S.V

3
8
21

5-g
3 >.

6"

21
ii
31
31

7
31
3

1

6

23
5-6
31
31

5-6
31

5-6
2fi

3V
3!
31
2:1

21
3,1

31
6

5-6
31

5-6
31
-1

7-9
2i

5-6
7

S
5-6
8
31

10"

7

8
21

10'
31
31
2

1

7
"

31
2i

10
2 i

1
7
31
31
3

1

24
8

5-6
3;

3i
5
8
31
31
8'

31
7
5
31
3i

Non-stop
Non-stop
Retired
Failed Polsteeple
Non-stop
Missed test liills

Stopped near Coldharbour
Failed Brasted &Pebblecombe
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Failed on hills
Retired
Time margin exceeded
Non-stop
Non-stop
One stop, belt trouble
One stop, puncture
Non-stop
Passenger abnormal position
Missed a test hill

Stopped Crocknorth
Missed a test hill

Non-stop
Failed Chalk Pit, etc
Failed Polsteeple, etc
Non-stop
Retired
Failed Chalk I'it, etc
Non-stop
Non-stop
Time margin exceeded
Non-stop
Time margin exceeded
Non-stop
Non-stop
Two punctures
One stop
Non-stop
Retired
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Failed Polsteeple
Faded on hills
Non-stop
Time error
Non-stop
Time error . . .

Failed Polsteeple
Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Retired
Failed Chalk Pit
Non-starter
Non-stop
Non-starter
Non-starter
]\Iissed test hiiis
Failed Brasted
Non-stop
Non-stop
One stop; missed test liills .

Non-stop
Retired
Passenger abnormal po-^ition

Non-stop
Non-stop
Non-stop
Retired
Retired
Non-stop
Retired
Non-stop
Did not complete course . .

.

Non-stop
Ret ired
Non-stop
Non-starter
Failed Chalk Pit
Retired
Stopped
Missed test hill .

Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

No
Yes
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
Y'es
No
No
Y'es

No
\es
Yes
No
Yes
No
Y'es
Y'es
No
No
Yes

Yes
Y'es
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
Y^es
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Y'es
Y'es

No

No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

No
Yes
Yes i

Yes
I

miles, yards.
16 490
11
11
12
16
8

10
11
12
15
15
13
12

360
190
830
490
920

1550
- 190
830
850
50

220
830

Stopped engine
850

'

1060
220
770

1110
1590

60
1090
1590
1460
770
220

1060
830
770
220
280
1420
1090
360
220
830
360

1420
130

1110
Stopped engine

15
14
13
13
9

11
15
11
11
9

13
13
14
12
13
13
12
13
11
14
13
12
14
13
12

12
14
15
15
9

12
13
15
12
17
12
12
13
14
11
10

14

13
12
13
11
10
14
12
11
15
16
11
13

280
1060

50
50

1110
280

1420
50

830
SO

130
830

1420
360
190
750

1060

770
830
770

1590
50

1060
130
190
50

490
640
770

Yes
No
Yes

i
Yes

iStopped engine
9 1110

11 190
16 490
13 1420
18 920

Stopped engine
.9 210

No I

Ni
No

10
15
10
12

50
50

1530
830

Yes
Y'es
Yes
Y'es
Yes
No
No
Y'es
Y'es
Yes
Y'es
Y'es
Y'es
No
Yes
Y'es
No
J'es
No
Yes
Y'es
Y'es
Yes
No
No
Y''es

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Y'es
Y'es
No
Yes
Yes
Y'es
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No.
Y'es
Yes
Yes
No
Y'es
Yes
Yes
Yes
Y'es
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Y'es
Y'es

Yes

Y'es
No
Yes
Y'es
Y'es
Y'es
Y'es
Y'es
Y'es
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Y'es
Y'es
No
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
No

m.p.h.
43.48
46.44

37.95
45.08
40.26
41.20
31.46
37.78
48.48
41
35.77
Retired
37.82
50.38
39.93
43 . 36
39.38
51.61
37.10
40.32
36.60
40.77
38.13
44.03
40.77
43.21
Retired
33. 66
42 .53

Stopped
37 . 28
46.94
47.81
38.67
41
34.75
37.89
41.17

47.12
48.53
43.75
50.75
47.58
39.57
30.05
40.35
53.22
B'down
66.37
41.84
35.10
52 . 66
43.75
42 . 75
32.28

43.79

43.87
42.83
42.94

Stopped
41
39.96

34.28
44.87-
50.28
43 . 02
55.03

46.81
46.09
60.96
42.94
53.05

35.12

35.97
Stopped
28.87
34.25

Yes
No

Y'es
Y'es
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Y'es

Yes
Yes
Y'es
Yes
No
No
Y'es
No
No
Y'es
Yes
Y'es
Y'es
Y'es

No
Y'es
No
Y'es
Y'es
Yes
Y'es
Yes
Y'es
Y'es
No

Yes
Y'es
Y'es
Yes
Yes
No
No
Y'es
Y'es
No
Y'es
No
No
Y'es
Y'es
Y'es
No

Y'es

Y'es
Y'es
Y'es
No
Yes
No

Y'es
Yes
Y'es
Yes
Yes

Y'es
Yes
Yes
Y'es
Y'es

No

No
No
No
No

sec.
5.2
5

8.2
4.8
6.8

10.2
21.4
14.8
5.8
4

11.6
Failed
7.2
5.4
6.6
7.2

31.6
9.6}
8.6
9.2
10.2
14.4
11.2
5.6

6.2
5
7.6
5.2
7

5.4
8.2
5.2
4.6
9.6
6.6

9.8
4.8
6.2
6.8
3 8

Failed
Failed
7.8

10
Failed
6.4

12.6
6.2
5.2
6.2

Retired
Failed

0.6

17.6
Failed
7.6
8.2

15
-8.2

19.2
6.2
7

39.2

4.2
6.6
S.8

Failed
6

Y'es
Y'es

Yes
Y'es
Y'es
Yes
No
No
Y'es
Yes
Y'es

Y'es
No
Yets
Y'es
Yes
Yes
No
No
Y'es
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
Y'es

Yes
Yes
Y'es
Yes
Yes
.Yes
Y'es
Yes
Yes
Y'es
Y'es

Y'es
Y'es
Yes
Y'es
Y'es
No
No
Y'es
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes

No

Yes

No
No
Yes
Yes
No
Yes

No
Ye.s
Yes
No

Y'es

Yes
Yes
Yes

Y'es

No
Yes

Gold medal.
Silver medal.

Silver medal.
Gold medal.
No award.
Disquahfled.'
Disquahfleit
Silver medal.
Gold medal.
Silver medal.
Silver medal.

Bronze med;i!.
Silver medal.
Gold medal.

,

Bronze nierl.il

Bronze med.i!.
Bronze med.-i!

Bronze medaj
No award.
Bronze medal.
Silver medal.
Silver medal.
No award. .

Silver medal^
Gold medal.''-

Bronze medal.
Silver medal.
Silver medal:'
Silver medal.
Silver medal.
Silver medal.
Gold medal.
Gold medal. -

Silver medal.
Silver medal.
Bronze medal.

Silver medal.
Silver medals
Gold medal.
Gold medal
Gold medal.
No award.
No award.
Gold medal.

^

Silver medal:
Bronze medal.
Silver medal.
No award.
Bronze medal.
Gold medal.'
Gold medal. .

No award.
No award.

Gold modal. '

Bronze medal.
No award.
Gold medal. ;

Silver medal.
Bronze medal.
Silver medal.

^'

Bronze niedal^
Gold medal, j
Gold medal. '.,

Silver medal.~|!

Silver med-.tl'.

:

No award.
Gold medal.
Disqu-ilitied.
Gold medal.

Silver medal.-

Disiualificd.

No award.
No award.

•Claimed non-stop. tClaimed traffic stop. X But stopped immediately.
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R^m^jKJ'
A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies tnereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not

musi be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one

side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
Questions bearing on technical subjects.

A Rome rtuid Ljndon.

AVill you please give me the

best route to take from Canter-

bury to W.itfoid to avoid London
traffic?—W.N. G.

To avoid London you will have to make
a long detour. Your best route is

;

C'aiiterbui y. Faversham. Sittingbourne,

Cliatliani, Rochester, Oravesend. cross the

Thames by ferry to Tilbury, then go to

Roinforcl. Theydon Bois, Waltham Cross,

Northaw. EiiHeld, New Barnel, Chipping
Baniet. Elstree, Busliey Heath. Watford.

Safeguarding Against Skidding.

Can you inform me if there is

_j| any device on the market to

> ensure against skidding? Rubber
-i-l studs are useful for a few

journeys, but they soon wear
off, and I cannot afford to scrap tyres
on tliis account.—J.W.

There is no really certain device against

skidding. The only thing to do is to use

a good tyre and drive carefullj' on greasy
roads. There have been devices made
which were satisfactory provided they
could be used quickly enough, but the
trouble was that the machine would
probably sideslip before there was time
to put the non-skid into action. We
advise you to try a combination rubber
and steel-studded tyre.

An Ignition DifQcuIty.

I should be obliged if you could
lielp me with the following diffi-

culty. My uiacliine is a twin-
cylinder lightweight, and at low
speeds fires only on one cylinder.

No spark appears at the plug (several

of wliich have been tried) when the
back wheel is revolved by hand. When

' the engine is started up on free engine
the faulty cylinder chips in occasionally,

and when the revolutions are very higli

the firing is almost even. There are no
air leaks. It is not the fault of the
carbon brush or the wires, as those

.. belonging to the sound cylinder have
been tried, and still no spark. The

'platinums are in perfect condition, and
appear to fulfil their function properly.

Is it |)ossible that the magneto can be
at fault when it fires the one cylinder
correctly ?—B.H .H

.

The symptoms of your machine are extra-

ordinary. Have you tried varying the
distance between the sparking plug
points? W'e note that there are no air

leaks in the carburetter or in the induc-
tion pipe,, but this misfiring would

certainly tend to point to the fact that

there was a slight air leak in the cylinder

in which misfiring takes place. If you
cannot cure your trouble we should re-

commend you to return the magneto to

the makers asking them to test it for you.

Leamington to Glasgow.

A\'ill you kindly inform me the

r^n most direct route from Leaming-
^ ton to Glasgow, and what sort

-IJ of roads ai'e there in Lanark-
shire, and is it a very hilly

county?—C.L.R.
Leamington to Glasgow. Shortest route :

Leamington, Kenilworth, Stonebridge,
Coleshill, Lichfield. Rugeley, Stone, New-
castle, Knutsford, Warrington,, Wigan,
Preston, Lancaster, Kendal, Penrith,
Carlisle, Lockerbie, Beattock, Abingdon,
Glasgow. There are several good main
roads in Lanarkshire, such as the above-
mentioned. The ride over the Beattock
summit is pretty, but bad as far as

steepness is concerned ; otherwise, the
main roads are quite good

Ignition Difficulty on Old Machine.

I have a 3^ h.p. motor cycle

^T] about ten years old, with trembler

> coil ignition and make and break
-LJ contact breaker-. The engine is

in excellent condition, but every
thirty miles or so the power falls off

mysteriously, and the machine will

barely struggle up the smallest hill.

Compression is excellent, coil, contact

breaker, and carburetter properly ad-

justed, exhaust valve with ^in. lift, and
engine well lubricated. I have also

experimented with different lifts and
springs for the automatic inlet valve,

and fitted a new spring to the ex-

haust with no effect. Neither the

piston nor bearings are too tight. I

have been told that when an accumu-
lator is a little run down a loss of

power takes place. Is this true? 5Iy
accumulator is four volts sixteen

amperes, and the coil takes two amperes
per hour, and wlienever the loss of

power has taken place there was a
good spark at the plug. The accumu-
lator was fully charged at the start.

—R.D.J.
It is quite possible that the loss of power
may be due to the coil being fitted with
an inefficient condenser. This would
cause the platinum points to burn very
rapidly. Probably, after the period

mentioned, the resultant wear on the

contact breaker points would upset the

adjustment and cause the sjmiptoms of

which you complain. If you could get

hold of" a second-hand magneto and fit

it, the machine would run very much
better.

General Information

I have a late 1911 Scott motor^ cycle, and I should be greatly" Obliged by your kind advice on

-LI the following points: (1.) One
cylinder has much weaker com-

pression than the other. The half-

compression valve does not seenr to lift

rightly, and my idea is that it is not

prope'rlv closing, (a) About what lift

should there be? (b) Does it screw out

for examination? (2.) The machine

does not take extra air at any speed,

but works as a single lever carburetter.

Is this right, and is the air lever likely

to be needed in summer? (3.) What
repair outfit do you recommend for

chains, and what lubricant? I have

mixed black lead and vaseline, as the

chains are difficult to remove and soak

as is often advised. (4.) Do you con-

sider paraffin or other cheap fuel could

be used? (5.) With water-cooling,

could not a good gas engine oil at about

3s. be used w^ithout harm? (6.) What
do motor cyclists generally insure

against? (7.) I intend fitting a sidecar

for my wife. We only weigh about

18 stones between us. Jly present

gears are, I believe, 3| and 7. What
reduction would you advise? (8.) What
kind of siaecar" should I have? (9.)

Would you advise a larger jet with

sidecar fitted? (1(H Apart from solder,

what is a temporary repair for (a) leak-

ing radiator, to stand hot water
;
(b)

leaking petrol tank, to stand petrol?

(11.) What lights are required for side-

car? I ask this because I have seen

reports of various byelaws in different

parts of the country.—A.W.

(1.) We cannot tell you the exact amount
of lift of the half-compression valve, but
you may take it that that provided by
the makers is sufficient, unless, of course,

it is not lifting properly through the

Bowden wire being too slack. To the

best of our recollection it can be removed
for examination. (2.) The trouble here

may be that the jet is partially choked.
FiUl extra air should bo required at high
speeds only. (3.) There is a splendid

chain lubrication by Messrs. Price's

Patent Candle Co., Ltd.. Belmont Works,
Battersea, S.W., which is very satis-

factory, and, as regards repair outfit, we
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should recommena a stud remover ana a

few detachable linkS; which can be
obtained trom most dealers, or from
Messrs. Hans Renold, Ltd., Progress
Works, Brook Street, Manchester. (4.)

We should not think that paraffin would
he suitable for this machine. (5.) We
can hardly recommend gas engine oil

;

our advice is to use the best lubricant
obtainable. It is always best to be advised
by the makers' experts, because what
might suit one water-cooled engine might
not suit another. (5.) Motor cyclists insure

against third party, accidental damage,
fire, burglary and theft, and transit, but
almost any insurance company will issue

a policy for third party risks only. (7.)

You would have to gear a little lower,

say about 5 to 1, when using a sidecar.

(8.) We should recommend' a light eane
sidecar. On the whole, the rigid sidecar

is the most satisfactory. (9.) Slightly

larger ; we should advise you to experi-

ment when you have the sidecar fitted.

(10.) Some accessory firms sell little blocks

of fibre which are pressed together by
means of a spring running through the
radiator cells. Tliis spring keeps the
block tight up against the faulty leak,

and is actually used as a standby. A
leaking petrol tank may be cured tempor-
arily by strapping up the tank secui'ely

and smearing soap over the injured
portion, or by applying Csementium and
paper. (11.) It is best to use a light on
the sidecar to show the width of the
vehicle and a reflex at the rear.

Lincoln to Portsmouth,

Wonld you kindly give me the

0-1 best main road route thi'ough all

V the large towns (but missing
-iJ London) from Lincoln to Ports-

mouth? I intend to do the trip

on a 5i h.p. Rover combination., I

should be glad if you could tell me
the mileage.

—

Charles W. Kendall.

Your best route would be as follows

:

Lincoln, Granthaan, Greatham, Oakham,
Uppingham. Rockingham, Kettering,
Northampton, Towcester, Brackley,
Oxford, Shillingford, Reading, Odiham,
Alton, Petersfield, Cosham, to . Ports-

mouth. The distance is approximately
195 miles.

An addition to the Gloria range
is the Ambulance sidecar shown
herewith. It will be marketed for 191*
with specially designed clips whereby
one stretcher may quickly be lemoved f^\
and replaced by another. t-' \

?

Leicester to Hastings.

I should be obliged if you

^1 could let me know the short-

> est and quickest route from
-LJ Leicester to Hastings. I should

like to avoid London and all

large towns as much as possible, as my
machine will be a single-geared 32
T.T.—G.H.W.

The most direct way from Leicester to

Hastings is, of course, right through
London. If you want to avoid London
you will have to make a detour. Try
the following : Leicester, Northampton,
.Stony Stratford, Femiy Stratford.

Ilunstable, St. Albans, Watford, Ux-
bridge, Colnbrook, Staines, Chertsey,
Cobham, Leatherhead, Dorking, Reigate,
Redhill, Westerham, Sevenoaks, Ton-
bridge, Laniberhurst, Battle, Hastings.

The Cut-out Question.

Will you please tell me what
the law is relating to silencers

and cut-outs on motor cycles,

as I have had my name
and address taken through my

machine making a noise due to

the exhaust box being broken, but there
was no cut-out on the machine?—A.S.

The law states that the exhaust gases
must be led to a silencer or- expansion
chamber, and that no cut-out, be fitted

on the pipe between the engine and the
silencer, but at the same time if a cut-

out is fitted at the end of the silencer

remote from where the pipe enters it, the

noise must not be excessive, and if it is

so in tile opinion of the law officers yon
are liable to prosecution. Certainly a

broken silencer would be tantamoimt to

a cut-out in our opinion.

Taxation of Traveller's Motor Cycle.

I have just bought a motor
cycle, wliich I use to carry
samples in the com'se of my"
business as a commercial traveller.

Shall I be exempt from Inland
Revenue tax if I have my name and
address painted on tlie tank and only
use it for business, and to whom must
I apply for exemption?—W.H.J.

We think you ought to be exempt from
the local taxation licence if you have a
snecial box constructed on your carrier

and your name
^ and address

jjainted on the

tank in letters

not less than
lin. in size.

The machine,
however, must
not be used
for your own
pleasure on any

?
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occasion whatever. You must apply to the
nearest Inland Revenue authorities for

exemption.

Richmond (Yorks) to Manchester.

Could you oblige me by tellii;;

me the best route from Riclunomi
(Yorks.) to Manchester, avoidiiic;

large towns where passible'—
J.H.

Your best way of avoiding large towns
must necessarily be somewhat circuitoii

Follow the London Road south 1

Boroughbridgc and Wetherby ; soon aft.

Wetherby and close to Boston Spa, turn
right and continue through Harewood,
Otley, Ilkley, and Skipton, to Colne and
Burnley

; then through AccTington,
Haslingden, and Bury to Manchester, or
through Bacup and Rochdale to Man-
chester. In the neighbourhood of Man-
chester you cannot very well avoid large

,

,

towns, and in .some parts yon will find .;

the roads bad. ';'

A Big Sidecar Load.
'

I think of having a new side- '«

car, and shall be glad if yon
will help me in the following

«)

I want a good 3^ h.p. machine ^
and sidecar, and wish to take ^'

my wife and boy of six years in tie ;*

sidecar, and a girl on the caniei. '

Would a 3i h.p. single-cylinder do
that on any reasonable hill?—R.O.

We should not recommend a 3-^ single-
cylinder motor cycle being utilised for

such heavy work as you propose to use
it for. If you wish to carry at tisnes
no less than four persons, you will
certainly want at least 5 h.p. and two
cylinders if you wish to make sure ot
climbing .hills easily. A change-speed
gear will be absolutely necessary, and
-three speeds are better than two for
such work. A strong back tyre must
be fitted.

READER'S REPLY.
Cheshire to Olympia.

;

Referring to your reply to " R.F.,*'
I would suggest that the route from
Derby to Leicester should read : Derby,
Kegworth, Loughborough, Leicester. j
knovf this district well.—J. A. Tyler.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the
replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries
below should be addressed c/o The Editor.

"N.H." (Hull).—Brampton gear on
any 3^- h.p. sidecar combination.

"E.B." (Portsmouth).—1911 5-6 h.p.
twin Rex with sidecar.

"F.S." (Lancashire).—2^ h.p. Wul-
fruiaa and Levis

W.P. (Heworth).—1913 h.p.
Premier with Armstrong gear. Relia-
bility and economy,

"A.A.R." (Kent).—1911 four-cylinder
F.N. Reliability and consumption.
Reliability of folding or collapsible
sidecars.

01.YIVI F>a A.
Next week's issue of "THE MOTOR

CYCLE" will contain a full description

of the motorcycle exhibits at Olympfa,

written by our own staff.
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THAT'S the stand to call at
4» _^ _- T A Mil'TfeCI • —for that's where you'll find the popular "P. & H."

TOr I jfl^l'^ " Models— the British-Made "QUALITY" Lamps*^'* *-'' »*»** "^ • of "Highest-Grade" and "Highest Value."

—WE specialize on "LAMPS" only— we have done so for upwards of 30 years—
and our unique knowledge and expsrience is concentrated on producing highest

QUALITY, EFFICIENCY, and VALUE in each and every model—hence the world-
wide popularity and marked superiority of "P. & H." productions.

— Note the models here illustrated and their specifications— such a combination of

valuable and desirable features as embodied in each model cannot be obtained elsewhere :—

•

Model 125c. 7in. PROJECTOR; has 5Jin.
Front with large hood reflector; best quality Mirror
Reflector: "RONI" Burner; 4iin. plate glass bevelled

Convex Lens. Special GENERATOR. Can be
easily cleaned and recharged, with extra strong

Double Carrier, complete with best quality grey
rubber tubing. Can be easily fitted on handle-bar
slecn or bracket. Nickel or Ebony t-« . am /

finish Pnce 27/-

Model 128c. 7in. PROJECTOR; has 5Jin.

Front; powerful Real Mangin Mirror Reflector;

"RONI" Burner with special focussing adiustment;

4iin, plate glass Convex Lens. Special GENER-
ATOR, easily cleaned and r-chargeo, with adjustable

stamped steel Double Carrier of special design,

complete with best grey rubber connection. Can be

fitled on handle-bar stem or bracket, -r-. , qa /£
Nickel or Ebony finish fVlCCiV/n

Model 127c. Extra large size PROJECTOR; has 6iin.
Front; powerful Sin. Real Mangin Mirror Reflector; Bray
" RONI " Burner, which cannot crack lens or mirror, 'svith

patent focussing adjustment; SJin. plate glass Convex Lens.
Special GENERATOR, easily cleaned and recharged, with
adjustable stamped steel Double Carrier of new design and
exceptional strength, complete with best quality grey rubber
connection. Can be fitted on handle-bar -j^ . „ _ ,„
stem or bracket. Nickel or Ebony finish rTiCC 00/

O

— Call and handle our models— note their superior auality, sound
construction, and line finish — and see how well we suDstantiate our
claims to Lamp-Supremacy.
— Failin;j a call, please write for • Lamp Booklet" — and examine our
models at your Agents — then you can't go wrong in buying.

Powell and
Chester Street .

Hanmer, Ltd.,
. . . Birmingham.

Model 125c.
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TSr^esf'ariddoes

iLE Outfit

f N£VJHALLSTIiErT. BI/JMINCtjAM. {

OUTFITS, Largest and Best

1/6 & 3/- each.

6" 6d., 8", Sd.,

12" 1/-, 18" 1/6, 24" 2/-

CONTRACTORSTO CROWN AGENTS FOR THEG0:ONIES| _^ S E.VE. R N^ ^X-. ^0PE.CIAL. PATCHES

SEVERN
CONTRACTORS TO THE G.P.O,,

NOW READY.

1914
List Free

ON REQUEST.

WONT COME OFF
LIW PACKETS !/• 1/8 3/- i5 5/- EACH.

Severn Belt.

f" 1/3, r 1/5, r 1/9,

I" 2/2, 4" 2/6.TYRES, FOOTREST RUBBERS, BELT RIM
BLOCKS, & ALL CLASSES OF AMERICAN GOODS

SEVERN RUBBER Co., Ltd.. !?ewTan'S°;e5, BIRMINGHAM

VALUE
FOR

MONEY
Stand

93

3-speed
gear, kick
starter.

VALUE
FOR

MONEY.
Stand

93

Enclosed
chain trans-

mission.

THE QUEEN OF LITTI-E CARS.
R£X MOTOR IVIANtJFA^C-rURINC OO., LiTD., COVENTRY.

B4 In ansT-'rrinrf these nilrerthements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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BENZOLE
IS THE FUEL OF THE FUTURE

AND THE

(TRADE MARK)

CARBURETTER

IS THE CARBURETTER OF
TO-DAY AND THE FUTURE.

[N THE 3-LAP BENZOLE HANDICAP

AT BROOKLANDS (JUNE 21st), FOR

THE "DAILY EXPRESS" 30 GUINEA

CHALLENGE CUP, THE WINNING

MACHINE AND ALSO THE
SECOND AND THIRD MACHINES

WERE FITTED WITH THE
"SENSPRAY" CARBURETTER.

Mr. J. Stewart-White in the course of an

interesting account in " Motor Cycling "

(September 9th) of his wanderings :

—

" Over Twenty Frontiers in Ten Days "

on his Bradbury, fitted with the

"SENSPRAY" Carburetter, says:

"The 'SENSPRAY' Carburetter handled

all the vile mixtures sold as petrol without

complaint, though they varied from
paraffin to I believe alcohol."

" The only carburetter

which

PERFECTLY ATOMISES

the fuel."

"Perfect for

TOURING

or

RACING."

CHARLES H. PUGH, Ltd., whitworth works, BIRMINGHAM.

In amwcriny this advertisement it is desirable to menlmn " The Motor Cydc.
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One of the 3,000 Unsolicited Testimonial
FOR THE

WHITTLE/BELl
H.M.T.B. 26.

8th FlotiUa,

HAWICK.
Dear Sirs,

I should be much obliged if you would send me your catalogue of Whittle Belts, as

I am thinking of fitting one to my new Triumph. I ran one of your Whittle Belts on my
Douglas with great success, and I was very pleased with the way the belt behaved.

Yours truly,

C. SEARLES WOOD,
Sub. Lieut., R.N.

Telephone:

365Y

Warrington

THOS. WHITTLE & SONS, LTD.,
WARRINGTON.

Telegra
j

" Belt I

Warringt< '

BLUEMELS

Bluemel's Sidecar Wind
Screen

affords a splendid protection
to the passenger against wind,
rain, etc.

Swings open like a door.

MOTOR CYCLE

ACCESSORIES
EXHIBITED AT

OLYMPIA,
STAND 157.

We shall be pleased to

see you there, and demon-
strate the superiority of

the Bluemel manufactures,

meanwhile write for our

BOOK OF NOWEIGHTS
POST FREE.

BLUEMEL BROS.
— LTD.. —

iWOLSTON, Nr. Coventry.

Bluemel
Mascot Plug

with Patent

Enamel Gas-

tight Joint.

In ansicering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Fafnir Engines
MAY BE SEEN ON

Messrs. HOBDAY BROTHERS'

Stand No.

168
AT THE

Olympia Exhibition.

It is essential that you specify a FAFNIR ENGINE for your new
Cycle Car or Motor Cycle if you desire SPEED, POWER, and
ABSOLUTE RELIABILITY.

INSIST ON THE ENGINE WITH 14 YEARS' REPUTATION
BEHIND IT.

2^ h.p. to 8 h.p.

Air and Water Cooled.

Ball Bearing^s.

Bosch Magnetos.

211, UPPER THAMES ST.,

LONDON, E.G.

3\ h.p. Air-Cooled Model

hi onsweiiii:/ t/ii.i ailvcrlincmcnt it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Hercule
SIDECARS.

r'

^

/
Licensed Pal. Nr. 21045/11.

Body, Registered Design 60833S.

WHEN YOU GO TO

OLYMPIA
YOU SHOULD NOT
FAIL TO CALL AT THE
CHARTERHOUSE
HOTEL, CHARTER-
HOUSE SQUARE,
LONDON, E.C., AND
SEE OUR EXHIBIT. OF
THE PERFECT SIDECAR.

Hercules Cycle &
Motor Co., Ltd.,

Conybere Street,

Birmingham.

Tel.: 433
MALI FAX. SCOTT'S Telegrams

:

SCOTT'S, POWELL
ST., HALIFAX.

VICTORIA MOTOR HOUSE, HALIFAX.
Sole Agents fon

—

IM.S.U.'s,
RUDGE,
ZENITH,
P. & M.'s, .

JAIVIES,
IVIOTO-REVE,
INDIANS,
LEVIS, Etc., Etc.

Please Noic—
That we can supply any

make of Motor Cycle, Cycle
Car, or Car. Immediate
delivery guaranteed.

We also hold a large

stock of Second-hand Motor
Cycles, Sidecars, Engines,

Gears, Etc.

,WRITE FOR LIST.

Sole Agents for

—

N.S.U.'s and
HUPMOBILE
CARS & CYCLE
CARS.

BOAT-SHAPED SIDECARS, AS ILLUSTRATED

10 GNS.
OTHER MODELS FROM—

4 to 12 GNS.
N.S.U. Gears for any make of Motor Cycle, Tank or GINES, Etc, TAKEN IN

N.S.U. ENGINES,
TWIN-CYLINDER,
AIR-COOLED,from
4 to 9 h.p.

SECOND-HAND EN-

Handle-bar Control. Delivery from Stock. PART PAYMENT.

In answering tfie^c aclrcilhcmentf it is desirahk to mention " The Motor Cycle.
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NeWROGKST€flDY
Mofon Gycre SPC€DOM€T€R

665

STAND
1 9 Z
CALLERY
OLYMPIA

q§j)

I

• ONLY SPEEDOMETERS
ROCffSTEADY UNDER AN/ i^/BRAT/ON

YET ACCURATE <S UNAFFECTED BY TEMPERATURES
\

S.SMITH&SON.LTD'^SPEeDOMETER HOUSE =

/7S-/S5,6APor^/Mc/ S/^^, lonc/on^W.
\

Jx ^r 9, Srranc/ & 68, P/ccad,IU W. HOLDERS OF SIX ROYAL WARRANTS :

In amu-ennri thU advcrthrmcnt it is d.isirablc to mention -'The Mulor Cy-.tc'- »i3
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JOHN
PIGGOTT

The 'J.P.' 3,000

MILE MOTOR
CYCLE COVER

The Cover that HAS
stood the Test.

TESTIMONIAL.
Barr.liy, June l.lth. 1013.

Dear Sire— Pk see send rerretuin,
t\io26x21in motor cyclt coveis,

lor wliitli I enilc ee P.0.0. toi £s.
The last rover I cot trom you Las
now dono over i,8(0 miles, and is

the first tyre I have had to do so

much on my hack wheel.

30/-
YOUR LOCAL AGENT
will not advise you to Inly a
' .T P. fl.ODO Mile lyre foi-

BECAUSE you must deal direct

IKBLES' for 30/- allows for n
MEDIATE PROFITS.

The J.P. " Impregnable Motor Cycle,"

Call a.t 117, Chcapside.
No obligation to purchase.

THE BEST BY TEST.

3^000
INTER-

Complete with Stand, Price

£27 10
THE IDEAL SOLO

MACHINE.
Exactly as Illustration.'

EXTRAS-
Armstron^ 3-spee<l gear

and Free Engine,

£9 10 O

Returnable Crate, each

10/-

MOTOR CYCLE
LIST No. 147

NOW READY.

Sizes Stocked

:

26in.x2m. 26in.x2liQ. 26in.x2iiD.

Beaded Edge Only.
Tliia cover Is made on Hie earae principle as a heavy motorcar tyre, viz., onderhydrari.

lie pressure, and not as the usual motor cyle covers which are usually a glorified cycle

tyre. It is coiriposedof ihe l>est I'ara rubber. niKl fiiteti with anew non skid tread w)iii.h

has hpen thni-nu'jhlv t' sted nn"' found to h an nbsiohitf- prp'v-iuicp of fikirldiiii;.

We are so confident of the wearing properties of this tyre that we are

guaranteeing it for 3,00i> Miles.

Guarantee enclosed

with every Cover as follovLS

:

OO / Guaranteed 3,000 MILES.
<»\^/ - vvith or without sidecar.

The " J.P," Drifoot Motoverer Boot.

Wiih Sfyrin- Fastenings.

Patent applied for.

This article tiupplies a long felt

waat of every Motor Cyclist,

bein? ybsolutely waterproof and
weatherproof. A
gre..t ucivautage ot
this Overboot is

tlie ease with
which it can be
slipped en over
the ordinary boot
and the (.ouifojt

of same in the
wear. The uppers are made from a brown rubberprcui
canvae, and are fitted with steel-studded leather solee.

This boot can be packed tiat when not in use.

AH sizCvj. stocked.

Brown Wftterproot Canvas. Studdei Solea. 6/9 per pair.

In Tnn WiH.w Calf, wiih Studded SoIeH. 14/6 ..

SPECIAL OFFER
For Show Week Only.

Waterproof Seatless Gaiter

Trousers for Motor Cycling.

Made of Strong Fawn Double Texture
Twill Material. Leather Waist Strap,

also Stout Leather Strap to go under
bout, with Tatt-nt Clips at side and
Storra Gusset, usually sold at 13/3.

For this week only, 9/11.

SEND FOR
ILLUSTRATED
mOTOR CYCLE
LIST No. 147 POST

FREE.

Frame, lateet design, built very low,
and extra strong. Engine, 2% h.p,,
English make, Coveiftry manulac-
ture. Carburettee Brown and Bar-
low, H.-bar Control, giving low
petrol ^consumption. Ignition, XJ.H,
Magneto, gear driven, and placed
behind cylinder, which ail'ords pro-
tection from mud and wet. Spring
FosHs, Eadio patent. Ekakes, Ecw-
den Front Rim and Fcot-operated
Bear Belt Rim. Wheels. 26X2ii
in.. British Hnbs. Tank, string,
fitted with Oil Rnaip. Trans-
MISSION, 5^in. Rubber Belt. Sadolb,
Fmpire de Luxe. No. 14/4, very
co.ufortable and well sprung. Foot
RE3T8. fitted with Rubber Pads,
Rear Brake Pedal attached. Handle-
bar, raided, and slightly dropped at
end, giving very comfortable posi-

tion. Finish, Beet Black Enamelled,
(n a coat of special Eu/=tprc6f
Priming, Aluminimn Tank, Pane'led
and Lined, Beat Quality Plating.
Tyres, Le Pariii. Rubber-studded,
fitted with Puncture-proof Baud.
Carrier. Black Tubular, very strong.

The "J.P." Oilskin Motor Suit
fAfi illustration).

Comprising Double-breasted Jacket. 331*0. long,

fitted with a patent Storm Fly and wind cuffs, I

also I pair shaped thigh leggings.-

In li^ht-weight oilskin, will not get sticky or I

crack. Black in stock, Yellow in a few days.
|

21/ complete.
36in, Jacket to order, 2 '6 extra.

JOHN PIGGOTT'S SPECIALITY.

The Paikhurst Double-breasted Motor
Jacket. Made in heaiy Fawn P:iianiatta.

The "J.P."
Spredlite

Motor Cyjie
Lamp.

With dipa for
Handle-bar
Stem, seDariits
r, fneratnr.
Riveted Joints,
Manikin L< ns.
Koni Bunif^r. adjustuhle, etc. The " J.P.'* Sprpdlite.

Pricp Cnmplfte. 19/6. Superior Quality. 27/6

MOTOR CYCLE HORNS.
Solid Brass Heavy Plated Motor Horns

as sketch.

Fitted with Dust Cap and adjustable Clips.

7/11 each. Postage jd.

CHEAPSID

&! 2&3
MILK ST BUILD??

iiONDONEC
B14 In answering this advertisp.ine.nt it is desirable u cniwn ' T/tc Motor Cycle'
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Don't fail to inspect the RELIABLE

ARMSTRONG
"Tourist Trophy" MOTOGEAR, Markvii.,

AT "STAND 187" GALLERY.
d MECHANICAL PERFECTION as portrayed in "The ARMSTRONG" is the outcome of

pre-eminent merit in design and constructional refinement in details.

— "STRENGTH — SIMPLICITY — EFFICIENCY" is thekeynote 01 "TheARMSTRONG"
MOTOGEAR — backed by sterhng "QUALITY ' of materials, workmanship, and finish.

— Our sectional view reveals its working parts — those parts, it should be

noted, are few, ESSENTIALS ONLY — and their fewness admits of

MAXIMUM STRENGTH for each.

— By vii tue of these features and the fact that it is the PIONEER 3 Speed
Hub Gear, it ranks literally FIRST and BEST ; and, inferentially, for

its selection by all expert riders its overwhelming successes inallcoTipeti-

lions — with its crowning achievement in the TOURIST TROPHY
RACES (winning !he 1913 JUNIOR T.T. ; FASTEST LAP, and
RECORD TIME for the Course) — and its inclusion on the foremost

machines of the day.

C FITTED BY ALL THE LEADING MANUFACTURERS!

^
Pinion Carrier Foot Starting Devke.

PawlSpring
Free Engine Clutch

Paw l

CjJilCH AojusTMEMT Nut

V.
EuB AoausTiNG Cone:

R.HS.

^_ In rjTj.'wering this adi^ertisement it is., ile.iijnhle to mc.nlion "The Motor Cycle- Ely
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You will see many 1914 Boneshakers at Olympia, but if you have
" had some," see Stand 39 and the last word in Spring Frames.

CHARLES EDMUND & CO., CRANE BANK, CHESTER, and 20, CLAVERING
AVENUE, LONDON, S.W.

STAND 39. The Stand for Comfort. STAND 39.

Speedomefens
The First IVIOTOR OYOI.E SPEEDOWiETER

to enter and pass an ofTicially observed

AUTO OYCLE UNBON 3,000 IVIIL.ES TEST.
MOTOR CYCLISTS~PLEASE~NOTE ! ! ! "

Copy of Letter trom Chairman of CompetitEons Committee A.C.U.

.November 13th, 1913. Carcw, Walton-ou-Hili, Surrey.

Sirs,

Having used a " Watford " Speedometer during the past year,

fitted to three ditferent makes of motor vehicles, a " Bayard " light car,

a " G.W.K." cycle car, and a " Premier " motor bicycle, I should like

to say that I have found your speed indicator the most reliable, accurate,

arjd generally satisfactory that 1 have ever used.

For steadiness of the needle as well as for the silence- and lasting

qualities of the gear box and transn>issiou 1 do not think it can be

surpassed.
I am, yours faithfully

(Signed) E. Percy Grcenhill,
Chairman of Compelitions Committee A.C.U.

Write foi Cataloi;ue to—NICOLE, NIELSEN & CO., LTD.,
Iijvcrntors and I'atcnlees of tlio CIironoRraph. 18G2 ; Split Seconds, 1871; ami

Speedometer , 1904.

THE WATFORD SPEEDOMETER WORKS.
i-ondon Showrooms—14, SOHO SQUARE, W.

Telerhone—'2*^S.i Central. Telegrams—Niconiclco, London.

are the outcome of the unique experience of
a first-grade English watch manufactur-
ing firm, established in London 1839.

Motor Cycle Speedometer and Watch.

Type 700 £5 5 O
Speedometer with trip and maximum speed hand.

Type 702 .. £4 4- O
Speedometer with total and trip mileage counter.

Type 706 £3 3 O
Speedometer with total mile-

x^t counter.

With Watch.
£l - 1 - O extra.

STANO No. 233,
OLYMPIA, November 24th to 29th.

BI? In answering these advertisements it is c!rxlra!i!e to mention " Tlie Motar Ci/cle.'
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He.ad Office .inO

Warehouses :

Gt. Eastern St.,

London, E.C. D. ^ ^ ^

269-273, Ocansgale,
Manchester.

Showrnniii^ :

15, Newman Street,

London W.

NEW MOTOR GOODS
on view Stand 160,Olyinpia

•Duco" Watertight Magneto Cut-out Switch.
Kcal aud ellicient. No. S73 /30. Nickel-plated,

each 2/-
Motor Cycle Padlo:k. Iron. Ivory black cn^L-. Nickel plated shackle, 6:J ins. high.
2in. SclMocking. Automatic spring shackle that flies open to a quarter turn
position when unlocked. Six secure levers. Two nickel plated corrugated steel

keys each. Twelve changes of keys. No. L79/^. As illustrated, each 2. 6.

Duco" Motor Cycle

Lamp,
Separate Generator.with

British manufacture. Latest

models. 5Mn. overall.

No. L6o,'8flj. With flat back

bracket. Nickil, each

14/6

No. L6o,'go. Black,

nickel front,

13/6

with

Duco' Rigid Combination Bracket.
~t<.>red Design. Nickel finish.

No. LC6/74 •• each 7/6

The '* Duco " 2n(l quality.

I tor cyclist waterproof suit,

uble-breasted coat, wind cuffs,

itless trouser overalls, gusseted
lib patent fasteners, stout twill,

ird wearing, uutearable, and re-

lable. No. C45/102, complete, 35/-

Mjtor Cyclist Water-
proof Seatless Trouser
Overall. Made of double

twill. Hard wearing,

untearableand reliable,

gusseted, with patent

fastemrs. No. C.t5/223.
Each 14 9.

Kick-up Stand Clip.

No. Sf.6/iij. EachSd. Pillion Seals.

Upholstc-redin d;»rk green

pegamoid. For adults.

No. S.1/15, i6in. seat,

less footboard 23,'-

"Duco" Motor Cycle Oil Syringe, etc.

Verv handy for oiling two-speed pear=.

No. S75/26. Size, 4 X ilin. Each 1 6.

"Veena" Handlebar Grips.

Black celluloid, with knot ends. A cheap but
serviceable handle. No. H2/8, per pair 1 /-

In answering this advertisement it is (hsirable to mention

"Ceierio" Spare Motor Cycle Petrol

Tanks. NV-at turpcdo shape, enatiirlli'd

ahnninium. Plated clips and tillers.

No. To/i Quart size, each 7/6. No.
T0/2 Half gallon size (loj x 4lins.)

10/-. No. T0/3, Half gallon size

(14 X 4iD.), each 10/-

Thc Motor

Stands. No. SC,6A,. Back .land,
l.ri-in, l--ssclip,ea. 6,6, cnamell. d 7/-
No. soh/io.. Front stand, inchidi nc
stud to hx on guard, briyhi, each 4/6
enamelled, 5/- ' '

To can y tamp and generator, or two
lamps. No. L66/73 •• each 3/6

"Veena" Goggle. With chenille ed^es.
Made of inflammable maferial similar
to celluloid, being exceedingly light.

It is very comfortable.
No. G5/33. Ladies' size, per pair 1-/3

)i G5/34. Gents' „ ,, 1 ;6

^"^^
Is4^

W |\

\klWi iW
u 11/

1/
'lit 1^

Gent's Silk

^S Oilskin Coat,

Single-breasted as illustrated.

SuiiltHiiu tinrt. choice fiUk. tn'l.l.- oil

prooteil, pliiilile, and gimrmit'ji.l (or ull

clitiiikti-^. al>o1iitelv torrential raiiifroul.

^V^ii«llt about 9o78 Dergnrmmt
No. C41/25 .. each 32,6

Slock colours; Green, black, yellow and
smoke, Stork siiea: i& to C'2 int. long.

3(i to 44 in-^. chest. Other c^ploiir-i ami
Coats made to trccial onler cvtm

r,jch "»•
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AT THE SIGN
OF
THE WYVE
Stand 73, Ground Floor,

01ympiaShow,Nov.24«« 29

you will find an interesting display of our motor cycle tyres,

belts, gaiters, covers, etc., for 1914, amongst which the No. i

Pattern Tyre should claim your special attention. It has

been aptly termed the "Worry-proof Tyre" on account of

its puncture and skid-resisting qualities.

You will notice the side ridges which " bite " the road

when there is danger of side-slip, but which are protected

from unnecessary wear by the thick dome-like centre.

The construction of the "dome," together with the pure

Para rubber used, gi\'e the tyre a peculiar resiUence which

acts in a similar way to a shock absorber, affording "a

smooth, easy running even at high speed.

In addition to the usual sizes supplied last season, including the

26X2| to fit 2j rims, and the 26X2I to fit 650x65 rims, we are

introducing 28x2^ and 28x3 tyres to fit Indian Rims and 26x2
Special Heavy for 'the driving wheel of Douglas machines. We shall

also show the studded pattern.

As the majority of motor cycle manufacturers are prepared to

fit tyres and belts to suit their patrons, riders should specify

"Bates" when ordering their machines, and see that they get them.

Super

Rubber

TYRES
11

Full particulars of all our specialities may be obtained at the Standf or post free from

W. & A. BATES, LTD.. St. Mary's Mills, Leicester.

Depots—London, Glasgow, and Newcastle-on-Tyne.

COLONIAL WHOLESALE STOCKISTS.
Smith, Denham, & Co., Henderson's Buildings, Von Brandis Street. Johannesburg. S.A.
J. & A. R. McCrae, P.O. Box No. 87. Nairobi. British East Africa. David F. Laing.
9. Weld Road. Kuala Lumpur, F.M.S. Cycle and Motor Supplies, Ltd.. Parish Street,
Wellington, N.Z. W. Cornell & Son. 95, Grenfell Street. Adelaide. South Australia. A. G.
Healing & Co.. Ltd.. 354-356, Post Office Place West, Melbourne, Australia. Bennett
and Barkell. Ltd.. 124-13Z Castlereagh Street. Sydney, Australia, (.anada Cycle and Motor
Agency (Queensland), Ltd., comer of Creek and Adelaide Streets, Brisbane. Australia.

rRECTTRADElWARK

B24 In answering this advertisanent it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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FIVE HUNDRED AND FIFTY-SEVENTH CONSECUTIVE ISSUE.

Subscription Rates : Home 6s. 6d. ; Canada, 8s. 8d. ; Foreign, I7s. 4d. per annum.
COLONMAL AND FOREIGN ACliNTS ;

United states.—Tlio Int*niational News .\Kency, New York, Canada.—Gorilon aud Gotch, Ltd., 13*2. Bay St.. Toronto.
AUSTRALIA.—Gordon and Gotch. Ltd.. Melbounje tVictoiia), Sydney (N.S.W.), Briabane (Queensland) Adelaide (T.A.l Pertli (W.A.I, and La(iiK-e.*ton (Tasmania).

NEW ZEALAND.—Gordon and Gotch, Ltd.: WellinKton, Auckland, Chri8tctnirt'h, and Dunedin,
South .\riucA.—Central New.i Ak'encj'. Ltd. I'ARts.—Smith's English Library. 348. Rue Kivoli.

ADDRESS : 20. TUDOR STREET, LONDON, E.G. -

The Trend of Design.

THE
Olympia Show is interesting to the

Student of design in a wider sense than
that it merely displays the latest and best

in self-propelled machines, for it also

shows in what way the wind blows and in

what way it has ceased to blow. Those readers

who file for reference our annual Buyers' Guide
Number may well spend an interesting and in-

structive evening comparing the specifications of

this year's products of the chief factories with

their previous efforts, and if they do so they will

find one or two very striking facts.

First and foremost is the general gravitation

towards three speeds, and for this we have largely

to thank the great popularity of the sidecar, and
also, in a great measure, the A.C.U. and the

Edinburgh and District M.C.C. for selecting

such severe courses for their respective Six Days
Trials. Incidentally, the counter-shaft gear and
two step drive record a marked increase. An-
other point in which real advance has been made
is in the efficiency of transmission. Chains are

now almost uni\'ersally guarded, while advance
in ball bearing and beve] cutting manufacture
has improved the efficiency of the shaft drive

eiioniiously. Belts have had a wealth of

attention paid to their construction, with the

result that even large capacity engines find the

large section modern belt a suitable method of

transmitting their power to' the wheel. A year

or so ago we should have lent our ears with

some degree of sympathy to rumours that chains

were ousting belts, but now we feel very safe in

asserting that the belt is so firmly established,

owing to its general excellence, that it will hold

its sway for some con.siderable time to come.
Perhaps the feature of the Show is the

introduction of electric lighting and electric

starting in the motor cycle world. Everyone will

watch the behaviour of this innovation with

interest. While welcoming any novelty that may
benefit riders, we prefer to withhold criticism

of this fitment till we have seen its performances
in open competitions, and the coming London-
Exeter-London M.C.C. Christmas run will prove

an admirable test for such installations. With

regard to engines, no one size holds a pre-

ponderating position, though the 500 c.c,

both in single and twin-cylinder form, still

asserts itself valiantly, but some of the makers,

hitherto most staunch adherents of this type of

engine in its single-cylinder guise, have now in-

creased the capacity of their motors.

A significant advance has been made in two-

stroke engines, especially of the small single

cylinder type, and we believe this pattern wili

continue to enjoy a growing popularity, unless,

indeed, the rotary valve comes with a rush, iu

which case we believe the two-stroke will be

hard put to it to maintain its position. Un-
fortunately, inherent difficulties have still to be
overcome in making satisfactory air-cooled

two-stroke engines of 500 c.c. or over, but in

the lower powers they are admirable.

Perhaps the most striking feature of the pas-

time at the present time is the wonderful popu-
larity of the sidecar. Nearly every motor cyclist,

whose means and machine permit of it, sooner
or later takes to the sidecar. The attachments
themselves may now be purchased equal, if not

superior to, small cars in comfort and excel-

lence of finish Far from being a pas-

time of the young and athletic, as is often stated

in the lay press, change-speed gears, comfort-

able sidecars, spring forks, frames, and large

saddles have made motor cycles pleasant means
of getting about even to those long past their

first flush of youth.

For 1 914 many makers are seriously tackling

the question of cleanliness, and when the day
arrives when motor cycles are as efficiently mud-
guarded as are cars, about the last objection to

our favourite mounts as all weather vehicles will

ha\e vanished. Cycle cars, we are happy to

record, have been immeasurably improx-ed in

design in the last twelve months, and f{.)r the

first time the A.C.U. definition has been rigidly

enforced, which has resulted in a number of

light cars neing debarred from the exhibition.

We are glad to see the progress accessory
makers have made, for a wealth of attention has
been devoted to making machines more con
venient and comftirtabje for their users.

-U5&>,
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TIME
Nov. 27

„ 29
Dec. 1

„ 3

iiUS
lllllillllilliillllilll

TO LIGHT LAMPS.
4.56 p.ra

4.54 „
4.53 „
4.51 „

mmwm

Ihe Silence of Motor Cycles.

To sliuw how successlully the Rudge Co.

have tickled the problem of silence on

their 1914 models, which are now the

type being delivered to the pnblic, the

firm inform us that they have received

a notice from the Coventry police anthori-

ties requesting that employees u;e efficient

horns when out testing; so efficient are

the new Rudge silencers.

The Motor Cycle in Canada.

A Canadian correspondent writers from
Thaclcery (Sask.) that there are already

a few motor cycles used on the prairie,

chieflv Indians! The roads are being

rapidly improved, and the " trails " moftly

make "
a fairly good road for motor

cycling. The country is indeed a difficult

one where motor cycling cannot be em-
ployed to advantage in some form.

Critical Articles on the Show.

In succeeding issues of this journal,

critical articles on the Show exhibits by
well-known experts will be published.

A.C.TJ. Membership.

Two hundred and sixty-five touring,

fourteen country, and six town members,
making a total of two hundred and eighty-

five, were elected at the conclusion of

the last month.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

Invisible Speed Limit . Notices.—
The A.A. and M.U. has already been
instrumental in obtaining the removal of

speed limit signs so placed that motorists

could not see them from the roadway.
Last month a member infonned the

Association that the speed limit notice

at Letchworth, on the Hitchin side, was
invisible to motorists owing to its

position behind a tree. The county
surveyor, after correspondence with the

Association, has now arranged to erect a

warning board about seventy yards west
of the existing board.

HOW FIVE LITTLE PCS WENT TO MiRKET !

The difficulty ol conveying farm stock from one place to another has apparently been solved by an

Orp,n»ton farmer, who has fixed a suitable sidecar body to his 3; h.p. Ariel, and is seen with it

complement of pigs

SPECIAL FEATURES;

OLYMPIA SHOW REPORT.
Profusely Illustrated.

A TRIP IN THE NILGHERIS.

Activity at Brooklands.

Over a score of records were broken
at Brooklands last week, mostly long

distance figures up to ten hours.

"The Motor Cycle" Show Report.

The descriptions of the various Show
machines in oiu' pages this week were
dictated to shorthand writers by our staff

at Olympia at the press view during the

week-end.
It can thus be taken that The Motor

Curie Report, written on the spot, is as

reliable as it is possible to get it.

Excessive Wear of Highways.

At the annual meeting of Jlessi'S.

Humber, Ltd., last week, the Chairman
(Mr. Edward Powell) protested against
the manner in which the roads wei^e

being used by heavy traction engines and
the manner in which excessive wear of

the highway is being caused by the great
and increasing amount of heavy vehicular

traffic.

Gometz-le-Chatel Hill-climb.

The third annual " Course de Cote de
Gometz-le-Chatel " wiU take place under
the auspices of the Autocycle Club de
France on December 7th. The competi-
tion is open to motor cycles, tricars, side-

cars, and cycle cars. On account of

the Paris Salon having preceded the
event, this year's climb will caui

'

increaEed interest, as nearly all the coiU'

petitors should be riding new models

Tickets for Olympia Motor Cycle Show.
The A.C.U., as in previous years,

has been able to arrange for the supply
of tickets of admission to tlie Cycle and
Motor Cycle Show this week at the re-

duced price of 6d. each, to affiliated

club members.
Special trains in connection with the

Sliow are being run from practically all

quarters.

A Correction.

Owing to the similarity of names there

was some confusion in two anuouncem'Snts
in our Club News pages last week. The
Public Schools M.C.C. (London) will hold
speed trials at Brooklands at 2 p.m. on

the 29th inst., while the I'ublic Schools

M.G. . (Birmuigham) have a meeting at

Olympia Stand, No. 133, at 1-30 p.m. on

the same day. The present address of

the hon. secretary of the latter club is

21, St. Nicholas Street, Coventrv

B30
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Olympia on Monday.
'Ihe Show opoiii'd in promising style on

Monday, and towards evening the gang-
ways were fairly well packed. The bnild-
iiiS is more brilliantly lighted this year.

We constantly heard of foreign agents
being present at the Show inspecting the
exhibits. Judging by Jloiiday's attend-
ance there is no question of "the success
iif the Show.

A C.U. Notes.

\V.\ti:r Cuaugfs.—The Auto Cycle
Union has received communications from
several of its members who own cycle
cars, to the eli'cct that they are being
charged the same water rate for water
used in the waslung of their vehicles,

as is now in force in the case of motor
cars. It is ob\'iously unfair that the owner
of a cycle car should be expected to con-
tribute in the same proportion as a car
owner, when on the other hand, for water
used for the cleansing of a motor cycle
and sidecar no charge is made. 'ihe
Auto Cycle Union is placing the matter
before the ^tetropolitan Water IJoard.

Rki) Re.vb Liohts on JIoTOR CVCLRS.

—

The Auto Cycle Union has been in com-
• munication with the County and County
Borough Chief Constables of the United
Kingdom on the question of red rear
lights on motor cycles. \Yliile we are
awaiting the decision of the Local C4overn-

.
meiit Board it is interesting to note that
no action will be taken, until the Local
Government Board has considered this

matter, by the Chief Constables of the
following counties, in addition to those
published last week : Cornwall, Lanes,
Leicester, Kent. Oxford, Cumberland,
Westnioi'iand. Brecknock, East Riding of

Yorkshire. Lincoln. Isle of Ely, Derby,
Rutland, West Suffolk, and Merioneth-
shire. A similar reply has also been re-

ceived from the Commissioner of Police
of the Metropolis.
The Chief Constables of the following

counties have also promised to give the
A. C.U. communication their careful con-
sidei'ation : Cambridge, Crlaniorgan. Pem-
broke, East Su,ssex, Hants, Hertford,
Berks, North Riding of Yorkshire. Nor-
folk, West Sussex, Gloucester, Carnarvon,
Worcester, Cheshire, Dorset, and Wilts,

FUTURE EVENTS. i

Dec, 13,—Birniiiiyli.Tni M.C.C. Open
Cycle Car One Day Trial.

,, 13.—M.C.C. Annual Dinner.

,, .'u-27.—nlulUK cvcLi.\Li CLUB
Winter i<uii from London to
Exeter and Back.

„ 26-27.—Bristol \LC.C. Open 21 hour
Trial to Laud's End and Back.

27.—Binninyiicuu iVl.C.C. Keliaoiluy
Tr:al to York.

1914.

Jan. 14.—A.C.U. .Annual Dinner.

„ 23.—Liverpool A.C.C. Trial.

Mar. 7.— .-V.t.C. jpring On^ L>ay Trial.

Power plant of the 6 h.p. Ariel showmg gear striking
lever, kick starter; counter-shaJt gear, loo; boariis, and
combined drive.

Light Cars not at the Show.
Several light cars expected at Olympia

this week are debarred from the exhibi-

tion as their chassis weight exceeded tho
A.C.U. limit of 6 cwt. The Stellite is

one, the Douglas another (the latter was
only 26 lbs. too heavy), and the Day-
Leeds. It is worthy of note that tho
definition is now being enforced.

M.C.C. Winter Run.
The following additional entries have

been received :

A. J. Stevens (6 A.J.S. sc.)

H. Stevens (6 A.J.S. sc.)

J. Stevens (6 A.J.S. sc.)

T. B. Haddock {2| A.J.S.)
E. V. Walters (3i P. and M.)
W. H. Wells (7 Indian sc.)

C. Q. Roberts (3^ Blackburne .?c.)

G. Nott (6 Clyno sc.)

W. P. Brandon (7 Indian sc.)

W. B. Willoughbv (3^ Rudge)
D. H. Noble (3:^ 'Pover sc.)

G. Featherstonhaugh (3^ Rover sc.)

C. T. Newsome (Sj- Rover sc.)

G. M. Watkins (6 Zenith sc.)

J. D. Drysdale (6 Hazlewood sc.)

Over thirty applications are to hand
from persons who desire to be elected
at the next committee meeting, with a
view to competing in this event. Entries
cloE.e on December 8th, and under no
circumstances will any entry be accepted
after that date.

Motor Cycling in Ceylon.

The popularity of the motor cycle in

the East is growing by leaps and botmds,
and nowhere more rapidly than in Ceylon,
where the line roads and the beautiful
.'cenei'y make the motor cycle a most
delightfiil mode of Ipcomntinn. An illus-

tration of the way in which the motor
cycle is coming to the front is the
announcemeut that a reliability trial for

motor cycles, with and without sidecars,

and cycle cars, is to be held in the island

on the 27th of December next. The
route is a circular one from Colombo to

Kegalle and hack, a di.stance of 114 miles,

an'd including a ftiif hill-climb—the climb,
hovv^ever, being oiJtional. The road has an
excellent surface most of the way, but
here and there are some bad patches
which will test the tyres, if nothing else,

.TJld at the end farthest from Colombo
there is a fine stretch of winding, un-
dulating road buried in trees, whicli
ought to give the competitors a chance
to show what they and their machines
are made of. The run is beilig organised
by the Ceylon Motor Cycle Club, but is

open to all comers, the only iptalilication

being residence in the island.

A Record Issue.

Tliis issue of Tht, Motor Ci/da creates
a now record in connection with motor
cycle topics, forming the biggest number
ever offci'od to the public. Among the
wealth of reading matter, mainly in con-
nection with the Show, there are over
400 illustrations. jMoreover, the circu-
lation of this issue actually exceeds
90,000 copies.

A Meagre Address.

To show how widely The Motor Cycle
is known, we hav« just received a letter
from an Italian reader in Milan, tho
address of whicli read ;

"Tht Motor Ci/de,

Thursday."
The communication was not delayed as
the Italian postal authorities, kimwino- this
journal, pencilled " Inghilterra " on the
envelope, and, after that, matters were
simple, and the letter came safely into our
hands.

Birmingham M.C.C. Cycle Car Trial.

The Birmingham M.C.C. is holding an
open reliability trial on Saturday, Decem-
ber 13th, over, a secret course of 120
miles, for cycle cars and light cars. Com-
peting machines must come., within the
A.C.U. cycle car definition and must carry
two or more persons. The committee
state that the route sejected will be a
simple one, and that no freak hills or
abnormal sairfaoes will be encountered,
but the actual route selected will be kept
a secret till the start. In order to give
the public as much opportunity as possible
to observe the machines during the trial,

the event will be decided on a circular
course of forty miles, which will be
covered three times, and which will aU
lie within fifteen miles of Birmingham.
Competitors w-ill be timed by their own
watches, which will be placed in sealed
cases provided by the Club, and Avith the
exception of the lunch interval of 1^ hours,
the trial will be a non-stop one through-
out.

Bombardier We'ls, the heavyweight champion 01

Great Britain, is in training for the coming match
with Carpentier, and among his recreations is

included motor cycling. Ho Is seen mounted on a

Zj h.p. Douglas, which he uses dally.

Cl
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A.J.S., No. 40.

6 li.p. twin Model : 74 x 31 mm.
;

m.o.v. ; Amac carburetter ; enclosed

chains ; three-speed counter-shaft.

A. J. Stevens and Co., Ltb., Retreat
Street, Wolverhampton.—The centre of

attraction on the A.J.S. stand is a 6 h.p.

three-speed machine fitted with a fine

coachbuilt- sidecar specially designed (or

use -with tlie A.J.S. macliines. The side-

ca.r is finished black with fine gold lines

and upholstered in Frencli grey, and is

fitted with hood
and screen, lug-

gage carrier, and
an exceedingly
neat khaki water-
proof apron. The
most striking

alteration in de-
sign for this

year in the
engine is the
abolition of de-

tachable cylin-

der heads, the

cylinder and
head now being
cast in one, but
the cylinder is

still held down
by overhead
yokes and rods

anchored to the

crank case.
Tapered valve
springs are em-
ployed, and an
ingenious system
of lubrication is

adopted by
means of which
oil is fed directly

through the hollow main shaft to the big

ends. This was described in a recent

issue. The tljree-speed gear box, situated

behind the engine, is a substantial piece

of work, and is fitted with a kick starter

carried in- an extension of the box
casting. The chain casing is extremely
well carried oat and it is noticeable that,

in addition to the transmission protection
and efficient mudguarding, Messrs. A. J.

C2

Rear view of the A.J.S.

sidecar mactiine, siiowing
reflex light, wide mudguard,
and metal-lined pannier
tool-bags.

RESUME OF THE SHOW.

THE Fourth International Cycle, Motor
Cycle, and Cycle Car Exhibition was
opened to the public on Monday
last, and again we are happy to be

able to record a distinct advance in the

design, workmanship, and utility of the

machines displayed, which is as it should
be. To enumerate in a nutshell the
features which stand out prominently as

denoting the most marked advance we
direct attention to the

Increase in two-stroke engines.

Standardisation of weather-proof
transmissions.

The luxury of modern sidecar

outfits.

The improvements in lubrication

systems.

Growing popularity of counter-
shaft gears.

The advance in lightweight motor
cycles.

Accessibility.

The above, of course, does not by any
means exhaust the improvements to be
met with, for in a lesser degree one cannot
help but be impressed with the strides the

outside flywheel has made, likewise the

unit system for engine and gear box, and
last, but by no means least, the marked
improvement in cycle car design. On
cycle cars belt transmission has in many
cases been replaced by a chain or shaft

;

accessibility has been more carefully

studied, the brakes improved, both in their

power and method of adjustment, but still

one cannot close one's eyes to the fact

that several are still not out of the

experimental stage.

We should like to make it clear that at

the present Olympia Show, for the first

time, cycle cars are not overshadowed by
light cars, for at last the authorities have
ensured that the 6 cwt. chassis weight has
been observed by examination and signed
declarations.

Stevens and Co. have made a great step

towards providing a weatherproof
machine, nickel plating being reduced to

an absolute minimum ; the rims, spokes,

hubs, and fork springs are of unrelieved

black, the effect of which is very smart.

Well-designed black sheet metal mud-
shields are fitted in front of the rubber-

covered footboards. They are so shaped
as to allow a sufficient current of air to

pass for cooling purposes.

2| h.p. Model: 70x91 mm; side by
side valves ; Amac carburetter ; en-

closed chain ; two or three-speed

counter-sliaft.

This model, as regards the standard
touring type, remains practically unaltered
from last year, except that, like the 6 h.p.

twin, detachable heads are no longer

fitted to the cylinder. An innovation is

manifest in the 2| h.p. T.T. model.
Tins machine has been slightly lightened

and footrests are fitted instead of foot-

boards, while the back chain is only

partly enclosed,' but at the same time pro-

vision is made for preventing wet or grit

from the back wheel falling on to the

upper or back parts of the chain. The
engine is fitted with a lightened piston

and connecting rod, and a higher com-
pression is employed than on the stan-

dard model. Three sets of sprockets are

supplied, so that the machine can be
used either for speed work, touring, or

hill-climbing, and Mr. Stevens informs

us that speeds up to 64 miles an hour

> ' -^ 'g^ M i-a—

I

Thu mud shield protecting the rider's feet and
magneto on the new A.J.S.
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Iiiive been olitained by this small engine.
A noticeable featui'e is the long exhaust
pipo with the silencer fitted at the ex-
treme end.

ALLDAYS, No. 77.

6 8 h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; side

by side valves ; Senspray ciirbu-

retter; chain; tliree-speed counter-
shaft gear.

.\lldays .\nd Onions. Ltd., Matchless
Works, Biraiingham.—The big twin AU-
ilays is a particnlarly interesting machine,
for the cylinders are slightly staggered
and the connecting rods work on separate
cranks, which are set at such an
angle as to obtain even firing. All the
valves are enclosed in neat aliiniiniuui

covers, and .the gear driven magneto,
which lies behind the engine, has now
been rendered more acces.sible bv the
fact that the timing gear cover is divided
and the rear portion can be removed
without disturbing anything else. The
shafting and operation of the three-speed
counter-shaft gear box has been
strengthened and simplified, and longi-

Flywheel side of the eniireiy new two-stroke Aildays Lightweight.

Sj- h.p. Ml
side

chain
gear.

The 3^ h.p. Aildays follows the lines

UDEL : 85 X 88 mm. ; side by
alves ; Senspray carburetter

;

three-speed counter-shaft

Tlie 1914 model 31 h.p. three-speed counter-shalt geared cbaln-driven Aildays.

tudiiuil adjustment is provided to take
up the slack of the driving chains. The
front chain is entirely enclosed and an
excellent partial covering is designed to
cover the rear- chain, the cover being
divided at the back to provide for quick
detachment of the rear wheels. A kick-
starter is fitted, and the striking gear
for the gear box has been greatly im-
firoved ; the lever, wliich is mounted
on the off side of the tank, works in a
neatly designed gate quadrant. Th^:
Best and Lloyd semi-automatic drip feed
i.s employed as a means of Inbrie.itiiui,

and glass topped filler caps are used for
both petrol and oil. Mudgiiarding has
been excellently cairied out. Wide val-
ances are fitted for each. wheel. Rubber
covered footboards are sprung at each
end, and the specification is completed
by two stands, Saxon forks, and metal
covered pannier tool bags, a third tool
bag being fitted behind the satldle tube.
The machine is finished in two shades
of green with a gold line, and is attached
to a prettily designed sidecar painted to
match.

of the larger model already described in

practically every detail except for tlie

fact that it has a single-cylinder engine
and Brampton Bi-fiex forks. The 3i
h.p. is. also shown fitted with a belt driv-
ing a Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear

;

a model with the Villiers clutch ; and a
single gear T.T. model. In the case of
the single-cylinder models, the magneto
is placed behind the engine and driven
by a sliort chain. The belt driven type
has a neat belt protector surrounding
the driving pulley.

3 h.p. Model: Two-stroke; Amac car-
buretter ; belt.

Quite a novelty of the Aildays firm is

the little two-stroke exhibit on their
stand. The engine is of the usual
three-port type, employing crank case
compression. An outside flywlieel is

fitted on the left-hand side, and a double
silencer is employed. The engine is

lubricated by mixing a small quantity of
oil witli the petrol. The frame' is

dropped both at the head and at the rear,

anci gives a very low riding position.

ARIEL, No. 87.

di h.p. Moi;el : 86.4x85 mm. ; side

by side valves ; Brown and Barlow
carburetter ; belt or belt and chain
transmission ; Ariel counter-shaft
three-speed gear.

CoMi'ONENTS Ltd. (Aiuki, DepT.),
Bournbrook, Birmiugliani.—An example
of each Ariel nujdel is displayed, and in

Transmission side of the 3} h.p. three-speed ccuntc
chain

r -ih.il _ea;ed Ariel, with Kick starter, anj bjl; a.i i

drive.
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view of Ariel Six Day Trials successes

this year, they all deserve particularly

close study. The 3^ h.p. designs are

well enough known, but a new model
is the 5-6 h.p. twin with enclosed

chain to a three-spesd gear box,

thence by belt running over large pulleys

to the back wheel. This gear box, which
is a feature of Ariel design, is also

being fitted on the single-cylinder 3^ h.p.

Combined with it is a plate clutch with
cork inset and tooth quadrant foot-stiater.

In the case of the gear box fitted on the

Decompressor control on the 3^ h.p. Ariel.

twin the ratios are ^-4, 7-^, and 13^ to 1.

For the single-cylinder 5i, 8^, and 16 to

1. In both cases the shafts are carried
on ball bearings, and the fine workman-
ship of the mechanism can be viewed

Foot brake mechanism on the T.T. Arial.

by removing an inspection cover at the
top. The ratios, it will be seen, allow a
suiEcient reserve for emergencies or freak
hills, while, needless to say, the workman-
ship is up to any demands.

5-6 h.p. Model: 67x95 mm.; side by
side mechanical valves; B. and 15.

carburetter ; chain and belt trans-

mission ; three-speed counter-shaft
gear.

The 5-6 h.p. is also adapted to neat
sidecar arrangement. ' The system of

mudguarding is well carried out, while a

justed to the weight of the rider. Lubri
cation is by Best and Lloyd semi-auto
matic drip feed.

Other models are fitted with a 3^ Pre-
cision twin engine and t.He 5-6 h.p.
Fafnir ; the general arrangements being
as already described. Two machines are
shown attached to sidecars.

Valve side of the twin-sylinder spring frame A.S.L,

characteristic of Ariel design should be
mentioned in the comfortable pattern
spring ssiit pillar.

On Stand No. 282 (Gallery) the firm is

showing several Ariel motor bicycles

which are identical with those shown on
the Ariel stand, No. 87, in the main liall.

A.S.L., No. 65.
3j h.p. MoDKL : 85 X 88 mm. ; side

by side valves ; B. and B. carbu-

retter ; belt transmission ; Sturmey.
Archer hub gear. _

A.S.L. Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,
Stafford.—These machines havt been
much improved since last year. The air

spring forks remain much as heretofore

;

in the rear the saddle pillar only is

sprung and not the frame, and an
ordinary motor cycle saddle is fitted

instead of the padded seat used pre-
viously. One advantage of the air spring
principle is that the spring may he td-

AUTO-WHEEL. No. 53.
1 h.p. Model: 52^- x 52-2- mm.; auto-

matic inlet valves ; special make
carburetter ; chain transmission.

The International Auto-Wheel Co.,

Russell Road, London.—The Auto-wheel
is a little attachment by which an
ordinary pedal bicycle can be converted

Details ol the Auto-wheel, showing method of attachment and general deiign.

Part section of the oil channel into the base
ciiamber of the Auto-wheel engine.

into a lightweight motor cycle. It is

attached to the rear stays by a special
bracket. It is interesting to note that
Messrs. the B.S.A. Co. and Messrs. Lea
and Francis turn out bicycles with lugs
brazed to the frame to take this small
power unit. A single lever controls the
whole mechanism.
When pufhed to
the right it keeps
the exhaust open.
The lever is then i

'^ ?

brought to the
left, closing the
exhaust and open-
ing the throttle.

The petrol tank
is placed above

,

the mudguard, The slnele lever handlebar
and the oil is control to the Auto-wheel

C4
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WHEN YOU BUY A
1914 INDIAN WE
GIVE YOU SERVICE

The word "service" is so loosely applied

these days that we cannot emphasise too strongly

that INDIAN service is real, and represented by

efficient men, adequate plant, commodious premises,

ample capital, and backed by a genuine regard for

your welfare.

Our sincerity can be gauged from the fact

that our stock of spare parts alone is valued at

£10,000. Our new London Headquarters is

worthy of the largest exclusive motor cycle factory

in the world.

Come and see the silent red INDIAN—now
electrified—at Olympia, Stand No. 123.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.,
"INDIAN HOUSE,'

366-368, Euston Road, London, N.W.

Telegrams :
" Hendian, Eusroad, London." 'Phone : 4449 Regent

Stand 123 Olympia
In (inswering tlih advertisement U in desirable to mention " 2'Ue Motor Cycle.
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carried in u compartment, adjoining the

crank case, to whieli it is fed by needlo

control. The weiglit of the entiie afctadi-

ment is 40 lbs.

Improved petrol tank becured by means ol

straps above the mudguard of the Auto-
wbeel. Observe the petrol sump.

BAT, No. 89.

4Js li.p. Model : 70 x 85 mm. ; side by
side viJves ; Amac carburetter

;

chain and belt ; two-speed counter-
shaft gear.

The Bat Motor M.VNUFACTuniNC Co.,

Kiiigswood Road, Penge, .S.E.—The
1^. h.p. Bat is a new model designed
I'liinarily as a. solo mount, although quite
Livable of being used for sidecar work.

hi this macliine the frame is not sprung.
1 lansmission is b\ chain to a two-speed
"uritcr-shaft gear box. thence by belt to

I lit- back wheel

6-7 h.p. Model 76 x 85 mm. ; side by
side mechanical valves; Amac car-

buretter ; cliain or belt and chain ;

three-speed counter-shaft or Arm
strong hub gear.

In this size the Btt machines are made
• ilher with or without spring frames,
I lie springless machines constituting new
iiiddels. The chief feature about these
is the three-speed gear box, in which the
drive on the thiid speed is not trans-
mitted through gear wheels. The second
-peed is through a sliding gear, while
I he first speed gears are always in mesh.
On the two patterns in which chain-CHw-
belt drive is employed, the former is

neatly enclosed in a casing, quickly de
t.uhable merely by undoing a thumb.
-ciew, while the footboards can be made
t'l swing clear also by undoing a single
i( rew. The clutch, too, has been modi-
lii-'d, and its diameter is now much in-

creased. The wheels, which have been de-
• i^ned with the view of being easily

1 ithdrawable, are also worth studying.

7-8 h.p. MoDEr. : 85 x 85 mm. ; side by
side valves; .Vinac carburetter;
chain and belt ; llirce-speed counter-
sh;ift gear.

These, in then vaiicties and main
characteristics, are identical witli the 5-6
h.p. machines, and are of specially due
design suitable for sidecar work. Some
e.xamplei of sidecais are shown attached
both to the 6 h.p and 7-8 h.p. types,
and these are of Gloria or Mills-Fulford
make

BLACKBURNE, No. 41.
3^ h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; side by

side valves B. and B. carburetter
;

belt ; Sturmey-Archer.

BuRNEY AND Blackburne, Tonghain,
Surrey.—Two complete models of the
Blackburne machine are shown, and an
engine ; also a selection of engine parts
are on view. The feature of the Black-
burne engine is the large outside flywheel
fitted, which gives extraordinarily smooth
running, and, in fact, one of the main
features of this engine is its ability to fire

quite evenly at very low speeds. The
fitting of the outside flywheel enables a
.solid crankshaft to be used, and this runs
ill very large phosphor bronze bearings,
and undoubtedly these bearings, in con-
junction with the outside flywheel, are
largely responsible for the sweet running
of this motor. The Blackburne is a com-
paratively newcomer among motor cycles,
but on its first appearances in public com-

grey or black to option, and one of each
colour is shown ou the stand, the black
one being fitted with a Bramble sidecar.

Handle-bar control mechanism of the clutch on
the Blackburne machines.

petitions it gained a gold medal in the
A.C.U. Six I)ays Trials and the London-
Edinburgh M.U.C. Trial. The equipment
in most details follows standard prac-
tice, but a recent improvement carried
out on these machines is the fitting of an
easily adjustable pulley between the fly-

wheel and the engine, enabling the gear
ratio to be altered at will. The method
of operation of this adjustable pulley is

a patent of the firm. The Blackburne
machines are tastefully finished in either

The 3.'. h.p. single-cylinder Blackburne power
unit, showing tlywheel and method of flxlng

the magneto.

iVIessrs. Biirney and Blackburne make a
point of turning machines out completely
equipped, and the price includes Lucas
lamp and generator, Lucas horn, Terry's
spring links for the Druid forks, and a
-spare valve is sent out *ith every machine.
This is a point which buyers will doubt-
less appreciate. Kempshall 2|in. tyies
are also fitted. The Blackburne may also

be obtained as a T.T. model, and an excel-

lent point to be noticed is that the back
wheel, titted with a three-speed hub, is

interchangeable with a plain wheel used
on the T.T. models, the forks on both
being the same. Thus any Blackburne
machine may be supplied with a thi'ee-

speed hub and a fixed wheel. Either of

these may be utilised by substituting one
for the other, a matter of only a short
time. A minor but exceedinglj' neat point
about this machine is the tapered handle-
bar ; at the crown head the diameter is

one inch, while the bars are gracefully
tapered to |iii. at the grips.

BRADBURY, No. 57.

3i h.p. Model : 68 x 68.7 mm. ; side
by side valves ; B. and B. carbu-
retter ; chains or chain and belt

;

three-speed counter-shaft gear.

Bradbury and Co., Ltd., Wellington
Works, Oldham.—The oi h.p. Bradbury
with horizontally opposed cylinders is a
most interestins; machine The magneto,
as is usual with engines of this type, is

Two twlD-cylinder Bradburys tor 19H. Left—The 31 h.p. horlzonially opposed air-cooled throe-speed counisr-shalt geared model. Riahi— Valve side oi Ihe a n.p.

model. A three-speed counter-shalt gear and chain drive are employed.
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carried centrally above the crank case.

The transmission Is by chain to' a counter-

shiaft which contains a three-speed gear,

giving ratios of 4. 7, and 12 to 1 respec-

tively, and a cork insert clutch. The
drive to the rear wheel can be either

belt or chain. The kick-starter operates
through the counter-shaft. An inter-

nally expanding brake is fitted in the
back wheel. Lubrication is Best and
Lloyd semi-automatic. The mudguard is

hinged in the rear of the carrier so as

to facilitate tyre repairs.

Sj h.p. Model: £9x89 mm.; side by
side valves ; B. and B. carburetter

;

belt ; Bradbury two-speed • gear on
engine-shaft.

This is the large single-cj'linder Brad-
bury model which has been so successful
for sidecar work, to which is iitted a
kick-starter working on the counter-shaft,

and operating by chain direct to the
engine. The aluminium footboards are

|j^OT(^lLIE

neat and appropriate lines, and in all

cases they are provided with hinged side
doors. In the principal model the sidecar
axle tube is enclosed within the body
panelling, 'and a notable featuie is the
complete mudguarding of the wheel.
Owing to this method of construction
the passenger's weight is carried very
low in order to ensure stability on
corners. Li the front attachment an
additional form of suspension is em-
ployed, embodying two coil springs
working on rods. Some of the models
are equipped with folding front screens.

BROWN, No. 160.

2i h.p. Model: 70x75 mm.; side by
side valves; B. and B. carburetter;
belt.

Bbown Bros., Ltd., Great Eastern
Street, E.G.—Thi« is a handy lightweight
machine to which a two-speed gear can
be fitted to. order. The mudguarding is

Valve side of the 3^ h.p. single-cylinder Brown fitted with the latest pattern Bowden count^r-shail

and clutch. Observe the original design of spring forks.

fixed at a very convenient angle. This
machine is also shown attached to a
tradesman's sidecar, which is fitted with
a movable basket of very solid construc-

tion. In this case the gear is fitted in

the counter-shaft, and the transmission
is chain and belt. The clutches of all

Bradbury machines are now operated
from the handle-bar.

6 h.p. Model: 74.5x86 mm.; B. and
B. carburetter ; chain di'ive ; three-

speed counter-shaft gear.

This machine has plated cylinders with
detachable heads and light cast steel

pistons. The three-speed geaV is operated
through a gate, and both chains run in

aluminium covers, which are unlikely to

rattle. The tool bag is placed on the
tank in a convenient position. The
machine is provided with sidecar lamps,
and has a dark green coachbuilt sidecar

attached, fitted to a dropped chassis. The
tyres are Dunlop, 550 x 55 mm.

BRAMBLE. No. i32.
Tnic Br.miblk Mpg. Co., Coventry.

—

A display of sidecars is made on this

stand, .several models being .shown. All
are of the coachbuilt type, po.ssessing

CS

well carried out. Druid forks are fitted,

and the machine is well equipped.

35 h.p. Model: 86 x 86mm.; side by
side valves ; B[ and B. carburetter ;

belt; three-speed Sturmey-Archer
gear.

This is a well-known 3^ h.p. model
which has behaved consistently for many

—:^'
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years. It has been gradually brought up
to date by improvements in detail. It is

well equipped and well mudguarded.

3^-4 h.p. Model: 63 x 80 mm. ; side bj

side valves ; B. and B. carburetter

;

belt ; Armstrong three-speed gear.

This is a twin-cylinder of medium horse-

power, designed for the tourist who likes

a multi-cylinder motor cycle. It is well

designed and well equipped, and should

be capable of touring in any part of the

country.

B.S.A., No. 58.
Sj h.p. Model : 85x88 mm., side by

side valves; B.S.A.- carburetter;

chain and belt; B.S.A. three-speed
counter-shaft gear.

The Biemingh.\m Small Arms Co.,

Ltd., Small Heath, Birmingham.—The
.B.S.A. machines were fully dealt with in

Valve side of the B.S.A. engine showing neat
timing gear mechanism and valves operated by
internal cams.

our last issue, therefore all that is neces-
sary now^ is to refer briefly to the ex-
hibits. The 3^ h.p. machine is but little

altered, except for the fitting of the new
counter-shaft gear box. The engine is

provided with adjustable tappets; Best
and Lloyd semi-automatic lubrication and
Ruthardt magneto are standard fittings.

The three-speed gear box is shown with

Transmission sije ot the 3A h.p. chain-driven B.S.A., with countershaft gear and long footboards.
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Sectional views ot tlie B.&.A. tHree-speed counler-sliatt gear.

B.S.A. compensated bralte

action.

the top removed ; the interesting method
of operating the striking inechanism is

thus clearly visible. A glance at this

model will convej- more than a long
description. It will, therefore. sufHce

to mention that a single revolving rod

operates both sliding rings at the same
time.

556 c.c. Model: 85x98 mm.; side by
side valves; B.S.-V. carbiu'etter

;

chains; B.S.A. Ihree-speed counter-
shaft gear.

This is the new model for 1914, and it

should prove an excellent sidecar machine.
The general fea-

tures are as on
the 3i h.p.

machine, but the
drive is by chain
throughout, a de-

sirable point in

the estimation of

many, especially

when a sidecar

is attached ; 2^in.

tyres are fitted.

The B.S.A. side-

car chassis is

upturned at the

rear, and the
springnig should

be examined by all those who are inter-

ested in sidecars. An illustration of this

.Tjipeared last week on page 1510. The
B.S.A. carburetter is made on the

-iraight through principle, and. contrary

lo usual practice, the petrol is fed to the

liuat chamber through the top. Both
front and rear mudguards are furnished

with side flaps.

CALCOTT, No. 108.

2^ h.p. Model : 70 x 75 mrn. ; side by

side valves ; B. and B. carburetter ;

belt ; with or without Sturmey-
Archer three-speed or Villiers two-

speed gear.

Calcott Bbos., Ltd., Gosford Street,

Coventry.—The 2^ h.p. Calcott light-

weight is exhibited in its three models,

th:it is to say, with direct belt drive,

ilh Villiers free engine hub, and with
^Uirmey-Archer three-speed gear. Also
.1- imderstand the firm fit Armstrong
.cars. The arrangement of the engine

' ith its appurtenances is very neat, both
aterproof Bosch magneto and carbu-

ii-lter being placed behind the cylinder,

and the silencer in front. The latter is

lurnished with an exceptionally long ex-

tension pipe measuring some Zft. Pedals
ire fitted on this machine, and the ex-
teuBJon of the crank bracket to take the
engine is a particularly neat and compact
bit of design. Thi.s is one of the few

motor engines with offset cylinders.
Handle-bar control is fitted for the carbu-
retter, and the front wheel brake is

actuated l)y an inverted lever. In both
the variable-speed gear models a separate
brake rim is spoked to the right-hand
side of the back wheel, but in the single-
speed design the belt rim itself is em-
ployed, the brake blocks in both cases
bearing on the inner circumference of
the riui. The whole machine, which has
been built to give a low centre of gravity
and afford good strong construction, con-
stitutes a very clean design.

CALTHORPE, No. 116.
2 h.p. McDEL: 60 X 60 mm.; m.o.i.v.

;

Amac carburetter ; belt ; Precision
two-speed gear.

The Minstrel and Rea Cycle Co.,
Birmingham.—This model is fitted with
the Precision li!;htHeight unit, incorporat-
ing a two-speed gear operated by a rock-
ing pedal. One of the most interesting
features is the method of fixing the engine
in the frame, the bottom bracket lugs being
a specially fine piece of work. These lugs
also act as supports for the wide and
comfortable aluminium foot plates. These
little machines are particularly well

equipped, having a neat luggage carrier

with acetylene welded joints and carry-

ing two tool boxes.

21 h.p. Model: 70x90 mm.; side by
side valves ; Amac carburetter

;

belt ; Sturmey-Archer three-speed
gear.

The cubical capacity of this engine is

346 c.c, and the whole is a well-designed

medium-powered single-cylinder. As a

Sturmey-Archer three-si:ieed gear is fitted,

this should be capable of going anywhere.
The mudguarding of both front and back
wheels is well worthy of mention. A
similar model is also shown fitted with a
single gear, and a Senspray carburetter
instead ot an Amac.

4i h.p. Model : 89 x96 mm. : side by side

valves ; Amac carburetter ; belt

and chain ; Calthorpe counter-shaft

two-speed gear.

This model is intended lAore especially

for sidecar work, and is fitted with the

Calthorpe two-speed counter-shaft gear.

The change of gear is operated by means
of a side lever which expands rings

by means of wedge bars. Comfortable
footboards are provided, and the mud-
guarding has been particularly well carried

out. A spring-operated lubricator is fitted,

and the magneto, which is carried in front

of the enghie. is well protected. A kick

starter is also provided. It is interesting

to note that extra lips are fitted to the
mudguards to catch any splash from the
belt, and the tool bags are enclosed in

metal cases. A similar model is also

shown furnished with a Senspray carbur-
etter.

S-6 h.p. Model : 75 x 85 mm. ; side by
side valves ; Senspray carbui'etter

;

chain and belt; Calthorpe two-
speed counter-shaft gear.

This machine is specially intended for

heavy sidecar work, and has lugs for the
attachment of the sidecar biazed on to

the frame. Special features are the pro-

vision of an aluminium cover for the
chain and extra long foot plates. The
same excellent mudguarding and all the
other features referred to in the previous
models are emlxidied in this machine.

2,—^ wsm^mm

'the 2j li.p, lliree-speca Calcott in its latest form.
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4 h.p. twin-cylinder Model: 70 x 70
mm. ; side by side valves ; Senspray
carburetter ; belt transmission

;

Ai'mstrong three-speed gear.

This model is intended for the rider

who likes the smooth running of a twin-
cylinder and does not want excessive

power. Fitted as it is with the three-

speed Armstrong gear, it should be a
machine capable of travelling in any part

of the country. It has all other details

possessed by the models we have ah'eady
described. Several of the machines are

shown attached to sidecars, one of which
is fitted with a hood and screen, and
another with a luggage carrier and spare

tyre carrier. Another of the sidecars

possesses a wicker body which is coyeied
with leatherette, thereby rendering it

easy to clean, and having some appear-
ance of being foachbuilt.

CAMPION, No. 20. .

6 h.p. twin-cylinder Model : 76x85
mm. ; side by side valves ; B. and
B. carburetter ; chain ; Jardine
two-speed gear.

The Caiipion Cycle Co., Ltd., Robin
Hood Street, Nottingham.—These well-

known machines are exhibited at Olympia
for the first time, and embody a number
of distinctive features. The Jardine
two-speed gear box and kick starter is

fitted, and the machine is finished in a

most tasteful pale grey, lined green. An
exceedingly fine sidecar to match, com-
plete with waterproof cover and gr^en
upholstery, is fitted. The axle of this

sidecar is very strong, and is under-

hung to a considerable extent. There is

ample space to fit a large luggage carrier

on the chassis at the rear, as the frame-
work is carried right round the sidecar,

the C springs being inside the frame-

work. The sidecar wheel is excellently

mudguarded with a very deep valance

on the inside, and the whole construc-

tion is strong, and at the same time
graceful.

8 h.p. twin-cylinder Model : 85 x 85
mm. ; side by side valves ; B. and
B. carburetter; chain ; three-speed

Jardine gear. .

Another model, fitted with an 8 h.p.

Precision engine, is shown complete with

a sidecar, and this model is chiefiy

noticeable because it is fitted with the
new Jardine three-speed counter-shaft

gear and kick starter. This gear is of

most substantial construction, but at the

same time does not take up an undue

SOME EXAMPLES OF
TYPICAL SIDECAR BODY
AND CHASSIS WORK.

The Compeer Cabriolet sidecar, the top of

which is detachable.

The Supreme sidecar with a neatly fitting hood
and wind screen.

The Sparkbrook sidecar chassis. Four-point
suspension and straight tubes throughout are

notable features.
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amount of space. The gears, are changed
by means of a lever working in a
quadrant on the top of the tank. An
excellent feature of the gear is the pro-

vision of a very large oiler on the top
of the box. The drive is by chain
throughout. A shallow, but very wide,
tank with neat aluminium red-lined

panels contains a very large supply of

fuel, and the' whole machine is turned
out in first-class style. The sidecar is of

exceedingly graceful design, painted in

French grey, with green lining, and a
large grid to carry a trunk is fitted at

the back.
Another model shown by' this firm is

fitted with a 3g h.p. water-cooled Green-
Precision motor, 85x88 mm., and a

Jardine two-speed gear box, the drive
being by chain. A neat auxiliary water
tank is carried on the top tube to re-

plenish the supply to the njotor when
loss of water occurs through evaporation.

_ Models of the Jardine gear box are

also shown, both complete and in section.

The Campion machines have gained an
excellent name in competitions, and their

display is a striking one.

CANOELET, No. 42. '

Mead and Deakin, Ltd., Tyseley,

Birmingham.—The speciality of this firm

is sidecars, and they are shown in a
variety of colours. This sidecar has
proved itself one of the most popular on
the market, and is remarkable for the
cleajmess of the design and the comfort
of the suspension. The chassis is ex-

tremely simple, and is carried at a con-

siderable distance beneath the- axle. The
body is slung on C springs, and the
chassis members are carried right up the

back of the sidecar, the shackles at the
end of the springs providing very com-
fortable riding. AH the models are
coach built, and are tastefully finished

in both dark and light colours, and the
upholstery is excellently carried out, and
four-point attachment is used.

CENTAUR, No. 140.

3i h.p. Model: 84x90 mm.; side by
side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. car-

buretter ;
belt transmission

;

Sturmey-Archer speed gear.

The Cent.\ur Cycle Co., Ltd., Stoke,

Coventry.—The principal exhibit on
the Centaur stand is a S^ h.p. sidecar

combination on which the engine is of the

air-cooled type with cylinders pro-

nouncedly offset. Lubrication is by semi-

automatic drip, taking its supply from a
tank of elliptical section. A kick-starter

^^

i^.UKi.^Ssi'r.Sa^^'Vi' -1

sidecar ctassis with droppeJ rramei. (1) TI13 Williamson. (2) Tiie Cliater-Lea.
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is fitted nil the cliaiii stays, ami consists
i)f a ciiiiiU di'iving the Stiirmey-Aiclior
gear iIiiuukIi a chain and spruclcet. The
footboault. are of huge size and
covered with iiidiarubber. A neat feature
in the design of this machine is the
inclusion of the Bowden cables which
operate the throttle, advance spark, and
exhaust lift mechanism, inside the hanclle-

bars, into which they are conducted by a

short branch tube.

2% h.p. MoDBL: 60.75x60 mm.; side
by side m.o.i.v. ; B. and B.
carburetter; belt transmission;
Sturmey-Archer speed gear.

The 2| h.p. model is fitted with a
neatly designed engine with offset
cylinders, and in gejieral follows the
specification of the 3^ h-P-, having a
dropped frame and elliptical section t;ink.

It is also exhibited in a single-geared
type. The 2 h.p. single-geared light-
weight, with a bore and stroke of 60

x

60 mm., is also shown, but in this case
the control wires ai'e taken outside the
h.indle-bars and not inside as in the
[ireviously mentioned model. Pedalling
Hi'ar is fitted on this type.

CHATER-LEA. No. 54.
8 h.p. JIODEL : 85 X 85 mm. ; side by

side valves; B. and B. carburetter;
chain ; Chater-Lea three-speed gear.

C^hater-Lea, Ltd., Golden Lane, E.G.
—-.\lthough this machine is primarily a
sidecar machine, it yet can be used as
I solo mount by those who require some-
lliiug very powerful indeed. The prinoi-
pid alterations for tliis year are a dropped
tup tube which gives a four inches lower
middle position. The oil and petrol are
in the same tank, which is lar.ge enough
lo hold 2i gallons of petrol and is fitted
' ith the Enots automatic drip-feed lub-
I icator. The kick starter is fitted to the
|'Mmter-.shaft. The rear brake is of the
internally e.xpanding t.vpe, and the tim-
iiig gear has adjustable tappets. The
I hater-Lea counter-shaft gear, which gives
three speeds—4, 6, and 12 to 1—is opera-
ted by a gate change. Tyres are 650 x
65 mm. Clinchers with cross grooves.
J'he magneto is pivoted to facilitate chain
adjustment, and the driving chains are
enclosed in metal cases. The Chater-

Meiliod ol fixing the engine in the loop frame
ot tlie two-strolie Clyno. Tlie enfine cradle
Is suspended in the front on a lug brazed to

the frame.

ijex sidecar Ijudies arc fitted to a diopped
frame chassis, and are either cane or
coachb\iiit. One sidecar has an extra seat
at the rear, the back of wliich closes
down when not in use, so making a
very useful luggage receptacle. The .side-

car wheel is very well guarded. These
machines can be obtained with either
foot or hand-opei'ated clutch.

1559

the case of powerful machines capable
of drawing heavy sidecars and miicli
biiggage. The gears are now changed
by moans of a gate instea<l of by a
riuiwlrant as in the past, and the height
of tho saddle has been slightly lowered.
The machines exhibited " are finished in
French grey, and a point worth noticing
IS that the hubs are painted to mat-ch

.i '-tucj >T*^:<&>>>:BURM

Special frame construction of a Chater-Lea model to accommodate the counter-shaft gear.

CLYNO, No. 25.
5-6 h.p. twin-cylinder JIodkl : 75 x 82

mm. ; side by side valves ; Amao
carburetter

; enclosed chain drive
;

three-speed gear, sliding type.

The Clyno E.mgineering Co., Wolver-
hampton.—The Clyno has been largely re-
designed for 1914, chiefly in the matter
of detail. No machine has gained a
greater reputation for sidecar use, and
its successes in large trials, and particu-
larly in the hands of Frank Smith, one
of the partners, have been too numerous
to give in detail. One of the outstand-
nig features of the Clyno is a quick de-
tachable wheel, and so satisfactory has
this proved in the past that it has been
found quite unnecessary to alter the design
in any way. For 1914 larger tanks are
fitted and 2^ gallons of petrol can now
be carried, a most desirable feature in

the frame. Exceedingly neat valve
covers, held on by wing nuts, protect the
valve springs from wet and clirt. Side-
car lugs are brazed on to the frame, and
a rninor detail is the provision of little

sliding caps to fit over the oiling holes
of the spring fork shackles. I'hrough-
out the whole design care has been taken
to render the machine as weatherproof
and foolproof as possible. The sidecar
shown is a beautiful piece of work, painted
grey to match the machine. A well-de-
signed hinge-up scuttle dash is fitted, on
the end of which nearest the passenger is

mounted an adjustable wind .screen, while
a Cape hood, fitted with side curtains, in
which are placed talc windows, renders
the sidecar quite -weatherpi-oof when
storm-rigged. The wheel is of the Clyno
patent detachable type, and a spare wheel
is mounted on a dummy hub on the back
panel. A large luggage carrier and petrol
can carrier are found at the back. A
tasteful finish is given to the outfit by a
cane panel ruiming round the body.

Neat timing gear mechanism on ilic

5-6 h.p. Clyno.
1914 Clyno gear opsratin; lever and tool case

on top tube.

CI.3
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2^ h.p two-stroke Model : 70 x 70-

mm. ; Amac carburetter ; belt ; two-

speed gear integral with engine.

The . Clyno two-stroke made its first

appearance during the past summer at a

hill-climb held at

Alms Hill, near
Henley, where its

performance was
good. Since then
the design has
been slightly

I^^raSILE

Pistons, flywheels, and connecting rods of the

latest Clyno, showin; roller bearing; to big end,

modified, the chief difference being that

the belt drive has been transferred from
the right to the left side. The engine is

carried in a loop frame and is inclined

forward at an angle of 50° from the
Tertical. The power unit is complete in

itself, consisting of an engine, twu-speed
gear box and clutch, the gears being
changed by a lever working in a gate en
the off side of the tank, the whole casing
containing only six gear wheels. The
magneto, which is a Ruthardt, is mounted
ditectly on top of the gear box. The
clutch is operated from the left handle-
bar. The machine is finished in the same
style, as regards colour, as the larger
models, and is shown fully equipped with
lamp and horn. The weight complete
is 140 lbs. and the price £40.

COMFY, No. n
The Comfy Bidecar Co. (John Ward),

High Road, Leytoiistone.—A large selec-

tion of wicker sidecars is displayed, and
one coychbuilt, cream-coloured model fitted

with hood and screen, the upholstery
being well carried out in brown leather.

The special feature of these sidecars is

the construction of the chassis, the axle
being deeply stepped, allowing a very
low position for the body to be adopted.
The axle of the wheel is supported on
both sides, the outside tube being

One or ,lie .eatures 01 the Comiy sidecat is fh:

strenjtboned support for the axle. As will be seen,

tubes are brought from the chassis roim' 'he

nunslde 01 he whee to the huh spindle

very substantial and forming part of

the main chassis. A special quick de-

tachable spring locking device is used,

and strength, combined with lightness,

is found in these sidecars.

Another pnttern Comfy sidecar with semi-
streamline body.

CONNAUGHT, No. 126.

2^ h.p. Model ; 73 x 70 mm. ; no

two-stroke valves ; Amac carbu-

retter ; belt ; Sturmey-Archer
three-speed gear.

The Bokdesley Engineering Co.,

Ltd., Birmingham.—When it made its

first appearance
last year the Con-
naught created

something of a

sensation, chiefly

on account of its

new system of oil-

ing, which con-

sists of mixing a

certain amount of

oil with the
petrol, the amount
being measured by
a special measure
which is screwed
on below the oil

tap. One of the

latest models is

shown fitted to a
sidecar provided
with a light
wicker body. A
Sturmey - Archer
three-speed gear
is fitted and kick-

starter, the spindle

of which is eccen-
trically mounted

Oil receptacle carried
underneath the tank
of the Connaught,
showing bayonet

ioint fixing.

so that the adjustment- of the chain may
be readily effected. The handle-bars are
wide, and should render the riding posi-

tion comfortable. The particular mode!
shown is provided with an auxiliary

tank under the main tank, and in this
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IS carried the petrol, the main tank being

filled with, paraffin. To enable the paraffin

to be vaporised properly, a special type

of Amac carburetter is fitted, provided

with a warming jacket connected to the

exhaust port. After the engine has been
running for a few minutes the petrol

may be turned off, and it will continue

to run on the heavier fuel. Other models
shown are single-geared and three-speed

solo machines, designed to run on petrol

only. Still another model is fitted with

combined chain and belt drive and Albion
two-speed gear. Quite a novelty for the

Bordesley Engineering Co. is a lady's

machine, which should especially appeal

to the fair sex on account of its sim-

plicity. There is only one tank, in which
the oil and petrol are mixed, and usually

only a single gear is provided, but an

Armstrong three-speed gear may be had
if desired. The engine is well out of the

way of the rider's skirt, and we hear

that a large number are already in use

throughout the country. We may also

mention that the price at which it is

sold is very low.

DAY-LEEDS. No. 94.

3| h.p. Model : 85x88 mm. ; side by
side overhead inlet valves ; B. and
B. carburetter ; chain ; two-speed
counter-shaft gear.

Joe Day and Sons, Ltd., Ellerby

Lane, Leeds, and London.—Except for

the transmission, both models of the

Day-Leeds at Olympia are similar as

regards specification. In the single-

cylinder engine, the inlet valves are

placed on the right-hand side, operated

by tappet rockers, and located over the
exhaust, and a feature of the valve

mechanism is the method of releasing

compression. This,r it is claimed, will

enable the engine to continue firing at

a walking pace. The mechanism this

year is placed outside, so that its work-

ing is visible. A chain-driven kick

starter is fitted to act directly on the

crankshaft of the engine, which on the
right-hand side is extended for this

purpose, and supported in a bearing.

The chain sprocket on the engine-shaft

engages with dog teeth similar to those

in the starting gear of a car, and when
out of operation slides along the shaft
against the outer bearing. Thus there

The movable parts ol :he 2 1 h.p

two-stroke Connaught. (1> The piston

showing litflector. (2) Connecting rod

showing large bearings and split big

ends. (3 The crankshaft.
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is no seveiely woi kod free-wheel meclia

uism involved. In tlie chaiu-drivfii

model a P. and ^^. type of two-speed

gear is adopted, while in the beU-drivcii

design a spoked wlie<'l pulley is employed
to transmit the power.

DIAMOND, No. 16.

2i h.p. Model: 75x79 u.ni. ; overhead
inlet valve ; Amac or Senspray
earburetter; shaft and silent chain

transmission ; Dianumd twu-speed'
gear.

The I). V. .KSU JI. l^NlilNKERING Co..

Wolverhampton.—The Diamond ~ power
unit is one of the most ingenious con-

structions on the market. Two pairs of

bevels provide the gear, which is con-

tained ni a casing and runs in an oil

bath. The inlet valve is situated over
the exhaust valve, both facing forward.
The final drive is by a single chain.

With the exception of the power plaiil

the machine follows standard practice.

DOUGLAS, JVS. 84.
34 h.p. .Model : 68 x 68 mm. ; side by

side on top ; Amac carburetter

;

chain and belt ; two-speed counter-
shaft gear.

UorcL.ts Bros., Kingswood, Bristol.

—Tlie present exhibition marks the first

public appearance of the 3^ h.p. hori-

zontally-opposed
Douglas. Since
our last descrip-

tion of this
machine it has
only been altered
in detail. Our
readers will re-

member that be-

low the crank
case was a largu

oil sump, from
which the lubri-

cant is drawn by
a spiral pump
driven from tlie

i-raidtshaft. This pump raises the oil to

troughs below the big-end bearings, the
surplus being returned to the sump through
straniers. It is impossible to overfill the
nil well on account of the position of the
valve cap, and the contents are sufficient

to last for at least a thousand miles. The

Douglas front brake shoes
showiag simple method of

adjustment.

f ulley side of the 3^ h.p. Douglas with timing gear case removeo.

valve gear is now enclosed by a neat
sheet metal cover, and a hot air-jacketed
carburetter is now employed. Accessi-
bility is a great feature of the design, fcr

any part which it might become neces-

sary to replace, or which might require
attention, can he reached with a mini-
mum of trouble. The gear box is attached
to a sliding platiorm at the back of th.^

crank case, and is capable of instant a.d-

justmeot. The gear is of the sliding dog
type, and a material faced cone clutch
is employed to transmit the drive. The
primary drive is by chain to the gear
box, the chain being protected by a
cover. Final belt drive has a neat guard
over its upper side. The mudguard has
received special attention, and besides
the usual valances, side wings are fitted

to the front wheels. The front brakes
are fitted with a neat thumb nut adjust-
ment by wliich the shoes can be removed
without damaging the enamel on the
frame. The magneto is carried right on
top of the crank case, and the whole
engine and gear unit may be withdrawn
by detaching two nuts and the usual pipe
connections. The silencing arrangement
has been somewhat altered, and now

there is a tubular expansion box for each
cylinder across the frame. Neat foot-

boards are fitted on either side, and one
example of a machine is show'u attached
to an excellent sidecar, the chassis of

which is particulai-ly strongly carried out.

The side members consist of two tubes
in the form of a bow, and the chassis is

four-point suspended. Tlie body is

roomy, and is suspended on three full

elliptic springs which should provide
.smooth and comfortable riding.

This model is also shown in the foi-m

if a T.T. machine.

2| h.p. Model : 60x60 mm. : side by
side valves ; Aiuac carburetter

;

belt and chain ; two-speed counter-
shaft gear.

The 2|. h.p. Douglas has undergone
practically no alteration, and is already
so well-known that it hardly needs
our description. A mudguard is fitted

above the top layer of tlie belt, and
the pannier toolbags are totally enclosed.
Besides this the only important altera-
tion lies in the fact that tlie hubs have
been considerably increased in size. lb
is shown :'« a touring machine and a

LCK—a sman sidecar ouilli exhibited bv ihe Campion Co., and Rnished In French Kiev. RIeht—the new 3i l).p. Douglas sidecar comUnatloD.

CI7
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T.T. machine, and in both forms is beau-

tifully finished. The open frame model

also remains practically unaltered. It is

extremely neatly designed, and very

suitable for such ladies as desire a reli-

able and handy two-wheeled vehicle.

DUNHILL, No. 21.

Alfred Dunhill, Ltd., Euston Road,
N.W.—A magnificent coach-built sidecar

finished in natural wood wdth raised dark

green mouldings and fine gold lines, and
upholstered in a most luxurious manner
in Bedford cloth with deep cushion back

is the feature of a Kne exhibit of sidecars.

A neat little electric lamp of torpedo

shape is attached to the side of the

body. This "is one of the finest sidecars

in the Show, and should on no account

be missed. A wide range of other side-

cars are on view, with both coach-built

and cane bodies, and one of the mo;t in-

teresting is a pretty featherweight model
in cane of egg-shape. Ifc is extra-

ordinarily light, and may be used with
satisfaction with moderate-powered
motor cycles. A luggage boot is pro-

vided at the rear, capable of carrying

quite a large quantity of articles. Prac-

tically any design of sidecar can be sup-

plied by Messrs.. Dunhill, for machines
of any power and weight, with either

three or four-point attachment.

EDMUND, No. 39.

3^ h.p. Model : 64x77 mm. ; overhead
inlet valves ; Amac carburetter

;

chain ; Enfibld two-speed gear.

Ch.\rles Edmund and Co., Chester.—

•

The outstanding feature of the Edmund
is the manner in which the rear of the

frame is sprung on long curved laminated
springs. The motor fitted is the M.A.G.,
which is rapidly coming into prominence.

It is a beautifully constructed piece of

work, the feature being the neat manner
in which the rocking gear operating the

overhead inlet valves is enclosed. Bramp-
ton Biflex spring forks are fitted. The
transmission is by chains through an
Enfield two-speed gear, and a kick-starter

is fitted in front of the engine on the

left hand side. These machines may
also be obtained with a 6 h.p. M.A.G.
engine, 72x91 mm. bore and stroke, and
are eminently suitable models for sidecar

service.

The Enfield Co., of Redditch, wili market a caue sidecar body for 1914, in addijion to tlie coaclj-built type.

ENFIELD, No. 88.

6 h.p. Model: 76x85 mm. ; side by side

mechanical valves; Amac carbu-

retter ; chain transmission ; counter-

shaft two-speed gear.

The Eneield Cycle Co., Ltd., Red-
ditch.—The Enfield machines have made
the form of transmission embodied in

them quite a distinct type by now, and
there is no need to debate upon this point

beyond mentioning the patent cush drive

hub. Thexhief modifications in the 6 h.p.

for 1914 lie in the frame, which has been
reduced to give greater comfort in riding

and better position for the rider, while

aluminium gear casings are fitted over

gears and chains. 650x65 mm. Palmer
cord tyres are provided. Although the

sidecars can be made with cane bodies

if desired, a roomy coaclibuilt body is

standard, with tool box under the seat

and a luggage grid is included in its

equipment.

3 h.p. Model : 60 x 75 mm. ; overhead
inlet valves ; Amac carburetter

;

chain transmission ; two - speed
counter-shaft gear.

Like all Enfield models a twin engine

is adopted on the 3 h.p., and in this size

Valve sWe ol tbe 5-6 h. p. three-speed counter-shaft geared Excelsior. Chain drive and Brampton Bi-ilex Corks

are Dtted,

CIS

the Royal Enfield is made in two models,

one the ordinary roadster design, the

other a T.T. model. Both embody
practically the same specification as is

found on all the Enfield machines, which

includes the patent expanding clutch

combined with two-speed gear and
free engine. In the roadster model the

kick-starter has been redesigned, and the

magneto is now chain-driven, while Pal-

mer cord 25x23in. tyres are fitted and
Brooks B170 saddle. The T.T. modei,

the price of which is the same as the tour-

ing type, has no kick-starter or front

stand, the handle-bars are slightly

dropped and a Senspray carburetter is

fitted.

2-| h.p. Model: 54x75 mm.; side by
side mechanical valves ; Ama<! car-

buretter; chain transmission; two-
speed counter-sliaft gear.

This model, which practically follows

Enfield practice throughout, including
exceptionally thorough mudguarding
arrangements, is unaltered from last

year's pattern except in the matter of

price, which is now reduced to £45. It

may be added that in all the Enfield
models a spring handle-bar can be fitted

if desired.

EXCELSIOR, No. 122.
35 h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; side by

side valves ; Senspray carburetter

;

belt ; Sturmey-Archer three-speed
gear.

B.tYLiss, Thomas, and Co., Coventry.

—

The 3^ h.p. is an ideal single-cylinder
model for touring purposes. An interest-

ing feature of this machine is the "all
black " finish. New footboards of alu-

minium are fitted ; these are rubber
covered, and have the ends turned up so

as to protect the feet from mud. We
also noticed the manner in which the oil

is led to the side of the cylinder so as

to ensure perfect lubrication of the
piston.

4i h.p. Model : 86 x 112 mm. ; side by
side valves ; Senspray carburetter

;

belt ; Sturmey-Archer three-speed
gear.

In most details the 4^ h.p. resembles
the 3^ h.p. except that 650x50 mm. tvres
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are fitted tu voitiirette rims. The most
powerful mixlel is the 5-6 h.p. 96xllSi
nun., wliieh, however, resembles the types

we have just ,described in most details.

Jlention must also be made of the
chain-driven types, . which are supplied
with the various sized engines enumerated
above. In these the front chain is en-

tirely enclosed and the back chain
partially protected. Two types of

counter-shaft gears are fitted, both made
bv Jardine and Co., of Nottingham. One,
tile lighter model, fitted to the Z)^ h.p..

gives two speeds and incorporates a free

engine clutch, while the other, suitable

for the 5-6 h.p. machine, is more sub-
stantially constructed, and contains three
speeds and a neatly enclosed kick starting

device. Its design follows car practice

thwiughout.

F.N., No. il5.
7 h.p. Model : 52 x 88 ram. ; m.o.v.

;

Zenith-F.N. carburetter; shaft
and bevel : sliding gear.

F.N. (Engl.^nd), Ltd., Great Portland
Street, W.—We gave a brief description

OT(^ILII

Inspection cover on the gear box of the loor-
cylinder F.N.

of the new 7 h.p. four-cylinder F.N. in

our description of the Paris Show ex-
hibits, but it is impossible to give this

1 interesting machine its just due with-
"iit first examining carefully the sec-

tinrial model. This is a most excellent
i'iire of work, with all possible portions

' 111 away to show the interior, and yet
-I' carried out that the whole engine and
: iirismission can be made to work by

Oil pump and
indicator on

the four-cylinder
F.N.

turning a hajidle. We will fir.st deal
with the .separate cylinder T-headcd
engine (62x88 mm., 748 c.c), by which
is meant that the exhaust valves are
ariaiiged on one side and the inlet valves
on the other. Looking at the front
of the engine, it will be seen that
the timing wheels are of large size.

Also in the front the mechanical oil

pmnp is found, and
above it the indicator,

consisting of a ."!tr.,ill

round glass - topped
case, which contains
two .star wheels which
are visible fi'om the
saddle, and continue
to revoh-e as long as
the oil circulates. A
glimpse through the
glass-sided cr.ank case
discloses a false bot-
tom :n w-hich troughs (

are moulded, while
across it are long thin
strips of gauze let

in. The oil drawn up
from the base of the
sump is delivered through holes in the de-
livery pipe, and sprayed therefrom over
the ball bearings of the main shaft and
all over the moving parts. It drops into
the troughs and is picked up by the big
ends, while any excess falls through the
gauze insets back into the sump. The
large crankshaft, almost big enough for
a small car, and the adjustable big ends
are also seen through this window.
The flywheel. which is infinitely
larger than in the oVder model, contains
a multi disc clutch, part of which is cut
away so as to show the plaies.. The
gear box, which contains thro3 speeds,
is an excellent piece of work. Both
shafts are carried on ball bearings, and
the moving, gear wheel slides on a splined
shaft. The gear ratios axe 4^, 7, and
11 to 1. Tliere is a large inspection
plate at the- side of the gear box, which
allows the gears to be examined, while
there is a similar inspection plate in the
bevel gear casing. The kick starter
pedal is situated right under the saddle
so that the rider can exert the maximum
amount of pressure on it. This pedal is

attached to a rod operating a quadrant
in front of the engine, which engages
with a free-wheel pinion on the main
shaft. Both brakes are applied to tlie

rear wheel, of which one is contsacting
and the other internal expanding in the

same drum, while tlie fact that the rear
wheel is easilj' detachable is a, point
worthy of special mention.

2i h.p. MoDKL : 65 X 85 mm. ; m.o.v.
;

F.N. carburetter: .shaft and bevel;
sliding gear.

'I'his model, on which 1{. 0. Clark
broke so many records at Brooklands on
November 6th, has been recently de-
scribed in these pages. It possesses
many of the features of the larger
machine, and is a handy go-anywhere
mount.

5 h.p. Model : 52.5x57 mm. ; a.o.i.v.

;

F.N. carburetter; .shaft and bevel;
sliding gear.

Like the 2^ h.p., the 5 h.p. four-
cylinder F.N. is well known to our
readers, many of whom have appreciated
its silence and smooth running. It has
stood tile te.st of time, and is, more-
over, less expensive than the larger
four-cylinder model.

GLORIA, No. 63.
The Gloria Cyole Co., Ltd., Much

Park Street, Coventry.—The Gloria is

probably one of the best known sidecars
on the market at the present time. Alto-
gether eight models are exhibited, and
these comprise a very wide range suitable
to almost any taste. The No. 5 machine
is an excellent example of Gloria work,
and a general description is given. The
chassis is particularly powerfully built,
and carries a trunk m a rear luggage
carrier. This trunk is divided into two
conipartments, each of which contains an
adjustable tool bag. Provision is also
made for carrying petrol and oil cans.
The usual type of leaf spring .'^u.spenda

Transmission side at the new tour-cylinder F.N., showing footboards, counter-shaft gear, and shaft drive.

A type of Gloria coach-built sidecar (or 1914.

a pretty coachbuilt body which is fitted
with wind screen and hood. An ingeni-
ous feature is the springing of the chassis,
which is carried on a curved arm pivoted
to the frame at the front end and
enclosed in a spring box at the rear.
The attachment to the cycle is unusual,
and so designed that the main fixings
grip two cycle tubes at once. A fourth
point of attachment has been added.
Another feature of this model is the
excellent accommodation for tools or
luggage both under the seat and in the
rear of the body. The projectile model
has been considerably improved, and
leaf springs now replace the coil springs,
which were found to cause slight roll.

The back of the body has been somewiiat
raised to give increased comfort, and the
whole outfit has been lightened by almost
50 lbs. A luggage carrier is al.so fitted.

Three sidecars are shown attached to 4
h.p. Triumph motor cycles, and to Sun-
beams, Zenith, .and Bat motor cycles.

The mudguarding is excellent.
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Three Examples of Powerful Cfiain-driven Twins.

i
I

Handle-bars on the inaian showing central bar.

The latest oatSern 7 h.p. Matchless, with M.A.G. engine, tt.ree-jpeed counter-shaft gear, and chain drive.

Combustion head o! the 500 c.c. horizontal twin
Brought showing valve springs and general

arrangement.

Triumph three-speed clutch control and method
o£ attaching stand.

Vaive siJe o.' the 6 h.o. twin Enfield ior 1914.

Detachable end piece ol the rear chain case
oc the 1914 James. The 5-6 h.p. Clyno in Us latest form^ shewing the footboaras, chain dxive and magneto position.
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Types of Belt-driven Twin-cylinder Mounts,

Belt sldo of the 6h.p. two-speed Lincoln Elk with belt and chain drive. Tbe skeleton gear box platform on the Bat.

C23
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GRANDEX-PRECISION, No. 64.

6 h.p. Model (twin): 76x85mm. ; s:de
by side valves ; Amac carburetter

;

chain di'ive ; two-speed selective

clutcli gear.

Graxtjes-Precisio^ Co., 86, Gray's Inn
Road, London, W.C.—The latest model
Grandex machine is fitted with the Enfield
two-speed gear, the front chains being
carefully guarded and the rear chain
covered on top. A rubber cushion shock-

U^^^IUI

The partially enclosed Bowden wires on the
handle-bars of the Grandex-Preclsion.

absorbing device is fitted to the rear hub.
Mudguards are fitted with ample side
wings, which in conjunction with long
rubber-covered footboards afi'ord good pro-
tection for both rider and machine. A
semi-automatic drip feed lubricator is

fitted, and front wheel springing is by
Saxon forks. The handle-bars are carried

out in a somewhat unusual manner, for

they have a straight front through which
a control wire is passed, giving a neat
appearance to the machine.

4 h.p. Model (twin-cylinder): 66x88
mm.-;' side by side valves; Amac
carburetter ; belt ; Sturmey-Archer
three-speed gear.

The 4 h.p. model, as is the case with
all the exhibits on this stand, is fitted

with a Precision engine. In this instance,

the new 500 e.c. twin is neatly carried in

a frame designc-d on the standard lines.

It may be remembered that the cylinders

of this engine are so constructed as to

be interchangeable, and flanged joints are

fitted to both inlet and exhaust pipes.

The kick starter, which works through
the hub, is neatly carried out, a special

lug being cast in the right hand chain

stay to carry the pedal and starting

sprocket. A substantial aluminium ex-

pansion box is fitted behind the engine,

and a tail pipe leads to the rear wheel.

A small sump is let into the petrol tank,

which, besides facilitating drainage, acts

as a tran for any foreign matter which
may find its way in with the petrol.

2 h.p. Model: 60 x 60mm.; horizontal

overhead valves ; Amac carbu-
retter ; belt drive ; two-speed with
engine gear.

The 2 h.p. model is known by the firm

as the "Pup," and is fitted with the Pre-
cision Junior, described in a recent issue

of The Motor Cycle.' It is sufficient to

remind our readers that the two-speed
gear is constructed as part of the engine,

and that the valves are placed overhead,
and are actuated by long rockers from
the primary gearshaft. This unit is

carried in a light frame with a dropped
top tube, and is fitted in every detail as

a miniature motor cycle. Besides the
above models a 4i h.p. single, 3| h.p.

single, 2-| h.p. single, and a 2^ h.p. single

are all shown, and also a kick, or hand,
starter, which maj' be attached to prac-

tically any motor bicycle on the market.

HAZLEWOOD, No. 124.
2| h.p. Jap Model: 70x76 mm.;

m.o.i.v. ; B. and B. carburetter;
belt transmission ; Armstrong three-
speed gear.

Hazlewoods, Ltd., West Orchard,
Coventry.—This model is a serviceable
lightweight, following standard practice in

every detail. Particularly noticeable is

Slot adjustment for kick-starter

chain on the Hazlewood.

the silencer, which is of ample size, also

the comfortable aluminium footboards
with a ridge to prevent the heel slipping

off. The head lug is particularly sub-
stantial and is worthy of notice. The
dummy belt rim, on which the back
brake acts, is of special design, constructed
to fit into the grooved brake shoe. A
simple type of lubricating pump, provided
with a two-way tap, is fitted.

NOVEMBER 27th, 1913.

5-6 h.p. Model: 70x85 mm.; m.o.v.;
B. and B. carburetter ; belt and
chain ; Armstrong three-speed hub
gear.

The 5-6 h.p. model is a handsome
machine, higlily suitable for sidecar work.
Among the noteworthy features we may
mention the flexible "tubing employed for
the exhaust pipes, which is led into the
spacious expansion chamber, at the end
of which there is a short exit pipe. The
chain from engine to counter-shaft is

partially enclosed and the counter-shaft
itself is carried in an eccentric, so that
the chain may be easily adjusted. The
foot brake is of ample dimensions, de-
signed to be self-alignmg and acting on a
dummy belt rim. It will be interesting
to note also that the shoe is lined with
Ferodo. Special attention has been paid
to the mudguarding, and a front wheel
stand is fitted.

3^ h.p. Model : 60 x 76 mm. ; m.o.i.v.

;

B. and B. carburetter; belt drive;
Armstrong three-speed.

Like the 5-6 model a kick starter is

fitted. The chief difference lies in the
fitting of an Armstrong three-speed gear,
driven direct by' means of a belt. The
lubrication is by hand pump and two-way
tap, and the same exhaust pipe arrange-
ment is incorporated. Like the other
models, the machine is well mudguarded
and equipped with a front wheel stand.
The exhibit consists of the three separate
models, which we have briefly described,
and includes several examples of the 5-6

h.p., two of which are fitted with side-

cars. Of these the one enamelled in

French grey has a particularly pleasing
appearance.

Induction pipe on the four-cylinder Henderson,
showing arrangement for otitaining an even feed.

HENDERSON, No. 119.
8-10 h.p. four-cylinder Model : 57x76

mm. ; m.o.i.v. ; Schebler carbu-
retter ; bevel gearing and chain

;

two-speed epicyclic gear.

Robertson's Motor Agency, Great
Portland Street, W.—Six models of this
interesting machine are staged. A de-

Valve side o[ the new 3^ h.p. twin-cylinder Hazlewooj with Armstrong three-
spsed gear, footboards, and flexible exhaust pipes.

The 2J h.p. three-speed twin-cylinder Humher in Its latest form.

24
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Lycelts " Armoar-plated'

Guaranteed for 2,000 miles minimnm Tool Bag. Lycett's "V.A." Pan Seat.

When
at OLYMPIA

— don't fail to call and inspect " The Good Lycett Lines "—
the latest and best productions for the efficient equipment of

the modern Motor Cycle— at

Stand "177" Gallery
— HERE we are showing a comprehensive range of Saddles and Accessories— including many

new lines that embody certain exclusive patented features, all n-.aking for the highest utility and

comfort of the rider awheel.
— Chiefly to be noted are the items here illustrated, viz. :

The " RELIABLE " Belt. BuiU of Rubber and Leather—expressly designed to afford greater grip, flexibility,

strength, speed, long life, and absolute reliability under all conditions. The " REI lABLE " Belt has proved its supremacy, indisputably.

IntheA.C.U. 6 Days' Trials, machines fitted with the " RELIABLE " gained n GOLD MEDALS, 5 SILVER and 10 BRONZE—a total

of 26 out of 6i medals that were gained by Belt-driven machines. Prices : Jin. 2/-, jin. 2/4, lin. 2/4 per foot. FASTENER l/- extra.

The '* ARMOUR-PLATED " Tool Bag Made of best quality leather, hand-sewu and lined with Flaxite.

Encased in stout metal. Fall front and Patent Spring Lock. Made to strap or clip on carrier.

LYCETT'S " V.A." Pan Seat. Om- new improved saddle. Its VERTICAL ACTION SPRINGS, anatomically

shaped top, covered with selected Pigsldn. luxuriously padded with best felt, roomy seat, and exceptionally LOW RIDING POSITION,

comprise points which, combined, kill all vibration, and ensure perfect COMFORT awheel.

— We have a host of good lines to show you — lines that offer you positively

the "highest quaHty " and "highest value" in uniformly reliable Accessories.

— Don't fail to call at " Stand 177 " — or, if not visiting, please write for " The Saddle

Book," post free.

LYCETT'S, "The Saddlery, Birmingham

LYCETTSj
NEWUNES

//( iinnwcring tkis adueififcmfnt il ix ih-iirahlc to intiition " Tin- ilulor C'tj'h
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UTCHIN
STAND

129
STAND

129

Hutchinson '*Rubber Studded*
New Pattern for 1914.

The Hutchinson "Rubber Studded" has been considerably improved to meet the
requirements of the piresent-day Motor Cycle. The Rubber Studs are now placed
much closer together, giving high gripping efficiency. They form an effective non-
skid and the wearing surface is greatly strengthened. The Beads have been reinforced
also, and for all-round durabilitv and reliability this pattern cannot be equalled.

WINNERS of th(
1910
1911

1912

1913

Senior Race
Senior Race
Junior Race
Senior Race
Junior Race

I

C3t5 In answering this nrfr

HUTCHINSON TYRE
.nni'Tit it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."

CO
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tailed description of the latest model
appeared in a lecont issue of The Motor
Cycle, but we may remind our readers

that the Henderson is one of the most
powerful four-cylinder motor cycles

made. The- engine has four separate
cylinders, with the exhaust valves oir

the off side ; the inlet valves are of the

overhead pattern. It may also be re-

membered that the inlet pipe is an
exceedingly Tieat piece of work, as its

Belt side of the 2'] h.p. T.T. Hobari tor 1914.

New Henderson loot-operated
band brake with improved lever

action and adjustments-

interior is an intricate piece of casting,
so designed as to allow each cylinder to
receive as nearly as possible an equal
supply of gas. The warming of the car-

buretter is also carried out in an inter-

esting manner, as the warming pipe runs
right through the expansion chamber of
the exhaust gas, and thus effectively
heats the induced air. With the new
models an epicyclic two-speed gear is

fitted, and it is interesting to note that
28x3in. Englebert tyres are supplied
with this machine. The speedometer is

neatly driven off the bacl< wheel, and
to one of the models shown a handsome
Bramble sidecar is fitted.

HOBART, No. 67.
4 h.p. Model : 85 x 85 mm. ; inlet

' valve over exhaust ; Senspray car-

buretter ; belt ; Sturmey-Archer
three-speed hub

HoBART Bird and Co., Ltd., Coventry.
^—The engine of the 4 h.p. is a J. A. P.
carried by a very stoutly constructed
frame, which has a dropped top tube.
The usual fitting of two stands, carrier

and pannier tool box, is supplied, the
latter being completely enclosed except at

the front. New features for 1914 include
Best and Lloyd semi-automatic drip feed

lubrication, adjustable footrests, and an
extremely neat finish in black and gold.

The brake and clutch pedals are in each
case carried on rods separate from the
(ootrests, so that in case of a fall there

is little fear of their being damaged.
The clutch control rod is supported close

to the rear wheel by a neat lug brazed to

the frame. This model is aUo shown as

a single-geared machine, the specification,

with the exception of the hub, being
identical

2| h.p. Model : 74 x 81 mm. ; side by
side valves ; B. and B. semi-auto-
matic carburetter ; belt ; Sturmey-
Archer gear.

The 2| h.p. Hobart is built on similar

lines to tlie 4 h.p. already described.

The engine, however, has the magneto
mounted directly behind the cylinder, and
is gear-driven. The cylinder of this model
has been re-designed, and the radiating

surface considerably increased. Air ports

are now arranged behind the valve chests.

The radiating fins are formed pear-shaped.
The machine is shown also in the form
of a single-geared T.T. machine, and
either a Ruthardt or Eisemann magneto
is standardised.

6 h.p. twin-cylinder Model ; 75 x 85

nun. ; side by side valves ; B. and B.

semi-automatic carburetter ; chain
drive ; two-speed selective clutch.

The 6 h.p. model forms an entirely new
exhibit of this company. It is solidly

constructed and intended primarily for

passenger work, sidecar lugs being brazed
to the frame. The gear is of the Enfield
type, and the two front chains run in an
oil bath, the rear chain being protected
by a cover. Very long footboards are
fitted, and below them is mounted a cast
aluminium silencer, which is firmly bolted
to the engine, so that it cannot rattle.

A long tail pipe leads the exhaust gases

to the rear of the machine and an
auxiliary release is formed by a short pipe
pointing forwards. In finish and frame
details it resembles the models already
described, but in this case the mudguards
have wings extending completely round
the length of the guard. A taking side-

car it attached to' this model, and
examples of other suitable sidecars are
exhibited,' making altogether an excellent

display. A 3^ h.p. twin-cylinder engine
is also staged. It resembles the type
known as the 4 h.p. during the past
year, and has a bore and stroke of 65x76.
Adjustable tappets are now fitted and the
cylinder has been re-designed to give im-

proved cooling.

HUMBER, No. 134.

5i h.p. Model: 84x90 mm.; side by
side m.o.v. ; B. and B. carburetter;
belt ; special Sturmey-Archer gear.

HuMBER, Ltd., Coventry.—The 3^ h.p.

Humber is shown in two forms, viz.,

water and air-cooled, the former having

been made to furnish a machine par-

ticularly suitable for sidecar work. This

model IS shown as a sidecar combination,

the specification of the two types being

almost identical. The engine lias a cast

water jacket of large dimensions, through

which a therrno-syphon circulation is

maintained in conjunction with an inclined

gilled tube radiator which forms a down-
ward extension of a large capacity water

tank, which is set across the front end of

U'.,M,-..lly\,lUl

Inverted levers and improved method o( fixing the

controls on the 1914 Humbers.

the petrol tank. The volume of the latter

has been considerably increased. Lubri-

cation is by Best and Lloyd semi-auto-

matic drip. A simple and efficient form

of kick starter is used, and the handle-

bars have a transverse tube.

2J h.p. twin Model : 60.75 x 60 mm.
;

side by side valves ; B. and B. car-

buretter ; belt ; Sturmey-Archer
gear.

The 2^ h.p. Humber is shown both in

T.T. form and as a standard machine
witli pedalling gear. It has not been

found necessary to incorporate any im-

provements in this popular model, in

which the prominent feature is the off-

setting of the cylinders. The frame is

pronouncedly dropped. The neat silencer

consists of a large expansion chamber,

from which the gases flow tlirougli a short

length of pipe terminating in a fan-shaped

nozzle. The 2 h.p. lightweight model,

with single-cylinder engine of 60x70 mm.
bore and stroke, also remains unchanged,

and is shown both in single-geared form
and fitted with a S.A. hub. It is a matter

of some disappointment to find that a

new three-cylinder horizontal opposed
Humber engine is not on view, but we
understand that tlie company are so busy
with their existing models that it has

been decided to postpone any further

development of new types.

29
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INDIA1\. No. i23.
34 h.p. MouiiL : 82.5x93 mm.; over-

head inlot valves ; Indian car-

buretter ; chain ; two-speed Indian

_ gear.

The Hendee Manufacturing Co.,

Euston Road. N.W.-^The 5^ h.p. is a
very handsome model, finished in Indian
red, which colom- is employed for all other
machines on this stand, and is the
standard colour for 1914. The new
models have been previously described

in a I'ecent issue, but we may remind our
readers that the same excellent silencing

arrangements and etficient form of back
springs are still retained, as well as the
mechanical lubricator, which has long
been such an attractive feature of this

machine. It is interesting to note that
the Splitdorf magneto, one of the best
made American magneto machines, is

fitted as a standard. The position of the
speedometer just in front of the saddle
is also worthy of mention, as the instru-

ment is placed in a visible position, and
the drive is taken off the back wheel, the

Chain side of the 31 h.p. single-cylirder Indian, with electric lighting set.

ideal place to carry a speedometer, as the

flexible shaft has no bends.

7 h.p. two-cylin-

der Model :

82.5 X 93
mm. ; over-

head inlet
valves ; In-

dian carbur-
etter ; chain

;

Indian two-
speed gear.

The latest model
7 h.p. Indian is

undoubtedly one of

the features of the
Show, being the

Indian lighting dynamo and electric starter. This model is not magneto
ignited.

A, Battery case containing unspillable accumulators. B. Induction coil.

C. Eli- c-ri.- starter. D. Dynamo starling pedal. E. Automatic cut-o^t switch

or d.vnamo governor. F. Oil reservoir. H. Hand oil pump.

Section of tubing of

the inj:an frame show-
ing method of reinfoice-

ment.

t' riving ring being mounted with the brake
dium. The speedometer is the Corbiii,

a handsome instrument. This is the

first machine to be turned out with
electric starter and electr'c lishtiTig.

The whole outfit is worthy of the

closest study. We may begin- by ex-

plaining that the dynamo, which is

driven by chain off the engine-shaft, is

controlled by a switch incorporated with
a controller on the top tube. When it

is desired to start the engine the exhaust
lifter is raised, the action of which then
releases a catch, which allows the switch

to be pushed over into the " off " posi-

tion. Thence it can be pushed forward,
allowing the motor to start the engine.

As soon as the engine has attained a

certain number of revolutions the exhaust
valve is dropped and the switch pushed
right back, with the result that the motor
is converted into a dynamo and supplies

current for the contact breaker and also

to cjiarge the batteries. The whole elec-

tric arrangement is very carefully thought
out. The wires are conveyed in covered
cables to a disti'ibution board, while the

lead to the tail lamp, which also illu-

minates the back number plate, passes
through the offside bead of the rear

mudguard. It is also intei'esting to note
that the dynamo is provided with an
automatic cut-out to prevent over-

charging. The fact that the Coibm
speedometer is capable of being discon-

nected by pushing back a milled nut is

also worthy of mention, so that the

speedometer need not register while the

engine is being run on the stand. The
type of head light fitted is also worthy of

special attention, as it is provided with
a scientificallv constructed reflector.

C30
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IVY, No. 41a.
6 b.p. twin JIODEL : 76x85 mm. ; side

by side valves ; B. and B. carbu-

retter ; chain and belt ; Jardiiio

two-speed gear.

S. A. Newman, Lichfield Road,
Uirniinghani.—A fine sidecar combination
• shown on tliis stand equipiied with tlia

•ve details, the colour scheme being

iich grey with dark green pajiels.

I lie sidecar is noticeable for a very deep
M uttle dash. An adjustable wind screen

mounted right up to the passenger,
I the space between the scuttle dash

...1 the wind screen is tilled in with a
II. Mt detachable waterproof covering.- A
I'lpe cart hood is also fitted, and the np-
liolstery is well padded. The trans-

iijissiou on the machine is arranged so

ihat the final drive is by belt running
over a very large pulley, thereby en-

iibling easy detachment of the back wheel
til be made. Brampton Biflex spring
fnrlvS are fitted, and the whole turn-out
liiis a most workmanlike appearance.
.\iuit.her sidecar is shown fitted with a

'

', h.p. single-cylinder Precision engine,
drive li 'iny by belt to the back wheel

ikh is fitted with a Sturuji'v-Archer
•e-s[>ecd hub.

^l h.p. MoDKL : water-cooled Green-
Precision ; overhead ; B. and B.
carburetter; belt; Brampton vari-

able gear.

This is a spcc'dy looking machine of the
T.T. type, the engine being a Green-Pre-
cLsion with radiators mounted at the
sides of the cylinder. Dn tlie top of the
tank is mounted a small copper reser-

voir connected by a rubber tube with the
radiatoi's to keep up the water supply.
Brampton forks are fitted, and a curious
feature is the connection by means of a
flexible pipe between the timing case and
the carburetter, allowing a small amount
of oil vapour to he taken nito the carbu-
retter. The machine is beautifully
finished, and should prove very speedy.
Other models shown are fitted with 3^-

b.p. single-cylinder and 3^ h.p. twin Pre-
cision engines, the drive in both ca.?es

behig by belt.

IXION, No. 136.

% h.p. MonEL: 89x96 mm.; side by
side valves ; Amac carburetter

;

belt ; Sturmey-Archer three-speed
hub.

IxroN Motor Mfg. Co., Ladywood,
Birmingham.—The ^ h.p. Ixion machine
is shown as a very taking sidecar com-
bination, for which purpo.se the frame

TIPES OF GEAR CHANGE
LEVERS ON 1914 MODELS.

Double sUeocer and extension pipe on the
two-stroke bcfon.

IS suitably reinforced where necessary

;

the sidecar lugs are permanently fitted.
Tbe joints employed are of a patent quick
detachable type, and have a self-locking
action. A specially designed change
speed lever is employed, and is carried
on the lower frame tube below the tank.

The Rex-Jap three-speed counter-shatt

gear lever.

Lever employed on
the three-speed

model B.8.A.

It is claiiiKil that, owing to its length

and dispo itinn. it? greatly f;icilitateB gear
ihangiiig. The foot brake is of the float-

ing (or compensated) type, and is placed
so that it does not interlirn with the

withdrawing of the rear wheel. The seat

of the sidecar is hung ill;c> a hammock
on twenty small coil spriiiLS.

The 3i h.p. model, with a bore ant'

stroke of 85x88 mm., is similar to th(

above in all cs'sentials, both having Pre
cision engines, Sturmey-Archer gear. ;inf

liandle starting devices.

2| h.p. Model : overhead inlet valve

:

Amac carburetter ; belt ; Villiers

two-speed gear.

This model, which is shown in sole

form and also as a light sidecar delivery

van, is fitted with a 2| h.p. ViUiers
engine, which combines a two-speed geai

in the crank chamber. The enclosed
I lutcb is capable of being operated either

by foot or by a lever on the ha.ndle^bar.

A kick starter is fitted, and this com-
prises an adjustment device so that the
tetth of the rack and pinion can be kept
suitably in mesh. Drnid .spring fork.s

are used, and- the footboards on this and
all the other Txion models are of cast'

aluminium.

^Ecz:^?

Kick-starter acting directly on the belt pulley
of the Ixion.

Another 2-5 h.p. model is made, in

w^hich the engine is again a ViUiers, but
of the two-stroke tyi^e, having dimen-
sions of 70x70 mm. This model is made
with both the fixed and the two-speed
gear with chain and belt drive, the box
being attached to the bottom bracket.
In this machine a special construction of
the head is employed to do away ^vith

the necessity of using a rail below the
tank.

JAMES, No. 61.

4-i h.p. MooKi, ; 96 X 103 mm. side by
side valves ; B. and B. or Amac
carburetter : chain ; three-speed
counter-shaft gear.

Thf- .Iam.es Cvcle Co., Greet, near
Birmingham.—The big single will again
be a feature of 1914. It has performed
so successfully during the past that
it has not been considered necessai'y

to make any extensive alteraticms. The
size of the engine has been somewhat
increased, and there are some slight im-
provements in the valve ports and
radiating fin design. Both driving chains
are enclosed in neat pressed steel cases,

wliich are arranged so as to be e<asily

removable and still leave the rear wheel
easy of access. A new feature is the
fitting of a spring shock absorber in the

C3I
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rear hub. It has been found that this

type, besides removing all engine shocks,

considerably reduces the wear on tyres.

The big James is particularly popular

for sidecar work, and in consequence it

has been found advisable to fit a front

hub constructed to run on Timken roller

bearings to withstand the extra side

thrusts. This is a most admirable point,

slots, which allow a very fine adjust

ment. The magneto is chain-driven, and

placed behind the engine, where it is

extremely accessible, and at the same

time well protected from the elements.

As in the 4^- h.p. model, a three-speed

gear box is employed. This box is very

neatly designed, and is of small pro

portions, though the wearing surfaces

have not been reduced in any way. Both

NOVEMBER sjt/t, 1913.

if desired, and runs 180 miles on a gallon

of spirit. The control of the carburette)

is by means of Bowden wires from the

handle-bars in the usual style, and the

complete machines shown are fitted with

girder forks of the rigid type, The
Ignition is by Fisher magneto and an

outside flywlieel is fitted. A jockey

pulley is provided to take up the slack

of the belt The lubrication is by an

Coonter-shatt tliies-spsed gear on the 1914 4 b.p. James. A lightweight with the J.E.S. auxiliary motor set—probaoly the

lightest machine in the Show.

and is worthy of attention. Attached
to this model is a well-finished sidecar,

and also to a similar machine a coach-

built delivery body, built for newspaper
work. As is pointed out by the manu-
facturers, although the machine is

primarily intended for passenger work,

it is by no means too heavy or clumsy to

be used occasionally solo. The three-

speed counter-shaft gear is extremely
well designed, and is operated by-a stout

lever on the right-hand side of the tank.

Though not on view at Olympia, belt-

driven models may also be obtained.

3^ h.p. Model : 64x77 mm.; side by
side ; B. and B. or Amac carbu-

retter , chain ; three-speed counter-

shaft gear.

The 500 CO. twin James is a striking-

looking mount, and has many interesting

features. The James staggered radiating

fins are, of course, retained, and air pas-

sages are formed round the valve

chests. An excellent feature is notice-

able in the magneto chain adjustment,
the sprockets being formed with radial

driving chains and the kick starter are

enclosed, and a simple adjustment is pro-

vided for chain stretch. Both James
models are fitted with multiple-dise

clutches, mounted on the counter-shaft

and controlled from the handle-bars.

The finish of all models is excellent, and
sight feed drip lubrication is employed
in each case, assisted by a pump for

emergencies.

J.E.S. MOTORCYCLETTE No. 36.

50 X 52 mm. ; automatic inlet valve

;

J. E. Smith's patent carburetter

;

belt ; single speed tfanmission.

J, E. Smith, AuxiLi-iRY Motob Works,
Gloucester.—This little machine is pro-

bably the lightest and smallest of any
on the market at the present moment,
the complete power unit weighing about
24 lbs.,, and either a complete machine
or the power unit alone can be supplied.

The motor is so light that it can be fitted

to any st^indard roadster pedal cycle,

but at the same time it is capable of

attaining a speed of thirty miles an hour,

ordinary hand pump, and oil is delivered

into the timing gear case, and thence

it runs into the base chamber. This

little machine is very compact, and is

in every sense a genuine lightweight.

We und'erstand that the company have

under test a miniature two-stroke 2 h.p.

motor, but this was not on the stand at

the time of our visit, though it was hoped
that it would be finished in time for

exhibition later in the week.

KERRY-ABINGDON, Nos. 222
and 34.

3i h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. ; Amac car-

bu'-etter ; side by side valves ; belt

;

Armstrong three-speed gear.

Abingdon Ecoo, Ltd., Tyseley, Bir-

mingham.—Amongst the most interest-

ing features embodied in the 1914 models
of the Kerry-Abingdon is the crank
case, the design of which is very

clean, A new kick starter is also fitted.

The general design of the machine is

pleasing, and it is worthy of note that .a

mudguard is provided for the magneto,
and side shields are fitted to the front

mudguards, while the footrests are ad-

(1) The three-:peed model Kerry-At)ln?doo with direct belt drive anit

Mark VII. Armstrong gear.

TWO 6 H.P. TWINS FOR NEXT YEAR.

(2) Gear side of the two-speed chain driven Motosacoche

=32
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jii^lablf. This iiidclel is sluiwii alt.u-heil

to a sitlocai'.

6 h.p. MoiiKL : 67x95 inni. ; side by
side valves; Amac cnibiirelter

;

belt tiaiisniissioii ; Aimstiong three-

^^l)eed gear.

The new engine designed by Mr. lihim-

field is an e.xcellent piece of work, and
the fine finish of the cranlc oase easting

sliould be carefully noted. It. has also

an ingenions device for priming both cylin-

ders sininltaneonsly. Messrs. Kerry-Abing-
don also are showing a handsome sidecar,

the wheel of which is suspended at two
points, while the frame is built in one
tube, bent so that it forms the outline of

the chassis, the tube being strengthened by
cross members. A \'ery' neat, quickly
detachable fitting is also supplied with
this sidecar. The portion attached to the
sidecar frame consists of a spindle, the
end of which is grooved ; the part attached
to the bicycle is provided with a fork
clip, which fits tightly over the groove
and is afterwards held in position by a

spring bolt rendering the fastening V/er-

fectly secure. There is a minor pi/int,

but one well worth noticing, on this
model, and that is the provision c/ two
anchor plates to the hub gear, one on
each back stay. By this means twisting
of the gear is entirely obviated, how-
ever much it may be abused.

6-8 h.p. twin iloDEL : 73x95 mm.
;

side by side valves ; B. and B. or
Amac carburetter ; chain and belt

;

Armstrong Mark VII. on counter-
shaft gear.

The 8 h.p. twin-cylinder is an entirely
new model designed specially for sidecar
work. The general lines of the engine
follow standard Kerry-Abingdon design,
but a number of interesting features are
to be found on the machine. The trans-
mission is by chain and belt, both of
which are protected, and an Armstrong
JIark VII. gear is placed on the counter-
.shaft, adjustment being provided by
mounting the gear on a strong swinging
cradle ; 3in. tyres are fitted, and a long
steering head is used to avoid steering
troubles with a heavy sidecar. Generous
fuel'provision has been made, no less than
2| gallons of spirit and over half a gallon
of oil being accommodated in the tank.
The back mudguard is 7in. wide, and for
serious touring the machine should prove
ideal.

If
LEA-FRANCIS. No. 68.

3i h.p. .\I(ii)Ki. : 60x76 mm.; side by
sule valves; Amac or Kverset carbu-
lefter; chain; two-speed counter-
shaft gear.

Lea .\Nr> Fbanhis;, Lid., Lower Ford
Street, Covontry. — Six machines are
shown on this stand, all being to all in-

tents and purposes identical. The engine
is a 50° twin J.A.P., and transmits the
power through a spring shock absorber to
a two-speed counter-shaft gear bo.x. The
gear bo.x is mounted in a hollow bottom
bracket, and provision is made for chain
adjustment by rotating the box, which is

eccentrically mounted. Final drive is also
by chain, and the transmission is thoroughly
well enclosed throughout, the chain cases
being quickly detachable. The mftd-
nuarding has been very thoroughly carried
out, and the rear part of the back guard
can be swung away, which, together with
a removable rear spindle, permits a ready
wheel adjustment for tyre repairs. Long
curved footboards are fitted at each side
of the machine, and have a useful mud
splasher mounted across the front. One
of the most unusual fittings of this
machine is the front brake, which is of a
similar pattern to the rear brake, consist-
ing of a shoe acting on the inside of a V-
type brake rim. The magneto lies

directly behind the engine, and is driven
by chain direct from the crankshaft. A
new type of handle-bar having a very
pleasing appearance has now been stand-
ardised, and the only other new feature is

a neat inspection door in the rear chain
case. An uiteresting feature of the stand
is a section of the transmission gear, by
means of which the whole driving system
can be easily seen. All parts exposed to
mud and rain are blacked, and three in-

stances are displayed with handle-bars
finished in black. In every case a single
lever carburetter is supplied. An inter-

esting case sho.wing Lea-Fvancis part* is

displayed, and a particular feature is the
new weather-proof detachable hub which
is mounted on Skefko ball bearings.

LEVIS, No. 23.

2i h.p. two-stroke JIodel : 52 x 70
mm.; Aniac carburetter; belt.

BuTTEEFiELDS, Ltd., Stechford, Bir-
rningliam.—The 2i h.p. Levis in its simple
single-speed model remains practically un-
altered, and is about as simple a form
of motor cycle as it is possible to imagine,
while the weight, of course, is kept ex-

:.V'

tremely low liy the absence of any com-
plications. This is also made with a
special open frame model for ladies, anil

the one exhibited on their stand i.-. finislied

throughout with nickel plate, and tcjrins

a very striking exhibit. The upper half

of the bolt runs in a tub<', which i om-

The compact counter-shaft two-speei gear on
the Levis, which is readily detacliable and

adjustable.

pletely prevents the rider's dress being
entangled or soiled by contact with the
belt.

2i h.p. two-stroke Mobel : 73x70 mm.
This forms a more powerful edition of

the " Baby," the engine being more power-
ful, and the wheelbase extended, and
larger petrol capacity being given. The
filler caps to the tank call for comment,
being of the extended or chimney type.
The frame of this model is so designed
that it may be obtained, if desired, fitted

with the Levis two-speed counter-shaft
gear, an • example of this gear being
shown on Stand 27 fitted with a sidecar.

2| h.p. two-stroke Model : 75 x 79
mm. ; Amac carburetter ; chain and
belt ; two-speed counter-shaft.

The engine of this machine is identical
with the one that ran so satisfactorily

in the Junior Tourist Trophy Race, and
the machine is specially designed for use
with a light sidecar. The gear box' is

extremely compact, and although not
shown on the stand, Messrs, Butterfield
are bringing out an expanding ring clutch,

which will be fitted to the flywheel. Ad-
justment for the high-speed driving chain
is provided by allowing the gear box to

be moved along the slot, very substantial
locking nuts being provided. The gear is

changed by a quadrant situated hori-

zontally on the top tube. Lubrication is

bv a semi-automatic Beft and Llovd. The

ADJUSTING Mri^

- - -.r Cr,*iN

WITMPPAW BOLT .

siMMayrai^MMHlKIMiBaia

P-^S!^^^
"^'^ ^^' »^

CMftIN ADJUSTER

Sectional views or Lea-Francis rear Hub and counter-shaft two-speed gear box, clutch and chain cases
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uiachine is slnuvu titled with a Watsonian
ooaclilniilt sidecar, painted and upliol-

stei'oil red. A very interesting novelty is

the li h.p. " Levisette," which is prac-

ticallv a piuh cycle fitted with a li Levis

ens^iiie, 5S x 66"mm. (174 c.c.)- The drive

is hv direct belt, and it is not necessary

III e'lnplov a jockey pulley in the trans-

mission. 'The total" weiglit of the machine

ready for tlie road will be under 75 lbs.

A late arrival on the Levis stand was a

2| h.p. two-.speed mount, complete with

a sidecar. The latter is made specially

for a lightweight machine, and has a

single tube frame, the body being sus-

pended on Brooks's patent compound
springs. It weighs complete b>U 45 lbs.

LINCOLN-ELK, No. 125.

2J h.p. Model: 76x77; m.o.i.v. ; B.

and B. carburetter ; belt.

James Kirby, Broad gate, Lincoln.

—

This model may be described as a light-

weight "runabout," following standard
lines in everj' detail. As regards the

engine, both valves are of large diameter
and each is operated by its own cam
through independent rockers. Although
there is no change-speed gear, a variable

pulley is fitted.

3 h.p. Model: 79x82 mm.; m.o.v. ;

15. and B. carburetter ; belt.

5-^ h.p. JlODEL : 85x88 mm.; m.o.v.;
B. and B. carburetter ; belt.

Botli the 3 h.p. and the 3^ h.p. models
xre similar in detail to the 2| h.p., being
iingle-geared mounts, and sold to the
lublic at a very moderate figure.

4-i h.p. Model: 89x90 mm.; m.o.v.;
B. and B. carburetter ; chain and
belt; two-speed contracting band
counter-shaft gear.

This is a machine capable of taking a

sidecar practically anywhere. The trans-

mission is by chain to the counter-shaft,

the chain being partially enclosed in an

ahmiinium case. The high gear drive is

by belt to a large pulley on the back
wheel, a separate chain being used for

the low geai'. In the case of each gear

the drive is taken up by means of con-

tracting band clutches, while a kick-

starter is also fitted. The action of the
change speed lever, situated on the off

side of the tank and within easy reach
of the driver's hand, is well worthy of

attention. Comfortable aktniinium foot-

boards are fitted, while the petrol tank
is of .iniple dimensions.

NOVKMBER -jih, tQi.r

Quite one of the most attractive machi.Mes in tlie Sliow is Itie Ladies' Model Levis, wliich is silver-plated

throughout and has ivory handlegrips.

6 h.p. Model: 76x85 mm.; m.o.v.;
B. and B. carburetter ; chains and
belts ; two-speed contracting band
counter- shaft gear.

Except that a 6 h.p. twin engine of

770 c.c. is fitted, the details are practi-

cally the same as the 4 h.p. We may
mention, however, that an Enots lubri

The kick-starter on the Lincoln Elk operating
on the gearshatt.

cator is fitted, and 25in. x 2-^-in. Palmer
tyres are standard. The saddle is the
comfortable Brooks's B 170 ; Druid forks
are fitted to all models.

Two sidecars are shown on tliis stand,
one of which is a torpedo model specially

designed for racing.

L.M.C, No. 10.

4 h.p. Model : 89 x 92 mm. ; side by
side valves; B. and B. or Senspray
carburetter ; belt and chain ; two-
speed selective clutch.

The" Lloyd Motor Engineering Co..

Ltd., Monument Eoad, Birmingham.

—

The 4 h.p. L.M.C. is specially designed
for sidecar work. The engine has under-
gone only slight alteration, hut a mecha-
nical decompressor has been added to the
timing case, and is operated by a control

lever on the tnnk through the medium
of a coil spring, so that should the cam
be in the wrong position In engage, the
lever can be set to operate it, and as
soon as the engine is turned tlie der^im-'

pressor comes into- tiction. The L.M.C.
two-speed gear is no^v well-known, the
higli gear being by direct belt drive, and
tlie low gear a combination of two chains
through a counter-shaft The operation
is eairied out by separate clutches of the
e.xpauding type connected by a single

pedal placed in a convenient position at

the front of the right footboard. .\ new
silencer is now employed, and consists of

a large expansion chamber placed imme-
diately below what is usually the pedal
bracket, and having an extension pipe
towards the rear axle. The spring fork.«

have undergone slight modifications, and
the spring is set so that it absorbs both
compression and recoil actions. This
tyne of machine can also be procured
with the Auto-Varia gear, or Sturmey-
Archer three-speed hub. One machine
has attached to it a neatly constructed
sidecar.

TWO MODELS OF THE L,IH.C. FOR 1914.
(1) Valve side o( the 3J h.p. three-speed model. (2) The two-speed counter-sha(^ gear t.vpe with chain and belt urrve
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ii, h.j). MotiEi. : 85 X 88 mm. ; side liv

side Milvcs: IV :md B. oi' Seiispray

caibiirt'ltcr ; belt and chain ; two-
speed selective chitoli gear.

The oi li.p. model follows strictly on
the lines already described, and can be
obtained with cither L.M.C. two-speed.
Aiito-Varia, .S.-.\. three-speed hub, or

fi.\ed fjce^r. The last-named iPiodcl is

shown as a T'.mrist Trophy racer, and
lias a very pleasiiit; appearance. The di"

HJiin of tile L.M.C. front forks iloes nut

lend it.self to the use of a front wheel
liriike, consoipieiitly both rim brakes work
on the rear wheel, and are jilaced one
above the other. A very |iretty grey-
lini-shed machine is staged; and in all

there are seven mai-hiiies on view.

McKENZIE, No. 18.
I'lio.MAs .MrKK.NZiE. Bath Passage,

liirmingham.—The display of coach-built

jnd cane sidecars is comprehensive. The
most striking is coach-built. Htted with a

Gape hood, the colour scheme being kliaki

with fine dark lines, and the upholstery
in a pale shade of leather. A useful flap

pocket is provided in the side. The axle

IS stepped. Suspension is by Cee springs

at the rear and coil springs in front, and
three-point attachment is provided. These

flOTOl^ILI?, 7,570c

A new McKenzie coach-built sidecar.

sidecars are light in weight, and very

-deep .seats are provided.

MATCHLESS. No. 50.
7 li.p. MoDUL : 82 X 94 mm. ; overhead

mlet valves ; Amac carburetter

;

chain ; three-speed counter-shaft
gear.

H. Collier .\kd Sons, Ltd., Plum
st<!ad, S.E.—This interesting machine
^iresents several new features. The
engine is the now well-known M.A.G.
Overhead inlet valves are employed, and
the operating mechanism is entirely en

'i!< h.p. twin cylinder Matchiess-Jap witli cliain and belt drive and hub gear

closed and lubricated from the engine
through the tubes in which the tappet
rods work. This method of construction
also prevents air leaks, and consequently
enables the engine to run at very slow
speeds wheiv required. A special release

valve, fitted in the timing gear case, pre-

vents the emission of the oil. The water-
proof magneto is carried behind the
engine well out of the way of mud and
wet. The three-speed counter-shaft gear
follows car practice, the direct drive being
on top gear. The gears slide on a castel-

lated shaft accurately machined and
hardened. The whole gear box can be
leadily detached from the machine. The
transmission is by Renold's silent chain
from engine to gear box, and roller chain
to the back wheel, a shock absorber
being fitted on the engine-shaft. All
chains are enclosed in oil-tight cases
and lubricated by an overflow pipe from
the engine. The back tyre, 650 x 75
mm., has been specially manufactured
for Messrs. Collier by the Hutchinson
Tyre Co. This is essentially a sidecar
liiodel, and the following dimensions are
interesting. Entire length 74in., height
ofsaddle 30iii., full width 56in., highest
point 42in. The tank has a capacity of

2i gallons of petrol and three pints of
oil, and is fitted with large filler caps

.i:^<#S".--..*:iX J

and semi-automatic drip tied lubricatoi-.

Inverted levers are used for brake anil

valve lifter, which gives a neat appear-
ance to the V-shaped handle-bar. Two
pairs of tootrests and pan seats make
for the comfort of the driver. The
standard gear ratios are 4^, 7^. and 11^
to 1.

Internal mechanism ol the IVlatchless two-
speed counter-shaft gear.

3i h.p. twin-cylinder: 70x54.5 mm.;
side by side valves ; Araac carbu-

retter ; chain and belt ; three-speed
Armstrong hub gear.

This model was introduced last year
and met with a large measure of success.

The two-step drive enables a fairly large

pulley to be used without causing the

Hot air collector pipe flttea lo Amac
carburetters on 3^ h.p. Matchless. The latest 7 h.p. Matchless sidecar combination.
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top gear to be unduly high, the standard

wear being 4g to 1 on top with usual Arm-
strong reductions. The engine is a

J.A. P., and. like all the engines fitted

bv this firm, is a tAvin-cylinder.

'The Matchless sidecar is especially

built for use with Matchless machines,

and is of the same grey colour lined in

green and gold. The chassis is built up

entirely of straight tubes and provided

with four-point fixing and a stand. The
body is constructed of three-ply mahogany
on a bent wood frame, and supported on

long flexible C springs. A small locker is

fitted for carrying spares, and provision

is made for a petrol can in the rear. The
tyre is a 650 x fi"^ Hutchinson.

TslOYEMB'E^'R 27111, iQil:

The Flvina Middleton sidecar, whieh is finished in

?enow and&, has a most strllring appearance.

MILLFORD, No. 60.

MiLLS-FuLFOao, Ltd., Stoney Stantoii

Road Coventry.—One of the oldest

established sidecar firms m the country

is Mills-Fulfbrd, Ltd. Their exhibit

this year is particularly interesting. A

new and particularly simple chassis is

being produced, the chief features of

which aie its rigidity and the low position

which it affords, permitting the use of

practically any type of body. All the

side members of this frame are trian-

gulated, and the wheel is mounted at the

apex of the triangle. A spring whee

model is shown m which the wheel

spindle i.s mounted between buffer and

recoil springs at each side, providing a

verv easy motion for the chassis.
^

A

special model is made to suit spring

frame machines, such as the Indian, and

excellent mudguards are fitted with deep

valances on the inside to protect the rider

and bodywork. Unless especially ordered,

three points of attachment only are pro-

vided except in the case of the tandem-

seated body, which is attached to a

specially strengthened chassis. The body

of this model is neatly arranged so as to

provide ample room for both passengers

without the body being unduly long.

Several very fine bodies are exhibited,

both in coachwork and wickerivork. The

shapes vary through a very wide range,

and provide a very lar^e choice for the

purchaser. Parcel delivery bodies are

also shown. Models are exhibited

attached to Zenith, P. and M., Rudge,

A.J.S., and Indian motor cycles. Out

uf nineteen models exhibited, all but four

are coachbuilt, which clearly shows the

(,ype of sidecar body required by the

public.

MONTGOMERY, No. ill.

5-6 h.p. Twin: 75x78 mm.; horizontal

valves on top; B. and B. carbu-

retter; belt; hub three-speed gear.

W. Montgomery and Co., Gosford

Street Coventry. — Although the new

Montgomery machine had not arrived at

the time of our visit, it is one that will

claim a good deal of interest. It has

horizontally opposed twin cylinders work-

ing on a two-throw crankshaft which, like

the camshaft, runs on two-row Skefko

ball bearings. This camshaft, with cams

solid with it, is exceptionally massive,

because through it the power is trans-

mitted geared down sufficiently to enable

a 7in. pulley to be used. The magneto

is on top of the crank case, and is chain-

driven from the camshaft. The big end

constitutes a notable point in design, for

in the connecting rod a slot is cut down-

wards so that both brasses can be in-

serted from underneath, they are then

held in position in the slot by bolts pass-

ing through both jaws of the connecting

rod slot and the brasses. Best and

Lloyd drip feed lubrication is used. The

radiating fins are pear-shaped, and the

engine has an outside flywheel. This

model has been designed essentially for

sidecar work, and is finished in all black

with gold lines. It can be fitted with

a special design of sidecar finished to

match, in which form the combination is

known as the Montgomery Duette, the

whole equipment being fitted with speed-

ometer, two lamps, horn, luggage grid,

and leather valise, together with ail

accessories and spares, at an inclusive

price Many designs of sidecars are on

view, the latest pattern showing the

wheel completely mudguarded on the

inner side of the top half, while great

attention has been given to rendering the

fittings adjustable to various types of

machines. As far as possible all the

framing tubes are straight, and earetul

provision is made for locking all the

attachments. The car body itself is

A type ol Montgomery coach-built sidecar.

carried on a transverse plate spring at

the front, and shackled to Gee springs at

the back.

MOTO-REVE, No. 118.

4- h.p. "Twin: 63x80 mm.; overhead

inlet valves ; B. and B. carburetter

;

chain; Enfield gear.

The Moio-Reve Co., Ltd., Alperton,

Middlesex.—On this model chain drive is

employed, the front chains being covered

in, an Enfield two-speed gear being fitted,

to the counter-shaft. Both exhaust valves

face one another, and the inlet valves-

are of the overhead type. The operating

mechanism of the inlet valves is particu-

larly substantial. Druid forks are pro-

vided and also comfortable footboards,

and it is worthy of mention that the

magneto drive is by gear in a beautiful

aluminium case ; in fact, the whole finish

of the engine is particularly good, ihe

machine is well equipped, and attention

is being paid to the mudguardmg, while

two stands are fitted. There is no

silencer, but the two long exhaust pipes

have flattened ends. A tool bag is fitted

on the top tube. The single-cylinder

model is practically a small replica of the

above The Moto-Reves are exquisitely

finished and are most attractive machines.

MOTOSAGOCHE, No. 90.

6 hp Twin: 72x91 mm.; overhead

inlet valves; Amao carburetterj

chain transmission ; two-speed

counter-shaft gear

MOTOSAOOCHE, LiD., College Park,

WiUesden Junction, N.W.-A consider-

able amount of detail relative to the

Motosacoche models has already appeared

in The Motor Cycle, and, as promised

(Up model single-cylinde: Moto-Reve with ihrce-speed Hub gear Twin-cyunder IHoto-Reve with two-speed counter-shaft aear and chain drWe
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in (iiir last nurnbL'i-, we now give particu-

lars of tlie 6 li.p. Motosacoclie, one
example of wliiih is shown for solo work
and anothor lilted witli a well-designed

coaclibuilt sidecar comfortably upliolstered

with a spring cushion and wind screen.

'I'his machine is fitted with a twin-

NEW HUDSON. No. 56.

3i li.p. MouEi. : 85x88 nnn. ; side

by side valves ; B. and B. carbu
retter ; belt ; Armstrong hub gear

'I'm; New Hudson Cycle Co., Ltd.,
Summer Hill Street, Birmingham.—This
machine is fitted with the new Armstrong
i\Iark VII. hub, the gear lever of which is

a^Wgyc,

Transmission side of the tliree-speed chain and belt-driven 4 h.p. New Hudson Show Model.

cylinder M.A.Gr. engine in which the

inlet valves are at the side above the

exiiausts. and the long tappet rod

and complete i-ocking mechanism by which
they are operated is neatly enclosed,

not only to exclude dust, but also to

ensure lubrication by suction of the oil

from the crank case up the casting sur-

rounding the valve tappet. Urip feed

lubrication of the Best and Lloyd type

is provided. Transmission is on Enheld
lines, as also is the chain driven kick-

starter. A point to be observed is that

the guard over the chain from counter-

shaft to back wheel does not have to be
interfered with in the case of the removal
of the wheel, which is facilitated by the

design of the rear mudguard, which is

hinged and divided so as to swing back
clear of tlie wheel. Incidentally, the

mudguarding arrangements on this

machine are quite admirable, as the

guards are wide and Htted with deep
side wings. Voiturette tyres are supplied.

One of the items which will attract most
interest is the electric lighting equipment.
A tiny neat and compact dynamo secured

to the right-liand back stay is friction-

driven from the side of the back wheel
tyre, and from it ciurent is obtained to

charge a six volt accumulater capable of

keepiiig alight four lamps (head, side, tail,

and inspection). The machine in more
respects than one embodies some notaible

features of design.

Z!j h.p. twin; 64x77 mm.; side by
side valves ; Amac carburetter

;

chain transmission ; two-speed
counter-shaft gear.

I'his twin-cylinder machine with de
Lissa valves has lately been described
in some detail in Thp. Motor Cycle, and
we would refer our readers to that
description.

> 2i h.p. MoDKL : 64x90 mm.; side by
.side valves in front ; iSIotosacoche

caibnretter ; belt _ transmission
;

Motosacoche .speed gear.

This is a single-cylinder machine driv-

ing by the already well-known Moto-
sacoclie belt transmission with jockey
pulley.

attached to the tube below the tank, and
is a most substantial affair. The alumi-
nium footboards are nicely turned up in

front. The Bosch magneto is mounted in

the rear of the cylinder between the
engine and the carburetter. The black
and gold finish on this machine is most
attractive. Another machine of the same
pattern is finished with a serviceable drab
colour. The sidecars attached to these

inacliines are most tasteful in appearance,
being painted to match the prevailing

colour on the machine to which each is

attached.

6 h.p. twin : 76 X 85 ram. ; auto-

matic side by side valves ; B. and
B. carburetter; chain and belt;

Armtrong Maik VII. hub g*ar.

In this machine the drive is first taken
to the counter-shaft by means of a chain,

thence to the back wheel by belt. Thi.s

enables a conveniently low ratio to be
used on top gear without using an unduly
small pulley. By this means the life of

the belt is considerably lengthened. The
kick starter is fitted ai the rear, driving

direct to the clutch and fitted with a

free wheel. Lubrication is by Benton
and Stone semi-automatic drip-feed, the

pump of which is neatly enclosed in the

tank. The tyres are 650 x 65 mm. .An

interesting exhibit on this stand consists

of the New Hudson engine in part sec-

tion, showing the timing gear, valves,

piston, flywheels, and magneto di'ive.

NEW IMPERIAL, No. 78.

8 h.p. twin MoDKl. : 85x88 mm.; side

by side valves; Amac carburetter;

chain transmission ; three-speed

counter-shaft gear,

i'Bi? New Imprei-ai, Cvclr.s, Ltd., Prin-

lip Street, Birmingham.—The 8 h.p. new
Imperial has been designed especially for

sidecar work, and, with this end in view,

has been carried out on sulistantial lines,

the sidecar lugs being made with the

frame. Both chains are partially en

closed, care being taken to protect the

most vital points. On the engine-shaft

is ' mounted a slipping clutch device to

absorb the shock of the explosion, and

thence a roller chain transmits the puwci
to a three-speed counter-shaft gear. Thr
gear has two sliding members, and the

clutch is of the plate type having fork

inserts. .Aluminium footboards are

arranged to give coinfort;ible riding

position, and the side guards for both front

and rear wheels form an cMcllent protec-

tion. The rear guard is detachable from
the fork, and can be swung out of the
way to facilitate tyre repairs. An entirely

new niodi'l is a
.'3J

h.p. twin with a bore
and .stroke of 70x64.5 mm. In details,

however, it is similar to the model just

described, though, of course, the fivcmc

and fittings are in proportion. The only
radical change is the lifting of a two-
speed counter-shaft gear in.stead of .the

three-speed. Another model, which is

also similar except for the engine, is the

4^ h.p. single, which has an engine of

90x93 mm, bore and stroke.

5^ h.p. single; 85x85 mm.; side by
side valves; Amac carburetter;

belt transmission ; Sturmey-Archer
three-speed gear.

The 3i h.p. single-cylinder machine is

an excellent example of a touring roadster.

The engine is fitted with a decompressor,,

and the kick-starter is arranged on the

reiir chain stay. As in most new Imperial
models the Best and Lloyd semi-automatic
drip feed lubrication system is employed.
The filler cap is arranged to act as a petrol

gauge, for it has a glass top and a conical

enamelled tube within, so that the petrol

level may be judged at a glance.

2^ h.p. Model: 70x76 ram.; side by

side valves ; Amac carburetter

;

belt.

The 2^ h.p. model is worthy of especial

notice, as it is of a particularly

simple and clean design, manufactured

Rear portion of the Imperial name.

with the intention of placing a light-

weight motor cycle on the market at a
very moderate price. In this the manu-
facturers have suc-

ceeded admirably,
for the machine,
though having no
startling innova-

tions, is thoroughly
well carried out on
standard lines,

having two stands
and a full -equip-

ment in every re-

spect. The silencer

is particularly neat

Flexo steel and rubber
belt stiown on the New
Imperial stand. The
black portions are steel

bushes.

for an aluminium
expansion liox is carried aft of the engine,

and a tail pipe extends backwards. The
Flexo steel and rubber belt is displayed

on this stand, and a selection of sidecars

of good design is shown. These latter are

designed to suit such New Imperial models

as are constructed for passenger work. The
finish of the machines is well carried out.
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Single-cylinder Featherweight Machines.

^«^4^^^

Flv-wheel sid8 ot the 2 h.p belMrivei Calthorpe Junioi

Details ot the change-speed lever

on the 3i h.p. F.N

Stout head lug and un-

usual position ol side'

car luR on *e 1914

Calthorpe

Carburetter side of the two-stroke 2 h.p. Velocette.
rhe oU teed on the 1914

Day - Leeds to a re-

ceptacle at the top 01

the crank case

A tangentaliy arrange^

exhaust pipe on Ih.'

2-; h.p. Douglas

iftj 1 separate laoas lor paialliri

'';/! ind petrol on two atrok

Coiinausht

Valv3 side ol the single-cyUnder O.K. Junior with Iwo-speed counter-shaft gear

Precision twin inlet ex-

panding pipe
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1914 model 4 lup. Norton with long adjustable footboards. Twin-cylinder N,S.O. with new type of spring frame.

NORTON, No. 29.
4 li.p. Model: 82x120 mm.; side by

side r.-ilves ; Amac carburetter;
belt ; Stuimey-Arclier three-speed
gear.

NoHTOx .AIoTon.s, Ltd., Sampson Road
North, Birmiiigliam.—The featm-e of the
Norton stand is the big 4 h.p. single-
cylinder machine, the cnbic capacity
being 635, and the engine is chiefly
noticeable for the long stroke employed.

The crank case is

neatly cast, the
exterior being
particularly clean.
Very large capa-
city tanks are
fitted with screw-
hinge filler caps,
and the petrol
cap -is fitted with
a glass top. Th«
change-speed con-
trol is on a

special bracket,
giving great
strength and neat-
ness, and which

in the event of a fall, is exceedingly
unlikely to .sustain damage. Very large
rubber-covered footboards are fitted,

adjustable as to their position. The
handle-bars are ccjvered with black cellu-

loid, and the machine lias a most service-

able weatherproof appearance. A special

Design 01 rear lorK end
on the Norton, with
hor'z intal slot to facilitate

refitting back wheel.

The permanent sidecar logs on front and rear
of the Norton frame.

feature of the Norton exhibit is the
Brooklands special model, and each
machine leaving the works is guaranteed
to have exceeded sixty-five miles per hour
for one lap at Brooklands, and a Brook-
lands certificate to this effect is supplied
with each machine of this tyjie. The
dimensions nf the engine fitted to this
model are 79 x 100 mm. bore and stroke.
A point to be noted in the three-speed
machine is the fact that by a special con-
struction of slots in the rear forks the

back-wheel does not drop out, for a ledge
is afforded by these slots upon which the
spindle rests. This saves a considerable
anioimt of time, particularly in- replacing
the wheel. On the sidecar model, six
pints of oil as well ;is two gallons of petrol
can be carried. The holes for taking the
lugs for the sidecar attachments are
situated where two tubes meet, in order

engine raised slightly higher in the frame
to give extra ground clearance.

N.S.U., No. 62.
7-9 h.p. two-cylinder Model: 80x99

mm, ; inlet over exhaust valves

;

N.S.U. carburetter; chain drive;
three-speed counter-shaft gear.

The N.S.U. Motor Co., Ltd., Great
Portland Street, AV.—The 7-9 h.p, model

The single ring grooved piston fitted to

T.T. Norton?.

to gain the greatest possible strength an
extra long steering head is fitted, and
the Druid type forks are provided with
very long pins at the shackles. Tool
kits are carried in serviceable leather
wallets on the top tube. For Colonial
work the Norton machines have the

Spring Iramc mechanism at the rear of the N.S.U.
showing extra long spiral springs

is quite a new type for this firm. The
engine is onthe well-known N.S.U. lines,
with radiating fins arranged parallel with
the ground, and, as usual, the inlet valve
placed over the exhaust. The lubrication
is somewhat unusual, as a plunger pump

Bell side of the 35 h.p. twin N.S.D. Observe the large footboards upturned at the from lo protect the rider's feet.
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forces the oil "thiough a sigbt-feed drip,

whence it is carried through a lead pipe
to the front piston. The surplus drains
to the crank case, and is splashed in the
usual waj'. From the engine a chain
transmits the power to a three-speed
counter-shaft gear, which works on the
usual sliding principle, the sleeve having
a dog at either end and a gear wheel in

the centre. This gear is controlled by a
lever working horizontally over the top
tube, and a multi-plate clutch is fitted.

The final drive is also by chain, but
whereas the front chain is totally en-

closed, the rear chain is covered over

Kick-starter side of the twin-cylinder air-cooled
N.S.U. ensine.

one side. In this model the N.S.U.
spring frame has been somewhat modi-
fied, for two sets of springs are employed,
one on either side of the frame, and in

each case these springs are longer than
was formerly the case. The rear brakes
are particularly powerful, and consist of

a foot brake working inside a drum with

'

a hand brake contracting on to the out-

side of the same fitting. Specifica.tion of

the 6-7 h.p. twin is similar except that in

thisi case the bore and stroke of the
engine are 75 and 94.

3i h.p. Model (twin): 63x80 mm.;
inlet over exhaust ; N.S.U. carbu-
retter ; belt ; engine-shaft two-
speed gear.

The 3^ h.p. twin N.S.U. has under-
gone some modification, and is a strik-

ingly well carried out machine. The
well-known N.S.U. engine-shaft gear is

now enclosed and is operated by a
lever on the handle-bars. The low gear
is introduced by raising this lever as far

as possible. In a middle position free

engine is obtained, and when allowed to

drop fully the high gear is engaged. As
on other N.S.U. models, long aluminium
footboards, covered with rubber, are

fitted, and a nea.t kick starter revolves the
engine through the timing gear, a pedal
being placed on the near side. An un-

usual feature is the fitting of metal tool

cases, both behind the saddle tube and
pannier fashion on the carrier. The
lubrication is similar to that described
in the previous model. The 3j h.p. single

follows the above specification, but has
an engine of 85x88 mm. bore and stroke.

Besides this model a 3 h.p. twin, a 3
h.p. single, and a 2 h.p. single are ex-

hibited, all following N.S.U. lines in

their general features. In every case in

which a kick starter is fitted the pedal
is arranged to fold out of the way when
not in use. A full equipment is fitted

which complies in every way with stan-

dard specification.

A special type of sidecar with tandem
seat is shown on this stand. The speci-

ality of it is that the chassis, which is

of special design, is welded in one piece,

and is claimed to be the first sidecar
chassis which is made without a single
lug. It is interesting to note that in

testing the welded joints both in ten-
sion and bending the 12 gauge steel tube
gave way before the joints. . Samples of

the tests can be examined on the stand.

N.U.T., No. 37.

2| h.p. Model (twin) : 60 x 61.5 mm. ;

side by side or overhead m.o.
valves ; Amac carburetter ; belt

;

Armstrong Mark VII. gear.

Sir William Angus, Sanderson, and
Co., Newcastle-on-Tyne.—No motor cycle
has sprung into prominence quicker than
the N.U.T., which achieved such wonder-
ful success in the last T.T. Race in the
hands of Hugh ilason, and which also

performed remarkably well in the last

severe A.C.U. Six Days Trials. These
machines can be obtained with either

2J h.p., 3 h.p., or 3i h.p. J.A.P. motorS;
and the firm are also making 4^ h.p.

and 6 h.p. models which are not exhibited
at Olympia. All models have twin-cylin-
der engines. The general finish and
appearance of the machines are extremely
neat, the standard finish being nut-brpvn
with gold lines. All models are fitted

with belt drive and the Armstrong Mark
VII. gear, while kick starters and handle-
bar control to both magneto and carbu-
retter are also part of the equipment.
It is evident that a very large amount
of attention to detail has been devoted
to these machines, such details as the
well carried out heel-operated brake,
which on the T.T, model is fitted on
both sides, being specially worth atten-
tion. The machine which broke all

records at Brooklands recently for 100
miles to six hours in Class B is e.\hi-

bited on the stand. The firm are experi-
menting with a counter-shaft gear box with
chain-cum-belt drive, chiefly in response

. to the dema,nds of colonial agents, but

Hugh Mason himself informed us that
he was thoroughly convinced of the effi-

ciency of belts in conjunction with three-

speed hubs, and believes that this is the
best form of transmission for machines
of the N.U.T, type.

O.K., No. 95.
2 h.p. Model: 58x72 mm.; overhead

inlet valves ; Amac carburetter

;

chain and belt ; two-speed counter-
shaft gear.

Humphries and Dawes, Ltd., Bir-

mingham.—The little 2 h.p. O.K. Junior
affords a very neat design. The mag-
neto platform is in one with the casing

of the gear for driving. This magneto
is a waterproof Ruthardt. Both valve
tappets are adjustable. The two-speed
gear carried under the chain stay

bracket is very compact and is of the
dog clutch type and fitted with ball

bearings. It gives ratios of 6 and 12

to 1 as standard, which, however, can
be varied to suit the rider. The remark-
ably small size of the engine is a point

to note, its cubic capacity being only
190 c.c. From the gear box a belt trans-

mits the power to the wheel pulley,

which is spoked independently to the
rim of the wheel. Lubrication is de-

livered by one of Best and Lloyd's
gravity feed drip sFght oilers.

3^ h.p. Twin: 63x80 ,mm. ; side by
side valves ; Amac carburetter

;

belt and chain ; two-speed counter-

shaft gear.

The twin-cylinder engine has a

capacity of 499 c.c, and in many of its

features follows the same practice as the

Junior—for instance, in its magneto
mounting. The cylinder cooling fins

are placed horizontally for the maximum
of draught effect. Oil is mechanically
forced from a plunger pump on the
engine up into the tank, and thence past
a sight feed down to the engine, feeding
the forward cylinder separately. The
handy kick starter drives direct on to

the engine, and not through any of the
transmission, which latter comprises a
chain from the engine to a simple
counter-shaft dog clutch type of two-
speed gear rriounted in ball bearings,
and giving ratios of 6 and 12 to 1.

With this gear unit is included a cork
insert clutch, affording large friotional

surface, which is handle-bar controlled.

Valve side ot tlie 2J h.p. N.U.T.. showing clutcli control and metliod ot fixing tbe ulbh
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P. AND M., No. 69.

h.p. Model: 84.5x88.9 mm.; side

by side valves; P. and JI. carbii-

relter ; chain tninsniissiuii ; two
speed selective clutch gear.

I'liELON AND MooBE, LTD., Cleckheaton,
Yorks.—'.)\ving to the excellent finish of

these machines the exhibit is as attractive

The new system o f

lubrication on the 1314

P. anil M. engine

A. Oil scoop.

B. Oil inlet,

C. Trough into

which piston
dips.

as ever, added to which there are several
interesting new features to be seen. One
of the most important alterations is the
fact that the oil is led into the crank
case in such a position that it immedi-
ately reaches to the piston. Thence it

flows to the crank chamber, and is

splashed in the usual way, but a scoop
is fitted to the crank case between fly-

wheels, which deflects a large amount
of the lubricant directly on to the big
end boaiings. Both chains are now totally
enclosed, the front being lubricated
through a hole in the crank.shaft, and the
back by a crank case release. The tank
has been somewhat increased in size, and

large glass-top
screw and
hinged filler caps
are fitted.
Somewhat of an
improvement has
been fitted in

the gear, for the
clutches are now

.

expanded from
both sides, thus
providing a
large gripping
surface. It will

be remembered
that the P. and
.M. carburetter
lies directly be-

low the tank,
and thus it has
been difficult to

Plan view ol the 1914 mode
3! h.p P. & " showin;
genera] arrai^gement'

Expanding rings on thf

redesigned P. and M. two
speed gear.

The 1914 model 7-9 h.p. Premier with chain and belt drive and two-speed counter-shall gear

arrange
difficulty

wires ov
cased in

the rear

out, and
sides at

provided
is made
sideways

the cables neatly. However, the
Las been solved by carrying the

er pulleys, the whole being en-

neat castings. The actuation of

brake is extremely well carried
the band is contracted from both
once. The rear guard is now
with a hinged rear flap, which

with a number plate and swings
allowing free access to the

^t^
End view of the P. and M. gear, showing

the new oil feed.

wheel and tyre. .\s usual, a metal tube
case can be supplied fitted to the rear

carrier. Alterations to the frame are very
slight, and comprise the addition of side-

i-ar lugs and a slightly lower saddle posi-

tion. Two colonial models are also shown,
but with the exception of having a larger

ground clearance, they are practically

identical with the standard machine.

POPE, No. 43.
7 h.p, MoDKL ; 75x89 mm,; overhead

valves ; Schrebler carburetter

;

chain ; Pope free-engine clutch
gear, ' ^

The Pope Motor Cycle Agency,
Llolden Lane, E.C.—The Pope is a well-

known machine in America, and is fitted

with a very powerful looking twin-cylin-

der motor with overhead valves. The
back of the machine is sprung by means
of large coil springs, situated vertically

over the rear fork ends, while a leaf spring
is employed to spring the front forks. A
free engine clutch operated by a long lever

on the left side of the tank is fitted on the

countershaft, and the drive is by chain
thriiughout. The handle-bars are abso-

lutely free from any external fittings, con-

trol being by twisting grips. The machine
is finished in neat French grey, and is a

taking-looking mount,

PREMIER, No. 133.
3^ h.p. Model; 85x88 mm.; side by

side valves ; B. and B. carbu-
retter ; chain and belt ; Premier
three-speed gear.

The Premieb Cycle Co., Ltd., Read
Street, Coventry.—Amoi.^st the features
which distinguish the 3i h.p. Premier is

the use of a sr' sidiary automatic exhaust
release which comes into action when the
piston uncovers a port at the bottom of

the stroke. The chain from the engine
to the two-speed gear, which is carried
behind the saddle tube and furnished
with an aluminium case, is enclosed in a

neat aluminium guard which is attached
at its forward end to the crank chamber.
A kick starter employing a chain and
sprocket carried on the lay shaft of the
gear box is used. The clutch is operated
by a rocking pedal placed immediately
above the right footboard, which is of
cast aluminium stiiddeil with rubber
pads. The gear /change lever is carried
on a quadrant bracket supported from
the top frame tube. Tlie same model if

made in three distinct forms, the other
tw-o being respectively a .single-geared
type, and one fitted with an Armstrong
three-speed huh gear,

2^ h,p. Modi:l : Side by side valves;
B, and B. carburetter: belt; Arm-
stiong Mark VL

The design of this machine follows the
lines of the 5i h,p. , of which it is a

Three-speed counter-shaft geai on Ihc

3J h.p. Premier machine.
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Left—the 2} h.p. single-cylinder two-speed Levis two-stroke. Right—the three-speed belt-driven Puch (the only Austrian representative).

reduced facsimile. It is made with a
three-speed gear, as above specified, and
also in single-geared form. Footrests
take the place of footboards, and pedal-
ling gear is employed. A notable
feature in the design of the engine is

tlie large amount of cooling surface
placed round the valve pockets. Druid
spring forks are fitted, and careful atten-

tion has been paid to the construction
of the brakes. The 7 h.p. model, with
a bore and stroke of 85x88 mm., follows
the same lines as the 3^ h.p., and is

fitted with a two-speed counter-shaft
gear box driven by chain from the engine
and transmitting the power, through a
belt. This model is shown in the form
of a sidecar combination of very pleas-
ing appearance, and is fitted with a com-
plete equipment. In this model the
auxiliary exhaust release is not used, but
the silencer is of notable dimensions.

PVCH, No. 19.
3 h.p. iloDEL : 68 X 85 mm. ; side by

side valves ; B. and B. carburetter

;

belt ; Armstrong three-speed gear.

H. W. SiDLEY AND Co., Fore Street,

London.—The Puch machine comes from
Austria, where it has been a very
well-known make for a number of years
and, in fact, it figured prominently in the
International Motor Cycle Race held there
some years ago. The outstanding features

of these machines are the undergeared
pulley and the method by which the mag-
neto is driven from the camshaft, the mag-
neto itself being situated at the rear of the
base chamber just in front of the pedalling

gear chain sprocket. The spring forks

are of special design made by the Puch
Company, and are telescopic in action. .

Although there is a distinctly Continental
appearance about these machines a
number of English fitments may be found
upon them, notably the Armstrong three-

speed gear and Brown and Barlow car-

buretters and Bowden wire control, the
last-named feature being remarkable in

that the magneto control lever is mounted
on the same clip as the air and gas lever.

Thus all three are operated by the right
hand. On the left handle-bar is the
exhaust valve lifter, the magneto switch
operating on a wire inside the handle-bar.

4 h.p. Model: 84 x 90mm.; o.i.v. ; B.
and B. carburetter; chain; B.S.A.
two-speed gear.

This machine is of semi-T.T. pattern.

The motor is obviously designed for speed,

D4

and in addition to the overhead inlet valve
and large sized exhaust valve, an addi-

tional exhaust release is fitted in the
front of the cylinder. It is fitted with
an enormous exhaust pipe extending to

the rear, and flattened at the end, but
no silencer is otherwise fitted. The mag-
neto is driven off the camshaft and
situated behind the engine, as in the
3 h.p. The drive is by single chain from
engine to back wheel. Girder spring
forks of the firm's own design are fitted,

and torpedo-shaped tank and dropped
handle-bars. The machine is a racy-

looking mount, but appears to be fitted

with rather small mudguards and tyres

for such "a powerful and apparently fast

machine.

QUADRANT, No. 42.

8-9 h.p. twin-cylinder Model: 87x95
mm. ; overhead inlet valves ; any
make carburetter, optional ; chain
transmission ; two-speed counter-
shaft gear; handle-starter.

The QtTADKANT Cycle Co., Lawley
Street, Birmingham.—One of the most
powerful twin sidecar machines in the
Show is the big Quadrant, the capacity

of the engine being 1,129 c.c. It is

shown with a massively constructed
sidecar chassis, and those who wish to

tour in the severest country with ample
reverse of power will find this machine

the very thing for their requirements,

the engine is a splendid piece of work,

the inlet valves being placed over the

exhaust and operated by long rods. A
silencer almost big enough for a small

car is fitted under the footboard, with
exits for the gases fore and aft. Ample
fuel capacity is provided for, and any
amount of luggage can be carried on the
big carrier. Chain drive is use'd in con-

junction with a two-speed selective clutch
gear, a handle being fitted for starting.

RADCO, No. 224.

2i h.p. two-stroke Model : 62 x 70
mm.

; Amac carburetter

;

belt;

single gear.

E. A. Radnall and Co., Dartmouth
Street, Birmingham.—The magneto on this

engine is placed behind the engine plat-

form, to which it is so fastened that it

may be slid backwards for the purpose of

taking up any slack in the chain. The
exhaust pipe runs between the engine
plateSj giving the exhaust a free passage
into tlie silencer, which is neatly bolted
on to the fovver portion of the crank case.

The lubrication is effected by pouring a
measure of oil into the petrol, a system
which is becoming increasingly popular
among designers of two-stroke engines.
A sight feed gauge is provided to allow
the rider to see the amount of fuel in the
tank from the saddle. This, machine is

fitted with the latest RadcO spring forks,

Belt side of the single-cylinder two-stroke RadcO.
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which liave just been placed on the

market. These have a parallel action and
the portion attached to the forks them-
selves consists of telescopic tubes, sur

rounded by a powerful coil spring. The
telescopic arrangement keeps the machine
perfectly parallel and prevents side play,

taking most of the side strain off the

links. Jleans are provided to lubricate

all moving parts.

RAGLAN, No. 121.

3i h.p. iloDEi. : 85x88 mm.: m.o.v. ;

B. and B. carburetter; belt; tluec-

speed Sturmey-Archer gear.

M. Adler, Ltd., Sampson Road
Korth, Birmingham.—The 3^ h.p. model
is quite a well thought out machine. The

Countershaft gear on the Raglan showing
control mechanism.

engine follows accepted lines, and points

of convenience have been well studied

Two bags are carried in metal cases, and
side shields are fitted to both mudguards,
also a front wheel stand. The silencer is

i)f the increasingly popular pattern consist-

ing of an expansion chamber with exten-

sion pipe.

The Sj- h.p. sidecar model is fitted w'ith

the same engine but has a combined chain

and belt drive with an internal co.ne

clutch on the engine-shaft. The trans-

mission is by chain to the counter-shaft,

and thence by belt to the rear wheel,

while an efficient three-speed counter-

shaft gear is fitted, manufactured " by
.J lick, of Wolverhampton. The gear

control is particularly well carried out,

adjustable ball Joints being fitted to the

control mechanism.

2^ h.p. Model: 65x70 mm.; m.o.v.;
B. and B. carburetter ; belt.

This is a handv little lightweight model
following standard lines throughout,
l^ubrication is by means of a plain tap-

less pump, wliile pedjils are provided.

This firm is also showing a sectional

model of a 3i h.p. engine.

REX, No. 93.
6 h.p. .MoHKi.': 80x95 twin; side by

side mechanical valves; B. and B.

carburetter ; belt ; two-S)ioed Roc
type or three-S|.eed counter-shaft

gear.

The Rex Motor MAXtTF.\CTURTNG Co..

Ltd., Coventry.—With the exception of

the engine, which ha:^ been practically

redesigned, Rex practice remains for the
greater part unchanged The engine has
a slightly larger bore and the valve

tappet mechanism is enclosed in alumi-

nium covers secured each by a single

wing nut, while the valve lifter mecha-
nism is now contained inside the crani;

casing. The chief characteristic lies in

the securing of the cylinders to the crank
case. The lower ends are deeply sjiigoted

into the crank case, and in that part of

the crank case surrounding them a

channel is formed. Into these channels
oil is fed, and thence the lubricant passes

through holes drilled in the cj'linder walls

Change-speed lever on the three-speed
counter-shaft geareJ Rex.

to the pistons. Although a hand pump is

fitted as an alternative, this oil supply
is automatically obtained by suction,

passing through a large sight-feed glass

conveniently placed on the top of the
tank. Another notable feature is the
very large silencer fitted. This is of

great length and has rounded ends, the
w'hole affording a fine example of w-eld-

ing. Doubtless as a result of the A.C.U.
trials, a 9in. extension pipe is fitted at

the end. Most of the sidecars on these

machines were exceedingly well tqtiipped,

the neat coachbuilt bodies bcin;i fitted

complete with Cape cirt hood, celluloid

wind screen, a largo tool compartment in

the form of a metal valise, and comiort-

The 1914 twin-cylinder Rex power unit, showing
design of crank case and valve covers.

able upholstety. The three-speed counter-

shaft gear also constitutes a departure
in Rex practice.

REX-JAP. No. 105.

6 h.p. Model: 76x85 twin; side by
side mechanical ; B. and B. car-

buretter ; chain ; three-speed coun-

ter-shaft gear.

The Prejiiee Motor Co., Ltd., Aston
Road, Birmingham.—In the Rex-Jap
model of this exhibition we find only

chain transmission employed, with chains

entirely enclosed. The very compact
three-speed gear Ijox fitted in all cases is

combined with a multi-plate clutch with
cork inserts. In the twin-cj'linder J. A. P.
engine a feature lies in the oil feed,

which is effected by force pump with a

spring-controlled plunger. The 550x65
mm. Kempshall tyres are fitted. Druid
forks and cantilever seat add to the com-
fort of travelling. These machines are

essentially suitable for sidecar work, and
the sidecars also embody characteristics

worth attention. For passenger work,
whether made for Rex-Jap or Indian
machines, the body is formed with a
pointed nose and an electric lamp neatly

fitted in the nose. On the sidecar an
equipment is also fitted, with a carrier

for a spare petrol tank and for luggage.
Admirable examples of sidecars with
bodies for trade purposes are also on
view. A kick starter is fitted to these

machines.

TWO TYPES OF POWERFUL SIDECAR MACHINES.
LeJ -The three-speed chain-driven Rex-Jap. Right—The chain-driven countershaft-geared twin-cylinder Royal Ruby.
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ROC, No. 143.

4i h.p. ;Model : 89 X 95 mm. ; side by
side valves ; Amac carburetter

;

belt ; four-speed Roc gear.

Mkssks. Robertsoxs, 157, Great I'ort-

hind Street, W.—One of the machines
shown is equipped with a 4.\ Precision

engine, and the chief point about it is

the new four-speed gear box witli internal

expanding clutch, i'he gears are' of the

usual sliding type to be found on cars,

and the cliange is effected through a

patented gate m which the selectors are

uiuorporated. The selecting gear is inter-

locking. The gears are also provided with
kick starters.

A 6 h.p. model is also shown, fitted with
the latest type of Roc gear. A new type
of rear forte end is fitted, which allows

the wheel to be quickly withdrawn, and
great care is taken to exclude grit from
the interior of the gear, and felt washers
are provided to prevent grease from leak-

ing out. The push pin operating the

change is keyed, so that it cannot turn,

thus minimising wear.

A 2| model is also shown, fitted with
the lightweight type of gear, in which
there are only three planet pinions instead

of four. The low speed clutch is of the

internal expanding type as fitted and
similar to the clutch in the bracket gear.

A part sectional model of the two-speed

gear is also shown, which cle&rly shows
the substantial planet pinions .employed.

ROVER, No. 101.

3i h.p. JMoDEL : 85x88 mm.; side by
side m.o.v. ; B. and B. carbu-

retter ; belt ; Sturmey-Archer three-

speed hub gear.

The Rover Co., Ltd., Coventry.

—

The above specification represents the

3^- h.p. Rover in its most elaborated

state, as it is used for sidecar work

;

but, apart from transmission, one speci-

fication covers the entire Rover practice,

as it is standardised. Besides the three-

speed machines examples are also shown
of models with free engine and Philip-

son hand-controlled pulley, fixed engine,

and a T.T. model, wliich latter has some-

what higher compression, and is fitted

with a foot brake that can be Avorked by
both feet with the full weight of the

rider. The chief characteristics of 1914

Rover design are in the somewhat altered

shape of the tank, giving a very neat

streamline effect, and, what is more im-

portant, more leg clearance. The back
mudguard, which is jointed, so as to fold

upwards, with carrier complete, clear of

the wheel by the mere undoing of two
nuts, is an admirable piece of design, as

indeed is the entire mudguarding system,

which is A cr\ complete. The foot brake

Heel-operated brake on the 1914 Rover.

is applied ta a separate rim on the off-

side of the back wheel. On this rim
the V is reversed, and the brake block

applied from the exterior, allowing the

wheel more easily to be withdrawn.
Another very neat characteristic is in the

foot-rests, which are pivoted at about

a quarter of their length from the front,

and capable of being swur.g up clear of

the pedals and engine. The top links

of the Druid spring forks are fitted with
coiled springs, so that horizontal road

shocks are eliminated.

ROYAL RURY, No. 44.

6 h.p. twin-cylinder JIodel : 76x85
mm. ; side by side m.o.v. ; B. and
B. variable needle carburetter; en-

closed chain ; Jardine gear.

The Royal Ruby Co., Ltd., Ruby
Works, Manchester.—The magnificent
Show finish characterises this very strik-

ing machine. All the engines fitted to

the Royal Ruby motor cycles are

J.A.P; 'sj and a very wide range of

models is marketed by this firm ; in
fact, they can supply machines fitted

with every type of engine made by
Messrs. J. A. Prestwich and Co. The
6 h.p. model is fitted with a two-speed

,

Jardine gear box, the front chain
being adjusted by sliding the gear box
in a very substantially constructed slot,
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and the back chain by the usual back

fork adjustment". A heel and toe oper-

ated pedal works the clutch, and the

gears are changed by means of a small

lever mounted on the top tube, adjust-

ment being provided. The finish of the

machine is a pale French grey, with

blue panels on the tank, and a word of

praise must be given to the really admir-

able mudguarding provided, deep

valances being fitted to botb the front

and back wheels. Another 5 h.p. model

is shown, fitted with belt drive and
Sturmey-Archer gear, and, while capable

of being used quite satisfactorily as a

sidecar mount, this machine is of con-

siderably less weight than the chain-

driven one, and therefore handier for

solo work.

4^ h.p. single-cylinder Model : 85x95
mm. ; m.o. overhead inlet; B. and
B. carburetter ; belt ; Sturmey-
Archer gear.

For riders who prefer the simplicity

of a single-cylinder, and at the same
time one with plenty of power for side-

car use, this model should prove most
attractive. Specially large flywheels are

fitted to ensure smooth running. The
inlet valve is operated by a rod passing
through the induction pipe, and thence
by means of the' usual rocking arm. A
special feature of the Royal Ruby models
shown is the fitment of the Extractor
silencer, which, it is claimed, provides
adequate silence without back pressure.

Best and Lloyd drip feed lubricators are
also fitted, and the ignition on both
models is a Bosch enclosed magneto.
Brooks saddles are also fitted.

3^ h.p. twin-cylinder T.T. Model :

70 X 662, mm, ; inlet and exhaust
overhead valves ; B. and B. racing

type carburetter ; belt ; Sturmey-
Archer gear.

The outstanding feature of this exhibit

is undoubtedly the above model, as it is

a perfect high speed touring machine.
The engine is a J.A. P., and although
the machine is primarily a speed model
and is fitted with semi-dropped handle-
bars, it is at the same time a touring
mount for riders who desire a fast

machine. No clutijh-operating mechanism
is fitted to the hub, and the gear is

changed by means of a lever on the

right-hand side, very similar to that

fitted to the Triumph. Each cylinder

has -ts own exhaust pipe, each entirely

„.* ; w

am, .ii ^ * -.o.^ « vv J

TWO TYPES OF ROVERS FOR NEXT YEAR.

(1) The 31 h,p. three-Speed louring model. (2) The T.T. single-geared model, which is supplied nith Philipson pulley to order

•-'?
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separate from the other, on opposite
sides of the machine ; a torpedo tank
with large filler caps and Saxon forks
are features of this machine. The tank
is in red with gold lines, and even the
springs and framework of the Brooks
saddle and the belt rims are painted
red to match—a minor point, but one
which shows tliat great care has been
exercised to get a I'eally well finished

effect. The back brake has a heel pedal
fitted each side, so that in the event of

a fall there is always another pedal
available, and these pedals are mounted on
a separate lug. nut on the footrest. I Ither

models shown are a 3^ h.p. single-

cylinder and a 4 li.p. twin, both fitted

with J. A. P. engines, Sturmey-Archer
gears, and Druid forks.

RUDGE, No. 49.
3^ h.p. Model; 85x88 mm.; overhead

inlet valves ; iSeiispray carburetter
;

belt transmission ; Rudge-iMulti
gear.

Rudge-Whiiworth, Ltd., Crow Lane,
Coventry.—The Kudge machines remain
much as last year, only detail improve-
ments having been found necessary.

The multi gear is provided with a small
screw on the rear hub by which the

belt tension can be altered in a moment
by the sidecar passenger while the
machine is running. The Rudge spring

stands and hinged mudguard flaps are
retained on the single-geared machines.
The belt rims are attached direct to the
wheel rims, thus doing away with a large

The oil tank Qtled to the rear down
tube of the Brooklands model Rudge

number of small spokes. Duniop or
Palmer grooved tyres are fitted, b50x65
mm. Speedometers and reflex lights are
attached to some of the macliines. One
iif these machines has a dark green sidecar
ittached. The cliassis is attached to the
bicycle at lour points. This machine is

fitted with the Sturmey-Archer three-
speed hub in place of the multi gear.
Special attention is being paid to tliis

exhibit owing to the fiict that the 3i h.p.
Rudge ridden by PuUin and Green
captured ninelecn leconls liist \vef]<

at Brooklands, reference to whicli is made
el.<cwhero in this is.sue.

5-6 h.p. Mo))Kr, : 85x132 mm. ; overhead
inlet valves; Senspniy 'carburetter

;

belt transmission ;
' Rudge-Muiti

speed gear.

These long-stroke machines follow llie

general lines of the lower powered
model. In some cases a separate tank is

fitted to contain the oil supply and
attarhed under the saddle to the rear
frame member. The pumps on Kudge

Roller bearing connecting rod and
flywheel on the 3} h.p. Rudge.

maciiines are for the most part operated
by foot. The Ruthardt magneto is a
standard fitting. This, although smaller
than most magnetos, is claimed to be
extremely efficient, especially at low
speeds. Models of engines in section and
a display of parts are to be seen.

SCOTT, No. 136a.
33 h.p. two-stroke Model ; Scott car-

buretter ; chain : Scott two-speed
gear on counter-shaft.

Thk Scott ENGisKi'aiiNc; Co., Ltd.,
Shipley, Yorks.—The Scott Engineering
Co. continue their wise policy of con-
centrating on one model, of which several
examples are shown on their stand. There
ace no radical alterations in the design

Curious position of tlie handle-bars on the Scott
racing model. They are fixed to the base ol

the steering column.

of tlie machine to record, but one or two
interesting details have received attention.
The lubrication system has been changed
from the original type of forced feed to a
semi-automatic drip feed, in which the
How of oil is visible through a gla.ss.

The pimip pliin£;er is sprin!;-propelled
the rate of feed is adjusfalile. The p
and the drip lud ar^' placid itt the
of the petrol tank. Ijehind this is an
shaped metal tool case, which fills

and
untp
lias.-

egg-

the

The case protecting the gear and magneto
drive ol the Scott. Also showing lubricator

tor gear.

otherwise wasted space behind the mag-
neto. The transmission chains are neatly
enclosed in detachable dustproof side
pieces and a guard is also fitted over the
top of the final driving chain. A front
stand is fitted, in addition to tlie kick-up
rear one, and is hinged to the engine
crank chamber.
Nail catchers of

the rat-trap type
are fitted over

both the front

and rear wheels.
The spring forks,

which are of the
Scott patent type,

.have been im-
proved by the
fitting of screw-
down grease caps
by means of

which the rollers

are easily lubri-

cated. A trans-

verse bar for

carrying a speed-
ometer, etc., is fitted across the handle-
bars, which are of the all-black covered
type. The Scott machine on which H.
• ). Wood won the Tourist Trophy is an
interesting exhibit on this stand

SINGER, No. 83.
3^ h.p. JIoDKL : 85 X 88 mm. ; side by

side valves ; B. and B. carburetter ;

belt ; three-speed Sturmey-Archer
gear. *

.

SiNGKR A.vn Co. 11909), Ltd., Coventry.
—The 3i h.p. Singer remains practically

A Best & Lloya sight feed
lubricator, as applied to

the new Scott.

Rear fork ends ol the chain driven Singer
show'ng alluLtme.it provided by means ol.

(4 s;i s:rew.

unclianged. The liiuriiig machine is very
completely equipped, the engine being
carried in a stoutly constructed frame
with Druid forks, two stands, and metal
covered pannier tool bo.xes. The engine
itself is on standard lines. The cylinder
castings are paiticularly clean, aiid the
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valve cover is produced so as to act as a

trouser guard without interfering witli

the cooling of the engine. The magneto

is carried high up in front of the motor,

where it is well clear of mud and grit.

This tj-pe is also shown in the form of a

T.T. single-geared model. A rear brake

pedal is fitted acting directly on the belt

rim. A handle-bar controlled magneto

Neat method of flxing magneto and high-

tension wire on the Singer.

is supplied to all types, and the levers

which operate the controls are fitted with

a neat form of ratchet, which auto-

matically locks them in the desired posi-

tion. The silencer is now provided with

a fish tail exit pipe, and a neat double

petrol pipe is fitted, which acts as a

warning before the tank becomes empty.
The 2^ h.p. model, which has bore and
stroke of 69 x 80, follows the lines already

described throughout. It is also shown
both with three-speed gear and in the

form of a T.T. racer.

G. E. Stanley's performances on Brook-
lands throughout the past year have been
sufficient to "draw the eyes of all the

world to Singer machines, for he has
probably secured more wins than any
other rider during the past season. One
feature on Singer models which has not
already been mentioned is the new finish

to the tank, which is carried out in black
and grey, giving an extremely smart
appearance. The finish of the frame,
guards, and all detail work is excellent
throughout.

4^ h.p. Model : 88 x 95 mm. ; side by
side valves ; B. and B. carburetter ;

belt or chain ; two-speed counter-
shaft gear.

The 4i h.p models have undergone but
slight alterations The previous models

have proved so satis-

factory that it has
been considered un-
necessary to make any
serious change. The
4^ h.p. has been some-
what increased in size,

but its general design
is exactly similar to

previous ty|Des. An
extension of the crank
case casting forms the
two-speed gear box,
ggar drive being em-
ployed to convey the
power to the counter-

shaft, on which is

mounted a large dia-

meter pulley, whence
the drive is through a

belt on the right-hand side of the

machine to the back wheel. The same

model is shown with a final chain drive,

which is well encased. The gears are of

the sliding dog type, operated direct by
a firmly stayed control rod. The plate

clutch IS contained in the gear box, and
is in such a position that no long operat-

ing rods are necessary. Altogether the

unit is a particularly neat one.

SPARKBROOK, No. 92.
6 h.p. Model: 76x85 mm.; side by

side m.o.v. ; B. and B. carburetter

;

chain and belt; two-speed counter-

shaft gear.

The Sparkerook Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd., Coventry.—In both the 6 h.p. and
8 h.p. the Sparkbrook characteristics for

1914 are the same. In both the aim has

been to obtain simplicity and strength

without superfluous gadgets, and the pre-

sent designs are the outcome of long and
scientifically carried out road tests. In

both cases there is a twin V type engine,

the drive being by chain on the near side

to a counter-shaft gear, thence by a

wide belt on the off side. The power
is transmitted to the back wheel through
a clutch, the plates of which are of hard
steel carefully ground. The speed change

The petrol pipes on

the Singer act as a
warning when the

supply is nearly
exhausted.

New type gear change lever on the

Sparkbrooif passenger machine.

works by dog clutches, the gear box being

the firm's own make. The kick starter

has been re-designod to enable the engine

to be started with gear in neutral. The
starter is of the toothed segmental type

made strong enough for any amount of

hard kicking. Both hubs are designed

for removal of the wheels in about a

minute, and though the wheal can be

dropped out of the forks as soon as the

solid centre wheel-pin is removed from

the hub, the weight is taken on the larger

diameter of the hollow wheel-pin. Ample
provision is made for locking the large

diameter hub cone, and really dustproof

caps complete one of the finest hub con-

structions we have seen. Brakes have,

of course, been designed to facilitate

wheel removal. The tyres are 650x65
mm. Instead of ordinary connecting

links on the Druid forks, the forged steel

links are shouldered to work inside the

lugs—a valuable point. The sidecar

frame is built specially to suit the motor

bicycle ; perfect alignment is maintained

by a straight tube chassis construction.

The coachbuilt sidecar bodies are fitted

with sprung upholstery, and under the
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seat is a roomy drawer. In the front

is a locker containing an effective storm
apron. A point - deserving particular

emphasis is the Colonial Sparkbrook ,

model with 28in diameter wheels and
2iin. front tjTe ; the rear tyre is a.

3in. This is a type that may be found
useful on some of the rougher roads of

this country.

8 h.p. Model: 85x85 twin; side by
side m.o.v. ; B. and B. carbu-

retter, chain ; counter-shaft two-
speed gear.

Except for engine dimensions this larger

design is identical with that of its smaller

brother.

SPEEDWELL. No. 26.
The Speedwell Manufacturing Co.,

Alcester (Warwickshire).—Three different
'

models of sidecar are displayed. The
most taking is the Modele de Luxe, which
is fitted with a detachable wheel, luggage
carrier, and instantaneous couplings to

the four-point attachment. The uphol-

stery is well sprung, and a neat hood and
wind screen 'are fitted. Large C springs

support the body at the rear and small

similar springs in front. The coachwork
is beautifully finished in tasteful light

colours, and the outline is graceful. The
Standard model has three-point attach-

ment. A feature of these sidecars is the

admirable mudguarding, deep valances

being fitted each side of the wheel. The
company also show complete back fork

attachments fitted with Armstrong Mark
VII. gears for fitting to any single-

geared machine.

STAR, No. 81.

4| h.p. Model (single-cylinder) : 89 x
100 mm. ; side by side valves

;

Amac or Senspray carburetter

;

, chain ; three-speed counter-shaft
"
gear.

The Star Cycle Co., Ltd., Wolver-
hampton.—The 4^ h.p. Star in all pro-

bability has more distinctive features than
any other exhibit. The cylinder of the

big single has a detachable head, which
is held down by four long bolts. The
valve springs and stems are almost en-

tirely enclosed by aluminium covers,

which are extended over the valve ports

to act as a trouser guard. Lubrication is

ingenious, for the oil is led from a B.

and L. lubricator to the timing gear,

whence it feeds to the crankshaft bearing
and into a groove formed in the flywheel.

From this groove it is thrown to the
crank pin by centrifugal force, and thence
passes up through a hole in the connect-

Corabined trouser guard and valve cover on the

single-cylinder Star
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Valve side of <he 6 h.p. Ihree-speed Sunbeam with chain drive and kick-starter. (2) The 3} h.p. three-speed Rajlan sidecar machine.

in^ icid, throv.gh the hollow nudgeon piii

and out to the cylinder walls. A large
<lianiuter leather-fai'od cone clutch is

mounted on the eranksliaft. and drives
through an enclosed chain to a Ihreesjieod
fjear hox. In the driving sprocket is

mcunUed a cushioning device to take up
the shook of explosions. The gear bo.\

has two sliding mcmhers, and is actuated
by a stoutly constiucted change-speed
lever working in a ipiailrant on the right-

lianil side of tlic l;nik. The final chain

springs, which should provide extreme
coinfort. A parcels delivery van is also
shown attached to a 4^ h.p. machine.

SUNBEAM, No. 80.

3^ )i.p. MoDKL (single-cylinder): 85 X
89 mm. ; side by side, valves

;

Aniac carburetter; chain; three-

speed counter-shaft gear.

.ToHN Marston, Ltd., Wolverhampton.
—The 3^ h.p. Sunbeam is a compara-
tively new mode], but since it has made

Ths i\ h.p chain-iriven Star.

ihive is entirely enclo.-ed in an oil bath
'asc. In the rear luib is mounted an
internal expanding foot brake of ample
dimensions. The magneto is mounted on
an extension of the crank case directly

behind the cylinder, and is Thain-driven
from the cam gear. Long footboards are
titled, and arc sprung at the rear end.

The specification includes Saxon forks,

finnt and rear stands, powerful kick-
.^lartcr, painiier tool bags, and welt de-

signed mudguards. A tw'in-cylindcr 6 h.p.
model is also staged, but is almost the
same as the machine ju.st described, e.x-

I I'pt tor the fact that it is fitted with a

76x85 mm. twin-cylinder J..\.l'. engine.

L'onsiderable ingenuity has been shown
ihrnughout the dmi^in of this machine.
-\ 6 h.\). model is shown attached to a
well-des-Tgncd sidecar, the body of which
is slcnig at the rear end-s on CJicloscd coil

its appearance in competition it has made
its name. The engine from outward ap-

'pearances is built on standard lines, but
it is fitted throughout with roller bear-

ings, even the large intermediate gear

wheel for the magneto drive being su|)-

j)orted on this type. The chain drive

from the engine to the gear box is en-

closed in a cast aluminium oil-tight case.

A multi-plate clutch is fitted, and the gear

is of the sliding type. The final chain
drive is also entirely enclosed, but to

obtain a qnickly detiuliable wheel, a louse

spindle and a distance piece are employed,
thus enabling the wheel to be withdrawn
ill a few .seconds. A new feature has
been introduced in the striking mecha-
nism. The lever itself works as before in

a gate quadrant, but the control rod is

fitted with a buft'er spring at its lower
end, so as to prevent damage to the gears

should the dogs not be opposite wlicii the
gears are clianged. Enclosed spring
tappets are fitted to the engine. A 3^ h.pl

T.T. model is .staged, but this dittci-s in

no way from the standard model, cxcc[>t

that the handle-bars are neatly droppe 1

and a picked engine is used. 26x2iin.
Bates tyres are fitted as standard.

2| h.p, JIoDEi^: 75 X 79 mm. ; side by
side valves ; Ainac carburetter";

chain ; two-speed counter-shaft
gear.

In its general lines the 2| h.p. model
is similar to the 35- h.p., except, of course,
that it is built somewhat lighter. The
clutch, however, is of the single plate
type, with cork inserts, and a two-speed
gear only is fitted.

6 h.p. Model (two-cylinder): 76x85
mm.; side by side valves; Amac
carburetter ; chain ; three-speed
counter-shaft gear.

This machine follows the lines of the
3^ h.p. model, e.\cept for the fact that a
5-6 h.]i. .J.A.r, engine is fitted. All three

Gate change lever on the threfj-

specd Sunbeams.

types retain tliis make's well-known
features, such as the all-black finish, well-

designed mudguards, and rear brake
applied on the inside of a V-section rim.
A Best and Lloyd semi-automatic drip
feed lubricator is also a standard fitting.

.\ particularly smart 6 h.p. sidecar com-
binatiini is sliowii. In this case the side-

car is painted in black and lined with
gold to match the machine. It is fitted

BI3
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A new model 31 h.p. T.T. Sunbeam with semi-dropped bars.

\rith a stout luggage carrier and excellent

iiccommodation for tools and spares. 650 x
65 mm. tyres are fitted as standard. The
kick starters on all Sunbeam models are

carefully enclosed.

SUN, No. ii4.
Z h.p. Model (SunJ : 60 x 50 mm.

;

m.o.v. ; B and B. carburetter

;

belt ; .Precision two-speed gear.

Sun Cycle Fittings Co., Ltd., Aston,
Birmingham.—This machine is fitted with

a Precision power unit made by F. E.

Baker. Ltd.. described on page 157 in

the issue of Nov. 20th. It will be remem-
bered that the valves are horizontal, and
a neat foot-operated two-speed dog clutch

gear is incorporated in this unit.

• 2i h.p. JIoDEL : (Sun-ViUiers) 70x70
mm. ; two-stroke ; Amac carburet-

ter ; belt.

The most interesting part about this

handy little machine is the two-stroke

Villiers engine, which is of particularly

neat design. The silencer is also worthy
of mention, as it has two expansion
chambers both of practically the same
dimensions and joined by a single pipe.

From the second expansion chamber there

is a long exit pipe. The arrangement
should effectively silence the exhaust.

The crank case castings are particularly

neat, . and there is a heavy outside fly-

wheel. Footrests. and no pedals are fitted.

2-1 h.p. Model: (Sun Villiers) 77^x80
mm. ; m.o.v. ; B. and B. carburet-

ter ; belt ; dog clutch Villiers gear.

This is a useful model of medium
horse-power fitted with the popular Vil-

liers two-speed unit, the details of which
are well known to our I'eaders. The all-

black finish is noticeable, otherwise the

machine is constructed throughoiit on

accepted principles.

3| h.p. Model (Sun-Precision) : 85 x

88 mm. ; m.o.v. ; Amac carburet-

ter ; belt : Sturmey-Archer three-

. speed gear.

This is another model of sound design.

We may mention that the lubrication is

through a Best and Lloyd lubricator, and
that particular attention has been paid

to detail. The Sturmey-Archer three-

speed gear is fitted, and a kick-starting

device of the usual chain and free wheel

D14

pattern, but in which the spindle of the

pedal is eccentrically mounted, so that

the chain may be easily adjuste;d. Com-
fortable aluminium footboards are fitted.

2| h.p. Model (Sun-Precision) : 70 x

90 mm. ; m.o.v. ; B. and B. carbu-

retter ; belt.

This is a model which is recommended
to those who like simplicity, and is a

Showing method of mounting bralte pedal, and
position of footboards on the Sun-Precision.

soundly built machine which should serve

as a handy runabout.
4 h.p. Model (Sun) : 60 x 88 mm. ;

m.o.v.; Amac carburetter; belt;

Sturmey-Archer three-speed hub
gear.

The 4 h.p. machine is one which will

appeal to the man who likes the smooth
rmining of a twin and does not require

excessive horse-power.

5 h.p. Model (Sim-Ja,p) : 70 x 85 mm.
;

m.o.v.; Amac carburetter; belt;

Sturmey-Archer three-speed.

As regards details, this machine re-

sembles in the main the 3J h.p., being
equipped with Amac carburetter, alumi-
nium covered footboards, and Best and
Lloyd lubricator. Since it is provided
with a fairly high-powered engine, it is

particularly suitable for sidecar work.

It will be noticed that a very wide range
of machines is marketed by the Sun Cycle

Fittings Co., who lay themselves out to

cater for almost every branch of the
buying public.
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SWAN, No. 28.
Midland Motor and Cycle Co.,

Oxford.—Tins firm, who specialise in the
Swan sidecar, are showing six examples
of their models. One of the most attrac-

tive is that painted red to suit an Indian.

A feature of the Swan sidecars is the coil

suspension at the rear, from which the

body is slung, the springs being fixed

on a square section tubing running com-
pletely round the sidecar. The back of

the sidecar is neatly curved. All the
Swan sidecars have spring upholstery to

the backs. Valances are fitted to the

mudguards, and reflex red rear lights are

a standard fitment. Another sidecar is

shown painted to suit the Matchless
machines. An extremely attractive model
is shown painted pure wliite, fitted with
a hood and wind screen, and luggage
carrier fitted with a suit case, and is

altogether a complete touring model.

The Modele de Luxe, which is painted
olive green with white lines, has the

back of the seat made to liinge at the

lower end, and by swinging tlus forward a

box capable of holding a considerable

amount of baggage or a two gallon petrol

can is disclosed. Another special model of

this exhibit has a provision tor a child's

seat in the front of the sidecar.

SWIFT, No: 9i.
Zi^ h.p. Model: 86x85 mm.; side by

side m.o.v. ; B. and B. carbu-

buretter, single, three-speed hub,
or three-speed counter-shaft gear.

The Swift Cycle Co., Ltd., Chejdes-

more, Coventry.—The 3j h.p. Swift is

made in three models—(1) single geared,

(2) with three-speed Armstrong hub gear,

or (3) with a counter-shaft three-speed
gear. In all cases the power to the back
wheel is conveyed by belt, but in the case

of the counter-shaft gear chain trans-

mission is introduced from engine to

counter-shaft. The engine is of clean

design, and a waterproof magneto placed
in front of the engine is driven by a

chain encased in an aluminium cover.

The kick starter at the rear works on the

back wheel through a chain aud free

wheel arrangement. The back brake has

a separate V-rim on the right-hand side

of the wheel. In the multi-geared models
the gear-changing control arrangements
are substantial and convenient. Needless
to say, the cycle part of the work coming
from a fu'm of such experience is of the

highest order.

Internal mechanism of the 2 h.p. Precision Junior,

showing piston, connecting rod, and two-soeed gear.
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TRIUMPH, No. 31.
4 h.p. .Model: 85x97 mm.; side by

side m.o.v. ; Triumph iii' B. and B.

carburet tei' ; belt ; Sturmoy-Arelier
three-speed gear.

The Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., Priory
Street. Coventry.—The e.xhibit of the
Triumph Co. invariably commands a
great amount of interest and attention,

and this year even more so than usual,

for this Hnii hitherto so extremely con-

servative and faithful to the 500 c.c.

single-cylinder, have now struck two en-

i l_ I I-

Decompressor and valve lifter lever on ttie

i h.p. Triumph.

tirely new notes. Instead of the 500
single, the Triumph Co. are placing on
the market a machine equipped with a
single-cylinder engine of 550 c.c, the
reason for this being that in the past the
machines have been extensively used for

sidecar work, and the makers have
realised that such demands are made
upon the 500 c.c. engine that it is almost
invariably worked at high pressure. To
obviate this, and at the same time to

make a machine capable of giving a com-
fortable solo service, they have intro-

duced the new model as a happy com-
promise, and there is little doubt that

they have thoroughly succeeded. The
general details of the machine, of course,

follow the usual Trimnph practice, and
the same exquisite finish and attention

to detail is gbservable on the new models
as in the past. The designers have re-

mained faithful to the belt drive, and
the new 4 h.p. model is equipped with a

specially constructed one-inch belt, which
may be relied upon, running as it does on
large pulleys, to give perfectly satis-

factory service, even when loaded up with
the extra weight of sidecar and passenger.

The belt transmits the power to a

Sturmey-Archer three-speed back hub

;

but the method of withdrawing the

clutch and changing Uie gear is a
specialitv of the Triumpff Co., changing
gear , being effected by an exceedingly
neat lever mounted on the lower tube of
the frame and situated on the right hand
side of the tank. No cut-out is fitted,

and a lung exhaust pipe with flattened

end projects from the silencer as far as

the rear hub.
The most noticeable outward change in

Triumph design is the frame, which is

now dropped, giving a lower saddle posi-

tion and increased comfort. This has,

of course, necessitated the tank being re-

designed to fit the rear end of the frame.
The Best and Lloyd semi-automatic drip-

feed lubrication is shown on this machine
for the first time, and the tank has now
no petrol gauge, a screw-down needle
being used to cut off the petrol at the end
of a run. To facilitate easy starting, a
decompressor is fitted, working on the
inlet cam, and by means of this the

The petrol cap o( the two-stroke
Triumph has embodied with it a re-

ceptacle for the purpose of measuring
oil from the forward compartment
of the tanlc.

engine can be started when cold without
the least trouble. Of course the fitment
of a more powerful motor and the fact
that the Triumph Co. are catering for

sidecar use have necessitated the strength-
ening of the frame throughout, and this

has been carried out without in any way
sacrificing the elegant appearance of the
machine. The machines on the stand are
equipped with both Triumph and B. and
B. variable jet carburetters. We under-
stand that for the T.T. Race the Triumph
Co. will prepare a set of 500 c.c. engines.

156-7

2 h.p. two-stroko .Model: 64x70 mm.;
U. and B. cai'buretter ; belt and
chain ; two-speed counter-shaft
gear.

The new model 2 h.p. two-stroke two-
speed Triumph attracts enormous atten-

tion, [t is not exaggerating to say that

this is one of the prettiest lightweight
models ever put upon the market, the

Petrol gauge fitted

to the tanli ol
Triumph machines

Componeni parts

of the De Lissa

exhaust valve Utted

to M t sacoche
machines

design throughout being extremely neat.

The engine, which is 64x70 mm., is

situated almost exactly midway between
the wheels, which gives such a perfect

balance to the machine that anyone
standing over the machine can lift it from
the ground quite evenly -by means of the
handle grips. The drive is taken by a
totally enclosed chain to a tiny two-speed
gear box situated close up to the engine
base chamber, the transmission thence
being by rubber belt to the back wheel.
Flexibility is a great feature of the
engine, and the designers claim to have
entirely overcome the difficulty which
makes the two-stroke engine " four-

stroke " at slow speeds. The carburetter

is situated at the front of the engine,

and the Bosch magneto is mounted high
up in a sheltered position behind the

cylinder on the top of the gear box. The
flywheel is external. Petrol and lubri-

cating oil are mixed, and a new feature

just adopted is the provision of a petrol

injector to the cylinder head. The
actual machine exhibited will have
eventually a slightly different mudguard
to the front wheel, which will either have
side valances or be curved backward at

the lower end as on the 4 h.p. model.
The tank is a round one. An exceed-
ingly neat feature is the method by which
the speeds are changed, this being
effected by Bowden wire and lever

situated on the left of the handlebar,
immediately underneath the lever con-

trolling the magneto. Needless to say,

the finish of this machine and the other

Tiinmph models is, as usual, superb.

FCLT W,^SH£R

The 21 h.p. two-stroke Triumph, stiowing llsh tail extension pipe Irom the siiencer, [josilion oi carburettei

and mignelo. and method of fixing the tank. The bore and stroke are 6+ x 70 mm. ---- 225 c.c. ihe oil-tlBht front nub used on Lea-Francis machines

DI9
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Studies in Sidecar Body Design.

A novel type ot

piston which has
heen standardised

on all Precision

models.

The 8h.p. Spaikbrook coacli-buill sidecar outfit.

Locking device on the

Triumph handle-bars.

. Valve cap on the 1914
Blackhurne.

.-i«V

One of the many types ot Gloria sidecars lor 1914, ol a neat wicker worl> pattern.

Luggage grid at the rear ot the P. and M. sidecar.

It is shown folded out ot use.

020
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3^ li.p. MoDiiii : 85x85 mm.; side by
side valves; B. and B. or Amac
carburetter; belt transmission;
single Hxed speed gear.

Thk V.\l Motor Co., 514, Bradl'cnd

Street, Birmingham.—Tlie 5^ li.p. \'al

is the product of a, new Krm. It

enibddies standard practioe, and is pro-

vided with a single-cylinder engine
having the l5osch magneto placed in front

and driven by a chain. To the silejicer

is tilted an expansion box of ample dimen-
sions affording an easy passage for

the exhaust. Though the engine
exhibited is fitted with hand pump
lubrication, we understand that future

examples will possess a forced drip feed.

On the same stand are some admirable
examples of sidecars, one having a
particularly interesting pattern springing
system for the sidecar wheel. The wheel
is mounted on a tube extending three-

quarters of the way across the frame and
secured at right angles to short tubes
swinging around the main transverse
member, which is clamped to the chain
stays. The swinging movement is under
the control of a coil spring, so that, on
the wheel mounting any obstacle, it 'is

swung upwards from the cross-member
and is always under spring control. A
very neat arrangement is seen on the
body too. This is torpedo shaped, turned
up at the front end, from which a storm
apron is carried to the wind screen placed
jusfc in front of the seat. Before opening
the door, the button attaching the apron
to it is undone, and the whole mounting
of the wind screen can then be swung
clear around a pivot on the far side of

the sidecar. This exceptionally neat
design is particularly worth attention, and
the firm also show an excellent example
of sidecar work on more standard lines.

VELOCE, No. 103.
2 h.p. MoDEF. : 60.5x73 mm.; valve-

less ; Amac carburetter ; belt.

The Wilton Cycle and Motor Co.,
Wilton Road, Victoria, S.W.^The two-
stroke Veloce engine has already been
described. It may be as well to point out
that, instead of mixing the lubricant with
the petrol, the oil is poured into the crank
chamber and distributed by ring lubrica-

tion to a recess in the phosphor bronze

]^j^^^!LE
bcariii''. Hero the

a needle valve and i:

crankshaft through a

The device tor adjusting

oil feed on the Velocette.

How is regulated by
fed to the whole
hole in the shaft
.journal. It must
be observed that
the frame of
this model is de-
signed to take a
gear box under
the chain stay
bracket if need
be, and an ex-
ample of this is

afforded by the
two-speed mode!
chain - driven
throughout. The
weight is only
101 lbs.

2 h.p. Model: 60.5x73 mm.; valve-

less ; Amac carburetter ; chain

;

two-speed counter-shaft gear.

This is an extremely neat little

machine, and even the change-speed gear
is controlled from the handle-bars.

2^- h.p. Model: 70x76 mm.; valves in

front, one above the other ; Amac
carburetter, belt ; two - speed
gear in crank case.

In the four-stroke Veloce engines but
little alteration has been made, though a

Showing dressguard and telt shield on the

ladies* model Veloce

slightly larger model of 2| h.p. has been
introduced. The gear counter-shaft is

embodied with the camshaft, the geared
down belt pulley being placed in front

of the engine and affording a long belt

drive. Lubrication is forced by pump
thi-ough the counter-shaft to the gears
and engine, finally into a sump at the
bottom of the crank case, whence it is

circulated back past the filter. A lady's

15^3

dropped frame m.'jchino of this type is on
view.

3^ h.p. Modkl : 85x85 mm.; side by
side m.o.v. ; Amac carburetter

;

belt ; three-speed hub gear.

The 3^ h.p. is unlike the other Veloco
models, in that it follows the more

Veloce internal operating belt rim brake ; also

showing mudguard and belt guard.

ordinary standard lines. It is a finely

finished machine with magneto in front

of the engine, and is a good example of

up-to-date standard practice.

VICTORIA, No. 120.

4i h.p. Model: 89x96 mm.; m.o.v.:
B. and B. carburetter ; belt

;

Armstrong three-speed gear.

The Victoria Motor and Cycle Co.,

Ltd., Dennistoun, Glasgow.—This is a

powerful single-cylinder machine, . suit-

able for sidecar work, in which there are
several interesting features. The engine
is a Precision, and a spring pressure
lubricator is fitted. Glass top filler

caps are fitted, and special attention has
been paid to the mudguarding. The
front mudguard has a side shield, and
the back mudguard an extension to pre-

vent mud being thrown up by the belt

rim. A comfortable Brooks Bi70 saddle
is fitted. In the main, the machine
follows standard lines throughout.

4 h.p. Model: 60x88 mm.; m.o.i.v. :

B. and B. carburetter ; belt

;

Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear.

This is a handy little solo mount fitted

with a small two-cylinder Precision
engine, adjustable footrests similar to

TWO OPEN FRAME LIGHTWEIGHTS.
!i The 2*. h.D. Voloce. with hell drlvo and kick-starter. f2) The 2] h.o. iwo-speed Oougla^.
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those fitted to the large single-cylinder

model, and in general arrangements re-

ssmbling it. The lubrication is by
splash, the oil being delivered by a

spring plunger pump through an adjust-

able siaht feed to the crank case.

chamber the exhaust gases make their exit

through a short pipe with a flattened

end, in which there are saw cuts. No
less interesting is the 2-| h.p. 74.5x80
four-stroke engine, incorporating a dog
clutch, two-speed gear, and kick starter.

A phosphor lu'onze cone clutch is also

It is shown attached to a 2^ two-speed
Levis. These two models are not fold-

ing, but two examples of folding sidecars

are shown, capable of going through a

2ft. Bin. door when fitted to a motor
cycle. A tandem-seated cane sidecar with
two doors complet'Cs the exhibit.

Two types of Victoria for 1914. (1) The 25 li.p. two-speed model, showing kick starter and belt drive. ,2; The 2 h.p. two-stroke sinile-cyllnder type.

3-^- h.p. Model : 85x88 mm. ; m.o.i.v. ;

B. and B. carburetter ; belt

;

Sturmey-Archer three-speed gear.

Save .that it is fitted with a different-

sized engine, the details of this model are

practically identical with the 4j h.p.

2| h.p. Model; 74.5x88 mm.;
m.o.i.v.; B. and B. carburetter;

belt ; Villiers two-speed gear.

This machine is fitted with a neatly

designed Villiers power unit. A kick

starter is fitted, consisting of a ratchet

quadrant engaging with a pinion on the

counter-shaft, to which the pulley is

fixed. It is a particularly well-designed

model, and a point worthy of note is the

bottom bracket Jug, which looks ex-

tremely substantial. An Enots lubricator

is fitted.

2 h.p. Model: 60x60 mm.; m.o.v. ;

B, and B. carburetter ; belt ; two
speed Precision gear.

This model is fitted with the new
lightweight Precision power unit, and
was described in detail in last week's

issue. The belt drive is indirect from
a counter-shaft, and consequently pulleys

of more equal diameter can be fitted,

thus ensuring longer life for the belt.

A foot-operated two-speed dog clutch

^ear is incorporated in the engine unit.

The rear bi-ake acts on the interior of the

belt rim. As a contrast to the other

models, all of which are fitted with Druid
forks, the smallest model has Saxon forks.

VILLIERS, No. 225.
2^ h.p. two-stroke Villiers Model :

70 X 70 ram. ; valveless ; Amac car-

buretter ; belt.

The Villiers Engineering Co., Ltd.,

Blakenhall, Wolverhampton.—One of the

novelties on this stand is a 2^ two-stroke
Villiers which is shown as a separate

unit and also fitted to Ixion motor bicycles.

The big end is fitted with a roller bear-

ing, and the silencing ai'rangement is well

worthy of mention Two expansion
chambers are joined together by a pipe
which forms the end cap of the two
cliambers. In the second expansion

D2 2

included in the unit, which is operated
either by the hand or foot. This enaliles

one to use the hand when engaging
the clutch, which is often convenient in

heavy traffic, enabling one to start

with both feet on the ground. A kick

starter is also provided, consisting of a

quadrant engaging with a free wheel on
the engine-shaft. The air release pipe

pointing downwards, so as not to blow the

oil on the crank case, is also a very neat

fitting. One of these engines is also

shown in part section, and one of these

units is fitted to a Sun-Villiers motor
bicycle. -

WATSONIAN SIDECAR. No. 27.

The Watsoni.\n Folding )Sidecak Co.,

Ltd., Conybere Street, Birmingham.—

A

most striking sidecar on this stand has

an all-metal body. The special feature

is the carrying in the nose of the side-

car of a spare petrol tank holding three

gallons. The springing is very luxurious,

special shock absorbing spiral springs

being- fitted to check the rebound of the

C springs at the rear. Tlie seat is

sprung, and a large luggage carrying

boot is supplied at the back of the

passenger. Another interesting sidecar

shown is a featherweight one, scaling only

46 lbs., ready to attach to the machine.

It has a cane body, and, despite its

light weight, it has plenty of leg room.

Tlie chassis is primarily composed of a

single tube, and the body is slung in

exactly the same way as a Brooks saddle.

^^^-h^^t^^ ,

^ps lfl^c»
f/h i^

WILLIAMSON, No. 85.

8 h.p. Twin: 85x85 mm.; side by
side valves ; Amac carbui'etter

;

chain ; two-speed counter-shaft gear.

The Williamson Motor Co., Ltd.,
Coventry.—The Williamson exhibit con-

sists of one model which may be ob-
tained either air or water-cooled. As
the water-cooled niod^l is the most fre-

Unusually shaped bandle-bar on the Williamson
to prevent fouling the cabriolet sidecar body.

New design kick-starter on the

8 h.p. Williamson.

quently seen, this will be described first.

The engine has two horizontally opposed
cylinders, and remains practically un-
altered for the coming year, except for the
fact that the crankshaft is now balanced
and valve covers are fitted. The water
pipes are much neater, and cooling is

effected by an improved type of radi-
ator. The main frame tubes are dupli-
cated, Both driving chains are enclosed,
and the gear box is of the sliding dog
type operated by a lever working hori-
zontally on the top tube. The rear brake
drum has been increased in diameter, and
the ground clearance raised to 6iin. A
new form of kick starter is now fitted,

which consists of an infernally cnt_ quad-
rant meshing with a free-w'heel wliich
is so arranged that when once the engine
is started it is thrown out of mesh. The
carrier is strongly constructed, and
mounted on either side are large pannier
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tool boxes. Murlgiiardiiig has received
special attfiilion, and the Williamson is

jirobably one of the best protected
machines on the road, especially as the
long ainniiniuni footboards, which are
now sprnng at the rear end, help to pro-
tect both rider and engine. Lubrication
is by sight feed drip, bnt auxiliary piini]i

supplies for emergency. 'I'he water-
eooled model is essentially a sidecar
machine, and, as well as some excellently
designed passenger outfits, a miniature
1 ,ab IS shown with seating accommodation
for three, and the body is entirely en-
closed, and luggage accommodation is

provided on the roof.

WIN-PRECISION, No. 24.
4.1 h.p. Model: m.o.v. ; B. and B. car-

buretter ; belt ; Armstrong Mark
VII. gear.

Thk Wincycle Tradino Co., Ltd.,'
106, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.G.—
Two Win-Precisions, one fitted with a

3J h.p. single-cylinder, and the other with
a 4.J h.p. single-cylinder engine, are
.shown. The drive is by belt, and an
Armstrong Mark VII. gear is fitted to
both models. The 3^ h.p. is shown with a
folding sidecar chassis, and the 4^ h.p.

with a similar type chassis, on which is

mounted a handsome coach-built sidecar,
jiainted French grey with red lines and
claret coloured upholstery. The feature
of this sidecar is that it will pass through
a 50in. doorway, a point of interest to
tliose who "have little space for storage.

The sidecar body is noticeable for the deep
scuttle dash, comfortable upholstery, and
arm rests on each side. The motor cycles
are extremely substantial in desitrn, the
engines being the well-known Precision.
Control is completely from the handle-bar,
and the gear is changed by the new long
lever quadrant, which is an advance on
the small levers fitted during the past
year. The firm also exhibit a remark-
^ibly well-finished cane sidecar upholstered
ill bro«ni, this chassis also being made to
told when it is necessary to fold the side-

• ar. The body, of course, has to be de-
tached, but by means of the special self-

Incking clips this is literally a matter of

a moment. The equipment of the machines
follows standard practice, and embodies
Druid forks, Hutchinson 2iin. tyres, B.
and B. carburetter, Bosch magneto, and a
kick-starter fitted to the back stays.

The 2,', h.p. single-cylinder counter-shaft geared Wolt. showing kicli-starter, footboards, and method of

mounting the clutch pedal.

WOLF, No. 22.

3i h.p. Model : 84 x 89 mm. ; side by
side valves ; B. and B. or Amac
carburetter ; chain and belt or

chain ; Toroga two-speed gear.

The Wulfruna Engineering Co.,

Ltd. , Wolverhampton.—The above
machine was referred to last week as

a 3 h.p. in error. Two models are
shown, one fitted with all chain and the
other with chain and belt transmission,
the Toroga two-speed gear being fitted

behind the engine. The engine is a

workmanlike-looking job, and is fired by
a U.H. magneto placed in a sheltered
position high up behind the cvlinder.

Either Xl-AU or Pattison saddles are
supplied at option, and the specification

includes B. and B. carburetter and Druid
forks. The price of the machines is

exceedingly moderate, the cost of a two-
speed machine with chain drive and com-
plete ,with coachbuilt sidecar being only
55 guineas. Handle-bar control to the
magneto is fitted, and a noticeable
feature is that the oil and petrol pipes
are copper finished.

2j h.p. Model ; 7b x 65 mm. ; overhead
inlet valves ; Senspray or Amac
carburetter ; chain and belt ; Albion
two -speed counter - shaft gear;
clutch and kick-starter,

excellent little machine is thisAn

Section o( tbe new Zenltb counier-snalt variable gear.

model, which retails at the moderate
price of 32 guineas. The big bore engine

gives plenty of power, and the combined
drive enables a large diameter pulley to

be used, thus avoiding belt slip. The
Albion two-speed gear, clutch, and kick-

starter is a well designed piece of work.

Comfortable footboards and large mud-
guards and saddle render this machine
a thoroughly serviceable touring mount.

ZENITH, No. 51.

6g h.p. MoDKL : 76 X 85 mm. : side by
side valves ; Amac carburetter

;

chain and belt; Gradua gear.

Zenith Motors, Ltd., Weybridge,
Surrey.—The principal novelty of this

machine is the position of the variable

pulley, which constitutes part of the

Gra-dua gear. This is placed on a
counter-shaft before the engine, thus
affording a long and flexible belt drive

and the possibility of lower gears than
can be fitted when the pulley is on the

engine-shaft, as the counter-shaft can then

be geared down to any desired ratio. This
counter-shaft also incorporates a metal-

to-metal clutch, which revolves in an oil

bath, and a kick-starter, which is en-

closed in the same case. The mechanism
for moving the back wheel backwards
and forwards as required by the varia-

tion of gear is guarded by a small
aluminium cover. The magneto is placed
behind the engine slightly on the right

hand side of the machine. The stand,
instead of being fitted in the usual posi-

tion, is placed amidships. The silencer

is alongside the back wheel.

3i h.p. MouiiL : 70 X 64.5 mm. ; side

by side valves ; Amac carburetter ;

belt; Gradua gear

This model appears to be a very de-
sirable solo machine, but it is fitted with
permanent lugs for the attachment of a
sidecar if required. The magneto is

placed before the engine. The 3^ h.p.

Zenith is also made with a new counter-
shaft gear as previously described. Other
machines to bo seen on this stand are
racers of various sizes, one of which is

fitted with a .J. A. P. engine, having over-
head valves All Zenith machines have
twin engines, with the exception of the

3i Green water-cooled engine. The finish

IS, in most cases, black with green lines,

but the racing machines are red.

D25
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TYPICAL
SHOW

MODELS.
Ill The 3.1 h.p. chain and bell

drive ' Wulfruna.

(2; A new depart are for Hobart Bird
and Co.—A 6 h.p. twin-cylinder two-
speed chain-driven model.

107 vaiveside of the two-speed 7-B
li-p. Quadrant which is fitted with
overhead valves and chain-drive.

(4) Valve side of the 3?, h.p.
three-speed Centaur.

(5; The 3^ h.p. Sturmey-Archer
three-speed geared O.K.

{6) The 4] h.p. Roc four-speed show-'
ing gate change and counter-shaft gear

'(7) Side view of the 3.^ h.p. three-
speed belt-driven Day-Leeds.

(8) Valve side of the three-speed
single-cylinder Singer. Observe the
neat valve covers and trouser guard.

'9i The 3.1 h.p. single-cylinder
two-speed Rex.

D->r)
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SALES OF DOUGLAS MOTOR CYCLES.

50

350

1,000

2,000

3,000

1908

1909

1910

1911

1912

5,400 1913

In 1914 we are confident that we shall exceed all previous

figures, BECAUSE WE KNOW THAT THE PUBLIC KNOW
The Douglas to be the proved best machine.

r See Stand 84, OLYMPIA.
/n aiuwe^rinij this advertisement it is desirable lo mention " The Motor Cycle." D?Q
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At Brookiands, Nov. 20th, IVIr. C. G. Pullin on
Rudge, succeeded in setting up the following

250 miles. Time : 4 hrs. 11 mins.
300 miles. Time ; 5 hrs. 1 min.
350 miles. Time: 5 hrs. 51 mins.
400 miles. Time: 6 hrs. 31 mins.

a 31 h. p.

records :

Av. Speed : 59.75 m.p.h.

,,
59.72 m.p.h.

,,
59.72 m.p.h.

,,
59.75 m.p.h.

5 hours, distance 298 miles 1 ,020 yards, average speed
59.71 m.p.h.

6 hours, distance 358 miles 706 yards, average speed
59.77 m.p.h.

Mr. T. E. Greene, on a 3|h.p. Rudge, also succeeded in

breaking the following records:
7 hours, distance 419 miles 823 yards, average speed

59.92 m.p.h.

M
RECORDS
BROKEN
OIM

WAKEFIELD
^ Rcgd.

MOTOR OIL.
C. C. WAKEFIELD & CO., Wakefield House, Cheapside, LONDON, E.G.

030 In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cycle:
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Cycle Cars at the Show.
A.C. No. 86.

5-6 h.p. single-cylinder Model: 95x102
mm. (7^3 c.c); air-cooled vertical,

cooling by two fans ; ni.o. valves ; B.

and B. carburetter; Ho:ch magneto

;

two speeds, clutch drive ; wlieel-

base, 5ft. 9in. ; track, 4ft. Gin. ;

650x65 mm. tyres on wire wheels.

Auto-Carriers (1911), Ltd., Thames
Ditton, Surrey.—The models staged here

have been described from time to time in

our columns, and have all the character-

istics which are special to this particular

make of vehicle. A very large number
are in use in London and the provinces
for carrier and passenger work, and have
been found to be very reliable. The
most interesting of the models on the
stand are the 10 b.p. vehicles fitted with
a four-cylinder water-cooled engine,

which was described and illustrated in

a recent issue of The Motor Cych. The
engine is en bloc, thermo-syphon cooled,

and the special feature of the design of

the chassis is that the gear box and
back axle form one unit, the centre

torque rod and gear bo,x being in one
piece to ensure perfect alignment. An
oil-tight partition separates the worm
gear and the differential. This model is

fitted with 700x80 mm. tyres on Sankey
detachable wheels The firm claim credit

for having marketed a really strong and
light tour-cylinder car that at the same
time is a cycle car under the A.C.U.
definition, and that this is brought about
by the scientific reduction of unnecessary
weight in its construction

ABAMSON, No. 132a.
Two-cylinder 10 h.p. Model : 85 x 95

mm. ; Solex carburetter ; final drive

by belt.

Barton, Adamson, and Co., Enfield

Highway, N.—The 10 h.p. Adamson
cycle car was fully described in our issue

of October 30th. The engine is a two-

cylinder vertical Alpha bolted straight on
to the frame. The gear box, however,
is carried on a subframe, and the drive

is transmitted from the leather cone
clutch to the gear bo.x, which contains
three speeds and a reverse, by a shaft
provided with a leather disc type

Ti^r^

Eccentric locking device of gear striking rods

_ on the A.C

universal jcjint at its rearward end. Two
similar universal joints are to be found
each side of the counter-shaft, to which
the belt pulleys are attached, which runs
on ball bearings. Motion is transmitted
to the counter-shaft by means of bevel
gearing. A V-shaped distance rod runs
from the gear box to the rearmost trans-
verse member of the frame, and termin-
ates in a ball joint and adjusting screw
by means of which any slack in the belts
may be taken up. Points worthy of
.special study on this vehicle are the seat
starting device, the construction of the
gear box, the underslung springing, and
the distance rod referred to above. The
Adamson is low built and possesses par
ticularly pleasing lines.

BUCKINGHAM. No. 35.
12 h.p. Model: 89x88 mm., twin

cylinders, V 90° ; water-cooled

;

m.o. overhead valves ; Buckingham
carburetter ; Bosch magneto ; two
speeds ; chain and belt drive

;

wheelbase, 7ft. 2in. ; track, 3ft.

Sin. ; chassis weight, 5^ cwt.
;

tyres, 26x2^, on wire wheels.

G. N. HiGGS, 31, Vauxhall Bridge Road,
N^ctoria, S.W.—The chassis staged indi-

cates that the engine is a very powerful
one and that the transmirrion should be
equally efficient. From the engine crank-
shaft there are two chains which trans-
mit the power to loose external portions
of friction clutches, either of which can
be brought into engagement with the
internal clutch portions so as to impart
the top or lower speed to the large belt

puUej's secured to the end of the counter-
shaft. Either of the speeds can be
engaged by moving the pedal, which
can normally be held out of engagement
when required bj' a form of ratchet and
sprag, the latter being attaclied to the
pedal. The frame is mounted on a trans-

verse spring at the front and at the
back by quarter elliptical inverted springs.

uiODODltKI toiir-cyllnder engine and radiator ol the A.C. 10 h.p mode.
A Binks carburetter suoolie^ 'hp "as

ilear portion of the chassis, showing leai spring
ho\ and back axle unit

anchor&ge and geai

DJI
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A torque rod is arranged to connect up
the rear axle centre and the centj'e of the

frame. Means are provided for adjusting

the chains. Both sets of brakes take

effect on the inner part of the rear wheel

belt pulleys, the brakes being of the

single shoe type forced into contact with
the belt rim by means of wire cables.

The steering is of the bobbin and cable

type. The chassis is very well thought
out, and the work is good. A twin-seated

the rear axle, to which the drive is trans-

mitted by means of a chain, a feature

being the new Garden two-speed gear.

The Carden is probably the lightert cycle

car in the Show, and is designed for use

by one person only. The striking feature

is the entire absence of a steering column
visible to the eye, the dashboard being
brought so close to the steering wheel
that the latter fitment appears to be
mounted directly on the dash. The steer-

ing is controlled by wires miming through

KOVEMBER 27th, -1013.

this type, and their example in tliis

respect is one which miglit be followed

with advantage. The workmanship and
design througliout are excellent, as may
be expected from this firm A twin-

cylindered chassis, with the cylinders set

mitted to tlie rear axle by means of 3,

at 50°, the motor being water-cooled, is

also shown, together -nith a complete car

of this tyjje fitted with a Zenith car-

buretter. Comjilete cars as well as chassis

are staged at Olympia.

Single-cylinder four-wheeled A.C., one of the tew £100 cycle cars in the Show. A Buckingham Coupe, with a twin-cylinder water-cooled engine and bell

drive, shown by G. N. Higes.

vehicle complete with body is also staged,

together with the various parts, showing
the material and workmanship employed
in the construction of the engine. A very
tastefully fitted coupe-bodied car is also

staged.

GARDEN, No. 33.

35 h.p. single (85x85 mm.) or 4 h.p.

twm (70x85 mm.) Models: side

by side valves; chain drive; Carden
two-speed gear.

Garden ENeiNEEBiNO Co., Farnham,
Surrey.—Three models of these speedy-

lookrng single-seated cycle cars are dis-

played, all fitted with J.A. P. motors.

The original type of Carden was supplied

with a single gear, and a single-cylinder

power unit of 3^ h.p., but for 1914 the

firm are marketing two-cylinder models
with mufti-speed gears, one on the stand

being shown with a twin J. A. P. 70x85
mm., 585 c.c, and another with a twin

J.A.P. 70x64^ mm., 499 c.c, and a

choice of finish in either grey, blue, or

red is given. The coachwork is the

shape of a cigar sharply pointed at both
ends, and the motors are mounted over

tubes. This veliicle weighs far less than
many sidecar outfits.

CHATER-LEA, No. 54.
Chater-Lea, Ltd., Golden Lane, E.G.

Four-cylinder engine, 59x100 mm.,
1,098 c.c. ; Sthenos carburetter

;

three-speed and reverse gear box;
wheelbase, 7ft. 6in. ; track, 3ft.

lOin. ; 700x80 mm. tyres; chassis

weight, 5^ cwt.

Ch.\tee-Lea, Ltd., 74-84, Banner Street,

London.—The Chater-Lea cycle car has
been on the market for some considerable

time, in a simple form with a two-cylinder

V engine, but this year the makers are

supplying, in addition, a miniature car
type fitted with a four-cylinder monohlnc
engine. The Avhole design of the vehicle

follows car practice throughout, the three-

speed gear box being situated in the
is by propeUer-shaft to a live axle,

middle of the chassis, while tlie final drive

Messrs. Ghater-Lea evidently recognise

tliat vehicles of this description are

capable of considerable speeds, and they
wisely provide larger sized tyres than
are frequentlv met with on marhiiies of

CRESCENT, No. 138.
7-9 h.p. Model: Blumfield 50° V-type

;

water - cooled ; thermo - syphon

;

m.o.v. ; Cox carburetter; Bosch
magneto ; five speeds ; friction and
chain drive ; wheelbase,_ 7ft. 9in.

;

track, 3ft. 2in. ; weight , about 7

cwt. ; 650 X 65 tyres on wire wheels.

Gee.?cent .Motors, Ltd., Smethwick,
Birmingham.—in this chassis a specially

designed Blumfield engine for cycle car

work is attnrJii'd to the tubular side

On: ol the most novel designs of a tour-wheeled single-seater is the Carden shown above.

Showing radiator and twin-cylinder engine ot

the water cooled Crescent,

members of tlie frame by means of

brackets, and the drive is taken from the

flj'wheel througli a six-armed lug con-

nected to a fiat leather ring bolted to the

flywheel rim. The flywheel is fittri^d

with vane arms, which act as a fan A
long shaft extends from the six-armed'

lug, and carries at its rear end a friclion

disc which engage.s another disc carried on

a transverse shaft. Tlie transver.se di«:

has its edge covered with Ferodo. 1 in5^

disc can be moved over tlie face irf thpj
driver disc by means of a hand leveV.,

which gives five forward speeds. Tliel

drive from the counter-shaft, 011 which
'

the friction wheel is mounted, is trans

mitted to the rear axle by means of a
'
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-sili'iiL chain. Tliere is uo cliftVieiitial. but

a lypf of band brake connects one wheel

1(1 'tlic axle. that

vlicn tnrninu; colliers.

- sidistantiiil, and th

Miini and nut typo.

;lip takes place

Xlic steering ba.\

steering is of the

Ho far as control

possible tu start the vehicle with the

brake on. The chassis is very well

linisht'd, and the complete vehicle ha.« very

nice lines. It should be remarked that in

I'leeision V
fitted longi-

liidinallv in the frame.

ihe chassis model on view
type water-cooled engine

The smart looking water-cooled 8 h.p. Crescent.

and brakes are concerned, one pedal, on

being compressed, takes the friction discs

..ut of contact, and a further movement
lirings into operation expanding baiidi-

iii the interior of the front wheel brake

Friction §;ear and silent chain drive to baclt axle

on the Crescent.

drum. The change-speed lever is also

lonnected to the liaiid brake lever to

apply a contracting band on the shaft on
which the second friction wheel is

mounted. The change speed lever moves
: hrongh a gate r|uadrant to the inner

part, wh^n it is desired to apply the

hand brake, and to the -outer part when
it is desired to bring any of the spe«d
ratios into operation, so that it is im-

DAY-LEEDS ABSENT.
A stand had been booked for the Day-

Leeds cycle car, which" for 1914 has l)eeii

re-designed with a four-cylinder water-

cooled engine and three-speed gear box.

Et is, in fact, a car in miniature, and we
were not surprised to learn on enquiry

that it had shared the same fate as two
of three other makes and been debarred

from Olympia, as its chassis weight ex-

ceeded the stipulated limit of 6 cwt.

PEPFORD. No. 13T.
3-10 h.p. Model : The Blumlield. Pre-

cision, or J. A. P. 50° twin-cylinder,

water-cooled ; m.o. valves ; Solex

ciirbnrotter ; Bosch magneto; four

speeds; shaft, connter-shaft, and
hnal belt drive; wheelbase, 8ft.

2in. ; track, 3ft. Bin. ; weight,

5i! cwts. ; 650x65 mm. tyres on
wire wheels.

'Put Diii'tiiui) Co., Evelyn Street,

Hiptford. S.K.. - The chassis^ staged h:l^

fool-operalcd oil pump
r.hi fliler projecting

through footboard on
Derford cycla car.

a large J.A. P. racing engine with over-

liead valves. The drive is taken from

the crankshaft by means of a multiple

plate clutch and propeller-shaft through

a leather flexible joint to the gate

change gear box. The changes of speed

are operated by the left hand, the speed

lever being placed centrally in the

chassis. At the end of the counter-shaft

A type ol 8 h.p. twin-cylinder Precision engine

Gommonly tised on cycle cars. The timing gear

"Over has been removed io show he mechanism

Variable pulley on the Deptord cycle car.

variable pulleys are fitted, from which
the drive is transmitted to pulleys on
the rear wheels. The tensioning of the

belt can be effected by means of a hand
lever, which is used for varying the

position of the renr wheels. The fmnn- is

The new Depioril cycle cai snown loi ihe Ilrsi unit The Twecnie bell driven cycle car on Messrs. Allrcd Dunlliirj slauu.
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Left—The D.E.W. belt-diiven air-cooled single-seater. Right—Threequarter front view o£ the Duo water-cooled two-seater, an entirely new model.

mounted on quarter elliptical springs.

For lubrication purposes to the engine
an oil tank is fitted beneath the foot-

board, the oil being passed from the

tank b}' means of a plunger hand-
operated pump to a couple of adjustable

sight feed drips mounted on the dash

;

from these the oil is fed to the cylinders

and the crank case. The finished vehicle

staged presents a very good appearance,

as the radiator is helmet-shaped in front,

and the lines of the bonnet, scoop dash,

and other parts of the body follow

through continuously in one curve. The
wings are fitted with side valances, and
there are also side valances to the foot-

board, so that this vehicle should keep
very clean in dirty weather.

DVO, No. 65.
6-8 h.p. Model : Buckingham engine

;

overhead m.o.v. ; Claudel-Hobson
carburetter ; shaft ; two-speed epi-

cyclic on back axle.

Duo Cycle C.^es, Ltd., 30, Harrington
Road, South Kensington, S.W.—The Duo
has been entirely re-designed, and it must
be confessed its appearance has been very

considerably improved. A very taking

ear ' is exhibited with a water-cooled

engine, the latter having overhead valves.

The frame is underslung, giving the car

a very lo\v and racj' appearance. Instead

of belts, as in former Duos, the present

model is driven by a long shaft from the

engine to the back axle, embodied in the

casing of which is a two-speed epicyclic

gear, no differential being employed. A
five-ply leather universal joint is provided
at the forward end of the propeller-shaft.

Operation of the gears is effected by^a
lever in the centre of the gear. A black

hood and black leather work are adopted,

such as favoured on many American cars.

The chassis on the stand has a two-
cylinder Dorman engine, but a separate

engine (shown) may also be fitted to the

same chassis wlien desired. This is the

Mathis 58x100 mm. four-cylinder motor.

The radiator is of square pattern, follow-

ing very much the design of the Rolls-

Royce. Cooling in each case is effected

by thermo-syphon.

D.E.W. , No. 139.

4-i h.p. Model : 89 x 96 mm. single-

cylinder air-cooled vertical, 597

c.c. ; m.o.v. ; Araac carburetter

;

Mea magneto ; two speeds ; chain

and belt ; wheelbase 7ft. Oin.
;

track 2ft. lOin. ; chassis weight,

4| cwts. ; 26in. X 2^in. Michelin

tyres. ,

The D.E.W. Engineering Co.-, Eyns-
ford, Kent.—In this model the single-

seated body also forms the frame to which
at the front is attached a bracket which
carries the inverted laminated plate trans-

verse springs connected by links to the

axle end bosses. The front axle is also

stayed by two radius rods to a part of

the footboard immediately behind the

dash. The quarter elliptical inverted

spring connecting the body to the rear

The Eric 9 h.p. lour-cylinder three-wheeler, with three-speed and reverse gear. Observe the lievel drive

to the rear wheels.

axle allows a considerable amount of play
of the axle, the position of the latter

being preserved by means of a V
tubular radius rod. On the left-hand

side of the engine crankshaft a double
chain wheel is fixed, from which the power
is taken by two chains to clutches
mounted on a counter-shaft. The ends
of these counter-shafts have the pulleys
from which a long belt transmits the
power each side to the rear wheel belt

pulley. Engagement of one or other of

the clutches causes the low or the high
speed to be put into action. This model
presents a very racy appearance, and it

is fitted with a miniatm'e bonnet which
resembles that of the Deasy large cars.

The steering wheel is rather novel, as it

simply consists of a little more than half

a wheel with a single cross spoke attached-

by its boss to the steering pillar, the
steering being by direct lever.

ERIC, No. 30.
9 h.p. Model : 56 x 76 mm. ; side by

side m.o, enclosed valves; Sthenos
carburetter ; shaft ; three speeds
and reverse gear box.

The p. and C. Syndicate, Ltd.,

Northampton (works Bedford).—The
Eric Sociable makes a third appearance
at the Show in a much improved form.
There are two models exhibited, both
having four-cylinder water-cooled engines.

The engine is placed amidships, and
drives first through a disc clutch to a
three-speed and reverse gear box, and
thence by shaft and bevel direct to the
single rear wheel. A leather universal
joint is arranged at the forward end,
and a star pattern joint at the rear end.
The radiator, which is carried well for-

ward in front of the car, is of £he gilled

tube type, with an imitation honeycomb
of semi-circular shape in front, and from
the front appearance it resembles an
ordinary car. The driving wheel is

sprung in a patent way, the laminated
spring employed being arranged verti-

cally. A good point to render the rear
tyre easily get-at-able is the arrangement
for one side of the rear wheel support,
i.e., the usual chain stay and seat tube
on a motor bicycle, to swing aside, leav-

ing the whole of the side of the wheel
exposed. The front of tTie car is sus-

pended on semi-elliptical springs in the
usual car fashion. The frame is tubular.

Running boards are provided from front

to rear, and provision is made for the

carrying of luggage on the engine cover.

Another model has a 12 h.p. engine of

62 X 90 mm. bore and stroke.
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G.N., No. 35.

810 h.i>. MoiiKL: 84x98 mm. twin;
uveiliead iiilft valves; B. and H.

cai'liMri'tter ; bevel comiter-sliivft

and \iv\t tvansniissiun.

(loiii'uiiY AND \.\sii. ]yni., Jlell Lani\
lleiidmi. N.W.—For 19l4 the (i.N., shown
on the stand of (i. N. lliggs, has not

undergone any serious alterations. There

G.W.K., No. 38.

h.p. MoDKL : 85.8 x 92 mm., 1,065
c.c. ; vertical, water-eooled ; Sole.x

anfomatic i-arbnrotter ; sliafl ; loin

speeds and reverse ; 4.3 to 11 to 1

;

friction drive and propeller-sluft

by bevel ; weight, chassis, 5^ cwt.

.W.k., Ltd., JJatchet. Buoks.—
Wisely, we think, the G.W.K. firm ex-
liibits only one chassis and one car. The

8

(1.

gggjgmggi

Semi-rear view o( tlie 191+ 8 li.p. G.N.

have been, hoMever, several small but im-

portant improvements in detail. A neatly

titled pipe is provided to each end of the

counter-shaft on which the belt pulleys

are fixed, connected to the lubrication

system, enabling the driver to lubricate

tills important part of the vehicle from

his seat. Means are also- provided for

excluding all dust and dirt from the

bearings. Quarter-elliptic springs are

littei! to the front axle, and, whereas in

the 1913 models these were double, the

lower one has been replaced by a radius

rod. The engine is set longitudinally in

the frame, and the drive is thi-ough a

friction clutch and a bevel gear to

the first counter-shaft on which the two-

speed gear is fitted, thence the drive is

by chains to the second counter-shaft on
which the belt pulleys are fixed.

alterations made in the 1914 model are

details only. The shape of the body has

been altered slightly, and is now fitted

with a scuttle dash, providing increased

knee room inside the body. The depth
of the seat fiom back to front has also

been increased. With regard to the en-

gine the cylinder design has been im-

proved, giving increased cooling round
the valve ports, and the timing gear has

been strengthened. The rear portion of

the body has been slightly altered in

•^hape, being made flat above the toolbox,

which allows for increased luggage carry-

ing capacity. Heavier tyres are fitted,

viz., jMichelin Voiturette Legere, in place

of the Jlichelin Trident. B.N.D. steel

is used throughout the back axle, and a

larger and stronger bevel pinion is fitted.

The chassis price is £125, and £150 for

the complete car with nood, screen,

lamps, and horn. The G.W.K. is one
of the cycle cais on tlie market which
has won its spurs, and therefore can be
purchased without fear of future reprisals.

HUMBERETTE, No. 135.
8 li.li. .MoiiKi.: V type twin-cylinder.

84x90 mm., 998 c.c; therniu-

syphoii. with flat filled tube honey-
comb a]iiieiMance radiator; m.o.v. ;

Smith's carburetter ; Bosch mag-
neto; three speeds; shaft and bevel
drive; wbeelbase, 7ft. Sin. ; 'track,

3ft. 6in. ; 650x65 tyres on wire
wheels. .Also staged : 8 h.p. air-

cooled models, same size and speci-

fication as above.

Hdjiber, Ltd., Coventry.—The general
design of the new water-cooled model
follows that of the well-known air-cooled.

The lever control to the carburetter with
a pedal accelerator is very neatly carried

out and worthy of special attention. The
compact nature of the built up and
extended crank case to enclose the fly-

wheel and carry the gears, and the neat

manner in which the three-point suspen-

sion and the staying of the rear part of

the crank to the front axle is arranged,

are also worth special consideration. The
polished water-cooled chassis and the two
other finished cars on the stand are

excellent examples of the best Humbe)'
workmanship. We were glad to observe

that the bonnets of the new models are

hinged. A refinement for 1914 is the

fitting of decompressors in place of the

compression tap to each cylinder, thus

facilitating starting. The Humberettes
fitted up complete look very attractive in

tlieir light fawn colour.

J.A.R. No. 215.
8 h.p. Model; 85x85 mm.; Precision

V type air-cooled engine, 694 c.c. ;

m.o. valves ; Stlienos carburetter

;

Kew magneto ; two speeds ; chain

drive from engine to gear box, and
from gear box to back axle ; 6ft. 9in.

wheelbase, 3ft. 9in. track ; 26 x

25in. tyres on wire wheels.

J. A. Rylet, Martineau Street, Bir-

mingham.—This chassis is staged in tlie

Power unit and Irlction disc 01 the 8 h.p. G.W.K. The 8 h.p. water-cooled Humberette engine and radiator.
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giilleiy on the above stand to show a
Loiiiplete vehicle built up of J.A.R.
litUnijs. which are sold to mamifacturers
111- iiiiiiitcurs desiring to build a chassis-

for their own use. The frame is of ash
rt'iiif ned \>y steel plate, and is carried
'Ml c|iiarter inverted elliptic springs fore
:iiid aft. The drive is taken from the
t-ngiuo by means of roller chains to the
two-fpcfcd gear box, and thence by another,
roller tli:iiu to the rear axle. There is no
i!itf.-n»ii;ial fitted tii the latter, but a

slipiiiTii; friction disc which can be locked
to the left wheel to give any desired
luiount of slip when turning corners. The
.-iteering is of the rack and pinion type.
I he clntch j.s of the flat disc pattern lined
with Ferodo and operated by a pedal
which also actuates an internal brake on
the rear wheels, Avlien the clutch is further
depressed. Another pedal-operated bi-ake
takes effect on the brake drums attached
to the lear wheels, the pedal being held
in any desired position by means of a
small ratchet.

''

MARSHALL-ARTER, No. i41.
8-10 h.p. Model : 59x100 mm. ; en bloc

Chapuis-Dornier engine, 1,096 c.c,
thermo cooling; m.o. valves; two
speeds and reverse ; Zenith car-

buretter, Bosch magneto shaft and
final bevel and gear ; wheelbase,
8ft. 9in. ; track, 3ft. 7in. ; chassis

weight, 5| cwt. ; 650x55 tyres on
wire wheels.

Maesh.a.i.1, - Arter, Ltd., Hammer-
smith.—This is a most interesting model
which makes its first appearance, and is

distinctive by reason of the clean design
throughout. The power is transmitted
from the engine to the rear axle by means
of an enclosed flat steel strip which takes
the place of the usual propeller-shaft.

There is a link-supported universal joint

action lietween the reaj- end of the pro-
peller-shaft proper and the remaining en-

closed portion, which is really part of the
back axle. The latter is made in four
parts, namely, the two side sleeves and the
top and bottom. The top half can be re-

moved. Examination can be made of the
first set of driving wheels, which are of

The latest pattern 8 h.p. water-cooled Humberette

the bevel type, and also the two counter
shafts, which furnish the two-speed and
reverse gears. The teeth of the pinions
are of large pitch and are wide, and a

model shown which has run upwards of

10,000 miles indicates that these teeth
will stand up for many more thousands
of miles before the wheels require re

newal. Two expanding metal-to-metal
brake shoes operate on the interior of

the drum of the rear wheels. The frame
is suspended on quarter elliptical lami-

nated springs fore and aft. It is interest

ing to note that the American rights for

the production of this vehicle have been
secured, and that the chassis is to be
exhibited at the American Show, which
opens on January 5th.

Mckenzie, no. i8a.

9 h.p. MoDEt ; 58 X 104 mm., four-

cylinder t:ii%loc vertical, 1,096 c.c. ;

thermo - syphon cooling; m.o.v.
;

Solex carburetter; U.H. magneto;
three speeds, gate change ; enclosed

shaft and overhead worm drive

;

wheelbase, 7ft. 6in. ; track, 4ft. ;

chassis weight, 5| cwts. ; 700 x 80

mm. tyres on Sankey steel wheels.

Thomas McKenzie, Bath Passage, Bir-

mingham.— This is a new model exhibi-

ted for the tirst time, and has practi-

cally all the advantages of a large

[ileasure car. Behind the gear box is a

flexible leather joint which transmits to

an enclosed shaft driving the overhead
worm. With respect to the engine, it

has all the A'alves on the left-hand side,

and a large valve cap is fitted to

each pair of valves so that both induc-
tion and . exhaust can be removed.
T^he flame is of pressed steel, and the
sns])ension is on four semi-elliptical

.S]]riiigs. The vehicle is well fitted up
with acetylene lamps, .wind screen, a.nd

(Jape hood. In the body there is ample
;iccoininodatioii for tw'o passengers, the

boot behind being sufficiently large to

hold eiioiii;h luggage for an extended
tour.

MEDIA, No. 42.

8-10 h.p. ilouEi, : 56 X 76 nnu. : fom
cylinders en hlor, vertical ; thermo-
^syphon cooling : .Sthenos carburet

ter ; Bosch magneto ; 700 x 65 mm
tyres on wire wheels.

-Mead and DEAiiiN, Tyseley. Birming
ham.—A new production staged here is

known as the Media. The chassis is

fitted with a Salmon engine. The radia-

tor is of original cnnstrnctioii.' being made

Front view of ttie Media four-cylinder water-cooled cycle car showing
novel type radiator. Timing gear oj new J.A.P. twin engines
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TWO FURTHER TIfPES OF 8 H.P. MORGAN RUNABOUT FOR 1914.
• On the left is the '* Standard " model and oil the right the " De Luxe." Both modeis are fitted with hood and wind screen.

tip of a vertical central three inch tube,

this tube really being part of hoUow
gills of a foot diameter so that the water
cii'culates throngh all the gills and down
the centre. The clutch is of the- disc

type, and the power is transmitted from
the gear box to the back axle by means
of a propeller-shaft. The frame is sup-
ported on a modified Lanchester system
of seinielliptic plate springs. The steer-

ing is of the pinion and rack type.

Kather a neat fitting on tliis car is the
two electric lamps which are flush with
the dash

MELEN, No. 102.
lU h.p. MoiiKi. : 85x95 mm.; twin-

cylinder, vertical, in bloc; c,c.
;

(.herm()-.syphon ; ni.o. valves; Solex
carburetter ; Bosch magneto ; three
speeds ; shaft and bevel drive.

F. AND H. .Mei.en, Ltd., Birmingham.
—This chassis is practically identical

with tile orthodiix type of heavier chassis,

and is mounted with a very roomy and
- comfortable body for two, fitted with

.ill ei|nipinents necessary for the road.

The springing of the frame is all round
.semi-elliptical laminated plate, the real

spring shackles being further fitted with
spiral spring shock absorbers. Steering

is rack and pinion type. In addition to

(he Alpha twin-cylinder engine in the
linished vehicle, there is a separate twin
engine and also the Alpha new four-

cylinder en bloc engine staged. This
iiiainc is nf pleasing design, and has nii

oil circulating system as a part of the
unit. A small force feed pump operated
from the camshaft serves the troughs
into which the connecting rod ends dip,
and, further, the same serves to supply
clHciently all the working parts, in-

cluding the end and the middle crank
shaft bearings,

MIDGET, No. 77.
8-10 h.p. Model: 86 x 92 mm.; twin-

cylinder vertical : thermo-syphon,
water-cooled ; ni.o.v. ; Zenith car-

buretter; Mea magneto; three
.speeds ; shaft drive by under worm.

AiLDAYS AND Onions, Ltd., Pallows
Road, Sparkbrook, Birmingham.—One
finished two-seater is staged, fitted with
full equipment of lamps, horn, wind
screen. Cape cart hood, and with valances
to the wings and side running boards,
making a substantial all-weather vehicle.

The design is practically that to which
one is accustomed in standard motor car
work, with the exception of the springing,

which is by inverted semi-elliptical

springs at froiit and rear. This method of

suspension gives very smooth riding, and
from our experience the vehicle holds the
road quite as well as most large cars

and better than many. The genera! finish

of the vehicle is excellent.

MORGAN, No. 66.
8 h.p. Model: 85x88 mm.; 50° V

twin-cylinder, 964 c.c. ; air-cooled;

m.o.v. ; Amac carburetter; two

speeds; chain drive; wheelbase,
6tt. ; track, 4ft. ; 8 h.p. water-
cooled Model : 85 x 85 mm.

The JMoEGAN Motor Co., Ltd., Mal-
vern.—The air-cooled three-wheeled chassis
staged shows the general arrangement
very fully, following out the ortliodo.x

lines of the JMorgan design. In addition
to this chassis, there are staged various
Morgan vehicles with water-cooled
engine and honeycomb radiator. The
liglitness of the chassis without iinduM

cutting down of the weight of vital pait.-^

merits careful inspection. Several types
of runabouts and a carrier for Messrs.
.James and Co., district agents, of

Sheffield, are shown. The general

finish of the whole of the ten vehicles

staged is exceedingly neat. The chassis

is one of the simplest and most mechani-
cally designed that has been produced,
and its longitudinal frame members arc

made up ot three tubes, two of which
act as final outlets for the exhaust gas,

and the third is a large diameter tube

enclosing the propeller-shaft. Several

types of engines are fitted, and the ovei-

head type as used in the Grand Prix

model IS water-cooled. This engine is

larger than those which are fitted to the
standard models, having a. cubic capacity

of 986 c.c. Binks three-jet carburetters

are fitted in some cases. Besides being
one of the most thoroughly proved
exhibits, it has the advantage of being

very moderate in price.

^:^Wi^'

1 1 side view of the Helen.
TWO ENTIRELY NEW CYCLE OARS.

21 The neat looking New Imperial. Both these maelilnes are filled with

water-cooled engines
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The Sli.p. Blumfield with valves fore and ait, ano
radiating ribs at The bottom of the oil sump.

MOTORETTE, No. 105.
7 h.p. jModel : 95x102 m.m. ; vertical

single • cj'linder ; water - cooled
;

J.A.P. automatic carburetter;
single drain drive to two-speed
epicyclic gear^ in back axle.

The Premier Motor Co., Aston Road,
Bii-mingham.—A comprehensive display

of these well-known three-wheelers is

made on this stand. Several of the
models shown are in the shape of trades-

men's carriers, for which purpose they
have achieved a considerable vogue ; but
a touting model is also shown, a feature

being the large amount of luggage space

provided behind the .seats. The design
of this cycle car is exceedingly simple,
the gear is of the epicyclic two-speed
variety contained within the real' hub.
A' very large section driving tyre is

used. Steering is by means of a tiller.

Excellent protection is afforded by the
dashboard in front of the driver and
passenger, on which may be mounted a

screen. There is only one driving chain
transmitting the power, and the general
design is on the simplest possible lines.

NEW IMPERIAL, No. 18.
10 n.p. Model : 65 x 85 mm. four-

cylinder ; m.o.v., opposite sides;
Cox streamline carburetter ; shaft

;

three-speed and reverse gear.

New Imperial Cycles, Ltd., Princip
Street, Birmingham.—The New Imperial
is one of the few four-cylinder cycle cars
which it has been fomid possible to keep
within the cycle car definition. It is a
car in miniature in every respect, the
engine, gear box, and shaft drive being
exactly in accordance with the usual car
practice. The frame is of channel steel,

and suspended at the front on semi-
elliptical springs, and at the rear on
threequarter elhptics. The radiator is a
very neat design and of pointed shape,
cooling being effected on the thermo-
-syphon principle. All the brakes are
arranged on the back axle, the hand
brake being of the- internal expanding
type, and the foot brake of the external
contracting type. The steering is of the
worm and segment pattern. The New
Imperial looks more of a car than any

vehicle in the Show, and some merit is

due to the designers tor being able to

keep it within the 5 cwt. chassis limit.

PERRY, No. 112.
8-10 h.p. Model: 72x108 mm., twin-

cylinder, en bloc, vertical ; tliermo-
syplion cooling ; m.o.v. ; Zenith
carburetter; Boscli magneto; three
speeds

;
propeller-shaft and bevel

di'ive; wheelbase, 7ft.; track. 3ft.

Sin. ; chassis weight, 5| . cwt.
;

700 X 80 Dunlops on Sankey detach-
able wire wheels.

Ferrt Motok Co., Ltd., Tyseley, Bir-

mingham.—The chassis exhibited on this

stand is very similar in design to the
chassis as exhibited last year, but there
are several important modifications dis-

closed in the model on view. In the first

place the carburetter is fed by pressurr-

applied to the tank by means of a hand
operated pump fixed to the steering post

;

a gauge on the dash indicates the amount
of pressure put on the tank, the latter
being carried between the longitudinal
members of the frame at the rear. Again,
instead of worm drive, bevel drive is now
employed, also the detachable Sankey
wheels are the same for both axles, and

Power unit of the Perry cycle car showing
control pedals.

the brake drum is not embodied as part
of the wheel, so that, as far as the front
wheels are concerned, these now appear
very much lighter. The method of
springing the frame is by means of semi-
elliptic springs at the front and at the rear
by similar springs which are underslung
to the rear axle flap and also reinforced
at the rear by means of a pair of shock
absorber springs. The foot and hand
brakes are internal, both taking eft'ect on
the rear wheel drums and actuated by
means of wire cables. Two open type
finished cars, complete with wind screen,
hood, tool and luggage carrying locker
behind the seat, are also staged, and a
small coupe suitable for commercial
travellers' or doctors' work, the whole
exhibit being beautifully finished. A
sample of the driving unit and section of
the steering gear, showing the complete
worm wheel, also illustrates the fine work
manship of the makers. The new four-
cylinder model, with bore and stroke of

NOVEMBER 2-jil,, igj3

60x110 mm., was also to have been
exhibited, but being outside the limit it

is therefore being employed for demon,
stration ])urposes outside the Exhibition,

PYRAMID, No. 52.
8 h.p. Model: 85x85 mm. ; V type, 50^

twin-cylinder, air-cooled, 964 c.c.

;

m.o.v,; J. A. P. carburetter; Boscli

magnelo; four speeds; frictioii

and belt drive ; wheelbase, 7ft. :

track, 3ft. bin. ; weight of chassis.

4| cwt. ; 550 X 65 mm. Avon tyre.s

on wire wheels.

The Payne's Engineering Co., Hogarth
Lane, Chiswick, W.—The channel steel
frame is supported on the axle by means
of quarter inverted semi-elliptic springs.
Behind the eiigine is a very large enclosed
universal joint running in oil. To an ex-
tension of the shaft which carries the
universal joint at its forward end i.s

i

The large sized casing for the Universal join-

on the Pyramid, i
.ittached a friction disc which is allowed
to come in contact with a red fibre fric--

tion wheel mounted on the counter-shaft

across the frame. By the arrangement of

the change-speed lever on a quadrant
carrying equivalent holes it is made im-
possible for the driving disc to come in

conta.ct with the fibre unless the gear

lever is in a definite position, so that there
is no tendency to wear the red fibre un-

duly. A feature of the transmission is

that the. driving disc is stepped so that a

strong pressure forcing the two surfaces
into engagement is variable according to

the speed on which the drive is taking
place. On the direct drive the cone por-

tion of the driving disc and of the red

fibre are in contact, so that if flats are by
any means formed on the fibre on the

Valve side of the 8-10 h.p. water-cooled Precision

cycle car engine showing position ot and gear
drive to, the magneto.
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lower gears they do not affect tlie top

gear drive. Tlie ends of the counter

shafts have operating pulleys mounted on
them through which the drive is taken to

the rear road wheels. The foot brake takes

effei't on the drum attached to the right-

FriotioD drive mechanism on the Pyramid cycle car.

hand side of the counter-shaft, this brake

being of the contracting band type, whilst

tlie rear wheel hand-operated brakes act

upon the belt rim. The chassis staged

is very w«U made, the workmanship
being exceedingly good, whilst th:

finished two-seater car presents a neat

appearance.

RANGER, No. 111.
8 h.p. Precision Model: V type; water-

cooled; twin-cylinder, 85x85 mm.,
964 c.c. ; thermo-syphon ; m.o.v.

;

Polyrhoe carburetter ; Bosch mag-
neto ; two speeds ; chain drive

;

wheelbase, 7ft. Sin. ; track, 3ft.

lO^in. ; weight of chassis, 51 cwt. ;

26in.x2iin. Avon tyres on wire

wheels.

R.4NGKR Cycle C.^ii Co., West Orchard,
Coventry.—The chassis staged is sup-

ported on an inverted half-elliptical cross

spring at the front and on quarter ellip-

tical inverted springs at the rear, whilst

the two rinished cars have quarter in-

verted elliptical springs to both axles,

the rear springs being additionally re-

inforced by auxiliary spiral compression
springs. The side frame members are of

ash reinforced by steel angle flitch plates.

Steering is of the rack and pinion type.

The engine and the gear box are supported

on tubular members, those carrying the
engine being lojigitudinally arranged in

the frame, whilst the gear box is sup-
ported by transverse members. 'Jhe

clutch pi-dal shaft is fitted with a small
lever brake, wliicli comes into operation
when the clutch is depressed to slow up
the male member, which is of the cone
leather-faced type. A metal flexible joint

is arranged immediately in front of the

gear box. The external hand brake acts

upon a brake drum on the right hand
of the gear box, and is lined wilh Fenxlo,
whilst the foot brakes are of similar type
and size, taking effect on the drums of

the rear wheels. The final drive from
the gear box is by roller clia'U to the rear

a.xle, and no ditt'erential is titled, bat on
the left

,
wheel there is . a friction disc

which allows for slip in turning corners.

One finished model is a open sporting

type with nice lines to the body and
amjile seating accommodation.

Method ol springing the rear portion of the

Ranker chassis.

ROC No. 143.
8 h.p. MoDKL : 85x85 mm. twin; side

by side valves; Amac carburetter;

bevel transmission ; two-speed Roc
gear.

A. W. Wall, Ltd., Hay Mills, Bir-

mingham.—Pioc tricarriage. 'I'his is a

light form of three-wheeled motor vehicle

driven by an 8 h.p. 85x85 mm. Precision
engine set longitudinally in a substantial
tubular frame which is A-shaped with
the apex turned upwards and brazed to

the steering head. It is suitably
strengthened by tubular transverse mem-
bers where necessary. An epicyclic two-
speed gear is carried separately from the
engine, and .the final drive is through an

enclosed propeller-shaft to the bevel-driven
dilferential. The steering is by wheel
acting directly on the front wlieel of the
machine to which spring forks are filtinl.

Change of gear is effected by means of a

pe<lal, and the control levers are similar

to those employed on motor bicycles and
are fitted to a tube fastener to the off side
door of the body. The new type of body
is comfortable and is provided wilh a
houd and screen.

Twin-cylinder waier-cooleJ engine ol the

/ h.p. Switl

SWIFT, No. 91-91a.
7 h.p. MoDKL: 75x100 mm., 972 c.c,

twin-cylinder monohloc, vertical;

thermo cooling; m.o.v.; Longue-
mare carbuietter ; Eisemann mag-
neto ; three speeds, gate change

;

shaft, bevel drive; wheelbase, 7ft.

3in. ; track, 3ft. 7in. ; 5^ cwts.
;

700 X 80 mm. Dunlop tyres on wire
wheels

The Swift Cycle Co., Ltd., Cheyles-
more, Coventry.—The polished cha.ssis

staged shows that an H section front
axle stamping and a very nice pressed
steel frame are now standard features.

The neat arrangement of the cross drive
to the magneto at the front of the engine
should be noted, also the three spring
pads acting beneath the leather of the

Three-q.:arler tronl view oi tne S h.p. v,aicj -tooled Ranger chassis.

The leatlier universal joint at the reir end
of the propeiler-sliaft on the Swift cycle car.

cone clutch, the clutch withdrawal lever

being e.xceedingly neatly arranged. An
outstanding feature is the very well

made gear bo.x with sliort shafts, and
the passing of the propeller-shaft through
a hole hi one of the pressed steel cross

members of the frame. The foot brake

C33
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Plan riew ot the 7hp. twin-cylinder Swift showing general arrangement.

adjustment is behind the gear box, and
the wire which operates the internal ex-

panding brake to the rear wheel hubs
should also be noted. Immediately in

front of the front axle there is a twin
washer flexible leather joint. Exceedingly
long semi-elliptical springs to the rear

axle of this light model are an excellent

ieatm-e. Two finished two-seaters of ex-

cellent appearance are also staged.

TINY CAR, No. 142.

8 h.p. Model: 85x85 mm., water-

cooled ; side by side valves ; Lukin
carburetter ; bevel ; three speeds.

]SfA^'SON, BAKKliB AND Co., Yorkshire.

—On this stand is to be seen the 8 h.p.

Tiny cycle car, which is fitted with a two-
cylinder water-cooled engine, three-speed

gear box, and propeller-shaft drive, the

final drive being through silent bevel

wheels. The frame is of channel steel

and rack and pinion steering is- fitted.

The brakes are of the internal expanding
type, and ball bearings are fitted through-

out. The body is panelled in sheet

aluminium and trimmed in leather, fitted

with a scu>,tie dash and gracefully sloping

bonnet, -which has a very smart appear-

ance. The back of the body is long.

leaving room for a third seat and affords

ample luggage accommodation.

TWEENIE, No. 21.
8-10 h.p. Model: 72x120 mm.; twin

V 30°, 976 c.c, thermo-syphon,
water cooling ; m.o.v. ; Solex car-

buretter ; Buthardt magneto ; seven

speeds ; fiictiou and chain drive

;

wheelbase, 7ft. 2in. ; track. 3ft.

4in. ; chassis weight. 5 cwts. ; tyres

650x55 mm. on wire wheels.

Alfbed Dtjnhill, Ltd., 259-61, Euston
Road, N.W.—This model is exliibited for

the first time, and is a very welcome in-

troduction. So far as the front portion

of the chassis is concerned the springing

is by cross springs pressing on the upper
part of the swivel pin. At the rear are

inverted semi-elliptic springs. This
vehicle is friction driven by means of two
large friction wheels, the rear one being

carried on a cross-shaft, and the end of

the cross-shaft is furnished with a
sprocltet by which the power is trans-

mitted to one of the road wheels. No
differential is erapl,oyed. Accessibility

has been very closely studied in this

model, for the footboards can be re-

moved and all the moving mecha"nism is

NOVEMBER 27th, 1913.

then disclosed and the seat can be taken

out bodily so that the rear tool locker is

accessible. Tlie model staged has a

neat lighting dynamo fitted which
siipplies current at 8 volts to the two
head lights and three other lamps, this

fitting being provided at an extra cost

of 14 guineas, the vehicle itself costing

no guineas.

V.A.h. No. 109.

8 h.p. Model: 85x85 mm.; V twin-

cylinder, 964 c.c. ; water-cooled

;

thermo-syphon ; vertical gill-less

tube radiator; m.o. valves; Amac
carburetter ; Bosch magneto ; four

speeds ; friction and roller chain

tra;nsmission ; wheelbase, 7ft. 6in. ;

wheel track, 3ft. lOin. ;
weight, 5|

cwt. ; 650x65 mm. Dunlop tyres on

wire wheels. The steering is by
means of a small pinion at tie

bottonr of the steering stem engag-

ing in a curved internal cut rack.

0-3 h.p. Model : 85 x 88 mm. Green-

Precision, 499 c.c. ; thermo-syphon
cooling; m.o. overhead valves;

Amac carburetter; Bosch magneto;
twelve speeds ; friction and twiu

side beltdriv-e; 26x2iin. Hutchin-

son tyre.s on wire wheels; wheelbase,

6ft. 6in. ; wheel track, 3ft. 2in.
;

weight of chassis, 4^ cwt.

The V.A.L. Motob Co., 314, Bradford

Street, Birmingham.—The V type model

has a withdrawable friction clutch in

conjunction with a friction type variable

gear. The clutch is of the cone type

faced with Ferodo. The bearing carrying

the clutch and shaft is carried in an ex-

tension of the crank case. The counter-

shaft carries a large friction disc by which
motion is communicated from the pro-

peller-shaft disc, the ends of the counter-

shaft being fitted with roller chain

sprjckets, whence the motion is

transmitted by chain to the hub chain

rings. The hand brake operates on the

counter-shaft brake dram. The two-

seated body is roomy and is fitted with

hood and wind screen, the petrol tank
being carried in the scuttle dash. The
V.A.L. mono type has z single-seated

body, and the drive is taken by means of

Coventry silent ch;uns from the crai.krjiaft

TWO TYPES OF WATER-COOLED CYCLE CAR.

(1) The new 8 h.p. Warne with shaft drive. (2) The single-cylinder Val Monocar with Green water-cooled engine.

C:i4
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to the counter-shaft, at the end of wliich

are attached expanding pulleys controlled

by a side lever which gives twelve speeds
forward. Pressing the speed lever for-

ward expands the pulleys so that the

belts stop driving, and at the same time
the braJje shoe is brought in contact with
the outer peripheries of the rear wheel
brake drums. The wire controlled pedal

brake also takes effect on the smaller of

the rear wheel brake drums. This model
has direct steering. The tubular frame is

mounted on a semi-elliptical spring at the
front, and spiral compression springs are

fitted on the steering pins
;
quarter-elliptic

springs are used for the rear suspension.

fj^OT(g€ILS

Rear springing of tbe Swift cycle car, also showing
band brake and differential gear.

WALL TRICARRIAGE. No. 143.
43 h.p. JloDEL : 89x96 mm. single

cylinder air-cooled Precision

engine ; m.o.v. ; Amac carbu-

,
retter ; Bosch magneto, two
speeds, shaft and bevel drive

;

chassis weight | cwt. ; 650 X 65

mm. tyres ou wire wheels.

A. W. Wall, Ltd., Hay Mills, Bir-

mingham.—On this and the adjacent

stand the well-known Wall and Roc tri-

cars are staged in several forms, mainly
for goods carrying. Another type is a

two-seater which contains similar fea-

tures as regards the chassis to the well-

known carrier, and in this case an 8 h.p.

Precision air-cooled engine is fitted.

WARRICK CARRIER, No. 104.
6 h.p. Model: 95x102 mm., 723 c.c.

;

single-cylinder, vertical ; air-cooled,

with fan ; B. and B. carburetter

;

Bosch magneto ; two-speed and

^^^

reverse ; chain drive ; epicyclic

geax; wheelbase, 8ft.; track, 4ft.;

chassis weight, about 5^ cwt.
John Warrick and Co., Ltd., Reading.
—On this stand are six models of carriers

designed to suit various requirements for

the carriage of light parcels. The chassis
arrangement follows the lines of the A.C.,
but the rear axle moves vertically by
means of a special arrangement of arms
attached on each side of the axle below
the inverted quarter elliptical springs.

This does away with the tendency to

break chains which is found to occur
when the axle tilts. These models aJso

have reverse gears. The actuation of the
toggles of the direct drive clutch is

brought about in a well-thought-out and
mechanical maimer, so that the least

effort is required to move the sliding

sleeve endwise. Another model is one
of 8 h.p. with single-cylinder air-cooled

engine, 100 bore x 120 mm. stroke, which
is cooled by a single fan friction driven
off the left hand flywheel. Both valves
are on the off side of the engine. In the
Post- Office model a six-plate metal-to-

metal clutch is employed, three plates

being of copper and three of steel.

Rear springing of the Warne, showing the

slipper guide.

WARNE, No. 106.
8 h.p. Model: 85x85 mm., V type

twin, 964 c.c. ; air-cooled by fan
.at right-hand side of cylinders

;

m.o.v.; Binks carburetter; ten
speeds ; chain, friction, and belt

drive; track, 7ft. x-3ft. 6in. ;

weight, 4-| cwt.; Michelin 26x2^
tyres on wire wheels.

8-10 h.p. Model: 85x85 mm. Precision
twin, 50° ; water-cooled ; 954 c.c. ;

water-cooled by thermo and fan

;

m.o.v.; Binks carburetter; three
speeds, gate change ; shaft and
bevel drive; track, 7ft. x 3ft. 6in. ;

weight, 5 cwt. ; Michelin 26x2^
on wire wheels.

NOVEMBER 27U1, tgiS-

Pearsall-Waene, Ltd., Letchworth.

—

in the air-cooled model the crankshaft
is set across the splayed channel steel

frame, being carried on an angle steel

underframe. The drive is taken from the
engine by means of a roller chain to a
counter-shaft which gives two speeds for-

ward and reverse. A further counter-
shaft is driven by a pair of roller chains
on either low or high speed, and ex-

panding pulleys are fitted at the end
of this counter-shaft, from which a
leather belts transmit the drive to reai
wheel belt pulleys. In this way two
speeds are obtained from the first

counter-shaft, and five from the second,
so that ten speeds in all can be obtained.

The Warne friction

reverse geir. The upoer
disc is brought into

contact with the discs

below by oressurc ot the

pelal shown.

The belt can be tightened by means of

a hand lever. The foot brake is con-

tracting on the rear wheels drums, the

hand brake expanding. The frame is

mounted on semi-elliptic springs at the

front and at the back, both ends of

springs sliding in guides. In the water-

cooled model the engine is carried by a

bracket vertical to the pressed steel side

members, but inclined so that the shaft

drive is practically in a straight line.

In this model the steering is by worm
and sector. A nicely arranged three-

speed gate change box is attached by
brackets to the side members of the

frame. This model has an orthodox
method of steering by semi-elliptic springs

The foot brake is contracting on the

drum behind the gear box ; the hand
brakes expanding within the drums of

the rear wheels. A finished model in

grey .with hood and wind screen is also

staged.

A.C. rear axie showing arrangement of gear box. also brake on eno oi

worm shaft

The 8 h.p. G.N. engine showing overhead inlet valves, also position of magneti

and steering mechanism

C3'
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An exceedingly interesting and ingeni-

ously designed horizontal two-stroke

engine is shown on the stand of the

Garden Cyclecar Co., and, under the

name of Ihe M.I. P., is made by G.
Wailes and Co. to the design of Motor
Improvements and Patents, Ltd. The
particular model e.xhibited is of 495 c.c,

and is intended for passenger motor cycle

work. It consists of two horizontally

opposed cylinders containing trunk
pistons which are connected to a two-

throw crankshaft. Each of the pistons

has two diameters, which act respectively

as working and pump pistons. Over the

A New Horizontal Engine.
tops of the horizontally opposed cylinders
are placed two rotary distributer valves
driven by a worm gear off a d.sc crank.
The cubic capacity of the pump cylinder
is greater than that of the working cylin-

der, so that the inlet gas is already par-
tially compressed when allowed to flow
into the working cylinder rui the transfer
ports which are opened by the rotary
valve. The latter works under but little

pressure, and is kept cool by the flow
of fresh gas. As it is not subject to

e.xplosion pressure, any lo iseness it may
develop has but little effect upon the
actual efHciency of tlie engine. The

One ui ibe real noveiiies oi me s.aow Is the M.I.P. two-stroke horizontally opposed twin, which is fitiea with a
rotary valve to each cylinder, latest Mea magneto aol S.U. carburetter.

->-••«

F.R.S. Lamps.
The F.R.S. electric lamp adapter,

which we illustrate, is used in conjunc-
tion with an accumulator battery. This
battery is filled with unspillable com-
position, and can be recharged as often
as necessary. The method of connecting
up is to attach one of the terminals to
the cycle frame and the other to the
adapter, and as soon as the adapter is

fitted to the burner the lamp will light

Service Specialities.
The Service Co., although not exhibit-

ing at Olympia, have a good exhibition
at their High Holborn Depot, consisting
of a representative display of accessories
and clothing, among them being the
Canada cap, which we illustrate. This

The Service Co.'s
sidecar lamp

which shows a
red light to the
rear and white

to the side.

A novel type of cap sold by
the Service Co. which has a
knitted fall to protect the

ears and neck.

The F.R.S. electric lamp set.

up. It is also possible to illuminate dif-
ferent parts of the machine by touching
any such part with the adapter. The
makers, the F.R.S. Lamps, 7 and 9,
Pershore Street, Birmingham, are having
a spring made to clip this adapter to any
part of the cycle frame, when the lamp
adapter can be readily used for making
repairs after dark.

is fitted with a woollen extension whicli
can be folded under the cap or drawn
out over the ears, brow, and neck. It

is a useful headgear for winter riding.
Another item marketed this year is a
sidecar lamp. This burns paraffin and is

provided with a rear red light, and on
the near side a white prism. It is

extremely light. The paraffin reservoir
is hinged to the base of the lamp, and
the lamp is nickel plated and provided
with a bail handle. This lamp will
prove useful for inspection purposes.

lubrication is cfTected in a \ery complete
manner. A pinion pump draws oil trom
the crank chamber sump and passes it

to a distributer, whence it is directed
through .senarate pipes to each main bear-
ing, and also to each rotary valve. From
the latter a supply of lubricant is carried
to the pistons and cylinder walls, and the
supply is maintained always proportion-
ate to the throttle opening. 'J'hrower
rings on the crank webs ensure that a
supply is passed to the big end bearings.
A Mea magneto is fitted. Mushroom re-

lease valves are fitted in each cylinder
head and operated by a single IJowden
wire. The cylinder heads and liners are
efficiently water-cooled. The special
feature of the M.I. P. engine is its robust
construction and
ample dimensions
of all working
parts. Needless
to say, we shall

look forward
witli interest to

the road results

which are ob-

_tained with this

"interesting en-

gine. Tests, we
understand, are

shortly to be
made on Bro'k-
lands track. The
carburetter fitted

is a specially

made S.U., of

which a detail

sketch is given
herewith.

The new S.D. variable jet

carburetter on the M.I.P.
two-stroke engine.

Olympia.
The Auto Cycle Union, Pall Mall,

'

S. W. (No. 10).—The A.C.U. is the oldest
institution looking after the interests of

motor cyclists. The stand is situated ad-
joining to the Princes Rooms, which may
be used as club rooms by members.

AuTOstOBiLE Association and Motok
Union, Fanum House, Whitcomb Street,
Coventry Street, W. (No. 144).—The
A. A. show a telephone box with a scout
and information is given with regard to
the A. A. and M.U. membership.

THE BOWDEN TWIST-GRIP CONTROL.
(Top) Part section showing method ol operation,
(Bottom) How the finished article appears.
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Abixgdon-Ecco Co. J Ltd., Tyseley,
Birmingham (No. 216).—Three types of
engine are sho"\\Ti by this firm : a 5-8

h.p'; 73x95 mm. and a 6-6 h.p. 67 x
95 nmi. Both these twin-cylinders have
the cylinders set at 50°. I^astly, we may
mention the 3^ h.p. 85 x 88 mm. In
these models the clean casting of the
crank case is worthy of note. The tim-
ing gear cover is provided with a spigot
eiiabling it to fit closely, which prevents
any leakage of oil. The qviestion of
lubrication has been carefully studied by
the capable designer of this engine, Mr.
Blumfield. The oil enters through a pipe
into the main bearing, which is provided
with a groove and a right-hand spiral
which gradually works the oil on to a
recess on the flywheel, whence it reaches
the big ends by means of a special
channel. Means are provided for spray-
ing the oil mist on to the tappet rollers,

and even the rollers themselves are pro-
vided with oil grooves. The system
employed is tlierefore almost as good as
if a force pump were used. Adjustable
tappets are fitted, and the exhaust lifter

employed consists of two arms provided
with rollers which are hardened and turn
on hardened steel bushes and .bear up
against flanges on the exhaust tappets.
The fulcrvrm pins are also specially
hardened and are provided with oil holes.

M. Adleb (Eng.), Ltd., Sampson Road
North, Birmingham (No. 197).—This firm
are importers and exporters who do not
deal in the retail market.

The Aujistrono TnaEE-srEEo Geak
Co., Ltd., Armstrong Works, Birmingham
(No. 187).—The latest type of Armstrong
gear, Mark VII., is shown here. Tlris

type is suitable for use on high-powered
motor cycles and has been through very
severe tests which it has passed satis-

factorily. The principle of the gear is

identical with that of previous types, the

only difference being in dimensions and
strength. The new system of gear control
provides a long lever with plunger and
spring in a convenient position beside the
tank. This lever has a notch for free
position

The latest pattern Amac carburetter, with special
arrangement to prevent blow-back.

FitANK AsHBY and Cc, Princip Street,

BirmingJiam (No. 223), have on view
specimens of their Tanpillion auxiliary

seat and various types of lugg&ge carriers

and lamp brackets.

DMails nl tbe 19t4 Mark VII. Armstrong threerspeed gear, showing control lever and internal

mechanism of the hub.

The Aston Motor Accessories Co.,
Aston Cross, Birmingham (Stand 202).

—

A well-known vaporiser was described in

The Motor Cycle a few weeks ago. The
1913 model has been c-onsiderably altered,
and a new one has many advantages,
wliich include an easily detachable jet,

variable clioke,

and other im-
provements, all

of which have
been previously
with. An intro-

duction is the
Amac cycle car

carburetter, Tliis

is constructed to
TOorfe as. a single

lever d e v i c e

operated by ac-

celerator pedaL
The exhibit in-

cludes otlier ac-

cessories £ r

which this firm A useful accessory is the

is weD-known, Amac belt diilt.

namely, decompressors, switches, belt

fasteners, spring terminal clips, etc., and
a two-lever featherweight carburetter for

low-powered machines, which has not been
shown before, is exhibited.

A. R. Atket and Co., Ltd., Notting-

ham (No. 237).—^A speciality here is the

Rodess automatic inflator. A completely
automatic device for keeping the tyres at

a proper pressure at all times while the
machine is in motion. The output of the

inflator is such as to enable it to overcome-

as many as ten ordinary punctures at

normal speeds. The device consists of a

little pump driven through a simple cam
mechanism not liable to break. When
the required tyre pressure is reached the

pump cuts itself out automatically and
revolves without doing any work.

The Avon India Rubber Co., Melk-
sham, Wilts. (No. 98).—The Avons are

sold in a variety of

patterns, the rubber-
studded, the Sun-
stone, which con-

sists of transverse
indentations with
closed ends moulded
at intervals round
the tread and a new
and practically'
designed combination
cover. The Avon
tyres are success-

fully used on well-

known makes of

motor bicycles and
are rapidly coming
tO' the front, if they
are not already there.

F. E. Bakee, Ltd., King's Norton,
near Birmingham (No. 201).—On this

stand is to be found a most interesting

exhibition of Precision engines of all

sizes, including the new 2 h.p. unit de-

scribed in last week's issue. A 2| h.p.

single is shown in part section, and a

The Avon rubber

studded tyre.
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racing overhead twin with ball tearing
connecting rods is alw shown in part
section. A i)-5 li.p. twin, 5^ h.p. single.

a racing 3^ h.p single with overhead
valves, an 8 h.p. twin, a Green-Precision
fitted with the interestnig copper-jacketed
Green patent cooling apparatus complete
an interesting exhibit.

\V. AND, A. B.\TES, Ltd., St. Marys
Mills. Leicester (No. 73).—The Bates tyres

are shown in all sizes in ribbed and

{jpm(^lLS

¥
Bates belt.

Tubber-studded patterns. A speciality is

also made of a heavy 28in. x3in. cover

suitable for the heavier type of maihines.

JMessrs. Bates, Ltd., also show rubber

Bates tyre.

belts in all sizes. Their rubber goods are

excellent value for money, and they are

one of the oldest firms in the tyre trade.

ThK BAV-^KIAN RuuliER AND ASBESTOS
Works, 53, Crutclied Friars, London,
E.G. (No. 46).—The exhibit contains

primaril}'' a complete ranM of Metzeler
tyres which have recently been placed on
the market. Tests have been completed
and these tyres are now ready to be placed

before the public. The covers are made
of a white quality of rubber of the

highest degree of purity. Tyres are

shown which have completed 5,000 miles
under trying conditions.

The firm also make special tyres for

passenger work, designed on the lines of

car tyres, but with beads to fit motor
cj'cle rims. The exhibit also consists of

a large range of covers, tubes, inflator

tubing, and other iadiarubber sundries.

PROTECTION FOR THE RIDER.
Beard-Brown and Co., Dodridge

St., Northampton (No. 238).—This is an
exhibit by specialists in leather clothing,

who, themselves, dress the leather froui

which they make their motor clothing.

We have examined some examples of ex-

cellent material, thoroughly sound finish,

and de.signed to give plenty of comfort
and warmth at a very reasonabl? cost.

Another feature of the exhibit is the
College patent leather nind-shield, which
extends from the crossbar downward,
forward of the engine, and then rear-
ward below the crank case. These
shields have pockets, capable of taking
a spare set of overalls and other im-
pedimenta. The shield with its accom-

The Eenton and
Stone com-
bined petrol

oanpourerand
niter.

panying aprons goes a long way towards
giving comfort to drivers in bad weather.
Among other details, the leather pedal
bars should be specially noted.

Bentok and Stone, Ltd., Bracebridge
Street, Birmingham (No. 244).—The
special feature, here is a new lubricating
system, providing a sight
feed automatic drip of oil.

Li addition to this, by
means of a by-pass and "a

jjlunger device, an extra
supply of oil—the quantity
of which is in every case
visible—can be put through
at will without any adjust-
ment to the control of the
automatic lubricating
system. Other exhibits
here mark the firm as
specialists in matters of
lubrication and its applica-
tion. Also air pumps, foot pumps, and
hand pumps for pressure feed are ex-
hibited.

A NOVEL LUBRICATOR.
Best and Llotd, Ltd., Handsworth,

BirminghaiTi (No. 242).—Semi-automatic,
forced, sight feed
lubricators. Special
types are shown
designed for the
Scott, Douglas, and
New Hudson
machines, also
special types with

Eiiots domed glass.

A very interesting
exhibit is the
system of lubrication
by throttle control,
the idea being _ to
provide a supply of
oil in exact relation
to the work that-the
engine is doing at
any moment. The use
of a special adaptor or junction bo.^

Interconnected tlirottle

control lubricator by
Best & Lloyd.

,-.-- -- J allows
the ordinary handle-bar control to operate
the lubrication as well as the control. A
neat little fitting is a combined petrol tap

A neat cone-seated compression tap by
Best and Lloyd.

and filter, and interest also attaches to
well-designed hinued tank fillers and
fillers of the screwed hinged type. An
apparatus which combines a number of
purposes is a positive reserve supply
petrol gauge valve, sump, and filter.

The BiBMixcnAsr Small Arms Co.,
Small Heath, Birmingham (No. 183).

—

This firm's main exhibit of motor cycles
and accessories is on Stand 58 on the
ground floor, but a few paits and com-
ponents are shown in the gallery. A com-
plete engine is exhibited, together with
the parts going to make it up, shown
separately. There are also B.S.A. car-
buretters, an example of the B.S.A. three-
speed gear, and samples of frame com-
ponents and other parts.

^593

Bldemel Bros., Ltd., Wolston, near
Coventry (No. 157).—The Bluemel accumu-
lators are already well-known, and the
exhibit also includes sparking plugs, steer-
ing wheels, pumps, mudguards, etc.

Bluemels celluloid handle-bar grip.

There is a neat and satisfactory adjust-
able wind screen for cycle car use. A new
type of pump, specially adapted for cycle
car owners, which is strong and well

Bluemels pump showing clip tor holding toot
extensions together.

finished, but not too bulky or heavy, is
also shown. The same remark applies to
a rather similar pump, the Powerful,
intended for motor cycles.

The Bosch Magneto Co., Ltd., 40-42,
Newman Street, W. (No. 196).—A descrip-
tion of the Gallery exhibits would be in-

iUUi
Latest Bosch three-point plug,

complete without reference to the makers
of the famous Bosch magneto, an electrical
device which is almost universal on motor
cycle engines. A detailed reference to this
magneto would be superfluous, as it is so
well known, but readers will be interested
to examine the various types for diffeient
engines, also the Bosch system cf auto-
matic force feed lubrication, a small
mechanical pump with various leads.

Bosch mechanic.il oiler.

4»

I
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directing oil to differeut bearings and
otlier parts which necessitate constant

lubrication.

The Bowden Brake Co., Ltd., Tyse-
ley, Birmingham (No. 235).—Motor cycle

front brakes, controls for magneto, car-

buretter, and change speed gears. Motor
cycle handle-bars completely fitted, also

steering wheel showing control fitted for

diiierent operations.

WIRE CONTROL.
Bowden Wike, Ltd.. Pratt Street,

Camden Town. N.W. (No. 211).—Almost
any moving part on a motor cycle

or cycle car from carburetter control

to gear changing can now be eifected

by Bowden wire, and one of this firm's

latest fitments is a quadruple cycle car

control in which four levers are arranged
on a little bracket neatly clipped to the
centre of the steering column above the

wheel, the levers being held in any
position by the well-known " Bowdenloc "

system, 'thus it is easy to arrange the

gas, air, magneto control, and lialf com-

The Bowden quadruple confrol levers for

cycle cars.

pression device all to be operated from
the wheel. Anotlier clever fitment

marketed by Bowden Wire, Ltd., Pratt

Street, Camden Town, N.W., is an extra

air inlet device, ^ designed ' to decrease

petrol consumption and increase engine

efficiency. This fitment may be obtained

Handle.bar control Cor the Phillpsoo

pulley marketed by Bowdeo
Wire, Ltd.

in various sizes, and in lengths of cable

suitable for cycle cars or motor cycles,

and it has the further advantage of being

easily fitted and neat in appearance.

Brami'TON Bros., Ltd., Oliver Street,

Birmingham (No. 186).—The chief item

of interest is the Sava three-speed gear

for motor cycles. This is a counter-shaft

gear, the- drive from the engine to the

i;nunter-shaft being by three pairs of

chain sprockets and three chains, the

sprockets being of varying diameters.

The variation of the gear ratio is ob-

tained by locking one or the other of the

three counter-shaft sprockets to the wedged

Brown Bros., Ltd., Great Eastern

Street, E.G. (No. 160).—In addition to

complete machines, this firm, as usual,

exhibit a very full range of motor cycle

Details of the Saver three-speed gear and silent chain drive.

Erewn Bros.'

auxiliary air iniet.

clutches. Another gear is the Bramp-
ton variable pulley gear, which provides
seven speeds and a free engine. The
faces of the pulley flanges are grooved
to provide a better grip for the belt.

The exhibit includes cliains, hubs, spring
forks, handle-bars, brakes, etc. Readers
should ask to see the patent dustproof
front hub for motor cycles.

J. B. Brooks and Co., Ltd., Great
Gharle's Street, Birmingham (No. 227).—
The usual extensive range of motor cycle

saddles, tool, bags, carrier bags, and the
like. Also all kinds of leather fittings

for cycle cars, as, for example, tool bags,
tool cabinets, and- luggage boxes for

fitting either to the running board or to

the back of the car. There are no very
big novelties here, though several de-

The type B 220 Brooks saddle, which is suspended
on leaf springs.,

tailed improvements have been em
bodied and deserve attention. A novelty

is a patent spring legging that may be

put on and taken off instantaneously, and
fits either leg.

Brown and B-aelow, Westwood Road,
Witton, Birmingham. (No. 241).—The B,

and B. for 1914 was fully described in a

recent issue, and at the same time we
published our own experiences with the

semi - automatic variable jet model.

Readers may remember that this car-

buretter is fitted with a tapered needle

interconnected with the throttle lever.

This gives a very small jet for slow

running, and wlien more gas is recjuired

for power purposes, such as hill-climbing,

the tapered needle allows for a more
copious flow. In addition to operating

the jet, the throttle provides about sixty

per cent, of the total air required, an

extra air lever being only requisitioned

to strengthen or weaken the mixture as

desired. The same fitrm show a new type

of automatic carburetter for cycle cars,

various descriptions of metal float

chambers, petrol strainers, and small taps,

etc.

accessories of a great variety. One of the
novelties is the " Vapo " patent atomiser,
which is in the nature of a variable jet

designed to effect economy in petrol con
sumption. There is also a new mode
of Autoclipse acetylene lamp wit!
spherical body. Another new exhibit,
appealing more to cycle car users, is the
Brown sprayer for washing down engines
with parafiin spray. The necessary pres-

sure behind the spray is obtained by a
simple hand pump embodied in the can
of the contrivance. A neat and quite
cheap little set of tools for removing car-

bon deposit from cylinders and pistons
without dismantling the engine also

claims attention. These are but a few of

numerous points of interest to be found
on this stand.

Arthur Cake and Co,, Ltd,, Cum-
berland Street, Birmingham (No. 155).

—

Trade oirly. Chain wheels and cranks.

Capon, Heaton, and Co., Birmingham
(No. 99).—This firm make a speciality

of repairs of all kinds of motor cycle

tyres. They also supply the trade with
a large assortment of repair bands,
plasters, and inflator tubing.

The Clipper Tyre Co., Ltd,, Steel-

house Lane, Birmingham (No. 12).—

A

large number of Clipper motor cycle

tyres are to be seen on this stand, which
are mostly of the three-rib and rubber-

studded patterns.

The Coventry Ch.iin Co., Ltd., Spon
End Works, Coventry (No. 161).—The
usual extensive variety of chains of

roller and noiseless types will be found
here. Special interest attaches to a motor

The Coventry Chain Co,'s roller chain.

cycle chain drive embodying a spring

wheel. The drive is designed to transmit

5 h.p, at 1,200 r.p.m. Tlie "Coventry"
chain is fitted to the drive from the
engine shaft to the shock absorption
wheel, the final drive to the rear wheel
being by roller chain.
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FOR SOLO AND SIDE-CAR WORK.,
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THE B.S.A. 557C.C. MOTOR BICYCLE FITTED WITH B.S.A.

COUNTERSHAFT THREE-SPEED GEAR AND CHAIN DRIVE

This machine should be inspected at Olympia. Stand 58. by everyone
interested in motor cycling. Many improvements and refinements are

embodied, which place it in the forefront of passenger machines. It

is an ideal mount for side-car riders who object to the expense and
strain of a heavy twin. Owing to its wonderful flexibility there are

very few hills which cannot be ascended with power to spare. Other
B.S.A. Models to be seen at the B.S.A. Stand are the Fixed Engine.

Free Engine. Countershaft Three-speed Chain-cum-Belt Drive, and
Tourist Trophy, and also the new B.S.A. Side-cars. It will pay you
to obtain full particulars of the B.S.A. Motor Bicycles and Side-cars

before selecting your new machine.

Stands -

OLYMPIA
58 GROUND

FLOOR 183

1

GALLERY

'''Wcrtf*^

Write for Latest Catalogue,

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS COMPANY LIMITED,

13, Small Heath, BIRMINGHAM.

A Motor Cyclist's Advice: "Always use B.S.A. 'Cylinder Oil for your engine.

In answcrinfj f/iis odvfithrmpnt it is desirable to vipntion " 2V(e Motor Ci/cte." C43
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This 3 h.p. model is now offered witli an equipment never before approached in

a solo model. New " kick-starter," Enfield patent two-speed and free-engine gear,

automatic lubrication, cush drive hub, chain drive, and Palmer cord tyres.

Net Cash 50 Guineas,

Positively the best solo motor cycle. At Brooklands, on September

13th, these models beat a representative entry of the best known 3|

and 7 h.p. machines, a feat never equalled by any other make of

motor cycle.

The 3 h.p. Royal Enfield has accomplished feats impossible to

other machines—because it is the best and most reliable.

Note the specification—and the price.

2f h.p. Two-speed model • » . £45 net cash.

You will
find Royal
Enfields at

Stand 88,
Olympia.- -

We should like you to read our latest booklet,

" Something Done." The performances reprinted

therein are proof you need before buying any motor

cycle. And afterwards your choice will be a reliable

Royal Enfield. Send postcard for booklet and 1914

Catalogue. :: r, :: :: :."
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The CovENTny Plating and Peess-

woitK Co., Ltd., Coventry (No. 167).

—

This firm show the usual fine selection

o{ well-finished e.xaniples of plating and
press" orli Among the specialities of

the firm are mudguards, belt rims, and
tanks, and to this list has now been
added radiators for cycle cars.

CoMi'ON'ENTS, Ltd., Birmingham and
London (No. 228) —Trade only (see Ariel)

in complete machines.

ThE Continental Tyre and Rubber
Co., Thurloe Place, South Kensington
(No. 96).—The principal patterns shown
on this stand are the combinations in

which squares are placed diagonally
around the tread and interspersed with

Cowey speed indicator, built specially for

cycle car work The principle is, of

course, the same as that of the other
types of indicators manufactured by the

Seclion of the Continental
Basket pattern heavy

tyre.

steel studs, the rubber-studded pattern,"
the basket pattern, and the corrugated
type of tread. The quality put into these
tyres has always been good, but it is

The latest pattern Continental butt-ended tube.

greatly improved for 1914, as the covers
ate built on similar lines to th,pse on
which the Tourist Trophy was won in

1911. Cycle car tyres and motor cycle
belts are also shown.

A PORTABLE VULCANISER.
The CotTNTY Chemical Co., Ltd.,

Birmingham (No. 246).—Here are found
examples of the new Chemico tyres in

the wired-on and
beaded-edge
varieties. An in-

teresting little

accessory is the
Facet rear liglit,

designed to radi-

ate over a veiy
broad field.
Vasol is a well-
known and
efficient lubricant,
and Chemico re-

pair outfits are
useful fittings for

motor cycles and cycle cars. The firm
exhibit a handy portable vulcaniser,
suitable for dealing with covers and
tubes of motor cycle tyres. The method
0/ heating is either by coal or gas, or by
acetylene.

The Cowey Enoineehing Co., Ltd.,
Kew Gardens, S.W. (No. 219).—The most
important novelty on this stand is the

The Chemico vulcanising
outOt.

The Coney speed indicator and mileage recorder,

same firm, which have been successfully

used for a long time past on all classes of

motor vehicles.

A NEW NON-SKID TYRE.
Chas. L. Cuthbe and Co., Great

Eastern Street, E.G. (No. 75).—The
most conspicuous tyres on this stand are

the Cy-car pattern, the tread of which
consists of a single groove, in which
ozenges of rubber are moulded at

intervals. The tread has the letter

Continental combination
rubber and steel-studded

tyre.

Cuthbe & Co.'s studded tyre.

" T " moulded upon it in steel studs.

A new type of tyre is the Super, which
has a leather tread with large hollow

rubber studs projecting through at in-

tervals, and between them at intervals a

series of steel studs. Serviceable motor
cycle suits are also exhibited on this

stand.

Two types of Reflex-Clipper tyres.

Dover, Ltd., Northampton (No. 218).

-One novelty here is a new motor cycle

tyre inflator, which will be shown in opera-
tion on the stand. A very interesting ex-

hibit is a motor cycle handle-bar covered
with Exonite wound spirally to form prac-

tically a solid shield. To this same pair

of handle-bars is fitted a new design of

handle with hook grip. The firm also

show wind screens for sidecars and cycle

cars and steering wheels for the latter.

The Donlop RnBBER Co., A.ston, Bir-

mingham (No. 4).—On this stand are to

be found various
patterns of the
well-known Dunlop
tyre, including the
latest, in which the
tread consists of

large and small
rubber studs and
grooves ; a trans-

verse grooved light

voiturette cover for

sidecar machines
and cycle cars ; the
rubber - studded
pattern; the
lozenge - shape
pattern, etc. Also
belts and tyre
accessories.

A new Dunlop tyre.

The East London Rubber Co., Great
Eastern Street, E.G. (No. 224).—In addi-

tion to complete machines, a variety of

sidecars, engines, and components, this

e.xhibit includes a number of interesting

accessories. Among these is the Volta
lite, a little dynamo of almost pocket
size, designed to drive off the front wheel
of a motor cycle and to provide light

when the machine is moving. Great
efficiency is claimed for the new models
of this device. The Yutu horn bulb is

Hootied liandle and spiral wound bar by
the Dover Co.

The latest paHern Klaxon motor cycle horn
with new pattern fixings.

half rubber and half metal nickel-plated,

the latter portion being an extension of

the horn portion. In the Redhead spring
fork the action depends upon the pre-

sence of two rubber balls on each side

of the lower portion of the head. In
taking up shock the two sets of balls

rise over one another, falling into a

separating space under the pressure of a
central spring. Another useful accessory
is the motor cycle Klaxon horn, which
incorporates the same niechani.-^m as-

is contained in the full-sized warning
signal of this make, but the method of
diive, instead of being electrical, is i 1

this case mechanical. The horn is

mounted on an aluminium bracket
attached to the front forks, which
allows the instrument so to be tilted

that on the depressing of a Bnwden
lever on the handle-bar a friction disc
ia brought into contact with the rim of
the front wheel. To the shaft of thi.-;
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—

friction disc is attached a wheel, on
which there are ten small cams, each of

which in rotating gives a button a push,
causing the vanadium steel diaphragm
to buckle.

The Eisemann JSIagneto Co., Berners
Street, W. (No. 180.)—the Eisemann
magneto has several distinctive points.

The magnets are lined with an inner
dome piece of aluminium, and the end

plates are fixed

to the edges of

tlds £o that the
magnets are in-

tact. The edges

of the dome piece

are ground dead
level, and, con-

sequently, there

is no trouble at

all in making this

magneto water-

tight. The system
ot Uibricating the

contact - breaker

shows great in-

genuity, for the

excess of oil is

caught by the

shallow trough
or trap in the

rocker and con-

ducted through a

fine hair boring

to the rocker on
the spindle. A

The Eisemann Switchboad similar device
tor use on cycle cars. providing for the

lubrication of the fibre insert eliminates

the "possibility of sticking, and so causing

irregular firing. The Record sparking

plug claims attention. The electrode is

of pure nickel and non-incandescent.

The aim in view was to make a sparking

plug that was quite unaffected by oil.

Tliis firm is also showing a lightweight

lighting set suitable for cycle cars. The
total weight of the dynamo is only 5^
lbs., and the length, to end of shaft, is

lOin., height S^in., breadth 5|in. The
output is 12 volts and from 6 to 15 amps.

There is an electro-magnetic cut-out which

operates at 400 revs., and an automatic

control of voltage which permits the lamps
to be lighted directly from the dynamo
in case of necessity, and ' at other times

controls the pressure, so preventing

troubles from grossly overloaded lamp
filaments.

THE MINIATURE MEA.
B. 11. Fair and Co., Great Winchester

Street, E.G. (No. 198).—Here are seen

the Mea magnetos, in which the dis-

tinguishing feature is the bell-shaped

magnets, the design of which is such
as to secure that the rotating armature
is at its maximum position at the moment
of break, whethei the sparking lever is

advanced or retarded. The arrange-

ment, of course, results in securing a

good spark, at low speeds as well as at

high, thus tending towards easy starting

and smooth running at slow speeds. A
big model of the machine is shown,
giving sparks across a gap of nearly

fin. The position of the sparking lever

on this model can be varied over a big
range, so that the quality of the spark
under all conditions may be satisfac-

torily demonstrated.

C48

Gaulois Tyres, Ltd., Bath Street,

E.G. (No. 130).—Tire models shown on
this stand consist of a corrugated tread,

a two-ribbed pattern, and a tread con-

sisting of lozenge shaped projections

moulded diagonally on the cover and

The Gaulois buu-ended inner tube.

centrally ribbed. These three patterns
have treads ot special white rubber which
is claimed to be self-sealing after it has
been cut. Two ribbed and lozenge pat-

terns are also shown with ordinary treads.

Yet another model is a steel studded pat-

tern, the studs being embedded in

leather. Steel studded and white rubber
treaded tyres are alfo shown for cycle
cars.

GOODRICH TYRES.
B. F. Goodrich, Golden Lane, E.G.

(No. 14).—On this stand are shown
various examples of Goodrifh tyres, which
are of the rubbes-studded pattern. The
very best quality and workmanship are
put into these tyres, which have been
used successfully on riiany different

makes.

GouGH AND Co., Hockley, Birmingham
(No. 240).—A big variety of saddles is

to be seen here. Special attention is to be
diiected to the pan seat motor cycle

saddles, of which there are two varieties.

There is also a good show of pannier
bags, leather trunks designed to be
attached to carriers for tourists, also

cases for belts, tubes, sparking plug.s.

and tools.

H. AND W. Greek, Chiswell Street,

E.G. (No. 97).—This firm, previously

known as . the Calnion Rubber and
Asbestos Co., exhibit the Calmon extra
special and ideal tubes, also c,ycle car

tyres.

A. H. Haden, Princip Street, Birming-

ham (No. 181).—Components, fittings, and
parts of all kinds for motor cycles ai'e

here shown, from a single lug to a com-
plete machine, also accessories- and fittings

of all kinds. The firm are manufacturers,

selling to the trade only.

Ernest H. Hii^l, Ltd., Beater Works,
Sheffield (Nol 191).—Messrs. Hill alwa,ys

have an interesting exhi.bit. Special

attention should bo given to their petrol.

Hanover corrngatei
cover.

Hutchinson rubber-
studded cover

NOVEMBER 27th, igij.

oil, and grease injectors. The E. H. Hill

inSators are excellently made tyre pumps
with brass qylinders. They can be had
in brass finish or nickel plated. The
observation mirrors for attaching to

handle-bar or wuid screen are another
speciality 'of the same fir-m. These are

made in polished brass, nickel plated, and
black.

The Hanover Rubber Co., -Ltd., Gos-
well Road, E.G. (No. 71).—Motor cycle

tyres, including a combination pattern
cover of excellent design, consisting of

V-shape bars between which are steel

studs. Also the Gloria belt which was
used on winning machines in the T.T.
races of 1908-9-10. Inner tubes and
other rubber goods are shown.

Hobday Bros., Great Eastern Street,

E.G. (No. 168).—Wholesale trade only.

The Hoffmann Manufacturing Co.,

Ltd., Chelmsford, Essex (No. 226).—
This firm show their usual fine collection

of ball bearings and roller bearings,

suitable for every conceivable pm-pose
for which such bearings can be applied

in motor cycle or cycle car construction.

Humphries and
mingham (No. 243).-

Dawes, Ltd., Bir-

-Here is to be found
a full range of Swan
cycle and motor fit-

ments and acces-

sories. Special
attention may be

drawn to the Swan
oilcan and carriei

and the Swan valvt

remover.

A. H.
Cannon
E.G. (No.
There is

variety of

lighting sets

motor cycles

Hunt,
Street,

175).—
a fine

electric

for

and

The Swan oil can and carrier

on the down tube.

cycle cars, includ-

ing a complete
system with

dynamo. A number ot rear lights for

motor cycles are shown. An interest-

ing novelty is a new type of valve lifter,

which has a cam action which lifts the
very strongest loads, and automatically
locks itself in position. The overall size

A neat magneto switch.

is about two inches. There is also, of
course, a large variety of Hellesen dry
cell batteries, in connection with which
a special free offer is made to give users
an opportunity of testing the merits of
the system without expense to them-
selves in the first instance.

The Hutchinson Tyre Co., Basinghall
Street. E.G. (No. 1291—The Hutchinson,

I
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lyifs have been successfully used in

numei'ous competitions for years past.

The principal pattern is the rubber-

studded, of the excellence of which we
can speak after personal experience. A
speciality is made this season of the

three-ribbed pattern, which is sold

specially for heavy sidecar work, and
another pattern manufactured on car

lines specially constructed for use on
cycle cars. This latter is made only iu

the 650 X 55 mm. size, and the finest

quality canvas is used.

The Kempshall Tyre Co. (of Europe),
Ltd., Long Acre, W.C. (No. 101).—The
Kempshall tyre is conspicuous for its

peculiar tread, consisting of circular

depressions moulded at intervals around

PJ^S^IL®

Kempshall tieavv cycle Another iorm of
car tyre. Kempshall cover for

cycle cars.

I III- cover. This enables the tyre to keep
'0"l. and the pattern as a w>hole acts as
an efficient non-skid, the Kempshall
being the only tyre to have gained an
R.A.C. certificate for non-skidding.
The Kempshall tyre is fitted to P. and
-M,. Rex-Jap, New Hudson, Brough,
Blackburne, and other well-known
maihines. It is interesting to note that
ail lOvers are built up of the Kempshall
iiitcilocked fabric, which greatly im-
pjiivos the wearing quality of the tyre.

USEFUL TOOLS.
Lake and Elliot, Ltd., Braintree,

i:>3ex (No. 194).— I his lira), known all

ivt-r the kingdom for the ingenuity of

llieir motor tools, exhibit a small jack
ill- cycle cars, a folding light jack for

yle'cars, their well-known valve truer

rue UUlennlum pedal pin spannji

for scraping the faces of valve lie;ids

Defore grinding, a garage valve grinding

»bl which .should be very useful where
.here is sufficient room between tank

»nd combustion head to get the grinder

into position without fouling the tank.

A new item this vear is a pedal pin re-

cover. I'his is a spanner thin enough
» go between the pedal and the crank

aid is orevcnt^d from spreading by_ a

iOcking bar across the faces. Lake and

Elliot still supply a two-speed and free

engine hub, and also their two-speed
Fit All gear for engine-shaft.

Leathkriks, Ltd., Sampson Road
North, Birmingham (No. 2!i8).—Empire
de Luxe motor cj'cle saddles with leather

and metal pan, padded felt and covered

leather seats. .Mso the Pattison motor
cycle saddles, which has metal pan seats

padded and covered with leather. Empiic
de Luxe belt and tube cases, luggage

carrier, sparking plug cases, etc.

NON-SKID TREADS.
Leicester Rubder Co.. Uranby Street,

Leicester (No. 147).—Here are shown
various examples of the well-known John
Bull tyre. The pattern exhibited has a

tread consisting of

two ribs, between
which are trans-

verse grooves.

Another in which
the tread consists

of lozenges
moulded at inter-

vals. These tyres

are known for

their excellent
wearing qualities.

Lodge Spaeking
. Plug Co., Ltd.,
Wrentham Street,

Birmingham (No.
230).—An intro-

duction by the
Lodge Company
is a very neat
lighting set. This is not shown this

week, but it was on view at the
Car Show. Particulars concerning it

can be obtained at the stand. The Lodge
plugs are made in various types, the
standard model being put up in a red
metal sealed box with gap gauge, washer,
and guarantee slip Tlie weatherproof
model has an insulated quickly detachable

The tread of one ot the
Leicester Rubber Co.'s

covers, composed of long
rubber lozenges.

The Lodge The Lodge plug
se'l-cooling andwaterproof
plu^, which is terminal. Observe
providei with the gauee for the
radiating ribs. points at toot

terminal, which, in addition to making
the plug weatherproof, acts as a con-

venient method of testing the spark. The
racing model has self-cooling fins in body
and centre stem, and the miniature model
is said to be the smallest plug made which
will give perfectly reliable and lasting

service. - -

V. LoHMANN, Great Eastern Street,

E.G. (No. 245).—Acetylene head light

outfit for motor cycles, brass and electro-

plated electric lamps tor motor cycles

and for cycle cars, and similar lamps in

^599

black. A good range of motor cycle

horns (plated and black), push bells,

etc. The exhibits naturally include the

Lohman's '• Perfect " streamline
sidecar lamp,

firm's well-known .Superber saddles for

motor cycles, and a variety of well

selected tool kits for motor cycles and
cycle cars, in leather and canvas cases.

LAMPS OF ALL KINDS.
Joseph Lucas, Ltd.. Birmingham (No.

184).—A big range of lamps for motor
vehicles of all types. Among new models
is the King's Own, on a combination

bracket for mounting upon the handle-

bars. This little device looks very well

with special black finish. Another novelty

is a very pretty sidecar lamp, showing a

white light forward and a green or red

light aft. The lamp is supplied complete
with a small generator for supplying gas

for a two-and-a-half miles run. The elec-

tric lamps include equipments suitable

for cycle cars, embodying, if desired, the

dynamo as well as an electric battery.

A neat design of motor cycle rear light

with separate generator is intended to

be riveted to the identification plate,

which it illuminates in addition to throw-
ing a red light aft.

LuKiN, Ltd., Newcomen Street,

Borough, S.E. (No. 229).—This firm is

exhibiting the Lukin automatic carbur-

etter for motor cycles and cycle cars.

Tliis is a well designed gas making
apparatus for motor cycle and similar

engines. When properly tuned up it is

quite automatic, and enables the engine

to run both slow and fast wthout lo?s

of power. It has been described and
illustrated on more than one occasion

in these pages. A clever device re-

cently introduced by M. Lukin is an
air leak detector; this consists of a

' simple wood plug screwed at one end to

take a horn bulb, and at the other to fit

the spigot pipe of a single-cylinder en.

gine. When assembled^ if the bulb be

squeezed, any air leakage between thf

spigot and the cylinder is immediately
detected.

The Lycett Saddle and Motor Acces
SORIES Co., Ltd., Bromley Street, Bir-

mingham (No. 1771.—All motor cyclist's

know the "La Grande" saddles, anatomi-
cal pan seats, and armour-plated motor

A latest

mo lei

Lycett
taddia-
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cycle tool bags. A full range of these
is exhibited ; also the Lyso 1914 belt. It

is a new belt for which great claims are
made. The Eeliable belt is a combina-
tion of rubber and leather, and has
undergone severe tests with conspicuous
success.

The Dalliasfener with tbres linKs ot

various sizes.

Chas. M.4C1NI0SH Co., Ltd., Manches-
ter (No. 11).—Messrs. Macintosh were
one of the earliest firms to enter
into the rubber trade, and are manufac-
turers who have had long experience in

tyre construction. Various designs of
motor cycle tyres are to be seen on this
stand, which are, of course, made in all

standard sizes.

M.A.G. ENGINES.
The M.A.G. Englne Co., College Park,

Willesden, N.W. (No. 169).—The exhibit
of the M.A.G. Engine Co. is a particularly

intej'esting one. The engines sliown are

the 1^- h.p. 62x70 mm., which has a bronze
combustion head screwed into the cylin-

der and contains the automatic inlet

valve; the 1^ h-P-j 62x75 mm.; the 2^-

h.p., 64x90 mm.., automatic inlet valve;
the 2^ h.p., 64x90 mm., mechanically-
operated valves; the 2| h.p., 54x75 mm.

;

the 3i h.p. 64x77 mm.; and the

Overhead valve geir, and method of carrying the
magneto on the Matchless sidecar machine.

6 h.p. 72 X 91 mm. The last two
engines deserve .special study, as they
have been recently placed on the
market, and except as regards engine
size they are identical. The inlet valves
PI re mechanically operated, the operating
i:icchanism being entirely enclosed. The
liibncation of the valve mechanism is

itfected by pressure in the crank case,

allowing the oil to rise up the pipe in

which the operating rod works and lubri-

cate the rocker. The tappets are adjust-
able, and the engines are also noteworthy
for the fine finish oji the crank case and
the fineness of the casting of the radiating
fins. Engines of this type are fitted by
Messrs. Collier and Sons and other well-

known manufacturers.

Markt and Co., Ltd., Clerkenwell
Road, E.G. (No. 171).—A novelty here is

a new handle-bar Veeder, and there are
also samples of the Goodlads speedo-
meters. A very effective apparatus is a
Long horn for motor cycles, which is a
purely mechanical device. As for the

rest, the exhibit is on the lines of

previous years, a very important feature,

of course, being the well-known Jones
speedometer.

Mechaxicae PaoDcCTS .Co., Armoury
Close, Bordesley Green, Birmingham (No.
210).—The convertible acetylene electric

head lights, suitable for motor cycles and
cycle cars, which were described and illus-

The M.P. rear lamp, showing method ot
attachment.

trated in our last issue (see page 1545),
are exhibited on this stand.- The idea is

to use a small battery and electric bulb
which is interchangeable with the gas
bm-ner, so that if the rider wishes to use
the lamp only for a short time there is

110 necessity to decompose a container
full of carbide. A range of cycle car
mascots of suitable design for light cars

and other fittings are also shown.

MicHBLiN Tyre Co., Ltd., Fulham
Road, S.W. (No. 48)—The chief tj^pes of

tyi'es shown by the Michelin Co. are the
Trident and the Semelle. Tliese are made
in all sizes, and, of course, their quality
for excellence is known throughout the
world. Particular attention is paid to
cycle car tyres, and various sizes of these
are made.

ANATOMICAL SADDLES.
MiDDLEMORE AND LaMPLUGH, Ltd.,

Little Park Street, Coventry (No. 189).—
One of the leading lines for 1914 is the
new niotor cycle saddle, which was recently
desci'ibed and illustrated in The Motor

NOVEMBER zytli, jgtj.

Cycle. This saddle is built up on a
steel underframe on anatomical lines, and
is not only providied with coil springs, but
the cantle is attached to C springs of
flat section steel. We have had personal
experience of this saddle, and have found
it to be comfortable as regards the seat

and the actual springing thereof. Its

price is moderate.

Neat and strong quicldy detachable Joints on the
Supreme sideear.

The Midland Gear Case Co., Bridge
Street West, Birmingham (No. 232).—

A

selection of leather goods, including geiir

cases, tool bags and rolls, cases for tubes

and belts, and kindred exhibits are here

shown.

H. Md:-ler and Co., Ltd., Miller-

Street, Birmingham (No. 188).—A big

range of lamps generally is shown here,

including sets for motor cycles and cycle

cars, and some neat rear lamps for both

classes of machine. All the lamps shown
here burn acetylene. A special feature

of the exhibit is Miller's " Rearlitc,"

which is made in two patterns, being

either supplied with gas from the gene-

rator of the head lamp, or self-contained.

The "Rearlite" is a very neat httle

lamp carried from the after end of the

carrier and showing a white light on the

number and a red light aft. It is well-

made and of very neat design. The
girder brackets for motor cycle lamps

have all been strengthened in the 1914

patterns.

if- /^

The latest pattern Middlemore
saddle.

The Dall trouser-guard.

MoEDius AND Son, 23, Howard Road,

Stoke Newingtoi, N. (No. 166).—Lubri-

cating oils, burning oUs, and tins of

carbide of calcium. A comprehensive

exhibit that does not lend itself to

description.
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Two types ol Forward rasiener which will be
marlieled for 1914.

D. MOSELEY AND yoNS. LtII., 51-52,

Mdermanbury, E.G. (No. 45).—Here are
•xhibited the Moseluy tyres, tubes, pedal
ubbers, inllator tubing patches, repair
lands, and repair canvas. The Moseley
yres, which are made by an old-
stablished firm in Mancliester, have a
•cry good reputiUion, Moseleys being
arge manufacturers of other rubber goods
heir tyres can be i-elicd upon a.«; sjitis-

actory.

WATFORD SPEEDOMETERS.
Nicole, Nielsen-, and Co., Watford

No. 233).—A most intcie.;ting e.\-hibit is

n this stand, where there is to be seen
full range of Watford speedometers.

?heie is a large size model with a dial

pwards of a foot in diameter, having a

lass front, so that tlie action of the
entrifuga! governor and other internal
arts can clearly be seen when the
lachine is running The detail im-
rovements in these instruments were
jcorded in a recent issue.

TnE North British Rudeer Co.,
,TD., Great Portland Street, W. (No.

7).—As regards patterns of covers, this
impaiiy specialise mostly in 'the rubber

Clincher extry heavy The Dreadnought tyre

cover. (or motor cycles.

added type. A new pattern Dread

-

Jught, however, of the three-ribbed
jtteru, has been introduced. Two de-

PZ

'^("SM

A useful mot-^r cycling Poncho p-oduced by the
Hutchinson Tyre Co.

signs of troad. one studded and the other
three-ribbed, are known as the Heavy de
Luxe, and are designed to fit flat based
rims.

OvLERS, Ltd., Cavendish Street, W.
(No. 127).—The Skew non-skid tyre con
sists of staggered indentations round the
edge of the tread, and is a cover which
is especially suitable for cycle car use. A

number of tyres are
shown fitted to wire
cycle car wheels.

Section of the Skew
non-skid tyre.

Section of the Palatine
tyre.

The Palatine Tyre Co., Saul Street,

Preston (No. 74).—The Palatine tyre first

came into' prominence in the early part

of this year, when its manufacturers
entered for a 3,000 miles A.C.U. trial,

from which test the tyres emerged with
the greatest possible success, only using
four-elevenths of the tread of the driving
wheel. The covers are made in 2-|- for

Sjin. rims and 2| for 2^in. rims, while
there is a totally new type for cycle cars
of substantial construction, the tread of

which is no less than 13 mm. in thick-

ness.

Palmek Tyre, Ltd., 119, Shaftesbury
Avenue, W.C. (No. 150).—Palmer tyres

are too well known to need a detailed
description, but we may mention that a

speciality is made for 1914 of cycle car
tyres, 650 x50 mm., to fit .standard

S.M.M.T. rims. A heavy motor cycle

tyre, 26x2iin. fabric, and a heavy 26
x3in. cycle car tyre, constructed on car
lines, in which the cords are anchored to

Section of the Palme;
Cor.1 studded cover.

rhe Palmer Cord three-

ribbed tyre.

the beads by steel pins. It will also be
supplied with a steel-studded tread. The
700x80 mm. fabric cycle car tyre will tit

a 2iin. rim. All the standard tyres made
in standard sizes have been improved in

construction and the quality of rubber
used for the tread.

Jlessrs. J. Pedley and Son, Ltd.,
Oxford Works, Great Charles Street,
Birmingham (Stand No. 145), show tyres,
belts, and indiarubber goods of all

descriptitins. Tlif Pedley lyres arc mane

in four model-—the
heavy three-rib for

5^- h.p. and over,
medium weight
three-rib for 2|in.,

and the Pedley
lightweight three-
rib for front and
sidecar wheels. The
new model is a
combination cover,
combining rubber
bars with steel studs
in a novel manner.
We illustrate tliis

cover. The same
firm also make the
Pedley cycle car
cover in three-rib

heavy and combina-
tion, 26in. X 2i'

The combination Pedley
cover which has alternate
ruboer bars and steel
studs.

and 3in., for motor
cycle and cycle car rims.

Perry and Co., Ltd., Tyseley, Bir-

mingham (No. 170).—Chains, hubs, free-

wheels, lubricators, etc. • Wholesale only.

The Petpe Union Tyre Co., Ltd.,
Great Portland Street, W. (No. 128).—
Tyres of interest to motor cyclists shown
by ths Peter-U/cion Co. are a two-ribbed
cover and a stjel-studded cover, both of

whicn have stjod the test of time.

J. A. Phillips and Co., Ltd., Smeth-
wick, Birmingham (No. 158).—Spring
forks and pedals for motor cycles, whole-
sale only.

A VARIETY OF LAMPS.
Powell and Hanmer, Chester Street,

Birmingham, and 167, Great Portland
Street, W (No. 182).—Acetylene lamps
are show.i here in great variety. There
is a new rear lamp for motor cycles and
a complete system of electric lighting
with dynamo, suitable for cycle cars. In
the Powell and Hanmer dynamo the
electric magnetic cut-out is mounted
direct upon one of the poles of the field

magnets, an arrangement which tends
towards the simplification of the outfit.

Prick's Co., Ltd., Belmont House,
Baltersea, S.W. (No. ISS).—Here there is

to be found the usual excellent selection

of motor cycle lubricants, whether for

engines or gears, together with oils for

use in- racing and touring engines. Price's

Hiule de Luxe is one of the finest oils on
the market, and is often the means of

securing a cool running engine when other
expedients fail.

Chas. H. Puoh, Ltd., Birmingham
(Nos 204 and 205).—Here we find a
selection of chains by the Alfred Appleby
Chain Co., Ltd., also a quantity of com-
ponents and specialities manufactured
in flat sheet steel by C. H. Pngh, Ltd.

The Senspray carburetter.

(^SS
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The chief feature, however, is perhaps
the Senspray carburetter, in which air is

drawn by the piston through the small
bore spraying nozzle at a very high
rate. This air, passing over the top of

the petrol jet, acts on the injector prin-

ciple, drawing the petrol forcibly from
the jet into the mixing chamber, in the
form of a line mist. In connection with
this carburetter a carefully thought out
system of handle-bar control is marketed.

A FIRE EXTINGUISHER.
The Pybene Co., Charing Cross Road,

Loudon, W.C.—The Pyrene fire extin-
guisher is a pump filled- with flame ex-

tinguishing liquid, which is forced under
pressure against petrol flames or fire aris-

ing from any other cause in a garage, or

on a motor cycle or car. The pump is

made by the Pyrene Co. The pump is at

present made in car sizes only, but the
makers intend to place on the market a
smaller one measuring 6in. x 2in. The
larger size is one which motor cyclists

might reasonably hang up m their sheds,

and the smaller one, when ready, could
be earned either on a motor bicycle or

in a sidecar. Pyrene liquid is a chemical
combination which as it touches a fire

or the heated parts of a motor is con-

verted into a dense white gas blanket,

which surrounds the fire and smothers it

instantly. It is non-damaging and non-
corrosive, and e.xtinguishes flaming petrol

in one second.

The Eedfern Rubber Works, Ltd.,
Hyde, Manchester, and 10. Gresham
Street (No. 100).—The Redfern high-
grade rubber-studded covers are sold in

26 X 2iin. and 26 >< 2iin. sizes. The

Redfern's extra strong The latest R.O.M.

rubber-studded tyre. 'yre the tread of
which is composed of

squares of rubber.

covers are built up in three-ply casing
with the finest Egyptian canvas. The
sidecar cover is made in 26 x 2in., 23in.,

and 25in. Other specialities of the same
firm are the Redfern belting with t!ie

canvas core stretched by a special process
in course of manufacture, horn bulbs,
and wing plasters.

T^

Hans Renold, "Ltd., Progress Works,
Manchester (No. 185).—The Hans Eenoid
exhibit consists, as usual, of interesting

show-boards showing the various pro-

cesses through which the silent and roller

chains pass before they are used for

motor cycle i/ransmission. Two motor
cycle models are exhibited fitted with
Renold roller chains rmining in oil bath
cases. Also a new type of spring clip

joint which is an improvement on the
1913 type, being more easily removed or

adjusted.

The Roberts tyre band.

Alfred Roberts .\nd Sons, Ltd., St.

Mary's Row, Birmingham (No. 7).

—

Various types of motor cycle covers,

rubber studded and of the corrugated

The B^nold quickly detachable spare chain link.

Latest pattern Roberts tyre,

pattern, detachable tubes, bands for re-

treads, detachable non-skid bands., belts,

gaiters, tyre repair outfits, and other
rubber accessories are shown on this

.stand.

The R.O.M. Tyre Co., Ltd., Brook
Street, Holborn, E.G. (No. 1).—The
Rom Tyre Co. are showing the com-
bination cover which has been so suc-
cessful as a non-skid under all conditions,
and a.special range of tyres for cycle cars,
inner tubes, and tyre accessories.

RoiUAN Rims, Ltd., Upper Priory,
Birmingham (No. 247),—2-,Jin. and 2^in.
rustless rims for motor cycles without
joint, seam, or- rivet. Also the Roman
motor cycle tyres.

Kotherham \.y^Ti Sons, Ltd., Spou
Street, Cove-vtiy (No. 178).—The princi-
pal novelty here is a lubricating system
for motor cycles. Oil is contained in
tank, where it is under pressure by the
action of a spring, which forces the oil

through a drip-feed at a regulated speed
to the engine. When the spring handle
is turned, oil is drawn through into the
4 oz. tank from the main oil tank. A
simple and useful device is a three-in-
one petrol gauge, embodying gauge,
strainer, and filler. A very neat form

Kotherham mechanical lubricator lor motor cycles.

of mechanical oil pump is intended to be
driven from the two-speed gear. The
driven shaft operates through a worm to

the cam, which is thereby made to rotate

slowly, operating the plunger of the
pump. The stroke of the plunger is-

simply regulated by a spring device. A
number of carburetters, as well as a

great variety of other lubricating devices,

are also shown.

A POWERFUL LAMP.
RusHMORE Lamps, Ltd., Brewer Street,

Piccadilly Circus, W. (No. 213).—This
firm's exhibit
consists of the
Rushmore cycle

car acetylene
lamps and gener-
ators. The Rush-
more type of

lamp has been ex-

tensively copied
all over the
world and was
one of the first

lamps of the cir-

cular type with adjustable focus and lens.

The lamps are excellently constmcted.

J, A Ryley, Martineau Street, Bir-

mingham <No. 215).—An extensive exliibit

of lamps, components, fittings, and acces-

sories of all kinds. A complete set of

components for use in the construction of

a cycle car is shown. These are
exhibited on the complete chassis, which
possesses many interesting features dealt

with Upon another page. An interesting'

little accessory is a rear red light for

motor cycles. The electric light and small'

accumulator are fitted inside a little tool

bag to be slung on the side of the carrier.

A speciality of the firm is the Sthenos
carburetter for cycle cars. This is a

two-jet carburetter with no moving parts,

designed to provide smooth running at

slow speeds. Other interesting specialities

are the K.E.W. magneto, in which the

armature is enclosed in a solid casing,

rendering the machine dust and water-

proof, and the Vita sparking plug.

Rushmore motor cycle
lamp.

The Stanley Lion fastener

56
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Seadkook Bros., Great Eastern Street,

E.G. (No. 190).—One of tlie principal

novelties here is a neat form of tail

1603

Seabrook Bros.' handle-bar mirror

with ball joint. It is adjustable

to any length on the armpiece.

acetylene lamp suited for fitting .to the

rear niudcuara of a motor bicycle, and
serving Hie double purpose of ligbting

the ntimber-plate and showing a liglit

aft. Similar types are also shown in

electric lumps. The general range of

motor cycle and cycle car lamps, horns,

and bells includes a new type of

electrically-operated horn.

SELF-SEALING TUBES.
The Self-Se.\i-ing EmsBER Co.,

Rfland Street, Birmingham (No. 149).

—

The pattern of tread employed on several

of these covers is extremely interesting,

one known as the Peerless consisting of

two outer ribs between which a pro-

nounced zig-zag pattern is moulded, which
will be the leading line for 1914. Also
another zig-zae pattern in which a steel

Btud is placed in each indentations of

the zig-zag, a double zig-zag pattern in

which there is a central rib, and a rubber-
studded tyre^ A speciality is also made

The Hermetic extra strong The Hermetic "Peerless"
motor cycle tyre. . tyre.

of tlie Peerless cycle car tyre, made in
till' 650x65 mm. size as well as the
26x2iin. Self-sealing inner tubes and
othei' tyre accessories are also shown.

The Severn Rubber Co., Ltd., New-
hall Street, Birmingham (No. 71a).

—

Another large rubber firm hailing from
tin- Midlands is the Severn Rubber Co.
llhs concern has laid itself out specially
1" supply motor cycle and cycle car tyres

' '11 descriptions, also brake blocks, foot-
! rubbers, repair outfits, and gas tub-

-: The last-named are sold in suitable
Iriigths for connecting lamps and gene-
lators, and have the Severn moulded
eiid.'i which prevents the tube from split-
ting. The cycle car tyres are made both
grooved and studded.

Alfred Smith, George Street, Bir-
mingham (No. 231). — " VVV " speci-
alities for the motor cycle trade, which
comprise among other articles luggage
carriers, refle.x rear lights, etc. Whole-
sale only.

S. Smtth and Son, Ltd., Great Port-
land Street, W. (No. 192).—The im-
portant feature here is, of course, the
Snrith speed indicator. A very interest-
ing and novel exhibit is an aluminium
generator, automatic in action, having
drip feed and carrying no loose parts

—

thus facilitating cleaning. The generator
is stated to be absolutely unbreakable
under the roughest usage. The demand
for electric lighting sets is met by a"

small dynamo giving
8 volts at 6 amps.

S. Smith & Sons'
aluminium generator
with corrugated lower
portion to aiiord a

better grip for

dismantling.
S. Smith and Sons
car acetylene bead lamp.

This dynamo is built on the same lines
as the car dynamos marketed by this
firm, the system of regulation being
identical, that is to say, there is nothing
whatever e.xperimental about the appara-
tus. The equipment includes egg-shaped
lamps of clean design. The general ex-
hibit of this firm is of a character already
well known, and all the usual features
are to be seen on the stand, including a
working model of their well-known car-
buretter, which has lately shown up so
well under R.A.C. tests.

The SrENCF.R Moulton Tyre Co., 75-

77, Cannon Street, E.G. (No. 148).—
These tyres a're sold in three-ribbed
pattern and in a combination pattern,
which latter is well-designed and should
be an efficient non-skid under all con-
ditions. The company has lately paid
special attention to

the manufacture of

motor cycle tyres,

and these are be-
coming increasingly
popular.

The Severn groovei
cover.

The Spencer Moulton
extra strong cover, the
tread of which is a com-
bination of steel studs and
rubber lozenges.

In:erior mjchansm ol Smith's
speedon.etjr

The Sphinx Manttactuiiing Co.,
Bradford Street, Birmingham (No. 200).—In addition to a big exhibit of the
Sphinx plugs, this firm shows spring
handle-bars. A new fitting is a plug

Sphinx belt

punch.

A neat Sphinx plug cleaner.

cover, which performs the functions of an
umbrella, protecting the plug from in-

clement weather. There is also a new
pattern belt punch of simple design fitted

Two types of Sphinx plup, showing
comparative dimensions.

with an additional guide, ensuring that
the punch will enter the belt centrally.

A new model of plug specially made for
racing work will be of interest to some.

The Si'LiTDORF Electhical Co., City
Road, Finsbury Square, E.G. (No. 174).—This American-made magneto is ex-
hibited for the first time at a public exhi-
bition. A detailed description of its

construction was published in a recent
issue of The Motor Ci/rle. The new type
shovvs the latest American practice m
magneto manufacture. The same firm
exhibit Splitdorf induction coils for their
dual ignition system, the Splitdorf plug

c.i7
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wire, and Common-sense sparking plugs
and cables. Also the Excelsior carbu-
retter, which is a ball-governed device with
clock spring control, air valve, and index
adjustments for air and gas. The A.P.L.
Co. lighting system is an electric light-

ing equipment, which is said to be easy
to install, and is very compact.

BENT TO
SUIT FRAME
A3 REQUIRED A3 BEQUIBEli,

demonstrated in a gear box with the gear
wheels running. The box is open and
the speed of the shaft is 600 r.p.m. This
demonstration is to show the clinging
tendency of the lubricant, and the clean-
liness under working conditions.

The Stonehouse Wohks Co., Hough-
ton Street, West Bromwich (No. 195).
—Motor cycle pedals, belt rim brakes,

and footrests, footboards,

^^I'iliE Tua^' ty^^ inflators, and a
SECTION '» i5i li.p. motor cycle

engine.

Details of the Sturmey-Areher hub.

Stanley Feast and Co., Waltham
Road, S.E. (No. 217).— fhe principal
novelty here consists of the " Musticon "

tyre repair outfit a feature of which is

a rubber double repair stud designed to
strengthen the tyre inside and out at the
point needing repair. For the rest the
exhibit includes a variety of articles to
assist in tlie repair of pneumatic tyres.

A HARD WEARING TYRE-
Stelastic Tyres, Ltd., York Street,

Westminster, S.W. (No. 131).—The
Stelastic tyre is exhibited on this stand,
which, as our readers are aware,
possesses a practically indestructible
tread which consists of a series of up-
standing spirals of piano wire into which
rubber is hydraulicallj pressed, the
whole forming an armoured surface.
These tyres were used by Mr. Little on
the occasion of his ascent of Skiddaw.
Sterling Metals, Ltd., Northey Road,

Foleshill, Coventry (No. 164).-^this ex-
hibit comprises a good variety of air-

cooled and water-cooled cylinder castings.
Also a variety of aluminium, gun-metal,
and brass castings connected with the
production of motor cycles and cycle
cars.

Thtt Stekn-Sonneborn Oil Co., Royal
London House, Finsbury Square, B.C.
(No. 239).—Sternol lubricants are much
favoured among motor cyclists. This firm
have a special method of testing all their
lubricants, and will be pleased to demon-
strate to motor cyclists at the above
address the quality of their oils. Am-
broleura is a gear box lubricant, which is

C5.'<

rhe * Success " carbon removing tools

marlielei] by Brown Bros. Ltd.

C.A.V. spherical side-lamp

Stormey-Archer Gears, Ltd., Lenton.
Nottingham (No. 159).—No material
change has been found necessary in the
design of the well-known specialities of
tliis firm. The enlarged hub of the 1914
model, which is to be seen on the stand,
has already been in direct road service
for some time past. A detail improve-
ment is to be found in the foot control
of the clutch for the 1914 model. The
firm is supplying frame backs complete
to form a part of almost any motor cycle.

Herbert Terry and Sons, Ltd., Red-
ditch (No. 179).—In addition to the usual
range of springs, clips, and small brass
tools and the like, one of the most in-
teresting exliibits here is a new shock-
absorbing link in conjunction with the
Druid spring forks to take horizontal road
shocks. The result is to relieve the
handle-bars practically complete from
vibi-ation. Another ' very important
novelty is Terry's new belt fastener. This
is made in hardened and tempered steel.

The method of attachment to the two
ends of the belt is simple, and the arrange-
ment provides a double bearing surface,
giving great strength, and quite free from
any risk of spreading open.

BRAKE MATERIALS.
The Thames Rubber and Metal Co.,

Upper Thames Street, London, E.G.
(No. 9).—The Thames motor cycle tyres._
These are made in several different types,
the principal being the heavy extra strong
cover, the heavy-studded cover, and the
Thames sidecar tyre. A speciality is also
made of the Petrie Fibrax and Fibre
brake blocks and the Doncaster's tyre
stretcher, the last-named being an instru-
ment used for stretching a cover before
fitting it to the .'•im.

TiMSON Bros., Snow Hill, Binning
ham (No. 172).—Wholesale only. Lamps,,
horns, and other accessories for motor
cycles and cycle cars. This firm are
export agents for the Levis, examples of
which are on the stand.

The Tormo Mfg. Co., Ltd., Bun-
hill Row, E.G. (No. 163).—2J h.p. and
32 h.p. single-cylinder engines are to be
found on this stand, as well as 5 h.p.
and 6 h.p. twins. Of these the 5 h.p.
has a bore and stroke of 74 x 85 mm.
and the 6 h.p. a bore and stroke of
85 X 85 mm. The valves are situated
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side by side, and are mechanically
operated, while the cylinders are set at
an angle of 60°. The finishr of these
engines and the beautiful casting of the
radiator fins are worthy of special atten-
tion.

The Vaouctm Oil Co., Ltd., Caxton
House, Westminster, S.W. (No. 173)—
This exhibit is, of course, a full range of
lubricating oils, the high quaKty of which
is already well-known to all our readers.

C. A. Vandekveli. and Co., Acton, W.
(No. 234)—A very striking illustration of
the waterproof nature of the C.A.Y.
Ruthardt magneto can be seen here, the
machines in operation being situated
below water in a glass tank. A nev.

spring advance mechanism for the mag-
neto contact breaker is shown. There are
a number of electric side and head lamps
of very striking and neat design. There
is also a new lighting outfit, consisting
of a complete set of lamps and the neces-
sary electrical battery for use on sidecai
combinations. The C.A.V. system of
electric lighting is, of course, perfectly
applicable to cycle cars, and an outfit is

shown, the price of which is extra-
ordinarily moderate. Tlie set embodies
free-wheel mechanism, which does, in a

simple form, the work of a cut-out.

C. C. Wakefield and Co., Wakefield
House, Cheapside, E.G. (No". 154).—

A

complete range of oils and greases suit-
able for the gears and engines of motor
cycles and .cycle cars of various grade.'
is shown. The many successes of Castrol
in the past year on both road and track
cannot fail to have attracted the reader's
attention.

A COMPACT LIGHTING SET.
Messrs. Weston's, Ltd., 104, Wool

Exchange, E.G. (No. 43), are exhibiting
a particularly sound lighting set for motor
cycles fitted" to a Pope macliine. It will
be noted that the device is very similar
in form to an acetylene lamp and
generator, but we should imagine that,
weight for weight, the electric outfit
would easily prove the lighter. The
working is as follows : A battery that
can be recharged on th« road by the
user, by the simple removal of two

A neat electric head light and battery on the
Pope stand.

stoppers made airtight by thumb screws,
is contained in a cylindrical metal case.
When tliese stoppers are removed, the
old or used charge can be emptied and
a new charge substituted. A powder con-
tained iu a metal case, of size suitable
for the pocket, can be carried and then
mixed with water and, when stoppers
are replaced, light will be given for
approximately ten hours ; thus the process
is extraordinarily simple and compares
very favourably with other methods of
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The Olympia Show

—

lighting ill regaril to I'echargino also,

it is a particulai'ly cheap form of lighting,

since the tin of powder costs only about
twopence and light is supplied for approxi-

mately ten hours. Jloreover, vibration

does iiot affect the generator in the least

degree ; in fact, we understand that the

more vibration it is subjected to, the

better are the results given, since the

solution is well shaken up in the generator,

A reversible clip is fitted to the gener-

ator, so that the rider can svvitcli

sparking plugs, ball bearings, and other
fittings and accessories.

the :ht by

The standard Drum £prin?
(ork as Qtted to a numuer
or machiDes at Olympia.

simply reversing
the position of
the powder. For
example, to
switch on the
light, the gener-
ator is turned
upside down and
is fixed in that

position. The
light is now on,

and to switch
off, it is merely
necessary to turn
it upside down
again and the
light is swtiched
off. This simple
operation applies

to both the
motor cycle and
cvcle car outfits.

The name of the

battery is the
" Aladdin."

B. Wolf .4ND Co., Southwark Bridge

Road, S.E. (No. 214).—The principal

feature of this exhibit is the display of

magnetos. The ntw types of the U.H.
introduce certain modifications in the

adjustment of the contact breaker, and

in the details of the general design. The
new type of pole-piece has its exten.sions

drillerl out, leaving the tip of the pole-

to

Pulley side ol ihc 6 h.p. Sarolea cnsioc.

piece honeycombed, the effect being

equalise the strength of the spark f

various po.sitions of the sparking lever.

New types of the Solex carburetter have

been introduced to motor and cycle car

requirements, fittings being provided for

attachment to an induction pipe, or to

a monoblnc casting. The exhibit also

includes steel pressings for cycle cars,

Valve side of tlie 191* model 31 li.p. Fafnir

single-cylinder engine on Messrs. Hobday Bros,

stand No. ISg.

WooD-JIiLNE, Ltd., Ribblebank Mills,

Preston (No. 13),—This year, instead of

employing steel-rubber, jN'Iessrs. Wood-
Milne, Ltd,, are using ordinary rubber

of the best possible quality in their tjres.

The various patterns manufactured are

long longitudinal indentations placed at

staggered intervals round the tread, a
rubber-studded pattern, a type in which
there are semi-circular indentations on

the tread, and a similar pattern in which
the indentations are interspersed with
steel studs. The tyres are, of course,

manufactured in all the standard sizes.

WooDG.vrES Bros., Tiverton, Devon-
shire {No. 176).—Patchquick patent

patches for use in conjunction with

Patchquick fix, which dissolves the sur-

face of the patch and ensures complete

amalgamation between the patch and
.the air tube. The same firm also ex-

hibit oils, grease, soft soap, cycle black,

and calcium carbide packed in neat tins.

The Wulfktjna Enotneeeing Co.,

Ltd., Great Brickkiln Street, Wolver-
hampton (No. 221).—This exhibit of the

Wulfruna Co. in the gallery is of more
interest to manufacturers of motor cycles

than to readers. It consists of Pickard's

patent lining apparatus for lining the
frames and tanks of motor cycles, and
consists of a small stylographic pen pro-

vided with guides. The |)oint is forced
through the point of the stylo by a hand-
operated piston, and the guide fixes the
distance apart of the lines, also their
breadth.

Xl'All, Ltd., Hall Green Works, Bir-
mingham (No. 212).—An extensive selec-

tion of saddles with parallel motion
adapted to fitting to all makes of motor
cycles, the design in each case aiming
at the low position without sacrifice of a

The light and strong frame oj the 1914
pattern Xl'All saddle.

great range of springing. An interest-

ing novelty is a combined saddle and
spring carrier, the spring carrier of

which can be used also as a pillion seat,

the same spring mechanism also pro-

An addition to the Xl'All range of saddles
enabling a low position.

viding spring footrests for both riders.

A special new saddle for drop frame
motor cycles is made with a stamped
steel underwork, of which the top and
bottom links are stamped out of one
piece, the seat-pillar being combined
with it and formed of another stamping.
This allows room for springs without
sacrificing the low position, these sprint
being readily adjustable at accessible

points.

The latest pattern

Beldam tyre.

A neat form of extra air Inlet suppllad bv A. W.
Carnage, LtJ, It consists of a gauze covared sle^va

moving inside an outer casing.

The Midland Rubber
Co.'s tyro.
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A Varied Assortment of Show Models.

Foot dutch control of the tour-cylinder F.N.

„ , , ,. J J , „ Showing the defaohable end piece ot the AHdays
Chiiu-easei on the 35- h.p. James divided verlio illy, . timing gear «ase.

thus exposing the whole of the chains.

A tuiu-cylinjcr chdin driven Alldavs fitted w th a smart Canoelet sidecar

equipped with hood and screen.

A nev; model Callhorpe with 500 c.o. twin-cylinder Precision engine.

c6n



Interesting Machines outside Olympia.

1605

The EyQuem com-
bined sparking plug
and compression tap
(S. WoU and Co.)

Valve side o( the 8h.p. three-speed chain-driven Pot. Substantial rear bralie

and method of adjust-
ment on the n ew
Excelsior.

Sprin; portion al the rear o( ihe 8 ll.^. Caven. The Irarae is maJc up ol
Chater-Lea parts.

The two-seater Craven sidecar-^cane pattern) attached to a 3; h.p. TtlJmph
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ZENITH AUTOMATIC
CARBURETTER.

The Zenith Carburetter Co, 171, Great
Portland Street., W., have introduced
a small model of their instrument for

cycle cars with water-cooled engines.

The vertical section shows that the
two jets, main and compensating, are
disposed concentrically, the compensating
jet allowing for a constant flow for a
given period of time, this being in-

dependent of the suction or depression.
To a jet G, drawing petrol direct from
the float chamber, is added a compen-
sator H, which is connected to the base
of pipe J, the top of J being open to

the air. The petrol falls into this pipe
J through a gauged orifice projecting
from the base of the float chamber.
The cross section of J being larger than
H, pressure changes within the car-

buretting chamber can take place with-
out affecting the flow through the gauged
orifice beforementioned.

This is the broad principle of the
deMce, and the two jets both have their
opening at S, the main jet being in
the centre, the space H being connected
through F to the top of the gauged
orifice or compensator.

Slow Running and Acceleration.

Tubes K and Z give perfect carburation
when the engine is just turning over, and
enable the engine to pick up without
hesitating when the throttle is opened
slowly under load. Z is connected to a by-
pass U and is situate inside the tube K.
This tube has two holes a and b, and,
bv varying the size of these holes, the
quantity of petrol can be regulated.
When the engine is pulling, the action in
K and Z is nil, but for starting, slow
running, and picking up they play im-

portant roles. For starting they obviate
any need for flooding the jets; when
running slowly the depression is weak
and petrol will rise in K until it reaches
Z, when it will be strongly sucked up
and sprayed at U.
For picking up the sudden rush of air

past the jets when throttle is opened is

compensated by the petrol remaining in

J. This petrol descends and is induced
through F and up through S, which,
having a large orifice, allows for a rapid
flow of spirit. X is the choke tube, and
L and M plugs allowing the jets to be
readily removed. An inspection window
in the side of the float chamber permits
the spirit level to be accurately gauged.

I9I4 U.H. AAGNETO.
The alteration to the U.H. magneto for

1914 is an ex-

tension of the
pole pieces ovej
the . armature.
These are dril-

led longitudin-
ally with rows
of holes, and the
range of maxi-
mum spark is

thereby extended
further along.
The holes in the
pole pieces enable
the lines of force
to be cut over a

_?er range of the contact maker, with
the result that the spark at slow speed
is as " fat " as at high speed. The engine
can be started with the spark fully re-
tarded with great ease.

AN ADJUSTABLE BELT
FASTENER.

We have received a sample of the
Hibrul belt fastener, made by the Hibrul
Engineering Co., 19, Cannon Street, Man-
chester. iTiis is an ingenious device, and
works as follows : It the split pin be
withdrawn and the lever is inserted in
the hole through which it passes, by
turning the central nut the ends of the
belt fastener may be brought nearer
together or fartlier away, acrnvdinj; to

U.H. magneto for 191*
showing extra portion on
pole pieces (shaded) with
holes drilled from top to

bottom.

'ycle hub gear, the point specially aimed
at being to reduce friction on the
lower gears as far as possible. We gave
the first illustrations and desciiptions
of this -gear in Tht Motor C'l/cU of

28th August, and now we learn that
special machinery is being installed at
the Dursley works with a view to turn-
ing out the geai' in quantities.

The special feature of the hub is that
there is only one gearing down for both
the middle and low gear, the top speed

Kew Zenith carbureUer tor cycle cars.

The Hibrul belt fastener,

the direction of rotation. It will be
noticed that a guide bar is used to keep
the ends of the belt fastened parallel,

which is kept in position by a split pin.

THE PEDERSEN-ALPASS
THREE-SPEED HUB.

Mr. Pedersen, the inventor and manu-
facturer of the well-known Dursley-
Pedersen cycle, has turned his attention
to the production of a. three-speed motor

The Federsen-Alpass three-speed hub gear.

being the direct or solid ' drive. All

driven parts run on ball bearings, and

a friction clutch is interposed between
the gear and the belt rim to absorb

any shock which might' be transmitted

to the gear when changing, which if

effected by a lever on the tank, move-

ment of which automatically locks thi

dog clutches and then the frictioE

clutches in one movement. The clutche;

ar^ easily adjusted externally. It is

possible by the adoption of these clutchei

to employ a single direct chain drivt

from the ongine to the back wheel

Of course, if preferred, a belt, or bell

and chain may be used, but the in-

ventor has a decided preference for r

single chain as -a power transmitter

A comparatively few number of parts

are utilised in build

ing up the gear,

and a feature wortl

mentioning is that H
is possible to dismanth
and re-assemble thi

gear with n(i otliei

tool than a .-^rrew

driver.

J^ "
i We are askrd ti

iJ I

state that a 3in. covei

I
to fit a 2iin. motoi
cycle rim has beevi

manufactured by th*

Hutchinson Tyre Co
for the past two years. This offers

readers an opportunity of guarding againsi

tyre troubles without recourse to changini
the rim as is usual when fitting a tyri

of larger section.

Since our description of the 191'

pattern Rex-.Tap appeared last week, w<
understand from the Premier Motof
Co. that it has been decided to fi'

Kompshall 650x65 mm. tyres a:

standard.

I
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RECORDS AT BROOKLANDS.
Remarkable Long-distance Runs

THiEHS is always j,'ieat activity at Bi'ooklands about
Show time, and strenuous eHorts have lately been
made to annex vai'ious records. On Thursday last

the Rudge had quite a field day, for between them
C. G. Pullin and T. E. jGreene broke no less than nineteen
records. The weather was fine, but very windy. Pullin

had a long struggle before he got among the revords, and
it was not until he had covered 250 miles that he beat the
previous best, his time being 4h. Hm. 25S. , which is a
record for Classes C and D. Going on for six hours, the-

following were his records :

Six

tht

E.

C, G. Pullin, smrOJDcled by a group ot admirers who saw him break rocords
at B;ooklaDds last Friday.

by Rudge and N.S.U. Riders.
5 hours ... 298 miles 1,020 yards = 69.71 m.p.ii.

6 hours ... 358 miles 1,106 yards = 59.77 ,,

250 miles 4h. 11m. 2|s. = 59.75 m.p.h.
300 miles 5h. Im. 22|s. = 59.72 „
350 miles 5h. 51m. S&Js. = 59.72 ,,

Pullin thus averaged close on sixty miles an hour for

hours—a feat all the more remarkable on account of

high wind prevailing.

When Pullin had finished his 6 hours attempt, T.

Greene continued the ride on to 7 hours. Greene nad made
an attempt on the 9 hours record earlier in the morning,
starting at 7.30 a.m., but was dogged with valve trouble

right up to six hours, when he gave up, as the repeated

stops to change valves put him outside the record average.

The following records stood to the credit of T. E. Greene
and C. G. Pullin at the end of seven hours :

7 hours ... 419 miles 823 yards = 59.92 m.p.h.

400 miles 6h. 41m. 21|3. = 59.79 ,,

It is interesting to note that the 7 hours record beats the

previous best in Class E for 7, 8, 9, and 10 hours, and

establishes a new record for Classes C and D for 7 hours

;

while the 400 miles record bents the previous best in

Class E of 9h. 6m. 25^s., made by H. Collier in his twenty

four hour ride at Canning Town track (May 5th and 6tD,

1909), and also establishes new records in Classes C and D.

On the same day, Lieut. R. N. Stewart, riding a two-

cylinder N.S.U. (54i-x75 mm. =349 c.c), established new
records in Class B for the following distances and times :

350 miles 8h. 32m. 4|s. = 41.01 m.p.h.

8 hours ... 328 miles 184 yards = 41.00 ,,

9 hours ... 369 miles 1,454 yards = 41.09 ,,

This ride was noteworthy, as it was a genuine amateur

attempt, to verify Stewart's ability to ride nine hours at

Brooklands to settle a sporting bet made by Stewart with

bis fellow officers in his regiment. He had no trade assist-

ance whatever, and had his own orderly and servant^ to

assist him. He ran most consistently from start to finish,

and would doubtless have done much better but for the very

high wind which prevailed all through the ride.

->-•«<

CLUB NEWS.
Ripon and District M.C.C.

The annual dinner took place en the 14th inst.

Islington and District M.C.C.

The annual dinner, followed by a concert and prize
listribution, will take place on December 11th at head-
mrters, Camden Head Hotel, Islington Green.

Dewsbury M.C.

The result of the 100 miles reliability trial, held on the
6th inst., was as follows : 1, C. Sydney (3^- Bradbury) ; 2,
'. F. Rispin (3^ Triumph) ; 3, C. Hart (5-6 Rudge JMulti sc.)

Cambridge University M.C.
The results of the hill-climb held at Gazeley Hill on the

th inst. are as follow :

Class V. (any machine up to 1,000 c.c.)—E. I. Gibbons
8 Martin-Jap).
Class VI. (unlimited).—E. I. Gibbons -(8 IMartin-.Jap).

Class VIII. (cycle car class).—1, C. 0. Havward (10
linger); 2, L. Hansard (8 G.N.)

Burton-on-Trent and District M.C.C.

On Monday, Decemljer 1st, a lantern lecture will be
iven at headquarters (Station Hotel) at 7-30 p.m., by Mr.
''. Mnnt of Nottingham. The subject will be " Motor
Ijrcle Variable Gears." All local motor cyclists are cor-
lally invited to attend and contribute to the discus.sion.

The first dinner will take place on Monday. December
Ih, and the chair will be occipicd by Mr. E. E. Baguley

;

ice-chairman, Jlr. T. H. Baldock.
A lecture on " JIagneto Ignition " will be given by Mr.

iennett (of the Bosch iMagneto Co.) on January 6th. " Non-
leoibers will be welcomed to this lecture also.

Streatham and District M.C.C.

The annual dinner will take place at the Holborn
Restaurant on 20th December. Mr. Stenson Cooke will

occupy the chair. Medals and prizes to the value of over

£150 will be awarded.

Public Schools M.C.

Members who are visiting Olympi.a are requested to meet
at Stand No. 133 at 1.30 p.m. on Saturday, the 29th inst.

The address of the hon. sec. is now 21, St. Nicholas Street,

Coventry.

Tyldesley and District M.C.C.

The whist drive and dance held at Tyldesley on the
12th inst. proved very enjoyable, there being 103 members
and friends present. The first annual dinner, prize distri-

bution, and smoker takes place at Leigh headquarters on
December 3.'d.

Liverpool A.C.C.

The annual dinner, followed by the presentation of prizes,

will take place o.n the 17th of next month at the Hotel
St. George, Liverpool, at 6.45 p.m. On Jan. 3rd the open
winter reliability trial will be held from Liverpool to Carlisle

and back.

Kidderminster M.C.C.

The resulis of the speed-judging competition, held on Oct.
18tli, are as follow: 1, C. A Nicholls (2% Douglas); 2, T.
Jenks (6 A.J.S.); 3, H. Walker (6 A.J.S.). No watches or

speedometers were allowed, but one competitor, on being
searched, was found to have an alarum clock and six watches
concealed on various parts of his pccson and machine. The
members were afterwards entertained to tea by Mr. and Mrs.
H. E. Pritchard at the George Hotel, Bewdley.

C63
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondentai

Ai! letters should be addressed to the Editor, " The motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and addre;;.

Do Sidecars Skid?
Sir,—I notice your contributor " Ixion " states that he

has never known a sidecar skid. I have. I ride a 7-9 h.p. Rex
and sidecar, and recently drove from Llanfair Talhaiarn to
Manchester (after heavy rain), ma, Abergele, Flint, and
Chester. The machine skidded from side to side quite fre-

quently, the tail evincing a desire to get broadside to the
road. My friends on Matchless and Triumplr outfits experi-.
enced the same thing. AU three outfits are properly aligned
and steer "hands off" on crown of a dry road.

REGD. LOCKE.

Excessive Garage Charges.
Sir,
—"Lightweight" complains of ill-treatment at a

garage near Victoria Station.
I also recently left my machine, a Dotiglas, at a ear garage

near Victoria Station. I was obliged to do this, as the oil

tank having become empty I was in danger of damaging
the engine.

When I called for the machine some hours after, I was
allowed the use of appliances, supplied with a tank full of
oil, and given some slight assistance.

For this a charge of 6d. was proposed by the garage
people ; indeed I had some difficulty in compromising at Is.

I hope you will find space for this communication in

justice to garage proprietors who are not all mercenary to
the degree one might be led to suppose.

J. SYDNEY CABLE.

Engine-shaft Gears.
Sir,—Xoticing much controversy lately in The Motor Cycle

as to the relative merits of hub and counter-shaft gears, I

have been rather siu'prised to see no mention made of engine-
shaft gears. One sees very few of these about considering
what serviceable ge.^rs they are. I have now had one of the
Millennium Fit-All two-speed gears running for three years
Dn a 5 h.p. sidecar combination, and a few days ago I dis-

mantled it for examination. All the gear wheels and working
parts were absolutely without any sign of wear, and althoiigli

I have not oiled or greased its internals tor two years, it was
.still in quite a greasy state. The only thing necessary to be
done was to true up the groove in the belt- pulley in the lathe.

As regard.s its control, it is absolutely foolproof, one lever
does the lot, high, low, and F.E. from the side of the tank ;

the changes can be made as quickly as one likes without
lifting the exhaust valves as the gears are epicyclic and always
in mesh. Should the clutch ever show signs of slipping
it can be easily adjusted in a minute on the roadside.

The clutch requires no oiling of any kind and cannot possibly

seize up.

No doubt some of your readers will say, " What about
the extra wear on the engine-shaft bearing, due to overhang
and weight of gear '! " I can only reply from experience

—

the phosphor bronze bush I fitted two years ago is practically

without a shake to-day ; in fact, it is as good as the day
it was put ill and will, no doubt, run another two or three
years. I think that the gear also makes the engine run
more smoothly, acting as an outside flywheel.
The chief disadvantage is the inability to start without

jacking up the back wheel on the stand. I am surprised

the makers have not overcome this difficulty long ago (per

haps they have ere now), as, with a little thought, suitabh
mechanism for a kick-stai'Ter could easily be fitted. Per-
sonally, nine times out of ten I make a push start in toji

gear and try to arrange my stoppages as much as possiblr

on the level or downhill, but in any case it is an easy

matter to start' the other way on the stand and glide oii

even on a steep hill.
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Its cliief advantages are cheapness as compared with other

types of gears, reliability (it has never let me down yet),

wearing qualities, foolproofness, and simple manipulation.
If it should happen that the gear should become deranged
from any cause, it can be taken off in a very few minutes
and an ordinary pulley slipped on and used temporarily

—

the machine is at least liot totally disabled as it otherwise
would be, perhaps for weeks, should the back wheel have
to be sent away-
One advantage of having hand control (as against foot

levers), and one that I liave not seen mentioned before, is:

Sometimes one meets with a lot of newly laid metal, say,

in a country by-road, or one gets " lost " and finds an almost
impossible tortuous hill facing one, fit only for a goat; the
passengers can dismount and the driver work the chitch by
hand whilst walking alongside the maichine as slowly as he
likes. The tyres and machine are thus saved a great deal of

unnecessary wear and tear and more than once I have been
glad of having hand control to my clutch.

It would be rather interesting to hear other of your readers'
experiences with engine-shaft gears. AF 274.

Rabhit Catching.
Sir,—Isn't this rather a novel way of catching a rabbit?
I was travelling between Colchester and Ipswich on

Sunday evening, the 16th inst., and this rabbit wa.? struck
by the front wheel of my machine and apparently flung
backwards on to the belt. Dismounting, I looked for bunny,
but could not find him, but on looking for traces on the
machine I was surprised to see him hanging up as you see

in the photograph. His crushed appearance is worthy of

notice. I wonder if any of The Motor Cycle readers have
seen one caught by a machine like this before. It would he
intei-pstiiiy' tn know. *E. FPXCJATE.

.^1
5

A rabbit caugbt by a motor cycle (tee letter from E. Felgaie).
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Shippers' Delays.

Sir.—Abroad one is constantly hearing of cases of neglect
and indifference on the part of manufacturers and shippers,
but I think my particular case is worth mentioning. On
July 15tli I cabled to c friend to purchase spare forks from
th« makers of my machine. He called on them within three
days explaining what I required and paid their bill. The
makers proceeded to hand the package over to a shipping
firm for despatch, and they advised me on the 24th July
of what they had done.

I waited nearly a month, but failed to hear from the firm
of shippers, so I wrote again to tlie makers and have just
rcceiveti their reply, merely repeating their fn-st advice and
adding that they are communicating with the shipper.
To-day, although exactly three months since my cable, I
have not got the forks. Wanting them badly I cabled again
to my friend on the 3rd- September, and learned the name
of the ship they were despatched by, which ship did not
leave England till September 8th. -The ship is now in
Karachi, but as 1 have had no advice from the shippei-s
as to who are their clearing agent"; here I am helpless.

It so happens that I was able to effect a temporary repair
whereby I could still use the machiue, but had I not been
able to do ao you caji imagine what a great deal of trouble
I should have been put to. EXILED.
Karachi, India, Octob-er 14th.

A Gradient o£ 1 in 1.

Sir,
—"Ixion" appears to have been catching it hot lately

from some of his ultra-critical readers, but he is not the
only sinner.

I note with interest in your issue of the 13th inst., p. 1459,

a photograph of a Clynoite on a gradient of 1 in 1, and
on the advertisement, p. 81 of same i.ssiie, a photograph of the
Excelsior climbing 1 in 2.44.

Should any iMidland club want a new hill-climb I can
recommend Woollas, up the Worcestershire side of Predon
Hill. C. W. HELLIER.

Sir,

—

lie the photograph of the driver of the Clyno on a

gradient of 1 in 1 which you published in the issue of

November 13th. Surely this is a mistake, for a gradient of

1 in 1 gives a base angle of 45°, and in the photograph it

appears to me to be nearer 90°. Assuming the mountain

side is perpendicular, then the gradient is oo in and -x-

=00= tan 90°. VULCAN.
[Our correspondent is in error, the inscription is quite correct.

In The Autocar of June 22nd, 1912, page 1117, we read :

" A gradient of 1 in 10 means that if a vehicle starts from
a certain point and is driven over ten units of distance
(whether the distance be in feet, yards, or kil,.metres), in

traversing this distance the. vehicle rises up one foot, one
yard, or one kilometre, as the case may be." Also in The
Entjinecj- of November 15th, 1912, page f09, in an article

by Mr. H. E. Wimperis, M.A., it is stated that to climb
a gradient of 1 in 10 a tractive effort of 224 lbs. per ton
is required. Following thi.« line of argument, we find that
to climb a 1 in 1 gradient 2,240 lbs. per ton will be
necessary ; in other words, the whole weight is lifted

vertically. We believe that in mining engineering the
tangent is taken to represent the gradient, but in road woik
it is customary br> tiike the sine. The difference, iio\\'ever,

is very slight even un the steepest hills met with on the
roads, e.q.. an angle of 14° meiisurcd by the sine metliod

is 1 in 4.13, by the tangent 1 in 4.01. On the Continent
gradients are expressed in percentages, and they can also
be expressed in tlie angle made with the horizontal. It

is simply a matter of custom, but it is interesting to note
that the sender of the photograph in question called the
gradient 1 in 0.

—

Ed.]

Reflax Mirrors.

Sir,—Vour contributor "Ixion" evidently docs not under-
stand what he describes as "the fierce hatred of many cvclists
towards the red reflex mirror," although he 'partly explains
the attitude by his own declaration that "there" would be
much more to say in favour of cunipelling all ped.'-strians
to wear phosphorescent hats after sunset." The real re: .son

for the so-called " fierce hatred of many cyclists "
is not an

i6oQ

objection to reflex devices ftcr se, for they are as h.armiess
and as useless as a gollywog mascot, but many cyclists can
fortunately see beyond the end of their noses, and motorists
have themselves given the show away, so that it is clearly
understood that the reflex device agitation is only intended
as the thin end of the wedge tor the ultimate object of bring-
ing about a compulsory second lamp, and it is this ultimate
object which explains the "fierce haired" "Ixion" cannot
understand. If motor cyclists liad

' displayed the same
"fierce hatred," they would have received the sympathy of
all cyclists in their present state of consternation over the
recent diiisional court judgment, for the difficulties, danger,
and general unnecessary nuisance of a second lamp on a motor
bicycle are even more so in the case of an ordinary bicycle.
Further, an ordiiuiry cycle cannot be left standing by itself

as an obstruction in the road, and the cyclist, on the road
is not nearly such a danger as a pedestrian, a flock of sheep,
c:attle, etc., so that before the rapidly moving cyclist requires
to be illuminated, the pedettrian and all other road users
would have to be compelled to carry tail lights, which
statement has only to be made to show the absurdity 'of the
present demands taken to their logical conclusion. Under
the conditions of atmosphere mentioned by " Ixion," it is well
to bear in mind th:.t if the cyclist is "practically invisible

till the motorist or Motor cyclist is within a " yard or two of

him," it is equally certain that tlie motorist's or motor
cyclist's lamps are not powerful enough to illuminate any
reflex device. ,nnj if the cyclist is in danger, the pedestrian
must be in danger four times as much. W. F. COOK.
[We cannot agree with our correspondent. Motor cyclists

have no wish to saddle cyclipls with rear liehts, for motor
cycles would naturally be included in any order of the kind.
It is not true mat a good r,;lldx light is useless; the red
buttons and cheap imitations certainly are, but a good
reflex light properly attached in a horizontal position is

visible at le.Tst twice as far off as the cycle is without one.
It is, as a ru.ie, harder to see a cyclist than a pedestrian.

—

Ed.]

Luminous Faint on Speedometers.

Sir,—I have just purchased a watch with so-called radium
painted figures. They show clearly in the dark. Could
not our speedometer figures be painted in the same way? or
even if only the ten-mile figuie and pointer were painted,
it would be a great boon to motor cvclists.

A, CUNNINGHAM (Rev.).

AT GLYMPIA. Three-quaner Iront view ol the 21 h.p. iwo-slroke Triumph,
showing outside Oywheel, large silencer, and helt drive
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Two-stroke Lnbrication.

Sir,—With reference to the principle of mixing the oil with

the petrol, neither the Bordesley Kngineering Co., nor the

Americans mentioned in your footnote are entitled to the

credit of originating this, unless the period you describe as

"some" goes back ten or twelve years.

So far back as this Mr. Charles Garrard originated this

system, and I ha^e some of the special oil he used now by
me. " Palmam, qui meruit, feral."
For the guidance of some of the future '

' inventors " who
will make and claim a great discovery, I may recall the fact

that he used it on a four-slrohe engine. A. C. DAVISON.

Carbon on Sparking Plugs.

Sir.—Having recently experienced some trouble with

regard to sooting up of sparking plugs, I was much interested

in Mr. J. F. B. Carslake's letter on the subject, and found
that an external gap certainly cleared the plug points.

I was intending to try the effect of a small capacity as

suggested, but have been rather deterred (having no rubber
trousers) by the experiences of Mr. Jabez Hyde-Thomson.
I am not quite clear what part of the circuit Mr. Thomson
obtained I'esonance with, and it would be interesting if he
would state whether his engine developed more power, as

from the first mentioned letter it appears that it should

do so, owing to the intensified heat of the spark.

A SEEKER AFTER KNOWLEDGE.

A Long Climb.

Sir,—A short time ago I climbed to Tosari on my 2| h.p.

Sunbeam. Tliat is a rise of 5,825 feet in fom-teen miles, i.e.,

1.419 feet higher than Ben Nevis. I should think this

is a record climb for a 2| h.p. motor cycle at least.

I did the climb in just under one and a half hours and
entirely on the saddle. I was only off the machine three

times, once to read a notice board, once to admire the view,

and once I skidded in deep sand on a hairpin corner.

There was a difference of 30° in the temperature between

the foot and the top, i.e., 92 to 62, both in the shade. At
the foot, sugar cane, bananas, and other tropical vegetation

were growing ; at the top, fir trees, i-oses, etc. The machine"

is absolutely standard, with gears 5.3 and 10.4, and has

done over 5,000 miles. By the by, it still has both its

original chains, and neither has broken in spite of what
Mr. Bowden said. There was no sign whatever of over-

heating, though the climb was quite close to the equator

and dSne at midday. LEWIS PECK.
Soerabaya, Java.

Why More Air with Benzolef
Sir,—After my protest against the loose statements made

by "experts" "concerning carburation, I rather expected

some brickbats, and was considerably heartened, Mr. Editor,

by your cautious approval ; I did not expect, however, such

ill-aimed boomerangs as have been discharged by " Chemist
"

and Mr. Preston.

The sentence in " Chemist's " letter to which I took ex-

ception was, "the higher proportion of carbon to hydrogen

in benzole shows us why we must give more air than with

petrol.-" I pointed out that, weight for weight, carbon

requires about one-third as much air for combustion as

hydrogen does. Now "Chemist" (and Mr. Preston with

him) corrects me, saying that I should have considered

gaseous volumes, that one volume of "gaseous caxhon"
requires four times as much air for burning as an equal

volume of hydrogen ; the correction that is called for is,

in my opinion, of " Chemist's " intelligence— I had not

dreamed that he would be guilty of thinking of such an

absurdity as " gaseous carbon " existing within miles of a

motor cycle. I should »o/ have considered gaseous volumes,

but suppose we do, and do it correctly, take equal volume.;

of petrol gas and benzole gas, then a chemical formula

representative of them must be, assumed : let us say C|,H„

(benzene) for benzole, and C,H,, (heptane) for petrol, though

I am quite prepared to accept anything better. Then
2C,,H, + 150, = 12C0, -I- 6H,0, or 2 vols, benzole gas

and 15 vols, oxygen will combust completely, and C,H,|. +
110, = 7C0, + 8H,0, or 1 vol. petrol gas and 11 vols,

oxygen will combust completely. The method of Mr. Preston

and "Chemist" has brought us to the interesting conclu-

iiion that, taking equal volumes of petrol gas and benzole

gas, the former requires almost 1^ times as much air as the

latter for combustion ; surely, then, it stands to reason that.

B?6

if, as is the case, on substituting benzole for petrol in our

carburetters, combustion is incomplete unless we give more
air or narrow the jet, there must be much more benzole

drawn from the original jet than there had been petrol unde)

like conditions, and in my last letter I ventured to suggest

the explanation of tliis. CAMERON GIBSUN.

Power for Sidecar Work.
Sir,—Being a constant reader of your valuable journal,

and having read the correspondence recently appearing in

your columns relative to sidecar work, perhaps the following

brief account of my experience may piove of interest to your
many readers. I bought a 3^ h.p. Bradbury, two-speed gear

and sidecar early last JMay, and up to the present I have
covered well over 5,000 miles. I use my machine daily in

all kinds of weather for business purposes, and have had
absolutely no trouble with the exception of tyre trouble and
defective belts.

The latter fault, I may say, has been remedied since I

used a Whittle belt, which 1 think has no equal. My
Bradbury has brought me over most of Irelaiifl, including

the worst roads and hiEs with which we are "blessed." I

have done several day trips of over 100 miles, and on one

occasion I covered 227 miles in the day with a 12 st. 9 lb.

passenger and numerous spares through Wicklow and Wex-
ford counties, which boast of unlimited stiff gradients and
mountain roads, and my only trouble was punctures. I have
been for four days over the worst part of the West of

Ireland, some of the roads being mere sheep tracks full of

ruts and stones, and, as my passenger can testify, we com-
pleted about 350 miles with no trouble except one puncture,
which we got in the town of Ballinasloe. Furthermore,
while in Galway city we met motor cyclists from various

parts, who congregate for the Galway Rac«s, and they, one

and all, had tales of woe to tell, including sidecarists with
6-8 h.p. outfits. During the strikes in Dublin (which are

as yet unsettled) I have on dozens of occasions carried

four and five passengers to and from the city, and on one
occasion I brought three passengers to Drogheda, a distance

of 35 miles from my home, without the slightest difficulty.

So far in my travels, I have not come across any hill

which has proved too much for my Bradbury and sidecar,

and for economy and freedom from trouble I think the 3^
h.p. single cylinder machine will be very hard to beat.

I can assure you that the owner of a sidecar combination
has been much sought after in Dublin of late, and especially

when we had no tram service after dusk. I only joined the
motoring "fraternity" in May, and I have no interest ot

any kind in any fli-m. H. A. MULLETT.

H. A. Mulle:t witb bis 3i li.p. Bradbury sidecar and complement oJ lour

passengers
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The Cost of the Sidecar Outfit de Luxe.

Last week I was inspecting an up-to-date sidecar

outfit, newly purcliased by a fellow-enthusiast, and,

in reply to my query, he confessed that the bill left

him no change out of ^100. My year's riding has

afforded ample evidence that such outfits are as

common as blackberries in the more popular touring

districts. Ergo, there is an enormous potential de-

mand for the high-class ;£ioo cycle car. It is ridicu-

lous to assert that the first-class ^100 cycle car is

either a mechanical or a commercial impossibility. The
fact is that the firms with most experience and capital

have treated the cycle car w"ith marked lukewarmness.

But we need good cycle cari. Factories can be run

up in a few months nowadays The firms of real

standing could get ample capital subscribed in a week
for a cycle car offshoot if they gave the least evidence

that they had a first-class design. It is ridiculous to

imagine that the entire inventive talent of a big concern

is employed from January ist till December 31st in

planning the adoption of a new lubricator and the

transfer of a gear from the hub to the counter-shaft.

T^vo=stroke Lightweights.
The new miniature two-strokes give more promise

of a final solution of the ancient town runabout

problem than any of their predecessors. Judging l)y

the latest examples, the worry of " four-stroking " at

low speeds is being rigidly eliminated, and they lend

themselves admirably to no-trouble transmissions—

a

point that has spelt shipwreck to many a clever effort

in the past, whilst they also surmount the difticulty

of constructing wee valve parts that can stand up
under heavy spanner-tightening, for the valve caps,

etc., of a I h.p. engine should be, if anything, tighter

than those of an 8 h.p., and they have often crumpled

up when a big wrench was forcibly applied. Many
tiny engines of the last decade have leaked air in and

oil out at every pore, but the two-stroke design dodges

all this. I am a little disappointed in the weights

which seem likely to rule in this class. Equipped
with a two-speed gear, they often outweigh the

original single-geared Douglas, which has turned the

scale at no lbs., or even less, and not a few weakly,

elderly, or timid gentry of my acquaintance found

that too much. I admit that the specification is an

improvement on any single-geared four-stroker, but

we want reductions in both weight and cost ere we

can genuinely tap the lower financial strata- of the

movement in posse. Lower price-; should c(<me along

with bigger outputs, but weight is a matter for

designers. It will be a mistake if these feather-

weights are developed up towasds the luxurious speci-

fication of a ^50 roadster. They should be developed

down to a weight and down to a price if they are to

afford entry into the sport for the waiting millions.

As rivals to the medium and heavy-weights, they

cannot hope for more than a restricted future.

What is an Emergency Gear ?

The sales of one or two ingenious variable gears,

limited by their design to a bottom gear ratio of 7 ^
to I, or thereabouts, have probably suffered a little

during the last two seasons by the excessively low

ratios emplo\ed by the cracks in big competitions and

bv the atmosphere thui created, which suggests

that nothing under double figures is of real use to the

go-anywhere man. It should be clearly understooil

that in the Six Days Trials the astute expert knows

he may have to tackle an almost perpendicular

precipice, when its surface is sloughed up by rain, when
the previous ascents have ploughed deep ruts in all

directions, and with singles and sidecars either

baulked or crawling immediately ahead of him. Con-

sequently he is wise to fit as low a ratio as the design

of his machine will permit ; and if the design of the

machine limits him to a 7^.^ gear, he wdll naturally

feel more comfortable with a 750 c.c. or 1,000 c.c.

engine than with one of 500 c.c. But the ordinary

tourist is in rather a different position ; he seldom

tackles a freak hill ; when he does, he has the road

practically to himself ; he need not—and probably will

not—attempt such climbs in frightful weather, and
under urgent pressure to avoid a first-time failure.

For him a much higher emergency ratio may Suffice. I

personally ha\'e climbed practically every notorious

fieak hill in England, Wales, and Scotland on a 7}^
gear with a 500 c.c. engine ; and there i^re men who
have been up most of them on a 6J.4 gear. No private

rider need therefore disdain a solo machine because

its emergency gear ratio is no lower than 7 or 8 to i,

though it is true that a 9 or 12 ratio will give him more
confidence and a greater mastery.

C. W. A. Korner on his 3! h.i). Rova-Kent motor cycle, which was hum
and designed by Messrs. Egllnglon and Clarke, of Adelaide. He male fastest

time of the day In a hlll-cllmb organised by the South Australian M.C.C.

Note the engine, which has two Inlet valves and two exhaust valves ot the

overhead type, and a ported cylinder. The cranio case Is ol gunmetal; a
Bosch magneto and B. and B. carburetter are also fitted

»4I
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An Overall Legging Tip.

jNIany riders dislike a pair of full-seated waterproof

overalls because of their lack of ventilation, and the

type which terminates at the thigh is easily the most
popular. The supporting straps usually button on to

the.trouser brace buttons, and are a shade tiresome

to. adjust or remove. Last week I saw an improved

pattern with long, thin, fiat steel hooks designed to

slip over the waistband of the trousers. I commend
the idea to the notice of motoring outfitters.

The 600 c.c. Class.

Of course, the growing popularity of the 600 c.c.

class is solely ascribable to the sidecar boom. The
500 C.c. has power enough and to spare for all

rational solo work, but it is a trifle too small to afford

complete satisfaction with a sidecar. - Such an outfit

clamours for second geartoo soon and too often, be-

sides occasionally giving best to a bad hill. The
manufacturer does not wish to be bothered by the

production- of two models of 500 c.c. and 600 c.c.

respectively, identical in everything except engine

measurements, and so the 500 c.c. enthusiast is to be

saddled with an extra 100 c.c. which he never asked

for, in order to suit the convenience of the makers

and their sidecar customers.' However, I don't sup-

pose anybody will complain, for there will be no per-

ceptible increase of price or of running expenses, and

the situation is that we are being given a little extra

power for nothing—not at all an objectionable posi-

tion to be in. At "the same time I wish that an alter-

nati\e solution had been adopted, and there is still

time for recourse to be made to it before the markets

crystallise into a fresh, set of stereotypes. Surely the

600 c.c. twin-cylinder is a better proposition from the

sidecarist's point of view. These high efficiency 500
c.c. engines are already very near the limit size for

a sweet-running single-cylinder, and indeed they ha\e

only survived in solo use because they are throttled

right domi during 75% of their annual mileage, and

are only given their heads for an occasional scrap or

a bad hill. In sidecar use such engines are opened

well out for c^uite 50% of the mileage, and the merits

of a twin-cylinder design are then borne right home
to the fastidious owner. Moreover, the sidecar

machines of the near future will all have two-step

drives, and as transmissions increase in rigidity, the

difficulty of getting the sweetest running from a big

single-cylinder will become more acute, and the de-

velopment of 600 c.c. twins should be imminent.

The A.C.U. may exert a great influence on this

dilemma. If they foster the oyer-.size single by cater-

ing for it in the 1914 competitions, the 500 c.c. single

may get squeezed off the road. If the A.C.U. ignore

the over-size single for no more than twelve months,

I would wager that the 600 c.c. twin takes its place in

the sidecar world, and the 500 c.c. single is left un-

touched for its present devotees. I am not at all sure-

that this solution is not eminently desirable. What
I feel is that I should never dream of asking for the

power of my present 35^ h.p. single to be increased

—

it can do all I want and more ; but if the trade and

the A.C.U. act in haphazard fashion, a bigger engine

may be forced on me, nole7is volens; and I cannot

think that the bigger single will run quite so sweetly

a.s my present 500 c.c. I have tried several over-size

singles, and granting that they were all a little young

and raw, I greatly preferred my refined 3^^ h.p.

B42
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'/HE F.B. TWO-STROKE ENOINE.

THE F.B. engine, which is the result of much
study and experience on the part of the makers,

will shortly be placed on the market by Messrs.

Fowler and Bingham, 32, Coventry Road, Hay Mills,

Birmingham. The engine is built on car lines, with

anti-friction metal-lined bearings throughout and a

I in. mainshaft. Great care has been taken in the

spacing of the ports, a great factor in efficiency. The
bore and stroke are 78 x86 mm., giving a cubic

capacity of 411 c.c, and an outside flywheel is fitted.

The lubrication system is forced automatic, but we
cannot give details until the patents are completed
An Amac carburetter and Bosch magneto com-
plete the power unit. The engine is said to be capable

of a speed of 50 rri.p.h. for half an liour at a time,

and accelerates well. A consumption of 8qi m.p.g.

has been attained, but it is hoped to improve on this

after the engine has been well run in. The com-
pression release valve is in the head of the cylinder.

Last week we had an opportunity of observing the -

behaviour of the machine on the road, and it certainly -'

has a very crisp exhaust. As regards its efficiency we '

can only say that we observed it taking a sidecar and
a third passenger on the carrier with ease, though it .

had but one gear of a ratio of 5^^ to i. Last week it

was being run on a mixture of petrol and oil with

satisfactorv results.

THE 35 H.P. TWO-STROKE F.B.

(1) Engine showing general arrangement.

(2) The component parts.
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THE THREE-CYLINDER HUMBER.
A Clever Machine which is not being Exhibited at Olympia.

o
cvfle \vc refer to is the

NE of the most interesting machines which was

to have been exhibited at the Olympia Show
is, we regret to state, not on view. The inotor

three-cylinder horizontal

Hui'nber, which was
described in a recent

issue of The Motor
Cycle.

Messrs. Hmnber;
Ltd., had every in-

tention of showing

this model, but as

balance, as besides the fact that reciprocating parts

balance each other in this design, the arrangement of

the two small pistons acting on cranks on either side

of the main crank removes the couple which is set

up in twin horizontal engines having only two

cranks.

Unconventional Design.

A curious feature of the engine is the use of detach-

able valve seatings, which in this instance are screwed

into the cylinders and locked by a special ring. The
valves are slightly inclined, and good provision is

Carburetter attached to the timing case on the

three-cylinder Humber.

a result of the car show their works

arc running at such high pressure

that they do not feel justified in

standardising a new type. It is to

be hoped that this most interest-

ing design. is not going to be per-

manently dropped, but merely kept

till the firm have a more favour-

able opportunity for introducing it

to the public. Our readers will

remember that the engine has a

large cylinder forward of the crank

case and two smaller cylinders of

equivalent capacity opposed to it.

The rear cylinders have a common combustion cham-
ber, the inlet valve being placed over one and the

exhaust over the other cylinder. The arrangement

of radiating fins is unusual, and they arc set to catch

the maximum amount of air. The curious setting of

the cylinders is due to an attempt to get perfect

A new view of the 6 h.p. Humber three-cylinder horizontal engine. The two small cylinders arc seen

on the left, the larger one on the right. •

made for adjustments. A single camshaft operates all

valves through the medium of rockers.

The Humber engine is rated at 6 h.p., and has a

three-speed counter-shaft gear box placed liehind the

crank case and below the rear cylinder, the drive being

by chain throughout.

->—•••»—<-

THE TOURIST TROPHY RACES.
Regulations for Next Year's Event.

The outlines of the 1914 T.T. races have been

decided, and at a recent committee meeting of the

A.CMJ. the following resolutions were passed:

" That the Junior Race be held under the International

Itules on May 19th, 1914, for a distance of five laps of tlie

same course as was used this year, and be restricted to motor
bicycles not exceeding 350 c.c."

" That the Senior Race be held under the International

Rules on May 21st, 1914, for a distance of six laps of the

same course as was used this year,, and be restricted to motor

bicyclers not exceeding 5(30 c.c."

" Chat, for Iwth races, competitors must practise for a

minimum number of laps at a minimum speed, and must
wear helmets of an approved typo, both when practising

and racing."
" That at least three security bolts—one of which may be

a bolt valve—be fitted to each' tyre of the competing motor

bicycles."

It is gratifying to note that many of the ideas sug-

gested by various prominent officials of the Union in

our interview with them at the conclusion of the 1913

races, and bv The Motor Cycle, have been adonted.

The chain oases ol the new 31 h.p. B.S.A.

Bd'
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A TRIP IN THE NILGHERIS.
Mountaineering on a 31 h.p. Single-geared Sidecar Combination.

BEING stationed near the foot of the Nilgheri

Hills in Southern India, amongst which rises

Ootacamund (7,300 feet), the best known hill

statiMi in South India, and learning that there was
a road up the hills, my enthusiasm, as an old motor
cvclist, was aroused, and it became a point of honour

ihat at the first opportunity this climb should be

carried through.

Now a mem-sahib and sidecar had lately been added

to the total load to be carried, so the 1910 single-

speedTrimnph
was tuned up
early one

morning i n

the hot sea-

son, and ^^e

got on board.

a c companied
by a tiffin

basket, a

Kodak, and a

spare outei

cover, and

opposite bank is a frequent occurrence during a ride.

I have ridden round the Scottish Trials route, but

there were no roads so bad as many that have to be

traversed here. Leaving the good roads of the settle-

ment, we plunge into the twenty miles of obstacles that

lie between us and Mettapuliyam, a small town lying

at the foot of the hills, whence starts the Ghaut Road
which leads up to Ootacamund. We make a short

stop at Mettapuliyam to examine the Rack Railway

which runs through the hills, and to lower the gear

of the Tri-

umph to 5

to I. A free

eiigine pulley

on the engine-

shaft, con-

trolled from
the handle-

bar, proved
a useful fit-

ment at the

corners. As

(2) A Trmmph ind
sidecar and a Humlier-
ette 3,000 {eet above
sea level.

started out at six o'clock in

the pleasant cool of an Indian

morning.
-Motorists in Great Britain

have very little idea as to

the sort of going that has to (5) A view ol (he flne road at

be faced across the plains of India. There
are no steep hills, but the road surface, as

soon as the European settlements are left behind,
is a(ri5cious. Many river c-ourses liave to be crossed,

and bridges are not at all numerous. A sharp
plunge down the bank, a heavy pull through the

dt;ep sand, -jida 'oiling, skidding scramble up the

114S

the foot of tlie Ghauts.

(4} Another acute hairpin bend taken at

5,000 feet above sea level.

\vc neared the foot of the hills,

and ran into the forests which

clothe practically the whole

of this country, we found to

our delight that the road was
This blessed state of affairsin splendid condition.

is to be accounted for by its being in the charge of the

Government PubUc Works Department.

For three miles we kept along the bottom of a lovely

valley, ste-dily working our way into the hills, when
at last the front wheel tilted upwards and never came
down acrainfor sixteen miles. For the first five miles
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A. Trip in the Nilgheris.
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the road climbs up in snaky cun'es through the trees,

and glin pses begin to be seen of tlie plains below,

sweltering in the blazing sun of an Indian hot season.

Corners, corners, nothing but corners : splendid waist-

bending exercise to help the sidecar round them.
All the time the road rises with a steady gradient of

about I in 15. Splendidly engineered, there are no
abrupt changes in the gradient. A toll gate stops us

and while I cash out, a Humberette which we had seen

in Mcttapuliyam comes up and stops in a cloud of

smoke, and as it starts off with a rush and disappears

up the hill I mentally note that we shall meet again.

Off again, and the road seems imperceptibly to get

steeper. It suddenly disappears in the near distance.

It is only one of the twelve hairpins that lie before us,

and with an outward sweep and a scrape past the

corner stones we just get round and pick up speed
slowly on the gradually increasing gradient. We pass

the altitude board which says 3,500 feet, and then
almost every turn and twist in the road brings fresh

panoramas before us.

The view is magnificent, and my camera fails en-

tirely to do justice to it. In the distance, through the

entrance to the valley we have climbed, the plains

show up in the glaring sunlight like a draughtboard
produced to infinity. Here we pass the Humberette
cooling after the climb. Down the valley can be seen

the road peeping out of the trees in terraces.

Monkeys, Bulls and Motor Cycles.
We are now in the coffee growing district, and many

plantations are to be seen on the steep hill sides,

showing the hand of man in the regularity of planting.

Here and there a rough bungalow shows up in the

trees, and we pass a family of monkeys sitting in the

trees by the roadside and intently watching us, which
brings us to a halt, while the mem-sahib addresses

them in coa.xing language, but they seem quite satisfied

to examine us from a height of thirty feet, and just pass

a few remarks amongst themselves as to our appear-

ance. A bullock cart with its two yoked bulls is a

little experience on this road, as there are places where
meeting anything on the road would be rather awk-

1615

ward. And as a bullock cart was never known to be

anywhere but in the centre or the wrong side of the road,

and as it takes the man a certain time after he has
seen you (he never hears you) to get his wits to work
and to grab the bulls' tails in the correct manner for

working them over into the ditch, it can be understood

that such an encounter can be quite exciting on a
mountain road.

In several places as we ascend we have caught

glimpses of the Rack Railway high above us, but we
now catch it up, and finally triumphantly roll over the

top of it on a little bridge in our corkscrew career

upwards. The 5,000 feet mark being passed, and
a few more hairpins negotiated, we climb a long last

stretch of road, which by a rise in steepness seems to

take us over the tops of a ridge of hills into another

valley, and after a few more miles of steady hard
pulling amidst magnificent views along this new valley,

we come into Cornoor, a large and flourishing town,

nestling amongst the hills at a height of 6,000 feet

above mean sea level.

Coasting for Sixteen Miles.

Here, after a short rest, we turn, and puttipig in

the free engine, run the sixteen miles to the foot of

the Ghauts without a single turn of the engine being

required, and a fast run home over the plains in the

cool of the evening finishes a glorious day's ride.

The whole of the road is an object lesson in road

grading. The surface is in splendid condition. To
give an luea as to the number of bends in the sixteen

miles, it takes about an hour and a half to corne down,
if reasonable care is taken. The turns include either

twelve or thirteen of the most acute hairpin bends,

and these require a good deal of jockeying to take

either going up or coming down.
Being chased by bulls is quite common on Indian

roads, and it is not till you have had several frights,

and many " rides for life," that you discover that

if you stop they will stop too, and always wait till you
have passed them before joining in the game, and seem
to consider that you have played them a mean trick

if you do not at once speed up and flee.

F. Lucas.

^T OLYISFIA. (1) The 6 h.p. iiaw Hudson sidecar outfit. (2) The powar unit, showing timins gear case reuioveJ to sliow cams and tappoii
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Single-cylinder Machines with Enclosed Chain
Transmission.

Gate change speed lever on the No. 7 model
Chaler-Lea.

Arrangement of footboards, silencer, and eontrol

pedals on the Calthorpe Jaslor.

SHIMS

BR0N2E

•WHITE METAL

SHIMS

iSf
—

•

i»-OIL DIPPER

Piston and connecting rod of the four-cylinder

Henderson, showing split big end, and ctrengtbened
skirt at the base of the piston.

Valve side of the 31 h.p. P. and M. with counter-shaft two-speed gear. Notice the efficient chain

cases and front mudguarding.

Valve side of the 2J h.p. three-speed counter-shaft geared A.J.S. with chain drive, kick starter and"

large footboards. Observe the front mud and wind shield.

The new Ariel three-speed counter-shaft gear box.

Bt2

The i'. h.p. two-..eed Singer for 191* has enclosed chain d.'ive.
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A Trio of Medium-powered Twin Solo Mounts,
all Chain-driven.

^i^^

Valve side of the 31 h.p. two-speed Lsa-Francii [or ISU.

r-

The 1914 improvements to the 3 h.p. twin EDlrt 1 .n-'- '- chain drive to the magneto, instead ol by gears
larger sile.:c.T etc.

'

Valve side of the 31 h.p. three-speed twin James showing kick-starter, gear operating lever, footboards
and staggered raoiating flns.

The 1914 2( h.p. F.N. carburetter,
showing the air valve.

Enclosed overhead inlet valve gear on the
3 h.p. EnOeU.

Lea-Francis chain case and
Inspection door, also showing
kick starter.

Bear forks oh the i914 Bat, showing how the rear
wheel drops out of slot on both sides.

H53
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M
AIR LEAKS IN INDUCTION PIPES.

•R. LEONARD DOWSOX, of

Lukin, Ltd., The Ryde. New-
comen Street, Borough S.E.,
called at our office recently and •

showed us a very clever little fitment for

ascertaining whether there are any air

leaks in the induction pipe of a motor
cycle engine. Practically, everyone knows
the absolute necessity of perfectly air-

tight joints, particularly when nsing an
automatic carburetter like the Lukin.
Most car carburetters are attached to the
cylinder by double flanges, which can be
<Jrawn together by means of bolts in such
a way that a washer w-hich is placed
between them is firmly and evenly com-
pressed. Tlris is seldom the case with
motor cycles, and the result is that there
are many air lealcs which the manu-
facturers and riders seldom detect. JIany
think that the pipe is airtight because it

has been fixed up and some sort of washer
put between it and the engine spigot.
They forget, however, tliat when the

engine is much throttled' down the pres-

sure in the induction pipe may fall as

much as 10 lbs. per square inch, and it is

very difficult to exclude air from entering
under such a suction. It is next door to

imjjossible to fix the induction pipe so

that air can be excluded by a metal to

metal joint ; also washers are practically

useless unless some method is found of

using them so that they are compressed.
Our illustration depicts a small wooden

A simple device for testing air lealis -ia an inlet

pipe devised by Lulcin Ltd. - Tlie central portion
is a wooden block which is pushed over the inlet

pipe, when a horn bulb can be afllxed to the
other end.

apparatus, which is pushed over th ,

sjoigot end of the induction pipe am
screwed so that an ordinary horn bulb i

a motor horn fan- be attached to it. 1

the bulb be squeezed it is immediatel;

apparent whether there is a leak in th

pipe or not. In the case of any air leal

whatsoever the bulb can be squeezed ; i

there be no leak it will refuse to be com
pressed, in the same manner as it refuse

to compress if the finger be held over th

end which attaches to the reed. Thi
little apparatus will be demonstrated o

Messrs. Lukin's stand (No. 29) at th

Show, and we commend it to our reader

as being a very smart method of detectin

air leaks.

With regard to the ordinary 191

Lukin carburetter, it has proved s

successful this year that practically ii

alterations^ will be made for 1914. It i

capable of giving the same flexibility ii

slow running that one is accustomed t

find on the modern car,

THE BROLT LIGHTING DYNAMO.
The Brolt electric lighting set. made

by Messrs. Brolt, Ltd., Princip Street,
Birmingham, is already well known to
motor car users as a most efficient and
well-made article. Recognising the pos-

Interior of the Brolt switchboard.

sibilities of a cycle car set, this firm has
introduced a similar type to its motor
car equipment, including one head light,

two side lights and- a tail light, genera-
tor, battery, and switchboard, the price

being £19 2s. Messrs. Bi'own Bros.,
Ltd., Great Eastern Street, E.G., are the
sole London agents for the complete
lighting sets, and we illustrate the new
switchboard, «hich is practically the
smallest mcdel made, both open and closed.

It will be noticed that the posts for the
cables are provided with holes through
which the wires are threaded, screws
passing through the posts to hold the
cables in position. The rotary switch is

fitted with cams or whee's at intervals
along its shaft. These engage with spring
tongues on the terminal posts, and are
cut away at various points in their cir-

cumference, so that as the switch shaft
is rotated connection is made or broken.
In the centre of the shaft is a circular
lettered indicator, the inscriptions on
which pass a glass window in the- lower
portion of the switch, and -are legiblo
without moving the lid. - The upper

WRIGLEY'S CYCLE GAR GEAR BOX.

half of the switchboard case has let int

it an amperemeter showing the pressur

in- the battery. The neatness of thi

switchboard makes it peculiarly adapt
able to cvcle cars.

Brolt switchboard for cycle cars.

The firm of E. G. Wrigley and Co.,
Foundry Lane, Smethwick. near Bir-
mingham, is marketing for 1914 a cycle
car gear box with two forward speeds
and reverse. This box is made with
brackets for attaching to an angle iron or
wood sub-frame, and does not incorporate
a differential, as the shafts on each side
are intended for the attachment of either
chain sprockets, or belt puUeys, the
latter being usual. The attacliment of

the pulley shafts can be made by means
of -screw-driver joints, or the shaft can
be direct-coupled. As will be seen on
reference to the illustrations, the gear
box is a substantially constructed piece
of mechanism with the gearshafts one
above the other. The top shaft is

castellated, and carries on the near side
a sprocket which is connected to the
engine-shaft by chain. The illu.strations

show the gear in fiee engine position.
The low speed is obtained by moving the
sliding pinion to the right, when it en-
gages witii a fixed piiiion' on the lay

B54

shaft. The top speed is iii gear when
the slidmg pinion is moved to the left,

this locks the chain sprocket direct to the

cross-shaft by means of dog teeth. Tli

reverse is obtained by sliding the' whec
to the right, when it engages' *ith

small pinion ruiniing on •

separate shaft. The mail

cross-shaft runs on .doubl

ball bearings on each sid'

of the box, and a wid^

inspection cover is fitted

Messrs. E. G. Wrigley

and Co. ai-e px-epared t

make this gear box wiO
cross-shafts of yajyiti;

widths.
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle " 20. Tudor Street. EX. and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

A Sidecar Machine lor Solo Work.

Will you kindly answer me the

following question? I have a

1913 6 h.p. Koyal Enfield which
1 want to ride solo ; the present

gear (about 4^ to 1) is too low.

Can I obtain another sprocket from the

Kntield Co. ; also which is the best place

to change the sprocket?—C.O.H.

If you wish to ride your machine solo,

we think you would liave no trouble in

obtaining a sprocket for it frum the
makers, ihe spiocUet which you change
is the small o-e tiiat carries the n ain
driving chain on the opposite side of the
counter-shaft to the two-speed gear chains.

This will result in both the higli and low
geius being raised. If you only wish to

raise the high gear, you must fit a new
high speed sprocket to the gear.

A Curions Complaint.

I have a 5-6 h.p. twin Rex
j^ (1911) two-speed which is very

> erratic. As a sidecar machine it

-iJ runs very well for perliaps a
mile, then it seems to slow down

quickly and finally stops. After wait-
ing about hall a minute, it runs very
well again ior perhaps another mile,

when tue sa,aie trouble occurs again.

When reaching a ttitf hill, it ttops
alnio t as too.i as it begins the climb,
and after a wait of a minute, it will

climb up at perhaps 30 m.p.h. on top
gear, whicli is 6^ to 1. I have had the
engine down and cleaned it well,

cleaned out all carbon, had magneto
overhauled, cleaned carburetter and
pipes, etc., but still the same trouble
occurs.—E.M.

The only solution of your problem that
we can augge. t i.-s that an air lock occurs
in tlie petrol tank, and this prevents the
petrol from passing through the petrol
pipe to the carburetter. It is always
necessary to have a small air-vent in the
petrol tank. It is possible that there is

an accumulatvon of grit in the channel
between your float cliamber and jet
chamber. This would be sucked up to-

wards the jet when the engine was run-
ning, but when the engine stopped the
obstruction would fall back into the
channel.

Eemovin; Old Enamel.

Would you kindly tell me the
best way of removing the old
enamel from my machine? I am
thinking of re-enamelling
machine myself. Do you think

an amateur could make a satisfactory

job of this sort of thing?—M.E.P.
One of the best ways of removing the
old enamel is by scraping it off with an
implement such as the back of an old
hack-saw blade. No doubt an amateur
can remove the old enamel, but care must
be taken in thoroughly smoothing and
cleaning the tubing if you wish to pTit

on fresh enamel, it is not an expensive
job to have done by a pi-ofessional, and
we advise this course to be adopted.

Bj-pa3s or De:ompre3sor,

I should like to know how
the decompressor and the by-
pass compare as regards
economy?—T.D.

The decompressor proper only allows
half the gas admitted into the cylinder
to be used, the other half passing out
unburnt, whereas the by-pass allows the
engine to run on an infinitesimal amount
of gas. The difference in economy can
therefore be easily distinguished. Be-

?

tween a by-pass and a variable compres
sion device, however, there is very little

to choose. Even then probably the by
pass would be the more economical,

though we should imagine the difference

was negligible.

Removing Valve Caps.

Will you let me know the best

way to remove the valve caps on
my" machine ? It is a 1911 Singer

3i h.p., and, as you are perhaps

aware, the compression tap is let

in the exhaust valve cap. I can remove
the compression tap easily, but 1 want
tu grind in the valves and fit a decom-
pressor. I have made a spanner that

just fits the nut with a handle about
ten inches long.—F.A.

Your best plan is to soak the caps in

paraffin the evening before. The next
morning apply spanner, giving it smart
blows with a hammer. Tlie spunner
should fit tiglitly, otherwise the corners

of the valve caps will disappear; also

hammer the caps all round, giving thciii

sharp light tajis with a heavy hammer.
If the corners of the valve caps become
badly knocked about, the only chance of

removing the caps is with a hammer and
chisel.

A NEW USE FOR MOTOR CYCLES—RIDING ON PEOPLE'S TOES.
The above Illustration shows the method adopted by the authorities lor keeping back the crowd on the occasion
o( the arrival ol the new Governor-General of the Philippine Islands at Manila, the police force being inadequate

tor the purpose. It will be noticed that tlie rider Is using an Indian.
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storing a Motor Cycle

Please tell me ' the best way^ to store a motor cycle for two or" three years, as I expect to be
_iJ leaving the country shortly. Dp

Tou think if it is well smeared

with grease and kept in a dry place it

would" be all right when I returned ?

—

W.T.

If all bright parts of the machine were

smeared with vaseline, the tyres taken

off, and the whole macliioe thoroughly

cleaned, it would probably be all right.

The machine should be stored in a dry

place and the tyres in a dry, warm, and

dark place. Your best plan, however, is

to sell the machine and buy another when
you return ; for, if you wish to sell the

"machine when you return after two or

three years, you will find that it has

depreciated to a great extent, and will

perhaps be worth only a quarter or a

little more of what you originally paid for

it. Depreciation is a point worthy of

consideration at all times.

Starting by means of Clutch.

I have a lightweight fitted with

three-speed and free engine hub.

;My trouble is I cannot start

properly with the clutch. It

starts on the stand, but when
ready to start, no matter how gently

I let in the clutch, I stop my engine at

once. I have tried it on all three

gears with the same result. My only

way of starting this way is by pedalling

for a few yards and then let in the

clutch, when the drive is taken up

with no difficulty. As far as I can see

all the adjustments are correct. Can
you let me know the cause of this and

a remedy?—T.G.

The best method is to let in a clutch

Aery gradually on bottom gear. Possibly

the" clutch is rather fierce in action, or

it' may need lubricating. A special thin

oil may be obtained from the makers of

your hub gear suitable for the clutch.

A little oil at a time at frequent intervals

is the proper way to lubricate the clutch.

Routes and Ferries in Kent.

(1.) I .should be obliged if you

would let me know the best route

from Goudhurst,. Kent, to Col-

chester, avoiding Maidstone (2.)

Does the ferry at Gravesend
cross at certain times ? If so, can you

tell me the times on Sundays and the

price for carrjdng over a motor cycle

and two passengers? (3.) I have

broken up a little car and sold the

various pieces. Can I liave the number
transferred to a new cycle car?—J.B.

(1.) Your best route would be as follows :

(Joudhurst, Brenchley, East Peckham,
'J'rotterscliffe, Gravesend, by ferry to Til-

bury, then through Billericay, Ciielms-

ford, ami Witham to Colchester. (2.)

Full particulars regarding the Tilbury

ferry are to be found in the Auto Cycle

Union Handbook. The feriy runs from
G a.m. to 6 p.m., Sundays included.

Motor cycles cost 4d.
;
passengers 2d. (3.)

You have to ask the authorities to cancel

the registratum, and if you wish to trans-

fer the number to the new cycle car,

you will have to pav full registration

fees. You must a'lso acquaint the

authorities that you have broken up the

ear.

Loss o( Power on HIDi.
My maclrine is a 1911 model

•n^ 35 h.p. Bradbury which I use for

I
> sidecar work" only. It is fitted

LsJ with N.S.U. two-speed gear and
runs very well ; . in fact, on the

level and up slight inclines it seems
almost impossible to overload it. Yet
when driving up a steep hill which is

of any length, say, over half a mile,

the machine suddenly loses power and
comes to a standstill. The compression

is good, the engine does not knock, or

very slightly, even when stopping, and
certainly is not overheating, though, of

com-se, it certainly gets warmer when
hill-climbing. The piston and cylinder

are clear of carbon, and I use a good
oil. Can you suggest any cause for

this trouble? Further, can you give

me any information regarding the

respective merits of the flat or ordinary

valve caps and the raised hollow or

dome-shaped valve cap? I have one' of

the latter shaped caps on my cylinder

over the exhaust valve, ajid though it

perhaps increases the ca.pacity of the

cylinder somewhat, my theory is that

it weakens the mixture, for . the reason

that there is a larger volume of burnt
gas left in the cylinder.—F.S.C.

Your gear is probably rather too high

to enable the machine to climb the hill

with a sidecar. The purpose of domed
valve caps is to make the compression

of an engine lower ; conversely concave

Valve caps help to raise the compression

of an engine. We should also recommend
you to S3e that the platinum points of

your magneto are clean. Possibly the

float chamber is situated behind the jet,

if so, in going uphill the level of petrol

in the jet would be materially altered. It

is advisable to place the float chamber in

front of the jet, or, at any rate, to liave

them level for hill-climbing.

READER'S REPLY.
I venture to suggest for your corre-

spondent " W.O.S.," who asks for the best

route between Taunton and Ludlow, one
which is shorter, quicker, and much
quieter than that recommended in your
issue of Nov. 13th. It is Taunton, Bridg-
water, Axbridge, turn off main road left

toTUongresbury, then along Bristol Road
as far as Flax Bourton ; here turn sharp
left and cross railway near station, straight

on up winding hill, over Clifton suspen-

sion bridge, turn sharp left and on rm
promenade, Belgrave Road, Westbury
Road, and turn right to join main
Gloucester Road at Filton ; througli

Gloucester, to Newent, Dymock, and
straight on by Little Marcle to Leominster
(look out for right turn at cross roads

about seven and a half miles from
Leominster) ; on to Ludlow by either of

the two roads. This' route is good
practically the whole way, and avoids

Bristol altogether, the only large town
passed through being Gloucester.—^R. dk
F. Stawell.
[Axbridge is not on the main road from

Bridgwater. We have frequently pulj-

lished the Bristol avoiding route, but

prefer to go through Long Ashton and

over the new bridge and Clifton

Dowus.-^Ed.]

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must
enclose a stamped addressed envelope in which the

replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries

below should be addressed c/o The Editor.

" H.A.M." (London).—Brampton geai ;

wear^of belts, etc., on 3^ h.p.' Rudge.
Paragon or other folding sidecar.

" A.H.B." (Plymouth).—New Hudson
3^ h.p, three-speed model VITA. 191o.

with sidecar. Power, hill-climbing, anil

general durabilitv

B/DING " HANDS-OFF " ON A LIGHTWEIGHT.
The modern machine is so splendidly balanced that it Is possible to ride long

J„fa°"\"''Jf"' *°""^^^^^^

handle-bars, although we do not recommend such a practice. The above Pjl^'^sraph was taken tohig a

nve miles run on a 2.1 h.p. Premier, when the rider covered the whole distance without touching the

handle-bars.
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» New Roc Four-speed Gear.

A
RECENT visit to the works of A.
W. Wall, Ltd., Birmingham,,
proved of gri^at interest, for

several new features, which will

appear at Olynipia, were shown to us.

fhe Roc two-speed gear has been improved
and is fitted with Larger brake and clutch

surface, double fulcrum high gear adjust-

ment, and combined hand or kick

etarter. The rear fork ends have been
considerably improved and now carry

dii.stproof Hoffmann bearings. A smaller

we aro informed that it is not to replace

the hub type, which is doing better than
ever, but will be marketed as an alterna-

tive model. As will be seen from the
line drawing, the gear is of the sliding

type, there being two sliding members
controlled by a gate change speed, the
selecting gear being enclosed in the gate.

An enclosed kick starter is combined with
the gear box, and an expanding clutch
is fitted on the main shaft. The gear we
examined was fitted with a final drive

Part sectional view ol the new Roc four-speed
countershaft gear.

Gate change speed adopted for the four-speed
bottom bracket Roc gear.

larly free from blow holes. A simple
form of ratchet hand or kick starter is

being marketed by the firm, the body
of which is also a mild st€el casting.

New fork end and double
fulcrum adjustment of the Roo

two-speed hub gear.

mwlfl of this gear is ijow being manu-
\ factured which is a miniature replica of

1 the big model. Both these gears will
'be on view at Olympui, the one fitted

to a 4^ single and the other to a 2|
single-cylinder machine built by the
firm. A third exhibit will be a 4^ h.p.
model fitted with a four-speed counter-
'"t gear. Tliis is quite a new

iture for A. W. Wall, Ltd.; but

by belt, but it has not yet been decided
whether belt or chain drive is to be
adopted as standard.
An interesting feature of the Roc hub

gear is the employment of mild ste«l
castings for the hub shells. These shells
are hardened where necessary, and under
a test which we supervised the metal
proved very tough, and where hardened
glass hard; also the castings were singu-

The Three-speed Jardine Gear.
THE latest type of Jardine G.H. gear

takes the form of a solidly con-

structed box which possesses the
unusual feature of constantly

meshed wheels in every position. A slip-

ping clutch device is fitted to the engine-
shaft as is the usual Jardine practice, and
this part has undeigone no change except
that four key-ways are fitted to the
clutch plates, instead of two as before.
On the primary shaft of the gear box
is mounted a double plate cork insert

ilutch. The standard gear ratios will be

'i, li, 15-1. though, 01 coui-ise, a higher
or lower combination can be obtained by
:hanging sprockets. The changes of
ratio are obtained in a somewhat unusal
manner, for, as has already been men-
tioned, thp,ge:ir wheels are always in

mesh. The changes are made by" doga
'n the usual way,' but the middle gear

Is are both capable of being slid

lljl on their shafts, and thus their
u'cili are kept engaged throughout all the
mw^nients Df the striking lever. Buffer
springs are mounted on either side of tiic

middle gear wheel, and ball bearings
are used wherever possible, though the
spigot bearing is, of course, of the ilaiu

type. The kick-starter is entirely en-
closed and revolves the engine 4^ times to

the half turn. The gear is very sound

Ttc atest G.H. three-speed countei-shad gear shown dissected.
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Sidecarriers for New Zealand Mails.

The Clyno Engineering Co., Wolver-
hampton, have just despatched twelve

Clyno express delivery outfits to New
Zealand. These have been made to the

order of the New Zealand Government
Postal Department.

Dunlop Rubber Co., Ltd., Issue.

The Dunlop Eubber Co., Ltd., intmiate

that the first batch of letters of accept-

ance and letTers of regret were posted

on Friday to applicants for the recent

issue of "£295,000 cumulative 6% Pre-

ference Shares.

£5 for a Catch-phrase.

The British Monagi-am Oil Co., Ltd.,

of Acton Vale, W., are oflfering a prize

of £5 to any motorist who sends in the

most suitable catch-phrase bearing on
Monogram oil. For full particulars,

apply to the British Monogram Oil Co.,

Ltd.

Service Show Week Display.

The Service Co., Ltd., 292-3, High
Holborn, W.C, do not feel that an
adequate display of their goods can be made
in the crush of the Olympia Show, and
have therefore decided to make a special

display during Show week at their show-
rooms in High Holborn, where a large

range of goods of interest to all classes

cC motorists will be on view.

Racing Equipment.

The, record-breaking Rudge, ridden by
Greene and PuUin at Brooklands last

Thursday, was equipped with Continental

tyres, John Bull belt, Pratt's spirit, and
Wakefield oil.

Lieutenant Stewai-t, who on the same
day annexed records on an N.S.U. in

Class B, also used Continental tyres,

Gloria belt, Pratt's spirit, and Vacuum
oil.

A Change of Address.

A motor cycle Avhich is gaining rapid

popularity on account of the extremely

smooth running of the motor, particularly

at low speeds and in trafJLc, is the

Blackbm-ne, wliich is chiefly noticeahle

for the large outside flywheel fitt-ed and

the employment of a solid crankshaft

running in car type bearings. We are

ROW informed that it has been necessary

for the makers, Messrs Burney and
]51ackbnrne, to remove into larger -works,

and their address is now Blackburne
Works, . Tongham, Surrey.

Big Orders before the Show.

The Auto Carriers (1911), Ltd., Thames
Ditton, inform us that they received,

before the Show opened, orders for A.C.

cars exceeding in value the entire output

of last year. This is a very healthy sign

for next year's business in cycle cars.

An Efficient Transmission.

There i« one point in connection with

E. 0. Clark's six hour record on a light-

weight T.N. which is worth^ special

notice, i.e., the fact that he used a two-

speed model, which proves that the

frictional losses in the F.N. type of

transmission are infinitesimal, and that

it has been brought to a state of perfec-

tion undreamt of. even by those who
favour this system.

Combined Filler Cap and Gauge.

A clever little fitment is sold by
iMessrs. W. Brandon and Co., Ltd.,

Oliver Street, Birmingham, to take the

place of side glass gauges and at the

The Seabrook red rear light and number plate

illuminator which fits on the back mudguard and
is sold complete with two way connection as shown.

b62

Brandon's petrol gauge which has a glass top and
cone-shaped lower portion.

same time act as a cap to the tank. It

is in the shape of a cone, and is attached

to the .underside of a filter cap, thus

projecting down into the tank. Holes
one inch apart are bored in the cone to

let through iihe petrol when, poured into

the tank, and by means of which holes

the rider can tell with a little practice

the exact amount of petrol in his tank
by looking down through the glass top

of the filler cap. It can be fitted to any
machine with a threaded filler cap.

A Fine Display of Bodywork.
Messrs. HoUick and Pi-att, the well-

known Coventry coachbuilders, have long

ago earned an enviable reputation for

their car bodywork, and they have now
laid themselves out to cater for sidecar

and cycle car manufacturers. A visit

to their works showed a great number of

sidecar bodies in the course of construc-

tion, many of which we recognised as

being built for well-known firms, and
we were also shown a- pile of bodies in

various stages,, built to the order of

some of the biggest light car and cycle

car manufacturers.

NO VEMBE'R r/tfi, ' igij.

South African Trial.

Mr. Percy Flook, who rode in th
Senior T.T. Race this year as represents

"tive of South Africa, won first prize, o
Continental tyres, in the recent Johaniiei
burg to Eustenburg Trial (about 18

miles).

A Show Absentee.

We regret to announce the iUiiess c i

Mr. James Hazlewood, senior, whic
has prevented his attendance at thi

Hazlewood exhibit at Olympia this yeai

This is the first Show connected wit

the cycle trade which jVIr. Haalewoo
has missed since the far off days whe
the fkst Show was held in Hyde. Pari

before the era of -the Stanley Show:
Friends of Mr. Hazlewood will be glad t

hear, however, that he is progressiii

well towards recovery.

Sydney to Melbourne Trial.

The Continental Motor Cycle Reliabilit

Contest from Sydney to Melbourne (56

miles) has been arranged for Decembt
29th, 30th, 31st, and January 1st.

motor cycle, value £65, will be presente

by the Continental Tyre and Rubber Ci
^

to the competitor who loses the lea:
'

number of marks, and gold medals wi ,

be awarded the next ten competitors i

order of merit.

New' Appointments.

G. W. A. Brown, who designed tt I

Clement Talbot car, which, driven by tl ]'

late Percy Lambert, was the first car 1 ;i

cover over 100 miles in one hour, h;
;'

joined the Premier Cycle Co., Ltd., ; ~

works manager of the motor departmen
We understand that Mr. H. C. Picke

ing, who for a number of years hi
|

been associated with the sale of A.J.! I

motor cycles and P.D.A. cycle cars i

the Midlands, has joined the staff >

Messi'S. P. J. Evans, John Bright Sfcree

Birmingham.
Clifford Wilson is now sales managt

.of the Quadrant Co., Birmingham, an

W. Pratt, late of the firm of Phelon an

Moore, has joined the sales departmen

of Messrs. F.N. (England), Ltd.

Mew Make Lamp and Generator.
{

The firm of
,
Howes and Buiiey, lam

manufacturers, HoUoway Head, Birminf

ham, re- established in 1850, for some tim

past have supplied lamps for motor can

and have now decided to enter the nioto

cycle 'lamp trade Their Projector nioto

cycle lamp is a splendidly made .artid

The Howes and Burley acetylene head-UgW.

at a moderate price, and with hood am

generator costs 57s. 6d. The Shakeon

generator, which is supplied with tli

lamp, is well constructed and, as its nain

implies, is provided with a shaking gf''

which sifts the waste calcium carhid

to the base of tlie holder.
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The Show in Retrospect.

WITH the fourth Olympia Exhibition of

motor cycles a thing of the past, it is

pleasing to be able to record its complete

success. The large number of visitors con-

tinued throughout the week, and the en-

thusiasm displayed shows unmistakably the sus-

tained and rapidly growing interest in the motor

cycle, sidecar, and cycle car. Naturally business

was e.xceedingly brisk, many firms having disposed

of the whole of their next year's output, and

only in very rare instances did we hear of any

dearth of orders. Considering the diversity of

the types of machines exhibited all this goes to

prove one thing, and that is no one type of

machine possesses outstanding superiority.

Oftentimes inexperienced writers, in their enthu-

siasm for a new type of machine, have been led

away to " boom " that particular type in the

assumption that it is the one of the future, and

would ultimately squeeze all others out of exist-

ence. There never was a greater fallacy, and

we who have watched the many ups and downs

of the motor cycle during the last decade have

always appreciated that fact. A single type of

motor cycle would eventually spell stagnation,

and no one wishes "to arrive at that undesirable

era. It has often been stated that one man's

meat is another man's poison, and it is due to

individual tastes that makers of so many different

types find their order liooks full. Practically all

standard types of motor cycles nowadays are a

proved success, and it is no longer necessary to

narrow one's choice to half a dozen different

makes in the fear that outside that -pale the

owner is courting disaster. Such, then, is the

general advance in design and workmanship of

the 1914 pattern motor cycle.

A Problem of the Future.

ONE
may ask has not finality been reached,

and, if not, in what (direction may im-

provements be expected at future Shows ?

Anyone who could correctly foreshadow

the designs of even two years ahead
would, indeed, be a genius, but from our

conversations and general observ'ations during

last week's Show, we are confident that it is

the lack of weatherproofness that deters many
from taking up the pastime. True, a number
of the 1 9 14 machines can claim to be protected

from the elements at every vital point, but it

is the need for better protection for the rider

that is outstanding. At present makers prefer

to leave the important matter of weatherproofing
the rider t^o the accessory maker. Years ago
motor cycling was looked upon as a fair weather
pastime, but that taunt cannot be truly urged
nowadays (thanks to low-built machines and
successful non-skid tyres), for hundreds of busi-

ness men use their machines throughout the

year, hail, rain, snow, and sunshine, and still

more would do so were better protection afforded
them. The cycle car boasts its hood and
screen—very attractive points. The sidecarist

can now provide equal accommodation for his

passenger, besides possessing a skid-proof
vehicle, but, so far, little has been done to pro-

tect the motor bicyclist. Surely some form of

folding dash for the knees and lower part of the
body, and maybe a transparent nnn-flammable
insertion at the top to protect the rider's face,

need not prove unsightly or a hindrance. Leg
protection is provided in many instances b\

footboards with upturned extensions in front, and
now we would like to see manufacturers go a

step further and produce the true " all-weather
"

mount. When that object has been achie\'ed,

the possibilities of the motor cycle will appeal
to many thousands of potential users, who, ai

present, fear' the dis(;omforts attendant upon a

long ride on a winter's day, and look with dis-

favour upon the garb it is necessary to don.
The motor bicycle wind screen favours some-
what of a faddist's idea for every day work, but
in the autumn and winter months the case
is different, and there are times when a screen
of this kind would l)e a perfect boon.

We .sincerely hope that our remarks will pro-
vide food for thought among designers in par-

ticular, and opinions of readers on the subject
wonlii be interest iiii;.

j ^l Di ^UU
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By B. H. DAVIES

LIGHTNESS, cheapness, and smooth running are

three, fine ideals, and they inspired most of

what was new at Olympia. The two-speeded

two-strokes are probably the first decent machines

ever made at their weight ; true, a Douglas model was

once catalogued at no lbs., but it had direct belt

drive and a single gear, whereas the new bantams

mostly possess two-step transmission and an emergency

raAo. Moreover, there is a lot of weight to come off

them yet. I overhauled the details of several, in-

cluding the Triumph and the Clyno, and I came to

the conclusion that a good 20 lbs. could easily be

pared off either. Here, as in the oversize big singles,

we see the disturbing trail of the sidecar. Frank

Smith said to me, "Too heavy? Yes, it is, but the

first thing nine buyers out of ten do will be to sHng

a sidecar on it ; in fact, we're the original offenders

;

the experimental model has pulled a sidecar and four

men before now!" 1 do not see .liow manufacturers

can protect themselves against the kind; of idiot who
will tie a sidecar to a i)/^ h.p. Motosacoche; but it is

a thousand pities. Corpulent retired majors and other

prospective buyers of the two-stroke bantams could

be saved from 20 lbs. to 40 lbs. of dead weight if it

were not for the sidecar fiend—why 'the tiny Clyno

engine is actually mounted in a double-rail frame, and

not without reason.

Some of the ultra-cheap featherweights will not

prove too satisfactory ; a toy four-stroke engine has to

be jolly well made if it is to maintain its power, or

even 50% of its power, for 1,500 miles; and we all

know what a dollar-diameter pulley and the direct

belt drive are like in sloppy weather.

SOLO MACHINES
AT OLYMPIA.

Bsit side ot the 2! h.p. Motosacoche showing jockey pulley for the variable gear.

- The Price Question.

Cheapness, unfortunately, is limited to the bijuu

machines. I suppose the prices of the standard

500 c.c. machines will not »om'e- down till a motor

cycling Ford flashes across from the western horizon.

But it is something to know that a'decent machine can

be had for less than jQs°> even if it does not boast

a gigantic engine. Smooth running is being catered

for by a deliberate attack on the 500 c.c. single, for

many firms list 500 c.c. twins, and some have dropped

35/2 h.p. singles altogether. This move will almost

eUminate " knocking " from our experience, and should

spell better maintenance of tune. A 3'/^ h.p. twin, so

far as my riding is any index, will keep on " revving
"

madly when its valves are pitted, its ritigs worn down

flush with the piston, and its ignition adjustment all

anyhow; but the; average 3/^ h-p. single seems very

sensitive to its internal condition—there are exceptions,

of course ; did I not once get 52 m.p.h. out of a Rudge
engine which had neither big end bearings, valve

faces, nor timing teeth remaining, as near as no matter;

but give me the twin for continued power without

tinkering, and pleasant pick-up round a bad bend or

on a grade, and there is the undoubted advantage in a

twin that it is lighter on belts and tyres, as well a.^

more comfy to ride.

New Transmission Details.

In gears there is little that is new to chronicle. I

was very pleased to see in , some quarters that the

" gate " has replaced the " quadrant," for I find I

often o-^'ershoot the desired notch with a straight-

through change, and my 1913 three-speeder was rather

fond of checking its lever at neutral when I wanted top,

and the finish of such changes

was unco' bad for the teeth.

The Blackburne has an idea which

deserves to be copied, viz., inter-

changeable T.T. and three-

speeder back wheels. In the

counter-shaft gears there ,
are

several first-rate three-ratio boxes

on show ; some of them had

bigger gear wheels than the worst

kind of cycle car. I'he most

interesting detail in this connec-

tion had reference to the ingenuity

with which the chain dri^'e had

been carried out. on which I shall

have more to say another tiine.

For the present it may suffice

to say that some machines of

the type indicated had raUleles.s

quick-detachable gear ca^

and .. perfectly accessible aii.i

substantial adjustments for

Alt
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Solo Machines at Olympia.—

all tlicir chains. Othcis. on the contrary, had
sardine-tin pattern casings, secured by a couple of

grub screws and obstructed by almost immovable foot-

I'l'tes and similar cumljrous attachments; in some cases

L>t of three special tools appeared to be necessar)^

adjusting the primary chain, while the drawbolts
lightening the rear chain were of the type familiar

, a fealhenveight push bicycle. Buyers should
Miutinise these details carefully. To mention one

tuple of the good kind, the James 3J2 li-p- twin

icared to me as a very refined application of the

I
latest ideals. The chain cases were really substantial

' wiihout being unduly weighty, and the tail segment
ihe liack case is hinged at the lower end of the

ird. permitting the wheel to come out, lea'ving the

I

chain case it: siiii. The floating sprocket on the back
! bub was sprung both against the drive and away from

ii. .so as to act within limited range as a road insulator

.1^ well. ] wonder if an internally sprung hub could
1 made to solve the rear-springing problem, for it

is obvious that rear frame S]5ringing with huge

I

lamiirated quarter elliptics won't bite on for the 3^
h.p. just vet.

Weight still going up.

What a pity that no makers show a sample machine
slung on a spring balance. I fancy weight will have
:\ lot to do with the settlement of the hub v. counter-

shaft gear problem. So far as I could ascertain, the

two-chain machines with counter-shaft gears weighed
from 20 to 60 lbs. more than a first class sample

iof the belt-driven three-speed hubber, and were dis-

I tinctly heavier than those types which utilised com-
bined drive in conjunction with a three-speed hub.

\Vei|^ht seldom bothers us, but when we advance
t.owards the sere and yellow, w-e loathe lifting a 250 lbs.

machine on to its stand. Just at present weight is

lieing piled on to the standard 500 c.c. roadsters with,

iii.ignificent abandon. My own 1913 three-speeder was
I i^ood deal heavier than 1 like, but it was thistle-

\ 11 to some of the rcchirclic specifications thought-

s])ectators enthused over at Olympia. The 3^^,

- Motosacoche is a most honourable exception; it

III gi\e 40 lbs. to some of the belt-dri\'en three-

1
icders, and still underweigh them.

Ihe Lea-Francis staged an interesting but unosten-

i.iiioU5 innovation. Its front hub bearings (immense
.

-ize) were non-adjustable, dirt and water being kept

by a gigantic felt washer. If this construction is

.nd wliat a boon it would be on all front hubs and
uring heads, not to mention some of the complex

Utile gear boxes, which are .so like a watch when you
spread their entrails sadly out on your handkerchief
by the roadside.

Weatherproof finishes, one may trust, were designed
with one eye on Olympia. I saw many machines with

blatrk forks, black hubs, black rims, black spokes,

hl.iclc handle-bars, and plated lubricators on the fork

'''^ks, plated rings and -packers for the Bowden con-
!, etc., etc. In other words, all the big clean sur-

i.ii es that can be mopped in a twinkling were black;
."ind all the little niggly twiddly bits were plated. The
absindity of it! By the way, what is the use of black-
ing a rim destined to be scarred by a front bralce? If

a rim is blacked, the Lea-Francis type of front brake,
I'l some similar arrangement, is alone applicable to it.

Some Cute Idca^.
Forks remain as they were, e.'ccept on the Rover

and the Blackburne which imprcjve on Mr. Terry's idea.
As most cute riders know, Mr. Terry increased the
efficiency of the Druid type fork by sulistituting coiled
springs for the original pair of rigid top links, thus
combining the Triumph notion with Mr. Drew's. The
one weakness of the idea is that these small coiled
springs may snap unless the tempering is perfectly,

done. So the Rover and Blackburne forks ha\e tele-

scopic rigid Unks beneath the coiled springs—excel-

lent ; I know, because 1 have tried them.
The Zenith has rescued the infinitely varial.ile gear

from its threatened demise by re-designing it with a

bottom ratio adequate for the freakiest A.C.U. Six
Days ; the Rudge people have taken the alternative

exit from the dilemma by supplying a bigger engine,

if rcr|uired, and by listing three-speed hubs as optional

alternatives to the multi. The 3I2 h.p. twin Zenith
w-ith counter-shaft

Gradua is as charm-
ing a belt dri\-er

as I ever saw in mv
life.

The Indian ? I

suppose we shall ail

come to the electric

lighting in time,

and it will eternally

possess the credit

of being the pioneer.

I should have liked

the machine better

if the magneto
ignition had ' been
retained. I am an
imaginative sort of

idiot, and I could
not help picturing

myself on the top of

Dartmoor at midnight late in January with .some subtle
fault in my dynamoter—no light, no spark, no
hooter! I shouldn't mini] a bit being minus any one
of these three, but if the entire trinity deserted me
simultaneously, strong man as I am, I should most
certainly weep. Still, the many occasions on which I

had started up by twitching a lever, and flooded roads
with artificial sunsiiine what time others delved in

carbide sludge, would doubtless compensate for the
most heartrending ioutrctcnips.

Horizontal versus V Twins.
Horizontal engines? The mnst ulnious feature was

that some men who can desi<gn engines can't design
frames. I can see some of those horizontal twins'

frames _ crumpling like tinfoil under quite minor
collisions. When I take my trials of one or two of
them, I must conquer a bad habit of clearing cows
off the road by tickling their rumps with the front

mudguard—^not every frame would stand so much.
Of course, it is a thorny problem. If you fork your
down tubes, you get an ugly machine; if you bend
them, you must use very heavy stuff and pile the
weight on ; but eventually the diamond-framed 3I2
h,p. single will bow its head to these novel outfits,

or I am a false prophet. They are nicer than the

V twins, believe me ; hut at present some of them are
evtremelv voung.

A19

"^-^
Part section of the cylinder of the

two-stroke Triumph showing position of
magneto plattorra and transfer ports.
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List of

Important Fixtures

in 1914.

A meeting of club secretaries was held at Olympia on Wednesday last week, when the following events were arranged
for next year. All the events are open except M.C.C. competitions and the B.M.C.R.C. meetings.

Jan. 3

_j 7.

., 17.

31.

Jf'eb. 14.

jj 20-

Mar 14.

^, 21.

18-

28.

Apr 4

.J 11.

,, 11.

13.

., 18.

,, 18.

25.

25.

25.

fttav 2

_j 2.

9.

J. 9.

,, 16.

^, 16.

19.

j^ 21.

29.

,j 30-

June 6.

6.

13.

20.

,j 20.

25.

27.

.—Liverpool A.C.C. One Day Trial.—^Bournemouth M.C.C. One Day Trial.

—Essex M.C.C. One Day Trial.

—Birmingham M.C.C. One Day Trial.

June 26-27..

—Sutton Coldfield A.C.. Coin
Trial.

.up Trial.

ial.

21.—Oxford M.C.C. 24-Hour
.—Essex M.C. Hill-climb.

—Birmingham M.C.C. Passenger Machine Trial.

25.—Paris-Nice Trial.

.—B.M.C.R.C. First Brooklands Meeting.

.—A.C.U. East Midland Centre One Day Trial.

—M.C.C. Jarrott Cup Contest.
.—Stockport and District M.C.C. Hill-climb.

—Westmorland M.C.C. Hill-climb

—B.M.C.R.C. Meeting,
.—Bristol M.C.C. Open Trial.

.—^Essex M.\ '. Open Trial.

—Bristol B. and M.C. Trial.

—Streatham and District J\I.C.C. " Old Crock " Tr
—Coventry and Warwickshire Reliability Trial.

'

—B.M.C.R.C. Meeting.
—:Sutton Coldfield Amateur Hill-climb.

,—Essex M.C. Brooklands Meeting.
.—West Hants M.C.C. Trial.

,—Liverpool A.C.C. Trial.

.—Junior T.T. R-\ce in Isle of Man.
,—Senioe T.T. Race in Isle of Man.
—Mersey M.C. Trial.

31.—London-Edinburgh Trial.

,—Doncaster and District M.C.C. Speed Trials.

—A.C.U. (East Midland Centre) Speed Trials.

—M.C.C. Intee-te.vm Tei.\i, for "The Motor
Cycle" Cup.

—Birmingham M.C.C. Speed Trials.

—B.M.C.R.C. Speed Trials.

—South Wales and Cardiff M.C. Hill-climb.

—South Wales and Cardiff M.C. Speed Trials.

July

Aug.

Speed Trials.

-Dublin and District M.C.C. Twenty-four Hours
. Trial.

27.—Mersey M.C. Speed Trial.
'

5-11.—A.C.U. Six Days' Trial.
13-14.—M.C. U.I. Irish End-to-end Trial.

17-18.—R.A.C. Automobile Rally at Nottingham.
18.—Streatham and District M.C.C. Hill-climb.
25.—Coventry and Warwickshire M.C. Light Car Trial.

25.—B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.
1-3.—Dublin and District M.C.C. Two Days' Trial.

5-9.—F.I.C.M. Intern'ation.-il Cup Trial in France.
15.—-Liverpool A.C.C. Open Trial.

15.—Streatham and District M.C.C. Hill-climb.

22.—A.C.U. (East IMidland Centre) Trial.

22.—B.M.C.R.C. Meeting.
29.—Coventry and Warwickshire Hill-climb.

28-29.—Essex M.C. London-York Ride.
3.—Bom'nemouth and District JM.-C.C
5.—Birmingham M.C.C. Trial.

12.—B.M.C.R.C. Meeting.
19.—Mersey (Liverpool) M.C. Hill-climb.

19.—Streatham and D. M.C.C. Speed Trials.

24.—A.C.U. Cycle Car T.T. Race.
3.—Sutton Coldfield A.C. Levis -Cup Trial.

10.—A.C.U. and B.M.C.R.C. Race Meeting.
17.—Mersev M.C. Hill-climb.

24.—Streatham and D.M.C.C. Speed Trial.

28.—A.C.U. One Day Trial.
31.—Liverpool A.C.C. Open Trial.

28.—Bil-mingham M.C. York Run.
28-29.—M.C.C. Winter Run.
addition to the above events there must

Scottish Six Days' Trial, the date of which
definitely fixed, and the Anglo-Dutch Trial
which it is expected, will be held on the same date as the
two previous contests, viz., August 3rd (Bank Holiday in

England).

Sept.

Oct.

Dec.

In be
has

added the

not beei]

Holland,

REAR LIGHTING OF MOTOR CYCLES.
We understand that the Local Goveriinient Board have

issued to the R.A.C, A.C.U., and A. A. and M.U., draft
regulations in connection with the. rear lighting of motor
cycles and sidecars. This draft regulation is provisional

and is merely intended to deal with the present situation.

A future order will be issued in due course, which will

deal with the matter more fully. At present we understand
that the draft regulation provides that all motor cj'cles

with attachments, such as sidecars, must carry a rear red
lamp and not a reflex lamp, but there is no reason. for this

to be placed on the "off side" of the machine, this provi-

sion having been made so that motor cyclists who wish to

attach a sidecar in the unusual position of the "off side"
need not be restricted in any way as to the position of the
light. Naturally, anyone who wishes to be absolutely safe

with regard to being run into from the rear will so fix the
light that will be in the most " off side" position possible;
overtaking traffic will then face the light with its "near"
side nearest to the warning signal.

At oresent no regulations have been issued regarding the
use of any form of rear light by motor bicyclists, i.e., riders
of solo machines. Riders of these machines need not even
carry a reflex red rear light unless they wish to do so, but
our advice to all motor cyclists is to show a good example
and carry a really good reflex light as already embodied in
the specification of some standard machines.

A neat sidecar manufactuied by Stokes and Holt, Ltd.

Leicester. The suspension, screen-Uttiog and bood
, Belgrave Boau
will be noted.
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A Satisfled Cycle Car Owner.
I spent an interesting hour last week with a doctor

n hi) ran a genuine cycle car for twelve months ter-

minating this autumn and has now transferred his

l)aironage to a light car, i.e., a miniature • f-)ur-

i-ylinder vehicle, which exceeds the cycle car weight

and engine "capacity limits by a few cwt. and a few
hundred c.c. respectivelv. The medico in question

was a complete novice when he purchased his cycle

car, and, being a middle aged man, he is naturally

more sensitive to vibration than the average youthful

motor cyclist, whilst his profession requires clean and
.<!teady hands and a smart appearance ; so that

altogether his requirements constitute an exacting test

of the merits of a cycle car. He expressed himself
completely satisfied with the economy and the running
of hi,s cheap twin-cylinder cycle car. Detail trouliles

had been conspicuous by their complete absence,
despite a hard season's work on inferior roads.
'Economy was ex<'ellent so far as fuel and oil were
concerned, the consumption working out at better
than forty miles per gallon on a mixture composed of
two parts of petrol to one of benzole ; but the machine"
was undertyred, and the expense of new covers was
umluly hea\y. The original back axle was replaced
gratis by the makers. His sole reason for preferring
the more expensive light car lay in the fact that the

7 cwt. vehicle was too light for rough roads, and
bi.uuced about too much. I was taken to inspect

(liscarded cycle car, which I found to be in
.i-ignificent condition. Its grey paint and brass work
l.ioked like new, and the chassis was devoid of rattles

;

the bearing.s all seemed perfectly tight, alike in the
steering, engine, and transmission, while the engine
ticked over dead slow with perfect smoothness, and
accelerated furiously on demand. If this particular
type of cycle car were equipped with larger tvres
and its springing were rendered a little more efficient-,

I think it inight be termed a perfect cycle car. It

certainly .show? that great achievements are practic-
able luider the existing cycle car definition.

Dismantling N.S.U. Gears.
Tlie sole defect latent in the .\'..S.L'. gear consists

in the difficulty of reassembling its internals if through
curiosity or necessity one is rash enough to take it

apart. Erpcrlo crcdc, for did I not once seize its

planet pinions through using it unoiled on an engiie
which eschewed modern practice and blew no lubricant
out througii its pulley centre, thereby mis.sing an
opportunity of posing as a huge benefactor to the boot
trade? A correspondent in Darmstadt sends details
of a simple little fake which eliminates all this trouble,
and his tip may be of service to some English manu-
facturers who use the gear, for I know several of them
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use very complex special tools for the same-purpose.
The sketch shows a litde hairpin made of bent iron,

^^in. thick with bevelled tips. This must be pushed
(by standing on it) between the crossbar C and the
washer W, thus compressing the spring, when the nut
N can be unscrewed quite easily. It is better to

unscrew N a turn or two before inserting the bit of

bent iron, as the unscrewing can then be com,pleted
by hand. Clearly the bent iron must fit easily ove;

washer R, but must not be bigger than W. In re-
assembling the gear, do not pull the bent iron J out
before washer R has engaged S. Readers, private
and professional, will be very grateful for this simple
little device.

The Future of the " Oversize " Single.
At the moment I am not too enthusiastic about

the introduction of " oxersize ' single-cvUnder engines
with a capacity ranging from 560

,
c.c. to 750 c.c.

I suppose there- i.s no vestige of doubt that they are a

compromise introduced to meet the needs of the man
who does a lot of solo riding, hut likes to attacli a

sidecar on occasions.

T fear the iinmediale results of the innovation will

not l)e purely beneficial. They will involve motor
cycle politics in some confusion, for we can neitiier

set 500 c.c, 600 c.c, 6^0 c. 750 c.c. enguies
to compete together in competitions, iK)r introduce
a complete range of intermediate classes, nor view
with equanimity the policy of a 550 c.c. or 600 c.c.

specialist annually turning out a dozen 500 c.c. engines
tr> compete in the principal speed trials of the year.

.Moreo\er, I have tried all the oversize singles on the

1913 market, and—writing before I have had liine

to try out all the 1914 oxersizes— I confess to real

doubts whetTier the oversize suigles can be made 10
run quite so sweetly as the 500 c.c. type. My fear
is that the solo enthusiast may be compelled to put
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Occasional Comments.—
up with an extra 50 c.c. or 100 c.c. which he does

not want for the sake of the double-purpose buyer,

wlio, occasionally, wants the extra capacity to tug his

sidecar up a bad hill, or to enable him to use a higher

gear series. We should not complain of the extra

power, other things being eCjual; but if it is a fact that

the oversize engine is less sweet at low speeds and has
several vibratory periods, well, we solo enthusiasts

are being unnecessarily penalised in the interests of

others. However, there is no need to worry; if the

1914 oversize engines do not come closer to the best

500 c.c. standard, the makers will soon feel the pinch
and retrace their steps.'

Looking further ahead, I should be inclined to speak
more confidently. The oversize single-cylinder engine

may conceivably be brought up to existing 500 c.c.

standards ; but whether it is or not, it cannot represent

finality as a sidecar hauler, for a w'ell-designed twin-

cylinder can knock its head off, and I have no doubt

whatever that the twin is going very largely to squeeze

the single out of the field, and especially so in

passenger work. Take any engine capacity you like

to name, from 350 c.c. to 750 c.c. ; other things being

equal, the twin will oust the single from public favour

;

it will show better flexibility, it will be less inclined to

knock, its running will be sweeter, and, to my mind, it

v.'ill maintain its power better. So the oversize single

appeals to me as no better than a transient compromise
at the very best.

The Bantamweight Class.

The bantamweight class of motor bicycles present

an innovation which one can survey without the faintest

tinge of misgiving. They at any rate have come to

stay, and very jolly little mounts most of them will

make. My one .surprise in surveying them is that the

designers are not more unanimous about the merits of

the two-stroke engine, and it would be very interesting

if two able technicians would publicly state the reasons

for their diverging enthusiasms. ^Ve may term these

bantlings as being by "Levis out of Douglas," for

the combined drive has given these bantlings genuine

road efficiency by eliminating the belt troubles which

wrecked so many premature introductions, and the two-

stroke engine has given them a high power maintenance

value. No man in England has sampled the light-

weights of the last twelve years with more interest or

diligence than myself, and many years have elapsed

since I saw the impra^iticability of a direct belt drive

disfigured by small engine dimensions with an

^^^ILE DECEMBER 4th, iqij.

inevitably microscopical engine pulley. I thought
too that the miniature four-stroke engine of ij4 h.p.'

to 2^^ h.p. was equally impracticable, for my experi-j

ences uniformly suggested that,- though the originalj

power output might be satisfactory, it could not be
mamtained over a satisfactory mileage. There was no
reserve of power in these minute cylinders, and as soon
as a little piston ring wear, valve pitting, lost .spring

temper, and carbonisation made their presence felt, the

engine lost all its vivacity and stamina, and became a

useless caricature of a power unit. In other Words.
I am sure the tiny two-strokes will survive, but 1 fee'

bound t reserve my judgment on the 254 h.p. four

stroke single-t'ylinders.

Cycle Car Transmissions and Cheap Repairs.
The encomiums lavished on the miniature light car?

which just overflowed the cycle car definition, am
provided the car Olympia with its one real novelty,

must have blinded many people to one outstandinj;

advantage of the genuine cycle car. After twelvt

months of hard work the transmission of the best mote
vehicle must require a certain amount of attention, li

nhnety-nine cases out of a hundred the light car wil

demand the services of a skilled mechanic, supposing

its owner is thrifty enough to supply a stitch ip time

instead of boldly chancing his luck. A full automo
bile transmission may imply a worn clutch spigot bear

ing, worn universal joint' bushes, worn ball races o

brasses in the gear box, and a bevel or worm gea

that needs adjustment, not to mention the possibilitie

of some attention to a differential rear axle. The idea

cycle car transmission is capable of being put in perl'e(

order by an amateur ; there may at the moment be fe\

cycle car transmissions which absolutely attain thi

'ideal, but we are well on the way to it. An amateu
can fit a new leather disc to the simplest type

universal joint; he can replace belts or chains, n

friction discs for himself ; he can renew the balls ani

cones on which a counter-shaft revolves ; and if hi

transmission includes one such complex item as

variable pulley or an ejjicyclic two-speed box, he cai

detach that tiny unit and return it to the factory fni

attention at a trifling cost. Consequently there is stil|

a real opening for the genuine cycle car, and this open'

ing should gape permanently, however splendid lli

future of the light car proper may prove to be. Tbj

simpler vehicle will not only remain cheaper to buy'

but as its design becomes stereotyped and the quail 1

of its workmanship is improved, it will show ,1

increasing superiority in maintenance costs.

Two siriKing designs for 1914. Lelt—the new 5-6 h.p. Montgomery with driving pulley mounted on the camshatt. Right—the 2:! h.p. Diamond with

unit construction ol clutch and gears and enclosed chain drive.

A24
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THE SHOW
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AND A BRIEF ACCOUNT
OF SOME OF

THE LADIES' MODELS.
By MARGARET COOKE.

movement

THIS year, for the lirst time, 1 had the oppor-

tunity of seeing the Cycle and Motor Cycle
Show in the making, and a most interesting

sight it was. Peeping in at Olympia on the afternoon

of Saturday, Xov. 22nd, I was confronted with piles

of huge packing cases, crates, motor cycles, and pedal

cycles, all seemingly in the greate.st confusion.

A small arm\ of men. each an expert at his own
particular calling, was busy creating or(kr from
disorder, and in a short time some of the stands were
fran.sformed into the most artistic structures, as siiough

further to enhance the beauties of the array

of bicycle.i to he exhibited to an admiring
and critical public.

Many of the leading lights of the sport

had thus early put in an appearance, and
were busy superintending the arrangements
of the stands or critically examining arrange-

ments already made.
Truly the motor cvcle

extraordinary one, and
continues to grow at a

remarkable rate! What
it will be when machines
are marketed at a lower

figure it is impossible to

conceive.

The Show^.

• Ill entering Uhmpia
I he Show proper what

.i wealth of gorgeous (dis-

play met the eye ! Never
before have the colour-

ings of the tanks, etc.,

been so delicate and
pretty, and these, allied

W!th the glittering silver plating, presented a most
striking and artistic picture. What a pity that even
these magnificent machines should eventually become
' crocks

•'

'

!

Taken on the whole, the Exhiiiition might well lie

'I'jsrribed as one for the " Paterfamilias," or, more
strictly speaking perhaps, for the ladies of the family.
ThU seemed to be fully realised, for on. every hand

r- to be seen ladies taking careful note of sidecars
— iiieir comfort and capacity as well as their appear-

ance. With such a variety of designs, it must have
lieen difficult to make a choice. There were models
to suit all purses. Sidecars of every conceivable shape
ami form have been evolved, some with the most
luxurious upholstery and fittings imaginable; in fact.

they are miniature cars, and look almost as comfort-
able. Others, again, are large enough for a man to

ELSIE AND HER
A charming photograph of a device which

take his wife and famllv with him to partici-

pate in his pleflsure—a distinct and gratifying

innovation,

^Makers have, indeed, excellei.l themselves in respect

of sidecars, and deserve to reap large orders. There
were certainly a few weird-looking specimens, but no

doubt these also would have their admirers. In the

oh.len days sidecars were made so that the passenger

might be quickly shed when occasion demanded
(sometimes this happened very frequently). Now one

is inclined to wonder how the passenger gets in oi

out— in some models.

Weight and Price.

Sidecaring has undoubtedly been the most

popular side of the sport during 191,5-

Makers have realised this fully, and have

catered accordingly by making the motoi

bicycles more powerful, and in consequence

heavier, thus unfitting them for solo riding.

The ordinary 3^^ h.p.

single as we knew it seems

less popular. In my
opinion this is going to

prove a real blessing in

disguise to the lady

riders' side of the move-
ment. A new type of

machine has been

brought into being more
suitable for solo liding,

I mean the two-stroke

lightweight which is being

marketed at from twenty-

five to thirty guineas, and
yet is reliable and sulli-

ciently powerful for all

ordinary requirements. This will pave the way for a

new open frame model, light, powerful, simple in

design, and at a price within the reach of thousands

who could not afford to pay ;£so. Two manufacturers

assured me of their intentions to build such a model

to order at the above price. Surely, w'e may hope to

make still larger additions to our ranks this year.

Ladies' Models at Olympia.
The open frame models at the Exhibition this year

were not so numerous as last year, but the few shown
were very select and the most suitable yet exhibited.

The Douglas.
Our old friend the Douglas, w'hich has survived the

lean years when others have gone under, is still to the

fore looking as bright and up-to-date as ever. It has

proved its worth so many times in the past summer

\-7

AUTO WHEEL.
will be much in evidence next year,

L
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that no great change has been made in the design,

although there are some minor improvements, and it

sells at ^53- We all believe in the survival of the

fittest, hence we must give all honour to Messrs.

Douglas Bros., bqtt;ould it not be made a little lighter.

The Veloce.

This machine made its debut in 191 2. It is a very

feasible looking mount, arid has some excellent points.

I have not had the pleasure of riding it, but have had

very good reports of it. The price is forty-eight

guineas. A lady's open frame model fitted with the

2J4 h.p. two-stroke engine, as in the diamond frame

Velocette shown on the same stand, would be an ideal

machine and could be listed under ;£^o.

The Levif.

This machine with its complete frame nickel-plated

is a very striking-looking exhibit. It js rather long in

the wheelbase, but beautifully low. It is simphcity

itself, and should be one of the most populai ^
mounts next year. I o\aght to say that these t

machines are not turned out in silver plating :

were it so, the thought, of the cleaning process

would maki3.j3ne shudder. The price is jQ^o

The Connaught.
Here we have a machine at a very reasonable

figure, namely, ^36, for a single-geared model. This

is a two-stroke motor cycle of which we have heard

much during '^13. It has a 2% h.p. two-stroke

engine which makes for simplicity, has a low saddle

position, is rather lacking in mudguarding, and weighs

125 lbs., but looks much lighter.

The Auto=wheel.
This was a most popular exhibit. It might be called

the baby of the Show. Crowds of people were round

the stand 'taking note of its working arrangements.

Here we have the missionar\ of motor cychng, and

especially in the case of ladies, who, after a few months'

experience with an Auto-wheel, have the desire for a

real motor bicycle, and have gained confidence from

their experience with the former.

Cycle Cars.
That these are receiving consideration was very

evident during, the Show. It was almost impossible

The Connaught open frame two-stroke lightweight.

Flywheel side ol the two-speed 23 h.p. Douglas, whicS

has belt and chain drive.

to get near many of these vehicles bocans'.j

of the number of people inspecting them.i

"The Ladies' Club."

Miss Mary Ellis, of 35, Portland PlacC;

W., as mentioned in The 'Motor Cycle' oi

November 20th, is anxious to form a ladies.

Club. By supporting this I fee! SUR

ladies will give good impetus to the cause

Alh
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-The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents^

All letters should be addresied to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudot Street, E.G., and should be accompanied by Ifce writer's full name and address.

If Two-stroke Lubrication,

" Sir,—With reference to a letter from Mr. Davison in

last week's issue, I wish to disabuse the mind of this

corre»potident and also, I believe, of your good selves, with
reference to tlie question of the lubrication of the Conuaught
motor cycle.

^ We have never claimed that we were the inventors of

this system, as a reference to our 1913 catalogue will show,
khat we clearly state that it was used in America, and we
had adopted it from American mamrfacturers. What we
did claim, however, was that we were tlie fii'st people to

apply this system comuierically to motor cycles in England,
.uid that other mauutacturers who are ushig this system have
waited until we overcame the prejudice that was naturally
ciii^endered before adopting it.

We should be glad if you would kindly publish this letter,

as it will remove what we believe is a misconception on this

THE BORDESLEY ENGINEERING CO., LTD.

JoiTN RowL.\ND, Managing Director.

Sir,—I can confirm the statements in Mr. A. C. Davison's
letter on p. 1610 of November 20tli issue. I had one of the
first small Clement-Garrard I3 h.p. motors imported into
this country and received the same tip from Mr. C. R.
(iarrai-d. I.e., to combine the lubricating nil with the fuel.

- lliere was, in practice, however, one slight objection to
its use, viz., the heavier oil, when tlunned down, used
!! "creep" outside the carburetter and gradually spread
"ver the outside of the induction pipes and the enginS
generally (behaving very much as ordinaiy paraffin does

*in a lamp which is not constantly cleaned), and wac a great
'Hector and retainer of road dust.

Ihe mixture of petrol and oil wa,s, however, quite effective
,i- a lubricant. T. W. BLUMFIELD.

Weights—Nominal or ActuaL

Ijh'.—Your " Buyers' Ijuide " affords very interesting

reading. Being a lightweight myself I am always keenly
interested in tlie weights of machines. I am at present

riding a very heavy 3^ single-cylinder. I have always had
an idea that I would like to try a 6 h.p. twin, but have
been afraid to tackle one, because I thotight it would be
too big and heavy. As a matter of fact, my present machine
(which must be in the region of 260 lbs.) is really too

heavy for nte on very long rides. Judge of my surprise

.ill looking down the weights given in your " Buyers'
Uuide'' to find the 2| A.J.S., weighing 180 lbs., is actually

heavier than the 6 h.p. Brough (170 lbs.), and, furtker,

it is oiily an inch shorter in the wheelbase. The 3i single-

cylinder Indian (210 lbs.) is 20 lbs. heavier than the 7 h.p.

inachiiie of the same make, and the 4 h.p. single-cylinder

Triui]i|ih (which I had always looked upon as a fairly light

machine) is 10 lbs. heavier tlian the 7-9 N.S.U.—lioth of these
two latter machines include a three-speed gear.

I think this question of weight interests a large number
of readers like myself, who would like a fast and powerful
machine but do not feel equal to hauling 2^ cwt. on and
off the stand fifteen or sixteen times a day, or steering it

about on greasy tramlines. VERY SCEPTICAL.

'. [The weights, like all other information published in the
Buyers' Guide, are supplied by the makers. It is obviously

impossible for us to obtain them otherwise.— En.]

The Tourist Trophy Course,

Sir.—I was very pleased to read your editorial comments
upon the 1914 T.T. Races in 'I'/ie Mvtor Cycle of November
20th, and sincerely trust you will use your influence in

obtaining better conditions for the next contest. I quite

agree with all youi' remarks rcgaicitliif clothing, but what
is more important, to my mind, is your first suggestion re

a safer course. You will no doubt recollect that when the

mountain couise was first suggested, my brstner and myself,

and also many othei' experienced riders, decided that the

A.C.U. were making a very b.id move, and, moreover, for

no apparent reason, the general excuse being that the

mountain course provides a much severer test for a motor
cycle. This, to my mind, however, is a fallacy whieli

has well' been proved by the manner in which the Junior
machines make light of the mountain climb. My chief

objection to the Four Inch course is the number of

ti'eacherous corners, any one of which miglit be the cause

of a fatal accident, either in practice or in the aetual race

itself, to a rider who is not absolutely at home on the course.

It is universally acknowledged amongst experienced road
racers that the most, 'dangerous corner is not the most
acute, but one which can be taken at speed, and with this

type of corner the mountain course simply abounds. Proof
of this lies in the fact that in every case of a serious

accident, it has occurred on a corner of this description.

Although, of course, no average road could be considered

safe, to my mind the original T.T. course was the nearest

to ideal that it would be possible to find without going to

the Continent, the number of dangerous cornel's being very

few. and the course being shorter it is more easily learnt.

Trusting that your excellent suggestion will bear fruit,

C. R. COLLIER.

Rear Lights.

Sir,—The correspondence rt rear lights, in your interest-

ing but not sensational periodical, prompts me to put a
word in on this matter.

To think that the authorities should want motor cyclisrs

to use rear lights is, to my mind, the most foolish and

absurd thing imaginable.

Where the need is greatest it seems to be overlooked, viz. :

carters and "push" cyclists. For the last two years I

have been in the habit of going to and from Loudon—a dis-

tance of twenty miles—and I have only my lucky stars, or

my br.akes to thank, that I have not been killed through
cyclists and carters not showing rear light.s.

The cvclists with acetylene lamps are not so much to

blame as those with a[io!ogies for lamps of oil. Many times

I have purposely .slowed up to ascertain whether they really

had a light at all. Surely these offenders should be forced

to carry a reflex light, as it is always the motorist that gets

the blame if there is an accident.

Carters give a good example of how the law of England
mav be evaded, ilany times I have suddenly come upon a

carter with apparently no red light showing from behind,

but when alongside I have discovered the elusive light. This

state of things' should not be. The rear light is nearly with-

out exception obscured by the Ireight carried, or fixed in a

wrong position. Cannot the authorities turn their attention

to matters of grave dan.gor to motor cyclists, instead of try-

ing to enforce a silly regulation on us which is of no good ?

I consider these two the only real danger of the road at

night ; the car with the blinding head lights is an angel in

disguise compared with tliese. GILERT M. DESPREV.
MI
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Missing Bristol Trams and Traffic.

Sir^—The following may bp, of use to readers going North
via Bristol.

Coming from Bridgwater take L. turn aDout four miles

before Bristol. This turning can easily be identified by the

reservoir filters at the corner. Follow this lane to the next
main road which it joins at a motor 'bus terminus, where
turn R. and continue until tram terminus, which is on a
railway bridge. Cross this bridge and. immediately turn L.,

crossing river and docks by two swing bridges. After second
bridge (narrow), sharp L. and alongside docks and river,

under Suspension Bridge, and R. fork up hill, at top of which
straight on past Zoo until trams agani. Follow trams L.

for a quarter of a mile, when signpost directs R. to Pilton,

where L. for Gloucester. Sharp R. at Ship Inn about six

miles after Pilton.

This misses all trams and traffic except the quarter of a
mile mentioned, which is quite suburban. J. W. KAY.

Agents' High Commission.

Sir,—With reference to the Rev. B. H. Davies's "Open
Letter to the Trade" appearing in your Nov. k!Oth issue, and
quoting the following lines addressed to the manufacturers :

" We venture to think that some of you pay ridiculously

high commissions to your agents." Apparently the writer

is not very familiar with agents' terms, at least in the Lon-
don district, or else he would not write of "ridiculously high
commissions " being paid to agents. So far from being high,

I take it that most igents consider them much too low,

and without Mr. Davies's suggestions, they are being de-

creased for 1914, in many ca.ses. On the other hand, suppos-
ing Mr. Cavies was to put himself in the position of an
agent. He would find his expenses increasing year by year.
I might mention advertising as a very good example. A
paper with an increasing circulation, increases its rates for

advertisements. Other journals spring into existence, and
have, in , most cases, to be supported by tlie agents and so
in numerous other instances. Let Mr. Davies remember
th t the manufacturers have in the past, and undoubtedly
wi I in the future, rely upon the bulk of their trade
th) j-igh the. agent. This being the case, ought not the
ma iiifacturer to look well to the interests of the agents 7

I consider this particular part of Mr. Davies's article

very misleading to the general public, as they will, without
doubt, take advantage of such a fact, and ask the unfortu-
nate agent to share some of that huge commission with them.

E, G. NYE.

Engine Classification for Kecor^S.

Sir,—About four years ago the British Motor Cycle
Racing Club instituted a series of classes A, B, C, D, and E,
for the purpose of classifying motor cycles for racing at
Bronklands. These classes were found to be so convenient
that they have been adopted by other bodies, including the
Auto Cycle LInion and the International Federation. Tliey
range from Class A, which is for motor cycles having a
cylinder capacity not exceeding 275 c.c. (the origin of which
class was the old" 70x70 racing engine) up to 1,000 c.c, the
largest practicable motor cycle engine commonly used.

The increment in capacity of each class above the smaller
one is not constant, as the classes were arranged to suit the
majority of various motor cycle engines then on the market.
For instance, there is only a difference of 75 c.c. between
Classes A and B, 150 c.c. between B and C, and 250 c.c. be-

tween C and D and D and E.
The classificatio.T has been of undoubted value particularly

in standardising the 350 c.c. and 500 c.c. maclrines, and Ey
providing a method of sub-dividing records by which the
best machines of nearly all recognised sizes .can be at once
picked out.

Unfortunately, Class A appears to have been neglected by
the manufacturers, and there are comparatively few makes
to-day which come within this class, although there are a
large number which are only just excluded from it.

The remedy would appear to lie either in the creation of

an intermediate class, or in altering the present limit to Class

A. The chief objection to increasing the number of classef

is that the record list is already somewhat unwieldy, and
that any new class instituted between 275 c.c. and 350 c.c.

would necessarily be very restricted. The latter objection
also applies to an alteration of the Class A limit. As
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pointed out above, there is only 75 c.c. difference between
machines of Classes A and B, whereas if we turn to the
record list, we find that all Class D records are held by
machines of Class C, i.e., of no less than 250 c.c. smaller
capacity. An alteration to the Class A limit would also be
an injustice to the present record holders in that class.

You will gather that it is not easy to find a satisfactory
solution of the difficulty, and I would suggest, therefore, that
you should invite correspondence on this question, particu-

i;irly from those half a dozen or so makers who at present
feel themselves rather hardly hit by the existinf

classification. - G. STANLEY CARTER.
P.S.—Since writing the above, the F.I.C.M. has decreed

tliat Class A is restricted to 250 c.c. This, however, does not
help us out of the difficulty.

Cycle Car and Light Car.

Sir,—Like Messrs. Auto-carriers, we were turning out a

considerable number of our cars before the term "cycle car"
was invented. Nevertheless we do attach very con-
siderable importance to the definition of the A.C.U. It Tvas

framed to include a new type of car—one which by its small
engine-power and light construction should be at the same
time speedy and economical. It was agreed that cars of

this type should compete together in order that their merits
and defects might be determined by public competition— ,•

the results of private trials are naturally taken with the
proverbial grain of salt. But for purposes of competition
a strict definition is absolutely necessary. It may be
arbitrary, but it is essential. As the two distinguishing
features of Vcie new motoring were small engine power and
light construction, the A.C.U. drew the line in regard to

both these points, and their definition is accepted by the>

R.A.C., tlie F.I.C.M., and the Manufacturers' and Traders'
Unions. No one imagines that there is anything sacrosanct
in a limit of 1,100 c.c. and 5 cwt., but the line had to be
drawn somewhere if competitions were to be of any value..

We quite agree that for some purposes a " commonsense
division" (the suggestion of The Motor Cycle) may be more
satisfactory, but certainly not for competitions. This will,-

we believe, be acknowledged when the advocates of the-

light cars come to arrange competitions of their own. Some
day, perhaps, competitions will become superfluous; then
the necessity for a hard and fast definition will disappear.
But the timq is not yet. The Toiirist Trophy, the Grand
'Prix, and the Six Days will be as instructive as they will,

be popular in 1914. MORGAN MOTOR CO., LTD.

Back-starting.

Sir,—Surely the document entitled "An A.C.U. Certificate,"'

etc., has missed its place amongst the jollities of your:
Christmas Number; The further I waded into this, the more
hopelessly I groped for the "Q.E.D." May I, in simple,
fairness to a kick starter, the manipulation of which has

'

been my fortunate lot daily since January, set forth an^
unvarnished statement of its performance. This kick

The power unit and geir ol the 2,S li.p Diamond. Tliis was shown at

Ulympia UDder a glass case to facilitate inspection o( the working.
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st;uter is lioiisod in a very diuiip colli cmiiiti-y slaljlo. A
few uights ago we experieiicoci a big frost. At ten o'eloeU

ilie following morning the niacliine, a singlc-eylinder, was
started in the open at tlie fifth operation of the kick starter.

the carburetter being Miuided with Shell II., throttle one-

third open ignition half advanced—no petrol nor paralhn

was injected. Witlumt e.xeeption, this engine starts on

first to third kick at all other times, far too numerous to

reckon, mv professional use of the machine requiring

hundreds of starts a' week. QUICK STARTER.

A Pleasant Run.
yir,—I might sugge.-^t an interesting little run—one of

many around Peterstield—which though in parts rather

narrow, might appeal to cycle car enthusiasts out testing;

that is to turn off on the Leas to Peterstield road at

Bowyers, and thence up Rockpit and Old Stonor vid Steep

Mill and Ashford. The route is about three miles, and
the view to be obtained at the tup of the last hill is

magnificent, extending over three counties. Many who come
througli Peterstield on their way to South Harting might
be glad to try their machines round some of these local

lanes, the surface of which, as a rule, is good. I do not

think Old Stonor has as^-et been tackled by a cycle car.

It is about half a mile long, with a hard though rough

smface, about 1 in 4 in parts. A. C. HOLDER.

Retreads.
Sii-,—For the benefit of any reader who has but a shallow

pocket, I give my experience of retreaded covers.

On the back wheel of my 6 h.p. l!ex-de-Luxe and sidecar

I fitted a well-known 550x65 grooved cover, wdiich was worn
out in 1,200 miles. A second cover lasted even less.

I was advised to have the cover retreaded, and decided
upon Jlessrs. J. Pedley and Sons, Birmingham. I confess

I did not expect much wear from a retread ; however, this

cover ran 2,100 miles without a puncture. Afterwards. I

decided to try one of these retreads on the front wheel: this

one ran 3,800 miles with only one puncture. I think the

mileage remarkably good, considering the weight of the

machine. ADAM KELLY.

^^(^m -r^jj

Reckless Driving.

Sir,—In your number of the 20th ult., a "Car Owner-
driver" complains of the reckless driving of some motor
cyclists. I am sorry I cannot deny what he says, but I

should like to kiiow what consideration is shown to motor
cyclists by the majority of motor car drivers—none.

Take, for instance, a car and cycle going in opposite

directions : the cycle is forced into the gutter, and now on
theie greasy roads, when the mud is so thick on the sides

that it is positively dangerous—the car driver will not

deviate one inch from the centre of the road, and indeed in

some cases he even turns his wheel upon you. Again, when
a car overtakes a cyclist the driver flies past without giving
any warning of his approach. On dai'k nights, with those
blinding head -lights, knowing that one will only be allowed
just room to get in between the side of the road and the car.

a cyclist rides with fear and trembling. T. D. THOMAS.

Sir,—In your issue of November 20th a letter appeared
undei' the heading signed ''Car Owner-driver."

I think my first feeling after reading it was that of utter

astonishment that " Car Owner-driver " could possibly
have ever been a motor cyclist.

Of course, I admit that the type he writes about does
exist, but I put it to anyone who cares to read this letter

that the said type nri-cr " abounds in considerable numbers,"
even on the Portsmouth Road.
Might I suggest that "Car Owner-driver" should look

to his own clan, that of the car owner, before carping at

the behaviour of motor cyclists?

To prove that this is not bluff I quote two of my own
actual experiences when being driven along the London-
Coventry Road in a sidecar. We were going along at a
fair pace (well on our right side of the road) when a Rolls-

Royce car passed us and cut right in across our front wheel
to avoid a car proceeding in the opposite direction, and to

get a good space for the immediate swerve to the right up
a side turning which the driver made. The result was
that we came within inches of a collision through no fault

of ours whatever If that driver had been a gentleman,
would he have attempted to pass, knowing that he was

going to turn off within fifty yards? Anyhow, to raise
" Car Owner-driver's " own point, passing should have been
out of the question, owing to the position of the othei- car.

The second experience took place a mrmth or two after
on the same road, but in a plate where the road is narrov;.
Coming towards us was a horse and trap, and .some way
behind was an Arrol-Johnston car travelling very fast.

As we were passing the trap, the car driver attempted to

do what " Car Owner-driver " deprecates so much, i.e.,

cut in between thi; two vehicles, causing our sidecar wheel
to mount the grass at the side of the road in avoiding him,
and blowing off the motor cycle driver's cap wiUi the
draught caused. I am sure there was not more than six

inches between his front wings and our handle-bars. Onr
remarks were \igorous and to the point when we turned
round for the cap.

In both the above instances the drivers were men, so
had not even the " recklessness of youth " as an excuse.
By all means, sir, let us have " a sound public opinion

on the matter," but in trying to get it formed let us have
FAIR PLAY.

The Motor Cycle in the Army.
Sir,—As Territorial motor cyclists who took part in the

late Army Manoeuvres, we should like to draw the attention

of the authorities through your columns to the following
facts ;

1. We consider that the Government rate of pay is in-

sufficient, and should be increased to 10s. per day.
2. Some adequate means of covering the machine should

be provided. It is not good enough to expect machines, in

many cases practically new motor cycles valued at anything
up to £70, to stand all night in pouring rain, as our own
machines did on several occasions this year.

3. The Government should insure both machine and
rider. Much of the work is very risky ; but it is extremely
problematic whether in case of death one's dependents
would get anything at all, and it is perfectly certain that
a smashed machine would not be paid for by the Govern-
ment. —
To University men these details are not of much account,

but to men like ourselves, who are, w£ trust, quite as

useful as men possessed with a considerably larger portion
of this world's goods, a smashed up machine and an injury

which might prove permanent, if it is not fatal, are very
im]5ortant items.

We have not joined the Territorial Force with the idea

of making money out of it ; but we think the Government,
whi(;h is considerably more wealthy than any of us happen
to be, should find money to cover out-of-pocket expenses on
manoeuvres, to save the machine from greater damage by
the elements than is absolutely necessary, and should also

adequately recompense any man who happens to be injured

on Government service, and repair damage to his machine
incurred on the work free of all charge to him.
We give our names for your information, and sign our-

selves,

SEVEN MOTOR CYCLISTS, TERRITORIAL FORCE.
'

Petrol Gauges.

Sir,—In your issue of November 13th your contributor
" Ixion " grants me my contention that the sunk in type

of gauge registers correctly, but he still finds other faults

which I do not think fairly belong to it. and, like Oliver

Twist, I crave for " more.'' He says that he has never

managed to read his from the saddle, but I am sure I have
read of him performing feats of adjustment while running,

which must have necessitated him stooping to a position

which would make reading a gauge child's play, so that I

can only suppose he never tried very hard.
By a coincidence, since writing the article, I have heard

a gentleman, quite a stranger to me, say that he could read
his easily. The other two defects he mentions are the risk

of losing the needle valve and the risk of being deceived if

the rod is screwed quite down. Now, surely, the first of

these could only arise from defective wojkmanship, and is

not an inherent fault of the gauge. If the screw is a proper
fit, and the nxl put in with a slight camber as it should be,

it will stay in any position and be quit« free from rattle,

and, in any case, the probability of it jumping up five

inches and so getting lost seems rather a theoretical objection.

As regards being deceived by the needle valve being

93
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closed, there is no need at all to close it, it is only a safe-

guard against the very remote chance of the glass getting

broken, and some hard riders discard it altogether and take

the very small risk.

In any case the trouble of unscrewmg it half a turn if

in do-ilit should not worry even the most happy-go-lucky

individual. A. C. DAVISON.

Disqualifications in the Streatham Trial.

Sir,—I shall be obliged if you can spare me space to say

that Mr. Cocks's disqualification in the above trial, as having
claimed a non-stop which he had not accomplished, proves

to have been due to liis card having been hastily and care-

lessly signed and handed in at the conclusion of the event.

It appears quite certain that he had no intention of making
such a claim, and there is. therefore, no imputation against

his honesty. SYDNEY J. TAYLER,
Judge of the Trial.

A Motor Cycle Show in Manchester.

Sir,—A few weeks ago I saw it stated that there was a

possibility of a motor cycle show being held in Manchester
early next year. I hope the idea will not be allowed to drop.

Such a show is bound to be a success, for there are thousands
of JNorthem and Midland motorists and prospective motorists

who cannot get to Olympia.
Let us have a show at Rusholme, either to precede or to

follow the car show.
Ite. excessive garage charges. Recently in Birmingham I

was charged Is. 6d. for seventeen hours for my bicycle with
sidecar. It was explained tliat the charge was 6d. for six

hours or fraction of six hours. E 1806

Date of Six Days Trial.

Sir,—I note with regret that the A.C.U. have fixed an
early date in July for their 1914 Six Days Trial instead of

a date in August.
If there is any chance of this arrangement being recon-

sidered I am sure you would earn the gratitude of most
private owners, including myself, if you could, by means of

any representations in your columns, or otherwise, induce the

A.C.U. Committee to fix a later date.

So many private entrants are free in August, who would
be quite unable to get off in July to compete ; and the

same applies to hundreds of others interested as spectators,

and observers, etc.

It seems certain that the change to July would cause

a falling off in entries, and in public interest generally

;

besides causing great disappointment to many, who, like

myself, have looked forward to this trial as the chief feature

of their summer holiday.

Hoping that you will kindly use your influence in this

matter in the interests of the orivate owner.

C. PERCIVAL.

Exceeding the Limit.

Sir,—At about 8.30 p.m. on the 27th ult. I was riding a

motor cycle along the Shooters Hill Road, when I was sig-

nalled to by a police constable and subsequently informed

that I had been timed over a measured furlong and found

to have exceeded the legal limit.. I haye no doubt such was

the case.

It is only when oneself is so caught that one realises

with what good grounds the bitter complaints I so frequently

receive from the members of this Union are made. It is

almost fatuous to remark that no responsible rnember of the

motoring community objects to police regulation of traffic,

or to the most vigorous action being taken against those

who abuse the facilities of the road. It is equally true tliat

every motorist habitually br^ks the law.

I had hoped that the circular issued by the Home Secre-

tary some little time ago would have abolished at least this

class of trap—a trap deliberately designed to catch the un-

suspecting motorist with no reference to.the safety of the

public, i.e., the choice of an exceptionally wide, straight,

level piece of road with no dangerous curvings, comparatively

little traffic at any time, and practically none at night.

It would appear, however, that appeals to the discretion-

ary powers of the JMetropoHtan Police, usually so wisely

exercised, are in this matter made in vain, and the reason

that at once suggests itself is hardly a creditable one."'

T. W. LOUGHBOROUGH,
Secretary Auto Cycle Union, 89, Pall Mall, S.W.

The Price of a Differential.

Sir,—nie question of dispensing with a differential has
been largely discussed in your interesting journal, but as

this item is universally adopted in motor car practice, I

do not see the reason why itcan not be produced by British

manufacturers at a low price.

Six years ago I owned an Orient buckboard 4 h.p. single-

oj'linder air-cooled engine located on the rear, and have
actually in use a Metz runabout 8 h.p. opposed twin air-

cooled engine carried in front under bonnet. The friction

drive on' both velucles, including a small differential on the
counter-shaft—so • small, in fact, that it can be entirely

covered with both hands—has given me no trouble at all,

the final drive being by two chains to rear wheels. In my
opinion a friction drive on these lines is most suitable for

cycle cars and light vehicles and can be turned out at a

very low figure.

'Water-cooled engine, up-to-date carburetter, and bettepf-'

springing are the improvements that I should like to have
in my next vehicle, which, I expect, will be a British made,
cycle car.

I read always with great interest your journal, which I

receive regularly every week, and wish it continued success"
in the future.

E. DE PERMENTIER.

rwo aspects of the twin-cylinder water-cooled Periy cycle car engine showing position o( magneto, earbuietter, and radiator.

E4
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. On the stand of the N.S.U. Jlotor
-Company. PurcelTs double seated sidecar

was shown. Tliis is an interesting type
sidecar of which the body is intended to

carry two people seated tandem fashion,

the bade seat being a type of dickey.
The body is mounted at the rear on
double C springs. The chassis is of the
double tube variety, and suspended at

four points, while it is interesting to note
that the joints are not brazed but acety-
lene welded. The frame is also dropped
five inches ; ten gauge spokes are em-
ployed, and a 2^ inch Hutchinson tyre is

fitted. Illustrations appear on page 1650.

A Novel Sidecar Body.

Mr. James Parker, of Kendal, who
was assisting the staff of the Scott

Engineering Co., has brouglit out a

novel sidecar body constructed on striking

lines, which, made by a pattern maker,
has no less than 800 pieces of wood,
on the same lines as a wood pattern

is made for a foundry. The body is

like an elongated egg. The back semi-

spherical piece is removable, and can be
made to act as a receptacle for spares,

etc., or even for carrying a small quantity
of luggage. The interior of the body is

beautifully upholstered, and the two fit-

ments on the dash are a clock and speedo-

meter, the latter being driven from the

sidecar wheel. The dotted black line on
the second illustration shows the position

occupied by the seat. Tlie base of this

seat is only three inches from the floor

and is tilted back. It will be noticed that

the boy seated in tlie sidecar appears
quite happy and comfortable. This illus-

tration was taken to show tliat the seat,

although a low one, is not intended to

provide aii aVinorniai p<t-ition.

Sthenos Carburetter.

The Sthenos carburetter was shown at
Olympia by j\lr. .J. A. Ryley, of Martineau
Street, Birmingham, a"nd" is sold in a
form suitable for the engines of cycle
cars. It po.ssess€s two jets, one for start-

ing and slow running and the other,
which is a larger jet, for higher engine
speeds. This model is practically the
sanT- as the larger types, except for the

constructed and attached by means of

a well designed snap fastener. The
ignition point is fixed, and, instead
of having two magnets, tlie little machine
is provided with a large single one. The
pole pieces are of standard pattern, the
new U.H. type of pole pieces being only
employed on magnetos in which the firing

point is variable. A new type of con-

tact breaker, wliich can be easily dis-

mounted, is also fitted. It is interesting

to note that the weiglit is 3| lbs. against
the larger size, of which the weight is

5 lbs.

The latest pattern Sthenos
carburetter.

fact that the regulating screw is done
away with. On the throttle being opened
the level of the petrol in the duct leading

into the pilot jet falls so low that no
petrol reaches it, and the main jet alone

comes into operation. The points of

accessibility have been well studied, and
it is easy to get at the jets or to remove
the cover of the float chamber.

A Tiny U.H. Magneto.

A new type of liglitweiglit magneto
was shown on the stand of S. Wolf and
Company, specially designed for the

smaller types of motor bicycles. It is

completely waterproof, including the

higli tension teruiituil. whicli is neatly

I

A novel streamline sidecar made by J. Parker and Son, lUted in ilie Iront with a watch and a speedomcler

*.he latter driven from the sidecar wheel

The [arge sized silencer ana extension pipe under
footboard on the horizontal twin-cylinder Bradbury

Xo Put Out Fires.

The Kyl-Fyre extinguisher was shown
at Olympia last week. It was made by
Kyl-Fyre, Ltd., of 12, Elms Buildings,
Eastbourne. In case readers should
think that in giving information regarding
this fire extinguisher motor cycles are
very prone to catch fire, we wish to
correct any erroneous idea but would like
to point out that it is as important to
be in a position to deal with petrol
flames on the road or in th« garage as it

is to insure against fire itself.

A New Belt.

The Stelastic Tyres, Ltd., 76, Vork
Street, Westminster, whose tyres are
well known to motor cyclists ,ind cycle
car owners, had on show last week at
Olympia a new belt. Instead of a
canvas core, this belt has a core made
of wire springs interwoven on the same
principle as tlic springs used in the com-
position of the Stelastic covei's. The coil

springs are ai'ranged longitudinally so
that when the belt is running over the
small diameter of the engine pulley the
1 nil spring will bend and take the s.ame
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Tank Ql the 1914 pattern 4 h.p. Triumph showing the whole of the fittings mounted ttiereoii.

radius as'the circumference of the pulley,
and return to its original position without
putting any strain on the wire. If a
long flexible coil spring be taken in the
hands and bent or folded to the circum-
ference of the engine pulley, the action
of the springs will readily be seen. Of
course the rubber is pressed in between
the coils in the moulding process in such
a manner that each coil is supported by
ifidiarubber, and the wires cannot work
against each other and cause wear.

A New Fafnii Engine.
A new engine is being marketed for

1914 by Messrs. G. Strauss and Co., 211,

Upper Thames Street, E.G. The
engine is a low compression big single-

cylinder of 689 c.c. The bore is 89 mm.
and the stroke 96 mm. Like the other

models, this engine is beautifully

finished. The flywheels are extra heavy.
The radiating fins are cast very thin.

The valve caps are castellated. The
usual method of operating both rockers

by one cam is retained. The magneto
is chain-driven. The weight of the
engine is approximately 90 lbs., and it

was illustrated on page 1604a of our last

issue.

A Novel Piston Ring.
Mr. B. Yates_ last week showed us an

interesting piston ring which has been
patented in his name, and will in future

be fitted to Humber motor cycles. The
ring consists of a spiral coil of special

piston ring cast iron, %vhich is so arranged
that in every part there are two complete
coils round the piston body. A specially

The N.S.U. three-speed gear. The upper illustration

shows the complete box, large clutch, and smooth
exterior. Ihe lower view the iwo gearshalts

DECEMBER .////, IQ13.

Novelties in Lamps
Stveial veiy neat accessories for motor

cycles have been mtioduced by J. and
r> Oldfield, Ltd , whose works are at

Warwick Stieet, Bnmingham. One is a

A combination rear light, speedometer lamp and
mirror made by J. & R. Oldflelds.

neat acetylene lamp, very tiny in its pro-

portions, and fed from the ordinary
generator to illuminate the speedometer.
It is secured by a special clip designed
to be clamped around the speedometer
dial. We illustrate another novelty,
viz., a combination rear light speedometer
lamp and mirror. The mirror is used in

0^-^

Olddeld's lamp for illuminating the speedometer
dial.

daylight, while at night the lamp is-

, brought into use, the white light illumi-.

nating the speedometer, and exhibiting a

red light to the rear. Other motor cycle

accessories include an electric liandle-bar

lamp and a swing over mirror with lever

joint. Messrs. E. S. Thomas and Co.

are the London agents.

A ' double ' ring in one piece, patented by B. Yates.

cut groove is, of course, necessary, and
the ends of the ring are arranged to over-

lap. Besides giving excellent results in

use the ring is particularly easy to de-

tach, for this may be done by merely
lifting the top or bottom ends out of

the groove and unscrewing it either way.

e8

Silent chain drive oi> the 7 h.p. Matchless, also showing clutch, shock absorber, and large silencer.
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THE LATEST MODEL 8 h.p. PYRAMID.
Semi-iear view of Ibe chassis, showing friction disc, belt drive Ttie compiete macaine. Observe the clean lines and smart Onisb.

and position ol engine.

The Pyramid Cycle Car.

I'he Pyramid cycle car, made by
I'avne's Engineering Co., Hogarth Lane,
C'hiswick, W., is a two-seater, friction

and belt-driven. The engine is a J. A. P.,
of 8 h.p., fan-cooled. A short propeller-

shaft conveys the power to the friction

gear, by which is given four speeds
forward and a reverse, the ratios being
4.5 6.7, 11, and 21 to 1.

The friction gear varies the spring

pressure proportionately with the gear
ratio, and gives higher efficiency on top
gear by reason of the true rolling contact

of the bevel friction wheels at top speed.

Tlie driven disc slides on a two-inch
counter-shaft carrying adjustable pulleys,

whence the final drive is by one-inch V
belts to the back wheels. The frame
is of channel steel supported on straight
tubular axles and four quarter elliptic

springs are used. Steering is by rack
and pinion, controlled by a 14in. wheel,

and we are assured that the car holds

the road well at high speeds. The
throttle, spark, and air controls are

mounted on the dash, which carries a

Best and Lloyd semi-automatic feed.

Also the switch, the clutch, and the

throttle are operated by pedals. The
gear and anotlier brake are controlled

by levers set inside the body, which
has a seat 38in wide, with a door on

the side, and a locker at the rear.

and wire wheels are fitted with 650 mm.
X 65 mm. Avon tyres. The wheelbase
is 7ft. and track 3t't. 6in. The chassis

weighs 4J cwt., whilst the complete
weight is 6| cwt.

i'he ground clearance is eight inches, dynamo respectively. The set illustrated

is the light car set, which comprises

a somewhat more expensive switchboard
than the Hero, a pair of medium sized

head lights, etc., but the cycle car set

is, to all intents and purposes, the same.

The same firm make a speciality of head
lights for motor cycles. All the C.A.V.
motor cycle head lamps are now fitted

with an improved focussing adapter.

This allows for focussing the bulb, and
the end piece which supports the cable

is curved so as to relieve the armoured
insulation of all friction.

The racing Ganoelet sidecar, with hammoclc seat
The bottom is composed of a strong twill

C.A.V. Lighting Sets

The accompanying illustration is that
ot the cycle car lighting set made by
C. A. Vandervell and Co., Warple Way,
Acton Vale, W., and consists of a 6 volt

dynamo battery m case, switchboard
and liead lamp, pair of side lamps and
a tail lamp. In the illustration, a pair
of head lights is shown, but Messrs.

The C.A.V. new pattern raagnelo and handle-
bar control.

The Wolf Twc-spesd Gear.

In tlie description of the 2^^ h.p. Wol|
model in the last issue, we referred to
the two-speed counter-shaft gear, clutch,
and kick-starter on this machine, priced
32 guineas as an Albion—as a matter of

fact, the machine is supplied with either
Albion two-speed counter-shaft gear,
chain, and belt drive, at 30 guineas, or
Toroga two-speed coiuiter-shaft gear, free
engine, clutch, and kick starter at 32
guineas. The Wolf is one of the most
moderate priced machines on the mar-
ket, and is excellent value

A useful addition to the front of a sidecar is a

wind screen as marketed by G. W. Bluemel Bros
shown abovfl

The complete C.A.V. cycle car dynamo iiahting

set.

Vandervell suggest that in the case of

small cycle cars one head light is

sufficient. The name of Vandervell is

a sufficient guarantee to prove the suita-

bility of this set for the purpose for

wliich it is designed. The switchboard is

known as the Hero type and has four

tumblers, for the head lamp, the side

lamps, the tail lamp, and one for the
A novel circular radiator on the B h.p.

Media cycle car.
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T. 0. M. Sopwith. one of tlie earliest

motor cjcle and tricar drivers^ now a

prominent airman, has chosen a 10 li.p.

A.C.

On Thursday last, W. H. Carson on liis

big single Excelsior carried a load of six

people, weighing altogether 55 st. 9 lbs.

np Netlierhall Gardens, Hampstead, with
plenty of power in hand. He informed
us that if he could have discovered a

method of carrying another passenger, he
would have done so. The total weight
of the passengers and outfit amounted to

12i cwt.

The new twin Brough with horizontally-

opposed cylinders created a great amount
of attention. We were interested to notice

'that the old Mercedes car system of

running the valve springs through the
stem of the valve instead of using cotters

and caps was adopted. It adds to sim-
plicity and lightens the valve.

The F.N. sections, showing clearly the
working of the engine, gear, and trans-

mission, were always a' ma.gnet.

OBSERVATIONS.
Extraordinai-y care has been bestowed

on the fitting of chain cases in many
instances. So far from the cases looking

ugly, they often actually improve the

appearance of the machine. Lea-Francis.

V. and M., Sunbeam, and A.J.S., came
in for many flattering remarks on this

point.

Trial runs during Show week were
very popular-, especially as the weather
throughout was fine and mild.

The glass case which covered the gears
and working parts of the engine on the

2} li.p. Diamond was an excellent idea and
enabled anyone to grasp easily the prin-

ciples of this interesting and cleverly
designed machine.

We were very glad to see so many
makers showing sections of engines,
gears, carburetters, etc. Nothing ex-
plains more clearlj' to the interested
novice how a mechanical contrivance
actually works, and even experts seemed
to take a pleasure in seeing " liow the
wheels went round

"

The luxurious polished wood Bedford

cord uplitjlstered sidecar on Dunhill's

stand came in for a lot of praise from tlie

ladies, but mere masculinity -did not take

so kindly to its splendours. A wag
sugge.ted it ought to be sent through the

London-Exeter-Jjondon Christmas Run
under A.C.U. observation, and all damage
to varnish and upholstery carefully

noted.

Harry Bashall's choice for 1914 is a

Morris-Oxford light car, which he hopes

to drive in competitions next j'ear. Hit
brother, Aubrey, has arranged to take

delivery of the special Show model Grand
Prix iSlorgan, which he also will drive in

the leading competitions of 1914.

Everyone seemed to be talking "two-
.stroke." There is no doubt that some -

tiling in the nature of a boom in this

type of engine is being experienced. :

The Depford stand had a- promineni

.

notice displayed " 300 ordered foi

America." Another bore a notice, " Sole'

to S. F, Edge, Em."

r"
-^O^^s.; ^'^^ '-

^ r ,._~^^j?f / i^t^t N^ -'^ * I "??>:

C«eneiai view oi the exMbUs :n the Main Uai at Olympia 'ooking towards tne Annexe
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INCANDESCENT LIGHTING
Outside Olympia last week wo noticed

a very brilliant searchlight being pro-

jected on tlie walls of the houses i\i

Haiiiniersmith Road On investigation.

•Ke discovered that it was a demonstration

of a portable searchlight belonging to

tile Fallot Incandescent Light Co., Ltd..

of 27, Noel Street, London, W. This

light is an application of a patent pas-

tille to niotoi lamps, searchlights, etc.

fj^^^IUS

Fallox incandescent light showing the

solid pastille

BrieHy described, it has the same ad-

vantages which the gas mantle gave to

ordinarv gas burners of the fish tail type,

Ad oval type ol Dover sidecar wind screen
ntted with '* non-flam."

but in place of a fragile mantle, a solid

pastille is employed, wliich is heated to

a high degree of incandescence, thus

giving a point of intense light. It is

claimed that the light which can be

obtained with a given consimiption of gas

has never been attained before.

In addition, the consuijiplion of gas is

reduced to a minimum, the special gener-

ator designed for producing this gas beiiu^

unusuallv small. Another advantage i.",

that all "light is reflected. This is because
the incandescent pastille is directing the
whole of its rays against the lens from
which they are alterwards projected for-

wards by suitable focussing provided by

sliding the burner through the centre of

the mirror lens. Either a penetrating
parallel beam or a spreading light over a

wide field can be obtained. This is one
of the mo.st attractive features of the
patent.

THE SPRING FRAME P.V.
Messrs. Elliston and Fell, Perry Vale,

Forest Hill, S.E., are marketing for 1914
a new spring frame P.V. model, fitted

with an A. B.C. horizontal opposed en-

gine. This machine has been redesigned
and is much neater in appearance than
formerly. The frame forms a triangle

underneath the engine. Below we
illustrate the T.T. model, the roadster
differing only in having a square tank
instead of a round one, footboards and
upturned handle-bars instead of dropped.
All the other P.V. spring frame models
are fitted with the 10 X 85 mm. and 76

X 85 mm. J.A P. engines, Sturmey-
Archer gears. Best and Lloyd lubri-

cators, Bosch magnetos, and the usual
first quality fittings.

The 3 h.p. P.V. In its latest form is fitted with an horizontally opposed
twin-cylinder A.B.C. engine and spring frame

The two top illustrations show boih inii , ui .he complete machine,

while Iho lower ones give an ides ol ihe general design of engine and
method or sorineini:

B'3
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IT
has been said, and truly, that if one wishes to

meet a Londoner all that is necessary is to take

up one's stand at Charing Cross. Sooner or later

the vigil will be rewarded. But standing at Charing
Cross for an indefinite time, besides being decidedly
monotonous and uncomfortable, is also impossible for

g man who has to earn his living ; and, anyway, I

Avas by no means sure that my man was living in

London.
It was an old schoolfellow whose whereabouts I

•wished to discover, so, Tcnowing that he was a keen
motor cyclist, the idea occurred to me that the Show
afforded an excellent and much more congenial

Charing Cross, provided I could be there the whole
week. A stand attendantship seemed to fill the bill

if it could be obtained, for there I would have the

advantage of the fixed point in the stream past which,

sooner or later, every floating straw must drift.

The first opportunity, therefore, which afforded

itself was grasped at once, and Monday morning found •

me, in the company of fourteen other more experienced

and genuine showmen, taking up my position on the

Auto-wheel stand. From then on till Saturday

evening, I dealt, to the best of my ability, with the

thousands of questions hurled at me by interested,

ignorant, cynical, or humorous persons. Some of these

questions were quaintly funny.

Queries.

For instance, early in the week a visitor quite

endeared himself to me by confessing that his hobbies

were motor cycling and engineering, and we swopped
lies about what we had done, and what we were going

to do, and so on. This, however, was merely an

introduction to the main point—could my interlocutor

use an Auto-wheel both as it was intended to be used

,

and. when desired, as a power plant in his workshop?
We discussed the momentous question at some length,

discussing fans, beds, shafting, and so on, and decided

that it could. The result of our deliberations

emboldened an earnest enquirer to the remark that

gardening was his hobby, and would an Auto-wheel

and a garden roller ?

^VV'hen the laughter had eased off a little, the earnest

enquirer was not to be seen.

It must be . borne in mind that nineteen out of

twenty visitors to the stand had absolutely no

mechanical knowledge whatever, but, even then, some
of the questions asked seem almost incredible. What,

for example, could one say to the lady who had been

ca refully watching the piston rising and falling, and

the plug sparking, in a dissected model, what time the

man in charge explained in words almost of one

svllable just what it was that made " the wheels go

round." It went something like this:

" You see, madam," said the attendant, turning

the engine over by hand, as he spoke, " when the

piston goes down a partial vacuum is created above

it. This allows the inlet valve to open, and the piston

sucks in a charge of gas, which is then
"

" But it isn't doing it!"

Attendant heaves a muffled , takes a deep
breath, and patiently points out that the vacuum is

scarcely having fair play with only half a cylinder to

help it. Notwithstanding an audible snigger from the

back row, the lady, only half convinced that the whole
thing is not a swindle, graciously permits the dazed
attendant to proceed with his httle lecture.

"At this point, then, a spark, as you can see.

crosses the plug points and explodes the charge. The
force of this explosion instantly sends the piston —— '

'

" Does it do it immediately, did you say?"
" Oh, yes, quite inst -"

'" Then, surely there must be a great danger of it

blowing out the spark!"
And firmly convinced that only her own astuteness

had saved her from being swindled, the fair questioner
shot a righteously indignant glance at the speechless
dacoit behind the model, and moved haughtily away.

Horse=power.
The meaning of horse-power, not unnaturally,

perhaps, caused a good deal of misunderstanding.
One man who had been listening while I explained
that the gradient which the -Auto-wheel would climh
unaided must, necessarily, be governed by certain

factors, such as the presence or otherwise of wind,
the nature and state of the surface, the weight of the
rider, and so on, interrupted me to say that surely I

must be mistaken His horse " didn't take no notice
of anyone's weight "; in fact, he " didn't see 'ow an
'orse could tell to a stone or two, much less a little

bit of a box o' tricks on a wheel."
A careful explanation of the intimate relationship

existing between engine revolutions and horse-power
failed to move him, and he shouldered his way through
fhe crowd muttering that he'd " got an old yaller dog
at 'ome wot 'ad more 'orse power nor that, and more
'orse sense too."

Tavo ladies, on different days, one a Londoner and
the other from Dublin, strangely enough propounded
almost identical questions, founded on the same mis^

apprehension of the meaning of horse-power. The
London lady explained that she shortly intended

making an extended tour through Europe on a caravan,

and wished to know whether it would be possible to

dispense with horses, and install in their place four

Auto-wheels coupled together between the shafts.

The lady from Dublin differed only from the caravan
enthusiast in assuming that an Auto-wheel would bfe.

a perfect substitute for a horse " and ever so mucli;

cheaper." Fancy an Auto-wheel between the shafts

of a brougham !

Another question which was very commonly asked

was, " Why don't j'ou fit a neat cover all over the

engine ?
'

'
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Some Humours of the Show.—
I was asked on several occasions how often it was

necessary to re-charge the magneto, and on one of

these, whether in earnest or as a joke I could not

decide, for there was not a shadow of a smile on his

face, another member of the crowd struck in with

an answ^er, or, at any rate, a surmise. He supposed
the ordinary magnesia, obtainable at any chemists,

would do. A passing wag, overhearing this brilliant

suggestion, stated that he had found citrate of

magnesia to be the best fonii, adding that in case of
^! impression failure at any time it would be always

advisable to carry a small bo.x of compression tablets

in the toolbag. Another time someone had complained

about the lack of footrests. A fellow in the crowd
looked ostentatiously dow"nwards at the other's feet,

then, looking up, enquired :
" 'Ow much e.xtra would

it be for a pair of railway platforms? "

Experts and Knuts.
fOne youth took me into his confidence so far as to

Iplain (after a knowing beck and behind his hand)

'that he had for some considerable time past been
saving up for a bicycle, and had at last accumulated
liuids sufficient for the purpose, but that his financial

affairs did not admit of his indulging in an Auto-

wheel as well. However, he would prefer the Auto-

wheel. Did I think it would take him long to learn

to ride it without a bicycle?

Then there was the knowing man, backed up by a

few admiring members of the same cycle club. Laying
his hand on the float chamber, he would enquire

briskly and brusquely, " How often do you have to

fill this up with oil ? " or, toying with the magnets, " I

see you've got a different type of silencer this year?"
I had rather a joke with one such knowing gentle-

man. I had stuck on to the backbone of my Auto-
wheel one of those miniature petrol cans which Pratt's

were distributing as souvenirs, and had found it useful,

on occasion, to raise a laugh. Some low born thief

eventually stole it, but that is by the way. Well,

four would-be knuts pulled up, ripe for a little nether
limb extension. One of them constituted himself
.Arch Filbert, and, after a little banter, asked, " What'.s

that for?" pointing to the little can. (It was about
two inches in height.)

I told him that it was for carrying a spare supply of

petrol. Strangely enough he took this seriously,

and was greatly disconcerted by the derisive howls
of his brother barcelonas. I fancy I had got the
better of the preceding badinage, and this thought
I'peared also to strike another of the nuts, for he

assumed a conciliatory air, and, in an as-one-man-to
another kind of way, began discussing seriously just

what happened exactly when the bicycle turned either
to the right or the left.

The Principles of Steering.

He disagreed with my explanation of what did

happen, and I tj'ied to convince him by a second ex
planation, which included references to such ordinary
terms as horizontal and vertical planes, angles of

inclination, points of road contact, and so on. It

was quickly apparent that he had nol the haziest

notion of what I was talking about, and, as he insisted

on pretending that he quite understood—" but that
didn't affect the question," which was. would the

Auto-wheel lift off the ground? I succumbed to the

temptation of pulling his leg.

For one glorious minute, or so, I plied him with

a torrent of such chemical, electrical, botanical,

hydrostatic, and ballistic technical words, phrases,

and expressions as I could recall to mind, turned

out as quickly as I could utter them (and it has been
stated that my ordinary manner of speaking is too
rapid), and I was beating my brain for something
really brilliant as a peroration, when the horrible

thought entered my head that there might be some
sane person within hearing, and, leaning forward, I

lowered my voice impressively and wound up (with

both brakes on hard), " and so, sir, as the old Greek
poet says, although in quite a different connection,

for, of course, here we are not dealing with the

centre of gravity fashionable in those far-away days,

mois Sana in corpore sano. But you see my point,

for, of course, the principle remains the same?"
And I beamed benignly on him and stood up.

He had been trying for about threequarters of a

minute to make his face look as though he under-

stood, and judging from the net result, I don't think

that some of the muscles he brought into play had
ever been used before. After his jaw had moved up
and down noiselessly once or twice, his face relaxed

here and there sufficiently for him to get at his mouth,
so to speak. But he was game. There was a certain

amount of judicious and deliberate consideration in

his tones as he replied

:

" Well, perhaps you're right after all. I don't

pretend to . Yes, I think the wheel wouldnH
rise on corners. Come on, boys."

I expressed my pleasure at having convinced him
at last, and hoped that after our serious conversation

his friend on the left would pardon me for having
tried to pull his leg in the matter of the spare petrol

can.

That was the most interesting personal encoimter I

had with an " expert," but one of my fellow atten-

dants was congratulated (on behalf of the firm) on the

1914 improvements. This particular " expert
"

thought that the unix'ersal joint on the high tension

wire was great.

Price Cutting.
One old gentleman pointing to a model which was

fixed on a wooden stand alongside the front wheel of

a bicycle, remarked casually that "The d thing

comes out pretty expensive after all. I didn't think

you had to fit 'em to the front wheel as well."

Talking of expense reminds me of another incident.

After a very exhaustive explanation of the little

machine, its capabilities and its limitations, niv hearer
said to me :

" There's only one thing as J can see as'll prevent
a lotta people frum buyin' it, an' that's the price."

I agreed that this was possible, and suggested tenta-

tively that if the price were five pounds, and the
potential buyers thereby greatly increased, that even
then all would not be joy, for a still greater [fublic

would then ije waiting to rush to the bank when the
price was still further reduced to ninepence.
He enthusiastically agreed with nie, got a ticket for

a trial run, and is, T fancy, waiting for the year to

arrive that will bring with it the ninepenny motor
cycle.

I found my friend. TOUCHSTONE.
B19
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TIME
Dec. 4

„ 6
'„ 8

„ 10

TO LIGHT LAMPS.
4.51 p.m.
4.50 .,

4.49 „
4.49 „

Pan Saddle Patents.

The Law Officer at the High Court of

Justice last weelc decided in the case

of Brooks V. XlAll that the applicants'

(XIAU, Ltd.) patents be sealed and the

defendants were ordered to pay the costs

of the applicants attending the hearing.

Eecords at Brook'ands.

On Thursday last Max Heinzel, on a

190 c.c. 2 h.p. N.S.U., beat the three-

hour record in Class A for machines up

to 275 c.c. In that time he rode a

distance of 135 miles 1,101 yards, which

gives an average speed of 45.21 m.p.h.

The previous record, made on the 6th

ult., was 134 miles 366 yards, and stood

to the credit of R. 0. Clark (F.N.).

1314 Scottish Trials.

We were glad to meet Campbell

?.Iac.gregor, the secretary of the Edin-

burgh and District M.C.C., at Olympia,

looking quite fit after his mishap last

summer. We gathered that there was

little doubt that the Scottish Trials would

again be held next year, but the question

of the date was rather a stumbling-

block, owing to the dates for the big

A.CD. events being brought forward

next year. Scotland is still under snow

in May in many parts, so probably the

Scottish Trials will have to be later than

usual, say August.

America's National Road Race.

An event which promises to equal, if

not surpass in point of interest and true

competition, any previous motor cycle

contest held in' the States, is the 300

mile road race to be held on the Grand

Prize Course, Savannah, Georgia, on

Christmas Day. It will be national in

its scope, and many of the country's best

riders will compete. Prizes will total

*850, and will be distributed as follows ;

First, «500: second, .$250; third, $100.

The entry list is limited to 100, and

the fee charged is $10. Many leading

American manufacturers are planning to

enter teams of three. Entries have

already been received from about twenty-

tive individual riders, and others have

signified their intention of participating

in the event.

The famous Grand Prize Course, used

in the Vanderbilt Cup Races, will be

the .scene of the race. The course is 11.25

miles to the lap, and the contestants will

be called upon to make twenty-seven

laps, or a total of 303| miles. We fear

the annouucemecl is too short for any

Englid: liders to take part.

"The Motor Cycle" Show Report.

We desire to acknowledge with many
thanks the receipt of many congratula-

tions on our record Show Report Number
of last week.
There was a total of 244 pages, and

the postage on each copy posted abroad

was 5d.

It the 91,000 copies of this issue were

placed one on another, they would make
a pile higher than Skiddaw.

The Date ol the Six Days Trials.

The early date fixed for the A.C.U.
Six Days Trials next year '(July 5th-llth)

is unfortunate in that it is almost bound
to cause a rather poor entry of private

owners. A very large number of

amateurs cannot arrange their summer
holidays till August, but owing to the

big racing programme to be carried out

in the Isle of Man during next summer,
the A.C.U. have practically no choice in

the matter.

Presentation.

A very successful function was held at

the Florence Restaurant, Rupert Street,

on Wednesday of last week, when the
" F.N." (England) Co. invited Mr. R. 0.

Clark to meet some of their clients, and
took the opportunity of presenting him
with a silver cup as a souvenir of his

recent accomplishment on a 2^- h.p. F.N.
(275 class) at Brooklands.

A Capital Suggestion.

There is a strong probability that the

1914 trials in Scotland may be so arranged

that a start be made on a Thursday and

the finish timed to occur on the follow-

ing Wednesday evening. This would

allow competitors to rest on the inter-

vening Sunday and give them time to

change their tyres in comfort at the half-

way stage. Altogether, this plan seems

to us to be an admirable one, for these

trials are so strenuous under present

rules as to constitute more of a tax on

the rider than on the machines, and
this has never been the idea of promoters

of such trials. We have little doubt
that competitois would heartily welcome
such an innovation.

initials of Machines.

At one time cars threatened almost a

monopoly of nomenclature by initials,

the fashion being started by the Italians

with the F.I A.T. Nowadays rnotor

cycles and cycle cars have equalled, if not

passed, cars in this respect, and the

Italians are still to the fore with the

S.I.A.M.T. . Among others identified by

the first letters of their full names are the

B.S.A., N.S.U., A.J.S., F.N., L.:\I.C.,

M.R., P. v., N.U.T., O.K., P. and M.,

A.C., G.W.K., and G.N., while among
engines we have, of course, the J. A. P.,
A.B.C., and M.A.G. Again, there are

SPECIAL FEATURES:

SOLO MACHINES AT OLYMPIA.

EXPERIENCES WITH BENZOLE.

the B. and B., S.U., U.H., U. and I.,

and F.R.S. among well-known accessories.

We wonder how many motor cyclists can

give the full name correctly of all these

makes?

Prliniature Motor Cycles.

Tliose who talk of the miniature motor

cycle as an entirely "new" type con-

veniently ignore the existence of macliines

such as the Motosacoche, 2 h.p. Humber,
and li h.p. N.S.U., to mention but three

which have been on the market for some

years.

M.C.C. London-Exeter Run.

Additional entries for the M.C.C,
winter run are given hereunder,

H, JoljKsoii (31/2 T.T. Trilimph)
i". J. Watson (3V2 Aiiel ec.)

G. T. Gray (5 Rudge s^-J

S. Tharp (31/2 Triumph;
E. I'rasetti (7 Indian sc.)

J. H. Kerr (3V2 K.S.L".)

R. R. Rctliwell ilO Singer)

G. P. Hoivc (31/2 Eudge 6C.I

H. Plaj-lair-Kobertcon {3i'2 Premier}
il. G. Abraham (5^4 Zenith)
D. S. Arni^er {S'/j Sunbeam) -

F. G. Barton (10 Morris-O.-cford)

E. F. Baxter (6 Rex se.;

B. T. Blattman (6 Grandexl
W. Bretherton (8 G.W.K.)
J. F. Buct-ineham (8 BuL-kin;;ham c.c.)

R. K. BuTler (8 Sparlibroo)i sc.)

K. E. Don (3J,i EoTCr)
H. E. Fsirchild (6 A.J.S. sc.)

T. S. Fordham (7-9 Premier 6C.)

S. G. Gliksten (8 Humbcrette)
W. M. Greenwood |8 Little Midland c.c.l

1. Inscoe (6 A.J.S. se.)

H. Havnes [3V> Premier £:c.)

J. H. Jeflery (9 Matchlees c.c.)

J. Lake (3ib Bradbury)
A. C. Maitland (10 Beacon c.c.)

R. F. Mann (8 Duo c.c.)

F H. ilav 8 Morgan c.c.)

S. D. Marr (8 H.S M. double sc.)

F. E. iloeatta (S-10 G.N. c.c.)

L. Mogridge (31/2 Rudge)
A. Noble (10 A'.C c.c.)

W. J. Brownsort (6 A.C. Sociable)

J. Munday [6 A.C. Sociablel

.1. Oliphant (7-9 Premier sc.)

P. O. Oxborrow (8 H.S.M. double sc.)

P. Pilie (2>/. LcTisl
C. Pre.^slaud (8 Crouch oarettel

C. Taylor (SV-. Counaught)
F. E. Tliomaa (3V' Triumph)
H. A. Thompson (9 Biu^kingham c.c.)

F. C. To^\-nshend (8 Hiuuberette)
R. E. Townshend (31,1 N.Cr.T. 6C.1

P. W. White (8 Matchless sc.)

O. H. WnoUev (5-6 Clyuo sc)

G, Bax (3"4 Scott sc.)

V. Garland (8 Williamson ee.l

O P. C. Collier (354 Grandexl
U. E. Guest (8 Collier sc.)

X. Mariani (8 Morgan)
T. S. V, Phillips. R.N. (S A.J.S. 6C.)

S. W. Carrrer (6 Eubv sc.)

T, Rigley (6 Brouijh)
K A. MacDonald S'i Singer)

Entries finally close on Monday next,

the 8th inst. No more non-members can

be elected in time for participating in

thi.'^ run. From present indications a

total of 200 entries will be reached.

Already there are over 100 in hand.

Copies of the instructions to
.
com-

petitors will be issued in a few davs.
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Venue of Next Year's Six Days Trial.

It- is proposed to hold the annual
A.C.U. Six Days Trials, fixed for July
5th to 11th, 19i4, in North Wales, with
Chester as a centre.

HideoDs Hoardings.

The Si.a|ui iSociety has addressed a letter

to the Chainnaii of the A. A. and M.U.
(Mr. W. Joynfoii-Hicks, M.P.), asking him
to use his efforts and those of his Associa-

tion to prevent the disiignrement by
hideous hoardings of beauty spots visited

by motorists.

F.I.M.C. International Trials.

Mr. T. W. Loughborough informed us
last week that Grenoble, near Lyons,
would be the venue of the Six Days
luteriiational Trial to be promoted by the
F.I.M.C, and that he hoped a represen-
tative team, or teams, would go over
from this country to compete. It was
also the intention of the A.C.U. to do
all in its power to promote interest in

this event and to make it as international
in tliaracter as possible.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

Winter R0.1D iNFOKii.vnoN for Mem-
BEB.S.—Now that the winter season has
arrived, members of the Automobile
Association and Motor Union are advised
to keep themselves well acquainted with
the road info-mation issued every week
by the Road Department. The Road
Patrol organisation enables the Associa-
tion to obtain prompt reports of impassable
or bad roads ; when motoring in districts
where roads are liable to be flooded by
heavy rains, members are especially re-
commended to consult the road patrols.

Exhibits at the Show.

Many people will be rathi-r surprised
to learn that there were actually fewer
motor cycles in Olympia this year than
last. There were more stands, however,
and this led to a reduction in the space
available on each. The actual figures
were 608 motor cycles this year, against
638 last year. In 1911 the total exhibited
was 529. Cycle cars show a shrinkage
also, but profiably this can be accounted
for by the vigorous adhesion to the
A.C.U. cycle car definition insisted upon
this year before admission to the Show.
There were 90 cycle cars, including
chassis, on exhibition, against 99 in 1912,
and 33 in 1911. The attendance was
much greater.

A Sporting Suggestion.

.Mr. R. H. Head, chairman of the Motor
Cycling Club Committee, told us last

week that the M.C.C. have had in view
for some time past a scheme for organis-
ing a run from London to Edinburgli
to be undertaken by a lider of a
motor bicycle, and that they would beat
any aeroplane constructed ' in a speed
trial betsveen the capitals of England and
Scotland. The distance, as our readers
know, is about 400 miles, and if only per-
mission could be obtained for an' open
course for a single rider the .M.C.C. have

I

a man in view who they say, could Ijeat
!the existing aeroplane time tor 400 miles.
Although we publish the paragraph con-
cerning the sporting suggestion, we think
that the possibility of obtaining permis-
sion for a road event of this nature is

extremelv remote.

--"bi^ --^i-%l'^.wv%u:
FUTURE EVENTS.

13.—Binuingham M.C.C. Open
Cyck' Car One Day Trial.

13.—M.C.C. Annual Uiiiccr.

20--7.—MulUK CVLLlNt, CLUB
Winter Run Ironi London to
Exeter and U.icU.

26-27.—Bristol M.C.C. Open 2,1 hour
Trial to Land's End and Back.

27.—Birniuisnani M.C.C. KeliaDUilv
Tr al to York.

1914.

Jan. 14,.—A.C.U. Annnai Dinner.

„ 23.—Liverpool A.C.C. Trial.

Mar. 7.— .-V-CLi. Spcinj^ One Day Trial.

\

I

Large Orders.

A telegram ordering 1,000 of the
Levisette motor cycles was received by
the makers during Show week. The
Levisette was, by the way, probably the
lightest motor cycle in Olympia last week,
scaling 80 lbs. Contracts with different

makers lor 300 machines were common.

The 1914 Paris-Nice TriaL

Many of our readers will remember
the Paris-Nice competition run by I'Aero,

and for which The Motor Cycle organised
an Englisli team. Next year this event
will take place between the 18th and
2oth March, and will, we understand,
be a great improvement over last year's
trial. The rules and route cards will

be printed in English for the benefit
of British competitors. The more
southern part of the course will include
the famous road from Bourg to Nantua,
in which there are numerous hairpin
bends, and gradients in places of 1 in 6.

The Riviera will be reached via Grenoble
and the Alps, and on the last day there
will be a hill-climb on the road which
rises straight away from the Bay of
Monaco to the fort situated far above
in the hills. Already several well-known
English riders who took part in the
Paris-Nice last year have expressed their
desire to enter again, and over one
hundred entries are expected in France
alone.

A Race Across a Desert.

A most severe test of niulcir cycle

endurance was the race across 441 n;ile.s

of desert, f i oni San Diego, California, ti»

Phcenix, .\rizona, on November 2ud. It

was won by Paul Derkum of Los Angeles,
and the n.ott astonishing feature of hi.s

record is that he beat the best time
made by cars over the famous " desert
course." His time was sixteen hours
and four minutes, while the best time
made by a car between the two cities

was si.xteen hours and forty-nine minute*.
Derkum's lead over the other contestants
in the race was three hours and twenty-
nine minutes ahead of his nearest com-
petitor. That the desert race is no
joke is indicated bj' the fact that one of

the entrants in the contest is missing,

and grave fears are entertained for his

safety.

A New Fishguard Road.

Fishguard, the town with the reputa-

tion of having the worst main road hill

in Wales, last week celebrated the open-
ing of a new road, made at a cost of

about £4,C00, to avoid the old hill

with a gradient of 1 in 3 and with two
hairpin bends. A large number of

motorists assembled in the square of the
old town. Col. Ivor Phillips, addre.ss-

ing the crowd at the ceremony, said he
thought this improvement would be
appreciated not only by the people of the
district but by motorists from all parts
of the country. The old road out of

Fishguard to Cardigan, Aberystwyth,
etc., was always looked upon with dread
by motorists, and he thought the time
was not far off when local authorities
would receive grants from the Commons,
and would have to see that roads were
kept in good repair or would lose that
grant. The cost of the new road was
raised by subscription. In the days when
the pilgrims journeyed to St. David's it

was known as " Ye Bad Way," and until
that afternoon it certainly was. Colonel
Phillips's car, followed by a long string
of other motorists, then moved forward
breaking tapes across the road.

Tbe first motor cycle up the new road al fisiiguaro. The machioe U a 6 h.p. tnlleiu sideoai.
(See accompanylDg paragrapli.l

B2l
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Running a Triumph on Benzole.

I

HAVE just completed 1,400 miles running on

benzole with my 35^ h.p. Triumph and coach-

built sidecar attached on an average consumption

of 100 miles per gallon, and I think, perhaps, a few

notes on the subject may be of interest.

Acting on the maxim
that a smaller jet and the _ - '

same air is preferable to

the same jet and more air,

a reduction in the spirit

orifice can be made at

once, and in view of the

fact that benzole does not

evaporate as readily as

petrol, a jet with a

number of small openings

is better than one large

one, as the liquid has a

greater chance of becom-
ing atomised by the in-

rushing air.

A Smaller Jet.

Experiments were,
therefore, made with a

six-spray N.L.G. jet, and
by stopping up one or

more of the sprays various

results could be obtained.

The air cone was first re-

moved with good results

as regards power, but

finally replaced, as it was
found to give quieter run-

ning. Three of the jet openings were stopped up,

and with the remaining three open the machine
attained a good speed on the level with fair power on

hills, the air lever being always in advance of the

throttle, but as a little more power appeared advis-

able one of the closed jets was re-opened.

With this four-jet arrangement the machine has fre-

quently carried three up at well over twenty-five miles

per hour with a 4^ to i gear, and will run at seven

miles per hour on top gear without misfiring. The
spirit used is the standard 90% benzole.

No great amount of trouble has been experienced

in starting up when cold, a few drops of the liquid in-

jected into the cylinder curing any stubbornness on a

cold day on first_ taking the machine out.

rhe writer ol the accompanying article mounted on liis 3> h.p. Triumph
and Canoelet sidecar outfit-

The Lodge plug has never sooted up, and in order

to produce black smoke from the exhaust outlet it is

necessary to close completely the air lever, showing
that with ordinary driving the combustion is practi-

cally perfect. After running 1,000 miles the cylinder

was dismantled for clean-

ing, and the slight deposit

of burnt oil due to over-

lubrication removed. This

deposit was of a soft

nature, and easily scraped

off with a knife.

The Effect on Enamel.
The only drawback to

the use of benzole is the

effect on the outside of

the tank, as great care

must be exercised to pre-

\ent spilling the liquid

when filling; but if by

accident any should run-

over- the side, do not

attempt to wipe it off or

the green and red enamel

will be completely re-

mo\ed. Benzole appar-

ently softens the enamel,

but if allowed to dry

naturally it hardens

again, a slightly roughened

surface being left. 1

have not noticed any

effect on the aluminium

finish nor on the black stqving on the frame. The
engine tends to run slightly hotter than with petrol,

but this is not surprising in view of the extra power

obtained. Finally, no alteration has been made to

the float for the simple reason that benzole is not

obtainable everywhere at present, and there is almost

certain to be some occasion when the supply in the

tank is exhausted, when any previous alteration of the

fioat would mean excessive flooding with petrol.

From these e.xperiments the writer is convinced that

when once motor cyclists realise the entire abseiice of

knocking, and the marvellous way an engine will keep

on plugging up a stiff incline, they will consider benzole

to be quite the best fuel obtainable.

F.E.S

AT OLYIHPIA 1) 1914 model 3' h.p. T.T. Rudfe, ,2) Transmission side ot the 3J h.p. J914 Scott.
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The Inauguration of the Electrified Indian.

on the

ON Wednesday of last weeU tlie Hendee iManufactiiiing
Co., whose new address is 366-358, Euston Koad,
N.W., invited a few friends and press representatives
to an infoi-mal luncheon, held (in the words of the

nionii) "to inaugurate the opening of the new English wig-

wam of the Hendee Company, and to meet the president of

the firm, Mr. i-eorg.' M. Hendee."
Mr. W. H. Wells (English manager) occupied the chair,

and amongst those present were Messrs. G. M. Hendee, Iv.

H. Head, T W. Loughborough (A.C.U.), Alfred Bednell
(secretary Manufacturers' Union), T. K. Hastings (Hendee
Company's Australian manager), D. S. Baddeley, and others.

Thr Motor Cycle was represented by Mr. W. Grew.
The speeches were brief and to the point.

Mr. Head proposed the health of Messrs. G. M. Hendee
and W. H. Wells. Mr. Wells, who was the first to reply,

explained in a few words his gratitude to Mr. Hendee for

the help and free hand he had been given to organise the
business on British lines. Mr. Hendee, in replying, invited
any of those present to Springfield (Mass.), to inspect their

works, and explained that the luncheon was held to

inaugurate the opening of their London premises.
Mr. O'Reilly, in a dry vein, expressed his views

early types of motor cycles.

Mr. T. W. LougliOorongh, in welcoming the Indian
machine to British shores, said that he was sure British
sportsmen would be glad they had such a good machine
to try and beat. He hoped that, in next year's International
.Six Days Trials, to be held near Grenoble, France, Mr.
Hendee would use his influence to secure an American team
for the competition.
The company spent a pleasant hour inspecting the pre-

mises, the lay-out of which has been the work of Mr. W.
H. Wells, who found the building (an old coach works),
though after his efforts we do not think the original tenants
would recognise it now it has been transformed into a most
up-to-date motor cycle depot.

Mr. George M. Hendee's Views.
We had an interesting chat with Mr. Hendee, who ex-

tended us a cordial invitation to visit the Indian factory.

He informed us that he was very much surprised at the
large amount of business which they had done in this

country and the Continent, as he was previously under the
impression that the British public was somewhat antagonistic

to American motor products. It was explained that

British motor cyclists recognised the Indian as a first-class

production and were interested in it as purchasers. In
competitions it was given a fair field, and every credit

was given to it for its leading position in some of the

wore important races, and other competitions which have
taken place during the last two or three years. In com-
paring British and American depots and garages tor the

sale of motor cycles Mr. Hendee said that his company had
in America several large depots of their own and were
rapidly extending branches in this direction, not only in

cTl-

REAR LIGHT

America but also in British colonies and the chief Con-
tinental cities.

The Designer of the Electrical Starter.
We also had a verv interesting conversation with the

designer of the new Indian electric starting and lighting

device (Mr. G. B. Jacobson), who i.'- the member of the

technical staff who is responsible for this ingenious addition

to the Indian Special, particulars of which we have already

published. It will interest readers, however, to know that

the batteries will light two lamps, with tlie machine at

rest, for twenty-five hours, and, if desired, the starter can
be used as an auxiliary to the power given off by the engine

if it should be labouring when ascending hills. The
power provided in this way is equal to one horse-power

if the starter be switched on when the engine is running.

Mr. Frasetti, a well-known competition rider, demonstrated
to the visitors the ease with which the engine could be

started by means of tlie electrical motor, and also showed,
in a darkened portion of the basement, the illuminating

powers of the electrical head lights; the electrical "buzzer"
horn was also demonstrated. One or two enthusiastic motor-

ists among those present sat across the macliine and started

up the engine with the greatest ease by merely switching

on the starting dynamo. In Mr. Jacobson's opinion, the

spark produced by means of the batteries (which, by the

way, are known in the States as " starting batteries

"

—being somewhat specially designed for this purpose) is

quite equal to any spark produced by a magneto. We
pointed out to Mr. Jacobson that, possibly, batteries using

ordinary liquid electrolyte would prove unsatisfactory on the

majority of unsprung motor bicycles, but in the case of

the Indian with its rear and front springing they would
be no doubt satisfactory. Mr. Jacobson assured us that

the Hendee Co. had not placed their starting ignition and
lighting device on the market without experimenting with
it in a very thoroiigh manner ; in fact, tor upwards of two
years he has been perfecting the arrangement. He quite

agreed that in the case of an unsprung machine the
batteries might easily give trouble through vibration, and
that the rear springing of the Indian saved the situation.

(If course, semi-solid electrolyte would be equally good from
the vibration view point, but batteries so filled do not give

the same amperage for a given plate area 01 the same
ampere hours as those of the liquid variety owing to the

enormously increased resistance of the semi-solid electrolyte.

RECORD ATTENDANCE FIGURES AT OLYMPIA.
The attendance at Olympia la^t week was, as can be

verified by the figures given below, very much greater than
last year, Wednesday being a record day, when no fewer
than 33,126 persons passed the turnstiles The total attend-
ance for the week showed an increase of 16,873. This is
extremely gratifying to us when comparing the figures with
the circulation of over 90,000 for our Show Report Number.

Mr. C. D. Clayton, the Press Manager at the Show, who
provided us with the above figures, also informs us that
it was generally recognised by all the foreign journalists
who attended the Show, and particularly the American
pressmen, that the Olympia Motor Cycle Show was the Show
of the world for motor cycles and cycle cars, altliough there
were splendid examples of motor cycle construction from
both America and the Continent , these journalists were
struck by the genera! quality of the exhibits and were quite
enthusiastic about the high standard and merit and progress
shown, particularly in cycle car and sidecai construction.
Our congratulations are extended to the Show Manage-

ment Committee of the Cycle Manufa<?turers' Union and
its secretary, Mr Alfred Bednell.

Oltmpia Figures.

This year Last year.
Monday 17,069 .. 15,165
Tuesday 20,321 17,941
Wednesday 33,126 ... 27,334
Thursday 28.290 25,520
Friday 19,415 ... 16.892
Saturday 29,528 . 28,024

Wiling diagram (or 1914 Indian electrical Equipment. Total 147,749 130,876

R-M
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The Interesting Wooler Two-stroke.
An original design having a two-stroke single-cylinder horrzontal engine.

THIS machine arrived rather late at the Show last week,
and was consequently omitted from out report. It

has not undergone any startling alterations since last

described in these pages, but a fresh company has

been formed, under the title of the Wooler Engineering

Co., 453, Strand, London, W.C., with works at Harrow.
The Wooler engine is an unconventional type of two-

stroke, in which there is no crank case compression. The
piston is double-ended, and on its up stroke draws in mix-

ture through an automatic inlet valve. An explosion at the

other end of the piston causes the mi.xture to be compressed
in the chamber, and forces it through the transfer pipe

and a check valve at the end of it into the combustion
chamber, where it is then fired. As the pressure falls at

the return of the piston a fresh charge comes into the dis-

placer chamber, and the exhaust is driven out by the

in-coming charge through a port in the cylinder. The

The two-stroKe Wooler in its latest torm

An expanding type of under-geared pulley is fitted, and

worked by means of a rocking pedal, which can be locked

in several different positions. The pulley is ako provided

with a belt tensioning and shock absorbing device, allowing

the slack of the belt to be quickly taken up, and absorbing

the engine shocks.

The machine is well equipped as regards mud-guarding,

and is provided with comfortable footboards, while the

wheel spindles are supported between coil springs working

in tubes.

The attractive looking torpedo shaped tank is provided

with two compartments, and, if desired, one portion can be

filled with paraffin and one with petrol, as this engine works
admirably on the heavier type of fuel

Sectional view of the Wooler power unit

gudgeon pin passes right through the piston, and to each

end the two connecting rods, which are outside the cylinder,

are attached, the gudgeon pin passing through slots in the

cylinder walls.

The lubrication is effected by means of a plunger pump,
which forces the oil to tlie various bearings, any surplus

n( lubricant returning to the sump through a gauze stramei

THE NEW IJh.p. LEVISETTE TWO-STROKE.

Side view showing magneto position and design of frame. Showing how easily it maj be lUted off the ground, as the machine
weighs only 80 lbs. complete.
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AMONG THE ACCESSORIES.
A Spring Seat Pillar,

llie Cantilever Spring Seat Pillar.

made by H. Taylor and Co., 21a, Store
Street, Xotttnliam Court Koad, \\'.C.,

should gc " long way towards reducing
the vibration of unsprung sidecar models.

The pilla. portion "A" is fitted to the
seat tube in the ordinary manner. The
bracket "B" is clipped round the top tube,

and the springing of the pillar is worked
by means of a. coil spring concealed
ill the partion which fits inside the seat

tube. The movement of the saddle is

H. Taylor and Co.'s cantilever spring seat-
pUlar.

through an arc and has a vertical move-
ment of about one inch. Our experience
of this type of cantilever pillar is that
it is very comfortable, and very acceptable
on rough roads.

For those riders who believe in such
things, Messrs. Taylor supply a police-

man mascot, in cast metal, holding under
his left arm an enlarged watch. His
right arm is extended as if in the act of

stopping a motorist. It is excellently
made and will doubtless prove popular,

A New Gas Whistle.

The firm of H, M. Hobson exhibited
at Olympia last week an interesting little

warning whistle operated by the pressure
of gas in the cylinder. As readers know,
the usual motor cycle whistle is operated
by the pressure of the exhaust gas. The
.one now under review is slightly different.

Instead of the whistle being on the ex-

haust pipe it is screwed into the cap
over the exhaust valve, the thread on
the wlii.stle being the same as on a spark-
ing plug. Reference to the annexed
sketch wiU show that the whistle pro-

jects a little higher than a long spark-
ing plug, but on engines which have a
fan clearance between the combustion
head and the tank, or on engines which
have combustion heads extending beyond
the underside of the tank, there is suffi-

cient space to fit the whistle and allow
the lever to operate it. As will be seen,
the lever is drawn downwards by the
Bowder, cable and wire, and, according
to the position of "A," which is ad-
justable, the sound of the whistle is

shrill or mellow. The address of the
makers is 11. M'. Hobson, Ltd., 29, Vaux-
hall Bridge Road, S.W.

The Cup Plug.

The new model Cup plug is illustrated
herewith. This is quite new, both as
regards electrodes and construction of the~

insulator. The
earthed electro
leaches nearly to the
liottom of the cup.
We have pre\'iously
referred to the free-
dom from sooting up,
and other well-known
qualities of the Cup
plug, which is de-
^igned and made
under the personal
.supervision of Dr. A.
iM. Low, manager of

. the British Low
Accessories Co., 15,

The latest pattern Cup, ^^'^^ St. Helens,
single point, one spark lli.C

plug-

A Safety Petrol FiUer.

• We have tried several different petrol
fillers from time to time, but we do not
remember having found a more satis-

factory one than the Pettetts safety filler,

which is marketed by Mr. S. Pettetts,
of 45a, Regency Square, Brighton. At

garages, etc., petrol is usually measured
out to motor cyclists, as the tanks
seldom hold sufiicient to enable two
gallons to be poured in at one time; the
filler therefore would be of little use
on the road, but at home in the motor
shed it is very handy, and the one wa
have used shows no signs of leakage.
It is provided with two sizes of screwed
caps to enable it to fit the
usual can stoppers. The air
vent pipe is placed in such a
position that v.'lien the can is

tipped U]i to fill the tank, air

Pettetts

safety petrol fliler.

can enter, and immediately the petrol
level in the tank reaches the end of the
spout, the flow of petrol from the can
ceases. When the clip on the spout is set
in the required position, it can be lodged
against the edge of the tank filler, and
acts as a gauge for filling the tank t<)

the required level.

Spring Suspension.

The N.A.B. spring suspenders made
by the Reliance Works Co., Ltd.,
Southampton, for different parts of a
motor cycle are specialities of this firm,
and have been well-known for many
years. This form of suspension *
chiefly applied to the front forks, the
back wheel and the saddle pillar on
motor cycles, and an old machine may be
modernised by these fitments. It is

claimed that when a motor cycle is fitted

with this form of suspension, extreme
comfort is obtained in riding over even
the roughest roads.

A novel type ol exiiausi

wnis'.ie marKeieu cy H.
M. Hobson Lt.:. It (Its in-

'0 the exhaust valve cap. A spring Irame motor bloycle fitted up with N.A.B. specIaUUes

HI}
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Both sides of the new 7 h.p. lour-cylindci F.H. as shown at Olympia with sections cut away to show its working. Observe the arrangement ol the kick-starter.

CLUB NEWS.
Bournemoutli and District M.C.C.

A winter open one day reliability trial will be held on
Jan. Tth, 1914, comprising a flexibility test, hill-climb, speed
trial, and non-stop reliability test. The speed trial will

be held in Canford Park, by kind permission of Lady
Wimborne. A large list of prizes is promised, and the com-
mittee state that the trial will be ru.i over good roads
and no freak hills will be included in the course. Entry
forms may be obtahied from the hon. trials Bee, Harry
Counter, The Gymnasium, Boscombe.

Bristol M.C.C.
A twenty-four hours' open trial from Bristol to Land's

End and back will be held on December 2oth and 27th, and
seems likely to be a very sporting event. The course is 402
miles and no secret checks will be used. All that a rider need
do to qualify for a gold medal is to complete the journey in

twenty-four hours, and avoid being more than fifteen minutes
late or early at the Exeter, Land's End, Exeter, and Bristol

checks. Breakfast and supper has been arranged for, and
a club member is providing Oxo at Bodmin on the outward
and inward journey. Already over thirt}' entries have been
received and entries close December 18th. Full particulars

may be obtained from the hon. secretary, Philip Grout.
Keynsham. near Bristol.

p. H. A. Mathews (o: ri.p Rudge), winner oi the 500 c.c. class in the Publir
Schools M.C. meeting at Brooklands on Saturday.

The Public Schools Club at Brooklands.

The Public Schools M.C.C. held a successful meeting at

Brooklands on Saturday last, the 29th ult., when members
were timed over the tl.ying kilometre. The riders for the

most part handled their machines in great style ; one rider,

however, had the misfortune to come off twice in exactly

the same place. The weather was favourable.

Douglas machines were much in evidence and ran

splendidly. Among other machines we . noted Zeniths

handled "by A. J. Luce and L. P. Openshaw ; Indians by
Roy Walker and T. R. Browning ; a Rudge, Hazlewood,
Blackburne, Triumplis, and E. J. Gibbons's 8 h.p. overhead
JIartin, which has performed so successfully in both liill-

climbs and speed trials, and which is more than a year old.

The classes resulted as follow :

350 c.c. (Solo).^Flying kilometre.

A. Nicholson, Bradfield (2| Douglas)

P. C, Douglas, Marlborough (2-| Douglas)

M. Cremetti, Harrow (2| Douglas) ..,

500 c.c. (Solo).

P. Mathews, Clifton (3i Rudge)
C. Roberts, Bradfield (3i Blackburne)

R. L. Keller, Rugby (3l Triumph) ...

Open Ct.iss.

E. J. Gibbons (8 Martin)
L. P. Openshaw (8 Zenith) ,

T. R. Browning, Eton (7 Indian)

SiDEC-^K Class.—Under 600 c.c.

M. Cremetti, Harrow (2| Douglas) ...

P. C. Barton, Blundell's (Hazelwood)

Sidecar Class.—Open.

L. P. Openshaw (8 Zenith sc.) 56.20

A. -J. Luce, Eton (8 Zenith) 52.76

Openshaw drove his 90x77.5 side-by-side valve Zenith,

and Luce's engine had overhead valves.

Three-lap Handicap.

A. J. Luce (8 Zenith) had a handicap of 4m. 25s., and
came in first 11m. 41|s after the first man had been
despatched. In spite of being held back somewhat by a

big car which was going round the track at the time of the
race, his Zenith was lapping at close on 70 m.p.h.

Returning from Brooklands, Roy Walker was encountered
bemoaning his luck. The roads were extremely greasy and
the tail of his big twin had wagged so sturdily that he
had just had his second or third fall. After leaving his

machine at a garage, he took a seat beside a member of

our staff in a G.N. cycle car.

m.p.h
50.84
48.42
48.40

66.81

56.73
54.83

71.70

71.24
60.76

40.81

37.79
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Club News.

—

Cheltenham M.C.C.

The annual general meeting took place on the 18th uH.
The officers were re-elected en bloc, and a vote of thanks
was accorded to Mr. A. \V. Goleswortliy, the hon. secretary.

Canberra M.C.C. (Sydney).
This club was lormed quite recently, and now has over

fifty members. Three hill-climbs and a reliability trial

have been successfully held. The lionnrary secretaiy is

Mr. A. A. Levi.

Cardiff Motor Club.

The annual dinner and distribution of prizes took place
at the Whitehall Rooms, Cardiff, on Wednesday, November
19th. The president of the club (Mr. Daniel Eadcliffe, J.P.)
wa.s in the chair.

Motor Cycling Club.
The instruction sheets for the LondOn-Exeter-London

Run have now been issued containing a full list of times
and distances and detailed directions with regard to route.
Entries close on Monday, the 8th inst.

Sutton Coldfield and Mid-Warwickshire A.C.

A members' reliability trial will take place on the 6th
inst., starting at 11.30 a.m., from the Royal Hotel, Sutton
Coldfield, over a secret course. Marks "will be awarded
for the Muratti-Ariston Trophy and Ixion Challenge Cup.

Insch and District M.C.C.

The members lecenlly held a hill-climb at Luce Hill,
Aberdeenshire. The surface was greasy and the gradient
1 in 6 followed by a sharp right-angled corner and a rise

of 1 in 6. G. McHattie (3i T.T. Rudge), W. Morrison
(3i Triumph), and J. Clarke (3^ Rudge sc.) made excellent
ascents. The following failed at the bend : A. Cooper (2-|

Douglas), A. Rhynd (3^ Rudge), and J. Cooper (5-6 V.S.).
Several rider.s considered the hill too bad to attempt.

Mersey (Liverpool) M.C.

The annual dinner, followed by the prize distribution

and a concert, took place on the 20th ult. The following
officers were elected for the ensuing year. President, Mr.
G. H. Lake ; captain, Mr. W. E. Smith ; hon. treasurer,

Mr. G. Morley; hon. secretary, Mr. S. W. Carty. 5,

Redcross Street, Liverpool. Four open trials were held
during the year, the chief being the Colwyn Ray speed
trials. The club membership has largely increased.

Oxford University M.C.C.

Under favourable conditions the speed trials were run off

on November 19th. Messrs. Davig and Slingo did the timing,
the Course was 860 yards. Best times were as follow ;

LiGHTWKlGHTS.

Rider and machine.
D. L. Hall (2| Douglas)

Cycle C.vrs
C. G. Brocklebank (10 Mathis) ...

J. G. Coates (10 Singer)

T.T. Machinj^s.
W. E, Russell (3i Ruxlge)

G. K. Pippett (3i Singer
J. W. Pedley (3i Triamph) ,—

. Marshall (3^ Zenith) )

Twins.
L. P. Openshaw (8 Zenith)

C. F. A. Portal (6 Bat)

Open Cla.ss.

L. P. Openshaw (8 Zenith)
G. K. Pippett (3i Singer)

W. E. Russell (3i Rudge)

SiDECAHS.
L. P. Openshaw (8 Zenith .-^c.)

Time.

34s.

35-is.

28is.
29s.

SO-is

22is.

27-is.

21=8.

27 ^s.

Speed
in m.p.h

. 52.1

. 51.8

. 49.7

. 62

. 60.7

. 58.3

77.9.

64.3

82.19
64.7

64.3

TWO ZENITHS

(I) The 3i li.p. twin with drive direct Irom engine-shaft.

FOR

(2) The 8 h.p. model with counter-shaft gear in front of the engine by
which means lower gear ratios may be obtained.

ADDENDA TO THE BUYERS' GUIDE.
The following particidars arrived too late tor inclusion iii

our tabulated Buyers' Guide

:

Motor BiciXLES.

Arno.— 2| h.p., 77 X 81 mm., 377 c.c. ; and 3^ h.p. 84
X 89 mm., 493 c.c, side by side valves, B. and B., Sturmey-
Archer hub to order, Hutchinson tyres. Prices : £34 to
£57 10s.

Brquoh.—3i h.p. twin. Price £56 10s.

Calthorpe.—Precision engines, 2 h.p., 60x60 mm., 170 c.c.,'

overhead valves; 3^ h.p., 85x88 mm., 499 c.c; and 4i
h.p., 89 X 96 mm., 597 c.c, .side by side valves, drip feed,
Senspray, Armstrong hub or Calthorpe counter-shaft gear,
Michelin tyres. Prices: £26 5s., £55, and £48 10s. respec-
tively. Weights: 108 lbs., 218 lbs., and 230 lbs.

Dot.—3i h.p., 85 x 88 mm., 499 c.c. ; 4-i h.p., 89 x 96
mm., 597 c.c; 3i h.p. .Jap twin, 70x64^ mm., 496 c.c;
6 h.p. Jap twin, 76x85 mm., 770 c.c. ;" and 8 h.p. .Jap
twin, 85 x 85 mm., 964 c.c , side by side valves, mechanical
lubrication, Amac, Armstrong or two-speed counter-shaft

gear, Hutchinson tyres. Prices: £59, . £60 18s., £63 10s.,

£67 4s., and £73 10s. Weights: 190 lbs., 200 lbs., 180 lbs.,

200 lljs., and 220 lbs.

Hampton-.—3^- h.p. T.D.C, 85 x 88 mm., 499 c.c, side
by side valves, B. and B., Armstrong hub, Hutchinson tyres.

£47 5s. Weight : 270 lbs.

Mo.vtgomery.—5-6 twin, 180°, 75 x 78 mm., 688 c.c, side
by side valves, gemi-automatic lubrication, Armstrong hub
Mark VIL, gears 5, 7^, and 11^ to 1. Celt, driven by pulley
on cam.shaft.

P. AN'D M.—The price of the standard model is £65.
Trii-mph.—The price of the 4 h.p. model with three-

speed hub is £60.
Cycle Cars.

Mei.ex.—Alpha twin engine, 86 x 95 mm., 1,099 c.c, water-
cooled, Solex carburetter three speeds and reverse, 4, 8^, and
13i to 1, shaft drivej wiieelbase 7ft. 6in., track 4ft., Dunlop
tyres, 700 x 80 mm. Price £155 8s.

In justice to ourselves, we must mention that the prices
first published were inadvertently supplied by the makers.

A33
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The H.S.M. Runabout.

(1) Side view sliowing counter-shatt gear, cbain drive, and rear springing. (2) The pointed nose of tlie two-seated body, also showing wind screen and
steering mechanism. -^

examinedWE recently examined a 1914 model of this

machine at the showrooms of Turner, M-arr

and Co., 9, The Arcade, Xew Broad Street,

E.C., who are the sole distributing agents.

The engine is an 8 h.p. air-cooled twin-cylinder,

fitted with Bosch magneto and the new pattern B. and
B. carburetter. Lubrication is by drip feed and an

auxiliary oil pump. Transmission is by chain through-

out, and a multiple-disc clutch running in oil is fitted.

The gear box gi\es three speeds, all shafts mnning on

ball bearings. Wire wheels are fitted, and steering is

m.p.h. on t(jp ge.irby wheel. Speeds from 6 t(j

«re claimed by the makers.

The body is a two-seater of the sociable type, fitted

with two large tool lockers, wind screen, and Cape
cart hood. The tyres are 650 x 65 mm. The makers
intend to turn out three machines a week till Easter

;

they hope to turn out twenty machines per week after

that time.

Impressions of a Trial R.un.

It should be noted that the machine is built on the

lines of a motor cycle and sidecar, but the frame is

specially designed and strengthened. Chater Lea

spring forks are fitted to the front wheel, a«nd the

springing throughout is well arranged.

We were privileged tfi have a trial run on a machine
of this type, the first that was built, and were favour-

ably impressed. The only delays- were caused in the

(irst place by the driver of a cart who backed his cait

into the front of the machine and smashed the lamp;
in the second place by tyre troubles. The steering of

the car required some adjustment, but as the car was
in its fourth year and the engine in its seventh, as we
were' informed, one must expect to find some adjust-

ments necessary. The ailvantage this handy littje

vehicle has over the motor cycle and sidecar is that

both ' passenger and driver sit in comfort and are

protected from the elements by the hood and screen.

The engine pulled \'ery well considering it was a

veteran with automatic valves, and it was easy to start

the machine from a standstill on a comparatively higb

top gear. The clutch was very smooth in its working.

We drove the iBachine a short distance, and, except

for the slackness in the steering, found it easy to

handle. It is interesting to note that this machine

comes well inside the ;£^ioo mark with full equipment.

Chassis and body of a tandem-seated sidecar of novel design with one-piece welded chassis. The twin axie. pillar and duplicated support tor rear coupling
should be noted. This sidecar was on the N.S.U. stand at Olympia,
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor C3'cle," 20, Tudor Street, E.C., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legai questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Curing Compression Lealis.

I have bought a second-hand
I motor cycle of unknown

make. The cylinder has a
-SJ separate head and air leaks

out between the joining. (1.) Is

there any sort of substance which
I could put between the head
^ind cylinder, as I have cleaned both
p.irts and it still leaks? (2.) Oil leaks
hum the crank case; is there a remedy?
—J.B.

(1.) If the surfaces of the joint are
clean and true and a good copper and
asbestos washer Is used, there should be
no chance of leakage. If, after you have
verified these points and fitted a new good
washer, a leakage still occurs, you might
try painting' the joint with fish ghie.

(2.) the same remarks apply here. Some
iminovement might be made by fitting a
brown paper washer round the" joints, or

the fitting of an extra relief valve might
cure the trouble. Seccotine is a useful

substance to put on crank case washers
to stop oil leaks. Even tightening of all

bolts is essential.

Cost of Running.

I should be much obliged if

you could tell me if there are
any motor cycles which, for tyre
wear, ta.xes, and petrol, would
run at ^d. per mile on good

London roads?—J.M.U.
It is the use of a clutch or low gear in

traffic in London, not the road surface,
that spoils one's petrol consumption.
With very careful handling a lightweight
2^-2| single-cylinder might possibly be
run at this cost, but it is rather doubtful.
You make no mention of depreciation.

Two-stroke v. Four-stroke.

Would a two-stroke engine of

qI 350 c.c. give off as much power
> as a 499 c.c. four-stroke? Also,
-iJ would there be any difficulty in

keeping a two-stroke of the
above dimensions (air-cooled) cool?

—

A.P.G.

Certainly not. To all intents and pur-
poses the four-stroke engine puts forth
as much power as an equal two-stroke.
To explain the reason in a few words.

Mr. G. H. Wait, of Leicester, with Iiis daugliter in a sidecar attaclied to tlie latest model twin-cylinder
> - Clyde. A feature ol tliis machine is that the engine is suspended in a loop frame.

we would point out that the two-stroke

engine cannot take in a fuU charge of

gas every revolution, since there is a

certain amount of burnt gas left in the

cylinder after each explosion ; also, part

of the nominal cubic capacity is lost by
the opening of the inlet and exhaust

ports at the botlom of the stroke. Both

engines run coolly.

Driving Advice to a Novice.

As a novice I should be much
obliged if you will kindly

answer the following questions :

(1.) When the ignition lever to

my Bosch magneto is placed in

its correct position for starting, is it

to be left in the same place for all

speeds, or is it to be moved about to

correspond with the different speeds?

(2.) When riding down long hills, can

the exhaust valve be raised for half a

minute or so and 'hen dropped again

without the rider interfering with any

of the other levers? (3.) Which is the

correct way to stop the machine? Is

it by raising the exhaust \alve, or

othei'wise? (4.) Do you think a 23-3

h.p. three-speed model would be strong-

enough to take a person weighing 11

stones up most main road hills?—J.E.W.

(1.) -No; when the ignition lever is placed

in the correct position for starting it

should be about two-thirds full advance,

and when going.at a fair speed it should

be fully advanced. The chief thmg to

remember is always to drive with the

iiinitiun as far advanced as possible. If

you have any signs of knocking you
should retard "the spark until the knock-

ing ceases. (2.) The exhaust valve may
be raised, but at the same time the

throttle sliould be closed, .since otherwise

the exhaust valve is liable to be biu-nt.

When the throttle is open a stream of

gas has to jiass the exhaust valve, and if

this took place for any length of time
the valve would probably become badly
pitted. (3.) When you wish to stop,

first close the throttle, when, it it closes

conipletelv, the compression of flie engine

gives a braking effect which helps the

machine to pull up in a short distance.

Personally, we never use the exhaust
valve lifter except for starting purposes,

.itid we drive on the throttle only on
every possible occasion. (4.) A machine of

the horse-power you mention, and fitted

with three-speed gear, should certainly

climb all hills you ere likely to meet on
average main roads.
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Engine for Pumping.

I require a petrol engine of

"^^ about 6 h.p. single - cylinder

> water-cooled, magneto ignition,

-iJ with outside flywheel preferred.

I want to rig it up to drive a

2in. high-lift centrifugal pump. For
that piu-pose the shaft would have to

be strong enough and long enough to

enable a Sin. face pulley for flat belt

•to be fitted. Can you suggest any-
thing to suit' my requirements ?

—

D.W.P.

We have personally had considerable
success with an engine out of an Olds-
mobile car. This is a large horizontal
single-cylinder engine and can be run in

quite a satisfactory manner on gas,
paraffin, or almost any fuel. Such engines
are occasionally advertised in our columns.

Starting DifQculties.

Could j'ou kindly assist me in

;^ the following difficulty? My
^ machine (1910 Premier) is very
-SJ difficult to start on the road.

On. the stand, however, it

starts almost at a touch without any
trouble, hot or cold.—J.E.A.

In all probability yom- trouble is caused
by the rocker arm of the magneto stick-

ing slightly, or the points requiring re-

adjustment. The faces of the points
should be quite true, and parted by
about half a millimetre. See that your
plug points are not too far apart, and
also be careful that there are no air

leaks between the carburetter and the
engine. The latter is a more frequent
cause of difficulty in starting than ie

imagined.

Air Leaks.

I have been much troubled by
the misfiring in the front cylinder
of my 6 h.p. twin. Both
cylinders will fire at about
20 m.p.h. . but if I throttle down

the front cylinder cuts itself out, aaid

I run on the back cylinder only as
slowly as about 5 nj.p.h. if required.
If I open the throttle, there is but
little result until the front cylinder
starts again, when the machine will

rush off like a horse which has
received a shai-p cut, with the whip.
The spark is good, and I have tried
several plugs. The com]]ression is

excellent in both cylinders. An
examination of the plugs shows the
points of the rear plug to be covered
with soot, while the front remains
clean. Tliis, of course, points to the
fact that the rear cylinder is getting
too rich a mixture and suggests an air
leak in the front, but I have very
carefully examined all parts without
discovering one, and liave tried re-

versing the inlet pipe and wrapping the
joints with insulating t.ape, but without
result.—TwixcT

^Ve agree with you that an air leak is

the cause of yotn' trouble, and we should
iidvi.^e you to sciirch again very carefully
for this. It would be advisable tn start

the engine up mi the stand and rub all

likely piirts. with oil, which will j erhaps
enable you to discover the position of

tlie leak, whicli may be in some part not
easily seen. Occasionally misfiring is

oaused by the plug points being too
close togethei', but we think an air leak
the most likely solution,

A3S

Carburetters and Benzole,

Would you kindly say if you
consider benzole is to be recom-
mended for a motor bicycle on
the grounds of general economy
and reliability, and can benzole

be used with any carburetter?

—

E.H.G.

Benzole is quite suitable for .ise on
motor cycles and cars, but with some
carburetters a certain- amount of adjust-
ment, in order to give more air, is re-

quired. Benzole cannot be used with a
carburetter fitted with a cork float as
is the case with some American caibu-
retters, owing to the destructive action
of the benzole on the float, but a coating
of shellac varnish carefully applied to
the cork will sometimes work well. It
is also possible to have a thin coating
of copper deposited on the float, which
would, of course, be the most efficacious
method.

In your issje of the 20th ult. I

notice "E.G." asks if a 3^ h.p-., with
his wife atd two children up, would take
a reasonable hill on this load. 1 have
ridden hundreds of miles this season with
my wife and child of 3i years in sidecar,
and boy of twelve on the carrier, with-
out any difficulty. We- recently had a
spin of over fifty miles so loaded.
The machine is a 3^ h.p. T.T. Ariel,
and in August last took us a tour in

North Wales, also with baggase.^\.i
7715.

^^ ^

Removing Tar Stains;

In your issue of the 13th of November I

you advise a readei' to use butter for
'

cleaning tar off the enamel of a motor
cycle. The best thing is to use essence
of turpentine. Simply rub the tar with
a cloth saturated with turpentine and
it will come off and leave a beautiful
polish on the enamel.—M. L. Legeas.

READERS' REPLIES.
lie your reply to "W.N.C4." in your issue

of November 20th he will find the follow-
ing a much better route from Waltham
Cross : On reaching the Four Swans at
Waltham Cross, turn to left and follow
tramlines for a couple of miles to South-
bury Road on right. Tramlines from
here to Enfield (about 1^ miles). On
reaching Enfield go straight across the
road, bearing left at fork, under railway
bridge, to Potter's Bar (about four miles).

Here turn left to High Barnet and join
Watford Road at church. Total dis-
tance, roughly, ten miles. Good roads
all the way, which can hardly be missed,
and will save many, many miles—if he
went straight', which I doubt, as the
roads about Waltham and Northam are
very comj^licated. An alternative route
from Waltham Cross to Enfield is : Fol-
low trams for half a mile, first on right
to Forty Hill, turn left to Enfield. No
trams, but not such a good road.

—

Benj.
Harvey.

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
Readers desirous of obtaining the experience of

others with various motor cycles or accessories must »

enclose a St imped addressed envelope in which the
replies may be forwarded. Answers to the queries
below should be addressed c/o The Editor.

"J.M.W.'- (Sheffield).—Morgan run-
about; comfort on bad roads.

"A.C." (Godalming).—Garden cy<.le ,

car. General reliability and comfort/
"F.B." (Birmingham).—Suitability ol

3^ h.p. P, and M. to take sidecar in h]%
country.

"F.L.E." (Burslem).—2i h.p. Levis,
and 2^ h.p. Connaught, single spe^ija
HiU-climbing and reliability.

" B.O.S." (Middlesbrough).—Millen-
nium Gear. Durability and reliabilitj.

Also power of light and durability «jf

Voltalite lighting set.

"S.R." (Wolverhampton).—1911 and
1912 6 h.p. twin Rex two speed, witfi

sidecar. Reliability and petrol coiisump^
tion, solo and sidecar; also efficiency «n
benzole,

"
'.

GATES AT THE ENTRANCE TO WHOXTON ABBEY, THE SEAT OF LORD NORTH.
'n tlie foreground are two Rover 1914 sidecar outfits.
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I am just writing you a line to let you know how my Rushmore Lamp and Generator are going along.

The other night, a friend and myself went out for a ride into the hills, where it was absolutely pitch.

dark, no moon, stars or artificial light, and out of curiosity as we were standing by smoking,

thought it might be interesting to know how far one could read ordinary print, so having

walked a fair distance up the road, we stopped and tried, and finding it possible to

. read it, we paced the distance back to the lamp, and the distance^ was 154 paces,

or I should say about 130 to 140 yards I '^,

It gives me great pleasure in going out at night on a real dark road with

a fine beam of light ahead, besides the fact it makes night riding

nearly js fast and safe as day, thus doubling the pleasure of

• .

"
night riding.

^ —

^

The ftame is absolutely as steady when moving as when /J&CW*^^
standing and the Generator is perfect, you might 1

y/ describe the whole outfit as " IT."

; .1 Yours faithfully,
'

^ P. W. ENGELBACH.

RUSHMORE
MOTOR CYCLE LAMP

RUSHMORE LAMPSUs „„,„,,,,
4.6'BrewerStlondonW motor cycle generator

CHRISTMAS GIFTS FOR MOTOR CYCLISTS

30-hour Motor Cycle Watch
and Case (as sketch). Lever
movement. Dust and
weatherproof. With guaran-
tee, 9/6. In heart shaped
case, 10/6.

Double-twist Motor Cycle Horn
(as sketch). Powerful deep
note. In nickel, with adjust-

able clip fastening, 9, 6.

BY buying in large quantities w^e are able to

offer you (we believe) a larger selection of

accessories at a low^er price, quality considered,

than is elsewhere obtainable in London.in

If unable to call, our Letter order department will

fully and promptly carry out your instructions. Wc
carriage throughout the British Isles.

care-

pay

Spare Belt snd Tulie Case (as sketch),

in solid leather, 6:Jin. diameter, 3jin.

deep, 6/9.

Billiken IVIas:ot (as sketch), will nt ;

and lin. bar, nickel finish, 5/6.

Molor Cyclist's Hand Muffs, self-sup-

porting and flexible. Lover all levers,

but do not interfere with free access to

them. In Black Waterproof lined Grey
Cloth, a pair 9/6; in best Black
Waterproof lined Tamo, a pair 15,6;
in Tan Waterproof Leather lined Fur,

a pair 22/ 6.

Authorised Agents for De Dion and Ford Cars.

The "Sovereign" Motor Cycle

Lamp Set (as sketch)—Lamp,
Generator, and Bracket.
Special price, complete, 20/-.

Carrier Cushion (as sketch) for fitting

over carrier, to provide a comfortable

seat for a passenger. Made of leather,

with Japanned top, and filled with Doe
Hair. Size I5x7'in., and complete

with four straps. Each 4/6.

SELiFRIDGE & CO UT D OXFORD STREET, W.

In ansivcring thcac adci:rtixemriit.< il is dctira'ilr. to mention "The Motor Cycle.'' A41
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One of the many entirely unsolicited
testimonials :

—

Messrs. Abingdon & Co..

Binninsham.
November 4th, 1913.

Dear Sirs,

In reference to your favour, dated August
19th, 1913. we are sending you herewith a
report on the work done by your Abingdon
EccoTviHn Cylinder Machine, which we feel

it our duty, owing to the more than anticipat-

ed satisfaction it has given us. The machine
in question was put on the road on Saturday,
Oct. 1 1th, and since that date has done 1997
miles, which we think is a very severe test in

a httle over three weeks, but we must mention
that this mileage is with a petrol consumption
averaging 65 ^miles to the sallon. which is in

our idea a record, with a heavy Millford
Cabrio sidecar. In addition we would say

that it has never shown any trouble on the steepest hiils we have
traversed. We are looking forward to doing a good business n
this particular machine, as we have had several enquiries.

Kindly forward one Inlet and one Exhaust Valve, and despatch
at the same time one 5/6 h. p. Twin Engine complete, the same

Yours faithfully.

ABINGDON
"KING DICK"

Leads the way.

3} Single. 5-6 Twin.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.

Many exclusive features, latest improvements,

no complication.

Sole Manufacturers;

Abingden Ecco Ltd., Tysdcy, B'ham.

SAFEGUARD
YOUR POCKET

£5 10s.

by installing in your garage a tool that will provide you with the means to solving the question

of repairs. With a lathe in your garage, you will find yourself able to do a large amount of running

repairs and the like that would otherwise have to be done outside
;
you will have always to hand

the means of making adjustments, of tuning up, and of experimenting, while your machine wjiU

run all the better for constant and careful attention. You will find it a paying proposition.

is the price of the lathe illustrated below. This machine is a weU-thought, well-made, and
capable tool ; it is screw-cutting, boring, and milling, and well able to undertake the
thousand and one jobs that will crop up when motor cj'cling. The tool slide is removable

by the undoing of one nut ; this leaves a T slotted boring table to which work can be conveniently bolted, and the
automatic travel put into operation. As tlie bed is circular this table can be partly revolved round it. Work
bolted to the table can therefore be raised to various heights, thus doing away entirely with packing pieces or a
vertical slide. This is an exceptionally convenient property of this lathe, and really converts it into a milling

machine on which keyway cutting, slotting, etc., can be done, the cutter running on an arbor between centres.

Specification. The bed is of cast iron, hollow circular section, very sfitf,

and is ground on "Norton " grinders-to a limit of error of l/i,ooo of an
inch. The mandrel is steel, ground true, and runs in best hard gunnietal
adjustable bearings, and not, as in some inferior types, in the plain casting.

The tailstock will set over for long taper turning. The cross slide can be
turned to any angle, and is graduated. A set of nine change wheels will

cut from 5 to 48 threads per inch, Whitworth, also a great variety of odd
and fine threads. All threads can be cut right or left hand. The above
is onlv a very brief specification, but full details are given in an illustrated

booklet, sent promptly on application.

DRUMMOND BROS., LTD., REED HILL, GUILDFORD, SURREY.

A42 In answering these advtrlisemtnls ii u desirable to mention " 'flie Motor Cyde.
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A Message from Canada
ConcerningCoronet Sidecars

6, Bloor Street, K.,

Toronto,
•Booth's Motories. October 29th. 1013.

Sirs.— I am very ?orry I have not notlfted

yon before this that I received sidecar in first-

cl:iss condition about 6 weeks ago. It quite
surpasses my expectations in every way. I think
I have the finest Siderar in Toronto, being quite
diJlerent from any of the other models now here.

Hoping to have further di-aling'^ with you.
Yours truly, P. Sta.nton.

MODELS.—Underslung frame, high-class reed
cane body, sides and floor lined to exclude
draughts. " Coronet " detachable joints
£8 17s. 6d.

MODEL 7.—Underslung frame, coach-built

body, tool-box under front, also under seat.

A real high-class sidecar. £10 IGs.

SENT CARRIAGE PAID.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

24 Guineas only
secures a brand new

1914 2| h.p. WOLF.
Immediate Delivery. Write lor Illustration.

IM.S.U. GEARS.
We have a few of these gears for anv nunke of
engine. The latest models fitted with adjust-
able pulleys. Write for particulars. Quick
delivery.

Brand New Bosch Magnetos
We have a few Bosch magnetos suitiible for

Iwia engines. These are perfect in everyrespect
and fully guaranteed.

4-9/- and 59/6.
Don't miss these.

NEW MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
Latest up-to-date pattern, low ridiir:;; Iio^ition,
dropped top tube, back forks wide enough to
'take 3-speed hubs ; £1 12s. 6d.
Set of malleable iron castings lor Tn'uinph

pattern foot brake I /6
Set of four engine plates for Precision

engines 2 /-

Set of castings and legs for kick-up stand 2/6
Set of castings for hand-starting device. . 2/-
Set of castings for heel brake 1 /-

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
Portland Place, Skircoat Road,

H A LI FAX
(Opposite County Court).

Telephone io6c.

T

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

WO Now 1913 D.S.A.'s, 2-«peea, 2V. tyres, drip food,
one i-liain iind niic belt, £54; also 1912 TT. und

1912 clutcli, best oilers.—Haines Strunge, ClieltenliHJi

[4470
1Q12 B.S.A., 3Vjli-I>., free enpino model, Cowey, newX«/ belt, new Clinelier Dreadnought baek, new Kemp-
.liall anti-skid front, Lueas laniii, horn, etc., not done
5,000 miles

: £35, offer.-II. ClegB. Ltd., Burnley. [5.7605

Calthorpe.
3Xh.p. Calthorpe-Preeision, 1911, just overhauled, new

2 henvy tyie, 3 butt enders ; f22/10.—Strnker, 4,
All Saint's ra..sa8e, Cajubridge. [X8447

Centnui'.
12 2'/{;h.p. Centaur Lightweight, a real topper, brand

: slenr £34.—Cordingley, Haslingdeu. Tel.

:

2T.
,

[4570

(^EXTAUE, 2%lj.p. twin, 3-speed, free engine, handle
-^ starter, spring footboards, lamp, generator, ete..

almost new: £28.-37. Finohley Ed., N.W.

19

19

[4443

Chater=Lea.
11 4h.p. Chater-Lea; £19/10; magneto bike part.
-86, Fulton Ed., Walkley, Sbeffleld. [X8577

CHATEE-LEA, J.A.I'., Sy.h.p.. fitted with Bosch
luag., variable pulley, spring forks, B. and B. car-

buretter, in perfect condition; £18.—Colmore Depot, 31,
Colmore Eow, Birmingham. [X8500

Clyde.
CLYDE. 2?4h p.. B. and B., Clinchers, h.b.c, lamp,

spares; £7/10.-101, Melton Ed., King's Heath,
Birmingham. [S8551

Cl.vno.

CLTNO, 5-6h.p., 1914 m.-del, complete with sidecar;
£85 ; delivery, from stock.-Cordingley, Haslingden.

Tel.: 2Y. [X7S65

CLYNO. 1911, 6h.p., 2-speed, chain drive, tyres and
engine as new; any trial; £39.—Eobin^on's, Green

St., Cambridge. [4482

CLYXO, 1912, and sidecar, 2 lamps, speedometer,
horn, whistle, accessories; £55.—Mac^lonald, 757,

Lea Bridge Ed., Waithamstow. [4454

CLY'NO, late 1911, just overhauled, new gears, 2 new
back tyres, cyel.imeter, Montgomerv sidecar, com-

plete; £35, bargain.-Graham, Springs, Malvern. [X7654
CLYNO, 5-6h.p., 2-speed gear, just like new, with

Mills-Fniford spring wheel sidecar to match ; would
exchange lower power and cash ; call and see it.—125,
Londnu Efl., Manchester. [0399

CLYNO, 1911, horn. Lamp, etc., perfect, best offer
over £30; also 1913 14 gn. eoaehbuilt sideciir.

best ofier over £5 securea.—Box L3,381, T!ui Motor
Cycle OtHces. 20, Tudor St., E.C. [4581

CLYNO, 1913, sidecar combination, 3-speed gear,
chain drive, quick detachable wheels, spare wheel

and tyre, large F.E.S. lamp, wind screen, horn and "speed-
ometer, in .excellent condition

; £68.—Eobin^on's, Green
St., Cambridge. [4483

Connaught.
"1Q13 Connaught, 2-stroke, new April, little ridden,
-Lt^ perfect condition, accessories: accept £27, near
r tier

:
exchange. — Asquith, Cavendish Place, Wittnn

Blackburn. , [X8467
De Dion.

Oih.p. De Dion, B. and B., new Dunlop specials,
''"'4 spring forks, low and comfortable, splendid
order; :{9/10.-Jaekson, Elmgrove Kd.. \Veybridge.

[4559
Douglas.

OtTQLAS.—Don't get left, order now from G.inrlay.
Fallowfield, Manchester. [X7505
11 Douglas, first-cla«s order throughout: £19/10.—

Dias, 53, Lowther St., Cartisle. (S5407

GOtJELAY- is now booking orders for the great 3'-.

h.p. Douglas.—F'allowfiela, Manchester. [X7506

pvOUGLAS, T.T-, 1913-'>;, not done 500, spares, a.ees-
-*-' sories; eheap.-61. Church St., sSt. Helens. [4513

DOUGLAS, 1914 models, in stock. — Gourlay, the
great Douglas agent, Fallowfield, Manchester.

[X7507pkOUGLAS, 1910, single speed model, sound eondi-
J-* tion, lamp, horn, etc.; £16/10.-Laytons, Bice-lcr.
Oxon. [X8492
DOUGLAS 1914 Models Irom Stock. Liberal ex-

changes.—Halifax Motor Exchange. Westgato,
Haliiax.

_
(0386

DOUGLAS, 2-speed, 1912, ridden about 800 miles,
. beautiful order; £35.—Lamb'.s, 151, High St., Wai-

thamstow. [4260

DOUGLAS, 1913 model E, 2-speed, kick starter, Amnc
carburetter, in good order; £42-—Chirnside, Cable

St., Lancaster. [4438

DOUGLAS, 1913, model E. 2 speeds, eliiteh, kick
start, splendid condition; £43.—Hawthorne. I'oUarrt

i

.St., Kettering. [X8407

ONE Douglas, model P, delivered September guaran-
teed, not been over 50 miles; £43.—A. Cumiiiing

and Co.. 89, Cromwell Ed., South Kensington. S.W.
I [0379DOUGLAS. 1910, 2%h.p.. engine, tyres, and belt in

good condition; very cheap at £20- another .at

£18.—Colmore Dep.it, 31, CoUuore Eow, Birmingham.
[.\8503

OFFERS WANTED.
W'c wi-li l" ijuar to make room for new stock.

3q h.p. NUMBER, igir, 2 speeds, handle startmi;,
complete with sidecar £26 10

3^ h.p. REX, spring forks, magneto £10 10
il h.p. LRADBURY, 1912 model, with 2-5pccd

gear and ^11 coacbbuilt Sidecar £42 10
4 h.p. ROC, 2-speed gear, ."liandle starting, with

Sidecar £20
4-cylinder F.N., magneto £16 10
3j h.p. PRECISION, brand new, 1913 £38
3* h.p. REX, M.O v., low built £7 li
6 h.p. BAT-J.A.P., P. and M. 2-speed £35 10

3j h.p. REX, 1909 model, magneto £15 10
4 h.p. J.A. P., btted with 1913 Armstrong 3-spc(d

gear £22 10
3* h.p. PREMIER, roirj. B.S.A 2-specd £32 10

3J b.p. NUMBER, 1913, 3-speed model, done about
200 miles, complete witli sidecar £45

4* h.p. Twin MINERVA, m.o.v., magneto £12 10
3A h.p. REX, IQOS, 2-speed, sidecar £18 10

3i b.p. A.S.L., brand new, t9l3 model £35 10
3^ b.p. PREMIER, I9r2, 3-speed model, romplete

with Sidecar £42 10
4 h.p. ROC, 2 speeds, handle-starting £20
3i h.p. N.8.U., free engine, splendid order £19 10

3i h.p. QUADRANT, 1908. magneto £15 10
TWIN NUMBER, 1012 Lightweight, free engine .. £29 10
2 h.p. MOTOSACOCHE 1910, magneto £13 10

3J h.p. REX, 19 10 model £17 10
6h h.p. REX open-frame Tricar, water-cooled, 2

speeds, wheel steering, splendid Wood-Milne
700x80 tyres; make splendid cycle car.... £10

3* h.p. N.S.U.,' m.o.v. ..'. £8 15
2 h.p. MOTO-REVE. 2-speed gear £16 10
6 h.p. REX-J.A.P. Sidette, nearly new £49 10

3J h.p. TRIUMPH, 1907 model £18 10
8 h.p. BAT-J.A.P. 2 speeds, with fo Sidecar £39 10

3i li. p. REX, m.o.v., low built £7 15
6 b.p. CLYNO, 1912, with Sidecar £45
6 h.p, REX, 1909, 2 speeds, sidecar £26 10
4 h.p. ROC, free engine, magneto £14 10

PUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGE.

SECOND-NAND SIDECARS.
MILLFORD castor wheel £3 10
Nearly new coach-built, side door £7
CORONET, cane body £3 15
Good rigid sidecar £2 15
Ditto. Chater-Lea joints £3 5
SCOTT, with Wolbrowp- cane body £3 15

ENGINES.
New 1913 4.} h.p. PRECISION. Y'our old engine

taken in exchange,
h.p. twin N.S.U. , with magneto and carburetter £7 10

55 h.p. water-cooled PEUGEOT, fitted with clutch £4 15
4-Vh.p. water-cooled. M.().\'. side-by-side valves.. £4 15

D
19

MISCELLANEOUS.
Miller Rear Red Lamp and Mirror
Arnac Carburetter, nearly new
New 26x 2.5 Heavy Rubber-studded Cover , . .£1
N,S U. Gear for Triumph, adjustable pulley. . . .£3
Wheel, fitted with Kerry 2-speed hub gear and

free engine clutch for engine-shaft £4
Silencers, very silent

7ft. 6in. New Shamrock lin. Belt
New ^in. Rubber Belt
New Sidecar Frame and Wheel £1
Cycle Car Trent Axle, Wheels, and nearly new

700x80 Wood-Milne Tyres, also Steering
Gear £4

'^h h.p. Water-cooled Engine, with 2-speed gear
box £5

New 26 X 2.i Heavy Rubber-studded Hutchinson £1
.. 26X2* „ „ „ £1

Mabon Clutch £1
Tee bee Low Se^t-pillars

4-cyl. Magneto, ofi Flanders car £2
New N.S.U. Gear, adiustable pulley, suit Singer £5
B. and B. Carlniretter, h.l), control
New Tee Bee Kick-up Stands
New Cane Sidecir Body, side door £2
Nearly new Binks Carburetter £1
N.S.U. 2-speed Gear and I'ree Engine £2
New WicUei SideccJ Body, side door £1
Ditto, I aiine front

Neai ly new Coronet Sidecar £4
Bosch .Magneto, suit Triumph . r £2
2OX 2h Back VVlieel. with belt rim and band brake
New liosch Magneto, suit Triumph £3
New Twin Bosch DA V Magneto 45°, 4^^ and 50- £2
New 1013 Armstrong Mark VII. 3-spced Gears. Dt

from slock. Trade supplied.

New Coachbuilt Sidecar Body, side door £3

5
18 6
1

10

15
2 6
7 6
7 6

17 6

10

1

3 6
10
5

10
7 6

13 fi

6
10
5 5

10 i
9 e

19 6
10
2 6
9 6

19 6
livery

10

Removed to our New Prcmiscsi

Booth's Motorics,
Portland Place, Skircoat Road, HALIFAX

(opposite County Court;.
Telephone 1062.

All letters relating 10 advertisements should quote the number at the end of each ad' eitisenicnl. and tho dat'j of the issue. M,5
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.
T.T., 3-5peed,DOUGLAS, 1913, T.T., 3-5Peed, Amac, spar

TalvetJ, tyree and belt good; £36.—Eoljinsoii'e, Greea
tube,

St., Cambridge.

of second-hands, trken in par* payment
tor new 1914 models at and before the

shows. All prices specially rediiced,

ALL MACHINES GUARANTEED.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.

5 EfdFBELD

fl
ZENBTH

i.EaAL..EEN..
^1 speeds, chain drive, Portland Sidecar

m MATCHLESS Si™, bran.fnew "wtS
^5 Portland /l- I2S. Sid'

il

i

I

npY 1913 Sidette model, 6 Ti.p., like new
»Ci'*- speeds; cost £75. Sidecar £.gQ
complete. Special price «*#**

~ 1913 6T3.p. combination, a

speeds, Stewart fgfi
speedometer, Lucas horn MVM
riUO ^^^3 S h.p. 'Cycle Car, latest improve-"""

raents, hood, screen, etc...
" "~

cellent order. Bargain
igiS 6 h.p., kick
delivery, Cowey speed- £ftlS #^

ometer, Portland Sidecar <WW« ^m
UCy 1913 brand new 6 h.p., and Portland ;^l^**- £13 13s. Sidecar, lamp, horn, Jpyj) ^Z
etc., all coniplete^.^. •_^-^_^-_- . • * V ^M

"
I9^i3 4h.p.,\vater- ^^

£50

£50
pstart, late 'M

Sidecar.
K

DOUGLAS. «H models, (oi immeaiitto delivery

.

supplied.—Res'. 378-384, Eustoil Ed., and 173,__Gt

[4479

trade

Portland St., "W. [3534

horn, *pareDOUGLAS. 1912 model K, speedometer. . _

tyre; £33. no otters.—Stutfleld, Grove House,

Hampton, Middlesex. > [4521

1 A21V:; Douglas, 2-spetd, kick stElrter. lamp, born,

408,

pot.

S. To

19^

£36.—Pierce
[X8621

2-EpeeU, total mileage
Motorist,
[S8602

agents,
[4583

epeedoiueter, Gsceilent condition
Broughton, Aldridge, .Stafis-

1 qi3_(Oetobcr) T.T. Douglas,

20, Cardington ltd., Bedford.

OTJGLASES, all models, .in stock for immediate -de-

livery : trade supplied.—Thompson and Co.

408, Commercial Rd., I'ortsmouth.

itSUGLAS, 1913, model E, not done 300 miles; cost

£52, for quick sale ivill accept £42.—Colmore De-

pot, 31, Colmore Bow, Birmingham. [X8504

13 Douglas, 2-speed. clutch, and kii-k start; offers.

-The- Stamford ffiU llotor Co., 128, High lid.,

Tottenham. 'I-"ione : 1982 Tottenham. [X361S

12 Douglas, 2-epeed. clutch, and kick start; offers.

The Stamford Hill Motor Co., 128, High Kd.,

S. Tottenham. 'Phone: 1982 Tottenliam, [X86W

DOUGLAS, 1911, just ovmhauled, belt and tyre prac-

tically new ; £20 ; will allow £3 for good push
bike.-Myhill, \yhitmuje Kd., Birminghiim. [XS4l2

OUGLAS, 1914, model AV, just arrived from theD^
V, with ,^^

Special £74 |^
speeds, ^5

torpedo Sidecar,

order
\f C 1910 6 h.p. model.

speeas, n^
£40 4

H

Portland £12
bargainDpV igi2 61i.p. combination,"^'^ Portland Sidecar, Cowey
speedometer, excellent order
O.pV 1911 . 6 h.p., 2 speeds, Service»"'* tnmedo Sidprar- very good £^R

Mabon free-engine ^H
clutch, excellent order, new £Q[n ^M

Portland :^8 Sidecar »UV jj^
D 1 1 f\^F ^9^3 5 ti.p- brand new combina-nUuUC tion, Portland "all £gQ
cane " torpedo Sidecar 3&UO

BRADBURY ^^^i£;^'-^^^
lamp, horn, etc., excellent order

g
lOAliy, lHJJ.ll, t LL . , V -vtl lii^UV UUUVJ. ...... ^^V

BRADBURY ^^ ^,far, '^^ %

2-speed, F^
£41

j^Mabon ^
gear, £35

excellent

1913 £42 i

variable

^y --wicker Sidecar, excellent order..

M C 11 19^2 3J h.p., 2 speeds^

^^ H«W»W« order, brand new
^k Portland Sidecar

S SOLO IVIOUNTS. fjk

Wi nOllfSLAS '9'= 2" -h.p,, 2 speeds, K^ UUUUI>M«> kick start, excellent £30 ^
H UlliVIDiri? 191- --[ h.p., twin, good

~H nWITBDCn tyres, excellent con- |>07^^ ,littnn aWAf

K

splendid condition,
Lewes.

£26.—LlovU and Son, Douglas.
[X8563

Simpson, and Co., 11, H;immer6mith Ed., London. [4464

DOUGLA.S, good, reliable condition, £15;^-ditto, 2-

speed, 1911 model, mth horn and Jones_ cyclo-

meter,
ivgents,

DOUGLASES.-Earliest deliveries 1914 models, rash

or E.P.S.; also a few 1913 models going cheap.—
Lamb's, 151, HigTi St., Walthamrtow, and at 50, High
Ed., Wood Green. - [4255

DOUGLAS K, July, 19J2. 2 speeds, clutch, kick
starter, Cowey. kunp, liorn, accessories, done

2.500, good as new, Dunlop 2^4 on back wheel ; £38.—
Oakley. Dunchurch, Engby. [X8598

OUGLAS, Douglas, Douglas—Uie kins of light-

weight motor cycles : immediate delivery from stock

of all models': Scottish trade supplied.—Alexander and
Co., 115. Lothian.. Edinburgh. lX9:B70

DOUGLAS, I.915V2, model E, kick starter, 2 .speeds,

speedometer, Iiotu, lamp, etc.: cost £60, t:ike

best offer nvi^r £40 ; seen 'any time.—Apply, Wonlley,

3, Tylney Ed., Bromley, Kent. [4458

111114 T.T. Douglas, just delivered, never ridden;
XtJ' ijiii-t >cll, cost £48. offers wanted, exceptional

Box 4,590, J'/ic

[X8548

D^

(ipijortiiinty

Motor Cijcl
ui

B^

\

VQ 1910 5 h.p., 2 speeds, suit sidecar £9^^" if necessary, magneto ScA**

N.S.U. £15igoS 3 h.p., 2 speeds, spring
forks, very good solo mount

TDBIIMDU ^0^^ 3^ h.p., clutch model,imUITIrn Bosch magneto, ex- £33
cellent order *****

TRIIflMPH 1909 3ih.p., Roc 2 speeds,
I r\BUirirn ^^,ii; sidecar admlr-

kf ably

^ENFIELD

I
forks

DOUGLAS

1910 i\ "h.p.

magneto, spring £OA
igio 2£ h.p., twin,

been overhauled

'k DOUGLAS
^1 order

f BROWN

B ipHCENIX

\

Just

£25
t h.p., Bosch magneto,
o d running £• O

1908 3J h.p., magneto, sprmg
forks,

" stand, good jp-f O

2=f h.p.,2 speeds,Saxone forks,

S»
'•^«-*m >i. o. v., excellent £•! "l

condition, ^nit amateur *"
— Easy Payments Accepted. Cash offers considered.

Full List cf these and other machines on request.

MAUDES' MOTOR MART
136, Gt. Portland St., London, W.

'Phone: 552 Mayfair.

'Grams : Abdicate, Wesdo, London.

£26 S

bargirin

Oftlces, Coventry.

OMBAEDIEE WELLS'S 2?4h.p. model E Douglas,
2-spced, kick =tiuter, complete. Cowey speedometer,

Lucas King Eoad lamp, horn, etc., ne-iv 3 months ago,

only ridden 1,000 miles; buying oar; £42.—M:iiilment.
Selsey.

' r44S0

1Q13 (Septemherl Dou=las model P. 2-speed, gaiaran-

Xo' teed condition throughout; fir.st reasonable offer

iiccepted, cask needed; inspection willingly "by a.ppoint-

nieut.—Box 4,591. Tlie Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry.

Advertiser please send address." [X8549

DOUGLAS, T.T-, 2-speed, new
ridden 100 miles, with P. and H.

last September, not
best large lamp

;et and Post horn, spare inner tube and valve; cost

£55- going into business; accept £45, a bargain.—18
Bickeiston E<i., Highgate, London, N. [XB525

"piNFIELD, 23ih.:p

Enfield.
1911, chain drive, excellent

dition; £20.—Eawlings, 10, Priory Av.,

6h.p.
speedometer,

over.

/?h.p. Enfield Combination,

Tannton
[X8466

Enfield Combination, late 1912, head light,

luggase carrier; £56.—Eandall, And-
rX7651

1914, .eoaehbuilt sidecar;

immediate delivery; £84.—Cordingley, Haeling-

den. Tel.: 2Y. [317872

EHmELD. 2lih.p.. neiv last Jtme, 2-Bpeed, kick stiirt,

splendid condition : 'Price' £35, or near olfer.—

Sorrell, Clariuo, Victoria Park. N.E. [4395

ENFIELTIS.—Earliest deliveries 1914 models; special

easy payments.-Lamb'5, ISl, High St., Walthiim-
stow, emd at 50, High Ed., Wood Green; [4268

1 Q12 6b.p. Enfield Combination, thorough good order,

Xij Jones 5 gn. speedometer, Lucas black lamp, Ikiji,

and generator; £55.—J. E. Armitage, Eothwell, Leeds.
[X7974

NFIELD, 1914, 6h.p., with eoachbuilt sidecar and
luggage grid, the finest combination made, just

ariivcd from the works; £84 cash, or lowest easv pay-

ments —Wilkius, .Simi)eon and Co., 11, Haiimiersmith
Ed„ London. [4461

Nl'TELD, 1913, eii.p., coach comTiinatiou, Lncns
head and sidecar lamps, .speedometer, luggage grid,

2 spare oovers (re-treaded) and tntjes, spare chain, valves,

springs, etc., perfect condition : any examination.; £65,

or nearest.—Ainecow, 32, Atherton Ed., Hindlcy: [X8337

E^

E'
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Mr. MOTOB CYCLIST!

Have you ever considered?

How much you might save

in Time, Patience and

Money, if you obtained

your supplies from—

ERIC S, MYERS
The "NO WORRY" SERVICE

ensures your satisfaction in

motor cycling matters.

PROMPTEST DELIVERIES

-OF 1914 MODELS—

SCOTTS, Ml STOCK MOW.

TRIUMPHS, ENFIELDS,

DODGLAS, JAMES,

and ZENITHS.

WRITE RIGHT NOW
FOR LATEST CATALOGUES
AND DATES OF DELIVERY.

REMEMBER- ERIC S. MYERS
CARRIES THE LARGEST
STOCKS IN THE NORTH.

ERIC S. MYERS
"NO WORRY"
— DEPOT —

& 62, MANNINGHAM LANE

BRADFORD.
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TELEGRAMS
ClJCAR, BFD

TELEPHONE
5591 5592.

the date of the issue
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Roc
Gear
FIRST IN 1904

FIRST IN 1914

1914 Roc hub gears (live axle patents)

'"''
(1) Lightweight Machines

(2) Single-cylinder

(3) Twin and Sidecar work

Pedal control, epicyclic foolproof gear

with patent combined hand and kick

starter.

1914 Roc 4 -speed bracket gear

(patent gate change) for belt and chain

and chain drive.

ROC gears are designed for ALL
makes. Insist on " ROC " Gear in

your 1914 specification.

The new Roc big-clutch type hub gear, with

double fulcrum adjustment, new fork ends,

dustproof Hoffmann bearmgs, and 1914 im-

provements, is the LAST WOiyD in gears for

SIDECAR work.

ROC GEAR CO.
(by arrangement with A. W. Wall, Ltd.),

HAY MILLS,

BIRMINGHAM.
SPECIAL NOTICE:

Motor Cycles built to order with Roc Gear,

sini!li/ or in quantities, to suit users' own require-

ments, or the frame and gear fittings furnished

to local assemblers.

2

MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
Matchless.

fT li p. Miitililesa, S-rqifed, chMin tlrive, the very late?t,
' with HercHlt's Lomhbuilt sitk-car; £88.—Cordinp-

Ky. lliislingdcu. To).: 2Y. [X7873,

81i.li. Miitihlospi, 2-8pced, passenger, F.R.S. 1,200, new
70/- Roui iiiid bolts, overhmiled; £50.—Box 4,543.1

The Motor Cycle Offlues. Coventry. [X7745

MATCHLESS. 8h.p., 2-spppd, free engine, and Bramble
sidecar, hII as new; aeicpt £62.—Colmore Pfpot,

49. John liiight St,. Hinningham. [X8417

MATCHLKSS-J.A.r.. 8h.p.. 2-speed, 2 years old.Gon-
dolu sidei'nr, 2-1^0)11., now spring, extras; £43.—

Phillipps.^ King St., Kgremont, Cheshire. [X854G

"I 013 8h.p. Double Chain Drive Matchless and coach-
-*-«-' built sidecar, perlcet (.onditiou ; cost £105 last

Au;,'ii6t : take £85.—iiaxenden, Holly Bank, Gipsy Lane,
Unuton Bridge (near Watford). , [4574

MATCHLESS, Sh.p.. fixed engine, late 1912, with
ivicker torpedo> sidecar, Lucas lamp, horn, speedo-

mi.'tcr, etc., in splendid con4ition throughout; genuine
bargain at- £42.-C. E. Cox, 154, Highland Rd.,
Pdrt.sniouth. [4545

MATCHLESS. 1913, 3"/:;h.p. twin, 3-speed, free en-
gine, kick starter, eonntersbaft, ridden 1,500 miles,

exicllent condition throughout,^ demonstration machine:
£50. or ncariA-t, with acceissorie>3.—Apply. Motor, Hey-
lurd. Banbury. [X7967

MATCHLESS. 1913. Sh.p., 2-speed, double belt drive.
with best cane body sidecar, Jones speedometer,

lamp, generator, and horn; open to any examination;
genuine bargain, £57/10, lowest to clear.—Morris Gar-
ages Oxford. [4428

MATCHLESS. 1913, 6h.p., twin belt drive, 2-speed.
special torpedo sidecar, tittcd witb-l-'-R-S. and P.H.

lamps, horn. Klaxon, Cowey speedometer, tools, spare
parts, had careful and little use, condition ae new; any
trial; bargain, £70, cost £100; machine only, £58/10.—
Gumming, Clieveden. Higher Drive, Purley. [4526

Sh.p. Matthless, 1912, 2-speed. just returned from
Jiiakers completely overhauled, tank, etc., re-

enamelled, Cowey, King of the Koad. 20 gn. Gloria
sidecar, new 70/- tyre and spare tubee, et^;. ; £60, or
nearest offer during the week Dec. 4th-llth.—Short-
hou<?e, Hampton, Middlesex. 'Phone: 247 Molesey.

[0365
Minerva.

.U.h.p. Minerva, newly overhauled, modern fittiugei
4 powerful; £10/10.—Wood. SUpton Ed., Colne.

MINERVA. 3h.p., spring forks, B. and B., 40 amp.
ai'cumulator, fast; photo; £10, ofi'cr.—Albott

Hockin, Hayle, Cornwall. [4427

M.M.C.
3ih.p. M.M.C. raag., takes sidecar; £16/30, bargain.—

2 71. Coleridge Ed.. Crouch End. [4503

MotO'Reve.
TWIN Moto-Eeve Lightweight, lamp, horn, Dniid

forks; £12/10.-80, Pertihore Rd., Birmingham.
[X8554

^h.p. Moto-Eeve, twin, chain drive. Enfield shock ab-
^t: sorber, 2-spced, Watford speedometer, verv fast,
take sidecar anywhere, new^ October; cost £68, offer.'.—
Dixon, Worksop. [4519

Motosacoche.
1Q13 Motosacoche, 2^2^.1)., condition as new; bar-
J-tf . gain, £20.—Moore, Osborne Rd., Spennymoor.

[X7830
New Hudson.

NEW Hudson, 1912. 3-spoed, Canoe let sidecar, fit-
tings, powerful, reliable: £48, or best offer.-Mor-

ton, 36, Church Ed., Richmond. [4529

Norton.
1Q13 (Mar-ch) Big Four Norton, 3-speed. accessories;
-t-t^ any examination; £45. — Curtis, 14, Elmwoed
Ed., Chismck. [4564

N.S.U.
33.h.p. N.S.U., 2-spced gear, and free engine; bar-
4 gain, £22.—James Rankin, Cloughorr House,

Portrush. [4515
3ih.p. N.S.U. , free engine, 2 speeds, studded tyres.

2 new lamp and horn; £12/10.—Deaisley, En^toii
Rectory, Suffolk. [4441

PeuiJeot.

5 -Sh.p. Twin IVugeot, Cliator-Lca sidecar, Bosrh, Cowev
speedometer: £28. G.H.l'., Lyndhurst, Cartfr-

hatch Rd., Enfield Highway. [4524

P.M.
1 Q13 P.M.. 3'Ah.p.. done about 1.000. perfect as npw:
-!-«/ any trial and examination; with £7 extras; £55
rash: without £50: bought runabout.—Hugo, 11, West
Wycombe Rd., High Wycombe. [4426

Phelon and Moore.

P.
and AI., 2-.eprcd, and sidecar. 3'/2h.p.. new tyre«, and
all acccisoiici; mu'^t sell this week; sacrifit-e £28.

— .\iii>ly by letter, 4, Savoy Hou.-se, Bromley. [4448

P.
and M., 1913, 3',Mi.p., 2-^pccd, free enginp, fitted
with Bramble sidcc^ir, whole lot equal to new; £60.

nmplete, with lamp, horn, and spares.—The Colmore
Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Birmingham. [X8501

Precision.
12',1. 41/ih.p. I'rccision, P. and M. gear, cane tor-

pedo sidecar, perfect; £45, no offers.—J. Flann-
82, High St., Hockmondwike. [X8468

COLLIER'S

19

WESTGATE,

HALIFAX, England.

New 1914 Models.
PERRY I.iRhtc.ir 140 guineas.
HUIVIBERETTE, W.C, complete .. 135
CALTHORPE iMiiior

,
160

G.W.K. Lightcir £150
MORGAN Kunaboiit 85 guineas.
BRADBURY, 6 h.p., 3 speeds £75
BRADBURY, Horizontal Twin, 3 speeds . j £65
DOUGLAS, : / li.p.. 2-spced £48
REX Sidettc, belt drive £75
REX Sidettc, chain drive, 3 speeds £85
REX-J.A.P., S ii.p., 3 speeds, cliain drive £77 10
REX-J.A.P., 6 h.p., ditto, ditto £75 12
SUNDEAM, s h.p., 3 speeds £84
WILLIAMSON, S h.p., and Sidecar £97 10
CALTHORPE, 2 h.p., 2-speed, Junior. . 25 guineas

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

BEX, 1912, 6 h.p., 2-speed, twin, NEW . . £53
JAMES, 1912. 3.1 h.p., 2-5pccd £39 10
E.S.A., i<il2, 3'ih.p., 2-speed £42 10
NUMBER Lightweight, little used £25
ign 2i h.p 3-specd NEW HUDSON .. £31 10
Igi2 2-speed Twin CLYNO £42 10
REX, I9r3, 6 h.p., 2-speed, done 200 miles £43 10
REX, 5 h.p., 1909, 2-speed, de luxe £26 10
CLYNO, 1912, and special cane Sidecar . . £49 10
SINGER, 191 1, magneto, lightweight £19 19
REX, 1913, 4 h.p., 2-speed, de luxe, chaui

drive brand new £39 10
MOTOSACOCHE, Lightweight £15 10
lyil Twin REX Sidette, chain drive .... £45
1912 Twin REX de Luxe, and new Sidecar £45
N.S.U., 5l h.p., 2-speed. and Sidecar £31 10
2.5 h.p. 3-speed CENTAUR, as new £35 10

5i h.p. Magneto Twin REX £17 10
N.S.U., 1911, 3 h.p., 2-specd, as new .... £29 10
N.S.U., -iV h.p., twin £24 10
N.6.U., ,* h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £31
REX, 3.V h.p., spring forks £12 10
F.N., Lightweight, battery ignition £9 10
REX, 3* h.p.j magneto, 1910 £24 10
REX, 3A h.p., magneto, 1909 £22 10
REX, 1912, 4 h.p., demonstration machine £31 10
3} h.p. Light Low REX, specially good . . £10 10
MOTOSACOCHE, i9H,M.O.V £19 10
REX, S-V h.p., twin, spring forks £14 10
J.A.P.. 6 h.D., M.O.V.. free engine £34 10
MOTO-REVE, twin, lightweight, runs well £15 10
BRADBURY, I9r2, 3-speed Sturmey £39 10
REX, 3^ h.p., magneto, spring forks, 1908 £19 10
3.V h.p. 1912 BRADBURY, chain drive . . £39 10
S-6 h.p. Twin J.A. P., magneto, spring forks £29 10

3i h.p. Magneto SIMMS £22 10
jgog-ro 2-sp. Twin REX and Mills-Fulford

coach-built Siaecar, Specially good .. £33 10
6 h.p. BAT-J.A.P., spring forks £29 10
s h.p. 2-spepd QUADRANT Carette £7 5
REX, 191,1 twin, 2-specd, NEW £57 10

Cash offers considered. Exchanges quoted.

PERFECTION SIDECARS.
£5 5s. to £10 10s. List on applicaiion.
Best value obtainable. Trade supplied.

EASY PAYMENTS.

FROM £3 deposit and 5/- weekly.

MOTOSACOCHE £14 10 . 3 HUMBER . £8 10
3i REX £10 10 . ij F.N £9 10
3V REX £12 10 . vi Twin REX £15 10

ii MINERVA .. £8 10 . MOTO-REVE . £15 10

New 1913 Machines to clear.

SPECIAL EXCHANGE ALLOWANCES GiVEN.

1913 W.C. WILLIAMSON and Sidecar .. £97 10
1013 4 h.p. REX de Luxe, chain drive ... £61 5
J913 6 h.j). REX de Luxe, chain drive .... £67 15
1913 6 h.p. REX Sidettc, coach-bnilt £77 2

Special Quotations to the Trade.

All letters leUiting to advertisements should quote the number at the end ot each advertisement, and the date ol the issue. A49
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"FORWiRD" ™' B^"

"

Adjustable Belt Fastener.

stronger than any
othar make of belt
fastener and will

outlast many
cheap ones.

From all Agents, and
Service Co., London.

FORWARD
MOTOR CO.,
Summer Row,

BIRMINGHAM.

FORWARD"
That is the name

remember when buy-
ng a plug. Remember
we guarantee to give
you satisfaction and are
always willing to send
on 10 days' trial on

receipt of cash.

ofII Send for List

10 Types.

Type D illustrated,
easily takes apart

for cleaning.

NO PACKING.
ABSOLUTELY and
PERMANENTLY
GAS-TIGHT.

\~^ KING HOOK

Th9 best finished and strongest iiook
fastener on the market.

I

REAHINCS^ _KNUT" Our clieapest fastener but
tlioroughly reliable. 9cl. only.

BEWARE OF CHEAPER FASTENERS.

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Precision.

PRECISION, 1911, SiAli.p., T.T. roadster, Albion free
engine clntcli, engine just overhaulea by makers,

good order; £20, or easy terms.—Elce and Co., 16,
Biebopsgate At., Camomile St., E.G. [0400

Premier.
T. Premier 2V2IL.P. 1913 Light^-eigbt, only run 600,
new condition; £25.—Plastow, Grimsby. [4423

12 2V'b.p. Premier, exceptionally good condition;
£23.—Stanley House, Jieechen Clilf, Batli. [X7970

PEEMIEE. 1912V., fiV'b.p., gowi condition; £24/10.—
Bos No. 4,589, 7'fte Motor Cycle Offlees, Coventry,

[X84S7
PREMIEE. 2'Ali.p.. 1913. perfect condition, not done

500 milee; £28—.Pennv, Tbe Retreat, Witliam,
Esses, [4555

PREMIER, 19121/2, 2V2b.p., all accessories, splendid
condition; £22/10. offers.—Reynolds, 7, Ram.sgate,

Louth, liincs. [4445

END of Season Sale.—2V,h.p. new lightweight Premier,
£30: 3Voh.p. 2-speed J^remier, at £50.~HaIl, engi-

neer, Tonbridge. [4439

PREMIER, late 1912, 3y2h.p., Sturmey-Aicher, 3-

Bpeed, free engine, carefully used; £35. — Dr.
Blackett, Audley, N. Staffs. - [X8530
1 Q13 2y2h.p. Premier, fast, splendid hill-climber;
Xt/ £27/10; after 6, not Sunday.—Tham, 2, Pyrland
Kd., Milmay Park, London, N. [4543

PREMIER, 3y2h.p. (1913), S-apeed, and Speedwell
sidecar, grand hill-climber, big F.R'.S. lamp, best

accewories and spares; £45.—Allen, "Guardian," Sheer-
ness. [X8445
PREMIER, S'^h.p., counter-shaft 2-speed model,^and

£13 Montgomery sidecar, done 2,500, all as new;
£50, lowest-—Hop 981.-1, The Crescent, Belvedere
Rd., S.E. [4364
7-9h.p. Premier Twin Motor Cycle, complete with

Gloria sidecar, speedometer, 2 lamps, horn, com-
plete, latest model, unused : £85.—Myers and Burnell,
Davygate Garage, York. [X7966
"IQ13 SVoh.p. Counter-shaft 2-speed Gear Box Free
-Ltf Engine Premier, new in May, perfect every-
where, new back tyre, Stewart speedometer, lamp, horn,
spare tyre, valves, etc. ; cost £62, accept £40.—Skinner,
Enebworth, Herts. [X8559
33.h.p. Premier, twin-eyl., the beat 1912 model, Mil-
4 lennium 2-6peed gear, Brooks new 170 saddle,

«plendid condition, very strong and speedy, will take
sidecar anywhere, complete with canoe pattern, cane
wicker sidecar, Chatei-Lea chassis; price £50. — G.
Lloyd, Station St., Lewes. rS8562

Ouadrant.
I Q14 7-9h.p. 2-speed Chain Drive Quadrant, Enfield
J-iy gear, handle starting, etc., only jridden 100 miles;
price 55 gns.—G. H. Cos and Co., Ltd., Castle Ed.,
Southaea. [4393a

RegaI=Precision.
REGAL-PRECISION, 4h.p.,- 1913, with sidecar, Arm^

strong 3-speed gear, Palmer tyxee, with apron,
spares, and accessories, not covered SCO miles; £45
cash ; seen and tried by appointment. — Beta, God'
bold'a Publicity Agency, 8, Bream's Buildings, E.G.

,[4456
Rex.

1 Q13, Rex, 6h.ii., de Juxe, new, fitted with our new
J-v £14/14 tandem model sid&car; £66.

13 Rex, 4h.p., de tuxe. new; £40.—Bastone's, 228,
PentonviUe Rd,, King's Cross, London, N.

[4554
EX Sidette, 1913, 6h.p. twin, latest coachbuilt;
offers.—22, Victoria Terrace, Leamington. [X8539

REX, 1910, SVsh.p., mag., good tyres, and excellent
engine: £15.—Robinson's, Green St., Cambridge.

[4481
3ih.p. Kex. li. and B., Palmer tyres, new belt, good
2 condition; £8/10.-Wright, 94, Mill Rd., Cam-

bridge. LX8524
5-6h.p. Twin Rex, free engine, and sidecar, good con

dition, very low; £11.-138, Catherine St.
Leicester. [X7975
£9/15.— Si^h.p Rex and sidecar, condition and run-

ning gufiranteed; bargain.—A. Lloyd, Maesgwyn,
Ton Peutre, Glam. [318573

RES, SVah.p., free engine, handle starting, in good
running order; £15, or nearest offer.—Creese, Gar-

joldisham, Norfolk. [X8336
^-6h.p. Twin Rex. free engine, mag., splendid condi-
•if tion : offers.— Smith, 204, Edward Rd., Balsall
tteath, Birmingham. [X7789
3 0121/2 6h.p. Twin Eex, Bpecial T.T., equal new, in
i- *y splendid running order ; £26 ; photo ; bargain.
—Baines, Crane St., Leicester. [4449

REX.—New 1912, 1913, and 1914 models from
stock. Special exchange quotations.—Halilax

Motor Exchange, Westgate, Halifax. [0387

REX, 3i^h.p., 2-stroke, 2-speed, new Canoelet sidecar,
perfect order, very complete accessories ; at Hohnes'

Garage, Treville St., Plymouth; £35. [4197

LATEST 1913 Rex de Luxe, 6h.p., and new Bex side-
car, coacli, Cowey speedometer, 2 lamps, spare tyre,

jelt, tube, kick start; abroad Xmas; £56, or nearest.—
A.. Booth. Rainow, Crewe. [X8335
1Q13 6h.p. Res, 2-8peed, Portland lounge sidecar,
-l-*^ brand new combination throughout- maker's price
£80, our price £70; exchanges or easy payments. —
Maudes'. 136. Great Portland St., London, W. [2136
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SOMETHINC

TO

CROW

ABOUT

THE

SEND FOR THE

IWATAWATA
FREE

BOOKLET
containins hundreds . of

USEFUL HINTS TO
MOTOR CYCLISTS.

Read about &e
I
WONDERFUL PERFORMANCES

of the

WATAWATA
then

SPECIFY
a Watawata on

YOUR NEW MOTOR CYCLE.
This remarkable belt

is made from best

SELECTED LEATHER
is constructed on unique principle!,

and is undoubtedly the most efficient

motor cycle belt ever constructed.

Send for booklet as above.

0. &W.ORMEROD,Ltd.
Railway Leather

Works.

ROCHDALE.

A50 AH letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertlsemetit, and the date of the Issue.
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Novelty in Reliability Trials.

THOSE clubs who seek variety in comiDeti-

tions in order to stimulate further interest

among members might (Jo worse than take

aieaf out of the book of the Sutton Cold-

lield and Mid-Warwickshire Automobile
Club, which body on Saturday last held a novel,

interesting, and yet instructive event. We have

on several occasions pointed out the desirability

of introducing more novelty in competitions if

they are to retain their present popularity, and
on that account welcomed the innovations intro-

duced by the Streatham Club in their autumn
trial, which included stopping and starting tests

in addition to a speed test on Brooklands with

I ertain minimum set speeds for the different

I lasses. The points tested in the Midland trial

referred to were flexibility as determined by slow

and fast ascents of a certain hill, the ability to

stop and restart, and acceleration powers, all on
the same gradient and performed during the non-

stop run, so that no special adjustments of the

machine in order to show up particularly well in

iny individual test were pos.sible. All that is

needed is a course on unfrequented roads, so that

the repeated procession of competitors shall not

cause annoyance to other road users and resi-

dents along the route, and a comparatively

straight hill. Of course, the points tested in

the trial already referred to do not exhaust all

the possibilities.

The idea might be carried on ad infiiii/um,

such as by the measurement of petrol con-

.sumption, highest and .slowest speeds on top gear,

etc., but those headings enumerated are

sufficient to impart a welcome variety in com-
petitions of the future, and it seems to be
generally agreed that the - ordinary run of

reliability trial's has become exceedingly

monotonous now that motor cycles have attained

such a degree of reliability. We are at the

moment commending this idea to clubs for closed

contests ; we realise that in an open trial with a

large entry the conditions might become too
complex ; indeed, we well recollect the tedious

delav in the A.C.U. Six Davs Trials on the

morning of the flexibility test on Wamell Fell.

To carry out tests of this nature at all accurately

requires a great deal of time and patience, and
it would be a pity if by interposing too many
different tests the trial was spoilt by its un-

wieldiness.

Excessive'Garage Charges.

IN
recent i.ssues we have published letters

on the subject of the charges niade in various

parts of the country for garaging motor
cycles. We have since received a number
of such letters which show that a charge of

IS. per day is not by any means unusual. Now,
while most people will not complain of this

charge for a single day of twenty-four hours,

it certainly seems excessive when spread over a
period of weeks or months. . • In fact, such a

charge might equal or exceed all other running

charges put together, including depreciation, and
it is equivalent to the rent of a small house. A
motor cycle takes up far less room than the

smallest of cars and is much easier to handle,

therefore the charge should be much less than
for a car. Garage proprietors may claim to

know their own business best and think that they

have a right to charge what they can get. This
may be so, but our opinion is that a satisfied

customer is an excellent advertisement, and that

on the other hand a garage where the charges

are excessi\-e will soon become known and
avoided. Therefore, in their own interests,

proprietors are advisetj to consider the future as

well as the present or they will soon " kill the cow
that lays the golden milk," as one of our poli-

ticians has so wisely said. The moral of this is

that motor cyclists should ask what charges are

made before they leave their machines. The
man who bought a motor cycle without-ascertain-
ing the price and afterwards complained that

the cost was excessive would receive little

sympathy. Finally, this seems to be a matter
into which the A.C.U. or A.A. and M.U. might
entjuire with a \'iew to fixing some universal

charge which would be fair to all parties, though
we are fully aware that local conditions might in

some cases make this difiicnlt.
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Freak Hill-climbing in Africa.

THE mania for climbing moun-

tains is not by any means

coniined to Great Britain,

for news readies us that South

Africa is now becoming the scene

of such exploits, Table Mountain

having capitulated before a 6 h.p.

Roval- Enfield. Let our correspon-

dent tell the story.

"On -November 2nd." he writes,

" Mx. Donald Garlick made the

first motor ascent on record of

Table jNIountain, riding a 6 h.p.

Roval Enfield. There are only

two bridle paths or routes by which

materials and supplies are carried

up the mountain on pack saddles to

the employees on the reservoir ser-

vices on the plateau behind the

mountain face. The shorter, but

more abrupt, of these bridle paths

rises : from ;the main road intersect

the ascent was, continued solo on

track never more than 3ft. Gii

wide, and frequently reduced

width by boulders, thus lea

ing less than eighteen inches of fi

passage, with at times a sheer dn

on the other side for hundreds >

feet into the gulley below. On i'

of this, the surface is mostly loij-

consisting mainly of rock chippii:

without earth binding. Except!

where in one. or two place.s t

Enfield was lifted over bouldf

rising out of the path, it complet

the climb to the Back Table t

tirelv under its o\vn power.

ijig (jroqte Schuur at

a point near Kirsten-

bosch. It was by this

route, the Diamond
Spring Path, that the

remarkable climb- was
accomplished.
" The observer was

dropped at a point

well up the path where

the track becomes too

narrow for a sidecar,

and the attachment

had also to be

dropped. From here

TABLE MOUNTAIN (CAPE TOV
CLIMBED ON A MOTOR CYCLt

fl) Detaching the sidecar at tlip to

of Diamond Spring Path.

(2) A sltid on Diamond Sprino P

due to loose surface on a riglit ang
' °M. The gradient at this point

1 in 6.

(3) One of the manv narrow rid

traclts with a surface of loose sto

and a drop of several hundred I

on the outside.

(4) The Back Table—2,400 le;t

above sea level.

(5) A reed grass track on I lie

Back Table.

(6) Wynberg Reservoir— one

on the plateau on the top d j-

Mountain.
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; Hill-climbing in Africa.—

The highest point ultimately attained was on a

Avith the Woodhead Reservoir, at the top of

Disa Gorge, about 2,400 feet above sea-level.

n here the path was unrideable, and, petrol being

in tlie tank, no attempt was made to lind another

to the lace, 1,200 feet higher up. On the

I he rider was heartily congratulated by several

; parties ; and the mountain ranger, hearing

exhaust '(the silencer having been removed for,

ter road clearance), came down on the outlook for

hers or forbidden guns.

The descent by the same route was even more
ing than the climb up, owing to the steepness of

the gradients, which at one part necessitated checking
momentum by means of a rope tied to the back stav
of the machine and held by an observer, to prevent
the rider making a flying leap into space at the foot

of a I in 5 drop. The presence of several true hair-

pin bends caused some anxiety on the downwaril
journey, as these were mostly hidden by foliage, with
the straight ending precipitately, and with nothing to

prevent overshooting the turning and ending disas-

trously in the ravine. But Mr. Garlick remaintd in

the saddle all the way, and reached the fool of the

mountain again without any accident. This ascent,

when it became known, created considerable excite-

ment in (_'.\pe Town."

A'Streamline sidecar nited to a 35 h.p. Motosaoo'che machine, d^siined and owned by C. L. Scott, o( Sydney Westall's, Ltd., Great Portland Streetj W.,
and built by Sidettes, Ltd., of Coventry. One or the several interesting features ol design is an underslung chassis.

r. J. ("iraham.
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A PNEUMATIC ADJUSTABLE PULLEY.
9, Perham Road, .West Kcn-
ented- and ' made an ingeiiioiis

which we show sectii>n here-

Gaham's
pneumatic pulley.

elasticity of the belt. '.I'lic pulley consists of a

movable flange .A. and a chiiriilier f r the, air bag D:

On the air entering the bag il will expai,KJ am!

push the thrust,plate ]', against ihe pin.s P, pushing

the movable flange inwcud. Of course, the object. of

the pulley is to make the method of expanding- and

contracting \ery simple ; and, though it may be

anticipated 'that working by air pressure would cause

trouble, this does not actually appear to be the, case

in practice. The cap C is screwed into the front of

the boss, and carries the gland .H, in which the nipple

(l.is held loosely, so that the Tatter may remain

stationary while the rest, of course, revolves. A non-

return valve V is fitted, so' as to be quite airtight.

Mnval,lc ll.int:.'.

Chninter for ;iir b;iy

C.ip for clKiinbt-r Ji.

Uubbcr nir b.ig.

Thrust platf.

I'ump connection.
Nippio (stationarv).
Gland.
Non-rctnrn v.iivc

Stem of valve V
rixfd tlangc.

Uoss ot pultfv.
!> >Ii n S.

THE QUESTION OF MAGNETO
SUPPLY.

In a leading artiidc in '/'Ar Aulnnir of December

6ih a matter of vital interest i<i .dl motorists is dealt

wilii. This is the (]ueslion nf nur dependency upon

fcu-eign Mianufai-ture.-s for our supplv of magnetos. It

can readily be, imagined that this is a position fraught

witii gravii risks to the welfare of ihe home industry.

In the event of a political disturbance in Germany

(by iar the greatest magneto producer), or e\'en a

strike, our industry might \ery well be ccmpletely

crippleil until such disiurbance had been settled. At

the present time we bclic\e wc are correct in saying

that the number of magneto machines manufactured

iii Great Britain i* not sufficient to keep any one

prosperous works supplied.
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A. Novel Rear Brake.
Anotbei' detail of intrinsic excellence, but unosten-

tatious character, was to be seen on the new Rover
machines. I refer to the rear brake. Standard

brakes consist either of a- conca\'e V shoe on the in-

side of the belt rim circle, or of a convex V shoe on

the outside of the circle. The former is the more
powerful, but the latter needs no attention when a

wheel is dropped out. The Trover design combines
the merits of both types. A V block is fitted to the

outside of the belt rim, which is, of course, provided

with an extra Hange for the purpose. The slight in-

crease of- weight thus necessitated is amply justified.

^^e get the accessible rear wheel, the quest for which
inspired the original Rudge convex outside V, now
abandoned, because it was a shade feeble and apt to

open the lielt rim or otherwise distort the belt's bed,

and simultaneously we get full brake power, and a

true belt ijcd. This is one of the refinements which
make for perfection.

Accessibility.

No ! Wild horses will not drag the name from me ;

but there was, there really was, a machine in the

•Sliovv liom which neitlier \'alve caps nor sparking

plugs couid be extracted unless the engine were first

dropped Irom tlie frame. I daresay thfe sparking

plug' indictment has an answer, for it was oliviouslv

]iossible to sulistitute midget plugs for the tall samples
actually fitted, and midgets would have been remo\-
able; but fancy having to take the engine out of the

fr.inie if a \ahe cotter broke

!

Bravo! the Zenith.
I should have been \ery sorrowful if the ad\ance

of the three-speed gears had driven the infinitely

\ariables off the market:. The danger was real ami
urgent. Ill their original form.s these truly ; delicious

gears did not admit of a lower iiottom ratio than 7 to

I, or thereabouts, and at this ratio the contact aiea

of the belt'v/as at its minimum, and the driving strains

at their maximurn. Simultaneously the 12 to i emer-
gency gears of the three-;;peeders induced trials

organisers to adopt routes bristling with hills which
no 3^4 h.p. could hope to clirnl) on a 7 to 1 gear with

a pulley screwed out to the diameter of an umbrella
ferrule ! Hence the infinitely variable t,^ h.p. was
practically handicapped Out of this season's chief

trials, or in 'other words, banished from public atten-

tion, anrl I, for one, was distinctly afraid that the. in-

finitely \ariable gear might either disappear' alto-

gether, or be re.stricted to solo mounts of al)normal
:h.'1

, ....fssary horse-power. • But I reckoned with-
in red Barnes; he has kept his cle\'er gear, and
lie 'i;is contrived to embody a .series of real ernergency

ratios, thus preserving for our use one of the most
efficient- and pleasant specifications an the road.

I

The Detachability of Three=speed Hubs.
I

1 was a trifle disappointed that the designers of thre^l

speed hubs had not managed to effect more in tlj

direction of quick detachability of the wheel. To nf

mind the on.lv real defect of the modern three-spef

hub is the finickiness of its removal from the fram

and of the reassembling. I presume the makers reali

this ditficultv as intimately as I do myself, and th

nothing better is within the sphere of possibility". B
some weeks ago a reader sent me details of a suggest)

modification which struck me as promising,

thought that the control rods might be coupled

toggles mounted on the chain stays, instead of on t

spindle of the hub, so that the hub could drop de
piovided the tips of its liaht internal push-rods clear

the ends of the controlling bell cranks, these b

cranks being fixed to the chaiii stay brackets. T
whole idea was strongly reminiscent of the Trium

free engii^.e control. At the time I thought the di

cultv would he in the fact that there is hardly a

clearance between these push-rods and the bell cranl

that the puih-rods miglit lie badly strained by carel

riders during v.'heel removals; and that the sche

might render it very difficult to procure the *prec

nicetv of adjustment required for such a delicate ci

trol. However, I ventilate the idea for what it

v.'orth. Under existing design it is possible for a sm

mechanic to get a wheel out and in again within a vi

short period ; but the average amateur probably net

well over an hour to effect a tyre change.

Do Sidecars SKid ?

My paragraph on this subject brought me a iiuml

of 'letters from riders who are unanimous in assert

that sidecars skid. The evidence is to the effect tl

they require efficient non-skid tyres, that they slide

sharp corners, that they are much steadier when
weight cf a passenger giv'es the side tyre a firm "gl

and that lhe\ skid when coasting down greasy h

y, ith the yahc lifted. This consensus of evidei

rather surprises me, for, admitting that my si^e

experience enifiudies less than ten thousand mi'

1 licncstlv cannot recall a single instance of evei

small skid widi a sidecar or with a De Dion type

tricvclc, ,s.i\e nnlv i]i\ skills ihic to negotiating sh

cr)nier^ :U ver\ unjuslifiable speeds, C-g-, W
insisling mi larkling a corner when I had really &\

shoi it \i\ a yard or so. One corresjiondent sugg

houcvci', iliai the average man is prone
exaggerate- the seriousness of a skid. He descri

how his sidecar skidded, and ejaculating, "By Jc

that ii'iis a skid l" lie dismounted to examine
wheel-tracks, and found (hat he had only erred ^
five degrees from the straight line for a couple

yards, whereas- in imagination he had trav'clled Ci

v\lse for tliirty yards!
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i: The Low=priced Machines.
Siere is some risk that novices may credit tiie new
gf-cheap motor cycles, listed from /^2^ upwards,
:h all the capabilities of the more refined and ex-

iisive tyi)es, pace only cNcludcd. It should be
arly understood by the tyro that the service to be
peered of a miniature four-stroke-engined bantam-
ight. with direct single-geared belt drive, is of a

y restricted character, li is equal to touring work
\e\v\ country, but it caniKJt climb severe hills un-
sit receives pedal assistance of a somewhat exhaust-

;
character; trouble w'ith the transmission is to be

.icipated in bad weather, and the engine must be

7 carefully attended to, if " tune " is to be main-
;ied, for there is not the slightest reserve of power,
J there is no emergency gear to fly to the rescue of

enfeebled or badly driven engine. However, a

ver clrixer can extract plenty of fun from one of

se handy little lightweights, provided his riding

onfineil to a tolerably easy district. When we rise

a higher price-stratum, and contemplate the three-

•eded four-stroke lightweighl, or the two-speeded
r-stroker, matters are \ery different. A good
iple of these types ran go anywhere, and the big

dsters will only beat it in the matter of speed uphill.

Twist=grip Control.
heard a fierce controx'crs) raging between

parcntly) an linlian and a Triumph enthusiast at

Bowden stand anent the respective merits of twist-

j and radial lever control, the debate being
Dired by the Bowden people's inclination to push
ir new twist-grip control. Probably 75% of my
.ng has been done with the standard radial lever

,trol, and my subconscious mind has become so
roughly habituated to this type that try as I may,
annot re-accustom myself to the twisting grips ; in

rj- emergency my right forefmger makes a wild

h for a radial throttle, and. when I cannot find it.

left-hand fmgers paw the air madly in search of

in\erted \alve lifter. I shonld opine that custom
the controlling factor. A novice whose brain is

;in soil in this respect may well prefer the twisting

J, which has the advantage of retaining a " clean
"

idle-bar; but the man who has served a long,

>renticcship with radial levers may experience my
> 'lifficulty. How does the twisting grip serve in

I atfic wiiii a really quiet engine ? Can the
I ' need tell liv the feel of the gri[) whether they

linking an engine stoppage or not?

A Clyno Oiling Refinement.

hull as we all aiJniircd the widely-copied ingeiniity

the Connaught two-stroke oiling system (lubricant

iig mixed with the petrol by tlie aid of a measure
idled to the tank), we all failed to foresee the

tr advance on this notion appearing in the Clyno
itweigiit. The oil tank is fitted witli the usual

np. but the fcccf ])ipe from the pump goes into the

rol tank, and one or more ])unii)fuls of oil ai'c in-

ted into the petrol tank, according to the amount
petrol inserted at a relill. Tiiis is a cleaner dodge,
I oljviates the nuisance of a lost measure. i[y only

istion would lie wiicther the oil and petrol can be

Sted to mix homogeneously; doubtless Frank Smith
proved the idea pretty searchingly, and, of course,

rol must slosii about considerably in the tank as tlie

chine is runniPK.

1657

Body Room on Cycle Cars.
The cramped accommodation of many cycle car

bodies .is a defect which impulsive purciiasers W'ill not
realise until It is too late. Tlic Olynipia exhibits
showed great divergences in this respect. In some
instances there wa.^ nu lailiioard whatever, ancl a tiny

two-seated body, into which large passengers would
iipparently have to be insinuated with a gigantic shoe
horn, was the sole provision ; even running boards,
to which bags can always be strapped, Were occasion-
ally missing. At the other extreme one found a

roomy body, wide, substantial running boards, and a

flat tail lioard capable of carrying two small suit cases

or a medium-sized trunk. Any touring vehicle requires
quite a qjiantity of room ; rugs, extra coats, spare tins

of oil and petrol, a bulky jack and pump, a hat box,
and other minor items must often be squeezed in some-
where. If a machine is only wanted for a trip to the
golf links, space must be found for a couple of

cumbrous caddie bags, and a pair or two of spiked
shoes. While I should heartily deijrecate the regular

The tliree-seater design of IVlutliner body, praised by " Ixion."

carrying of a third passenger, I think it should be
jiossible to tuck in an additional passenger on occa-
sional short trips, such as a three-iriile trip to a foot-

ball field and the like. On a car one can take a side

door off the hinges, or leave the door open, and let

the e.xtra man sit on the floor boards with his feet on
the step ; but this is not possible on the average cycle

car. For all theSiC reasons I was interested in

Mulliner's design for a three-seated cycle car. As the

sketch shows, its plan resembles a foot-print. The
lirel is the bonnet; two passengers are accomiTiodated
across the widest part of the .sole; and a third is

bestowed in the blunt toe, thus giving the coachwork
a stunqiy streamline contour, which is neat without

being clumsy. The dickey seat could easily be made
to lift out, so that the well could be used as a luggage

boot on long runs. It may be objected that such com-
plete pro\i.sion renders the cycle car design too

cumbrous ; but is there any real future for a vehicle

so restricted in its accommodation that any small

parcel has to be carried on the passenger's knees?

A2.7
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BY WILFRED G. ASTON. FIRST INSTALMENT.

IT
is conceivable .that the Motor Cycle Show which
has just , been concluded at Olympia will ta"ke its

place in the history of the movement as that which
s:\w the most notable and general development in cycle

cars. On the other hand, it may be that the popu-
HTity and advent of the two-stroke engine will set it

down as something out of the ordinary run. But to

the writer's mind, it is more probable that it will live

in, history as being the Show at which electric lighting,

as part of the eciuipment for motor cycles, Er.'^c made
its permanent mark. There is nothing new whatever
in the idea of applying a dynamo installation for sup-

plying the necessary light on a motor cycle, and, in-

deed, it but follows the direction which has been
already laid down for it by its predecessor, the motor
car. Not only so, but the writer recalls very vividly

being shown by its very proud inventor, the manufac-
turer, a complete dynamo electric lighting installa-

ti-Tn, which was made something like eleven years
ago for mounting on a motor cycle. The fact that it

worked, although somewhat spasmodically, was taken
to imply inevitable future success of the system. And
if this hardy pioneer had had the gOod fortune to li\e

and walk round the Motor Cycle Show just held, there

is no doubt that his breast would have swelled with
pride at the thought that he had so clearly prophesied
a definite future development.

Nothing New.
Two or three years ago there appeared from the

pen of the present writer an article in The Motor
Cycle in which several, small dynamos for motor cycle
electric lighting work were described and illustrated.

It may then seem rather strange that the past Olympia
Exhibition is held to represent such a big jumpjfonvard
in progress, seeing that it has produced nothing in the

electric lighting line that can be justly regarded as

absolutely new. The difference, however, is simply
this. In past years such accessories as self-contained

electric lighting sets have been regarded by manu-
facturers of. motor cycles as appurtenances which
might appeal to a few riders, and, therefore, might be
left for them to pick and choose for themselves. At
present, however, a different state of affairs exists, for

no less than two leading motor cycle constructors have
gone so far as definitely to adopt such lighting installa-

tions on, at any rate, some of their models. In other

words, electric lighting for the first time has obtained
the approval and satisfaction of motor cycle makers.
From now onwards its future is absolutely assured,

nlthough, of course, it may not be subject'to such rapid

de\-elopment:s as have taken place with car lighting

installa lions.

\34

In the first place, it must be remembered that those

who buy motor cycles have not quite so much spare

cash, and have, therefore, to consider pounds, shillings

and pence rather more carefully than buyers of

luxuriously appointed motor cars. Secondly, there i?

rather less need for a self-contained equipment, whin

must be necessarily hea\y and rather expensive in

produce, in connection with the motor cycle, for it i.^

really not very largely used at night except in cro-^^

country work, where acetylene illumination^ has virv

few disadvantages. ]More than that, it is not necessarv,

as in the case of a car, to keep the side lamps goin;-

when the vehicle is stationary in order to comply wiii

the law, because, in most cases, a bicycle can In

pushed up an entry or leant against some con\'enieni

tree or -wall. Both these considerations lead one i

suppose that much water must flow under the brid;.

hefore we shall reach a time when no motor cycle n-

justly be regarded as being complete without its dynariK

outfit. Hence, when it is said'that electric lighting li

come to stay, it must not be imagined that the w^ri

means to convey that it will be absolutely de rign

next year to the exclusion of all other forms

illuminant.

The Convenience Point of Vie^v.

As a matter of fact, acetylene lamps are considerab;

more convenient on motor cycles than they are on cars

for long lengths of tubing are not required, and .

single generator only is generally employed wit!

a single lamp. Furthermore, the acetylene outfit i

as a rule, exceedingly light and simple to look aftc;

and, in contradistinction to the types of acet\le'

installation fitted on cars, the generator is gener.

within convenient reach of the rider, so that it can \

easily regulated from the saddle. -

Before proceeding to describe the installations whi-

were exhibited at the Olympia Show—and this is tli

principal function of this article—it will be as well

perhaps, to consider the advantages electric lighvi'v

possesses over acetylene, bearing in mind that it is,

present at any rate, essentially heavier, requires m
room, and is more expensive. First of all, one lu

a very much more- efficient form of light, for whi'-

the reason is", perhaps, not so obvious as might h

thought. Elementary optics teach us that for tli

best and most efficient projection of light, the soui'

of such light should be as nearly as possible -a matin

matical point. This, of couse, is absolutely impossibl

in the case of an acetylene flame, which occupies

considerable \olume. It is, therefore, impossible i

construct any form of reflecting mirror, which can gi\

a high efficiency, for the fact that the flame is of lars'
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lectric Lighting Systems.

—

[/.c resdhs in main of the rays being grossly dispcrseil.

ly using a short focus lens the best of results can b'c

btained : still, a good deal of efficiency is lost, and it

lUst not be forgotten that the shorter the focus the

lorc likeliliood is there of the lens mirror reflector being
:ri<)iisly damaged by the heat of the flame. Secondly,

ith electricity one has an illuminant which can be
inied off and on at will without getting out of 'the

kMIo.

A Tip.

This advantage is, in point of fact, very much
•ss notable in the case of a motor cycle than in a

ir where for the driver to get out of the car involves

im in disturbing other passengers. Parenthetically,

10, 1 may remark that acetylene lamps can very

isily he lit without getting off , a rhotor cycle, as

lyone may find out who happens to carry one of

lOSc little ])ocket petrol cigarette lighters with him.

1 this, case all one has to do is to turn on the

ater, open the front door of the lamp, and, making
giiess at the right position, let the lid of: the lighter

lip open when the familiar smell shows that there

a sufficiency of acetylene available. Even the in-

perienceil will obtain success after two . or three

Ots with this method.
A iliird advantage is that tliere is no need for

plenishment of fuel or water, and consequently there

is no need from one season's end to another to mess
one's hands, or run the risk of setting out on a journey
with an empty generator. Fourthly, there is the
benefit that a tail lamp, such as the law requires

with sidecars, can be very easily fitted up without
involving any complii^itions to speak of. A perfectly
safe and sure inspection lamp can speedily be fixed

up, and can be used without the slightest danger of
causing petrol fires. Lastly, there is this benefit,

that, owing to the lighter construction which can be
employed in an electric head lamj), there is less

"moment of inertia" or flywheel action on the

handle-bars, so that there is no additional tendency
ti5 wobble or roll in ruts of muddy roads.

Absence of FlicKer.

. I have already feferred to the ' efficiency of the

illumination. This is ascribable as well to the optical

arrangement of the lamp as to the fact that the

body of the lamp can' be made practically airtight,

so that' the! mirror does not tarnish, and, furthermore,

to the fact that the constancy of current absolutely

prevents any flickering as the result of road or engine
vibration, or from boisterous and gusty winds. It is,

in fact, not untrue to say that an unsteady, powerful
light is not to be preferred to a perfectly steady light

of less than half the penetration.

In the next issue of this journal the (liferent electric lightins systems

for motor cycles will be described and illustrated. -.,,..

i A BIT OF
^ the old days it was not an -uncommon event to

encjjunter a defective motor cycle, the particular

luiture of whose_ malady utterly baffled detection
ilie .owner, if not by his more or less expert

quaintances. Nowadays, owing to the • more
curate knowledge as expressed in the machines
emselves as well as in the fertile brains of those

10 liave to diagnose their diseases, it is seldom that

fault can evade elucidation for^anv length of time;
:t the writer confesses to having been floored for

COnsider.Tble period l.iy the following case, though
solved it in the end quite satisfactorily.'

The (lata are as follow : A new motor" bicycle

th a power ^uiiit comprising a -aj-'ir-h.p. single-

Under engine, chain-dn\'en magneto with fixed timing
hind the cylinder, and carlniretter beliipd that,

ibrication was by external hand pump with trans-

rent barrel. .AH the parts of the power plant'Were
first-class popular make ;" the road wheels were free

d the cycle work generally in perfect order.

The trink was charged with petrol and oil of good
ality.

The Carburetter -was Cleaned.
\\ :' n the machine was started, the power im-
;diately fell oft", and in a few yards the firing ceased.
irtlicr attempts were equally unsuccessful, so it was

< begin investigations. The sparking plug was
d, the high-tension terminal removed, and the

I end of carbon pencil and contact ring

>••' 1. But these changes made no difference to the
'uli. The valve timing was then checked and
uiiij 10 be correct-

Dinvn a fair incline the machine ran comparatively
•11 md fired regularly, whidi was something. ')"hc

A PUZZLE.
carburetter was now examined, and- care|ull_y cleaned,

but with the sarne result. It mav'be taken for granted

that a trial trip was made affer. each altered condition

and that the machine ahvays behaved,as on the first

occasion—^a few half-hearted explosions, gradually

growing feebler and expiiing -altogether, in about a

score of yards. Larger jets were then tried.

The £xhaust Box Examined.
Really it Avas getting beyond a joke. The svmptoms

indicated that the engine -was- either star\ed or that

its exhaust was bunged up. Off came the exhaunt box
first. Nothing in it at all beyond the bolt which held
the cut-out against the perforated end—not even a

baffle plate, and the exhaust pipe itself was perfectly

free. The cylinder was i>ow removed 'and- the passages

found to be quite innocent of any impediment. The
])arts were replaced and the valve timing tested once
again, this time with a wire let down the com-
pression tap.

Sometimes after an overhaul a machine will go all

right, although the fault has escaped detection, the

delect ha\ing been remedied unconsciously. It is an
unsatisfactory ending in a way, though' one would
rather this happen than that the machine should not
recover at all. But it was no gooil! ^^'halc\er could
be the matter ?

One more possible point remained. This was tested

and the machine sailed away in excellent fashion.

Douglas Leechm.-\n.

[Our readers are invited to solve this problem if possible
For the six most correct answers v/e offer a copy of
one of our handbooks " Motor Cycles and How to

Manage Them," " Hints and Tips for Motor Cyclists,',

or " Tracing Troubles." The correct solution will be
published a fortnight hence.—Ed.]

A-»7
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Passenger Machines at Olympia.
By B. H. DAVIES.

niiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiii

I

AM not going to say anything about the sidecar

outfits. If you refer to our ad\ertising columns,

>you will find there just exactly what I should say if

I had the pen of an " ad." writer, for the simple truth is,

that the general quality was extraordinarily high.

Here, and there one could pass some small criticism

on the ground of appearance or inaccessibility ; but,

'on the whole, the modern sidecar outfit is simply

impervious to fault-finding ; and it is very hard to see

where any radical innovation of merit or any urgently

needed alteration can lie found.

In the cvcle car field we are not quite so forward.

The .Show was an unparalleled advance on last vear.

Some of the worst freaks which disfigured last yeprs

exhibitions had disappeared unwept, unhonoured, and
unsung—at least by this journal. The staunch old

'uns. whicfi existed and ran before the term " cycle

car " and all the controversies and reminiscences it

suggests came into being, were there in all their glory,

the G.W.K. and A.C. Sociable practically unaltered,

the Morgan^ no longer childless, but proudly rearing

its head amidst its grandchildren, se\Tral of whom
have already outgrown their proud parent—that

vcllow Grand Prix Morgan inspired many a dream
last week beneath waistcoat and blouses alike.

Finally, the debutantes mostly deserved a Avarm'

welcome. Not all. There was one machine w'restling

with two hefty enthusiasts who desired to test the

clutch; leverage. They got the pedal out when I and
a big Leander oarsman held the' machine for them,
tor, prM'iously, the sole effect of pressure on the pedal
of the clutch was to shove the machine off its stand

and. across the gangway. Having reluctantly come
out, the clutch resolutely refused to go in until the

machine was scotched, and a fourteen stone man
danced the tango on the pedal. The rest of this

machine was about up to sample—we v.ill let it pass

at that. There were machines
with no universal joints in lengthy T ..

jiropeller-shafts, and others equally

destitute in respect of short shafts, i

v

which is even worse, because the

angularities are greater. Theri;

were machines with both engines

and gears bolted direct lo ihe

frames—a fault the heinousness of
\iliicli can be realised if we try to

])iilure a man playing rugger in

full-length trousers of tin. There
\vere brakes wliich would Ije inefifi

cicnt on a toy peramijulator, and
oiher ; is ries which I spare you.

Jiut the general run of the
c\rlr' ,_ii, \\,r, admirable. They

•SiV.:;' .°.

ranged from the " fire-extinguisher "Garden (an ideal

winter mount for a man who lives in the level Mid-
lands, has had three sideslips in the last week, and is

getting fat) to the bigger A.C,. and the Chater-Lea,

which, bv some miracle, contrive to squeeze a full

light car de luxe specification, embodied in staunch

stuff and sound workmanship, within the cycle car

definition. I prefer to dwell- chiefly on the vehicles

which approximate more closely to accepted motor

cycle lines, and in doing so I will omit our older

friends, like the G.W.K. and the Morgan, because

Ave have all tried them through a friendship that is

growing hoary now, and we know we can trust them.

The Simple Type of Cycle Car.

Consider, for example, such an example as Mr.

de PeyreGa\-e's new Depford. It is a kind of glorified

Zenith on four wheels, for its gears range from 4 to

16 to I. It has a \erv simple gear box, supplemented

by a movable back axle, which tightens O'; slackens

the long side belts against spring pulle\s, each havin|^

one loose flange.
.
One cannot think of a cheaper or

more ideal gear for Jhe genuine cycle, car—using the

w^ord in oblivion of formal definitions. The boily is

big enough to hold a pair of rugger internationals.

The springing is so carried out that fhe car merely

gi\TS when a big man jumps on it—some of its rivals

leap off their carpet with every tiny part cocking

its ears, and a "Who frew dat firick?'' expression.

As a sample of the detail refinements, one may mention

the pedal luliricator. which pre\-ents the driver from

having to writhe round the wheel to get at the da.sh.

Its 'one visible defect is that the belts, which run

behind the bodv panels, are a trifle inaccessible; but,

after all, big belts running over spring pulleys of large

diameter, should need ^ery little attention, and almoJ^'t

anvthing is lietter than ha\ing two long lines of snlash-

Tiie latest modal 8 h.p. Adamsoa, which is ntied With water-cooled engine, belt drive, ani underslimg chas^U.
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The

Dot^las
MOTOR CYCI.es at the OL.YIVIPIA SHOW

ATTRACTED
CONSIDERABLE ATTENTION,

BUT

THE DOUGLAS IS NOT MERELV A MACHINE TO CATCH THE EYE

IT IS

A MACHINE FOR RESULTS.

V THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS M.C.C. MEETING,
BROOKLANDS, NOV. 29th.

^^^__ 350 c.c. (Solo).—Flying kilometre.

m.p.li.

A. Nicholson. Bradtield (2| Douglas) ... 50.84 1st.

P. C. Douglas, Marlborough (2| Douglas) ... ^.42 2nd.
M. Crenietti, Harrow (2| Douglas) 48.40 3rd.

SiDKC.-VR Cl.\ss.—Under 600 c.c

M. Cremetti, Harrow (2| Douglas) 40.81 1st.

" The Public Schools M.C.G. held a successful meeting

at Brooklands on Saturday last, the 29th ult

Douglas machines were much in evidence and ran

splendidly."

—

The Motor Cycle.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET OF 1914 MODELS.

DOUGLAS BROS., Kingswood, BRISTOL.
LONDON : 39, Newman Street, W. PARIS : 190, Boulevard Pereire.

ti luiwering this adfcrti^cmin/ if I'.s Jcsirnhh to mention "The ilnlor Ci/de." A29
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SMOOTH
POWER

The FLEXIBILITY of the passenger Big 4 NORTON is remarkable

and its design prohibits lunging. Smooth power development with

SIMPLICITY—THE essential of reliability—being the keynote of design.

The capacity of the engine is 636 c.c. and the power output is equivalent

to the average 6-7 Twin. It is a SIMPLE SIDECAR SINGLE and will

do what is required without the complication and weight of multi-

cylinders, and at much lower cost of maintenance.

NORTON MOTORS

1!

:.

IIIIIIIIBIIIIIIIIgllllllll lllllll

COUNT THE " WON'T GO " Motor Cycles on the road and you won't find a solitary

MOTOSACOCHE
2i CJo 6 hop.

amongst them (a disabled Motosacoche is as rare as a dead donkey), and now that their exhaust valves

are A.IR COOLED

THEY ARE EVEN BETTE
tliey have MORE POWER, and their ACCELERATION IS EXTRAORDINARY
they can't DRY UP, and the 3\ h.p. twin, with and without sidecar, can ' shp it across" machines

of greater power with the greatest ease—and can keep on doing it—there is NO OVERHiiiAT.
Send us a p.c. and we will send you particulars with pleasure free of all cost to you.

Aif-cooled
Exhaust Valve.

MOTOSACOCHE, LTD.,
Works and Offices : College Park, Willesden Junction,

LONDON, N.W.
Teleplione : 1002 Willesden. Telefrnms: ; JIolosucocli , LnnUnn.

London Agents : SYDNEY WESTALL & CO., LTD. M.J, Gt Poitlund St.. \V.

M\

HI 1 1 1 II II SII 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ail 1 11 1 1 1 1a 1 1 1 II 1 1 HI 1 1 1 1 1 1 II ^1 1 1 1 1 1

1

A3r In answering these advertisements it is desirable lo mention " The Mutur Cycle."
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?assenger Machines at Olympia.—

ilaiiis right across the coachwork, as happens with so

many belt-driven cycle cars.

The Crouch, which was not to be found within the

Show, was performing very prettily outside, rtinning

iiore quietly and neatly than many otliers in the trial

yard; but, of course, trial yards are not freak hills

in a Six Days, and wc mustn't stretch the evidence

too far.

" The Crescent showed how to inter-couiile a foot and
tiand throttle in -a light and inexpensive manner. Its

:hrottle is operated by a Bowden wire from a steering

ivheel lever, and the stop of this wire is mounted on
\ link joined to the accelerator pedal, quite a good
notion.

The "Dew interested me much. It employs the front

lalf of the Crestmobile drive—some of the old brigade

.vill remember this pre-historic car with its twin fric-

ion-clutched chain and sprocket drive. " Ccnicen-

rated essence of simplicity " best describes this very

;harrning chassis, for there is nothing on it which a

;lever puncture-repair boy couldn't tinker up if it

vent wrong, and that is part of the cycle car ideal.

The adjustment of the front chains is a heap better

han most cycle devices. The engine is hung in slots

:ut through vertical cradle plates, against which big

luts lock it by friction ; in front there is a winder-bolt

ittached to the apex of the chassis, and having
oosened the friction nuts, you just apply a spanner
ind wind the engine to or fro as if you were changing
1 leaf in a dining table. The alignment is automatic
ind secure. One pedal controls both gears and the

.'lutches, viz., up, top gear; half down, free engine;

ight down,' low gear. No wonder the machine is

±eap.

Good and Bad Points in Design.

Some of the water-cooling work was shockingly

;arried out, especially in respect of the lower pipe

'rem radiator to engine. This should obviou.sly be
iroad, straight, and horizontal. In many cases

larrow pipes rose steeply via several kinks and twists.

Presumably the chassis was designed, and many parts

iiade or procured before an engine was selected ; and
:hen the selected engine didn't fit. There will be
jreat trouble with some of the Show machines if the

loint is not rapidly remedied ; I leave buyers to watch
it for themselves. The spigot bearing of ihe clnich

ilso requires more attention. Some
lad no provision of any sort for

.ubrication, except for such odd
Jrops as might leak out from the
2ngine. Others had half-inch

greasers lixed to the top end of a
4in. length of %m. copper tube;
the fact that very little grease could
possibly be inserted through such a

device does not particularly matter,
for it would fall off within a hundred
miles. Some had capacious
greasers properly mounted. In

some cases the teeth of the gears

*verc narrower and the diameter of
the pinions was smaller than the

corresponding parts of certain motor
bicycle counter-shaft gear boxes

;

yerb. sap., one cvcle car had a very

slender propeller-shaft 5ft. in length devoid of
any flexible joint. I should be afraid of this

crumpling under a sudden shock which embodied
much angularity; another had a very short stiff

shaft equally deficient of pro\ision for flying. I

am sure this would make a very har.sh drive.

Very few machines appeared to have compensated
rear brakes, but the simplicity with which the
Buckingham cables ran over their horizontal pulleys

was excellent, whilst the Chater-Lea had a proper car
swingle-bar type compensator. By the way, the

Chater-Lea had its accelerator pedal mounted outside

the brake pedal, and on a level with it—a design that,

on the whole, I prefer to ordinary car practice, inas-

much as you don't have to crinkle your knee, and it

is easier to find.

The Luggage Carrying Difficulty.

In some cases there was not enough mudguarding
to keep the coachwork clean, or to prevent clobs of

dirt being freely flung all over the passengers' faces

or the screen—a particularly unpleasant choice of

evils. There was only one bad point common to

practically all the cycle cars in the Show, namely,

absence of •luggage" accommodation. I adinit that

some of the three-wheelei:s may be provided with big

carriers or grids astern, and that a vehicle like the

G.>V.K. may have a flat tailboard on which a small

trunk can be strapped. But there is a sad absence of

odd corners where a small handbag or a golf bag or

other small impedimenta can be stowed away without

any strapping. I went rotind the Show with a keen

golfer, whose thoughts had been turned forcibly cycle

carwards by a bad sideslip with his bicycle. He
decided he would rather stick to his bicycle and risk

another skid with the clubs round his neck, for there

w-as not a single body staged in which there was
reasonable accommodation fo.r ' two men and their

stxnall baggage, unless such baggage was strapped on

the tail or the running boards, or tucked into the folds

of the hood. I admit I do not see how^ this problem
is to be solved, unless a little, well can be fixed under

the hood, running the full width of the body, and
measuring, perhaps, gin. wide and a foot deep. Next

vear's cycle cars should be a splendid assortment; a

little of the rubbish is dying hard, but it is nearly all

gone now, and the number of the genuine brand is

rapidly increasing.

M-^^'

Chassis ol llic tour-cylinder waler-cooled Chaler-Lea cycle tar. The overhead worm drive, Ihrcc-spccJ

and reverse gear box, and well-designed steering will be noticed.

'•.^I
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible
Aii ietfers should be adOressei io .,:: Editor, " The aotor Cycle,'' 20, Tudor Street

Do Sidecaw Skid?
Sir,—Noting your correspondence on above subject, I

think it might prove interesting to relate my experience witli
a 35 li.p. Bradbury and sidecar with passenger. Recently
\ve were passing through a small Cheshire town main street,
when the machine suddenly skidded most violently, mount-
ing the pavement and crashing into a shop window on the
sidecar side of machine. Fortunately we were proceeding
slovvly on middle gear at tlie time and were able to pull
up very quickly on the slight incline of the road and
avoided anything worse than a bent bracket. It should
be stated that the road was very greasy and had a high
crown, an objectionable feature of mauv rural macadam
loads. JNO. 'W. NEWALL.

Number Plates.

Sir,—The 'announcement in your issue of 20th November,
that six nj,otor cyclists were prosecuted at Auckland
because theif 'number plates did not comply with the law,
is most disquieting.

I visited a large number of stands at Olympia, and was
unable to find a single machine on which both number
plates were large enough to take two letters and four num-
bers of the minimum legal size, and Avith the minimum legal
spacing. In most cases neither plate was large enough.

Fiu-ther, I believe the law requires that the number plates
must be upright, whereas in some instances—including a
new two-stroke lightweight, manufactured by a well-known
firm—the back plate was inclined at a considerable angle.
Those motor cyclists, who do not know what the legal

requirements are, will find them clearly stated on page 281
of "]Motor Cvcles and How to JIanage Them."

ARNOLD SOUTHALL.

Electric Lighting Outfits.

Sir,—As so much interest is being taken at present in
electric lighting for motor cycles, may I be permitted to give
my ideas on the subject ?

In the first place, I have used a simple but effective

electric outfit for the last season, to wit, a pair of Cox-
Walker twin head lights, which I run off a 16 a.h. 4 volt
accumulator. These are comparatively cheap, the weight
on the handle-bars is small, and the light in my opinion is

far superior to acetylene, being a better colour. One lamp
is enough for ordinary purposes, and the battery will give
sixteen hours' light with one ; the second is useful when an
extra good light is wanted, and as a. reserve in case of

, damage. At first I had trouble with two broken filaments,
but this seems to be abnormal.
But for an ideal equipment a more elaborate outfit is

wanted, and this is my specification:

Dynamo driven off engine, giving four to five volts at all

speeds above 20 m.p.li.. output eight amps., if required.
Two 4 volt 8 a.h. accumulators, 4 volt 16 c.p. head light.

only run direct off dynamo, never by accumulators. Set of

four 2 volt 2 c.p. lamps, normally run by accumulators, in

two pairs in series, i.i-., right hand side light and tail light
in series off one accumulato;', left hand side light (which
would be fixed on the sidecar when that is used, when it is

not used it would be paired with the other like the Cox-
Walker twins) and top tube lamp (for speedometer, watch,
and route card or map case, and detachable as an inspection
lamp) in series -off the other accumulator.

•A32

for the opinions of his correspondents^

,
E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's full name and address.

No automatic arrangement is required to charge the accu-

mulators off the dynamo, but -a switch is to be provided by
means of which this call be done, the dynamo then running
the small lights as well, making up the total output of eight

amps. I assume the efticiency of the lamps to be 1 watt per

c.p., but I daresay it is lower with the stout filaments

required). An automatic cut-out of course is essential for

changing.

i do not consider it at all desirable to provide electric

starting for the engine, nor to interfere with the magneto
ignition. An electric horn would be a good addition,

however, worked off the accimiulators.

A few points in the design of the outfit may be mentioned.
Brackets for Ihe lamps should be brazed to the machine,'

and the lamps readily attached and detached. The big

head light should come off, leaving its electrical connections

behind in the bracket, but the small lights come off with

flexibles attaclied. The tail light to be of a design latelj

suggested in Tlie Motor Cijdc, using a transparent numbei
plate with a. red disc.

There may be some unusual points about this specification,

but there are reasons for them all. P.A.L.

Silecar or Solo.

Sir,—Every authority seems to be in agreement that

almost the top-notch of efficiency in motor cycle design has
now been reached, and fields of exploration and exploitation

are narrowed to small limits. And this is probably true if

the favour enjoyed by the solo machine continues. But will

it continue ?

I am convinced that the motor cycle, solo, has seen its

day. and that the combination of motor cycle and sidecar is

yet far fronr its zenith.

For your years I enjoyed the speed, convenience, flexi-

bility and adaptability of the single mount, and look back
with pleasure to outings totalling thousands of miles a-wheel.

But over that period, although but one or two minor spills

impaired the enjoyment, I recall the many hair-raising

moments when the precarious features of the solo make mi
wonder if it were worth the risk when one realises the com-
parative perfect safety of the present day combination.

I am now an irreclaimable sidecar driver, and I doubt
whether any riew feature possible as a big improvement for

the single and not for the "double" would drag me back
to straddle a solo. I find perfect safety linder all con-

ditions of weather, traffic and road condition as against
trouble spelt with a big T or contant gulps of thankfulness
for having literally "squeezed through" difficult positions

by sheer knowledge gained from the years of push cycle train-

ing. Sociability, unknown hitherto, has opened out fr'e.sh

pleasures. The small extra cost of my high-powered twin
Indian has been proved money well spent, I will engage to

give a good account of myself even against the best singles

under adverse conditions without suffering the danger the

single would, meet, to surmount a good hill Avith "life and
go" throughout, and to get a clear 70 miles to the gallon.

What else is required ?

If all road solo riders, who have never experienced tlie

delights of the combination would become initiates in the
year 1914, the popularity of the single track machine for the
man who rides for pleasure would end like a pricked bubble.

'

, C. R. WADMAN.
[Tliere are many expressions of opinion in the above letter

with which we do not agree, but on the principle of giving
all sides a hearing, pubh.sli Mr. ^Yadman's views.—En.]
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You made me love you !

'HAT in a sentence sums up the expression of

popular feeling shown towards HAZLEWOOD
Motor Cycles at jDlympia.

Press and public alike were unanimous in their praise of

our latest models. Throughout the Show OUR STAND was
the centre of attraction, and the amount of business done was
a record.

Small wonder our motor cycles attracted attention

—Vide Press:

" Throughout the hall We do not think there is anything

more k^outifully finished than this cluster of Hazlewood
mounts, etc."

But—the Buyer wants more than design, workmanship,
and finish ; he wants proved reliability and road-
worthiness—a record of successful performances
behind his machine.

The HAZLEWOOD owner gets that record!

!

Hazlewood Motor Cycles have gained 100% awards in practi-

cally every important trial of the year. In the English A.C.U,
Six Days' Trial—the most severe test of the season—TWO
Hazlewood machines were entered, TWO gained GOLD
MEDALS.

What bigger proof of RELIABILITY could you have?
A copy of our handsome new book "HAZLEWOOD Motor Cycles" sent post free on request.

#la2^ewoods
Ltd. (Est. 1876), COVENTRY, Eng.

London Agency—Omnium Motor Co., Ltd., 198, Gt. Portland St.

4'

In {in.'wcrinij thii ath-ertietiiieiil it in desirable to mentiun "The Motor Cycle." 1;.'
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POWERFUL
The extraordinary power of the B.S.A.

Motor Bicycle has made it pre-eminent

for solo riding or with side-car. The

B.S.A. Engine not only develops more

power than many engines of much
greater capacity, but owing to its flexi-

bility, low running costs and ease in

starting and controlling, the B.S.A.

Engine represents a far higher standard

of efficiency. This has been con-

clusively proved in many recent trials.

The B.S.A. Motor Bicycle
fas illastrated)

fitted with B.S.A. 3J h.p. Engine,

B.S.A. Three - Speed Counter-

shaft Gear, Chain - cum - Belt

Transmission, B.S.A. Semi-Auto-

matic Carburetter, B.S.A. Spring

Forks.

Price complete - £59 15s.

Fixed Engine Model £49 5s.

Free Engine Model- £55 10s.

Three-Speed Counter-

shaft Gear and Chain

Drive Model - - 60 gns.

Tourist Trophy Model £48 10s,

MOTOR BICYCLES

Write for 1914 Catalogue.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS COMPANY LIMITED,
13, SMALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM,

A Motor Cyclist's a.ivice-. "Always use B.S.A. Cylindcy Oil for your Engine."

In answrrhtfj Litis advciiisem<jni it /> desiraljlc' to iiicnlion " Tlie Motor Cycle."
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A Pulley Gange.
Sirj—The owner of a belt-driven machine will sometimes

find it useful to have a pulley gauge to test the angle for
wear, check accuracy of re-turning, etc. The angle can
be set out in about thirty seconds, thus : Double a piece

of writing paper down the line A A,, prick a hole through
the double thickness at B B, any distance from the centre

How to make a 28' bell pulley gauge.

line or fold. Now open the paper and join B15,, cutting
A A, at C. On A A, mark off G D double of BB,. Join
B D and B, D. B D B, will then be, as nearly as possible,
an angle of 28°. Draw lines EF perpendicular to A A, in

such a position as to gi\e a gauge suitable for the pulley
in question. This is shown stippled in the drawing, and
can be cut out of sheet brass or copper.

PERSEPHONE.

Speedometer Drive.

Sir,—I notice that lately you have praised the Hendee
Manufacturing Co, for supplying their 1914 Indians com-
plete with rear driven speedometers. Driving to Plymoutli
the other day the back wheel of my Indian sidecar combina-
tion had a very busy time on hills, often revolving about
six times in making a foot of progress, and I fancy that
had my speedometer been fitted to the back wheel, it

would have told me that the hills, which I. ascended at

a careful four miles per hour, were mounted at a gallant
forty to fifty miles per hour. I hardly like to suggest it.

but it seems to me that to drive at all, even under ideal

conditions, a back wheel must slip to some extent. This
slip may be mainly theoretical, but even at its lowest
its effect could be seen in a year's mileage, while under
the conditions induced by the normal British climate its

effect must be considerable, and the Odometer readings of

a single trip will show a big error. How this would affect

the speedometer reading I dare not suggest, but perhaps
fome of yoiu- readers wlio are higher mathematicians could
give us their opinions?
By the way, had " Ixion " been with me on the journey

to and from Plymouth, I think he would have decided
definitely that a sidecar combination, though perfectly
alignrd. can, and does, .=kid. WHEEfv SLIP.

i6f>3

An Appreciation.

Sir,—As 1 have been a reader ol your pa[)er, oti and on,

for nearly ten years, may 1 be permitted to express my
appreciation of your contributor " Ixion," and all his works.

I am minded to d-; this by a somewhat pathetic little

paragraph in your issue of October 9th (page 1316). When
the English mail arrrives and brings with it Tht Motor
Cych amongst other home papers, yours is the first to be

opened, and after reading the leaderettes, I somehow
naturally turn to " Ixioii's '' weekly article, with the sure

knowledge of finding in it something interesting, instructive,

and well written. Hi^ seemingly never ending tiow ot s.iund

commonsense, which, week after week, lie has contributed

for i don't know how many years, is, to me, astounding. And
how very seldom does it happen that he is caught napping,

but when it does happen— is he not always the first to

admit he is Avroiig '/ How many luxuries and even neces-

sities, which are incorporated in the modern motor cycle

owe their existence to a suggestion of " Ixion's." How
many battles roya he has fought with the trade on behalf

of the common or garden rider. Modern riders can only

realise what they owe to him by reading back numbers of

The Motor Cycle, and very interesting reading they make
too. One cannot but admire the fine way in which he seems
to write "straight from the shoulder," and one can almost

see him sitting in front of his cycle, after a long ride, and
making note of anything that strikes liim as being not quite

perfect.

Long may " Ixion " and his contributions continue !

In conclusion, may I congratulate you on the success of

your paper, and on your special overseas supplement, which
contained any amount of useful information.

Kaipoogalla, PundaJoya. A CEYLON PJDER.

Large Wheels for the Colonies.

Sir,—Often one sees a paragraph in motor cycle papers

that English machines are all that are needed for Canadian
roads. While not disparaging the English motor cycle

I think 28in. wheels with large tyres are necessary. Not
for the reason persons in the trade generally think, that is

engine cleai'ance but for bowling over the rough siu'face.

Any schoolboy knows that a small ball will not roll any-
thing like so easily as a large one. I am looking forward
to the time when English makers cater for the Canadian
market. Periiaps the enclosed pictures will be of interest.

These are typical sand roads which are quite common.
Toronto, Ont. Canada. A. W. HAMPSON.

The Effect of Benzole on Valves.
Sir,—1 notice witn interest a letter in last week's issue

with regard to the effect of benzole on tanks.

My mount is a ltll3 2^- h.p. two-speed Singer, in which
I have been using benzole. I give my experience, and
would like to know if any of your readers have had a
similar one.

Ill September, both my valves were new, I began using
benzole early in October, and after using about four gallons,

The difficulties of touring in Canada by motor cycle. Illustrations accompanying letter from A, W, Hampson.
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1 found mj' engine was losing compression, and vequiiiiig
the low gear on hills, whicli it usually negotiated on top.

I dismounted the engine for the purpose of grinding in ray
valves, when 1 found the inlet valve in perfect condition,
but the exhaust so badly burnt tliat it was hopeless to think
of grinding it in, and a new one was necessary. It was a
marvel to me how the engine was pulling at all, considering
the state of the exhaust valve.
This 1 ascribed to the benzole, as it never occurred in my

experience of petrol. I may say that, except for starting,
I rarely use my exhaust lifter, and if I do it is always with
the gas shut off, on a slope, to coo] the engine.

1 also found a nu.ch greater deposit of carbon on the
piston head, after benzole than after petrol.

I have lately been trying a mixture of equal quantities
of petrol and benzole, which gives me an increased mileage,
very smooth running, and great flexibility; its-effect on the
exhaust valve I have not yet had time to notice, but the
compression remains excellent.
With regard to the increased carbon deposit after benzole,

I may say that a was not due to over-lubrication, as I

have never sooted ray plug, nor was it due to too strong a
mixture—the engine was getting as much air as it would take
without misfirmg. F. W. WAGNER.

Rear Lights.

Sir,—As there is so much discussion about rear lights in

your excellent paper, the following may be of interest.
Eecently in Croydon I noticed a red liglit approaching.

The vehicle turned out to be a covered horse van, and the
only light was so arranged that the red disc was pointing in

a forward direction, while the light itself was illuminating
the inside of the van. Very nice for the driver, no doubt,
but a bit rough on other road users. LUCIFER.

Sir,—I wisn to inform you and also your readers that
1 wrote to the Local Government Board on the above vexed
question, urging them to take some immediate and rational
action in the matter, and I also took the liberty of enclosing
a cutting of " Ixion's " strictures, and "J.B.'s" letter on
the subject, from your issue of the 13th November.

I have received a reply to the effect that "the Local
Govermnent Board directs the secretary to acknowledge
receipt of my letter of the 14th inst." and—nothing more !

Let us hope that the missive caught some official eye,
before being finally cast into oblivion, or the vv.p.b.

A.W.H.

Exceeding the Limit.
Sir,—The letter of Mr. Loughborough is entertaining, but if

he lives, as the writer has, to be a motorist for over sixteen
years, to have driven over 140,000 miles, and never to have
been the cause direct or indirect of injury to anyone, to
have picked up six people at different times, insensible,
or groaning on the road, and to have relieved them and
saved their lives, he may yet be stopped on a perfectly
straight deserted road and be heavily fined by J.P.'s, whose
own cars exceed the limit every time (as' everyone else
does) they go out. In a country where every poor worlcer
is content to be on a par with a ticket-of-leave convict
(with his insurance card) what else can be expected?

G. T. LANGRIDGE.

Two-stroke v. Four-stroke.

Sir,—I note that in your reply to a querist on page 7651

(if your issue of December 4th, you remark that "to all

iii!?nts and purposes the four-stroke engine puts forth as

nnich power as ai! equal two-stroke.'

This, allow me to say, is entirely- contrary to my own
experiences with each type. I have at present a two-stroke
machine fitted with an engine of the single cylinder pattern,

the bore and stroke being 73x70 nun. and the cylindei'

capacity 292 c c.

Witli this 'machine 1 am constantly making trips in and
around London, and oftentimes far afield, with a coach-built
sidecar attached, and a nine or ten stone passenger. If

there is anyone cwmng a four-stroke of equal size who would
care to put the matter to the test, taking the same load

•ind using the same gear ratios, I think I can promise to

beat him handsomely on all points, and especially as regards
hill-climbing. Standard machines in every particular to be
used by both parties. CHAS. S, LAKE
B4

Petrol Gauges.
Sir,—I have been much interested in the correspondence

ill your columns with reference to petrol gauges. I am
afraid I cannot agree with " Ixion's " remarks as to the
sunk-in type of gauge being unreadable from the saddle,
as my present mount, a 3i Premier, is fitted with this type
of gauge, and I can easily "read it from the saddle by leaning
slightly sideways. This type of gauge is also absolutely
accurate, and I think most people who have had the
opportunity of comi^aring this type with others on the -market
would not hesitate in tlie choice. It easily scores over the
glass filler tip, as it is a question of guessing at night time
with these so-called gaur.es owing to the tact that it is neces-

sary to illuminate the interior of the tank, a by no means
easy task on a windy niglit.

As for losing the needle valve tiirouijli ieaying it loose.

1 can only say that it would take a terriHc jolt to jolt it

four or live inches off its seating r.nd right out of the

gauge. It is, of course, possible to gti- a false reading by
neglecting to loosen the needle when reading it, but I am
afraid we cannot hope to get everything catomatic, and if

a man is sufficiently absent-minded to forget this jioint, he
would probably forget to look at the gauge at all. In any
case, the needle can be left loose if necessai-y, when the

gauge will always record the depth of spirit in the tank.
•

S. P. SMITH.

The Motor Cycle in the Army.
Sir,— I feel, as one of the first officers to be given a com-

mission in the Royal Engineers Special Reserve (motoi

cyclist section) that one who knows something regarding

motor cycle matters in the Army should not let your corre-

spondents' letter go unchallenged.
Dealing with fact (1). A motor cyclist's pay is in excess

of 12s. i)cr diem, when he receives his allowance of 8s. per
diem, for the motor cycle. (All motor cyclists do.)

E'act (2). Do your seven motor cyclists expect to be put to

bed and t-uckod up for the night, and can they have any
conception of what war is really like ? One of the fir.st

duties of a soldier is to exercise a certain amount of common-
sense. By using one's eyes and looking round, shelter can
always be found for one's machine.

Fact (3). If they understood their regulations properly

they would know that if a machine were damaged, application

to the right quartei could cause that damage to be made
good. Again, if they were but aware of it, m the case of

accident a soldier's wife, sons and daughters (till the age of

16 years) receive an allowance. Orphans are looked after

by "Service Institutions."

As an officei or duty on Irish Command .Maiiceuvres and
English Army Exercises, with a number of motor cyclists

under my chai'ge, I never encountered a single case of

accident. Irish i-oads are notorious, and the weather was
very bad.

The veiled contempt for the University O.T.C. men is

must unfair An officer on the Umpire Staff informed
me that they did excellent work, and never shirked un-
pleasant night work. More than can be said of some of the
Territorials. I would recommend motor cyclists, who liesire

to do military work, to join the Reserve, as the advantages
are greater They certainly would stand a better chance of

seeing active service. The scheme is new, and naturally not
devoid of minor flaws—these in the course of time will be
eliminated. R.E.S.R.

Two-stroke Lubrication.

Sir,— With regard to your letter in the issue of November
27th on the subject of " two-stroke lubrication" I should
be glad to hear from Mr. Davison how Mr. Garrard found
it possible to lubricate his four-stroke engine by the metliod
employed on the Connaught and others.

The idea of mixing oil and petrol to assist piston lubrica-
tion is almost as old as the petrol motor, and has been em-
ployed for years by many owners. I myself alwaj-s mix n

littj.e oil with the petrol when I have a new machine. On
the other hand, it there is any way of lubricating the big
ends and crankshaft bearings of a four cycle engine by this
method I should be glad to hear of it, as it would consider-
ably simplify lubrication troubles on standard machines.

I do not wish Mr. Davison to imagine that I am criticising.
for I am really seeking useful information ; but until some
cxplanatioi is given, it may he as well to point out tn
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luivices that in tlie usual type of two-stroke engine the oily

vapour is drawji into tlie craiilccase, where much of tlie oil

separates on coming into contact with the hot engine parts,

nnd thence is splashed much in the usual way, a small
amount being passed to the piston head via transfer ports.

In the four-stroke engine the mixture is drawn into the
cylinder head where it also separates, and even that part
which is not burned is unable to pass the piston rings and
so reacli the crank case TWO-STROKE.

Reckless Driving.

Sir,—I am much interested by the two letters appearing
in Tlic Motor Cycle of December 4th, signed by Mr. T.
U. Thomas and " Fair Play," especially as I have lately

had an experience very similar to theirs.

A few days ago I was riding my motor cycle down the
liatli Road near Marlborough. The roads were exceedingly
greasy, and I had considerable difficulty in " keeping up

"

at all. A large Minerva approached, and not only did it

refuse to leave the centre of the road, but actually swerved
into my side. The machine I was riding had wide T.T.
bars, and so close did the car come to me that I was
forced to snatch my hand from the off handle-bar, so sure

was I that I should be fouled by the car's wing. This
action deposited me in the ditch, and prevented my noting
the car's number. R. A. H. WHATTON.

Sir,—With reference to Mr. T. D. Thomas's letter of last

week about the meeting of motor cars on the road, I would
like to suggest a little idea which I always adopt in meeting
oars on the road. When you see a car coming, ride in the

centre of the road (this, of course, is when there is only one
car) until within a reasonable distance, then gradually turn
to your proper driving side. You will find that the driver

of the car is obliged to do the same, leaving plenty of room
for you to pass. A great many cyclists when they see a
car a good distance away immediately pull right into the
side, and, of course, the driver of the car at once takes
advantage of this. OWEN BLACKWELL.

Sir,—I am sorry to see my letter has drawn such a reply

as that of "Fair Play." I have no intention of replying on
those lines. No doubt motor cyclists sometimes suffer at the
hands of unscrupulous drivers of cars. As a driver of a
medium-sized car I have encountered such, but for the
few of these I have met dozens of motor cyclists, on fast solo

machines, taking absurd risks with other traffic, and, while
they form a small proportion of the enormous number of

motor cyclists, they are sufficiently numerous, and especially

(I repeat) on the Portsmouth Road on a Sunday, within
thirty miles of London.
The solo motor cycle is much the fastest vehicle on the

road, being able to pass almost all cars, and it is only of a
.'orfain cinss of '* nnt " on a solo machine that I complain.
The "utter astonishment" of "Fair Play" that I could
ever have buen a nioLor cyclist shows how utterly he has
misunderstood my letter. I should have a motor cycle as
well as a car, only I cannot afford both, for I still consider
there is a zest in motor cycling (in fine weather) that car
driving does not afford.

Surely it io possible to complain of the abuse of these
high-speed machines by a few " nuts " without being charged
with carping at the whole genus of motor cyclists. The
great majority ride their machines like sensible people, but
it is really a commonplace that the enormous potentialities

for speed of the modern solo machine, and the ease with which
(compared to a car) it can be got into racing trim, have led

a certain type of silly rider to emulate Brooklands achieve-
ments on the road, to the annoyance of other people. To
complain of this (and this is all that I do) is, 1 hold, per
fectly reasonable. CAR-OWNER-DRIVER.

A Problem of the Future.

Sir,—Your comments in your issue of December 4th on the
features of the 1913 Show, are, as usual, interesting, and I

should like to support your view as to the need for real mud-
guarding. The point which most impressed me at the Show
was the childishly ineffective mudguarding which most
machines .still adopt. In this respect there seems to have
been very little improvement since last year, though corre-

spondents have repeatedly urged the point in your paper.
The excellent practice of fitting black celluloid-covered

haiKlU^s was only very sparingly adopted, and the belt-guard

to protect the engine from mnci thrown forward by the belt,

and to protect the belt itself from road mud, was almost
unknown.

I also noticed that little progress has apparently been
made towards the ideal frequently preached in your columns
of a " ready for the road motor bicycle," complete with
lamp, horn, etc., at an inclusive price. Surely makers
would find it worth while to turn out cycles complete, and
so save their customers the annoyance of having to sp«nd a

good many pounds with the accessory firms in lamps,

effective mudguarding devices, nail-catchers, etc., all of

which ought to have been provided at the outset. This
principle has been adopted with marked success by many
makers of cars, light cars, and cycle cai's.

It also seemed to me that the accommodation for the tools

and spares which a careful amateur rider must carry,

especially on tour, was very deficient on practically all

machines. In spite of all we are told, motor bicycles are

not yet perfect, and do go wrong at times, and sufficient room
ought to be provided for the needful spares, etc. Why is

the tank-top tool-bo,\ not fitted more frecjuently in addition

to the panniersV It is very convenient for the tools in most
frequent use, and for such other things as cannot be accom-
modated in the panniers, and the makers could find room
for it amongst the numerous othei' tank-top fittings it they

wished to do so. 6.T.Y.

Sir,—In the last issue of The Motor Cycle you invite

readers' opinions on the subject of motor cycle design,

pointing out, and I think very rightly, some of the several

drawbacks to the motor bicycle, one, and almost the

principal one, being the lack of protection provided from
the weather. With almost every vehicle other than the

motor bicycle such protection is possible, and, with all the

ingenuity displayed in the construction of the motor bicycle,

it still lacks this essential feature which leads one to the

natural conclusion that, with the motor bicycle in its present

form, such protection from the weather is impracticable,

and that its pleasurable enjoyment is only possible in fine

weather. What with the possibility of a side-slip and
getting covered with mud, many riders put their motor
bicycles away for the winter months.
Perhaps in one's early youth one can put up with these

drawbacks, but as one gets on in years one owns a car, for

probably the very drawback above mentioned. The question

of price is not of much count when one can buy a more or

less reliable second-hand car for very little more than the

cost of a motor bicycle and sidecar. Now, to my mind, all

this points to the possibility of solving the difficulty by
putting a little torpedo body on three wheels, with the engine
either in front or at the rear.

With a body of some kind to sit in and proper mudguards
the difficulty of keeping the mud off one's clothing is solved,

so also is the question of side-slip. That such a contrivance

is possible at much the same price as a good motor bicycle

I feel sure, and the pleasure engendered in driving such a
vehicle is infinitely greater than sitting on a motor bicycle

and having the mud plastered over one's garments, and,
by-the-by, one can keep one's feet warm, which has a lot

to do with the pleasure of motoring.
LEONARD JONES.

A Statistical Curiosity.

Sir,—The figures which you give in your issue of Decem-
ber 4th of the attendance at Olympia on each of the si.\

days of the Show week reveal a very curious repetition.

Taking each day's attendance as a percentage of the total

week's attendance, you get the following result ;

1912. 1913.

Monday 11.6% ... 11.6%
Tuesday 13.7% ... 13.7%
Wednesday 20.9% ... 22,4%
Thursday 19.5% ... 19.2%
Friday 12.9% ... 13.1%,
Saturday 21.4% ~ ... 20.0%

100.0% 100.0%

This correspondence is not, of course, a mere coincidence.
Very likely tne figures for 1911 would give approximately
the same result (I have not got tliem), and the figures for
1914 will be the same again. But why? C.D.S.
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A HOME-MADE CYCLE CAR.

AN INTERESTING CONVERSION IN THE FORM OF A FOUR-WHEELER.
Side view sliowing single-belt drive to riglit liand side rear wheel, also N.S.U. gear. Front view. Observe method oJ springing, front axle, etc.

A CYCLE car has been constructed by one of our
readers near Liverpool I'rom parts of a 7 h.p.

N.S.U. and, sidecar. The complete power unit
was fixed in a pressed steel frame, with semi-elliptic

.springs, by means of cross tubes and wood blocks
clamped solid. The coachbuilt sidecar body was split

in the middle and widened to make a two-seater body.
A scuttle- dash was constructed of sheet iron attached
to a wooden frame. The tanks were fitted in such
a way that the oil pump was situated under the dash.
As regards the transmission, a Chater-Lea plate

clutch was fitted and operated by pedal or outside
lever. The N.S.U. two-speed gear has been retained

and fitted to the counter-shaft, power being trans-

mitted by belt.. Engine starting is effected by wind-
ing a flat belt round a pulley provided for the pur-

pose. Both back wheels carry belt rims,, though only
(jne wheel is driven ; both rims, however, are fitted

with brakes. Steering is by reel and cable. The
wheelbase is 6ft. 6in., track 3ft. loin., overall length

9ft., extreme width 4ft. 5iin., weight 5-^ cwts.. while

the cycle-car is capable of a speed of 33 m.p.h., and
petrol consumption works out at 46 m.p.g. The high

gear ratio is 5 to 1 and the low gear 7^ to i. anil

26in. X 2-^in tyres are fitted

It is most interesting to note that nearly every

of the sidecar combination has .l^een used in the

struction of this cycle car—certainly every part

was possible.

part

con-

that

rhrue-quarter Iront view 01 Mr. H. Porter's cycle cat. snowins engine

position, steering column, motor cycle tanii, and belt drive.

THE PROGRESS OF
About twelve months ago prophets were quite

i.-oiifidentu predicting that a great increase iii water-

cooled motor cycle engines would be experienced,

especially for passenger-carrying work. As a matter

of fact the last Olympia Show revealed that very little

headway had been made. The old acfherents of this

system still stuck to their guns, notably the Williamson,

Green-Precision, and the Scott, while an interesting

new-comer is the 3^ h.p. water-cooled Humber.

This state of affairs is rather, surprising, for there

WATER COOLING.
is no doubt that a great deal of hard slogging am!

low gear work can be done on quite small engines

under heavy load when water-cooling is employed.

But the reason for the prevalence of air-cooling is

probably due to other causes than fear of leakage in

the radiators. Cylinder casting is now such a fine-

art that overheating is not to be feared, the onl)

(langer being valve breakage occasionallv, but this

is a minor trouble. And lubrication systems, despite

aliuse from the ultra-critical, are nnwndav= yerv n-nnd.
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A TWIN-SEATED SIDECAR.
ALTHOUGH not abso-

lutely novel (as we
illustrated a double-

:ited sidecar machine in

/c; Mo/or Cycle of 190,:;),

tiic accompanying plioto-

ui.iphs of an Italian produc-

ilrm, which is at present at

ihe dei>ot of Messrs. Robert-

sons, 157, Great Portland

Street, \\'., will be of in-

terest. The bodies are made
of sheet steel, and present a

pleasing appearance. There

is no reason whatever why
a motor bicycle should not

be converted into a twin or

double-seated sidecar on the

lines of the photograph,

except for the one fact that

it makes it a four-wheeled

vehicle, and therefore sub-

ject to motor car taxation.

We cannot say that we have
had much riding experience

'7

A novel twin-bodied sidecar to be seen at Robertson*s Motor Agency.

with a double seated sidecar,

although we illustrated it

once as stated. We only

drove it for a very short

distance, and it is so long

ago that we cannot remember
any particular vices it had.

There is no reason, however,
why it should not steer quite

safely and well if the pas-

sengers' w'eights are fairly

evenly balanced. Naturally,

a powerful motor bicycle is

necessary to pull a doui)le

weight, but there are numer-
ous motor bicycles on the

market which are quite cap-

able of pulling the weight of

two passengers in addition to

the driver. In the present

case the double-seated side-

car is shown attached to an

Enfield 6 h.p. motor c>xle, a

machine which is constructed

especially for sidecar work.

THE A.R. ROTARY ENGINE.
A Variable Stroke Engine of Unusual Design.

The lubrication is effected by leading the oil into

the shafts on which the cylinders revolve, whence it

is conveyed by ducts to the various moving parts by

means of centrifugal force.

We understand that the engine will also be manu-

THE A.R. engine, which we had demonstrated
to us recently, is a \ery unconventional one
in design, and is claimed to be highly suitable

for cycle cars. Of course, it will be in a considerably
smaller form than that in which we saw it the other

day. The engine is of the rotary

type, and consists of two pairs of

cylinders mounted on independent
shafts, connected by a universal

joint. The engine is a two-stroke

one and the pistons are stepped,

the lower portion of the cylinder

acting as a compression chamber.
After the gas has been compressed
in one cylinder it descends through
I he transfer ports to the combustion
.chamber of the cylinder beneath it.

The cylinder on the top is always

the one which is firing. The gas is

lirought from the carburetter

through an inlet pipe to a chamber
at the top of each pair of cylinders,

whence it reaches these through

the inlet ports.

The chief peculiarity of the

L-ngine is the fact that the angle between the planes

. uf each pair of cylinders may be varied through cer-

tain limits, the variation being effected by means of

a small hydraulic pump, shown on the left of the

illustration.

The bore of the engine is 3in., and the stroke may
be varied bv altering the aforesaid angle from 2in.

to li"

An experimental rotary engine which has a variable-length stroi<^.

factored on the four-cycle principle. When it was
demonstrated to us it was suspended by means of

ropes from the ceiling of a garage, and when running
appeared to vibrate very little indeed.

At its present stage it has not yet been fitted into a

vehicle of any kind.

iinquiries respecting this engine should be addressed
lo Mr. A. R. Davenport, 68, St. James's Street, S.W.

BIl
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Testing Flexibility

and Acceleration

y-'^-s-'-ti^ Powers,
QUITE a welcome change from the ordinary run of

rehability trials was the closed event of the Sutton
Coldfi€ld and Mid-Warwickshire A.C., held on
Saturday last in dismal weather, rain falling con-

tinuously.

The course was kept secret until the start, which was
timed for 11.30 a.m. The route ai'ranged was four times
round a circuit oi twenty-one miles, though police inter-

ference caused it to be slightly curtailed.

The tests, apart from the test of reliability, were confined

to one hdl, having a gradient of about 1 in 10, and here
on the different circuits, the following desirable points were
tested :

(1.) Slow hill-climbing.

(2.) Fast hill-climbini;.

(3.) Stopping and re-starting.

(4.) Acceleration

Now, seeing that each test was carried out on the rug,
and precisely the sara-e adjustments were perforce in opera-
tion (except, of course, any variation of conditions con-
trollable from the saddle), the results were most interesting.

There was a rather high pei-centage of failures, but they
were mostly due to taking liberties with the engine, such
as travelling at a crawl up hiU in the slow test. Busby
(3^ h.p. Sunbeam) and PoUock and Dixon (twin James)
were outstanding figures in this test, whilst Mrs. Riley i

handled her Enfield sidecar with great skill, being only
'

equalled by H. T. Miller on a Orescent cycle car. There
were other splendid examples of expert handling of machines,
and it may be mentioned that it required a considerable
amount of skill to perform the several different tests at the ,

first time of asking without blemish. Reg. HoUoway on a •

smart Grand Prix Morgan, its beautiful orange finish

bespattered with mud, showed up well each time, as also

did Woodhouse (7 h.p. Quadrant sc), J. S. Watson (5 h.p.

Sunbeam sc), D. M. Brown (Rover), M. Anderson (Huni-
berette), and H. R, Davies (Diamond). The last-named lo.st

his petrol filler cap on the hill, and lost a lot of time in

an unsuccessful attempt to find it.

Howard Lane's Rex-Jap stopped with a choked jet in thi>

slow test, W. B. Gibb (Douglas) had hard luck in stoppiiig
foi some unknown cause in the acceleration tost on the last

round, whilst Young (7 Indian) stopped his engine I'n the
slow climb Only nine competitors accomplished a non-

(1) SCENE AT THE START. In the foreground are T. Silver (Quadrant sidecar)

and H. Lane on the 1914 8 h.p. Rex-Jap sidecar, followed by J. Stevens (31 h.p.

James sidecar).
'3) Zigzagging up the hill in the slow test.

(2) The (Irst test. The first portion of the hiU was covered as slowli as

possible and the last part at full speed.

(4) J. Stevens (31 h.p. James sidecar) In the stopping and restarting test.
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The Oflicial ResuKs issued by the Sudon Coldfield Club provisionally.

llider and Miichiac. Flexibility,
slow. Jaet. dia.

Stopping
l^osi- Slow. Posi- and Posi- Accelera- Posi-
Uou. tion. Starting:. tion. tion. tion.

sues. sees. aeca.— stop — 24 3 18 "

16 50 19
7 142 3 31 8 17 ;>

20 Stop — 40 11 21 8
15 57 18 — — — —
21 104 9 37 10 20 7
4

10
9

100 11 28 6 14 2

101 10 26 4 16 4
2 130 H 27 .> 15 3
5 11.

-1 7 22 2 13 1

1 132 4 26 4 17 J

12 7 4 15 21 1 14 •2

11 75 14 27 5 Stop —
17 Co 17 32 9 21 8
18
18
14

198 1 — — — —
06 16 31 8 16 4

3 131 30 7 29 9

8 99 12 26 4 Stop —
6 165 2 45 12 35 10

19 Stop — 28 6 20 7— 113 8 Stop — — —
13 80 13 27 5 16 4

Komai'ks.

' H. H. Lane (8 Hex:-Jap sc.)

T. Silver (3! quadiant sc.)
T. Stevens (3 J .lames sc.)
J. II. Voiiii^ t7 Indiiui solo)
A. C iMackeiizie (3V Rudge)
T. Jciiks (6 A.J.S. sc.)

T. Pollock (3A James)
E. Walker (\\ I'recisioii Junior) . .

H. G. Dixon (3! James)
J. Woodliousc (8 Quadrant sc.) . .

V. Busby (31 Sunbeam)
J. S. Watson (6 Sunbeam sc.) ....

13. M. Brown (3.'. liover)
W. Gibb (2 J Uonglas)
M. Andci'sou (8-10 Huinbcrettc) . ,

P. W. HUl (5-6 A.C.)
E. E. ElweU (8 JIatcliless sc.)
B. W. Lee (3 5 B.S.A.)
ill's. M. L. lliley (6 Uoyal Entield sc.)

B. W. Lovegrove (3S Ivy-Precision)

H. T. Miller (8-10 Crescent)
J. H. H. Veasey (2 J Levis)
H. B. Uavies (2} Diamond)
R. Holloway (8 Morgan o.c.)

sees.
26 — 15 = 11

27 — 15
54 — 23
15 — 15
32 — 17
14 —15
48 — 10
14 — 20
42 — 13
68 — 15
45 — 11
89 — 1 3

,, 12
=.. 31
.--

= 15
= 1
=. 38
- 24

29
- 53
-- 34
= 76

31 — 12 19
34 — 13 = 21
29 — 18 " 11
34 — 30 ~ 4
IS- 14 = 4
30 — 14 ^-= 16
.37 — 18 ' 39

45 •15 30

55 — 22 =3
15 — 12 ==

Stop
30 — 12 = 1

Carburetter needle stuck ; lour
stops.

Retired end ot second circuit.
Non-stop to time.
Two stops.
OH conr.sc ; retired third circuit.

Oft course
Puncture
Retired end o£ tirst oii'cuit

Non-stop : on time
Non-stop ; on time
Non-stop; on time
One stop, plug trouble ; on time

:

someone loosened terminals.
Non-stop ; on time.
One stop, acceleration test.

Non-stop ; on time.
Otl course ; puncture.
Iletircd lirst cii'cuit ; otT course.
Non-stop ; on time.
Stopped within one mile finisb ;

broke inlet valve ; rinish<-il

under iiowcr.
Ignored stoppiiie; test ; stopped

acccleiat ion test.

Non-stop ; on time.
Stopped slow test.
Retired third circuit.
Non-stop ; on time.

stop run throLighout. and performed each special test

satisfactorily.

It says much for the enthusiasm of the officials and time-
keepers that they turned out on such a day, for there was no
shelter on the test hill, and the trial lasted over four hours.

It will be noticed from the table of results that only nine
succeeded in finishing with clean sheets. The hill on which
the tests took place had a maximum gradient of 1 in 8.

For tlie flexibility test competitors had to travel their

slowest over the first stretch of 75 yards and then accelerate

over the second part, which was of the same length but
steeper. For the stopping and starting test machines were
started at the bottom, stopped in the middle and immediately
sent on to the top. The acceleration test took place over
the last part of the hill and competitors were started with
engines running. Watson's performance in the flexibility

trial was a particularly fine one, and Hill's A.C. showed
up wonderfully in the slow climb. The fastest time in the

speed test was made by V. Uusby, on a 1914 model 3-^- h.|>.

Sunbeam, and he wins the Sutton Cup.

The Results in Order of Merit.

Rider and .Machine.

1. V. Busby (3 5 Simbeaui)
2. J. Woodliouse (8 Quadrant sc.)

3. D. M. Brown (3 J Rover)
4. H. G. Dixon (3; twin James) .

5. T. Stevens (4 James sc.)
6. H. T. MiUer (8-10 Crescent c.c.)

7. R. Holloway (8 Jloi'gan c.c.) .

8. B. W. Lee (3i B.S.A.) :

9. M. Anderson (8 Huinberette c.c.)

Marks on Tests.

Flexi- Slow.
Stop
and Accel-

bility Start. eration
4 2 1

1 3 4', 3
6 6 1 2
5 5 3 5
4 2 6!. 7

3 1 9 9
7 7 4.i 5

8 8 61
ft 9 8 8

Total

9
111
15
IS
19'.
22'
23'.

27;
34

Results subject to lurther investigation in the case of three
the above compel itoi-s.

N.W. Automobile Association and the A.C.U.
THE Executive of the new North-Western Automobile

Association held their first meeting on December
6th, in Liverpool. .Jlr. F. Whitehouse (Oldham)
presided over a representative gathering.

The Hon. Secretary said that he had unofficially attended
whilst at the Olympio Show a meeting of the Auto Cycle
Union officials, and as a result of this meeting the secretary

of the A.C.U., Mr. Loughborough, was with them this

'Ncning, in order to place before them the attitude to be
i;i!.;rn up by the A.C.L'. with regard to the new Association.

At the outset, Jfr. Loughborough stated that the A.C.U.
had not yet definitely settled its new policy which would
commence in 1914. He said that the financial aspect had yet

to be considered, but he would give them a brief outline

of their intentions, from which they would easily see the

advantages which would follow their amalgamation. The
A.C.U. had now only a .Alidland centre, although it had
formerly had local centres, and it was impossible to

guarantee the existence of a centre unless a paid secretary

'Was maintained. The formation of local centres was under
consideration. These centres, although, of course, con-

forming to A.C.U. rules, would be self-governing in local
' matters, and all clubs affiliated to the local centre would

. also have to be affiliated to the A.C.U. through their centre,

perhaps on the basis of 6d. per head, with additional charges

for those members who wei'e desirous of having more than

the ordinary affiliated club privileges. They were anxious

to form a centre in the North-western counties, which
would take in the whole North-western area between
Newcastle and the Midland.^.

It was the A.C.U.'s intention to give the organising
secretary a salary, and he would have to look after other
departments of the A.C.U. business, such as police matters,
etc., in addition to attending to the directions of the local

committee. Mr. Loughborough also said he was not pre-

pared to put this scheme in writing until everything had
been settled, but he suggested that the N.W. A. A. should
keep in close touch with the A.C.U. until the scheme was
fm'mally brought forward.
Mr. Carty pointed out that the N.W. A.A. had already

commenced working, and could hardly wait three months
for the A.C.U. scheme. He also wished to know—as they
would probably fix up competitions at once—whetlier riders

competing in these events would be barred from A.C.U.
competitions.

In reply, Mr. Loughborough intimated that the A.C.U.
could hardly expect the N^.W.A.A. to suspend business in

the meantime, seeing that they had not yet had the

opportunity of refusing to amalgamate with the A.C.U..
and that, as they desired their co-operation, it would not

be to the. A.C.U.'s interests to victimise members of the
N.W.A.A.
A unanimous vote of thanks was accorded to .Mr.

Loughborough for his kindness in coming to address them.
and the Committee then confirmed the a|)pointment of Mr.
S. W. Carty as secretary of the Association, and alsi,'

appointed him treasurer.

The Committee decided to hold a club team competition
on February 8th, each te.am to consist of three solo and
three pa.s.senger motor cvrles for each club competing.
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LONDON-EXETER-LONDON.
Over Two Hundred Entries for the Strenuous M.C.C. Christmas Run.

THE largest number of entries ever
received by the Committee of the
ilotor Cycling Club for auy of

the closed events promoted bj that

club has been received for this run.

The start will take place at 8 p.m. on
Boxing Day from the Bridge House
Hotel, Staines, where competitors must
report not later than 5.30 p.m. in order
to have their numbers allotted and
fastened to their machines. It is expected
that 230 competitors will have to be
despatched, and as they will be sent off

in pairs at one minute intervals, there
will be something of interest for the
spectators from 5.30 till about 10 p.m.
With such a huge number of riders,

it is needless to say that the rule pro-

hibiting cut-outs will be most rigidly en-

forced, and offenders in this respect will

be disqualified.

On the map which we publish are

printed the times at which the riders

may be expected to arrive at the principal

places en route,. There will be a check
at Salisbury on the out and home journey

of one hour, and one and a half hours
will be spent at Exeter.
To gain a gold medal competitors must

not vary more than fifteen minutes either

way at each control, and must climb
Cliard Hill and Trow Hill without
stopping, and those who carry passengers
must not shed them, nor must the
passengers assist in any way to propel
the machine. Great care is being exer-

cised by. the M.C.C. to arrow the course

thoroughly, and the two test hiils will

have illuminated signs at the base marked
N.S.

Entries have now closed. There' aie

a dozen more entries to be considered
by the iVI.C.C. committee and after being
passed the entry will reach 230. Last
year's total was 163. This year's London-
Exeter run has proved the largest cum-
petition run by the M.C.C, open to

members only. As a comparison, this

year's London-Edinburgh run receiseH

200 entries.

We have already published a number
of entries. The following are the latest

to enter, bringing the total to appro.xi-

mately 230 : .

List of Entries, Map of Route, and Times of Arrival.
Lieut. D. J. MoMullen (Z\'i Black-

bnrne)
K. Bamtord (10 Singer o.c.)

H. R. Garlick (6 Enfield so.)

J. Baker (8 G.W.K. o.c.

V. Baker (2^ Douglas)
A. V. Sumner (3 Zenith EC.)
J. Chater-Lea (8 Chater-Lea cc.)
P. C. Batty-Smith (3% Rudge)
T. H. Willey (3% Premier bc.)

D. C. Truman (3V2 Wolf)
F. H. Richards (10 A.C.)
F. J. Ellis (6 Matchless so.)

P. Bounds (8 Bounds-Jap so.)

L. Smith (6 Enfield so.)

W. E. Boyoe (3V, rremier sc.)

C. C. Hann (8 G.W.K. cc.)

C. Smith (31/2 Rudge sc.)

W. F. Guiver (3% Ariel)

G. Price (31/2 P.v.), ^
A. J. Sproston (3^4 Lea-Francis)
L. A. Baddeley (7 Indian sc.)

T. Jenks (6 A.J.S.
H. Le Vack (S'A Motosacoche)
J. S. Holroyd {3>A Motosacoche sc.)

T. Coates (6 Enfield sc.)

R. C. Davis (8 Chater-Lea sc.)

H. G. R. Slingo (B Clyno sc."

J. Frankenstein (10 Singer cc.)
W. H. Egginton (6 Enfield sc.:

Cieo^cja.*6f."- BLACrtWATEfl

HAinXEV ROW. as^

BASINGSTOKE [o mii£ liw „

C«a„). (c.f™ -W* i.57 5>„(.«i,„j

STAINEIS sm aa p~ 0"")

BflCS*CT 10 W-E L3MT. a=l. pn..(lc*n»)
a 1 1 ^ TO [ Te&ro'j

.CHARD HILL TOP:

Jn^ CHARD 3 *7

;.«7) 6lo^" ""=•'-"' """"""J

EXETER sicri

.NEWTON POPPLEFORO

%

H. E. Parker (6 Bradbury sc.)

C. Percival (7 Matchless sc.)

i\ L. Bassett (3'A Triumph sc.l

P. B. Phillips (2-1?, Douglas)
F. G. Ball (2"<', Douglas)
E. Atkins (3',i Nestor)
D. Bradbury (4 Norton so.)

C. P. S. Abrams (4 Swallow)
C. C. Higgens (3 Puch)
H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan cc.)
J. Pnbertson-Brown (8 Henderson

sc.)

S. vv light (8 Humberette)
K. K. Scheve (sy, Rudge)
B. Betts (6 Lincoln Elk sc.l

O. Staraco (6-N.S.U. EC.)

M. Hcinzel (6 N.S.U. sc.)

H. P. Beasley (6 A.J.S. sc)
L. W. Fox (6 Montgomery Duette)
P. H. Lovegrove {3^2 Rudge)
G. Drew {3V2 Premier sc.)

E. T. Leach (3'/' Zenith-Green sc.)

G. Brongh (3'/, Brough)
G. B. CuHo (31/. Premier)
A. M. O. Scott (31/0 Premier)
S. G. Marshall (10 Mathis Baliv-

lette)
H. W. Sidley (14 Puch)
A. S. Phillips (8 Chater-Lea cc.)
S. R. Axiord (8 D.E.W. cc.)
G. Rowden (6 A.C. cc)
W. Cooper (8 Humberette cc)
C. Pear.'^on (8 Wi'liamson sc.l

H. G. Bell (5 F.N.)
M. O. Breose (31/2 B.S.A.)
.T, Applevard (8 Williamson sc.)

A. O. Gilbv (3'A Sunbeam)
A. Bray (14 Foy-Steele)
E. T. Hart (2'il A.J.S.)
W, W. Burnham 'zu ford)

1-.I4

W. W. Whittall 19 Morgan-Adler)
E. Vallis (6 Clyno so.'

F. L. Cook (3% A.S.L..
F. W. Chapman (4 Triumph)
G. Pitcher (8 de P. Duo o.c.)

R. F. Messervy (8 de P. Duo cc. 1

A. H. Mee (2'1'i Diamond sc.)

F. Thomas (9 Buckingham cc)
O. R. Hirons (2V2 Moto-Heve)
H. C. Smith (8 Ranger c.c.l

O. Lester (3% P. and M.)
8. B. White (2% N.D.T.)
A. V. Deacook (2% Douglas)
L. A. B. Lawler (8 Beacon c.c.l

G. Griffith (7 Zenith sc.)

A. H. Wright (6 A.J.S. sc.)

L. de Almasy (3 Puch)
C. F. Halsall (10 Wilton c.r.)

W. A, Sale (SV. Humber s .)

A. C. Armstrong 10 G.N. cc.)
H. Greayes (6 Enfield sc.)

D. Iron (3 Enfield)
A. M. Arter (12-14 iMarshall

E. Arter '(12-14 Marshall-Arlei

E. P'. 'Gieenhill (8 G.W.K ccl
D. J. S. Chapman (31.. N.S.U.)
S. T. Tessier (8 Bat sc.l

F. W. Southern (3V. S'lnlraiii si . I

H. T. Ednards (3JA B.S.A.I
R. B. Clink (31:. Torpedo sr.i

A. E. Abbott .SVi Bradbury)
P. W. Mofiat (31,5 Douglas)
W. H. Ogilrte (10 Singer cc)
W. H. Elce (4^ James 6C.)

B. Berg (b Eex Sidette)
!•'. Begley (5 Eudge Multi sc)
1). F. Pareona (6 Sparkbrook i^c.)

M. Geiger (8 V.S. 6C)
!•', W. Applebee (3V. B.S.A.)
Eel Mundy (10 A.O. o.c)
O. B. iUi.t..s Biuudeli (6 Prw-ision sc.)

H. J. Suiile (4M James sc.)

H. J. Beal (4 L.M.O.)
J. H. Humphriea (8 Alpha cc)

~--\. W. Lambert (9 Waine-Lambcn)
W. P. Tippett (3'A Humber)
E. J. Webstar (8 Matchless sc.)

C. M. Webster (8 Zenith sc]
P. E. Viney (2% DouglasI
.\- G. Peppercorn (3iA Bradbury sc.)

A. W. Brittain (3iA Bradbury)
G. R. Fletcher (3% Douglas so.)

H. P. Mills (31A Blackbnrne so.)

A, J. Dixon (3>,2. Singer)
A. W. Jacon (6 E«>c sc.)

J. B. LcQrand (6 Eex Sidette)

il. DeCordoTC (12-14 Miirshall-Artcr
cc.)

W. B. Cooke (6 A.S.I.. «c.)

-V. O. Soresby ( )

(i Pcttit ( 1

RESULTS OF THE CtOMETZ-LE-CHATEL HILL-CLIMB.

The above annual hill-climb was held at the beginning of"

the week, when an Alcyon rider beat the record for tha

hill, averaging 104 kilometres an hour. The results were :

Class l.~-250 cc.

Vulliamy (Nabor) 34is.

Cl.\ss 2.—350 cc.
27|s.

(Max Heinzel with the 2 h. p. N.S.U on which

he recently beat the thre; hour record in class

A. at Broolilands, covering in that time a

distance of 135 miles 1,101 yards. The engine

Is only 190 CO. so that its average ot 451

m.p.h. Is all the more rema-table.

Lehmann (Alcyon)
Cl.\ss 3.-

Decaup (Alcyon sidecar)

Class 6.-

Lehmann (Alcyon)
Class 7.-

Touchet ( )

Class 8.—750 cc.

Jouve (Lurquin-Coudert) 81|b.

In the cycle car class, Bonville (Bedelia) won in 41|s.

-500 cc.

-350 c.c.

-500 c.c.

21s.

65|s.

43is.
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THE AVEROMETER.
Dr. Low's Latest Device for Registering the Average Speed Accomplished.

Diagrammatic slietoh of Dr. Low^s Averometer. Diagrammatic travel of nut on worm rod

A.B.C.D. Ley of divisional compass. A.N. Diagrammatical movement of nut N on O. Spteduiiietcr.

W. Worm rod. worm rod. H. Watcli dial.

N. Nut on worm rod W. F. Distance recorder. E. Road wheel.

J. Averometer.

(1) Elevation ol complete instrument showing watch dial, Averometer dial, miles per hour, maximum speedometer opening, and distance iMorder.

(2) Part sectional elevation of the apparatus,

E. LOW is uow kiiowu to our readei'L^ as a fertile
inventor of clever devices in comiectiou with motor
vehicles of all types. His latest achievement is

an instrument termed the "Averometer," which
registers the average speed accomplished over a given dis-

tance. As a check on trials competitors this instrument
shotild prove invaluable, as the release, which may be oper-
ated every six hours or so, can be locked and sealed.

Below we give extracts from the inventor's description of his

novel device.
" The Averometer has to give the average speed from the

time of starting at any moment the dial may be inspected,
i.e., to divide the distance covered at that instant by the

total time. This may sound simple, but I have gi\en
more work to this device than almost any other.
" In its first form the division was accomplislied by the

subtraction of the logarithm of lime from the logarithm
of distance, the instrument indicating the difference between
two ordinates on curves plotted to give the logarithms of

time and distance. Another m_ethod which suggested itself

was to have a small but long cylinder, in which the pi.ston

was slowly moved out by a clock at a iinirinni speed and
into this cylinder a pump worked l)y the vku\ wlieels was
to pump air, a gauge on the cylinder was to lie graduated
in average speed ; tliis method was found scan elv practicable.

Energy Storers.
A-Vnother scheme tested was an apparatu.s so simple as

to appear obvious. Belund an ordinary dial were placed

two "energy storers" in the sliape of two plain clock

springs, which were fastened respectively at one end to

a spindle rotated uniformly, representing time and to a

spindle rotated by a positive worm drive from the front

wheel. The other ends of the springs were coimected direct

to opposite ends of the needle, wliich was supported by a

balance spring.
" At the end of every ten hours or so, by touching a button

(wliich could be locked by the owner) both springs were
released and the instrument commenced to register afresK

The great disadvantage of this and of any storing apparatus

such as a water lever and pump integrator is that a balance

is needed, introducing the complication of a third spring

or of a specially calibrated dial marked in time divisions.

(S) Part seetlonal side view ot Dr. Low's Averometer,

"The final solution of the problem is shown pictorially

herewith. We aU know the divisional compass, and we
have got to divide total distance up to any point by total

time since the start of the run, or the moment when the

registration begins. In the Low " Averometer," as shown
in the diagrammatic skctcli, which represents a road wheel

of a cycle or car driving the woi'iii rod W, A li and CD
are the legs of a divisional compass wliich is so arranged

tliat the end of one leg is moved out at a regular speed

by the worm rod W. The divisor of time depends on the

position of the nut N on the worm V. Clearly, if A C
represent the distance travelled then B D is the average

speed or distance A C divided by lime .\ N on the worm.
It is obvious that AB cannot move at a regular angular

velocity, or cannot be connected lo equal Ibis motion plainly,

unless botli arms of the "compass" are operated. This, is

simplified by 'fixing one arm and moving the other only,

and the consequent angularity is corrected by a slot mecha-
nism, as shown in the diagram, so arranged that the in-

accuracy of each motion is opposite in effect.

" As a matter of tact, just as the division- on a i)ropor-

tional compass are unequal, so the worm is |Droportionatc,

and its pitch at the top is so steep that ihc instrument

does not indicate for about the first fifteen njiiiutcs, a point

which is of no importance.
" The .\veiometer can be made lo indicate •iverages right

up to the end of a trip, including all the lime spent behind
.slower traffic or in necessary stops. The in-stniment always
pniiils inexorably to average speed, and tells us how fast

we must needs go to maintain a definite pace.

"If necessary one can throw the mechanism out of action

when stopping so that running time alone is counted. Other
details are, a clutch to turn back the distance to zero, a

correction for time, and a clock, so that on one instrument

are shown the actual distance, time of day, average speed,

and by a simple addition, speed in miles per hour.
" Now I claim that no speedometer can be so simple in

construction as this average indicator, as its w-orking is

quite positicc without the aid i^f a governor, also that a

trial of motor cycles or cars with sealed Averomelers fitted

is quite simple, for the instrumejil would "observe" all the

sto|)s, and " band in " the result at the end ot the day."

B,9
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The Boui'nemouth Club's Trial.

A circular course of 105 miles will be

covered in the Bournemouth and District

M.C.C.'s open trial on Wednesday, Jan.

7th. In order to reassure those who

unfortunately went wrong in the last

event, the club's preliminary announce-

ment states, "Guaranteed arrowed and

marshalled route. No freak hills. Good

surfaced roads."

The Mudguarding Question.

Our leaderette of last w€ek on "mud-

guarding "—the problem of the future-

has created a good deal of discussion.

This week we publish a selection of

letters received in reply to the article.

A suggestion has been made that a

prize he offered in rehability trials tor

the cleanest machine, but we fear this

would hardly be practicable, seeing that

in a trial on main roads with so many
competitors, much of the mud splashed

on to a machine comes from the wheels

of passing motors.

Liverpool Open Trial.

The first open trial of 1914 for motor

cycles, sidecars, and cycle cars will be

held on Jan. 3rd by the Liverpool A.C.O.

The trial will be run over easy roads

and under simple conditions, wath the

object of rendering it suitable for novices

and new vehicles. The route will be from

Liverpool to Garhsle and back, over the

main road. Entries close on the 27th

inst., and the trial will be cancelled unless

at least thirty-five are received by the

secretary, Mr! S. W. Phillpott, 1, Oak-

dale Road, Mossley Hill, Liverpool.

The Late Mr. Arthur Drew.
We much regret to record the death

of Mr. Arthur Drew, of Birmingham,

designer of the Druid spring fork, which

took place on Friday last. Mr. Drew
has been in failing health for some

considerable time past, and a year or

two ago undertook a long sea voyage,

visiting South Africa. We well recollect

Mr. Drew first calling at oiu- offices in

May, 1906, and exhibiting witli pride his

first Di-uid spring fork as fitted to a 3^

h.p. Singer. In his most sanguine

moments we doubt if Mr. Drew imagined

that his invention was destined to be

so universally adopted on motor cycles

as has turned out to be the case.

fiFECIAL FEATURES :

NOVELTY IN RELIABILITY TRIALS.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTEMS
(First Imtalment)

THE SIGNPOSTING SCHEME.

FROM THE CAPE TO CAIRO BY CAR AND MOTOR CYCLE.

B20

A Motor Tragedy.

It is our unpleasant duty to record

that Mr. Francis Wilde, assistant

secretary of the A.A. and M.U., died

at the Middlesex Hospital, on Sunday

afternoon, as the result of injuries

sustained in a motor car accident m
Marylebone Road early on Sunday

morning.

The Late Mr. Percy Lambert.

It was suggested in The Autocar of

November 29th that a memorial should

be instituted to the late Mr. PSrcy

Lambert, which woidd take the form oU

the endowment of a bed in the Weybridge.

Cottage Hospital. Mr. Lambert's prowess

as a motor cyclist may be well re-

membered by those who have followed

the movement from its inception, and

we can think of no better way of per-

petuating his memory than by subscribing

to tliis fund. The W"eybridge Cottage

Hospital is of particular interest to motor

cychsts and is well worthy of their

support. Subscriptions addressed to the

Editor of The Motor Cyi:h will be sent

to tlie proper quarter.

The Motor Cycle in Central Africa.

Tlie Kelsey expedition from the Cape

to Cairo, which is now in progi'ess, on

a 25-50 h.p. Argyll car, specially fitted

up for the undertaking, is making use

of a motor cycle as its tender.
_

The
machine in question is a 3i h.p. Triumph,

and the duties of the rider are to go

ahead, inspect the routes, and prepare

the inhabitants for the arrival of its

larger brother, bearing the members of

the expedition. It is interesting to note

that the motor cycle is evidently as go

anywhere a machine as the four-wheeler.

Rear Lights.

The L.G.B. Rear Lighting Order (now

in draft) vvill, we miderstand, be issued

this week. The motoring associations,

i.e., the A.C.U., R.A.C., and A.A., are

not expected to complete their investiga-

tions and send in their replies to the Local

Government Board until this issue is

m our readers' hands. It is, however,

most unlikely that the present terms,

particulars Of which we gave last week,

and forecasted exclusively three weeks

as^o, will be altered. It provides that

solo motor bicycles need not exhibit rear

red lights, but, in future, two-track

machines such as sidecars, and three-

wheeled runabouts must carry a red

warning light after dark
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A. W. Bentley, at iite uuisn of his Ead-to-«nd
ride, June, 1»0S.

The Late Mr. A. W. Bentley.

It is with very great regret that we
have to announce the death of Mr. Arthur
W. Bentley, who, about five years ago,
was a very keen motor cyclist of whom
a great deal was heard in the motor
cycle world. Mr. Bentley, whom no-one
thought seriously ill of tonsillitis, passed
away peacefully in his sleep a few
uays ago at Stanmore, where he was
living with his brother, Mr. Horace
Bentley.

It was in the second week in June,
1908, that he broke the Land's End to

John-o'-Groat's record, which previous to

that date was held by Harold Williamson.
This record poor Bentley lowered by
7 hrs. 8 mins. after a very hne ride. This
was on a 3^ h.p. Triumph. In the
following year, in company with his

brother, Horace Bentley, he broke
the End-to-end sidecar record on a

6 h.p Rex, bettering Olsson's perform-
ance by 6 hrs. 7 mins., despite unfavour-
able weather. It is interesting to note

that on the occasion of this record ride

they were accompanied from Warrington
by the late Arthur Moorhouse, who also

checked them at Bridgwater. Mr.
Bentley was a favourite with all who
knew him, a real sportsman, and a

genuine amateur. He was a fine, well-Ect

up young fellow, very handsome, and
though his face had a certain pallor he
was always in the pink of condition.

Poet, Boxer, and Motor Cyclist.

M. iMaurice Maeterlinck, the Belgian
poet and dramatist, is a man of sport

as well as a man of letters, and is tre-

mendously keen on bo.xing. He has bM-n
a motor cyclist for some years, and now
rides a powerful twin machine and is

said tc be fond of speed work. He is

evidently a fine example of mens sana
ii> corpore sano.

Record Entry for Christmas Trial.

0\er 200 entries have been received
for the M.C.C. winter run from London
to Exeter and back—an easy record.

The Car Race in June.

Many of our readers will, no doubt,
visit the Isle of Man to see the Inter-
national Tourist Trophy Race for cars.

The entries at ordinary fees closed on
the 1st inst. with a total of twenty-three
cars, thirteen of which are British, but
It is e.xpected that other cars will be
entered befr.n; the closing date.

Taxation in France.

A driving licence in France costs two
francs only, and when once issued it lasts

for the whole of the owner's lifetime.

The French Minister of Finance is not so
keen on motor taxation as our own
Chancellor, as a licence for an 85x120
mm. engined car is only 40 francs per
annum. The same car in England costs

£2 2s per annum, and the driving licence

55. each year. £2 2s. equals nearly 53
francs. Motor bicycles are also taxed at
very much lower rates and are not sub-
jected to anything like the same absurd
restrictions.

Petrol Prices.

As a substitute for petrol the Irisli

are said to be pinning their faith to fuel

distilled from peat. The daily papers last

week published paragraphs intimating
that the retail price of petrol would be in-

creased 3d. per gallon very shortly.

The constant increase in the price of

petrol is a menace to the British motor
industry, and if steps are not taken to
provide adequate supplies of other fuel

British labour and the market in motors
will suffer the consequences in due
course. At the moment we are quite
happy with a mixture of benzole and
petrol, or all benzole ; in fact, we think
that we get better results from it than
when using petrol alone

A Trial in the Wet.

The weather conditions in the Midlands
last week-end were most uncomfortable,

but the Sutton Coldfield A.C. carried

to a successful issue a reliability trial

for which thirty-four entries were re-

ceived. Several new models made their

dibiif in this event, including an 8 b.p.

Rex-Jap three-speed chain driven machine
and a 1^ h.p. Precision Junior.

The Bristol Motor Cycle Club also held

a trial despite the continuous rain.

I mwm mm^.
Dec. 26-27.—Motor Cycling Club vVintei Kun

from London to Exeter and Back.

. 26-27.—Bristol M.C.C. Open 24 hour
Trial to Land's End and Back.

_ 27,—Birminghp.m M.C.C. Keliabiitty Trial

to York.

1914.
Jan. 3.—Liverpool A.C.C. Open One Day

Trial.

., 7,—Bournemouth. 1VI.C.C. Open One
Day Trial.

14..—A.C.U. Annual Dumei.

Mar. 7.—A.C.U.Sprmg One Day Tna..
I

Routes for the Holidays.

The number of route queries which
we are receiving is immense, due, we pre-

sume, to the close proximity of the

Christmas holidays, when many motor
cyclists visit their friends and relations

by means of motor cycles. Given fairly

good weather and highways not covered
with snow, there is nothing more eii-

ioyable at Christmas time than travelUng
by road. All trains are crowded, and if

the distance be not too far and the com-
pany congenial, a motor cycle and sidecar
provide a most pleasurable way of

visiting relations at the one time of the
year when all are desirous of meeting.

THE SUTTON COLDFIELD A.C IHEMBERS' REl 'ABILITY TRIAL.
Mis. Riley (6 h.p. EnOelil sidecar), T. Pollock (James), and H. T. MIU":' (8h.D Crescent) climbing tde

test Ml.
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CYCLE CAR COMFORT.
How Tandem Seating, Protection, and Conversation may be Combined.

IT
is generally agreed that, if price and light weight
are to Tie the determining factors in cycle car

design, the tandem seated variety is easily the

most simple solution of the problem. But unfor-

tunately there is a very serious drawback attached to

all models of this description as yet placed on the

market, for conversation between the driver and the

passenger cannot be carried on unless shouting be
indulged in or a telephone installed. Mechanically,
this arrangement of disposing of the load has every-

thing to recommend it, as it enables light weight and
consequently a cheap transmission and small tyres to

be used. A narrow frame also can be used which
makes the mounting of the engine and cross bars to

carry the gears or counter-shaft an easy and simple
matter ; also the narrower the track the less the neces-

sity of the differential, and, as belts are deputed in

this class of vehicle to perform the work of that ex-

pensive fitment, less work for the belts to do, and
consequent longer life.

Convenience of a Sounding Board.

Now the whole .'ecret of retaining a conversational

atmosphere is to have a top of some sort to act as a

sounding board. With a canopy the occupants can
converse in normal tones, but a canopy alone is both
unsightly and exceedingly draughty, and gives a very

half and half look to the vehicle. Under an Indian

sky such an arrangement may be admirable, but in

our more rigorous climate it would meet witli a poor
reception. Why not, therefore, " go the whole hog "

and make a totally enclosed body capable of being

partly opened at will? With this point of view in

mind our artist has sketched a series of designs, the

application of which to vehicles of this class would
undoubtedly go far to remove any existing drawbacks
which mav attach to the tandem seater. These show

two varieties of a similar type, and the .design, it will

be acknowledged, is very taking and has great possi-

bilities. With the use of aluminium a very rigid and

exceedingly light carrosserie can be made, and the

height kept down to about five feet. A hinged roof,

which being no higher from the ground than the

driver's chest, can be easily opened and closed, and
would give an easy access to the interior ; the curved

sides, in conjunction with a rounder stern, would re-
.

duce wind resistance to a minimum. Once inside per-

fect protection could be afforded against the weather,'

while excellent ventilation could be secured by leav-

ing the half roof open. The driver's legs would, of

course, be sheltered under the long bonnet. It would
be easy to add refinements such as complete suspen-

sion of rhe chassis on C springs at the rear, in which
case such a vehicle should prove one of the most com-
fortable on the road. It would also be exceedingly

easy to clean, owing to the very smooth exterior pre-

sented to the hose pipe. It would,, of course, be
necessary to provide means of opening wholly or in

part the front window, in order to drive in wet
weather, but probably a sliding glass panel, as used on
many cars, would solve this difficulty.

Extra Wind Pressure Negligible.

A good many owners of this type of runabout might
fear that the extra frontage presented to the wind
would throw a load upon an air-cooled engine that

would be highly deleterious to its running. They
need have little fear, however, for if the shape of the

rear panel be convex there is little suction. Brook-
lands has proved that it is the shape of the back of a

car, and not so much the front, that that must be con-
sidered when avoiding back suction, and luckily for

designers of streamline bodies, appearance and speed
go hand in hand.
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Some Suggestions for a
Compleie Road Indication

Scheme.

o NE caiiiint but commend tlie Auto-
mobile Association in theii' latest

endeavour to simplify motor-
ing by the suggested erection of

easily read and properly placed direction
posts. There are, however, many items
which are likely to cause the A. A. con-

siderable thought. Naturally, nobody
undertakes a big .scheme of this kind
without having thought the matter ont
beforehand, and the A. A. doubtless have
tlie scheme well cut and dried.

One of the suggestions is to erect very
iarge signs at such a distance from a

' corner or cross roads as to obviate the
necessity tor the use of the present
'larning signs. The present warning
-ii;ns are, in many instances, situated
badly, so fai' as motorists are concerned

—

that is, they are obscure, too close to

the corner, and mostly situated on main
roads, the cross-roads being left un-
protected ; ?.(>, anyone driving on what
is admitted to be an inferior class of

road tc the main route would find that
on approaching the corner there would
be nothing to denote that he was about
to cross a trunk artery, swarming with
swiftly moving traffic He therefore
.may plunge ahead, often with disastrous

. results. The warning signs are placed
.. on main roads in the majority of cases
to warn drivers that other traffic is

likely to cross their path in a few yards.
That is really what it amounts to, and on
any road except motor roads it would
b? absurd. Speaking after many years'
motoring experience, we do not want the

-roads in this kingdom converted into tracks-
tor speed cars ; neither do we want an
elaborate system of signalling or sign-
posting so that driving a motor cycle
or car would become very much the
same as driving a locomotive—full speed
ahead, and then slow down or stop
only when one sees the signal. Motor-
ing is a pastime, and should be enjoyed

. as such ; to control it by arbitrary sign-
posts and signals would be robbing it

of half its pleasures. No one will

object, however, to reasonably sized and
well placed signposts, particularly if

they be of the type which give first of

nil the minor places through which one
i-i about to pass, and then the important
! nvn for which one is making

Suggestions for Signposting.

As an example of how this signposting

,
might be done, but very likely the A. A.

. and M.U. have some vei'y much better
.-scheme up their sleeve, we would suggest

^ that, starting from large cities like

London, Manchester, liirmingham, or

. 1-iverpool, there shoidd be a central post
from which all the arms should radiate,
I.e., the signpost should be in the form of

a star in the centre of the city. It

should have_ a sufficient number of arms
ixcfl ''* i-nr^niis heiiTht« tn df-Tinte th^

mam roads to all the iiiiportant centres

—

n(n-th, soutli, east, and west. This is,

however, an obvious arrangement. The
trouble will be to divide up the country
into sections, so that one centre will, so
to speak, govern the other.
For exaniple, if one were in Liverpool

and wanted to "el to Birmingham, one
would enquire the way to the central
signpost. There an arm would he found
directing to liirmingham, and a number
of other places would be mentioned
through -which the route passed. These
places could be noted

; probably there
would be about five or six, each having
other central signposts.

The first place reached en roufr. would
be Chester, the road being comparatively
easy to find, but it would be possible to
mention on the first signpost three or
four of the minor places passed through.
Arrived at Chester the central signpost
would be again sought, and the road
followed to Nantwich, by Tarporley, and
so on, the centres being, say, Chester,
Nantwich, Stone, Rugeley, and Lichfield.

Suggestions for Main^oad Signs.

Another suggestion is to paint the
names of the various main roads on the
vertical post of the sign, such as
Birmingham-London, Manchester-Glasgow,
etc. If it coiUd be arranged it would be
an excellent idea, m our opinion, to allow
colours to denote the various roads.
Certainly, it would be rather difficult to
ring the changes of the colours sufficiently
to get an adequate number of hues to
denote all the main trunk roads in the
kingdom for which grants have been
made by the lload Board, but it would
be possible so to paint the telegraph
poles that one would know whether one
was on the Great North Road or the
Holyhead Road. Different schemes of
colouring could be used when the number
of the ordinary colours was exhausted,
and a little colom-ed indication card
would show at a glance the road one w-as
travelling on.

As to whether there should be any
elaboration of the signpost scheme in the
form of illuminated signs is a matter for

the future, but we really see no reason
why many signposts should not be illu-

minated at night. True, they would be
legible by the light of the average car
lamp, but a motor cyclist would have
to carry a tilting head light if he were
readily to read the top arm of a very
high post.

It was menti(>ned a few days ago
that the Continental signposting, though
excellent in its way, was not ideal, and
we can confirm this opinion. The signs
in France are metal plates with embossed
letters picked out iti white with a smoky
blue liackground. They are rather
difficult to read at any speed, and some-
what bewildering to those who have not

studied them. This is where the average
British road engineer will score over the
Continental organiser ; for example, France
has had a splendid system of signposting
and road making for years past, but it
has not done very much lately to improve
its roads. Most of the French Routes
Nal'umahs were constructed for military
purposes, but, with the introduction o"f

tlie railway, they were, to some extent,
neglected, although the Bniitca Diparlc-
vieiitalcs were considerably improved.
The signs were designed for comparatively
slow moving traffic, and would be very
much better if they were larger. The
A. A. and M.U. have, of course, taken a
note out uf the Continental handbook, and
will not make any such error. There are
already signs in existence in this country
erected by the A.A., M.U., R.A.C.,
A.C.U., etc., which are very much on
the lines of those which will probably
be used if the A.A. scheme meets with
the approval of motorists and the general
public. We do not think, however, that
the organisers are expecting to receive
very much support from the public

—

cyclists, pedestrians, and other road
users—though it seems hardly fair that
the cost should be borne entirely by
motorists alone.
As an example of bad road signposting,

it would he extremely difficult to find a
county more devoid of signposts—and
those of the most misleading type—than
Devonshire. The writer was down there
this summer, and had to travel from
Plymouth acioss Devonshire to Bideford.
All was plain sailing until Okehampton
was reached. The road from this point
across to Bideford was most wretchedly
signposted ; in fact, so difficult was the
road to find that, although it was tra-

versed slowly and every precaution taken
to read the signposts, and consult a good
road map and book, many mistakes were
made, and finally the wrong road was
followed. Of course, we do not pillory

Devon as absolutely the worst example:
there are probably others which are quite
as bad.

The Spirit o£ Adventure.

The organisers, in their endeavour to

simplify motoring for their members,
must not overlook the fact that they can
do too much for motorists—that is t.i

say, they can make things so simple th^n
there is nothing to do but to sit bac'.;

and steer. When this stage of the pas
time is reached there will be less induce
inent to follow it. It is that certain
element, however small, of adventure
that the motorist feels when he tarns
hi.s front wheels into the wilds of Scot
land, or the mountain roads of Wales.
that gives road travelling its charm

Therefore, those, who have the sehenK
in hand, should go warily and not
attempt too much at first.

ni5
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CHAIN BELTS.
A chain belt fitted with V rubber

blocks which has been marketed for a
year or two by Messrs. Haslam and Co.,

Goodson Road, Fulham, S.W., is known
a* the Haslam chain belt. The links

A novel type of chain-belt by Haslam and Co.

of the chain are laid along the top ol

the V blocks and attached to the rubber by
screws, which are in their turn threaded
through washers counter-sunk into the
underside of the V blocks.

AN AUTOMATIC
VAPORISER.

The " Vapo " Patent Atomiser is a

device which takes the place of the

ordinary jet in the carbui'etter and can
be fitted to any type of spray carburetter.

It is claimed that it completely trans-

forms the running of the

engine and inci'eases the

efficiency of the carburetter

from fifteen per cent, to

thirty per cent. It will be
seen on reference to the
sectional sketch that the
jet is so made that it splits

up the fuel into very fine

particles and automatically
governs the fuel supply in

- B such a manner that the mix-
ture tends to weaken or
strengthen as the engine
speed increases or decreases.
The fuel flows up through
the body of the central tube

^ A and through holes B,
the area of which is con-
trolled by screw C. Thence
fuel passes up and around
the fluted spraying nozzle
D. The fuel remains noi?-

mally at the level of th<'

spirit in float chamber, but as the quan-
tity reaching the nozzle D is controlled
by screw C, which is situate below tliis

level, the level at the nozzle falls gradually
as the engine revs, increase, because
more spirit is induced from the nozzK-
than can enter past the screw C. As
the depression decreases the spirit rise.s

in proportion and so on. The price of

this device is somewhat expensive a.s

compai-ed with the cost of a motor cycle
carburetter. It is marketed by Brown
Bros., Ltd., 15, Newman Street, Oxford
Street, W,
We shall be testing one of these

atomisers in a motor , cycle carburetter
very shortly.

In the issue of The Motor Cycle dated
November 27th, the dimensions of the
Pope motor cycle engine were given as
76 mm. x 89 mm. This should be 84^
mm. X 89 mm.
B26

THE ISOCHRONOUS
SPEEDOMETER.

We have frequently alluded in T/ie

Motor Cycle to the Bonniksen Iso-

chronous speedometer. This is one of

the most ingenious and, it may be said,

most accurate devices on the market,
and not only does it register speed, total

mileage, and trip, but also acceleration.

Tlie two large hands are both engaged
in this work. Let us suppose that a

motor cycle is running at 20 m.p.h. One
of the hands moves round from zero to

20 m.p.h., remains there for five seconds
and then proceeds to zero, while the

other hand takes up the work. If the

speed is constant at 20 m.p.h. the second
hand goes to the same spot as the first,

but if the speed has increased or de-

creased the hand registers such differ-

New design BcnniKsen speedometer.

ence from the former hand's registra-

tion also for five seconds. It will thus
be seen that within a very fairly accu-
rate radius the acceleration and decelera-
tion speed is recorded. The latest Bon-
niksen has been improved. On the face
are two smaller dials, the one on the right
registering the separate miles up to ten.

When ten have been recorded the left-

hand dial records one movement, which
is equal to ten miles, and the right-hand
one recommences its duty of recording
the next ten miles.

The old patterns of the Bonniksen Iso-

chronous speedometer may have the trip
mileage recorder fitted at a cost of
twenty shillings. The instrument is

extraordinarily accurate. It is manu-
factured by Mr. B. Bonniksen, 16, Nor-
folk Street, Coventry.

BRITISH IMPORTS AND
EXPORIS.

From the undermentioned figures,

culled from Board of Trade returns, an

idea will be gained of the vast increase-

both in imports and exports of motoi'

cycles for November and the eleven

complete months of the present year :

Imports.
Month ended November 30th.

1911. 1912. 1913.

£ £ £
Motor cycles ... 2,216 2,180 2,205

Parts thereof ... 7,177 12,248 25,711

Total £9,393 14,428 27,916

Eleven months ended November 30th.

Motor cycles ... 39,955 40,436 55,092

Parts thereof ... 62,024 147,110 186,558

Total £101,979 187,546 241,660

Exports.
Month ended November 30th.

Motor cycles ... 46,113 60,581 64,373
Parts thereof ... 11,367 19,299 23,176

Total £57,480 79,880 87,549

Eleven months ended November 30th.

Motor cycles ... 244,406 481,379 676,786
Parts thereof ... 67,935 170,565 231,407

Total £312,341 651,945 908,193

THE 1914 ALCYON
MODELS.

The Alcyon, which is manufactured
at 30, Avenue de Noailles, Lyon, has
for some years been one of the more
noteworthy of tne motor cycles produced
in France to French designs, and the
latest models are quite attractive mounts,
though, outwardly some features seem a
little strange to English eyes. But the
motor itself is admirable, and, indeed,
the Alcyon has always been a good -

power producer for its size, for the
early machines had only small engines.
Now, however, a 5 h.p. twin with a two-
speed counter-shaft gear and chain driye
is manufactured, also a 5 h.p. belt driven
single gear twin made on sporting lines.

The latest twin-cylinder Alcyon —a popular French mount

i
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THE STAG CYCLE CAR.
ON page 1 150, September 4th, we reproduceil

illustrations and published a desi-ription of

the- Stag engine for cycle cars. The makers,

the Stag Co., Ltd., Sherwood, Nottingham, are placing

on the market a simple type of cycle car at a

reasonable price. These cycle cai^ will be made in

their own factory, which is capable of dealing with

quantities. The engine is a 5-6 h.p. single-cylinder

air-cooled model of 90 mm. bore by 120 mm. stroke

= 763 CO., and is specially designed for cycle cars,

being provided with a unique cooling arrangement

whicli makes use of the large diameter flywheel inside

Threequarter rear view ol ttie Stag.

:in aluminium case to act as a high speed blower

or fan. The engine revolves in the direction in

which the \-ehicle runs, and the first drive is by chain

to a clutch on a Jardine three-speed and reverse gear

box providing ratios of 4,'2, 7, and 13^^ to i forward

with a reverse of 13J-2 to i.

From the gear box to the counter-shaft the trans-

mission is by chain, the final drive from counter-

shaft to road wheels being by two large V belts

running over /in. pulleys lo r6iii. bell rims on the

wheels.

. The hand brake is by contracting bands operating

on drums on the rear wheels, and the pedal brake

is a contracting band on the counter-shaft.

The clutch is operaied by the left foot, thus

giving the orthodox control of a standard motor car.

The steering is by bobbin and double cables, and

the back springing is by quarter-elli|)tic leaf springs

provided with radius rods. Transverse s])vinging is

employed at the front with radius rods running to a

central point on the chassis.

The wheelbase is 7ft. 4in. and the track 3ft. 6in.,

both axles being ij^in. steel tube, while the front has

ball steering heads and solid swivel axles.

" The control of the Senspray carburetter and Bosch

waterproof magneto is brought up on lo the steernig

wheel, as is also the control lever of the half-com-

pression cam, which can be used to run the engine very

slowly when standing and also to relieve compression

when starting. If the vehicle be started on a down

grade, there is no necessity to crank the engine, as

by the use of the half-compression cam and letting in

the clutch gently the engine can be started i|uite

readily.

The seating is arranged so that the driver is a few

inches in front of the passenger, providing plenty of

elbow room and comfort for both. At the rear of the

driver's seat is a locker which reaches half-way to the

back of the seat. This is constructed to hold a two

gallon tin of petrol and a half gallon tin of oil, leav-

ing also room for other articles inside and on the lid.

In addition, each spring-cushioned seat can be lifted

up, when a space will lie found underneath for tools,

spares, etc.

The sides of the body are nicely upholstered inside,

and at the rear is a cupboard for carrying the spare

wheel. It is only necessary to lift this wheel out

when wanted, as there are no straps to unfasten.

Behind the wheel is a good flat space for luggage.

The tank inside the dash is readily accessible for

iilling, and the sight feed pump and petrol tap con-

veniently placed for the driver's hand.

The complete vehicle includes fne detachable wheels,

Avon 26in. x 2lin. Sunstone tyres, wide dome guards,

and undershield'. The weight is 5 '4 cwts., and the

petrol consumption is said to be low. The price with

hood, wind screen, horn, and tools is 88 guineas, or

without the hood 85 guineas. Lamps are extra.

•'roni view stiowin; tfumm; radiator and transverse leal springing Side view Observe the clean lines and iong belt drlvtr
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A RUDGE REFINEMENT.
We illustra'e herewith the steadying traces now supplied

to support the cylinders of the 750 c.c Rudge. They are

fixed to the curved bottom rail of the frame by detachable

Steadying braces to reduce vibration on tlie long stroke Rudge.

clips. Tlie supports are said to reduce vibration to a
minimum, and another advantage is that they can easily

be fitted to existing machines by the owners.

RESULTS OF THE ROBBIALAC
COMPETITION

The Winners of the Ten Clyno Motor Cycles.

In connection with the Robbialac competition, inti'oduced

and run by the County Chemical Co., Ltd., we are now in

a position to place before our readers the names and
addresses of the fortunate ten, each of whom receives a
Clyno motor bicycle costing £75.
That the competition has been a huge success goes without

saying, the work of staging the many hundreds of excellent

entries being in itself a stupendous task. The judging was
undertaken by the Editors of The Motor Cycle and the

Cycle Trader, and the greatest cai-e was taken to see that

the best work, and only the best work, which at the same
time was also the unaided work of the competitor, won.
The organisers of the competition have taken great care

to eliminate the professional element, and each of the

winners has been called upon to hand in a signed and
witnessed declaration proving his amateur status.

The names and addresses of the fortunate ten, who by

this time are in possession of their valuable prizes, are :

J. Lewis, 40, Aubrey Road, Small Heath, Birmingham.
W. H. Evans, 45, Albert Street, Queen's Park, London, W.
E. J. Clarke, 232, High Road, Leytonstone, Essex.

W. W. Westlake, The Pharmacy, Church Road, Ashford,

Jliddlesex.

T. Mead, 98, Robertson Road, Eastville, Bristol.

E. D. Phillipson, c/o Mr. Cousins, 58, Beresford Street,

Skelton, Stoke-on-Trent.
Thomas C. Clissold, 6, Poplar Terrace, St. Mary's Cray,

Essex.
D. Hugget, Ringmer, Sussex.

F. Parsons, 27, High Road, Lee, London, S.E.

K. Beard-Brown, 96, Park Road, St. James's, Norfchamp
;

ton.
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CLUB NEWS.
Bristol M.C.C.

A half-day trial took place on the 6th inst. in very bad
weather.. There were eleven starters, and the results were
as follows: 1, W. H. Shaw (6 A.-J.S. sc); 2, P. Mathews
m Rudge-Multi) ; 3, M. Slatter (Swift c.c).

Tyldesley and District M.C.C.

The annual dinner and distribution of prizes took place
at headquarters, Leigh, on the 3rd inst., when about sixty

members and friends spent a very enjoyable evening, the
president, Mr. A. Hobson, presiding.

Purley and District M.C.C.

At the annual general meeting held on the 3rd inst. the
whole of the officers were re-elected. At the concert which
followed there was the very good attendance of forty-six.

The hon. sec. is Mr. Sydney H. Taylor, Wallington, Surrey.

The Public Schools M.C.C. (London).

Mr. Clive Preen, 17, Basinghall Street, E.G., has been
elected honorary secretary of this club. The annual general
meeting will take place on February 5th, 1914. The annual
dinner will take place to-morrow evening (the 12th inst.)

at the Waldorf Hotel at 7.30.

The Motor Cycling Club.

A very interestmg pamphlei ha.= been i.ssued by the M.C.C,
giving a list of the various cups presented by the club and
their winners—and a very handsome collection of trophies

has been put for competition during 1913 A complete list

of prizes and awards gained in M.C.C. club competitions this

year is also given in tabulated form.

Coatbridge and District M.C.C

A club, as above, has just been formed. Officers

:

President, Mr. Robert Spittal ; captain, Mr. A. B. Whitton

;

hon. sec. and treasurer, Mr. William Henderson Jardine
(llendersyde, Coatbridge)

A fault-finding competition is arranged to be held in

the headquarters of the club, 16, Ross Street, on Tuesday,
December 16th, at 7.30 p.m.

B30

Burton-on-Trent and District M.C.C.

A lecture on variable gears was delivered before the

members of this club on the 1st inst. by Mr. T. F. Hunt,
of Messrs. Sturmey-Archer Gears, Ltd.

Cardiff and District M.C.C.

A meeting of about fitty motor cyclists took place at tlie

Albert Hotel, Cardiff, on Wednesday, 3rd December, when
it was unanimously decided to form_ a club with the above
title. Mr. E. E. Chapman, 64, Crwys Road, Cardiff, was
of Messrs. Sturmey-Archer Gears, Ltd.

A BUSINESS GIBL'S MOUNT.
Miss C. Moss, of Gieenwicb, and ber Model R Douglas. Sbs is in business in

the West End, and almost daily irrespective of the weather rides to anl fro,

preferring her Douglas to travelling by motor 'bus or rail.
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Club News.—
Proposed Ladies' M.C.C.

A meetinij will be lielil at. the R.A.C. in w loniu lent

l>y the A.C.U. soiiit' timu near the begiTiiiiiig of January.

All ladies who are interested are invited to attend. The
lifiii. sec. is -Miss .Mary Ellis, 35. Portland Place, London, W.

Eastern Province M.C.C. (South Africa).

leluibility trial recently took place from Jfort Elizabeth

irahanistown and back. C-onsideriiig the state of the

1,1.1.1s and the high temperature, the loss of marks dne to

mechanical troubles wa.s exceedingly small. Thirteen lidei's

completed the run ; of these tlie following made non-stops :

1, W. Wilson (3i h.p. New Hudson), marks lost 8^ ; 2. R.

C. Inggs (3i Humbev sc.), marks lust 28.

Bristol B. and M.C.

the .Tnnual general meeting of this club was held o:i

Novend^er 12th, a large company being present. Mr. E. .J.

Prosser was re-elected president, JIv. F. Bevan motor cap-

tain, and Mr. A. S. P.iehards, 11, Cornwallis Crescent,

Clifton, hon. secretary.

The annnal supper will be held on .Saturday, Decembei
loth, at Maxwell's Restaurant, Bristol, when the prizes ai d
iiK'dils wo}! during the past season will be presented.

The Cyoleoar Club.

I'he amiiial general meeting took place at the Connaughl
Rooms on the evening of the ord inst. Mr. tilynn RowdDi
was in the chair. The Treasurer reported that the club had
cash in hand to'the amount of £70 14s. 7d. Some discussion

took place as to wdiether members' entry fees should be placed

to the reserve fund, and alter some discnssion, in which JIi

de Peyrecave and Jlr. Bonnet took part, it was decided to

recommend that a certain sum of mimey should be placed

to the reserve fund annually. The next item on the agend i

was the election of offieei-.s for 1914. and it was announced
that a gentleman well known in automobile circles would
be invited to take the presidency. Messi-s. W. C4. McMinnies
Oilynn Rowden, and Dr. A. M. Low,- were elected vice

presidents. Mr. A. C. Armstrong was elected honorai\
secretary, Mr. A. P. Bradley assistant honorary secretal^

Mr. A, \V. Torkington treasurer, and Jlr. F. Thomas cap
tain. The committee for 1914 was composed as follows

Messrs. Lionel Martin. A. B. Phillips. L. de Peyreca\e,
C. E. Bonnet, A. W. Lambert, E. M. P. Boileau, G, N
Higgs, F. Bale, and H. >Selwyn. A new rule was passed,
empowering the committee to form branches of the Cycle
Car Club. The latter was discussed at some length, and it was
eventually decided that these bi'anches should be run under
similar rules to the main body, subject to such revi-ion as

may be permitted by the committee of the club.

Malvern and District M.C.C.

.\ hill-climb was held recently, with the following results

Cl.v.ss I. -Up to 350 c.c. on Time. Any machine.
1. J. H. Marsden (2| Douglas)
2. E. C. Heis (2| Douglas)
3. F. G. Cutler (2| Douglas)

Li, ASS 11.—Up to 500 c.c. on Time.
machines.

1. J. Harrison (3^ Triumph)
2. B. Bladder (3i Rudge Multi)

3. W. Walker (3^ Triumph) ...

^CL.^.s.s III.—Up to 500 c.c. on Time.
1. E. Surman (3i Allday.s)

2. J. Harrison (oJ. Trinn!|)h)

3. R. Drew (3^ Trium|ih)

Ci..\.ss IV.—Up to 1,000 c.c. on Time.
1. H. J. S. (Jreatwick (6 Wriglit)'

2. J. Harri.ion (3^ TriuuLph)

R. E. Snrman (3i Alldays)

('I..VSS V.—Up to 1,000 c.c. on Formula.
1. B. Bladder (3^ Radge Multi)
2. H. J. S. Greatwick (6 Wright)
3. .1. Nickson (3^ Rudge Multi)

Cuss \'I.—Up to 1,000 c.c. on Formida.
cvcle cars.

1. H. .J. S. Greatwick (6 Wright sc.)

2. E. C. Heis (8 Morgan cycle ear)

3. R. D. Oliver (8 Morgan cycle car)

7^79

14s.

15^s.

151.S.

Standard touj-

... lis,

13s.

15s.

Any machine
,. " ... lOis.

Us.
.12^«.

Any maihine.
,, ... 91s,

10|s,

101s.

Any machine.

^!idc. ;

7'/ie Motor Cyrh formula wa'; \ised.

3
a

a
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^juegtions

A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be
addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not
must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelope for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing
legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Sear Lights.

Will you kindly tell me
wliethei' it is necessary, in view
of the recent ruling, to have the
rear number illuminated so long
as, one has the front one

illmninated ?—H.F.F.
It is not naccguirii to illuminate the rear

number plate, but you can do so if you
Avish, in which case no illumination is

required on the front plate. The question
Avas not definitely settled on going to

))ress, but the draft regulation of the

Local Government Board makes it un-

necessary for the present to provide a

rear red light on a single track machine,
but this is necessary when a sidecar is

attached.

Machine out of *' Tune,"

I am the owner of a 1913 three-

^1 speed 3^ h,p, machine, which I

> bought late in June last, and,
SA although I have scarcely ridden

800 miles on it yet it seems to

have lost a. lot of its freshness. At a

speed of fifteen to twenty miles an
hour it goes all riglit, but at low speeds
it makes a most peculiar noise which
ceases when I .cut down the air a bit.

This noise is not so loud as the " clack-

ing " of the valves on the tappets,

and it has not any "metallic" sound
about it which would indicate " knock-
ing," The inside of the cylinder, from
vvhat I could see when the valve caps
are removed, is pretty dirty, for, being
a complete novice when I bought the
machine, I over-oiled it of course. (1,)

Woiild you advise me to take down
the cylinder and clean it? I have read
up a good deal about dismantling the
cylinder ; the only thing that I am
afraid of is the taking off and replacing
the rings on the piston, (2,) Is there
any particular position on the piston
for them, or can I replace them " any
way"? (3,) I cannot keep the exhaust
valve clean from burnt oil. No matter
how often I take it out and clean it it

gets dirty again very quickly, I oil the
machine only very .sparingly now, still

the oil comes out, and the putting on
of a new valve spring has not made
any improvement.—B.O'C,

t.5 -

As fai' as we can see the only trouble

with your machine is lack of "tune."
We should strongly advise you to take
down the engine, clean off the carbon
deposit, and re-adjust the tappets. Clean
deposit from underside of piston and from
behind piston rings, (1,) The peculiar

.sound you refer to is probably due to the
fact that the carbon deposit in the
cj'linder becomes partially incandescent;
that, of course, causes pre-ignition. which
means that the chai'ge is fired before the
piston reaches the top of the stroke, (2,)

As regards the piston rings, these are
easily removed by placing strips of tin

under them and sliding the rim off over
these strips ; they can be put on in the
same way. It is necessary to see that
the slots in the rings are not in line, as
this would cause lack of compression.

A MOTOR CYCLIST AVIATOR.

Hubert C. G. Allen, late of Coventry, for
many years a motor cyclist, and owning Rex,
Clyno, and Humber machines, has forsaken
motor cycling for aviation. He now has a
35 h,p. Bleriot monoplane with three-cylinder
Aszani engine and a hangar at Hendon,

(3.) We should recommend you also to

grind ^n the valves, taking out pits, and
giving the seat a bright surfa<;e, witlV'a

final polish up with a little petrol.

The Question of Insurance.

I should be glad of your advice

on the question of iusiirance n\

my motor cycle and sidecar, I

notice from various insurance

prospectuses that rates for prac-

tically equal risks vary enormously.
Can I safely take advantage of the low

rates quoted by some companies?—A.B.

Your best plan is to compare the pros-

pectuses of various insurance companies.
Do not go by the cheapest but by the one

which gives best value for money. Insist

upon having full particulars and make
careful investigation as to the settlement

of claims, and any restrictions that art-

not mentioned in the prospectus. -Then,
if you find the cheaper policy includes

everything you require, by all means
insure under it. The really important
thing to remember is to be fully covered
against tlrird party risks.

Removing Small Piston Rings.

Can you tell me how to re-

move piston rings witliout break-

ing them ? I am riding a F,N.
four-cylinder, and in removing
the rings I broke five, I trieil

strips of tin as advised in "'Motoi
Cycles and how to Manage Them." but

the rings went before I got the three

strips under them, I then tried one
strip opposite the slots, and raised the

slot ends one by one with an old knire,

but with little success. Is there an)

way of removing carbon from back "f

rings without removing them ?—F,S.F

No, You cannot remove carbon dejjn.ii

from the grooves without taking out- tie

piston rings. Personally, we always use

strips of tin for the piu'pose of reniovin-
the rings. Possibly with your .sinall

pistons three hairpins might be ninVe

suitable, or perhaps a special tool for tin

pm-pose as advertised in our cohnmi.-.

This is similar to a pair of .plier-.

specially made to e.xpand tlie ring witlnnit

bieaking it.
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DUNLOP
ALWAYS LEADS AT OLYMPIA

Notwithstanding the claims made by
other tyre manufacturers, there were

MORE MOTOR CYCLES
fitted with

DUNLOP TYRES
than any other make.

Also there were

MORE MOTOR CYCLES
fitted with

DUNLOP BELTS
than any other make.

First in 1888; foremost ever since.

When ordering tyres or belts, specify Dunlop, the most popular.

THE DUNLOP RUBBER CO., Ltd.,
Aston Cross, BIRMINGHAM. Alma Street, COVENTRY.

BRANCHES: London Nottingham, Manchester, Newcastle, Bristol, Leeds, Liverpool, Glasgow, Dublin, Belfast.

In nnsiccring thix advertisement it if desirable to mention " Tlie Motor (Ji/cle." A33
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NEW RECORDS
On November 20th, Lieut. R. N. Stewart, riding a two-cyl.

N.S.U. (54J x75 nini.= 349 c.c), established new records

in Class B for the following distances and times :

350 miles . . 8h. 32m. 4is.=41.01 m.p.h.

8 hours .. .... 328 miles 184 yards= 41.00 m.p.h.

9 hours .. .. .. 369 miles 1,454 yards= 41.09 m.p.h.

Of this performance, " The Motor Cycle," November 27th, says

:

" This ride was noteworthy, as it was a genuine amateur attemp

to verify Stewarts ability to ride nine hours at Brooklands to

settle a sporting bet made by Stewart with his fellow officers

in his regiment. He had no trade assistance whatever, and had

his own orderly and servant to assist him. He ran most consistently

from start to finish, and would doubtless have done much better

but for the very high wind which prevailed all through the ride.

"TUP M Q IT MOTr^l? Cn I TV\ Offices and Showrooms: 186, Great Portland Street, London, W.inc. l^.O.U. iVlV^lXJI^. \^yj., L.IU., Goods and Repairs: 83-85, Bolsover Street, London, W.

established
by the famous

N.S.U.
MODELS FOR 1914—ALL TWINS.

3J^ L T

6-7 h.p.

7-9 h.p. I

_ win-cylinder. 498 c.c, 2-speed

gear and free engine, bell drive.

Twin-cylinder, 830 c.c, chain

drive, three-speed countershaft

gear, 26 x 3in. tyres.

win-cylinder, 996 c.c, chain
rive, three-speed countershaft

gear, 28 x 3in. tyres.

/Bdl(WvvCi2^

A HIGH GRADE BRITISH-MADE COCOA WITH
AN EXQUISITELY DELICATE FLAVOUR

FROM THE FACTORY IN A GARDEN
CADBURY, BOURNVJLLE

A34 In answering these advertisements it is deiirabh to mention "The Motor Cycle."
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Horthampton t) Eii.nurn!.

I shall be obliged if you will

kiiuUy forward me the best roiite

to Eastbourne without passing

witliiii fifteen miles of London.
—JI.F.

Your best route would be as follows

:

Northampton, Newport Pagnell, Woburn,
Dun.-table, St. Alban.'i, Watford, Rick-
iii.-isworth, U.xbridge, Staines, Chertsey,

ford, Horsliam, Cowfold, Partridge

. Hurstpierpoint, Hassocks. Ditch-

Lewes, Pologate, Eastbourne.

OU Escaping from Engine-shaft Gear.

I ijossess a Si h.p. N.S.U.
with free engine and two speed
gear, which I bought second-

hand from a conmitrcial travel-

ler, who apparently troubled

l;t;!e about the machine as long as

It would run. I may say I overhauled

the engine and found it to be in

fair condition. The tool marks are

still showing on the piston rings, which
i understand were fitted about last

February. Owing to a smash the

engine was sent to the makers, where
' new crank case was fitted, new piston

1 rings, and it was re-bushed. I found
examination both top and bottom

.nil -^in. slack, the small end having
. side play. The pulley shaft is

./;t but has side play of -^-in. As
I are doubtless aware, the left hand

c.igine shaft to which the two speed

gear is fixed is hollow. And in a
description of the N.S.U. two speed

gear I have seen it stated that "the
gear is lubricated by means of the en-

gine release valve on this hollow
-.spindle." Before starting the engine
on the stand when I reassembled it, I

injected three or four pumps fufl of

oil into the crank case, and after the
engine had been running for a little

ivhile the oil was sprayed in a con-

siderable quantity over the whole en-

gine and was apparently partly ex-

hausting through the two speed gear.

The engine appeared to me to be
abnormally hot, including the crank
case, and I am under the impression

,

that the oil in the crank case

becomes heated and is sent through the
.
hollow shaft of the engine on the down
stroke (of the engine). I am desirous
of learning what quantity of oil should
be pumped into the crank case, and the
normal level of same. As regards the

-.running of the engine it picks up very
quickly and runs without any fuss,

with the exception of throwing the oil

about. I may also state I did not
touch the two speed gear in any way—
which works very well. If you can
kindly let me know your opinion on
the oil trouble, seeing the engine has
only recently been re-bushed, and in
what way I can remedy the matter, and
whether the excessive heat is anything
ti trouble about, I shall be oblieed ?

—

S.A.J.
^

Provided your engine docs not lose
power through overheating and runs
satisfactorily there is no need to worry
about the temperature of the oil. We
should recommend you to consult the
makers of your machine, and perhaps they
will be able to supply you with another
type of crank case release, which would
cure yonr trouble in the matter of oil

escape.

Hi;'i V. Li » Gs !,• t)- :tir:iij.

I had an argument recently
with a friend, and should esteem
it a favour if you would give me
your opinion. My friend told

me that his machine, a 1912 free

engine Triumpli, was very difficult to

start by the pedals, and he said he
thought that it was owing to his gear
being too liigh. I told him that that
would make starting easier than if his

gear was loo low, my contention being
that, though more revolutions of the
engine would be obtained w'ith a low
gear, it would require a greater- effort,

whereas the reverse would be the case

with a higher gear, and would make
for easier starting.—E.J.W.

The higher tlie gear, the more easily can
the machine be pushed o\er compression
when cold or gummed up. Once warm,
the difference is less noticeable. Your
statements expsess our- own oplniou in

the matter.

consequently the exhaust gases could not
escape, and the stoppages were due
apparently to overheating and loss of

power, as only a little gas entered the

eugin-?. On another occasion loss of

powej wat due to a broken rocker roller

in the exhaust valve, and consequently
the tappet did not receive the full lift

of the cam.—RuncE Ridkr.

READER'S REPLY.
A Curious Complaint.

Li your issue of the 27th ult., one of

your readers describes "a curious com-
plaint " that his machine has. I have
an engine of the same make and power :

5-6 h.p. twin Re.x, which troubled me
in exactly the same way, and I traced
tlie cause to the petrol pipe, not tank as

you have suggested. The pipe has a
twist in it in a. vertical direction. The
cure was to alter this bend to a horizon-
tal one, or in such a way that no air

lock can form.—E. J. Cope.

Having had a similar experience to

"E.JI.'s" (page 1619) with my 1912 Eudge
Slulti and sidecar, I venture to suggest
that if he used tappet adjusters he
would cure his trouble. Mine was due
to an adjuster having worn down, and

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
•C.I.D.'' (St. Andrews). — Reliability

and foolproofness of Rex two-speed hub.
"L.C.K." (Norfolk).—Brampton gear

and Mabon clutch for 3i h.p. Premier,
1911 pattern fixed engine. Reliabilitv.

"J.R." (Tonbridge).—4i h.p. Lincuiii

Elk with sidecar. Reliability, consump-
tion, and elhciency of two speed gear.

" H.M.B." (Westchffe).—3i h.p. Blacl-

burnc. Reliability and general efficiency.

"D.P.W.M." (Armagh). — Hutchinsou
tvres on 3J.- li.p. Rudge and sidecar.

"Ci.B." (London).—3^ h.p. Alldays
-Matchless, three-speed counter-shaft chain

drive. Power with sidecar, lull-climbing

and general efBciencv.

"B.L. 2674" (Wimbledon).— K model
1912 Douglas with sidecar. R-oni steel-

studded cover.

"J.C.B." (Liverpool).—1913 For.ward,

23 h.p. T.T. Reliability, efficiency, con-

sumption, etc.

"P.H." (Glasgow).—Two-stroke Scott,

especially reliability of gear and cooli.g

- system. Twin Matchless, 6 or 8 h.p.

Power of each for sidecar work.
"W.F." (London).—1915 A.C. Sociable.

Average miles per hour over give and
take roads, petrol consumption, life of

back tvre. and skidding.
" H.V.B."—Enfield 6 h.p. Reliability

of slip arrangement of sprockets on engine-
shaft ; clutches, chains, carbonising of

cylinders, and general running.

SIDECARRING WITH A 3 H.P. MACHINE.
J. Hatl Smltli on Ills 3 h.p. Enlleld sidecar outni. Though the 3 h.p. Enlleld Is not recommended tor sidecar

work by the makers, Mr. Hart Smith has successtully covered several thousand miles with a sidecar

'Without trouble.
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An Improved Sidecar Clip.

This clip allows the sidecar to be
adjusted both as regards height and
-vheel alignment. The jaws A ai'e more
or less permanently clipped to the motor
cycle chain stay, which is represented

at B, and the part C is attached to a
member D of the sidecar, which may be
its axle tube. The parts D and C are

joupled together bj' a quickly detachable

coupling nut E. The part C can be

vertically adjusted along the spindle F.

and can "be swung about the axis of that

spindle, being prevented from' acci-

dental movement of this nature by means
of a plate G. It will be noticed that

the jaws A and B are unequal in length,

so that by reversing this part two
different heights of axle D can be coped
with, apart from the adjustment pro-

vided by the screwed spindle F. By
this means the same parts can be used

for 26in. or 28in. wheels.—W. INlont-

gomery, No. 24,482, 1912.

^Eric. w Walfohd. fupa

A Clutch Plate Improvement.

A difficulty experienced with plate

clutches is that there has to be fairly

considerable movement of the operating

member to separate the plates, and to

obviate this is the feature of this in-

vention. The alternate plates are made
somewhat tliicker

than usual, and
are formed with
holes, in each of

which is a loose

circular block
slightly thicker
than the plate.

The blocks take
the pressure and
the perforated plates serve merely as

carriers. Such an arrangement possesses

the additional advantages of improved
lubrication and cheapness of renewal,
as the blocks alone have to be replaced.

—

Triumph Cycle Co., Ltd., and C. W.
Hathaway, "No. 25,668, 1912,

A Simple Variable Choke Tube Carburetter

The jet nozzle A projects horizontally
into a square pipe which forms the spray-

ing chamber of the carburetter. In this

A Sturdy Two-stroke.

In our Show Report vve referred to the
^'eloce as a 2 h.p., whereas this is actually

rated at 2^- h.p., and, we are informed,
develops on the brake about 3.6.

Hub Gears at Olympia.

We are informed by the Sturmey-
Archer Gears, Ltd., that there were
eighty-nine motor cycles in the Show last

week fitted with Sturmey-Archer hubs.

A North London Garage.

Messrs. ilills Motors, Ltd., .5ole district

agents for Premier, Indian, Rover, Brad-
bury, Royal Enfield, Zenith, etc., have
re-opened at 4, Woodside Parade, North
lir.chhv.

A Fine Sidecar Record.

One of the most successful riders dur-_

ing the past season on a 3^ h.p. Bradbury
and sidecar is Hugh Gibson of the Brad-
bury Company. This rider has a long

list of gold and other medals to his

credit, and claims to be the only sidecar

rider to gain a gold medal in each of the

important six clays' trials of the year,

namely : The Scottish six days, the

The simple chassis at the 8 h.p. Morgan showing general

lines, position o( engine and gear, etc.

is arranged a bow spring B, the same
width as the square pijie, and this is

attached to a sliding stem C. It will

be clear that the spring tends to take up
the position illustrated, in which the
passage over the jet nozzle is small. By
moving the stem and spring the passage

=^nm
is increased and in this way a variable

clioke tube effect is obtained.—V. March,
No. 22,780, 1912.

A Silencer Conversion Device.

Long exhaust pipes are now becoming
the rule, and the illustration shows a

neat construction fur effecting the con-

version of an ordinary silencer, provided

with a "cut out."' The end A has "the

ordinary "cut out" removed, and in its

place is screwed a dome B, the stud C
fitting the ordinary "cut out" stud hole.

The dome is formed with a split lug D
into which is inserted the extension pipe

E, which is then secured by the -stud

F._W. F. Newsome and R. E. R-

Fletcher, No. 7.185, 1913.

English A.C.U. six days, and Irish cnd-

to-end. The total mileage of the tliree

events was 2,140 miles, and in the Scot-

tish and English six days, Gibson's side-

car was the only single cylinder sidecar

machine to finish. It is interesting to

note that Gibson used Dunlop tyres and

belts in all the important events in 1913.

Accessories.

A new firm specialising in tap work
and accessories for motor cycles, includ-

ing electrical equipment, is Wood and

Lamplugh, Ltd., King's Road, Tyscley,

Birmingham.

Morgans in France.

The Morgan >Jotor Co., Worcester

Road, Malvern, inform us that they took

orders for over 700 three-wheelers at the

Show. 150 were ordered by their French
agents, and two liave been entered for the

Paris-Nice Trial. The firm hope shortly

to complete large extensions to their

worlds, having purchased a site of 2^ acres

at Malvern Link. Among their contracts

is a large order from Switzerland, in

addition to the French one mentioned

aljove. They are also represented by 50

agents in Great Britain and Ireland.

Catalogues Received.

. The Service Co.. Ltd., 289-293, High
Holborn, issue an excellent list of second-

hand motor cycles, cycle cars, and side-

cars which they have in stock.

"About the Rudge Multi " is the title

ot a new booklet, attractively illustrated,

issued by Rudge-Whitworth, Ltd. It

records in an absorbing and convincirvg

manner the progress of the Rudge during

1913. Copies may be obtained free upon

application to the works.
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*«S*wpi4:g^b-,

New Type, with COUNTER-SHAFT 3-Speed GEAR,

enclosed CHAIN DRIVE, and KICK STARTER-

£1 May we post you Catalogue with

full particulars and illustrations ?

Sole Matm/:KUinrs :

Aston Road, BIRMINGHAM

ALADDIN ELECTRIC
^^

•

^
•
" LIGHTING SETS^ "

for Motor Cycles, Sidecars, Cycle Cars, Motor Cars.

8-10 hours'

continuous Light.

Re-charged on the

road in a few
seconds.

Simple, safe, and

reliable.

Upkeep nominal.

Every Battery fully

guaranteed.

Sidecar Lighting

specially catered for

THE
"NO TROUBLE"

LAMP.

£2:2:0

Price complete, £2:2:0.

Write, call, or phone for illustrated list to- £2:2:0
WESTON'S, 104, Wool Exchange, London, E.C. ^

In cnixtririiiri th':sii adctrli/Kii" nl.i it is dc-nrahlt lo mention " 7'/ic Motor Oycli.' A37
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SELFRIDGE'S

30 Hour Motor Cycle

WATCH AND CASE
(as sketch), lever move-

ment. Dust and
weatherproof. With
guarantee , . ..9,6.

"THERE are only a few days now in which to do your
'• Christmas shopping.

Realising the short time left in which to purchase, we have

collected together a number of accessories most suitable

as Christmas gifts for your motor cycling friends, a few of

which are illustrated below.

T. Motorcyclists' Hand

MuRs, self-supporting

and flexible. Cover all

levers, but do not inter-

fere with free access to

them. In Tan water-

proof leather, lined fur,

a pair 22 /6 ; in best

Black waterproof lined

Tamo, a pair 15/6 ; in

Black waterproof lined

Grey Cloth, a pair, 9 /6.

2. Carrier Cushion for fitting over carrier,

to provide a comfortable seat for a

passenger. Made of leather, with

Japanned top, and filled with Doe Hair.

Size 15 X 7iin., and complete with four

straps.
"

Each 4/6.

3. The "Sovereign"

Motor Cycle Lamp
Set (as sketch)

—

Lamp, Generator,

and Bracket.
Special price,
complete, 20/-

We pay carriage

throughout the
British Isles.

SELFRIDGE & CO., LTD., Oxford Street, W.

Heart-shaped Motor
Cycle Watch (as

sketch),in dust-proof

case .. 10/6.

Spare Belt and Tube
Case (as sketch),
in solid leather,
6|:in. diameter, sJin.

depth, . . .. 6/9,.

A RIDE IN A

CANOELET
AFFORDS TO YOUR PASSENGER THE PLEASURE
AND COMFORT OF A SEAT IN A MOTOR CAR.

YOUR SPECIAL ATTENTION IS

DIRECTED TO OUR MODEL S4

£13 : 1 :

Built and painted just like a coach, and richly upholstered.

Adjustable seat giving five positions to suit individual taste.

Chassis, our well-known patent design, giving lovy body position.

Four couplings to Motor Cycle, giving double security.

Other Models : Body Reg. Design No.59699/ 11

S3 £.12
L3 £13

12
4

Chassis Patent No. 21045/11

L4 £13 13 Couplings Patent No. 24612/ 1

1

Model deLuxe £15 15

MEAD AND DEAKIN,
Patentees and Manufacturers,

Tyseley, BIRMINGHAM.

AMAC AMAC
BELT FASTENER.

:^^0^ PRICE

ONE YEAK'S GU.M!.4NTF.E. M.^DE OUT OF SOLID STEEL DAKS.
HARDE.NED—UNBHEAKABLE.

ASTON MOTOR ACCESSORIES Co. ktcl.
97, Aston Road Nor-tH, BIRMINGHAIVI.

AMAC AMAC

Wholesale Agent for London : A.
Portland Street.

!.;.'< In annwcrin'j the-ie a^^mrlisenieni

P. REY, Great

BooksforMotorcyclists
Tracing Troubles.

Motor Cycle Faults : Their identification and
tiieir remedies simply and fully explained.
Written in simple language by a raotor cyclist of

long experience. Price 1/- net. By Post 1/2.

Hints and Tips {or Motor
Cyclists.

Full of useful "wrinkles " with regard to the
care and management of motor cycles. Fourth
edition. Price 1 /. net. By Post 1/2.

The Motor Cycle Route Book.
Contains best routes for the whole of the

British Isles, 45 maps and speed limits.

Price 1/6 net. By Post 1/9.

Obtainable (with j-emittance) from ILIFFE & SONS LTD..

20, Tudor Street, LONDON, E.G., also from all Booksellers

desirable to mention " Tht Motor Cijde."
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The

BEST
Oil

for

Winter

use.

Motor cyclists, who were

unable for any reason to

call at Olympia, should

write for H.L. Literature,

which fully describes many

interesting preparations.

PRICES' COMPANY LIMITED,
BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

BRAMPTON
VARIABLE GEAR

ST FITTING & FIT
Fitting your machine with Brampton Variable gear

is to make it fit for any hill and for all round

better service on any road. The Brampton

GIVES SEVEN SPEEDS
AND A FREE ENGINE.
It gives unending satisfaction, too. It never slips,

even on bottom speed, and it never disappoints

even when being used under adverse conditions.

For practically all engines where boss does not

require a recess pulley flange of more than f^" deep.

PRICES : 31 h.p., £4/4/0 ; 2J h p., £3/10/0

BRAMPTON BROS., LTD.,

Street, BIRMINGHAM.

fi

Oliver

"LINCOLN ELK" New 6 h.p. Twin Model, 1914.

Manufactured Completely by

J. RIRBY,
Broadgate, LINCOLN.
Telephone

:

Telegrams :

484. ••ELK," LINCOLN.

Wholesale Agents for Scotland :

The North British Machine Co., Ltd.,

56 & 58, Great Clyde Street, Glasgow.

iYj^^i,
6 h.p. Twin Model, fitted

with 2-speed Countershaft

Gear,

Price .. £55 O O

Sole London Agent:

A. R. REY,
378-384, Euston Road, N.W.,

and

173, Great Portland Street, W.

These Ball Bearings ensure maximum service

Buying a new machine ? How long it will last

depends on the bearings it is fitted with.

"SKEFKO" SKF Ball Bearings are absolutely

self-aligning— impervious to even the worst

shocks and strains. Wear is reduced to a

minimum ; therefore maximum service is assured.

We will send full particulars on application

THE SKEFKO BALL BEARING Co., Ltd.

Head Office and Works : LUTON, ENGLAND.
Telegrams

—
" Skefko. Luton."

London Office : Carlto

Telephone—418, Luton.

House, Regent Street, S.W.
Telegrams

—
" Skeiko, Piccy, London." Telephone— 9641 Gerrard.
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are the acme of perfection. Perfect

in springing, smart in appearance,
good in use, long in life, and, above
all, low in price, they will appeal to

you. We have prepared an interest-

ing and instructive booklet, dealing

with thsm in detail. We shall be
very pleased to send you a free copy
—may we ?

MODELS. —Undcrslimg frame, high-class reed

cane body, sides and Qoor lined tn exchide
draughts. "Coronet'' detachable joint;.

£8 17s. 6(1.

MODEL 7,—Undcrslung frame, coach-built

I odv, toot-box unaer front, also under seat.

A real high-class sidecar. £10 15s.

SENT CARRIAGE PAID.
TRADE SUPPLIED.

PRECISION ENGINES.
V.V ar>: ipLci.il ayeiit.-i for Dirsi: hi^^h-cla^s

nj;ines. We take your uiider-poweritl cn-ine
ill rxebanyc if required. Quick delivorv.

1914 PREMIERS.
\\i- ii.ive plricrd a larije mutrni-t for the?c

^|llcndid inafliitifs, and wilt supply f ;n- cash oc

fxtiMided payments, or will niako ti good aHow-
aifce (or ynnr prcacnl machine in exchange.

1914 WOLF LIGHTWEIGHTS
, 24 rm. li.liv.Tv if

c-^pi' (1 moil' i^ suppiic

NEW MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
Latest np-l'i-dat<- patt'-rn, low riding pofition.

dropped top iiil>e. hark forks wide enough to

take 3-specd hubs; fil 12s. 6d.

Set of inalk-able iron castings for Triuuipb
pattern foot brake 1/6

Set of four engine plates for I'recision

engines 2 /-
.

Set of castings and legs for kick-up stand 2.'6

Set of caslings^or liaud-starting device. . 2/-
Sct of castings for heel brake 1 /-

N"cw 1013 Simins magneto, suit V- li-P- ^inel*^-

( ylinder. e'.>t C:-, 10 £2 19 6

BOOTH'S MOTORIES,
Portland Place, Skircoat Road,

HALIFAX
(Opposite County Court).

T^leplione ro6::.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

BAT-J.A.P., 1911. T.T.. overlic-od valves, 5-6h.p. twin,
just re-eiiamclled, ttplendid conditiou; £27/10.—

Wiiknw. Simpaoa, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd., Lon-
don. [4752

"IQ13 4h.iJ. Bat-Jnp. V. and M. 2-'ipeed, F.E.. drip
J-tf lubriiation, spring frauiu. Koinpsball back, 1'.

and H. linup; cost £60 Oitobcr, aL-eept £43, or rx-
iliiing..-. M'hone: 244 (.iorrard.—Gayford, 20, Woedside,
IM., c>outn Norwood . [4787

6h.p. Bat and Gloria Sidecar, 1912 model, 2t3iit?ed,

<liaiu. clutch, cost £73. witli t-xtrus, X.L. suddk-.
Ctiwev spt'1'domi.'ti-T, lump, horn, sidecar, coachbuilt, lost
ilS'tS. the whole costing over £100, all in perfect lon-
ditiun, not ridden more tlum 3.000 miles; no reut^ou-

ahk- offer relu-'-r].— G. Hills. London Hot^pital, E. [4652

1 Q 12 8h.p. Bat-Jap and Moutgomery Sideciir. 2-

X tJ speed, eliaiu drive, kick ttart(er, mileuHC rnu
1,600, Cowey ripewloaieter. Ruahmore lamped, generator.

2 licirus. all tools, etc., 2 spare Duulop covers, all tyie^«

as new; cost complete £a6/10. will take £55, or near

offer.—Linington, 54. Conuucrcial Kd.. Portsmouth.
[483C

Bedelin.

BEDELIA, 8h.p., 90° twin. Bosclv, ™riable pulley^;,

^lidin^- tii-AT, belts as new, ifludem seated, stream-
line body, tyres as new, handsome outfit, climb anything ;

owner going abr.iad ; nearest £55 secure^.— I'lew, jun.,

Craigmount, rci-bles. [X9139
Bratlbtiivv.

BEADBITRT. 3';.h.p..- new 1915 model; £40.-lIar.s-

tou, 26, Bridge St., Chester. EX9245

1 Q12 Bradbury, in new condition; £35. or near offer.

Xt/ Wright. Swaithmoor, Ulverston. 1319331

|Q12 T.T. Bradbury, and suit of overalls, good condi-
±*y tion; £28, or offer.—King, Tbe Perns, Chisle-

hurst. [4598

BEAPCURY, 1914 models; exchanges quoted; prompt
deliveries.—Halifax Motor Exchanges, Wet^tgiite,

HaUfas. [0385

BRADBFRY. 1914 models: keen competitive ex-

changes qnoteU.—Colliers Motjiies, 16a, Westgate.
Halifax. [0386

BRADBURY, 1912'/-., S'Ah.p., 3-speed, Sturmey-
Archcr. lamp, horn, spare-; £33.-809, AttercliflV

Rd., Sheffield. [X9144

BRADBURY, 1913, 3Vjb.p., 2-specd, kick starter,

absolutely new (shop-soiled dightly) ; £50.— Gibb
Gough, and Son, Gloucester. [4826

BRADliURYS, 19J4 models, best -deliveries : easiest
instalment ti-rniff: best exchange allowaucee;.—

Maudes, 136, Great Portland St.. London, W. [4836

Sib. p. Bradhiuy and Phteuix sidecar, 1912 cylinder,
2 1913 N.S.U. 2-speed, splendid climber; nearest

£28, nniek sale.—La bourne, Frizington, Cumberland.
[X9196

T.T. Bradbury, 5 months old, in fir^t-class ordei ;

cost £52, sell £40, or exchange good model R
J louglas.—Thomyuu , bottlers, Fauldhouse, Linlithgow-
shire. [X8719

1 Q12 SV^b.p, Bra<lbury, 2-specd and clutch in back
J~*f wbeel. good condition ; offers. — The Stamford
Hill Motor Co.. 128, High Rd., S. Tottenham. 'Phone:
1982 Tottenham. rX9495

BRAOBURY. 3Vi;h.p., with cane t^idecar, Mabon
clutch. 2 belts, spare cover, in splendid running

order : £28: exchange for 1913 A.C. Sociable, cash ad-
jli-tnjent.—Xo. 4,545, * /ic dtotor Cycle Officer, Coventry.

[X7768
Brown,

BEOWX, 3'"h-p.. Bosch mag., 26 wheels, good running
urdcr; ±12.-\V., 108, High St., Aylesbury. [X9241

BROWN', 3i:.h.ii.. 1911. F.E., £19/10: also si<locar.

45/-. or uffeis.-S3, Gordon Rd.. Peckham. [X9227

3 ill. p. Brown, gond or^ler, accumulator, £9; light side
2 car, £2/10: bargains.-DiUie. 14IT Wickbani

Lane, Welling. [4783

ROWX. 3'oh.p.. iiee engine, 'and sidecar, Bosch. B,
;ind B.. aecessoriee ; £20. — 42, High Rd

[4797
B
StieJitlmnl, S.\V. 'Phone: 1451.

B.S.A.

B.S A., <:~i.ira, 1913, umisod ; 50 eu^—R«»l's Ciiirairc,

.SliCLTUtss.
_

[4725

1 Q12 B.S.A... 2-sneMl. \Vllittlf licit. fidt-Liir, ci.mi'liti-

;

!«/ £4D.-l'lii«lo>v, Grimsby [X9361

1014 B.S.A.'s for iuimcdiiite dolivor,v: Mriti; for
XiJ ^x)euial lernis.—Townlev'ii Giiruge, Lanc^ister.

fX9207
B.S.A.'s: piirlj* delivorie.s: exceptional c.\ch:uiKe olf-r^,

— I'arkcr and Son, The Sttaiglit I'"irjB, St. Ivi *.

ilinit,.. [4774

B.S.A.-AII 1914 mod.-l». beat deliTCrics: deterred
pavmciitii or Ciclianges.—Maudes. 136, Gt. Port-

I Mid St.. London, W. (4837

B.S..\., 1912. 31^1. p.. 2-s'pcci! nirdcl. excellent con-
dition, complete Willi Kooil lamp and lioni : liar-

yaiu, £33.— La.vtons, Uicester. O xou. [X9549

B.S.A.. 1913. 2-siJee*! model, chain drive, very good
]n:icliiiic. been little used and well enred for. lamp.

Ii'iiii: £46.-La5ton-<. Uiecstcr, Oxon. (X9350

B.S.A.. 1913. 2-.spced. chain drive: £50: ridden 1 300
niile^. condition as new: owner having car.— Oricc

iriiti]iin'!,-in. Hanlcy .Swau, Worcester. rX9HG

rC|13 U.S.A.. 2.»;pced, chain drive, with hand.^oiiie
^ coachbuilt t^idecar : cost £74,. tJaerifice 49 (fa>.—

licv. George, 27G, Scotland Rd., Liverp'ool. [.\9457

A.G. SOCIABLES
75 GUINEAS ONLY 75
The Best Value on the Market. Two 1914 Models in stock.

Cash or Exchange.

OTHER BARGAINS.
4Ah.p. QUADRANT, new I., I-: model £35
4-1 h.p. QUADRANT, new i.jij 2-bpecd model: . ... £41 10

3 h.p. P. & M., -:-speed gear £10
i9r3 REX Sidctte, cost £8o £49 10

3* h.p. REX, spring forks, magneto £10 10
3i h.p. BRADBURY. 1012 model, with 2-speed

gear and in coachbuilt Sidecar £42 10

4 h.p. ROC, 2-spced gear, handle starting, with
Sidecar £20

4-cylinderF.N., magneto £16 10
3,^ h.p. PRECISION, brand new, 1913 £38
3ih.p. REX, M.O.V.,-Iow built £7 15
8' h.p. BAT-J.A.P., P. and M. 2-speed £35 10

3i h.p. REX, 1909 model, magneto £15 10

4 h.p. J.A.P., fitted with 1913 Armstrong; 3-speed

gear £22 10

si h.p. HUMBER,i9i3,3-speed model, done about
200 miles, complete with sidecar £46

4^ h.p. Twin MINERVA, m.o.v., magneto £12 10

il h.p. REX, iQoS. 2-5pecd sidecar £18 10

3^ h.p. PREMIER, rgi2, 3-speed model, complete
with Sidecar £42 10

4 h.p. ROC, 2 speeds, handle-starting £20

3J h.p. N.S.IJ., free engine, splendid order £19 10

3i h.D. QUADRANT, iqoS. magneto £15 10

2 h.p. MOTOSACOCHE igic, magneto £13 10

3* h.p. REX, igio model £17 10
61 h.p. REX open-lrame Tricar, water-cooled, 2

speeds, wheel steering, splendid Wood-Milne
7ooxSotvres; make splendid cycle car £10

3ih.p. N.S.U.- ni.o.v £8 15

2 h.p. mOTO-REVE. 2-specd gear £16 10

Sjh.p. TRIUMPH, 1907 model £18 10

8 h.p. BAT-J.A.P. 2 speeds, with Cg Sidecar £39 10

3i h.p. REX. m.o.v,, low built £7 15
6 b.p. CLYNO, 1912, with Sidecar £45
6 h.p. REX, inoQ, 2 speeds, sidecar £26 10

HUSH CYCLES TAKEN IN EXCHANGli.

SECOND-HAND SIDECARS.
MILLFORD easier wheel £3 10
Nearly new cuach-built, side door £7
CORONET, cane body £3 15

Good rigid sidecar £2 15

Ditto. Chatcr-Lca joints £3 5
SCOTT, with W'olbrown cane body £3 15

ENGINES.
New 1913 4,1 h.p. PRECISION. Vour old engine

taken in exchange.
New 5 h.p. STAG, single-cylinder.

2-\ h.p. DE DION £1 15

2 h p. HERCULES £1 10

4 h.p. water-coolL-d M.O.V,, side-by side vah-cs . . £4 15

MISCELLANEOUS.
Miller Rear Red Lamp and .Mirror 5

Brass Sidecar Apron Studs cacli 2
N.S.U. Gear for Triumph, adjustable pulley £3 10

Wheel, fitted with Kerry 2-speed hub gear and
free engine clutch for engine-shaft £3 15

Silencers, very silent 2 6

-ft. 6in. New Shamrock lin. Belt , . , 7 6

New ?in. Rubber Belt 7 6

New Sidecar Trame and Wheel £1 17 6

New Tool Rolls each 6

New 26 X z\ Heavy Rubber-studded Hutchinson £110
., 26X2A „ „ „ £13 6

Mabon Clutch £1 10
4-cyl. Magneto, off Elander-^ cu: £2 10
New Tec Bcc K,ick-up Stands 6

New Cane Sidecar Body, side door £2 10

Nearly new Binks Carburetter £1 5 5

N.S.U. 2-ppccd Gear and Free linginc £2 10

New Wicker Sitkcar Body, side door £1 9 6

Ditto, faiioc front 19 6

Nearly new Coronet Sidecar £4 10

Bosch Magneto, suit Triumph £2 2 6

New Bosch Magneto, suit Triumph £3
New Twin Bosch DAV Magneto 45°, 48^, and 50" £2 19 6
New 1913 Armstrong Mark \T I. 3-speed Gears Delivery

from stock. Trade supplied.

New Coachbuilt Sidecar Dody, side door £3 10

Removed to our New/ Prcmiscsi

Booth's Motories,
Portland Place, Skircoat Road, HALIFAX

(opposite County Court).

Telephone io6r.

All letters relating lo advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date
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I

of second-hands, taken in part payment
for new 1914 models at and before the

shows. All prices specially reduced.

ALL MACHINES GUARANTEED.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.
ppy 1913 Sidette model, 6 h.p., like £RQ»t'V new, 2 speeds; cost £75- Sidecar *'«'"

— ''
- -'"-"tion, 2

£66
CMCICI n 1913 61i-P- combination, 2EiRriCklJ speeds, Stewart

£70^,

speedometer, Lucas horn

7FNBTH '9^3 6 h.p., kick start, £gQ*itrai I n late delivery, Cowey .. """V
OCy 1913 brand new 6 h.p., and
»»S"yV Portland £13 13s. Sidecar .

SPECIAL BARGAIN.
Practically ne.w-ro h.p. Phtenix car, s-seater,

igrj rnodel, 5 lamps. Stepney, hood, screen,

speedometer, e.xccUeiit order through- C^t AQ
out, cost £230. Bargain. ""' ^^
Dim/^C ror^ <; h.p. brand new combina-KUUUEi tion, Portland "all £gO
cane " torpedo Sidecar

IViATCrl LESS drive, brand new, with

Portland £12 12s. Sidecar. Special

bargain .-. • -

CP'^ 1912 6 h.p. combination, 2 CA(i
•C^V sDperts.PortlandSidecar.Cowey *»^»'

I

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
B.S.A.

B.S.A., 1912, 3V'h.p., free engine model, new belt,

both tyres in good condition, new Peter-Union band
""".—O. H-

[4622
in the back wheel, perfect running order
Pelham, High St., Uikfleld. -

1912 modelB.S.A., 3i,oh.p., free, engine,
brand new June. 1913, only ridden, 500 miles, in

abj^olutely new condition throughout,
auy examination : £34. or close oHer.-
lande, Bury.

NEW 1913_B.S.A.,
1912. 2-sBeed,

speeds, PortlandSidecar,Cowey

pcV 1912 chain drive, 2 speeds, CA-I
rityV Montgomery £r3 -13s. Sidecar *'^

C ra r E. k&J iadies'model,opcn f'me *«*«*

£74^
...

purcharsed
miles, i

horn, tools, etc,
,

Openiihaw, Brook-
[S8716

2-speed, £55; Ohater-Jap, 8h.p.,

and sideeai:, £37: 1910 Lincoln-
Elk, 3V2h.y„ £12/10: Enfield 1910 2i,4h,p, twin, engine
and mag. overhauled by makers, £15.—Trinder and
Osborn-8, Broad St., Banbury. [X9222

Centaur.

"I Q12 2V'h.p, Ceutaur Lightlieight, a real topper, brand
X«? new; slear £34,—Oordingley, Haslingden. Tel.:

2T. [4570
Chater-Lea.

4h.p., F.E., with sidecar, gnar-
£25.—Wilsjn, Church Ed.,

Pormby. .[X9236

HATER-LEA No. 7. 1912, Ciinoelet de Luxe, sidecar
laiup, speedometer : any trial ; £58.—Phillip:

Grand Parade, Horringay. [4723

CHATBK-LEA, S'/jh.p. W. and P., 2 speeds, fast and
reliable: £18;,- appointment 'only.—Mr. - Burnard,

18a, Horace Ed., Forest Gate, B. [4711

CHATEE-LEA-lT.M.C, S'/ih.p., U.H. mag., variable
pulley, spring forks, ii. and B., perfect condition

;

£12.-E.T.', 4, Prince of Wales Av., Reading. [X9382

Clarendon.
3 h.p. Clarendon, h.b.c, splendid workiug order ; accept

£10. or £4 and good cycle ur griunopbone,—M.
Maack, 35, Porter St., Hull. [4708

R fiT '5'- ^' ''!?' "''"" 2-sea'™ Side

car, excellent order

ppy 1911 6 h.p., 2 speeds»fV torpedo Sidecar

order

\f O rpro 6 h.p. model

£27
Service

very good £35
Mabon free-engine

£30clutch, excellent order, new
Portland £S Sidecar.

INDIAN 1911 7 Ii-P-,? speeds and
• l»t»l**ll fi-c,e_ with rigid Sidecar

BRADBURY wicJer sidecar.'.'

iQir 3i h-P-.

variable gear,

wicker Sidecar^ excellent order

NC II I9r2 3I. h.p., 2 speeds, ex-
•O.W • ccUent order, new Sidecar.

.

-| QIO Chafer-Lea-Jap,
-I-*/ .anteed perfect;

C^

CLTNO,
£40.-

1912,
Siuart,

Clyno.
gaod order, accessories,
Shelley, Huddersfield.

spare tyre

;

[S9443

CLYNO, 5-6h.p,, 1914 model, complete with sidecar;

£85 : delivery from stock.—Oordingley, Haslnigden^

BRADBURY

SOLO MOUNTS,
nniifsi AQ ^''" ^^ ^'p-- - sp'^eds,UUUUbHO kick start, excellent ifQg

r9r2 2j h.p., twin, jCOT
good t>Tes *"HUMBER

VC igio 5 h.p., 2 speeds,suit sidecar tiOA^" if necessary, magneto **'•

NC II 1908 3 h.p., 2 speeds, spring jM COhWb forks, very good solo mount *'*'

TRIUMPH J?o"eeBo's?h i^Lf: £33
1909 sih.p., Uoc 2 speeds,

suit sidecar admir- "-"-TRIUMPH

ENFi JELb' fS,-, ^'ag'n?io-°'^'.' £20

DOUGLAS gcnJcrbaPuicr."' £25

CHATER-J.A.P. ip?f„r|t5

\£40 £
£41 S
Mabon ^H
£35 1
£42

Jl

I

£26 K

\

[X786i5

3-speed, chain drive,

-155. Goldhawk Ed.,
14748

5-6h.p. 1912 Clyuo and Clyno sidecar, just overhauled
by makers, spL^edometer, lamp.'i, good tyre^ ;__ai.'i'ept

6 h.p. 1913 Clyno Combination,
exi.'^llent ijondition; £68.-

Shepherd's Bnsli.

£58.—Walton, Main St., Shildon. [X9192

C^LYNO. 1913',1.. 6h.p.,
-^ not run 500 miles,
-Clyno, Fir^t Floor,

CLYNO, 1912. No. 4
with lamp, luggage

3-.-peed, kick t^tarter, cluteh,
pli'ndid sidee;ir; £68, bargain.

52. (jruvs Inn Ed., Loudon.
[4750

CLYNO, 5-6h.p., 2-.'5peGd gpar, ju<^t like new, with
Ilills-Fulford spring whepl sidecar to match : would

exchange lower power and ca^h ; call and see it.— 125,
London Ed., Manchester. , [0399

CLTNO, 1912, add Turner roachbuilt sidecar, gears
and engine jxwit overhauled by maker.'*, all acces'

series ; any trial ; £47.—Apply, Colloy, chemif<t, 153,
Sherlock St., Birmingham. [X9302

model Gloria .sidecar, coet £21.
and petrol tin carriers. Lucas

lamp and horn, Jones Tjpeedometer, back-rett, t^pare

iiibe, tyre, and ^spares ; £45.—Simouds, H.M.S. Bonaven-
ture, Harwich, or London district iifter 16th December.

[4759
CLY'NO Combination, 6h.p.. 1913^ji, grey, -new

Augnst, costing £114, nn-^cratched. 3-speed, kick
starting, largest F.E.S.. 5 gn. fipeedoineter. guinea horn
gninea watch, mirror, whistle. 30/- bucket seat, new
tyres; eompult^ory sale, £70 ; spares.—Fraser, 13.
Princes Sq., Kcnniugton, London. [4744

Cotinauf^ht
3 h.p. Connanght, 2-i«troke, perfect condition, tyres new;

£25, or nearest ofler.—Grosvenor House, Nelson
St., Eyde. I.O.W. [X9465

De Dion.

X*5.— 2"!.'',jt-P- iJcIiion, smmfl, new_tyr(?s, belt, running
order.—W. [4718

£18 S
PH(ENIX

forliS

DOUGLAS Sdcf..'!!!':'!'.'??' £18
DDnWnl tgoS 3* h.p., magneto,D l\Un in spring forks, stand

" 23 h.p., 2 speeds, i>'| -1

Sa.xono forks, M.O.V. * '

Easy Payments Accepted. Cash offers considered.

Full List ol these and otiier machines on request.

MAUDES' MOTOR MART
136, Gt. Portland St., London, W \

on,
O'lJell, Whitehill, Bordon

Q3.h.p. De Dion, B. and B., new Bosch, horn, lamp,
f^ 4z etc., ennine overhauled, perfect condition; £15.—
Stiirtup, 104, Chingford Ed.. Waithamstow. [4715

ENUINE De Dion Lightweight. 2h.p., overhauled
thoroughly De Dion Worlw, nearly new magneto

and B. and B. carburetter, not run 500 miles since over-

haul, gnaianteed iu perfect working order, new rubber-

i-tnddcd tyi'e back, front good, nearly new belt, top
bar 27ins,' from ground; nearev-t offer to £11 secnrps.-

Browne, Ashley, Market Drayton, Salop. [X9383

Dot.
not to be misled.— 6h. p. Dot-Jap,

aiiabie gear, free engine, eidecar, all acces-

any trial ;
guaranteed perfect ; £40, lowe<st.~

Summerfield Ed!. Chesterfield. rX9363

G^

AN Opportunity
1912,

soriPS;

Carter,

Douglas.
DOTJGLAS.—Don't get left, order now from Gourlay,

Falloivfleld. Manchester. [X7505

-I Qll bouglas, first-claes order throughout;
i-U Jjias, 53. Lowther St., Carlisle.

DOUGLAS, 1914 models, in stocV.

great Douglas agent. Fallowfield,

Teems : Nett cash. Established 1S76.

B
'Phone : 552 Mayfeir. ^g

Grams: Abdicate, Wesrio, London. ^

^46 All letters .elating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.

£19/10.-
[X-'S407

— Gourlay, the
Manchester.

[X7507

JAMES

GROSE
LTD.,

Telephones :

7712 Central

1297 North.

OLD JEWRY,
CHEAPSIDE, LONDON, E.C.,

and at 255-237, HoUowayRd., London, N,

26 X 2-1 Red Guaranteed Inner Tubes 4/9
SIDECARS—Wicker, Micheliu tyre £3 10
Armstrong 3-speed Hubs, new and complete . £5 5

Belt Rim Brake Blocks -/8
Handle-bars, 4/6
Roughrider Rubber Handles pair 2/6
A.K. KNEE GRIPS pair 4,9
INDIARUBBER MATTING lb. 1/6
Rubber Belt Grip tor Rubber Belts .. . tin -/10}

Motor Cycle Rims each 2/6
RED GAS REAR LAMPS 6/6
SPECIAL REAR BRACKETS 1/6
BELT AND TUBE CASE (leather) 5/3
Oilsldn Jackets, 7/6 Leggings 2/6
Lvcett 4 in. Lvso Belting foot -/1

1

IMP SOLDERING LAMPS 4/6
Sidecar Lamp-brackets 1/6
Reflex Rear Lights .... - /6, 1 /-, 1 /3, 1 /6, 1 /7, 2/-

Mirrors, Handle-bar 1/3, 1/9, 2/3, 3/-, 3/11, 4/11

Suits, Waterproof, double-breasted, high

storm collars, dust and windproof,- fawn,

double texture .'. 16/6
Leggings only 5/6
Seatless Trousers, superior quality 9/6
Mudguards—sJin pair 2/9

Detachable Side Wings .. . pair 2/6
for Sidecar, 3-stay model each 4/6

Magneto Covers, Waterproof each 1 /4J-

Piston Rings, to fit any engine each - /9

Seat-pillars, Swan-neck, extra strong .. each 2/11

Spring Back Stands pair 6/11
Motor Cyclist's Tool-rolls -. each 1 /3

Rom Covers, 26 x 2I 52/6
Rom Covers, 26 x 2.V 55 /-

PALMER CORD STUDDED COVERS, 26 x 2J 38/6
PEDLEY Covers, 26 x 2:1 '•S/-

UP TO 12/- ALLOWED FOR OLD COVERS.
Red Inner Tubes, guaranteed

—

26 X 2in. .. Plain 6/3 .. Butted 7/3
26 X 2lin. .. „ 6/9 .. „ 8/3

26 X 2.Un. .. „ 7,'9 9/-

Patchquick Outfits -/lOVand 2/2

Immediate delivery of most makes
of 1914 Motor Cycles.

Exchanges Entertained.

Exhaust Whistles—Single, brass each 1 /6

Garner's :

.

10/6

E.xhaust Valves 2/6

Coils, single, plain, guaranteed 8/6
Accumulators—12 amp., guaranteed 5/11

15 amp.,
20 amp.,
25 amp.,
30 amp.,
40 amp.,
60 amp..

6/9
6/11
7/6
10/-
11/-

14/6

Wliittle Belting, Sin loot 3/1

PEDLEY Belting, tin foot 1/10

Belt Fasteners, Simplex Hook each -/4.1

CARBURETTERS—SENSPRAY 42/-

B.S.A 45/-

BR0WN& BARLOW .. 30/-

AMAC 30/-

UP TO 20/- ALLOWED FOR OLD CARBURETTER.
Silent Silencers each 2 /6

Spring Fork Attachments pair 1 /6

HUTCHINSON STUDDED COVERS, soiled but
guaranteed.

Tourist Trophy, 26 x 2J 21/6

„ 26 X « 22/6

Passenger, 26 x 2i 27/9

26 X 2i 28/9

Michelin and all makes 0! Tyres in sioclc. Send for

Lists. Good allowances for old covers.
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Roc
Gear
FIRST IN 1904

FIRST IN 1914

1914 Roc hub gears (live axle patents)

^°'"
(1) Lightweight Machines

(2) Single-cylinder

(3) Twin and Sidecar work

Pedal control, epicyclic foolproof gear

with patent combined hand and kick

starter.

1914 Roc 4 -speed bracket gear

(patent gate change) for belt and chain

and chain drive.

ROC gears are designed for ALL
makes. Insist on "ROC" Gear in

your 1914 specification.

The nc'v Roc big-clutch type hub gear, with

double fulcrum adjustment, new fork ends,

dustproof Hoffmann bearings, and 1914 im-

provements, is the LAST WORD m gears for

SIDECAR work.

ROC GEAR CO.
(by arrangement with A. W. Wall, Ltd.),

HAY MILLS,

BIRMINGHAM.

19

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Fafnir.

14 Fiifnir, T.T.. 4Ii.p.. linrn. mnv V. nnd TT. Initip,

spiiro bt^lt, Ufw August^adjiit^tuWe _pullt-*.v, _ex-

..II. lit coiulition,

Wiiubledon.

SPECIAL NOTICE: .

Motor Cycles built to order with Roc Gear,

singly or in quantities, to suit users own require'

meats, or the frame and gear fittings furnished

to local assemblers.

very Inst; £33.-

rccontly ovprliaulpd, good vain.' : i

i'uU partkulurs, UUidisli, I

Iliinne, Kind's Rd
[4713

F.N.
K-6]ip 4-. vl. F.X".. ill Kond fouditiou. £15: nleo sidt>

1 ar, £4. — \V. Kinv. Ewlj-n Villa, Lymiuirton,
ll.u.t.. [4705

1 QU l'"X. l-cyl
JL*J £25; uew driving tjue.

50. Conduit St.. \V. [4692

Ij'^.X.,
1911. 4TyI.. 2-spcrd, free engiue. 12 gn. t^i<lc-

inr. just aveiluuilPd; £29. near for immediate nnlo.

-18. Wuodbiiif CreauL'ut, Stotliport. [X9376

FREE Eiigin.' 2-spW'd F.N.. 51i.p., tine running order;

£20. or otIiT.-S.M., Box No. L3.437, Tiic Molar
Ciiclc 01titr.s 20, Tudor St.. E.C. [4624

F.N., 4-iyl.. 1910, 2-ftiino(l, central induction. Bosch,

Bood Eom tvrca; lowest £15/10; sound condition.

-Write, ICuott. Guys Hospital, London. [4792

F.N".. 1913, 4-cyl.. 2-5peed, pl.^t6 clutch, kick starter,

witli cane si<le"ar; £54/10, or .separate. — Mac-
duuald, 1, King Edward Ed., Korthauipton. fX9305

FN".. 4-eyi., S-6h.p.. 1911 mode'i. uew Senspray. new
tvre. splendid eonditinu; cost nearly £60, accept

£25 for quick tale.—Watsou'e Motor Depot. Kipl.y.

rierliy. iX9330

-|ni4 F.N. 5-6b.p. Matir liicvcle, not run 500 miles,

Xif special saddle, spccdomctrr, luggage v.-ilise, mirror,

huin. and all accessfnics :(nd spares, guar.autecd as new;
£49.—Mr. H,. 21, North Audlev St., Grosvcuor Sq-, \^ .

[4605

F.N., 1912. Sh.p., Bosch, B. and B.. h.b.c, F.N.
tyres. 2 tooIb!ig.s. etc., splendid condition,

plating and enamel unscratchcd, tidce two up any-

thing, very flexible, ride reas.-mable distance to

Rcnuiue buVer; £27/10.—Bond, Queen St.. Grave.send.
,

"

[4177

4 -Sh.p. 4-cyl. F.N.. Bosch mag.. 14in. drop frame, 20
x6in. *bra«;s-edgcd rul^ber covered footboards, new

Continental tyre, tubular carrier, panuier toolbags, wateli,

to:ils. .spare v.ilves. etc.. plating, enamel, gears, etc. ex-

ceptional conditkm; £10.—J. Li'dderdale, Baswich, Staf-

ford. [X9336
Hobait.

HOBABT, 1913. 2%h.p., lovely condition, good hiU-
climbcr; £27/10.—Collier, 66, Somerset St.. Aber-

tillcry. [X9454

HOBAET. 1913. 2":.',h.p.. very faet; ofliers. — The
Stamford Hill Motor Co.. 128. High Ed., S. Tot-

tenham. 'Phone; 1982 Tottenham. ^ [X9500

HOBAET, Precision, 2"'-ih.p.. 3-speed, free engine,
1913, never been on the ro.ad. shop-soiled onlv ; list

price £44/12, £32, or close otter.-« ell.s. 6. Elfrida Par
ade. Woodford.

Hiimber.
HUMBEE. 2"'',h.p.. T.T.. late 1913

juu.. 5, Albany Ed.. Coventry.

HUMBEE. 3',4h.p.. 2 speeds. F.E
sidecar, tine order

;

den. Tel. ;
21'.

HTJMBEE, 1912, S'ih.p., 2 speeds, free engine, Dun-
lop tvrcs, splendid condition ; £35 ; .-ecu any time.

-72. Perry Vale, Forest Hill. [X9193

HUJIBEE, 2ilh.p.. mag., low, footbo;irds, K.B. car-
buretter, reliable, cn^nplcte; £9, or parts.— 11.

Wootton G:<rdens, Bournemouth. [X9458

HUMBI.:R, 3loh.p.. 1912. 2 speed,?, free .engine, cx-
lellent cmidition, not done 300 mllc«; £36.-

Mason, Coiinncrcc Av., Lctchworth. [4683

HUMBEE, 1911, 31.M1.P..' 2-siieed, and sidecar; £29.
-The Stamtord l-lill Motor Co.. 128, High Ed..

S, Tottenham. 'Phone; 1982 Tottenham. [X9494
12 3'..li.p, 2--peed Ttnmber. good condition; offer.^.

-The Stamlord Hill Motor Co., 128, High Ed.,
S. Tottcnhimi. 'Phone; 1982 Tottenham. rX9501

HUMBEE, oVjh.p., 2 ,*peed3, excellent condition, tyres

as new, accessories, £26; good sidecar, £2.—E.
Norsworthy, Montrose, Wurlingham, Surrey. [X9033

HUMBEE. 1912. SVjh.p.. 2-speed. free engine, as
new, pood (side...;ir machine; triiil ; £42, tr near

oflcr.-B;itc.s, 36. Church St.. Twickenham. [4627

T012 2h.p. Humber, in first-clas-s order, hitely re-

i-V l,u-hcd. and new bi.ck tyre lifted; sell £18.-
Thoms..n, bottlers, Fauldhouse, Linlithgowshire. [X8720

3ih.p. 2-speed Hiunbcr. 1911. Einks carburetter,
2 lamp, horu, spares, splendid condition; £26.—

\Vhitt;d,-cr, 363. Shaw Ed.. Eoi-ton. Lancashire. [X9285

1 Qll 3'|.'ll.p. Huniber, 2-speed, handle starter, as new,
M.*J with born and taols, 12.gn. coachbuilt sidecar,
spare cover and belt: £35.-10, Cannon St., Nottingham.

[X9029
HU3IBEE. 2";ih.p.. clutch, twin. September. 1912;

buving cycle car; any trial; hiuip: £26,—Bos
L3,457. Tl,e Motor Cucle Oiflce-s. 20. Tudor St.. E-C. ,

[4814
3 ill. p. llumbcr. 1912. 2 speeds, handle starting, side-

2 car. uew spare tube, ;ill accessories, excellent con-
dition : £40. or nearest offer.—Staiubank, 29. Ferrers

Ed,. Oswestry. _ [X9374

HUMBEE. 1912. 3i,ih.p.. 2-speed, free engine, lamp,
ccnerator, horn, mirror, speedometer, Montgomery

sidcfar, luggage carrier, Spares, has been carefully used
be experienced meehanie, enamel and plate perfe.st ; £45.
— Philliiis. 123. Kidmore Ed., Caversham, Beading. [4641

[4724

.£33. -GiirduF-r,

[X9506

complete with
£22/10.-Cordingley, Hasling-

[X7863

19

PERRY Light Car 140 guineas.

HUMBERETTE, W.C, complete .. 135
CALTHORPE Minor 180
G.W.K. Light Car „ «150
MORGAN Runabout (Sporting) £91

BRAOttURY, 6 b.p., j speeds S75
BRADBURY, Horizontal Twin, 3 speeds .. £66
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speert £48
REX Sidotte, belt drive £75
REX Sidotte, chain drive, 3 speeds £85
REX-J.A.P., Sh.p., 3 speeds, chain drive £77 10

REX-J.A.P., 6 h.p., ditto, ditto £75 12
SUNBEAM, .S h.p., 3 speeds £84
WILLIAMSON, 8 h.p., and Sidecar £97 10

LEVIS, -'-stroke, 2J h.p. £33 10

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

BRADBURY, 1913, 3'. h.p £32 10
ENFIELD, r9r2-i3, b h.p., Sidecar com-

bination, onlv doneSoo, almost asnew £59 10

REX, it)i2, 6 h.p!, --speed, twin, NEW . . £53

JAMES, I9r2, 3.'. h.p., 2-speed £39 10

B.S.A., roi2, 3.V h.p., 2-speed £42 10
HUMBER Lightweight, little used £25

rori 2; h,p. 3-speed NEW HUDSON -. £31 10

REX, 1913, 6 h.p.. 2-speed, done 200 miles £43 10

REX, 5 h.p., rg09, 2-speed, de luxe £26 10

SINGER, igri, magneto, lightweight £19 19

REX, I9r3, 4 h.p., 2-SDeed, de luxe, nearly

new '. £39 10

MOTOSAGOCHE, Lightweight £12 10

rgrr Twin REX Sidette, chain drive £45
I9r2 Twin REX Sidette, grand condition £46 10

N.S.U., 5* h.p., 2-speed. and Sidecar £31

2j h.p. 3-speed CENTAUR, as new £35 10

5} h.p. Magneto Twin REX £17 10

N.8.U., 191 r, 3 h.p., 2-spced, as new £29 10

N.S.U., 5.t h.p., twin £24 10

REX, 3* h.p., spring forks £12 10
F.N., Lightweight, battery ignition £9 10

REX, 3i h.p., magneto, igio £24 10

REX, 3* h.p., magneto. 1909 £22 10

REX, igi2, 4 h.p., demonstration machine £31 10

3} h.p. Light Low REX, specially good .. £10 10

MOTOSACOCHE, rgir.M.O.V £16 10

REX, ik h.p., twin, spring forks £14 10

J.A.P..6 h.D.,M.O.V.. free engine £29 10

mOTO-REVE, twin, lightweight, runs well £13 10

BRADBURY, I9r2, 3-speed Sturmey £39 10

REX, 31! h.p., magneto, spring forks, 1908 £19 10

3.\ h.p. 1912 BRADBURY, chain drive . . £39 10

3i h.p. Magneto SIMMS, as new £22 10

1909-10 2-sp. Twin REX and Mills-Fulford

coach-built Sidecar. Specially good .. £33 10

6 h.p. BAT-J.A.P., spring forks £29 10

REX, 191 i twill, 2-spccd, .VEW £56 10

Cash offers considered. Exchanges quoted.

Traac enquiries welcomed.

PERFECTION SIDECARS.
£5 5s. to £10 10s. I-ist on application.

Best value obtainable. Trade supplied.

EASY PAYMENTS.

FROM £3 deposit and 5/- weekl}'.

MOTOSAGOCHE £12 10 . 3 HUMBER . £8 10

3l REX £10 10 . li F.N £9 10

3)i REX £12 10. v'. Twin REX £15 10

2} MINERVA . . £8 10. MOTO-REVE . £13 10

3!HUMBER,r 1 . £10 10 . JAMES, it igro £15 10

New 1913 Machines to clear.

10% CASH DISCOUNTS. LIBERAL EXCHANGE

191 3 3.1 h.p. REX, Tourist, free engine £45

IQI3 .lb.p. REX de Luxe, chain drive . . . £61 5

igl3 6 h.j). REX de Luxe, chain drive .... £67 15

1913 '5 h.p. REX Sidelle, coach-built £77 2

Special Quotations to the Trade.

COLLIEB'S MOTORIES

WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

Ml letters relating to aUvertisements shoulU quote the number at the end of e.nch advertisement, and the date of the issue, a tQ
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MORE RECORDS with

THE 'FORWARD.'

PAT. N°

19488/03.

By Mr. E. B. Ware on Zenith.

Class D, with Sidecar, flying 5 & 10 miles.

Class E, with Sidecar, flying 5 miles.

The World's Best Fastener.

EVERY DAY
BRINGS

FRESH PROOF
of the

UNFAILING
RELIABILITY

of

'FORWARD'

British Plugs

Read this

unsolicited
letter

:

Dec. 1st, 1913.
Dear Sirs,

I have been using one
of your FORWARD
EJECTOR plugs in my
3^V h.p.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

1 Qiay- Humber 23/,h,p. Twin, F.E^, S^speed gear, ex-
Xtf cellent condition, lamp, speedometer, all acces-

sories : immediate sale £30, or nearest ofier.—14, Manor
Ed., Coventry. [X9284

"I Q13 3'/>h.p. 3.«peed Humber and Sidecar, demon-
XtF s+rafion model, fine macliine: oflers.—Tlie Stam-
ford Hill Motor Co., 128, High Ed., S. Tottenham.
'Phone: 1982 Tottenliam. [X9499

lQ12y> 3'/'l.r. 2-speea F.E. Hnmber, Cowey speed-
Xtf ometef, Lucas lamp, librn, belt case, etc., splen-

did condition: inspection invited; £32.—Morgan, 148,

Loughborough Park, Brixton. [4687

"1Q121'> sVah.p. Humber, 2-speed, free engine, grand
JLt7 sidecar machine, LTicas headlight, Tvhole lot equal

tn new ; £31 ; first-rate bargain.—The Colmore Depot,
49, John Bright St., Birmingham. [S9178

5h.p
London Rd

£23.—Indian,
sale.-25a

INDIAN, 1911
exchange.—

f

INDIAN, 1913
Lucas set, as new

Indian.
1910, splendid condition:

RUDGE

I

motor cycle tor the past five months. During this

time I have done some three thousand miles all

over England, from Anglesey to the south of Kent,

and have never in that distance experienced a
moment's trouble from the plug. I habitually
travel fast, and over-lubricate while
doins so, but with clouds of blue
smoke emerging' from the silencer
there has never been a suspicion of
a "soot up." Once or twice I have removed
the plug to examine the points, and have found
them in each case dry and absolutely free from
carbon. The Ejector plus has solved
the "soot up" trouble. I am riding a
5-6 h.p. Rudge in the Sutton Coldfield Club's
" Sutton Cup Trial " next Saturday. This machine
is fitted with a pijg of well-known make, which,
incidentally, has already been giving tro;ble; and I

do not feel inclined to run the risk of spoiling a
non-slop run by a sooted plug. Please send mo
an " Ejeitor," for it will free me from all anxiety

as to the exact amount ol oil whi:h will be enough
for the engine without saoting the plug.

Yours faithfully,

GEOFFREY S. DAVISON,

FORWARD Plugs made in many patterns.

Send for 1914 Accessory List.

FORWARD MOTOR CO.,
Summer Row, BIRMINGHAM.

Quielr

Leicester. [X9197

7-9h.p., mag., perfect order: £29/15
3, Ehnsleigh Ed., Wandsworth. [X9463

1913 (April), 7h.p., 2-speed, F.E., cornplete

£55.—Willways, St. Augustine's,
Bristol. [X9440

INDIAN, 1911, 71i.p., blue, free engine,- with horn,
splendid order; £30.—Willway's, St. Augustine's,

Bristol. [X9441

INDIAN, 7-9h.p., 19I3V2. free engine model, low tor-

pedo sidecar, combination splendid ; £55 cash.—E.
P. Fuggle, Edgware. [4662

INDIAN, 7h.p., new Mav, 1913, practically as new,
with 30/- lamp, complete; £52.—Bennett, 34,

Dicconson St., Wigan. [X9425

INDIAN. 1913, 7h.p., 2 speeds, spring frame, just
overhauled, excellent condition; £55.—P. J. Evans,

John Bright St., Birmingham. [X9408

INDIAN, 1913, 7h.p., 2-speed, Mills-Fulford 20 gn.

sidecar, Lucas lamp, in perfect condition ; £75.—
Simpson, Thome, Doncaster. . [X9326

INDIANS.—Earliest deliveries of 1914 models: easiest

of easy payment terms or exchanges.—Maudes.
136. Great Portland St., London, W. [4840

INDIAN, 5-6h.p., 1911, free engine, recently over-

hauled, MilUord 1912 sidecar, Autoclipse lamp,
horn, tools, accessories ; £33.—E. Garry, Great Mead,
Woleingham. [4604

INDIAN, 7i.p., 1913, new June, sidecar to match;
splendid accessories ; cost £1-00, take £75 ; like

new; trial.—Wild, Killarney, Spring Grove Ed., Eich-
mond, Surrey. [4615

INDIAN, 1913, 2-speed, P.M.C. special sidecar, all

red, delivered August, unpunctured, including all

spares and accessories, 'perfect condition, done 1,400
miles ; £70.—Bircumshaiv, Skegness. [X9231

INDIANS.—Buy one, and take no man's dust ; luxury
and speed : place your order now ; second-hand

machines in stock,—Wm. Turner and Co., Indian ex-

perts, 185, Markbouse Ed., Waltbamstow. [X9198

INDIAN, 7h.p., 1913, new April, Lucas liorn and head
lamp, speedometer, tools, Mills-Fulford coachbuilt

sidecar, back-rest saddle, 2 speeds, good as new ; £69

:

any trial.—Eev. Nicholls, c/o 133, Devonshire St., Shef-
field. [X9142

INDIAN, 1913, 7h.p., 2-3peed, P.E., black, plated
Lucas lamp and generator and horn, speedometer,

spares, and spring wheel sidecar, cane body, in perfect
condition: £70; exchanges considered.—Quorn Garage,
Leicester. [4833

7 h.p. 1913 Indian and P.M.C. red sidecar. Miller,

Stewart, horn, accessories, delivered September, mile-
age not exceeding 500, everything as new ; cost over

£90, sell 75 gns. ; offer: buying electric starter.—Das,
University, Edgbaston, Birmingham. [X9417

Ivy=Precision.

IVY-PEECISION.—Earliest delivery.-Northern Depot,
Ltd.. Liverpool. [X9333

3V>h.p., 1912, lamp set, perfect;

Ltd.. Liverpool.

IVT-PEEOISIGN, ,. . ,

£26.—Peacock, 274, High Ed., Balham.

J.A.P.

J.A.P. 6b.p. Twin, Bosch, Chafer No. 9, new belt, good
tyres, sidecar, all go.od condition; £26/10,-67.

Newington Green Ed., N. [4806

4 h.p. J.A.P. built to order from £30 : cylinders re-

1

bored, new pistons, engines rebushed.—Hopley,
Upper Highgate St., Birmingham. [X9389

1 013 Bat, 6h.p. J.A.P. engine, 3-speed, foot starter,

i *7 Kcmpehall tyres, Lucas lamp and horn, perfect

;

any trial; £52/10.—Thompson's, The Hoor, Sheffield.

[X9300
TWIN J.AP., latest type engine, Bturmey 3-6peed,

complete with underslung sidecar, canoe; lot cost

£87/10 in Sept. last, what offers? cash wanted,— 66,

Norbiton Av., Norbiton, Surrey. [4747

4h.p. J.A.P.. multi-speed gear, free engine, semi-

automatic drip lubrication, Millford sidecar, hand-

BlfPif''" PERFECT
COMFORT A>/nEEL

— is always enjoyed by

rider and passenger when
the machine is fitted with

theworld-famous' DRUID"

— The "DRUID," by reason of its

SCIENTIFICDESIGN and PERFECT
SPRINGING PRINCIPLE, completely

absorbs vibration— every obstacle is met

with a velvety touch— no shocks, no jars,

no bouncing— the machine runs with a

" silky-smoothness " of motion, always.

— Further, the "DRUID" ensures per-

fectly true steering— admits of no side-

play whatever— decreases wear on tyres

— and increases the life of the machine.

— The "DRUID" is the only Spring

Fork that makes possible these ideal riding

conditions— hence its adoption on the

leading machines of the day— and its

world-wide popularity.

— Be sure and see that the mount you

buy is " DRUID-equipped "—and ensure

perfect comfort awheel.

— Ask for " Explanatory Booklet."

A. DREW & CO.,

Leopold Street,

BIRMINGHAM.

some combination, in perfect condition ; £39,
—30, Eavenswood Bd., Balham.

no offers.

[4694

James.

WE can give immediate delivery of the famous James
S'/alLp. twin, etc.; you cannot get better terms

and delivery, try ns.—Townley'a Garage, Lancaster.
[X9204

THE
W^W •-

Fitted on all

the leading
machine s

at OLYMPIA.

A50 All letters relating to adveitisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement- and the date ol the issue.
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Cycle Cars in Competition.

THE
rather anomalous position in which

cycle cars find themselves gives rise to

some very interesting queries as to their

future in competitions. Many of the

best known machines which started life

as cycle cars have now cast off their early cloak

of disguise and blossomed forth into light cars

proper. At the recent Olympia Show there were
cases of vehicles whose birth was heralded with

an acclamation as conferring distinction on the

already e.visting band of cycle cars, being actually

cast forth from the Show because in their short

career they had grown a little too heavy, and
were thus over the prescribed weight. And it

must be said that in this class were to be found

some of the most attractive little machines made,
call them cycle cars, light cars, voiturettes, or

what you will.

Now, what part have these heavyweights to

take in competitions and races in 1914? If

they can train down to the defined weight will

they be allowed to start, or will they be officially

ruled out by the authorities as out of place, even

as they were at Olympia ? In other words, are

these Olympia expulses to be classed as light

cars when in standard touring uniform, and cycle

cars when cut down in weight to conform to the

definition? The point is that practically all the

hght four-cylinder cars which are at the moment
enjoying a well deserved popularity exceed the

6 cwt. limit by a small amount only, and if put

into racing trim could easily be brought within

the cycle car definition.

Gilbertian Situation Possible.

IF
this procedure is permissible, surely the

true cycle car will have no chance at

all in the cycle car race arranged for

their particular benefit, and the event would

be more correctly termed a " light car

race." If light cars in racing mufti are to

be regarded as cycle cars all sorts of complica-

tions will ensue. We may find the curious

anomaly at the next Olympia Show of the

winner of the Cycle Car T.T. Race not allowed

in the Show ! It sounds ridiculous, but it is a

position that may easily arise under conditions

such as at present obtain, and if these httle cars

may be stripped down for racing what chance has

the real simple cycle car fitted with an air-

cooled engine, and perhaps belt drive, and only

two speeds, got against these miniature racers ?

in answer to this question it is only necessary to

remind readers that a stripped light car type of

machine has covered over seventy-two miles in

one hour at Brooklands this year, and, as it

appeared on the track, it was under the cycle

car weight limit, while the highest speed obtain-

able from the lighter and simpler type machine
is about sixty miles an hour. Thus it behoves

one to ask whether the A.C.U. is going to allow

any vehicle to compete in the Cycle Car T.T.
Race which can be squeezed inside the weight

limit by extensive drilling and general lightening

of parts and afterwards to debar the same
machine from competing in reliability trials in

touring trim which would bring it over weight ?

And if the A.C.U. allow such vehicles in the

T.T. Race, will it allow the winner, if provided

by this type, to be exhibited in touring form at

Olympia? For, after all, the T.T. Race, as its

name implies, is to encourage the touring type

of machine. Of course, the A.C.U. conditions

governing this race are not yet announced, but

we sincerely hope that they will not permit the

running of mere chassis, liut will insist ujion sun

semblance to touring conditions in the equip-

ment of the competing machines. The whole
question of the future of the cycle car proper

depends on the way in which it is treated at the

present time by the authorities responsible fur

the sporting side of the movement. As we have

several times pointed out, if it is given a fair

field and is not allowed to be overshadowed by

its bigger brethren, the true cycle car will survive,

but if unfair competition is allowed it means
practical extinction.

The simple type of machine has had quite

enough to .struggle against already without

adding to its burdens. Too much has been

expected of it in the past, and it ought to be

given every chance to show up well in the

future.
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showing
require

that they \ery

cycle cars on

A DISTRESS SIGNAL.
A. E. DOVER, of Messrs. Dover, Ltd.,

Northampton and Coventry, recently drew
our attention to an ingenious device for

when a motorist does or does not

on the road. Readers know
often stop their sidecars or

the roadside for luncheon
and other pur-

poses. Passing

motorists seeing a

vehicle stopped,

usually slow down
or stop and enquire

if assistance is re-

quired, only to be
met witli thanks
and a wave of the

hand indicating

that they should
dri^e on. The

' signal introduced by Dover, Ltd. -jx r i.

^

J
. Dover distress sig-

nal is a small metal sign, consisting of two diamonds
with' the letters D and R in the centre of each. These
signs are attached to the inside of the wood frame of

the screen, and can be swung outwards as illustrated.

The letter R in the centre of the white diamond
signifies " resting," while D in the centre of a red
diamond denotes "disabled.'' This device should
prevent any misunderstanding in' future, and its sim-

plicity will appeal to all who wish to save their fellows

inconvenience or delay. Members of the R.A.C. will

be able to obtain the device with the R.A.C. badge
at the top of the diamond, and members of the A. A.
and M.U. will also be able to obtain their insignia in

letters denoting the body to which they belong.

A " distress
'

HOW TO PREVENT VALVE HEADS
DOING DAMAGE.

AS almost every motor cyclist knows, the ma.ximlim
efficiency is oI)tained with engines of the over-

head valve type. Such engines are commonly
used on racing machines, but the reason they are not

popular for touring

is on account of the

liability of a broken
valve head falling

into the cylinder

and puncturing the

piston.

Recently we were
shown a method of

preventing broken
exhaust valves from
dropping into the

cylinder, which con-

sists of nothing

more or less than

-i%in. steel rods

(marked A in

sketch), bent to

shape and screwed
into the cylinder

top. B is a stud

screwed through the

A16

cylinder wall, : which projects about ij^in. inside.

C is the exhaust valve and D the inlet. To
remove a valve, B is unscrewed and the two angle

pieces are 'unscrewed a quarter turn. One-si.\teenth

of an inch is allowed to clear the valve head at the

sides, and about one-eighth clearance is left for the

valve in its open position.

In examining the idea, any experienced motorist

might be pardoned for suggesting that the projections

would cause overheating and pre-ignition, but such

is not the case.

The Device in Use.

Mr. J. H. Wilkinson, of 40, Jubilee Routl,

Doncaster, who has used the fittings on his T.T.

Matchless-Jap for some hundreds of miles, originally

experienced more than one valve breakage which
always resulted in a broken piston, till at length he
" doctored " his engine in the manner described and

has had no trouble since. He assures us that no ill

effects have resulted from the additions and that the

engine runs perfectly at all speeds. We may add
that having personally tried the machine on the road,

it would be impossible to detect the presence of any

such device. Incidentally, one of the pistons Mr.
Wilkinson is at present using, was one which had a

lY^'m. hole knocked through the top. Noticing an

advertisement in The Motor Cycle of Messrs. Binney
and Sons, Kirkstall Road, Leeds, Mr. Wilkinson sent

the piston to be oxy-acetylene welded, and it has given

every satisfaction since it has been submitted to this

process.

A NOVEL TYPE OF PASSENGER MOUNT.
An American couple, Mr. and Mrs. StrogonofI, who use a twin cylinder

Emblem bicycle with seats arranged side by side. At the bacli there 1

are two smaller seats for children.
^J
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Handy Lubricators on Cycle Cars.

.. !Much experience of a light car with dashboard drip

oilers mounted in the cavernous depths of a mighty

scuttle inspired me to appreciate the Depford fo-ot

oiler. On a car there is just room for a corpulent

(jri\er to slide round the edge of his steering wheel

and reach the tip of his finger deep down tmder the

scuttle to adjust a drip or operate a hand pump.
.Jiut these gvmnastics are not possible in the narro>v

Cross width of a cycle car, and a foot oiler is urgently

desirable imless the " instruments " are mounted on

'a little wooden drop curtain, hanging down just far

•enough inside the scuttle to protect them from rain ;

an inch or t^vo will suffice, as rain is very seldom
hliiwn in under the scuttle from the rear.

The Non=skid Sidecar.

A correspondent with trade connectipns offers nic

his conclusions on the skidding of sidecars with the

authority that a sidecar mileage topping the 50,000

mark confers. He thinks that skidding can I e

practically eliminated by the following precaution:.

:

The use of a light car tyre (studded) pumped boa id

hard on the driving wheel ; the use of a good studded .

tyre on the sidecar wheel ; fitting the sidecar dead m
line with the bicycle plumb upright and the sidecar

wheel two inches in front of the bicycle wheel
;

tackling grease firmly and steadily at about t\ver..y

miles an hour on top gear (steering is never firm wi.h

a nervous driver who has dropped on to a low geai)

;

.and using a stiff-, broad saddle which prevents tl;e

rider swaying his weight about. The last recommenda-

tion appears - a trifle meticulous where a sidecar i.s

{rincerned ; but I have always believed that a sadii e

r. jiable of much side sway and mounted toO' far bac'-:

on ihc frame is a great provocati^e of sideslips on a

'Jwo-wheeler. For a greasy ride on a bicycle, give m.e

.1 stiff saddle mounted w^ell forward, and a board hard
II ir tvre—then I'm happy. There are very few—ini-

I 'iiimonh' few—saddles which do not rock sideways.)

Winter Gears.

Talking df sideslips, .1 am killing two birds with one

.'.lone this winter. There is nothii>g I detest .-more

liian belt trouble on a cold wet day (stay! I forgot

-..punctures), and I conceived the brilliant idea of fitting

• out my roadster with a real Brooklands pulley, so thai

my \<<\) gear ratia is about 3J2 to i, and driving nor-

iiially on (he second gear of my Sturmey 'hub. Inci-

dentally, this tij) will lead fo a magnificent test of the

hub's durability, for an ii-.direct gear is in operation

most frc(|uently. But I started to descrilie my modus
ofniJiidi because a recent experience siiowed .me

the value of the old tip about using low gears in

winter. On my ride, just as dusk came on, and I

was feeling \ery cold and miserable. I struck some
\-i^ry greasy roads, and my misery affected my nerves,

SI ihat I funked the slime as if I had been a novice.

I had been purring along- on the 3J2 ratio, .-ii-id chap^jed

down to the second (say about 5J^) when' I hit the

grease, and on one particiilar virulent patch I did

seme pretty figure skating, though I neither turned

completely round nor yet took a toss. Two or three

more violent back wheel wobbles actually disposed

me to dismount, when I had to. slide through very

narrow openings between trams and carts or stop;

and suddenly it dawned :on me that I was practically

using a summer gear, and I dropped gleefully to the

bottom ratio of 8^2. With the engine turning ovei

thus merrily, I negotiated the remainder of the greasy

wood without wobble inside or out. 5;.^ to i is "a fine

. gear for winter work, . and when a three-speed hub
enables you to obtain it in conjunction with a six-inch

engine pulley, it is a much finer gear than when you are

taking it direct off a three inch pulley ; but, of course,

my procedure demands a certain confidence in- the

innards of your hub.

Single=cylinder Cycle Cars.

I heard a number of quondarn Rover and De Dion

enthusiasts lamenting the scarcity of single-cylinder

cycle cars at Olympia ; their experience with " one

lung " cars had led them to prize the simplicity and
well maintained power of a type of engine which is

now practically extinct, and they regarded the

humej-ous valves, gadgets, and tw'iddly bits of the

vicnohloc four-cylinder engii-ies with a certain

apprehension. The single-cylinder engine is dead,

so far as cars are concerned, because of its noise and
vibration. It certainly developed its power with the

m.inimura of friction, and it was so simple that even

a duffer could keep it in decent order ; but it was
doomed as soon as it had to compete with the even

hum and smooth torqiie of a bijou four-cylinder.

Those surviving Rover and De Dion enthusiasts, who
regret its demise, should consider such vehicles as the

;^ioo A.C. for the moment, and look forward with

hope tQ . the arrixal of the twin-cylinder two-stroke

cycle car (there is one being made)—a machine which

should combine the virtues of the four-cylinder with

the simplicity of the old one-lunger.

Oversize Singles.

One or two single-cylinder enthusiasts take exception

to my prophecy that the twin will eventually be almost

universal in sidecar work ; and one local agent in-

forms me that he can get slower and smoother top

gear work from a 600 c.c. single than from an 8 h.p.

tw^in in his possession. That may well be; there are

good singles, and there are bad twins. If we had to

draw conclusions from single instances—a particularly

vicious form of induction—we should have to confess

that the slowest running motor cycle e\er demonstrated
in public v/as the late D. G. Gilmour's 8 h.p. Jap,
which fired quite evenly at about three miles an^ hour
on a gear of about 3 to i ; but to argue that the 8 h.p.

twin. is the slo^vest running engine in .the world wcAild

br pretty foolish.

•*"9
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Mechanical Alarms.
Can au; reader supply authentic information on

tlie merits of the mechanical alarms shown at 01ym,pia

and marketed by several firms during the year ? My
pessimistic \'ie\vs on the subject of exhaust whistles

are already public property. Since I gave up exhaust

whistles, 1 have been busy experimenting \\a.th electric

hooters, and though they may be immensely suitable

for cycle cars, and even for sidecars, I have no great

opinion of. them as applied to motor cycles. They
are excessively heavy when the weight of the battery

is included, and my recent experience with batteries

has given me small cause to modify the detestation

of them with which accumulator ignition inspired me
in the prehistoric period of the motor cycling era. 1

find, too, that the penetration ' of the squawk is

exceedingly sensitive to the condition of the battery;

when the voltmeter registers 4.2, you can get a sound

like the dying yell of a dodo, but when the battery

is down to 4- volts, the hooter whispers like a

punctured doll trying to ejaculate "mamma!" Olympia
staged a number of hand-operated mechanical devices

in which a' -geared " down striker hit a resonant

diaphragm, etc. Some of them generated a \-ery

satisfactory, noise whilst brand new. Does anybody
know I how they wear, and. whether, they withstand

the vibration of a handle-bar successfully ? If so,

they should have a future.

Petrol=oil Mixture on Four=stroRe Engines.

Like Messrs. Davison and Blumfields, I used a

mixture of oil and petrol on the primitive Clement-

Garrard machine of 1J/3 h.p., and ooav that I know

more about the internal combustion engine, I wonder

however the system worked. The engine in question

had an external flvwb°el, and I remember very littla

more- about its details except that its compression was,

very poor. One would presume that the rings were-

rather a sloppy fit, and that oil ran freely down the

cylinder walh past the rings into the crank case ; but

even thus, we must have used a much larger percentage'

of oil in the petrol than is necessary with the modern
two-stroke. I distinctly recall filhng the little plated

cylindrical tank behind the saddle in which the petrol

was carried, but memory fails when I try to remember
the proportion of petrol to oil.

Hub Troubles and Oil Leaks.
One of my correspondents points out that riders'

experiences with the earlier three-speed hubs seem to

have been very varied, for while one man enthusias-

tically claims a five figure mileage without a whiff of

trouble,' another asserts that his hub seized up or

collapsed after a much less imposing distance. He
suggests an interesting and plausible explanation.' •

Everybody who has used three-speed hubs since their

inception" must have noticed how their oil-retaining

qualities have been improved. My first sample was

a frightful sinner ;
practically the whole of an oil-

injection was distributed over the spokes and tyres

before 1 had got the stand up. My 1913 hub barely

stained its spokes. Enquiries have proved that some
of the 1 911 and 191 2 hubs retained their oil almost as

well as the latest models, so it is at least possible that

variations in the oil-retaining qualities of particular

hubs account for the divergent testimonies we hear.

-^—•^>0^»"^—

MOTOR CYCLE RACING IN AUSTRALIA.
We have already published the fact

.
that the

Western Australian T.T. Race run in November last

was won by Norton on a T.T. Triumph. We now
hear that second place was taken by F. W. Cato on

a 2^ h.p. two-speed Sunbeam, who finished well up
behind the winner, third place being taken by C.

Lewis on a 2| h.p. New Hudson. A large number
of English machines took part in this 150 miles race.

the rnakes represented being Triumph, Sunbeam, New
Hudson, Rover, Bradbury, Kerry, Rudge, and B.S.A.

The event \yss run on a handicap basis, and also a

maximum time limit was imposed to ensure a briskly

run race. The winner received one minute start,-

while Cato was in receipt of twenty minutes' allow--

ance. The winner's average speed was 39-]; m.p.h.,

while Cato achieved a mean speed of 35j m p h.

F. W. Cato on the 2^ h.p. Sunbeam directly after the West Australian T.T. Race In which he gained second place. In the right lisofi illustration he is seen at full

spjed passing down betwaen the lines of spectators al the finish. Great interest was displayed in this ev8Dt all along.the course, especially a', the finishing point.
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BY WILFRED G. ASTON. SECOND INSTALMENT.

The New Indian Installation.

IX
the following description it is only appropriate to

deal with the Indian installation first, for not only

is it the most important and complet"e equipment
that has ever been placed on a motor cycle, but it is

slso a standardised article which foi'ms a definite part of

tlu; Indian programme for the year

1 91 4. Further than that, it is not

only a lighting system, but embraces
an electric self-starter and the igni-

tion system as well. The qucjiion

as to whether it is advisable to do
away with so absolutely trustworthy

and reliable a mechanism as the mag-
neto in fa\'our of an accumulator
ignition, in which the accumulators

are kept in a constant state of perfect

L'harge by means of a dynamo, is a

moot one, and may be left to a future

irticle for discussion. There can,

however, be no two opinions as to

the value of a combined dynamo and
electric self-starter, although it must
be conceded that the starter itself is not of so much use

on a motor cycle as it is on a motor car, for, after all, a

great deal of physical effort is not required for starting

a variably-geared machine, and, as a matter of fact,

the Indian itself is notably good in this respect. On
the other hand, with a sidecar outfit, where stoppages

Indian armature showing internal commutator.

are perhaps more frequently involved through the

desires of the passenger, the self-starter should

certainly prove a very great convenience, if not a

necessity.

The electrical machine, which performs the dual

function of providing current to the battery and acting

as a starting motor, is illustrated in

several of the adjoining sketches,

which show it complete and in parts.

It consists of a multi-polar motor
dynamo with an armature of rather

peculiar design. This is built up
of laminations of soft iron and
wound with oblong section strands

of fairly thick wire, which is double
cotton covered, and further insulated

with a dressing of varnish. Four
former-wound field magnets surround
this armature, and are placed on the

inside of an iron case which encloses

the whole mechanism. It will he.
observed from the sketch of the

armature that the commutator is of

quite a new. type, that is to say, instead of the

brushes bearing on the outside of a ring, the

four brushes in this case bear on the inside of

a segmental copper body. The armature spindle

is carried on ball bearings, and is chain driven from
the engine shaft, the ratio being as 17 is. to 9. Owing

The dynamo and rlectric starter on the 1114 model Indian motor cycle.

P.irt section. il front elevation.

A.
li.

C.

D.
E.

All lint tire.

Armature wiuJing.
Coimiiutator.
Briisli holdt-r.

Comi)'jsite bruslies.

F.

H.
J-
K.
L.

.Spider.

B.tII Ijcarings.

Armature biiaft.

Field coil.

CoQnccting blocks.

. Full sectional ea 1 view.

M. Field yoWc.
Pole pieces,

licar plate.

I-"ronl plate.

Cover plate.

R. Sprocket.
S. Clutch.

T. Anchor pieces,

U. Pole shoe.

Rear clcvatiou showing anchor plates.

V, Connecting bar from bl-xk
to brush holder.

W. Cross connecter.
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to the large diameter of the armature, a considerable

torque is exerted by the series wound motor to enable

the engine to be easily started on this ratio, and this,

of course, does away with the necessity of employing
any double form ol

gearing, in which one
ratio is used when the

machine is employed as

a dynamo and the

other brought into use

when it is performi.ig

its function as a start-
'

ing mptor. The illus-

trations also show the
Iidian brush gear.

very neat design of the spring-propelled brush gear,

incorporating two carbon brushes, either of which is

sufficient to carry the necessary current.

The Working of the Dynamo.
When the machine is working as a dynamo it passes

the current through a battery of accumulators, which
are carried underneath the rider-'s saddle. These are

connected in series for starting purposes,

when they give a pressure of twelve volts,

and in parallel for charging and lighting,

when the pressure is six volts. The output
of the dynamo is five amperes at eight A'olts,

but it is a very much more efficient mecha-
nism as a starter, when it gives a p(jwer of,

roughly, i h.p., passing sixty-four amperes
when the compression is full and fifty-four

when the compression is released by means
of the neat decompressor device now fitted

to Indian machines. The batteries have a
capacity of thirtv-five ampere houi's at twelve
volts, and of seventy ampere hours at six

volts.

The head and tail lamp take approximately
two amperes, so that there is at least twenty-
four hours' light in the battery with a con-
siderable margin for leakage.

The dynamo cuts into r,ction at 800 revolutions,

that is to say, about 400 engine revolutions. In .order

to prevent the voltage rising above a predetermined
miniinum, a vibrating amiature has its coil run in

series Avith the field magnets, and has the effect of

preventing the voltage rising, however high the speed
of rotation of the armature may be, as this vibrating

armature only passes a strictly limited and definite

amount of current to the field windings. Combined
with the regulator armature, and carried in the same
waterproof case with it, is an automatic cut-out, which
ensures that the dynamo is disconnected from the

battery when the cmt-

])ut (.f the. former is

insniticient to charge
tlie latter.

The a r m a t u r e

spindle is fitted with a

simple form of cone
clutch, which, acts as

the shock absorber,

both when the machine
is being driven as a

dynamo and when it

is driving the engine

Sv/ilch box in front of the tool case on the top
tube of the latest Indian.

The Indian automatic cut-
out combined in case with
current legulator and
coil. They are fixed to

the rear down tube.

Design o( Indian head lamp.

as a motor. This considerably reheves the strain and
stresses which would otherwise be imposed upon ii

through a chain drive connecting it to an engine in

which the explosion impulses occur at uneven
intervals.

In order to with-

stand the very
high discharge

which is required

for starting piu'-

poses, the bat-

teries are of a

special construc-

tion in- which the
plates arc pro-
tected by wooden
packing pieces,

which also serve to prevent any likelihood of the

electrolyte spiUing or washing about. The batteries
weigh 2;^ ll)s. and the motor dynamo 24 lbs., but
it is claimed that the total addition to the machine
is not more than 25 lbs., taking into consideration
the fact that it does away with the ordinary foot

starter, the acetylene generator, and the lens

mirror head lamp. The designer of the

Indian system gives it as his opinion that

since a dynamo alone would weigh from
ID lbs. to 15 lbs. Avlthout any mechanism t(i

make it suitable for being run as a starting

motor, the starting apparatus only means a

nett increase of 9 lbs. to the weight of the

machine. One may, howe\'er, regard these

figures as decidedly problematical, as there

is no doubt that an efficient dynamo, a head
lamp, and a very small tail lamp could cer-

tainly be made at a much less weight than

10 lbs., and, in ijoint of fact, several

examples have been
,
produced well under

this weight.

The coil which is used in place of the mag-

neto is of a special type, and is claimed to

be of considerably higher efficiency- than those

previously used for motor cycle work. It is fitted with a

separate condenser of unusual size, and it is claimed

that the spark it provides is moi'e efficient for firing the

mixture than that whidi is produced by a high tension

magneto. The coil is -of a waterproof type, and i.s

mounted on the down tube below the steering column,

and close beside it is the case containing the cut-out

and automatic regulator previously referred to.

The head lamp is of very neat form, as shown in

the illustration, and embraces a silvered parabolic

reflector. It is practically airtight, and therefore is

not liable to tarnishing through bad weather. The

focussing attachment by wdiich

the glow lamn is carried em-
bodies also a very neat push-

in switch, which does away
with the necessity for any
other form of ccH'itrol._

In order to change the eleo
trical machine over from a

dynamo to a motor and vice

versa, a single switch is all

that is required, and this

protrudes from a small metal
; .... • 1 r 1

External appearance of the
box, Whicll IS earned forward Indian dynamo and starter

A2i)
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oil the luol rase, niouiucd (in the top of the l.mk. This

box contains a rotary switch, which connects the battery

cells in scries or in parallel as re(|uired. For starting

purposes the switch is pressed forward; and when re-

leased sjjrings back into the charging and lighting posi-

tion. Underneath the rider's saddle, and attached to

die of the tubes of the frame, is a vulcanite body con-

taining two interrupter plugs, which when with(h'awn

absolutely prevent anybody from tampering with the

electrical outfit whilst the machine is left unattended.

The wiring throughout is carried in metal-covered

rallies, and the whole iivstallation is a wonderful
design and construction. A
at the rear, and the cable for

inside the liead of the rear

exmnple of neatness in

Vimall tail lamp is fitted

this purpose is housed

mudguard.

with

The Motosacoche, another Example.

The onlv other machine exhibited at Olympia
an electric lighting equipment incorporating a dynamo
was the Motosacoche, in which, how-
ever, the installation is on a con-

siderably less ambiiious scale. It is,

_however, particularly interesting, as

4t is the sort of lighting equipment

which can be very readily adapted to

the ordinary standard type of

machine.

; The dynamo in this instance is

quite a small affair, and is supported

on a bracket carried by one of the

saddle fork tubes at the rear of the

machine. Its armature spindle is

furnished with a small roller which

is held by a coil spring in contact with

the wall of the tyre, which drives it

by . friction. The roller is scarcely

more than an inch in diameter, and
Consequently a very large gear ratio

is provided. Accordingly, at thirty

miles an hour, the dynamo spindle

has a theoretical speed of nearly

ten thousand revolutions per minute,

which is, of course, extraordhiarily

age of the out-

put rising above
a desirable
amount. L-nfor-

tunately. de-

tailed particu-

lars of the in-

ternal ron.struc-

lion of ihi.b

compact little

outfit were not

available. The
case of the

dynamo contains

an automatic
magnetic cut-

out, which dis-

connects the
dynamo with the

battery when the

speec

SWITCHES

CIRCUIT

BRERKER

Battery fixea on the toolboai^ls of the
Moiosdcoche niacuin^s.

The Motosacoche dynamo which is

driven oft the rea'- tyre. A. Screw
to vary pressure o( dynamo friction

wheel against tyie. The wheel can
be adjusted to clear the tyre when
not in use.

m doubt a considerable slip will take place

.•,. t in the nature of a self-regulating de\ice.

Head, inspection, rear, and sidecar lamps respectively

on the new Motosacoche machines.

hish, but

and so

The
machine itself

incorporates a

single 1 lell-

shaped magnet
arranged in a

similar manner
to that adopted
on the Mea .

magnetO'. This
magnet is of the

permanent type,

and the arma-
ture re-action

which follows

upon the use of

such a mag-
netic field, is

relied upon to

prevent the volt-

former is running at an insufficient

This occurs at a speed of the machine equal
to about seven miles per hour. The
dynamo lights the lamp through a

battery which it keei)s constantly

charged. This battery is contained

in a neat metal case, either carried

on the' footboard of the machine or

clamped to one of the sidecar tubes.

The top of the battery box is com-
plete with a voltmeter and ammeter,
alternate readings of which can be
obtained by pressing a push switch,

and two small rotary switches which
control respectively the head lights

and the tail light and side lamp
attached to the sidecar. The dynamo
<;utput is about nine watts or one
and a half amperes at six volts. The
head lamp is a neatly constructed

unit, and although of comparatively

smaU size gives a very large volume
of light. The sketch shows its neat

appearance and the light form of

bracket which is employed to sup-

port it from the steering head.

Electric Lighting for Cycle Cars.

•Several stands- ui the Gallery contained dynamo
outfits more or less suitable for cycle cars, and one

with a stretch of the imagination might have been

regarded as being suitable for motor cycle use, though

its .'^ize was rather large and its weight not inconsider-

able. This was shown on the stand of Messrs. S.

Wolf and Co., and was a twenty-five watt machine

with an output of three amperes at eight volts. This

employed an H section armature with a special ilesign

of commutator. Inside die dynamo carcase is placed

a simple form of magnetic cut-out for the purpose of

disconnecting the dynamo from the battery when
i-ci|iiiicil. A sketch is given of the six volt accumu-

lators used with, the set, which was not, however;

shown in a complete state. The batteries are carried

in a wooden box, which is covered by a leather wallet,

designed to be attached to any suitable point of the

frame. Something a little more permanent than this

would, the writer believes, be required by a dis-

A38
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criminating motor ;yclist, as those who had experi-

ence of accumulators in the early 'lays will not have

forgotten that on some of the original lightweights, in

which the accumulators

were carried in a some-

what similar manner, the

near presence of acid and

acid vapour caused the

leather very soon to perish,

\i and the inevitable result

,? was that the accumulator

was deposited on the road

when the machine met

with a more than usually

large " bump."

Why not a Two Fila=
ment Lamp ?

A small electric llghtins dynamo by It will be Seen from the
s. wou ana to.

figures connected with the

Indian outfit that roughly fifty per cent, of the- total

weight (which is, of course, the most serious objection

to electric lighting for motor cycles) is due to the

accumulators. If the electric nachine is to serve as

a self-starter, and it as a secondary function it is to

serve, as it is claimed the Indian machine oan_ serve,

as an au.\iliary to the engine at low speeds, since it

gives approximately one horse-power, then the weight

of the accumulators cannot very easily be cut down.

On the other liand, if the dynamo is required solely

for lighting purposes, then it seems to me that a very

easy way out of the difficulty can be found, and in fact

the weight of accumulators reduced by as much,

perliaps, as seventy-five per cent. It should be borne

in mind that it is only when the machine is t^a^elling

from, say, six miles an hour upwards, that a full

volume of light is required. Below this speed Hi;ht

is only wanted in order to comply with the law. This

bein" so, it is obvious that unless the machine is

standing stationary, there is no particular difficulty in

obtaining a dynamo which would give all the current

required practically irrespective of a battery altogether,

and consequently the battery would only be used when

the machine was stationary, which, as pointed out

above, need, and probably would, be very seldom.

The battery, however, is essential, for the purpose of

acting as a cushion between the dynamo and the fila-

ment of the lamp, otherwise with slight increases of

voltage the filament would be overloaded and would

verv rapidly wear out. Now it. seems tp me that the

difficulty of weight could easily begpf oyer by-the.use.

(if tiUier two. separate bulbs in the same lainp', -or, if

necessary, of two separate lamps, or what would be

better still of two filaments' inside the same bulb, one

giving only a very little light and taking, say, one-half

of Ji" ampere, /vhilst the other would' he the principal

source :)f illumination. Any convenient form of

switch would Serve to connect up either filament a'

desired, Imf it might be possible to incorporate this

switch wirh the automatic cut-out so that the connec-

tion would he effected quite automatically. If this

were done a battery of about ten ampere hours

capacity would be ample for, all purposes, as this

would give a constant light for at least ten hours,

which would he far more than anvonc would think of

leaving a motor cycle out unattended; In taking very

A.2b

bad coiners or difficult bends on steep hills at night

the speed of the machine might drop below that at

which the dynamo commenced to charge the battery,

and therefore the full discharge of the large filament,

would be taken from the battery. This, however, is •

a state of affairs which would probably last only a

very short time, so that there would be always plenty

of margin for safety. The best idea with a variably

geaied engine would be, however, to drive the dynamo
from the motor itself, as is done in the case of the

Indian, and not rely upon mere road speed for pro-

viding the necessary current generated.

There is nothing new in the two-filament lamp,

which is a commercial product that has been in use

many years, and this would prove undoubtedly the

best solution to the problem, as it would enable one

filament to be perfectly focussed in the lens mirror

without allowing the other to detract from the volume
of light given. If two bulbs were used in the same
lamp, a black shadow would be projected forward,

whi!,st if two sets of lamps were used the objection

might be made that

they were providing

an unnecessary and
possiisly unsightly

complication.

In conclusion, it

is perhaps worth
reminding readers

that ' before very

long there is a very

considerable chance
of motor cyclists

, seeing a practical

and efiicient system
in which illumina-

tion is obtained by
means of the petrol

contained in the
tank, which is vola-

tilised and led to a special form of incandescent burner
in connection with a head lamp of the ordinary type.

This, in motor cycle work alone, is probably the most
serious rival which electricity has to face, and it is

even lighter than an electric installation, involving,

as it does, no extra parts, whilst it can probably be

constructed at a very much lower price.

S. Wo'I Enl Co.'s electric liatteries in special

leather wallet.

A cane bodied torpedo sidecar marketed by Maude s Motor Mart, 136,
Great Portland Street, W., the chief features of which are an underslun^;

chas£l3, a large box for spares at the back of the body, cee-springs, four-
point suspension, luxurious upholstery and an exita heavy spindle.
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An ENDURING Non-skid.

npHIS AVON Combination Cover,
-'- with its clean-cut bars of thick
rubber alternating with steel studs, is, rapidly

acquiring a unique reputation in cycle car

work. It combines the road - gripping

qualities of the fully-armoured type with

the durability of an all -rubber tread, and
stands up to the severest work with remark-
able vitality.

A.J. S. & Six Days' Trial.

Messrs. A. T. Stevens and Co.. Ltd., Wolvei-hanipton, writes ;

"There has Ion? been a need for a tyre to lit to the dviviua;
wheel of a passenger eomhiiiation, and we thinli you are
the first to supply that one. .Some tini.' a;?o we gave
one of your eouuiination tyres a thorouprh test, and we
were so satisfied with its behaviour that our Mr. A. J.
Stevens decided to use one in tUe Six Days' Trial. JTor
the lirst time he was able to 1:0 through the whole Trial
without having to change the drivine: tyre.

"It wouid perhaps be as well to explajji that the
necessity for ohangingr tyres in the previous Trials was
not because the tyres wore oiit, but because the non-slvid
liropertjes entirely disappeared in about three days, and
a new tyre would be necessary, to prevent slip wuen
climbing very steep hills. In the ca-sc of your tyro,
however its non-skid properties were as good at the end
of the Trial as at the beginning.

" Wc have reconiniended your combination tyre to many
of our clients, and in every case thcj' have been well
pleased with the result."

Evert; motor cyclist should carry a shilling box of
KURKUT (Cure-cut), a handy stopping for the

instant " healing " of cuts and gashes, KURKUT
is the *' stitch in time that saVes nine,*'

The *Avoi\ Combination'
Steel Studs and Rubber Bars.

Regd. No. 623056.

Example Prices :

26 X 2i 26 K.2\ 26 X 2i 26 x 3
Tofit^liii Uiiu.

48/3 50- 52/6 54/3
Tubes : 8/8, 9/4, 10/9.

There are Avon Tyres to fit all rims, and to

suit all machines, from lis^hlweighl 'Solos"
to heavy " Passentrers." Write for new
Catalogue and address of nearest Stockist.

THE AVON INDIA RUBBER CO., LTD.,

MELKSHAM, Wilts.
Wires :

" Rubber, Melksham.
•Phoae

:

No. 2, Melksham.

Branches :

London, Bristol, Birmingham, Manchester, Glasgow, Paris.

J
In answeriryj tliis advertisement it M desirable to mention "The Motor Cyete." A29
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Country Life is Country Life

(OIMTRY hwi
Cigarettes

(MEDIUM STRENGTH)

Manufactured from Pure Virginia

Tobacco.

50 "" 1/-
JOHN PLAYER & SONS, Nollingham.

Branch ol the Imperial Tobacco Co. (01 Gt. Britain and Ireland). Ltd.

rHORLICK'S MALTED MILK

LUNCH TABLETS
MALTED BARLEY, WHEAT AND MILK, IN TABLET FORM.

Two-third-
actual size.

%
i
€

A Delicious Food Confection to be dissolved in the mouth.
F3R MOTOR CYCLISTS A^D ALL TRAVELLERS

Horliok'3 Luach Tablets contain all the valuable nutriment of full cream mill; and choice malted
grain in a couvenicnt tablet form. A few dissolved in the mouth from time to time will supply the
necessary natriment to maintain strength and vigour, and restore energy when Tourmg or Kaciug,

and ace useful dt all times.

Supplied in Glas& Pocket Flasks, ONE SHILLING each.
May be refilled as occasion requires from letrger bottles mentioned below.

£ HOftLICK'S MALTED MILK '%:

9
I
I
I

I

A SPECIAL OFFER TO MOTOR CYCLISTS.
Oae of the^e Fiasks ot Tablets, as illustrated, and also one of our New and Accurate Road
Maps of ENGLAND and WALES in Leatherette Case— all Roads shown in Colours and
Classified —wil' be sent bv pos' to any address, on receipt of stamps or postal order foj

ONE SHILLING Mention "The Motor Cycle."

wder
rrti.

Ready in a minute by stirring briskly
in hot or cold water. No Cooking.

Served in Hotels. Rcstaura.nts, Ca-F^s, and Railway Buffets.

The Ideal Food Drink for IVIotoris;ts.

May b3 obtniiujl of all Chemists and Stores, m both Powder
and TabLt Forms 1/6j 2/6. 11/-. in Sterilized Glass Bottlea.

Sample of Powder or Tablets, free by posti on reauest>

HORLICK*5 MALTED MILK CO., SLOUGH. BUCKS.

A30 In answering them culvtrliseTnenla it is desirable to Tnention " The Motor Cycle."
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters should be addresssl to the Elltor, "The Motor Cyol?," 20, Tudor Street. E.C., and should be accompanied by the writer's tull name and address.

A Curious C\^e.

Sir,—In T/ie Motor Ci/cic of October 16th, the letter " A
furious Case " reminded me of an ijistauce when I was
troubled by missing and firing in the carburetter. I was
jogging along all day without finding out what was the

cause, until it became dark, and I then saw what was the

trouble. The carburetter control wire had come slightly

adrift, and was swinging on to the sparking plug.

I take much pleasure iji reading "Letters to the Editor"
in T/te Motor Ci/rlo, and have gained many useful tip.-; from
them. M. MACFAELANE.

Xishihu. Osaka.

Reckins Diiving.

Sir.— I am quite in agreement with Mr.- Tlio i)a;'s revarks
published in your issue of the 4th iiist. relative to reckless

Hriving on the part of some motor car owners and drivers.

A goudly number of motor car drivers, around this part

of the country at any rate (Watford, Herts.), appear to be

Hnder the impre.ssion that the roads are constructed and main-

tained solely for their own use and pleasure, and they show
but scant regard for cyclist, pedestrian, or motor cyclist

either.

As a case in point, I would like to mention thul only

three weeks ago. whilst travelling on ray motor cycle between
St. Albans and Watford, when negotiating St. Sttplien's

Hill, I met the driver of a fairly large car, who to{il; th»

bulk of the road (wliich. by the way, was the only part dry
and in good condition), forcing upon me the alternative

of either taking a kerbless footpath, or trying my hick on
a. narrow, loose, and greasy piece of roadway. Since the

law forbids us to use the footpath my choice fell on the

latter. Result—a bad sideslip, ending in a cut and briiised

knee, to say nothing as to damage incurred to my machine.
The car, I may add. did not stop, notwithstanding the fact

that two friends, following some distance behind, called out

to the driver as he passed.

Such circumstances as these do not suggest fair ph'y or

create a feeliiiir of g(jodwill towards the car owner.
A. E. TWIGGER.

Lightweights.

.Sir,— I noticed with interest the advent of several light-

weights which give promise of more closely harmonising with
general expectation than any previous specifications that
have come under my notice.

.\s you have pointed out the name " lightweiglit " is often
< niismmer. since it is not at all uncommon to find it

^
I ling as much as 150 lbs. Possibly, however, there is

kiime method in their madness here, as witness the stock
advertisement of one well-known model to the effei t that
the machine will not tumble to pieces after one or two
sfison's wear. Of gi'eater importance, however, than even
the question of weight is that of gearing, to persistently

insisted on in your journal. To cut down the h.p. and to

give no compensating gear ratio is surely the heiglit of

fatuity. As you remark, what om;ht to be considered a

niiin quel noil is tiie incorporation of an emergency gear.

The advantage of three gears as against two is hardly
matter for argument, and the increased cost would surely
be infinitesimal. The tendency is to imagine that a few
extra miles per hour on the level is what really matters,
and that power on hills can be Jeft to look after itself.

SHAFT-DlilVE.

Garage Charges.
Sir,—With regard to the question of excessive garage

charges, I should like to call attention to the fact that whilst
on holiday this year 1, on several occasions, "put up" my
motor cycle at G. R. Barrett's garage in Canterbury, and
although the season was in full swing—in fact it was Cricket
week, when every garage was taxed to the utmost—I was
only charged 3d', tor a whole day, from 10 a.m. until

10-30 p.m.''

I think that this is a reasonable charge, seeing that an
ordinary bicycle can be stored for a whole day for 2d. and
a motor cycle takes up but little more room, and usually
the rider buys petrol or oil before leaving. F.A.H.

Insurance.

Sir,—For some years I have been insured with a prominent
accident insurance company against accidents generally, and
in May last I wrote them specially asking if my policy
covered me against accidents whilst motoring, and was in-

formed that I was covered, against any accident whatever
(no mention being made that it was necessary for me to be
disabled).

In July last, whilst on holiday in Keswick, I had the
misfortune to have a spill with my motor cycle and sidecar,

in which I injured my shoulder and knocked out two of my
front teeth, which latte'.- I have been obliged to have
replaced. I notified the company on the day following the
accident, and duly received a formal acknowledgment of

my letter, but nothing further until last month, when I sent
the dentist's account for £5. I then received a letter from
the company's agent, stating that they could not admit
liability because I had not been disabled, but, " as an
r.r f/rnlia payment," they enclosed cheque for £1. This I

refused to accept, and subsequently the company sent a
representative to see me, who finally offered £2 2s. to

settle the matter, and stated that if I could find a company
that would admit liability under their policy for such an
iccident, his company would probably re-consider my claim.
Although the injury to my shoulder partially disabled me
for a fortnight, I did not make a claim for disablement
(which would have been £6 6s.), as I did not anticipate for

a moment that the company would decline to pay me what the
accident actually cost me.

I feel convinced that this is a matter of great interest to

motorists generally, and shall be glad to know if any of your
readers have had a similar experience. If any accident insur-
ance company exists which will provide in their policy for

such a rare accident as this, I am sure that it will be to their
advantage to make it known co motorists through your
columns. One thing I can assure them of: they will have
at l''ast one more who will take out a policy w^ith them.

A. V.' CA'ITEKAIX.

Why More Aii' with Benzole ?

Sir,—Mr. Gibson .seems to be unnecessarily severe with
me for having advanced a theory of my own after making
a few statements concerning benzole, which, t thought,
might interest motorists using th.at fuel. I admit the word-
ing was rather misleading, but the theory can be justified

all the same.
Let me state at the outset I am no expert on caiburalion,

but merely a chemist of long experience who has taken to

motor cycling for four years, greatly to his benefit in health
and happiness.

A3
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Now. as to gaseous carbon-r-tliat, great absurdity not

existing within miles of a motor cj'cle. I suppose Mr. Gib-

son is aware that acetylene gas (not many miles off) con-

tains over 92% of carbon, and that, in order to bm-n it to

the best effect and prevent deposition of carbon on the

burner and lamp, the , burner makers find it necessary to

make special air-inkts in the burner: this is not necessary

with burners containing less carbon and more hydrogen.
Again, benzole or petrol is distilled at a temperature below
that of boiling water—completely converted into gas (the

fact of its being combined with hydrogen does not make it

not a gas, and it is necessary, first, to gasify your motor
spirit before you can ignite it by the sparking plug in the
cylinder). What becomes of the carbon if it is not gasified?

Although there is much to be said for and against my
theory, I fail to see that my argument is a loose one. I

say in effect A contains 8% more carbon by weight than
B, and showing that when gasified carbon requires four

times as much oxygen or air as hydrogen does for complete
combustion, I say A must require more air than B.

I have worked out many formulte, some showing for and
some against my view, and, on consideration, I am inclined
to agree that the heavier weight of benzole has most to do
with the extra air or smaller jet required. There are, how-
ever, several physico-chemical problems involved, apart from
the mere weight of fluid ' passing the jet.

I put down the greater .difficulty of starting up on benzole
in cold weather to its., higher boiling point, but once the.

engine is thoroughly hot and kept at high speed, the need
of extra air becomes evident in practice.

\Vith regard to the action of benzole on tanks, I have not
been troubled that way, but it may be due to the fact that
I am using a very high grade benzole, produced in the works
at 100% commercial purity, and afterwards diluted down.
Probably that obtained from an ordinary gasworks or tar
distillers would have more action on the soldering of tanks.

CHEMIST.

The Oversize Single.

Sir,—Our attention has been called to the article appear-
ing on page 1527 of your issue of December 4th.

We quite understand that it is difficult, nay, almost im-
possible, for a conscientious writer like "Ixion" to put
together a candid article week by week without ' treading
on the toes" of somebody.
As there are two sides to every question, we shall be

glad if j'ou will permit u.a to m.ake a few comments upon
" Ixion's " article, as this, in our opinion, is likely to mis-
lead prospective motor cyclists who lack technical knowledge.
Your contributor's concern for competitions of the future

need not be taken seriously : if a manufacturer has to choose
between building m.achines for the public or for competi-
tions, he will certainly adopt the former course.

Again, sidecar enthusiasts, as a whole, do not crave for
the last notch of speed. Any modern big single sidecar
combination will reach the safe limit of road speed with
power in hand. The average rider wants power to climb
steep gradients under full "load. This condition is not
usually found in racing engines. Arduous reliability trials

are still open to all passei'ger vehicles, with little or no
restriction as to capacity. After all, if nobody Ijreaks away
from what is regarded as standard practice at the moment,
we may well ask, "Whence comes progress?"
The complaint that big singles cannot be made to run

"quite so sweetly" as 500 c.c. singles is true. It is also

true that 500 c.e. singles cannot be made to run as sweetlv
as 350 c.c. singles, and th.it big twins ap|u-oacbin.g 1,000
c.c. cannot be made to run so sweetly as a medium twin of,

say, 700 c.c, and tliat V twins, as a whole (except; perhaps,
the very few 90^ V twins), i.annot equal .the horizontal twin
for sweetness in running ; and so on od lib.

This superiority of one type over another is merely a
question of degree. In a modern well-dc.sif;nud big single
the advantages of the type outweigh any small disadvanta.ges
there may be due to vibration and unequal torque. We
venture to ask by what rig) t or rule does "Ixion" lay it

down that 500 c.c. is the ultimate limit for a single?

When, however, he assert:, confidently tliat the big single

cannot represent finality as a sidecar hauler, we are once
more in agreement with him. The same remark applies
equally .well to any other type of engine on' the market.
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Time and experience have proved the practicability of
the big single, and, in our opinion, it is destined to have
a big future. As pioneers of this type, we are gratified to
see other makers, and makers of repute at that, coming,
forward v.'ith singles of larger capacity than the accepted
standard. It mu.st be abundantly evident to the thinkin";

individual that these manufacturers have not embarked on
the big single proposition without making every trial and
test. " BAYLISS, THOMAS AND CO.

W. J\. C.\K,S0N.

A Cheap Mount.
Sir.—Being a constant reader of your valuable paper

since its inception, and knowing that there are many would-
be riders if they could get a reliable cheap mount. I am
enclosing a photograph of an old 1^ h.p. Werner generally

renovated and modernised. The work was carried out by a

local man. The frame has been cut down, tank altered,

new silencer, frame and wheels enamelled, and engine taken

An old Werner, modernissd b? H. G. Tbomss.

down and tuned up. The result is that the machine is quite

up-to-date, very safe on greasy . roads, because of.^'its low

position, and it will do thirty miles an hour on level country.

The total outlay has been £15. H. E. THOMAS.

Miniature Four-stroke Engines.

Sir,—We note in an otherwise admirable article that your

contributor, Mr. B. H. Davies, comments upon what lie is

pleased to term the "toy" four-stroke engine, with its

dollar-diameter belt pulley.

Lest this may by some of your readers be imagined to

refer to our own lightweight, because we have in the first •

place pinned our faith to tlie well-known four-stroke prin-

ciple, we would like to say that the O.K. -Junior has neither

a dollar-size belt pulley nor direct belt drive.

The transmission is by chain from engine to breakfast

plate size belt pulley, and we trust that this slight informa-

tion will modify the views of Mr. B. H. Davies on the four-

cycle type of engine.

His trouble seems to be that some manufacturers are fitting

direct drive to the engine with a small size belt pulley. We
want it clearly understood that this does not apply to the

O.K. -Junior,

Further, we would point out that the big ends and valves

on this engine are as large as found on some engines o£

3 h.p. HUMl-HRIES AND DAWES, LTD.

Sir,—We feel that it is necessary to express our disagree-

ment with the sudden conclusion arrived at by some of your
contributors in the issue of December 4th, that a sm.all four-

stroke engine must soon lose its ''tune." This may have
been true of certain types of engines which have been
marketed in the past, not because they are four-stroke,

engines, but because designers in producing lightweight

engines went to extremes m weight reduction, and provided

inadequate wearing surfaces, and consequently the engine

suffered from sheer wear and tear.

In the "Junior Precision" engine all wearing parts are.

as substantial as though the engine were four times its

horse power. It the cycle of operations affects tune at all

then the balance of merit lies with the four-stroke engine,

as on account of its higher thermal efficiency it does not have :
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Hinged
Front
and
Back.

Lycett's

"V.A." Pan Seat. Lycetts "SWAG-BAG." Lycett's " LYCO" Pan Seat.

f ^^1f

Ask for LYCETT S
— when buying E(}UIP.MEN'T—and you'll get the BEST that's made.

C '' LVCEIT'S LINES" ;uv- exceptionally wclI-maHn of highest quality
embody mauy valnable patoutcd features \vliii li coinbini- to ensure the hi^'iics'

of the rider awheel.

— chiefly in be noted arc
which we illustrate here, viz. :

—

Lycett's "V.A." Pan Seat. Our \ew improved Saddle. Gives exceptionally LOW
RIDING POSITION. Anatomicaliv-shaped Top with stron;? metal base covered with selected

Pig-skin and padded with best Felt. Its VERTICAL ACTION SPRINGS nbsohtfdy kill all

iib>u:wn — no bouncing i-^ possible. Price 27 -

uiatirials oii!v — nnd
utility and comfort

the famous "LYCLTT" Sm.]<lles — the "Seats of Comfort" — two of

i top of rear swinging tension
shaped having a strong metal
This saddle completely isolates

OLVMPI.V? quite 60^^ of the

Lycett's "LYCO" Pan Seat. Hinged at fro.u .n,

springs— allowiug a straight pull in action. Top is anatomically
base, co\ered with selected Pig-skm and padded with best Felt.

Ihe rider from all \'itratian and bouncing. Price 27,-.
^- Did vou notice the predominance ol LYCFIT'S Saddles at
satldles fitted were LYCETT'S !

Lycett*S ** RELIABLE " Belt. nuUt of' Ruliber .md Lcallicc — expressly designed
to afford greater grip, fiexibilitv, btrength, speed, long life, and absolute reliability under all con-
ditions. Prices .Jin. 2;-, 'in. ,2 4, linl^ 2/7, ijin. 3/- per foot. FASTENER 1/- extra.

Lycett's "SWAG-BAG." Extremely useful handy bag — capacious and adjustable to
=ize of space contents take un. Dust and \Vatcrp"roo(. Made in _two sizes and three qualities.

Prices 5,7 to 15/-

LyCett'S Armour-plated Tool Bag, M.rIo >^I l.^st quality leather, hand-sewn,
and lined with Flaxite. Encased in stout metal. Fall front and l';iii.iii Spring Lock. JIadt; to
clip or strap on carrier. I'hree sizes. I^iees 3/9 to 6/9.

Lycett's Patent Belt Punch. Adjustable to any sl/e of Beit, ^iorce hole and inserts
Pin dead central at one operation. No material is cut away and the Fastener cannot pnll out ; thereby
greatly increasing the lifi- of the Belt. Price, complete with Leather Ca?:c and Spare A\'ashers,
4/- eJCh.

anv difticulty. .^sk
uabli- aid in bnving

— "LYCETT'S LINES"
for "The Saddle Book"
cificiont rqnipment.

are obtainable of all .Agents, or snpijH'd
— it describes a host of good things, and is an invj

dirert if

LYCETT'S "The Saddlery" Birmingham.

Guaranteed Tor 2,000 milea minimum
Lycett's

Patent Belt Pnnch.
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FLEXIBLE
The flexibility of the B.S.A. Motor-

Bicycle greatly simplifies control, as a
wide range of speed is always at the

service of the driver. Being easier to

handle and less expensive to run than

a heavy high powered machine, the

B.S.A. Motor Bicycle is ideal for side-

car work. It starts easily, gives ample
power, and when fitted with the B.S.A.

Countershaft Three-Speed Gear can be
relied on to take a side-car up almost

any hiU with a reserve of power.

The B.S.A. Motor Bicycle
las illustrated)

fitted with B.S.A. Z\ h.p. Engine,

B.S.A. Three - Speed Counter-

shaft Gear, Chain - cum - Belt

Transmission, B.S.A. Semi-Auto-

matic Carburetter, B.S.A. Spring

Forks.

Price complete - £59 15s.

Fixed Engine Model £49 5s.

Free Engine Modsl - £55 10s-

Three-Speed Countershaft

Gear & Chain Drive Model
with 499 c.c. or 557 c.c.

engine . - - 60 gns.

TouristTrophy Model £48 10s.

B.S.A
^^.MQIOR BlCYCLEj.

Write for 1914 Catalogue.

THE BIRMINGHAM SMALL ARMS COMPANY LIMITED,
13, SMALL HEATH, BIRMINGHAM.

A Motor Cyclist's advice:—"Always use B.S.A. Cylinder Oil for your Engine."

In answerinr/ this ad ri-rtisemcnt it is de.sirabh to mention "The Motor Ciide."
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to be so abnormally lubricated, and what lubricant is used
is not so rapidly converted into carbon, as this type of

engine admittedly runs cooler than the two-stroke.

That the latter engine has a range of possibilities is

ndmitted, but to jump to a general conclusion that it has yet
equalled the four-stroke engine in all round merit is opposed
to the experience of internal combustion engine practice
over a wide Held, and places your contributors in the same
category as the writers they criticise for assuming that
other well-known types of motor cycles are rendered obsolete
by the introduction of a new type.

F. E. BAKER, LIMITED.
Fr.\xk B.^eer, Director.

A Ready-for-the-Road Motor Cycle.

Sir,—With reference to the letter of "C4.T.Y." in your
issue of the 11th mst., it may interest the writer to know
that wa list our motor cycles as complete for the road, with
Lucas lamp, generator and horn, spare valve, sparking
plug, belt fastener, belt punch, and tyre levers. These
fittings are, of course, included in the price of the machine.

It is a wonder that more manufacturers have not done
this before, as it saves a customer a lot of trouble and worry
when purchasing a new motor cycle.

We have been supplying machines like this all through
our 1913 season ; and it has tm'ned out an immensely popular
move, as proved by the numerous congratulations received
from our customers for turning out a machine in so com-
plete a manner. BURNEY AND BLACKBURN.

The Effect of Benzole on Valves.

Sir,—I notice a letter in your issue of December 11th
lioni F. W. Wagner re effect of benzole on valves. I have
a 1912 Bradbury and sidecar, and have had exactly the

same experience. After about 400 miles the exhaust valve

gets completely burnt out, the inlet valve remains quite

perfect and both valve seatings also sound. I have had
three exhaust valves this year, all have been trued up and
used again. As the cast iron seatings are untouched I think
perhaps that at the high temperature of combustion there

is something in benzole which attacks nickel steel valves

and not cast iron because my seatings do not even pit. I

trust this correspondence will elucidate the reason of this

elTect on valves by benzole. J. CHANDLER.

Sir,—In a recent issue you ask for information i-e the

effect of benzole on the interior of tanks. I have seen

several peculiar cases of benzole acting on solder and dis-

solving zinc. Perhaps several users may have noticed small

white and yellowLsh crystals on their petrol tubes and taps.

Has it ever occurred to anyone to find out what they are?

I fancy they are nitrates of zinc and lead, due to a certain

percentage of nitrogen peroxide in the benzole. I have not

yet tried the experiment, but I think if a strong solution

of caustic soda were added, and the whole solution carefully

re-distilled, the first results would be a purer benzole. After
treating the distilled liquid carefully with a dryer (sulphuric

acid or calcium chloride or dried copper sulphate) it would
be ready for use. We would get (1) a pure hydrocaibon,

(2) perfect combustion, and (3) no action on tanks. The cost

need not be greater than at present, as, if we take Economin
Company's pi'ospectus, we find they estimate to make benzole

for 5jd per gallon nett. Why not spend another 2d. and
turn out a purer product? We w-ill still have a fuel of

more power than the present one, and more powerful still

than petrol. I have tried pure benzole (benzene notified),

and have had much better results than either " motor
spirit " or petrol, with no crystallisation on my tubes after

standing for three or four days. I got a greater mileage,
viz., seventy-two on pure bejizole, sixty-seven on benzole
(motor spirit), and sixty on petrol. My .machine is a 4^
li.p. single-cylinder with sidecar, the roads here being
nothing but hills from 1 in 20 to 1 in 10. Perhaps some
manufacturers will try and experiment. If results prove
better there will surely be a far increased sale, as many who
use petrol now only use it on account of its cleanliness, and
beiau.se it does not act on the solder. I saw a new Alldays
\\lMMe the seams and joints were all gone with using benzole.

MOTORIST AND CHEJILST (Oldham).

Signposting,

Sir,—I have read various correspondence on national sign-
posting. Whilst giving attention to the open highways I

tiiink a few direction plates would be appreciated in towns
and cities. I have always managed to get into large towns
all right, but to get out is Like trying to get out of a maze.
Not many persons can direct you to a place twenty mile.s

away, let alone sixty, and even then it is rather puzzling
going down tram roads and keeping a look-out for, say,
the seventh turn to the right and fifth to the left.

ROLAND WARD.

Carburetters, other than Standard.

Sir,—I desire to draw attention to a matter, the serious-
ness of which will be well recognised by those concerned.
A large number of gentlemen in various parts of the world
order machines fitted with Binks carburetters, and we are
constantly getting letters from these gentlemen saying that
they do wish that we would supply the carburetter to
Messrs. , as they say the sole cliflnculty in delivering
the macliine rests with us, as they cannot get the car-
buretter from us. Now in several cases the nianufactnrers
are deliberately deceiving their customers, as they have
never ordered the carburetters from us. No doubt," fitting

a few odd carburetters does cause a certain amount of dis-

organisation, but we venture to think that they should
tell their customers the truth. Their idea, probably, is

that the customer will get tired of waiting and eventually
order the stock carburetter.
We trust that other gentlemen who have ordered machines

fitted with our carburetters experiencing anything of this
kind will acquaint us of the circumstances.

C. BINKS, LIMITED.
Ch.\s. Bines, Managins; Director.

Do Sidecars Skid?

Sir,—I do not know whether what follows will interest

your numerous readers, but during last July my wife and
I made a journey to the South and West of England per side-
car. Tile trip was very enjoyable bar tj-re troubles, such as
rips, cuts and punctures, but an incident occurred of which
I have tailed to obtain, to my mind, a satisfactory explana-
tion. It was when returning, and passing along a

Worcestershire road, it was raining at the time, when
suddenly the sidecar ti|_ ped up and I was thrown off the saddle,
and my left leg not getting clear of the machine, was
diagged many yards along the road before getting free.

Fortunately, neither of us was injured with the exception
of a fair amount of grave! rash on my right hand whicli
was cured in due course. The combination turned on tlie

grass on the side of the road a few yards from where I was
released, and my wife, being fully instructed, raised the
exhaust and stopped the engine.

Lighting up time on this date was 9-15 p.m. and the
time of our trouble was about 8-45 p.m. I could see dis-

tinctly a hundred or one bundled and fifty yards ahead

—

yet I saw nothing to cause the upset. I ought to say the
speed we were travelling was eighteen to twenty miles per
hour, and the road had undergone repair, perhaps a couple
of months previously, the surface being tar macadam. After
examining the wheel track.s, which were distinctly marked
on the middle of the road, I failed to discover any obstruc-
tion, and am still at a loss to account for what happened.

It will perhaps be as well to say our outfit is a 1912
Clyno and sidecir, coachbuilt, weighing together about
360, lbs. SIDECARIST.

Sir,—I read with grea£ interest the letter of Mr. J. W.
Newall, and I most certainly say sidecars do skid. I had
a very similar experience to his, which also occurred outside
a little town in Cheshire. I was driving a 5i li.p. and
sidecar, witli my brother as passenger, when the whole
turnout skidded across the road, missing a dee]) pitch,
luckily for my passenger and myself, but by only a few
inches. The roads were in rather a greasy condition owing

I

to the heavy rain, but the crown of the road was not

I
excessively high. This is my first experience of a .sidecar

skidding, and I sincerely hope it will be the last, as it is

not at all a pleasant sensation to see the sins of a lifetime

(although not a long one, fortunatelv) rise before ornv

JOH'N ARTHUR HALl

«3
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Bicycle as Sidecar.

ail,—Some months ago a writer mentioned in The Motor
Cycle that he had a "side bicycle"—that is a pedal cycle

minus the front wheel—attached to his motor cycle, and
that he was going to give it a good trial, and then he would
let us know how >t had succeeded. Although I have care-

fully kept a look out, I have never seen anything mentioned
about it, but hope he will let- us know how he fared, as

I am thinking of trying the experiment myself. CD.
^We saw such a contrivance on the road at Taunton upwards

of five years ago.

—

Ed.]

Large Wheels for the Colonies.

Sir,—Seeing a letter under the above heading in last

week's issue of Tlie Motor Cycle, page 1663, from Mr. A.

W. Hampson, of Toronto, advocating 28in. wheels for

colonial use, we think it may be of interest to him and
to others to know that we are making a sidecar combiiia-

tion fitted with wheels of this size specially for colonial

use, and that we exhibited this model at the recent Show
at Olympia, where it created considerable interest.

We quite agree with your correspondent that the larger

vvheels will prove an advantage over rough roads, and for

this reason we are recommending it not only for use abroad

but wherever roads have exceptionally bad surfaces.

THE SPARKBROOK MFG. CO., LTD.

Mudguarding,—A Problem o£ the Future.

Sir,—In your issue of the 4th inst. is an article on the

possibility of protecting the rider of a motor cycle in wet

weather. I therefore send you a photo-

graph of a splendid protection, put on
the market last month, in the form of

"Robinson's Registered Covercape."
This cape, which is mad* of high quality

mackintosh material, fits in a few
moments right over the handle-bar of

the bicycle, covers the whole of the front,

and at the same time fits round the
rider's neck and back ; it is held in

position by press buttons, so that in

case of a fall it would immediately
free the rider and he could not possibly
be entangled. There ai'e now several

motorists round Lowestoft using these
capes, and they are all delighted with
them, as they can ride in any weather
and keep their engine, ignition, belt,

and themselves perfectly dry. Several
motor cyclists have drawn my atten-
tion to your article.

LEO ROBINSON.

DECEMBER iSlJi, igij.

by pro\iding Hutchinson waders and other similar articles,

but this does not do away with the unsightly appearance
and inconvenience of wearing such articles. One calls on
a friend, but cannot present oneself inside the house until

one has gone to the labour of removing one's bespattered
outer garments, and then replacing them before continuing

one's journey.
I was very pleased to see that one firm at Olympia has

made an effort—and I think a successful one—in providir;,'

equal protection for the driver as for the passenger. In

the U and I sidecar the driver sits side by side with the

passenger, and has complete control of the machine from
under the hood and storm apron, not requiring to wear
waterproof of any description.

I have not had delivery yet of the one ordered at

Olympia, but I have ridden in one, and find it most con-

venient and to have every advantage claimed for it.

Judging from the number of people enquiring about it

at Olympia, I feel sure there must be many motor cyclists

like myself who are anticipating the pleasure to be deri\'ed

from the introduction of this sidecar.

ALL-WEATHER RIDER.

The Motor Cycle in the Army.
Sir,—^As the writer of the letter signed "Seven Motor

Cyclists, Territorial Force," to which your correspondent
"R.E.S.R." takes exception, may I be permitted to deal

with the matters he brings forward?
1. How does your correspondent make 8s. per day for

the motor cvcle, with Is. Id. lance-corporal's pav. come'
to 12s.

»

"
.

.

'

Sir,

—

Ec your leading article on weatherproiitnea-s Having
ridden to and from business, a distance of three miles each
way, two macadam and one tram set, through all weathers,

for four years, I claim to have had some experience,

and am of the firm opinion that motor cycling is still a

fine weather pastime. On arriving at business after a wet
journey I must spend an hour wiping the machine down
and drying the intricate parts, or else keep it thickh' coated

with grease, and not touch it further, in which case, after

two or three weeks, the mud and grit begin to work tlieir

way into the bearings, and proper lubrication of the bicycle

parts under these conditions is very difficult. In the spring,

on dismantling the machine, many nuts will be found to

have rusted up and become immovable, the enamel will

be chipping off, and the machine generally, will have
depreciated something like ten per cent., in addition to

the usual depreciation of a well kept machine. In addition

to these drawbacks there is the one of sideslips and spills,

which are unavoidable, and frequently run up a big bill

for breakages, and sometimes doctors' bill as well. So I

shall leave the winter riding to those with more time and
money tlian myself, and wait until a machine comes along
which can keep a straight line in grease and have a hose-

pipe turned on it once or twice a week. R 350.

Sir,—I read with much pleasure your interesting article

in the issue of the 4th inst. It is quite evident that no
progi'ess has been made by the makers of motor cycles in

protecting the driver from the weather.

The accessory maker has doubtless made improvements
B4

L. Robinson's " Covercape ' lor motor cyclists' wear,

2. The 1913 Manoeuvres were the third in which 1 have
taken part as- a motor cyclist orderly, so that I can claim

to know something of the subject. Your correspondent's

intelligence must indeed be of a high order if by merely

looking round he can find shelter for a motor cycle in a

blizzard on the middle of Salisbury Plain.

3. King's Regulations can be read in many ways—they

seem to be made with that intention.

I know during 1910 Manreuvres m-y machine was damaged
to the extent of £6 or £7 ; the War Office said that this

was fair wear and tear, and nothing at all was paid.

Does your correspondent think that it is exactly fair in

the case of a motor cyclist being killed on manrouvres (and

it is only the proverbial luck of the British Army which
has prevented this occurring before now) that his wife or

dependents should get a pension drawn up on the scale

of a private's rank in the British Army, which would, I,

believe, work out somewhere in the neighbourhood of five

shillings per week?
In conclusion, I fail to see how anyone could read con-

tempt of the'0,T.C. men into the letter in question. It^

was necessary to point out that these men could afford

to take risks, which men' in poorer circumstances (but other-

wise no whit inferior) cannot do. Otherwise it might have
been said, "The authorities always get plenty of men from
the O.T.C., and (hey never want to be insured, or make
any stipulation about pay or anything else."

Speaking of my Territorial companions, I may sav none
of them were .shirkers ONE OF THE'SKVFN
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A SPOILT
TRIAL.

Birmingham Club's

Cycle Car Trial aban-

doned owing (o Ihe

Trail being destroyed.

SATURDAY was the d.i\

of the Bivminghaiii
*-' Motor Cycle Clul/^

open cycle car and light en
trial, an entiy of twentx

eight having been received

The course was kept secret

until the start, the meeting
^

point being Rose Hill, Red
nal. \Mthin three miles ot

the start Beacon Hill, the

most seNere climb on the

course of thirty-five miks
(which was to be covered
three times), was encoun
tered, and in some respects

the proximity of this hill, i

on which the stopping and
starting test was held, to the

starting point was fortunate, seeing that bv the

time Tanworth-in-Arden was reached, the com-
petitors, who had several times previously gone
off the route and managed to regain the right

track, were utterly bamboozled by three arrows

The mcUc on Beacon Hill. R. Mundy (A.C.), followed by Dr. Ralliliurn

(5-6 h.p. A.C. Sociable).

J. Guilding (8 h.p. AUdays) charging the water-splash at the foot of Grimes Hill.

pMiniing in different directions, and there was
no othcial present to guide them. The trial was a

" non-stop " one, and after careering round in circles

the majority there and then decided to give up before

completing one circuit, and those who had come from
the London district made direct for home. The con-

fusion in the arrowing of the route was in no way due
to the officials, for the course was carefully marked on
Friday afternoon, and Mr. R. V. C. Brook, the hon.

sec, jr)urneyeil rouad the course again in the early

hours of Saturday to make sure all was well, and at

the same time laid a paper trail. He found several

arrows mo\ed and others missing which he reinstated,

but the mischievous persons (schoolboys were blatiied)

must have again interfered with the arrows, and a

strong wind blowing the paper trail about made the

confusion complete.

The course was exceedingly intricate, and passing

was impossible on many stretches. As for an average

of 20 m.p.h., it was practically impossible; in fact,

the honorary secretary told us as much before the

start.

Stopping and Restarting Test on Beacon Hill.

To revert to the start, Humphries, who had entered

hi.s four-cylinder four-seater (the chassis of which is

luider 6 cwt.), elected not to compete owing to a

liroken piston ring, and the remainder were despatched

at minute intervals from 9 a.m. \.Ve are able to give

the oflicial observatiDiis on Beacon Hill, which is a

moderately severe rise, rendered a good cieal more
difficult by deep ruts of clay which clung to the driv-

ing wheels with remarkable tenacity. The stopping

and starting test was held at a point near the top, half
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The only lady competitor in the trial.—Mrs. Powell who drove an air-cooled

8 h.p. Humbe:ette.

of the road surface at this point being dry, the other

half ver}' greasy and rutty.

F. H. Southam (Humberette).—Re-started well but stopped

higher up.

J. T. Wood (G.W.K.)—Ciond climb aud re-start.

H. F. S.' Morgau (Grand Prix Mtjrgan).—Good climb and

re-start. ~

J. J. Woodgate (Singer).—Re-started well but stopped

higher up.

Rex iMundy (10 h.p. A. C.)—Re-started well but stopped

higher up.

J. Woodiiouse (Morgau with Quadrant engine).^-Good

climb and re-start.

W. Guilding (AUdays Midget).—Good climb and re-^tart.

V. Busby (Morgan).—Good climb and re-start.

B. Buckman (Stag).—Good climb and re-start.

G. R. Day (Morgan).—Stopped before re-starting test and

again on brow of hill.

A. Milner (Calthorpe).—Broke differential pinion during

the ascent.

B. JI. Bailey (Crescent).—Good climb and re-start.

H. J. Miller (Crescent).—Stopped before re-starting test

Jlrs. S. P. Powell (Humberette).—Restarted after some

hesitation but stopped higher up.

H. Pearson (AUdays Midget).—Stopped before test owing

to slipping clutch.

A. Sale (G.W.K.)—Good climb and re-start.

J. Percox (G.W.K.)—Good climb and re-start.

JI. Anderson (Humberette).—Good climb and re-start.

F. Baylis (Perry).—Good climb and re-start.

W. Adamson (Adamson).—Good climb and re-start.

G. Hands (Calthorpe).—Stopped before re-starting test.

L. J. Walker (Crouch).—Claimed that he was baulked

by anoth-er competitor so long J;hat he withdrew.

The Averies stopped on the hill owing to the

gradient preventing petrol flowing into the carburettei

When Woodhouse stopped ijelween the lines his engine

was firing on one cylinder, due to a high tension wire

resting on the exhaust pipe. W. H. Egginton, the

official at this point, promptly used his pencil to lift

the wire off the pipe, when the engine iired perfectly

and the driver got away well. Query, would this

have been counted as an adjustment?

A Long Wait.

The officials had a long tiring wait for the com-

petitors on the second round, and no wonder in view

of what the competitors .were going through. The

e8
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course plotted was via Woodville, Lickey Rock,

Burcot, Cobley Hill, Rowney Green, Weatheroak

(check), Earlswood, Gorcot, Holt End, Beoley, and

Alvechurch. A water-splash near Weatheroak was

over a foot deep and caused some fun. The low-built

Adamson appeared to float tlirough it. Trouble even

on the first lap was not absent. We heard of two

punctures and two broken chains.

"No freak hills "or abnormal surfaces," the regu-

lations stated. Certainly Beacon Hill is not a freak

climb, but the surface at times is most abnormal, and

Saturday \vas one of those days. The climb was not

too severe, however, for we ascended it with con-

,summate ease on a new standard-geared Humberette,

passing several stranded competitors on the way.

Only four continued on the second circuit, and it

is doubtful whether they covered the course properly.

First, ^Voodhouse made another clean ascent of

Beacon Hill, followed fifteen minutes later by Wood-
gate (Singer), his water boiling and causing a stop at

the top of the liill ; then W. Guilding (AUdays), who

made a very neat climb, another long wait, and Busby

(Morgan) w-ent up well.

It was clear that something was wrong, and the

officials returned to the starting point to find a group

of competitors having given up the chase in disgust.

An Impromptu Event.

Many adjourned to the Bilberry Tea Rooms for

luncheon, where it was announced that in the after-

noon a to-and-fro race would be held on a by-lane

at the top of the Lickey Hills.

This impromptu event proved very interesting tc

participants and onlookers. Competitors were timed

L„. _,.

J Woodhouse and T. Silver on an 8 h.p. Morgan fitted with twin-cylinder

quadrant engine in the stopping and restarting test on Beacon Hill.
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A Spoilt Trial.—

from a line at the fuot of a rise about 60 yanls
long, and, after passing the flag at the top, turned
round and sped clown the hill again, when die time
>vas taken at the moment of crossing the line. The
'three-wheelers with no reverse gear had to resort to

skidding methods. Morgan shot up the hill, suddenly
ported his helm, and so caused the driving wheel of
his machine to slew round. He emerged from the

bracken with long streamers of grass and bracken
trailing from his machine—time, ^8s. Woodhouse
did the same thing, but reduced the time to jS^s.,
and won the 10s. lirst prize. After crossing the tape
he burst a front tyre, which came off and caused the

machine to wobble dangerously. Re.x Muncly handled
his four-cylinder A.C. very dexterously, and was first

of the four-wheelers in 42*^8., P. J. Evans (Cal-

thorpe) being next in 44%s. Other good times were
by \Voodgate (Singer) and Powell (Hnmijerette).

Subsei|uently a vote was taken of the competitors

and officials remaining__as to the re-run trial, when it

was resolved to hold the, event in January over another

course, most probably in connection w'ith the club's

open trial on January 31st, in which case the entrv

list will be reopened.

->-••«

J. Woodbouse (Morgan-QMadrant), the winner, doing a
skidding the reat wheel. Id the photograph the Iront 'yre
olT the rim. It burst a tew minutes later.

lightning turn by
can be plainly seen

Two Amac carburetters. On the left is the exhaust warmed
Douglas type while that on the right is the new lightweight model.

NEW TYPE AMAC CARBURETTERS.
A very neat little carburetter, on the well-known

Amac lines, has been produced to suit some of the
many lightweights now on the market. The main
jet is quickly detachable, and there are three sprayers
directly above it. The throttle and air slides are
similar to those on the larger models. Another very
taking tvpe is a special one that is being turned out
for Messrs. Douglas Bros., the outstanding feature of
which is the exhaust jacketed mixing chamber. The
jacket is cast with the body of the carburetter, and
is very neat in appearance. A special flange joint

to bolt to the Douglas inlet pipe is, of course, in-

corporated.

Amac carburetters are now so largely used that an
appreciation is scarcely necessary. However, w^e may
add that we have had excellent results from a larger

moiJel during the past year, both in respect to flexibility

and petrol consumption.

Group o[ Indian riders at Cape Town, "11 of whom are prominent motor cyclists In those pans.
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TIME
Dec. 18

„ 20

=, 22
.. 24

rO LIGHT LAMPS.
... 4.49 p.m.

4.50 ,,

4.50 „
4.51 ,,

Cycle Car Race.

The regulations covering the cycle car

race to be held in the Isle of Man on

September 24th next will shortly be

issued, and a sj)ecial sub-committee has

been appointed to arrange the details.

A.C.U. Spring One Day Trial.

The A.C.U. has decided to hold the

Spring One Day Trial on March 7th in

Yorkshire, a district abounding in steep

hills quite apart from the "freak"

variety. This event will be open to

motor cycles and cycle cars (A.C.U.

definition).

Police Activities at Epsom.

We understand that the police at

Epsom have become very active m
prosecuting motorists. Our readers are

advised to see that their silencers are

very efficient when riding in this district,

and that their number plates are well

lighted.

Roman Road Regulations.

It is int-eresting to note, in view of

tlie congested state of the roads in many
cities, that about A.D. 67 the Roman
road authorities did not allow slow

moving heavy vehicles to occupy the

main arteries of the city. These carts

had to be driven at night.

Military Motor Cyclists.

We have evidence that the Special

Army Orders of May 20th and June 29th

and "the Army Form B 210A are hardly

;icceptable to motor cyclists, and even

if they are, the recruiting is very slow.

.More than one correspondent has recently

jiointed out that the Army authorities

sliould make these conditions less stringent

and increase the monetary allowances,

otherwise the support given by motor

cyclists to the movement will be very

meagre.
We must say that we tliink the authori-

ties are expecting too much from a

class of motorist wl\o is not overburdened
with wealth. If they expect to have

the full service of motor cyclists in time

lit need they should offer better induce-

ments for them to volunteer. We are

the last to deprecate volunteer service,

but motor cyclists run a somewhat ex-

)jensive machine, and wliile legislation is

what it is in connection with- all forms
of pleasure motoring it would not be
a bad idea, if the autliorities really want
the services of motor cyclists, to exempt
all Territorial riders from taxation both

of the machine and the spirit used.

The Six Days Trials in 1914.

This event, fixed for July 5th to 11th,

is to radiate from two centres, ono^ in

Wales and the other in the Peak District.

The framing of the rules has been en-

trusted to a sub-committee, which will

bear in mind that special attention is to

be paid to the testing of brakes and
acceleration, with a view to improving
mechanical efficiency.

Permits Granted.

The A.C.U. has granted permits for the

following events :

January 7th.—Bournemouth and District

M.C.C. Open Tr4al.

January 17th.—Essex M.C. One Dav
Trial.

January 31st.—North - West London
M.C.C. Open 24 Hours
Trial.

February 14th.—Sutton Coldfield and Mid-
Warwickshire A.C. Open
Trial for Colmore Cup.

SPECIAL FEATURES:

A PLEA FOR CLEANER MACHINES.

ELECTRIC LIGHTING SYSTE vlS

EXPLAINED.

SOME NEW DESIGNS.

Result of Motor Fuel Competition.

Headers may remember that last spriiii

the S.M.M.T., Ltd., and the E.A.C
and A. A. offered a prize of 2,000 guniea

for the best suggestion for replacing ll

present motor spirit by a less costly in

produced from materials entirely avail

able in this country. Thirty-seven com
munications were received from eigh

different countries. The report of Si

Boverton Redwood is confirmed by th

Council of the S.M.M.T., viz., that '''

n;iii

of the applicants has .succeeded in dii

plying with the conditions." Unfiuti

nately for the competitors, certain ))"

cesses were necessarily ruled out owiii

to their being known prior to May 1st.

THE ABANDONED BIRIMINGHAM M.C.C. CYCLE CAR TRIAL.

Held up at the second bend on Beacon, Hill till the congestion in the stopping and re-starting section was over.

Tha competitors in the foreground are Baylis (Perry), M. Anderson (Humb3rette), and R. B. Adamson

(8 h.p. Adamson). The hill was too narrow for a stopping and starting test.
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Police Trap in Surrey.

\V;- are informed that tlie police are

TCiy active between Old Maiden and
Ewill, «lici-€ they have a police trap on

a str:iight open road.

A Distinguished Motor Cyclist.

Prince Henry of Prussia pmchascd
la£t week from "the N.S.U. works in Ger-

many a 2 h.p. N.S.U. two-cylinder light-

weight motor cycle. This machine, we
learn, is to be used by His Royal High-

ness for louring and )»leasure [lurposos.

Further Open Events in 1914.

Since the list of 1914 fixtures was

Imblished the following open events have
leen arranged :

Feb. 7th.—Middlesex M.C.C. Open Relia-

bilitv Trial.

Sep. 5th.—Middlesex M.C.C. Open Relia-

bility Trial.

A Bit of a Puzzle.

\Vc expected a good many attempts tu

solve the puzzle contained in the article

published last week, but were hardly pre-

pared for the shoal of letters which have
reached us l.>y every post since the notes

appeared. The correct solution will be
publislied in our next issue, and replies

received up to the end of this week will

be ronsiiiered.

Italian Flying Kilometre Record.

A £40 cash prize has been ofliered by
the Italian agent of the N.S.U. Go. to

the motor cyclist who covers a flying

kilometre on the road in 28 seconds

—

nearlv 80 m.p.h. The offer remains open
until" October 31st, 1914. The foUowiny
regulations nmst be adhered to ; The
record must be accomplished in Lom-
bardy. Four days' notice must be givoi

and "a deposit of £1 paid (which is not

returnable).

The Vanishing Motor Cyclist.

.\ nu->t(n' cycle ligures very prominently

among the "mysteiies" of the entertain-

ment at St. C^eorge's Hall, London. It

is intended as a demonstration of the

wonderful potency of what are called the

"D.D." ra.vs, whereby a fully-ecjuipped

2| h.p. Enfield and its rider are made to

lisappear in such startling fashion that the

astonished onlooker can only ask, " How
is it done'/" The trick appears sim|jle

enough, The motor cyclist rides up a

piank into a large packing case, open on

one side. This being clo.sed. the box is

then lifted several feet clear of the
ground. Then the "marvellous rays"
are brought into plav—a flash on the
case, and the sides fall out. The
motor cycle and its rider have both
vanished. Where or how? But that is

» mystery no less than the " timing " of

a Snrrev constable.

IT 'mm%
Dec. 26-27.—Motor CycliDg Club U ;uteL Kut

from London to Exeter aud Back.

26-27.—Brisiol M.C.C. Open 2 \ hour

Trial to Land's End and Bad;.

1914.
Ian. 1.—Liverpool .^.C.C. Open One Day

Trial

7.—Bounicinonlh. .M.C. Open One
Day Trial.

14.—A.C.U. Annual Dinner.

17.—E^sc.K M.C. Open One Day
Trial.

31.—Birmingham M.C C. Open Trial

for Motor Cycles & c:ycle Cars.

A novel electric rear light and number plate

illuminator marketed bv Benton and Stone

An Addition to the South Kensington
Museum.

At the request of the secretary of the

Board of Education, a Wall Auto-wheel,

attached to a standard B.S.A. bicycle

will be on exhibition at the Science

Museum. South Kensington, after the

middle of .lanuary.

Exhibition of Lantern SUdes.

T]n;_ilotor Cijde serjes of lantern slides

has been in considerable demand at

club evenings and social functions lately.

On Dec. 4tli they were used by Mr. E.

E. Beale at a lecture at City and Guilds
of London Institute; on the 10th by Mr.
Stead at Sedbergh ; and on the 11th inst.

by Mr. F. H. Dutson at a lecture to the
lieywood Municipal Officers.

A Sti'ange Exchange Suggestion.

The following interesting exchange
was suggested to one of our advertisers

who offered an Ariel motor cycle and
sidecar in our miscellaneous columns.
The offer was a level exchange of "a
secret racing system which cleared over
£1,500 in a year and a half," or, as the
applicant wrote in I'eply to the adver-
tisement, " .seventy-one winning weeks
out of eighty-two." " No tips or wires
required, and cycle to be carriage paid."
The offer was not accepted.

An Open Christmas Tiial.

The Bristol :\lotor Cycle Clubs' twenty-
four hours' Christmas open trial promises
to be well supported. Entries are coming
in well, and it is expected that nearly
eighty will start from the Queen's Hotel,
Bristol, at 5 p.m. on the 26th inst.

Among other well-known trial riders

both Frank Smith and W'. B. Ciibb will

take part, whilst another entrant will

endeavour to take a 2| h.p. Douglas and
sidecar through the 400 mile trip. Entries
I'lo.se to-day ('i'liursday) and may be wired
to -Ml-. 1'.' Oroiit. Keynsham. "Bristol.

Red Rear Lights.

Jjtroj)o< of the leai' light questU)n,

it is worthy of note that as far back as

April 7th, 1904. the If.A.C. Journal
quoted a case where a motor cyclist was
jirosecuted at Wallasey (Birkenhead)
Petty Sessions for riding a motor bicycle

without a rear red light. The magistrates
inipo.icd a Kne of 5s.. and the club there-

upon took up the matter, and contested

the decision, with the i-esult that the

magistrates wrote stating they had come
to the conclusion that the club's conten-
tion was right, and that a motor bicycle

only required the ordinary pedal liicvcle

light

Ignition on Indians.

Jlr. W. II. Wells tells us that it has

been decided to equip all 1914 Indians

with magnetos, including the Hendcc
Special, which, as our readers know, has

a starting and lighting dynamo.

The Rear Light Question.

The Local C.ov.rnnient Board regulation

on the matter of rear lights for motor
cycles is still anxiously awaited but its

publication cannot be delayed mncli

longer. iMeanwhile. owners of sidecars

are fitting rear lamps to their inachincs,

as most seem to agree that rear liglits

on two-track machines are desirable.

We are informerl on excellent authority

that the official L.G.B. order is

on the point of going out, and that

it is almost certain that there will be no
alteration in what we announced exclu-

sively ill these columns a month ago, viz.,

that motor bicycles need not exhibit rear

red lights, but that two-track machines,
such as sidecars, will, in future, .be re-

quiiTd to carr,y a i-ear warning light.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

BiR-MIXGH.\M Ori'in; Noth.—On several

occasions there have been allusions in the

press (mainly Tin Motor C'ljcle) to the

hopeless condition of that part of the

Coleshill-Stonebridge Road which had been
made and maintained by the Earl of

Aylesford, under an Act of Parliament
passed in the latter part of the eighteenth
century. Nearly a year ago the Auto-
mobile Association approached Lord
Aylesford's agent, and put forward a
scheme, which, being accepted by tlie

owiiei- and the county and district

councils, has resulted in the road being
put ill thorough order to be maintained
in future as a county highway. Consider-
ing the importance of this short length
of road as a link in the communication
between the north and the south and
west, the gain to motorists and cyclists,

not- to mention other traffic, will be con-
siderable.

Safi! Ro.U)s at NiiiHi'.—During the
past month the Association has got into
touch with a number of local authorities,
railway and other corporations, with
regard to roads covered \vith stones and
left unrolled until the next morning, badly
lit railway and canal bridges, and
dangerous cross roads, which could be
made much safer for night travellers
driving at reasonable speed, were the
corners properly rounded off. The Secre-
tary of the Association will welcome all

.

such re|iorts and suggestions, and take
the necessary action (hereon.

A type of rear light by H. Miller and Co. Ltd.

Birmingham. II Is of the acetylene pattern with
a rear red glass and a white light showing on to

the numbers. As we have already pointed out
there Is do need to Illuminate the front numbers
if a lamp such as the Miller " Reariitc " is adopted.
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AN ALUMINIUM SIDECAR.
Our illustration shows the Burnslev

sidecar, which is of interesting con-

struction. The body consists of a light.,

wood framing panelled with sheet

aluminium, behind which is a very thin

sheet of st-eel to prevent denting. A
feature is that the panelling is polished,

and because of the use of a special polish

the coating retains its brilliance in spite

of rain and mud—in fact, it can be
washed down just as a coachbuilt sidecar.

The chassis is stoutly constructed, and
is fitted with a large folding carrier,

below which pi-ovision is mad-e for a

petrol can and a fair amount of luggage,

, in addition to the space afforded, by the
top or folding portion. Several models
will be placed on the market, that illus-

trated being merely a model to show the
construction and general design. A
luggage gvid is a standard fitting on this

sidecar, which is made by the Burnsley
Motor and Aluminium Sidecar Co., 62,
liranstou Street, Birmingham.
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The Burnsley aluminium coacn built sidecar for fixing to the ollside 0/ the machine.

(1) Threequarter front view showing wind screen (2) Rear view. Observe the method of carrying

and side door. luggage and spare can of petrol.

M.C.C. London-Exeter and Back Run.
Review of Regulations.

The arrangements for the winter run
have been very tlioroughly carried out
by the club olEcials, and it now only
remains for the competitors to fulfil their
part of the programme-to ensure a most
successful event. We are glad to note
that special attention will be given to
the question of silence, and give belo\v
the special regulations issued.

SILENCER REGULATIONS.
When presented for examination by

the Judges, every machine fitted with
a cut-out, or other movable device for
freeing the exhaust must have the cut-
out, or other movable device for
freeing the exhaust, sealed with wire,
in such manner that it cannot be used.

Every machine will have to pass the
Judges for silence. Noisy machines
will not be allowed to proceed.

Machines will be subject to re-ex-
amination at any point of the course.

To avoid accidents and congestion, com-
|ietitors are requested to pass and re-pass
as little as possible, and to proceed

directly after signing on at the checking
stations.

Numbers nmst be obtained at the
Bridge House Hotel, Staines, not later

than 5.30 p.m., and competitors will be
-started in the order of the programme at

one minute intervals, in pairs.

The numbers, which are varnished to
exclude wet, must be fixed on each side
and not front and back.
There will be a stop of an hour at the

Angel Hotel, Salisbury, on both outward
and homeward run.

Chard Hill and Trow Hill must be
climbed witliout stops. Traffic stops,
though they do not count against a com-
petitor, must be reported to a respon-
sible ofiicial before leaving the hill. The
checker will not remain later than fifteen

minutes after the last man's schedule time.

A stop of 1^ hours will be allowed at
Exeter. Machines w-ill remain at the
Exeter Motor Company's garage, and
breakfast will be provided at the Bude
Hotel. Hot refreshments may be obtained
at the Mermaid Hotel, Yeovil, on the
outward journey, and arrangements for

AN ATTRACTIVE SIDECAR BODV.

A novel type of stieamljne sidecar body is tliai designed by P. J. Scarlaio, wiiich is made oi weJded

sh 'St steel on a wooden frame, and we understand scales only 45 lbs. finished. The mudguard is

Wo.thy of notice.

replenishments have been made with

Messrs. Schards at Basingstoke and

Messrs. Moffats at; Yeovil.
The course will be carefully marked,

but the onus of finding the way restf

with the entrant.

Competitors must sign sheets at start,

in and out of each control at the top u!

Chard and Trow HiUs, and at finish.

Competitors requiring accommodatioi
at Staines should write at once to Mr
James Brown. Hot dinner will be read;

at 6.30 before the start for those win

have arranged for it.

Eiders are warned to keep their numbei
)]lates clean, particularly between Salis

bury and the finish. Anyone found fifteei

minutes ahead of time at any point o

the route will be disqualified.

Starting Times.

The first competitor, H. Karslakc, thi

organising secretary, will lead off will

George Brough at 8 p.m. prompt, am
they are due to start from Exeter oi

the return journey at 6.50 a.m. Thi

first cy*le car driver (A. B. T. Bashall

Morgan) will leave at 9.25 p.m., and wil

be timed away from Exeter at 8.13 a.ni

With the exception of the team tria

the number of entries received for th'.

Exeter Eun is the largest secured in th'

history of this enterprising organisation '

The awkward turns will be arrowed b;

illuminated box signs made of three-pl;

wood ; the arrow will be cut out of tli

box and the illuminating agency will b

inside. Twenty-four of them will b

used. The order of starting will be moto
bicycles, sidecars, cycle cars, and car.'

The two first-named will probably b

intermingled to some extent. The M.C.C
has decided that all four-wheeled vehicle

shall be classified together for the pm
pose of this event ; in other words ther

will be no weighing to determine whic

are and which are not cycle cars. It i

worthy of note that any competitor wh
arrives at Staines on the return journe

after about 5.15 p.m. on the night c

December 27th cannot qualify for a gol

medal.

I; 14
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The Manufacture of Endless Rims.
An Interesting Process adopted by the Roman Rim Co.

IT
puzzles many people to understaiul
how the endless rim cuiistniction of
the Komaii Rim Co., Ltd., is canieil
out, and accordingly we made a call

on Mr. Dawes at the company's ofRce.s

at Upper Priory, Birmingham, to sec
if he was willing to enlighten us. Mr.
Uawes was most willing, and proceeded
to e.xplain to iis practically every pro-
cess, many of which we actually wit-

nessed.

It is perhaps as well to e.xplain the
usual method of steel rim construction
before dealing with the Roman process,
as it will form a contrast and show how
unusual is the construction of the latter.

In the steel rim construction a band of

strip steel is fed under a series of rollers

wliich gradually form it into the desired
shape and pass it out in a series of
spirals. These spirals are cut to correct
len.gth and the ends welded together.
This system gives excellent results in

))ractice, as every motor cyclist knows.
However, many of us have had badly
damaged rims when riding on rough
ground, and it is not uncommon to see
rims knocked altogether out of shape
by a comparatively slight accident. It is

claimed for the Roman rim that it is

absolutely rustless, and that it will

withstand any shock within reason with-
out losing its shape. In support of this

last claim, a rim was shown to us which
had been used by Mr. C. R. Collier,

and, though the tyre had burst when
travelling at 72 m.p.h. on Brooklands,
the rim remained a perfect circle but
proves the stresses it had witlistood by
the roughness on the edge from its con-
tact with riie track.

The Process of manufacture.

The first form of the Roman rim is

a circular disc about 2ft. in diameter
and "i-in. thick, made of a special alumi-
nium alloy known as Romanalium. This
is first of all formed into a bowl about
20jn. in diameter and Sin. deep, and
from this form is drawn out by succes-
sive processes to a cylinder about 3ft.

lou':,', lOin. in diameter, and iin. thick.

Five stages id the manufacture of the Roman
rustless rims.

Rings about 2-^-iii. wide are now cut
from the cylinder, and each of these is

a complete rim in chrysalis form.

Each rim, in turn, is now placed
between rollers on an automatic machine
and, the rollers being brought together
under a pressure of 1,650 lbs. on both
sides of the ring, expand it to a circle

A new lamp bracket supplied by Brown
Brothers Limited, designed to be attached
to the handle-bar of a motor bicycle for the

purpose of carrying the lamp and generator.

of much larger diameter and, at Ihe

same time, comijress the metal.

The ne.xt process is somewhat similar,

but the rim is given its first shape, being

made the correct diameter and having the

sides turned up. After this it is placed

on a very simple and ingenious little

machine which gives a lead to the edges

and so prepares it for the n*xt rolling.

Now comes the final process which turns

over the edge to its final form. The rim
is next checked and gauged and finally i.s

put into the lathe, and the edges of the

bead are made perfectly round and smooth
by a touch of a hand tool.

From this description it will be seen
that the rim is of a highly compressed
metal alloy and has absolutely no joints

;

also that each process is done cold so

that there is no tear of destroying the
nature of the metal.
The thought and money e.xpended on

the machinery must have been enormous;
indeed, we were told that though the

first machine was constructed in 1899 it

was not until recent years that the device
was perfected.

Rustless Rims.

Jlotor cyclists will realise what a bles.^-

ing it would be to have bright rims which
will not rust and damage tyres, and of

such a nature that even after severe
shocks they return to their perfect form.
We were challenged to smash up a rim
with a sledge hammer in ten minutes, but
as belter men have failed we did not take
it on. The rim of course can be sererely

damaged in this way but not broken.
We are informed that Roman rims can

be fitted by any manufacturer at 15s.

above the list price of the machine. In
the foregoing description approximate
sizes only have been given for obvious
reasons. It may be asked why the metal
(which is in its early stages approximately
the same size as tlie rim) should be i^
duced and then expanded again, but ii

is cla.imed that it is in this compressing
and rolling process that the rims obtain
part of their wonderful strength.

The Toronto Motor Cycle Club recenll.v held Iheir annual liill-ctinib al Hi'^h Park toboggan slides. The surlace was about three inches thick wilh loose sand

and the distance an eighth of a mile, with an average gradient o( 1 in 5.

the photographs show: (1) H. Kipp (7 h.p. Indian), the ultimate winner, near the top. 2) A competitor approaching the bad portion ot the hill.
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The Choice of a Cycle Car.
By "ROAD

THE man who has plenty of money, lots of leisure,

a keen sense of humour, and \'ery few im-
portant engagements may do a great deal worse

than invest in a rank bad cycle car—there are plenty
of them about, you know. The most enjoyable
month's motoring I ever had centred round the most
atrocious tricar that was ever designed. A state of
complete uncertainty as to what will happen ne.\t

furnishes a sportsman with a succession of the most
delicious thrills, and I was genuinely grieved when at
the end of the month that tricar dissolved into reHcs
of its_ component parts, and I could neither afford to
have it repaired nor to invest in a duplicate. Howe^'er,
the ordinaiy man has to take his motoring rather more
seriously. He is compelled to insist upon comfort,
economy, and reliabihty, and 1 should advise such to
study the records of those 1913 competitions in which,
cycle cars have figured. There are over one hundred
different makes of cycle car on the register, but the
solemn and earnest type of cycle caiist will ha\'e
whittled his interview list down to \-ery small propor-
tions by the time he has digested the aforesaid com-
petition results. The survivors, whose name, as I

iiave indicated, will not be Legion, will all show a

tolerable level of reliability, and the final choice must
depend upon the suitability of the several machines
to our individual needs, and upon questions of extra-
vagance or economy. As all the favoured candidates
mil evince very similar capacities in the way of speed,
climbing pace, climbing power, and petrol economy,
financial considerations must enter \ery closely into

our decision. *>

Depreciation.

Here let me say quite frankly that depreciation is

usually the heaviest item in a cycle carist's balance
sheet. I say " usually," because I have known cases
where depreciation was absurdly trivial. If a club
member, for instance, buys a sound vehicle, and everv
motor cychst in the vicinity sees it running daily, never
stalled by the road side, romping up hills, and
developing no unwonted noise or rattles as it ages, the

probability is that the happy owner will be embarrassed
by the number of pals who desire its reversion. Per
contra, a solitary rider who has few motor cycling pals

may have to unload through an advertisement upon a
stingy and sceptical public ; he will drop from 20%'
to 50% of his outlay. The good rider who owns a bad
machine, the bad rider who owns a good machine and
manhandles it, alike pay the penalty when selling time
comes.

But a glance down the ad\-ertisement columns of

second-hand machines will show that very low prices

are asked for many 1913 cycle cars, and in some cases

far lower prices were finally accepted, while in extreme
cases the machines remained unsold; this would apply
only to rank bad machines in rank bad condition.

However, we may cheer up as regards 1914, for the

bad machines have nearly all been eliminated by stress

of competition, the demand is growing keener, and
designs are settling down ; all these factors tend to

reduce depreciation losses to reasonable figures. Of
course, the genuinely successful cycle cars of 19J3
fetch good prices everywhere, as they deserve to do.

RIDER.."

Running Costs.

When we have narrowed down our range of selection

to the macliines which we can rely on selling should
we wish to do so, we must remember that the cost of

running depends on five main factors: (1) Luck, (2)

original quality, (3) .skilled handling, (4) weight, and

(5) simpUcity.

The first we must chance. The second we have
taken careful steps to ensure. The third we are con-

ceited enough to be sure of. The fourtli and fifth we
must now take into account. Ciiassis weights vary

\ery considerably. A stripped Morgan chassis with

the air-cooled engine scales a bare 2j| cwt. Many of

the "miniature car" type of chassis have a rare

struggle to get down within the 6 cwt. limit allowed

for the A.C.U. competitions; this is true of their

special light Brooklands models, and I know that .some

of their stock touring chassis considerably exceed the

Hmit. Other vehicles, loosely termed " cycle cars
"

in general parlance, have been known to weigh as much
as half a ton; and e\'en the Morgan, .when burdened
with coachwork de luxe, and a full kit of bulky acces-

sories, may be brought up to 7 cwt. All this weight,

to the last grain, makes its presence felt in the tyre and
petrol bills; and, other things being equal, the

economist must select the lightest machine that will

do his work, whereas the bijou millionaire may let his

fancy rove freely over e\"ery machine on the list that

will go, even though it should cost him 6d. per mile

to run.

The Economy of Simplicity.

The final factor is complexitv. We may reduce the

contrast to its extremity. Picture a belt-driven machine
with an air-cooled engine carried well back on an ash

plank chassis with wire and bobbin steering (though I

admit that such machines have yet to achieve real pro-

minence). It is plain that repairs and replacements
will cost a mere nothing. The .specification is so

simple that no breakable item is listed at more than
a pound or so at the outside. On the other hand,
picture a four-cylinder liijou car with a three-speed

sliding gear, etc., etc. The radiator is concertinaecl in

a collision ; the crankshaft is seized up through a lubri-

cating mischance, and strains or snaps half a hundred
tiny engine details ; the back axle is bent in a side-slip

;

and so forth. These thhigs may not happen, but then

again they may ; in four vears' running one of the larger

mischances is toleraiilv certain to occur. Or take
repairs or adjustments. Vou may not have the time
or the knowledge to do even-thing for yourself. It is

one thing to overhaul, clean and tune a single-cylinder

air-cooled engine, or e\en a V twin ; it is quite another

job to o\'erhaul a wee four-cylinder iiionabloc. The
path of the economist is clear, while the man who is

not particular to ^£^5 or ^10 on his annual outlay may
safely invest in the more luxurious specification, know-
ing that no accident and no repair can land him in

the huge bills presented to unlucky owners of big cars.

Expenses are proportionate to complexity and weight.

These- principles, coupled with a 'reference to the

annual margin available, and with a thorough digesting

of the i9r3 competition results, should easily solve

the |)roblem of selecting a 1914 cycle car.
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A Plea for

Cleaner Machines,

FOR the past tun years I have been allowed a

grumble on the subject of mudguarding and
protection of both machine and rider for winter

riding. Once again 1 am turning to my pet hobby,

. but this time standard machines have improved so

much in the matter of weather-proofness that my growls

are consequently greatly curtailed. There is, however,

still room for improvement in detail work. On the

whole, mudguards are wider, and are more frequently

fitted with side flaps of a sensible depth. There are

still a few manufacturers who dispense with this flap

at one of the most important points (inside the fork

springs), but the majority have seen the error of their

ways and have widened their forks so as to accom-
modate proper guards. Manufacturers do not seem
to take kindly to that excellent type of sloping flap

employed by the P. and M., B.S.A., Ariel, Swift, and

a few others, though those who have tried them will

seldom wish to be without again.

To avoid a pile of letters being forwarded to me
by the editor, explaining that I have left out the name
oi" the so and so, " which was undoubtedly the feature

of the recent Olympia Show," I should like to state

that examples have been taken here and there to

illustrate the type under discussion, and it wauld be

tedious and > unnecessary to

enumerate a list of machines
coming under each category. Still

further to reduce the postman's

load, I would add that machine^
as exhibited at Olympia are being

ilealt with, for I have no grumbles

against the many excellent

weather-proofing devices on show
(many of which I have tried with

great satisfaction), but rather

against machine designers who do
not fit them or their equivalent.

Accessibility Combined with
Protection.

Rear guards have improved
\ery considerably, and are either

\ery large and domed as on the

Premier and A.J.S., or ha\'e flat

wings to catch the mud thrown by

lielt and brake rims. A few machines, especially chain

ilriven ones, have side flaps for the full length of the

lear guards. It has become almost standard practice

to make some part of the rear guard detachable so as

to render the tyre and wheel more accessible, and many
and wonderful are the means employed. Except when
the wheels are of the quickly detachable type, the

whole of the guard behind the back stays should be

easily removable with the carrie^, for w'hen this part

merely swings it only renders one part of the tyre

MUDGUARDiNG—THE PROBLEM OF THE FUTURE.

In the leading article in our issue of December 4th, we
suggested some form of protective shield with a transparent
insertion, for use In bad weather. One of our artists has
put on paper what he thinks our idea would look like.

rather more easy to get at, imt dues not expose any
greater surface for handling.

Chain guarding has improved enormously, and it is

not uncommon to find the front chain running in an
oil bath. With regard to the total enclosing of the

rear chain, my views have been somewhat modified,

and considering the wonderful absence of trouble

experienced with the modern low speed chain, it is

rather doubtful whether the increased chain life

counterbalances the increased difficulty in reaching

or adjusting the wheel. Of course, the detachable

wheel gets, over the difficulty and the makers of such

machines as the Clyno, Lea-Francis, Sunbeam, etc.,

are to be congratulated on the efficiency of their

transmission protection.

Guarding the Belt.

Belt protection has not progressed nearly so much,
and this is disheartening, for if half the attention were

given to this subject that is given to chain guarding

we should not hear grumbles aljout slipping and break-

ing belts. Without raising the much-discussed trans-

mission question, I am one of that large army who
like a belt somewhere between the engine and rear

wheel, even if a chain be employed for the primary

drive. Belts are admittedly not

without defects, but, all the same,

are not nearly so black as they

are painted. Protect the belt

where it passes round the engine

pulley, and produce the front end
of the rear guard below the belt,

and belt slip disappears, except

under unusually severe conditions.

The Value of Undershields.
Long and comfortable foot-

boards are steadily coming into

fashion, and these form an excel-

lent protection from the mud
thrown up when the front wheel

passes through a puddle, but a

light, quickly detachable under-

shield as fitted to the Lea-Francis

front stand completes the job and
saves endless cleaning at the end

of a winter run. The same machine has a low guard

running across the front of the boards which forms a

good protection, and was among the four examples of

machines shown fitted witli large and sensible leg

guards. The mudguarding of the Scott is admiiable

in every way, and the Rex and Sparkbrook also shine

in this respect. Williamson and Douglas machines

were shown with realty complete front wheel

guards calculated to i)rotecl the rider in almost any
weather.

^^^"^^=:—
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A Plei for Cleaner Machines.—

In a very large number of cases fork springs have

been blacked. Here is a tip for tlie winter rider

wliose springs are

not blacked. Go
to your local
saddler and ask him
to make you a

leather cover for

each spring. First

cover your springs

thickly with grease

and then get the

cover firmly sewn
on and you need
not worry about

your springs for the

rest of the winter. I

have tried this,

with most satisfactory results, but would rather see

the springs enclosed by the makers in telescopic tubes.

The mudguard and shield on the

1914 P. and M.

TWO TYPES OF EFFICIENT FRONT MUDGUARDS.

(1) As ntted to the Matchless machines. (2) The Sparltbrook pattern.

J^'-C
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All practical riders will commend the increase in all-

black machines, though I was told at the Show
that agents do not care to handle them as they

are not sufficiently smart.

Surely this can not be the

case. For the all - black

machine usually looks infinitely

better than its plated brother

after six months' hard work on

the road. Another burning
ijuestion, which is at last begin-

ning to receive the attention it

deser\es, is the matter of

weather-proofing front hubs. All

those who ride hard in bad
weather know that hubs require

adjustment much too frequently,

but a few firms have made a

careful study of this point and mac"mncf"whichVx'tL'd°s"o°v1?

are turning out a satisfactory ""e belt pulley,

article.

Sidecar guards are infinitely impro\ed, and are, as

a rule, much larger

and better stayed,

and in many cases

ha\'e deep valances.

Though mudguard-
ing has consider-

ably improved in

the main, there is

still plenty to be
done, and let us

hope to see some-
thing approaching
perfection by next

vear. Ubique.
Foot protectors fltted to the A.J.S.

TWO TYPES OF LIGHTWEIGHTS FOR 1914-.

The 2 h.p. single-cylinder Iwo-speed Ivy with belt drive and four-cycle engine. The two stroke single-cylinder single geared Dayton—a real lightweight.

SOME OLYMPIA
Few would have Ijelieved that there was a less

number of motor cycles in Olympia in 191 3 than in

1 912. Cycle cars were also fewer as a whole,

though three-wheelers were five or six more than last

)'ear; but four-wheelers were fourteen less, for la.st

\ear ninety-nine cycle cars were shown, while this

year there were ninety-one.

The most surprising feature of all is that there were
nearly forty fewer sidecar combinations than in 191J,

when 132 were shown; but the number of detached

sidecars was very great.

Curious h.p. rating was another point, there being

E22

STATISTICS.
little attempt to explain the exact difference between

a 7-8, a 7-9, and a 7-10, or between a 5-6 and 5^2.

The ^Ys was equal to one-third of the whole number.

There were no less than 19 of i h.p., the other limit

was reached by a single " nine.''

In 1912 there w^ere 409 singles to 219 twins, 'ihis

>ear the twins increased to 250 and the singles (despite

the number of very low power) fell away to 343.

Direct belt dropped by almost exartly 100 from 411:

in 1912, and chain drive gained 25% from last year's

162. The three-speed gear has increased bv about

3°%.
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THE Motor Cycling Club's twelfth annual dinner and
prize distribution took place at the Trocadero
Restaurant on Saturday last. Those present num-
bered 137, and included several ladies. Mr. Charles

Jarrott, the president of the club, occupied the chair, and
the vice-chairmen were Messrs. E. B. Dickson, L. A.
Uaddeley, K. H. Head, W. H. Wells, and H. G. Bell.

-Among those who supported the chairman were Major
Lindsay Lloyd, Messrs. Robert Todd and T. W. Lough-
borough (A.C.U.), H. B. Karslake, Southcomb May (M.C.C.),
and V. T. Bidlake. Other motor cycle clubs were well
represented, and many had travelled long distances to the
function, notably the representatives of the winners of the
team triaJ, the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C., who were
there to take possession of Tlie Motor Cycle trophy. The
[irominent trade members included Messrs. J. K. Starley,
F. J. Jenkins, R. M. Brice, R. M. Banks, 0. C. Godfrey,
E. H. Mayes, and F. A. Applebee.
Following immediately on the toast of " The King," pro-

posed by the Chairman, Major Lloyd gave " The Motor
Cycling Club," and e.xplained tliat a club could even be
<oo popular, for it became a question of great difficulty
for those who wanted to join to enter its ranks ; that
position the M.C.C. had now reached- Wh^t they wanted
Avas an ever open door, and he thought that the executive
liad arrived at a scheme by which it would be possible

Hijor Ll"''"J/ Lio^a

to achieve this. Major Lloyd referred enthusiastically to
the " open road," and certainly there are no keener" ex-
ponents of it than the M.C.C. "The sporting nature of the
club was proved, said the speaker, by the increase iu
the entrants for the Exeter run ; his reference to what he
had noticed at previous dinners, viz., how bald-headed
veterans, without a shadow of shame, came to the dais,
to receive gold and silver medals won in competitions, pro-
voked much amusement. Major Lloyd concluded with a
word of praise for the M.C.C. organisation and the manner
in which the executive managed to run off all their events
without exceeding the legal limit—remarks which caused
a few merry twinkles in various parts of the room.

Only Two Speeches.
Mr. Charles Jarrott, who was welcomed with loud and

long applause, announced to the delight of all present that
there would be only two speeches. He continued by saying
that the M.C.C. undoubtedly held the premier position as
the sporting motor cycling club, the pastime was growing
and with it grew the'M.C.C. However, the limit had been
reached and something had to be done. Major Lloyd had
said that the executive had arrived at a brick wall, so the
JLC.C. had decided to adopt its usual method and climb
over it. (Apphiuse.) Alterations in regulations would
allow for this.

The Chairman's reference to the various important e\'ents
proved that he was closely in touch with them all. " So far
as the Exeter run is concerned," said Mr. Jarrott, " I feel
that a car appeals to me more forcibly than a motor cycle.
When I rode a motor cycle I was always kept so occupied.
Machines, of course, have altered a little since that time."
The popularity of the M.C.C. events is proved by the

following figures :

Enteiks for ExicTER Run.
1912. 1913.

Solo machines ... 64 67
Sidecar machines 68 100
Cycle cars and cars 31 64

Total 163 231
Mr. Jarrott said he welcomed the ladies who had graced

the proceedings with their presence, and said his opinion was
that the sidecar had much to do with the increase in the
number of entries in their various runs. He explained that
Mrs. Jarrott had been ill for some weeks and was not suffi-

ciently recovered to attend and present tlie prizes as usual.

» The Prize Distribution.
Then foflowed the prize distribution by the President : no

light task when the numbers are taken into account. Mr.
Southcomb May's task of checking the medals and keeping
all straight must also occupy some considerable time.

Mr. Robert H. Head proposed the health of their presi-

dent, and pointed out that they had a president who took
a keen personal interest in their doings. He asked Mr.
Jarrott to accept the sympathy of the members with regard
to his wife's illness, and expressed their regret that she was
unable to be present.

Mr, Jarrott, in replying, offered another cup for next
year's London-Land's End-London Hun.
The musical programme was of excellent quality, and the

whole proceedings, like everything undertaken bv the M.CC,
went with a swing. Although dinners are often wearying
owing to the duration and quality of the orations, that
criticism cannot ripply to the M.C.C. dinner of 1913, as we
have seldom spent a more enjo.yable eveniug.
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GORE PRIME MOVER.
Self-starting and Reversing Motor Cycle Oil Engine; Forced Gas Supply.

WE give below some particulars of a very interest-

ing motor cycle engine, which is on new lines

so far as motor cycles are concerned, but the
principle has been successfully tried on six-cyHnder
marine engines of no less than 1,115 h-P- One great

advantage is that it will run on paraffin. The engine
is controlled through its valve gear.

The mechanically-operated valves are of the usual
construction and bear on seats formed in the ^'ah-e

chamber. They are retained on .the seating by spruigs
acting on the stems of the valves in the usual manner.
The stems of the valves, instead of sliding in the usual
guides, work in sleeves or pistons, the latter also being
aiTanged to slide in the guides. Owing to the method
of mounting the inlet valves, the pressure in the valve
pockets cannot open the valves, but they offer no
resistance to the action of the cam.
The body of the gas-generating device contains two

cones and a fuel jet, below which is mounted an auto-
matic non-return valve and an adjustable needle feed.

The fuel pipe is attached to this body.
The action of the gas-generating device is as follows :

On opening the main air valve, the air rushes intothe
first cone at a high velocity, creating a vacuum below
the fuel jet and lifting the non-return valve. There
being a vacuum, the atmospheric pressure forces the
fuel through the jet. This fuel, on entering the gas-

generating body, is caught by the inrushing air and is

atomised ; as this air is at a different temperature
the fuel is also vaporised. This action is instan-

taneous and simultaneous, and this combination is

made under pressure.

Valve Gear Control.

Two cams are provided for each valve. The cams
form an inchned plane, giving a variable cut-off in either

rotation. The. engine is controlled by the valve gear.

Diagrammatic sketch of Gore engine nited to motor cycle frame.

The gas supply is independent of the cycle of

operation, therefore the power output is not limited

by the rate of speed of the piston. This permits of

an increased supply of gas under pressure to an engine

labouring under an increasing load, and at the same
time making the motor self-starting. As the rate of

the revolution decreases, the bulk of the gas can he

increased and so maintain a steady torque at a low

piston .speed.

All working parts are lubricated by air and oil in

combination under pressure by a device similar in

construction to the gas generator, the oil sump having

a capacity of one and a half gallons.

B26

As the engine is reversible, a fifty w-att genera-
tor furni.shes the requisite current for ignition and
electric head light. Ample supply of air for tyre

inflating and pneumatic brake is provided for.

The engine is said to work on any fuel fluid enough
without any alteration. This effectively solves the
fuel problern, which is of importance for military and
colonial work.

PISTON SPEED

Gore motor cycle oil engine : 498 c.c, two pistons, and two power
strokes par revolution. The diagrams show the cycle of strokes and the
power curves. There is a forced gas supply independent of piston speed,
and the consumption Is '45 pint per horse power hour.

The engine is geared down 4 to i ; the multiple disc

clutch acts on the crankshaft, and the clutch

control is by means of an inverted lever on the left

handle-bar. The pneumatic brake is brought into

action by an inverted lever on the right handle-bar ; on
top of this bar the engine control is fitted ; this small

lever starts, stops, and reverses the engine.

A NOVEL SIDECAR BODY.
We recently paid a visit to the works of the Light Car

Body and Fittings Co., Coventry, and saw. there a carrier

sidecar body of ingenious and unusual type. It was made
in the form of an ordinary boot, and it is interesting to

note that the linear dimensions are only five times greater

than the boot from which it was copied, though it looks
much more. As will be seen in the photograph on this

page, the finish is extraordinarily good. This body is made
without frame work by a special process invented by Mr.
H. S. Harvey. It is now on its way to Egypt.

A novel method ol advertising

—a sidecar in the form of a boot

made by the Light Car Body and

Fittings Co.. Coventry.
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A Premier Three-speed Gear.
No Do^ Clutches; Gears always in Mesh; a Smoolh-acling Plate Clutch.

DETAILS Oi' THE PREMIER COUNTER-SHAFT GEAR.

(1) Gear box part.y stripped to show internally toothed
wheels which iake the place of dos:s.

(2) Kick stavter and gear control. Note the first

spring touth in the quadrant.
(3) Exterior of gear box showing control levers, kick-

starter, and large diameter pulley.

FOR some time past the Premier Cycle Co., Ltd., of

Coventry, lias tjeen experimenting with a three-speed
counter-shaft gear, the construction of which is some-
what unusual and very neatly carried out, and from

a short run on a machine fitted with the gear we can testify

that the clianniiis of s|ieed is' wonderfully easy, and that the
gear box is extremely quiet on all speed,'*

On the layshaft are fixed three gear wheels, which are
in constant mesh with corresponding wheels, free to revolve
on the main shaft. Within each of these last-mentioned

wheels is an internally
tonthed ring, the centre
wheel or middle gear
taking its bearings on out-
side extensions of the
high and low gear wheels.
Thus a clear passage is

left inside the gears for
a small gear wheel to
slide oil the central
^quared portion of the
main shaft. This sliding
wheel takes the place of

the usual dog clutches,
and meshes with each of

the internally tootlied
rings in turn, thus lock-
ing any one of the gears
to the driving-shaft and
producing the required
reduction in ratio. The
sliding wheel is operated
hy a tubular sleeve work-
ing inside the main shaft
and controlled by suit-

able means from a sub-
stantial striking lever and
quadrant placed on the

Component parts or the Premier plate

clutoh enclosed in large pulley

light hand side of the tank.

The ratios obtainable are 5, 7^, and 13 to 1, and the box
.ran be fitted to anj- existing two-speed counter-shaft gear
Premier.

An Excellent Plate Clutch.

A jjlute clutch, having forty-five steel plates, is enclosed

witliin the 8iin. diameter driving pulley, and is actuated
by a rod controlled bv a quick thread screw. The plates are

of large diameter and the action of the clntch is beautifully

smooth. On the right hand side of the gear box, and
mounted within an extension of the casing, is a pinion and

quadrant kick-starter, the teeth of which are so formed that

there is no fear of them over riding. The quadrant when
out of use is carried clear of the pinion by the action of a

clock spring, so that no part of the starting gear is at work
once the engine is running.

A special 3^ h.p. njodel will be equipped with this gear,

and may be obtained with either chain and belt drive or

with chain drive throughout. The big 7-9 h.p. twin can

also be supplied with th,; new thiee speed.

The box which we examined, and from which our illus-

trations are taken, has bfen undergoing most severe tests,

and yet there are no signs of wear or damage. All the chief

features of the device have been patented.

The Premier Co. were among those firms who were quick

to take up the counter-shaft two-speed gear, so that it is

no surprise to find them keeping well up with the latest

practice. The new box should render a 3-^ h.p. Premier

and sidecar an absolutely " go anywhere " mount, with the

advantage of a medium ratio for moderately bad hills.

Sectional drawing of Premier three-

speed counter-shall gear showing

clearly the method ol construction.

L
J)
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Southampton and District M.C.C.

The annual dinner took place on the 5rd inst. at ScuUard's
Hotel, Dr. Alderson in the chair.

Cyclecar Club.

On Jan. 3rd there will be a run to Wisley (tea at the
?Iut Hotel).

Essex M.C.

A one day open trial will take place on January 17th.

For particulars apply to Mr. E. J. Bass, Bishops Stortford,

Herts.

Islington and District M.C.C.

The first annual dinner, concert, and jjrize distribution

was held on the 11th inst., at headquarters, Camden Head
Hotel, Islington Green, N. Mr. Lionel Harris, who was in

the chair offered a cup for competition. About sixty

members and friends were present.

Birmingham M.C.C.

The following are the most important club fixtures for

next year

:

April llth-14th.—Sangster Cup Run, - Birmingham-
Weymouth.
May 30th-June 2nd.—Lyeett Trophy Trial, Birmingham-

Land's End.
August lst-4th.—Birmingham-Edinburgh Run.

Leicester and District M.C.C.

The fourth quarterly trial for the Edwards Cup was run
off on Thursday, December 4th, and the results were as

follow : 1, W. H. Chapman (6 A.J.S. sc), total error 5m. 40s. ;

2, T. Green (6 Res sc), total error 5m. 31s.; 3, F. J.

Yates (7 Indian sc), total error 8m. 46s. ; 4, R. G. Wain-
wright (3^ Campion sc), total error 9m. 34s. F. J. Yates,
having done the best performance in the four quarterly
trials, holds the cup tor one year and receives club gold
medal. R. G. Wainwright receives club silver medal for

second place. W. H. Chapman receives a Jolm Bull belt

as first prize in the fourth quarterly trial and T. Green a
club silver medal. The club annual dinner will be held on
Thursday, January 15th, at the Saracen's Head Hotel at

7.30 p.m. The annual general meeting will be held on
Friday, January 23rd, at headquarters.

Public Schools M.C.C. (London).

The first annual dinner was held at the Waldorf Hotel
on the 12th inst. Major F. Lindsay Lloyd, R.E., president

of the club, was in the chair. After the loyal toasts Mr.
Clive Preen proposed "The Club." He stated that it had
only been established eight months and there were- already
tifty-four members, and many competitions had been held,

some of which were of a novel character. Each member
would find on the table a paper on which he would be
asked to make suggestions for competitions for the coming
year. Mr. E. M. P. Bnileau, chairman of the committee,
in reply, congratulated the club on its excellent officers,

and said how pleased he was to have followed the success

of the club during its first season, and that they liad to

congratulate themselves on the novelty of their competitions,

and the manner in vvhicli they had been run. A musical
programme followed.

At the race meeting held on the 29th ult., at Brook-
lands, A. .1. Luce (8 Zenith) was third in Class III., with
a speed of 56.97 ni.p.h.

B30

Hull and East Riding A.C.C.

The annual dinner took place on the 11th inst. at the

Loudon Hotel, Hull, when about forty members and friends

attended, foUawed by the distribution of the prizes won
during the year. The president of the club. Dr. W. H.
Coates, C. C, -occupied the chair.

Surrey M.C.C.
A penalty run will be held on Boxing Day, starting from

the Angel Hotel, Guildford, at 10.30 a.m. Route : Godal-

ming, Chiddingfold, Petworth, Dnncton, Chichester, Lavaiit,

Petersfield, Greetham, Farnham. The annual general meet-
ing will take place at the Angel Hotel on January 13th

at 8.30 p.m. The Marians Cup trial will be run off on

February 7th. *

Cheltenham M.C.C.
The last of the series of trials for the Williams Challenge

Bowl was held on the 13th inst. ; a prize was also presented

by iMr. P. W. Corbett for the best performance by an
amateur ; silver awards were offered for all who obtained

full marks and for the best performance with a single-geared

machine. The route included Dowdeswell, EUkstone, and
Birdlip Hills. The following were successful

:

Silver award for full marks.—T. R. Trotter (3^ B.S.A.)

and W. N. Tettery (2-| Sunbeam).
Prize for best performance bv an amateur.—P. W. Ford

(3^ B.S.A.) and W, H. Littley' (3i B S.A.) tied.

Silver award for best performance on single gear.—W. H.
Littley (3^ U.S.A.).

This results in a tie for the Cup, W. B. Gibb (2| Douglas)

and T. R. Trotter (3^ B.S.A.) standing equal.

A dance will be held at the Montpellier Rotunda on
Wednesday, Feb. 4th, 8.30 p.m.. at which the prizes will

be presented.

Members of the Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C.—winners in 1913 of

" The Motor Cycle " Challenge Cup in the M.C.C. Team Trial. In the foreground

are seen the cup and six medals which were presented to them at the M.C.C.

dinner on Saturday evening.
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I The Harley-Davidson Motor Cycle.
A High-class Powerful American Produclion. Singles and Twins with Loop Frames.

TWO TYPES or HARLEY-DAVIDSON MACHINES.
(1) The single-cylinder 6 h.p. model with chain drive, footboards, overhead (2) Valve side of the 8

inlet valve, and separate petrol and oil tanks.

THE firm of Harley-Davidson, whose
factory is at Milwaukee, U.S.A.,
is very well-known in America,
but up to the present we have

nly seen an occasional specimen over
here. All this is to be altered, however,
for the firm has secured premises in

Great Portland Street, W., whence it

will handle the sale of the tivo Harley-
Havidson models', the 8 h.jx chain-

ilriven twin, with or without two-speed
i<'-Ar. and the 5- h.p. single inclined
. ylinder, on which transmission is also

by chain.

The 8 h.p. twin has a capacity of

815 c.c, and the carburetter is fitted

lietween the cylinders. Two chains are

employed for the drive, both being on
the left side. The two-speed gear is

titled in the hub, anjl is, to all intents

LI lid purposes, a bevel type balance gear

(on the lines of the early quad .gears of

about 1900 to 1902). one of the large,

pinions being locked by a dog clutch to

produce the low speed action. This hub
illustrates the barrel of tlie hub being
cut away to show the bevel pinions and
the sliding portion of the clutch.

The brakes are a feature of the Harley-

Davidson models, and the 1914 brake
has a drum nearly 7iin. in diameter by

Jin. wide. These brakes have been in

use on all the three-wheeled delivery

Irncks made by tliis firm for a year, and

have given every satisfaction. The
brake band is operated by pedal, con-

veniently placed for the right foot.

Clutch Mechanism.

The clutch control is ai-ranged so that

it can be brought into action either by
a pedal on the near - footboard, or by
the clutch lever, operated by hand, also

fitted on the near side.

Another feature of this American model
is the folding footboards, which permit of

several different positions for the feet,

thus avoiding cramping on long rides.

These footboards are covered with rubber.

The frame is extremely strong, and
lined throughout with steel liners, and is

not designed in the usual manner, but

the seat tube and down tube are one
continuous member, passing right under-
neath the crank case : an extremely strong

method of building the frame. The
wheels of the Harley-Davidson are 28in.

in diameter, and the tyres 3in. back and
front.

The single-cylinder model, with the ex-

ception of the engine, is practically

identical with the one we have just

described.

The Tricar Goods Truck.

The three-whe.eled goods truck, as it

is termed in the States, is a type with

which British riders have not had very
much to do of late. It is a tricar wliich

h.p. two-speed model, which is on the same lines

as the 5 h.p.

can be fitted with a front seat for a

passenger or a box for carrying goods.

The frame of the truck is constructed

of channel steel, tapered fore and aft,

iind in it is fi.xed the bicycle minus the

front wheel and fork. The steering

details of this machine are excellent, and
although it is difficult to imagine tlie

revival of the tricar type of motor cycle

in this country, it is just possible that

Part sectional view ol the two-speed hub gear on the Harley-Davidson. The '.ever at the

end operates the dog clutcli.

Double band braise on the Harley-Davidson
models. One brake is o[ the Internal expanding
type, while the other is ol the external conlraciins

pattern.

as machines of the Jlorgan and A.C.
type give such excellent results, a con-

siderable measure of popularity may fall

to this model.
While on the subject of Harley-David-

.son machines, it may be interesting to

mention the history of this company.
The four members of the firm—three

Davidsons and one Harley—commenced
operations in a very small way some
years ago, and now have one of the

largest purely motor cycle factories in the
world, employing 1,500 hands, and in

1913 they manufactured 20.C'^C machines
and expect to turn out 25,000 in 1914.

We hear that it i.< the intention C'f this

firm to take part in British competiti'>n.i

in 1914.

n?t
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A selection of questions of general interest received from readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, EX., and whether intended for publication or not

must be accompanied by a stamped addressed envelops for reply. Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and on one

side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be marked " Legal " in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from

questions bearing on technical subjects.

Rigid or Flexible 'Sidecar.

I should be glad if you would
tell me what advantages (if any)

a rigid sidecar possesses over one
of the flexible variety, and which
type is the better for cornering.

We have rough roads in Victoria,

Australia, and opinion seems sharply
divided on which is the better type.

—

C.B., Victoria, Australia.

The rigid type of sidecar is now prac-

tically universal. It is simpler to fit and
lighter, and probably stronger for its

weiglit. It steers more easily and is

much easier to detach. It also allows of

a much more simple frame construction.

Its disadvantage is that on a. highly

cambered road the whole outfit has neces-

sarily to lean a little to one side. Taken
altogether, we should advise you to have
a rigid type of sidecar, even if your
loads are very bad.

Big Bore Twins.

AVill you please advise me
"n'hat advantages a 90 X 77^
side by side valve 8 h.p. engine
has over an 85 X 85 mm. model?
I understand that it is slightly

faster and runs more .sweetly.—E.B.

The 90 X 77^ mm. engine is designed to

run at a far higher speed as regards
revolutions per minute than the 85 X 85
mm. model. As the engine is essentially

a high-.speed one better results will be
obtained with it if a slightly lower gear
ratio is used tlian with the 85 X 85 type.

With regard to tire smoothness of run-
ning, we should not think that there is

very much difference Ijetween tlie two,
but, provided that it is not .over-geared,
the big bore engine may "perhaps be the
sniooth-er.

?

Fitting a Kick Starter.

I am desirous of fitting a

kick starter to mv three-speed

T.T. Roadster Triumph. Could
you kindly give nie^ any names
of makers of these, and would

you recommend such a fitment ?—C.P.

y\l& have never seen a kick slaiter fitted

to the machine in question, but provided
the clutch operating rod is not in the

^vay there is no reason why a kick

starting pedal connected to a free wlieel

sprocket on the back -wheel should not
be fitted to the back fork, though it

would probably disfigure the machine as

regards appearance. As you are probably
aware, tlie engine in question is fitted

with an admirable half-compression
device, which renders starting on the
low gear literally a matter of a slight

IJush, and ^ve do not tlunk that you
would find a kick starter any material
advantage on a. T.T. model. -

Automatic Inlet Valve.

I am writing as a novice to ask
if you would give me your
opinion of an engine with auto-

matic inlet valve, and would you
explain how it works? Tlie

reason I ask is that I have had offered

to me a motor cycle with an engine
witli automatic inlet valve, and as I

understand this kind of valve is not
as good as the mechanically operated,
I should be glad to know if this is a
drawback to my [purchasing.—A.C.V.

Generally speaking, automatic inlet valves
are a thing of tlie past, except for very
small engines. Far more jjower can be
obtained .with mechanically opera-ted inlet

valves, and a better range of engine
speed. For ea.sy starting, witli aii auto-

?

matic valve you require a weak spring,

but for power and pace a strong one is

wanted. Thus it is obviously impossible

to combine both virtues hi one spring.

At the same time quite good service

may be obtained with an engine fitted

with an automatic inlet valve, especially

if tiie engine is not large. The action of

the valve is governed by the suction of

the piston, which causes it. to open, and

the spring closes the valve wlieu the

piston has" reached tlie end of the stroke.

Dressing a Slipping Clutch.

I liave experienced a good deal

of trouVile with the clutch on my
1913 8 li.p. machine. Leather

wore „very quickly, and 1 liave

\\:>w tull^tituted Ferodo, wliicli

o|urated very well at first, but witli

time the surface became very liard.

Ferodo is undoubtedly the best

material, but owing to its great strength

and hardness will .stand a much greater

pressure. So I am fitting a much
larger additional spring to the clutch.

I .'Isoiihl also like to know if there

is a suitalile dres.sing for Ferodo, to

]iievLiit .^lipping. Up to the present

I have applied varnish and resin.—C.H.
Tlie dressing of resin and varnish, which
yon say you are using to dress your
Feiodo clutch, is about as bad a sub-

stance as you can possibly use, and is

bound to make the . clutch very hard
and very fierce, with the result that slip-

]3ing is bound to occur very sliortly.

Ferodo should be dressed with ordinary
engine oil ;ind only requires a few drops
a week. ^ ou will find in. all probability

that it will lie necessary for you to scrape

the surface of your clutch in order to

remove all traces of the varnish and
Tesin before vou can get good results.

' LOOKING back:
A NE^V FEATURE.

In the course of our work ^^ frequently have occasion to refer back '0 old numbers of " The Motor Cycle," and invariably

find our excursion into the past a task 0/ extreme interest. These old numbers extend back o^er a period of more than ten years, and it is only by a perusal

of these past volumes that it is realised vividly how complete a history of the motor cycle movement our pages provide. And if a perusal of the doings of

the "obi brigade" are of interest to ourselves, who live and move and have our being among .motor cycles and those interested therein, and thus may he

said to be taking a " busmen's holiday " by such dips into the past, it has occurred to us that our readers may also like to share in the pleasure. We there-

fore propose for the next few months to review briefly week by week the position of the motor cycle in the corresponding week exactly a decade ago. The

comparisons and reminiscences will, we feel sure, prove of absorbing interest alike to new motor cyclists as Well as rider? of the old brigade. Valuable old

prints will he used for Illustration purposes.
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"Hbe Binninobam S)ail^ nDail"
(Deo. 8th 1913) I

states with regard to the new

LODGE
WEATHER-PROOF PLUG
"Very effective in every way,
and certainly the only real

water-proof plug I have yet

come across."

—Fipe-proof. Shock-proof, and Weather proof—

No screw terminal. All high-tension metal
pans completely enclosed and protected from
wet and mud. The ideal plugformotorcycles.

Price O/"" each
(copiiplete with quick detachable cable connector,

as illustrated).

Showing quickly de-
tach-ible and insu
lated cable terminal
in position, overlap-
ping plug insulator.

Note how convenirn'ly
spark nay be tesied by
raisi ig insulated terminal
from plug.

Illustrations actual size.

THE
1914 LODGE PLUG LIST IS NOW READY.

LODGE SPARKING PLUG CO., LTD.,
BIRMINGHAM.

RECORDS GALORE
WITH THE

SENSPRAY
CARBURETTER

Riding a 3^ li.p. Rudge at Brooklands on Thurs-

day, Nov. 20th, Messrs. C. G. Pullin and T. E.

Greene established 19 RECORDS as follows:

250 miles . . Mr. C. G. Pullin .

300 miles . . ;, „
350 miles.. „ „

Mr. T. E.Greene.

. CandD .. 411 2?

. CandD.. 5 1 22^
CandD .. 5 5136).

400 miles

Shcurs

6 hours

7 hours

CD&E
CandD

64121)
298 m.

1,020 yd

358 m.
1,106 yd.

419 m.
823 yd.

This also beats Cass E Records .for 8. 9, and 10 hours

M.P.H.
59-75

59-72

59-72

59-79

. Mr.C.G. Pullin .

, CandD

Mr.T. E.Greene.. CD&E

59-71

59-77

59-92

7 HOURS AT 60 iVIILES PER HOUR
CHARLES H. PUGH, Ltd., Whitworth Works, Birmingham

Mr. Max Heinzel, riding a 2 h.p. N.S.U. at

BROOKLANDS, on Weifnescfay, Nov. 26th.

established the following RECORD :

Class A, 3 hrs.,135 m. 1101 yds. 45*21 m.ph.

Lieut. Stewart, riding a 2f h.p. N.S.U. at BROOK-
LANDS, on Thursday, Nov. 20th, made the

following RECORDS:

8 hours, 328 miles 184 yds.

9 hours, 369 miles 1454 yds

350 miles, 8 hours 34 min. 4:s.

ALL FITTED WITH THE SEKSPRAY.

[n at'iv(:riiig llitu: ad r''rli.-r -Ncnli il ;,. i/i'.-irfi''li 1/ iiirnl'iiu 7'//i Uo'-.;' ''irh A31
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There is nothing to compare with these Machines for 1914 " The Molor
Cycle" of Dec I Ith, says re the Sullon Coldfield trials on Dec. 6ih

The fastest time in the speed test was made by V. Busby on
a 1914 model 3| h.p. Sunbeam, and he wins the SUTTON
CUP." and
" Watson's (6 h.p. and sidecar) performance in the flexibility

trial was a particularly fine one."

Write for 1914 Catalogue to—

JOHN MARSTOX, LTD.,
11, SUNBEAMLAND, WOLVERHAMPTON.
London Showrooms: 57, Holborn Viaduct, E.G., and 157-158,

Sloane Street (dose to Sloane Square), S.W.

N.S.U. RECORDS
On November 20th, Lieut. R. N. Stewart, rid-

ing a two-cyl. N.S.U. (54-1 X 75 mm.=349 c.c),

established new records in Class B for the following

distances and times :

350 miles . . 8 hrs. 32 min. 44 sec.=41.0l m.p.h.

8 hours .. 328 miles 184 yards=4 1.00 m.p.h.

9 hours .. 369 miles 1,454 yards= 4 1.09 m.p.h.

Of this performance, "The Motor Cycle," 27th Nov.,

says: "This ride was noteworthy as it was a genuine

amateur attemot to verify Stewart's ability to ride nine

hours at Brooklands to settle a sporting bet made by

Stewart with his fellow officers in his regiment. He
had no trade assistance whatever, and had his own
orderly and servant to assist him. He ran most

consistently from start to finish, and would doubdess

have done much better but for the very high wind

which prevailed all through the ride.
'

THE N.S.U. MOTOR Co., Ltd.,

On Nov. 27tb, Mr. Max Heinzel, riding

a 2 h.p. N.S.U., at Brooklands, accom-

plished the following fine performance :

3 hrs.- 135 miles- 1,101 yards

averaging

Over 45 miles per hour.

MODELS FOR l914

31^ h.p. 6-7 h.p. 7-9 h.p.
Twin-cylinder, 498 Twin-cylinder, 830 Twin-cylinder, 99 S

CO., two-speed gear cc,chain drive.lhree- cc, chain drive,

and free engine, belt speed countershaft thrae-speed counter-
. drive. sear. 26in. by 2iin. shaft gear, 2Sin. by

tyres. ' Sin. tyres.

Offices and Showroams : 186, Great Portland Street. London, W.
Goods and Repairs: 83 = 85, Bolsover Street. London. W.
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A daring teat during the performance of the

KteiD troupe.

Carburetter Adjustment on a Big Twin.

I ride a 6 h.p. 1911 twin with
B. and B. carburetttn' and side-

car attached, and I find that I

cannot open the air at all except
at very high speeds, i.e., about

40-50 m.p.h. For all ordinary running,
from 7 m.p.h. to 20 or so, I have the
ail lever closed and ride on the gas
lever, and even at 30 m.p.h. do not
open the gas more than a quarter. On
any stiff rise, such as the Macclesfield-
Bu.xton Road, over the Cat and
Fiddle, I can take sidecar and passen-
ger up on top gear (N.S.U. two-speed)
with gas about half open and no air.

Tlie cycle, sidecar, passenger, and self

weigh something over 500 lbs, I have
never cared to run "all out," as the
s[iLed gets too much of a good thing
on bumpy roads, even with gas half
uuL. As my benzole consumption is

ab.iut 50 60 m.p.g. only, it seems to me
that the cai-buretler is at fault,

although it is very handy—picks up at
(iiiL-e and is easy to control. At the
same time for traffic it seems a little

too powerful. When running slowly
on little gas only the r*ar cylinder
fires; it seems that what is too thin

a mixture for the front cylinder is all

right for the rear ohe.— X<".iS.G.

It seems as if one of the following
tr-oubies occurs : (1.) The jet you are using
is too small, dr, contrariwise, the main
air inlet is too large. An air funnel
around the jet is the remedy in the latter

ca;c. (2.) Air is bjiiig sucked either in

the neighbourhood uf the rlides or tome-
vvhere in the induction pipe. (3.) If the
j«t is large a small particle of grit or other
toreigu matter may have become wedged
in the orifice, thus reduuiug the amount of
pei.rcjl that passes tluinigh it, and so"
minimising the amount of ga, that the
engine will not take any air. This,
however, seems very improbable, since
you clearly stale that you can attain ii

speed of over thirty-live miles an hour,
also your petrol consumption is large
enough to eliminate the possibility of
your running on a small jet. Therefore
we come to the conclusion that there is

an air leak in your carburetter or in-

duction pipe, yet at the same time it

must be fairly miiuito, otherwise the
engine would not pull so well on hills.

The fact that only the rear cylindi r

fires when the engine is running slowly
may be due to several things—either the
contact points on the magneto are dirty

and should be polished, or the sparking
plug points of one cylinder are foul or

lune too wide a- gap. What this seems
to point to is that the air leak takes
place where the induction pipe joins

the front cylinder, and this air leak

would naturally prevent your opening the

air lever when running at medium speed.

that the platinum points did not scjjarate

((jually tor each cvliodei, and that wlieii

breaking for the front cylinder there was
not .sulhcient clearance, and contequently
no spark at the plug at low speeds. 1

removed tlie metal bloc!; inside the con-
tact breaker ring that operates the front
cylinder and placed beneath it a piece
of thin brown paper, screwed it again
in place and tlie dilHculty at once dis-

appeared. Unless the armature and the
contact breaker ring are absolutely dead
< outre this difticnltv will ari'c. A hair's

thickness will make all the dilference
to sparking at low speeds. This often
accounts for dilHciilty in starting, I think.—'IwiN Sr.\BK.

READERS' REPLIE,S.

A Curious Complaint.

1 should like to advise "E.M." (who
writes in Tlie. Motor Ci/cle of November
27th) to take out his e.xhaust valves and
carefully to examine the cylinder [eat-

ings for cracks facing the jjiston. The
running of his machine fits my own case

and another here exactly. In both cases

it was found to be cracked seatings in

botli cylinders. The machines are the
same year and make, excepting these are
7 h.p. The reason of this wholesale
cracking is very simple, I think ; the

exhaust valves practically overlspping the
piston top, there being next to no wall
in between.—J.T.

Air Leaks.

Your correspondent " Twincy
issue of Dec. 4th, like others
perienced difficulty in getting the front
cylinder of his 6 h.p. twin to fire at less

than about 20 m.p.h., and many sugges-
tions have been brought forward at differ-

ent times as to the' cause. Some time ago
I experienced the same trouble, and
although the magneto had been over-
hauled by the makers the trouble con-
tinued. After much research I discoverec

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" C. Cook" (Leeds).— 1- fficiency of the

Levis and Connaught maclunes.
F.H." (Lower Walton.)—Oildag in

motor cycle engines. _ Douglas in par-

ticular.

"J.A.D." (Essex).—Armstrong and
ot'icr three-speed hubs tor a 6 h.p. twin
nnd 3^- h.p. single.

••H.W." (Gla gow).—5-6 h.p. Clvno
sidecar combination, (jeneral reliability,

consumption, and durability.
"A.A.B." (Finehley).—Running costs

for about 5,0C)0 miles of a 2| h.n. twin
motor cycle, e.-pecially the Douglas;
everything included.
"A.R." (Hidl).—Duo cycle car, 1913.

Reliability, petrol con.?uniption, speed,
whether able to keep the road at high
speed, repairs, and wear and tear.

m your
has ex-

We have letters from the following
readers unaccompanied by stamped
addressed envelopes. If the senders will

forward envelopes in accordance with our
regulations their queries shall have atten-
tion : W. C. Pepper (Liverpool), J. Hanoer
(Barry Dock), J. F. Sutcliffe (Little-

borough), B.G.L.G. (no address), Thos.
Miller (Duns., N.B.), and V. D. Dennis
(Uppiiigliam).

' A group of notJr cyclist Irioli riders, tiie Klein family, who are now appeariai; at t^e Alha;nbra

Tiita re, Lricester Square. The lightweight N.S.U. used by the troupe has to wilbkland exceptionally

roujn treatment.
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A Spring Fork Improvement.

This fork is of the well-known Druid
tjjpe, but the upper links A are designed
to afford a slight longitudinal movement
in addition to the ordinary up .and down
motion. Each link is pivoted at B

.

to the ball head clip, and at C tc the-

fork girder, and comprises two telescopic

parts D E, con-

nected by a ten-

sional spring P.

It will be readily

seen that this

construction affords the advantage stated,

whilst in case of fracture of the spring

F the link may be rendered rigid ' by
tightenrng up the locking ring G ag'ainst"

the outer telescopic member D, which
will draw the inner member E- to its

limit position against the stud H.—0.

Filkin, No. 23,400, 1912.

An Outside. Flywheel Engine.

To overcome the chief objections to^

engines of this type, this inventor locates

the flywheel in a special housing, whirh-
carries the engine attachment lugs. The,
flywheel tlierefore lies in the central
plane of the machine with the cylinder
on one side and the pull?"y on. the other.

The flywheel is therefore ont of the .way
of darnage in the event of a side-slip,

and cannot throw mud and oil. Further,
the air supplied to the engine passes
through the housing in order that it

may be purified by centrifugal separa-
tion. As the air is rotated rapidly in

fj^OTl^IUI

Eric, w WALFoiw.faPA

the flywheel housing, dust, etc., is thrown
outwards and passes away through out-

lets in the flywheel housing. Various
bearing arrangements of the crank
chamber are described. There may be
oiie bearing between the crank and the

'

pulley, or one on each side, as shown,
and there may be a third on the outer

."ide of the flywheel housing.—J. E. Wilks,
No. 6.988, 1913.

A Cylinder Priming Arrangement.

The ordinary injection tap in the
cylinder head has the disadvantage, when
used with a flat top piston, that a
relatively large amount of petrol has to

Carburetter Atomisers.

The price of the motor cycle "Vapo"
atomiser, which was described in our
last issue, is 10s. 6d.

Well-known Rider's Appointment.

Arthur G. Fenn, who has been so well
known as a competition rider on Humber
and B.S.A. machines in the past, has been
appointed sales manager to the Dew
Engineering Co., Eynsford, Kent, makers
of the D.E.W. cycle car.

Tyres in Ireland.

The Spencer-Moulton depot of 19, Crow
Street, Liverpool, is being closed down,
and the makers of this well-known tyre
have appointed Mr. C. E. Jacob, of

Dublin, Belfast and Cork, to be their
managing agent in Ireland.

The G.N. Cyclecar in Spain.

In a recent Reliability Trial held by
the Moto Club Deportivo in Spain, Senor
J.Teixido, driving a G.N. , secured a gold
medal. It is interesting to note that he
only took delivery of his machine the day
before the trial.

Company Report.

The directors' report of the Palmer Tyre
Limited, for the twelve months ended
Sept. 30th, is to hand.
The 19th annual general meeting of the

company will be held at the offices, 106,

Cannon" Street, E.C., to-day, the 18th
inst., at 2 p.m. The accoonts show a

profit for the year of £13,044 2s. 8d.,

to which is to be added the balance
brought forward from last year'—£365
13s. 5d., making an available total .of

£13,409 163. Id. The directors recom-
mend a dividend at the rate of fifteen

per cent, per annum, and to carry for-

ward £3,000 to -reserve.

A36

Montgomery Sidecars in London.
Owing to tlie greatly increased demand

for jNIOntgomery sidecars ni the London
district, this firm will shortly be making
arrangements with the principal agencies

to carry a stock, of their sidecars. In
the meantime Mr. A. P. Rey, of Grea.t

Portland Street^ has a selection of

Montgomery sidecar models in stock.

Auto-wheels in America.
A. L. Garford, who some years ago

was a large saddle manufacturer in

Ohio, but who has more recently been
engaged in motor car manufacture, has,

we hear, acquired the sole rights for the

United States of America of the well-

known Wall Auto-wheeis, and will

shortly commence making them in

quantities in Ohio.

American Duty Tariffs.

Messrs. Davies, Turner and Co., Ltd.,

52, Lime Str-eet, London E.C., who are

foreign carriers, inform us that they are

still receiving enquiries from motor cycle

makers and others concerning the new
American duty tariff which shows that
there are still many business firms

unfamiliar with the duties payable. The
firm still have a number of copies of a
leaflet which gave particulars of these

new duties on motor cycles, etc., and
will send one to anyone interested so

long as the stock lasts.

DECEMBER iSih, igi^g..

be injected before enough of it runs
around the sides to free the piston. By
the construction illustrated the injection

orifice A is situated at some distance
down the cylinder wall, so that the fuel

injected comes directly upon the side

of the piston.- A cut-off' tap is fitted

at B.—Soc. Anon., H. and A. Dufau,x
et Cie., No. 5,882, 1913.

A Wire and Rnbbei Belt.

Instead of a core of canvas and a
rubber casing this belt is formed of

helical wire coils A,
surromided by a
rubber casing B.
In addition, the
actual core of the
belt -may be Avrapped
in a canvas sheath
C—J. P. Higgins,
No. 2^,317, 1912.

The Stag Cycle Car.

The Stag Co. inadvertently made a
slight omission in giving us the price o-f

the Stag cycle car described' in last week's
issue of Tlie Motor Cycle. With spare

wheel and' cape cart hood the complete
price is £95 lis.

Catalogues Received.
" Hutchinson Tyres, 1914, for Motor

Cycles and Cycle Cars." An illustrated

booklet of all the Hutchinson specialities,

including a full range of clothing.

" J.A.P. Models, and List of Some
Successes gained on J.A.P. Models."
(Messrs. J. A. Prestwich and Co.,
iSlorthumberland Park, Tottenham, N.)
A well illustrated catalogue of all the
latest J.A.P. engines with diagrams -

showing the new system of lubrication,
etc.

Ariel motor cycles are splendidly de-
scribed in an attractively got-up cata-

logue, which reaches us from Ariel
Works, Bournbrook, Birmingham. In
addition to well illustrated descriptions

. .

of the 1914 models, many intticaiuig
'

photographs are given of events during
1913 in which- Ariels have figured
successfully.

Messrs. Wait and Co., Ltd., Belgrave
Gate, Leicester, send us a catalogue of

the well known Clyde motor cycles, "svhich

are made in three models tor 1914, viz. :
'j.

2| h.p. single, 4 h.p. single, and 5-8 twin.

Mr. Wait is one of the pioneers of the
motor cycle movement, and, we believe,

was the first manufacturer in this county '

to standardise magneto ignition on motor
cycles. It follows, therefore, that great ^

experience goes to making the late-st f

Clyde a thoroughly reliable and work- ',

manlike machine.
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The CRACK SIDECAR OUTFIT for 1914.

A BRIEF PERUSAL
of the specification of this model will prove that it is superior to anything

ever yet attained in motor cycle design.

Three-speed countershaft gear box; silent chain drive, embodying shock

absorber ; metal to metal clutch ; an effective system of lubrication to

engme, chassis, gear box and clutch ; kick starter ; foot operated internal

expanding brake on back wheel ; car tyres all round, specially heavy on
driving wheel; large pan seat, etc.

Send a Postcard to-day for Art Catalogue, and learn all about this magnificent motor ci,cle.

Sole Manufactarers:

H. COLLIER & SONS, LTD., Plumstead, LONDON, S.E.

D
'7! nn-iwerrnr/ this advcrfiitemeiit it i-< ilr.iiidh/e to meiitinn " Tfn- Mulor Oyrle." A^7
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A.B.C.
Motor Cycle Engines.

•T'HE 31 h.p. Roller Bearing, Twin-
* cylinder,horizontalIy opposed A.B.C.,

with automatic lubrication, will give you

GREATER COMFORT.
MORE POWER,
MORE SPEED,

and its splendid finish will put your

machine in a class quite by itself.

WRITE FOR' BOOKLET.

A.B.C. ROAD MOTORS, Ltd,,

Brooklands, Byfleet,

SURREY.

WRITE FOR FULL PARTICULARS

OF THE

BRAMBLE
SIDECARS

THE

ALL-WEATHER

SIDECAR.

THE BRAMBLE MANUFACTURING
CO , LTD..

— LONDON ROAD, COVENTRY. —
Tel. 835.

A RIDE IN A

CANOELET
AFFORDS TO YOUR PASSENGER THE PLE4SURE
AND COMFORT OF A SEAT IN A MOTOR CAR.

YOUR SPECIAL ATTENTION IS

DIRECTED TO OUR MODEL S4

£13 : 1 :

Built and painted just like a coach, and richly upholstered.

Adjustable seat giving five positions to suit individu=il tiiste.

Chassis, our,well-known patent design, giving low body position.

Four couplings to Motor Cycle, giving double security.

Body Reg. Desipi No.596WI I

Chassis Patent No. 21045/11

Couplings Patent No.24612/11

Other Models :

S3 £12 12
L3 £13 4
L4 £13 13

Model de Luxe £ 1 S 15

MEAD AND DEAKIN,
Patentees and Manufacturers,

Tyseley, BIRMINGHAM.
Wholesale Agent for London : A.

Portland Street
P. REY. Great

b
A3 -5 ill riii'irrniiij tlu'f.e advemxcmevls it is desirable fo virnlion " The Mulor Cycle."
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You can't drive a knife

through the tread.

Tyres go wrong
only in two places
—The tread and the "walls."

Use Stelastics, which alone have
absolutely cut-proof and practically

puncture-proof treads.

Stelastics are the only tyres hold-

ing the R.A.C. Certificate for 5,0G0
miles without cut or puncture. -

You can't drive a knife through the tread of

a Stelasiic. Use Stelastics, keep them pumped
up to the pressure stated by the makers, and
the walls vVill not break.

Whatever tyres you use, give them a chance
—keep them pumped to pressure.

Special Tyre for Cycrecars, 650 X 65 lo fit

2J rims. Price £2 19s. 6d.

Special 2i> X 2J Motor Cycle Tyres ti fil

2i rims. Price £2 16a 6d.

76 X 2i £2 12«. 6d.
28 X 3 £2 198. 6d.

Head Office :

STELASTIC TYRES, LIMITED,
76, York Street, Westminster, London.

Depdis throiighuKt the United Kingdom and Colonies.

Section 0/ Stelasiic
Motor Cycle Tyre.

SELFRIDGE'S
GIFT SUGGESTIONS FOR
YOUR MOTOR CYCLING

FRIENDS

more shopping days in which lo

Present Problem.

the Christmas

The followmg list offers a fc%v suggestions for gifts

to your motor cycling friends.

If you arc unable to call, our Letter Order Dcpt. will promptly

execute your instructions. Our offer to pay carriage through-

out the British Isles is specially advantageous now.

1. Mot^r Cy li:ts' Hand Muffs,
self supporting and Uexible.
Cover all levers, but do not
in tcrfere with free access to
them. In Tan waterproof
leather, a pair 22 6 ; in best
Black waterproof lined Tamo,
a pair IS 6; in Black waterproof
lined Grey Cloth, a pair 9,'6.

2. Carrier Cu'hnn for fitting

over carrier, to provide a com-
fortable seat for a passenger.

Made of leather, \vith Japanned
top, and filled with Doe Hair.
Size 15 X 7iin., and complete
with four straps .. Each, 4/6.

"^^ The "S'vereign" Motor
C,'Cl3 Lnmp Set (as sketch)

—

Lamp Generator, and Bracke',
Special price, complete. . 20/-

4. Expanding Vali e for Motor
Cycle Carrier. Size 16 x 11 x
s^ins., expanding to 16 x 11

X Sins Each 26/6
Better quality 48/-

5. 30 Hour Motor Cycle Watch
and C se (as sketch), lever

movement. Dust and weather-
proof. With guarantee . . 9/6.

6. Jack for Side'ar, very light

in weight and convenient for

travelling, taking up little

space 3/6

7. Double -twist M'tT Cyle
H'^rii (asikelrh). Powerful dec-i

note. In nickel, with adjustable
clip fastening 9;6.

Ace'ylene Rear Light, complete
with tubing and Y pieces for

attaching to lamp generator.

Price each 3/6.

Watford Speedome'ers 4 guineas
and 3 guineas. Fitting extra.

Lucas H^ni'le Bar Mirror, 7/6.
Cheaper quality, .. .. 5/11.

If you are unable to

call, write for list of

reduce i prices of

(1913 Model) Motor 1

Cycles 1

SELFRIDGE & CO.. Ltd.. OXFORD

In un-iniintj Ijicar advertisements it if desirable to mention "The Molo' Ci/clc'
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The

BEST
Oil

for

Winter

use.

Motor cyclists, who were

unable for any reason to

call at Olympia, should

write for H.L. Literature,

which fully describes many

interesting preparations.

PRICES' COMPANY LIMITED,
BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

BURST TYRES & BROKEN BEADS
HOWEVER BAD, WE CAN
SUCCESSFULLY REPAIR.

in fte-case of a torn away bead we use Chrome leather,

and this with our special method of repairing, ensiues

the bead 'never tearing away again at the repaired portion.

In repairing a badly burst tyre we employ our patent

vulCHcising process, and the repaured part is actually

stronger than any other part of tht tvre. Sucb is the

thoroughness of our methods.

CANN MOTOR CYCLE TYRE is imeqaalled

for reliability. It " f'"?,'^ ".th

our PATENT CHROME
LEATHER BEAD and proof

against deadly rust. Ask for

prices, and our system of

exchanging new tyres for old.

AWNWWN

TOM CANN E
APPLEGATE ST LEICESTER
TslegraTTis'Tom Cann. Leicester!'- • Telephone 2073 -alines

'THE COVENTRY'
CHAINS

FOR
cycl.es

motor cyci-es
cycue cars.

'the coventry' chain co., ltd.,
COVENTRY, ENGLAND.

AMAC AMAC

ONE YEAll'S GUARANTEE, MADE OUT OF SOLID STEEL BAUS.
ILVJRDENED—UNJiREAKABLE.

ASTON nnoxoR accessories Co, Ltd.
97, Aston Road NortH, BIRIVIINGHAIVI.

AMAG AMAC
44

«

In amwering these advertisements it is desiraUe to Ciicle.
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Every car 13 sold under a liberal guarantee

—every car is made as a quality car should

be made. Perfect in conslrLiclion— artistic

in view—excellent in workmanship

—

strong—sound and low in price, they are

at once the ideal car.

Our tree booklet deals fully with these and
other things. May we send you a copy
to-day—while they last ?

MODELS. —Undcrsliiny frame, high-class reed
cane body, sides and floor lined tn exclude
draughts. "Coronet" detachable joint?.

£8 171. fid.

MODEL 7.—Underslung frame, coacb-built

body, tool-box under front, also under seat.

A real lii^h-class sidecar £10 Ijs.

SENT CARKIAGIZ I'AID.
TKA1>U SUFPUED

PRECISION ENSINES.
We are special agents for tljcse high-class

engines, \\ctake your under-powered engine
in exchange if required. OuicU djlivery.

1914 PREMIERS.
.We have placed a large contract for these

splendid machines, and will supply f jr cash or
extended payments, or will maue a good allow-

ance lor your p^e^ent niachinr; in exchange.

1914 WOLF lightweights'
2V h. p. models, 24 rn?. npHverv from stock.

Two or Ihree-speed models supplied also.

NEW MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES.
Latest up-tO'datc pattern, low riding position,

dropped top lube, Lack forks wide enough to

take 3-speed hubs : £1 123. 6d.

Set of malleable iron castings for Triumph
pattern foot bra^e 1/6

Set of four engine plates for Precision
engines 2 /^

Set of castings and le^s for kick-up sl.'nd 1 ,9

Set of castings for hnu'l-^tartin^ device. , 2/-
S'^L of castings for heel brake 1 /-

Kfw 1913 Simms magneto, suit 3\ fi.p. siii;^lr

cylinder, cost C^ 10 ".
. . £2 19 6

BOOfHS MOTORIES
Portland Place, Sklrcoat Road,

HALIFAX
(Opposite County Court).

TslepbODe 106-

TT.

B

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Bat.

BAT, SVjh.p., 1913, Armtstroug 3-8peod, groy
model, side vjilvca, lamp, liorn, iooU, like now,

with siflp.'ar; £44.—Gregory, butcher, Ryecrolt, Ashton-
uiidor-Lyue * [4854

(•h.p. Bat, chain. 2-spcod. li;te 1912. Cnuoelet sidecar,
' hrod, carrier; £50; exi'hi'nr,;e olienp .i.A.P. eyelo

<:ir, Morgnu preft-rrcd. — Ranger, 78, Walmer St.,
Ittibliolme. MaU(liist<T. rX9993
6h.p. Bat-lap. late 1912. ehain drive, 2-fipecd, fitted

with Mil s-l*u forJ gidccar. cleitrie lamps, ete., eo t
<imi>Ieie £-5. everyti.ius: peie t: anv trial; must f^ell,

bL'st offer accepted.—57. Eu^teott Hill. S\\indou. 1X127

8I1.I1. Bat Motor Cyele and t^idecar. delivered Oit.,
1912, only covered 3,090 miles, fully eQiiipprd, with

ail aecerisoiied and i-paie parts and tods, new tyre on
b!iL-k, gcod ctudition; trial given; priee £50.—C. King
and Co., 25. St. Leonard's Ed., Wind-^cr. [4971

BAT-.T.A.P.. 6h.p.. tiprins liame. £72; caae fidecar.
£18 ; extras include automatic and hand pump

I

iubvii ation, petrol filler electric he;:d. side, rear liphtfl.-

sr-eef1oineter. Kenpshall tyre, Rich's tube, tube ta.se.
p:innier bag. valvar^ complete, i-pare petrel tin. kept caie-
luily prviue condition, run 3.500 and still urging; outtit
cc.-t 100 gns., for £75. cr near offer.—Thomptitm. 16
Sunbury Av.. Newenstle-on-Tyne. [S129

Bratlbiirv.
RADBURV, 1914 mcdel-^; deliveries from sfoek : ex-
nhauges quoted.—Collier, "VVcfitgate. Halifax. [0.^85

BRADECTRT. 6h.p.. 3M'b.p.. all 1-914 mrdela Irnm
stock ; exelianges.—Cordins:lev, Haiilingden. Tel •

2T
'

[5048

3ih p. 1912 Erndbury, 2-spped. perfect; £34; seen
2 bv nTjpoiutiuent. — Mountfcrd 7, Norfolk A v.,

Stamford Hill, N. [4902

BRADBURY. 3'/jh.p.. 1912 free engine, exceptional
crnfiition. avce-i^oriei : bargain. £'^5.~Mebes, 156.

Gieat Portland St.. W. Tel.: 3426 Mayfair. f4967

BEADBITRYS. 1914 mrdels, bec^t deliveries: ea.^iest
instalment tenris ; bc-t exchan-e allowance^ —

Maudes, 136. Great Portland St.. Londoa, W. [4836

1 Q12 3'/oh.p, Bradbury. 2-3peed and clutch in backX iJ wheel, gcrd condition ; offers, — The Stamford
HiM Mitor Co.. 128, High Rd., S. Tottenham. 'Phcnc:
1982 Tottenham; [X224

"I
Q13 3Vi;h.p. Bradbury, chain drive, 2-(;peed, free

-I-*7 engine, all acces^rrief^, -splendid condition, 1 800
miles Millfcrd sidecar; special bargain, 47 gus. ;

private
owner.—J- Rollo, Blc^t, Cavenibain, Reading. [X9581

"I C|12 Bradbury, Armstrong. 3-?peed, lamp and horn,
-M-*y also fiidecar, canoe ishapeii, cane bodv. Chater-Leu
fittings, all in good condition : , combination £40

:

separately £36 and £6 respeftively : photograph on
app'ication. trial bv appointment. — 'Morgan, Rathgar,
Station Rd.. Rcdhiil. - [Xl2t

B.S.A.

B.S A., 2-6peed, 1913, unused; 50 gnti.—Read's Gnrape,
Sheerness. [4725

B.S.A.. 1913, 2-spced, new tvres, lin. belt, lamp, h rn

;

£42.-Saluion, 6, Woodlands Av., Wanstead. [X9997

B.S. A., 1913 tlatp), 2'specd, 2V. tvres. drio feed, as
new: 50 gn-.—71, Londi n Rd.. St. Leonardo. [X2946

B.S.A.—All 1914 models, be-t deliveries ; deferred
p^ivmentf! or exchanges.-Maudes, 136, Gt. Port-

land St., Louden. W. [4837

B.S-A., 1913. 2-fipeed model, cbain drive, very gcnd
marliiue, been little U;ecl and well <:ared for. lamp.

_
horn ; £46.—Laytons. Bicester, Oxon. [X58

B.S. A.. 1912. 3'/'>h.p.. 2-speed model, -excellent con-
dition, complete w-ith pood lamp and horn; bar-

I pain. £33.—Laytcns, Bicci^ter. Oxon. [X49

B.S. A.. 3V>h.p., free, engine, 1912 mrdel, pnrchiiFcd
brand new June. 1913 cnly ridden 500 mile-), in

ab'-'olntely new condition tbroui-'ltent, brrn, tools, etc.

;

any ex'i'nination : £34. or close (ffer.—Opcnshaw, Brnnk-
land.^. Bury. [X8716

Cnlcott.
2ih.p. 1912 Calcolt, splendtd condition, " vcrv fast:

2 £18. rr near ufYer.-SiTmks, Cross Hill/Nrt'i-

I

wold. NDrfolk. [4891
Cnlthorne.

1Q12','l' 4",'ib.p. Caltl'cipe, rrei'i;^ion, 2-^peed. free en-
Xi/ ;,'iii,- icnnnt--'<!i]ii't), and Chatt-r-Lea (sidecnr, re
liabiljtt' \vin')r-r- liUlr' ir:ed : fiviicr buving car; £45
caeh.-Rain, 99, Uuward T^ane, Denton. Manrhe.,ter. [Xll

Campion.
CAMI'lO'X-.T.A.P.. 1912 6h,p twin combination, 1'

and M. gear?. jn?t ovi-rhnuled, all spares; £45—A,
\Vag.4afl, Bread Laue, Brinsley, Notts. [a9956

Centaur.

1 QI2 2'/L;h.p. Centaur Lightweight, a real topper, brand
X«7 new; slear £34,—Cordinglcy, Ha.slingden. Tel.;
2Y. [4570

Chater-Lea.
IQI2 8I1.P. Chater-Lf-a-Jap. 1913 Sen.sprav with Bad-
Xtf cork's hy-pa^rt. 1913 S. and R. 13 gn. t^idcar,
pi-rleet conditinn, 2 lamps, hom pillion seat; £60 —
Smith. 268, Gibbet St., Halifax. [X105
6h.p Twin Chater-Lea. Palmer, with butted tube?, mag..

Whittle, bargain. £18/10; 4'/oh,p. .T.A.P.. Cbater-
I.i'a. mag., studded tvrf-.''-, .J.A.P. clutch, bargain, £18'10:
bought car.—241. Balfour Rd.. Ilfcrd. [5015

Cheaper than Sidecar Combination

A.G. SOCIABLES
75 GUINEAS ONLY 75
The Best Value on the Marke*. Two 1914 Mod. Is in stock

C sh or Exchange.

OTHER BARGAINS.
44 h.p. QUADRANT, new icjiz model £35
4\ h,p. Quadrant, new 1912 z-spccd model £41 10
^ h.p. P. & M., .-speed gear £10
1913 REX Sidette, cost £80 14J 10
3A u.p, REX, spring forks, magneto £10 10

il h.p. LKAOBUkY, 1912 model, with 2-speed
gear and ,f 11 coachbuilt Sidecar £42 1U

4 h.p. ROt*, 2-speed gear, bandit starting, with
Sidecar £20

4-cylindec F.N., magneto £13 10-

5 h.p. XL'ALL, twin, nice order £310
3i h.p. REX, M.O.V., low bui.t ., %1 li
b h.p. BAT-J.A.P., p. and M. a-speed £36 10

3J h.p. REX, IQ09 model, maqneto fila 10
4 h.p. U.A.P.. fitted with 1913 Armstrong 3-spe(d

gear £22 10
3i h.p. NUMBER, 191;^. 3-.';| eed model, done.ibout

200 miles, complete with sidecar £43
4A li.p. Twin MINERVA, m.o.v., matjneto £12 10
jA h.p. REX, looS, 2 speed ridecar £15 10
3^ h.p. PREMIER, 1912, 3-speed model, complete

with Sidecar £42 10
4 h.p. ROC, 2 speeds, handle-starting £20
3i li.p. N.S.U., free em-ine, splendid order £19 10

3J h.D. QUADRANT, 190B. m i^n?to fila U
2 h.p. MOTOSACOCHE 191c. niaijneto £13 10

3i h.p. REX, 19 10 model £17 10
Tricai Chassis, Btted with 6i h.p. W.C. en.'rine .

2 speeds, chain drive, nearly new Wood-Milne
tvres, surun^ frame, make solendid cycle car £12 10

3ih.p. TRIUVIPH, rgoS, free engine £'8 10

3i h.p. N.S.U.. m.n.v £8 la

2 h.p. IV-' TO-REVE, 2-speed near £16 lO
8 h.p. BAT-J.A.P. 2speeds. with £9 Sidecar .... £39 10

si h.r. REX. m.o.v., low luilt £7 15
6 h.p. CLYNO, 1912, with Siderar £45
Ch.p. REX, 1900, 2 speeds sidetar £26 10

PUSH CYCLES TAKE.N IN EXCHANGfi.

BI3 BARGAINS IN SIDECARS.
Taken in esrhange for Coronets.

Rigid pattern, 351- ; Millford castor wheel, cane body,
47/6; Chater-Lea, 50/-; New f 12 coath-buiit L.A.D.,£7

;

Scott, fitted with £5 Wolbrown cane body, low built,

£2 19s. 6d. ; shop-soiled £6 6^. Stamlad, £3 i5s. ; nea-ly
new C^o los. cane sidecar, £5 ICs. The above must lo
cleared, as we require the room.

MISCELLANEOUS.

2 h.p. New Hercules Engine £1 10

3 h.p. Quadrant Engine £1

3^ li.p. N.S.U., with Bosch magneto £4 10
New Brampton, Variable Gear, fit Precision or

Triumph £3 10

Miller Rear Red Lamp and Mirror 5
Brass Sidecar Apron Studs eaclr 2
N.S U. Gear for T'iumph, adius table pulley. . . .£3 10
Wheel, fitted with Kerry 2-spccd hub gear and

free engine clutch for engine-shaft .£3 15
Silencers, very silent 2 6
New ?in. Rubber Belt 7 6
New Sidecar Frame and Wheel £1 17 6
New Tool Rolls

, each 6
New 26x2! Heavy Rvit ber-studded Hutctiiuson £110

26x2^ „ „ „ £13 6
Tec-Bee i\ick-up Stands, fit any machine

;

usuallv 9/6 to clear. 5
4-cvl. Magneto, off l-landpr<; car £210
New Cane Sidecir Bodv, side dnor £2 10

Ne"-iynew Binks Carburetter £1 5 5
N.S U. 2-spced Genr an<l I'ree r£m;ine £2 <0

New Wicker sidecar Body, side dnor £1 9 6
Ditto, canoe front 19 '<i

Nvai ly new Coronet Sidecii £4 10
B.jscI' Magneto, suit Triumph £^ 2 6
New lioscli Magneto, suii Trmmpb
New Twin liosch DAV Mauueio 45". -•>'', and 50* £2 19 6
New 1913 Armstrong Mark VU. 3-?pcc(.i Gears. Delivery

Irom s'ock. Trade suu!."icd.

New Coachbuilt Sidecar Body, side door £3 10

Removed to our New PrcmieeSi

Booth's Motories,
Portland Place, Skircoat Road, HALIFAX

(opposite County Court).

Telephone 1062.

X\l letters relating 10 advertisements should quote the number nt the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue. a)5
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0! second-hands, trken in part payment
for new 1914 models at and before the

shows. All prices specially red.ced.

A4.L MACHINES GtJARAN.EED.

SIDECAR COME
REX

f kp. 2 speeds, £^Q
'model.opeii fine *»**»*

£27
£35

J PPV igis-Sidette model, 6 h.p., like jgCg'
^'l ifctyV j^e^v^ 2 speeds; cost £^75. Sidecar w****

CMPIF^I W\- igi3 6 li.p. combination, 2
bl^riE-ft-Lr speeds, Stewart £gg
spredometer, Lucas horn . . , - *"**

1913 6 h.p., kick start, late

delivery, Portland £gQ
/!i3 i3- o Sidecar **vW
fJCV 19^3 brand new 6 h.p., and £'7t\
W\^JV Poitland £13 13s. Sidecar .. tW"**

Olir^d^P -igi-^ 5 h.p. brand new combinanU&#U& tion, Portland "all £gC
cane " torpedo Sidecar *(W«#

1^ MATCHLESS 5??.i,,l.Xw:SH Portland £12 125. Sidfecar. Special fTA
^bargain *<8"«

8W ENFIELD ri;^ OAT 1912 6 h.p., with 2-seaterSidc

Bk- ^ '^ 1 car, excellent order . . ^.

Wl DCV 1911 6 b.p., 2 speeds
^F r*W** Service Sidecar, good order.

1/ C rgog 6 h.p. model, iVIabon tree-engine
"'" clutch, excellent order, new CQ^

Portland £8 Sidecar 4>&U

INDIAN S-l'ig-^Std^ £40

^ BRADBURY ^Xi^^;,^: £41

BRADBURYv wicker Sidecar, excellent order

II N Q IB ^912 3h h-P-. 2 speeds, ex-H *W"V cellent order, new Sidecar .

.

2 SOLO MOUNTS. ^
WUUbMO kick start, excellent £3g ^

^ HUMBER ^^jf^ei''?':^.'::'": £27 g^1 If O 1910 s h.p., 2 speeds, suit sidecar jgft^ 99

Rw lOa if necessary, magneto MAi'r
jj^M C IB 1908 3 h.p., 2 speeds, spring jD-fC ff^

^_, I^bW^Wb forks, very good solo mount

R TRIUiVIPH rdeeUS',n1^"'£33 A
^ BIHT 5 h.p. iQio twin, T.T. model, £25 W"" condition as new 3&Aw ^JH

3IM

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Chater-Lea.

8 h.p. 3-speed Cliater-Lea and Cane Spring Wlieel Side-
car, with etand. xrall pan i-addle, Jones 6 en.

Speedometer, horn, Luca^ lamp, spares, etc.. completed
overhauled, re-buc^hed. uew cliains and sprockets fitted,

:

new gpars. and all worn, r^rts renewed :. can be seen

!

at SejTict Oo.f; "new July... lai3. GO/^i £l"lp:.owner t^ell-

1

ing on account ot ill-heal'th :. £6d."'Setoji,' .l.'S., ^ikjon
I

St. Edinburgh. ,. ,

'

' ,[49'30

Clarendon.
p. ria renrlon, mag'. , B,E ., spring forks ; bargain,
£XX. \23. Wharf St.. Leicester. [4963

Clvno.
Kb. p. 1912 Clyno. 2-speed gear. 6icleear, in good order-i
t' £45, quick fiale.—Taylor. Longroyd Bridge, Hudrlers-
iield. [4890

CLYNO. 5-6h.p.. 1914 model, cniuplete witJv Herculef
si.lecar: £85: delivery from .^^tnck.—C.Tdinsley.

Ha^liugden. Teh: 2Y. [X7865

CLYNO, 1912. and sidecar. 2 lamps, speed .imeter,

horn, exhaust whistle, ^pare.'i, in splendid roudi-

tinu; f 55.—Macdonald, 757. Lea Bridge Ed-., Waltliani
stow. [4899

LTNO, 19123/2. sidecar, good riondition, all acces-

sories, spares', very fast; ceen iipyaihtmeut : £50, o!

offer.—J. Quitman, Forestholme, Queen's Rd., .Fcresl

Hill, S.E. f4901

1 Q13 5-61i.p.' Clyuo, 3 speeds, complete outfit, Clyno
j-U sidecar, prey, with^hood, screen, spare wheel and

C^

tyie, grand . iitfit ; £70.
Grove, Leed"^.

-Potter, -the Clyno man, Leicester
[X7e

Tueut^;: £52.—Hurlin and Co.. 295. Mure St.

Tei. : DaMtoP. 2989.

4 h.p., 2-sp.,

wicker Sidecar,
igii 3^ h.p., Mabon
variable gear, ^35

£42

•*^ ^* cnnaition as new --—.— ^™
ALCYON U^- '™' '^''"^ £15 S

S"

IVIOTOSACOCHE ;^,f.,"'''£\'°^ fl

Dpv tqoo 5 h.p. twin, 2 speeds, jCOR fc^

fg ^E\rEmIl^'^^^!J^ £15
S ENFIELD
E DOUGLAS
^CHATER-J.A.P

I

1909 5 li.p,

as new
2.V h.p. magneto,
B". &B., spring forks

1910 2:i li.p. model,
twin, magneto ....

igio 2j b.p., twin,

been overhauled .

.

3-^ h.p.

magneto

DOUGLAS lli;F-:'^°T:.r.''.
1908 ^J h.p., magneto,
spring forks, stand

h.p., 2 sipeed=.

Saxone firk^ M.O.V.

SPECIAL BARGAIN.
Practic&lly new 10 b.p. PhoenJx car.

s

w^ BROWN
'0 PHSNIX

£20 a
£25^
£15 •
£18
£18^^

£11 '

Î

S-seal'T,
screen,^h 19T3 nciadei, 5 lamps, Stepney, hood,

PI speedometer, excellent order through-

2 oi^t, cost)r230. Bargain

^ Easy Payments Acceii'ed Casn offe:-s considerea

^ Full L!st ot Ihese ind other machines on rec.uest.

Si MAUDES' iVIOTO^ TIART
136, Gt. Portland St., London W

C^LTKO. 19121/.. as new-, twin 5-7h.o., complete with
> eoaehbiiilt 16 gn. sidei.>ar,__speedt^iueter, all refine-

"^ " ^
"

~' ^" Hacknev
[0397

CLYNO, 5-6)1. p., 2-speed gear, ju6t like new, wit]

Mills-Fulford (Spring w-heel sidecar to match: would
exchnntre lower power and cash ; call and see it.— 125,
London E<1., .Manchester. [0399

CLYNO. 1912. and Gloria sidecar, just, heen re-fittpd.

.

2 lamp setd, liorn, speedometer, baet-rest, larjve

'

luggage grid, many «pare«, including tyre and tuiip:

£45.—Simonds, Souuiug, South Woodford. [4978

Connaught.
CONNAtTGHT. 1914 models; exchanges wanted: keen

quotations.—Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate,
Halifax. [0386

CONNAtTGHT, 2-stroke, only ridden 30 miles, net

soiled : ccfit in November with extras £37, will

lell £29.— Poole, fliili merchant. High St.," Cheltenham
[S175

ONNAITGHT, 2-stroke, aVa-Sh.p., 19131.4, d ne 1.500
_ood cliiuher, 130 m.p.g., new Pahnef ccrd, engine

lean, all in fine eonditien, acoessoriee; £26/10.-33
Fairholme Ed., West KensinBtou. 'Phone: 929 Ham
mcrsmith. [5014

De Dion.
De lliini. TT, liais 1912 E.B. carburettpr. low.

C'

31M
von tvn--s. g\iarinili'(!d i)erf.-it: bargain, £7/10.—

Grocer, 49, St. Lcnard's St., Biomley-by-Bow. [X23

Douglas.
DOUGLAS.—Don't get left, order now from Gmrlay.

Fallowfield, Jlanchester.

Cowey1013 Douglas, as new, Lucas.
XO' 18, Marlcct St., "Wigan.

[X7505

£38.-Park-
[4957

DOUGLAS. 1911. excellent condition, epareis. and
,la.mF; £20.-14, East Hill, Daitford. [4966

TSoUGLA^. 1912„;^nodeI G__new tyres, perfect order^
£27.—Travctss, Horton, Warlingham. [6018

GOURLAY is now booking orders for the great SV-
h.p. Douglas.—Fallowfielu, Manchester. [X7506

DOUGLAS. 1913,
38 gus.-L.. 48,

TvOUGLAS. 1914 models,
1-J great L)ouela« agent, Fallowfield,

S
'Phone 552 Mayfair.

Grams: Abdicate. Wes.-io. London.

TRADE SUPPLIED.

^

I

T.T., brand new, sliop-fioiled

;

East St., Brighton. [X46

OUGLAS. 1913. special T.T.. complete; 40 gns.-
Bannington, 301. North End Rd., London. [4934

;tock. — Gourlay, the
Manchester.

rX7507
OUGLAS.—Deliyery all 1914 models immediately;
exeliauges.—Cortlinglcy. HtLslingden. Tel. ; 2T.

[5049
OUGLAS.—All 1914 models; cash or ea<«^ pajTwent^.

Maudes. 136. Great Portland St., London, W.
[4a3£

DOUGLAS, 1914. 2-spced, roadstej model; delivery

from stock ; £48.—Layton«, Bicester, Oxon.
[X60

OUGLAS. 1913. T.T. model P. 2-speed, nearly new;
£37.—MoSatt, 406. Garratt Lane. Earlsfield. S.\\

.

[4962
OTj GLAS fine order, horn, tnols, spares ; appoint-
ment ; £21.— Pritfhard. Chirhe^ter Ed., Croydon.

[4983
DOUGLAS, 1912, model '^ condition like new; and

little ascdi bargain, £34.-26, Railway Ed., Leiih.

Lance... . . •. ; ^ - : [4948

DOUGLAS, 1913, 2-6pced, elutch, kick starter, lamp,

etc.
'"

W
D^

Glasgow.

l\OUGLAS
L7 iiauled

;

Warwick.

DOUGLAS,
.sorieis

Xorthwich.

£40.-S-mjaa,.;"27a,^NiflifidEile Kfl., - 3Diulilireck,
.- ' [-^SS?-

1'911, splendid condition, recently cvei

£19, or near offer.-Atkms, jeweller.
[X228

,, 1910V», splendid condition, all arcet:-

j

anr reasonable offer.—Meredith, Dayenlidni,
EXiogj

Mr. MOTQB ZUm !

Have you ever considered?

How much you might save

in Time, Patience and

Money, if you obtained
your supplies from—

ERIC S. IViYERS

The "NO WORRY" SERVLE

ensures your satisfaction in

motor cycling matters.

PROnitPTEST DELIVERIES
— OF 1914 MODELS—

SCOTTS, IN STOCK WOW.

TRIUMPHS, ENFIELDS,

DOUGLAS, JAMES,

and ZENITHS.

WRITE RIGHT NOW
FOR LATEST CATALOGUES
AND DATES OF DELIVERY.

REMEIVEBER- ERIC S. MYERS
CARRIES THE LARGEST
STOCKS IN THE NORTH.

ERIG S. MYERS
"NO WORRY"
— DEPOT —

& 62, MANNlNGffAM LANE,

BRADFORD.
52

TELEGRAMS
CYCAR, BFD

rELEP HONE :

5591 6592.:

^46 AP letters relating to advertisements should qisole the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue
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Roc
Gear
FIRST IN 1904

FIRST IN 1914

1914 Roc hub gears (live axle patents)

^°''
(1) Lightweight Machines

i (2) Single-cylinder

(3) Twin and Sidecar work

s Pedal control, epicydic foolproof gear

Jwith patent combined hand and kick

starter.

1914 Roc 4 - speed bracket gear

(patent gate change) for belt and chain

and chain drive.

ROC gears are designed for ALL
makes. Insist on " ROC " Gear in

your 1914 specification.

The new Roc big-clutch type hub gear, with

double fulcrum adjustment, new fork ends,

dustproof Hoffmann bearings, and 1914 im-

provements, is the LAST WORD in gears for

SIDECAR work.

ROC GEAR CO.
•<by arrangement with A. W. Wall, Ltd.),

HAY MILLS,

BIRMINGHAM.
SPECIAL NOTICE:

Motor Cycles bmll lo order with Roc Gear,

^ngty or in quantities, to suit users' own require^

tnents, or the frame and scar fittings furnished

to Jocal assemblers.

H

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Humber.

1 Q 13 lUuiiln'r, 2'»ili.p. twill, Duiilups, footlMinr'Is.

J-«7xi*iiU saddle, coiuplotL'. 1,000 miles only; £25.—
Kubinnon'ri. (iiet'u St., CaJiibridgc. [5030 '

1 C|12 3'"h.p. 2-6peert Hmnlii^r, good condition; offorr-. I

X*J -The Stiiuitord Hill Motor Co., 128, High lid,
S. T^ittenlmm. 'Phone: 1982 Tuttenham. [S220

UMIiKK. 1912, 3>L'h.p.. 2-Bpoed, hardly ridden
thruiit;!! illiiu.-p;, take sicKvar aupvbere; incept £32.

—Cohnore Iiipot, 49. Juhn Bright St., Birmingluim. [X22

FOR Sulo. Humbor motor cyclf\ 2":;ih-p., AruL-^tronp; 3-

siiced, free engine elutch, hiiup, etc.; prito £35,—
CurrotljeiV tiarage, Tyneiiioulh, NortbumborJund. [4919

HDMBKR, 1910, 3','-_'b.p., good condition, with tnr-

pedo wicker sideLur, apron, rnrihion, ililk-r-i head
light, horn, tools, etc.; £24.-91, Baltic Kd . Sheffield.

LX157

1 Q13 3'.L-h.p. 3-i?poed Hnmber and Sidecar, demnn-
*-*y stratum nicdtfl, lino machine: offers.—The Stum-
lord Hill Motor Co., 128, Hi^h Rd., S. Toltenhani.
'Plioue: 1982 Tottenham. [X217

1 Q13 3il:li.p. Hmnber, 3-<peed, Stnrmey-Arrlier, lamp.
J-v horn, Stewart trip -^peedoiueter, Mills-FuUord
Corvette fiidecar, with atoim apron ami mat : owm-r
bought car: absolutelv us new; £55.—Box N^>. 4,666.
The Motor Cycle Offices, Coventry. [X154

Indian.
INDIAX. red. 1913. 7b,p., 2--p'<'d. etc.; £55,-f;al-

bruith, 211, West Carron, I-'jilkirb. [X166

IXDIAX. 6h.p., excellent condition, vyry fa.st ; £28,'10.
-Garbutt, Westi:ote, Xortnulleiton. iorks. [X99G5

INPIAN. 1913, 7h.p.. 2 t:peed3, spring frame, excel-
lent coi\dition ; £55.-1'. J. Evans, John Bright

,

.St., Birmingham. [Xesi

IXDIAX, TT.. 7h.p.. clutch, excellent tcndition. do
75: £35—'Phone: 409.—Charlwood, Carshalton

RO., Sutton. Surrey. [4935

INPIAX, 7h.p., special frame for small lidcr, a typical
racer in design, bnt equipped for road work ; great

bargain, £27/10.—Bunting, Wealdstone. £X75

INDIAN'S.—Earliest deliveries of 1914 models; easiest
of easy payment terms or exchanges.— Maude.';.

136. Great Portland St.. London, W. [4840

7h.p Indian and Milbi-Fniford Sidecar, done 1.000
miles, spare tyre and tLibe.=;, speedometei, and

-splendid acceijacries; £75.—Evans. Caen St., Braunton.

INliIAX, with Montgomery sidecar, late 1912, 7-9h.p.
2--pt;ed, excellent condition, all accesioriea ; bar-

?-'ain. £40.—Jones, 6, Marine Parade, Eai?tbo'irne. [4856

INDIAN, red, 3V2h.p.. 2-speed. free engine, 1911 (late).

in very good order, fitted with 1913 Pilot jet.

I

lamp, etc.: £31.—Mallard Jrotor Co., Ltd.. Bcrrv St.
j

Lii?erpool. [X9991

INI'IAN. 7h.p-. 1913, new April, Lucas liorn and head
lamp, siieodometer, toole, JNlills-FulJord ruuchbuilt

sidecar, back-rest saddle, 2 speeds, good n^ new: £69:
anrtriid.-Rer. NichoUs, c/o 133, DevjU'^hire St., Shel-
field. - [S9142

INDIAN, 7h.p., 1913. 2-specd. free engine, magnift-
eent red c:achbuilt sidecar, all aecossorie-, valu-

able rspiire^. including 2 chain.s, valves, tyre, tube; t^atri-

,

fice £66.— Brid^eman, Roehampton Lodge. Rcehamptm
Lane, I'utuey. [4959

Ivy=Precision.
TVr-PEECr.SIOX'. 1912. 3V-h.p., lamp .^et, liorn, vfv-A Icct order; £22/10.-Peacock. 274, High Rd., Bal-
ham. [4937 ;

3ih.p. Ivy-Precision, pcmi T.T. model, 1912. splcn-l
2 did condition ; £22/10.—Surridge, 58, Lnmnnd

'

Grove, Caniberwell. [4999
James.

JAMES. 4h.p., elutih mrdol, and sidecar, in splendid
condition; £26,'10.—Tl:o Walsall Garage, Walsall.

[X9965
1 Q13 3',Mi.p. Jam-:-*, fhoiu drive, and (.oachbuilt ~ide-
-Lt/ car; list £73/13; brand new; clear for £62.—
Cordingley, Haslingden. Tel. : 2Y. [4569

WE <.*an giTe immediate delivery of the famous Jame.*
3',;_.b.p twin, etc.; you cannot get better tcrnm

and delivery, try us.—TownlL-v's Garage, Lancaster
rX9204

1Q13 3'Ah.p. Jame' and sidecar, excellent condition,
•^ 3 spced.'i, tree ensiuc, 2.000 mile.'', very pcwi-itiil

and reliable machine, lamp, generator, and tools; £55.—
Pitman, Bedford Lodt-e, Uxbridge Hd., Hampton Hiil
Appjintment. [4620

J.A.P.
J.A.P.-CAMPION, 1913. 4h.p.. 3-iipeed model, Kph-n-

diil order; £30, bargain.—Holland, Clarendon St,.

Cnventry. [X121

J A.I'.. July, 1913, 2~-,'|h.p., very fast, spare belt in
(a,se. Kpurc tube, mirror, watch, tooi^, IMllion eeat,

16 months' insurance; £35. or offer, cost £50.-44, Pyr-
land Rd,, Cunonbury, London. [4853

Kerry.
23.1i.p K.-rry. low. Whittle, B. and B.. TIellescn:
4 £4/15; ride away.—47. Leigli Rd., East Ham.

(4976
IQll Kerry-Abingdon, 3\Ali-P'. complete, lamp, horn

i/ gn(i<l serviceable motor; £23.—Robinson's. Greeo
St.. Cambridge. [5035

KERRY-ABINGDON. 1911^.. 2 speeds 1912 side-

1

car. exicllent condition; £32; not Sundays.—72,
|

Shakespeare Rd., Brixton. f3829

COLLIERS
WESTGATE,

HALIFAX, England.

1914 MODELS.
LEVIS (Biibv) £33 10
BRADBURY. (, \\.\\, ', !,|>gt.xls £75
BRADBURY, horizontal twin, 3 speeds . . £63
DOUGLAS, 2j h.p., 2-speed £48
REX Sidctl,% hflt (Irivt £75
REX Sidette, cliain drive, 3 speeds £85
REX-J.A.P., 8 h.p., 3 speeds, chain drivi- £77 10
REX-J,A.P. 6 h.p., ditto, ditto £75 12
SUNBEAM, S h.p., 3 speeds £84
WILLIAMSON, S h.p., and Sidecar £97 10
CONNAUGHT, cUi.p., 2-speed £41

PERRY Light Car, and accessories £136 10
G,W.K. Light Car, liood, screen, etc £150
LAGONDA Cabriolet, hood, screen, etc £150
CALTHORPE Minor, hood, screen, etc. . .£168
MORGAN Runabout (sporting type) .... £91
Order now an 1 secure earliest deliveries and

bf^t exchange allowances.

'•'PERFECTION" SIDECARS.

MODEL F, Coach Built £10

MODEL C, £10 10
Close-woven cane body, with toot mat and

storm apron.
Prompt deliveries to suit leading makes.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.
BRADBURY, iDi=, 3J h.p., 2-speed, chain £39 10
REX, 1912, 6 h.p., j-speed. brand new .. £53
HUIWBER, lightweight, little used ... £25
BIRCH, :i h.p., F.E., fine ccndition £16 10
1911 2:3 h.p. 3-speed NEW HUDSON £31 10
1912 3J h.p. NEW HUDSON, and Sidecar £43 10
REX, 1913, 6 h.p., 2-specd, done 200 miles £43 10
REX, 5 h.p., 1909, 2-specd, de luxe £26 10
REX, 3i h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £21 10
JAMES, 3J, h.p., 1912, 2-speed £39 10
B.S.A., 3.Vh.p., 1912, 2-spced £39 10
REX, I9ir, 2-5pced, twin, de luxe £36 10
M0T03AC0CHE, lifihtweight £15 10
1012 tnin REX MJclte, little used £46 10
LINCOLN-ELK, 1013. 3,! h.p., 2-speed ... £35 10
23 h.p. 3-spccd CENTAUR, as njw £35 10
5.! h.p. magneto twin REX £17 10
N.S.U., I9ir, 3 h.p.. 2-speed. a? new .... £29 10
N.S.U., 5l h.p., twin £24 10
N.S.U., ^A h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £31
F.N., li.tihtweight, batter>* ignition £9 10
REX, 3^ h.p., magneto, 1910 £24 10
REX, 3i h.p., magneto, 1909 £22 10
REX, 1012, .1 h.p.. only used 100 mites . . £31 10

3.M1.P. /<RIEL, loii, runs well £25
3' h.p. HUlVISER', chain drive £8 10
3! h.p. light, low REX, specially g.j.xl ... £10 10
MOTOSACOCHE, 1911, M.O.V £19 10
REX, 5.1. h.p., twin, spring forks £14 10
JrA.P., 5 h.p.. M.O.V.. tree engine £34 10
MOTO-REVE, twin, lightwei»ht. run.- w.ll £15 10
MOTO-REVE, 1911, sin'^le-cvlinder ... . £16 10
BRADBURY, 1912, 3-S]ieed Stunney £42 10
REX, ^V h.p., luagneto, spring forks, looS £19 10
N,S.U., 3,* h.p., magneto £17 10
5.'. h.p. 2-speed twin REX £19 10

3! h.p. 1912 3-spccd BRADBURY £39 10
ROC, 4 h.p., 2-5peed. and Sidecar £24 10

3V h.p. 2-speed PEUGEOT £16 10
6" h.p. BAT-J.A.P., spring forks £29 10

Kasy Payments front £3 deposit.

NEW 1913 MACHINES TO CLEAR.
Low ca>h otters considered.

X913 4 h.p. REX de Luxe, chain drive . . . £61 5

1913 6 h.p. REX de Luxe, chain drive ... £67 15
1913 6 h.p. REX Sidette, coach-huilt £77 2

bpecial quotations to the Trade.

All letters relating to advertisements Ehoiild quote the numhei- :it the end of eticli .nd\ei tiscment. .niid Hie dnic of the issue, a iq
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Handy patches.
A puncture can be repaired by
the road side effectively with the
aid of a ReHance Patch. Not
just a temporary repair, but a
real mend, and with httle or
no trouble. Reliance Patches
are faced with pure Para
Rubber. When Solution is

applied, solvent action is set

up, resulting in perfect cohesion
with the tube. Reliance
Patches make permanent re-

pairs, unaffected by heat.

Take some with you on your
next run.

In all sizes from Id. upwards.
Oval, Square, Rectangular.

CHEMICO
RELIANCE
Stiff Back
PATCHES

are a combination of vulcanized and unvul-
canized rubber. Being backed, they are
easily handled, and permanent repairs quickly
made.

In all sizes, from 1 , 3 per doz.

CHEMICO
CARBIDE

The best Carbide money can buy. Every
tin contains full weight of gas-yielding
Carbide ; all waste, dust, etc., being removed
by careful cleansing.

J lb. tins, 4^d. I lb. tins. 7d.

CHEMICO
Rubber Solution.

The firitbt rubber solution obtainable. Sticks,
and sticks tight, making repairs REAL
MEXDS.
In tubes Id., 2d., 3d., 6d., and 1 /-

The COUNTY CHEMICAL
CO.. LTD..

Chemico Works, Birmingham.
Lon«lon~SO, Holywell I.bxiq, ManchesLor—235,
DeariHiJiite. GUiHk'nw—9, Carlton Place. Uablio—
Goldt-n Lane. Card ff—Plyrarjuth Street.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Levis.

1 Q13 Baby Levis, little ridden, peifeot condition, ae-

X«7 eeseoiies, spares; £27.—Loughton, Southwell.

2ih.p. Levis, cost over £35, with extras, clone 600,
4 one puncture ; ;B25.—Brown, 56. Bewsey St.,

Warrington. [X9941

3ih.p. Levis, nice ruunius condition, go practically
]4 anvwlipre ; tri^l. appointmeat. seen any time :

!

must eell, sacirifi-ce, £21.—Ru«ton. 4, Minehead Rd.,
]

Streatham Common. [SI 87
Matchless. '

iQll Matchless, SV-h.p. J.A.P. engine, tyres, engine
J-^ excellent ; £25.—Robinson's, Green St., Cam-
bridge. [5034

MATCHLESS, 1914 models.—Quick delivery from
the largest Lancashire agent, Cordingley, Has-

lingden. Tel.: 2Y. [X7864

Th.p. Matchless, 3-«peed. chain drive, the very latest,

with Hercules coachbuilt sidecar; £88.—Cording-
ley, Hashngden. Tel.: 2Y. [X7873

£25.~Matchless, S'A'h.p., Armstrong 3-speed; good rea-

son for selling; photo, particular*.—Smith, Wye
Villa, Bridge St., Hereford. LX176a

6h.p. Matchless, 1913, 6-6peed model, dropped bars,

Lucas lamp. Jonen speedometer, horn; £50.—Hoff-
mann. 34, High St., Haverhill. [4861

"I Q12M; 6h.p. 2-speed Matchless, Montgomery sidecar,
J-«7 new Cowey, P. and H. lamp, horn, etc.; £55.—
Hilton, Poxhall Sq.. Blackpool. [S107

MATCHLESS, 6h.p., 1913 Gradua gear, excellent con-
dition, not done 5,000, accessories, 2 belts; what

utters?—Dr. Mackenzie, Millken. Johnstone. [X9945

MATCHLESS, 1914 model, 8h.p., 3-speed, silent chain
drive, with coachbuilt sidecar, only used in com-

petitions; a bargain, £70.— Guest, 89, New Rd., Wool-
wich. [X27

MATCHLESS, 1912'/2, 6h.p., 2-6peed, Montgomery
tiidecar, lamp, horn, Jones speedometer, new Dun-

lop tyres, perfect condition; £55.—Raflel, isowling Green
Hotel, Carlisle. [X9859
MATCHLESS 1-913 Motor Cycle, Sh.p., 2-speed gear,

double belt drive, with Mills-Fulford cane sidecar,
Lucas lamp, horn, epares, etc. ; £65.—Morgan, 18. Her-
bert Rd., i'lum«tead. [X28

1 013 Matchless, Z\'->h.V- twin, Armstrong counter-Khaft
J-t/ 3-spced, free engine, lamp, horn, spare belt and
bag, condition almost as new, complete; £47/10.—Robin-
sou's, Green St., Cambridge. [5031

MATCHLESS. 1913, SVah-p. twin, 3-speed, free en-
gine, kick starter, counter-shaft, ridden 1,500

miles, excellent condition demonstration machine;
£47/10; -with aeeeesories.-Apply, F. Dew, Heyford, Ban-
bury, rXll9

Sh.p. Matehless, 1912, 2-speed, just returned from
makers completely overhauled, tank, etc., re-

enamelled, Cowey, King of the Road, 20 gn. Gloria
.sidecar, new 70/- tyre and spare tubes, et^. ; £60, or
nearest offer during the week Dec. 4th-llth.—Short-
houj^e, Hampton, Middlesex. 'Phone: 247 Molesey.

(0365
"JC|13V2 Matchless Combination, Sh.p., double belt
-*-*? drive. 2-speed, kick starter, heavy Kempshall
cycle car tyres all wheels, 2 lamps, horn, done about
1,000, unscratched, special trials machine, with picked
engine, 3 gallon tank, etc.; £65 cash; consider exclaauge,
—'Phone: 244 Gerrard.—Gayford, 20. Woodside Rd.,
South Norwood. [5004

Minerva,
4ih.p. Twin Minerva, h.b.c, Bosch, Dmid forks,

2 Roo 2-speed gear, B. and B. ; £20.—Mitchell, 14,
Highfleld Villas, Xendal. [X9948

MINERVA, 2^jih.p., perfect condition, all accessories,
B. and B. carburetter; £11.—Kal Ellis, Terring-

ton St. Clement, King's Lynn. [X9585

3ih.p. Minerva, m.o. valves, Senspray, accimiulator,
2 low built, splendid order, accessories ; £9.-

Miller, boot merchant, Linlithgow, N.B. [X188

M.M.C,
TWIN M.M.C. Mag. Machine, perfect running order;

£17, bargain.-Rich, Shifnal, Salop. [X995a

Moto=Reve.
MOTO-REVE 2%h.p, Twin, mag.. B. aod B., engine,

beltj tyres as new; £14/10, genuine bargain.-
Tooth. 12, Winchester Mews, Swiss Cottage, N.W. [X45

Motosacoche.
12 Motosacoche, 2V'!h.p., capital condition; £17/10.
—Sharpies, 36, Bolton Rd., Walltden. [X169

New Hudson.
NEW Hud.son, 1912, 2^',h.p., 3 speeds, good order;

£26.— P. J. Evanrf, John Bright St., Birmingham.
[X62

NEW Hud«on-Jap, 1912, free engine, 3-fipeed, new
Hay. 1913, all accassories, perfect condition; £25,

no ofEer.—418, Old Kent Rd. rX9954

NEW Hudson, 4h.p., 1912, 3-speed, new eidewir, flt-

tingff, nuu-hine guaranteed ; £38, or best offn.—
60ii, Trinity Rd., Balham. Battersea 1528. [4850

NEW Hudson. 6h.p.. 1914 models, witfr Portland
sidecar ; 74 gns. ; i?Si--lianpes or easy payments.—

Maudes, 136. Great Portland St., London, W. [4841

NEW Hudson, late 1913. 3-9peed, free engine, kick
starter. Canoelet sidecar, Lucas lamp and horn.

spare engine chain, spore belt, valve, to.il.s, etc.; £54.—
Mallard Motor Co., Ltd., Berry St., Liverpool. [X9990
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YOUR
BOOKLET

is waiting for you.

It deEtls with tKe extraordinary
performances of the famous

IWATAWATA
REAL LEATHER

BELT,
proving concIusiveTy that in every sense

of the word the Wata:wala is

I
AN IDEAL BELT FOR

HARD WORK,
RELIABILITY, and

ENDURANCE.
It will surprise you to know^ what it

has achieved.

Send us your jiame and address.

0.&W.ORMEROD,Ltd.,
Railway Leatlier

Works.

ROCHDALE.

A50 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ol the issue.
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The Trade and the Trials.

NEXT year manufacturers will not collectively

support any particular one-iday trial as in

the past. This (decision is the outcome
of a meeting held last week to consider
the policy of members of the Cycle and

Motor Cycle Manufacturers' and Traders' Union
towards competitions in 1914. It will be recalled

that in 1913, twelve of the most important events
were selected for unanimous support by mem-
bers of the Union, which body includes nearly

all the leading manufacturers in this country.
But this scheme did not give general satisfaction

in practice. In selecting the events, the main
object was to distribute support on a geographical
basis over the country, and by so doing districts

in which individual manufacturers were par-

ticularly interested and would hke to have
supported open local events were debarred from
them by reason of the compact which had been
formed. For next year, the members of the
Union have agreed to have a freer hand, though
still confming their support to twelve events.

In other words, it has been resolved that each
individual manufacturer may select whichever
twelve events he would prefer to support in 19 14,
and naturally in so doing a manufacturer will

give some preference to clubs in districts in

which he has strong trade connections.

In some respects we regard it as a retrograde
step, as it will have the effect of increasing
rather than decreasing the number of open
events in 1914, seeing that any ne\v and prac-
tically unheard of club may organise an open
event, whether competent or otherwise to do so,

and, further, may possibly receive trade support.

During 1913, the twelve events selected by the

manufacturers were generally regarded as the
important events of the year, and those who
closely followed competitions were thus able to

place a relative degree of importance upon them.
A club announcement that the event is ''trade
supported " will convey nothing in 1914, and it

will be interesting to see if in twelve months' lime
the manufacturers revert to their r9i3 policy.

In view of the repeated grumbles during the

passing year as to the large number of competi-

dons it was almost necessary for manufacturers

to support, the new decision is bound to cause

some consternation, as it is obvious that the

effect will be to increase rather than to decrease

the number of competitions during 1914.

May Good Luck go with them.

AN
eminent Roman lawyer, when analysing

a legal case, invariably put the question

Citi bono? And in modern English

that is equivalent to
'

' Who is getting

anything out of this?" Now we
fancy that among, the thousands of persons

who on Boxing Night witness the departure of

the hardy voyagers from Staines on their way
to Exeter and back a good number will

put this same question : Cui bono ? The
answer is simple and terse : Nobody. The
masses in this country have grown so accustomed
to have their sports and games played vicariously

that they have largely become lookers-on instead

of performers, and thus the prospect of over a

couple of hundred stalwarts prepared to suffer

a very considerable amount of personal discom-
fort,, and even pay out good money to do so, is

one that is difficult of assimilation by the ordi-

nary crowd. For, intrinsically, the rewards are

paltry. A gold medal can be picked up almost
anywhere at far less trouble and expense—so

obviously it is not the awards that they go for.

Why, then, do these men go " into the dark,"
as Mr. W. Cooper (who, by the way, first sug-

gested the Christmas reliability trial in the

columns of this journal) describes it on another
page ? • Well, we rather think that all said and
done, the real reason is that love of adventure
which has gone so far to make our country what
it is, and we think it is an excellent thing to find

such a spirit so awake and enthusiastic in a

time which croakers describe as a " flabby age."
As a test of machines this trial pales before its

severity as a test of men. but we feel quite con-
fident that, unless actually snowed under, the

great majority will come tlirough smiling for

their gold medals, and right well w'll they de-

serve them.
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The Story of a Christmas Present
TOLD IN SE^EN LETTERS, FOUR WIRES,

AND A PRESS CUTTING.

I.

LaburiTiim Cottage,
Witheiington Furze, Herts.

December 18th, 1913.

My Dear Nephew,—I have neither seen you nor wished
to see you for the last six years. I trust I can forgive as

a Christian should, but I could not forget how you tied

Tabby's and Carlo's tails together. Carlo, as your dear
mother must have told you, has' gone to his last long home,
but darling Tabby has never been the same cat since. Often,
as she lies meditating by my parlour fire, she lifts her poor
scarred head to cast such a pathetic glanceat me, and I am
sure, if she could talk, she would say, " Why, oh why,
dearest mistress, did you invite that JMonster of Iniquity
to stay with us?"
However, you are a man now, and I trust you have put

away childish things. I was delighted to see in to-day's
Morning Post that you have won a scholarship at Oxford.
I hope this means that you are a, reformed character, and
that yoii have decided to follow in your departed father's
footsteps, and join the ministry. If this is so, I shall be
happy to make up to you for the birthday and Christmas
presents which I felt it my duty to Avithhold after your
crueltv to my eat. At the rate of two five pound notes a
year the sum would amount to £50, and I believe this would
buy the very fine theological library left by our late vicar,
besides coming in very useful for his widow and orphans,
who are left in deplorable poverty. If you have no special
plans for Christmas, will you spend it with me, when you
can also view the library?
With my love to your dear mother,

Your affectionate Aunt,
Prisoilla Hopkin.s.

II.

St. Ambrose College, Oxon,
• - Dec. 19, 1913.

Dear Auntie,—Always said you were a sport. Hope
'J'abbie bears no malice really. Sorry cannot come tor
Christmas. Jenkins and several other men are going down
liome for Mabel's coming-out dance. Will Took you up some
time during the vac. per motor—Jenkins has a racer. You've
made one bloomer. Haven't decided yet which profession
to adorn. Little premature to buy the reverend's library
under the circs. Jenkins says marriage is the only profession
I'm fit for. but fear quality of wives procurable at £50 is

low. I really want to be an engineer, and Mother thinks
a motor bicycle would give me splendid practical experience.
Oh, auntie, nrake it a motor bicycle, do ! and I'll buy you
two new cats—the long woolly sort with green eyes

!

Yours till we need I'emagnetising,

Aubrey HorKix.s.
P.S.—Go ea.sy with the wassail this Yuletide

!

III.

Laburnum Cottage,
Dec. 20, 1913.

Xephew,—The flippancy of your lamentable epistle has
made me perfectly ill. Your gibes at the holy estate of

matrimony, your unnatural callousness towards my deep
affection for my faithful four-footed companion, your sugges-
tion that a respectable spinster like myself could be guilty
(rf carousal, compel me to recognise that your old Adam
is still rooted deep. I .shall carry out my intention of pur-
cliasing our late vicar's library, but I sliall present it to the
local cottage hospital ; nor shall I add to your sins by pro-
viding you with funds which you would obviously waste

m nutous livnig. As lor motor bicycles, I cannot sufficiently

express my detestation of those malodorous, tympanum-per-
turbing engines of Satan. PKisorLLA HorKiss.

P.S.—If you bring the person Jenkins, Florence will inform

you that I am " Not at Home."
IV.
JIalcot Grange, Hants,

December 21st, 1913.

Dear Auntie,-^We'd much better kiss and be friends

—

isn't that what Christmas m^eans ? We won't say another
word about the motor bicycle, and by all means buy tho

vicar's library, and present it to the cottage hospital-
daresay the patients will digest more of it than I should.

But the JIater agrees with me that we're not going to let

you spend another lonely Christmas. Jenlvins and I are

going to motor over to-morrow to fetch you down here for

the festive season. Pack a ball dress, and toot it with the
best at Mabel's dance ;

o-et your thickest ulster out of cam-
phorj for the old iMercedes can move, and it'll be a long'

cold drive. Your penitent nephew,
AUBEEV.

>
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V. Telegram from Miss Priscilla Hopkins, Laburnnm Cotfage.

y I. Telegram from Mary Hopkins, Malcot Grange, Herts,

y 1 1. Telegram from Aubrey Hopkins.
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The Story of a Christmas Present.—
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M IDIfiUHT MOTOR RAID OX SURPRISED
BURGLARS.

Hie gang of burglars "who hare lately spread

panic among the wealthier reeidente of Herta.,

and have so succesefuUy baffled the determined

efforts of the local police, met their Waterloo in

the picturesaue village of Witberington Furae just

oftor midnignt this morning. Among the reaidenta

of that charminff rural fastness, Mise Priscilla

Hopkins, a wealtby maiden lady, baa long been

eminent for deeds of piety and philanthropy.

Attracted doubtleea by rumours of her domestic
treasurca the gang effected a successful entrance into

Laburnum Cottage, via the pantry window, ahortly

after 11 p.m., and having gaggol and bound the

heiplees lady and her sole attendant, Mise Eebecca
Smithers, proceeded to ransack the house. By a

fortunate mischance, an imdergraduatc nephew,
Mr. Aubrey Hopkine, of St. Ambrose College,

Oxon,, and a friend, Mr. Jenkins, of the same
college, were delayed in a surprise motor visit by
a mechanical breakdown, and arrived at Laburnum
C-ottage shortly after midnight. They surprised

the thieves et their nefarioue work, and after a

violent fracas succeeded in securing the t-bree

ruffians, who are well-known to the police as des-

perate criminals. After tbo miscreanta had been
transferred to the cust-ody of the county con-
stabulary, Mr. Hopkins and Mr. Jenkins took tbe
unfortunate lady down to the former's home )Q

Hampshire for a family Christmas
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Malcot Grange, Hants.
December 26th, 1913.

To the ilahaging Director,

Blizzard JLotor Cycle Co., Coventry.

Dear Sir,~Tl desire to present my nephew, Mr. Aubrey
Hopkins, with a motor bicycle, and I am credibly assured

that you make a -safe and reliable type. As he is young
and reckluss, it should not be speedy, and in the interests

of the public it is obviously desirable that the engine should

run very silently, and that the bi-akes should be exceedingly

Bubstan'tial. Will you kindly inform me of your terms for

a machine not exceeding one horse power ? I should add
that when I mention one horse power, I have in mind a

quiet cob, not a thoroughbred racehorse.

Yours very faithfully.

Priscilla Hopkins.

IX.

Malcot, December 26th.

T. S. Brnoklands, Esq.. Managing Director,

Blizzard ilotor Cycle Co., Coveiitry.

Dear Tom,—You mayn*t know I have an aunt who's
simply rolling? Well, old Jenkins . and I saved her from

some burglars this week, and I guess from sundry hints
lliat she's writing to you about a mot: r bil.e for me as a
reward. Slie's sur<i to ask for one that won't go more tlian

a Six Days' schedule crawl. Well, you know that the
6 h.p. Brooklands model is the tip for me, but when you
get her enquiry, paint it as a motor saiasage, there's a pal.

Yours till our jets choke,
AtlBREY.

X.
Blizzard Motor Cycle Co., Coventry,

December 27th, 1913.

D«ar Madam,—We are overburdened witli orders just

at present, but we are always anxious to oblige so dis-

tinguished a client as yourself, and esteem ourselves

fortunate in having at this moment in stock a ^ h.p. run-

about, de.signed expressly for my own daughter, and thrown
on tl>e market because my wife has decided to buy her a

Shetland pony instead It is extremely silent and docile,

and has never been known to exceed live miles an hour on
the road. I shall be happy, under the special circum-
stances, to accept the sura of sixty pounds (£60) for this

machine, and I am sending it down per passenger train

to-morrow for your inspection and approval. Hoping to

be favoured with youi- esteemed order, I am, dear Madam,
yours faithfully,

T. S. Brooklands, Managing Director.

P.S.—I may add a little technical information for Mr.
Auljrey Hopkins's information. The engine is of our 1914
l.COO c.c. type, equipped with overhead valves, which pro-

duce a marked improvement in silence and docility.

XI.

—>—«> e ».—< -

" Ixion " writes

Sherrard Street,

a section of a

poses to plare on

append. He is in

stouter and more
standard, type, but

is depth of tread

points out that a

NARROW THICK
as follows :

" Mr. Morris, of

Melton Mcvbray, has sent me
new tyre tread which he pro-

the market, a sketch of which 1

full sympathy with the demand for

durable tvres than the old 2 .4 m.
considers that the real desideratum

rather than luidth of tread. He
3in. tyre, as applied to a motor

Motor cycle tyre tread designed l)y Mr. Morris.

iicycle, usually suffers from one of two faults; cither

the bulk of its cross section is out of contact with the

road, in which case it might as wcilbe narrower—the

TYRE TREADS.
user is paying for non-efifecti\-e rubber, in fact ; or

else the whole cross-section is in road contact, which

implies that the tyre is under-inflated and will roll,

or that the walls of the casing are too nearly vertical,

and the internal .strains will soon break t'nem up. His

section indicates an alternative ideal—the very thick

tread with a narrow road contact and tapered walls.

His idea is scarcely as new as he fancies. To quote

a single instance, I once had a pair of tyres made by

a small maker at Henstridge (whose name I have

stupidly forgotten) which were identical with his,

except that they were far more substantial, and that

the tread had cross grooves like the Dunlop car pat-

terns, to ensure a 'setter longitudinal grip. These

tyres were the most durable pair I ever possessed, and

I cannot think why I never repeated the order—un-

conscious insanitv, evidently. Possibly soine of the

larger tyre firms have corrective ideas on the subject,

if that is so, I have no doubt readers would be glad to

hear what they are."
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OCCASIONA
COMMENTS

Golf Bag Clips.

Apropos .of a recent query anent carrying golf

bags on a motor bicycle, the professional at a Midland
clubhouse showed me some ingenious fittings sold h\

Halkin and Co., of 8, Portland Street, Southampton,
which effect their purpose quite neatly The links

garage incidentally reminded me of certain Show
critiques on the lack of luggage acconunodation in

cycle cars and light cars. The shed housed eight
cycle cars and light four-wheelers, ranging from a

Morris-Oxford to a Morgan, and all of them had plent\

of weighty articles lying in the hood, on top of the
mica window

!

Dull Driving.
The other day I rolled up to a certain hostelry in

a brand new light car, disfigured—I use the word
advisedly—by an automatic carburetter and a fixed-

point magneto. Several motor cyclists, engaged in

pe'rsonal lubrication, evinced obvious envy of mv
borrowed vehicle, and inspired me to denounce its

monotony. It was no fun to drive—nothing to do
but press a pecfal, hard for speed, gently for a ladylike

purr of the sort ^hat lets your non-skids sizzle genth
over wood paving. Even on a freak hill there is little

to be done but engage lowest gear, see that the oil is

circulating, and wrench the wheel at corners ; whether
she goes up or not, the chauffeur hardly feels respon-
sible—he is unashamed by failure, unthrilled by
success, unless, indeed, he has gone all out at a hair-

pin and conquered it by double-skidding witlioutToss
of way. As I was thus descanting, a very grlmv
individual clad in fawn paramatta and carbon smears
launched a similar diatribe against the standard },%
h.p. roadster bicycle. Driving, he considered, was a

dying art ; the modern motor cyclist (speaking of tour-
ists, of course) simply tugs back his lever to the last

notch in the quadrant, and lets his engine ''rev."
- These 12 'n i gears have deprived driving of its joys,

and so forth. The orator, on being challenged, con-
fessed that he lived in the hilliest heart of Devon, and
owned a 6 h.p. T.T. Bat, normally .geared 3^ to i.

I watched him trickle through a mile or so of the
thickest parts of Birmingham on a Saturday night, and
the .spectacle revived penitent memories of days when
I could have done the same, and enjoyed it. But I

fear me much that free engines and three-speed hubs
have robbed my hand of its cunning. I should not
care to cross London from Bromley to Stanmore on a

single-geared racer as once I used to do. I think I

mu.st buy some pre-historir relic to get niv har.d in

again.

Rear Rim Brakes.
Messrs. Rudge-Wliitworth, Ltd., remind me that

they have not withdrawn their original belt rim brake,
which is mounted outside the belt rim ; it is still fitted

to the fixed and . free engine roadsters, two models
ivhich I li?.\'e mt ridrlen recentlv ; but it is so mounted
A 1
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that the whole surface of the brake floats into place, in

lieu of one end being jerked rigidly into the V flange.

Speaking of the Rudge, I should not be surprised

if the refinement illustrated on page 1678 (issue of

December 1 Uh) proved just what is wanted to steady

the powerful engines" of the " oversize " single-cylinders,

especially when they have ultra-long piston strokes.

The sketch shows that the top of the cylinder is

anchored to the frame by two short bracing; clips.

The cylinders of big engines on cars enjoy a certain

amount of bracing together from the water and exhaust

connections, whereas some lofty motor cycle engines,

are only anchored at their base. The idea is likely
'

to be imitated, and may remove the reproach of a
shght additinnal \ibration from the 500-750 c.C;
singles.

Cycle Car Tyres and Belts.

All I hear tends to suggest that both belts and tyres

are lasting about double the mileage which prophets

anticipated on the modern cycle car. 8,000 miles

would be a truly phenomenal mileage for either a belt

or a cover on any motor bicycle, but my friencls do not'

seem to consider it out of the way on a cycle- car

—

unless, of course, one belt drops off, when a mileags

of 100 is perfectly feasible! Does this suggest any

changes in motor bicycle design ? Hardly. If we
increase the size of motor cycle tyres we shall sacrifice

a percentage of our steadiness, for I am sure that a

3in. tyre does not bite through grease so keenly as a

2jiin. In respect of belts, the .cycle car which
obtains good mileages has belts from loft. to 13ft. 6in-.'

long, with belt centres perhaps 5ft. apart, and we can-

not increase the distance between belt centres on a

m.otor bicycle unless we copy the new Zenith, and put

a counter-shaft where our magnetos usually grow. The
two-step drive has .-dready given us the benefit of

bigger pulleys and larger contact areas, but I do not

see how we can obtain the slackness which long

centres permit ; here we must envy the cycle car with-

out being able to imitate it.

Warm Feet.

The correspondence on the need of better protection

from bad weather has brought cold feet into high

relief as the chief bugbear of winter riding. It is

easy to keep the rest of one's anatomy warm, for

handle-bar muffs provide for the hands, and sufficient

jaeger and leather does the rest; but the feet are the

ver\' deuce. It is possible to maintain a partial

circulation by procuring an abnormally capacious pair

of waterproof boots, wearing three pairs of socks inside

them and snow boots over all, but this method has
two main drawbacks ; the feet are too warm during
temporary dismounts, e.g., if one stops at an inn foi.

a meal; and the job of removing the overshoes 01

waders gets ihe hands (or gloves) into an appalling
mess. I believe the onlv practical solution is to fit
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casional Comments.

—

e front half of a pair of big gaitered washing clog.-;

i the footrests. Some of the accessory dealers sell

iavy wooden-soled topboots, intended for wear bv
lauffeurs when hosing down a car on a washing floor.

the back half of such a topboot were removed
id the fore portion attached to the footrests one
>ukl keep one's feet warm without the risk of over-

'aling them during meals, and without making oneself

thily dirty by remo\ing the otherwise indispensable
ershoe. Will some stalwart spirit try the tip in the

xeter run, or will some accessory dealer tr)' his luck

,th a sample gross? Nobody seems anxious to

raiufacture Mr. A. V. Roe's canoe-bodied two-
leeler design, as illustrated in these columns eighteen

onths ago, and I think the half-boot footrest is the

:.\t best thing. It is rubbish to grumble about the

St of one's clothing gettmg dirty ; the portions of

iment which cover our trunks and thighs get dirtier

summer than in winter, if the back mudguarding
any better than so-so. By the way, in winter I

ually become inspired by a longing which I have never
ard vented by anyone else. I sigh for a hand-
erated rear brake. I find myself sliding about on
3asy smooth paving ; down and out go my feet when
5 back wheel is ob\'iously unequal to the task of keep-

5 the machine straight ; a cart or taxi dashes out and
)ses the gap in the trafiic which I was on the point

threading ; I dare not use my front brake for fear

provoking a tremendous skid, and my left foot has
grope wildly back on to the footrest in search of

: pedal brake. I suppose cle\'erer men would keep
ir feet on the rests. But, personally, I sigh for

land-operated rear brake ever}' winter, as ardently

I sigh for a handle-bar clutch in the summer when
im fooling about on the freak hills of a six day
\\, and my mount is afflicted w'ith a weeny little

tch pedal. I confess—with some shamefacedness
:hat in the absence of a usable hand brake, 1 often

ijotiate really bad traffic over the winter grease on
end gear; my bicycle can do 40 m.p.h. on second
ir when I let it rev., and the friction on that gear
h the throttle shut provides a magnificent stopper,

t I dislike the practice.
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Some Sidecars Don't Skid.
At last I have received a justification of my own

\erdict that sidecars don't skid, coupled with an ex-

planation of the contrary opinion, supported by manv
of my correspondents. No less an authority than
Hugh Gibson (who can claim a sidecar mileage of six

figures) agrees quite emphatically that the old-

fashioned rigid sidecar with three-point suspension
never skids. He goes so far as to say his own side-

cars have'iiever deviated from the straight path except
on the six inches of grease which composed the second
corner of Porlock Hill in the 191 2 Tri-als, aiid " skid

''

is hardly the word to apply to the spectacular gyrations
we witnessed there, for few machines ever bit through
the grease at all—it was too deep. Mr. Gibson, how-
ever, admits that the modern sidecar,' cquippefj with
a heavy luxurious coach-built body, with front and
rear springing devices, possesses a certain liabilitv to

roll and swing, and that these vices are accentuated on
hairpin corners, acute cambers, and slimy surfaces.

Even so, he questions whether the heaviest and best

insulated sidecar ever suffers from a really unprovoked
and uncontrolled skid ; he thinks nervous and imagina-
tive drivers are apt to exaggerate these rollings and
swingings, and the moderate back wheel wobbles they
inspire, into genuine skids. .Jie is ready to assert

emphatically that the plain old-fashioned rigid side-

car, with a diagonal strut extending from the seat-

pillar -out towards the sidecar axle, is as skid-proof

as ever. This exactly confirms my own experiences.

I have never had a sidecar skid, and my experience is

limited to the cheap and simple types, so far as owner-

ship is concerned. When I have" temporarily adorned
the chair of a slap-up ;£^ioo outfit, I have felt rather

than seen trivial oscillations which suggested that the

back wheel was sliding a very few inches, but I have

never been alarmed by what could rank as a genuine

skid. I have turned once round . on bicycles times

without number, and I have turned twice round and
once over on four-wheelers. I have also slid round

at right angles on a tricar with a single wheel astern,

but never yet have I sampled a genuine skid either on

a De Dion type of tricycle, with two wheels astern,

or on its half-cousin, the rigid sidecar.

roup ol owners ot 6 h.p. EnOeld sidecar combinations who campeted in the r;cent 200 mile trial at the Cape Peninsula. We understand thai all the riders were

successful. The winner, Mi, Frillevrllz, is at the extreme right.
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A Vivid Impression of Riding through the Winter Night.

INTO the dark ! You stand on the kerb in the

drizzling sleet on Boxing night, and, as we put
off into the dark and you wish us " God-speed,"

you add as an afterthought, " Mad ! Absolutely
mad !

"

A biting nor'-eastey, cruel, merciless, and penetrat-

ing, strikes us as we set out for the south-west. We
leave behind us home and loved ones, warmth, com-
fort, and even luxury.

Why do we go? There is no compulsion with the

amateur—we please ourselves.

The sharp cackle of the exhaust sounds healthy in

the wintry blast, and we wonder to what extent the

music will have lost its tune 'ere we check in on our

return twenty hours hence. Twenty hours ! . . .

We sometimes feel as if we would rather not go on,

yet we continue all the same
It takes some time to settle down to the work

before us, and we are well on the way ere we realise

the immensity of our self-imposed task. At first the

work impels the utmost care, but as time passes we
gain more confidence in ourselves. We do not feel

so much alone as we did, for are we not in company,
mentally, with those ^ve left around the fireside

—

those whose young eyes peered up into ours and
seemed to ask, " Why do you go? "

Outward and onward into the impenetrable dark-

ness. The bright white acetylene lamp lights the

highway a fair distance ahead, but no winking beacon
light marks the direction of our goal. Care is the

watchword, for an error of judgment for one brief

second might spell disaster, but tremble not ; we feel
;,

as secure as you do with your head half-buried in

your downy pillow. As the hours roll on, motor and
master become knit as one : each seerns to sympathise
with the other, and the trusted steed's responsiveness

echoes " All is well !

"

Mile upon mile across the dreary Salisbury Plain.

Only the language of the engine denotes whether
uphill or down. We left the start one minute before

the second man, yet no sound reaches our ears of

those who follow in our wake. Apart from the click

of the tappets, the only audible noise is the swish !

swi.sh ! of the snowy slush as the wheels plough
through like an ocean greyhound through the spray.

The clouds break for a moment, and the position of

the moon indicates that it is near midnight.

Through the Slumbering Hamlets.
We pass through many an old-world village, where

the heavily-thatched roofs almost kiss Mother Earth,

and where, in the night, no sign of life is apparent,

except, perhaps, " Robert " sheltering from the

elements 'neath the portals of the principal inn.

A20

The main line crosses over the road at the far end I

of the village, and we enter the archway as the expn
crosses over the huge span of granite. At other tin

the modest 3^- h.p. would create sufficient evidence of ,

its presence, but now, as the roaring express rushes I

on above us, we wonder where the silencing questim
began, and where it will end.

Into the dark. Round and round. The road seelll^

to have taken a circular course. The engine calls fm

niuch more gas. Yes, we know. This is the hill that

concerned us most, and at the '" S " bend a cruel wall

seems as if it were coming right up to the very lamp
glass. All out! Surely this is the moment when none >

but strong nerves need hopje for success. Mad—absa- I

lutely mad ! And accelerating as we grip the bars, wc

literally force the machine over to the maximum angle.

Safely round, but still ascending, at length we rea^ 1

the summit, and at this juncture heave a sigh of thauk-

fulness'.

A faint streak of grey in the east denotes tin;

approach of dawn. We shall soon reach the outwaul

limit. Every mile brings more light, and yawn follows

yawn. Soon the spires of the cathedral city glint

through the distance, and our spirits are lifted beyniifl

measure, while we almost grow careless at the certainty

of a successful outward run. 'Over the tramUnes.

through the gathered concourse ; then a graceful cur\r

into headquarters. How heroic we feel, yet we have

won no Victoria Cross !

Scarcely out of the saddle ere others arrive. Oh,

if we had only known they w'ere so near in the still

hours of the night. Refreshment for man and machine

is the order of the moment, and soon we toe thi: lii'e

again for the second half.

tlome^vard Bound.
Outwards and homewards. We are only about 160

miles from home. The young folks have just had

breakfast, and their prattle fills the nursery. The
large wooden " Humberette " is being loaded up ,

with teddy bears ready for the up and down journey 1]

from hall door to kitchen, disturbing everything along
|

the route. It's wonderful how our thoughts revert toj

home the farther we are away.

Crackle, crackle ! The puddles have a thin crust of

ice on the crowns, and the morning is fresh and crisp.

Once again through the same old villages, and when

we examine the road stirfaces we marvel how we rode

through the night. Nearer and nearer to our goal as

the day wears on. In the afternoon the winter sun

tingles our cheeks. This is the most dangerous time

of the whole journey, for the call of nature for sleep

seems almost irresistible. Bump, bump, we are off

the road and must have slept for a second or ,tw.>.
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BROOKS
and the Saddle question.

First—you want a skilfully-made seat—here

we show you that portion of the BROOKS

BI70—anatomically shaped, it is made from

the finest selected leather, luxuriously padded,

I
and finished in that style peculiar to BROOKS

productions, and meaning perfect wear and

perfect comfort.

Then—you require springs, elastic yet steady in their action,

and this view shows you one position of the BROOKS

PATENT COMPOUND SPRINGS, an exclusive feature of

the BROOKS, which absorb both shock and recoil, and, being

placed so far apart, ensure an unequalled lateral steadiness.

And then—you'll ask for something simple and strong,

with a minimum of weight, and this view emphasizes

all these points, and shows clearly the clean and smart

construction of the under-framing.

'BROOKS and the Saddle

question "—in truth, this model is a perfect

answer, and comparison will make that fact

still more apparent—and

—

When there's a better saddle than the BROOKS Bl 70, Well—BROOKS
WILL MAKE IT.

Now let us send you the BROOKS BOOK—it's free.

J. B. BROOKS 81 CO., LTD.,
49, Criterion Wks., Birmingham.

®
In f/ns-irrrirhf fh't.^ nrh-rrfi-n'mmf if ;.^ drsirnh/r fn mention *' T/ic Motor Ci/c(e."
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YES! VERY NICE!! BUT

OW D'YOU CLEAN IT?
YNORTON

!

NORTON
MOTORS,
BIRMINGHAM.

London

—

f ROBERTSONS,
Gt. Portland Street.

II I III HIIII I

""

REDUCTION IN PRICE
OF

PALMER f?S TYRES
CORD TYRE (Strongest and Best) . . . .

HEAVY FABRIC TYRE (second only to the Palmer Cord)

ORDINARY FABRIC TYRE (for iignt machines) -

PRIVATEER (a good cheap tyre)

per cover
26xZi
38/6
34/4
25/4
23/3

A Tyre t© suit every class of rider.

The above-mentioned tyres are absolutely the best possible value ever offered to

the motor cycle owner, and can be relied upon for durability and efficiency.

Write for Illustrated Booklet

—

THE PALMER TYRE LTD., 119, 121, 123, Shaftesbury Avenue, LONDON, W.C.

MOTOR CYCLE DEPOT : 103, St. John Street, Cierkenwell, E.G.

A22 jf/t an-vfering these adverliscmeiLU it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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Into the Dark.—
On aiul on into the evening, the sun sinks low, and

ihe darkness creeps on once more. We fancy we can

ah-eady see the crowd assembled to welcome us home.

At Icngd^ we sight the finish, and " Here's one
"

we hear someO'iie say, and in another moment we spy

vou on the kerb side, more convinced than ever that

we are " mad, absolutely mad."

The Fruits of our "Madness."

On a bright summer morning when the genial sun-

shine bathes the countryside, dispelling the dew and

railing the butterflies, you set off from home for the

whole long day. Hour after hour you ride, and the

absence of trouble grows almost monotonous. Whence
came this wondeiiul reliabilitv? Not because of some

LJI^

Speed record set up at Brooklands. No, deai leader,

you experience this reliability because we went into

the dark.

It may be that you ride on after lighting up lime,

but you can rely upon your lamp. Again, no noonday

ride with the butterflies perfected that lamp for you.

Vou may have to return next day over wet grea.sy roads,

vet vour non-skids give you confidence, and it was not

the tarred billiard tabic surface that called for the

non-skids; it was because we went "outward and

onward." And thus we might continue to dwell on

the boons that have been brought to thousands by the

rough riders who plough the furrow in the night.

Enter the trials yourself, and when you have tasted

the glories of " war " you will know how to answer

those who ask you. " Why do you go?
"

At the walersplash at the toot of Grimes HiU In the Birmingham M.C.C. open cycle car trial. The competitor is Vernon Busby on an 8h.p. Morgan.

AN IMPORTANT GERMAN WHITSUNTIDE EVENT.
For next Wliitsuntide an important reliability trial for

all types of motor cycles and passenger machines has been
arranged by the Viennese Oesteireichisclier Jlotorfahvev Club
and the Berlin Allgemeijier Deutscher Automobil Klub, which
will prove one of the most notewortliy Continental events

of the year, and will be run over a distance of 459 miles.

There will be no difficulty in crossing the frontiers, as

the authorities, both Austrian and Germans, are lending
every assistance possible to the promoters of the trial.

Competitors will start from Vienna on May 31st and the
first trip will be to Breslau, a distance of 257 miles. On
June 1st tliey will travel to Berlin, another 202 miles, where
llu' linish has been arranged, and a great reception held.

The detailed propositions and regulations of the race are

not yet ready, but it is certain that it will be run on

Federation rules and class limits.

Austrian and German sportsmen hope to see a repre-

sentative British entry (in which case all possible assistance

will be rendered to participants, the Austrian correspondent

of The. Moivr Ci/rle putting himself entirely at their dis-

posal), not only in view of the many handsome prizes,

but for the purpose of popularising the pastime in countries

which are still far behind England.
The cycle car classes, it is to be hoped, will comprise

a very good entry of German and Austrian machines, and

it is here particularly that British entries are looked for

;

especially some of the simpler machines, as Morgan,' Dno,

U.N. and Dew, would cause, great interest in Germany.
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A Rescue,

An Argument,

DECEMBER 25th, zgrj.

RETURNING home about ten o'clock one night
in Christmas' week, I felt well satisfied with
the world. It was a clear moonlit night, the

roads were bone dry, and my machine was running
delightfully. As I slowed down for some cross roads
and swung round the comer, the beam from my lamp
tell on the figure of a woman running swiftly some
distance in front of me. I saw her turn to look on
hearing the sound of my engine and immediately
proceed into the middle of the road, holding out her
arm as a signal for me to stop. " Hullo, ^' thought I.

"this looks like an adventure." and I halted
obetliently.

I saw without displeasure that she was a distinctly
pretty girl. So much 1 could discern, although her
hat was awry and her hair dishevelled. Her whole
aspect, in fact, revealed excitement and agitation,
which, together with her breathlessness, seemed to rob
her for the moment of the po\Aer of speech. So I

tried to break the ice.

" Er—can I do anything for you?" I asked, with
my most reassuring smile.

" Oh," she panted, " I don't know how to ask. you.
It seems such an awful thing to ask. But can you

—

can you take me on your carrier for a little way?"
Here was a congenial -task, though personally I

prefer a sidecar for passenger carrying. " I'll be.

very glad indeed to do so—to take you wherever you
like," I told her truthfully. "Will you come'on
now ?

'

" It's very kind of you," she stated. " I don't
know what you must think of me for troubling you
in this way. But it's .so late—and I had a long way
to go—and I got frightened."

At this point I became aware of the sound of run-
ning feet behind us, and rustic voices uplifted. I

looked round, and a brilliant glow in the sky attracted
my attention. I knew there was a village less than
a mile away, and surmised that one of the cottages
there must be on fire. As 1 gazed at this phenomenon,
the runners came into view. There appeared to be
seven or eight of them, carrying lanterns, and they
exhorted each other as they came.

" Hullo, there seems to be some excitement," said
I. "I suppose there's a fire in the village, and those
lads are going for the brigade. I'll ask them what's
happened exactly."

My companion unexpectedly gave a little shriek and
caught hold of my arm. " Please don't wait," she
begged earnestly. " Plea.se let's start now—at once !

I mean—I do so want to get home !"

She seemed almost hysterical, and, with a final

glance at the rapidly approaching lanterns, I hastened
A24

And a

Conversion.

to start the engine and let in the clutch. As we moved
off I heard a great shout—of anger, as it seemed—
and dimly wondered. Above the healthy bark of the

engine others came to my ears until we had left the

runners far behind.

A Militant Suffragette.

Presently I turned my head -to look at the yellowl

glow in the sky, now much fainter, and found my,
passenger also gazing fixedly in the same direction.

In reply to ray questions, she assured me that she was'
quite comfortable and not at all cold. Then there was

'

a silence, and an interval of reflection on my part.

Just as we passed a group of youths, who .shouted

"Merry Christmas!" to us, a startling idea flashed

into my mind. My companion, incredible . as it:]

seemed, was a militant suffragette !

Now, while my opinions on many subjects—such as!

singles versus twins and the problem of Ulster—are

uncertain and lack conviction, there is one point on
which I had definitely made up my mind, namely,

that these ladies who go about burning and destroying

property as a means of consummating " votes for

women " are dangerous criminals, and should be^

treated as such, and left to " hunger strike " if theyj

wish. The thought of helping one to escape from the

'

consequences of her misdeeds was decidedly repugnant
to me. My righteous indignation struggled with my
sense of chivalrv. Of course, I argued, it did not follow

that my supposidon was correct. But the fire and the

shouts of the pursuers and her agitation seemed to

jDoint very plainly to this conclusion. I was wonder-
ing whether the circumstantial evidence was complete

enough when her fluttering scarf caught my eye in the

moonlight. Its colours, I felt almost sure, were the

deadly purple, green, and white. At that I closed

the throttle with decision, and we stopped near a little

pond, now coated with a thin sheet of ice, by the side

of which stood a cluster of tall trees.

" This is as far as you want~ to take me, isn't it
? ''

she said. She was now quite composed, and smiled

at me prettily. " Thank you so much for the lift. I've

not got far to go now.

"

" I really stopped because I wanted to ask you
something," I answered. "Are you a mifitant suffra-

gette, and did you cause that fire we saw back there ?

I should rather like to know."

There was a gasp and a pause. " Certainly I believe

in votes for women," she replied in a small voice. " I

think they're better fitted to have them than most men.
Don't you ?

"

"Never mind what I think, I said, "that's not
answering my question, is it ?

"
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During your Christmas Holidays
—NOW, while you think of it—drop us a postcard for

the name and address of our nearest Demonstration
Agent, who will give you all particulars of the A.C.
Light Car and the A.C. Sociable, and take you for trial

runs. We have agents all over the country, so that

there is almost sure to be one conveniently near you.

The A.-C. 4-cyl. Light Car The A.-C. Sociable
Combines the refinements of a Light Car
with the handiness and economy of a

Cycle Car. It is the only car coming
withm the Cycle Car definition that

embodies large car practice and robustness.

Price £175.
(Completely equipped.)
(Spare tyre extra.)

is the most popular three-wheeler made,

and is in use all over the world.

It is famous for its great reliability,

economy, hill-climbmg powers, and easy

management.

Price 75 Gns. as shown.

In iin-^worivrj ihis advertisement it /•« clpKirnhlc in nirnlin-n " Tlip Motor Cycle.'
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D'

HONOUR
FOR THE

N.SX.

Prince Henry
of Prussia
has just ordered a

2 h.p. Single -cylinder

Lightweight N.S.U.
^T ""TH IS Royal recognition of the superiority^^ of the N.S.U. motor cycle coming as

it does on the top ot the recent records, establishes

the fact that the best machine is an N.S.U.— best

for racing and as equally best for private use.

MODELS FOR 1914— ALL TWINS.

The N S.U. MOTOR Co., Ltd.,
Offices and Showrooms : 1 86, Great Portland St.. London,W.
Good3 and Repairs: 83-85, Bolsover Street, London, "W,

Ql l_ «^ T wi n-
*^2 n-P cyUnder
49 S CO, 2-speed
gear and free
engine, belt drive.

6-7h.p.TT„:
der, 830 cc, chain
drivet three - speed
countershaft gear,
26 X 3in. tyres.

7-9 h.p. JX:
der, 996 cc, chain
drive, three-speed
countershaft gear,

28 X Sin. tyres.

-D
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2
THE

2 H.P. LEVIS
HOLDSTHE RECORD of taking a

SIDECAR AND PASSENGER
UP THE WYCHE CUTTING GRADIENT 1 IN 2-96

(ON A 16 TO 1 GEAR).

ADMITTED the most WONDERFUL PERFORMANCE of the YEAR.

Every 1914 2-| h.p. LEVIS will be IDENTICAL to this Machine.

Don't fail to see the LEVIS lightweight which is
bringing about a REVOLUTION in motor cycling.

Butterfields, Ltd., Stechford, Birmingham,
THE PIONEERS of the Air-cooled Two-Stroke Lightweight.
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Rescue, an Argument, and a Conversion.
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we had left the runners far behind Presently I turned my head
lo look at the yellow glow in the sky, now much fainter, and found my passenger
also gazing fixedly in the same direction."
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A Rescue, an Argument, and a Conversion.

—

" I don't see that you've any right at all to ask me,"
she said coldly. "Eut if you're so anxious to know,
I have struck my first blow for the cause to-night.

I cycled over to tliat village about two hours ago to set

fire to an old barn that I had noticed. There were
some cows in the same field and I had to wait for them
to move away. Then the thatch was so wet that it

wouldn't burn until I had u.sed dozens of matches and
nearly all my paraffin. At last 1 got it alight and was
spreading about some of our literature when I saw two
men coming towards me, yelling.' And they came from
the direction where my bicycle was, so I had to run
away without it chased by the crowd you saw just now—I've never run so fast before. They might \\A\t

caught me if you hadn't happened to come along. I

suppose you're sorry they didn't," she finished defiantly.
" You think it's a great pity you stopped when I asked
you to!"

I spare the reader the arguments with which I

condemned and she defended her action. Any passers-
by would have been highly amused to behold at that
hour a motor cycle on its stand and two people beside
it discussing heatedly the ethics of militant suffragism.
"'Well," said the girl finally, "what do you want to
do with me ? Give me in charge at the nearest pohce
station 7"

I said that I intended, having suitably admonished
her, to fulfil my original intention of taking her home.
But she would not hear of this. Now that she knew
what I thought of her, she said, she refused abso-
lutely to come with me. My expostulations had no
effect except to make her angry.

" But your people—surely they'll be expecting you
before this?_" I ventured.

"Yes," she admitted, "they will.- But I can't
help that. I've quite made up my mind to walk.
Good-night, and thank you again for the lift—and
your lecture."

" Well, if you're determined," I said, with a sudden
feeling of disappointment, " it's no use my saying
anything more. So good-night, and a merry Christ-
mas, and a pleasant walk."

Once in the saddle I opened the throttle wide and
shot off down that road like a projectile, but I felt far
from easy in my mind. Suffragette or not, I did not
like the thought of leaving her to walk some four
miles alone at that time of night. It occurred to me
that perhaps she had enough to worry her in the loss

of her bicycle without needing my lecture, as she had
called it, and that I might have " slated " her over-
much. In any case, 1 was sorry we had quarrelled.
Could I go back and tell her so, with apologies, and
try to induce her to finish her interrupted " joy-ride "

?

I pondered the point so deeply that I was nearly run-
ning into the hedge. Probably I should get severely
snubbed for my pains. Still there was the chance
that after walking a little way she had changed her
mind, or would at least be amenable to persuasion. I

decided to risk it.

Reconciliation,
So I turned arid sped back again, while the waning

moon seemed to smile satirically. And as I ap-
proached the spot where we had parted I saw her, and
a man walking by her side. Obviously she was try-

ing to escape from him, and for a moment I wondered
if he might be one of the pursuing villagers. But as

I drew nearer his unsteady gait declared him a belated
reveller who had emerged, I presumed, from one of

the side lanes. So extreme was his condition that he
did not even seem to be aware of my arrival till I took
him gently but firmly by the .coat collar and ordered
him to depart solo. This he presently did, after air

ineffecti\-e and unscientific attempt at resistance.
" So perish all poltroons!" I said to the girl. " Did

he annoy you much?"
" Oh !

" she cried indignantly, " he—he wanted to

kiss me, I think. Aren't all men brutes?"
" Present company excepted, I hope? " I suggested.

.

" Oh, I suppose so," she said, after a not very
complimentary pause. " Did you come back to try

come on your carrier agam r
and persuade me to

Because, if so, I wiil, in spite of what I said. I

want to get home as soon as I can and try to forget
all that's happened this evening."

'.'Then that's all right," I said. "Take a seat,

please. I'm awfully glad I came back." And I

was. With difficulty I restrained an inclination to

sing as we moved off once more. Somehow the evils

of incendiarism had receded quite into the background.
I have seldom known four miles pass so quickly,
although I purposely kept the speed low. When we
arrived at her home, she said good-night very
graciously, and consented to see me again, " but not,"
as she said, " to argue about militancy—please!

"

Really, there is nothing else to w^rite, except that
she now takes, as I have good opportunities of know-
ing, only a lukewarm interest in " the cause," and
certainly would not set anything alight in order to

further it ; and that a few days later our leading
local weekly "rag" contained this paragraph:

" A suffragette outrage was perpetrated in the little

village of on the night of Christmas Eve, re-

sulting in the partial destruction by fire of a barn
belonging to Mr. , a local farmer. One of the

women concerned in it was alarmed by two passers-

by. who had noticed the flames and Avere proceeding
to investigate. With a number of other inhabitant-

they gave chase for half-a-mile, and would doubtle.-

have captured the incendiary if she had not. been met
by a male accomplice with a motor cycle, who rode
away with her. Meanwhile, other helpers had suc-

ceeded in getting the fire under control. A number
of suffragist pamphlets were found near the scene of

the outrage. Later, a lady's bicycle was also found
under an adjacent hedge, but with no clue as to its

owner. We understand that Mr. intends to keej)

this machine as some little compensation for the

damage done, unless (as is not likely) a per.sonal

application is made for its return."

No ; we both agree he may keep the bicycle !

fit The Motor Cycle" Photog^raphs.
I>lil)licat€3 of photographs appearing in "THE MOTOH CYCLE" will be

supplied at tVie foilowinK rntea :—Unmounted prints, half plato 1/6 post free;
mounted. 1/9 post free. Thiarefers to photographs taken by "THE MOTOR
CVCLE."
Orders, which must he necompanied with remittance, thould be addressed to

the Photographic Department —IliEfe and Sons Limited, 20. Tudor Street,
London, £.C
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ALADDIN ELECTRIC
*£ilii LIGHTING SB!TS ^2:2:0

for Motor Cycles, Sidecars, Cycle Cars, Motor Cars.

8-10 hours'

continuous Light.

Re-charged on the

road in a few
seconds.

Simple, safe, and

reliable.

Upkeep nominal.

--

1^-^

/ F^' 1

1^;^^^

Every Battery fully

guaranteed.

Sidecar Lighting

specially catered for

£2:2:0

Price complete, £2:2:0.

Write, call, or phone for illustrated list to—

WESTON'S, 104, Wool Exchange, London, E.C.

THE
NO TROUBLE"

LAMP.

£2:2:0

The advantages of the

'MILLENNIUM'
"Fitall" Two-speed Gear

cannot be over-estimated.
Moreover, they can hardly
fail to appeal to you. The
" Fitall " gives two speeds
and free engine, all the
changes being made by
one lever. Simplicity it-

self, and absolutely re-
liable. It is a greater
power saver and therefore
a money saver. The"!' it-

all" can be quickly fi(ted
to almost any make of

motor cycle wiihcut
structural alteration.

Lei us send furllier parliculars.

LAKE & ELLIOT, LTD.,
Albion Works, Braintiie, Es.^ex.

LONDON : 12, Mortimer Strcel, W.
COVENTRY: Priory House, Priory St.

PLUGS
In answering ihene CLcli-erlisemcnU it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle.'

BLUEMEL !

/Tthe BLUEMEL
I MASCOT PLUG i

I with the Patent Enamel BLUEME^

: : Gas-tight Joint :

IS gradually but surclj'

gaining in popuiarity.

It is sought by the man
who has had ignition

trouble and who has
asked his friends for the
cause of their lasting

immunity from similar
trouble, and received the

reply,

"A Mascot Plug,
try one."

II'iV/ you send for our Motor Cycle
List, poht free?

BLUEMEL BROS., Ld.,
Wolston, nr. Coventry.

•'9
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1914 Models comprise

:

Model 1, lightly built fortiie

solo rider.

Model 2a, the fastest and
smartest on the road.

Model 2b, a powerful chain
and belt-drive model.

Model 2c, all chain drive.

Model 3, the sidecar machine

Get our Pr^lim.inary List

before deciding upon a

mount. It will prove help-

ful and interesting. Fully

•: i: :: illustrated. :: :: ::

Truly "Best After Tests" in the strictest

The finest examples of motor cycle manufacture
ever offered

BAT MOTOR
PENGE

MANUFACTURING CO.,
LONDON, S.E.

Model 3.

Speedomefens
The Fii-st n/IOTOR CYCLE SPEEDOIVIETER

to enter and pass an officially observed

AUTO CYCI.E UNION 3,000 Rfll 1.ES T EST
MOTOR CYCLISTS—PLEASE NOTE ! ! !

Copy of Letter troni Chairman 0! Competitions Committee A.C.U.

Noverabc-r 13111, jcjij. Carew, Walton-ou-Hill, Surrey.

Sirs,

Having used a " Watford " Speedometer during the past voar,
fitted to three different makes of motor vehicles, a " Bayard " ligbt car,
a "G.W.K." cycle ear. and a " Premier " motor bicycle. 1 should like
to say that I have found yoiirspeed indicator the most reliable, accurate,
and generally satisfactory that I have ever used.

For steadiness of the needle as well as for the silence and Instinti
qualities of the gear box and transmission I do not think it can be
surpassed

I am, yoiurs faithfully
(Signed) E. Percy Greenhill,

Chairman of Competitions Coinmiltce .^.C.U.

Write (or Catalogue to—NICOLE, NIELSEN & CO., LTD.,
Inventors and Patentees of tlie Clironcjt.'iap)i, ieo-2 : Split Secuiitld. 1871 ; and

Speedometer. II'O-I.

THE WATFORD SPEEDOMETER WORKS.
i.ondon Showrooms—14. SOHO SQUARE, W.

Telei'lionc—'J^:.?.'! Central. TelcHnirnH-NieonieJeo, London.

are the outcome of the unique experience of
a fii-st- grade English watch manufactur-
ing firm, established in London 1839.

Motor Cycle Speedomater and Watch.

Type 700 £S 5 O
Speedometer with trip and maximum ^peed hand.

Type 702 £4- 4 O
Speedometer with total and trip milea3:e counter.

Type 706 £3 3 O
Speedometer with total mile-

a,ti"e counter. .

With Watch,
£l - 1 - O extra.

A30 In aiiorciiitii thr.i: adfriii.<cmriil.< il i.< cli:s\i\uhh to vicnlioii " T/ii: Motor C'l/rk-."
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The Editor does not hold himself responsible for the opinions of his correspondents.
All letters sboold be addressed to the Editor, " The Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, E.O., and should be accompanied by the writer's tull name and address.

A Tip for Winter Riding.

Sir,—Some time ago I noticed an enquiry in your columns
re keeping a motor cycle in the winter. I have been shown a

1911 Bradbury which looked as if it had just been bought
from the makers. I have now tried the same method on my
Triumph, which I am using daily, and, after six weeks'
trial, I cannot speak too highlj' of this "winter tip." It

is a shilling tin of cylinder Eobbialac applied over the
cylinder, exhaust, silencer, and all briglit parts ; it gives the

metal a gunmetal finish, and does not wear off. Mud, grease

and wet have no appreciable effect on such a surface.

M. HARWOOD.

Do Sidecars Skid?
Sir,—The opinions which have been expressed on this

subject are of a somewhat contradictory nature, and the
real solution, I ventin-e to suggest, can only be arrived

' at by taking into consideration the weight of machine and
sidecar, width of wheelbase, and type of tyre used.
From my own extended experience with a 3^ h.p. free

engine Triumph and light sidecar attached to the maehine
as closely as possible, and shod with a smooth tyre, I have
no hesitation in stating that on roads in a certain condition

the combination will skid on the slightest provocation, and
on slimy wood-paved roads may be made to skid perceptiblj'

I'V swaying the body to and fro. I have not experienced
skidding wliilst riding down hill, though when making
a frantic rush at a hill with loose and wet surface

the machine has performed most extraordinarj' gyrations

in a vain endeavour to take the hill broadside on. On the

other hand, a machine and sidecar with wide wheelbase,
low body, and shod with a non-skid tyre, is practically

immune from skidding, assuming, of coiu'se, the sidecar

is correctly adjusted.

In every case the personal factor must be considered, for

a macliine which is quite docile and tractable in the hands
of its owner may give good food for thought to the person
who might unwarily venture upon it without being
acquainted with its little idiosyncrasies. D. NICHOLLS.

Ice in the Carburetter.

Sir,—A few days ago whilst I was riding in the country,

and after 1 had covered some fifteen miles at about twenty-

five miles an hour, my mount (Douglas R, with standard

carburetter) began quite suddenly to lose power, showing
marked symptoms of engine starvation. Opening the

throttle caused the engine to flag still more ; closing it

slightly caused the engine to pick up again for about a

hundred yards, when it again began to fall off.

On dismoimting to examine the carburetter I found to my
astonishment that the upper part of the jet cliamber had
become almost filled by a cylindrical piece of ice firmly

adherent to the lowermost coil of the throttle spring and
extending down into the cliamber to a distance of about three-

quarters of an inch. So firmly w'as it attached that I had

to cut it out with a knife, after doing which I proceeded

on my way rejoicing.

The" morning was cold and raw and damp, but not frosty,

nor had there been any frost for some days previously.

I had had no trouble w-hatever in starting up in the morning,
and the machine is in daily use.

The fuel I was using was Birchenwood spirit, which, I

believe, is benzole 90%.
I should be glad to receive any enlightenment as to the

cause of the phenomenon. JAS. M. SCOTT.

Bent Sparking Plug Points.

Su-,—Whilst riding my 3-^ h.p. single the other day wath

the throttle almost full open, the belt pulled through at the

fastener, the result being that the engine raced for a few

seconds. When I had mended the belt, imagine my sur-

prise, when the engine refused to fire. On removing the

sparking plug I found that the points had been bent all out

of shape. When I put the plug in there wa.s quite ^in.

between the plug and the inlet valve at the top of its stroke,

and the inlet spring is quite as strong as the makers advise.

The only solution I can give is that with the abnormal

speed of the engine, the inlet valve must have bounced off

the tappet, and so hit the plug.

I wonder if any other of your readers has experienced

this trouble ? R-S.

Two-stroke Lubrication.

Sir,—In reply to " Two-stroke's " letter, I am sorry that

I cannot give the details of how Mr. Garrard lubricated

his four-stroke engines. The subject was described and dis-

cussed in the press at the time, and I was interested and
wrote Mr. Garrard as to whethSs any special oil was neces-

sary. He very kindly sent me a tin of that wliich he used

to try, but pressure of business prevented the experimenting

which I had promised myself. Mr. Garrard, however, is

too practical an engineer not to have considered all the

conditions, and I have no doubt he had provided for the

lubrication of the big end, etc.

He is still doing good service to the motor world, and it

would be interesting if he would throw some light on the

subject. 'There would, however, not seem to be any great

objection to drawing the mixture through the crank case,

faUing other methods, and so gain just the same result in

one type as in the other. A. C. DAVISON.

The Bantamweight Class.

Sir,—I have read with interest " Ixion's " remarks on small

four-stroke engines, published in your issue of the 4th

December.
I would inform "Ixion" that, havino ridden a 2^ h.p.

New Hudson fitted with 70 X 76 J.AI'. engine, I have

found none of the evils he mentions.

I have ridden this machine for two and a half years

and covered upwards of 12,000 miles.

For the first eighteen months I ran the machine wil/imit

a speed gear, and after twelve months' wear undertook a

Welsh tour. With the aid of the adjustable pulley and a

worn belt, giving me a 7^ to 1 gear, I used to climb daily

the long Dinas to Dolgelly Hill ; I also climbed the moun-
tain road from Maentwrog to Llandilocs, and succeeded in

reaching the top of the famous Bwlch-y-Groes Pass by taking

it in sections and hard pedalling. As a result of this tour

1 eventually fitted a three-speed gear, in view of futm-e tours

in mountainous country. It was only when nearing the

10.000th mile that the "power began to "fall oft' ; and in July

last I had the engine re-bushed and a new piston fitted.

At the present moment the engine is going better than

ever and develops its usual power. 1 can average twenty
miles per hour, and on several occasions have covered the

hundred and seven miles from Bath to my house in five

hours exact.

As I use my machine for touring and long distance riding

I should have a more powerful macliine next time, to enable

me to increase my average speed and also for occasional

sidecar work.
A3

1
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To sum up I Avould state tlia.t (1) the power j's absolutely
maintained over satisfactory mileage

; (2) little piston ring
wear, valre pitting, etc., do not affect the power on the
2^ h.p. any more than on other types—I grind in valves
about every 1,000 miles ; and (3) overheating, valve trouble,
and plug troubles are nil.

The disadvantage of a small engine pulley is shown by
my using up two belts a year, the approximate life of "a

belt being just over 2,000 miles.
A second disadvantage is that for touring and long dis-

tance riding, a higher average speed would be desirable.
Since fitting the three-speed gear there is only one hill

I have failed on, and that is Arms Hill, Henley. "Such hills

as Kop, Whiteleaf, and Pink Hill, near Princes Eisborough.
I can take on the run. I have no interest in either the
J.A.P. or New Hudson firms. S. W. H. TURNER.

The Effect of Benzole on Valves.
Sir,—Having been a constant user of benzole for six

months I am interested in other people's views of it, and
notice that F. W. Wagner has, apparently, had a dishearten-
ing experience For the exhaust valve to be so badly burnt
after using only four gallons is extraordinary, and indicates
that the benzole was exceedingly badly washed. I have not
examined my exhaust valves, but the compression and
running are as good now as six months ago, and I am using
the bicycle daily on a very heavy road. I may state that I
have not had my plug out for two months. In view of the
statements that benzole makes starting difficult in cold
weather, I may mention that, during a recent snowstorm
in which I was forced to ride, the engine—which is a 4^ h.p.
Precision single-cylinder—started up on the second revolution.

If I am not taking up too much space, I should like to
make a suggestion as to vifhy more air is required for ben-
zole. My suggestion is this. Benzole has a higher yiscositv
than_ petrol, and, consequently, would form a larger bead oil
the jet, thus offering a greater surface for evaporation, and,
unless the throttle were eased off or the air increased, the
perc€ntage of benzole in the mixture would be higher than
the upper limit for explosion, thus causing a deposit of
carbon through incomplete combustion. I do not advance
this as a reason, but merely throw it out as a suggestion.
If any of your readers know the explosive limits of benzole
and petrol I should like to hear what they are.

F. J. POPHAM.

Sir,— I have had a similar experience with benzole to
your correspondent Mr. F. W. Wagner. I filled up the
tank of my 3^ h.p. Rudge-multi with one gallon of benzole,
there being already nearly half a gallon of petrol in the
tank. The benzole was of a well-known brandy bought at
a large garage, and cost as much as second-grade petrol.
At first the running of the engine was decidedly smoother,

and it would not knock, but after some forty miles at an
average speed of about twenty-five miles an hour the engine
showed all the symptoms of bad overheating and loss of
compression. This was not due to an over rich mixture,
as the best results were obtained with the air supply of
the 1913 pattern Senspray carburetter partly closed.
On arriving at my destination, after covering a total

distance of sixty miles on this fuel, I removed the valves,
to find the exhaust valve so badly burnt as to be of no
further use, three large chips having disappeared from its
face. The thin flat ends of the electrodes of the Bosch
plug had also disappeared. The exhaust valve had been
used previously for 5,000 miles with petrol, and was in
excellent condition before the benzole was used.
Another curious effect of benzole was that it dissolved

the soap used in one place to secure a petrol-tight joint,
and caused choking of the jet.

I have not used any benzole since, and should like some
assurance that trouble with valves and plugs is not a usual
consequence of its use befoi-e trying it again.

F. C. C. KENNEDY.

Engine-shaft Gears.
Sir,—May I endorse the remarks made in your issue of

Nov. 27tli by "AP274." Until I got my present machine
a few months ago I used an N.S.U. gear and always found
this most satisfactory.

The only renewals in 3i years were one new belt pulley,
a set of new pinions and bushes, and one low gear clutch
plate. The first item would have been necessary in any
A32
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case, and the two latter together cost about five shillings. I
did not find that the weight of the gear had any appreciable
effect on the engine bearings ; in fact, they were never
renewed while I had the machine, and were in fair con-
dition when I sold it. The only grumble I had about the
whole thing was the " coffee grincling " lever for changing
the gear, and when I was able to get over this by obtaining
a set of handle-bar control fittings I considered that I had
found my ideal gear for solo and occasional sidecar work.
So much so that I am ordering a new gear and control for

my new mount, as I did not see anything at Olyuipia to

improve upon it. I am certain that anyone who has once
used a handle-bar controlled gear would never go back
to either foot or tank control.

May I add the usual disclaimer. EPICYCLIC.

Tyre Luck.
Sir,—Now that modern machines are so absolutely reliable,

motor cyclists probably experience more trouble with their
tyres than with any other part of their mount. This being
the case, a few hints from a hard road-rider may not be
out of place.

I first take the tubes, and make sure that they are air-

tight, replacing any suspicious looking patches. Then I pour
about a wineglassful of water into each of them through
the valve hole. I have never seen this recommended before
in tliese columns, but it is really a splendid plan, as it

keeps the tube in fine condition. Water is a well-known
preservative of rubber, and tubes with a little water in

them will, barring accidents, last for years. It keeps them
soft and pliable, and they are therefore much less likely

to be pinched. The idea has one other advantage, as when
the tuioe is punctured, the water is immediately forced out
tlu'ough the hole, and it is thus an easy matter to locate

the spot which requires attention. Moreover, a little water
put in any spare tubes will efl'ectually prevent them from
perishing.

At the end of about every three or four hundred miles
running, I examine the outer covers very carefully, pick out

any flints wliich may be embedded in the rubber and fill

up all the cuts.

By staking these measures, and with a reasonable amount
of good fortune, I think any motor cyclist may count on
being able to avoid any serious tyre trouble.

A ROUGH RIDER.

Sir,—Being interested in tyre wear, I have always read
correspondence about this in 2'he Motor Cycle, and am
surprised at the different accounts given of mileage done,
the divergence of distance being so great, I took to motor-
ing two years ago, and after reading " Ixion's " advice,
advising heavier tyres, I ordered the heaviest 3in. tyre that
could be fitted to driving wlieel in place of the two-inch cover
which was standard. A Clincher Dreadnought was put in

at an extra cost of 25s. My machine is a 2i h.p. A.J.S.
chain drive. I rode it neai-ly 7,000 miles and then had it

retreaded. The ridges on the retread were worn off in 1,000
miles, but the tyre itself seems as good as new. I hope to

ride it another 5,000 miles. As far as one can see the bead-
ing and lining are intact. The studs on my front
Hutchinson hai'dly show any sign of wear after 8,000 miles.

Even allowing for the different h.p. and weights, there must
be something wrong to get such poor results. I have
always read that chain drive is very destructive to tyres,
but I begin to doubt if the chain is such an evil factor as
generally supposed. S.J.

,>•/.•

The Oakleigh wind cutter sidecar with extra foldinj seat at the rear.
(It is referred to on page 1742.)
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Speedometer Drive.

^

Sir,—In your issue of December lltli there is a letter by
\\ lieelslip." I had a curious experience about a year ago.

1 was rnuning fairly fast over NortlumiberlaiKl and Durham
roads on a Triumph solo. Although the machine did not
tend to skid unusually on the greasy roads, yet whenever 1

..imo to a dry patch" under trees, "the beat of the engine
icoably slowed, showing that there must have been a
-<iderable amount of baeU wheel slip when on the wet

urtions. This shows that under certain conditions a rear-
nvei) speedometer flatters ones pace. .T. REED.I

Benzole.
^ii-— i found my cihaust valve burned away a few weeks

ago, but traced it, not to the benzole, but to "the adjustable
tappet having unscrewed, and so prevented the valve seat-
ing- I have just looked at the valve and find that it is
sliglitly pitted after 300 miles running. The seating is

,
perfect. Benzole is so much nicer to run on than petrol that
it will take more than pitted valves to stop me using it. I

have found no other drawbacks in some tliousands of miles.
Can anyone help me here? I have just had fitted to the

1913 P. and M. carburetter a pilot jet, advertised in your
paper. It gives very slow running in free engine and
tratlic. but (using benzole) tliick, black smoke pours from the
silencer at every explosion when ticking over on the pilot
jet in "free." How can I prevent the smoke? It soots up
the valves, but the soot is easily wiped ofi' with a rag,
lea.ving a clean surface. STUJIPED.
[We think that other readers, who have suggested that their

iuilves have been burnt out by benzole in an incredibly
short mileage, will find the true explanation to be on the

^ lines of the above letter.

—

Ed.]

r' A Cornish Reader's Sidecar.

, Su',—Having been a constant reader of your valuable
paper for the past three years, I thought the enclosed photo-
graph of myself, with my son, and my 35 h.p. Bradbury
sidecar combination might interest you and your readers.

I have been a motor cj'clist for the last five years, but
have not ridden a more reliable machine than my present
mount. " the 'Bradbury " (which., by the way, is my third

iSP^T,

steed). Uuiins nine months every-day use in all weathers
I have not lud the slightest trouble with regard to the
power of my machine, the only involuntary stop being a
choked jet. It lakes two of us anywhere, which is saying
a good bit considering the hills we encounter in Cornwall.
I find the sidecar combination a boon to me in my profes-
sional duties. I niigiit .state 1 have no interest wjiatever
with tlip Ri:illiii.'v To., nthpv than a satisfied user.

^T.FTJPD \vnr>TH

Hear Lights.
Sir,—The present chaotic state of affairs is most dangeroue

to every one who has to move about the country at more
than six miles per hour. Let me give one instance from my
own personal experience. 1 was riding a motor cycle early

one evening along a main road in the vicinity of Hereford

when I saw in front of me a white bare light which appeared

to be carried by someone approaching in an open trap. In

two or three seconds I found myselt running into the tail

of an empty timber carriage. By a stroke of luck only was I

able to avoid the vehicle, the ditch, and the man leading

the shaft horse—one of three hitched to the waggon. On
the fore part of the vehicle wa.? perched a man holding in

his right hand a hurricane lamp sliowing white all round, at

a distance of a good many feet from the pole tail. For
such a state of things as" this to be permitted anywhere,
especially on main roads, is atrocious. If the police were
to insist on e.'ery vehicle showing a red rear light instead

of prosecuting motor cyclists unnecessarily, as they have
been doing lately in Herefordshire, all sections of the

travelling public would be able to move about the country
after dark in safety. CJ 1365

Weatherproof Finish.

Sir,—As 1 wandered about the Show, through avenue
after avenue of machines that—however pei'fect Iheir

mechanism—looked more suitable for a glass case than the
road, I wondei-ed why makers did not finish their machines
with some view to the work that would be expected from
them. In fact, some machines were so brilliantly " got up

"

that we might suspect theu' makers of pushing "side lines"
in metal polish or plate powder.

Nickel plating, nickel plating, everywhere, hubs, rims,
spokes, footrests, and engine parts, all must be nickel plated

;

but why? It seems like sending navvies to work with patent
leather boots and silver plated picks. These "all highly
polished " might suit the merchant who goes for a five mile
walk to see that there is no mud about before he ventures
out with his crock, but there must be a large number of

people like myself, who use their motor cycles chiefly for

professional or business purposes, and to them nickel plating
and the cleaning of it is the greatest nuisance.
Makers are usually keen on showing the economy in the

upkeep of their productions, but they never take into con-
sideration that not most insigniiican't item on the balance
sheet, viz., cleaning.

The really serviceable mount should be impervious to
weather conditions, and the cleaning of a motor cycle should
be done, as is the case with a car or a trap, with a hose pipe.

W. F. BURTBE.

Colonial Models.
Sir,7—J'Ae Motor Cxjclt of the 30th October is perhaps

the most interesting publication, from a colonial point of

view, that has come before the public for some time. Not
only does it give many illustrations and detailed descrip-
tions of 1914 models, but it gives splendid illustrations of

machines specially constructed for use in the Colonies.
The Ariel, Arno, Rudge, Bradbury, New Hudson, Premier,
and Triumph are amongst the machines dealt with in your
paper, yet to tire colonial rider they have all the same fault.

The silencer, and in the case of some of the models the
magneto, is placed in such a position that in traversing
rough rocky ground like that met with in this district, and
I might say in most parts of South Africa, these fittings
are sure to get damaged. When travelling over bad roads
at a slow pace the front wheel drops into a sluit made
by a recent rainstorm, and the silencer and magneto have
to stand the full brunt of the knock, with the inevitable
resitlt. One rider in this district who rides a well-known
and reliable British machine has had his silencer smashed
three times in the last four months. Needless to say, his
next mount must have the silencer and magneto elsewhere,
and surely our manufacturers can find some other position
lor these parts, especially in machines destined for oversea.

I am speaking from experience and write tliis letter after
having discussed the subject with many riders.

There has been some discussion in your paper re the prices
charged for British machines in New Zealand. In Johannes-
burg the Triumph and B.S.A. free engine and tliree-speed
models cost £77 10s., and the 6 h.p. Royal Enfield £95;
Mie latter fitted with sidecar £,\\2 10s.

'•'-^elo Transvaal. S ^ ,\N AFRICANDER.
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Weatherproof Motor Cycles.
WITH the advent of the winter season, and its

consequent bad weather, many motor cyclists

gi\e up the idea of using their machines,
owing to lack of protection from the elements.
There are, however, a large number of motor

cyclists who find

their machines
far too useful

and so use them
all the year

round
. in all

weathers, and
the necessity for

adequate pro-

tection is keenly
felt.

Having occa-
sion to use a

motor cycle
fairly exten-

sively in the

winter, the
writer has re-

cently been ex-

perimenting with
the weather-pro-
tecting device,

shown in the
photo graphs,
fitted to a ^% h.p. Zenith. It consists of a
steel tube framework with fabric drawn over it

fabric is drawn tight like an aeroplane wing.

It would appear that the head-resistance must be
great and so- slow up the machine, but at normal
speeds in a calm, its slowing effect is practically un-
noticeable. As a matter of fact, the shield and rider
together_ form a streamline body, as the air carries on
to the rider's side, that is to say, the head-resistance
of the screen is less- with a rider sitting some two feet
behind than it would be for the screen alone. Strong
head winds certainly slow the machine, for without the
shield most riders would bend down and plough
through. One has naturally to be ready for side

Screens to protect tlie riaer Irom wild and rain as fltteil 10 A. V. Roe's 31 h.p. Zenith.

jm.

the

winds at windy corners, but the disturbing effect on
the steering is not so bad as one would imagine.

Since the photographs were taken, a detachable top
piece with

' a round glass window has been- fitted

to protect the face, as the wind just caught the fore-

head, but this

could be avoided

by sitting further

back and bend-
i n g down
slightly. Alto-

gether,
,

the
writer has ,done

about ' 1,000

miles with this

protective de-

vice, chiefly in

the Manchester,

Kent, , and Sur-

rey districts.

By bending

down, one, can

completely hide

behind the

screen and see

through the

Cellon window.

It must be

rather a curious

sight to see this unusual combination bowling along,

judging from the puzzled expressions of -approaching

motorists. Some look over or round their glass wind

screen to make sure the glass is not deceiving them,

with an expression as much as to say, " What in the

world is this coming along."

It seems to cause as much curiosity as the first motor

car must have done. Being new, it is naturally looked

upon by many as some foolish freak. One wise man
said, " Well, I suppose it is some use." Another

thought it was put there for racing purposes.

One perhaps appreciates the screen most when it is

pouring with rain or when it is bitterly cold.

A. V. Roe.

BRISTOL-LAND'S END TRIAL.
CONSIDERING that there are many other im-

portant Christmas events, the Bristol Motor
Cycle Club must be congratulated on an

excellent entry of forty-five riders, whose names
will be found below. The start will take
place on the 26th from the Queen's Hotel, Clifton,
at 5 p.m., and the competitors will ride to the Land's
End and return, the first man being due at the
starling point exactly twenty-four hours later. This is

the first Christmas trial organised by the club, and
the results will be watched with intere.st by a large
number of motor cycli.sts.

P.

M
K.

C.

F. G
B4

18 M.P.H. SrHEDUI.K.
Grout (6 A.J.S. sc.)

S. K. King (Morgan c.c.)

A. Davies (3^ Premier so.)

K. Selman (Morgan c.c.)

Cox (A.C.)

f. H. A. Stone (Enfield
Autolette)

J. A. King (Morgan c.c.)

C. H. R. JNorrington (6

Enfield sc.)

A. E. Moon (Morgan c.c.)

L. A. Bollock j3^ Singer sc.)

T. A. Biggs {6-^ Huage sc.)

Leo Weiks (3^ Premier sc.)

J. Averies (Averies c.c.)

F. G. Davies (3^ Kudge sc.)

Charles Moss (ii B.S.A. sc.)

h\ C. Wasiey (8 Matchless

G. H. Fry (8 Zenith sc.)

D. L. Thomas (5 Sun-Jap sc.)

H. Reed (8 Dot sc.)

W. W. Douglas (Douglas c.c.)

H. Hutchinson (5 Trump-
Jap sc.)

20 Bi.p.H. Slhedulk.
A. Stevens (Douglas)
Rev. P Bischoff (Clyno sc.)

E. H. Littledale (Ariel)

Chris Aslen (Grandex)
J. B. Kellar (Riidge)

G. Barnard- (Singer)

Frank Smith (Clyno sc.)

J. C. E. Elliott (Douglas)
G. F. Druitt (6 Enfield sc.)

R. King Smith (5-6 Eat)
P. R. A. Matthews (Rudge)
P. Mills (Trump-Blumfield)
J. Woodliouse (Quadrant)
W. B. Gibb (Douglas)
W H. , Longton (Alldajs

Matchless)
L. Sealey (B.S.A.)
E. L.. Banies (Rudge)
E. Kickham (Douglas)
H. Clement (Triumph).
W. J. Melton (Douglas)
J. Melton (Douglas)
S. Pate (Rudge) \

R. W Gore (Dougks)
W. Thornhill (Douglas)
W. W. Moore (Humber)
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TIME TO LIGHT LAMPS.
Dec: 25 4.55 p.m.

.. 27 4.54 ..

.. 29 4.56 .,

., 31 4.58 ..

To our Readers at Home and Abroad.

The Editor anil staff wish all readers

of The .Motor Cych a happy Christmas

and a prosperous New Yeai.

Belgian Motor Cyclists' Winter Run.

The Liege Jlotor Club will hold a run
' un Christmas Day over a distance of

125 kilometres. The announcement men-
tions that the run will be held no matter

what the weather.

The Cannes Week.
What is known as Camres Week will

be held from the 17th to the 22nd of

March, 1914, inclusive. The week's events

include a gymkhana, paperchase, dinner,

distribution of prizes, and speed trials.

Inventor of the Bolide Tricar.

Monsieur Leon BoUee, the iuventor in

1894 of the original Boilee tricar, died at

his native town of Mans in his forty-

third year on Tuesday of last week, and

was buried on Thursday last. T'he Boilee

tricars took part in the Emancipation
All Day Run to Brighton in 1896, and
were built by the M.>LC.,, Coventry, and

- also in a modified form by Humber, Ltd.,

Coventry. This tricar was a most prac-

tical vehicle, albeit somewhat erratic.

The inventor was only twenty-four years

of age when he brouglit out this machine.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

Ci'T-ouT.s.—The Executive Committee of

the Automobile As.sociation and Motor
Union have recently given a great deal

f serious consideration to the question
if the use of cut-outs nn public high-

ways. Complaints are being received

from many quarters that the order pro-

hibiting cut-outs is not being observed,

or that its provisions are being evaded.
Questions have been asked in Parlia-

ment on the subject, and the Association
is aware that the Local Government
lioard is considering whether further and
more drastic action may not be neces-

sary if the annoyance continues. The
.Vssociation has on many occasions ex-

pressed its disapproval of the use of cut-

nuts, and it has now been decided that in

future members of the A.A. and M.U.
-hall not be defended by the Associa-
tion in any proceedings which may be
instituted in respect of the use of cut-

outs on public highways, unless the
committee shall be of opinion that there
is a possibility of substantial injustice
liiiug done.

'il;i ill Milt* ,'

The Two-stroke Engine.

We believe we are right in saying that

thi'ee leading firms of motor cycle manu-
facturers have on the drawing board or

in course of manufacture small two-
stroke single-cylinder engines. It is a

curious fact that the small-sized two-

stroke motors are a great success, whereas
the larger sizes of single-cylinder engines

have hitherto been found wanting.

Ladies' Lightweights at Moderate Prices.

Jlrs. i\[. C. Cooke, who recently wrote
an article in our pages commenting on
the " Ladies' Motor Cycles at Olym-
pia," mentioned that there were one or

two manufacturers willing to build light-

weight open framed machines at moderate
- prices.

The names of these firms have been
asked for by several readers, so that it

is reasonable to suppose that there are

many who would like to know the names
but have not communicated with the

Editor. We have ascertained from -Mrs.

Cooke that the firms who expressed their

willingness to build these machines at an
inclusive price of from 25 to 30 guineas

are: ilessrs. Butterlields, Ltd., Stechford,

Bu-minghom ; The Wilton Cycle and
Jlotor Co., Wilton Road. Victoria, S.W. ;

and the Veloce Co., Fleet Street, Bir-

mingham.

iiiiiiiiiliiilliiaiililllllll
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SEASONABLE ARTICLES
AND

ILLUSTRATIONS.

A Christmassy Issue.

This nimiber being issued on Christmas

Eve, we liave reverted to our usual custom

and included a number of seasonable

articles written in lighter vein.

Christmas Flying.

Monsieur Chanteloup, a famous French

aviator, who is said to be the first mau
to "loop the loop" on a biplane, is to

give demonstrations on Boxing Day and

the following Saturday, the 27th, at,

Hendon at 11-30 a.m. arid 3-30 p.m.

each day (weather permitting).

Monsieur Chanteloup's evolutions are

reported to be most extraordinary and

impressive, particularly the "pancake"'
descents, which are made almost verti-

cally, with the planes of the biplane

horizontal, a method which makes it

possible for a pilot to land on a very

small space, not much larger than the

area of his biplane.

A STRIKING DEMONSTRATION OF HUX-CLIMBWO POWERS.

W.H.Carson on his 5-6 h.p. Excelsior climbing Netherhal'. Gardens, Hampstead, a gradient ol

During Show week six passengers were carried, but seven have since been taken up the hill—

binod weight o( 88 stones, or. Includin; the vehicle, a load of three-quarters ol a ton

I In 7.2

a com-

"7
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streamline Bodies Two Years Old.

The daily papers last week credited a
Frenchman with the idea of a streamline

(or torpedo as it was called) body for

increasing the speed of cycles and motor
cycles. The credit, however, is due to

The Motor Oijde, as will be seen by the
extracts in this issue from an article

which appeared m January, 1912.

English Statistics from Paris.

A French contemporary publishes the

following figures concerning the expansion

of the city of Coventry . We cannot

voucli for the accuracy of the figures,

but they are nevertheless interesting

:

The population is given as about 120,000.

The salaries paid to motor staffs, during

the past twelve months £1,500,000, to

workpeople £3.000,000, and the business

done £4,750,000.

Trade Supported Contests in 1914.

An important decision was arrived at

by the Motor Cycle Manufacturers'

Union last week in connection with com-

petitions in 1914. The idea of selecting

twelve events for their collective support

as in 1913, has been discarded ; instead,

manufacturers will choose any particular

events they like to the number of

twelve. We deal with the matter

editmially.

A Steady Increase in Motor Cycles.

Since the motor cycle has come into

its own the annual increase in number
has been startling, and of recent years

has become more and more marked.

Statistics go to prove that there are now
179,926 motor cycles registered in the

United Kingdom, and that the increase

during the year ended Oct. 31st, 1915,

amounts to 38,770, a truly wonderful

figure.

Dividing up the total into the three

countries we find that England and

Wales liave an enormous lead, with a

total of 158,120 machines. Scotland

comes next with 13,280 and Ireland last

with 8,526. The reason for these wide
gaps are, of course, obvious, for besides

the difference in ai-ea and population the

question of roads is an important factor.

There are more motor cycles (26,318 to

be exact) registered in London alone than

in Scotland and Ireland together, and
Birmingham come^ next with 7,011.

Middlesex (5,395) is the only other county

to exceed 5,000. but Kent and Essex have

4,596 and 4,383 respectively.

There are only 45 motor cycles regis-

tered in Waterford, and this is the
smallest number on record.

The Accuracy of the Figures.

It is unfortunately almost impossible

to obtain with absolute accuracy the

number of machines on the road, as some
machines are constantly being laid by.

This has been proved in the past by the

discrepancies existing between the

official retuins and the amounts published

as Inland Revenue returns from this

source.

However, failing a definite statement
from the Revenue Ottices, the figures

published above, for which we are

indebted to The Car lUuslrated, may
be considered as the most accuiate
obtainable. Our contemporary publishes

a detailed list of the motor vehicles

registered in each county and borough.

b8
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FUTURE EVENTS.

Dec. 26-27.—Motor Cycling Club Winter
Run from London to Exeter
and Back.

„ 26-27.—Bristol M.C.C. Open 24 hour
Trial to Land's End and Back.

1 914.
Jan. 3.—Liverpool A.C.C. Open One Dav

Trial.

7.—Bournemouth M.C. Open One
Day Trial.

14 —A.CO. Annual Dinner

ry.—EsseK M.C. Open One Day Trial.

31.—Birmingham M.C.C. Open Trial

for Motor Cycles & Cycle Cars.

^^mi
Scottish Trials in 1914.

We hear from Mr. Campbell McGregor
that the Scottish Six Days Trials, pro-

moted by the Edinburgh and District

M.C, will be held next year during the

week 15th to 20th June. Thus, it will

be seen that the idea of holding the triah
in two weeks with a Sunday intervening
has come to nothing, which we consider
a pity, as we feel sure that many com-
petitors would have welcomed the plan,
and would also have been glad of a free

day among the splendid Highland scenery.

A.A. and M.U. Notes.

P.iTROLS AND Christmas D.\t.—In
accordance with the custom which has
always been observed by the Association,
no A.A. patrols will be on duty on
Christmas Day. On Boxing Day the
men will be on their beats as usual.

CiimsTMAs AND New Ykar Tours.—
The A.A. and M.U. Touring Department
is daily receiving applications for routes
from a large nuhiber of members, who
will be proceeding by road to various part«
of the country for the celebration of

Christmas. Members are reminded that

DECEMDEK :_'th, igr,.

the Touring Department is always actively

and willingly at their disposal for the

issue of international passes and customs
triptyques, and the careful preparation of

itineraries to , meet individual require-

ments both in the United Kingdom and
on the Continent.

A.C.U. Notes.

ArFiHAiiON.—The following clubs have

notified the Union of their intention to

affiliate under the new affiliation scheme

:

The Cyclecar Club.
Newport (Mon.) M.C.C.
Surrey M.C.C.
Aspatria College M.C.C.
Liverpool A.C.C.

ToLRiST Trophy Kaces, 1914.—The
regulations for the motor cycle T.T.

Races, and the cycle car T.T. Race, are

now under consideration by the A.C.U.

,

and will probably be circulated early iu

the new year.

Red Rear Lights on Motor Cvcles.—
The A.C.U. has been in close touch with

the Local Government Board on this

matter. The Board recently submitted a

draft of the suggested Amending Order

for the consideration of the Union.

Annual Dinni.b.—The Annual Dinner

of the Union will be held in the Great

Gallery of the Royal Automobile Club,

Loudon, S.W., on January 14th next.

The Hon. Arthur Stanley, M.P., M.V.O.,
will occupy the chair. The dinner will

be followed by a first-class musical enter-

tainment.

A.C.U. Competitors Register.—The
Auto Cycle Union wishes to remind
prospective competitors in forthcoming
events to be held in 1914, that it will bo
necessary to renew their A.C.U. Com-
petitors' Registration. This registration

holds good from January 1st to December
31st in any one year.

Life IMembership of the A.C.U.—It

does not appear to be generally known
that upon payment of a subscription of

£3 motor cyclists may become life mem-
bers of the Auto Cycle Union, and enjoy

the same facilities as are at present

accorded to touring members of the Union.

The above photograph depicts a novel racing cycle car made by E. G. Whelon ol Acton. The Whelon—as

it Is called—is tilted with a (win-cylinder 6h.p. tan cooled engine and two-speed gear in the back hub.

Access to the engine, as may be seen, is gained by raising the hinged rear portion of the bo'lv Thp Romnlete

vehicle ready for the road weighs Zh cwt
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A BIT OF A PUZZLE.
THE SOLUTION.

A FORTNIGHT ago (here wns .lescrihed .1

puzzlinj^ case of a new motor bicycle which
appeared to be c|uite iti order, but which

petered out in a few yards. The only thing necessary to

make the machine run perfectly was to make a sU;j;ht

.uljustnient, and it was this. The timing ring, as

Slated, appeared to be fixed. There was an arm on
ihe ring, but no hole had been drilled through the
I nd of it, and it was not coupled up to any sort of

i.inlrol mechanism, and the contact broke, apparently,

:il the right point. All that was required to put the

machine right was to tap the lever with a light hammer
so as to advance the timing a few degrees. It w-as not

necessary to alter the i^osition of the sprocket on the

armature-shaft, nor even advance the cam ring to the

full amount allowed for by the slot in its wall.

Generallv, such moderately retarded ignition merely
results in slow progress, but in this case it would seem
that the current generated was not much more than

, sufficient to jump the gap at the plug and cause a

.spark when the machine was being assisted, but, when
it slowed at all, the current weakened as the speed fell

'iff and the firing gradually ceased.

Anyway, the Precision unit—for such it is—now sails

; long like -a bird. Douglas Leechman.

Editorial Note.

The competition has been a great success, many
hmidreds of riders sending in their ideas of the

trouble from which the maclnne was suffering. kn

->—^»«»

enormous number of readers thought that an ;,!.r-lock

in the petrol pipe or a wrong level of petrol in the

carburetter was the cause, but Mr. Leechman made
it aljundantly clear that these were not the causes. It

will be seeli that the real reason was quite a simple

one.

The task of going through the answers is no light

one, l>ut liie names of the winners will be announced

later.

- So successful has this little competition proved, and

so many have been the expressions of approval elicited

from the competitors, that we hope to be able to hold

another in the near future.

The confidence of many competitors in their ability

to solve the puzzle has been one of the outstanding

features of the competition. Almost invariably the

most confident were the most in error. Many com-

petitors have been kind endugh to state which of our

pufilirations they will have as a rew'ard for their skill.

Very thoughtful' of them, but unfortunately they were

invariably wrong. One competitor informs us that as

he owns a certain twin-cylinder machine he would like

a copy of Tracing Troubles! Rather an unkind hit

at the manufacturers of his particular machine, which,

by the way, does not deserve its owner's subtle sar-

casm But even if this particular example of the fac-

tory is a little wayward, it has evidently never mis-

behaved itself as did Mr. Leechman's engine, for its

owner's diagnosis is wide of the mark in trying to solve

I he puzzle.

~<

Novelty in Design.
ANOVJiL kick-starter comljined with the brake-

operating mechanism has been designed and
fitted to the Harley-Davidson 1914 models.

Its action is quite simjile and the working parts few
in number—a very commendable pohit, especially

A tealure o{ the Harley-Davidson. The letters are referred to In the
description on this paee.

when one considers the stresses to which such a parr

is subjected. Referring to the sectional sketch, it will

be seen that there are two pedal cranks A and B
attached to an axle G. Fixed at one end of the tube

D, in which the rod C is housed, is a ratchet wheel

E engaging with a pawl E', whilst at the other end

is an internal ratchet ring F, also engaging with a

pawl'F'., The ratchet wheels work in opposite direc-

tions, so that only one pawl is locked at a time. For

engine starting the ratchet F transmits the driving

force applied through the cranks to the chain sprockets,

giving at the same time a turning movement to the

engine. In the meantime the other ratchet E is out

of action. On the casing to which the pawl E' is

attached is cast a lug G for a brake rod connection.

When the aranks are rotated in the opposite direction

to that of the engine, the pawl F is released, while

li' takes up the applied force, transmitting it to an

internally-operated band brake mounted on the rear

hub. Attached to the lug G is another link extending

to an operating pedal placed conveniently on the foot-

board.

The bearing of the pedal crank axle is mounted

eccentrically, so that chain adjustment is ~ea<iily per-

formed by rotating the tube D. It should be under-

stood that there are three pawls to each ratchet wheel

and that these parts only re<iuire lubricating twice or

three times a vt-ar.
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SOME BROOKS CYCLE CAR
SPtCIALITItS.

Messrs. J. B. Brooks have produced
some intei'esting novelties to meet the

demands of cycle car users, which include

leather and leatheroid goods of all de-

scriptions. One of the neatest of these

The Brool.s cycle car. spare wbeel cover.

is the spare wheel cover, which is made
of leatheroid and divided horizontally.
The upper half overlaps the lower part
so as to prevent the ingress of rain, and
the hub cap and bottom of the case are
made of stout leather to resi.st wear. The
footbjard is one of the most useful parts
of a little vehicle for carrying lugg-ige,

and we inspected boxes of all sizes and
sha.P"s for fixing in this position. One

A neat leather horn bulb cover to prevent
the rubber bulb ptrlshing.

very useful type is constructed to carry
golt clubs, and all are stoutly made and
rendered dust proof by a special double
lid. These boxes may be fitted with
aluminium foot plates on the lid, for
they are strong enough to be used as
steps. Brooks bags are fitted with most
ingenious cla.':ps and attachments, which
give such convenient leverage that the

The Brooks case for carrying golf clubs on the

running board.

lids may easily be shut, even when
slightly too full. A neat ))iilislied wood
tool cabinet may be supplied as a step
fitting, and this contains three trays,

fitted with compartments, which hinge
outwards, .so as to give easy access to all

parts. The various useful accessories arc

DECEMBER 25th, igii.

wooden rod provided with the truer,

which tends to keep the balls in place.

'When the valve is in position, sojiie oil

should be applied to the valve face
before pressing it against the cutter.

The nut may then be tightened, so that
the stem is held firmly but not too

Clip designed to hold
Brooks trunks to
footboard, etc. The
clip is aijustabie and
large I e V e r a g 6 is

provided.

too numerous to describe, but we may
mention a horn bulb cover and a spare

petrol can case, the latter being a par-

ticularly useful contrivance.

DAVISON'S LUBRICATION
SPECIALITIES.

Mr. A. C. Davison, 163, Arlington Road,
Camden Town, N.W., has recently im-

proved his semi-automatic drip feed for

the lubrication of motor cycles. Tliis

device, which is illustrated herewith,
consists of a pump, the plunger of wliich

is firit pulled up and then
pressed downwards, filling

the glass of the drip with
"W^JK.

two fluid ounces of oil.
-^'-

The drips can be regulated

by the milled nut at the top, —
but if it is desired at any (,'

,

time to give the engine a ^'

full charge of oil, the quan-
tity of oil in the glass may
be increased, and the lever

at the side puslied over.

This raises the needle valve

from its seating, and the
extra oil is pumped direct

to the engine. Mr. Davison also showed
us two patterns of pumps with celluloid

barrels, in wliich the celluloid is an eighth

of an inch tliick.

Another ingenious innovation for which
Mr. Davison is responsible is a lubricator

for two-stroke machines, consisting of a
small displacer which sends one-thirty-

second of a pint into the petrol tank
for every half-gallon therein. This is, of

course, for machines in which the oil is

mixed with the petrol.

The Davison filler caps can now be had
witli transparent celluloid, tops, both in

the hinged pattern and in the ordinary

screw-on type.

- Davison's combined drip feed lubricator

and pump.

tightly. Then, -with a screwdriver <."

brace, the valve should be tiu'ned, in ;i

clockwise direction. The light pressure
on the valve is all that is necessary to

ensure a true face and a high finish.

When the operation is completed, the

valve can be pushed out of the truer

v.ith the same rod that keeps the balla

C in their places. If the valve be

thought to be out of truth with the

Davison's two-stroke motor cycle tank showing displacer (A) lor
forcing oil into the petrol tank.

stem, the cutter part A should be
removed and the valve replaced arid

turned round or spun.
It is claimed that the ball races ensiu'e

the stem being perfectly concentric with
the body of the tool.

The price of the device is £1', and
it is obtainable from Brown Brother.'!.

Ltd., Newman Street, Oxford Street, A\

,

A NEW VALVE TRUER.
I'earn's patent valve truer, which

we illustrate, is called the Rapid. The
sectional sketch is self-explanatory, but
it may be as well to point out that the
valve is inserted by slackening the nut
F and pushing the, stem through the

hole in the centre of the cutter. As
the stem goes in it will push out llu;

The " Bapid " valve truer supplisl by BrOwn Bros, Lti
A. Cutter. B. B.-vrrel; C. Balls. D aud T

Adju'^table ball races. F. Adjusting screw.
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TOURING TOPICS.
YORK, KIRKHAM ABBEY, AND CASTLE HOWARD.

A FINE centre for the tourist is

.'the ancient city of York. It

stands on the banks of the

River. Ouse and on the tableland'

known as the Plain of York, and for

miles north, south, east, and .west

good roads are encountered.

This city might be called the hub
of a, circle of country rich in

archteology and ancient lore, but in

an article of this description it is only

possible to touch slightly on its

beauties. Should, however, any

readers be in its vicinity, we recom-
mend, them to spend a day in the

company of a local guidebook, cover-

ing the ground which years and years

ago was trodden by the hoofs of

prancing steed.s carrying gallant

knights of old clad in shining armour

to the fray, or to their lady fair.

The chief features of York

arc the Minster. Castle, St. Marys

TO YOBK. KIRKHAM ABBEY
AND CASTLE HOWARD.

m A beautiful architectural

study. Probatly the finest

piece ot the ruins of hirkham
Abbey.

The road now

runs through lovely

wooded country,

lieautiful trees over-

hanging the route

on both sides, and

we soon pass
through the little

village of Sand
Hutton, and by

taking the first turn

right after the

village we pass

through the beauti-

ful woods of Butter-

crambe ; this roatl

is a httle bit twisty

and narrow, but all

t(3o soon we reach

the T roads, and

here we diverge a

little, and, by turn-

ing to the right,

run down into the

village of Stamford
Bridge, the scene

of the famous
battle of that name,
during which fight

it is said that one

gallant Norseman
single-handed held

the old wooden
bridge against the

w hole of the

English armv until

(21 A dangerous waterspiash which nestles round

a sharp corner on ti.e road between Westow and

Ualtou.

Abbey, and the fine old city walls with

.the well preserved bars of Micklegate,

Bootham, Monk, VValmgate, and

Victoria. There are also numerous

peculiar streets, old churches, etc., but

no dbubt you are by this time pining

for the open road, so I will take you for

a run, and we will make through Monk
Bar- And, on to the Scarborough Roail

for nearly six miles, when shortly after

the Four Alls Inn we turn right at the

signpost for Stamford Bridge.
(3) A glimpse ol a portion ot the ruins ot Hirkham Abbey on the banks

cl the River Derwenl.
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one of the opposing side took it into l:iis head to

.approach the Norseman by means of the river, and
when under the bridge this worthy stabbed the warrior

from below—a very unsportsmanlike action

!

Returning once more to the T roads we take the

road marked for Malton, crossing over the river

Derwent at what, I believe, is called Buttercrambe

Bridge. Now bearing slightly right and then left we
encounter rough roads for a mile or two, including a

couple of small watersplashes which must be nego-

tiated. After the second splash we proceed up a hill

called Gaily Gap, and a mile or so on is the village of

Westow. The road is now good once more, and just

after leaving Westow we again diverge by turning left,

and run down to that beautiful bit of country sur-

rounding, the few ruins of Kirkham Abbey. An hour

or so should be . spent here, vi.siting the fuins, or

rambling in the woods by the riverside.

Returning again to our correct route we continue

for Malton and soon reach another watersplash which

nestles round a corner, and is a trap to the unwary.

This watersplash must be surveyed before being taken.

Shortly after this we notice the old-fashioned market

town of Malton down in the valley on our left, aild a

longish descent soon brings us to its narrow streets.

We cross over the railway and take the first turn

left and on to the cross-roads, where usually a rather

strict policeman is on duty. It is a very dangerous
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and busy crossing, and one must slow down to nearly

a walking pace, for our road here turns left, and at

the Xop of the next incline right, at the signpost for

Castle Howard. We continue for nearly five miles

to the little rustic village of Coneysthorpe, where we
must pass through a gate, and just before the next gate

we turn left and are generally confronted by some
youngsters holding open a large iron gate. This is the

entrance to Castle Howard Park, and immediately on

our left is a superb view of a fine lake with the castle

in the background.

The Splendours of Castle Howard.
Castle Howard is, of course, world-renowned, and

requires no mention from me of its architectural beau-

ties, fine and rare collections of china, books, pictures,

etc., and its splendid grounds and statuary. I am
given to understand that the house itself is now closed

to .visitors owing to the turbulent suffragette times we
live in, but nevertheless we can run through the park,

passing under the shadows of the obelisk, and further

on the huge monument erected in memory of the

seventh Earl of Carlisle. This road is really splen-

did and on no account should be missed.

Shortly after leaving this grand place we join the

main York and Scarborough, road, and by turning

right have a good run back to York. Except for a

few miles the roads are in good order, and practically

void of stiff hills. The distance is approximately

fifty miles. H.W.F.

SPECIMENS OF LATEST AMERICAN MODELS.
On ihn evening of Saturday, January 3rd, the New York

Motor Cycle Show opens its doors to the public. The 1914

American models are now making their appearance, and we
ilhistrated a selection of tliem below. The bi,<5 multi-cylinder

motor bicycle holds sway in the States, where speed seems

to be a natural craving. Those who wish to consider the

conditions of motor cycling in America, tJirough English
spectacles, are referred to the article on pages 1740 and 1741.

1. Power unit of the 7^- h.p. twin-cylinder Iver-Johnson
sliowmg clutch operation and stays bolted to the .cylinder

head and brazed to the tank tube.
2. The four-cylinder Pierce. Note the large tubular

members of the frame used for storing oil and petrol.'

3. Side view of the "10-13 h.p." JNIichaelson, which is

fitted with overhead valves, two-speed gear, and chain trans-

mission.
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STREAMLINE BODIES.

1733

A Suggestion of " The Motor Cycle

The Motor Cycle of January i8th, 191

adopted Two Years l,ater.

1A i'lie Motor Vycle ot January i8tli, 1912, \vc

published an article over llie initial " G.S." sug-

gesting the possibilities of the streamline body for

racing motor cycles, and several imaginary types were

shown in sketches. It was pointed out that, tem-

porarily, engine design seemed to have come to a

standstill, and that if more attention

were paid to wind resistances and
edtlies, also loss of er.ergy due to

discontinuity of surface, the pace of

machines would be greatly increased

without other alterations. The
following extracts from the article

are particu'.arly interesting at this

stage in view of the fact that the

opinions expressed were written two
)ears ago. " So much experi-

menting has been done with special

compression, ratios, valve timing,

cam design, carburetter fakements,
etc., that it would appear strange

that track racers have not turned

their minds to wind cutting devices

to envelop their body as

the veriest novice knows how he

mast huddle himself up along the

top tube to get the maximum speed

out of his machine."

Bound to Improve Speed.
' It is, therefore, easy to realise

that a streamline covering to

envelop the rider's body is bound
to effect a considerable improve-

ment in the matter of speed, and

when records have been made by the

aid of such bodies, it is unlikely that a rider on a

machine of orthodox design could recapture them. The
shape which has been found to require the minimum
power to drive is a long fish-like surface with the blunt

end pointing in the direction of motion. It was

found that when the same body was placed with the

thin end opposed to the wind, that the driving force

had to be greatly increased."

It is almost impossible to gauge the wind resist-

ance accurately, but a table was given showing the re-

sistance at various speeds, calculated on the Eiffel

Tower formula, which shows that the h.p. absorbed

is terrific—as much as 7.944 h.p. at 60 m.p.h. The
article wound up as follows :

' It has been estimated

by one of our leading riders that almost as soon as the

streamline body is tried on a motor cycle, the speed

will increase at least 10 m.p.h. Who will be the first

to adopt this plan ?
' ''

VELO TORPILLE.—With the aid of the above " Streamline " body, Berthet, a French racing cyciisi, lasl

weelt brolte records in Paris by exceeding 36 m.p.h. Berthet is the Qrst we have heard ot who has tried our
suggestion made two years ago

As far as track work is concerned, we get the first

answer from the Daily Mail of December igth, 1913,
where under the heading of " The Torpedo Cycle

"

we find that Berthet, a well-known racing cyclist, broke
records on a pedal cycle fitted with a streamline body
" made in the shape of a cigar." It apparently has

a wicker fi-amework and a covering of canvas. The
covering, it is pointed out, practically obviates wind
resistance. And certainly Berthet, who rode a lap at

at Velodrome d'Hiver in Paris, unpaced at over 36
m.p.h., is reported to have broken several other
records on the same occasion on his " invention."

SKETCHES REPRODDCED FROM THE MOTOR CYCLE" JANUARY 18th, 1912 WHEN OUR SUGGESTION OF A STREAIHLINE
BODY FOR RACING FIRST APPEARED.

"The streamline shell lor traoK racing purposes.'

" The Qsh tail type which might orove rather too warm
for the engine!"

"<' "The submarine bodv
'
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'^^ Cycle Car Clnb.

Surrey.
' ^- ^- Armstrong, Meado^vs, Hook.

St. Margaret's-on-Thames M.C.C.

wi'h t^V'n^sho^U :end°inT-'
^'"'^ ^^ ^^"^'^ ^hose who

2, Avenue Gardens «. A?"' """T."
'%^^'- ^- Thoroton.

honorary secretaryT/o fe,«.
''^^''S^'-'^t'^. Twickenham, the

. ,.
Sheffield and Hallamshire M.C.C

ntu^eV &heUr SnL'^'.'^''''.°",J"^^y.
December 26th.

Middleton and briffieW *ri ^^^^^\. ^^'^'^ Weigliton,
first competitor star s at J'*"''""\?

".e same way. ^ The
Competitors will be timed hv ;,,

''"" ^"'''"'^ Memorial,
win be carried seiled in t ^ ^?j'' ,°;''" matches, which«"iea sealed in case provided by the clnb.

„., Birmingham M.C.C.

27th inlt.."' Th™"tart^wm T^ ^'""'^
T"^^^^« Pl^« °" ^he

near Perry Barr ^t fi
^ ^"'""f

^^^ ^irchfield Garage,
Sntton Coldfield' TamwortTi" T^ *^w^™S'^ «' *°^J«^^^ -•

Nottingham Mansfietd^ w i
^'^'^"^y-rf^'-Ja-Zouch, Beeston,

Tadcasfer York "S ] md^:"?,', f°"-^t«-. Ferrybridge,
Station Hot*]. '" '''^ '"'''"ed at tlie Royal

^, Liverpool A.C.C.
Ihe two rehabilitv trials for tliP PR ni n

"Xhe^'first"'^ •'^r''"="
'''^ P-enl'mo^ith.

''""^"^^^ ^"'^P'^^

sever:, 5;Llp/,;::f;^;J-th Wales, and was th. more
^

ditions, no rider c^ommrtCn,!, .vftt ''''T
^"-^

,

^'"^'^ ""''
only five finished the Vnrse^

' with a clean sheet-in fact,

<^<^t^:t^tr:::'u^^:^f'^' ^-^ the weath..
lost. " ;

laAomabie practically no marks were
The winners were

:

3 17 w 13 * ,r ;^- '^^^)> Silver medal.

H.'Gi?son-(6^Yr ^'radC.v^^^'\
'™"^^ "^'^=''-

medal p.esentii b/Mr.'l'^J?' j^^'ki!^'^--^
^P--' bronze

thrHo^;1t^"G^l./efT;eSy'^L^ °^ tll"'^^'^-
^

2c.t'^a^^Ae^r^ii?l|S-"^- ^e S!:iLj^7th:
speech he announced thaf the A 'r?T l""

.^\' "^'^'^^ «* »^'^

the new scheme of local ceLt^^\u"^, ^''='<^<'^ ^ =tart
with a local man as oaid «. *^^ ^l^erpool district
club in the centre \f '"'"etary, provided that every
ag>-eed loy^l/TL^o^'tlifcent''^ Z''

'-'" ^-^-U. S
announcement^ was Eed w?th

";gan>sation. This
Vance, of Chicago, proposed bet ^TS ^PP''^"^- ^r.
and said that the greatest danger to^'^ "l T^e Clnb,"
m the inflated price of netill - h^ '

""^''r
'""^"^t^y 'av

better spirit for fivenence'^f "ll'i
.^f-nembered buying

F. Sella s) responded M». ^ i""'
^''^ President Mr

spoke. Th^e ev^nhSerm^n'atd witff '"' ?^'"P°" ^i-
during which Mr. Hu-.! Sn showJ i"."^'^^' P.™gramme,
a violin, our correspondent addm?-. tt

P-fi^en^.V ,with
gave being m (or at) the right time."

''' "'' ''^

South Birmingham M.C.C

insi'^'-lIrS l^:^b'ie^a*ril::,'' n'f/p'^'^^ - ^'^^ 27th
Hotel (start at 9 am

) Bristol? f ^"""ws
:
Gun Barrels

Gloucester, Eirdlip ihel e ,I?L,f"
p '

^,°-^'^ Hi 1 Worcester,
mingham, approximately rOO^HlesR^'^' ^^'T^'"'

^"-
provided. Competitors wiU be imed }t"T-

'^''^' ""' ^'
m sealed cases. No adjustment, will v,^

their own watches
Petrol, oil, and water mavb^fli ^^

"i'"'"''''
""^ controls,

the luncb stop. Cor^pSrs w% K
""'^^r observation ..t

at the start, Ld w°7be nenahsed f "Tf'^'''
200 marks

,any hill 50; any other sLnTnu^^ follows: Failure on
or late at 'a control I ^edal in'^'''

'°'°P''^*'' "^""^^ early
as a stop. First nrLe- -^ntl ^ *" ,^««'stance will count
by Mr. P. j EvaL fe '^"P', ^^'\^ ^^ 3s., presented
December 22nd, lll^'

^'^"'' "^"^^ ^''*- Po^* Monday,

Bl8

CLUB NEWS.
DECEJJBER 2^ih ^913-
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THE M.C.C. CHRISTMAS RUN.
Complete List of Motor Cycle Competitors in the London-Exeter Run with Starting Times.

IN
tlie list of entries I'm- the winter run,

wliicli is given bulow, motor bicycles,

sidecars, and those light cars, which
conform to the capacity limit laid

dovvn for cycle cars by the A.C.U., are

included. In addition there are seven

cars and light cars -which exceed this

limit. This run was inaugurated in 1910,

when seventy-eight entries were received,

mainly motor bicycles. In 1911 the

entries had increased to 119. and the

number of sidecar outfits had largely

increased. La-t year, to make the test

most difficult, and to add interest to the
journey, the return was mad* via Lym«
Regis and Dorchester, and the whole
journey was scheduled at 20 m.p.h. The
entries in this year numbered 163. The
cycle car entry in the three years was
respectively one, four, and twenty-seven.

For t)ie benefit of those readers who wish
to see something of this event we give

the times of the first pair at the principal

points c« route and the distances from
the start.

Route and Timetable.

UTWARD.
Distance from

start. Time due.

Staines ... 8 p.m.

Bagshot .. 9^ ... 8.30 „
Basingstoke .. 29 ... 9.34, „
Aridover ...

Salisbury ...

.. 47i ... 10.37 „

.. 65 ... 11.30 „

Shaftesbury .. 86i ... 1.42 a.m.

Yeovil ..
108i ... 2.55 „

Crewkerue ... 117| ... 3.23 „
Chard .. 1251 ... 3.47 „
Chard Hill (top) .. 128i- ... 3.57 „
Honiton .. 138j ... 4.33 „
E.xfter .. 154i ... 5.24 „

H OMEWARD.

Exeter .. 154^ ... 6.50 a.m.

Trow Hill (top) .. 169* ... 7.36 „
Lyme Regis .. 182^ ... 8.17 „
Bridport ... .. 192i- ... 8.44 „
Dorchester .. 207 ... 9.28 „
Blandford ... .. 222| ... 10.15 „
Salisbury ... .. 245i ... 11.21 „
Andover ... ... 263 ... 1.16 p.m.

"Basingstoke .. 281i ... 2.12 „
Bagshot .. 301 ... 3.10 „
Staines .. 310i ... 3.40 „

There will be a stop of one hgur at

Salisbury both on the outward and return
journeys.

Competitors must prepare themselves,

especially if solo riders, for the three miles

Ironi Eghain to Sunningdalu level crossing.

We hear from a corres]>ondent that the

surface of this road is like a ploughed

field—thick, heavy mud ; ruts and fur-

row.s— far harder to steer over tlian was
Applecross in Scotland. After the level

crossing, when the road is in Surrey,

the surface is good hard tarmac.

The two test hills. Chard and Trow,
have to be ascended non-stop. The
silencer regulations, printed in our last

lissne, will be very strictly enforced.

Start,
p.m.

1 H. Karslakc la',!. Rover sc, l-c\il.) .. 8.0
D. G. Broneh 13V'. Broush, !)

3. T. Rislev 16 BrouBh, SI 8.1

4. I'.-W. Moifat (3".. Doiiclaii. 2) ..

5. P. B Phillips [2--\ DouBlas. •) .. 8.2
6. V. G. Ball [2''.\ Douglas. 21

9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
S2.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
51.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
76.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
8 7

88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98
93.

100.
101.

'102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
J13.
114.
115.
116.
117,

W. F. Guiver {i'f. Ariel, II

G. E. CnHe (3',i Premier. /) ..

E. Frasctti (7 Indian sc, 2) ..

W. U. Wells (7 Indian so., 2) ..

O. B. Fry (3'/. B.S.A., 1)

M. C. Breose (3>!. B.S.A., 1) ..

K. A. Mac-Donald [i'U Singer, 1)

K. .1. T.V'on 12'', N.U.T.. 21 ..

L. A. Baddeley (7 Indian sc, 21

S. Tharp (Ji-. Triumph, 1)

C. Lester (3V, P. and M., t) ..

H. G. Bell (5" F.N., I)

N. H. Pearson (7 Indian sc, 3)

A. J. Dixon (3'<; SinEer. II

L. do Almasy (3 Puch, 11

O. C. Higgens (3 Puch, l^

W. G. Co'eman I3i/. B..S.A., I)

H. G. Digby (4 Triumph. 1) ..

W. B. Willoughby (3V. Rudge-MulU.
H. .Tohnson (3'/. Triumph. 1)

R. T. Blattman (6 Grandex, 21

O. P. C. Collier (3',A Grandex, 1)

P. C. Batty-Smith (3'4 Budge, !l

Lt. D. J. McMullen, fi.E. (3y2 Black-
burne, /}

K. K. Scheve (3'/. Rudge-Multi, 1)

G. P. Howe (3'/. 'T.T. Rudge, 1)

.1. Lake (3V. Bradbury, /)

P. Pike (2'/. Levis, 1)

O. Price (3l/. P.V., 2|

D. C. Trumah (3i/. Wolf, /) ..

S. B.'White (25i N.U.T., S) ..

A. V. Deacock (2'!/, Douglas, 21

F. W. Applebee {ZU. B.S.A., '

J. H. Kerr (3'/. N.S.U.. 21

A. E. Bellsham 18 Zenith. 2) ..

C. P. S. Abrams (4 Swallow, 2)

H. J. Beat (4 L.iM.C. 11

T. E. Viney (2'!i Douglas, 2) ..

W. P. Tippett 13',;. Humber, 1)

I)

A. \V. Brittain (S'A Bradbury, 1)

C. R. Hirons 1,2V., Sloto-Revel, 21

C. Taylor (2>A Connaught, 1) ..

K. E. Don (3'/. Rover, I)

E. V. Walters "(3'A P. and M., 1)

F. E. Thomas (31^. Triumph, 1)

A. M. C. Scott 15>1; Premier, 1)

A. J. Sproston (3Vi Lea-Francis, 2)

V. Baker (2% Douglas, 21

D. S. Ainger ^5','^ Sunbeam, 1)

H. Robertson-Playlair {3V' Premier,
F. W. Chapman (4 Triumph, 1)

E. T. Hart (2% A.J.S., II

H. P. Edwards (S'A B.S.A., /)

R. B. Clark (S'i, Torpedo sc, 1}

A. O. Cilby tsC Sunbeam, I)

F. W. Southern (3JA Sunbeam sc,
J. A. Hilger (2"!f, Doujlas. 2) ..

M. G. Abraham [3-l'i Green-Zenith,
D. H. NoWe (31,1. Rover sc. 1)

G. Featherstonhaugh [5Y' Rover sc,
C. T. Newsome (3V' Rover sc, 1)

G. Nott (6 Olyno sc. 21 ....
C. Q Roberts (3'/. Blackburne sc,
H. C. Mills (311; Blackburne sc, /)

C. Dickinson (3'''o Ariel sc, I)

V. Garland (8 Williamson sc, 2)

E. Atkins (ZV, Nestor. /)

F. J. Watson (3V3„Ariel sc, 21

L. Mogridge (S^A Rudge-Multi, 2)

E. F. Baxter (6 Rex sc, 3) ..

V. Olsson (7 Zenith sc, 21

A. V. Sumner (8 Zenith sc, 2)

U. T. Leach (3'A Zenith-Green sc,
R. Chesterfield (7 Indian sc, 2)

.7. D. Drysdale (6 Hazlewood sc, 2)

G. M. Watkins (6 Zenith sc, 2)

T. Coates (6 Enfield sc, 2) ..

F. H. Douglas (6 Enfield sc, 2)

L. W Fox (3 Montgomery Duette,
L. Smith (6 Enfield sc, 21

D. J S. Chapman (SV- N.S.U., 21

G. Betts(6 Lincoln Elk sc, 21

F. L. Cook I3'A A.S.L., 21

W. E. Cook (6 A.S.L. sc. 21 ..

P. H. Lovegrove {3'^ Rudge, 21

H. E. Fairchild (6 A.J.S. sc, 2)

H. le Vack (S'A Motosacoche, 2)

.1. S. Holroyd (S'A Motosacoche sc,
C. Starace (2-V, N.S.U. , 21

M. Heinzel (2-V, N.S.U., 2)
T. .J. Ross (4 Triumph, 21

.1. A. Hoult (7 Matchless sc, 21

T. H. Haddock (2';;, A..I.S., 2)

A. J. Stevens (6 A. .1.3. sc, 2} ..

H. Stevens (6 A.J.S. sc, 21

.1. Stevens (6 A..I.S. sc, 2)
T. .leuks (5 A..I.S. sc, 21

L. Inscoe (6 A..I.S. sc, 2)

Hugh Gibson (6 Bradbury sc, 2)

C. W. Meredith (31/. Bradbury sc, .,

R. Croticher (3'/. Kerry-..\bingdon, 2)

R. G. J. Charlcsworth (6 Zenith sc, 21
B. Alan Hill (7 Indian sc, 2)
G. T. Gray (5 Rudge sc, 2) ..

H. Haynes (3',i. Premier sc. 2)

J Oliphant (7 Premier sc, 2)
S. D. Marr (8 H.S.M., SI
P. C. Oxborrow (8 H.S.M., S)
C. Pearson (8 Williamson sc, 21
G. L. Fletcher (3V. Douglas sc, 2) ..

H. E. Parker (6 Bradbury sc. 21 ..

Start,
p.m.
8.3

8.18

8.19

2)

118.
119.
120.
121.
122.
123.
124.
125.
126.

127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.
134.
135.
136.
137.
138.
139.
140.
141.
142.
14j.
144.
145.
146.
147.
143.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.
155.
156.
157.
158.
159.
160.
161.
162.
163.
164.
165.
166.

Start,
p.m.

1)

A. B. Abbott (3',;. Bradbury. 2)

A. H. Wright (6 A..J.S. sc, 2)

F. L. Bassctt (31/. Triumph sc. 21

D. Bradbury (4 Norton sc, 2) ..

W. A. Sale [3V- Humber w.c. sc,
H. Greaves (6 Enfield sc, 2) ..

D. Iron (3 Enfield, 21

W. H. Eggin.on (6 Enfield sc, 2) ..

J. Robertson-Brown (8 Henderson
sc, /I

C. B. Moss-Blundell (6 Precision sc, 21

W. P. Brandon |7 Indian sc. 2)

G. Petty t (8 Rex sc. 2) 9.4
E. Berg (8 Rex sc, 21

M. Geijer (8 V.S. sc. 21 .. ..9.5
A. Sudfeldt (6 V.S. sc, 2)

E. .1. Webster (8 Matchless so.. 8) .

C. M. Webster (3 Zenith sc. 21

B. K. Butler (8 Sparkbrook sc, 2) ,

F. Begley (6 Rudge-Multi sc, 2)

Guy Dre.v (3'A Premier sc, 21

T. H. Willey (31,2 Premier sc, 21

T. S Fordham (7 Premier sc, 21

D. 3. Parson (6 Sparkbrook sc. 2)

W. E. Boyce (3'/. Premier sc. 2)

C. Smith (3V. Rudge sc. 2)

P. Bounds (8 Bounds-.Jap sc. 3)

S. T. Tessier (8 Bat sc, 2)

B. R. Garlick (6 Enfield sc, 2)

F. W. Carryer (6 Royal Ruby sc, 21

H. P. Boasley (6 A.J.S. sc, 2)

Lt. Phillips, R.N. (6 A.J.S. sc, 2)

C. B. Woolley (6 Clyoo sc, 2)

E. Vallis (6 Clyno sc, 2)

A. F. Millar (5 Zenith sc, S) ..

G. Bax (3'>;i Srott sc, 2)

J. Applevard (8 Williamson sc, 2)

P. W. White (8 Matchless sc, 21

H. J. Scales (4W James sc, 21

E. F. Townshend (3>/2 N.D.T. sc. 2)

F. J. Ellis (6 Matchless sc. 21

B. E. Guest (7 Matchless sc. 21

A. G. Cocks {2'A Connaught. 2)

A. H. Mee (2^4 Diamond sc. 21

C. Percival (7 Matchless sc. 21

A. G. Peppercorn (3iA Bradbury sc.
R. C. Davis (8 Chater-Lea sc, 2)

H. G. R. Slingo (6 Clyno sc, 2)

J. P. le Grand (6 Rex sc. 2) ..

J. T. Bashall (6 A.J.S sc. 21

8.59

9.0

9.1

9.2

9.3

9.6

9.7

9.8

9.9

9.10

9.11

9.12

9.13

9.14

9.15

Cycle Cabs.
167.
163.
169.
170.
171.

172.
173.
174.
175.
176.
177.
128.
179.
180.

181.
182.
183.
184.
185.
186.
187.
188.
189.
191.
192.
li.3.

194.
195.
196.
199.
200.
201.
202.
203.
204.
205.
206.
207.
208.
209.
210.
211.
212.
213.
214.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
230.
231.

9.23

9.24

9.25

9.26

9.27

9.28

9.29

A. B. T. Bashall (7 Morgan, 2)

W. H. Bashall (10 Morris-Oxford. /,) ..

W. A. Jacobs (10 Violet-Bogey. 2) ..

J Chater-Lea (8 Chater-Lea, 2)

H. F. S. Morgan (8 Morgan Run-
about. 2)

W. H. Elce (8 Morgan, 2)

A. T. Tamplin (8 G.W.K., 2)

J. G. Pauling (7 Swift. 2)

J. T. Wood (8 O.W.K.. 2)

C. M. Keillor (8 G.W.K., 21

S. G. Glikston (7 Swift, 21 ..

W. M. Greenwood (8 L.M., 21 ..

A. C. Maitland (10 Beacon. 21

P. D. Walker (10 Harding and Sum
mers, 2)

H. Petty (10 Singer. Jl 9.30
R. R. Rothwell (10 Singer. {) ..

F. E. Mocatta (10 G.N., 2)

W. Bretherton (8 G.VV.K.. 21

F. May (8 Morgan. 2(

A. Mariani (8 Morgan, 21

S. R. Axtord (8 D.E.W.. 2) ..

R. F. Mann (3 Duo, 21

S. G. Marshall (10 Mathis Babylotte. il

P. H. Richards (10 A.C.. 41 ..

J. Munday (6 A.C. Sociable, 21

A. Noble (10 A.C. (1

B. G. Mundav (10 .\.C., 4)

J. H. Jcttery (9 Matchless, 21 ..

J. 3. Hine (6 A.C. Sociable, 21

R. Baniford (10 Singer. J)
F. G. Barton (10 Morris-Oxford. i\ ..

J. Baker (8 G.W-.K.. 21

G. Griffith (8 G.W.K., 3)

R. P. Messervy (3 de P. Duo. 2) ..

G. Pitcher (8 de P. Duo, 2) ..

H. C. Smith (8 Banger, 31

L. A. B. Lawler (8 Beacon, 21

S. Wright (3 Uumbcrette, 21 ..

W. Cooper (8 Humbcretle, 21

C. C. itann (3 G.WK.. 31

C. F. Halsall (10 Wilton, il ..

J. Frankenstein (10 Singer, 41

C. A. .\rmstronB (10 O.N., 2|

F. Thomas (9 Buckingham, 2)

H. A. Thompson (9 Buckiucham, !) ..

Rev. E. P. Grccnhill (8 G.W.K.. 21 ..

W. H. Ogilvic (10 Singer. 41 .
W. .1. Brownsort (6 A.C. Sociable. 21

.^ W. Lambert 19 Warren Lambert, 21

W. Whiltall (9 Morgan-Adler, 4) ..

F. C. Tiiwnshnud (8 Humbcretto, 3) ..

G. Rowdeu 16 A.C. Sociable. 21

A. S. Phillips (8 Chater-Ix^a. 2)

C. Pressland (8 Crouch Carctte. SI ..

J O. Humphries (8 Ardcn. 21 .

.

.1. F. Buckingham (Buckingham. 2) ..

W. A. Mathews 110 Morris-Oxlord. i)

N. O. Sorcsby (3'j Rovcrl

9.31

9.32

9.33

9.34
9.35

9.36

9.37

9.3S

9.40

9.41

9.42

9.43

9.44

9.45

9.46

9.48
9.49

9.SD

9.51

9.52

9.53

9.54
9.55
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The MC.C. Christmas Run.—
The arrangements were completed last

week for the above run, and with the
particulars published last Thursday and
the list of entries in the previous issue

readers should be -fully acquainted with
the best points from wliich to view the
competitors, etc., but doubtless all classes

of readers, both competitors and otherwise',
will be interested to know the names of
different hotels at important places on the
route. We give below the names of the
principal stopping places and a list of
hotels. The official hotel is in all cases
given first.

Stalnes.—Bridge House Hotel ; Angel,
High Street Garage : T. E. Taylor,
Bridge House.

Basingstoke. — Red Lion; Station,
Station Hill. Garage : Scard's.

S.^LISBUEY.—Angel Hotel ; County,
Brtdge Street ; Old George, High Street

;

White Hart, St. John Street; Crown,
High Street; Red Lion, Milford Street.
Garages : The Salisbury, Friai-y Road ;

S. and E. Collette, Catharine Street.

Yeovel.—Mermaid, High Street ; The
Three Choughs; Pen Slill, Sherborne
Road. Garage : Moffat's.

>—«•»—<
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ExjiTER.—Bude Hotel, Sidwell Street;
Rougeniont, .Queen Street; New Lon-
don, Eastgate ; Royal Clarence, Cathedral
Close. Garage : Exeter Motor Go.

The exact distance of the outward and
homeward journeys is SIO^ miles. The
oU course of the year before last from
Hounslow was 322 miles, when the aver-

age speed was slightly slower.

Ml. Frank Hansford .will, have chargt

of the timing arrangements oii; Charr!

Hill, wiile those at Trow Hill wiH be

in the hands of Mr. E.L.. -Herring, nf

the Bom-nemouth M.C.G.

THE REAR LIGHT QUESTION SETTLED.
Definite Orders now issued by the Local

Sidecars and other Two-track Machines to

ALL motor cyclists know tliat the decision af the

King's Bench Division of the High Court last

October made the law as to the necessity of

cariying lights on motor cycles an exceedingly vague
one. The Local Government Board, therefore, have
been urged to issue an official statement on the subject,

and at the end of last week made this : statement
pubKc. The Motor Cycle has taken the liveliest interest

in these proceedings, and in our issue of November
20th we made the following statement

:

" We are in a position to state that the old order of

things will most probably be reverted to. Although this

exclusive announcement is in no seixse oiBcial it is authori-
tatively believed in Government circles that tlie foregoing
will be the outcome of the deliberations of the committee
of Local Government Board.

'

" It will thus be seen that wliile there is a strong possibility

that motor bicycles wUl be exempted from carrying red
rear lights, it would appear that two-track motor cycles wOl
in the near future be required by law to show some form
of rear warning light."

Others, less well .informed, affected to laugh at us,

and motor cyclists were informed that remarks such
as these miglit be accepted with the proverbiaL grain

of salt. However, "he who -laughs last laughs
loudest," and the laugh is on our side, for the orders
issued by the Local Government Board are actually

and literally e.xactly as foretold in The Motor Cycle,

viz., that motor cycles need not carry a rear light,

hut that it was incumbent upon sidecars to do so.

The L..G.B. Ne'w Regulation.

.-\fter referring to the old condition under which by
ihe Act of 1896 cars were required to show a red
light to the rear, and the term cars was held to include
motor cycles, the L.G.B. new circular states that the

1 896 Act is now amended, and the following proviso

substituted for the former condition

:

" frovided also that

—

"(a) so much of this condition as requires any lamp
attached to the motor car to exhibit a red light visible

in the direction contrary to that towards which the
motor car is proceeding shall not apply to a motor
bicycle, unless there is attached to the motor bicycle

a sidecar or other vehicle

;

" (h) so much of this condition as requires the lamp
exhibiting a white light visible in the direction in which
the motor car is proceeding to be placed on the extreme
right or oft side of the motor car shall not apply to

a motor bicycle or t« a motor bicycle having attached

B22

Government Board. Motor Cycles Exempted;
exhibit Rear Red Light to iake immediate effect.

to it a sidecar or other vehicle unless such sidecar or

other vehicle is attached to or projects beyond 'the off

side of the motor bicycle ; and
''(c) for the purposes of the application of this

conSition to a motor bicycle having attached to itr,a side

car or other vehicle, the lamp exhibiting a- red .ligltt.

visible in the direction contrary to that towards which
the motor car is proceeding inay be attached to - the
sideca.r or other vehicle, and, in the case of a motor
bicycle having a sidecar or other vehicle attached to

or projecting beyond the off side of the motor bicycle,

the lamp required to be placed on the .extreme right

or off side shall be attached to the extreme right- or

off side of the sidecar or other vehicle."

Abticxe II.—This Order may be cited as the Motor Cars
{Use and Construction) Amendment .Order (No. It.); 19^3',

and the Motor Cars (Use and Construction) Orders, 1904 to

1913, and this Order may be cited together as the Motqr
Cars (LTse and Construction) Orders, 1904, to 1913. -

Given under the Seal of Office of the Local
J3overnment Board, this Eighteenth- day of

December, in the year One thousand nine
hundred and thirteen.

. John BmNS, President.

PRIVATE SHOW IN GLASGOW.
The Glasgow Club held their annual private show of new

models, and a smoking concert last week. Tie show ol 1914
models comprised nearly forty machines, representing twenty-
four different makes of motor cycle and some .half-dozen
of sidecars. Prominent exhibits were Tim Wood's Scott- and
Hugh Mason's Nut-Jap, wliile the chairman's table was
graced by the Tourist Trophy itself. Mr. Norman Jilacmillan,
chairman of the Scottish A.C.U., presided, and a very ejc-

cellent musical programme was given while a cinematograpli
display of 1913 events was a feature of the evening.

BIRMINGHAM-YORK RUN.
I'he following are the entries received for the Bh-mingham

M.C.C. run to York up to the time of going to press. Par-
ticulars of this trip will be found on our " Club News " pai;e.

J. Drew_(6 Royal Enfield) T. Stevens (4^ James)
G. H. Ratcliffe (3^ Rovei)
H. S. Kershaw (3^ Rover)
H. Hopkins (3J, Kine Dick)
A. Young (5-6 King Dick sc.)

B. B. Barrow (8 Precision)
H. Newey (2J. Levis)
H. Ball (3i Triumph)
D, A. Pearson (2i Peco sc.)

P. H. Jones (8 Jlorgan)
B. W. Shilson (8-K)">rathis

Babvlettel

J. E. Greenwood (3^- Sun-
beam)

L. Newey (5-6 Ariel)

E. Kibble (3^ Triumph)
J. Allday (4^ James)
G. Davison (5-6 Rudge sc.)

T. Silver -(7 Quadrant)
H. SUver (3^ Quadrant)
C. Williams (21 A.J.8.)
H. 'U. Davies (2% Diamond)
8. Hill (3i Rudge)
E. .T Slattfi'v (3,^ Triumph)
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ADOLPHUS ADAMS had an aunt. In this he

was not unique. Most of us have aunts. His

aunt was a rich aunt. Here again many of us

share his distinction. But the aunt of Adolphus was

unique in other ways. Bred and born in the early

Victorian days, when Mrs. Grundy was rampant, she

was a real sport. Had she entered this vale of tears

fifty years later, she would have been a golf and hockey

international, and driven a type sportive 38-90 h.p.

Metallurgique. She never ceased to regret that she

had been brought up on crinolines, poke bonnets,

lavender, pot pourri, and other sentimental com-
modities of a gentle and romantic period; nor did

she cease to mock at them. At the age of seventy she

bought a small car, and had just learnt to drive it

—

sitting erect, with her grey hair streaming awesomely
from under the tilt of a poke bonnet, a formidable,

wiry figure—when she died. Her will did not dis-

guise the contempt she had always felt for Adolphus,

a timid little weed of a man, who carefully insured

himself against all the ills flesh is heir to, wore white

spats, and never left the house without an umbrella.

Her final will and testament had been a sore worry

to her solicitor, much as he approved its general

tenor. She had too much commonsense to leave her

handsome fortune to her other nephew, Percy

Tallboys. He once remarked in her presence that he
never paid small bills because they were too much
of a fag, and never paid large bills because he couldn't.

This offended her sense of justice. On the other

hand, she felt certain Adolphus would only leave her

money to rot in Consols. So she bequeathed fioo
to Adolphus, and if he proved himself a sportsman
within twelve months of her death, the residuary estate

was to pass into his hands. But if he remained an
incurable weed, smug, slacker, and froust, her fortune

was to be divided between eight Londnn hospitals.

Her solicitor, an ex-Rugger international, was to be
sole judge of Adolphus's sportsmanship ; and while

he disliked so unconventional a duty, he rubbed his

hands at the prospect of much litigation.

Adolphus walked home from the funeral bespatted

and unmbrella'ed as usual, and listened to the will in

the darkened parlour. Percy Tallboys attended the

function without any personal expectations, and cor-

dially approved his aunt's testamentary dispositions.

Adolphus, he opined, was "up to the fetlocks in the

consomme," and he vowed he would watch that

covetous youth's efforts to qualify as a sport with huge

amusement. Adolphus returned home in great per-

turbation, even forgetting to notice a- crinkle in his -

carefully furled umbrella, and oblivious of a large

splodge of mud on his right spat.

Adolphus in Training.

The next three months were very trying for

Adolphus. The solicitor advanced the stipulated

_^ioo, and he essayed various branches of sport.

The local football team received him with open arms,

scenting a glorious rag. They played him at centre

forward in their next friendly, and shortly after the

kick-off he was escorted to the touchline, after the

i4St. full-back of the visiting team had effected a

powerful clearance which stubbed the wet ball against

the tip of Adolphus's very Roman nose. Returning to

the field at the interval, he failed to touch the ball

until a rueful moment when he found himself between

the two visiting backs, and was violently sandwiched.

As he explained to his mother afterw-ards, the sensa-

tion was that of having one's ribs suddenly crushed

under a steam hammer. He resigned from the foot-

ball club, and went in for golf and bowls. During tiu-

next month he was informed by the solicitor that bowls

could hardly be considered a genuine sport, and that

marbles were probably more in his line than golf.

Meantime the damsels of his vicinity evinced keen
interest in Adolphus. He was not exactly personable,

but the local papers had reported the will, the girls

all knew of the potential ^^80,000 awaiting his

development, and felt " a m.'.n's a man for a' that.
'

Miss Margaret Gordon, impelled by the inherited tradi-

tions of a long Scotch ancestry, tuned herself u)).
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The Regeneration of Adolphus Adams.

—

revved fiercely at a few balls and croquet parties,

boosted Adolphus up to the proposal point, and roped

hini safely in before another month- was over.

Margaret was a shrewd girl of much discernment

;

there was ^80 left of the original hundred, and she

meant to qualify Adolphus for the remaining ;£8o,ooo.

She surveyed his lank, muscleless figure, and saw that

ordinary sports were not for him. His upbringing had

disqualified him for wine, women and song. She was

doubtful whether the solicitor, a sensible and strict

individual, would rank wild plunging on the turf as

" sport," and she finally identified motor .;> cling as

the sole hope of obtaining salvation for Adolphus.

Flattered and gratified by the novelty of finding a pretty

girl really interested in him, Adolphus was as wax in

her hands. She rushed him up to town, and ere they

took the evening train back to Little Pedlington,

Adolphus's cash balance had
dwindled to a bare fiver, but the

next week was to bring the happy
pair dehvery of an 8 h.p. sidecar

outfit.

What Maragaret suffered in

the long weeks of tuition, during

which Adolphus signally failed

to master the handling of a

powerful twin, must rank among
the secret history of forgotten

British heroism. He took her

into eight hedges, three trams,

a traction engine, and one light

lorry full of empty aerated v\'ater

bottles. Nightly she anxiously

examined her rich mop of auburn
tresses for strands of grey and
eke of white. Her cunningest

wiles failed to induce the tre-

pidant youth to open his throttle

or drive as if the road belonged to him. " No 1% h.p.

Motosacoche could have been driven with more con-

sideration for the traffic which, in the words of the

inspired Act of 1903, " might be expected to be
"

upon an apparently vacant highway.

One day the solicitor of Adolphus's aunt met
Margaret, as she cycled down to her golf club, a prey

to the keenest forebodings, eying her engagement
ring with serious thoughts of returning it on the

morrow by registered post. He rallied her genially.

" Madge, my girl," quoth the cynical lawyer

brutally, " you've bitten off more than you can chew
for once : he's a decent little fellow, but you'll never

make a sport of him. Those hospital cheques await

my signature at the office !

"

Margaret summoned all her reserve energy, and

sprang a confident smile which gave the lie to her

inmost dreads.

"Have 1?" she replied sweetly. "Look here!

You know the blind corner on the Stimpson road? "

The lawyer nodded.
" Adolphus always takes that on one wheel at fifty

miles an hour ! Don't you call that sporting?
"

The lawyer grinned incredulously.

Madge proceeded. " You take a walk that way
to-morrow afternoon. Sit on the gate just round the

hairpin about three o'clock, and smoke one of your

A34

The next day Margaret paid a nefarious visit

to the shed."
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infamous cigars. I'll bring Adolphus along, and if

you don't admit I've made a man of him you can

send aunt's money to those loathsome hospitals to-

morrow night !

"

The lawyer agreed, and strolled round to his office

smiling.

Tuning up for the Test.

The next day, before breakfast, Margaret paid a

nefarious visit to the shed where Adolphus kept the

S h.p. twin which had undermined the joy of his

young life. Her dainty fingers opened the toolbag,

and in two twos, or rather less, she had extracted

the throttle piston from the carburetter. A snip of

her sharp scissors severed the control wire. Slipping

the piston in her skirt pocket, she replaced the cover-

plate, and stole silently home. At 2.45 p.m. she and

Adolphus wheeled the outfit into the roadway, and
settled themselves in their places

for a ride.

" We'll take the Stimpson
road," she said, coaxingly :

" It's

a nice broad road, and I want
you to practise going a little

faster, darling !

'

'

Adolphus depressed die kick-

starter rather mournfully. " I

don't like that bad corner,

sweetheart !
" he remarked

;

" and I've lost heart about
auntie's money; I don't think I

shall ever be a sportsman—I am
too intellectual."

The engine burst into song.
" The engine seems rather

lively to-day," murmured
Adolphus, nervously, as the out-
fit swung out into the road on
bottom gear; I'll change up at

once to-day—the high gear may steady her a little."

It didn't; the powerful engine, deprived of its

throttle, devoured the broad open road as a big twin
should, and the sidecar bounced and rocked and
swayed as they tore down the splendid road with
Adolphus trembling on the brink of tears and prayers,
and Margaret secretly more than a little frightened.
She offered no resistance when he lifted the valve
every few yards, and tinkered at his levers, only to
find that the acceleration up towards Brooklands
speeds was instantaneous when he let the engine in
again. Thus they rapidly approached the hairpin
corner, beyond which Lawyer Adkins was perched on
the gate, sceptically sucking his cheroot; and with
every yard Adolphus became more determined to stop
the engine and push the outfit home. Margaret
clenched her pretty teeth and waited.

At last the dread warning triangle hove in sight,

about half a mile away. Adolphus lifted the valve,
and began to reason with his imperious sweetheart.
Margaret argued and coaxed until the outfit was
slowing right down with the corner only a hundred
yards ahead. -Then she carried out her plan. Clench-
ing her tiny fist so that the spikes of the diamonds
in her engagement ring faced out^vards, she dealt a
tremendous thump on the left hand of Adolphus

—

the hand nearest her, the hand which was holding up
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the powerful engine devoured the broad,
open road."

the exliaust valve with grim determination. Adolpiius
dropped the valve with a yell, and the 8 h.p. engine

took control with a roar. Adolphiis lost his. head, and
the machine .screamed on at a cool fifty, and was on
the hairpin before he could even think. In this terrible

emergency his manhood temporarilv asserted itself.

He gripped the handle-bars like a drowning man, and
threw his feeble muscles into the task of wrenching
the sidecar round the fearful bend. JNIargaret's heart

sang with joy and palpitated with terror simul-

taneously, but the tail of her eye revealed the face

of Adolphus ccmvulsed with mortal agony.
" Grin, oh grin. Adolphus !" she moaned, mindful

of the watchful lawyer waiting on the gate just

beyond.

Adolphu^ continued to look as any sane man would
look under such circumstances.

Margaret received the inspiration .she deserved.

With a lightning, I might say a Paderewski-ish,

movement of her deft fingers, she plucked a long

hatpin from her hair and plunged it deeply into the

thigh of Adolphus.

Adolphus's mother is fond of boasting to other

matrons in the seclusion of her drawing room that no

bad word has ever pa.s.sed her son's lips; but the word
which escaped them in this moment of cruel agony
was—-truth compels the admission—a very bad word
indeed.

So Lawyer .Vdkiiis, seated on the gate, sucking his

long cheroot, opened his eyes in horror at what he

saw. With a madly bellowing engine lending thrill

and horror to the spectacle, he saw Adolphus negotiate

a blind corner at fifty miles an hour, Margaret sitting

pale and determined in a sidecar which was actuallv

liusy tickling her lover's ear; and as the sidecar wheel
dropped to earth again when a capsize ceased to b;

imminent, the lawyer's incredulous ears heard
Adolphus distinctly ejaculate " !"

The residuary estate was transferred to Adolphus
last week, and the Pedlington gossips whisper with

bated breath that next month's we'dding will prove

unrivalled in the annals of their historic village.

, plucked a long hatpin from her hair and plunged it

deeply into the thigh of Adolphus."

There is only one fly in the ointment of Adolphus's

bliss. Margaret is adamant in insisting they shall take

die sidecar on their honeymoon ; but it is only fair

to add that the throttle piston has been renlaced.

^rj^^l
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THE MOTOR CYCLE
IN AMERICA.

DECEMBER o'«/ y-'J-

Where Powerful Machines,

Rough Riding, and

High Speed Prevail.

IT
is ditticult to convey to English riders how

different is the pastime of motor cycling in America
from motor cycling as they know it here. The

roads are different, the machines are different, and

the men are different.

The roads var\' remarkably in even a short distance.

At their best they are unsurpassed by any I have

seen in a long experience in England, at their worst

they are unapproached by anything we can produce
or soberly imagine. Even in New England, where the

roads are reputed the best in the Continent, one may
have covered five or" six miles in little more than as

many minutes only to come suddenly upon an

unrideable mud pond, which may apparently extend

to the horizon or until the road disappears from view

round a bend. It is impossible to rush such things

as these—my only attempt to do so ended in sudden
and instant disaster—and it Ls impossible to crawl

through them on first speed, as the back wheel soon
commences to slip.

I imagine that these places would be ridealile

during or immediately after heavy rain, when the mud
would be soft ; but when I struck them thev were
merely damp and sticky, and then one's only course

is to ride between the tramlines. These run at the

side of almost every road in Eastern America, and are

laid on sleepers ("ties" in the local parlance).

Usually they are ballasted about half-way up the
" ties," and in some lines the " ties " are nearly covered.
In any case one can ride over them on first speed and~
make better progress than on the alleged roads, even
all-owing for repeated dismantlings and removing
.oneself and machine from the track while a car -passes.

I cannot say what was my .longest distance covered
in this way without anv road riding ; it seemed like

five miles, but probablv it was much less; at all

events it was a trip that I would not willingly repeat.

One V/ay of Road Making.
A prominent manufacturer with whom I discussed

the question of the roads informed me that it is not

uncommon to see farmers and householders in parts

of the country remote from main thoroughfares work-

ing out their Poll Tax, i.e., doing two days' work on
the road instead of paying hard cash. I enquired

what they would do. "Just dig it 'up," he said

!

A species of obstacle I heard of but did not see

is a sand road. It is described as a bed of soft sand
ten to twelve inches deep and possibly a hundred
yards long. I was told that experts overcame these

things by going at them all oist, and I was assured

that if, when I should meet one, I would do that

and cling fast to the machine, I would probably come
out at the other end in safety.

When one has seen the American expert out touring

it is not difficult to conjecture how this treatment of

sand roads came to be known. Doubtless the expert

came touring along at seventy miles an hour and was
into and out of the sand bed before he fully realised

its imminence. Afterwards he would smile in a

superior way at the novices pushing through it and
would show them how it should be done, without
breathing a word of the awful fright he had when,
malgre lid, he learnt the method.
To turn now to the good American roads, I have

already said that they may be compared with

the best roads we have here, and soe they may.
Furthermore, in two respects they are superior to

ours. They are not closed in by hedges, and they are,

for the greater part of their length, straight. What
bends there are are gradual, and acute corners are

rare, and when they occur are not obscured by trees or

hedges. Such roads as these have to be not only seen

"l3ut ridden over before one can realise their value for

speed. No matter what unconscious resolutions as to

TWO MEDIUM POWERED TWINS.
The sp.ing Irame £(linuii[l-M.A.G. with two-sp3ed gear and cliain drive. Tne 31 h.p. Lea-Francis which has chain drive and counter-shaB gear.

A3D
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RUTHARDT MAQNETO
Sparks for sure at walking pace

You cai: turn out -with a light heart if your Jlagneto is a C.A.V.—
the fool-proof, dust-proof

,"
oil-proof , and Vvater-proof sparker for

Motor Cycles and Cycle Cars—the favourite with motorists—the

pioneer of the all-enclosed JIagueto, and the best.

Sparks for sure at walking pace

—test it. Douse it in water and

it'U work just as well. For slow

running and easy starting get a

C.A.V. Ruthardt Magneto and
solve your ignition troubles.

IVrite lor the C.A.V.
Magneto Booklet now,

C. A. Vandervell & Co.,
Acton, London, W.

Nortli of Enelanil Depot —12, Victoria
ljQiUlin'::s. St. Mary's Gaie. MBBcliester.

THE

MORGAN RUNABOUT,
Having booked orders which will exhaast onr output for some time, we beg to refer intending

purchasers to Agents who have placed contracts with as, among whom are the following:

LONDON.—Wauchope's, q. Shoe Lane, Fleet Street, E.C.
A. P. Rev. 173, Great Portland Street, VV.

Warren Lambert, 142, U.vbridge Road, Shepherds Bush, W.
ILL, Stevens & Co., 184, Pentonvillc Road, King's Cross, N.

(Agents for Kent and part of Sussex.)

BIRiyilNGHAM.—Colmore Depot, 11, Colmore Row.
BRISTOL.—F. G. Cox & Co., Perry Road.
BEWDLEY.—H. Jenks, 68, Load Street.

BEDFORD.—Wilson Bros. St. Peter's.

BICESTER.—Layton & Son, London Road.
CHELTENHAM.—T. V. West, 88, High Street.

CAMBRIDGE.—King & Harper, Bridge Street,

CARDIFF.—Burelli, 2. Albany Road.
CARLISLE.—Dias & Co., 'i3, Lowther Street.

DURHAM.—T. Reed, Nettlesworth, Chester-le-Street.

DONOASTER.—Doncaster Autocars, Ltd., 58, Hallgate..

EXETER.—Exeter Motor Co.. 7, Bath Road.

EVESHAM.—Young & Herbert, High Street.

ECCLE3HALL.—C. A. Attwood, Ecclcshall Garage.

HARROGATE.—A, B. Wardman, 19, Prince's Street.

HALIFAX.—Farrar's, 19, Hopwood Lane,

HEREFORD.—Hereford Motor Co., Eign Street.

HULL.—Erabro Motor Co., 21, Charlotte Street.

KENDAL.—G. Braithwaite, 94. Highgate

LIVERPOOL.—Colmore Depot, 31, Renshaw Street

LEEDS.—A Potter, 21, Leicester Grove, Blackman Lane

MORGAN MOTOR CO., LTD.

MORECAMBE.—Hitchen's, Ltd., Euston Road
MANCHESTER.—Manchester Motor Supply, rS, Oxiord Street.

NOTTINGHAM.— Bununt's, Ltd., 28, Shakespeare Street.

PLYMOUTH.—H. Holmes, 6i, Treville Street.

READING.-H. Julian, 81, Broad Street.

SHEFFIELD.-James 5: Co., 253. Eccleshall Street.

SAFFRON WALOEN.—Walbro Motor Co., 49, Hish Sueel.

SHEPTON mall: r.—J. H. Millard & Son.

STAFFORD. ^il. C. Husspv. 45, Vine Street.

SHREW38UR /.—StreHoid Bros., Carline Motor Works, Colcha • H(ad.

STRATFORD-ON-AVON.—Hayward & Ball.

UXBRIDGE.—L. W. Spencer,- la, Behnont "Ro.id.

WORCESTER.-F. Boddington, 3, Mealclieapen Street.

WARWICK.-B. Wardman, Market Place.

WEiVl.—Moss Bros., High Street.

WOLVERHAMPTON.—W. D. South, Motor Agent.

YORK.—C. S. Russel, Laurence Street.

SCOTLAND.
EDINBURGH.—Rossleigb. Ltd., 49, St. Clerk Street.

SWITZERLAND
THUN.—R. Volz, .Auto Garages.

FRANCE.
PARIS.—Baudcloque et Darmont. 12S, Rue du Bois, Levallois.

MALVERN LINK.

In answering these advertisemeiif^ <h>:irab(c to in':niiOii " Thr Motor (
'

yrlc
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"The Big Single."
Climbs Freak Hills withont Freak Gears.

An Excelsior" Big Single and Sidecar Combination, withSEVEN passengers (weighine 88 St., total weight with vehicle
15 cwt. 12 lbs), easily climbed Netherhall Gdns., Hampstead.

£69 ISs.

Prices : With Three-Speed Countershaft Gear,
Free Engine, and Kiclt Starter

Co.le Word "STAR."
With Stiirmey - Archer Three - Speed Hub .. £6S ISs.

Coil.1 Won] ' STRONG.'
With Two-Speed Countershaft Chain Drive .. £68 10s.

CoJcAVord" SHAFT "

v( copy of our new Bookh:t " Hill Cltvibing Extraordinary "

(itid New CalaUt(ine will he sent post free on request,

BAYLISS, THOMAS & CO.,
Excelsior Works CFounded 18 7 4), Coventry.

A3f In amu-ennrj these advertisements it is desirable to mention " lUie Motor Cycle."
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The Motor Cycle in America.—

speed one may have set out with, it soon seems absurd

10 ride at anything less than the best pace one's

machine can do. (Jne may commence a journey over

a road known to be good and may allow oneself two

minutes per mile, but very soon one is doing forty miles

an hour and is still edging the throttle open, until pre-

sently the machine is doing all it can, and one is think-

ing how quickly it has lost the splendid form it had

in England.

American Crare for Speed.

In these excellences and defects of the Yankee

mads, and in the fundamental instinct of the motor

cyclist for speed, lie most of the reasons for the present

design of American machines. Not all of them, how-

ever, lie there; one other remains to be mentioned

when we come to refer to the American rider.

The machine that is selling in the States to-day is

the big twin, and I was informed that the sale of

anything else must normally be attributed to an

insufficient supply of big twins. At first glance this

seems strange to us in England, who have seen the

big twin phase gi\-e place to, the small lightweight and

the 500 c.c. machine, and are now seeing the develop-

ment of the small twin in all possible forms. But it

is in realitv the natural result of the causes mentioned

above.

In the execrable patches which are to be found on

even the best roads the heavy 7-9 h.p. machine has

more chance than the lightweight. It seems to reach

the solid earth through the many inches of mud, it

does not so easily skid out of control, and it can be

got through some of these places where the English

350 or 500 c.c. machine would be hopeless. True,

when it has to be put inside the tram rails it is heavier

to lift, but once there it does very well, by reason of

its long wheelbase. And when the morass is passed

and one is again on a good road, one is ready for some
speed work, and let no one imagine that the American

7-9 h.p. twin won't do it.

Readers will perhaps have heard of the proposed
'• Lincoln Highway," a through road from New York
to San Francisco, for which many million dollars have

been subscribed by various towns through which the

road is to pass. This, when finished, should offer

plentv of attraction to the speed merchant.

No Middie=aged Riders.

I must here apologise to the American motor cyclist

himself for so long delaying mention of him, and must

hasten to assure him that no slight is intended. The
natural arrangement of these notes seemed to demand
that the roads should first be referred to and the

machine next.

I suppose it would be correct to say that half the motor

cyclists in England are middle-aged men—amongst

whom I am compelled to include myself. So excellent

are our roads, and so reliable our machines, that the

pastime no longer demands a juvenile athlete for a

rider. If the above notes have conveyed anything to the

reader they will have conveyed the impression that in

America motor cycling is a pastime essentially for the

young. One sees only young men riding. It is neces-

sarv to remember that the number of cars per capilum

in America is far greater than in England, that the

prices of cars are not only relatively but absolutely less

there than here, and that the average income of a
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business man there is far greater than it is here—hence

the middle-aged man who would here ride a motor

cycle has in America his car. Even were cars less

cheap I question whether any but young men would

motor cycle. The portages call for too much exertion

for any but a young man.

These things being so it will cause no surprise when

I say that the American motor cycling public comes

from a younger generation than ours, and consists of

men relatively less prosperous, although actually, it

is probable, more so. They seem to be for the most

part men who ride only on Saturday afternoon or

Sunday, and who desire speed and nothing else. To

"trim" another man, or all other men, is the one

object in motor cycling there. Reliability, durability,

and comfort are not asked for—none of them
_

is a

point a selling agent pays much heed to; speed is all

he wants, is the only quality that will sell machines.

I do not wish to imply that American machines arc

unreliable, indurable, and uncomfortable, but they

could be, and no particular comment would be raised,

so long as they were fast.

Pay as you Enter America.

A word in conclusion to intending motor cycling

tourists in the States. There is to be had a thing

called a Tourist Bond, under which anyone not con-

nected with the motor trade, and not intending to use

his machine for business purposes, may take it into

the country duty free for six months. If it be not

re-exported within that time he must pay the duty.

This seems attractive, but I would say to an intend-

ing tourist, unless you can spare a week at your port

of entry -don't apply for a Tourist Bond. It will take

you a week to get it, perhaps more; there are almost

endless formalities for you to go through, and you

must deposit the value of the tariff—25%—with a

surety company and pay them five or ten dollars, and

must spend another week when you leave the country.

If time is of any object take your machine as personal

luggage and pay the duty on landing.

To obtain an idea of motoring in Canada delete

from the above all mention of good roads, and the

residue will apply fairly accurately. I saw only the

vicinities of Quebec, Montreal, and Toronto, and the

roads there could scarcely be said to exist, by reason

of the mud and water. A. W. Pimm.

A FEATURE
OF 1914 PAT-

TERN ALLDAYS
MACHINES.

er^

Li=
a,n —

t

New and substantial

gear change mechanism

and Quadrant attached

to tank tube, as fltteJ

to the 1914 model
threp-s peed counter-

shaft geared Alldays.
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THE LATEST "JOHN
BULL" TYRES.

The Leicester Rubber Co., Leicester,

have achieved an enviable reputation for

the excellent results given under hard use

in the hands of both the public and com-
petition riders. They have now produced

a new pattern of tyre Known a-s the Eib-

Stud. which takes its name from the

shape of the elongated rubber studs

moulded on the tread. The tyre, is a

beautifully made article, and long life

Two types of John Bull motor cycle tyre. On
the left is the Rib-Stud pattern, while that on the

right is the Cross-Groove type.

and anti--skidding propensities should be
a feature of this cover. The firm is

preparing to manufacture this tyi'e in

various sizes tor solo, sidecar, or cycle car

use. 25x2j, 2|, or 2i, and 70 mm. for

650x55 mm. voiturette rims will be lead-

ing sizes for 1914. These tyres are made
by precisely the same process as the
tyres which recently did so well in the
"John Bull Mileage Competition."

A NEAT TWO-STEP DRIVE.
The Endrick Engineering Co., Olton,

Birmingham, liave already achieved con-

siderable success with their two-speed
and free engine counter-shaft gear. Now,
however, they have brought out a fresli

counter-sh"''"" appliance in the shape of a
device applicable to all standard machines

A plain counter-shaft introduced by the
Endrick Co.

fitted with direct belt drive and pedalling
gear. This serves the purpose of convert-
ing from direct belt to chain-cum-belt
drive, and is particularly suitable for

machines with hub gears. The whole
fitment is very neat and the price is

moderate. The sprockets may be obtained
in different sizes and the belt pulley may
be obtained as large as Sin, diameter.

440

A BELT TIP.
Messrs. Rudge-Whitworth have drawn

our attention to a method of making a

fastener end which is said greatly to

increase the life 'of belts. It consists of

fitting a small "end" or cap, which
covers the exposed end of the belt and
lies in the V of the fastener, thus more
nearly approaching the ideal endless belt.

The caps are made of moulded rubber
with a canvas core in exactly the- same

A simple tip recommended by the Rudge-
Whitworth Co. for making a belt practically endless.

manner as the belt itself, and are grooved
at the end, so that the hook prevents
their working out sideways. These little

packing pieces are slightly wider than
the belt, and serve to take the shock
from the belt ends, and also prevent the

scoring of the Rudge Multi pulley when
fully expanded for low gear work. It

is claimed that with this device belt

mileage is considerably increased. At
first sight it would seem reasonable to

expect that similar results could be
obtained by bevelling the belt ends and
pushing them further into the fastener,

but this method does not protect the end
of the belt, the rubber of which is soon
worn oft, and permits the fastener to

score the pulley.

A MOTOR CYCLE WIND
SCREEN.

In view of our present agitation for

better protection of machine and rider,

the photographs which we publish here-
with are particularly interesting. The
illustrations are self-explanatory, and
the device is the idea of Mr. Mawson,
of Olton, who had the work carried out
for him locally. The wind screen is

made of transparent celluloid and is

mounted in a pivoted frame so that it

DECEMBER 25th, igi3.

can be set at any convenient angle ; the
height is also adjustable by means of

the telescopic vertical support. The leg

shields are also noticeable, and are

arranged in such a manner as to keep
the rider's legs clean and dry, while
thej' also protect the machine from
much of the mud thrown up by the
front wheel. Mr. Mawson is a P. and
M. rider of long experience, and tells

us that these fittings are the greatest
comfort to him in rough weather.

OAKLEIGH TWO-SEATED
SIDECAR.

This sidecar is a two-seated pattern
intended to carry two adults. When
the seat is closed the compartment under
it forms a tool box which is not at all

unsightly. The additional weight of the
back por-tion is only 10 lbs., the body
being made throughout of three-ply
wood. The price of this outfit complete
is 15 guineas, but the body can be had
separately, if desired, from the Oakleigh
Sidecar Co., 65A, Rosendale Road, West
Dulwich. (See page 1724.)

The Gough pan seat motor cycle saddle.

A NEW PONCHO.
We hear that several riders in the

M.C.C. winter run will wear the "Moffat
Poncho." This is a lightweight oilskin,

specially strengthened in the seams. It

does not button up at the front, but is

pulled on over the head, the only opening
being at the neck, where it is secured by
a leather strap. The maker, Mr. Jas.
iMoffat. Yeovil, claims to have produced
a garment which will not split with hard
use. The pvice is 15s. post free.

PROTECTION FROM THE WEATHER.
A novel face screen attached to the top tube of a P. and M. machine, and wind cutting leg guards

fitted to the footrests.
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liEMIE
£!PTOR CYCLES

Write for Particulars of the

New 3-speed Conntershaft Model New 7*9 h.p. Sidecar Machine.
embodying many new and practicable features. New
Pattern Countershaft Gear with enclosed kick
starter and outside plate clutch. Chain-cum-belt
Transmission. Aluminium Foot Plates, etc. (chain

drive £2 extra) £61 10

NEW "TOURIST TROPHY" MODEL with improved design
Frame and Handle-bar. New Type double Heel Brake. Large tank
—Special T.T. Engine with Roller big end .. .. £48 15

THE PREMIER CYCLE
Depot: 20, HOLBORN VIADUCT,

Improved 2-speed or New 3-speed Gear. Chain-
cum-belt or Chain Transmission. Sidecar connections
integral with frame, etc. .

.

. . £75 and £80

NEW 2-SPEED COUNTERSHAFT MODEL. Improved Gear
Box with kick starter, enlarged clutch and dogs ; all wearing
surfaces increased 100% .. .. .. .. £57 10

Many other Models

;

3^ h.p.. Clutch; and 3-

CO., LTD..

2i h.p. ill 6 types; 3.} h.p., Single Gear;
speed Hub Models with kick starters.

COVENTRY.
LONDON, EC.

Christmas, 1913.

To our friends (old and new)

we wish a

Merry Christmas
on

Quadrant Motor Cycles.

Quadrant Works, Birmingham.

In answering those axi uerdse/nents U is desirable to mention " The Motor Ci/cie-' A41
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SUNS created more interest at the
Show than any other make.

CEND for our list. You will be both surprised and delighted.

Eight distinct models, several of them Startling Novelties.

Here is our List :
—

5-6 H.P. TWIN;
4 H.P. TWIN; 2f

4i H.P. SINGLE 3-SPEED; ^4 H.P. 3-SPEED
H.P. SINGLE GEAR; 2f H.P. SUN-VILLIERS

2-SPEED; 2i H.P. VILLIERS TWO-
STROKE. The last priced at 25

Guineas, and is the best value in the

Trade.

We make three " SUN " Sidecars for 1914—
COACH, CANE, and WICKER—of unsurpassed

value.
SUN-VILLIERS 2! H.P. Z-STROKE MODEL, 25 GUINEAS.

SUN CYCLE & FITTINGS CO., LTD., BIRMINGHAM. ESTABLISHED
1886.

1914

6 H.P. 2 SPEEDS.

REX 1914

6 H.P. 2 SPEEDS.k.~d IL.u

Enclosed Valves, Kick

Starter.

7740

Notwithstanding the fact that new
makes of motor cycles are placed in

the market hourly—^the demand for

the well-known Rex machine is

increasing. Its reliability and hill-

climbing powers appeal to every

motor cyclist wanting the best sidecar

machine money,brains, and experience

can produce. Our de Luxe 2- speed

model IS the cheapest combination of

its power and class.

Enclosed Valves, Kick

Starter.

77*10
Complete with artistic

Coachbuilt Sidecar.

r^

Write for advance supplement of

1914 Catalogue to-day.

3 C2

Complete with artistic

Coachbuilt Sidecar.

Telephone : 415.

Rex Motor Mfg. Co., Ltd
COVENTRY.

•>

VI*

Telegrams :
" Rex, Coventry.''

A42 In anawering these adverlisements it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cycle."
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& R^F'l^JKJ'
A selection of questions of general interest received from' readers and our replies thereto. All questions should be

addressed to the Editor, "Tne Motor Cycle," 20, Tudor Street, t..C., and wnether intended for publication or not

must De accjmpaaiei by a stajipeJ aJJrSijeJ envelope ij.' reply Correspondents are urged to write clearly, and on one
side of the paper only, numbering each query separately, and keeping a copy, for ease of reference. Letters containing

legal questions should be markeJ "Legal" in the left-hand corner of envelope, and should be kept distinct from
questions bearing on technical subjects.

Hiring a Motor Cycle.

Can yoii let mc know if it is

possible lu liire a motov cycle,

and if so. what i.s a fair rate

to be chiirgecl '. I feel sure that
there arc many lil;e myself who

would greatly appreciate an occasional

run, but who cannot ati'ord to buy a

machine, or if able, liave no facilities

for keeping it.—&.G.C
Very few firms lot out motor cycles on
hire. Those that do usually require to

know the hirer, and alfo require a reason-
able deposit. You mast appreciate that
the firm hii'ir.g out the machine would
run great risks. It is not like letting out
a car on bire, for tlien the firm have
their own driver in charge. It would
Ibe almost impossible, also, for any firm
to allow really good machines out on
hire, as there is a constant market for
a sale of such machines.

Horse-power Formulse.

As an old reader of Thr Motor

B'

' Cycle I am taking the liberty t"

ask for a littlf information. All

formuue I have .seen for getting
at the approximate hoi'se-power

ot luotor engines puzzle me, as I have
not seen one fully worked out and ex-

plained. Can you give me a simple
example? It must be an ea.s3" problem
in simple arithmetic, as I am not versed
in algebra and higher aritlmietic. I

have asked several motor cycle
travellers of good firms and none can
enlighten me ; some admit they do not
know, others make a start to solve my
question, but finish up with a bad
excuse. Please give me the lull work-
ing examples of the following : (1.) An
engine is 349 c.c. How do you get the
2| h.p. (maker'.s list)? (2.) An engine
is 75 X 79 = 2| h.p., and again, 70 x 90
mm. = 2| h.p. (3.) An engine is 2^1.1.

stroke, 3in. bore (my own figures).

Please explain what is the h.p.—W.E.C.
The catalogue lior-se-power is only
approxiaiate. It is customary to call a
machine of about 290 c.c. 2"^ h.p. ; 350
21; 490 to 560 3^. A motor cycle in

^gOod order should be capable of" giving
1 h.p. for every 100 c.c. of its capacity

;

thus a 500 c.c. engine will give 5 h.p., a

350 5| h.p., and to on. An engine of

75 X 79 mm. bore »r.d stroke has a
capacity of 349 ; 70 X 90 346, and a 2i x
3in. = 244 c.c. The first two would there-
fore be called 2i and last 2 or 21. You

can obtain a cubic capacity table from
this office, price 3d. You could then
easily applv the rule of 1 h.p. for each
100 c.c.

Belt Trouble on Lightweight.

I ride a 1 h.p. auxiliary motor
attachment to an ordinary pedal
cycle. The belt is made of

leather with a rivet in each end.

It is joined up by a hook. The
great trouble that I find is that, after

a few miles riding, the rivet tears

through the leather. Could you let me
know of any other means of transmis-
sion? Could I lower the engine in the
frame and thus do away with the
jockey pulley in order to use an
ordinary fin. motor cycle belt?—P.H.D.

The trouble with the belt is that as it is

so small there is not sufficient room for the
belt hook. Y'ou cannot very well lower
the engine in the frame and do away
witb the jockey pulley, and it you do
we do not think the results will be any
better. Y'on can certainly use a belt
of the ordinary V typ.e, but as the engine
pulley is extremely small and the back
wheel belt rim I'ather large, there would
possibly be trouble with belt slip if used
withort tho jockey pulley.

?

Taking a Machine to India.

I am shortly going out to

Bombay, and am undecided
Nvhether to take my machine
out with me. Can you help

me? (1.) Do you know any-

thing of the state of the roads? (2.)

Are motor cycles at all frequent there?

(3.) What are the import duties? (4.)

Would the Jiot climate have a

deleterious effect on tyres and belts?

—

H.H.B.

We certainly advise you to take your
motor cycle to India, where the roads
are frequently excellent, especially the
main trunk roads. Considering ihe
number of the European population, motor
cycles are very largely used, and there
is a strong sporting side to the movement
in India, some exciting races having
alreadj' been held. The import duty is

5% ad vahireiii. The heat is bound to

have some effect on tyres and belts, but
most of the big tyre companies make
special tyres for tropical climates. Take
one or two spares with you, such as a
spare valve and carburetter float, plug,
etc., for instance. It may save waiting
for some time if you were in want of tlieni

in an out ot the way part.

AN INCIDENT OF A SIDECAR TRIP IN THE TRANSVAAL.
Crossing a drift neat Kimberlcy with three Rex-Jap sidecars. As may be Imagined, chain drive is practically

essential in these parts, as drifts are by no means uncommon.
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Driving on the Exhaust Litter.

I was always under the impres-^ sion that with the valve lifter

^1 completely raised, and conse-
-^ quently no compression or explo-

sion of any kind occurring, no
possible damage could happen to the
valve, the only disadvantage to the
above practice ' being waste of petrol.
Yet I see you said in a recent issue
that such a practice is harmful, and
your answer conveys to me the impres-
sion that the stream of unignited gas
passing the valve weakens it : is this
so ?—E.P.H., M.D.

With the valve raised (thus releasing
compression) and the throttle open, there
is, you admit, a flow of gas past the
valve. Therefore, uhless the spark is

"cut out," this flow of gas is ignited
in the usual way, and therefore a stream
of flame has to pass the valve ; in course
of time, this weakens and "pits" the
seatings. If unignited gas were to pass the
valve, it would be beneficial rather than
harmful, for the flow of gas would
materially help in cooling the valve, but
as comparatively few riders use a cut-
out switch, the practice in a general way
is harmful.

A Collision in the Dark.

I shall be obliged if you will
kindly answer the following
legal point : I was travelling
along a suburban road on my
light car on a recent evening.

The road is very badly lighted. A van
was standing on the near side of the
road ; a cyclist was in front of me,
and turned out to pass this van. 1

wanted to pass the cyclist at the
same time as he jjassed the van, and
as it was a slippery night and a bad
road I thought it best to give the
cyclist plenty of room, so went right
to the off side, as the road was not
very wide. .Just as I was passing
the cyclist I saw a yard away from
my front wheel a baker's barrow with,
out any light, and unattended (this, i,f

course, I ascertained after the acci-
dent), and; of course, I could not
swerve enough to miss the barrow,
thus damaging the barrow and also
my front mudguard. Am I liable for
all this damage, as the barrow was
unlighted and unattended, and I could
not see it until I was about a yard
away?—E.A.C.

We have submitted your query to our
legal adviser, who has replied as follows :

" Your correspondent does not say at
what rate he was going on this dark
slippery night, but apparently he was
going faster than the cycHst. The
question he raises is rather difficult to
answer. Your correspondent would not
be liable for any damage unless it could
be shown that if he had been going at a
reasonable speed having regard to the
darkness of the night he could have
avoided colliding with the barrow.
There is, of course, no obligation for
the barrow to be lighted. It seems . to
me, however, that the owner was
negligent in leaving the barrow un-
attended on a dark night, but this con-
tributory negligence would not prevent
him from recovering damages if your
correspondent, by being ordinarily rf;are-

Ful, might have averted the consequence
of such negligence."

144

Sidecar out of Line.

I have an old 6 h.p. Re.x with
sidecar. The front wheel leans
very much towards the sidecar
when loaded, but when unloaded
it is quite straight. The machine

has a tendency to lean inwards to-
wards the sidecar. The front forks
are the Rex old pattern, ivith the
double springs on each side. The front
wheel goes very much on one side
when loaded. The sidecar is rather
lower in front than at back.—E.G.P.

Provided that your machine and sidecar
have been carefully lined up, the trouble
IS obviously in the front forks. The
type of forks mentioned are not now
built, and were somewhat liable to de-
velop sideplay after prolonged use. This
would probably account for the trouble
you mention. The height of the side-
car at the front would not cause the
trouble unless there is also undue weight
at the front.

Taxation of Three-wheelers.

I have seen it stated that in
certain counties, provided a
cycle car has not more than three
wheels, it is possible to register
it for the Inland Revenue tax

as a motor cycle, sidecar combination,
or tricar, and thereby avoid considerable
expense. Can you inform me in (1)
what counties this obtains, and (2)
whether an A.C. Sociable or Morgan
ranabout could be registered thus while
keeping within the law?—J.W.B.M. ,

(1.) If the registration authorities in
your district or in any other district will
accept the machine as a motor cycle, it
can carry motor cycle number plates. If_
registered as a car it must carry car
number plates, but the authorities cannot
demand more than £1 licence, as it is

a three-wheeled vehicle, i.e., a tricycle.
(2.) With three wheels the macliine" can
be registered in many instances as a
motor cycle, but if it be refused as a
niotor cycle the taxation licence is still £1.

DECEMBER 25th, igij.

Correct Alignment Essential.

I have a 3^ h.p. 1913 sidecar
combination, and in order to pro-
tect my passenger from the
weather have fitted a hood and
screen. This .sidecar is fixed

very clos.ely to the machine and when
the hood is up I find great difficultym steering the machine past other
vehicles, the tendency being for the
sidecar to push me into the channel
of the road. The hood overhangs the
body of the car by half an inch, but is
so close that it brushes my shoulder
and I cannot lean over ; this is especially
bad when rounding corners. Both
back attaclmients are adjustable, but
the front one is fixed. If I lengthened
the back one, say two inches, it
would throw the sidecar wheel out of
the parallel with the machine. Would
this matter very much V I may add
the steering is perfect with the hood
down.—J.H.R.

Yes, it would matter most decidedly if
you spoilt the alignment of the machine
and sidecar. It would cause rapid wear
of the sidecar tyre and rear tyre, as
Awll as laying additional strain upon the
axle and chassis in giueral. Also it would
materially affect the steering, and cause
side drag. The only remedy is to Iiave
the sidecar body moved if that is possible.

I

EXPERIENCES WANTED.
" J.J.M." (llanchester).—^i h.p. Rudge

Multi and sidecar. Reliability ol gear,
hfe of belts and tyres, and consumption.

Readers asking for routes shoidd give
the nearest town to their residence, as
It is difficult to trace the exact locality
of small villages, and the local roads
to the nearest town are best known to
those i\ho leside m the district.

LADIES AND THE MOTOR CYCLE.
A keen lady motor cyclist is Miss Mary Blaynay shown above with her 2 h.p. Hobart, which make ol

machine shA hac ridden for several .years.
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The only Speed Indicator
that is steady and accurate.

Note the clear, open dial (actual size) wliich is

attaclied to the handle-bar and can be read at a

glance.

With so many speed limits in force a reliable

indicator is a necessltj'.

Instruments built on Centrifugal or Magnetic

principles cannot possibly give satisfaction on a

motor bicycle, and only end in disappointment and
failure.

The COWEY is positive throughout and is therefore reliable always.

The hand is perfectly steady at all speeds, a feature which is absolutely

impossible in any other indicator.

The COWEY Patent SPEED INDICATOR
is BRITISH MADE and Guaranteed against Repair Charges for 12 months.
Can be fitted to any type of Spring Fork and to the right or left-hand side of wheel.

^^ " r»3. Or with o p^ »».« Rcffisterintr from J? fit fiTc
10-80 m.p.h., *•' **»•

PRICE
COMPLETE

Repisterinjj from 5-10 or 10-60 m.p.h., with
Mileage Recorder, as illustrated,

%;:''' £5 - 5s. ^ot'^^V.""" £5 - 5s. ??ip^:"' £6 - 6s.
Maximum Speed Hand 10/6 extra. Cycle Car Fittings, 10/6 extra.

Write for Copy of Cycle Indicator Booklet, which will interest you.

THE COWEY ENGINEERING Co., Ltd., Archer Works, Kew Gardens. SURREY.

ANOELET
COMFORT

Stand for Sidecar Wheel and

Adjustable Seat giving 5 positions,

standard on all models.

i|^ Model S3 .. . . Price £12 - 12 -

^1 „ S4 .. . .. £13- 1-0

—^P* „ L3 „ £13-4-0

Jf " ^"^ „ £13-13-0

/^r „ de Luxe 4 „ £15-15-0

?r Tandem Double Seater „ £16-16-0

MEAD &
TYSELEY, B

DEAKIN,
IRMINGHAM

Wholesale London Agent : A. P. REY. Great PorUand Street.

In aiisirerinr/ thrsr nclrerliiicmrnis U is desh-nhli' In inrnlir^" " The Mnlnr C;/rlr ^-15
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The

BEST
Oil

for

Winter

use.

Motor cyclists, who were

unable for any reason to

call at Olympia, should

write for H.L, Literature,

which fully describes many

interesting preparations.

PRICES' COMPANY LIMITED,
BATTERSEA, LONDON, S.W.

BRAMPTON
VARIABLE GEAR

FITTING & FIT
Filling your machine with Brampton Variable gear

is to make it fit for any hill and for all round

better service on any road. The Brampton

GIVES SEVEN SPEEDS
AND A FREE ENGINE.

It gives unending satisfaction, loo. It never slips,

even on bottom speed, and it never disappoints

even when being used under adverse conditions.

For practically all engines where boss does not

require a recess pulley flange of more ihan -^
' deep.

PRICES : 3J h.p., £4/4/0 ; Z\ h.p., £3/10/0

B

BRAMPTON
Oliver Street,

BROS., LTD.,
BIRMINGHAM.

^^^SSSSMUMOSSSi^

JJevoid CJf T^ROUBLE

MOTORS.
THE ABOVE PHOTO ILLUSTRATES OUR

6 and 8 h.p. 2-speed, Countershaft Gear,
Chain Drive, Model.

OUR OTHER MODELS FOR 1914 WILL INCLUDE

6 h.p. TWIN, 3-speed Armstrong Gear.

4i h.p. SINGLE, „ „ „
3i h.p. TWIN,
S h.p. TWIN, Single Gear, Chain Drive,

Brooklands Model.

Fiill particulars from the Sole Manufacturers and Patentees—

H. BEED & Co., 38, Ellesmcre Street, Hulme,
Telephone : 2123 Central. MancheStefi
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James

GROSE
LTD.,

OLD JEWRY.
CHEAPSIOE. LONDON. E.C..

and ai 255-257. Holloway Rd., London, N.|

2'. V 2l Red Guar.inteed InnerTube^ 4 '9

HUTCHINSON WADERS 14 -

.\iiu<trong 3-spccJ Hubs, new and complete . £5 5
|

DM Rim Bmkc Blocks - /:

UP TO 3'- ALLOWED
FOR OLD BELTS.

Haiidle-bar¥
RoiiRhrider Rubber Handles
BACK RESTS, fit .any saddle
Rubber belt C.rip for Rubber Belts . .

.

RED GAS REAR LAMPS
Lvcett ;iu. Lvsn Belting

PEDLEY BELTING, s-in

,
l-in

DUNLOP „ s-in
i-in

CHROME LEATHER BELTING, i-in..

tin

foot

. . foot

. . foot

. . foot

..foot

4/6
2/6
2/6
-/1 0.1

6/6
-/11
1/10
2/2
1/11
2/2
-/11
1/-

..foot

.i-in. . .foot

Sidecar Lamp-brackets 1/6
Suits, Waterproof, double-breasted, high

storm collars, dust and windproof, fawn,
double texture 16/6

Le'^gin^s only 5/6
Black Oilskin Suits 10/-

Seatless Trousers, superior quality 9/6
MuliguardS—siin pair 2/9

Detachable Side Wings . . . pair 2 /6

for Sidecar, 3-stay model each 4 /6

Lea'her Caps, with ear rolls 3/9
Cloth Cap, ,

1/6
Magneto Covers, Waterproof each 1 /4i

riston Rings, to at any engine each -/9

Seat-pillars Swan-neck, extra strong .. each 2/11
Spring Back Stands pair 6/11
Motor Cvdist's Tool-rolls each 1 13

MOTOR CYCLE FRAMES AND
ENGINES IN STOCK.

PALMER CORD STUDDED COI/ERS, 26x :1 38/6
PEDLEY Covers, 26 x 2) 45/-
UP TO 12/- ALLOWED FOR OLD COVERS.
Red Inner Tubes, guaranteed

—

26 X 2in. .. Pbin 6/3 .. Butted 7/3
26 X 2lin 9.. ,, 8/3
26 X 2lio 7/9 .. ., 9/-

Patchquitk Outfits - /lOi and 2/2

Immediate delivery of most makes
of 1914 IVIotor Cycles.

Exchanges Entertained.

GOGGLES, rubber, with spare pair glasses .. -/5V
1.3 Svelte 1/6

Exhaust Valves

FOOT RESTS, rubber ends, fit ij-in. tube

Accumulators—12 amp., guaranteed ; . .

.

15 amp., .,

20 amp., „ ....

25 amp., ,, ....
30^anip., ,, ....

40 amp., „ ....

60 amp.. ,, ....

F. R.S.J 1,200 ft. beam I.iinp 48/-

CARBURETTERS-SENSPRAY 42/-
B.S.A 45/-
BROWN& BARLOW .. 30/-
AMAC 30/-

UP TO 20/- ALLOWED FOR OLD CARBURETTER
Silent Silencers each 2/6
Spring Forit Attachments pair 10/r

HUTCHINSON STUDDED COVERS, soiled

guaranteed.

Tourist Trophy, 26 x 2i 21/6
26 X 2j 22/6

Passenger, 26x2} 27/9
26 X 2l 28/9

GET OUR LIST.
SPECIAL PRICES QUOTED.

Established 1876.

B.S.A.. 1913 T.T., condition as new. _---.. -

clear; cenuine barguiu.-Colmore Depot, <19,_^ohn

and H.
) ; view
i;X676

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE
Blown.

EXCKPTIOXAL I!iugiiiii.-Speriul 3',iU.p. T.T. nK»l.II

Briiwn, eit-t i:55, lunpfrly nivvul lienteuaut. .Sen.

-imiv .arl.ur.tter. wateiprnol mag., exhaust \vlu»t e.

tvi.-i, belt, lituiul. hiitu, lump, all ua new, exeeiitienally

leliuble, eeuuomieal: hit'llelt olJer llbovc fl9;iO.-I!ox
Ni.. 4,691. rill Motor Cyde Offices, Coventry. AdTcr-

ti-iT p!ea=e send addre.-'S. 1X679

B.S.A.

BS A —Earl, cleliveries; exceptional exchange
oBers.-l'arker and Son. the Straight Firm, St.

[Ives, Hunts. [5116

BSA., 1913 2-srecd model, belt drive, a perfectly

sound niachiuc ; worth £48, our price iH2.-^My-
tous. Bicester. Oxiui. Li.77/

B.S.A.-A11 1914 models, best deliveries; deferred

puvmentii or exeliimgos.—Maudes. 136, Gt. "Pott-

land St., London, W. [4837

accept £38 to
", John

Bjight St.. Birmiugbam. [X817

BS A.. 1912, 2-fipecd, Cowey speedometer, V
lamp, all aeeessories, perfect condition ; £

any time.-C, 10, Lonard Ed., Croydon.

B.S.A., 1913 2-speed, free engine, chain drive, kicl;

starter, been greatly eared for. Miller lamp set,

horn, spare tnc; £43. no otters or e.xeliauges: ontht is

wortl! £50.-Laytons, Bicester, Oxon. [X776

BS.A., late 1912, just been overhauled, fitted with 2-

tfpeed gear and tree engine, Bosch latest water-tight

luag , tyres and belt in gOjd condition, enamel and plate

also in good condition; for ijuiek sale we will take

£37/10 for this machine; an ideal solo or sidecar inount_

—Colmore Depot, 31, Colmore Row, Binninsham. [X726

Calthorpe.
31h.p. Calthorpe, late model, fitted 2.spced gear and

2 clutch, lamp and tools, complete, and in very hue

order- genuine bargain, £18/10.-172, Upper KichmoiKl

Ed., East Sheen, S.W. [^062

CamDion,
CAiIPI0X-J..4.l'.. 6h.p twin, Armstrong 3-speed,

1912V'' model, Xl'all saddle, automatic oiler. Garner

whistle, a. and li. variable .,ef, i<pare cover, valves, plugs,

and tools, done 2,500 miles, also sitlecai (Woolbrown si,

with spare cover and tube, in fiist-class eondrtijn;

£39/10 the lot, or will separate.-Sdmund G. Oxley,

Upper Hanover St., Sheffield. tX747

Centnur.
1 012 2i«i.p. Centaur Lightweight, a real topper, hraud

JlU new; clear £34.—Cordiugley, Haslingden. Tei. :

2Y LXooo
Chatei'-Lea.

CHATEE-J.A.r., 3V'h.p.. bite 1912. Whittle belt, B.

and n. carburetter, condition as new ; no reason-

able offer refused.-Merrall Brown. 123, St. Georges

Ed., Bolton. [5099

31h.p. MCLhanical Chater.l'eugeot, 1913, eanc canoe

2 sidecar, Bosch, B. and B., N.S.U. g.speed, Cowey,

2 P and H. lamps, wateh. Kempshalla ; bargain, £32.—
Cooper, 23, Fassett Sq., Dalston. [5070

CHATER-LEA. No. 7, and Gloria I'rojectile sidecar,

J.A.I', engine, 1913, uied 5 months, 3 large lamps.

Klaxon, Willoeii-Bottiu. ear generator, everything a-

new. 3in. Talmcr cord trres, as new, full supply 01 tools.

Br oks B250 padded saddle, wateh. maximum trip speed-

ometer, Jones, electric rear, and inspection lamix ;
owner

buviog ear. reast)n for sale :
price complete. £75.—Ai)p.y

P.' L. Robinson, 32, Pattison Ed. [any time). Child;

Hill, London, N.W. [5064

Clyde.

CORONET SIDECARS

Prices -from £G - 6

£16 10
£38

10

Two ioi.( A.C. Sociables, each ; • V
' '

' i^«? «
S-C h.p. EXCELSIOR big single, 3 speeds (191.1) «69 IS

i.'. b. p. QUADRANT, new 1912 model ....... ... »3b

iih.p. QUADRANT, new 1912 2-spccd model.... £41 10

3-n.p. P. & M., j-speed gear VI th
l9„REXSideUe,cost£8o |« «

si b p REX, soring forks, magneto ._. tiu lu

Xl h.p. BKADBURY, 1912 model, with 2-specd

gearaud/ii coachbuilt Sidecar £42 10

4h.p. ROi;, e-speed gear, handle starting,
"'""gjjo

4-cylinder F.N., magneto
5.V h.p. PRECISION, brand new. 191;, *„ , -

3* h.p. REX, M.O.V., low built " 1

J

6 h. .. BAT-J.A.P., P. and M. 2-specd «5
a'h-' REX, 1009 model, magneto »'» '"

4 h.p.' J.A.P., fitted with 1913 Annslro.ig 3-speed

gear
3S h.p.HUIVlBER,l9l1,3-speedmodel,doneaboul

200 miles, comiilete with sidecar »»"
>;

,J h.p. Twin IWINERVA, m.o.v., magneto |12 IC

a h.o. REX, rooS. 2.speed Eidec.ir ...SISIU

3! h.p. PREMIER, 1912, 3-speed model, complete
" with Sidecar ron a

4 h.p. ROC, 2 speeds, h.mdle-startmg "« "

3J h.p. N.S.U.,lreeengine,splendHl order «1» "

3) h.D. QUADRANT, looS. magneto VX \a
2 h.p. mOTOSACOCHE rgio, magneto £13 10

3* h.p. REX, 1910 model JiW 10

Tricar Chassis, fitted with b.Ui.p. W.C. engine.

' speeds, chain drive, nearly new Wood-lldne

teres, sprung frame, make splendid cycle c.ir £12 10

3i( h.p. N.S.U., m.o.v «3
W

2 h.p. MOTO-REVE. 2-spced gear -.

V,„\,
3.V h.n. TRIUMPH, ino7 model
8" h.p. BAT-J.A.P. 2 speeds, with £9 Sidecar

3* h.p. REX, m.o.v., low built

6 h.p. CLYNO, 1912, with Sidecar "so
6 h.p. REX, 1000, 2 speeds, sidecar »" '"

PUSH CYCLES T.'^KEX IN riXCH.^N'GE.

2/6
3/6
5/11
6/9
6/11
7/6
10/-
11/-
14/6

but

f13 1C

£39 10

£/ 15

£45

CLYDE, 3-3V..h.r., m.o.v., mag.,
bargain, £8/15.-7, Trewiut St

li.b.c. runs well

;

, Eatlsfleld. [X754

BARGAINS IN SIDECARS.

Taken in exchange tor Coionct«.

Rigid model, 30/-, 35/-, and 40 '-. New Co I-.S.D., £4-

MiUford Corvette, in nice order, £6 10. Mdlford Castor

Wheel, £2 15. Nearly new cane model, side door, KS.

Offered subject to being unsold.

Clyno.

CLTNO 5-6h.p.. 1914 model, complete with Ilereule-

sideear: £85; delivery from stock. -C.rdintrley.

Haslingden. Tel.; 2Y. [X839

6hp Clyno Combination, 1912";i. extra fine lot, as

new saerifiee £47/10; exehange.-377, Kingsland
[5055

new; saerifiee £47/10; exchange
Ed. 'Phone: 2891 l.ialston.

CLYNO, 1912. and sidecar. 2 lamps, speedometer,

horn, exhaust whist'e, spares, in splendid condi-

tion- £65.-Macdonnld, 75?, Lea Bridge Rd., Waltham
stow. [1899

CLYNO, 1912',-'., as new. twin 6.7h.p.. complete »it

coachbuilt 16 pn. sidecar, speedometer, all refine-

nient.i- £52.-Hnrlin and Co.. 295. Mare St., Haekucv.
Tel.; Daleton 2989. [0397

Dot.
O.T.. 5h.p. J.A. P. racing engine, very fa.st,

and reliable, enamelled _grey all over; £33

MISCELLANEOUS.

Set of Castings for Ti-iiiinph pattern loot brake £0 1

Set of Cas tings for heel br.ake 1

Set of 4 Engine Plates, suit Triumph pattern

engine .•••,:••*",,*

N.S.U. Gear for Triumph, adjustable pulley. .

.

Silencers, very silent

New ^in. Rut'ber Belt

1

£3 ID
2

^
7

New 26 X 2J ilenvy Kubber-studded Hulcbinsoii £1 1

"6x-* ., ., . *' '-bx.» „
J, ,p

6
Mabon Clinch
NcwTecHee Kiek-up Stand

New Cane Sidecar Body, side door " lu

Nearly new Binlis Carburetter £J 3

N.S.U. 2-spccd Gear an-1 l-'ree l-.ngine

New Wicker Sidec;ir Body, side door
. £2 10
. £i 9

D'
Llory Wright, 60, Piccadilly, Regent 3836. [5068

Ditto, canoe front , . J^
,,Kil,le

' Nearly new Coronet Sidecar "10
Dosch Magneto, suit Iriumph " *

Douglas.

DOUGL.\S.—Don't get left, order now from G -urlay.

FalloivBeld, Maneliestcr. [X760G

GOURLAY is now booking orders for the great 3'i

h.p. Douglas.-FallowBelu, Manchester. tX7506

D'OUGLAS, 1914 model W, £52; model V £48; de-

,

livery from stock.— Ginger, Motors, Banbury. [X759 1

-I ni3 Denglns. T.T.. Lamp, horn, etc.; £36, or good

la o«er.-J. E. Calidcott, Kingswood, Coventry. [5101
, ,. r, , A, Telephone 1062.

DOUGLAS. 1914 models, in stock. — Gourlay. 'be

gre;it IXutglas agent, l-'allowfield, Manchester. ^^^^^^^^_
[X7507 ^^^^^^^^^^^

New Bosch Magneto, suit Trmniph ..........

New Twin Bosch DAV Magneto 45°. 4b-, and 50 EZ IS 6

New 1913 Armstrong Mark V 11. 3-spced Gears. Delivery

from Slock. Trade supplied.

New Coachbuilt Sidecar body, side door ti lu Q

Booth's Motorics,
Portland Place, Skircoat Road, HALIFAX

(opposite County Court:.

All lette: relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each .ndyertisement, and the date of the issue. .\|9
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of second-bands, taken in part payment
for new 1914 models at and before tbe
sbows. All prices specially reduced.

ALL MACHINES GUARANTEED.

SIDECAR COMBINATIONS.DCV 1913 Sidette model, 6 h.p., like £CO
•* "'V new, 2 speeds; cost £7S- Sidecar **'0
FIMPIFI T\ ^^^3 6 h.p. combination, 2bliriH^kkr speeds, Stewart CCtCt
speedometer, Lucas horn *wW
TFIMITH ^9^3 6 h.p., kick start, late^^'' " delivery, Portland £CtO
1^13 13 o Sidecar *vO
UPV' 1913 brand new 6 h.p., and i>7A"^'* Portland £13 13s. Sidecar .. *«
DIIOOF ^9^3 5 h.p. brand new combina-rkUli^Ub tion, Portland "all CCiVi
cane " torpedo Sidecar *(Uw
MATAUI PQQ 1913 3 b-P-> chain
ITI** I VnbKQa drive, brand new, with
Portland £12 12s. Sidecar. Special ^T^
bargain Sfi**

ENFIELD ^5^- -^ ^P- - speeds, TQQ
»«i«i iib^k^ ladies'raodeljOpenf'me »****

OAT 19T2 6 h.p., with j-seater Side- CQ'7^'^ car, excellent order *^
DC'V rgii 6 h.p., 2 speeds, Jp^C•*"'* Service Sidecar, good order.. ****•

\f C 1909 6 h.p. model, Mabon free-engine
'*' clutch, excellent order, new £09

Portland £S Sidecar, SAO
INniAN rgri 7 h.p., 2 speeds and ^Af\"*''*"' free, with rigid Sidecar *^V
BRADBURY^^iJ.-'^&e^a?: £41

BRADBURY ^^^ ^,i^, '^^^
wicker Sidecar, excellent order 3&Ow

NQ Bl 1912 3i- h.p., 2 speeds, ex- jOAOa.Vs cellent order, new Sidecar.. S***^

SOLO MOUNTS.
DnURLAfi "^512 2i h.p., 2 speeds,WWUb»4^ kick start, excellent i>00
order S^O
HUiVIBER-gj^ t;L'-^:'.

.'.";": £27
If O 1910 5 h.p., 2 speeds, suit sidecar ^^Aw bOi if necessary, magneto ©&iHr

N $^ II 1908 3 h.p., 2 speeds, spring fi-fl Cll.qJ.V. forks, very good solo mount *Hw
i9ir 3"^ h.p., clutch ^JOO
model, Boscb mag.. .

*»»»«

r|^T 5 h.p. TQXO twin, T.T. model, £^t%ti*^^ • condition as new *Ai*

forks 3&IO

MOTOSAOOCHE "^p '°^^"^'°

forksDCy 1909 5 h.p. twin,* fc*V 3c nPW

ALCYON 5
.'^•p- '--.

spring

2 speeds,

£14
£25
£15
£20

CHATER-J.A.P. ^^^^^

CTPVITIUQ 2i h.p. magneto,O I C V CraO B", & B., spring forks

ENFIELD ^9^° -^ ^'-P- mode),
^iiB i^^a^ twin, magneto ....

DOUGLAS gJ°otrhfu.ed"'.".' £25
£15

DOUGLAS ^i,t-p-.Bosch,-good £18
BROWN l^i\^i^-sS^r'?: £18
r n\tlYI.A. Saxone forks M.O.V. * ' '

SPECIAL BARGAIN.
Eraclically new lo h.p. Phcenix car, 3-seater,

1913 onodel, 5 lamps, Stepney, hood, screen,

speeaometer, excellent order through- f't Afk
out, cost {230. Bargain *•

""
Eas' Payments Accepted. Cash offers considered.

Fulr List of these and other machines on request.

mAUDES' MOTOR MART
138, Gt. Portland St., London, W.

'Phone : 552 Mayfair.
'Gram: ; Abdicate, VVesio, London.

n

i

I

i

i.

r,

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Douglas.

DOUGLAS.—All 1914 models; cash or eaev payments'.
—Maudee, 136. Great Portland St., London, W.

[4838
DOUGLAS.—Delivery all 1914 models immediately;

escliang-es.—Cordingley, Haslingden. Tel. : 2T.
[X826

DOUGLAS, 1913 (June), model O. not done 2,000;
£37 cash.—Johns. 52, West Hill. Sydenham, S.E.

[5059
DOUGLAS, 1914, one model U. 2-speed, in stock; ex-

changes; easy payments; £48.—Laytons, Eice?ter,
Oxon.. [X775

1 Q 1 1 Douglas, 2-speed gear, complete, lamp, etc.,
-LO £24; single-speed Douglas, £22.—Cross, agent,
Rotherham. [5750
DOUGLAS, 1914. immediate delivery of all

models, including the new 3V'h.p. ; write now.— '

Moss, Wem. [5124-^

DOUGLAS, 1914 models, immediate deliveries from'
stock.—Wm. Osborne and Co., 60, Piccadilly, W.

[

Regent 3836. [5067

DOUGLAS, all models, for immediate delivery; trade
supplied.—Key. 378-384, Euston Ed., and 173, Gt.

Portland St., W. [3534

DOUGLAS model O, 1913V2, 2-speed, lamp, horn,
tooLs, new Kempshall; £40.—Snatt, Talavera Bar-

racks, Aldershot. £X718

DOUGLAS 1914 Models.—We are large contrac-
tors; exchang-es accepted.—Motor . Exchange,

Westgate, Haliias. [0387

1 013 Douglas, T.T., lamp,, horn, all spares, good tyres
Xt/ and belt; £36, or good offer.—J. R. Caldicott,
Kingswood, Coventry. [5052

DOUGLAS, T.T., 2-speed, 1913i/., done 900 miles, per-
fect condition, lamp, liorn, spares, complete; £37.

— Davies, Star Shop, Wrexham. [X332

DOUGLASES.—Earliest deliveries 1914 models: E.P.
entertained.—Lamb's, 151. High St., Walthametow,

and 50, High Ed.. Wood Grc'en. " [4776

1

DOUGLAS. 1913, September, model O, 2 speeds, prac-'
tically new, only ridden 6 times; £42, a bargain.

—Clarkson, 5. Savile Terrace, Halifax. [5108

DOUGLAS, 1913, kii'k start. 2 speeds, clutch, excel-

lent condition, mileage under 500 ; owner going
abroad; £40.—W. Edgewood, Eotherfield, Sussex. [X610

DOUGLAS. .1914, model W, just arrived from the
works; immediate delivery; £52. — Wilkins,

Simpson and Co., 11, Hammersmith Rd„ London. [5086

DOUGLAS, 1912, model K, in perfect condition, im-
possible to obtain better machine ; lowest cash price

£32.—Colmore Depot, 51, Colmore Row, Birmingbara.
[X728

DOUGLAS. 1911. 2-speed, and clutch, engine over-
hauled by makers, everything in perfect condition

;

accept £26 to clear.—Colmore Depot, 49, John Bright
St.. Birmingham. [X816

DOUGLAS, 1913, T.T. model, perfect order, 2 speeds,
free engine, acce^soTies, and spares ; £36.—Flee

and Co., 16, Bishopsgate Av., Camomile St., K.C
'Phone: Avenue 5548. [3654

T.T. 1913 Douglas, recently overbauled by makers,
jamp. generator, spare tube, horn, long exhau.-;t,

fast, excellent condition : £35, no oSers.—Write. 48.
Dartmouth Park Rd., N.W. [5061

DOUGLAS, late 1912 K, 2-speed, kick start, clutch.
lamp, horn, and spares, new Beldam back tyre, new

Service belt, new 1913 Senspray, carefully used, excellent
condition, very fast ; £33.-16. Campion Rd., Putnev.

[X325
Enfield.

ENFIELD 1910 Lightweight, mag., splendid condition,
new tvres and belt; £15/10.-Highfleld, Eastbrook,

near Cardiff. [5105
61i.p. Enfield Combination, 1914, coachbuilt sidecar:

immediate dehvery; £84.—Cordingley, Hasling-
ilvn. Tel.-; 21'. [X844

ROYAL Enfield Sidecar Combination, 80 gns. ; 1914
iuodejs actually in eitoclc—Sole agents, Exeter Motor

Cycle and Light Car Co.. Ltd., 7, Bath Rd., Exeter. [0415

I^NFIELD, 1910. 21/ih.p., good engine, overhauled by
J makers last month, enamel and plate good, tyres

i^nnd, lamp, horn, etc.; £15/10.—T.aytons, Bicester, Oxon.
[X765

ENFIELDiS. 1914, 2^..lh.p. and 6h.p. models; best
exchanges and instalment terms; immediate de-

liveries; trade supplied.—Maudes, 136, Great Portland
yt,. London, W. [4839

I^XFIELD, 1914. 6h.p.. with coachbuilt sidecar and
-J luggage grid, the finest combination made, just

ariived from the works; £34 cash, or lowest easv pay-
ments.—Wilkins, Simpson and Co.. 11, Hammersmith
Rd., London. [5083

F.N.

F,N. Motorcyclette, l^/ih.p., mag., B. and B., gond
tyres; £7/10.—Corayns, Carshalton. [5060

"1 Q13 2V2h.p. 2-speed F.N., and Manning sidecar, e.x-
J-*/ cellent condition ; £45.—Palmer, 13, Kingsficid
Rd.. Watford. [5109

LATE 1912 4-cyl. F.N., 2-6peed clutch, cane sidecar,
lamps, tools, horn, speedometer, shed, all perfect us

new; trial: £50; going abroad.— Going, 1, Forest View
Ed., Manor Park. rX790

LATE 1911 5-61i.p. F.N., 2 speeds, 1913 plate clutch,
16 gn. C'hater coach .sidecar, speedometer, hiiiiii,

hnrn, mirror.-Earl, 5. Heath St., Hampstead. Sec'-ad-
\'(-rtisenient under " Repairers' " corumn. [X780

"' QARINER
ALAKn .

.

Easily

installed.

Reliable.

Tuneful.

Nickel

12/6

Black

13/6

Postage 3d.

Foot-

operated.

The GARNER

leaves your hands

free for steering

and Engine control.

HENRY
GARNER Ltd.,

Moscley Motor Works,

BIRMINGHAM.

Fortnightly bargains.

Haskard & Mitcham, Ltd.,

Motor Engineers,

32, 34, & 36, Curzon St., Derby.

1913 Singer 3J h.p. Free Engine, as new,. £35

1913 Singer 3.I h.p. Free Engine, perfect,. £37

1913 Ariel s.Ch.p. Free Engine, variable

pnlley, new heavy tyres £32 10

1912 T.T. Scott and 1913 Bramble Sidecar,

actually took part in race, very hot £55

1912 Humber 3! h.p. two-speed, new 2.V

t\Tes, and Sidecar, to clear £38 10

2h h.p. Singer, iu splendid order £17 10

Sole District Agents for Singer,

Caithorpe, and Connauglit Motor

Cycles, and Briton Light Cars.

Motor Cycles enamelled and plated

tlirougliout from £3 15

Estimates given.

A50 All letters ieiatiii. to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue-
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F.R S.
LAMPSandGENERATORS.
hold worlds records.

Tiie tieotrlc adaincr winch
[its over the existiuK lami>
ijiinitT and makes the 'an)p
jiito 11 very powBrlul e lectric

lamp. 4/. each.
It is cjirrifHl ill a cjise along with n small
ncciimulator. aad Mils complete thus at

20/-.

ELECTRIC
REAR
LAMP.

TUb absolute " it '.

o£ rear Limps.

Our patent conbists

or a 2 bolt fixtara to

nnm1"-r n'at e. Bed & whualiglit,

4/6.

KRS. LAMPS.-

" DOUGLAS " Set, 32/6,

FAMOUS
BEAM.

L'b. Cm. Prk-ti

In. I't.

6 ].'20O 78'6
f.; 1 I^M) eS'S
4] 600 58'G

F.B.S. Lamps, Pershore St.. B'ham.
Telegraphic .Address; " lUame. EirminBhajo."

SPECIAL AGENTS—Service Co.. High Holboni, W.C.
Taylor & Co.. 21a. Store St., Totteoham Court ltd., W.C.
Robortson'fl Acency. 157, Great Portland Street, W.

MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Rover.

1 Q12 3' '.h.p. 3-6i)eed Eover, sidecar, lamp, horn,
J-«7 whistle, pood tyres. Whittle belt, complete: £42.
—35, Bigwood Av., Hove. [X751

Sib. p. Rover Combination, with monj- spare-ft and
2 extras, in perfect condition throughout, mn about

1.500 miles, 2 himp^ liom. exbau.st whi-^tle. etc.: £62/10;
spleudid machiue.—Moss, Leemini,' St., Mtnicftcld. [X677

3ih.p. Hover, new July, 1913, not ridden 500 milei^. 3-

2 speed, all latest improvements, with cane t^ideoar,

speetlometer. l-'.E.S. ]ieod lamp, and tools, complete;
£55; any trial.—Hankcy, Clarefleld, Sunuiugdale. [X721

Rudde.

T.T. Rudtie, 1912. all accessories, fust and reliitt.h^;

£26.-21, Hythe Quay, Colchester. [5097

RUDGE, 31/^h.p., 1912. free engine. £27. - C. H.
James, 2. Oakfield Place, Clifton, Bri.stol. [X730

T.T. Budge, SVi-b.p., 191311-, ns new, complete with all

ncceesories; £39 cash.-E. F. Fuggle, Edgware.
[5089

RTJBGE Multi, 3i<;h.p., 1913'/o, as new; expert ex-

amination or trial- £44.— Glas6, Woodside, Grun-
to-^vn. [X8446

RUnGE Multi, 1912, 3V213-P-. .ingt overhauled, pplc-n-

did order, new tyres, and belt, complete; £36.-
Below.

RTJDGE Multi, 1913. 5-6h.p., in new condition, with
all ar'P-isorics. perfect order; £45.-Elce and Co.,

16, Biehops^-ate Av., Camomile St., E.C. 'Phone: Avenue
5548. [0400

T> UDGE, 3Vjb.p.. 1912, free engine, guaranteed brand
-tV new, slightly shop-eoiled; £35.—Wardman, Primp?
St., Harrogate.

.
[X7e8

T.T. Eudpe, 3V_'h.p., 1913l^. as nei^-, only been used for.
demon-^tration, very faet.-Full particulars, R. F-

1

Fuggle, Edgware. [5090

RUDGE, 1911, standard model, another Xmas box.
perfetfly eound machine, good engine; £15.—Lav-

tons, Bicester, Oxon. i;X778

RUDGES, 1914 models, in stock; cash, exchange, or
easy term's.-Elce and Co., 16, Bishopsgate A v.,

Camomile St., E.G. [0410

RUDGE, 1912. free engine model, very good machine,
engine just overhauled by makers; worth £30, price

£27.—Layton-, Bicester, Oxon. [2^-779

1 f|13 T.T. Eudge, in very good condition, £30; 1913
it/ T.T. Eudee Multi, new Julv, as new, many exti'is.

£45.-Tippins, Mistley. E<isex. [4884

RTTDGE Multi and Miilford sidecar, Cowey speed-
ometer, lamp, horn, accessories, waterproof overalls.

little u^ed, perfect ; £50.—Taylor, Colebrooke Lcdpe.
Heene Ed,, Worthing. [5057

RUDGE Multi, 5-6h.p., with coachbnilt eidecar, mag-
nificent combination, tilled all beet accessories and

sparer, 1914 improvements ; cost over £100 not 3 months
ago ; 800 miles, unscratched ; bargain, £70.—Fitzroy,
Foliyou Lodge, Winkficld, Windsor. [X743

Scott.
COTT, 1912 model, perfect, lamp, horn, tools ; £37/10.
—Oordingley, Haslingden. Tel.: 2Y. [X824S

CCOTT, 1913 model, iic-w. just from -works;
*J £60.—Cordingler, Hnslingden. Tel.: 2T.

ancept
[X843

SCOTT. a-oA £22 Myers eiderar, Lucas lamp and hern,
all as new; fSS.-Tlie Walsall Garage, Walsall.

[X996fl
SCOTTS.-All 1914 models: best easy payment terms:

immediate delivery.—Mandes, 136. Great Portland
St-. London. W. [4843

SCOTT.S. 1914 models, in stock: cash or exchange, rr
easy term^.—Elce and Co., 16, Bisbopsg.ato Av

,

Camomile St.. E.C [0406

1Q14 Sc-ott, not ridden 400 miles, absolutely as new,
-L*J makers' puamntee; £60.—French, Baytborne End.
near Halstead, Essex, [5054

SCOTT. 2<troke. 1913, only done 2.000 miles, (ondi-
tion as new; accept £45.—Wm. Betts. Ltd., 126-8.

Higb St.. Wandsworth. Putney 1698. [5103

NOIJMAN' LOXOFIKLP 15 williuR to di.spo^e of lii-

1913 Tourist Tr.iphy Scott and specially con«triirtMi
sidecar: full particulars on application.-L'turcl BanK-
Ilkley, I'orks. [X685

SCOTT, latest- model, twin-cyl.. 2-speed, 2-strol;e
exactly as listed at £68/5. -and brand new; besi

otter over f55.—Tlie Premier Motor Co., Ltd., Aston
Bd.. Birmiusbam. [037?

SCOTT. 1913. complete with every accessory, cost ovei
£80; Lukin carburetter, done 1.800- miles, per

fer t condition, arrangement for carrying golf clubs lltted :

price £50.—On view at 8, Blandford Mews, Dorset St.
W. [4864

SCOTT, 1913, 2-.speed gear, fitted with smart coach-
built Sydenham (Seott) sidecar, exceptionally fine

touring outfit: £57 cash; write for our extended pay-
ment terms.-Colmore Depot, 31, Cohuore How, Bir
iningbain. [S723

3i»h-p. .Scott, late 1912, \rith brand new- Canoelet sid'-
-4 car with all fittings, F.K.S- Major lamp and

generator, Lucas horn, Cowey. mirror, and special side-
ear lamp, very fine c.^nibination.—On view, or trial by
appointment, at MePermott's, 166. Plumstefld Common
Ed.. S.E Price £55. . [X744

\II Ictter.s relating to advei'tl-e-io^tc tVi.^uld qimtc the niimher at the eail of each adv

PERRY Light Car 140 guineas.
HUMBERETTE, W.C, complete .. 135 „
CALTHORPE Mmor „ 160 . ,,

G.W.K. Light C-ir „ £150
MORGAN Runabout (Sporting) £91
BKAUiSURV, 6h.p., 3 speeds £75
BRADBURY, Horizontal Twin, 3 speeds .. ifb
DOUGLAS, 23 b.p., 2-specd £48
REX Sidette, belt drive £77
REX Sidette, chain drive, 3 speeds £85
RtX-J.A.P., 8h.p., 3 speeds, chain drive £77 10
REX-J.A.P., Oh.p., ditto, cUtto £75 12
SUNBEAM, « h.p., 3 speeds £84
WILLIAMSON, s b.p., and Sidecar £97 ID
LEVIS, 2-strokc. 2} h.p £33 10

Exchanges liberally entertained.

SECOND-HAND MACHINES.

BABY LEVIS, in fine order £24 10
BRADBURY, rgrs, 3.V h.p £32 10
REX, iot2, 6 h.p., 2-specd, twin, Oh'l''ERS
JAMES, tor2, 3.'. h.p., 2-specd £39 10
B.S.A., ior2, 3.U1.P., 2-speed £42 10
NUMBER Lightweight, little used £25
IQII-Ji h.p 3-specd NEW HUDSON .. £31 ID
REX, 1913, 6 h.p.. 2-speed, done rco mites £46 10
REX, 5 h.p., 1909, 2-speed, de luxe £2o 10
REX, ror3, 4 h.p., 2-sDeed. nearly new .. £39 10
MOTOSACOCHE, Lightweight £12 10
ROYAL ENFIELD, r)r2, 25 h.p., 2-speed £32 ID
I0r2 Twin REX Sidette, gr.-ind condition £46 10
N.S.0.,5l h.p.,2-speed,andSidecar £31
2j h.p. 3-speed CENTAUR, as new £35 ID

5i h.p. Magneto Twin REX £17 ID
N.S.U., rgri, 3 h.p., 2-speed, as new .... £29 ID
N.S.U., s-Jh.p., twin £24 ID
REX, $1 ii.p., 2-speed, magneto £22 1

F.N., Lightweight, battery ignition £9 10
REX, sHi.p., niagneto, rgi'o £24 10
REX, 3^ h.p., magneto, rgog £22 10
REX, ii h.p., 2-spccd, and Sidecar £22 10

Sk h.p. Light Low REX, specially good . . £10 10
MOTOSACOCHE, igri, M.O.V £16 10
REX, si h.p., twin, spring forks £14 10
J.A.P.,6h.D.,M.0.V., free engine £29 ID
MOTO-REVE, twin, lightweight, runs well £13 ID
BRADBURY, r9i2, 3-specd Sturjney £39 ID
REX, 3i h.p., magneto, spring forks, 190S £19 10
3lh.p. "rgr: BRADBURY, chain drive .. £39 10
4h.p. i9i2CHATER-J.A.P.,almostasnew- £29 !D
New r9r2 2-speed Twin REX and Mills-

Fulford coach-built Siaccar. Special
bargain £57 10

6 h.p. BAT-J.A.P., spring fork.i £29 10
REX, r.jij twin, 2-spced, NEW £56 10

Cash offers considered. Exchanges quoted.

Trade enquiries welcomed.

PERFECTION SIDECARS.
£5 5s. to £10 IDs List on .ipplic.ition.

Best value obtainable. IVade supplied.

EASY PAYMENTS.

FROM £3 deposit and 5/- weekly.

MOTOSACOCHE £12 10 . 3 HUMBER . £8 10
3} REX £10 10 . ij F.N £9 10
21 Mag. REX - . £14 10 . i! Pun. REX £15 10
22 MINERVA £8 10 . MOTO-REVE . 113 10

JAMES, 3; ini £15 10

New 1913 Machines to clear.

CASH OR EXCHANGE OFFERS WANTED.

I9r3 3.1h.p. REX, Tourist, free engine.. £45
X9r3 4 li.p. REX de Lu.xe, chain drive ... £61 S

1913 6 h.p. REX de Luxe, chain drive .... £67 15
Ior3 6 h.p. REX Sidette, coach-bnilt £77 2

Special Quotations to the Trade.

COLLIEB'S MOTOBIES
WESTGATE, HALIFAX.

••omcnt. nnd t!ie d;ile o! tlie issitc.
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§^.
Secure yourself against unfair treatment by placing

your order with a firm of good repute. If you
transact business with us you ensure prompt delivery,

perfect service, and courteous attention.

OUR SPECIAL AGENCIES INCLUDE :

B.Sj\. p. & M. WILLIAMSON
BRADBURY INDIAN DOUGLAS
ZENITH TRIUMPH HUMBER ENFIELD.

SIDECARS

:

MILLS-FULFORD GLORIA
GODIVA MONTGOMERY

SECOND-HAND MACHINES
GUARANTEED PERFECT.

Date. H.P. Particulars.

1912 6 BAT, Lucas lamp set . . .

.

and

model, and

1912 3* BAT, 2-speed gear
1912 3* RUDGE, clutch model
1907 3? TRIUMPH, 2-speed gear

Millford Sidecar

1908 3* TRIUMPH, roadster
1910 3* TRIUMPH, roadster

1911 3* TRIUMPH, roadster

1911 3I TRIUMPH, clutch
Gloria Sidecar

1912 3i TRIUMPH, clutch model
1910 35 SCOTT, 2-speed
1912 4 INDIAN, clutch model
1912 3i MATCHLESS, T.T. model
1912 3* CORAH-J.A.P., clutch model
1911 si BRADBURY, standard
1912 3I BRADBURY, 2-speed gear, and

canoe rtdcker Sidecar
igl2 2j HOBART, lady's model, 3-speed

gear, and free engine

3i KERRY-ABINGDON
3i KERRY-ABINGDON, 2-speed, and

torpedo Sidecar

3} HUMBER, standard
3* HUMBER, 2-speed
3V HUMBER, 2-speed, and canoe

wicker Sidecar
2} DOUGLAS, 2-speed
3* ZENITH, Gradua gear

1912 : j ROY^l L ENFIELD, 2-speed
1913 6 ROYAL ENFIELD, 2-speed,

speedometer, Lucas lamp set,

and Royal Enfield Coach-built
Sidecar
P. at M., 2-speed
CHATER-J.A.P., 3-speed, and
Millford Spring Wheel Sidecar

1909 3i QUADRANT, Bosch magneto,
B. & B. carburetter, h.b.c
REX, tourist

REX de Luxe, 2-speed, and
Chater-Lea Sidecar

1912 6 REX de Luxe, 2-speed, and canoe
Sidecar

Price

. £35
£35
£34

1911
1912

1910
19J1
1912

191 1

191

1912 3*
1912 8

1910
igio

£20
£21
£25
£29

£37
£42
£20
£32
£31
£28
£27

£42

£26
£25

£37
£22
£30

£40
£30
£33
£33

£65
£42

£60

£13
£20

£30

£42

Deferred Payments accepted for any motor cycle, and
old machines taken in part exchange for new ones.

EASTERN GARAGE CO.,
Official Repairers to A.C.U., R.A.C., A.A., & M.U.,

418. ROMFORD ROAD, FOREST GATE, E.
Telephone: 30, .Straiford. TelegroniB; "Eiiurnro.Lnnflon.'*
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Scott.

ATE 1913 Scott and Canoelet sidecar de luxe, very
J little used; owner buying car; Palmer cord tyres;

C03t 85 gna., eell £70, including lamps, insurance policy,

and many new accessories and tools.—Knocker, Arden,
Aldershot, near Salisbury. [X682

Singer.
13 Singer, SVoli.p^ T.T. model, a real flyer; £37/10
-Cordingley. Haslingden. Tel.: 2Y. [X841

1013 Singer, 3V2li-P-, 3 speeds, F.E., brand new: lisl

Xt/ £58/15, £48/10—Cordingley, Haslingden. Tel.:
2T. [X842
1 013 ay^li.p. Singer, 2 speeds, and sidecar, brand new;
--£/ list £80, clear £64.—Cordingley, Haslingden.
Tel.: 2X. [X834

3ili.p. Singer, free engine, lamp, Lorn, spares, etc.,

2 splendid condition; £35.—E. H. Sale, The
Orchard, Atherstone. [X717

1 Q 13 Singer, SlQi-y., 3-^peed .Armstrong, done only
J-t^ 500 miles, m new; £40; getting car.—Ford, 27,
Abbotsbury Ed., Ne-nion Abbot. [5104

SINGER. 1913, 3V2I1.P., Armstrong 3-8peed gear, new
September, with accessories ; cost £70, but will sell

for £45.—W. S. Turner, Peupol Terrace, Hayle, Corn-
wall. ' [5102

1 Q 12 4h.p, Singer and Sidecar, 6-speed gear, Arm-
-L*? strong hub, and Singer counter-shaft, in good
condition, just been overhauled by Singer Co. ; £50 ; can
be seen any evening after 6 o'clock.—D. Ofimond, 233,
Essex Rd., Oanonbury, N. [0403

Stevens.
4h.p. Stevens and Sidecar, mag., B.B.

;

bargain, 18
gne. ; eeen after 4 Saturday.—Apsley Villa, Felt-

ham Ed., Aehlord, Middlesex. [5056

Sun.

1 Q15 Sun-Precision, S^^li.p., Millennium 2-speed gear,
Xt/ Miliers lamps, Jones speedometer and horn, also
16 gn. underslung torpedo sidecar, in perfect order,
Hutchinson passenger tyres all round; any trial; £46.
—French, Baythorne End, near Halstead, Essex. [5053

T.A.C.

T.A.O., Zenith carburetter, CAT. mag., syren, lamp,
tools, spares; offers.-Porter, Tottenham. [4712

Toroedo.
"I Q12 Torpedo Lightweight, excellent condition- £21.
Xt/ —Plastow, Girmsby. [X810

23.h.p. Torpedo, complete with lamp and horn, 1912
4 model ; a bargain, £22/10.—Cordingley, Hasling-

den. Tel.: 2Y. [X840

Triumph.
TOIO Triumph, in fine order; £23.—Cross, jeweller,XU Eotherham. [X749

1008 Triumph, in good running order; bargain, £18.
XJ/ -Plastow, Grimsby. [X8I1

1012 Standard Triumph, in good condition; £27.—
JLiJ Tippins, Mistley, Essex. [4883

TRIUMPH, 1914. 4h.p., 3-speed: £60; delivery from
stock.—Ginger, Motors, Banbury. [X760

TRIUMPH, 1914 models; order now for early delivery.
—Christie Bros., agents, St. Andrews. [5094

TRIUMPH. 1909-10, fine condition, complete; £22.—
Hall, Ryle Rd., Sharrow, Sheffield. [X612

TRIUMPH, 1911, clutch: £32; sidecar chassis in-

cluded.—Wilson, 15, Park Court. Clapham. [5110

TRIUMPH, 1 912%, unsoiled Kempshalls ; snip at

£42; week days only.—290, Milkwood Rd., Heme
Hill. [3840

TRIUMPH, 4h.p., 1914 model. 3-speed; £60; in stock;
exchanges entertained.—Cordingley, Haslingden.

Tel.: 2Y. [X827

TRIUMPH, 1912, clutch model, very sound machine,
engine overhauled and tuned; £32.—Laytons,

Bicester, Oxon. [X769

rRIUMPH, 1908, very sound machine, good engine,
recently overhauled; £16; no exchanges.-I/aytons,

Bicester, Oxon. [X771

J 010 T^i^mlph, with Brampton gears, good order,
J-U fine hill-ciimber; £23.—Write, Johnston, Ceylon
Cafe. Morecambe. [0394

TRIUMPH, 1910, standard model, exceptionally fine

machine, nice appearance, well tyred; £23.—Lay-
tons, Bicester, Oxon.

'

[X770

TRIUMPHS. 1914 models, in stock; cash, exchange,
or easy teniis.-Elce and Co., 16, Biehopsgate Av..

Coraomile St., E.G. [0409

"IQ14 Triumphs, 4h.p., 3 speeds, in stock for immedi-
Xt/ ate delivery; liberal exchanges.—Newnham, 223,
Hammersmith Rd„ W. [5071

TRIUMPH, 1913, 3-Rpeed, Cowey speedometer, and
horn, perfect order; £45.—Geoffrey Watt, Ship-

quay St., Londonderry. [X9998

TRIUMPHS.—Book your order early for 4h,p. 1914
models; exchanges or instalments.—Maudes, 136,

Great Portland St., London, W. [4844

TRIUMPHS, 1909, lamp, horn, £21; 1913 3-speed,
lamp,' horn, sidecar, cost £76 July, £58.—Wade,

97. Trent Valley Ed., Lichfield. [X614

WHAT
MILEAGE
DO YOU MAKE
DURING A YEAR^
!FIVE THOUSAND!

Then

SIXPENCE
will cover your expenditure
for BELT FASTENERS.
ASK YOUR AGENT TO SHOW YOU THE

"LION" FASTENER.

GUARANTEED 5,000 MILES. COSTS 6d.

Introduced by the
Inventors of the
Original Hook

Fastener.

THE

STANLEY
MOTOR BELT &

FASTENER CO.,

STANLEY WEBB,
Manager,

Bromley, Kent.

Illustrated

list sent

free.

" G E m C O " ACETYLENE
MOTOR CVCI-E REAR LiAIVIP.

Supplied by a branch tube
from headlight j^enerator.

In pohshed aluminium, very
light and neat, with ruby
liijht and white light to illu-

m"^inate number plate. Easily
fitted to mudguard or carrier.

Fully complies with the law.
Price 8/6 each.

Brass Y piece to make con-
nection to gas supply, lOd.

r- M >/- WW ^-ff
Best quality lubber gas tube

."l ,"
/ ^ ^Sk. JrKK or flexible metallic (galvan-

ised) tube, 4-ci. toot. Rubber
ends. 4d> each. Aluminium

frame clips, Id. each.
Ffoin all Agents and Stores,, or

A. J. DEW & CO.,
21, Endell Street, London, W.C.

A54 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date ot the issue.
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Firstly—

Remove the valve-port
caps, and turn the fly-wheel
round unlil the piston in

tlie cylinder to be cleaned
is at the top of the stroUe.

Insert the tool No. i (piston

xraper),through the valve-
port orifice. It will be ob-
served from the shape of

the tool that the pressure
on the point of the tool is

exerted tlirongli the blade
coming in contact with tlie

top of the vah'c-port oriiice.

The "SUCCESS"
CarbonRemoving Tools

Patent Xo. 4851/12.

The simplest and most economical method of rapidly and eacctually removing
the carbon deposit from an engine yet devised.

The possibility of cheaplj' and easily cleaning the C5-lindcrs and pistons
by a simple seit of tools which ensures the removal of every
particle of carbon from a four-cylinder engine in th.c

sliort space of one hour, will, we are sure, be
welcomed by thousands of motorists,

mid siicli facialies are afforded by
the use of the " Success

'

Carbon Rriiioviiig ^„,<s^^^"l3W —"^ ^^tlSt tllC

"Success" Carbon
Removing Tools are :—

Tools.

Price

Complete in Canvas Case.

Obtainable from all Dealers

in use under

vears

These tools consist of two liardencd and tempered, flexible

steel scrapers ; one for the piston and the other for the head of the

cylinder, with a short scraper for clearing out the ports and orifices,

and a stiff bristle brush for taking out the particles of carbon from the

ports. The whole of the operations are effected by merely removing the

^alve port caps. It will be observed that these scrapers are tapered both ways

towards the point, that is to say, in thickness as well as in widtli, but with

tlie point sufficiently hard to resist wearing.

These tools are the invention of a motor engineer who has experimented

with many devices to facilitate the cleaning

of the engine, and they have been

all sorts of conditions for over three

before being placed upon

the market.

Seconlly

—

Then insert tool Xo. 2 (the

head scraper). This works
in precisely the same way,
except that this tool being
curved in the opposite way^
and the pressure on the

])oint is exerted through
the heel of tlie tool coming
in contact with the top of

the piston, or the lower
part of the port orifice.

Two or three minutes'

scraping will be sufficient

to remove the whole of the

carbon.

OUR NEW
Supplementary
—Motor List

—

of New Motor Goods,

Motor Clothing, etc., is

now ready. Write for

a copy.

Next insert the nozzle of a pump in the

.port oritice facing to one side of the
interior of the cylinder and giving one
or two vigorous strokes, the swirl of the

air induced brings all the carbon out of

the cyUnder and deposits it at the back
of the pump nozzle, just over the valves,

where it can be spooned out readily

with the port scraper.

/ II ini'innii[i tills

BROWN BROTHERS,
LTD.,

Head Office and Warehouses

:

GREAT EASTERN STREET, LONDON, E.C.

Northern Depot: 269-273, Deansgace, Manchester

Showrooms: IS, Newman Street, London, W.

advertisement it i" d'sirahtu to mention ' The Motor C'l/de.
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NOTICE —We are having a special Demon-
stration of Drummond's Special Lathes all

through the month of December in our Motor

Department. A skilled demonstrator will

answer any questions.

A great comfort to winter riders. These

muffs are so arranged as to give perfect free-

dom for manipulating the control levers on

handle-bar. Best quality brown leather, 22/6

per pair. Best quality black waterproof 15/6

per pair. Cheaper qucUity, 9/6 per pair.

Carriage paid.

pa n y I ng |

iUustratiou. — ^-

Th e 'iiting

movement is obtained by turn-ng the
square head with a wrench or piece of

wire, the litter being placed throui;ii

the hole provided. Pnce

21e Suitable for all engines,

/ V Post Free.

A. W. GAMAGE, Ltd., HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.
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THE FIRST INDIAN TOURIST TROPHY
RACE WAS WON ON A 2f h.p. ROYAL
ENFIELD— exactly like this one.
rhe 2j h.p. Royal Enfield is a magnificent motor cycle at a reasonable price. Originally it was

f52 IDS. ; now it is £^^. This price is possible because the enormous demand for this machine

has called for a larger supply—and the larger supply means a lessened cost of production.

NOTE THE SPECIFICATION. Enfield Patent Two-speed and Free-engine Gear, Chain

Drive, Enfield Patent Cush Drive Rear Hub ; Automatic Drip-feed Lubrication,

comfortable Foot-boards, improved Spring Forks, Royal Enfield Handle-bar,

Dunlop Tyres. All the luxury of chain drive and reliable Royal Enfield

Gear at a popular price.

Write for the new Royal Enfield motor catalogue. Also booklet

"Something Done." Please mention "The Motor Cycle."

THE ENFIELD CYCLE CO., LTD., REDDITCH,
And 48. Holborn Viadact, London, E.C. Agents everywhere.

Manufacturers of the 2^ h.p., ^ h.p., and 6 h.p. {sidecar combination) Royal Enfield models.

In nniwrrinq thi.s advcrti.fnmcnt it is desirable to mention " The Motor Cych."
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^^^ Wonderful wear!
The alto','dtlier exceptional nature of the JOHN BULL MILEAGE C0A1PETIT10N and

the alto.eether exceptional result justifies our frequent reference

—

In this connection it cannot be too clearly stated that our first and only object in organizinjj

this competition was to prove the unique value of the COMPRESSED RUBBER TREAD—an

entiiely exclusive feature of the

JOHN BULL CROSS GROOVE
AND RIB STUD TYRES

And the result was that out of the hundreds of Cross Grooves used continuously during the period ol

the competition—January to September, 1913—and used on bact wheels only and in all sorts of

weather, 95% were still in use on the closinjj date, and the average mileage of all competitors on
that date stood at

SOLO 2,774 SIDECAR 2.024!
' Wonderful wear" I and note that each competitor estimated the distance his tyre was £

capable of covering, and the average of those estimates came out at SOLO 2,222,

SIDECAR 1,645 I

And it means wonderful economy—you try it I First ask for latest booklet.

LEICESTER RUBBER CO.. LEICESTER.

i still

and

'^^^P&tl^^^^
L If vou want a mount that will afford "perfect service" under all conditions

- you want a "JAMES ALL-ENCASED CHAIN-DRIVE Model

— the perfect Motor Cycle.

TI I A IVACC << DI/^ CIMr"! C " ''''« original and only ferfect "Big Single" Sidecar combination,

1 he JAlVltiJ DIVj Oll^LlLiEj embodying every up-to-dale practice. It embodies a Bi3 Single-

cylinder engine 600 c c
, "lAIVlES- Patent Countershaft Three-Speed Gear Box, Multiple Disc Free Engine Clutch, Kick-Starter, All-encased

W^fhlrprooi Chain Drive: and Spring Drive on rear Chain Wheel Buih expressly for SIDECAR work - but no. being 73 (^jjS.
overpowered or unwieldy is quite suitable for solo use .if desired.

TL IA1\JICC llTWT'IM" is the ideal Solo mount. It embodies a 3i h.p. Twin Engine 500 c.c, " J AIVIES "
Patent

The JAMES IWilN countershaft Three-Speed Gear Box, Kick-Starter. All-encased Weatherproof Chain Drive^ Gate

Change with Handlebar Control Clutch, Spring Drive (shock absorber) on Rear Wheel— the very features that the highest Press gQ (^ng.
Authorities have since laid down as being ideal for SOLO work.

— For efficiency, reliability, economy in upkeep, anj all-round excellence you can't surpass "The JAMES." Write (or

"The JAMES Manual" and see the marked advaniages "The JAMES offers you.

The JAMES Cycle Co., Ltd., BIRMINGHAM ; and LONDON.
Birmingham Depot: 9, Broad Street Corner. London Depot : 22, Holborn Viiduct, E.C.

In answering these advertisements it is desirable to mention " Tlie Motor Oyrle.
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The Pioneer of the ''Big Single.

BRADBURY 31 h.p. (554 c.c.) Chain or Chain and Belt Drive Motor Cycle

Fitted with Cork Clutch and Kick-starter. Handle-bar Control.

THE BEST SINGLE-CYLIHDEB SIDECftB HftCHIHE OH THE MARKET

Designed specially for Sidecar work, and built upon sound mechanical principles,

the engine being of the square type, ensuring smooth running, light wear on

Tyres, Belt, and other fittings. Large and Heavy Fly-wheels specially

designed to suit engine capacity.

BRADBURY 1914 MODELS.
3A h.p. (554 c.c.) Standard Motor Cycle

31 h.p. (554 c.c.) Two-speed, Belt Drive, fitted with

£48

Kick-starter £56

31 h.p. (554 c.c.) Two-speed, Chain or Chain and
Belt Drive, fitted with Kick-starter . . .

.

31 h.p. (554 c.c.) Three-speed, Belt Drive, Hub
Gear, fitted with Kick-starter £59

31 h.p. (499 c.c.) Three-speed Twin, Opposed
Cylinders, fitted with Kick-starter £65

6 h.p. (749-75 c.c.) Three-speed Twin, V type, fitted

£58 with Kick-starter £75

Please write for catalogue and we will pnt yon in communication with our nearest agent.

BRADBURY & Co., Ltd.,

OLDHAM

Special Notice.—Wo can now supply from stock our

Two-sppcd Gear and I'rei> lingine Pulley for bclt-drivc-n

motor cycles to fit our 1900, loio, 1911 and 191 2 machines.

Thev can be easily fitted by detacliing the ordinary

pulley and fitting the variable gear with adjustable pulley

in its place, the rod for working the gear being attached

to tb" top tube by means of a clip.

PRICE £7.

In answering t/iis advertisement it is desirable to mention " T/ie Motor Cyde.
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The "Stewart" is so good, our confidence in it so

great, that we undertake to refund price of any
" Stewart " not giving complete satisfaction, which

is returned to us within 30 days of
purchase.

Motor Cycle Speedometer
Registers from ZERO. ACCURATE at all speeds.

Can be read at a glance.

Catalogue from

COOPER-STEWART ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
11, Broad Street, Bloomsbury, London, W.C

Another
Delighted

User of
the

"An Engine with
Excellent Features and Splendid

Workmanship." — The Cyclecar.

"Preston to Carlisle

over Shap Fell

on Top Gear.'

Dorman Twin-Cylinder

Water-cooled Engine
writes :

—

"The Engine ran in a magnificent way. She turned over without a
tremor, and accelerated very nicely indeed. I think she put up
a very marvellous performance, considering she was
practically straight from the shop. You need not show this

to the authorities, but between ourselves she did not do
anything less than m.p.h. between — and —."

GREAT SPEED
ON THE LEVEL.

GREAT HILL-
CLIMBING POWER

.W.H. Dormant Co., Ltd

Contractors

to the

WAR OFFICE
and ADMIRALTY

INTERNAL COMBUSTION
ENGINE SPECIALISTS

STAFFORD.

a6 In an-sivermg 'Tiotc a.dver'isemenfs it is dexirahle lo mciilioii '' TIic Molor Ci/rh "
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On the Manffiuvres
and no punctures.

We leave the following testimonial to

tell its own story :

E. LoNGLEY, Sergt.-Major R.E.
Instructor to Cambridge University Officers' Training Corps,

Market Street, Cambridge, ith Nov., 1913, writes;

Sirs,—I am running a iqi2 Triumpii with a pair of your tyres, and write to say what
entire satisfaction they are giving ; at this moment they are away on my bike at the

Triumph factory, wliere my machine is being overhauled, and it needed it after this

year's manoeuvres, but one thing I can say, the tyres came bade after three weeks' hard
riding in all sorts of weather, and if you have any idea of the country in whicli the

manreuvres were carried out this year, you would be surprised at the condition in which
the tyres came off ; I never had a tjTe go down, much less a puncture, in fact they are

almost the same as when they left the shop of " Haywoods, Icing's Parade, Cambridge."

We were continually off the main road, up lanes, and frequently to and fro on bad
roads cut up by cavalry and artillery over the Bledlow Ridge of the Chiltern Hills.

I have been five years in succession to manoeuvres and not till this year have I

realised the joy of feeling "puncture proof," which is what it amounts to.

I would like you to see the tyres, you would V>e surprised.

For full particulars and a copy
of our latest booklets, write

W. & A. BATES, Ltd., Leicester.
Depots — London, Glasgow, and Newcastle-on-Tyne.

COLONIAL WHOLESALE STOCKISTS.
Smith. Dcnham, & Co,. Henderson's Buildinf.s. Von Brandis Strec-r.

Johannesburg, S.A. J, & A. R, McCrae. P,0, Box No. 87. Nairobi.

British East Africa. David F. Laing. 9, Weld Road. ICuala Lumpur.
F.M.S, Cycle and Motor Supplies. Lid.. Parish Street. Wcllinelon,

N.Z. W, Cornell & Son. 95, Grcnfcll Street. Adelaide. South
Australia. A. G. Healing & Co.. Ltd,, 35^-356. Post Ollicc Place A

West. Melbourne. Australia. Bennett and Barkell, Ltd., 124-132.

Castlcreagh Street. Sydney, Australia. Canada Cycle and Motor
i^ency (Queensland). Ltd,, comer of Creek and Adelaide Streets.

Brisbane, Australia.

In answerina this advertisement it is desirabU tu iiiliiUou 'The Motor Ci/rh." A/
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MIDLAND
eMOTOR cycle tyres and BELTS:

The "MIDLAND" Belt. Of great durability.

PRICES: iin. 1/5, Jin. 1/7, Jin. 1/11, lin. 2/2, IJin. 2/7.

The
"MIDLAND"

Ribbed & Studded
Motor Cycle Tyre.

A splendid anti-skid with a iieavy centre tread of specially

toughened rubber which is practically puncture-proof. A
very resilient and long-wearing tyre. Guaranteed 3,000 miles.

Prices: 26 X 2iin. 37/6 .. 26 X 2iin. 40/-.

The new 'WIRE-CORE' Belt

A striking departure in Belt construction

Of the usual V section but made of rubber with a

special core of steel wire of high breaking strain, coiled

spirally and interwoven into a fabric, moulded under

enormous hydraulic pressure. This combination of special

wire fabric and rubber does away with all the disad-

vantages of behs made of rubber and cloth alone, and

eliminates stretching and pulling through of fasteners. It is

pliable, affords perfect drive, and gives large mileage.

THE MIDLAND RUBBER CO., LTD.,
HEAD OFFICE &WORKS : Ryland St., Birmingham

LONDON DEPOT: 31-34, Eagle Street, W.C.
Coventry Depot : Priory Works, New Buildings. Glasgow Denot

;

So, James Watt St CardiD Depot : Plj-moutli St. Milan Depot

;

ViaSirtori 6. Amsterdam Depot . 56, LangeLeidscheDwaarsStraat.

.vSS^

A NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION!
Because they will so greatly prolong the life of my new
machine, I will insist that it be fitted with

(TRjVDE MAEK.)

BEARINGS.SELF-ALIGNING R A 1 I
DOUBLE ROW IJ .^^ *- *-

The SKEFKO BALL BEARING Co., Ltd,,
HEAD OFFICE AND WORKS: LUTON. ENGLAND.
TclC'jraTiu—" Skeflio, Luion:' Telephone—41S tvu>n.

London Office, Carlton House, Regent Street. S.W.
Telegram^i—" Hkcfko, PUxu, Lmdm." Tdepliane~9lj41 Genard.

ct LIISBCOI.N EL.K" New Models, 1914.
Manufactured Completely by

J. RIRBY,
Broadgate, LINCOLN.
Telephone

:

484.
Telegrams :

ELK," LINCOLN.
Wholesale Agents for Scotland :

The North British Machine Co., Ltd.,

56 & 58, Great Clyde Street, Glasgow.

Sol? Manchester Agents

:

Cooke Bros,,
523, Stockport Rd., Longsi^ht. MancheEt?r.

6h.p.Twin2-sp.Model£55
4Jli.p. Single,, „ £46
3^ h.p. Standard „ £35
3 h.p. „ „ £31 10
2ih.p. „ „ £29 10

All Models fitted with Palmer
Tyres, Bosch Magneto, and

"Druid" Spring Forks.

Sole London Agrcnt:

R E Y
378-384, Euston Road, N.W.,

and

173, Great Portland Street, W.

a8 In answering thefc adveiiisemenls it is desirable to mention "The Motor Cyele.
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You can t

drive a
knife

through
the tread

Take
Try
tread of

The bladewill break orbend,

but it will not go through.

Stelastic tjTes are unique. Ab-
solutely cut-proof and practically

puncture-proof. A wonderful com-
bination of spiral steel "meshes"
and pure V^.T2i (and not Plantation)

rubber working in perfect harmony

Stelastic Tyres are the only Tyres
holding the fi.A.C. Certificate for

5,000 miles without cut orpuncture
And for these 5,000 miles the

Stelasticscarriedatwo-tonDaimler

Of course, even the walls of a Stelastic will

eventuany''break if yon drive with the t>Tes

insufficiently inflated. Your tjTe should be kept
pumped to the pressure stated by the makers. That
solves half your t>Te troubles. The Stdattic sokes
the other halt. Even if you donH use Stelastics, but
use other makes, fta"/i than up (o preset ibed pressure.

If you do not keep your tyres up to pressure the
walls have to do the work—hence the bursts.

Special Tyre for Cycle Cars, 650 x 65, to fit

2^ rims, price £2 1 9s. 6d.

Special 26 X 2i Motor Cycle Tyres to fit

21 rime, price £2 16s. 6d.

26 x2i .. .. £2 12s. 6d.
28x3 ., .. £2 19s. 6d.

Motor Cycle & Car Owners

—

Why te haunted by '• Tyie
Iroubles" ?

Depots at

Belfast. Liverpool

.

Birminghanr. Manchester
Bradford. Newcastle-
Dublin. on-Tyce.
Edinburgh. Reading.
Glasgow. Winchester.

Section of Stehstk Motor
Cycle Tyre.

A Dual Triumph

THE FAME ACHIEVED
BY THE N. U. T.
In Winning The JUNIOR T.T. RACE
In Crearing TEN WORLD'S, RECORDS
In Winning The SCOTTISH Lightweight CHAMPIONSHIP

and other important events, including the

brilliant performance of the N.U.T. team In

the A.C.U. Six Days' Trial, all in one Season,

the N.U.T. achieved a triumph so complete as

to place it in the very front rank of motor

cycles. In these events, the N.U.T. challenged

a formidable array of first-class machines and

proved its immeasurable superiority in a

definite and brilliant manner.

MODELS - 2i h.p. to 6 h.p.

PRICES - - £48 to £70.

Wnie for new art catalogue
—

" The Seal of Success
"—

sent post free.

SIR WM. ANGUS, SANDERSON & CO., LTD.,

St. Thomas' Street, NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE.
Sole London AeenI : Lake's. 22. Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.

Head Office :

STELASTIC TYRES, Ltd.,

76. York St. Westminster,
LONDON.

T/ie Motor Cyde.'
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THE

ORGANISATION WISHES YOU

A MERRY CHRISTMAS.

May your before-dinner run on your motor cycle

give you a seasonable appetite for seasonable fare.

That all that is good and jolly will find their home

with you is our sincere wish.

We shall toast your health in whatever is handy.

366-368, EUSTON RD., LONDON, N.W.
Telegrams—" Hendian, Eusroad, London." 'Phone—Regent 4449.

HENDEE MANUFACTURING CO.

AK) In n7izv>cr'iii(j Ihis aifverthenierjt it is flmiuiljp tn mrntion "T!ir Motor Cycle."
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PERFECT
COMFORT AVvTIEEL

— for rider

andpassenger
— is always assured when tlie

machine is fitted with the world-

famous "DRUID."

§THIS Spring Fork, by reason

of its scientific design and

perfect springing principle, com-

pletely absorbs vibration— every

obstacle is met with a " velvety
"

touch— no shock, no. jar, no

bouncing— the machine runs

with a " silky-smoothness " of

motion, always.

— The "DRUID" also ensures

perfectly true steering — admits

of no side-play— decreases wear

on tyres— and increases the life

of the macliine.

— The "DRUID" is the only

Spring Fork that makes possible

these ideal riding conditions—
hence its world-wide popularity

— and adoption on the leading

machines of the day.

— Hence, be sure and see that

your mount is "DRUID-
equipped "— and ensure perfect

comfort awheel.

— Ask for
" Explanatory
Booklet."

A DREW & Co,
Leopold St.,

BIRMINGHAM.

THE
DRUID

' Supreme
for

Solo
and
Sidecar
Machines."

MOTOR CYCLES TOR SALE.
Tiiumnli.

1913, 3-speod model, usid 2,000 miles by
fdl owner, perl'eet condition ; £43

:

Lui-tons, Biowter, O.\on. [X768

TltlUMI'H
very earefdl owner.

4"

rpEIUMPH, S'^li-P-, 1908.
X lamp, liorn. tooln, etc.,

thunge.—Cording ley,

rpitlUMPH, 1909.

TaiUMPH. 1912. T.T. model,
condition; £30, complete biirgain.-

biintjes

1. Triumph, S-spoed, delivered; orders now booked
t«-6 iJeioinber, one each February, Miircb, Apri

May; excbaugc's.—RHudall, Audover. [Xeil

ilnbon elutcb. footboards.
good macliine ; £20 : cx-

Haslingdeu. Tel,: 2Y. [X829

I'liillipson. little ufod, exrollent

condition, hiiiip, spare;^ ; £24/10 cusli.—Aluniiont,
The Lawn. Christcburcli lid., Bonrneinouth. [X.791

11n8frat (died, perfect
Hurliu and Co..

95. Mare St.. Hackuej. Tel. : Daleton 2989. [0407

TRIUMPH, 1907.—Come along, here's a Xmas box
lor j'ou; a machine needing no money to be spent

on it; £12, no ofiers.—Laytone, Bicester, Oson. [X772

TRIUMPH, 1913. 3-spcGd model, brand new, delivereil

this month, decompressor fitted; £48; approval
with pleasure: deposit system .—Laytons, Bicertter, Oxon.

[X767
TRIUMPH, T.T. model. 3',l'1i-P-. bought new in

:

August, had very little ui^e, complete with lamp and
horn; £40, or near ofiei.—W. G. Bridges, Ltd., Ciren-
cester. [X716

rRIUMPHS.— Orders now booking for early delivery

of all 1914 jnodels. Order direct from the olKcial

agents. The Piemier Motor Co.. Ltd., Aston Rd., Bir-
mingham. [0374

TRIUMPH. 1911-12. free engine, and nearly new side-

car, a splendid combinatiuu, in perfect condition

;

accept £36.—Cokuore Depot, 49, John Bright St., Bir-
mingham. [X815

TRIUMPH, late 1912 model, oV-b.p.. free engine, ex-

cellent condition throughout, complete with lamp
and horn, tools, etc. ; £35, or near offer.—W. G. Bridges,
Ltd., Cirencester. [X715

TRIUMPH. 1914. 4h.p., 3-6peed gear, ju3t arrived
from works; immediate delivery, no waiting; £60

cash, or by enay payments.—Wilkins. Simpson and Co.,

11, Hammersmith Rd., London. [5082

TRIUMPH.—The new lightweight two-stroke
Triumph, with 2-speed gear, the perfect light-

weight; £42.—Book your, order now direct with the
official agents. The Premier IMotor Co., Ltd.. Aston
Rd.. Birmingham. [0340

1 Q07 Triumph, 3V2h.p.. Boscb, new adjustable pulley.LU handle-bars, seat, inch iJunlop belt, splendid con-
dition throughout; £12. bargain.—Walter Airey, Scho.!-
house, Little Hallingbury. Bishop's Stortford. [5091

Williamson.
WILLIAMSON 1914 Models.—We are large con-

tractors; exchanges accepted.—Motor Exchange,

ROBERTSONS
STOCK INCLUDES:
.: 1914 ::
HENDERSON, S h.p., 4-cvlinder, s-speed £81 18
DOUGLAS, Model V «48
DOUGLAS, Model VV £52
TRIUMPH, 3-spced, standard £80
IVV-J.A.P., 6 h.p.; 2-specd £68 10

1913
HENDERSON, 8 li.p., F.E
WILLIAMSON, W.C
DOUGLAS, Model O
ZENITH, 6 h.p., kick starter . . .

.

ALCYON, = h.p
ALCYON, 23 h.p

Reduced to £6S
£68
£43
£68
£27
£3S

SECOND-HAND
1913 ;;

A.J.S., 6 h.p., 3-specd, and Sidecar £65
BROUGH, 6 h.p £38
BROUGH, 6 h.p., 3-speed £46

CLYNO, 6 h.p., 3-speed, and Sidecar £64
DOUGLAS, Model R £42
DOUGLAS, Model S £44

HENDERSON, 8-io h.p., 4-cylinder £60

Ditto, with sidecar £65

INDIAN, 7 h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £62
MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., T.T £39

MATCHLESS, 8 h.p., 6-speed, and Ivy Sidecar £6S

REGAL, 4I h.p., 1912 frame, 2-speed £34
ROVER, 3i h.p., 3-speed £46

ZENITH, G h.p., kick starter £56

H7$-
1401.
1480.
1462.

1465.
i'135.

1458
1464
1433
14-4

1^70

Westgate, Halifax. [0388

WILLIA1ISON.-1914 models; earliest deliveries;
excllaut;e3 or deferred paj-mente; trade supplied.

—Maudes. 136. Great Portland iSt.. London, \V. [4845

Wolf.
order now for earlj- delivery.—

agents. St. Andrews. [5096

Wolfa. Wolfs.—24 gnti., marvellous value,

entertained. — Lamb's. 151. High St.,

Widthamstow. and 50 High Ed.. Wood Green. [4778

1914 model, ju^t arrived; look at

marvel. Call or write foi

particulars. Immediate delivery at pret^ent.-Wilkius.
Simpson, and Co., 11, Hammersmith Ed., London. [5085

Zenith.

in 13 Zenith, Bli.p., in splendid coudition, with very
JL-t/ good sideear; ^55.-Newnham, 223, Hummersmitli
Ed.. W. [5074

ZENITH.—All 1914 models: b&jt exchange allowances
or easy payments.—Mauden, 136, Great Tortland

St., Louden, Vf. [4848

ZENITH. 1913, 3l,^h.p.. Brst-elass order, fast raaehine.

lump, horn, etc. : £38 ; no exchauee.i.—Lnytons.
Ilicester, Oxon. [X773

ZEKITH-GEAnUA, 1912^1, 6h.p. twin, in splendid
cfmdition. all acces-sories, and spares ; a real bar-

gain. £44.-Iiebw.

ZENITH-GKAIJUA. 1912. 8h.p. twin, a grand sidecar

machine, complete with accessories and spares:

£42.—Elee and Co.. 16, Bisliopsgate Av., Camomile St..

E.C. 'Phone: Avenue 5548. [3653

1913, 6h.p.. used 2.000 miles only, and iu
' lamp set, horn, etc. ; £52.

~

Lnytone. Dicester, 0.xon. [.V774

IQll'/a 3'nh.p. Zenfth-ljraduii. new cover, belt, speed-
-L?/ ometer. spare tube, bilt, valves, decompressor;
£26.—Jordan, bookseller, Walton-vin-Thumes. [X783

ZENITH-GRADUA Mot.ir Cycles; delivery all models
.lanuarv ; Z^'.h-p. twin, 54 gus.—8.de agents, Exeter

Motor Cycle uud' Light Oar Co., Ltd., 7, Bath Ed,
Exeter. ' [0417

ABAEGAIN.—1913 8h.p. Zenith, ne'w back tyre, neu
spare belt and ejise, muchine good as new; £58

or nearest offer.— Pillott, 59, Harrison St., Barrow-m-
Vurnoss. [5114

ZENITH-GRADUA, 8h.p., 1912 model, very little

used, in splendid condition : price £50.—Apply,
Coles Bros., Canal Bridge Motor Works, Wembdon Ed..
Bridgwater. [X685

WOLF, 1914 models;
Christie Bros.,

W°^E^|-.
la

WOLF, 2V2h.p..
the price, 24 gns.:

ZENITH. ...
perfect order, good

B Q
140G.

C5.

133S.

1455.
85.

1446.
1430.
1460.
1412.

1457.

r476.
1362.
r428.

1449.
1453.
1283.

1342.

1912
A.J.S., 6 h.p., 2-spced £46

BRADBURY, 3.! h.p £32
BRADBURY, 3.V h.p., F.E £36

CLYNO (early), 6 h.p., 2-speed £32
CLYNO, 6 h.p., 2-speed £38
F.N., 5-6 h.p., 4-cylinder, F.E £35

F.N., 5-6 h.p., 4-cylinder, 3-speed, and Sidecar £45

HUMBER, 2jh.p £26
HOBART, zi h.p £22
HENDERSON, 7 h.p., F.E £50

Ditto, with Sidecar £55
ROVER, 3.V h.p., 3-speed £36
RUDGE, 31 h.p., F.E £35
TRIUMPH," si h.p., F.E £36
TRIUMPH, 3.V h.p £33

ZENITH, 8 h."p., and Sidecar £50

ZENITH, 3i h.p £38
ZENITH, 6 h.p £48

1911
1333.
r4 7S.

r2S2.
r479.

ZENITH, 6 h.p £42
ZENITH, 3^ h.p £32

ALSO
BROUGH, 5 h.p., twin 1120

An old twin and sidcair. Offers.

CYCLE
A.C. SOCIABLE de Luxe, rgrs
CROUCH Carettc, 1913

TELEPHONE : MAYFAIR 5767.

l57.CRtAT PORTLAND STRfCT ,W.
All letters relnting to advertisements s'.Kiuld quote the number at the end ot each advertlsemeat. and the date of the liiu*. A35

CARS.
£62
£98

MOTORCYCLES
AND SIDECARS

FOR

HIRE
FINE MACHINES.
MODERATE TERMS.
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MOTOR CYCLES FOR SALE.
Zenith.

^ENJTH Bargains -1913, eli.p.^ kick starter and

kick starter and clutcli, perfect condition, £54
1913, 6h.p., kick starter and clutch, run 2,000 miles
£54; 1912, 6h.p., with No. 4 Gloria sidecar, Cowey,
best Lucas, combination, just been re-enamelled and
overhauled, cost £110, £59: 1911, 3i:.h.p., just been
overhauled, £23. Immediate delivery of 1914 models—Hewetfs Motor Cycle Agencv, 102, Westein Rd
Hove, Sussex. [X324
^ENITH, 8h.p., J.A.P, engine, 1912-13, variable^ gear, free engine, condition equal neiv.
thoroughly overhaiiled by makers, 10 gn. Jlillford
basket sidecar with quick-fit filtings, ftni kit tooh
numerous accessories, Jones speedometer, extra belt

?i\\ ,'°«U-'!'3 policy (transferable! expiring Jlav,
1914, driven only by owner; trial by appointment

:

£55, c-r oHer: buving car.—Erastus Pi^gotl,. 117,
Cheapside, B.C. . [51;

Miscellaneous.
PAMIEE'S Garage and Motor Auction Rooms, Tod

ing.

TDAXMEE'S Garage, Toofiug.-The pre-eminent place
-^ tor purchasing motor cycles and automobiles.

pALMEH'S Garage, Tooting.—Auctions fortnightlv

;

J- next tiree sides Jan. 7th, Jan. 21st., and Feb. 4th,
at 2 o clock. Entries invited.

"OALMEE'S Garage, Tooting. — Write at once for
-- illustrated comprehensive booklet, pest "fro

Quadrant, late
cheap, £22/10

F.N., 4 cyls.,

Motosacoche,

"pALJIEE'S Garage, Tooting.—aVJi.p.
-- type, mag., spring forks, u. and B.;

"DAXMER'S Garage, Tooting.—4-5h.p.
•^ verj- nice condition; bargain, £12.

"PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-2h.p.
-•- 191 J, 2-spe6d, brand new; £32/10.

pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—2i4h.p. Premier light-
-«- weight, beautiful new condition; bargain, £25.
"pALMEB'S Garage. Tooting.—5iAh.p. Triumph fi.xe<]
-•- engine, £29: also one F.E., £32/10.

pALMEE'S Garage, Toofing.-Grand little 2]i-.p. Hum-
-»- ber lightweight, good as new; £17/10.

"pALJIERS Garage, Tooting.—6h.p. Minerva, twin-
-»- cvl.. long, low built, powerful: £22/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—4h. p.
wheelbase, low built, very strong;

"pALMBRS Garage, Tooting.—4h.p. Bradbury

£3n.
^^''°^^' Pb^^'^rful machine, fitted N.S.U. 2-speed;

"pALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—3y2h.p. Premier, 1913,
-*- brand new. has variable gear, unused machine

;

£37/10, cost £60.

"pALMiiE'.5 Garage, Tooting.—8h. p. Bat-Jap, 1913,
-•- latest model, 2 speeds, countershaft, chain drive,
i-; new; £55.

Arno,
£16.

long

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.-2h.p.
low built, torpedo tank, T.T. bars

Minerva, m.o.v.,
bargain, £4.

with

GEZT IT- AT

AYLORS
MOTOR CYCLES FOR S.4LE.

Miscellaneous. j
J^ASS'S.—1913 8h.p. Zenith and cane de luxe side-

, i^^I- Cowey, Lucas set, horn, tools, etc., kick starter
and clutch, 3in. tyres; cash bargain £67/10.
/""^ ASS'S.—1913 8h.p. Matchless and de luxe cane sidc-
^-^ car, 2-^peed, clutcn and kick starter f^hn.-Ti .Trivo
Lucas set. Cowey, all accessorie-; £65.

chain drive,

PALMEE'S Garage. Tooting.—3h.p. Quadrant, mag,,
h.b.c, spring forks, bw built; £10.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.-2'i.',h.p. Zedel, vertical,
h.b.c, low built, reliable: £6/10.

PALMEE'S Garage, Tooting.—SVJh.p. Rex, mag.,
£12/10: also 2h.p. Brutus, h.b.c, cheap, £5.

"pALMEE'S Garaje. Tooting.—Sole concessionnaircs
J- Bedelia cycle cars.— Sole address. L. N. Palmer's
Garage and Motor Auction Eooms. Merton Tram Ter-
minus, Tooting (20 mins. Victoria. 10 mins. NA'inible-
don). Motor 'huses 48, 49 66. 107, and L.C.C. tram-
pass doors. 'Phone: 208 Streatham. [5126

WANDSWORTH Motor Exchange.-O.K. Precision,
1913',4. T.T., hardly used; 30gn5.; exchanges.—

Below.

WAXnSWORTH.-Ohater-Zedel, 7-9h.p., mag.. 2
speeds, ahnost new: £29/15; exchanges.-Below.

WAXDSWOETH.-F.N., 1910-11, 2l/,h.p., mag., 2
speeds, shaft drive: £18/10; exchanges.—Eeljw.

WAXDSWORTH.-Eoc, S-6h.p., Peligeot engines,
mag., 2 speeds, Druids; £23/10; exchanges,

-

Below.

WAXDSWOETH.—Indian, 7-9h.p. twin, mag., power-
ful sidecar machine : bTSrgain. £27/10; exchanges.

-Below.

WAXnsWOETH.-N.S.TJ., 3'A-4h,p., m.o.v., mag.,
h.b.c. spring forks, perfect : £15/10 ; exchanges.—

lielow.

WAXDSWOETH.-Thrcc Eex 1911 twin engines,
magnetos, as new: £12/17/6 each.—Below.

"vTtrAXnSWOETH.—Minerva, 3'/:.,h.p. : £6/15:
VV changes.—Wandsworth Motor Exchange, Ebucr

St., Wandsworth (Town Station). [X755
CROSS for motor cycles in Eotherham.—Triumphs,

Matchless, Bradburys, uouglas in stock, or for early
delivery. [X748

IF Tou Want Bargains in second-hand motor cycles
yon can get them at Wauchope's, 9, Shoe Lane

l-leet St., London. [X9705
TRIUMPH, 1914 model O, 4h.p., 3-speed gear, £60;

llonglas, 1914 model W, 2°41i.p., 2-speed gear,
lS2.-llall, Ladybank, Fife. [5076
"9Q14 Rover, E.S.A., Sunbeams. Scotts, Connaughts.^y Mills-Fiilford .sidecars, and Swift cycle cars fori
farly delivenes.—Young, Nexinarkpt. [4629

A56 ,MI !etter.s relating to advertisements should

We are Sole London and District Agents
for the famous A.J.S. MOTOR CYCLES.
1914 6 h.p. A.J.S. 3-speed . . 70 guineas
1914 25 h.p. A.J.S, 2-speed . . 47 guineas
1914 2| h.p. A.J.S. 3-speed . . 50 guineas

Also Special Agents for the popular
WALL AUTO-WHEEL, price 16 guineas.

LONDON - EXETER
AND BACK.

Ask anyone who is entering tor tliis

strenuous event how many of these aids
to comfort he is using. You will be sur-
prised at their popularity. The fact is,

they are all sound, sensible, serviceable
articles, indispensable to the winter rider,
and what is important, too—the prices
are right.

HELMETS, solid leather, with ear
rolls

; usually sold at 8 /6 ; our
price 3/6

THROAT PROTECTORS, made of
tan chrome leatlier, twill lined . . 3/9

TAYLOR 'S Special Throat Protector 2 /-
ROBI MUFFS make winter riding a

pleasure.

Tan leather, fur lined 22/6
Best mackintosh, Tamo lined .. 15/6
Second quality. Tamo lined 9/6

SWEATERS, Jaeger pure wool 8/11
TRAVELLING CAPS, Jaeger pure
. wool, can be worn in three

positions 2/6
MOTOR SCARVES, Jaeger pure

wool, suitable for men and
women, in white or colours .. 3/6

LEATHER WAISTCOATS, sleeveless 12/6
SIDECAR RUGS, a large variety in
many colourings, at 7/6, 9/6, and 12/6

SILKOLINE COATS, ladies, very
smart 35 /.

WAIST BELTS, made of strong
plaited leather. They are splendid
for keeping coat from ballooning

;

usually sold at 2/-; a limited
number only at 1 /3

GLOVES, strong brown hbrsehide,
with gauntlet, lined ; splendid
value 2/9

GLOVES, black Asbestol, with
knitted wool wrists, lined ... 6/6

GLOVES, black Asbestol, gauntlet,
lined g/n

GLOVES, black Asbestol, with large
gauntlet and side flaps, lined ... 9/6

GLOVES, black Asbestol, gauntlet,
with inuer wool wrists, very warm 9/3

GLOVES, fur, very smart 8/6
GLOVES, rubber, suitable to wear

inside another pair 2/6

Send to-day for illustrated lists.

H. TAYLOR & Co., Ltd.,
21a, STORE STREET,

Tottenham Court Road, LONDON, W.C.
'Phone—109,57, Central, Telegrams—

" Dynametro, VVestcent, London."

fair.

Q e: -r I -r at

lAYLORS

/^ASSS.—1913 6h.p. Trump-Jap and coachhuilt side-:^ car. 3-speed, Armstrong and clutch, B. and H
lamp, Jones, etc.; cost over £90; owner buying car-
bargain for cash, £70.

-iSS'S.-1913 T.T. 7h.p. Indian, clutch model, MiUer.
'^ lamp and accessories, just overhauled, very fast;.

CASS'S Motor Mart the car and cycle car specialists.
5, Warren St., Burton Ed., W. Tel.: 3624 May--

[5136''

A^ Well-known Motor Cycle Supplier!, carriage paid,
£?-,„E.P. a speciality. — Lamb's. 151. High St.!
\Niilthamstow. and 50, High Ed., Wood Green. (4779,!
/"lENUIiVE Bargains can be obtained for cash or'-" easy payments from Elce and Co., 16, Bishops-
sate Av., Camomile St., B.C. 'Phone: Avenue 5548.'

"T ATE 1910 F.E. Triumph, supplied new 1911,''Te?y
-«-' carelully used, exceptionally good condition.
equal to many 1912 machines: £26.-l'arker and":

"I
Q08 Jijh.p. Triumph, just tlioronghlv overhauled"

1

J-«^ throughout, good, sound, serviceable machine-
subject any examination and reasonable trial- £19 —
Parker and Son.

.

"I Q 12 F.E. Quadrant, SVJl.p., not ridden mora-,
-'-y than 600 miles since new. Dunlop tyres-
subject any examination and reasonable trial; must

'

clear, absolute bargain, £26.-Parker and Son, St.
Ives, Hunts. [5115

ABEE1-1EEN and District Agent for Scott, Levis,
P. and M. A.J.S., Matchless, and Sun, also

Premier cycle car; any other mak« supplied.—George-
Gumming, 165, Holbnrn St [3735
"DEGINNEES Come to HurUn'g E-xdiange, specialiats
-•-» for cheap motor cycles suitable for learners, wo
have them in- stock from £5 to £50.-HurUn and Co.,
295, Mare bt . Hackney. Tel.: Dalston 2989. [0411
QBOOND-HAND Motor Cycles.-We have a large stock
•s-r of machines in excellent condition at very low
prices to clear; send us your requirements and we will
guarantee to satisfy you.-The Morris Garages, O-iford.

"DEADBITBY, 1913, 2-.speed, chain and belt drive!-U brand new-, £49/10; Bradbury, 1913, free engine
model, shop-soiled, £44 ; Excelsior, 41/oli.p , 3-speed
aturmey-Archer gear, new, to clear fSl/l'O; Kex. 6h p.
tie Luxe, 1913, brand new, to clear £52.—Motor Co..
Hereford. [435^
yiNDEC Special, 3i/2h.p.. 1909, 1912 improvements

j°^„'!',,*"'^^.,''"'>l belt. £18: Moto-Eeve, 1913, 3-
speed, 2iai.p., like new, £33; Brown 1913 F.E light-
weight, shop-soiled, £36: Singer, ISIO'A, 3V.h.p. single
gear very reliable, £29/10; Euficld 6"li.p. '1912 com-
bination, heap valuable spares, £59; Hiimber 1912V.
2 speed, and sidecar, many accessories, £35; Hiimber'
2:4h.p, 1913, 3-speed, shop-soiled only, offers wanted-
no reasonable ofier refused either for cash or E P —
Lamb's^ 151 High St., Walthamstow, and 50, High
ltd.. Wood Green. [4780
"(ITESSRS. PALMEK and Kitson, South Eastern
,r- ,

Garage, Heme Hill, London, S.E., guarantee
all the following machines to be in running order -

aVoh.p. 1912 Zenith-Gradua, £33: Sh.p 1911 FN
£22: 2/rh.p. Clement, £9; 1912 New Hudson, 3-ppeed'.

'i'ln'^''^,;*,^^' y° ^''-P- 2--'!Pee<l N.S.H. and .sidecar
£32; 2U,h.p. Kerry, £9: 2i,yi.p. 1911 Motosacocha
£21: ah.p. 1908 N.S.U.. mag., £12: 4h.p. 1909V,. Boo
2-3pced, .sidecar, £22; SVdi.p. Kerry-Abingdon." 1911
2-specd sidecar, £30: 1909 Triimiph, £20- 1912 Tri-
umph, F.E., £40: 3i/,h.p. 1910 Biartbnrr, £18- 1910
K.erry-Ablugdon and sidecar, £28; 3h.p. 'Quadrant, £7.
Accessories.-New Exhaust whistles, 5/-- Mabon
clutch, suit lightweight, £2; Triumph pattern bars,
all 5 controls, 25/-: Pillion seat. 7/6; carbtiietters,
horns, inner tubes, covers, belts, etc. Write for lists.-
South-Eastern Garage, as above. [845V

CYCLE CARS.
"ETPMBEKETTES. water-cooled, in stock: write forJ-«- special exchange terms.—Towulev's Garage, Lan-
<==-'*fr- rX9220
\rOHGAIJ Runabouts.—Exchanges quoted against
-i-'J- any model.—Halifax Motor Exchange West-
gate, Halifax. - [0335

ALLUATS Midget; cost £150; used for demonstration
purposes only, with all accessories, etc.; £119 —

The Walsall Garage, Walsall. [X9966

"I
Ah.p. Singer, 1914, grey, complete with dynamo light--LV mg set, ready to drive away; £204/10.—Oording-

ley, Haslingdcn. Tel.: 2T. [S836
HUMEEEETTE, 8h.p., hood, screen, lamps, only, run

800 miles: first £60 secures; bought car.-Bo.Y
[S;7324,701, r/ic UMor Cijdc OfSce^, Coventry

HUMBERETTE, 1913 model, only run 500 miles,
complete hood, screen, lamps, horn, etc., like new;

£90
:

exchanges.— Cordingley, HaslingdPn. Tel. : 2T.
_ [X330
TTALIFAX.-G.W.K., Perrj-. Pew, Caltlmrpe Minor,
---*- and M,.rgan runabouts; prompt deliveries; ex-
changes accepted.— Halifax Motor Exchange, Westgate,
Halifax. [0391

quote the numher .-it the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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CYCLE CARS.
PALIIEU'S Giilagi-. Tor.tiiis. — Tlic lionie of tlie

|

Beiltlia; tluiuon?tr;ition c;tr nlnays nvailable.

PAI.JIKE'S Qaroae. Tii,tilis.—Si'le icnce-sicmlwiies for

tlie Iltitisli Kiiipiro (except IreUindl Bedclia c]-cle
j

card.

PAT>1IKB'S Garago, Tootine.—Tlie improvea Bedelio

will surprise you. X-'iwt. touifortable. original.

PAI.JIKE'S Garage. Tooting.—Tlie Bedelia ie now made
in two models only.

PALJIKE'S Gorace, TootinR.-8-lOli.p. streamline

t .rpedo Tibratiouleis Bcdolia. 104 sns.; SViliP-

model. 81 gus. Write tor Bedelia eatiilogue.-

PAI.MKIi'S Garage. Tcotinp.—Tlie famous Bedelia Las

stood the te.st3 ot time and euduruuee.

PAI,MKR'S Garage. Tooting.-Call and tiy a Bedelia.

Instruction free to purUiasers.

PALMKU'S Garage. Tooting, liare always led the way
in cycle cars. Write for illustrated comprelien^iye

booklet.

PALMER',S Garage. Tooting.—The largest and most
Yiiricd stock of cycle cars extant.

PALMEK'S Garage. Tooting.-A'L'bp. 1911
touring moJel, torpedo body; £25.

PAliJlEB'S Garage. Tc.Ptiug.-8-lOh.p. 1912
torpedo, streamline racing model ; £55.

PALMEU'S Garage Tc oting.-SVL-li.p- 1913
touring model. ?bop-s.'.iled. brand new; £65,

81 gus.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 8-lOli.p. Huinbeiette,

1913. 2 cvls., live axle, fully equipped, aa new;
£95.

PALMER'S Oarage. Tfc.tinR.-6-8h.r. I'llffinix quad-
i ar. lias I'afnir w.c. engine ; ofleic;.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.-8-lOb.p. 1913 brand
new Lluo sociable, J.A.r. engine, beautiful bucket

body: £95.

PALMER'S Garage. Tootiug.-6-lOh.p. 1913 Autouio-
bilette, 5-seat.. shop-soiled, brand new: £100, or

ofler.

PALMER'S GaraSTP. Tooting.—1913 Baby Peugeot,
5-lOh.p-. fullv irniipped." new; chop-soiled only;

list, pri.e £160. sell loi £135.

PALMER'S -Garase. Trotiug.—8-lOh.p. Duo cycle car,

soci.ible. .T.A.P., fitted supplementary 2-.spee<l; £65.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Sjle eclliag agents Globe
light curs at reduced prices. Write for booklet.

PALMER'S Garage, T0oting.-6-8h.p. 1913 Globe
sociable, fast, leliuWe: value fU7/lD. cost £152.

PALMER'S Oarage, Tooting.—9h. p. Turner light petrol

car. uiodern. oomfortuble. uiauy extras: £75.

PALMEK'S Garage and Jlotor Auction Roams. Mer-
tou Tram Teriiunns. Titoting (20 uiius. Tictr.ria,

10 mins. Wimbledon) Motor 'buses 48, 49. 66. 107.

and I..C.C. trams pass doors. 'I'hone: 208 Streatlcuti
[5126

DELIVEET from stock, A.C., lOh.p., 4-cyl., £175;
other models 7 d.avs; Swift, 7h.p., £140; cxcbanges.

—Cordingley. sole North Lancashire agent, IIaslingd,-u.

Tel.: 2y. CX828

A.C. Sociable, 1913. complete with hood and side lamps.
hotKl. screen, speeaoinoter, etc., condition as new

;

bargain, £68.—Colmore Depot, 49, John Bright St.,

Birmingham. [X818

WALL Tricarriage. 5h.p. Precision engine, 2 speeds,
luxurious 2-seat, iKuly. hood, screen, lamps, etc.,

new teres; cost £110. £55.—The Piemier Motor Co.,
Ltd.. Aston Rd.. Biriiungh;im [0356

MOTORETTE, 1912, 6-7h.p., water-cooled, 2 speeds,
1 haio drive, nearly new I 'iiulop tyres, hood and

wind s'lecn. guaranteed perfeit; £55.—The Premier
Motor Co.. Ltd., Ast.in Rd., Binniugham. [0350

MOTORETTE. 1912. 6-7h.p,, water-cooled, 2 speedc. I

chain drive, 700x80 and 650x65 llunl.ip tyres,

oomph't-- with hood, screen, lamps, etc. ; £55.—The Pre-

1

mier ]\lot,.>r Co., Ltd., Aston Rd.. Biruiipgliaiii. [0376

.

BEHELIA Tandem Cycle Car, 8-lOh.p.. air-cooled.
1912 complete with hood, .screen, lamps, etc.;

co^t £120. in good running order; sacrifici £38. -Exeter
Motor Cycle and Light Car ' Co.. Ltd., 7. Bath Rd..

,

Exeter. [0418
]

TRICARS FOR SALE.
4h.p. Watson-Ashford Tricar, 2 speeds, new tyres,. wheel

st'cring, handle starting; £10.—F. Craig, Lyming-
tOD Terrace, Waterhouscs, Durham. [X761

SIDEtARS AND FORECARS.
COLLAPSABLE Sidecar. "(Vatsonian, shop-soiled only;

list £12/12, ofSers.-The Walsall Garage, Walsall.
[X9957

SIDECAR Bodics.-We have a few shop-soiled bo<lies
from 27/5.-Eriglit and Hayles, 73, -Church St..

OamherweU. [5123

MOSTOOJIERy Coaihbuilt Sidecar. £18/18 model,
'iiiu nl, jit too miles; £6/6:—Moss, St. George's

,

Mews, I'rimftse Hill. [5078
|

SIDECAR (Tn/ncrj ; cost £12. sacrifice, £8: new.
mnnot take delivery.—Box L3.436, ThcMotor CycU

OIBces. 20, Tutior St., E.G. [4623

CANOELET. Swan, and Middleton record breaking
|

sidecar.—Sole wholesale agent Loudon, Rey, 378-
384, Eu-tou Ed., and 173. Gt. Portland St., W. [3533

RECISTEROJ

I

PRACTICAL ^SO^L RELIABLE
|

ACCESSORIES

Largo size, similar to above, but with
screwed front, 21/-.

I

Fig. 8/0. Small size, suitable for sidecar, 13/6.

ThcbC lamps are well and strougly made, and of
|

correct design to give the best and most efiective I

light. They aie fitted with adjustable focus I

I
arrangements, and are suitable for all riding |

conditions.

THE NEW 'H.H.'

I
COMBINED BELT PUNCH & CUTTER.

This is a new
mo d e 1 fully

patented and

made in best

possible ma-

terials. O f

immense
strength. Very

easily operated

I.

See that it

bears H.H.
Trade Mark.

The one move-

ment cuts and

punches the

belt without

possibility of

error.

It embodies

the results of

two years' ex-

perience.

SOLE SALES
AGENCY.

THE H.H. MIXA FAN.

Fits into the Induction Pipe. Price 1 /j each.

I

for Safety's sake fll an H.H. Electric Rear Lamp,

Shown in position on carripr.

Fig. 365 R. Complete Lamp. 7/fi each,

{fulu lists on request.
I

A. H. HUNT,
i 115-117, CANNON STREET, E.C.

M
M
M
M

SIDECARS AND FORECARS.
IDULETON'S Record-breakins' Sidecars.

IDDLETON'S Earwic won Class D, breaking 10
mile reeord. Brooklanda, rider 15. B. Ware.

IDDLETON'S Earuis won 5 firsts at Brighton
races, rider E. B. Ware.

IDDLETON'S Sidecars—laslest, strongest, and
most reliable in the world.

MIDDLETON '3 Fnll List ol World's Records, gold

medals, cups. etc.. on application.

AUSTRALIAN Middleton Agents, Hinds, corner

Young and Bridge Sts., Sydney.

FRENCH Middleton Agents, Douglas Bros., 190,

Boulevard Pereire. Paris.

HOLLAND Middleton Agents, T. Meyer, 27.

Dennenweg, The Hague, Holland.

LONDON Middleton Agents, Rev, 173, Gt. Portland

St.. and 378-384, Euston Rd.

MIDDLETON'S, wholesale, export, sidecar manu-
laeturers, shippers, 27, Stroud t;rcen Rd.,

Fmsbuiy Park, London, N. 'Phone ; 1584 Hornsey.
• ' ' [2464

PHCENIX Sidecars from £4/17/6 to 14 gn?. :
write

tor catalueue, fuMy illustrating the various models.

PHOSNIX Sidecars.—See our latent design iindcr.xlung.

chassis, coaehbuilt eidecar; 10 BUS.; easy terms

arranged.

PmaSNIX Sidecars on liire; exchanges made; ecod

prices allowed tor other makes in exehange.

PHCENIX Sidecars, eecoud-liaiid; we have always a

large selection from 50/-: weekly list published.

PHtENIX Sidecars are built as sidecars should be,

our leputatiou is a guarantee; see testimouiala.

PHCHNIX Sidecara.-lOO complete sidecars always on

show; call, write, or 'phone.

I'
JHQiNIX Sidecars are manufactured throughout in

oar own works; originators of the Phcenix Trimu
forecar. popular throughout the world.

PHCENIX Sidecar Dept. IPrtipi,^. Pha-nix Slotois,

Ltd.. established 18891 736. llolloway Rd.. and
14 5. 6. Criterion Mews. Loudon. -N. Tel. : jiornsey
' 449. Telegram- : Pacemaker,?. Londoa. 19774

THE Cosicar New 2-6eat. Sidecar, patent applied for.

coach-built, cane, and wicker,-Uaiucar Mnnulm--

,1 turing Co., 10, G«n ,St.. Anooate, Manchester. i0549

I
ClTOlCES and Holt, Ltd.. Leicester, w-hotoale makeiv

O ,.f every description of sideeiir bodies and 'liii'jji'-:

I special designs quoted for. Write for catalogues. [0190

MAUDE'S Portland Wicker Car, cost £7, has not

done l.ouo miles, complete; £4; can be seen

I bv appointment.—Box L3,540, Tlic Motor Cy^lc

Offices, 20, Tudor St., E.C. [5135

I

p.M.C. Sidecars, from £5/17/6 to f 1_0'1<? :..,™[|,'? „*°,5

catalogue fullyillnstrating the various models and

patent P.M.O. (luickflt cjupliugs.-Tlie Premier Mrtor

Co.. Ltd., Aston Rd., Birmingham. [0154

CONVERSIONS, alterations, repairs. — Being actual

makers of coaehbuilt, cane and wicker sldei-iir

inwiie= we also repair and convert to latest modele
;
100

1,1 dies always in stock.-Bam^dcn and Co., 17. f't-

Ancoats. Manchester. Tel.: City 4452. [0355

ENGINES.
-1 Oil Res 6h.p. Twin Engine, mechanical valves. Bo.-Him mag., V. aurt'li. carbuietter. perlert order: £9/10.

—Johnson, 44. Clarendon St., Earlsdon, Coventry. [X813

REX 6h.p. 1912 Twin Engiu.!, Bosch mag., perfci t

condition, £14: 1913 brand new 6-7h.p. twin en-

gine le-^s magnet i. very powertiil, fuit cycle car. £14.—
Hijlland. Clarendon St., Coventry. [X5547

CARS FOR SALE.

SINCiKR Li^'ht Car. lOh.p.. 1914. for immediate di-
"
livety.-IJcy. 378. Euston RJ. (4009

VIOLTJT-ITOUY. 2-cyl.. water-cooled, friction drive,

detachable wheels: £142/10.—Sole concessionnaiio.

Rey. 378. Euoton Rd. (4012

Mh.p. B.S.A., smart, little modern touring fat, first-

class condition, all accessori.>i: £110 cash; would

niauge part exchange.—4, Crescent Orove, Clapliaiu

Common, S.W. [5117

1 Ol'' 15h.r. Uarraeq Touring Car, fitted ho.id, screen,

XV 5 lamiis. speedometer. Stepney wheel, in excellent

order; accept £75 cash, or consider motor hike in part

exchange.- 172, Upper Richmond Rd., East SLeen._'=»\.
[5063

BROOK. 28h.p., fine touring car or chassis, wi md
make spl.ndid commercial vehicle, gate change, live

axle, Jioseh mag., 4 speeds and reviree. Stepney <oni-

T.kt.', [lan and oil lami>s, speedometer, in exceptionally

good Older: £100, bargain; photo: wanted, good modern
motor cycles or cvcle car part payment.—Suiitli. 45.

Wherstead Rd., Ipswich. - [.V731

BVRn.VTNS.—N;ipier char-a-banc, new torpedo body,

sr.it. 15. il75: Helannayliclleiille dill... fl'<5:
li.lauiiav laii.laalet. £125: E.I.A.T. ditto. £176. liaml-

-i.iue ,ar: Napier, taxi. £60: Uarraeq ditto. £5p : C.^iar-

lon landimlet. £50; Brasier laudaulet, £50: Napier tor-

pedo, 40h.p., 6-cvl.. live axle. £176; Wolseley 2*eat..

oUtr-; Clement-Tiilbot. torpedo body, £120.—Star and
(iarter Garane, Kcw Bridge. Brentforu. Tel.: 1031 Chin-

wick. [0232

All lettei-s reltiting to adverti'-enients should qu'jte the number at the end of c:ich advei-tisement. and the date of the issue. A57
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CARS FOR SALE.
PALilEK'S Garage and ilotor Auction Rooms, Toot-

ins-

PAJJilEK'S Garage. Tooting.—The pre-eminent place
for purchasing automobiles of all kinds.

PALISIER'S Garage, Tooting.-^Aactions fortnightl:
Next three sales, Jan. 7th, Jan, 21st, and Peb.

4th, at 2 o'clock. Entries invited.

PALMER'S Garage. Tooting.—Write for auction
. catalogue and comprehensive illustrated booklet.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Smart Uttle 10-12h.p.
Darracq side entrance car, £ 35 ; also 2-seat.,

£50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.— 10-12h.p. Huniber cab-
iandaulet, mag., gate, line order; £75.

ir>ALMERS Garage, Tooting.—8h. p. Sizaire-Naudin.
-a. low-built 2-seat., running condition, requires
adjustments; £25.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Four Mercedes cars
in stock; prices, £50 to £100. Write for

detail.

PALjMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Very fine 20-28h.p.
Darracq, double Iandaulet, superb body; £100.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—20-28h.p. Darracq,
long chassis, side change speed lever, mag.,

guaranteed drivable condition; £27/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Several delivery vans
in stock: 7-llh.p. Panhard, £30; 15h;p. Hum-

ber, £75: 12h.p. Clement, £65. Also many others.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15h.p. Mors, long, side
entrance, low built, live axle; £175.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—r4-18h.p. Beaufort
Iandaulet, quiet, speedy, good order; £45.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—12-I4h.p. F.I.A.T.
Iandaulet, seats 4 inside, monobloc, 1910 type;;

£150.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—10-12h.p. Humber, 4
cyl., smart little car; £30.

PALMERS Garage, Tooting.-14-16h.p. Belsize Ian-
daulet, 4-cyl., gate, live axle; £75,

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—14-1 6h.p. Leader
light 4-cyl. limousine, nice body; £30.

T>ALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—15-20h.p. Paige tor-
i pedo type 1912 touring car, hood,

_ screen ; £110.

PALMERS Garage, Tooting.—16-24h.p. Mutel, side
entrance, 4-cyl., drivable conditjon; £20.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—10-12h.p. Darracq cab-
landaulet, nice running condition; £27/10.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—8h.p. Rover 2-seat.,
with dickey, hood, screen, re-painted; £50.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.~12h.p. Forman little

car, 4-seat., nice condition; £45.

PALMER'S Garage, Tooting.—Sole address, L. N.
Palmer's Garage and Motor Auction Rooms,

Merton Tram Terminus. Tooting (20 mins. Victoria,
10 mins. Wimbledon). Motor 'buses 48, 49, 66, 107,
;:nd L.C.C. trams pass doors. 'Phone : 208 Streatham.

[5127
IGNITION APPLIANCES.

OSOH Magneto, suit eingle-cyl. machine; 32/6.—A.
Slack, 46, Inverness Place, Cardiff. [X322

ACCUMULATORS Repaired and made as new; Trork
guaranteed: liberal allowances for old cells in tx-

change for new; lists free.—Richford, 153, Fleet St.,

London. [5265

HOVT to Make our New Rapid High Tension Magneto.
—Working drawings, instructions, 2/6, with eas.t-

ii'igs, 15/- (stamp).—Loveland Bros., 97, Approach Rd .

Biixton. [5106

MANCHESTER. — Magneto Repairs.—Magneto re-

pairs of every description,) Eosuh magnetos a

speciality, re-winding, le-magnetising, etc. ; all repair^
guaranteed, avoid tinkerers and so-called experts

;

catalogue; spare - parts in stock. Repairs to coils and
accumulators. Large stock of second-hand magneton .—
.1. H. Rnnbaken, ajagneto Specialist, 7, Peter St..

Minchester (Tel. : 6111 City) , sole Northern repre-

L-Tutative for the Eisemann Magneto Co. [0404

BELTS.
ELITE.—We have a special clearance line of

genuine Lyso belts, fully guaranteed by the
manulacturers, % 1/- per ft. (list price 2/1), al)

lengths in stock.

IpLITE.—Wood-Milne belts, %iu. lod.. 3,iin. lid.,
J rflin. 1/-. l>i,in. 1/6.

17 LITE.—Continental belts, genuine 1913 stock, lin.
^ 1/4 per it.."%in 1/1 ft., ^/Jn. lid. per ft., ^in.

1 T'.dr per ft. any lengths.

I?LlTE. — 15% allowance on old belts ofl Avon,
-i Midland. J>ermatine, etc.—Elite Rubber Co., 260,

t'oldharbouT Lane, Loi ^hborongh Junction, S.W.
I'lione: 2042 Brixton. Lisrt on application. [9069

SITUATIONS VACANT.
REPRESENTATIVE wanted by l.-ading firm of manu-

liif/turtfs for London and Midlandc-; only a pinart
and en'.-rgetu; man with a good connection and thoroughly
wJl-knowD in the motor, cycle, and tyre trade need
apply.—Reply, piving full particular-, salary reauired,
and in what cfjpacitv previously engaged, etc., to Box
L3.631. The Motor t^i/cle Oflices, 20, Tudor St.. E.G.

[5077

B

LOOK BEFORE YOU LEAP
otherwise, deal with a firm of repute.

We are now booking orders for

A.J.S., Triumph, Indian, Enfield, etc..

Motor C^'cles. Singer, Perry, Standard,

Humberette, Ford, Morgan, etc., Light Cars.

Big; Bargains.
igi2 BRADBURY, 3* h.p., 2-speed counter-

shaft, cost £60 '
. . 29 Gns.

1913 S h.p. MATCHLESS, kick starter, and
sidecar 50 Gns.

iqi2 =-speed ENFIELD 21 „

1912 ,, „ 25 „
igi2 „ „ 28 „

191 2 Free engine TRIUMPH, as new .. 30 „

1913 ,. TRIUMPH, „ ..36 „
I9i2 6h.p. REX Sidecar and spares. . .. 37 „

1912 2| h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed, free engine 32 „
1913 2i h.p. DOUGLAS, 2-speed . . .

.

36 „

1909 TRIUMPH, just overhauled .. . . 17 „
6 h.p. BAT and sidecar 20 „
1912 CENTAUR 15 „

BEDELIA 25 „

REX 9 „
19126 h.p. ZENITH .. . •• • 30 „

40 YEARS' REPUTATION.

BIGGEST DEALERS IN THE SOUTH.

JULIAN,
84, Broad Street, READING.

Phone 1024.

M

YOUR NEW MOUKT
SHOULD BE BOUGHT

THROUGH

NYE'S^
WHY?

Because you can get immediate delivery

of most models. Bxcellent and Liberal

Exchange Allowances for your present

machine. Your new machine can also

be purchased out of Income. A
£10 note down and the balance to

your convenience within 12 months,
or your old mount as Deposit and the

balance out of Income just as you
please. Your qustom is required and
Nye's await your instructions. Communi-
cate to-day. Call, Write, 'Phone 3625
North. As you please.

Perhaps a sidecar is wanted. Nye's have
many new models latest shapes in Wicker,
Cane, Coach, from £6 upwards. Second-
hands from J&3«

Illustrations and prices on request.

50 second-hand mounts at all prices, £8
to £TO. I/ist Free.

NYE'S 16, Hampstead Road,

TOTTENHAM CT. ROAD, LONDON.
Phone—3625 North.

CONSULTING ENGINEERS.
EXPEBT Report*;.—Purcells send experts t-o esarain^

machines within 30 miles; 10/6, plus faiee.—784
Charlotte St., Fitzroy Sq., W. (See advertieement.)

[4436

PATENTS.
INTENTIONS are no use unless you can ehow welll

made manufactured mode!?. S. N. Erayshaw "ha^
a light mechanism department, well staSed, and withj
the most modern phmt for such -n-ork as typeTViitdrs/i
cinematographs, time recorders, etc., also Tvorking models!
of inventions.—Write for li^t 48F. to S. N. Erayshaw.T
2, Mulberry St., Huhme, Manchester. [4613^

TYRES.
'VT-^^I^ES'-~^0'- allowed on old covere, part paymeii^
1T± for heavy Continental, Peter-Union, KempshallJ
Pedley. Clincher, etc.—136, Great Portland" St., Lon-'
don, W. [2137'1

7//? Allowance Guaranteed for old tyres for best J
' " quality 2i/i or 2V2in. Avon, Continental, Kemp-

shall, Hutchinson ; liberal allowance for others. All jmakee supplied.—Taylor's Tyre Stockists, 21a, Store St.,|
w.c. [Q132J
TYRES, Tyres.-Our telegraphic address is " Tyres,'

our speciality is tyres. New lists of all makes }
ready ; trade only.—Graham and Co., Vine St.,

'

Birmingham. [6679
j

MOTOR Cycle and Car Tyres, new prices for 1-914:
Dunlops, Micljelins, Continental, Avon, etc.; send

ior lists, save money.—Graham, Vine St., Birmingham.
Liberal allowance for old covers. [0401

MOTOR Cyclists, prepare for the winter.—AVe will re-
tread your motor cycle covers with a t'ocd heavy

rubber-studded tread, together with new insertion; for
10/-: and a special tread, suitable for driving wheel,
12/6 each.

MOTOR Cyclist^.—Send us your covers before they
so too far.

OTOR Cyclists.—Do you require new covers ? We
offer you exceptional value as follows

:

BRAND New Covers, size 26in.x2in. and 2i,2in-

Suction Cup non-skid rubber tread, at 12A6 and-
15/- each rfspectively.

BRAND New Eubber-fitudded Non-skid covers, size
26in.x2in. and 2'/2in., at 14/6 and 16/- each respec-

tively.

WE Can Offer You one of the finest covers out for
18/6 each (everyone else sells them at 22/6 each).

We make a charge of 6d. each cover extra for postage,
owing to our competitive prices.

WE Have on Hand several excellent Dunlop and
HiclielJn vrired edge covert^, size 26in.x2^in.,

which have been used for te^^tiug purposes, from 5/- 'to -

10/- each; beaded edge ditto. .

PLEASE Write Us. Send us your requirements, and
we will willingly forward any goods on 7 days' ap-

proval and return cash in full if not fully satisfied.
Tlii^: if; our method of doing business.

KINDLY Note-—We do not send samples.-Redfleld
Rubber Company, Bristol. T.A. : Rubber, Bristol.

Tel.: 3577. [X26

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.-For great reductions and
special value in brand new clearance 1913 Clinchers,

the tyre that is famous the world over for quality,
rer^iliency, durability, and non-f^kidding properties. ilEike
the Clincher your safeguard.—See below for approval
terms.

LEG6atE. Edinburgh.—Ciearanc6.—1913 Clincher
Dreadnought, very heavy, rubber studded, beaded

covers, 26x2 30/-. list £2/4/6: 26x21^ 32/6. U^t £2/7/3;^
26x2>/2 35/6, liet. £2/10. The Dreadnought is specially
designed for use on fast touring machines and has a
tread half an inch thick.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—Clearance.—1913 Clincher De
Liixe heavy rubber studded, beaded cover.':, 26x2%,

to fit 2V4 rims, 27/6, list £2/1 : 26x21/0 29/6, list £2/2/9.
,

A cut^torner writes: " Btave now run the 26x2% ' De
Luxe ' tyre which I bought from you 6,896 miles on
my Triumph, aad the tread still looks quite .fit .for a
considerable mileage yet. It is the best value I have
ever struck."

LEGGATE. Edinbiirgh.-CIearance.-1913 Clincher A.
Won, heavv rubber studded, beaded covers, 26x2"'

21/-, list 31/6; 26X21;^ 23/-. list 34/-; 26x21/, 23/-,
list £2/1/6.

LEGGATE. Edinburgh.—Clearance.—1913 Clincher A
Won, heavy, ribbed, beaded covers, 26x214 17/-,

list 28/6: 26x21/5 21/-, list ;32/6.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—Clearance.—1913 Clincher E.,
heavy, rubber studded, beaded covers, 26x2^/4

120/-, and 26X21,!. 20/-.

LEGGATE. Edinburgh.—Clearance.—1913 .heavy Clin-
eher tubes, brand new, 26x2 6/6, 26x214 6/6,

26x2% 6/6, 26x2Vo 7/-; list almost double.

LEGGATE, Edinburgh.—Above goods are all brand
new, and sent anywhere on 7 days' approval against

cash, which will be refunded in full if goods not approved
oL

LEGGATE and Company, Motor Cycle Specialists, 15,
Slateford Rd., Edinburgh. 'Phone: Central 3195.

[5:786

1 Q13 'Stock of Tyres now offered at ridiculous clear-
-L «/ ance price-.?. — Avons. Sunstones, Midlands,
Britannies, etc., all eizes from 15/-; send for lists.-
Hurlin and Co., 295, Mare St., Hackney. Tel. : Dalston
2989. [0414

V58 All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end of each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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ELITK.— Ivempslmll heavy anti-elrid coverfi,

26/-, \Ui 37(6: 28x3 40/-. list prii-e 63f-;

EUTE.-
4; 9.

ELITE.
45/6

E^

TYRES.
ELITE Hubber Ca., 260. ColdhnrbPur Lane, Lonph-

boro' Ju;iction. S.W.—We liave the following

aret'ial clearauee linee ill motor cytle eoveivt. ctf..

perfectly new. and are cfferin? (>anie at excei'tionally

low prit-es for end of season sale; oil gocds tent on 7
days' iiitproval niiainst caeh.

ELITK.—Kenipsliall lieuvy NS. covere. 1913 fitock.

26x2Vi 39,'6, Ito-t 52/6: 26x21.^ 44/6. list 56/6;
28x3 60/-. liet orice 87/6; 650x65 47/6, list 72/6.

ELITE.—Avon 650x65 bearv sqnare tread covers.

22/G; steel-stiuMed. 35/-: combination, 35/-: Mid-
Iiiiid cycle car covers, 650x65. 25/- eacb.

EMTE.—Avon ribbed covers, 26x2. 2Vi, and 2\i-.

fully guaranteed. 11/6 each.

anti-elrid coverfi, 26x2Vi
suitable

for 1913 Indian.

ELITE.— Pwlley heavy moulded covers. 26x2'/'. to

ftt. 2i,i rims, 35/-, liet 53/-.

ELITE.—Dunlop ribbed 26x2 15/6, stiidded 20/-.

28x2 ribbed 20/-.

-Genuine Clinilier extra heavy tubes. 26x2
26x2Vi 5/3. 26X2U' 5/6.

TE.—Clincher de Luxe, 26x2% 37/6, list price
6: Clincher. B grade, 26x21^ 23/6. list '<;7/b-

ELITE.—HutclTinson passenger covers, 26x21,4 32/6.
26x2'.2 '34/-, suitable for 5b. p. machines

ELITE.—Extra heavv 26x2',o w.o. N.S. covers 20/-
list price 35/-; Pcdley, 26x2'/^j w.o. N.S. 12/6

LITE.-Continental T.T. coverc. 26x21;^. 21/3. list

priif* 28/-: 26x2V», 23/-, liot price 30/3; 26:^3in.,

30/3. li.-^t 39/9.

ELITE.—Midland extra heavy covers, 26x2^ 25/-,

list 36/-; 26x2',;. 27/6, list 40/-: 3,000 miles
guarantee given by nianulacturers.

ELITE Offer 15% allowance ofE list price for old
cavers off oi" auy of the following mabe^ : Con-

tinental, Kempshall, Avon. Palmer, etc. Michelin.
Dunlop, Hutchinson, in stock.

LITE.—Special line in red motor cycle tubes: 26x
ZVi 4/9. 6/9 butted: 26X2V-.. 5/3, 28X21A 6/6.

28x21/2 7/6. 28X2^4 7/6.

ELITE.—Motor cycle covere retreaded by our special
I pTOoess: special heavy 17/6. heavy 12/6. medium

10/-, lubber-Btudded. bauds nu^ranleed not to come
off; price list on application.—Elite Rubber Co., Lough
boro' Junction. S.W. 'Phone: 2042 Brixton. [9072

PATENT AGENTS.

J.
E. S. LOCKWOOD, Patent Agent, 3, Kew
Birmingham,— Guide and price book free. [4576

FLETCHER WILSON, of Coventry. Chartered Patent'
Anent and motor cycle patents specialiet. Moderate

inclu<<i\e charges. [4388

fOW to Patent Inventions,-Particulars and advice
free.—King, Registered Patent Agent, 165, Queen

A'ictoria St., London. [2920

BIRMINGHAM.—Harold J. C. Forrester. Chartered
Patent Agent.—Expert attention to inventiont? re-

lating to automobiles, cycle cars, motor cycles, and
cycles—Central House, 75, New St. Tel.: Central 6484.
Pamphlet poet tree. [2455

FINANCIAL.
TRADERS TCQuiring loans, repayable on easy termp,

or requiiiug partners, or \vi>hing to dispot^e of

busine.-^. should apply to Traders' Mutual Pioteiti.in

Society, 4. Ludgate Cirou.^. London. Extension oi

credit, financial u'4^i^tan^;e, etc., cau also be arranged
Strictci^t privacy. Distance no object. [0378

THE Proprietor of British Patent No. 21.228, of 1902,
for ' Miitor cycle frames?." is desirous of entering,'

into arrangemont-s with British manufacturers with a

view to tbe sale or rommcrcial exploitation of the in-

vention protected by the said Letters Patent- Intere+^tPil
|

parties are invited to communiiate with the undersigm-d
for further particulars.-Henry Skerrett. Chartered Pat- iit

Agt'nt, 24. Temple Row. itirmingham. [5128

PURCELLS
THE iTURMEY ARCHER.

E^

Tnr Sjieciftl Values
mill UwiJy Delivorica.

LONDON STOCKISTS

BRADBURY
PARTS. Trade & Retail.

Sole West Eud Agents
lor 11 16

VfOTORIA MOTOR CYCLES
19M Mo.iels with I'l-crisioii Engines. 'J h.v- Twi<-si'ced,

25 GiiK. ;i^ h.ii. Thrco siu-cit. £48. I'-oi.U or.lorsiiow for

tln"^i' iilH-m'.nii'iinl vnliirs M-" fnr New l?!-! Modflii of

P.&M.'S.DOUGLAS.TRIUMPHS.
N.S.U.. ENFIELDS, 2ENITHS,

BRADBURYS, RUDGES, and

The New BIG F.N.

Ask for photos ami fiillspL-cifU-ationtof

a nninlier of Ijuruaiiis in seooiiu ha.ni niuiler

ami rombiiiatioiis

New Tanlem Sidecar and Welded Chassis.

No luHs. Nu bra/.iiiK. Wc;ik I'urts elimiiiut(.'il.

llrealiOge impossible

Tandem Sidecir £15 with
4 couplint:s.

Pioiectilo Sid cars £10 lOs.

We can uive earliest delivery

of AUTO WHclELS
Price £16 16s Call and sea

them. Art catalogue iue-

Wa have an oxy-aceiylene

wfldiag plant, and power-
driven machiiiory. Let na
ciuote you for overhauls, re-

pairs, and special littiugs.

LowoaC pricta. satisfactory work t'uaiantetd.

w
w
w

'Phone : 2687 Way fair. Wires: Ptircellim, Londoa.
Showrooms and \Vork5' Hours, 8-7 ; Saturdays

8-1 ; later by appointment.

H^

INSURANCE.
Motor Cycle and ' Cycle Car Insuranres apply.FOR

rooo4
AUTO Cycle Union.—InsuraDie and free iiiembershii)

—Adarna, Insurance Broker, 38, Cbuieh St., SIipl-

field. [2826

1 Q^'l Prospcirtusefl for Motor Cyclistti.—We offer bewt
XJ/ rates obtainable; aelul for particulars.—Hnrlin

Hackney. Tel.: l)al»ton 2969.
[0412

WANTED.

obtainable
295. Mare St.,

N-^bY.:
2-speed, to fit Brovn,
I'lymouth.

cbenp.—S. F<njt, Xotte
[X707

Briggs, 65, Slinke-
[X710

80, Hieh nd..
fX7877

for ca^^b.-Olduijiu,
[X706

1912 2.*ipeed Vb.p. Indian.-
Es«cx. [4885

A COMBINATION, must be dieap for easL.—Edcin-
ton. 19, I/.-wia Urove, Lewicbatn.. [4942

LEVIS, 2i,<;h.p., eood bill.cliuiber.

.=I>care Av.. Batb.

ACCKSSOEIES.-Morgan and Jluxwcll.
Strcatham, IX)ndon.

DOUriLAS. 191J. 2-specd model,
77. Brixton Hill, London.

WANTED for casb,
Tippind. Mistley,

JF YOU WANT THE BEST IN THE WEST

mmiM.^.
GUARANTEE TO
SUPPLY IT,

From large stocks and bis forward contracts

ensuring prompt delivery at exact date
required of Machines above the average for

class, quality, atid keen value.

SOLE AGENTS
FOR:

A.J.S.,
Douglas,
Indian,
Enfield,

Matchless,
Triumph,
Sunbeam,
P.& M.
Lea-Francis,
New-Hudson
Motor Cycles
and Humberette
Cycle Cars.

SPECIAL
OFFERS

THIS WEEK.
1914

DOUGLASES any model

for immediate

delivery.

SCOTT, 1913,

little used, perfect

throughout, all

accesr:ories. £43*
No Offers.

THE MORRIS
GARAGES,

OXFORD.

WANTED.
ANTED, modern combination, cbcap, 3'/ih.p.—65,

Cliurcli St., Ecclea, near ilanchet^er. [5112

ANTEP. motor cycle, complete, le.--* engine; cheap.

l'bilil>.«, 53, Talbot Bd., Bny*wilter. [6130

ANTED. 1912 )) .uitlas, for ca.*.—Write, stating
.

lowest price, 29, lluri(,cbnl Ed., Lee, Kent. [X756

WALL Auto-wheel; will buy second-hand.-OUcra
to Hobredo, 22. Khodesia Edi, Olapham.

London. [5133

WANTE11. clutcb, lamp, 2-speea, speedometer, car-

hui.tter; chcap.-mencutlirn, HigbBeld Ed., ^^nl-

tnn.on-Tlmmcs. [X784

WAXTEIJ, 1913 Morgan, .spot cash, or exchange for

1912-13 3«.b.p Zenith motor cycle and cash ad-

justiueut.—Henderflon, 58a, Sidney St., Cambridge. [i.7S?

WANTED, Triumph, 1906. or near, with mag., and
good condition; Croydon diBtrict.-Rei)ly, T\;ltll

full particubire, B.A.S., 5, Snu St., i'iusbury '''I-; lij^

W.VNTEll, 1913 B.S.A., 2-»liccd madiine, in part

l.iiviii.iit against 1914 B.S.A. : ^ve can allow ap-

IMdXiiUiitcly £48 for good machincs.-La^tons, Bn|.slcr,

O.xun. [X.76t<

WANTED, your preaent machine in part exchange

for a 1914 model of any make, early deliyerie.',

aud good prices nlloived.—Elce and Co., 16, Bishjps-

gate Ay., Camomile St., London, E.C. [0364

CONTTSESIONS.—Have your high-powered motor cyela

conyerted into a ttrst-class cycle car. We are th«

originatore of this movement, and coniequeutly the

specialists. Send details oi your mount, and »e auot«

vou.—Hurlin and Co., 295, Mare St.. Hackney Tel.;

balston 2989 10413

PRIVATE Owners wi.sliing to dispose or exchange
their motor cycles, cycle cars, and light cars,

should send to us; sellers will find a reliable and quick

market, private treaty, or auctijn as prefened ;
we have

clients waiting at home and iu the colonies, and will

buy for spot cash approved machines, or sell on com-

mission ; if buying a new machine we can Quot^ you

lowest inclusive terms.—Address. Morgou and Ma.\«ell,

London Motor Sales Rooms. 80 High Ed., Strealbaui

London, the best market for Imyers and scllele. [X6669

EXCHANGE.
PIANO riayer, by Boyd, Ltd., London, with 16 rolls

music, splendid instrument, value £15: accepj d-

cent -^'ag. motor cycle in exchange.—Aitbur, 10,

ton St., Paisley.

MAUDES' Carburetter Exchange. — Binks, 45/-;

B and B., 30/-: Senspray, 42/-; Amnc, 30/-.

Good allowances lor old carburetters.- 136, Gre.'it

Portland St.. W.

CLYNO, 5.61i.p., 2.speed gear, just like new,

Mills-FuUord spring wheel sidecar to match :
would

exchange lower power and cash; call and see it.—125,

London Bd., Manchester. [0399

1011 Bex, 6h.p., F.E., 2 speeds, complete with all

i-U spares, very little used, perfect- exchange for

lightweight, Douglas preferred, or sell £30. - Bunn.

Churchfleld St., Smethwick, Stalls. [X323

1013 6h.p. Clyno Combination, spare wheel, epeed-

i-iJ ometer, watch, horn, lamp, all of the best, only

done 100 miles, for light car. cash adjustment.-Taverner,

Jockey Hotel, Wood Green, Wednesbury. [X722

EXCH-VNGE fur modern speed gear combination, any

good make, a His Master's Voice cabinet grand

gram.iphoue, £50 im<lel, perfect condition, as new; nc

rubbish.-Box No. L3.539, 2lte Motor Cycle Offices, 20

Tudor St., E.U, [5129

PLATER Piano, cost £70, practically nevi-. Rosewood: .

exchange 1913, good make, with siuecar, or 1914

machine: owner taking commercial position cause ol

sale; any qualified test allowed.-4. 695. me ilutur Cveh
Offices. Coventry. L.i.684

CONVERSIONS.—Have your high-powered motor cycle

converted into a first-class cycle car. Wo are the

originators of this iiir'vement, and consequently the

spciialist,s. Send details of yonr mount, and we quote

yon.-Hurlin and C".. 295. Mare St., Hackney, 'rel.^

Dalston 2989. [0380

LIGHT 2-seat., bb.p.. water-cooled, dual ignition,

2 speeds- and reverse in- perlect order, fitted

with Capo hood, and complete with all lamps, tools,

and practically new tyres, any trial and any examina-
tion; wanted to exchange lor a good motor c.ycic

and sidecar, or motor cycle: casb either way—Smilb,

42, Preston St., Brighton. [5134

REPAIRERS.
TJOPE'S.—Welders and repairers.

POPE'S.-Super excellent on broken flanges, cylinders,

crank case.*, water jacket?, etc.

POPE'S Features.—Slick deliver}-, inaximiini efficiency,

minimum chargcB.—55. Macdouald St., Biruiing.

bam. rX97

WniTTALL Machinists' Co.. War Office Contractors,

for all repairs,

dders: repai.b returned, ao-

No charge !1

nusuucessfnl.

WUITTALL.—Re-boring and new pistons. All motol
repairs. Old engines rejuvenated. All work guar-

iintccd: no exaspcntiiig dclnvs —Whittnll Machinists

Co., Whittall St., liirminglinm. [013'

Hfuiiil

[X764

[5144

with

WHITTALL.-Expcrt
cnratcly machined, inside 7 days.

-Ml letters lehiting to niivcrtisements should quote the number at the end oi ejich advertisement, and the date ot the issue, a^q
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The New
P.& P.' Decompressor
Prentis' P. Patent. Registered 1914 Model.

Easy starting

Easy to operate

Easy to tit

Slow Running
Price 15/6

complete.

A BOON TO RIDERS OF
HIGH-COMPRESSIOI^J ErtJGINES.

It embodies tlie results of two years' experience
: ; in the manufacture of Decompressors. : ;

Gives HIGH or LOW Compression AT WILL
without escape of Gas into the atmosphere.

Fitted with Standard Sparking Plu? Thread, and has
a Cast-Iron Air-cooled Au.xiliary Cylinder.

No limitation as to speed the Decompressor may be
put in use.

W^ SPECIAL NOTE. =1=1
Refuse any IMITATIONS of the old pattern " P.& P."
Decompressor now being advertised and sold under

other names.

'^one Genuine unless they bear our Trade Mark.

New model only charged half-price if old type
" P. & P." Decompressor is sent in exchange.

Obtainabtc through all /tgenls.

Descriptive Leaflet sent on request.

P. & P. ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
Manufacturers, ILFORD.

SOMETHING NEW
FOR WINTER USE.

AE

CELLULOID
COVERED.

THIS BAR IS ENTIRELY

COVERED AND NOT
AS OTHERS— PART

COVERED.

Lombard Rim & Tube Co.,

Lombard Street, BIRIVI8NQHAIVI.

REPAIRERS.
QCORED Cylinders filled in and regxound to existing^ pistons : new rings fitted.

CEACKED Valve Seats, broken cylinders, pistons
welded and machined complete. — West London

Welding Co., Esses Place, Chiswick. Tel. : 536. [2442

ANTOINE Cylinders, Pistons, etc.
; prompt delivery.

—Premier Motor Co., Birraingliam. [0246

VALVES.—Nickel steel vaWes, any size, 3/6; per pair
6/-.-a R. Foster. Kirkstull Rd., Leeds. [0253

F.N, Owners Note.—Earl, late F.N. foreman, at High-
bury, opening larger works at 5. Heath St.. Hamp-

stead.—Eeiow.

J^.N. Cylinders Eepround to 55 mm, and i light step-
ringed pistons fitted.—Below.

FN. Frames Converted to 1913 design; &?timatea
given for general overhauls.—Below.

F,N. Spares, tubular carriers, improved liick-np stands
supplied for older models.—Below.

E.N,—Earl's new address from December let, 5, Heath
St., Hampstead, N.W. [X787

WEST End Welders, first-class work, mo<lerate
quotation.—Pnrcells, 78, Charlotte St., Tottt-uliam

Court Ed„ W. ^ [3898

CYLINDERS, Crank Cases welded; quotations free;
send your enquiries.—Premier Motor Co., Aston

Ed., Birmingham. [0248

QUADRANTS.-A large stock of parts still to be
cleared; write for latest list.—Reg. Samson. Isling-

ton Row, Bimiingbam. [2700

CRA'CKED Cylinders, castings, forgings, etc., suc-
cessfully repaired by Lea's metallurgical process.-

Lea, engineers, Runcorn. [1838

COMPRESSION.—Cylinders ground and new pistons
fitted, 24/-; oldest engines lestored to highef=t

vitality.—Premier Motor Co., Birmingham. [0247

MINERVA Spares, cylinders ground, pistons fitted,
rebushing, parts duplicated.—Ellenborough Motor

Works, Ellenboiough Rd,, Wood Green, N. [5386

CYLINDER'S Re-sround on Proper Cylinder Grinders,
new pistons complete, inclusive prices.—Larstali

Repair Works, 34, Queen St., City. Loudon. [4638

EXHAUST Valves, nickel steel, to pattern or draw-
ing. 2/9, post free; piston rings from 1/-; other

parts, gears, bushes, etc.—Baines Eros., Gaintiborough.
rX8154

PISTON, fitted with top and bottom, Ktep-cut rings,
hardened eteel gudgeon pin, and your cyhnder re-

boied and, ground, 24/-.—C. R. Foster. Kirketall Kd.,
Leeds, [0310

pISTON Rings 9d., valves 2/-, postage extra; specially
-»- made to order; material, accuracy, and quick
despatch guaranteed.-W. E. Poole, Grove Lane, Hands-
worth, Einningham. [3967

FULHAM Motor Engineering Works, Peterborough
Rd., Parson's Green.—Economical repairs, accu-

mulators charged: splendid garages. Call or 'phone any
hour. Putney 1056. [0226

THREE Speeds.—Your present moimt" converted into
up-to-date 3-speed free engine clutch model (Arm-

strong gear), for £12/12. complete, and- ready to ride.—
Speedwell Mfg. Co,, Alcester. [X5968

RIOHFORD'S Specialise in mechanical and electrical
repair work, gear cutting, welding, etc. ; inventors'

experimental models, ideas developed; best workmanship. ,. _^^.
— Milner Works. Barnsbury St., London. 1^^266

'j^'iilJEg^"^!. ii_p__ t\vin,~3-speed
rr^ONGE Welding Works. 174. Oldham Rd., Middle- CLYNO,' 6 h.p., "and Sidecar

New26«2iBEGover$
4-PLY PASSENGER TYPE 32/6

3-PLY HEAVY - - - - 25/-
2-PLY LIGHT - - - - 19/-

EITHER RUBBER-STUDDED OR THREE-RiB.

Retreading any make with large Rubber- i R /
Stud or Three Rib Tread I O/ "

SEND FOR LIST AND SECTIONS.

O WAITING.
1914 MODELS IN STOCK.

DOUGLAS, 2?- h.p. All models.
ENFIELD, 6 h.p., combination £84
ENFIELD, 3 h.p., twin £52 10
INDIAN, 7 h.p., special model £77
RUDGE Multi, 5 h.p., and Sidecar £80 10
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., 3-spced £60
TRIUMPH, 4 h.p., T.T. roadster ;..... £49 15
PHELON & MOORE, 31, h.p., and Sidecar £80 15

£63
£91X ton, Manciester.—E.\perts in broken cylinders. VICTORIA-PRECISION, 2 h.p., :-speed £26 5

crank ca^es, etc. Welding' alumininni a speciality.
^ FOR EARLY DELIVERY

I^othius too ditficult. Sonnd ivorli at moder^ite CLYNO, TRIUMPH, LEVIS, IVY, VELOCE, and SCOTT
?harges.

2-s(rol<es, PREMIER, NEW HUDSON, HUMBER,
SINGER, JAMES, BRADBURY, F.N., WILLIAMSON,
and ZENITH.

[1389

WELDING. Weldins.—Weldins in all metals, motor
cylinders and aluminium crank cases: we have

the plant, also the experience- and method, for everv
job. nothing too difficult: we are the people: ouick
delivery.—Below.

CY^CLE Cylinders Reground to perfection, and new
light piston fitted, complete with rings, etc., for

22;6.-Oxy-Acetylene Welding, 349, Lillic Kd., Fulham.
[025'?

COMPEESSION.—Cylinders re-bored and ground, new
piston, rings, and gudgeon cojnplete, 16/-; over-

hauling, re-bushing, eificiency guaranteed. — Reliance
Motor Engineering Co., Spon Xane, Smethivick, Bir-
mingham. [5111

,

NEW HUDSON, 4 h.p., 3-srccd, Canoelet

1914 SINGER & HUMBERETTE CYCLE CARS
IN STOCK.

Exchanges. Trade supplied.

List

Price.

Our
Price,

rvl Sidecar, new, 1913 model £y$ 12 £64MAGNlilTO. Coil, and Accumulator Repairs; every ' «^...^„ , ,
- ,

, .

type of magneto repaired and guaranteed at lowest PREMIER, 3I h.p,, 2-speed countershaft,

pricets in 2 days; 4-cyl. F.N. magneto repairs a I Canoelet Sidecar, new, 1913 model £63 12
pecialitv ; re-niagnetising, 3/6. — Fellowe, 99, Horse- RUDGE iVIulti, 3I h.p., new, 1913 model £"Go o

IV-rry Ed., Westminster. S.W. ri377

CRITERION" Motor Works.-A firm of recognised
ability for cylinder re-grinding and fitting, new

pistons complete.. 18/6 inclusive; complete engine bver-
liaula: practical "eflficiency a«t-ured.— 11, Criterion Hews,
Upper HoUoway, London, N. 'Phone; Hoinsey 1147.

[3444
THE Tennant Engineering Co.. Pershore St., Birming-

ham, leaders in scientific motor repairing, bore
more cylinders in a week tlianinoat competitors see iu
a year and' consequently can work at lower prices; t\(>

firm has better machinery, better men, or greater
faciiiticr; for turning out perfect work; cylinders
a^^cnrately rebored, ground, and fitted complete new
pistonu from 18/6. rebnt^hing equally cheap; engines
.-omplfttely overhauled; evcy description of welding suc-
cessfnlly executed, otlier firm«' bodges rectifiefl ; quick
delivery and full satisfaction guarauteed. Official re-

pairers A.C.T7.—'Phone: Mid. 1928.

£57
£49 10

1913 ZENITH, 6 h.p., coachbuilt Sidecar £55
I9r3 IVY-PRECISION, 3Hi.p., T.T. roadster, -

Philipson pulley, spare racing piston and cams £37
1912 NUMBER, 3ih.p., 2-speed, Philipson pulley,

and coachbuilt Sidecar £42
1912 ALLDAYS, 3^ h.p., 2-speed, and Sidecar £36
igi2 HUMBER, 3:V h.p., 2-speed, new.tyre and belt £35
1912 ENFIELD, 2j h.p., 2-spced, chain drive £32
i9ri F.N., 2.V h.p., 2-speed, shaft drive £20
Second-hand Machines complete with Lamp, Horn, etc,

Hebden's Motor Mart,
St. James' Street, Burnley.

fX782 Telephone 488. Wires, " Hebdcn's Motors, Biimley."

a6o A" letters relating to adveitisements should quote the number at the end ol each »ioveitisenient, and the date of the issue.
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THE DALL

N02 ~ N?3
As illustrated with 3 links, 1/-.

Made in Jin.. Jin., and lin. sizes.

EVERY PART GUARANTEED FOR 1,000 MILES.

OF ALL AGENTS.
Now 1/-
ALSO THE

DALL TROUSER GUARD, 1 •

DALL, LADYBANK,
FIFE.

B. & H. WATER-COOLING
DEVICE.

Reg. Ko. i?oo2[i3.
\Vf. Gu.^rantee to kcop your engine in the condition

it should be, by mioiinising carbon deposits, broken

valv^-s, over-heating, etc. Saves its cost by reducing

your petrol and oil bill,

Sept. 27tl]. BrowTi, with 6 b.p. Zenith up Arms Hill,

went with sjficc.ir and passenger, and got loo marks lot

the Middlesex M.C.C.

Complete to fit Singles

£3 - 3 - O
Complete to fit Twin

^5 - 5 - O
State name and make

when ordering.

77, Prince oT Wales Rd.,

Kentish Town, N.W.
SeiTitt! stores, lolboni.
Purctlis, Charlott*^ Streei.

Ebona i Co . Aylesbury.
CooliuM Valve Car cnn be sc2ii or imicliABPtl at any of tlie nU

Key s. Gt Portland Street
ISartleltA Co., Killmrn

The B. & H. Writer-

RFPAIRERS.
EFFICIKNOY.—The I'owcr \« produce rctfuits in-

- toniled. Does your euftine do this? No. Tli<-u

let i\ti make it; we guarantee elttrieni'y; motor ropniiiiiw

i.s our sin'ciiil hutiiness. All work entrurfted to us is

<>.\i'cutO{l ((iiiai-icnticusly at iiriLPoi art cheap ati tJiP

" hodi;orV " ; cylinilers lo-borwi. pistons fitted, n^hurdi-

iva. trniiiPt; niftilorni.'^Kd. etc. ; 'estimates I'ne.—Patricroft
Mutur Co., PatriiTon, Mandu-t-tcr. r5024

GUARANTEED Uepairs and Retimed Pricea.—
CyliudtTri recroiind. fitted new pir-tou, rings, aud

t-'uii^eun (2 or 5-rinired type), to to-8S mm. bore, lor

18'6
:

plio.sphor broii/.e bufllies from 3/-; A'ulves and
s.'.-itingti ground true, 5/- pair; our spoL-iulity, Simplex
patent steel featherweight pit^tons. from 19/-: Duplex
patent riuga from 3/-: send lor illustrated list, mailed
free.—Mnrman and Bliss, London Bd., Houuslow.

[5147

MISCELLANEOUS,
A UTUMN Cnrgaius.

BUY New aud Save Money.—Tlie goods are new and
perfeL't; call and see us. it will pay you. Below

are few fspeeial lines at startUug pricee;

^FECIAL Prices qucited for anything not advertised.
K^ Frauoooia lamps and generators 13/6. usual 25/-:

others equally as cheap; rubber goggles, 7d. ; assorted

toggles. 9d. ; rvLli^ts' gngftles, metal. 4',2d. : celluloid

ve f^hield^ 1/6, as adverti^-^ed at 3/6; covers, 26x2 13/6,

26x2',^ 15/6, 26x2V' 16'6. 28x2 17/6, leading miike

;

tubes from 4/11: Continrutal, Hutchinson, Pedley. l\ter
Onion. Avon, John iJuIl, Kempsball, Rom, and other?

stock: Midland motor tyres and belt-, 1913 stork.

20% ofl list price; voltmeters, 2/11; :?auntlets. leather

3/6: ranva-* and leather. 1/6; plightly -(WJled Bosch
plugs, 2/6; L.idge. perfect: accuuiuhrfors FulIerV^

20 amp. 4 volt, 10/6; waterproof suits, 13/6; romplete
fii.'^t-closs iluuhl.^-oie;i<;tf-d heav' te.xture 21/-. u.-iually sold

:it 35/-: trou.ser^ 10/11, usuallv sold at 16/6 ;_legging8,

2/9. 3/6, and 6/6; cape.^. 2/6; belting, rubber, *i 10'/i?d.,

Vh 1/3. leading make, leather. -Ta Hd., ^.1 1/2, % 1/5,

inch 1/9 foot, all leading makes equally- cheap ; handlc-
h;ir3, 4/11: foot brakes, 6/9; Roberta leather uteel de-

tachable bauds, 18/11: one only, frame complete, from
show, with stand, carrier, and tank, les*, forks, £5/5,
usual £7/7.

ANCROFTTAX Co^ 64. Biehopsgate, E.G. Tele-

44IF 99

B' phone
Lnndon.

CHITH Speedometer,

Co.,
London Wall 9397. Telegrams: Chaikel.

[2989

sbop-tjoiled : 40/-, bargain.— 77.
High S't., St. Johu'r* Wood. [5118

Id 14 Graham's Motor Accessory List is now leady;
Jit/ trade only.—Viui- St., Birmingham. [6680

3UN. Screw-cutting Lathe, 3ft. gap bed: £5/7/6; lists

2 No. 6 free.—F. PatriL-k, Grosvenor Terrace, Leeds.

WE CAN PROVE
MORE POWER,
MORE SPEED,
LESS NOISE,

WILL YOU FIT A

CLAIR SILENCER
To your machine ?

The Police are trapping noisy machines all ocer

the Country. Don't wait until you are caught.

YOU CAN TRY A SILENCER
BEFORE YOU BUY.

J. C.LYELL& Co., Ltd.,
11 3. Great Portland Street, London, W.

DON'T GET UPSET!
Bv having to wait months. There is no need

to if you deal with ALEXANDER, The Great

Scottish Motor Cycle and Cycle Car Contractor.

AFTER SHOWIMMEDIATE DELIVERY

OF I9I4 MODELS.

INDIAN.
P. & IW.

ZENITH.
MATCHLESS.

FOR QUALITY

ESTABLISHED 1860. WORKS -COVER 5 ACRES.
eft. x4ft. X 7ft. hiL;h £2 2 6
7ft. X 5ft. X 7ft. ;, 2 10
8ft. X 5ft. X 7ft. ,, 2 15
Sfl. X 6tt. X 7ft. ., 3 50
9ft. X 7tt. X /[I 4 3 6
10ft. xSft. -v 711 ,. 5 5
12ft. X 3ft. X7.UI. ,, 5 12 6

Double <liir,r, -i'l; extra

Prices areonra'i StainesStalton.
These houses are tenants'

fixtures, and can be bvilted

together in a few minutes. They arc nia.'.e of sound,
well-seasoned matchboard, and complete with floor.

Window in any desired position. Roofs of Stoniilex
Felt. We treat each house with Brown Sideroieum.

C^italQgueff_yith partiemars of other sizes Free-

CALTHORPE,

[8905

FOR Hue, siderars, 7/6 per day. £1 por iveck.—Ecy.
378. Euston Ed., and 173. Gt. Portland St., W

14975
AKMSTEONQ 1914 Marl! VII., in 26x21/2 ivleel. ron-

trola, new: oilers.—Stocks, Tliurlstone, I'enif^tone.

I
[X758

\ "l/flNERVA and Rex Spares : large stock.— CooktJon
-, OL Broe.. 511, Chester Rd., Old TrnSord. JIaiicliester.

-I [3256
ELITE.— Genuine Ly60 belts, fully guaranteed by

the uianufactiirers,. %in., 1/- per foot, in any
li-nctlis.

ELITE.—Motor cycle covers retreaded bv our
speci::' prcL-esa : special lieavv 17/6. heavy 1176, _.,„ ota.

meilimu 10. rubber -Btudiled. bands .luaranteid not to 1272-z/a-,

lOMie- oif.—Elite Rubber Co.. 2^0. Coidharbour L.)ne,

,

Lounliboroush Junction, S.W. 'Phone: 2042 Bri.xton.
,

Price liet on !ippliuati03. [9068 1

TANKS !—Any size or ehape made to order; catalnfrne,^

free.—Bright and Hayes. 73, Church St., Camber-
well. [5120

PHILLIPSON I'ulley, for Triumph, 58/-: handle-bar
enntrol for same, 11/-.—AYilkineon, Tarrant-Monk-

ton. Blondford. [X752

FRAMES, £2/10: wLeele, 17/6 pair; spring forks.

£1'10: lugs, etc.; gears at lowest prices: lists

frce.-Millard, Belvedere. [4931

MOTOR Cars and Cvcles for hire, day or week;
ternw on upplirafion.—Rey. 378. Euston Ed., and

173. (it. Portland St., \V. [4974

CARBDEETTEE?—Hadcock's By-pass ivill make
yours better than the best : see displayed advertise-

niint in last or nest issue. [0261

DOUGLAS. ENFIELD.
BRADBURY. WILLIAMSON
B.S.A. BROUGH.
NORTON. LEVIS.

ALSO

G.W.K., and DOUGLAS
CYCLE CARS. FORD CARS.

BEST TERMS—EXCHANGE OB EASY PAYMENTS.

& CO,
and

ALEXANDER
113-115, LOTHIAN ROAD, EDINBURGH,

GT. WESTERN ROAD, GLASGOW.

NOTE THIS-WE GUAPANTEE
ALL PETROlTANKS made by us

of^ £^'£/fy'oescn/PT/ON
fSTAaa

902

L"TURWILL-aMAK.YI„,„^o.„,jSUMP„

SPARE PETDOL I TVIflEY^\ TANKS i«S ..,.'Z°. ...JJ

5|':::;ff/a«EUAt.CE WORKS,
iT.„l„°/" ' ORE6NS1 BIRMINOHAM

BEADBUET Spare I'arts and Repairs a speciality.—
Agento. Bright and Haylea, 73, Church St., Cain-

bcnvell. 'Phone: Hop 50. [5122

FRAMES.—New frame made to order, £2/5: old framc.^

in'Vierniscd from 15/-.—Bright and Hnyles, 73.
Cliurch St., Cambenvell Oreen. [5121

TANKS, radiators, inndguards rruide and repaired :i

prompt attention. be.st workmaasliip.-Attwood,*

.

99. Ewhcry Av.. London, EC. [1987

PEEDOMETEE. Cowey £4/4 model, with niilen-

meter, been little u^d: £3.—Write. P. W. .Idliii-

son. 42 Oxford E<1.. Ealing. \V. [0393

HOOltS, slightly soiled, for A.C. Sociable, M.^rgaii

runabout, and other cors.—Esmond, llolborn Hall.

Grav'^ Inn Rd. 'Phone: 6492 Holhorn. [0377

KMSTRONG Gears, Miirk II. and III., brand uiw.

, -iiphte wheel. 26X2%, li.E. rim; 4 cash t"

clear.-Eoyal Euby Cycle Co., Mancheeter. [J li

14 Motor Cycles Built to customers' own speciflca-

tionn. with 19l4 Eoc ircar.s, singly and in quan-

tities.—Eoc Gear Co.. Hay Milh*. Birmingham. [0330

THE NEW TORPEDO SIDECAR
With the all-nictal and perfect streamline body,

£16 16s.

Makers : KILLIN & CO., 261, High Street, Hounslow.

Model on show at Messrs. Wauchopc'Si
Shoe LanCj London, E.C.

son.

H
Graj

A"
I'lear

19^

UF COURSE, LOWEST PRIGk TELLS
But it is also the Quality and Character
of" the Bargains, the unequalled Variety
of Choice, the Easiest of Easy terms,
and the ^onerous Exchanges that
attract Buyers to

WAUCHOPE S,Fie*e\ 81.. London, E.C.

All letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at tlie end of each advertisement. :\na the date of the issue. a6i
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The **SWA j>

THE "SWAN"
"WHICH FLOATS"

There is nothing perfect, so it is said,

but it is a very fine line indeed which

separates "Swan" from "perfection."

Full catalotrues from

"SWAN" SIDECARS, OXFORD.
r

Pole London Affent

:

A. P. REY, 378-384, Euston Road, N.W.

BULL DOG BELT.
BALATA and LEATHER COMBINATION.

TRIAL OFFER EXTENDED TO DEC. 31si.

1/- per foot post free in three sizes,

lin., lifl. and Ijin.

Fasteners 6cl, Book your order in good time

befoi'e tfie retail price is fixed.

NO TRADE DISCOUNTS AT PRESENT.
TERMS CASH WITH ORDER.

W. POLLIN, V Belt Specialist,
Shepherdsweil, DOVER.

SEE THAT LEVER?A
D

* Raise it and pulley is \

C adjusted Immediately,

„ No tools required.

No belt removed.
Fits any machine.'

p Simplicity itself.'

U —
I Pat. No. 21142/07.

P Send fm particulars to

:

Y The Advance l*lotor Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

NORTHAMPTON.

HANDLE-BAR
MUI

Specially improved 191.}, models. Self-supporting,
waterproof, warm. Keeps hands like toast. Better
than any glove. Protect all controls^ well made.
Essential for winter riding.

Best walsrproof, lined wool 5/6 I pft..-„„ o^
„ tur 10/6 f

^^'^siage JO-

BLEACH, Marmion Rd., SOUTHSEA.

MISCELLANEOUS.
jV/TUDGUARDIXG Your Motor Cycle, get Necessities
O-TJ. Co. '6 mud ttoppfT-^, non-drip detachable edges, ex-
tensions, fltipo; !ii:v< liets ready.—Vine St., Birmingham.

BOOTS—Save nearly 50% buying from factory direct

;

ag:ents ivante'l ; send pct^ta^e 2d. for list and par-
ticulars.-BLitish Bcot Co., -202, Portland Sq., Bristol.

STOCK-TAKI^TG Sale.-All Hnes reduced, including
tyres, belt?, suits, and gloves. Send a P.C, stating

requirement.3.—Reg. Samson, Islington Row, Birming-
ham. 121OJ

MOTOR Oil.-Don't pay fancy prii-es. Highest vis-
cosity

; air-cooled, non-acid, non-gumnring ; sample
gallon 2/3, 5 gallons 10/-.-Aldridge's, Islington Green.
London. (2=373

MOTORISTS' Coloured Figured Silk Mufflers, manu-
facturers' prices, l.'ll, 2/11, 3/11; money returned

if not approved.—R'u.shivorth6, outfitters, Carlisle Rd..
Bradford. . [X789
ALBIOX Revolving Counter-shaft 1913 2-c^peed Gear,

liand .starter, good condition, £4/10; IVdley belt,
lin.\8ft. 6in., new, 13/6.—Crouch, 56, Daiuiarnock
Rd.. Glasgow. [X9390
MAUDES.—Bosch late^^t 1913 Z.E.I, magneto, brand

new, but slightly eoiled, 70/-; B. and B. carbur
etter, latest 1913 model, handle-bar controlled, 22/6
—136, Gt. Portland St., W. [4834
jl/TOTOR 1914 reduced price list ready; everythingXTX from a spoke to complete machins ; save money

;

speciality, complete sets to build motor cycle "or car.—
Graham, Vine St., Birmingham. [0402

WHY .
Suffer the Misery of Cold Feet.—Metal foot

warmer-Bj, velvet covered, price 3,- each, post
3d- ; fuel ref&fe for same 2d. each. lasting 6 hours.—
Northern Depot, Ltd,, Leece St., IJverpool. [X4099

PULLEYS for any motor.—Dion, 6/-; Motosacoche,
Moto-Reve. 4/- : any other not over 4V>in. dia-

meter, 4/9 : plated, guaranteed, carriage paid.—Perkins,
High Rd-, Leyton. 'Phone: 248 M altbamstow. [4832

TRICAR, upholstered back eeat. new, suit monocar,
6ft. Renolds ^/^n. chain, 4h.p. air-cooled engine,

water-cooled head, good order; 35/-; copper petrol, tank,
suit cycle car.—Stebbings, Attleborough, Norfolk. [4740

F.E.S. Major Xamp and Bracket, new; F.E.S. 1,000ft.
lamp and bracket, second-hand ; one Dunlop butted

tube. 650x65, new; what offers?— McUcrmott's, Plum-
stead Common, S-B. [X745

BINKS Carburetter, new, fit Douglas, with Douglas
stamp, 30;-; Brooks 170 saddle, .new, 17/6; 50/-

Lucas lamp set, used once,- 37/6; good.double^ twiet hnm,
2/6; 8ft. lin. Whittle belt, nearly new, 10/-.—Wallis,
Lynn Rd., Ely. [X321

THE" Best Semi-automatic drip feed lubricator, as
fitted to over 50,000 motor cycles and cycle cars;

price 11/-.—Full particulars from The Adams Motor
Accessory Co., 10, Northumberland Rd., Newcastle-on-
Tyne. [3801

DECOMPRESSOR.-Clayton combined [adjustable) de-
compressor and compression tap for easy starting

and slow running; price 6/6.—From all ageuts, or direct
from The Adams Motor Accessory Co., 10. Northumber-
land Rd., Newcastle-on-Tyue. - [3465

GRAIJOPHONE, 20 gns.. handsome, hornless, in-
laid Sheraton cabinet, height 4lt., record cup-

board, completely enclosed, on wheels, purchased
April, with records; £5/10; approval willingly.— 3.
Aubert Park. Highbury, London. [5095

CONVERSIONS.—Have your high-powered motor cycle
converted into, a fiTst-clai?« cycle car. We are the

originators of thi.s movement, and consequently the
r^pecjalists. Send details of your mount, and we quote
you.—Hurlin and Co., 295, Mare St., Hackney. Tel :

Dal^ton 2989.,
. > [0384

N.S.U. 2-6peed Gears to Triumph, Biadbiiry, J.A.P.,
B.S.A.. Eudge, Eover, Precision, Premier, Singer,

and other makes; the easiest gear on the market to fit;

no alteration to motor cycle necessary; trade inquiries
invited: vour present N.S.U. gear converted to the 1914
h.b.c.—Eagles and Co., High St., Acton. - [X714

DOUGLAS, 1913, fitted 3-speed Armstrong, condition
as new, £40; New* Hud,son, 1913 model, 7a, and

coach sidecar, complete equipment, all in splendid order,
£30; N.S.U. 1912 lightweight, twin, 2-specd, free en-
gine, only done 600. perfect condition. £27/10.—Llovds
Cycle Stores, 640, High Rd.„ Tottenham, N. [5107

WRITE a P.O. for Juno catalogue, 156 pages, 900
illn*Jtratious. of all the latest accec^sories at tower

prices than any other house; Auto-wheelfi £16/16, 30/10
monthly; the Juno motor. 4h,p., £47, ai/3 month; 21/,

h.p.. £43. 75/- month; wdecars, 110/- 10/3 month,
£5/18 11/1 month. £6'6 11/8 mmith. £8 14/6 mouth,
£10/10 19/3 month, £12/12 23/4 month; 1912 F.E.
Rndge, £35; 1912 3i/.h.p. Bradbury. £29; 4h,p. Jap-
Juno. £.^0\ 2->ih.p. Kerry, £5/10; Mead Flyer, £30; 10/-
allowed on old tyres in part, payment for best makes.
Accessories value £5 on monthly payments. Any make
of machine or sidecar bought, sold, or supplied on
monthly payments. New 26x2iA Palmer cord covers,

38/6: Palmer tabric. 26x2iA. 25/4; 26x2yi rear wheels,
with Villiets' F.E. hiib, 110/-; mode! O Juno,
£6; Unito couplers. 21/-: oilskin euits, 11/10;
fawn waterproof suits, 20/-'; decompressors, 6/6

;

valve grinders, 2/-: tanks and pulleys made to order;
variable and free engine gears fitted; footboards
from 4/6 pair ; kick starters, 14/9 ; Pillion seats, 6
nattems, from 10/6; handle-bar watches, in case, 3/9;
handle-bars. 7 pai;terns, from 5/- : College mudshieldS;
16/-.— M.O. Dept., Metropolitan Machinists' Co., Ltd..

1914 MODELS
FOR

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Scotts. Rudges, Triumphs, Rovers, James,
Lea Francis, Indians, n/latchless, Levis, etc.

EXCHANGES. EASY TERIVIS.

BARGAINS in SECOND HAND
Machines that CANNOT be BEATEN.

W. H. ELCE & CO.,
'Phone

:

Avenue 55
16, BishoDSgate Avenue,

Camomire St., London, E.G.

"KILSHOCK" Flexible Chain Drive.

Price

£2 15

Makes chain-driven
machines as srnooM
as belt drive?.

No jar at low speed-

Ask your heal man
ior parlicu/ars, or

write to—
Oppermann&Sons

3, Albemarle Sl,

Clerkenwdl, EX.

/^'

TURNER
Fi-om

£12 12s.

Patent 920J 1911

-THE WINTER SIDECAR.
PROTECTION. COMFORT. ELEGANCE.
Hood and screen .£1 15s. each extra. Iniprovemeuts iu design and
stiensth of cliAssis.

»J. H GRIFFIN & CO.,
Scle Manufacturers, Minories, Birmingham.

Sole London Aficiih—
E. S. THOMAS & CO., 154B, Gt. Titchfleld St., London, W.

CYLINDER
GRINDING

with guaranteed accuracy.

;ji J. C. DALMAN & SONS,
BIRMINGHAM.

MISCELLANEOUS.
TRIUMPH Cvlindw, 3h.p., Brauipton geai, new Anp.,

i^uit B.S.A. or similar, E.I.C.' decompre<.>:or, Roberts
non-skid, 26X214; R.A. vulcanif^er : offers ivante-d. and
all sound.—J.W.. 37, Derby Ku., SandiaLie, Notts. [X330

NEW Whittle, Sft.x%,. 18/6; 1913 B. and B., almost
new, 15/6; new studded Dunlop cover, 20/-; BroOks

248. BishopBcate, London, E.O. 'I'hone: 12857 Oen- pan seat, buck vest, 25/-.—Blencathra, Higlifleld Hd.,
Unl. Tclegranis. Quills. London. [0040 Walton-on-Thamce. [X78S

a62 -Ml letters relating to advertisements should quote the number at the end ol each advertisement, and the date of the issue.
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MOTOR CYCLE.

A machine that has come rapidly to the front, and
is now considered by many people to have no superior.
It is economical as regards petrol consumption, and
exceedingly reliable Price £46.

M'e shall hr pjci'sid to send our ciitalnffuf /o all iiftrrrstat.

CAMPION MOTOR CYCLE WORKS, NOTTINGHAM.

ALBION 1
2-speed Countershaft Gear
Suitable for singles up to 3 h.p. andtwinsto4h.p.

Fit DOUGLAS, LEVIS, CONNAUGHT, HUMBER.etc.

Price £6
with top tank conti'ol
and cog tapered to any

engine.

ALBION ENGINEERIFfG Co., Ltd.
Upper Higrhgate Street, BERMINGHAM.

vlGtSlDECAR
wju s in rru

\\ILL I IS-, IHltOl OH
10 INCH Sl'ACE J

LONDON - EXETER - LONDON.

10" - STANDARD D

YOU CANNOT DO BETTER THAN FIT THIS
FASTENER.

ABS01.UTEB.Y REI.IABL.E.

HERWIN, CANNY & CO.,
36, WILLIAM STREET, WOOLWICH S.E.

Sole Patentees & Manuiacturer:
of the first Hook Fastener.

40 letters

3 cheques

10 Enquirers

= The Result
of a small
advertisement

in

Dear Sirs,

Ivy Dene, Midland Road,

Leagrave, Luton,

November 24th, 1913.

I have had 40 letters and postcards,

3 cheques, and 10 enquirers at my house, for

the magneto advertised in your paper. I have
sold it to a gentleman near home.

You can make use of this if you care to,

as It speaks very highly of "The Motor Cycle."

Yours respectfully,

M. W. CLAYSON.

MotorgcusTS

A Useful Little Pocket Companion.
Every motor cyclist should make use of this hook. It is brimful of sound advice

respecting the care, management, and repair of motor cycles. Every hint and tip is

numbered, and reference is made very simple by a very exhaustive alphabetical index.

c
Fourth Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Now Ready.

Obtainable from—
ILIFFE & SONS LTD., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.G.,

and all Booksellers and Bookstalls.

Price 1/- net.

/;/, ov'iiniiiui thr.^-r axlcerjisnniiif.^- >/ /s f/r.^irnhlc fu lo^nfinn "'The Motor f'l/rlr. A63
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S

I

I

Tracing
Troubles

New Edition

NOW
READY.

MOTOR CYCLE FAULTS,
THEIR IDENTIFICATION
AND THEIR REMEDIES
SIMPLY AND FULLY

.-. EXPLAINED .-. /.

'T^HIS handy little volume deals with
all the faults to which motor cycles

are liable, explains how they can be
easily diagnosed, and shows how they
can be rectified. Every conceivable
cause of trouble is dealt with, and the

remedy for it carefully explained. It is

written in simple language by a practical

motor cyclist of long experience, and
fully indexed for ease of reference.

The new edition has been carefully

revised by the author and new material
added, including

a ncvir section on
two-stroke engines^

Price X / '^^*-

By post 1/2.

Iliffc & Sons Ltd., 20, Tudor Street, London, E.C.

and all leading booksellers and bookstalls.
[Retniftame should accompany

orders sent by post.)
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B. &B.
CARBURETTERS
ARE FITTED BY ALL THE LEADING MOTOR CYCLE

MANUFACTURERS OF THE WORLD.

THE

LATEST

INTRO-

DUCTION.

SEHI-ADTO-

HATIC

VARIABLE

JET MODEL.

AUTOMATI-

CALLY

VARIES

THE SIZE

OF THE

JET WITH

THE

THROTTLE.

ITfPE BSV — 32/6.

WRITE FOR COPY OF igt4 " HINTS & TIPS," GRATIS.

BROIVN & BARUOW, l.tcl.,
Westwood Road, Witton, Birmingham.

BEACON Ke. oOILSHINS
NEVER GO STICKY OR LET IN THE WET

Moi:fy bad in full if thty fail on any point.

Authorities in every branch of Sport praise Beacon Oilskins. " Ixion " of

"The Motor Cycle," saj-s they r.re the only things which have kept hiradry;
" Kuklos,"of "The Daily News and Leader," never rides without them;

and thev will give you the same sure freedom from weather-worries,

though you ride all day against the cutting wind-driven rain and sleet.

21/-

25/-

7/« complete suit m Black

or Yellow Oilskin . . .

.

In Tan or Gr^yCreen
Send cheat meRsure nver iacket, jftcket

lencth, and insiile leg mea>*ure (fork to

heel), with reniitianee.

J. BARBOUR & SONS, Ltd

ILLUSTRATED LIST
POST FREE, showing wet

weather wear for Motorists and

Sidecarists. Send a postcard for

it now.

26. Beacon Buildings,

South Shields, England, {z) (S>

STEPNEY WHEELS
Every owner of a Cycle Car needs a Stepney Wheel.
It really acts as a mascot against punctures. Because
you have had no punctures is no reason why you
.should not carr>- a Stepney, as the day will soon
come when you will get a punctured tyre, just where
you wish it would not have happened.

Therefore insure yourself now against punctures by
equipping your car with a Stepney.

The Stepney is fitted in one minute and there are

over 400,000 in use.

We have supplied Stepney Wheels for Humberettes,
G.W.K., Swift, Enfield, A.C. Cycle Cars, etc., etc.

PRICE, 6;o X 6e,, £2 2 O.

AN IDEAL CHRISTMAS PRESENT.

The
Stepney Spare Motor Wheel, Ltd.,

Llanelly, Wales.
LONDON showrooms: 168, Ct. Portland Street, W.

Ill cni-'irrring thtie a^ivertisemenls if is (Icirahlc fo iDentUni " Tlir ^fahll f'l/r/,."

.1
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You feel

at home
in a few minutes on the

21 h.p. F.N.

LIGHTWEIGHT
It is so delightfully easy to manage—even by
the novice.

And you
get home
much quicker, simply for the reason you have

no trouble en route ; no messy belt annoyances :

no continuous chain adjusting. Weather condi-

tions do not affect the ' F.N.' With its shaft

and bevel drive it is the only machine upon

which you can defy the elements.

Then why delay investing, especially when

by placing your order now, delivery before

Xmas can be given—certain.

Enclosed shaft drive (like a car). Two-

speeds ; free engine ; multiple disc clutch ; are

but a few features. £49.

(F.N.) ENGLAND, LTD.
Showrooms and Genera] Offices :

106, GREAT PORTLAND STREET, LONDON, W.
Tdeiinmis—"Elenmo, Loniion." Telephone—6016 Gerrard.

Repair Works—31-32. Foley Street LONDON. W.

frinted and PubUsbed by tne Propiietors, Iliffe & Sons Limited. 20, I'udc li.C, and Coventry
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